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BAPTISM FOR THE DEAD.

A RECENT correspondent
are the evidences in f::l vor
of baptism for the dead? It is stated in
the revelations that the Book of Mormon
contains the fulness of the gospel, but that
book says
concerning baptism for
the dead. ·Can you
?"
brief! y to both questions:
for the dead does not involve the
of
other
than that
the
of Mormon;
of the
same gos1'Jel, in aU its parts to
dead.
I~ offers to the dead the same gospel privileges offered to men in this life., And
when this is
the dead have the same
fulness of the gospel"--offerthem as is offered to the living·. Thio;
is contemplated and
for in I
Peter 3: r8--2o; 4
I I : 25;
Zech. 9:9-11; Isa, 24: 21-23; Ezek. 32:
rS-31; Ps. 9: 1
16: zo; 1
6-8; Rev.
r:r8·,2o:n,·
andC.6 ; os:
° 2 8'
v
:

s,

j

it is true that the Book of Mor~on cont~ins the "fulness of the g-ospel,"
1t teaches Jts application to the living only,

but does not restrict it to them. This omissi<?n is not at all strange if we keep in
mmd the fact, that more than ninetv-nine
of the recorded teachings of tJ{e N eprophets and seers, and ofJesus also,
~re not found in the Book of l\<1ormon, as
IS so often stated.
Mormon speaking of
this says: "I can not write the hundredth
part of the things of my people."-Book
of Mormon I : 2. · The same is said of the
teachings of Jesus, in Book of N eo hi 12:
I
and of the writings of the J aredites, in
6: 9· The Book of Mormon was
not designed to teach t be details of church
government, organization, nor all the
methods of teaching "the fulness of the
gospel" to the living or the dead. Its chief
office is set forth in the fly-leaf, and in I

4: 3; zNepi1i II:4; BookofMormonr:9;z:6.
Its omission to teach baptism for the
dead is similar to its omissions in other
directions.
Bishops, deacons, seventies,
evangelists, etc., etc., are provided for in
the Bible as officers essential in administerthe gospel, but the Book of Mormon
specific mention of them. It, howendorses the Bible, hence it endorses
is taught therein, including preachto, and baptism for the dead. While
it
true that the R::>ok of Mormon contains "the fulness of the gospel," yet there
are many things taught touching the govermnent of the church, its organizatinn,
its methods of work, and its progressive
principles, so as to make the gospel effective and applicable in its broadest and most
sense, that are not mentioned in
it.
book contemplated and foretold
the work and words of Joseph Smith, the
Seer, and defines his duties and authority.
See 2 Nephi z: z, 3; II: r9; Book of Nephi 9: 12, and D. and C., sections 19, 43,
and 110: 18-zr.
Concerning baptism for the dead we
the following from the "CompreCommentary," page 1312 which
in explanation of I Cor. I 5: 29, says:"Some understand it, of a custom obas some of the ancients tell us,
who professed the Christian
name
the
ages of baptizing some
in the name and stead of catechumeus dy''liithout baptism."
is what was written on
the
Joseph the Seer:
T1e great designs of God in relation to
the salvation of the l,uman family are
very Httle understood by the professedly wise
and intelligent generation in which we live.
V ado us and conflicting are the opinions of
mer· concerning the plan of salvation; the requieitions of the Almighty, the necessary pre·
parr.tions for heaven, the state and condition of
departed spirits, and the happiness or misery
that is consequent upon the practice of righteousness and iniquity, according to their several notions of virtue and vice. The Mussulman condemns the Heathen, the Jew, the Christian and
the whole world of mankind that rej~ct his Koran as infidels, and consigns the whole of them
to perdition. The Jew believes the whole world
that reJects his faith, and are not circumcised, are
Gerctile dogs and will be damned. The Heathen
are equally as tenacious about their principles.
and the Christian consigns all to perdition who
can not bow to his creed and submit to his ipse
dixit. But while one portion of the human race
are juc.ging and condemning the other without
mercy. the great Parent of the universe looks upon the whole of the human family with a fatherly care, and paternal regard. He views them as

No.

I.

his offspring; and, without any of those contract•
ed feelings that influence the children of men,
causes "His sun to rise on the evil and the good;
and sends hls rain on the just and unjust." He
holds the reins of judgment in his hands; he is a
wise lawgiver and will judge all men (notaccord,ing to the narrow contracted notions of men,
but) "according to the deeds done in the body,
whether they be good or evil;" or whether these
deeds were done in England, America, Spain,
Turkey or India. He will judge them, "not according to what they have not, but according to
what they have;" those who have lived without
law will be judged without law, and those who
have a law will be judged by that law. We need
not doubt the wisdom and intelligence of the
great Jehovah; he will award judgment or mercy
to all nations according to their several deserts,
their means of obtaining intelligence, the laws
by which they are governed, the facilities afforded them of obtaining correct information, and
his inscrutable designs in relation to the human
family. And when the designs of God shall be
made manifest, and the curtain of futurity be
withdrawn, we shall all of us eventually have to
confess that the Judge of all the earth has done
right.
The situation of the Christian nations after
death is a subject that has called forth all the
wisdom and talent of the philosopher and the
divine; and it is an opinio~, which is generally
received, that the destiny of man is irretrievably
fixed at his death, and that he is made either
eternally happy or eternaily miserable, that if a
man dies without a knowledge of God he must
be eternally damned without any mitigation of
his punishment, alleviation of his pain, or the
most latent hope of a deliverance while endless
ages shall roll along. However orthodox this
principle may be, we shall find that it is at variance with the testimony of holy writ; for our
Savior says that all manner of sin and blasphemy
shall be forgiven men wherewith they shall blaspheme; but the blasphemy against the Holy
Ghost shall not be forgiven, neither in this world
nor in the world to come; evidently showing
that there are sins which may be forgiven in the
world to come; although the sin of blasphemy
can not be forgiven.
Peter also, in speaking concerning our Savior,
says that "he went and preached.unto spirits in
prison, which mmetimes were disobedient, when
once the long suffering of God waited in the days
of Noah."-r Peter 3: 19, 20. Here then we have
an account of our Savior preaching to the spirits
ih prison; to spirits that had been imprisoned
from the days of Noah. And what did he preach
to them? That they were to stay there? Certainly not. Let his own declaration testify: "He hath
sent me to heal the broken hearted, to preach deliverance to the captives, and recovering of sight
to the blind, to set at liberty them that are bruised."-Luke 4: r8. Isaiah has it :-"To bring out
the prisoners from the prison, and them that
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sit in darkness from the prison house.''-Isa. 42:
7· It is very evident from this that he not only
went to preach to them, but to deliver, or bring
them out of the prison house. Isaiah in testifying concerning the calamities that will overtake
the inhabitants of the earth, says: "The earth
shall reel to and fro like a drunkard, and shall be
removed like a cottage; and the transgressions
thereof shall be heavy upon it; and it shall fall
and not rise again. And it shall come to pass
in that day that the Lord shall punish the hosts
of the high ones that are on high, and the kings
of the earth upon the earth. And they shall be
gathered together as prisoners are gathered in
the pit, and shall be shut up in prison, and after
many days shall they the visited." Thus we find
that God will deal with all the human family
equally; and that as the antediluvians had their
day of visitation, so will those characters referred
to by Isaiah have their time of visitation and deliverance, after having been many days in prison.
The great Jehovah con tern plated the whole of
the events connected with the earth, pertaining
to the plan of salvation, before it rolled into existence, or ev.er the "morning stars sung together
or the sons of God shouted for joy." The past,
the present and the future were, and are, with
him one eternal now. He knew of the fall of
Adam, the iniquities of the antediluvians, the
depth of iniquity that would be connected with
the human family; their weakness and strength,
their power and glory, their apostasies, their
crimes, their righteousness and iniquity; he comprehended the fall of man, and their redemption;
he knew the plan of salvation, and pointed it out;
he was acquainted with the situation of all nations, and with their destiny; he ordered all
things according to the council of his own will;
he knows the situation of both the living and the
dead, and has made ample provision for their redemption, according to their several circumstaces,
and the laws of the kingdom of God, whether in
this world or in the world to come. The idea that
some men form of the justice, judgment, and
mercy of God, is too foolish for an intelligent
man to think of. For instance, it is common for
many of our orthodox preachers to suppose that,
if a man is not what they call converted, if he
dies in that state, he must remain eternally in
hell without any hope:
Hinfinite years in torment must he spend,
And never, never, uever, have an end,,,

And yet this eternal misery is made frequently
to rest upon the merest casualty-the breaking of
a shoestring; the tearing of a coat of those officiating; or the peculiar location in which a person lives, may be the means indirectly of his
damnation, or the cause of his not being saved.
I will suppose a case which is not extraordinary:
Two men who have been equally wicked, who
have neglected religion, are both of them taken
sick at the iame time; one of them has the good
fortune to be visited by a praying man and he
gets converted a few minutes before he dies; the
other sends for three different praying men, a
tailor, a shoemaker, and a tinman. The tinman
has a handle to solder on a can; the tailor has a
button-hole to work on some coat that is needed
in a hurry; and the shoemaker has a patch to
put on somebody's boot; they none of them can
go in time, the man dies and goes to hell! One
of these is exalted to Abraham's bosom; he sits
down in the presence of God and enjoys eternal,
uninterrupted happiness; while the other who

was equally as good as him, sinks to eternal
damnation, Irretrievable misery and hopelesB despair, because a man had a boot to mend, the button hole of a coat to work, or a handle to solder
on a saucepan. The plans of Jehovah are not so
unjust, the statements of holy writ so visionary,
nor the plan of salvation for the human family so
incompatible with common sense. At such proceedings God would frown with lndignance, angels would hide their heads in shame, and every
virtuous, intelligent man would recoiL H human laws award to each man his deserts, and
punish all delinquents according to their several
crimes, surely the Lord wiil not be more cruel
than man, for he is a wise legislator and his laws
are more equitable, his enactments more just,
and his decisions more perfect than those of man.
And as man judges his fellow man by law, and
punishes him according to the penalty of that
law, so does the God of heaven judge "according
to the deeds done in the body." To say that the
heathen would be damned because they did not
believe the gospel would be preposterous. And to
say that the Jews would all be damned that do
not believe in Jesus, whould be equally absurd;
for, "how can they believe on him of whom they
have not heard; and how can they hear without
a preacher; and how can he preach except he be
sent." Consequently neither Jew nor heathen
can be culpable for rejecting the cor,flicting opinions of sectarianism, nor for rejecting any testimony but that which is sent of God. For HS the
preacher can not preach except he be sent, so the
hearer can not believe without he hear a '·sent"
preacher, and can not be conde\Uned for wr,at he
has not heard, and, being without law, will have
to be judged without law.
When speaking about tLe blessings pertaining
to the gospel, and the consequences connected
with disobedience to its requirements, we are
frequently asked the question, What has become
of our fathers? will they all be damned for not
obeying the gospel, when they never heard it?
Certainly not. But they will possess the same
privilege that we here enjoy, through the medium
of the everlasting priesthood which not only administers on earth, but in heaven, and the wise
dispensations of the great Jehovah. Hence those
characters referred to by Isaiah will be visited by
this priesthood, and come out of their prison, upon the same principle as those who were disobedient in the day~ of Noah, were visited by our Savior, (who possessed the everlasting, Melchizedec
priesthood), and had the gospel preached to them
by him in prison. And in order that they might
fulfill all the requisitions of God, their Jiving
friends were baptized for their dead friends, and
thus fulfilled the requirements of God which says,
"Except a man be born again . . . of water, and
of the Spirit, he can in no wise enter into the
kingdom of heaven." They were baptized, of
course, not for themselves, but for their dead.
Crysostom says that the Marcionites practiced
baptism for the dead: "After a catechu man was
dead, they hid a living man under the bed of the
deceased; then coining to the dead man they
asked him whether he would receive baptism;
and he making no answer, the other answered
for him, and said that he would be baptized in his
stead; and so they baptize the living for' the
dead."
The church of course at that time was degenerate, and the particular form might be incorrect.
but the thing is sufficiently plain in the Scrip-

tures, hence Paul in speaking of the doctrine,
says: "Else whHt shall they do who are baptized
for the dead? If the dead rise not at all, why are
they then baptized for the dead ?"-r Cor. I5: 29.
Hence it was that so great a responsibility rested upon the generation in which our Savior lived,
for he says, "That upon you may come all the
righteous blood shed upon the earth, from the
blood of righteous Abel unto the blood of Zacharia&, son of Barachias whom ye slew between the
temple and the altar. Verily I say unto you,
all these things shall come upon this generation."-Matt. 23: 35, 36. Hence, as they possessed greater privileges than any other generation, not only pertaining to themselves, but to
their dead, their sin was greater, as they not only
neglected their own salvation but that of their
progenitors, and hence their blood was required
at their hands. And now as the great purposes
of God are hastening to their accomplishment
and the things spoken of in the prophets are fulfilling, as the kingdom of God is established on
the earth and the ancient order of things restored, the Lord has manifested to us this duty and
privilege, and we are commanded to be baptized
for our dead, thus fulfilling the words of Obadiah
when speaking of the glory of the latter day:
"And saviors shall come up upon Mount Zlon to
judge the remnant of Esau; and the kingdom
shall be the Lord's." A view of these things reconciles the scriptures of truth, justifies the ways
of God to man, places the human
upon
an equal footing, and harmonizes with every
principle of righteousnes, justice and truth. We
will conclude with the words of Peter: "For the
time past of our life may suffice us to have
wrought the will of the Gentiles.
For,
for this cause was the gospel preached also to
them that are dead, that they might be jndgAd
according to men in the flesh, but iive according
to God in the spirit.''-J. SMITH, En.
-Times and Seasons, vol 3, pp. 759· '760 76r.

On Sunday, October 3d, r84r, in a conference at Nauvoo, he taught thus:
President Joseph Smith, by request of some of
the Twelve, gave instructions on the doctrine of
Baptism for the Dead; which was listened to
with intense interest by the large assembly. The
speaker presented "Baptism for the Dead" as
the only way that men can appear as saviors on
mount Zion. The proclamation of the first
principles of the gospel was a means of salvation
to men individually, and it was the truth, not
men, that saved them; but men, br actively engaging in rites of salvation substitutionally, became
instrumental in bringing multitudes of their kin
into the kingdom of God. He explained a d;fference between an angel and a ministering spirit;
the one a resurrected or translated body. with its
spirit ministering to embodied spirits-the other
a disembodied spirit, visiting and ministering to
disembodied spirits. Jesus Christ became a ministering spirit, while his body laying in the sepulchre, to the spirits in prison, to fulfill an important part of his mission, without whi.ch he could
not have perfected his work or entered into his
rest. After his resurreetion he appeared as an
angel to his disciples, &c. Translated bodies can
not enter into rest until they have undergone a
change equivalent to death. Translated bodies
are designed. for future missions. The angel
that appeared to John on the Isle of Patmos was
a translated or resurrected body. Jesus Christ
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went in body after his resurrection to minister to
transla~ed and resurrected bodies.
There has
been a chain of authority and power from Adam
down to the present time. The only way to obtain truth and wisdom is not to ask it from books,
but to go to God in pravcr and obtain divine
teaching. It is no more incredible that God
should save the dead than that he should raise
the dead. There is never a time when the spirit
is too old to approach God. All are within the
reach of pardoning mercy, who have not committed the unpardonable sin which hath no
forgiveneness, neither in this world, nor in the
world to come. There is a way to release the
spirit of the dead; that is, by the power and
authority of the priesthood---by binding and
loosing on earth.
This doctrine appears glorious, inasmuch as it
exhibits the greatness ot divine compassion and
benevolence in the extent of the plan of human
salvation. This glorious truth is well calculated
to enlarge the understanding, and to suotain the
soul under troubles, difficulties and distresses.
For illustration the speaker presented, by
supposition, the case of two men, brothers. equally intelllgent, learned, virtuous and lovely, walking in uprightness and in all good conscience, so
far as they had been able to discern duty from
the muddy stream of tradition, or from the blotted page of the book of nature. One dies and is
buried, having never heard the gospel of reconciliation; to the other the message of salvation is
sent, he hears and embraces it and is made the
heir of eternal life. Shall the one become a partaker of glory and the· other be consigned to
hopeless perdition? Is there no chance for his
escape? Sectarianism answers, "None! none!!
none!!!" Such an idea is worse than atheism.
The truth shall break down and dash in pieces
all such bigoted Pharisaism; the sects shall be
sifted, the honest in heart brought out, and their
priests left in the midst of their corruption. The
speaker then answered the objections urged
against the Latter Day Saints for not admitting
the validity of sectarian baptism, and for withholding fellowship from sectarian churches. It
was like putting new wine into old bottles and
putting old wine into new bottles. What! new revelations in the old churches! New revelations
knock out their bottom of the bottomless·pit. New
wine into old bottles !-the bottles burst and the
wine runs out. What! Sadducees in the new
church! Old wine in new leathern tattles will
leak through the pores and escape; so the Saducee saints mock at authority, kick out of the
traces and run to the mountains of perdition,
leaving the long echo of their braying behind
them.
The speaker then contrasted the charity of the
sects in denouncing all who disagree with them
in opinion and in joining in persecuting the
saints, with the faith of the f;aints who believe
that even such may be ~aved in this world and in
the world to come, (murderers and apostates excepted.)
This doctrine, he said, presented in a clear
light the wisdom and mercy of God in preparing
an ordinance for the salvation of the dead, being
baptized by proxy, their names recorded in heaven, and they judged according to the deeds done
in the body. This doctrine was the burden of
the Scriptures. Those saints who neglect it in
behalf of their decaased relatives do it at the peril
of their own salvation.

S' HERALD.

The dispensation of the fulness of times will
bring to light the things that have been revealed in all former dispensations, also other
things that have not been before re'vealed. He
shaH send Elijah the prophet, &c., &c, and restore
all things in Christ.
The speaker then announced, "There shall be
no more baptisms for the dead until the ordinance can be attended to in the font of the Lord's
House; and the church shall not hold another
general conference until they can meet in said
house" For thus saith the Lord!"- Times and
Seasons, vol, 2, :PP. 577,578.

The church does not now teach nor adfor the dead, f-or it has no
cornmand to do so.
mmJs~er

THE tetter below from Pres. Joseph Smith
relative to his trip to California, the dedication of the Saints' new church in the
city of San Bernardino, the prospects for
church work in that region, with other
item~ of
will be read with gladness
the S;cdnts everywhere.
We well remember our visit to that city
and
when it was but a small place
and had
the least prospect of ever becoming the
growing and important
point it is to-day; and we have not forgotten tbe humble few who joyfully rallied to
the standard lifted up there by the faithful
elders of the Reorganization, prominent
among whom was the late B1~n. Glaud
Rodger, Hiram Faulk and William Anderson, also H. H. Morgan, J. W. Gillen,
A. H Smith and, later, m:my others, all
of whoa! did good and lasting- work for
the Master in that section of countrv.
And while that region has been blest with
the
of Christ and the confirminopower
the Holy Spirit in abund~nt
gree and in g-reat power, it has been sorely cursed with the darkness, delusion and
reproach of the Brighamite Apostacy, and
that "mystery of iniquity,"-Spiritism.
VIe congratulate the Saints :md friends of
southern California, especial! y those of s~n
Bernrrdino and vicinity, for havins:~ exhibited their devotion to God and his truth in
the er,oction of their beautiful and commodious new church, and we fondly hope this
work of love will inspire added zeal and
interest and well directed effort in extending
light aiid gospel privileges to
those
are sitting in darkness and in
the region and shadow of death.

d;.

SAN BERNARDINo, CaL, Dec. 17th.
Bro" W. W. Blair:- Yours of the wth received. V\1 eather here is fine; the second rain of the
season has fall<'n and there was an interval of sunshine, very acceptable to us, yesterday. The
day was all we could ask for. We had a full
house. The funeral of Mr. E. H. Morse, the
cashier of the bank, shot and killed on Thursday,
occnrr\ng at the same hour as our services, keot
a large number away from us, but we could not
have accommodated them had they come. We
had aboEt two hundred and fifty in audience.
The services were in charge of Bro. Heman C.
Smith, presiding. The programme was as follows: Opening hymn, No. 77o, "Behold Thy
temple, God of Grace!" Prayer was offered by
Bro,
F. Burton. The preacher read

Psalms 24th and 25th chapters, when the choir
sang an anthem, "At Thy feet, 0 Lord, we bow!"
and the hymn 768,' 0 Thou, whose own vast temple stands." The choir, with Sr. Patterson ·at
the organ, did splendidly. I then pronounced
the sermon, using no text, but briefly commenting upon the origin and growth, necessity and
fact of church building to give expression to the
worshiping instinct in man; and in connection
reviewing some part of the history of the Reorganization. At the close of the sermon Bro. D.
S. Mills offered up the prayer of dedication, feelingly pouring out his soul before the Lord in behalf of the Lord's people, in thankfulness,
praise, supplication and devotion. It was a moving, pathetic struggle of the soul, doing good
like a healing stream. "While afflicted, tossed
and driven" was then sung with much feeling,
and the audience was dismissed by benediction
by Bro. H. C. Smith, and the services were complete. The congregation was respectful and attentive, and all passed off pleasantly.
The Saints of San Bernardino have bn!lt a
commodious and beautiful, though plain h<mse
of worship, at the intersection of 5th and G
streets, north-east corner, with a seating capacity
of some two hundred and fifty, with hall and
small retiring room and alcove for preacher's
stand and choir in the front end of building. It
is well lighted by large gothic windows, containing diamond shaped panes of colo·red and figured
glass; the windows In front and back being very
large and finely glazed. The ceiling is high and
partly arched, the light at night being furnished
by circles of gas jets, ample enough to give
plenty of light all over the house. The one
over the preacher's stand is just enoogh in front
to throw the light upon him from the front,
avoiding any grotesque $hadows upon the wall
behind, which in some rooms gives so much of
hilarity to the fun loving in a congregation.
The church building is 32xso feet In width and
length and fronts to the south on 5th street, the
entrance being at the south-west corner. Tnslde,
the room is wainscoted and neatly plastered, the
walls and ceiling being very white. The platterm is raised, and the reading desk stands still a
little higher, and Is very neat, a present from a
good brother, resting upon a very pretty $land, a
really artistic structure. The whole building is
an ornament to the street on which it stands,
notwithstanding its modest appearance.
The building committee is entitled to much
credit for exercising that business prudence,
which first counts the cost, the means on hanct,
and then secures the best results possible. The
contract price of the building is $2.487 72. This,
together with the cost of furnishing, was all paid
before attempting to dedicate, so that the work of
the preacher was made pleasant nnd easy. The
furnishing committee's work was well done and
the harmony of proprieties kept in the furnishing. It would be a source of congratulation if
every branch that essays to build would secure
the services of such a committee, would be satisfied to use the means within reach and be content with such a building as that means would
secure.
The building committee were Brn. A. B. Wise,
G. W. Sparks, D. L. Aldridge, Heman C. Sll'lith
and H. W. Remington. The furnishing committee were Brn. A. B. Wise and D. L. Atdridge.
The contractors and builders were H. W. Remington and N. Paulsen. The soliciting commit-
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tee were Brn. W. Gibson, D. L. Aldridge, Srs.
E. Davidson, M. Patterson and Angeline Ames
and others.
It is not needful to attempt to state who,
among so many striving for one common end, is
entitled to most ci·edit, all are entitled to commendation. It has been a pleasant work, and
has r.esulted in giving to the branch a pleasant
and commodious house of worship, of which no
one need feel ashamed. It was a most pleasant
thought that no collection was needed at dedication to meet an onerous debt, or to finish a work
partially done. No collection was taken, neither
at the morning dedicatory service nor the evening preaching services following after.
Taken all in all it was one of the best and most
satisfactory services it has been the fortune of
the preacher to engage in.
I had an excellent audience both morning
and evening, and in the evening I had good
liberty, and found a much better interest
manifested, apparently, than I had either hoped
or expected. There was, to my thinking, an
earnest under current of inquiry that tokens good
for our work ... I am encouraged. The trip coming here was pleasant, and though I was sore in
flesh from the jar of the car and its motion; I
feel quite well. Brn. Burton, Mills and H. C.
Smith .are here and well as could be expected.
There is some sickness, but, thanks to the Lord,
much of it yields to administration. One man
is now ready for the water; a Bro. Paulsen, one
who helped build the church here. His child
has been healed under the administration of the
elders within the last few days. We will hold
meetings this week it is likely.
Yours,
JoSEPH SMITH.

THE SAINTS' HERALD.
that came from the press he retained. It has
never been bound but is in loose leaves. Mr. Gilbert valued this copy very highly, and he received several offers of one hundred ddllars for the
copy which he refused. A short time ago Pliny
T. Sexton, our highly esteemed banker, purchased the copy for five hundred dollars, which
he has added to his large library. In the Mormon Bibles now published Joe Smith is styled
the •Translator.' But the first edition bore on
the title page 'By Jo.seph Smith, Jr., author and
proprietor.'"
COMPENDIUM AND SUNDAY
SCHOOL BOOK.

vVE have received a large invoice of the
Compendium in two styles of binding, and
also the Intermediate Question Book. We
regret the delay in getting them into the
hands of those desiring them, but the
Herald Office has spared no effort in hastening the work. They could not hurry
the work of the binders, but had to wait
and hope.
The Business Manager has decided to
sell the Compendium, leather bound, at
one dollar each.
Therefore those who
have hitherto sent for them at $ r.z 5 can
have the twenty-five cents due them credited on their subscriptions for publications
or orders, or it will be refunded upon due
notice. From an examination of the Compendium we consider it very valurble and
hope it may be placed in the hands of the
church generally, and also with those in. vestigating the faith.
The Sunday School question book for
intermediate classes is also now on sale at
25 cents each or $z.so per dozen. It
would be well for all the Sunday Schools
BRo. HEMAN C. SMITH, of San Bernardino, California, has received the follow- and those having children to teach, to obing characteristic letter, an,l the notice tain copies of it.
accompanying it; which we give as an
item of news; that if anv of the Saints
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
may wish to purchase th~ work referred
To
those
wishing to know when the
to, they may correspond with Mr. ClemTune Book will be out, we answer that
ons:
the plates are nearly ready, and the work
ORANGE, CaL, Nov. r2th.
will be hastened on to completion ~.s rapHeman C. Smitk, Esq., San Bernardino, Califoridly as at all practicable.
nia: Dear Sir:-The copy of original three
We are pleased to learn that Bro. Robthousand edition of Book of Mormon "printed at
ert Oehring is doing good work for the
Palmyra r83o" by E. B. Grandin for the author
Master at and near his home, Newark,
Joseph Smith which I own is fully authe:1ticated
Dakota. He has baptized seven during
and an excellently welf preserved copy. They
the past ninety days, and others were
are very rare,. but I am so circumstanced as to be
awaiting baptism. It is probable he will
willing that some one better able to own the
labor in that region during the winter and
book than myself should have it. I will sell it
early spring, and we look for good refor one hundred and fifty dollar&. As showing the
sults.
value of them I send you a clipping from the
The editor of Autumn Leaves requests
Palmyra (N. Y.,) Democrat of February 8th,
us to announce that the issue of the January
r888. If you can effect the sale for me I will alnumber has been unavoidably delayed. It
low you ten pe-r cent. commission for your
will be mailed about the third of January.
trouble.
Very respectfull,y
Replying to an inquiry in Editorial
FRED W. CLEMONS
Items for Decem her zzd last, by Mrs.
Martha Young, for "her husbandt Wiley
"MAJOR GILBERT DISPOSES OF HIS BIBLE.
Young, the latter in a letter dated at
"Palmyra was the birth place of Mormonism
Union, Nebraska, December 25th, says he
and it was in this place the first copy of the Bihas no wife and never had. His home is
ble was printed. The book was seven months in
at Columbia, Iowa, and he says the
printing, that is from August, 1829, to March,
Saints at Emerson, Iowa, have known
1830. Major J. H. Gilbert now a hale and hearty
him for several years.
old man of eighty-six years, still a resident of
The attention of secretaries of districts
this place, was the principal compositor on the
is called to the minutes of the South-Eastwork, and the first copy of the Mormon Bible
ern Illinois district conference, published

!n this issue. That brief and terse report
ts a worthy model to pattern from. Similar brief reports for publication would
save us much space and time which must
be economized as the work grows.
Sr. N. V. Pearson writes from Linley
Post-Office, (as we suppose) Gonzales
county, Texas, expressing her appreciation
of the HERALD and AUTUMN LEAVES.
She states that a singing school teacher jg
wanted there, and that Bro. Currie can
get the position by going there at once.
St. Priscilla Park, of Brown Post· Office,
Montrose county, Colorado, writes renewing her subscription for AUTUMN LEAVES.
Neither she nor any of her family have
seen an elder for seven years nnd they are
hundreds of miles from any of the branches. They appreciate the publications of
the church and would like to live in the
land of Zion or the regions round about.
Bro. Edmund Ford, of Curlew,. Palo
Alto county, Iowa, desires the Saints living in or near Algona to correspond with
him.
Bro. Thomas Daley wrote from Geno~, Nevada, December 17th, saying:
"Smce October zrst I have baptized
twenty-one here."
·
Bro. G. W. Harlow, of Brighton, near
Sacramento, California, and now possibly
of the latter place, at a late election held
in Sacramento countv, was chosen Public
Administrator, of which election he wrote
in a late card to Bro. Heman C. Smith, "I
was elected by five hundred and seven
votes over a very popular official of twelve
years standing, notwithstanding they cried
'Mormon preacher' all over the county."
It is an office of trust and fidelity, and we
congratulate Bro. Harlow on his being
chosen.
A lady wrote us December 17th from
Thurman, Fremont county, Iowa, asking
if she needs to be baptized again, inasmuch as she had received baptism when
young and had not been faithful to the
gospel covenant. But she failed to sign
her 11ame. Our reply is that she should
do as her conscience dictates and thus silence all doubts, for "whatsoever is not of
faith is sin."-Rom. 14:23.
Bro. Joshua Armstrong wrote from N ebraska City, Nebraska, the 18th ult., that
he recently preached eight discourses in
the Congregational Church at Naponee,
and that Bro. William A. Moore Hnd family, who re~ide there, he found to be noble, faithful Saints who showed him many
kindnesses. He says he was never blessed
to a greater degree with the Holy Spirit
than of late, and he desires to do more in
the ministry than. hitherto, for the calls are
numerous on every side.
In a letter to Bro. Asa S. Cochran,
dated December zzd at Temple, Texas,
Elder A. J. Moore states that he held a debate with W. P. Brown, the \Vhitmerite,
and that the popular verdict was that
Brown did not make one point. He says
Brown's stock of abuse and falsehood was
almost inexhaustible, but it resulted well
for the Reorganized Church, but bad for
Brown; for the Saints became more firmly established in the truth, and many
friends were made among non·members.
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Bro. Moore feels pleased with the fruits of
the dtbate and our readers may soon have
some details from his pen in respect to
Brown's methods of ministration.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Bro. Robert E. Grant wrote the 18th
ult., from Kilkenny, Michigan:
"The work is moving onward in these parts. I
expect to see a great work done in the surround·
ing country this winter."
Bro. R. C. Evans, in a letter to Pres.
Joseph Smith, dated at St. Thomas, Ontario, the r 7th ult., says:
••I have baptized <seven more here this week,
making thirteen ir three weeks, and hope to bap·
tize eight or ten more before Christmas."
Good! Bro. Evans.
We are delighted
that< you are meeting with success, and
that God is sealing your ministrations in
giving you many souls in the gospel "net."
Bro. Willard J. Smith, in a letter dated
at Holstein, Ontario, December r8th, says:
"I have just returned from Masonville and
Garafraxa, where I have been laboring since the
first <of this month. I baptized seven on the rsth
and one on the r6th. There is a great demand
for labor here, calls coming from every side.
God is blessing the ministry in their labors here
as elsewhere."
Bro. John Smith, of Seneca, Illinois,
under date of December 26th, says:
••On December I6th Bro. Thomas Hougas organized a branch of seven members here, Bro.
Walters president. We had a good time."

EDIT;ED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"Doubts to the world's child-heart unknown,
Question us now from star and stone;
Too little or too much we know,
And sight is swift and faith is .slow.
We walk at high noon and the bells
Call to a thousand oracles."

WHAT ARE YOU WRITING.
Each day you are writing a page
That adds to your volume of life;
Each hour you are tracing new lines
• That tell your success in its strife
The pages are growing in number,
The volume increases with years;
But are you content with its records,
And pleased with the way it appears?
Then are you aware.that your writing
Will stand while the ages roll by;
And that every line you have written
·.. Is read by Jehovah, on high?
Go look at.the< pages you've finished
And see if there's naught you'd erase:
Scan elose1y each line and its bearing,
And see if it's worthy the space.
Do all of your pages have something
· That thrills you with honest delight?
@r, are you ashamed of your writing,
And long to erase it from sight?
How much of your space ill devoted
To telling the good J'OU have done;
And how much to showing your errors,
And checking the El,vils begun?
Are anyone's blessings recorded,
For kindness that you have bestowed?
.And have you the thanks of the weary,
For helping to carry his load?
Is.a,nyone's pathway)he smoother,
.For troubles that you'have removed?
Have you a kind word for~the erring,
Who harde.ns by, being reproved?

Are faults that your first Jines recorded
Repeatedly written again;
Or, have you new topics engaging
Time's faithful infallible pen?
Compare the last page you have written,
With those that you wrote long ago;
And see if its just as displeasing,
And just as much error will show.
Your volume is read by companions
Whose lives you are helping to mould,
And those whom you think are not heeding
By your lifQ are largely controlled;
Your writing will soon be completed;
Time's pen you will shortly lay do,~n;
So write all your pages henceforward,
That you may inherit a crown.
Ah 1 what are you writing, my brother;
My sister, what lines do you trace? ·
God gave you a page that was spotless,
But do you its beauty deface?'
So order your words and your action~,
And culture the spirit of love,
That you may write pages untarnished,
Thus l!l.ying up treasure above.-Sel.
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Bro. Jas. R. Buxton, Flagler, Iowa ...••... $I oo
Bro. John Buxton, Flagler, Iowa........... so<
Little Emma Buxton, Flagler, Iowa........ 40
Bro. Richard Shapard, Flagler, Iowa....... 5ci
Bro. Roger Shapard, Flagler, Iowa ........ I oo
Bro. Thomas Shapard, Flagler, Iowa....... _so
Sr. Alice Shapard, Flagler, Iowa .•......... I oo
Joseph Shapard, Flagler, Iowa............. ro
Bro< William Bannister, Vanessa, Ont. ..... I oo
Bro. R. C. Longherst, Vanessa, Ont., •..... 1 oo
Bro. James Bannister, Vaness!!, ()nt ........ I oo
Sr. Crofft, Vanessa,. Ont......... . . . . . . . • . . so
Sr. Roberts, Vanessa, Ont ..........••...• < 25
Sr. Welsh, Vanessa, Ont.................. zs
Mrs. W. McKerlie, Vanessa, Ont. .......... I oo
Mrs. Pauline Osner, Centreville. P. 0., W.
Va .................................... 55
Ella Osner, Centreville P. 0, W.Va....... I6
Louisa Osner, Centreviie P. 0., W.Va.... o8
polly Osner, Centreville P. 0., W.Va..... zr
Sophia Smith, Centreville P. 0., W.Va..... zs
E. C. Hillman, Adams, Neb............... 43
Alice Hillman, Adams, Neb............... zs
John Hillman, Adams, Neb................ 2I
Stella Hillman, Adams, Neb............... r6
Mary Hillman, Adams, Neb............... I4
Laura Hillman, Adams, Neb.............. 09
Robert Hillman, Aclarns, Neb: .... <......... 07
Sr. E. A. Allen, Birkner, Ill ............... I oo
Sr. M. W. Kinghorn, Birkner, Ill.., ........ I oo
Sr. Ida Layton, Parrsboro, N. S........... 30
Sr. Matilda Davison, Parrsboro, N< .S.. . . . . 70
Srs. H. & N. Loveland, Belleville, Ill.. ..... r oo
Sr. Edwards, Gladwin, Mich............... 50
Sr.Emma Thrutcley, Narrows Creek, Mo;.r oo
Sr. M. A. Rushton, Forester, Mich •.... , ••• < 37
Bro. Joel Allen, Cove, 0 .................. I oo
Sr. Julia A. Burns, Machias, Me ........... r oo
Sr. Nettie Green, Tabor, Iowa;............ 25
Sr. S. A. Hills, Tabor, Iowa ...... •'•....... 75
Sr. Patten, Olivet, Dak.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • zs
Sr. Mary C. Stroh, Frem01~t, Ind.......... 40
<Sr. Vinnie Russell. Bennett, Iowa .... ; .. , . . 5o
Sr. Ann Sanders, Blythedale, Mo ......... , r oo
Sr. M. E. Young, Frederick City, Md ...... ..z so
Bro.. Less. Lamning, Busby, E:an.......... 39
Sr. Lizzie Burgerson, Emmington, Ill ...... r oo
Bro. R. S. Coates, Dorchester, Neb ..... ;', .. I oo
Sr. Dora Givens, Blandville, W.Va......... ro
Sr. E M. Milgate, Folsom, Cal ..........• ; 1 oo
Bro. G· F. §kank, Henderson, Iowa ........ I oo
Sr. LillyJ. Smith, Richland, Dak .......•.. I o'>
Bro .. Thos. Stree,t, Park City, Utah .... ' . . . . 7S
Bro. R .. A. Satterfield, Springfield, Neb.<.•.. 2 70
Sr. Emma Hall, Persia, Iowa.............. 46
Sr .. Abbie Freeman, Gilmore City, Iowa ..••. I o8
Sr. Bettie flaws, Battle Mountain, Nev, .. ,.z 7S
Sr. Julia Needham, Wheeler, Iowa., ....... I 27
Sr. Tillie Reid, Leitch, Mich .... , . . . . . • • . . . so
Sr. Esther Reid, Leitch, M.ich.. . . . . . . . . . • • . so
Sr. Mihnie Holmes, San Lucas, Cal.;.. . . . . 40
Sr. May Struthers, New Boston, Iowa ....... r oo
A Sister, Canton, Iowa................... ·5 oo

5
Sr. A.S. Guinand, Havensville, Kan ....... 2 oo
S. R. Millard, Carson City, Nev ....•.•.•.. I oo
Annie. Ridler, Carson City, Nev ....•...... r 00
Sr. Elle M. Deiley, Fulton, Iowa........... so
~ Send all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
LAMONI,

Iowa, Dec. 27th.

In Home Column Missionary Fund in Herald
of 28th ult., for "London Mills, Ont.," read "Illinois;" "Rambolt" should be "Rainbolt."
SPECIAL REQUEST FOR PRAYER.

Bro. A. J. Kennison of Smith county, Kansas,
desires the prayers of the League in behalf of his
aged and sorely afflicted companion.
Bro. H. 0. Smith requests the prayers of the
League in behalf of an afflicted< son now living
in Logan, Iowa.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sr Ann Summerfield, Stewartsville, Missouri,
writes.: "Thinking it was as little as I could do
to tell you I am one with you, in striving to help
roll on this work, I write this line. I sometimes
feel that what I am able to do is not much, but I
am willing to do all I can for I love this latter
day work. If we are not called to go into all the
world and preach the gospel we are calledto
preach. it at home by our daily walk and conversation."
We are in receipt of an interesting description
of the recent entertainment given by the Saints
of the branch in St. Louis for the purpose of
helping to pay the indebtedness of their new
chapel, which want of space prevents our pub-.
lishing entire. Great zeal and energy must have
characterized the occasion as $250 was realized.
No one but those who have at times engaged in
such entertainments can forth~any adequate idea
of the amount of labor involved. Surely our
sisters. of St. Louis are worthy of much credit for
their perseverance and faithful labors. May
the Lord bless. them in all efforts for the .promotion of his cause.
[The request in reference to Autumn Leaves
will be complied with. Please state to what address they should be sent.-Eo.]
Sr. Abbie M. Van Fleet, Downey, California,
writes: "l have often thought I would write to
the Home Column, which I appreciate very much,
but J have hesitated so to do because of inability.
I said a few nights ago to my husband: •Nelson,
would you not like to meet again all the saints
with whom we used to meet in our youth?' I
then mentioned Sr. Philo Howard and Bro.
Charles Jones, and others. His answer was, •I
would.' It is hardly possible that we shall ever
see all of the faces that memory brings so .fresh
before our fancy. I feel that life has been in~
deed a school to me, and amid alf I have never
lost sight of the truth of the gospel of. Christ,
which has been a source of comfort and strength
to me. My lot has been to be the most of my
time separated frpm the saints, <so I have not had
the privilege of assembling with them in worspip
-a privilege I always improved when
was
possible. Nothing but siCkness ever. prevented
me from assembling at prayer, or any meeting of<
the s'aints when it was called fpr the purpose of
worship; and I felt It a pleasure.to attend. The
interests of the church have always been J;ny interests. I have felt f was a part ;:md parcel of
that body; and I love all that feel they .are part
of the same. I feel to reach out .after those I see
that are cold and indifferent, and ~r>' to win them
back, if possible,"

u:
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CABOOL, Mo.
Dear Sisters oj ike 1-rayer Lea;rue:-Do not
think because my llame is not with you in the
League, that I am a wanderer from right; for if
God hears our prayers In union he hears mine
uniting with yo4rs. I am so situated that I cannvt belong to the League, yet I never forget to
pray that our prayer& may be united with yours
in a&ldng- for such things as are put forth by the
sisters in behalf of God's work here upon the
earth. God has never forsaken me. Many times
I rejoice in his Spirit, when I am alone meditating on his goodness to me. Dear sisters, pray
for my husband, that he may get well of his affliction, which is rheumatism.
M. A. Atwell.
DELOIT, Iowa, December 17th.
Dear Sister Walker :-I thank God for the
Herald, its weekly visits and the cheering news
it brings to all that hunger and thirst afttr right·
eousness. Yes, my heart is made glad while
reading its contents! Thank God for the great
latter day work; it is dear to me, and I am striving to so live as becomes a Saint in deed.
I wish to write a dream I had about one year
ago, as near as I can remember. It seemed I
was travelling on foot, carrying something in a
white cloth, old but very strong. At times I
would be weary, then I would renew my co.urage and travel on, and my load would be light
and easily borne. I went through a large building, and in the center of a very large room was a
table, and a person stood by the side of it. I laid
my load upon the table and said, "This is for the
church treasurer."
The person unfolded the
cloth ;1nd said, "This will go towards spreading
tbe gospel." I then awoke.
This dream so impressed itself upon my mind
that I told it in church the Sunday following.
The same evening the president of our branch
called at my house and asked me if I had the interpretation to that dream. I said no, only I
thought it meant we should pay our tithing. He
said he thought that white cloth meant something.
I did not think much more about it. Last
Monday night, after retiring for the night, I commenced thinking of the second coming of the
Savior, the signs that would precede his coming,
the Jews' return, the cyclones, the seas heaving,
and distress of nations. Everything that has
taken place and will be appeared to pass before
ooy ~iew, and it seemed it would not be long until all wauld be fulfilled. I said in my heart,
"Bow long, 0 Lord, how long ere these things
b.e? Will I be pre>pared?" Whether I was
asleep or awake I do not know; but immediate! was sta.nding in the same building, before the
same per~on. His countenance was bright as the
sun, and he said: "Here is the interpretation of
your dream. Your travel represents the Saints'
trial• or warf11re-those that rely on God for
strength and aid, putting their trust in God and
the Lamb, whose burden is light and yoke is
easy. This building represents the church of the
Lamb of God-perfect in its structure. The age
of this cloth represents the everlasting gospel.
The strength represents those that resist temptation, that are not led away by the cunning deceit of men. The whiteness of the cloth represents the purity of the Saints-those that will inherit the celestial glory." He said: "Look! It
Is without sporor blemish. Here is the patience

THE S
of the Saints; of those who keep the commandments of God; those that h:we neither mark in
the forehead nor in their hand, nor on
name;
neither is their name numbered with tranr;gressors." Again he said: "Look! this money is the
tithes and offerings of the pure in heart-those
that have covenanted with God by sacrifice!' He
a third time said, ••Look! and a roll, aci h suspended from the ceiling, commenced to unroll,
and names written in letters that shone likf· gold
were en graven thereon. He said, "These are the
names of those that shall dwell with God and the
Lamb for ever and ever." This passed away and
I was iSitting up in bed.
That we may all live so as to be one of th,.; happy number whose names are written there, is the
prayer of your sister in the Church of Christ,
AUNT MARGARET.

BAY PoRT, Mich., Oct. 29th.
Dear Sisters:-Not quite two years have passed
since I became a Latter Day Saint, and I can
truly say they have been the happiest years of
my life; although I regret the many crooked
steps I have taken. Yet it has been my privilege
to enjoy many happy seasons, and when contemplate the goodness of God and realizE· how
merciful he has been to me through all these
long years and has brought me to the true light
of the gospel, it seems to me I can not be thankful enough. I was a rrember in good standing
in the Methodist church for over eighteen years,
and enjoyed a portion of the Spirit of God,enough to make me hunger and thirst after righteousness-but I could not find it there. I a(ways
felt there was something more for me, and how
was I to attain it, was the earnest prayer of my
heart. How often I prayed that God would send
some one in our midst who would teach us the
rig~ht way, and who would enlighten our d2.rkened minds, and lead us into straight paths. For
many years I attended the meetings of that faith;
but I could see no fruits of the Spirit of God,
nothing to feed the hungry soul that was mourning God's love to know. How I longed to see a
revival here in our midst. After many earnest
prayers it C;ltne. But it came in God's own appointed way; and although many rejected lt, yet
a goodly number accepted it with true and honest
hfarts, and to·day are rejoicing in the God of
their salvation. Oh, I thank God that he was so
mindful of us that he sent one of his servants
into this part of his moral vineyard to rescue
perishing souls! What a great change ls here
among us in the two years past! Truly we are a
happy band of brothers and sisters, all in one
common family in the Lord. Praise his holy
name for full and free salvation!
It seems to me I have greater reasons to be thankful than most of my brothers and sisters, for I was
an invalid about fourteen years, with Bright's
disease, which is the dread of all physicians.
Sometimes I was compelled to keep my bed for
five months at a time; but after I was baptlzed I
thought I was better. The spring following I
went to Ubly conference; and as T had the dropsy,
I felt it was my privilege to he administered to,
which was done by brethren Cornish, Barr and
Blakeslee, and I was healed by the power of God,
and now I am very healthy and can stand any
amount of fatigue for a person of my age-which
is almost half a century.
Bro. J. J. Cornish has done a great wori..: here,

and I hope God will spare his life many years to
sound the gospel trumpet.. We have had many
able preachers here, amongst whom are brethren
Phelps, Shippy, Salyards and W. H. Kelley.
I had a dream which troubles me. I saw Bro.
Cornish standing to deciare the truth of the gospel. He was as pale as death, and he seemed io
grow faint, and would have fallen; but stm he
preached in power, until at last he could stand
no longer, and two brethren bore him away in
their arms, and as I looked upon his apparently
lifeless body, I cried: "0h, my brother, you have
given your life for the cause you loved so well!''
May God spare him and shield him from all
harm, is the prayer of your sister in Christ,
ADELIA TAYLOR.
NoRTH PLATTE, Neb, Dec. r6th.
Dear Sisters:-I desire to give honor to onr
Lord by telling you of his mercy to us here.
The light has shone in the darkness, and some
have received it. In the Doctrine and Covenants (84: 4) we find these words of promise:
"Therefore blessed are ye, if ye continue in my
goodness, a light unto the Gentiles; and through
this priesthood a savor unto my people Israel.
The Lord hath said it. Amen'' We have believed these promises and the prophecies given
in the revelations to us; and through belief and
obedience have received light, and desire to
bear witness of the light to those we are associated
with; and some have received the light.
Nearly four years ago we came to North Platte. There were many churches here, but no
Saints that we knew of. We were sorry to be
alone, but prayed the Father that we might a!.
ways have his Spirit to be with us. We found
out the name Saint or Mormon was very unpopular; but that
not scare us, for we had learned that when we were very young; therefore we
continued to bear testimony, distributing books
and tracts; and at length our elders came and
preached the word, and eight have been baptized, and one of these, Bro. Mohr, is preaching
now. He preached at Naccook, Culbertson and
North Platte in the German language; and he
distributes tracts on the way. He baptized ~r·
Johnson the 25th of November.
Bro. Mohr is very anxious for German tracts;
says he must have them if they are to be had.
Will Bro. Hinderks please send tracts to my address. We sent a letter and stamps for the same
some time ago, but it must have got lost. We
will send money to pay for tracts. Bro. Moler
asks for this to be done. He goes from house to·
house, keeping the command of Jesus in Matthew
6: 26 Inspired Translation. (It is not written so
in the King James Translation). He cooks,
washes his own clothes, carries his needle and
thread, and mends for himself. I told him I
would work for him, but he said, "No; you have
too much to do."
Bro. Caffall is alive in the gospel, and is trying
to make everybody else alive. He told us about
going to preach one time, and no one came to
hear him; but he preached just the same, and
g1ve out an appointment for the next Sunday.
We asked, «Was any one there next time?" He
said, "Yes; the house was full." A little boy
was outside and told it; and !hey all wanted to
see that crazy fellow that preached to benches;
and he built up a large church there afterwards.
When he [Mohr] was examining this gospel in.
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Germany I think he was troubled and puzzled between his firmness in Adventism and the power of
thisgospel. He awoke one night and prayed very
earnestly for knowledge from God; and suddenly the room was filled with light.
A German friend of his had a dream a short
time ago.
He dreamed that there was a great
light that came from the direction of our house
and overspread his house, himself and little boy.
He Is reading the Book of 1\'l:ormon now.
A Baptist minister and a Methodist minister
are also reading the book-the last through the
efforts of Sr. Johnson. Sr. J. belonged to his
church; but before she was baptized she went to
visit him, and told him of her intentions and the
poverty of the Methodist teachings and belief, or
unbelief rather. She asked me togo with her, and
I d!d; and we heard some queer things. When
she spoke of the doctrine taught by the Saints he
said, "'Vile have the very same things, only in a
little different way;" and when sprinkling was
called for examination he said, "We are not following Christ." We called attention to Laying
on of Hands in the I 9th chapter of Acts. He and
his wife said it did not say anything about laying
on of hands, "they only prayed;" but we would
and did read it out of his Bible. Well, it was
too bad. One said I thought this, and the other
thought that. Sr. Johnson spoke of the confusion in Methodism and other isms. He began
then giving a little sketch of the confusion in
Mormonism. I saw he did not give us justice
and asked to speak for the church and our prophet. I did, and a few facts were given. He looked at me and said: "Mrs. Richards, I do not
want to argue the case with you." But he heard
a great manrtruths.
His wife turned pale and
her hands shook. He told us at last he did not
believe the doctrine, and that Sr. J. would regret
what she was going to do; and it was wrong,
very wrong for her to unite with us. He said,
"l know all about the whole thing." I said,
"Theri you have read the Book of Mormon?"•
He said, no, he had not; and after we made him
ashamed, he asked me if I would get him a copy
of the book. I did, and also a copy of the
Spaulding Story-as he tried to use that as a
weapon-but everything seemed to bound back
and strike a terrible blow where it was not intended. We called special attention to the condemnation of polygamy by the Book of Mormon, and
we trust good will be done. I heard that he said
since that if she had come alone she would have
gone away thinking differently. Strange he
was not free to speak before me; but he was
very nervous, w hi!e we felt at perfect rest and
peace.
This fall, when Sr. Eva Adams was baptized
she came out of the water singing and giving
glory to God imd pleading with her husband to
come with her through the waters of baptism,
while the love of Christ filled her heart and the
light was all around her. She was also administered to for that terrible disease, catarrh, from
which"'she has been a great sufferer. She has
doctored a great deal with no relief; but when
Bro. Caffall laid his hands on her and prayed for
her she was blessed immediately, freed from
pain, and has done a great amount of work that
before would have laid her up in bed. Let us
continue in the goodness of the Lord, and hold
the light up higher.
L. M. RICHARDS.

~ A!ways write the .Business portion of your Letter on
a separate piece of paper, and let it be brief and explicit.
If you have anything to say to the Edit0r, or something
you WiSh published, DO NOT write it OU the back Of a
business letter. Business is l'lusiness, and MUST BE
done in a business-like manner.

ANTWERP, Ohio, Dec. 15th.

Editors Hemld.·-I love this latter day work,

and believe it to be the work of the Lord, and
that lt will stand the fire of investigation and
come out victorious in the end, although it may
suffer some tim<'s from the mistakes and wrongdoing of some. Since engaging in the work four
years ago, I have tried to be true to the covenant
I then made, and have been made to rejoice many
times in the kno01edge of the truth. I have been
perml.tted to meet with the saints of Coldwater,
Michigan, and Clear Lake, Indiana, branches, and
others in conference at the above named places,
and have met them but to love them. I enjoyed
their association, their kindness and brotherly
love, and I pray that the Lord will bless them
with us and all his Saints, that we may all be
faithful, and grow in grace and in a knowledge
of the truth of God.
While I have found many things over which I
have had reason to rejoice and be glad. it has not
been smooth sailing all the time. When Bro.
W. H. Kelley came here four years ago last September I found it difficult to get a place for him
to preach, although there were two churches and
a school house within one mile, either of which
was promised me, should he come. But when
he came the trustees of both the churches said,
"No, they did not want any Mormons in their
churches." But after some difficulty I procured
the use of the school-house, I being one of the
directors in the district, and we have, part of the
time, had the privilege of using it since. But
some object, and have gone so far as to take
measures to try to close the school-house against
us, but have failed, so far, as two of the three directm·s have been in our favor, while the other
has petitioned the township Board of Education
to not allow us to use it. They refused to grant
his petition and he has now taken action against
the Board of Education in the court of Common
Pleas in this county. While in Paulding--the
County seat--to-day looking the matter up, I
met an attorney of some renown from CleveUmd, Ohio, who is here as aid to our States Attorney in a murder case, and while laying the
case before them he said : .. "There is not a church
on this earth that can prove their doctrine from
the Bible as well as the Latter Day Saints can
theirs." His name is W. B. Higby. He and a
Mr. Seiders, both attorneys, said they had been
interested in the work of the Latter Day Saints
at Cleveland, since one year ago last spring. Both
think there is no danger of defeat, should the
case come to trial, which it no doubt will. We
ask the prayers of the Saints that the truth and
right may prevail, and--if it be the Lord's will-that we may be granted the pse of this and other
school-houses in the county. Other religious
societies use them without question and I see no
just reason why we should not.
The little branch here are, as a rule, trying to
live faithful lives; trying to let their light shine.
All qu!te poor, so far as this world's goods are
John T. Davies, 5 Park IJ,V0U\le 1 Llauelly, Oarl.llartben~!).ire, Wales.
1 concerned, but rich in faith, and, we beiieve, try·
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ing to be in good works. We are considerably
scattered and not able to build a house of worship
of our own, although some out of the church
would help us. Many are friendly to us and we
think a good work can and will be done here yet.
The United Brethren have just closed a protracted meeting at the Armstrong School· house, two
miles south of here, and, after two weeks hard
labor, succeeded in converting one poor woman
who had just lost her husband and one child, and
was suffering from sorrow and bereavement.
She was made to believe that baptlsm and the
laying on of hands were not essential to salvation
but were just for the Jews; that Jesus did not
mean the Gentiles when he sain, "Go teach all
nations, baptizing them," etc.; that Cornelius, a
Gentile, received the Holy Ghost, and was saved
without either. Truly, "What a tangled web
they weave." We insisted that if Cornelius is
an example for the conversion of Gentiles they
must receive the visitation of angels, send for
some one to tell them words whereby they may
be saved, and while being taught, the Holy Ghost
must fall upon them in such a mnaner that they
shall speak in tongues and magnify God; and
last, but not least, must be baptized or be disobedient to the commandments both of angels and
men of God.
In the above mentioned suit I am in need of
the tract "The Kirtland Temple Suit," and will
send herewith an order for the same and the
Church papers which you will please hand to
Bro. Dancer. With love and best of wishes to
all at the Herald office and a prayer to Almighty
God that he will abundantly bless you all in your
labor of love, and also every means wt ich he has
employed for the spread of his truth, and especially Bro. Joseph on his mission to Utah and the
west that much good may be done, I remain,
your brother in the gospel of Christ,
JOHN ERTER.
LAMONI, Iowa, Dec. 28th.

Bro. Blair :-By request of Bm. H. A. Stebbins,
our district president, I went to the Bonnet schoolhouse, in the Greenville branch, and held a two
days meeting Saturday and Sunday, Dec. rsth
and r6th. Bro. Bell not meeting with us as we
expected, I did the preaching. We met on Saturday at 2: 30 and 7 p. m.; small congregations
owing to rainy weather. On Sunday we held
three meetings; had fair congregations and good
attention in the fore and afternoon, and in the
evening l preached to a large and attentive audience, and I believe that the good seed sown will
bring forth fruit ere long. At the close of the
meeting some who had never, before attended
the Saints meetings gave me a friendly shake of
hand and invited me to come again. I had good
liberty dvring the entire session.
On the 23d (last Sunday), l met with. the
Greenville branch at I I o'clock, when we had a
good prayer and testimony meeting. The Spirit's
presence was sensibly felt,. especially when we
blessed a Iitle child. Bro. James McDiffit (the
branch president), invited me to preach in the
evening, when tve had a large attendance, some
of whom are believing the gospel, and I trust
will obey soon. The branch is ably presided
over by Elder McDiffit, and seems to be in good
working order.
Yours in the one faith,
jOHN SHIPPY.
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LITTLE Sroux, Iowa, Dec. 21st.

Dear Herald:--In reading the last issue I was
earnestly impressed by the Spirit to write a few
words. As I have never written to the Herald
before I will tell you how much good your kind
letters do me. Some of them seem to be written
expressly for my benefit, for in them I often find
answers to a great many questions that I can not
solve. !.receive so much strength and encouragement in reading the letters in the Herald and
Hope, that I do not see how we could do without
them. It is a pleasure for me, and to attend
church is also very interesting. 0! if some of the
young only knew what a difference it would be
to them to change their way of living in order 'to
serve the Lord, instead of groveling in the darkness of the world, they would never regret the
step they took. The greatest joy of my life is iri
the service of tny Lord. I have left many enjoyments of the world which were once pleasurable
to me, but now they are not. My desire is to
keep the commandments of God with all my
might, mind and strength. Remember, he said
thafthose who did good to their fellow men did
it to him-even when done to the least and
humblest. We are the children of his Church
and he left a work for his Church to do. He has
promised to come back in glory, attended by the
holy angels of God; but he will never come until this work which he has left for the Church to
do, is done ;-never. This gospel of the kingdom
must be preached in all the world for a witness,
and also a people are to be prepared to meet him
at his coming
Your sister in hope of eternal life,
DoRA CoFFMAN.

LLANELL.¥, Wales, Dec. roth.

Bro. 'Josejlt:--We are ehgaged in doing. what
we can to revive and establish thl" good work in
this mission, and the voice of the Spirit, through
the gifts in the different branches is that we shall
have an ingathering, after the proper labor and
faithfulness on our part and also that of all the
Saints here. We hope and pray that this may
be the case. we shall try to do all we can.
We have settled at this place for the present
in order to help the Saints of this branch to bring
things to a better shape and to the best interest
of the work. Here is the only meeting house in
the mission. On the 8th inst. we delivered a
lecture on the second advent of Christ to a large
audience of anxious listeners. We hope the interest will increase.
A friend of ours, writing from St. Johns, Utah,
October 3oth, has this much to say of matters there
since we left. "Soon after you left here, a man
by the name of Palmer came around this country
to preach. Perhaps you know him; he is said to
be a great preacher; has been to the states on
mtsswns. I think he was sent here to repair the
damage you had done while here. He said he
was sorry he was not here when you was, as he
had heard that you was quite gentlemanly in all
your debates. He was well posted in the scripture, &c. So far as I understanq, he was using
mostly' the old prophecies in the Bible that have
reference to the building up of Zion in the 'valley of the mountains, &c' He tore down the
'mountain of the Lord's house' (I sa. 2: 12), which
you had built in Judea and Jet·usalem, and he
built one here in the mountains. He said there
is no mountain to be built on in the land of Pal-

LD.

estine!! He also said that he heard it rumored
around that all the people cf St. J oh~1 had turned
to be Josephites, &c. One thing I believe he was
wrong in; he accused you people of doing nothing towards preaching the gospel, but laying on
your oars waiting for something to turn up, &c
I told some here that I knew differently; that
most all the Josephites are missionaries, and are
all ever the different nations preaching the gospel,
&c. You do get !Ci<nock-down (or they try it).
here once in a while from the stand. Bro. - undertook last Sunday to show to us that you
were wrong in baptizing into the kingdom, &c.
He was trying to prove there . was no kingdom
&c; but he failed to show us what John the
Baptist baptized his followers into, and also those
that were baptized before the church was organized in r83o. _We rather take your views of the
matter. He showed great weakness in his argument. Try to come and visit us again straight
from your mission when you are released before
you go to your home in Kansas. Our kindest
regards to you and wife.
Yours truly,--~."
The above serves to show how how the wind
blows.
In bonds,
J- T. DAVIS.
FULTON, IOWA, DEC. 2Jd.
too, wish to say a few
words for this latter day work. I can say, (as
many of my brothers and sisters before me have
said) it is the work of God. I have never regretted the step I took the 29th day of last May,
when I went down into the waters of baptism,
and I know I never shall. I thank my Father
in heaven that I ever lived to hear the gospel in
its fulness, and that when I did hear it, I was not
too prejudiced to investigate the work. My aunt
Lucinda Whitley and myself are the only saints
in this little village. The gospel has been presented to the people here time and again, but it
seems that the wall of prejudice is so hard and
thick, it will require a great dPal of time and labor to pick through it.
We are expecting Bro. J. S. Roth to soon return to this field of labor, and we are hoping and
praying that he will gather a few more into the
kingdom.
Your sister,
ELLA M, DEILEY.

Dear

Herald:-I,

MANCHESTER, Eng., Dec. r4th.

Dear Herald:-Three more precious souls were
added to the church by baptism, in this great city
last evening, and four or five others are nearly
ready. Prospects continue favorable. Reports
from the Leeds branch, up to present week, are
excellent. Yours in hope through the gospel of
Jesus Christ.
JosEPH DEWSNUP, SEN.
CoLEMAN, Mich., Dec. 24th.

Bro. W. W. Blair :-I have been here for the
last nine days and have spoken eleven times in
the Town Hall; do not have a very large crowd,
but they are interested and pay good attention.
The ministers of other faiths are getting very uneasy, and are busy telling the people to stay away,
etc. A few have declared their intention to obey,
some of: whom are not afraid to speak of the
faith. The work in this di,trict moves on nicely.
Seyeral ate coming into the church, nearly all
of whom enjoy a portion of the Spirit of God. I
am going home to spend Christmas this year.
Kind regards to all.
J. J. CoRNISH.

Dow CITY, Iowa, Dec. 19th.

Bro Blair:-My last was from South West
City, Missouri. F'rom there I went to the Indian
Territory, but because of lameness, I thought it
best to work north instead of going to Texas; so
Thanksgiving day found me at home. In all
my labors while south, I can truly say that I
felt well spiritually. The short mission of three
months was a good school to me. The people
I had met before were glad to see me again, and
I have no enemies in the south that I am aware
of. The main reason for not going to Texas
was my lameness, thinking I would not be able
to do as much as I desired. I am very glad t<) know
that the work I have done in the ministry in the
Reorganization has been accepted of God. I
have endeavored to Jet the little light that is in
me shine to. the people. I ·am now rested up;
and that was what my ankle needed. I shall labor in this region until conference, under the
direction of those in charge, unless you have
other work for me. When the ministry in Texas
see this letter, they will learn the cause I am
not on my mission assigned me by the conference.
A lover .of all truth,
JOHN HAWLEY.

LIMERICK, Ohio, December 17th.

Bro. Blair :-It has been months since I last
wrote to the Herald. I left home October 12th
for Highland county, arriving there on the day
following. Found the branch, as a body, in
rather low spirits; began meetings on Sunday
the r4th, and during my stay of six wt>eks delivered twenty. eight discourses, being favored with
extra liberty in a general way; baptized four.
The branch now numbers forty-two.
While
with them be used our influence toward the .erection of a church house. Meetings were called
and the advisability of erecting one was discussed.
The result was that a locating committee was
chosen, and soon reported favorably. A building committee was next selected and appointed,
consisting of Brn. Skeen, West, and Mr. Isaac
Rhodes. They have corftluded to build a house
z8 x 42, the room to be fourteen feet in the clear.
The site is a beautiful one, and when it is erected
can be seen from afar. His in sight of the renowned Fort Hill which is a wonder to all who visit
it. Within the fort are about seventy-one acres,
and it is a remarkable foot-print of the ancient
inhabitants of this continent. There are traces
of forts in the val lies below, and the county north
and south abounds with mounds, among them
the Serpent Mound of history, but a few miles
from Fort Hill. By the time I left, or during the
last week in November, the brethren and friends
had cut, scored and hewed out most of the frame.
I have never seen anywhere exhibited among the
Saints, and the community at large such a willingness to aid in building a church for the Saints.
I have faith to believe it will go up, for there are
a goodly number of aged men who have PlJ.t their
shoulders to the wheel with their counsel and
means. They will soon have a house to meet in
rPgularly. Our visit among them seemed to be
timely. The Saints were strengthened, and we
were loth to leave them. May the Lord bless
and richly remunerate them for the favors shown
to me.
On the 29th ult. Mr. John Rhodes brought me
in his carriage to Bainbridge, thus favoring me
with a pleasant ride twelve miles or more,
H
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was well acquainted with the country and gave
me much information about it ar:d the
After thirty miles ride on "Nahum's Chariot," l
stepped off at Bro. L. W. Torrence's where we
took lodgings for the night. They are always
successful in their endeavor to make an elder
comfortable, and by the way, Sr. Torrence is one
among the first who accepted the gospel when I
first visited this country in r878. She has had
her conflicts to pass through, but is a lively stone
in the spiritual building. VVe called on brother
and sister Joel Allen and spent a few hours with
them on the 30th ult. Bro. Allen has been and
is still greatly afflicted with rheumatism, which
renders life almost a burden, yet he seems to be
in good heart, and tries to be as patient as it is
possible to be in his condition. They were the
first to obey when I introduced the doctrine in
these parts. They have stemmed the tide of opposition, and are strong defenders of the faith.
In the evening of the 3oth u!t., we trudged our
weary way with valise on our back, which seemed to grow heavier until we had stepped o!h,bout
eight miles, which brought me again to our little
cottage home to greet loved ones and to be greeted by them. I felt like singing:
uHome again, home ngain
F1·om a distant shore;
0, how it makes my heart rejoice
To be at home once more,,'

The reports from the laborers as given in the
lierald are encouraging, although some of the
valiant ones are being called away.
I felt to
weep on learning of the death of Bro. J. H.
Meriam, but our loss is his gain. Bro. T. J. Beatty and I expect to leave home in
few days for
other parts of our field of labor. I feel encouraged.
Yours in bonds,
L. R' DEVORE.
WIRT, Iowa, Dec. r8th.
Editors Herald:-According to previous agreement I, in company with my brother Joseph and
John Johnston, have concluded the two·days'
meeting at this place which was appointed by the
president of the district. On arriving here we
found that Bro. N. Kent had been authorized to
arrange the meetings. This we found was not
congenial with the feeiings of some of the brethren, the law not being honored.
First we met at the Oger School-house, Friday
evening. Only a few being out, we left an appointment for Monday evening at that place.
Our next meeting was at the Pumptown Schoolhouse, Saturday, at half past two p. m. Two
came, and at seven o'clock in the evening a few
lads came out.
We met again on Sunday at
eleven a. m. and tried to give instructions as we
were led. Being satisfied that the two-days'
meeting was a failure, we went to the Dickson
School-house north of this place, where heretofore there had been a good interest, and the people had treated us with kindness. But the position assumed there since that time has worked
injury, and we were informed that the door would
be closed against us and we could not have the
use of the house. Then being informed by Bro.
Kent that there was a place in Union county
where they wanted to hear the good news, in
company with brethrerr Anderson and Kent we
went to the place and found the leading spirit
that had been so anxious, like Felix ~fold. We
were informed in this place that people of the
county were building a monument in honor of

the old-time Saints who were buried at a place
called Plsgnh, in the county. We were also informed by a Catholk gentleman who had lived
at Kirtland, Ohio, that he was acquainted with
the Saints before the exodus, and knew them to
be honorable people. We were glad to hear these
th\r,gs.
returned Monday evening to the
Oger School· house, but the interest did not warrent any further meetings at present.
As ever,

H. N.

SNIVELY.

BrRn's EYE, INDIANA, Dec. 24.
Dear .Herald:- The work is onward in this
part
the Lord's vineyard. I attended the
soui.hem Indiana conference at Byrnville, Harrison Co. There was a fair attendance of Saints
and friends from difrerent parts of the district.
Harmony prevailed, and the Saints were edified
and strengthened. Bro. M. R. Scott remained
there preaching every night until Friday, then
went to Mott station and presented the gospel
truths to a fair sized audience, and left a good
impression upon the people. On the 22d and
23d he and Bro. V. D. Baggerly conducted a two
days meeting at Riceville. There are more calls
for preaching than the elders can possibly fill.
People a!·e beginning to realize that the gospel
has a different ring than the sectarian sounds
they have been accustomed to hearing. The
caw;e is gaining friends in many sections of this
country. But, oh! how few that accept and
obey it.
M'y earnest prayer is that God may bless and
strengthen the Saints everywhere to the upbuildlng of his cause among all nations.
CHAS.

BARMORE.

ArtT'CLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endc,rsemcnt of the Editor: writers are responsible for
:~hei:'
vie'V,'8. Contributicms solicited,

HARMONY OF INSPIRATION.
BY R. M. ELVIN.

the Saints of this age have beeri
that the revelations rec~ived by the
Smith were in absolute
with those of the ancient prophets, In the Lord's preface to the Doctrire and
we are told to
"search these commandments, for they are
and the prophecies and
which :1re in them shall all be
fulHlled." This is the same instruction
that the
Teacher gave to his apostles: "Search the Scriptures."
Vvith this.
but sensible rule, we
to make an examination, and
the inspiration claimed for the
of this generation will harmonize
vvith that found in the Bible. For this
purpose we take one paragraph of the
of November Ist, r83I, and
the
words of divine
"VVherefore I the Lord, knowwhich should come upon
ALL
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the inhabitants of the earth, (a) called
upon mv servant Joseph Smith, Jr., (b)
and spake unto him from heaven, and
gave him commandments, (c) ancl also
gave commandments unto others, (d) that
they should proclaim these things unto the
world; (e) and all this that it might he
fulfilled which was written by the prophets; (f) the weak things of the world shall
come forth and break down the mighty
and strong ones, {g) that man should not
counsel his fellow man, neither trust in the
arm of flesh, (h) but that every man might
speak in the name of God the Lord, (i)
even the Savior of the world; (j) that faith
also might increase in the earth; (k) that
mine everlasting covenant might be established; (l) that the fulness of the gospel
might be proclaimed (m) by the weak and
simple, (n) unto the ends of the world, (o)
and before kings and rulers."
I have divided the foregoing by inserting reference letters, and if the reader will refer to each reference as he
proceeds, it will greatly aid him in understanding and discovering the forcefulness
of the harmony.
(a) We cannot, with any degree of safety to a profes~ion of belief in the inspiration of the Bible, deny the unlimited and
comprehensive knowledge of God. And
that calamities have been predicted and are
being fulfilled to the astonishment and
awe of the peoples of all nations, let Holy
Writ and historical facts be heard: "For I
am the Lord, I change not."-Mal. 3: 6.
To this we add, "for the ways of man are
before the eyes of the Lord, and he pondereth all his goings."-Prov. 5:21.
Again: "Neither is there any creature
that is not maniffst in his sight, hut all
things are naked and open unto the eyes
of him with whom we have to do."-Heb.
4: I 3· Thes.,; seem to establish the unchangeableness of the character of God,
and his knowledg-e of universal man from
the dawn of creation until the winding up
scene of all earthly affairs. We now take
a g-lance at some of the calamities foretold: "The consumption decreed shall
overflow with (in) righteousness, for the
Lord G'"od of hosts shall make a consumption, even determined, in the midst of all
the land."-Isa. ro: 22, 23. Let it be
understood that the sin, evil and wickedness among all the people will be displaced and overcome to some extent, by the
introduction and establishing- of the gospel of peace and salvation; but g-reat and
marvelous physical events, such as storms,
cyclones, fires, earthquakes, inundation of
rivers, lakes and seas, with war and devastating diseases will carry to the grave
multitudes of unprepared souls, and destroy untold millions of wealth.
The
prophet must not be understood as prophesying of the Jewish people only, or of
one locality, for he says, "Now therefore
be ye not mockers, lest your bands be
maJe strong, for I have heard from the
Lord God of hosts a consumption, even
determined upon the whole earth."-Isa.
z8: 22. 1\!Ioses gave a rule of taking- evidence, that, "at the mouth of two witnesses, or at the mouth of three witnesses,
shall the matter be established."-Deut.
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19:15. Adopting- this rule as a good oue,
here is another credible witness: "For these
be the days of vengennce, that all things
which are written may be fulfilled. But
woe unto them that ar"e with child, and to
them that give suck, in those days, for there
shall he g-reat distress in the land, and
wrath upon this people.
And tl~ey shall
fall by the edge of the sword, and shall be
led away captive into all nations, and Jerusalem shall be trodden down of the Gentiles, until the times of the Gentiles he
fulfilled. And there shall be signs in the
sun, and in the moon, and in the stars;
and upon the earth distress of nations with
perplexity; the sea and the waves roaring. Mens' hearts failing them for fear,
and for looking after those things which
are coming on the earth, for the powers
of heaven shall be shaken."-Luke 2 r: zz-

THE SAI
this may begin to convince
the great hailstones
seventh plague, (Rev. r6: 2
about the weight of a talent or
ty pounds, is not an impossible
-Review and Herald,
Passing from this
of disturbances
of the elements, we consider the
CYCLONE

which has been so common of late
parts of the earth.
I will not
this for the reason that I can not
from the plethoric record
thereon.
In Bengal, Calcutta,
Sundeep, and Dakhin, at
twenty.five thousand
lives, and all the property
the thousand square miles
Coming to America the list
April 14th, 1879, at Collinsville,
z6.
several were killed, and
to
These events have been and are being fulertv to the amount of
filled beyond the possibility of contradiction.
while two days later at
Here is a most startling delineation of
Carolina, a hundred houses,
present existing events that are chronicled
the churches, were swept
almost daily in the newspapers of the
teen persons were killed. In
times. "This know also, that in the last
same year, in Kansas, a cyclone
days perilous times shall ·come, for men
much property and forty were killed :c.nd
shall be lovers of tlwir own selves, coveteighty wounded. July
r88r
ous, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobe·
frightful visitation occured
m,
dient to parents, unthankful, unholy.
Minnesota, by which the town was left in
Without natural affection, trucebreakers,
almost total ruins, and some
of ·che
false accusers; incontinent, fierce; despisers
citizens killed. Kansas was
of those that are good; traitors, heady,
high.minded, lovers of pleasure more April 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th, r88~.
persons were injured, several
than lovers of God.''-z Tim. 3:1-4.
the damage was very great.
Perhaps on this point enough of Scripture
the z 5th of the same month, Saline
has been introduced, and we therefore
Missouri, was sorely distressed with
present some collateral evidences:
losses; eleven were killed and
STORMS.
wounded.
Who and where are
that have not heard of the terrible loss of
On this topic I might write for hours, life and property to the towns of Grinnell
and give new data upon each page which
and Malcolm, June 17th, rtl8z, when the
would prove intensely fascinating and atestimated value of property
tractive. '"fhe violence and frequency of amounted to between two and three mildestructive storms have not escaped the
lions of dollars, while the fifteen hundred
notice of authors and newspaper men.·
homeless ones were all mourners for the
From the numerous reports as published,
large number of dead.
the week
I select but one from the east and one
ending May 19th, 1~83, six persons were
from the west: "All over the country
killed at Coventry, Montana, with h'"'Ml''"
these storms have been of unusual freat Racine, Wisconsin, and a hundred inquency and dreadfully destruct.,_e this
jured, and one hundred and
year. The lightning, the hurricane, the
blown down. Valparaiso,
was
waterspout, number their victims this
made to suffer; likewise White Pigeon,
summer in the western states by hunMichigan, Kansas City, Missouri, (three
dreds. And in many parts of Europe the
killed), w bile the same cyclone visited St.
same phenomena prevail, with a sprinkJoseph, Missouri, and great
was
ling of earthquRk~s in places where the
wstained at both places.
I
add
earthquake is hardly ever felt. The cause many others but think those
is a mystery."-New York Herald.
ficient.
"Among-. the many singular features of
FIRE.
the terrible storms which have been de.
vastating portions of the west within the
Upon this part of the
I am still
two weeks past, the following item is remore troubled to select from
ported from Lincoln, Nebraska, June z6th, to obtain proof. The most extem1ive fhe
r88z. After stating the destruction of that New York City ever sustained was
crops, the wreck of buildings, and some December 26th, 1835, which burned six
loss of life, the report says: 'A woman hundred and forty-eight stores and warehad her leg broken, and four houses were houses, valued at twenty millions of dol.
blown to pieces at Ri,ing, ancl hardly a Jars. April roth, 184),
window was left in town. One mass of sylvania, suffered from
ice which crashed through a house anrl loss of one thousand
A six millions. Quebec,
floor u•eighed twenty-seven ponds.'
further report states that 'one man was
1845, lost by fire fifteen hundred
killed by being struck on the head with
and many lives, while in
the
hailstones.' A few such experiences as year, another fire rlP~tr·r"''""

dred dwellings. By these two fires two.
thirds of the
was destroyed.
May
r85 , San Francisco, California,
fire two thousand five hundred
and
another fire, (June zzd),
five
more; an estimated loss of
three millions. By the explosion of a little fire-cracker on July 4th, r866, Portland, Maine, sustained a loss of fifteen million doll:us, and ten thousand people were
left homeless in suffering and poverty.
In 187o, at St. Petersburg, Russia,
lightning struck a house, :md in a few
hours eleven thousand buildings were in
ashes. When Chicago, the "Queen city
of the west" was laid waste by the firefiend, a space of one mile wide bv five
miles long, or thirty-two hundred -acres;
beautiful and costly mansions, handsome
also business blocks; all were
licket1 up by the tongue of flame that
many supposed to be supernatural fire.
Shortly afterwards, (November 9th and
roth, r87z), Boston suffered an estimated
loss of ninety millions, and almost annually
we have great forest fires in Michigan,
'Wisconsin, Maine, and also in the south;
while the small fires that are only locally
noticed, will
equal the large ones in
value in the aggregate of losses.
EAR TIIQU AKES.

Here we have one of the most engaging topics of revelation, history and science; and as a usual thing, when we introduce this class or kind of evidence, the objector will urge that earthquakes have al.
ways existed, and therefore that we can
not prove anything by them. But hold
Had you a case in court or were a
upon some case or trial, which would
you prefer as a witness, some person with
whom you were acquainted, one who possessed a good reputation for truth and veracity and did not stand in jeopardy of
having his testimony impeached, or a total stranger to the entire court?
We are not perturbed on account of
objections filed against this witness, and
have nothing to fear from cross-questioning.
"Thou shalt be visited of the Lord of
hosts, with thunder, and with earthquake,
and great noise; with storm and temoest
and the flame of devouring fire.''-Isa: 29:
6. To this we add the words of Christ,
"For nation shall rise against nation, and
kingdom against kingdom.
And there
shall be famines, and pestilences, and
earthquakes in divers places.''-Matt. 24:
7· As early as Dec. 27th, r832, a revelation through Joseph Smith, to the eldership, states, "for after your testimony comthe the testimony of earthquakes.'' Most
any man might predict such events, but it
must be conceded that no man could cause
such a prediction to be fulfilled, and the
enquirer desires to know-be informed-whether earthquakes are more frequent
since 1832 than they were prior to that
date. There has been much research and
lahor performed to gain an accurate, tabuLted statement of earthquakes, and Mr.
D. T. Taylor, in hi~ "Coming Earthquake,"
from Mr. Ponbm and Mallett, who
and arranged chronologically,
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and distinguished the registered earthquakes into five periods as follows:~
No.
Those recorded
A D. 1,
Thence to the end
9th century,
Thence to the end
15th cenury,
Thence to the end
18th century,
Thence to 1850,
Thence to J 868,

before[
of the

I
1

of the:
·~
of the

I

INo.
of I Average.
years
I

I

681

1 ~00 1 in 29 years.

197'1

900 1 in 4 years.

532.

600 1 in 1 year.

·
2804i
32401

5000[

300 9 in 1 year.
50164 iu 1 year.
18 1277 in l year.

The very destructive earthquakes that
destroyed cities, with many lives register
as follows:No. INo .. ofl
I years.
From B. C. 1700 to[
A. D. 96,
I
From A. D. 96 to 1850,
From 1850 to 1865,
From 1865 to 1868,
1

Average.

I.
16
204
15
15

1 79611 m 112 years.
175411 in 8 yearH.
15 l in 1 year.
3[5 in 1 year.

I have not at hand the compiled report
from 1868 to date, which, however, does
not show any decrease, but the reverse.
The mortality caused during the year r868
by earthquakes, was over one hnndred
thousand, and an equal number perished in
Java, August 25th, r883. I might extend
facts and figures upon this phenomenal
disturbance of the earth, but will only add
by asking the reader, \\rhat think you of
the witness God said should testify, after
the elders should go forth testifying of the
restoration of tbe gospel?
FLOODS AND WAVES.

In America, Europe, Asia (especially
China) there has been during the last fifty
or sixty years, great inundations along all
the pri,nciple rivers, resulting in great loss
of life, the number unknowable, and property not within the range of calculation
as to obtaining anything like the correct
estimate. But when we come to consider
the havoc wrought by the waves, we are
dazed with the stupendous catastrophes
that fill the pages of history. A question
of contradiction is raised against this line
of argument, for Job says, "Or who shut
up the sea ,vvith doors, when it brake forth,
as if it had issued out of the worn b? When
I made the cloud the garment thereof, and
thick darkness a swaddling band for it, and
brake up for it my decreed pl~ce .and set
hars and doors, and said, Hitherto shalt
thou come, but no further, and here shall
thy proud waves be stayed ?"-Job. 38: 8II.
Some would-be wiseacres would use
this as an animadversion on the revelation
of Joseph Smith, wherein he says, "And
after your testimony cometh the testimony
of . . . the voice of the waves of the
sea, heaving themselves beyond their
bounds."
.I can easily believe and see that both
Job and Joseph told the truth, and that by
the direction of the same authoritv. What
right has puny man to call in question the
action of '\Hill) that made heaven and
earth, and the sea and the fountains of
waters?'' If He saw fit in the time of
Job to set bounds to the waves, and in the
time of Joseph to say to those waves,
You shall be my witnesses by leaping over

the boundary line, who shall say to God,
nay. For is it not He that "changeth the
times and the seasons?" And if he so dewho can hinder!' And, still more,
if
gives notice of the change, why
should fault be found with the messenger
who makes public the notification when
said messenger has not power to bring· to
pass that which he publishes?
In the quaint parlance of kitchen talk,
"the proof of the pudding is in the eating
of it." So if we find a fulfillment of the
events predicted by Joseph Smith, we may
be positively ~ure that he told the truth,
and if the thing he predicted was incom ·
potible with the then existing state of
things, and from a human standpoint of
judgrnent no such event could happen, we
might be doubly assured thatJ oseph Smith
was a true prophet of God. If this be
called unsound logic, where shall we
turn for certainty upon any subject of
revelation?
To be continued.

A MODERN PARABLE.
ONcE upon a time a man possessed a very

valuable knife. The blade was of the finest steel, tempered to sustain the keenest
edge, and admitting of a very high polish.
Th<; handle was a marvel of workmanship,
its beauty unsurpassed, emblazoned with
rare jew.els and wonderful carvings. This
knife, the only one of the kind in existence, was the admiration of all who beheld
it, and great was their desire to possess it.
The owner of the knife placed great value
on it, guarded it very carefully, and at his
death left it to his son with the command
that be should preserve it as it then was,
11nxious that it should thu~ be handed down
from generation to generation, in its perfect condition.
After years had passed, one of his descendants becoming self-satisfied and careless, allowed the blade to become loosenand he finally lost it. Then to replace
the loss he procured another blade, had it
attached to the handle and claimed that he
still had the same knife.
As time rolled by, the jewels, one bv
one became detached from the handle, and
through neglect the carving became worn,
dim, and so much defaced that the possessor, desiring to ch:mge the style and appearance, had a new handle attached to
the new blade, and still claimed that he
had the same original knife.
Years aft~r thi~, a young man foulJd the
orig-inCJ.l blade, and prizing it highly, guarded it carefully, until one day, to his great
joy, he found the original handle, which
had been discarded by the former possessor. Then, after uniting the blade to the
h:mdle, this young man proclaimed to the
world that he had the original knife. Upon this the question arose as to what knife
the other claimant had, for he delared that
his was the original knife, that it had
never been out of his possession, but that
he had always retained and still held it.
But examination oroved that it had no appearance whatever of the original, that
through the changes it had passed it was
no longer the same. And still more, here
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was the young- man with the very identical, original knife, as every one who examined it carefully were compelled to admit.
THE EXPLANATION,

. The knife represents the Church of J esus Christ. The blade, the word of God
-by revelation. The handle, with its
carvings, the officers of the church. The
jewels, the gifts of the Spirit.
The church was established by our
Savior while here on earth, and its perfect organization was in due time effected.
'-The word of God," which is "sharper
than any two-edged sword," and "is perfect, converting the soul," was relied upon
by the members for the dividing of truth
from error. They had it direct from the
mouth of the Savior, and also had continual revelation to themselves. Thus the
word of God-the gospel of the kingdom
-was presented to the children of men as
the means of salvation for all who would
receive it, and they were told that without
it they could not be saved. The Savior
sent his apostles to preach the word of
God-the gospel-to "every creature,"
saying, "he that believeth [the gospel] and
is baptized shall be saved; but he. that believeth not shall be damned." The salvation of themselves and their descendants depended upon their teaching and observing
the very things that Jesus commandedwithout any changes-as his parting-words
show: "Go," says he, "teach all nations
[the gospel] baptizing them in the name
of the Father, and of the Son; and of the
Holy Ghost; teaching them to observe all
things whatsoever I have commanded you,
and lo [on these conditions that you teach
all my commandments] I am with you alway, even unto the end o:C tpe. world."
He also said, "Except a man be born of
water and of the Spirit, he can not enter
into tl:e kingdom of heaven."-J ohn 3: 5·
That we may be more perfectly assured
as to what the gospel was, Paul tells us
that the "principles of the doctrine of
Christ" were repentance, faith, baptism
rfor the remission of sins], laying on of
hands, for blessings, healing thfl sick, for
the gift of the Holy Gho~t and conferring
the priesthood; resurrection of the dead
and eternal judgment. Peter told the
early Saints' that if they would give all
diligence, and add to their faith, virtue,
knowledge, temperance, patience, godliness, brotherly kindness and charity, they
should have an abundant entrance into the
everlasting kingdom of our Lord and
Savior Tesus Christ.
The officers of the church were chosen
by the wisdom of God, through Christ,
and were commissioned as his ambassadors.
. Paul. who was called bv revelation to officiat~ for Christ, said that no man could
take that honor unto himself, unle~s he
was called in the same manner. Christ
also said to his disciples, "Ye have not chos-.
en me, but I have chosen you, and ord!lined you, that you should go and bring forth
fruit, and that your fruit should remain.''
The first officers chosen by Christ were
apostles! and Paul tells us that God "set
in the church" apostles, pr9phets, evangeF
ists, (the seventy?), pastors and teachers}
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"for the work of the ministry." These
were governing and controling powers in
and of the church on earth, and, with the
lay members, composed the Church of
Christ, the "body" of Christ, the one body,
the one fold, the one straight and narrovy
wav unto eternal life. They were united
in the one faith, one hope and one baptism,
and were led by one Lord and one Shepherd, and by one Spirit they were all baptized into the one body of worshipersthe Church of Jesus Christ, the kingdom
of God.
This perfect organization with the gospel, was to continue as the means of salvation "till we all come in the unity of the
faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of
God." The reason why it was necessary
to have the organization remain perfect,
with its pure doctrines, was, "that we
henceforth be no more children, tossed to
and fro, and carried about with every wind
of doctrine, by the ~]eight of men, ar";d cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait
to deceive."-Eph. 6: 14. God knew,
Christ knew, and the apostles knew, that
no other church, and no other but the
church and doctrines of Jesus Christ could
work salvation for man.
The officers of the church promised salvation in the celestial kingdom to all who
would unite with it and observe its teachings. And that they might have a full assurance of such salvation, they were promised that certain signs should follow them
here in this life.
Christ said: "In my
name shall they cast out devils; they shall
speak with new tongues' they shall take up
serpents; and if they drink; any deadly
thing, it shall not hurt them; they shall
lay hands on the sick, and they shall recover."-Mark r6: r7, r8.
.
These things were to be done by the believers in all ages of the world-if they
adhered strictly to all the things Jesus commanded--and were to be enjoyed through
the possession of the Holy Ghost, Peter,
on the day of pentecost, told the· believers
that if they would repent and be baptized
in the name of J e5us Christ for the remission of sins, they should receive the gift of
the Holy Ghost. And that all true believers might know that they, too, might receive this gift, Peter said that the promise
(of the Gift) was unto them and their children and all whom "the Lord our God
shall call."-Acts 2: 38, 39· So wherever
God calls any one, the promise is unto
them.
Paul tells us more concerning the "jewels," these gifts of the Spirit.- He says,
."there are diversities of gifts, hut the same
Spirit," and that they all come from the
same Lord and God. He names the gifts,
wisdom, knowledge, faith, gifts of healing,
working of miracles, prophecy, discerning
of spirits, divers kinds of tongues, and interpretr,tion of tongues. All these gifts God
gave the believers, as it pleased Him, for
them to profit by, and thus know that
they had embraced the true church, and
were saved if they continued in righteousness.
Thus the church was fully established,
its teachings and ordinances complete, and
in that condition the Head of the church

THE S
left it for his successors.
he was commanded to organize the:
ed on and years rolled
as it was when Christ and the
careless, negligent and
were on the earth. He was deleinstead of adhering to the
an ambassador for Chri~t, and was
lowed themselves to drift into
the
of all the officers of the
church,
revelc1tion he called and orand they consequently lost the
God by revelation, and were
dained them a» Christ had
sent them
led and directed by it.
to
to
the same
restored
loss, they attached another
and
the same
church, namely, the word of
who believed and
wisdom of man-and
upon that ever since, and
now
they are not led by p-resent revela1ion--the
word of God direct. But still
that they have the same church!
As time passed on the
church
became dissatisfied with the officers of
church, and discardecl
them with others more to
own liking; and instead of the officerR God set in
the church we find
Archbishops, Vicar
etc ..,
Even the name of the church was
from the church of
Christ
Roman Catholic Church
its being led by the
of God it
led by another spirit; and, as a consequence, it lost the gifts of the
because it no longer
the terms upon which the g·ifts were orornised. Baptism by immersion-admi~ister
ed only to repentant believers--for the
remission of sins, was
ling innocent infants who were
of either sinning, repenting or
Instead of teaching converts that
"gifts" were intended for them, as well ~s
for their forefathers, they
that all
those things were done away, and no
longer necessary.
the members lost faith in those
did not follow them because
believe. Even if they had
them these man-made officers were
ambassadors for Christ--were not called
by revelation, were not chosen of Godand therefore could not confer the
of
--·-----the Holy Ghost.
THE MILLENNIUM'S SYMBOL-DAY.
Step by step they had
the faith (I Tim. 4:
This work of redemption is still proevery doctrine and
of
and will occupy the six milleniums symbolized by the six days work of
(Isa. 24: r-6; 2 Tim. 4:3, 4).
longer preached the gospel,
and the seventh millenium will
I I, 12), but became corrupt' and
then be the great sabbath of the earth.
things of God, as prophE>cy had foretold
The sabbath -~s the Millenium's symbolhas been associated with the work of
they would (2 Tim. 3: r-7).
And
they claimed that they still had the same
from its
commencement.
church!
no
warrant for supposFor hundreds of years they held to this
that Adam was ignorant of the originfalse claim and still continue to do
constitution of the world, and the
The dark Ages came and
duties and responsibilities beThe reformers appeared
to himself as the first representafellow men largely from
tive man. He was created in knowledge.
and political bondage.
Thi8 can not mean that he was created in
man came forward with the
He knew all that it was imfor him to know. And when he
gels had visited him; that the visions
eternity had been opened up to
the law, and involved
that our heavenly Father had been
his posterity in sin and death,
ed to reveal to him His mind
will
competent to understand
terms in which God
concerning the gospel and the church;
to make known his glorious
that he had the word of God
saying, that the creeds of all the churchefl we;·e
The declaration
wrong, that their creeds were an abominawoman should bruise
tion in His sight.
could not have been
After this young man had been
foundation of
; nor could it have
structed and commissioned with
af'iorded any cor.ofort of hope, unless it
~~
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were understood. And if
we have everv reason to believe it was,
then its bearing upon the subject of our
discourse was apprehended, and hope must
have anticipated that the six thousand years
of redemption would terminate in the
restitution of all things and an ever]
rest. That one day is with the Lord as a
thousand years, and a thousand
one day, was not only understood
symbolic use of the
of
the first sabbath, but
the term day in the
command that they
fruit of the tree of the
of
and evil, viz: 'in the
thou eatest
of thou shalt surely die. Here the term
day did not refer to a natural
twenty four hours; for Adam did not die
in the natural or solar
in which he
transgressed; but it refers to a millennia!
of a thousand years, within which Adam
did die. This is proved frorn the reference
to it in the ninetieth Psalm: 'Thou turnest
man to destruction, and
Return
children of men. For a thousand
sight are but as
passed, and as a
evidently refers to the sentence
upon man, 'Dust thou art
shalt thou return.' This is the sentence
which man was turned to
and this sentence was to be executed in tl-.1e
day in which man
wi-thin a thousand years,
Lord is counted as a
.
diluvian age there were
no deaths
in infancy and childhood, and the
generally lived to be several
years old,
doubtless understood that the
which had
account of

vvhen he comes to eshis kingdom in the seventh millenthe world.
Selected by W. 0. Lanyon.

on the earth?
on the Isle of Atbetween Central America and
.P.n>rl,,,.,.,<- stated that he interviewwho declared they
the
of the West ro,ooo
the Father of History vis1ted
Vvas the Land of the West Atlantis
America? Alexander Winchell
or rather the pre-Adam, on
the South Seas-Atlantis
written a book deisle. Augustus
explorer, claims
of man on earth
As he has brought his
here from the
it is at least
to hear
he has to say and
collection of relics, which are
the most marvelous in existence.
Le Plongeon lives in BrookNo. 204 Washington street.
I
there and had an interview.
Frenchman
birth, classically
of advanced years.
He
girl whom he
in the
Museum. She became
inten:ss:ed in his studies anrl placed her for-·
tune at
for exploration and aeon his perilous expedihas ever been his enthusiastic
supporter, and her name
with his. Dr. Le

'"I went to Peru in 186z under the ausof the California Academy of Scienand remained there until 1870, making
I came to New York in
and then to London, where I examin the British Museum for
and ascertained what could be
le;m1cd there relative to the history of ancient Peru.
In 1872 I came to New
and in January of 1 873 delivered an
address before the Academy of Sciences,
in which I stated that there was reason to
from what I had seen in Peru,
that man had his origin in America. I
attacked for the statement, and made
my mind to go to Yucatan and settle
if possible. After arriving
there I saw that a vast amount of work
would h<>.ve to be done, and before me lay
a wealth of antiquities unknown to the
world, There were at least forty cities,

overgrown with forests, and these so thick
that one would never suspect the presence
of ruins.
Yucatan comprises 24,000
square miles. My investigations there lasted
for twelve years. A vvar of races had heen
progress for thirty-seven years between in
some Indians and whites, so that it was
perilous to prosecute investigations alone.
People advised me not to go to the ruins,
but when they found that I was determined to do so General Palonimo, commander of the Mexicon forces there, :volunteered an escort of 100 men, which was accepted. Merida was the Capital of Yucatan,
located twenty-eight miles from the coast.
From here we went to Chicken, rzo miles
further. The nearest village was Silas,
fifteen miles away, cont~ining mixed races.
There I employed sixteen men at $I each
per day, and General Palonimo armed
them. I am a Mason, and as the General
was also a Mason, be was ready to render
me his powerful assistance and many valuable suggestions.
"HOW THE WORK WAS CARRIED ON.

"We commenced work by having the
men clear away the bush from what
seemed to be the center of an enormous
city. We cleared the dekis from around
the buildings so that they could be photographed and plans of their architecture secured. There were difficulties in makmg
photographs, as we had only a little box
for preparing the negatives. The wind
moved the curtain and spoiled the light
and the men would peep in to see what
mystery was concealer!; or we would find
that the Indians placed in the background
had moved and blurred the negat:ves.
Climate caused the ether to evaporate
from the collodion. Plates got smashed.
Out of over r ,ooo negatives we made,
only about 300 are preserved.
"All of the buildings stood on artificial
terraces or pyramids. The ascent to them
was g-enerull y by steep stairs; very often
the stairs had disappeared altogether. In
many places we had to ascend by climbing some convenient tree. Once on top
we found all kinds of thorns, bushes, and
debris. We were in constant danger from
venomous reptiles and poisonous insects of
vast varieties, wants, and tragic intentions.
Add to this the stumbling over stones, falling on the nose, and continuous stiff breezes blowing away our tape lines, and you
have a fair idea of some of the difficulties
of exploration in Yucatan. The sun scorched by day and insects bit at night. We
had to examine each place where a foot
was put on account of deadly vipers. All
of the bushes were loaded with wood-ticks,
which got under the skin and made us feel
as if we had the small-pox. Nothing
would take them off except a hot bath,
which was impossible to obtain. V.l e did
not dare leave our rifles out of sight for a
moment. Still, we conducted our work,
and measured every terrace, stair, room,
wall, cornice, and door, and got the lengths
and breadths, so that we can rebuild any
of the structures at any time in fac-simile.
"Among"the many interesting discoveries were bearded men, nicely sculptured.
There was one face with so long a beard
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that it appeared to the Indians to resemble
me, and they insisted that it was I when I
lived thousands of years ago. On this account I became much respected among
the natives.
There was an old rascal
among the men who professed to know
where everything was, and he guided us
to one building which we were anxious to
see. vVhile showing us over the place he
told us a wild story about a live donkey living in the ~alls, and he would not go inside. The same party afterward betrayed
us for $ ro. He stated that in a certain
part of the building which was dosed up
a donkey could always be heard braying.
That report caused the soldiers to dig immense holes in order to find the animal,
and the workmen assured us that for our
desecration we would be turned to statues.
The most important discr>very was made
here. In a mausoleum we disinterred an
enormous statue, weighing 3,ooo pounds.
With it were urns containing the cremated
remains of the individual whom it represented. This was the famous statue of
Chaacmol, now in the National Museum
of the City of Mexico. We were about
two mor.ths excavating down twenty feet
below the mausoleum to the statue. I
translated the inscription on the mausoleum
and knew that below was either a mummv
or a statue. The work took so long a
time because the mausoleum wr.s composed.
of loose stones which fell down. To remedy this we made a palisade of saplings
tied together with withes. The men were
very stupid, not understanding what was
wanted, and worked unwillingly, because
they thought if they touched any of the
antiquities thev would die before the end
of the year. We had to constantly watch
them and urge them on, and even when
they worked willingly they were slow.
Twice they openly revolted. One day
when they revolted Mrs. Le Plongeon
stood by the stack of arms and threatened to
shoot them on the slightest provocation,
while I repaired the dam3ge they had done
by tearing down the palisade. We made
ropes from the saplings with which to
haul out the statue. After we got it out
we had no means by which to carry it
away, and so we made a rude cart and a
track. We pushed it for five miles, making a road of levers as we went along.
DESCRIPTION OF THE STATUE.

"The statue was hewed out of limestone,
and was smooth and beautifully fleshcolored. After we had gone five ·miles to
receive orders from Gen~ Palonimo to disarm, on account of a rebellion in progress.
We could not ask the men to remain without arrris, so we built a little house and left
the statue in it on the cart, carefully wrapped in oilcloth. While the revolution was
in progress we went to other ruins for
seven months, hoping to go b~ck and get
it. While we were away one Peon Contreras, Director of the Milscum of Merida,
proposed to the Government that the statue
should be searched for and placed in the
museum at the Capitol. The Government
was pleased at the suggestion 'and sent an
army to get it. It was at this time we
were betrayed for $ro. The soldiers took

the statue to Merida, the streets of which
were decorated and the houses festooned.
It was greeted by va.st throngs of
bands of music, poems, prose
speeches. In fact no man was ever
vvith more honors than the
statue of
Chaacmol. The Government
lo
be in the good graces of Diaz oftered
to
J\1exico as a present. Tbe Mexican Government accepted it, and sent the man- of.
war Libertad for it and it was
Vera Cruz <~nd placed in the
Museum of the City of Mexico, where it
remains to-day.
"Gen. Grant failed to take action on the
subject of this colossal
as at t·hat time
he was encouraging railway connections
with Mexico and feared to
matters. The American Minister at
co and also the Consul declined to interfere. I placed the matter in the hands of
Senator Hnar, who
it before tbe
Senate, which ordered
whole
printed. Here again Gen. Grant
to have the theft dropped,
to com·plicate the close relations of the two Governments. Thus we lost the results of
work on the statue, which had cost us over
$ r ,ooo. We are still
for an Administration which holds
honor of
Americans in no light balance, and
will demand the immediate surrender
this great statue so pregnan~ in the
of the dawn of civilization.
"We spent several months at the
cipal city of U xmal, where we
jects of equal interest.
these were
exquisite works of art and a statue
ed to be the brother of Cho.acmol.
statue we carefully concealed after
a mold of it.· Only we know where it
hidden, and :f we never secure I doubt
if it will ever be found.
WHO CHAACMOL WAS.

"Ch~acmol was defied after dec.th and
worshiped in several countries under as
many names. At Chicken we found a
shrine erected to his memory. Here were
many beautiful mineral paintings,
the only vestiges now existing
American art. They u•Jnr<,~f'·n
ceremonies, warriors, domestic
part of the life of Cbaacmol.
we made paintings. They were
walis, which were smoothly and
plastered. The paintings were in
ble colors, the <;ame as on the
Es-:ypt. Thev represent the
nf the
life of the individual buried beneath the
mausoleum. We preserved fac-similes.
"The mastodon was venerated
the
Mayas because it was the largest animal
then in existence. We found it
ed on all the monuments.
ed it a fit emblem of worship.
emblem appears in the Tro:mo
in numerous instances, The maRtodon
faces are at the same time
and
have their significant meanings.
todon probably became extinct
Io,ooo years ago, and hence
some
idea of the age and time in which the
Mayas lived, those lost races whose relics
alone gives an inkling of their history. It
seems that it was these people who colo-

nized the earth, because the words of their
and customs, even the red hand,
The red hand marks
found on the walls where
thousands of years ag-o.
carried a corpse
'To the West!'
These signs of respect
were the same in ancient Yucatan.
"The Troano
the books which
the hands of the
who
querors when
country for
conquest. It is a
on
revealall the facts about the
of Atlantis and what was known about the
creation of the earth in the most remote
times. It is a scientific
not at all
like the Book of
as it confines itself to facts. This
lies in the
British
where I secured a facthat I should find a
in Yucatan and was not disanOn all
monuments I fou~d
I worked out the
from
letter by letter. The
we ascertained the correctness of my
was in that whenever we
follo'Ned the directions on the monuments
we discovered 1N here certain statues were
besides many other objects whose
vvas on the monuments. We
in the excavations $48,ooo of our
fortune and $5,000 advanced
1VIr. Pierre Lorillard at the
of
late Sir
of British
In our last explorations we
c;1sts of all the monuin the buried cities
These are not
squeezers, but
stone with iron bands,
so that plaster casts
The object of makwas to be able to reproin any city so that
students
them without a voyage. \Ve
400 of these moldsenough to
all the monuments,
inscriptions,
statues, etc.
"THE ORIGIN OF MAN.

"Let us see how other nations borrowed
from or
their customs and Janfrom ancient Yucatan, the land of
The Greek alphabet is a
Maya poem, each letter a line thereof.
The Egyptian
dogs, and the custom
of cutting: off or curling their tails, are the
same. The
of respect, such as one
arm crossing
breast and hand resting
on the shoulder, are the same. Thev had
tbe same dress and the same cut O'f the
garments.
In the center of the pyramids
the triangular arches are the same. The
Freemason
are the same. In Uxmal
there is a three-room temple where signs
exist which any Freemason can recognize.
The Egyptians and
had each five
unlucky days in a year which are the
same. Their measure of time was the
same. Each had a civil year of eighteen
months and thirteen days, with identical
latitude and declination of the sun. Each
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RALD.
KEWANEE.
people believed that after passing through '
Conference convened December I5th, J. W.
various transmigrations they would return
president,]- D. Jones secretary. Branch
to earth again. Each believed that they
Bnffalo Prairie 69; I baptized, I died.
would on their return to earth use the 1
Grove 45Rock Island I6.
Kewasame bodies, and hence the use of mummies I
Milienburg 44; I baptized. Reports:
with Egyptians and of statues like the in- 1
M. T. Short, J. Lord, R. Holt, T.
Sr., D. S. Holmes, J.D. Jones, E.
dividual with the Mayas; each people 1
Keck, J. W. Terry and A. H.
preserved the ashes of the dead. Blue Clu,.rlton, J
SmHh.
Resolved, that the secretaries in all
was the color of each at the buriel service. branches be respectfully requested to hereafter
"I could go on indefinitelv with similar- be sure and date their statistical reports to the
ities showing that the Egyptians came or- tim . c that
are accepted or approved of by the
not as has been done by some to
iginally from Yucatan when it was an imtime of district conference. Remense continent and before the submersolved., that
be considered wise when elders
sion of the greater part of it. In those confirm members into the church to use the
ancient times, some rz,ooo or 15,000 years words "into the Reorganized Church of Jesus
ago, and there is evidence that the Troano Christ," thereby making a distinction between it
manuscript was written 8,ooo years before and the Utah and other factions. Resolved, that
when this conference adjourns it doeR so to meet
the Christian era, the land of the J:viayas or at
Mercer county, Illinoh', March
Mia, as it was called, contained a populathat we unanimously sustain
tion of over z6o,ooo,ooo people."
,
tP-mporal authorities of the
Officials present: I apostle, I seventy,
Dr. Le Plongeon ceased speaking at this 1
3 priests. Preaching by Elders M. T.
point and I spent several hours examining
D. S. Holmes and A. H. Smith. An inhis marvelous material. I think his state
and cheering conference.
ments will bear scrutiny; certainly the
evidence he presents is overwhelming and
WESTERN WISCONSIN.
startling, and I hope he may find means
Cotderence convened at 'Nillow, Richland
to present it in extenso to the world in
October 13th, A. L. Whiteproper form.
McDowell clerk. Branch

I
I

11

1'

"WILLIAM HosEA BALLou."

NORTH-WEST KANSAS,
Co -,ference convened with I he Goshen branch
December rst, President M. Smith in the chair.
Bnmch reports :-Blue Rapids 62. Goshen _sr, I
baptized, 4 ·received, 4 ,-emoved, 3 dkd.
Star
Creek I6. Elmyra 29. 6 removed. Elders' reports:-G. \71/. Shute, Alma Kent, H. R. Harder,
Henry Hart, G. W. Beebe, A. Seers, JVL Smith.
Priests' Reporting:-- George Oglevie and V.
Rogers. Election of officers:-The president and
secretary were sustained.
J\lfoved to sustain
Bishop's Agent. Lost. Motion to
carded. Motion to sustain carried. Bro. G.
Shute offers the following: \'Vhereas the NorthWestern Kansas district has made its boundery
line comprising less than one third of its former
territory, over which G. W. Shute was appointed Bishop's Agent, and, Whereas he now -resides
outside of the present limits of the district he
therefore tenders his resignation as Bishop's
Agent over that portion now comprising North·
West Kansas district. Comm1ttee report: We
your committee appointed to audit the Bishop's
Agent's book, respectfully report as follows:
That we have audited his book frou March I2th
to September rsth, r888, and find receipts to the
amount of $222.15, paid out $215 II. Balance
on hand September I 5th, $7 04.
H. R, Harder,
H. P. Curtis, committee. Read and approved;
committee discharged. Bishop's Agent's report
for six months ending September .15th. March
Ist on hand, II 69. Received since 75 35· Total
87 04-· Paid out $8o Balance on hand $7 04. G.
W. Shute, Bishop's Agent. Read and approved.
Adjourned to meet with the Blue Rapids branch,
March 3oth, at ten o'clock.
SOUTH-EASTERN lLLlNOlS.
Conference convened at Springerton, White
county, Illinois, December 15th. G. H. Hilliard
in the chair, I. M. Smith secrdarv.
Branch reports: Brush Creek If2; 6 received by letter and
3 upon certificate of baptism. Tunnel Hill 76.
Springerton 57- Alma IO
Parrish and Dry
Fork not reported. Elders reports; L A. Morris,
I. M. Smith (baptized I), G. H. Hilliard and J.
W. Stone reported in person, and J. M. Tousley
(baptized r) by letter. All elders, priests teach·
ers and deacons requested to do all they can to
advance the work.
Adjourned to meet at
Springerton, March r6th, at ten o'clock.

26. I3 baptized, I died. ElL. Whiteaker, baptized 8, W.
F. Hackett, C. W. Lange, Isaac
Priest Cyrus Newkirk. BishOn hand last report $Ir3o;
.')O: iota! $3480; expended
Resolved that this district
tho""
;;ppointed by General
to labor in Wisconsin, if it so be that
can retnrn to do so and labor with us this
Resolved that we sustain the present
otfidals of this district until next conference with
all the
authorities of the church.
Elders Lange, McDowell, Hackett
and
Adjourned to meet with the
Wl-·ea>.dlle branch, in Crawford county, Wiscon·
sin, SAUl-day and Sunday, January Izth and I 3th,
at ro: 30 a.m.

IS
TAYLOR.-Sr. Mattie A. Taylor, wife of Bro.
Albert Taylor, was born the 3d of May, I863, at
Hamburg, Fremont county, Iowa; was baptized
I3th of Jun.e, I886, at Hamburg, Iowa. by Elder
Kemp; confirmed same day by Henry Kemp and
Nicholas Taylor; died the I 8th of DeceMber,
I888, of consumption. She was a member of the
Pleasant Grove, Missouri, branch of the Church
of Christ.
Funeral services were held at the
Pleasant Grove church, A. V\1. Head in charge.
Funeral sermon by L. L. Babbitt. She leaves
three little children and her husband to mourn
her death. Her remains were followed to their
last resting place by a large concourse of friends.
JoNES.-At Malad City, Idaho, December
I7th, I888, Thomas, son of Barnard and Sarah
Delia Jones, and grandson of Bro. Morgan Jones
on paternal side and Henry Thomas on the maternal side, aged I month and I6 days. Funeral
services on the I9th by Elder John R. Evans.
>~Becauee

thy smile was fitir.
Thy lip nnd eye so bnght;
Because thy lovmg cradie care
Was such n fond delight.~'

AUTUMN LEAVES.
The friends and patrons of Autumn Leaves will
please notice that the January number is rapidly
nearing completion. In addition to being hand·
somely illustrated it wiil contain eight extra
pages of reading matter together with several
choice original poems and altogether will be a
very complete number. We hope to be able to
supply all demands. Send in your subscriptions
or orders to retain you~- names, early.
M. WALKER.
Complaints re-ach us from parties who do not
receive their HERALDS or other publications regularly, and wt10 in writing us for missing copies
fail to state the numbers or dates of the periodicals
that they have failed to receive. When the HERALDS, etc., do not reach you, please give the
number or date of those desired.
CHANGING ADDRESSES,
Subscribers wishing their addresses changed
will please give their former addresses, otherwise
we are put to a great deal of extra labor to hunt
up their names on our lists.
SYNOPSIS.
I offer my synopsis and Concordance at the
following ra1t's: $I 25 each, three copies for $3,
or six copies for $5·
j. J. CORNISH,

st

APPOINTMENTS,
the resignation of Bro. Phineas
agent for Little Sioux, Iowa. and
Brc David
being recommended by a
conference held in Woodbine, Iowa, December
a;; agent in his stead, I therefore appoint
as such and commend him to the Saints
tha·, they may sustain him by their prayers and
faith.
G. A. BLAKESLEE,
Presiding Bishop.
NOTICE.
The Autumn Leaves will be mailed about the
3d •)f
to ail who have either renewed
their
or desired their names retained,
any ~nch fail to receive a copy they will
do us favor by notifying this office immediate·
ly, >md should any wish to have their names re·
talned who have not already notified the office,
the' have only to make application and the magazir,e will be sent.
IE D.
I-!uGHILI".-Near Lamoni, Iowa, December
I2th. 1888, of consumption, Sr. Harriet R., wife
of Bro. Lewis Hughill, aged 30 years, 3 months
and 23 days. Her maiden name was Rinker.
She was born at Croton, Iowa, in I857, was bap·
tlzed
Lodl, California, April z8Lh, r878, by
Bro. J. R. Cook, and came to Lamoni with her
husband about six years ago. She was a faithful
wife f,nd mother, and loved the truth of God.
The Lmeral sermon was preached bv Elder W.
vV. Blair, assisted by Bro. H. A. Stebbins.

$1

REED CITY, MICHIGAN.

FOR

FIFTEEN IVIONTHS !

THE INDEPENDENT PATRIOT,
Containing 56 Columns, Weekly, ordinary price $1,00 per
year. is ofiercd fifteen months for $1 to Bli new pay-advance
subf>:Cribers, whose RUbl5criptinut1 are taken before FebrU··

ary 1st, 1880. Its "'Home,' ·~Around The "\Vorld,'' "H.eligious ,, "Clippefl Wit'' '·Scientific" aud ~'Personnl', depart~ents, lnake it 'an attractive and useful Family
Paper.
Address THE PATIUO'r,
25aug
Lamoni. Decatur Co., Iowa.
1

RoBERT WINNING, Pres't.

D. F1 • Nxcrror.soN, Cashier.

FARMERS' BANK of LAMONI
Will attend to any Business for Non-Residents
entrusted to our care.

Interest Allowed on Time Deposits.

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,
REAL

ESTATE

AGENTS,

West Lexington Street,
INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI.

Next to Warnky's.Gallery.
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VV elsh Hymn Book.
We have on hand about 100 copies of a book, entitled
"Llyfr Hymnau at Wasanaeth Eglwys Iesu Grist, Ad-Reoleiddedig Samt y Dydd Diweddaf. '' 'l'here are 393 hymns
in Welsh and 33 in English. It is published by the church
in Wales, and sent here for sale. Sixty cents each, free of
postage; bound in full leather. marbled edges.

PUBLICA'riONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
--)BY THE(--

Board of Publication of the RcorgHnized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In cloth 25cts., ten or more, each. . . . . . • • • • 20
In paper 15 cts., ten or more, each. . . . . . . . . 13
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found,"
written by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which
so much has been said in connection with the
theorv that it fumished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief ground work and material from which to write the Book of Mormon.
REPLY TO LITTLEE'IELD.
In paper 10 cts., per dozen...............
?5
This is the "Reply of President J oRe ph bmith
to L. 0. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine
of Plural Marriage."
BRADEN· ---KELLEY DEBATE.
Cloth Boards, 396 pagee · ..........· ...... 1 '75
Propositiou.~:-(1) I!; thB Book ofJV[mmon of
divine origin, and m·e ita teachings entitled to
H1e respect and belief of all Christian people?
(2) Is the Church of which I, 91ark Br~den _am
a member, the Chnrch of Chnst, and Identical
in faith, organization, ordinances, worship and
practice, with the Church of Christ as it was left
:eerfecte~ by the Apostles ofChr~st? (3) Is the
Reorgamzed Church of Jesus Chnst of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted with Him?
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
.J. Shinn aJfirrns "The Bible teaches the coming of Christ to .Judge tho world is now past."
M. H. Forscntt affirms "The Bible teaches the
Literal Resurrection of the body from the grave."
VISIONS OF .JOSJo;PH Sl\HTH, THE
SEER
Discoveries of Ancient American Records and
Relics, with the strl.tement of a Converted Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covers. 10
BRANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed headings, and ruled for Reeord of Names,
Blessing of Children, and for Marriages ..2 00
DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branc· Records ................................... 3 00
LICENCES, NOTICES, &c.
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Licenses each per dozen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Baptism'and Confirmation Certificate books 25
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred..... 40
CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS.
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen. . . • • • 40
Annual Statistical Heports, two for . . . . . . . . 05
Certifi.cates of Baptism and Membership,
per dozen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Certificates of Removal, per dozen.......• , 12
Marriage Certitlcates, per dozen. . . . . . . . . • . 25
SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
Sunday School Engineer and Record Book. 50
Prompt Attendance Tickets, 100 for.. . . . . . . 15
"
"
"
1,000 for ..•... 1 00
Good Behavior Tickets............. Same price.
SONGS OF ZION.
Per dozen .•.....•• , • $r. Each •.•...•... ro cts

TRACTS.
No. 2.-Truth Made Manifest; pe:r dozen,.. 20
_per hundred ................... 1 50
No. 3.-VolCe of the Good
dozen
per hundred .......... " ..... ..
No.4.-Epitome of Faith and
Church and the Kirtland
dozen 5c., 100 25c., 250
No. 5.-The Gospel.. ..
No. 6.-The "One -'-'"f'"MH
jects, Pre-requisites and DElSh!n----ll.nd
Shall Administer; 25c.
per 100.. 1
No. '7.-Who Then Can
per doz.
per hundred . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .
No. 8.-Fulness of the
per doz.
;per hundred .................. .
No. 9.-8piritualism Viewed from a
ural Standpoint;
doz. 30c,,
No. 10.-The Narrow
doz.
No. 11.-The Plan of
per
30
per hundred ................... :J 25
No. 12.-The Bible versus
per dozen 25c., per
....
No. 14.-Reply to Orson Pratt;; per dozen.. 25
per hundred ................... l 75
No.15.-Brighamite Idolatry; per dozen.. 05
per hundred . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 40
No. 16.-Polygamy: Was it an
'!'enet of the Church; per doz.
No. 1'7.-The Successor in the
Of~
fice and Prer;idency of the
do.z ..
per hundred .................. .
No. 18.-Rejection of the
per doz.
per hundred ........
No. 20.-The "One Body: or the Church
Christ, under the Apostleship, and
the Apostasy; per dozen 20c.,
100....
No. 21.-Truth by Three
dozen
per hundred .................. .
No. 22.-Faith and Repentance; dozen.... 15
per hundred . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
No. 23.-Baptism; per
100...... 1 25
No. 24.-The Kingdom of
100 40
No. 25.-Laying on of
40
No. 26.-Mountain of
per dozen 5c., per hundred...... 40
No. 27.-The Sabbath Question; per doz... 25
per hundred ................... l 40
No. 29.-A Vision of the
from
the Doctrine and Covenants· doz
100 40
No. 30.-0rigin of the Book
per dozen 15c. per
No. 31.-What is Tmth? and True
doxy? and an
Church?
so, Kirtland Temple
No. 32.-Which is the
No. 36.-The Spaulding
per dozen 20c.,
Trial of the Witnesses to
Resurrection
5c. each, per dozen. . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100.... . . . 15
~ An assortment of Tracts, 35 cents.
COMPLETE SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp Cloth turned in..... . . . . . . 75
COWDERY LETTEJ1S.
Containing valuable matte:r in
Calling of Joseph the
the
Translation of the Book
Mormon,
Angelic bestowal of the Priesthood.
In paper covers 8c. each, per d07:l'n. . . . . . • . 75
Without covers 5c. each, peT dozen. . . . . • . . 50
MISC.ELLANEOUS.
The Problem ofl:Iuman Life Here and Hel·eafter, by A. Wilford Hall; 544 pages . . . . 50
Universalism Against Itself; 336 pages ... 1 00
Josephus, complete, .
leather .........3 50
Gibson's Decline and Fall
Roman Empire, cloth boards, 5 volumes, ........... 4 00
Mosheim's Church History, 2 vols ......... ·1 00
Baldwin's Ancient America
... i 80
Rollin's Ancient History, 2 vols. in one .... ·i 00
The Koran, library leather ............... :;. 00
Gieselar's Ecclesiastical History, from A. D.
1 till 1854, cloth boards, 5 vols .......... 10 00
The Ecclesiastical History of Eusebin~ Pamphilus, Bishop of Cwsarea and Palestine . ;~ 00
Crud en's Complete Concm·dance of Bible .. l '15
Bible Text Book .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. . .. . .. . .
00
Apocryphal New Testament..............
65
Brown's Concordance of Bible. . . . . . . . . • . . 60
Emerson's Ready Binder, Herald size.. . • • . 85
o ••••

0

•••••

HOLY SCRIPTURES.

25
50

.JOSEPH. 8!\U'l'H THE PROPHET:
of the Reorganized Church, and Autoof
Smith.
gilt fini~hed ..................... 2 20
book contains 827 pages of large, clear
also, three very fine Steel Ensimile of the autograph of J oand
and of ,Joseph
Hyrum Smith.
up to 1880.
AND
70
00
IIESPERIS.
David H.
202 pages,
edgc1s........................ 50
VOICb~ OF WARNING
on the DoctJ.·ine
work.
covers; twelve .tor $1 ....... eaeh 10
covers, eaeh .. .. .. . . .. .. • .... • 25
.JOSEPH THE SEER:
His PTonhetic MiPsion
and the
Divine Origin of the Book
Mormon
Dei8nded and J,:faintained.
200

CATECHISJti:
of

tlHl

Bible.

BY A. J. :1\'!APES.
I11mp Cloth, 103

pages~

price 35 cts. For sale by

Iiro. H . .R. MILLS, Independence J\Io.

N

AUTU

LEAVES,

Published moJJthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
ll!il.$0.

Jl"ri(l<B JlHlll.' year

M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.
~~

BY DECE:\IBER lOTH A'r THE V.EHY

LATES~',

must know how
an edition will be
needed to meet the demand, and to those whose
time expires with 1888 we shall not mail the
Jttnnary number unless upon renewal or req.tfeiJt.
Please remember the initials

R.

R

as well as what ihey stand for, as it will be a
of time and expense to the offwe.
will bear in mind that
of mailing this year, eonbe no advance in price to
them.
'Will be very thankful to brethren
Smith, Wight, and Butterfield to act as our
in Australia, and notify the office where
wish their copies sent.
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"HEARKEN To THE WoRD Oll' TFIE LoRD: FoR TRZRE SHALL NoT ANY MAN A:nwNG YOU HAVE SAVE rr llll ONE W:
HE SHALL HAvE NONE. "-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN snouLD HAVE ONE WrFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND! ExcEPT m· CASE oF
IS AT I.mERTY TO MARRY AoAIN. "-Page 380, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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EUALD:

Official :Paper of the lleorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
L<~iter Day SaJnts
PUBLISHED AT LAMONI, Dl':CA'l..'UH CouN'rY, IowA~

Every Sttturday. Price $2.25 per yenr.
Tho rrra.veling
District and Br~nch Pn",sidents,
and the Bishop 1 S
rcqm~sted
snl.ieit new sub~
scribcrs, and help
paper
the 11ulJlication
department.
Hu:-:~ino:;s .Letters and «.nl.oooinfim•a
Daneer. by P. 0. Order, W'J!>cll•croct
Entered ns seeond eb:-;s nwtt(:I' <It Lnn:oni Post Otllce.

Assocr.Ari'E Enrl'OR.

Iowa, January

12,

1889,

LAMONI COLLEGE.

IN this issue will be found Articles of Association for the proposed
at Laby Bro. E.
at
the instance of Brn.
A.
Blakeslee and
the
Lamoni Board of
at a late
H was interided
the leading
the church to seek
establish such an inwhen at all practicable, as far
the early sixties. When the
matter o:E locating a perm~ment business
centre for the church was being- discussed
and orovided
the education of the risgeneration was >1lso had under earnest
consideration, and the subject has ever
been one of living, growing interest with
those whose duty it is to watch over and
minister for tile best interests
and
"the Church of tbe
of
among those who, durand since, have arare the First PresiTwelve, the BisbopTic, the
Elders and other
also a large
of
the membership, prominent among whom
are "Sr. Frances" and a host of other faithful sisters.
Of late the First Presidency and Bishopric, also many others of the
and
membership, and some persons not members of the church, have had the matter
under thoughtful discussion and have decided that the time has now come when
an effort should be made to establish a
suitable institution of learning, of an acaderilical or collegiate character, at or
near the town of Lamoni, lowa, and
has reo;ul.ted, thus far, in publishing the
proposed Articles of Association and providing for securing subscriptions to its
c <pita! stock.
The objects sought by the projectors of
the proposed school are most laudable, for
"knowledge is power;" and the best

12,

1889.

No.2.

petent managers, it will pay fair di viattamrng knowledge, in its adis only though the well dends, annually, on every dollar of its cap•
ital stock, making the stock a safe and
school.
Saints need an institution of the permanent investment to all shareholders,
kind where their children a11d the children whether members of the Reorganized·
of others can he educated without constant
Church or not. And it should be borne
contact with sectarian bigotry, denom- in mind that stock may be subscribed by
inational
and that blind, partizan any and all persons, but that only the mazeal which will "compass sea and land to jority of the managers are to be members
to their creed-bound of the Reorganized Church.
We bid the enterprise good-s peed, and
and their children have
the past not a little in this diwe trust all who can wisely do so will
rection. Aml they need also to step to take stock in it as soon as the opportunity
the fore-front and demonstrate the fact, offers, so that an organization ·may be
that a
can be successfully operated speedily effected and the work of building
educational institution, free
go forward rapidly.
bias or sectarian taint
or
This can be done, and
ELDER W. J. SMITH'S PAMPHLET.
will be done
time.
Lamoni offers a site that., in some reSoME little while ago Elder W. J. Smith,
spects, has unequaled advantages.
It whose mission is in Canada and Michigan,
is "be&.utiful for situation." The moral sent the manuscript of a pamphlet entitled
tone oJ'
in and around the town
"Whitmerism Unmasked," to the Herald
is of a
character, and we Office to be printed for him, with the retrust it
be maintained and steadily quest that it be printed as written. In
advanced. In respect to its healthfulness, reading· the manuscript we found a stateit is
Food and fuel supplies m"nt that Dr. William E. McLellin was
are
and at cheapest rates. baptized into the church under Pres. B.
It is
remote from large cities and
Young in r847. Not having any inforexcitements and confu- mation of the correctness of this statement,
sion, to afford that quiet which is so essen- we at once wrote Elder Smith, requesting
tial to ~mccessful study, and pure and fruithis authority for such statement. The
ful education.
letter failed to reach him before the pamR
facilities are tolerable, with exphlet went to press; and not knowing but
that the line now passing what he might be in posssession ot data to
will soon he completed, su,tain his statement, and not being authorl\1issouri, to Rulo, N ebras- ized to change the manuscript, the office
ka, also that two prominent roads from
published as directed. Subsequently, ElSt. Louis to Omaha and one from St. Paul der Smith wrote us that he had taken the
to Kansas
will be built through the statement made by the HERALD respectat no
time.
ng Dr. McLellin having been baptized in
Bishop Blakeslee, Bishop Is1847 as the basis of his statement, and
David Dancer, J. H. Pe- considering that the Utah church was the
ters, Robert
Winning, Elijah Ban- only branch of the so-called Mormon
ta, the First Presidency, and
many church actively propagandizing and bapothers, are of the opinion that, to secure tizing proselytes, concluded it must have
best results and make the institution pay been into this Dr. McLellin was baptized.
good dividends on its capital stock, the 'We wrote Elder Smith upon receipt of
a moun': of stock to begin with should be his letter that he had made a great missufficiently liberal to erect commodious take, and calling his attention to the facts
buildings ·and furnish them in a suitable as we understood them; also stating to him
mannec. On this point Bishop Blakeslee that the baptism of Dr. McLellin, n'ferwrote us as follows: "I think the capital
red to in the HERALD as having taken
stock should be $5o,ooo or more. I would place in 1847, was the one of which the
not be
to take hold of the move- doctor himself informed the readers of
ment with less. And I do not believe in
Zion's Ensign published by .him at Kirttaking- hold of any enterprise and letting iand, Ohio, and occurred at that place
it faiL" David Dancer and others with
in obedience to what he stated was direcwhom we have consulted, coincide m
tion from the Lord to begin a work of
this vi~w"
reconstruction and rebuilding of the
In condu5ion, we have no hesitancy in
church there. Some others were baptizsaving that a College at Lamoni, of the ed at the same time, and others still later.
ki~d c(~ntemplated in the "Articles of InWe sug-gested to Elder Smith that such
corporation" ailuded to, can be made a de- statement should at once be corrected;
cided, permanent, and growing success in for, however seemingly good an argument
every 'Nay; and
in the hands of com- made upon such a statement, if true, might
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be, the ,statement being untrue, all or
any argument based on it would be bad.
The HERALD is not responsible in any
sense for Elder W. J. Smith's pamphlet,
nor for any of the statements in it, any more
than it is for the personal sermons of an
elder in the field, or for any private printing done at the Herald Office by the
Board of Publication in its business capacity. For this reason, and for the further
reason that we do not deem falsehood and
erroneous statements essential to the good
of any cause, much less to one of a religious
character, and do not propose to be compromised or concluded hy such statements
when the nature of them is known to us,
we do not sanction nor sustain, either
the statement made by Elder Smith nor
the argument made upon it.
What course Bro.
J. Smith may
pursue in reference to it we do not know,
as we have not yet heard from him; but
justice to ourselves, to the elders in the
field, the readers of the HERALD, and the
memory of Dr. Wm. E. McLellin, (who,
however much he mav have been
opposed to us while h~
was living,
he also, so far as we know, always
expressed himself as opposed to polvgamy and the rule of Brigham Young,)
all demand that we now explain. We believe it to be as improper to knowingly
mi&represent an opponent as to assume
false grounds in support of one's own
cause.

vV.

HYPERCRITICAL.
Editors li'erald:--In your answer to the first
question in the Herald of December 22d, I888, page
8rz, you state that the bread should "be broken and
blessed," and cite as authority several witnesses.
I suppose you expected your readers to examine
what the witnesses have to say upon the subject.
Matthew, who wrote A, D 38, states, 26: 26, that
Jesus "blessed it and brake it!' Again, Paul,
who wrote A. D, 56, tells US that "Jesus took
bread: and when he had given thanks he brake
it."-I Cor. r I: 23; while Mark, who wrote A.
n. 65 says, "Jesus took bread and blessed and
brake it."-Mark 14: 22.
These three witnesses are each and severally
against your instructions, Nephi 8: 6 is in your
favor, but Doctrine and Covenants I7: II has no
reference. Doctrine and Covenants I7: 22 gives
the word of blessing, We were told in a sermon
by the president of the church December zd,
r888, (and not December I st) as stated in the
Herald, page 794, that we should stand 0y that
which is "written," and if any man, prophet or
angel brought anything that clashed with that
which is "written" we should refuse it
His
father tells us in his history, that the word of the
Lord came "when also we were commanded to
bless bread and break it."-Times and Seasons,
vol. 3, p. 9I5 He was not neglectful, careless
nor indifferent unto the word of the Lord, for of
the sixth day of April, I83o, he writes: "We
then took bread, blessed it and brake it with
them."-T•mes and Seasons, vol. 3, p 944, I do
not write to find fault, nor with a desire to increase division, neither would I refuse to honor
my Redeemer and seek for increased spiritual
strength in the partaking of the bread forsooth,
he who should administer might so elect to

break the bread before blessing it, but in the
light of the majority of the testimony 'Jf the witnesses you have, as Bro, John T. Davib would
say, "that cart on the wrong end of the horse."
I hope the time has fully come when "o man
can preach or publish that which clash,3s with
the written law, without a halt being called and
the fog and mist cleared away. For truth unsullied and unity divine.

To the foregoing we
: The question asked us was as follows: "In partaking of the sacrament, should the officer administering break the
or should
each member break a portion as it is passed to them?" Our answer was that, "it
should be broken and blessed and ad ministered by one having authority so to do."
We answered the question as to who
should do thus and so, not as to which act
should have precedence in order. However, while Matthew, Mark, Luke and
Paul in their several narrations state that
Christ blessed the bread before breaking
it, it appears from Mormon's abridgment
of Nephi's account (B. M. Nephi 8:6,
456) that Christ upon that occasion
the bread and "brake and blessed it" and
also commanded others to do likewise.
We remembered when an~wering- the
question that the revelation given April
r rth, r887, says, "and the officer may
break the bread before it is blessed, and
pour the wine before it is blessed; or he
may, if he be so led, bless the bread before it be broken and the wine before it be
poured," etc., and hence knew that the answer was both generally and technically
correct.
To harmonize these Scriptures the proper conclusion is that it is immateri~l whether the blessing or breaking of the bread
has precedence in order; otherwise Christ
either made a mistake upon one occasion
in administering. and teaching-, and the
Spirit has erred in the last communication
to the church, or some of the sacred writers have erred in their narratives and thus
placed the Scriptures in conflict.
If the brother insists that we are hound
to bless the bread before it is broken simply because a "majority" of the sacred writers mention its administration in that
order, hadn't he better offer an explanation on behalf of the minority, instead of
tilting his lance at the editors, especially
when the said minoritv are no less than
the Savior and the Spirit?
He says: "I hope the time has fully
come when no man can preach or publish
that which clashes with the written law
wtthout a halt being- called and the fog
and mist cleared away." We, too, hope so,
and for that reason call attention to what
is written in the three books and object to
the accepting of one to the exclusion of
the other two. Will the brother please
"go for" those who have "published" the
Book of Mormon and the late revelation
in the Book of Covenants. If we want
to keep out of fog and mist had we not
better say and do according to all that is
"written," "every word that proceedeth out
of the mouth of God" and not be hypercritical and strain at a gnat? "i,;V e think
his statements are rash, and that the objec-

tions are not well taken. Let us be careful in our criticisms and just in our conclusions. "Be sure )OU are right and then go
ahead."
THE PRONOUN "WE."

"\VE, pronoun; plural of I."--- W"ebsfer.
A glance at almost anv issue of the
HERALD is sufficient to inform anyone
that our correspondents too often make
use of the word "we" when referring to
themselves in singular, and-·-as far as the
use of pronouns is concerned-that
have, in the great majoritv of instances at
least, become a law to themselves.
We (the editors) are satisfied that the
writers to the HERALD have formed the
habit of improperly using- the pronoun
"we" in preference to "I" because it appears to be freer from possible egotism and
personal display; and also because of its
frequent appearance in the editorial columns of the HmtALD.
Its use as referring to the acts of one
person, however, is improper, and not according to grammatical rules. The
noun I should always be used in the
person when reference i'l made to but one
individual.
is the proper word
w-hich
a speaker or writer should denote
The word we is the plural of
and
not be used properI y unless
1s
made to two or more persons,
When used editorially it is supposed to
refer to those in charge of the editorial
department and may refer
two or more,
A brother should not be considered as
speaking or writing in self prai"e if he
makes proper use of the King·'s English
and uses the word I when refen-ing to
himself, and we hope that it will be used
when its use is proper. Does not the word
"we" in that sense rather look as if one
thought himself equal to two or any indefinite number?
PLAINNESS OF SPEECH.
In this connection we wi~h to call the
attention of our contributors to the use of
langu:1ge in general as taught by our best
and most progressive educators at !he present day. The :1blest oreceptors who teach
and write the English language, and whose
works are regarded as models of good
style are noted for the simplicity of their
language.
The directness of their style is appreciated and its pointedness and terseness commend it as being easily comprehended.
They waste no words and make no display of unnecessary and unduly long words
in t>xplaining- their meaning.
Our lang-uage probably contains words
taken from almost every other langur~ge,
but the mother tong·ue is An do Saxon.
Jt is the true basis of the English language
and its simolicity and comparative
are acknowkdg-ed bv all educators.
The Apostle Paul is an excellent example of one skflled in the use of words. Direct and inci:;ive, he always selected the
best word to express his meaning and
admirable selections from an extensive
vocabuL1ry was able to clearly
what he desired to teach with exactness
brevity.

to
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Among the good accomplishments that
we are called upon to possess let us learn
to excel in th:· propriety of our language,
for it is written that by our words shall we
be justified and bv our words shall we be
condemned, Also, that for every idle word
men shall give an account.
NEWSPAPER YARNS.

THE New york vVodd regales its readers with a foolish fiction, professedly from
"John Y. Nelson," in respect to Brigham
Young and his hegira west, and is valuable only as showing what false self-evident yarns are sometimes published in influential newspapers as the truth. Nelson
asserts that "late in the fall of 1846," when
he was at Cottonwood Springs, Nebraska,
"Brigham Young came along and asked
my Mexican friend and myself to be his
guides across t.he Rocky Mountains, promismg us pay." But what is fatal to this
of Nelson, Brigham and the pioneers
Winter Quarters in April, 1847, for
the west, reaching Salt Lake Valley July
24th the same year; while Nelson states
that "towards Christmas we struck Ham'~
fork, in western Nebraska, after making
a journey of nearly one thousand miles,"
where they "were snowed up until the
next spring." How easily and willingly
even wourcl-be respectable people believe
falsehood if peddled against those they
dislike.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

REPL vniG to inquiries concerning games
of chance, we can only say that they are
not justifiable for the membership of the
church. All games such as horse-racing,
shooting at target, shooting matches, cards,
dice, etc., etc., involve waste of time and
money, immoral associations, and should
be avoided by all lovers of wisdom, truth
and purity. "Abstain from all appearance
of eviL"
A letter from Bro. Richard Scott of
Galena, Indiana informs us that the brethren in that section of country are hard at
work battling against error, but not with
entirelv flattering prospects. He enjoys
the influences of the work and desires its
progress.
Bro. 'William F. D. Brandon writing
from McCann, Nebraska, states that he
would like any of the elders who can do
so to labor in his locality. It is a new
country but he thinks good could be done.
He lives ten miles south-west of Georgia
Station on the Frc'mont, Elkhorn and
Missouri Valley Railroad. He also states
that there is some government land there,
and that he would be glad to have some
Saints settle there.
Sr. M;uy Annay who resides at Highland Station, Doniphan county, Kansas,
writes inquiring if there are any Saints in
that vicinitv. She also states that herself
and family" would like to have any of the
elders call and preach there or any of the
Saints to visit them.
She should correspond with Bro. Daniel S. Munns, president of the Central Kansas district at
Good Intent, Kansas, who can furnish all
needed information.

CHRIST'S BIRTHDAY.
Buck's Theological Dictionary, page 94, says of
Christmas: "The first footsteps we find of the
observance of this day are in the second century.
That it was kept before the time of Constantine
we have a melancholy proof." Chamber's Library of Universal Knowledge, reprint, vol. 4, p.
270, says, "It is nevertheless, almost certain that
D-ecember 25th can not be the nativity of the Savior, for it is the height of the rainy season in J udea and shepherds could hardly be watching their
flocks by night in the plains."
Library of Universal knowledge, vol. I, A. A.
Dodge, American Edition, page 499 says: '·Dionysius, who wa5 the author of the Christian Era,
began the first year on the 2Sth of March. . . .
This beginning the year on the 25th of March
W[:.s the practice in most Italian States as late (in
Pisa) as I745·" In England in the r2th century
the practice prevailed of beginning the year the
25th of March, and that was the general practice
untll the reformation of the calendar in 1751 by
parliamentary law which directed that the year
I'l ')2 should be reckoned from the first of January.n
'We give our readers this week the comments
upon Christmas with the foregoing sketches of
history to awaken thought and investigation.
We are living in a day of increased knowledge,
and it is our duty to give a meek answer to all
that ask us of our faith. If Pope Julius in the
4th century decreed the 25th day of December to
be obser"ved as Christ's birth-day, and if prior to
that time it was unsettled, and observed in a
more favored season of the year, to comport with
the shepherds. watching their flocks of sheep in
the fields by night, when we are asked the day of
thE· year our Savior was born, let us answer, We
lza<Je no divme information. The change of reckoning the length of the year as well as its beginning,
wHh the uncertain traditions of three centuries
after the birth of Christ, render it uncertain as to
which day of the month of any of the twelve
that now constitute our year it occurred upon.

The above from the Ad11ent and Sabbath Advocate is of interest to the readers
o.f the HERALD. We have long believed
that the birthdav of our Savior was the
one on which the church was organized
-April 6th. Upon this subject we have
had "divine information" in the following
revelation from the Doctrine and Cov- ·
Sec.17: r: "The rise of the church
of
in these last days, being one
thousand eight hundred and thirty years
since the coming of our Lord and Savior
Jer,us Christ in the flesh, it being regularly
and established agreeably to
the laws of our country, by the will and
commandment of God, in the fourth
month, and on the sixth day of the month
wb.ich is called April."
The reasonable objection against December 25th being the correct date of Christ's
birth, namely, that on account of its being
in the height of the rainy ~eason the shepherds could hardlv then be watching their
flocks by night on the plains, can not be
urged against April 6th. For Dr. Smith
in his Bible Dictionary, page 789 says:
"Rain**** is very rare [in Palestine] in
and even in Lebanon the showers
occur are generally light. In the
of the Jordan, the barley harvest !

begins as early as the middle of April, and
the wheat a fortnight later; in Lebanon
the grain is seldom ripe before the miJdle
of June. * * * The whole period from
October to March now constitutes only
one continued season of rain, without
any regularly intervening term of pro•
longed fine weather."
John T. Perry in his work "Sixteen Savior's or One"-a replv to Kersey Grave's
"VV orld's Sixteen Crucified Saviors"~
says, page 48: "All evidence points to
early April as the true date of the Savior's birth." We have noticed that some
writers who have made a close study of
the prophecies have piaced early April as
a time in which 'very important events
will take place in certain years to come.
All these testimonies sustain the true
character of the, inspiration of Joseph
Smith, who, though not learned according to the world, was marvelously
blessed by the divine Spirit in all his
prophetic utterances. The more we study
the word of the Lord revealed through
him, the more we will find it to be in
harmony with the predictions of the ancient prophets, and the events of our own
times.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

From Blue Rapids, Kansas, Bro. L.
Decker recently wrote in this cheerful
strain:
"We had a feast la;t week; Bro. ~hute was
here and preached seven sermons to crowded
houses. We had a glorious time; one to be remembered. \Veather here is pleasant and all is
well."

Bro.]. A. Currie, Jr., wrote in a late
letter as follows:
"I have never enjoyed myself as of late. Have
had the gift of prophecy, and it came to pass exactly, thank God. Also the gift of discernment.
0, how my heart has been made glad to know
that God was with me to own and bless. I think
I will have to meet Mr. Z. Brooks (now a Campbellite) in Wilson county, on my next trip. He
wrote the preface to one edition of the Book. of
Mormon, but I am told that he denies being an
elder. I am about to engage in a discussion with
a Christadelphian."

In a late letter Bro. D. S. Mills says:
'!I have just returned from San Bernardino.
·we had a grand time at the dedication of
our nice church. Bro. Joseph preached with
much power, and good is being done. We ll&l'e
now having fine warm -rains."

Bro. John A. Taylor wrote of late from
Carbonate Camp, Dakota, renews for the
HERALD and says:
"I would feel lost without it, for it is a great
comfort to me. In it I read of so many g.ood
meetings that I can scarcely remain here. My
faith in the latter dav work is unshaken and I
hope the time will soon come when I shall be
able to do greater good for the Master's cause."

Sr. Charlotte Stewart, of Diamond,
Ohio, orders the Hope for some of her
young friends, and of some to whom W"!e
formerly sent them she says:
"And now that they have joined the Saints, I
want them to help. A wise saying is, "Be just
and then be generous." I would not be with9ut
it (the Hofe) for twice its cost a year; and others
have said the same. I know they are working a
great work quietly. The girls at the Zenia
school, asked Miss Zebb to bring the back numbers to the school, as she has been there on I y one
year, and she took them. She has 1ead them for
yean;."
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Bro. Thomas Daley wrote December
22d to Bro. Heman C. Smith, Perkins,
California:
"I arrived here this morning, feeling pretty
well tired out. I have spoken almost every
night for sixty days; baptized twenty-three. I
devoted my time to four places-Diamond Valley, Fairview, Mottsville and Genoa. I will rest
a few days and then strike out I guess to Eureka.
I feel moved in that direction."

Bro. Thomas Taylor, in charge of the
British mission, in a late letter wrote:
"The work in this mission is moving along
very satisfactorily; the Lord is blessing his people, and prospects are very encouraging for the
future."

In a letter dated at Brazil, Iowa, December 29th, Bro. J. T. Williams says:

"Since I located here I have preached twice in
the M. E. Church, with the promise to preach
there whenever it is not occupied by them.
They turn out good. This is a new field, and
with an effort good might be- done. I intend to
be alive in the-work here while I remain, trusting
my labor will not be in vain."

IN its issue the last day of the past year,
the Chicago Tribune has this to say of
the war portents hanging low over the
eastern hemisphere, to be followed too
soon we fear, by the "red horse" and all
the direful calamities that follow in its
train. But the Saints, those familiar with
ancient and modern prophecies touching
these last days, should not be surprised at
the condition of the world's affairs, for
through the ministrations of Joseph Smith,
the ''Choice Seer," a vast amount of information has been furnished them on
these matters:
THE EUROPEAN WAR CLOUD NEWYEAR'S DAY.

It is Impossible to believe that there can be
much sincere rejoicing in Europe New-Year's
Day. All the felicitations and congratulations
must be a hollow mockery In the presence of the
black war cloud which hangs over the Continent.
The great nations of the Old World are rapidly
nearing that point when they must either fight
or go into backruptcy, and it is, therefore, the
lnte.rest of those which are the weakest to do
their warring while they may. For years each
Power has been seeking to outdo its rivals in expenditures for military purposes. There has
been a steadily increasing competition to get the
most deadly rifles, the farthest-throwing and
most powerful cannon, the strongest forts, the
largest steelclad men-of-war, and the biggest armies. France is now turning out 50,000 rifles a
month of a new pattern in which she places
great hope. The ball it carries weighs but about
half what the standard fifty-calibre bullet does,
so that the magazine wlll contain twice as many
and the soldier can carry double the quantity of
ammunition he now does. France also claims to
have discovered a new powder which is nearly
smokeless, besides being very powerful. England is discarding the small arms she has been
using and is trying to get better ones, while Germany, Austria, and Russia are all bending their
energies in the same direction. Each nation,
except England, is piling on to its subjects all the
taxes they will bear, and is borrowing from every
capitalist all_that he can be induced to lend. The
number of men under arms, taken from productive pursuits and fed at the expense of the toilers,
is growing larger and larger. From the English
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Channel to the banks of the Vblga Europe is one
vast camp.
The two prominent antagonists are naturally
France and Germany. The former, with the
heaviest debt in the world and with a severe financial setback in the failure of the Panama
Canal, is still spending money as lavishiy a;; if
·she had the revenue of Golconda and Op 1>ir to
draw on. She has just voted an extra appropciation of $ISO,ooo,ooo for war purposes and is now
expending over $4o,ooo,ooo in the construction
of a strategic railway which shall link togethe!·
all the French railway lines of the north, south,
and east and facilitate the prompt and undisurbed centralization of all her soldiers on the German frontier. Germany and Austria, on their
side are building similar roads on their eastern
borde~s, so that they may be in a position to tr:eet
any sudden attack from Russia, which is apparently concentrating her forces for an onslaught
on her western neighbors.
Everywhere Pew
forts are constructing and every frontier line is
becoming a frowning fortification.
The present indications are that when the clash
of arms comes, as it surely must, it will be the
east and the west against the centre-Russia and
France versus Germany, Austria, and Italy. England will be a bystander at the commencement,
and for commercial reasons will be strongly inclined to remain so. Whether she will be able
to stand neutral while the giant and bloody struggle goes on, is the question. If drawn into the
fight she will doubtless side with Germany, not
so much for family reasons as because what continental fighting she has done has been against
France and Russia-the former an enemy for
centuries-but never against Germany, whose
ally she has ben since the Protestant Reformation and the conflict with Louis the Great. As
to the result of such a combat of armed giantc; it
is useless to speculate. Probably it can only end
in the annihilation of one or two powers and a remodeling of the map of Europe. War has gotten
to be so expensive and destructive that it is necessary to make a clean, thorough job of it when
once commenced. After it is all over the inexorable necessities of the case will probably force a
general disarmament, so that there may be more
men to work and to pay taxes on the fearful
debts.
If war comes the duty of the United States is
plain. It has no entangling alliances and should
·make none. It should push on with the building
ot its navy and the improvement of the dynam.ite
gun for coast defenses. If England becomes
mixed up in the war her commerce wili be likely
to share the same fate that ours did during theRebellion, and we ought to profit by her losses and
become the common carrier of the warring world.
We will have abundant, good food, which our
merchants will be glad to sell for spot cash to the
combatants; and we shall also stand ready to act
as arbiters, whenever they so desire. We could
give them much good advice now, but they would
not heed it. vVe could tell them it would be
much wiser to disband their huge armies and establish an international supreme court to adjust
all their disputes, instead of settling them by a
dreadful appeal to arms. They will see all this
plainly for themselves when the impending confljct is over and they are all ruined, and may
then adopt the advice. But it is doubtful if anything can avert the war which seems to be Imminent. If it does come Jet us hope it wiil be

the last which this century will see. We hope
the next one will have sense enough to refrain
from determining disputes by such costly and
useless butcheries.

I!lDITJl:D BY SIS'i'ER "FRANCES.''

"Within him"elf he found the law of right;
He walked by ta1th and not the letter's sight,
And read his H1ble by the Inward Light."

BY WHAT LIGHT ARE WE READING?
IN the Central Christian Advocate of December 5th Edward H. Rogers discusses The Social
Crisis at some length, and holds this problem
up to the view of the public, turning upon it
lights so strong that we think many a Christian
who reads it will be constrained to read again,
and, having read, to ponder over the stubborn
facts contained therein. We wish the limits of
the Column would allow of our publishing it entire, but as this can not be done we will try to
give a brief synopsis. He starts out with the assertion that his own acquaintance embraces
many intelligent Christian men and women
whose convictions are firm that the present
scheme of doctrines and practices in the churches
embodies stupendous fallacies. That organic,
rather than individual defects exist, in the present working of Protestantism. He S!'!ys: "There
are many reasons, and some of them are very
good ones, why wealth and respectability should
dread the possibility of a political uprising of the
common people; but it is passing s"trange that
the broad and deep currents of revelation which
point unmistakably to the same results which
working people desire, should excite no apprehension or noticE) even among the same classes
-'The expectation of the poor shall not perish
forever.
The Lord will maintain the
cause of the afflicted and the right of the poor.'
The history of the world furnishes abundant
evidence that nations may make great advances
in the moral and intellectual culture of their individual units but still be socially rotten at the
core. It can not be doubted that this was the
condition of the Hebrew people at the time of
Christ. We have the instances of Gamaliel, Joseph of Arimathea, Nathaniel whom the Lord
himself pronounced 'without guile' and the members of the family at Bethany, as evidences that
individual culture had made great advances, but
the nation itself was on the verge of dissolution
because it had completely disregarded and disobeyed the 'Law.' The destruction of Jerusalem was only an epitome of what has happened
to all the ancient people, and it is what will happen to us, unless our 'righteousness excels that
of the Pharisees.' That is, unless the voice of
the suffering people of the country can be heard
over that of the cui tured classes, our case is
hopeless."
Enlarging upon this part of his theme, the
writer goes on to show how the silken bands of
courtesy modify and restrain the fearless utterances of the ministers, and the unsatisfactory
nature of the pietism which wins the' poor to a
higher plane of ilfe and there leaves them without placing them in circumstances to earn a sufficient income to comply with the demands of
the elevated life upon which they have entered.
He says, "There is an absurd disproportion be-
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tween their income, with its precarious and sorrowful conditions, and the demands which are
made upon church members. Superficial temperance advocates often quote the large sums
spent for liquor by the working classes, and argue that their discontent with their wages is without cause. They assume that sobriety would bring
prosperity. But it is now evident that it does not
bring the degree of pecuniary ease which would
sustain such conclusions. Churches cost two or
thFee times as much as saloons do. The moment
a working man enters a church he is brought
with his family into emulative contact with
the well dressed, ease seeking, middle classes of
society. The expenses for clothing alone, which
are forced upon him in this way, are large
enough to beggar many of the low paid classes.
The fact is that the whole atmosphere
of the modern church, on its secular sides, is
nearly prohibitory of the membership of the
working classes. I find the true reason for the
mutual estrangement of the churches from the
people and the people from the churches, in the
material aspect of the situation.
It is
fast becoming evident in the south, as it already
has in the north, that the churches can not main·
tain their hold upon the common people. The
defect is a radical one; to attempt to reach and
to remedy it by the present pietistic measures is
as impotent as the ravings of the priests of Baal
in the presence of the fire which descended upon
the offering of Elijah."
Hit be asked us, "What has this matter to do
with the Home Column?" we answer, it is one
which should present itself to the earnest consideration of' every one who reads it. This man has
struck but one chord, it Is true, of the inharmonious strains between Protestantism and the people; but it is none the less an important one.
It occurs to us, however, as strange that he did
not see more clearly just where the remedy iies.
When Christ came to the earth he came to seek
and to save that which was lost. He brought
not his glory with him, but to all outward appearance was like those he sought to elevate. He
taught his fellows that self denial was absolutely
necessary in this world. He would have those
who were exalted, humble themselves; not providing for the worldly exaltation of those who
were poor, but offering to all alike the true riches.
Protestantism to-day confesses her inability to
reach the common people. ·why i Because when
they want to worship God there is no place found
for them in the costly edifices erected to his worship, and apart from all else the writer admits,
that "the expenses for clothing alone are large
enough to beggar many of them." Could they
not wear plainer and cheaper dothing? VIe answer by asking you, "Do you not believe they
would be glad to do so if those others who profess to be interested in the salvation of souls
would set them the example? Why should it
never enter into their mindf; or hearts to follow
the example of Christ, to condescend to men of
low estate? Why in the name of Christianity,
in the name of the brotherhood of mankind,
should this thought never enter into their calcu·
lations-never be thrown into the balance? Sure·
ly there is something at fault in the "light by
which they read."
By what light are we reading? There is a
lamp which should be a lil;ht. unto the feet of
every one who has undertaken to walk in thenar-

row way leading to life and salvation, and that
lamp is the word of God. Are we reading by
this light, and has it reflected its beams into our
hearts and lives so long and so thoroughly that
we find our footsteps firmly planted and are not
as those who walk in the dark? In fact, "Are
we children of the day, and not of the night?"
To be continued.
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PROVIDENCE, R. I., Dec. 4th.
Sister Frances:--! can not but wonder why
there are not more letters from the sisters in the
east. I was glad to read sister B's letter from
Boston, but is there only one among the eastern
sisters that dares to write, or are they asleep? I
know there is good talent in the Boston, Brockton and Providence branches. There are many
sound, thrilling testimonies that might be borne
to the world, and that might attract the attention
of some weary one, and cause them to arise aqd
renew their strength. I, too, perhaps, have been
asleep; but may the Spirit of the Lord awake me
to a sense of my duty. If I can write, may He
inspire me with new zeal, and give me power
from above. I will not write a long letter this
first time.
I feel that God will bless the Prayer League
and every effort in that direction. Many, many
times I have proved Him to be a prayer-hearing
and prayer-answering God, the·same to-day as
of old, always ready to guide the steps of His
trusting children. My husband and three chidren are members of the Church of Jesus Christ,
but my prayer is that we may all be baptized
anew with the Holy Spirit. Let us as a family
have an interest in the united prayers of my sisters.
Ever praying for the welfare of Zion, I am
your sister in Christ,
ADDIE V. HoxiE.
STRATFORD, Essex, England, Nov. IIth.
Dear Sister Frances :-I feel a great desire to
join the Pr11yer League. After· a very careful
reading of sister Eleanor's letter on the subject,
dated May rzth, I feel to endorse' all the conditions therein set forth. I have great faith In
prayer, having received many blessings in the
past, through prayer and fasting; and I sin·
cerely hope in the future to receiye many
more. I know that if we would have blessings,
we must live for them. How beautcifully this
is illustrated by sister Emma, in the Herald of
June zd. Oh, how my heart rejoices when
reading the Hevald, from time to time. I often wish that I were better educated, that I
might be better able to convey the knowledge
I have to others. I was baptized by Elder Norton, when Father Lewis was on a mission here,
over twenty-one years ago, and when there
were only six members in London, and not a
sister at all. The church here has passed
through many trials; but there have been times
of prosperity and great happiness and I am
thankful to say that the present outlook is
very prom1smg. For the first fourteen years
of my membership I was as firm and immovable as a rock. The greater the difficuities
the church was in, the more zealous I was,
pouring out my soul in prayer and tears, accompanied by fastings on its behalf before the Lord;
but alas, how frail we are! There came a time
of stumbling which entered into my domestic af.
fairs, so that neither my husband nor I entered a
meeting in seven years. Oh, how I grieve
when I think of it. Yet for me it seemed un.
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avoidable, as I should have gone in open violation
of mY~ husband's wishes if I had gone; but praise
the Lord, he has at last answered my prayers,
and has opened the way for me, and I am now
in full communion with the Saints of Zion's
Hope.branch. I am not able to go vt>ry often,
as yet, but trust the time will soon come when I
shall be able to be a worker as well as a worshipper. It has been a severe trial for me to be
an idler for so many years, as I was formerly rather
active, being secretary of the United Sisters'
Mission; which was organiz<>d some years ago,
as
there were
sisters
enough in the
church to form a society, sister Emma Bradshaw being president. I was always glad to be
able to do anything that was required of me.
Dear sisters, do not be backward in the well-begun work, for I know of a surety that the Lord
\Viii bless your efforts. Our sisters' mission was
greatly blessed; being the means of doing a
great amount of good, both of a spiritual and
temporal nature. I would love to be actively
engaged again, but dare not think· of it at present, only in my prayers. My great trouble now
is my husband. Oh. I trust he may not sin
away the day of grace. I ask an interest in the
prayers of the sisters.

HASTINGS, Victoria, Nov. 2oth.
Dear Herald:-Since the conference at
Queen's Ferry, one month ago to-day, we have
been laboring in some new openings within a
few miles of said place. No additions have
been made to the church, but we believe the
seed to have been sown on good gr~·und, for
many took quite an interest in the new doctrine.
There are always mE'n ready to oppose the
work, but their opposition, as a rule, causes more
to come and hear, and thus the work spreads
more rapidly. We are expecting Bro. and Sr.
Smith to spend a few weeks in Victoria before
leaving Australia. It was hard enough to see
Bro. Burton and family taking their departure,
but I can hardly tell what it will be when Bro.
Smith sails away for Tahiti. It almost makes
the boys feel as if they were left alone in the
great battle for the victory, but we trust that the
Conference wlll not forget this part of the great
harvest-field when it appoints the laborers. The
work is moving slowly and the good seed that
Bro. Burton has sown amidst trials and troubles
is beginning to spring forth, and we hope that
the time will speedily come when the Lord will
cause those that believe to stand out for
the truth. Our hearts were made glad when we
saw that the Prayer League had set apart a special time to pray for this mission, as well as for
other parts of the vineyard. If ever there was a
mission that needed praying for, it surely is Australia; for the field is a large one, and there will
be only two boys steadily in the field after Bro.
Smith leaves, and both of those were put to
the plow before they knew what it was to have
the harness on. Well do I remember the words
of Bro. Joseph, when the Twelve told him that I
had had no experience in the work. He said,
"Australia is a good place to get it."
Yes, and after we get an ample "ufficiency to
carry us through life there will be plenty left for
others, so don't forget to send some one to this
part as soon as possible. We will do all in our
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power to establish the cause and spread it as far • still Bishop's Agent for this district. Let all try
and wide as we can, so that the honest seeker
to do their duty in this respeet, that their sods
for truth may be preparing himself for thflt great
may be developed by their good works, and
and notable day when the Lord shall come to
thereby "lay up treasures in heaven;" for to
gather out the righteous from the four winds
all such, the rich blessings promised of God, will
of heaven, and to reign with them on earth in
come.
peace and happiness while he is preparing t:1e
The young and new members, that joined our
church to deliver it up to the Father a pure
ranks during the last camp meeting, are still rechurch. May the Lord guide us into all truth,
joicing in God "through Jesus Christ our Lord."
is my earnest prayer.
Many speak very highly of your labors, also of
C. A. BuTTERWORTH.
the labors of others who wrought so earnestly
and effectually for good in this vicinity; and 'all
PLUM HoLLOW, Iowa, Dec. zoth.
say,' Please come again."
Bro. Blair:-A£ter leaving you at Underwood,
Tabor, Dec. 3nt.-The Saints and those not
I went to Hickory Grove with Bro. Davis and
members, often express their great satisfaction
preached in the Ransom school house to fair siz·
with your preaching while among us. I have
ed congregations, held two meetings in private
spent three weeks in Plum Hollow branch;
houses, administered the sacrament to the Saints
preached in four different school houses, to large
by their request, and felt blessed in all of our laand very attendve audiences; have preached six
bors at that place. Went with Bro. Davis to l\fitimes in the Shady Grove church, and have caBs
obe, and secured a hall for preaching to be atfrom every quarter. I must now start for Farm
tended to by Brn. Davis and Peak. The two
Creel{, Keystone and Wheeler Grove, for I have
Brighamite elders, Minor and Shadwick, we met
not visited these places since you were with us
by request at the house of Bro. Underwood, one
there last spring. Peter Frederickson, of Wheelof their members. Bro. Davis, with myself, put
er's Grove, was bapt'lzed of late. He has been a
in the time faithfully and interestingly, for ihree
good helper to the cause for many years, taking
hours. We had the law and the prophets to our
a very active part in finances.
aid, with the tracts on polygamy, success~y·ship,
Yours for the truth,
and the Reorganization, with ten years expedHENRY KEMP.
ence in Utah. We talked, and when they demurred, we read the documents. These men
MrcHIGAN BAR, Cal. Dec. 9th.
have but little foothold, a" Bro. Underwood himDear Herald:-I can say I know that the latself does not believe polygamy, nor any of its
ter day work is the work of God, and I know God
kindred doctrines. I spent one week in Union
has again spoken to his people by Joseph Smith,
Grove, held meetings, visited old and tried
and warned us to repent. I know that God in His
friends, and hope good was done. Among these
mercy has blessed me many times. I have been
were the Ern. Chapman from Utah, and Thomsick and have been healed by the prayer of faith.
as, with Bro. Limmish. 'Will those Brn. please
I love this glorious latter day work, for it has
accept thanks for kindnesses received, and help
brought me hours of comfort. I was baptized
for travelh;;Jg expenses.
some twelve years ago and have never regretted
From thence I came to Neola, and found Ern.
the step, but I have not done as well as I should.
Davis and Peak sounding the gospel trump to
Pray for me, dear sisters, that I may be an instruattentive audiences. I stayed with them one
ment in the hand of God to bring some souls unnight and occupied the rostrum with good liberto Him.
I sometimes think I can not do anyty. The Presbyterian preacher was present, and
thing for the Master; then I think if I can not
had attended two meetings before that night. I
do as well as some, I will do the best I can. If I
preached four sermons in Council Bluffs, and
can not preach I can help the sick and afflicted
was glad to meet with many old friends, with
ones. I can serve God with His help, without
whom we had spent many happy hours in years
that I can not do anything.
past.
Your s.ister,
Returned to this district November 23d, and
SARAH NILSSON.
commenced services in Bartlett and Egypt. Full
and packed houses for one week. From there to
GARAFRAXA, Ontario, Dec. 19th.
Elm Creek church, now in the Plum Hollow
Editors Herald:-A year and some three or
Branch; last week in the Ross School House; ..lour weeks have passed since the writer v;as privthis week in the Dutch Hollow, and College
ileged to make an opening here, three miles
Hill school houses. We are holding preaching
from ''Grand Valley." Although the "sound"
services every night, having excellent liberty
of the work had reached here by Bro. Wm. Tayand the very best of attention by those apparlor. of Masonville branch, he having talked the
ently deeply interested. In addition to this, we,
doctrine to his father's household where we first
with the officers, are visiting the members of
had the privilege of preaching here. Our effort
the branch, and others, who are near
was followed by Bro. J. A. Mcintosh for some
the kingdom, and have held four social meetings
two weeks, when we returned and had the pleasin the after part of the day, in which the Hoiy
ure of baptizing five persons, (Bro. Wm. Taylor's
Spirit has been abundantly poured out ·opon us
father, Bro. Jacob, and two sisters, and a Mr.
in a manifest manner, cau"ing the hearts of all to
Elliott.) Bro. Mcintosh then made an opening
rejoice in the truths of the gospel.
in Luther Township about five miles from here,
The work we are now engaged in is a work
the writer continuing in this neighborhood about
of neces5ity in this branch; and we say to the
a week, when three more were baptized, several
brethren of other places, We shall get to you
more being almost ready, when Bro. W. J,
Smith came to our assistance and twelve more
just as soon as posslble. Be patient and press on
in the good cause, remembering the duties and
were baptized by him. He left and we returned
obligations imposed upon us as God's Saints.
and continued to hold the fort. Bro. Mcintosh
Please do not forget that Bro. William Leeka ls
soon returned and commenced holding meetings
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in Grand Valley, so ably presenting the truth
and having such a large audience as to arouse
the coppersmiths, (sky pilots) to send to Toronto
for Rev. T. L. Wilkinson, the great debater of
Methodism, ;to meet Bro. Mcintosh in debate,
which took place on the >ubject of baptism, and
lasted for eight nights., bbing a complete victory
for the truth. None have been baptized in
Grand Valley yet, but we hope in the near future (several are believing) that there may be
some.
The writer continued labor at several points
. surrounding Bro. Taylor's and here, since opening, baptized twenty-nine persons here, W. J.
Smith twelve, and Bro. John Taylor, Sr. priest,
three, which with two by letter from Masonville,
makes a branch of forty-six members, which was
organized Sept. 13th and named Garafraxa
branch, by Bro. John H. Lake, who also gladdened our hearts with his presence for a few
days, Bro. James Mortimer being called and ordainecl to the office of an elder and Bro. John
Taylor Sr. to the office of a priest. Since the organization a neat brick church edifice has
been built by the ~aints at ''Taylor's corner,"
which was opened and dedicated on Sunday
Dec. zd, when some of the brethren from Egremont, Proton, and Masonville were present.
There were three services during the day. Bro.
W. J. Smith preached at ro a.m. to a full house,
and at 2: .30 R. C. Evans preached the dedicatory
sermon from Psalms r27: r, to a crowded house;
also at 7 p.m. Bro. Evans preached on "the prophetic mission of Joseph Smith;" also on Monday evening, when he lectured on "Salt Lake
Mormonism" and on Tuesday evening "Probation after death.''' On Wednesday evening the
Saints met for prayer and testimony when the
Spirit of the Master was present in the gifts,
singing in tongues. and interpretation, also speaking in tongues and intertpretation in advice and
encouragement to the Saints. Bro. Evans left
on Thursday morning for St. Thomas. Bro. W.
J. Smith continued with us over Sunday the 9th,
our meetings being largely attended; and on the
IIlh I drove him to Masonville, (about twentyfive miles away) and found the branch in a prosperous condition. Although but organized
April 6th '87, they now number nearly one hundred members. Found Elder Wilson and family and all the Saints enjoying good health; met
with them
at their Wednesday evening
prayer meeting; visited some of the Saints and
friends next day, and on Friday returned here.
I preached Sunday evening and on Monday
17th attended the funeral of Bro. John Roney,
who died on the roth after a long and painful
illness. For over a year he had been unable to
walk, having lost the use of his legs. He was
baptized by the writer on the sth of July last,
and stated that he did not have faith to be healed, but wished to be baptised for the remission
of his sins. He bore his suffering with patience and bore to the world a bright testimor.y
that he was ready when the call came and wished his time to be short. A wee!' before his
death he requested me to preach his funeral sermon wh'.ch I did in the Presbyterian church at
Price's Corner on 17th, to a large congregation
of relath·es, Saints and friends--text Rev. q.: r zI3. The interest is st!ll good here. On zoth I
go to Amaranth to labor, as the work may require. Below we give the verses sung in
tongues by R. C. Evans at prayer n1eeting here

HERA D.

Dec. sth, after singing hymn 5I3, "Jesus I my
Cross have Taken," to the tune of "The Dying
Nun:''
HAs my cross you now have taken,
Be thou faithful to the end;
I will give thee strength to conquer,
If thou wilt on me depend.
"Be thou firm and fixed and faithful,
cro the covenant thou hast made;
Thou wilt surely feel my power,
Through the gospel you've obeyed.
"Oh, my people, I have ~poken,
Be thou faithful, firm and true;
F'or the day of your deliverance
From an trial is now in view.
HThen give heed unto my counsel,
All my precepts to fullfil;
Oh, be faithful to your mission,
Soon you~n sing t>n Zion's Hi1l."

Your:; in hope of etermal life,
JOHN SHIELDS.
McVEY, Ill., Dec., r6th.
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the gospel, but just try to proselyte around, and
that a sheep thief was the worst thief in the world.
As this did not strike our ministry it is not at all
hard to tell who it did hit. He tries to make the
people believe we would take the sinner to heaven with all his sins clinging to him.
Have visited sister Gunter, and, although she
has so lately enlisted in the service of the Master,
she is firm in the faith. Husband and I have
been so long alone that we know just how to appreciate the association of one· of like faith. It
is said that every one who attended meeting at
the hall is responsible for her soul. Admitting
that to be a fact it will only add a jewel to their
crown. Surely much good has been done or the
enemy would not be so enraged. Satan is cunning and is not going to fortify where there is no
danger. That we may live faithfully, walk humbly and in no way bring reproach on the cause
we so much love, is the prayer of your sister,
HEPPIE MoRRIS.

Editovs Herald:-It is with a thankful heart
that wf:: write, as the gospel in its fulness has
again been preached in this part by able representatives.- Isaac M. Smith and Isaac A. Morris. It is the first preaching we have had since
last winter. The meetings began November 8th,
and closed December 2d, and the attendance was
good throughout, as the meeting closed with a
crowded hall. One had the courage to come out
upon the side of truth amid ~he scoffs of a prejudiced people; yet prejudice is in a great measure
giving way with the thinking classes, and some
are investigating, which enrages the ministry, and
so they stand united against us. The night our
meeting closed the Methodists began a meeting
one and one-half miles away.
Jt still continues
and although not a minister came to hear our
preachel's there has, up to this time, been six different ministers in attendance at this meeting, all
taking part in the services and representing the
Methodist, Baptist, Campbellite and ChristianUnion churches.
Both the Methodist and Baptist ministers one
week a~o to-day undertook to overthrow Bro.
Smith's position in regard to repentance after
death, b:Jt not having attended any of his meetings anc1 depending wholly on hearsay misrepresented Bro. Smith and made our doctrine to teach
what it did not, consequently we resented and
told them they had better go and hear before they
attempted to reply and thereby they might not
misrepresent. At this the Methodist minister became very angry and indirectly called us of Satan.
His words were:-"I know yon folks; I
know you of old: can trace you right back to
Job." The whole community is in commotion.
On Friday last the presiding elder came to the
rescue and, although stating that all controverted points was mere play upon words and that
he had no time for such, launched right out on
controverted ground and remained there through
the three discourses already preached and we expect him to remain right there so long as he sojourns in this part, bel ping the other ministers to
substantiate the fact that there can not be a single
individual redeemed from hell. He says it is
according to qur depraved natures to try to think
there is '10 such place as hell and closed up by
thankinr; God that there is a hell, that all may
have a clime congenial to their natures. In his
rliscourse to·nlght he became almost boisterous,
declaring that the lowest meanest and most degraded individual was one that would not preach

of

Dem' Herald:-Here is a letter from one
our sisters which I think is worthy of a place in
your columns:
"NOANK, Connecticut, Dec. r·7th.
Dear sister Lottie:- Unless I answer your letter pretty soon, I fear you will think I have forgotten you and lost all interest in the great work
we are engaged in. I assure you that neither is
the case, for I never loved the work better, or
felt more interest in its spread and growth, than
at the present time, though I have not had as
much time for study and writing as heretofore.
But I have had just as much time for talking and
thinking, and have improved it, too. I have
been away on a visit for a week at an aunt's, and
enjoyed it immensely. They are very much interested in the work and are willing for Bro.
Bond to stop at their home and hold meetings·
There are four of them that are investigating,
and all have the tracts, the Book of Mormon, 0.
Cowdery's Letters, and the life of Joseph the Prophet. I think the son and daughter will attend
the conference with me; but uncle and aunt are
getting too old to get so far from home in cold
weather, though they are just as interested, or
more, if anything. , They are in earnest, and
are trying to live near to God. Mother has
another sister who is also confirmed in the work.
Besides, there are many investigating. 0, the
truth will spread, and nothing can hinder!"

WHEELER's GROVE, Iowa, Dec. 24th.
and Elswick
and myself left here September r7th for a trip
through Missouri. We found a man seventyfive years old in Nodaway county, who said
he helped to drive the· Mormons out of Missouri,
and saw the Missourians kill and fill a well full
of them. He told us the same old story about
the Saints going to houses and driving off stock
in the name of the Lord. May our heavenly Father have mercy on our enemies. vVe; arrived
in Kansas City and Independence on Saturday,
the zzd. Attended !he Saints Sabbath school in
the morning, and the preaching at I I a. m. and
in the evening by Bro. ]. Luff, which was very
edifying and instructive. Left Independence
Monday morning, passed through Jackson, Cass,
and into Henry county. Stopped with Bro. D.
C. White. Was not V<i!ry favorably imp1·essed
with that part of the country. On our return,

Bro. Blair: -Brethren Sutton
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Bro. I. N. White rode with us to Holden, and we
had the pleasure of there hearing him preach.
On the 3oth arrived in Independence and heard
Bro. Luff preach again, which did us good. Brn.
Davis and Hanson made the Saints a visit here,
week before last, and• preached us some good
sermons. Come again, brethren.
Th'e Saints at Wheeler seem to be more spiritual and to want to serve the Master in Spirit and
in truth.
Yours,
GEORGE W. NEEDHAM.

ALBION, Idaho, Dec. 23d.
Dear Herald:-- Welcome messenger of the
spirit of peace and good will to all men! I often
feel like exchanging thoughts with your readers
In looking over your pages during intervals of
your visits, many and varied are the reflectiqns
crowding themselves upon my attention.
I see
on your pages. stories of intense love and devotion under as many different conditions, that often tears of sympathy, unbidden, will fall. Why
it is that mankind rejects a Savior's proffered
love and refuses to come into the "one fold'' is ~
mystery claiming the earnest inquiry of every
loving child of God. Trials and almost continual heart-aches seem to be the lot of many souls
within the fold of God.
Adverse tides in the home circle cause many
tears of sorrow. God-blessed is the condition of
, two life partners walking hand in hand in the
bonds of heavenly love, rearing their little ones
up in the "nurture and admonition of the Lord."
To the strong and loving heart, opposition in the
world at large awakens but one desire to reason
with, and convince of sin and folly, but on the
other hand, every chord of tLe heart's sympathy
is drawn out. Very often this could have been
avoided if divine wisdom had directed with the
Saints in contracting such alliances. The gos-·
pel changes the entire channel of our affections
very often, and always should direct our love for
fleshly and worldly pleasures. into the channels
of peace and joy in the Holy Ghost. What we
once took pleasure in often becomes hateful,
even its memories. On the other hand there is
no change. The old pleasures attract and please
--very evident here is friction. Reasoning is often but irritation; silence itself becames a source
of irritation.
Two can not walk peacefully and lovingly together and disagree so vitally. Spirituality becomes an appetite all absorbing in its craving as
it is gratified from its own fountain, to be fully
satisfied when we "-awake in his likeness." The
soul which is content with worldly pleasures
thrusts the other from it as an abridgement of
the pleasures of life. 0, man, how will you
ever make amends to your Creator for so great a
dearth of spirituality, as a !He legacy to your off
spring. An empty soul, void of fertil!ty,-way
side soil. No wonder the wicked are like the
waves of the sea; tempest tossed soul, always in
trouble, never at peace.
No wor:der we should hate the garments worn
in sin-they hid from us a Savior's face. A horror of darkness fills the mind at the thoughts of
the terminus of the other road, though we should
eventually attain telestial glory. The calm sweet
peace, the assurance of our inheritance with the
Saints in light. The sweetest transition, the gift
of God to weak, erring mortality; transition from
darkness into light. The hC"art cries out in agony,
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"Why, man, will you refuse your birthright?"
Troubled soul, you go mourning tr.rough life
when one morsel of the bread of life might send
the life-blood leaping through you1· veim;. I see!
I see! A light I never saw before flashes across
!he mind. How many souls have been so, or
similarly assisted in the mystery of Godliness
eternity alone will reveal. God is a! wa/s ready
to assist us when the heart of man Is only prepared and ready to receive. But wilful man says,
(in effect at least), "If God wants anything of me
he can let me know." But the earnest. hungering
soul will continue to try and search till he touches the sympathetic chord in the Father's
and earth will appear in its beauty for them.
"The secret of the Lord is with them that fear
him. Yea, if thou criest after knowledge and
lifte~t up thy voice for understanding; if thou
seek her as silver and search est for her as hidden
treasures, then shalt thou understand the fear of
the Lord, and find the knowledge of God." "But
the natural man receiveth not the things of God,
for they are foolishness unto him," totally blinded
by a love for the world, the flesh, and he devil.
Carnality, thou enemy of man, why wilt thou
not reveal thy hydra-head to all mankind? Well
might Enoch's bosom swell wide as eternity.
We want to take the world in our arms and weep
over the sons and daughters of men. Vvhv should
the gospel separate fond hearts? He who loved
the world was not loved in return, but wa8 hated
and despised; a man with sorrows and acquaint·
ed with grief. ''The heart of hearts yidded up
its life-blood that all who would believe might
have eternal life!' What a seeming contradiction, that we may float in a sea of perfect ease of
peace and love, and yet bear "continual sorrow."
Who can understand it? 0, portals of glory, if
you would but open up to all mankind that they
might see and then believe and be at peace, reconciled to their Creator. This warfare must go
on, dear ones of earth! To yield to sin is death
to us who wish eternal life.
The worldly mind revolts and oays, "I can not,
will not yield to that; 'tis foolishness you ask of
me. God te!Is me nothing of his will., 'tis but
imagination of the mh.d.
The Scripbres you
repeat are dry and stale, and none but foo],; give
heed to them. Advanced thought has cried them
down. Darwin has disposed of God and Satan
too. They were the myths of ages long ago.
I'll eat and drink and pleasure find, and maybe
I'll think of God some other time."
God bless you all, dear Saints of latter days.
Let us pray for one another.
Yours in the precious hope of the gospel of
Christ,
C L. ALBERTSON.

CLINTON, Mo., December zsth.
Bro. Blair:-The wheels of time have brought
another Christmas, and I am "rained out" of appointments, and from home, and therefore can
not enjoy the comforts of loved ones--dearer
than life itself. AI! is bustle around me, but no
"tree" has any fruit to cheer a lonely eld>cr. Ah,
not even permitted to eat the crumbs that fell
from the table! Bnt; lw sad fate of God's "special witnesses" and their loved ones win be rewarded if faithful, at the close of the battle. Wife
and children say, "Can't you be home on Christmas?" The Master's business calls to the harvest-field. I saw the tear on the cheek and kissed
them good bye while my daughter coaxed the

sweet little babe from my arms, and I was gone·
Thus the elder's life goes on.
\Vell do I remember the years gone hy when
thinking over the sacrifices that the mi.ni:3ty must
inevitably go through, and how I
God in
fasting and prayer, asking, "What sac:·ifice do
you require
my harid ?" An audibie voice,
with piercing words, said, "Read the sev"nth
chapter and twenty-ninth verse of first Corinthians." (Inspired Translation). Stepping to the
stand I read: "But I speak unto you who are
called unto the ministry. For this I say, brethren, the time that remaine!:h is but short, that ye
shall be sent forth unto the ministry. .Even they
who have wives shall be as though they had none;
for ye are caned and chosen to do the Lord's
work." Seemingly every eye in the house was
moistened, whlle God's H<J!y Spirit spoke to us
in tongues and prophecies concerning his "mar~
vellous work and a wonder."
I am now in the heat of the battle; calls on
every hand; opposition in every quarte;· in the
"Zion of America." Late Heralds say: "Some
of the ministry must be calle,Q in, as there are no
funds to keep their familles!" Yet the call is
not hushed: "The harvest is great and the labor.
ers are few; therefore go ye into my vineyard
and prune it for the last time." "Let no man
among you from this hour, take purse <W scrip,
that goeth forth to proclaim this gospel. of the
kingdom." "Behold, I say unto you, that it is
my will that you should go forth and not tarry,
neither be idle, but labor with your mights, iifting up your voices as with a sou_nd nf a tmmp."
"Be ye very careful, for many dders have been
ordained unto me, and are come under my condemnation, by reason of neglecting to lift up
their voices ln my cause, and for such there is
tribulation and anguish!' "But if any provide
not for his own, and specially for those of his
own house, he hath denied the faith and iB worse
than an infidel." "And, again, thus sa1th the
Lord unto yon, 0 ye elders of my church.
behold I S'l;' unto you, that it is the duty of the
church to assbt in supporting the families of
those who are called nnd must needs be sent unto the '"orld to proclaim the gospel unto the
world."
Saints, it is for vou to decide this vit'll ques·
tion,--Sha!l the ministry be called in from the
field to keep the wolf from the doors of their
families during the cold winter days?
"Let no one deceive himself, that he shall not
account for his stewardship unto me." ''F'or
am the Lord, I change not.
.Even from
the days of your fathers ye are gone away from
mine ordinances, and have not kept them. Return unto me, and I wili return unto you, saith
the Lord of hosts. But ye saiJ, Wherein shall
we return? vViil a man rob God? Yet ye have
rob-bed me. But ye say, V\Therein have we robbed thee? In tithes and offerings. .
. Bring
ye all the tithes into the storehouse, that there
may be meat ln mine house, and prove me now
herewith, saith the Lord of hosts, if I w·i!l not
open you the windows of heaven, and pour you
out a blessing, nat there shall not be room
enough to receive it. And I will rebuke the devourer for your sake, and he shall not destroy
the fruits of your ground; neither shall your
vine cast her fruit before the time in the field,
saith the Lord of hosts.'' "The law of the Lord
' is perfect, converting the soul; the testimony of
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the Lord is sure, making wise the simple."
"Whom (Christ) the heavens must receive until
the times of restitution of all things which God
hath spoken by the mouth of all his holy prophets since the world began." "Surely the Lord
God will do nothing, until he revealeth the secret unto his servants the prophets." "Behold,
now it is called to-day (untii the coming of the
Son of Man), and verily it is a day of sacrifice,
and a day for the tithing of my people; for he that
is tithed shall not be burned (at his coming); for
after today cometh the burning." ·'In order to
place the church in a position to carry on the
promulgation of the gospel, and as a means of
fulfilling the law, the Twelve will take measures
in connection with the Bishop, to execute the
law of tithing; and let them before God see to it
that the temporal means so obtained is truly
truly used for tne purposer of the church, and
not as a weapon of power in ·the hands of one
man for the oppression of other, or for the purposes of self-aggrandizement by any one, be he
whomsoever he may be. As l live, saith the
Lord, in the manner ye execute this matter, so
shall ye be judged in the day of judgment."
SUMMARY.

The harvest is ripe; Saints are praying to the
Lord to send more laborers; the Lord hears and
makes the calls; instructs them to go "without
purse or scrip from this very hour;'' don't tarry
nor be idle; many have come under condemnation by not lifting up their voices; tribulation
and anguish await such. The elder gives himself to the church; the voice of the Saints sends
him to the field, away from family ties, from
plow, ativi!, plane, counter, etc., and all are forsaken; thee family fails to keep things running as
of yore; the Hour chest gets empty and children
out of shoes with cold winter staring them in
the face! The good wife tells her trials to the
good Saints, who give present help until it becomes a bm·den, when some good brother pounds
and bangs the books while giving advise to the
Saints, being sure to quote, "If they don't provide for their family they are worse than infi ..
dels." Elders are care¥,rorn~ \Vives are touched
and write their husbands the situation; husbands
have restless nights and their spirituality commences to wane, especia!J.y when he gets the
Herald and reads: "l'1Iany of the ministry must
be called from the field, as there are no funds to
keep their families."
Elders go home; every
mail brings letters saying, "Come and preach to
us!" Some good brother wakes up and quotes:
'·'0 ye elders of my church, I say unto you, it is
the duty of the church to assist in supporting the
:families of those who are called to labor in the
vineyard." Saints are the church; they search
for the law and find "It is written"-"Let no one
deceive himself that he shall not account for his
stewardship unto me," and sees, for the first time,
that God has been robbed in tithes and offerings.
•'Ah," says one; "this was a law for olden times!"
"The law of the Lord is perfect, converting the
soul;" and are we not preaching a restored law?
Heaven was to retain Christ until the time of
restitution of all things; and that he would do
nothing until he revealed it to his servants the
prophets. Here we have : "Behold, now it is
called to-day (until the coming of the Son of
Man) and verily it is a day of sacrifice, and a
day for the tithing of my people." In order to
execute this the Twelve in connection with the

Bishop, w11re to invite the Saints to observe it;
and these officers were to see that the means so
obtained should not be used as a weapon in the
hands of one man to oppress or aggrandize any
one. And in the manner they execute this, law,
"so should they be judged in the day of judgment." Who can say that the Twelve and the
Bishopric have not done their duty? And if the
elders are to be called from the field whose fault
is it? Saints, study well the cause, and then act.
You are free agents over all you possess. There
is no church polity to forceany man to give of
his substance to the support of the gospel, but
every man's work will be tried, so as by fire.
Shall Jesus say to you, "I was an hungered; I
was thirsty; I was a stranger; naked, sick, in
prison, and you failed to care for me with your
subst~nce-robbed me!"
When was this robbing done? "Verily I say unto you, inasmuch
as ye have done it unto one of the least of my
brethren, Lrpinisters families and poor, who need
it by reason of being hungry, naked, sick, etc.],
ye have done it unto me." Those who fail to
open their hearts to the wants of the poor, the
naked, sick and thirsty ones, will not merit the
plaudit, found in Christ's words, "Who, then, is
a faithful and wise servant, [over his own substance] whom his Lord hath made ruler over his
household, to give them meat in due season?
Blessed is that servant, whom his Lord when he
wmeth shall find so doing; and verily I say
unto you, he shall make him ruler over many
;:hings.''
"Remember bleeding Zion I
Our tears for her shall flow,
While time's unerring dial
Points to one hour of woe.
We will thrust in our sickles;
Help us thou God above,Each one to do a little,
Inspired by 60Vtreign love."

Yours in bonds,
I. N.

WHITE.

STREATOR, Jllinois, Dec. 25th.
B?'O. Blah':-The Lotd is still mindful of us,
and his mercy endureth forever to those who
(ove him. Eight years ago yesterday I was carded home from the shaft a cripple for life. In
the spring foliowing I was elected Justice of the
Peace, and when I had served three years, I had
an attack of Locomotor Ataxia that deprived me
of the use of my limbs, and I have been confin"d to my bed for nearly four years, and am now
patiently waiting for the Master to call me
Two years ago I was given up by the doctors,
but oh, the happy assurance that was given to
me in the following language by the Spirit: "I
'-iVill never leave thee nor forsake thee."
Two years ago I was administered to by Brn.
Cooper, Vickery, Hougas and several others.
The Spirit said it should be well with me.; that I
was in the Lord's hands and he would do with
me as seemed to him good. So you see I have
much to be thankful for. I received the Hm:ald
for which I am very thankful to you. I have
~dso had some Autumn LemJes lent me by Sister
"Mills. I find a great deal of comfort in reading
the church papers. I only wish I had some of
the church books, for when I have anything to
read I make use of the long weary hours· at
night. For I can not sleep then. Brother
Blair, it is comfort to know that when this suffering is done, and these pains are ended, and
thi" body ceases to toss about on this bed of suf-
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fering, that the Lord will say "It is enough." I
thank God that this latter day gospel has given
me bright hopes in the near future. "Ask and
you shall receive, that your joy may be full."
Blessed hope, blessed resurection, blessed peace
of mind, blessed Jesus! Hasten thy coming and
take me home where the weary shall be at rest!
Remt>mber me in your prayers. I ask an interest in the sisters' Prayer League.
Your brother in Christ,
RICHARD W OOLISCROFT.
GRIZZLY FLATs, Cal. Dec. 17th.
Dear Herald:--I have been tra.veling, with
Bro. Daley for about two months in Nevada.
\Vas called home by the sickness of my wife
and two of my children. Sixteen were baptized
during my stay in Nevada and I think several
more are almost ready for the water. There is a
grand work to be done there if an active elder is
sent to labor for some time. I would recommend Bro. Daley for that part of the vineyard.
We were very agreeably disappointed with that
mission, as we heard that it was a very hard field,
but we found it very pleasant. I think that if an
elder is sent there to labor permanently, he will
be warmly received by the Saints. I will say for
them that they were very kind to us and I hope
we in turn did our whole duty while among
them. There will always be a warm place in
my heart for them, and I hope and pray they
wi!Lnot be neglected. After we had preached
a week in Genoa (occupying the Methodist
church) and returned to Mottsville, the Methodist preacher took occasion to preach against
our faith and Joseph the Seer, etc. When we
heard of it Bro. Daley wrote out a challenge, but
the Reverend gentleman would not accept.
Said he "had not the time, if he had the disposition"-the coward's plea. I asked him to come
out to our next meeting. He did so, and if ever
I heard a man thrashed with the Bible, it was
that man. Bro. Daley is very handy with the
Scriptures, but I thought more so than usual on
that occasion. 1 tell you if was grand. The
line was cut close, and the chips flew fast and
hard. Friends were made for the gospel.
Yours in gospel bonds,
WM.

0.

SKINNER.

MoTT, Indiana, Dec. 23d.
Editor rierald:-Our conference was held at
the Byrnville branch and many came out to
bear the preaching by Brn. Baggerly, J. M.
Scott and M. R. Scott, all of whom preached
with good success. There was one baptized on
Wednesday. We had a good attendance throughout the conference, and a good interest was taken by those outside of the church. The work is
spreading here and calls for preaching are more
than can be attended to. The harvest truly is
great and the laborers are few. Pray therefore
to the Lord that he may send laborers into the
harvest. I am glad to say that I know that this
is the work of God. I praise God that he has
placed it in my heart to know this. I would like
to stand up before thousands and testify to them
that this is the only way by which the children
of men can he saved.
When I came Into this church and was baptized for the remission of sins and had the elders hands laid on my head to receive the Holy
Ghost, I went home and came back to the church
that night waiting for the gift of the Spirit. Bro.
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M. R. Scott preached that night and I was made
to rejoice in my soul while he was preaching.
I wanted to get up and tell the people that it
was the work of God. I could not sit still while
Bro. Scott talked. When he got through he asked me if I had anything to say. "Yes" said I,
and up i got. It appeared to me that the whole
Scripture was made plain to me, and that I
must tell the people the danger they were in.
The parables were plain to me; in fact, it appeared that I could upderstand the Bible from Genesis to Revelation. I rejoiced to tell the people
the plan of salvation, and I was so rejoicing in
the Lord that• I could not slePp after I went
home. I wanted to go and tell everybody how
they could be saved. I want to say to the Saints,
Stand up for your faith, for I know this is the
work of God. Don't stand back on account of
persecutions·, but stand up for the Lord.
Your Bro. in the bonds of faith,
GEORGE JENKINS.
PANA, Ills., Dec. 31st.
Bro. Blair :-Please state through the Herald
that if Bro. Alexander Smith could come
through this place we would get him a place to
preach and take care of him while here. The
gospel has never been preached here, and I
think there are many honest souls that would
gladly obey the truth. Our family is the only
one of the faith here. We are about a hundred
miles from Streator. I do not know where to
address Bro. Smith or I would have writtenhim.
I saw that he had started for a trip through this
state. Any elder would be welcome that could
make it convenient to come. There is another
town that we lived in before coming here that
we could get a hearing in if an elder would
come, where many would be glad to hear the
words of eternal truth delivered by the chosen
servants of God.
Yours for the truth,
MRs. AMANDA YoHE.

Sr. JosEPH, Mo., Dec. 3rt.
Editors Herald:-Enclosed find obituary notice
of a person whose sweet life has passed from earth
to heaven. I do not say too much when I say
that, Wm. E. Coiner lived a life exceptional.
No word, no act known to parents or friends that
ever seemed to require the "mantle of charity"
thrown about them for covering. His morality
was pure; even his dietary mode had reference
to the foundation of character. Bright, true and
good. He was a mother's boy, and no duty asked by parents was ever neglected. Would that the
world knew more of such as him. He was one
of "my boys," and our friendship was strong
and warm.
It is pleasing to note the record of the progress
the church is making everywhere. The gnspel
can only win its way by its own self-commending
propositions. They appear to be staunch and
unswerving, teaching us that salvation is theresult of conduct rather than of creed. Every man
and woman that enters the "pearly gates," enters
upon the pasport of character formed by conduct
here. Salvation through the blood of Jesus without reference to conduct is a doctrinal lie! It
originated with Catholicism, bas been echoed by
Protestantism until its narcotical influence has
producd spiritual stupor and moral shiftlessness.
Religion is simply a line of coduct. Conduct
forms character, culture brightens character, and
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is a potent factor of conduct. Character admits
us to heaven or forces us from its portals. This
depends upon its merits or demerits-that's all.
Religion is nothing mysterious at all. It is daily
application of proper principle-honorable in its
nature, practically used. Life's conduct is the
performance of individual duties-these lie Godward, man-ward and self. ward. Well performed
they guard our tem porai and eternal interests;
neglected, they destroy those interests. Religion
seems more and more simplified to my mind.
Divest it of all "mysteries," for humanity needs
no mysteries for practical living. God moves in
the realm of mysteries. While even human life
may be a mystery, that life deals mostly wilh np ..
parent facts explicitly manifest. Mysteries declare for theories, but facts furnish no fancies.
Solidity alone is practical, and what we need.
The transparent serve for no foundation ru',e.
Mystery is that which we see; perceiving not, we
hear, but understand not. A mystery may be
both a fact and a truth, its existence furnishing
the fact proof. Christianity is broad and grand,
and if it does not relate to what we eat and drink,
and do and wear, and how; then it is spiritual
farce claiming attention one way to the neglect
of the other. It is either a consistency in its rules
of temporal and spiritural living, or
inconsistency. If the latter, then it can be of no la,;ting value at all. People ought to live it ac, well
as pray it, and vice-versa. It makes demands
upon every department of our lives or none at
all. There are those who claim to do things toward the benefit of the church, but they never get
beyond the toward.
Hoping for continued peace and prosperity to
the church, I am yours faithfully,
J. F. McDWELL.

W" No Credit for moneys received on subscription wlll
appear on the Colored Address Label of the Herald
fo:r this issue, as no changes have been made, ex. .
cept ln case of personl'i desiring a change in P.O. uddress.

ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor~ writers are responsible for
sheir own views. Contributions solicited.

THE LAMONI COLLEGE.
AT a
meeting of the Board of
Trade of Lamoni, Iowa, held on the 31st
of December,
Articles of Incorporation for a College in Lamoni were presented and read, and upon motion the
£-Jerald, Patriot and Autumn Leaves were
invited to print and publish the same; also that Joseph Smith, D. Dancer, G. A
Blakeslee, W. W. Blair and D. F. Nicholson be requested to act as a committee to
procure the publication of the said Articles
of Incorporation and take the necessary
steps to procure subscriptions for the erection of a
in Lamoni.
Board of Trade
endorses the proposition to build
and will aid the enterprise
can.
W. HunsoN, Pres.
V. \VHITE, Sec.
INCORPORATION AND ASSOCIATION
ARTICLES OF LAMONI COLLEGE,

ISTATEM~=~;ii,TUR

COUNTY,

IOWA.

~
For the purpose of establishing- an inCONTENTMENT.
It is because of the special
of meek- 1 stitution of learning of an academical charness with contentment, that it is promised that '· acter and providing a means of higher edu~
the meek shall "inherit the earth." Neither cov- l cation and literary attainment in the town
of Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa, for the
etous men, nor the grave, can inherit anything;
benefit of all persons who are able to enter
they can but consume. Only contentment can
the same as
in the course of study,
possess. The most sacred and helpful work,
without
of
sex, caste or religion,
therefore, which can at present be done for
the undersigned incorporators do hereby
manity, is to teach people (chiefly by example, as
as~ociate themselves together and make
a!! best teaching must be done), not how "to betand adopt articles as follows:
ter themselves," but how to "satisfy themselves."
ART. I -The association assumes to itsIt is the curse of every evil nation and evn creaself 111! the powers and privileges conferrture to eat and not be satisfied. The words of
ed
chapter two (z), title nine (9), Code
blessing are that they shall eat and be satisfied.
of
and such parts of chapter one (I),
And as there is only one kind of waler which 1 title nine (9) as are applicable to associations
quenches all thirst, so there is only one kind of
of an academical or collegiate character;
bread which satisfies all hunger-the bread of
and shall exist as provided therein for the
justice, or righteousness, which, hungering after,
period of twenty years from the date of
men shall always be filled, that being the bread
filing of these articles of association in the
of heaven; but hungering after lhe bread or waoffice of the Recorder of Deeds of Decatur
ges of unrighteousness, shall not be filled, that
county, Iowa, unless by a vote of three
being th'e bread of Sodom. And in order to teach
fourths of the Capital Stock of said associamen how to be satisfied, it is necessary
to
in which event the duration of said
understand the art and joy of humble life, this, at
association may be reduced to any number
present, of all arts or sciences, being the one most
of years less than twenty; and said cormay be renewed at the expiration
needing study. Humble life-that is to say protwenty years.
posing to itself no future exaltation, but only a
ART. z.-The association shall be namsweet continuance; not excluding the idea of
ed and known as the Lamoni College Soforesight, but wholly of fore-sorrow, and tak\ng
no troublous thought for coming days; so, also,
not excluding the idea of providence, or provisshall be the purpose of the
ion, but wholly of accumulation ;-the life of doassociation to
establish and mainmestic affection and domestic peace, full of sentain in the town of Lamoni, Decatur county,
sitiveness to all elements of costless .and kind
a school of an academical and colpleasure; therefore chiefly to the loveliness of
the natural world.-Ruskirt.
character arid transact all business~
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including that of conferring of degrees,
usual to such institutions; the princi p1l
place of business of which shall be at La-·
moni, and county and state before named.
AnT. 4·- The officers oft his association
shall consist of a board ()f seven trustees,
and a president, secretary, and treasurer; but the secretary and treasurer may or
may not be members of the Board of
Trustees; and in case of a vacancy occurring in the office of president oft he College
the chairman of the Board of Trustees
shall act as president pro tempore until the
vacancy is filled.
ART. 5.-- The Board of Trustees shaH
have power to perform the duties usual to
such officers of similar institutions, and
such as are specified herein, and shall provide suitable buildings, rooms, library, apparatus, incidentals, etc., for use according
to the demands and necessities of the College work, from any funds provided by
said incorporation for such purposes; but
shall not take or use any donation or
made, given or bequeathed to the use
of certain special purposes-such as the establishing or founding of any chair or professorship in said institution-and appropriate for building or incidental purposes
which may be inconsistent with, or contrary to the terms of the gift or donation.
They shall also employ and provide for
such number of professors and teachers,
and such curriculum or course of study as
shall fully meet the wants of those desiring the advantages of a good academical
and collegiate education, and for the giving
of diplomas and the conferring of degrees in
the manner usual in such institutions, and
also prepare and provide such rules and
regulations as shall be necessary for the
control and proper government of said
College.
ART. 6.-The stockholders of the association
annually, during the time of
the Commencement.and graduating exercises of each year, at such day, hour and
place in the said town of Lamoni as shall
be designated by the chairman or secretary
of the Board of Trustees, which notic-e
shall be given at least ten days prior to the
time of such meeting, elect a Board of
Trustees or directors to the number of seven,
four of whom shall be membtrs in good
standing of the Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, and the
only restrictions and qualifications of theremaining three shall be, that they must be
persons of good mor:~.l character and over
twenty-one years of age, who shall perthe duties and work herein set forth
of such officers; and such trustees, or directors, shall within one week thereafter,
at a meeting of which due notice shall be
announced at the aforenamed stockholders'
meeting, meet and organize by the selection of a chairman and secretary and elect
a secretary and a treasurer of
society, and the professors and teachers for the ensuing year, provide for a janitor, and
any and all other duties
required
the good of such institution.
ART. 7-In case of a failure at any time
to elect or procure suitable officers or instructors, it shall be the duty of said Board
to meet on the Hrst
thereafter, at

seven o'clock p. m., and proceed with such
business, and so on each week until all
necessary and proper officers and instructors are chosen. Special meetings of said
Board-may be had at any time by a call by
the President and Secretary of the same,
or by a majority of the said trustees, which
call shall be in writing and by notice given
or mailed to each member; but a majority
of said Board shall constitute a quorum for
the transaction of bminess.
ART. 8-All deeds and other instruments of writing, in order to be binding
upon the association, must be executed by
the President and countersigned by the
Secretary and previous! y authorized by
the Board of Trustees and entered of record in the Minute Book to be kept by said
which book shall contain a true
and accurate minute of all meetings held
said Board, signed by the President
Secretary, and after the same are approved
the Board. Said record shall be
open at all times to the inspection of the
stockholders of said company or societv.
ART.
shall be the duty of the
of the College to take charge of
and preside at all meetings and gatherings
of the membership and Faculty, and take an
active supervision of all departments; and
he
instruct in such branches of learnin go as
may deem properly in tl1e interest of the school, and perform all other
duties usually performed by Presidents of
Colleges.
He shall receive for his services, as also each member of the Faculty
and teachers, such salary as the Board of
Trustees shall fix.
ART. 1 0 -The Treasurer shall collect
and receive all moneys be!ong·ing to the
association or due from scholarships, tuition,
or
and keep an accurate a.::count
of the same, pay out money only on the
written order of the President and Secretary of the Board, and shall be the custodian of all the funds and other property of
the association, and shall report to the association annually, and at such other times
as he may be directed by the Board of
Trustees.
ART. I I -The Secretary shall keep a
true and accurate account of all the vroceedings of the association, and pedorm
such other duties as usually devolve upon
secretaries"" of similar boards, and shall
keep a true account of all donations, contributions and stock, and turn over the
same to the Treasurer and take his receipt
therefor at the time of delivery.
ART. 12-The Treasurer and Secretary
of this association shall each, before enterupon the discharge of the duties of
respective offices, execute and deliver
to the association a bond in a sum not less
than two thousand dollars, to be fixed by
the Board of Trustees, conditioned for th'e
faithful discharge of his duties, with sureties to be approved by the Board, and for
their services they shall receive such sum
as the Board shall fix at a regular
of the same.
ART. I3-The authorized Capital Stock
of this association shall be fifty thousand
divided into shares of twenty-five
dollars each but the amount of Capital
Stock may,
due notice and a three-

fourths vote of the stockholders, be increased to a larger amount; but there shall
never, at any time, be an indebtedness
created beyond the amount of the paid-up
stock of the association. All accumulations
of interest, donations, profits, &c., in addition to the original stock, shall be placed
in the surplus fund and held for the benefit
of the association according to these
articles.
ART. 14- The subscription to stock of
this association shall be due and payable
as follows: One fourth (3{) on the adoption of these articles of incorporation; one
fourth {?{) in four months, and one fourth
(?{)in eight months from the date of filing
of said Articles, and the balance in twelve
months from said date of filing with the
Recorder of the County: Provided; that
any one so desiring may pay the entire
amount of his subscription at any time after
the books are open, and receive his certificate of stock therefor, and also that all
over due subscriptions shall draw interest
at the rate of eight (8) per cent. per annum
until paid_
ART. I 5- The certificates of stock shall
be transferable by delivery; but such transfer shall not be valid, as against the association, until a majority of the stockholders consent to such transfer, and the
minority of the stockholders, if any, have
opportunity to purchase the stock, and
until it is regularly entered on the books
of the association so as to show the person
by and to whom transferred, the number
of the certificate and date of transfer.
ART. r6-At all the meeting-s of the
stockholders, each member of the association shall be entitled to one vote for each
share of stock he or she may own, but in
all meetings_ of the Trustees each shall
have one vote. Any stockholder entitled
to vote may appoint, in writing, a proxy
to act for him at any meeting of the stockholders, and in all meetings of the stockholders a majority of the paid up capital or
stock shall be necessary to constitute a
quorum for the transaction of business;
but a less number may adjourn from time
to time.
ART. 17-These Articles of Incorporation may be amended at anv "regular or
special meeting of the stockholders by
majority vote of at least two thirds of the
stock subscribed, except that which has
become delinquent. And it shall be the
privilege of the Board of Trustees to make
such By Laws, from time to time, for the
operation of such college work and transaction of business, as are not inconsistent
herewith.
ART. r8- The College shall never be
sectarian in its work or instruction, but its
advantages and privileges shall be open
alike to all; and to guarantee this, it is
herein provided th11t the majority of the
trustees shall be mem hers of the Reorg-anized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints; and the President of ~aid Society
and College, if not of this Denomination,
shall be a scholar of broad and tolerant
views and with readiness to canvass and
compare religious or political views in a
fair and Christianlike manner with students
and Faculty. The professors and teachers
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shall be selected upon their merits and ability to impart instruction, irrespective of
Religion or Politics.
ART. 19-The association shall provide
a seal, and sue and be sued in its corporate
name, and perform . any and all work
through its proper officers necessary to its
corporate existence.
Witness our hands this --day of--,

A. D., I88 .
HARMONY OF INSPIRA TION,-NO. n.
BY R. M. ELVIN.

DISASTERS BY WAVES,

"TnA T most horrible phenomena, the tidal wave, how many struggling mortals
has it swept back into the deep! What
countless ships has it crushed against the
shores! What mighty cities has it plundered of life and wealth, strewing their
streets with the ocean sand, and peopling
their palaces with sea-monsters! I saw
the whole surface of the sea rise as if a
mountain side, actually standing up. Another shock with a fearful roar now took
place. I called to my companions to run
for their lives on to the pampa. Too late;
with a horrible crush the sea was on us,
and at one sweep dashed what was Iquique on to the pampa. I lost my companions, and in an instant was fighting with
the dark waters. The mighty waves surged, and roared, and leaped. The cries
of human beings and animals were frightful."-Harper's lVIagazine, 1869.
I supplement this with the statement of
the British vice.consul, at Arica, who was
an eye-witness: "Gracious God, what a
sight! I saw all the vessels in the bav
carried out irresistibly to sea; anchors and
chains were as pack-thread. In a few
minutes the great outward current stopped, stemmed by a mightv rising wave, I
should judge about fifty feet high, which
came in with an awful rush, carrying
everything before it, sometimes turning in
circles, as it striving to elude their fate."
Here is another vivid description: "The
tidal disturbances are the most remarkable
and extensive of which there is any record.
It is said their velocity was about a thousand miles an hour. Both the great ocean
waters of the Atlantic and Pacific have
been agitated in their whole extent. We
mention in particular the tidal waves at
St. Thomas, and all the neighboring islands, which were jull fifty feet in hight.
It is said bv those who have witnessed these waves that the ocean's roar is
exceedingl:y
frightful."-New
York
Tribune, Nov. 12, 1868.
It must be grand beyond all conception
to. behold these gigantic upheavals, but
more especially would it establish faith in
those who have an abiding confidence in
the utterances of inspiration. It is not the
credulous alone who are concerned and
interested in relation to these events:
"Later and fuller details are every day increasing the interest with which scientific
observers regard the recent earthquakes
and tidal disturbances, and confirming our
fir~t impression that these convulsions of
nature would prove to be among the most

remarkable and extensive of which
is any written record."-New York
une, Nov. rzth, 1869. Some
persons desiring to avoid the d1rect
of such. proofs,, will, with
"Bah! such things always were,
no
religious fanatical cranks tried to use them
in sustaining new-fangled ideas about religion!" Not so fast, my
in your
creed-bound notions. The time has come
to scrape the moss from your
hulk and brush up a little and
with advanced thought and
velopments that are to prepare a
stand with Christ when he
kingdom of glory upon the earth.
"These portentous phenomena are seriously engaging the attention of the scientific world. The remark that
seem to us more frequent because our
means of communication are more complete and rapid, and that we now hear
from all parts of the g·lobe
will not explain the matter, since the
commotions have been attended
turbances of both land and sea in
the earth which have been
cessible for centuries, that were
unparalleled in previous
change of the gulf stream from
course,
and the alteration of climates, have h~en
some of these increased marvels."-··N ew
York Mercantile Journal,

otherwise
for the
by the
governmentand those

1868.
The astonishing loss of life and
ty by these disturbances is
template. During one
1863, in the Mediterranean
were over fourteen hundred
ed; and the losses sustained since
the United States, are two
hundred and twentv-one

$129,067,700.

•

Lest I become over tedious I invite
one other branch of
of the
of nations," and will endeavor to be bri::f.
Still it is replete with fact and
while we jog along- the road of observation and inquiry. 0, the heartsches
lamentations that have been caused
of a more personal
than any other of

1s
WAR,

One of the signs of the last
will prevail to the extent that men
undertake the conflict against their
without the aid of associates. This
predicted as an integral
to make up
the whole of the great calamities to come
upon the people in the last
Here is
the word of the Lord thereon: "And
shall fight every one
and every one against
against city, and kingdom
dom."-Isa. 19:2.
Some would urge that this had
local application; but the last clause
the present existing state
indiccites
that it is general in its forecast. "And I
will overthrow the throne of
and I will destroy the
kingdorn of the heathen; and will overthrow the chariots, and those that
in
them; and the horses and their riders shall
COJ:le down, every one
the sword of his
brother."-Hag. 2: 22. When this
struggle shall be accomplished,

to
calamities.

DISEASES

medical professors, and very
and destructive to the human
has been afflicted
ailments as far back
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Rome, A. D. 256, took
the same; in 1874, the eleventh; in 1875,
In 430, Britain was
the seventh; in 1876, it stood second. In
the living were hardly
deadly action, it now
stands next to
the dead. During the years
consumption in all
States.
Constantinople lost zoo,ooo of Its
The faculty are in alarm at its
Parents tremble at its visitation.
At Chichester, England, in
ments on diphtheria by D. T. Taylor.
died, and in 954 ScotThe first time I ever heard the dreaded
people. Ireland was soreword or knew of any one sick with
1 ly
I 172 and 1204, and again in
theria, was the winter of ri56o-I. A man I 1
At that time 200 people were
in London. In 1407 London
living south-east of Nebraska City had I
citizens. There was a fearful
three children buried in one
He I
was so severely affected that
had to be I
at Oxford in 1471. The dreadsent to the Iowa Insane Institution, for he
sickness" occurred in Lonwent through the streets
and don in
and again in 1517. In most
of the towns half of the people died, and
the people called him the
mon."
Oxford was depopulated. In I 522 thou1
During r88o, in Massachusets
sands vvere swept away in Limerick. The
sickness revisited England in
there were 17,8rz deaths from diphtheria,
and zo,ooo, deaths in the United States 1
again in 1551. In r6o3-4 30,from yellow fever.
And still other
of plague i'n London.
new distempers are
ag"ain lost zoo,ooo people
afllicting the populace,
baffling the in 1.6 1. In r625 London lost 35417 inskill of the most profound doctors. "Tur,
hii.hitants. In 1632 Lyons lost 6o,ooo. In
key is at this time a
afflicted counpeople died at Naples in six
Besides the ravages of famine, a
r664 London's great plague
deadly disease is raging arnong the flocks
inhabitants. In 1720 6o,and herds throughout the
from
at Marseilles. b 1773
Bagdad to the Adriatic. In the
inhabitants of Bossora, Persia, died
of Smyrna a kind of
has broken
In r 792 Soo,ooo persons died
out among the sheep, while
is a pulIn Barbary 3,000
monary disease among the cattle that is
and in 1799 247,000 peorapidly thinning the herds. On the
at
Asiatic cholera first
of Troy, the skeletons of
in England at Sunderland, Octosheep cover the ground.
!, and in North America at
stripped of their entire herds
8th, 1832, and in New York
cases, have gone insane over the
It revisited the United
In the country about
slightly in 1849, severely
thirty per cent of the horses
again lightly in 1866-67. In
cattle have already died of the disease.
people died of cholera in
The entire pastoral regions of the
and Germany. In I848-49,53,203
seem smitten with the disorder
is
died
it in England and Wales,
said to' greatly resemble the murrain,
these countries lost 20,097 and
spoken of in the Bible."-Christian at
persons. In r865 50,000
'vVork.
cholera at Constantinople."
The people of the United States and
foregoing gives dates and data that
Canada can not forget when the
to which I add:
swept over the country from east
west,
SOM1'2 FACTS ABOUT CHOLERA.
so that even in New York
the street
cars and omnibus' were drawn
J\:Iedical men are not very well agreed
funeral processions. wended their
about the
of cholera epidemics, and
silent way, also hauled
less
harmony in their applicaIn March I
of remedies. But by common conthe coming
few· diseases are more severe, or more
[which1shall go forth among
and surely fatal than cholera.
ants of the earth." I believe this was fulhave been made to establish a confilled to a degree by the cholera visitation nec"ion between its appearance and the
to America, mentioned
other carecurrence every twelve years of great
lamities in the following from
Hirdoo
and festivals, and the
.f;zter Ocean:
a learned article in a popular
published some years ago,
THE PLAGUES OF I-IISTORY.
for as to predict visits from this
"The threatened cholera
and 1879. These prophecalled attention to the great
were
The truth of the
ed in history, and a glance at.
matter seems to be that the exciting causes
events may reconcile us to a
of cholera are always active in some parts
for the comparative freedom from
of J ndia, in tbe Phillipine Islands, and in
lence in late years. The earliest
other far Eastern countries, and that the
of which there are any account
met'1ods of commerce prevailing nowadays
described in Exodus, occurred in
are most favorable for disseminating the
throughout the world. Its rav'49l n. c. In 534 B. c.,
at Carthage so terrible that
ages have been extensive and almost conficed their children to
stant for the last two years in the regions
r n I 87 B. c., in the Greek
of
and it has now broken out in
and Syria, people died at the rate of zpoo
and
also at Gibraltar and
a day in Rome. A. D. 8o, ro,ooo died
is much reason to believe

!
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that it will appear before many months in
every country in Europe, and in this country also.
It is now generally held that cholera is
not, strictly speaking, "contagious." That
is to say, it is not spread by touch, pure
and simple. Its seeds, in order to do their
work, must be introduced into the system
through the lungs or the stomach. The
most frequent means of their spread is the
use of contaminated water. Some authorities, indeed, go so far as to say that all the
most virulent epidemics have been connected with the pollution of drinking water by
choleraic evacuations, and that there is but
little danger of a very extensive outbreak
of the disease where drinking water is
originally pure, and is conveyed in close
and clean pipes. It seems, however, that
the infecting matter in the discharges from
the bowels of those who have the disease
is apt to be diffused through the air or become attached to clothing, and thus to find
entrance into the lungs of healthy persons.
It is still undetermined whether the morbid material that constitutes the cholera
poison is a parasitic germ or a miasm.
And no one professes to know how the
poison is generated, or why it tends to
spread more widely at some times than at
others, or how the presence of decomposing matter and certain conditions of climate
and soil, and certain physical characteristics
of individuals, favor its distribution. The
disease, in short, is known only in its
effects.-St. Louis, Mo., Globe-Democrat,
July 19th, 1883.
With these two lengthy extracts from
two of our leading newspapers, I close the
argument upon the first part of the proposition, that the revelations given through
Joseph Smith are in harmony with predictions of the Bible. The perspicuity of the
evidence in proof seems all sufficient to
demonstrate that God did reveal unto Joseph Smith the trutfi. relative to the calamities of this age of sin, deception and
crime. (b) Some well meaning peop!e,
who are devoted and zealous in their religion, ever willing to express implicit
confidence in the writings of the Bible;
accepting all therein as of divine authority, and who are highly incensed if any
one should question the inspiration thereof, and who give every evidence of being
honest, and desire it understood that they
have full toleration for the religious opinions of all, can not brook for a moment the
idea that Joseph Smith possessed the prophetic gift. When asked their reasons for
rejecting such a belief they cite such
Scriptures as, "Beware of false prophets;"
"Believe not every spirit;" not understanding that the evidences they use are conclusive proofs that true prophets are to be expected, else no need of a warning against
the false ones.
Credulity receives the
statement of religious teachers without any
substantial evidence therefor; while faith
is established upon the . investigation of
comprehensive, reasonable and tangible
evidence, experienced upon faithful an.d
painstaking obedience to "Ask, and it shall
be given unto you; seek, and ye shall find;
knock, and it shall be opened unto you."
-Matt. 7: 7· "If any man will do his
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will, he shall know of the doctrine, whether it be of God, or whether I speak ofmyself."-John 7: 17. These are.the instructions of Jesus Christ, and they are not
empty sayings, buf are full of truth and
meaning, and God will fulfill the promises
made, otherwise we could have no corJfidence or inducement to worship Him.
Peter at one time upon seeing the spiritual
blessings l:(estowed upon parties whom the
Jews did not consider worthy of divine
favors, opend his mouth and said, "of a
truth I perceive that God is no respecter
of persons; but in every nation he that
feareth him, and worketh rig-hteousness, is
accepted with him."-Acts ro: 34, 35·
The above statement is as true now as
when uttered to the Gentiles in the presence of the six Jewish witnesses. N either time nor clime changes such eternal
truths, and "if any of you lack wisdom, let
him ask of God, that giveth to all men
liberally, and upbraideth not; and it shall
be given."-Jas. 1:5. If those who ridicule the faith of the Latter Dav Saints
and so vehemently oppofie their claims
would follow the advise of Tames, remembering the only true and inipartial method
of a religious investigation or controversy
is "to the law and to the testimony: if
they speak not according to this word, it
is because there is no light in them," (Isa.
8: zo), I am willing to abide the result of
such verdict founded upon such rule in
righteousness. The God-appointed way
to determine as to whether a prophet is
divinely sent or not, is laid down in much
plainness, and no mistake need occur, if
the instruction of God is faithfully adhered to. "When a prophet speaketh in the
name of the Lord, if the thing follow riot,
nor come to pass, that is the thing which
the Lord hath not spoken, but the prophet
hath spoken it presumptuously: thou shalt
not be afraid of him."-Deut. r8: 22. The
proper interpretation. of this would be, if
the thing spoken by the prophet did come
to pass, it would be fair and just to conclude that the thing spoken was from the
Lord. That is clearly what Moses attempted to teach, and in that light we receive his declaration.
•:The prophets that have been before me
and before thee of old prophesied both
against many countries, and against great
kingdoms, of war, and of evil, and of pestilence. The prophet which prophesieth
of peace, when the word of the prophet
shall come to pass, then shall the prophet
be known, that the Lord hath truly sent
him."-Jer. 28:8, 9· All revelations are
not predictions of future events, but when
such are given, and a reasonable time has
elapsed for the fulfillment thereof, we
have, in this statement of Jeremiah, a true
rule by which to measure the claim to the
prophetic office. Hear ye what the Master has to say that no injustice be done
unto those who come proclaiming the decrees, admonitions and instructions of
heaven unto men: "Ye shall know them
by their fruits. Do men gather grapes of
thorns, or figs of thistles? Even so every
good tree bringeth forth good fruit;
but a corrupt tree bringeth forth evil
fruit. A good tree can not bring forth

evil fruit, neither can a
bring forth good fruit.
bringeth not forth good
down, and cast into the fire. Wherefore
by their fruits ye shall know them. '-·
Matt. 7: 16-20. The admission made
many who profess acute knowledg-e
theological issues, that Joseph Smith said
many good things, and taught much that
was praiseworthy and sound orthodoxy,
is a tacit acknowledgment that he was a
true prophet, divinely sent and inspired; or
else they place themselves in the unenviable position of ignoring the words of J esus the Christ, or of claiming to be possessed of a better understanding of divine
things than the Prince of Life was able to
attain unto.
The essential principles
taught by J osepl- Smith, as necessary Uc1to
salvati,m, we are willing to put in juxtaposition with any other servant or
sent of God, and we contend
is
both fair and honorable: "Doth a fountain send forth at the same place sweet
water and bitter? Can the fig tree, my
brethren, bear olive berries? either a
vine figs? so can no fountain both yidd
salt water and fresh."-Jas. g: I, IZ. It
would seem that the accusation of the
Pharisees and other religious sects that
Christ and his associate ministers were
false and corrupt, forced the statements
made in vindication of their own work
and claims. It is mean, harsh, cruel and
malicious to attack the personal character
of the individual instead of impartially examining the doctrinal teachings which
they declare to be the true means of grace
unto eternal life.
Isaiah, Ezekiel and
Chr,ist severally cited prophecy as a test
of their missions and calls as ambassadors
from the court of light unto fallen man:
"Produce your cause, saith the Lord;
bring forth your strong reasons, saith the
King of Jacob.
Let them bring them
forth, :md shew us what shall happen.
Let them shew the former thmg-s, what
they be, that we may consider them, and
know the latter end of them. or declare us
things for to come. Shew the things that
are to come hereafter, that we
know
that ye are gods; yea, do good, or
evil,
that we may be dismayed, and behold it
together."-Isa. 41:21-23.
Those who
refuse or hesitate to compare their creed
of worship with the Bible, are either
dogmatical, or lack confidence in their
profession?
This is more direct: "And when this
cometh to pass, (lo, it will come), then shall
they know that a prophet hath been
among them."-Ezek. 33: 33· This man
waxed bold in his own defence. There
must have been non-believers in that land
where the Holv Bible men wrote :md
spoke, otherwise they were wonderfully
blessed with the gift of correctly
some people of this age.
The Lord gave proof of his call and invited the people to watch a prophecy as a
test: "Now I tell you before it come, tbat,
when it is come to pass, ye may believe
that I am he."-John 13: 19. Could it be
construed as a violation of anv knqwn
commandment of God, or example of ancient prophets, if the American prophet

gave the opportunity to test him upon the
merits of predictions made? One of the
first things he said was, that the angel informed him "That God had a work for me
to do, and that my name should be bad for
good and evil among all nations, kindreds,
and tongues; or that it should be both
good and ev!l spoken of among all people."
Be it fairly and honestly understood;
this statement was made when the farmerboy was in his fifteenth year, and possessed
but a very limited common school education. How could one so situated obtain
even the idea of doing a work for the
Lord, and in so doing gain the good will
and respect of men among all people, as
also hatred from all parts of the world?
A retrospective review of work accomplished by this man during- the fifteen
years prior to his tragic death, eclip,.es
the
most dazzling achievements of
the greatest reformer.
The enemies
and opposers of Mormonism are compelled to concede that no man ever had
warmer or truer friends than Joseph
Smith.
Even hundreds born since his
decease, courageously and unflinchingly
stand in defense of the divine call :md mission of Joseph Smith. And, notwithstanding the peculiar divine providence of
the pure and true gospel of
Christ,
by reason of the place and people to whom
restored, is an American institution and its
putative founder was an American. Men
from all nations are found equally zealous
in defending the faith of "this sect, [ 0f
which] we know that everywhere it is
spoken against," while on the other hand,
the opposers have ransacked the entire vocabulary of the English language to find
vile, ignoble and contumelious invectives
to hurl against the innocent, the inspired,
the called of God.
That which is surprisingly strange, is
the admixture of praise and censure upon
lips of the orthodox clergy. Such a paradoxical exhibition seems to fulfill the prediction, "Surely the wrath of man shall
praise thee."-Psa. 76: IO. Let there he
a logical analysis of the church organization set in motion by Joseph Smith, with
the doctrinal principles taught, and the
spiritual blessings promised, and no honest
man who believes and accepts the New
Testament can consistently reject the
call that God made upon his servant J oseph Smith. Be not deceived, neither let
mockers cast dust in your eyes, for this
church has for its foundation that spoken
of by Paul in his letter to the Ephesians:
"And are built upon the foundation of the
apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ himself
being the chief corner stone."-Eph. 2: 20.
This church does not make the palpable
blunder of building upon a foundation
composed of "apostles and prophets," but
we build upon the same foundation that
the apostles and prophets builded upon,
therefore we can accept, and abide, and can
not be dislodgtd. "For other fouldation
ctm no man lay than that is laid, which is
Jesus Christ."-1 Cor. 3: I I. Well may
the Saints sing with all the warmth and
enthusiam of inspired souls, those grand
strains, "How firm a foundation ye saints
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of the Lord, Is laid for your faith in his
excellent word."
To be continued.

NAHUM'S CHARIOTS.

IN evidence of the fulfillment of Nahum's
prophecy I quote from Mr. Horatio Allen's speech in 11':38, about steam locomotion. He stated to the South Carolina
Railway Company, that if
would
adopt steam instead of horse-power, the
basis of his report was the broad
that in the future there was no reason to
expect anv material improvement in the
breed of horses, while in my judgment, he
says, the man was not living who knew
what th~ breed of locomotives was to be.
As early as 1829 and 1830-mark the
date-Peter Cooper experimented with a
little locomotive on the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad. "In the year I
at a
of Master Mechanics in New York at the
Institute which bears his name, he relates
with great glee how, on a tnal trip, he beat
or had beaten a gray horse that had been
attached to another car. In the same year
the South Carolina Company had an engine called the "best friend" built at the
West Point Foundry for its line in I8jL
This company had another engine ·which
was designed by Horatio Allen, buiit at
the same shop. He
it was remarkable in having eight
which
arranged in two trucks."-M. .LV.
in Scribner.
The above is to show the remarkable
coincidence with Nahum's prophecy, and
goes to show the inauguration of a railroad system in or about the year r 830, or
in the days of the preparation of the Lord,
which in my mind agrees with Isaiah I r:
11-13; z: II, 12, I and Nahum 2:3,
And now we will
another
ness in declaring the sign of the times.
The prophet Amos, the ninth chapter and
eleventh verse; also Ezekiel 7: 26. How
the learned DD's. can overlook these important facts is wonderful! y strange.
admit my lack of penetration in the mysteries of God, but I am compelled to recognize these plain facts of the hand of the
Lord in bringing about the appointed time
of his preparation.
CLARENCE ST. CLAIR.

GALLAND'S GROVE.
Conference convened at Gallanrl's Grove, Friday, November r6th, W. Vv. Vvhiting president,
C. E. Butterworth assistant president, John Pett
secretary. Branch Reports :-Galland's Grove,
276, 5 baptized, r received, r died.
Mf<son's
Grove 126, I baptized, z received, I died. Salem
84, 2 baptized, 2 received. Coalvilie 24, 3 baptized, 4 removed. The other branches of the district did not report. Elders' reports :--R,J enkins,
J. T. Turner, baptized;), G. Hawley, A. Jackson,
C. Derry, W. W. Wliiting, baptized 5, J. Pett, 0.
Holcomb, C. E. Butterworth, baptized 9, J Seddon, J. Rudd. Brn. Wedlock and Ford were reported by Bro. Whiting. Priests C Williamson,
J. W. Smith, D. Brewster8,nd "W. Bullard rf'ported. Teachers T. Bell, J. Cross and C. J. Hunt
reported. Deacons J. M. Baker and R. Peterson.
Bishop's Agents report: On hand last report,
June r6th, r888, $zo765, received since to No-

vember Ijth, $35o 65, total $558 30, paid out
balance $98 20. John Pett Agent. It
was resolved that Saturday afternoon of each
conference be set apart for the business of the
Sabbath School Association. Resolved that all
those
the priesthood in the Galland's
Grove
not actively engaged in the charge
and care of branches in said district, be requested to labor in the ministry during the coming
under the direction of the presidency of
district. Brn. 'vV. Whiting and C. E. Butterworth were sustained as president and assistant
of the district until after the close of
next conference. The spiritual and temporal
authorities of the church were sustained. The
District Sabbath School Association occupied a
of the time on Saturday afternoon. The
Superintendent, Bro.J. M. Baker delivered a timely and appropriate address. The reading of the Rules and the favorable reports of
of Sabbath Schools in some of
of the district made th<> hour interenjoyable. Preaching by J. Turner,
W. W. Whiting and C. Derry. Adto to the Salem branch, Friday, February rsth, r889, at 2 p. m.
~p46o.rs.

MALAD CONFERENCE.
This conference met at Malad City, Idaho,
December 8th, 1888. After singing, prayer and
instructions by the president, the following elders
reported: T. Jenkins, H. John, J. Thomas, M.
vV. Richards, 0. Thomas, J. Lewis and J.
Evans. J. Vandlewood tendered his resignation as a member of the Reorganization, believlt not to be the Church· of Christ. H. Baklicense was demanded, and be and D. Williams were silenced as mini.sters of the Reorganization. Moved that the district president with the
assistance of Eider J. K. Evans reorganize the
Elkhorn branch. Moved and seconded, that T.
Vanderwood have the chapel to give his reasons
he leaves the Reorganized Church. Moved,
district pr.,sident appoint a delegate to the
next General Conference.
Moved, that we sustain the spiritual and temporal authorities of the
church. Moved, that J. Lewis be sustained as
president and H. R. Evans as secretary of this
district. Bishop's agent's report was examined
and
It showed $47 received and
50
out. Elder J. R . .Evans preached
conference. Adjourned to meet on call

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The conference of the Massachusetts district
wiil be held in Dennisport, Massachusetts, Satz6th, 1889, convening at two p.
m.
will remember the change from
Boston to Dennieport. Branches desiring excursion rates on the Old Colony road will ascertain
the number required as near as possible and confer with the undersigned at an early day. Brn.
w·,, H. and E. L. Kelley and other missionaries
are expected to be present.
JoHN SMITH, Dist. Pres.
The Fremont district conference will convene
at the RoEs School-house in Plum Hollow branch,
Februarv 9th and IOth, 1889, Will presidents of
branches and secretaries please see to it that we
have on hand full and complete reoorts of
branches. If you send reports by mail, send so
we can
them not later than the 8th of February.
Henry Kemp.
HENRY KEMP. Dis!. Pres.
SABBATH SCHOOL RESOLUTIONS.
the encouragement of the scholars in Priand Intermediate classes, the teachers of
Sabbath Sch~ol, of Dow City, Iowa,
the following:
each scholar one card each session shall be
ghen for the items enumerated below: Prompt
attendance and good behavior, each one card.
Each verse of Scripture recited (not more than
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two to be reci!ed each session) shall be rewarded
with a card; and each new scholar brought in
shall be rewarded with three cards. Ten of these
cardE. shall be valued at five cents, and twenty of
these may be exchanged for a larger one, valued
at ten cents. The teachers of these classes distributing the small cards, and the Secretary the
larger ones. On the first Sunday of December
the la1·ge cards shall be taken up and presents to
the value of the amount represented shall be
bought by the school for those entitled thereto, and
distributed at the Christmas entertainment.
J. M. BAKER, Supt. Galland's Grove Dist.
MARRIED.
AuDET-CROMPTON.-At Lynn, Massachusetts, Christmas day, I888, at the home of the
bride's mother, Sr. Rachel Crompton, Elder M.
H. Bond officiating, Mr. Frank Audet to Sr.
Mary F. Crompton, both of Lynn, Massachusetts.
ARMSTRONG-HINES.-At the residence of
the bride's father, Nebraska City, Nebraska, December 19th, r888, by Elder H. C. Bronson, Miss
Clara Armstrong to Mr. Smith H. Hines, of
Wabash, Nebraska. May peace and joy attend
their pathway through life.
·
DIED.
NEWMAN.-Henry James, son of James and
Jane Newman, was born at Lioerty Center, Ontario, August, I88s; blessed January 24th, I887,
bv Elder Samuel Brown, and died December 14th,
18i:l8, at Manton, Wexford county, Michigan,
with onlv a few minutes illness. Funeral sermon by Elder Samuel Brown from 2 Samuel 12:
23, at Tilbury Centre, Ontario, December r6th,
I888.
Harry's only gone to rest awhile
Beyond this vale of tears,
To bask in his dear Savior,s smile
Till Christ in clouds appears.
You'll then behold him face to face,
When no rude hand shall tear
Yon from each others warm embrace
Nor cause a sorrow there.

ATKINSON.-Emily Mary, daughter of Henry
and Margaret Atkinson, born June 25th, r888, at
Tilbury, Ontario, blessed by Elder J. A. Mcintosh, September uth, r888, after a week's illness.
Funeral sermon by Elder Samuel Brown from
I John 3: 3·
Rest, ilear Emily, whose tearful weeping
Oft bore witness of thy pain,
'Mid the sinless little chiidren
Who have heard His "Come to Me."

HACKETT.-Bro. Arsimus Hackett, of Newark,
Dakota, after suffering great pain, died of dropsy
of the stomach on the I6th day of December,
r888, strong in faith. He was born at Bulicon,
Dodge county, Wisconsin, on the 28th of June,
I849; was baptized in March, r865, by Caleb
Hall.
He leaves a wife and ~ix children to
mourn their loss. Funeral _services by Elder
Robert Oehring.
OLESON.-At Sandy, Utah. Johannes Oleson
was drowned in the large canal or sect October
3oth, r888. In trying to back his team off the
bridge the wagon upset into the stream and before be could be rescued he drowned. He was
born March I4th, I83r, at Sasjas Aalsborg, Swed·
en, came to Utah, was baptized into the Reorganized Church by Peter Anderson October
I8th, r885
He was laid to rest at Pleasant
Grove. Funeral by J. C. Jensen.
TALLY.-At Independence, Missouri, December zzd, I888, of bronchitis, daughter of Bro.
and Sr. Pleasant Tally, aged 4 years and 5
months. Funeral sermon by Elder F. C. Warnky, from Mark IO: 14.
METHENA.-At her home in Grove township,
Shelby county, Iowa, December 19th r888,
Frances. wife of Mr. Howard f. Methena and
daughter of Bro. and Sr. John U. and Melinda
Hurst.
Deceased was born September 10th,
r871 and m:~rried February 7th, Il:i88. Some
time ago, when some others were being baptized,
she expressed a desire to be baptized, but had no
change of clothing at that time. She leaves a
hu~band and a babe eight days old and parents
and brothers and sisters to mourn her departure.
Funeral services by Elders John Pett and John
Hawley.
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TA1noR.-At Bartlett, Iowa, of typhoid fever,
Nancy Taylor, aged 52 years and 5 months. She
was the wife of Bro. William Taylor and the
daughter of Bro. John Henerickson. She lea\·es
a husband and five children with a host of
friends and relatives to mourn their Joss. Funeral sermon in the School-house at Bartlett; in.
terment in the Plum Hollow cemetery. Sermon
by Elder Henry Kemp.
JEFFORDS.--At Centropolis, Jackson, county,
Missouri, December 2oth, r888, Bro. Walter W.
Jeffords, ag<;.P 17 years and 8 months. He vvent
on the ice on the Blue, broke through and was
drowned. Bro. Jeffords was baptized by T. H.
Humes February 28th, r883. He was a boy of
promise and the gospel was his delight. He was
secretary of the Kansas City Sabbath School.
He has gone to rest in the paradise of God.
Funeral sermon by Elder F. C. Warnky at the
Saints' Chapel at Independence, Missouri. Text
Alma 19: 5·
BALDWIN.-At Fall River, Massachusetts, after a painful illness, caused by cancer, Sr. Ann
Baldwin, December 12th, r888, aged 46 years.
Funeral service December r6th conducted by
Elder John Smith. A large number-of friends
gathered .at the service, and the gifts of flowers
to strew on her grave were very profuse. At
the house there was singing by the Baptist choir,
and at the grave by Sisters Ashton and Linney.
SYNOPSIS.
I offer my synopsis and Concordance at the
following rates: $r.25 each, three copies for $3,
or six copies for $5·
J. J. CoRNISH,
.
5t
REED CI'I.'Y, 1v1ICIIIGAN.

ADVANCING YEARS.
You can never ultimately coerce Nature. Nature lie? Nature never does lie; it is only man
that lies, and in proportion as man lies does he
depart from Nature. See whether you can get
nature to lie; put paint on your cheek to make
yourself look young; you can not put smoothness
on your brow to correspond. Nature is a continual protest against lying. What are those wrink·
les coming upon some of you? The retreat of
physical reality before the life. What is a wrinkle? The mark of the ribbed sea sand that tells
me where yesterday's tide of life was, but where
it is no longer to-day. What are those gray hairs
of mine, coming so fast? The retreat of juvenilty before, if I be a holy man, a coming spiritualism, and if I be an unholy man, a decaying sensualism. You are gray-headed now; what does
it teach you? That sense is an ebbing tide with
you, and that physical reality and lustfulness are
ebbing with it. A hoary head if in ways of righteousness is a glory, because then, as color is gone,
and sensualism fading out, spiritualism, of which
beauty of form is the emblem, has taken its
place; hence we learn in the old head and the
old face rather to look for beauty of form than of
coloring, for color is the sign of sensualism; color
is the sign of the body, form the sign of the soul.
-George Dawson.

probably it is due not less to their greater temperance and to their freedom from the anxieties and
heartburnings which attend men's struggles for
influence, and even for maintenance. Medical
men contend, however, that women also possess
greater inherent vitality than men, the mortality
of girls being less than that of boys, even during
the first year of life, when the female is neither
more temperate nor less ambitious than the male,
and is exposed to as many dangers.
Of the sixteen men only one was single; ten of the thirtysix women were single; fifteen men and twentysix women, then, among the centenarians, were
married. Three of the fifty-two were rich, nineteen poor, the rest in comfortable circumstances.
Most of the fifty-two have had good appetites,
only two having appetites classed as actually bad;
most of them have been through life moderate
eaters; twelve, however, have eaten large quantities of food. Only one is returned as a large eater of flesh food, and only one as a great consumer
of alcoholic liquors (in his case the liquor preferred has been beer.) Only eight of all the number
are classified as simply "irritable," but to these
must be added five classed as "irritable and energetic." As to smoking, 32 are non-smokers, r7
smoke much (four of them being women), three
moderately, and two a little; only one chews; 37
avoid snuff."

FARM FOR SAlLE.-235 ACRES.
Thirteen m1lcs cast of Lamoni and one-half mile north
of l'ieasanton, 100 acres in timber pasture set in blue gra8s,
balance in meadovv and plow land. New 'l rooru cottage,
with 3 porches,~ punf.rys and fine rock cel!aJ\ the most
substantial house in the township; >~mall ,orchard, out
houses, granary and large barn 42x02, basement the entire
length of it, and shingled sheds on the cast side and sonth
end; 2 ccmunterl cisterns, 7 wells and 3 ponds, with abundance of water for stock. Will sell at a sacrifice mther than
rent. A big bargain for somebody.
WJVI. ANDERSON,
12jan4t
PLEASAN'£ON, Decatur Co., Iowa.

SARBATH SC .iOOJL BOOK§.
Compendium of l!'aith, for higher classes, hound in
sprmkled Leather, each .................... _.... $1 00
The same houud in Cloth................ . .. .. .. .. .
75
Question Book, for intermediat\1 classes, each 25c.,
per dozen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.50

FOR

FIFTEEN

THE INDEPENDENT PATRIOT,
Containing 56 Columns, Weekly, ordinary pr1ce $1 00 per
year. is ofl'cred fifteen months for $1 to all new pay-advance
suhPcribers, whose subscriptions are taken before Febl'uary 1!3t, 1889. Its "Home,, "Around The World'~ "Heligious,'' ••Clipped VVit,'' '·Scientific~' 11nd "Pers~nal" departments, make it an attractive and useful ] 1 amUy
Paper.
Address 1'HE PATRIOT,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
25ang
RoBERT WINNING,

Pres't.

D. F. Nrcnor.soN, Cashier.

FARMERS' BANK
Will attend to any Business for Non-Residents
entrusted to our care.

Interest Allowed on Time Deposits.

LUFF&. BRACKENBURY,
RECORDS OF FIFTY-TWO
CENTENARIANS.
Richard A. Proctor, the astronomer, says in
the Cosmopolitan (New York):-"I have before
me the records of no fewer than fifty-two centenarians, the details in regard to whom have been
collected by a committee of the British Medical
Association. Of the fifty-two no fewer than
thirty-six (more than two-thirds) are women.
This may probably be attributed in large part to
the comparative immunity that women enjoy
from many risks to which men are exposed, but

REAL

ESTATE

AGENTS,

West Lexington Street,
INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI.

Next to Wamky's Gallery.

A CHRONOJL06HJU, CATECHISM:

Or, Key to the Chronology of the Biible.
BY A. J. MAPES.
L1mp Cloth, 103 pages, price 35 cts. For sale by
Bro. H. R. MILLS, Independence Mo.

VVelsh JE1i:yll!ln Book.
We have on hand about 100 copies of a book, entitled
"Llyfr I:Iymnau at Wasanaeth Eglwys Iesn Grist. Ad-Re•
oleiddedig Smnt y Dydd Diweddaf.'' There are 398 hy~ns
ln Welsh and 33 in English. It is published by the church
in Wales, and sent here fm sal.l. Sixty cents each, free of
postage; bonnd in fall leather, marbled edges.

AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorg·anized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Price pelt' yeaJI•
$lUilO.
M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.
~Always

write the Business portion of your Letter on

a separate piece of paper, and let it be brief and explicit.
If you have anything to eny tw the Edit•n·, or something
yon wish published, no No·r write it on the back of a
business letter. Business is Business, and MUST llE
done in a business-like manner.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR
- - ) B Y TIIE ( - -

Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent ] 1ree of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
~h~ep _or Lib:rary bin:Jlng .....•••••••.•••. 1 50
... mitatwn Morocco, gilt edges ••••••••••••. 2
New Testament, inspired ........•••••• , ••
BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ................. : .. 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •.•..•••••••• 1 50
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
Sprinkled sheep, or library .•••.••••••••.. 1
Imitation Moroeco .........••....•••••••. 1
SAINTS' HARP-HYMN BOOK.
Imitation
sprinkled edges ........ 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •......•..•••. 1 50
JOSEPH SMITH 'I.'HE PROPHET:
History of the Reorganized Church, and Autobiography of Joseph Smith.
In Cloth, gilt finished ..................... 2 2()
Th_is book contains 827 pages of large, clear
I'ead~ng matter; a1s_o, _three very fine Steel En..
gravmgs, and a fac srm1le of the autograph of Josep?- the Prophet and EI.nma, and of Joseph
Smith; also Steel Engravmg of Hyrum Smith.
A complete history of the church up to 1880.
JOSEPH SMITH 'I'HE PROPHET, AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
Muslin boards, 312 pages..... • • . . . . • • • • • • • 70
Leather binding.......................... 1 00
HESPERIS.
Poems by_ David H. Smith, 202 pages, fancy
cloth, g1lt edges .....•..............•••. 1 50
VOICE OF WARNING
And Instruction to all People, on the Doctrine
and History of the latter day work.
In paper covers; twelve for $1. ....... each 10
cloth covers, each . • . . • . . • .. .. • .. • • • 25·
JOSEPH 'I'HE SEER:
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintained;
.
Paper covers, 200 pages................... 30:
';!'~is is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder
W1ll~am S~1eldon of the Seeond ~dvent Society,
and IS an Important work to be m t.he hands of'
the miniRtry of the chureh; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church
and among those without, abounding inproofs
never before presented in defense of Joseph
Smith and the Boo)>:_~f Mormon.
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"HEARKEN TO TRE WoRD oF •nm LoRn: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE IT Bll ONlli WIFll; AND
H:m SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag@ 116, Book ofllformon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THA"' ONE MAN SHOULD RAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WO>I.I.N BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY To MABRY AGAIN."·-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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have erred.
Bro. Smith is equal to the
occasion. VI! e trust that this will be found
sufficient to prevent further misunderin the matter. We certainly com
mend
spirit of self abnegation, and
love for the truth, in which Bro. Willard
states his conviction of error, and his refor having so erred. May it be of
to all as indicating the better spirit
m which workers for good should labor.
LAMONI COLLEGE.

JOSEPII SMITH

W. 'VV.

BLAIH

EDITOR
ASSOCIATE EDITOE

Iowa,] anuary r9,

I
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W. J. SMITH'S MISTA.KE.
IN reference to the pamphlet of Bro. Wil-

lard J. Smith, of which we have elsewhere
in the HERALD mnde mentwn, and the
mistake made
him in
to the baptism of Elder
McLellin as
having been by the Brighamites, Bro.
Srnith states in a letter to us
re~ding
in the HERAUJ that said
of Elder McLellin was in
he gathered the
idea that, as there wa·s
the one faction
of the church or body of
note claim ..
ing to be the church, and
was under
Pres. B.
it was into that body that
Elder
was baptized; and he so
from that conclusion.
have stated Bro. Smith's m;stake,
and so far as the HERALD is concerned
shown that it was not in fault. Of that
Bro. \Villard J. Smith wrote us
I
from
Grey
Ontario, as follows:
"I have just returned from three weeks' trip
in Garafraxa and Melancthon tow.1ships to-day
and find your favor of the 27th ult. awaiting me.
"In reply thereto I wish to say, I have been
sorry a hundred times perhaps that that mistake
ever occurred in my pamphlet regarding Dr. W.
E. McLellin.
"In regard to this, Bro. Joseph, I wish to say
that the truth is dear to me. It was because of
this that wrote that pamphlet. I wrote of the
matter as I then understood it, and desiring the
good of the work. That mie;take has occurred,
and it it is better that I should suft·er than that
one shadow of untruth or misdirected effort
should impede in any way the onward march of
the great work. I therefore suggest that either
you, or brother Blair, take up the matter and set
it in its proper light before the readers of the
HP-.'ald."

·we do not know that Bro. Smith can
do more than is done by this frank statement. It is much easier to commit an
enor, than to say nobly and
"I

BRo. E.
KELLEY, under date of the
8th instani·, writes us from Kirtland, Ohio,
and in these hearty words endorses and
urges forward the erection of the proposed
at this place:
There is no move before the body now which
makes greater promise for the good of the work
everywhere than that of the esiablishment of a
firs!: class institution of learning by the members
principally, and yet without the taint of being
sect-arian.
It is not only Lamoni that will be benefited,
but as must necessarily occur, when one part of
the body is honored, every other part is blessed
by
An educational association with an aim
to attain a ranking place with the first institutions
of the kind in the country, will give a prestige to
the work in every part of the country, and materially asoist in opening up the way for preaching to every elder in the field, not to say anything of the inestimable good it must be to those
who can receive of the direct advantages of such
association and instruction. It will further advertise to the world of letters and culture that the
church is not the bigoted and fanatical body it
has been so falsely charged as being; that it
stands for an educational institution wholly free
fro;n bias and sectarianism, and yet recognizing
the Bible as of divine authority and a correct
guide. I have a firm hope that the Saints every·
where will not fail to see the necessity of prompt,
devoted and unselfihh aid in the undertaking. for
cenainiy rightfully sustaining this, is aiding
wondmusly the gospel work that we are daily
cor·.tending for.
I have but little personally
to uid with, but shall sacrifice in other things that
I may subscribe for a few shares of stock to aid
all possible the undertaking; to have an institution I may have confidence in, where I may send
my own children, and where all who desire may
send theirs for an education unburdened with the
bias, superstition and bigotry of priestcraft of
whatever kind.
as a healthy, secluded, moral, thriving
inland town, and Iowa, as a first class free, aclvanced educational and liberty-loving state,
makes the place of selection first class. And
now let us have funds sufficient for a first class
Col.lege. Fifty thousand dollars will do as a
sta,·te"c, but you will want to soon double the cap-
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ita! stock I hope. At least, have a reserve or sinking fund of as much more. Don't think we will
be backwards here in the east to aid it because
so far west. We want some place to send our
children so they may be under proper control
and restraint while being educated."

THE official recogmtwn below of the efforts of Pres. Joseph Smith and the Reorganized Church against polygamy, is
another proof that God is giving--and
will give-the faithful Saints "favor and
grace" with the people when they wisely
and patiently serve him. All history witnesses that "the Most High ruleth in the
Kingdom of men," and that he is "the
Most High over all the earth."
His
Saints everywhere are learning this, although with some it is "by the things they
bUffer."
May heaven inspire the hearts of all to
seek the Lord with the whole heart, that
his name be honored, his cause advanced,
and his church triumph gloriously.
TRINITY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, DALLAS,
TEXAS.
SE.CRETARY'S OFFICE.

Dec. 28th, I888.
REV. JosEPH SMITH:

Lamoni,

Io~ua:

DEAR SIR:-The members of this society desiring to convey to you in some manner an expression of their appreciation of the value of your
work against polygamy, and as a slight token of
their esteem, have unanimously elected you an
honorary member of the society. Would you
kindly favor us with your photograph?
Very respectfully yours,
BEN W. AUSTIN, Sec.

PURGE OUT INIQUITY.

A BROTHER wrote us of late as follows,
and inquires what should be done with the
transgressor:
"There was an elder in this district who
sold ~orne hor~es that did not belong to
h1m, obtained money from the bank under
false pretenses, and then left and did not
pay his store bills nor make settlement
with his creditors."
Our answer is, that the branch and district officers should have preceded at once,
as the law of the church provides in the
Scriptures, Book of Mormon, Doctrine
and Covenants and Book of Rules, chapter thirteen, to correct and purge out the
evil. Besides this, if it was evident he had
violated the laws of the land, then he
should have been promptly turned over to
the civil authorities; for the law of the
church commands that he or she who
kills, robs, steals or lies, and the like, "he
or she shall be delivered up unto the law
of the land" (Doc. Cov. 42: 22), and their
guilt "shall be proven according to the
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laws of the land."-Doc. Cov. 4-2:4-1.
The laws of our country provide for the
punishment of such evil doers, and the
law of the church commands the Saints
to "be subject to the powers that be" until
Christ comes in glory. (D. C. 58: 5). The
fair fame, the prosperity, and even the
safety of the Saints depend on their seeing that these requirements are faithfully
kept.
A branch or district where there are
two or more elders who are not personally interested in the matter is legally competent to proceed and purge out such evil.
Any person who sells property not his
or her own and over which he or she has
no lawful authority to sell, or who obtains money or property under false pretenses is cnminal under the laws of both
God and man and should be made to answer thereto. And all persons who will
not settle with their creditors and pay
store bills, or any lawful, just debt, are
tran.,gressors of the laws of the church
and of the land, and should be treated as
such. No one can be a disciple of Christ,
or a decent citizen, and wilfully or negligently fail to pay his or her debts; and the
officers of the church should see that the
church and the country are not defiled by
that class of church members.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

BRo. M. R. ScoTT wrote from Wirt, Indiana, the 4-th instant that some Brighamite elders had been trying to undo the
work done by the brethren at Byrnville,
Indiana. They hastily departed, however,
on hearing of his coming. He lectured
there on the apostasy of the Utah Church
and the claims of the Reorganization, baptizing a leading citizen and his wife at the
close of his meetings. Bro. Scott states
that no harm was done to the cause by the
efforts of the Brighamite elders.
Bro. F. C. vVarnky wrote from Independence, Missouri, that church matters
were prospering there.
The brethren
were pushing the work on the new church
building, and expected t.o get the roof on
this winter.
In spiritual matters they
were also advancing.
Bro. Thomas Rawson, of White Rock,
Michigan, writes that the few Saints there
are alive in the good cause, trying to .do
what they can to advance its interests.
They seldom see an elder, but rejoice in
the blessings of the work, which they receive.
Bro. Joseph Simmons, of Canton, Illinois, renews for the HERALD and says, "f
can't see how any true Latter Day ·Saint
doe~ without the I-Ierald."
We are pleased to learn by letter from
Bro. G. S. Lincoln that Bro. H. P. Brown,
of Oakland, California, who lately had a
stroke of paralysis, was up and about
again, expecting to resume his work on the
Expositor and other duties at an early
day.
Bro . J. M. Sumner, of Castle Rock,
Morrow county, Oregon, is anxious that
some of the traveling ministry should visit
him and preach in that vicinity. He thinks
some would unite with the church.

The Saints of Salt Lake City made 84-: I; w8: z, 4-, etc, etc. We rejoice that
glad the heart of Bro. R. J.
vvith
God is moving for the spread and trisubstantial tokens of their kindne:·;s on umph of his "marvelous work and a wonChristmas day, presenting him with a fine der." The signs of the times point unmistakably to a further breaking- down of
gift, for which he feels very
scious that it is an evidence
"Mystery, Babylon," throughout all her
of the donors.
departments, and to her further alienation
Sr.. A bigm! Stites, of Plainville, In(Ji .. from, and by, the civil governments
ana, writes that there are but few Saints of the world. The light is come and
there, hut they rejoice in the cause and mcreasing.
their hearts are gladdened by the good
RoME, Dec. 24.--"The Pope addressed the Sanews of its progress. She hopes to see cred College today and gave thanks to God for
all Saints, whether few or many, standing the blessings which his jubilee had brought him.
firmly for the right as a testimony of the He affirmed with much feeling his former utterfaith to the world.
ances on the question of temporal power, and
Sr. M. A. Bean, of Cadillac,
indignantly rejected the accusation that he was
writes cheerfully of the good she has n·- an enemy of Italy. He urged Catholics everyceived by obeying from the heart the where to agitate in a legal manner, for the restoform of doctrine delivered unto her ration of the Papal Supremacy, and spoke In
through the ministrations of Elder W. J. deprecation of recent liberal factions in Italy.
Smith. She rejoices in the blessings of His address throughout was unusally violent and
the Lord. Replying to her
bitter.
state that the Home Column
The speech referred exclusively to !he Vatican
Fund is used to sustain the families of the
and Italy. His Holiness said that the whole
ministry.
world saw in what a painful situation he was
Bro. J. A. Mcintosh writes that the edition of his pamphlet on the
to placed. One could only ask, How far will they
baptism examined and refuted
now ex- go? At the present time a systematic war was
hausted. More will be orinted at a future being waged. Even the person of the Pope was
exposed to the threats of the mob. The enemies
time of which he will gfve due notice.
A recent letter from Sr. M. T. Short of the Holy See had weapons enough already to
informs us that Bro. Short is in his mission injure the Pap:.cy, and if these did not suffice,
they were prepared to manufacture fresh weapfield- Wisconsin.
ons. It was persistently asserted that the Pope
Bro. A. Z. Rudd, of Kingsley, Io
was the enemy of Italy. This assertion was
writes that Brn. J. A. Davis and W.
Peak are opening new places and doing simply made to mask the real object of the perstalwart labor for the cause in the Little fidious war against the church, and that object
Sioux district.
was to render Italians hostile to the Papacy. To
Sr. Emily Shumway writes from Musvindicate the rights of the Pontiff, was in reality
kogee, Indian Territory, that she is not [)advance the prosp<>rity of Italy.. To demand
long for this world and asks the prayers that the greate&t moral power in the world should
of the Saints in her behalf; also in behalf possess real sovereignty in Italy, where Proviof her two young grandchildren, that
dence had placed it centuries ago, was not an act
may be watched over for good.
of hostility to the country. The fact that BishQUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
~ues.-Are

parents who do not live in Zion or
any organized branch exempt from the command
of God, as recorded on page 200 in Doctrine and
Covenants concerning their children?
Aus.-We have no right to extend the specific
obligation further than the revelation itself does.
It reads: "Zion, or in any of her stakes which
are organized." A strict obligation rests npon
all Saints, however, to teach the gospel to their
children, and in a proper manner persuade them
to accept it, when prepared to do so.
~.-Is it in keeping with tht> law that the sacrament be taken from the church and administered
to one who is sick.and cannot attend?
A.-Yes; in case of sickness, accident, or other infirmity.
ROME W A fLING.

THE clippings below indicate a fulfillment
in part of some of the remarkable prophecies of St.John, of the Book of Mormon,
and Doctrine and Covenants, in relation
to the humiliation, wasting, desolation and
final overthrow of "Mystery,
the Great, the Mother of Harlots,"
etc. Read Revlations, chapters rtJ,
and 19, also r Nephi 3: 33, 34, 46-5 r and
Doctrine and Covenants I : 3; 34-: 3;
: 5;

ops in foreign lands were laboring for the restoration of the Pope's temporal rights proved that
the interests of the whole Catholic Church were
bound up in the cause."

Of this the Chicago Tribune for Dec.
has the following comments, and the
Brighamite Mormons and their like
would do well to note the fact that" Providence" is moving for the divorcement of
the state from church control and church
interference throughout all Christendom.
"The wicked shail do wickedly. and none
of the wicked shall understand; but the
wise shall understand."
The Tribune !'ays:
26th

"It is a little remarkable that the venerable
Pontiff of the Roman Catholic Church at this
ble>sed Christma' tide, and when his discourse
should be "peace on earth, good will to men,"
addresses his Sacred College in a belligerent
manner and can find no better topic than wholesale abuse of the Italian people, and of all people
everywhere who do not believe in the temporal
power of the church. 'To demand that the
greatest moral power in the world should possess
real sovereignty in Italy, where providence
placed the church centuries ago, is not an act of
hostility to the country,' says the Pope, forgetting that the same providence which placed the
ch,urch in Italy, also laid upon it the injunction,
'Render therefore unt? C<£sar the things which
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are C<esar's,' of which things temporal sovereignty is the most natural and conspicuous. It is not
a pleasant spectacle, this of the spiritual head of
a great church berating the worlJ, oppoO'>ing
himself to its material profit and progress, and
demanding political power and sovereignty, oblivious to the fact that it has long passed the
time when it will allow the church to interfere
in the concerns of state or dominate them in any
way. Such violence and bitterness are not
seemly."

est in all governmental affairs of the Church
throughout the world. The quarterly conference
of this district convenes in St. Joseph the last
Saturday and Monday in February. It will enact such regulations as will be deemed necessary
for the further establishment of the church In
north-west Missouri, receive the report of the
general work done in this district, and appoint all
ministers within its jurisdiction.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES.''

Bro. R. Etzenhouser wrote under date
Missouri,
of the 7th instant from St.
as follows:
"Conference of ~he 5th and 6th a success. All
business passed oft peacefully and much of the
Spirit was manifested, with profitable session~
throughout. In the sacramental service many
took part and were blessed.
Bro. Gillen's
preaching of late weeks, and his work in the conference have be"n Yery profitable."

Bro. Hiram Rathbun wrote from BuMichigan, the 4th inst:
"I have labored at Williamson, Webberville
and Dimondale, and left all three places with
arrangements for prayer and testimony meetings
every Sabbath at each place. I am now with H.
A. Richardson, John Shook and the other Saints
in this place trying to help them on in their conflicts in this holy war against error, ignorance,
superstition, arrogance and sins, all of which
know nob! us h. But the faith, the hope and the
patient endurances of the Saints-watered with
their tears-bringeth in the season thereof a glorious reward. •He that goeth forth and weepeth,
bearing precious seed, shall doubtless come again
with rejoicing, bringing his sheaves with him.'
Thank the Lord for his precious promise!
When grief's.gushing fountains of the Saints are
all broken up and the eyes become the channel
of a flood, yet holy hope rides buoyant down
tear as the Spirit whispers, "He that spared
own Son, but delivered him up for us all,
how shall he not with him freely give us all
things.' So let Saints work
pray on, weep
on, trust on, hope on. The
the prize, the
crown~ is waiting, yes, just waiting.''

Bro. J. G. Cook, of St. Louis, Missouri,
recently expressed himself as follows concerning church matters there:

"Bro. J. V\1. Gillen has been preaching for us
lately, but I am sorry to say \hat he is going
away this week; his sermons were good and he
has done a good work here; he is a good brother,
and in his departure from among us I can say
that he has the well wishes of the Saints at St.
I~ouis."

WE have the following from the Chicago
Tribune of the I Ith inst.:
· "A meeting was held tonight (wth) by theReorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints to complete arrangements for the world's
conference to be held April 6th r889 Delegates
will be in attendande to the number of probably
8oo, from all parts of the world, and the conference will continue for about a week. A committee Oc1 entertainment was appointed, consisting
of J. F. McDoweli, H. C. Bronson and Robert
Winning, who will see what can be done in the
matter of aid toward entertaining the visitors
This committee will also visit the various pastors
of the city with a view of securing their co-operation. Robert Winning, John Burlington Jr.,
and the Rev. H. C. Bronson constitute a committee to procure a building sufficiently large to accommodate the delegates. This conference is an
important one, as it exercises a controlling inter-

uMaJ,w my mortal dreams come true
With the work I fain would do;
Clothe with life t.he weak mtent,
Let me be the thing I meant."

BY WHAT LIGHT ARE WE READING?
As saints of God we expect to build a spiritual
house. Have we counted the cost, and are we
assured in our own minds that we shall be able
to finish? "One is your Master, and all ye are
brethren."
In our last article we quoted from a widely
circulated, ably edited journal of the Methodist
Episcopal Church an article which charges upon
Protestantism the entire blame for the loss of power over the masses of the people; and one of the
items ennumerated is, that the dress of even the
midd:ie classes is such that the poor cannot afford,
without beggaring themselves, to appear in the
houscc of God clothe<! as would seem suitable beside these. In this latter day, God has spoken to
his people and given them a direct command,
"Let all your garments be plain." Would any
one suppose that this could be open to controversy? And yet it is, and that too of honest difference of opinion, because to this is added, "And
their beauty the beauty of the work of thine own
hands." A plain garment may at the same time
be a beautiful garment, but by no possible rendering of the English language with which we
are acquainted can an ornamented garment be a
plain garment. It may indeed be comparattvely
plain . but it Is not plain If we read by the light
of loving, willing obedience to the will of God,
we will not only be able to read correctly, but, led
by the Spirit which guides into all truth, we will
many times be able to see clearly the reason for
the loving guidance God extends to us, which
guidance if submitted to, will lead us into all
truth. Comfort, freedom from many an hour of
perplexing thought, self respect, time secured
for the improvement of our mental faculties, to
say nothing of obedience to His will, are all on
the side of plain dressing; and if it does not bring
humillty with it surely no one can say that
it ha,; a tendency to foster pride.
Still more surpl'ising than the fact of the construction which has been put upon the commandment to which we have just referred, is that
which is put upon the one given in 18g7: "Let
yo.ur garments be of a sober character, and free
from excess of ornamentation." There is a light
by which this would stand out in bold relief and
read, "ornamentation is the excess from which I
wish you· to be free. The trifling ornaments
which vanity and pride lead men to put upon
their persons, ill become the elders of my church.
Men 'standing between the living and the dead,'
emb<>ssadors for Christ, need not such things as
these. They cannot add to your dignity, they
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may perchance hinder your usefulness; avoid
them. The money invested in these would procure respectable garments for some fellow laborer who is not to-day in the field, simply because
his clothing is not respectable, or for some other
one who is there, and being there, needs better
clothing than, he has." All may not read it by
this light, however, and for the sake of argument
we will read it by another light, and 8ay, "This
shows plainly that a certain degree of ornamentation is right, and may be us<'d. If the elders may
ornament their clothes to a certain extent, then
it follows that the sisters may do the same."
In the first place this command was given to
"Men of God who bear the vessels of the Lord;"
and be lts meaning what it may, it applies to
them and only them. And however desirable
it may be for others to obey it, and good in its results to them as to the ministry, were those
others bound by no otker command to a like course
of action, then they are not bound by this, for it
is direct and specific in its nature, and cannot by
any stretch of the imagination be made to apply
to any but those to whom it is given, "Men o/ God
wko bear the vessels oj tlze Lord."
But admit for the sake of argument that the
Lord did Intend to convey the meaning which
has been attached to it, is there any trimming
which good taste allows to be put upon a gentleman's clothes? To any reflecting mind the absurdity of the position ought at once to be apparent.
Again; if the noun "excess,"be used in the sense
of the adjective excessive, who will be able to tell
us just at what point the proper amount of ornamentation ends and the excessive begins? We
have seen by their own confession, that to present a
respectable appearance by the side of the middle
classes in Protestant churches to-day, means
beggary for the poor. Neither ca~ you call this
excessive, for according to the world it is very
moderate indeed, anything like excess lying far
beyond this. As a ca~e in point we give you a
brief description of the attire of Mrs. Frank Leslie, when assisting at a Thanki'giving dinner served by herself and other ladies of New York to
the starving poor of that city, in the kitchen of
the St. Andrews hotel: "She was dressed in black
silk, with a jaunty little bonnet on her head, and
the regulation band of white ribbon tied about
her throat. Her fingers were jeweled with solitary diamond, turquois, sapphire and pearl, and
about her wrists were clasped great bands of Roman Gold, set with diamond stars.'' Mockery,
hollow mockery! but while our heart burns within us at such a spectacle, we do not wish to be
drawn from the consideration of the question,
"Where does the proper amount of ornamentation
end and the excessive begin?" Having made
plain garments to mean sober garments, and discovered that we may trim and ornament them,
it is still necessary that we know how much to
put on them ,without coming to the point of excess.
Thus we find ourselvt>s again reduced to walk
in an uncertain way and to stumble, as all surely
will who walk not by the light of His revealed
word. The test of our love to Gsd is obedience.
"If you love me keep my commandments." We
take broad issue with the sectarian world upon
this very point. They have Pxplained away the
plain commands of God. Are we in any better
condition? It will not do to say, "This rr.atter
of dress is a small one;" tor if it is not too >mall
to demand the attention of the Ruler of the uni-
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verse, can it be too small for our consideration?
It will be a happy day for the cause of truth, and
a blessed one for humanity, when they shall fully
comprehend the fact that every law of God is a
great matter, and because each separate one has
been framed and weighed in the balance of eternal love. and was from the beginning intended
for our highest good, they cannot be violated with
impunity. Small as this matter of dress may
seem to you to-day, if eternity should reveal to
you the fact that one soul had stumbled over your
dress and been lost, do you think it would be a
source of pleasure to you? Love seeks the wellfare of its object-leaves the ninety and nine in
the fold and searches upon the bleak mountain
tops for the one gone astray-and if you have
never tasted the sweets of finding and helping
back to the fold such an one, try it, we say to
you; taste, and you will know joy you have never
felt, a foretaste of the joy reserved in heaven for
him who overcometh.
The voice of the Spirit is calling to the Saints,
"Come up higher." The forty years wandering
In the wilderness for the Latter Day Israel is
drawing to its close, and the eye of faith turns
from the toil-worn and weary veterans, to the
young men and maidens of whom you said, "Our
children shall perish. in this wilderness." Even
now God is raising up leaders for them, and e'er
long the battle cry will be passed along our lines,
"Arise, go over this Jordan, thou and all this
people." Let those who wait upon the Lord renew their strength, and let your courage fail not;
for as there were in Israel seven thousand who
had not bowed the knee to Baal, so in this Latter
Day army God has reserved to himself a goodly
number who will keep his commandments, and
his word shall not fail, but shall accomplish that
whereunto he has sent it. Let us so strive to
read his law by the inner light of love towards
God and man, that we may be found w'llking in
harmony with it; for outside of this there is no
promise of safety.
PRAYER LEAGUE.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER,
Sister Lillie Kinsey, of Harlan, Iowa, is in
special need of the prayer of faith and earnestly
desires to be remembered by the sisters of the
League.
Sr. E. A. Charles, of Bartonville, Ill., also requests to be prayed for, that if it is God's will she
may be healed.
HOlliE COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Sr. Mary Whit, Lima, Mo ............... $
Sr. Sarah Hudson, Columbus, Neb ......... 2
Sr. M. A. Witherell, Opolis, Kan.... . . . . . .
Sr. M. J. Lund wall, Bozeman, Mont. ...... I
Sr. Anna Britain, Garden Citv. Kan ........ r
Sr. Minnie A. Wickes, Rogers, Ark ........ I
Sr. Sophia Olsen, Cabrey, Ill... . ......... I
Bro. David Brand, Marengo, Ill .... , ....... ·5
Sr. E G. Dobbin, Jonesport, Me ........... r
Sr. M. E. Pooler, Central Point, Cal.... . . . .
Bro. Fayette Staley, Sutton, Kan.... . . . . . .
Sr. H. M. Salisbury, Sandwich, Ill ......... I
Sr. Anna Bean, Excelsior Springs, Mo ..... 2
Sr. Zitelle Twaddle, Tulare City, Cal.......
Sr. ::'dina Burch, Flagler, Iowa.... . . . . . . . . .
Sr. Mary Hoague, Fulton, Wis ............ I
Sr. Martha Carrington, Fulton, Wis ........ I
No name, Utah ........................... I
Sr. M. Green wood, San Francisco, Cal ..... 2
Sr. M.A. Bean, Cadillac, Mich.... . . . . . . . . .
Saints, Taborville, Mo ..................... I
Sr. N. E. Porter, Wilber, Neb..............

25
oo
35
oo
oo
oo

so

oo
oo
45
25
50

25

so
IZ

oo
oo
oo
50

25
50
40

Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

Rosa Porter, Wilber, Neb....
IS
Laura Porter, Wiber, Neb . ... ,
ro
Carrie Porter, Wilber, Neb. . . . . . . . . . .
ro
Pearl Dutcher, Bay Port, Mich .. ,. . . . . :75
J. A. Herbert, Sonora, Ill..... . . . . . . . . . . so
Ella Sherman, Blandinsville, Ill ........ r oo
Mary Farrow Burnside, Ill.... . . . . . . . . . 25
W"' Send all monevs to D. Dancer, Lumoni, J,Jwa.
G

•••••
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LA>IONI, Iowa, Jan. 10th.

ERRATA :-In Sr. Richard's letter In the Column of recent date, it was Bro. Mohr who
preached to an empty house, instead of Bro. Caffal, and it was not in Germany, but in :r~orth
Platt(', Nebraska, that Bro. Mohr first heard the
gospel.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sr. Mary White, Lima, Mo., writes:-"I must
bear my testimony to the value of the Prayer
Union. I have observed the hour from the first,
and have had the Spirit of God bearing witness
with mine that He is a prayer hearing and a
prayer answering God, and also that he is about
to pour out his Spirit more fully upon the church.
I desire this year to mal<e a monthly free-will offering to the Lord. I am one of the scattered
and lonely ones, and ask to be remembe-ced in
your prayers."
Sr. Bently, St. Thomas, Ont., writes :--"T want
to let you know that I am still in the faith, and
the more thoroughly I become acquainted with
the work the firmer I am. I desire to press onward in it, for I love it and its teachings."
Sr. Cornish, of the same place, writes:-"! love
this work, and strive to defend it wherever I am.
Last year I asked the Saints to pray for me because of poor health. It has pleased God to bless
me; but I am not entirely restored. WHI you
intercede with God in my behalf, th::ct, Hit pleases him, he will restore me to health, that I may
spend my strength in his service."
Sr. Mary Prettyman, of Knox, Ind., wrilefl :-"I
have been engaged in this work for twenty years,
and God has many times blessed me in a wonderful manner. There is a little flock of :Saints
here that are hungering and thirsting after righteousness. We have not had any pr.eaching since
September, when Bro. C. Scott was with us and
gave us some splendid discourses. \Ve have
week-night prayer meetings, and Bible studies on
Sunday. Visitors frequently come in to these,
and we enjoy talking together. Sr.
Collins and myself have been visiting, and talking
some with the people, and have been blessed in
so doing. The last week of the old year was one
of severe trial and darkness for me; but, praise
the Lord, with the incoming of the new year this
darkness has fled, and I set my stakes more finnly than ever to draw nearer to God and strlve to
live every day as though it were the last one of
my mortal life.
Let me beg the sisters of the
Prayer League to be faithful, for God has surely
a blessing in store for those who are."
Sr. M·. M. Brooks, Tilbury Oenter, Ont., writes:
-'-I think the Prayer League will be the means
of much good if we are only faithful.
vVould
that the language of every heart might be, "Nearer my God to thee."
May God increase our
faith, and give us wisdom that we may know
what to pray for.
Let us pray in faith, for the
prayer of wavering unbelief can not be acceptable to God."
Sr. Mary E. Kelsey, Ceoton, Iowa, writes:"Sr. Matthews sends me the church paper:;, and

though I have had many trials since I came into
the church, I can truly say I have never regretted
what I have done; and though my husband now
opposes me I hope to see the day when he will be
with me in this work.
Pray for me, that may
hold out faithful."
A sister writes as follows :-"I was much impressed with the good news contained in the editorial in the Herald, "Come up Higher," and on
the night I :read it I dreamed that I, with some
of the Saints, was in a large wagon, journeying.
It seemed to be night, and I noticed the stars,
which were exceedingly bright and numerous.
They commenced to move and come together in
perfect order; and went through a drill, as it were,
changing into be,.utiful forms-much like the
forms presented in the changes of a revolving
kaleidescope. ¥/hen the last view was presented
there appe.lred two double columns, and over
these a beautiful arch, like a large gateway. The
arch was beautifully wrought with a lace or network of stars. with the word '·Come," in the beginning of it.
could not make out the other
words, which were behind the network, neither
did I know what they were. I thought I stood
up and clapped my hands and shouted, "This
denotes the coming of the Savior." I awoke and
felt to rejoice over it, and because of the progress
of the Lord's work throughout the world."
BUFFALO, Iowa, Dec. 3oth.
Sister Frances :-Something like two months
has passed since I sent my name to be enrolled
with the Prayer League; and I now wish to relate my first experience when meeting with you.
I was alone one afternoon sewing. The thought
came, "It is near the time for me to meet with
my sisters in prayer." The next thoughts were,
"0h, how silly it would look!
Your prayers
would amount to nothing!" But I well knew
this to be an influence from an evil source, and
so, by a determined effort, I forced myself from
the chair in which some unseen power seemed
endeavoring to keep me seated. Going into my
bedroom and closing the door, I knelt down and
prayed to God to help me that I might pray intelligently; and I experienced a spirit of prayer
such as I had never known before.
And, dear
sisters of the League, I felt your very presence
with me so strongly that I instinctively looked
around almost expecting to find you there indeed.
I arose with my eyes full of tears, and my heart
warm with love for Him who I knew heard my
prayer that day. I believe there will be great good
wrought by, or through our effort. Let us persevere; and if any be tempted as I was, do not yield,
for a blessing awaits you. Ever praying for the
welfare of Zion, I ask that you pray for your
PAULINE RUBY.
sister,
No 5, PARK TERRACE,
LLANELLY, Wales, Dec. IIlh.
Dear Sister M. FValker :-I have been a constant reader and a silent observer of all your
writings in the Herald, Hope and the Leaves, and
after mature consideration I am constrained to
say that by your labor and in your field tt.ere is
truly a golden harvest for the church, for fathers
and mothers, for the youth and the children.
I have read the dift'erent letters in the "Mothers Column"· from the many sisters that have
been drawn by your labors into the great field of
correspondence, with great interest. Could see
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my own experience of life in the self-confessed
experience of others.
By this time I am released from the "burden of
young children." I have raised mine, four in
number, two boys and two girls; and, thank God,
they are landed where my ambition wanted to
have them, in the service of God, and in the missionary field. And my prayer now is continually:
"0, Lord, protect from the evil that is in the
world." Only a mother's mind can run back the
path of my experienc and conceive with what
terrible exactness I tried to, and did, impress the
image of truth upon their tender minds, and that,
often times, under trying circumstances.
Permit me here to offer a thought. The minds
of our children, when we first get them, are clean,
pure and white, like paper ready to take impressions; and, dear mothers, it is our right to see and
superintend all the impressions that are made.
Rewember us and our mission field.
SISTER J. T. DAVIS.

THE words of encouragement and appreciation
contained in the above letter are to us almost
precious; for, next to the approval of God, we
hold the approval of a true, pure, loving, faithful
mother-· a mother whose works bear witness to her
life, and whose husband and children rise up and
call her blessed. Sisters, let us take new courage.
Our work cannot be separated, and whatever is
said to one is said to both. Together we are enlisted to fight this battle, and whith God's help
we must conquer. We entreat that the Prayer
League will not forget the especially hard and in
many respects discouraging mission undertaken
by Bro. J. T. Davis and wife, that God may uphold and snstain them and go before th~m.-ED.
Dear Sisters:-This being the first of the new
year, I feel like writing a few Jines to you to say
that I am en con raged in the work that we are engaged in.
The Mothers' Home Column has been a great
comfort and help to me, as weli as to many others, for which I feel thankful. Many times,
wben burdened '(cith care and trials, there would
appear a letter that seemed expressly for me,
from which I would receive aew strength and
faith to take up my cross again, and follow my
Master through rough places as weli as smooth.
The paths He trod were not always smooth and
fnll of roses, then why should mine be? Since
entering into the Prayer League l have been
blessed. Although I am one of the scattered
onec,, and have not the privilege of meeting with
my sisters, I have not failed to keep the hour, and
feel that it is right so to do. The Lord has blessed me, and I know that he will bless all that seek
hiw with fnll purpose of heart.
I received a letter a few weeks ago, from one
tempted and tried, and I presume there are many
such. To them I would say, do not give up.
Let your trials be ever so great and your burden
ever so heavy, remember you have a friend that
will help you in every time of need. He is pleading with you with outstretched hands, saying:
"Cast upon me all your care. Come unto me all
you that are heavy laden, and I will give you
rest'' Will you heed those kind and loving
words, and trust Him? If yon will, he will help
you, never fear. So do not get discouraged, but
look up. The Spirit is calling you, dear discouraged sisters, to come up higher. Purify yourselves; let your conversation be pure ?,nd holy;

call on the Lord in mighty prayer, he will hear.
Do not say you doubt, for He desires a prayer of
faith. If you are weak and cast down, remember
we all have a work to do, the weak as well as the
strong. If you do stand alone, there is more need
of living ciose to your Savior, continually striving ro live the life of a true Christian, teaching
your little ones to live so that you with them may
meet those gone before that are waiting for yon
in the paradise of God.
I tee! that I am one of the weakest, bnt am determined by the help of God to fight on and try
to gain that rest that awaits the people of God.
What are all the vanities of the world compared
with a home in heaven with the saints of the
Most High? God give us strength to endure to
the end, is the prayer of
AUNT P.

GARAFRAXA, Ont., Dec. 24th.
D,"ar Herald:-Having become acquainted
with yonr papers of late and being cheered by
the many testimonies given to the truth of this
great latter day work, I thought I would add
what I know of the glorious gospel. I am but
young in the work, having been baptized on the
3oth of July last by Elder John Shields. When
he came here a year ago I was so prejudiced I
would not go to hear him preach, and represent·
ed that he had come to get up a load for Salt
Lake, and also other reports which had no foundation more than Madam Rumor.
I was raised in the Presbyterian faith, but finally abandoned church-going and tried to believe the Bible to be false and religion to be a
fraud, thinking it was not possible for the Bible
to be a truth and sanction to so many forms of
religion. Anrl without investigation I classed
the Latter Day Saints as another of these forms,
and only another specimen of the religious fraud,
until one Sunday, in February last, my wife and
I paid visit to Mr. John Taylor's family, living
about ten miles aw·ay; and it w happened that
Elder J. A. Mcintosh was to preach there. After
hearing him preach I thought the gospel was
bett,;r explained than I ever heard it in all my
life before. I then got some tracts and a Voice
of \\Taming and commenced to investigate; and
the more I searched the more I found the doctrine to agree with the Bible. In June I met
with Elder Shields again and invited him to
come to my place and hold meetings, which he
did on the 23d. On the 3oth I agreed to be bap- .
tlzecl with my wife and three others, and on the
morning I was going to be baptized I took ont
• my pipe to have a smoke, but Bro. Shields said,
"Bro. lVI:ortimer, why not bnry your tobacco habit vvith aH the rest of your sins?" so I began to
think, "Why not," as no unclean thing can dwell
in the presence of the Great I Am, and surely tobacco ls not a clean habit. And as I wished to
get rid of the habit, "why not now?" so I did not
have the smoke, and have never touched tobacco since, nor did I have a desire to do so after I
was baptized, for I desired the Lord to take away
the appet)te when I arose to walk in the newness
of Ue. which he did, although many times previous to my obeying the gospel I had tried to
give np the habit hut was unable to do so, proving to me at last the power there is in the gospel
to save frorn sln if we we will only be obedient
t<J its conditions.
r was also addicted to strong
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drink, and at many times was partially overcome; but since obeying the gospel I find that
appetite also taken away. I thank the Lord for
the same and wonld not exchange the few
months happiness since I obeyed the gospel for
all the pleasures of the w0rld I have ever before
enjoyed. When I say this work is true I only
state what my eyes have seen, what my ears
have heard and what I have felt of the power of
the Spirit. I know the gifts of tongues, healing
and prophecy are enjoyed by the faithful ones of
to-day as in day8 of old. But I also know it requires diligence in the service of the Master,
and a consistent walk before all to obtain those
blessings.
Yours in the gospel of Christ,
JAMES MoRTIMER.
KINGSTON, Mo., Dec. 3rst.
Editors Herald:-I am still working for the
cause of Christ. On the 8th of December I went
to Livingston county.
Bro. Miller secured the
Christian Church, known as the Highland
Church. I occupied it four nights and raised a
little inquiry. I think some saw things in a different light from what they had before. I have
been preaching eight miles east of Kingston in a
School-house. I spoke three times at night in
succession. This is where my brother, E. N.
Ware, preached, as a Campbellite. He once
preached our faith. I have preached in Ray and
Carroll counties at twelve different places. Some
new places, and some· where there has been a
large amount of preaching done. I shall do
what I can this winter, according to my health.
I have not been very well this fall; had some
chills. My preaching is mostly at night and the
night air seems to disagree with me, though I
shall trust ir. the Lord and do what I can.
Yours in Christ,
R. L. WARE.
HARRISONVILLI~, Mo., Dec. 29th.
Dear Herald:-Since I last wrote you I have
received letters of inquiry concerning the lay of
the country, etc. I will say for the benefit of all
concerned, that the country is mostly level, just
rolling enough for drainage, with lime-stone soil,
mostly prairie, yet plenty of timber for support,
and is well adapted to growing all kinds of grain
and grass. Harrison ville is the connty seat of
Cass county, and has a population of about six
thousand, with four railroads. We have a mempership here of fifteen but are not yet organized.
We hold services once a month. As evidence
of the class of people that occupy Cass county,
this fall we gave a majority of four hnndred for
Local Option. Beat it if you can. Of late I
have done considerable preaching at Rich Hill
and baptized seven, mostly heads of families.
Several others are near the kingdom.
I assisted the brethren there in organizing a
Snnday School, Bro. J. C. Christensen superintendent. The branch has enrolled on its book
fifty-nine members, four others who have moved
in of late not regis tel ed.
The branch has rented and seated with chairs
a very commodious hall, that will seat about one
hundred and fifty. Bro. S. S. Black is president,
A. Dellor priest, W. Chapman teacher, Thomas
Oneal deacon.
On December rrth I commenced a discussion
in the Christian Church at Virgil, Vernon county, Missonri, with Elder F. Smith, which lasted
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four nights, giving us a grand victory for truth
and making many friends to the cause. To God
be all glory. We have some very faithful Saints
who live in that section. I have been assisted at
times in my labors by Brn. A. Lloyd, D. Tucker,
J. C. Foss and the White brothers, who are all
good, faithful brethren, and are doing a good
work. I feel well in-the work and desire to battle on until the last victory is won.
Yours in the faith,
EMSLEY CuR TIS.
FERNDALE, Cal. Dec. rsth.
Dear Herald:-I send you the Ferndale Enterprise in which you will find a defense of our
position. I find no trouble in get.ting such an
article printed. Most of editors are perfectly
willing. Again, I would call the attention of
our brethren in the field to this the best of ways
of informing the public of the difference between
us and the Utah people, if they will write without personalities. It is no trouble to -get this
subject before the public in the secular papers.
We should use every lawful means within our
reach to let the people know the difference, as
that is the great stumbling block and rock of offense. Let us remove it. I have just opened
another place and am slowly widening the circle.
Expect to baptize some on the morrow.
Yours in bonds,
A HAws.
TULARE, Cal., Dec. zsth.
Dear Sir :--I wish to call your attention to a
strong argument for the convincing of outsiders
of the truth of the divine revelations of Joseph
the prophet. We read in Ezra that he set up the
altar that had been thrown down and restored
the continued sacrefice. What more evidence is
required to prove that the 2,300 year-days of
Daniel's prophecy, for the cleansing of the sanctuary, are in the past?
It is acknowled, generally, that the 70 weeks were 490 years. Ezra set
up the altar 536 years before Christ. If the
daily sactrifice was taken away in B c 6oo, we
come to the birth of Sweden borg who may have
had something to do with the water or cleansing.
If we reck'Jn from 543 B c. we come to the date
of Swedenborg's last judgment in the world of
spirits I757· He (Sweden borg) 1·estored organization like Joseph Smith, but predicted at his
death that the Lord himself would, in about 50
years, restore the New Jerusalem Church, which
took place in 1830 through the instrumentality of
the Lord's prophet, Joseph Smith. Malachi says"
the daily sacrifice that was offered up in his day
was not acceptable to God. Hence the fulfillment
of that prediction is in the past.
lNER LAMB
BuRTON, Wis., Dec. 25th.
Dear Herald:-I am just as strong in the faith
now as ever. I have read the Life of Joseph the
Prophet, also the Book of Mormon. I have
been reading my Bible lately, which, by the help
of my heavenly Father, I understand well. I
wish the prayers of the Saints, for I have hard
times here, being all alone. If it were not for
"the faith once delivered to the Saints" I would
not want to live in this wicked and sinful country. If any of the elders should pass thro'ugh
these parts, they can find a welcome with my
parents. I would be glad to correspond with
.~orne of tl:J.e Saints,
Yours,

w. D. K.LAR!\1:1\-~.

CARO, Michigan, January :;d.
WHEELER's GROVE, Iowa, Dec. 3Ist.
Bro. Blair :-An article [found in anothm
Bro. Blair:-The Saints at Wheeler's Grove
column.-Ed.J written by Mr. Richard·Nye, betare not all dead. We have had some good prayer and testimony meetings this winter, io which
ter known in the counties of Sanilac and Huron,
the Spirit has been present with us, and tha;: has
in this state under the name of "Uncle Nye, I
caused the Saints to rejoice greatly, and has
send you to-day. He is a very influenti2.l cnan,
strengthened our faith in this great Latter-day
and it is said by those who are acquainted with
work. Brn. Hanson and Davis have been with
him that he is a man of veracity. By his rec;uest
us and spoken words of encouragement and
I frequently made his pleasant home a rer;ting
cheer, for which we thank our heavenly Father.
place when I passed that way, and I always reWhile they were here another one was born into
ceived a hearty welcome from him and his family.
the Church of Christ. Peter Frederickson is
One day when in Minden City he chanced to
well known in the Pottowattamie and Fremont
meet two ministers, one a Congregationalist, the
districts, a man respected and loved by all who
other a Methodist. They began to converse with
know him. He ever was a charitable man, and
him upon the subject of rellgion which ended in
a true friend to the church. His baptism fulfills
a controversy upon the mistranelations of the
a di·eam !n which it was seen he was baptized.
Scriptures, and on the faith of the Latter Day
This dream was had eight or nine years Rgo, and
Saints. On parting they promised soon to pay
the very spot and everything connected with it
him a visit. Soon after returning home he prewas shown in the dream. We are looking for
pared this article, which he intended to re:;.d to
Brn. Henry and George Kemp by the 4-th of Janthem, but they failed to fulfill their promise to
uary.
Yours in the
meet him. Soon after he had written it, I hapC. SMITH,
pened to pass that way and stopped for a few
hours, and while there he read it to me. A. few
NEw HoPE, Va .. Dec. 28th.
weeks ago I sent for it, and w he sent it tn me
Dear f:{erald:---I am a new member among
and gave me permission to have lt published in
, the Saints and vvi;;h tQ tell your readers how my
the Herald, and I forward it to you.
conversion was brought about. I had been tryYours in Christ,
LEVI PHELPS.
ing to serve God as best I could for twenty-one
years. I had never heard of this latter day work
ELDORADO SPRINGS, Mo., Dt•c. 21>.
until I v;,ras married, wh1ch is nearly nine years
Bro. Blair :-I feel to rejoice in this great latago. My companion was deceived by the Brigter day dispensation, for the truth is gaining
hamites at one time, but he told me he did not
ground. I had the pleasure of attending th·e disbelieve in all their doctrine, and that he expected
cussion held at Virgil City, camtnencing Decemto unite with ',he Reorganized Church some
ber eleventh, and continuing five evenings of
time. But I thought it was ali a delusion and
two hours each. Bro. Curtis sustained his posithat he would be turned away from it.
tion nobly and well. It must be remembered
I did not feel uneasy at all, and so everything
that the discussion was forced upon Bro. Curtis
moved on smoothly until one year ago when the
while preaching at Virgil City. Elder Smith of
few Saints in this community asked for our house
the Christian faith remarking that what Bro. Curof worship for an elder of the Reorganized
tis had said was an "infernal lie," and that he
Church to preach in and it was denied them.
would "wear him out" on the same. The tables
Then my trouble began. My companion told me
turned and Elder Smith frankly confessed that
he could not go there with me to preaching any
to Bro. Curtis belonged the spoils, and shook
more. This was more than I could bear alone;
hands over it at the ending of the debate, and
and as had always found help in time of need, I
said he wanted to act honorably with Bro. Curtis
thought I would take my trouble to God in
which he did. The whole house was held spellprayer. Then I ·felt strong, and I thought that
bound for the last half hour, while Bro. Curtis,
would be the turning point for my husband, and
under the power of the Spirit, heralded forth the
that he would come in with me. But instead of
truths of the kingdom of heaven, and under the
this, God tumed me around insomuch that I
solemnity of the occasion many were abie to see
could not pray at all. I then thought there was
that the gospel is still the power of God, alsomething wrong, but I tried time and again, and
though some would persecute the saints of the
always with the same result. At last I gave it
Lord. I am happy to say that 1he work in this
up. If it had been a man I believe l would have
part of the Independence district is flourishing;
fought him. But I was afraid to try to fight God
that by wise and efficient labor, we have :reason
because he would not let me do to suit myself,
to believe many will obey the gospel soon. We
for I felt that it was the power of God that was
all know in waging war we must have faithful
in my way. I continued stubborn and would
officers to see to the work, and we have that in
not tell of my trouble but was trying to wear it
the wise supervision of brethren L N. and A.
off, when brother James Moler came to our house
White. There are grand openings all along the
and stayed a few days ar.d preached twice.
besouthern portion of the district for preaching. ' lieved the doctrine to be true the first time he
I have not been able to devote all my lime to
preached, but I was determined not to say so,
the work in the field, as home duties have taken
and he went away. I did not Jeel satisfied, and
up a part of it. But by the the help of the Lord
when he came back the second time and preachI hope to devote all my time to the vineyard of
ed several more sermons I felt obliged to confess
the Lord as soon as circumstances will permit.
I believed, and alw tell my experience of trying
My labor has been to assist Bro. Curtis until of
to pray and could not. I tried all night to go to
late. I expect to join him after conference again,
sleep, but could not; but when I told all, sleep
and remain through the winter. Our quarterly
came just as natural as ever.
conference convenes on the sixth and seventh of
But my near and dear friends have turned
Jan\l;try.
In the covenant,
their backs on me; and yet this only confirms
·
ABNER Lr"o' n.
my faith in the work--that it is of God. Bro.
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Moler baptized my husband on the 8th of this
month, and six days later he baptized me; and
now we are trying to serve God together; and we
rejoice that we have been· united in "the faith
once delivered to the Saints."
Pray for us that we may be faithful unto the
end. I have already written more than I intended, and yet have only made a beginning.
Your sister,
MAGGIE S. CoFFMAN.

than ten thousand copies of fables. Remember
that this monthly magazjne is published especiall:r for your benefit. It is edited with great wisdom and is beautifully arranged. If the whole
volume complete is bound together, it will make
a book of nearly six hundre<i pages of good reading, and worthy a place in the library of every
Saint.
A. W. REESE.
MoNMOUTH, Ont., Dec. zsth.

Brn. :foseph and William:-As the year has
VALENTINE, Mo,January ISt.

rolled around, bringing the festh·e season, it also
brings many greetings as memories and scenes
here between a wholly Sanctified man and Bro.
are revived, and charity forbids expression of
James Thomas of this district. The propsition
the thought that all these greetings are hollow
read: •··Resolved that the gospel preached by the
mockery only put on to fill up an appearance
twelve with its water baptism, did not include
which is but assumed. Be it as it may, there are
the Gentile world." Mikel Rousy affirmed;
among the many those whose souls are stirred
James Thomas denied.
with deeper and holier thoughts, when they are
The cause did not suffer in the four nights debrought in memory of Him whom the days' fesbate. Bro. Thomas tried to get him to continue
tivies are said to commemorate the birth of. My
three nights longer; but no; he must go hornet
own thoughts go out to Him and I am trying to
He said the Latter Day Saints believed that
comprehend the extent and nature of the work
none would be saved only them. He "'as then
he did, but I can only see a little way, and
informed that they believed every man would
"through a glass darkly." But I will leave my
be rewarded according to his works. He tried to
reflections and proceed with other matters.
make it appear that Paul preached another gosThis is a new field of labor opened by brethren
pel, a different one from that taught by the
W. J. Smith and J. H. Lake, where they have
Twelve, chosen by the Savior prior to his resurdone a good work at considerable sacrifice. Their
rection. But he ulterly faiied on all points.
memories are yet fresh in the minds of the Saints.
Bro. Thomas and my father, Ole Madison,
This is the roughest and most picturesque part of
have been on a preaching tour in Holt and A tchCanada that have ever seen. It appears as if
ison counties, and state that the work is onward
one of the most mighty convulsions of naturein all the places where they were, people being
earthquakes--had done very much to "turn upside
willing to come and hear for themselves. But
down" a very considerable extent of this country,
we need more laborers, for the field is large, and
as much of the rock has been heaved to the surthe harvest i,; ripe, and the reapers few.
face and is broken in such a manner that large
Yours in Christ,
detached pieces can be seen where ~hey have eviP. MADISON.
dently been broken off from the other parts.
Granite (red and grey) lying on the surface. Iron
PLEASANTON, Iowa, Jan 3d.
abounds in places and in paying quantities, but
Bro. Blair :-I have looked over the first vollittle is done towards working mines. Marble, of
ume of the Autumn Leaves, and in my judgment
no rnean quality, is common to some parts.
it is the best work I ever saw lor the youth of
Pyrites, soapstone-of a splendid quality-and
the Church. The story of the Book of Mormon,
lead are found in many parts. Copper is also
by Bro. H. A. Stebbins, is very interesting readfound, and several kinds of beautiful stone which
ing and gives real light upon the dealings of
for Jr,ck of ambition or energy lie unnoticed and
God with his people on this land of America.
unused .
"With the Church in an Early Day," by Fran·
You will no doubt call to mind a letter you reces, is very instructive and edifying, and should
ceived some time ago from a Church of England
be read by all our young people. "From Mala·
minister, who wished to enter into a war of words
chi to Matthew," by W. R Houghton, is an
through the Herald, but you wrote him to use
able effort to throw light upon a per;od of over
some of: the local papers as the Herald would not
four hundred years, which we have but very lit·
be seen among but very few of his people. This
tle history of in the Bible. These articles, with
is hir; locality, and he seems to have a ·sympamany others from. the pens of our faithful breththetic feeling for his fl'llrroundings; (I mean the
ren and sisters, and others, which appear in Au·
physical appearance of the country); as it is most
tmmz Leat•es, make it a very int<Testing and valterribly broken up, deformed and contorted by
uable book to read, and the young people and
convulsions, evidently caused by internal presthe heads of every family in thee Church, ought
sure.
hope the future may make the rough
to subscribe for it. Dear young brethren and
plaCErs smooth again, not only in the physical,
yo meg sisters, if there are any of you who have
but &!so in the moral phase. I may have to meet
been in the habit of reading novels and worth·
the gentleman, but would rather not from what
less books, I advise you to cease from it and read
I .learn of him. Bro. W. J. Smith held a debate
that which ls now prepared for your especial
with him last summer and it has done our cause
benefit. I once asked a member why he read
a gnoat deal of good. ln fact, I dont want to
trashy matter. The answer was that he was tirspoil it, so I shali try to keep out of the way so
ed of reading the Church books and that he
far a:; I can, and not compromise any principle of
wanted a change; at the same time never taking
truth.
Among the events that have trsnpired with the
the llerald, nor any of the church papers. To
Saints we may mention the loss of Bro. Abram
such my advice is, Stop reading your novels and
Lake's wife, aged forty-seven years. She was
subscribe for the Church publications. One
not a rnember of the church, but was about to benumber of Autumn Lea11es will teach you more
come sach. Her faith led her to confess as much.
wisdom, moralty, virtue and religious principles,
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She died very suddenly, having left home at
Irondale on the morning of :November rst, and
in company with Sr. Bates proceeded to Cameron, which they reached in safety. Some time
after arriving Mrs. Lake had occasion to go out
of the house where she was stopping (with Mr.
A. and Sr. Miller). Sister Miller knowing that
Mrs. Lake was not well. went out a short time
afterwards and found her dead. A deep interest
was felt by the Saints and many of the friends.
Among those who are not members was Mr.
Bryson, the Post Master, who drove to Bobeaygeou, a village some twenty miles distant, where
she was buried. Mr. and Mrs. Ayers also showed all the kind attention possible; but probably
the weight of feeling rested on Mrs. Miller and
his wife. As sister Mill<"r is not very strong, the
shock had considerable influence on her nerves
for a time. Bro. John H. Lake no doubt will
join in mournful sympathy, as it was his brother's
wife. Shortly following this was the death of
Sister Gar bet, also of Irondale, and we have been
informed by those who surrounded her bed just
previous to her departure that the radiant light
of peace and joy which lit up her soul and burst
from her lips was one of the most soul gladdening testimonies ever left by a dying Saint. I
was called upon to preach both funeral sermons
which I did on the same day--Sun<iay December r6th. In the forenoon we used a text for
Mrs. Lake's s~rmon Romans 14: 7-12; and in
the afternood Psalms u6: IS for the discourse on
Sr. Garbet's departure.
I enjoyed a degree of liberty and had no lack
of aid, being assisted by the word. Three
other elders being present, namely, Abram
Lake, Amos Lake and D. E. Hough; the two
former brothers of J. H. Lake, the latter a promising young elder who has volunteered to labor
with me for a few weeks this winter. I very
much appreciate his help. He is a good reasoner, very calm and not easily disturbed by crying
babies, etc.
I feel inclined to offer a word in behalf of
Bro. Abram Lake, as I am satisfied that he has
the talent to make a very servicable man in the
field if he can arrange his temporal affnirs. Bro.
Amos Lake is not at all qualified for the rough
experiences of the field, but is of a very retiring
disposition and admirably qualified to preside
over a branch if he will give himself to it. Bro.
Charles Lake,
young- priest of the Irondale
branch, son of Abram, is well qualified for any
labor in field or branch, in due time, as he becomes better acquainted with the work.
He
takes his place now when duty calls him, and
has given good satisfaction. Bro. Anson Burton, a young elder, is doing his best to hold the
fort at Monmouth and acquits himself creditably
before the world and the brethren, who are well
pleased. Thus you see that in this part of the
field God is answering the oft-repeated prayer,
"Send more laborers into the field" by raising up
young men to succeed the ones who will soon
pass away. May they be abler and better men!
Wish you could send some tracts into this place,
they would do good; several are enquiring for
reading matter. This is a good field. Several
urgent requests have come to me from places
rcund about-from five to twenty miles distantto "come and preach for us."' I can not do it, as
I am only one an<i there are none of those holding offi.cewho can go, as they are all compelled

a
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to labor for the "bread that p'"'risheth'' I may
except Bro. Abram Lake. Even if they were at
liberty they feel timid in going alone. Yet that
is how I went, and have remained, with few exceptions, for eleven years. I will do the best I
can while here to "strengthen the brethren" and
present the word and such labor as is generally
required, etc. I feel that with the local talent
there is in these parts, that in a few weeks I
shall be justified in going west, into the Kent
and Elgin district, as that is where I am assigned
to labor, as soon as I can reach it, which will be
as soon as possible, of which I will apprise the
president, Bro. A. Leverton, in due time. (Long
may his face shine) To the Saints in that district,
I send greeting, a wish for a joyous Christmas, not
caused so much by reason of carnal festivities as
by that"hungering and thirsting after righteousness," that the day may, by its recurrence, bring
about in memory the desire to "come up higher,"
to a more spiritual walk and conversation with
God; thus feasting to good things that make fat
the soul.
To the Saints in the London district-as it is
my home-Y wish all that God may deem wise
to give them, and I shall try to do my part in
aiding them as I pass through the branches occasionally. Many times have they remembered
me for which I wish to bring a gift of sweet remembrance and lay it on this Christmas altar to
be consecrated to God for his goodness in puling that love into their hearts.
Some lonely ones away on the north peninsula
of Bruce I am thinking sadly of to-day because
they have no one to speak to them of the joys of
the kingdom. Yet I am glad for them that they
found the "Babe" who was once cradl.ed in a
manger.
May the echo of the angelic voice
which declared "Peace on earth good will to
men" rebound upon the hearts of each of them
and all their lonely ones thus situated, and echo
and re-echo until it reaches my home where
wife's heart may be made glad, and all my hrethren and their homes, this day.
Your brother in the faith of our Lord,
J. A. MciNTOSH.

LAMONI, Iowa, Jan. 7th.
Editors of Ike Herald:-After a long silence, so
far as the Herald is concerned, I feel it my duty
to offer a few words to your many anxious readres. About one month ago I did my last preaching. It seems a long time to me. It is a great
sacrifice to labor as a traveling minister, but it is
much greater one to be unable to fulfill the duties of one's calling. Some years ago I received
the evidence that it was my duty to go forth,
preach the gospel and help build up the work,
notwithstanding my poor health, if at all able to
do so. From that time to the present I have
can~fully striven to obsP.rve the instructions given;
for the impression came in answer to prayer, was
very strong, and I knew it was of God. God
knows under what trying circumstances I have
gone forth, and that I went in good faith and
without regard to consequences. I have, however, for many years, been sensibly aware of a
gradual and sure failure in my health, and that
without Divine and miraculous interposition, I
would, at an early age, reach that point where it
would be impracticable and unsafe for me to continue in the field. That point has been reached;
and although not unexpec;te<l by ll)e, yet 1 as i~

THE SAINTS'
usually the case, it has come much too soon. To
1l2llF No Credit for moneys received on subscription will
submit with good grace is the most difficul~ part. ' appear on the Colored Address Label of the Herald
for this issue, 118 uo changes have been made} ex..
We need the prayers of the faithful, but do not.
0ept in case of person'\ dcsirinR a change in P.O. address.
wish to attract undue attention, as there are
others, many others, who need them as badly
(possibly more) as we do. In some of my last
efforts in preaching the word, I was greatly blest.
I trust I shall never forget bow the good F'atber
ARTICLER under this head do not necessarily rece!ve the
stood by me when I was weak, giving to me :md
endorsement of the Jj}ditor~ writers are responsible fo~
ithei:r own views.
Contrjbutions solicited.
to all the hearers who were in a condition to be
blest, such strong evidence of the divinity of His
TRTUNE BAPTISM.
work· My desire and determination are to do
what I can to sustain the work. And shouH it
Whether we shall cruise along- the
please Gc·d for me to again occupy the field, I
shores of time, or bask in the sunlight of
the known or with
boldness
will gladly do so.
Your brother,
to fathom
mysteries
the great unJoSEPH R. LAMBERT.
known-and thnt which, without the ine

BARTONVILLE, Ill., Dec. 23d.
Bro. 'Joseph and William:-I have just finished
reading the Herald and rejoice that'there is such
a paper in the church. On reading it many
thoughts come to mind. I noticed in it a request from Kewanee for the Saints to pray for
Sr. Annie Chisnall We have been shown by
the Spirit in vision that, if she would exercise
faith she would be granted her desire. Sr. Annie is a good Saint and one who has ever been
ready to put forth her best efforts, both in branch
and in the Sunday School, and she has won tbe
esteem of her schoolmates and brethren and sisters. We feel to say amen to the request made,
and will join in the prayers of faith with the
rest.
Ever hopeful,
JOSEPH CHARLES.
LAMONI, Iowa, Dec. JIGt.
Bro. Blair:-The Herald comes and bring"
good news from far and near, gladdening our
hearts to hear how the gospel is being carried to
the nations of the earth, and how God is blesaing
his servants with his Spirit. Since I left Illinois
I have labored in southern Iowa and northern
Missouri, and have been blessed in presenting
the Word. At Blythedale and Pleasant Vclley
where I have been laboring of late, I find there
i> an earnest inquiry after truth, and the prospects
are good. Some will obey ere long. It h" no
trouble to get a hearing when we go into a place
where we have members who are trying to serve
God and live their religion, and who are indeed
an honor to the cause. Such I find in my travels. At Pleasant Valley is a nice Church belonging to the Baptists which is open for us by common consent, and the people administered to our
temporal wants. Our bre~ren there are few in
number: Bro. Wight and family, and Bro. \Vm.
Allen and family who are trying to hold up the
Banner of King Emmanuel by their gooi works,
letting their light shine. Bro. Bandy, who lives
near Blythedale, is an old time Saint. He ic; an
honor to the cause, and is well respected by all
"'·ho know him. I expect to go back to that part
soon, as the people are eager to hear, and I
think much good can be done. I wish to say to
my friends that Lamoni. Iowa. is my Post Oflice
address.
THOMAS WELLINGTON.
VVelsh Hymn. Book.
We have on hand about 100 copies of a book, entitled
"Llyfr Hymnau at Wasanaeth Eglwys Iesu Grist, A<l-Reoleiddedig ~amt y Dydd Diweddaf. '' '!'here are 393 hymns
in VI elsh and 33 in English. It is published by the church
in Wales, and sent here for sale. Sixty cents each, free of
po~tage; bound in full leather, marbled edges.

of the
of God will remain
to man the unknowable: Whether we
shnll,
the inspiration of God, go out into the vnst infinitude of creation and see its
wonder-workings, all of which proclaim
the supreme meljesty of the Author, or
simply confine ourselves to our terrestrial
surroundings, we will be made to discover
tbat nothing exists without law-neither
indeed can,. In fact, it were but deduced
logic, that the thought of being governed,
implies the
of something to operate in that direction. And hence we argue that as God is the great Author of
the universe, and the governing, moving
·power, he will do nothing without law.
And he being perfect in all his attributes,
that no law can be framed in his
conception but
perfect one. ·That
knowing the end from the beginning,
could understand what kind of law would
be neces,arv to
in the final salvation
of humanity,
what kind would be
suitable to
conditions of
without
to any particular time in
the
events that were to transnire hefore
fin~l "con~ummation of all things."
To our mind the great events of the
which has so perceptibly left its imprint enstamped upon the face our globe,
stands out a living argument of God's eternal desi2·n, 8nd corroborates the statement
of Paul in Galatians 3:8 and Hebrews 4: z.
But that a better under~tanding- of the
argument we design making, rnay be
we must go away back to what, without
the voice of inpiralion, would remain to
the human
the great unknowable,
away to the time when nature travailed
and brouf!'ht forth a new world; and I
tru;;;t the Herald readers will pardon the
timiditv with which we approach this
pqrt of the an:rument, as we are yet a
novice as to the pre Pxi~tence of m:1n.
As Jesus W>JS the g-rec;t Prototype of the
mortnl fllmilv of man, so must he h8ve
be;cn of the imn10rtal f:1mily, and henre,
were there no oth;or
this thoug-ht
alone seems snfficiPnt to our mind to
prove that-"\7\Then the morninq Qt:1rs
togE'ther, and all the sons of God
for jov," we of the hum~n f~milv must
have been
and we shouted because
we knew that we were to come and take
up an abode and become ev~n a p:ut
and parcel of the earth, that the design of
our creation mis::ht be :1ccomplished. See
Genesis 6: 2; Luke 3: 38, in proof that we
are the sons of God,
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God knowing that man would become
a transgressor of law, brought into existence a law intended to redeem him from
transgres5ion, and also to frustrate the
deceptive schemes of the tempter. The
operation of this law wrll
about theredemption, not only of the
itself,but of
all who are willing to
obedience to its
demands. In Genesis 3: 17-19, we learn
that on account of man's transgression
the earth was cursed. Having already
discovered that we are a part of the earth,
is it unreasonable to suppose that to the
extent that the earth is cursed, man will
also partake of its withering blight, and
vice versa .2 Hence the law requisite to
the purifying of the globe, will also govern man, at least so far as he has partaken
of the nature therof. Now that God operates through ~n nature
law, and
would save m~n without law, seems unreasonable and highly improbable, to say
the least. But going to the "law and to
the testimony," we find the bright gleams
of inspiration speaking forth in affirmation
of God's way, and just how he has designed that in time we shall have fulfilled our
course, and having observed the law, shall
stand with the redeemed and bask in the
glorious light of heavenly bli;;;s.
In the sixth of Genesis we learn that
man had so far degenerated that it became
necessary for God to destroy him from off
the face of the earth. Man being a part
of the earth,· through his profligacy
brought our globe into a fallen condition,
and in consequence it became necessary
for God
put into operation the law adfor the redemption of this terressphere, and without which it would
ever have remained in its fallen condition.
Hence we see it entirely immersed with a
water baptism, the which becomes a
of the
law of trinitv that
fore
originated in the mind
Deity. In the second. chapter of Joel, we
learn that after the land of Canaan shall
have been redeemed, there is to be a wonderful outpouring of the Spirit of God,
eve:1 to the extent that "all flesh" shall
feel the grand effusion, or that our globe
is to be liter all v im
the second
of the triun~ law, the Spirit
it is to have such an
Isaiah tells us that the "lion and the lamb
shall lie down together." "But the heavens and the earth which are now, by the
same word are kept in store, reserved unto fire against the day of judgment and
of ung-odly men." I Pet. 3: 7·
we learn that the time is to come
when the earth is to be cleansed by fire,
and it will be a:fter this cleansing that it
becom>:s as "a sea of glass." Thus iR seen
the trinity, the baptism of w:1ter, of the
Spirit, and of fire; and as God never does
ar,ything without a necessity, it becomes
actually requisite that the earth shall unthis triune baptism before it can be
to occupy its allotted place
with the celestialized globes.
Now if the arg-ument thus far be a legal one so far asthe law of God is concerned, and man in any sense of the term
pl'xtakes of the nature of the
then
that
at
if ever
will

to

need to undergo the same purifying influences. I trust we may be pardoned, if for
the moment we digress to offer the
thought that this was one of the reasons
it
necessary for Christ to be
To the extent that he had parof the earth, it became necessary for
him to
the great law of purification.
to the record we learn that Tohn
was commissioned to preach the baptism
of water, and as the sweet cadences of
divine
had long ceased to be
on account of apostasy, the result
his preaching awakend in them
such conviction of guilt that they came
from all
to receive his baptism.
And true to h1s divine mission, he taught
them that while he baptized them with
water unto the remission of sins, "one
than I cometh, the latchet of
shoes I am not worthy to unloose; he
with the Holy Ghost and
3: 16. And now bursts
forth from inspiration's dawn, the great
era of the world; when, instead oft he law of
and shadows, the great constitutional
of the world is given through the ministration
the immaculate! Who so
ar;·ogant as to assume for a moment that
for a time it was necessary, in this
has become one of the non-essentials!
childishness to impute unto God the
that he would introduce into a law
for our salvation, such a thing as
a non-essential!
the glorious beams of his eternal
shoot athwart the darkned sky
apostacy, and through the
of the Savior of the world we
voice of Jehovah giving utterance to the sublime saying, "Verily, verI
unto thee, except a man be born
and of the Spirit, he can not
enter into the kingdom of God."-J no. 3:
: "He that believeth and is hapcarries with it the weight of Jesus
after "all
had been given him.
T 11en in a condition to know as God himdare we
to him the thought
that be knew not whereof he affirmed?
If he did not then know, is it not barefaced
say the least-for even
the most
scholar in biblical lore to
of£er the
that baptism is not essential to
?
But God has given such complete proof
of the divinity of the law that we do not
need to dwell on conjecture, but go to the
utterances of those men
who were
commissioned to establish
the law among their fellow men.
In the
last
of Luke we have the record
that the apostles were to tarry in the city of
until thev were "endowed with
from on high." Now remember
these men, though they had traveled
wctb the
and for three and a half
had been taught the truth, yet
di(i not have the right to go and
till they had received the baptism
Ghost and of fire.
The last
chapter tells us that they
"were
in the temple, praising
and
until [as we are told in
the second of Acts] the day of pentecost
was
come,"
Now read Acts I: 2-4

.41
and we learn of the baptism of the Holy
Ghost and of fire.
Weigh this matter
carefully.
If these men were not in a
condition to preach the gospel without this
purifying endowment can we expect to be
saved short of it? Listen once more to
the voice of inspiration: "Repent and be
baptized every one of you in the name of
Jesus Christ."-Acts 2:38. "The like figure whereunto even baptism doth also
now save us."-r Peter 3:21.
Not the
act of water alone, but the great triune
baptism, which to our mind constitutes the
"one baptism," for Paul says, "by one
Spirit are we all baptized into one body."
- I Cor. 12:13.
Thus we feel to have discovered the
necessity of the three baptisms; but as you
will have seen, we are but a nov=ce in this
line of argument, and if the thought presented is not in harmony with the church
polity or the word of God, then we want
to be set right.
"· Another reason for presenting it is, that
we are often accused of preaching too
much doctrine. Remembering that "whosoever transgresseth and abideth not in the
doctrine of Christ hath not God," we feel
the necessity of showing why we preach
doctrine. And inasmuch as this is a part
of the doctrine of Christ we feel that it
should be understood.
To this end then
we present it to the E-Ierald, desiring to
be shown our error if wrong.

J.

W. WIGHT.

H.< STINGS, Victoria, N oyember 20th, 1888.

SOME HISTORICAL FACTS.

that the Bible was never printed
until about A. D. 1455·
This is selfevident, because prior to that date there
was no printing done of any kind. Up to
that time it was in manuscript form, and
in possession of those who could change it
if the wished, and they did change it, because no two ever agreed.
The Tews never agreed as to what
books ~ere inspired. Two or three years
before Christ the Hebrew manuscripts
were translated into Greek. Some Latin
Bibles were found in Africa, but no two
of them exactly agreed. And then they
translated the Septuagint or Greek version
of the Old Testament, and no two of them
exactly agree, although they were in the
Europ~an langu~ges.
Constantine had
been Emperor of Rome, residing at Constantinople, twenty six years. He died July
22d. A. D. 337, in the sixty<sixth year ot
his age. He helped on the evil work of
apostacy and corruption and was a murderer, for he murdered his wife and child.
The Bible of Henry the Eighth did not
suit his daughter, so" she got up another
edition, and she also murdered her cousin
Mary, Queen of Scots.
But this Bible
did not suit. Then King James, a good
philosopher no doubt, prepared the edition
which we now have. Now do either of
the above named make any claim to having
been inspired by God to translate his holy
writ? If they do I fail to find it. History proves that the Bible has been translated some eighty times; and it may have
been translated three times that number
for any proof we have to the contrary.
FIRST
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Then is it any wonder, when we put our fact shining through the errors of human 1
To every
prejuilice under our feet and think for one doctrine and human creed.
moment of all the times this Bible has member of the human family', no matter
been translated, written and rewritten, what the average of their life may be, for
printed and reprmted, and for many other joy or for sorrow there has come tb.is
reasons that I might mention, that mis- thought, this fond hope of a continued life
takes occur in it? One of the things that (no matter how inobvious to the touch of
surprises me is, that there are so few. sense) beyond the tomb that shall mak:e
Then should man charge these mistakes the joy of existence the rule, instead of the
of men to God! My answer is, emphat- exception. No matter then how much we
ically, No.
may be divided by religions, creed or
Now go with me and read from Exodus opinion. There is one plain proposition
the fourth and the ten following chapters to which aH must in reason agree, that if
and you will find it says six times that it be true that "There is no death, and
Pharaoh hardened his heart against God. what seems so is transition," then it m:tThat, in my opinion, is correctly translated. urally and logically follows that whatever
In those same ten chapters it also reads rule of conduct maintained in this life
that God hardened Pharaoh's heart against tends most toward the production of the
himself (as it were) eleven times. This I
peace and happiness of man as an individbelieve to be incorrectly translated.
I
ual, or collectively, (as character is the
would ask, Is the above translation where only thing with which a man or woman
it reads, "God hardened Pharaoh's heart," may enter into life or continued existence
the language of God, or man? I know in another state or sphere). Then we should
that my Creator liveth; He is my God, and must all agree that that religion, as a
mv Father and my Savior. He will never
whole, which tends most to exalt man
harden my heart against himself; neither from the basis on which it finds him,
did he harden Pharaoh's heart against him which appeals in just and due
self. But I, and Pharaoh, and I am afraid to all the higher and better forces of his
many others, have hardened our hearts being-justice, mercy, reason, truth, mor..
agaimt our God, and now some try to alitv, loyalty, temperance, etc.-that thec;e
throw the responsibility upon Him by sayare- the things that must be discussed and
ing that God hardened the heart of Phapracticed in order to entitle us to the name
raoh.
of rational beings. This statement
Why would he not do the same by us? us to the discus~ion of our text.
we
And if so, how can he hold us responsible? shall assert that the word temoerance, as
Believe me, that is not the language of used by Peter, the apostle ofJe~us Christ,
God, but it is man's. God desireth not the does not refer speciallY to the U'ie of alco~
death of a sinner, but would rather that holic stimulants in any form or quantity· I
he would turn from ·his wickedness and do not believe however that he would dislive.
agree with the modern definition of the
My mother taught me to look upon the work temperance, namely," The moderate
Bible as the unadulterated word of God. use of such things as are not in and of
I still hold to that belief so far as I believe themselves hurtful."
it is correctly translated. I think if all the
It has been often shown that the modevidence we have at command as to the erate drinking of alcoholic stimulants as a
men being inspired b~ God to tram;l~te th_e beverage, is unsafe and unpracticable, anrl
Bible just as he desired and reqmr<>d tt far mo-re difficult to regulate or control
should-be, was weighed in a scale of justice than fire or scourge. As a medicine
and evidence, Joseph Smith would weigh it is rapirlly losing favor and support in
them all down. I believe he was an inthe light ot discussion and practical experspired man, and that he died a martyr to irnent; and to the sick-honored more in
the faith bv the assa8sins bullet, as john the breach than in the observance of its
the Baptist -(hd when he was beheaded by practice and use. It has been said that
the desire of a wicked woman on account there are two sides to every question-of his goodness. I speak impartially, bethat men may differ permissibly
cause I am not a member of any church. que~tions of religion or politics--but to
I am known because I love the brethren, questions of Prohibition, or the sale of in-·
more especially those in this latter day toxicating liquors, there is but one side-work.
UNCLE NvE.
it is an abs.)lute, unmitigated, unqualified
CHARLESTON, Hmon Co., Mich., Dec. 4th, 1888.
curc;e. It is not possible to produce a man
who was ever made better by
beer or wine to his fellow man;
"PRACTICAL TEMPERANCE."
is he
almost, that constitutes
REv. M. H. Bond of the Reorganized position to the temperance reformation.
Church of J e1ms Christ preached an inter- is not the man who stand~ before thereesting sermon yesterday,
tail bar and thrusts upon himself, his fam~
Text: "Add to your faith-temperily and society the results of his weakness
ance."-z Pettr 1: 5, 6.
and other's cupidity and greed. "The
Shining throug-h the mists of error, mislove of money" which tempts men into a
judg·mentand dmibt cau~ed by man's ignor- business whose principal qualifications for
ance and cupidity in the past :1nd present, success is a lack of conscience and sensithere comes the light offaith and hope in the tiveness should be considered as the "root
doctrine of the immortality of the human
of all eviL" and by a wise and
soul.
All or any religion, Pagan or nation or people treated as such,
Christian, in all places and in all times, can
our purpose to-night, however, to enter
never be wholly bad that has this eternal into ·lengthy details of the wretchedness

and crime wrought by dnmkenness,
"Vice is a monstm· of such hideous mien,
That to be hated needs but to be seen;
But seen too oft, familiar with its face,
we first endure, i·hen pity, then embrace"

Of no other question in the world is this
so true as of the rum traffic.
Death loses its terrors
its common
presence. That which is worse than death
forms no exception to the rule.
Drunkenness is responsible for over one
half of the pauperism in the Old World i
the percentage is greater in our country.
In New York citv the saloon is responsible
for seven-eighths of the crime and poverty
existing there. There are nearly three
thousand more places accessible to men for
obtaining drink than for all the other
things that go to make up life in that city.
Not many years ago the Board of Aldermen consisted of two lawyers, two po!iticians-whatever they may be, God alone
knows-two builders, two agents, one
umbrella maker, one eating-house proprietor and thirteen liquor dealers. We pay
in the United States nearly eight hundred
millions of dollars for the support of the
rum traffic. Do you wonder men engage
in it, and that occasionly women fall so low
as to sell intoxicating liquor? "There's
millions in it." Religion costs a little over
one dollar per head, education two dollars,
while for every man, woman and child in
this country there is spent $17 for rum.
"Peace or. earth good will to men."How shall we establi~h it? By abolishing
sin! What is sin? Transgression of law.
How shall we enforce law? By discussing
and enforcing its penalties-by manufacture and education of a conscience and sense
in man that he is an accountable being and
will have to answer at the bar of justice,
here or hereafter, and that the article of
death is not a court of bankruptcy and discharge from the sentence of the Author of
his existence that every man shall answer
for the deeds done here in the body, "things
whether they be good or whether they be
bad."
A religion which puts comcience int0
men, the fear of God and a just judgment
to come, cannot be a bad ''religion. Are·ligion which evidences that God exists,
and that his eyes are upon all of men's
ways, by putting a conscience into men
they will fear to do wrong. Francis Mur~
phy has said somewhere that if law would
have saved men, Moses would have been
the Christ. The enforcement of law will
give us the Christ and his reign. We have
the letter of the law in Rhode Island, not
only in regard to the sale of liquor, but
other sins, which if enforced would bring
us near the millennium. IIow shall we
prevent men from selling and drinking
liquor; the man from making rum for
money only, and the pious hypocrite from
the greed of large rentals and prompt pay,
which the wages of sin offer for the pres··
ent time? How shall we make men courageous as well as wise and politic at the
ballot, in the street or the church, or the
pulpit! or conscience the education and
manufacture of an unpliable and a Godly
conscience as a potent factor in the reformation and salvation of the human race!
We claim as true Latter Day Saints the
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absolute necessity of communion with God;
and to make it clear and emphatic, to establish the consistencv of the claim of
God's unchangeability; the revelation must
be as aforetime in regard to manner, means,
and the doctrine contained in the revelation.
Public men, ministers, have publicly
stated that "Mormons," (a name we do not
acknowledge), are the most temperate,
religious body in the world.
From our
enemies you may have been led to think
that our people engaged in a monopoly of
every kind of wickedness. We simply invite you to a study of statistics and facts
with regard to the morality of our membership as compared with other churches.
And whatever favorable verdict may be
had for us, the argument cannot be drawn
from the fact that our Gospel comes to and
is received only by the rich and honorable,
those who are removed largely from temptation which the poor of this eanh are subject to by reason of their respective surroundings, but in the face and fact of a
revelation which makes, and should
men and women fear to do wrong.
"Add to your faith, temperance," and
not only temperance, but the Apostle Peter
gives us a list of virtues
if practiced
by a people or nation, would turn hell into
heaven and the Lord's
would be
answered. The presence
the letter of
the law in our midst to-day is an affirmation that we are :ransgressors of law. "If
law would save men, Moses would have
been the Christ," says Murphy. If the
Israelites had kept their contract with the
Almighty, no Jew would need to pray
the Lord's prayer. \iVhat was the trouble?
Enforcment of the law! Paul tells us in
Romans 7th chapter, verse IZ, that "the
law was holy, and the commandment holy
and
and good," and it ts spiritual also.
Vlhat's the trouble? "But I am carnal-sold under sin. I find then," says he, "a
law that, when I would do good, evil is
present with me." Where is our practical
help then by wh:ch we may live above law
and so escape its penalties for violation?
What hope for the drunkard and the man
enticed into sin which his hig·her nature
and best mind revolts from? "Thou shalt
not kill," but they did kill. "Thou shalt
not commit adultery," but they fell in one
day by the thousands as a result of disobedience.
How shall we stop men from
committing slow suicide and destroyingtheir families by selling and drinking intoxicating liquors? Our answer to all, as
members of Christ's visible body, is with
Paul to
that the law of the spirit of life
will make men .free from
the law
sin and death. "It is not in
man to direct his steps <lrig-ht ,"unaided bv
a higher power than his fellow man. God
ha~ "laid help upon one that is mig-hty,"
:md the divine manifestation of God's love
in our helplessness, in the person of Jesus
Christ, is our chief joy as a people, and our
principal theme. "For whgt the law could
not do, in that it was weak throue-h the
God, sending his own son in th~ likeness of sinful flesh,
for sin-condemned sin in, [not out
the
that the
of the law might be fulfilled,
"accomplished] in us who walk not after
flesh, but after the
"

There is a law that governs man's physical being- that no man will say can be
violated with impunity. The law of God,
:.he law that governs or should govern the
eternal
of man, is just as arbitrary,
as
as any other, is not nor can
not be changed by man or any set of men
without loss. That law is the. gospel of
Christ, revealed to us from heaven,
and not reformed by men or theologians.
We invite investigation of its practical rein not only temperance, but all other
refonns. And as we believe that whatsoever things are lovely, or pure, or of good
should be encouraged by saints of
we urge the support of the public
press that stands by the temperance reformation. The Dispatch has undertak~n
the cause of morality and law. We befor it the encouragement and patronof this people.-Providence (R. I.)

OF INSPIRATION.-NO. rrL
BY R. J\-1. ELVIN.

''TI-IE origin, rapid development and prosof this religious sect is one of the
most remarkable and instructive events of
the
That an obscure inwithout money, education or reshould persuade hundreds and
of people to believe him to be
of God, and cause a book, conas a literary production, to be
as a continuation of the sacred
cevelations, appears almost incredible."of Illinois, page 2 r 4·
From the rock-bound shores of Maine
to the "Golden Gate." From the white
r;and beach at "Key West" to the land of
lakes in Manitoba are the member><hip of
the
of Christ, and they sustain a reput<ltion as being moral, sober and indu-s':rious citizens. "By their fruits ye shall
know them." A r'alse reli~6on does not
gather from all denominations,
c;ects and parties, and unifv them in a
oneness, and improve th~ir rboral and social condition.
The bane of Joseph Smith and his
co-associates in the ministry in the estima•ion of professors, is the claim that
God g·ave commandments in the present
And if we are to believe our
-:~ars, to have faith and confidence in present and immediate revelation is a mortal
sin, almost equal to the unparor the sin against the Holy
Gho.st. .And more, it would be the deof those who oppose this doctrine,the dirt and slime sling-ers-,
n:·rm>~•~·t and his companions emerg•;d from
slums of humanity, and had
-here been no redeeming qualitv in any of
them. And their worst fault is in claiming·that God condescends to reveal his mind
md will now as in ancient times.
What
upon this? Are there
any
grounds tor expecting that
(::Joel will act like himself to this generation as to the race from Adam until the
dosed their eves in death? "The
i:iecret of the Lord is·with them that fear
him; and he will shew them his coven-
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ant."-Ps. 2 5: 14. To this promise agrees
the following:" Surely the Lord God will
do nothing, but he revealeth his secret
unto his servants the prophets."-Amos
3: 7· One thing is sure; if at th;s time
when sin is so rife in the land, God has an
active, living work going on among men,
He has prophets to whom he commits
His secrets or revelations; otherwise there
is no God in the whole religious scheme.
There can be' no escaping this conclusion
with those who believe this last quotation.
When the Redeemer was debating
with the common foe of man, he said:
"Man shall not live by bread alone, but
by every word that proceedeth out of the
mouth of God."-Matt. 4:4.
To deny
that Jesus here teaches continuous and immediate revelation, is an attempt to evade
a plain and emphatic self-evident truth.
Man, (the g-eneric term), applying to the
the whole human family from Adam on
ad infinitum. And while this living-,
flowing stream shall continue to eome and
go, God will furnish, fresh from the fountain of light and life, words of instruction
and guidance whereby those desiring to
serve in patience and love the true and living God, shall obtain grace in His sight
and have reason to pray. I would ask,
What is the sense of praying if you do not
expect an answer to your prayers? And,
if praying to God, and He grants our petitions, what is it but revelation? Do we
not perceive that to interpret Christ's
words to mean other than rlirect and constant communications from God to man, is
to do violence to the language employed?
This is no new doctrine, for so was it of
old. "But the word of the Lord was unto
them precept upon precept, precept upon
precept; line upon line, line upon line;
here a little and there a little."-Isa. 2~: 13.
Kind critic, do not everlook the fact that
other men who heroically labored for the
salvation of perishing humanity had confidence in and taught that additional revelation and knowledge in relation to the
things of the kingdom: "In the approaching days of a better reformation the sincere though weak endeavors of the servants of God who went before them will
be also accepted of the Saintcs in those
times of greater lig-ht and holiness that
are to come."-Mather in Magnalia, vol.
r.
If multiplied divisions among the socalled Christians was the greater light,
Mr. Mather was a wonderfully wise man,
a good guesser, or a true prophet. But
the unification of all worshipers into one
org-anization, with but one creed, was
original Christianity, for "Every kingdom divided against itself is broug-ht to
desolation; and every city or house divided ag-ainst itself shall not stand."-Matt.
12: 2 5·
These words are true and faithful
and will ultim,ltely have a most literal
fulfillment.
Unity is unmistakably ·the
theme when Paul writes, "One body, one
Spirit, one hope, one Lord, one faith, one
baptism, one God."-Eph. 4:4-6.
As
this unitv is not found in the Catholic or
Protesta~t Churches we must look in other quarters for the new evangel. "The
vindicators of religious liberty do not discover aU truth in an instant; but like per-
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sons emerging from long darkness, their
vision improves gradually."--Mosheim, p.
136. The Christian mind has been advanced on a number of doctrinal points
during the last half century, but in other
respects retrogression has been the order
of march. In r62o a band of people with
a burning desire to enjoy religious liberty,
and to obtain emancipation from the evils
of priestcraft and intolerance, bade adieu
to friends and native land. As they took
passage on the "Mayflower" their former
pastor addressed them thus: "Brethren,
we are now quickly to part from one another, and whether I may live to see you
face to face on earth any more the God of
heaven only knows; but whether the
L'•rd hath appointed that or not, I charge
you before God and his blessed angels,
that you follow me no farther than you
have seen me follow the Lord Jesus
Christ. If God reveals anything to you
by another instrument be as ready to receive it as you ever were to receive
any truth by my ministry; for I am verily persuaded, I am very confident, that
the Lord has more truth yet to break
forth out of his holy word. For my part
I can not sufficiently bewail the condition
of the reformed chU'rches who are come to
a period in religion, and will not go at
present no farther than the instrument of
their reformation. The Lutherans can not
be drawn to go any further than what
Luther saw, and the Calvinists, you see,
stick fast where they were left by that
great man of God, who yet saw not :11l
things. This is a misery much to be lamented; for thougl) they were burning
and shining lights in their time, yet they
penetrated not into the whole counsel of
God, but were they now living would be
as willing· to embrace further lig·ht as that
which they first received.
I beseech you
remember it as an article of your church
covenant that vou be rewlv to receive
whatever truti1 "shall be made known to
you from the written word of God. But
I must herewith exhort you to take heed
what you receive as truth. Examine it,
consider it, compare it with other Scriptures of truth before you receive it; for it
is not possible that the Christian world
should corpe so lately out of such thick
Anti-Christian darkness, and that perfection of knowledge should break forth
at once."
Mr. Robin8on was evidently a man of
good sound sense, and while -he did not
claim perfection he built. better than he
understood. It is the tall trees upon the
highest bills that kiss the first rays of coming morn, but when the king of light hath
arisen to his zenith then the most humble
herb in the valley may be baptized in the
warmth and glory of that light.
The
counsel he gave is as applicable now as
when it was· vi ven, and to accept additional lig+,t by <~·evelation direct from God
will he to amplify upon our opportunities
to ameliorate our own and others' condition. "A day is coming when Scripture,
long darkened by traditional teaching, too
frequently treated as an exhausted mine,
will at length be recognized in its true
character, as a field rich in unexplored
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wealth, and consequently searched afresh
the weary pilgrim, can not in reason be
for its hidden treasures.
the principal agents of such a grand work.
1862. The light, agency and
to
For almost sixty years we have been testimake the exploration into that wonderful
fying of these things unto the churches,
"mine" will be the immediate revelation:; and let it be advertized that this mission
of the Almighty, such as he gave unto To·
has come to stay, and will abide until (iod
seph Smith. "Each age of the church hath made good the promise, "I will proceed
has, as it were, turned over a new leaf in to do a marvelous work among this people,
the Bible and found a response to its own even a marvelous v.rork and a wonder; for
wants. We have a leaf still to turn-a the wisdom of their wise men shall perish,
leaf not the less new because it is so sim.
and the understanding of their prudent men
ple."-Dean Stanley. Although the Dean shall be hid,"-Isa. 29: 14.
With time
and his compeers are not aware of the this work will gain in influence, and will
fact, that unturned leaf,
also receive more consideration and kinder
but potent for good, was duly
when treatment.
God gave commandments unto Josep!-,
(e) To collate proof of all the predictions
Smith whereby an apostolic church, as the of the ancient prophets, would
herald of the consummation of all
more space than I can in reason claim
it would make a
book.
and the preaching of "this gospel of
kingdom, shall be preached in all the will give a few items
more than usual
world for a witness unto all nations; and
interest. Peter was speaking upon this
then shall the end come."-Matt. 24:14. theme when he said: "Repent ye therefore,
It may be humiliating for the religious and be converted, that your sins may be
world to acknowledge that, in preaching blotted out, when the times for refreshing
pure, undulterated apostolic doctrine, the shall come from the presence of the Lord;
Latter Day Saints occupy the most adc
and he shall send Jesus Christ, which bevam:ed position of the entire so~called fore was preached unto you, whom the
Christian world.
heavens must receive until the times of
"For the promise is unto you, and to restitution of all things which God hath
spoken by the mouth of all His holy
your children, and to all that are afar
prophets since the world began."--Acts 3:
even as many as the Lord our God
19-21.
call."-Acts z: 39· The conclusion is inevitable, that if Gorl now calls any one, to
Two things of paramont importance are
them the Holy Ghost is promised; and if here stated, namely, that all the holy
God fulfills his promise and
the prophets had spoken concerning events to
Holy Ghost to those whom he calls, the transpire, and the times of restitution;
gift of prophecy is included, (r Cor. 2:
as the events were in the future from Pe10), in the manifestations promised "tc ter's time, it but intensifies our anxiety to
every man to profit withal."
still learn how and when these predictions are
more, the "testimony of Jesus is the
to receive their fulfillment, and the nature
of prophecy."-Rev. 19: ro.
of the events. "Behold, the days come,
Let all those who bow their knees in saith the Lord, that I will make a new
the name of Tesus Christ, be of the like covenant with the house of Israel, and with
mind as was Moses when he made answer the house nf Judah; not according to the
to the objectors to revelation, "Would covenant that I made with their fathers in
God that all the Lord's people vvere the day that I took them by the hand to
prophets, and that the Lord would put his bring them out of the land of Egypt,
Spirit upon them !"-N urn. I I : 29. When which my covenant they brake, although
the universal conception of the purpose of I was an husband unto them, saith the
God is educated up to the high sta~te that Lord; but this shall be the covenant that
Moses attained unto, there will be found
I will make with the house of Israel: Afno longer defamers of the character of ter those days, saith the Lord, I will put
Joseph Smith on account of God
my law in their inward parts, and write it
him as the one through whom
, in their hearts; and I will be their God,
ments came to the world in this epoch.
and they shall be my people. And they
(d) The only apology I offer for writing shall teach no more every man his neighso lengthily is that which is stated in the bor, and every man his brother, saying,
revelation; the proclamation to the world Know the Lord; for they shall all know
of the restoration of the primitive gospel me, from the least of them unto the greatas a warning to turn from evil doing, and est of them, saith the Lord; for I will forlive by the oracles of Heaven. This was give their iniquity, and I will remember
contemplated in the instructions,
Jesus their sin no more. Thus saith the Lord,
have sent mine angel to testify unto you which giveth the sun for a light by day,
these things in the churches. I am the and the ordinance of the moon and of the
root and the offspring of David, and the stars for a light by night, which divideth
bright and morning star. And the Spirit the sea when the waves thereof roar; the
and the bride say, Come. And let him that Lord of hosts is his name; if those ordiis athirst come. And whosoever will, let nances depart from before me, saith the,
him take the water of life freely."-Rev. Lord, then the seed of Israel also shall cease
22: r6, r 7. It falls to the lot of the Latter from being a nation before me forever.
Day Saints to make this cry unto
Thus saith the Lord, if heaven above can
for the minister or the church who
be measured, and the foundations of the
the ·spiritual gifts, and get their faces awry earth searched out beneath, I will also cast
on account of some who confess and
off all the seed of Israel for all that they
not that a loving Father sends down, as
have done, saith the Lord. Behold, the
old, those unspeakable comforts to cheer days come, saith the Lord, that the city
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shall be built to the Lord from the tower
of Hananeel unto the gate of the corner.
And the measuring line shall yet go forth
over against it upon the hill Gareb, and
shall compass about to Goath. And the
whole valley of the dead bodies, and of
the ashes, and all the field unto the brook
of Kidron, unto the corner of the horse gate
toward the east, shall be holy unto the
Lord; it shall not be plucked up, nor
thrown down any more forever."-Jer. 31:
31-40. \Ve learn from this that God made
a covenant with Israel about the time that
Moses led them out of Egyptian bondage,
and that thev brake or violated the articles
of that cov~nant, and a new covenant is
promised unto the "house of Israel."
B. C. 975, the twelve tribes were divided
into two separate nations known as the
kingdom of Israel, and the kingdom of
Judah. From that date until the present,
no reconciliation or union has been effected. If so, history is silent upon the transaction. The new covenant promised is to
be made with the house or kin!!dom of
Israel. When we ask the average minister as to place and time of establishing that
new covenant, he invariably tells us that
Jesus gave that new covenant during his
ministry at Jerusalem. But there must be
some mistake in this, for Jesus did not go
to Samaria to be baptized and begin his
ministry, which would have been proper
had he repaired to the
of the house
of Israel, if he came from
to give the
covenant promised by Jeremiah. On the
reverse of this, Jesus came to Jerusalem,
the capital of the house of Judah. And
still further notice this marked and significant instruction to his twelve apostles:
"'Go not into the way of the Gentiles, and
into any city of the Samaritans enter ye
not."-Matt. Jo: 5· This was at the beginning of his mission. At a later period
we hear him exclaiming, "Therefore say
I unto you, the kingdom of God shall be
taken from you, and given to a n(ltion
bringing forth the fruits thereof."-Matt.
2I: 43·
No one would think of denying
that the gospel was preached to the house
of Judah, but the above citation clearly
shuts them out from being the people who
were to be so highly favored of the Lord
as to first receive the new covenant. If
there remains a doubt, the following is
enough-it seems-to remove it: "He
came to his own, and his own received him
not;" (] ohn I: I 1 ), but to the contrary "his
own" sr;id, "crucify him crucify him."Luke 23: 2 I. And so it was the hou;>e of
udah rejected Christ,
thereby for. th~ privilege ani opportunity of
entenng mto the new covemmt.
God
pledges the constancy of i:be orbs of light
that he will remember Israel and establish
the covenant with them. He then gives
the dimensions of Jerusalem at the- time
this new covenant will be accepted, which
very materially changes the -limits and
bounds of the city from what it was at the
time of the Savior's advent. When this
new city, with its inhabitants living under
the laws of the new covenant shall be established, all shall be
Surely none
are so ignorant as to think that such a con··
and among a peoclition obtained in a

to death the Prince of Life and
Glory
still more, when the J erusalem here described shall be established, it
shall never again be destroyed. If the
covenant was given at the time of Christ,
the prophecy by Jeremiah was a failure.
Say, my friendly critic, which horn of the
dilemr.,a will you take? The understanding and knowledge of those with whom
God shall make the new covenant is a
distinguishing feature, accomplished by the
indwelling of the Holy Spirit, to the displacement of uncertainty, confusion and
anarchy upon religion, its object and attainments. Not during the time of Christ
and the apostles, was the law of life in the
hearts of the people to the extent that they
i\. LL knew God, "from the least of them
unto the greatest of them." We must,
look elsewhere for the fulfillment of
promise of the new covenant.
God's method of writing His law in the
heart is on this wise: the first essential
qualification upon the part of the disciple
is faith in God, (He b. I I : 6), and next in
"except ye repent, ye shall all like"-Luke 13: 3· And of equal
is the next step, "He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved."Mark r6: r6. Now come~ the ordinance
which the immediate power of God
enters the heart: "Then ,laid they <heir
hands on them, and they received th-e Holy
Ghost."--Acts 8: 17.
These are the reof God uoon his children, and
by and through the agency of the
:Holy Ghost the law is written in the heart
at all times in harmony with the commandments of God.
Unto Joseph Smith and the Church of
Latter Day Saints did God bestow the dispensation of introducing to the world the
new covemmt. As additional evidence I
quote: '"And in the days of thes~ kings
;<ball the God of heaven set up a kingdom,
which shall never be destroyed; and the
kingdom shall not be left to other people,
but it shall break in pieces and consume
all these kingdoms, and it shall ~tand forever."-Dan. 2: 44· For long ages the
clergy have preached and written that the
kingdom referred to was an ecclesiastical
kingdom, and that it was instituted in and
when Christ organized His church. I am
of the opinion that most all students and
writers on the prophecies agree in the
•nain upon the following historic data.
r. "The dominion was taken from the
or the lion, and given to the
Medes
Persians, or the bear.
.z, The conquests of the Medo-Persian
were achieved in one direction;
that is westwardly. The bear, it is said,
raised
itself on one side."
The
it is said had 'lthree ribs in the
mouth of
between the teeth of it." The
Persians conquered the kingdoms of Bab
ylon, Syria and Egypt.
They oppressed
and devoured their revenues and their
things as a ravenous beast does its
prey.
The dominion was to be taken from
bear and given to another, the leopard.
The Grecians conquered the Persums.
· .5· Alexander was said to conquer faster
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than others could march. His victories
resembled an army flying through a nation, rather than encamping against it.
The leopard had four wings on· its back
representing the unusual rapidity with
which the M<Kedonian dominion would be
set up.
6. This beast had four heads. When
Alexander died in his drunken revels at
Babylon his kingdom did not descend to
his son, or to one or two of his officers; if
so, this beast would have had one or two
heads; but it was parted between four of
his generals, and these four heads had dominion until the fourth beast was grown.
7 The fourth beast, the nameless beast,
was to take dominion from the four-headed leopard, devouring and breaking in
pieces.
- 8. This power, the Roman, was to he
diverse from all the beasts before it. This
is so strikingly understood by all who
read only the alphabet of history, that I
need not name the in~tances of dissimilarity.
9· That which this beast could not devour it was to stamp with his feet.
This
has alreadv been noticed.
IO. It was to be divided into ten kingdoms, represented by the ten horns.
1 I. This division into ten was to take
place exclusive of the Chaldean, Persian
and Macedonian territories; for these
beasts, after losing dominion were still to
exist for a season and a time."-Nelson on
Infidelity, pp. 370-37r.
By a reference to Daniel's interpretation
of Nebuchadnezz1r's dream, you perceive
that the intrinsic value and order of gradation of the kingdoms had in panoramic
view, was from gold to clay, and by aretrospective survey, it would appear that
the clav predominates to a great extent.
And when the mill of the Eternal God is
set to pulverizing the materials of all these
kingdoms, the gold, brass, iron and clay
will be ground to powder by the little
stone that God shall take from the mountain, which is the kingdom that God himself will set up, which will disolace all
earthly governments and dynastic authority, and in lieu, will be the universal, g<;>vernmental kingdom, whose autocrat. shall
be Jesus Christ, the supreme and right~
eous ruler.
To be continued.

SAM JONES LAID OUT.

fTrm following review was prenared bv
appointment of the Ministers' A~sociation
of Moberly, and read at their meeting,
December zd. The paper was adopted by
the ministers with on! y one dissenting
vote, that of Rev. T. H. Whitten. I hwe
been asked to permit its publication. A
few slight change:; have been made and
some criticisms, brought out in the meeting, added,
J. B. WELTY.]
Rev. Sam Jones has come and g-one.
We have heard him, and this morning, by
previous appointment, present a review of
him. This is hard to do and and do it
thoroughly, impartially and justly. We
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confess, at the start, that our paper is not
a cold, abstract, critique, but is colored
much by our personal feelings, likes
and our dislikes
We have no fulsome
eulogy to pronounce, nor have we any unnecessary condemnation for that popular
brother. It is granted at the start that he
has some elements of strength, and points
of genuine merit.
But there are other
elements and other points that are neither
strong nor meritorious. We certainly admire his boldness, his loyalty to the cause
of Christ, his frankness in exposing sin,
pretension, hypocrisy and all manner of religious shams, his untiring industry, his
earnest advocacy of whatever cause he espouses. But there are some things about
him, his style, method and spirit, that are to
be abominated.
We heard him first as a rostrum lecturer. But the term lecturer is a misnomer.
Mr. Jones is not, strictly speaking, a lecturer. His whole two hours' deliverance
can not be called a lecture, without violence. It was a random talk and no more.
Indeed, we should but utter the truth to
say that it was a pompous harangue to the
people about their faults and their foibles,
their shams and their meanness.
As to subject matter, there was nothing
new. It was Sam Jones preaching over
again Sam Jones' old sermons with the
added rate of seventy-five cents per head.
No doubt they bring in more money when
advertised and set up as lectures than they
do when preached as sermons.
The title of the advertised lecture was
misleading. It did not express the lecture
that was given. In fact, when Mr. Jones
ascended the rostrum, he said that he was
at liberty to select his subject and proceeded to announce a different one altogether
from the one advertised. This struck us
at once unpleasantly. It seemed that evidently the advertised one was use::! to
catch the eye, strike the fancy, arousE' curiosity and draw the people.
But a lecturer should not deceive the people with a
subject, or use it as a mere decoy. It
should he as honest and direct as the price
mark on a merchant's goods should be
honest and true.
That Mr. J one~ said a great many
shrewd things, made a number of happy
points, gave a few hard hits and frequently struck the popular cord so as to bring
down the house, is but saying what was
before expected.
But the lecture, and the Thanksgiving
sern(l_1 as well, were not works of art, of
logic, nor of argument. Both lacked coherence, continuity and logical sequence. Both
were piecemeal. They were excellent as
patchwork. They reminded us of the
column of witticism in a newspaper, rather than the sober, solid editorial, or weighty discussion of g-reat is~ues in the pages
of a review. We felt that we were under
the rattle of musketry, rather than the
roar of cannon. The style was that of the
stump speaker, rather than that of the rostrum or the pulpit. He talked for the
most part at random, and apparently without any serious previous prepartion. But
for all that, there was always an interest
in what he said. Whatever else they
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might do, the people
to go to sleep as long as he
ing about the rostrum,
common and uncommon, clean
clean, drop from his lips. His stvle,
method, his coarseness, his
im·
pudence, his propensity for calling ug-ly
names, his natural bluntness or studied in.
difference to the finer sensibilities•of the
people, his uncouth and rug"ged illustra.
tions compel the people within
tc
listen to him. The rowdies listen and
laugh because from the pulpit or cultured
rostrum he gives them of their kind; and
people of finer tastes look and listen and
blush, as with shame, that a man would
clare to to take the language of the streel
and the jests of the clown into the house
of the Lord, or use them in sacred dis·
course. The simple fnct that he does vio.
lence to the nature and fitness of
attracts attention, and draws the
But the fact that the crowds are drawn 1s
no argume~t in favor of
in the
church m: vulgarity in the
The success of Jones is
We greatlysuspectthatitis also
He has gone up suddenly, and
his ascent has undoubtedly dizzied
is more a balloonist, than a
climber
to permanent heights. BaHoom often collapse in mid.air and come down
ignobly. At most their
nor long. And unless
himself on a firmer basis,
substantial work, and in
will be a man of a clay and the
his method or his folly, or both.
We were impressed by his whole bear'"
ing, language, voice and
w·ith the
thought that Jones is
conceited. He acts like one who
ers that the first man in the realm is pres"
ent and all the rest are common. folks,
He talk.: to his hearers as
h11d
thimblefulls of brain whilst his mig"ht fill.
a tub. He does not address his
by their permission or
the autocratic tone of one
to he heard, or who has the
command, who has
license to
to ridicule, to rebuke, to abuse the
and to slander them, if he so
their very faces.
We were di~appointed in not
something fresh and new. His lecture
and sermon were just about the ~ame thai:
have been published from three to fom·
times every year, for five or six
There was nothing new in the
matter to those who read the
The same old stuff, stories and
off as a man dumps garbage upon
cemmons.
It is said that once, Jones, upon
asked how he studied his sermons,
that he got them as he got his
and
toe nails. It is quite evident that he
them in some such method. And it is ev.
ident, too, th<~t they need
and paring, revising and correcting. His sermons,
like his finger nails, need cleaning in order
to be presentable.
It strikes us that Jones h~s succeeded in
getting a name that does not fit his composition-a name that is too
for

him. Evidently bis reputation has grown
too'big for the man. It is like some talL,
windy structure built upon a very narrow
Expectation is kindled and the
crowds go to hea:r him when he comes,,
but there is much disappointment both
the man and in the matter of his lecture,
There are some elements of rude wit, but
after all the vein is thin, and the wit often
stale or borrowed.
The merit is more in
the rough method of the man than in any
real power of intrinsic worth. The greatest things about him exhibited in his viRit
to Moberly, in the humble estimation of
your reviewer, was his presumption, his
conceit, his roughness, his ability to use
his coarse language, his vulgarisms.
Coarseness and buffoonery are his two
most striking traits. He m-ay have others,
but he did not show them here.
He is deficient in the qualities of a
; and this seems strange in one
coming from a country where men of culture are markedly polite, graceful and neat
in address.
His use of language was very
and often strained. His pronunciation was
simply vvretched. There was scarcely a
sentence in which it was not apparent.
\V e think he made sorry work of it
when he attempted any points in theology,
or in Scripture interpretation. He treated
the people as though they were, indeed,
totally depraved, but his
would
land him in Socinianism.
he does
better as a theologian, his bitter, scurrilous
at any system of theologv comes with
taste.
In a mixed audience, on a
Thanksgiving occasion when all denominations had
and in a church
whose theology is of the Calvinistic type, he took occasion to caricature
and ridicule that form of
and then
ended his unsavory climax
crying, "Its
a lie! its a lie!" Never was such ruffianisrn exhibited before in our
As a lampooner, Jones is a success. He
lays on with both hands and never lets up
till he has, in his in his own slang, borrowed from the streets, laid it all over his
victim.
He reminds us more of a moral detect ..
ive whose business is that of finding out
and reporting the mean and
things
that occur under cover. He is a specialist
in the business of uncovering human weakness and mortal meanness. He is a moral
scavenger going about the country scraping up into hideous heaps religious
barnacles.
He uses such tools as suits
him for that kind of work. Perhaps we
should be thankful even for the coming
occasionally of such a scavenger.
His terrible, low down language, and
the low down tone in which he uttered it!
He handles slang in sacred places worse
than any street orator. But it may be
said in extenuation that he uses slang as
David used a sling, namely: to bring down
the proud Goliahs of infidelity, hypocrisy
and sham. He uses such expressions and
illustrations as would not be tolerated for
once in other ministers.
It is hard to see why congregations
made up, as were those that heard him
of the best, purest, cleanest, refined

in
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and intelligent people of our city, should
be called dogs, hounds, lop-eared hounds,
old rascals, sneaking hypocrits, liars, and
such like choice names. 'VVhere was the
need or the fitness, or the provocation for
such manner of harangue?
Mr. Jones made many reckless assertions,
both in his lecture and sermon, that can
not stand a moments inspection: For exthat about the minister who takes
a manuscript into the pulpit; he said,
"That man does not preach Christ."
Or, again, when he affirmed that a certain class of fashionable mothers were not
fit'to raise a litter of pups, much less a
of children.
Or, again, when he, turning to the ministers said, in sarcastic, reprimanding tones:
"If you ministers had done your duty there
would be no saloons 1n Moberly. God
you, I won't." There is not a man
in our city but what knows that this is utterly untrue.
Or when he said concerning one of our
best substantial brick churches in the city
that it was an old affair, "not fit for a hen
coop."
So the extravagence, bitter charges and
unwarranted assertions run all through
both lecture and sermon.
VIle certainly take exception to his manner of treating his fellow ministers and
especially the pastors in Moberly. His
strictures upon them amounted to a caricature. He talked of them and to them as
though they were a mean, sniveling set of
whipped curs; as though they had no backbone; as· though they were all cowards
and afraid to speak against sin; as though
he were himself the only one of the brave,
true kind left to rebuke sin and defend the
truth. He makes more boast and pride
over Sam Jones, than the Episcopal clergymen, whom he so meanly berated, do
over apostolic succession. In. fact, he seems
to have a little succession of his own and
he never lets his audience forget that.
His posing as the reprimander of his
brethren, and his exaltation of himself at
their expen~e, was in bad taste, was uncharitable, grossly egotistic and utterly uncalled for. In this role he reminded us of
HLitt1e Jack Horner

Wb.o sat. in the comer
Eating his ChriE'tmas pie;
He Ftuck in hirt thnmb-,

Pulled out a plum-Oh, what. a good boy am I."

This rnanner of treating the ministers
on Thanksgivin~ day, was outrageous,
domineering, and utterly uncivil. Great
care had been taken in arranging for the
Thanksgiving services. One of the ministers was appointed to preach, and one to
arrange the programme. There was a
distinct understanding that a collection
should be taken for rhe
of Moberly.
After Mr. Jones came
the city, the
minister who was to preach was asked to
surrender his place on the programme to
Jones. He very courteously and generously did so. But that was tbe only thing
on the programme surrendered.
But lo!
on Thanksgiving morning-, Jones walked
into the church, and utterly ignoring the
programme, took the whole service into
hh; own bands.
A written programme
was handed to each one of the ministers

with every order of service fixed on it, including a sermon by Jones, and a collection for the poor of Moberly. But it was
utterly ignored. Jones took a book, walked to the pulpit and announced a hymn.
From that on, he ignored the ministers
and all their arrangements, and run the
service to please himself.
When it came
to the collection, he pushed the intended
coi!ection aside, and Vl('ithout ever leaving
the rostrum, proceeded to take a collection
for his "orphants," away in Georgia, that
he said "never received anything but what
went through his ten fingers." It was on! y
to save the disgrace of a scene that kept
several of the ministers from speaking out
in
And so the great I, without
permission, advice or warning, pushed in
his own collection, and walked off with it
without apology or explanation, thanks, or
even a courteous good afternoon to the
ministers. Nor have they been informed
yet as to how much the Thanksgiving
offering for the poor was ( ?) And, as
the matter now stands, Rev. Sam Jones,
or his friends for him, owe to the ministers and the people of their several churches an apology for his un-Christian, unbrotherly, discourteous manner of treating
and especially in the very midst of
services.
Your reviewer must say that he never
met a man who showed ·so little of the
"milk of human kindness," who is, apparently, so utterly unappreciative of therespect, sympathy, favor and regard for his
brethren.
From what he exhibited of
himself at Moberly he evidently has a full
share of that which he talks so much
about--meanness.
If Mr. Jones was approachable, and
any friend would dare do it, it would be a
benefit and a blessing to him to be told
clearly, fully and in language that
no misunderstanding, the mistakes
in his method, and how he haJ better
mend them. Indeed he might make some
moral and profitable. use of his enemie;;,
and of the newspapers that give him the
benefit of their usually just criticisms. But
instead, he goes to saucing back. He i~
like the little fellow that said to the hig
boy who was too much for him: "Well,
if I can't whip you, I can make faces at
your sister." So Jones, instead of profiting by honest, just and needed criticism,
goes to making· faces at the people, cracking jokes and using slang.
Wbat an advantage this man has to do
a ~~reat word for tbe Master! Alas, if at
place he stops, he makes such a re.
as he did here, and leaves behind
him such an influence. Instead of lifting
he has lowered the estimate of re]i.
and instead of cheering and helping
people, he only used and abused them
If he comes this way again, we earnesthope that it will be with a beam of sunon his brow and not a frown, a song
upon hjs lips and not slang, a message of
lo1•e on his tongue and not abuse, and
sweet language in bis speech and
not
unclean dialect of the street and
the den.-Moberry (Mo.) Jl.fonitor.
Blakeslee. presiding Bishop, Galien, Michigan.
l'et.ers, Coleman, Midland Co., Michigan.
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SOUTHERN INDIANA.
Conference convened at Bvrnville, December
r5th, M. R. Scott president V. D. Baggerly secretary. Branch reports: Eden 24; 4- baptized.
West Fork 29. Pleasant Ridge zo; 6 received, 7
scattered, I died. 5 baptized.
Hope 24.
Union
z6.
New Trenton 19; 3 baptized.
Olive 14-.
Byrnville 7· Riceville and Amanda not report·
ed. Elders reports: J. G. Scott, J. M. Scott, D.
Scott, M. R. Scott. V. D. Baggerly, W. B. Chaplow.
Priests: W. F. York, T. Wheeler, J.
Critchfield, S. Gruver.
Teachers: G. Jenkins
and J.D. Porter.
Bishop's agent's report: Received from Bishop $So, from the district $25,
expended $89 63, balance $I5·57· Examined and
adopted. J. M. Scott agent.
The Canaan
branch was disorganized. It was resolved that
we request that the priests and teachers carry reports of the branches to conference in person as
the law directs. The authorities of the church
were sustained, also M. R. Scott as president of
the district and V. D. Baggerly as clerk.
Bro.
J. W. Gillen was chosen delegate to represent
their district in General Conference.
Adjourn·
ed to Pleasant Ridge branch, March 9th, at ro:
30 a.m.

·NOTICES.
The January number of Autumn Leaves was
mailed last week. If any who have renewed or
requested their names to be retained should fail
to receive their copy, they would confer a favor
upon us by notifying the office immediately.
Now is the time to subscribe, as all future editions
will be limited to the demand. It is also the
time for friends of the enterprise to aid it most
effectively by increasing the circulation of the
magazine.
M. WALKER.
A notice appeared in the Herald some time
since, saying that I had several thousand copies of
a pamphlet on the objections to baptism examined
and refuted. The edition has been long exhausted. I have none on hand, but will have some
time thl.s year. I am in receipt of several letters
containing stamps, &c. ordering in response to
the notice in the Hevald.
J. A. MciNTOSH.
ALLie.ToN,

Ontario.

To Wh<Jm it May Concern :-The conference
of the Nodaway district will convene at Ross'
Grove, February r6th and 17th, r889
Reports
from all branches are requested.
jAS. THOMAS, P1·es.
M. MADISON,

Clerk <if Dist.

To John B. Forbs:-You are hereby reg nested
to report to the Platte Valley branch in Nebraska six months from this date.
Bv order of said
branch.
W. R. ELSTON, Sec.
CoRRECTION.-In the death notice of Harry
Newman in Hemld, pag-e 31, present volume, it
should read, "born at Tilbury Center," etc.
In Home Column published in Herald of 5th
instant it should read Bro. Alfred Guinand, Havensville, Kansas, $2, instead of Sr. A. S.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
District conference will convene at Clear
Water, Nebraska, Saturday .. February r6th, at
eleven a.m. Come one and all, bringing a righteous desire for the advancEment of the work,
seeking for increased strength, faith and wisdom
to perform the part allotted to each.
LEVI GAMET, Dist. 1-res.
In publishing the last conference minutes of
the Central Kansas district tbev should have
stated that Elder William Hopkins was chosen
district president for the next twelve months.
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HE SAIN
BISHOP'S APPOINTMENT.
Having been notified of the death of my agent,
Bro. James R. Badham, for the Southern California district, I therefore appoint Bro. Heman
C. Smith my agent in his stead, and recommend
him to all the Saints that they may sustain him
by their prayers and means.
G. A. BLAKESLEE, Presiding Bishop.
FIFTH QUORUM OF ELDERS.
Dear Bretltren:-On February 15th the secretary, VI. S. Loar, of Independence Missouri, will
send to each of you a blank report to make out
your yearly report to the quorum upon. If any
changes in your address have taken place notify
him of the fact. If any traveling want a blank
at another point let them so order. If any Circular Letters are wanted send for them, and if
any of the late applications for licence have failed !o reach the applicant, please renew them.
.
Read your Circular Letter carefully ?.nd note
specially the third and fourth paragraphs. Let
every one be heard from. If any have done little or failed entirely, tell us what you can and
will do in the coming vear. See Revelation of
r865, paragraph 2, the one of r882, paragraph 4,
and that of r887, paragraphs 2 and 3- If any of
you are without these Bro. Dancer has them.
:Send and get them.
A goodly number of our quorum have made a
splendid record in the field this year and others
bv way of articles in the Herald. We look for
corresponding reports.
There is room for the workers in the quorum
and perhaps more by or during the General
Conference. Send your reports to R. Etzenhouser, No. 2519 University street, St. Louis,
Missouri.
R. ETZENHOUSER, Pres. '!f ~uorum.
MARRIED.
PARKER-JOHNSON.--In Lucas, Lucas county, Iowa, on Sunday evening, January 6th, at
the Saints' Church, Bro. Howard Parker to Sr.
Annie E. Johnson, in the presence of a large
congregation; Elder John T. Phillips officiating.
DIED.
KEMP.-At Trinidad, Colorado, December
I7th, to Bro. and Sr. James A. Kemp, a· daughter, named Cecil, which died the same date and
place. Funeral conducted by Bro. John Kemp
same day.
GEE.-At Cinabar, Montana, Novembar zrst,
I888,' S:r. Mary Ann Gee, aged 77 yenrs. The
remains were brought to East Gallatin ce':netery
and laid away b.v the side of her husband. Funeral services by Elder J. E. Reese.
BADHAM.-At Los Angeles, California, Dec.
27th, r888, Elder James R. Badham, president of
Los Angeles branch, and Bishop's agent for
Southern California district. Bro. Bad ham was
born near Worcester, England, Sept. 9th., r841,
and accompanied his parents to America when
quite young. On April 12th, I868, he was baptized at Plum Hollow, Iowa, by Elder E. B.
Gaylord, and was ordained an elder at Manti,
Iowa,June rst, r868, by Elder Wheeler Baldwin.
He was a man of great zeal and devotion, filling
the positions of trust to which he had been assigned wifh acceptability.
Funeral services were held at his residence.
Sunday, December 3oth; sermon by Elder Heman C Smith, assisted by Elder D. S. Mills.
Services at the grave bv the Knights of Pythias,
of which order Bro· Badham was Chancellor
Commander. Our brother was greatly beloved.
and will be greatly m.issed in Los Angeles,
where his untiring zeal has aided materially to
build up the "ork of the Lord. He leaves a
wife. one d"ught<"•·, three sons and m2.ny friends
to cherish his memory.
CoiNER.-At two p. m., December 7th, William Edgar Coiner died of typhoid feyer at Pasadena, California, after a lingering illness of several weeks. He was born in Fair View township, Jasper county, Iowa, April r5ch, r865;
united with the church July uth, 1875, at Denison City, Grayson county, Texas; baptized by
James Carroll, ordained a priest May 3Ist, r885,

at Newton, Iowa·, became identified with "So:iety of Modern Woodmen of America" Apl'il,
r886. His remains arnved at
Iowa, on
morning December I6th, where at
said date, his funeral sermon was
at
E. Church t>efore a crowded house of Newton's
best citizens, by Elder J. F. McDowell. He was
admired by all who knew him, and those w:1o
knew him best loved him. He was a dear
man, and passed away in hope-bright
eternal life.
SYNOPSIS.
I offer my synopsis and Concordance at the
following rates: $1 25 each, three copies for ~:;3,
or six copies for $5J. J. CORNISH,
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REED CITY, 1\iiCJ.HHI. . N.

WANTED.
A good able, reliable man, from eighteen to
of age, accustomed to work on farm, and care
Latter Day Saint preferred.
Address,
DANIEJ_,

19jan2t

Webster, Dodge

Net.

FARM FOR SALE.-235 AC.RES.
Thirteen mtles east of Lamoni and one-haif mile no,·th
of Pleasanton, 100 acres in timber pasture set in blue gn_sA,
balance in mead0w and plow land. New 7 room cottage,
with 3 porches, 2 J:l"'nnys and fine rock cellar. the most
substantial house in the township; smflll orchard, nut
houses, granary and large barn 42xfi2, basement the entire
length of it, and shingled t:hedB on the ev.st Bide and sonth
end; 2 cemeutedcist€rns, 7wells and3ponds~ with nbu::1d~
ance of water for stock. Will sell at a sacrifice rather tfirn
rent. A big bargain for somebody.
WM. ANDEHSON,
12jan4t
PLeASANTON, Decatur Co., IowH.

$1

FOR

THE INDEPENDENT
Containing 56 Columns~ Weekly~ ordintn:y price $1.00 per
year, is ofi'ercd fifteen months for $1 to all new pay-advance
subPcribers, whose subscriptions are take_n before Jj'ehruary 1st, 1889. Its ••Home,,, HAronnd The World;,, uEeligious,, '"Clipped Wit, 'l '-Scientific" and "PersonH.P, de··
partments, make it an attractive and nHeful Fam.i1y
Paper.
Address
25aug
RoBERT

WINNING, Pres't.

D. ]'.

Num:o.r~soN')

The following is the contents of the Autumn
Leaves for January.
So Near, And Yet So F'ar.-Home Happiness.
Lead on, 0 Lord.--Notes on the Wing.-What
the Star· led Wizards Said.--The Story of the
Book of Mormon.--Under the Lamp Light.Vision of Lamoni.-"l'm Home Again."-An
Acrostic.-Elijah Banta.-A Sun-day Dream.Pattie; Or, Leaves From a Life.-Helpful Hints
and Suggestions.--Scraps.-For Love's Sake.With the Church in an Early Day.-The Science
of Healing.-The ).Tew Year.-Incidents in the
Life of one of Earth's Pilgrims.-- Autumn Leaves
From the Tree of
Thirty years ago there lived near Frankfort a
duke who taught drawing because of his poverty.
He had three daughters, Dagmar, Alexandra and
Thyra, who made their own dresses. The drawing master is now King of Denmark, Dagmar
is Empress of Russia, Alexandra is Princess of
·wales, and Thyra is Duchess of Cumberland.

ISSUED AND FOR
- - - ) B Y "'HE ( - -

Board of Publication of the Iteorganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

L '\MONI,

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
Joseph
binding ................. 1 50
"U'J"'-''"'·'J· gilt edges ............. 2 00
~G~C,HH'CHC 1 inspired • •., • • • • • ooo oo _.
75
BOOK

entrusted to our care.

Interest Allowed on Time Deposits.

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,
TE

AGEN

West Lexington Street,
MISSOURI.

INDEPENDENCE,

Next to Warnky's Gallery.

of the

BY A. J. MAPES.

Limp Cloth, 103 pages, price

a!> cts.

For sale by

25

edges ............. 1 50

DOCTIUNE AND COVENANTS.

25
50

.u1.uc<"'l'Ull

Morocco, sprinkled edges •..•••.. 1 25
Morocco, gilt
..... o • • • • • • • 1 50

JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET:
of the Reorganized Church, and Autobiography of Joseph Smith.
gilt finished ..................... 2 20
book contains 827 pages of large,
n1atter;
three very fine Steel
and a fac simile of the autograph
and Emma, and ol'
Smith; also
Engraving of
A complete history of the church up to 1880.
JOSEPH

A CHRONOLOGICAL (JATECll.l!Sf}l:

Or, Key to the

MOl'tl\IOJ't

Cashier.

Will attend to any Business for Non-R.esidents

EST

m·

- .. - ............. 0' •• 1

FARMERS'

REAL

CO.,

And sent l!'ree of Postage at prices n~tmed.

THE PROPHET, AND

Muslin boards, 312 pages..... • . • . • •.• • • • • • . 70
Leather binding.......................... 1 00
HESPERIS.
Poems by David !-1, Smith, 202 pages,
clvth, gilt edges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • .

50

VOICE OF WARNING
And Instruction to all People, on the Doctrine
and History of the latter day work.
I~1 paper covers; twelve for $1 .••..... each 10
cloth covers, each .......••••••• o. • • 25

AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Price

JHlll'

year

$1.50"

M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

SAllnlATH SC WOL BOOKS,
Compendium of Faith, for higher classes, bound in
sprinkled Leather, each ......................... $1 00
'l'he same bouud in Cloth........... .... ... ..
75
Question Book, for intermediate classes, each
per dozen .......•.•......••............ " . . . . . . . . 2,50

JOSEPH THE SEER:
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
. Defended and Maintained.
Paper covers, 200 pages . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. • . . . 35
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder
William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society,
a.nd is an important work to be in the hands of
the ministry of the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church
and among those without, abounding in proofs
never before presented in defense of J'oseph
Smith and the Book of Mormon.
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"HEARKEN TO TRE WoRD OF THE I,oRD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE rr liE ONE WIFE.· AND CoNCUllll
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag@ 116, Book of:fiformon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE O}iE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND! EXCEPT IN CASE 011' DEATH, WHEN EITI ~
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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and interests of life. The committee is
hopeful that its efforts will be readily and
abundantly sustained, and also prove fruitful in best results.
information touching the movement
may be desired can be obtained
by consulting the committee through Mr.
D. F'. Nicholson, its secretary, at Lamoni,
Decatur county, Iowa.
OPPOSITION.

JOSEPH SMI'l'H

W. W.

BLAIR

EDI'l'OR

A SMOCL~rrE

Ii~DirrOI{.

Iowa, January 26, r889
COLLEGE FUNDS.

THE committee appointed to solicit funds
for the erection of the proposed colleg·e at
are now sending out subscription
circu:ar letters to all parts where
think means can be
and
they urgently
those into who;,e
hands these. documents may come to use
their best and earliest eff()rts to procure
The enterprise is one that affects all
classes of society, both in the church and
out of it, and therefore no one should hesitate to present the matter wherever they
think subscriptions may be procured.
Education, such as is proposed to be
given through the work of this college,
will bless and benefit society wherever its
influence extends. Now seems to be an
opportune time to introduce and
forward this matter to sr>eedy completion.
But in order to insure success, there must
be a mutual and hearty effort put forth
all favorably interested in the movement.
Whoever desires to subscribe shares of
stock, or canvass for it, who have not received subscription lists, can obtain them
on applying by letter to the Herald Office.
Any desiring to subscribe for stock, can,
if they choose, notify the committee, statthe amount they wish to take, and authe committee to enter their names
upon the subscription list. Let it be borne
in mind that tbe establishment of a firstclass college at Lamoni, under the auspice<,
largely, of members of the church, will
give prominence and
to the Saints
and their work wherever
church has
a membership.
It should be further borne in mind that
the college is not designed as a moneymaking scheme, but that its primary object is to furnish a non-sectarian institution
in which the rising generation can be thotrained in all the
duties

THE work of the church has always been
carried on under the pressure o{ strong
from without, as well as fears
Opposition ought to be expected;
and it is not to opposition as such that we
should object, or complain of. We oppose,
what others deem to be essential
own and other's well being; and
to be consistent we should not too seriously condemn them who may oppose what
we may choose to accept as of worth and
to our good.
Tust now there is
against the Reorganizati0n a
array of opposing elements, of
more or le~s importance as factors in the
solution of the .various questions attendant
upon and growing out of the latter day
work. It is
Rt least, to admit that the
men who
the work being done by
the
Church, who are urging- a
belief
work begun by the Seer of
in some form, are honest in their
; and that whatever differences
there may be between us of the Reorganization and !hem are the results of their
to which they are as undoubtedly
as we are to-ours. Men subject those things presented to them as of
eternal significance to their human judgmen!s, and act upon the decrees thus obtained, as absolutely as thev do the things
of this
that last only till death. So
in this controversy upon the issues pending between us and others, we recognize
the fact that it is largely a conflict of human
opinions, the complete settlement of which
can be made only in the courts of divinity
and hereafter.
It is lTue that each and all may appeal
to the "written word," but there is much
in d:soute uoon which there seems to be
not a s'ufficie~cy written. On such themes
the interpretation which each places upon
what is written forms the controversy.
The Reorganized Church may be at a
disadv:mtage in this, that it has publicly
and persistently put itself on record as accepting the Bible, Bood of Mormon and
Doctrine.and Covenants as containing the
word of God to the church :md believers
in the latter
work, and that in consonance with
they believe is revealed
in the teaching of those books God will
and does continue to reveal himself to the

No.4·

comfort and guidance of the church. To
us it seems tha', to be consistent, the true
believer must acknowledge the standards
here given: To accept less is to come
short, to contend for what is contrary to,
or "more than this," is to go beyond the
right. Privilege to do either is conceded,
however.
In the exercise of this privilege to accept the standards by which men will consent to have their faith and works tested
lies, very largely, the strong opposition we
are now meeting. But we think much of
the sharpness of th.e controversy is to be
found, not in the standards we have chosen to accept, but in the overestimate we
place upon them, or the underestim:1te
others fix for them, as it m:<y appear finally who is the nearest correct.
The
methods ot advocacy, or opposition, are
more to be ohjected to, fHquently, than
the fact of opposition. That men may
differ from us is no more singular than that
we differ from them; the one is no more
strange or striking than the other. We
are sure that we are right; they are sure
they are in the right.
We hold them to
be in error, much or little, and they just as
earnestly believe the same of us.
There
are, however, some common standards of
right and wrong to which those whooppose us and we agree; by these each feels
at lihertv to examine and judge of his fellow believer; and upon such examination
to present the several conclusions t0 which
each may :1rrive. One of those standards
of common belief is, that all men are to
give account to God for the deeds done in
the body-each for himself. This should
make every one tolerant of opposition.
Whatever is open and fair commands attention: whatever is secret and hidden is
open t~ suspicion and distrust. Opposition is more to be judged and commended,
or condemned, by its methods than by the
fact that it is opposition.
Be truthful
with yourself and your fellow men in
what you say and do, let the consequences
be as they may.
DILIGENCE IN THE MINISTRY.

THE prie~thood everywhere, and especially those engaged in mission:uy labors, are
expected to be active, zealous and persevering with all patience in the work assigned them. An idle minister is a damage to the church of God, and a standing
libel to hi8 profession and calling as a servant of Christ, and he l'hould not be sustained until be exhibits by his works that
he has heartily repented of the evil and
will diligently apply himself to the work
of the Lord. Work. work, work, is the
watchword of God's faithful ones, and
those who will not work should step
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down and out, lest their example becomes
a stumbling block to others and a reproach
to the church and!themselves. It is easy
for some slothful souls to invent excuses
and make apologies for misspent time and
lost opportunities, but such will not satisfy
the Lord, and
should not exempt
them from the criticism and censure of the
church. The ministry should be faithful
in keeping their priesthood covenants and
obligations with Christ and his people,
and if they wilfully or negligently violate
them, they should be brought to account
therefore. If a minister is at heart a sluggard, or a time server, he can easily find
the weather too cold or too hot, too wet or
too dry, or find it "hard" or "impracticable"
to procure openings or hearers for his
preaching; or, that elections, holidays, public and worldly amusements and attractions hinder-all these and a host of other excuses he can invent if he is possessed
of a lazy; indolent disposition and habit.
The ministry should push forward faithfully, cheerfully, and in the spirit of love,
serve God and their fellowmen, "looking
unto Jesus" their "Leader and Commander" as though he and his angels were present with them. God and all good men
and women will ever approve and sustain
the wise, diligent, spiritual minister, but
the heedless, shiftless drone stands condemned of all.

..
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
~ues.-If a man kills another man in a fit of
insanity can he be converted, saved or repent?
Ans.-Not until he becomes sane and is
capable of believing and acting intelligently.
~-Does the church administer tbe sacra·
menton any day except Sunday?
A.-Yes. It is not restricted to Sunday, but
may be administered on any day of the week if
circumstances require it, for it is a memorial of
the sufferings and death of our Lord. Sunday,
however, is the most convenient and appropriate
day for its administration.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

President Joseph Smith wrote from San
Bernardino, California, the 7th inst:
"We had two excellent meetings on yesterday
at eleven a. m. and at seven p. m. I spoke both
times, on gospel themes to fair audiences. Bro.
Burton and l expect to go to Beaumont to-morrow to spend a few days. Bro. Best has secured
a hall for three evenings and Sunday afternoon.
My health is still mending, I think. Wind from
the north the last few days has found a touching
reminder in my jaw and face, though it is but
slight as compared with other days."

Bro. J. S. Goble wrote January 9th from
Lewiston, Idaho, as follows:
"Bro. Holt and myself went about twenty-one
miles west, in Garfield county, Wyoming. We
expect to start for Whitman county, soon. I
find Bro. Holt a noble defender of the truth. He
has opened the understanding of the Scriptures
to a great many. There are quite a good many
calls for preaching since he came here. There
are no Saints here but my family. The prospects a1e that some will obey soon."

Bro.J. W. Gillen wrote encouraging-ly
concerning bis labors and the work at St.
Louis as follows:
"Every thing is moving on nicely in the city.
The work is onward, and the outlook flattering.
I leave for Kentucky on the evening of the Ioth,

to be gone until sometime in the month of
March."

Bro. E. Day Bennett wrote from Ilrinton, Michigan, January 14th, as follows
"Bro. Cornish and I are holding forth in this
place and having fair congregations. Last night
the Brown School-house was packed and we are
at work in earnest. This is a large field. We
go to open a new place in a few days."

Bro. John Smith of New Bedford Massachusetts, under date of the 9th
says
that he is still firm in his faith in the work
of God. He further says, "I can say with
the poet:
"W'th joy we remember the dawn of that day,
When led by the Spirit the truth to obey:
The light dawned upon us and filled us with
The Spirit's .sure witness sent down from

Prest. Joseph Smith thus writes from
Beaumont, California,] anuary 9th:
"l came here yesterday from San Bernardino,
in company with Bro. Joseph F. Burton, to fill
some appointments made by Bro. N. W. Best, in
Beaumont. We found the village piously 1<eeplng "The Week of Prayer," and so only held service last night, proposing to occupy next Sunday
at three p.m., and the evenir,gs until Wednesday
evening of next week, if all is well.
We had a fair audience in Maxwell's Han last
night. I occupied from the gospel text, ''Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make his paths
straight."
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

A CIRCULAR comes to us announcing that
Messrs. Englehart, Winning & Co.,
wholesale merchants of St. Joseph, Missouri, have appointed Bro. Eli T. Dobson
to represent them as salesman in Utah and
southern Idaho. We are glad to know
that a more active field has been opened
to Bro. Dobson (whose health has been
poor for some time past) by the kindness
and appreciation of his firm. He is deserving of his promotion, and we bespeak
for him the kind ministrations of Saints
and friends wherever he goes, hoping that
he will be able to encourage, bless and
strengthen them.
Bro. D. Dancer has received a letter
from Brooklyn, New York, dated January 10th, with two dollars in cash and a
dollar and two cents in stamps for yearly
subscription to the HERALD and ten extra
copies of the same.
The letter has no
signature nor any street address.
The
sender will please take notice and write
the office giving name and address in full.
Brn. Solomon and Frederick Salisbury,
sons of Sr. Katherine Salishury, the only
surviving sister of Joseph Smith, the Martyr, have been visiting Lamoni and vicinity
for the past week or ten days. We were
pleased to see and welcome them, as were
all the Saints with whom thev met.
are alive in the latter day wo;k and imbued with the spirit of it. Bro. Solomon
preached a very acceptah!e sermon on Sunday the r 3th instant. There was no mistaking- its theologv: It was Latter Dav
Saintism to the -centre. Come agai~
brethren.
Bro. W. J. Plain writes from Elmwood, (neutral strip) which is about fifty
miles south of Meade Center, Meade
county, Kansas, that he with others are
very anxious that an elder should come
and labor among them and their neighbors. He promises good care and wagon
transportation to the laborer. Can any elder

respond and minister the bread of life to
those affiicted ones?
Elder M. T. Short is again occupying
in his field- Wisconsin-from which he
writes encouragingly of present and future
prospects. Bro. W. S. Pender baptized
two more last Sundav and others are near
the kingdom.
•
Under date of the 9th instant, Bro. Amos
T. Moore wrote u~ from Cook's Point,
·Texas, that W. P. Brown, at the close of
the discussiou mentioned in Bro. Moore's
letter in this issue, left Texas for his home;
he also says that Brown expected to baptize quite a number and visit all our
branches, but succeeded in baptizing only
four penons, two of whom had been expelled from the Reorganiz:d Church in
the past. He explains in his letter that
but few of the many false charges and
fal8e statements made by Brown are mentioned. He also states that Bro. Nunley
had recently baptized nine, with others
soon to follow, and that they are having
"good meetings."
The pulpit at Lamoni was occupied on
Sunday the 13th instant by Brn. S. Salisbury in the morning, and W. W. Blair in
the evening. The themes discoursed upon were the confirming power and blessings of the Holy Spirit, from Mark x6:
zo; and the Resurrection, from I Thess.
fourth and fifth chapters.
Bro. Alexander H. Smith, hale and
hearty and big and strone: as ever, accompanied by his eldest son, Frederick, called
at the sanctum last week and· made us a
pleasant visit. He reports progress in his
mission field and g-ood news from all the
workers. "Fred" is on his way to Moline,
Illinois, where he goes to take charge of
the milling interests of his firm. Accompanied by his wife and children, his father
and sister, he spent Sunday at Lamoni.
Fred is a prospering- business man, and we
are heartily glad of his success.
Bro. Thomas M. Parr wrote from Minneapolis, Minnesota, that he had been endeavoring to sow the seed of life eternal
among the people of that great city, but
had done so in the midst of opposition.
Some are ready for baptism who express
a desire to unite with the church if an
elder can visit them.
Bro. Parr expects
to leave there shortly but can be addressed
now at "No. I.)I4, Twentieth Avenue,
North," should any of the ministry be able
to re~pond to his calL
We can not at present fill orders for the
Life of Joseph the Prophet by Tullklge,
or the $r. 50 edition of the Book of Mormon. Please order the cheaper editions
of the latter for some time to come.
Brn. H. A. Stebbins and C. H. Jones
are preaching at Allendale, Missouri, to
large cong-reg-ations. They report thllt
"the old oppo,ition seems to be about over."
Brn. M. M. Turpen, D. Campbell and
T. Wellington have been laboring at Terre
Haute, near Lamoni.
Bro. J. A. Burnham, of Independence,
Missouri, writes that he desires to secure
a houskeeper, and that any sister, not over
forty-five years of age, desiring to go to
Independence can secure a home by writing him for particulars.
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Bro. Arthur Crump, of Birmingham,
England, writes with excellent spirits
concerning hio; desires to progress with the
work as it advances. He feels well and
rejoices in the cause of truth. He mentions
the efforts of a Mr. Jarman who gave an
expose of Brighamism in that city.
The Saints and friends at Davis City,
Iowa, have erected a handsome and commodious church which was opened for
services on the first Sunday of the new
year, when Elder Henry A. Stebbins
preached there to large and interested congregations, the building being completely
filled by audiences of those who were
interested in the present and future success
of the work there.
The Saints at that
place will appreciate the labors of any of
the elders who can assist them in presenting the faith to the people. \V e commend
their tofforts as timely and opportune, believing in their deserved success which we
trust the M,tster will give them.
Eloer
Mark H. Foscutt also preached there Sunday morning and evening of the 13th inst.
to packed congregations.
M~:ny could
not obtain seats. He resumes efforts there
from Thursday the 17th to the zoth inclusive, on account of the interest manifested,
and will probably be followed by Bro.
Elvin or some others of the ministry.
Bro. Peter Mohr writes from McCook,
Nebraska, that he is a recent convert of
the faith, and is glad of being a member
of the true Church of Christ. He states that
he has a piece of land to sell-r6o acres.
Th'ose wishing to can correspond with him
in care of T. C. Richards, North Piatte,
Nebraska.
Bro. R. M. Elvin has just closed a series
of meetings at Pleasanton, of which he
elsewhere gives an account..
The work
in this vicinity is moving forward steadily.

SERMON BY JOSEPH THE MARTYR.
BELOW will be found a very interesting

sermon delivered by Joseph Smith. We
reprint it from the Times and Seasons,
vol. z, No. 15, (June Ist, 1841).
It will
also be found in the JYiillenial Star, vol.
18, page 535·
Sunday Morning, May Ibth, I84I.-The indications of the morning promised a beautiful day.
At IO o'clock a. m. a large concourse of the
Saints assembled on the meeting ground and
were addressed by Pres. Joseph Smith, who
spoke at considerable length. He commenced
his observations by remarking that the kindness
o£ our heavenly Father called for. our heartfelt
gratitude. He then observed that Satan was
generally blamed for the evils which we did, but
if he was the cause of all our wickedness, men
could not be condemned. The devil can not
compel mankind to evil, all was voluntary.Those who resist the Spirit of God are liable to
be led into temptation, and then the a~sociation
of heaven is withdrawn from those who refuse to
be made partakers of such great glory-God
would not exert any compulsory means and the
devil could not; and such ideas as were entertained by many were absurd. The creature was
made subject to vanity, not willingly, but Christ
subjected the same in hope-we are all subject
to vanity while we travel through the crooked
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paths and difficulties which surround us. Where
if the man that is free from vanity? None ever
were perfect but Jesus, and why was he perfect?
Because he was the Son of God, and had the fulnees of the Spirit, and greater power than any
man.--But, notwithstanding our vanity, we look
forward with hope, (because we are "subjected in
hope,") to the time of our de!ivnance.
He then made some observations on the first
principles of the gospel, observing that many of
the Saints that came from different States and Nations, had only a very superficial knowledge of
these principles, not having heard them fully investigated. He then briefly stated the principles
of faith, repentance, and baptislil for the remission of sins, which were believed by some of the
religious societies of the day, but the doctrine of
laying on of hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost
was discarded by them.
The speaker then referred them to the 6th chapter of Hebrews, Ist and 2d verses, "not laying
again the foundation of repentance from dead
works, &c., but of the doctrines of baptism, laying
on of hands, the resurrection, &c." The doctrine
of eternal judgment was pufectly understood by
the apostle, as is evident from several passages of
scripture. Peter preached repentance and baptism for the remission of sins to the Jews, who
had been led to acts of violence and blood, by
their leaders, but to the rulers he said, "l would
that through ignorance ye did it, as did also those
ye ruled.-Repent, therefore, and be converted
that your sins may be blotted out, when the times
of refreshing (redemption) shall come from the
presence of the Lord, for he shall send Jesus
Christ, who before was preached unto you," &c.
The tlme of redeptiom here had refe1·ence to the
time, when Christ should come; then and not till
then 'NOuld their sins be blotted ont. Why? Because they were murderers, and no murderer
hath eternal life. Even David must wait for
those times of refreshing, before he can come
forth and his sins be blotted out; for Peter speaking of him says, "David hath not yet ascended
into heaven, for his sepulcher is with us to this
day:" his remains were then in the tomb Now
we read that many bodies of the saints arose at
Christ's resurrection, probably all the saints, but
it seems that David did not. Why? because he
had been a wurderer.
If the ministers of religion had a proper
understanding of the doctrine
of eternal •
judgment, they would not be found attending the man who had forfeited his life to the
injured laws of his country by shedding innocent
blood; for such characters can not be forgiven
until they have paid the last farthing. The
prayers of al! the ministers in the world could
never close the gates of hell against a murderer.
The speaker then spoke on the subject of elecc
tion, and read the 9th chapter in Romans, from
which it was evicient that the election there
spoken of was pertaining to the flesh, and had
reference to the seed of Abraham, according to
the pmmise God made to Abraham, saying, "In
thee ::mel in thy seecl all the families of the earth
shall be blessed." To them belonged th~ adoption, and the covenant;, &c. Paul said, when he
saw their ",unbelief, I wish mvself accursed accOJ·cling to the flesh-not acco;ding to the spirit.
Why did God say to Pharoah, "for this cause
have I raised the up?'' Because Pharoah was a
fit instrument--·a wicked man, and harl commit-

SI
ted acts of cruelty of the most atrocious nature.
The election of lh<" promised seed >till continues,
and, in the last rlays, they shall have the priesthood restored unto them, and they shall be the
"Saviors on Mounl Zion," the "ministers of our
God," if it were not for the remnant which ~as
left, then might we be as Sodom and as Gomorrah.
The whole of the chapter had reference to the
priesthood and the house of Israel: and unconditional election of individuals to eternal life was
not taught by the apostles.
God did elect or predestinate, that all those
who would be saved, should be saved in Christ
Jesus, and through obedience to the gospel; but
he passes over no man's sins, but visits them
with correction, and if his children will not repent of their sins he will discard them.
This is but a very imperfect sketch of a very
interesting discourse, which occupied more than
two hours in delivery, and was listened to with
, marked attention by the vast assembly present.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCEs!·

"0 fearful heart and troubled brain
Take hope and strength from this,
That nature never hints in vain
Nor prophecies amiss.
Her wild birds •ing the eame sweet stave,
Her lightR and airs are given
Alike to play-ground and the grave;
And over both is heaven."

AN OPEN LETTER TO A FRIEND.
DEAR L--, You tell me that there is silence
in your home where so lately the pattering feet
of your little Claire made music sweeter than the
chime of bells; that you go from room to room
with empty arms, seeking but finding nothing to
fill them; neither balm for the dull aching pain
forever gnawing at your heart. You know me
too well to believe that I could hear this without
feeling the keenest sympathy for you; and ~
this you may know what my feelings are when I
tell you that my grief for this is small, very small,
in comparison with what it is when I read those
other lines, wrung from the depths of the bitterest cup ever press~d to the lips of mortals, and
yet pos&essing an added sting of speechless agony
when the lips which quaff it are the lips of a
mother.
"She is gone--my loved one, my beautiful one;
gone in her sweet spring· time of life. The earth
covers her form which erst laid •o near my heart,
and this is all of life. Life ende:l in death which
is the end of all! Alas, why are we?
Why
loves the heart with such intensity of passion,
that which is no more than a clod of the valley?
But one short week ago and her smile answered
back to mine, and from her eyes there flashed
the· quick intelligence which assured me she
knew the grief I felt when I saw her· mffering
the pain ncl' human skill had power to relieve!
Death breathed upon her, and her eye took on a
glazed and vacant stare; and when I called her
name in throbbing agony, begging for just one
word, one token that she knew me still, silence
and the awful ch111 of death gave back the only
answer. The clods of the valley hide her form,
but they do not press as heavily upon it as they
do upon my heart. No other child shall ever
call me mothP.r! Never again will I wake into
life and being that which has power to crush me
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with such agony! Oh, if there wel·e a God, what
greater proof could t!lere be of his tyrannical power than this? There is no God, no future; and my
darling has but passed beyond all power of grief
or pain to reach her. It is the end of all; she
sleeps the sleep of death! Lost! gone! never to
be again! Would I slept too! It would not
bring me nearer to her, for she is no more; but I
should not then know this agony which is consuming me, but which will not let me die!"
Oh, L--, dearest of friends, how could you
ever pen such lines as these? They pierce my
heart as the wounds of a sharp instrument. There
is no comfort for you on this earth until you shall
find it in the love of that God whose name you
have blasphemed, whose loving care you have
denied. Stop for one moment and answer me
this question: If no power higher than your own
brought into being that beautiful child whose
life·pulse throbbed against your own, why not
exert your power now and revivify that form you
love so well? Answer me this, my precious
friend.
It will not satisfy your soul to say, "She came
into existence under the laws of my being," for
the voice of your immortal, undying soul will
answer you: If no higher power than you gave
those laws, then you have power to control them.
If there be no higher power, why is she dead?
Is there a life throb in your being, one atom of
force, power or strength which you would not
stretch to its utmost limit to defeat this power of
death? Aye, this hour you would give your life
for hers; yes, just to have her with you, her warm
breath upon your cheek, her loving arms about
your neck, and her head nestled against your
heart for but one moment-one poor, fitful moment of time!
If death has wrought no change; if a lump of
clay was all there was in life, why then is not
the lifeless body just the same as the living body?
You say that even if you slept as she sleeps it
would not bring you nearer to her, for she is no
~re.
In all this, my dear friend, do you not
see that you yourself acknowledge a power higher than your own, fixed laws from which none
can escape; and yet, acknowledging this power
in nature, you deny it in revelation. Forced to
drink the bitter cup to its dregs, you put away
from you, with a wilful, impatient hand, the cup
of balm and of healing the Father offers you to
drink. Let me ask you in the words of inspira. tion, "Why should it be thought a thing incredible with you that God should raise the dead?"
The same power which first
organized
and brought into existence the life which
was so dear to you, why may it not restore that
life? restore it not as at first, subject to sin and
death, but restore it with the power of an endless
life and with a body like the glorious body of the
Son of God? Why not?
Come, dear L--, and go back with me to the
morning of creation. Lay aside every dark cloud
of doubt, and let us together trace the history of
mankind. Here in the beginning we find a great
first cause, self existent, omnipotent. the essence
of love and truth; yet even then governing all
things by fixed laws. In order to the exaltation
and glory of man, it was found necessary that he
be made not like a machine, never moving ex·
cept as moved upon by a force outside himself,
but with an agency which left him free to choose
whether he would do good and receive good as
the fruit of his action, or do evil and suffer evil
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for the dolng.
God required but one thing of
to :leclare tis presence to the soul which he has
man, or rather gave him but one law, and that
organized to trace him in his works. Had this
was the law of obedience which alone could lead
great Designer implanted within you this undy·
to the good God intended man to have and finaling love for your child, renewing with every
morning's light the longing for her presence
ly possess as his own, an inheritance of which no
power could deprive him. This law he chose to
which follows you through all the day and colors
violate, and thus sin entered into the world, death
your dreams by night, and which (if your belief
following in the footsteps of sin. There was one -is true) is only a mockery to follow you through
who had the power of death, and that one was
life with its dark shadow and end in death, then
the devil; and through fear of death men were
indeed is there naught of sense, reason, justice or
held In bondage. But deep as were the counsels
design in our life; buta being capable of the
of Satan, the counsel of God was deeper. Before
highest aspirations, the purest emotions, the
man was given his agency, provision was made
grandest achievements of self conquest and love
for a Redeemer, even for Jesus Christ who, by
undying, becomes and is the sport of destiny so
the grace of God, tasted death for every man and
cruel that the poorest worm which crawls amid
through the tasting of the bitter cup obtained the
the slime of the earth is to be envied by this ex·
power to destroy him who had. the power of
alted creature we call man.
death. Into the dark dominions of death and
Oh, my friend, leaving entirely out of view the
hell our great Deliverer descended, and wrested
great injustice to your Creator, how can you be
from him who had them the keys of his baleful
so untrue to your higher powers and attributes!
Is there not implanted within you an unquenchpower. So great was the love of God for man
that in order to redeem him from sin and the
able love of the pure and the beautiful, an ever
bondage of sin and death, he gave his Only Bereaching out and never to be silenced demand
for the attainment of that which represents to
gotten Son, to suffer and die that we might have
life, and have It more abundantly. But as in the
you the highest good to which man may attain?
beginning obedience was nequired, so now Is the
Whence came it? From a power no greater, a
the same demand made upon all who desire to
standard no higher, than your own? This is im·
gain the life of immortality which is the result of
possible! Those beings who find within themHis life, obedience, suffering, death and resurrecselves th<:! ·perfection they seek, will not reach
tion. There is a second death which may reach
out and long for that which is unattained. Is
you, but never can pass upon your child. She is
not the presence of the these very longings a
safe . with spirits of the redeemed ones in the
prophecy to your soul of the heights to be attainParadise of God. Her body-the empty casket
ed? Are not the changing seasons as· they come
in which her spirit dwelt while she remained on
and go a witness which God has reserved to
earth-wiil crumble back to dust; but when Jesus' himself firm as the everlasting hi1ls that ulan
shall live again?
returns to earth he will resurrect it, and spirit and
Can you tell when you place the tiny seed in
body will be united again never to be separated,
the
ground how it is, that being placed there, it
and she will be a child of God--one of the rewill germinate and spring into life and existence,
deemed, because she is a child of the resurrection.
becoming a thing of beauty, which after it has
(See Luke zo: 36.) This is the great plan of re·
yielded "seed of its kind" will fall by the breath
demption for all who die in infancy, or before
of frost or the winter's blast? Why should you
they are old enough to sin wilfully or become
reason that it is owing to fixed laws that this
accountable to God. They are redeemed from
marvellous change is produced, without acknowl·
the foundation of the world through the atone·
edging that Power which created these laws
ment of Christ, and by the power of the reswhkh are so infinitely past your searching out that
urrection are brought forth to life and immor·
you cannot tell the cause or reason why a single
tality.
But you, dear L--, my precious friend! have
one of them should be? That they are you know,
as yet no claim upon God entitling you to any
and this is all. If by wisdom and searching man
part of this resurrection, because you have long
has not found God, why will he not turn to that
passed the years of accountability and yet have
which it has pleased God to reveal of himself,
never obeyed the will of God. He sent his Son
and accept the terms upon which God is pledged
lnto the world to declare his will, and he has en·
to reveal himself to man? You mourn for your
dowed you with reasoning faculties, judgment,
loved one as lost to you forever.
and an inward monitor taking knowledge of your
Do not think I speak unadvisedly or unwarthoughts, words and deeds.
He has placed you
rantedly when I tell you she is not lost. She
in a world where everything by which you are
will live again, and when the opening heavens
surrounded whispers to your soul: "There is a
shall reveal the Son of Man, coming in his powa power above the power of man; and back of all
er and glory, attended by the angels of heaven,
this design there is, there must be, a designer.
he will bring your child, your beautiful Claire
The harmony existing in all things, the wonderwith him; and'if you will, you may be with her.
ful minuteness of detail all combining and blendIf I have not wearied you in this, and you wish
ing in the perfect whole, point with unerring
to know more of my faith, belief and knowledge,
certainty to the One Power framing, planning
I will·gladly strive to point you in the way to obtain
and controlling all.'' As day by day you watch
a knowledge for yourself, that you may know
trom your open window thn erection of some
the truth of God as he has revealed it in his Son ;
costly edifice, noting as it grows under your eye
and your mourning be turned into joy, your every
the gradually developing plan the outlines of
doubt be removed, and the peace of God take
which you early begin to trace, and continue from
possession of your heart and fill your soul to such
time to time tp follow until in all its magnificence
an extent that every doubt shall be removed; and
of design it stands before you a perfect whole, and
with one of old you will be enabled to say: "I
you are constrained to feel and acknowledge the
know that my Redeemer liveth, and that he shall
power of the master builder manifested through
stand at the latter day upon the earth; and though
all; so with the works of God, which all combine
after my skin, worms destroy this body, yet in
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my flesh shall I see God; whom I shall see for
myself, and mine eyes shall behold, and not another, though my rdns be consumed within me."
Glorious declaration! No wonder that the
grand old man should cry out: "0h that my
words were now written! oh that they were printed in a book! that they were graven with an iron
pen and lead in the rock forever!"
,
When I see you, dear L--, standing by the
open grave of your precious child, with the cold,
cruel monster of infidelity coiling around your
heart-strings and torturing into almost madness
your agonized soul, I think I realize fully how
Job felt when he burst out in this inspired language. Will you let me come to you with a
heart overflowing with love, and strive to point
you to the "Lamb of Go< I who taketh away the
sins of the world?" and strive to show you how
you may find, him who said, "I am the resurrection and the life?''
May he whom you now
know not, comfort you and bring you to a knowledge of himself, is the earnest prayer of
Your,true friend,
M-.
PRAYER LEAGUE.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
Bro. R. J. Anthony sends in request for the
the prayers of the League in behalf of Sr. Wilson,
of Salt Lake City who is a very great sufferer.
Her house has been for years a home for the
elders and she is worthy for whom this favor is
asked; a very Saint indeed. Will the elders who
have shared the hospitality of Bro. and Sr. Wilson also intercede with God on her behalf?
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to you all, be faithful, for there is a crown laid
up for them that come up through great tribulation and faint not by the way. I think it is a
sin to follow the fashions of the world. We are
commanded to come out from the world, and be
separate. Let us make our garments plain, as
we are commanded to do, and not put two or
three yards in a hump on the back. I think that
needless expense could be put to better use. It
is wicked, when the Lord formed the human
family after his own image--of course that was
straight and well formed and comely.
Now, sisters, I believe that your Prayer League
is a very good thing; but I believe that the name
"Union" would have been more appropriate, for
when you meet together you want to be united
as one in a band of union.
_
Sister Walker, I ~s visiting at Burlington
during the conference. I attended the two
preaching meetings, and heard two excellent discourses by Alexander Smith. I was in the testimony meeting abo. The Spirit of the Lord
was with us in power, and we were all made to
rejoice, and there were many powerful testimonies borne. It was a time long to be remembered by all who were there. Bro. Ruby remained
through the week. I have learned since I returned home that several more were baptized,
and he was to hold meeting every evening. Alexander Smith preached there the next Sunday.
I was asked by the sisters to write a Jetter to the
Herald, and this is what I have written.
Your sister in Christ,
K~THERINE SALISBURY.
OAKDALE, Jan 4th.

HOME CoLUMN: MISSIONARY FUND.

Dear Readersojtke Home Column:-I desire to-

night to express my interest in the the gospel
work by again adding my humble contribution.
I have just been reading the Herald of January
'
sth,
aud in so doing thought upon thought crowd
7S
themselves into my mind. How much joy and
oo
20
solid comfort this messenger of peace (tlte Herso ald) brings to the lover of truth. The letter of
so Aunt Margaret especially impressed my mind.
oo
I am personally acquainted with this dear old
40
so
sister, and the dream she relates, together with
oo
the manifestation she afterward had, seem of
oo
paramount importance. Oh how much I desire
so
that my name may be written on "the page" in
so
2S letters of gold !
so
This letter, together with the poem "What are
oo
you
writing?" affords matter for serious reflecoo
oo tion. Yes, dear sisters, "each day'' (as the poem
oo says) we are writing a page in the great volume
45
of life, and my heart beats with a throb of pain
oo
when I call to remembrance (as near as I can)
W" Send all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
LAMONI, Iowa, Jan.17tJ:t.
how my volume thus far must look. I fear it is
not spotless, but has many an ugly blot. But I
FouNTAIN GREEN, ILLS , Dec. 29th.
take courage when I think it is our privilege to
Dear Sister Walker, and the sisters of the live and learn. God is merciful, and we have
Home Column: I thought I would write a few
the assurance that his arm of love is ever extendlines to encourage you on in the good work in
ed. Christ our Savior knows all the sorrows,
which you have enlisted. I, for one, am well
trials, and cares we mothers are called upon to
pleased with.the interest taken in the spread of
endure. Let us confidingly seek his help and
the glad tidings of life and salvation being
guidance.
~
preached to the world in these last days, of
Our work, if well done, will receive no inferior
which we have had the testimol!y and can bear
reward. This beautiful song in "Gospel Hymns"
it to the world, that this is truly the gospel of
No. I45, comes to mind in connection with the
Chris.t, which he preached when he was on
thought ~ffered:
earth. I rejoice that I live in a day when we can
"To the work! to the work! we are servants of God,
Let us follow the path that the Master has trod.
hear the gospeUn its purity, and s.ee the signs
With the balm of His counsel our strenl(th to renew;
that do follow the believers. Dear sisters, I haveLet us do with our might what onr hands find to do."
read your letters with pleasure and desire to say
It occurs to my mind, this is the iln:portant

Sr. E. A. Gifl, St. Edwards, Neb .......... $I
H. & J. Gallup, Hancock, Iowa ........•... 2
Sr. A. C Granger, Quincy, Ill. ............ r
L. K & W. Culbertson, Chelsea, Neb ..•... I
J. J. & M. A. Rarick, Kensington, Kan.....
Sr. E. J. Roseberry, Pope Valley, Cal ..•.... I
Sr. M.A. Moon, Webberyi!le, Mich........
Sr. Mina JohnsOJ;, Victor, Mont............
Sr. Cyntha Graham, Emerson, Iowa.. . . . . • .
A Brother, Dow City, Iowa ...•.....••.... I
Sr. Mary A. Cummings,, W. Jonesport, Me..
Sr. E. J>oland, New Harbor, Me............
Sr. Bettie J ett, Dillon, Colo ................ r
Sr. Sarah Watkins, Lucas, Iowa .....•..... 2
Sr. Simpson, Lucas, Iowa.................
Sr. Sarah Constance, Cameron, Mo ......•.. I
Sr. Christina Johnson, Plano, Ill...........
Sr. Lorinda Lewis, Meadow Grove, Neb .... I
Sr. Sarah Waltenbaugh, Lucas, Iowa ...... 2
Sr.J. B. Hunt, Manteno, Iowa ............. 1
Sr. Martha Spanswick, Persia, Iowa ........ I
Sr. Inez Dixon, Higbee, Mo ....•.......... I
Sr.L. L. Thomas, East Des Moines, Iowa ..
Sr. Mary Clements, Independence, Mo ..... 1

oo
6o
oo
oo
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point for us all to see. Whatever and whenever
our duty lies, if performed with an eye single to
the gl()ry of God it is just as worthy of reward as
though we occupied our time and strength in
performing duties of apparently much more note.
If I can so live before God from day to day as to
train the youthful minds in my care to love and
obey His holy laws and to be able to exemplify
my teachings, I shall have no fears but my ears
will be greeted with the comforting sound,
'~Well done good and faithful servant."
.Ever praying for the welfare of the cause,
Your sister,
MRS. c. H. DERRY.
Mr. VERNoN, Oregon, Nov. 28th.

Sisters of tke Home Columrt:-Not seeing any
correspondence from this littie branch, I felt
it my duty ,to write to the Home Colu"mn. It
is a great comfort to me, and I have felt I was
taking all the comfort and adding nothing to advance the cause of Christ: Bro. H. L. Holt has
been laboring with us for the last two months.
He left last week. We were all sorry to have
him go; but he thought he was needed elsewhere,
and of course it was his duty to go. He thought
he had not done much good while here; but we
think he did, for he encouraged and instructed
the Saints; and some of us was sadly in need of
instructions, and we do not think all the good
seed he planted here fell by the wayside.
This is a glorious work being done in these
last days. It is a mystery to me why more can
not see the truthfulness of it than do see it, when
it is laid before them so plainly.
I sometimes hear people say they believe this
latter day work is true if any is, but they could
not bear the name of Mormon. I often think it
is a blessing sent upon the church to keep such
people out. If they can not bear that much for
Christ when he suffered so much for them, they
would be no benefit to this church or any other.
If by bearing that name we are to be separate
from the world, I am satisfied it should be so.
Ever praying that this gospel will spread and
convert the true and faithful, I remain your
sister,
CLARA THOMPSEN.

CooK's PoiNT, Texas, Jan. 4th.

Brn. Smith and Blair :-I have moved to Burleson county, near Cook's Point. Since coming
here I have organized a branch of about seventeen members, and a Sunday School of about
thirty, and have baptized four. Others will follow soon I think. One more has made application for baptism. We expect to build up a good
branch at Cook's Point. I intend to visit the
branches of the district as soon as I can, and
preach to as many as I can get an opportunity
as I go from branch to branch in the bounds of
this district.
The work is moving along about as usual, but
not as good as could be desired. I hope there
will be a change for the better soon. I am ex·
pecting Bro. Moore at my house soon to engage
with me in the work in this section. I understand he set aside W. P. Brown, the Whitmerite,
at Rogers, Bell County. And it seems that
Brown has concluded not to meet Bro. Moore
Yours,.
E.
NUNLEY.

w.
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CoAL HILL, Ark., Jan. 10.
Dear Herald:--We marvel greatly that this
field has been overlooked so long. While Europe, Asia, Australia and the islands of the sea
are included in our missionary work, Arkansas
is virtually unnoticed.
Here in these mountainous regions are thousands who have never heard the gospel story. So
many of them are innocent, unprejudiced and
willing to be taught. To be sure, every neighborhood, or at least every town, has its knowing
ones, who ha,·e heard some scandalous rumor
about the Mormons. But in the -main, there is a
far better and more favorable opening for preaching-preaching that will reach the hearts of the
people,-than in many northern and more highly enlightened communities. This being the
case, ;;tnd the Lord of the vineyard being a kind
and impartial master, it seems that he desired
this part of his possessions to be improved upon
as well as other localities. So he moved upon a
good brother-B. H. Case-a humble, earnest
soul holding the office of priest, to come to this
vicinity, and he began the spiritual work in private conversation. He is always ready to quietly and unobtrusively. scatter crumbs of truth
which inspire calm investigation, besides being
fu!ly competent to answer all doubts and queries,
as he seems to thorougvly know what he believes. He has only been here since last spring,
but he has disseminated much truth and caused
a goodly number of persons to cast about them
and compare their faith with Jesus' perfect and
pure teachings.
Since the good work must be done, the same
Spirit seems to send another here; that members
be fullv inducted into the kingdom, when honest
hearted ones be found.
In November Elder E. M. Wildermuth came,
and after preaching in Hartman more than a
week with n0 visible df?ct, he began to hold
forth here-three and a half miles further westin the Christian Church on the Sabbath,
Last Sabbath he baptized six persons, three
long tried and valued members of the Christian
Church. estimable people from the north, who
have only heard these gospel sermons. One
was an old time Saint, buried in these mountain
fastnesses as completely as if in a subterranean
desert. She is favorably and widely known, and
cultivated and lady like, besides being a person
of finn mind and well informed of things in the
past.
This is not a progressive country. It is claimed by those who _pr,•fess to know that in this region was made up the train that was massacred
at Mountain Meadow.
And here, long years
ago, Utah missionade< came and made a number
of proselytes and led them away to the land of
Brigham. After that, persecution and indignation would be a natural result.
The masses in general are not well or widely
informed of past or even current events, and the
gospel is more likely to reach them in consequence. But Satan has begun to show his teeth
alre~d_y, as the Christian Church is not open to
us now. But last Sunday night we had confirmation meeting at E. M. \Vildermuth's and prayer
and testimony meeting \Vednesday night at the
same place. Elder E. C. \Vildermuth and family are here now and intend locating in this part
of the state.
There are more investigating, wondering and
reading up our belief. If charity begins ;1t nome,
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why are not these willing souls as fully worthy
of instruction as the heathen and the inhabitants
of other climes?
One of the new converts, John Nanny, seems
to be a shining mark for the darts of the adver..
sary, and if the powers of darkness do not overcome he will be a chosen instrument for mighty
work in the hands of the Master-builder.
Craving your prayers in behalf of this mis;;ion,
we are, as ever, yours for right and progress,
PERLA Wrr.n.
BOZEMAN, Mont., Jan, I2lh.
Dear Herald:- Your weekly visits are a great
help to us, as your columns are constantly freighted with words of encouragement and instruction
to the hnngry soul. Th,.work in this region is
on a fair footing, and the Saints heJ·e are reviving in the work ar:d are taking hold in earnest,
and I think we will see the good effects ann fruits
of our efforts. We are being greatly blessed in
our Saints' meetings; the Spirit is being poured
out upon the Saints in a mat·ked degree in the
gifts of the gospel; the sick are being healed, and
all along God is giving abundant evidence of the
divinity of this work. As a minister, I never before had such clear evidence of my acceptance
as now.
Herewith I send a cop_y of a hymn given by
the Spirit at one of our Saints' meetings:
Bo faithful, my children, be true to the iast;

Forgive one another and bury the past;
For t,hus did your Saviqr when he died on the coss,
He prayed to the Fa: her to pardon his foes.
An-ilus, if the blessings of God yon 'd enjoy,
Your lives to his honor and work must employ.
Be faithful, my children, rve blessings in store,
The same as enjoyed by my people of yore;
Your lives must be pure as though tried by fire;
That you might enjoy them I bid you live bighe~;
That yon may be numbered with those whom I ':ove,
And ne'er from my glorious presence to rove.

Be faiU1fnl, my children; in me put your trust~
For eoon will the rightenns arise from the dust;
The world will behold me when I come in the air
With the hosts of my Father the Saints to prepare.
The great thonsand yet1rs will then usher in~
And the earth will be cleansed from pollution and sin.

In gospel bonds.
GoMER Rr£ESE.
PLEASANTON, Iowa, January 9th
Bro. Blair :-After leaving home I spent five
days with the Greenville branch. The meelings
were well attended, order good, and there was a
deep interest manifested. We sealed our labors
there _yesterday morning by leading Mr. Stephen
A. D. Wood and wife into the water& of baptism
We were richly blessed with the Holy Spirit at
confirmatiOn. Wise, kind and spiritual treatment,
will, I beiieve, be productive of good to the cause
we represent, and also add to our membership.
Some who have left us have not faiJ.ed to be untruthful in stating that we, as a church, had a
sealed book that we did not let the people O!t the
world see. This has turned lhe minds of some
against the truth. My faith, however, is that
present damag~ wit! resul' in futur.o g,Jo1,
and those who now examine and accept will
abide.
Bro. Lloyd W. Wells of Dakota is with me,
and seem;; to be diligentl_y seeking to learn and
understand the faith, doctrine and polity of the
church more perf.:ctly. I am pleased to see the
course he has adopted. It would be well if all
O\.!r elders would first seek an intelligent know!-

1

edge of the work before they attempt to become
teachers of others.
I was pained in my very soul on learning of
the departure from life of Bro. ]. R. Badham.
Years of intimate association with him gave me
an acquaintance with his tri~ls, disappointments
and desires. A more humble and saint-like dis ..
position, it has no!. been my lot to know. We
may expect the aged to leave us, but when those
in the prime of life, of our own age, are called
away, we cannot help the tear and pain of heart
to see the upright, useful and noble ones going
on before.
Will begin meetings here this evenings. Success to the effort at Lamoni.
R. M.ELVIN.
BARNES, Kansas, Jan. 6th.
Dear Herald:-In Barnes I have not done anything. I opened the work in a neighborhood
where the "friends" had found a footing and established more self-righteousness than gospel
truth. I spoke there a few times and the people
seemed to turn out quite liberally, but were evidently more attracted b_y curiosity than a desire
to investigate. The silent messenger of the
night from dreamland instructed me that there
had been a landing prepared for me to the southward. I found large audiences and an appreciative interest. I spoke a number of evenings
and closed the meeting to prosecute my mission
further north and east, intending to make my
way toward St. Jo·eph, Sweet Home, Allendale,
etc., but the friends here seemed so anxious to
hear more that their importunity constrained me
to leave an appointment for a series of meetings
to commer,ce January 4th. I reached Bro Joshua
Hightowers near Beattie. Spoke the two following nights. Sunday evening the house was OC··
cupied by the M. E. brotherhood, to continue
through the week in a protracted effort and we
were invited to a neighboring school-house in an
adjoining district, which had been closed against
all creeds. but was granted us by unanimous consent of the board. I found a large audience o£
expectant listeners, with that wrapt attention
that seemed to say, "We want more." The following evening the interest was more intense, if
possible, and I found that a goodly number had
followed us from the protracted service of our
Methodist friends, leaving vacant seats in that
fraternity. As I closed the service announcing
m_y obligations elsewhere, I observed a group of
earnest men engaged in conversation, and I was
afterwards informed that they were devising
plans for my return and a series of meetings. I
assured them of my retnrn provided arrangements could be satisfactorily made amon'g themselves within a rea;;onable time.
January 4th found me near Waterville in the
presence of a large andience, with attentive listeners and interest good. On Sunday evening
the house was filled beyond its ~;eating capacity.
They had come from miles around; had crossed
the river on the ice, on horseback, in wagons
and in boats. Old men were there whose presence and religious proclivities incited surprise,
and their seeming interest was not less a subject
of remark.
I am pleased to say that good order and quiet
deportment has almost constantly attended my
ministry. The local press, too, has been liberal.
The Marshal county Democrat, Beattie Star,
Barnes Enterprise, and Waterville Telegra,pk,
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all in Marshail county, as well as the Republic
City News, of Republic county and the Guide
Rock Sentinel, of Nebraska, have been generous
in their notices of us and our true position. When
I reflect on this favorable treatment and remember what some of my worthy brethren have and
do suffer in other parts of the vineyard, I think
God has been kind to us-to me-possibly beyond just deserts; but I am thankful for it.
\IVhile I have been blessed in presenting the
word, my health has not been so good. In my
early boyhood I had a tendency toward dyspepsia which I overcame in after years by rigid
discipline in diet. Notwithstanding all my care
I find the tendency returning with advancing
years, that it is difficult to control in rounds of
the ministry.
I find friends wherever I go and those lonely
ones who have for long years been isolated from
the church feel as though they can not do
enough for me. God bless them and grant that
I may not be unworthy of their confiding love.
JOHN D. BENNET.
PRAIRIE CITY, Indian Ter., Jan. roth.
Bro. Blair:-I have not written to the Herald
since the April conference, so I thought it proper to let its readers know what I have been doing
since then. I have met and made many friends
for the cause of Christ, and have also met with a
great deal of opposition. Some threatened to
have me pnt out of the territory if I did not quit
preaching the doctrine of our Lord and Savior.
One professed christian rode over the country
advising the people not to come out to hear me,
but some had independence enough to come.
One lady who was very kind to sister Maloney
and I, told me that she woulp do all in her power against me preaching. I asked her reason.
She said, "l am afraid you will get my people
(meaning the Indians) into your church." I told
her that was what the Lord did intend to do and
that she could not help it. She replied, "I am
Afraid s0, but you people I like," (meaning wife
and I). This lady's husband is a believer, but as
he told me thirty-five years ago, "Mr. Maloney,
your doctrine is true but not popular." At another place I went to fill an appointment among
the Shawnee Tribe. A Methodist preacher gave
us a great deal of abuse, asked the congregation
if they wanted us to form a church there, if so,
that he would have nothing more to do with
them. The people told him they wanted to hear
us. He arose and went off, vex~d. Bro. J. A.
Davis, president of the Spring River district was
then with me. He preached a plain discourse,
at the close of which they requested me to leave
another appointment which
did; and when I
returned at the end of the month and arrived at
the friend's who kindly entertained us, I was
told that there was great excitement, and that it
was not safe for us to go to the school-house, as
this preacher had caused it. This friend would
not go with us, but wife and knowing that the
work was the Lord's went on to the schoolhouse,
got tLere two minutes before the hour, eleven
o'clock, having traveled with my team twenty
miles that forenoon. \Ve found the house full
and the Lord by his Spirit filled me also. Our
efforts gave good satisfactio:1 and made friends
for the cause. At the close of the meeting, a
gent.leman arose and asked if the Bible mentioned such a book as the Book of Mormon. I told

him yes, and that when I came again I would
prove the coming forth of the book from the Bible, whlch I did when I returned in one month,
for truly !he Spirit of the Lord is with me in every instance in talking to the people. At another point wher,!' I have a regular appointment one
man arose at the close of the meeting and abused
me shamefully, and advised the people to run me
out of the territory. He said his uncle helped
kill old Jo Smith, and that he gloried it; and that
this fellow, meaning me, was an old polygamist,
and that I was· branded. One sister asked him
where I was branded. All these matters cause
much indignation and are making us and the
cause of Christ more friends, for instead of blessings our opposers bring cursings upon their own
heads, and the excitement is causing me to have
larger congregations. We are, in our weakness,
trying to make the cause of Christ honorable by
our daily walk and conversation; so that the
chmch might be respected by our proper course.
There are many believing and some ready for
baptism. I have baptized two the past summer.
If the weather permits, expect to baptize more
soon. Being alone, I have not gone much
among the full bloods, as I did not have any
tracts in the Cherokee language. I wrote to Bro.
Joseph last May, requesting him to send me some
suitable tract to have published in Cherokee, but
I never heard from him or the tract since. You
will recollect us talking of the importance of
such a tract, when at Independence.
There are some noble saints in this Territory
who are an honor to the church, while there
have been others whose acts are thrown up to us,
and may be the .cause of keeping some out of the
fold of Christ. But the work and the people are
in the hands of a merciful God and ere long he
will manifest himself in power to this people;
for the Spirit of the Lord says so. I must mention one of the most important matters that has
transpired since the church was established; that
is, last summer there was a grand council of delegates from every wild tribe of the west. The
great chiefs of all the tribes were present and
made speeches, all desiring to unite under one
government and one law, and that they wanted
the Cherokee, to make the laws and be at the
head, that they were tired of the acts of the white
man, and of the government towards them.
There were many beeves killed. They adjourned to meet next summer. I sent you papers containing all the speeches. Saints all pray for me
that I may do the Lord's will among the Lamanites.
STEPHEN MALONEY.
DETROIT, Michigan, Jan. 8th.
Dear Herald:-The Herald is a dear visitor to
me. We have no Saints in Detroit that I know
of except my husband, and many times when
reading and thinking over the latter day work,
my soul rejoices and the Lord blesses me with
his Spirit, when the tears roll down my cheeks
and I cry out, "0 Lord open the way that poor
pedshing souls may hear the truth."
1 Jove this latter day work. I have been a
member for seven years, and I would rather lose
my
than give up my faith. I can testify to the
truth of this work, for I know that the signs follow the believers.
My children have been
healed time after time and I have also been
healed. I had been under the doctor's care from
March to September and he said I could only
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live a few hours. I was instantly healed by laying on of hands through brother Rathbun. I
I have many dear friends in Kan~as and other
places that are in the same faith. Joseph Luff is
a nephew of mine. If you know of any Saints
in this city I wish you would let me know of
them through the Herald. I praise the Lord for
what he has done for me. He has taken all desire of the world and its vanity in dress away
from me. I can not find words to express my
joy. May God help me in doing my duty. If
.you see fit to put my addess in Herald for any
elders who are going through, I would like them
to call. Also if any saints are in this city I
would like them to come and see me.
Yours in the faith,
JANE COUSER.
No. 283 Croghan St.

SAINT JosEPH, Mo., Jan. uth.
Bro. W. W. Blair :-I take solid pleasure in
perusing the pages of the Herald. Its news from
the field gives encouragement. I often think of
"An Elder's Experience" published in .ficerald
years ago, and wonder why some good active elder (the same one preferred) does not continue
in line. The work in our city is in good condition-our meetings are blessed. The busy faithful workers far exceed the drones in number.
Are not drones necessary "that the Scriptures
may be fulfilled?"
On last Wednesday evening the branch took
preliminary steps in preparing for the coming
General Conference. Three committees were
appointed, composed of excellent material, to
make the necessary arrangements, which gives
assurance that the w:lrk will be performed wise'ly. Due notice of arrangements will be published. Some are investigating, and some are
being added by baptism. Our winter has been
very "open" and prospects are good for an icefamine next summer. Our Bishop's agent reports a general slowness in Tithing--the outgo
exceeds the income. I refer the reader to Bro.
I, N. White's letter in Herald for the rzth instant.
We shall soon prepare the circular letter for
the Third Quoruw of Elders. Those who have
not sent, will please send in their addresses.
In gospel bonds,
J. M. TERRY.
0ENAVILLE, Texas, January 9th.
Bro. Blair:-Thedebate between W. P. Brown
and myself closed on December 21st. He seems
to be satisfied, for he stated on the third evening
that if he ever got through with this discussion,
he would never sign another proposition. He
then stated, ••Moore was so tricky, he got me to
sign these propositions."
I will not attempt to give an account of all his
falsehoods and misrepresentations, but will point
out a few: He stated that we had "to receive everything that Joseph Smith said, as from God's
own mouth." He then held up the book of Doctrine and Covenants and read, as if it was in the
book, as follows: •'J oseph received a false revelation and in answer to it he received another stating that some revelations were of God, and some
were of the Devil." This tickled the ears of the
congregation. but when they learned that it was
only another of Brown's misrepresentations,
things changed considerbly. He said •'Polygamy
was under the law of Moses, and the Reorganiza-
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ion is going to back it;" '•The Church in California is in such a bad condition over the Book of Covenants that Joseph Smith has gone there to try to
get the people to accept that book." In reading
from the Book of Covenants he read it in this
way: "For he that is not tithed shall be burned."
He further stated: ''When these people send out
their elders they tell them not to say anything
about the Book of Covenants." He also stated
that a belief in that book was a test of fellowship.
"All have to pay tithes," was his statement in
one speech, while in another he said, "Only the
poor pay tithing."
Brown had Joseph Smith gtvtng revelations
and then giving others to get out of them. He
also had the Lord fighting battles, etc., according
to the Doctrine and Covenants. This was all
answered from the Bible, and then from the
Book of Mormon. He finally became so beaten
and disgusted with himself, that he stated that
he would never discuss another proposition.
He had agreed to meet me in our Church, near
Elmwood, but did not come. Elder Bro,.·n stat·
ed thft there was no Church, no Kingdom, no
officers until Pent<>cost. He said it was all man's
work in choosing Seventy, also in having a succession in the quorum of the Twelve. He staled
that our people at Independance called him a
liar, and many other names which I dont wish to
mention; also that his life was in danger when
there, etc. Brown baptized Land, who was cut
off from the church.
Our people feel satisfied that Whitmerism is a
fraud. I would give Bible references, used but it
would take too much space. I never was helped
with better liberty than when T was defending
the Doctrine and Covenants. The gospel plan is
defensible. Christ is at the helm,and who will
not stand up for the truth!
In bonds,
AMOS J. MOORE;

CoRNWALLIS, W.Va., Jan. 4th.

Bro. J"o·ejk:-Three weeks ago I commenced
preaching here and spoke eleven times, held one
sacramental, one prayer and testimony and
one baptismal and confirmation meeting. Baptized Mrs, Mary E. Carpenter, a m{)st excellent lady,
Her husband, John Carpenter, seems almost
ready for baptism, also, and there are many others near the kingdom.
After I left, the enemy started up a great one
who propos<d to discuss with us the literal
kingdom and reign of Christ on earth, which
doctrine he proposed to affirm was not true, but
that his kingdom would be "only in the hearts
of his people." This moved the brethren here to
call me back. I came yesterday, but I regretted
to learn that the champion had taken to his heels
and fled the country, and has clean escaped out
of our hands. But we had an excellent meeting
last evening, great liberty and power was given
in preaching the word and friends are multiplying for the cause on the right and left. The
work of the Lord is in a good and promising condition at this point now, the place where Bro.
E. L. Kelley routed the Campbellite championArchibald-the result of which is that Bro. E. L.
stands highly egteemed by all parties. He made
an impres>ion for good that will remain and follow him after he shall have rested from his labors, for he won the hearts of many and may yet
bring them to the Lord. I have myself started
out for the war, unless §OQner djschar~ed. I

have to fight a hard fight, but so far the Lord
has sustained me, and blessed every effort.
I shall move on from here to Sinnett's N!ill,
and thence to Big Springs in Calhoun county,
\\here I will hold forth as the way rnay open. I
feel well in the work here because. blessed with
light and liberty as never before since beginning
the work. I beg the prayers of the Saints in behalf of the work here.
Faithfully yours,
D. L. SHINN.
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COME TO CHRIST.
CoLUMBUS, Neb. Jan. rsth.
Bro. Blair:-As I was reading to·day, some of
the letters and testimonies in the J.lerald, of
some of God's people, I felt that I must write to
you and bear my feeble testimony, for I know
that we belong to the true Church of Christ.
Every day brings forth, and nearly every paper
we take up proclaims, new testimonies that the
Latter Day Saints belong to the Church of God.
I have striven many times to bear my testimony
in company with the Saints, when assembled for
that purpose; but on rising to speak could not
give utterance to words. Why it is, I do not
know, but I have determined if I can not talk, I
will write and send it to the Herald.
I have often thought of the saying of the Savior, "He that is ashamed to confess me before
men, of him will I be ashamed before my Father
in heaven." I am not ashamed of Christ, but
am ashamed of myself. But I am determined
by the help of God to overcome this man- :tearing, or evil spirit. Dear Saints, pray for me
that the Lord may give me strength to at l.east
bear my testimony to this latter day worl<, for l
know it is of God.
I never was intended for a preacher, for I am
very slow of speech, unless helped by the mighty
power of God. But thank God, I can express in
a measure my feelings with the pen, if not with
the lips. I have wished many times that I could
speak like my dear father when the spirit of the
Lord rests upon him, as I have seen it many
times. But we should all preach by our actions
and we all do, either for or against the Lord.
God grant that we may always be found striving
to do his will.
Yours in Christ,
GEo. N DERRY.
CALMNESS IN ARGUMENT.
BANISH utterly out of all conversation, and
especially out of all learned and intellectual conference, everything that tends to provoke passion,
or raise a fire in the blood. Let no sharp language, no noisy exclamation, no sarcasms or biting jests, be heard among you, no perverse or invidious consequences to be drawn from each
other's opinions, and imputed to the person; let
there be no wilful perveroion of another's mean··
ing, no sudden seizure of a lapsed syllable to
play upon it, nor any absurd construction of an
innocent mistake. Suffer not an opponent to insult a modest opponent who begins to yield; let
there be no crowing or triumph eve!1 when there
is evident victory on your side. All these things
are enemies to friendship, and the ruin of free
conversa~ion.
The impartial search of truth re·
quit·es all calmness and serenity, all temp<:e-and
candor. Mutual instruction can never be obtained in the midst of passion pride, and clamor.
A. J. Moore, Elkhart. Ander~ou Co., Texan.
,Tohn Thomas~ Buchanan, Henry Co., Tenn.
(?l, A. Blakeslee, presiding Bishop, Galien,Michigan.

all ye that labor and are
heavy
I -will give you rest.
Take my
upon you, and learn of me;
for I am meek and lowly in heart, and ye
shall find rest unto your souls, F~r my
yoke is easy, and my burden is light.',Matt. 1 r: 29, 30.
How precious to the widowed mother
who toils almost night and day for the
maintenance of her little ones, does this
mvitation and soul cheering promise come.
Ah! it is cheering to all the careworn and
oppressed and unfortunate of earth's children when all other friends have failed,
then to believe and know that there is a
friend who is all-powerful, who can "be
touched with the feeling of" their "infirm·
ities," and who will not turn them away
empty, but will speak peace to their souls,
increase their faith, revive their hopes,
and give them the blessed assurance of a
never-ending life of joy and peace with
the blessed Tesm and the redeemed of earth
when "God sh~ll wipe away aU tears from
their eyes" and "when there shall be no
more death, neither sorrow, nor crying,"
when all thing~ that give pain and unrest,
and which make'"life at times a burden,
shall have vanished away, ''Let us therefore come bold! y unto the throne of grace,
that we may obtain mercy, and find grace
to help in time of need."-Heb. 4: x6.
"Humble yourselves therefore under the
mighty hand of Go·l that he may exalt you
in due time: casting all your care upon
him, for he careth for you."-I Pet. 5: 6,
7· How well the divine Master knew
that the proud heart of men must be humbled befo.re they would come to him, Yes;
man must discover that he is in need of
divine assistance; that he is in a lost
and fallen condition, before he will seek for
and accept the proffered salvation. "For
the Son of man is come to seek and to save
that which was lost." "But when Jesus
heard that, he said unto them, They that
be whole need not a physician, but they
that are sick. But go ye and learn what
this meaneth: I will have mercy and not
sacrifice; for I am not come to call the
righteous, but sinners to repentance."Matt, 19: w; 9: rz, 13.
The fact that those who come to Christ
are to take his yoke upon them, shows
that there is a "burden" for each and all
to bear; yet that yoke is to be made easv,
and that ''hurden" light, by the divhie
hRnd, if they are willing to learn of him,
and become "meek and lowlv in heart.
Shall we learn?
When we think of his temptations, his
trials, his tears, his groanings ·and sweat of
blood in the garden of Gethsemane and
his agony upon the cross, we wonder how
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he could say "My yoke is easy, and my
burden is light."
Yet when the Spirit of God rests upon
us, and we feel that joy in the heart which
words cannot express, the
is solved, and the language is clear.
blessedJesm, "Savior divine!"
made easy, and thy burden
thou didst come as an
rn,.,.,-"" favor to
save all who would accept of thee. Thou
didst the will of the Father and had the
assurance tbat God was weli
with
the sacrifice, and approved
the work.
"The Father hath not left me alone; for I
do always those things that
him."
-John 7:29.
Right here the following words of the
impress themselves upon my mind:
"Must .Jesus bear the
And itll the world go
No, there,s a cross for
And there's a. cross for

"The consecrated cross I'll bear
'rill de<lth shall set me free;
A11d then go home my crown to wear~
For there~s a crown for rne.'~

I judge from the tenor
Scri.ptures that poor
on praying grounds; and
the work of coming
it shall come to
shall call on the name
saved"-Acts 2: 21. "For
one that
asketh receiveth; and he
seeketh
findeth; and to him that knocketb,
it shall be opened."-M att. 7: 8. Yes
but there is a proper
to come to
even in prayer, in order
he may hear
our petitions and ansv;rer our prayers.
And I know of no better vvay to make this
lesson plain to the reader's
than to call attention to the following
teachings of the Savior bearing upon this
point:
"After this manner therefore
Our Father which art in
ed be thy name.
wilfbe done in
en.
The foregoing shows
approach the throne of grace
able way, we should do so in
with a holy fear, realizing that God
is absolutely holy; realizing that he is the
embodiment of perfection; an
yet kind and full of mercy;
poor, weak and dependent upon him for
life, health and daily supplies, as well as
for our hope of eternal life.
'Ve should not be influenced for a single moment either in thought, word or
deed by that self-righteous feeling- of the
heart which prompted the Pharisee when
he prayed as illustrated
the Savior in
the following language found in Luke I 8:
9-14: "And he spake this
unto
certain which trusted in themselves that
they were righteous, and
others:
Two men went up into
to pray; the one a Pharisee, and the
a publican. The Pharisee stood and prayed thus with himself,
I thank thee
that I am not as other men are, extortioners, unjust, adulterers, or even as this
lican.
I fast twice in a
I P"ive
tithes of all I possess. And the publi~an,
standing afar off, would not lift up so
much as his eyes unto
but smote

upon his
saying, God be merciful
to me a sinner. I tell you, this man
went down to his house justified rather
than the other; for every one that exaltetb himself shall be abased: and he that
bum bleth himself shall be exalted."
No one should be discouraged. The
humblest child may approach the sympaFor we are not heard for
nor yet for the excellanguage; for God looks into
the inmost recesses of the heart and reus according to the righteous desires tbereoL
is a means by which
to hold communion with
; and he who is found oftenest
this sweet communion will be
fow>d to have the most of that meekness
and lowliness of heart which characterized
the blessed Lord. This brings the followwords of the poet forcibly to mind:
H.Prayer is the soul's sincere desire,
Uttered or unexpressed;
'.!.'he motion on a hidden fire
That tremblElB in the breast.
Prayer is the burden of a sigh,
The falling of a tear,
,
r_rbe upward glancing of an eye,
Wben none but God is near.
J?ray(~r is the sin1plest form of speech,
rrh nt iu fan t lips can try;
Prayer, the sublimest strains that reach
'I' he majesty on nigh.
Prayer is the contrite sinner,s voice,
I-letnrning from hif_l: ways,
·wnuc angela in their S01H!B rejoice,
And say, Behold, he prays!"

It is but reasonable to believe that the
Savior intended that all who prayed that
the will of God should be done in earth as
in heaven should work to that end by doall in their power to comply with the
law. This thought is more fully
in the following words found in the
: "Give us this dav our daily
forgive us our debts, as we
our debtors."
sometimes think that this daily bread
referred to, and for which we are instructed to
not onlv means that bread
but' that which cometh
heaven; that it means that
supply of divine g-race so
the child of God and
wh;ch is
to by the Lord Jesus
Chcist when he said, "And you shall find
resl
souls." Thus showing that
the
was given from time to time
as it was needed.
If in coming to Tesus we are to call
God for a forgiveness of our sins, we
remember that we are instructed to
ask God to
us as we for!rive our
fellow men,
that we are emphatically
tole'
unless we do forgive, our heavFather
not forgive us. This may
seen in the following language found
in verses fourteen and fifteen of the sixth
of Matthew: "For if you forg-ive
men their
your heavenly Father ·Nil! also
you: But if ye fornot men
trespasses, neither will
you- Father forgive your trespasses."
It is often stated from the pulpit that all
have
do to be saved, is to come to
But we discover by the reading of
word that he that cometh must
and not only calling, but
and not only calling
but calling, believing- and
not only calling, believing
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and hoping, but calling, believing, hoping
and doing- the will of God in every particular. That faith and hope are essential to
eternal life, is seen in Hebrews I I : 6 and
Romans 8: 24.
The following language of our Savior
shows that he that cometh to him must
work if he would find rest to his soul:
"Therefore all things whatsoever ye would
that men should do to you, do ye even so
to them: for this is the law and the prophets."-Matt. 7: r2; also Matt. 5:42-48.
The Savior not only teaches in harmony with this thought in the following
language, but also teaches that the power
to perform miracles in his name will not
secure to us eternal life unless we continue
to do the will of God: "Not every one
that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter
into the kingdom of heaven; but he that
doeth the will of my Father which is in
heaven."-Matt. 7: 2 r.
The same truth is clearly taught by our
Lord in the following words: "Wh)le he
yet talked to the people, behold, his mother and his brethren stood without, desiring
to speak with him. Then one said unto
him, Behold, thy mother and thy brethren
stand without, desiring to speak with thee.
But he answered and said unto him that
told him, Who is my mother? and who
are my brethren? And he stretched forth
his hand toward his disciples and said, Behold my mother and my brethren! For
whosoever shall do the will of my Father
which is in heaven, the same is my brother,
and sister, and mother."--Matt. 12: 46-50.
Thus we see by "coming to Jesus" in
the way he has marked out for us in the
word of God, there is a connection formed
between us and the blessed Lord that is
closer and holier than that of slave or servant, for we become the children of God
and the brothers and sisters of Jesus Christ
the Lord. In proof of the foreg-oing we
offer the following: "For if ye live after
the flesh, ye shall die; but if ye, through
the Spirit, do mortify the deeds of the
body, ye shall live. For as many as are
led by the Spirit of God, they are the sons
of God. For ye have not received the
spirit of bondage again to fear; but ye
have received the Spirit of adoption, whereby we cry, Abba, Father. ' The Spirit
itself bearing witness with our spirit that
we are the children of God; and if children,
then heirs; heirs of God, and joint heirs
with Christ: if so be that we suffer with
him, that we may be also g-lorified together."-Rom. 8: 13-17. And the Savior
says: "If the Son therefore shall make
you free, ye shall he free indeed."-John
8: 36. But, of course, it must be understood that, if we wish to abide in the Father's house, and be entitled to all the
blessings promised to the children of God,
we must not serve sin nor become the servants of sin, but must follow the example
of Christ when he said,-"The Father
hath not left me alone; for I do always
those things that please him."-John 8: 29.
Hence I reach the conclusion that, in order
to come to Jesus and receive that rest unto
our souls spoken of, it is necessary to believe and obey the gospel of Christ.
The apostles and early ministers of
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Christ were authorized to go and "preach 407; 8. The Heruli and the
the gospel to every creature," and the Italy, 4 76; 9· The Saxons and
in
promi~e was that, he that "believeth"-.and
Britain, 476; IO. The Lombards in Gerobeyeth-shall be saved. And Paul says: many, 483."-Facts for the Timei;,
35·
This is from Dr. Scott, and he quotes
"The gospel of Christ is the power of God
from Machiavelli's History of Floi·ence,
unto salvation."
We here quote from the first page of lib. I. Bishop Lloyd, Newton.,
the Herald for Dec. the 15th, 1888, in or- Dr. Hales and David Nelson, M. D.
der to show what the gospel is, for }'Ve would be uphill business to get sensible
a
think it does so in very few words: "The and thinking people to believe as
gospel is the good tidings of salvation in revelation that contradicted the facts of
Christ Jesus, for <he living and the dead, ' tory. If ministers would remember
and comprises faith in God, in Christ, and and seek to comport their sermons
in the Holy Spirit, as set forth in the Scrip- unyielding truth, there would not
tures; also repentance, which means ceas- so many sceptics as now swarm in
ing to do evil and learning to do well; lands. When Christ began his
Roman
Empire
was in
baptism of water and of the Spirit; the the
laying on of hands for the purposes set zenith of its glory. I have the best of
forth in the Scriptures; the resurrection of evidence for this statement, for
the just and the unjust in their order and Physician wrote: "And it came to
time; the eternal judgement of God upon those days, that there went out a
all men according to their desires and their from Ceasar Augustus that all the world
works; living by every word that proceed- should be taxed." Luke 2: I. It must
eth out of the mouth of God; living in the be clear to the careful thinker, that lhe
Spirit and walking in the Spirit; teaching Roman Empire was in full power
and practicing every principle of truth and the time of Christ, and its laws
righteousness in its time and place."
edged by him; "Render therefore unto
If our faith and practice is in harmony Ceasar the things that are Ceasar's."
with the foregoing, we will surely be par- Matt. 22: 2 r. "And when they were
takers of the bles&ings of God pr,pvided come to Capernaum, they that received
for his children in this life and will have tribute came to Peter and said, "Doth not
that abiding testimony within us that a your master pay tribute? He saith, Yes.
crown of eternal life will be our portion And when he was come into the hm1se,
when Christ cometh to make up his jewels. Jesus prevented him, saying, What thinkWe can safely close our article and est thou, Simon? of whom do the kings
prayer in the following words: "For thine of the earth take custom or tribute? of
is the kingdom, and the power, and the their own children or of strang-ers? Peter
saith unto him, of strangers.~ Jesus saith
glory, for ever. Amen."-Matt. 6: 13.
C. E. B.
unto him, Then are the children free.
Notwithstanding, lest we should offend
them, go thou to the sea, and cast an hook
HARMONY OF !NSPIRATION.-NO. rv.
and take up the fish that first cometh up;
and when thou hast opened his mouth,
BY R. M. ELVIN.
thou shalt find a piece of money: that take,
IN the spring of 188o, I was attracted by and give unto them for me and thee."
the announcement of an aged minister, Matt. 17:24-27. Jesus not only ackno,vlwho gave notice that he would, at a cer- edged the authority of the Roman
tain time and place, tell the people "chron- but likewise claimed to be a citizen
ologically and geographically when and of.
where the kingdom of heaven spoken of
God promised to set up his
by Daniel would be set up." I waited during the days of the ten kingdoms; this
with a degree of anxiety to hear the ex- must have been after A, D. 483. Thus
position made, for I had in that same we are set adrift in search of the fulfillment
place given,my opinion. "At Jerusalem, oft he promises made by the prophets. I will
on the day of Pentecost" he said, "] esus not attempt to give dates of the changes
wascoronated King of Kings, and then and that are to bring about the setting
of
there was the kingdom set up, never to be the great and last kingdom of
but
overcome." I did not believe it then, nei- all will readily allow, that there must
ther do I believe it now. The plain necessarily be some initial works of prepafacts of history and revelation have decid- ration, and if these be indicated we
ed my mind otherwise. The order of suc- approximate the period in which the
cession and of duration of the kingdoms will begin, and, by the specifications, be
symbo1 ized in the image, were to be after assured of the identity of the work- "The
the Babylonish, the Medo Persian, the shield of his mighty men is made
the
Grecian, the Roman Empire, and the ten valiant men are in scarlet: the char1ots
kingdoms of Europe. The order of these shall be with flaming torches in the
last kingdoms :1re as follows: "The Wes- day of his preparation, and the fir trees
tern Empire of Rome, between the years shall be terribly shaken. The chariots
shall rage in the streets; they shall
A. D. 356 and 483, was divided into ten
divisions or kindoms: I. The Huns in one against another in the broad ways.
Hungary, A. D. 356; 2. The Ostrogoths, They shall seem like torches they shall
in Mysia, 377; 3 The Visigoths in Panno- run like the lightnings. He
recount
nia, 378; 4· The Franks in France, 407; his worthies: they shall stumble in their
.5· The Vandals in Africa, 407; 6. The walk; they shall make haste to the wall
Suevi and Alans in Gascoigne and Spain, thereof, and the defense shall be
407; 7· The Burgundians in Burgundy, The gates of the rivers shall be

and the palace shall be dissolved." Nahum 2: 3-6. I offer this Scripture in evidence of a work of God that requires preparation. The railroad system is the thiing
most prominent in evidence. Lyman's
Historical Chart gives, I8I4-1829: "Carriages propelled by steam in England,"
and, 1832, "Opening of the Liverpool and
Manchester Railway." It was during
these same years that] oseph Smith received the greater portion of his revelations,
translated the Book of Mormon, translated
and corrected the Bible and organized the
Church. And this I believe to be the
work of which Nahum speaks and denominates "the day of his preparation," and
these other events are the witnesses. We
are informed that when this
railroad was projected the idea was
entertained that the road-bed must be on a
dead level, and that the farmers throughout whose f'lrm;;; the line of ro'ld ran, remonstrated against having their farms destroyed by the grading, and they further
believed that the smoke from the engines
would kill their crops. And the grading
was done by man-power alone, with pick,
spade and wheelbarrow.
When the
workmen began, the farmers, with all the
prejudice usual on the introduction of
what is new to them, raised a mob and
drove the workmen awav. The contractors called upon the con-stabulary of the
country. These, however, being chosen
by the people, from among the people,
were heartily in sympathy with. the farmers, and did not give the railroaders protection. It therefore became necessary to
apply directly to the government for the
asked for protection. The English soldiery clothed in scarlet, or, as we Americans would say, "red-coats," were sent, and
in driving away the farmer!'., a number
were wounded, and two men killed. This
was the red upon the shield. The prophet,
looking down the vista of time, twenty-five
hundred years, gave a very good description of the headlight, as a torch.
Let the people of the prairie states consider how the pine forests have been scattered, to furnish lumber to our country.
We might produce other minor proofs of
the shaking of the fir trees.
No one who has ever ro:<d on a train
going at the rate of a "mile per minute or
faster, will question the prophetic description of speed. The recounting of the
worthies, it is thought, refers to the moblization of great armies.
No longer are the larger rivers a hindrance to the commerce and travel of the
country. The gates (bridges) and locks
of the canals an go to fulfill the work of
dissolving the steam-boat traffic, and to
facilitate the rapid settlement of the country. When th.is work is progressing another evidence of importance will be furnished, "And He will lift up an ensign to
the nations from far, and will hiss into
them from the end of the earth; and, behold, they shall come with speed swiftly."
- I sa 5: 26.
The ensign that God will
raise unto all nations, will be the gospel of
redemption which shall be preached "to
every nation, and kindred, and tongue, and
people."-Rev. 14:6. And the place at
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which the ensign shall be lifted up, will be
at a great distance from where the prophet
was when he predicted tHs event. By the
examination of a large school geography
or globe, it will be seen at once that the
location of Isaiah when he wrote, and that
of Joseph Smith when God spoke from
heaven unto him, are points almost directopposite upon the surface of the earth,
and in this manner could those receiving
the appointment of heaven to proclaim the
new covenant" hiss" or cry "from the end of
the earth." And still further is it clearly
shown when such work begins that it will
not radiate out from the Holy Land, but
come to it-be sent from some other part
of the earth to the land made historic and
venerated by reason of the good, great and
numerous prophets who dwelt and spake
on its soil. But a change took place when
God made choice of a prophet to send
tidings from afar to the land of ancient
story. Those who go on this errand of
good news shall be furnished with means
of transportation with a compound swiftness.
"Speed swiftly" is indicative of
our fast passenger trains and ocean steamers. This religious philosoohy, and the
development of rapid transit by steam,
have been paralell with each other, and as
united witnesses testify for God. "I lifted up mine eyes again, and looked, and
behold a man with a measuring line in
his hand.
Then I said, whither goest
thou? And he said unto me, To measure
Jerusalem, to see what is the breadth thereof, and what is the length thereof. And,
behold, the angtl that talked with me
went forth, and another angel went out to
meet him, and said unto him,
speak
to this young man, saying, Jerusalem shall
be inhabited as towns without walls for
the multitude of men and cattle therein."
-Zech. 2: I--4. There was no necessity
for this new survey of the Holy City during the time of Christ, but after the city
should be destroyed, as it was during the
siege under V espasian and
when the
walls were all battered down,
beautiful
Temple consumed by fire, and the inhabitants either killed or sold into slavery.
This sad desolation was consummated A.
D. 70. To obtain a comprehensive understanding of Jerusalem since the time of her
downfall, one· should read the account of
the crusaders, who went forth with might
and main to recover the "Holy City" from
the heathen. King, prince, noble, priest
and peasant all united with zeal in their
work, but utterly
after the loss of
many lives and oceans of money. But in the
early part of this century the inspiration
of God directed his servant Joseph Smith
to make the p,.odamation that Terusalem
was now to be
as "a town without walls." He WllS
first to thus deand now it is too late for any other
man to undertake the task. Yes! beyond
a doubt Joseph Smith is the "young man"
spoken of by Zechariah. I might continue
to cull from the writings of the ancient
prophets in proof of the proposition set
forth in this department of the argument.
"Then spake Jesus
unto them 1
saying, I am the light
the world; he
that followeth me shall not walk in dark-
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authorized in the established church. '
Whatever there is that is blameworthy
which attaches to the Roman Church for
changing the ordinance of baptism, all believers in sprinkling are legal and lawful
heirs to the displeasure and condemnation
of an offended God. If the Mother church
committed a transgression, all churches
APOSTACY.
that accept her action and endorse the
While navigating this scant stream, we same, are equally guilty with her and
will assume that there was an absolute and worthy of the same punishment that will
complete departure from the doctrine, or- undoubtedly come upon the creed-makers
ganization and spiritual gifts, as we find a who by tradition make void the commandlist of them recorded in the New Te!)ta- ments. Well may Chnstians blush with
ment, a<; enjoyed in the time of Christ and shame on account of what has been done
the Apostles. To this the Catholic priest- in the name of Christ and religion. Com-·
hood most emphatically object, and strong- pare the simplicity of the divine ordinance
and most earnestly contend that their of baptism as it was practiced in the river
is the oracle of God, the custodian of Jordan and elsewhere by Christ and the
of the divine means appointed for redemp- apostles with the buffoonery enacted a
tion; and that without the pale of their short time afterwards under the changing
organization all is confusion, and eternal of God's sacred means for the cancellation
ruin. On the other hand some oft he Protest- of sin. "There was as a general rule but
ant churches are sure that all who accept the one baptistery to each city~ and such bapcreed of the Mother church, will go di- tisteries were apart from the churches.
rect to Tophet, there to writhe and suffer There was but one time of the year when
uu·Pv<>>". with no hope of escaping.
When the rite was administered-namely, bewe assert that all are wrong and mistaken, tween Easter and Pentecost. There was
unite and pour out their vials of wrath but one personage who could administer it
in an avalanche of vituperation, and if not -the presiding officer of the community,
for hindering causes we would suffer the the Bishop. There was but one hour for
the ceremony; it was midnight.
The
auto
"The earth also is defiled under the torches flared through the dark hall as the
inhabitants thereof; because they have troops of converts flocked in. The baptistransgressed the laws, changed the ordi- tery consisted of an inner and an outer
nance, broken the everlasting covenant." chamber. In the outer chamber stood the
---Isa. 24: 5· The cause of the defilement candidates for bapti~m stripperl of their
of the earth is the action of the people, upper garments: and turning to the west
which
prophecy is called transg-ression, as the region of sunset, thev stretched
which is the violation of the divine law. forth their hands through the dimly lit
This is brought about by changing the or- church, as in a defiant attitude toward the
dimmce, and this changing constitutes the evil spirit of darkness, and speaking to
breaking of the covenant. In the prim- him by name said: "I renounce thee, Saitive church baptism was administered to tan, and all thy works, and all thy pomp,
who had been properly taught and <11! thv service." Then thev turned like
true doctrine by immersing them in a regime~t, facing right aroun-d to the east
water. "Those adults that desired to be and repeated in a form more or less long
the belief in the Father, the Son and the
baptized received the sacrament of baptism
according to the ancient and primitive man- Spirit, which has grown up into the Aposner of celebrating that institution, even by tles' Creed in the west and the Nicene
Creed in the east. They then advanced into
immersion."-Dr. John L. Mosheim.
The Roman Catholic Church is the re- the inner chamber. Before them yawned
sponsible party in effecting the change in the deep pool or reservoir and standing by
this divine rite. "The first law for sprink- the deacon or the deaconess as the case
obtained in the following manner: might be, to arrange that all should be
Pope Stephen II, being driven from Rome ' done with decency, the whole troop unAdolphus, king ot the Lombards, in dressed completelv as if for a bath and
753, fled to Pepin, who a short time be- stood up naked before the Bishop, who
fore had usurped the crown of France. put to each the questions to which the anWhilst he remained there the monks of swer was returned in a loud and distinct
Cressy, in Brittany, consulted him whether voice, as of those who knew what they
Both before and after
in case of necessity baptism poured on the had undertaken.
their immer~ion their limbs were rubbed
head would be lawful. Stephen replied
that it would. But thoug-h the truth of with oil from head to foot; they were
this fact be allowed-which, however, then clothed in white gowns and received
some Catholics deny-yet pouring or as a token or the kindly feeling of their
was admitted only in case of new brotherhood the kiss of peace and a
necessity. It was not till the year 13II taste of honey and milk; and they exthat the legislature, in a council held at pressed their new faith by using for the
Ravenna, declared immersion or sprink- first time the Lord's Prayer."-Dean Stanto be indifferent. In Scotland, how- ley on Baptism.
It would seem that this eminent Di"
ever, sprinkling was never practiced in
ordinary cases till after the Reformation, vine injected considerable irony and satire
the middle of the sixteenth century.) in his description of this change, but there
Scotland it made its way into Eng- 1 was no need of it, for such departures
land in the reign of Elizabeth, but was not were foretold. "After my departure shall

ness, but shaH have the light of life."We invite all to come unto
the light as it is in Christ. (f) The particular item that I now take under consideration is usually called the apostacy or
away from the truth, and also the
restoration of the gospel.

J ohn 8: xz.
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grievous wolves enter in among you, not
sparing the flock.
Also of your own
selves shall men arise, speaking perverse
things to draw away disciples after them."
ceremonies~
-Acts 20: 29, 30. It was not necessary
for the purity or continuity of the church, perhaps, will appear less
that these human wolves should do their we consider that the 'blind
;'
nefarious work of befouling the stream at for the public ministers and teachers of religion were for the most
the fountain, for inspiration said they wonld
rant."-Church History p. 1
come, and history informs us that they did
are not a fevv in our own
come. "For the mystery of iniquity doth
advantage of the
already work: only he who now ietteth
and through deceit and
will let, until he be taken out of the wav.
And then shall that wicked be revealed, laughingstock of
whom the Lord shall consume with the thjOir dupes. Neither
upon
spirit of his mouth, and shall destroy with all of evil and wrong in
the brig-htness of his coming: even him, Catholic Church, for it is not an unusual
thing to hear ministers refer to her as the
whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power and signs and lying "old mother" and it would be an
wonders, and with all deceivableness of to find a mother who had no children.
No one should become incensed if an item
unrighteousness in them that perish; because they received not the love of the by inspiration on this be found: ".And
upon her forehead was a name written.
truth, that they might be saved."-2
Mystery, Babylon the great, the mother of
Thess. 2: 7-ro.
Harlots and abominations of the earth."--It must have been a cause of deep disRev. 17:5.
tress and agony of mind to the greRt apostle to the Gentiles to see the leaven of
I am willing to concede that the Roman
Catholic church is the mother referred to,
apostasy at work before he had accomprovided that her
do
plished his task; for before those personal! y
chosen by the Savior to build up His not disown their parentage
church were released by death, Satan was savory character applied by
at work in tearing down or sowing tares "A reformation of Popery was
upon the soil that was dedicated
pro- in Europe full three centuries
duce the fruit of life eternal. "But there ended in a Protestant
swarms of dissenters.
were false prophets also among the people, even as there shall be false teachers been reformed into
among you, who privily shall brine; in
damnable heresies, even denying the Lord
that bought them, and bring upon them-,
r,elves swift destruction. And many shall
follow their pernicious ways; by reason of
whom tho way of truth shall be evil
ecclesiastical organization,
spoken of."-2 Peter 2: I, z.
Well did
the tistorian write, "There is no imtitu- 1 trines, ::md observances, various
are, at best, but reformation so pure and excellent which the cor- ' Popery.
ruption and folly of man will not in time tions of Popery, and only reforma<:ions in
alter for the worse and load with additions part." These are the words of one noted
foreign to its nature and original design. for his erudition and now enrolled among
he
Such, in a particular manner, was the fate those called reformers. He wrote
the
of Christianity.
In this [second} century saw and realized things in the beat
many unnecessary rites and ceremonies conflict, and there is ·more of solid fact
were added to the Christian worship, the than poetry in his e.xpressions.
But here is another extract from his
introduction of which was extremely offensive to wise and good men.
These pen: "To fight the old battles over
changes, while they destroved the beauti- to rallv under the old banners of
ful simplicity of the gospel;were naturally ism, o-r Arminianism; to
Episcopalian, Presbyterian,
pleasing to the gross multitude."-lVIoshiem 's Church History p. 46. The false al, or Methodist platform of
and mischievous innovation upon the true either of theory or
gospel plan, is invariably shrouded in mys- Scotch, English, or
tery, and it appears the devil's best weapon could promise nothing better
which alreadv is, or has heretofore been.
to keep the people in ignorance and awe
These have ~ll been tried. Their whole
them with dark speeches and secret doings.
"And this is the condemnation that light moral and spiritual power has been made
comHis come into the world, and men love to bear upon the present and
And
darkness rather than light, because their tions of sectarianized
do
deeds were evil."-J ohn 3: 19. Perhaps what have they done?
Do
there may be som;~ of that same class ply- better than they have
ing thdr vocation and are such as are the new parties called
hereinafter described: "The public teachmore spirituality, more
ers and instructors of the peo[Jle grievous- mony and peace among
ly degenerated from the Apostolic charac- the old ones? Are they more
ter. They seemed to aim at nothing else more liberal, more active, or more successthan to sink the multitude into the most ful in converting the world than the old
opprobrious ignorance and superstition, to ones? Or do thev seek to unite the faithful, or to bring all Protestant
into
efface from their minds all sense of the

to

I

one communion? Are thev more successactive benevolence than those who
them?" It is quite evident that
this stalwart thinker
lines, as discovering
sad plight of the reIn
it is much easier to
them to comprehend and
The plebian can tell
is totally ignorant as
an adequate panacea.
is tbic; of bodily ills than of
and Dr. Draper, in his
and Science,
a degree of
are to draw our

To be eontinued.
~~
-~~-·-···-~-----

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
God, the wizzard spell!
of heaven and hell!"

Doctrine and Covenants tells me that
should
righteousness,
and
do; for when a man counsels
wrongly he is not a priest, no matter what
men call him.
This messag-e is good tidings to the
to the captive, protection to
and the
of the Lord's release at hand.
place fetters on the
the brain or heart of
died, is surely not
may li:;ten to him sometimes and take
little
there is in
his message and in a dim
off way love
in shadows only a little
and
than those around
of us "see through a glass darkly
in shadows more or less
of us understands, believes
the
rule?
Who-who of us can say with truthScarcely have I asked in prayer

whlch others might not shareo
God's true prles·t can and does,
'"God,s true priest is alwHys free,
Free the needed truth to speak,
Raise the fallen, help the weak."

~Phat

it is a

thing to be a priest!
good tidings to the
the struggling, the
pressed.
is the dear Father
us all, who loves tis all alike, in whose
home there is no room too nice tor us to
enter, in whose
there is no ark too
sacred for us to touch if we have clean
hands and
hearts. Know this, dear
readers,
your priest or teacher
has a holy of holies, a sanctuary too sacred
for you to enter when ever be daimsa rig-ht,
for himself that his
a privilege, a
God denies to
has lost the keys of
heaven and
indeed he ever- held
them. The fruit of that kind of a priesthood tree has
been bitter in all the
ages that are past;
will be bitter, bitter
in all the ages to come.
We are all one
in Christ. If we are not one we are not
in Christ. The truth makes us free.
If
we are not
of freedom we have
not the truth.
and mercy are the
habitation of
throne.
If we are not
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ter for that man th?tt a millstone were
advocates of justice and equal rights
vvill if there is the slightest spark of manall we are worshipers of false gods.
hood in him; but if you always practice hanged about his neck and he were drownI was talking not long since with a
you will occasionally find a man low, ed in the depths of the sea." Do vou beous teacher who claimed that the
mean, and beastly enough to beat you lieve this? . Place a reasonable construcbeing a full and complete guide we do not to death and never feel a pang of remorse tion upon them, and I believe them all.
Doctrine and Covenants Place an unreasonable con;;truction upon
need any other, and asked, "What is the or shame.
grand and good and true in either of your tells me what to do in such a case as that, them, and I beiieve none of them. These
other books not found upon its sacred and do it if I can. I have no use for a texts all refer to the same class of e~ents.
The party who thus binds on earth and-in
pages?" I asked, "Did you ever in any of
I can not practice-no use for a theheaven is a saint-not a hypocite, a chronyour preaching say anything
and
degrades humanity. When I
ic martyr, or a fool. The party bound is
good and true that is not
as well
forgive me, even as I foran "enemv"-not a brother overtaken in a
or better in the sermon on the mount?
one their trespasses against me,"
No; that sermon declares as well as hua
mental reservation- fault; not-a fanatic, who deserves our pity;
not a bigot who mig·ht be softened andreman language can declare
the whole not one. I do not expect to be forgiven
counsel of God.
Then
do you
for any wrong
of mine till I repent claimed; not an ordinarv sinner, who sins
without knowing or thi"nking of the conpreach the gospel?
one has that and do all in
to right it, and I
sermon in his house and can, if he
n•~ver ask it.
are told to forgive a seqnences to others; for of all these Jesus
read it?" "0h," said
"that is different,
times seven, if be repents. says: "Father, forgive them, for they
know not what they do." No, none of
you see." "Yes, I
I
tell me we must forgive
sepb Smith is Joseph
;
or not, and I ask, "Do th'ese-none of these does the Saint lay beof Covenants is the Book of
fore God in anything· but tender, pitying,
do that?" The usual answer
whereas you are
I know I ought, I can't forgiving prayer. But the "enemy" is a
are your sermons.
but can't! Anything smooth-tongued h:rpocrite; a conscienceless
do altar cases!"
can do.
The highest scoundrel, who knows what he is doing,
and,. the pain he is causing you and yours.
The fact is, Joseph
notwithstandever gave any one, was,
But, remember, neither your opinion nor
ing the Bible if rightly understood and
what she could,"-not
mine will unmake a single bet.
practiced would make us wise unto salvanot.
tion, saw that some were not made wise
"The Judg-e of all the earth will do
I can't believe the word of a liar, because
unto salvation; hence he
it
not.
I can't trust a thief or a right." He knows the difference between
duty to write the revelations in
Docbecause I ought not.
I can't Hie adoration of a true Saint and the senseless flattery of a hypocrite. He knows the
trine and Covenants, and he did so.
drunkard or libertine, because I
though he knows that the; sermon
not. And I can't endorse a tyrant difference between thehowling of a chronic
martyr, and the wail of a broken heart.
on the mount if
believed and
sort, because 1 ought not. But I can
He knows the difference between the "reaswould lift us
to God and
all; and when they, by doing all
onable service" of a free man or woman
make us perfect in nim,
it his
power to right past wrongs prove
to hold his little
aloft that another
have
I can and do forgive, in Christ, and the cring·ing obedience of a
"lower-light" may
and be
trust and respect them all-because slave to some superstition. When we err,
he knows whether we are weak or whethholds it up. And inasmuch as all men,
Shall a man be more just
even apostles and
"see through
Can a mortal be more pure er we are wicked. When blamed, he
knows whether we are "sinned against, or
a glass dark! y ,"
not know tb.at than his Maker! We read that there is
sinning."
And
knowing
even
the
both of them, and all of us, mav have
that even God can not forgive,
erred in
there are rnore than one that thoughts :md intents of our hearts, he will
judge us ail with justice and mercy. Sure"But," says one, "if
can
how are we to know when
were
can, and do
every wrong that ly, "the Judge of all the earth will do
right."
MoRMONIA.
Well, if we have no sense there has been done me,
repented of. I can,
one way for us to iearn anything·.
a reasonable amount of
xo: 13). But if we have any sense,
repentance-perhaps as
is a way for us to discern between
others· can and do. And
right and wrong, without the rod.
as I hope to be forgiven, I
Jesus never made a mistake--not one- never
it again, not even to God in
AGAINST SECRET ORGANIZATIONS.
yet he has been and is more misrepresentLong before I ever heard of the
Rev. Dr. Blanchard in a late lecture
ed than anyone else. And I have someand Covenants, I was satisfied
times thought that that is the way "his that there is a point where forbearance ceasread passages of Scripture against taking
oaths, against concealment, secrecy, and in
visage IS marred more th:m any man, and , es to be a virtue. There is good sense and
his form more than the r>ons of men." For
theology in the Declaration of Inderunning comments made them apply to
when a hypo::rite wants to teach something
W e have no right to sit su- lodge room secrets and practices, and held
low and mean, and a bigot wmething abthat the condemnation implied in these
down and allow fetters to be rivetsurd, he is as likely to quote Christ's words
passages is to fall upon secret societies and
ourselves and our children, if we
as any other: "Give to him that asketh
it. If we can't, if the fetter are al- their members. He said that in order to
thee, and from him that would borrow of
on us, and "on the s1de of the op- become a member of the Blue Lodge of
thee turn not thou
" "I could be a pressor there
Masons a man is obliged to swear. that he
power," and we have no
good Saint," said a
to me, "If I
will stand by his brethren whether right
chance for
at any human court,
might leave out that command; but it is
Doctrine and Covenants telle me to or wrong, holding inviolate the secret
all I can do to provide
the case before God, and that, when knowledge of actions imparted to him.
and I have
there is no forgiveness in this The obligation was held to be even strongand borrow every
er when one seeks the conferment of the
nor in the world to come, until resare too lazy to work.
books tell titution is made. Do you believe this? If . Seventh Degree; The Doctor maintained
me what to- do in such a case as
and
it
to your moral sense as being that the passages that he read forbade sedo it. The golden rule
matter what vou have thought cret societies, relying upon obligations.
you to do as you would be done
Smith or the Doctrine and Cov- · He continued that of the I 14 ooo,ooo,ooo
you have no wish to
people in the world, 8oo ooo,ooo are Paen,1ts~
you bind on earth, shall be
:you have no right to
gans, and zoo,ooo,ooo Mohammed-ans;
bound in heaven: what you loose on earth
jJose upon you. "If a man smite
on shall be loosed in heaven." Do you beth:>.t these religions are the outcome of seone cheek, turn to him the other.
The lieve this?
crecy and are 'akin in their scope and cereidea is, that such forbearance would, of
"If any man shall offend one of these monies to the modern secret organizations.
course, shame him to
And so it little ones that believe in me, it were bet- Powderly recently said that what the
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Knights of Labor want are secrecy and
obedience. Even dictatorial powers had
been conferred on him.
The Doctor
thought that Mr. Powderly, being a Ro·
manist, has an understanding with the
Pope at Rome.
Both the ancient and
modern systems of false religion teach
salvation by signs and were designated as
having something of Satan in their composition. The speaker then entered into
an elaborate argument to show that each
Pagan shrine stands in fact for a body or
lodge, and quoted eminent authority to
sustain this. Mohammedanism was held
to be the outcome of mysticism and superstition, fed by secretism.
The founding
of Jesuitism by Ignatius Loyola occurred in
a lodge or secret session in a cave, in which
the ordeals were of 28 days' duration, and
even more severe than those practiced in
the initation of six members into a secret
society of Yale College, who were so badly
injured that they had to be taken home.
The Doctor next held that in symbolism
and tendency, Masonry and Jesuitism or
Catholicism are equivalent. The wh~le
family of secret societies exclude Jesus.
In their manual, the Masons cut out the
name of Christ from His own book. There
is no true God in the system.
The Doctor then took up the charge
made that he is prejudiced against secret
organizations, and said that he did not oppose slavery because he loved it. He was
in those days called a crank, since then
events have demonstrated the correctness
of his views. The people will eventually
see that the lodge is worse than slavery,
substituting for the Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost, a mystic universality. The Doctor
then said that in reality he- is not prejudiced ag-ainst secret societies any more than
was the Presbyterian Svnod "at Cincinnati
that considered a Christian profession incompatible with membership in some of
these organizations.
We need not, he
said, go out of Galesburg to find opposers
of the principles of secret fraternities. The
Doctor came here forty-four years ago,
and graduated thirteen classes. Among
the graduates were Judge A. A. Smith,
and Judge A. M, Craig and others now
eminent. The Doctor asked the audience
if it thought these men would have succeeded so had they wasted their time and
a part of their means in college secret organizations. The trend of the arguments
was to show that the venerable Doctor is
not alone in his warfare <Jgainst secret organizations, but that many are in sympathy with his ideas. The State of Vermont
has had for fifty years a law making it a
crime for the giving or receiving of a Masonic oath. The State was termed clear
and level-headed. The enactment was
shown to be one of long standing, having
been passed fifty-eight years ago.
The
speaker said that between z,ooo,ooo and
3,000,000 American Christians are against
secret fraternities. The Doctor then answered the objection, "If the lodges are
undermining the country, why do so many
good men belong to them?" The answer
in general terms was that they join first
through misapprehension, being charmed
or deceived as to the true state of affairs,

and that when they find out the truth
they remain away, being members rather
in name than in deed. The Doctor even
detailed a conversation with a former citizen of this place, who was a member of
the Masonic Lodge at the time of the
murder of Morgan, in which conversation
the citizen said that the lodge agreed to lie
-affirming that Masonry had nothing to
do with the death of Morgan. This falsity the citizen confessed was the result of
an oath.
The Doctor next said: "If you
a committee of three men here
me around to the prominent Masons, and
Jet me question them, they will say that
they don't know what is going on, as
don't attend. Two Masons-and
lent gentlemen they are-told me this today." In other words, the explanation
why good men belong is that four men
out of five don't attend, but simply put
their h:mds in their pockets and pay their
dues. Four honest men to one rogue is
not so bad, even in a political party.
"The lodge is disintegrating the religion
of Christ, and undermining and dissolving
every institvtion.
It antagonizes every
government that it can not control." The
Doctor then pictured out how things would
be should every candidate for admission to
the church be compelled to give passwords and go through the lodge room ordeal. If it be true that Arganism, Mohammedanism, Jesuitism, [Utah] Mormonism, and all other paganisms are
lodg-es, the inference wns left that secret
societies are false religions.
The Doctor then avtrred that
despotism is the worst subjection of
to man that fiends ever devised.
Grand Lodge is completely
There is no appeal from the decision
its
head. Powderly says th~t all that "we
require is secrecy, obedience and assistance."
The Doctor descanted on the
word obedience, saying that lately Powderly had been made absolute dictator.
These types were considered the rm't"'""''ping of Asiatic and African systems
a departure from the altar of God. Cain
gave the Masonic offering. The
that have no Messiah have no God.
is n0 way sr~ve through Christ. There is
something that ch~rms rhe members of
these false religions as the snake charms
its victims, blinding them to the re~l things
of God, ami the devil was described as the
one from whom this chnrm proceeds. The
Doctor closed his nddress with a final
peal to the listeners to have naught to
with what he described as the unclean
things. He went to Monmouth
Dr. Blanchard was not at his best, and
at times he wandered. By many of his
listeners his utterances were deemed extreme, and not altogether charitable.--Sel.
AARON ELLIS in "Bible vs. Tradition," speaking to Protestant orthodoxy says: "Full well do
ye follow the traditions of your fathers; well
may you call the church of Rome the 'mother
church;' and by following her cunningly devised
fables, too truly do ve prove yourselveH to be the
legitima1·e daughters of the 'mother of harlots,'
'the false ptophets,' or the false propounders of
doctrine, that should deceive God's people.

I
I

THE GOSPEL RESTORED.
BY SR. AMY A. OHJJ..OE

1

TUNE; "Oh, say, have you heard of those Mansions of
Ic.ight."

Oh, say, have you heard of the gospel restored?
They say it is taught as of old:Au angel has come from the courts of the r,ord,
Its precepts and truths to unfold.
Oh, yes, we have heard that an anj:l'el of light
Has flown through the bright starry dome,
Saying, Fear ye the Lord and give glory to Him,
The hour of his Judgment is come
Chorns:'Tis the way, yes, the only true way:Revealed in this great latter day.
The blessings and gifts follow now as before,
All those who believe and obey.
Oh, where may this glorious gospel be found?
By what are its principles known?
Is there anything special or new in its sound,
Peculiar or strange in its tone?
Oh, yes, 'tis the faith once revealed to the Saints
When J esns was here among men;
The spirit and power which they then received,
Are sent to believers again.
Chorus:'Tis the Kingdom of Hod on the earth,~
By Joseph the Prophet brought forth;
The wonders and signs follow now as before,
All those who receive the new birth.
Oh, what is this Kingdom and who is the King,
And how may an entrance be gained?
Must laws be complied with, commandments obeyed,
Ere pardon and peace be obtained?
Yes, faith and repentance and baptism too:
And these with the ancients, sufficed
·
To open the door of the Kingdom to themThe King is our Savior,)he Christ.
Chorns:'Tis the-faith that's foretold in the word
Should in the last days be restored;
Apostles and prophets are now, as before,
Sent forth and empowered of God.
Oh, who may these wonderful blessings receive?
To whom are the promises sent?
Will no other way serve to open the door
Except to believe and repent ?
No; there is no other way known unto men,
No name, neither creed nor belief';
Whoso climbeth up any other. saith Christ,
The same is a robber and thief.
Chorus:'Tis to kind1·eds and peoples and all,
Let nations and tongues hear the call,
The promise is yours, to yonr children and
their's,
And all whom Jehovah shall call.
Oh, when will the day of redemption begin
To dawn on our wandering eyes?
Will Jesus descend to this purified earth,
Or dwell with his Aalnts in the skies?
Oh! joy. joy unspeakable! Jesus will come;
He'll come to his temple and throne;
He'll come in the clouds with his ten thousand saint!!,
And gather together his own.
Chorus:y es, the scattered and lost shall return,
The wicked as stubble shall burn,
The poor among men shall rejoice in the Lord,
The murmurer doctrine shall learn.
The knowledge of God will then cover the earth,
The lion and lamb dwell in peace,
No foe shall molest, neither hurt nor destroy,
The joys of the meek shall increase.
Arise, then, and shine, for thy glory is come,
Oh, beautiful city of God!
Let Eden rejoice, for the curse is removed,
And her primitive beauty restored. •
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Chorus:Saints of God, dry your fast flowing tears;
The day of deliverance nears;
The signs of the times plainly show it is nighThe glorious one thousand years.

POTT A WATT AMIE.
Conference was held at Hazel Dell branch,
October 27th, H. N. Hansen presiding. Statistical reports of three branches were read and received; Council Bluffs, Crescent City, North
Star and Hazel Dell not reported. Ministerial
reports: Brn.J. A. Davis, D. K. Dodson, B. Harding, J. Carlisle baptized I, J. Evans baptized 5,
Casterson, J. P. Carlisle, McKenzie, Peterson, H.
Hanson, H. N. Hansen, Drebis, Campbell, and
Kemp reported.
Also Bro. \V. \V. Blair, who
stated that he had not labored much in the district, but said, "I know I have been greatly blessed in preaching the word. Have been laboring
in the west much the past summer. I have
felt impressed to labor in western Iowa and eastern Nebraska. Have labored some in Missouri
where I enjoyed the Spirit of the Lord. l have
preached at Nebraska City and Wilbur, baptized
several, and know that God is pouring out his
Spirit in a good measure. Have labored some at
Harlan, Dow City, Persia, Wheeler, Plum Hollow, Galland's Grove, Omaha, and at Crescent
City." The Bish.Jp's agent's report was read, examined, found correct and adopted. It was
moved and seconded that the district president
assign the several Elders to their fields of labor.
Moved and seconded that we hold our next conference at Council Bluffs; carried. H. N. Hansen was elected district president. The time for
the meeting of the next conference was left subject to the call of the district president. Thomas
Scott was sustained as district secretary, and
Andrew Hall as Bishop's agent. The authorities
of the church were also sustained. The district
president assigned the Elders to their fields of
labor as follows: D K. Dodson and J. Evans to
North Pigeon. Bro. McKenzie to Parks Mill.
Brn. J.P. and Joshua Carlisle to Hans Hansen's
neighborhood. F. Peterson among the Danish
people. C. B. Harding, Loveland and vicinity.
Hans Hansen among the Danish people as circumstances may permit. Preaching by elders J.
A. Davis, W. W. Blair and H. Kemp.
EASTERN IOWA.
Conference ;:onvened at Clinton, Iowa, December rsth, J. S. Roth presiding, J. W. Sutton secnc>tary. Reports. Branches: Apostolic (Clinton)
Davenport, I removed. Butternut Grove, r baptized. Fulton, 5 baptized. Jackson r baptized,
r received, I died. Elders: W. Turner, C. C.
Reynolds, J. Ruby baptized 4• J. S. P.oth baptized
10.
Priests L. L. Palsgrove and Teacher TW. Sutton reported. Bi&hop's Agent, W. Turner
reported: Received $u.oo; on hand $n.oo. J.
S. Roth was sustained as president, J. W. Sutton
as secretary and W. Turner as Bishop's agent.
Next conference to be held at Amber, Jones
county, Iowa, subject to call of president. Moved
that this conference request General Conference
to return Bro. J. S. Roth to this district. J. S.
Roth and W. Turner were chosen delegates to
General Conference. The church authorities
were sustained. Bishop's agent's books were examined and found correct. Preaching by elders
Reynolds, Ruby and Roth.
NAUVOO AND STRING PRAIRIE.
Conference met at Burlington, Iowa, December
at w: 30, a.m., M. T. Short president pro
tem.,
P. Lambert cleric Branch reports:
Rock Creek 43, 2 receiverl. Burlington 74, r baptized. Farmington and Montrose no change.
Elders Fred Johnson, W. D. Morton, J. H. Lambert and James McKiernan reporterl. Elders
Jerome Ruby and M. T. Short mentioned their
labors· outside the district.
Henry Kastner,

Teacher, reported.
The auditing committee
appointed
last conference with instructions to
report to
confere-nce reported as follows:
Adrian, Ill., Sep. 3oth, r888. We your committee
appointed to examine the Bishop's agent's account's
beg leave to report that we have carefully done
so and find that the amount due the church Sep.
rst, r888, was $IO 77 instead of $r4 32 as reported
by agent. H. T. Pitt, R. Lambert, S. J. Salisbury
committee. The report was received and committee discharged. J. H. Lambert, Bishop's agent
reported: December rst, r888, amount on hand
last report $IO 77, received since $8r 95· total
$92.72, paid out $90 oo, balance due church $2.72.
The report was received anrl auditing committee
reported it correct. The president and secretary
of the district were, on motion, reelected for three
months. The spiritual and temporal authorities
of the Church were sustained. Bro. Jerome Ruby preached Saturday evening. Bro. A. H.
Smith Sundav at ro: 30. Bro. M. T. Short Sunday evening.· Sunday at 2:30 p. m. a social and
sacrament meeting was held in charge of Brn. ]McKiernan and J. H. Lambert. Adjourned !o
meet at Farmington, Iowa, March zd, at ro: 30
a.m.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA.
Conference met in the Saints chapel, Sacramento, California, October 6th, r888, at ro a.m.,
H. C. Smith president, J. R. Cook secretary pro
tem. Elders H. P. Brown, H. C. Smith (baptized
2) T. Daley, A. Haws, J. Nightingale, 0. Dinsdale,
G. \:V. Harlow, J. H. Parr, S. Robinson reported.
C. A. Parkin, W. Bohall and G. S. Lincoln reported by Jetter. Priest W. A. Skinner and
Teacher Elias Hutchings reported. Sr. T. J.
Andrews, Bishop's agent reported: Received
from tithing $562 67, offerings $rs 55, paid to
poor $296.oo, missionaries $r6o oo, balance on
hand $122.22. Branch reports: San Francisco
6r, received, I baptized. Stockton 64- Sacra!28, 3 marriages. Eureka no changes.
Sr. C. W. Blair reported Sacramento Sunday
School and Bible class in good condition. On
motion the Oakland branch was disorganized.
On motion the president of the Oakland branch
was requested to deliver the branch records to
the president of the mission. On motion the
president of the district was authorized to grant
letters of recomendation to such Oakland members as have not had complaints made against
them. On motion G. W. Harlow was elected
precident of the district for six months, G. S.
Lincoln secretary, Leslie Darrow assistant, and
Sr. T. J. Andrews Bishop's agent. On motion
S. Robinson wa£ chosen for vice president of the
distdct. Resolved that when we adjourn, we do
so to meet at Stockton, Friday, March 15th. The
case of Wm. Hart vs H. P. Brown C<!1Jll1ing before
a court of Elders on appeal, the decision and rulings of the Oakland branch was set aside and
Elder Wm. Hah was suspended. On motion
the decision of the elders court consisting of G.
W. Harlow, J. H. Parr and J. Nightingale was
su~t.ained.
Preaching during the session by A.
Haws and H. C. Smith. One was baptized by
C. A. Parkin.

DIED.
GLADWIN.-Near Council Bluffs, Iowa, of
putrid sore throat, January 2d, r889, Olive May,
beloved daughter of Bro. Walter and Sr. Hannah
Gladwin, aged 5 years, II months and 14 days.
Services by Elder D. K. Dodson.
Sweet and pure as blooms the lily,
God has taken her to rest,
There to join her cousin Willie,
With the angels and the blest.

DACK.-At Sweet Home, Missouri, December
uth, r888, Sr. Caroline, wife of Bro. James Dack.
She was born November r6th, 1855, at Provo
City, Utah, and at her death was aged 33 years
and 25 days. She was a kind mother, a good
neighbor and none knew her but to Jove her.
She leaves a mother, husband, one sister, three
brothers and nine children. They mourn but
not as those without hope.
Voice that on earth will come no more,
Save in the dreams of night.;
As echoes from the far off shore,
With happy thoughts of days before,
Long vanished from our sight.
Then come we from the grave away,
But not without bright hope
'!'hat he who in the former day
Through this dark valley showed the way,
Will raise our treasure np.

HARRINGTON.-Bertha May Harrington
daughter of Cyrus and Anna Harrington, born
November 14th, r879. died August r6th 1888, of
typhoid fever,<. Funeral services by Elder W.
W. Blair at Tabor, Iowa.
To our dear little Bertha
We bid a brief farewell;
Her body in the grave must rest,
Her soul in glory dwell;
Though with the falling autumn leaves
Her spirit passed away,
We trust to meet our darling
In the resurrection day

THURSTON.-Albert V. Thurston was born in
Lagrange county, Indiana, September 18th, 1852;
was baptized and confirmed September r6th,
1863, at Galien, Michigan; and died in Baker
township, York county, Nebraska, December
2oth, r888, aged 36 years, 3 months and 2 days.
TRUMAN.-Near Pleasanton, Decatur county,
Iowa, January IIth, r889, Bro. William A. Truman, of dropsy, after suffering in patience during
the past three years. He fell asleep without a
struggle. His earthly pilgrimage was 36 years,
5 months and 27 days. He leaves a wife and six
children, and a host of relatives and friends, He
was baptized July r6th, r87r, by Elder A. \V.
Moffet. Funeral sermon at the house by Elder
Robert M. Elvin, from Hosea 13: 14. Another
faithful Saint has gone to rest.

TO ELDERS, PRIESTS, AND OTHERS.

TO

a]l perSOllfl ~cndit1g US

fhe

llflllit~~ of 'l'WO PERSONS

ae subscribers to the INDEPENDENCE GAZE'l'TE
for oue year, with the cash, we will send, prepaid, a copy
of the "Elders' Diary." The subscription price of the
Gazette is $1 a year.
LUFF & CRICK.
We want Agents evm·y:where, male and female, and
will pay good cash Lo~ir~wn. & Wrig' ~·foe pKr~iculars
3fijan

Independence, Mo.

WANTED.
A good able, reliable man, from eighteen to thirty years
of age, accustomed to work on farm, and care for stock.
Latter Day Saint preferred.
Address,
D>\NIEL JONES,

19jan2t

Webster, Dodge county, Neb.

!<'ARM FOR SALE.-235 ACRES.
INFORMATION WANTED.
Any person knowing the whereabouts of sister Mrs. Annie Delong, will confer a favor by
writing to Thomas E. Lloyd, Independence, Mo.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Far West district conference will convene
on Saturday and Sunday, February 23d and 24th,
at t<"Il a.m., with the St. Joseph branch.
J. T. KINNEMAN, Dist. 1-res.
NOTICE.
The members of the Reorganized Chicago,
First branch, will hold preaching services n gularly every Sabbath at two p. m. in Hall C., 213
West Madison street, Chicago.
.E.

Briggs, box 323, Pittsburg, Pa.

Thirteen miles east of Lamoni and one-half mile north
of Pleasanton, 100 acres in tim her pasture set in blue graes,
balance in meadow aud plow land. New 7 room cottage,
with 3 porches, 2 pant.rys aud fine rock cellar. the most
substantial house in the township; small orchard, out
houses, granary and large haru 42x62, basement the entire
length of it, and shingl~d Bheds on the east side and south
end; 2 cemented cisterns. 7 wells and 3 ponds, with abundance ofwaterforstock. Will sell at a sacrifice rather than
rent. A big bargain for somebody.
WM. ANDERSON,
12jan4t
PLEASANTON, Decatur Co., Iowa.

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,

REAL

ESTATE

AGENTS,

West Lexington Street,
INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI.

Next to Warnky's Gallery •
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THE SAINTS'
$1

FOR FIFTEEN MONTHS !

THE INDEPENDENT PATRIOT,
Containing 56 Columns, Weekly, ordinary pt·ice $!,00 per
year, is oirer<>d fifteen months for $1 to all new pay-advance
subl'lcribers, whose subscriptions are taken before February 1st, 1889. Its .. Home,', "'Around 'fhe World,~, HReligious H uclipped Wit," '·Scientific" and "Personal" departU::ents, make it an attractive and useful ]'amily
Paper.
Address THE PATRIOT,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
25aug
RoBERT WINNING, Pres't.

D. F. NwHor.soN, Cashier.

FARMERS' BANK of LAMONI
Will attend to any Business for Non-Residents
entrusted to our care.

Interest Allowed on Time Deposits.
1t. CHRONOLOGICAL CATECHISM:

O:r, Key to the Chronology of the Bible.
BY A. J. MAPES.
Lrmp Cloth, 103 pages, price 35 cts. For sale by
Bro. H. R. MILLS, Independence l\1o.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
--)BY THE(-Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing H01fSC in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., lOW A,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding ........••..•••.. 1 50
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ....•..•••... 2 00
New Testament, inspired ...........• , • • • . 75
BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges .................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .......•..•.. 1·50
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
Sprinkled sheep, or library .....••..•..... 1 25
Imitation Morocco ....................... 1 50
SAINTS' HARP-HYMN BOOK.
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ........ 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .............. 1 50
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET:
History of the Reorganized Church, and Autobiography of Joseph Smith.
In Cloth, gilt finished .. • .................. 2 20
'l'his book contains 827 pages of large, clear
reading matter; also, three very fine Steel Engravings, and a fac 5imile of the autograph of Joseph the Prophet and Emma, and of Joseph
Smith; also Steel Engrav..ing of Hyrum Smith.
A complete history of the church up to 1880.
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET, AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
Muslin boards, 312 pages... . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • 70
Leather binding...........•.••••..••••••. 1 00
HESPERIS.
Poems by David H. Smith, 202 pages, fancy
cloth, gilt edges ........................ 1 50
VOICE OF WARNING
And Instruction to all People, on the Doctrine
and History of the latter day work.
In paper covers; twelve for $1 .....••. each 10
Limp cloth covers, each . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • 25
JOSEPH THE SEER:
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintained.
Paper covers, 200 pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder
William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society,
and is an important work to be in the hands of
the miniRtry of the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church
and among those without, abounding in proofs
never before presented in defense of Joseph
Smith and the Book of Mormon.

TRACTS.
No. 2.-Truth Made Manifest; per dozen .. .
:per hundred ................... 1
No. 3.-VolCeofthe Good
dozen
per hundred ............... : . .
No.4.-Epitome of Faith and Doctrine
Church and the Kirtland
dozen 5c., 100 25c., 250 50c., 500
No. 5.-The Gospel. .... price the same as
No. 6.-The "One Baptism;" its l11:ode, Subjects, Pre-requisites anu Design-and Who
Shall Administer; 25c. per doz., per
No. 7.-Who Then Can be Saved; per
per hundred ........... ; ...... .
No. 8.-Fulness ofthe Atonement; per doz.
per hundred ................... 1
No. 9.-Spiritualism Viewed from a
ural Standpoint; per doz. 30c.,
.. 2 25
No. 10.-The Narrow Way; doz.
100.
10
No.ll.-The Plan of Salvation; per
.
per hundred ................... 2
No. 12.-The Bible versus Polygamy...... .
per dozen 25c., per hundred .... 1 55
No. H.-Reply to Orson Pxatt:; per dozen.. 25
per hundred ......... , ......... l 75
No. 15.-Brighamite Idolatry; per dozen.. 05
per hundred . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
No. 16.-Polygamy: Was it an
Tenet of the Church; per doz.
. ... 1 4.0
No. 17.-The Successor in the
Office and Presidency of the
25
per hundred ................... 1 75
No.18.-Rejection of the Church; per doz.. 15
per hundred ................... 1 10
No. 20.-The "One Body: or the Church of
Christ, under the Apostleship, and under
the Apostasy; per dozen 20c., per
... 1 40
No. 21.-Truth by Three
03
per hundred . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
No. 22.-Faith and Repentance; dozen.... 15
per hundred .....
.1 10
No. 23.-Baptism; per
100...... 1 25
No. 24.-The Kingdom of
100 40
No. 25.-Laying on of
4J)
No. 26.-Mountain of the
per dozen 5c., per hundred ....
40
No. 27.-The Sabbath Question; per doz... 25
per hundred ................... :1 40
No. 29.-A Vision of the
from
the Doctrine and Covenants
100 40
No. 30.-0rigin of the Book
per dozen 15c., per
10
No. 31.-What is Truth? and
doxy? and an Evangelical
so, Kirtland Temple Suit.... same
No. 32.-Which is the Church?
No. 36.-The Spaulding Story .1:\o~i-.toxaJmnaea
per dozen 20c., per uutm.tre·u.
Trial of the Witnesses to the
5c. each, per dozen. . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
Prophecy ol1%the Rebellion; per 100.... . . . 15
~ An assortment of Tracts, 35 cents.
COMPLETE SET OF T;RACTS.
Bound in Limp Cloth turned in.. . . . . . . . . . 75
COWDERY LETTERS.
Containing valuable matter in relation
Calling of Joseph the
the
Translation of the Book
Angelic bestowal of the Priesthood.
In paper covers 8c. each, per dozen. . . . • • • . 75
Without covers 5c. each, per dozen. . . . • • • • 50
MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Human Life Here and Hereafter, by A. Wilford Hall; 544 pages ... 1 50
Universalism Against Itself; 336 pages . . . . 00
Josephus, complete, library leather ........ 3 50
Gibson's Decline and Fall ofthe Roman Empire, cloth boards, 5 volmnes. . . . . . . . . .
00
Mosheim's Church History, 2 vols ........ .4 00
Baldwin's Ancient America
80
Hollin's Ancient History, 2 vols. in one...
00
The Koran, library leather ...........
2 00
Gieselar's Ecclesiastical History, from A. D.
1 till 1854, cloth boards, 5 vols .......... 10 00
The Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius Pnmphilus, Bishop of Cmsarea and Palestine . 2 00
Cruden's Complete Concordance of Bible .. 1 '15
Bible Text Book ......................... 1 00
Apocryphal New Testament............... 1 65
Brown's Concordance of Bible .........••.
Emerson's Ready Binder, Herald size...•.•
0

o ••• o

•

•

•••• o

o

o

•

•••

BRADEN· --KELLEY DEBATE.
Cloth Boards, 396 pE,ge~ .......••••.
1 75
Ici t!,l' Book of :M:ormon of
are its teachings entitled to
oi' all Christian people?
(2) Is
which I, Clark Braden am
a member, the Church of Christ, and identical
in
ordinances, worship
the
of Christ as it was
"~ f'"~'"c·o of Christ? (3) Is the
of Jesus Christ of Latter
in .fhet, the Church of God, and acwith Him?
o ••••

................... 25
Bible teaches the comof Christ to .Judge the world is now past."
Forscutt affinns "The Bible teaches the
Literal Resurrection of the body from the grave.''
VISIONS OF JOSEPH
THE
SEER.
Di2coveries of Ancient American Records and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • 10

AND
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covers. 10
BRANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs and corners, muslin
cd
ruled for Record of
Bleliiling
and fo:r JYiarriages ..2
DISTRICT' RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branc' Records ............................••••.. 3 00
LICENCES,
&c.
Priests, Tea.chers, and Deacons Licenses, each
dozen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Baptism and
Certificate books 25
Bhmk
per hundred..... 40
CEI~'lTFICATES AND REPORTS.
Branch Statistical Reports,
dozen .•..••
Annnal Statistical Heports,
for ....... .
Certificates of Baptism
Membership,
per dozen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
C0rtiilcates of Removal, per dozen......... 12
Marriage Certificates, per dozen.... . . . . . . • 25
SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School Em;ineer and Record Book. 50
Attendance Tickets, 100 for ..... o.. 15
·
"
.
"
1,000 for ...... 1 00
Good Behavior Tickets ............. Same
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In cloth 2.5cts., ten or more, each. . . . . . • • • • 20
In
15 cts., ten or more, each. . . . . . . . . 13
the notorious "Manuscript Found"
Rev. Solumon Spaulding, about whidh
so much
been said in connection with the
that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney
the chief ground work and material from which to write the Book of:lVIormon.
REPI.,Y TO LITTLEFIELD.
In paper
per dozen. .. . .. . . . . . . . . .
'1'5
This is
of President Joseph Smith
to L. 0.
refutation of the doctrine
nf Plural l\TaJTiage."
SONGS OF ZION.
IOdS
Per dozen ........... $r. Each ..... .

·-----------------·AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
l!"~·ice

peJJ.• year

$1..@0.

Jloi. Walker., Editor and Publisher.
§ABBA'l'l~

§C 100L BOOKS.

Compendium of Faith, for higher classes, bound in
sprinkled Leather. each ......................... $1 00
Tbe same honud in Cloth........... . . . . . . . .. . . .. .
75
Question Book, for Intermediate clasBes, each 25c.~
dozen . . . .. . ... . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . ... . . . . . . . . 2.50

John T. Davies, 5 Park avenue, Llanelly, C.armarthen
shire, Wales.

www.LatterDayTruth.org
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD OF THE Lo:aD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN Al!IONG YOU HAVE BAVII .JT Jill ONll WIFE.· AND CoNCUBINES
HE SRALI, HAVE NoNE."-Pag<>116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN snouLD HAVE ONE WrFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: ExcBPT m CASE OF DlllATII, WHEN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AoAIN."-Page 3~0, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec.109, par. 4.

In if•les nnd continents to spread
Church history, for the first three cenThe soul-reviving news.
turies after Cbrrst, proves that the doc3 0 send thy •ervante forth,
o£ ~T eHus Cln·ist of
trine and its practice were had among the
To cnll the Hebrews home I
From East, and West.. and South, and North,
PunL1S1tED A1' LA:11o~;., DECA'!'r_;n CouNTY, Icn\t'.A,
faithful
Christians. Moshiem says
Let, all the wand,rer!-3 come:
2
1
4 Wi tb TBrael's myriads sealed,
~B Tra!~i~~; ~~~~~:~1~~:·1)j~-~~~~;t f~~~1 : i3°r ~;:~~\~rer-idents, of the first century,--"The remission of
Let all the nation• meet,
sins was thought to be baptism's immediand the Bi~h011'8 Ag~mLs,
l'equet;tecl to :.;ob::it new sub~
Ani! show the mystery fulfilled,
ecribers, and heJp build up
p:q;er ~nd the publication
ate and happy fruit; while the bishop, by
The family complete!
department.
--0. Wesley.
prayer and laying on of hands, was sup·
}3usiness Letters nnd
mn2t be sant to David
Dan(;nr. by l-). 0. Order.
\_,,·LL•r_ or E;q•r8s~.
The Advocate goes further and says of
posed
to
confer
those
sanctifying
gifts
of
J~ntcred ns f.;c<··md r~\;::-::"'
tllli Po~t i H-1-lr·e.
the Holy Ghost, which are necessary to a our gospel tract:
"It next announces that one of the Scriptural
!if,~ of righteousness and virtue."·--Book I,
terms of salv:ttion is 'to be baptized in water for
part 2, chapter 4., verse 4·
Tertullian, one of the early Fathers of the remission of sins.' This means spiritual
the church, wi:o ministered during the cleansing by physical plunging, and the proposiJos•JPH SMITH
Enr:ron
close of the second and beginning of the tion itself ought to bmnd its expone!nts as ScripW. W. BLAUt
ASSOCIAT!C EDITOH
third centuries has this to say: "ln the tural falsifiers It next proposes that 'the true
next place the hand is laid on us invoking mode of baptism is by immersion, or being burLamoni, Iowa, Feb. 2, r 889
and inviting the Holy Spirit."-Epistle on ied in water,' which can not be proved either by
chap. 8. Also: "After baptism Scripture 01- reason. Immersion is a mode of
succeeds the laying on of hands, with pray- baptism, but not the only mode. It next anMETHODIST CRITICISMS.
for the Holy Ghost."
nounces that infant baptism is unnecessary and
THE .!Ylichig-an Christian Advocate, in
his Comprehensive Commenun-Scriptural, but it gives no Scripture fc.r its
its issue for last December zzd. is sorelv
says: "The apostles seem to have laid assertion, because it can't."
troubled over the progress ma'de by n/e down a rule, that after being baptized, the
Hold! Mr. Advocate/ not quite so fast.
Latter Day Saints in the midst of Michproselytes should have the laying on of
and the Methodist denomination. It hands, accompanied with prayer, in order You statement that "to be baptized in
may be
painful to that editor, but unto their receiving the gifts of the Holy water for the remission of sins
means spiritual cleansing by plwsical
doubtedly
is very delightful to the conSpirit."
verts. For, to a people who have been
In "The Antc-Nicene Fathers," vol. 5, plunging" may be very flippant and funon the chaff of sectarianism, the
669, the teaching of one of early ny, but no such sentiment has at any time
"sincere milk of the word," attended by
of the church is recorded thus: heen taught by either latter day or former
the enlightening, gladdening Spirit of "By imposition of the hi~hop's hands the day Saints. It can not be found that they
God, must be like life from the
and
Holy Spirit is given to everv one that be- ever held that immersion, plunging, or
dipping hy accident or for mere bathingwe are only sony that the editor
his
as in the case of the Samaritam."
co-religionists can't--or won't---receive it.
In all this, history agrees with 1·he Bible purposes, or without faith in the gospel of
Let us now listen to the woeful lamentaand proves that the Christian Advocate, Christ and divine :mthoritv to administer
tion of this Methodist qni!l-driver, and at pr0fessing to advocate Christianity, flaHy such immersion was of Villue and force in
procuring· "spiritual" cleansing.
But,
the same time turn the
in upon his contradicts Christian doctrine as taught by
on the contrary, thev have al wavs held
logic and theology:
Chlist's apostles and their followers.
If the Latter Day Saints have divine that God, in thl" go;pel plan, made and
'•LA TTER DAY SAINTS.
makes immersion in water "Jor the
to preach -the go~pel in its com"A member of the Detroit conference writes us
remission ot ;..ins" a means of cleansing
pleteness,
they
douhtless
have
proper
auththat certain peopie styiing themselves 'the Latter
oritv to admini~ter its ordinances and cere- from sin to all who hear, believe and obev
Day Saints' are working ruin among the people
mo;ies. And one of the he~t evidences that go~pel, just as He made looking upon
of his charge. He sends us one of the cheaply
that they have such authority is seen in the brazen serpent the means of healing
printed tracts which they are cireu'latlng. It is
the fact that they teach the gospel and ad- the serpent· bitten I srflelites, (N um. 21: 8,
ce;lled "The Gospel," but about ail the gospel
minisier its ordinances according to the 9; with_John3:r4, 151,orcompassingthe
there is in it is perverted to sectarian use. It an·
walls of Jericho with the ark by ·the sevt'n
New Testament pattern "without prefernounces that one of the first principles of the
ring one before another, doing nothing hy priests with seven rams' horns, for seven
gospel is 'the laying on of hands for the gift of
partiality;" and it is also seen in the fact consecutive day,, the last day seven times,
the Holy Ghost by those having authority;' and
tbat God approves their ministrations in and that to be followed by "a long blast
of course these 'Latter Day Saints' claim to have
word and ordinance by "confirming the with the ram's horn" and the ''great
the authority."
shout" of the children of Israel. the means
word with signs following."
for the overthrow of Jericho (Josh. chap.
H the •'laying on of hands" is not one
We would remind our Methodist oracle,
6), or that the dippin? seven times in Jordan
of "the principles" of the e;ospel or doc- that the early Methodists, including the
trine of Christ, then the New Testament
and others, founders of that body, was the means appointed of God for
is L'llse, and
instead of being an
in and taught the need and com- cleansing Naaman the Syrian, (2 Kings,
apostle of righteousness was an imposter. ing of a divinely "called" and "sent" min- chap. 5). They hold that the virtue in
In his letter to the Hebrews, 6: I, 2, that
in the Church of God. Here is on<' all these instances consisted in the faithful
keeping of the commandments of God
apostle in setting forth "the principles of
fir~t and most Scriptural songs,
pertaining to e~ch case. God has ordainthe doctrine of Christ" asserts that "the 'Vvhich is
to the point:
ed baptism by immersion as a means of
doctrine of
laying on of hands"
Almighty God of love,
cleansing from sin, to all who intelligently
i~ one of them.
And to this agree numerSet np th' attracting sign,
And
snmmon whom thou dost opprove
believe the preached gospel and repent of
ous statements in the New Testament as
For messengers divine.
thPir sins, and it remains for man to accept
may be seen by consulting ,Acts 8: I 7; 9:
2 From favored Abrah'm's seed
it and be blessed, or reject it and be con·
12, x7, r8; 19:6, etc., etc.
The new apostles choose,
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demned. And as to the mode of baptism,
immersion is the mode, and the only mode
know!}. to the Scriptures. John the Baptist, who was "sent of God" to prepare the
wav of the Lord and "make bis paths
str;ight," administered baptism by immersion, for it is recorded of him that he
"was also baptizing in Enon, near to Salim, because there was much water there."
-John 3: 5, 24. Immersion requires
"much water," hut neither sprinkling nor
pouring do. And Paul who said, "Though
we, or an angel from heaven, preach any
other gospel unto you than that which we
have preached unto you, let him be accursed" (Gal. I: 8), ~ays of baptism, "We
are buried with bim [Christl hy baptism."
-Rom. 6: 4· Man can not be thus "buried" by sprinkling or pouring, but only by
immersion.
And the apostle repeats
this testimony when he says, "Buried
with him [Christ] in baptism, wherein
[in baptism] ye are also risen with him
through the faith of the operation of God,
who bath raised him from the dead."..,.....
Col. 2: I 2.
Mark it well, Mr. Advocate,
for Paul held that, being- '•buried with"
Christ "in baptism" and "risen with him"
in that ordinance, was "the operation," act,
process, or method appointed of Gorl.
And it was not a f:1ith, but "the faith" of
the former day Saints in that "operation"
that brought them into covenant relations
with Christ as their s,1vior, and made
them "heirs of God, and joint heirs with
Christ."
And now the latter day Saints
believe and teach the very same doctrine
and are called heretics and apo~tates because of it!
J\1osbiem, a most eminent church historian, savs of the first centurv after Christ:
"The ~;crament of baptism was administered in this century, without the public
assemblies, in places appointed and prepared for that purpose, and was performed by an immersion of the whole body in
the baptismal font,"
The learned Beza, of the sixteenth century says: "Christ commanded us to he
baptized, by which it is certain that immersidn is signified."
John Wesley, in his note on Romans
6:-4, says Paul in this text refers to immersion,· which was the mode of baotism
practiced in the primitive church. 'And
the late Charles Anthon, Professor of langua~es in Columbia Colleg-e, New York,
said: "The primary meaning of the word
[bJptizoJ is to dip or immerse; and its
secondary meaning, if it ever bad any, all
refer, in some way or other, to the same
leading idea. Sprinkling, etc., are entirely out of the question."
Salmasius snys in his work, pag-e 669,
"Baptism is immersion, and was admini~
tered in former times according- to the
force and meaning of the word.'' And
all this, very clear and conclusive, is not a
tithe of the direct evidence supportive of
baptism by immersion only.
The facts are, that in the wholesale
apostacy from primitive Christianity, the
people, as foretold of God throug-h Isaiah,
"transgressed the laws, changed the ordi"
nance [and have] broken the everlasting
[gospel] covenant."-Isa. 24: 5·

D.

And as to ''infant baptism," the Saints
claim it is not only "unnecessary and unScriptural," but that it is vain and sinful,
for the gospel applies only to those who
are able to hear, believe, repent and obey
the gospel, and infants are not competent
to fulfill either of these requirements.
Besides this, baptism is "for the remission of sins" (Mark I :4; Luke 3: 3; Acts
2: 38), to "sanctify and cleanse" the church
"with the washing of water by the word"
(Eph. 5: 26), and is "the answer of a good
conscience toward God," (I Peter 3: 2 r),
all of which does not pertain to sinless, unreasoning infants, but to those who transgress law, (r John 3: 4; James 4:
8: 34 and 9:41 ), and are capable
ing to repent of their sins. (Acts 2: 38;
I7: 30i Mark I: I5; Luke I3: 13, etc.
Authentic history records that Neander,
in his Apostolic Age, volume I
r 40,
says: "It can not possibly
proved
that infant baptism was practiced in the
apostolic age;" and Luther said, "It can
not be proved by the sacred Scriptures that infant baptism was instituted by Christ, or that it was begun by
the first Chri~tians after the apostles;"
while Moshiem says, "The persons that
were to be baptized, after they had
confessed and renounced their sins, [ neither of which can infants do], , . . were
immersed under water." etc., etc. Second
Century 4: 13. Infant baptism is a "changed" form, both as to the subjects, the objects and the mode of thflt beautiful,
nificant, and essential Christian ordinance.
bi;ptism, and has no hig-her authority for
its orig-in and administration than an apostate and darkened church, and therelfore
should he rejected and shunned.
The Advocate goes on further to say of
the church tract:
"Finally, it claims that 'the holy priesthood has
been lost,' but 'is now restored to the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.' 'The angel
has flown through the heavens,' it says, 'bent his
way to earth. brought the everlasting gospel, and
commissioned men once more to preach.' We
wonder what part of the heavens that particubr.
angel flew through, when did he bend his way to
this footstool, and wh(>re did he light? And did
he look like 'a Latter Day Saint?' While at
Fort Bridger, Utah, in 1865. we saw some of
these so-cailed Saints freoh from Salt Lake.
They came to sell to us soldiers their fruit and
produce. Bnt they didn't look like Saints, and
their produce was not very Saintly, neither were
their prices, unless it be in the one particular that
the prices were high up. Unless the Michigan
Saints are more Saintly than the Utah chaps, we
~hould bate to have them lay hands on us for the
gift of the Holy Ghost, or for any other purpose.
This tract enumerates as the privileges of the
Saints through plunging and laying on of hands,
the following: •Gifts of revelations, prophecy,
visions, the ministering of angels, healing the
sick by the laying on of hands, speaking in new
tongues and interpreting them, the working of
miracles, and, in short, all the gifts as mentioned
in Scripture, or as enjoyed by the ancient Saint&.'
That is fine.
"W.hen these saintly folks have turned the
world upside down we shall have marvelous
things revealed to us, startle our fellows with

wonderful prophecies, see strange visions by day
as well as by night, chat with the angels, raise
up the sick with a touch, speak forty different
languages with more glibness than did the workers on Babel's tower, and work signs and miracles such as have not been known ~ince the
foundation of the world. No telling what a
full-blooded American will do when once possessed of the miracle-working power. A suspension bridge across Lake Michigan or the Atlantic ocean will be no trick at all. Turning
fools into phiiosophers will be only a pastime.
If anything will stick him it will be to make so. ber sensible people out of those who are carried
away by such vain and silly pretensions as these
of the Latter Day Saints. Seriously, it seems almost incredible that right here in Michigan the
populace can be swayed by such foul winds of
doctrine. What are intelligent folks thinking
about? Are superstition and fanatical bluster to
have another reign? Is popular a~d religious
education a failure? Certainly, only the most
ignorant or morally erratic can be fired with enthusiasm for such an ism as this of these latter
day ranters. The whole thing illustrates the
Scripture prophecy that in the latter times some
shall depart from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, etc.''

To the above we reply first, that the
fact of there
been no preaching the
gospel in its completeness as found in the
New Testament, no org-anization of the
church in full keeping with its pattems,
no administration of the ordinances of the
primitive church, and no spiritual
and "g-ifts" such as are found to disting-uish
and bless that church, affords conclusive
proof of a loss of priesthood authority ~md
power, for the Lord promised, under the
gospel order, to confirm the ministration~
of his servants "with sig-ns following
them that believe."--Mark r6: 17, r8,etc.
And as to the fact that the angel
Revelation 14: 6-8) having come and
committed the gospel to the church of the
Saints, all the ·evidence that is needed is
found among the Saints, for they teach
and administer precisely as did Jesus and
h:s New Testament servants, :md "the
word" is "confirmed" in their midst as at
the first, where there is faithful, fervent
service toward G0d. Furthermore, "the
signs of the times" prove that now is the
time when "this gospel of the kingdom"
should be founti among all nations.
Matt. 2L~: 14.
As to "the Utah chaps," thev must answer for them~elves. We have no church .
affiliation with them.
The sarcasm of the Ad7Jocate is too
transparent to need a rep! y, for it is evidently used in place of scriptural argument, the latter being- impossible, and 1s
equalled only by a similar class who derided the spiritual manifestations had in
New Testament times and later.
And finally, if anv of the Latter
Saints depart from the faith, giving
to seducing- spirit~," etc., as charged
the Advocate, it is no more than
God, by hi.s servants, declared "some" of
them would do in these "latter times."
Tim. 4: I-3· But this proves too much
for the arguments of the Advocate y' for
when it is proven that any of the Latter
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Day Saints "depart from the faith," that fined and established, would not that
fact proves that "the faith" from which amendment thtn be, in effec•, and in fact,
they "depart" is the true "faith," or pian a law respecting an establishment of religof salvation, such as was had and taught ion-the very thing already forbidden br
and enjoyed by the first Christians. They the Constitution? We think so; for that
could not "depart from the faith" until instrument provides thus:
"Cong-ress
they first embraced and possessed it. shall make no law respecting an establishl\!Iany thousands of the Latter Day Saints ment of religion, or prohibiting the free
since r83o did "depart from the faith" exercise thereof." The Christian religion,
they at first received and as is contained and every religion that professes that
in the authentic and publicly authorized
name, also all other forms, of whatever
standard books of the church, some of nature, can not be established under and
whom fulfil Paul's striking prediction con- by virtue of national law, yet all must be
cerning the wretched latter-day apostasy. alike tolerated and protected so long as
We do not charge that the Methodist peo- they are not in conflict with the letter and
ple have ever fulfilled that prophecy, or spirit of the laws of the land. Church
that they ever will, for "the faith" as , and State m.ust forever be separate and
taught and possessed by Paul and his felapart from each other so far as the laws of
low Saints is widely different from that our nation are concerned.
Nothing
taug-ht and possessed by the Methodists. would disrupt and destroy our nation so
And in saying this we mean no disrespect certainly and speedily as the enforced esto the htkr. They are an excellent peo- tablishment of any system, creed, or form
ple in many ways, and we would not, if of religion, under whatever guise or prewe could, detract the least from their tense.
worth and worthiness. But "the faith"
The Latter Day Saints should not he at
preached and possessed by Paul and the a moment's loss to decide where they
Saints of his times and that had by our ought to stand on these matters; for in
Methodist friends are not the same in ma- that book which contains the authentic
ny points, and none knew that better than and authoritative doctrines and covenants
the W esleys and first members of that so- of the church, publicly endorsed by the
ciety, hence they sang and preached of "common consent" of the church and ofthe restoration of the gospel and the di- ficially promulgated to the church and
rect call of God to his ministry under that the world, it is clearly set forth that, the
order, as before seen.
Constitution of our nation is a document
inspired of God, and that, therefore, whatever conflicts with it it>; not of God nor .for
CONSTITUTION TINKERS.
the good of the people. In that hook the
THE Battle Creek, (Michigan) Daily Lord says: "lt is my will that my peo'Journal is out in an elaborate criticism of ple should observe to do all those thipgs
the "Blair Educational Amendment" and
whatsoever I command them, and that
claims that, properly, it should be entitled law of the land. which is constitutional,
"Blair's Religious Amendment to the supporting that principle of freedom in·
Constitution of the United States," it bemaintaining rights and privileges [which]
ing just that in essence.
belong to all mr.nkind and is ju~tifiahle beSection 2 provides that "Each state in fore me; therefore I, the Lord, jt1stify
this Union shall establish and maintain a you, a,nd your brethren of my church, in
system of free public schools adequate for befriending that law which is the constituthe education of all the children living tional law of the land; and as pertaining
therein, between the ages of six and six~ to the law of man, whatsoever is more or
teen vears, inclusive, in the common less than these, [different to, or in conflict
branches of knowledge, and in virtue, with, Ed.,] cometh of evil."-Doc. & Cov.
morality and the principles if tlze Chris- 95= 2 •
tian religion." It fails, however, to deAnd further:
fine and provide for the particular kiRd,
"Importune for redress and redemption
class, system or creed of that variously inby the hands of those who are pl~ced as
terpreted, numerously divided and subdi- rulers, and are in authoritv over you, acvided "religion," or the sect, synod, convo- cording to the laws and constitution of the
cation, council, or other standard by people which I have suffered to be estabwhich to measure and decide just what lished and should be maintained for the
that ''religion" is and should be. in which rights and protection of all flesh, accordthe American youth would be educated in ing to just and holv. principles, that every
cas~ the said amendment became the su- man may act in doctrine and princ1ple
preme law of the land. Shall they be pertaining to futurity according to the
taught "the principles of the Christian re- moral agency which I have given unto
ligion" as defined by the Pope of Rome them, that every man may be accountable
and his Cardinals? or those set forth re- for his sins in the day of judgment.
spectively by the Methodists, Calvinists, Therefore, it is not right that any man
Congregationalists, Universalists, Baptists, should be in bondage one to another.
Agnostics, Lutherans, Swedenborgians, And for this purpose have I established
Adventist~, Campbellites, Episcopalians,
the Constitution of this land by the hands
or Latter Day Saints-which! Here is a of wise men whom I raised up unto this
huge difficulty, a veritable Alps to sur- very purpose and redeemed the land bv the
mount, which the proposed amendment shedding- of blood."-Doc. & Cov. 98: 10.
does not provide for. And if it furnished From these extracts it is seen that the Lord
a fixed criterion by which "the principles requires His people to befriend and support
of the Christian religion" were to be de- the Constitution and the laws thereunder,

to honor and uphold those" placed as ruiers and are in authority over" them, to "importune" such officers "for redress and
redemption," also that He wills that "every man may act in doctrine and principle pertaining to futurity, [matters of religion, Eel.] according to the moral agency" which he has given them, "that every
man may he accountable for his own sins
in the day of judgment," and that all this
was designed and purposed by Him when
He "established the Constitution of this
land." Therefore the Constitution should
have no amendments that in any way conflict with its provisions, or would in the
least pervert its nresent manifest intent
and meaning-. The Saints should heartily
sustain the Constitution as it is and oppo!>e
everything in conflict with it.
W. W. BLAIR'S EXPLANATION.

THE idea has obtained with some of the
church, in some places, that Elder W. \iV.
Blair has measurably lost zeal and faithfulness in the work of God and the interests of His church, and that the proof ot it
is ~een in the f:Jct that, in the spring of
1885, he embarked, with others, in temporal business-merchandise-and has continued in it [~~a silent uartner.-Eu.] ever
since. In reply the said W. W. Blair has
this to say: ,I, that he did not engage in
business with any thought that it would
give offense to any, or that it would lessen
his usefulness in the Church of God, or
become a stumbling-block even to the
weakest. For he is aware that Christ demands of him, with all others of his disciples, that degree of self-denial that shall
promote the hest interests of all and glorify the blessed Master; also that the Holy
Scriptures teach that the faithful minister
for Christ should say with Paul: "If m'i'at
make mv brother to offend, I will eat no
flesh while the world standeth. lest I make
my brother to offend," (I Cor. 8: 13), and,
"It is good neither to eat flesh, nor to
drink wine, nor anvthing whereby thv
brother stumbleth, or 1s m·,de weak,"
(Rom. 14: 21); and, further, to "Give
none offense, neither to the Jews, nor .to
the Gentiles, nor to the Church of God."
-1. Cor. IO: 32And 2, this mercantile
venture was entered upon not from morbid, selfish motives, but purely and solely
for the purpose of making business for
sons who, without that or something- of
the kind, were liable to drift out and away
from home, and church, and their influences.
Furthermore, and in order to a proper
understanding of the matter, it should be
borne in mine! that Elder Blair laid a;;ide
all husines<. <Jffairs the first of April, 1859,
and devoted his labors entirely to the ministry, chiefly abroad from home, till 1885,
and therefore for twenty-six years had not
furnished any settled business for his sons,
the youngest of whom was then approaching manhood j and that he hoped by enlisting in a business venture, hy means of
which they could be b,roug-ht ·into favorable connection with the bu<.iness world,
he could, in a mea~;ure, compensate the~
for lack of paternal aid in furnishing them
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opportunities and assistance m temporal
matters.
We are not aware of any law of God or
man that prohibits any minister engaging·
in any legitimate, proper business pursuit,
provided it does not in any way interfere
with his ministerial duties and covenants.
And now, lest there be further offense,
jealousy, or stumbling over that matter,
also to silence the tongue of the gossiper
and busybody, and further, to honor God
and exemplify the spirit and letter of the
gospel of Christ, Elder Blair has decided
to dispose of his partnership interests in
the finn of Blair, Bell & Co., at no distant
time, and give his sole attention, in thought
and deed, to forward the intere~ts of the
Church of Christ in all the world.

Rev. Wbatham errs when he assumes
that "the son of the prophet," '~fears a
thorough investigation into the truth of
the Saints' teaching." The only
on the part of the "son of the
was as to the propriety, or necessity of a
discussion such as Rev. Whatham proposed, in the HERALD, under the circumstances. Of the propriety and necessity of
suchdiscussion we deemed Brn. John H.
Lake and vV. J. Smith to be the proper
judges, they being· in the field where this
challenger is at work in his missionary
work.
"AUTUMN LEAVES."

THIS valuable magazine has en!ered
promisingly upon its second year, and the
first number for r889 has been in the
hands of its patrons sufficiently long for
REV. ARTHUR E. WHATHAM.
them to form something of an opinion ~s
THE following clipping is sent us from an to its merits, future prospects and promisOntario paper:
es. It is filling, admirably, a want long
felt in the church, and we confidently ex"MORMONI&M.- The following letter from
pect it to keep well to the front ln its
Rev. Arthur E. Whatham, missionary at Cardiff
chosen field and supply that kind of literand Monmouth, appeared in the Toronto Mail:ature to its readers that will enlighten, elSir,-Some time since I published in the Toronevate and cheer all who peruse its pages.
to and local papers a challenge I had forwarded
We are well acquainted, personally, with
to the official paper of the Reorganized Church
its editor, and most heartily, cheerfully
of the Latter. Day Saints, published at Lamoni,
recommend her as possessing, in an emIowa. The nature of the challenge was a debate
inent degree, those indispensible qualificabetween myself and that paper on the truth of
tions requisite in furnishing its readers
their theological teaching as compared with the
with a superior class of reading matter for
Bible. The merits of the debate to be judged by
the future. Her zeal and toil and self-detwo professors of divinity belonging to the
nial in seeking to forward the interests of
Church of England and two ditto of the Saints.
the Church of God and the wellbeing of
I was induced to take this step owing to an elder
society are entirely befitting the work she
of the Saints coming into this back country to
has in hand, and all who can should assist
make converts for his church. I accused this
and sustain her in her efforts. Like everv
elder of bringing strange gospel to people quite
work ordained of God, and wisely design'unable to answer his argument. \Vhereupon he
ed for good, it is growing in many direcaffirmed he would debate the correctness of his
tions, and we trust it is destined to contin·
teaching before any audience I chose, either in
ue, indefinitely, a potent means to help
Toronto or Petersborough. I have just received
forward the cause of Christ and humanity.
a reply from the editor of the Saints Herald, Jo·
Its editor suggests that we say to all who
seph Smith, son of the supposed prophet and
desire to subscribe for it, that they can do
seer who found the •Book of Mormon,' refusing
so and pay for it at their earliest convenience during the present year-the earlier
my challenge. Evidently the son of the •proph·
the better, of course.
et' fears a thorough investigation into the truth
All letters containing subscriptions
of the Saints' teaching by competent divinity
should he sent to D. Dancer, box 128, Lascholars. The provost of Trinity College Tomqni, Decatur county, Iowa; and all conrontn, had consented to act as one of the judges.
tributions to the magazine should be sent
It may be well for your readers to know the
to Mrs. M. Walker, ·same address.
Saints refuted to have their teaching investigated, and also well for the Saints that they have
refused."

Of it we have to say: Rev. Whatham
engaged in a controversy with Elder W.
J. Smith; and not being successful in caus·
ing Bro. Smith to abandon his field, he
made a ch;\ilenge to discuss in the HER·
ALD, the meritsof whkh discussion were
to be determined by two chosen by either
side. We replied to the reverned gentleman that as the field of controversy in
which he was personally interested lay in
Ontario, it would seem to us more necessay to keep the issue there; and that our
work there vvas in the hands of Ern. Lake
and Smith to whom he was referred. V\T e
sent Rev. Wbatharn's challenge to Bro.
Smith, leaving the decision as to the nropriety of discussion with those in the field
there, of which we have not heard.

THE Colorado Springs Republic of January I Ith, contains the following:
THE LATTER DAY SAINTS.
I have recently returned from a visit to Man·
itou Park, whither I had gone as a representative of the Reorganized Church of Latter Day
Saints. I delivered about thirty discourses in
Manitou Park, illustrative of the faith and religious practices of the above named church. I aok
the privilege of saying thn~ugh your columns
that the practice of and belief in polygamy belongs to the Utah Mormons only. Polygamy is
a departure from the original tenets ofthe Church
of Latter Day Saints. The discipline of our
church is opposed to polygamy and kindred evils
and is in favor of loyalty to"existing governments.
In view of these facts we think persistent efforts
to make these churches identical is unjust, espec·

ially in view of the fact that the Reorganized
Church has for the last quarter of a century supported a mission in Utah in opposition to polygamy.
If desired, tracts and books explanatory of our
faith may be had on application to Joseph Smith,
Lamoni, Iowa.
Respectfully,
JAMES CAFFALL.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

J. J. Phare, Esq., a friend we met in
Utah, one worthy to be called a large
hearted, iiberal spirited Methodist, sent not
long ago for the notorious "Manuscript
Found," by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, and
he now orders others for some of his
friends and says:
"The copy I have excites considerable curiosity
and no little astonishment. I imagine the enemies of your church are ~omewhat "set aback;"
but it will never do to give in, you know, we
must trump up a trmzscnpt, or something, sure!"

Bro. J. W. Roberts, of Rogers, Texas,
writes that be appreciates the light and
blessings conveyed to him in the latter day
work, and desires to endure and overcome.
Refering to the Moore-Brown discussion
he wrote:
•·Brown's founda~ion was built of such poor
material that it would not stand the test. Ho'ivever, he railied on the old plan of slander, but
truth prevailed and triumphed to the confirma·
tion of the Saints in their faith. The gospel is
gaining ground here."
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

BY letter just received from Bro. H. P.
Brown, of Oakland, California, we learn
that he had a severe stroke of paralysis
the 14th of last December which prostrated him and prevented his getting out the
December issue of the Expositor. He is
now gradually recovering and hopes to
resume his work on his paper at an early
time, but does not intend to publish any
more after No, I 2.
In the last clause of the address of Bro.
R. Etzenhuser to the Fifth Quorum of
Elders in HERALD of January 19th, it
should read. "There is room for two or
three worke.rs," etc.
Bro. G. Jensen writes from Mott, I ndiana, that the word of life is being declarf'd
in that place by Brn. J. M. and M. R.
Scott and the people are considerably interested in it.
He also states that our
cause is moving forward in southern Indian?.. Bro. Jenkins moved into the town
of Mott and at once began to flcquaint his
neighbors with the faith. We hope he
will see the fruits of his labors.
·"
Bro. John H. Gough, an aged but devoted brother, whose address is Roila,
Phelps county, Mi~sotui, in a recent letter
expresses the belief that if a competent
elJer would labor in that vicinity, that his
relatives, childrt>n and grandchildren, would
investigate, am1 he hopes, accept the faith.
Sr. Julia A. Tucker, writing from
Brookston, Texas, January 14th, renews
for the HERALD and takes occasion to say
that in a visit made to Vernon county,
Missouri, during the holidays, she was
greatly pleased with that country, and intends to remove there when she can sell
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her property.
She expresses the belief
that the reason why many farmers in that
region want to self their ·farms is, because
the Lord is making- mom for the settlement of His people in those parts.
L. D. Hickey, who claims to be a representative elder of Strangism as it was,
preached in the brick church at Lamoni on
Monday evening of the zrst inst, ~etting
forth his views on a great variety of subjects. Among other things he gave his hearers to understand that he was not passioately in love with our national government.
We fail to see how any one claiming to
be a Latter Day Saint and a believer in
the revelations given to Joseph Smith the
Seer can entertain any but the most loyal
sentiments to the constitution, and the authority of our heaven-founded nation. V\i e
recognize the right of every person to endorse and promulgate such religious and
political views as H:ey may choose, so they
do not conflict with the rights and best
interests ot others; but we are confident
that Elder Hickey will find few, if any,
among the "Josephites" who will entlorse
hi~ peculiar notions.
We were pleased the morning of the
24th inst. to receive a cheerful call from
Bro. Joseph Trout, of Grand Rapids,
Michigan.
VIle knew him many years
ago at Sandwich, Illinois, when he was
entering upon the active duties of manhood.
We are gl:ad to learn that fortune has favored his active efforts in life, and that he is
now pleasantly settled with his family in
the progressive city of Grand R;;pids.
Bro. David Dancer has been confined to
his bed for the last ten days or more with
a severe attack of sciatica. He is now, we
are g-lad to say, steadily recovering, and
we hope to see him about again as usual
at an early time. The mild and open
winter thus far, has caused not a little
rheumatic affection to prevail in this section.
\J\T e can not at present fill orders for the
Life of Joseph the Prophet by Tullidge,
or the $ r. 50 edition of the Book of Mormon. Please order the cheaper editions
of the latter for some time to come.
BELOW will be found an item from the
Publishers of the Lamoni Patriot, which
speaks for itself:

NOTICE!!
Our single package mailing book has been
taken from our office by some person unknown
to us.

We therefore ask every reader of the

Patriot who receives his paper singly without
supplement, to write us at once, stating when he
began taking the paper, and how much money
he has paid upon subscription, and also how
many copies he has lately missed.
LAMBERT BROTHERS,
LAMONI, low A.
Rev. R. J. Lynd, a Presbyterian missionary in
the East, sends home an account of the spread of
intemperance in the Holy Land. In Jerusalem
there are no fewer than 130 places for the sale of
intoxicants kept by Christians, and which are attr<J.ctin~ all c)as~es of the community.

SAINTS' HERALD.
m"" No Ct·edit for moneys received on subscription will
appear, on the Colored Address Label of the Herald
for this issue, as no changes have been made, ex·
cept in case of persons desiring a change in P.O. uddress.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

F.DI'rED BY SISTER "FRANCES.''

"Lo, in the midst, with the same look he wore,
Healing and bleseinu: on Geneseret's shore;
Folding together, with the aU-tender might
Of his great loye, the dark hands w1th the white,
Stands the Con•oler, soothing every pain,
Making all burdens light, and breaking every chain."

AN OPEN LETTER TO A FRIEND.
(Continued.)

Because of your permission, dear L--, and
wilth gratitude to God that he is speaking to your
soul through :your great affliction, and with the
full assurance that he will-if you will permit
him-pour oil into every wound and cause you to
rejoice in that which now troubles you, I resume
my pen for the purpose indicated in my last. He
who said: "I am the resurrection and the-life," is
the same who said, "I am the way, the truth, and
the life." If in your early days you were led to
stumble and turn aside from the truth because
of wrong done you by those who professed to be
his foilowers, the blame is not theirs only, but is
yours as well. You have studied history, both
sacred and profane, and from the first page to
the last there is but One who ever received the
endorsement of heaven to all his teachings.
"Hear ye him," was the divine command concerning him, before he entered upon his ministry;
and from that time unto the time of his return
inlo heaven th.e Father manifested through him
his divine attributes, in order that we might know
God through his Son whom he has sent into the
world. Go with him in his ministry during the
tlwee years he was here upon earth; study hls
ch:tracter, weigh his words; and when in~ any
word or act of that model you can find evil or
wrong, then, and not until then, will you have
any justification for doing wrong because another did the same, or for tuming from the truth
because of the evil you found in those who profess to be followers of the truth. Remember
that all men are free agents to chose for (hemselves whether they will do good or evil; and
God can not deal with them upon any principle
which excludes this agency. \Vhen those of
whom you spoke did you the great wrong, why
should you not have said "Christ taught that
our lives should be governed by a pure morality,
principles of love, mercy, justice and truth; all
the actions of these men are contrary to such
teachings, therefore they are not his disciples,
but are hypocrites-wolves in sheep's clothing.
Pause for a moment and see the injustice of
the conclusion to which you came, and the results which have accrued to others from your
following out in your life the unjust conclusion
to which you did come. You said.: "These men
profess the religion of Jesus. They are bad men,
therefore their religion is false." Do not deem
me harsh in my judgment, dear friend. I do
not mean to say that you viewed it in this light,
or realized the injustice of your judgment
when you condemned the pure principles of the
gospel of Christ, instead of condemning the
wlcked actions of men, and came to the conclu·
sion that there was no God, no Savior, no relig·

ion, because you had proven a few individuals to
be base hypocrites. It is true they wore the
garb of reiigion and had it a! ways on their tongue;
but had· you sought farther you might have
found, even among men, those who were not
hypocrites-those whose lives were an exHmple
of the faith they professed. But neither the example of good, nor the want of the example
found in man, will ever a vail you or me in the
day of judgment. To us God gave his Son for
an example, and the Son has said, "This is the
way, walk ye in it." The Exemplar is perfect,
the way, is perfect, and they who walk therein,
and are faithful unto the end, shall inherit eternal life, and come forth in the first resurrection,
or the resurrection of the just, and upon such the
second death shall have no power; but unto those
who have said "Lord, Lord,'' and have not done
the Lord's wili, there is reserved a second death.
You tell me that even if you could ha;;~q(\,ck
your old faith, your firm unshaken confide~ in
God and the atonement of Christ, you would
even then not know what to do, since there arc
so many conflicting creeds in 'the world-,-so
many who believe doctrines which are utterly opposed to each other, and yet all claim to get'their
authority from the Bible. Here again, dearL-,
we are safe only in following Christ. 0£ his
teachings he said: "My doctrine is not mine, but
his that sent me. If any man will do his will, he
shall know of the doctrine, whether it be of God,
or whether I speak of myself." These il%~;~;,ds are
notidle. They have been tested and pro~n by
thousands who are his witnesses upon the earth
to-day, and by hundreds of thousands who have
passed from earth to join that company which no
man can number,
When the mission of Christ to earth waR finished, and he was about to depart and be with
the 'Father, he promised his sorrowing disciples
to be with them to the end of the world. Not
bodily, for they afterwardR saw him in full possession of his resurrected body taken up into
heaven, until a cloud received him from their
sight; but by the power of his Holy Spirit-that
other Comforter which he had promised to send
-which, if he went not away would not come,
but which he would send when he went to the
Father. There was a work for this other Comforter to do, and the ministry in the early church
seemed to fully understand its nature. And now,
dear L--, let me have your closeat attention to
the one part of that work which at this time
most nearly interests you and me.
The disciples who had been with Jesus during
all his ministry, were told by him that that they
should receive power after the Holy Ghost (or
Comforter) was come upon them, and they
should be witnesses unto him in Jerusalem, Judea, and in Samaria, and unto the uttermost parts
of the earth; but he charged them to tarry at
Jerusalem until they were prepared for this work
which lay before them to do. Do you ask if it was
not preparation enough that they had been with
him during all his ministry; had seen the mighty
works which he had done; had seen him die
upon the cross and his dead body taken down
and laid away in the tomb, the door of which
,.,was sealed and guarded by soldiers of Rome?
Nor this alone; but they had seen him after his
resurrection; had eaten with him, and he had
instructed them, during forty days, of things pertaining to the kingdom of God. Surely I hear
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you say, "If that would not qualify them to: be
his witneeses, what could?
Remember, dear L--, that obedience is the
one thing required of man. H is God's right to
command, and the duty of man to obey; and I
trust presently to be able to sho,w you that they
were then not qualified for the work before them.
To be his witness, was to be prepared to declar~
the doctrine he had taught, his death and resurretionfrom the dead, his ascension into heaven,
his second coming, and the eternal judgment
which all men shall' receive. I have not the
least idea that any one of these men doubted in
his soul one single point of doctrine the Lord
had taught. Of his life and death they had been
eye-witnesses; and could they doubt his resurrection, when day after day he had been with
them, talking with them and opening the Scriptures to their unerstandin!l"? Surely not. Neither do I believe that they had a doubt of that
which he told them of the futnre; and yet, I, repeat, they were not qualified for the work before
them. They ;yere to be his witnesses, but there
was to be another, and these men were to have
power to command the coming of that witness to
the soul of every individual who would do the
will of the Father;and this witness was (as the
apostle said) greater than the witness of men.
This powef these men did not have, and as
Christ was about to leave them he commanded
them to tarry at Jerusaiem until he should send
it to them.
You tell me that once you studied the word of
God. Do you remember the time when this witness came, and the results of its coming? You
doubtless have not forgotten that it was on the
Day of Pentecost, and are familiar with the, result; and I pass to notice the question of the three
thousand, who, being pricked in their hearts, cried
out: "Men and brethren what must we do?" ,Notice, dear L--, the similarity of the language.
They ask what to do. Christ said, "If any man
will do his will, he .<hall know of the doctrine." Re. member now, that one of the cardinal points of
this doctrine is the resurrection from the dead.
This, in your b.ind groping among the false lights
of science and infidelity, you have denied. But
mark you, Christ has said, if you will to know,
you shall know, Obedience is the key, and the
only key which can open this door to you; and if
you choose to disobey, If you will not take God at
his word and prove him,can you blame any one btit
yourself that you grope in darkness when you
might walk in the light-that you are in bondage
because you believe that which is false, and reject
the trutl. which alone can make you free?
But to return to Peter and ascertain how he
answered this question. We hear him say: "Repent, and be baptized, every one of you, in the
name of Jesus Christ, for the remission of sins,
and ye shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost;
for the promise is unto you, and to your children,
and to all that are afar off, even as many as the
Lord our God shall call." vVhen speaking of the
Holy Ghost Jesus called it the "Promise of the
Fath<>r ;'' and Peter ~ays it is to all that are afar
pff. This is the promise Christ gave when he said:
''If any man will, do his will, he shall know of the
Coctrine.''
Do you want know, dear L--? Do you
want to be convinced that there is a God·, and
that Jesus Christ was his Son? that he was sent
into the world to declare the will of the Father
and thl:! gospel ot lite !lr!li S!llvation? Do yoq

want to know that "It is 'appointed unto men
once to die, but after this the Judgment?" ,that "as
ip Adam. all die, e:ven so Christ sl:lall all be made
alive?" If you do, then it remains for you. to test
the matter; and i-f God is not true to his word, if
he fails you when you have put your trust in him,
thenitwillbetimeenough to say, ''There is no
God." But'until you have done this, what madness,
what folly,.to deny the existence of .that Being
who created you a little lower than the angels,
and who "so loved the world that he gave his Only
Begotten Soh, that whosoever believeth on him
might not perish but have everlasting life!"
But I fear my letter exceeds the limit of your
forbearance, and I will close. If indeed you desire to know more in regard to this Witness, it
will afford me great pleasure to rl"fer you to the
teachings of God's word, pointing out its place in
the great economy of his plan of salvation, and
the absolute need which exists in the world today for the confirming power of its testimony.
May the Lord incline your heart to desire to have
a knowledg~ of him, and lead you gently to the
fountain of living waters, is my soul's earnest de"
sire in your behalf.
Your true friend,
M ..

.

PRAYER LEAGUE.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
In behalf of one for fifteen years afflicted with
rheumatism, and at times not able even to feed
herself, the prayers of the elders, as well the
League, are earnestly desired.
Sr. Mary A. Light, Wood River, Holt county,
Nebraska, also requests the prayers of the League
in her behalf.
PRAYER UNION.
The sisters of the San Bernardino branch met
in the Sai.nts chapel to organize a Prayer Union.
Sister Emma Burton was elected president. Sister. Ollie Ames secretary. Term of office being
one month.
OLLiE AMES, Sec.
ERRATA:-If! a late letter from Sister L. J.
Reynolds she is made to say, "When the branch
was organized about two months ago." It should
rea~, one year and two months.
If the sister who requested (in the Herald of
Dec.'rs) the prayers of the League that her health
might be restored and if not the Lord's will to do
so, that at least the terrible pain in her head
migh tbe relieved, will send us her address, we
will forward her a letter which may be of interest
to her.-En.
NoTICE :-We have one or two hundred leaflets
containing the subjeGts of prayer for each day in
the month. Any of tbe sisters desiring one can
obtain it of us by enclosing a stamp to pay return
postage.
M. WALKER.
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Bro. Evan R. Griffiths, Elliott, Mo ........ $
Bro. Thus. D. Williams, Elliott, Mo........
Bro. Simon Dixon, Elliott, Mo..... . . . . . . . .
Sr. J. Dixon, Elliott, Mo...................
Bro l L Jones, Canton, Ill...............
Sr. Margaret Thomas, What Cheer, Iowa...
Sr. Mary Thomas, \Vhat Cheer, Iowa.... . .
Sr. Maggie Thomas, What Cheer Iowa.....
Sr. Emily Thomas, What Cheer, Iowa....
Bro.' Eddie Thomas, What Cheer, Iowa.....
Sr.SueHays. FairPlay. Nev ..........•.. !
Sr. Laura J. Carpenter, Dimordale, Mich. . .
Sr. S. Ridley, San Bernardino, Cal. ........ r
Sr.' Sarah Baldwin, San Bernardino, Cal. ... r
Sr, Angie Ames, San Bernardino, Cal.. . . . .

so
so
so
so
25
so

so
50

so
so

oo
25
oo
oo

so

Sr. Ann

Boden, Lucas, Iowa .............. r
Bro. G. W &.Eliza Bird, Blythedale, Mo ..• r
A Sister, Lamoni, Iowa ................... r
Bro. John Bickle, Busey ville, Wis .•........ 2

oo

25
oo

25

~ Send all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
, LAMONI,

Iowa, Jan. 24th.

•

DEPUE, Jan. roth.
Dear Sister Frances:-'-I thought to-day that I
must write you a few words of cheer about Autmmz Leave.~. The present number of January,
r88g, is the very best one we have had. My heart
was filled with joy and gladness when I read the
kind words of each of those who have sent in
their loving thoughts to you to fill our beautiful
little messenger of peace and happiness which
comes to our many lonely but not f01'saken homes.
The heavenly Father sends his Spirit of love and
peace to us and we know we are remembered.
What could we do without our thoughtful
brother Mills? I often remember him as I saw
him in Lamoni, and pray that he may live long
amongst the Saints. Sister Edith Monroe's'l'ittle
offering to her mother is very beautifql, and
"Scraps" recalled my dear and beautiful sister
who is now in heaven, The morning after she
died her husband came iit and sat down by our
mother and me and said, "Mother, do you know
the first time I saw my Mary she had on a pink
frock?" I had just made' the bed and had seen a
small piece of that same dress in the quilt that I
had spread on the bed. I said, ~·Come Flobert
and see the little piece of Mary's dress." So we
went and I thought his heart would break when
he looked at it. Little Kittie cut it out and laid
it carefully away as a sacred relic.
We get so interested in Bro. Stafford's article
that we can scarcely wait for the next number.
I remember those early days m clearly myself
that I can recall many circumstances. One I
never can forget: Our people were terribly tried
in those times. All kinds of poverty pressed
heavily upon the poor, tried and afflicted Saints.
One day we saw a poor family coming to our
door, the father and mother and, I think, three
children. They had a small cart, and a little
calf harnessed to it like a horse, drawing it. All
their earthly goods were in the cart, and the
family walked along by it. But they were Saints
and surely the heavenly Father has kept his
watch over them.
We never saw them afterwards. They had been living in Nauvoo, and
had joined the church in England; but God is
good and looks upon his chidren in great mercy.
The little children of the present time can n~t
Imagine the trials of the children in those early
days. Now Sabbath Schools are established in
all our branches, but it was not so then; and
when the scattering came, the children could
scarcely stand the shock, and manv noble ones
strayed far away. I know of on,; family (and
brother Blair also knows them) by the n~~e of
Tourtilott. They lived near Sublett, Illinois. My
own brothers were lost to the church because
they had to live away from il, and never had the
benefit of the Sabbath Schools when they were
children. I do not know that I can ever make
any one understand how I feel about the children.
I see it more plainly because I married out of the
church and my children and my grand-children
will perhaps remain as they are. I can only pray
for them, and if thev are found worthy, the heavenly Father will care for them in his own due
time.
I also remember some little children in those
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eady times whose father was one of our best
ministers. He loved the work and spent most of
his time preaching. Their mother died and the
children were ;;cattered, and some so hungry that
they would eat the dryest crust and be very grateful for it. I would not write their names because
some of them might read this. I do not know
whatever becamc of them, but I know their father ls dead.
Sister Frances, perhaps I have written too long
a letter. If it is worthy of a place anywhere, use
it; if not, cast it aside.
ONE OF THE SISTERS.

THERE is a sadness and pathos in this letter
which will be felt by each Saint whose memory
reaches back to those early days. Our own heart
responcts to its sentiments; and if we are wise as
saints of the Most High, such memories will brace
our nerves and iead us to redouble every effort
put forth, that the wii! of God may be obeyed
and our children be established in the faith. Under the great canopy of heaven it is the only faith
which has a sure foundation-vvhose builder and
maker is God, and from everlasting to everlasting
is the same.
There will never come another
scattering of God's people. The great Latter
Day Apostacy is of the past; but there will come
a time when everything which can be shaken,
will be shaken, and every thing which can be
moved will be moved. \'le may not live to see
this day, but it will surely come, and our children
must meet it and stand or fall according as they
are prepared. In the family circle, in the Sunday
School and in the halls of learning should this
preparation be begun and carried on to completion. For this purpose it becomes the imperative
duty of the SaJnts to establish higher schools
under church influence, in which our sons and
daughters may complete a liberal education without becoming subject to sectarian bias and prejudice, and where they may learn that of all systems of religion they have the only one which
can fearlessly challenge the attack of all creeds
and systems, as well as those of infidelity and
science (falsely so called); and smile at the onslaught, if only they as its advocates, are prepared
to defend it.
God will give them that wisdom
which all thek adversaries can not gainsay, but
this wili never invalidate the command to obtain
knowledge from all good books. Sisters, let us,
as with one heart and voice, beseech God to move
upon the hearts of his people to establish our
school speedily.--En.

est pain or difficulty. She is also a firm believ·
er, and expressed her certainty, that no matter
what ailed her, the Lord could cure her. We
we;·e expecting Elder Scott in the neighborhood,
and I intended when he came, to put the case in
the hands of the Lord; (I did not want a doctor.)
He did not come as we expected, and the swell·
ing was making such rapid strides that we became alarmed and in our extremity we called
upon the Lord to relieve her until we could
comply with his requirements and claim the
promises. That night she awoke about mid·
night and found that she could swallow without
pain. Nooxt morning- she ate her breakfast, talked, and even sang. Her cure was marvelous
_for one in her condition the day before. Truly
the Lord blessed us, even beyond what we dared
to ~_sk.
he draw us, this new year, closer to
his great loving heart than ever before, and
help us to realize, that, though sinful and prone
to wander, the present, like the past, is full of
infinite mercy.
Hoping this simple statement will appear a
witness to at least a part of_the world,
I remain your sistf'r,
ADINA

L.

PINKERTON.

Dem- St~<ters:-I rejoice over the many good
things in the Home Column each week, and feel
that I am not doing right if I do not at least
thank those who are thus doing good to all the
readers of the Herald. I was particularly pleased -with the article entitled, "Thou shalt not bear
fal&e witness;" and am fully ·persuaded that the
same spirit which moved those who wrote the
sacred pages, inspired the one who through this
article so forcibly called our attention to the law
and the testimony.
As far as I know, I am the only member of
the Prayer League in the branch to which I be-•
long; and so have not the privilege of meeting
with the sisters to observe the hour; but I have
felt blest in keeping it by myself, and rejoice to
see our prayers answered. In this branch three
men whose wives were members have obeyed
the gospel since the League prayed for unbelieving husbands. I wish that the League would
pray for those of the Saints who use tobacco,
that they may be able to stop using it, and by so
doing have more strength, both of body and
mind, to help in spreading the gospel. The evils
arising from its use are many, and are well
known to the readers of the Column.
A SISTER.

vV ARREN, Ohio, J anuar.y znd.
Dear Sisters:-I will now do what I intended
to do some time ago, that is, write a short letter
to the Saints' Herald. If others enjoy reading it
as much as I have some of the !etters in its columns, it will prove a source of comfort to some
one of its many readers. I am not a subscriber
to the Herald, (I am sorry to say) but hope to be
some time. On the seventh of October last, I,
(with three others,) became a member of th§~
chnrch, and though surrounded by the most trying circumstances, can say to-day that my faith
has never wavered, and I thank God for all that
he has been to me since that Ume.
In November, my daughter, (an only child,)
wa» taken sick with that dread disease-Quinsy.
I used all the remedies in my power, but all to
no purpose; her throat kept swelling until one
side "as entirely closed, and the other nearly so.
Sh<~ could not swallow or talk without the great- ,

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sr. Dora Shook, Galien, Michigan writes :-"I
never have been sorry that I obeyed the gospel,
but I many times regret that I have not been
more faithful to its divine precepts; for experience
teaches me that the nearer we live to God, the
mo:·e of his Spirit we enjoy. We have been
blessed with hearing the word preached by Bro.
C. Scott, but he expects to leave us soon, and we
shall greatly miss him. In the great affliction
wh\ch has fallen on the family of our beloved
Bro. Blakeslee we have been made to realize
how true it is that when one member of ~he body
suffers, all the other members suffer with it.
They have our prayers and constant sympathy,
and do indeed, need the prayers of all God's
people.
I am deeply interested in the Sabbath Sehool
work, and pray that God will help me to sow in

71
the hearts of the children of my class, the good
seed of the kingdom, which shall spring up and
bear fruit unto everlasting life."
Sr. Mary A. Light, vVood River, Nebraska,
writes :-"It is the appointed hour for the Prayer
League
meet and the spirit of love towards
God burns like a fire in my bosom. For all his
tender mercy and loving kindness to me, I thank
him. My prayer is that the numbers of the
League may increase d?.i!y and their souls may
be filled with the love of God. Perhaps some of
my old friends are wondering how I am getting
along upon a diet of milk and grapes. It has
been six months since I ate a morsel of bread, but
my health is improving; and when I get discouraged, the Lord helps me, and I renew my
strength."

to

EMINGTON, Ill., Jan. r8th.
Editors Herald:-May be you think J. C. is
doing nothing, or but very little, as I have not
wrote for some time.
Since I arrived in theN orthern Illinois District,
November 23d, I have preached twenty-one sermons in Plano, three in Chicago, four in Sandwich, nine in Emington making thirty-seven in
all; baptized two.
At this place I have a
full house. The church at this place that
was closed against Brother F. M. Cooper, a year
ago, is still closed against us, and the few that
control the religious part of the town are making
it quite hot for themselves, for while some of the
wealthy men in days gone by helped to support
a preacher they now give no more, so I learn.
Mrs. ---, one that carries a high head among
what is called the first cut of the town, is now
trying to raise money enough to get a "hireling"
to speak to them. I learned to-day that the one
they want writes them that he asks six hundred
and fifty dollars a year, with parsonage free, and
one half of his expenses in moving his goods paid.
Poor blind souls; in the days of John the Baptist
one of the signs that Jesus sent to John in prison
was, "The poor have the gospel preached unto
them." But now the poor must starve for the
want of the bread of life if they can't raise about
seven or eight hundred dollars. These hirelings
cry out "Beware of false prophets." Of course
they want the people to understand they mean
«Old foe Smith" and keep them away from hearing what we preach, forgetting Paul's advice in
r Thess. 5: 2 r, "Prove all things; hold fast that
which is good." But I am pleased to say that
among both young and old I never met with a
b~tter class of people than those that attended
my meetings in this place. The Blue Ribbon
Club met at the church last night, led by the
school master of this place, Mr. A. D. Christian,
but soon dismissed, and when I was about half
through service came in and filled the vacant
seats.
I am blest of the Spirit of God in my ministry.
Last December 31st Sister Kate Vandran, of Plano, was taken very sick; her mother wanted to
send for me to administer to her, but her conition
was of such a nature she thought a doctor would
do better. They sent for one who treated her
that day, but with no good results. About seven p.
m. I was sent for and with Sister Willet and her
oldest daughter, the latter a member of the
church, we went to the sick one and administered
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to her in the Spirit of God, and as I removed my
hands from off her head she rose up. All in the
house wept like children. Sister Willet's daugh·
ter, who saw it, crying like a child exclaimed,
"Kate Vandran, how could you doubt the latter
day work! how could you send for a doctor!"
Brother Vandran and his little children were crying, and I told the little ones not to cry for their
mother would get breakfast for them in the morning. Sister Vandran called for something and
ate. The next day she was out visiting.
Who, but the ignorant and unlearned in the
work of God could doubt this great latter day
work brought by the angel to Joseph Smith,
wherein is revealed the fact that God is setting
up his kingdom in these last days as prophets
said he would. See Micah 4: r-4; Dan. 2: 28, 44·
I thank God that I have lived to see these latter
days; and being called of the God of heaven, as
I know I have, to help build up his kingdom and
gather in the people. I wish to be found in' my
lot and place to present his truth to the people,
and warn them of the coming of Jesus our Lord.
Yours truly,
J. C. Foss.
BIG SPRINGs, W.Va., Jan. r8th.
Editors Herald:- The Saints in some sections
are de~irous of hearing from the work in West
Virginia, and particularly from me, as I am Ja.
boring to strengthen the Saints and add to their
number the manv who have considered the matter after hearing the word one year ago by our
brethren Devore and Beatty. I find they suffered
great persecution and risked their lives to estab·
lish the work here. There was but one Saint
here when they carne but twenty when they left.
They were beset with dangt>rs on every side
night and day. They bore witness to the truth
calmly and fearlessly, and on one occasion a
Bro. Clayton Maloney was to be baptized. The
mob swore that no one should be baptized. They
separated fifteen or twenty from the crowd. A
Baptist preacher named Cubberly and his two
sons were in the mob, Cubberly saying that he
was ready when needed to help them. When
the time came for the baptism Bro. Devore came
out and passing through the cursin!! mob said,
"Come on, Bro. Clate ;'' and in spite of the
threats of the seemingly savage company formed
for his destruction,. there and then, before their
eyes, administered baptism to Bro. Maloney. They
stood amazed and so unnerved that not a blow
was struck, but their mad ravings disgusted all
sensible and good people who witnessed the
scene. These brethren are greatly beloved by
the Saints there.
One brother remarked this
morning that "he hoped he would live to
see Bro. Devore's face once more.'' I have
preached here how every night for one week,
and two excellent ladies have given me their
hands for baptism. The husband of one of them
will join us. Sr. Sarah Sanders, the wife of Mr.
Bennett Sanders, came forward first.
Brn. Devore and Beatty will remember them.
Many
others are expected.
I was threatened with
mobs when I came, but prejudice is yit'lding to
the truth and some from the mob·are attending
my meetings and behaving as good citizens.
Some give me the hand of friendship.
The
work is truly glorious. The Good Spirit is here
in much assurance and power, and the agents and
emissaries of Babylon are yielding and the
champions of the work of darkness are skulking
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around and getting in thelr work behind my
back, blinding the honest to resist the progress
of the truth. I would be glad to have h<c!P hete
are there are many ralis for preaching. I will
baptize those who offer on Sunday and go to answer other calls.
I have announced that I will preach in the
Court-house in Grantsville, the county seat, em
next Thursday and Friday nights. I would like
some of the ministry to come and join me in the
work here.
Pray for

SYRACUSE, Ohio, Jan. r3th.
Bro. W. W. Blair :-After the conference at
Limerick, Ohio, I went to Ritchie county, West
Virginia, to labor for the Master. Met the Saints
on Bear Run and commenced preaching the
next day, continuing until Bro. E. C. Briggs
came and preached five timeR for us.
Bro.
Briggs left us for Clarkf'burg to see Bro. D. L.
Shinn.
We also had the pleasure of meeting
Bro. Thomas Smith, of Sennett's Mills, who was
preaching for the disciples, who since obeyed the
fulness of the gospel. May God bless him and
make him mighty in the cause. The names of
Brn. Devore, Beatty, Shinn and E. L. Kelley are
highly spoken of in this part of the country. It
is a pleasure to me to hear the peoplP. speaking
thus of my brethren in the ministry. We left
some almost persuaded to obey at Bear Rnn.
During our stay in Ritchie county it rained al·
most all the time. Bro. Bell, priest, is in charge
of the little flock at this place, Bro. Cross teacher. May the good Father bless them. Our next
tramp was to Frozen Camp, Brn. Hickman and
Harper sending a horse to meet me part of the
way. Found the few Saints all well except old
Sr. Brown, and commenced preaching at once.
The little flock at this place has been persecuted
very much, but I find that prejudice is giving
away. The last time that Bro. Moler and myself
were here there was talk of mobloJing us. Bro.
Williams is in charge. Left for Sand Hill, same
county, where Bro. Moler and myself organized,
in last August, the Washington branch. Could
not get the School-house exceptior Friday night.
Commenced to preach on Friday night the r4th.
At another meeting a sealed letter was found on
the desk in the School-house addressed to me.
After preaching I read the notice anrl ask<"d
what I had done. I read also from the Doctrine
and Covenants the law of the church on marriage, after whlch I asked a friend to read the
findings of the court in Lake county, Ohio, on
the Kirtland Temple Suit. ·Made an appointment for preaching at night, and with this came
a crowded house, and after preaching I read the
notice again and put it to a vote of the people
whether they wanted me to preach for them
again or not. The verdict was unanimously in
our favor. Thank God for true Americans, .who
know the value of freedom. This is the notice
with blood mark on the side:
"DECEMBER '!'HE 15Tu, 1888.

"Mr. Matthews, 'Ye notify you to leave this
county in twenty,four hours, for we don't want
:Mormon. doctrine taught to our chiidren. and you
must !eave here, for we mean just what we say,
ami if you don't, you will have to put up with
the penalty, and that is severe. Now you get
out."
On Tuesday following we left the good friends
of Sand Hill and on December 26th I received

a telegram from my brother·in-law, Bro. David
Hopkins, who resides at C'lnnelton, 'Nest Virginia, announcing the death of his son Richard.
It is just two years .and six n'wnths since Bro. and
Sr. Hopkins buried their oldest son David, both
taken away by tvphoid fever. I labored in !hat
section for some time in the midst of affliction
among the Saints and friends.
A coal train
backed over Elizabeth, the daughter of Bro. and
Sr. Parry. She llved three hours after the sad
accident but n<"vet• complained. After she was
brought to the house she told me to tell her
mother not to cry and asked me not to go away
until I would see what the result would be. She
had prayed many times that she might be taken
from this world before her father and mother,
being over-burdened and afflicted. Bro. Parry
has but one arm and lo suffering with asthma.
May the God ;1f heaven remember Brn. Hopkins
and Parry aPd their affliction and sorrow is my
prayer. Although in the midst of sorrow, am,
as ever, your brother in Christ,
THOMAS MATTHEWS.
ST. PAUL, Nebra~ka, Jan. rsth.
Bro. Dancer :-From a sense of duty I deem it
proper to inform the authorized laborers in God's
great work that I, through patience and endurance of derision and contempt, have laid the
foundation of a fruitful work in this vicinity.
Two months ago the cry "Brighami,m, and im·
position" could, be heard in every direction, but
now It haR almost ceased. I held a discussion
two weeks ago in defense of the Book of Mormon
which has made friends for the v1ork. I have
been requested to send for the men who are
authorized to preach and baptize. Please 'end one
this way. I will answer any question in regard
to prospect. I believe a good work '!Vlll receive
a rich reward.
Yours in Chd<t,
E. T. ATWELL, JR.
LoNDoN, England, January uth.
Bro. 'Joseplz:-On the r3th of November at
Plymouth, I had to trouble the waters and baptize three into the kingdom of God; and on the
6th of October three more making eleven in this
place. On the 9th I confirmed them. I feel that
there is a good work to be done in this place. I
took my leave of them for a lime to visit my
brother and family at Ramsdean, near Petersfield,
Hants, and on December 2oth I had the pleasure
of baptizing my brother Charles and his wife.
Oh, I feel to thank my heavenly Father for hls
love and goodness to me in giving those to me
that I have so long prayed for, ever since the
year r859· And there are three more and I believe they wHl come. I have mHde known to
them the gospel and they can see that it is right,
and ! shall not give them up. On the 24th of
December I baptiz"d five more-a man and his
l!rife and three of my brother's children; blessed
six children, and many more at Ramsdean are
troubled in mind and would like to throw off the
trouble but can not. They say that they have
lost two of their best members. On the 29th of
December I was calkd away from there, to the
Broadclist branch, as dear sister Ann Board was
called home to rest. She fell asleep in Jesus on
Wednesday, December 26Lh. She was seventy·
one years of age. She was one of the first that
wanted to be baptized with her husband. The
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funeral took place on new year's day, and the
sermon was preached at the grave in Broadclist
church-yard. A .great many were present and I
had good liberty. We thought that we should
have had lots of trouble, but, thank God, we had
but very little. After the funeral I went to Tiverton and saw my uncle James and family and
did lots of fireside preaching. Some of them believe the gospel. I gave them my address to
write me when they are in need of me. On the
8th I came to this place, and I feel that there is
some work to do here, and others think the same.
We had a meeting on the 9th and after the meeting one lady gave her name for baptism. I pray
that I may keep myself humble and see my littleness, that I may do good.
Yours in Christ,
WILLIAM NEWTON
DENVER, CoL, Jan. 15th.
Bro. Blair: --In reading the Herald I see many
calls for laborers, and I wonder if there is any
place that needs labor more than this city of
over one hundred thousanQ.people. I have been
attending the different churches and it is with
feelings of sorrow that I see so many following
blind guides. My soul yearns for the gift of
speech and power of the Spirit that I might be
able to set forth to the people the true way that
leads to the tree of life. I have had a number of
conversations vvith different ones in regard to the
doctrines of our church and find many that I
think are honest, who, if they had the privilege
to hear the word, would become bright and shining lights in the kingdom of God. I live in one
of the suburbs of the city and we have a Union
Sunday School of which I was chosen Assistant
Superintendent last Sunday, wherein I hope to
be able to do some good. There has been a
Methodist class organized here recently and the
Invitation is to all Christian people to come in
and unite with them. They are very sociable
and friendly, but have not that for which we long,
namely, the communion of Saints and of the
Holy Spirit. We have no meetings of our own;
I don't know any reason why it is so, as there
are about a dozen members here, enough to organize a branch. But we are somewhat scattered,
with no one to organize or take the lead. I think
that if we had a place of meeting some would
come to hear us and we could at least tell them
the simple gospel story. I have visited several of
the Saints and find them Interested and willing
to work for the cause, but we lack organization
and system. My heart is in the work and I only
wish I was able to do more to further it on.
Love to all, your brother,
E. F. SHUPE.
D. & R. G. Shops.
REESE CREEK, Montana, Jan. r6th.
Bro. W. W. Blair:-I am greatly encouraged
in this "marvelous work and a w<;>nder." As a
branch of the Church of Christ, the past year has
been a year of heavy clouds hovering over us.
But thank God, there has been a spark of heavenly fire lingering until it has re-kindled such a
union amongot those that are coming together,
that it is a heavenly place indeed, such union
and love {have never seen in this place.
I firmly believe that the unhappy things of the
past have been overcome, and that we now see
that it is necessary to iive in harmony with the
of t.he servants of God. For the last

four meetings our members have been increasing and we are being blest in testimony and in
the glorious gifts of the gospel, that the sects say
there is no need of, that they were only for the
establishing of the primitive church.
I will relate what occurred in Bro. Gomer
Reese's house. He was absent from home, and
one of the lltile girls had the ~cissors in her
hand and playing with them, when she fell, and
the point of the scissors entering the child's neck
near the jugular vein. The blood ran fast and
could not be stopped by applying any remedy for
it by the mother. Only one source was left, as
the blood was running so freely that death would
soon result if God would not answer prayer.
Sr. Reese went in prayer to God, and as soon as
she did the blood stopped instantly; to God be
the praise! "These gifts and blessings are no
longer needed," say the blind, who lead the blind,
both fall into the ditch.
·
Our esteemed brother J. C. Clapp is with us now,
instructing us in the way of life more perfectly,
and we are very glad to have him with us,· or
any other servant of God who may come. Bro.
D. R. Harris and Bro. John Pritchard were in
Bozeman on Sunday the 6th inst, and held meeting in Bro. Martin Lund wall's house, and had an
excellent time. We have concluded to have
meetings in Bozeman once a month. Bro.
Thomas Reese and family are in Bozeman this
winter, the children attending school. I hope
the year 1889 will be a year of great rejoicing in
our branch, that love, joy, peace, harmony and
the iight of God's Holy Spirit may be our happy
lot.
As a branch we rejoice to hear of the prosperity of the w\)rk of the Lord, and of the great efl'orts of the brethren and sisters.
May the Lord bless Sr. Francis and all her coworkers, and may the "The Autumn Leaves"
;~row and prosper, for it is the best magazine in
i.he world, not only for the young but for the old
also. And may we all by our work& write a vol'Jme the coming year, that we will not be ashamed of, and may we all follow the example of Sr.
Richards and Sr. Johnson of North Platte, is the
prayer of Your Bro. in the one Faith,
THOMAS HARRIS.
ANTONITo, Col., Jan. 19th.
Dear Herald:- Your issue for the above date,
otherwise luminous with cheering words and
instruction was somewhat beclouded with •he sad
intelligence of the probable end of Bro. J. R.
Lambert's ministerial career. Yes, the thought
of such an event is indeed distressing. I am
fully persuaded that that worthy brother and fellow laborer would not thank me for any undue applause or claim d his having evinced greater perIection, than other mortals that are staggering
under the ponderousness of the cross; its weignt being more sensibly felt because of human weakness.
But you will permit me to say that if the All
Wise, never erring, and ever loving God, had declared (as our brother seems almost to anticipate) that his ministerial labor is nearly, or entirely closed, I shall sustain a loss of a worthy,
loving, confidential, efficient co-laborer; a competent and discreet adviser; and· as to the loss
that the church and mankind in gen·eral, would
sustain him in that event, I will say nothihg.
Duty is the brother's aim.
Its omission gtVes him pain.

After delivering upwards of thirty discourses
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at Manitou Park and other points in Elpaso
county and meeting much prejudice and ·aggravation through silly tales being wafted on the
wings of the wind, and with no evidence of success save allaying some prejudice, inducing a
few to investigate who occasionally spoke approvingly of our doctrine, ·besides, perhaps, encouraging the few members I found there, namely, Brn. A. Smith, J. Chivington, their wives,
and Sr. Joy, formerly of Des Moines, Iowa, and
staying a week at Colorado Springs, to know the
decision of the directors of the Denver & Rio
Grande Railroad relative to a renewal of a
clergyman's permit to travel over their road at
half rates in 1889, which, thanks to those gentlemen, was favorable; I struck this point on the
9th instant, receiving a warm reception from
Bro. F. B. Moyer and family. Though anxious
to preach for them south, I have at the earnest
solicitation of the above brother who is more
favorably convinc~d than ever that the Reorganization has come to stay, tarried. The cessation
of Bro. M's correspondonce with the Herald is
only to be attributed to the force of circumstances.
I have preached six times in Manassa, one of
the Mormon stakes of Zion. The attendance
and interest exceeded my expectation. I only
had access to a private house which was really crowded. Some persons evinced an honesty
ln equiring as to our faith. I preach in Antonito
to-night.
During my stay in Colorado Springs I received the hospitality of Mr. T. Rudd which I appreciated. He married Sr. A. Handbury whom
the Saints in Council Bluffs will remember.
After considerable exertion I was promised the
use of a private house at Colorado City. As per
announcement, I went on Sunday the 6th instant, oniy to find said home closed, locked and
the inmates flown; having, as I learned, been
charmed by exciting news of the finding of a
rich mine! Between a Jove for gold and silver
mines and saving truth, there is an antagonism,
in Colorado the former gaining ascendency, in
the face of which fact the propriety of time and
labor being spent in such localities may possibly
be questioned. And it is quite certain that labor
where places for preaching are easily obtained
and the hearers flock like doves to their windows
and enter the fold by the score is more desirable~
But the gospel must be spread, and the work
of penetrating new localities should be continuous, hence, more solid and continuous labor in
breaking up new ground is greatly needed by
traveling elders or general conference appointees.
One or two elders, havbg a circuit of several
points within a radius of forty or fifty miles, visiting said points weekly, semi or tri-weekly, thus
concentrating his or their labor, could do more
good than delivering twenty or thirty sermons
at one end of the state, then at a great expense
go to the other end to do likewise. When the
duties of a traveling elder are performed, whatever is the result thereof, a peace with and a justification from God is felt, that brings satisfaction. But I do not think that such position is so
fascinating as to make a release from manual labor the only incentive. I think it quite proper
for all to be ready to be called up higher. But
I do not think a proper discretion would be
evinced by making arrangements for a change in
official position, and then demanding the change
on the hypothesis that a sacrifice has been made,
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I really think I utterly abhor anything savoring of absolute rule, despotism, tyranny, etc.
But between such God forbidden extremes and
heaven's imposed loyalty evinced by a recognition of law, rule and order,-I mean God's imposed law, rule and order--! always want to discriminate; such discrimination being the result
of sob~r thought begotten by the radiation of
light, from God's ordained and revealed economy. Never ignoring rule obtained or growing
out of legislation of the body, in suggesti.ng and
agreeing on methods for carrying out God's designs reflected in his rendered law, or making
such legislation equal to or accepting it in lieu of
that the law makes imperative; for that being
done, the way is open ·for rendering that flexible
which heaven has· declared to be inflexible. I
know of none. I believe none, and therefore advocate, no liberty but that guaranteed and regulated by law. That, to my mind. the best exposition of law since the demise of the apostles, by
the Palmyra Seer in section 35· Doctrine and
Covenants, become more effulgent day by day
and an understanding thereof evinced by my
procedure is more essen\ial than ability to measure the distances or weigh the density of the
stars, which knowledge I shoiJ!d by no means
despise. The latter may possibly lead to the
former, but the former will assuredly lead to the
latter, if duly appreciated.
Mine eyes have falien upon the first number
of the Return. issued by E Robinson, in the interest of the so-called "Church of Christ." The
former I r;hould think an acquisition to the latter, in that it may aid the undecided to more
readily decide. Variety is said to be the spice of
life, and if the competent editor has a savory
spice for the the theological olfactories of those
otherwise discontented, I'm sure that no member
of the Reorganization with decision of character
will object to the dispensing of the spice. "The
Return." Oh, ye&! It has a significance, but
all things considered, its applicability is a little
puzzling. Its appearance and perusal induced
me to thank God anew for the Reorganization,
and to regret that my efforts for its perpetuity
are so insignificant. I heartily wish the Editor
ot the Return ~nd its supporters all !he satisfaction that it is possible for them to reach. But
for me, the mission begun by Joseph the Seer
and continued by his posterity is good enough.
In bonds,
JAMES CAFF ALL.
RICH HILL, Missouri, Jan. 21st.
B1'o. Blair:-I see in the Herald of January
r9th two mistakes. It should read, fourteen hundred instead of four hundred for local option, and
five nights instead of four nights discussion. I
presume I made the mistakes; at least the last
one. Bro. A. Lloyd and I are holding forth here
with good interest. One gave name for baptism
last night. We will continue until February rst.
E. CURTIS.
Every point in which a man excels, every true
virtue which he cherishes, every good habit
which he acquires, every beauty of spirit to which
he attains, will make his friendship purer, stronger, and better worth having.
But the total annual loss to the country at large,
in health, wealth, and happiness, caused by the
non-safety taps and bottles of the liquor-trafficers, is incalculable,
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DANCTNG.

AT the spring conference of
was a resolution presented ...... .,",..,
a test of fellowship.
Because a sub:;titue was
reads thus: "Resolved that
dancing should be
mem h~n; of the church should
to avoid the prsctice as one
their minds from Christ and the
therefore many of the Saints
are justified in- indulging in the
Wherever I have traveled, I have had to
meet this question, and some 'Nho before
this action was had thought it n:) harm to
dance. now feel justified in
all the
more.' But thev seem to
the
church did pass" upon this maiter somf
years before, making the
a test o'
fellowship and that act has never been re-o
pealed.
The action taken in '86
ed the former action, so I
the language "that the practice should be
discourag·ed" etc.
N urn hers have
expelledofrom the church upon the
of that action.
I look upon dancing as it is
the present as a very great
which is leading many,
people, down to destruction.
be proclaimed against, just as much as thE;
drinking of liquor or the
and more so than using tobacco.
I wonder sometimes why there IS not
more said upon the matter,- and
question should be handled so
when it is referred to. Almost every . .
wber.e we go, we have trouble with some
because of thi::;. They
"If
such a great evil why is it
the church
does not speak plainly if she does not en"·
dorse the practice? and if she should do
so," they say, "show us the law against it."
They say also, "We read in the
that God's people danced, then
not we," etc.
The dance referred to in the
was quite a different kind to
dance of the present day is.
wan
practiced as a religious ceremony, when
the name of God was praised; hut the
dance of the present day is not o·f that kind,
for the name of God is not uraised while
dancing, nor is it thought of.
did
not gather together, some about
toxicated, using profane
murderous weapons upon
ready to use them at any
and
where the fire of jealousy is kindled which
has caused the taking of many a
and,,
because of the loss of rest and after be,.
coming over heated many have gone out
into the cold air not being
pro-tected, and in consequence
a con··
sumptiv.e's grave, thus being guilty of self

murder. These are plain facts. "But,"
says one, '"Solomon says, 'There is a time
to dance.' .,
but how do we know
that now is the time?
He also says:
'·'There is a time to kill."
How do ·w~:
know but that DO >IV is the time to do that r'
And if :-o, would we be ju~tified in taking
the lives of r;ur fell.ows? "That ·would not
" say they, "for we would then be
breaking the law." Well if we are
fied in the one case, we are in the other .
It is true the law of the land does not £orno, but the law of God does.
does not tolerate it. therefore
if we
in the practice ,;e become
transgressors oft he law-which is sin; and
"the
of sin is
" and while
for the one, it is also
the Rame for the
only tlw one is of
a
and the other of spiritual character.
Are we justified b_y the law of God in
part in the dance of the
Dancing is one oftbe "evils of the
world." It is one !hat religious people do
not indulge in as a rule. It is one of the
"pleasures of the world."
We cannot
have the
of Christ and at the
sarne time join
of the world."
come out from
the world, theple~sures that we should
seek after and take part in should be of a
character; the line should be clearly drawn here between the people of God
and the people of the world. Hear the
apostle: "Wherefore come out from. among
them, and be
separate saith the Lord,
and touch
the unclean thing, and I
will receive you," (z Cor. 6: r7). "Come
out of her my
that ye be not partakers of her
that ve receive not
of her
r8: 4).
"Babylon"
fall, and none will escape vvho are found in her, and all who
are not found in Christ at that day will be
in Babylon,
says:"Yecannotserve
two masters.
I never knew nor heard
of a Latter
Saint, who had the work
at heart, and who enjoyed the "Spirit
I Christ" that took any pleasure in dancing.
They find all the pleasure they want in
'I meditating, and talking with one another,
and singing praises to God; and when
know of any one in trouble, or in distress, they feel like going and ministering
to their wants. This gives them pleasure
that is lasting. They are conscious that
by so doing they are fulfilling the law of
God, thereby laying up treasure in heaven
which will entitle them to go through the
g·ates into the City of God. Is
kind of pleasure you experience
in the dance? Do you have such thoughts
as these there? "0h, no! but our thoughts
are upon the "things of the world;" then
we are "carnally minded" which "is death."
Jesus says that where your treasure is,
there will your heart be also. And as a man
thinketh
his heart so is he; also out
of the abundance of the heart, the mouth
speaketh. Now if the heart is, in the
dimce, the thoughts will be there; then we
can not be in Christ; therefore we must
be of the world,hence carnaL
The experience of all who have indulged in dancing, is, that when a .person goes
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to one dance they want to go to another,
so that step by step they are led away
from Christ. The enemv once admitted,
it is very difficult to expei him.
There is a noticeable difference in the
lives of those who take part in this evil
and tbose who do not. The latter take
pleasure in the things of the Spirit, but
you will seldom find the former in the
prayer meetings; and if they chance to
they feel cold and indifferent, and as if
are out of place there; that they
would rather be somewhere else; and all
this becuase their treasure is not there.
Whereas once they enjoyed the Spirit and
liked to read the sacred books, and watched the progress of the work with delight,
now they take no pleasure in such thing-s.
The Spirit has left them. \Vanting pleasure of some kind, if they can not get it in
one way, they will have it in another.
Like S8ul of old when the Spirit left him
because ot transgression, he was desirous
of having comrnunication with some one,
so he went to the old witch; so, when the
Spirit depans from us, we are then in a
condition to join in with the dance. Such
facts should he good evidence to all who
are caried away with this
that they
are being led by,.a false
The history of this church shows, that
while it was humble and enjoyed God's
Spirit such a thing as dancing was unknown among them; but as soon as the
Spirit departed from them, they went to
dancing, and notwithstanding the blood of
the martyrs and of the saints was crying
to God from_ the ground for vengeance on
their enernies, yet they ;;eemed to be happy, and to forget all this. They turned
the house of God into a ball room. What
a mighty change! Were they pos~essed
of the Spirit at both times? Answer, ye
who think that you are justified in dancing.
While Moses was in the mount receivthe tables, the people became impatient, found fault, etc., made a golden calf,
worshipped it, and danced around it.-Ex.
32: '9· I believe the dance of the present
day to be of the same kind. When the
Nepbites were journeying to this land,
some of them lost the Spirit; then they
went to dancing in the ship, and they were
almost swallowed up in the depths of the
sea.-(Book of Mormon, pp. 41 & 514-)
Yet some will say; "Where is the law
against dancing?"
We ask where is the law in favor of
it? We have no right to practice the same
because we can not find any law that says
"Thou shalt not do "-we read: "Thou
shalt take the th!n(!s which thou hast received, which has been given unto thee in
my Scriptures for a law, to be my law,
to govern my church; and he that deeth
to these things shall be saved."

C. 42: r6.
NDw is there anything in the Scriptures
justifying dancing? There is not a word.
That being the case, are we not going beyond that "which is written" when we do
so? VV e are justified in doing "according
to that which is written," and whatsoever
is more or less than this cometh of evil.
beyond the law we become
'"'""'«'"''c " the same as when we

come short of keeping the law. We are
commanded to watch and pray; lest we
enter into temptation, and that we might
keep ourselves unspotted from the world,
to go to the house of prayer and pay our
devotions unto the .Most High, etc.; and
to be looking for the coming of the Lord,
as if expecting him at any moment. Also
if there is any afflicted let him pray, is any
merry let him sing psalms," not go to a
dance.
"\Vhatsoever ye do in word or
deed, do all in the name of the Lord J esus, giving thanks to God and the Father
him."-Col. 3:r7. We often hear it
"that the young people must have
some pleasure;" that "you can not put old
heads upon young shoulders," etc.; ·but I
fail to see where the line is drawn betvveen the young and the old. Both are
bound
the same law. Does a young
any more right to break the
than an old one? It seems to me that
we say they have when we state that we
ought to let them do that which is ques
tionab!e. We might as well say that they
ought not to be baptized because they are
Surely they should :10t be, if
are not expected to keep the law as
as <mv other member of the church.
I never thC:ught that because I was young
I had a right to break any law that I was
acquainted with.
The
in many places do not take
as
in the church as they
should, and in some cases it is because it is
thought that they ought to be left alone
until
get over "sowing their wild
oats" as
saying is; but I believe that
the saying oftbe Apostle that "whatsoever
a man soweth that shall he also reap" will
apply to the young as well as. to the old.
It is said that there is "no harm in going
to a social dance at a friend's once in
awhile"; then there is no h:Jrm in a youn~
man drinking a glass of liquor at a friend's
house once in awhile. I see as much danger in the one m; in the other. Remember the story about "the spider and the
fl v ."
"Some time ago I was reading a speech
of a Catholic priest who said that "nine
tenths of the fallen women in this country
admit that the first step towards their
downfall was taken in the ball room." I
felt it my duty to present these thoughts
for the benefit of those who are deceived
by the evil and hope they will see the
folly of trying to fellowship the world
with one hand and Christ with the other,
and that they may not be found among
those who shall "neither be cold nor hot,"
, and therefore be "spewed out of his
mouth."-Rev. 3: I6. We will give the
views of the prophet Joseph as found in
the 7 imes a1Zd Seasons volume five: "If
we are asked what our views are concerndancing we can only answer that they
are
such as t·he Scriptures set forth,
and when we can see such a dance, we
shall join in it heartiiy. We do not consider that the dancing that is now practiced is .of that kind. We never heard God's
name
in any of them; nor do we
think
there is the least desire to gloriGod in the dancing of the present day.
fa.r then as the dancing that is now
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practiced is concerned, we do not believe
that it is a Scriptural dancing, or the thing
that was practiced in former times, and it
has not a tendency to glorify God, or to
benefit mankind; but when it leads people
into bad company and causes them to keep
untimely hours, it has a tendency to enervate and weaken the system, and lead to
profligate and intemperate habits, and so
far as it does this, so far it is injurious to
society and corrupting to the morals of
youth.
Solomon says, 'there is a time to
dance,' but that time is not at eleven or
twelve o'clock at night, nor at one, two,
three or four o'clock in the morning."
W. M. RuMEL.
HARMONY OF INSPIRATION.-No. v.
BY R. M. ELVIN.

long- reflected upon these premises-these creeds, schisms, and parties,
-as well as on the sacred writi-ngs of
apostles and prophets, and tbe primitive
communities founded on them, we are fully convinced that neither Popery, nor any
of its Protestant reformations, is the Christian institution delivered to us in the Holy
Scriptures. Wbat is Popery, but an extreme defection and apostasy? What is
Prelacy, but a reformed modification of
Popery? What is Presbyterianism, hut a
reform of Prelacy? \'!hat is Congregationalism, or Independency, but a reform
of Presbyterianism? And what is. Wesleyan Methodism, but a popular emendation of English Epi10copacv, combined
with the enthusiasm of ancient Quakerism?"
These three extracts are from Alexander
Campbell's work on Baptism, pp. r5 and
16, as he from the loftv heig-ht of his
knowledge has freely criticised 'thnse who
had gone before, (and I am inclim'd to the
opinion he was correct in the main), but
inasmuch as he makes no claim to inspiration to aid him in the attempt to get back
upon the primitive platform, but undertook the task in the strength of human
wisdom, it would not be amiss to consult
the W ord-"The world by wisdom knew
not God."-I Cor. I: 21. I have no
knowledge that this divine rule has been
abrogated, neither this one-"For what
man knoweth the things of man, save the
spirit of man which is in him? Even so
the things of God knoweth no man, but
the Spirit of God."-r Cor. z: II. Mr.
Campbell is no exception so far as I am
aware, and although his great educational
achievements would permit him to place
his name at the apex of fame, yet in the
things pertaining to the salvation of
the soul he could not override "how
shall they preach, excr•pt they be sent?"
-Rom. IO: 15.
If Alexander Camp·bell was sent, we might ask, By
whom? And echo answers, By whom?
But to conclude on the apostasy which
was to gain the ascendency over the truth:
"And he shall speak great words against
the Most High, and shall wear out the
saints of the Most High, and think to
change times and laws; and they shall be
given into his hand until a time and times
and the dividing of time."-Dan. 7:25.
"HAVING
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The only comment I desire to make upon
this, is, that this power for evil is granted
dominion over the saints for a soecific
space of time, and is to wear them o~t j or
in other words, the saints who are the people of God, shall cease from off the face
of the earth during the reign of this evil
power. This is not stigmatizing all as
vile and candidates for hell; but that
there was no church of God m~ the earth.
As to the goodness and piety of individuals, I have nothing to say. "And it was
given unto him to make war with the
saints, and to overcome them: and power
was given him over all kindreds, and
tongues, and nations."-Rev. I3: 7· From
the manifold evidences brought forward,
the possibility of doubting the complete
apostasy, and that the door of divine grace
as opened to the primitive church was effectually closed, can not remain. But I
turn from this to the cheerful prospect of
full and complete
RESTORATION,

Everv effort made to reform is but added testimony to the great falling away,
and of the necessity for a restoration of the
gospel in its ancient simplicity and power
to save, which it possessed in the age of its
primitive glory, when it unified the adherents thereunto. It must be apparent to
every thinking mind that if we are to realize the promises of God, his power for
good must be seen and felt to a grenter extent than has ever been manifested under
the auspices of any reformation yet had;
for they each and all but crystalize into
denominational parties, partaking of the
• spirit and character of the body they came
out from.
The ~pirit and genius of the gospel is
not disintegration, but the bringing of all
its parts into a oneness. "Thy watchmen
shall lift up the voice; with the voice together ;;hall they sing; for they shall see
eye to eye, when the Lord shsll bring
again Zion."-Isa. 52: 8. A fulfillment of
this will surelv come in the due time of
the Lord, anl in his own appointed way.
Man will not be permitted to dictate how
God will perform his wondrous work, for
"with righteousness shall he judge the
poor, and reprove with equity for the
meek of the earth: and be shall smite the
earth with the rod of his mouth, and with
the breath of his lips shall he slay the
wicked. And righteousness shall be the
girdle of his loins, and faithfulness the girdle of his reins. The wolf also shall dwell
with the lamb,and the leopard shall lie down
with the kid; and the calf and the young
lion and the fatling together, and a little
child shall lead them. And the cow and the
bear shall feed; their vourig ones shall lie
down together; and the lion shall eat straw
like the ox. And the sucking child shall
play on the hole of the asp, and the weaned child shall put his hand on the cockatrice' den. They shall not hurt nor destroy
in all my holy mountain: for the earth
shall be full oft he knowledge of the Lord,
as the waters cover the sea."-Isa. I I :
49· This is not to be received as :11legorical language, but as a plain and vivid
description of world-stirring scenes that
are near at band. In no other way than

by the restitution of the primitive goi5pe!,
with its inspiration and gifts of help, will
the knowledge of God become univers:d.
vVhat marvelous changes must come unto
man, and to all things in the amphitheatre
of the earth, before the coming to
Df
the following: "But they shall
every
man under his vine and under his fig tree;
and none shall make them afraid: for the
mouth of the Lord of hosts hath
it."
Micah 4: 4· There is a period spoken of
in Scripture, often used by the sacred writers, viz: "Until the fulness of the Gentiles
be come in."-Rom. I I : 25. vVhen this
event transpires, a revival of the work of the
Lord will set in, and the agency by which
it will be brought about is provided for
without the aid of human wisdom: "But
though we, or :1n angel from heaven
preach any other g·ospel unto you than
that which we have preached unto you,
let him be accursed. As we said before,
!'.O say I now again, If any man preach
any other gospel unto you than that ye
have received, let him be accnrsed''Gal. r; 8; 9· The standard is here made
so plain and the specifications by which
that claiming to be the gospel of Christ
can be tested, that it does not seem
ble that any need be imposed
fraud or falsehood.
The
Christ and the apostles
gree, found in the New
; and
while the several principles are not succinctly stated, only hy Paul to the Hebrews, (that is, Ist faith, zd
3d
baptisms, 4th laying on of
n~surrection, 6th eternal judgment), nevertheless, each and all of these principles were
several! y taught by the Master and
those to whom he gave commission
preach the gospel in all the world.
Without particularly scheduling
constituted the items of the
turn and read the synaptical
ary teachings as found scattered on the
pages of the New Testament; and these
are the means by which we are to judge
those who come claiming to preach the
gospel. This is not the rule of one man,
• but seems to have been mutually understood by the Apostles: "If there come any
unto you, and bring not this doctrine, receive him not into your house, neither bid
him God speed."-2 John IO. Paul not
only told how to detect the truth in that
which was preached, but knowing that the
pure gospel •.vould cease to exist
earth
and, of necessity, be restored to
again,
he therefore announces the agencv that
God would employ in making the gladsome
tidings known unto the world, namely,
by the old reliable agents that have ever
been God's messengers: "But to which
of the angels said he at any
Sit on
my right hanci, until I make thine enemies
thy footstool? Are they not all ministering spirits, sent forth to minister for them
who shall be heirs of salvation ?"--Heb. :
13, 14. Whoever rejects the ministry or
visitation of angels, and scoffs at those who
thus believe, gives full proof that he is not
an heir of salvation.
Here we have what might be termed
the regular order of God in communicating with man: "The Revelation of

Christ, which God gave unto him, to shew
unto his servants things which must short1y come to pass; and he sent and signified
it by his angel unto his servant John."Rev. I: I.
Accepting tbe foregoing as
the reflection of both past and future dealings of God with the race, we call attention to the following: "After this I looked,
and, behold, a door was opend in heaven;
and the first voice which I heard was as it
were of a trumpet talking with me; which
said, Come up hither, and I will shew thee
things which must be hereafter."-Rev. 4:
I.
On reading this promise, we are all
anxiety and solicitude as to what John was
to see in the coming events. It was no
ordinary occurrence, and the stupidity of
sense must be extraordinary in that man
who is not aroused unto deep thoughtfulness, and the exuberance of his imagination should throb into life and activity.
Hear ye! Hear ye!! all mankind, unto the
end of the earth: "And I saw another
angel fly in the midst of heaven, having
the everlasting gospel to preach unto them
that dwell on the earth, and to every nation, and kindred, and tongue, and people,
saying with a loud voice, Fear God, and
give glory to him; for the hour of his
judgment is come; and worship him that
made heaven, and earth, ~tnd sea, and the
fountains of waters."-Rev. 14:6, 7· This
is no ex post facto publication of the gos- ·
pel, but a prophetic heralding of what
should take place after the time of
VVe might truthfully write of the great
latter
work, that it was inaugurated in
I823,
the angel of God visited Joseph Smith. And it would not be transcending the bounds of propriety, should
we write of this angelic visit, Tbe Revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave unto
him, to shew unto his servants things
which must shortly come to pass; and he
sent and signified it by his angel unto his
servant Joseph Smith.
There are yet several phases of this
branch of the subject that both harmonize
and synchronize in proof of the restoration
of the gospel through Joseph Smith. He
and his associates preach nothing contrary
to New Testament doctrine, organization
and spiritual gifts; and that is the guidebook to identifv the church of Christ. Let
there be a "search warrant" put into the
bands of a sheriff with direction to serve
it upon the church of Christ, and furnish
him with a copy of the New Testament to
describe said church, with the admonition
not to go near or interfere with the Latter
Day Saints, he would be under the necessity of making his return "Not found."
For there is no church that fills the bill;
yea, even more, all the churches in the
aggregate would not constitute such a
church as we find detailed in the New
Testament.
:::t was for this verv reason that God
gave revelation to Jos~ph Smith, who has
set in order a church that has came to stay
ar.d will yet revolutionize all the organizations nov<r claiming to be the people of
God. Thus the elixir of life is now freely
offered to humanity. (g) Those granted a
"sheepskin" by some theological gospel
mill, grow quite eloquent while in a de-
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risive and sportive manner they decry the
eldership of this church on account of
their want of education, and their faultv
elocution and grammar. I suppose it wi.s
the same in the time that Paul made the
defense, "For ye see your calling, brethren, how that not many wise men after the
flesh, not many mighty, not many noble
are called; but God hath chosen the foolish things [men] of the world to confound
the wise; and God hath chosen the weak
things [men] of the world to confound the
things which are strong; and base things
of the world, and things which are despised, hath God chosen, yea, and thing;;
which are not, to bring to naught things
that are: that no flesh should e-lorv in his
presence."-I Cor. I: 26-29. ~ During
the first ages of the churcl-t, the rank and
file of her ministers were considered in one
of the five cla~ses, viz:
L
Foolish;
z. 'vV eak; 3· Base; 4· Despised; 5· Not.
I have no particular desire to impugn
the statement of Paul in describing the
ministers of his time; and further, I am
not abashed or ashamed of the general
average of my associates when measured in a worldly standard. Men who are
ministers from choice of profession, have
to prepare themselves according to the
standard that men have set.
But God's
ministers are
not so manufactured
for their labors of love and sacrifice.
Graduating from the fishing net was not a
very renowned order; and no vocation
was more hateful than a tax collector for
the support of Rome, nor tent-making a
calling tending to produce a wonderful
knowledge of ethics. The !T,raduate therefrom says of himself, "And I, brethren,
when I came to you, came not with excellency of speech or of wisdom, declaring
unto you the testimony of God." To this
he adds: "And •ny speech and my preach"
ing was not with enticing words of men's
wisdom, but in demonstration of the Soirit:mdofpower."-I Cor.z: r,4. Thepeosaid of him, "For his letters, say they,
are weighty and powerful; but his bodily
presence is weak, and his speech contemptible."-2 Cor. 10: 10.
The self same men who ridicule me and
my yoke-fellows, will iaud Paul to the
very heavens. A man does not have to he
an adept in grammar to be qualified to tell
the truth. And one of the strongest testimonies of a divme call is found
the fact
that the elders as a rule received their religious education in most all of the churches of men; while some come from the infidel ranks. Instead of coming from some
College where thev all were run in one
mould of tnought, they are called from the
various avocations of industry, and so soon
as they step into the religious arena as public
teachers, they are put between the anvil
and hammer of opposition. It would naturally be supposed that such a heterogeneous
collection would make a perfect jargon in
preaching, but just the reverse is true; so
that in Maine or California, in Alabmna
or Minnesota, there is an absolute unity in
what is taught as the essential principles
necessary unto the salvation of the soul.
This uniformity is so apparent that our
opposers unite in saying, "Why, they all
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talk j nst alike; there is such a samenef>s in
their preaching·." We do not believe that
this is tl1e result of accident, or of the efforts of either man or the church, but is
the direct result of the influence of the Holv
Spirit, and that those who are weak and
in the affairs of the world, when
by the Spirit, become the
oracles
heaven, and they can truthful! y
"Not that we are sufficient of ourselves
~mything as of ourselves, but our
is of God who also hath made
us tctble ministers
the new testament;
not of the letter but of the spirit; for the
letter killeth, but the spirit giveth life."2 Cor.
: 5, 6. "It is the spirit that quickflesh profiteth nothing; the
words that I speak unto you, they are
and they are life."-John 6: 63.
when he, the Soirit of truth is
come, he will g·uide you in'to all truth."John r6: 13. vVe have obtained this guide,
and therefore can very patiently endure
the cross in hope of the crown; and when
men revile, and illtreat us on account of
our lack of knowledge, we can pray, "Father forgive them, they know not what
they do."
But let it be understood that,
though called in weakness and ignorance,
this is not the required condition in which
are to remain, but they are to acquire
knowledge hv study to show themselves
approved of God, and to become faithful,
v1rise and intelligent in the things of God,
that
may in truth be guides unto
them
seek eternal life.
(h) When the Church of God departed
from the true and living way, and W6>Dt
off into the wilderness," it vvas then that
began to flourish in the land
and the communicants were little bettar
than serfs, and the several reformations
made comparatively slight improvement.
The following prophecy must convince us
of the state of the church during the dark
: "For among my people are found
men: they lay wait, as he that
E;etteth snares: they set a trap, they catch
men.
As a cage is full of birds so are
their houses fuli of deceit: therefore thev
are become great, and waxen rich. They
are waxen fat, they shine: yea, they overpass the deeds of the wicked: they judge
not the cause of the fatherless, yet they
prosper; and the right of the needy do
not judge. Shall I not visit for these
ihings?
it!.; the Lord: shall not my soul
·
on such a nation as this? A
and horrible thing has been
committed in the land: the prophets
falsely and the priests bear rule
i)y
means; and my people love to
have it ~o: and w bat will ye do in the end
!:hereof?"-Jer. 5· 26-31. Under this sad
the common people were
assessed for the support of the
ministry, anrl as a consequence they allowed the ministers to perform all their devotional duties, and instead of standing in the
dignity of their creation as the sons
and daughters of God to the exercise of
their mental powers, and being morally
and solely responsible to God, thev, to a
forgot him and violated the ·injuncsaith the Lord; Cursed be
man that trusteth in man, and maketh
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flesh his arm, and whose heart departeth
from the Lord."-J er. 17: 6.
Perhaps in
no age of the world than the present
does it seem so absurd and out of place to
witness men who surrender unto a heirarchy
the liberties and obligations that they owe
alone to God.
Here is what a popular minister stated
as tow h y he preached as he did: "Churches
now are nothing more than theological
theaters, and preachers are actors who are
paid so much for performmg cleverly and
acceptably.
When the priestly artists do
not draw, their engagement is discontinued. We are forced to make our sermons
attractive to those who come to hear them.
In consulting our household expenses we
must make a liberal surrender of tastes
and conviction!>. I receive ten thousand
dollars a year. If I preached simpler and
better sermons, reflecting my real views, I
could not get three thousand. So, you
see, bread-earning outweig-hs both aspiration and inspiration."- Cincinnati Times,
J u!y z8th, r87o. How different the above
is from the instruction of Christ,-" \Vherefore, if God so clothe the grass of the
field, which to-day is, and to-morrow is
cast into the oven, shall he not much more
clothe you, 0 ye of little faith? Therefore take no thought, saying, What shall
we eat? or what shall we drink? or
wherewithal shall we be clothed? (For
after all these things do the Gentiles seek)
for your heavenly Father knoweth that
ye have need of all these things. But
seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his
righteousness; and all these things shall
be added unto you."-Matt. 6: 30-33· No
congregation living by and in the light of
the Spirit of God will pay a minister ten
thousand dollars per year to preach a perverted gospel. Many have thought and
said that because we believe in and accept
Joseph Smith as a prophet of Gqd, that
we therefore were under the necessity of
doing just whatever we were commanded,
asking no questiom. This is not the case,
for there is no people more free to think
and act for themselves than the Latter
Day Saints, when we live up to our privileges, and in accord with the principles of
truth as revealed.
We follow no man
only so far as he follows Christ, and that
as pilgrims together.
(i) The right to speak in the name of
God arises from two sources; first, by divine appointment with authority to act as
a messenger for God in things pertaining
to salvation. And, second, those who
leave the walks of sin, and by obedience
become citizens of that kingdom which
cometh not hy observation. Because we
~ometimes state that "we speak that we
do know and testify that we have seen,"
a few pious ones think, or seem to think
we are committing the great sin that can
not be pardoned. The object God has in
view for the human race, as contemplated
in the gospel economy, is that throughout
the whole earth, man shall come to the
knowledge of God and his Son Jesus
Christ, and this is absolutely necess<Jry if
they shall obtain eternal life,-"And this
is life eternal, that they might know thee,
the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom
thou hast sent."-John 17: 3·
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We are at times misunderstood and
charged with denying the meritorious
blood of Christ and the atonement he has
made, by preaching- to the people a universal salvation. When we speak in the
name of God the Lord, we ever seek to
be within the hul warks of revealed truth:
"For God sent not his Son into the world
to condemn the world; but that the world
through him mig-ht be saved."-John 3:
17. The tone of most of the preaching
at the present time, seem~ to be for the
condemnation of the great majority of the
race, and to send them to the hot place,
with no hope of redemption therefrom.
While the true gospel is for the salvation
of mankind in such glory, with a reward
commensurate with their few or many opportunities, and "according to their works."
Unto this end did the All-Wise call and
appoint from among the people men to
mimster the word of truth by the authority of revelation, that all who receive the
word with joy into good and honest hearts
might be entitled to speak in the name of
God for the truth; and when the word is
thus spoken, by th')Se blessed of the
Holy Spirit, God will not be unmindful of
their testimony, neither shall they be overlooked when the palms and the crowns
shall be given.
We have been accused from the pulpit,
and in the press of substituting Joseph
Smith for Jesus Chri~t into our form
of worshtp. This is untrue, and is only
told by either uninformed, or unprincipled persons, and has in view to feed prejudice, and injure innocent people who
believe and teach that the Babe of Bethlelem is the veritable Son of God, the Savior
of man. Still more, these words are as
true now as when uttered bv Peter, "Neither is there salvation in ·anv other: for
there is none other name unde; heaven given among men whereby we must be saved."-"Acts 4: 12.
We recognize in Christ a present help in
every time of need, and we are working together with him in saving souls for his everlasting kingdom; and we do not think
of him as one that lived and is now dead;
but we believe he told 1ohn the truth
when he said: "l am he that liveth, and
was dead; and behold, I am alive forermore, Amen; and have the keys of hell
and of death."-Rev. r: r8.
These two enemies of the soul are to be
vanquished and the captian of our salvation will be the one to achieve the victory; and to that end He is to-day the active, present, moving power in His church,
as the immediate superintendent that directs the work by revelation to g-uide, and
inspiration to aid in this work of redemption. None need be in doubt, for "if any
man will do his wili, he shall know of the
doctrine."-John 7:17. This is fair, and
no one should be bO illogical as to say it is
not true until they have first tested the
proposition. Many thousands during this
century have complied with the injunction
and are living witnesses for Christ that
He is the Savior of the world, and for this
especial purpose did the God of heaven
communicate with Joseph Smith and restore the ancient and everlasting gospel,

ger be any stagnant place, no impurit::es
and those who run faithfully unto the end
of the race will see the coming Savior of air or food or drink; nothing to cause
with gladness.
,
sickness or deatb, for all will live br a
(k) From all over the land arises a dis- thousand years in the bloom of health a"Jd
mal wail, deploring a spiritual dearth in the unfailing youth. The whole earth as the
churches with a corresponding growth garden of Eden, as a land flowing with
and increase of infidelity. The church,es milk and honey.
confess their declination ·in spiritual power
The occupations of building, plowing,
planting, setting out trees to adorn and
to the conversion of sinners and the pulling down of the strongholds of the devil; beautify their homes will be a pleasure
while the ung-odly are boasting of tht:ir without danger of being disturbed.
success and flaunt their
of all
No floods nor droughts, famine nor dethings divine with a hilarity fired very struction of any kind. The delight of all
frequently from the bowl
will be to obey God, and respect and help
adder. A retrospective view
one another.
Every day now we have the privilege
one to think that Christ was in some
doubt when he said, "Nevertheless when through the goodness of God to work for
the Son of man cometh shall be find faith
such great reward, by meekness,
on the earth."-Luke I 8: 8. Here is some love, forbearance, forgiveness, etc. From
faith to faith, from strength to strength
documentary evidence: "In every direclet us strive to go on and guard our
tion we hear the dolorous sound.
upon every breeze of heaven, chilling as thoughts, words and acts that we may
the blast from the icebergs of the north, , all be enabled to so live that we shall all
settling like an incubus on the breasts of enjoy that world of peace and rest to
W. C. L.
the timid and drinking up the <mere:ies of come.
the weak, that lukewarmness, division,
anarchy and desolation are distressing· the
borders of Zion."- Christian Palladium.
"We have also another corroborated fact:
the almost universal absence of revival inKEEP YOUR TEMPER.
fluence in the churches.
The ~piritual
CALM
demeanor
under Drovocation !S
apathy is almost all pervading and is fe&r··
wi~est
and
best.
The
great~r the
fully deep; so the religious press o:f he
whole land testifies. It comes to our ears the more need of considerate decision
in respect to it.
and to our eyes, also through the
Haste here is waste. Be slow
wrath.
prints that very extensively church memto
bers are becoming devotees of fashion-- Conquer your irritability.
speak
as
quietly
and
calmly
to
a
threatenjoin hands with the ungodly in parties of
pleasure, in dancing, in festivities, etc. ing foe as to a loving friend. He
that ruleth his own spirit is greater than
But we need not expand this
he that taketh a city. The time will
ful subject. Suffice it that' t:!-Je
thickens and rolls heavily upon us to show come when you will be thankful that you
held your anger in check. Harsh words
that the churches generally are h"'""'""'"
and fierce deeds never yielded their speaksadly deg·enerate, -They have
er any permanent satisfaction. God has
f:1r from the Lord and he has
endowed us with reasoning faculties with
himself from them."-Prof.
"Our church is crippled in her energies the design that we should use them. Storm
and impeded in her progress and chilled and bluster seldom have any reason in
in her soul and faint in her spirit because them.
Thoughtful consideration is becoming
the word is not successful as it
to the Christian. The only vengeance
-as it used t0 be."-Christian
the man of God may indulge himself in is
and Journal.
"Sins that would shock the moral sen- that of charity in return for wrong, and
sibilities of the heathen go unrebuked in kindness in exchan'ge for violence. "If
all great rlenominations of our land. These thine enemy hunger, feed him; if he thirst,
churches are like the fewi~h Church give him drink." Good deeds
when the Savior exclaimed, Woe unto will be coals of fire on his head.
you, scribe& and Pharisees, hypocrites."--- will melt him down.
But perform your deeds in the right
True Wesleyan.
spirit. Let not vengeance be your motive.
'fo be continued.
Angry charity may prove a boomerang.
Approach
your opponent in a Christian's
THOUGHTS ON THE "GREAT
garb, but not with a clevil's heart. Get
MILLENNIAL."
right within and the ontward hearing- will
IN this world we have trial, temptation, take care of itself. Be Christlike and you
pain, sorrow and death, but in the world 'will appear Christlike. Hate sin, and -yet
to come, the Millennium of peace, "there the sinner love. Make it one grand aim
will be no sorrow there," no temptation of your life to put down evil and save the
to do evil, for Satan 'Nil! be bound for a evil-doers whether personal friends or foe".
thousand years, and God will pour out of -Christian Ad1;ocate.
his Spirit upon all, causing all to be gentle, mild and peaceable.
"The chief art of learning," says Locke, "is to
No trials then, for nothing shall then attempt but little at a time. The widest excurhurt or destroy. Every man can sit under sions of the mind are made by short flights, frehis own vine, or. fruit tree and none shall
quently repeated; the most loftv fabrics of scimake them afraid. No pain then; no ence are formed by the continued accumulations
sickness nor death, for there will no Ion- of single proposition~."
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TS' HERALD.

SUNDAY SCHOOL REPORT.
report of the Sunday School of Independence, Missouri, for the year ending December 3oth, r888.
Number of sessions held
Average attendance of officers 5; ditto of teachers 7; ditto of scholars I43· Total recdpts $153.
76. Total expenditures $12469.
Balance on
hand $29 07. Number of organized classes 14:
namely, I Bible Class, I Book of Mormon Class,
Doctrine and Covenants Class, 5 Intermediate Classes and 6 Infant Classes.
H. R. MILLS, Supt.
JoHN n. WHITE, Sec.
P. S. by superintendent: Our school is in a
flourishing condition and is considered an honorable and worthy institution by outsiders as well
as members of the church. A Bible Class Literary Society has recently been organized and
meets once a week under the supervision of Brn.
John A. Robinson and Eli Etzenhouser.
Latter Day Saints having families and a desire to place their children under good influences, spiritually, morally and intellectually, need
not fea;· coming to Independence.
The Lord is
with us in this Sunday School work; and the
bands of Zion's Hopes as they come together
·sab::mth after Sabbath manifest by their eager at·
tentiveness that they are indeed partaking of the
benefits of that spiritual food which the Master
intended should be given them when he said,
"Feed my Lambs."
May the love of God abi.de with us, and with
all who are engag"'d in any way connected with
this grand latter day work.
H· R. MILLS.
Annu~J

sr.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Conference of the Northern California district
will convene at Stockton, Caiifornia, March ISth,
at ten a. m. Come one, come all.
G. 'vV. HARLow, Dist. Pres.
The Texas Central district conference will
convene with Elmwood branch, Bell county, qn
the rsth of March, at seven p. m. We would be
plcased if there were a goodly number of the
rner:nbership, and VrTe extend a cordial invitation
to all the people.
E. W. NuNLEY,
Dist. Pres.
The Western Wisconsin district conference
met January rzth, r889, according to appointmeut, and there not being many in attendance on
account of the bad condition of the roads, said
conference was postponed until February zd and
3d, rSC\9, to meet at the \Vheatville branch,
Crawford count", Wisconsin.
W. A. McDoWELL, Dis!. Clerk.
A conference of the Pottawattamie district
will convene at Council Bluffs, Iowa, on Saturday, February 23d. r889. at half-past ten a. m.
The Saints, and especially the ministry, arc requested to attend, as this will be the time to select the delegates for the annual conference.
Let not the branches fail to report. Come all
vvho ca.n and let us have a good tirr1e in con ternplating the great work. considering the best
means for the prosperity of the cause we love.
H. N. HANSEN, Dist. P1·es.
CHURCH RECORDER'S NOTICE.
District presidents and clerks, or others, who
!'ave in their hands branch rceports that have
been received at district conferences, will eon fer
a favor by forwarding them to me imrnediately.
And the reports to the February and March conferences, please send them b as soon as possible
after the sessions, so that all may be Tecorded before April.
H. A. STEBBINS,
'
Church Reawder.
NOTICE.
As it is desirable to have our new book of
church music. the Saints' Harmony, perfect as
possible, all composers who have contributed
original music are requested, the very .first mail
after this notice is received, or they will be too

late, to send the date, the year of their birth. If
any of our composers have died since contribut. their friends are requested to send at once
years of birth and death to Prof. M. H.
Forscutt, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
BORN.
RHuE.-To Bro. Henry and Sr. Minnie Rhue
at Amber, Iowa, December 4th, r888, a daughter.
Blessed January 17th, r888, by Elder J. S. Roth
and named Mamie Estella.
DIED.
MEFFORD -Elizabeth
Jennette
Mefford,
of Immanuel and Libby Vannette
Born May 7th, r88H, in Meadow Brook,
Harrison county, Iowa, and died December 3rst,
r888, at the above named place. Funeral services by Elder Chas. Derry.
Your darling has gone to the mansions of light,
R<'deemed by the blood of the Savwr so pUl'e;
Would you see your sweet babe in gl<lrY so bright,
VVhere no pain can invade, nor sorrow nor night,
lt.E1 joyft e\~r can mar~ nor glories obscure?
Believe in the Savior, repent of your sm,
And for yonl' full pardon go forth, be baptized,
.._1\_nd "born of the Sp1rit," Christ~s Church enter in,
Be faithful, and surely the right you shaH win, ·
For the humble and contrite God will not despise.

C. DERRY.
DAvrs.-Bro. Wm. F. Davis died September
8th, r~88, aged 74 years, I r months and 3 day~.
He was born ln Glamorganshire, Wales, October
r813. Emigrated to Amedca in 1854, landNew York City and going direct to West
West Virginia, from whence he afterwards mo1'ed to Syracuse, Ohio, where he joined the Church, September 4th, 1874, and has
b,oen a consistent member ever sbce. He leaves
ac.1 aged companion and large family of children
t'' mourn their loss. The funeral sermon was
preached by Elder E. C. Briggs in the Congregational Church to a large assembly of his old
neighbors and friends.
Vi!HEATON.-Earl, wn of Mr. and Mrs. Rufus
VJ"heaton; was born April 3oth. r882 and died at
Chase, Michigan, October 30th, r888, aged 6
years and 6 months.
It is over-all over. 1'he conflict is paf'sed.
Th\~ struggle RO iierce is er1ded at last;
And death 1s the victGrl our effort.s were vainOh how ci1n we benr it. this sorrow and pain?
Our darling \VUH dearer than silver or gold.
And how much we love hitn can never be tolrl.
Yes, the brightest and gayest has gone t'rom our band,
A ud we miss the dear fuce, and the clasp of the hRHd.
R e ie gone, and our hearts are lonely anct sad:
Yet we would not recall him, the drnr little lad!
For we know he rs S11fe in th"' home of the blef1t,
\Vllere little one:- gather, where wearv ones rest.
'"For of such is 1he lnngd••m,,·oh, wnrds wondrous sweet,
'TiB Jesn1'11hat speakt< them, of comfort c01nplete.
V/ith faith i.H onr Savior-~ we tn1st that we n1ay
Meet our d~ar Earl again \VtJen we, too~ paPS away.

79
HOPKINs.-Richard, son of David and Ann
Hopkins. Born at Syracuse, Ohio, January r8th,
I872; died at Cannelton, West Virginia, of typhoid fever, December 26th, r888, aged r6 years,
I I months and 8 days.
Funeral sermon by
Thomas Matthews in the Cannelton Church, to
a crowded house.
PARRY.-Elisabeth, daughter of John and Martha Parry, was born at Aberdare, Wales, April
znd, 1853. Was killed on the rail road, January
znd, I889, at Coal Valley, West Virginia. ·She
was a member of the Baptist Church. Funeral
services in the Baptist Church at Coal Valley by
the Rev. D. W. Berger, and Elder Thomas Matthews.
ToPLIN.-At Friberg, Ottertail county, Minnesota, January 8th, r889, of typhoid pneumonia,
John H., son of Bro. John H. and sister S. M.
Toplin, aged 14 years and 8 days. Funeral sermon by Elder T. J. Martin, assisted by Elder W.
Barnhard. A large congregation of friends and
interested listeners were present.
HUGHES.-At Cefu Bach, North Wales, July
19th, r888, Mr John Hughes, aged 71 years. He
was highly respected.
JoHNSON.-At Burlington, Iowa, January 3d,
r889, Annie Johnson, sister to Bro. Fred Johnson
of West Burlington. She was born in Denmark,
Europe, in 1831; came to America in 1858; united with the Reorganization May rsth, r88o, and
lived a consistent Christian life. She leaves a
husband, three daughters and c.ne son to mourn
her departure, besides other relatives and a multitude of friends. Funeral services were held at
her residence, January 4th, r889, conducted by
Elder James McKiernan, at which a large concourse of friends attested sympathy and respect
by their presence at the home and the tomb.
IN all talk about persons, let it be their merits
that we hasten to disclose, their good deeds that
we gladly unfold. In all discussion on character,
let the good come into prominence. In all unuttered hopes for the future, let our highest ideals
receive the emphasis.
Let truth, and not error,
light and not darkness, love and not hate be our
themes. So shall we increase and perpetuate all
that is good by frank utterance, while evil will
decrease and disappear under the thick drapery
of silence.-Sel.

ELDERS, PRIESTS, AND OTHERS.
rrOTO subscribers

all per~O!l8 l'll'llding UG the namPB of TWO l>ERSONS
a•
to the iNDEPENDBNCE GAZETTE
for one yev.r, with the cash, we will seud, prepaid, a copy
of the ~'Elders' Diary.,, rrhe subscription~ price of the
Gazel,te is $1 a year.
LUFF & CRICK.
We want Agents everywhere, male and female, and
will pay good·cash commlFB1on. Write us for particulur~
LUFF
&
CRICK.
3tljan
Independence, Mo.

JEMISON.-Decembcr 31st, r888, Henry Jemison, at his home near O.>borne, Kansas, of consumption.
Deceased was born January r6th,
1829. at Belleville, Richland county, Ohio. His
part>n!s
early embraced the latter day
"·ork, his
days were spent with the church
in its
and sorrows, from Ohio to
Iowa and N,-braska where he was
Alfonso Young, March 19, I863. He
mill in Otoe county, Nebraska, and
vrhile doing so a party of hostile Indians came
and he and the crew captured them and locked
them up in a log house. He moved to Kansas in
in r87r and built the first milt in Osborne county.
1. hrough a life checkered v.rilh snnshine and
the church was never forgotten. He
was
a number of times by faith. Almost
his last words were, "I am trusting in the Lord.
H he doesn't raise me out of here I never can
raise." The last were: "0, how far is it yet!"
A very
number of relatives and friends fo!low.od him
his last restin~?; place. A funeral
sermon wa' preached by Elder G. W. Shute
f1·om Job r4: 14- He clung to the church with
the tenacity that characterises only Saints befittong these beautiful words:

"W" elsh Hymn Book.
We bave on band about 100 copies of a book, entitled
"Llyfr Hymnau at VVasanaeth Eglwys Iesu Grist. Ad~Re~
olciddedig Hamt y Dydd Diweddaf. ·' '!'here are 393 hymns
in VV elsh and 38 in English. It is published by the church
in Wales. and sent here for sale. Hixty cents each. free of
pfl~tagc: hnnnd in full imttber. marbled edge~.

FAR!\'!: FOR §ALE.--2a5 ACRES.

1

HGet but the truth once uttered and ~us like
A gtar new born that drops into its place,
And which~ once circling 1n Us placid round.
Not nU the tumults of the earth c.n shal<e."

GRIFFITHs.- At Penydai·ren, Merthyr Tydvil,
January rst, r889, Bro. James Griffiths,
years. He was a priest and was faithful
to
end. He had several children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren in America.
'

Thirteen m1les east of Lamoni and one-half mile north
of Pleasanton, 100 acres in timber pasture set in blue gra••,
balance in mea.dow and plow land. New 7 room cottage,
with 3 porches, 2 pant.rys and fine rock cel1ar, the moat
whstantial house in the township; small orchard, ont
hom~:es, gra.nar.v and large barn 42x62, basement the Pntire
length of it, and shingled •heds on the east side and south
eud; 2 cemented cbterns. 7 wells and 3 pm1ds, with abundance of water for stock. Will sell at a eacrifi.ce rat.her than
rent. A big hargain for somebody.
.
WM. ANDERSON,
12jrin4t
PLEASANTON, Decatur Co., Iowa.

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,

I REAL

l

ESTATE

AGENTS,

West Lexington Street,
INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI.

Next to Warnky's Gallery.
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THE SAINT
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$1 FOR FIFTEEN MONTHS!
THE INDEPENDENT PATBIOT,
Containing 56 Columns. \Vt. ekly, ordinary prtce $t.OO Per
year. isoJ!"er~dfifteen monthsfor$1 to all new pay-advance
sub~cribers, whot'le 8-ubscriptions are taken before J:l'"'ebruary l~t, 1889. · lt~ "·Home," ·~Around 'l'he World,,, uReligwu~;,, "Clipped \Vit,, '·Scientific'' and "Personal'' departments, make it an attractive and useful ]'amily
Paper.
Address THE PA'rUIOT,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
25aug
ROBERT WINNING, Pres't..

D. l!'.

NICHOLSON,

Cashier.

FARMERS' BANK of LAMONI
Will attend to any Business for Non-Residents
entrusted to our care.

Interest Allowed on Time Deposits.
A CH.RONOLOI:HCAL CATECHISM::

Or, Key to the Chronology of tile Bible.
BY A. J. MAPES.
Ltmp Cloth, 103 pages, price 35 cts. For sale by
Bro. H. R. MILLS, Independence Mo.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
--)BY THE(--

Board of Publication of the Reotganizcd Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by J·oseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding ........••.••••.. 1 50
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ...•••.••••.. 2 00
New Testament, inspired . . . . . . . . . . • • • • •• 75
BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges .................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .......•••••• 1 50
DOCTRINJ<J AND COVENANTS.
Sprinkled sheep, or library ....•.•.••.•... 1 25
Imitation Moroeco ....................... 1 50
SAINTS' HARP-HYMN BOOK.
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ....•••. 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..........•••. 1 50
.JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET:
History of the Heorgnnized Church, and Autobiography of Joseph Smith.
In Cloth, gilt finished ..................... 2 20
TJ::is book contains 827 pages of large, clear
readmg matter; also, three very :tine Steel Engravings, and a facsimile of the autograph of J oseph the Prophet and Emma, and of Joseph
Smith; also ·Steel Engraving of H vrum Smith.
A complete history of the church
to 1880.
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET, AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
Muslin boards, 312 pages.... . .. . . . . .. • • • • • 70
Leather binding.......................... 1 00
HESPERIS.
Poems by David H. Smith, 202 pages, fancy
cloth, gilt edges ........................ 1 50
VOICE OF WARNING
And Instruction to all People, on the Doctrine
and History of the latter day work.
In paper covers; twelve for $1 ........ each 10
.Limp cloth covers, each . . . . .. .. . • .. • • • • • • 25
JOSEPH THE SEER:
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintained.
Paper covers, 200 pages................... 35
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder
William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society,
and is an important work to be in the~hands of
the miniRtry of tho church; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church
and among those without, abounding in proofs
never before presented in defense of Joseph
Smith and th~ Book of Mormon.

up

TRACTS.
No. 2.-Truth Made Manifest; per dozen... ~~0
:perhundred ................... l
No. 3.-VolCeofthe Good Shepherd; dozen

BRADEN· --KELLEY DEBATE.
Chtll B<mrds, 390 pr,ge~ ........••....... 1 7"5
Propositinu.o~-(1) It,th~ Book ofl'vTormonof
divine oJ.;;,;-'.11, and are its teachings entitled to
N:1e respt.c< an.:l belief of all ChriBtian people?
(2) Is th& Church of which I, Clark Braden am
a member, tho Church of Christ, and identical
in faith, organization, ordinances, worship and
practice, with the Church of Christ as it was left
·
db h
1
fc ·
() b
periecte
y t e Apost,es o hnst? 3 Is t ,e
Reorganized Church of .Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in flwt, the Church of God, and a'ccepted with Him?
FO 'CU
' RS
TT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :l5
J. Shinn affirms "'rhe Bible teaches the com··
ing of Christ to Judge the world is now past."
.M. H. Forocntt affirms "The Bible teaches the
Literal Resurrection of the body from the grave.''
VISIONS OJ!' .JOSEPH SMITH, THE
SEER.
.D.
1scoveries of Ancient American Records and
Reliee, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . • 10
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
A
1
d l"t"
32
·•o
n en argo ec l IOn,
pages, paper covers. ~•
BRANCH RECORDS.
I~eather backs and corners, muslin sides; printcd headings, and ruled for Record of Names,
Blessing of Children, and for Marriages ..2 00

No.4.-Eptt~~~~f~~~h ~~;d i)~~t~.j~1 ~·~fth~ '10

Church and the Kirtland Temble Suit.
d
ozen 5c., 100 25c., 250 50c., 500 $1, 1,000.1 '15
No. 5.-The Gospel.···· price the same as No. 4.
No. 6.-The "One Baptism;" its Mode SubJ·ects,Pre-requisitosaud Desi<m--andWho
o
Shall Administer; 25c. per doz., per 100.. 1
No. 7.-Who Then Can be Saved; per doz.
per hundred.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
No. 8.-Fulness of the Atonement; per doz.
per hundred ................... 1
No. 9.-Spiritu~lism Viewed from a Script-·
ural Standpornt; per doz. 30c., per 100 ... 2 25
No. 10.-The Narrow Way; doz. 15c., 100 .. 1 10
No. 11.-The Plan of Salvation; per doz. . .
per hundred·················· .2
No.12.-The Bible versus Polygamy........
per dozen 25c., per hundred .•.. 1
No. 14.-Reply to Orson Pratt,; per dozen..
per hundred .... , .............. 1
No. 15.-Brighamite Idolatry; per dozen . .
per hundred · · ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 40
No.16.-Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the Church; per doz. 20c., 100..... 1 40
No. 17.-The Successor in the Prophetic Office and Presidency of the Church; doz.. 25
per hundred · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .1 75
No. 18.-Rejection ofthe Church; per doz. 15
per hundred · · · · . · · · · · · · · · · · • · .1 10
No. 20.-The "One Body: or the Church of
Christ, under the Apostleship, and under
the Apostasy; per dozen 20e., per 100.... 1 40
No. 21.-Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 03
per hundred··················· 15
No. 22.-Faith and Repentance; dozen.... 15
per hundred ........... ~ ...•... 1 10
No. 23.-Baptism; per dozen 20c., 100...... 1 25
No. 24.-The Kingdom of God; doz. 5c., 100 40
No. 25.-Laying on of Hands; doz. 5c., 100. 40
No. 26.-Mountain of the I~m:d's House;...
per dozen 5c., per hundred.. . . . . 40
No. 27.-The Sabbath Question; per doz... 25
per hundred ................... 1 40
No. 29.-A Vision of the Resurrection, from
the Doctrine and Covenants; doz 5c., 100 40
No. 30.-0rigin of the ~Book of Mormon....
per dozen 15c., per hundred ...... 1 10
No. 31.-What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and an Evangelical Church? Also, Kirtland Temple Suit.... same price No.4.
No. 32.-Which is the Church? doz. 5c., 100 40
No. 36.-The Spaulding Story Re-Examined
per dozen 20c., per hundred ..... 1 25
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection
5c. each, per dozen.············ 50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 1~0 · · · · · · · 15
~ An assortment of Traets, 3o eents.
COMPLETE SET OJ!' TRACTS.
Bound in Limp Cloth turned in . . . . . . • . . . . 75
COWDEIW LETTERS.

I

DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Bmnc· Rocords .............••••............•••.•. 3 00
LICENCES, NOTICES, &c.

1

. Elt1ers, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Licenses, each per dozen.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I BaptiRm and Confirmation Certificate books
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred.....
CEI{TIFICATES AND REPORTS.
1
Brunch Statistical HPports, per dozen......
·Annual Statistical Reports, two for.. . . . . . .
Certificates of Baptism and Membership,
per dozen· · · · · · · ........ · . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I Certificates of Removal, per dozen..... . . • •
~ Marriage Certificates, per dozen. . . . . . . . . • •
SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
11

::•1

I
1

12
25

40
40
05

1

12
12
25

Snnday School Engineer and Record Book. 50
Prompt Attendance Tickets, 100 for........ 15
I
"
"
"
1,000 for.···· .1 00
il Good Behavior Tickets.......•..... Same
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In cloth 25cts., ten or more, each.......... 20
In paper 15 cts., ten or more, each.... . . . . . 13
.
~his is the notorious "Manuscript Found,"
WrJtten by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about whieh
so mneh has been said in connection with the
theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief ground work and mateContaining valuable matter in relation to the
rial from which to write the Book of Mornwu.
Calling of Joseph the Seer, tho Discovery and
HEPLY TO LITTLEFIELD.
Translation of the Book of Mormon, and the .IIi
Angelic bestowal of the PrieBthood.
In paper 10 cts., per dozen...............
';''5
In paper covers 8c. each, per dozen.... . • • .
I'
This is the "Reply of President Joseph bmith
·without covers 5c. each, per dozen ....••••
to L. 0. Littlefield in refutation of the doetrine
of Plural ~1t:lrriago."
MISCELLANEOUS.
SONGS OF ZION.
The Problem of Human Life Here and HereI
after, by A. Wilford Hall; 544 pages .... 1 50
IO cts
Per dozen ........... $ r. Each ..... Universalism Against Itself; 336 pages .... 1 00
Josephus, complete, library leather ........ 3 50
L.E AVES,
AUTUMN
Gibson's Decline and Fall ofthe Roman Empire, cloth boards, 5 volumes ............ 4 00
Published monthly for the
Mosheim's Church History, 2 vols......... 4 00
Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) ... 1 80
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Rollin's Ancient History, 2 vols. in one .... 4 00
Price per year
$1.50.
The Koran, library leather ............... 2 00
M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.
Gieselar's Ecclesiastical History, from A. D.
1 till 1854, cloth boards, 5 vols .......... 10 00
SABBATH SC c!OOL BOOK~.
The EccleRiastical History of Eusebius
Compendium of Faith, for higher classes, bound in
phil us, Bishop of Cresarea and
. 2 00
sprinkled Leather, each ............... , ......... $1 00
Cruden's Complete Concordance of
.1 '/5
The same houud in Cloth........... . . . . . . . .. . . .. .
75
Bible Text Book ......................... 1 00
Question Book, for intermediate classes, each 25c.,
Apocryphal New Testament............... 1 65
per dozen .... : .............................. ·~... 2.50
Brown's Concordance of Bible............ 60
John T. Davies, 5 Park avenue, Llanelly, Carmarthen
Emerson's Ready Binder, Herald size.. • . • • 65
shire, Wales.
111
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I
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"HEARKEN TO Tim WoRD oF THE LoRD: FOR ~-'HERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMoNG You HAVE SAVE IT Bll ONll WIFll, AND CoNOUliiNEB
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"W:m BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCIIPT IN CASII OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec.l09, par. 4.

Vol.

Iowa, February 9, 1889.

36.-Whole No. Szr.

ERALD:
Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of J csus Christ of
Latter Day Saints
PuBLISHED .AT LA'iiiONI, DECA'I'UR CouNTY,

IowA,

Every Saturday. Pri0e $2.25 per year.
The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents,
and the Bishop's Agents. are requested to solicit new sub~
ocribers, and help build up the paper and the publication

depa,.tment.

Business,Letters and ~nbscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, ltcgistered Letter, or Express.
Entered ns sec>ond, class nwttnr :1t Lamoni Post Office.

JOSEPH SMITH

W. W.

BLAIR

EDITOR
ASSOCIA't'E EDITOR

Lamoni, Iowa, Feb. 9, 1889.
''RABBI Hirst in the lecture below seeks to
throw the blame and crime of the crucifixion of Christ on the Romans and thus
clear the Jews of it. He seems to deny or
ignore the fact that when the Jews instigated, connived at and procured Christ's
crucifixion, and then justified it, that they
were responsible for the deed, being accessories both before and after the fact.
It is a well established principle in ethics,
and in the law of civilized nations, that he
who incites, encourages, advises or in· any
way procures the commission of crime, is
equally condemnable with him who personally perpetrates it; also that he who
supports, sustains and defends the perpetrator of crime is likewise condemnable.
This was well defined long before the
times of Christ as may be seen by consulting the Old Testament Scriptures and
the history of the chief nations. BenJamin
was held responsible by Joseph for the
(supposed) stolen cup found in his "sack."
(Gen. 44: 5}· The Lord condemns not
only the "evil doers" themselves, but also
those who "strengthen" their hands-supports them; ( J er, 23: 14); and He indicts
Israel because they "strengthened the hands
of the wicked." (Ezek. 13: 23). Under
the New Testament this principle is clearly
set forth. The Apostle John says of those
who encourage, justify or support the evil
doer: "He that biddeth him God speed is
partaker of his evil deeds."--2 John II.
While it is true that the Jews did not
nail Christ to the cross, nor by official authority cause it to be done, yet it is equally
true that they instigated it, incited and approved it, and thus moved Pilate, the Roman Governor, to perpetrate that terrible
deed.
LECTURE ON THE CRUCIFIXION,

Rabbi Hirsch delivered his lecture, "The Cru·
cifixion from a Jewish Standpoint," at the Art
Institute last evening. The room was well filled,
many of the audience being prominent people in

the different denominations and a number of
leaders in free thought. The lecture was an
extra one, the Rabbi's regular course having been
completed a week ago last night. The lecture
was listened to throughout with marked attention and was a very able effort. The Rabbi undertook to prove that the Jews did not crucify
Christ. He claimed that the gospel accounts of
the crucifixion were necessarily defective, as
they hadbeen handed down unwritten for a full
hundred years, and inaccuracies could, as a result, have crept in easily. Crucifixion, he said,
was a Roman and not a Jewish form of execution.
The Jews, by their laws, were not allowed to execute more than one person at a time, while the
New Testament claimed that two others had
been crucified with Jesus. That Pontius Pilate
was a mugwump who would yield to the de·
mands of the people without a struggle he denied.
Authorities were quoted to prove the stubbornness of this Roman governor in other cases. In
the trial of Jesus before the Jews he could not
have been convicted, in the manner claimed, of
anythlng but blasphemy or misleading the peo·
pie. Many minor proofs were advanced to prove
the inaccuracies of the gospel account. He
claimed that if Jesus was tried and condemned
in the manner claimed it could not have been by
the regular Jewish hierarchy, but by the arrogant
non·pharasaical priests who set up in defiance qf
Judaism. He charged that the Romans not the
Jews had crucified Christ. For eighteen hundred
years the Jewish people had been persecuted for
this murder, but a brighter day has now dawned.
He could see no reason why orthodox Christians
could ln any event feel enmity to the Jews, even
if they had crucified Christ, as but for this fact
they would still all be liable to go to a climate
much warmer than this after death. He said
that Christ had taught nothing but what Judaism
contained, but that his advent was a fortunate
event, as it had resulted in a religious movement
which could not otherwise occur. He believed
that Judaism and Christianity would yet come
together ln one fold. He believed that if Christ
were to come upon earth he would scarcely find
himself at home among those who call themselves his followers. He might pay a visit to
the right wing of Unitarianism and the left wing
of J 1.1daism, and he might find himself like the
heroo:l:a much-advertized novel preached against
in a number of so called Christian churches.C!ucago Herald.

'QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
material should be used to represent the word "wine" in partaking of the sacrament?
A?Zs.-"And Melchisedek, king of Salem,
brought forth bread and wine; and he was the priest
of the most high God."-Ge'nesis 14: rS. "Listen
to the voice of Jesus Christ., your Lord, your God,
and your Redeemer, whose word is quick and pow~ues.--What

No.6.

erful. For behold, I say unto you, that it matter·
eth not what ye shall eat, or what ye shall drink,
when ye partake of the sacrament, if it so be that
ye do it with an eye single to my glory; remembering unto the Father my body which was laid
down for you, and my blood which was shed for
the remission of your sins; wherefore a commandment I give unto you, that you shall not purchase
wine, _neither strong drink of your enemies;
wherefore you shall partake of none, except it is
made new among you; yea, in this my Father's
kingdom which shall be built up on the earth.
Behold, this is wisdom in me; wherefore marvel
not for the hour cometh that I will drink of the
fruit of the vine with you on the earth."-D. &
C. 26: I. "Behold, verily thus saith the Lord
unto you, in consequence of evils and designs
which do and will exist in the hearts of conspir·
ing men in the last days, I have warned you, and
forewarn you, by giving unto you this word of
wisdom by revelation, that inasmuch as any man
drinketh wine or strong drink amol!g you, behold,
it is not good, neither meet in the sight of your
Father, only in assembling yourselves together,
to offer up your sacraments before him. And
behold, this shall be wine; yea, pure wine of the
grape of the vine, of your own make."--D. & C.
86: r.
~.-Under what circumstances does it become
legal to use pure water to represent the Lord's
blood?
A.-Under various circumstances. For instance when "pure wine" of our "own make" is
unobtainable, or when wisdom suggests the use
of water. See D. & C. 26: I previously quoted.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

BRo. G. T. Griffiths wrote from New
Hope, Virginia, January 22d as follows:
"I met Bro. Moler on. the 8th inst. at Dayton,
Virginia. From there we went to Liberty Hall,
and while there Bro. Moler received very sad
news which made me feel very sorrowful. On
the evening of the 12th inst. as Bro. Moler and I
were sitting before the fireplace, waiting for the
people to gather for preaching, news came that
Bro. Mr)ler's wife was dead. And what made it
so sad was the fact that she had been dead since
the wth, and he could not get home until the 14th.
He had been awav from home nearly four months,
I do not think ~hat I ever felt so sorry for any
person as I did for Bro. Moler. The blow was a
hard one. If he could have been with her during
her sickness, he would have felt much better.
Mav God bless and comfort him and his children
in their present distress. He has done a noble
work in this mission, having opened up anumber of new places, and baptized sixteen persons,
and made a host of friends to the church. He
should be returned to this mission by all means.
This is a hard mission to prosecute. The people are so prejudiced against the work. We can
not get the use of a public building for love or
money. Almost everybody belong to some
church or another and they do lots of threalning,
such as "Duck him," or "Tar and feather him."
The people of Da~ton did duck a Salt Laker
some years ago. One of the Staunton papers
told its readers last week that we shipped two
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hundred persons from Rockingham county every
year."

Bro. J. A. Currie Jr., ha'i been haying a
discussion with a Christadelphian at or
near Medina City, Texas, in which he has
realized the promise: "Ye shall not be
ashamed or confounded." The following
extracts from his letter of the 18th ult. are
self explanatory:
"1 can not explain to you how happy I have
been m the discussion. The Lord has surely stood
by me all through it. I have never before· had
such liberty, and every discussion seems better.
I dreaded to meet my opponent, but it was shown
me in a dream that all would be well, which has
been fulfilled . . . . 0, I could tell you so much,
but suffice to say, God was with me to own and
bless. If any young elders who go forth to battle with the enemy should fear, let them bow before God until he accepts their labors and all will
be well. The Saints seem to be strengthened,
and some who never attended our meetings
have availed themselves of this opportunity. My wife is a great help to me, and
it seems to be the Lord's will for us to devote
our time to His cause for the present. Mav
God's blessing follow the little •Compendium.'"

From Manchester, England, under date
of January r8th, Elder Joseph DewRnup
Sen, wrote as follows:
"Church prospects seem very good for the year
now opening upon us. Several more names have
been given in for baptism in the Manchester
branch, and we are looking forward to the time
when our Master's work shall be recognized and
valued by the honest in heart in this corner of the
Lord's vineyard. The Compendium, just issued,
gives me great satkfaction, and, I think, supplies
a want long felt by most of the ministry."

THE following item from the Chicago
Tribune, shows that the leading prelate of
the Catholic Church in America is sound
and thoroughly American on the question
of civil and religious liberty:
CARDINAL GIBBONS ON TOLERATION.
At the dedication of the new Catholic church,
St Paul's, on North Carolina street, Baltimore,
Maryland, January 27th, Cardinal Gibbons, in
the course of his sermon, said: "We were informed recently by the daily newspapers lhat a certain anti-Christian Sunday-school.was organized
in this city fc.r the purpose of advocating an in·
fidel doctrine. Several ministers appealed to the
municipal authorities to suppress the school.
For my part I would be sorry to see the arm of
the civil law used toward the suppression of this ·
school. Coercion is not confession. Our divine
Savior'never had recourse to the arm of the law
or the sword in teaching his doctrine. The only
weapons we ought to use are the weapons of argument and persuasion in dealing with this
school. The only sword I would draw against
the enemy of Christ is the sword of the spirit."

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

THE attention of our readers is called to
an excellent article from the pen of Bro.
William 'vVoodhead entitled "Prehistoric
Civilization and Ancient Art" which appears in this issue. Some strong proofs
in support of the Book of Mormon are
presented which are useful and valuable.
More evidences of a similar nature will be
furnished to the HERALD readers at an
early day.
From Detroit, Michigan, Sr. M. Millard
writes in the same spirit of appreciation of

D.

the work which characterizes so m1my letters from the Saints. "By one Spirit are
we all baptized into one body
and
have been all made to drink ·into one
Spirit."
Prest. W. W. Blair spent Sunday the
27th with the Saints and friends at St. Joseph, Missouri, where he held two services,
finding a good interest and encouraging
prospects. Suitable committees have been
appointed to provide for the coming Annual Conference. They will be heard
from in due time,
Bro. W. R. Calhoun of Courtland, Illinois, writes that inasmuch as he has heard
complaints concerning the poor binding of
some books issued from the Herald Office,
he desires to state that he has carried and
used the various books published and sold
by the church, and that they have well endured the rough ·use and wear and tear,
and have given him satisfactory service.
Bro. John Shields writes us from Maple
Valley, Ontario, that the party named in
his late letter to the HERALD should be
John Taylor Jr., not "Sr.;" that the obituary notice of Bro. John Roney should
have given the date of his death as December r6th; also that the minutes of the
London district should have stated that
"Samuel Brown baptized five." We correct by request.
Si~ter Mrs. George E. 'vV ard of North
Andover, Wisconsin, sends us a letter addressed to Bro. M. T. Short, which we
mail to Millersburg, Illin9is. She says:
"I want Bro. Short to call here as there is
need of preaching." We insert the above
for the information of Bw, Short.
Among the many soul-cheering and inspiring letters received we acknowledge
one from Sr. Carrie M. Ward of Cadillac,
Michigan. She states that upon conversion she received ocular testimony by the
presence of a bright light which shone
around her; also by the peaceful presence
of the Holy Spirit within.
Sister Mrs. J, Tilden of
Kansas,
also writes expressive of her desires-,mentioning her interest in the preaching of the
word to her neighbors which has been
done of late by Bro. J.D. Bennett.
Bro. T. f. Martin writes from Detroit,
Minnesota, concerning his labors in his district, which have thus far resulted in the
baptism of three, and the prospects are
that others will follow. Bro. Martin feels
encouraged to continue the effort, realizing
that the Lord has greatly strengthened and
blessed the Saints and himself in their efforts to establish the truth among the people.
Sr. Maggie Transue of Barnes, Kansas,
writes bearing testimony to the truth, Isolated from the Saints, surrounded by opposition and having to ply the needle to
support an afflicted comopanion and an invalid child, she yet rejoices in and appreciates the word and Spirit of truth. She
invokes the sustaining prayers of the Saints
on behalf of the families of, as well as the
ministry. If Sainis rejoice amid adversity,
those not so situated should certainly be
able to do so. "Always abounding" was
Paul's significant rule for advancing and
attainment by the Saints.

Elder A. J. Moore, lately returned from
Texas, delivered two good spiritual discourses at Lamoni on Sunday, the 27th
ultimo. Bro. Moore will labor in the
Nodaway, (Mis5ouri) district until the Annual Conference. He returns north feeling well and in good spirits.
By letter from Bro. J. W. Layton, dated Port Greville, Nova Scotia, January
2oth, we learn that he is to soon leave
that ~10rthern dime for Independence, Missoun.
From a letter received from Bro. W alter S. Taylor of Sherwin Junction, Kansas, dated January 24th, we are reminded of meeting him at the April conference
of 1859, near Beaverton, Illinois, when
the church numbered, all told, less than
one hundred members. He alludes to
those times in these words: "I st11rted in
the work when it was but a handful in
numbers; now it is a mighty host. Surely, God has verified his promise to Hisservants that the Reorganized Church should
prosper and prevail. For He is opening
the way before it, is raising up many
mighty, talented men, and blessing them
with spiritual power."
Sr. Delmont Smith writes from Smithfield, Rhode Island, rejoicing in the latter
day work which has been confirmed to
he!: by the revelation and witness o:f the
Holy Spirit.
Sr. Sarah H:o1yer of Sheridan, Illinois,
states in a late letter that, though absent
from the immediate vicinity ot the branch
to which she belongs, yet a good portion
of God's Spirit is enjoyed by herself and
family.
Bro. Joseph Squires recently wrote
from Brooklvn, New York, that the Saints
there had be~n greatly strengthened by a
visit from Brn. W. H. and E. L. Kelfey,
and Bro. Ea~ton ofWaterford, Ontario.
Sr. Lottie Ferguson wrote from Montrose, Iowa, expressing her desires to be
among the faithful ones in enduring and
overcoming. Her motl-:er died about one
year ago, firm in the cause of truth, leaving her, two brothers, two sisters and her
grandmother for whom she asks the
prayers of the Lord's people.
Bro. Henry Bird of Proton, Ontario,
wrote in good spirit, expressing thankfulness for the overruling providences that
have led him through life and finally to
the fold of the Good Shepherd-the
church. Limited space forbids inserting
his entire letter, also many others.
The brethren in various parts of the
country from whom we have heard with
the exception of but one endorse the movement concerning the building of the Lamoni College as a move in the right
direction.
The January number of the Historical
Record, edited by Andrew Jensen, Salt
Lake City, Utah, is devoted to a well
written and important article on Caldwell
county, Mis~ouri, and gives among many
other valuable points much important intormation, gleaned largely from non-1\.formon sources, in regard to the causes that
led to, and the methods which accomplished, the driving out of about fifteen thousand Latter Day Saints from Missouri in
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1838--9. It is of a piece with "Persecution and its Causes" published in the past
in these column~, and it give§ some items
of testimony we then did not have in hand.
Truth will eventually get to the front and
prevail.
Bro. George Hampshire writes from
Copleston, Ontario, endorsing the Compendium, stating that he is very much
pleased with it. This is but one of the
many appreciative statements mad~ concerning that work. It should be m the
hands of every adult member of the
church. It will enable all to obtain a
knowledge of the general faith and doctrines of the church.

EDI'fED BY SISTER "FRANCES.''

"Thy sorrow shall no more be pain,
Its tears shall fall in sunlit rain.
Writing the grave with flowers:
~Arisen again!,''

AN OPEN LETTER TO A FRIEND.
(Concluded).

You tell me, "dear L--," that my last was
comforting, and, in a measure, c•Jnsoling to you,
but that you are still groping in the dark, and do
not see how it is that if God gave a witness
which was to remain in His church even to the
end of the world, and that if it was provided by
Him that this witness was to confirm his doctrine,
and to rank higher than the witness or testimony
of those who knew him from the beginning of
his ministry even to the hour when he was
taken up to heaven; that it should bear witness
to doctrines so diametrically opposed to each
other upon points which, if the Bible is true,
must be of vital importance to the one who believes them. "For instance," you say, "one tells
me that salvation is free for every one who wills
to be saved, while another claims that there is an
election, and only the elect will be saved, and
like the guests at the last bidding to the great
supper, they will be compelled to enter in whether
they wish to or not. Now if one of these be
true, the other evidently can not be. And yet
each party claims to have the testimony of the
Holy Spirit to their separate and widely different
beliefs, And yet others claim that only the
righteous dead will be resurrected, and that the
spirit of man sleeps, or is in an unconscious state
from the time of death to the time of the resurrection. H indeed this witness bears testimony
to the truth of all these conflicting doctrines, how
can its testimony be true? And if it is not true,
where then is there a foundation for faith? Believing with all the powers of our minds that a
certain event, theory or doctrine is true will not
make it true. We see evidences of this on every
hand. What better condition then am I in for
believing, if there is not provided a means by
which I can know that my belief is correct? If
the means provided to witness to or establish
mv belief is the same which is provided as a witn;ss to the belief which is directly opposed to
mine, then to me it appears as 'a house divided
against itself,' and I can not trust myself to a
guide so uncertain and perfectly unreliable as
this one must be. Better never to cherish a hope
than to live and labor for one which can at any

moment be snatched from me, plunging me
again in the depths of despair."
The conclusion at which you arrive, dear L.,
is most certainly correct; for no true witness
could testily in the manner described by you;
and yet the words of Jesus are true, and God is
pledged to give to every man or woman a knowledge for himself of the truth of what Christ
taught. Let me speak with all possible kindness
consistent with plainness, when I say to you that
your mistake lies in taking for granted that either
the one or the other of these parties have received that witness. Christ is not divided, and God
is unchangeable. His apostles taught, "One
Lord, one faith, one baptism; for by one Spirit
are ye all baptized into the body;" and Jesus
said, "If ye are not one ye are n'ot mine." The
quc:stion which now most naturally arises, is, if
there be a body or Church of Christ upon earth,
how can we find it?
In my last I told you that if you desired to
know more, l would point you to the teachings
of God's word; for we have no other lamp for
our feet, and i.f our faith is not supported by that,
it will not stand the test which is to try men's
souls as well as their faiths.
Upon one occasion when Jesus was talking
with his disciples he inquired of them, "Whom
do men say that I, the Son of Man, am?" And
when they answered him that some said he was
Elias, some John the Baptist, and some Jeremias;
as if it was a smail matter indeed, what men should
say, he turned to his disciples and asked, "But
whom say ye that I am?" vVithout any doubt or
hesitation whatever, Peter answered, "Thou art
the Christ, the Son of the living God." I have
called your attention to this passage which you
will find in Matthew, r6: beginning at the r4H1
versP, for the purpose of asking you to notice
carefully the answer made by Jesus who said:
"Blessed art !·lhou, Simon Bar Jona, for flesh
and blood hath not revealed this unto thee, but
mr FntheT which is in heaven . . . . Thou art
P~ter, and upon this wck I will build my
church, and the gates of hell shall not prevail
against lt."
If you were called upon to-day, dear L., to answer- this same question, Who was he that more
than eighteen hundred years ago was crucified by
Pontius Pilate, above whose head was placed this
inscription, "The King of the Jews?" what would
you say? Would you answer as the people did
in his day? or would you answer boldly and
without hesitation as did Peter, that he was "the
Christ, the Son of the living God?" Alas, you
tell me that you are groping and know not the
one living and true God, therefore you could not
answcT. Ask it then of those who say they have
the Holy Ghost; and when they answer you,
"He was the Christ," ask them this other question: "If you do not believe in revelation-do not
be:ieve in God's manifesting himself to man in
this day as he did anciently-how do you know
this fact!" Should they r.nswer you, "\Ve know
it: because it is revealed in the word of God," you,
mv friend, may safely answer them, "That is not
e~ough. It
not the way Peter knew it, for
Je,;us said unto him: •Flesh and blood hath not
rec'ealed it unto thee, but my Father which is in
heaven,' and Paul, who was taught the gospel
by Christ himself, said to the Corinthians: •No
man can say that Jesus is the Lord, but by the
Holy Ghost."'-r Cor. r2: r r.

i;

Should you wish to apply the test stili further,
ask them the direct question, "Do you believe in
present revelation?'' and if you obtain for an answer (as most surely you will): that "the canon
of Scripture is full, and having the written word,
we have no further use for direct revelation,"
then add yet one other question to your iist"How then can I obtain eternal life?'' Should
they answer you, "Believe on the Lord Jesus
Christ," I wouid say to you, my dear friend, belief is not knowledge. The promise of Christ was,
"he shall know."
Further than this, Christ said: "This is life
eternal, that they might kuow thee, the only true
God, and Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent."John r7: 3· If it be life eternal to have this
knowledge, and it can not be obtained in any
way but by revelation direct from God, how
then can any one obtain eternal life if revela~ion
has ceased? The angel declared to John upon
the Isle of Patmos, "The testimony of Jesus is
the spirit of prophecy,'' and Jesus told his disciples when speaking of this same Comforter, "It
shall teach you things to come." He also said:
"But when the Comforter is come, whom I will
send unto you from the Father, even the Spirit
of truth, which proceedeth from the Father he
shall testify of me."- John rs: 26. Here we have
the double promise of continued revelation from
God to man.
And now, dear L., we find ourselves led back
again to the time when Christ commanded his
disc.iples tO> tarry at Jerusalem and wait for the
coming of this Comforter, and to the assertion·
made by us that they were not prepared to preach
the gospel in its fulness and· power until they
vvere prepared to say to men: "Obey, and when
you have rendered obedience you shall receive
the gift of the Holy Ghost; for the promic.e is unto you and your children and all that are afar off,
even as many as the Lord our God shall call."
And just here, lest a doubt should enter your
mind in regard to how many are called, I refer
you to Revelations 22: 17, which reads, "The
Spirit and the bride say, Come. And let him
that heareth say Come. And let him that is
athirst come. And whosoever will let him take
of the water of life freely."
Turn now to the gospel by Mark, as found in
the sixteenth chapter, and you will there find
that after Christ had directed his disciples as to
what they should do, telling them to go into all
the world and preach the pospel to every c:reatm'e,
and affixing the penalty of unbelief as well as the
blessings to follow those who believed, he made
this plab declaration: "These signs shall follow
them that believe. In my name shall they cast
out devils; they shall speak with new tongues;
they shall take up serpents, and if they drink any
de;dly thing it shall not hurt them; they shall
lay hands on tl,e sick, and they shall recover."
The record goes on to !ell us that after he said
this to them, he was received up into heaven,
and his disciples (first having- obeyed his command to, "tarry at Jerusalem") preached everywhere, "the Lord working with them and cmtfirming the word wdk sig1lsjollowing."
Now it was the Lord working with them
through the power of the other Comforter he had
promised to send; and of whom he said: "lt is
expedient for you that I go away, for if I go not
away the Comforter will not come unto you; but
if I depart I will send him unto you."-John
x6:

7·
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Come we now to the direct answer of the question, "How shall we find the church of Christ?
There was a means of confirmalion provided by
Christ, and we read that the word, or the gospel,
was confirmed eighteen hundred years ago by
signs following the believer. Like causes will
produce like effects, and if the gospel was confirmed by signs following then, it should be confirmed in the same way now. If it was necessary in a day when there was but one sect known
as the followers of Jesus of Nazareth, how much
more would it be necessary now, when they
have multiplied to hundreds, all claiming to be
his followers, and yet, as you have said, each
teaching doctrines diametrically opposed to the
others.
The ministry left to proclaim the gospel when
Christ went away, not only had authority to
preach the gospel, but also had the power to
confer the Holy Ghost upon those who obeyed
it; and it was one of the office works of the Holy
Ghost to testify of Christ, and confer that knowledge which Chri&t promised to all who would do
the Father's will. This testimony the angel of
the Apocalypse called "The Spirit of propecy."
If then there be no longer direct reveltions from
God, it is impossible for any one to know of the
doctrine, whether it be true or false.
Let me say to you, dear friend, that among the
first ordinances restored to earth, when the angel restored the gospel to Joseph Smith, was the
ordinance of laying on of hands for the bestowing of the Holy Ghost; and when the elders were
sent forth to preach the restored gospel they went
with authority to say to the people, as Peter said
upon the day of Pentecost: "Obey the Father's
will, and you shall receive the gift of the Holy
Ghost;" and there are today thousands upon
thousands of living witnesses to the fact of the
fulfillment of the promise. Their witness will
not suffice for you; for the same promise is made
to you, and it remains for you test the truth or
falsity of it for yourself; and while it remains
upon the record, supported by thousands of witnesses to the fact of its literal fulfillment, infidelity is left without an excuse, and those who will
not believe and obey, come under condemnation.
Just a few quotations now, to show you the
teachings of the word upon the manner of its
bestowal, and I must bring my letter to a close.
Turn first to Acts 8: I7-I9· "Then laid they
their hands upon them, and they received the
Holy Ghost. And when Simon saw that thl-ough
laying on of the apostles hands the Holy Ghost was
given, he offered them money, saying, Give me
also this power, that on whomsoever I lay
hands he may receive the Holy Ghost." This
quotation shows that while Simon did not apprehend the terms upon which it was given, he yet
saw clearly how it was bestowed.
In the I9th of Acts you will find where Paul
met with certain disciples, and in a plain matter
of fact way, asked the quesion, "Have ye received the Holy Ghost since ye .believed?" and
when they an~wered him that they had not
heard of it, he asked immediately, "Unto what
then were ye baptised?" and when they told him
"John's baptism," he immediately told them that
John taught that they should believe on Christ;
and he baptized them in the name of Christ: and
"when Paul had laid his hands on them, the
Holy Ghost came on them and they spake with
tongues and prophesied."
Here was the confirming of the word with

signs following, just as Jesus intended it should
be, confirming the doctrine he taught, bearing
witness of him that he was the Son of God, and
that he has given assurance unto man of llfe and
immortality beyond the tomb. Nor is this all,
dear L--; "He hath appointed a day in the
which he will judge the world in righteousness
by him whom he hath ordained; whereof he
hath given assurance of this unto all men, in
that he hath raised him from the dead."
Trusting that I have been enabled to show
you that the trumpet of God's witness (so to
speak) gives no uncertain sound, and that we,
as Latter Day Saints, offer to men the same
terms of life and salvation which Jesus authorized his church anciently to offer, I will close by
praying you to accept of his terms, take him at
his word and test the matter for yourself; and
when you have received a witness from God
which no man can give, it will not be in the power of man to rob you of that testimony, and remember that it is the seal of that power above
and beyond all others-seal and pledge that man
shall live again and that there shall be a resurrection of the dead, both of the just and of the
unjust. and after the resurrection, judgment.
That you, dear L--, may be clothed upon
with the righteousness of Christ, and be prepared
to meet him at his second coming, attended by
the angels of God, and the righteous dead (among
whom will be your beautiful Claire-your dearly
loved and early lost child,) is the earnest wish of
Your true and loving friend,

M.
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would try the same method they might be the
means of spreading the light. Why should we
not fish some in our own weak way? God can
show his own strength through our weak efforts,
if we indeed desire to serve him, knowing that
he is, and is the rewarder of those who diligently
seek him."
CouNCIL BLUFFS, Iow:a.
Dear Sister Frances:-We write to inform you
that the sisters of this branch are endeavoring to
serve the Lord and keep his commandments.
Quite a number met at our church the 27th of
December, and organized a society to be known
as the Prayer Union. The officers chosen were
Sr. E. C. Dodson, president; Sr. C. A. Riley, vice
president; Sr. C. A. Beebe, secretary; Sr. A.
Deuel!, treasurer. The following regulations
were adopted: That each member should pay
ten cents for membership and five cents monthly
dues; but that if !here should be any who can
not afford to pay these fees and dues, that they
shall be cordially received, and their name& recorded, and be entitled to all the privileges of
the sochcty. It was resolved that we meet
every Thursday afternoon when the weather is
favorableWe met again the 3d of January. Two more
names were enrolled, and we had a pleasant and
profitable session, and were blessed in prayer :and
testimony. We earnestly desire that all the sisters who can, will meet with us and pray that
God may bless us in this effort to have oil in our
vessels and our lamps trimmed and burning, and
to be ready to go out to meet the great Bridegroom. Your sisters in Christ,

E. C.
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Send all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
Iowa, Feb. 1st.

LAMONI,

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sister Flora Hannah, Sand Run, Ohio, writes:
"I would like to tell the sisters how gratifyin~
it has been to me to see those to whom I sent
the Atttumn Leaves last year, now ln the church
and subscribing for their own copies. I knew
they were number one neighbors, and I had the
Magazine sent to them; and now they cheerfully
pay for them and think them worth double the
price. I have sent to two others this year, hoping
for the same results. Not only are these in the
church, but their husbands and children are with
them, and they are rejoicing together in the fulness of redemption. If others of the good sisters

DODSON,

A. RILEY,
C. A. BEEBE.

JuNIATA, Tuscola Co., Mich., Jan. 9th.
Dear Sisters:-I see one sister in speaking of
teaching our children calls it our first and most
sacred duty. Yes, I believe it is. In D. & C.,
page 25r, it says: "But I have commanded you
to bring up your children in light and truth, but
verily I say unto you
*you have continued
under this condemnation. You have not taught
your children light and truth according to the
commandment; and that wicked one hath power
as yet over you; and this is the cause of your affliction." Read the remainder of this section,
also page zoo. Many do not think it right for
their children to be baptized when eight years
old. They either think that God does not know
at what age their children are accountable, or reject the commandment. Let us read what one
of the twelve has written: "Perhaps some of the
parents may say, •Weli, I do not believe in persuading children to be baptized.' That is, they mean
that they do not believe in persuading their children to love God and to keep his commandments.
They do not believe in persuading their children to
regard the injunction, •Rember thy Creator in the
days of thy youth.' If the devil and his agents
of the pleasure. loving world will agree not to
persuade the children to serve the world, the flesh
and the devil, and to forget God and his service,
then will I say it is right upon the part of the
parents not to persuade. But be assured, 0, foolish parents, that while you do not coax or persuade your children to believe the gospel and to
repent and be baptized, the devil is unceasing in
his efforts to persuade them to not do these things.
The world ceases not to persuade them to become

**
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its votaries, and the flesh is daily persuading
them to gratify its lusts. Ah, yes, the enemies of
your child's soul are not so squeamish about this
matter of persuading as you are. I do not believe
in coxing, or hiring, or bribing, or ~caring, or
forcing children to be baptized; but to teach a
child the gospel in its fullness as early as it can
comprehend it and exhort him to obey the gospel, and thus early in life begin to serve God and
work out his salvation, if even it be with fear
and trembling, is not coaxing, or hiring, or frightening, or compelling him to be baptized. It is
siwply doing what God commands parents td'
do."
There is a great deal for us to do. We have
no time to waste in light reading, or idle jesting
and frlvilous talk. We need all our time to prepare ourselves for the life beyond; and there is a
great responsibility resting on us as mothers, as
the poet has said in the following lines:
"Infancy, the tender fountain;
Power may with beauty flow.
:Mothers first to guide the streamlets;
From them souls unerring go
Go they or, for good or evil,
Sunshine streamed or darkness hurled,
For the hand that rocks the cradle
Is the hand that rules the world."

This is a great deal for us to think of, that from
us souls unerring go; and whether it be for good
or evil will depend on how we bring them up.
Let us be very careful how we train their young
minds.
I think we should try to take our children to
meeting once a week: at least bring our children
up to do while they are young what we will like
to have them do when they are older. Some, I
see, seldom. ever take their children to meeting.
When they are grown up you will feel to mourn
if they do not care to attend meeting; but how
can you expect it to be different if you have not
brought them up to attend?
Some think they ought to keep their children
at home, and seldom ever take them any place,
in order thus to keep all temptations from them.
When those children get from under their parents
control, and launch out into the world unequipped for the battles of life, they are met by
storms of temptation and they yield to them; and
can we wonder at it? Whose fault is it? Did
you teach your children to resist temptation?
"Why, no,'' you say, "we kept it from them as
much as possible.'' Take a young animal and
keep it shut up for a while, and wl:en you let it
out it is wild with delight. Can you wonder then
what makes your children so wild? On the other
hand we can let our children go too much; .but
we should try not to carry it to extremes either
way, but use judgment in all things.
I should like to see more written concerning
Sunday Schools. They are a great help in teaching the young. I agree with a brother who
wrote a piece in the Herald not long ago. He
carried the idea that it was as necessary to have
the Sunday School as the meeting for the older
ones. Is it right for Saints to send their children
to Sunday Schools of other denominations? For
my :part, I do not believe in teaching my children
the doctrines of men. If we have no Sunday
School of our own, we can take the Hope and
teach them from the lessons in that. All who
will try those lessons will find them a great help.
We have nearly forty here in our branch. There
are twenty two of the Saint's children here at
present that are old enough for day school and
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under fifteen, besides those that are older than
that, and some among the out-siders that would
attend a Sunday School here if the Saints were
allve eno'ugh to have one. But the human family seems prone to selfishness. They are willing
to go to any amount of trouble to have a big
meeting, because it will be a pleasure to themselves, but do not care to go to the same amount
of trouble for the benefit of the rising generation.
The devil is ever ready to bring excuses against
anything that is for good. Read in D. & C.,
page 171; toW. W. Phelps it says, "And again,
you shall be ordained to assist my servant Oliver
Cowdery to do the work of printing, and of selecting and writing books for schools in this church,
that little children may rec.ei ve instruction before me as is pleasing unto me."
Ever praying that I may live by every word
that proceedeth from the mouth of God, I remain
your sister,
ANNA PHELPS.
ARE THEY NEAR US?
Wri teen on seeing a poem signed Carrie A. Thomas.
Jr, looking ovm· ZION's HoPE some verses caught my eye,

And as I spoke methought I heard a well known voice
teply
So suddenly I scarce could move. The words were plain
and clear
As though the tongue that uttered them was speaking in
:mine ear~

In deepest wonder, while I gazed upon the written word,
Came recollections of the past. T'was not her voice I
beard,
For had watched beside the corpse of her whose name I
read
Signed at the bottom of the page. I knew that she was
ilead,
And yet the one that penned those Jines seemed standing
at my s1de.
I turned as.though I fain would grasp the hand extended
wide
To welcome me with look of love as she had done before,
And words of kindly sympthy as in the days of yore.
How strange that I should hear her voice-as plain as it
could bel
Bnt gone the dear familiar face I longed so much to see I
No better woman could be found, a friend in time of need,
A faithful follower of the Lord, a saint in word and dee<'! 1
She feared not death, but loth to leave her home, her
thildren dear.
,Twas ,for thir sake she clung to life through pain and suffering here;
But death undaunted heeded not. He took away his prize.
He left us weeping here below, and bore her to the skies.

It is a mystery we can not solve, though studied every day,
Why those who are much needed here, should thus be
called away.
Alas, we can-not comprehend, nor of His wisdom tell;
But those who love the Lord will know, "'He doeth all
things well P~
M.R·
LAMONI,

1887.

IN all talk about persons, Jet it be their merits
that we hasten to disclose, their good deeds that
we gladly unfold. In all discussion on character, let the good come into prominence. In all
unuttered hopes for the future, let our highest
ideals receive the emphasis. Let truth, and not
error, light and not darkness, love and not hate,
be our themes. So shall we increase and perpetuate all that is good by frank utterance, while
evil will decrease and disappear under the thick
drapery of silence.

'------

Scholars are men of peace; they bear no arms,
but their tongues are sharper than Actius's sword;
their pens carry feathers and give a louder report
than thunder. I had rather stand in the shock
of a bs.sllisk than in the fury of_ a merciless pen.
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TuLARE CITY, Cal., Jan. zrst.
Bro. Blair :-On the fifth day of last October,
in company with Bro. D. Brown, I left my home
(Mulberry, San Benito) for my appointed field of
labor. We passed on to Peach Tree, Monterey
county, preached a few times and baptized four.
Went then to Long Valley, same county,
preached a few times and baptized one. We left
Saints there with their sweet spiritual songs rigning in our ears, and three days after we were
grasping the hands of the Lord's noble sons and
daughters in Tulare county. We labored here
as best we could under the circumstances, it being one of the greatest farming counties in the
state and our visit in the seeding- season. But
on Saturday the I9th instant I baptized six who
live near this city, a Mr. John Walker, his wife,
two sons and two daughters. He, when a boy,
lived in the family of Joseph the Seer, and now
desires to see "Young Joseph." They all are
now rejoicing in the truth· which makes us free.
A few others in the county are near the kingdom. I married a couple here on the thirteenth.
Your co-worker,
J. H. LAWN.
CooK's PoiNT, Tex., Jan. 14th.
Dear Bretkren:-The work still moves on at
Cook's Point. I have baptized eleven this
month and think some others will follow. I expect to start out from this point, which is now
my home, in company with Bro. A. J. Moore to
preach in Burleson and Bell counties. Where
can I find the written authority for consecrating
oil to anoint the sick? Where can I find the
authority for using consecrated oil internally and
externally by lay members of the church?
Where can I find the authority for an elder to
give little consec.rated oil to the sick to take before anointing- them with the oil? Remember
that I want these questions by a "thus saith the
Scriptures," for we are to live by every word
which proceedeth out of the mouth of God.
Yours in gospel bonds,
E. W. NuNLEY.

a

[Replying to these questions all and sew•rally:
Oil was issued in ancient times in religious wor·Ship and for the benefit of the sick. ·whatever
was used for religious purposes was consecrated
or set apart by prayer. It was used as type of
the blessing and healing powers of the Holy
Ghost-that which gives bodily and spiritual
light, life, health, joy and peace, and which sanctifies the soul. Further than the indirect proof
and the reasonable conclusion that oil was bless·
ed by pr.ayer, and so set apart for sacred purposes, we know of no direct Scriptural statement
to that effect. The fact of its use and the command so to do is sufficient, and personally, we
should anticipate no difficulty in meeting objection to the blessing of it. Bread and wine were
blessed in consecration as typical of the body and
blood of Christ, and why should not the type of
the Holy Spirit be so consecrated? What means
more appropriate? What objection can possibly
be urged against it? We have not a full account

a
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of all the teachings of Christ and the apostles,
but we have sufficient to justify that method of
blessing oil. "Ask and ye shall receive" is applicable to the reception of every favor and blessing from God. James 5: 14 is authority for internal or external use. As to giving oil before anointing ''Against such there is no law.'· Oil set
apart by the servants of God may be used by the
laity, being designed for the good of God's people, just as Saints may present the healing power
of the gospel to their neighbors, although not
called and ordained to preach. It is fair to presume that the church has been directed aright in
matters not requiring especial command for
every detail. Read r Timothy 4: 5; 1 Thes,alonians 5: 17, 18; Hebrews 9th and 10th chapters.
-ED]
FARWELL, Mich, January 22d.
Bro. Blair :-Our cause has been withstood by
our enemies in Brinton, twelve miles from here.
Bro. E. D. Bennett and I stood by it, and God
caused the wrath of men to praise him in that
place. By accident a young man shot his little
sister, and I was requested to preach her funeral
sermon. I did so, and was blessed by the good
Spirit of the Master; much good was done, and
some hard hearted old men, who scarce ever
shed a tear, turned their faces to the wall and
wept. One man said "Brother Cornish, I am
convinced that this is the true goopel.'' Said he,
"You may talk about power, and fall down and
yell and make such noise as &Orne do around here,
but I tell you that is power, the power of the
Holy Ghost. I felt its power and so did that congregation. I am ready for baptism; and I am
not alone-there will be others with me."
Brother Blair, God is with his people, and the
Holy Spirit. through his ~ervants, is convincing
this world of sin, of ri15hteosness and 0£ a judgment to come. Oh, may we ever live so we may
enjoy that Comforter!
J. J CORNISH.
SwEET HoME, :'vio., Jan. 23d.
Bro. Blair:-The work here is moving along
slowly. We have the opposing power to contend with. I have read a small paper sent to
this district by E. Robinson called the Return
On the eighth page I find this statement: "We
do not wish or intl"nd to compromise any one in
what we may write and publish in th<"se columns. We issued the prospectus for the publication of this periodical at our own volition, influenced, we believe, by that peaceful, quiet
Spirit which has been our friend all our life.''
On the twelfth page we are told that, May 3d,
1834, the name of the chureh was changed. That
was one year before E. Robinson joined the
church, because on the first page he tells us he
united with the church in Kirtland, Ohio, in
1835. On page thirteen he tells us he alwys regretted this action of the church in changing its
name. Then if I am to believe E. Robinson,
that Spirit that he says was his friend all his life,
led him into a false church and kept him in that
condition for fifty-three yea1·s, and that now that
same Spirit moves him to write and invite all
true Latter Day Saints to return! What confidence can I have in a Spirit that will lead me
in to errors and keep me there for fifty-three
years of the best part of my life, and then, when
I have become_old and childish, invite me into
som~ more errors!
In the letter of J. C. Whit-

THE S
mer and John J. Snyder, on page five, we read
that D. Whitmer had written Bro. foseph that he
loved him and loved his father, but that Bro. Joseph had doubted this; an::! on page six we read:
<•Many of the Latter Day Saints do not believe
Bro. David when he says he loves them." Well,
Bro. Blair, how else could Bro. Joseph and "many
of the Latter Day Saints" doubt when they know
that this same David Whitmer, in r828-9. hauled
powder and lead and other war material to dcive
the Saints out and away from their home>; in
Missouri in the dead of winter!
On page thirteen Mr. Brown objects to the
name Jesus as part of the name of Christ's
Churct, and E .. Robinson tries to sustain Mr.
Brown; but on page fourteen Mr. Robinson says:
""Ve doubt if there are any people on the face of
the earth who believe more firmly that Jesus is
the Christ than do the members of the Church of
Christ." Then why object to the name "Jesus?"
The Return is full. of contradictions. It can do
no harm here.
Yours,
JAMES THOMAS.
LISBON FALLS, Maine, Jan. 3d.
Brother Blair :-I am pleased to inform you
we are continuing our work in preaching the
gospel for a witness. The year past has been one
of encouragement for us in Maine, and reports
will show well for additions by baptisms. The
inauguration of a yearly Reunion for New England was had by one at Jone•port during the
summer which was a success and already reported in the Herald. After my return from New
Hampshire where Bro. Bond and I made an effort to introduce the work in that' state, to be followed up at some subsequent time, I went to
Oxford county, this state, into regions where our
people have not been. At Dixfield Centre I
found a people not creed bound, which is something >O seldom found that it is worthy of not lee.
The eagerness displayed by them to hear was
cheering and of an intelligent kind. As many as
twenty written questions were sent up to the
desk to be answered, affording an opportunity to
get at points not fully explained in the preaching.
I preached twelve times for them, including one
funeral sermon. From there I went to East Dixfield and preached in the Union church. There
is another church in the place owned by the F.
W. Baptists which I did not get although some
friend tried for it. At my second meeting I was
opposed by a man at the close of my discourse,
who propounded several questions the tendency
of which was to arouse the passions and prejudices of the people and have them shut the church
against me. He brought a book to read and besmear me with Utah Mormonism and such trash;
but it only served to bring out a greater number
to hear me preach. My opponent proved to be
a Deacon of the F. W. Baptist church. This
caused me to issue a challenge tel his church to
meet me in fair, honorable debate governed by
proper rules. His absence was compicious during
the remainder of my meetings there.
I don't wonder that there are skeptics and that
people lose confidence in religious matters, when
such cowardly doings are had by men professing
to be Chri.otians. God cannot condemn people
for rejecting such manifestations of rellgion, for
"God is lig!tt and in him is no darknf'ss at all."
The nature of such institutions are clearly seen
by the wRy they shun the light and Rvoid inYestigat!on, and the consequence is that the brave and

noble minds are leaving the churches and become
Agnostics, Liberals, etc, etc. And they serve a
good purpose in society by keeping in check tht'se
religious intolerants while the gospel message
gradually wends its way throughout the world
"as a witness."
It appears clear to my vision, as time advances,
that our work as defenders of the gospel of Christ
in its entirety is needed-a supply to a demand.
They have divided Him up so into parts-"The
Historical Christ.,'' "The Ideal Christ," "The
Ethical Christ,'' "The humanitarian side," "The
fnedium," that Paul, if alive now, might well say
"Is Christ divided?" To accept of Him in one
sense and deny Him in another is inconsistent.
To speak of Him as an Ideal and then deny Him
doctrinally i;; a sample of it.
I also preached at Severy Hill and Science
Hill where tl:e people were desirous of hearing.
Found many generous folks there. It is a pleasure to talk to such. I left them to spend Christmas at home, and am now ordered to the Massachusetts district for a while. Bro. Green is operating in the eastern part of Maine, and at last
accounts was meeting with some success.
F. M. SHEEHY.
PLEASANTON, Iowa, Jan. 23d.
Bro. Blair :-I went to the Keller school house
on the evening of the 2oth inst. to hear Mr.
Booth reply to our preaching there in December last. After he got through we announced
meeting- for the next evening in order to correct
some of his teachings. We bad a good hearing
and fair liberty, and the next evening· we had excellent liberty. We intend to continue until
next Sunday evening if the interest continues
good. The Christian Brethren are aroused ;md
they said last evening that if we could get theM.
E. Church their minister from Cainsville would
meet us in discussion on the three propositions
discussed by Bro. Kelley and Mr. Braden at Kirtland, Ohio. We dont know what way it will
end, but by the help of the Lord we intend to
stand for the truth against opposition from every source. Pray for us that we may be blessed.
and the truth be triumphant. Bro Wells is with
me.
In gospel bonds,
M. M. TURPEN.
WHEELER's GROVE, Iowa, Jan. 2rst.
Bro. Blair:-Bro H. Kemp has been here according to appointment and has created quite an
excitement by his discussion with an Adventist
on the immortality of the soul. The Adventist
affirmed that the soul was not immortal. There
was an individual there that helped the Adventist all he could by carrying some of Pratt's
works to him and the new translation of the BIble. He tried to show by that, that the doctrine
of the pre-existence of man was a dangerous doctrine and would lead into polygamy, although
he said that he was well aware that the Saints at
this place did not believe in that doctrine. But
he could not see why they did not. He tried to
make light of the New Translation, in regard to
man's creation, and said that it looked bad for
Joe Smith. He made some remarks about what
he heard Pratt say in the pulpit about one year
ago.
Brother Kemp in his reply said that he must
have seen a spirit, but that that could not have
been, for he did not believe in spirits; for, said
he, "Pratt has been dead several years.'' Bro,
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Kemp referred to Christ's transfiguration on the
mount. The reply was so weak that he had to
resurrect Moses before Christ, and the people a,l
saw the weakness of that argument.
He was preaching in the Christian Church for
awhile, but they closed it against him, and he is
now in our church. Last night he preached for
two hours on the apostasy of the churc!. and the
angel's proclamation. Can we not have some
good elder come and reply to him? 1 think it
would do good.
Yours,
S.C. SMITH.
LEXINGTON, Tenn., Jan. r5th.
Dear Herald:-The work is not moving along
fast here at this time, but Elder John Thomas is
in our midst preaching all that he can when he
can get a house to preach in. We have a branch
here, organized by Elder Thomas. He has had
to battle against opposition, but has made many
friends, and a goodly number are investigating.
I am satisfied that all the seed sown will never
be rooted up. Bro. S. Reed and I were ordained
elders and we expect to do all we can to defend
the work, for we know it is the work of the Lord.
Every sectarian church is closed up against us.
Even the Court-house was closed against Bro.
Thomas, and there is wailing and gnashing of
teeth because they can't have the power to put
us to death. They won't meet Bro. Thomas in
discussion, but all the falsehoods that can be
thought of are in circulation and they pass at
par. I don't know but what a premium is on a
goodly portion of them.
Elder Thomas has made an opening in Decatur county, Tennessee, fifteen miles from here
and has an appointment for the first Sabbath in
February at the same place. He thinks there is
a very good interest there.
There is one church, built by a man who does
not belong to any sect. This house is open for
us yet. H there ever was a time when the Saints
should pray for the Lord to send more laborers
into his vineyard, now is the time, for I think
the harvest is nearly ripe.
May the Lord bless the church in all her departments is the humble prayer of one of the
poor despised servants of the Lord Jesus Christ.
J. H. ScoTT.
MONMOUTH, Ontario, Jan. xsth.
Dear Herald:-I do like to read the letters in
your columns. They are cheering to me and I
often think that if it were not for you I would
grow careless, but when I read the encouraging
testimonies of God's people it cheers and
strengthens me. God has blessed me in many
ways, and I feel that the more humble and faithful we live the more blessings we will enjoy.
My desire is to serve God with all my heart, ever
striving to keep his commands. Although I feel
my weakness very much, my desire is to go on
to perfection. I know I can not be perfect all at
once, but by patient continuance in well doing I
shall be able to overcome. I hope to lay up treasures in heaven, for Jesus said, "where your treasure is, there will your heart be also," and God
forbid that my treasure shall be in that which
can not endure when all things are to be tried
and shaken, for only that which can not be shaken wil1 remain. I was baptized at Cameron and
came here. There were no Saints here then but
my two brothers and myself, and sometimes I
would go to church, but felt that" the truth was

not preached there, and I would long for the time
when the servants of God would stand where the
hireHng was and preach the gospel, that the honest in heart might no longer be fed on false doctrine. Thank God the time has come and there
are now over fifty Saints in this branch and
meet together and rejoice in the truth and teel
happy to think that now in this day and age when
we are told there are so many roads to heaven,
that we can safely say we know we are on the
right path, and feel that the word of Jesus is being fulfilled when he said, "If any man would do
the will of the Father he shall know of the docll'ine whether it is of God." We have enemies
but feel that they can do us no harm. We had
Bros. J. H. Lake and W. J. Smith with us a while
this summer and enjoyed some grand sermons
delivered by them; we also remember their wise
counsel and hope to be enabled to put their advice in practice. We feel that if we do not it will
stand as a testimony against us in the great day
for which we hope to be prepared. We also had
Bro. Mcintosh with us for a short time and feel
strengthened and edified by his talk and preaching He had a young'tlder with him by the name
of Hough. He is a fine young man and we think
he
yet be an able man in the work.
Your sister,
MARGARET J. BRADEN.

will

PLANO, Ills. Jan., 23d.
Brot!zer Blair:-Whefi the Herald office was
here and about to move away, it was feared this
branch, and consequently the work of the church
would go down in Plano; and so it doubtless
would if the good' Lord had left the place also.
But He was pleased to remain and bless the
sheep that were !eft, for he was their Shepherd
still, and was willing to lead if they were willing
to be led. For the seven years since the office
was removed he has blessed us and has sent to
our aid some of his servants from time to time,
Buch as Brn. M. T. Short, A. H. Smith and J. C.
Foss, not forgetting some two or three visits from
Bro. Joseph Smith, all of which were productive
of good. The labors of Bro. Foss were more
continuous than were those of the others, and
more united with the branch under his labors. I
will say (and when I say it I am speaking the
the sentiments of the Plano Saints) we love to
have the brethren come, and we appreciate their
labor of love.
You know the most of the Plano Saints are
not rich as to this world's goods, but in these
years they have put a new roof on the meeting
house, papered, painted and varnished the room,
have a.lso put a new fence around the church lot,
and last of all have purchased a new organ, and
a new carpet for the platform and aisles
I have not got the exact figures, but altogether
these improvements have not cost less than $500
Great credit is due to some outside of the church
for aid rendered. And in that same time there
has been about roo added to the branch, and 62
removals leaving us a net gain of 38. Many are
scattered to other places, and have not called for
their letters, which, if they would do, we would
be glad to grant them, for we like to keep our
numbers as near as possible to those living near.
Our
condition is about fair. 0£ course
it can be improved. We have services Sabbath
mornings at 10: 30; evening at 7: oo, with two
prayer meetings in the week, also te!lowship

meeting the first Sunday in each month at three
o'clock p. m. There ls a very prosperous Sabbath School in charge of Bro George VanDran.
He is a new beginner, or nearly so, in the Sabbath School, but he is the right man in the right
place. The Lord has blessed him since he took
charge bf the school.
Bro. Foss is now down in Livingston county.
He writes me he has crowded houses
I love to hear of the growth of the church as
the news comes to us through the Herald (one
of the best papers in the world if not the very
best, and I think it is the latter,) and my prayer
shall ever be for the wellfare of Zion, and the
building of the kingdom in these last days.
I think Autumn Lea11es the paper for the youth,
and it ought to be in evtery family sure. May
the Lord bless his Saints in all the world andespecially those who are sending such good news.
Yours in love,
W. VICKERY.

.,

HASTINGS, Victoria, Aus., Dec. 21st.
Bro. 'Joseph:- We have just arrived here from
New South Wales and find all well. Bro. Butterworth and Bro. Trembath have been laboring
in several new fields around here; one baptized.
Bro. Wight has been up the country and has created an interest in several new places. He has
stirred up the wrath of another Braden; and may
have a discussion-that is, if he can condescend
to dispute with him. Is it not strange that so
many men" are to be found who, while professing
to be the minister& of the gospel, and servants of
Christ, are neither gentlemen nor Christians.
These chaps profess to "prophecy"- that is,
preach (for they call that prophesying) and who
"cast out devils" by converting gamblers, drunk-·
ards, etc., (as they say they do) and "do many
wonderful works in the matter ·of leading souls
to Christ, etc., and they claim to do it all in the
name of Christ. Yet in the day of Christ's coming they will hear him declare that he never
knew (that is, recognized) them; and they certainly never knew him, for they to a man deny
the only way by which they can know him,
that is by revelation through the Holy Spirit,
which they claim is found only in the written
word, and of course is not understood, received
or enjoyed by them any more than by any and
all others who own (or can borrow) a Bible and
can read it, and whether moral or vicious characters. There are many fine, noble people among
the "Disciples" of Campbell, Scott & Company,
but there are many who, as I said above, are
neither gentlemen nor Christians.
I left the branches in New South Wales in
as good condition as possible. The Saints in
Nambucca branch, who never until recently had
any prayer or testimony meetings only while
Bro. Burton was among them, have been holding
them regularly ever since we were there, and
many, indeed most all now take part, and lately
some of them have received the gift of prophecy,
to the edification of themselves and others. I
completed the branch organization as far as suitable material could be found. It is in far better
condition in every sense than it ever was. The
Forster branch is splendidly officered. The presiding. elder, priests, teachers and deacon are
well qualified for their respective posts and are
zealous and faithful, and the members generally
are earnest and faithful.
Bro. Wright-lately
appointed Bishop's Agent-is universally esteem-
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ed as a man of energy,· uprightness, and fine
matches and other sports take up their spare moments. They are not indifferent to our faith only,
business ability; and as Bishop's Agent he will
but to all others likewise. In fact they have begive the church the best of satisfaction. Bro.
come disgusted with the tyranical spirit of the
Loving (a Swede by birth) lately ordained an
priests of the various denominations, as exhibited
elder by me, is developing into a first rate preachtoward their parents and others; and also with
er, and others there are improving fast.
the servile disposition shown by the people toThe Wallsend branch is in quite fair condition.
, ward I hese priests; ,and they care not for religion
There is a young man (a priest) there who has
nor religious teachers. As a rule the people will
fine abilities and would make a capital laborer in
not come out to our meetings-many because of
the ministry, but he is hardly sound on a point
prejudice and many through indifference to relior two of the faith, and therefore I can not engious things.
courage him to go into the field; but he may get
If Bro, Wight could get up a discussion in
into more perfect harmony with the spirit of the
every town and village, he would have crowded
work, and can if he will do efficient service in
and jammed houses because it would amuse the
the ministry, providing he will be more humble.
people and a few might become interested in our
The Hamilton branch has some excellent peo·
faith in that way. But as it takes more than one
pie in it, and some good material for active use
to make a bargain, so it is necessary for some one
in the ministry . ., It is in as good condition as it
to take up the challenges that we always throw
can be placed at present. They have a fine singer
out to the clergy to show us our error by discussand a good musician in the person of Elder H.
ing our respective faiths, before there can be a
Broadway, who is also zealous in the ministry.
debate. The very fact' of our being so bold and
This brother came very near being lost to the
saucy, perhaps, has kept us from being challenged
church through the influence of a pseudo-elder
before this.
named Williams. who has been always a source
But while as a general Jiing the .people will
not turn out to hear us, vef there are some few
of trial to the branch by his rebellious and facplaces where a number will turn out, but they
tious spirit. He has caused all the missionaries
are principally places where a prospect of a dismuch trouble through his contentious course.
He assumes that the whole church is wrong, and
cussion or wrangling over the Scriptures is expected. In Sydney, Newcastle, Hamilton, etc,
under condemnation because it takes the ground
the people will go out on the public domain or
that branch priests must presicle in the absence
parks and stand for hours in the sun listening to
of the presiding elder. It can not be denied that
the letter of the rule favors the idea of a priest ' men arguing upon religion, or science, or politics,
but if invited to a comfortably seated hall where
not presiding when there Is an elder present, yet
a~ the general authorities have decided that it
they could rest while hearing, they will not come.
We have held meetings where not a soul except
means differently, I insist that their interpretation
church members were present, yet within fifty
shall be observed. It would be a godd thing if
the paragraph was more clear and definite, or at
yards (just far enough away so they could not
ieast less ambiguous. • But concerning Bro.
hear) there would be scores of people standing
Broadway, he has concluded to observe the
or sitting on doorsteps or curbstones. The only
church rule and has been restored to full fellowplan that will work here is to thoroughly advertize
ship. But Williams i:; contentious, ani! does not
the meetings; give the people three or four
recognize our authority, nor indeed yours or
good chances to hear, and when they will not,
that of any body among us. His wife insists that
move to another place; and so on till a place is
he is now and ever was a Brighamite.
found where they will listen, and then keep up
The branches in Victoria are in quite good conthe meetings as long as the interest lasts. Then
dition. There are several elders quite well qualigo over the route again in a few months, and if
fied to go out to preach, but one only is at liberty
they will not come out, then shake off the dust
to go away from home at present. The Bishop's
of our garments against the place. Of course in
Agent, Bro. E. McGurk, is an efficient officer, and
some places where we have branches there is a
will give a good account of his stewardship.
stumbling block in the shape of some unwise or
The Saints in Australia are zealous, faithful, inimproper action of some sort or other on the part
telligent and generous hearted. They are liberal ,of a member or more. It is not always nor often
with their means, as a rule; and will do all in
anything especially immoral. It may be overtheir powt>r to assist with their means the miszeal, or unwise statements, or difficulty with a
sionaries who are sent here. We have not lack- 1facti.ous and quarrelsome officious neighbor. But
ed for anything as yet, but all of our necessities
,the world stands waiting for an excuse, and when
have been willingly suppplied. ~do not mean
,one does not In reality exist, they will make one
that all our wants have been met, but we have
,to order. In looking the field over it is a hard
not lacked anything that we have really needed.
one, and if great numbers uniting with the
I believe that the cause in Australia is in a first
,church was the great point to be reached, we may
rate condition, and I am quite confident that it
well feel discouraged; but if only one soul,
will not be the fault of brethren Wight and Butone honest, earnest, worthy soul should be conterworth if it does not continue so. The religious
verted to the truth, it would justify any amount
portion of the people are decidedly priest-ridden
of labor, trouble and sacrifice. If Christ should
in Australia. Not many are independent in
consider that the gaining of the whole world
spirit, but follow blindly their blinded leaders.
:would not compensate the loss of a soul, we
This is particularly true of the older people. The
should consider that the saving of a soul is worth
younger class are the reverse, for they are too inthe expenditure of any amount of mean~, or any
dependent, and are generally indifferent to relimeasure of time and talk. The seed must be
gious or spiritual matters. Their whole attensown everywhere. Most of it may fall among
tion, when not engaged in business matters, is
thorns, or stones, or on barren soil; yet gome
taken up with amusements, such a& cricket
may fall in good ground; it may be but a few
matches, bo(lt r(lcing, horse racing, foot ball
grains, but if the , sowing was not done, or if the

grain was not planted, it never would grow. Unsown it would simply wither away, or dry up, or
perish in some way; at any rate it would notreproduce its kind or bear fruit. No one can tell
whether the seed sown in apparently good soil,
will all grow to maturity, or bring forth fruit,
but as we do not know that it will not bring forth
even abundantly, we must sow and water and
leave the result with God. We will have done
our part, and the responsibility (if any) of a failure at the harvest time, will not be on our shoulders.
I do not think that I have kept back anything
that was profitable to the churches. I certainly
have not shunned to declare all the counsel of
God, that I am required to declare. I feel conscious of having done my duty here to the church,
and that seemed to be my special, if not my only
duty here. I feel therefore free to retire, but not
with any pleasure, for two reasons: rst, I love the
Saints here very much; we could not be treated
more kindly, hospitably, or brotherly and sisterly. 2d, I know that discomfort, inconvenience,
exposure and vexation await us on the Islands.
Of course there are some things that encourage,
but not much, or not as much as will discourage.
Duty called us there before, and it does so again.
I do not expect to have my motives in going
there at first, nor for leaving there, nor for
leaving here so soon, and for returning there
to be properly judged by all. I have been
misjudged and found fault with by some in
all of my movements; but I have been vindicated by the Lord so far, and I leave the issue
with him. By the grace of God I .expect to dis, appoint some in their expectations and surmisings, as I have been by that grace enabled to do
thus far.
Unless restrained by the Spirit or counselled
differently by the First Presidency, under whom
I labor, I shall expect to leave here about the
fifth of February for Tahiti, and if the Lord
will I trust that we may return to America some
time previous to the General Conference of x89o,
which I hope may be a "General Assembly" as
well.
We can be adddressed at Papeete, Tahiti, via
San Francisco. If we should not go there so
soon, or at all, letters will be forwarded to us.
But we expect now to go there at the time named.
Your brother in Christ,

T.

w. SMITH.

SHERIDAN, Nev., Jan. 2oth.
Bro. W. W. B!air:-The church has taken a
new start here since brethren Thomas Daiey and
W. 0. Skinner came to us from California some
two months since. Bro. Daley baptized quite a
number. The Spirit of God was with these
brethren and much good was accomplished.
They organized a branch of about twenty-five
members and we have our regular meetings.
Brother Daley made quite a stir among the different religious sects. Rev. Gardner reviewed
Bro. Daley's preaching, but he resorted to slandering the founder of the church Bro. Daley represented. A discussion was held by Rev. Gardner, of the M. E. Church and Elder T. Daley,
each gentleman was to maintain his respective
church from the Bible-King James' Translation.
It came off the gth of December in the M. E.
church at Genoa before a full house. Elder
Daley made a powerful defence from the word
of God to the astonishment of the congregation,
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many of whom would not come to hear us only
for the debate. The Rev. Gardner did not stick
to the Bible, but brought another book, contrary
to the agreement. Elder Daley then used the
same as a weapon against his opponent to the
amusement of his hearers and the disgust of his
opponent. Six were baptized the next day or
two following.
The Genoa Courier the week following, by the
influence of Rev. Gardner, published a slanderous article against Elder Daley, representing him
as not of a sound mind. The article made great
dissatisfaction among disinterested parties, but
the truth finally came out and some that would
not have heard otherwise have read the article
and may inquire after the truth. Bro. Daley is
a faithful expounder of Scripture and is calculated to do much good. The Saints in Nevada desire him to return and labor among them.
D. R.JONES.

under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

.ARTICLES

PREHISTORIC CIVILIZATION AND
ANCIENT ART.
llY WILLIAM WOODHEAD.

WITH the light of modern research, which
is revealing to us the past lives of prehistoric nations, we begin to see them busy
in life struggling for existence, similar to
man at this day; and the further we get
from those men who were supposed to be
the first lawgivers among men and founders of empires, the nearer they are getting
to us. This is remarkably the case with
Egypt. Its chronology has been, and is
yet, one of the stubbornest to reconcile
with the Bible. Fur instance: Herodotus
who studied its history at the feet of
the Egyptian priests,
the fifth century
B. c. concluded that the empire had then
G:xisted eleven or twelve thousand years.
(Herodotus 2, pp. roo, 142). Manetho, a
native priest of t.he third century B. c., who
wrote for the Greeks after the Greek conquest, made the empire to reach to Menes
whose reign was 500400 B. c., but Eratosthene; reduced the 2,900 years of Manetho's
empire to r,o76. (See Rawlinson's
Egypt, :vol z, p. 4). The Armenian, Eusebius, however, raises the number again
to g,o23. (See note zo, vol. z, p. z8r).
Pandorus cuts down the 5,ooo or more
of the entire thirty dynasties to 3·555·
vol. x, p. 4; also Muller's FragmenGr., vol. 2, p, 537·
"Bockh gives for the year of the accession of Menes, the supposed first Egyptian king, the year B. c. 5702; U ngen, the
year B. c. 5613; Mariette-Bey and Lenormant, B. c. soo4; Brugsch-Bey, B. c.
4455: Lauth B. c. 4157; Lepsius B. c.
3852; Bunsen, B. c. 362~1 or 3059; Pool,
B •. c. 2717; Sir .Gardner Wilkinson, 2691 ;"
(See RawHT\son's Egypt, vol. 2, p. I);
Rawlinson, B. c. 2450. (See note 65, p.
vol. I). He says: "It is not now
questioned by any historian of repute that
the Egyptian monarchy elates from a time
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anterior to B. c. z,ooo, while there are
those who carry it back to B. c. 5004."Egypt and Babylon, P·
Concerning
Menes, Birch says: "Nothing known to
have been made at the time of Menes remains and he must be placed among those
founders of monarchies whose personal
existence a severe and enlightened criticism doubts or denies."-Birch's Egypt,
p. 25. "The name has not been found on
any monument of the old empire."-Rawlinson's Egypt, vol. 2, p. 15.
From the above we see the uncertainty
of Egyptian chronology and the difficulty
in reconciling the same with the lectures
on faith in the Book of Covenants.
Of Menes, Prof. Hutson says: "It has
heen remarked, by the way, that the traditional founders of Empires or early lawgivers, have, in name, a striking similarity
with Menes in Egypt. Compare Menu
in India, Manis in Lydia, Minos in Crete,
li>A:annus in Germany, Numa in Rome,
Manu and Manco in Peru! The tradiso widely spread, would seem to point
to the coming of a hig-her development of
humanity than had hitherto existed, the
'mu' sound indicating 'thought,' and
'memory' in many languages."-Beginnings of Civilization, chap. 3, pp. 33, 34·
The ManJ:J of India would seem to be the
Noah of Moses, for it is "from this Manu
the earth was repeopled, (after the flood),
and from him mankind received their
name-'Manu-dsha.' "-Asiatic ResearcheB, vol. I, p. 2 304.
The prehistoric civilization of Egypt is
a wonder. It attained its highest development at a very early period. Prof. Hutson says the Egytian civilization went on
improving for about five centuries, reaching its bight of material grandeur at the
time of the building of the great pyramid
of Ghizeh during the reign of Khufu.
This pyramid was begun in the year
z
B. c.
It may be asked, How do we
know this date so exactly?
"Richard A. Proctor, the astronomer,
proves that the slant passage beneath the
base of the pyramid, running three hundred and fifty feet through the solid rock
on which the pyramid is built, was cut
for the purpose of observing the passage
of the chief star of what was then the
polar constellation. This was done in order to 'orient' the base of the pyramid;
that is, to have its faces true to the points
of the compass. This star looked down
tha! tunnel either in the year 3350 B. c.,
or m the year 2 I 70 B. c. The pyramid
then must have been begun at one of
these dates.
Certainly, if we are
to date the Egyptian monarchy under
JV[enes, no further back than .2700 B. c.,
ti-w latter date, given by Proctor's astronomical estimate, will be the true one for
Kufu's pyramid."-Beginnings of Civilization, pp. 34, 35· "The solid masonry
which it contained is estimated at more
than 89,ooo,ooo cubtt feet, and the weight
of the mass at 6,848,ooo tons."- Vyse'~;
Eg-ypt, vol. z, p. II3·
The basement stones are, many of them,
m•;arly thirty feet in length and nearly five
feet high. (Herodotus 2, 124).
says: 11 N othing more per-

Irs.

feet, mechanically, has ever been erected
since that time.''-Fergussen's Egypte,
vol. r, pp. 91, 92. '
Vyse says: "The masonry of the central chamber is probably the finest specimen in the world."-V yse, vol. I, p. 289.
Some modern writers "have doubted
whether they could really be the works of
human hands.''- Richardson's Travels,
vol. r, p. 119; and Dr. Russel in his
Egypt, p. 124.
"It was in this wonder-land that the
Jewish nation was born, having been a
a servant there in some of its great public works, as appears by the cuneiform
tablets recently taken from the Egyptian
tombs, and now in the British Museum
it connects them with the building of the pyramids and the great walls."
The pyramids there referred to are
probably the brick pyramids at Dashoor,
Illahoun and Howara. (See Vyse, vol 3,
PP· 57, 63, 83).
It was before Abraham went to Egypt,
if Proctor's estimate is correct, that the
great pyramid was built, which has so
astonished the best engineers of our times.
And the Egyptian tombs are revealing
their hidden secrets which have been hid
since the time of the great Pyramid Kings,
in which are evidences of a much higher
civilization than was supposed to exist in
those early times.
Some writers labor hard to prove that
the human race has existed in childhood
till their days. Such are now being taken
by surprise, and "wonder," and "stagger"
at the revelations of modern science.
About the time the Book of Mormon revealed the prehistoric civilization of
America, Egypt was being dug up, its
hieroglyphics deciphered, and its chronology reconstructed. And there is a remarkable coincidence in the prehistoric civilization of America as revealed in the Book of
Mormon and that of the old world in some
of the arts.
For instance: The art of
forging iron was known to the ancients on
this continent at a very early time in their
history, as appears by the statement of
Moroni. He says that Shule "did moulten
out of the hill, and made swords out of
steel for those whom he had drawn away
with him.''-See Ether g:8; 4:7. This
''Shule was the son of Kib, and Kib was
the son of Orihah, who was the son of J ared, which Jared came forth with his
brother and their families, with some
others and their families, from the great
tower at the time the Lord confounded the
language of the people.''-See Ether 1: r.
The mocker says, "There! That shows
how ignorant Joe Smith was, for iron was
unknown at that time, the human race being yet in its babyhood." That this is a
mistake may be seen at once, for Prof.
Vyse found a thin plate of iron imbedded
in the masonry of the great pyramid.See Rawlinson's Egypt, vol. I, p. 235.
This piece of iron is now in the British
Museum, in the first Eg-yptian room, and
forms No. 2435 in the Egyptian collection.
-See note 314 fo; chapter I I, p. 309.
"Some iron implements and ornaments
have been found in the tombs with nothing
aoout them indicative of their belonging to a
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late period."-Rawlinson's Egypt, vol. 2,
p. 235· These are also in the British Museum and form Numbers 2916, 2918, 5410
and 5423.-See note 313, p. 309; and Wilkinson's Egypt, vol. 3, p. 246.
Prehistoric iron mines have been found
"between the Nile and the Red Sea, at a
place called Hanmani." See Rawlinson's
Egypt, vol. I, p. 47; and note 329 for
Chap. 2, p. 271. Then the art of forging
iron was known in Egypt at the time the
great pyramid was being built; and-trusting to Proctor's lowest estimate-2170, B.
C., at which time Egypt reached "its height
of material grandeur" in civilization.
Hutson says in his "Age of Iron," "Tl:e
bones of a horse with a shoe, found under
a peat bog, are considered as proving the
knowledge of the use of iron in this part
of Europe for a great number of years
back. Quiguerez (an expert) who examined and described these remains, claims for
this horseshoe an era of some twenty-one
centuries B. C.-See p. 204. Rawlinson
in his chapter on bronze says: "Iron was
not absol vtely unknown in Ancient Babylonia, but almost all the weapons and implements found are of bronze."-See
Egypt and Babylon, p. 71.
The "Shule" of Moroni was the third in
succession after Jared, and, considering the
great age to which people lived between
the times of the flood and the birth of Christ,
which longevity is constantly affirmed by
Moroni, he mentioning the 142 years of
Coriantum and the exceeding many days
Oriah (the first J aredite king), and taking
into consideration the long leadership of the
brother of Jared, and that Orihah appears
to be Jared's youngest son, Shule, then,
could not have lived earlier than 2000 B. C.
So that before Shule's day that strap of
iron was in the pyramid and that horse
was wearing an iron shoe in Europe. It
may be asked, "If the dispersion was in
2234 B. C., lDw came Egypt to be settled
before that time?" It is answered. A part
of Ham's family had settled in Africa, and
another branch in Arabia before that time,
and from thence to Shinar; and then the
historic period opens with the tower. See
Five Great Monarchies, vol I.
Prof. Hutson also makes the civilization
of Egypt 200 years older than the Chaldean. See Beginnings of Civilization, p. 34·
Watson, quoting Berosus, makes it appear that there had been a separation before the Babel troubles. See E. R. K., p.
872. Calmet held similiar opinions. See
same, p. I 59· When we take into consideration that the founder of the Babel Monarchy was Nimrod, who appears to be the
seventh son of Cush, the greatgrandson of
Noah, and that those saved in the ark
were still alive, it looks reasonable that a
separation h:1d taken place, and that those
builders of the ark and preachers of righteousness could hardly be builders of that
haughty pile, ch:1llenging the skies.
The common version places the flood at
1656 of the world. See Lectures on Faith,
2: 4 I. And l'vfoses informs us that Noah
died 350 years afterwards, which wouid
be in the 2oo6th year of the world, or 1998
B. C. He appears to have been contemporary with Arpha~ad, Salah, Eber, Reu,

Serug, N ahor and Terah; and died but
years before Abraham was born.--See
Lectures on Faith, D. & C.
Iron was known to Tubal
4: 22. He was the eighth from A.dam ir:,
the line of Cain.-Gen. 4·
Noah wm;
born in the year of the world ros6, :mel
Enos died 1140, Cainan 1235, Mahalaleei
1290, Jared 1422, Methuselah r656 anci
Lamech r65r; so that Noah was contem·
porary with all the patriarchs between
Enos, the third from Adam, and Terah,
Abraham's brother.
And, trusting to
Profs. Proctor's and Quiguerez's state··
ments of the Great Pyramid of
the fossil horse in the peat bog in
Noah was vet alive when both those
of iron we~e in use. In this way we may
account for the Hittite iron bedsteadDent. 3: r r; the iron of Job 28: z; and the
iron of Ether 4: 7·
As for tempering edge tools, the ancients
were no doubt acquainted with the
for
their works, which remain to this day
in Egypt and America, prove it. G,
Rawlinson says of the materials used in
the tombs and towers that, "Egyptian skill
and inventiveness succeeded in
means to subdue even the most
materials; and we shall find the pyramid
kings employing freely such stubborn sub.
stances as syenite, arragonite, red granite
and green basalt."-Rawlinson's Egypt,
vol. 2, p. 25.
The question arises, what kind of tools
did they have to "subdue the most intract ..
able materials?" Such materials require
the bes~ of tools to work them to-day, yet
the anctents "appear to have worked them
with ease," making a finish on the "most
stubborn as smooth as glass.
sen's Egypt, vol. I, p. 9L G. Rawlinson
says: "The manufacture of bronze was
by far the most extensive branch of
Egyptian metallurgy.
Arms,
ments, household vessels, such as
rons, bowls, ewers, jugs, buckets, basins,
vases, ladles, etc., . . . mirrors, tweezers, razors, pins, earrings, armlets, bracelets, finger rings; artistic objects, figures
of gods, of sacred animals, and of men
tools, such as saws, chisels, hatchets,
drills, and brad-awls are usually, or at
rate, frequently, of this materiaL . . .
bronze was very variously
sometimes it contained as much as
teen parts of tin, and one of iron to
five parts of copper . . . . The
arms included swords, daggers, battle-ax~
es, spear-heads, arrow-heads, and coats of
mail; the implements, ploughshares, sickles, knives, forceps, nails,
har~
poons and fish hooks, etc."--See his
Egypt, vol. I. 236.
Bronz.e tools have been found in both
Europe, Africa, Asia and America; and
the question arises again, how were they
tempered? Prof. Hutson says of Egyptian bronze, they possessed the secret of
hardening copper, an art which has never
been recovered."-Beginnings of Civili~
zation, p. 44·
The pn·-historic Americans were
"learned in mining and the use of various
metals, and skilled workers in gold and
! gems."-Prichard's Natural History of
Man,vol. 2.
&

l

"Iron wedges, gudgeons and implements have been found, some at a great
depth below the surface."-Donnelly';;
Atlantis, and Arnerican Nat., January,
r88r.
Pre-historic shafts for mmmg are
found in Alabama from Chilton, Coosa
and Clay to Clehurn counties.-.Reporl:
of State Geologist, Alabama, October 4th,
1887.
"A timbered shaft 100 feet deep has
been discovered on Valley River, Chero·
kee county, North Carolina."-See W,
C. Keer's report Geological Survey for
1869, P· 56.
A pre-historic mine has also been found
in Macon county, North Carolina.-See
Amencan Nat.
The six brass plates found in a mound
near Kinderhook, Pike county, Illinois, in
1843, were fastened together by two iron
wires.-See account from the "Quincy
Whig" in Orson Pratt's Works,
These things establish the.truth of Moroni's saying in Ether 4: 7, and confirm
that which was regarded as a "false statement}'
It has been supposed that the pre-historic races in America, Babylonia, Egypt
and Europe were unacquainted with iron
at so early a time; but we see from the
above that they used it at a very remote
age. And, further; their skill in tempersoft metals was superior to that of the
present day.
The Book of Mormon is confirmed
again in a singular way, as we see by the
following: "There were an exceeding
gre:1t many who departed out of the land
of Zarahemla, and went forth unto the
land northward to inherit the land; and
they did travel to an exceeding great distance, insomuch that they came to large
bodies or water, and many rivers; yea,
and even ~hey did spread forth into all
parts of the land, into whatever parts it
had not been rendered desolate, and without timber, because of the many inhabitants who had before inherited the land.
And now no part of the land was desolate, save it were for timber, etc., but because of the greatness of the destruction
of the people who had before inhabited the
land it was called desolate. And there
was but little timber upon the face of the
land. N everthe!ess the people whe went
forth became exceeding expert in the
working qj cement;' therefore they did
build houses qf cement, in which they did
dwell." (See Helaman z: I). The same
people built cities both of wood and cement. (See Helaman z: 3). Now Zarahemla was near the Isthmus of Panama. (See
Helaman 2: 8). The country near it is
said to be but a "day's journey" from the
east to the west sea. Zarahemla was near
a narrow strip of wilderness which ran
from the east to the west sea (Alma 13:
II) and the Nephite capital. (Helaman
I: 6),
M. Charnay, a Frenchma~ who has
studied the prehistoric civilization of Central America and Mexico, and explored
the ancient Tula eighty miles north of
Mexico, says of the buildings there: "The
walls were perpendicular and the roofs
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and there were winding staircases upon
the outside that led from the lowest apartment to the highest. Inside were steps
going from room to room. In the inner
apartments tlw .flooring was of a red cement, and, in fact this cement was used
everywhere, whether for roofs, ceiling,
floors, pavements or roads." (See Charnay's Ant.) But still further northward
in Arizona "the Hemenway expedition,
under the direction of Frank Cushing, has
been at work for several months, and bas
excavated the ruins of a city three miles
long and two miles wide, The excavations are not continuous, but have been
made at various points along the main
street and at the limits of the town, the
extent of which is clearly established, Mr.
Cushing acquired from the Zuni Indians
-among whom he has lived for some
years-the knowledge of customs and tradition which enabled him to find the hurried cires of the Salt River Valley. The
first one excavated is called Los M uertos,
the city of the dead. Others that have
been partially explored are El Ciudad, De
Los Puellitos and El Pueblo de los Hornas, the city of ovens, etc, But these are
only a part of the chain of cities that once
covered the desert. There are nineteen
buried cites in the Salt River Valley alone,
and Los Muertos, which had a population
of at least xo,ooo, is one of the smallest.
The entire valley was once a system of
cities with adjacent farms, and up in the
mountains are sacrificial caves and pueblos of stone, many of which never have
been explored and are entirely unknown
to the wandering tourist and sightseer.
The people who lived in these cities
were not Aztecs, as has been supposed.
They were of the race that preceded the
and had upon this continent a
civilization older than the pyramids, This
is proved by the human remains and relics
found in the houses that have been dug
out. Ethnological research prosecuted by
Mr. Cushing by the comparative method,
demonstrates that the dwellers of the plain
were Toltecs; and that they reached a
high state of civilization many centuries
before the Aztecs appeared, They were
probably of Asiatic origin, but not Mongoloid, (that is, not from J apheth; see
Noah's three sons) • • . . The ruins of Los
Muertos are being thoroughly examined,
because they are typical, and also because
they have been buried, and, therefore protected from the ravages of time, tourists
and ranchers. Twenty-two large blocks
of. buildings have been uncovered, and
three car loads of relics have been sent to
Boston. These relics consist of pottery,
implements and skeletons. One of the
rui"ned buildings measured 400 by 375
feet another is 480 feet long, and m~ny
of
buildings are 300 feet square. The
adobe walls are sometimes seven feet thick
and two stories high. Connected with
each building is a pyral mound, around the
base of which are the funeral urns containing the ashes of cremated Toltecs.
Entrance to the buildings were sometimes
through doorways and sometimes through
holes in the roofs.
Each building was
divided into a great num her of small rooms,

indicating a large population to each block.
The roofs were of concrete, (cement), supported by timbers, and most of them have
fallen in. Here and there the concrete rem<Jins in position, retaininf! an impression
of timbers that have disappeared utterly.
It is evident that these cities were destroyed by earthquakes. In most cases the
roofs have fallen in and the side walls
have fallen outward. Time has disintegrated the adobe blocks, and the rains have
spread the material so evenly that the
buildings are indicated only by slight irregularities in the surface. The work of
excavation is simply to clear away the surface material. That the cities were suddenly overthrown is proved by the finding
of skeletons under the fallen roofs and
walls in po~itions indicating violent deaths.
One skeleton, photographed as found,
shows that the man was caught under the
fallen roof and thrown upon his face, His
chest is pushed forward by the weig-ht,
and his right hand stretched out as he fell,
is crushed and flattened. The large number of bodies found proves that the calamitY was wide-spread and comple{e."-New
York Sun. The words in brackets are
ours.
The Book of Mormon has been quietly
telling· its readers for fifty-nine years that
a highly civilized people moved into the
land northward, and that on account of
the scarcity of timber they became experts
in the use of cement. And Mr. Cushing
is convinced of one thing, and that is, that
these pre-historic Arizonians were not
Mongoloid. Here again is a witness for
that despised book. It affirms with a clear
voice that they were Semitic, and that
they preceded the Aztecs; though not as
early as the pyramids. That migration
commenced in the forty-sixth year of the
J udg·es. (See Helaman 2: r). The end of
Mosiah's reign was in the five hundred
and ninth year from the time that Lehi
left Jerusalem, (Mosiah I 3: 7), which
would make it about forty-five years B. c.
Nephi says that at the crucifixion of
Christ, there was a terrible tempest in
Central America, That it did shake the
whole earth as if it was about to divide
asunder; some cities were destroyed by
fire, others sunk into the sea, and the inhabitants thereof were drowned. The
earth was carried upon some others, and
the place of the city became a mountain.
There was also a terrible destruction in the
land southward.
But there was a greater destruction in
the land northward. The whole face of
the land was changed; highways broken
up the level roads were spoiled, and many
smooth places became rough, and many
and notable cities were sunk; and
many were burnt; and many ·were shaken
till the buildings thereof hadfallen to the
eartlz, and the inhabitants thereof 7/Jere
slain, and the places thereof left desolate.
Mr. Cushing is right then when he says,
"The calamity was widespread and complete;" and that the destruction was "suddenly."--The cities of the Salt River valley seem to be of that class that were "left
desolate."
Other evidences of such a catastrophe
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have been discovered on the coast of Ecuador. Pottery vessels, images and other
articles finely wrought were taken from a
stratum of ancient surface earth which had
been submerged below the sea level, with a
marine deposit over it of six feet, "and
again elevated to its former position above
the level of the sea."-Baldwin's Ancient
America, pp. 274 & 275.
The articles found below this marine deposit are such as are in use by highly civilized people, some of them being of gold
"finely wrought." The Book of Mormon constantly affirms such a civilization
in South America, and had told this story
of submerged cities and towns with all
their inhabitants and wealth thirty years
before antiquarians found them.
As we have seen, some cities were covered with earth and the "place thereofbecame a mountain." This is confirmed
time and again, "Where the river beds
have been washed out, and have been covered again to the depth of from three thousand to four thousand feet more since the
flow of the lava, and 'evidences of human
habitants,' and •human relics,' and 'human
industry,' and 'extinct animals' prior to the
'GREAT VOLCANIC OUTBURST.' These discoveries are made in running tunnels for
mining purpose;;.-See D. L. Yates, in
San Francisco Bulleiin, March, r888.
Mme, Le Plongeon, wife of Dr. Le
Plongeon, 'the eminent man of science,'
who, with her husband spent twelve years
studying the antiquities of Yucatan, is quoted as saying til at" Among the manuscripts
of the Mayas, [Lamanites,] the pre-historic
inhabitants of Yucatan, is an account of
the sinking·
of Atlantis.''-Scientific
American, Sup. No. 649, p. 10,374, for
]une9tb, r888.
·
We see from this that the Mavas have
in some form a knowledge of that great
calamity said to have taken place during
their historical period, This, we are told,
is coming m manuscripts. And again, Nephi is confirmed in chapter 4: 6, where he
relates the sinking of several cities.-The
voi~e declared: "The waters have I caused
to come up in the stead thereof, to hide
their wickedness and abominations from
before my face.''
(Concluded next week,)

HARMONY OF INSPIRATION.-NO. vr.
BY R. M. ELVIN.

"OuR Zion is in a state if mourning.
The Holy Spirit has not visited us as in
former years, and we have great cause for
deep humiliation in view of the sins, and
worldliness and spiritual indifference of
most of our churches.''- Genessee Evangelist.
"Alas, what object, nay, what bauble of
earth, has not been made a rival to her
Lord, even in the church herself? 'Upon
every hill she has wandered, playing the
harlot,' 'scattered her ways under every
green tree.' There has she made her bed
and her home, instead of dwelling with
her covenant Lord! This the American
church has done far more flagrantly than
did Israel of old, and yet God threatened
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to 'pour upon them his fury and his jealousy for it,' and did do it. And, again,
where does all this necessarily place the
church-in what connection, what service,
what fellowship? Our Lord himself has
decided that question: •He that is not
with me is against me.' But to be against
Christ is to be with Satan. It leaves the
church, then, in a virtual alliance with Satan-married to the Devil I This language may seem harsh, and I utter it with
pain and grief; but the dreadful truth it
declares is forced upon us, and it is of no
use to conceal it. God sees it, yea, the
world sees it, and the church herself must
see it."-Oberlin Evangelist.
These pointed statements of the sev 7
eral witnesses, all exhibit both the necessity and the wisdom of the divine interposition that faith might indeed increase in
the earth. It can not be charged that
these several writers were in collusion
with Mr. Smith; neither can it be said
that they wrote for the exclusive benefit of
the Saints and their cause. But we will
acquiesce in that they wrote the truth, and
therefore their evidence is of importance
in fixing in the mind the fact of the spiritual dearth that is distressing the wouldbe religious of all names and classes.
And unless the God of Heaven shall
make bare his arm of salvation unto the
nations of earth, we would be lead to conclude that instead of living under the
"reign of peace," we are in that "little
season" when Satan is let loose.
In the examination of this item of the
revelation, that it was given that faith
might increase in the earth, are there any
promises of scripture that justify us in
the hope of an increase of faith or confidence in the Lord? "For vet a little
while, and he that shall come will come,
and will not tarry."-Hebrews 10: 37·
This was written concerning the second
coming of Christ, and inasmuch as that
event is one of the unfulfilled promises,
and as he is to come to his temple (church)
that church must be prepared for him, and
he will receive it, as a groom doth a bride.
Thus it becomes absolutely necessary that
a communication take place between them,
and to this end that the preparation may
prove acceptable, "Let us be glad and rejoice, and give honor to him: for the marriage of the Lamb is come, and his wife
hath made herself .ready. And to her
was granted that she should be arrayed in
fine linen, clean and white: for the fine
linen is the righteousness of saipts.''Rev. 19: 7, 8. All this clearly indicates
that time will be granted for the church
to prove unto God, not to man, that they
are able to abide the righteous laws of
God, and in so doing they will be ready
to enter into the everlasting kingdom
when the Lord shall come to receive his
own. And let those who have ill treated
the Saints be admonished that there are
two kinds of promises that will be fulfilled at his coming, to one class joy,
peace, and the title deed to their everlastinheritance, so that his word may be true
·and be realiz~d-"Blessed are the meek:
for they shall inherit the earth.''-Matt.
5: 5· But to those who reject the gospel

and the church that preaches the same in
in its purity, will he come "in flaming fire
taking vengeance on them th<1t know not
God, and that obey not the gospel of our
Lord Tesus Christ."-2 Thess. I: 8.
People have their choice in this matter,
they may dwell with God, or make in
hell their abode, so wrote the poet.
(l.) The increase of a true· and living
faith among the people is but the prelude
to the establishing of God's covenant with
man, ever since God said unto Lucifer,
"And I will put enmity between thee and
the woman, and between thy seed and her
seed; it shall bruise thy head, and thou
shalt bruise his heel," (Gen. 3: 15), has
the race been struggling in tears and agony, with supplications unto the Most
High, that they be freed from the power
and the dominion of him that was cast
down from Heaven. I sa. 14: I 2.
Among the things man had in the fall
was, that he suffered banishment from the
presence of God; that sickness and death
should be his portion, and that with pain
and perplexity he would earn his bread.
This curse came upon man for, or in consequence of, the violation of law; and
that by one. Nevertheless there was entailed upon the entire offspring the evils
and ills imposed upon Adam. Now God
made a covenant to redeem man: "For
since by man came death, by man came
also the resurrection of the dead. For as
in Adam all die, even so in Christ 1esns
shall be made alive.''-1 Cor. 15: 2I,zz.
The real and vital importance of the
gospel being preached, is that there
be a people with whom he can make
covenant, and that man shall not oniy
be freed from all that is inimical to his best
good and happiness, but that the full fruition of childship may come; likewise the
felicity to associate with God, Christ,
and the holy prophets and apostles, even
as it is certified unto us: "But ye are come
unto mount Sion, and unto the city of the
living God, the heavenly Jerusalem, and
to an innnmerable company of angels, to
the general assembly and church of the
first-born, which are written in heaven,
and to God the Judge of all, and to the
spirits of just men made perfect, and to
Jesus the Mediator of the New Covenant!'
-He b. I 2: 22..:.24.
What is here stated is so grand and so
far above the thoughts of the sordid mind,
that most read it with no idea that it may
be realized on this earth. But if the Bible be true, (and I feel that it is an
tice to God to write "lJ the Bible be true y'
but I do so to emphasize the thought, and
not to vitiate any promise made), here are
some of the rights, blessings, and emoluments that shall accrue unto those who
are .included in the great and everlasting
covenant of God: "And I saw
and
they sat upon them, and judgment was
given unto them: and I saw the souls of
them that were beheaded for the witness
of Jesus and for the word of God, and
which had not worshipped the beast, neither his image, neither had received his
mark upon their for heads, or in their hands;
and they live and reigned with Christ a
thousand years,"-Rev, 20:4.

This promises a companionship of a
thousand years with Christ, and if there
was no Scripture more definite, we might
be imposed upon by the ethereal and fantastical ideas of a heavenly abode "beyond
the bounds qf time and space, where tlte
eye of man can never trace.''
It must have been some such parataxsis,
that caused the French philosopher to say,
"Religion will do very well for women
and children.'' But I am of the opinion
that the women and children of America
want something more substantial to fill
their conception of the future condition.
"And I saw a new heaven and a new earth,
for the first heaven and the first earth were
passed away, and there was no more sea.
And r, John, saw the holy city, New Jerusalem coming down from God out of heaven, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband. And I heard a great voice out of
heaven saying: Behold, the tabernacle of
God is with men, and he will dwell with
them, and they shall he his people, and
God himself shall be with them and be
their God. And God shall wipe away
all tears from their eyes; and there shall be
no more death, neither sorrow, nor crying
neither shall there be any more pain: for
the former things are passed away. And
he that sat upon the throne said: Behold,
I make all things new. And he said unto
me, write: for these words are true and
and faithfuL And he said unto me, It is
done. ·I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end., I will give unto him
that is athirst of thefountain ofthe water of
life freely. He that overcometh shall inherit
all things, and I will be his God and he
shall be my son."-Rev. 2 r: I-7·
The reading of these glowing words of
promise, should thrill every soul with ecstatic joy, because there is no ambiguity
therein. God and man shall dwell togeth·
er, and the word of truth gives us to know
just where the mutual abode shall be: "And
hast made us unto our God kings and
priests, and we shall reign on the earth.''
_,Rev. 5: 10. To this agrees the word
by the prophet Daniel: "But the Saints of
the Most High shall take the kingdom,
and possess the kingdom forever, even ferever and ever.*** And the kingdom and
dominion, and the greatness of the
kingdom under the whole heaven, shall
be given to the people of the Saints of the
Saints of the Most High, whose kingdom
is an everlasting kingdom, and all dominions shall serve and obey him.''-Dan. 7

r8, 27.
Saints are to obtain the benefits of that
great covenant and kingdom, and that is
thepeculiar and distinguishing title of the
church that was organized by the prophet
Joseph Smith, and if we comply with the
necessary requirements, God will most as··
suredly establish his covenant, and when
he comes we shall be with him.
(m.) It has occasioned not a few theological rencontres on account of the representatives of the gospel restored, in our
claiming a dispensation of the "Fulness qf
the gospel," but such was promised:
"Having made known unto us the mystery of his will, according to his good
pleasure which he hath purpo&ed in him-
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self: that in the dispensation ofthe fulness
of times he might gather together in one
all things in Christ, both which are in
heaven, and which are on earth; even in
l1im: in whom also we have obtained an
inheritance, being predestinated according
to the purpose of him who worketh all
things after the counsel of his own will:
that we should be to the praise of his glory, who first trusted in Christ."-Eph. I:
9-12. Let this be read and considered
with an impartial desire to learn the truth
of God relative to what the Father will
accomplish in the fulness of times. Should
some caviling critic urge that this scripture was fulfilled in the time of Christ, we
would ask, where is the proof that all
things were gathered, or united in ONE
then, during any time since or now.
Sin and disobedience may be considered
as an ailment, and sometimes powerful
and searching remedies have to be administered, we &ubmit the following as an illustration; "And for this cause God shall
se11d them strong delusion, that they
should believe a lie: that they all might
be damned who believed not the truth,
but had pleasure in un:righteousness."·-2
Thess. 2: II, 12. If what the world is
pleased to call Mormonism be a delusion,
and people are cleceived thereby, the success of the delusion is quite limited. Mr.
Charles Bancroft, in his "Footprints of
Tim_·," gives on page 724 the population
of the world at I,38o,ooo,ooo. While we
may safely estimate the aggregate membership of the Reorganization at 3o,ooo,
and if these be the deluded ones, the proportion would stand thus, I -46 oooth or one
in every forty-six thousand. But if Christ
spake the truth, "And as it was in the
days of Noe, so shall it be also in the days
of the Son of Man," (Luke
: 26), it was
the great majority working- wickedness
that caused the overthrow ofthe world by
the flood. The reader will, therefore, not
think us egotistical, if we suggest that it
might be possible that the one might be
right, and the forty-six thousand in error.
As strange a thing as that took place
when Israel worshipped and danced before Aaron's molten calf.
In presenting the proposition that we
are proclaiming· the fulness of the gospel,
we wish it distinctly understood that we
appeal to the Bible in del~mse of the claim.
I have already stated what the principles
of the doctrine were, as they were taught
by Christ and the apostles in the first century. The organization during that same
period is described thus: "And God
hath set some in the church, first apostles,
second~rily prophets,
thirdly teachers,
after that miracles, then gifts of healin;~s helps, governments, diversities of
tongues."-I Cor. 12: z8.
And to the
Ephesians the same author wrote: "And
he gave some apostles; and some, prophets;. and some, evangelists; and some, pastors and teachers."-Eph- 4: IL This
was the constitutional, organic body as instituted, and which was to remain. And
inasmuch as Christianity abandoned the
organization as revealed in the New Testament, therefore God hath made a reorganization of the church in the same order
as left by the Redeemer himself.
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We not only preach the old original
doctrine and organization, but likewise the
spiritual gifts as manifested in the apostolic church. We recognize the voice of
God commanding, "Thus saith the Lord,
stand ye in the ways, and see, and ask for
the old paths, where is the good way, and
walk therein, and ye shall find rest for
your souls. But they said, We will not
walk the:rein."-Jer. 6: I6. If we observe
the fiat of Jehovah, and with fealty enquire for the good way, and call the attention of the people to the path that leadeth unto the fountain of life, and they reject our invitation, and treat the call of
heaven with utter neglect and contempt,
we should not be regarded as censurable.
For the gospel as taught by Jesus is for a
"witness" to mankind, and all should know
that the object in taking testimony is to
exculpate one party, and to convict the
other. "And this gospel of the kingdom
shall be preached in all the world for a
witness unto all nations; and then shall
the end come."-Matt. 24: 14· Without
cessation we propose to continue preaching the u.nadulerated gospel of salvation
until the foregoing prediction has its accomplishment, for we are painfully aware
that "to the one we are the savor of death
unto death; and to the other the savor of
life unto life."--2 Cor. 2: 16. "But if our
gospel be hid, it is hid to them that are
lost."-z Cor. 4: 3·
In the name of Him that died that we
might live, we entreat all to turn from the
vain allurements of a sin-loving world;
put away your foibles, and live unto God,
a lig-ht unto those around you, that the
gospel may become efficaciou~ in spreading and increasing in righteousness from
the rivers to the ends of the earth; that
the dwelling place of our God shall be
glorious when He shall take delight in all
His saints, for "These are they which
come out of great tribulation, and have
washed their robes, and made them white
in the blood of the Lamb."-Rev. 7: 14·
That is, they have suffered much for the
gospel and the hope of eternal life with
Gnd in the kingdom of everlasting peace,
rest, and exaltation.
On account of the unification and
harmonious agreement of the doctrine as
taught by the Saints' Church, as also the
ahsol ute perfection of the organization
and polity of the church, with the obof the gifts of the Spirit, it would
seem
the wise, learned and refined
would be among the first to accept and
propagate the heaven-sent economy. But
it has· never been so, and the prophet J oseph Smith, in the very inception of his
work and revelations, said it would be the
"weak and simple" who would declare
th)s gospel. And the more vehemently
the gainsayers persist that the eldership
are hardly up to the mediocrity of humanity, the more clearly and more positively do
they p~ove the truthfulness of his revelations, and that there is no friction between
them and those in the Bible. For "the
hnv of the Lord isperfect, converting the
soul; the testimony of the Lord is sure,
making wise the simple."-Ps. 19: 7·
, From the Lord's standpoint it would ap-
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pear that the simple had largely the advantage in the great struggle for gaining
wisdom and his favor. The irrefragable
word is that "it giveth understanding unto
the simple."-Ps. I 19: 130.
The most of our great inventors, explorers and philanthropists, have in their
time and age been considered simple and
silly. It takes the lapse of time, and the
after generations to make the discovery
of the real worth and character of the true
benefactors of man. Honesty, uprightness
and purity are the qualifications to entitle
the simple and weak to obtain a diploma
authorizing them to preach the gospel.
"We are fools for Christ's sake, but ye are
wise in Christ; we are weak, but ye are
strong; ye are honorable, but we are despised."-! Cor. 4: Io. If Paul and his
associate ministers, with the above record,
could fight a good fight, and win a crown,
there need be no necessity for us to sit
down discouraged, and cease the conflict.
Why may it not be said of the earnest
workers in the harvest field of this age as
of the ancients that "out of weakness
[they] were made strong."-Heb. I I : 34·
A fatthful continuation in well doing will
surely result in the gaining of divine
knowledge, for it is a known fact with
the artisan, that practice makes perfect.
So we expect that by practicing the acts
of righteousness unto the end of the earthly race, to receive in return perfection,
justification, and sanctification.
(o.) Had the conception, the draught
and architecture of the church and work,
known in the common parlance of the
world as "l'i1ormonism," been wholly of
human origin, as is so vociferously charged by the traducers of Toseph Smith's
character, and conceding his want of education, and, therefore, his igorance of the
world, its ways and its history; but still
more so of all the fine points of distinction,
and matters of controversy in the religions, how can it he accounted for that
in giving to the world a new church at
the time he set in motion his strange work
that he should have been so much more
successful than all his predecessors in
church building? That he should have
brought into being r:n organization that
has proved to be cosmopolitan, and which,
after enduring for nearly six decades the
most bitter oppositoin and persecution that
any church pas met with in "the land of
the free, and the home o/ the brave," and
in addition, internal disturbances as well,
also one of the most gigantic apostasies that
ever befell the church of God, and notwithstanding that foes without, and foes
within have been indefatigable in their
attempts to overthrow the work, the old
ship Zion weathered the blast, and it has
not been found necessary, since launching
upon the tempestuous waves of public enquiry, to alter in the least, either by elimination or emendation, and there has been
gathered into its folds people from all
churches and nations, and the circle of its
operation is steadily widening, to the far
distant nations and islands Of the sea? If
there had been no in&pirl'ltion from God
in the initial of this work, instead of the
symmetry it now exhibits, indicating the
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Supreme will that gave it to the world, we
would find the patchwork of vascillating
man, seeking
suit his svstem to the customs, people and fashion "of the times.
Changes are no mark of progress or
improvement; but the gospel as introduced by Joseph Smith will meet every
emergency and contingency; the rich and
the poor, the le?.rned and the ignorant,
male and female, bond and free, white and
bl?.ck; all with equal propriety can receive
of the ordinances and blessings thereof,
and in the time of rewards receive for a
faithful Jiving of its principles, a crown
that fadeth not away; "For as many of
you as have been baptized into Christ, have
put on Christ. There is neither Jew nor
Greek, there is neither bond nor free, there
is neither male nor female: for ye are all
one in Christ J esus."-Gal. 3:27, 28.
Thus we believe and thus we teach, and
all the world must hear.

to

CONCLUSION,

In collating evidence that sustains the
fact that the revelations of Toseph Smith,
are in harrnony with the inspiration of
the ancient prophets of God, I have
thought to be concise, without being so
brief as to mar or impoverish the theme.
We protest, in the name of him who gave
his life to redeem the race th<1t we are not
misguided, neither fanatical in our acceptance of the faith and doctrine of this church.
And if at times we may appear to he enthasiastic, it can be accounted for on the
basis of our being in earnest; for our zeal
is to comply
with the injunction:
"Thou shalt love the L0rd thv God with
all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and
with all thy strength, and with all thy
mind; and thy neighbor as thyself."-Luke
ro: 27.
The man or woman who will intelligent] y and faithful! y observe and keep
this commandment will have no time for
the follies and blandishments of the world;
and while many religiom people have
seasons of great piety, followed by lukewarmness and then revival efforts, the
Saints pass through no such periodical
changes, but seek with an abiding trust in
God to be firm and faithful, having obeyed the first principles of the doctrine of
Christ, let us "go on unto perfection."Heb. 6: I. "And besides this, giving all
dilligence, add to your faith virtue, and to
virtue knowledge, and to kno\'l'ledge
temperance, and to temperance patience,
and to patience godliness; and to godliness brother! v kindness; and to brotherlv
kindness charitv."-2Pet. 1: 5-7.
Can it he said truthfully of a people who
labor with an indefatigable zeal for the
promotion of all that is pure, good, virtuous and ennoblir.g, as taught by the Lord,
his holy apostles and faithful servants, that
they are perverse, evil, wicked and pernicious, and that their doctrine has a tendency to nnchristianize people. Never!
No, never!! vV e are not ashamed to believe and teach the truth of heaven, as J esus spake of himself: "; am the way, the
truth, and the life; no man cometh to the
Father, but by me."-John 14:6. "All
things are delivered unto me of my father:
and no man knoweth the Son hut the Fa-

ther, neither knoweth any man the Father,
save the Son and he to whomsoever the Son
will reveal him."-Matt. I I : 27. That was
true when the Lord spoke to the hardhearted, stiffnecked Jews; and it is true
now while the so-called Christians ~ere
erecting costly houses to the name of the
departed dead, and rejecting the revelations of the present hour, perchance they
came through Joseph Smith. We can afford to abide the arbitrament of time to
prove the harmony of inspiration.

EUROPE'S STANDING ARMY.
LoNDoN, Jan. 21.-Europe enters upon the second decade of her existence under the Berlin
treaty with Jess apprehension of immediate trouble than she has felt in any preceding new year.
The chances of international provocation are indeed for the moment reduced to a minimum.
There is, for the time being, internal peace
throughout the Balkan States and the great powers inside the triple alliance find themselves so
evenly balanced against those on the outside that
no one sees reason to fear any precipitate tipping
of tt,e scale.
These ten years of peace under the arrange·
ment of Lord Beaconsfield and Prince Bismarck
have not, however, been distinguished by blessings which such a long and pacific term might
be expected to bring.
Every nation in Europe
has paid most dearly for the privilege of quiet.
Since 1872, then the last elaborate computation
of the armies of Europe was made, the taxpayers of the Continent have expended $7.~oo,
ooo,ooo on preparations for a war that has not
come, or nearly twice what we at home expended
on our four years of civil war.
A big struggle ten years ago, with results of
such a sweeping character that a partial disarmament could have followed, would have been Infinitely cheaper and better for Europe than this
long nightmare of dread and ruinous preparation.
Since 1872 Germany and France have both more
than doubled the actual war strength of their armies, and the total war strength of the seven Con.tinental Powers, counting the Baikan States as
one, has risen from 6,If2,ooo to IO,f8o,ooo.
If
we add to this host of trained fighters on a war
footing the classes of partially trained men in the
second and final reserves we get an imposing total of 28,ooo,ooo soldiers all liable to be drawn
into the next European war, and now more or
less withdrawn from peaceful vocations, at a total
annual public cost of $6oo,ooo,ooo.
This vast war taxation V'Tung from peoples
who do not hate each other, who do not want to
fight, who ask only for opportunities for peaceful
industry and mutual traffic, is a terrible burden.
The blood money must be borne, however, for no
better reason than that it is still in the power of
a few families-the Hohenzollerns, Hapsburgs,
Romanofl:'s, Beurbons, and Coburgs-to embroil
the whole continent with their dynastic intrigues
and ambitions.
It is only wh<"n these modem
figures of armies and war taxation are studied,
figures at which Frederick the Great or Napoleon would have been paralyzed with amazement,
that we realize what kingship means.
E. C. Briggs, box 323, Pitts bur!!, Pa.
J. H. Peters, Coleman, Midland Co., Michigan.

SOUTHERN NEBRASKA.
This conference convened at Nebraska City,
January 2oth and 21st. J. W. Waldsmith president, Charles H. Porter secretary. Branch Reports: Blue River 130; I baptized, 2 removed by
letter, 2 died. Palmyra Branch 63; 2 receh·ed
by letter. Nebraska City 137, I received by certificate of baptism, r died. Moroni 20, no change.
Ministry reports: R. C. Elvin, high priest; P. C.
Peterson, C. H. Porter (baptized r), H. C. Bronson, J. W. Waldsmith, J. Armstrong, Thos. Nutt,
James Thompson, Elders; John Everett, Walter
Self, A. Buchanan, James Fer~uson, Priests.
Reports of Sunday Schools: E. D. Briggs,
superintendent of Nebraska City S. S.; Levi
Anthony, superintendent of Blue River S. S.
Bishop s Agent's report: Money on hand last report $r3.33; received during the quarter $163 48;
money paid o.:tt during the quarter $153 05; balance on hand $23 'J6. On motion the President
was instructed to take immediate steps to have
the work set right in Lincoln and report at next
conference. On motion the president was in·
structed to go to Plattsmouth and see to the work
at that place, and report the result of his labors
at next conferece. H. C. Bromon, Levi Anthony,
]. W. Waidsmith, R. C. Elvin, and Charles H.
Porter were chosen delegates to General conference, and were instructed to use their influence to have the General Conference of 1890
held at Lamoni, Iowa; and also to use their endeavors to have H. C. Bronson and C. H. Porter
returned to their present field of labor. Present
district officers were sustained. Adjourned to
to meet at Wilber, April 21st, 1889.
ST. LOUJS.
Conference convened in the Saints: Meetinghouse, No. 2518 Elliot Avenue, St. Louis, Mis·
souri, Saturday, January 5th, VV. Jaques president pro. tem., and R. Erzenhouser clerk pro.
tem. Evening session: On motion, Elder J. W.
Gillen was called to preside.
Branches: St.
Louis r88, 3 baptized, 2 received, I expelled, 3
died.
Cheltenham 3o; I removed. Elders reported: J. W. Gillen. R Etzenhouser, W. Jaques.
N. N. Cooke, W. ]emmett and J. Beaird. Report of Bishop's agent: Balance on hand October 4th $53 20. Received since $S6·55· Total
$109 75· Expended $76 30. Balance December
31st $33·45· N. N. Cooke agent. Report audited and found correct and adopted. Preaching
by Elders Etzenhouser and Gillen. Adjourned to
meet in St. Louis, Missouri, Saturday afternoon,
March 3oth.

CHURCH SECRETARY'S NOTICE.
Presidents and clerks of districts will confer a
favor if they will make out their statistical reports for the past year and send them in by, or as
soon after the rst of March, as possible. Include
with them a brief statement of the ministerial labor performed, present condition of district and
prospects for the future. I will supply those who
have not the regular blanks on which to make
reports if they will notify me by card.

H. A.

STEBBINS.

Church Secretary.
NOTICE.
To Lester R. Tyson, Flora Tyson, Charles H.
Hendricks, Emma J. Grass, Martha I. GrasG,
Samuel C. Grass, Eleanor Grass, George B. Hendricks, Minnie Cain, Hugh Thornton, Elisabeth
Thornton, Mary K. Thornton. An action was
taken by the Platte River branch, in business capacity, January r8th, and you are hereby notified
to report to the Secretary of said branch and get
your letters of removal before March 25th r88g,
or you will be reported as scatt<-red members.-J.
W. Hollenbeck, Secretary, Elmwood, Cass Coun··
ty, Nebraska.
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READ THIS.
To the Saints in Far West (Missouri) District:
Many of you having expressed a determination
and desire to aid the church financial! y the past
year, I trust you have not forgotten that purpose
and hope you will speedily comply with the instruction of the Bishopric and carry into effect
your good resolves by sending me your tithings
and oblations, and those vvho can not pay all at
once should pay on the installment plan, but be
sure to be prompt and pay what you can. No
one can expect to have the special blessings of
God, either spiritually or temporally, who do not
aid financially when they can and thus keep the
commands of God and render effectual the letter
and spirit of the gospel. We should show our
faith by our works, and thereby prove God and
the church and secure the blessings. I trust you
will at once pay in your tithes and offerings, for
my report for the past year will be sent to the
Bishop about the 25th of February, and I desire
to have it appear creditable to the district in
showing our faith and good works in the cause
of Christ. I am pleased to say there are some in
our district who consider obedience and faithfulness in the financial :tffairs of the chur<'h a vital
duty and act accordingly. All should do so.
"Bring ye all the tithes into the storehouse," is
the command of the Lord to his Israel, and when
this is obeyed he promises to ''open the windows
of heaven" and "pour" them "out a blessing, U1at
there shall not be room enough to receive it."
Please don't delay, and send by post office order
or registered letter to me at 623 Messanie street,
St. Joseph, Missouri. Yours,
WM. LEWIS, Biskoj>'s Agent.
TWO DAYS MEETING.
A two days meeting will be held at Bayport,
Michigan, on Saturday and Sunday Februarv 9th
and 10th. An invitation is extended to all Saints
and friends to attend.
WILLIAM DOWKER.

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE HIGH PRIESTS'
QUORUM, GR.EETING:
Beloved brethren in the Lord, and fellow Ja.
borers in the cause of truth, I have been impressed to write to you and to exhort you to dilil.;ence
in the great work of the last days. Many of your
heads are silvered over with age, others are entering the period illustrated by the "~ere and y<ellow
leaf . " The labors performed by you have been
many and arduous, but while life and health remain our duties remain. The dav of rest will
come, but not until our work is done. At no
period of our lives cim we lay down the weapons
of warfare, with God's approval, until he calls us
hence. Yet he will demand no more of us than
he gives us strength to perform, and that strength
is promised according to our day. We may not
possess the vigor and vitality of youth; nor will
God require the Herculean labor performed in
our youth, in enduring hardships, undergoing
privations and laborious toil. But our labor should
have given us experience, and that experience
wisdom, thus fitting us for duties, if 'hot of a
higher order, of equal importance and equally
essential in other spheres. To mv mind, while
there are different departments in the kingdom
of God, the labor to be performed in each is
equally essential and equally honorable. The
foot can not despise the head, the head can not
despise the foot, without the whole body suffering
loss. Each member must perform its part, and
to do that each must know their duty. Hence
the necessity of. profiting 0y our past experience
as well as drawmg from the well-spring of heavenly wisdom and knowledge such lessons as
shall fit us for our work. God has made this
Imperative upon us in these words: "Wherefore,
now Jet everv man learn his dutv and to act in
the office in ~hich he is appointed, in all diligence. He that is slothful shall not be counted
worthy to stand, and he that learns not his duty
and shews himself not approved, shall not be
counted worthy to stand. Even so, Amen."-D.
c. I04: 44·
The call to "come higher" is not merely to in-vite us to more honorable positions or offices,
but it means greater excellence in our works, our
·~haracters, our lives, in fact to a higher plane of

ERALD.

wisdom, virtue, knowledge and every qualification necessary to fit us as co- laborers with God.
And when clothed with these qualities there will
be no obstacle to our rising to glory and power
in this kingdom. God will take care of our honor
there. But to the slothful and negligent there
can be but shame and contempt.
It is hoped that there will be full representation of all the quorum at our next General Conin St. Joeseph, Missouri, either in person
or by
as circumstances permit. We
trust all will report good labors done; but if you
have done nothing, say so and give your reasons.
Let us know of your faith, be it weak or strong;
and of your determinations for the future. If
have not been appointed by church authorto any special duty or calling, remember that
not free you from the obligation to do
can for truth in your respective localities,
too, in harmony with local authority of
whatever grade. Work where you can, not
where you would, and every barrier will fall before you, for the God of heaven will honor the
willing worker.
Address all reports to the Secretary, Bro. HenA. Stebbins. Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa,
latest by the first of March next.
Brethren, many of you I have never seen and
may never see in the flesh; but I would love to
form the acquaintance of all. In corresponding
by mail, ii will be necessary to enclose a postage
stamp to ensure a reply, as my correspondence is
large and my income is small. Praying that
the blessing of God may rest in abundance upon
every member of the quorum, I remain your brother in the one great cause,
CHARLES DERRY.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Pittsburg and Kirtland district conference will
,convene at Pittsburg, Pa., Saturday, March 2d,
at 2 o'clock p. m. Saints are requested to bear
in mind the resolution of conference, that delegates should be elected to bring reports of branches, as declared in D. & C., sec. I7th, and it is
hoped that every branch will be represented. The
appointment of delegates to the Annual Conference, to be held at St. Joseph, Mo April6tn, wiil
be acted upon, as well as other matters in which
all should be represented. Brethren \V. H. & E.
L Kelley, James Brown, Leonard Scott, and
other brethren of the ministry are expected to be
oresent. Branch conferences should be held not
lat!'r than February 2oth, and reports brought in
oerson
the branch delegates to the confcr'~nee.
it is absolutely impossible to send
delegate, reports should be forwarded to W.
Garrett, district secretary, Greenville, Mercer county, Pennsylvania, not later than February 25th. Brethren, come with the spirit of
and humility, that the presence of the
may be with us that we may do the Lord's
business acceptably.
E. C. BRIGGS, Pres. qf Mission.
The conference of the Philadelphb district will
be held at the Saints' Hall I56 Rockaway Ave.,
:Brooklvn, Febmary 23d at 7: 30 p. m.
Bro. W. H. Kelley is expected to be present.
All. officers of the district are requested to report.
S'md all reports to Joseph Squire, Sr., 99 Hinsrlale St., Brooklyn, New York, district president.
MARRIED.
RucKER-CLARK.-At the residence of the
bride's parents, Sunday evening, January 13th,
;889, by Elder J. H. Lawn, Mr. J. J. Rucker, of
'\Tif,alia, and Miss Dora S. Clark, daughtPr of
~r'?: an~ Sr. Matthias Clark, of Tulare City,
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always ready to sacrifice his all for Christ, spent
time and money freely for the spread of the gos'
pel and has accomplished much good in the world
both by example and precept. He -joined the
Reorganized church in I865 and was drdained an
elder the same year; was ever faithful, patient
and true under most trying circumstances, and
murmured not when called to bury his youngest
son, the pride of his old age, the hope of his declining years. He was a noble, honest man, of
kind disposition, a worthy, respected citizen, esteemed by all who knew him. He leaves a wife
and two daughters to mourn his death, also two
sons and one daughter by his first marriage,
"Blessed are the dead v.-hich die in the Lord."
FoRD.--Sister .Evie Ford wao born October 12th,
I866; died December 24th, I888, aged 22 years,
2 months and T2 days. Joined the church November r6th, r883, being baptized and confirmed
by elder T. W. Smith. She was a young lady of
rare firmness and a consistent Saint. She died
strong in the faith of the latter day work. She
said she was prepared to go. Funeral services by
elder M. R. Scott. Text Revelations 14: I3:
"Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord from
henceforth; yea, saith the Spirit, That they may
rest from their labors; and their works do follow
them."
One sweet flower has drooped and faded,
One dear sister's voice has fled,
One fair brow the grave bas "haded,
One dear sister now is dead.
We ought to feel no thought of sadness,
For we know she,s happy now;
She has knelt in heartfelt gladness
Where the blesse<l angels bow.

JoNEs.-Joseph M. Jones died August rst, I888,
aged 23 years, 3 months and I2 days, of dropsy,
Calvin E. Jones died October 20th, r8S8, aged 19
years and IS days, of heart disease. Not members of the church. By request their funeral was
preached bv elder M. R. Scott. at Riceville, Indiana, N(,vember 12th to a large gathering of friends
and relatives.
LEACH.-At her home near Elkhorn, Nebraska,
January 8th, I889. after a long and painful illness,
Sr. Alice R. Leach, in her 37th year. The deceased was born in Sandusky county, Oh1o, in rSsz,
and came to Nebraska with her parents in I863
where she became acquainted with the latter day
work and was baptized in June, I867, by Tho maR J.
Smith. She ever remained a firm believer and
exemplary christian until her death. She left a
husband, mother, brothers, sisters and a host of
relatives and frieCJds to mourn their loss.
SLATTEN.-At Independence, Mo, January
22d, I889, of congestion of the brain, Nellie, only
child of Mr. ar:d Mrs. GC'orge Slatten, aged 6
months and 23 days Funeral s?.rmon by Elder
F. C. Vvarr.key at the residence. Thus a bud of
promise is tran&planted from this world of sorrow
into the Paradise of God.
BYERREGAARDE.- A. N. Bverregaarde died
26th of November, I888, in Nodaway county,
Missouri, aged 74 years, ro months and r day.
Funeral sermon was preached in the M?thooist
Church in Guilford, December 3oth, by Elder J.
Thomas. He leaves a wife and several children
to mourn his death.
CHURCH RECORDER'S NOTICE.
District presidents and clerks, or others, who
have in their hands branch reports that have
been received at district conferences, will eonfer
a favor by forwarding them to me immediately.
And the reports to the February and March conferences, please send them in as soon as possible
after the sessions, so that all may be recorded before April.
H. A. STEBBINS,
Ckurck Recorder.

t~allforma.

DIED.
HoFFMAN.-Andrew Hoffman was born in
Montgomery county, Ohio, October I2th, r826;
died in Monona county, Iowa, December I6th,
,888, after a lingering illness. He joined the
church in an early day, therefore he passed
through many of its trials; was ever ready to defend his faith and bear his testimony to the truth
of the work. He had much experience in the
church, understood the doctrine well, and was

AUTUMN LEAVES.
The following is the contents of the Autumn
Leaves for February:
The Spoilers of Jerusalem.-Morning Song.Whom Hath God Chmen.-New Year.-The
Story of the Book of Mormon.-- Under the LampLight.-The Poor Widow's Offering.-- Advice to
All-Read Good Booh.-"Neglected Once, I
Come No More."-Pattie; Or, Leaves From a
Life.-Lecture Before the Student's Society.-
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Baby's CurL-Notes on the Wing.-Address to
the Lamoni Sabbath SchooL-The Child's Prayer.-February Twenty-Second.--Autumn Leaves
from the Tree of Poetry .-Leaves from Palestine.
-With the Church in an Early Day.-Saint
Valentine's Day.-Editor's Corner.-- An Autumn
Leaf.-A Debt of Honor.-Pencilings by an
Australian.-Corsets.-Round Table.
TOBACCO.
Tobacco contains an acrid, dark brown oil, an
alkaloid, called nicotine, which is a deadly poison,
the virulence of which can be compared to prussic acid. Birds are killed by inhaling its vapor
in quantities too small to be measured. An application of this poison, therefore, would be fatal
to every living thing with which it came in eontact. It is shown by this that the intemperate
use of tobacco is very hurtful and the majority of
men who use it all go beyond the bounds of reason. In smoking a cigar the part between the
teeth should not be sucked or chewed. A cigar
holder is needful. Cigarettes are very harmful,
on account of the great amount of nicotine absorbed and the almost invariable practice of drawing the smoke into the lungs. In boys the use
of the weed is attended often with serious results
and in almost every case growth is impaired. As
an example of the injury which the constant use
of tobacco will work on a people, take the Maoris of New Zealand, who before the introduction
of tobacco, for which they developed a passionate
liking, were the most finely developed and powerful men of the tribes of the Pacific islands.
Now they have become decimated in numbers
and at the same time so reduced in str•:1•e and
development as to be an altogether infe• :or type
of men.-Sel.

---: A Fa:miiy Newspaper.:--THE INDEPENDENT PATRIOT
Provides its readers weekly with

S6 COLUMNS
O! reading matter, including Domestic and Foreign News,
Home, Around the World, Religious, Scientific and Personal departments, and aims to keep its readers thoroughly acquamted with the striking features of the world's
progress. Try it and know for yourself. Sample copy
free. One dollar per year.
LAMBERT BROTHERS, PUBLISHERS,
25aug
Lamoni, Decatur Co., lowtt.
D. F. Nrcnor.soN, Cashier.

FARMERS' BANK of LAMONI
Will attend to any Business for Non-Residents
entrusted to our care.

Interest Allowed on Time Deposits.
A CHRONOLOGICAL ll!TECHISM:
Or, Key to the Chronology of the Bible.
BY A. J. MAPES.
Lrmp Cloth, 108 pages, price 31> cts. For sale by
Bro. H. R. MILLS, Independence Mo.

TO ELDERS, PRIESTS, AND OTHERS.
O all persons ecnding us the names of Two PERSONS
as subscribers to the INDEPENDENCE GAZETTE
for one year, wit.h the cash, we will send, prepaid, a copy
of the "Elders' Diary." The subscription price of the
Gazette is $1 a year.
LUFF & CRICK.
We want Agents everywhere, male and female, and
will pay good cash LoU~~ez,ion. & Wri~e i'!,s{oc p~r~iculars

T

36jan

Independence, Mo.

.RUINS

BEVISILTED,

AND THE WORLI) STORY RETOLD;
The Scientific Defense of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound in cloth, price $1.

S. F. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.

SABBATH SC !OOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for higher classes, bound in
sprinkled Leather, each ......................... $1 00
'l'he same hound in Cloth........ .. .. .. .. . .. .. ...
75
Question Book, for intermediate classes, each 25c.,
per dozen .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . 2.50

LUFF &
REAL

BRACKENBURY~

ESTATE

AGENTS,

West Lexington Street,
INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOUlU.

Next to Warnky's Gallery.

AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Price per year

$1,50.

M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

'W" elsh Hymn Book.
We have on hand about 100 copies of a hook, entitled
•'Llyfr Hymnau at Wasanaeth Eglwys Iesu Grist, A<l-Reoleiddedig ~amt y Dydd Diweddaf." There are 393 hymns
in Welsh and 33 in English. It is published hY the church
in Wales, and sent here for sale. Sixty cents each, free of
postage; bound in full leather, marbled edges.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND
--)BY THE(-Board of Publication of the Re01ganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent l!'ree of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Libmry binding .....•.•••....••. 1 50
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges . , ..••••••.•. 2 00
New Testament, inspired . . . . . . . • . • • • . • • • . 75
BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges .................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .......•••• , .1 50
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
Sprinkled sheep, or library ....•••.•...... 1 .25
Imitation Morocco ....................... 1 50
SAINTS' HARP-HYMN BOOK.
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ....•••. 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges..........•••. 1
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET:
History of the Reorganized Church, and Autobiography of Joseph Smith.
In Cloth, gilt finished ..................... 2 20
This book contains 827 pages of large, clear
reading matter; also, three very fine Steel Engravings, and a facsimile of the autograph of Joseph the Prophet and Emma, and of Joseph
Smith; also Steel Engraving of Hvrum Smith.
A complete history of the church
to 1880.
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET, AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
Muslin boards, 312 pages......... , . • • • .. .. '70
Leather binding.......................... 1 00
HESPERIS.
Poems by David H. Smith, 202 pages, fancy
cloth, gilt edges ........................ 1 50
VOICE OF WARNING
And Instruction to all People, on the Doctrine
and History of the latter day work.
In paper covers; twelve for $1 ...•••.. each 10
Limp cloth covers, each . . . . .. . . . • .. • • .. • • 25
JOSEPH THE SEER:
His Prophetic Mission Vindica1ed, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defimded and Maintained.
Paper covers, 200 pages . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . 35
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder
William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society,
and is an important work to be in the hands of
the miniRtry of the church; and it is a
excellent one to be circulated both in the
and among those without, abounding in proofs
never before presented in defense of Joseph
Smith and the Book of Mormon.
SONGS OF ZION.
Perdozen .•..•..•• ,.$I. Each .•••.•
rocts

up

'l'RACTS.
No. 2.-Truth Made Manifest; per dozen... 20
:per hundred ............. ; ..... 1 50
No. S.-Vo1ceofthe Good Shepherd; dozen 05
J?er hundred . . . . . . . . . . .. • • .. . .. 4.0
No.4.--Epltome of Faith and Doctrine of the
Church and the Kirtland Temble Suit.
dozen 5c., 100 25c., 250 50c., 500$1, 1,000.1 75
No. 5.-The Gospel. .... price the same as No.4.
No. 6.-The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Pre-requisites and Design--and Who
Shall Administer; 25c. per doz., per 100.. 1 75
No. 7.-Who Then Can be Saved; per doz. 05
per hundred ............. • .. . .. 40
No. 8.-Fulness of the Atonement; per doz. 25
per hundred ................... 1 75
No. 9.-8piritu~lism Viewed from a Scriptural Standpomt; per doz. 30c., per 100 .... 2 25
No.lO.-The Narrow Way; doz.l5c., 100 .• 1 10
No.ll.-The Plan of Salvation; per doz. . • 30
per hundred ................... 2 25
No. 12.-The Bible versus Polygamy..•••••
per dozen 25c., per hundred •••• 1 65
No.14.-Reply to Orson Pratt;; per dozen.. 25
per hundred ................... 1 75
No.l5.-Brighamite Idolatry; per dozen.. 05
per hundred . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • 40
No. lit-Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the Church; per doz. 20c., 100.. , .. 1 40
No. 17.-The Successor in the Prophetic Office and Presidency of the Church; doz.. 25
per hundred ................... 1 75
No. 18.-Rejection of the Church; per doz. 15
per hundred ................... 1 10
No. 20.-The "One Body: or the Church of
Christ, under the Apostleship, and under
the Apostasy; per dozen 20c., per 100.... 1
No. 21.-Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen
per hundred ................. ..
No. 22.-Faith and Repentance; dozen ... .
per hundred ................... 1
No. 23.-Baptism; per dozen 20c., 100...... 1
No. 24.-The Kingdom of God; doz.5c., 100
No. 25.-Laying on of Hands; doz. 5c., 100.
No. 26.-Mountain of the Lord's House; ...
per dozen 5c., per hundred...•••
No. 27.-The Sabbath Question; per doz..•
per hundred .......•....•...•.• 1
No. 29.-A Vision of the R.esurrection, from
the Doctrine and Covenants; doz 5c., 100 40
No. 31).-0rigin of the Book of Mormon....
per dozen 15c., per hundred ...••. 1 10
No. 31.-What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and an Evangelical Church? Al, so, Kirtland Temple Suit.... same price No.
No. 32.-Which is the Church? doz.5c. 1 100
No. 36.-The Spaulding Story Re-Exammed
· per dozen 20c., per hundred..... 1 25
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection
5c. each, per dozen. . .. . .. .. .. .. 50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100. . . . . • • 15
1l!iiilf' An assortment of Tracts, 35 cents.
COMPLETE SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp Cloth turned in ..••••• , • • • 75
COWDERY LETTERS.
Containing valuable matter in relation to the
Calling of .Joseph the Seer. the Discovery and
Translation of the Book of Mormon, and the
Angelic bestowal of the Priesthood.
In paper covers 8c. each, per dozen .•••••••
Without covers 5c. each, per dozen .•••••••
MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Human Life Here and Hereafter, by A. Wilford Hall; 544 pages .•.. 1 50
Universalism Against Itself; 386 pages •... 1 00
Josephus, complete, library leather ....•... 3 50
Gibson's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, cloth boards, 5 volumes ............ 4 00
Mosheim's Church History, 2 vols......••. 4 00
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) ... 1 80
Hollin's Ancient History, 2 vols. in one .... 4 00
The Koran, library leather ............... 2 00
Gieselar's Ecclesiastical History, from A. D.
1 till 1854, cloth boards, 5 vols.......... 10 00
The Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius Pamphilus, Bishop of Cresarea and Palestine .2 00
Cruden's Complete Concordance of Bible .. 1 75
Bible Text Book ......................... 1 00
Apocryphal New Testament.•••••••••••••• 1 65
Brown's Concordance of Bible............ 60
Emerson's Ready Binder, Hemld size.. • • • • 85
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD oil' THE LORD: FOR 'fRERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVIll SAVE rr BE ONE WD'll, AND
?Ul!INIIS
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag~ 116, Book ofl\formon, chap. 2, par. 6.
~
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WrFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: ExcEPT IN CASE oF DBATH, WRhlll EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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Iowa, February 16, 1889.
ERALD:

Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints
PUBLISHED AT LA.MO~I, DBUA'l'C"R COUNTY, !OW.A,

Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
The Traveling Ministry, District and Brunch Presidents,
and the Bishop's Agents. are requested to solicit new sub·
acribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
department.
Business Letters and
be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order,
or Bxpress.
Entered as seeond rh!'"l m:d~Pr ~·t La~;:oni PPst omce.
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JOSEPH SMITII

W. W. BLAIR

ASSOCIA'l'E

EDITOH

Lamoni, Iowa, Feb. x6, 1889
--~----------·--

THE CHURCH AND THE WORKINGMAN.

·wE
the following from the Enquirer,
of Provo, Utah, which credits it to Rev.
C, M. Morse in January Forum. It is
well worth reading by all our patrons, for
it exhibits in a striking way the antagoism
existing between the churches and the laboring man and also between capital
and Ia bor. T nese are
evils and
should be remedied speedily
wrath and
ruin sweep them down at the cost of vast
amounts of life and property. "God is
just and his justice will not slumber forever."
Apropos of this we may here say that,
had the industrial system proposed by J oseph the Seer and set forth in bis revelations and letters to the church been tully
established, the world would have had a
practical demonstration 'presented them
that would solve in an easy natural, humane and ennobling way
industrial
problems which now oppress men and
menace the peace and integrity of society.
The system he proposed provides that
wealth be taken from where it can' be
spared and placed where most needed, also
that all should labor first for the common
good, and at the same time each person be
held accountable for his personal stewardship. Provision was made for the honorable employment of all, also for the discouragement of idleness and the punishment of "the idler," and that all who
embrace that system should be made "equal
to their wants, their circumstanfamilies and their needs" as
should be determined by competent, authorized, unselfish, disinterested managers.
But neither the world nor the church were
prepared to adopt that nor :anything :approaching it, but followed in the old grooves
o:E "g·et wealth and place-if possible, with
grace--at any rate get wealth and place."
And we know of no place where this lat-

ter has been carried out to g·reater extremes
than in Utah unde1' B. Young and others
there, \V e are pleased to see the Enquirer
and other Utah papers agitating these
matters and facing toward the light.
"The time was when in our land there was no
recognized antagonism between the working
classes and the churches. It is a new problem
in our civilization. The cause should be easily
discovered by unclouded eyes. Fifty yeare ago
aristocracy pretensions were looked upon as vagaries and treated with contempt. In the churches people felt nothing of the chill of caste. A
glance at the centers of population must convince
us that now all is changed. There is an evident
rivalry in the erection of splendid edifices and in
"the social and oratorical qualifications of tbe
ministry.
The poverty of the workingman's
home is accentuated by comparison with the
richness of the sanctuary. The chief' seats are
vivid with purple and fine linen. Outside the
house of God exists a social aristocracy, bulwarked by inferior cliques, and governed by unwritten
rules making distinctions between man and man.
We have a moneyed aristocracy, a political dictatorship, landed proprietors, a rapidly increasing
tenant population, the 'working man' and the
'tramp.' With the vast augmentation of wealth
in the possession of the few, and the increasing
poverty of the many, the time is at hand when
there will exist between classes gulfs as impassi·
ble as that between Dives and Lazarus. Intensifying social struggles are working a transformation in the character of the church, as is manifest
from the new terminology coming into general
use, such as 'star preachers,' 'first class churches,'
'wealthy congregations,' and 'our poor d arges.'
The obverse of this 1f found in the expressions of
the workingmen: •W e can't dress well enough
to go to church;' 'your leading members don't
notice us on the street;' 'your preachers run after
the r5ch ;' •the ministers side against us in the
matte:· of strikes.' They are, in stern reality, at
the mercy of employers; are compelled to stand
in the market- place and sell their labors at a rate
fixed, not by the golden rule, but by the ceasless,
grind'.ng competition of the hungry unemployed.
As a ··esult of this condition, their situation is becoming daily more aggravated. One million of
unemployed men, constantly recruited by the
drift from foreign sewers, compete with those
who are at work, content if they but receive a
pittance for their toiL The iron law,' universally
accepted, that the tendency of wages is to the
lowest point of subsistence, is in our time absolute. Here, then, is developed the problem that
confronts us, and in the statement of which is
presented the relation of the church to labor.
The two great classes of our population, capitalists and working men, are separated by an irre.::oncil3ble antagonism in assault and defense of a
system which, in the thought of the masses, is
founded on injustice and denounced by God's
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word. And while the economic law is not grasped in all its bearings by the working men, ils results are felt in their unceasing toil, the galling
sense of deprivation and injustice, the sufferings
of loved ones, and the overshadowing presence
of the almshouse. The churches, slow to accept
ecclebiastical and economical reforms, have
reached the last stage of conservatism. They
maintain, at least by implication, that the great
fortunes of the day are the fruit of legitimate industrial enterprises, and belong to their possessors
as against the world. Men who, under ancient
legal provisions have monopolized the store of
wealth which God has placed in the earth, are upheld as possessing under divine sanction; while
they who undertake to show that the masses are
defrauded of their birthright, are classed by many
with communists, whose aim is the subversion
of the rights of property.
"With regard to poverty, leading religious
thinkers hold that it is due to laziness and inefficiency, waste, mismanagement, extravagant, injurious indulgence, and absence of a definite
and resolute purpose to escape from poverty.
The church seems to believe that the cure of
present social ills will result from the reform of
individuals, .independently of any change in or
by legislative enactment or industrial methods;
which b to assert that the prosperity of a people
will be better conserved by the charitable contributions of a class than by securing equal opportunity and exact justice for all men. The workingman knows from experience that the position
is untenable. The church says to the man who
j, supporting his family by his wages of one dollar per day, that he may become wealthy if he
will; it points to the millionaire who began life
in humble circumstances, and tells the man who
is striving to keep his dollar-a-job against the
competition of a freshly imported Italian, that
his poverty is the result of his own faults and deficiencies-that he alone is to blame. It preaches to him that his lot is providential; that God
gives to some men (instance, Abraham) peculiar
ability to secure wealth and withholds it from
others; that poverty is a blessing tending to promote spiritual growth; that he m.ust not become
discontented, nor question the justice of God's
dealings with men as observed in the affairs of
society; and that, above all things, he must
not antagonize the current doctrine of vested
rights.
The laborer is not unreasonable in his temperament. He does not dislike a wealthy man simply because of his prosperity. He is willing to
do the heavy work if need be; he rejoices in the
merited advancement of his fellows, and is the
stanchest supporter of our institutions. He objects to the industrial sytem, believing that the
producer of wealth should retain that which is
fashioned by his labor and skill, instead of handing it over to another man, to receive in return a
pittance out of that which he has created.
All wealth is the result of the application of
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labor to natural opportunities: they who create
it occupy the lowest and most wretched level of
existence; the few, who do not create the wealth,
but who take possession of it by means of indirect processes, constitute the highest class in society and the church. If the system which produces such results is sanctioned !:Jy religious
teachers, they who suffer because of its operations will reject the teachers and the religion
they profess. To champion the cause of labor
would alienate at once the majority of those who
possess wealth, and of the large class who hope
at some time to secure riches."
NOT A "SECT."

THE Denison, (Texas), Gazetteer of the
27th ult., in the clipping below styles the
Reorganized Church a "peculiar Christian sect."
That will do, except that
it is not a "sect" in fact, for it was never
"cut off" nor "separated" from another bodv. It is the continuation of the
Church 0'£ Christ organized April 6th,
183o, holding the same doctrines, ordinances, ceremonies, church organization, promises, and spiritual blessings. It is the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints reorganized, as its title and its history sufficiently prove. The church, as an
organized body, was "rejected" of God as
to its specific quorums and councils and
their functional and correlative relations,
and authorities, hut not as to its mem hership nor general priesthood authority.
The Lord declared that it would be "rejected as a church" (D. C. ro7: I r) if the
Saints failed to keep certain commandments given them.
They did tail in this,
and the consequence was, the church, as an
organization, was rejected of God, "cursings, wrath, indignation and judgments"
came upon the Saints, they were smitten,
oppressed, and scattered, the quorums and
councils were distracted and dissolved, various factions were organized under different leaders, all in conflict with the order
and l'aw given for the government of the
church as set forth in its standard books;
rank heresies crept in "privily" among the
confused and bewildered members and
ministers, and all the evidences of such rejection are but parts of the history of the
Saints from 1844 until the present day.
The Twelve (nine of them), who led away
the largest of all the'factions, immediately
upon the death of Joseph and Hyrum
usurped the leadership of the church,
entered into the Nauvoo "stake" and overrode the rights and authority of its officers,
violating tteir own calling and authority,
and invading the offices and duties of others, thereby increasing the confusion, perplexity and blindness that then seemed to
reign triumphant. Joseph the Seer had
solemnly charged the Twelve when organizing and setting that quorum in order,
saying: "The Twelve will have no right
to go into Zion, or any of its stakes, and
there undertake to regulate the affairs
thereof, where there is a standing High
Council; but it is their·duty to go abroad
and regulate all matters relative to the different branches of the church."-JWillennial Star I 5: 261, and A1"essenger and
Advocate I : 15 r.
But, forgetful or reck-

less, they went into the Nauvoo
dictated and dominated its
ed the rights and dutirs
High Council and other
ceeded to the ordination
trary to the law of the
2; !04: 4), and then, by a perversion of
Doctrine and Covenants I04: 30, 31, and
in violation of the well established
dents of the church, undertook,
ordain all the officers (and more)
the
church, thereby creating the "sect" properly called Brighamites, (Brigham Young
being the chief originator and builder
thereof), organized without due
organized contrary to the laws and precedents of the church, and then govuned
and indoctrinated it utterly at variance with
the regular, authentic, publicly endorsed
and publicly promulgated word as set forth
in the standard books and records of the
church.
As to the usurpation of the
Twelve, it is clearly set forth in the
'·Autobiography of Parley P.
pages 372-3, &c., for he there admits
he opposed and denounced the calling of
"a public meeting" in Nauvoo
Pres.
William Marks, V11ho was both president.
of that "stake" 'and of the High Council.
Matters went on from b3d to worse under
this usurpation of the Twelve, followed
by the organization of Strang-ism, Rigclonism and various other isms and ites, all
of them in violation of the specific order
laid down in the law and accredited precedents ot the church, in all of which is seen
the fruits of a "rejected"
a darkened, bewildered and captive
many
of them fulfilling Paul's
of the
latter day apostasy, ( 1
: 1-3),
also the predictions of Joseph
Seer
and the Book of Mormon on the same
matters.
Now, the Reorganized
divine call in. 1851 and
to
take steps preparatory to
reorganization of the church, and afterwards did reorganize it by the c?mmandments of the
Holy Spirit, in strict accordance with the
patterns set forth in the approved law and
precedents of the church as they existed
and were taught and observed in the
of the "choice Seer" whom the Lord
ed, authorized and empowered to
foundation of his church and built it
its most holy faith." Hence the
ganized Church" is not a "sect," but is the
Church of God reorganized by the
pointment of heaven and in strict
with the authorized law and precedents of
the church.
And the evidences confirming this fact are found in its work harmonizing with the law and the precedents,
and in the confirmation and approval of
its work by the gifts and blessings and
favor of God.
Here is what the Gazetteer has to say:
"Comparatively few people are aware that
there is a Mormon Church that has no connection with the Utah organization, and repudiates
polygamy as a crime. When Mormonism is
mentioned the mind instinctively reverts to Salt
Lake City and Brigham Young. There are,
however, Mormons in nearly every state in the
Union, who repudiate B•·igham as a prophet.
They have strong church organizations in many

places, notably in Iowa and Missouri, and they
are carrying on active missionary work, no': only
in this country but in Europe. They call :henlse!ves "The Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints." A few days ago arrangements were perfected by delegates appoint,~d for
the purpose, to hold a world's conference of this
peculiar Christian sect at St. foseph, Missouri,
early in April.

THE following editorial from the
Iowa, I dependent Patriot, may be read by
all with profit as to its prominent facts
touching the Jewish race and their influence
upon the world's civilization and progress,
also as to Hirsch's liberal sentiments' rebtive to free non"sectarian education. Broad,
unselfish, unshackled views on education
are rapidly gaining ascendency the world
over. These are not only cheering harbingers of future good, but they are solid,
satisfactory evidences of great gains already .accomplished.
The prophets have all predicted good
for Israel in these latter days, and all who
love God and their fellow man mav well
rejoice and be glad in seeing the" Jews
come forward in the grand march to better, higher conditions.
••THE GIFT OF A JEW.
"The merit of giving can not be justly measured by the amount alone; but when all other
things are equal, this may fairly enter as an element in the computation.
"As all acquainted with Jewish history l!;now,
the Jews of Russia, Poland, Hungary and Austria, by the persecution and cruelty of centuries,
have been reduced to a condition of servitude to
ignorance and superstition which, considered
with reference to its causes, present effects, and
future consequences, is indeed deplorable.
"But a ray of light has come. Another name
has been added to the list of great philanthropists. Forty million dollars have been given by
Baron Hirsch for the purpose of establishing
schools in the waste lands of Russia, Austria,
Hungary and Poland, that the poor, ignorant
Jews who inhabit those countries may become
educated and thus delivered from their race and
religious prejudices. The vouchers for the money were recently placed in the hands of a committee of twenty Jews, who waited on the Baron in Paris, who are to superintend the construction and management of the proposed
schoo)s.
"The effect which will ultimately be produced
by the work thus begun, can hardly be conjectured; but the object specifically pointed out by the
baron-the deliverance of the Jews from race
and religious prejudices-gives assurance, if his
hopes are realized, that a great and desirable
work will be done.
"Whatever the particular beliefs indulged with
reference to the Jews, all who desire the emancipation of the human race as a whole can but look
with favor upon the work inaugurated by this unparalelled gift. The ignorance, superstition and
unsociability of the great Jewish race have prevented them from justly estimating and appreciating either their past history or their present
condition; and their foes taking advantage of
their coldness and exclusiveness, have inflicted
the most cruel punishments. Both the Jews and
their persecutors need enlightenment.
Both
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need to be more thoroughly informed as to the
1
facts of the past and present and the possibilities
and probabilities, and in some instances, certainties of the future.
"The Jews are a part of a great and peculiar
race. As the instruments through which came
an important. record, accepted by Christendom as
divine, they are invested with a peculiar charm
and interest of which they can not be robbed,
neither by the persecution of foes nor the misguided zeal of friends; and whoever is seeking
to map out the course of the world in its march
towards freedoom and enlightenment will do
well to give the Jews a prominent place in his
calculations.
"The breadth and enlightenment of the Baron's project are particularly commendable. He
does not propose that this people shall be educat·
ed as Jews nor as Gentiles, but as men. When the
view obtains that education is for the race; that
whatever go::Jd the world affords is for all the inhabitants of the world; that no walls erected by
nations, religious schools or social organizations
are sufficiently strong to withstand that mysterIous influence which is marshalling the forces of
good for the final emancipation of the race, we
shall have reached a plane of ~honght which
makes the progress and elevation of all men both
desirable and possible.
"Baron Hirsch has marked an era in the exercise of charity. He has risen above race and religious prejudices imd only asks that his people
shall be enlightened, and when that work is accomplished he confidently expects that their
coldness, selfishness and seclusion will vani>h.
The confidence the Baron exhibits in the effects
of free education illustrates his breadth of information and the scope and character of his mind.
Only those who have gone"but half way into
anything fear to have it thoroughly explored.
The lions and hyenas are generally pictured by
the untrodden path. The monsters are generally
in the unexplored South Seas.
"There are but two classes of people who fear
full investigation: Those who are conscious that
they do not possess the huth, and those who
have been frightened by misrepresentation and
falsehood from a full investigation of that which
is saldto make against the things they have received as true.
"We hope that the Baron's breadth of thought
may be impressed upon the faculty of every
school his bounty may establish; and that like a
contagion it may spread to the other institutions
of Europe and tend to relieve them from their
bigotry and exclusiveness."

THE following remedy for Diphtheria
:should be known and kept at hand, for as
'explained, it is also of great value in other
:afflictions. We can from personal experience and observation bear testimony to
the very excellent results following the
use of bacon for cuts, bruises, snake and
insect bites, lame joints, putrid sore throat,
and like troubles.
CHADRON, Neb., Jan. 26th.--Editor of the Chicago T'rtbttne.-For a period of twenty years the
writer has used a simple.remedy-to-wit: bacon,
applied to the throat in the following manner;
Cut the bacon in strips of one-half inch in thickness by one and one-half or two inches in width,
and long enough to pass entirely around the
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throat. Remove the bacon rind and any lean
meat there may be in it to prevent blistering the
throat or neck. Sew the bacon to a strip of cloth
so as to hold it in position and prevent slipping,
and then apply the bacon to the throat and neck,
and sew it or pin the strip around the neck so
that it will not be uncomfortably tight. The
throat and neck should be completely swathed
with the bacon, and let it remain until after the
soreness is gone, or, if after an application of
eight hours the disease does not yield, put on a
new bandage prepared in the same manner.
The bacon remedy for a wound in the hand or
foot caused by a rusty nail is as old as your greatgrandmother. I suppose it is nearly a specific
for blood poisoning for the class of wounds last
above described. Creosote is an active poison
and is an active ingredient of bacon [from the
smoke]. Creosote is contained in the smoke of
wood, and perhaps the best is obtained from the
beech Cre·osote is an antidote for certain polsons. Salt is also an antidote for certain poisons,
such as bee stings, etc. It is a well known fact
t0 those living on the frontier that a live hog is
not susceptible to the bite of a rattlesnake, but on
the contrary hogs eat live rattlesnakes with avidity and impunity. Bacon contains the necessary
elements-to-wit: "Hog's flesh," "salt," and
''smoke" (creosote), to neutralize several poisons.
Why is it not possible that these antidotes in combination (bacon) are not the specific for diphtheritic polson that the medical profession have long
sought and not found? A single experiment
will prove that the tissues of the throat absorb
most of the fat of the bacon. After an application of bacon to the throat for six or eight hours
what is left after removal has the appearance of
having been cooked over a fire.
The writer has raised a large family of children, and during the last twenty years, upon the
slightest appearance of diphtheritic sore throat,
has applied bacon in the manner herein pointed
out with unvarying success and the universal effect of changing the whitish appearance of the
throat to a red in three or four hours. This simple remedy has been used by many others upon
the wdter's recommendation with the same result. The "bacon" remedy is not exclusive and
can be used in connection with any internal
remedy prescribed by the family physician and
without the slightest possibility of doing any
harm. If bacon is a specific for diphtheria, as
the writer believes it to be, the remedy ought to
be known and given the greatest possible publicity. Bear in mind that salt pork is not bacon.
Salt pork has not been smoked, and therefore
contains no creos()te. Use bacon if you try this
remedy.
PRo BoNo.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

OuR contributors will remember that we
can not make use of manuscript written on
both sides of the paper or across double
columns. We trust this will be borne in
mind as we usually reject articles so written. vV e also hope that all contributors
will carefully revise their communications
after writin-g them; correcting so far as
they can and seeing that they clearly express the ideas sought to be conveyed.
As we go to press (the 9~h inst.), we
learn that "Willie," the only and fondly
loved son of Bro. and Sr. John Scott, died
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at their residence in Lamoni, at two
o'clock this morning. Bro. Scott is foreman of the Herald Office. Particulars
will be given in next week's issue.
The J ~nuary 29th issue of the Calhoun
Chronicle, published at Grantsville, West
Virginia, contains a defense of the faith
by Bro. D. L. Shinn who has been preaching in that vicinity.
By recent letter Bro. E. T. Bryant informs us that he iutends to locate in Hebron, Taylor county, Nebraska, the first of
next month, and he desires to become acquainted with the Saints in that region.
The president of th:ot district in which
Hebron lie<; will do well to correspond
with Bro. Bryant at Hebron after March
rst.
Bro. E. Day Bennett, writes from Coleman, Michigan, where he is laboring with
Bro. ]. ]. Cornish that they are having
good congregations with an excellent outlook.
Bro. W. F. Clark writing from Caney,
Kansas, states that he lately went into that
vicinity and began preaching, the result of
which has been to arouse an interest and
make friends for the cause. He expects
to reap at no distant day.
Elder R. M. Elvin was preaching at
Wilber, Nebraska, the- 4th inst., and wrote
that quite a good interest was aroused
there in the word preached, also that he
had good success in selling the new Compendium, and that he would do his best
for the work of the gospel and the interests of the Herald Office, all of which we
are very glad to know. The Compendium should be in the hands of every
adult in the church, and it is well nigh
indispensible to the ministry. As for
the church publications, they are a mighty
force in spreading abroad the latter day
work and should be thoroughly sustained.
Bro. A. Campbell, of Montrose, Iowa,
writes that about twenty-one persons at
that place, some of whom are not members of the church, have organized a Book
of Mormon class. They meet every
Tuesday evening and after sing apd prayer read from two to five chapters of the
Book of Mormon. Bro. Campbell states
that all participating feel blessed in the
matter.
Bro. W. W. McLeod wrote from Cormorant, Minnesota, expressive of hope
and good cheer in the onward movements
of the work. Among other things mentioned he expresses an interest in the success of the Lamoni College. The Saints
there would like to have Bro. A. H.
Smith, H. N. Hansen and H. L. Holt appointed to that mission by General Conference.
Sr. Ellen Aurner, of Boone, Iowa; also
Bro. C. L. Munro, of Boston, Massachusetts, while renewing HERALD subscriptions make mention of the blessings they
receive in the news of God's dealings with
His people.
Bro. H. P. Brown, of Oakland, California, wrote us the 31st ult., saying: 1•1
shall not publish the Expositor another
year. I was paralyzed in December last,
and am unable to do anything now." W.e
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sincerely regret the sore affliction of Bro.
Brown, but all have to bow to the stern experiences oflife, let them come as they may,
and humbly, meekly submit to the dispensations of the Almighty whenever and
wherever they are ma.nifest. We indulge
the !:ope that his condition will gradually
improve, and that he will yet be spared to
many years of usefulness and happiness.
May heaven bless, guide and prosper him.
Pres. \V. W. Blair expects to attend the
conference of the Galland's Grove district
which convenes at Salem, Shelby county,
Iowa, Friday, February 15th, at two p.
m. He hopes to meet a large attendance.
7

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

hl can not paint, nor write, nor sing, and yet
There seems for me some quiet niche to fill
Somewhere in God's great world; I stand and wait
Where he may find me ready for his will.
Ungifted is my life with talents great,
And yet that joyful happiness within
Tells of a deep contentm~nt that abides,
And of a friendship sweet and strong with Him."

PATIENCE, WEARY MOTHER!
"WHAT have I done to-day?" the tired mother
asks at night. "Nothing but take care of baby
and plan the meals and 'pick up.' My life is
wasted on trifles." Take courage, weary mother! The progres~ of the world depends on the
devotion of good women to just such "trifles.''
Who can do a greater work than these-care for
a child and look after the interests of a home?
She who with patient mother love prepares a
human soul for life's responsibilities, does vale
!ant service for both God and man. The first
years of a child's life must, of necessity, be devoted to the care of the body, b"ut the body
should be made a fit temple for the indwelling of
an immortal soul. Taking care of the baby is
surely no trifle when viewed in this light.
And what are the other services that go to
make a home? Innumerable as the sands of the
seashore for humber, and in themselves almost
as insignificant in character, but the grand suh1
total serves, as does the sandy shore, to stem the
swelling tide of outside sin and suffering that
menaces with sullen, war the sanctity of' home
and the safety of society. The husband and the
children who know the comforts of a happy
home are safe from many woes that prey on
those outside that shelter. Blessings on the wife
and mother who "looketh well to the ways of
her household, and eateth not the bread of idleness.';
"The heart of her husband doth safely trust in
her." <•Her children arise up and call her blessed.'' "Strength and honor are her clothing, and
she shall rejoice in time to come."-Sel.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sr. Jane Knight, San Frahcis'co, California,
writes: "You may call this a wail from San
Francisco if you think best. In this great city
there are so many places of amusement to attend,
so much that interferes with any serious thought,
that the people go in crowds and seem to take no
thought of the morrow. They will flock to hear
Dr. Dowe and Mr. Moody, but will they turn out
to hear brother Joseph when he comes? We an-
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swer, No they will not, except a few who care
more for truth than popularity. There are a few
here who are doing all in their power towards
helping on the work, and among them are some
promising young elders. I love this work better
than all else on earth, and pray for grace to endure to the end."
Sr. Mary Hoague, Fulton, Wisconsin, writes:
"We feel to thank Sr. Frances fo:r the Home
Column and its many kind words of encc•uragement and also the help it often c"ontains from the
sisters scattered abroad. We hope the Prayer
League may be of great benefit, and it will be. if
God sees fit. Kind wishes for all the church
papers."
Sr. Mary Elliot, Richmondale, Ohio, writes:
"It is Sunday evening, and having no one of
like precious faith to talk to, I will wr.ite the
Home Column. What a blessing the Herald is,
coming every week freighted with good tidings
from all over the world, and how my heart rejoices while reading the grand testimonies of my
brethren and sisters. GoJ is near me in my
loneliness and affliction, and hears my feeble
petition. He has promised grace for every trial
and I have proven his promises true, I have
been a member of the church four years last August, and have never regretted the step· I then
took. The grandest step of my life was taken
when I demanded baptism of Bro. Devore, and
was buried with Christ in baptism, arising to
walk in newness of life. Not many days after I
received the knowledge, through the gift of the
Holy Ghost, that the work was of God and that
I was accepted as his child. I have many doubts
of myself, but not one of this grand work. When
I first accopted the gospel it raised such an uproar in the neighborhood where I lived, and there
were so many things said against the Prophet
Joseph that I confess it was hard for me to accept him; but after receiving the knowledge by
the Spirit that the work was of God, it wa~, and
still is, to me, a testimony that Joseph Smith was
a prophet of the living God.
PRAYER LEAGUE.
Memory texts for March :-1st Thursday, John
2: 17; Eph. 4: 14-!6.
20 Thursday, 2 Chron 15:
12; Jer. 14: 8; Col.4: 2.
3d Thursday, Dan. rz:
3; Gal. 6: 6. 4th Thursday, Ps. 102: r6, 17;
Dan. 12: !0.
ELEANOR.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
Request is made of the Union for prayer in
behalf of the work in San, Francisco, and for the
sick of that branch, especially for those who have
for a long time been afflicted.
The. united faith and prayers of the sisters,
with all those who love this work, are earnestly
requested in behalf of one whose life for years
has been devoted to preaching the gospel, but
who now feels that unless God removes the disease which is preying upon his system, that his.
labors in this life must soon close.
(This request is in behalf of one whose life and
labors witness to the world that "he has been
with Jesus," and we trust every sot1! that feels
the neeCI,of faithful laborers in God's vineyard
will intercede with Him, that if it be His righteous will He will restore to health and prolong
the life of one·whom the church can ill afford to
spare.--En.)
Bro. W. H. Bowen, of Kansas City, is helpless

from paralysis together with other affliction~, and
asks the prayers of the Union, that if it be the
Lord's will he may be restored, that he may be a
help in further\ng the work.
Sr. M.S. desires the prayer of the Union that
she may recover her health.
Sr. Phcebe M. Wolvin requests the prayers of
the Union in her behalf, as she is suffering and
afflicted.
The Saints of the Flagler's branch desire your
faith and prayers in behalf of two afflicted sisters.
We feel constrained to ask the attention of
those sending l.n to have prayer made for their
families to the fact that the 2d ThurBday of each
month the sisters of the Union are under covenant to pray for the families of each other and
those of the ministry and for the youths of the
church in general. And the third Thursday for
the sick a,1d afflicted. Special cases only demand
special requests.
EDITOR.
TO THE PRAYER LEAGUE.

Dem· Sisters:- The year x888 has passed, leaving the record of our renewed covenant in the
service of God; and as I read your testimonies
concerning the blessings received for even the
weakest attempt made to keep that covenant,
I am gladdened and encouraged, with you, to
still more diligent efforts, and in return [ wish
to add tny testimony.
Since this work began I have been greatly
blessed, both spiritl1ally and physically. I am
in the enjoyment of better health than for years,
and I feel that I owe it under God, to your united
faith and prayers in my behalf; and I desire that
you will continue to sustain me, that I may the
more effectually labor for the furtherance of the
work. The year just opening to us should witness an increased effort by all to obey the invitation to "Come up higher." Higher in spiritual
life and light, and the gospel law of love to God
and to one another.
The lessons of the few montqs past have been
sufficient to show us the vall1e of earnest, united
effort to strengthen and sustain each other's
hands. Bl1t, sisters, we have just begun; away
before us stretches the white harvest-field, where
we are to glean and gather up the scattered
stalks of golden grain that have escaped from
the sheaves of the reaperss. Our faithfulness
in saving from loss these scattered handfuls of
the Master's wheat, will be as truly approved of
Him as the greater work of our brother harvesters.
Let us move steadily onward, intent on our
Fathers's business, allowing no discontent at the
seeming insignifiance of our task to turn m; from
our purpose, and out of the way. "Woman's
sphere" is as wide as the world, wherever there
is a home or a child. Is it a small thing, or a
mark of inferiority, that God has confided to wo·
man's hands and heart the training and keeping
of young minds pure and true for Him? Let us
take a view of the question from this light; not
that I think you have any doubts on the matter,
but let us strengthen each other's faith. For
illustration, we have observed a careful gardener turn a bottomless cask over some plant, checking its tendency to branch out, in order that it
may grow tall and symmetrical. So if the heavenly
Gardener has restricted woman's sphere, He has
left the cask open at the top, knowing that thus
she will put forth every exertion to grow upward towards the sunlight of God's love. He
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also knows that the greater freedom and opportunities of man tend to make him forgetful, or
heedless of the source of life and light, and renhim prone to grovel on the earth out of which
he sprang. With such a tendency it is doubtful
if he ever would look upwards towards heaven's
light if he was not compelled to see it through
the face of mother, wife or sister.
For this reason there is implanted in him a nature to reverence a good woman, and that woman's energies directed upward impel him upward too. "My mother's God" has been the
guiding star of multitudes. Let women be justly proud of the noble trees with far reaching
branches, growing up into God's sunlight by her
side. Let her turn a deaf ear to every tempter
that would seek to turn that pride of man's greatness into discontent of ourselves; for neither we
nor they would be anything but unsightly branches in God's garden with those restrictions removed tr.at give an upward tendency to woman's
love, to religion and civilization.
As it has been given to woman to make the
first and most lasting impression on the mind of
childhood, let her remember that those impressions, like water, cannot rise above their source;
and the higher she is exalted in those truer, firmer instincts, the greater will be the impetus that
starts them on their way to seek the source of
their being, God. And as neither man nor woman can exceed the stature of Christ, it is enough
that they reach that measure of perfection together, in God's appointed way.
ln beginning the work of this new year, I earnestly advise the sisters as far as possible to organize local unions in all the branches. And as
some have·asked for instructions as to the manner of proceeding, I think it would be well for
all such unions now organized to report to the
column how they are conducted, with a view to
a better understanding and harmony of action.
Such an understanding may also, in time, lead to
a more perfect organization of the general union,
as thereby its needs will develop. As to whethe,: the name shall be called "League" or "Union,"makes no difference to me. It is the spirit
of the work alone, that I am anxious to see carried out; but as many have expressed a desire
that the name be changed, we will hereafter
style it the Prayer Union.
In bonds,
ELEANOR.
CLEARWATER, Neb., Feb. rst.
Dear Sister Walker and Sisters of tkeHomeColunm:-I have been thinking for some time thati
would cotribute my mite to the Home Column,
and today made up my mind that it was the time.
How we all enjoy reading the letters from the
mothers and young sisters; and then Sr. Walker's
editorials always contain something instructive
and encouraging. I like the late talk on plainness of dress, and think our garments can be
made plain and neat, and yet not be so unlike
the fashion of the times that it will be conspicuous· The cry against fashion, to me, looks absurd. If we wear a garment it must of necessity
be of some fashion, and is the style of to-day any
m:>re sinful than that of a hundred years ago?
and if a woman is lucky enough to have more
than one dress she ought not to be called proud
because she did not make them exactly alike,
any more than if she arranged her furniture to
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suit her taste, or did not always boil her potatoes
with the skins on.
Another thing I wish to speak about. Is there
a true L. D. S. who would teach his or her children to steal, either by precept or example? Yet
how many excellent mothers and fathers we
coustantly meet, who make a practice of lying
to their children, either to avoid answering
questions, or to enforce obedience; even resorting to scaring them, telling them that something, a dog or a bear, or a black man, or a pig,
will catch them, or eat them or carry them off.
How terrible! In after life the grown up child
may master that feeling of fear to a certain extent, because of his better judgment, but he will
never erase from his memory the terrors experienced in childhood. And then, how soon
children learn that their parents are not truthful,
and they reason if they would tell an untruth
about things of that kind (and I think they
could do nothing worse), they would about oth·
er things; and so the foundation for teaching
them right from wrong is undermined. And
again they reason, if their parents tell untruths,
they can too; but how soon the parents reprove and severely punish a habit of this kind
in the child.
Why is it that some of our children are fond
of frequenting the ball room, the horse races,
the billiard halls, saloons and like places where
no:~e but those of low morality should be suppobed to be found? We certainly have missed
our aim somewhere.
I want to tell you that we have Vol. I of
the Autzmin Leaves nicely bound, and it makes
a book fit for anybody's library, and we are
very proud of it; and if nothing happens to prevent, I think next Chirstmas will find its companion in our house. Some of the Saints I
hear, are finding fault because some of the stories, they think, are fictitious. If that is all
the fault it has, why do they not go to work
and make it better if they can, and not sit and
growl like the dog in the manger; but then,
Sr. Walker, you need not expect to please every
one~ for Christ did not, and the president of
the United States can not.
Times are hard, I know, but let us all save
our pennies and nlckles and support the Autmmz Leat>es. Our young folks need it, and it
not harm the older ones. I have a little
girl, seven years old, who eagerly reads all the
magazine, except the very hardest. She will
re~cd, if not that something else, and if I fail
to provide her with pure literature, I have
made a great mistake, and one that perhaps,
mav
never be corrected. We all make misJ
takes enough, let us not make more than we
can help, or othose that in. after years we wi'11
deeply regret.
It may be that I have already wearied you,
so I will close, ever praying for the prosperity
of the workers in Zion's cause and the good
of all.
I remain your sister,
EMMA X. GAMET.
There is but one (the Master) whom we are
trying to please, and if we do please him we
m:Jst seek the highest good of all. Allegory
there has been in the magazine, but even our
N·~w Years story had its counterpart in real
life, ,:hough the names, of course were not the
real ones.--En.
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so

Sr. M. M. Smith, Kansas City, Kan ...... $
Sr. M. Millotte, Kansas City, Kan........
25
Sr. Fannie Kemp, Hutchinson, Colo ...... I oo
Sr. Sarah Weed, Merriman, Neb.........
75
Sr. N. M. Bickford, Wilton Center, Ill .... 6 25
Sr. M. E. Pace, Shenandoah, Iowa.... . . . . r oo
Sr. S. E. Wilcox, Shenandoah, Iowa ...... r oo
James & Jane Asken, Eldorado, Cal ....... 2 oo
Sr. Ida Hendrickson, San Bernardino, Cal.
Sr. Mary Burnett, Centerville, Iowa ....... 3 6o
Sr. Mary White, Lima, Mo....... . . . . . . . .
25
Sr. Elizabeth Elston, Waterloo, Neb ...... I oo
Sr. G. Walmsley, Dayton, Nev...........
oo
Sr. Ella L. Brannan, Black Hawk, Colo...
oo
Bro. E, Morrison, Butts ville, Mo. . . . . . . . . . r oo
Sr. Amelia Elifson, Eagle Grove, Iowa. . . I oo
Sr: Belle Arnold, Victoria, Ill ........ , . . .
50
Sr. Mary Hiatt, Iowa City, Iowa .......... 2 oo
Bro. L. B. Richmond, Wellsville, Kan..... I oo
Taborville Saints, Mo .................... 2 05
Sr. Elizabeth Ainsley, Newton, Iowa ...... I oo
Sr. M. M., Mo., .. , ...................... IO oo
Srs. Eunice & Laura Russell, Fountain,
Michigan .... ,. , . .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. I r6
Bro. Robt. C. Taylor, Elkhorn, Neb ....... I 40
W"" Send all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

so

LAMONI, Iowa, Feb. 7th.

In Herald of January I2th read Ruby M.
Thompson instead of Ruby M. Thomas,

NEw PROVIDENCE, Ind. Jan. 27th.
Brother Blair :-The work in southern Indiana
is gaining members and friends in many places,
and is extending out in several directions. I returned home a few days ago with my father,
James G. Scott, from Lawrence county. We
went to Mitchell and sought a house to preach
in, but in vain. We got permission of two elders
of the Campbellite church to use their church,
but Mr. Martin the third elder, refused us the
house. He said he had all he could carry now,
and that we had nothing to lose there. But he
said he would pay his part if we would rent a
hall. Father preached there in November, and
the elder saw that he would have to make an attempt to defend his church, and he shuddered at
that. He said he would not meet us there in a
discussion.
We did not feel to pay $ s.oo a night for a hall.
I was directed in a dream and heard a voice say :
"Go out of town and preach: there you will find
an empty house;" but I thought I did not like to
do that. The next morning we were directed by
a man to a house three miles east on the 0. and
M. railroad, and we went to the Hostetler's
school-house, and called on Mr. Elijah Burton,
and were kindly received. The director said we
could have the house and a large crowd came to
hear. We held several meetings with excellent
liberty, and good attention. Several confessed
that we preached the gospel. We had an invitation to another school house. The entire neighborhood seemed lit up by the effort we made,
and earnestly requested us to come there again
soon to hold a series of meetings. We expect to
to return some time in February; also opened up
a place on the Air Line railroad, with the assistance of Bro. G. Jenkins, at Molt's station; were
also at Byrnville. We left some investigating.
We were made glad while Bro. ]. vV. Gillen
was with us. He did us much good, and is an
excellent man, and a good preacher. He baptized four into the Eden branch~my two daughters; also Mr. John and Miss Nancy Goss, the
long expected. ones, He preached twice at New
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Providence and removed much prejudice. Peo·
pie liked him, and several said he preached more
Bible than ever had been preached there before.
We hope he will return to our district soon.
We call the attention of the Saints of the
Southern Indiana District and also the collectors of the different branches for the Bishop's
agent to the fact that they haven't done a great
deal financiallY. in the past year. Begin with
the first of the year paying tithes and offerings.
Let all see that we are doing something for the
cause we say we love. We earnestly request every member to help what they can before I make
my annual report, the first of March. I request
an effort by all my collectors by the 2oth of February. Remember that we are all responsible.
JAMES M. ScoTT.
SAGINAW CITY, Mich ,Jan. 31st.
Drar Herald:-I left Dakota on the 27th of
last November, laid over one day in Aberdeen,
Dakota, spent nearly a week in Sioux City,
Iowa; from there l went to Dow City, held
three meetings there, and went to Woodbine to
attend the conference of the Little Sioux District. This was the first conference of the church
that I ever attended, and I enjoyed it hugely.
Sunday the 9th of December, Bro. Charles Derry delivered the dedicatory sermon on the occasion of Ute dedication of the Woodbine chapel.
He held the people for nearly two hours. It was
grand. The 13th found me in Lamoni. As I
stepped off the train and took a good view of the
town on to the west, I saw the large brick chapel,
situated on a hill, while to the north stands the
Herald Office, on which in large letters I read,
''Latter Day Saints' Herald." This building is
built of red brick. I spent five days in Lamoni,
and I can say since I have been to "headquarters" I take much pride in presenting to the
people the claims put forth by the Latter Day
Saints, now I can give the world a better understanding of the class of people of which the
church is composed, and I am glad that I have
the privilege of representing this people. I can
now realize more fully the significant saying of
the Seer, ••Where this people is, there is always
good company."
From Lamoni I went to Centerville, and from
there to Chicago, where I met Bro. Good, president of the Chicago branch. In a few hours I
was off for Saginaw City. I staid one night at
Bro. G. A. Blakeslee's, Galien, Michigan.
The evening of the 21st of December found
me at home in Saginaw City, where I remained
for two weeks trying to spread the work of the
·Master. I think the outlook is quite promising
for an ingathering there soon. January 5th I
left for active work in my field-Northern
Michigan. I went to Farwell where I held
meetings for a week with quite good results, and
on the 12th Bro. Richard B. Campbeli took me
to Brinton, at which place I met Bro. J. J. Cornish, and we continued in and around that place
till the 22d. One evening we found the schoolhou~" in which we were holding meetings
locked, and the director refused to open the door.
At last some of the citizens prevailed upon him
to unlock the door for that night, and the next
e;ening meeting was held in the "Letson Hall,"
and this director then attended the meeting for
the first time. On Sunday the school house was
again opened. Bro. Cornish spoke in the fore·
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noon on the coming forth of the Book of Ivior·
mon, and in the afternoon I 8poke on marr:lage.
After service this director asked us if we would
preach again on Monday evening. ·Not knowing the man, we answered that the house was
locked against us on week-day nights. '·0," said
he, ••that is all right; if you will only preach you
can have the house." We spoke on Monday
night to a packed house, and after meeting this
same director said to us, "I want yon two gentlemen to go home with me to-night." We
went and had a very pleasant time. This is but
one of the many radical changes wrought in the
minds of the people in that vicinity, as was plainly manifest by their actions.
The Free Methodists held their district conference in Brinton on the 18th inst., and continued
over Sunday. Friday night, the r8lh, we preached out in the Johnson school house, and came
back into Brinton early Saturday morning, and
the first thing we heard was, "You fellows got a
terrible raking last night over at the Free M.ethodist meeting. They said you were Mormons
and were deceiving the people, aud that when
you got them caught you would take them to
Salt Lake; and that the doctrine of probation
after death was a damnable doctrine; and he (the
minister), was willing to face any man or devil
that taught that doctrine; that it was a doctrine
of the devil and he could prove it," etc. "Now,"
said they, "if you can prove your doctrine we
want you to go right ovP.r there to their meetings and tell the minister you are willing to meet
him." We went, and in an intermission Bro.
Cornish asked permission to say a few words,
but was refused, and he was told to sit down.
He complied, but after the benediction was pronounced Bro. Cornish said: "Say, Elder, are
you going to give me the privilege of. saying a
few words to this congregation?" "No sir; I am
not," was the short reply. "Well," said Bro.
Cornish, I wiil say a few words to you then."
He went up and tried to talk with the Reverend
(?)but abuse was all that he received in return.
He was called a liar, etc., a number of times by
this so-called Rev. White, of Clare, Michigan.
At one of their last meetings, one of the citizen5
of the town went to their meeting, and a-fter
meeting said: "I want to make a confession to
this people. You would not give me a privilege
while your meeting was in session, now I want
to make it. I confess I have lied to the citizens
of Brinton. I told them when Elder 'White
came they would find him to be a Christian gentleman and they would have some good preaching. But,'' he continued, •'I lied to them; for
when we come here to your meeting we get
abused for attending the Latter Day Saints'
meeting, and we hear them abused also; but
when we go over to their meetings they are
preaching the gospel and abuse no man." At
last, on Sunday night, wl!en the Reverend (?)
heard that we had gone out to the Brown school
house to preach, he said that he had concluded
to debate the question with the "Mormons;" but
when we were unexpectedly called back to town·
the next morning to preach a funeral sermon, we
found that the Goliath had fled!
A young man on the day before (Sunday) was
carelessly handling a rifle and it accidentally
went off and shot his little sister. She lived only
a short time, and the parents wished Bro. Corn!sh to preach the funeral sermon. We there-

fore went back, and when within about a mile o.f
town a brother of Mr. Letson, the child's father,
came out to the road to meet us. He is a Baptist
minister I understand. "Are you the gentlemen
who have been preaching in the Brinton school
house," he asked. Bro. Cornish answered thai:
we were. "Well," he said, "in regard to that funeral of my brother's child we have that all arranged. There is a minister in the house whom
I have secured to preach it. My brother wanted
me to do it, but I told him it would look bad, and
that I would get some one to preach in my place,
and I have got Bro. - - to stay over; so you
men need not go down." Bro. Cornish replied,
<-I guess we will go on into town, and then we
can get back in time to catch the train." "0,"
said the Reverend, "if you are tired you can stop
in here and rest a little and then go back."
"No," said B~o. Cornish, "I guess we will go on
into town." vV e went on and neported what we
had been told. Mr. Letson said, ''If Mr. Cornish
don't preach the sermon it will not be preached.''
A few of the Methodists gathered around them
and asked, "Will it not make hard feelings to
have Elder Cornish preach this sermon?" The
only answer was, "We want Mr. Cornish. We
believe his doctrine." The Reverend came at
last, and he said he would rather give fifty dollars than to have Elder Cornish preach that sermon for his brother's child. But Mr. Letson
had determined on "Elder Cornish or none," so
Bro. Cornish delivered the sermon to a crowded
house, and when he finished there was hardly a
dry eye to be seen. That night the Brinton
school house was filled to its fullest capacity.
Many are believing, and some said that when we
came back they were ready for baptism. We
went down to Farwell, held a few meetings and
then on down to Coleman where we are having
large congregations. We can surely say, "Tis a
glorious thing to be in the light." My address is
502 Oakley Street, Saginaw City, Michigan.
Yours,
E DAY BENNETT.
p LUM H OLLOW, Iowa, Feb. 5th.
B•-o. w. W. Blair:-I went to Wheeler's
Grove last January 3d., and met with Major
Howe of the Adventist Church. Some of the
members of that church who live in that neighborhood had told some of our brethren that they
were going to get one of their ministers to come
and "clean the Mormons out." This same gentleman had occupied the Christian church ior
about two weeks previous, and set forth their
views to some considerable extent. I met him
the evening of the sth of January, and he seemed anxious for debate, in order, as he stated, to
discuss the difference on some points at
issue between us and them. I told him I was
not at all anxious for anything of that kind, but
still was on hand to defend our position as a
church, and that I would affirm that the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints was in harmony with the New Testament
Scriptures, both in Church organization and doctrine. This he would not accept, neither would
he affirm that their church was the Church of
Christ. He wanted to lead me off on their pet
theory, the unconscious state of the soul between
death and the resurrection. We made arrangements, and commenced work in good earnest on
the following night, he taking the affirmative of
the question. We debated the question silt.
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nights before a packed house of very attentive
listeners. This wa~ done in a fair, impartial
spirit, and with the best of feelings between
Mr. Howe and myself. The majority of those
who heard, outside of our own people, were of
the opinion that he utterly failed to substantiate
his position. In addition to this I preached seven sermons to good and attentive audiences, and
I think with good effect.
Our people were willing to let this gentleman
have the church, and did so, in order that he
might have the oppo1·tunity of presenting the
views of his church before the public. In this
they manifested a liberal spirit.
I saw Bro. Frank Green who was there a week
later than myself, and he told me Mr. Howe was
still holding forth in the piace, and that nothing
of note was taking place.
I went to Farm Creek and preached seven sermons, and the same in Emerson and Keystone.
All is well with the Saints and the work so far
as I know. Bro. Brand preached here yesterday
in the morning, and myself at night.
Yours Truly,
H. KEMP.
SuLPHUR RocK, Independence Co.,
Arkansas, February I st.
Editors Herald:-I have been thinking some
time that I would write to you and state that I
like the doctrine of the Reorganized Church of
Latter Day Saints better than any I ever investigated. I am not a member of the church, therefore I do not hesitate to so speak. Tn my investigations I have not found any doctrine so pure
in principle and so apostolic and biblical as this
church. I have often read and heard of the Mormons and how they were treated on account of
polygamy, etc., but I find the Reorganized
Church is as much opposed to polygamy as any
of the other churches. The doctrine of the Reorganized Church suits me exactly. It is precisely the plain and simple teaching of the Holy
Scriptures and is the same gospel that the apostles preached in every particular.
About one year ago, while I 'Nas in California,
I heard three sermons preached by Elder J. H.
Lawn. I see nothing wrong about this church,
and I think it is the right one, and would be very
glad to hear some more preaching by this denomination, and I know of no better way to get
to hear it where I now live, than for you to publish this in the Saints' Herald, that probably
some of the elders in this state can make it convenient to call and see me. If any should do so,
my door is open to them. Accept my heartiest
wishes for the growth of the church and prosperity of the great truths preached by it.
Yours respectfully,
w. G. THOMAS.
ANGus, Iowa, Jan. 26th.
Bro. Blair :-Since embracing the latter day
work I have had many strange and wonderful
experiences, and my understanding of God's purposes have been quickened to such an extent
that I often wonder that the great Ruler of the
Universe should condescend to notice and bless
such an one as I.
When I first received a testimony by the power
of the Spirit, showing me the divinity of the
work, neither tongue or pen can describe the joy
.;md satisfaction it gave me; and oh, how my
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heart went out after my former brethren of the
ten. I find them to be good weapons to use in
Methodist persuasion! The way seemed so simbattling against the various conflicting creeds
ple and plain that none could misunderstand it,
and systems.
and thought all I would have to do would be
It is very seldom that a traveling elder finds
to call their attention to what was writtt'n and
his way here. We many times long for some
one to to come to our assistance, but the field bebear testimony that for myself I had tested and
ing great and the laborers few, we have to conproved the words of Jesus to be true. But alas!
tent ourselves by toiling on the best we can
I, like a great many others who have had the
amidst prejudice, bigotry and superstition. Ocsame idea, was doomed to disappointment. For
casionaly one or two enters the fold which shows
awhile I thought it strange that they would
us that our labors are not altogether unfruitful,
neither receive my testimony nor the record they
and also increases our courage and renews the
professed to believe in, but I don't wonder at it
diligence of the adversary.
now. While men make a profession of Christ, a
I am sorry to notice in the Hm-ald of late that
great many are not willing to abide by his teachthere is not suffcient money coming into
ings, being taught by their ministers to simply
the treasury to maintain the few missionaries we
believe and trust in Christ and he will cancel all
have in the field. I for one have not been able
their sins of whatever nature; that he died for
to assist in that line during the past year-work
that purpose- neglecting to show their flocks
in the mines being so poor at this place. I bethe narrow way which leads us unto life. They
lieve I have taken every advantage that has preare thus led to scoff at anything like law and orsented itself to preach the word. I expect to conder. They will tell us there is no Jaw, for by the
tinue to bear my testimony to this work though
deeds of the law shall no flesh be justified. "By
sectarian ministers may rage and their flocks
grace are ye saved through faith." "The blood
imagine vain things. I am determined to leave
of Christ cleanseth us from all sin," etc., and
many other passages of Scripture will they quote , this people without excuse when they stand before the JUdgment seat of Christ. With great
and when we wish to examine them, they will
desire for the welfare of the kingdom of God.
tell v.s they know they are right; the Spirit has
Yours in bonds,
borne witness with their spirits that they are
WM. THOMAS.
born of God, and their minds are fully made up
to know nothing save Jesus Christ and him crucified. They are able· to quote considerable
FRIBERG, Minn., Jan. qth.
scripture from which one unacquainted with the
Bro. Blair :--I came to this place last Thurswords of life might be led to believe that they
day, being called to preach the funeral sermon
were all right; but when we turn to what is
of Bro. Taplin's son, a promising· boy fourteen
written we learn that the enemies and opposers
years of age. They have been in much trouble,
of Jesus and his disciples could quote scripture
two of their oldest children having had the tyand declare
knew this or that. But Jesus
phoid fever, and their youngest child is now sick,
told them all their pretensions and worship were
but is much better, for God has heard prayer.
vain for they made void the law of God by their
A large number came to the funeral and there is
tradltions; and that in vain did they worship
quite an Interest. I commenced meetings Frihim teaching for doctrine the commandments
day night and shall continue as long as circumof men.
stance permit. Shall baptize two of Bro. TopIn talking with a minister of the United Brethlin's children this week, and think others will
ren about the order of the kingdom and who
obey, but do not know; God knows. He gives
were proper ambassadors of the same, he asked
me liberty and his Spirit in preaching the word.
me what church I belonged to. I told him. He
I never was blessed as I have been this winter,
then said I was anything but a Christian, and
lacking neither thought nor words.
that he did not think as much of a Latter Day
That sermon on baptism for the dead was
Sain·" as he did of a dog; that we occupied the
grand. I had been talking to a Cutlerite on that
lower round of the ladder in the scale of humaniprinciple and we did not agree, but he can't go
ty. I felt thankful, however, at the time, that I
back on the teachings of Joseph. We feel that
had not been educated to that kind of Christianithere are some that ere long will come out of
ty-- that if his climbing three, four or five
that delusion. Prospects were never better for
rounds up the ladder had made him so large as to
introducing the work than they are now. Many
think his felow mortals so small, I would rather
have expressed a desire to hear me preach. I was
occupy the lower round the rest of my days.
in doubt whether to go, but the Spirit said to
John Bunyan says:
come here; so here I am and will try and all I
"He that is down need fear no fall,
can. Yesterday I was with the Silver Lake
He that is low no pride;
branch and had a good time, for the Spirit was
He that is humble ever shall
there.
Have God to be his guide."
Praying for Zion's welfare, I remain yours in
There is one thing certain, if we will follow
the
love of Christ,
T. J. MARTIN.
the pattern Jesus has given, we will be well received by him at the end of life's journey. As
he has advised us not to be too forward or to
think of ourselves more than we ought to think,
but 10 willingly submit to ill-treatment, leaving
all things in the hands of the righteous judge
who has said, "Vengeance is mine and I will repay, he will without fail exalt us in due time if
we are faithful.
I find much comfort from what is written.
We can now see the great wisdom of Jehovah in
causing his laws and commandments to be writ-

PLEASANTON, Iowa, Jan. I 6th.
Bro. Blair:-The two-days' meeting held here
on the r2th and 13th insts. was a success. The
people turned out well, and the best of order was
maintained during every service. Brethren R.
M. Elvin and J. Shippy were the principal speakers; the sermons delivered were scholarly and
seasoned with grace and humility. A close observer would readily conclude that experience
and access to an extensive library, together with
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the aid of God's Holy Spirit had made them efficient workmen that need not be ashamed. The
Saints were encouraged and built up, and a good
im[iression was made upon the audience. Bro.
Wells preached at 2: 30, p. m. on Saturday, Bro.
Elvin being called away to conduct the funeral
services of Bro. A. Truman.
We as a branch feel encouraged over the good
prospects before us. While visiting the scattered members of the branch I was made glad to
hear of the good work of Bro. D. Campbell and
M. Turpen some four or five miles south of
Pleasanton. The people there speak well of
those brethren and their spiritual labors. Bro.
Wm. Anderson the president of the branch was
temporarily called to St. Louis. In the mean
time Bro. A. Reese and myself will conduct the
affairs of the branch the best we can.
J. M. BROWN.
ALLENDALE, Mo., Jan. 19th.
Dear Herald:--! wish to tell your readers that
we are neither dead nor asleep, for opposition
without and the blessings of God within are
enough to keep us wide awake. We realize that
the more this work is opposed the more it will
prosper. Our numbers are increasing fast, being
about sixty now, with not less than a dozen more
who are convinced of the truth. We have enjoyed a visit from brethren H. A. Stebbins and
C. H. Jones during the past week. They were.
blessed with the Spirit of the Master in preaching
the word of life.
Our little chapel 24 by 40 feet was at times
crowed to its utmost and ere long we will see the
fruit of their labors. Come again brethren. Bro.
Stebbins left us to-day to open up the work in
Grant City with Bro. Keeler who resides at that
place. May the Lord bless the effort.
Yours in bonds,

WM. BIRK.

V ALLEV VIEW, Iowa, Feb. 4th.
Dear Herald:-In your issue for February zd,
I read an article written by W. M. Rumel, on
Dancing, which I liked very much. I think
much more should be found in your columns upon the same subject.
I thought it not amiss to give you my experience on the same subject. I was about fourteen
years old and had been taught by my parents to
believe the church as established by Joseph
Smith to be the true church, but, like many
others, I was surrounded by evil influences-one
being dancing. A new school-house was built
near our home, and when finished the builder announced a dance to be held in it. In time the
evening came, and aR the sun was setting, a black
cloud arose in the west accompanied by a fierce
wind. But I with two others started to go, and
when about a quarter of a mile from the house
the wind blew much more fiercely than before.
Thunder rolling and Jigl,tning flashing brought
many thoughts to me.
But being somewhat
stubborn, I still went on until with the others I
reached the house. But this guilty feeling did
leave me. A wretched night I passed. In connection with the thunder and lightning were torrents of rain. Some present were drunk, some
trying to make rows, yet it was called (by some)
a civil dance. What think ye? But this did not
satisfy the man who built the house, so about two
weeks afterwl!n:! there w~~ to ge another gapce
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there. I decided to go again, but on the evening
appointed another cloud arose in exz.ctly the
same manner as before. I do not think there
was any difference, at least I saw none, and I
watched the storm very closely. "When I saw
this I knew for myself it was wrong so I decided
never to go to a dance again. I can truly thank
God for such a testimony as was there and then
given me.
In gospel bonds,
BENJAMIN CHAPMAN.
NEWARK, Dak., Feb. rst.
Dear Herald:-I wish to say a few words for
this latter day work. I can say that I know it
is of God, for many times I am bles': with
God's Holy Spirit, and it causes me to rejoice.
Oh, it is a great privilege to call upon our
Heavenly Father and know that if we ask in
faith believing, we shall receive whatsoever we
ask for. I thank God that he has let me into
this light, and I can say with truth that I know
that this is the Church of Christ. Many times
when sick I have been healed by the power of
the Lord-praise be to His holy name.
Your sister in Christ,
]\;fARY C. ODE.

OxFORD, Idaho, Jan. 27th.
Bro. Blair :-It has been said that this branch
had ceased to be, but it is a mistake. \Ve are
holding regular Sabbath services, and the intere>t is good among the few that attend. Bro.
Benjamin Croshaw is our presiding elder and
takes a great interest in the work. We had a
visit from Bro. John Lewis, of Malad, re•:ently,
which did us good, and we are looking for Bro.
Anthony who will be a welcome visitor as he is
known to be a good worker and a faithful Latter
Day Saint. His name will ever be remembered
here for his good works. He was the one who
first preached the gospel here, and to some of us
it is just as precious as when we accepted it, although there is room for great improvement.
Some ~eem to have lost the love they had for
the gospel. Perhaps their trials have been too
great for them. Trials will come, and at times
they seem more than we can bear. This world
is full of trials and disappointments, and will
continue so until the consummation. The promise is to those who "overcome" and "endure to
the end." If we gain the prize it will be through
humility and constant labor.
We must love
God with all our migbt mind and str~ngtb; and
if we so love him, we will keep his commandments, and then our reward will be great. The
Master is pleading with all mankind to turn to
him with a broken heart and a contrite spirit and
find rest and a reward that is far superior !:o anything that can be gained in this world.
Yours in the gospel of peace,
W. H. HARRIS.
MuLBERRY, Cal. Jan. 19th.
Dear Bro. ':fosep!z:-I have belonged to the
church about eight years, and have received ample testimony from the Lord l.hat it is true;
every day more strongly convinces me of the
fact. I thank my heavenly Father daily for His
manifold mercies and blessings unto me, and I
fear we hardly realize how thankful we should be
for such a glorious church paper in which to
";rite and tell of our experiences in that which is
so sacred to us. Since I have been more earnestly engaged in reading the Elerald
find It so

interesting that it would be almost impossible to
do without it.
,
Although there are but a few Saints here,
(eleven in all), ~~nd no officers, we meet together
every Sunday in the capacity of Saints' meeting,
fully believing this could do no harm, and thinking that we might do some good, if nothing
more than to be a strength to one another, It is
hard at times to battle against the world, but
when we know we are in the right and are doing
the wlll of the Lord, we should not feel backward but do what we can for the truth, until the
final consummation. We would feel more encouraged if we could have an elder here to
preach for us, but we will try and be contented
as it is. Pray for us, dear Saints, in our efforts,
that we may gain wisdom and strength to go on.
The Lord has said, "'Vhere two or three are
gathered together in my name, there am I in the
midst of them."-Ma.tt. 18: :zo.
I will tell you (as near as I can remember) a
dream I had shortly after I was baptized; A vast
amonnt of people were gathered at one place. (I
did not know why it was). In the center of the
crowd was a large building, and I noticed that it
was full of people, and I went to the door to see
what they were doing. I saw the Lord in the
midst of them, enrolling their names on a large
book, and I desired that mine should be enrolled, but I found that I had not been living
near enough to the covenant which I had made
to permit its being placed any higher than on the
next to the last line of a column.
I thought this was pretty low, and felt almost
discouraged, (for I thought that i had been trying to live about right), but the Lord said to me,
"Do not feel discouraged, for I will go away a
short season, and you must live as righteous a
life as possible while I am gone, and I will prepare a place for you according to the way you
have lived." (Please read the fourteenth chapter of St. John.) This was encouraging, and I
determined, let come what may, I would strive
to serve my Master, for His wiil is to be obeyed
if I expect to gain a bright reward.
He walked
through the crowd, (rarrying His large book and
pencil). and was soon out of sight. The whole
assembly were wondering about Him. They
soon left, and then it seemed that I was at my
own home.
Before long I with my little sister went out.
side and were going around the house when I
heard a great hissing noise. I turned and saw in
a dead tree not far from us, a large serpent. (My
sister was nearest it and I had hoid of her hand.)
The serpent's head was a brighter red than the
rest of the bor'y. It seemed that we were being
drawn as it were by magnetism closer to it.
Every time that it would open its mouth it would
be brighter than day around it. It was very attractive and I was endowed with a soothing feeling and almost overwhelmed; but stil.l
was
afraid of it and kept hold of my sister's hand
trying to go from it, but it was very hard to do.
Finally I got turned and then it was much easier
to go the other way. I had gone but
few
steps (my sister was not with me:then) when I
beheld a beautiful green tree, and 0, what a feeling of joy came over me; for I knew, dear
Saints, that this was the everlasting tree of life;
and that the other which I had been very near to
and had just turned from, was the tree ot destruction or of death. I then saw the Savior
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coming towards me with the same book under
his arm, He came up very close to me and took
His book and lenghthy pencil and inscribed my
name in a much higher place than before and
said (as near as I remember) "This is because
you have turned and are striving to serve me."
He then disappea1ed and I awoke. I lay the
re&t of the night studying about it, and the
whole of the next day I hardly felt like a mortal
being. My steps were light and the day was
brighter than any I had ever seen before. This
dJream was not an imagination. Some wonder
at the serpent giving any light, but you wili
please give an explanation to it, as you understand it much more fully than I.
[Satan and his emissaries have power to de·
ceive and mislead by mingling truth with error.
Good food may be used to conceal and disguise the deadly polson.-En.J
There was a great meaning in it. This I know,
for it has been fulfilled.
I have passed through
many trials since then and given way many times
to that which I knew to be wrong; but it seemed
that the tempter blinded me and I was led
against my will. I thank my heavenly Father
that I have found the tree of life, and, aided by
His strength, I mean to stay by it. I am but
nineteen years old, and it is very hard to live as I
should. There are no young associates here in
the church, except my own brothers and sisters,
yet I know if we but ask him in faith our Master will help us to. stand.
I will tell you of a circumstance which hapyened on November 13th early in the morning:
I had been awake most of the night thinking of
God's mercies and blessings unto me and also
praying for. a testimony-one strong enough that
I might know for myself of His supreme power.
I occupied the back part of the bed and my sister
was asleep in front. As I was thinking of heaven and the many blessings received therefrom, it
seemed that although it was not my desire, something of an evil nature had just started to enter
my mind, when all of a sudden I heard just in
front of the center of the hearthstone a noise, (it
seemed as from a large stone rolling and jumping lengthwise across the room in whlch we
were). n·made a rumbling as of distant thunder,
and struck the door close to the head of the bed
with a mighty crash, just in the center and half
way up to the knob, and immediately I felt the
Spirit of the Lord in great power. It seemed
that His breath was on my cheek; ::md it was impressed upon my mind at the time that He was
saying, "Strive hard to resist evil and will give
you strength." I was wide awake at the time,
and no one need doubt it, for It is the truth and
my heavenly Father can bear witness to the
same. No one except those that have received
such blessings can realize how my heart overflowed with gratitude to my heavenly Father. If
you have the interpretation of it I should like to
know of it. [The powerful demonstration was
probably intended to remove all question as to
your being awake and fully conscious of your situadon and surroundings, so that no one could justly have it to say that your experience then was a
mere mental hallucination.-En.J . Ought we not
to strive hard to serve Him who has done so
much for us? The blessings are for us if we but
live for them. Of course I can not expect those
who have no light to understand how it could be
possible; for not long ago I could not help wondering how such things could be, even when I
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heard it from people that I knew to be reliable.
But if the honest in heart would accept of the
goc.pel and live to it as best they could, they
would see for themselves that what we say is
true, and not to be laughed at. If telling them
of my experience would convince them, how
gladly would I do so. But I do not feel like telling the world of such sacred things to have
thE:m made light of. I desire to ever be found
faithful to the covenant I ha,·e made that my
soul may be a fit dwelling place for God's Holy
Spirit. It seems that I arn not at all worthy of
the many blessings I have received; but God is
kind and merciful and knows the hearts of all.
lt is very strengthening to me to read the testimonies of others, and this letter may be encour·
aging to those who are weak in the faith.
"May faith nnd hope and love abound,
Our Bins and errors be forgiven~
A11d we from day to day be louud
Children of God and heirs of heaven."

EMMA LAWN.
ELMWOOD, Nebraska, Jan. 19th.
Bro. W. w·. Blair:-The Master's work in our
part of the vineyard is not in a very flourishing
condition. We have but one officer in our branch
---Bro. James Ferguson, Priest. Most of the
Saints meet the first Sunday in each month for
sacrament and prayer meeting, The Saints in
our business meeting yesterday formed themselves into a bible class, to more fullv study the
scriptures, and to meet with the different families
of Saints E:ach Sunday except the first of each
month. vVe have no elder to preach for us. Bro.
Caffall was here the last of July. The members
are so badly scattered they can't all get out to our
rneetings. Th.e Autumn Leaves made its first visit
to our home last week. What a grand messenger
of truth i
It should be in the home of every
SaJnt, and from every family altar prayers should
ascend that it be sustained in its mission.
H would not do to neglect to speak a kind
word for the Herald. On getting the mail from
the office the Herald is the first to be glanced
over to see what good news it contains. How
can any Saint do with out it! It cheers the weak
onc~s of earth and brings good words to the lips
of the strong.
The college movement is a grand one, a move
in the right direction. It should have been kept
exclusively within the church, provided you can
get enough subscriptions. A school entirely
wit.hin the church would meet the demand much
better.
Your brother in Christ,
]. W. HoLENBECK.
WILSONBURGH, Ill., Jan. 17th.
Dear Herald:-vVe are stiil trying to hold on
to thA "faith once delivered to the saints." Bro.
Is~Jac M. Smith, of Brush Creek Branch, came
hece on the 4th instant and preached eleven sermons; eight
Freedom school house, and three
at Wesley M. E. Church. The people were astoni8hed at his doctrine and said it was the most
"powerful" preaching they had ever heard.
Indeed they might well say so, for he spoke as
"one having authority, and not as the scribes."
lVh.ny are searching the.Scriptures to see if these
things are true. He left us yesterday for BtlJail·, Crawford county, to labor three or four
weeks. He is to return here for awhile. Many
were grieved to see him go away and wished
him to stay longer. Another church has been
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promised to us, and I think some wlll obey ere
long. May the Lord add to us such as shall be
saved is our prayer.
The first number of Autumn Leaves fClf$ r889 is
at hand and gives us much pleasure. May our
Father bless the editors and publishers of our papers and periodicals, is the prayer of
Yours in hope,
JASPER M. TousLEY.
BAY CrTY, Mich., Jan. 2oth.

Bro. Blair :--A short time ago I visited Prescott, where I joined in marriage Mr. Sumnerville
and Sr. Mary Van Allen. Before leaving I baptized Mr. Sumnerville, leaving them not only
rejoicing in the marriage covenant, but also in
the everlasting covenant of the gospel. Soon
afterwards, in answer to a telegram from Tawas
City, I visited the sick and administered, and
preached twice, left a good impression and have
since learned that the sick are improving. Last
Wednesday I baptized one here, and yesterday
one more. All seem interested, and we feel to
rejoice. The good work is moving right along,
and in this place seems to demand the attention
of at least one elder. I look for others to unite
soon.
As ever yours,
E. DELONG.

~nmmunittafinus.
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

PREHISTORIC CIVILIZATION AND
ANCIENT ART.
BY WILLIAM WOODHEAD.
(Concluded from last week.)

the ancient inhabitants of America
knew at one time in the dim past, that they
had a Savior who died for their redemption is proved by their know ledge of the
cross as a religious symbol. See Baldwin's
Ancient America, pp. 109, I 10, 293; also
Stephen's Central America, vol. 2, p. 347·
Clavi.gro quotes Accosta as saying that
at a certain festival at the City of Mexico
it was anciently the custom at certain cerem0nials and consecrations to sacrifice an
image as they sacrificed the human victims;
"and his bony w~s broken into small pieces,
which, together with those portions called
the flesh and bones, were distributed
among the people who received the same
with tears and reverence. With them it
was an admirable thing, saying that they
did eat the flesh and bones of God, wherewith they were grieved. Such as had any
sick folks demanded thereof, for them,
and carried it with great reverence and devotion." So that all through the dark
history of that race they have retained in
practice the Lord's supper; he having administered that holy sacrament, setting
the pattern himself after his resurrection.
(See Book of Nephi 8: 6). The Roman
Catholic priests declared this to be the
devil's counterfeit of the Lord's supper,
and explained it all away for the time;
but we consider it another link in a long
chain of evidence in support ofthe work of
God who declared that he would work a
THAT
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marvelous work and a wonder in the latler days, at which the wise would stagger, but not with strong drink. But the
meek qre increasing their joy in the Lord,
and the Saints have reasons for being
comforted, knowing that God is vindicating his own works.
In language, the Book of Mormon is
confirmed: "Many Chipanecs and Hebrew words are almost the same in son,
daughter, father, star in zodiac, king,
name applied to Adam, affiicted, God, September, more, rich, Seth (son of Adam)
and, to give;" and MeN air \V right says
that the natives of "South America had
five cities with names identical with cities
in Asia Minor and North Africa." He
regards this as indicating the point from
whence their forefathers migrated, and
adds, "this could hardly be accidental."
(See Bricks from Babel, -p. 164).
Of the two inscribed stones found in a
mound near Newark, Ohio, Mr. G. R.
Lederer says: "l recognized all the letters except one (the ayin) though the
forms of many of them are different from
those now in use. This, however, is not
the case with the stone found first (that is,
in July, r86o), which has the. form of an
ancient jar, bearing Hebrew inscriptions
on its four sides, which are imperfectly
such characters as those generally in use
now." Another reli.c found in the "Wilson Mound" in the form of a human being
has "on the forehead five distinct Hebrew
characters." Another has three "Hebrew
inscriptions" on it. A stone found three
miles from Newark in r86o, "has engraved upon it a figure of lYfoses, and the ten
commandments." {See Blair's Divine Calling of J o~eph Smith, pp. r 53-ISS)· The
writers of the Book of Mormon being Israelites, the relics are strong collateral evidence of the latter day work and the Book
of Mormon.
But the writers of that book wrote it in
Egyptian.
Nephi says:--" I make a
record in the language of my father,
which consists of the learning of the yews
and the language of the Egyptians. At
this the first writers against the book said,
"How ridiculous! This foolish and ignorant young man disproves his own
work in the very beginning; because
neither Egyptian nor Hebrew was ever
known upon this continent!" And Moroni
the last writer in the book, seemingly increasing the difficulty, says: "And now
behold we bave written this record according to our knowledge in the characters
which are called among us the reformed
Egyptian, being hanJed down and altered
by us, according to our manner of speech.
And if our plates had been sufficiently
large we shou !d have written in Hebrew;
but the Hebrew hath been altered bv us
also; and if we could have written in 'Hebrew, behold ye would have had no imperfectiOns in our record."--Mormon 4:
8, p. 5oo.
It may appear strange that the Nephites
wrote in Egyptian, but not more so than
that Ezra, after the Babylonian captivity,
should rearrange and rewrite the whole of
the Jewish scriptures "in the Chaldaic
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characters."-- Enc. of Religious Knowledge, p. 522.
The Jewish nation was born in
and when it moved out, it took'
Egyptian civilization and art. That afHnity is seen f-Ill through their
and
was finally the cause of both nations (Israel and Judah) being overthrown---the
former by Shalmanezer, King of
during the reign of Hoshea, king of
because he refused to pay tribute to A:;syria and had formed a conspiracy with So,
king- of Egypt; the latter during the reign
of Zedekiah. The young king wanted
to serve Egypt notwithstanding Jeremiah's
plea and warning, and trusted to Egypt
for assistance when Nebuchadnezar was
moving a large army the third time
against Jerusalem. But for some unexplained reason Egypt did not, render the
assistance expected, and
was
destroyed and the kingdom
And
colonies moving from Jerusalem
be expected then to take with them a
knowledge of Egyptian
and art.
"Egyptian writing is of three distinct
kinds, which are knovvn
by
the name of hieroglyphic,
and
demotic, or enchorial.''-Rawlinson's . A.ncient Egypt, vol. I, p. 58. The hi~ro
glyphic is that of almost all monuments,
and is also found occasionally in manuscripts. The hieratic and demotic occur
with extreme rarity upon monuments, but
are employed far more commonly than the
hieroglyphic in the
rolls or
"books" of the Egyptians.
of them
are cursive forms of the
writing, invented to save
to rapid writing with the pen, but in
no way suited for carving upon
manifestly not intended for it. They
been called "abbreviated forms;" but this
is scarcely correct, for they occupy more
space than the corresponding hieroglyphics; but they could be written in (probably) one tenth of the time. There is not
much difference between the hieratic and
the demotic. The former was the earlier
of the two, having been employed as far
back as the time of the eig-hteenth and
nineteenth dynasties, or perhaps even
earlier; it preserved the hieroglyphic
forms to a certain extent. These are nearly lost in the demotic, which
to
have been introduced about
seventh
century, B. c., and which rapidly
ed the hieratic; being simpler,
consequently, easier to write. Both the hieratic and the demotic were written from
right to left.
It is the essential characteristic of the
hieroglyphic writing that all the forms
used, if we except those expressive of
number, are pictures of objects. At the
first glance, we see in a hieroglyphic inscription a multitude of forms, those of
men, women, children, beasts, birds,
tiles, insects, human hands,
the hke, with which we are
;
these shapes are mixed up with others not
so readily recognized; as circles, squares,
half-circles, circles crossed diagonally,
ovals, triangles, curved lines,
small segments of circles and the
All the forms used are pictures, more or

less successful, of objects which they were
intended to represent.
The circle repre ..
sents the sun; the curved line, placed eith··
er way, the moon; the oval an egg; the
square, with an opening, a house; the
pointed oval, a month, &c.
Originally, it
would seem that Egyptian writing- was
entirely picture writing, nothing beingcapable of being- represented by it but objects and actions that the eve could see.
·ultimately, however, the system became
much more complicated; and the hieroglyphics, as employed in the historical
times, must be divided into at least four
classes.
First, there were some which
continued to be used in the old way, to
designate the object represented, which
have been called ikonographic, representational, or imitative hieroglyphics. These
were such as the circle for the sun, the
curved lines or cresent for the moon, &c.
. . . These direct representations were
used in two ways: Either they stood
alone to represent the object intended, or
they followed the name of the object written. phonetically. Thus the word
'sun,' might be written in letters only, or
be also followed by the ikonograph of the
solar disk (which, if alone, would still have
the same meaning); and as we mig-ht
write the word 'horse,' and place after it a
figure of that animal, etc . . . . In these
cases it is evident that the ikonograph was
mere surplusage; but perhaps it facilitated
the rapid reading of the word preceding
it."-Rawlinson's Ancient Egypt, voL I,
chap. 4, pp. 58-6o.
"Altogether the number of signs used
is not less than from nine hundred to a
thousand."-Bunsen's Egypt, vol. 5, pp.

253-6.
"Hence the difficulty of reading the inscriptions, even now that-thanks to the
Rosetta stone--the veil has been lifted.
The student has to bear in mind the force
of (say) a thousand characters, and not
only so, but the various forces that many
of them have. He has also to determine
whether any are purely superfluous, the
Eg-yptians having had a fancy both for repeating characters unnecessarily, and also
for expressing- the same sound twice over
by variant signs. . . . They are read, when
written in line, from left to right, or from
right to to left according- to the direction
in which 'the chrarcters face.' "-Burch
in Bunsen's Egypt, vol. 5, p. 595·
"The hieroglyphical writing is as old as
Eg-ypt itself."-Rawlinson's Egypt, vol.
z, P·
Prof. Hutson in chapter "The Egyptians," says: "They painted history and
daily life on their walls and told the story
of both in hieroglyphics. Possibly you
may have but a vague conception of what
these hieroglyphics are, and a brief explanation of their nature may be useful. They
are characters representing language pic ..
torally; that is, they are drawings of sun,
moon, stars, human forms in all attitudes,
parts of the human body, beasts, fishes,
reptiles, geometrical figures and other
visible objects. They were cut into stone
or written on it; written or painted on
papyrus, and sometimes painted in colors
on both.
are of two kinds:

zs.
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graphs, or those which represent ideas y'
and Phonetics, or those which represent
sounds. The ideographs were at first
tures pure and simple of actual objects. A
large number of them became ultimately
symbolic, representing
one of a
class of ideas, and needmg
nearest group
of phonetics to give it definiteness. The
phonetics expressed the sounds of syllables,
not qf letters, as in the case with our alphabets. Some of these phonetics even
came to be used eventually as representatives of letters. This use being adopted
very generally for proper names, and
these names being fenced off from the
other hieroglyphics, Young and Champollion were, by these concurring circumstances, led to take the first step toward
deciphering Egyptian inscriptions."Beginnings of Civilization, chap. 4, pp.

39·4°·

This system seems to have been in use
by most all the first nations of which we
read before authentic history finds them.
Hutson says in his chapter on "The Hittites:"
"Their inscriptions, which have
lately been collected, and whic.h scholars
like Sayee, are only beginning to decipher,
are found-cut generally in the living
rock-from the Aegean sea to the Euphrates, and from Pbrygia to Palestine. These
inscriptions in Asia Minor-at Karabel, in
the neighborhood of Smyma; at Gurum,
Tyana, and other points in Cappadocia;
at various points in Phrygia; at lbreez
near Tarsu~, in Cilicia-taken into consideration with the curious resemblance of
the Hittite syllabary characters with the
Cypnote, the Lyci,m, and other slightly
variant syllabaries of that region, seem to
prove that t11e Cl v1lization and the political
influence of the Hittite confederacy either
preceded that of the P noenicians in Cyprus
and A~ia Minor, or was identical with it."
-page6r.
ln describing the Hittite inscriptions he
says: "They are generally in relief, not
incused like those of the Assyrians and
Phoenicians. The sculptures are in hard
stone and, unlike those- of the Assyrians,
face outwards. The inscriptions are in
syllabic characters, and are believed to be
the original type of the syllabaries of Cyprus and Asia Minor, which have so puzzled scholars by their curious points of resemblance to one another. The inscriptions read from right to left for the top
line, and then from left to right, and
so on alternately as an ox ploughs. Ideographs are combined with syllabics in the
characters."-p. 67.
In his chapter on "the Phoenicians" he
says :-"It was the discovery by Lang of
a bilingual inscription which led to the decipherment of the Cypriote characters.
The known characters were Phoenician.
On applying the knowledge derived from
this part of the inscription to the unknown
characters, it was found that the language
was Greek. The
syllabary con . .
sists of characters representing syllables
ending with a vowel."-p. 79·
In chapter on "Aryan" be says, referring
to the Assyrians: "The last of these great
conquerors (Asshur-banipal) was the col"

lector of that grand library of clay tablets
at Nineveh from which so much has been
learned of the history and life of the ChalElamites and Assyrians. The cuneifonn inscriptions were made on stone
on hollow terra-cotta cylinders, clay
bricks, bulls and lions, stone obeand seals. When their preservation
the clay documents were
baked, often in duplicate. The
characters were· syllabic and
amounted to more than three hundred in
number."-p. IOI.
Bancroft says: "One of the most striktraits of pre-historic times is the simand awkwardness that characterize
Tile Chinese language has
been remarked upon as showing the exinfantile cast of mind among the
who formed and retained it to our
Each word is a sentence, standing
itself originally y" the tone and gesture
it muct1 of its signification. It would
seem as if its authors had never grown to
the idea of an elaborated sentence. There
of eight words, spelled and
exactly alike, for every sound
There are, it is said, 2 r 2 characters
clzej 138 pronounced fooj
which ali rt"d e, and each letter
a phrase Mid a sentence; and
may be an adjective, a noun or a verb, or
all three together. The difficulty of exshades of meaning, or all that
thought, where so much must
before expression is possible,
the Chinese mind, in many rein a state of childhood; though
preserved a stabiiity of character and institutions nowhere else observed.
The pnmitive mind and habits are maintained as if crystal: zed. The principle of decay, so universal elsewhere, would seem,
some sigular process, banished from a
vast nation, as it IS in the human body in the
mummies. The same feature is
ub,ervab!e m a smaller degree among the
and seems to have characterized
Egyptians."- Footprints of
P· 36.
Tnen bctore the Phoenicians invented an
alphabetical form of writmg, which sought
to express each elementary sound by a
special character, and which spread in one
form or another all over the civilized world,
there was a sy~tem, the characters of which
each represented a syllable, or a word, a
sentence or ideas. This system is found
in various forrns, from southern Egypt and
to China; on monuments, obelisks,
tombs, the living rock, cylinders,
clay tablets and black granitewhich remains to this day. But as we
have seen, the ancient system was "inelastic" and "lacking m shades of meaning."
could not express all that "was in
says: "The tongues of
civiiizers were by the very fact of
through the conservative enerof
laws and customs, struck
the rigidity of premature old age, and
could never again move upward into the
free and rich inflections achieved by the
of the Aryan's. The hoof of the
hor~e or the claw of the bird is the fit type
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of the one; the trunk of the elephant,
strong enough to uproot a tree, flexible
and precise enough to pick up a needle, is
the type of the other."-Beginnings of
Civilization, p. 19.
The readers of the Book of Mormon
will have noticed how those men confessed
their imperfections and prayed the Almighty to give the Gentiles charity; they knowing their weakness would be seen by its
readers in the latter days. Their weakness was the imperfect system of writing
of ancient times, and was common to all
those old systems, till they were improved by an alphabet which sought to express each elementary sound by a separate character.
It has been thought that the amount of
plates from which -the Book of Mormon
was translated could not cont:~in so much
reading as we have in that book; "it containing nearly as much reading as the Old
Testament." The plates are said to have
been "not far from seven by eight inches
in width and length, being not quite
as thick as common tin. They were
filled on both sides with engravings in
Egyptian characters, and. bound together
in a volume as the leaves of a book, and
fastened at one edge with three rings running through the whole. This volume
was s<>metbing near six inches in thickness,
a part of which was sealed." See Orson
Pratt's Works; chapter on B. M., p. 6.
Suppose the unsealed part was five inches in thickness. "l. C." tin is "common
tin," and we are told by tinners that seventy-five sheets of it will lay to the inch. Five
times that would be three hundred and seventy-five, and the plates were engraved on
both sides, and the characters were small.
-Ibid. So that would be seven hundred
and fifty pag-es of small characters. Not
far from seven by eight would make nearly thirty.five hundred surface feet. The
Egytian sy llabarie are small, as we see
the characters on the plates were. A small
circle but little larger than the letter s, is
"sun;" a curved line about the size of the
letter lis "moon;" the oval an "egg;" the
square arch with opening a "house."(This character may be seen in the fac
simile of the Kinderhook plates, at the
left hand corner of the third plate, on the
bottom row; see 0. Pratt's Work); but it
is larg-er than as given by Rawlinson; see
hi:; "Phonetics."
A pointed oval, a "month;" the circle
not only represented the sun, but a "day."
A bee is "king-;" a bird a "son;" vulture
for "mother;" two water plants for" Upper
and Lower Egypt." A fore quarter of a
lion meant the "beginning of any thing"the hind quarter "the end." A leg in a
trap meant "deceit;', the head and neck of
a lion meant "vigilance;" a beetle meant
the "world;" an ostrich feather "justice;"
a man killing himself, "wickedness" or
"atrocity;" a circle crest was the name of
a place in "Egypt;" a small crooked character meant "mountains;" the end of the
crocodile's tail was "Kemi" or "Khem,"
which seems to be the native name for
Egypt.-Rawlinson's Phonetics.
The charcters which afterwards became
equivalent to letters, were as large as the
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phonetics, in fact many of them were the
same. And by repeating the same sound
twice (wh1ch was often done) by variant
signs, it became very cumbrous.
The Nephite "Reformed Egyptian"
was no doubt the syllabic and ideographic
system, changed by them. We have no
means of knowing in what direction those
changes were made. If they increased
the ideograph they would increase the difficulty of writing, it being too inelastic already to express thought and feeling. It
they dropped the charcters that represented ideas, it would require more space, yet
be more flexible. It mav be that those
changes were in theform o-f the characters,
as we have seen was the case with the Hebrew. The hieratic and demotic were an
approach towards an alphabet, but either
would require more room than the Hebrew. It may appear strange, but we are
told that the signs in common use were by
far the most cumbrous system of the three.
-See Rawlinson's Egypt, vol. r, piate 6.
To illustrate what ideographs are, we
, will notice Dan. 5: z6-z8.-" Mene, Mene,
Peres." Those three words contain thirteen letters, and are rendered, "God hath
numbered thy kingdom and finished it.
Thou art weighed in the balance, and art
found wanting. Thy kingdom is divided
and given to the Medes and Persians."
The first Mene, translated, has 38 letters;
the second Mene, 45; and Peres, 48-aho·
gether 131. The Bible has 3,566,480 letters in the sixtv-six books.-See Conkling's Handy M-anual, p. I57· The ratio
of increase is ten times and two-thirteenths;
the english letters reduced to Ideographs
at the same ratio. would reduce the number to 37,621 and 3 tenths. We may not
by this, however, perceive the amount of
difference this would make, so we will take
down our Bible and commence at one end
and count ten leaves, then cut nine of them
out, and so on all the way through the
book, we will at last have, out of, say r,ooo
pages, but so leaves left. In this way
we account for the reformed Egyptian requiring less roum than the Hebrew.
"One of the most interesting sources of
comparison between Mexico, Peru and
Egypt is to be found in an investig·ation of
their Hieroglyphic system. Each of these
countries had a peculiar method of recording events by means of hieroglyphic signs,
sculoturing them on monuments and
buildings, 'and portraying them on papyrus
and maguey ."-Delafield, p. 42.
And
still quoting Humboldt he says: "Baron
Humboldt considers the Mexican paintings as rather corresponding with the
hieratic than the hieroglyphic writing of
the Egyptians, as found on the rolls of papyrus in the swathings of the mummies,
and which may be considered paintings of
a mixed kind, because they unite symbolical and isolated characters with the representations of an action.
It is the opinion
of the author that further investigations
and discoveries in deciphering Mexican
hieroglyphic paintings will exhibit a close
analogy to the Egyptian.
i.Ve
see the thre1;; species of hieroglyphics common to Mexico and Egypt."-See p. 46.
It appears now quite evident that Dela-
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field will be confirmed in the above
ion.
I see Le Piongeon is quoted
lecture on this subject as saying that
has found the Egyptian alphabet on
structures,
Humboldt's day in America was before
Young and Champollion had deciphered
the first Egyptian hieroglyphic.
They
with the Coptic-their legitimate descen,
dant-was dead, and the Coptic had been
replaced in Egypt by the Arabic; but
since 1828, at which time the veil was being
lifted from both Egyptian and American
pre-historic civilization (the records oL
both countries being made known about the
same time), we find a remarkable coinci
dence.
We have substantially four
of
writing identified in America out of the
five said to have been known
the
historic races on this continent,
The
redite system was different from any
known to the Nephites, as may be seen
by Mosiah interpreting the J aredite in
scriptions by the means of the U rim aml
Thummim. These five systems
in
appearance, possibly a<; much so as the
races of man, and to look at anv two and.
say, "This don't look like that," and on
that account try to impeach the claims of
Book of Mormon, is much more inconsis,
tent than the man who, on account of the
difference in the outward appearance of the
human race says, "VVe are not all of one
blood."
WILLIAM WooDHEAD.

THE KINGDOM OF GOD ON EARTH.

GoD has the right to reign over all the
earth including the children of men.
Men claim the right to rule by virtue of
discovery, by conquest, or by
but God has a greater claim than these-·
the right by virtue of being the Creator of
the earth and of man who inhabits it.
Man at creation was under the govern.,
ment of God, but rebelled against that
government and as a rebel or traitor foro
feited his life to the government against
which be rebelled. The sentence of death
was pronounced, man was consigned to
endless misery and estrangemetn from
God's government, unless a ransom could
be found to satisfy the demand of heaven's
king, to prepare the way that man
regain his citizenship. That ransom was
found in the person of the "Lamb slain
from before the foundation of the world"
-'·The Savior of all men."
But as man
can not be saved out of the
of
God that kingdom must be
upon earth and the mode of
into
it made known in order for him to become
an adopted citizen, entitled-while faith,.
fully serving his king-to all the
and privileges of that kingdom.
kingdom of God proper is his government,
whether in the heavens where he dwells
or on any of the innumerable worlds that
he has created and peopled,
That God claims the right to rule over
the inhabitants of the earth is made known
in his declaration to Samuel the prophet
I Samuel 8: 7: "And the Lord said unto
Samuel, Hearken unto the voice of the
people in all that they say unto thee; for

they have not
have
rejected me that I
reign over
them."
Here it is plainly made known through
the prophet that God had reigned over
them as their
up to this time, but
now they had rejected him from acting in
that capacity over them. And he, having
given man his agency from the beginning
would not coerce him, but allowed man
to choose between him and their fellow
man. But that they had done wickedly
in his sight and displeased God in reject·
ing him and desiring a man to rule over
them is made known in I Samuel I2:
"Is it not wheat harvest to-day? I
call on the Lord and he shall send thun ..
der and rain; that ye may perceive, and
see that your wickedness is great which
ye have done in the sight of the Lord in
asking you a king . " The context shows
that the Lord did answer Samuel's pray.,
er and that the people asknowledged their
evil in asking for a king.
lf it is true of one portion of the human
family that they acted wickedly and dis,
pleased God in rejecting him to be their
king and choosing their fellow man to rule
over them, it is true of every portion who
have done likewise; consequently tlie Gen
tiles as well as Israel came under this cono
demnation.. All saved beings must be
under the immediate government of God,
and, as a consequence, must be in the
kingdom of God.
A citizenship in an earthly kingdomone ruled over by man-·can not entitle a
man to a citizenship in God's kingdom, for
the Savior says, "Except a man be born
again he can not see the kingdom of God
"except a man be born of water and
the Spirit, he can not enter into the
dom of God," thus showing that a change
must be wrought, that he must experience
a new birth to become a citizen of God's
kingdom.
It is stated by a class of religionists that
a man does not enter into the kingdom of
God in this probationary state, or as they
term it in this earth life, and they profess
that the Holy Scriptures sustain them in
this position. According to our understanding of the Scriptures we learn that
the people of God enter the kingdom of
God in this probationary state. The Savior, when accused by the Pharisees of casting out devils by Beelzebub the prince of
devils, said: "Every kingdom divided
against itself is brought to desolation; and
every house divided against itself shall not
stand.
And if Satan cast out Satan he is
divided against himself; how then shall
his kingdom stand? And if I by Beelzebub cast out devils, by whom do your
children cast them out? Therefore they
shall be your judges. But if I cast out
devils by the Spirit of God, then the kingdom of God is come unto you.?' He refuted the statement of the Pharisees, by
proof irresistible, and then says, "But if 1
cast out devils by the Spirit of God, then
the kingdom of God is [not, shall come at
the end of the world, or when Christ
comes in person to reign] come unto you.
Will any believer in Christ's word have
the hardihood to say that he did not cast
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out devils by the Spirit of God? If not,
they must concede the proposition that the
kingdom of God had come to that people
and that it was upon the earth. We quote
from the answer of Christ to the Pharisees
on another occasion: "And when he was
demanded of the Pharisees when the
kingdom of God should come, he answer-·
ed them and said, The kingdom of God
cometh not with observation; neither shall
they say, Lo here, or lo there; for behold
the kingdom of God has already come
unto you."-Luke 17. King James'
Translation says "The kingdom of God is
within vou."
"Yes:" says another of my Christian
friends, "that shows it is :wt an outward
organization, but that it is the Holy Ghost
shed abroad in the hearts of the children of
God, and in this manner it comes without
observation." Have you not formed a
hasty conclusion? Vllho asked the question of the Savior? The Pharisees. Were
they the children of God, they whom the
Savior charged so often with being hypocrites, a generation of vipers, adulterers,
&c., and who went about seeking the life
of the Savior, and finallv with other sects
of the Jews accomplished his death?
Were their hearts in a condition to receive
the Spirit of God? Paul says that the
Holy Ghost dwelleth not in unholy
tern ples. What then does the text mean?
Simply this; as the first translation we
quoted says, "The kingdom of God has
already come unto you," or is set up within the Jewish commonwealth. And as for
its coming without observation of the Jews,
it is proven in the question asked by the
Pharisees, for they certainly had not observed its establishment, or they would not
have asked when it should come. The
Savior here confirms his first assertion that
the kingdom of God was upon the earth.
Another proof that the kingdom of God
was established among the Jews is recorded in Ivlatthew 23: 13: "Woe unto you,
scribes, Pharisees, hypocrites!
For ye
shut up the kingdom of heaven against
men; for ye neither go in youn;eJves,
neither suffer ye them that are entering to

we do not expect to be added
kingdom on earth until that time
when "the kingdom and dominion and
greatness of the kingdom under the whole
heavens shall be given to the people of the
Saints of the Most High."-Dan. 7: 27.
Then Soverign power to rule over or
govern (which Webster defines "dominion"
to be) the whole earth will be given to the
people of God. Till then the kingdom in
its probationary state will be given; but
then the kingdom in its smallness will be
swallowed up in the kingdom and dominion and the greatness of the kingdom under
the whole heavens; like the stone that
Nebudchadnezzar saw-cut out of the
mountain without hands-that became a
mountain and filled the whole earth.
kingdom is not of this world," says
and from this statement some
have
that the kingdom did not
exist then upon the earth. This interpretation would destroy his positive assertions already quoted and many more that
we could bring to sustain the position of
the kingdom being upon the earth. We
must therefore look for another interpretation that will harmonize with the array
of testimony that is against this isolated
In all languag·e spokenwhether human or divine-it is safest and
best to let the individual that speaks be his
own interpreter. We will therefore observe this rule in the language of the Savior under consideration: "J\1 y kingdom is
not of this world; if my kingdom were of
this world,. then would my servants fight,
that I should not be delivered to the Jews."
This is recorded in John 18.
In the seventeenth chapter, in his memorable prayer
to his Father, is the Savior's definition of
the word world, and shows that it does not
have reference to the earth, but the people that inhabit it. Speaking of his disciples
(followers) he say;;;, "l have given them
thy word and the world hath ltated the·m,
because
are not of the world, even as
the world." It 'is here shown
I am not
that the world mentioned in this connection
were capable of hating. This could not
apply to the inanimate earth, but to its inhabitants and the world hated them, (the
go ino''
because they were not qj the
The kingdom must have been organized Savior
even as he was not of the world.
in their midst for the scribes and P bari~ees to have the priv1lege of entering if
that the king,J esus, was upon
they would comply with the conditions, the earth; his followers or citizens of the
were upon the earth, yet they
but they would not, and strove to hinder
those who were
to enter at that were not of this world; and one great
time--not at a future
Anything reason assigned that they were not of this
short of an organized government does not 'Norld wa;;, that they would not fightrepresent a kingdom, and Jesus knew that like the kingdoms of this world--to delivfrom the Jews who were
the word kingdom would suggest to their er their
to put him to death. . No, it was
minds a king, officers, subjects and laws;
evident that they were not of the
to a worldly kingdom, territory.
or thev would do like unto them.
worlcily governments have usurped
·,:he ruling power and all the territory of Like begets -like, and these citizens of
the earth. God having given them their Christ's kingdom being begotten of Godagency has allowed them
until the time or born of water and of the Spirit and
that he revealed unto
in the seven- having entered the kingdom-they w"ould
th chapter, when all the thrones of men partake of the nature of God, one great
will be cast down and the Son of Man, the element of which is love.
They were commanded of God to love
rightful king, shall reign in person over
the earth, or to the time revealed unto their fellow men, even those who were
John, (Riw. II:I5), "When the king- their enemies, and loving their king they
doms of this world shall become the king- vvould not disobey him, hence would not
doms of our Lord and his Christ." Ter- fight their enemies against his will, even
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to save him from the wrath of the Jews.
How plain it is that they were not of the
world, and yet bow plain that they--the
citizens of the kingdom of God-were
upon the earth. "But," says one, "Christ
can not he a king till he comes on earth to
reign and therefore his kingdom can not
exist here until that time."
To this we reply: rs•, That you antagonize a fact that is well known to the civized world. The Queen of Great Britain
reigns over a great portion of the earth--yea, it is said that the sun does not set
upon the British possessions-and yet she
has never seen the major portion of that
territory over which she reigns.
She
reigns by virtue of her representative government there which carries out her instructions.
Will you deny to him who
created the worlds and all things therein
--"for witnout him was not anything
made that was made"--the same authority and power that you would grant unto.
a creature of his? May he not by his representative government upon earth, reign
as king over the citizens thereof although
the territory is usurped by man, the creature, at present; and by his wisdom, power and love, give laws that shall prepare
those citizens for the time when these
usurpations shall cease and he shall reign
as king, in person, over the whole earth.
zd, You contravene not only the positive
assertions of the Savior, but of the Apostle Paul, who says: "Giving thanks unto
the Father, who hath made us meet to be
partakers. of the inheritance of the saints
in light; who hath delivered us from the
power of darkness, and lzatlt translated us
into the kingdom of his dear Son." He
also recognized the fact that the kingdom
was on the earth, for he was upon the
earth, and those he was addressing were
upon the earth. They were changed or
translated from the power or kingdom of
darkness into the kingdom of God's dear
Son-·-not that they should be at some future time.
Although the Savior had declared," My kingdom is not of this world,"
yet we see that Paul said they were translated into his kingdom while in this earth
life.
John the Revelator makes use of the
following language (Rev. I: 9): "!,John,
wbo also am your brother, and companion
in tribulation, and in the kingdom and patience of Jesus Christ." Here John states
-in language that can not be misunderstood nor privately interpreted-that he
was a brother among otller brethren, a
companion among other companions, and
that they were all in the kingdom of Jesus
Christ. As they were dwelling upon the
earth, to be in the kingdom it must be organized upon the earth.
The kingdom of God, body, or Church
of Christ, household of God, sheepfold,
&c., are all used in Scriptural phraseology
to express God's spiritual government
upon the earth. To enter the kingdom,
Jesus says, a man must be born of water
and of the Spi.-it. To enter the sheepfold
a man must go in at the door, to be an
honest sheep entitled to stay there--and as
the birth of water and of the Spirit is the
mode of entrance into the kingdom of God
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and the doorway the legitimate mode of
entrance into any enclosure, the kingdom
and sheepfold being the same, the mode of
entrance, or door is t~e same. The mode
of becoming a member legally, in a
strange family, is by adoption.
Paul tells the Saims in one place:"Ye have not received the spirit of bondage, again to fear, but ye have received the
spirit of adoption whereby we cry Abba
Father." God had adopted them as his
children and they were entitled to call him
Father.
There is a prevalent objection to the
church and the kingdom being identical.
Paul, in reasoning on and illustrating the
body of Christ in its perfect form, with
all its officers and gifts by the perfect
body of a man having all its members
complete, at the conclusion of his demonstration, says, "Now ye are the body of
Christ, and members in particular. And
God hath set some [ mem hersJ in the
church, first apostles, secondarily prophets,
thirdly teachers," etc.-I Cor. 12: 28.
Here the body and Church of Christ are
terms used expressive of the same thing.
The apostle says in the 13th verse of this
chapter, "For by one Spirit are we all
baptized into one body, whether we be·
Jews or Gentiles, whether we be bond or
free, and have been all made to drink into
one Spirit." If the reader is not satisfied
as to its general aprlication, let him turn
to the beginning of this letter to the Corinthians and he will there see that Paul is
addressing "the church of God which is at
Corinth, to them that are sanctified in
Christ Jesus, called to be Saints, with all
that in every place call upon the name of
Jesus Christ our Lord, both theirs and
ours."
It then includes all the body or Church
of Christ; indeed it would be folly to
think that the body of Christ consisted only of those at Corinth. There is therefore no question about all of the members
of the body being in the body, baptized
into it, or into the Church of Christ. The
apostle includes himself as being baptized
-with all the rest-into the church.
In the quotation from Colossians he also
includes himself with the rest as being
translated into the kingdom of God's dear
Son, "who hath delivered us from the
power of darkness, and hath translated us
into the kingdom of God's dear Son."
We see that Christ's followers are baptized into the church, also that they are
translated into the kil.)gdom of Christ. We
can readily see that the apostle uses the
terms, church and kingdom as· meaning
the same thing.
The burden of Christ's preaching was
the kingdom of God. On a certain occasion-recorded in Luke fourth chapter
when the people desired that he would
not depart from them he said: "l must
preach the kingdom of God to other cities
also, for therefore am I sent." In fulfillment of the above we hear him saying,
"The kingdom of heaven is like a net cabt
into the sea, which gathered of every kind,
which when it was full, they drew to
shore, and sat down and gathered the good
into vessels; but cast the bad away."
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be likened unto ten virgins who would go
Will any professing Christian say that
this applies to the kingdom of heaven forth to meet the bridegroom, those who
are alive and go forth to meet him must
above, or to the kingdom when
be citizens of the kingdom of God on earth.
comes to reign in person, that
The very fact that there were foolish as
one of them gather of every kind, bad
well as wise virgins, shows a probation or
well as good?
trial, and through that probation a porIt can not allude to where God
tion of the citizens had acted wisely and
for no unholy thing can dwell there.
can not allude to when Christ comes, for kept the laws of that king they were exit is written of him that, "He will smite pecting to meet, The word says that
the earth with the rod of his mouth, and they were permitted to enter into the
marriage, while the other portion who
with the breath of his lips shall he
the wicked."-Isaiah I L Also, "'Nhen had acted foolishly could not enter. We
the Lord Jesus shall descend from heaven think that this parable, with other scriptun~s, will prove the church and the kingwith his mighty angels in flaming
taking vengeance on them that know not dom to be identical. These virgins were
God, and obey not the gospel of our going to meet the bridegroom.
It will not be disputed by the scripture
Lord Jesus Christ, who shall be punished
with everlasting destruction from the pres- student, that Christ is that bridegroom; it
ence of the Lord, and from the glory of is also generally acknowledged by profeshis power; when he shall come to be sing Christians that the church is the bride,
glorified in his Saints.''-2 Thess.
the Lamb's wife.
In Rev. 21:. 7, 8, it
reads: "Let us be glad and rejoice, and
No place for the bad where the
dwells; no place for them when Christ give honor to him; for the marriage of
the Lamb is come and his wife hath made
comes to reign before his ancients
ously. l-Ienee we must look for the
herself ready. And to her was granted
that she should be arrayed in fine linen,
dom where there is a possibility of
bad being gathered, as well as the good- clean and white, for the fine linen is the
but the bad will be cast awav when the righteousness of Saints."
The Revelator was permitted to see, in
separating time comes and that
heavenly
the time when the m1lrmust be on the earth.
In further proof of this we
the riage of the Lamb would take place, when
Savior's preaching of the kingdom as con- the wife would have made herself ready,
tained in Matthew twenty-fifth: ''Then being clothed with righteousness, reprewhich was the clothshall the kingdom of heaven be likened sented by fine
unto ten virgins, which took their
ing of the Saints.
in the majority of
and went forth to meet the
PO"rr"",..,
his epistles to the people of God, in the
different localities of the earth, addressed
and five were wise and five were
them as Saints. In his first letter to the
etc. "Then," an adverb relating to
has reference to the statement made about Corinthians, which we have before quoted,
the second coming of Christ, in the end of he addresses them thus: "Paul, an apostle
the previous chapter; indeed it shows also of Jesus Christ, through the will of God;
in the quotation itself that it would be at and Sosthenes our brother, unto the church
a time when the virgins spoken of were of God which is in Corinth, to them that
are sanctified, called to be Saints," etc.
going forth to meet the bridegroom.
The kingdom spoken of could not be
Here 1t is plainly seen that part of the
the one above where God
for church of God at Corinth were called
Saints, and as :: consequence we reason
several reasons.
rst, No foolish
that other parts of the church at different
could dwell there. They must be in
kingdom represented by the net cast into localities were also called Saints-indeed
others were addressed as such. The aposthe sea. zd, The virgins are
tle in Ephesians, fifth chapter, having his
as going to meet Christ, or
groom, who would start from heaven, for eye on the time shown in vision to John,
Peter declared that the heavens must re- concerning the marriage of the Lamb,
tain Jesus till the time of his coming to speaking of Christ, says: "That he might
it to himself a glorious church,
reign; so that if it were possible for them
or wrinkle, or any such.
to be there, they would have no need of not having
going to meet him, for they would be al- thing, but that it should be holy and with-·
ready where he was. 3d, As he was leav- out blemish."
The church would certainly be a gloriing heaven to come on earth to
tho!'e who go to meet him must be upon ous one if holy and without blemish, without spot or wrinkle. Surely, then, its:
earth.
Paul in I Thessalonians, fourth
clothing represented by fine linen clean
and white, would be righteousness; and
establishes this point: "For the Lord
surely she would be ready as a bride for
self shall descend from heaven with a
shout, with the voice of the archangel, and the marriage with the bridegroom.
The conclusion is, from the foregoing,
with the trump of God; and the dead in
Christ shall rise first; Then they who are the bride, the Lamb's wife being clothed
alive.,shall be caught up together in the with the same clothing that the Saints
clouds, with them who rem.1in, t.o meet were, that the Saints compose that bride.
the Lord in the air; and ~o shaH we ever The SainTs also compose the church, therebe with the Lord." It is plain from the fore the church is the bride, the Lamb's
foregoing that some of the people of God wife. The Lamb's wife (prospectively) is
will be alive upon the earth when Christ making ready for the bridegroom, so is
comes, and that as Christ predicted that at the kingdom of God also making ready
the time of his coming the kingdom would for that event; therefore .the church and
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kingdom are one and the same. One more they will have the greatness, and dominion with them a brief statement of the ministerial laproof and we draw our remarks to a close. ofthe kingdom under the whole heaven bor performed, present condition of district and
prospects for the future. I will supply those who
In Matthew 16: 19, 20, the Savior says given to them, when the territory of the have not the regular blanks on which to make
unto Peter: "And I say also unto thee, whole earth shall be the domain of him reports if they will notify me by card.
"whose dominion shall be from sea to sea,
H. A. STEBBINS.
that thou art Peter; and upon this rock I
Church Secretary.
will build my church, and the gates of and from the rivers to the ends of the
earth."
hell shall not prevail against it. And I
CHURCH RECORDER'S NOTICE.
How necessary it is for the fallen sons
will give unto thee the keys of the kingDistrict presidents and clerks, or others, who
dom of heaven; and whatsoever thou shalt and daughters of Adam to become adopted
bind on earth shall be bound in heaven, as citizens in the kingdom of God, in this have in their hands branch reports that have
received at district conferences, will eonfer
state, "And be prepared for been
and whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth
a favor by forwarding them to me immediately.
to come in the which the Son of And the reports to the February and March conshall be loosed in heaven."
come down in heaven, clothed ferences, please send them in as soon as possible
In the eighteenth chapter in reads:
"Moreover if thy brother shall trespass in tbe brightness of his glory to meet the after the sessions, so that all may be recorded beH. A. STEBBINS,
which is set up on the earth; fore ApriL
against thee, go and tell him his fault beChurch Recorder.
may the kingdom of God go
tween thee and him alone; if he shall hear
that the kingdom of heaven may
thee, thou hast gained thy brother, but if
AUTUMN LEAVES.
0, God may be glorified in
he will not hear thee, then take with thee come, that
The
following
is the contents of the Autumn
one or two more, that in the mouth of heaven, so on earth, that thy enemies may
for February:
two or three witnesses every word shall be subdued for thine is the honor, power Leaves
The Spoilers of jerusalem.-Morning Song.ever and ever. Amen."- ·whom Hath God Chosen.-New Year.-The
be established. And if he shall neglect and
to hear them, tell it unto the church; but D.
Ed.), sec. 24.
Story of the Book of Mormon.-- Under the LampE. STAFFORD.
Light.-The Poor Widow's Offering.-Advice to
if he neglect to hear the church, let him
LA:~WNI, Iowa, Dec. 28th.
All-Read Good Books.-"Neglected Once, I
he unto you as an heathen man and a pubCome No More."-Pattie; Or, Leaves From a
lican. Verily, I say unto you, WhatsoLife.-Lecture Before the Student's Society.ever you shall bind on earth shall be bound
Baby's CurL-Notes on the Wing.-Address to
in heaven; and whatsoever ye shall loose
the Lamoni Sabbath SchooL-The Child's Prayer--February Twenty-Second.--Autumn Leaves
on earth shall be loosed in heaven."
from the Tree of Poetry.-Leaves from Palestine.
We perceive in the first place, that
CENTRAL MISSOURI.
-With the Church in an Early Day.-Saint
Christ asserts that he is going to build his
Conference met with the Wakenda branch, at
Valentine's Day.-Editor's Corner.-· An Autnmn
church-upon a certain foundation.
ro o'clock a.m., December rst, 1888, J. B. BelchLeaf.-A Debt of Honor.-Pencilings by an
Second, that he was going to give Peter er presiding, Geo. W. Carter secretary- Reports A ustralian.-Corsets.-Round Table.
the keys or authority to act in the king- of brances: Wakenda, no changes. No report
Alma or Missouri River branches. Bro. R.
dom of heaven-no doubt in a presiding from
TO NEVADA SAINTS.
L. Ware as missionary was present with us.
capacity, to "feed his sheep"-w hose ac- The committee appointed to investigate the adDistrict conference will be held at Genoa, Netions in that kingdom would be upon visability of adopting the delegate systein in the vada, February 17th, at ro a. m. A full report
earth, in the earthly part of the kingdom district reported that they thought it not wisdom of all the branches is desired; also a full attendof heaven; For the bindmg and loosing to adopt it at present. It was resolved that the ance of the officers and members is earnestly
desired.
D. L JoNES, Dist. Pres.
next conference be held with the Alma branch at
were to be done upon
and after the
King's school-house on Saturday, March 9th,
that were to be endorsed in heaven.
at IO o'clock. The pr .·sent officers of the district
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
In the third place the same language is were sustained for the next quarter. Brn. W. L.
Tne Central California District Conference
used concerning the loosing and binding Ware and J. B. Belcher were appointed a com- will convene at Deer Creek (near Alila) Tulare
on earth, and endorsing in heaven, in the mittee to labor in the district in connection Vlith county, ::Vlarch 15th to 17th. All come who wilL
the branch authorities during the next quarter.
By order of the Dist. Prest.
church, that is used concerning the same Adjourned ..
acts in the kingdom of heaven.
The March Conference of the Dec~ttur district
\Ve thus conclude that the earthly porINDEPENDENCE.
will be held at Lamoni beginning at ten o'clock
tion of the kingdom of heaven, and the
on Saturday the 9th. .Branch presidents and
Conference convened at Holden, Missouri, Jan.
church, or body of Christ, are identical; 5th. L N. White presiding. .Branch reports: clerks are requested to make out their statistical
that when the Savior said he would build Independence, last report 62 r, present 645, I I reports in proper time, and all the ministry who
his church, it was tantamount to !<laying baptized, r8 received, 4 removed, r died, 2 mar- have labored should also report in person or by
letter. It is desired that each branch be well
Clinton 63, 6 baptized, I marriage. Holthat he would organize his kingdom on riages.
represented by both ministry and members, so
den 38, 17 baptized. Eldorado Springs 50, 4 bapearth. And this kingdom or government tized, r died, 1 ordained. First Kansas City 34, far as practicable.
H. A. STEBBINS,
District President.
of God was established for the salvation I di.ed. Rich Hill 57, 13 baptized, 3 received, r
of man. The king upon his throne and died, 2 ordained, 1 marriage. Elders reports: E.
BORN.
the most abject of his subjects, with all Curtis baptized 9, J- McKinsey, Abner Lloyd, A.
White, C. St. Clair baptized 12, F. C. Warnkey
Woons.-Near Wilber, Nebraska, Oct. 30th,
of his subjects between the two extremes, baptized
F. G. Pitt, I. N. White bap~ized 5, S.
r888, to Bro. Andrew N. and Sr. Malissa R
are all on a par with respect to salvation, Crum.
: D. E. Tucker baptized 2, R.
Woods, a son. Blessed Jan. 3oth, r889, by Elder
and can not by any enactment of their May, Henry Scarc!iff. Teachers: H C Johnson, RobL
M. Elvin, and named William Wallace.
own be brought into relationship with I-L Sparling. The request from Lowry City to
ELLIOTT<-To Joseph and sister Eva B Elliott
organize
a
branch
there
was
granted.
Request
God, or become citizens of his kingdom.
February 8th, 1886, a son, named Theron Sherto
a branch at Rockville or Taborville
man; and October 3d, r888, a son, named ClarIt follows then, that if redemption from was
to president of district. Next conthe fall is brought about, it must be by ference meets at Holden, Saturday, May 4th, at ence Garfield, and blessed by Elder T. J- Martin.
DIED.
the enactment of the God of heaven and IO a m. Delegates to General Conference: I.
McF ARLAND.-At Argenta, Arkansas, Jan.
earth and such enactment establishes the N. White, A. White, E. Curtis, F. G. Pitt, F. C.
Election of officers of district: I. N.
28th, r889, Christina McFarland, wife of Bro.
fact
government upon the earth by the Warnky.
White president, A. White vice president, S.
John McFarland. Her remains were interred at
power that so enacted.
Crum secretary; all for 6 months or until
Bellefontaine cemetery, St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 31st,
This government would be that of God, their successors are elected. Bishop's agent's 1889 Funeral service at Bro. McFarland's, sen.,
2105 Division St., St. Louis, by R. Etzenhouser.
or the kingdom of God though upon earth. statement accepted.
We have seen that it was established up- -<~=======~======== Text: Eccl. r2: 13< 14.
CouLSON.-At Omaha, Nebraska, December
on the earth at our Savior's first ad vent,
zd, 1888, Sr. Rosa May Coulson, beloved daughand we have also seen that it would be upter of brother and •ister Coulson. She was born
on the earth at his second advent, and all
December 23<1, 1873, "'!as baptized at Nebraska
CHURCH SECRETARY'S NOTICE.
City, June r8th, r883, by Bro. J. W. Waldsmith,
the faithful citizens of it will be received
Presidents and clerks of districts will confer a
confirmed by Brn.James Thompson and R. M. Elof their king when he conoes to reign as fav01:
if they will make out their statistical revin. Funeral service by Bro. Oscar H . .Brown.
King of Kings over all the earth; and, ac- porto for the past year and send them in by, or as
Woons.-Near Wilber, Nebraska, November
cording to God's revealed will to Daniel, soon after the rst of March, as possible. Include 25th, 1888, of kidney complaint, Bro. Hannibal
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Wood. He was born February 22d, r8r6, at
Armenia, Dutchess county, New York. Heremoved to Illinois in r83o, and thence to Iowa in
rSso, uniting with the Freewill Baptists in 1859·
Removed to Nebraska in r866, and came under
the watchcare of the United Brethren Church in
r873. Was baptized by Robert M. Elvin September 26th, r886. His earthly pilgrimage was
72 years, 9 months and 3 days.
He leaves an
agt>d wife, four sons and one daughter to mourn
his departure. He was a man of strong convictions, but nevertheless kindly disposed. Elder
Levi Anthony conducted the funeral services.
At the request of the departed, Elder Robert M.
Elvin preached the sermon, from Luke 14:
14, on February 3d, r889, at the Castor schoolhouse which was crowded, those present attesting the worth and respect of a good citizen an:l
a true saint who awaits the summons of the
resurrection of the just.
HAYMAN:-Margaret A. Hayman was born
January 9th r8rr; was baptized in 1844, and passed through some of the bitter trials at Nauvoo.
With her husband and family she went to Utah,
and located in Springville where she lived up to
the time of her death, and where she united with
the Reorganized Church. She passed peacefully away on the roth day of January, r889, leaving a large family and many friends to mourn
her departure. Bishop Packard and others of
the Utah people conducted the funeral services.
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No. 30.-0rigin of the Book of Mormon... .
per
15c., per hundred...... 1 10
No. 31.-What
Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and an Evangelical Church? Also, Kirtland Temple Suit.... same price No.4.
No. 32.-Which is the Church? doz.5c. 1 100 40
No. 36.-The Spaulding Story Re-Exammed
dozen 20c., per hundred..•.. 1 25
Trial of
·witnesses to the B.esurrection
5e. each, per dozen. . . . . .. .. • • .. 50
Prophecy on the B.ebellion; per 100....... 15
~An assortment of Tracts, 35 cents.
COMPLETE SET OF TB.ACTS.
Bound in
Cloth turned in . . . . • • • • • • • 75
COWDERY LETTERS.
Containing valuable matter in relation to
Calling of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery
Translation of the Book of Mormon, and the
Angelic bestowal of the Priesthood.
In paper covers 8c. each, per dozen........ 75
Without covers 5o. each, per dozen. . . • • • • • 50
MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Human Life Here and Hereafter, by A. 'IYilford Hall; 544 pages .... 1 50
Universalism Against Itself; 336 pages .... 1 00
Josephus, complete, library leather ....... , 3 50
Gibson's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, cloth boards, 5 volumes ............ 4 00
Mosheim's Church History, 2 vols ......•.. 4 00
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) ... 1 80
Rollin's Ancient History, 2 vols. in one .... 4 00
The Koran, library leather ............... 2 00
Gieselar's Ecclesiastical History, from A. D.
1 till 1854, cloth boards, 5 vols.......... 10 00
The Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius Pamphilus, Bishop of Ctesarea and Palestine .2 00
Cruden's Complete Concordance of Bible .. 1 75
Bible Text Book ......................... 1 00
Apocryphal New Testament.•..••••••••.•. 1 65
Brown's Concordance of Bible............ 60
Emerson's Ready Binder, Herald silll6.. • • • • 65
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H HEARKEN TO THill WoRD

HE

SH.&lf~L

HAVE

Ol;~ THE

Lo:t:m;

l'foNE.~'--Pag~

:wou. ~1 Hl!:nE

116, Book

"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MA::q BHOULD HAV:c1 OXJ-1:

BH.ALX.

~V1ormon 1

No'I'

.&NY .1tlAN

AM:m:.ra 1:·ou

HAVE SAVE IT BE ONE

chap. 2l pax. €L

AND 0J:TE "VV0:3IAN BU'l' ONE IlaSBAND~ EXCEPT IN CASE OF

Cora:mandments, sec. 109, par. 4,

For the Scriptures seem to convey the imthat th,tt event will be one of univer~al an,d startl.mg in;tpo;rt to the in.b~bi
t;;ms of tnc ''·ann; while m contr,;st tl'lat of
I9'~h, 1780, was observable only in
.Entrland ?.nd the adj8ccnt countries ..
h<lV·~ no European nor :1ny other
concerning its occurenece

Offl0ial Paper of tho

JOSH;PH SAfiTH

W. W.

BLAIR

.1~DIT0rt.

f,, SSOClArr ~~ 'ED1T01L

24th
Transl?.tion, the
a connected nar ..
Events which should
frPm that time vntil hi:s second
In !he e11rl v part of the
he tcils thern . ~ of the destructnnDle; of their
;-1ncf d(.. ath; of the
desolati0n (war of conJ erus:dern; its fin a. I overt be
of the Je~vvs.~'
the si,gnific,mt
verse 21, ''Bdwld these things
unto you
the
then proceeds to mention oth ..
b~s

e1ecr; the preach1ng
of the kin_!;dom. for a
nat~nn~~~ a.fi·er vv hich the
tak•·s nh•c": ·''fl. ''C :c;o·a;n ~h"1l the
.. ~./· d~,;o.lati~'~. ;~oke~ ~f bv
-nf

2:

, be fn1fille.d. And imtl!e trihulation of thu~e
the sun shan be d::-trkenc'd, and the
rnoon sh;d1 nn~: e,ive her li~·ht, and the s,L=trs
~h:dl f,\l] fr<;m henv.en. and the l?.o"'v~rs of
l1E~aven S!"l(Hi he Sti;-:lken.
v~--rnv [ ~ay
unto vou, thi~; gent.:rntion 1 in vvbich these
·· shall be ~ho-vvn forth .. shall not
I hw~ tole! y~u sh~ll he
the

-,vhile tbe
Christ
have been commanded to "watch" and "be

ciays

~-T1ll

corne

earth shall pass away, yet
iTI \~ -..:vc:1 d 3 hall not pgss avva y; but a 11 sh:d 1
bt; fuH·illtcL And as I sa1d bef(Jre" after
tl!e tribulsJwn of those days and the powers nf th~ heavens sh2tl1 he
then
shall appear :he sign of the Son of man in
heaven; and then ~ha!l all the tribes of ~he
o:11rth nwum. And
shall see the Son
in the cJnnds nf heaven~.
And whr;sf;
not be deceived."-24: 33-39.-I. T.
Fnnn these statements we !e:;rn thr't af.
ter the:
is restored, and nreached 1n
all tbL~
fnr a vvitness .. arld afrer Tcrusa 1£m i~ again b,-osief!ed. in the laiter
days, (which is evidently the same siege
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referred to in Ezekiel 38: 8-23; Zecb. 14:
1-3,) tbat immediately after the tribulation
of those days "the sun shall be darkened,
and the moon shall not give her light, and
the stars shall fall from heaven, and the
powers of heaven shall be shaken." See also
verse 37 of Matthew 24th chapter, I. T.
Mark and Luke also agree with the above
in their narratives.
In this connection we call attention to
the revelations of God through his servant Joseph Smith, contained in the Doctrine and Govenants. They are plain and
perfectly harmonious with other and more
ancient Scriptures. It will be noticed
that they are predictions of jzdure events:
"Abide ye in the liberty wherewith ye are
made free; entangle not yourscl ves in sin,
but let your hands be clean, untii the Lord
come, for not many days hence and the
earth shall tremble, and reel to and fro as
a drunken man, a·nd the sun shall hide his
face, and shall refuse to give light, and
the moon shall be bathed in blood, and
the stars shall becom~ exceeding angry,
and shall cast tnemsel ves down as a fig that
falleth from off a fig tree. And after your
testimony cometh wrath and indignation
upon the people; for after your testimony
cometh the testimony of earthquakes, that
shall cause groanings in the midst of her,
and men shall fall upon the ground, and
shall not be able to stand. And also cometh the testimony of the voice of thundrrings, and the voice of lightnings, and the
voice of tempests, and the voice of waves
of the sea, heaving themselves beyond their
bounds. And all things shall be in commotion; and surely men's hearts shall fail
them; for fear shall come upon all people;
and angels shall fly through the midst of
heaven, crying with a loud voice, sounding the trump of God, saying, Prepare ye,
prepare ye, 0 inhabitants of the earth, for
the judgment of our God is come: behold,
and lo, the Bridegroom cometh, go ye out
to meet him. And immediately there
shall appear a great sign in heaven, and
all people shall see it together. And another angel shall sound his trump, saying,
That great church, the mother of abominations, that made all nations drink of the
wine of the wrath of her fornication, that
oersecuteth the saints of God. that slwd
their blood: she who sitteth ~pon many
water~, and upon the islands of the sea;
behold, she is the tares of the earth, she is
bound in bundles. her bands are made
strong, no man car; loose them; therefore
she i~- ready to be burned. And he shall
sound his trump hoth long and loud, and
all nations shaH hear it."---Doctrine and
Covenants, 85: 24-26. Again: "And it
shall come to pa;,s that he that feareth me
shall be lookin.g- forth for the the great day
of the Lord to come, even for the signs of
the coming of the Son Man; and they ~hall
see signs and wonders, for they shall be
shewn forth in the heavens above, and in
the earth b<:;neath; and they shall behold
blood and fire and v>Jpors of smoke, and
before the day of th;; Lord shall come, the
sun shall be darkened, and the moon he
turned into blood, and stars fall from
heaven; and the remnant shall be
gathered unto this place; and then they
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shall look for me, and behold I will come;
and they shall see me in the clouds of heav-en, clothed with power and great glory,
with all the hoi y angeis, and he that watcheth not for me shall be cut off."--D. & C.
45:6.
These revelations give us clear and def.
inite information i·egarding the
of
the times, hence we need not be dece'ived
bv the false and misleading interoretatlons
of sects and men who, denying> and ridiculing the organization, bel ps,
ments, gifts, and some of the
which the Lord
to
prepare and perfect
presume
to "figure out" the meaning
the various
scriptural prophecies by their own \lVisdom, forgetting the counsel of God which
declares that, "No man knoweth the
things of God but by the Spirit of God;"
that "spiritual things are
discerned," etc., etc.
In the full blaze of the Holy
inspiration the Saints are put in possession
of the uncorrupted word of God through
His .servant the prophet. The more we
study the three books the more will our
knowledge and spirituality grow.
For
therein are safeguards a~?ainst all the devices of the evil one.
.~
It is a painful thing to witness the doings of some who, once enlightened, have
suffered the lig-ht within them to vanish
and become darkened: but such are also
"signs" of the times.~ Becoming first
careless, then darkened in mind, their i.ove
"waxes cold," and it is not
before
they are bitterly opposing the
But
the counsel of the Savior was. "Take heed
to yourselves;" and "Whoso treasureth up
my word shall not he deceived!' Let us
study the word of the Lord as revealed
and contained in the three books and live
by every word w bich proceedeth
tense) out of the mouth of God.
revelations contained in the Book of Mormon
and the Doctrine and Covenants
light and haunony when studied in
nection with the Bible. And we
that the assaults me~de upon them will
serve but to awaken inquiry and stimulate
a closer study of the Insnired
the Book of Mormon ~nd the Doctrine
and Covenants. The tlr;;t
the Church was rebuked
lightly the Book of Mormon and the former commandments in these words:
"And now I give unto von" commandment to beware. concernirigto
give diligent heed to the words nf eternal
Efe; for you shall live
everv word that
pro,~eedeth forth from
1nouth of God.
For the word oft he Lord is
and whatsoever is truth is light, and whatsoever is
light i~ Spirit, even the Spirit of Jesus
Christ; and the Spirit g·iveth light to
man that cometh into the world; and
Spirit enlig-hteneth every man
the
world, that bearkeneth to the voice of the
Spirit; and every one that hearkeneth to
the voice of the Spirit, cometh unto God,
even the Father; and the Father teacheth
him of the covenant which he has renewand confirmed upon you, which is confirmed upon you for your sakes, and not
for your sakes only, but for the sake of

the whole world: and the whole world lieth in sin, and groaneth under darkness
and under the hondag·e of sin: and by this
you may know they are under the bondage of sin, because they come not unto
me; for whoso cometh not unto me is under the bondage of sin; and whoso receiveth not my voice is not. acquainted with
my voice, and is not of me; and by this
you may know the rig-hteous from the
wicked, and that the whole world groaneth under sin and darkness even now.
And your minds in times past have been
darkened hec11use of unbelief, and because
you have treated lightly the things you
have received, which vanity and unbelief
bath brought the whole church under condemnation. And this condemnation resteth upon the children of Zion, even all;
and they s!-Jall remain under this condemnation until they repent and remember the
new covenant, even the Book of Mormon
and the former commandments which I
have g·iven them, not only to say, but to
do according to that which I have written,
that they may bring- forth fruit meet for
their Father's kingdom, otherwise there
remaineth a scourge· and a judg-ement to
be poured out upon the children of Zion;
for shall the children of the kingdom pollute my holy land? Verily, I say unto
you, nay."-D. & C. 83: 7, 8.
When these commandments are lived
up to, the testimonies of God's Spirit will
be given to His people, bearing witness to
the precious and wonderful truths revealed in these last davs.
Let us "treasure up" (study and remember) the revelations of the Lord that we
may not be deceived. The example of
some of God's people who have been so
sorely mi~led hy fdse shepherds in our
own times should be sufficient to warn us
to not repeat their mistake in failing to
to acquaint ourselves with and live by the
word of the Lord.
In co:mection with the foregoing we
publish an extract from the account of the
expulsion of the Saints from Independence
and Jackson county, Mi~souri, in 1833·
The incident referred to occurred early in
the morning of November 13th, the day
following the cruel expulsion of the
S<1ints. From this it will 'be seen that
seph Smith the Seer regarded the
sign which is the subiect of our
a "-future event.
We. quote from
and Seasons, vol. 6, page 898:
"N ovem her T3th. Ahout four o'clock a,
m., I was awakened bv Bro. Davis knocking at my door., and cnlling on me to arise
and behold the signs in i he heavens. I
arose, and to mv g-reat joy, beheld the stars
fall from heaven like a shower of hail
stones; a literal fulfiment of the word of
God as recorded in the holy Scriptures as
a sure sign thHt the coming of Christ is
close at hand. In the midst of this shower of fire I was led to exclaim, How marvelous are thy works 0 Lord! I thank
thee for thy mercy unto thy servant, save
me in thy kingdom for Christ's sake:
Amen.
"The appearance of these signs varied in
different sections of the country: in Zion,
all heaven seemed enwrapped in splendid
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fire-works, as if everv star in the broad expanse had been suddenly hurled from its
course and sent lawless throug-h the wilds
of ether. Some at times appeared like
bright shooting meteors with long trains
of light following in their course, and in
numbers resembled large drops of rain in
sunshine.
Some of the long trains of
light following the meteoric stars were
visible for some seconds; those streaks
would cut and twist up like serpents
writhing. The appearance was beautiful,
grand and sublime beyond description, as
though all the artillery and fire-works of
etemitv were set in motion to encha.nt and
entert;in the Saints, and terrify and awe
the sinners on earth.
Beautiful and terrific as was was the scenery, which might
be compared to the falling figs or fruit
when the tree is shaken by a mighty wind,
yet it will not fully compare·with the time
when the sun shall become black like :-acktloth of hair, the moon like blood; (Rev.
6: 12); and the stars fall to the earth as
these appeared to vanish when they fell
behind the trees, or came near the ground."
SUSTAIN THE HOPE.

Now THAT the Compendium and the
Sunday School Questioi1 Book are at the
service of the several Sunday Schools, the
opinion may prevail that it- is no longer
necessary for the Sunday Schools to continue taking the number of HoPES formerly subscribed for when the weekly
lessons were published. Should such an
idea obtain and result in individuals or
schools withdrawing their support, to any
extent, from the HoPE, we think they
will make a great mistake, and thereby
not only faii to sustain a wNthy and necessary publication, but also suffer great
loss themselves and fail to continue in line
with the requisite progress, attainment and
unison of the Sunday School work.
The HoPE has but just fairly begun its
mission of usefulness, and not until Sunday Schools have fully accomplished their
work can we do without the weeklv issues
of the little paper; which, by the ,;;.ay,, we
expect to see largely increased in size, and
teeming with life giving, vitalizing sugf!estions and exoeriences concerning· the
~ticcessful operation of that great and as
yet but partially comprehended workthe religious education and development
of the young-the hope of the Church.
To the early Church was given a commandment of the Lord concerning a work
the object of which was that "little children also may receive instruction before
me as is pleasing- unto me." The organization of Sunday School Associations in
the various districts is indicative of the inspiration of the Holy Spirit constraining
the Lord's people to more fully obey that
injunction--for He neglects no feature of
His great work, but constrains each department with all its factors as "helps"
and "governments" to perform their appointed part, omitting no essential feature,
thus keeping the entire system perfect.
If we shall rightly discern the spiritual
signs ofthe times, those who are in.:erested
in Sunday School work will not suffer the
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Bro. Ch,ules 1V1. l\1organ wrote from
HoPE, the organ and exponent of whatever is prog:ressive in the methods of that Sigel postoffic(', Michigan, that Bro. Robparticular and valuable department of the ert Davis had been among the Saints
great latter day work, to decrease in circu- there and his lahors had been productive
lation and influence by reason of slackness of good.
He and Bro. Davis went to
on their part. There ~~re yet undeveloped
Gore, Michigan, where they labored for a
"reserve force~" to be brought out for the time and baptized two.
Bro. T. E. Staley of Sutton, K~n~a~,
perfection and equipment of the Sunday
Schools and their officers, teachers and writes that Bro. G-. E. Deuel had been
scholars. Let no one look back or conpreaching some in that section of country
tentedly halt simply because we have last January and the word was well remade a partial progress, but let the ceived.
He expresses the opinion that
HoPE, through which we expect to re- "homeless Saints would do weil to settle
ceive the benefit of the experiences of here. Land is cheap and soil good but we
many'talented school workers, be continhad a bad drouth last year which makes
ued, its subscription lists steadily grow, times bad in a new country like this.
and its size be increased. It is the natural Many of the settlers have provetl up on
complement of the Sunday School. The their lands and left the country leaving it
children anticipate receiving and reading very thin] y settled."
it', and its perusal by them at their homes
In a recent letter Bro. J. W. Cbatburn
increases and enlivens their interest in the states that the Saints at Harlan, Iowa,
schooL
have organized a Sunday School, f. B.
We are confident that the editor of the Swain superintendent, Sr. Hardman assisHoPE, Sr. Walker, will energetically con- tant superintendent, Willie HardmAn
tinue to make the little paper more and clerk and Pearl Swain treasurer. He
mor<' interesting, and that, aided by original thinks its pro~pects are good.
contributions of those who have that work
Bro. John Trantor of Iowa City, Iowa,
at beart, she will be able to increase its writes that he would be glad to have elders
size and also the interesting features of its call and preach there when passing.
con·;:ents. In the last issue she commences
Sr. Eliz~ Eichorn, 30 Lincoln street,
a series of questions which will be invaluColumbus, Ohio, desires that the gospel be
able as suggestions to tl:-ose using the pieached in that city. Her husband is not
Compendium.
a member of the church, but she thinks he
Let all the Sunday Schools and sub- may become interested if he would hear
scribers increase rather than diminish their the principles of the gospel.
subscriptions. \Ve trust that all school
Sr. Zelia D. Carter of Kilchis postoffice,
superintendents will labor and publicly Tillamock county, Oregon, states that they
call attention to this matter from time to would like to have an elder come there
time. \Ve also urge all adult members of and preach for the few Saints and their
the Church to take an interest in the Sun- neighbors.
day School cause. There is great need of
Sr. Mary E. Bozarth wrote from Ruskand earnest awakening in this in, N ucko!ls county, N ebraRka, that herHow can our work in behalf of self and family have not heard any preachthe strang-er be acceptable to God while . ing for five years. She rejoices in the
our own flesh and blood are uncared for! Lorrl's goodness and in his blessings to her
children when affiicted. She would like
an elder to go there and preach the gosEDITORIAL ITEMS.
pel.
Bro. D. L. Shinn who has been laEsPECIAL attention is called to the "Essay on the Bible," which appears in the boring at Big Springs, Calhoun county,
corn munice~tion department of this issue of West Virginia, writes that he had baptizthe HERALD. lt is worthy of the careful ed six, blessed sixteen children and reorstudy of Bible and Book of Mormon stu- ganized the branch, leaving it with twenty-six members and in good condition.
dentso
From Plain Citv, Utah, February 7th, Mobocracy had died out there :md the
minister who starterl it was losing his influBro. R. J. Anthony writes that he expected to soon begin a campaign at SLlter- ence among the people. Bro. Shinn was
called away for a time but expects to reville, Utah.
A letter from Bro. T. M. Parr of Min- turn to Calhoun countv soon.
neapoils, Minnesota, informs us that Bro.
Bro. vVilliam PAr•om recently wrote
E. A. Stedm:m has been preaching there from North Branch, KAnsas, expressive of
to good audiences and that quite an inter- the interest he fells in the cause to which
he was at one time interested and without
est has been awakened and four have dethe benefits of it. He enjoys the church
sired baptism.
Bro. Edward M. Davis wrote from
publications and rene.ws therefor.
Beaver, Utah, the 3d instant urging that
Bro. J. D. Bennett is working his way
ministerial aid be furnished the work to St. Joseph, l\1issouri, preaching en route.
there.
He sclVS Rev. L:1ne of Provo, His contemplated route is along the Kanmade Beaver a "call of late, abused Joseph sas state line toward Pawnee Citv, thence
the Seer and Bro. Luff, blinded and mis- via Hiawatha and Fanning to St. Joseph.
led some and tried to l!et him to abandon
Those desiring his lnbors should address
the faith.
But Bro. Davis rebuked his him care of M. ]. Cutler, Manley, Kanslander and refus,ed his proselyting solic- sas.
itations. W c hope our missionaries may
This office clesires to obtain a copy of
visit that city aud ·vicinity and build up the ·'Mormonism Exposed," hy E. D. Howe.
A fair price will be paid for it.
gospel work there.
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President \V. W. Blair left
14th, to :ntenJ the conference
the Galland's Grove
which vvill
be held vvith the .S~1len1 branch~ on Fri~
day, February 1
He expects to labor
in. that vicinity
one~ 'l.iveeks
Let it be understood that
no
con1n1unlca.tions or
less th{: \'vr·iter
If the -writers
na.rnes to appear to the1r
state the sarne and tb:~ir
complied with. Ple,lse do not
lest o_ffi~nse rebults
by this office.
The Hendel Officc;
all vvho can should Si3ttle
with the office soon,so that th,ere
mn.de a~:; favorable an annual cxhi
as
pos~ib1e to
to the next Genr~ral
Conference~
1"'he Board of Pub1icD.tion
will meet
sotne tirnc bef0re conference
make up the!r
Let
all concernefl see to this
Send all tJ1or1eys to D. Dancer} box 1
I..dxmon1, Decatur countv .. Iovva
sttttenlents of accounts" -~Nith
whether for

ed to be taught. But when it comes to th.at.
point where a minister must not tell the adults of
their faults and their almost unpardonable sins,
wilhout being kicked out of the church, then the
rnoral influence ceases and it is time to call a
halL In too many lmtanees, to-day, the minister is as potter's clay to be moulded by the congregation, instead of the congregation being clay
to be moulded by the preacher and the word of
God. Though the above facts exist, and are
generally known, yet -.vhcn revival meetings are
in progress, these very members who are ready
to oust the preacher if he does not preach to suit
them, will come around with crocodile tears
streaming down their hypocritical cheeks and
beg you to let them pray for you, or ask you to
go up to the altar. They are asking to pray
many times for those v.hom they need to pray
for them. They talk about grace, but grace in
an ungracious mouth is but prorane."

F~bruary

ful unto the end.
~~~=·~---~-~-~-~-~,=="''"""
-------------------~-

EXTRACT'S FRO_M Ll:"<:'I'TERS.

Br<>. j. C.
~'I

have
the ldnd l

to pronounce
ever sPeo.

h~ve

c.d-

~'~i:~fceth~~f ~:[~~-:t~gr:ulent o;_nt~l~~b!;\~~j,~:~:t~~hen ;~~
merits of the
book are known that :no elc\er
or Sunday Sch.uol teach~r

Pres.

Smith wrote

Hall,
do r.:ot. ·;,.,:ill nther•.:--d0e 1 in ~am~::
rnorrc.Pn~ night on the rnar·~."iage question.

Bro.

J.

to-

Ist

THE following extract is from the New
Albany, Indiana, Ledger, of recent
which was sent us by Bro. M. R. Scott.
Threats in anonymous letter had been
;:cnc: to Bro. Scott, warming him to desist
from further preaching at Byrnville. He
writes that said threats were traced directly to some religionists there vv ho
sought by that means to put a stop to our
work there. Bro. Scott state" that the opposition is now about at an end and that
some have requested baptism:

cations~

Bro& John
1gan, 'iNrites that the V\rork
somewhat at tkd:

He has b:1ptized three since hst
it to be ::1

Alb"'
his mi ....;-

sion and
fou;:~~d
m:1nv of
but ::>thers almost
• a.t me
. ' pos t Ot£" nuty
'
.
The Cambria Leader of

ed E,,
vvhich occurred
iV1urristorL
The Leader doe'S hot "tate h;lw th·e m'ltter was decided~ \Ve are
that our
brethre11. in Wales are
{1tt2ntlon~
·Vile print
on~.:: do1 .
Jar each, and death notices her::.
But e
can nut print ve:rs<~s 'VVitL dea.lh nolici::s~
except they occupy smnl!
; and even
then we sometinH'S find it
tht'm at alL But vvhf.;n men are
nr.te

the
1narr1~ge

noiices -- ~1nd don'r

the

dollaro

It 1:;
to
Bro. David Dancer is

1

an:: filled ,:>.,rith bdghi.

relig1ous 1I1H.:bint:; is cha':'g'-:(1
vals. .:'\nother ver,y irnporhtnl
that ')Hr n!:h . Lt.ers of

regular 1n1:eris
::Hle

~~Dct

abl{-; to note thnt

his
V\1 e have rnissed hirn
the pssr fom·
post when in lw;;Hh.
Bro. D. "'vV.
Carsnn~

HWx-ucr-I shcu1J a rr.dn·lstt'r do, prench the gospel, or preach io suit !he congregad,:n? It cern
tainly votas alway·s the purpose, and f!.-nclently the
practlce~ io!· a rn h1ister to p.reach
gospel and
teach the people: the truth and tbs VFay to do
right and to
the~ Joohd:~::ps of Christ~
that they rnlght bav£: evC::rlasting life" The Bible
tells us tha;·. "''vhen Chd'St
r:a:rth he
t.-:J.ught the truth
But c•l late )'0'Hrs,
since tlE~ Bible i~ taught
rnachiner.v~ aB it
wel'e, (fo:- ihc> mluisters arc·
tiontd at d1fferent po1nts 1

he vvuuld Eke ~;n
elder to r~·o there
to his
bors. His faith in the work is firm and

you rEust pn::ach to suit us.
vdll be your race In th);:;
" Thr2rc£ore
it has con1e to p~ss that the truth rnt.wt not be
prea[:bed H it hirs any· of
of the
church. \l'{e think the tnGt<:ll int1,Jence of th2
churcht:s a tine thing for the dsing generation)
bi.:'cause our children are taught the Bible in the
Sunday Schools as it reads, and as it was intend-

1

"The Ledger's correspondent at Byrr.ville, Harrison county, where the Church of the Latter
Day Saints have a number of members and for
some time carried on successful revival meetings,
writes as follows in relation to these people:
'"The impression abroad that the people of
Byrnville and vicinity are doing a great wrong
in permitting •Mormons' to preach here is very
extensive. Just here we would like to speak a
kind word for the Mormons and exonerate the
p(:ople of Byrnville. The members of the church
of th'-" Latter Day Saints have been among our
people now for almost a year, and during that
time no one can say aught against them with regard to business or religion; and the absurd idea
that they preach, teach or believe in polygamy is
vvithout the least foundation for belief. One
thing we do know, and that is that no sectarian
creed wants to 'monkey' with them in debat-e,
and since they have been preaching here no other
minister of any other denomination can be induced to come, for the reason that they will be
likely to hear something detrimental to their
doctrine.'
"In a conversation with a gentleman residing
at Byrnville, a few days ago, the Ledger was informed that 'the"e Latter Day Saints are all
good cH izens.' The gentleman added: 'A person
attending their service without knowledge of
their denominational character, would suppose
he was in a Methodist or United Brethren revival meeting. They use the same Bible as other
denorninations and their preaching and worship
is full of zeal. There is really no similarity between them and the Mormon Church.'"
Inexhaustible good nature is indeed the most
precious gift of heaven, $preadlng itself like
oil over the troubled sea of thought, and keeping the mind smooth and equable in the roughest weather.
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felt there

""~.:vas

SO!YJ.ethh1g rnorc {cw r_ne; hut

vats to attain it, -vn::s the earnest prayer of
my heart.
I would .<=:o to the Methodist and Baptist
Chnrches, und as thereseerned to be such a spirit
\vlth thern I ')s·ould go to th.~ tnourner's bench to be
prayed for: hu !; I d fd not receive
rnore of the
spirit ~:here. 'rhe first serrnun 1 heard preached of
thh; goto.pe1, Bto. I. ]'{. VVhite preached. I savv
that I was in d&.rkness and did not belong to the Church of Chrh;t; that I had not
been baptiz,~d
one hnving authority. I -.,vas
convinc,,d
thls was the trn<~ Church of God,
poor health when I can1e into this
I wa.s in
Church.
had b'cen afflicted 'ince che year fifythe last stage of consutnption.
I thought my days vvert: but few o~: this earth;
but l thank ~L"ld pnd--~e God that I 'vvas healed instantly by his po~it.rer~ th~ ough the laylng on of
Bro, L 1'\f, \Vhite's hands; and I c~u1 rejoice in
this gospel, for I k::ow it is the power of God
unto salvation to every one that believeth. Ever praying for the welfare of Zion,
I am your siBter in Christ~

li..\DITED .BY SIRTER "'FE.ANUES.''

"I dimly guess from blessing• known
Of greater out of sight,
And, w!th the chastened Psalmist, own
H-:.s judgments too arc right.~~

VAIN HOPES AND FEARS.
[By Archbishop •rrench.]

One time I was allowed to steer
Through realms of azure flight;
Henceforth, I said, I need not fear
A lower, mEJaner flight;
But here shall evermore abide,
In light and splendor glorified.
My heart one time the rivers fed,
Large dBws upon it lay;
A Jreshncss it has won, I said,
Which shall not pass away,
But what it is, it shall remain,
Its freshness to the end retain.

But when I lay upoil the shore,
Like some poor wounded thing,
I deemed I should not over more
Relit my shattered wingNailed to the ground and fastened there;
This was the thou~ht of my despair.

LUCY

A. V.

HORN.

LucAs, Iowa, January r8t.h.
And when rny very heart seemed dried,
And parched as summer dust,
Such still l deemed it must abide;
No hope had I, no trust
That any power again could bless
With fountains that waste wilderness.

Dear Sister Fraces:·-I have been engnged in

But if both hope and fear were vain,
And came alike to uaught,
•rwo lessons we from this may gain,
If aught can teach us aught,One le8son rather-to divide
Between onr fearfulnesK and pride.-Sel.
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Saints, 05coda, Mich .................... $3
Sr. Mary Wilson, Springfield, Neb ......... I
Sr. Annie Harvey, Kansas City, Kan ....... I
Bro. A. C. G., Lamoni, Iowa .... ,.........
Sr. Maggie Waddel, Louisiana, Mo........
Sr. Nancy Cavely, Louisiana, Mo..........
Sr. Mary Sears, Ddoit, Kan......... . . . . . .
Sr. Hannah, Riverside, Cal ................ I
A Sister, Salt Lake City, Utah ............ I
Sr. H. E. Eitleman, Sidney, towa .......... I
A Sister, Lamoni, Iowa . .'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sr. Susannah Agenstine, Omaha, Neb ..... I
Sr. Rachel Agenstine, Omaha, Neb ........ I
Sr. Emma Agenstine, Omaha, Neb ........ I
Sr. Louisa Agenstine, Omaha, Neb ........ I
Sr. Mary Ross, Mound City, Mo ........... I
Sr. E. C. Mayers, 'vVoodb!ne, Iowa.........
Sr. Carrie S. Kibler, Woodbine, Iowa .••... I
A Brother, Dow City, Iowa...............
Sr. C. Johnson, Plano, Ill..... . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bro. Wilson Gorton, Plano, Ill.... . . . . . . . .
Srs. C. E. and D. Cobb, Lower Lake, Cal .. 8
Srs. S. E. and C. Laughlin, Olivet, Iowa...
Sr. Josie Carlisle, U nderwoc>d, Iowa ....... I
Sr. Jennie Scott, Underwood, Iowa ........ I
Sr. Sarah Jasperson, Independence, Oregon.
A Sister, Dimondale, Mich.... . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sr. Kate Hartshorn, Marathon, Iowa ....... 2
~ Send ull moneys to
J.~AJUONI~ Iowa, Fe h. 14th.
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the work for
years, and God has many
tirnes blessed me !n a V'vonderfu1 n1anner. 'rbe
last Vireek of 'the old _year was one of severe trial
for me; bui·j praise the Lord! ·~'v~th the ir1coming
of the ne1.v ,yea::- th1s darkness has fled. May
GoJ 1ncrease our faith. :and give us vvtsdom that
we may know what to pray for. J knO'N the gift
of tonguE's, healing and prophecy are enjoyed by
th(; faHbfu1 orle,s of to· day, as 1i.1 days of old; but
I al~o knovll
require;:;; diligence in the service
of the 1\'1astc1~ 1 and a cor..sistt-nt ·v.ral~~:: before a 11 to
ob';ain. those blcBhings. I re:tnain yo11r ~rster,
MARY

E.

DAVIS.
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D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

HoLDEN, Johnson Co. Mo., Jan. 3oth.

Dear Sister Frances:--Not quite two years
have passed since I became a Lattter Day Saint,
and I can truly say they have been the happiest
years of my life. I was a member in good stand·
ing in the Christian Church, for twenty-five
years and enjoyed a portion of the Spirit of God,
enough to make me hunger and thirst after
rig·hteousness, but I could not find it there.

Iii., Jan. 7J
bpi.rit
S{~ems prornpting me to write you and the readers
of the Home Column to-night. Your supposi·
hnrne duties and the
tion that I atn bnsied
care· of my lhtle chi1d:ren is in a great n1e(3.Eure
correct; and r.;peaking of children leads rne to
say~ tha.t 1, for one~ fet~l that the care and respons1bi1ity
in tra~ning
ch'11d Hin the
w~y
should go/' is b~y tar th.e greatest burden
t1vd: rnothers have to bear.
'rhe sister~ of our br::.ncb have been conducting a rnite society for ove-r three years) which I
have tried in a humble way to aid, and had
n1e3n t to tell ,you of our success: but the report
of the Lucas branch so cc·mpletely oversh.adov.·pd
any
could make that I feel like keeping qulet.
y,,t we enjoy the fruits of our labors, as also the
look of pleased sm-pr!se that comes over the
face:; of strang1:rs on entering our neat little
chapel; and still 'vve are worldng a\vay, lending
new and then a helping· hand to the needy, ar;d
the end is not yet,
Br: t it is n0t of this I wish to wdte, but rather
on the subject of dress. I confess i \iVas not
rn uch interested v~rhen it was firsr discussed in
the Ho;ne Cohnnn~ yet the more I think of it,
tbe :T~ore important it seerns. Aunt Katherine
Salit~bury's letter in a late He·rald rer.alnded tl1e
anew of n1y visit to Burlington; ior it \vas also
my
fonune to attend the conference there,
MILLERSBURG,

f.Jear

5'isier

£r"'ra12ces :---·Some ·restle-ss

nnd v.rith the Saints assen1bled to enjoy n season
of refreshing from the presence of the Lord;
hut it h; more especially of something dse in connecti()n with my stay there that I wish to speak.
'\Ve stopped at the hon1e of Sr,, and I would like
to say Bro. \iVright 1 for I a;n sure that should be
his natne. 'I'h(-; even1ug we arrived, husband
and I attended a meeting of the Fr"e Methodists,
their chnrch being near by. On entering the
house of worship, I was ut onr,e struck by the
plainnesS of the apparel of the -...vomern present,
-rnen 1n general are not so subject to criticlsin
1n matterd of dr.::ss ;-and the sisters there, too,
vvere not arr:~.yed in 3ught that cou1d be termed
"'finery." Not evt·n a feather, a flcnver, nor a
"dressy" hat or bonnet did I see in the whole
goodly cl)ngregation, bm all were so neatly and
plainly dressed. anc1 I tb<:.ught I never saw a
prettier sight; ar-d I c"n truthfully add it was
the first time I ever sa·w s·uch a sight in any
house ol 'vvorship-the Latter Day Saints nol excepted. I did not gd converted to the Free
Methodist reHgion as a ·w·hole. The rnhdster
vvas earnest~ very earnest~ and I thought what he
lacked in knowledge he made up in zeal. He
read somdhlng about the restoration of the children of Israel, and the burden of his comments
thereon was that this was the ·way the Lord
wanted us to iive, etc. But those plain hats and
bonnets! there they were, and I couldn't get
over then1. After an enlivening hymn, the con~
gregation had a season of prayer. Yes, the congregation; for those that did not lead in prayer,
said ''amen" fervently and frequently. It was
noisy and novel to me; but there were those
plain bonnets and hats, and I couldn't help
thinking of them. Then they had a season of
speaking, and many heartfelt tPslirrfonies of
God's goodne>'s; and many protested that they
had left the wor\d with its follies and vanities
behind then~~ and there were those plain bonnets
and hats, and how conid I doubt it? I caught
th,; spirit of the hour, and felt in my heart to say
"Yes; wear your plain bonnets, and in so doing
you are surely fitt1ng your heads for a better
crown bye and bye." As one f!.fter anotf.iler arose
(1Dd told of what God had done and was doing
for them, someth1ng "vhispered: "Can you not,
will you not tell thls people what He has done
for you?" I ob~ved the impulsr\ and trust no
harm v1as dene thereby. In conversing with a
dear sister in Burlington on the plain dressing of
the people mentioned, she said, "0h, I tell you,
sister Short, they are just as proud of thetr plainness as anyone who dresses differently;'' and I
wondered if it wasn't something to be proud of.
Don't the good book say, "Him that glorieth, let
him ::·lory in the Lord?" Perhaps this is what
it means, among other things; who knows?
Dear sistero, the sum of all this is, or so it
looks to me: If our theory and practice were
equal, our power for good would sweep over the
world as an avalanche; and have ·we, sisters, no
vveig·ht to lay a8ide? Let us question our o·wn
hearts deeply, seriously and prayerfully, and not
put away, or crowd back the whisperings of the
still small voice, but
"Lir.<ten to the Spirit's plen.ding;
To its warning voice give heed.~'

i: call to mind the story of a converted native
W(Jman in India. V\lhen told by the missionary
that she must now lay aside her glittering gems
and ornaments she had hithcerto vuorn, she looked
at them with loving pride,-woman-like--but
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laid them aside a!; she firmly and decisively said,
Oh, sisters, do
we realize that "sacrifice brings forth the bless·
ings of heaven?" Are we walking in the hu·
mility that becometh those "whose souls are
lighted with wisdom from on high?" May God
help us and be with us all, and enable us to
choose the better part. \Vith kind love to all the
household of faith, I remain your sister,
VIOLA V. SHORT.

"I Jove Christ better than these."

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sr. Annette of R--, Iowa, writes :-"I do not
often have the privilege of meeting with the
Saints, but th~ Herald brings to me glad tidings
each week, and the Home Column is to me like
a spring of living water which the lonely traveler rejoices over when found in desert places. I
have be~n repeating agai.d the words,
'~~Mal{e

R

gree, and I feel encouraged and determined to
praised.
A few of the sisters here have orgRnpress on to the end."
1 izerl a Prayer League by choo~ing Sr. A. Hailey
Sr. Hannah, of Riverside, California, writes:-- 1 president and Sr. Mary Moultray secretary. \Ve
"1 have many times been strengthened by read· ' have been blessed with God's Spirit in power in
ing the Home Column. The Father has promour meetings and we pray God will bless his peoARTILLA HArLEY.
ised that those who do his wili shall knov;; tor 'I ple.
themselves that the gospel ·his servants are
CLARKSDALE, Mo.,Jan. 3d.
preaching is the same that was taught by him and
Siste·v TValker :--The sisters of the Pleasant
his apostles in ancient times.
I sometimes feel
that my lot is hard standing all alone without II Grove branch met at the house of sister Head
for the purpose of organizing a Prayer Union,
any one of like faith, but Gad has been very ncar
to me and has given me much comfort and joy i and have been g-reatly blesged in meeting together. There were not so many as we should like
and answered my prayers. Don't be diocouraged,
dear sisters, but hold on to the end. I have no ~· to have seen, for the weather was bad. We organized with lhe following named sisters as offi·
preachers but the church pape1·s, but they are a
cers: Sr. M. Head, President;
great power in themselves, and I prily God to
Sr. H. Flinn, Secretary.
bless all who contribute to their pages. They
are a very great help especially to thooe who
SPECIAL REQUESTS. FOR PRAYER.
have.no other way of hearing the gospel in its
The prayers of the Sisters of the Prayer Unfulness and truth."
ion are requested for Sr. Annie McKee, whose
[Sr. Hannah, as we have not your full address,
mind is seriously affected. The cause is a very diswe take this way of informing you that the party
tresHing one, and would enlist the sympathy of
in Peoria requested us not to send any more
every Saint, was it deemed best to make it
papers to them. 'What shall we do with the
known.
money? Please write.-En.]
Sr. Finley, of Everest, Kansas, asks your prayers that the way may be opened for her to attend
LITTLE PRAIRIE RoNDE, Mich.
the Annual Conference.
Sr. Frattces:-I think the Prayer League a
Sr. E. E. Cobb, of Lower Lake, California, degood move and that the Spirit of the Lord is
oires your prayers h1 her behalf, and also for her
with it. Twice before I had thought of joining
granddaughte;·, that they may be blessed with
it I was impressed to go to my room and pray,
health.
which I did, when it suddenly came to me that it
Sr. Turnour requests your prayers in behalf of
was the day and the hour that the sisters of the
Bro. Henry Mance of Hartford, Michigan, that
League met for prayer; and I thought surely the
if it is God's will, he may be restored .to his right
Spirit of the Lord is with them at1d has remindmind.
ed me of my duty; and my heart was filled with
gratitude and love for our Father who is mindful
of the least of these little ones who are striving
to do His will. We are a feeble little. band of
Saints here, being only ten in number thai. can
LINCOLN, Neb., Jan. 3Glh.
meet every Sunday for prayer and testimony,
Bro. Blair:-The district conference held at
who have had much prejudice and opposition to
Nebraska City, January 2oth and zrst was well
encounter; but we have been trying in an humattended, and a good time was experienced by
ble way, by scattering tracts and loaning Voice
the Saints. The attendance at the meetings was
of Warning and our Ilerald to overcome it. And
good, and beRt of all, the Spirit's influence was
there are some who know that they imnglned a
enjoyed. The afternoon meeting of Sunday was
"vain thing," and there are some we think who
a time of enjoyment to all present. The spiritual
are not far from the kingdom. We wish the sisgifts were manifested, and the tesimonies given
ters of the Prayer League to remember us as a
show fhat the work in the district is progressing.
branch in their p(ayers, that our number may be
At the business sessions of the conference the
increased when the word of truth and life shall
brethren all seemc-d to strive to come to a unity
again be preached among us . .
of thought concerning the work in the district,
Your sister in Christ,
and we believe that alllelt amply repaid for com- .
MARY E GOODENOUGH.
ing, and that when they separated it was with
the determination to be, if possible, more diligent
AvgNuE CITY, Mich.
in the prosecution of the work. I left the "City"
Dear Sister Frances:-There is a branch of
twenty-seven members here and we are rejoidng
on the 24th and stopped with the brethren of the
in hope of etermallife. We feel that much good
Palmyra branch, and at Bennett until the 28th.
will be done through the sisters meeting togethThe brethren at those places are having good
er to pray. There are four of the sisters here
meetings and are rejoicing in a renewal of the
that meet every week and God has answered
Spirit in their midr;t.
our prayers and said he would guide and direct
From Bennett I came to Lincoln and am holdus and for us to lift up our heads and rejoice for
Ing a series of meetings at the home of Bro.
our redemption draweth nigh. Sisters, be faithYoung. We are having a good hearing and the
ful in meeting together for the Lord is well
meetings are highly appreclated by the Saints,
pleased therewith. I can not thank my heavensome of whom have been in this place a long
ly Father enough for the great blessing he betime, and have hitherto had to fight their way
stowed upon one of my daughters who was afwithout the aid of preaching. I am certain that
flicted so severely with inflamatory sore eyes that
these meetings wi11 result in gaod, for they have
sometimes she could not see anything at all; but
been the means of bringing Saints together who
through the prayer of faith God healed her eyes.
before were unacquainted with each other. Last
They are sound and well. Truly he is the great
night there were ten Saints present, and to-night
physician, and he Is a God worthy of being
we expect one or two more. The neighbors aho
11

I

I

I

my mortal dreams come true.'

"How much they mean to me and how earnestly
I pray that I may be all I covenanted to be-a true
Saint. We are in the midst of the Holiness people here, and I lately went upon one occasion to
their meeting, and have felt ever sirjce more
thankful for the testimony of the gospel of
Christ. But I felt that I had put an outrage
upon my own &elf respect by going to such a
place. It recalled old plantation revivals in the
negro quarters. Truly 'the scourge goes flaming
past.' May God deliver his people from all such
scourges."
Sr. Violet Jordan, Kingsley, Iowa, writes :-"I
feel that there is a work for me and for each
young Saint to do'God is marohalling his army for the rescue of his truth,
He is calling now to battle both the aged and t.hP youth;'

and I desire to be numbered with those who are
on the Lord's side and to battle for him. I rejoice in this wm·k, and hope to be able to stand
until the Lord's coming, and not be numbered
with those who can not abide that day.
We
have a branch organized here now, and we have
go0d prayer meetings.
We enjoyed the visit of
Brn. Pc•ak and Davis here very much. They
thought. that they might be back soon again.
M 1nv here are interested in their coming."
Sr. Elizabeth Andes, Elmira, Kansas, writes:~
"My faith in the latter day work grows stronger
every day. The Home Column is a great help
to me, as I am th~ mother of a large family, and
I pray the Lord will strengthen me to bring·
them up in his admonition and fear. I have had
many testimonies of the truth of this work. The
promise was given me when I first joined the
church, that if I was faithful I should have some
of my relatives with me in the church. It has
been partly fulfilled, but I expect to have more
yet. You will remember that I asked the sisters
to pray for my mother, Catharine Winn, who
was troubled in her mind.
My sisters write me
that she is now much better. I feel to give God
all the praise. I ask your prayers that she may
yet see the importance of becoming- obedient to
the gospel.
I believe the Prayer Union will result in much good."
Sr. Hattie A. Nichols, Cleveland, Iowa, writes:
-"I have been greatly blessed sinre I obeyed the
gospel, and I realiz~ that greater blessings would
have been mine if I had been more faithful.
I
rejoice in the spread of the good tidings of salvation.
I know the work is of God and will
prosper. The Lord is remembeling his Saints In
this part ot hls vln!"yard In a very marked de-

I
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attend and are apparently greatly interested. The
work in the district was never in better condition
since the writer has been acquainted with it than
now. It is impossible to respond to all the calls
for preaching. We are doing all we can, and
wish we could do more.
Your brother in Christ,
C. H. PORTER.
HATFIELD, Missouri, Feb. rst.
Bro. Blair :--To-day finds me in a very lonely
condition. It seems as though I was alone in
this world and cast down for trying to battle for
that which I know will bring· eternal happiness
in the world to come. But if God will give me
strength I will endeavor to overcome that which
keeps man in the darkness and prevents the light
of God from lighting up his pathway. To some
it seems as though this life is all they care for,
never stopping to consider the grand life which
lies before them or to give it a second thought.
They do not stop to con~ider that there 'ls a great
responsibility resting upon them for the way
they conduct themselves through this life. If
they will stop and consider for a moment that
this worid and its pleasures shall vanish away,
and wickedness shall be swept away at the coming of the Lord and Savio1· Jesus Christ, in their
souls they would exclaim, "0 that I had my life
to live over-I would try and live nearer to my
God." As you sow in this life so shall you reap
-if you sow peace and happiness to your soul so
shall you reap, but if you sow to the contrary
that shall you reap. "For God so loved the
world that he gave his only begotten Son that
whosoever believeth on him should not perish
but have everlasting life."--John 3: r6 We
should study the wri'ten word with great care,
for it will bring us nearer to God and prepare us
forthe life beyond. My desire is to live and so
conduct myself that when· Jesus comes it may
be said of me, "Well done good and faithful servant, enter thou into the joys of thy Lord."
May this glorious work go on till it fills all the
earth. Pray for me, dear Saints, that I may not
fall by the way.
EDWARD E. MARSHALL.
NEWARK, Dak., Jan. 3oth.
Dear Hemld:----I am glad and rejoice that my
Heavenly Father has spared myself and companion through life this many years that we
groped though darkness, and in His divine wisdom finally let us throngh darkness into the light
of his everlasting gospel which we long sought
for. This is indeed the Church of God. Om
Lord has said, "These signs shall follow them
that believe;" and, thanks be to God, they do
follow the Saints of God.
A little over two years ago c"me to this part
of Dakota. l heard of a people called Mormons,
and at the time I wondered if it was possible that
I had come among them; supposing of course
they were Utah Mormons. I attended one meeting. I liked that, then I went to another. That
was all right, and the gospel truths that rolled
from the lips of Bro. Robert Oehring was the
sweetest brea<i of life that my soul ever feasted
upon, and my soul could not be filled. The more
I rf'ceived the more I wondered. I feasted upon
the gospel bread of life until my soul was ~;atis
fied. My wife and I invited Elder J. Pride and
Bro. P. C. Fisher to come and see us.
They
r.:;;tme; also Bro. Robert Oehring, and before

night they had our names for baptism. Myself
and wife and my aged father and mother and
two sons of Bro. Oehring were baptized and I
have often rejoiced and do thank my Heavenly
Father that I have at last found the true church
of our Master. I do pray that he will guide and
strengthen me that r may prove faithful in the
cause of Christ. I am striving to bring others
Into the sheepfold of the Good Shepherd.
We had a series of meetings every evening
for two weeks this winter, and they were meetings long to be remembered by the Saints. The
outsiders say they never heard such preaching;
others said, that is the way to preach," and many
are near the waters there to fulfill all righteousness. I have tried to serve the Lord for the last
sixteen years. I have read the Bible, but its contents were never so clear to me as now. It seems
as if a mist ha.d been lifted from my darkened
brain and everything seems more bright and
dear. I hope we may always be found faithful,
and tha.t all our children will yet be in the church.
Yours in Christ,
CHARLES H. HUNTLY.
CouKCIL BLUFFS, Iowa, Jan. 3oth.
Bro. Blair :-Since you left I have labored
some ln the ministry, ·not as much as I would
like to have done, but hope from now until
Spring to give most of my time to preaching
the wordhave an appointment for next Sunday night at Bro. Bybee's on Pigeon. Will try
and labor in that locality as circumstances permit. l have opened a new place for preaching
in "Weston, ten miles East of Council Bluffs, in
the Methodist Chapel, Preached there last Sunday; had a fair attendance and was invited to return. I left another appointment. I believe it
is the ihst time any of our elders could get the
chapel. Thus I feel encouraged that God will
bless his work and we will find favor in the eyes
of the people. Bro. WiJJigm. often when thinking of Zion and her redemption, my very soul is
moved within mre, and tears course down my
cheeks, and the Spirit says, "Be faithful, not
mally days hence the Lord will glorify his holy
name in the eyes of the nations, in behalf of his
afflicted people."
Two have been baptized at Loveland Mills
since you left here, and four in Council Bluffs;
prospects for more.
In b"Jnds of peace,
D. K. DoDsoN.
BYRNVILLE, Jndiana, Jan. 2rst.
Brn. 'Joseph and William:-:-On my return
from Jefferson and Ripley counties, I was immediately called to Mott. Some Utah elders
had been near there holding meetings. I have
not yet come in contact with them. They seem
afrdd of a Josephite elder. I have been preaching in Mott and in this place since the r5th instant. On the n'ght of the rSth, I spoke in Mott
to ~ crowded congregation of attentive listeners,
on some of the points of difference between the
Reorganized Church and the Utah church, and
had pressing invitations to continue our meetings. But I must have a few days of rest, for I
have been on the go day and night since the r4th
of December !a;;t. I baptized one more to·day at
thif< place, and the prospects are good for many
more soon. The work is spreading rapidly. I
ha,,e more calls than I can respond to. Please
find inclosed f!ome specimens of argument I

II9
have had to meet in opening up the work in this
m1sston. It is encouraging to know that these
are the best arguments that sectarianism has; for
had they any better, of course they would use
them. Here is one: "Mr. M. R. Scott: I am going to send you these (postal) cards until the
White Caps take you out and beat all the hide
off of your back. If they don't I will address the
next one in their name. You are a thief and a
dead beat." And here is another: "July 25th,
r888. You are hereby notified to stop your services immediately, without any hesitation whatever. We have endured your conduct as long
as we can. Take fair warning and walk out of
this house right now, or take what will certainly
follow if you do not. By order of the community."
God has given us the vJdory, and a better
state of feeling is had, and those who did this
dirfy work are found out and have fallen flat.
Yours,
M. R. ScoTT.
LucAs, Iowa, Feb. 8th.
W. W. Blair :-I am happy to inform you that
this branch is in a better condition spiritually
than for many years past.
The active members are earnest and zealous, the prayer. meetings
are well attended and a good degree of the Spirit
is enjoyed. I never saw the Saints more earnest
and desirous "to bring to pass much righteousness" than now. The gifts of the gospel are enjoyed from time to time and the promise of the
Spirit is that we shail be greatly blessed if we
continue in our efforts. I never saw the sisters
so active with the work and concerned in its welfare and anxious to learn doctrine. We have a
band of young men and women that we can
rightly call a band of hope. This branch gives
hundreds of dollars that are never recorded outside of our own book unless it be in heaven.
Father Watkins is still at the helm of the branch
being well sustained in the faith and prayers of
the Saints.
Yours in Christ,
E. B. MoRGAN.
SALEM, Dakota, February rst.
Dear Herald:-I have been laboring in McCook county and the southern part of Miner
county the last two months. Elder Charles
Howery has been with me, and has been a wise
and valuable helper in opening up the work in
this new field. He came into the chuuch in the
dark and cloudy day, some time in the fifties,
and has been with it ever since. ·was ordained
to the office of an elder by Zenas H. Gurley, Sen.,
but did not get a license from him. Was reordained by C. W. Lange.
I feel greatly encouraged in the work, and have
been blessed in presenting the word to the people. Have greater. hopes of building up a work
here than any other part of Dakota that I have
been in. Quite a number are deeply interc>sted,
a great deal of prejudice has been removed and
a few have expressed a willingness to unite wiih
the cburch. If I .am not mistaken in my impressions, a good work may be organized here in
McCook and in Miner counties by upright living
and sowing more of the good seed of the kingdom. I think this field should be sustained
next year< by all means, that the labor that has
been done this year may not be in vain. Soutllwest Dakota and southern Minnesota need at
]east two elders, and I hope circumstances will
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be such that they can be sent. Frhis is not
an easy field but is far from it, nnd the only
way to build up the work here is for missionnrieR to come and stay and stick to thP.ir \' ork
until lhe~v re(=l,p the fruits ~;f their labor. :Have
had a nice lvvintc-r, only b:vo l!ght storms so
far. Weather has been very favorable for gospel v;,ork.
PrEjudice is 2tropg in most p1aces. I am
trying to reach the people through the local
papers, with short but pointed corr"'!munh-ations.
Myeelf and f;_1n1ily have been kindly carrd for
by the few Saints and friends here, for "Vvhlch
I arn thankful. tiave been blessed with good
health·
Your brother,

E.

WHEELER.

l:'lor.. r.ow, Iow;::, F~b. IIth.
Bro. Blair :-Our coC~:i'trtnee has just closed.
It •.vas one an1ong the very best. 1~he house
cou1d not hold rr1ore than h::1lf of the people that
attend the preaching rne(~tings. "l.'he branches
\vere hd.dy represented; reaee and hz.rmony and
God\:; Holy Spirit prevaiL:d throughout the entire ses:;ion. V.Je would have been highly pleased to have seen you vFith us, but as it was we did
the best --vve could. Bro. D, I-Iougas did the rnost
of the preFching. The Saints h~re have dec!rled
to build a church, and by the time we hold another conference at this pi ace '\VC expect to have
one completed that ,,v11l accomodate aii thrtt n1ay
want to attend. There is a noble b~nd of S9.ints
here, and I am fully persuaded they will accomplish what they undertake.
I an1 now on the w~:._y to thP Richards settle~
ment, below Sidney. Shall go from therf' to
Mill Cre•~k. God bless your in your arduous !abors for truth and right. Yours,

lia1n C:;.rroll, of _A_uburP 1
the preacheL f-.,._ fe\v 'v"~-'et::ks

I should menHon the natnes
bef:_;t·,~

and. 0'1r. C. T'hornpson, reUl ion Chu:-1.-:h i11 Oalbnun cuun-

val 1ncoel"ing of sevt.ral '··~'e~-k~
roil,·ln hts ldndnes~) ac:Jng

lady of ca~:op Creek, and
'"fwir1 J_.u.k.e town;.;;hip in

out pay. 'fhey SLH.:ceeded in
nevv c.onverts-n gentlernan and
lo, and b~'·bold! a. Mr_ Albert
he had bt.:Jt'2r go a 1Ht1e
perfectly

6th the Viid ter attended a
Rec.earch Society, of Dow
listening to the
JTh(·~;e meet-

PlO'.t'~? ;:u~d

th~ ~"\·a

feet. before
further fnfr_:;nnadnn

Cr:rroll to
'"lith hin1 ancl his f~:n1ily.
cheerful!c'. During th;,;

rnuch ph::af:.ed ~'"·ith the efin thl~ particu1:;.,r as w~~n
L~.g put forth in the SutH1ay
Dt•c1.cty rrdght be crdled a
I
J school of th.e prophets on a small scrtle, £or 1he
object h2-::.d in vic~v is to educate the _young tnen
of the br:lnch in Scriptural
and to give them

PLUM

HENRY KEMP,

BELL 1 Iovva, Jan. 17th.
Bro. Blair:-In travelling ancl preaching in
the Goihnd's Grove district. which is comprised
of over twenty conntie~. I find that ::s.lthnugh it
is an old district, and one in which there rHtS
been rnuch preaching done, ,ve-t th<?re is tnuch of.

its territory "vhich has nt:vcr been canvas2ed by
our elder·s. There i~ no end to opportunities for
preaching the word if they are sou~ht after with
godly zeaL It is not best to wait fr>r the Macedon-Ian cry, ~~Corne over and be1p l"!S; 77 to corne
from tho:~e not oi our fahh before we tr.Y to '(rescut; the perishing," for that cry, RO f1:1r as the \vriter's experience goes, generally comes fron1 the
Saints, or those almost persuaded to be Sain's.
Many honest people mav be found who would
gladly listen to the "w1od news" of the restored
gospel if the elders per•:evere in seeking for opportunities to reach them and are diligent and
consistent in preoenting the truth to them.
My heart has oftf'n b~en made glad when traveling over this district where our beloved brother Tho1nas Dobson once prenched, to hear even
non-professors say of him, "If there was evt•r a
good man, if there wa' ever a truthful man,
Uncle Ton1rny Dobson v\ras one" It is pleasant
indeed to follow such tnen. And it is pleasant
to preach the gospe-l ·wht>re the elders and meroM
hers have been living their religion. How true
is this saying of Jesus\ "He that is not ,;vH·h me
fs against rne; and he that gathereth not with me
scattereth ahroad."--Matt. r2: .)o,
! m'.1st tell you a good story about Bro. \Vil-

reH.gion) nn,_l

01,1r

I

b:r:.')thc-r irn

nHy, presentet1 all the tru::Lt h::?
tlernan "\'Vas much

concerned~

I
th2: Saints and this
C0on river,
the (:ordinance iA~.::ts

confinnat!on

to ·_spl';ak. befor\'": t·he peor1c.

I

g•:-n\·l\~rnnn

I

::tf.!rn~nl.sf"er::d

about

taking
1."'h.1s new1v made brotlv:r 1,;ras so Gv~rjo_;~r~d
on Hv'ir_ vvay home he sa1d~ '~VVh,Y, B!11y) I feel
11k·.~ shouf.h-;~· for Jt,sus!"
\Vhile th{::; g.:.-nt!ernan
upot> J-he
~ubject of re1igi::H-:·, his
~'DH!CVihR.t
uneBs_v- on his account and :.1he
f-Orne advice of the lVIethodist rrd.r.·!ster~ vv~o told her,
amon? other tb1n{~·r;, ·to
of that pe0ple
who preached so rr.uch doctrine d.nd had
religion.;; Pj._nd aHer her 'oushand
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I

thn:::; our y1Jung rnr.-n
pracLicc-j they are Inal-;. \ng
·•. .xlhlie iL 1:::; just possible that
b(• improved~ I believe it is
Such n.1eet!ngr;
~)rnH-ed

a~-.d

for

rap1r! progress.
thf·se rnt:'i:t1ngg
an effort
eoo1d bt~ hf•ld
profit. If it

thought v1iscr and 2ater, th,.:=se
cou!d
presided ov·er hy the branch
officers.
not q[ve tt11~ young men a chance
to tmprn·ve upon the!r talents 1n this ¥.ray? ··r;ve
can e0ueate t·he ynung by plBei0g responsihiH~ies
rneetirl~S

upon th,:;rri,

>.":.'e ;::-1re

ki~-td a~.1d

cncfJurB,e:e them

all v:.'e cun. For
T adrnire the efforts of Bro.
J. F. McDo'"'Fel1 ln seeking to dn:nv the young
thi!) minisb?r bor!"O',ved 8. r,Nork wdt~·en
meD. h::to dn~tr comnnn~ion with God and
l\1orn10!'lS ~nd took it to her
th:::t thc_v
be erlu~att'd hy the Hnly
she might not be deceived.
Spir·;~: tc perfornn their duHes as follovvers of
to ir;Vt:i-Jt1_e;at.E\
Si?t: the young peo~
tiz-:::d hy Bro, Carr(!JL
work and full of
b2nd nJjoicins·
o.f God, vdth their
God.
a mlr;hty fountain~ v1.dth
1he lc.ve of God sho\~7ing 1tseH in thei-r effortE", to
Sorne of th~' Hn!LieP,H
save fallen hurr1ardty!
roll
The Bn~ver V9.11,::y brar·ch is v;-onderfu11y proud
!
the good rr faHb.Ld
of hn~ bo~-s
Au:·-t:rtl!ia, J. \V" VVlg]Jt a11d C. A.
the t-ruth of the S::1.vi:n"'s :~t~·:~'~""metY~ in I.Jukt r4:
Bnt.t,;rwor~h; and ~he has other young men ·who
II:
be
will. take HH~ n~:-ld befort.c: n-Hlny yt;ars if the_y conabased; and he that hu1nhleth
be
tinue faithfuL, "\:vho are now excellent n1en.. I
exall:ed." I noticed vvhh pleasure fhat
presume the brethren and sisters of the Union
Carroll is so far respf'cte;J by tht~
pcoph:: of
branch of the Little Sloux District wlll say,
Auburn thnt. he 'Ni~S chosen. superintendent
a
"Hold on th<'rf'. We h;we a claim on J. IN."
Union Sahb~th School at that place,
A.1l right, hrethr>?::.1. all we ;va:nt to say, is, that
At Coa1vil1e, \Vebster count_y, found a prosD
we have th(" first c1Thn~ but are willing to d1vlde
pering Sunday School snpedn':.ended h~.: Brn.
these sentin1ents of estcern vvHh you, for your
Wrn Jordisnn and \Vrn. Ray. Bro, S;:unnel Jor~
interest is o~n· interest, and our interest is yours~
dlson, \Yho presides over th~ litt!e b::nrd
Sr.inrs
Ah! it mtl';t pot only extend to these two
at that place, i;; an energPt.iC aorl faithful m1nhh1anches, but to the entire ch-urch, H we w·ould
ter anci bo1rh th~ off!::-~ of PrL'st. The s~~nt~,
pro:-,per and t·:-Dj0'.Y the Spirit of God as vtre
Coalville ~.vbo are rich in the faith, th0u~:~:h
should. \Vhen I look over the G'dland's Grove
in thi~ vvorld's
District I sometimes think the General Confertravelin?" elder ()n hie: j.:-:urnf'Y in n
t"nce ought
send us tvrenty elders who cou1d
Three of these breihren HCCGrnp:udr:d
spend their entire dme in the 1ninistry.
But
on foot to the stahon, a dhtR.n('s·' c~f
'when I think about those hvo boys in l\ustraHa,
carrying his satchels
thnt gre·at t~:>rritf'i")', or look sf 111 farther and see
conrngernent. Tl.;e 1ovs of the S;--dnt£1 1 espedal1y
the tvho1e v1odd a1~d the vastness of its territory,
those of Coalvl11el brought forcib1y to rnind the
kt1owing hrnv
are sent out; I arn forced to
love of Hie ;;:;ar}y christians f<.~Pr
exc1a!m\ "VVe ought to be satisfied~ for we surely
isters as found recordt-:d in
have our sh?,re of laborers." All thing,; consid ..
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kindly.
ey this

d~stdct

qul"ltlon to our church publih(-::.:;.rts nr>cd giant intellects~ to
and truth 1hat will some

rnan is the spidt and the only spirit of n:an, and
that the breath and body v;ere th·~~ ;;;ouL In thls
he brought. forth 1.vhat seerned to our v..-eak r:oind~
strong proof~ but when it can1e to Bro. Currie's
half hour; with th~ bdght bearnlrlg infltH'nce of
the Holy Spirit shh::ing up<)n his bnYv-i all 1he
Rrguments of Mr. Bant:! would melt like the frost
before the brig!tt rays of the rnorning sun. 1'his
continued for ten sessior:s of tvvo hour~ each
when Mr. Bz.nta called for a hvo days rest which
v.ras granted.
And thP- 11ext qu~f.:tion was that
the chun:h of Jesus Chdst of L. D. S. was the
trne church-- Elder CtnTie affirn"~ing. The appointed thne can1e, but IY1r. Bi:tnta did not appear.
'"fhe hou~e \vas fv ll and by a unanin:~0ns vote
Bro. Currk was requE'oied to preach. The meeting was opened by prayer by a member of the
Methodist Church who had been very bitterly
opposed to us. Bro. Currie pre,chcd an excellent discourse on prophecy, drcatns ar:(~ int:erpre~
tations.
To the traveiing eiders corning this way, I
would say that they will always be 1r:et with
comfortable convey>mce at Centre Point unless
other points are preferred.
Pray for me that I may overcome all my
weaknesses and be able to fill the nceasure of
my calling to the honor and glory of God.
L. L. 'WIGHT.
1

pages an.d r~ot be 1ustructed~
right ldnd of u1aterial for the
The Compendium
har~ds cf every young man in
defense of !he truth.
1vouid soon warserui rnontbly instead of
Praying that God will. bless every
advancing the truth) I arn yours in

L W. POWELL.
'claborer;;

li!air :--I rejoice fhat the time
can

Iuepired hy

B·ro. l?lair: ----' fhe

"!17 ::>rsh1p

God unThe
its ¥Iay throughout this count:Fe h 1ghl y fa vorcd and are gaining
b)
little" 1 i-.ave opened up
What
be Un1e v,dll telL I bilptized one
The debate that v1:as to

not crlcet the issue.
to-night and Sunday at a new
h:1vc had plenty c:f 'oain anrl SnOV'lhas be,;>1 bad fo1~ pr:-:cahtng through\!ife had a snowstorm here
tninutes. It

p:-e~ch

indeed blessi~sg his Ctivenant
ful n1anner:, that he is blesr~:Jg
presching·the -,vord throughout
sions, and tha~~ those \\' ho
through their teachings
testifying that God is
sigr.s following,

Yours in Christ,
G. R. ScoGIN.
]\{EDINA

CITY, Texas, Jan. 3oth.

to presid.;:; over this branch. in June
I h:we not been as faiihfu1 as I
dividing the spiritual ar>d
giving the 1arger to the
spirit of humility so
Intrnductior~

of gospel truths
among their flocks to the E:ndcngering of their
the _salvation of honest souls"
The v.:ork in c~ur !ocaHty
¥1e are doiqg
rneetings are characterized
the I-Ioly Spirit in Hs gifts
blessings? also in
healing the sick. For valuable aid
the estab1i:3h1nent of the vvor_k in this
\Ve are in.debted to many of the traveling !T,inistry al~}'
VlhOln
we ·would welcome again.
bi~1s, our belo\red district
fL:me
good 'Work for us 1 both in prt>r~ch1.ng the ¥lord
and in otherwise edifying the Saints. I-iis earng
est, consistent efforts are worthy of more than
passing notice, for he has hJJorcd great deal in
o:Jr brilnch and hrts preached so1ne of the grand.ent sen11ons ever d~livered. in this place. l-Ie
occupies a \varn; place in the hearts of the L.ucas
:'hints.
Our church publications
sirnply grand.
O·ur .lierald vdth Hs articles; correspondence and
Mother's I--1om.e Column; Autunnz LC'a1_!eSJ Vi~fh
its pages of pure literature--there is
dispensirg ·with h.
Bro. Stebbine' 1'Sto-ry
the Book
-o}: M_)nn:)n" 3J.one is vvorth
times the price
of the J\1:agazlne to me.
Cornpendiurn is
1

I arn dt--:terrn~ned b_v the help
othe;·wise and arise to duty and
rf·rnainder of my days in the service of
A !;teat deal of preaching has been
th1s county by Brn, 11. Lytle, S. Smith,
T,
Smilh, D. H. Bays, H. G Smith and a
H"Trn_ber of others" Then carne Brn. I. N. Rob ..
Curde. These last named breth~
e:rts and J.
rf'·n hqve done 11 great ch:a! of labor in this ar.d
adjoining counHes in the last few years. Last
~hBy nr.r:;--(lniz~~d a d1str1ct con~dst~ng of Ban·nL Oakwo,)d
Jndhn Cit.v branches. They
done tnuch tovv~xds getting the church in
condition. Bro. J. A. Currie, Jr. is a
meek, humble man of God--filling dally the
rr.eaf~nre that God has given hln1.
He is one
atnon~ the r-nany that have forsaken all for the
and the truth. He is evidently in
the Master, and a' for the goods of
~ay \VH.h the Master Hhe has
lay his head." In all this he seems
\.bat
free from the cares of this
1

He
debate ""lith a Christdelphian min~
Th,e C. P. minBanta) affirmec! that the church he
the church of Christ. Bro. Currie
Banta affirmed that the breath of

0MAHA 1 Neb.) Feb. Ioth.

Bro. Blair :-So hr as I iu ve read the Compendium, I have a fe·vv objections. One is a typographical error on page r3, line 8, the word
"rest"-Heb. 4: 3· 7· The other, page 237,
twelfth Century. As I am horn a Vaudois,
(French language--Vald<c'nscs, co· VnllEnces, latin term,) I do not acc·2pt the otatement that the
famous sect of the Valdenses arose in the twelfth
century, taking the name from Peter Valdus, I
am ready to discuss the point; but i1: is not my
intenHon t0 de it nov¥, as it ;vould t~ke too much
time and space in the Hemld. I will only say,
that if any desire to kuovv- exacUy the odgJn of
the Vaudois) to r~ad the history by A~olne Nfonv
asHer. formerly pastor in the canton deVaud, Switzerland.~ 'I'hey -will find the truth.
We never were he1etics from the~ Romanchurcht
because vve never did believe the errors of that
Yours in bonds~
church.
JoHN AvoNDET.
[rrhe word "rest'' occurs 1n the Inspired ~rrans
Jaticm) wh1ch 'i.n.ras u~ed in preparing the Compf.'n~
dium. Standard bistorians record what the Compendiurn states concerning lhe Wa1denses.
flo-wever\ it does not say that the \Va1denses
were heretics from the Romish church.--En.]
\!ifrLBER, Nebraska, F,b. rzth.
Bro. Blair:-I filled two appointments at Nebraska City for Bro Brcn1son, '"~.rho ·was c.onfined

to his room with lameness. He went home
Monday morning, January 28tl>, so I did not see
him. '!'he <:veather vvas cold and the attendance"'
was smalL On my arrival here I found great reHgj_ous excitement. The "Cyclone" (R-::·v. Mallery) of Lincoln had just closed a two weeks union revivaL His style is that of Sam Jones. He
and Rev. Dye, the Baptist, did not harmonize,
and they came to •.;;-ords in public. Mr. Dye told
me that the "Cyc1onen had rnore lungs and brass
than Braden. and he explained that his part in
the revival was like the fellow who had the bear by
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the tail--death to hold on, and death to let go. I
have held fifteen meetings, and I never saw the
interest so good here. Some of the best people
are attending and investigating. Last Sunday
evening we hacl the largest meeting we ever
held in the old Tent. Two outsiders asked for the M. E. church, and were refused.
This created a small blizzard, and will cut short
the "all- needful" of the M. E. preacher. The
time seems favorable for our people to build a
house of worship here. Both the Saints and outsiders favor it. I never felt better or more confident in the gospel than now; and my joy and
delight is to be active for tl,e Master. And be
assured it is some pleasure and satisfaction to
me, that after ten years labor in this locality, and
notwithstanding such men as Braden,Luce, Parker and Bechtle, and the vile falsehoods against
the church, her leading ministers, and myself as
an individual, that I still have the respect of the
Saints and friends, and that only the religious(?)
and "baser sort" oppose. I pray that God will
grant health and faith to Emma, and protect my
children, that my undivided iime may be devoted to the work. Hope you were blessed while at
Pleasanton, and that good was done. I sent
eighty-three pages manuscript last week, on the
Book of Mormon, and will soon send more, I
return thanks for your kindness and aid on this
deeply interesting subject.
ROBT. M. ELVIN.
DENNISPORT, Mass., Feb. rst.
Bro. Blair:-The Massachusetts district conference closed last Monday, and was one of the
most peaceable and profitable ever held in this
district, to my knowledg at least. At the business session of last Saturday, Bro. John Smith
tendered his resignation as district president,
having served about eight year~. which service
has been faithfully, honorably and gentlemanly
rendered. A vote of thanks was extended to
him by the conference.
Brother Thomas Whiting also resigned as district clerk. Bro. Myron H. Bond was unanimouslv elected as Bro. Smith's successor, and
Bro. Geo. Gates succeeded Bro. Whitney as
clerk.
On Sunday evening elder E. L. Kelley preach·
ed a practical sermon on the tithing question,
Elder W. H. Kelley, M. H. Bond and F. M. Sheehy preached during and subsequent to conference. The chapel was well filled and sometimes
crowded at the preaching services.
Last Thursday morning seventeen of the
Saints went to East Dennis, about seven iniles
distant, in a large party wagon, and we were
pleasantly entE'rtained by Sr. Abbie Chace, and
Bro. and Sr. John Sears. Some of the party
made a call on Sr. Jeressa Sears, who has been
confined to her home three or four months by
sickness. In the afternoon Ern. Sheehy and
Bond conducted a social meeting at the home of
the aged Bro. and Sr. Luther Sears. The Holy
" Spirit was present in power to confirm us in· this
glorious truth of the latter days.
The view of Barnstable Bay from the top of
East Dennis hill is quite picturesque. We returned to Dennisport in the evening and a numof the Saints went to the Holiness church and after the members of the. latter body had testified,
liberty of speech was granted to those not of
their number, a privilege never before granted,
especia!iy·when any o£ the Saints were present.
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Bro. F. M. Sheehy responded and expreseed hls
appreciation of the liberties extendedo He said:
"I see one peculiar feature of your testimonies is
that you know you are saved. Now I like this
•know.' But I meet wiih Quakers and Cathoiics
and they say they are saved. But 1 prefer the
Bible melhod." Bro. Wellington Bearse also
gave in his testimony at the above meeting. We
had one of the best social meetings here (Attleboro) yesterday afteenoon that we have enjoyed
for a long time. One lady expressed a desire for
baptism. Bro. Charles Coombs preached to us
in the evening, and also administererd the sacrament. Expect to be at General Conference.
Would like the address of some of the Brooklyn
Sainta, as I expect stop there the first or seeond
Sunday in March on my way to the west.
Yours in the glorious hope,
ARTHUR B. PIERCE.
EuREKA, Cal., Feb 4th.
Bro. Blair :-My health has been quite poor
lately; but thank the Lord he has heard the
prayer of faith and I am much better. Bro. Daley and I are preaching here to small congregations with good attention. Four have been baptized-some of the effects of seed sown long years
ago by others. We will continue as long as the
interest will justify. The Saints are, as a general thing, showing a greater interest and takhlg a
higher stand than ever before in this part if am
rightly informed.
Yours,
A. HAWS.
NEWARK, Dakota, Jan. 3oth.
Editors Herald:-God in his divine wisdom
has seen fit to prolong my days. I am now ·ln
my seventy-seventh year, and, thanks be to A!mighty God, I am permitted to hand to the
editors of the Herald my feeble testimonyo
Blessed be the name of the Lord! I am able l.o
say that I am at home with the children of God.
I became a member of the Free-will Baptists
when in my eighteenth year. I continued with
them until I became acquainted 'Nith the Firstday Adventists. I thought they were nearer the
truth and joined them, but not feeling satisfied I
began to lean towards the Seventhcday Adventists. But my soul wa~ not satisfied; there was
something lacking and what it was I knew not.
I wanted to be child of God but my soul could
not get that nourishment required; nor could I
feel safe in saying, "It is well with my soul." I
knew that I had not complied with all the requirements of the Master and that the churches
I attended did not teach them; nor did they tell
what I must do to be saved. But thanks be to
our heavenly Father, praise His holy name, Fie
has at last heard and answered my prayers; and
in my old age led me to this new country where
I would find his servants and be told what to do
to be saved. When I heard of the Mormons I
had no use for them and did not pay any attention to them, supposing of course they were Utah
Mormons. But my son Charles and wife attended their meetings and spoke well of them so my
wife and I went. And that Sunday was sacrament and testimony meeting, Bro. Robert Oehring presiding elder. We found the Saints all
happy, and the manner in which the meeting was
conducted, the Spirit of God working with them
rather pleased me. We went again then the
elder, learning that I was quite deaf,
ln·

vited me to sit on a ehalr in the stand so I could
hear all that was said. We were told what to do
to be saved, and, thanks be to God, my wife and
I heard the voice of the Good Shepherd and
knew it and were baptized. My daughter an.:!
son will soon be baptized, and I hope all my children ·vv!i1 also be. I have received more light in
the short time I have been with the Saints than
I have in all my past life. I may read the Bible
where I will and I find that the Saints of God
teach it-the gospel is taught in all its fullness.
A short time ago while at family worship the
Spirit of the Lord came over me. Oh, dear
Saints, I was the happiest man on earth. Let us
be strong and faithful to the end.
Yours in Christ,
STEPHEN HUNTLY.
29 Copperfield Road,
LONDON, England.
Bro. Dancer:-Bro. W. Newton is with us !n
London and is meeting witb success, fixing up
well, and baptizing a few. He has done the
branch a vast amount of good by his wise counsel and firmness of speech. He has the spirit of
his calling. I think I can safely say that our
London branch is on a better understanding than
before. It bids fair for good work in the near
future. I remain your brother,
JosEPH TANKARD.

DEATH.
The fiat of death is inexorable. There is no
appeal for relief from the great law which dooms
us to dust. We flourish and fade as the leaves
of the forest, and the flowers that bloom and
wither in a day have no frailer hold upon life
than the mightiest monarch that ever shook the
earth with his footsteps. Generations of men
will appear as the grass, and the multitudes who
throng the world to-day, will disappear as foot~
steps on the shore.
Men seldom think of the great event of death,
until the shadow falls across their pl}thway, hiding from their eyes the faces of loved ones whose
living smile was the sunlight of their existence.
Death is the antagonist of life, and the thought
of the tomb is the "keleton of all feasts We
do not want to go through the dark valley, although the passage may lead to Paradise: We
do not want to go down into deep grave•, even
with princes for bedcfellows.
In the beautiful drama of "lon," the hope of
immortality, so eloquently uttered by the deathdevoted Greek, finds deep response in every
thoughtful mind. When about to yield his life a
sacrifice to fate, his "Clemanthe" asks if they
should meet again, to which he responds: "I have
asked that dreadful question of the hills that look
eter~al-of the clear streams that flow· forever
..-of the stars among whose fields of azure my
raised spirits have walked in glory. All are dumb.
But as I gaze upon thy living face, I feel that
there is something ln love that mantles through
its beauty that cannot wholly perish. We shall
meet again, Clemanthe."-Geo. D. Prentice.

IF any one speaks ill of thee, flee home to thy
own conscience, and examine thy heart; and If
thou be guilty, it ls a just correction; if not guilty, it is a fair instruction; make use of both, so
that shalt thou distil honey out of gall, and out
of an open enemy create a secret friend.--~ttarles.
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ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible foE
their own views. Contributions solicited,

BISHOP MciLVAINE'S ESSAY
ON THE BIBLE.
[WE herewith present to the readers of
tbe HERALD an es~ay from the pen of
Charles P. Mcilvaine, an eminent clergyman of Ohio, which we take from Deiafield's work entitled "An
into the
Origin of the Antiquities of America,"
which was published in 1839, at New
York, London and Paris. The essay was
puhlished as an introduction to Delafield's work. It contains so many valuable
outlines of evidences in favor of the Bible
and Book of Mormon that we regard it as a
valuable document. As the work is now
out of print and accessible to but few, we
publish it for the benefit of those who
have not had the opportunity of perusing
the work referred to. It will probably be
followed by other choice extracts from
Delafield's and others works upon the
same subject.--Ens.
PREFACE.
BY THE RIGHT R.EV. CHAS. P. MciLVAINE, D D.
BISHOP OF THE

DIOCESE OF OHIO,

WHAT a wonderful book is the Bible!
But what connection has the Bible with
American Antiquities?
Because of all
Antiquities, it is the most valuable and
marvelous specimen; because with all antJquities it is associated in the most important and interesting relations; because the
most valuable discoveries in antiquity must
appeal to the Bible for interpretation and
the registers of long lost events
generations, inscribed upon the rocks and buried in the fossil remains of far distant ages,
or scattered far ancl wide in the ruins of
once mighty empires, are so
witnesses, constantly mu!t;plying, to
history contained in the B1ble.
As a SPECIMEN of antiquity, what is
comparable in point of interest with this
Book? Suppose that in searching: the tu.
muli that are scattered so '-'Videly over this
country, the silent, aged, mysterious remembrancers of some populous race, once
carrying on all the business of life where
now are only the wild forests of many
centuries, a race of whom we ask so often,
who they were, whence
came, whither
went; suppose
under one of
tho~e
uge structures of e'lrth which remain of their works, a hook were discovan alphabetic history of that rilce for
a thousand years, contnining their written
language, and examples of their poetry
and other literature, and all undeniablv
composed many hundreds of years before
any of the nations now possessing this
continent were here!
'liTh at a wonder

v¥ould this be!
What intense interest
would attnch to such a relic! What price
would not the learned be wiliing to give
for it!
What frngments of Egyptian in; what unintelligible characters
the ruins of Bel us; what remain~
fr ,;n
bowels of the earth, telling of
some ancient convulsion of its rocks, could
be
in value to such a specimen
of the
the language, the literature,
such a detailed history of the deeds of a
nation otherwise unheard of? But much
more than this is the Bible. It contaiTis
specimens of literature, examples
and eloquence, unquestionably
some eight hundred years before
the writing of the oldest book of any dewhich the literature of the world
Greece was a land of bnrb::,ri8ns for many centuries after Moses
his hir;tory of the world and of
There is no evidence that alphawas known when he wrote,
among the nation over which he
But
what should we know of the
history
world, and its nations for
three thousand years, if all that has been
derived exclusively from the Bible were
obliterated from all memories and all
hooks? Where shouid we go for knowlof that immense extent of time--one
1
of the age of the world? To the
most ancient nations, the Babylonians, the
the Phenicians? Alas, it is all
there; a few fragments of prewhich, like the gloomy rethe pl~ins of Sbinar, can neithrd·,r·rorl to the right place in chronor interpreted so as to give them
their
estimate in point of truth; mere
continuation of the confnsion of tongues at
B:tbeL Do we inquire of Egyptian literature for an ancient book containing authentic details of far ancient times? We
are referred only to Manetho, But he
wrote so late as the third century before
Christ, All his professed authority was
certain sacred inscriptions on pillars, which
never existed. And nothing is exof even such history, but a few inconsiderable fragments. We enquire next of
literature; and are told only of
a Priest of Belus. When did he
write?
one knows, except that it was
somewhere in tl,e period of the Macedonian
What remains of his writA few fragments preserved by J oEusebius and Tatian; of value inconfirming the history in the
but almost useless, without that hisVIle enquire next of Phenician hisand are referred onlv to the work of
'I S2ncboninthon, famous for having been
us,:~d by Porphyry, (the shrewdest antagonist Christianity ever had) in opposition
, to the
of Moses. \Vhat remains
of it now?
book only, and that upon
th·~ Phenician theology, and of course full
of fable; and as a history, unaided by any
useless. But does Greece, ancient,
classic, learned Greece furnish nothing
more valuable concerning the first three
thousand years of the world? Alas, of
Greek historians, the antiquity of the oldest, ·whose names have been pref>erv-
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ed, does not much exceed the times of
Cyrus and Cambyses,, Of many of these,
we have only their names; no knowledge
even of their subject. Of the remainder,
nothing extant is older than the Persian
war. And of that nothing is to be depended on, connected with times prior to
the Peloponesian war.
Thucydides asserts, and proves this: "The matter preceding that time, (about four hundred and
four years n. c.), can not now, tltrough
the length if time, be accurately discovered by us."
Plutarch, in writing of the
earlier periods, has to "implore the candor
of his readers, and their kind allowance for
the tales of antiquity." "As geographers
thrust into the extremities of their maps,
those countries that are unknown to them,
remarking, at the same time, that all beyond is hills of sand, and haunts of wild
beasts, frozen seas, marshes and mountains
that are inaccessible to human courage, or
industry; so, in comparing the lives of
illustrious men, when I have passed
through those periods of time which may
be described with probability, and where
history may find firm footing in facts, I
may say of the remoter ages that all beyond is full of prodigy and fiction, the regions of poets, and fabulists, wrapt in
clouds, aml unworthy of belief."
So said that learned Breotian, who
knew not the Scriptures. So appeared to
him the history of more than three thousand vears of the world. Such also would
it be" to us, were we destitute of the Bible.
Just as we now wander among the mysterious remains of the race which once pos.sessed all this land, and pausing beneath
some lofty mound, crested with sturdy
oaks, which have stood for centuries and
are now nourished with the decayed materials of a former generation;
measuring the exact angles and regular outlines
of some vast system of warlike defence,
.for which the traditions of no race now
known among us have the least explanation, are deeply impressed with the evidence that we are constantly walking over
the graves of an immense population, and
pained with a sense of utter darkness, as to
everything connecteil with them, except
that they bequeathed to posterity those existing and confounding traces of their existence; so preciseiy should we be situated,
with regard to all the human race, and all
the mightiest changes in the surface of the
globe, were we, as Plutarch was, destitute
of all that history for which we are exclusively indebted, to the Old Testament
Scriptures. We should have the tumuli
which, from the davs of Homer to the
present, have been s-een on the plains of
Troy; the frightful heaps of de~olation on
the foundations of Babel; the ruined
tombs, temples and pyramids of ancient
Egypt, sculptured with chamcters, which
curiosity has decyphered, only to be disappointed; the g·igantic remains of distant
antiquity in India, as silent and gloomy as
the quarried temple of Elephanta; to such
as these the g-eologists might add their theories of mighty convulsions in nature, and
immense periods of time; and in the midst
of all, the several traditions ::>f the nations
might be heard speaking with a confusion

or:
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of tongues r-vh}cb ;;_-~;f)nld do credit to an
ancient
an
secrets
to unv<'il; so that were
it:ve to

1

witness to that cata;;trnnatives of America it is
a fable similar to that
Dt'-'c:dion.

frorn such ~~ourct~-~~" an .ac~

count of the nrogrc:ss (lf the l1uma~ farnilv
the v~;.st
·we have mentionbetter co·:Jld v1e do, than in1itate
and write terra incognita
over the"
The curionR hierog-lyphconrw•_:ted with this work, intended
for a
of a nun1erous
great 1noven1en~s,o
periods~
·vvan;, affi1ct1ons, successes;
moreover, to t•~ach sornething of
natural
and vege1·nh]::c
of <he
in which
occurred, hut so curiously blind, m:~v
as no
ilh1~'tration Of
the p1ain~3st tracea v,re cou1d discover tJnder
>.uch
of :111 that transpired
from the creation of
than

for which ·we are mBib!e.
But <e>xceedingly insignificant as are all
rt~sourcen for the earliest
of the
v:orld
of the
thev
may be of gre>tt conPequence in connectio1z
with tile Bible. Thev may add no facts
to what it contains, b~1t th~v mav contraJict or confirm what it contains. -A sinR"le
1ine of inscription unon a Tbehan tomb: a
bone dug 1lp fro1n the depth~ of the
earth; a strattFn of
o,- rubbish., cli5covered m the interior of a mnuntain, mB.V"
~dd very litt!e ~o. our k1;mvledge of fact~,
1ll.~~trat1ng tn~ J11:~t?rY or the
~ ; . but 1t
w1ll become or g-reat 1m portance, If 1t conflict1 or harrnonize~ \Vith any stnternents
which
to vvrite under
divine
One di0_Antiquarian, or the ;z;cologist
P.utbenticated, accurately
interpr;oted, certainly speaking the truth,
c;nd certainly contn1dictory to the Mosaic
record; '.Vhat an cvidet1ce against his inspiration! Then bow singularly has the
Bible exposed it~cH" to attack; ·what an
immense frontier has it had to defend;
what a chain of posts in the wildernes~ to
Rehti;lf,;'
the most imevents, from the creation of the
"Norld, for sever>1l thou~and years; events,
such as
and inc;criptions, and
rnonnments, and strata of the earth, if they
of
can hnrdlv avoid recording, in some shape or O'ther; thuF-,
corning into contact with all the researches of literature and science at innumerable
and inviting investig"'tion;
~h;d~eni~:ng fltf:1ck
the whole line of
Its oete!Jis wh:Jt
in such circume;tances,
from so dishmt Hn age, could
stand f>.uch "
vvere it not inspired?
It woui.d he wondc:rful, could vve only say
th:1t every ser!rch into tradition; every interpretation of inscriptions; every trace of
n:Jtions; every remnant of :1ncient history;
everv (leveiopment of the 2;eolo<rv of the
earth, has failed In contradict the" history
in the Bible. We go much farther, It

of' tb<G hurnan rnce v.,rere saved;
appe2rs, s_o much the n:ore
more lmcu1bvatert the nations
the
since they
of themexamine the
to the disinto the forbecome ·aware of
tho smallness of
estahlishrnents, their solitude and the ~tate of thPtribes which ret8.in their
; we
not <.dlovv ourselves to attribute the
agr{";-·~n.;c~n-~ of t~ose accounts to the in.fl~en
ce oJ: nw;;iJOnarH:s :md to thHt of Chnstlanupon national traditions."
,
is the concurrence of tradiiion m> to the era of the
Cuvier
remarks that
f:gmous astronomical
tahles of the Hindoos. from which such
has been
were
Speaking of the
t~s to the period of the renewal
he
:- "~tis not to be conshould have

A~ain,

tarv ."
The traditions
ularly numerous.
the oldest nations of
deans,
bv Berosns,
cian, &c), as well as from
recently discovered as
North and South
lands of the South Sea.
the earth u:dte in testimony to the
Chinese and SBnscrit literature concurs
with Chiiian and Peruvian and Mexican

the same

"All nations which possess any
ancient traditions, declare
, .
;recently renewe_d after
a
revomtwn m nHture.
Th1s concurrence of historical and traditionary testim:)nies
a comparatively recent
race, and their
that are furof nature, might
warrant us
refraining from
the examin:1ti\in of certain equivocal monuments which have been brought forward
some authors in support 0f a contrary
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confitm, the '/vord vv hich
divineeH

opmJOn.
But even
judge of it by some
will probably do no1

*

know

of the 1nsp1rerl
connected
with science or the
of mankind, may in :.::o1ne tninds, be
troubled~ and the prot--.:rcss o£ religion,
founded unon such belief, be threatened
with d'bnn and wreck; but the Lord is in
UJe lihip, and in his time W"ill rebuke the
v;ind and
and the iitt1e fa.itb of bis
people, and the
of "cruth shall shine
out~ as "'vvhen ''the Lord looked unto th·e
host of the
the nilhr
?.nd troubled 'their
R.C-

of all oemutconnected with its
1n the tr,~~dltions of
anust have corntnenced
the last
ano
abounding in
most dc,;;,tefl
thorou5"hly
The Scriptures have yf:t to
er cnbinef of illustrati"~e 2m·~
collections from th{•
buried and unknown
of American Antiquity.
In reference to the

more
it has
dimensions.
made with
mountains; and in aH
dicated a .
of abovt

KHNYON

CoLI.iEGE~ O~io~

January., 1839.

-----·----------------DEFE~TSIVE.

that truth nf'(:::ds

cf man, more
much as can
of
contraJiction to

saic narrative of the creation;"

We would

ove·:r error;
hence ln addhion h.) •.ivhat has
h;;en
in the ..~.lferald~ I vvl~h tn ~~>1Y" thBt
rny staternent that Mrc McLellin was

* MelvilPs bermonB-
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baptized by Brighamite authority, was
baFed upon a statement in the Herald for
June 4th, 1887 that he was baptized on
the 13th of February, 1847; and that I
concluded, (as did also several prominent
elders who have since written to me regarding the matter, besides some with whom I
have conversed) that he was so baptized.
I do not state the8e things, however, to
justify myself in the error committed, or
to throw the responsibility of it on others.
I should have been positive before I wrote.
But seeing the error has occurred, I willingly "make the plaster as large ..as the
wound," and hence I use the Herald to
correct the blunder.
But I do not propose to submit to undue
criticism, and hence I call attention to an
article in "The Return" by E. Robinson,
a very weak defense of Whitmerism.
Mr. Robinson does not tell where Mr.
McLellin was baptized, or whether the
man baptizing him was a Brighamite,
Strangite, Brewesterite or Rigdonite.
But granting he was not a Brighamite,
the question arises: "By what authority
was he baptized?"
I have been credibly
informed he was baptized by a person
who had been expelled from the old organization.
If this be true, I can't see
that he was in any hetter condition than
though he had been baptized by the Brighamites. For the old organization being
the Church of Christ, she certainly, in the
act of excommunication, annulled any and
all authority previously conferred, upon the
ground that "Whatsoever thou shalt bind
on earth shall be bound in heaven;
and whatsoever thou shall lose on earth
shall be loosed in heaven."-Matt. 16: 19;
John 20:23. Upon the other hand, if:>he
was not the church, then t;he conferred no
divine authority upon h1m. Hence, no matter which horn of the dilemma is chosen.
it still leaves Mr. McLellin outside ot th~
Church of Christ. And if so, was David
Whitmer baptized by divine authority
when receiving immersion at the hands of
Dr. McLelli~?
David Whitmer was
baptized uy " man who had no authority; then by virtue of what baptism or
what line of authority can the Whitmerites claim valid bapt.ism? It can not be
traced to and through the baptism Dwid
Whitmer received at the hands of Joseph
Smith in 1829, for he was expelled from
the church April 13th, 1838. Besides this,
DaviJ Whitmer acknowledged hein!!
legally expelled from the church in 1838
by being rebaptized in 1847 bv Dr. Me·
Lellin.
Hence, being legally expelled,
(which he in his second immersion acknowledge~), he was then outside the
church, and if admitted again it must be
through the ordinance of baptism-the
door-for he that "climbetb up some other
way, the same is a thief and a robber."John ro: I.
Bapti,m, be it remembered,
is not the mere dipping of a person under
water; but to make immersion valid baptism it must be administered bv divine
authority.
And as we have seen the
faulty channel of authority through and bv
which the Whitmerites are immersed, and
find it without divine and regular authority, does it not follow that they have not

THE SAINTS'
been legally baptized-have not come m
through "the doer," but are
to
"climb up some other way," and are vvoefully deceived?
This, in either case,
leaves them outside of Christ's Church.
This may seem harsh to some but be it
remembered that Jesus said,
enter in at the strait gait; for
unto you shall seek to enter in
not be able."-Luke 13: 24.
tells us the reason whv those
not obtain, it is becau~e they do not
lawfully."-2 Tim. 2: 5·
1\tir. Robinson says that ''not less thzn
one hundred and eighty columns of the
Saints' Herald have been devoted to tbe
subject."
Very well, large
given to print documents for
merites, and large space was
refute them. Does it therefore
the latter was devoted for
son than to show errors and
"inward
corruptions" of Whitmerism?
No other
paper would l:ave published the \!Vhitme<'ite documents as did the Herald; and
when it did so it was bound to faithfully
expose its cant, false reasoning~, false applications of Scripture and history, and
frankly puncture its shallow sophistry
and show up its dangerous deceptiveness
to the satisfaction of all filir minded
But now to show how little
is to he placed in the views, opinions and
statements of Mr. E. Robinson I en!! Jttention to 7 he Return where he seeks to
sustain the position of the Whitmerites
where they deny that Jesus is the Chri1;t
by making garbled quotations from w·. P.
Brown's pamphlet. My quotation he cal!s
a "partial quotation," and says: "Now we
will give you the quotation from V.I. P.
Brown's pamphlet, No. I, p:~g·e
as /t
reads/' and yet his pretended
q notation leavec; out nineteen
These words are left out of his ~~~<-cmri
verbatim quotation. 0, for shame!
did you leave out those words, Mr.
inson?
Evidently because they
what I set forth in my pamphlet,
realizing that fact, craftily
to
lead your readers away from the issue and
deceive them by leavin_g· out those nineteen
wotds. They-prove just what I claimed
in my pamphlet, that the Whitmerite" deny that Jesus was the C hr£st, for the
words" Christ offered up the man
prove it. J\1r. Brown arg·ued
was not the Christ, hut that" C ltrist
ed up the man Jesus."
But, Mr. Robinson, I will
from
your own quotation from
parnphiet tt1at the Whitmerites
'Jesus is the Christ. You quote ns follows: "We must pray to the Father in
that name, baptize, &c., in the name of
Jesus. But when we come to the name
·of the church, it must be called after the
Son o/ God." Mark the
"pray, baptize, &c.," in the m1me of
but call the church after the Son
which is equivalent to saying
was not and is not the Son of God.
says (and Robinson endorses
"I also
object to the name of Jesus as
of the
name of Christ's church." Here you have
them denying again that Jesus
and is

was

the
of God. But the Scriptures say
emphatically, "'That holy thing which
shall be born of thee [Mary J shall be called the Son of God."-Luke I: 35· Thus
the
declared, and the Scriptures
record that
was and is the Son of
God, yet Brown & Co. object to the narrw
forming a part of -the name of the
church, because the church "must be called after the Son of God." But let us look
further at Robinson's quotation from
: "Jesus was the son of
was the Son of God." These
being the Christ. They
that while
was the
the son of
yet he was not the Christ,
for" Christ was the Son of God." Here,
then, in hi& own quotation from 'V.l. P.
Brown, is a flat denial that Jesus is the
Christ. And John says: «Who is a liar
but he that denreth thatj esus is the Christ.''
- I John 2: 22.
I wish it understood that I, in my pamphlet, do not claim that the Whitmerites
disclaim the name of Jesus altogether. I
merely show that, in tbeir
that
"] esus was the son of
''Christ was the Son of God,"
ny that Jesus is the Chri~t.
is true
they clairn to
in the name of Jesus.
But if Jesus is
the Christ as
argue,
and as.they
in the name
'Jesus,
then according
their own log-ic they do
not baptize into Christ, and hence are ·outside of Christ, for the
say that
only "As many of you
have been
baptized into Christ have put on ·christ.
--GaL 3:27.
One thing is
noticeable, that their
efforts at
is confined, mostly,
in a few
of the Reorganized
Church. But it is consoling to know thAt
the most of these
not all) whom
succeed in
to swallow their contradictory,
are unstable. conceited, ignorant, lawkss, spiritless; cranky
perbons, whose domineering proclivitieR
unfit them for the society of well informed
Saints, or they pick
those cut off the
church for adulterv or other rank evils,
But we read tll<>t God "wi!l gather out of
his kingdom all those that offend, and them
that do ir:iquity. Perchance Vlhitmerism
be of use to
out" the unworthy,
the Lord mav preserve unto himself
"a pure people." Perhaps we should not
hinder this work, other than to see that the
honest-hearted are not deceived.

up

WILLARD

J. SMITH.

l:ToLS'fEIN, Ontario, Jan. 22d, 1889.

PROCRASTINATION.

PROBABLY no one evil so enthralls and
enslaves the souls and bodies of men as
that of procastinHtion. Other evils may,
as a rule, be detected at a glance; but this
one is so insidious th1t it seems to need esmention, just as a hidden pitfall
needs an extra signboard. "Time enough
yet," is the old argument which Satan bas
used to entrap the sons of men, no doubt
ever since the world was created.
And,
notwithstanding· the accumulated aad constantly increasing
of evidence
which goes to show the fallacy of such
reasoning, no bait which he has-to offer is
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so greedily bitten at by old and young as the Spirit and yet be "thrust down to
hell."
that which tends to procrastination.
Let us bear in mind that those universal
We were highly edified by an article
called "Triune Baptism," published in a baptisms are for the w~rld and the vvorld's
; and they will receive them at their
late number of the Herald.
A few
time.· But for the Lord's peothoughts suggested by its teachings may
for those who can exercise faith, it is
not be out of place here. The writer took
the position that the earth, cursed on ac- recorded in the sacred word, "To-day is
count of man's transgression, is included the day of salvation."
A way back as early as the time of
in the vast plan of human redemption;
he and all his people received the
and that in working out this far-reaching
plan, the earth, in common with mankind, complete work of the plan of salvation,
would undergo, first, the baptism of water, even to translation by faith."-Heb. I 1: 5·
(the flood); second, the baptism of the Then let us not be backward in asking
Spirit, when God's Spirit will be poured of God for such things as we need, ret.hat he has promised to give
out upon all flesh; and, third, the bapglory, and no good thing will
tism of fire at the end of the thousand "grace
years, when the earth is purified by fire, he withhold from those who walk upand raised to her celestial or crystalized qghtly." Even so, Amen.
A. J. DENNIS.
state.
vV e perfectly agree with this writer in
the magnificent scheme he has so beautifully presented.
We have held the same
for years, but in reading his excellent artNOTICE.
icle some thoughts presented them~elves
Any person who can give us any information
in connection therewith that we thought of the whereabouts of any or all of the brethren
might be beneficial to others.
whose names are below, will please inform ArSuppose, for instance, that men in the thur Allen, secretary of the First Kansas City
1320, East 23d street, Kansas City, Mo.
antediluvian age of the world had said, bnmch,
William E. Crumb, Aima Caudwell, and George
"What need is there of our being baptized H. Dunham.
with water for the remission of our sins?
BORN.
There is a universal baptism coming bye
January uth, 1889, to John R. and Mary M.
and bye and then we shall get the benefit
of water baptism without any volition on Allen, a son, named Thomas Lot Allen.
MARRIED.
our part." And so they did; but we find
McKEE.-STEPHENSON.-At the residence of
these same men in prison over two thousand years after that, when Christ preach- the groon,'s parents, three miles north of Stewartsville,
at one o'clock Sunday, February
ed the g·ospel to them after his crucifixion
3d, r889,
William McKee and Sr. Ina Ste(See r Pe"t. I: 18-zo), and all because of phenson, both of DeKalb county, were united in
their procrastination! Think of a jail senthe bonds of matrimony by Elder D. E. Powell,
tence of two thousand years, and just be- ' in the presence of a house full of relatives and
friends,- after which many congratulations were
cause of a little pleasure of a few short g'iven the happy palr, and a bountious dinner
years of vanity upon earth l And then served.
suppose that Christ had ascended to the
LYDIC.·-W AYT.·-Near Glen Easton, Marshall
Father instead of going to preach to those county, West Virginia, Christmas day, r888, at
imprisoned spirits, and sitting calmly down the home of the bride's parents, Mr. JacobS.
upon his throne, had said: "I have had a Lydic to Sr. :Amanda J. \Vayt, Elder-James Brown
May peace and joy attend their pathpretty hard time of it. Now I guess I officiating.
way through life.
will rest awhile before I preach to those
DIED.
spirits in prison. There is time enough
PERKINs.-At her home in Lucas, Iowa, of old
yet." How differently would these words age and general debility, Sr. Louisa L. Perkins,
have sounded to the antediluvians under wife of Bro. James Perkins, Dec. 13th, r889.
such excruciating circumstances, to what She was born Dec, 9th, 1824, at Trowbridge,
V/ellehire, England, and united with the church
they did as they were revelling in sin and at
an early date and went with others to Utah;
ba>.king in iniquity! And yet they would b;Jt on Oc:t. zzd, r862, she received the Reorganhave been just as com.istent and iust as ized Church and proved faithful until her derighteous under the latter as uncfer the c··~ase. Her experience has been long and full of
incidents of interest; and having tasted of the
former circumstances.
wormwood and gall hidden in the. "vallles of the.
How nrone men are to note the sins of mountain~," she could well appreciate the claims
their fo~efathers and commit the smne o:i the Reorganization. Funeral services were
themselves! Let us sfe if there is not conducted by John Watkins, Sr.
some lesson that we
learn from the
GoouE:-On January r6th, 1889, Bro. John
antediluvian world.
have supnosed Goode, at his residence, near Tabor~ iowa. He
was born March 28th, 1817, at North Hampton,
them as waiting for the univers:1l haptism
England; was baptized May r6th, r875, by E. C.
· of water.
We do not think this supposiBrand and ordained to the office of an elder.
tion at all improbable, judging from huSeptember 26th r875, under the hand of T.
Smith. Bro. Goode Jived a life worthy of his
rnan nature in general, and from the experiences of these individuals in particular. profession. He VIas consistent, just, and honorand through a godly life and Christian deBut now suppose we should commit the a1:>le,
portnJent gained the confidence and esteem of
same error and wait for the universal bap- all rhe Saints who knew him. He &ought to
tism of the Spirit.
How much better magnifv his calling to the best of his ability, and
would we fare? We read of those of the died firm in the faith, having a strong hdpe of
telestial world that they were those who the resurrection of the just. He told the writer
he wanted it stated at his funeral that he
knew only of the Spirh, and who were that
was a firm believer in the gospel of Christ, and
cast down to hell. It is possible for us to had within him the assurance of all that God
receive this universal (world's) baptism of had promised through obedience to his truth.
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Funeral services were eonduckd and sermon
preached by Elder Vvilliam Leeka, at the residence of the deceased, to a large circle of rela·
tives and friends. His remains were interred in
the Tabor Cemetery. Thus has gone to the paradise of God another of Israel's noble chieftains.
He leaves behind a loving and faithful wife, six
sons and five daughters, who keenly feel their
loss, but mourn not as those without hope.
RICHARD.-Mrs Margaret, wife of David Richard, died Jan. 5th, r888, and was buried at Reno,
vVasho county, Nevada. She was 72 years of
age, and was born in Aberdare, Glanmorgan
shire, South \Vales. She had four children, two
boys 'and two girls, the two girls and one son are
living.
RASMUSSEN.-At Omaha, Neb, Sunday, February 3d, r889, Sister Christina Rasmussen, of
dropsy of the heart. She was born in Copenhagen, Denmark, Novembt'r 9th, 1823, and had a
life of trial but was faithful unto death. Several
days before she died having- called her daughter
to her bedside, told her of the beauties of the
other worid which her heavenly Father had permitted her to see, and telling her she wished to
go-it was such a beautiful place-and that she
also saw her husband there. Funeral service by
Bro. Nicholas Rumel, on the 6th inst., in Saints'
chapel.
OBITUARY.
ScoTT.-At Lamoni, Iowa, on the morning of
February 9, r889, of heart disease and brain fever,
Bro. John William, only son of Bro. John Scott,
foreman of the Herald Office, aged 19 years, 9
months and 7 days. His illness was but for a
little over one week. He was born at Plano, Illinois, Mayzd, 1869; was blessed on JuJy3dby
Elders Isaac Sheen and Wm. MErks; was baptized April nth, r881, by Elder F. G. Pitt.
Though during the past year he had some experiences with the powers of evil and unbelief
yet he conquered, and during his sickness he
made clear statements of his confidence in Gou
and in the gospel of Christ, and assured us that
he was happy in the truth of heaven. He was a
member of the Students' Society of Lamoni, and
the young brethren and sisters of this band attended the funeral and marched from the home
to the church, and from there t.o the cemetery in
a body. The sermon was pr~ached by Elder H.
A. Stebbins. He was assisted in the services by
Pres. W. W. Blair. Elders A. S. Cochran and
R. S. Salyards conducted the services at the
home and at the grave. There was a very large
attendence, and it was a solemn occasion.
The following preamble,; and resolution were
adopted by the Students' Society at its meeting
on February r2th:
Whereas, for the first time in the history of the
Students' Society of Lamoni. death has invaded
our band, h1 that on the 9th dav of February
death removed from our midst Bro. John William Scott; and Wkereas, while we de(,plv feel the
loss of our associate and friend, and do mourn
his departure, yet we :realize that his absence
must be far more keenlv felt bv his familv; :.herefore be it Resolved, that we hereby con.-Jey to his
bereaved parents, sisters and friends cur iv•artfelt sympathy in this the time of their affliction,
and prav that God will administer abundantly to
them of his consolatiou and peace. And, while
-we feel deep regret and :~c·rl·ow because of his
absence from tht·m and from us, yet we would
say that we rejoice w\th ihem in the certainty
that he died in the faith of the gospel and in the
hope of a glorious resurrection with the just.
And we feel that if we are faithful and diligent
we shall meet him in the mansions of Hght, and
have joy with him where pain and death have
neither place nor power.
CHURCH RECORDER'S NOTICE.
District presidents and clerks, or othE'rs, who
have in their hands branch reports that have
been received at district conferences. will eonfer
a favor by forwarding them to me l~mediately.
And the reports to the February and March conferences, please send them in as soon as possible
after the sessions, so that all may be recorded before April.
H. A. STEBBINS, Recorder.
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they do attempt anything of the kind,
such offenders should be dealt with
and thoroughly.
one should "bear his own burden" so
as he can.
It is time enough
to ask others to bear them when we can
not do so ourselves. It is Christian to
kind! y aid the needy, and to be forward
in that good work; but it is riot Christian
for any to neglect to provide for their own
or seek to force that work on their friends,
neighbors, or any one else. Let all see to
it and honor the laws of God, the laws of
the land, and the high impulses of all
noble natures by caring for their own and
not crowd upon the kindness, forbearance,
or good nature of any one,
LE PLONGEON'S LETTER.

PAUL the Apostle, the most eminent of all HA nNG obtained permission from the
the teachers and interpretors of Christianinterested, we publish, with much
ity says: "But if any provide not for his satisfaction, the following letter from the
own, and especially for those of his own renowned and justly celebrated achaeologhouse, he hath denied the faith and is ist and antiquarian, Dr. Le Plongeon.
worse than an Infidel."-r Tim. 5: 8.
This letter manifests the fact that in the
This doctrine can not be excelled. The
of America are found abundant
commonest instincts of decent manhood
that its ancient inhabitants were
and womanhood respond to it heartily and
thoroughly acquainted with Egyptian art
forcefully.
Even the animal creation- and well versed in Egyptian language-beast or bird, great and small-bear ample just the things set forth. so prominently in
evidence that they, too, are largely actuat- the Book of Mormon, for the Nephites
ed by that commendable quality. But, and Zarahemlaites being of Israel, carried
sad to say, there are some beings in human over this knowledge from Palestine, their
form-and occasionally one of them gets fathers having been intimately acquainted
into the church-who seem well nigh bar- with Eg-yptian civilization from the times
ren of that natural love for its kind which of Abra~1am. The letter is of value also
prompts and impels to care for and proas f,howing the untiring dforts of Rev.
vide with what is needful "those of his
Lamb to destroy the verv foundations of
own bouse." Such parties, whoever they
God's "m"rvelous work" in these latter
may be, are a living libel on Christianity, a
by proving false the claims ma~e by
living disgrace to society, and are lacking the Book of Mormon in respect to ammals
the natural good there is in brute beasts. in ancient America, and that its ancient in
The rules of the church are st:-ict against habitants were skilled in Egyptian lanidlers and idleness, and yet there are inguage and art-in all of which the Rev.
stances where both are .suffered in the gentleman miserably fails, as will be seen.
church to the disgrace of the church and
of our readers will be amused on
the harm of the idler. This should not be, reading the Doctor's theory of the origin
and the officers and members should see of the Book of Mormon. But God has
that law honored which says: "The idler said in connection with the coming forth
shall not have place in the church," and, of that book and the work that would fol"He that is idle shall not eat the bread nor low., "the wisdom of their wise men shall
wear the garments of the laborer."-D. C. perish, and the understanding of their pru.
75: 5; 42: I z. This applies to all, wheth- denl' man shall be hid."-Isa. 29: 14.
er members or ministers. Persons having
Dr. Le Plongeon is doubtless one of this
families should spare no effort to provide
world's "wise men," and is doing good in
for their suitable wants. God and the
his way.
We recognize the fact that
laws of the land demand it; and all well
heaven uses such men, though they know
disposed and properly bal.anced persons it not, and we shall be pleased to investigate
need not be told it. All should provide his forth·coming works.
for their own, so far as they have power
Here is his Jetter:
and ability; and this should be their first
204, Washington, St., BROOKLYN,
object and effort.
They should not seek
N. Y., January 8th.
to crowd on the:r brethren and sisters, or
S. F. Walleer, Esq., Dear Sir:- Your favor of
any one else, those whom God and society
2md nature require them to provide for. If December 28th came to hand three days ago.

No.9·
My various occupations have prevented me from
answering sooner.
Mrs. Walker is welcome to reproduce my comparative table of the Maya and' Egyptian alphabets. I am the publisher of "Sacred Mysteries"
and have the copyright.
I am sorry not to
be able to comply with your request as to
the sending of the original plate. It forms part
of the page on the one hand, and on the other I
have not got the plates in my possession. They
are in a storage house, and the keeper informs
me it would take a whole day to reach the boxes
which contain the plates. If you can have it
made in your parts of the country from the book,
you have my permission.
As to your remarks concerning the masonic
signs discovered by me in Yucatan, or any other
facts stated in my works, you will please notice
that I merely mentioned them without passing
any comments.
History is formed by the recital of events which
have occured; not of speculations as to what may
or may not have taken place. In all my writings
I try to confine myself to bring together such
facts as I find them recorded in the archives of
the various nations of which we have definite
knowledge.
Revelation recorded in the sacred books of the
sects into which mankind is divided is no criterion for me-I do not believe in one of these
books more than in another. The Book of Mormon is just as good for me, so far as revelation
is concerned, as the Old Testament or Apocalypses. The Book of Henoch is not revelationat least to me. I have read it carefully, and am
satisfied that it contains m:tny of the secret teachings imparted to the initiates in the secrecy of
the temples of Egypt, transcribed in an ambiguous style to to conceal the knowledge therein contained from the uninitiated.
Whoever wrote the Book of Mormon had rf'ad
some of the relations at least of the voyages of
Japanese and Chinese travellers to Fusang, and
made use of said relations in concocting said
book.
This calls to my mind the visit of a certain
Rev. Mr. Lamb, who introduced himself to me
by stating that he resided at Salt Lake City and
was there combatting the Mormon doctrin!"s and
showing that their pretended revelations were
all humbug. He presented me with a book published by him in which he pretended to show
the many absurdities containt;d in the Book of
Mormon. He finished by telling me that he had
called upon me in order to obtain my opinion on
what is said in the book relatively to the animals,
suc.h as the horse, the pig, the cattle and sheep
that lived anciently on the Western Continent,
which, he continued, prove that the whole book
is an absurd fabrication, and hoped that I would
help him with my knowledge in ghowing it to be
such.. The man evidently either had been misinformed concerning me, or had not taken the
trouble to inquire. When he ceased speaking I
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asked him if he was a Christian, to which he
emphatically answered, Yes; and I, as emphatically replied, No! because he did not f~llow the
doctrine of Jesus-" Do not do to others what you
do not wish others to do to you."
I informed him that I did not care a straw
if the Book of Mormon was a revelation or a
fabrication; that I considered that every man
had an absolute right to worship deity as best he
thought; that on the other hand, I could not join
him in disproving the Book of Mormon in the
part in which the animals mentioned are said to
have lived on the American Continent, because I
was not in the habit of making a fool of myself
if I could help it. Then I informed him that
seven teen species of fossil horses had been discovered in America; that the buffaloes were cattle; that the mountain sheep still lived in the
Rocky Mountains, and that peccaries, or wild
pigs roamed yet in large numbers In the forests
of Central America. After .that I gave him a
piece of my mind and bowed him out of the
house. I met him once more in a reunion; but
he did not try again to enlist my sympathy in
his war against the Mormons; but I informed
him that I had written to my old travelling companion, Mr. John Taylor, and had informed him
of what had taken place. * * *
When I have the means of publishing my
large work, "The Monuments of Mayas and their
Historical Teachings," something unknown to
the world will then be presented concerning
ancient American hist~ry and the origin of the
primitive traditions of mankind, and of many
notions still existing among us.
Mrs. Le Plongeon returns thanks to Mrs.
Walker for the January number of Autumn
Leaves. It is certainly a very intere&ting publication, and I join her in wishing Mrs. Walker
every success, even if we are not sectarians, for
we believe that the contents of Autumn Leaves
will be productive of goood among the many . . .
Will Mrs. Walker accept the copy I forward by
tl-,is mail of Mrs. Le Plongeon's-"Here and there
in Yucatan."
Yours very respectfully,
AuGTUS LE PLONGEoN, M. D.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

President J ost?ph Smith writes as follows from D. S. Mills' ranch, Santa Ana,
California! February 13th, r889:
Am reasonably well though having some
twinges of my old enemy, neuralgia, still lingering; a change of -air, a "Santa Ana" wind, or
a pending storm creating nervous uneasiness
and irritation of the side of my face. I spoke
last week in Spurgeon's Hall, Santa Ana, on
Wednesday evening on temperance; and Thursday evening on "The Marriage Question." Had
only mediocre liberty, and am not elated over either effort, though some spoke favorably of
them. The hall was very noisy, and men and
boys kept tramping in and out during the time I
was speaking, which much disturbed me.
On Sunday, the roth, I spoke in the Saints
church near Bro. John Garner's, in morning and
evening, presenting the subject of the Resurrection in the morning, and the Judgment in the
evening. The Saints seemed to enjoy thE' services, so I had no reason to complain. Application was made for the rite of baptism, and on
yesterday,at two p.m. we gathered at Bro. S. Penfold's, where I baptized the wife and son of Bro.
Joseph Dustin, Bro. Mills' son Frederick and
c'aughter Mary, Bro Charles Best's daughters
Cleora and Flora, and Bro. George Barr's son
Glaud. The young people are fine additions to the
army of workers. So goes the work. I was

THE SAINTS'
but watering what others had sown-God gave
the increase. The branch met at evening for
confirmation when a most excellent spirit prevailed. After confirmation I spoke to them hom
the words ••Do good unto all men, especially to
them who are of the household of faith'' The
liberty was good, and the Saints seemed pleased with the effort. Altogether it was a:~ eventful day for the "transient elder." It was never my privilege to baptize so large a number
so promising for good, as it seems to me these
young people were. Bro. Mills' son is the oldest of the boys baptized yesterday, and is a
young man of marked and strongly reliant
character, who will, if he persists in his choice
to serve God, be of go<;>d service to the men
of his time and sphere.
Bro. Garner is very low, is hardly able to raise
his head from his pillow, and to all human appearances has not long to stay with men In
in this life of !he flesh. He has no wish to stay,
and is ready to go hence.
On Sunday I baptized Lewis St. Clair, who,
with his wife lived at Plano in r87o. She was
baptized there, and now, after nineteen years of
wandering, he has obeyed. They live at Santa
Ana.
Yesterday morning a strong "Santa Ana"
was blowing at daylight and continued until about
two p. m The mercury went up to 8o0 in the
shade at Bro. Penfold's, and it was hot. The air
a! most parched one's lips. It is now feared that
crops on the "Mesa ... will be ruined. The whole
San Joaquin valley has been sown to wheat and
barley. These "Santa Ana's" as they are called
here, are hot, searching winds off the desert east
and north, and they scorch like the Kansas hot
winds. "They say" that "they don't often have
winds here," but the one yesterday is about the
fourth since I came to the state, and the second
here within a week. The "rule" seems to be a!l
"played out" when I come here.
The Laguna branch was reorganized last week
by advice of Bro. Burton, and under his care.
Bro. A. W. Thompson was chosen to preside;
Bro. Harvey Hemenway to act as priest, and
Bro. Charles Salter as clerk.
There is little or no sickness among our folks
here, and what there is seems to yield to the administration of the elders to a marked degree.
A good feeling appears to be prevailing, and the
branch under the care of Bro. Daniel Garner,
who is presiding, is doing well.
The disaffection obtaining among some arising from the peculiarities and defection of Bro.
R. Huntley,-who unfortunately misconstrued
and misrepresented the action of Bro. Rogers,
the Bishop, in the matter of the money left by
Bro. Huntley in the Bishop's hands for the publishing of the still unrevealed portion of the Book
of Mormon-has returned upon Bro. Huntley to
his hurt; but some who were involved are still
suffering distrust, and hold aloof. It is hoped
this will pass away.

Bro. J. C. Foss wrote us the following
from Plano, Illinois, the r8th instant. It
gives us unmixed pleasure to know that
the Lord is confirming his work mightily
where the church was planted aboutc 1859,
when the church numbered less than one
hundred souls, and like the"mustard seed,"
had its excellency in its divine origin and
vitality, and not in its wealth, human wis.
dom, or worldly power and influence.
God was and is its author, helper and
guide. He approves His own church by
His free Spirit:
"Our conference at this place on Saturday and
Sunday last, was one long to be remembered by
all present
The business was all done in the
best of feeling-as God would have it everywhere in his church. Saturday evening we
listened to a powerful sermon by our noble brother
Thomas Hougas, followed Sunday morning by
Elder A. Whitaker, of Wisconsin. In the afternoon we had a testimony and sacrament meeting; and during that three hours' meeting our
heavenly Father did remember us his children.
The whole house seemed to be filled with the

Spirit of God. While prayers were offered and
witness borne of God's power among his people,
the power of God was made manifest in several
unknown tongues with interpretations; as also
by the gifts in prophecy. 0! how glad we are,
my beloved brother, that our God "is not asleep,"
nor "on a long journey," but Is always with us if
we are found at our post. In the evening we
listened to our little brave "boy preacher," Bro._
Pender."

B1o. John Hawley thus writes in a late
letter:
"I start tomorrow with my family for Sheridan, Missouri, hoping it will better my conditio.n
temporally, and I think a spiritual work will be
done in that part. My lameness is so improved,
I think I will soon be able to devote my whole
time to the work."

A letter from Bro. Frank Criley, of
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, dated February
19th, brings us sad news as follows:
"I am sony to report to you that Otlr beloved
brother E. C. Briggs is lying very low with
typhoid fever, and I desire for him an intjerest in
your prayers that he may recover. He is at my
house and we are doing all we can for him. We
sent this morning for some of his family. He
does not seem to realize that he is sick; only
wonders why he is so weak that he can not leave
his bed."
·

We very much regret to hear of Bro.
Briggs' illness and earnestly hope for his
speedy recovery. We are pleased to know
that he is with kindhearted Saints who
will care for him as tenderly as if one of
their own, and will see that he lacks nothing necessary for his welfare.
"SEVENTH DAY ADVENTISM RENOUNCED."
THE

above is the title of a work of about

rso pages published by Elder D. M. Can-

right, who for twenty-eight years was an
active member, minister, writer and debater-laboring in defense of that faith. The
work does not appear to be written in a
spirit of bitterness, but is rather a frank·
exposition of the fallacies and erroneous
doctrines of that peculiar faith. Elder
Canright seems to have been beset with
doubts long bPfore his renunciation of
Adventism, and while continually honored with responsible positions among them,
he was finally forced to admit that their
doctrines were Scripturally untenable and
deceptive. He discusses brief! y and tersely
their favorite theories, such as "Mrs
White's Visions," "The Sanctuary," "The
Sabbath," "The Law," etc., and in the
closing chapter gives "An experience of
twenty-eight years in Adventism." He
considers the Seventh Day Adventist
movement to be in a very shaky condition,
both internally and externally.
Inasmuch as our people have been and
are continually being attacked by that so.
ciety we call attention to this work which
can be obtained at this office on application.
It will be useful to all interested in meeting that issue. Although the elders of
the latter day work have long anticipated
Elder Canright in the true Scriptural status
of Adventism, there are many facts
sented in his book which will.be of
as revealing much of the inner history and
weakness of that movement.
His references to Joseph Smith and the
work inaugurated through his instrumentality are manifestly unfair and unsustain-
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ed by proof. His examination of Adventism is discussed upon its merits, history and
Scripture being the basi,; of tbe examination-a proper method in the di~cussion
of such questions.
LOCATION BOOMING.

WE frequently receive letters from persons desirous of "booming" their favorite
localities and of inducing immigration
thereto. Some of these we have published in the past, many of them have gone
the way of the waste-basket, and, if we
are rightly informed, it would have been
well if some othen; had never been published, for they served to induce emigration to parts which have proved most unsatisfactory to those going there. Very
few have tastes alike; a climate suiting
some is not good for others; and unless
persons have most excellent judgment
touching climate, soil, fuel, water, markets,
<Society, and a score of other things affecting these matters of location, and then
ihav~ had experience of years in such locations, they should move with c~ution
when seeking to advise others. We have
5aid before, and we repeat it, that the best
and safest way is to let the Bishopric advise in these matters and then hold them
responsible for the counsel they give. Let
no one feel hurt if they fail to see their
letters published inviting the Saints to locate in their newlv found and favorite localities. w·e shaii seek to do for the best in
respect to these as also all other matters
coming to .us.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

NoT long since a brother in Independence
expressed through the HERALD a wish to
obtain "a housekeeper," and now it turns
up that some thought be thereby desired
to say he wished to obtain a wife. What
he intended, if anything different from
what he wrote, we do not profess to
know.
This department concluded he
meant what he said, and it is needless to
say there are hosts of housekeepers who
are not wives. If the brother really intended to advertise for a wife, he caught
us, (if no one else), with g·uile, but we
hope no sad results will follow.
Bro. Duncan Campbell of Pleasanton,
Iowa, has just recovered from a recent illness sufficiently to begin replying to the
attacks made upon the faith at that place
by two elders of the Seventh Day Adventists. He says: "l am feeling some
better but still weak. The Saints have
been benefitted by the fire to which they
have been exposed, so that prayer meetings are much better atteuded and there is
much more unity am on?: them." We
await developments and full particulars.
Bro. Thomas H. Andrews, of Fall
Massachusetts, renews for the
HERALD and says: "It gTows better all
the time. I would feel sorry to have to
give it up." We receive numerous commendations oft his kind, and therefore hope
all the HERALD readers will seek its prosperity by wise, timely contributions, pithy
letters, well chosen selection~, and prompt,
liberal subscriptions.
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A letter from Bro W. H. Kelley, dated
Massachusetts, February 19th, informs us that Bro. E. L. Kelley is having
an eight nights' discussion with Mr. F. C.
Whitehead who represents the Christadelphians.
The propositions are two in
number; Bro. Kelley affirming the conscious state of the spirits of the dead;
while his opponent affirms that the Kingdom of Heaven as referred to in Mark
first chapter is not to be set up until the
Second Coming of Christ. Bro. Kelley
states that the discussion is witnessed by
an attentive audience in Monument Society Hall, at the foot of Bunker Hill. The
coincidence of place and teaching- are
striking and we hope that Bro. Kelley's
effort at the Mars' hill of our modern
Athens will bring the truth to many there
by whom it is now "unknown."
Bro. M. T. Short wrote from Lyon~,
Wisconsin, February r8th, sending money
to the tnissionary fund from an aged Sr.
Ann Davis who embraced the faith in
Canada in 1837, and who, residing in
Kirtland in 1838, afterwards passed
through the Missouri troubles. At the
age of eighty-seven she continues the
good fight of faith.
Sr. C. E. Carpenter, of Ashmont,
Ohio, sends for publications th,1t her
neighbors may read the word. She says
a few there look with favor upon the
work and she hopes that the word may
at some time be preached there. She is
alone in the faith and feels weak in abilitv
but strong in .faith.
"
Sr.
Huffman writes from Sinnet's
Mills, West Virginia, that the four Saints
there, who with her represent the total
membership in that section are rejoicing
in the truth although surrounded by ener>.lies of the cause of truth. She w~s baptized by Bro. Devore, and states that as a
result she has received lig-ht and comfort
and blessing and peace. She would be
to have any of the elders call and
preach for them.
Bro. F. C. Warnky wrote, February
19th, from Independence, Missouri: "We
are all well, but there is a good deal of
sickness in the city and some deaths. Bro.
Edward Noble died yesterday and others
are low. I am glad the church is taking
steps in the direction of a good school. I
endorse the movement you are
at Lamoni."
Bro. James Christensen, of Barnard,
Missouri, has just completed his studies as
book-keeper a·nd stenographer, and desire~
a position in both or either. W auld prefe.r one :1mong church members.
Bro. S. B. Kibler, of Woodbine, Iowa,
in a recent letter says: "I am trying to
spread the gospel as fast as I can by putting our works into the hands of those
who will read them. I think I will be
able to send some new subscribers to
1£erald and Autumn Leaves soon."
Bro. F. G. Pitt of Independence, Missouri, whose house and furniture were
burned last fall, insured in the Western
of Sioux City, Iowa, and he now
clnims that the company did not treat him
and fairly in adjusting his claims.
we regret to hear.

I3I
By the letter of Bro. Henry Tabbiner
which appears in this is<;ue, it will be seen
that Mr. Jarman, who has been giving an
expose- of Utah Mormonism in England
and Wales, has been willing to dearly
illustrate the difference het\yeen Brighami~;m and the work of the Reorganization.
We thank him for his fairness in so doing.
vVe also commend the efforts of Bro.
Tabbiner in looking after the interests of
the church as stated.
Bro. B. V. Scott, of Independence,
Missouri, wrote February r5th that there
had been considerable of sickness of late
among the Saints there, but that the Lord
had bltssed them in some instances in a
marked manner.
Some were still very
ill but hopeful. Work on the new church
was progressing slowly but surely.
Sr. Agnes Durrett, of Rosston, Texas,
wrote February I zth stating that she was
the only member of the church in that
vicinity. Having recently lost her hm,band and another meml:Jer of her family
she requests the prayers of the Saints in
behalf of herself and children in their severe afflictions.
Bro. I. Hogaboom wrote from Bloomington, Dakota, the 14th ult., that he had
many to hear him preach the gospel, and
thinks a large branch can be built up
there, with care.
Bro. G. L. Spencer wrote from Trinidad, Colorado, February roth, that he was
trying to do what he could to call attention to the truth. He finds much opposition to contend with, but thinks that tt uth
will prevail. He states that many Brighamites are located in his vicinity, hut are
quiet, having but little to say.
Bro. J. C. Foss wrote cheeringly from
Emington, Illinois, in a late letter. The
opposition had caused a church and schoolhouse to be closed against the elders in
that section, but as usual such action served
but to aid the cause of truth. Bro. Foss,
being threatened with personal violence,
replied that he had served two terms in
the war of the rebellion and claimed the
protection of the flag. Some were about
ready for baptism.
Sr. Emma Brackenbury of Bavport,
Michig-an, writes expressive of her confidence and love of the truth.
WE clip the following from the Chicago
Tribune of the r 9th ult., and if true,. it
proves that polygamy still rules in the
hearts of some of the Utah missionaries.
Its treatment in this case is in keeping
with what it receives elsewhere. The institution is damned and doomed and dving-as it should be:
WARM FOR THE MORMONS.

CHEYENNE, Wyo., Feb. 17 -As a culmination
of the iniquitous Mormon proselyting system a
saintly row occurred at the depot yesterday. The
trouble arose in a car-load of sixty Scandinavian
converts who had been enlisted by Elders Marvin and Greely. Chris Jansen, one of the most
prominent converts, had noticed on the trip that
Elder Marvin "as attentive to his two handsome
sisters. He addressed them on the subject and
was horrified to learn that both were to be married
to Marvin according to Mormon rites on their
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arrival in Utah. He concluded to act before it
was too late, and when the train was fifty miles
east of Cheyenne he took the elder to task. The
latter gave him no satisfaction, and Jansen called upon his friends to join him in mutiny.
The more ignorant and faithful sided with the
elder, and a terrific free fight ensued. Jansen led
an attempt to lynch Marvin with the bell-rope,
and saved his own life by wrenching a revolver
from the elder's hand. The battle became
furious, and many heads were battered in the encounter. Pulling on the bellrope caused a
stoppage of the train, but no one dared to enter
until a plucky express messenger named King
appeared with a shot-gun furnished to resist trainrobbers. The din subsided when he discharged
his weapon through the roof of the car. In the
melee women and children hnd been piteously
trampled upon and a number were seriously injured. Marvin, who had fought with desperation, was completely exhausted and covered with
bruises. While the emigrants were lunching
here the trouble broke out auew, and Jansen,
his sisters, and twenty others who had money,
left the car in a body and boarded the train for
Denver.
A GOOD OPPORTUNITY.

Bv letter from Bro.]. H. Peters, of Coleman, Michigan, we learn that he has over
one thousand copies of the Voice ofW arning still remaining of the edition which he
had published expressly for use as a free
circulating library among those willing to
read them. Those desiring to acquaint
others with the word can obtain the books
from Bro. Peters by sending their address,
stating the number they can use. We
hope those who can make good use of the
books will obtain and circulate them among
their neighbors. By so doing friends will
be made to the cause, prejndice allayed
and many brought to a knowledge of the
truth.
Bro. Peters' effort in furnishing free
readililg matter is a noble one and should be
heartily appreciated and accepted by those
desiring to "warn their neighbor."
FRANKLIN'S FAMOUS TOAST.
Ben Franklin was dining with a small party
of distnguished gentlemen when one of them
said:
"Here are three nationalities represented: I am
French, my friend there is English, and Mr.
Franklin is an American.-Let us each propose
a toast."
It was agreed to, and the Englishman's turn
came first. He arose, and in the tone of a Briton
bold, said:
"Here's to Great Britain, the sun that gives
light to all nations of the earth."
The Frenchman was rather taken back at this,
but·he proposed:
"Here's to France, the moon whose magic
rays move the tides of all the world."
Our Ben then arose with his air of quaint
modesty and said:
"Here's to George Washington, the Joshua of
America, who commanded the sun and moon to
stand still-and they stood still."
Truth, ·like pnre minds, and upright hearts,
shall stand and live when time shall be no mm·e.

ONE LESS AT HOME-ONE MOIU<J IN
Hl~AVJ<lN.

One less at home!
That ch!trmed circle broken -a dear face
Missed day by day from its accustomed place,
But cleansed and saved and perfected by grac·e I
One more 1n heaven l
One less at borne!
One voice of welcome hushed and evermore
One farewell word spoken; on the shore
Where parting comes not, one soul landed moreOne more in heaver_!
One less at home!
Chill as the earth-born mist the thought would rise,
And wrap our footsteps round, and dim our eyes.
But the bright sunbeam darted irom the skiesOne more in heaven l
One more at home I
This is not home where cramped in earthly mold
Our sight of Christ is dim-our love is cold,
But there, where face to face we shall behold,
Is home in heaven I
One less on earth I
Its pain, its sorrow and its toil to share;
One less the pilgrim's daily cross to bear;
One the crown of ransomed souls to wear~
At home in heaven I
One more 1n heaven!
Another tl10ught to brighten cloudy days,
Another theme of thankfulness and praise,
Another link on high our souls to raise
To home and heaven l
One more at home!
That home where separation can not be 1
That home where none are missed eternally
Lord Jesus, grant us all a place wHh thee,
At home iu heaven!
Selected by J. S.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"Oh for boyhood's painless play,
Sleep that wakes in laughing day,
Health that mocks the doctor's rules,
Knowledge, never learned of schools.
Of the wild bee's morning chase;
Of the wild flower's time and place,
Flight of fowl and habitude
Of the the tenants of the wood."

NEVER PUNISH A CHILD IN ANGER.
ANGER is not always wrong. A parent may
be angry without sin. And, as a matter of fact,
most parents do get angry, whether they ought
to or not. Children are sometimes very provoking, and parents are sometimes very much provoked. It is not always wrong to punish a child.
A child may need punishing, and it may be the
parents duty to punish a child accordingly. But
it is always wrong to punish a child in anger; and
however great may be the need of a child's punishment, a parent ought never to administer punishment to a child while angry. Here is a rule
which properly knows no exception; yet as a
matter of fact, probably nine-tenths of all the
punishing of children that is done by parents is.
done in anger. And this is one of the wrongs
suffered by children through the wrong-doing of
their parents.
Anger is hot blood· Anger is passion. Anger is for the time being a controlling emotion,,
fixing the mind's eye on the point against which
it is specifically directed, to the forgetfulness of
all else. But punishment is a judicial act, calling for a clear mind, and a cool head, and a fair

, considering of every side of the case in hand.
Anger is inconsistent with the exercise of the ju·
dicial faculty; therefore no one is competent to
judge fairly while angry, lf, indeed, the anger
itself be just, the impulse of the angry man may
be in the right direction, and the punishment he
would inflict may be a fitting one; but, agaln, it
may not be. At all events he is not in a frame
of mind to decide whether or not it is so; and lt
is h·is duty to walt until he can dispassionately
view the case in another light than that in which
it presents itself to his heated brain. No
judge is worthy of the office he administers, if he
acts on the impulse of his first estimate of a case
before him, without taking time to see what can
be shown on the other side of that case. And no
parent acts worthily who jumps to the punish·
ment of a child w:hile under the impulse of an
angry mood.
There are strong provocatives to anger in
many a child's conduct, especially to a parent
who is of an intense nature, with an inclination
to quickness of temper. A child is disobedient
at a point where it has been repeatedly told of its
duty; it is quarrelsome with its playmates, or insolent toward its nurse; it is persistently irritable
or it gives way to a fit of ungovernable rage; it
destroys property recklessly, or it endangers life
and limb; it snatches away a plaything from a
little brother, or it clutches its hands into its mother's hair; it indulges in foul language, or it utters threats of revenge; it meets a proffered kiss
with a slap or a scratch; its conduct may be even
that which woulGl excite anger in a saint, but it
certainly is such as to excite anger In the average
parent-who is not a saint. Then, while the parent is angry, and while punishment seems
merited by the child, the temptation of the parent is to administer punishment; but that temptation is one that ought never to be yielded to, or
if yielded to, is a sin.
Punishment may be needed in such a case, but
the punishment, to be surely just and to be recognized as just, must be well considered, and
must be administered in a manner to show that
it is not the outcome of passionate impulse. No
punishment ought to be administered by a parent at any time that would not be administered
by that parent when he was cool and calm and
deliberate, and after he had had a full and free
talk on the subject with the child, in the child's
best state of mind. Whether the punishment that
seems to the parent to be the desert of the child,
while the parent is still angry, is the punishment
the parent would deem the fitting one in his cooler,
calmer moments, can be better decided after the
parent has looked at it in both frames of mind,
than before he has had the advantage of a view
from the standpoint of fuller deliberation.
"What?" inquired a surprised parent, in convening with the present writer on this very subject, "do you say that I must never punish my
boy while I'm angry with him? Why then I
should hardly ever punish him at all. It is whiie
I am sitting up for him hour after hour, when
I've told him over and over again that he must
come in early, evenings, that I feel like taking
hold of him smartly when he does come in. If I
should say nothing to him then, but should leave
the matter until the next morning, I should sleep
off all my feeling on the subject, and he wouldn't
be punished at all." And that father, in that
statement of the case, spoke for many a parent,
in the whole matter of the punishing of a child
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while angry. The punishment which the child
gets is the result of the passion of the parent, not
of. the parent's sense of justice; and the child
knows this to be the case whether the parent
does or not.
How many boxes of the ear, and shakings of
the shoulders, and slappings and strikings, and
sentences of doom, which the children now get
from their parents, would never be given if only
the parents refrained from giving these while angry, but waited until they themselves were calm
and unruffled before deciding whether to give
them or not! It is not by any means easy for a
parent always to control himself in his anger, so as
to refrain from acting on the impulse which his
anger imparts; but he who ha~ not control of
himself, is the last person in the world to attempt the control of others. And not until a parent has himself in perfect control ought he to
take his child in hand for the judicial investigation and treatment of his case as an evil-doer.
Of course, there are cases where instant action on the part of parents in checking or controlling their children's conduct is a necessity,
whether the parent be excited or calm; but in
sue!! cases the action, however vigorous or severe, is not in the line of punishment, but of conservation. A child may be thoughtlessly tugging away at the end of a tablecloth, with the
liability of pulling over upon his head all the table crockery, including the scalding teapot; or he
may be endangering himself by reaching out toward a lighted lamp or an open razor. No time
is to be lost. If he does not respond to a word,
he must be dealt with promptly and decisiveLy.
A sharp rap. on the fingers may be the surest
available means of saving him from disater. So, again, he may be aiming a missile at a
costly mirror or a playmate's head in a fitoftemper.
Not a moment can be wasted. Angry or not angry,
the parent may have to clutch at the child's lifted
arm to save property or life. In such a case
wise action is called for regardless of the frame
of mind of him who acts. But this is the action
of the peace keeper, rather than of the minister of justice. The parent fills for
the
moment the place of the policeman on his beat,
rather than of the judge on his bench. The
question of punishment for the child's action is
yet to be considered; and that, again, must be
delayed until passion has cooled, and there is no
anger in the parent's mind.
A child knows when punishment is administered to him in anger, and when it is administered in a purely judicial frame of mind; and a
child puts his estimate accordingly on him who
administers the punishment. In a city missionschool, many years ago, there was a wild set of
boys who seemed to do all in their power to anger and and annoy their teachers. Cases of discipline were a necessiy there; for again and again
a boy attempted violence to a teacher, and force
was required to save the teacher from serious
harm. But love swayed those teachers even
when force on their part was a necessity; and
the boys seemed to understand this. There came
a time, however, when the you::1g superintendent,
who had often held a scholar in check by force,
wa8 made public sport of in such a way, with a
coa·,·se linking of a young teachers name with his
in ridicule, that his indhmation was aroused, and
he evidently showed this as he took hold of the
oflender with vigor and positiveness. Instantly
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the boy started back in evident surprise, with a
reproachful exclamation: "Trumbull, you are
mad, and that's wicked." Those words taught a
lesson to that young superintendent which he
has never forgotten. They showed him that his
power over those rough boys was a moral power,
and tnat it pivoted on his retaining power over
himself. It was theirs to get him angry if they
could; but if they succeeded, he was a failure,
and they knew it. And that lesson is one that
parents as well as superintendents could learn to
advantage.
'\Vhen a parent punishes a child only in love,
and without being ruffied by anger, the child is
readier to perceive the justice of the punishment,
and is under no temptation to resent passion
with passion. A child who had been told by her
father, that if she did a certain thing he must
punish her for it, came to him on his return
home and informed him that she had transgressed in the thing forbidden. He expressed
sincere regret for this. "But you said, papa, that
you would punish me for it,' she added. "Yes,
my dear child, and I must keep my word," was
his answer. Then, as he drew her lovingly to
him, he told her just why he must punish her.
Looking up into his face with tearful trust, she
said: "You don't like to punish me,-do you
papa?" "Indeed I do not, my child," he said, in
earnestness. "It hurts you more than it hurts
me,--doesn't it papa?"' was her sympathetic question, as if she was more troubled for her father
than for herself. "Yes, indeed it does, my darling child," was his loving rejoinder. And the
punlshment which that father gave and that
daughter received under circumstances like these,
was a cause of no chafing between the two even
for the moment, while it brought its gain to both,
as no act of punishment in anger, however just
in itself, could ever bring, in such a case.
Punishment received by a child from an angry
parent is an injury to both parent and child. The
parent is the worse for yielding to the temptation
to give way to anger against a child. The child is
harmed by knowing that his parent has done
wrong. A child can be taught to know that he
deserves punishment. A child needs no teaching to know that his parent is wrong in punishing him while angry. No parent ought to punish a child except with a view to the child's good.
And in order to do good to a child through his punishing, a parent must religiously refrain from
punishing him while angry.--S. S. Times.
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Bro. Samuel Brolliar, Wilber, Neb ........ $
Sr. Florence I. Brolliar, Wilber, Neb.......
Grandma Woods, Vvilber, Neb............
Bro. Andrew N. Woods, '\Vilber, Neb......
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Sr. H. M. Wheeler, Alabaster, Mich.......
A sister, Woodbine, Iowa........ . . . . . . . .
Prayer League, Independence, Mo ..... ····3
Sr. Martha Sayer, Maxwell, Iowa..........
A sister, Dayton, Nev ..................... 2
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Send all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
Iowa, Feb. 21st.

LAMONI,

PRAYER LEAGUE.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
·sister P. A. Springer, of Medina City, Texas,
requests your prayers that her affliction may be
removed and health restored, if it be the Lord's
will.
Sister L. M. Richards, North Platte, Nebraska,
sends the following: "Pray that God will help
every member of the church who uses tobacco in
any form to put the habit away without delay."
ERRATA. Sister Hannah, when we inserted
notice to you last week we were laboring under a
mistake and have sent the magazine as you requested to the party in Peoria.-En.

Dear Sister Walker:- The Herald, Hope and
Autumn Leaves are still welcome visitors to our
home. They bring us words of cheer and comfort, encouraging us to press onward, never
doubting, through all trying scenes of life. I feel
glad to see so many interested in this great latter
day work. My husband is with me in the faith.
God blessed us with two bright little boys; one
of them he has since taken to himself after a
short stay of seven weeks. The one left us now
is nearing two years, and begins to take notice of
all we do and say, and needs much watchful care
from us to guide his little feet in the way they
should tread. As parents it is our earnest desire
to set before him a good example, that he may
grow up in the light and knowledge of gospel truths.
A late Herald brought us sadder news than we
had looked for. The thought of having to call
some of the ministry from the field of labor, when
so many are calling for more preaching,
and many who as yet have never had this gospel preached to them, is painful indeed. Where
are we as Saints? What are we doing? Oh,
may the Lord help us to awake from our slumber, to a sense of our dnty. Can it be that we
as Saints shall neglect our duty in helping to
support the families of the elders and sending
out more ministers into the field? I look every
week in the Home Column list for names I never have seen, or do not yet see; those whom I
know are blessed with an abundance of this
world's goods, and who profess to love and delight in the work. They are spending their mon·
ey for fine dresses, making costly presents, where
they are not needed, and buying trashy reading
in the place of Herald, Hope and Autumn Leaz;es.
Could not such things be dispensed with, and
many poor hungry souls be fed with the bread of
life?
Dear Saints, can we love the cause of Christ as
we ought, and not pay in our tithes and offerings
as we should do? The money is not our own; it
is only loaned us for a time by our heavenly Father, and it is om· duty to give the Lord what he
r~quires of ns.
If every Saint would lay by ten
cents each week to help support the elders, it
would not be very much at the time, but during
a year it would amount to a great deal, and we
would not be any poorer for it, and I know we
should each one be abundantly blessed. If done
willingly, it i~ better to give than to receive.
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A neighbor of mine ta Methodist) told me the
other day they had been holding meetings for
nearly two weeks, at the school house, so when
their meetings closed and their minister went
away, they still wanted to hold meetings there,
(and would like to have preaching there all winter). They sent for a Latter Day Saint Elder, living four miles from there, to come and preach
for them. They went to the school house, (he
promising to come) lighted and warmed the
house, and waited till they were all tired, and he
never came. Two elders living within four
miles of the school house, and neither one of
them could fill the appointment! Dear Saints;
is that the way we let our light shine before the
world? doors open and people all waiting, and no
one to preach to them? One man offered ten
dollars and another seven toward helping to have
preaching every night. It seems hard .to have
doors closed against our elders; but how encouraging it seems for an elder to find the doors open
and the people all waiting to receive him, hungering and thirsting after righteousness, and he,
with a heart full of love, points out to them
the way in which they can be saved.
I remain a sister in hope of eternal life,

SHERIDAN, Iowa, Feb. sth.
Dear Sisters:-Since I last wrote you I have
felt to rejoice over the crowded houses and good
attention with which Bro. Bozarth has been met
in our School-house where he has been laboring
for some three weeks. He has won to the cause
of Christ many warm friends, who in time, I
hope, may see it is their duty to enlist in the
army of the Lord.
Prejudice has melted like snow in springtime,
and one worldly man felt so enthusiastic that he
offered a lot off his farm and one hundred dollars in addition towards building a church. I
would much rather he would have given his
name for baptism. Friends have asked me if
Bro. Bozarth would return again. I told them I
presumed so; if it was the LCJrd's wi\1 he would,
and that it would be decid.'d at conference. My
prayer i5 that we may not be forgotten, but that
some good elder may be sent to help us.
Since our rejoicing over the meetings, death
has visited our home and taken my cousin, a
young man of twenty-five years, who came from
Colorado to visit us this winter. May God have
called him like a wanderer home. While the
black cloud of gloom rests upon us my heart
goes out in sympathy for his aged and bereft parents in their home in the far west, for he was
their home-boy and stay in their declining years.
We called the elders twice, but it was "Thy will,
0 God, not ours," and he passed peacefully away.
We asked for the use of theM. E. Church in
which to preach and it was kindly granted, the
presiding pastor withdrawing his appointment.
May the Lord still continue to show his people
favor.
Yours in gospel bonds,
SOPHIE REAMS.
FERNDALE, Cal., January 2oth.
Dear Sister Frances:-I do not know that I
shall write anything of interest, but I would like
to thank you for the words of comfort I have received, both from the Home Column and Autunm Leaves. I am alone, as it were, in the
Church here. The few Saints in this part of the
country are &O fa,r away, that I am ~ot able to see
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them often in the winter, but I feel strengthened
by trying to keep the law of the Lord. I think
the Prayer League is a great help to us scattered
ones; and though I am not able to meet 'with any
Saints, I try to keep the subject for each week,
and learn the texts. J feel that I have been blessed in so doing.
ELLA DunLEY.
MASSILLON, Iowa, Feb. 3d.
Sister .Prances:-I desire to add my testimony
to the latter day work. There are no Saints
here except my husband and myself.
VVe have
been in the church about three years; and how
often my soul has been made to rejoice when I read
those cheering letters in the Home Column. We
are isolated from any branch of the church, but
Bro. Turner has preached here every four weeks
for more than a year, and has removed a great
deal of prejudice; but the sermons are so far
apart that the people forget from one to the other.
On the r8th of January we were made to rejoice by the coming of Bro. J. S. Roth; for he is
no less than when we last saw him about three
years ago, and he has not lost any of his ability
to preach. He gave us about fifteen sermons
here. The last two weeks Bro. Turner was
also here and assisted him; and everybody says
that there has been more Bible reading done in
these parts in the last tv;·o weeks than ever befan•, old and young, professor and non-professor
finding nothing to talk about only the Bible and
the Latter Day Saint doctrine. The brethren
did a great deal of fireside preaching and then
could not fill all the invitations. Bro. Turner
left for home on the rst and now Bro. Roth talks
day and night, so he is almost worn out. He
says he knows that God has >'ome sheep here
who will obey his voice yet. I hope that General Conference will return Bro. Roth to this district again next year; for I believe he will do a
good work here; for even those who are ene;nies
to our faith love to hear him preach, and all say
he makes everything so plain that no one can
misunderstand him. He will leave on the sth or
6th and go to some other parts of the field. Onr
School-house is crowded every night with interested hearers, and quite a number are almost
ready for the water; and many have expressed
their regret that the meetings should c-lose for
the present. But tr.e brethren think to hold another week or two some time time this spring.
May God bless all his people and bring many
more into the fold is the prayer of your sister in
the one faith.
S. J HARDY.

St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 18th.
Bro. Blair:-The work of the Lord is onward
in St. Louis. The Saints as a rule are trying to
come up a little higher. Some are feeling like
paying their tithing and the Lord is gre2tly
blessing such. One of the many blessings was that
one taken violently ill thought they would have
to send for a doctor, but in prayer to God that if
God would heal, the doctor's fees would go into
the church funds as tithing. The afflicted one
was healed; to God the glory. Evidences of the
divinity of the law of tithing are increasing·.
hope the Saints will soon know their dut_y in this
respect, and do it, so that more laborers may be
in ,the field. For the field -is large, the harvest

ripe, and the laborers few. In our new chapel
we have fair congregations. Bro. R. Etzenhouser
is still with us. NJ:ay the blessing of the Ma!iter
be with his people,
NoAH N. CooKE.
FLORA VISTA, New Mexico,
February 8th.
Dear Herald: In response to the wai!lng of
Bro. E. F. Shupe in your is.sue for February zd,
I respectfully submit that among the number of
members he names there are two priests and a
teacher-agg~egating more than when the church
was organized _in r83o, to cope with the whole
world, and it would seem that they should do
something towards arousing the attention of the
hundred thousand in the large city of Denver.
If Bro. Shupe can not tell why they have no
meetings of their own, who shall divine? I recently received an inspiring letter from a sister,
telling of a prayer meeting with four or five
members in a private house. I have always believed that wherever there are a few members
that they should do all they can to help themselves. The fact of no organization need not
preclude them from worship.
Let Bro. Shupe, so far as wisdom directs, move,
and confer with the members; and if nothing
more can be done, hold a prayer meeting once a
week-thus help themselves all they ean, The
organization of branches is proper and very essential, but a start in this work involves a necessity for some evldence for a continuance when
begun. Too hasty moves in this direction have
proved detrimental. Shall the dozen members
thus move-and I hope they may--additional
help may come when needed. Move right along,
Bro. Shupe; do your duty and God will take care
of results.
}AS. CAFFALL.
P. S. Commenced a series of meetings in the
school- house on the 3d which has been intercepted by a dance. In the second paragraph of my
letter in Herald for February zd instead of
"though anxi.ous to preach for them south,"
please say though anxious to push farther west,
&c. Instead of sec. 39, D. C., say S_s, par. 4-·

J. c.
REED CrTY, Michigan, Feb. rr.
Bro. Blair :-For the last month we have been
fighting with the editors and others around
these parts. Some of them are very unfair with
us. I have tried to answer all as best I could,
and it is wakin~ up a considerable interest here.
A man with whom I was talking last summer
who had refused to read our tracts, stopped me
and said he would llke now to read our works
and wanted me to give him some tracts, etc.
Said another, "Say Elder, you are not connected
with those people in Salt Lake City, are you?"
I said No. "Well," said he, "It made me angry
to read that piece in the Democrat. I want to
read that Book of Mormon now." I have always felt satisfied when I have seen their articles in their paper, that it would turn out for our
good, no matter what it was, as long as they
would give us a privilege to reply to anything
that was false. It awakens a spirit of inquiry in
the minds of the people. Opposition is all right;
if we do wrong we ought to be opposed in the
wrong, but if they speak evil of us falsely let us
defend ourselves, and when done in a proper
spirit it will all turn out for our good and the advancement of this glorious work. One of the
greatest enemies, or rathPr the means by which
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·some of our enemies try to stop the progress of
'this work is ••Keep away from them, don't go to
•their meetings." Yes, that is the worst argu•ment-the "stay away" argument. Our cause is
·onward. In Coleman we have aroused some to
•a sense of duty, who say, "When you come
. again we think we will be ready for baptism."
Two noble men were baptized at Hersey yes<terday, and the brethren are alive to the work
there. For the greatest part of the last ten
months I have had so much district work to do
that I have not spent as much of the time in new
places as I wished. All the elders and others
are doing ~hat they can; we have an addition of
one Elder, Bro. E. Day Bennett, but we want
several more yet. Most all of the young officers
are moving right along--doing well.
J. J. CoRNISH.
ANGUS, Iowa, February 3d.
Bro. Blair :-Our faith being held in derision
by the Rev. J. Prince, minister of the M. E.
Church at Dawson, Brn. Thompson and Johnson being present and hearing the many false
statements made, Bro. Thompson requested permission to speak but was denied; whereupon
Bro. Thompson announced that he would reply
on the following evening. Considerable excitement prevailed and many of the Methodists were disgusted with the conduct of their
preacher. I was present on Monday night·
and was interested and pleased at the brother's
defense of our faith. There was a good turn-out
and marked attention. A number of Methodists
present. Bro. Thompson allowed any one to ask
questions or reply to any erroneous statements
if he should ·make any. A preacher who met
Bro. Thompson in discussion in May, r887,
tried to show the iniquities of Mormonismwanted a debate. He was tol::l that when they
brought a man that knew something and who
would come with the love of God in his heart
and a desire to do him good with an open Bible
he would gladly meet him.
Bro. Thompson
continued a defense of the church for five nights
and I have reasons to believe he received much
strength and comfort from the Holy Spirit.
There is a prevalent prejudice of long standing
in this place and in Dawson. Bro. Thompson
has with great zeal stuck to the law and testimo·
ny under very unfavorable circumstances but
was always ready to defend the truth where there
was a.n opportunity.
Your brother in ChriRt,
J. W. MORGAN.
THE BAY PORT MEETING.
BAY PoRT, Mich., Feb.
The two days meeting appointed at Bay Port,
Michigan, February yth and roth has passed off
pleasantly. It was a season of rejoicing long to
be remembered by all pre&ent. The Saints of
Bay Port did Rll in their power to make the
meeting a success, and the weather was very fa·
vorable, considering the season of the yea!'. The
meeting opened Saturday morning with Bro.
L3vi Phelps in the chair, and Bro. F. C. Smith
in charge of the , song services, Bro. Phelps
gave the Saints an excellent exhortation, and we
are sure if they give heed to the advice given, they
can indeed claim the title of children of God.
The afternoon was devoted to prayer and testimony, in charge of Brn. J. A. Grant, and F. C.
Smith. We were blessed with the calm, quiet
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Spirit of the Master, which he has promised to
bestow upon his children when they assemble in
humility to worship him. The Saints were
drawn closer together by the bands of love which
Christ said should characterize his people. The
evening service was conducted by Ern. E. D.
Bennett and F. C. Smith. Bro. Bennett placed
before the minds of those assembled the necessity of entering in at the strait gate. He had the
plea,;ure of addressing a full house of attentive
listeners.
On Saturday mornin;:; the Saints met for pray-_
er a.nd testimony. Ern. Bennett and Phelps in
charge. The Spirit was present in power. I
have had the pleasure of attending numerous spiritual meetings in Dakota, Iowa, and Michigan,
but I do not think I was ever in a meeting where
more of the power of God was felt. Those present can truly sa.y, that in these last days God is
greatly blessing his children. At IO: 30 Bro.
Phelps ably addressed us. At 2: 30 Bro. Bennett was the speaker. He showed the necessity
of being built upon the Rock. The house was
filled. After this service we assembled on the
bay, while Bro. F. C. Smith led two precious
souls down Into the clear water and buried them
with Christ in baptism. At 6 o'clock we again
met at the Saint's chapel; the two baptized were
confirmed and the sacrament was administered
by Bm. Bennett, Dowker and J. A. Grant. About
three quarers of an hour was then occupied in
prayer and testimony, and we were again blessed
with the outpouring of the Spirit. Bro. Robert
Gmnt then spoke to us on the fulfillment of prophecy. Thus the two days were occupied, and
the Saints separated with regret, but with heartfelt joy to know that the God of heaven owned
them as his children. Bro. Bennett spoke Monday evening, and Bro. Smith Tuesday evening.
We can with joy exclaim with the inspired poet:
"0h 'tis good to be a Saint in Latter-days."
ONE PRESENT.
DEER LODGE, Mont., Feb. 13th.
Elder W. W. Blair :-I have just returned from
a four weeks' visit to the Gallatin Valley, where
I tried to tell the way of life to the people, preaching about eleven discourses. I felt well in
preaching and am persuaded that my efforts
were not in vain.
I em not say that all things are just as they
ough:· to be, but I found much of the good old
fire, and some of the old soldiers are determined
to keep it blazing, which may the Lord so order.
One can scarcely find a more generous lot of
souls than the Montana Saints, and it is a great
pity that anything should ever disturb their
spiriblal enjoyment, for the most of them know
that '·'tis good to be a Saint of latter days."
Be~ides our preaching meetings, I enjoyed two
most excellent prayer and testimony meetings
with the Saints and I felt to ask, ''If this, which
is hut the crumbs from the Master's table gives
such joy, what wlll it be when we shall eat and
drink with Him ln the Father's kingdom?"
The; Saints kindly ministered to my personal
wants, which they are famous for, as all the
elders that have traveled in Montana, can testify.
May :he Lord bless them and all that pertains
to them.
Brc. Thomas Reese and hit; family live in
Bozeman, and he has stirred up some interest
circulating tracts and books and I expect by the
tirne we return he wiil have them ready for
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preaching. Bozeman has hitherto been considered a hard place for us. Bro. Joseph, when
he was out here, thought it was a little too soon
for Bozeman.
Bro. Lundwall, if he has not already, will &oon
move out into the country near Reese Creek .
I go this week to Stuart, and frow there on to
Butte; thence to Weeks. As soon as the spring
opens I shall travel by team as I can get no half
fare permit over the N. P.R. R., and besides I
can hear of many of the scattered sheep that
wandered off during the day of spiritual darkness
that do not live in close proximity to railroads,
and if I am continued in this field I shall try to
hunt them from the hills and valleys of Montana,
and try to show them that the Lord, true to his
covenant, is remembering Zion.
Your brother in Christ,
J. c. CLAPP.
HANLEY, England, Dec. 17th.
Editors Herald:-It is nearly five years since I
obeyed the gospel. I was visiting and was induced to go and hear the Latter Day Saints.
How strange did the name sound to me, one
who had been taught the doctrine of the Church
of England! But owing to the hollowness of it
I gave it up, and almost all thought of there being any good in any religion, I was completely
sick of it, and had many times brought down the
hot displeasure of would. be teachers for asking
straight questions and expecting straight answers; and when they had not been forthcoming
I had ventured to give my own opinion, which
more or less got me in trouble and led them to
put me down as going wrong in the upper story.
But, alas! I could get nothing to rest upon, so I
drifted out into the world, but not to take up
with its ways and what I knew to be vanity and
emptiness. No, my very nature revolted a.t the
idea, when I looked around and viewed the wonderful works of God, and ever bore ln mind that
God was unchangable and those comforting
works of our blessed Master to the disciples,
"Let not your hearts be troubled, "How often
would I have gathered you as a hen gathereth
her chickens and ye would not," etc. Because I
wanted to be gathered into that particular
straight and narrow way. I was made the object of scorn for the whole school, so there is no
wonder at me taking time to consider, bearing in
mind the advice of Paul, "Prove all things, hold
fast that which is good." However, time went
on and evening drew nigh. I and my friends
repaired to meeting room, and with a very peculiar feeling hovering over me, I mounted the
staircase, and, believe me. the moment I entered
the room that feeling left me and I felt free and
breathed easier, for what I saw was anything but
what I expected.
No richly decorated aiRles or
chancel or finely appointed altar, but only a COJllfortable room, (which very much reminded me
of the upper room where the disciples of the
Lord were gathered and were endovved with
power from on high) and a peaceful congregation waiting to be fE·d with the bread of eternal
life.
A kind welcome from the door keeper
greeted me, and when I would have taken the
seat nearest at hand, I was greeted with, "Friend,
come up higher" and the loan of a hymn book.
I followed up to a seat in a good position for
both seeing and bearing and must confess that I
then and there, for the first time, heard the gospel preached according to my ideas and under"
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standing. I ldt that room fully satisfied that I
had gained something by being there and determined that if ever I united with any church
again that was the one. I was presented with a
leaflet on which I saw where there was a room
in my own town where the Saints met, but I
never went while they were there. I was full of
what I had been wanting and some to spare, so I
gave it away freely the following day to my
work mates and got heaps of "Brighamism in
return for it. Well, I fought that down as best I
could; I ~aid I had not heard anything about
that. I was told "they get you in and then they
talk about the Utah business;" so I gave that up
as another swindle, Months rolled by and the
still small voice kept on, "Prove all things; hold
fast that which is good." I went to the room as
addressed on the leaflet and 'found that the
Saints had left, but I afterwards found them and
still I kept away until one Sunday there was a
good company of friends at my home, (a rare
day for visiting and feasting in this country),
and as time wore on each made a fuss about going
to church or chapel and I knew that there was
not one of them cared any more about religion
than my cat on the hearth. So they all went
and ·I and my wife were left by ourselves, when
I was suddenly reminded by that still small
voice, so I said to my wife, "Let us go to the
Saints' meeting room." We went and experienced the same kind welcome as before and
once more heard the same gospel preached and
the same testimonies borne, though every one in
the room were strangers to me. Again I was
satisfied with what I had heard, and that it was
true, but nothing was said about "Brighamism,"
and I took it to be nothing less than an insult to
question them about it.
In the course of a few
few weeks a message was brought me that the
gentleman whom I had heard preach at Stafford
was coming to Hanley, which is no other than
our very much respected brother, Elder Joseph
Greenwood; so I went to the room and after the
meeting invited him to tea, which was thankfully
accepted. Just what I wanted, so, "now for it,"
thinkR I. If I can just get at the back of that
Utah business I shall be satisfied and Bible
proofs will help me out with other matters. So
you niay guess I lost no time, and before that tea
drinking was over I was well informed on what
I wanted to know. And if ever a man earned
his tea by talking it was that day. Well, it ended in my wife and I uniting with the church.
And, oh my, what a sin we had committed!
Why did we not join some respectable society!
Any one w.'uld have done hut the Latter Day
Saints. Plenty of charges but no proofs; and it
was not long before we had not a friend to talk
to except our new ones of the covenant; and seeing I was not to be ridiculed out of my possessi>uns his satanic majesty set to work in other directions. It is well known that in work shops,
etc., there is always a certain clique which hangs
together, and the one who does not come up to
their standard is soon made the butt for all. In
less than three months I was out of work and
have never had anything to depend upon until
this last August. I never had been a strong
supporter of the standard of drink, tobacco and
profane language; so when I gave it a clean cut
I must have polluted our work shop, and it was
discovered I was no longer needed, though there
was plenty of work in ;md more hands employed.

Since then I have tramped about here and there,
working where I could get it, and if ever any one
has been put to the test, I have. Yes, I have
been sorely tried and tempted and in the greatest
of distress, yet- had I been a man of the world I
should probably have had friends of the world,
and my position would not have put me about so
much, for when I have got in everybody's debt
and could get no more credit, I would have to
get an administration order and then there would
be a leveling down, or in other words, wholesale
swindling a proud and honest tradesman, but the
words of the poet ever flashed across my mind:

principles, but not one fraction did they give me>
but they little thought of the truth in the matter,.
so I stated my case to the astonishment of my
hearers, and when my work was finished they
did not say "We will send for yo_p again," and
they never have. So I have endeavored to press
forward, passing through many trials which I
will not here mention, but will say this, there
now appears the silver lining of that dark and
bitter experience.
Thanks be to God who giveth the victory,
however, I have made progress in church matters-more so in theory than practice-while
HCourage, brother, do not Rtumbie,
under these ordeals.
I have done some little in
Though thy path be dar!' as night;
branch duties and in some things (though I make
There's a star to guide the hnmble,
Trust in God a.nd do the right.'
no boast) I have been instrumental in extricating
I did so, and now reap the benefit. I will menour little branch from the web woven by Satan
tion a case of great temptation in the hovr of
around us, when all looked blank and others hed
need. It was three years ago just before Christforsaken the ship to the mercy of the enemymas and I had been out of work many weeks. I
some looking on condemning my actions, but
had engaged with a good firm in our town and
not helping to set me right.
But let those acts
one day I could have lifted over six hundred
now speak and what do they say? Just this, that
pounds of English money which is equal to three
wisdom, forethought and purpose were well
thousand dollars of American, and with little
directed. There are times when circumstances
trouble and cunning could have got clear away.
demand that some one must with unflinching,
I am a carpenter, and often have to work in cursteadfast purpose and against all odds take hold
ious places, hut in this case I had some work to
on the wheel and bring the good ship up to
do in my employer's private office, and having
windward and clear her decks so that the sea in
heard some one in, I went down so as to do the
making a breach over will not totally swamp
work while my employer was in. I knocked; no
her. I have done it once, twice, yes, thrice and
answer. I tried the door; it was undone. I
more and will do it again should it be needed.
made an inquiry; no answer. I went in, looked
Hanley branch has suffered terribly and does
around but could see nothing to indicate that he
so now by the injudicious acts of various brothwas about. I V>ent to the clerk's office and found
ers so and so, and so long as others keep in the
that locked up. I went back to the private office
same stra.in of feeling the branch will never look
and saw what I took to be something wrong. I
up if it depends on their efforts. Yet still there
knew that unless my employer was back within
are those in the branch willing to work and do
a few minutes he would not be back for two or
work who would feel encouraged if the members
three hours as was usual, and there was only one
would show that they appreciated the eft'orts
other person in that block of buildings and mymade by coming up to time. I would, by the
self and that one in the top story, and on the ofgrace of God, that the Saints would awaken out
fice table lay this amount of money, for I countof their lethargy and come to help roll on the
ed it. I looked around thinking some one might work. Some will ask, "What keeps them away?"
be behind and on the watch, but could see nothr~answer, the fear of men; the respect of persons
ing, and there I stood, a little fortune before me,
in preference to the Church of Christ. Yet on
while at home I did not know how to make ends
the whole I am pleased to say there is a better
meet, say nothing about tying them, as the sayspirit manifest among us, a kindling up of old
ing goes. Think you I was tempted? Well, I
flame of love and friendship and seeing more
just turned my back on it, uttering this prayer:
eye to eye. My testimony, concerning the work
"0 may God preserve me from bringing shame
is that it is true in all its bearings, and claims for
and disgrace on the name I bear." Had I taken
itself nothing more than it was ordained to,
it and bPen found out it would not have been me
namely, the visitation of angels from heaven to
so much that would have been pointed at, but
this earth; the restoration of the gospel; the
the church. My brethren and sisters would ever
bringing forth of the tribe of Israel; a prophet
have been assailed by the unscrupulous as being
with the people; the establishment of Zion, and
a harbor for thieves and such like characters. I
eventually the final gathering of the Saints and
then called the operator down from the upper
many other things of great worth in knowledge
room and showed her in the office, and after
to the Saints.
How assuring are the lines,
some talk on the affair it was decided I should
«Angels from heaven and truth fro\11 earth have
watch that office and she to communicate with
met and both have record borne." I, for one,
the police office by telephone, so I kept watch for
am prepared to give a reason for the hope of
over two hours on the landing where whoever
eternal life. I have taken the Bible as my guide
went out must pass me. The first to turn np was
to the kingdom of God, and the testamentary
my employer nearly exhausted by a journey on
evidences in (and the coming forth of) the Book
foot, who was rather surprised to see me on
of Mormon and the glowing revelations and
guard, but when he took in the state of affairs
commandments in Doctrine and Covenants all
went off into a fit and instead of the police being
harmonizing together to show the just and fair
wanted a doctor had to be called. The money
dealings of God with his people. I am satisfied
he had so carelessly laid out was not his own, hut
that the contents is not culled from the Spauldwas being used in a business account. It was
ing Manuscript. but that it has come forth by the
not this that upset him, but the fact of it being
power of God to the confounding of false docthere where he had left ii: and none of it gone. I
trine, though much is said about it locating the
was thanked and congratulated on my honest
birth place of Christ at Jerusalem. A poor
1
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argument is better than none at all. For instance, I work at Stoke upon Trent, yet in reality my work is in Cliff Vale, a place within the
bounds of Stoke on Trent, and so it may be in
regard to the birth place of Christ. As a Saint
of God and a believer in the Book of Mormon ·
no matter what is said or done about it, I shall
endeavor to be just while I present a few items
in honor to whom it is due. We have many
things said against us, especially of Brn. Joseph,
Hyrum and their colieagues. I woulrl not give
a rap for the parties who think they are hurt by
any remarks passed upon the patriarchs and do
not attempt a contradiction. Let such ones read
carefully the leading article in Herald for December 29th, r888; and view the situation time
past and present. For some years it has been a
hard task for the Saints in Hanley to get a fair
hearing by reason of the Utah business which
alone has been a mighty barrier in the way and
those who could not stand the buffetings have
grown careless and indifferent, clamoring for outdoor work, stating that if we had some good elders
here we should get along. Why don't they support those that are here and help to make them
good ones by their faith and prayers? The people are so prejudiced that they would not believe
there was any difference between us and the
Utah Mormons, but they have had the difference
and with a vengeance. Early in this month I
saw bills posted announcing "Lectures on Mormonism by Mr. W. Jarman, an apostate High
Priest from Utah, Mechanics Hall, Hanley, December roth-r6." I went at the hour appointed
and found another brother there. We listened
very atteutively and were interested by the discourse and the dissolving views. The only
thing that jarred on our feelings was that all
was Mormonism, and having heard all that Mr.
Jarman knew of the Reorganization we thought
it strange that he made no remark concerning it.
We afterwards learned why. When the lecture
was ended we asked questions respecting the
Reorganization, aud he [Mr. Jarman] gave us a
good testimony concerning it, adding very
strongly, that he was opposing Utah Mormonism on\,Y• and that when he got to certainly know
there were J osephites in the places visited, he
made the distinction. He told us that he found
he did more harm than good in stating this distinction everywhere because elders of the Brighamites made use of it by saying they were Josephites; but if our people would come to him
and let him know, he would do all he could to
explain the difference. He promised us he
would do so in Hanley. We thanked him and I
think by th~ week's end he was fully convinced
that we were Josephites. I would suggest that a
license or certificate of membership would be
the readiest way to prove to Mr. Jarman that you
are Josephites. We proved ourselves and that
we were able to hold our own. We handed
round some epitomes and tracts and were very
soon called upon by some to defend our position. \Ve did so, and while they claimed to disbelieve that Joseph Smith was a prophet, we
claimed 1-o believe ttat he was, we parted on
fdendly terms. Tuesday night we did not goother engagements prevented" Wednesday night I
was there on time and owing to an unlooked for
cil:cumstances_I spoke to the audience for about
three minutes by which I think I settled the
question whether we an~ Brighamites or Joseph-
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ites in the minds of all present. Thursday night
Mr. Jarman annouced that he would on Friday
night explain who were the true Latter Day
Saints and who were not, and so he did like a
man and those of the Hanley branch who were
not there missed a treat. Friday night a few of
the Saints had turned out, a fair audience of from
four to five hundred of the average intelligent
people of Hanley and Mr. Jarman commenced
his lecture and gave his first half hour in explaining the difference between the Josephites and
Brighamites and the general uprightness of the
officers and members of the Reorganization, especially the present Joseph Smith. He dwelt
some little time on the way in which Brigham
Young became leader and rehearsed the propheey of the first Joseph that if ever Brigham
Young led the people he would lead them to
hell; in fact he left no loop hole in which the
people of Hanley could support the assertion
that we are all one and the same any longer. He
also quoted paragraph five of his chapter on the
remedy for the abomination in Utah. Here it is:
"I would also advise the government to aid the
'Josephites' or true law-abiding Mormons with
all. its power to disseminate their principles of law
and order among the Utah fanatics. For there
are thousands that will never be satisfied with
anything but Mormonism, hence they should be
supplied with the best there is. This is the best
remedy I can sugge8t short of a war of extermination." He also spoke of the friendship that
exists between him and many of the Josephites
both in America and England, chosing his timely remarks by advising us to change our name.
Not wishing to let so good an opportunity slip I
stood up in the midst of that audience and tendered Mr. Jarman my thanks on behalf of the
Reorganization for his honorable and out-spoken
endeavor to show his audience who were the
true Latter Day Saints, telling him I believed
his statements would do us in Hanley much
and lasting good. I further stated that over
against the polygamy mole hill we had mountains of sectarian prejudice and religious bigotry
to level down. The lecturer thanked me for my
reply and and the audience to show their appreciation of my remarks gave me a good ringing
clap of the hands.
On Saturday night previous to closing his discourse the lecturer announced that a gentleman
(your humble brother) would address them for a
short time. I spoke of the first principles of the
gospel and as there were many temperance people present I gave them an account of the late
contest at Independence, which rather amazed
mme, I also told them that when they were
ready for the vote of prohibition in Hanley we
would show them in what groove we worked.
\I\' ell, I made a mark among them that will do
good service in a day to come, and on the whole
I believe that Mr. Jarman's visit to Hanley and
the privilege he grauted me is a good turn in our
favor and if all would bear a hand we should
greatly profit thereby. All that I could wish for
Mr. Jarman is that he were better posted in
facts respecting the Reorganization so that when
he endeavors to divide the truth from error he
could demonstrate it with more confidence and
assert that if his audience wished to enjoy a perfect ''eligion tell them to investigate our claims.
W'e went to our book agent for a copy of the
Manuscript Found but he was out of them. This
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and such tracts as "Truth Made Manifest" I
think would be useful. I think he has Rev. W.
Sheldon's "Mormonism Reviewed" and h~d I
the means we should have Bro. Blair's reply to
that work.
There are yet other events developing in
which the Saints in Hanley will be able to assert
themselves if faithful. There are those even
now who give us the friendly greeting as we pass
to and fro, that would at one time have spurned
us out of sight. I gave the people a few items
to consider and if it was worth their while to take
them in hand they could do so and I would meet
them, namely, that Joseph Smith was a prophet
sent of God; that the church is Christian in all
its teachings; and its members law-abiding; that
Joseph Smith did not receive a revelation from
God commanding him to teach and practice polygamy; that Joseph and Hyrum Smith did not
practice polygamy; that polygamy was not an
original tenet of the church; and that the Book
of Mormon is not culled from the Spaulding
Manuscript.
There is yet a faithful little band of soldiers
holdiug the fort in Hanley and it will be gratifying to some now in America to know that Sr.
Edwards is one of that little band which only
numbers about one fifth of our recorded number.
We work and wait with patience for the reinforcements which surely must come if faithful.
If I have erred in judgment in the minds of any
I am sorry.
Your co-worker,
HENRY TABBINER.
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THE "ONE FAITH."

"ONE Lord, one faith, one baphsm."Eph. 4: 5· Faith being "The substance
[assurance] of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen," (Heb. II: 1), it
i!'l the assurance which men have of the
existence of things which they have not
seen and, must be the principle or motive
that induces them to act in order to obtain
things desired and expected. Without it
both mind and body would be inactive.
Without a believing that he would reap a
harvest the farmer would never sow or
plant; consequently our very existence depends upon our faith.
Without the assurance of obtaining food and raiment
through our exertions we would remain
inactive and death would be the result.
As ill temporal so it is in spiritual things;
for unless we obey the gospel we would
not obey its requirements.
And as all
temporal blessings come through faith so
all spiritual blessings are obtained in like
manner. Without faith we can not please
God, (He b. I I : 6), for thev that come to
him must believe that he is a rewarder of
those who obey him. And as there is but
the one faith that must be the only one
that will please him. And so Paul wrote
to "All that in every place call upon the
name of Jesus Chri<;t," (I Cor. r: z), and
says to them, including us, "Exumine yourselves, whether ye he in the faith; prove
your own selves," (z Cor. 13: 5), and as in
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Jude all are exhorted "to earnestly contend
for the faith once delivered to the Saints,"
:and as "faith comes by hearing the word
·of the Lord," (Rom. IO: r6), the Saints in
Jude's day must have known what that
system, order, or plan of faith that was delivered to those former Saints, what God
required of them and how he had rewarded them when obeying him, and the penalty inflicted upon them when disobedient.
God must have required the same obedience of them and us; promised the same
reward and taught t·o expect the same penalty for disobedience.
That must have
been the "one faith'' all will agree, and in
order to "examine ourselves, whether we
be in the faith once delivered," let us carefully examine the word and learn what
that faith was among the former Saints as
a standard to examine our own selves by.
Paul tells the Gentile Saints that Israel,
the former Saints, had fallen because of
unbelief, and savs: "And thou standest by
faith.
Be not" high minded, but fear:"
And why?
•(For if God spared not the
natural branches, take heed lest he also
spare not thee."-Rom. II: 20, 21. Here
we learn that "the faith once delivered" to
Israel had been departed from by them,
hence their fall, and that this same faith
by which they stood had been obtained by
those whom Paul addressed. Thev must
have obtained this faith by hearing it as
formerly taught to Israel. Their obedience for a season was seen in the fruits and
rewards of this faith and obedience, and
the fall of Israel was through rejecting it.
In this they bad the assurance that, if they
should depart from this "one faith," God
would no more spare the~,!ha~ he did
Israel. Paul further reasons that tt would
be far more reasonBble to suppose that, as
God had "broken oft" the natural branches, the seed of his "friend" Abraham, also
the house of David, the royal ancestor of
Tesus Christ, his brethren after the flesh,
l10w much less might we expect him to
spare the Gentiles, the seed Esau, of
whom it is written, "Jacob have I loved,
but Esau have I hated," (Rom. 9: 13), if
they should depart from the "one faith"
by which alone Israel had been accepted
as God's people and the departure from
which had caused their overthrow when
the wrath of God was poured out upon
them to the very uttermost?
The kingdom was taken from them as Jesus had
said in Matthew 2 r: 43: "Therefore say I
unto you, the kingdom of God shall be
taken from you and given to a nation
bringing forth the fruits thereof." ~rael
was almost exterminated by the Roman
sword, the miserable remnant left was
scattered among all nations, where untold
suffering, tribulation and anguish have
heen their heritage until very recently,
whilst the unalterable decree went forth
from the great loving heart of Him who
would have gathered them and restored
to them the "one faith" again as he wept
over them becase they would not belie~e
him and through the "one faith" again
bring forth the "fruits of the kingdom,"
that "Jerusalem should be trodden down
of the Gentiles, until the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled."-Luke 21:23. Who
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will deny after reading those Scriptures
that the faith of the Gentile Saints, by
which they stood and obtained favor with
God, was the same faith once delivered to
Israel, the "one faith" bv which
brought forth the fruits of the
And as tbev were the nation to
kingdom W'as transferred from Israel
brought "forth the fruits thereof"
that
"one faith."
Now let us carefully inquire into this.
That former Saints had the gospel is evi·dent from Hebrews 4: z: "For unto us
was the gospel preached as well as unto
them," &c. And included in the promises
unto them was that of an everlasting
priesthood whereby they were distinguish··
ed from all other people.
Proof: "Now
therefore if ye will obey my voice inded,
and keep my covenant, then ye shall be a
peculiar treasure unto me above all
for all the earth is mine; and ye
unto me a kingdom of priests and a holy nation.''-Ex. 19:5, 6. Compare this with
what was said to the Gentile Saints after
they had received the king-tlom
obedience to the gospel; "Y e also as lively stones are built up a spiritual
a
holy priesthood, to offer up spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God by Jesus ChrisL"
"But ye are a chosen generation, a
priesthood, a holy nation, a peculiar
pie."- I Pet. 2:5, 9· Who can
that it was the same "kingdom of
with its "peculiar" fruits, that was transferred from Israel to "a nation
forth the fruits thereof!"
This is
evident from the continuation of the ninth
verse: "That ye should shew forth tbe
praises of him who hath called you out of
darkness into his marvelous light" or
dom. They showed for his
"bringing forth the fruits
were the fruits of the kingdom? and how
were they produced in ancient Israel?
They were the gifts and blessings of the
Spirit of God conferred through faith in
and obedience to His word as revealed
through the "royal priesthood." Read of
the wondrous miracles done in
the Red Sea and in the wilderness
Moses; also the plagues on Pharaoh,
sea divided, water bursting forth in tbe
wilderness, a nation healed of the bite of
deadly. serpents, etc., all by "faith.''
Under Joshua who was called of God and
ordained by the putting on of Moses hands
as his successor (Deut 34: 9) and who was
filled with the gift of wisdom.
the
waters of Jordan were divided, the waHs
of Jericho thrown down, armies overthrown, the day lengthened out, etc., and
all by faith.
Read Hebrews,
eleven, in regard to the wonderful fruits
of the kingdom under Moses and the
prophets. Miracles, healings,
of
lepers, healing the bite of
prevailing ag-ainst deadly poison
40, 41), the dead were
fire quenched, dreams
plained, tongues interpreted
iel, and all by faith, and all
"royal prlesthorxl" set in that
a continued succession of the
long as they were permitted
live in that
kingdom,
Compare this with the prom--

ises of Jesus Christ in Matthew 16: 16-18,
to all thf.lt would come into his kingdom,
and we learn that all the fruits of the
kingdom were promised to them throug;h
"fr.ith." And that they did bring forth
all the fruits of the former kingdom is
evident from Paul's word in r Corinthians
! :1-7: "I thank my God always on your
behalf, for the grace of God which is given you of Christ Jesus, that in everything
ye are enriched in all utterance, and in all
knowledge; even as the testimony of
Christ was confirmed in you; so that ye
come behind in no gift."
As they came
behind in no gift they must have brought
forth all the fruits that had ever been conferred upon Israel before the fall. Remember that Paul was not writing for the
instruction of the Saints at Corinth only,
but "To all that in every place call upon
the name of the Lord." And he therefore confirms the promise of Tesus in Mark
r6, that "signs" should follow believers in
all the world to confirm the truth of Jesus'
word, for "they went and preached everywhere, the Lord working with them, confirming the word, with signs following!'
By saying, "to all in every place," he shall
also confirm you unto the enil," (r Cor. I :
"to the end of the world" as promised
in Matthew 28: 19, thus confirming his
word with signs following all who "earnestly contended" for the "one faith," even
as those at Corinth had been confirmed.
And "signs following" was the only way
of confirming known in Paul's day.
How can we know that we are in h!s
kingdom to-day unless He by His Spirit
confirms the promise unto us? No other
way of confirmation is revealed in His
word only by conferring its fruits-signs
following the "one faith."
This plan of
rewarding those who diligently seek him"
is more fully explained in chapters 12, rg
and 14 of this Corinth letter.
The Gentile Saints were also blessed "With all
spiritual blessings in heavenly places in
Christ."-Eph. I: 3· All the fruits of the
kingdom that had been conferred upon the
former Saints.
·
Peter writing to the Gentile Saints,
"Which in ·times past were not a people,
but are now a people of God" (I Pet. 2:
ro) says: "According as his divine power
hath given unto us all things pertaining to
life and godliness."-z Peter I: 3·
All the fruits of the kingdom "certainly
pertained to life and godliness, and they
had all those things given to them, and all
brought forth by the "one faith.' 1 Hence
we learn that all the blessings that had
been conferred unon Israel as " a king-dom
of priests" was transferred with the kingdom to the other "nation" that received
the kingdom, and that it also was "a kingdom of priests," "a royal priesthood."
Not that all were priests, for the Lord
was so particular that none should act in
the priests office without a direct revelation from himself unto them that Korah,
Dathan and Ahiram, men of renown,
with all their kindred and two hundred
and fifty vvere destroyed for attempting it.
(Num. chap. 16).
None were even to
touch or look into the Ark of the Covenant except the priest; but U zzah, in his
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blind zeal to do good, was stricken with
death for even putting forth his hand to
steady the Ark-slain because of "his
error:" (z Sam. 6: 7). Over fifty thom.and perished at one time for even daring
to look into the Ark. (1 Sam. 6: 19). Even
a mighty king in Israel was stricken with
leprosy for daring to act in the priests
office. (2 Chron. z6: 16-2o). Such wat;
the nature of the priesthood in the kingdom that it was transferred with its priesthood from Jew unto Gentile. Jesus Christ
having received from his Father the "royal priesthood," which Israel had lost because of transgression, conferred the same
upon the twelve apostles first: "As thou
hast sent me into the world, even so have
I sent them into the world," (John 17:
19), setting apostles first in the transferred
kingdom as Moses was first in the Israelitish kingdom.
"Secondarily prophets"
as the seventy were next ordained to assist the twelve (Luke w: r) so seventy
elders were ordained to assist Moses, who
also became prophets.
(N um. I I : 26).
"Thirdly teachers, after that miracles,"
and then other members, by whom were
brought forth all the fruits of the former
kingdom as seen in I Corinthians, chapter
12. This is more fully explained in Ephesians, chapter 14, where the order and
duties of the priesthood are set forth by
whom all blessings are received.
And
the same unchangeable law governing the
calling of the priesthood is given in Hebrews 5:4, as in Moses' day; "No man taketh this honor unto himself, but he that is
called of. God as was Aaron," and was exemplified in the calling of Saul and Barnabas in Acts 13: 4·
Having learned what the "one faith" was
by which Israel retained the kingdpm
and secured God's blessing for a season,
let us inquire into the cause of their .falling away, and their ceasing to bring forth
its fruit~. In 2 Pet. 2: I we learn that
were "false prophets" among them,
privily brought in "damnable heresies, even denying the Lord that bought
them," and brought upon "themselves
swift destruction." How did they deny
the Lord? Jesus said unto his disciples:
"He that receiveth you receiveth me,"Matt. w: 35; and those who rejected his
servants also rejected or denied him. He
also said: "0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou
that killest the prophets and stonest them
that are sent unto thee."-Luke 13: 35·
Here we learn how it was that they denied the Lord-by killing and stoning his
servants-his priesthood placed in his kingdom to instruct and bless them.
And why did they do this? Because
these false prophets, whom all honored
because of their irreproachable character,
all speaking well of them, being inspired
by Satan, introduced the "damnable heresy," no doubt believing it, that true prophets were placed in the kingdom at first,
for the purpose of recehring and writing
the law like Moses and a few others, and
that after this was done---the law written
--it was an all-sufficient rule of faith and
practice, consequently prophets were no
longer needed, but were to cease, were
done away because no longer needed; the

with uninspired men of learning
expound them were an all-sufficient
guide until the Messiah, or the end should
come; no more need of such a kingdom as
was organized in Moses' day with inspired
prophets, seventies, priests and miracles in
it, but all done away! They could now
select their own priesthood who would
teach to suit them.
As a result, the Holy Spirit left them,
and division ensued. Instead of "one
body'' and "one faith," as in Moses• time,
there were Scribes, Sadducees, Pharisees,
Herodians, etc., with as many different
faiths as there were sects. Instead of inspired prophets and elders, there were rabhi~, doctors and lawyers, all differing only
in one thing; that there was to be no more
true prophets until the Messiah should
come at the end of the world. They all
upon this.
would all unite to persecute th~
true prophets. The Scriptures, according
to the wise interpretation of their manmade teachers, taught there was no need
of any more prophets. This was their
condition for near five centuries before Jesns came and told them they were all
wrong, that they understood not the Scriptures,but had made void the law by their traditions; that he had come just as their prophets whom they profes&ed to believe had
foretold; that if they believed Moses, they
would believe him. Yet so great was the
influence of their false teachers, that he
could not persuade them to believe him;
but as a nation united in putting him to
in consequence of which they were
as here-in-before stated. All our
opponents must admit the truth
; also that :m inspired priesthood was
essential to the existence of the kingdom
from Moses until Christ for the work of
the ministry, edifying-, perfecting and· instructing them in the Scriptures. For although they had the law even written by
the finger of God upon tables of stone, also
their law written by Moses, and handed
down to them in their own tongue, yet,
vvithout prophets, these false teachers, unmen, let them be ever so zealous
sincere, would so differ in regard to
the meaning of the written word that good
~md honest men could not tell what it
meant. As the Eunuch, no doubt a man
of learning, answered Philip, when asked
he understood what he read, "How can
I except some man guide me?"-Acts 8:

3L
And

as it may seem, those who
that all that I have said in
to the king·dom of ancient Israel is
correct, are so fearfully infatuated by the
traditions of uninspired men, that they will
persist in the same terrible mistake in regard to the kingdom of priests as transferred to the Gentiles, as the Jews did in reto the king-dom of Israel, and claim
prophets, etc., were only
that kingdom to remain until
s'hould write a very brief account of
said and did, and of the events
years after that.
A.nd the greatest of these writers admit:' that they only "knew in part, and
in part;" saw "through a glass
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darkly."-I Cor. 13:9-12. Yet the fable
is believed that, when only a part of those
writings were collected, compiled, and
translated by uninspired men differing in
nearly every translation, that the uninspired translations of those writings,expounded
by uninspired men so differently as to create hundreds of different sects' (vastly more
than there were among the Jews) is an
all sufficient guide without an inspired
priesthood in the kingdom now! They
hold also that the faith by which the Gentile Saints were enabled to please God in
Paul's day, by which they brought forth
the fruits or gifts of the kingdom, without
which the Jews could not continue in favor with God, the "one faith" was only
to continue until some one having this
faith could write a history of the gifts of
the Spirit being given to confirm the word
everywhere it was preached; and then it
was done away, and a common faith was
all that was required, one that would produce no such fruits; and this "history" was
to suffice for our confirmation without
those gifts; that, indeed there is no use of
such a faith today, neither of inspired
apostles, prophets, evengelists, pastors or
teachers as Jesus gave to the Gentiles
with the kingdom, to minister for, edify
and perfect them, until they "all, in the
unity of the faith, come to a knowledge 0f
the Son of God; unto a perfect man, unto
the measure of the stature of the fulness
of Christ;" that we might be enabled toescape "the sleight of men and cunning
craftiness whereby they lie in wait to deceive," as taught in Ephesians, chapter 4·
Although Paul has taught in I Cor. 12:
I, that he would not have us ignorant
"concerning spiritual gifts;" (and he was
writing to you and me, "to all that in every place call upon the name of the Lord
Jesus."-r Cor. 12:1, 2.) And aher here
enumerating nine of the gifts, he states
the purpose God had in giving them, "dividing unto every man severally as he
will," in order that those having the different gifts might compose the body or
kingdom, as the different members of the
human body constitute the man. Tbis is
a beautiful and comprehensive analogy,
one that the weakest capacity ought to
understand. And after reasoning upon the
folly of some of the members of the human
body saying that they could get along and
perform the various functions of the body
without the assistance of all the other
members, be makes the application to the
Church or kingdom-"But now hath God
set [fixed as unchangeably as in the human body]the members everyone ifthem in
the body[ of Christ] as it hath pleased him."
v. 18. And then he forbids one member
saying to another "I have no need of thee,"
but says emphatically that all "are necessary." Every member that God "set" in
his church when given to the Gentiles,
was just as essential to its existence and
"effectual working" as were the members
placed in man's body. He then says to
those possessing the nine different manifestations of tl::.e Spirit, qualifying them to
perform the different functions of the
Church or body of Christ, (as he had 'reasoned that the ear, eye, nose, hand, foot,
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etc., were all members of the human body,
with specific functions assigned them),
"Now are ye the body of Christ, and
members in particular. And God hath set
some [of you J in the Church, first apostles,
secondarily prophets, thirdly teachers, .after that miracles, then g-ifts of healings,
helps, governments, diversities of tongues,"
(v. 27, 28), therefore to covet earnestly the
best gifts, v. 31.
In chapter 13 he extols the beauties of
charity, without which we might possess
all the gifts and yet be "nothing." In I
Cor. 14: r, he says: "Follow after charity,
and desire spiritual gifts." And he then
instructs all how to use the gifts to edification, that if there is no interpreter it is best
not to speak in tongues. But he says:
"Ye may all prophesy one by one," and
ends his lengthy instructions upon this
important matter of which he would "not
have us ignorant" thus; "If any man, [in
every place] think himself to be a prophet,
or ~piritual, let him acknowledge that the
things that I write unto you are the commandments of God. But if anv man be
ignorant, let him be ignorant." ·
This is not very complimentary to those
who say: "0h yes, all he wrote were God's
commands, but they are not now, thev are
all done away with." Yet they will say
in partaking of the sacrament: "Examine
yourselves; for he that eateth and drinketh
unworthily, eateth and drinketh damnation to himself." Why so? "0h, Paul
said so in Ist Cor. 1 r: 29." We might
just as well say, That is all done away.
Sheer ignorance, Paul reasons, if nothing
more, to deny a dozen commands and then
teach one right in their midst!
''Wherefore, brethren, [in every placeJ
covet to prophesy, and forbid not to speak
in tongues. Let all things be done decently and in order."-r Cor. 14:37-40.
If the "one Spirit" should manifest itself now in an "orthodox" congregation, in
tongues or prophecy, would not the minister in charge be under the necessity of
forbidding its repetition as contrary to
their faith? I think so. If Moses' writings had been as plain to Israel as the New
Testament Scriptures are to the Gentiles,
do you think they could ever have turned
away? Paul was only reiterating the
promise of Jesus in Mark 16: r6-r8, in the
quotations I have made.
Among the fruits of the kingdom that
Jesus promised in all the world, through
faith, was: "They shall lay hands on the
sick, and they shall recover." James reiterates the promise and gives instructions
in regard to the ordinance: "Is any sick
among you, let him call for the elders of
the church, and let them pray over him,
anointing him with oil in the name of the
Lord, and the prayer of faith shall save
the sick, and the Lord shall raise him up,
and if he have committed sins, they
shall be forgiven him."-James 5: 14-16.
This is as unlimited and universal a
command as any in the Bible, even as the
one to "repent and be baptized for the remission of sins."-Acts 2: 38. Yet it is
utterly ignored by those professing to be
the c'Y1urch of Christ to whom James was
writing. Though professing faith in the

power of God to heal, even to the appointing a day of fasting and prayer for
this great nation that God might
and raise up the late President
from his sad affliction, yet never
to honor Uod by keeping his
ment in regard to this very
him call for the elders of the church, and
let them pray over
anointing him
with oil in the name of the Lord."
No, that would be too humiliating for
this proud nation. Oh, that God would
help them to remember that "in vain do
ye cry Lord, Lord, and keep not his commandments." Another tradition of men
that if they have committed sins by reason
of which thev may even become sick, (as
Paul says in I Cor. chap. I I, that because
of sins "many are weak and sickly among
you, and many sleep"), that by confessing
to the priest they can obtain forgiveness of
sins without complying with the ordinance
by which is the promise of forgiveness.
The inference is that all have not faith to
he healed yet all should obey God in or~
der to obtain forgiveness of any sins
may have committed, through this
festation of humility, faith and obedience.
That the fruits of the kingdom should
have remained in the transferred king ..
dom is taught by the Lord in explaining
"the mysteries of the kingdom" to his disciples in Luke 8th chapter. In the parable of the sower he says: "The seed is the
word of God." Every seed shall produce
fruit after his kind; Gen. r. So when the
word of God is sown in honest hearts and
brings forth fruit, it must be after its kind
-the word of God. As exemplified in
Acts chapter 19, Paul sowed the seed, the
"word of God" and it produced fruit--·"And they spake with tongues and prophesied"-which tongues and prophecies
were the word of God. Here a continued
revelation, where the word, the "one faith"
is preached, obeyed, and brings forth
is incontrovertably proven.
All must admit that the "one faith" required of Israel to believe that the
dom of God organized according to
command of God under Moses, with its
priesthood, including inspired prophets, elders, Aaronic priests, etc., with all its gifts
and blessings conferred through that priesthood, should have continued as when first
organized; notwithstanding they had
enough inspired Scriptures to make men
"wise unto salvation" as taught by Paul in
2 Tim. 3: I).
As the Old Testament Scriptures were
all that Timothy had been acquainted with
"from a child;" as without those
prophets to continually instruct the
they were at the mercy of false
who soon persuaded them that
were all-sufficient without continual revelation, and because of their rejecting the
prophets (although they continued in that
kingdom for a thousand years)
were
led astray by false teachers who so perverted their "Holy Scriptures" that they
were easily persuaded to reject their Messiah, although the manner, purpose, time
and place of his coming had been the
theme of all their prophets whose
they profes~ed to believe.

Reasoning from analogy, (as all agree
that God is unchangeable and no respecter
of persons), would not that same faith that
had been required of Israel, and which
they had departed from, they having lost
the Spirit with its attendant blessings, and
the kingdom, and this same faith being
accepted of by the Gentiles by which thev
received the Spirit of revelation that Isni'el had lost with its attendant blessings,
also the same kingdom of royal priesthood without which God's spiritual blessings were never conferred. upon any people,-would not that "one faith" require
of the Gentiles to believe in the continuation of the same form of government as
God was pleased to organize for them
when he had conferred upon them the
kingdom? The one that was so plainlv
described to them
Paul and other writers
as I have shown? Who can believe that
if Israel had continued in that faith, had
continued to receive God's servants instead
of appointing their own priesthood, that
they would at any time have ceased to
produce the fruits of the kingdom, or that
it would ever have been said of them,
"The kingdom
God shall be taken
from you?" Or that ·He could reject Israel because they had ceased to perpetuate
the same kind of government that He
first gave them, consequently lost its blessings, and yet recognize the Gentiles as
His church or king-dom when they have
utterly failed to continue the form of
church government given them. at first
"as it pleased
" and ceased to bring
forth any of its
being utterlv destitute of any of its officers, gifts and blessings as were the Jews when doomed to
destruction? Who can not see that they
have departed from "the one faith" as
much as ever Israel did? Who now believes in the form of church government
as Paul describes it in rst Corinthians,
chapter I 2; or in the gifts of the Spirit
without which, he said, the "body of
Christ" could not exist? These are serious questions. "Examine yourselves, and
see whether ye be in the faith; prove
your own selves." Is it the work of God
that caused the Gentiles to have hundreds
of churches, all differing in faith, instead
of the "one bodv and one faith?" Or is it
caused by the "adversary, the same. as in
ancient Israel? Let the Scriptures answer. Peter in the same verse where he
speaks of the false prophets that caused
Israel's fall, says to the Gentiles who had
received the kingdom-"Even as there
shall be false teachers among you, who
privily shall bring in damnable heresies,
even denying the Lord that boug-ht them,
and bring upon themselves swift destruction." Here we learn that a like fate
awaited the kingdom among the Gentiles
as had come upon Israel-"swift destruction"-and that it would be brought about
from the same cause-"false teachers"
bringing in similar "damnable heresies" as
the false prophets had among the Jews.
"And many shall follow their pernicious
ways" as had the Jews, teaching that they
had "Moses and the prophets," (or their
writings) which they held was all-sufficient without
prophets to continually
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give revelations, and all folly to believe Tim. 4: 1-3), just what the Papal church
in such things now: it might have been . did do. He further describes this terrible
necessary in Moses' time, but everybody falling away farthe~~ down the stream of
knows there is no need of such things ih time: "This know also that in the last
our day." The same things were taught clays, perilous times shall come. For men
by the false teachers among the Gentiles, shall be lovers of their own selves, covet-that "apostles and prophets were all ous, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disoberight for awhile until they should com- dient to parents, unthankful, unholy, havplete revelation, form a constitution or ing a form of Godliness, but denying the
code of laws and write them, but now we power thereof."-2 Tim. 3; 1-7. Read
have their writings-an all-sufficient guide the chapter and see if it does not describe
without a continuation of apostles, proph- modern christendom,-"Ever learning,
ets, or any inspired men now; and the but never able to come to a knowledge of
gifts of the Spirit have also accomplished the truth," (verse 7), having, as did Israd,
their purpose, guiding the church until we discarded the only means of obtaining
got the written law, and now we don't knowledge of God, namely, confirmation
need them, neither that miraculous faith '''with signs following," "The fruits of the
and the Holy Ghost by which they were kingdom." Paul therefore charged Timgiven. The 'common faith' and indwell- othy to ''Preach the word . . . . For the
ing Spirit is all we need. now; no need of time will come when they will not endure
men 'called of God as was Aaron' to qual- sound doctrine. But after their own lusts
ify them for the ministry now, since they shall
heap to themselves teachers
have had the written word." An appoint- having itching ears, [just as Israel had
ment by the church of learned men, edu- done formerly], and they shall turn their
cated for the ministry to expound the ears away from the truth, and they shall
Scriptures was now all-sufficient. And he turned unto fables:"-2 Tim. 4: 1-4.
those thus called could not be expected to Fictitious stories, such as the prophets
preach and work at a trade as did Paul, taught Israel. "We have no need of
Peter, and other inspired men, but they prophets," say they, "since Moses and
would devote their entire time to the others ·have written us such a perfect
work, studying to make themselves work- law. Any one who can not understand
men approved, reading the Scriptures in our learned Rabbis explain the Scriptures
order to be able to properly explain them. without prophets to reiterate them ought
And in order to do this they must know to be condemned." And now men say,
how they were to live, hence a salary, and "Our ministers having such superior ada pretty good one at that, for people are vantages, and are so far ahead of men in
more refined now_ than in the apostles day, J\!foses' time in literarv attainments, that
and they could not appear before them they don't need inspiration to qualify them
successfully in tent-making or fishermen's lo teach as men did in those dark ages."
garb, as others had done.
Of this character, no doubt, were the
"By reason of whom the way of truth "fables" with which the false prophets
shall be evil spoken of; . . . and through corrupted Israel, forgetting that "the wiscovetousness shall they with feigned dom of the world is foolishness in the
wonls make merchandise of vou."-2 Pet. E,ight of God." Education is necessary
2: 1-3. That is, you must· pay them as and very de~irable, but it can never suffice
much or more than others-the lawyer, for insi)iration of the Holv Spirit in minGod.
The
doctor, or other professors-or you can not istering in the things
obtain their services in expounding the strange part is, that almost all Israel were
Scriptures. Paul, upon the same matter soon led to believe them. Sad experience,
has caused many of them to adsaid to the Elders at Ephesus: "Take
heed therefore unto yourselves, and to all mit that all their learned, man-made teachthe flock over which the
Ghost hath ers were wrong.
made you overseers. For
know this,
That similar "fables" are taught to-day
that after my departing ehall grievous by those who deny "the word" that men
wolves enter in among you, not sparing should be "called of God as was Aaron"
the flock. Also ot your own selves shall in order to minister acceptably before God,
men arise, speaking
things to can be proven by asking them in regard
draw away disciples
them."-Acts to their authority.
And just as sure as
20: 28-30. Elders, ordained no doubt by GoJ Is a
unchangeable being, "no rePaul himself, turned away to false doc- specter
persons," "the same yesterday,
trines, so powerful was the influence of to
and forever," and "spared not the
these false teachers even in his day. He
branches", (the Jews) for teaching
said soon after this, "All they which be in and believing such "fables," neither will
Asia are turned awav from me." As the he !"pare apostate christendom. PropheJews had fallen, so Paul, in 2 Thessaloni- cy said they would fall after the same
ans, 2: 2, 3, foretells the "falling away" of manner of unbelief as had Israel; and histhe Gentiles before Christ's second advent. lory abundantly proves its fearful fulfillHe explains to Timothy thus in regard to ment.
it,-"N ow the Spirit speaketh expressly,
In conclusion, I ask if all can not agree
that in the latter times some shall denart with .me that the "one faith" once deliverfrom the faith, giving heed to sedu~ing ed to the Saints required of them to bes,pirits and doctrines of devils, [just as Is- lieve in, honor and obey God by earnestly
rael bad done], speaking lies in hypocrisy, contending for the necessity of the continhaving their conscience seared [asJ with a uation of just such a kingdom as God orhot iron; forbidding to marry, and com- ganized for them through Moses, with all
manding to abstain from meats," etc., (I
its
and blessings such as they did re-

of

I4I
ceive during the existence of their "royal
priesthood" as enumerated in Hebrews,
chapter 1 r, and "the fruits of the kingdom," notwithstanding they had the con·
stitutional law, written with the finger of
God on tables of stone, also written in
books, with all the statutes and judgments
by Moses, the great type of Jesus Christ,
as directly given him from the mouth of
God; and that those tables of stone, with
the ark of the covenant constructed expressly to contain the law, the mercv seat
and two cherubim, especially prepared for
the purpose of God's High Priests receiving continual revelations to guide the people as long as the kingdom should be in
existence, would have remained with
them until Christ, if they had continued to
receive God's servants? Also that "Holy
Scriptures," written by the finger of God,
was not sufficient for the government of
his people without an inspired priesthood
to continually receive revelations to guide
them in all their changing circumstances?
I think so. The kingdom, with its priesthood, could not be destroyed; but when
Israel rejected this priesthood to rule over
them, they thereby rejected God as their
king. ( 1 Sam. 8: 7.) After sore chastisements to induce them to tepent, still they
continued to kill those he sent unto them.
and "he sent unto them his Son, saving;
They will reverence my Son."-JV[att. 2 r:
27. But they also kiilecl him, and then
the kingdom with its "everlastmg· priesthood" was taken from them as a nation,
and "given to a nation bringing forth the
fruits thereof."- Matt. 21: 43· This "nation," the Gentiles, understood perfectly
why Israel were "broken off" and lost the
kingdom. It was because of unbelief,-" And thou [the Gentiles] standest by
faith," (Rom. r I: 2o), the same faith by
which Israel formerly stood in favor with
God} the faith in the necessity of the perpetmty of the same organization as God
"set in the church," "the kingdom of his
dear Son" as it had been given to them "as
it hath pleased him," described so plainly
hereinbefore, with all its gifts and blessings. Who can show that anv other faith
ever did or ever can please· God? Yet
with the terrible example of apostate Israel "written aforetime for their profit and
learning," (Rom. r5: 4), they soon began
to "bring in privily," (for it was too glaring an a?surdity after Israel's example to
be publicly taught at first) the same
"damnable heresies" that had caused Israel's overthrow, such as, that after the
Twelve had established the church, written
the law for it, that they then needed no
more revelations; no more apostles or inspired men, and no more gifts of the Spirit. And as "all Asia" had turned away
from Paul, it is evident that they had even
denied his apostleship, claiming perhaps,
that there were to be no successors in that
office! and that only the first twelve and
their writings, were all that was ne~essa
ry.
Reasoning from analogy, if Jesus had
written with his own finger all the requirements of the gospel, and the statutes
and judgments pertaining thereto, upon
imperishable material, placed it in as se-
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cure a place as "the ark of the Covenant,"
and the church had remained in one land,
used only the one language, as did ancient
Israel, vet there would have remained the
same necessity for an inspired priesthood
to administer in its ordinances, preaching,
baptizing, laying on hands for the gift of
the Spirit and in ministering to the sick,
etc,, as from Moses until Christ. This
was and is the "one faith." Dear reader,
is this your faith? "Examine your own
selves whether ye be in the faith; prove
your own selves."
D, s. CRAWLEY.

PRESERVATION OF HEALTH.

IT cannot be too generally known that
we practically breathe through the skinin other words, that the skin has a function
something like that of the lungs. It can
not,of course, be active unless kept clean.
But in other ways than by neglect of
rcleanliness can its usefulness be impaired.
Tight clothing cripples it and keeps the
poisons which should be thrown out at the
surface locked up in the system, and also
shuts out pure air which should reach the
skin. In purchasing underclothing, therefore, it should be so large that, even after
frequent washing and shrinking, it will be
loose and permit a volume of air between
it and the body. It naturally follows that
the outer garments should also be comparatively large, and at least enough so to
permit every movement to be made with
as much ease when they are on as when
they are off.
There is a habit which all, without exception, should practice, and yet it is safe
to say that not one man in ten of our people do follow it. Reference is made to
the removal of the undervest on retiring,
and the substitution of one kept for night
wear alone. The underclothing, during
the day, becomes filled with emanations
from the body, and must be well aired
regularly every night, otherwise it becomes to a considerable extent poisonous,
and the noxious matters are again absorbed
by the skin. This self-poisoning is sure to
go on unless the rule given is observed.
Safety from "colds" depends in no
slight degree upon how the neck is dressed.
Nothing should be worn about it
which interferes with its freedom of movement, nor should it be encumbered with
handkerchiefs, which so many wear as
much for appearance as for comfort. Let
each one now choose a certain kind of collar, and wear no other style until spring
comes. Even a very slight variation in
this important article of dress will favor a
sore throat. The habit of wearing the
fashionable bandages-silk handkerchiefs
-is an exceedingly bad one to get into,
and, as a rule, those who have it are frequent sufferers from throat troubles.
Practically the collar and necktie will be
sufficient protection for the throat. When
the cold is intense, turning up the coat
collar will be a sufficient additional protection, unless one is riding far in a strong
wind.

When leaving the cold air and entering
warm rooms, remove the outer wraps at
once.
Ladies fail llif'o observe this rule
oftener than do men. When people have
been long enough in warm rooms to become heated, they should not leave them
and at once enter their carriage or a street
car. Under those conditions they are
chilled even by a short ride. Before attempting to ride they should walk a few
blocks, until the body is accustomed to the
change and circulation is active. During
prolonged exposure to cold, as on long
.drive, hot drinks should not b~ indulged
in, for they render the body yet more sensitive to cold.
A word about foot coverin(l's. \Voolen
stockings, of course, should be~worn by all.
Wear now heavy shoes, and delay to put
on overshoes as long as possible; when
once they are on, keep them in service until next spring. Car drivers, conductors
and other men out all day in the cold will
be by far more comfortable if they discard
leather boots and shoes and wen cloth
shoes inside their overshoes. Then their
feet will be better ventilated, perspire
and hence keep much warmer.-Boston
Herald.

is the shortest distance between two points/'
and speak accordingly. What right has be
to use an involved and tortuous manner
when declaring the great things of God-darkening counsel by words without
knowledge? What right bas he to come
before plain people in the straight jacket
of professional dig·nity 1 and talk of "volition" instead of will, "intellectual process" imtead of thinking, and "moral obligation" instead of duty, and the like, as
if the very use of language were, as Talleyrand suggests, "to conceal ones thoughts?"
What right has he to give his hearers
the hard stone of metaphysics, when they
are dying for the bread of heaven? What
right has he to bring forward profound
disquisitions and curious speculations,
when the command is, "Preach the preaching that I bid thee?" And what right has
he to hide that Christ whom he is to
make known, amid the flowers of rhetoric, as Verlst in his portrait of James II.
virtually hid his Majesty, in a profusion of
sunflowers and tulips? When the late
young preacher, Erskine Haws, was dying, he said, "I wish to live to preach the
gospel more simply." How many at death's
door have felt as he felf!-Dr. C. Fish.

EXPERIENCE.

A RELIGION of mere morality and for·
mality, however perfect of its kind, falls
short of the divine pattern. Morality is
not to be undervalued, nor can formality
be dispensed with; but when these exist
as a substitute for true religion, instead of
being its appendage merely, danger of a
fatal na,ture is seeking supremacy, and
blinding the eyes, and should be repelled.
A radical heart renovation is the on:y experience that will take a carnal man out of
the bondage of corruption, and prepare
the heart for "the spirit of adoption,"
whereby it can cry "Father, Father;" and
nothing short of this experience can introduce one into the divine family. "Because
ye are sons, God hath sent forth the spirit
of his Son into your hearts"-and with
that heart experience there is internal joy,
that will manifest itself outwardly, whether through prescribed forms or otherwise.
"First pure, then peaceable," is the sacred
rule; and with this purity of heart morality will be an inevitable restilt.
A clean fountnin will send forth a clean
stream. A clean heart will produce a
clean life. This constant strug'gle to correct the life may well lead us to question
whether the heart is correct. Let the
heart be so fully under divine rule as to
change its relish, and there will be less
trouble about faultv conduct-not that
there will be no temptations, but there
will be a strong power to control the heart
and regulate its aspirations.- W. S, in
World's Crisis.
PLAINNESS IN THE PULPIT.

A MAN who can not make things plain
is not qualified to fill a pulpit. First of all
let a preacher think out his subject so thoroughly that his ideas shall lie clear and distinct, like crystals, in his own mind; and
then let him remember that a "straight line

NORTHERN ILLINOIS.
Conference convened with Plano branch, February r6th and 17th; F. M. Cooper president,
W, Vickery clerk. Branches: Plano 204; 5 baptized, r received, 6 removed. Courtland 20. Mission ro3; I received, r removed, 1 died. Streator 34; 3 baptized, 2 received, 4 rem•Jved, First
Chicago 23; I baptized, r received. Sandwich
6r; 5 removed. Broughton 19; 2 baptized, r
died. Burlington 37; 2 baptized, I received.
Seneca (new) 9; I ordination. Braidwood 30;
2 received.
Bishop's agent's report: balance on
hand $39 75. received since $87 25; paid out
$127. Officials present and reporting were Elders I. L. Rogers, f. C. Foss, F. M. Cooper, A.
L. Whitaker, S. H. Whitaker, G. Scheidecker,
W. E. Cherry, C. G. Lanphear, C. D. Carter, G.
Rogers, W. Vickery, 0 Jacobs; Priests H. J.
Worby, F. G. Weston; Teacher A. R. Wilcox.
F. M. Cooper was sustained president and W.
Vickery secretary of the district for four months.
I. L. Rogers, W. S. Pender and J. C. Foss were
chosen delegates to General Conference. Bro.
F. M. Cooper was elected superintendent of Sabbath School association and Sr. Harriet White
secretary of the same. License was granted to
G. Booth, teacher. Preaching by T. Hougas,
A. L. Whitaker and W. S. Pender. Fellowship
and sacrament meeting at 2:30p.m. Adjourned
to meet in Chicago, June 29th and 30th.
NORTHERN NEBRASKA.
This district conference was held at Omaha,
December 28th, W. M. Rumel presiding. Elders
reporting were J. Caffall (by letter). H C. Bronson. N. Rumel, R. C. Farley, W. Ballinger, H.
J. Hudson, high priest, 0. P. Brown, priest and
W. M. Rumel, Bishop's agent. Report showed
on hand at last report $6z.ro, received since
$76 43, total $r38 03. expended $ro8 95, balance
on hand $29 58. Statistical reports of Omaha,
Lake Shore, Columbus, Union and Platte Valley branches were read and received. The district president and secretary were sustained, also
W. Rumel as Bishop's agent. The next conference will convene in Platte Valley, Friday, June
z8th. All elders and priests desiring to labor
were requested to do so under direction of the
district president. W. M. Rumel, E. Boulsen, N.
Rumel, J. Huff and D. Bowen were elected dele-
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gates to the coming General Conference to be
held in St. Joseph, Misf>ouri. Moved that the
secretary n::>tify the several branches to raise
means to defray the expenses of Bro. Rumel to
and from conference. The delegates were instructed to use their influence at conference to
have Elder H. C. Bronson labor the coming year
in the Northern Nebraska district. Preaching
by W. M. Rumel and H. C. Bronson.
MANCHESTER.
The elders of this district met in conference at
Leeds, October 13th, J. Dewsnup presiding, J.
Beatty secretary. Elders reports: W. Clarke, T.
Hughes, R. Baty, W. Armstrong, W. R. Armstrong, S. Bennett, J. Bennett, H. Greenwood, J.
Dewsnup, J. Beatty, J. Ramsay, S. Spargo,
W. Spargo, J. Spargo, H. Hoole, J. Austin, W.
Seekins, J. Naylor, T. Paxton. Priests: H.
Jackson, S. F. Mather, F. Bruton, H. Owen, W.
Towers,J. Dewsnup Jr., J. Foden, T. Coulson, T.
Spargo, W. Sharp, S. Platts, F. Beaumont, T.
Roberts. Teachers: J. Turner, W. N. Towers,
J. Laycock, H. Warren. Deacons: G. H. Arber,
D. Aitken, J. Roberts. Statistical report: Manchester ro6; 4 baptized, I died, I ordination.
Farnworth +I; 3 expelled. 2 ordinations. Sheffield 55; 2 baptized, 3 ordinations. Leeds 25; 4
baptized, I ordination. The spiritual and financial reports of the branches were considered very
satisfactory. Committee on rules continued till
next conference. Resolved, that Priest B. 0.
Mellard's license be restored on his giving and
undertaking to labor under branch authority and
in harmony with church law. The Farnworth
branch recommended that the Hcense of]. Eckersly (Priest) be restored to him, the recommendation was referred to the committee on licenseR at
the next conference. The conference approved
of the action of the ti~trict president in calling in
the license of Teacher E. Barry, who had been
found guilty by an elders' court of crime. Resolved, that the license be withheld till next conference and referred to com mit tee on licenses.
Resolved, that an elders' fund be established in
behalf of district finance. Church authorities as
at present constituted, general, mission, district
and branch sustained. Resolved, that the annual
district conference be held in Manchester, April
19th to 22d, 1889, inclusive. Good attendance
and earnest atten-tion throughout.

TEACHERS' QUORUM.
To the members of the First Quorum of
Teachers: Brethren: You are hereby requested
to report to the secretary of 'the quorum, George
H. Hldy, Independence, Missouri. In reporting
please state what you have done; the methods
you have employed in the exercise of your calling, in fulfiliing the duties of your office and the
success of those methods, and anything that
will be of interest to the quorum as a body, and
tile success of its members in doing the part assigned in this great latter day work. Please be
prompt in reporting, that an intelllgent report
may be made to the General Conference, which,
as yon know, convenes April 6th, 1889.;
In gospel bonds,
B. J. ScoTT, p,:es.
GEo. H. HIDY, Sec.
WANTED.
The whereabouts of David and Thomas Harris,
my brothers. When last heard from they were
in Livermore valley, California, and kept a sheep
ranch there. Address
.
WILLIAM P. HARRIS,
221 Garfield Ave, Scra'nton, Pa.
LA:tlBER'l'

BROTHERS,

publishers of the Patriot) Lamoni,

la., are offering their paper one mouth for ten cents as a
'"tria! trip.~' It. contains fifty six columns~ including foreign and domestic news, an editorial page, which aims to
reftect a progressive and healthful sentiment, -~shorts."
'"Home~' '·Around the world,', ''Religious," HPersonal"
and "S~ientific" departments. Give it a. trial.
LAMBER'r BROTHERS,
2mnr4t
LAMONI, Iowa.

ENGLISH MISSION.
The annual conference of the Manchester district will convene in the Saints' Meeting Room,
Clarendon street, Hulme, Manchester, England,
Friday, April I9th, at three p. m., and the three
following days. All elders, priests, teachers and
deacons will please forward their licenses and a
report of labor for the six months ending March
3ISr, 1889, to the secretary of the district, Elder
James Baty, No. 2 Chapman street, Hulme,
Manchester, not later than April 12th. Branch
officers will please see to the forwarding of
branch reports, financial, statistical and spiritual,
not later than the date before mentioned.
JosEPH DEWSNUP, Pres.
}AMES BATY, Sec.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Des Moines district conference will convene at Boonsborough, Iowa, March 8th, at 7: 30
p. m. Branches not ·sending delegates will
please send me their reports by mail to Haven,
Iowa, in time.
H. A. McCoY,
Dist. Sec.
The Central Kansas district conference will
convene with the Netawaka branch, Jackson
county, Kansas, on the 9th of March, at ten a. m.
Corne one, come all.
w. HoPKINS,
Dzst. Pres.
NOTICE.
To G. P. Dykes, J. V. Buskirk, C. F. LaMay,
W. Clark and Henrietta Brown: An action was
taken by the Salem branch, in business capacity,
February 8th, and you are hereby notified to report to the clerk of said branch and get your letter of removal before April Ist, r889, or yon will
be reported as scattered members.
W. D. BuLLARD, Clerk.
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1889, at Cleveland, Iowa. Funeral services by
Elder John Watrl.ins, Sen.
NELSON.-Bertha Christina Nelson,!the beloved wife of Bro. Peter Nelson, fell asleep on February 12th, 1889, with a glorious hope in the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ. She said that she·
was not to live long and had all things in readiness. After a brief illness of three days without
a struggle she called her children to her and
bade them good bye at the last moment, and
passed away in peace. She was born October
2ISt, 1849, in Denmark; baptized by Bro. A. H.
Smith on the way back from Utah in Grand!
River on the plains. She was 39 years, 3 months'
and 22 days old and leaves a husband and fou~C·
children. a father and mother and sisters and a'
host of f~iends to mourn their loss. Funeral services by elder M. W. Sampson from I Thessalonians 4: I3.
McCuE.-At Manchester, Lancaster, England,
September 30th, r888, Bro. John McCue, aged 68
years. He was first baptized in 1842 at Carlisle,
Cumberland, by Elder John Irving.
Was born
at Brampton, Cumberland, June 3d, r819. He
received an early testimony of the truth of the
latter day work and at once commenced to labor
in its interest at the place of his birth and in Carlisle and vicinity and was, in company with his
brother-in-law, Elder Samuel Hargreaves, instrumental in establishing a branch of the church in
Lanark, Scotland. Was in Manchester at the
time the Reorganization was there introduced
and identified himself with the same by baptism
January I 3th, I878, and was ordained an elder
the same day by Elders J. Miller and J. Dewsnup.
At the time of his death and for some time previous he held the position of branch teacher.
Buried at the Manchester Southern cemetery,
Elder Joseph Dewsnup officiating. Funeral sermon by Elder Henry Greenwood.

PF·,RsxA, Harrison county, Iowa.

BORN.
EvANS.-Near Scranton, Pennsylvania, November r8th, r888, to Bro. Francis and Sr. Elizabeth .Evans a daughter.
Blessed De~ember
30th, r888, by W. H. Kelley and named Margaret.
MARRIED.
FANNING-HARRIS.-At Stuart, Montana, at
the residence of Sr. Mary HarriR, February nth,
r83~J.
Elder J. C. Clapp, Mr. William Fanning
to Sr.
Harris, daughter of our dear departed Isaac Harris. About one hundred guests
and at four o'clock the piano under
hands poured forth the wedding march in
most enchanting strains, which was the signal
for the appearance of the candidates with their
attendants. As they entered and took their positions the music softened down to a low, sweet
pitch while the ceremony was being performed.
Vvhen completed and the minister had introduced the Bride as "Mrs. Fanning" the music struck
up more lively than ever and amid congratulations, music and song the hours were made joyous until six p. m., when we were invited to sit
down to a dinner that 1 will not undertake to describe. Suffice it to say that Sr. Harris superintended it; that it was the occasion of the wedding
of her eldest daughter, and that is enough to say
that it was elegant as were also many presents
brought in by admiring friends. May the tide of
love roll smoothly on.
DIED.
McKINNEY.-On February Ist, I889, Andrew
J. McKinney, husband of Sr. McKinney, aged 25
years and 14 days. He was born January 17th,
1864. He leaves a wife and one child. He was
esteemed by all that knew him. He was a loving
husband and a kind father.
Funeral sermon by
Bro. w·. Westm1.
G:uFFITHS --Amaleia, daughter of Bro. aud
Sr. John and Jane Griffiths, at Cleveland, Iowa,
February 7th. 1889. She was born at Zero, Iowa,
May 4th, r888 Funeral services by Elder John
Wafidns, Sen.
WoLLISCROFT·- James Henry, infant son of
Mr. James and Sr. Mary Wolliscroft. He was
born. June 6th, I888, and died, February 9th,

FOR I889.
THE CHICAGO TIMES believes that n~wsmall.e&·
and "sells" a newspaper.
IT BELIEVES that the public wants;the news,.
all the news, the latest news.
IT BELIEVES that in printing the news a news"
paper must print the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth.
IT BELIEVES in printing the truth without fear
or favor, uncolored by prejudice or predilection,
unbiased by personal interests or preferences,
regardless of partie~, cliques, or individuals.
THE CHICAGO TIMES, with wise extravagance,
uses its unrivaled facilities for collecting and
~spreading all the news before its readers in an
attractive manner and in a readable style.
THE CHICAGO TIMES has quadrupled its circulation in less than one year under its new management since the reduction of the price of its
daily edition from 5 to 2 cents a copy.
THE CHICAGO TIMES is in every sense of the
word a great metropolitan journal. It circulates
in all parts of the United States and Canada, and
and is read wherever the Englishsilanguage is
spoken.
THE CHICAGO TIMES, while printing all the·
news of the day, from all parts of the world, like"
ly to be of interest to its readers, chronicles with·
careful attention to details the daily history of
the great city in which it is published and of that
great western country of which Chicago is thee
political, financial, commercial, and social centerREGULAR SUBSCRIPTION RATES~
Daily and Sunday Times, one year ....... $8 oo·
Daily and Sunday Times, six months ...... 4 oo,
Daily Times, one year .................... 6 co,
Daily Times, six months .................. 3 oo
Sunday Times, one year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 oo
Saturday Times, one year ................. 1.50
Weekly Times, one year ................. roo.
The above rates are net and will be given J ou,
until further notice. Please send postal <;>rder,.
registered letter, or postal note. Terms invaria"
bly cash in advance. Address
THE TIMES, Chicago.
2mar4t
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FARM FOR SALE.-235 ACRES.
Thirteen miles east of Lamoni and one-half mile north
of Pleasanton, 100 acres in timber pasture set in blne grass,
balance in meadow and plow land. New 7 room cottage,
with 3 porches, 2 pantrys and fine rock cellar, the most
substantial house in the township; small orchard. out
houses, granary and large barn 42x6~, basement the entire
length of it, and shingled sheds on the eaot side and south
end; 2 cemented cisterns, 5 wells and 3 ponds, wtth abm:.dance of water for stock. Will sell at a sacrifice rather than
rent. A big bargain for somebody.
WM. ANDERSON,
2mar4t
PLEASANTON, Decatur Co., Iowa.

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,
REAL

ESTATE

AGENTS,

West Lexington Street,
INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI.

Next to Warnky's Gallery.

AUTUMN

LEAVES

Published monthly for the
FOl~

ROUSE

SALE.

For sale a No. one frame house of five rooms, good cellar with hot a~r furnace. water in the house, an acre of
ground and small orchard west of the Temple, Kirtland,
Ohio. For further information inquire of
JOHN GiLLESPIE,
2mar4t
Bo:« 28, CLEVELAND, Ohio.

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jeaus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Price per year

1!1!1.50.

M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

VV elsh Hymn Book.

---:A Family Newspaper.:--THE INDEPENDENT PATRIOT
Provides its readers weekly with

56 COLUMNS
Of reading matter, including Domestic and l!'oreign News,
Home, Around the World, Religious, Scientific and Personal departments, and aims to keep its readers thoroughly ucquamted with, the striking features of the world's
progress. Try it and know for yourself. Sample copy
free., One dollar per year.
LAMBERT BROTH.ERS, PUBLISHERS,
25ang
Lamoni, Decatur Co .. !owa.
RoBERT WINNING,

Pres,t.

D. F. NICHOLSON, Cashier.

FARMERS' BANK of LAMONI
Will attend to any Business for Non-Residents
entrusted to our care.

Interest Allowed on Time Deposits.
A CHRONOLOGICAL C&.TECHISM:

Or, Key to the Chronology of the Bible.
BY A. J. MAPES.
L1mp Cloth, 103 pages, price 35 cts. For sale by
Bro. H. R. MILLS, Independence Mo.

TO

EJ~DERS,

PRIESTS, AND OTHERS.

O all persons ~1cnding us the names of Two PERSONS
as subscribers to the INDEPENDENCE GAZETTE
for on.e year, with the cash, we will·send, prepaid, a copy
of the ".Elders' Diary." The subscription price of the
GazeLte is $1 a year.
LUFF & CRICK.
We want Agents everywhere, male and female, and
will pay good cash comm1ssion. Write us for particulars
LUFF
&
CRICK.
Independence, Mo.
36jan

T

RUINS

AND THE

.REVIS.ITED,

WORLD

STORY

RETOLD;

The Scientific Defense of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound in cloth, price $1.

S. F. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.
SABBATH SC toOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for higher classes, bound in
sprinkled Leather, each ......................... $1 00
The same bound in Cloth................ .. . .. .. .. .
75
Question Book, for intermediate classes, each 25c.,
per dozen .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. 2.50

"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In cloth 25cts., ten or more, each. . . . . • • • • • 20
In paper 15 cts., ten or more, each......... 13
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found "
written by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about whidh
so much has been said in connection with the
theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Higdon the chief ground work and material from which to write the Book of Mormon.
REPLY TO LITTLEFIELD.
In paper 10 cts., per dozen.... . . . . . . . . . . .
,o
This is the" Reply of President Joseph bmith
to L. 0. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine
of Plural 1\IaJTiage."
~

The printed name on the colored label on your par
per gives the date to which your snbscriptwn has been
;>aid. If it showe you are in arrears, please renew.

We have on hand about 100 copies of a book, entil,led
"Llyfr Hymnau at Wasanaeth Eglwys Iesu Grist, Ad-Re·
oleiddedig l:lamt y Dydd Diweddaf. ,; There are 393 hymns
in Welsh and 33 in English. It is published by the church
in Wales, and sent here for sale. Sixty cents each, free of
postage; bound in full !eat her, marbled edges.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR
--)BY THE(-Board of Publication of the Reotganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph
Sheep or Library binding ......•••••..••.. 1 50
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ....•.••••••. 2 00
New Testament, inspired .........•••.•• , , 75
BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges .................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .......•••••. 1 50
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
Sprinkled sheep, or library ....•••.••.••.. 1 25
Imitation Morocco ....................... 1 50
SAINTS' HARP-HYMN BOOK.
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ....••.. 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..........•••. 1 50
.JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET:
History of the Reorganized Church, and Autobiography of Joseph Smith.
In Cloth, gilt finished ..................... 2 20
This book contains 827 pages of large, clear
reading matter; also, three very :!lne Steel Engravings, and a facsimile of the autograph of Joseph· the Prophet and Emma, and of Joseph
Smith; also Steel Engraving of Hvrum Smith.
A complete history of the church
to 1880.
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET, AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
Muslin boards, 312 pages..... • • . . • . .. • • • .. 70
Leather binding.. -·· ...................... 1 00
HESPERIS.
Poems by David H. Smith, 202 pages, fancy
cloth, gilt edges ........................ 1 50
VOICE OF WARNING
And Instruction to all People, on the Doctrine
and History of the latter day work.
In paper covers; twelve for $1 ..•..•.. each 10
Limp cloth covers, each .. .. . . . . . • • • .. • .. • 25
JOSEPH THE SEER:
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintained.
Paper covers, 200 pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder
William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society,
and is an important work to be in the hands of
the mini~try of the church; and it is a most excellent one io be circulated both in the church
and among those without, abounding i.n proof's
never before presented in defense of Joseph
Smith and the Book of Mormon.
SONGS OF ZION.
xocts
Per dozen ........... $I. Each ..... .

up

TRACTS.
No. 2.--Truth Made M.anifest; per dozen... 20
:per hundred ................... 1 50
No. 3.-Voxceofthe Good Shepherd; dozen 05
yer hundred . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • 40
No.4.-Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the
Church and the Kirtland Temble Suit.
dozen 5c., 100 25c., 250 50c., 500 $1, 1000.1 75
No. 5.-The Gospel. .... price the same' as No. 4.
No.6.-The "OneBaptism;" itsMode Subjects, Pre-requisites ai1d Design.-.....andWho
Shall Administer ; 25c. per doz., per 100.. 1 75
No. 7.-Who Then Can be Saved; per doz. 05
per hundred . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 40
No. 8.-Fulness of the Atonement; per
25
per hundred . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. • . 75
No. 9.-8piritualism Viewed from a Scriptural Standpoint; per doz. 30c., per 100 ... 2 25
No.10.-The Narrow Way; doz.15c., 100 .. 1 10
No.ll.-The Plan of Salvation; per doz. . . 30
per hundred ................... 2 25
No. 12.-The Bible versus Polygamy...•••.
per dozen 25c., per hundred .••. 1 65
No.14.-Reply to Orson Pratt:; per dozen.. 25
per hundred ................ ; .. 1 75
No. 15.--Brighamite Idolatry; per dozen .. 05
per hundred . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
No.16.-Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the Church; per doz. 20c., 100..... 1 40
No. 17.-The Successor in the Prophetic Office and Presidency of the Church; doz.. 25
per hundred .................•. 1 75
No. 18.-Rejection of the Church; per doz. 15
per hundred ................... 1 10
No. 20.-The "One Body: or the Church of
Christ, under the Apostleship, and under
the Apostasy; per dozen 20c., per 100.... 1 40
No. 21.-Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen
per hundred .... , ..........•.••
No. 22.-Faith and Repentance; dozen ••••
per hundred . . . ...•. . . . . . . ..•... 1
No. 23.-Baptism; per dozen 20c., 100...... 1
No. 24.-The Kingdom of God; doz.5c., 100
No. 25.-Laying on of Hands; doz. 5c., 100.
No. 26.--Mountain of the Lord's House; ..•
per dozen 5c., per hundred.. . . . . 40
No. 27.-The Sabbath Question; per doz... 25
per hundred ................... 1 40
No. 29.-A Vision of the Resurrection, from
the Doctrine and Covenants; doz 5c., 100 40
No. 30.-0rigin of the Book of Mormon ... .
per dozen 15c., per hundred...... 1 10
No. 31.-What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and an Evangelical Church? Also, Kirtland Temple Suit.... same price No.4.
No. 32.-Which is the Church? doz.5c., 100 40
No. 36.-The Spaulding Story Re-Examined
per dozen 20c., per hundred ..... 1 25
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection
5c. each, per dozen............. 50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100. . . . . . . 15
Jiir An assortment of Tracts, 35 cents.
COMPLETE SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp Cloth turned in..... • • • • • • 75
COWDERY LETTERS.
Containing valuable matter in relation to the
Calling of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and
Translation of the Book of Mormon, and the
Angelic bestowal of the Priesthood.
In paper covers 8c. each, per dozen.... • • • • 75
Without covers 5c. each, per dozen. . . • • • • • 50
MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Human Life Here and Hereafter, by A. Wilford Hall ; 544 pages .... 1 50
Universalism Against Itself; 336 pages .... 1 00
Josephus, complete, library leather ........ 3 50
Gibson's Decline and Fall ofthe Roman Empire, cloth boards, 5 volum~:>,s .........•.. 4 00
Mosheim's Church History, 2 vols......... 4 00
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) ... 1 80
Rollin's Ancient History, 2 vols. in one .... 4 00
The Koran, library leather ............... 2 00
Gieselar's Ecclesiastical History, from
1 till 1854, cloth boards, 5 vols.. . . . . . . .
00
The Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius Pamphilus, Bishop of Cmsarea and Palestine .2
Cruden's Complete Concm·dance of Bible .. 1
Bible Text Book ......................... 1 00
Apocryphal New Testament............... 1 &'5
Brown's Concordance of Bible ....•••.•••.
Emerson's Ready Binder, Herald ~ .•••.
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD OF THE LORD: FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE 8AVE rr liB ON!Il WI!J'IIl, i,
OONCU:SIN!IB
liE SHALL HAVE NONE."-Pag~ 11.6, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELT.EVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN 0ASII OF DII.A.'l'H, WRIIN EITHER
rs AT LmERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-P,.ge 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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ERALD:
Official Paper of the Reorganized Cl)urch of Jesus Christ of

Latter Day Saints
PUBLISHED AT I..~AIUONI, DECA'l'UR CouNTY, IowA,

Every Saturday.

Price $3.25 per yea:r.
The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents,
and the Bisbop's- Agents. are requested to solicit new sub~
scribers, and help build up the paper cL:nd the publication
department.
Business Letters and
lllUBt be sent to navid
Dancer, by P. 0. Order.
or .Express.
Entered as ser·ond f'l:;:".c:. nl·•rt("" · i i,n.n•oni p\,Rt Ofl1ce.

JOSEPH 8MI'£II

W. W. BLAH:

AssociATE

EDl'l'OH
gmTOR

SIMEON ATWOOD.

WE were pleased on

lately a
letter from Bro. and Sr. Simeon Atwood,
of Spanish Fork,
whom we met in
Kirtland, Ohio, in
1i:>6o, when
a two-days'
with Bro. James
times "the number of the disciples"
in the Reorganization were few and humbut the Lord greatly blessed them with
his
and marvelous favor and power
forth among them
Kirtland temple, on a
afternoon, Martin Harris, Leonard Rich
and Bro. Atwood were holding services,
and a Spiritualist medium from near New
York City, sitting in one of the front
pews, sudden! y leaped to his
stamped his feet, hissed,
ms
head violently and threaten:ngly, and
presently jumped
the
of the
pews, ran directly in
of the speaker's
stand where
three aforementioned and
Bro. Blakeslee and
with a bound,
onto the
speaker's desk, then to the
pulpit, then to the
of
lastly to the
of the
one where,
screarns and stamping
and ominous shakes of his head he pulled
ofl his fine black broadcloth coat and tore
it in shreds, the meanwhile shouting repeatedly, "Now is come the time of your
trial!" Upon this the congreg·ation fled
from the
rapidly and in great confusion,
which the "medium" leaped
down from
high perch first upon one
pulpit and then another till he at length
sprang from the speaker's desk to the top
of the pews, and
along on the
between them to the
m
east end of the temple he
to the topmost pulpit as he had done in
the west end of the
and he there
stamped, hissed, shouted
swung viol,ently his ragged coat with horrid threatnings. He next sprang
after

I
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and again leaped upon the tops of
ran about half way across the
turning to the right ran out
on
of a pew to near its end, and,
with a hiss, thrust forward his outstretched
arm in Ihe direction ot the north-east door
where there were a few women hastily
out as they could, and down fell a
prone and helpless on the floor.
sister Atwood and Mrs. Whitley,
the mother of the young woman, seized
her and with the aid of others dragged
her
and unconscious into the vestibule,
and to the outside door of the temple,
where she went into dreadful spasms, and
was so bound of the evil one that she could
neither
speak nor breathe. Her
with fear and excitement,
the child to speak, but in vain.
with a stern sense of duty as
for Christ, Elder Blakeslee and
tl-:e writer laid their hands upon her and,
in the mme of Jesus Christ, with
and authority of the Holy Spirit,
the
that posessed her, bidit depart, and instantly she was rewas lifted to her feet, and was led
down the steps of the temple by her
mother and ~ister Atwood to her home

No.

IO.

whom may have witnessed the transaction
whether they understood it or not.
We bid Bro. and Sr. Atwood Godspeed, and hope to meet them in the hap·
py beyond.
EBENEZER ROBINSON.

vVE are asked, with comments, bv brother
L. B. Richmond; of Wellsville; Kansas,
and others, if E. Robinson, the editor of
the Whitmerite paper, The Return, is the
man who proposed to build the "Missouri
and Iowa Line Railroad." To all such
inquiries we reply, Yes; he is the man.
And in this connection we may say, we
never regarded Mr. Robinson's dismal
failure in that project as the result of a
dishonest purpose when originating it,
neither do we now.
We have alwavs
thought, and now think, that he really believed he could build the road by the subscriptions of individuals along its line and
those be might obtain from his friends in
other quarters, he hoping at the same time
for a grant of land by congress, and, pos·sibly, -a subsidy from the same se>urce.
'vV e never had the least confidence in
his building the road, and when importuned by him to favor the project and take
On invitation we called presently and stock in it, we persistently declined and
saw the young- woman and her mother at assured him we had no confidence whattbeir home and from them learned that ever in it, for it had no substantial financial
tl-e young lady had once been a Spiritual- basis on which to build. We then knew
ist medium. And this it was, no doubt, as well as now that railroads could not be
that made her so susceptible to demoniacal built without monev or solid and extensive
credits-or both-and we knew he lacked
nossE~SSjton as to be brought under the power of that wild, raving medium from New both.
We feared for him, and also for our conork.
fiding brothers and sisters whom he perSoon after the young woman had step- suaded to buy stock in his projected road;
down from the temple, the leaping£0r we knew if he failed-and we were
medium came out hastily in his shirtvery confident he would fail-then it
sleeves, his torn coat rolled up and tucked
would be charged that his motives were
under his arm, and striking out rapidly had, his intentions and administration dis-.
the hill toward lower Kirtland honest, and that disappointment and heartaround on his heel, bowed himself burnings would result all around. We
"l will see you again, gentle- know of many in the church, east and
that was the last we ever saw west, who put their little sums into stock
in his road, or worked on it with the
VVe were told bv prophecy in the prepromise of pay in due time, who have
conference, held in June, 186o, at blamed the church and denounced some of
L. Rogers', four miles from Sand- its leading men because Mr. Robinson
Illinois, that on our mission east we
made such a bad failure 11nd was still rebe greatly blessed and have power tained and fellowshipped in the church.
Many who read this will bear witness
us to cast out devils.
But we little
it would come to pass in the man- that we told them that Mr. Robinson's
we have related. No; we shall not venture had no connection with the church,
Bro. and Sr. Simeon Atwood, nor and that the latter nor its officers, were in
be strange and wonderful circumstances no wise responsible for either its success or
under' which we first met. And we write failure. It is nevertheless true that the
church and some of its officers have sufcf this affair now for the reason that they
fered in reputation from that source, but
are among the very few Saints now living
·who witnessed it, although there were it was and is unjust and unfair that thev
should, for that matter was solely a busifour hundred or more persons
ness venture, whatever the motives may
who attended that meeting, the most of
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"There are no evidences of any rejection of
have been that actuated and controlled
the Reorganized Church. Its acceptance with
those who projected it.
That Mr. Robinson's judgment in.the Christ is as much a certainty to me as, that the
premises w~s faulty-very faulty-and that .New Testament is true-not an acceptance of the
his methods were most unwise and unre:
weakness of man, but of the work as Christ'sliable, we need take no time to argue, for
carried on as he best can with fallible tLan;
the cold logic of accomplished facts placed
hence you will find on my part no desire tc rethat matter beyond question when, in the turn. I am determined to press harder the batfinal burst up, be failed to pay the stocktle. I was sorry to see a squib in the Robholders-at least some of them-even one inson Return misrepresenting the tithe and oH-ercent on the dollar of their subscriptions.
ing system of the church. If it is bad, let '~im
Many then, and some now, think be could
attack it as it is-not attack a mistaken thing. It
and should have paid back their money- is wholly unlike the Utah system in theory and
in part at least. Of this we are not pre- practice, and yet he tries to associate the two.
pared to speak; but we r-till think t bat Mr.
"There are no stipulated sums for the minisRobinson, in his first design to build the
try, but he asserts there are. A systematic plan
proposed road, did not act from dishonest
for meeting legitimate exp{'nses and a salaried
intentions, but from unwise zeal, over
anxiety to speculate and make· money, and ministry are two different things. If the Reiurn
from false reasonings and deficient judg- means to go back to the rule where there was no
ment. We have many grounds for this order or system but to give out the meanr, in
opinion which we do not care to mention such a way as a •Brigham' may get a half milnow; and we write as we do to answer lion, while a constantly faithful elder's family
many questions and :;,uggestions coming to may be in distress for the necessaries of lifeus by Jetter and otherwise, touching thi~ then I want no return. There can be no just
m~tter.
And in the absence of manifest rule to guide without order; and order is not
possible except in placing all upon the same plan
dishonest intentions, the church authorities
could not call Mr. Robinson's conduct and equality, which requires an examination into
into question, and those suffering los<; by the matter of sustenance, and from this the
his efforts at r~ilroad building were and are Bishop and elder are able to make such 'estileft to seek redress by the laws ofthe land
mate' as belong to a business properly managed,
as our church law requires when it says:
No, sir; no return to a way of doing business
"We believe that men should appeal to wherein there is no order; no law; no rule to
th.e civil law for redress of all wrongs and
guide."
grievances, where personal abuse is inflicted, or the right of property or characBRo. GoMER REESE, of Bozeman, Monter infrin,ged."-D. C., roz, r 1.
t~na, sent us the 1Y£ontana Register of the
r6th ult. containing the following item:
"THE RETURN."

IN the letter department of this isFue will
be found a trenchant letter frcm Bro.
Daniel Jones of VVebster, Nebraska, in
which he very effectually dissects TheReturn and the vascillating conduct of its
editor. Surely the more Whitmerism is
placed in the scales, the truth of a former
verdict is clearly apparent-"Found wanting."
In this connection we publish some
pointed comments made by Bro. E. L.
Kelley in a letter wrilten from Kirtland,
Ohio, shortly after. the first appearance of
The Return. They are as follows:
"Your letter fouf.ld me well, comfortable in the
faith, and in good hope for the future. Will you
please be good enough to tell me what it i& that
Father R--at Davis City has returned to? Is
it the evils that were carried on in Missouri,
Nauvoo and Pennsylvania? It is the one hopeful sign of our body over the various factions,
that we repudiated all such from the beginning
and now. Is it to be a return to raking up the
acts of men?
Where will Abraham, Moses,
David, Hosea, Peter and Paul appear? I have
lived long enough in this world to learn that it is
easier for a man to return to the shades of evil
than to battle on for the good. A sow can return to
the mire or a dog w his vomit, but it takes a
strong, noble man to wage a warfare for
Christ and not forsake his work because he sees
failings and· failures in his CO·workers. I have
heard of none so bold as to declare that the
church has been rejected a second time. If not,
when we pretend to return, it isj;·om Christ-not
to him.

"Four converts to the faith of the Reorganized
Lat'er· Day Saints were baptized in Lake Cry,<! a],
near Minneapolis, recently, This sect di;Jers
from Mormons in Utah, on polygamy, in that it
defends the tenet laid down in the Book of Mormon, which reads: •For there shall not any man
among you have save it be one wife, and concubines, he shall have ~Cone.'"

WE clip the following from the Los Angles (Cal.) Tribune of the r
ull-.:
THE SON OF A PROPHET

STANDS

UP

FOR THE FAITH TAUGHT
HIS FATHER.

BY

Joseph Smith, son of the greaUVIormon prophet and president of the Reorganized Church of
Latter Day Saints, is in the city, and will preach
at the Church of Latter Day Saints to.day.
He was called upon by the Tribune man, and to
his inquiries in. regard to the growth in the number
of their followers he r'"plied: "Yes, we have now
over 400 congregations, representing a following
of zs,ooo. We have churches on this coast at
San Francisco, Oakland, San Benito, Pomona,
San BernarJino, Los Angeles, and other places.
In addition to this, we have prosperous missions established [abroad] in England, Wales,
Australia, and the Sandwich Islands, No, we
have no reason to complain. We meet with good
success, except where the word 'Mormon' is made
to mean polygamy. 'life do not countenance that
crime, and condemn all who do.
My father was killed in '44, and the, doctrine
of polygamy was not publicly proclaimed till
r852 by Brigham Young."'
"Do you believe your father ever had any copper [goldl plates or stone spectacles?"

••Yes, young man."
"What became ot them and why didn't he keep
them?"
"We believe, as he teaches, that the plates were
given back to the angel after they were tram;lated, and along with them were the Urim and
Thummim, or 'spectacles,' as you call them."
"Did you ever see t 1 >em?"
"No. I was not born at the time, r827, but my
mother says she saw them."
"Where do you go from here?"
"In a few weeks, to Utah. Yes, the polygamists call me an apostate, but some will listen to
me, and believe I can do them good.''

THE Davis City, Iowa, Advance of the
z8th ult. says:
"Rev. Mark H. Forscutt baptized three on Sunday, and five on Monday last. This makes fourteen
baptized by him here in the last few weeks."

THE Vllilher, Nebraska, Republican of
February zrst thus refers to the labors of
Bro. R. M. Elvin at that place
·•Elder Elvin baptized Mr. and Mrs. Sharp in
the Blue, yesterday afternoon. The meetings
which Mr. Elvin has been holding, the past two
weeks, closed last evening."
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

PRESIDENT Joseph Smith wrote from
Los Angeles, California, February I 8th:
"Bro, Burton and I arrived here Friday the
r6th at noon. I spoke twice yesterday, to very
attentive audiences, though they were not large.
The attention at. night was very marked. Rev.
Sam Jones has just left the city after a three
weeks' "wrassle" with the "devil and his cohorts "
He took $2.500 for his services,
lived at the Westminister Hotel at a $roo per
week, and left the churches to "divide the spoils"
-converts. Barnum was nearly right when he
said that "men preferred to be humbugged rather than to have the truth." It is as true of religion as of shows The impression left on the
average mind is that Sam Jones is over-rated as
a rp.an and a preacher-but "he makes it pay."

Sr. Ann fohnson, of Little Sioux,
renews for ·her Eierald anrl says:
"I would not do without it so long as I can
g-et means to pay for it. It contains the best of
reading-none excepted."

Sr. Johnson is one qJ the veterans;
joined the church with her husband in an
-early time in England, came to western
Iowa, and united with the Little Sioux
branch about 186r, as did also her husband and family.
Bro. Hiram Rathbun in a late letter
from Fremont, Indiana, says:
"We are usually well, cheerful, hopeful and
happy. Hope to get home before General Conference long enough at least to say good-by. I
am sorry to sav that our very dear, indefatigable
Bro. C. Scott's health is rather poor. We bespeak for him the prayers of the Saints. The
work in this district generallv is as hopeful as
could reasonably be expected for so large a field,
restricted to so few laborers Though clouds for
the time may flit over the sky, yet all must glve
way before the light of truth and God's work
move on. For this we work, talk, pray, hope and
trust Yours in the faith of Jesus."

Sr. Margaret Kelley thus wrote, February 19th, from Cuha, Kansas:
"I have unmistakable evidence of God's power
and willingness to heal the sick and afflicted that
call upon him in faith and obedience for manifestations. The work here has seemed to languish, but Bro. G. W. Beebe is now with us and
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ls holding some meetings at Prairie Home, which
seem to be well received."
In a letter from St. Thorn'!~, 0:1tario,
Bro. James Bently wr'tes ns follows:
"Brn. J. H. L:tke and R. C Evans have been
preaching in St. Thomas, re:mlting in the baptism of fourteen persons during the last two
months."
Sr. J. Irvine of McDonald's, Pennsylvania, subscribes for the HERALD and
says:
·•I joined the Utah church in Scotland in I8sz.
My son, daughter and myself were baptized into
the Reorganization three years ago at Pittsburg.
I desire to be in the church and be kept faithful."
Bro William Leeka writes from Thurman, Iowa, February 2oth:
"The work is progressing slowly, but surely.
In our branch the members seem to manifest
good interest; and the meetings indicate spiritual
progress. Quite a number of outsiders generally
attend our meetings, and some of them claim
thai. our church makes the best showing in regard to religious worship of any of the denominations within their knowledge. With 'orne,
however, our claims are too much. When we
merely preach Christ and him crucified they accept it as good gospel preaching; but when we
tell them that it is the everlasting gospel restored in its ancient purity by an angel as predicted
and in direct fulfillment of prophecies in the
Scripture, they turn away, apparently in disgust,
and say it is making us equal with Christ and
the holy. apostles and borders on blasphemy!
We feel much encouraged at the present outlook
and hope to be able to report further progress."

for a season. His efforts were being
opposed
a Rev. Padget of the Campbellites.
await results.

Or the gentle voice and loving W• rds,
Which made my childhood bright?
Earth may claim the feeble form,
But Grandma's lovely face
In the sacred halls of memory
Shall have an honored place.
Selected.

EDITED BY SISTER

"FRANCES."

"The Night is mother of the Day,
The Wmter of the Spring,
And ever upon old Decay
The green~"st mosses cling.~~

GRANDMA.
Before my mind there comes to-mght
My dear old Grandma's face;
I see her sitting by the fire,
In her old accustomed place.

I

see those dark and lovely eyes
Look full into my own.
I see her smile, and hear her voice
In soft and tender tone.
She Jays her aged hand in mine,
And speaks of days gone by,
She tells me of her many friends,
While tear-drops dim each eye.
She speaks in tender, loving tones,
Of those whom we call dead;
Recounts their many acts of love,
And kindly words they said.
She tells me of the livl"ng ones
Who're scattered far and wide,
And grieves because they cannot meet
Around the home fireside.

EDITORIAL ITEMS.
WE cannot, until further notice, furnish
the following books: $1.50 (best) edition of
the Book of Mormon; Rules of Order ;J oseph the Seer; and Prophetic Truth. The
last named is out of print. The others
will be announced when again on sale.
We can supply the $r.zt; edition of the
Book of Mormon. We have a new edition
of the bound book of tracts at 73 cents
each. Such tracts as "Brighamism" "Idolatry," etc., were expunged, and others,
such as the "Cowdery Letters," and other
good ones placed in their stead.
3t
Sister Clara Smith of ~viarathon, Iowa,
mentions the labors of Brn. Whiting and
Wedlock, who have been preaching in
that vicinity.
Brother james Caffall wrote from Flora Vista, New Mexico, the 15th ult. He
had held eleven meetings, and two persons had requested baptism.
Brother Henry Green wrote from Whiting, Kansas, that while at Richmond, Missouri, they had hoped to organize a
branch, but that lack of work in the mines
prevented. He left some inquiring. There
is a varied feeling there concerning our
work, which probably needs to be preach'~
ed to be properly understood.
recent letter from Bro. Anthony
Delap, ofDelavan Wisconsin, we learn that
Brn. Short and Cooper are there preaching with success, and that some are ready
for baptism. Bro. Delap says his faith
is unwavering. He has grown old in
the Church, and now rejoices in its prosperity and progress.
Brother J. T. Kinneman and W. T.
Bozarth have been preaching at Spickardsville, Missouri, and vicinitv of late,
and the latter wrote from there the 26th
saying he intended to remain there
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She tells me of her dear old home
E're Death had entered there;
Of youthful days, when hope was strong,
And life seemed bright and fair.
She speaks of many sorrows borne,
Of trials hard to bear;
Of failing health and bended form,
Of years of pain and care.
And now, in half Impatient tones,
She says "bhe wonders why~
V\Then folks have passed their usefulness,
'l.'hey're not allowed to dte."
No one has passed life's usefulness
While love beams from the eye:
While pleasant smile and cheering words,
Bring Heaven to Earth so nigh.
There's nothing; else in all the world
Can thrill my being so
Ar, happy smiles and love-lit eyes
And tones so soft and low.
They speak of a wealth of tenderness,
And a soul that is pure and trne;
Of an unstained life and honest heart,
Which seemed possessed by few.
As I, in fancy gaze upon
My dear old Grandma's face,
I think, "Who else in all the world
Could really fill her place."
More than fore-score weary years
Have weighed her down with care;
Have made her steps so slow and weak~
And bleached her lovely hair.
l know fnll well that soon they'll say,
·~Your Grandma's laid to rest~
The tired hands will folded lie
On a cold and pulseless breast."

But Grandma ne'er can die (to me),
For memory's magic power
Will e"er surround me with her love,
, Like fragrance from a flower.
In childhood's hour she tended me,
ln sicknese bathed my brow;
With mild reproof she taught me right,
Can I forget her now?
Can I forget those handsome eyes,
So filled with love's own light?

PRAYER UNION.
Memory texts for April: First Thursday.Alma 4' r. Jer 36:6. Second Thursday.-Job
1: 4• 5·
Luke n: 46 Third Thursday.-Psa.
78: r-8
Matt. 4' 22. Fourth Thur~day.-Isa
56: 20; 63: ll-I9
ELEANOR.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
Sister Mary Page, of San Benito, California,
requests the prayers of the Union, in behalf of
herself, that God may increase her faith and remove, if it i8 his hoi y will, the affliction placed
upon her. Sister Alice M. Dempster, of Anderson, California, requests your prayers in behalf
of her husband, that if is God's will he may be
restored to health.
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUJID.

Sr. Emma Silver, Lamoni, Iowa ......... $I
Sr. Margaret Kelley, Cuba, Kan ............ I
A Sistt>r, Hay Springs, Neh...............
Bro. A. Nelson, Lander, W,·oming ........ I
Sr. Anna Nelson, Lander, Wyoming ....... I
Sr. Isabel Smith, Baxter, Iowa........ . . . .
Sr. Ann M. Nirk, Rhodes, Iowa ........... I
Sr. Anna Robert•, Paris, Tenn.............
G. C and E. G. Hodge, Springfield, Neb ... r
Sr. L Fredrickson, Carson, Iowa.... . . . . . .
Sr. M. H, River Sioux, Iowa .............. I
Sr. Ella M. Fuhr, Grove Hill, Iowa........
Sr. Libbie Smith, Hopkins, Mich .......... r
A Sister, Council Bluffs, Iowa ............. r
Sr. Emma E. Pelton, Mondamin, Iowa.....
Sr. R. Vice, Des Moines, Iowa ......... _..
Sr. Rebecca Miller, Deloit, Iowa...........
Bro. Peter Larsen, Havensville, Neb.......
Sr. Emma Larsen, Havensville, Neb.......
Sr. Matilda Larsen, Havensvill<>, Neb......
Sr. Edith Larsen, Havensville, Neb........
Sr. Annie M. Larsen, Havensville, Neb....

oo
oo
so
oo
oo

50
oo

so

50
9S
oo
48
oo
oo
20

so
so
25
15

15
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IO

~ Send all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
LAMONI, Iowa, Feb. 28th.

LAMONI, Ia., February 22d.
Sr. Frmtces:-As our president requesteti me,
will try and write of what we have done and
are still doing in our Mite Society at Lamoni.
It is as the name signifies, a mite society.
We have no dues except ten cents as membership fee, and have very few donations. Our
work is mainly sewing rags and making carpets.
We have the names of eighty-three on our books;
twenty-two have moved away, and five are lying
in "God's garden.., with their hands folded, peacefu 11 y at rest.
We held our first meeting April 12th, 1883,
·and have met regularly ever since, once a week,
with but few exceptions. Have received $64o.ro
and expended $637 w. leaving a balance of three
dollars in the treasury. Nearly two-thirds of our
funds have been given to the poor, and the rest
to the church. Our bell cost us $I47, and is
worth much more to us. It has reminded many
of us of services at the church in the evening
that domestic cares have made us forget. We
have gained a reputation at least.
A family, who did not belong to the church,
came here from Missouri, and as they seemed to
be in destitute circumstances, we sent some of
our members to •ee them. The woman said, after we had helped them some, that they heard
where they lived that the "Mormons alwa) s
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helped the poor,'' so they moved here. 'We
thought our charity misplaCF;d in that instance,
as the man was able· bodied and could work.
Our society has not met with the encourage·
ment it should have here in Lamoni, outside of
those belonging. There are many mothers here
who could donate old clothes or carpet-rags who
feel that they can not spare the time to attend.
·We make use of almost anything; you would be
surprised to see how every scrap is utilized. We
do any kind of work in the way of quilting, tying comforters, plain sewing or sewing rags, and
I can assure you the work is well done and
cheap. We have a carpet to sell now. We
would like to see a little more interest shown in
our work. The little we have done is nothing to
what we could do if we only had means. We
have had calls for money from Saints in other
states, and have aided them when we could.
The merchants here have been very kind in
selling goods to us at, and below cost, for which
we heartily thank them.
Sister Viola, we would like to hear from your
society. We know that the record would show a
faithfulness to duty some of us might well emulate. The success of the Lucas society encouraged us greatly, and we hope this will encourage
others.
However much these societies are
laughed at, they are the means of doing much
good; and as God blesses everything that is
good, let us try to work faithfully even in the
Mite Society.
We spend one-half hour in prayer with the
Union, commencing at three o'clock, after which
we attend to our regular business.
ELIZABETH J. BLAIR, President,
ALTHEA DEAM, Secretary.

GLEN EASTON, West V a. Feb. 3d.
Dear Sisters :-I often think how thankful the
young mothers ought to be for the instructions
there are in the Home Column. I surely would
have been glad if I could have had something of
this kind to encourage me while I was raising
my children. I have been a member of the
church~for the past eleven years, and never since
I obeyed the gospel have I for one moment
doubted its truth; and though I have passed
through many severe trials, yet I can say God
has always been a present help when I trusted in
him. I have been healed at different times by
his power, and I have seen others healed, and
his power manifested in various ways. We have
had Bro. James Brown with us for about six
weeks. ·.He did oome splendid preaching while
here. H-e is a noble brother, and his instructions
to the saints are always good. He left our place
yesterday to· labor elsewhere; and may God
bless his labors wherever he may be. We are
lonely ever sinc'e he left us. ·t think the Autumn
Leaves are just splendid; not only for the 'young,
but for the old. I love to read their contentssuch grand instructions f" "So near and yet so
far" in January number is so truthful.
I think the Prayer Union will accomplish
much good. May God bless your labors; and I
hope to be one of you ere long. Pray for me
that I may see my way closely and have God's
Spirit to lead me in the way that I can do the
most for his glorious cause. We are most of us
strangers in the flesh, but I seem to know you
all in the spirit; for we are one in Christ our
living head.

As this is the first time I ever attempted to
write to the Home Column, I
wic;h to
weary you; so I will close, hoping th'l:t the dear
Saints I have met in the past, when they read
these few lines and see that I am stlll among the
living, will breathe a word of prayer in my behalf, that I may be enabled to make my way
from earth to heaven and meet loved ones to
part no more. God's people are my people, and
oh how sweet is communion with Saints.
Your sister in hope of eternal life,
CAROLINE Vi! AYT.
Friday, Feb. 15th.
Sister Walker:-I would like to say a few
words through the Home Column. I am not
yet a subscriber to the Herald but will be soon.
It has proved a great source of comfort and instruction to us. Elder Scott is with us now, but
is going away soon; to return after a time, we
trust. He has held two meetings at Cline's Hall,
Cortland, Ohio. The attendance was fair, but
the deportment was not good. Most of the people were afraid to come out and hear, but in endeavoring to open their eyes to the truth he has
performed his duty, and his reward ls certain.
I think the outlook is brighter here than ever
before and some almost persuaded to obey. The
Saints, though feW'; ate happy and contented.
As for myself, every day develops some new
beauty of this religion. Surely it is a light from
heaven flooding our pathway, and awaking joy
in the hearts of believers. l think all objections
will be removed, by the coming summer to my
baptism. I shall embrace the very earliest opportunity of being adopted into the kingdom,
that I may be one with the sisters in all good
words and works. The Lord has been very near
to me of late; verily he is Father and friend to
those who trust him.
Ever praying for the welfare of Zion I remain
Your sister in hope,
M. ALICE PINKERTON.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sr. Sarah Jane Butler, Long Island, Kansa•,
writes: "I would ask, Can there not be an
elder sent this way. Our branch is in a disorganized condition. We have no preaching, but
recall with pleasure the time when we were
privileged to listen to Elders A. H. Parsons and
G. W. Shute, and we hope to hear from them
again. In conversation with the minister of the
Free Methodist persuasion to other day, we were
made to realize most forcibly, 'Blind leaders of
the blind.' Oh, how I hunger for the bread of
life, spoken of by the Prophet Amos. How can
people who study the word of God fail to see
that this doctrine is the same as that taught by
Christ and his Apostles? One by one the dear
Saints are departing this life and being gathered
home: but V\'e have the assurance that the dead
shall live again, and the dead in Christ shaH rise
first. May we so live, so strive to be faithful to
the cause of Christ, that when he shall come to
reign we may be accounted worthy to reign with
Him.''
Sister Flora Hannah, Sand Run, Ohio, writes:
"How is it that more of the elders do not come
here? We are able and willing to pay their expenses. We feel that several here are ready to
·unite with us, and there is a great cry for a
preacher, because there is none in our branch

who have authority to lay on hands. Bro. Beatty
and Bro. Matthews did good work here, but we
need laborers in this vineyard. Those who were
brought in were among the best citizens of Sand
Run, the Lord calling them out because of the
honesty of their hearts. One great cause of our
being so firmly united is, we are all in the same
position; all are working in the bowels o! the
earth for substance. When the work is slack for
one, it is slack for all. There are among us no
rich, no poor; consequently Ephraim don't envy
Judah, nor Judah envy Ephraim. This is the
grand secret of our unity. The Saints all have
their own little homes and land sufficient for a
garden, so when work is slack and times are hard
we can not be put out of them because rent is
not paid. There are four of us who meet for
prayer every Thursday forenoon at ten o'clock,
and such biessed seasons as we enjoy will never
be forgotten. An aged and afflicted brother by
the name of Vener, sent for us to come and pray
for him. When we went he was very low,
and was spitting blood. We prayed with him;
and from that time the bleeding· stopped, and
now he is able to come to meeting and has received the gift of tongues, and my son Samuel
had the interpretation. I told you before about
Samuel's wife. She was given up by the doctors
after they had tried four different ones. At last
when she thought she was dying she sent for the
sisters of the Prayer Union to pray for her, (you
must remember we have n:o elders here), and she
recovered from that hour. Thus you see God
can take the weak things of the world to bring
to pass his purposes."
CENTERVILLE, Iowa, Feb. zz.
Dear Sisters:-! now think I will write a few
lines, though with a sad heart, after laying our
little son to rest. We ask an interest in your
prayers, for we have one now sick, hoping that
God will bless him and spare him to us. Oliver
was only two years and three months old, but
could say his prayers, every word. But the
Lord's will be done, and with this thought we
console ourselves. We would like to say a vvord
of thanks to Bro. Russel Archibald, for in him
we had a friend in need.
Little Oliver was born at Cheltenham the IIth
day of November, r887, and died in Centerville,
on the r8th day of February, r889. He was blest
by Bro. Gillen.
SR. DAVID THOMAS.

Dear Sister Frances:-Meditating upon the
things of God, the affairs of the church and tj1e
approaching General Conference, it came vividly to my mind that at this conference all those
ministers who have not quit the use of tobacco
will have their licenses withdrawn; and remembering this, I feel to ask the sisters of the Prayer
Union to pray earnestly to God that our brethren
may see the evil of its use and acknowledge the
loving kindness of God towards t!.em in his
counsel and that they may plead with him for
strength to overcome. I feel that the Lord wants
us to come up higher, and if we follow the admonitions of his Spirit we shall know how to
dress, and conduct ourselves in other particulars.
We shall be a peculiar people, not caring what
others may say, but so live that they may be constrained to to acknowledge that we are serving
God as becometh his children.
"The Science of Healing" by Elder D. S. Mills
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ERALD.
in Autumn Leaves, is a very intert>sting article;
and is just what I had been pondering aboutoh, it did me so much good! Yes, indeed, we do
so much need the gift of discernment, with wisdom, knowledge and understanding; and if wtcontinually have our hearts lifted. up in prayer to
God he will not let us be in want of it.
MARy KNIPSCHILD.
Your sister,

town is to be found the only chapel ih vVales
that is owned by the Latter Day Saints. There
are only a few Saints in this branch, and a little
more life and energy in those few would be commendable.
"Come up higher" was not only good and
timely, but necessary to accomplish God's eternal purposes. iviay God bless his people with
strength and wisdom to mold an acceptable character on earth and his servants with the necessary qualifications to fill their callings, and then
further His work with rapidity. Hoping ere
long to give better tidings from this quarter, I
solicit the faith of all in our behalf.
Yours in bonds,
K A. DAVIS.

LLANELLY, Wales, Feb. 4th.
Bro. Blair:- The apostate condition of this
part of the world has been the cause of meditation to me. That to tranogress the Jaws of the
Creator is injurious to man can be plainly seen in
SPRINGDALE, Ark., Feb. r7th.
this field. I have not been able to do as much as
In answer to numerous inqmnes concerning
my desires would lead to, owing to circumthis ,;ection of country, perhaps it is well to give
stances, but have tried to do all I could. The
a brief description of its merits and demerits.
records kept above may, in time, tell that some
The northwest portion of the state is admitted
good has been done. It is but justice to the
to be the most desirable, considering everything.
brethren who have labort>d here in the past, as
The counties of Benton, Washington, Madison,
their financial affairs would permit, to state that
Franklin, in fact the area bounded east by the
all labor in this field is done under difficult cirninety-third meridian, and south by the Arkancumstances. Unknown to the brethren who
sas river, is similar in soil, climate and produchave had the pleasure of confining their labor to
tions-taken as a whole.
a republican form of government toleration of
The _c'\xkansas River Valley and the foot hills
liberty in religious thought and practice has a
adjoining are best adapted for cotton raising-at
heavenly ring to it, and hence the beauty of the
least cotton is the staple product. There is no
law of life in Christ Jesus.
hay raised save a very little millet, and only a
While the latter day apostasy pressed its feet
smal1 percentage of corn and oats; of tt ese bareinto the free soil of America and left its footly enough for the use of the growers, in most
prints there to the disgrace of truth and the partial
instances. There is virtually no market for anyimpeding of the l~ttle stone, the beast itself came
thing but cotton.
over here and died, and the unpleasant odor of the
Some claim there is no market for grain, catcarcass is still in the nostrils of the people. The
tle and hogs, because none are in market. Others
spirit of the Evil One imitates a portion of the
say there would be no sale for them if they were
work of "that unction," even bringing things of
produced.
the past to theh- remembrance when the New
Very few cattle or hogs are to be found in a
Evangel is offered to them.
marketable condition. They are expected to get
There are no School-houses to be occupied in
their own living-which is a very poor one this
this 1sle by those wiRhing to publish "Glad tidseason--as the acorn crop, their main dependence
ings of great joy." That feature belongs to a
in winter, was almost a failure the past season.
nation whose constitution was authorized by inThere is a heavy growth of timber on the
spiration. This nation is heavily taxed and
Arkansas River, and in the valleys of all the
tithed; the latter applied to the national church.
principal streams. The soil in these low lands is
The Protestants are prominently situated and
very rich, but very sickly, with very few excephave supplied themselves with commodious
tions.
The bench lands and foot hills have a lighter
chapels, into which pride (one of the barriers
soil, and contain more or less rocks, especiaily on
against truth in the last days) and prejudice have
the brow or
of the hiils. But the rocky
crept. After taking in the situati0n we have
ground is said to be richest. These higher lands
tried to adapt ourselves to the best way at presare healthier. And then the mountains! Ocent available to publish salvation abroad by getcasionall.y a twenty, forty, or even eighty acre
ting private houses to speak in and to speak on
farm is to be found on the bench or second bench
the streets when the weather is permissible.
of the mountains; but usually it will be in disPersonally, I am laboring under great disadjointed patches. More or less of these mountain
vantage, in that I can't use the Welsh language
farmL, (usually more) are very rocky. But in
to any advantage. The men best calculated to
Newton county, and some other sections, the
further the cause in this field are those who can
summit of the mountains is broader, extending
use both the English and Welsh. If limited to
for miles, giving room for goodly sized farms, it
one the Welshman has the advantage by far.
is sa.ld. But there are so little railroad facilitiesI rejoice to read of the onward march of our
and their better mountain regions are so hidden
cause in other localities throughout the world.
and hemmed in (almost inaccessible) that people
And while the favorite anthem of this kingdom
who wi:lh to live as civilized enlightened and
is "God save the Queen," my pmyers are, "God
progressive communities do, are slow to settle
speed the noble cause." Father has been and is
there Ne'vertheless the natural advantages are
yet wisely devoting portions of the time trying to
all that could be wished for. The soil produces
recall those that during the dark hours of the past
abundantly about everything one could desire in
through the influence of <>vil and designing men
fruit, vegetat>les and grain. Peaches are the prinhave been induced to wander from the fold. It
cipal frdt (save wild berries which are plenty in
is hoped that through wise labor and the influence .:Jf the Holy Spirit all will he well. In thio , many places) on the south side of the mountains,
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bordering on the Arkansas Valley. Apples are
as good a crop, however, a few miles back-and
up.
There is a broad coal belt, reaching from the
west line of the state nearly half way across eastward, and from the Arkansas Valley to the north
line of Washington county, undeveloped, however, except in a few localities. At Coal Hill,
Johnson county, on the line of the Little Rock and Ft. Smith Railroad, there are a
number of coal mines in successful operation-successful at least to the managers.
And right here '-let it be stated, what is an undisputable fact, that certain parties at Coal Hill
are and have been flooding the United States
with printed circulars holding out inducements
to settlers, and making statements concerning
the natural advantages of that immediate locality
which are false in every important particular.
One man near there told us there were over forty
families in Coal Hill, really starving. We can
not doubt it.
Here in the vicinity of Springdale--near the
north line of Washington-there seems to us
near every facility for making a perfect home as
we can well imagine existing in one place on this
mundane sphere. The climate is delightfulneither subject to extremes of heat or cold. The
February of here is similar to April in Lamoni
or farther north. There is an abundance of: nearly all the common fruits, and the face of the
country is level or rolling, though mountains are
in plain view. In fact this is a kind of plateau,
from r,3oo to r,soo feet in altitude, it is said.
To those purposing going south of here--even
to the Grand Prairie, or· Lonoke country--we
would say, Don't go there to live. Or if you do,
get your life insured and leave your families behind you. We have seen enough of the plain
lowlands, and conversed with so many who have
traveled over the whole state, those who have
resided in these beautiful level localities-and we
are confident that they are without an exception,
sickly, especially for northern people, and to them
fatally so.
Here we find fine fields of clover and timothy
are raised, most kinds of grain, and every vegetable common to any of us, besides worlds of
fruit. Timber is plenty, water good--usually
freestone--soft and pure.
We hear of very little work just at present
here, in or near Springdale. The railroad line
which enters this state from Missouri, passes
through here, .the St. Louis and Frisco having
branch connections ten miles north at the booming little station of Rogers, and the same distance
south at Fayetteville. There is said to be plenty
of work both at Rogers and Fayetteville. There
are flattering prospects of another railroad here.
And we are told that there will be plenty of call
for laborers here in a few weeks, as soon as business opens.
Some are plowing for corn already, but to-day
a two inch fall of snow covers the plessing landscape in every direction. Springdale has a brge
canning factory, one of the finest roller mills in
the country, woolen mill, two fine school buildings, besides churches, stores, smithies, etc.
Claims r,soo inhabitants. There are some rare
chances for obtaining che,ap, desirable h?mes,
provided one has a few hundred dollars. Town
property is, in most instances, preposterously
high, however.
The soil is principally ginger color, with a clay
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subsoil--sandy enough in most cases for successful, easy fruit-raising, deeper and richer in the
creek regions where it is more broken. The oldest cultivated farms-in fact most of them owned
by native "mossbacks,"-are tilled year after year
without fertilizing, and with not more than half
the amount of labor usual in the north, and still
good, or fair crops are the result. There has
been considerable emigration hereabouts from
the north and east iately; and the people are beginning to wake up to the reality that there is a
different way of living and a better way of farming. It is said, and we are satfsfied of the truth
of the statement, that a family can live comfortably here on half the amount of expenditures
necessary in the north, after once being located
properly.
Dry goods, groceries, hardware, etc., are fully
as cheap here as in towns of similar size further
north. But away from the railroad, or even at
stations along the Arkansas River, goods are
much higher. The White River has its source
in Madison county, south east of here, but it
meanders northerly by us,~ within a few miles, on
its way to Missouri.
There is a strong element of southern party
spirit among the leading people nearly all over
this part of the state. It seldom develops into
true bravery or even to desire equal rights. But
there is a wholesome fear of law, and northern
unionists persist in remaining on southern soil
whenever they choose to do so. But the snapdog yelp and venom will crop out in sneaking
threats even as far north as we are.
There is a Grand Army Republic lodge at
Springdale in successful operation.
The old
veterans are no easier frightened now than they
were in time or the war.
Any further information concerning our country will be willingly given.
PERLA WILD.

HARTMAN, Arkansas, Feb. roth.
Dear Herald:-I came to this place last March,
rented a farm and went to work to get rich, not
stopping to pray or talk religion to anybody, not
even telling any one that we even belonged to
any church. Finally my son told a man that we
were Latter Day Saints, and the next Sunday the
man and his wife came to see us, saying they
came on purpose to learn what we believed. He
was well pleased and during the day there were
twenty or more came to eat peaches, it being
about the first Sunday in June. All who came
learned to what church we belonged. I will say
that my farming was a failure, not raising enough
to pay expenses. Whether it was because we
tried to hide our religion or not, I can not say,
but we got thoroughly advertized the day referred
to. Finally a Baptist preacher came and wanted
to know what onr religious faith was. We talked on the subject some time when he said we
were right and he w"s wrong and his flock was
without a shepherd; that he would never preach
again. He lives about sixty five miles from here
and wants an elder to come there and preach.
About this time quite a prominent man came
into this part. He came to my house, he said,
on purpose to learn what we believed and was
wholly taken up with the doctrine. He was a
member of the Christian church. I afterwards
saw him several times and the last words he said
to me were that if { wo11ld come over there a,nq

prtoach I could baptize him and his household.
I did not tell him that I held any office in the
church. He lives about forty five miles from
here and is a Justice of the Peace-lives south of
the Arkansas river. While all this was going on
the Holiness people were holding meetings, abusing everybody that did not bow to their wh''ms
of doing away with all the ordinances taught in
the New Testament. On the 23d of September
two other men-John and David Nanny-members of the Christian church-began to enquire
about our faith and were convinced the same day.
They were entire strangsrs to me. They and their
mother were baptized in January. Judge Moss,
Probate Judge of Newton county came and visited me and is convinced of the work and invites
an elder to come there and preach. He will fnrnish a home for him. I have just got a letter from
a Bro. Worthington thirty miles from here wanting preaching at his place.
Bro. Wildermuth got here in November; was
quite hard run. Went to work making rails and
chopping cord wood for a living and p1·eaching at
night and when he could. He baptized six while
he was here. He has gone from here to Springdale, _where he expects to settle. There were a
great many calls for preaching when he was here
and full as manv since. I cant see why there
has not been an elder sent here to work this territory up long ago. Will say that if the Confer·
ence sends one here it would do well to send one
that does not use tobar.co. Bro. Wildermuth
could not go to any of those places to preach as
he could not spare the time nor the money.
B. H. CASE.

CoAL CREEK, Colorado, Feb. xxth.
Dear Herald:-I am young in the chm:ch.
My husband, our oldest son, fifteen years of age,
and myself were baptized November rsth by
Bro. James Caffa!L Since then we have had our
other five children blessed by Bro. David Crow.
I do believe this to be the work of God, for the
testimonies I have received are enough to convince me. I was as sick as a woman could be,
and I requested Bro. Crow to administer to me,
and before he had removed his hands I was entirely free from pain. My desire is to ever be
faithful and live near to God. I ask an interest
in the faith and prayers of the Saints. I thank
God for the day that Bro. Caffall came here.
May God bless his works wherever he may go.
My husband and my oldest sons are in Pennsylvania, where we expect to make our home before
long. I am sorry to say there is not a Saint
there, and my desire is that the Saints will pray
for my husband and son that they may be kept
in the trne faith which they have obeyed. We
know that prayers are much availing if we walk
upright and just.
\Ve have meetings here every Sunday afternoon and prayer-meeting every Wednesday
night; we hold our meetings at Bro. Menzie's
house. Though few in number we, rejoice.
Bro. CafTa!l's words have come true that we
would lose our neare8t earthly friends as soon as
we obeyed the truth.
But that is nothing.
What would it benefit us lf we gained the whole
world and yet lost our souls?
Your sister,
MRS. MARY 'WINSHIP.

WEIR, Kan., Feb. 2oth.
Bro. Blair :-Since last writing I have been
preaching at two new places in Barton Co., Mo.,
and at Arcadia, Kansas, where much interest
was manifested. Sickness in my family prevented
my returning there as yet, and I have been
preaching near home where I could return, often
getting home near midnight. The first of the
month I received a challenge from the Christadelphians to debate the unconscious theory, (and
the 'Book of Mormon because it teaches contrary
to that), with their local minister. I went to
their head quarters, Scammonsville, seven miles
away, to see them, and preached there to crowded houses the most of one week and part ,of the
next, they opposing until after ten o'clock often,
then agreeing to debate, requesting to be allowed
to bring any of their church to meet me, to which
I agreed, the debate to begin the 25th and continue twelve evenings.
I have just returned from our district conference at Angola, Labette Co , Kansas. Peace and
union prevailed. Steps were taken towards procuring a tent for missionary purposes the coming
season. Many places are waiting for me toreturn and preach more. One place, where there
is a Seventh day congregation, where I preached
a week last spring, one of their elders opposing
one evening. Bro. Walter Taylor tells me they
wish me to return, and if their elders can not refute our teachings, especially in regard to the
Sabbath, some will leave them. J would rather
meet that than any question I ever investigated.
I want to go there soon. Many are admitting
the truth, but it is hard to convince them of the
necessity of present obedience.
As ever yours,
D. s. CRAWLEY.

BRINTON, Michigan, Feb. :nd.
Bro. Blair:- With pleasure I writ€', having
just closed a th1·ee evenings' discussion with
Elder A. Weeks of the Seventh-Day Adventists
upon tht> "Sabbath Question,'' li!Pd I feel it was a
success upon our part. The first two nights each
had two half-hour speeches each evening, and on
the third evening we had three half-hour speeches each; then five minutes each for closing
speeches. We had no moderators. The people
put in one of the school officers for chairman to
keep order, time, etc. Mr. Weeks acted fair, and
with a good spirit, outwardly; but to my mind,
and to the minds of a large majority of the people, he utterly failed to sustain his points. The
proposition read as follows: "Resolved: That
the Seventh-day Sabbath as given to Moses is
binding upon man in all ages of the world." A.
Weeks affirms, J. J. Cornish denies. The Seventh-day people have been in this part for
several years, and my coming in among them
seemed to stir them up a little, and one or two
gave up keeping (or trying to keep) the seventh
day. So when the elder came, he said he understood that some one wanted to discuss the Sabbath question, and gave the people to understand
he was prepared to meet any one upon it. One
of the men who had formerly believed that doctrine wrote me, so I accepted the challene-e, and
am satisfied that Elder Weeks will be like
Elder Leland was two years ago, who said,
"This is the first Elder of the Latter Day Saints I
have met in debate, and I'll never meet another
one." A vote was taken after the debate was
over which stood fifteen for Elder A. Weeks,
and eighty-nine for me. Many did not vote
either way. I now learn that two who voted on
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the other side, said they knew I proved my
points, and that the other man did not prove
one point, and said the reason they voted as they
did was because I vras a Mormon. I expect to
see several obey the gospel soon. Some have
manifested a desire to obey. I have given them
tracts and asked them to investigate thoroughly
the doctrine before they come into the church.
Our cause is onward. Several are now ready in
Coleman to obey the truth. The First-day Adventists, I learn, are trying to work up a debate
with me upon the "Soul question." Bring it
along! I would like it splendid.
Mr. Weeks once threw out a iittle on the "pit,"
"prison," etc. I gave him to understand I was
ready to meet the issue, and would not take a
back seat for him nor any other. But he passed
it off by saying he hoped they would get the
other man to come out and challenge me. It
seems strange that after they boast of their college-taught men-their great scholars-and of
not sending their men out until they are able to
meet the world etc., and yet they have to take
a back seat when an unlearned, despised Latter
Day Saint says, "I will take up that challenge,
and take the Bible for it." But say they, ''0, I
didn't mean you, I meant the Methodists or Bap·
tists or some of those other fellows."
I beli.eve we should have a good tract gotten
up upon the "Soul Question."
In bonds of love, I remain your brother in the
one faith,
J. J. CoRNISH.
BLuE RAPIDs, KAN., Feb. 12th.
Saints" Herald:-There is no remarkable news
to write at present of the progress of the gospel
in our district. We are still alive, however, and
during the past year have seen several most excellent men fall into our ranks-men who have
a wide reputation and influence for good throughout the counties where they reside. Of these
might be named Frank Curtis of Clay county,
Mills Stewart of Washington, and Wm. Parsons
of Jewell county. Thc.;se three men alone, new
members though they are, have the influence and
financial ability sufficient to preserve, build up
and extend the work throughout this district if
they will.
The North West Kansas District is not what
it once was. The western portion of the state,
weary of the slow progress of the eastern part,
have disunited, divided and made urrangements
o set up a district for themselves. The kingdom
of Israel is divided; some Jeroboam, unwisely
perhaps, or unadvisedly, has sown the seeds of disunion, and the result is that a district which,
when united and in its most prosperous period,
was small and weak compared· to manv others
is now broken into two compm·atively ~eak and
insigficant fragments. Henceforth Ephraim,
with all his high hopes, with his glowing promises and enterprizing zeal, unembittered by the
first tossing of the tempest, shall carve his own
destiny and make his way alone among the elements; yet the remnant of Judah still survive
at Mount Zion, and the name of the Lord still
lives at Jerusalem-(that is, the orlginal district.)
We shall hope that the wick,~d Assyrian may
not take advantage of our weakness and distress,
and make both sections entire captives to his will.
The last conference of the old northwest Kanass
district, showed a very decided growth of interest in the work. The three original branches and
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one newly organized, were fully represented and
reported, and one promising young man was
baptized. There are two missionaries who are
devoting their entire time to the ministry in the
district, this winter, under the direction of the
Presiding Elder, viz, Elder George Beebe of Superior, Nebraska, (though he has been south of
the state line,) and Bro. Chas. Duncan of Kingston, Missouri. The former is doing a good work
locally as well as travelling through the district. He should have the everlasting love, confidence and respect of the Saints everywhere, for
the reason that when he is not engaged in building up this great work, he has always been exempt from that common weakness of human nature of periodically tearing down and dividing,
not only what himself but many others have labored many year.s to establish.
Bro. Duncan is yet young in the ministry, but
is doing splendidly so far as l have heard from
him. He spent a week in Blue Rapids and left
a very large and interested congregation at the
close of his appointments. Bro. Duncan is of
purely Scotch extraction, and claims that he was
shown by God that he was of the stock of Israel,
of the tribe of Simeon.
The future prospects for the work in this dis·
trict arc- perfectly good, even though we have
but half our former territory to operate on. All
the work needs here is that the conditions may
be made favorable for the natural workings of the
work, and the use of a little-money, and the
beaiiful and fertile valleys of the Blue, the Republican and Solomon rivers be made happy and
rejoice on account of the unexampled blessings
of God's people. For instance. in passing through
the district last fall, weak and discouraged though
it was, I visited at least twenty· five brethren who
were abundantly able to pay annually at least
twenty five dollars for the encouragement of this
gre8t work. This would aggregate annually the
sum of $625 oo. Let this sum be raised and expended annually as follows: To aid three of our.
local eld":rS, under appointment by General Conference by recommendation of district c:onference
to work as much as their circumstances and this
help would permit in our district, $wo.oo each$3oo oo. Tq General Conference appointees
having oversight of this, and several other distrids (by this disrict)-$zoo oo To the worthy
poor (and by the Spirit the writer knows such
still are among us and should receive aid and assistance from this source)-$125 oo-Total $625.
oo. The above is but what sLould be expected
i.f conditions are made favorable for this work to
work as it should.
And though defeated
in our purpose we have worked and shall work
that this may be so. I verily believe that if this
reasonable enterprise could be brought about and
the conditions simply made favorable for it, that
five years hence our number would be at least a
thousand, and ten years hence at least ten thousand saved and immortalized souls. In addition
to this we should ourselves be a happier, wealthier and more contented people, worthy to inhabit so grand and glorious a country as are the valley<·; of Kansas named above.
V'Ve beg pardon for writing so long a letter of
local interest only, but we believe God will soon
bring about great things for the progress of his
wo;·k here and desire to encourage all to hope
and pray to that end. We believe the "sifting
tilr•e" to be nearly over. 'lile invite all the Saints

who desire a home in the west, to look over this
beautiful land, to which, if one ever leaves, they
are sure in time to return.
Our district conference will be held at Blue
Rapids, March 3oth and 31st. We hooelo have
a good and profitable time, and that -all things
may work together for the growth and prosperity of the work. If it would be proper, and
desirable, arrangements can easily be made for
such as would enjoy it to take an excursion
ride on the steam yacht "Gem City" to the forks
of the Big and Little Blue rivers a distance of
four miles above town. In hope of Zion's
growth, prosperity and triumph,. through the
bestowal of the precious gifts of the Holy Ghost
upon many precious souls.
MAHLON SMITH.
ANNEX, Va., February r7th.
Editovs Herald:- Without any desire to dictate to, or assume to control other people's business, I have ofte·n felt inclined to write a few
lines on the subject of complaint towards delinquent subscribers which I occasionally see made
in many of the newspapers and period.icals of the
day, and sometimes in the Herald.
Now if
editors would stop every person's paper who did
not renew as soon as the time expired for which
his subscription was paid, or satisfactory notice
given for continuation, I am persuaded that
much fault-finding towards delinquent subscribers
might be avoided.
The old credit system in regard to newspapers
and the like, ought to be entirely obliterated, and
editors have it largely in their power to put it
down. I have often heard an old saying and I
think it a very good one too, that a man had
better cry over his goods, than to have to c,·y
after them.
Now I am much in favor of a law being made
that when editors send their publications without
some special contract Ol'l the part of the subscriber, that payment can not be compelled.
I have been for some time past as liberal a subscriber and reader of all that my circumstances
would justify, of many of the publications in circulation, and have tried to keep up an invariable
rule of pre-paying all my subscriptions.
And
now I wish to say a word to ye editors of the
Herald and Hope, and I want you to post it up in
your ofllce, where you can see and not forget it,
that when the time expires for which I have paid
and I fail to remit the subscription price of each
paper, or make special contract for them, and
you fail to discontinue them, you may come up
missing about the pay, unless you collect il by
law.
I have a number of times in my life been much
annoyed by having papers continued after my
subscription and prepayment had expired, even
after sending notification beforehand.
With kind regards, I am yours for the right,
0. E. CLEVELAND.
Old age totters with wasting years, laden with
infirmities, with shattered bark passes into the
sea unknown; shoreless, fathomless, eternal, to
sink in darkest night of misery and woe, or rise
to glorious day of endless bliss.
BIND together your spare hours by the cord of
some definite purpose, and you know not how
much you may accomplish. Gather up the fragments of your time, that nothing may be lost.
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DECLINE AND FALL OF THE FIVE
GREAT EDENIC MONARCHIES.
CHRONOLOGY (Usher and Rawlinson).
2,350 B. C.
Flood
2,218
Nimrod founds Chaldean Empire
Abraham called by God out of Chaldea ... . 1,920
Abraham visits Pharaoh King of Egypt .. . 1,920
1,913 H
Susianian supremacy over Chaldea
1,900 H
Chaldean supremacy
1,4oo
Chaldea merges into As~yrian Empire (cir)
975 ,,
Division of the Kingdom of Israel
Captivity of the Ten Tribes (Kingdom of
725
Israel)
Destruction of 185,000 Assyrian soldiers by
710.
a destroying Angel ....
700
Second Susianian supremacy (brief)
Isaiah the Prophet prophecies in the Kingdom of Judah
... 750-690
Invasion of all these Countries by the
634
"
Northmen (cir)
Destruction of Nineveh,-Assyrian Cani600
"
ital (cir)
Rise of Media and new Chaldean or Babyloman Kingdom
600
"
Jerusalem and Judah taken by N ebnchadnezzar King of Babylon
588
THE

ANTEDILUVIAN WORLD.

According to Josephus the name "Eden"
was a general term used to designate the
known antediluvian world. This Eden
was bounded by, or at least included the
great Nile, the Euphrates, the Tigris and
the Ganges rivers, and on the south was
separated from the Indian ocean by the
shining coral strand that separates that
ocean from the main land. The Armenian and Caucasus mountains on the north
separated this sunny land from the ''north
country" which rem-;ined an unknown
and unexplored waste until the time of the
Assyrian monarch, Esarhaddon, B. C. 68o.
On this (Eden) land primitive man was
born and here only attained nearly the age
intended for him, that is, a thousand years.
It was undoubtedly in the broad and fruitful valley between the Tigris and Euphrates rivers, now known as Mesapotamia, that man first sinned, fell, and
thereafter fast deteriorated toward the level
which he now occupies. By the time of
the flood the average age attained by mankind could not have been more than onetenth that enjoyed by the first parents.
God saw fit, therefore, to cleanse Eden of
her first original inhabitants and hence
broug-ht on a flood of water and Edenic
mank.ind disappeared, save only Noah and
his family. These, being saved, increased
rapidly and a hundred years after the subsidence of the flood the descendants of this
man commenced the organization of the
primitive nations or kingdoms of mankind.
Of these nations we desire to give a brief
sketch only of a small section of their his·
tory. Before noticing their decline and
fall we will simply note the

Assyria lay tot he northeast of Jerusalem
some five hundred miles. Assyria proper
The five principal nations of Eden namoccupied northern Mesopotamia, Chaldea
ed in the order of their antiquity were as
central, and Sm.iania lower Mesopotamia.
follows: Egypt, Chaldea, Susiania, K:ingThe last two were mere dependencies or
dom of Israel, and Assyria.
provinces of
at this time. This
The Egyptian race" and nation w''"re
Mesopotamia (meaning the between river
known to the first annals of historv. It
country) was Eden's great eastern garden.
was in existence and flourishing when the 1
It contained
thousand square
others were founded.
while the
valley of the Nile only
The kingdom of Chaldea was
contained twelve thousand. It lies beby one Nimrod who became its first
tween the
( Hiddekel) and the Euand made Babel (Babylon) its capital
phrates rivers. The land in some places
This Nimrod was the fifth from Noah,
between these streams is nearly as level as
The Susianian kingdom was almost if
a floor for a distance of eighty miles and
not quite as ancient as the Chaldean .t1nd
at this time would produce from two hunhad its capital city at Sus a and Susu b,
dred to six hundred fold for every bushel
(Kudeer Nak hunta) became its first king.
of wheat, barley or doura sown upon it.
The kingdom of Israel comprising the
Either of these three nations could easily
descendants of Abraham, the tenth from
raise and put in the field an army of one
Noah, may be said to have originated when
million men. The other portions of Eden
Abraham left Chaldea at the comm:md of '
were occupied, Arabia by the race of
God 1921 B, C. This race was
un"
Edomites and Ishmaelites, and India, the
mixed from the others by the rite of cirGanges valley, Ophir or the East country,
cumcision which was observed from the
by the descendants of Abraham by Ketime of its founder.
all unfortunate or unfavored offAssyria, the last, was founded
shoot~ of the house of Israel proper.
Of
Chaldean colony led by Asshur
the Edenic nations the kingdom of Israel
founded Nineveh to the north of
undoubtedly had the brightest prospect
About the year qoo B. C. Chaldea beand the most glorious hope of holding unicame very oppresive to Israel then
versal sovereignty over all Eden with its
commencing to flourish under the judf:;es,
fruitful gardens and its glorious residence
and Chushrithathine, the Chaldean king,
mountains in the center, the best portions
brought Israel under heavy tribute to her
of which had heen given them by Israel's
for 8 years. This was followed
the
God in an everlasting covenant with their
growing Assyrian power making
forefathers forever. But alas, Israel was
Chaldea and Susiania tributary to Assyria
the first of these nations to decline and
-mere Assyrian provinces. In this confall.
We will accordingly notice some
dition these nations prospered until about
events connected with the
woo years B. C. which was
the
most prosperous period in
of DECLINE AND FALL OF THE EDENIC NA·
these nations. We will briefly note
TIONS.
RISE OF THE EDENIC NATIONS.

THE PERIOD OF EDEN'S GLORY.

During the reign of David and Solomon
the kingdom of Israel may be said to have
attained to its g-reatest glory. This also
might be said of Egypt and Assyria. Five
hundred miles to the southwest of
!em ancient Egypt enjoyed the
hie products of the great Nile valley.
This rich valley, with its system of irrigation, probably projected by the
Joseph and constructed wholly or in part
during the period of Hebrew bondag<', (its
principal channel was called the river of
Joseph), had become Eden's great southern
garden. It was the granary of the whole
world. The majestic flnod of the Gihon
(Nile) never failed to annually bring its
supply of rich sediment which it distributed lavishly over tl:e whole valley. This
made the productions of that valley incredibly great. Herodotus says the valley
contained 20,000 inhabited cities. Egypt
at this time, as well as Assyria, aspired to
universal sovereignty.
But the land of
Israel lay directly between., and it
had any promise by God of this distinction.
Solomon, king of Israel, was the son-in"
law of the great Pharaoh of
and
he might reasonably have
obtain all Egypt by peaceful annexation in
fulfillment of God's promise to his forefathers of universal sovereignty to the
throne of David eventually, but this was
not then to be.
"·

In the year 975 J3. c. Rehoboam, son of
Solomon by a Moabitess princess, was
crowned king of IsraeL This was made
the occasion of the secession or revolt of
ten of the tribes of Israel. The expressed
motive of the revolt was the oppressive taxes for the support of the government and
building the temple at Jerusalem. The
real motive, however, was no doubt the aspiring ambition of the tribe of Joseph on account of the patriarchal blessing of that
tribe .through Jacob, who, blessed them in
the following language: "But his bow
abode in strength, and the arms of his
hands were made strong by the hands of
the mighty God of Jacob; (from thence is
the Shepherd, the Stone of Israel) even
by the God of thy father, who shall help
tree; and by the Almighty, who shall
bless thee with blessings of heaven above,
blessings of the det>p that lieth under, blessing-s of the breast and of the womb; the
blessings of thy father have prev.ailed
above the blessings of my progenitors
unto the utmost bound of the everlasting
hills; they shall be on the head of Joseph,
and on the crown of the head of him
that was sepRrate from his brethren."
With this glowing and preeminent blessing the tribe of Joseph resolved not to
quietly and willingly pay longer the exactions laid on them for the aggrandizement of a line of sovereignty solely vested
in the tribe of Judah. Henceforth the ten
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revolting tribes, including the tribe of
seph, were known as the kingdom of Israel, while the tribes of Judah and Benjamin [and Levi
alone constituted
the kingdom of Judah at
The vexation between the powerful
half-tribe of Ephraim and the tribe of
Judah soon brought on
civil and san~?;uinary war.
The armies of the two
kingdoms m.et near Bethel •where Jacob
had his vision of the ladder and of the universal sovereignty of his descendants so
many years before. The army of Israel
numbered eight hundred thousand men;
that ofJudah five hundred thousand. The
result of that
was that Israel fled,
leaving five
thousand men slain
in that dreadful
The command
of Sinai "Thou shalt not
" was disregarded by God's elect and covenant people themselves. No other event need be
recorded as the cause of Israel's decline
and downfall as a distinct race and nation;
Egypt and Assyria had no further rival
for supremacy. Israel's destruction and
came first.
After lingering two centuries Assvria
came and first carried
three tribes
into captivity,
and Manasseh; and on another occasion Dan a:1d
N aphtali.
many now left Samaria
voluntarily
went to their captive
brethren in
who
a rich
and productive
of
the kingdom now known as Migdonia.
About the year
Shalmanezer IV came
Israel for
last
laid sieg·e
to Samaria, its
for
years,
which he
and made the insigniHcant
numbering
and
of war. Shalmanezer
effected this purpose when tidings came to him that a
by the
name of Sargon had seized
Assyrian
throne in his absence. and the doomed
monarch found himself deserted by his arand himself in a more dang·erous
than the Hebrew captives whose
government he had so
sought to destroy. Samana fell n. c.
and n. c.
r
these last
of the
of Israel
were taken
Assyria
Sargon and
the kingdom of Israel was no more.
The remnant of Israel was left with but
a hope and a promise. In the year 725 B.
c. their prophet, Hosea, saw the army of
Assyria invest Samarif:
carry off its last
feeble
and
that it
would soon disappear vice Damascus and
be swallowed up by the heathen or Gentile nation of Assyria, prophesied this for
their encouragement: "I will be as the dew
unto Israel. -He shall grow as the lily,
and cast forth his roots as Lebanon. His
branches shall spread, and his beauty shall
be as the olive tree, and his smell as Lebanon. They that dwell under his shadow shall return; they shall revive as the
corn, and grow as the
the scent
thereof shall be as the wine
Lebanon.
shall say: What have I to do any
more with idols? I have heard
and observed him; I am like
green
tree.
From me is
fruit found. Who is wise,
and he shall
these
? pru-

and he shall know them? For the
of the Lord are right, and the just
walk in them; but the transgressors
shall fall therein."
The next great event which effected
the interests of all these .natiuns occurred
the land of J udah-or Judea. The
of Judah had been tributary to,
of Assyria in her oppresion of
for some reason she had now
thrown off the Assyrian yoke. AccordSennacherib, son of Sargon, invadand of his first expedition the
Assyrian monarch himself says: "Because
Hezekiah, king of Judah, would not submit to
yoke, I came up against him,
and
of arms and by the might of
my power, I took forty-six of his strong
fenced cities; and of the smaller towns
which were scattered about, I took and
a countless number. And from
I captured and carried of£ as
spoil two hundred thousand one hundred
and fifty people, old and young, male and
together with horses and mares,·
asses and camels, oxen and sheep, a countless multiitude."
Sennacherib had no sooner returned
from re-imposing a heavy tribute on Hezwhich took the very gold and silver from the temple to pay, than Judah
threw off the Assyrian yoke, and appealed to Egypt to aid her in asserting her
independence. Sennacherib again inv::~d
ed Judea with an immense army consisting of one million infantry, one hundred
thousand cavalry, and ten thousand armed
chariots. This great force was aimed
more especially against Egypt, as Tudea
like Israel, reduced to a mere shadow
by
Assyrian expeditions. This
great army passed by Jerusalem and
marched southward to Pelusium, in order
to meet the combined Egyptian and Ethiarmy which was advancing to the
of Hezekiah. While encamped within sight of the Egyptians a destroying anin the night, slew all the captain~ and
men of the Assyrian army, to the number of one hundred and eighty-five thousand. This terrible visitation threw the balance of the army into a panic and they fled,
pursued and cut to pieces and many of
them slain by the Egyptians.
Assyria now lost her prestige and her
power over her tributary provinces. This
event no doubt gave the Hebrew captives
in
.the opportunity of escaping
tbeir captivity. In the alarm, consternation and despair of the Assyrian nation
over this event, the captives from Judea,
as well as the ten tribes, so-called, undoubttook their leave of Assyrian captivity
according to the prophecy of Isaiah. See
roth chapter.
This also gave the old Susianian kingdom at the mouth of the Tigiris and Euphrates rivers a chance to throw ofl the
Assyrian yoke. Isaiah, who was living
w bile .ali these events were in progress,
in his eighteenth chapter, "Woe to
land shadowing with wmgs, which is
beyond the rivers of Ethiopia; that sendeth ambassadors by the sea in vessels of
bulrushes upon the waters, saying, Go, ye
swift messengers, to a nation scattered and
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peeled, to a people terrible from their
beginning hitherto; a nation meted out
and trodden down, whose land the rivers
spoiled."
It seems that Ethiopia, seeing Assyria's
weakness, sent at once an embassage in the
vessels common to that nation made of the
large bulrushes common to the banks of
the Nile and its tributaries in Equatorial
Africa(which vessels the Ethiopians made
water-tight by a thick coat of bitumen) to
the Susianians who had been oppressed
by the Chaldeans and Assyrians ever since
the time of Abraham -(Chedorlaomer,
whom Abraham defeated, being the last
king of the former Susianian supremacy).
The effect was that Susiania regained
supremacy over both her own country
which had. now become a mere delta,
"whose land the rivers have 'poilerl"), and
also as far north as B~lby Jon. Instead,
however, of entering into a league with
Ethiopia, Merodach Baladan, the new king
of Babylon and Susiania, sent messengers
to Hezekiah king of Judah and formed an
alliance with Judah according to the prediction of Isaiah: •<In that time shall the
present be brought unto the Lord of Hosts
of a people scattered and peeled, and from
a people terrible from their . beginning
hitherto, a nation meted out and 'trodden
under foot, whose land the rivers have
spoiled."-Isaiah I 8.
The career of Merodach Baladan was
very brief, however. He was defeated
by Sennacherib and flE"d for safety to
an island in the Persian Gulf, and with
the alliance with Judah' yet in force, the
downtrodden, ancient kingdom of Susiania
lost its national supremacy forever. The
woe pronounced upon Ethiopia, or the
"land shadowing with wings," came upon
them under the reign of Esarhaddon, son
of Sennacherib, who made a conquest of
that country, divided it into twen·tv fragments and appointed A~syrian Governo.rs
therein. From the above events which
occurred about 7oo B. c., nothing of particular importance occurred until about the
year 634 :B. c. In that year the remaining
Edenic nations were made acquainted with
a power they hitherto knew not of. Pouring through the zagross passes of the
Armenian Mountains, there came an irresistible force of northmen, who, to the
astonishment of all these luxurious southern nations, displayed superior milit~ry
tactics to them all. Well armed, well disciplined, well mounted, they swept through
Assyria like a tornado.
The Assyrian
army was defeated and shut up behind the
walls of Nineveh. Cities, towns and villages were sacked, pillaged and burnt to
the ground. The inhabitants were cut to
pieces and slain without mercy and none
escaped except by flight to the mountains
or by taking refuge behind the walls of
the largest cities.
Leaving Assyria a
blackened desolation, these so-called barbarians swept south to Chaldea and to the
walls of Babylon. The "land of Nimrod"
was dewlated with almost demoniac fury.
Bereft, seemin~;ly, of all reason or mercy,
"like a young lion among the flocks of
sheep" the ruthless marauders swept large
provinces at once of their inhabitants and
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their rich spoils.
Mesopotamia, Eden's
largest, most populous and productive
garden was "torn down and trodden in
pieces" so to speak. The sins and oppressions exercised for so many centuries by
these nations against weaker powers, and
especially the kingdom of I"fael, had at
last found them out. The enemies and
adversaries of Israel had at last been "cut
off" as nations, not total! y, but they had
received their mortal blow. From Babylon the invaders started for Egypt and the
valley of the Nile. Halting- at Ascalon
to rest their horses the Egyptian king sent
an em bassage to entreat the mercy of the
invaders, who named an :mmense tribute
at the time as well also as an annual
tribute thereafter, which the Egyptians
paid the invincible invaders rath&r than see
the desolation of their country. All the
civilized nations of Eden were at last tributary to one power.
They had at last
fallen under an unexpected and completely univers<1l sovereignty and supremacy.
That mysterious and unknown "north
country"-had at last become their king and
the dreams of universal sovereignty on the
part of either Assyria, Chaldea or Egypt,
were now at an end forever. The invaders are said to have exercised dominion
over all these countries for twenty-eight
years and held them under firm tribute
during that time.
Their headquarters
during their stay was in a beautiful province of Media which they named Sacaseue or Sacasuiae, meaning S:1cas land.
At the end of this period the Sueyans
withdrew, the most of them returning
northward from whence they came, and
others making their way e<1stward to a
colony of their people who had established
themselves in what is now Chinese Tartary but was known to them in that day
as Indo-Scythia. The nations of Eden
never recovered from this mysterious
northern invasion, which was their mortal
blow.
We will now pass on to the final and
total destruction of Nineveh and the Assyrian empire. The dynasty of the Sargonids which ruled Assyria the last century
of its existence was as foliows; Ist Sargon
(who usnrped the throne from Shalmanezer IV); zd, Sennacherih; 3d, Esarhaddon; 4th, Ashur Bani Pal; 5th, and last,
Saracus.
The invasion of the northrnen occurred
during the reign of Ashur Be~ni Pal. After
this invasion such of the inhabitants as had
survived in the strongly walled cities soon
revived and regulated the aff~irs of the
Assyrian government which was only now
a remnant of its former self, The powerful province of Media which had escaped
the severity of the invaders to some extent,
now withdrew her allegiance to the Assyrian throne. War consequently ensued
between Assyria and Media.
Saracus
dispatched his ablest g'eneral, N:Jbopolassar, to Babylon to raise an army there and
return to his relief. N abopoLassar went
to Babylon, raised the army, but instead
of returning to the assistance of the Assyrian king, secret! y imd treacherously negotiated to join Cyaxares, the Median king,
together with the Baby Ionian army,

THE
against the Assyrian king, on condition
that Cyaxares would
Amyitis, in marriage to
N abopolossar's oldest son,
Tbis was
agree;] to and the allied armies or Medi~
and Babylonia, soon invested the
and
walls of Ancient Nineveh.
Nahum, second
"Tbco
shield of his mighty men is
red; the
valiant men are in scarlet; the chariots
shall be with flaming torches
the
of his preparation, and the fir trees
be terribly shaken.
The chariots
rage in the streets; they shall
one against another in the
ways; they shall seem like torches;
shall run like the lightnings. He
recount his worthies; they shall stumble
in their walk; thPy shall make haste
the wall thereof, and the defence shall br~
prepared. The gates of the rivers shall
be opened and the
shall be dissolved," etc.
Historians render
pointed fulfillment of
Nahum in the following
remarkable siege. The national color of
the military equipage of the
army of red and scarlet. The immense
and ponderous war chariots of
drawn by elephants, their investure
the main suburb of Nineveh outside tbt)
principal wall, the broad streets of that
suburb lined with
the
torches of the chariots by
glittering swords and spears
ments by day, the stubborn
ble defence of the walls
tacks ror two years, the unusual
the Tig-ris river, the breaking
of the floodgate between the
the artificial Khosrsu rivers and
ing away of a part of the wall
breach two miles
the
the palace of Saracus,
most unsubst:mtial of any of the king-'s
constructed of sun-dried
these particulars
to the
and entire fulfillment of Nahum's
ecy in the destruction and total downfall
of Nineveh and the
em
some
six hundred vears B. c. After
subsidence of the v~ater the allied armies of Media and Bahylon soon entered the great
and proud city, and the miserable remnant
of the once proud and oppressive
monarchy was at last reduced to
and chains. The territory of the conquered nation was reduced and divided
into two kingdoms,
the
old Assyrian province to the
of
Media, and N ebuchadnezzar,
law, soon became king of the southern
portion of Babylonia and established his
capital at Bahvlon. The reverses of Assyria gave Egypt
above the extreme
tion to which it
been
Esarahaddon, but it only became "a base
kingdom" and always remained
basest of the kingdoms." thereafter.
uchadnezzar soon
took them into
588. Egypt became
to the new
ancient Edenic monarchies

more

at last emerged
captivity but was
mere remnant, a vassal of
such as
of Rome.
We have now briefly and
sketched the downfall of the primitive
nations of mankind. The races, nations
and
of the present day are all
descendants of these five great Edenic na.
0 reader, are descended from
one or the other of them. Which
All Eden was given to perpetual
and
save Israel only,
all these
of their
decline and fall. Romulus was
first king oi Rome the very time
that Samaria was taken into captivity, i. e.
n. c,, and the Romans then were
colony who had boldly
the unknown "North country,"
home of all the civilized nathe present descendants
nations. Of these Judah
her
or so it is
The
and
sagacious dealer who generally presides at
our dry
stores may be
sure
that his ancestors once occupied J
and
reverently
the true Goo in
the temple at
But ask the
Frenchman,
Russian or Scandinavian which of these nations was the first
fountain of his race and he is unable to
retnrn a
answer, The remnants of the Samaritan kingdom have
been considered as lost from the
captivity. This is
the
more a wonder than that the remnant
or of Chaldea, or of Egypt are
now lost. The writer of this believes that
a true, reliable and satisfactory history of
the whole house of Israel may now be
written, and that such a history will soon
be written
some instrument raised up
bv God for
purpose, whether of our
church or not,
He has spent several
in research on the particular subject
Israel's
(such time as he could
reasonably
and this research more
and more convinces him that it is now
time that the
career of the "remnant
of
now be made fully
at least, if not in detail.
glad to pre~ent this "narrative
to the church and to mankind but can not
spare more time at present to prepare it
on account ot temporal necessities and the
need of devoting my time for several
months at least to business affairs. Should
the writer, however, ever present his narrative of Israel's history to the church,
there will be several renderings of old
testament scriptures in it which differ from
the general opinions of the elders of the
church concernin!! those old ancient
scenes. This artiae is intended to convey a sample of those differences. The
"chariots of Nahum" and the ''land shadwith
of Isaiah, appear in a
herein than that in
appear in the Herof Israel and their
a proper rendering- of
(Isaiah
and Nahum
the ;od verse of zd
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Nahum reads: "For the Lord has turned
away the excellency of Jacob as the excellency of Israel, for the emptiers have emptied them out and marred their vine branches." This we believe was fulfilled just before the destruction of Nineveh and is an
important link in the chain of history of
the few years preceding the destruction of
Nineveh and shows very evidently an important event in the history of the people
to whom it refers.
Hoping the arrangement and composition of this hastily written article may
excite more criticism of those who may
take notice of it than its subject matter,
and that we may treat each others peculiar views on matters of minor importance
with the utmost charity, I shall hope the
time may soon come when the inhabitants
of ancient Eden may be all of one heart,
of one mind, and of one nation, even the
kingdom of Israel, the kingdom of God,
and that the sword of Israel, which has I
believe been the sword of all the earth,
will henceforth and forever be peaceably
buried in eternal and immortal, blessed
MAHLON SMITH.
peace.

THE "SEALED BOOK."--No. r.
BY ELDER R. M. ELVIN.

"AND the vision of all is become unto
you as the words of a book that is sealed,
which men deliver to one that is learned,
saving, Read this, I pray thee: and he
saith, I can not; for it is sealed: and the
book is delivered to him that is not learned, saving, Read this I pray thee; and he
saitb, I am not learned."--Isa. 29: 1 I, 12.
"And other sheep I
which are. not
of this fold: them also I must bring, and
they shall hear
and there shall
be one fold,
"-John

w: r6.
"And hath made of one blood all nations of men for to dwell on all the face of
the earth, and hath determined the times
before appointed, and the bounds of their
habitations."-Acts r7: 26.
INTRODUCTION.

The inquisitive mind
for divine knowledge will never tire
gleaning for evidence that the sealed book of
Isaiah has made its appearance for public
inspection or that
has done, or is doing, something to establish all his sheep in
one fold, and likewise that a proper understanding mav obtain concerning the
ise made by Paul to the Athenians.
ly in the year r83o, a book was presented
to the world claiming to be the one mentioned in Scriptures as sealed. Of this
book W. H. Carpenter and T. S. Arthur,
write: "That an obscure individual,
without money, education, or respectability, should persuade hundreds of thousands of people to believe him to be inspired of G'od, and cause a book, contemptible as a literary production, to be
reoeived as a continuation of the sacred
appears almost incredible."History
Illinois, p. 2
Had the book been
as a history of aboriginal
it would
have met with universal approval i but on

account of the claim that most of the
writers thereof and the translator were
guided by inspiration in their work, the
larger portion of mankind reject and oppose the book without investigation.
Two extensive civilizations upon the
American continent are referred to in the
Book of Mormon. The first was under the
brother of Jared, who left the tower of
Babel. Those ignorant of the antiquities
of America may think this absurd, but let
all such withhold judgment till they have
read this paper carefully. The renowned
Flavius Josephus, writing relative to
dispersion of the people from the
plains of Shin~u, says: <~The confusion of
tongues naturally occasioned the dispersion of the people, who formed themselves
into distinct colonies, and occupied those
of the earth to which they were
providentially conducted; so that not only
the shores, but the continent were amply
filled with inhabitants. Some constructed
vessels, and took possession of various islands."-Antiquities oftheJews, chapter 5·
The non-commercial character of the
at the time of their dispersion, and
inability to understand each other's
speech, all clearly inJicate that there were
no incentives for the families to keep up a
constant interchange with each other.
Three things indicate conclusively that
the Jaredite migration is a veritable truth:
First, The well established evidence of an
ancient and widespread civilization far suto that of the Indian, as found by
white man on his coming to this land
of surprises and wonders. Second, The
Bible statement that God made of one
blood all nations, and appointed the dwelling place thereof; and, third, That some
left in vessels at the dispersion, going over
the sea to distant islands. These three
forceful items make it reasonable to conclude that people did come to this country
at a
remote penod. And if so, why
hesitate
accept the Jaredite company as
the first to fulfill the will of the great I
Am
I next notice the Lehi migration. This
company consisted of two families, and
one man, who left Jerusalem about six
hundred years before Christ, and some
twelve years later landed upon the western coast of South America. Like favors
to those bestowed upon Joseph the eldest
son of Jacob by the wife of his choice,
were granted to Nephi, the fourth son of
and with similar results upon the
of his brothers; so that they soon
into two parties, which eventually
grew into two opposing nations, known
as the Nephites, who were a religious
and the Lamanites, who were savage
delighted in bloodshed. That the
evidence I shall present may have a direct
application, I herewith give the migrations
of the N ephites.
PROCLAMATION OF THE KING AS TO
THE DIVIDING LINE OF THE
TWO NATIONS.

''And it came to pass that the king sent
throughout all the land,
all his people who were in all
who were in all the regions rotmd
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about, which was bordering even to the
sea on the east, and on the west, and which
was divided from the land of Zarahemla
by a narrow strip of wilderness which ran
from the sea east, even to the sea west, and
round about on the borders of the seashore,
and the borders of the wilderness which
was on the north, by the land of Zarahemla, through the borders of Manti, by the
head of the river Sidon, running from the
east towards the west; and thus were the
Lamanites and the Nephites divided."Alma 13: rr.
"And now it was onlv the di~tance of a
day and a half's journey' for a Nephite, on
the line Bountifu I, and the land Desolation,
from the east to the west sea; and thus the
land of Nephi, and the land of Zarahemla,
were nearly surrounded by water; there
being a small neck of land between the
land northward and the land southward."
-Alma 13: I I .
This last quotation clearly shows that the
Isthmus of Panama was the line of division between the two peoples.
NORTHWARD

Was the direction the N ephites moved
in their migrations. "And it came to pass
that Hagoth, he being an exceeding curious rnan, therefore he went forth and built
him an exceeding large ship, on the borders of the land Bountiful, bv the land Desolation, and launched it forth into the west
sea, by the narrow neck which led into the
land northw:1rd. And hehold there were
many of the N ephites who did enter therein and did sail forth with much provisions,
and also many women and children; and
they took their course northward. And
thus ended the thirty and seventh year.
And in the thirty and eighth year, thi,;
man built other ships. And the first did
also return, and many more people did enter into it; and they also took much provisions, and set out again to the land
northward. And it came to pass that they
were never heard of more. And we suppose that they were drowned up in the
depths of the sea. And it came to pass
that one other ship did also sail forth; and
whither she did go we know not . . And
it came to pass that in this year, there were
many people who went forth into the land
northward. And thus ended the thirty
and eighth year. And it came to pass in
the thirty and ninth year of the reign of
the Judges, Shiblon died also, and Corianton had gone forth to the land northward,
in a ship, to carry forth provisions unto
the people who had gone forth into that
land."-Alma 30: 3-5.
"And there was no contention among
the people in the forty and fourth year;
neither was there much contention in the
forty and fifth year. And it came to pass
in the forty and sixth, yea, there was much
contention and many dissensions; in ·the
which there were an exceeding great
many who departed out of the land of
Zarahemla, and went forth unto the land
northward, to inherit the land; and they
did travel to an exceeding great distance,
insomuch that they came to large bodies
of water, and many rivers; yea, and even
they did spread forth into all parts of the
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of education. "If, as has been
tile
land, into whatever parts it had not been
proper study of mankind is man, then there
rendered desolate, and without timber, behas been much neglect on the
eth .
cause of the many inhabitants who had
before inherited the land. And now rio nologists and students of
part of the land was desolate, save it were ing the aborigines of America, to who:;:e
for timber, etc.; but because of the great- ·possessions we have succeeded.
ness of the destruction of the peopLe who four centuries have passed since the w;1ite
man's first intrusion upon the native ir·.haci before inhabited the land it was called
habitants of the
"--American
desolate. And there being but little timber upon the face of the land, nevertheless Indian, p. 23.
the people who went forth became exceedDOMESTIC ANIMALS.
ing expert in the working of cement;
therefore thev did build -houses of cement.
When the Book of Mormon was
in the which "they did dwelL And it came published it was supposed that the
to pass that they did multiply and spread, those who printed it was
and did go forth from the land southward ed in mentioning the horse,
to the land northward, and did spread in- and other large animals as having
somuch that they began to cover the face
upon the Anwric;;n continent for centurof the whole earth, from the sea south, to ies; but the discoveries of the
sixtv
the sea north, from the sea west to the sea years have brought wonders to
world.
east. And the people who were in the "When the animals and plants of the Old
land northward did dwell in tents, and in and New World are com oared one can net
houses of cement, and they did suffer what- but be struck with thei;
; all or
soever tree should spring up upon the face nearly all belong to the same genera,
of the land, that it should grow up, that while many, even of the
in time they might have timber to build mon to both continents. This is most imtheir houses, yea, their cities, and their portant in its bearing on our
as
temples, and their synagogues, and their indicating that thev radiated from a comsanctuaries, and all manner of their buildmon centre after the Glacial Per£od. . . .
ings. And it came to pass as timber was The hairy mammoth,
rhiLexceeding scarce in the land northward, oceros, the Irish elk, the m
the
they· did send forth much by the way of reindeer, the glutton, the
shipping; and thus they did enable the
more or less accompanied this
people in the land northward, that they their remains are always found in the
might build many cihes, both of wood glacial deposits of Europe as low down f.s
and of cement."-Helaman 2: 1-3.
the south of France. In the
World
The N ephite civilization from its estab- beds of the same age contain similar relishment, until its destruction by the mains, indicating that
came from a
Lamanites was about one thousand years. common center, and were
Its cradle was near the Isthmus of Panama, both continents alike."-and its grave in western New York, hav- view, January, 1872, p.
ing gone northward during these many
To the foregoing I
the statement of
years through Honduras, Guatemala, Yu- Prof. Alex~nder Winchell. He says: "In
catan, Mexico, United States and into Brit- the United States we detect also some eviish North America. The Lamanites who dences of the co-existence of man and exoverthrew this wide-spread empire and tinct species of
Dr.
civilization, still survive and are known in the reconstructor of the
Zeuzloour time as the Aborigines or American don, insisted long ago that he
found
Indians. Whatever will shed light upon in Missouri such an association of Mastothe Red Som of the forest, and their an- don and Indian remains as to prove that
cestors, and the pre-historic civilization of the two had lived
I
America shall be my task to compile, and have myself [says the
the
while I do not anticipate exhausting the bones of the mastodon and
subject, I request an impartial examination bedded in peat at depths so
without the blinding and truth-destroying could readily believe the animals to
influences of prejudice.
occupied the countrv
its nos,.,_,,.,"
by the Indians, and gave
NEGLECTED DUTY.
this conviction in 1862.
The first white men who visited this
[he says] Prof. Holmes, of
land were, as a rule, adventurers seeking informed the Academy of Natural
wealth, who gave little or no heed to the ences of Philadelphia, that he finds upon
history of the people whom they despoiled
the banks of the Ashley river a remark}lnd murdered. Those who came in the able conglomeration of fossil remains
name of religion were little better, for deposits of post-tertiary age. Remains
whatever written annals came into their the hog, horse and other animals of recent
hands that did not agree with their pecu- date, together with human
liar ideas of religion were com rnitted to arrow-heads, hatchets and
the flames. "It has come to us through potterv, are there lving
Bishop Landa, one of the early missionary bones of the mastodon and
bishops, who confessed having burnt a lizards. Cotemporary with
grent number of Maya books because they ican animals, but not
contained nothing but the works of the in their remains
devii."--Atlantis, p. 2t7.
human species, lived in
The money-making spirit seems to be horses much larges than
the mania of the American people, and cies, grazing in
this has clogged the channels of this class and herds of bison

The streams were dammed
the labors
of gigantic
while
forests aliforded a range for a
of hog., and a
grateful
for numerous
edentate
r'elated to the sloth,
~,..,~n,wt•n
"-Sketches of
hut of

, "lt is a
that so many genera,.
now
the continent, but living
in other
of the globe, were once
abundant on the
of North America.
Various
of the horse have dwelt
here for ages, and the question reasonably
arises whether the wild horses of the
Pan1pas
not have been indigenous.
Here, too,
camel found a suitable
home."-Ibid, p. 2IO.
''Dz:sire Charnay believes that he has
found in the mines of Tula the bones ot
oxen, and horses, in a fossil
an immense antiquity."350·
,,
the following: "We
land of promise, as we

in the fossil beds of
Nebraska prove that
in America. Profes-,
Yale College, has identified
forms from which it
was
in the course of
ages, from a creature not larger than a fox
until, by successive steps, it developed in
the true horse . . . . The fossil remains of
the camel are found in
South
and in Kansas. The exand llamas of South Amerivarieties of the camel
"

ANCIENT INHABIT ANTS.

As to the older inhabitants of North
America, known to scientists as "Mound
Builders," and to Book of Mormon readers as J aredites, the Book of Mormon
gives this people a remote antiquity by
that thev came directlv from the
Tower
Babel to this countr:y. Speaking ofthe tumuli of Georgia and surrounding states, Jones says: "Some of these
tumuli are not less than eight centuries
old, while at least one, as we have already
intimated, was thrown up after the European had visited the new world. In the
absence of all definite information, the
of these tumuli may be readily
from their location, internal evi ..
and from the growth of the forest
which overshadow them.
If to
consumed in the actual
of some of the largest
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we add the period
between
their completion and abandonment-the
length of which, although entirely a matter of conjecture, could assnredly have
been by no means inconsiderable-and
then note the fact that when first observed
by the whites they were deserted and
overgrown with forest trees
as
large as any which
the surrounding f01'ests-not forgetting the further circumstance that the Indians who
were domiciled here could impart to tbe
enquiring European not even a tradition
of the time when, or of the peoples
whom they were built--in endeavoring
ascertain their age, the mind is irresistibly
led back to a remote date."-Antiquitie's
of Southern Indians, p. 133-4.
This from a standard history:
very seldom that the human bones found
in them, except those of later and evidently intrusive burial, are in a condition to
admit of their removal, as they crumble into dust on exposure to the
while bones
in British tumuli, known to
to the
Roman period and to ages older
the
Christian era, are
taken
from situations as
and moisture,
much less conducive of their preservation
than those of the mounds."-Bryant's
History of the United
vol. r, p. z r.
Not less interesting IS the statement of
Nott and Glidden: "From the ruins of
Nineveh and Babylon we have bones of
at least two thousand five hundred years
old, from the pyramids and the catacombs
of Egypt, both mummied and unmummied
crania have been taken of still higher antiquity in perfect preservation; and numerous other proofs
be brought forward to the same
; nevertheless the
skeletons depot.ited in our Indian mounds,
from the lakes to the
are crumbling
into dust through age alone."of
11Eankind, p. 289.
Again the same
their monuments,
tecture, sculpture,
etc., from their
incalculable numbers,
evidence of
very high antiquity."--lbid, p.
Upon the relationship
to exist
between the works of circumvallation of
the Mound Builders and ~heir religious
ideas, J\1r. Bryant says: "If the grounds
of such a supposition
be considered
rational and sufficient,
in the absence
of any other theory
obvious, it is only the more
that at a period so remote that much if not
the whole of Europe was still in the darkness of primeval barbarism, so large a part
of North America should be inhabited by
a numerous population so advanced in a
civilization advanced
that
they could spend upon a single
of
life so much evident reflection
accurate
knowledge, and devote to it an amount of
manual labor so immense and continuous,"
-Hist. of United
vol. r,
27.
Could the scholars
time in
and who write on the Archaeology
be
to
the
trutli that the
dwellers upon this
land vvere enlightened
the divine
the cause of their surprise and

amazement at the intelligence and civilization manifest in the ruins found, would
soon vanish as the mist before the rising
;,un.
D. Baldwin, M.A., savs: "That
the
Builders and their 'works beto a distant period in the past is evident"-Ancient America, p. 47·
"Great
is indicated by the
skeletons taken
the mounds. Every
skeleton of a Mound Builder is found in a
condition of extr~rne decay."-Ibid. p. 48.
"The great age of these mounds and
inclosure& is shown by their relation to the
forests in which most of them
were discovered,"-Ibid, p. 50.
"There are
indications to warrant
t:he
the Mound Builders
seats in the Ohio
valleys during a very long
P· 5 1 •
occupation of the country
the great extent of their
works. All who have examined
7hese works agree with Colonel Whittlesey that
worked the Lake Superior
mines 'for a great l!=ngth of time.'
had dwelt in the Ohio
mining began can not be
considerable pexiod must
their arrival at that
the mines were discovered."
"No view that can be taken of the relics
left
the Mound Builders will permit us
their stay in the country was
hypothesis based on the-shortestimate of the time must count
centuries."-Ibid, p. 56.
no less note is
and of equal
these topics he writes:
a time has elapsed ~ince the
abandoned their works?
a minimum estimate can only
oe
No work is more enduringthan an embankment of earth. There is
that they were
one,
or ten thousand
evidences of an ancient
of the
or serious dethe builders' power are as follows:
The fact that none of them stand on
-:he last formerl terrace of the rivers, most
.)n the oldest terraces, and that those on the
second bear in some cases marks of having
''1een invaded
water. The rate of terrace
on different streams,
:1nd there are no sufficient data for estimain years the time required for the forof any one of the terraces, at least
:;cientific men are careful not to give a
.:Jefinite
in the matter; but it is
::;vident that each required a very long
and the last one a much longer
any of the· others, on account of
longitudinal leveling of the riv·"r
Second, The complete disappearance of all wooden structures, which must
·1ave been of
solidity. Third, The
~1dvanced state of decomposition of human
bones in
soil well calculated for their
Skeletons are found in Europe well
at a known age of
hundred years. Fourth, The abr;ence of the Mo-und Builders from the
traditions of modern tribes.
Nothing
would seem more likely to be preserved in

I
mythic or historic traditions than contact
with a superior people, and the mounds
would serve to keep the tradition alive.
Fifth, That the monuments were covered
in the seventeenth century with primitive
forests."-iVative Races of Pacijic States,
vol. 4• P· 789.
Another opinion is gnmted us by McLean, to wit," We can only judge of the
condition and civilization of a lost race by
the remains which they have left. Nor is
it to be supposed that these will g-ive perfect representations, for many things, especially in the fine arts, must necessarily
sooner or later perish. The coan;er wm ks
made of durable material, the stupendous
monuments, are not easily effaced even
by the wearing influences of time. The
intelligence of the Mound Builders has
been variously rated. That they were superior to their Indian successors, perhaps
no one will dispute. That they were a
settled people every evidence clearly
shows. A wandering- people or a people
who lived simply by tlle chase never could
have erected these structures, even in the
condition in which they are now found.
Their erection would have required a
knowledge of the mechanic arts by a permanent! y settled people. Nor is it just to
rank them mud: below the ancient people
of Mexico and Central America. To the
Mound Builders we assign a much great_er antiquity, and long ages elapsed from
the time of the desertion of these until
·their discovery and investigation by Europeans. Hence they were not found in the
same condition in which tl•ey were left by
their makers. If the earth-works of Central America had been exposed to the action of the elements as long as tbe mounds
of Ohio, we probably would see but little
difference in their general aopearance."
-Mound Builders,
84.
·All these writers are a unit in ;;ccording
to the Moud Builders a very remote antiquity, and a reasonable degree of enterpnse,
intelligence and civilization. Here is another, with more to follow,-we will now
hear from Josiah Priest; "If so, then it is
clear that the inhabitants of America who
bad the knowledge of this kind of fabrication, did indeed belong to an era as aucient as the first people of Asia itself, and
even before the settlement of Europe; this
is not a small witness in favor of our opinion of the extreme antiquity of those ancient works of the west."- Priest's American Antiquities, p. 258.
"\Ve have it definitely settled, then, that
a great antiquity must he assigned to the
Mound Builders." "That the Mound
Builders occupied their principal seats in
the Ohio and Mississippi valleys for a long
time there is abundant proof."-iVIoztnd
Builders, p. I37·
"Probably thous3nds of years elapsed
from the time they entered the valley, until they took their departure, and other
thousands to the present time."-Ibid, p.
138.
There is constantly appearing in the
new~papers of the country interesting articles upon this subject, and for a change,
to rest you, I will give a couple of clippings. In the Newport Vt., Express and

p.
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Standard of August I 5th, I88z, is the following copied from the New Orleans
Democrat. "In several of the western
states and along the extended valley of
the Mississippi huge pyramids, tumuli and
mounds dot the surface of the country:
while in Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, hundreds of miles of regularly constructed fortifications have just! y claimed the attention
of American arch~ologists. The presence of these vast monuments proves beyond doubt that ages ago THE NORTHERN
PART OF THIS CONTINENT WAS INHABITED BY A HACE OF BEINGS WHO HAD ARlUVED AT A HIGH STATE OF CIVILIZATION, while the Greeks were yet a rude
and savage people, and while the inhabitants of the British Islands and of northern
Europe sacrificed human beings to their
sanguinary gods, and afterwards held cannibal orgies over the remains of their victims, these civiltzed and enlightened Americans were building temples, and raising
vast mounds. The fact is certain that the
northern portion of this continent was
thousands ifyears ago, perhaps, inhabited by a race of beings who were skilled
mechanics, astronomers and mathematician~, and who posses,ed a written language. It is probable that they existed
anterior to tlze builders of Palenque in
Clziapas, and Papaulta in Vera Cruz, and
for long ages before the temples of Thebes
and Memphis were raised on the great
Egyptian River."
A lover of antiquities, writing in the
routh's Companion of February 9th, r88z,
says: "We know them by the name of
'Mound Builders.' Who and what thev
were; when they flourished and how pe;ished, are wholly matters of conjecture.
In the record of human events what story
is stranger than that of this extinct people?
Their gigantic earth works still exist. . . .
The traditions of the Indian do not mention them, save a race that had disappeared long before his coming-. . . • From
data gathered among the Ohio Mounds,
an age of not less than six thousand years
has been assigned this ancient people.
The art of arrow making was carried to a
high state of perfection among the Mound
Builders. Some of their weapons are delicately and beautifully carved, though by
what me11ns we can only guess. Flint
is verv hard and difficult to work, and
their tools doubtless were of the most primitive kind. Modern skill would find it difficult to imitate these ancient workmen."
ln one of the mounds of earth-works on
Big Harpeth River, Tennessee, was found
a leaf-shaped stone sword, about twenty
inches in length. The Mound Builders
were pre-eminently a river people, for
their densest settlements and greatest works
were in the Mis;;issippi valley and along its
main tributaries.
Savs Foster: "The navigable streams
were. the great highways of the Mound
Builders."-Pre-Historic Races, p. I 10.
While Mr. Fontaine claims that the
ancient people constructed "levees" to {:ontrol and utilize the bayous of the Mississippi for the purpose of agriculture and
commerce, and states that theY a zoo river
is called razoo-ok-lzinnah-the River of
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Ancient Ruins. "The number of monuments left by the Mound Builders is extraordinarily great. In Ohio alon~ there
are more than ten thousand tumuli, and
from one thousand to fifteen hundred en-·
closures. Their mounds were not cones,
but four-sided pyramids-their sides like
those of the Egyptian pyramids, corresponding with the cardinal points . "-Pr.~
Historic Races, p. 112.
The foregoing was introduced to
pare the way for the following
is
worthy of more than passing thought:
"The Mound Builders had attained a considerable degree of civilization; they were
able to form, in the construction of their
works, pelject circles and peifect squares
if great accuracy, carried over the varying surface of the country. One large enclosure comprises exactly forty acres. At
Hopetown, Ohio, are two walled
one a square, the other a circle--each containing precisely twenty acres,
must have possessed regular scales
measurement, and the means of determin"
ing angles and computing the area to be
enclosed by the square and tlze
~;o
that the space enclosed by each
actly correspond."-Atlantis, p. 372.
In view of what we have found upon
this part of the subject, bow foolish it mmt
appear to hear those who have made no
tffort to gain an acquaintance with the
antiquities of our country condemn the
plain and consistent statements found in
the Book of Mormon, of which we will
give ample proof and satisfaction to the
reaso11able, considerate thinker and lover
of truth and knowledge.

much asJ osephus saw him; the founder of a
new religion indeed, but the founder of one
that "only superseded Judaism by absorbing and
all that was best in it,"
a religion that appealed to us
because of its hold upon modern
Speaking of
he says; "Do what you
will, you can not escape him. His life and
death unJerlie our institutions as the alphabet underlies our literature. Just as the
lives of Buddha and of Mohammed are
wrought ineffaceably into the civilization of
Africa and
so the life of Jesus is
wrought ineffaceably into the higher civilization, the nobler conceptions of E u.
rope." Again: "Granted the true story of
Jesus of Nazareth was from the beginning
obscured by error and mistake; granted
that those errors and mistakes which were
once the
of Cbristianitv are now
its weakness, and
the slow march and
sentence of time are now
un ..
less we can clear them away, to lessen the
hold of Jesus on the love and rem em bra nee
of man. "What then? The fact is merely a
call to you and me, who
to go
back to the roots of things, to rPconceive
the Christ, to
him afresh into our
lives, to make the
so
given for
man minister
in new wavs to man's
new needs."
,; T'o reconceive the Christ! It is the special task of
our age, though in some sort and degree it
has been the ever recurring task of Europe since the beginning." ·
His honor as a man forbade· that he
should act the hypocrite, so he resigned
his position as vicar and stepped out of the
Ang-lican
He now finds himself
To be continued.
sta~ding- apart from all accepted
of Christian
in name at least,
in fact. He is reminded by some of his
ROBERT ELSMERE.
late associates that many pulpits are regWHAT about this book about which the ularly occupied by persons who, like
orthodox Christian world is going crazy?
are dissenters in thought, though in active
Such was the question that confronted
service in the church. But with him it is
anrl finAlly induced me to read the
different. "If I remain an honest man,"
Strictly speaking it is a noveL Rohe says to his
"I must cease to be
bert Elsmere, the hero, an Oxford
minister of the
of Eng-land,"
graduate, was a rector of the church of
Dark, dark indeed, was the hour that
England with a prosperous
A
seemed to impel him to accept this course,
man of great natural force and fine
Yet from his standpoint of faith and honments he became the hero in fact of his or it was inevitable. He was living in an
parish. Apparently his status was fixed, age when the prophecy "They :lre drunkand he would for very love and fitness for en, hut not with wine; they stagger, but
his calling live and die in his chosen field
not with strong drink," w>~s
of labor. One of his neighbors is a learn- fulfilled. God had indeed caused
ed German skeptic. In the course of Sun of righteousness to he again revealed,
their frequent neighborly talks, Elsmere but its life- giving, darkness-dispelling- rays
is finally brought to see the inconsistencies had not yet fallen upon his benighted visof the position of his church.
ion, All the best elements of the natural
The system established by
was man were dominant in him. He had an
one embodying both the personal reveal- absorbing pas~ion for doing- good. He
ment of God, as well as the miraculous in was a positive-not a negative quantity.
nature. The Orthodox systems rejected
So he advocated a turning "our backs on
both as present facts. This knowledge
negation, and have done with mere deniaL
appalled him. All the traditions of his Suppose we throw all our energ-ies into
church would compel him to reject the idea the practical building of a new house of
of present supernatural manifestations. His faith, the gathering and organizing a new
idea of God was incompatible with the idea company of Jesus,"
of the existence of these manifestations in
So the "New Brotherhood of Christ" is
one ag-e and not another. So he comes to formed. "The basis of the whole is 'new
the conclusion they never existed except bottles for new wine,'" in which the ideas
in the imagination; that even the story of are "essentially modern, expressing the
the resurrection and ascension were myths. modern spirit, answering to modern need,
He saw Jesus only as a historical character as I imagine the first Christian prayers
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expressed the spirit and answered the need
ot an earlier day."
But in this transfer of spiritual allegiance, a host of armored, active doubts beset
him-not a moment but some of them are
hurling their shafts at him-a specimen:
"While the man of science looks forward
to his last hour as. moment of certain intellectual weakness, and calmly warns his
friends beforehand that he is to be judged
by the utterances of health and not by
those of physical
the Christian
believes that on the
of eternity
the veil of flesh shrouding the soul grows
thin and transparent, and that the glories
and truths of heaven are visible with a
special clearness and
to the
dying."
Then the old skeptic dies
Elsmere sees his life "dropping into the
abyss of ken."
"Sixty years of
effort and slavery to end so-a river lost in
the sands." And then like the piercing
agony of the poniard's thrust comes the
query of one of the least credulous of his
pupils: "You, who preached to us that
consciousness, and God, and the soul are
the only realities-are you so sure of it,
now you are dying, as you were in health?
Are your courage, your certainty what
they were?"
And his agonized soul is
made to
out as the
waters of
the river
death kiss his
God!
my God! no time, no future

a

Such in brief is the
drawn? Are there not in
every neighborhood,
family of the na-tions
called the Christian
actual scenes
that would to a greater or less degree
tify the sketch?
then should the
orthodox pulpit, the
belabor the
To the Saints
IS

the dark
shown the hypocrisy
the inconsistencies of the so
tian churches is a startlingly true
duction of the facts as
exist.
stead of being as at first
present helper, has been
realms of mysticis•n and inapproachable
remoteness.
The blessed Spirit of Truth
which the Saints of old
should "be with them
into all truth" "to take of the
Father and show unto us,"
said to be a creation of
relic of ancient ignorance
tion. Miracles are no
this statement sn g-libbil y
the orthodox pulpit raises
in
the intellectual mind as whether said pulpit honestly believes that
ever existed
--and so on to the end
the chapter.
Infidelity, and the
of anti- Christ is
rampant, in and out of the church. No,
Mr. Elsmere, your picture is true.
No
wonder tbe churches an;
and the
ministry mad. But you are on the wrong
track. You have
from the wilderness but on tbe opposite side from the
true haven of repose. Your face is not
toward
- but tovvard the wilderness of
Doubt and darkness it is true
are behind, but despair and death are ahead.
Turn back and retrace your steps, '~ask

for the old
and "walk therein."
God is an unchangeable being; bis ways
are one eternal round. Man not only has
out many inventions but will conthue to do so. "New faiths" for "new
always been the cry and the
as well of poor soul-darkBut after all, when tbe wisof age shall come
as it did upon the sage of
will cry out with him, "All
OBSERVER.

CENTRAL NEBRASKA.
Conference convened with the Clearwater
February 6th and 7th, L.. Gamet presidClearwater 65, I exDe.er
32, I died; Chelsea I6, 3
E,·ergreen I I. Elders' reports: W.
0. Smith, L. Gamet and J Rogerson.
and. C. N. Hutchins. On motion
branch was received in the diswas sustained as preoident of
di·;trlct and Bishop's agent, and J. H. Jackson as
clerk. Next conference is to meet with the Deer
Creek branch September r889; the president of
district to set the time and to publish it. Bro.
w·. Rumel and H. 0. Smith were elected deleto the General Conference. The disreconsidered their action in the case of
Gamet and Kester. The district concurred in
the
of the Clearwater branch in expelling
the said B. Kester. The Bid1op's agent's state··
The president of the distrkt was
to confer with the Chelsea
branch in regard to the case of R. H .. White, etc.
Adjourned.
WESTERN TEXAS.
Conference was held at Pipe Creek, Texas,
F\~b.
and roth; J. A Currie, Jr. presiding, 0.
clerk. Branch rPports: Bandna
4 received. Medina City 40, I baptized,
Oakwood 37,6 baptized, I removed.
: J. A. Currie Jr. baptized 7, L. L.
H Davenport. Priests: 0 D. JohnSheppard. Teacher: A. Hay. It was
petition General Conference to return
Elder L N. Roberts to take the oversight of the
Snulhwestern mission, accompanied by such help
as he may recommend for appointment. Bishop's
Received since last conterence
out $2ooo; balance $2r so. The
was well occupied in services and ail rassed off pleasantly. Adjourned to meet July _sth.

MARRIED.
CusTEAD-WHITE.-'Vlr. William D. Custead,
of Creston,
Territory, and Miss Eva
E. vVhite were
in marriage at the residence of the bri.de's parents in this city at eleven
o'clock
the bride's father, Rev. I. N.
White,
The wedding was a very quiet affair,
being a very few intimate
friends
twain departed at one
o'clock
Kansas City, from which point they
gc
their future home, Creston, Wyoming,
where Mr. Custead is in the employ of the Union
P".cific Railroad Company, as operator.
His
bride was one of Clinton's most estimable young
ladies The best wishes of numerous friends
will follow her to her far western home.-Clin) Advocate.
Custead is a staunch and firm Latter
Sa in L and will welcome and make comfortelder that will stop at their station.
She
not livt· without the Herald and Autmmz Lecmes, and has ordered thf'm to be the first
cheedn.g inn1ate of her "western home."
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DIED.
Woon.-After. a life here of 6i:> years, 4
months and I6 days, Elder James Wood passed
peacefully away on February I Ith, I88(), at 2:45
a. m., at his home, near Stewartsville, Mis·
souri. Brother Wood wa,; born in Ludlow,
Staffordshire, England. In that county he was
baptized in 1843. He afterwards emigrated to
Utah and passed through the experiences peculiar to Brighamism. Through the instrumentality of Bro. Wm. Summerfield he was redeemed
from that condition, and on the rsth day of November I867 he was baptized by him, into the
Reorganization, and on the same day wRs ordained·an elder by Bro. J. \V. Gillen. Since that
time he has been a faithful witness for Christ.
He suffered many years from asthma, but a! ways
with patience. As a friend to the sick he was
always ready to alleviate their suffering and
pour in the oil of consolation to the troubled in
spirit. He was known for his integrity to the
cause of his choice, and his high standing as a
neighbor and brother was attested by the large
attendance at the funeral. He was interred at
the DeKalb branch burying ground February I2,
r889 He leaves a wife, children, grandchildren
and many friends to mourn their loss; but they
mourn not as those who have no hope. Elder].
M. Terry preached the sermon to a large congregation.
REA -On February qth, r889, Sr. Mary Rea,
died of spinal disease. She was a native of Ireland, but emigrated to this country early in lift>.
Was baptized some time in the winter of I888,
into the Garafraxa branch, and was about one
year in the church. She suffered acutely for
some days .previous to death, but seemed assured
for several weeks that she was going to leave us,
as she constantly affirmed so in oppooition to all
attempts to dissuade he,- of that fact. She was 55
years of age, and leaves a husband, son and
daughter, all in the work. The sermon was
preached by Elder J. A. Mcintosh, from Rom.
I4: r-I2, and was listened tu by a large congregation; most of them accompanied the remains
to the cemetery.
CoPELAND.-Elder Asa Copeland died in
PhiladPiphia, Pa., Feb. I7th, I889. of Bright's
disease, after a lingering illness of three months,
aged 72 years. He was a faithful brother and
has been in the church for about fortv six years.
He was in Nauvoo at the time Bro. Joseph was
shot and after that he returned to Philadelphia,
and was ever willing to do all he could for the
cause of truth. I visited him in his sickness and
we talhd a great deal on the gospel of the king·
dom of God, and he express<"d sirong faith in a
glorious resurrection and reign on the earth with
the faithful Saints when Christ comes to reign.
He leaves a wife and three children to mourn
their loss.
We bore his remains to their last
resting place in Philadelphia Cemetary on the
zoth of February. Funeral service bv Elder John
Stone, assisted by Elder Joseph A Stewart.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Kewanee district confe,·ence will convene in
Millersburg-, Mercer county. Illinois, on the I6th
day of March. Parties intending- to attend will
p1Pase notify District Pre,ident J. W. Terry at
Millersburg so arrangments can be made to meet
them. Those coming on the train can be met at
Aledo on Fridcy evenine- the rsth.
J. W. TERRY, Dist. J.res.
NOTICE
Be it known that Bro. J. L. Pride was silenced
as an Elder on the 17th day of February, r889, by
Rob!. Oehring, in charge of Dakota.
WANTED.
To know the whereabouts of Elder S. ]. Madden. He was at Keighley, Kansas, when last
heard from. My address is I424 2d. St., Sacra.mento, California. MRS CAROLINE SPURGIN.
ADDRESSER.

John '!'. Davies, 5 Park avenue, Llanelly, Carmarthen
~hire.

"taleR.

G. A. Blakeslee. presiding Bishop~ Galien,Michigan.

J. H. Peters, Coleman, Midland Co., Michigan.
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LAMONI PATRIOT.

SAilBATu SC !OOL BOOKS.

LA1IBERT BHO'l'HERS, publishers of trhe Patriot, Lan1oni,
Ia., are ofrering their paper onlj month for ten cents as a

Compendium of Faith, for higher classes, bound in
sprinkled Leather, each.... .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. _., . S'i1 00
The same bouud in Cloth........ . .. . .. .. .. ... ~. . . .
75
Question Book, for intermediate classes, each 25c.,
per dozen .. . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. . _. _. . . . . . .
2.50

"trial trip.~' It contain!!! fifty six columns, including for~
eign and domestic ne\ovs:~ an editorial page, which aims to
reflect 'it progressive and healthful sentiment, •'Shorts, ''
"Home,n '·Around the world,'' ••Religious,'' HPersonal"
and "Scientific" departments. Give it a trial.
LAMBER1' BHOTHERS,
2mur4t
LA~10NI, Iowa.

CHICAGO, BURLINGTON & QUINCY
R.R.CO.

SONGS OF ZION.
Per dozen ........... $ x. Each ..... .

'15
4.

ro cts

75
05

PASSENGER DEPARTMENT.

CHICAGO, February 15, r889.
NOTICE.
C. B. & Q. Editorial Milage Tickets are not
good on the line of the St. Louis Bridge & Tunnel Company between East St. Louis and St.
Louis.
That privilege was printed on the tickets in
error.
P. S. EusTIS,
Gen '1 Passenger and Ticket Agent.

}'ARM FOR SAU<:.-235 ACRES.
Thirteen miles east of Lamoni and one-half mile north
of Pleast.wton, 100 acres in tim her pasture set in blue grass,
b~lance 1n meadow and plow land. New 7 room cottage,
with :3 porches. 2 pantrys and fine rock cellar, the most
snlH3tantial house in tile township; small orchard. out
houses, granary and lar~e belrn 4;2x6;C, basement the entire
leugth of it, and shiugled sheds ou the east side and south
end; 2 cemented ci~terns~ 5 wells and 3 ponds, wlth abuu.d~
a nee of water for etock. VV 111 Re1l at a sacrifice rather than
rent. A big bargain for somebody.
WJ.II. ANDERSON,
2martH
l_)LEASA N'roN, Decatur Co., Iowa.

HOUSE :I<'OR SALE,
111or f3ale uNo. one frame house of five roomsj good

eel~

lar with hot air furnace. water ln the hoi1se, an acre of
ground and small orchard west of the Temple, Kirtland,
Ohio. Jl'or further information il1qnire of
JOHN GiLLESPIE,
2mar4t
Boz. 28, CLEVEI~AND, Ohio.

---; A Family Newspaper.:--THE INDEPENDENT PATRIOT
ProvideB its readers weekly with

56 COLUMNS
Of readiog matter) including Don1estic and Foreign News,
Home, Around the World, Religious, Scientific and· Personal departments, and aims to ~eep its readers thoroughly acqumnted with the striking features of the 'vorld's
progre~tl. 1'ry it and know for yourself. Sample copy
free. One dollar per year.
LAYIBEHT BRO'rH.EHS, PunLisnERs,
25aug
Lamoni. Decatur Co .. Jowa.

D. li'.

NICHOLSON, Cash~er.

LAMONI
Will attend to any Business for Non-Residents

entrnsted to our care.

CHlWNOLO~lCAL

BY A. J. MAPES.
Ltmp Cloth, 103 pages, price 35 cts.

ESTATE

75

AGENTS,

West Lexington Street,
INDEPENDENCE,

TO ELDERS, PRIESTS, AND OTHERS.
O all persons t-(Cl1ding UB the lJUIDP.S Of TWO PERSONS

T

ae subscribers to the INDEPENDENCE GAZE'l'TE
for oue year, with the cash, we will send, prepaid, a copy
of the "Elders' Diary., ~'l_1he subscription price of the
Gazette is $1 a year.
LUFF' & CRICK.
We want Agents everywhere, ma.Ie and female, and
will pay good cash comml8Biou. "\Vrite us for particulars
LUFF
&
CRICK.
:)6j an
Independence, Mo.

WORLD S'fORY

REAL

MISSOURI.

For sale by

Bro. H. R. MILLS, Independence Mo.

RE1'0LD;

1'he Scientific Defense of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound in cl-oth, price $1.

S. F. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.
The printed name on the colored label on your par
per gives the date to which your subscriptiOn has been
?aid. If it shows you arc in arrears, please renew.
~

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,

UtlTEClUSM::

Or, Key to the Chronology of the Bible.

AND THE

75

THE CHICAGO TIMES believes that ne1JJS makes
and "sells" a newspaper.
IT BELIEVES that the public
news,
all the news, the latest news.
IT BELIEVES that in printing the news a newspaper must print the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth,
IT BELIEVES in printing the truth without .tear
or favor, uncolored by prejudice or predilection,
unbiased by personal interests or preferences,
regardless of parties, cliques, or individuals.
THE CHICAGO TIMES, with wise extravagance,
uses its unrivaled facilities for collecting and
spreading all the news before its readers in an
attractive manner and in a readable style.
THE CHICAGO TIMES has quadrupled its circu·
lation in less than one year under its new management since the reduction of the price ol' its
daily edition from 5 to 2 cents a copy,
THE CHICAGO TIMES is in every sense of the
word a great metropolitan journal. It circulates
in all parts of. the United States and Canada, and
and is read wherever the English'1language is
spoken.
THE CHICAGO TIMES, while printing all the
news of the day, from all parts of the world, likely to be of interest to its readers, chronicle& w\th
careful attention to details the daily history of
the great"city in which it is published and of that
great western country of which Chicago is the
political, financial, commercial, and social center.
REGULAR SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
Daily and ~unday Times, one year, ...... $8 oo
Daily and Sunday Times, six months ...... 4 oo
Daily Times, one year .................. _. 6 oo
Daily Times, six months ..... , ............ .3 oo
Sunday Times, one year.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 oo
Saturday Times, one year. ................ 1.50
Weekly Times, one year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r.oo
The above rates are net and will be
you
until further notice. Please send
m·der,
registered letter, or postal note. Terms invariably cash in advance. Address
THE TIMES, Cltica~;'·o.
2mar4t

Interest Allowed on Time Deposits.
A

40
25

Next to Warnky's Gallery.

AUTUMN

EAVES,

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Priee per year
l!l!ll..liiO.
M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

VV elsh Hymn Book.
We have on hand ahont 100 copies of a book, emitled
''Liyfr Hymnan at Wasanaeth Eglwys Iesu Grist, Ad-Reoleiddedig Saint y Dydd Diweddaf. '' There are 393 hymns
in Welsh and 33 in English. It is published by the church
in Wales, and sent here for sale. Sixty cents each, f:ree of
postage: bound in fnll leather, marbled edgeo.
~ The date accompanying your name on the small
colored label on each paper shows the time to which your
subscription has been paid. When payments are made
the date is changed, which answers for a receipt.

Containing valuable matter in relation to
Calling of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery
Translation of the Book of Mormon and the
Angelic bestowal of the Priesthood. '
In paper covers 8c. each, per dozen .•••••• , 75
Without covers 5c. each, per dozen .•.• , • • • 50
MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Human
Here and Hereafter, by A. Wilford
; 544 pages .... 1 50
Universalism
Itself; 336 pages •... 1 00
Josephus,
library leather ........ 3 50
Gibson's Decline
Fall ofthe Roman Empire, cloth boards, 5 volumes ............. 4 00
Mosheim's Church History, 2 vols .......... 4 00
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) ... 1 80
Rollin's Ancient History, 2 vols. in one .... 4 00
The Koran, library leather .................. 2 00
Gieselar's Ecclesiastical History, from A. D.
1 till 1854, cloth boards, 5 vols ........... 10 00
The Ecclesiastical History of E11sebius Pamphilus, Bishop of C::esarea and Palestine , 2 00
Cruden's Complete Concordance of Bible .. 1 75
Bible Text Book ................... ., ••••. 1 00
Apocrypha:l New Testament...•••• ,, ••••.. l 6.'5
Brown's Concordance of Bible ..•••••.• , • • 60
Emerson's Ready Bindel', Hemld
85

!d-.....
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD OF THE Lonn: FOB THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE IT liE ONE W, -~: AND CONOUJIINEB
HE SHAJ,L HAVE NoNE."-Pagg 116, Book of Mor131on, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN snouLD RAVE ONE Wn'E, AND ONE Wo>IAN BUT ONE HusBAND: ExcEPT IN CAsE OF DEATH, WREN EITHER
IS A'r LIBERTY TO l\IARRY AGAIN. "-Page 3:30, Book of Covenants and Co~mandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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ER.ALD:

Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Uay Saints
Pl!JBI..ISHED .AT I~AJIONI, DECA'_fL'n:. CouNTY,
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Every Saturday. Price $;~?.:~5 per year.
The Traveling ]linistry, Dishict and Hrand1 Presidents 1
and the Bishop's Agents. m·e requ2f.ted to solicit new sub~
scribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
department.
Business Letters and ;.; "l>errintion
Dancer. by P. 0. Order. ""''"t••rc•fi
Entererl
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JOSEPH SMITH

W. W.

BLAIR
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"INDIANA MORMONS."

WE are in receipt of infl.uential papers
from Louisville, Kentucky; Utica, New
York; Detroit, Michigan, and .elsewhere,
containing an article on "The Indiana
Mormons" in particular, and "Mormonism" in general, illustrated with cu's of
Elders M. R. and Columbus Scott, "Rev.
W. W.
" "Mount Eden Temple,"
"Scott's Grave," etc., etc., some pans of
said article being true, but much of it distorted or false.
As the document . was
no doubt, to create
morbid tastes rather
than to state clean, well authenticated
facts, it has doubtless been published in
scores and hundreds of
sensational
papers in America. And
it panders
to the fun-lover and yarn-reader, it nevE-rtheless tells some truths touching the faith,
doctrine, good moral character and progressiveness of the "] o&ephites"
being true, we are thankful for, because on
tho;c.e points it presents us fairly well. Besides this, it makes the distinction oharp
and broad that exists between the "Josephites" and the "Brigbamites," and prominently so on the questions of polygamy
and the leadership of the church. Paul
said to the Philippians, "Some indeed
preach Christ even of envy and strife; and
some also of good will; the one preach
Christ of contention, not sincerely, supposing to add affliction to my bonds;
but the other of
knowing that I am
set forth for the
of the gospel.
vVhat then? notwithstanding, every way,
whether in pretence, or in truth, Christ is
preached; and I therefore do rejoice, yea,
and will rejoice." And we rejoice in the
ag·itation of the matter of the great latter
day work, even though it be done through
"envy," or "strife," or "'contention," or
"'pretense," for we know that the more
opposed and talked of the greater headway
it will make in due time when the unsul~.ied truth reache~ the people by means of
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our teachers of the press, the pulpit, or the
fireside. Only last Sunday one of our efficient helpers in gospel work told us her
mother and father filled her mind with
yarns
Mormonism when young,
which served to cause her to investigate
and
the gospel when opportunity
offr:red. When Satan, his emissaries, or
superstitious and misguided people, seek to
hinder and overthrow the work of God
and
men and women, the results of
their efforts are often found to be the very
reverse of what they sought. And of no
bas this been more true than of the
Stints in the~e latter days who
hr1e waited upon the Lord faithfully, and
endured in keeping his com·
mand ments. We thank our opposers when
abroad even a little truth
latter day work; and if they igor maliciou,ly misrepresent us and
our
we still thank them for calling
attention to the work so that the public
be advertized of it and be led to init and judge for themselves as to
its merits.
OuR recent visit (March 3d to sth) to Luwas a season of refreshing, for
the Saints united, active and
'\N e have never met with that
when we were better pl~:ased with
it. The Lor.J was present by the power
of his
and all were edified and
cheered. VI/ e think prospects are good
for further increase both in numbers and
in usefulnes~ and good! y influence. Their
Sunday School, now under the superintendency of Sr. Birchell, is making fine
and notabi v in the direction of
Tbis is. well. Bv the way,
entire Decatur district is m~king very
decided gains in everv direction, but esin unity, in diligence, and in spirLamoni, Davis City, Pieasanton.
Allendale, and other branches and
all show solid and important
in every way.
W. P. Brown and others, h1s fellows,
or sympathizers and he] pers, predicted
months ago division and overthrow
Reorganiz.,tion here and elseIt is time they saw the falsity of
and hopes by which they were
the Reorganized Church was
never as pro<:perous and progressive as
new and during the past two years; nor
has there been a time in the past twenty
y0ars when the Saints have been edified
and confirmed by the gifts and signs and
graces of the Spirit as they have b0en
since 1886; nor has there ever been a time
when the faithful elders have been universally blessed of God in their ministration of the word and ordinances to a great-
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er degree than during the past two years.
The fires of opposition have come to the
church from without, and also by some
who were once in the church, but the Infinite One is turning it all to good account
for the faithful Saints, and to the utter exposure and discomfiture of those who either openly or secretly seek to annoy, injure,
or overthrow the work of God. Let the
Saints "Be still, and know that the Lord
is God," and that "the reins are in His
hands."
"THE RELIC LIBRARY."

SucH is the title of a prospectus sent u~,
accompanied by a letter, by John K.
Sheen, of York, Nebraska, in which he
seeks subscribers for his work and says,
"DON'T GET LEFT. Don't rlelay.in
sending in )OUr name anci subscription,
as only a limited number of each issue will
be published, and delay m;c;y cause you to
Jose the first is~ues. SEND IMMEDIATELY. Two DOLLARS FOR 24 NUMBERS."
And in another place he says, "No single
numbers sold."
When at Lucas, Iowa, a few days since,
this same "prospectus" was shown us and
inquiry made about it and as to the responsibility of its author. Since then similar inquiries have been made.
We do not propose to accept Mr.
Sheen's solicitations and send him "Two
dollars" for his projected uncertainty.
We have known him and some of his
very peculiar movements since r867; and
his "cheek" in asking us to subscribe for
his unborn, unendorsed and unsecured
- - - i s only fqualled by his brazen presumption. No; we have not the slightest
intention of sending him the "Two dollars" he so urgently requests, and for the
hest of reasons some of which will appear
in this.
To inform our readers somewhat in
regard to Mr. John K. Sheen, we
have to say, first, that he is not and
never has been a member of the ReorganizE-d Church (though wme suppose he is or has been); second, that
he has been an enemy to some of the
leading officers of the church since or hefore 1868; third, that he was discharged
from the Herald Publishing- House about
that time for alleged disorderly and abusive conduct; fourth, that he violently assaulted Bro. Henry A. Stebbins, in the
presence of Brn. I. L. Rogers and E.
Banta, in Plano, Illinois, about July 7th,
1874; later on he violently assaulted Bro.
E. Banta on the streets of Sandwich, Iilinois, and was arrested therefor by order of
the City Marshall, and since then, by letters
and slips sent to various persom, he has
sought to bring discredit on editorial state-
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--------ments of the HERALD and to invalidate
historical facts of the past; and now he
writes me saying: "So far as you and I
are concerned there are no 'bygones to let
be bygones,' that I am aware of."
As to his responsibility, we are not
aware that he has any settled business, or
that he owns a dollar, but have been tolJ
that he derives support for himself and
familv at the hands of his aged mother.
we mention this that those ~whose subscriptions he solicits may judge of h1s responsibility to publish such a work as he
advertises. And we have written as we
have that our patrons may judge whether
John K. Sheen is likely to publish such a
work as they desire to patronize.
Those who are known and tried friends
of the Latter Day Saints are publishing
works in the interest of truth and right,
and they will continue to increase and
multiply such works as fast as demanded.
It is not wisdom to trust, or to strengthen
the hands of those who have ever been
and still are the enemies and opposers of
the work of God, whoever they may be.
Tesus said. "Take heed that no man de";;eive you/' and such is our advice now.

"Doctrine and Covenants" publicly discussed and adopted by the assembled quorums of the church in Kirtland,
17th, 1835, (five years and fouY months
after the church was
including
the "Minutes"· of that
all assert
that the church "was
6~:h,
x83o." "President John Whitmer,"
ent and acting for '·the High
the church in Missouri," (cif which Da·vid
Whitmer was then the president) "testified
that it [the Book of Doctrine rmd Covenants] was true," thereby
its
statements that April 6th, 1830 was the
time the church was organized, also the
time when Joseph and· Oliver, the first
ministers of the church, were ordained elders. See Messenger and
page
r6r.
To this may be added the
timonies of Joseph Smith
Oliver Cowderv, his "sookesman,"
phi z: 2, 3), who unifo.rmly and
taught the same things.
Vvhen these
united testimonies, given so near the times
when the church was organized, are contradicted by darkened souls who "hid
away their talent in a napkin" and became
-W. W. BLAIR.
saddened and soured through their ovvn
unfaithfulness and wilfulnes§, the result
will finfllly appear in their own inconsistTHE CHURCH-WHEN ORGANIZED.
ency and untrustworthiness. Such wouldBRo. L. B. RICHMOND of Wells ville, be reformers lack the divine credentials of
K:msas, asks to know how many had been truth, and reason, and Scripture, and
baptized before the church was organized heavevly call and appointment for such
April 6th, 1830, also as to whether there work, and in due time "their folly will be
·
were any elders ordained before that day. manifest to all men."
It is not improbable that there were
He says the reason he asks these questions
is because David Whitmer, in his "Ad- more than ~ix persons baptized prior to
The historv of the
dress," states that before April 6th, 1830, April 6th, 1830.
three branches of the church bad been es- church on the points in question reads as
tablished, also that he (Whitmer) claims follows:
to have been baptized and ordained an el"We still continued the work of translation,
ller in June, 1829.
when in the ensuing month, (May, 1829,) we on a
David Whitmer, in his old age and con- certain day went into the woods to pray, and infused condition of mind evidentlv made quire of the Lord respecting baptism for therenumerous mistakes besides those ir;dicated mission of sins, as we found mentioned in Lhe
by Bro. Richmond, and it is not at all translation of the plates. While we were thus
strange that he, forgetting, should make employed, praying and calling upon the Lord, a
mistakes as to dates especially.
messeng<"r from heaven descended in a cloud of
As to the time when the church was light, and having laid his hands upon us, he ororganized, the united test_imony of the dained us saying unto us, 'Upon you, my fellow
public records of the church fixes it on servants, in the name of Messiah, I confer the
A~ril·6th, 1830, as set forth in the "Book
priesthood of Aaron, which holds the keys of the
of Commandments," which Dnvid Whitministering of angels, and of the gospel of repentmer and his fellows endorsed, (see sec. 24:
ance, and of bapti5m by immersion for the rez); also in the "Evening and jlforning
mission of sins, and this shall never be taken
Star, published in Independence, June,
again from the earth, until the sons of Levi do
r832, page z, in both of which the same
language is used as in Doctrine and Cove- offer again unto the Lord an offering in righteousnants 17: I. These facts were uniformlv ness." He said this Aaronic priesthood had not
taught and published to the church and the power of laying on of hands for the gift of the
the world in the most public manner, and, Holy Ghost, but that this should be conferred on
us hereafter; and he com maned us to go and he
so far as we are aware, were never questioned until the rise of Whitmerism. If baptized, and gave us directions that I should
these §tatements, so commonly and pub- baptize Oiiver Cowdery, and afterwards that he
licly set forth, were incorrect, why were should baptize me.
"Accordingly we went and were baptized; I
they not opposed, refuted and corrected
during the lifetime of the men and women baptized him first and afterwards he baptized me;
who were the first members of the church after which I laid my hands upon his head and
and knew the facts? Is it reasonable that ordained him to the Aaronic priesthood, and afthey, knowing the facts, were so unjust terward he laid his hands on me and ordained me
and unchristian as to sit idly by and see to the same priesthood, for so we were commandthem misstated or perverted? These same ed.
records-" Evening aad Jk[orning Star,"
'-The messenger who visited us on this occaslon
"Book of Commandments," also the and conferred this priesthood upon us said that

his name was John, the same that is called John
the Baptist in the New Testament, and that he
acted under the direction of Peter, James and
John, who held the keys of the priesthood of
Melchisedeck, which priesthood he said should in
due time, be conferred on us, and that I should
be called the first elder, and he the second. It
was on the 15th day of May, r829, that we were
baptized and ordained under the hand of the
messenger."-Times and Seasons, vol., 3:865-6.

To this agrees the testimony of Oliver
Cowdery, published October, 1834·• in
111'essenger and Advocate and as found in
the "Cowdery letters," page 3· In the
following- month of June, Joseph the Seer
baptized Hyrum Smith and David Whitmer, and Oliver Cowdery baptized Peter
Whitmer Jr., in Seneca lake, New York.
Later on in the same month the following
events transpired as is related in the "History of] ost>ph Smith," found in the Times
and Seasons, volume 3, page 915:
"We now became anxious to have that promise realized to ns which the angel that conferred
upon us the Aaronic Priesthood had given us,
viz., that, provided we continued faithful, we
should also have the Melchesidec Priesthood,
which holds the authority of the laying on of
hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost. We had
for some time made this matter a subject of
humble prayer, and at length we got together in
the chamber of Mr. Whitmer's house in order
more particularly to seek of the Lord what we
now so earnestly desired: and here to our unspeakable satisfaction did we realize the !:ruth of the
Savior's p1 omise, 'Ask, and you ~hall receive,
seek, and you shall find, knock anti it shall be
opened unto you;' for we had not long been engaged in solemn and fervent prayer, when the
word. of the Lord came to us in the chamber,
commanding us that I should ordain Oliver
Cowdery to be an elder in the church of Jesus
Christ, and that he also should ordain me to the
same office, and then to ordain others as it
should be made known u;,to us from time to
time: we were however commanded to defer
this our ordination until such times as it should
be practicable to have our brethren, who had
been and who should be baptized assembled together, when we must have their sanction to our
thus proceeding to ordain each other, and have
them decide by vote whether they were willing
to accept us as spk~tual teachers or not, when also we were commanded to bless bread and break
it with them, and to take wine, bless it, and
drink it with them, afterward proceed to ordain
each other according to commandment, then call
out such men as the Spirit should dictate, and
ordain them, and then attend to the laying on of
hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost, upon all
those whom we had previously baptized; doing
all things in the name of the Lord.
"The following commandment will further illustrate the nature of our calling to this Priesthood as well of that of others who were yet to
be sought after."

Passing on to April 6th, 1830, we have
the following which sets forth
when, how and by whom the church was
organized:
"Whilst the Book of Mormon was in the hands
of the printer, we still continued to bear testimony, and give information, as far as we had opportunity, and also made known to our brethren
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that we had received commandment to organize
the church; and accordingly we met together for
that purpose at the house of the above mentioned
Mr. Whitmer, (being six in number) on Tuesday
the sixth day of April, A. D. one thousand, eight
hundred and thirty.
"Having opened the meeting by solemn prayer
to our heavenly Father we proceeded, (according
to previous commandment) to ca)l on our brethren to know whether they accepted us as their
teachers in the things of the kingdom of God,
and whether they were satis"fied that we should
proceed and be organized as a church according
to said commandment which we had received.
To these they consented by an unanimous vote.
I then laid my hands upon Oliver Cowdery and
ordained him an elder of the· "Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints." After which he
ordained me also to the office of an elder of said
church. We then took bread, blessed it, and
brake it with them, also winr>, blessed it, and
drank it with them. We then laid our hands on
eaeh individual member of the church present
that they might receive the gift of the Holy
Ghost, and be confirmed members of th" Church
of Christ. The Holy Ghost was poured out
upon us to a very great degree. Some prophesied, whilst we all praised the Lord and rejoiced
exceedingly. Whilst yet together I received the
following commandment:
"Revelation to ':fosepk Smitk ':Jr., given April6t!t,
I830.
"Behold there shall be a record kept among
you, and in it thou shalt be called a seer, a translator, a prophet, an apostle of Jesus Christ, an elder of the church through .the will of God the
Father, and the grace of your Lord Jesus Christ;
being inspired of the Holy Ghost to lay the foundation thereof, and to build it up unto the most
holy faith; which church was organized and establiEhed, in the year of your Lord eighteen
hundred and thirty, in the fourth month, and on
the sixth da.y of the month, which is called
April. [See Book Commandments p. 4.S J
"V'i'herefore, meaning "the church, thou shalt
give heed unto all his words, and commandments, which he shall give unto you, as he receiveth them, walking in all holiness before me:
for his word ye shall receive, as if from mine
own mouth, in all patience and faith; for by doing these things, the gates of hell shall not prevail against you: yea, and the Lord God will
disperse the powers of darkness from before you,
and cause the heavens to shake for your good,
and his name's glory. For thus saith the Lord
God, him have I inspired to move the cause of
Zion in mighty power for good; and hls diligence
know, and his prayers I have heard:
Yea, his weeping for Zion I have seen, and I
will cause that he shall mourn for her no longer,
for his days of rejoicing are come unto the
remission of his sins, and the ·manifestations of
my blessings upon his works.
"For behold, I will bless all those who labor in
my vineyard, with a mighty blessing, and they
shall believe on his words, which a.re given him
through me, by the Comforter, which manifesteth that Jesus was crucified by sinful men for the
sins of the world; yea, for the remission of sins
unto the contrite heart. Wherefore, it behooveth me, that he should be ordained by you,
Oliver Cowdery, mine apostle; this being an ordinance unto you that you are an elder under
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his band, he being the first unto you, that you
might be an elder unto this Church of Christ,
bearing my name; and the first preacher of this
church, unto the church, and before the world;
yea, before the Gentiles: yea, and thus saith the
Lord God, lo, lo, to the Jews also. Amen."

Such is the authentic and we..!! sustained
history of the time, and place, and manner of conferring the two priesthoods, the
ordination of the first Elderst' also the organi:~ation of the church, the facts of
which were publicly taught and known to
the church from the first, and were never
questioned or contradicted till long after
the death of both Joseph and Oliver and
many other of the early witnesses, and
when questioned it was by those who, for
what: were considered good reasons were
disfellowshipped by the church, to whom
may be added a sm:->11 class of opinionated,
self-wiiled would-be reformers and selfcalled leaders, a similar class to some who
turned away from the early Christian
church, rejected some of its doctrines, resister! and maligned its chief officers, and
yet claimed to be advocates and defenders
of the primitive, true faith. The Saints
may ever watch and pray that they may
escape the blindness, confusion and ruin of
such self-made reformers. They should
ever stand with and by those whom the
Lord
and who are approved of
heaven
the power and light and gifts
of the
Spirit.

against them and advocate theories never
held, but always controverted and denounced by the Reorganized Cimrch?
lYir. Robinson, your own words condemn
you-here they are:
DAVIS CITY, Iowa, Dec. 6th, 1888.
Bro. SF. Walker:- Your letter of a recent date
came to hand when my time was very much occupied in preparing matter and arranging for my
forthcoming periodical, The Return, and other
pressing duties; but notwithstanding, I hav;e devoted some time in looking up my journals,
which I kept in those days, to see if I could find
any allusion to the subject you inquire about,
but so far have not found any, therefore can not
give the exact date of the occurence.
In r868 and r869, (some years after I had united
with the Reorganized Church, and after it had
been spoken of by the brethren at Plano and
Sandwich, Ill., to look out a location for a settlement, or gathering place for the Latter Day
Saints), I spent a considerable time in Washington City on business, and while there, one morning, after daylight, just as I awoke from sleep, I
heard, as it were, a multitude of voices singing
tke first verse only of the hymn commmencing
with these words: "Give us room that we may
dwell, Zion's chidren cry aloud," and at the
same instant it was manifested to me the country
where they were located. It was west, and along
the state line of Iowa and Missouri, a few miles
west of my then residence, near Pleasanton,
Iowa.
Respectfully your Brother,
E. RoBINSON.

E. ROBINSON'S VISION.

WE give herewith by permission of Bro.
Walker, a letter he received from Ebenezer Robinson which speaks for itself and
proves that the latter has but little confidence in the vision related, or that he has
some
interpretation" for it so that
it will not (with him) Rpply to the gathering of the Saints by the Reorganization,
"in the regions round about," beginning
at and about Lamoni. If his vision related to a gathering of the Saints by the
Reofganized Church "a few miles west"
of Pleasanton, Iowa, why is he not obedient to that vision? Why is he arrAyed
against those whom he claims "a multitude of voices" testified from heaven were
"Zion's children!" Is he now wiser than
the Giver of that vision? or is he blinded
by the "mists of darkness" and "found
fig hi ing against God?"
We have heard him-and scores who
read this have also heard him-endone the
location made at Lamoni and relate his vision in confirmation of it. And again we
ask, If heaven by open vision and "a multitude of voices" revealed the fact to him
in 1868, or r869, that "Zion's children"
would begin to locate "along the state line
of Iowa and Missouri a few miles west of
my [his] then residence near Pleasanton,
Iowa," why is he now found opposing
and contenrling against the work these
"Zion'~. children" have in hand?
Their
doctrines', principles, theories and general
working are now the same as in 1868-9; and
ina,;much as heaven then endorsed them
as "Zion's cl:ildren," thereby endorsing
thei;· general work, by what authority and
on what grounds does Mr. Robinson turn

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

\NE have many letters on hand which we

can not publish for want of space. We
have others we do not print because too
long, while others are too ·per~onal in pointing out real or supposed errors and evils
of other people. \Vhen persons write for
the press they should avoid personalities
so far as possible; they should condense
their words into as small space as at all
practicable; and they should write only
when they have something of value to the
general readers to communicate. Besides
all this, they should write plainly so the
compositors can read their manuscript, and
write on one side of the sheet only.
President Joc;eph Smith wrote us from
Los Angeles, California, the 25th and 26th
ult.
He was having some interestingmeetings. He and Bro. Burton were called to Santa Ana by telegram saying that
Bro. John Garner was dying.
Sr. Ellen Oakman of Ponders End,
England, writes that she rejoices in the
good cause. Bro. William Newton had
visited them, and by hi-; labors and wise
counsel had brought much good to the
Saints there. She states that she loves the
Home Column which has done her much
good and prays that the Lord may bless it
to many.
Bro. William Anderson, formerly of
St. Louis, Missouri, and late of Pleasanton, Iowa. h11~ permanently located his
family at Lamoni.
Bro. D. W. Shirk of Crawford, Nebraska, writes that he feels welJ in the faith
and is trying to m~ke use of every opportunity to do his duty.
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Bro. J. W. Chatburn writes from HarHlri; Iowa, the 28th ult., that Bro. C. E.

Butterworth preached "two good sermons"
there of late, and that prospects were fair
for having prosperous times in church
matters.
•
Sr. Mary Anable of Grand Blanc,
Michigan, also expresses gratitude to her
heavenly Father for the gospel and the
blessings that obedience to it has brought
to her family .. She mentions the faithful
labor and toil of Bro. J. A. Carpenter
through whose preaching she heard the
truth. Herself and husband are trying to
let their light shine as all should do.
In our last issue we called attention to a
letter from Bro. Daniel Jones of Webster,
Nebraska.
It failed to appear in that
issue, but will be found in this. Read it.
In its proper department will be found
an interesting letter from Bro. R. J. Anthony in respect to the death of the late
Sr. Wilson of Salt Lake city. We knew
Bro. and Sr. \Vilson, and have passed many
happy seasons in their society when in
Salt Lake city. We trust our Father in
heaven mlly console and sustain our bereaved brother.
Bro. I. N. Roberts writes from Cooke's
Point, Texas, the 27th ult., saying: "Good
news from all parts of the mission. We
have built us a good church house here."
In a late letter from San Francisco, California, Bro. C. A. Parkins says: "All goes
well in our branch. Am doing the best I
can to live in harmony with the section in
Doc. & Cov. on faith, and am trying to
present the word as often as practicable."
We are compelled to 'imply make extracts from a large number of letters, owing to the large number received.
Bro.]. M. Terry wrote from St. Joseph,
Missouri: "Our quarterly conference passed pleasantly. We had a good attendance
at the Sunday services. I never loved this
great work so well as now."
Sr. Annie B. Fisher, a young convert
to the faith of but fourteen years of age,
writes from Newark, Dakota, in earnest
spirit; testifying of her gratitude for blessings received since entering the fold.
Bro. David Brand, of Marengo, Illinois,
an aged and faitbful veteran in the cause,
writes that he is still firm in the faith and
knows it will prevail. He mentions the
inconsistent teachings set forth in "the Return" a copy of which has reached him,
and states that he is not beguiled by its deceptive philosophy. He says, "It is no use
to send me such stuff for I received a witness that I can never forget. This church
IS of God and nothing can overthrow it,
unless it shall transgress the law of God
given in the three books."
Bro. J. F. McDowell wrote us from
Magnolia the 4th instant that, ~by request
of Saints in Iowa and permission of Bro.
J. R. Lambert, president of mission, he
had been laboring in various places in Iowa
of late, with fair success, and intended to
prolong his stay for a season. His. health
has improved very much, also his nervous
and spiritual condition. He intended to
labor some in Little Sioux, and perhaps
engage in a discussion at or near Marathon,
Iowa, in the near future.

We answer no questions nor
letters j THE Independent Patriot's Davis City
or communications except
with correspondent thus reports the labors of
proper name of writers.
Bro. M. H. Forscutt in the issue for FehWe have scores of
ruary zoth:
and hope to find time
"Elder Forscutt came in last Saturday and
to answer them.
preached Saturday evening, Sunday morning
Bro. W. A. vVihberley of Ironton, Law- and evening in the Saints Chapel. On Sunday
rence county, Ohio, writes that he baptiz- he baptized three and on Monday five more. One
ed two recently at that place.
of th~ number had been previously baptized by
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

WE extract the following from
letter
dated Wilbur, Nebraska, March 6th, from
Bro. R. M. Elvin:
"My trip here has been productive of good
both spiritually and temporally. Five wert: added by baptism, all adults; over six hundred dollars was raised to build a church, and three hundred and eighty dollars tithing placed in the
hands of the Bishop's agent. The outlook is the
best for the work that I ever saw here."

It should be remembered that \Vilbur
is the place where Clark Braden declared
his intention of killing Mormonism root
1 and brand:.
"War
the knife and the
knife to the hilt," was his pompous declaration, and the above is a result of the
"extermination."
Under date of March 4th, Bro. Frank
Criley thus wrote from Allegheny City,
Pennsylv11nia:

to

•·Our district conference was held here Saturday and Sunday, and all passed off pleasantly and
up to expectations with the exception of the sorrow felt for our beloved Bro. E. C. Briggs in his
siCkness. His son is here, and we are doing all
we can for him We had quite \1 good attendance
at conference. Brn. E. L Kelly and G. T.
Griffiths were present. Bro. W. H. Garntt is
now district president, and Bro. W. C. H. Noble secretary, and prospects are bright, if we
only get the proper missionaries from Gr:neral
Conference. I think we as a district arc entitled to our share of good ·ones. 0Llr treasury
makes qnite a good showing-over three thousand dollars were paid in this
know
our numbers and ability. Expect
at the General Conference."

THE following preamble and resolutions
are a clear and ardent expression of the
esteem m which our late Bro. T. R. Badham was held by those who k;1ew him in
intimate social relations:
Castle Hall,
Gauntlet Lodge K. of P., No. 12!l,
Los ANGEI>ES, Cal., Jan. 1fith, 1889.

Whereas: The silent Messenger of Death has
entered our ·midst, removing therefrom our beloved Chancellor Commander and brother, J. R.
Badham: And
Whereas: Feeling that in the death of J. R.
Badham, our order, and Gauntlet Lodge in particular, has lost a valuable and earnest worker;
and
Whe•eas: By his death the family of our de·
ceased brother have suffered a deep and irreparable loss, Be it therefore
Resolved: That Gauntlet Lodge No. 129. K. of
P., tender the bereaved family of our late brother
our sincere and heartfelt sympathy in this the
hour of their deep affliction. And be it. fm·ther
Resolved: That a copy of these resolutions be
spread in full upon the minu.tes of this Lodge,
and a copy of the same engrossed and forwarded
to the family of our deceased hrother. ·
CLIVE A. RICHEY, ~
W. M. TAYI.OR,
Com.
M. C. WESTBROOK,

E. Robinson and not feeling satisfied she desired
rebaptism. Others are believing."
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
~ues.--Do

you think Saints should visit go-asyou-please walking matches, or theaters, or take
friends to visit beer cellars and disreputable parts
of the city?
Ans.--No. Evil associations corrupt character.
All should shun the appearance of evil.
~.-Does an elder need an ordination to act as
teacher in a branch to which he belongs?
A -No.
An elder may officiate in all the
offices less than his, if regularly called to them.

EDITED RY SISTER "FRANCES.''

"For art and labor met in truce,
For beant.y made the bride of nse,
We thank thee: but withal we crave
The austere virtue8, strong to save,
The honor, proof to p1ace or gold,
The manhood never bourrht nor t'Old !.,

WINTER.

The bright autumnal days are past,
And winter, stern, has come at last,
With chillin!J: winds and frosts-severe,
And snowy storms so cold and drear.
How dry and hard the leafless trees I
How sad their wailing 'mid the breeze I
Like those who mourn for lost ones dear-Fit requiem for a dying year.
The song-birds cheerful voice is still,
Ice-bound each~murmuring- creek and rill,
Snow-clad the fields. Alas! bow drear
Is winter, when it comes"severe I
And oh, how dreaded when one's lot
By heaven is cast where wealth is not;
Where want comes in. and day by day
Compels eaeb one to toil away!

No doubt the widow's heart is sad,
Her little ones so poorly clad;
Her stock of fuel almost gone,
And snow still deep on ,;,ood and lawn.
'l'he soldier, too, with g-allant form,
Exposed to each rude blast and storm,
Must oft' at night.fall rest his bead
Upon earth's cold and frozen bed.
Yet, there are those whose lot is such
'fhat winter ne'er is dreaded much;
Who e'en with pleasure g-reet the snow,
And smile to hear the storm.winds blow.
Oh, what a contrast'·"' Oft with those
Who onght to share alike earth's woes.
The rich should give the poor relief,
The strong help bear the weak ones grief.
Thus soon, might earth's"poor suffering ones,
Be like unto her "favored sons;"
Then. too. might Winter, as it comes,
Be met with joy in all our homes.
0ARRIE1 A, THOMAS.
In the above Jines there is such a sweet, homelike naturalness, and yet an undertone of sadness
and pathos which will bring the unbidden tears
to the eyes of many who knew the writer; and if
we mistake not, will stir emotions In many a
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heart which perhaps has become encased with
selfiishness, all unconscious of the fact. They
will recall a delicate, fragile woman, who while
upon earth bore uncomplainingly her lot of privation and toii, and perhaps they will wonder
that as she went ou~ and came in among them
they never guessed the beating pulses of her
heart were keeping time to thoughts so sad. Today, oh, blessed thought! safe in oneofthe many
mansions Jesus promised to prepare, she feels no
more the rude blasts of winter, nor toils ·beyond
all her strength that loved ones may be cared
for. Selfishne&s shall never enter that blessed
abode, for the Lamb of God is the light of it and
they who are permitted to enter there will know
"All ye are brethren."
God has made this earth very beautiful. There
is beauty and delicacy of workmanship even in
the weed growing up by the highway. These
beauties come from the molding hand of God, at
the bidding of his word, and they have their purpose--they tra'"e their lesson. Shall we read it?
"Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow.
They toil not, neither do thy spin; and yet I say
unto you, that even Solomon in all his glory,
was not arrayed like one of these." What praise
is here bestowed upon God's workmanship in
contradistinction to that of man. Jesus,
while imparting a never-to-be-forgotten lesson of
the necessity of avoiding undue carefulness with
reference to food and raiment, yet taught to him
who readeth carefully, another one. Consider
the lilies-how beautiful they are! yet is their
simplicity the perfection of their beauty. The
crowning workmanship of God was man, and
perhaps the most royally arrayed of the sons of
men was Solomon. "Yet I say unto you," were
the words of Jesus, "that even Solomon in all his
glory was not arrayed like one of these."
Could we estimate the care bestowed upon the
richness of that arrayal-the money wrung from
the hard hand of poverty and toil to provide
therefor-then might we know how little God
regarded such display; nay more, how displeasing it is in his sight.
It is considered the perfection of art that its
apparent simplicity shall conceal its elaborateness. We do not believe God ever intended the
people of his church to be swathed and bundled
up specimens of ugliness.; for if he Lad, the command never would have been given, ''Let all
your garments be plain." If the person does not
beautify the garments, then good taste would
assert the less ornamentation the better. But
this ornamentation, have we ever thought of its
cost? Have we ever dreamed that what was actually of no use or benefit to us, converted in to warm
clothing, food or fuel, would mean to others
comfort, warmth and hope? Have we ever
thought that the time and labor saved, would not
only enable us to visit the sick, to cheer the despondent and comfort those who mourn, but also
to adorn the imperishable part of our bein~ with
Intelligence which would fit us to be the companions of those pure intelligences inhabiting the
mansions of our Father's house?
"'No doubt the widow's heart is sad,
Tier little ones so poorly clad,
Her stock of fuel almost gone,
And snow yet deep on wood and lawn."
L'ife-this present life-is unequal, thus giving opportunity for the disciples of Christ to exercise self-denial and charity. Oh, that we might
;feel and realize this, lest the time come when the

grave mistake we have made reveal itself and it
be too late to remedy it.
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Bro. James Bradley, Amber, I<;wa .. , ...... $ 84
Sr. Jane Bradley, Amber, Iowa ...... , . . . . . 74
Sr. Mary A. Robertson, Amber, Iowa...... 2r
Sr. Violet Hinds, Amber, Iowa.... . . . . . . . . IS
Sr. Elmira Heide, Fulton, Iowa.... . . . . . . . . 50
Sr. Margaret Cuerdon, Po welton, Ill. . .. , . 75
Sr. B. Bardsley, Neola, Iowa ... , . , ........ I oo
Sr. M. Mlllotte, Kansas City, Kan ... , . . . . . . 25
Sr. Sarnh E. Fisher and children, Shenandoah, Iowa .. ,, ....... , ............. , , . , 2 oo
Anti-Slang Society, Shenandoah, Iowa .... , 75
Sr. H. A. Messic, Columbus, Kan ...... , . . . 20
S. Bertha M. Hansen, Downsville, Iowa,... 67
Sr. Alice Hansen, Downsville, Iowa .. , ... , r6
Sr. Emma Lnpworth, Downsvilk, Iowa.... 25
Sr. Janette Harris and children, Bozeman,
Mont ....... , ... , ...................... r 2S
Mother and daughter, Shobe, Mo .......... I oo
Sr. K. V\Tilliarns, Savannah, Ill.,, ... , . , .. , 50
Sr. Mary M. Jacques, Belleville, Ill........
Amos and Amarette Rice, Laddonia, Mo,. I oo
Sr. Rella Elswick, Carson, Iowa .... , ... , .. 3
Bro. T.
Hughes, Rhodes, Iowa .......... 2 75
In
of December 27th, r888, is a credit
of $r to Bro. G F. Skank, which should have
been credited to Sr. Lucy A. Beebe, Henderson,
Iowa.

so
so

Send all n1onevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
Iowa, March 7th.

DIAMONDALE, Mich.
Dear Sistevs:-I hope that I may say some·
thing which may be cheering to you. I love the
gospel and am trying with all my heart to obey
it and keep all the commandments of the Lord,
I can not do it of myself, but God is good and
will give me of his Spirit to help me, for he has
promised that his Spirit would guide into all truth.
I am so
that among so many churches
I have found the church of the living God, and
that God is gathering his people out of the organizations of men into his own church, establishE<d by his authority in these last days to prepare a people for his coming. The bridegroom
will not come until the bride is ready to receive
him. Let us make ready, that we delay not his
coming. Let us be decidedly on the Lord's side,
for we can not serve God and mammon, and it
is so much easier to serve the Lord willingly,
To be decided and say I will, Lord help me.
How quickly the needed strength will come!
Then we will grow in grace and in a knowledge
of the truth. Let us make our garments plain
and put into the treasury of the Lord the means
saved by so doing, and many who know nothing
of the pure gospel and its fulness will hear and
embrace it. The people are fed on such adulterai eel stuff. that many are starving for the pure
gospel and the bread of eternal life,
M.A. WHITE.
OAKLAND, Cal., Feb. 22d.
Sister Frances:- When I read the He. ald, and
Autumn Lea11es and rejoice in the good things
told therein I feel that I must write and express
my appreciation of the effort that is being put
forth to keep the Saints posted in the progress of
the great work. To my eyes it seems that there
is a general awakening to the fact that the time
Is short; .that the Lord's set time to favor Zion
has surely come.
\1/hy should we not awake, and strive earnestly to put from us every vain and foolish thought,
word and deed, and conform ourselves to the
perfect law of the gospel? Oh, while the time

is still ours, may we realize that we all have a
great and important work in the establishing of
righteousness and truth in the earth, by making
ourselves ready to meet the Savior without fear
or shame! What a work before us, and how little we seem to accomplish! But let us patiently
press onward day by day, remembering that
"His mercy endureth forever."
Your sister in the gospel of Christ,
M. E. ANDERSON.
CLEVELAND, Iowa, Feb. r9th.
Sister Walker :-I feel happy to say that I am
counted worthy to bear a humble part among
God's people, for I know this work is true. Many
a testimony have I had that it was of God, and
not of man. The Mite Society and the Prayer
Union are doing great good in our branch. l
have felt the benefit of the latter. When we met
last Thursday the Spirit was with us and that to
bless us, and I can say for myself that I have
more love for my sisters than in times past, and
more love for reading the Scriptures and church
books. Still I do not like to bear my testimony,
Pray for me that I have more strength to overcome that man.fearing spirit.
I am a mother and have one daughter and four
sons; two of the oldest are in the church, I
have my mother living with me. One sister in
the church, and four sisters belong to the M. E.
Church. They never had the chance to hear this
gospel preached. From your sister in Christ,
CLARA SIMPSON.
FuLTON, Iowa, Feb. 27th.
Sister Frances:-It is only a few months since
I was baptized by Bro. J. S. Roth, and I rejoice
that I was led to obey the truth. It took me a
long time to make up my mind to yield to God's
demands; not because I did not believe it to be
the truth, but for fear that in my occupation as a
teacher, I could not live as I ought to as a professor of religion.
But since I obeyed the gospel I
have discovered my mistake, for I can be far
more patient now than before. Oh, how essential-it. is for mothers and teachers to have ·a portion of God's Spirit to help them to be patient in
leading the young, and to be able to set a good
example before them, which shall be worthy of
imitation; for children are great imitators.
Our hearts were made glad two weeks since
by the return of brethren Roth and Ruby, for we
are all young in the work in this branch, and the
sermons of God's servants are always encouraging and edifying to us. On the evening of the
eleventh the brethren opened a new place at the
Cherry Grove School·house, and brother Ruby
preached a good sermon on living faith. After
the sermon Bro. Roth announced that he had
some tracts for distribution, and it was interesting to see the number of hands reaching over
each other to get them. But while Bro. Roth
was handing out tracts, an Advent preacher and
Bro. Ruby came in contact in the other part of
the house, and the Advent brother, in a very
rough way made many false assertions concerning our faith.
Bro. Roth immediately invited
him to be there the nE"xt night, ar,d he would
answer him,
On the following evening the
house was again pack,,d so full that there was no
standing roolil, Bro. Roth was well prepared for
the task and the Spirit of light was upon him.
He examined a number of different histories and
showed up the conflicting stories in each; he also
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proved by the church books and the Kirtland
Temple suit and by other documents our position
as a church to have been grossly misrepresented.
The Reverend demurred at different times during the discourse; but Bro. Roth was in earnest
about his work, and many times almost the entire
congregation applauded him.
After .the sermon Bro. Roth sold ten copies of
the Voice of Warning, and had not enough to
supply the demand. Many said, "I would not
have missed that for ten dollars; no, I would
have walked ten miles rather than missed it,"
etc., etc.
The gentleman has not disturbed nor attended
our meetings since. It opened the eyes of many
who did not know much about our church, and
removed mountains of prejudice.
It makes me rejoice to know that Satan with
all his craft can not overthrow this work, for it is
founded on the rock.
The good work is onward in this district, and
we all hope that the General Conference will return Bro. Roth to this field again, for we know
he is the right man in the right place. May
God's work grow everywhere is my prayer.
Your sister in bonds,
OLLIE SuTTON.
~=====================

BosToN, Mass·, March rst.
Editors 1-Ierald:--The discussion between Elder E. L. Kelley and Mr. Whitehead, of the
Christadelphian church closed last evening.
Two propositions, lasting eight evenings in all,
were debated. r, the unconscious state between
death and the resurrection: 2, that the Kingdom of God referred to in Mark first chapter, is
not to be set up until the second coming of
Christ.
To the Herald readers it is unnecessary to
state that under the circumstances the issue of
the discussion could hardly be a doubtful one;
and it is probable that challenges for discussion
may be fewer, by these people, and contact with
the Latter Day Saints very particularly a~oided.
While it is expected that many or most will
remain as in Christ's day, who, having eyes see
not, ears hear not, neith<>r hearts to understand
or receive the truth, yet I believe both parties in
this debate are satisfied that the spoils are with
us, and that no attempt to retake them will be
offered. Bro Kelley received the credit from the
opposition of conducting himself gentlemanly.
and I believe credit should be given Mr. Whitehead in this regard. Of course, when hard
pressed, or out of anything like reasonable argument, the temptation to ridicule, or bring in the
name of Joseph Smith was great, or to make
postulates for us and proceed to argue from
them. Reading. from Pratt's Voice of Warning,
and assuming for us that the Kingdom was organized on the day of Pentecost; that we were
wrong in going to law (referring to Kirtland
Temple suit) with our Brighamite brethren etc.,
rt>ading r Corinthians 6: 5· 7, as a r~buke to us,
the line between us having previously been
clearly drawn, were tactics etnployed, more especially the last two nights, to cover inevitable
defeat, throw dust in the people's eyes and create a prejudice against what they could not help
seeing was the glorious truth of Go?The
Saints are cheered and encouraged, those at-
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tending having, in many respects, a better understanding of their own faith -an education
which is sometimes neglected by a faiiure to earnestly and persistently make themselve;: acquainted with church literature and the star,dard
bo:>ks of reference.
Several persons have signified their intention
of uniting with us.
Bro. W. H. Kelley was in attendance d:.tring
the discussion of the first proposition, bu: left
Saturday evening to attend the Brooklyn conference, and yesterday we reluctantly parted with
Bro. E. L. Kelley, who has been doing us g-ood
service during his brief stay among us. Matters
are progressing slowly, but we believe surely,
toward the higher and better understanding of
the law of God in the Massachusetts district, the
one patent fact always shining out clear as a
waymark .and guide in the pathway of the just,
that tho&e whose lives ronform to the word of
God and are willing to take the Holy Spirit for
their guide are not deceived.
May the Lord bless this people and enable us
to so live as to possess that wisdom which cometh from above, which is first pure, and then
peaceable. A peace obtained by sacrifice of
principle and dishonor of God's law, always has
and always will tt!nd to destruction and can never subserve the interests of good government.
What a glorious hope-to feel assured that our
work is known, and our reward to be decided by
One with whom misjudgment will be impossible. Were it not for the continued assurances
with which we are reinforced, how had and unequal the contest with the forces that have in the
past, and do yet, seek to destroy the Church of
God!
As for myself, every day's experience almost,
teaches me the necessity of leaning upon God
for counsel and advice, and through the means
of grace granted we hope to rnake the task of
overcoming a life-work, and in the end an accomplished success. Care and responsibility for
which we do not feel adequate are placed upon
us and which can only be discharged with any
degree of general success by a universal desire
to abase self and exalt and promote the interests
of our great work, looking for reward and
honor only when the fight shall be finished and
victory--which lies at no place but the end of
the race-won.
·1
The calls for wise laborers are many--very
many-and the supply very meagre. No preacher however, no matter what his eloquence may
be, can supply the lack which a godless and unspiritual life will inevitably produce.
Those
who live their religion make it easy for the minister of Christ when he meets with them to
preach, teach and expound the law of the Lord;
and that testimony which "maketh wise the simple," received into good and honest hearts biossoms and bears fruit unto eternal life.
"He that abideth in me, and I in him, the same
bringeth forth much fruit. If ye abide in me
and my words abide in you, ye shall a~k what ye
will. Herein is my Father glorified that ye bear
much fruit."-John 15: 7, 7· May this fruit
abound more and more unto the praise of God
and the di~enthral!ment of the people.
We expect to remain here over Sunday and
next we<:k to present tbe work in a new field
near Taunton. I am thinking some of attending
the General Conference; am willing, however,

I

to go or stay as
may be directed, and as shall
be for the good of the work. ''
I obtained yesterday a clergyman's permit
from the agent of the C. B. & Q R. R. in this
city, over all their lines, and have been generally
fortunate and courteously treated by railroad
lines.
I feel strong in the great latter day work,
and rejoice in the multitude and fast accumulating evidences of its truth and ultimate greatness and power for good in the world.
Brother F. M. Sheehy is doing good work, and
laborers are working unselfishly and effectually
for the good of the cause.
Your brother in Christ,
M. H. BOND.
WEBSTER, Neb., Feb. r6th.
Editors llerald:-Some time ago I received
from a friend in New York a copy of TheRetunz, published by Ebenezer Robinson of Davis
City, Iowa; and while reading it my thoughts
carried me back to the fall of r88r; to the semiannual conference of the Reorganized Church of
Je;;us Christ of Latter Day Saints held near
Council Bluffs, Iowa, V'{here I met Bro. E. Robinson and became somewhat acquainted with
him. I there heard him speak from the stand in
glowing terms of the piety and brotherly love
and godly zeal of Joseph Smith the Seer, and
and the members of the church at the time he
joined in r835 and betore. And during a conversation with him afterwards, he told me that
he had been intimately acquainted with Joseph
Smith from the time he (Robinson) first worked
for him in the printing office in Kirtland, Ohio,
until within a few days of his martyrdom, when
he, (Robinson) was sent by the church to Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, on a mission in company
with Sidney Rigdon. And I asked him at that
time if he ever knew of Joseph Smith teaching
or practicing polygamy, and his answer was,
«I never knew him to teach anything but
righteous principles." And as he claims that
Joseph Sm.ith was a prophet of God and founded
the church according to the revelation of Jesus
Christ, and taught nothing but righteous principles from that time (r835) until the time of his
death, and that he, (Robinson) was baptized into
the church during that time, I fail to see any
consistency in his being re-baptized by John C.
Whitmer in April, r888. It looks to me like being baptized out of the Church of Jesus Christ
into the Church of David Whitmer, just as the
Brighamites were required by Brigham Young
to be re-baptized in hls church after arriving In
Utah. Now it seems verv strange to me that
during an intimate acquaintance with Joseph
Smith for a period of ten years-the last ten
years of Joseph's life-E. Robinson failed to find
that he taught anything bnt righteous principles,
and that up to the year r88r, when I met him, (a
perio,il. of forty-six years) he had failed to find
anything to the contrary; that all at once, in
April, r888, he found that the church had gone
wrong during the lifetime of Joseph the Seer!
It seems to me that undue influences must have
been brought to bear on the old man's mind in
his declining years and second childhood; else
he must have been a terrible fraud during more
than fifty years of what should have been the
best part of his life, which I am not willing to
believe.
I will now relate a dream which I had ;~fter
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reading said copy of Tlze Return:- I seemed to
be looking at some poultry sitting on some roosts
in a hen-house. Amongst them was quite a
large fowl of a common grey color. In form
and size it had the appearance of a turkey about
two-thirds grown, and it seemed to be quite
tame. I reached up to it and caught it, when I
found it had claws and a head like a very large
hawk; and as soon as I caught it, it began to
show fight. I held it closely to my breast with
my left hand aud arm and placed my right hand
behind its neck, and pushe<l forward a little, and
to my great surprise and astonishment, the head
and neck came oft· close to the body, just as if it
had no connection and was just placed on the
body, the feathers on the neck hiding the flesh
where they came together. And while I was
amazed and astonished an account of the head
and body coming apart, the interpretation came
to me that the fowi represented Whitmerism;
and that there being no connection between the
body and head.
"Jesus" appeared to Mary after his resurrection; (Mark r6: 9, and Matthew z8: 9)- "Jesus"
appeared to the disciples after his resurrection,
(Luke 24: 36); appeared to them the third time
after his resurrection (John 21: r-14); and the
gospel was revealed to Paul by Jesus Christ,
(Gal. I : rz). "Jesus" commissioned the apostles
to preach, baptize, and perform miracles after
his resurrection; (Matthew 28: 18-zo; Mark r6:
r3-r8). In the year A. D. 6o Paul was "a &ervant
of Jesus Christ;" (Romans I: r); A. D. 6o James
was a servant of "Jesus Christ;" (James r: r).
Peter in A. D. 66 was a servant and "apostle of
Jesus Christ." Jude was "a servant of Jesus
Christ," A .. D. 66; (Jude I: I). The church had
fellowship with "Jesus Christ'' in A. D. 90; (I
John I: 3). '·The Revelation of Jesus Christ"
was given to John in the year A. D. 96. (Revelations r: I). The Savior ca:lls himself "Jesus"
63 years after his resurrection and ascension,
(Rev. 22: r6); and John's prayer at the end of
his Revelation was "even so come Lord Jesus."
And Paul said: "Wherefore God also hath
highly exalted him, and given him a name which
is above every name; that at the name of Jesus
every knee ·should bow, of things in heaven, and
things in earth, and things under the earth; and
that every tongue should confess that Jesus
Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father."
Quotations might be multiplied to show that
our Savior never dropped his given name, "Jesus," but enough has been quoted to convince
any person of average intelli!rence.
. Then as his name was and is "Jesus Christ,"
why not call his Church "The Church of Jesus
Christ"-his full name!
DANIEL JoNES.
GARFIELD, Arkansas, Feb. zrst.
Dear Herald:- When I last wrote I had just
closed a debate with an Independent preacher,
at Nathan, Pike county. I continued preaching
in that county, as circumstances would permit,
until September 24th when the Spirit directed to
other parts. The last six weeks of my stay
there was not attended with as much interest as
formerly because of politics; everybody being so
enthused over what they called "the issues of the
day," t'!1at they would not listen to anything else.
The Spidt directed to Craighead county. We
went to Bro. I vie's. I was in very poor health
at this tim!" 'l.nd ~Hd not feel that I could do any

preaching, but at the earnest solicitation of the
Davis once held a debate with him at Seligman.
If Bro. D. can say he is a gentleman, he can say
people, I consented to try the next Sunday, and
more than I can. There are thre~ts of prosecuting
would not say that I could not until I had tried.
him at the next session of the Circuit Court of
Sunday came, and I felt no better, and it was
Benton county for the indecent language he used
with much pain that I reached the school house.
during the debate. He has no regard for truth.
The time for preaching arrived and I commenced,
Invitations are coming from all places where I
and if there was any pain in my body during that
have been to come and preach which I hope to
hour and a half, I have no recollection of it; but
be able to respond to at some time. My only
I remember something about my feelings as I
aim is to labor for the best interests of the Church,
returned; they were any thing but good. I conand I can truly say that God has blessed me more
tinued preaching there for about two weeks, and
than I could, in my most sanguine expectations,
a portion of the time I would have to remain in
hope to receive. 0, that I could know just how
bed all day and then walk half a mile and preach
to appreciate as I should, the blessings that God
at night, until finally, the disease suddenly left
bestows upon me ;-I can not praise him enougJ-..
me, and I have not been traubled with it but very
I have been greatly encouraged by reading some
little since. Quite an interest was created there
of the late letters from Texas. At Milano I
and many friends were made. For reasons that,
opened up the work several years ago; and now,
to my mind, were justifiable, I went to Cabool,
thanks be to God, I can see that the seed sown
Missouri, where I preached several discourses
has began to generate and I hope "thirty, sixty
assisted by Bro. Atwell. Our next place was
and an hnndred fold" will be the result. Where
Mountain Grove. We obtained the use of the
is Bro. Gillen? I can not hear from him. He
Christian church and I preached to the people of
can address me at Seligman, Barry county, Mistimt place and awakened an interest there that
souri. I go next week to Cabool, Texas county,
wi1l be productive of good. We went to SeligMissouri.
Yours in bonds,
man, but had been there but a short time when
A.J. CATO.
I was callenged to debate Church identity with a
Baptist minister by the name of Bandy, which I
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah, Feb. 26th.
accepted; and at the cle>8e of the debate, all the
Bro. W. W. Blair:- This morning- I write
people-a few Baptists excepted-gave their veryou some of the particulars of the last illness and
dict in our favcr. After this I preached at the
following new places in Barry county, viz New
death of Sister ]. W. Wilson. Death is not a
Salem, Lone Star, and Washburn. The Holiness
pleasant thing to write of, neither to contemplate.
It is of the living we would rather write and
folks have been creating quite an excitement in
this country. They are sanctified-wholly sancspeak, yet there are times when it is proper to
speak of those who have passed through the
tified and without sin; the kingdom in their
"valley and shadow of death" y·ou personally
heart.s. Yet I hear them say, "If Tam not right
know of the long years of suffering she endured;
I want to
right." If a person is without sin,
how many times she was prostrated and rallied
why say H I am not right I want to get right?
I went to Rogers, Arkansas, where Sr. Wickes
again.
procured the North Methodist church for five
On the 5th of last January sh~ was confined to
her bed, and from that time she gradually deevenings at a cost of one dollar per night. The
fin;t evening a fair audience greeted us. I left
clined.
During her last illness she was cheerful at
an appointment for the next e;·ening, and when
the time came I was on hand and found the Partimes when her sufferings were not acute, and
would converse freely with the Saints and friends
son also on hand with a crowd to sing us out;
who called to see her. I was confident from the
and sing us out they did. I next went to Garfirst she would never rally. S~mething seemed
field, where I kept up appointments as often as
to say, ''Her time of departure is near."
the weather would permit. People in the south
At one time she asked me what I thought
(as a rule) will not attend church in bad weather.
about sending a request to the Sisters' Prayer
A Campbellite elder challenged me to debate
League" to be remembered before the Lord.
church identity with him. Two weeks from that
time the riebate began, and at the conclusion of
She wanted me to write Sister Frances. She
the first proposition, which was that the church
said she wanted rest-that if she could only get
of which he is a member is the church of Christ,
some relief it would be a blessing indeed. I told
some of the ladies of that country met at the
her I thought it would be proper to write. But
school house and adorned the stand that had been
at the time I wrote I could only hope that the
brought there for me by a friend, with a beautiLord would be merciful and relieve her suffering.
ful stand cover, with a boquet on each end of the
As the end drew near, she saw her mother who
stand, and a nice lamp in the center. This tohad passed over to the "silt>nt land" long years
gether with the many congratulations and words
ago. Her mother told her to tell her sister and
of encouragement that I received from the audibrother to obey the gospel as it was at first-the
doctrine her rnother' had espoused in the early
ence at the clo•e of the debate, created feelings
within me that are easier felt than described. It
history of the church. Her sister, Mrs. Benson,
wos only a few days before this that I was lookis a member of the "Utah Church," and a dear,
ed upon by a majority of the place as their wo'i-st
good soul. Her brother is of kind and generous
enemy. Now they invite me to their houses and
heart, and a "Free Thinker." She had the opporsa:1 I can find a home with them whenever I
tunity to tell her sister, but her brother came too
come. .This was general among all except the
late.
CHmpbellites" I was told that I had never gained
She passed away quietly, and in great peace,
a mme complete victory than there. I attribuce
on the evening of the 2Ist instant. From three
it i:o the Spirit and the impregnability of the doco'clock in the afternoon she was unconscious,
trine; hence ascribe the honor and praises to God.
only answering Bro. Wilson once when he talked
The elder's name l.s W. A, Inman. Bro. E. Ato her. During her illness she could not rest
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when he was not at her side. When she was
sleeping, when he left she seemed to miss him at
once; and up to the last half-hour she seemed to
know when he was not near. At just twenty
minutes to nine o'clock the supreme hour came.
Myself and daughter, Lenor, and sister Stewart,
were watching. Sister Benson and brother Wilson had both laid down to rest when the two
girls sitting at the bedside spoke to me and said
she was passing away. I stepped to the bedside
and saw she was almost gone.
I shall never forget that hour. We all stood
reverently around her we all loved so dear, and
while our hearts were filled with sorrow and our
eyes with tears, we could, and in our hearts did
say, "Lord, thy will be done." I looked on that
calm and peaceful face while a vital spark remained. There was not a struggle, not a wrinkle
or frown upon the face.
Brother Blair, the Lord was with us! We felt
him nearer in that hour than ever before. I had
walked into the room that afternoon and put my
hand upon her hea·d and said, "Lord, let thy
handmaiden depart in peace,"--and it was so.
We all realized the literal fulfillment of the
Lord's promise,-" And it shall come to pass that
those that die in me shall not taste of death, for
it shall be sweet unto them."
Herself and Bro. Wilson heard you preach in
the "Liberal Institute," in r879 They believed
the gospel; and in r88o both were baptized by
Bro. Joseph Luff and confirmed by you and him.
She was born March rst, r838, and died February zrst, r889.
Brother and sister Wilson's house has been a
home to me occasionally, for over eight years, and
I had learned to love them very much. They
were so kind to me that the separation was a sorrowful one; yet I felt to thank the Lord fervently because he took her as he did, and that I with
my daughter. were present to aid all we could in
the hour of death for those who had done so
much for us. We all felt we had a testimony of
the Lord's goodness lo us. He was near to us
and heard our prayers.
Bro. ·Wilson's house has been a home for the
elders for years past, and both he and his wife
have had many testimonies of the Lord's love to
them. When President Joseph Smith came to
her house she saw him just as he was previously
shown to her in a vision.
When Brethren Wight and Butterworth were
appointed to the Australian mission and Bro.
Wilson received a notice of their coming, she
told her sister and Bro. Wilson she would know
them. When they arrived in the city, brethren
Wilson and Charles Barrows met them at the
depot. Sister Wilson, resting on the lounge,
looked out of the window and saw them coming
and pointed directly to Bro. Wight, and said,
"That is Bro. Wight; but where is Bro. Butterworth?" He was carrying the lunch-basket and
she took him to be a boy; but on their coming in
she recognized him. When they left the city,
her prayers and loving kindness went with them.
She spoke to me of "that boy," many times, and
talked of their going so far away from kindred
and friends.
In this letter we can only mention a tithe of
interesting testimonies. All the elders who have
had a resti!lg place with brother and sister Wilson will remember their kindness and feel in
their hearts to bless the bereaved.

THE SAIN
The conduct of the funeral service fell to my
lot and proved to be the greatest tdal in all my
ministerial experience. The Saints and friEnds
did all that kind and loving hearts could do.
God bless them; we love them more than ever
because they were so good.
Bro. Blair, please pardon this long letter. Our
hearts are full. May God help us all to meet the
just and good.
Yours in bonds,
R. J. ANTHONY.
MT. OLIVE, Neb., March 4th.
Bro. Blair :-I came into this vicinity on the
23d ult. Spoke four times at Freeman to full
houses, closing my labors by bapti.zing Wm. A.
Foreman, James H. Pethoud and wife. JVIore
than two years. ago I saw in dream the bap1ism
of Bro. Foreman, and when leaving home for this
trip, I told my folks that I expected to visit Freeman and administer the rite. Sister Pethoud
desired to unite with the chnrch six years ago,
and is now happy with her union in Christ.
There is a favorable prospect for a good vvork in
that region, but it will require faithful, consistt>nt
and continuous labor. Bro. H. 0. Smith. did
good work in that vicinity and left an excellent
impression in favor of the cause, notwithstanding
he was opposed. I enjoyed the same treatment.
Such actions if kindly received Rnd wisely used
are often more of a benefit than an injury to our
cause. I spoke five times here, and the attendance,
order and interest were good. I have received
richly of the sustaining grace of God by his
Holy Spirit and believe that this visit to mv old
field has been productive of good. With a contrite heart I render all praise to our Heavenly
Father.
Wtlber, Marek 5tk.- The Saints here are actively seeking the erection of a church. In less than
a week they have raised about $soo. They are
hopeful to have it up and enclosed to hold conference in the zrst of next month. I spoke here
last evening, expect to this evening, and then go
to Nebraska City to-morrow for a few days.
I was peculiarly wrought upon, and pained at
heart when I read of Bro. E. C. Briggs' sickness.
Weather is delightful, and farmers are very
busy getting ready for their spring work.
The law of tithing is being complied with by
the saints here with marked unanimity.
ROBERT M. ELVI~.
SPRINGDALE, Ark., Mar. 3d.
Dear Saints:-No douht many of you wonder
what has become of Bro. Eli, so I write that you
may know, and what I am doing. "Woe unto
me if I preach not the gospel." Notwithstanding the depletion of the church treasury, our supplies being thus ctJt off and we thrown on our
own resources, I have· failed not to declare the
glad tidings of salvation to the people, and I find
them on every hand eager and glad to learn
something of the great plan of salvation. They
are not satisfied with the religion of the day.
By permission, and in accordance with what I
believe to be the dictation of God's Holy Spirit
to me, I left the Wisconsin mission and brought
my family by wagon away down here "to the
land of cotton," penetrating over a hundred
miles farther south-east in "Arkansaw," than any
of our elders had ever gone to my knowledge.
When we arrived in Johnson county, we found
that Bro. Ben. Case had been scattering seeds of

truth by the wayside, and some were begindng
to germinate; w I soon began to open my~ mouth
and sound the gospel trump. Notwithstanding
I was compelled to split rails and chop cord-wood,
that I might get food for my loved ones, I failed
not to preach the gospel. It was hard after mauling rails all day to preach every night, but so I
did for a week, and the result was that six precious souls were added to the church; and others
are very near the kingdom. Although I mauled and chopped, and worked at everything I
could find to do, we should have perished, or at
least have suffer"d for food had it not been for
the timely succor received from some dear, kind
Saints at Lamoni-God bless them for the gift.
After a week's preaching at Hartman,
continued to preach at Coal Hill, and out in the
country some three or four miles, until we came
to this place. In the country I found the people
anxious to hear more of the truth. And now I
find that the people here are just as anxious to
hear the gospel as they were further south. This
forenoon I went with an old man who had an appointment Rt a srhool· house some three miles
west of here. By his courteous request I took
the stand and did the preaching. He arose and
bore a strong testimony to the truth of what I
had said. The Spirit of the Master was with me,
and I had the best of liberty. I left an appointment for the next Sunday, at the same school
home. From the unmistakable expressions of
good cheer and kindness tendered me, I am
satisfied that there was a good impression made
in favor of the truth.
I find that some ten or twelve years ago there
was a man named Collins came into this country and began preaching a doctrine, so far as I
can Jearn, almost identical with that preached
by us. onlv he did not tell them, (if he knew)
anything about the organization of the church,
or the authority. There were quite a large number converted and haptized by him. He went
b?.ck to Kansas after some years, and they heard
no more of him. Most of these people still hold
fast to that same faith and when I present the
gospel to them they seem to lay right hold of it
with an eagerness that is almost surprising, yet
gratifying.
I am told that over east of here there is another
bunch of these same people, of llke faith; they
too, no doubt, wiil gladly accept of the truth
when they !war it. Oh, what a field of labor
there is now in this land where they never heard
the true sound of the gospel! Truly did the
Spirit of the Master speak when it said to me
that there was a greater and wider field of labor
in the south. and that the time had come for the
work to be begun there. But let me tell you,
dear Saints, that it takes courage and perseverance to prosecute the work here, as I have it to
do.
Now I am not whining or finding fault or
blamin~ any body, but when we are reduced to
the depths of poverty and can hardly keep starvation from the door,although we work at anything
and everything we can find to do, I say this takes
courage and perseverance. Yet with all this, I
feel that I must labor untiringly, and woe unto
me if I preach not the gospel.
Now, Saints, the summing up of all this is, that
in my humble opinion, there is not a larger and
grander field for gospel work in the world than
in Arkansas. This is a singular field to labor in.
Had I gone down on the Arkansas river alone,
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without my family, I don't think the leading
citizens would have ever allowed me to preach
at all. They have all heard of Salt Lake and its
abominations, and but few have ever heard of
the Reorganization. They don't read the papers
like they do in the north, and are full of prejudice. As it was, we were told that they threatened
to drive us out-some of the leading ones-but
when I tell them that my family are here, and
that we expect to make our home among them,
they seem satisfied.
Somebody must preach to this people. Who
will do it if I don't? There is plenty in the country, but we have not the money to buy with.
My heart and soul are in the gospel work, and I
must strive to do my Master's work. May God
prosper and bless his work.
ELI M. WILDERMUTH.
BosToN, Mass, Feb. 2oth.
Editors Herald:-In the latter part of December last I assisted in adjusting matters at Scranton, Pennsylvania, and held a number of meetings which seemed to be enjoyed by those in attendance. At a business meeting held at the
Hall of Bro. Gill, Bro. Frances Evans was
elected branch president, Bro. Harris, teacher,
sister Maggie Gill, secretary, and sister J. Morgan treasurer. The Saints exhibited a good
spirit and expressed a desire to go forward in the
work with a zeal and earnestness commensurate
with the importance of the faith.
By the kindness of Sr. Jones of Plymouth (who
accompanied me and furnished the finances) I
visited the Saints at Danville. Bro. Crum and
family and sisters Harris and Cook are the chief
representatives of the faith there. They are of
long standing in the church and have zealously
stood for its interests. They have but little to
encourage them, however, in their present circumstances, other than the fact that they are in
the right. May their devotion and usefulness to
the cause not cease. The prize is at the end of
the race.
January roth, I went to Brooklyn, New York,
in part to help complete arrangements being
made to meet Mr. William 0. Owen in debate
on the 15th following. He had put a note in the
papers characterizing the faith of the Reorganized Church as false and vicious, and that he
could prove it. The following is an extract from
what appeared in the Sun, December I 3th, last:
•·I, therefore, with God's help, engage to prove
that the teachings and doctrines of this sect are
not only not according to the word of God, but
subversive of Christianity itself; dishonoring to
G0d, and inimical to the souls eternal welfare."
Yes, he was willing ( ?) to meet any man of
ability in debate, but preferred the "prophet," to
let him tell it. E. L. Kelley arrived on the fifteenth, on his way to aid in the eastern work,
ready for the fray; but his highness, the Rev.
Mr. Owen, failed to show up. We thought that
under the circumstances we might be able to
hold him level till the "prophet" arrived, at least.
But he turned head 'tother way, and from all accounts, has permanently subsided. Just as well.
The meetings held were well attended and enjoyed by those who heard the word.
The r8th, we went to Providence, R. I.,
tarrying over night on the way, with Mr. and
sister Brown, at Bridgeport, Connecticut, who
made us welcome at their pleasant home.

There was a good attendance at the three
meetings held in Providence, on the 2oth, and
tne Saints gave us a warm greeting, quite'a number of outsiders being present at the afternoon
and evening services. It was a pleasure to meet
those who so cheerfully and zealously sustain the
work; counting the pleasures of the world as
naught compared with the riches and glory to
be awarded those who are faithful to truth and
duty here.
On the evenings of the 22d and 23d Bro. E. L.
Kelley preached in Fall River to Slilall audiences,
and on the 24th, we visited our esteemed brother,
John Smith, at New Bedford, Massachusetts.
The day following, in company with brethren
Smith and F. M. Sheehy, we went to Dennisport to be present at the district conference to
convene the next day. Arrived in time to hear
Bro. Bond's closing a.t the evening service and
meet a number of the Saints present. Was then
assigned to the home of brother and sister Young
where we were kindly cared for during our stay.
Thanks.
The conference was well attended, the house
being packed at the preaching services, although
it rained the greater part of the day on Sunday.
Brethren John Smith, F. M Sheehy, Thomas
Whiting and M. H. Bond, of the general ministry, were present. A number of the local ministry were also present, and others reported by letter, and in an encouraging way. Their names
will appear in the minutes.
Bro. John Smith,
after having served the district as its president for
some eight years, resigned the office peremptorily. With thanks extended for past services he
was released and Bro. M. H. Bond was elected to
take the office by a unanimous vote. Bro. George
Gates, of Providence, Rhode Island, was appoint·
ed secretary of the district. The conference,
though not as animated as we have seen, was in
every way a success. An excellent social and
hospitable feeling prevailed; and it was ea;;y to
see that the brethren are improving in their
methods and manner of doing business. An
earnest desire seemed to inspire each one that
the best thing be done; and at the close I think
a united sentiment of acquiescence and satisfaction prevailed over accomplished results. So
that there are omens of good for the future. God
bless the earnest, devoted workers, the consistent
and faithful livers in this greatest of a!! causes.
In due time we met with the Saints at Boston.
Helped them to solve some difficult matters pending that stood in the way of their progress, which
were permanently settled, without injury to any
one, provided all parties carry out agreements,
which will doubtless be done. We were blessed
in our efforts at holding meetings, here, and the
Saints were edified. They have a stiff sectarian
opposition to brook all the time and are entitled
to the prayers of the Saints.
February 4th, I attended the regular business
meeting of the Saints at Providence. An excellent representation was present, including brethren Sheehy, Bond, and E. L. Kelley. Due notice
had been given that a change of officers would
be attempted on that evening. The meeting was
orderly and a deep interest taken in what was
being done. The voting was done by informal
ballot leaving each one to express on a silent
piece of paper, without being even subject to
criticism, his o:r her preference for officers. This
resulted in the election of M. H. Bond, E. 0.
Toombs, JameF. McKenny, ·William Perthel,

Uriah Gondolf (1 am not certain about some of
these give·n names), George Gates and one or
two men whose names I failed to get as branch
offiers, each receiving a large majority vote in
his favor. Bro. Gondolf resigned after having
been elected. On motion these were sustained
by an almost unanimous vote, but six or seven
voting in the negative. There h!!s existed a partisan feeling in this branch for some time-good
meaning Saints engaging on either side-each
thinking that his way of thinking doubtless was
the only true way. But this is nothing new or
strange. The majorities were so overwhelming
in the election that no doubt is left regarding the
judgment of the majority at present. And that
must be reckoned a very bad and vicious distemper that refuses to respect and acquiesce in the
decision of the majority; most especially when
it is upon this that rests both our church and
national· governments.
Some may prefer dictation by one or many,
but we say all hail to the democratic majorities"Common~ Consent!"
Here lies the safety and
freedom of the Saints in both Church and State
-in the elective franchise-which right is sustained by the inspiration of the past and present;
and from it has grown the wonder of the world,
our own free and triumphant government. As
Saints let us follow the road of progress, acquiesce with the m"jorities, and if they chance
to be wrong, agitate in a lawful, honorable and
Christian way till the people are better educated
and a different verdict had. It is better to suffer
wrong than to do wrong. This ought to admonish every well-disposed person to settle down,
after the movement of excitement is past, to a
consenative course of thought and action which
is the true road to success. \Vho can say, certainly, that his course is the best? What if we don't
get our particular way to-day? There will be
another day, and the right will prevail in God's
time; and it may turn out after all that we have
errli,P, been hasty, when the final account shall be
rendered.
On the evening of the seventh, I met with the
several officers of the Fall River branch, in council, Bro. F. M. Sheehy presiding, to advise in the
interest of the work there-the president of the
district being present also. It appeared to be
the only practical thing to leave Bro. Sheehy in
charge of that branch for the present. This met
fhe demand. We were pleasantly and cheerfully
entertained at Doctor Gilbert's.
The evening of the eighth, a number of the
Saints who had met at the house of Bro. Steffes,
in Boston, gave me a ~ordial greeting on my arrival there, and I preached to them with ease, the
Spirit being present in an assuring and comforting way. A brother and sister were present from
Nova Scotia, on their way westward to Independence.
The brethren are doing well here under the
presidency of that staunch old vetran, Bro. E. N.
Webster. A good interest and excellent spirit
was manifest in all of the meetings I attended
in Boston.
While in the district we learned that some of
the sect known as Christidelphians had become
quite aggressive-with words without knowledge
-and were spoiling to find some one to dispute
with them on their pet theories.
After some
effort, by the evening of the eighteenth, Bro. E.
L. Kelley and a Mr. F. C. Whitehead were arranged for, to commence an investigation on the
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two accepted questions, and to' last eight consecutive evenings, the result of which will doubtless appear in due time.
An interest still obtains in the east for the success of gospel principles, and the Saints in the
main, are doing what they can to sustain and
make honorable the work, so that we are hopeful.
Very truly,
WM. H. KELLEY.
IRoNTON, Ohio, Feb. 28th.
Dea:J Herald:-I am glad that I have been
baptized into the fold and family of Christ.
Last Sunday my cousin, Lizzie G. Williams, and
myself were baptized and confirmed. They had
to break the ice. I was blessed when I was six
years old by Bro. George Potts and was baptized
by my father, who is an elder, when I was
twelve years old. I know this is the true Church
of God and I 'pray that I may be faithful to the
end. I had a dream before I was baptized. I
thought I saw a beautiful river of water. I stood
on one side of the water and our Savior on the
other, and I thought he was holding out his arms
saying, "Come unto me." I thought I could not
get to him without going through the water.
My father next morning said that it was Jesus
calling me to be baptized and that I could not
get to him unless I was. Pray for me,
HoNORIA ETHEL WEBBERLEY.
ST. MAR~'s, Ont., Feb. 28th.
Editors Herald:-I have been busy in the
field, and have met with variety in the v.ay of
experiences, finding something of interest at each
place visited, also in the many man-made theories
and inividual ideas to be met. While at Toronto
I baptized seven. I saw an advertisement that
Mr. Reynolds, of Philadelphia. would lecture on
psychology. I attended, and noted some things.
Mr. R. ciaimed to be a master of that science, so
far as it is yet known. Claiming that it is the
only science by which the actual existence of
God can be proven-by it could prove the .a'€<tual
correspondence between God and man something
as follows: One who is expert in the science conceives an idea, or thought, conveys the thought
to the mind of another man, and the other puts
the thought into words and utters it; hence if one
man can convey thought to and have the other
speak \t, there being no collusion, and nothing
is asked for but strict attention to the operator,
and preventing of the wandering of the mind of
the second party-then why can not God communicate thought to man and operate so as to
have the man speak the mind of God? When
between man and man it can be done on scientific
principles with private judgment, etc., then why
not God who is infinite?
Leaving Toronto I came to the Garafraxa
branch where I found a neat brick church erected and dedicated, where the word was planted
but a year before, and the members nearly all
alive to the work-some few to the contrary,
choosing rather to go back to their wallowing.
Only two, I believe, became tired of the journey.
Left there, but a messenger arrived to convey
me back to Garafraxa, as our respected sister Rey
had passed away to her future destiny. Went
back to preach her funeral sermon. The attendance was large.
While in St. Thomas I found all things working together for good. Bro. Evans had worked
up a good interest and was striking the ir9ns

while they were hot, and when he got them into
the right shape immersed them in the wde,·, repeating this until ten mort: had been added. Elder
Lake parted with the "boy" and myself, leaviug us
to hold the fort awhile, he going westward to cheer
Kent and Elgin Saints, whom I expected lo '1ave
visited long ago--but was sent to the east. [am
now at St. Mary's and expect to go to Stratford
City and open lhe work, in company with Elder
J. B. Watson, newly ordained, an eloquent orator who has been a most successful lecturer for
years, and possessing merit and talents, which,
when he gets right hold of this doctrine of Jesus,
he will make tell. I was also assisted by Brn. D.
E. Hough and A. H. Lake.
It seems to be mv happy lot, if not forte, to
get the young ministry out into the field, and I
enjoy it. Bro. D. E. Hough is the making of a
good and noble defender of the faith; ·wise in
doctrine, but needs experience in the field, wbich
I believe he will take soon. Amos H. Lake is
of a very peaceful, non-aggressive disposltion,and
just the man to visit the branches and cheer them
into a good spiritual life; being zealous, yei: he
is fond of home. He has disposed of all his
earthly possessions, his wife being dead, and ,'amily all grown up or married, so his way is clear
to stay in the field if he will. He would be well
cared for among the Saints, as they all soeak
very warmly of him, where he labored. I hope
Sr. Lizzie Bates, his daughter, will rout him out
again.
I hope Bro. D. E. Hough will communicate
with and inform me what he intends doing. I
find others who are willing to take the field for a
time, noticeably Elder James Mortimer of Garafraxa; also priest John H. Taylor of same place,
I specially recommend Elder Arthur E. Mortimore of London who is willing and able to present and defend the faith. The last named brother is willing to be appointed by the General
Conference and asks to be enrolled in the fifth
quorum of Elders; also Bro. D. K Hough. For
Bro. R. Etzenhouser's benefit I give their names
and addresses, as they will probablv come up for
enrollment: Arthur E. Mortimer, London, Middlesex county, Ontario; D. E. Hough, Port Carling, Moskoka district, ·ontario.
I am feeling well, temporally and spiritually,
and the work is progressing. A better understanding of the law of tithes and offerings ls being
had by many, who are preparing to act. I have
been preaching the law relating to temporal things
in the absence of the agent, and I hope he will
not be offended.
Stratford will be my next objective point of attack; expect opposition and increase.
May peace abide with Zion.
J. A_ MciNTOSH.
LATAH, Wash. Ter.
Dear Herald:-I have been taking the ri<wald
four years, and have never as yet seen any of the
elders of the church. I have often wished they
would get into this vicinity that we might
learn more about the ways of the Lord and that
we might have the gospel here in the midst of
this people. This is a well settled place and
they are without the knowledge of the church.
I think this would be a good field. I do not belong to the church but I think the cause is just
and true. I have read the church books with
great interest. I joined the Brighamite Ch•.1rch

in Australia and came to Utah in r88o. The
work there did !1-:lt suit me and they did not do
as they taught. They taught the doctrine but
did not practice lt. I thought if that was the
church of the Lord it had greatly changed of
late, hut for truth there was none there. If any
of the elders come into this vicinity
wish
them to call as my doors are open to them .
want to do a1! I can to help the work of the
Lord along. I love the work of God and I seek
truth and wisdom. I ever ask your prayers. I
remain your friend in truth,
LUKE STOREY.
VALLEY JuNCTION, Wis., Feb. 26th.
Bro. Blair ,"-I wrote you some time ago to
send us an elder and I greatly rejoice in informing ,·ou that Bro. F. Hackett came and commenced work on the 17th, remaining until the
night of the 24th. In that time he baptized nine
at this place and organized a branch to be known
as the Evergreen branch. He preached eight
sermons, blessed six children, held five prayer
and testimony, one business and one sacrament
meeting.
V'/e enjoyed a great feast of good
things, and through the Spirit received grand
testimonies, instruction and comfort through the
power of revelation. One priest and one teacher
were called to keep this work going in this place.
Two more have given their names for baptism
and others are ,·ery near. Those that were our
bitterest enemies could not stand before the
power of the Holy Ghost. Among the nine baptized were my old father and mother who were
solid Spiritualists and have been for about fortyfour years. Now they resign everything and
come rejoicing in this grand work; also my two
sisters and brothers included.
I have a few questions:-Does a priest have
authority to lay on hands to confirm members in
the church, that is when there is no elder near;
and do they have authority to bless little children
and administer to the sick and perform marriage
ceremonies. We have no elder nearer than North
Freedom, Sank county.
FRANK SAWLEY.
[Priests have not authority to lay on hand<; for
any purpose except to ordain a priest, teacher or
deacon_ It requires an elder to administer in
confirmation, to the sick, and to bless little children. A licensed priest has ecclesiastical authority to solemnize marriages. See D. and C., sec's.
r7 and I I
NORTH-WEST KANSAS.
I will be in Gaylord, Smith county, March
I 5th to zoth; and in Osborn the zoth to zsth;
and at Blue Rapids the z_sth through the quarterly conference, which will convene on the
3oth, where I shall be glad to meet as many of
the Saints as possible at the different places.
Come to the conference at Blue Rapids and
show to God and all the people that we are
interested in the cause.
GEO. w. SHUTE.
Jerusalem is rapidly growing as a trade center.
One hundred thousand dollars' worth of objects
of devotion in mother-of-pearl and olive wood
are exported to America and Europe every year.
Vine cultivation is being extended, and the price
has risen sixfold within a few years.
Every point in which a man excels, every true
virtue which he cherishes, every good habit which
he acquires, every beauty of spirit to which he
attains, will make his friendship purer, stronger,
and better worth having.
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THE LAW OF TITHING.

ABRAHAM kept it. When Melchizedek
met him returning from the slaughter of
the kings and blessed him, he paid him
tithes of all.
Jacob, when the Lord appeared to him
in Bethel, vowed that of all the Lord
would give him, he would return the
tenth unto the Lord; and the Lord prospered him gTeatl y.
Multitudes in the present day have
proved the Lord in this way, and their
universal testimony is, that he has openeri
to them the windows of heaven and
poured them out a blessing that there has
not been room enough to receive it; so
that they have had to enlarge their border
and strengthen their stakes that thev
might receive still more of the blessing O'f
the Lord.
The law of tithing is based on the
trine of the creatorship of the Almighty.
He who made all things by the word of
his power own «nd controls them by right
of creation. Nothing belongs to man in
the absolute and eternal sense ;-not even
his body. He is simply a steward over
God's.heritage, and is everywhere so regarded in the Scriptures.
When God requires a tenth of that
which he loans us, he is
demanding that which we
as a just
principle in the dealings of men with n1en.
It is the violation of this
that the
prophet Malachi
calls "robbing
God," and against
he pronounces
curse.
Some will say, "0h, that was under the
law; that is all done away now." And
yet they will have the assurance to come
before God and ask Him to pour them
out a blessing, when they have not complied with the condition upon which it is
promised. If tithing pertained exclusively to the Levitical dispensation and was
done away with that covenant, then the
promised blessings which were to he received through its observance were done
away with it, and can no more be claimed
by the children of men. We consider this
proposition a self-evident truth not in need
of argument to support it.
But was tithing done away with the
old dispensation?
We answer, No.
When Jesus reproved the Pharisees he
said unto them, "Ye pay tit.hes of mint,
and anise, and cummin [the smaller garden products] and have neglected the
weightier matters of the law, judgment,
mercy and faith: these ought ye to have
done, and not to leave the other undone."
If it be said that the approval of the law
of tithing was of that as a thing of the
past, then it may be said that the approval
of "judgment, mercy and faith" was the
same. Here again we find tithing

a

in the
of the Savior, with things
which can not well be spared from even
the Christian dispensation, which some
seem to think can get along withanything that anybody sees fit
frmil it. We do not teach a
that dreams of some"Beyond the hounds of time and space,
Look forward to that heavenly place,
rrhe Sn.intsl secure abode.,

Now if this doctrine is too ethereal for
us as
let us show our faith by our
works. If we can not live "beyond the
bounds of time and space," let us not ask
our ministers to live on something as etheplace them in the position of reof charity. For shame! It is
"Thou shalt not muzzle the ox
treadeth out the corn;" and "They
that preach the gospel shall live of the
gospel." Then if we love the truth let us
show our love by our deeds. Remember
that "not everv one that saith unto me,
sl;all enter into the kingdom
or
he that doeth the will of
my Father which is in heaven."
A.

J.

there is some money in them. It is evident that neither of them nourish the body.
But what shall I do? sell them or not sell
them? I have my theories, my traditions
(of the fathers, my habit of tobacco using)
put me in a quandry to know wbether I
am in the faith or not.
The good Lord has blessed me of late
in my labors th~t I could support an elder's
family, but I even do not pay my tithing,
nor even take the church papers, yet I
pronounce myself a Latter Day Saint, but
my conscience growls at the assertion.
Am I in the faith?
Am I a unit with
the church?
If I am not, Christ will
not own flle· Christ wants me to deny
myself such things as do not nourish the
body, and my wife ought to put her bangs
and fashions aside, too.
Dear readers, you can not ~queeze blood
out of a turnip, nor give consolation to any
man that has such experience as this. But
it is not too late for such to repent and be
converted and become a true child of God.
JoAN MoNwY.

DENNIS.

THE "SEALED BOOK."-No. rr.

EX AMINE THYSELF, WHETHER YE
BE IN THE FAITH.

BY ELDER R. M. ELVIN.

READER, I can fee you and heAr you, vet
I can not examine your heart. B~t I ~ill
and examine my own, .and
I do so please take the benefits, if

CENTRAL AMERICA,
THE Book of Mormon represents the second principal civilization of Central America as having had its commencement six hundred years before Christ. This migration
was that of Lehi and his company. Some
have made sport of such names as Lehi
and Nephi, but be it understood that the
Jews had a practice of using the same
name for both person and place, and by
using an affix or a prefix, other names are
made for persons "or places. The name
Lehi is found in Judges 15: 9· 14, 19. In
I Chro. 5: 19 is found the word Nephi-sh,
while in N eh. 7: 52 is found the name Nephi-shesim. Thus the reader may perceive
that the use of names as found in the Book
of Mormon, are not inventions and without authority, but are Jewish as is claimed
for them in the book.
"The Mexican and Central American
ruins make it certain that in ancient times
an important civilization existed in that
part of the continent, which must have begun at a remote period in the past. If
they have any significance, this must be
accepted as an ascertained fact."-Ancient
America, p. 151.
Again; "In the ages previous to the beginning of this immense forest, the region
it covers was the seat of a civilization which grew up to a high degree of
dev~lopment, flourished a long time, and
finally declined, until its cities were deserted, and its cultivated fields left to the wild
influence of nature. It may be safely a~
sumed that both the forest-covered ruins
and the forest itself are far older than the
Aztec period; but who can tell how much
older?"-lbid, pp. 151, 152.
This last has more particular reference
to Yucatan. Of the same country Stephens says: "The ruins of Maya pan cover a
great plain, which was at that time so
overgrown that hardly any object was visible until we were close upon it, and the

conscience condemns me for not bethe whole book of Doctrine and
Covenants.
I believe th~t Joseph the
was a good man, but I think that
some revelations from the prince
(?) such as "Baptism for the
that tobacco is not good for man;
and the Nauvoo house,"
Now if the church is right in rethese. I am not in unity with it,
said, "If you are not one you
are not mine."
conscience tells me that all the
take all these doctrines as true
but I do not like to take them
or as a criterion to prove anyit ( ?) for Saul of Tarsus persecuted
with "all good conscience."
Now this seems to be a bnd conscience and
not a
one. It must have been broug·ht
up, in
infancy, in the wrong ~chool. I
am not a unit with Paul here, and can not
be for is not good to kill, or help to
it
a transgression of the law.
Yet I have some sympathy with Saul, for
he
like myself, brought up in the
He was a Pharisee and I a
grandfather, father and
use tob~cco and they all
it g·ood. But now, lo! and be! in my days the Lord said to Joseph,
"it is not
for man!" And I, with my
father
uncles and all say it is good, an;l
can not think it is a sin to use it. Now,
when I am convinced that it is trulv a sin
then I must quit it.
.,
I
a small store here, and I sell tea,
coffee and tobacco. And my conscience
tells me I should not deal in things that
for man.
What shall I do!
not, others will sell them, and
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HE SAINTS'
undergrowth was so thick that it was dif- "The g-reat Mississippi valley system of
to have occupied nearly the whole basin
fiult to work our way through it. Ours ancient works, consisting of mounrls and
of the lV!ississippi and its tributaries,
was the first visit to examine those ruins. embankments of earth and stone, erected
with the fertile plains along the gulf, and
For ages they had been unnoticed, almost by the race known as the mound buil'ders, their settlements were continued across the
unknown, and left to struggle with rank extends over a territory bounded in general
Rio Grande into Mexico; but towards
tropical vegetation."-Incidents of Travel terms as follows: on the north by the th::ir eastern, northern and western limit,
great lakes; on the east by western ·New the population was evidently smaller, and
in Yucatan, vol. I, p. I 3 I.
Desire Charnay, in writing up the ruins York, Pensylvania, and Virginia in the their occupation of the territory less comof Central America, says: "The ocean of north, but farther south extending to the plete than in the valley qj the Ohio, and
ruins all around, not inferior in size to Atlantic coast and including Florida, Georfrom that point down to the
"-Anthose of Egypt."-North American Re- gia, and part of South Carolina; on the cient America, p.
south by the gulf of Mexico, including
view,January, r88r, p. 44·
Do not forget
"NORTHWARD" miAt Teotihuacan he measured one buildTexas according to the generill statements grations of the Nephite population. Ag-ain
ing two thousand feet wide on each side, of most writers, although I find no definite we cite M·r. Pidgeon: "The number,
and fifteen pyramids, each near! y as large account of ~ny remains in that state; on variety and vast extent of the earthat the base as Cheops. He says of the the west by an indefinite line extending works found within the state of Ohio arrest
place: "The city is indeed of vast extent; from the hew! of Lake Superior through the attention of every thoughtful ob. . . the whole ground, over a space of the states of Minnesota, Nebraska, Kans- server, and have long heen regarded
five or six miles in diameter, is covered as, and Indian Territory, although there with especial interest by all American Anwith heaps of ruins-ruins which at first . are reported some remains farther west, tiquarians."-Traditions of Dee- Coo· Dah,
make no impression, so complete is their particularly on the upper Missouri which p. 2 39·
dilapidation. . .. This continent is the have not been thorough! y explored."-- MacLean says: "An ancient race,
land of mysteries; we here enter an infinidistinct from the Indian, possessing a cerIbid, vol. 4, p. 747·
ty whose limits we can not estimate. . ..
The reader will readily understand that 1ain degree of civilization, once inhabited
I shall soon have to quit work in this place. the evidence we find in the writings of the the centn!l portion of the United States."
The long avenue on which it stands is lined
p. rg.
historian and traveler, were not prepared -Mound
with ruins of public buildings and palaces, especially to become witnesses proving the
Having thus clearly established the coforming continuous lines, as in the streets Book of Mormon true, but under the
incidence between the location of the prinof modern cities. Still, all these edifices dence of God, while no outside
cipal seats of the Mound Builder~, or
and halls were as nothing with the vast of any consequence was published at the J aredites, as given by the Book of Morsu hstructures which strengthened their time the Book of Mormon was printed at mon and as ascertained
scientific explofoundations."-Ibid, p. 43·
Palmyra, N. Y., all its statements are rations since its Dublication. we turn to the
"In Yucatan the traditions all point to found to be true. MacLean savs of the Central Ameri~an civilization. Baldwin
an Eastern and foreign origin for the extent of the Mound Builder;' works: says:
in the last ages of Amerirace. The early writers report that the "Their works are traced through a great can ancient history, WilS the seat of the
natives believe their ancestors to have extent of country. They are found in the Mexican or Aztec civilization, but the
crossed the sea by a passage which was western part of the state of New
monuments in this
of the country are
opened for them."-Landa's Relacion, p. on the east; thence westwardly
Aztec period. The
the mostly older than
z8.
most astonishing remains are found still
southern shore of Lake Erie, through
Dr. Le Plongeon, in a newspaper arti.
farther south, in Chiapil, Tabasco, Oxaca,
Michigan to Nebraska, on the west; and
cle states: "Of the Nahan predecessors of as far as. Isle Royal, and the northern Yucatan, Honduras, Tehuantepec, Guatethe Toltecs. in Mexico the Olmecs and and southern shores of Lake Superior, on mala, and other parts of Central America.
Xicalancans were the most important. the north. From this line they extend to In this southern region, mostly buried in
They were the forerunners of the g-reat the gulf of Mexico. They occur in great heavy forests, are '.vonderful ruins of great
race that followed. According to Ixtlilxnumbers in Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, citi<Cs and temples. Only a small part of
ochitl, these people-which are conceded
Tennessee, Illinois, Wisconsin, ]Missouri, Modern Mexico is included in the region
to be one-occupied the world in the third
Arkansas, Texas, Louisana, Mississippi, where these ruins are situated, and most
age; they came from the East in ships or Alabama, Georgia, and Florida. They of
prob~bly, were not much better
barks to the land of Potonchan, which are found in less numbers in North and understood
the ancient Mexicans than
they commenced to populate."-Atlantis, South Carolina, western parts of New they are by us. Many o£ those explored
P· I67.
York, Pensylvania, and Virgima, and in later times were unknown to that people, just as others, more in number, doubtHow faitfully does this agree with the
Michigan, Iowa, and a portion of the Mexistatement of the Book of Mormon: "And can Territory."-Mound Builders, p. x4. less, than those already described, still reit came to pass that the voice of the Lord
Pirlgeon says: "There is probably no main unvisited and unknown in the great
came unto my father, that we should arise portion of the United States that presents and almost impenetrable forests of the
and go down into the ship."-I Nephi, 5: so great a diversity of tumulus form as country."--Ancient America, pp. 76, 67.
"To find the chief seats and most abunthat known as the state of Wisconsin.
35·
dant remain;; of the most remarkable civilWhile in the location of civilization
Although works of much g-reater
(as already noticed) the Book of Mormon tude frequently appear in Ohio and there- ization of this old American race, we must
locates the principal aboriginfll settlements gions south, yet the earthern effigy is of go still farther south into Central America
of America in what is now known as Cen- rare occurence in the immediate valley of and some of the more southern states of
Mexico.
Here ruins of many ancient
tral America, and in Central North Ameri- the Mississippi south of Wisconsin and
ca. This was in opposition to the scienIllinois, and is not often met with east of cities have been discovered, cities which
tific knowledge possessed at the time dfthe those states, In Indiana, Ohio, and that must have been deserted and left to decay
publication of the Book.
portion of the states of Pennsylvania and in ages previous to the beginning of the
The interesting query now arises, Is Virginia lying west of the Allegheny Aztec supremacy. Most of these ruins
such location in accordance with present
mountains, various group~ of earth-works were found buried in dense forests, whert),
scientific knowledge? One of the best inappear; and in some parts of this territory at the time of the Spanish conquest, they
former! historians of our times, Mr. Ban- earth-works of colossal proportions, rmd had been long hidden from observation."--·
croft, says: "The Ohio river and its tribuadjacent to each other, abound, especially
P· 93·
taries, would seem to be in a certain sense on the leading tributaries of the Oltio
YUCATAN FORESTS,
the center of the Mound Builders' power." river, the Muskingum, Scioto, Great
·-Native Races of Pacific States, vol. 4, p. Miami, &c."-Traditions of Dee- Coo"A great forest of this character covers
Dab, p. 81.
the southern half of Yucatan, and extends
749·
While of the MissiFsippi valley sysOf the :ocation of the Mound
far into Guatemala, which is half covered
tem of ancient works the same a1..1thor says; Baldwin says: "This ancient race seems
it. It e:xtends also into Chiapa and
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basco, and reaches in Honduras.
The
ruins known as Copan and Palenque are
in this forest, not far from its southern
edge. Its vast depths have never been
much explored.
There are ruins in it
which none but
natives have
ever seen, and some, perhaps, which no
human foot has approached for ages. It
is believed that ruins exist h1 nearly every
part of this vast wilderness. According
to the old Central American books and
traditions, some ofthe principal seats of the
earliest civilization, that of the 'Colhuas,'
was in this forest· covered region. In their
time the whole was cultivated and filled
with inhabitants."-Ibid, pp. 94, 95·
The vast forest which is spread over the
northern half of Guatemala and the south
ern half of Yucatan, and extended into
other states, covers an area considerably
larg·er in ext<>nt than Ohio or Pennsy lvania.
Does its position relative to the
know ruins afford no sug·gestion concerning the ancient history of this forest-covered re<Tion? It is manifest that, in the remote "'ages when the older of the cities now
in ruins were built, this region was a populou~ and important part of the country.
And this is shown also by the antiquities
found wherever it has been penetrated hy
f'xplorers who knew how to make discovtries, as well as hy the old books and
traditions. Therefore it is not unreasonable to assume that Copan and Paienque
are specimens of great ruins that lie buried
in it. The ruins of which something is
known have merelv been visited and described in part by explorers, some of whom
brought away drawings of the principal
ohjects."-Ibid, 103, 4·
From the stfltements of ML Tohn D.
Baldwin, M. A., I am led to beli(ove that
we are only in the
of di~covery
upon the continent of America, and when
the full and complete history of the antiquity of our country is written. if that time
shall ever come, then will the Book of
Mormon be fullv vindicated. In summing
Stephens say-s: "In our long, irregula~,
devious route we have discovered the
crumbling remains of forty-four ancient
cities, most of them but a short distance
apart, though from the great change that
has taken place in the country, and the
breaking up of the old roads, having· no
direct commucication with e;1ch other."-Incidents of Travel
Yucatan, voL 2,
P· 444·
B;mcroft says: "Yucatan presents a rich
field for antiquarian fcxploralion, furnishing· perhaps finer, and certainly more
numerous specimens of ancient aborigit;wl
architecture, sculpture, and p~inting than
have been discovered in
other section
of America. Tbe sta!e is
dotted,
at least in the northern central, or best
known portions with ruined edifices and
cities. I shall have occasion to t"!lention :mel
describe more or less fully, in this chapter
such ruins in between fifty and sixty different localities. While these monuments.
however, are the most extensive and
among the best preserved within the limits
of the Pacific States,
were yet among
the last to be brought to the knowledge
of the modern world."--N ative Races of
:Pacific States, vol. 4, p" 143.

Of Yucatan he further says: "Notwiththe extent of Mr. Stephens' exa very large part of Yucatan
untrodden by the antiquarians's
is especial! y true in the east,
on the immediate coast and in the
toward Guatemala. That extensive
ruins yet lie hidden in these unexplored
can hardly be doubted; .indeed it
is
no means certain that the grandest
cities even in the settled and partially expart of the peninsula, h~ye yet
described; hut the uniformity of such
as have been brought to our knowledge
does not lead us to expect new developments with respect to the nature, whatever
may be proved of the extent of the Maya
antiquities."-Ibid, vol. 4, p. 148.
OfPalenque and her seeming metropolitan position he writes: "Thus the monumental relics of Central America by themselves and by comparison with other
Americr.n ruins, point directly to the existence of a great empire in the PrJienque region; and the observed phenomena of
myths, language and institutions agree
perfectly with such a conclusion."-N ative
Races
Pacific States, vol. 2, P· I69.
Thus another striking coinciclence hetween the narrative in the Book of Mormon and the discoveries of antiquarians
since its publication is established.

of

DERIVATION OF CIVILIZATION.
The Book of Mormon (see the whole
of the Book of Ether) represents the
Mound Builders, or J aredites, as a clistinct
from every other people that has
ever occupied the continent of America;
and also that their civiliz8tion, being developed on this continent, under the ~pecial
direction and blessing of God, and while
they were separated from every other
people, vvas wholly independent of every
other form of civilization. What are the
scientific views of the present age in regard to this m'ltter? First, Are they a
distinct people? The following evidences .
are more pflrticuhr in their bearing- upon
the Mound Builders, or the first civilization:
Bryant says: "But behind these Indians
who were in possession of the country
when it was discovered by Europeans, is
dimly seen the shadowy form of another
people who have left many remarkable
evidences of their habits and customs, and
of a singular degree of civilization, but
who many centuries ago disappeared. The
evidences of the presence of this ancient
are found Dlmost everywhere upon
the north American continent, except, perhaps upon the Atlantic coast.".:_History
of the United States, vol. r, p. 20.
Baldwin says: "No f'avagetribe found
here by Europeans could have undertaken
such constructions as those of the Mound
Builders.
The wild Indians found in
North America lived rudelv in tribes.
had only such organization as was
their nomadic habits, and their
hunting and fighting. These
barbarous Indians gave no sign of bPing
capable of the systematic application to useful industry which promotes intelligence,
elevates the condition of life, accumulates
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wealth, and undertakes great works. This
condition of industry, of which the worn
and decayed works o.f the Mound Builders
are unmistakable monuments, means civilization."-Ancient America, p. 34·
Again he says: "There is no trace or
pro'bability of any direct relationship
whatever between the Mound Builders
and the barbarous Indians found in the
country. The wild Indians of this continent bad never known such a condition as
that of the Mound Builders. They bad
nothing in common with it."-Ihid, p. 6o.
Of the structures in Ohio and adjoining
states, Pidgeon says: "That those structures have not originated with the present
Indian tribes, or their ancestors is abundently evident, in the fact that they never
have used them, either as enclosures or
places of defense, nor are they recognized
as such in their traditions."-Traditions of
Dee-Coo-Dah, p. 17.
This hook was published in 1852.
Of the Mound Builders, MacLean savs:
"That they were superior to their Indian
successors, perhaps no one will Clispute."-Mound Builders, p. 84, while Pidgeon affirms "That the present Indians and the
ancient Mound Builders were of distinct
national origin, is equally evident."-Traditions of Dee Coo-Dah, p. IOJ.
Equally as positive upon the distinct
race, is MacLean: "An ancient race, entirely distinct from the Indian, possessing
a certain degree of civilization, once inhabited the CENTRAL PORTION OF THE
UNITED STATES."-Mound Builders, p.
13·
Mr. John Delafield stands high as an
authority
upon American antiquities.
He savs: "We find in North America tumuli,- ramparts, etc., which the Indians
know nothing about. And from what
has thus far been shown, these works
prove to be the remains of some other,
and a mon~ civilized race."-Inquiry into the
Origin of American Antiqui'ies. p. 8+
The work of Mr. Delafield was published at New York, Paris and London,
in r839· Speaking of the tumuli near
Sparta, Georgia, C. C. Jones says; "The
fact has been distinctly attested by early
travelers, that the Indians of this region
never worshipped idols. vVe have the
further testimony that they not only never manufactured these symbols of Pagan
worship, but emphatically disclaimed all
knowledge of the people by whom they
were made. Who, then, were the Mound
Builders, and who the artificers that chiseled these rude stone images which did
not fall down from Jupiter ?"-Antiquities
of Southern Indians, p. I46.
To this quBint but proper interrogation I add Pidgeon's statement: "When
we treat of primitive deposits, we mean
those deposits at the time of the erection
of the monument; as there are also many
deposits found in mounds that have evidently been placed there within the last century, such we term recent deposits; some
of those were probably made by the pioneers of civilization and ~orne by Indians
of modern times. We are not 'aware, however, that tribes of the pure Indian race
ever practiced, to any considerable extent,
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the custom of tumular deposits."-Traditions of Dee-Coo-Dab, p. 138.
The full extent of the lines of earthen
walls or embankments that have been
thrown up by the Mound Builders in the
great Valley of the Missisippi, apparently
designed for covered pass-ways, will probably never be fully ascertained, in consequence of the past and present demolition
of them. The remaining relic~, however,
that may be traced in the Ohio valley
alone, indicate enterprise and energy
am('ng the Mound Builders that would
compare favorably with the present advancement of internal improvement, and
show a national character for energy unknown in the annals of savage nations.
The extent of this class of works alone,
forbids the idea of Indian origin."-Ibid,
P· 265.
"The rich valley of the Mississippi seems
long to have been the favorite abode of
the Indian, but is now becoming the home
of a portion of the surplus population of
many nations that are blotting out the
most anc:ient trail of the Ind1an, and levelling with the earth the last remains of an
older race of men, disinterring their idols,
and such other relics as were formed of
materials indestructible in their nature, together with others susceptible of corrosion,
among which we find specimens of art nnknown among Savage nations, as presented in the appended cut.''-Ibid, p. 292.
Speaking of a mound on the Ohi0 river
near Wheeling-, Priest says: "It is not
credible that this mound was m:'lde by the
ancestors of the American Indians.· Its
magnitude, and the vast number of dead
dep-osited there, denote a population too
great to have been supported by mere
fishing and hunting, as the manner of Indians has always been, and must therefore have been erected by a people more
ancient than what is commonly meant by
the Indian Aborigines, or wandering
tribes."-American Antiquitie~, pp. 38-9.
In speaking of a mound near Cincinnati,
the same writer says: "Who were those
ancients of the west, and when and for
what purpose, these mounds were constructed, are questions of the most interesting nature, and have engaged the researches of the most inquisitive antiquarians. Abundant evidence, however, can
be procured, that they are not of Indian
origin."-Ibid, p. 51.
''Not even their [the American Indians],
traditions afford a glimpse of the existence
of such things as forts, tumuli, roads,
wells, mounds,
walls enclosing between one and two hundred, and even
five hundred acres of land; some of them
of stone, and others of earth twenty feet
in thickness, and exceeding high, are
works requiring- too much labor for Indians ever to have performed. The skeletons found in our mounds never belonged
to a people like our Indians."-Ibid, p.

216.
Of the monuments oft he Mound Builders, Bancroft says: "The monuments described are not the work of the Indian
tribes found in the country, nor of any
tribes resembling them in institutions.
Those tribes had no definite traditipn even
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of past contact with a superior
In contrasting the civilization of ancient
it is only in the south among
vvith all others the same author says:
known Natchez, that slight traces of a de- "This dead and buried culture of the anscent from, or imitation of, the Mound
cient people of North America, to whose
Builders appear. Most and the best au- memory they themselves erected such cuthorities deem it impossible that the rious monuments, is specially noteworthy
Mound Builders were even the remote in that it differs from all other extinct
ancestors of the Indian tribes; and w bile civilization."-Ibid, p. 30.
inclined to be less positive than most who
In the most terse and emphatic manner
have written on the subject
tbe he declares the work to be original, and
possible changes that have been
not the result of contact with foreign inby a long course of centuries, I think that structors.
"The works of the Mound
the evii'!ence of a race locally
is Builders stand as distinctly orig-inal and
much strong-er here than in any other
independent of any foreign influence."of the continent."-Nat. Races of
Ibid p. 33·
States, vol. 4, p. 787.
Mac Lean is equally terse when he says:
Not less po~itive upon this topic: is Bald- "When every part is taken into contemwin, who says: "It can be seen without plation, their civilization and condition
must appear remarkable. That they were
long study of their works as we know
them, that the Mound Builders had a cer- a remarkable people of an original civilization there is no room for doubt."··-Mound
tain degree of civllization, which raised
them far above the condition of sava~es.
P· 129·
To be continued.
To make such works possible under ..
circumstances, there must be settied
with its accumulations. and
organized industry. Fixed habits
ful work, direct<2d by intelligence, are
THE ARMED CONTINENT.
what barbarous tribes lack most of all."-DuRING the past eighteen years-a perAncient America, p. 33·
Mr Atwater's work was
in iod which, upon the whole, has been a
one-the armies of the continent1833, and he says:
circumstance I
powers have assumed proportions such
wish the reader to keep in mind. Indian
c1S were never dreampt of at any era in the
antiquities are always on, or a
previous history of the world. The indistance below the surface, unless
. crease in their strength, and also of course
in some grave; whilst articles
belonging to that people who rai~ed our in their cost, has been steady and continmounds, are frequently found many feet uous ever since the days o.f the FrancoGerman war.
It is now no exaggeration
below the surface, especially in river hotto speak of Europe as an armed camp.
toms."-Atwater, p. 22.
Speaking of the artificial mounds of The following table, which has been preafter reference to the most' recent
Georgia, Jones says: "We marvel at
the amount of labor expended in their official documents and declarations on the
in the column headed
construction, and conjecture that
are subject, shows
approximate number
either the product of the combined ener- ~'War strength,
gies of a population by no means inconsid- of men disposable for offensive purposes
erable, or else the representatives of the in the event of the outbreak of war in
1889:
in the column headed "Second
successive industry of per naps several gen··
reserves, the approximate number of
erations. Of one fact we mav be
men who in the event of the outbreak of
ded, that there was not in the
war would join the colors but remain at
century a single Indian tribe in
ity possessing either the
or the home unless their ·services were very
mean" of subsistence sufficient to en a hle it urgently needed at the front; (3), in the
to apply the unproductive labor necessarv column headed "Final reserves," the number of men who, in ad(l'ition to all the
for the erection of such work~.
"
above, would be avflilable for defensive
uity of Southern Indians, p. 39·
pnrpm;es in case of their country being inHe again savs: "Unique
All the men in the first two colidol pipes, stone plates, large shell orn- vaded.
naments, and other relics not common umns are trained soldiers who have served
with the colors. Many, but not all, of the
among the Cherokees, confirm the
men in the last column are also veterans.
sion that these tumuli were not the results
War
Second
of the labor of the modern Indians.''-Final
Strength.
ReserveF~.
RPt:zf~rves.
-Ihid, p. 144.
Germany ..... - .. 2.520 ooo r,szo.ooo r,86o.ooo
The Mound Builders, then, were a disFrance .. - ........ 2-440.000 r.s7o ooo !,700,000
tinct race. Was their civilization distinct Russia.- .. , ...... z 495 ooo I 980 000 2.200,000
and original? Of the Mound Buildera' Jta]y ........ ., ... I,OIO 000 1,320,000 !,200000
Austria ..... _.... r.qs ooo I 470,000 I,700.000
civilization Bryant says:
"But there is Turkey
.... -... . . 6zo,ooo
3YO.OOO
340.000
certainly enough to show that
had
Balkan States .. -. 250.000
r6s.ooo
195,000
develooed a civilization of a vigorous and
ro,4So,ooo
8
335,ooo
9,195.ooo
original growth, though as yet in its eflrlier stages, and enough to justify a belief that Here we have a mass of men, in
there must have been much else in their number eqt1al to the population of a firstculture to answer to those evidences of class state, who may at any moment be
combined labor and abstract
called on to take the field.
Over zg,.
hibited in their public works of np·tpr'~"·
oooooo of Europeans, all in the prime
and their appqrent devotion to some cere- of manhood, are liable to expose their
monial system."-History of United
lives in the next great war.
More

vol.

I,

p. 28.
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than two-thirds of them are at present enin civil
; but war might
every one of them from the office,
the workshop, and thus, at a few
hours' notice,
the com mercia!, manufacturing, and agricultural interests of
half Europe might be paralyzed by the
withdrawal of all the best and most active
workers. The p:esent
:~ the
German
rs about 47,ooo,ooo. Of
this number about 24 1ooo,ooo are
and about 14,ooo,ooo males, who because
of infancy, old age, mental or physical
weakness, or deformity, are of no practical
use in the rougher affairs of the world.
There remain, therefore, about 9,ooo,ooo
able- bodied men in the
More
than one-fourth of these
have to don
their uniforms and throw
all their civil
ties at the moment of a
of war.
More than one-half would have to join the
colors if anv considerable hostile force effected an entrance on German territory.
And that which is true of Germany is true
of all other countries, Ru~sia only except, ed, in the above table. One-half of the
able-bodied men of
France,
Italy, Austria, Turkey and
Balkan
States are at this moment held in readiness to take up anns. It
exaggeration to speak of
armed camp, although not more than
about 2,8oo,ooo men, in the countries under
consideration, :ue now actuall v with the
colors.
The annual cost of the ,;rmies to
which we have referred exceeds £120 ooo,ooo. The extent and significance of their
increase
be gathered from the fact
that in 1872
full war
sponding with that given in the first column of the table of the various countries
was: Germany, 1 ,205,ooo
I ,zoo,
000 i

1.300,000;

'750,000;

Austro
82z,ooo; Turkey, 7oo,Balkan States, 16),ooo men, or only
men, as against 1o48o,ooo men
Yet even in 1872 the arm>lments
central powers were generally regarded as "bloated."
Since that time--it
is only 17 years ago-the
for
the great war which is
cost those powers sums

soo,ooo,ooo.
Some returns which have bePn prepared
primarily for the information of the Austrian war office convey a vivid idea of the
wonderful rapidity with which some of
the states in the above list can now mobilize and send
the frontiers portions
of their
forces. : t is
that war breaks out
notice. It is estimated that in such conditions, Germany could, with her present
and in 72 hours from the
·war, set 23o,ooo
troops upon French territory.
en6 of a week she could set 75o,ooo men
there.
it is
could throw
no more than 25,ooo men
the first three days, and
the first week. - Austri~L. on
could in the first three
6o,ooo troops into Russia.
preparatior,s for war with Austria or
sia are much less perfect than her preparations for war with France. Nevertheless,

m three
12o,ooo men
into Russia or wo,ooo into Austria.
France is about to strengthen her railway
on her eastern borders. Already
it is computed, bring 200.000
men to the frontier in three days, and 6oo,ooo in a week; and upon the completon of
the contemplated improvements it is conthat the numbers thus to be renavailable will be 26o,ooo and ~5o,ooo
respectively. But these figures have, of
course, only a theoretical interest.
A
accident or a momentarv
loss of coolness by some highly place~i
offidal may wreck the best laid plans for
the sudden concentration of troops either
in
or in France; and, as a matter of
has never yet happened that
pre-arranged scheme for the conduct
small portion of a great camworked with p~'rfect satisfac.--L-unwin

News.

FAR WEST.
Conference convened at ~t. Joseph, Mis~ouri,
February 23d and 24th,}. T. Kinneman president,
W. Summerfield vice president, C. P. Faul secreThe president appointed J. S, Constance,
Babbitt and J. L. Bear a committee on credentials. Courtesy was extended to all visiting
brethren to take part. Branch reports were read
from St. Joseph, DeKalb,_ Delano, Far West,
Pleasant Grove and German Stewartsville. EIders reports: J. T. Kinneman, vV. Summerfield,
J. F. McDowell, L. L Babbitt and J. L Bear.
Priests:
W. Peterson, C. Duncan. F, W. Curtis
for an appeal wherein the Pleasant
Grove branch was plaintiff and he defendant.
Chair appobted a committee to investigate
whether hewas entitled to an appeal. Middleton Estes asked for an appeal from a decision of
an elders court held ten years ago. Chair appoiPted an investi!;ating committee. J. S, Constance and J M, Terry were appointed a committee on resolutions of memorial in memorv of
Bro. James Wood. Bishop's agent's report: Received during quarter $z88 45, expended $264 4i,
balance $24 04, The report VIas received and
committee appointed to audit his books found correct and adopted. On resolution: General Conference was requested to continue Bro. Joseph R,
Lambert in his present field should his health
permit. Delegates to General Conference were
im.t>·ucted to ask that a missionary be appointed
with headquarters at St. Joseph, and to labor in
that city, he not being debarred, however, from
laboring elsewhere when the interests of the
work in St. Joseph will permit. That our delegates to General Conference be instructed to labor for the passage of the resolution, that was
nrf><Pnff)(j to the last General Conference by the
which was laid on the table. Committee
in the case of F. W. Curtis reported. Report
wa.s received, adopted and the secretary req ue~t
ed to send a copy of the report to F. W. Curtis.
Committee in the case of Middleton Estes reported. Report was received and adopted; the secto send a copy of the committee's report
to
Committee on memorial: "Whereas
death has removed from our midst Brother James
Therefore, Be it resolved, That while we
meekly, yet we recognize in thi~ removal
the loss of a faithful worker for Christ ;--having
more than a score of years as an active
that we offer to the bereaved, our
condoience and with them mourn the loss-yet
not without hope of meeting him again at the
n'strrection of the just. By request of Ern. C.
Duncan and J. V McDowell, they were released
as Ger,eral Secretary and General Superintendof the Far West Sunday School
J. T. Kinne man was elected
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president, W. Summerfield vice president, and
C. P. Faul secretary for the next quarter. vVilliam Lewis was sustained as Bishop's agent. J.
T. Kinneman, W. Summerfield, W. Lewis, }Burlington Sr. and R. Winning were chosen delegates to General Conference. Resolved, Th'tt it
is the sense of this conference that when an officer of the church accepts appointment from
General Conference, subject to direction of First
Presidency, the Twelve or other church authority, and leaves his field of labor without the approval of those presiding over it, or neglect to labor
faithfully therein while accep1ing for his family
financial support from the church, that he be declared unfaithful to his trust, and that such officer be not reappointed. Resolved that our delegates to General Conference endeavor to >ecure
legislation to that end. Preaching by W. Summerfield and J. T. Kinneman. Adjourned to
German, Stewartsville, branch ro a, m., Saturday,
June 8th.
SPRING RIVER.
Conference was held at Richland schooJ honse,
Labette county, Kansas, February rstJ:i and r6,
Pres'L J. A. Davis in the chair, l M, Richards
clerk. Elders reported: D. S, Crawley, 0, P.
Sutherland, W. S. Taylor, W, Westervelt, l A.
Davis, W. France, l Hart, 0. Oleson, R. H. Davis, B. Davis and ]. M. Richards--all reported
labor to some extent. R. I-L Davis, Bishop's
agent reported: Received $65 75, on hand last
report $6.33, disbursed $72 oo, balance Sets.
Committee on tent reported probable cost of
same and was discharged. J. A. Davis tendered
his resignation as president of the district which
was accepted with vote of thanks for past servi:
ces, and Bro. D. S. Crawley was elected in his
place.
Adjourned to Columbus, May roth.
Preaching by elders Crawley, Clark and Sutherland.
NODAWAY.
Conference was held at Ross Grove, February
r6th and 17th, M.P. Madison clerk, J. Flory was
president. Elders reported: J. Flory, J. Thomas,
R. K. Ross Jr. Teachers: C. C. Nelson, R. IC
Ross Sen. J. Thomas was elected president of
the district for the next six months, Bishop's
agent reported and sustained. Delegates to General Conference are J Thomas, R. K. Ross Jr.,
J. Flory, M. P. Madison, W. Woodhead, P. Rasmussen and A. Caley. Reports of branches:
Stanberry 12. Ross Grove 26. Sweet Home zo,
was admitted as a branch of this district.
Platt 56. lo>S of zo from which the Sweet Home
branch was formed. It was moved that we hold
our next conference at Long Branch Union
church, to meet at the call of the president.
Preaching by J. Thomas, J. Flory and W. Woodhead.

FIRST QUORUM OF PRIESTS.
As the time of our Annual Conference draws
near, I take this means of informing you that we
expect a report of your last years' labor, as to
what exertions you have made that your fellowman may become acquainted with the restored
gospel. Last year there were but nineteen reported and I hope this year to hear from every
member, Send yo•.Jr report to Secretary C. P.
Faul, Clarksdale, Missouri.
l B. GouLDSMITH, Pres. ISt .ff(uonmz.
FIRST QUORUM OF ELDER~.
The annual gathering of the church is now
near at hand and the time for each member to
send in his yearly report; let none neglect this
duty, and give a brief account of how you have
magnified your office.
Be also free to express
your faith in the work. If there are anv who
have not yet obtained a blank upon which to
make report, drop a postal to Bro. V. White, secretary, and he will supply you. His address is
Lamoni, Iowa. Through deaths and ordinations
quite a number of vacancies have occurred in our
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body, therefore it would be for the good of our
organization that there be a fair attendance to do
business during the sitting of the General Conference. Prospects for the general work were
never more promising- Please send all reports
not later than April rst, to Robert M. Elvin, box
224, Lamoni, Iowa.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The conference of the southern district of California will convene at San Bernardino on Friday
March rsth at IO am. Complete reports and a
full attendance is desired and expected. Come
and be blessed.
D. S. MrLLS, District President.
BORN.
RousH.-At Fulton, Iowa, to Bro. Ellsworth
and Sr. Jennie Roush, January 30th, r889, a son.
Blessed, February 2oth 1889, by Elder J. S. Roth,
and named Eugene Roland.
MARRIED.
GAR:NER.-BEsT.-At Los Angeles, California, May 7th, r888, by Elder D. S. Mills, Bro.
David Garner and Sr. Minnie Best.
MrLLS.-BEST.--At Los Angeles, California,
May 7th, r888, by Elder D. S. Mills, Bro. William M. Mills and Sr. Addie Best,-ali of Los Angeles county.
May peace and prosperity attend them in life's
work, with salvation at the end.
LIVINGSTON--BADHAM.-January 2d, 1889, at
the re&idence of the bride's mol her, at U ni versity, Los Angeles, California, by Elder D. S. Mills,
Bro Charles F. Livingston and Sr. Corda Earlham-both of Los Angeles county. The bride
was presented with many useful and valuable
.presents. While the promising- young couple enjoy the blessing of a wide circle of friends, may
their love of the Master's cause never wane, and
their usefulness increase continually
DIED.
BAYs.-At Elm<iale, Chase county, Kansas,
February 14th, 1889, Mrs. Loui,a, ·wife of Elder
D. H. Bays, aged 46 years, 7 months and 12 days.
Mrs. Bays died of heart disease and dropsy after
a long and painful illness of four months, which
she bore with Christian fortitude and great patience. Although not a member of the Reorganized church, she was a most excellent womana devoted mother, a loving and dutiful wife.
She passed away in perfect peace.
WILSON.-In Salt L<tke City, Utah, February
2rst, r889, Eliza, beloved wife of Joseph W. Wilson, aged 50 years, II months and 20 days. She
was born March rst, r838, in Georgetown, Brown
county, Ohio, and, was baptized by Elder Joseph
Luff, in Salt Lake City, July 6th, r88o Funeral
services by Elder R. J. Anthony.
RrGSBY.--Carl A1bert, son of Bro. M. A. and
Sr. Amanda C. Rigsby, at Dow City Iowa, of
lung fever, February, 27th r889, aged 3 years, I I
months and 21 days. ·Funeral services by Elder
C. E. Butterworth.
'·Unto our Father's "ill alone,
One thought hath reconciled;
Th11t he whose love exceedeth ours
Hath taken home his child."

FosTER -At her father's residence, Woodburn,
Clarke county, Iowa, January 171.h, r889, of consuption, Sr. Sarah C. Foster. She was baptized
December IIth, r888 Funeral services by Elder
E. B. Morgan.
WILKINSON -Elizabeth Jane Wilkinson of
Rich Hill, Missouri, the beloved wife of Bro.
George Wilkinson died February 5th, r889, of
convulsions. Sist<er Wilkinson was the daughter of Bro. John and Sr. Jane Ferry. Born September 22d, r86r, Minersville, Henry county,
Illinois, being 27 years, 4 months and 13 days
old at the time of her <ieath. She was baptized
into the Reorganized Church November rsth
1876, at Davenport, Scott county, Iowa, by Elder
Richard Rowley. February zd, r888, she was
married to Bro. George Wilkinson, with whom
she only had the pleasure of living one year and
three days. She was a true, kind and loving
wife and a Saint indeed. On the morning of the
5th she said to her husband, "Well, George, I am

going home now." Those were her last words.
We miss her at the chapel but our loss is her
gain. She leaves a heartbroken husband as well
as father, mother, two brothers and three siscers
to mourn her departure. Funeral conducted by
Emsley Curtis and A. Lloyd, at the Saints ch~.pel
Thursday the 7th, at 2 p. m. Bro. Curtis delivered a noble and powerful sermon from I Cor. IS:
22. The house was crowded with attentive listeners. Her remains we~e interred In the Green
Lawn cemetry, west of town, to await the summons of tt e first resurrection.
HASKELL--At Sedgwick. Maine, February
22d, r889, Laura, wife of Bro. Wiliiam L. Haskell,
aged 26 years, 2 months and 27 days. Funeral
service at their home on Deer Isle, conducted
Elder W. Go Pert, at which a large concourse
friends and relatives attested their respect by
their presence.
LEWIS -At Cleveland, Iowa, January 3oth,
r889, Bro. Llewellyn Lewis. He was born at
Glanmorganshire, Wales, September r8th, r8r7.
. He bore his illness with patience and died bearing
a faithful testimony to the work. Funeral services by Elder E. B. Morgan.

FARM FOR SALE.-235 ACRES.
Thirteen miles east of Lamoni and one-half mi1e north
of Pleasanton, 100 acreR in timber pasture setln blue g:;'Bss,
balance in 1neadow and plow land. New 7 room cottage~
with 3 porches. 2 pautrys and fine rock cellar, the most
substantial house in the township; small orchard. out
houses, granary and large b!lrn 42x62. basement the entire
length of it, and shingled sheds on the east side and sonth
end; 2 cementedcif3terns, 5 wells and 3 ponds, wlth abmldance of water for stock. W1llse1l nt n sacrifice rather :"han
rent. A big bargain for somebody.
WM. ANDEHSON.
2mar4t
.PLli;A:SANTON, Decatur On., Iowa
RoBERT WINNING,

Pres~t.

D. F.

NicHor~soN,

Caehier.

FARMERS'
Will attend to any Business for Non-Residents
entrusted to our care.

Interest Allowed on Time Deposlts.
HOUSE FOR 'IAI,E.
For ~ale a No. one frame house of five rooms, goo(~, cellar with hot air furnace. water in the houf.le, an act·e of
ground and small orchard west of the Temple, Kirtland,
Ohio. For further information ilrquire of
JOHN GILLESPIE,
2mar4t
Bo;;: 28, CLEVELAND, Ohio.

A Family Newspaper.:---THE INDEPENDENT PATRIOT
Provides its readers weekly with

56 COLUMNS
Of reading matter, including Domestic and Foreign News,
Home, Around the World, Religions. Scientific nnrl Per~
E'onal departments~ and aims to keep its readers thol'oughly acquamted with the striking features of the world's
progress. Try it and know for yourself. Sample copy
free. One dnlJar p(>r yeflr.
LAMBERT BHOTHE:HS, PUBLIBIIEns,
25aug
Lamoni. Decatur Co., Iowa.

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,
REAL

A CHRONOLOGICAL CATECHISM:

Or, Key to the Chronology of tbe Bible,

AGENTS,

West Lexington Street,
MISSOURI.

INDEPENDENCE,

Next to Warnky's Gallery.

AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Price per yeall"'

$.1.1>0.

FOR z889.
THE CHICAGO TIMES believes that news makes
and "sells" a newspaper.
IT BELIEVES that the public wants.the news,
all the news, the latest news.
IT BELIEVES that in printing the news a newspaper must print the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth.
IT BELIEVES in printing the truth without fear
or favor, uncolored by prejudice or predilection,
unbiased by personal interests or preferences,
regardless of parties, cliques, or individuals.
THE CHICAGO TIMES, with wise extravagance,
uses its unrivaled facilities for collecting and
spreading all the news before its readers in an
attractive manner and in a readable style.
THE CHICAGO TIMES has quadrupled its circulation in less than one year under its new management since the reduction of the price of its
daily edition from 5 to 2 cents a copy.
THE CHICAGO TIMES is in every sense of the
word a great metropolitan journal. It circulates
in all parts of the United States and Canada, and
and is read wherever the English language is
spoken.
THE CHICAGO TIMES, while printing all the
news of the day, from all parts of the world, likely to be of interest to its readers, chronicle& with
careful attention to details the daily history of
the great city in which it is published and of that
great western country of which Chicago is the
political, financial, commercial, and social center.
REGULAR SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
Daily and Sunday Times, one year ....... $8 oo
Daily and Sunday Times, six months ...... 4 oo
Daily Times, one year .................... 6 oo
Daily Times, six months .................. 3 oo
Sunday Times, one year .................. 2 oo
Saturday Times, one year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r .50
Weekly Times, one year ................. r.oo
The above rates are net and will be given you
until further notice. Please send postal order,
registered letter, or postal note. Terms invariably cash in advance. Address

LAMONI PATRIOT.
LAftlBERT BIWTIIERS, publishers of Lhe Patriot, Lan1oni,
I a., are off(~ring their paper one mouth for ten cunts as a
"trial trip.n It contains fifty ~lx columns, inc.luding foreign and domestic news'l an editorial page, which aims to
reflect a progressive and healthful sentiment. ''Shorts~,,
1
~-nome,,, '"Around the world, ' "Re1igiouA, ,, "'Personal',
and ''Scientific, departments. Give it a trial.
LAMBEH'l' BROTHEHS,
2mar4t
LAMONI, Iowa.

ESTATE

THE TIMES, Chicago.
2mar4t

SABBATH SC ·~OOL BOOK§.
Compendium of Faith, for higher classes, hound in
sprinkled Leather, each ......................... $1 00
The same houud iu Cloth ...... ,-,........ .. . .. .. .. .
75
Question Book, for intermediate classes, each 25c.,
per dozen . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . • . .. . .. . . 2.50

SONGS OF ZION.
Per dozen., ......... $x. Each •. , .. .

rocts

BY A. J. MAPES.
Limp Cloth, 103 pages, price 35 cts.

For sale by

Bro. H. R. 1\IILTJS. Independence Mo.

TO ELDERS, PRIESTS, AND OTHERS.
O all pers.~DS 1?-CDding 1!_8 the nam~S Of TWO PERSONS
ae subscrtbers to the INDEPENDENCE GAZE'l'TE
for one year, with the cash, we will send, prepaid, a copy
of the "Elders' Diary." The subscription price of the
Gazette is $1 a year.
LUFF & CRICK.
We want Agents everywhere, male and female, and
will pay good cash commission. Write us for partjcn1ars
LUFF
&
ORICK.
Independence, 1\lo.
36jan

T

VV elsh Hymn Book.
We have on hand about 100 copieo of a book, entit.led
"Llyfr Hymnau at Wasanaeth Eglwys Iesu Grist, Ad-Reoleiddedig Samt y Dydd Diweddaf.·' There are 393 hymns
in welsh and 33 in English. It is published by the church
in Wales, and sent here for sale. Sixty cents each, free of
post.af!e: bound in fnllleather. marblerl ed!re•.
~ The date accompanying your name on the small
colored label on eiwh paper shows the time to which your
subscription has been paid. When payments are made
the date is changed, which answers for a receipt.
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"HEARKEN TO THE W01m OF THE Lonn: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE IT BE ONE WIFE; AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag@ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD RAYE O>~E WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: EXCEPT m CASE OF DEA~'R, WHEN EITHER
rs A'r LIBERTY To MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

Vol.

Iowa, March 23, 1889

36.--Whole No. 827

HE

SAINTS'

ERALD:

Official J>aper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Lntt0r Day Snints
PUBI,ISliED A'l' LAMoxr. DtWAl'UH CouNTY, I(nvA,

Every Saturday. Price $2.25 p(~r year.
The Traveling Ministry, Dlstrict a:r..d Br::ulC'h Presi_dents 1
and the BisllOp's Agents. are requr~t->ted to HOiieit new subac:ribera, and help build up the paXH?-r and the publication
department.
Business Leth~rs and
Dancer, by P. 0. Order,
EnterPd :1s sP•·nnrl ,J~·""

JosEPH

SMITH

W. VV. BLAm

AssocrA~'E EmTOH

Iowa, March 23,

I
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JOSEPH APPROVED OF GOD.

Now THAT there are a few who claim to
be Saints and yet allege th~t Joseph Smi'r h,
"the Choice Seer," had no specific calling
beyond translating the Book of Mormon,
or that if he did have authoritv to preach
and build up the Church of G(;d he. lost it
in 1834 or soon thereafter, it is prope-: to
learn weJ.I a-uthenticatt'd facts in respect to
whether God approved 11nd confirmed his
priestly ministrations after those times or
not. For if the Lord blessed his administrations in preaching, prophecy, healing
the sick, and in his various special services
as an officer and first uresident of the
church after 1834, that i~ conclusive evidence that he enjoyed the favor and 11pproval of God in such offices 11nd administrations, and that the l11tter were endoned
of God. . And, let it be borne in mind,
the manifest approval of God is the best
and highest evidence thM can he
as
to matters of priestly
and authority. When men claim to
called and
sent of God to act in certain offices, and to
perform certain works, if the Lord does
not bless, prosper and confirm their administrations therein, according to the conditions and provisions governing and to
govern those offices and callings, then the
lack of such divine endorsement and :1p.
prov11l is good evi<ience against such
claims. But, on the other har.d, if the
Lord sustains, approves, confirms and endorses the ministrations of a person when
acting in a certain office and calling while
claiming to be the Lord's servant, then we
have the very best evidence that such person is the Lord's servant, and that he has
rightfully the authority ~nd calling which
he claims. God does not confirm nor approve the pretentious claims of
deceivers, nor rejected prophets
ministers.
Mens' opinions, theories, judg-ments and conclusions rnay all be· very
wrong-but God never errs.
Now, it is historic!f!l y true

No.

12.

same knowhclge, when in Carthage J ;;il;
blessed Joseph Smith in his
he told Col. Brvant, commander of the Mclabors
the ministry up to 1844, both as
Donough county troops, th;,t if he removed
to his preaching·, prophecy, administering
his troops from Carthage Joseph would
to the sick and afflicted, receiving professbe a dearl man in a very short time. The
the word of the Lord touching the
troops were removed by order of Goverchurch, individu~ls, and many notable
nor Ford, and the prediction was ful61lecl.
events both in and out of the church,
All the wny along his life-work, from
which word has been and is being fulfilled
1823 to 1844, there 11re unmistakable eviwith that precision, exactne's and cornwhich alone marks what is given denct's that he was actuatt'd, largely, hy the
the inspiration of the Almighty.
His in~piration of hE"aven, in preaching, teachrevelations and
propht'svings to the ing, administering the ordinances and in
Twelve and the church in r 837; thosP he prophecy.
vVhen in Pennsylvania and New Jersey
when in Liberty Jail, Missouri, in
winter of 18:)8-9; thn~e he gave in in 1840-and after-the Lord gave great
those he gave in 1843-4 in respect and multiplied testimonies, confirming his
ministrations. We heard from the lips of
own dt"ath, the breaking up and
brotht'r and sistt'r William Small, brother
of the church at Nauvoo a~ testified by William Marks, J o~iah Ells, and sistE'r Tosiah Ells :md others, that the
Lord gave· marvelous and unimpeRchahle
Emmo Smith and many others; his prophwitness to the words 11nd works ofJ oseph
ecy at different times in 1844. in tht' pres
ence of scores, and hundreds, that Brigham the "choice Seer" in those times, as they
heard, saw, and t'xperienced in person at
Young, if he led the S1ints would "lead
them to hell;" also his remarkable public various times and on various occa~ion~.
And when we read or hear the flimsy
·in 1840. in Washington, D. C.,
concerning Rev. Cookman, as related by carpings of >:hallow critics 11nd "goody
goody" would-be reformers who seek to
Dr.
who heard it delivered from
th~
lips, being with him at the poison, pervert, or subvert the souls of
those we 11ccept him for just w hM is
time,
account of which from his own
pen has heen twice published in these col- claimed for him in holy writ, we find it
difficult to ~upress the ;upreme contempt
umns since 1875.--these all, with much
we have for their absurd prett'nsions. Tht'
more that might be cited, prove that Towas not only not rejected of God, Lord said of him to Joseph in Egypt:
that he enjoyed the inspiration of God "He shall he t'Stt'emt'd highly 11mong 1he
m a
degree 11nd tht"refore continued fruit of thv loins,"-Ephraim and Mafia,_
to be
Lord's servant, notwithstanding seh. He further says of him-Joseph the
Seer-·'And I will make him great in
hin personal sins, shortcomin<·s and weaknesses, which, like God's servants of old, mine eyes/ for he shall do my work. And
he shall he great like unto Moses."-2
he st'emed ever reacly to confes~ and seek
Nephi 2: 2.
forgiveness for. He, by the knowlf:'dge
This is heaven's prophetic endorsemer.•
God gave him in the Spring of 1844, told
of the ministerial, prophetic 11nd seeric
William Me1rks and others that his work
on earth was ahout done; that polygamy qualities and qual in cations of the great
wus curse and must be resistt'd; that the S"Cer who, as chief, laid the foundations of
the great llllter dav disp<"nsation and buildchurch woulcl be broken up at Nauvoo and
he
imtructing Bro. Marks that eel it up during his life-time.
Who are we to believe? Those who
when that was imminent, he (Marks)
should take as mqny Saints as would go say Joseph was a false revelator, 11 false
prophet, a false organizt>r, a false buil,Jer
with him and locate awav up to the north
and a false prett'nder in the greater part
of Nauvoo and wait forth~> Lord to move
for the redemption of his people. By that of his ministerial labon;? or shall WP hesame clivine knowledge he told Bro. lieve what is predicted of him in the Book
Mormon, ami in the Doctrine and CoveElls and others, when on his way
to Carth;;~e Jail, that he was going to his nants, and what has been and is w1tnessed
death.
that same knowledge he told of his ministeri:1l labors by his friends and
intimate fellow laborers?
hi" wife Rnrl family fit the time of his de\iVe neither worship nor toady to any
pRrture for Carthage Jail, that he should
man-never h11ve and never expect to-but
never see them again in the flesh, telling
when Wt' acc<'pt of books which testify that
them that calami tv, scattering and division
the church in and 11rotmd Nauvoo, Joseph would be rt'cognized of God and
of faithful Israel as "a Choice st'er ;" a
and that when th~t took place the familv
prophet "like u'lto Moses," and that ·c;.od
shouk! either go to Kirtland or remain in
Bv that same knowledge he would make him "great" in His eyes, also
N Juvoo.
thnt he would he "highlv esteemt'd" hv
together his household and
God's Israel, then I must accept the testihis last blessing with laying on
and prophecy. And by that mony of said books with all its sequences
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and let the fault-finders, quibblers, and
self-conceited would- be reformers go to
"their own place" and find their own
level-which they are destined to, as have
their predecessors in the same blind, mischievious work.
The Lord made no mistake when he
chose, appointed and ordained Joseph the
Seer to tran~late the Book of Mormon, re
ceive revelations, found His "marvelous
work" and organize and build his church.
And when men busy themselves seeking
to obstruct, undo, or tear down the work
officiRlly performed by that seer, the I nfinite God has declared such "shall he confounded."- 2 Nephi 2: 3· This is our
confidence-this is our trust-and we can
afford to wait till it all comes to pass.

when where and hy whom William E.
McLellin was haptized, (matters of hut
little importance) after he
from the church in
"Bishop's Court," May I I
"Whitmeri,m Unmasked" was
published, owned and advertised
and alone by Willard J. Smith, ard
state to the contrary is to
ranee, or mendacity-or
not follow that what is advertised in a
paper is "end.orsed" by it. The attention
of our readers has been
c.lllt'd
to that fact-a fact
levelheaded, soundpeople.
It is most unfortunate for Mr. Robinson's lofty pretensions that he is detected
in his numerous mistakes-to call i hem
nothing more-and in his
and
untrue assertions.

EBENEZER'S ERRORS.

IT would take too much space, and time,
to expose a tithe of the erto-rs found in Ebenezer Robinson's "Return" thus far, vet
there is one which should be ventilated
just now, for it is a mischievous, hurtful
-one, whether it be the fruit of malice,
blindness, or reckless blundering.
On page 37 of his paper for March he
alleges that Bishop Blakeslee's Report for
,1887 shows that Bro. R. M. Elvin received in "cash" "hPtwef'n March 1886 and
Ist of March 1887 $9+4.36." This statement is not truP. The Report shows
nothing of the kind; but it simply sets
forth on page 413, third column that R.
M. Elvin was credited with "hack pay"
for the years 1883 up to FehnHry 28th,
r886, "$364,70," also a post office order
for $35-30; while on page 414, second
column, he is charged back with the
$364.70, as "back pay;" and on same page,
first column, he is charged with $35. IO,
and on page 418 he is charged with $375.
01, making a total of $410. I I.
On page
418 he is credited with $zl).6o, which
with the aforementioned $3S·30, paid in
1886, makes $60.90, leaving- the net
amount received by him and hi' family in
the fiscal year fr~m "April 1st 1886 to
March 31st r887'' just $349.21,-fl difference of $595.15 between the amount alleged by Mr. Robinson and the showing
of the Bishop's Report!
Now, whether this should be attrihuted
to the bad judgment, the mental blindness
and confusion of Mr. Robinson, or to a
desire to be mischievous and malicious, we
neither assert nor suggest. But one thing
is very apparent, his ~tatements are both
unreliable and dangerous. His misstatements in the case now in hand, and those
exposed of late in the HERALD hy Bro.
Willard J. Smith show Mr. Robinson to
be a very sorry sort of reformer, one who
is not likely to rank high in that field,
either as to his a'isertions, his opinions, or
hi::; menta! calibre; for in these he exhibits, unmistakably, very bad defects, to put
it in the mildest terms at all justifiable.
Mr. Robinson asserts again that the
HERALD "endorsPd" Elder W. J. Smith's
"Whitmerism Unmasked." This is not
true. And, moreover, the HERALD Editors were the first to call Elder Smith's
attention to his erroneous statement as to

IN the death of Bro. John
Newport, California, at the
eight, the church has
a
He was long 11 member of the
ing baptized in the days of
Hyrum by Elder Solomon
hom
which tinie he followed the church through
evil as well good report, until I
I when
he migrated to California, from
. He
united with the Reorganization
ly and was never known to do
the cause. He was a man of
judgment, as a citizen had no
won the respect of the
esty and an upright walk. His conduct
was of such a nature as to win the confidence of all in the honesty of his conviction~.
He leaves a family of grown sons
and d:mghters, who are blessed in having
lived in family relationship with a father
for whom they have no cause to blush
when honorahle men flre
strong incentive, truly, to so
too, may enter in and enjoy the rest and
glory of the world to come, for which
that father was prepared and
He was made an honorarv member
the Pioneer Association at S~n
many of whom assisted at his obsequies
and followed his remains to the
We learn of his departure with
but gratefully pav tribute to his
as a man and a brother.
ELIAS LAND.

IN the letter department will be found an

open letter by Bro. A. J. Moore to Elias
Land, a chief correspondent of 7 he Return, who claims he left the
Church because of its defective
and he now invites others to follow
aswring them that "the Church of Chribt
is in Temple, Texas," and he further
"the authority is here." If we were
are righty informed, this same Elias Land
was cut off from the Reorganized Church
because of his adulterous conduct. 'vV e
wne official! v notified of this at the time
of his expulsion, but out of
to
all i'O'lcerned we d1d not
But now that he poses as a reformer of
the theology of the Reorganized
taking front rank with his fellow reform-

ers of The 1'?eturn persuasion, all of whom
"seek to draw away disciples after
"
inviting them to come to them and "he ingrafted into Christ," we think it
that the real cause--or
l'vh. Land's severance from the
known. \iV e have documents at hand-official ones-amply smtaining what we
have
but find them in their description of Mr. Land's lecherous conduct unfit
for publication, And we publish what we do
that this sort of men men
not deceive
and mislead the simple
vVe feel it
right to warn the
for
that is a
of
"
When men
Mr. Land's kind find
with the doctrines and the
the Reorganized Church
For when "the
is brought to the light it
the motives which actuate
and 'their work are baseMen and women, called
differ with
the
we have reference now to .M L
kind and those.
w bo "strain at a gnat" and yet swallow
contradictions, absurdities and "old wives
fables"
the cart load.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

admonish our
to
their letters to the
brief
and pointed. Valuable time and space are
wasted when
phrases and expressions are written and rewritten in the
letters to our columns.
It is well to first
determine whether there is anything edifying to communicate and then write in
as few words as possible. "Vain
tions" should be avoided both in
and in public speaking. Our letter column
would be far more interesting if this advice was heeded.
Sr. A. C. Baldwin of Danville,
is anxinus for a competent minister to visit and hhor in that place. This Held
we believe, in charge of Bro. F . M.
er. If
let him note the call.
Bro.
J. Hughes ot Rhodes, Iowa,
writes for publications. He rejoices in the
work and
confidence in its ultim~'te

We were made glad by
following g·ood news in a late letter
Bro. F. Criley of Pittsburg, Pensylvania:
"Bro.
is better, and if no accidents
happen he will he able to attend
Conference. His son is with him."
Read: "There are several here who
will send their old Heralds to those who
send me their address and postage. Mrs.
J. L.
Labette county, Kan~as."

liVoman's Standard, a plucky,
conducted monthly, publi~hed in Des
nes,
comes regularly to our
desk, and we are
tvith much of its
work. It treats
"Home, Health, Purity, Culture, Temperance, Education,"
and of the "legcll and political interests of
woman, :1nd of her right to the Franchise."
We heartily wish it success, and hope it
m<Jy prove a ~ghty power for good in
its chosen field.
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For Railway rates to and from General
Elder Willard J. Smith had baptized
M. Gibson of San. BerConference, also as to board, etc., etc., for
bas been laboring about eighty persons since last April up
conference vi~iton;, st e notice in this issue. some
l>~te in S.m Diego county, finding
to the 23J ulr. He is a faithful minister
Bro. T. A. L~wn wrote from Tulare a home with B 1 o. Casteel's excellent famand we are pleased to know that heaven
C;lifornia, the 6th in,tant. He had
iiy while preaching in their vicinity. He gives him many souls as seals of his minisrecently baptized a worthy
~ix in
thinks additions to the church will be try. Of Bro. J. J. Cornish he writes:
"Bro. Cornish has jn't had a three nights' denumber, parents and children, also three
made in that region at no distant time.
others.
These with others he had pre(March 12th) we read a telE·- bate with a Seventh Day ·Adventist which resulted in a complete victory for the truth.
The
viously baptized since he left his home last gram from Michigan City, Indiana, to the debate was on the Sabbath q11estion- The adOctober makes twenty. He writes enChicago 7 imes, dated the 1 rth instant, ventist refused to mee~ Bro. Cornioh on the Suul
couragingly and says he feels joyful in the stating that the body of Mr. Alma Blake- question."
son of Bishop George A. Blakeslee,
Lord.
Sr. S. M. Sullivan of Biddeford, Maine,
This conference year has heen marked
was found in the harbor. He has been says in a late letter:
by a steady increase in near] y if not quite
missing since Thanksgiving day. It is a
"I find solid comfort in this latter day work
all directions.
Truly, the church is movgreat relief that the bocly is found. We and it is a great joy to me when I can spread it
abroad.''
ing on, and upward, and the Saints should
await further particulars.Bro. L. M. Sollenberger has removed
be joyful and renew their efforts in unity
and Sunday, the 9th and 10th
and wisdom to build it up in righteousconference of this district, from Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, to Atlanness and truth.
Iowa), WRS held in Lamoni and ta, Georgia, and says:
"Send my Herald, Hope and Autumn L~aves
We acknowledge the receipt of the
proved to he the largest, most spiritual,
Normal and Commercial Collegian for united and happy conference ever held in here. I can not do without them."
the month of March. It is publi~hed by the district.
The sermons were good,
the Hume!'<ton, lowa, Normal College and
business was transacted orderly and with
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
is a neat and useful publication.
the social meeting Sunday was
~ues -Can a baptized but uncofirmed believ~nd graced with the
Bro. and Sr. Amos Rice of Luddoni?.,
er be granted the rights of a member and partake
a large measure. All
Audrian county, Missouri, write th"t for
of the Lord's supper, and especially when there
throughout the entire
the
four years they have not seen one
is just as it should be, Con- is no elder present to give legal confirmation?
of
Saints nor heard a sermon from anv session.
Ans- We think so for in the church hi<,tory
ferences should never be disgraced by conof the eldership.
·
tention, strife for mastery, nor by crafty, we have the following precedent, at the time the
Sr. Martha L. Givens writes from
methods to
either personal or church was first organized:
Captina, Ohio, bearing testimony to the
"Having opened the meeting by solemn prayer
outlook for the dismanifestations of God's power in healing parti,an
to
our heavenly Father we proreeded, (according
trict
wa§
never
so
good
as
now.
her children from severe afilictions.
to previous commandment) to call on our breth'J\1,~ are at work g·etting out a revisecl
Bro. W-illiam T. Tones of No. rz6
edition of "Jo,eph the Seer." ren to know whether thoey accepted us as their
Grant street, Akron, Ohio, writes express- and
There are many calls for it, and we reg-rPt teachers in the things of the kine-dom of God,
ing the hope that some of the elders will
call there so()n and preach the wont He we can not supply them at once. Due and whether they were satisfied that we shonld
proceed to be organized as a church according to
also sends for copies of the Voice of notice will be given when they will be on
Eale.
·
sairi commandment which we had received. To
Warning which are loaned free for carethese they consented hy a unanimous vote_
ful distribution
Bro. J. H. Peters of
then laid my hands upon Oliver Cowdery and
Coleman, Michigan, in order to acquaint
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
ordainf'd him an elder of the "Church of Jesus
others with the truth.
Brother
Alexander H. Smith thus writes Christ of L1tter Day Saints." After which he
Bro. G. VV. Beebe of Strawberry, Kanordained me al>•o to the office of an elder of said
sas, wrote undH date of JVIarch 6th that from Colchester, Illinois, March 7th:
"fh.ve been holdin~ meetings here with much
he had been constantly in the ministry seeming interest for the past ten davs Am in
church. We then took bread, blessed it. and
since Jan nary first and b6.d labored in
hrake it "wi'h them; al;oo wine, blessed it and
moderate health and good :;pirits and ·hope for the
future work in Zion's welfare."
many places.
drank it with them. We then laid our hands on
Sr. Nancy Davis of Silver
Arkaneach individual member of the church present
Brother
L. Hart renews for the Hersas, writes that she is
for the ald and
and in his letter says:
that they might receive the gift of the Holy
HERALD.
She is blind and therefore can
"l would as soon think of doing without mv
Ghost, and be confirmed memb<"rs of the church
meals as without the Herald, Autumn Leaves and
not read it herself, but others read for her.
of Christ. The Holy Ghost was poured out upon
She says they are trving to do the best the I--fopc, let alone the good we do the cause we
us to a very great df'gree. Some prophesied,
profers to love in sustaining them. I think they
they can. Bro. Erwin is doing what he are the best papers under the shining sun, and I
whilst we all proised the Lord and rejoiced excan for the cause there.
hope soon to see our publishing house far adceedingly."- Times and Scasons_1wl 3 _p 915·
Bro. W. J. Plain writes from Elmwood, vanced financially to what it has been, for its prosTo this agrees thP hook of Mormon, 8: 6. 9,
Neutral Strip, Kansas, that Bro. G. E. perity means prosperity to the truth which we and Doc. Cov 17: r8.
should all strive to spread, Please excuse me for
Deuel had been laboring there some of Hddin·~ to a business letter; the thoughts came
~.-What •'temple," and what "holy city" are
late and had awakened an interest-good and I couldn't help it."
referred to in Rev. r r : 2?
attention beiug paid to the word !'poken.
Brother \V. R. Calhoun, of Courtland,
A - We underotand this to refer to a temple in
Bro. John Pett of Dow City,
Illinois, in a late letter says:
Jerusalem; Palestine. when rebuilded, and that
wrote us the 7th instant that church
Wt are
glorious times here, and have
then Jerusalem will be the "holy city" mentionfairs were moving on quietly in that rehad 1:or nearlv
weeks. Bro. Pender, who
gion, with additions to the church occa- labored with Bro. Short, is with us and he is ed. See Ez~k ch.'s 40-48.
~.-When will the "forty and two months" be
·truly a preacher that the Saints may well be
sionil.lly.
prouc of. He is an able expounder of the <crip·
fulfilled?"
Bro. W. VV. Whiting of Deloit, Iowa, tures
and one calculated to draw the cJo,est atA.-Tn the last days;-See Ezek. ch. 38, and
writes that a good work is being done in
tenticn of both Saint and sinner_ I verilv beZecb. ch. r4
and about Marathon, Iowa, and hopes
lieve that under his preaching seed has been and
~-Are the "forty and two months" tbe same
is fal1in!Z on good ground. Our meetings are
Bro. McDowell will hold a discussion
as the "rz6o days'' of the 3d verse?
there soon. Sr. Margaret Hunt, he writes, well attended."
A.-We think so-See Concordance to D. C.,
Pres. oseph Smith wrote from San
was lying dangerously ill at her home in
C:difornia, the 8th instant, last page: also 2 N<>phi 5:9, and the text in the
Del cit.
Inspired Translation,
Bro. E. Strom wrote from Anaconda,
Burlon and I arrived here by bugft;}' yes~.-Are the "tz6o days" in the 3d verse the
1\1ontana, saying: "Inclosed please find
1
evening from I . . os Angeles, via Co.,;Jna,
same as in Rev. rz: 5?
five dollars in payment for the Saints'
Ontario and other town sites more
A-- We think not for the Inspired Translation
Ilerald, the best religious paper in the
gravel and sand ,
-world."
renders the latter "years." We have the promhe
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in Book of Efher, I : I z, that in these last days
the Revelations given to John will "be unfolded
in the eyes of all nations." Until this takes place
we should not be unduly certain and decided as
to the meaning of their obscure passages.
~---Will all the wicked be destroyed from the
face of the earth at the beginning of the millennium?
A.--Yes as to the nations; and No, as to individuals. For "the kingdoms of this world" are
then to "become the kingdoms of our Lord and
of his Christ."--Rev. I I: I 5, etc., etc. But the
remnants of the nations will be left, as Isaiah 6I:
5, 6, Zech. 14: 9-I9, etc., etc.
Q --Where will those wicked persons come
·from spoken of in Rev. I9: 14-19, and zo:8?
A.--These passages clearly relate to two seperate events; the first to take place near and at
the second Advent--preceding the millenniumand the last at the close of the millemium, or after the "thousand years" and the "little season,"
Rev. zo: 2-4 7, 8. And the people gathered by
Satan at that time are, evidently, of the remnants
left at the Second Advent, heretofore referred to.
Q.-Are not church members under obligations to pay tithing now?
A.- Yes, morally and religiously.
Q.- The Bible says in olden time they paid onetenth of all they possessed. The Doc. Cov. says
we should pay one tenth of our interest annually and also one-tenth of our surplus. If we have
no interest or surp.us (and a good many have neither), what must we pay?
A.-Aid as you can by free-will offerings. Be
just with your conscientious convictions of duty
according to the best light you can get-that's
all.

THE S
We have never seen any one who Wll.S healed,
or even treated by one of this persuasior;; but we
have known those who claim to 'have received
great benefit from such treatment, and aherwards

to have benefitted others, and we hn ve no doubt
that their claims, so far as temporal re'ief from
physical suffering is concerned, were correct.
But there is a question which goes deeper
than this, and is of infinitely graver lm,3ortance.
It is this: Under what influence have tho;y placed
themselves, and from whence comes this apparent good? "But," replies one, "Is not health an
absolute good? why then should you call it apparent?"
Before answering the question we wish to say
that we are writing only for those who accept
the word of God as a rule of evidence, and this
being taken as our stanrlard we reply: Under
certain conditions it is, and under oth"r ;:onditions it is not. Paul found himself placed under
the latter condition, and besought eamestly that
his affliction might be removed. It was notremoved, but the answer came, ••My grace is sufficient for thee."
It was agony of body and mind which wrung
from Jesus the prayer: "If it be possible, let this
cup pass from me." It was not pose,ible, but
there appeared an angel from heaven strengthening him.
Sorrow and physical afniction have their min·
istry. To both the Master answered; "Nevertheless, not my will, but thine, 0, Lord be done;"
and Paul, the faithful servant of the Master, responds: "Most gladly, therefore, wlll I rather
glory in my infirmities; that the power of Christ
may rest upon me. Therefore I take pleasure in
my infirmities, in reproaches, in necessities, in
persecution, in distresses for Christ's sake; for
when I am weak them am I strong."
It is possible for man or woman to enjoy such
EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."
perfect exemption from disease as not to be able
to sympathize with the afflicted ones of earth.
"CHRISTIAN SCIENCE" (?) EXSleep which is never disturbed, perfect digestion,
AMINED.
buoyancy of spirit, freedom to enjoy God's pure
air and sunshine, muscles that never know wearIT has for some time been our intention to exiness, these are the possessions a king might
amine the claims of what is commonly known to
covet. What bond of sympathy can there be beour readers under the title of "Christian Scitween having such favor and a confirmed invalence." Various causes have heretofore preventid? How can such know the weariness of the
ed us from carrying our intention into effect, but
head which day and night for months and many
we trust that if any Latter Day Saint has been
times for years tosses upon a feverish pillow,
pondering this matter in his or her mind, or
wooing sleep in vain? How can they know
hereafter should have it presented to them for
the craving for a morsel of food which when
consideration, they will read carefully that which
partaken of is like the book eaten by the Revelawe shall write, and if found wanting in cleamess
tor? What can they know of that languor, that
of argument or presentation, let it at least have
utter weariness of body and spirit, from which
sufficient weight with them to lead them to make
hope seems to have taken its departure forever?
a careful examination of the subject for them·
selves; compare it with the law and ''fhe testiHardest of all, what can they know of the long
weary days and nights of imprisonment between
mony, and see the extent of agreement or disth"e four walls of a house, perhaps of one room,
agreement therewith.
Talking with an elder not long since, one who
until the longing for heaven's pure air, the dew,
is actively engaged in the work, he ;aid: "It is a
the sunshine, birds and flowers becomes an intense craving like the parched lips of the rich
difficult matter to convince any one that has gone
man for a drop of water from the finger of
to these Christian Science people, suffering pain,
laboring under infirmities and has been relieved
Lazarus? What, we repeat, can the strong man,
full of health and vigor, know of all this-' Nothof this pain, healed of these infirmities, that the
ing, absolutely nothing.
source from whence this relief has come is evil.
I have had it to deal with and I know it is a difAgain, add to this the trial of dependence, unficult thing to do; but by the help of God I was
congenial surroundings, neglect, unkindness and
enabled to do it, and convince them that the gosthe bitterness of knowilqg that you are regarded
pel of the Son of God embraced all good, and no
as a burden and that your removal in any way,
Latter Day Saint can with any assurance of
even by death, would be considered
relief;
safety venture out:,ide the gospel plan."
then answer, what can those who have plenty,

and kind friends who anticipate every want, who
know that if absent even for a day they are keenly misserl and welcomed home wlth joy-what
can they know of such painful condiiions, or
how can they fully sympathize with such an one?
HWe call the angels happier thaR we:
But if they count among their higher powers

'l.'he vision that will Jet them watch and seB
'Vhe manifoJd wide sorrows that are ours
With passing of the hours;
If they can look

upon~ town by night,
And see tht.~ suffering, and hear eaeh cry
rrhat rises from sick hearte, and -know the hligh t
Of sin, and .feel how many long to die,-lf all of these they spy,-

r_rhen would it seem we mortals are more blessed,
We mortal folk who mercifully are blind
To half the hatefulness from east to west.,
And so hnve room to think the world is kind,
And gain a glndder mind.
Or is it that these self-same angels' eyes
...'\re never din1med by 1enrB, because they know
'l~hat all their Mat-itcr,s plannings are most wise'~
'rhat all tbe years are good that come and go?
God grant that it be so!"

The world is full of suffering. Pain, remorse
of conscience, sin and woe seek shelter in some
form beneath every roof. They gather with us
around the evening fireside, and sit with us at
the social board. They go with us at our outgoings and return with us at our incomings. From
the cradle to the grave they are our constant attendants. It is natural for the human heart to
seek relief from their unwelcome presence, and
when it is obtained we can not realize that it
may be a doubtful blessing. Hence in all ages
of the world the suffering and afflicted have been
the most easily persuaded to believe the representations of the unscrupulous. As proof of this
witness the numerous fortunes made by men out
of quack nostrums which claimed to possess
wonderful healing properties. Any one who has
ever been aff-licted and whose name has by wme
means transpired to the public as being w, will
tell yon that in a short space of time letters will
pour in from different sources and from parties
entirely unknown, offering remedies said to be a
positive cure for the aflliction under which one is
laboring; and many times the price to purchase
these is sent at a sacrifice of every thing but the
bare necessaries of life, and then the poor sufferer finds himself deceived, and when too late discovers his mistake.
This is the key-note of Christian Science (falsely so-called). Its first appeal is made to those
who from various causes are dissatisfied with
life and the results which it has brought to them.
Many a life has been wrecked upon the false
supposition that happiness was a legitimate pursuit; and many a person so blinded has believed
himselt a Christian because weary of the world
and its unsatisfying pleasures, he was willing to
give in his allegiance to God if he could find that
which he had sought for vainly in the world. It
surely is not necessary for us to say that such an
one has entirely misapprehended the nature of
the gospel of Christ, and will have to elevate his
standard before he can take one single step in
the religion of Christ; for the requisition which
is written over the straight gate which gives entrance to the narrow way is Self-denial: "If any
man will come after me, let him deny himself
and take up his cross and follow me."
The Science we are considedng starts out with
thi~ proposition, "Christian Science offers to open
the path to satisfaction." "We teach that God is;
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is Spirit; is Good; is A !!."-Christian Science
Healing, page 20. Let the Christian who is investigating this subject, especially the sick and
afflicted who are seeking to be restored to health,
pause just here and consider the teaching of the
gospel of Christ upon this point, and see if they
can reconcile the two. Of Christ, Paul, that
great expounder of the Christian faith, wrote:
"Though he were a Son, yet learned he obedience
by the things whlch he suffered. . . . But
we see fesus who was made a little lower than
the ane·els for the snfrering of death, crowned
with glory aud honor; that he by the grace of
God should taste death for every man. For it
became him . . . in bringing many sons unto
glory, to make the captain of their salvation perfect tln-ouglz sujj'erings.n
Weary, suffering children of humanity, lift
your eyes and behold your great High Priest.
Consider what must be the tender, loving pity of
his heart, who forsook the courts of glcry, the
home of his Father's love _that he might prepare
a way .for his brethren to return. As we were
partakers of flesh and blood, he also took it upon
him, and through suffering was made perfect.
He knows your every want and heart throb.
Every pain,;£ body, every grief of mind or distress of soul touches a chord in tha.t great heart
which once bled as yours is bleeding now. Is
pain and suffering necessary for us? How can
you doubt it? Even to the dregs he drank the
bitter cup, and faltered not until his pale lips
could utter, "lt is finished."
Thus witC1 the Master, how with the disciples?
"In labors more abundant, in stripes above measure, in prisons more frequent, in deaths oft. Of
the Jews five ti~es received I forty stripes save
one. Thrice was I beaten with rods; once was
I stoned; thrice I suffered shipwreck; a night
and a day I have been in the deep; in journeyings
oft, in perils of waters, in perils of robbers, in
perils by mine own countrymen, ln perils by
heathen; . . . in weariness and paiJijulness, in
Vlatchings often, in hunger and thirst, in fastbgs
often, in cold and nakedness. . . . If I must
needs glory I will glory in the things which concern mine infirmities."
If Christ was made perfect through suffering,
then is there no other way for his disciples to attain perfcc>ction.
But '.vhat does "Christian Sci.
enc~" teach upon this point?
«Sin, sorrow, sickness and death are not reali·
ties. There is no evii."-Page 38.
One feature of their philosophy
"Avoid all
discussion."
This binds the victim hand and
foot, and when once allegiance has been rendered, whai. opportunity is there for enlight,nment? If you are not willing to give up your
mind ent.lre1y to the influence of their teachings,
at least until your twelve lessons are finished,
then it is not worth while to begin. And we
would remark just here, that any one professing
to believe in Christ who knowingly endorses the
foundation upon which this superstructure is
reared, has parted with his reason forever. Do
not think the assertion a severe one, and bear in
mind that we are speaking of those who believe
in a personal God, who believe in his Son Jesus
Christ and in the necessity of the atonement
made upon Calvary.
Paul when writing to the church at Thessalonica, told them not to be troubled concerning the
of Christ, and to let no man deceive

them. He spoke of a falling away which should
take place first, and of strong delusions which
would come which those who had rejected the
truth would receive, that by believing a lie they
might be damned. It is a wonderful fit>ld of contern plation to follow out the results either colIecti vel y or ind i vid uall y following in the train
of those who have rejected, and those who have
departed from, the work of God in these last days.
But as our object in this article is to present our
readers with a concisE' ~tatement of the foundation upon which this Science restf', we will not
pursue this thought further at this time.
(Continued.)

NOTE: \Ve will say just here that any who
wish to possess themselves of a most fair, candid
and thorough Pxamination of this Science (if it
be a science) will do well to send zscts to Cranston snd Stowe, Cincinnati, or Philips and Hunt,
New York, for "Christian Science Considered,"
by Jame;; B. Taylor, M. D.
We have given a
close and attentive reading to their own accepted
teaching and so far as we are capable of judging
we think he has done the S'~bject justice from
both standpoints of observation.
We would
especialiy recommend this little book to our elders, many of whom, doubtless, have to meet and
contend against this enemy. In regard to the
necessity of such a preparation we quote from
this wor'<: "If, as a last word, the reader feels
that this movemene ha~ not sufficient dignity or
magnitude to merit systematic consideration and
handling, let him turn to the latest Chicago catalogue of Christian Science supplies, and note the
advertisement of over twenty journals and one
hundred booh offered for the ~nlightenment and
conversion of the people in the new truths."
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
Sr. Rilia Elswick, of Carson, Iowa, asks your
prayers ir.' behalf of her mother, that her eyesight
may be ref!tored.
Also a sister in Maine, (a faithful worker and
worthy) asks your prayers that God will increase
her faith .and help her to trust altogether in him
for the bletosing of health, as she is now a great
sufferer.
Also Sr. Jane Morse, an aged and afflictc>d sis·
ter of San Bernardino, Cal., requests your prayers.
HoME CoLUMN M.rssiONARY FuND.

Sr. M. E. Anderson. Oakland, Cal ....... $
Sr. L. L Julian, Oakland, Cal ............
Sr. Emily J. Luellmg; Lewiston, Idaho....
Sr. GenevaN. Luelling, Lewiston, Idaho..
Sr. Aiiee Luelling, Lewiston, Idaho......
Sr. Amella Duell, Council Blufts, Iowa ...
Sr. Sarah M. Sullivan, Sa co, Me ..........
Sr. Mellk Cahoon, Santa Barbara, Cal....
Sr. Eleanor Barr, Sand Beach, Mich.. . . . . .
Sr. Ellen Cnmeron, Houghton Lake, Mich.
Sr Anna, Ehlers, Stewartsville, Mo.......
Sr. M. Hartchen, Hatfield, Mo ............
Sr. F. P. Bram, Columbus, Kan ...........
Sr. Sarah
Lamoni, Iowa..........
Sr. Jane
Hapeville, Ont........
Sr. Maggie
Hapeville, Ont. ... .
Sr.
White,
Mo .............. .
Sr. J.
Sr. Mary A
Columbus, Neb ..
Sr. M. E. Pankey, Santa Ana, Cal.... . . . .
Sr. E. Ke!lebrew, Santa Ana, Cal.........
Sr. Ellen Archibald, Centerville, Iowa.... .
D. Dancer,
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PROVIDENCE, R. I., March 3d.
Dear Sisters:- While our precious Herald
goes on its weekly journey around the world,
and is looked for so eagerly by thousands with
thankful hearts, I can say I may be numbered
with those who are very greatful for all our
church literature. Our dear Autumn Lem;es, how
elevating and pure-toned is the reading therein.
As a parent I feel (even if my babies are too
young to read themselves) that I would come far
short of my privileges and lose many blessings if
we did not help support the church literature.
I realize that to nourish these yonng'minds committed to our care, that they may live eternally,
is e>f the first and greatest importance, and to
successfully accomplish the same we need, for
one thing, to furnish them with carefully selected
literature, and then read to them, that they may
karn to cultivate taste for good reading if
they seem to be void of the same. Then when
the taste is formed, be sure to see they have
proper, pure, true and elevating mind-food, and
let the physical nourishment come next in importance, for it is t.he soul that will live on after
the body has mouldered to dust.
I thank yon all, dear sisters, for the many wise
talks on different subjects which the Herald has
contained. I am trying to live by the "Word of
Wisdom;" and the discussions of the "garment"
question has helped me to be rooted and grounded as to what is right, or in other words, I am
thoroughly converted on that subject; not that I
do not admire pretty things, but I am wiiiing to
sacrifice my desires in 'this life, and be moderate
in all things. I feel th<rre is not enough pretty
things in the world that would be of as much
value to me as one precious soul belonging to
God; and I wouldn't care lo have the weight of
that souls' destruction in the balance against my
gratified tastes and desires.
With a prayer that we all may live up to our
privilege, (one of which is the Prayer Union) and
may realize the extent of our influence, and more
closely follow after the pattern of our dear Redeemer, I remain
SISTER LOTTIE.

WATERFORD, Ont., February rzth.

Bretltren Snzit!t and Blair:- We have been
favored with a visit from brethren J. H. Lake
(who remained ·two weeks) and R. C. Evans who
staid over a month. The result of their labors
has been that nine more dear ones have obeyed
the gospel, a total here of thirty-four, all convinced and obedient since last July.
For the
greater light we thank our Heavenly Father and
his servants. Others are now convinced of the
truth and probably will soon obey.
May
God grant unto us his Spirit that we may continue faithful and promised gift of God to the
ones that the world may see we have indeed
been with Jesus and have learned of him. The
gifts of prophecy and of healing have been among
us and the gift of tongues and interpretation by
R. c. Evans at the organization, he being also
the officiating elder at the time the gifts of healing were manifest. One, a young brother, was
cured at once of chronic catarrh and remains so;
thus the signs are confirming the word.
We
were sorry to have the brethren leave us and
pray that God will bless their labors and give
them the joy that comes from success in the
work of the Master, and that his Spirit may guide
, them where the work of God most requires. We
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need them yet here, but may God direct them, is
our prayer. They came as strangers to us but
they have left many warm friends and. many
dearer than friends who bless God that ever they
came to us and did show to us the fulness of the
gospel of the Son of God. Out· earnest desire is
that we may prove by our lives that we are in
the right and narrow way and give no cause for
reproach. May God help us by his Spirit. for if
He does not find us faithful and help us, then are
our human effort" vain.
We desire answer to a query inclosed to be
published in the Herald. It has been submitted
to Bro. R. C, Evans, the district president, and in
proper order also to Bro. J. H. Lake, the mission
president, who advise the course I now take as
they have never know a case decided by authority. Nor have they had the case brought up before. Also I enclose stamp for a reply to a personal inquiry inclosed Trusting God for strength
as we shall need strength, I draw to a close.
May God bless all the honest ones.
Yours in the faith,
JAMES W. EASTON.
MAGNOLIA, lowa, March 4th.
Sister M. Walker :-On the afternoon of the
27th of February a goodly number of sisters met
at the home of brother and oister Emmerson in
persuance of a call by Bro. J. F. McDGwelL
After prayer and a talk by him upon the merits
of the cause of the Prayer Union, nine sisters
identified themselves therewith.
I herewith
send names.
On account of our weekly sewing work coming on Thursday, we shall have our private devotions on Wednesday afternoon, weekly, and
meet together on the last Thursday of each
month. Sister Josephine Chambers was chosen
president and sister Laura Blackman secr~tary.
Yourjsister in bonds,
LAURA BLACKMAN,
Sec'y Prayer Union.

PITTSBURG, Kans., March 9th.
Bro. Blair :-Our district conference at Council Bl~tts closed February 24th, being one of the
best I ever attended in Iowa. The Spirit of
peace prevailed during the sessions which edifit>d
and strengthened the Saints. I think I am mfe
in saying that the district is in good condition
and the prospects for the future are flattering.
There are several local elders doing splendid
work. Bra. John Carliole, Dodson, Hansen and
others are putting their shoulders to the wheel
and their efforts are commendable. I was intending to visit the Saints at Auburn, Iowa,
thence to Kingsley where I had labored some in
December and January, and on to other points;
hut death visited our family and I was called
home to to my father's on the zsth ult.
Since I have been in Kansas, looking over the
la.1d of my childhood and associating with those
with whom I grew up to manhood, a strong desire to labor in this district has made itself manifest to me.
Here, in south-eastern Kansas, is where I first
heard the proclamation of eternal trnth. Here is
where I first prayed to God, where I first felt the
necessity of serving my Maker; where I walked
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one bright sunny day down into the water to follow the example of our Savior and where I was
called and ordained to the office of an eider.
These things may appear of no importance to
some, but to me they will never be forgot::en. I
was compelled to fight the battle alone arc :far as
receiving any assistance or consolation from
those near and dear to me by the ties
nature,
but that One I covenanted to serve was with me
to aid and assist in every ti.me of need. Oh, the
joy and peace that filled my soul can never be
forgotten! It gave me a desire to tell others
how to obtain the sB.me blessings. That desire
has never yet lf'fl me and I hope it never will.
I preached in this di•rtrkt before I was sent on
a mission, so I know somE'thing of the concHtion
of the field and J would like to have the pr:.vilege
of laboring here again.
It will be three years this April conference
since I left my home to labor as a missionary in
Pennsylvania. Since then I have passed through
scenes of joy and sorrow but, thank Goci, it all
has strengthened my faith, and shown me brighter prospects for the future anct a final triumph if
faithful. May God bless his Saints.
WARREN E. P>£AK.
CASTLE RocK, Ore., Feb. r7th.
Bro. W. W. Blair:-Yours of the roth ')f January is at hand. I am Josiah Sumner's son
that you knew up in Monona countv, Iowa. My
father died at our old home near Onawa. Iowa,
in January, r863. My father was as firm a believer in the latta day work as any man of his
time, and had been ordained an elder, but never
preached much. I was baptized into the church
about r86r and have held the faith ever s1nce;
but have had some hard trials in life.
My request that a minister of our faith would
call on me has been granted, for Bro. Holt was
preaching at or near Lewiston, Idaho, r.nd he
saw my request in the Herald
he called on
us as he was on his "way hon1e from California.
He stayed with us ten days and preached nine
sermons. But as this country is thinly settled
and some prejudiced against us, we did not do
very well, still he baptizt·d one, a brother Jacob
Petre, and lots of good seed was sown, and I
think some others will receive the truth
I see
by the Herald that there has been a great revival
of the Spirit of God among the Saints th;·oughout the whole church, and I have felt the same
myself.
Yours in the truth. From one of the old stock,
JosiAH W. SuMNER.
CHICAGo, IlL, Feb. 22d.
Dear Herald:-I feel so well to remember
the last conference at Plano that was held the
r6th and r7th of this month. Hnw thev met
like glad little children to see each other ln this
life again.
When they won;hipped the Lord
there was life in them too
0, what meetings can be found better than social prayer, song and testimony meeti'lg:;, and
the Lord's supper of remembrance of our blessed
Redeemer; also the blessed ordinance--br administration-to the sick? I remnnb~r that I
sat among five or six of the afflicted on thf' front
bench on the left side of the pulpit from the
entrance, seeing five elders ready to lay their
hands on us, but before that, hearing the voice
of our belo\'ed president-Bro. Cooper-having

a bottle of oil, pour some on the top of the head
of each of the afflicted, with a soft hand, and
well sounding voice in their behalf.
After that
four other good hearted elders with him pleaded
to Almighty God for healing. The next that
struck my feelings was the last hymn sung in the
conference by the choir, No. 623, "When shall
we all meet again?" I thought of next conference to be held in Chicago, June 29th, this year,
but also another; I thought of the next better
state, when the body and spirit would be reunited, to dwell with the just, immortal, eternal and
free. I felt at home during the conference.
ERIC JOHNSON.
VVALLACEBURG, Ont.. Mar. sth.
Dear lima!d:-Bro. A. Leverton has just
finished seven discourses here, creating considerable of a stir.
Many rejoiced; others felt
wrathy. One old lady on hearing immersion
presented so stmng, interrupted and said, "I
would like to have a barrel of water. I would
drown you in i; !" Good attendance, attention
and good liberty made .the latter day work shine
here. Some have expressed a wish to join. We
expect a branch will be rai$ed up here before
long. Bro. Le·erton is just the one to break up
new ground. S0 ro11s the Hstone.)'
·
Yours in the gospel hope,
JAS, H.TYRRELL.
MEDINA CrTY, Tex, Feb. r6th.
Hemld:---Onr district conference which
closed last Sunday night was one _of the best that
it has ever been my lot to t>njoy. The inclemency of the weather caused much disappointment
in that many we desiJ·ed to see were not therethey living a diRtBnce of two days journey by
wagon, no railroad line, and wagon-roads almost
irr.passahle.
\Ve had in all eleven services including preaching, prayer meetings and conference sessions,
commencing Friday night, and ending on Sunday. The Spirit of God was enjoyed in abundance, and many grand testimonies to the work
of God were borne. and in conference much good
was done. Our district membership is spiritually
healthy, with few exceptions. Bro. W. H. Davenport presiding over the Bandera Branch, is,
with the assistance of a number of faithful members, earnestly contending for the faith once delivered to the saints. Although we have heard
but little from the Oakwood branch of late, we
feel sure that peace, harmony and the love of
God prevails in that part. For our own little
branch (of forty members,) I have only to say,
that we are continual!> trying in our weak way
to serve God ancl nbey the mandate of the Spirit to "Come up higher.''
Bro. J. A. Currie Jr., or Bro. Johnnie as we all
ca11 him, is again on the wing; he has been summoned to Wilson county to answer some cannonading, of General Brooks, an aged mi.nister
of the Chritian faith, said to be a very able man.
But we have no fears. As long as Bro. Johnnie
puts his trust in God, we know that the battle is
his. His faithful wife is by his side, and when I
think of her, I pause to reflect, how many young
sisters are there in the faith, who are willing,
like her, to leave a luxurious home with father
and mother; and who had been raised to
want for nothing, and face a cold world and bear
all the hardships with the finger of scorn pointDew~
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i.ng from every direction, and count it all joy, as
she does? I don't wish to be understood that I
think her soul is more precious in the sight of
God than any other, but her faith certainly
should be taken as an example.
Our'heart's desire goes out in prayer to ·God
for the many honest souls that are scattered
along those mountain streams in western Texas.
Yes, when we consider that in many parts
throughout the globe are scattered ones, who
have never been fed, save on the husks; then I
cry unto God to have mercy and spare them a
little longer, and open the way for more laborers.
My heart's desire is to cast in my mite to help
carry on this glorious work. We ask an interest
prayers of your readers, that we may grow in the
faith.
In conclusion we invoke blessings of heaven
upon you and your associates in all your laudable undertakings, and for the truth.
L. L. VI!GHT.

question that our elders surely can. This last
discussion was held in our church as the Methodists would not let their own preacher hold it
in their church. He stated this fact before the
puhllc and gave us great credit for our kindness.
S. C. SMITH.

KNoB NosTER, Feb. zoth.
Bro. Dancer :--I am not yet a year old in the
kingdom, but I love the gospel and rejoice to
hear of the good work that is being done by the
elders everywhere., Am sorry there is not
enough money coming in to support the ministry.
I herein send you my mite. Having but little
mvself I have but little to give; so praying for
the welfare of Zion and striving for the good of
the kingdom, I remain your brother,
J. K.

OAKDALE, Neb., Feb 26th.
[l;o. Blair:-~ I visited Stuart, the home of
brother and sister Dawson, and tried to obtain
LENox, Iowa, Feb r8th.
the nse of
school-house, but was refused.
Dear Herald:-My aged mother who has been
Then went to my mother'>; to spend the holidays,
sick the past six months and in poor health for a
and while there received a card from Bro. Dawlong time requests the prayers of the Saintts, not
son, stating that I could have the use of the
that she may get well. but that she may be reschzhrl house. Returned to Stuart and found
lieved of her suffering while she lives and be ' prejudice quite strong. The director of the disgiven strength to bear all patiently until the
trict who had refused me the house when I was
Lord cal1s her home.
It is now over fifty years
there before, saying that he would not let his
since she embraced the latter day work, and she
family come and hear me; but he and his wife
still holds to the rod of iron and cont"nds for the
canvc the first night, and after that he brought
faith as strong ES ever. She says the last preachhis whole family, and the last day I was there, at
ing she heard "\<vas at a conference in Lan1oni a
the close of the morning service, he invited me
few years ago, and since that
not seen th,-,
hoin<~ to dinner.
After dinner, in conversation
face of a Saint except her own children. She
on the theme of the gospel, in speaking of the
would be glad to have any of the elders or Saints
progress of the work, I made the statement that
traveling that way call and see them. She beprospects were not very encouraging for me,
longs to the Des Moines branch.
Many who
thew being such an amount of prejudice against
read this will remember.
us aF. a church, which it would be necl"ssary to
ELIZABETH BALLARD.
overr;ome before we could reach the people. The
lady answered, "Mr. Smith, you do not know how
how much good you are doing; you are sowing
WHEELER's GROVJ£, Ia., March 3d.
the good seed and you can not tell how much
Bvo. Blair:-- We, at W'heele;·'s Grove, are all
fruit lt may bring forth." I told her that I
yet in the fai.th so far as I kno'vv, after the contest
thought I had already removed some prejudice
is over. The Adventists have put forl'h a strong
from some people's minds. The answer was:
effort at this place. First he vvas met by Bi"o.
"Indeed you have from my mind for one;
Kemp on the question of the immortality of the
think &.ltogether differently in regard to your
soul, of which you have been informed. Next
church from what I did when you came here."
he was metby Bro.Peakon the same preposition
It was quite encouraging to me,
and I will say in regard to thb discussion, that
I spoke there seven times but the severe cold
the Adventist was badly used up and if it had
and oad weather hindered the people from comnot been £01· the aid he received would not have
ing out. On Monday I went to town on the
been able to carry through thf' second night. I
promise of the use of the Presbyterian Church,
have made inquiry of the peopLo at this place for
but the door was locked and I could not get the
opinions regarding the discussion. Most all say
key. I tried to get the Baptist church but could
the Adventist proved nothing. All the Chrisnot. I then tried all the halls in town but could
tian people of this place say Bro. Peak is gentleman and a Christian., and ua tnlgbty £;n1art boy."
not get any place except for one sermon on
V! e are wei! satisfied with the result and that the
Sunday. The people there are too religious a!cause has not suffered loss. Since Bro. Peak
ready.
From there came here and have been preachleft there has been another discussion on the
Ing Jor three weeks out in the country where I
Sabbath question, between the same man and a
was rah1ed, or at least spent about thirteen years
Methodist minister. The question affirmed was
that the first day of the week is the day to observe
of JTY life. Had good congregations most of the
time, but the people there have the same disease
~lccording to the Bible. Mr. Rouly brought some
that troubles the Stuart folks. Began meetings
strong proofs from the New Te.stament and from
here last night, but secret societies are the bane
history to prove his position. He look the posiof t>eGe small country towns; "The Young
tion that the ten commandments were done away
in Christ and he made· some ar- good arguments
Peoples' Alliance" on Monday evening, and
other meeting1" on every other night completes,
as I ever heard. He used Elder Canright's work
except Sunday, and then all the churches are goexposing Adventism.
It SE'ems thai if the
ing, and wha.t chance is there to gain the ears of
Methodists can handle them on the Sabbath

the people to sound the gospel?
Verily the
chance is slim. There is a vast field in this
Central Nebraska district and it ought to be
thoroughly canvassed. but it is hard work to
reach the people. I expect to return to Petersburg from here; from there to Columbus; L·om
there to St. Joseph to be be at General Conference if all goes well.
Yours in bonds,
HYRUM 0. SMITH.
LAMONI, Iowa, March rrth.
Bro. Blair :-I wish, through the Herald to
make a denial of Mr. Elias Land's statement
published in the Return for March, r889, and ask
him to meet his statements in public, at Rogers
and Elmwood. Will Mr. Land meet his assertions like a man, or will he state through the
Return again that he will not meet us? He well
knew his statements were not true and would be
called in question. He says: "They need not ask
me to discuss with them."
Why, Mr. Land, you are the man that challenged me to meet Brown at Rogers, and now
you repent and say, "I will not meet them." I
don't-ask you to discuss the merits of, or defend
your church, for I am aware that you haven't any,
but to meet what you have written; and yon will
have to meet it as I will send the articles to C.
C. Holcombe. Mr. Land, you say I "went back
on the Book of Covenants." I deny it, and you
garbled my statement. I did say the Book of
Covenants was not a test of fellowship, but that
the church endorsed the book, and that I accepted it, and would stand by all in that book, and
claimed that it was much clearer than the New
Testament on many docirines, and then answered· Brown's objections from the Bible. And if
you have any representatives, as I stated before,
I will meet them in any branch in Texas. I also
stated that we asked no one to believe in our
books until they had read them.
Mr. Land, your statements in regard to the
vote is not true. And what you said in regard
to locking you out of the church is also false. I
ask you to meet these statements in public before
those who heard. Mr. Land, have you forgotten
that I met you and Mr. Brown at C. C. Holcombe's, and that Brown ~aid he would not discuss, and would not stay all night? and that you
then said, "We will wait until the day of Judgment?" and that I told him that was a long time
to wait to discuss questions?
I am well acquainted with those you call
"clear headed of the Reorganized Church," and
they are acquainted with the spirit of Whitmerism ;also that Mr. Land is so well known around
Temple and among our people that he can not
harm A. J. Moore there. Mr. Land says also, "l
hope Elder Moore will one day see the error of
his ways and become one with me in the Church
of Christ.'' Mr. Land I have no such hopesdon't smother me with your glory.
AMos J. MooRE.
SNrCARTE, Ills., Mar. 9th.
B1'0. ':fosPjh:-I am a member of the church of
Latter Day Saints. Four or five others living
here have belonged to the church. There is
only a Baptist church here, and some of their
members have gro~n cold. I believe that, if
one of our elders would come here much good
could be done. There has never been one of our
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elders in this part, anrl if one can be sent, I request that he come as soon as possible. Address
Snicarte, Mason County, Illinois.
Your sister in the gospel,
MRs. ALICE CuRRY.

PLEASANTON, Iowa, March 13th.
Bro. Blair :-I pen a few lines this morning
hoping that they may be a means of assisting to
remove prejudice from the r.ame of Joseph Smith.
I have always had a double regard for the name;
first, because I have ever thought him to be a
true servant of God, also that God had chosen
him out of all the world to bring forth the Nephite record, and to lead in establishing the
restored gospel of the Son of God; and, secondly, my parents informed me that I was named
after him. So I have always had a kind regard
for the name. But of late I had been wonderfully cast down. A Mr. Larson, representing
the Seventh Day Adventists, had been delivering lectures here on Mormonism, telling all the
"ghost stories" he could, and doing all he could
to darken the name and character of Joseph
Smith. And then, a few days ago, I read David
Whitmer's pamphlet, and in it I read many
things that I had never heard of before, and saw
the whole tenor of the work was intended to
prejudice the mind against the prophet Joseph.
Aftt>r reading it I felt sad and gloomy. But the
night before last, while wrapped in slumber, a
beautiful picture was presented befo"e me, and
it was the name "Joseph Smith" in large letters.
The letters seemed to be transparent, so that the
azure sky beyond reflected through every letter,
making it far superior to any painting I had ever
seen before.
And around the name was a,
wreath that added greatly to its beauty. I gazed
upon the picture with admiration, and thought
that, while designing men are trying to darken
his name, with God it shines like the stars in the
firmament forever.
The name "Emma Smith" also appeared before me much the same as the former, only in
smaller letters, and the wreath was arranged
with fine feminine taste. A voice then spoke
and said that she had gone to rest, but that her
name would ever Jive after her.
I further
thought. 0, if I could have a motto written with
such letters to place over the door in my house,
what a comfort it would be!
I awoke overwhelmed with joy, and with the impression that
Joseph Smith's prophetic work was accepted and
his name held in sacred remembrance with God.
Your.s,
J. M. BROWN.

signs and miracles, and when that failed he trird
to show that we had been to law with our brethren, which he said was contrary io the law <Jf
Christ, in evidence citing the Kirtland
suit.
But Bro. Kelley showed him that they
were not our brethren in any way whatever.
There were several interruptions during the
discussion by the Christadelphian and one by an
outside party, but no harm was done and HIthough during Bro. Kelley's last speech there
was a decided rumble as of an approaching
storm, but it was held in check by the wiser on:~s
and thus ended the first public discussion ever
held (to my knowledge) in the vicinity of Boston.
The Saints are strengthened and encouraged,
and we expect to see the fruit of the labor performed at no distant day.
As we sat there night after night and listened
enraptured by the eloquence of the spirit as poured forth through God's servant, snd realized that
we wtre in the kingdom he was defending our
hearts swelied with gratitude to God that among
the scepticism and doubt, the Jo heres, and io
theres, God had made it possible for men in obedience to Jaw to know of the doctrine.
The eomfort and strength we have receiVf·d
from Brn. W. H. and E L Kelley will long be
remembered by the Saints in Boston, and if it be
the providence of God to send them imo
this district again (which we assuredly hope)
they will find ::;. welcome in "Modern Athens"
I can not close vrithout expressing a vvish for
the success of the lferald, believing that H car··
ries joy and comfort ·to many hearts, and I thir•k
it can be truthfully said of the F!emld, it expresses truth, impresses knowled>;e, represses error
Youn; in bonds,
and oppresses none.
G. vV. RoBLEY.

BAY PoRT, Mkh ., Feb. 6th.
Bro. Blair :-I am having a lively time in my
field of labor. I baptized four in the vidni•y
where I met with the rotten egg argmner,t.
When I find that there is a minister of any oth(er
denomination present, after I am through I give
them an invitation to speak, but in that place
only one accepted it, and he sanctioned what
had said. But when I talked to him after the
meeting and our conversation led to the work of
Joseph the Seer, he had but little to say. Thcv
soon closed two of their school houses to all
meetin.gs. The Methodists and United Brethren were willing that they should be closed
out so they could get rid of me, but it proved a
failure, for private homes were opened, so I wlll
be able to continue my labors there.
On February 8th I left that place to attend a
two-days meeting at Bay Port, and from the;·e
BosToN, Mass., March 4th.
I went to Caseville. Of all the towns that I
Dear I!erald:- The discussion between Bro.
have labored in, it is the worst. I have my
E. L. Kelley and Mr. F. C. Whitehead closed
doubts about Sodom and Gomorrah being any
last Wednesday night. Bro. Kelley was blessed
worse. While I was baptizing there the people
with the Spirit throughout the debate, and when
were very disorderly, and the language used by
his opponent tried to bolster up his theory with
both men and women would truly astonish you .
Bible evidences Bro. Kelley swept them away
On last Wednesday morning we had a confirm-.
like chaff before the wind.
Mr. Whitehead
ation and testimony meeting, and the Spirit was
would say, "Wait until the last night when I
with us in power, and by prophecy we were
sum up my evidences, and then you will see
warned that persecution was coming upon us.
what I will do."
So we waited; but alas, in
On the evening of that day I was preaching in
vain! and on the last night of the first question
Bro James Burwell,s houcoe, and when I had spoBro. E. L Kelley buried him so completely
under Scripture that none but a Christadelphian . ken about fifteen minutes there came crashing
through the Vvindow where I stood an iron of
would think of his resurrection. On the second
two or three pounds weight. It was undoubtedquestion after the first night he began to call for

ly intended for me, as I stood in front of the win ..
dow, and about two and a half feet from it, and
the party that threw the missile was near enough
to remove a wire screen from the window befot·e
he threw it. There was a light curtain before
it but not sufficient to prevent the iron performing the mission upon which it was sent, but the
Lord's power was manifested and it dropped to
the floor between me and the window. In a few
minutee. I succeeded in getting the people seated
again and finished my discourse, while two or
three of our brethren officiated as guard outside.
On the following morning I was instructed by
1be Spirit to go to Bay Port. I obeyed the counsel given, and it was well for me that I did as I
have learned since that there was a mob organized to take me out of the meeting and lynch me.
One of our members informed me that a young
man heard th?m plan it and told one of C?ur
young sisters. I expect to go there again in a
few days. I have baptized twenty-six this conference year, and I never felt better in this work
than I have of late.. Persecution only makes
me stronger, and 1.he counsel of the Lord encourages me so that I am willing to endure all
wilh patience.
Your Bro. in Christ,
LEVI PHELPS.

NEW BEDFORD, Mass., March rzth.
Bro_ Bta;r :-The morning of March zd found
me at the historic town of Plymouth, on business connected with God's "mission of mercy to
mankind." I was met at the depot by Brn. Hansen and Hemmerly, and was escorted to the
home of the latter, which certainly is a pleasant
one, made happy bv the presence of a good sister
and two loving, prattling children.
We partook of supper, which was served with
true gospel freedom, and felt that we were in the
company of Saints.
Our coming having been
heralded, several br·olhren called upon us, and
the an'swedng of qwcstions became the order of
the evening. We gav~ advice as we unden~tood
matters. Whether we pleased the questioners or
not the future must determine.
It is expected by many that an elder should be
a walking "book of law," but it is hardly among
the possibilities that a poor mortal can be the
"embodiment of all wisdom," but every man
should answer according to his knowledge, and
the Spirit will assist in bringing to remembrance
those things which before have been stored and
treasured in the tnind.
What a wonder-working power is the
Spirit, to bring to mind those things that are
essential to be taught to the Saints! As the
hours flit by we were reminded of the Father's
V''Ord, •·Retire to thy bed early, that thy mind
and body may be invi,e;orated," and being supplied with a neat, cozy and clean bed, we enjoyed
a good sound sleep.
Sabbath found us ready for work, so at ro: 30
a. m., we met with the Saints and spoke upon
the financial law, explaining the principle by
blackboard exercises. The Saints were both attentive and interested, and before leaving we
heard the usual reply, "We owe the Lord."
Well, all honest persons will pay when they
know they owe .
In all our travels upon this errand, in instructing the Saints to· become partners with the Almighty we have yet failed to find any person
who can prove how it is possible for a person to
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become poor by paying his honest debts to the
Lord: but the universal testimony is that it is a
benefit. And, permit the writer to say, it is also
his personal experience, that the principle car·
ries with it the blessing for those who faithfully
serve it.
The evening found us together again, when we
spoke upon the Mission of Christ, and during
the services of the day, we were blessed with
that freedom which makes speaking upon gospel
themes a delight. The Saints were pleased and
encouraged with our visit, and of course we were
asked to come again, but could not say when.
The Father above knows, but we must keep
praying for the Lord of the vineyard to send laborers into the "harvest field."
Monday, having a few hours to spare, it was
decided to visit some of the historic spots; so
having as guides Brn. Sears, Hanson and another whose name I do not now remember, we visited the stone upon which the Plymouth colony
set their feet to step ashore, in the winter of r6zo.
The city of the dead received our attention and
as I stood upon the graves of the two last persons who came in the Mayflower, and thought
upon their courage, fortitude and endurance, we
were made sensibly aware that God in blessing
this land to Joseph and his seed intended that it
should be used for better purposes than to be the
home of wild beasts.
We also looked into Pilgrim Hall where are
gathered whatever relics have been found of the
Mayflower colony, and as we gazed upon the
massive picture hung npon the wall, where EJ.
der Robinson is invoking heaven's blessing upon
that little company as they are about to sail to
unknown lands, we raised our hat in reverential
admiration, and with a struggle for the mastery
hindered the tears from flowing down the cheek,
but by silent prayer to the great Father of us all,
thanked him that we were not obliged to travel
to unknown lands as these poor pilgrims had to
do for the purpose of trying to "worship God in
spirit and in truth."
In looking over the history of the place, we
were both surprised and pleased to find that the
Smiths were early visitors to this locality. For
in 16r4, six years before the arrival of the Mayflower, John Smith was there and returned with
a chart of the coast from Penobscot to Cape Cod.
And it is therefore probable that from this chart
of Smith's, the early pilgrim colony obtained
some information about the coast upon which
they made a landing, (Of course Smiths were a
necessity to the proper canstruction of society.)
While upon this visit I came in posession of
what is known as the "Sunday Blue Laws of Connecticut," and as the public mind is now being
agitated concerning the Sabbath Amendment to
the constitution, I will try at an early day to favor the readers of the Herald with a few extracts
from them, so that they may see what people had
to do when church and state were one. Our
thanks are due to the brethren and sisters of
Plymouth for favors received during our brief
visit among them.
JoHN SMITH.
VARNISHING GILT FRAMES.-If new gold
frames are varnished w.ith the best copal varnish
it improves their appearance considerably, and
fly marks can then be washed off carefully with a
sponge. The frames also last much longer. Old
frames are improved by being treated with copal
varnish.
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THE JOSEPHITE COVENANT.
BY A. ).

DENNIS.

IT IS common among sectarian ministers to
refer to the covenant that God made with
Ab-raham and renewed in Isaac and confirmed in Jacob; but it seems that after Israel passed away, popular modern theology
loses all trace of any covenant of the Lord
with his people uri til the time of Moses,
when he made what mav be termed the Sinaitic, or, in New Testament phraseology,
the "old covenant," which vanished away
upon the introduction of the new under
the ministry of Jesus Christ and his apostles" Heb.8:7-13.
As a matter of fact, every covenant
which is made becomes old -when it is
superseded by another; hence when God
promised Isaac, "Unto thee and to thy seed
will I
all these countries," (Gen. 26: 3·)
he
not need to depend alone upon the
promise made to his father Abraham.
For
that was of the same character as the promise made to him, yet that
promise was not enough for the needs of
his case; had it been so, God would not
have renewed it to him, for be never does
anything that is unnece!'sary, or not for
the good of his people.
On a
with this is the command
of
the apostles, "Go ye into all
the world and preach the gospel to every
creature; he that believeth and is baptized
shall be saved; he that believeth not shall
be damned."
Some have thought this command sufficient authority to enable them to go out
into the world and preach the gospel, and
seal unto damnation all those who rejected
their message; and though it has been but
"a man's covenant," wherein God has seen
fit to confirm it, no man has been able to
disannul the same. But the exception is
not the rule, and can not become such, unless God should change; which we know
he does not do.
But now the question arises, What one
of the sons of Israel inherited the esoecial
promises or covenants made with Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob?
Certainly we can not say that it was bestowed upon all indiscriminately. Abra.
ham had two sons, but the word of the
Lord came to him, "in Isaac shall thy seed
be called." Ishmael was the "son of the
bond w·oman," and could not be "heir with
the son of the free woman."
Now Tacob also had sons by concubines
or serva'rit women, and even Leah was, to
all ;ntents and purposes, a polygamous
wife, as
had earned Rachel by sevetJ years of faithful service and really supposed he was marrying her when Laban
the fraud of substituting her
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elder sister in the marriage bed instead of
Rachel as Jacob supposed.
We may see bere, perhaps, a retribution
upon Jacob for deceiving his father in
order to obtain the blessing which had
been promised him by the ~pirit ot prophecy; but Jacob evidently considered Rachel as his true and only wife, (See Gen.
44: 27), and Joseph and Benjamin as his
only legitimate sons, and consequently the
ones in whom all his hopes of the fulfillment of the promises made to the fathf'rs.
In view of this fact we can the more
readily understand his anxiety to keep
Benjamin with him when his other sons
wanted to take him down into Egypt.
Joseph, his favorite son had been (as he
supposed) devoured by wild beasts, and if
Benjamin should be taken from him he
was bereaved indeed. In no other lig-ht
than the foregoing can we understand the
words of Jacob, "His brother is dead and
he is left alone ?"-Gen. 42: 38.
And in no other light can we understand the wonderful dreams of Joseph in
which the promise was made to him that
he should prevail above his brethren and
be their ruler, and that even his parents
should be subject to him. The careful
student of the Bible sees more than the
mere going down into Egypt foreshadowed in these remarkable dreams.
Paul tells us that the experiences of the
children of Israel [] acobJ "happened unto
them for ensamples, [examples], and were
written for our admonition, upon whom
the ends of the world are come."--I Cor.
IO: I I.

An example is something that is like
something else that is to follow it; so we
find that the whole system of tyoes and
shadows instituted by Moses, was typical
of that more perfect tabernacle "which the
Lord pitched and not man;" (He b. 8: r-6);
and wherein better sacrifices were offered
than the "blood of bulls and of O'Oats."-Heb. 9: 23.
It is also evident "'that the
hand of promise itself was of a typical
character in common with all the other
experiences that happened to that typical
people in that dispensation. Some have
applied it as a type of heaven. But are
we to have enemies to overcome after
entering into that promised land? None
of us expect to have, hence we must look
for the fulfillment of this type on earth
among- the children of men in a time of
probation.
This brings us to consider the fact that
in many places the Scriptures mention another "house of Israel" besides the first
one who inherited the land of Palestine.
This seemed to be shadowed forth in the
division of the typical home itself into two
branches, "Israel" and "Judah."
But we are not left altogether to surmise in regard to another anti·typical land
of promise, nor as to who should inherit
it. The blessing bestowf'd upon Toseph
by his father J acoh not only overflowed
the bounds of all previous blessings, but
showed by direct reference to the progenitors of Jacob that it was preeminently the
blessing or the covenant which had been
made first with Abraham and then with
Isaac and afterwards with his son Jacob,
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The blessing reads as follows: "] oseph
is a fruitful bough, even a fruitful bough
by a well, whose branches run over the
wall.
The archers have sorely grieved
him and shot at him: but his bow abode
in strength, and the arms of his hands
were made strong by the hands of the
mighty God of Jacob; (from thence is the
shepherd, the stone of Israel); even by the
God of thy father, who shall help thee;
and by the Almighty who shall bless thee
with blessings of heaven above, blessings
of the deep that lieth under, blessings of
the breast and of the worn b: the blessings
of thv father have prevailed above the
blessil1gs of my pregenitors unto the utmost bounds of the everlasting hills: they
shall be on the head of Joseph, and on the
crown of the head of him that was separate from his brethren." --Gen. 49: 22-26.
''VVhose branches run 'Over the wall."
The sea was a wall to the inhabitants of
Canaan, but Joseph's branches (descendants) were to "run over the wall." Tt1is
could onlv be fulfilled bv the discoverv of
a new co;tinent, and its" settlement by" the
descendants of Joseph. Those who do not
receive the explanation given by the Book
of Mormon of the branch that was broken
off (of the stock of Joseph) and carried to
this land, must at least accept the truth
from this prophecy, that Joseph has descendants in this country, and that they
are the rightful heirs thereof according to
the words of Toseph, and that they shall,
in process of time, inherit it as their land
of promise.
Further lig·ht is thrown upon this interesting subject bv the prophecy of Joseph,
the greater part of which designing men
have removed trom what is called the
King James Translation, but which may
be found at length in the Inspired Translation. It reads as follows:
"And Joseph said unto hi,; brethren, I die, and
go unto my fathers; and I go down to my grave
with joy, The God of my father Jacob be with
you, to deliver you out of affliction in the days
of your bondage; for the Lord hath visited me,
and I have obtained a promise of the Lord, that
out of the fruit of my loins, the Lord God will
raise up a righteous branch out of my loins; and
unto thee, whom my father Jacob hath named
Israel, a prophet; (not the Messiah who is called
Shiloh;) and this prophet shall deliver my people
out of Egypt in the days of thy bondage, And
it shall come to pass that they shall be scattered
again; and a branch shall he broken off, and
shall be carried into a far country; nevertheless
they shall be remembered in the covenants of
the Lord, when the Messiah cometh; for he shall
be made manifest unto them in the latter days,
in the Spirit of power; and shall bring them out
of dar·Kness into light; out of hidden darkness,
and out of captivity unto freedom, A seer shall
the Lord my God raise up, who shall be a choice
seer unto the fruit of my loins,
Thus saith the
Lord God of my fathers unto me, A choice seer
will I raise up out of the fruit of thy loins, and
he shall be esteemed highly among the fruit of
thy loins, his brethren; and unto him will I give
commandments that he shall do a work for the
fruit of thy loins. And he shall bring them to
the kaowledge of the covenants which I have
made with thy father; and he shall do whatso-

THE S
ever work I shall command him. And I wi.ll
make him great in mine eyes, for he shall do my
work; and he shall be great like unto him whom
I have said I would raise up unto you, to ,de1iver
my people, 0 house of Israel, out of the land of
Egypt; for a seer will I raise up to deliver my
people out of the land of Egypt; and he shall he
called Moses, And by this name he shall know
that he is of thy house; for he shall be nursed by
the king's daughter, and shall be called her so'1.
And again, a seer will I raise up out of the fruit of
thy loins, and unto him will I give power to bring
forth my word unto the seed of thy loins; and not
to the bringing forth of my word only, saith the
Lord, but to the convincing them of my word,
which shall have already gone forth among them
in the last days, Wherefore the fruit or thy loins
shall write, and the fruit of the loins of Judah
shall write; and that which shall be written by
the fruit of thy loins, and also that which shall
be written by the fruit of the loins of
Judah, shall grow together unto the confounding
of false doctrines, and laying down of contentions, and establishing peace among the fruit of
thy loins, and bringing them to a knowledge of
their fathers in the latter days; and also to the
knowledge of my covenant, saith the Lord. Ard
out of weakness shall he be made strong, in that
day when my work shall go forth among all my
people, which shall restore them, who are of the
house of Israel, in the last days. And that seer
will I bless, and they that seek to destroy him
shall be confounded; for this promise I give
unto you; for I will remember you from generation to generation; and his name shall be called
Joseph, and it sl•all be after the name of hls
father; and he shall be like unt~ you: for the
thing which the Lord shall bring forth by his
hand shall bring my people unto salvation."-Gen, 5o: 24-33, (L T,)

Notice in verse
choice seer] Joseph the son
hring them [the fruit of
Ephraim and Manasseh] to
of the covenants which I have
thy father; and h~.< shall do whatsoever
work I shall command him."
The "know ledge of the covenants"
made with Abraham, Isaac and
the light of other predictions
ing this statement means more than
obtaining· historical information concerning them; the sectarian world bad that hefore J osepb, the son of Joseph, mflde his
appearance upon the stage of action, It
can mean nothing- less than the ,., ..,""""
of those covenants with the seed
in the latter days. And this was
in the work of God through
Smith, as his first and chief minister,
in that work alone. But the objector may
ask, Where does the work of Christ come
in? Paul says that Christ was the "seed"
of Abraham· in wh0m the promise
fulfilled, and consequently all
claims are excluded by this fact.
us see if this conclusion is necessary
logical from the promises.
To begin with, then, let us see if Christ
was the first "~eed" of Abraham to whom
the covenant pertained. If he is not
he may not be the last. But we learn that
God said to Abraham, "In Isaac shall
seed be called." Then Christ was not

first in point of
althoug-h he was first
in importance.
although Christ was
and is the "end of the law for rig·hteouo;ness, to every one that believeth," yet he
was not the last in that line of
seed in whom "·all nations of
earth
should be
" for he was the "firs'~born [in
of his
" and when he
will
thof;e whom
says
like him."
In the salvation of the world Jesus stands
and alone; but in the carrying
scheme, the twelve
as a part of the "founwhich the church is built,
himself is
as tb~
Here
we find
hut in the
foundation
has been laid
be not
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UNITY.

THE Mound
cient inhabitants of
are reprethe Book of :Mormon as one
though sometimes diTs this true?
the different. classes of
work into which the Arcloreological remains of the Mound Builders may be diBancroft savs: "These diffPrent
classes of
-11lthough sufficiently
uniform in their general character to indicate that the lVIound Builders were of one
living under one
system of
. still show certain var1ations in
relative oredominance of each class
in different s~ctions of the territory."-·
Nat, Rae. of Pac. States, vol. 4• p. 749·
Speaking of the Mound Builders, the
same author further says: "They were a
numerous people, as is sufficiently proved
by the magnitude and geographical extent of their works. They were probably
one people that is, composed of tribes living under
laws, religions, and other institutions. Such variations as are ob.
served in the monuments are only those
that would
occur between central and frontier
"-Ibid, p. 785.
The
Baldwin is more preprecise and direct.: "This ancient people,
whose remains indicate unity and civilizamust have been organized as a
a central administration which
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recognized. They must have had a national name."-Ancient America, p. 57·
Concerning the region near Sparta,
Georgia, Jones says: "Every indication
suggests and encourages the belief that
this locality was for a long period of time,
densely populated. The surface of the
ground, not only within the enclosure, but
up and down the valley for a considerable
distance, is replete with various relics.
They lie also in considerahle quantities,
commingled with human bones in the sepulchral mounds."-Antiquities of Southern
Indians, p. 147.
MILLIONS OF INHABIT ANTS.

Pidgeon says: "It can not be any longer
denied that there has been a day when this
continent swarmed with millions if inhabitants, when the arts and sciences flourishwhen men lived Hnd labored and reign··
and fought and were were in turn conquerers and conquered, subjects and
kings where now the deep silence of the
forest has overcome all such evidences of
life and civilization. Nineveh and Egypt
and Greece, have left in almost imperishable stone, the relics of their magnificence.
The American nations have left their record in soil, and have written their history
in legible and ineffaceable characters on
the hills and valleys of their beautiful land,
from Labrador to Patagonia."-Antiquarian Researches, p. 5·
Bancroft says: "The total number of
mounds in the state ol Ohio is estimated
by the best authorities at ten thousand,
while the enclosures were at least fifteen
hundred."-Nat. Rae. of the Pac. States,
vol. 4• P· 75 2 •
SIZE OF MOUNDS.

MacLean says: "As has been already
noticed, the mounds in Ohio are very numerous. They principally occur near
large streams and are found in great
numbers along the two Miami;:, Scioto,
Kanawha, vVhite, Wabash, Kentucky,
Cumberland, Tennessee and other tributaries of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers.
They are all dimensions, varying from a
few feet in height, and a few yards in diameter, to ninety feet in height, and covering seveal acres at the base. The usual
dirnensions range from six to thirty feet in
perpendicular height, by forty to one hundred feet in diameter at the base. Some
of the mounds are so great that it would
require the labor of a thousand men for
months with their best anrl latest improved implements to erect."-Mound Buiiders,

P·

the evidences I have introduced are
united and in harmony with the statements
found in the Book of Mormon. It is
therefore, not illogical nor unreasonable to
claim that the chronicle of history as set
forth by the ancient writers, and translated in our own time is true. Its inspiration
and data stand the test of antiquarian and
scientific explorations, and more. No law
or rule of life, either human or divine,
are weakened or made void by receiving
the Book of Mormon upon its claims.
Tnere is nothing to lose, and much, very
much to be gained by receiving it,

A

SECOND CIVILIZATION.

The Book of Mormon states that
a:fter the time of the Mound Builders, another civilized people occupied a portion
of North America. In this connection reread the Book of Mormon quotations I cited of the people emigrating "northward,"
and in addition, and to give occasion for
certain evidence I wish to present, I cite
the follow!ng: "And it came to pass that
of the Lamanites did go "into the
northward; and also Nephi and Lehi
went into the land northward, to preach
unto the people. And thus ended the sixty and third year. And behold there was
peace in all the land, insomuch that the
N ephites did go into whatsoever part of
the land they would, whether among the
or the Lamanites. And it came
to pass !hat the LHmanites did also go
whithersoever they would, whether it
were among the Lamanites or among the
Nephites; and thus they did have free intercourse one with another, to buy and
to sell, and to get gain, according to their
desire. And it came to pass they became
exceeding rich, both the Lamanites and
the Nephites; and they did have an exceeding plenty of gold, and of silver, and
of all manner of precious metals, both in
the land south and in the land north. Now
the land south was called Lehi. and the
land north was called Mulek, which was
after the sons of Zedekiah; for the Lord
did bring Mulek into the land north, and
Lehi into the land south. And behold, there
was all manner of gold in both these land~,
and of silver, and of precious ore of every
kind; and there were also curious workdid work in all kinds of ore and did
and thus they did become rich.
raise grain in abundance, both in
the north and in the south. And they did
flourish exceedingly both in the north and
in the south, and they did multiply
and wax exceeding strong in
the
Lmd. And they di<;l raise many flocks and
herds, yea, and mRny fatlings. BPhold,
their women did toil and spin to make all
manner of cloth, of fine twined linen, and
cloth of everv kind to clothe their nakednes~."-Hela.man 2: z6, 27.
Has scientific research found the rernains of this race? MacLean says: "It is
well established that since the time
JV!ound Builders, and prior to the
advent of the Indian, a race known as the
"Villagers" occupied certain districts of
this country, and made the garden beds
found in northern Indiana, lower Mif'souand in the valleys of the Grand river
St. Joseph's, Michigan. These beds
exist in the richest soil in that part of the
country. Some oft he lines of the plats are
rectangular and parallel, others are semicircular and variously curved,forming avenues
differently grouped and disposed. The
beds are laid out with great order and
symmetry, and have certain peculiar features that belong to no recognized system
of horticulture. These beds are entirely dift~rent from the system of field culture as
the Indians, and no simihr remains are connected with the enclosures of
Ohio. It is evident that these beds do not
to the epoch of the Mound Build-

ers, for in some cases they extend over
mounds, which certainly would not have
been permitted by the builders. Nor is it to
be presumed thHt these villagers immediately succeeded their predecessors, for
these encroachments mus-t have been long
after the mounds had been abandoned and
their purposes forgotten. The Indians
have no traditions concerning trem, and
know nothing about this people. It is a
singular fact that but few, if any, of the
usual aboriginal relics are found within
them. The heds are the only memorials
of this race. But from them we readily
draw the conclusion that they were a settled peaceable people, of industrious habits, and advanced tastes. Their implements and dwellings must have been of
wood."-Mound Builders, p. I3!.
All that does not belong to the savage
in the antiquities of this country, is by
many writers credited to the Mound Builders, which I am inclined to believe to be a
mistake. The second civilization, according to the Book of Mormon, lived in tents,
houses of wood and cement, and I believe
they likewise used adobes. Donne1ly savs:
"TheM ound Builders made sun-dried brick
mixed with rushes, as the Eg-yptians made
sun-dried brick mixed with straw."-Atlantis, p. 376.
The Chicago Times for July 17th, 1876,
in its special correspondence, contains the·
following: "Many of these interesting
spots havt< been obliterated by the plow,
but several remain intact. The damp climate and rich soil of the Mississippi valley
have dissolved and covered up the greater
part of the remains of this southwestern
empire. V Hst roadways of more than Roman proportions are found on the broHd
bottoms of the Mississippi in Union county, and ievees, miles in length, which would
indicate that agriculture was practiced to
a great extent. Among- the many relics
of this primeval empire few have a greater degree of interest than the fortification
at Makanda, in J ockson county, a rocky
gateway by which the Illinois Central
railroad enters the Grand Chain. This
work is simply known as "Stone Fort,"
and is a favorite resort for gatherings of
ail kinds, from its matchless beauty of scenery. The fort proper is a projecing rocky
promontory, extending into a deep valley,
in the sh:1pe of Hn acute triangle across the
ba~e of which extends a wall of rough masonry from side to side. This wall has
been torn down and dug- under by the ignorant in search of treasure. The inclosure contains about an acre. The sides are
perpendicular bluffs of sandstone eighty
feet high, at the base of which the valley
stream doubtless flowed, and from which
water could have been drawn by means
of ropes. The work is indefensible against
firearms as the hill in the rear rises gradually to higher ground, and the opposite
bluff, about forty rods distant, overlooks
the whole. It could cover its water supply by arrows, and perhaps a village under its walls. It is impossible to trace the
age of this work. It is generally ascribed,
however, to a race subsequent to the
Mound Builders. But there are no in·
scriptions and the rocks are dumb,"
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Speaking of earth-works in Straddle
Creek, Illinois, Pidgeon says: ''After a
thorough examination of the group I was
satisfied that there had either been a change
at some past era in the common mode of
burial, or that this region was inhabited
by an immense population, at different eras,
who practiced tumular burial in different
ways. The traditions of De-Coo-Dab
sanction the latter theory. From these
facts in connection with the traditions of
De-Coo-Dab respecting the ancient inhabitants of these regions, as of various
languages, customs and color, we are led
to the conclusion that at least two d£~tinct
races of men have occuoied this territorv
at different eras, and th~t both became na'tionally extinct anterior to the occupation
of the. present Indian race."-Traditions
of De-Coo-Dab, p. 176-7.
I now turn to the derivation of Central
American civilization. But before entering upon this topic, another question must
be answered, namely, Were the aborigines of Central America one numerous
race of people, divided into two branches
of Hebraic origin, as the B0ok of Mormon represents them to be? Norman says:
"The builders of the ruins of the cities of
Chi- Chen and U xmal excelled in the mechanic and fine arts. It is obvious that
they were a cultivaterl, and doubtless a
very numerous people."-Norman's Rambles in Yucatan, p. I75·
In regard to the ruins of Palenque, Stephens says: "The intermediate country is
now occupied by races of Indians speaking many different languages, and entirely unintellh6ble to each other; hut there is
room for the belief that the whole of this
country was once occupied by the same
race, speaking the same language, or at
least having the same written characters."
-Travels in Central America, Chiapas
and Yucatan, vol. 2, p. 34~·
Bancroft says: "Closely enveloped in
the dense fon:sts of Chiap~s, Guatemala,
Yucatan and Honduras, the ruins of several ancient cities have been discovered, which
are far superior in extent and magnificence
to any seen iu Aztec territory, and of
which a detailed description may be found
in the fourth volume of this work. They
bear hieroglyphic descriptions apparently
identical in character; in other respt>cts
they resemble each other more than they
resemble the Aztec ruins, or even other
and apparently later works in Guatemala
and Honduras.
All these remains bear
evident marks of great antiquity. Their
existence and similarity in the ab~ence of
any evidence to the contrary would indicate
the occupation of the whole country at
some remote period by nations far advanced in civilization, and closely allied in manners and customes, if not in blood and language. Furthermore tbe traditions of
several of the most advanced nations point
to a wide~pread civilization, introduced
among a numerous and powerful people
by V otan and Zamna, who, or their successors built the cities referred to, and
founded gTeat allied empires in Chiapas,
Yucatan and Guatemala. And moreover,
the· tradition is confirmed by the universality of one family of languages or dialects

spoken among the civilized nations, and
among their descendants to this day. I
deem the grounds sufficient, therefore, for
accepting this Central American civiliz~.
tion of the past as ? fact."--N ative Races
of Pacific State,, vol. 2, p. I 16.
Upon the sameness of those ancient cities
in ruins Bancroft says: "To fully describe
a few and point out contrasts in the rest,
is the only method of avoiding- a very
tiresome monotony in attempting to make
known some hundreds of structures very
like one to another in most of their details
as well as in their general feature~. The
similarity observed among the different
monuments, is a very great advantage to
the antiquarian student, since it will enable
me, if I mistah' not, to give the reader in
this chapter as clear an idea of the
ties of Yucatan, notwithstanding
great number, as of any portion of
Pacific States."-Ibid, vol. 4• p. I49·
As to the unification of the
American, Nott and Glidd0n
reflecting on the aboriginal race<;
ca, we are at once met by the striking fact
that their physical characters are wholly
independent of all climatic or known
ical influences. Notwithstanding
immense geographical distribution, embracing every variety of climate, it jg acknowleclged by all travellers that there
among thi~ people a pervading
around which all the tribes, (north,
east and west) cluster, though
within prescribed limits. With
exceptions, all our American Indians bear
to each other some degree of
resemblance quite as strong, for
as
that seen at the present day among· fullblooded Jews."-Types of Mankind, p.
2

74·

The above remarks apply
to the aborignes of America, and
refer to the ancient people or Mound
Builders. But one Mound Builder's skeleton has been found in a sufficient state of
preservation to admit d'f examination.-See Types of Mankind, p. 290; also Monuments of Mississippi Valley by Squire and
Davis.
MUMMIES.

Stephens says: "Dr. M. Orton
that the mummies from Peru have
same peculiarities in the form of the
the same delicacy
of the
and the same remarkable smallness of the
hands and feet, with that found in the
sepulchre at San Francisco, Central America. He says too, from from an examination of nearly four hundred skulls belonging to older nations of Mexico and
and of skulls dug from the mounds of our
western country, that he finds them all
formed on the same model, and conforming in a remarkable manner to that
from San Francisco; and that this
has the same type of physical conformation
which bas been bestowed with
uniformity upon all the tribes on our continent, from Canada to Patag-onia, and
from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean.
They are not the works of
who
have passed away and whose
lost, but of the same great race

changed, miserable and degraded, still
clings around their ruins."
Of the ruins of lYiayapan he says: "So
although the fragments of sculpture were
of the same general char:1cter as U xmal,
we had not found :my edifice sufficiently
entire to enable us to iclentify that peculiar
arch we had found in all the ruined buildings of this country; but it was not wanting. At the end was a door way, encumbered and half filled with rubbish, crawling
through which we stood upright in apartments exactly similar to those at U xmal,
with the arch formed of stones overlapping,
and a flat stone covering the top. The
apartments were ruder and narrower, but
were precisely of the same character with
all the others we had seen. Of one thing,
however, we had no doubt, the ruins of
this city were of the same
character with those at U xmal, erected
the
same
probably of older date, and
suffering more from the corrosion of the
elements, or they had been visited more
harshly by the destroying hand of mnn."
-Incidents of Travel in Yucatan, vol. 1,

P· I38.
ANCIENT SCIENCE.

Stepens says: "The fact that though
the inhabitants of Yucatan and Mexico
speak different languages, their calendar
is substantially the same, I reg-ard as extremely interesting and important, for this
is not like a similarity of habits, which
grow out of natural instincts or irlentity
position. A calendar is a work of science,
founded upon calculations, arbitrary signs,
and symbols, and the similarity shows that
both nations acknowledged the same start-ing points, attached the same meaning to
the same
and ohjects, which
was sometimes arbitrary, and not
such as would suggest itself to the untutored. It shows common sources of knowledge and processes of reasoning, similarity
of worship and religious institutions, and,
in short, it is a link in a chain of evidence
tending to show a common orig-in in the
aboriginal inhabitants of Yucatan and
Mexico."-Ibid, voL z, p. 120.
Of this similarity the same author says:
"In the similarity of diversions we see a
resemblance in manners and institutions,
and trace an
between the people
who erected the ruined cities of Yucatan,
and those who inhabited Mexico at the
time of the conquest."-Ibid, p. 307.
THE SAME GREAT RACE.,

He says again: "But they have a higher interest than any that attache;, to them
as mere
of art: for among
them are seen designs and figures which
call forcibly to mind the welf known picture-writings of the Mexicans; and ifthese
analogies are sustained, this building attached to the walls of the tennis-court
stands an unimpeachable witness that the
people who inhabited Mexico at the time
of the conquest belonged to the same
great race which furnished the builders of
the ruined cities in Yucatan."-Ibid. p.

3I I.
COMMON ORIGIN.

Delafield says: ·'No annals have been
found proving a direct connection between
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Mexico and Peru; yet their languages and
manners and customs, as well as their anatomical developments and equal advance
in the progress of civilization, indicate a
common origin."-P. r6.
ISLAND OF COZUMEL.

Relative to the ruins on the island of
Cozumel, Stephens says: "These buildings were identically the same with those
on the mainland; if we had seen hundreds
we could not have been more firmly convinced that they were all erected and occupied by the same people; and if not a
single corroborating circumstance existed
besides, they afford in themselves abundant and conclusive proof that the ruined
cities on the continent, the building of
which has been ascribed to races lost,
perished, and unknown, were inhabited by
the very same Indians who occupied the
country at the time of the conquest."-lncidents of Travel in Yucatan, vol. z, p. 375·
THE ANTIGOUS.

Was this race divided into two branches, one "white" and the other "miserable
and degraded?" "Around it were the
ruins of a city without any other visible
means of supply, and what rarely happened, with the Indians it was a matter of
traditionary knowledge. They s:w that it
was not discovered by them; it was used
by their fathers; they did not know when
it began to be used.
They ascribed it to
that remote people whom they refer to as
the antigous."-lncidents of Travel in
Yucatan, vol. 1, p. 357.
NOGPAT.

Speaking of a figure at N ogpat, Stephens savs: "The Indians said that it was the
figure- of a king of the antigous, and no
doubt it was intended as the portrait of
some lord or cacique."-Ibid p.- 364.
DABAH.

Of the ruins of Dabah he says: "The
Indirms say of them as of all the other
ruinR, that they are the works of the antigous; but the traditionary character of the
city is that of a great place."-·-Ibid p. 415.
"MY OPINION."

Speaking of the ruins he explored,
Stephens says: "My opinion on this question has been fully and freely expressed;
that they are not the works of people who
have pass<'d away, and whose history is
lost, bm of the same races who inhabited
the country at the time of the Spanish
conquest, or of som~ not very distant progenitors."--lbid vol. z, p. 445·
GOLDEN AGE.

Speaking of the antiquity of Palen que,
he says: "Here were the remains of a
cultivated, polished and peculiar people
who had passed through all the stages incident to the rise and fall of nations, reached their golden age and perished entirely
unknown."-Ibid p. ~56.
TWO NATIONS.

Ellen Russell Emerson thus relates a
tradition of the Shawnee tribe of Indians:
"One night upon an important occasion
the numerous tribe of Shawnees encamp··
ed together on a wide prairie which they
had selected for rest until the following
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morning, it being very pleasant, smooth
and level. After having been in camp a
few hours one half of them fell asleep and
so passed the night; the other half remaining awake until dawn betook themselves eastward to where the sun rises.
Those who fell asleep~ however, on awakcontinued their course to the west
where the sun sets. This division was the
origin of the two nations, the first of
which was called Shawnee, and the second Kickapoo. Now pribr to this separation these nations were united in bonds of
friendship and were blessed with the
bounties of the Great Spirit far above
those which are now enjoyed; but when
they had disunited and become two tribes,
he withdrew his favor from them. Among
the many blessings .lost, was the power ef
walking upon the surface of the sea, by
which they crossed from the east to the
west with~ut the aid of canoes; also the
art of restoring the dead, which they were
able formerly to accomplish by the aid of
medical powers. Prophecy and mysterycraft were once practiced without feigning;
all things were w1thin their power of performance; while now, alas! after the
Shawnees have wandered to the remotest
west, and returning eastward to the original place of separation, the worl? will
have finished its career."-Tndian Myths,

P·

is an inexpressible satisfaction that
this Shawnee mythical tradition is not
found within the lids of the Book of Mormon. Nevertheless I feel to extend my
sincere thanks to Mrs. Emerson for the
same.
DEPARTED GREATNESS.

Bancroft says: "The nation that built
Palenque was not of those found by
Europeans in the country, but its greatness had practically departed before the
rise of the Quiche, Cakchiq uel and Yucatan powers."-N ative Races of Pacific
States, vol. 5, p. 167.
He further states concerning the tradition of
WHITE MEN:

"Besides there are numerous vague traditions of settlements or nations of white
men who lived apart from the other people of the country and were possessed of
an advanced civilization."-Ihid p. 24.
Dr. Le Plongeon says: "Besides the
of long- bearded men seen by
the explorer at Chic hen- Itza there were
tall figures of people with small heads,
thick lips and curly short hair or wool,
regarded as negroes.
•W e always see
them as standard or parasol bearers, but
never engaged in actual warfare.'"Maya Archaeology, p. 62.
Taylor says on the question of color
among the inhabitants of America: "On
the whole, it seems that the distinction of
color, from the fairest Englishman to the
darkest African, has no hard and fast
but varies gradually from one tint to
"-Anthropology, p. 67.
While Prichard says: "It will be easy to
show that the American races show nearly as great a variety in this respect as the
nations of the old continent; there are

among them white races with a florid
complexion, and tribes black or of a very
dark hue; that their stature, figure and
countenance are almost equally diversified."--Researches into the Physical History of Mankind, vol. I, p. 269.
On complexion, John T. Short says:
"The Menoninees, sometimes called the
<White Indians,' formerly occupied the
region bordering on Lake Michigan,
around Green Bay.
The white:1ess of
these Indians which is compared to that of
white mulattoes, early attracted the attention of Tesuit missionaries, and has often
been commented on by travellers. Whtle
it is trne that hybridy has done much to
lighten the color of manv of the tribes, still
the peculiarity of the c-omplexion of this
people has been marked since the first European encountered them. Almost every
shade, from the ash-color of the Menominees throue;h the cinnamon, reel, copper,
and bronze tints, may be found among the
tribes formerly occupying the territory
east of the Mississippi, until we reach the
dark-skinned K.aws of Kansas, who :1re
nearly as black as the negro. The variety
of complexion is as great in South America as among the tribes of the northern part
of the continent.''-North Americans of
Antiquity, p. 189.
In foot note of page ro7 of volume 3, of
United States' Explorations for a Railroad
Route to the Pacific Ocean, we are told:
"Many of the Indians of Zuni (New
Mexico) are white. They have fair skin,
blue eyes, chestnut or auburn hair, and are
quite good looking. They claim to be full
blooded Zunians, and have no tradition of
intermarriage with any foreign race. The
circumstance creates no surprise among
this people, for from time immemorial a
similar class of people has existed among
the tribe."
\Vinchell says: "The ancient Indians
of California, in the latitude of forty-two
degrees, were as black as the negroes of
Guinea, while in Mexico were tribes of an
olive or reddish complexion, relatively
light. Among the black races of tropical
regions we find, generally, wme light colored tribes interspersed. These sometimes
have light hair and blue eyes. This is the
case with the Taureg o( the Sahara, the
Afghans of India, and the aborigines ofthe
banks of the Orinoco and the Amazon.''Preadamites, p. r85.
Let me here urge this pungent query to
all those who doubt, deny or oppose the
claims of the Book of Mormon: How did
the red men of Central America know
anything about black men and white men
if they never came in contact with them
or associated with those of such complexion? People who never saw or heard of
bearded men, would not be likely to take
pains to carve the pictures of such upon
the walls and pillars of their temples and
public buildings.
Bancroft says: "The resemblance in
the different groups of ruins in Chiapas,
Yucatan and Honduras, are more than
sufficient to prove intimate connection between the builders. The differences pointed out prove just as conclusively that the
edifices were not all erected and dedicated
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by the same people, under 'the same laws
and religious control at the same epoch."
-Native Races of Pacific States, vol. 5, p.

359·
Stephens says, speaking of the Image at
Palenque: "The head represents a different species from any now existing in that
region of country; nnd supposing the statues to be images of living personages, or
the creations of artists according to their
ideas of perfect figures, they indicate a race
of people now lost and unknown."-Travels in Chiapas, Central America and Yucatan, vol. 2, p. 3 I I.
To be continued.

=

·uttfts.
PITTSBURG AND KIRTLAND.
At call of missionary in charge, Apostle E. C.
Briggs, conference met at Saints' Hall, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, Saturday, March zd at 2 p.m., Bro.
Briggs, through illness being unable to be present, Bro. G. T. Griffiths was requested to preside,
\V. H. Garrett secretary, Ralph G. Smith organist. Following branch reports were accepted:
Biake Mills, Ohio, 34, 3 baptized; Church Hill,
Ohio, 38; Conneaut Twp., Pa, 20, 4 baptized;
Fairview, W.Va., 41; Kirtland, Ohio, 27, 5 received; Lakeview, Ohio, 6, I died; Pittsburgh,
Pa., 149· 2 died; Washingtonville, Ohio, 21;
Wheeling, W. Va, 41. Reports of Elders: L.
Scott baptized 4· J Reese, E. Thomas, J. Brown,
E. L. Kelley, D. M. Strachan, W. H. Garrett
baptized r, G. T. Griffiths baptized 3 in this dis:rict. Bishop's a11ent, F. Criley, presented report to Jan. rst, I889, which was audited by E.
L. Kelley, D. M.Strachan and]. Brown, and accepted: Balance last report $92 91; received since
to Jan. rst, r889, $2,597 95; total $2,690 86; expended to Jan. rst, r889, including $r,3oo oo
remitted to Bishop Blakeslee $ r 791 89; balance
$898.97. Resolved: That the members of this
conference and district make a special appeal to
the Lord by fasting and prayer that He will designate and direct through the president of the
Church who is to take charge of the work in this
mission and district for the coming year; and
that in the absence of this direction, that we request the return of Brn. E C. Briggs and G. T.
Griffiths in charge of this mission, and that their
mission be so enlarged that both can be associated. That this conference request the quorum
of the Twelve, if found to be wise, to send Bro.
W. E. Peak in connection with others, to labor
in this district the coming year. That W. H.
Garrett be appointed district president the ensuing six months. That Bro. W. C. H. Noble be
appointed district secretary. That the resolution
of Feb. 4th, r885, relative to holding district conferences on the last Saturday of January and July of each year, be rescinded. That when this
conference adjourns, it does so to meet the first
Saturday in September, (7th), r889. at Kirtland,
Ohio. That Brn. E. C. Briggs, G. T. Griffiths,
E. L Kelley, F Criley, J. Brown, W. H. Garrett
and E. C. Cady be appointed delegates to General Conference. That F. Criley be sustained as
Bishop's agent. That collections on Sunday be
applied in payment of balance due on tombstone
erected over the remains of Bro. and Sr. Josiah Ells
Brn. G. T. Griffith<, E. L. Kelley and D. M. Strachan, committee appointed to examine question
of legality ot Bro. W. W. Hodge's ordination
without consent of Pittsburgh branch of which
·he was a member reported that ordination was
made 30 miles from Pittsburgh but that brother
ordaining should have obtained consent of branch
or letter of removal before ordination, but said
failurt> of duty was not such as to invalidate the
office to which Bro. Hodge was ordained. Report adopted and committee discharged. Resofv.
ed: That the Bea:er Falls, Pa, branch, organized
Feb. 26th, r888, by Elder James Brown, be accepted and enrolled on records. On motion Brn. G.
T. Griffiths and W. H. Garrett. were appointed

committee to enquire into and regulate the difficulty relative to the baptism of Bro. D. R. Jones
of Mamfield, Pa. On motion, Thanks of conference were tendered brethren and sisters, of the
Pittsburgh branch for their kindness and entertainment to visiting brethren. On motion: delegates to General Conference were instructed to
vote for holding of the General Conference of
April 1890 at Kirtland Ohio.
On motion: The
First Presidency, Twelve, Bishopric, missionary
in charge, and all local laborers were sustained
in their respective callings. Officials present:
r apostle, 7 elders, 2 priests, I teacher, I deacon.
Preaching Sunday morning, E. L. Kelly, evening, G. T. Griffiths. Sacrament meeting 2 p. m.
W. H. Garrett and James Brown In charge.
WESTERN WISCONSIN.
A conference convened at the Wheatville
branch, February zd, A. L. Whiteaker president,
W. A. McDowell cleric Branch reports: Wheatville 30, 3 recieved, r baptized. Elders reporting:
A. Whiteaker, baptized r; J. S. Whiteaker,
J. W. Whiteaker, F. Hackett,
C.
W.
Lange, W. A. McDowell;Priest,J. Grandt. Bishop's Agent's report: Last report, $29 So; received since, $I5 so; total, $45 30; c. w. Lange,
Bishop's Agent. Resolved that we refund to
Bro. F. Hackett the $5 oo he borrowed of Bro.
Rogers to help defray his expenses as delegate to
General Conference. Resolved that this district
appoint Bro. F ..Hackett as delegate to General
Conference, and that said delegate be instructed
to report the conitition of the district and the necessity of appointing elders to travel in this district and state. And, Whereas Ern, A. L. Whiteaker and W. A. McDowell intend to go into the
missionary field, therefore we instruct the said
delegate to ask General Conference to appoint
them to Wisconsin, if said Conference sees fit to
do so. And, Whereas the families of these brethren reside in this district, we can assist in supporting them in provisions that we could not do
did they reside elsewhere.
NAUVOO AND STRING PRAIRIE.
Conference met at Farmington, Iowa, March
zd, r889, J. McKiernan president, G. P. Lambert
clerk. Branch reports: Burlington, baptized, I
died. Keokuk, 3 marriages. Montrose, r marriage. Rock Creek and Farmington, no changes.
Elders]. McKiernan and J. H. Lambert reported.
Bishop's Agent reported: On hand, last report, $2.72; received
since, $27 03; paid
out, $25;
balance, $475· Audited
and
found correct. The President and Clerk were
continued for three months. J. McKiernan and
B. Henick were appointed delegates to the Annual Conference. Preaching by J. H. Lambert and
J. McKiernan. Adjourned to Montrose, Iowa,
June zd, Io: 30, A.M.
LITTLE SIOUX.
Conference convened at Magnolia, Iowa,
March 2d; J. C. Crabb, president; A.M. Fyrando, secretary. Branch reports: Kingsley, Unionburg, Logan, Spring Creek, Willow Valley, Sioux
City, (no report,) Wooodbine, 30; I baptized; 4
received; I died. Union Center, 99; 2 died.
Magnolia, 165; I received. Little Sioux 217, I received. Spiritual condition of branches reported
good. Elders reports: D. Chambers, J. F. Mintun, C. Derry, Jos. S<>ddon, R. Farmer, A. Johnson, D. Maule, H. Garner, W. C. Cadwell, P.
Cadwell, J. C. Crabb, J. M. Putney, E. McEvers,
W. Chambers, C. Downs, J. T. Coffman, A. M.
Fyrando,]. McDowell, T. Thomas, J.
L.
Marchant, Isaac Shupe, J. L. Gunoolly,
phear, F. Hansen. Priests; W. F. Fallon, M.
Doughterty, J. Emerson, J. Marchant, J. Benson, G. J. Blackman, R. Streator. Delegates to
General Conference: C. Derry, J. C. Crabb, D.
Chambers, T. Thomas,]. M. Putney. The Secretary was instructed to notify the General Conference that this district desired the return of Elders ]. F. McDowell and C. Derry for the coming year to labor therein. Sunday School reports: Woodbine, names on roll, 33, average at~
tendance zo, verses learned 263, money collected
$s.o8, on hand $r2.I4;S. B. Kibler, Sup't. Magno-

lia: total attendance for quarter, 322; average 29;
donations $3 90; new books received to library zr;
J. F. Mintun, Sup't. Persia: average attendance
r8; money received for 6 months, $6 8r; David
Chambers, Sup't. Preaching services as follows:
Saturday evening, Elder J. C. Crabb; Sunday, 1 I
A M.C.Derry ;z: 30 P.M. J.F.McDowell; 7:30P.M.
W. W. Whiting. Large attendance, and good
spiritual feeling prevailed throughout. Adjourned to meet at Little Sioux, Iowa, June 7th, at
2. P.M.

GENERAL CONFERENCE.
To the delegates and Saints generally who
may desire to attend the session of General Conference convening at St. Joseph April 6th, the
committee on special arrangements appointed
by the St. Joseph branch would respectfully announce that arrangements are being perfected by
which a uniform charge for board and lodging
will be made to every one at $3 50 per week.
Those desiring to attend should at once notify
the members of our committee by letter so that
the necessary arrangements for their accommodation may be made. All visitors by railroad
should go to Union Depot where they will be
met by members of said committe who will be
distinguished by bl'!e ribbon badges They wil.l
be conducted to Samts' Hall north-west corner
of 5th and Edmond streets, the committee's
headquarters, where they will pay one week's
board and lodging, and the C)mmittee will assign
each and all suitable boarding places. The committee will settle all bills.
It will readily be understood that there being
but few Saints in this place, board and lodging
can not be obtained as cheaply as at some othe'r
points. The accommodations must of.necessity
be largely furnished outside; and the rate named
we feel sure, the circumstances being known,
can' not fail to be satisfactory.
The conference will be held in the auditorium
of the Young Mens' Christian Association building, north-east corner of 7th and Felix ~treets,
centrally located and of easy access from all
quarters, on good paved, well lighted streets.
By letter from Bro. W. W. Blair we learn that
Bi"hop Blakeslee is negotiating with the various
rail way associations for reduced fares.
ROBERT,WINNING,l
212 North 4th St.,
j
H. C. BRONSON,
l C
3I5 North 9th St., j om.
WILLIAM LEWIS
i
623 Messanie St.
)
ST. JosEPH, Missouri, March 14th, 1889.

CONFERENCE RAILWAY RATES.
CHICAGo, March 13th, 1889.
G. A. BLAKESLEE, EsQ, Galien, Michigan:
Dear Sir :-In regard to your application for
reduction in fare in favor of persons attending
the Latter Day Saints Conference to be held in
St. Joseph, Missouri, on April 6-zo, I have pleasure in advising you that authority has been given for the rate of a fare and one-third for the
round trip, upon the certificate plan, from A"sociation points over the railways in the territory
of this Association, named on the enclosed list.
Certificates to be signed by yourself.
On the certificate plan the passenger pays full
fare in going to the meeting, and secures a certificate thereof of the ticket agent, bv request, at
the time of purchase, and this certificate, when
countersigned by the proper official at the meet ..
ing, becomes authority for the sale of a return
ticket over the same road, between same points,
at one-third fare, thus making one fare and a
third tor the round trip. Where the journey is
made over more than one line, it is necessary for
the passenger to purchase separate local ticket,
and procure certificate thereof for each of the
lines in this territory over which he travels in
going to the meeting, as none of these lines hon ..
or the certificates of any other line.
The tickets purchased for going passage may
be either unlimited or limited, according to rate
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paid or regulations in effect on the line over
which it reads; but the return tickets sold at the
reduced fare will,, in all cases, be limited to continuous passage.
Certificates will not be honored for return tickets at reduce<:l rates unless presented within
three days after the date of adjournment of the
meeting (Sunday not being counted a day), nor
will certificates be honored in cases where going
tickets were purchased more than three days
prior to the commencement of the meeting.
For your information a sample of the standard
form of certificate, which is used by nearly all of
the railways referred to, is also enclosed.
]No, M. ABBOTT, Clwirmau.
Names and Addresses of Officers in charge of
Ticket and Passenger Departments of rail ways
in the territory of the 'Vestern States Passenger
Association.
Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Nor. R'y, J. E.
Hannegan, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Central Iowa
Railway, J. P. Nourse, Marshalltown, Iowa.
Chicago & Alton Railroad, James Charlton, ChiIll. Chicago & North-Western Railway,
Thrall, and E. P. Wilson., Chicago, Ill. Chical!o, Burlington & Northern R. R, W. J. C.
Kenyon, St. Paul, Minn. Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy Railroad, P. S. Eustis, Chicago, Ill.
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, A. V.
H. Carpenter, Milwaukee, Wis. Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific R'v, Geo. H. Smith, Chicago,
Ill. Chicago, St. P·aul, Minn. & Omaha R'y, T.
Y.l. Teasdale, St. Paul, Minn. Chicago, St. Paul
& Kansas City R'y, W. R. Busenbark, Chicago,
Ill. Chicago Santa Fe & California R'y, Emmons Blaine, Chicago, Ill. Green Bay, 'Winona
& St. Paul Railroad, S. W. Champion, Green
Bay, Wis.
Hannibal & St. Joseph Railroad,
Kansas City, St. Jo & Co. Bluffs R. R, A C.
Dawes, St. Joseph, Mo. Illinois Central Railroad,
A .. H. Hanson, Chicago, Ill. Milwaukee & Northern Railroad, W. B. Sheardown, Milwaukee,
Wis. Milwaukee, Lake Shore & \Vestern R'y,
Ernest Vliet, Milwaukee, \Vis. Minneapolis &
St. ·Louis Railway, S. F. Boyd, Minneapolis,
Minn. Missouri Pacific RaH,;av, H. C. Townsend, St. Louis, Mo.
Rock Island & Peoria
Railway, R. Stackhouse, Rock Island, lll. Sioux
& Pacific Railroad, J. R. Buchanan, Omaha,
St. Louis, Keokuk & North- \Vestern R.
R., Howard Elliott, Keokuk, Ia. Wabash Western Railway, F. Chandler, St. Louis, Mo. Wisconsin Central Lines, James Barker, Milwaukee,
ViTis. Wabash Railway, S. W. Snow, Chicago,
Ill.
NOTICES.
All General Conference appointees in Kansas
and Missouri mission will please forward their
annual reports to the undersigned, so that they
will reach me by April rst, at Independence,
Missouri.
Give full reports for the year, and
condition of work in localities represented.
JosEPH LUFF, MissiOnary in Cha~.l.!e.

Brethren of the Twelve, g-reeting:-Matters of
importance in the experience of the missionary
year just ending, indicate the necessity of wise
counsels for the coming year in the conduct of
its ministerial work. Therefore, I deem it to be
my duty, as your presiding officer, to request
those of the quorum who can, to meet for the
work in council on the rst day of April, r889, at
w a.m., in St. Joseph, Missouri, to prepare for
the duties of the General Conference of the
Church there to be convened on the 6th day of
said month and year.
ALEX. HALE SMITH, Pres. qf !!f!.uorum.
If those desiring a daily paper containing areport of every day's proceedings of the General
Conference to be held at St. Joseph, Missouri,
convening April 6th, will send their address with
fi:fty cents to H. C. Bronson,
North 9th street,
St. Joseph, Missouri, they
receive a copy
mailed to their address every day during conference. Arrangements have been made wlth the
St. Joseph Herald in which we expect to have a
fair and full report. Write your name and address plainly, and send early so that we may
know how to order.
H. C. BRONSON.

QUORUM OF SEVENTY.
Dear retkren:-The Secretary has mailed each
member a circular letter containing a list of all
. additions, corrections, etc. to date. Your attention is called to the requests contained therein
and it is hoped that every member of the quorum
will
and send in a written report. At the
last
Conference reports were received
from all but one member, and this year we hope
to hear from all. The grand record of 538 h>apth;ms was made last year by our quorum, and,
excellent as it
we want to exceed it until we
shall in that and
other equally as important
respects perform our full measure of labor in the
great latter day work.
Your colaborers,
E. C. BRAND, Preszdent,
R. S. SALYARDS, Secretary.
INFORMATION WANTED.
'V esley Underwood, son of Mordecai
Underwood. Any one knowing
of his whereabouts will please make
known
same to Martha L. Givens, Captina,
Belmont connty, Ohio.
DIED.
BLAKESLEE.-G. Alma Blakeslee was born
Lfth, r86o, in Galien, Berrien county,
where he lived up to the time of his
occurred Thursday night, November
r888. He had gone to Michigan City,
Indiana, on the fatal day, to attend to some business matters, where he met his death at the hands
of evil and cruel men, as many marks of violence
were found on his body. They took his life for
money he was thought to have had on his person;
however, secured only about $6o, after
they threw his body into the harbor, where
it remained for fourteen weeks and four days.
The
was found at 4:30p.m., March rrth,
r889.
from his home, Wednesday,
March
Services were conducted by Elder
; text 2 Thess. 4: r3-r6, to a large
concourse of relatives and friends. He was baptized June 27th, r875. by elder W. W. Blair, and
confirmed on the z8th, by W. W. Blair and Geo.
A. Blakeslee.
It was, we believe, by the answer of prayer and
th.e goodness of an All-wise God that his body,
when found, was in a remarkable state of preservation, so much so that ~ll who saw it were astonished. He a! ways cherished the hearth-stone
of his birth as a sacred place; his home was his
all in this life; his re_ligion his only hope for the
future. He was a man of wonderful faith, alwavs found kneeling at the altar of his God in
thnes of adversity, and praising and thanking
him in times of prosperity. He had a kind heart
for
always lent a helping hand in time
of need.
poor and needy ever loved him as
a kind friend. He leaves a father and mother, a
brother and six sisters, a dear wife and sweet
babe, who deeply mourn his death. Our prayer is
that our tears of sadness may be glorified to the
of our lonely hearts in realizing that, "our
is his gain," and that he has only exchanged
spheres till Christ shall call back the de2,d to life
and anraystheelect in hisown immortal likeness;
for
'

0ur eyes-can not soar to that beautiful land,
But our visions have told of its hhs~;
And our eouls hy the gale from its gardens are fanned
When we faint in the deRert8 of this
And we t<ometimee: have longed for its holy repose
When our l:;nirits are torn with temptations and woes,
And ·we,ve drunk fron1 the tide of the river that flows

1

From the ever-green mountains of life.,

Mo&ELL.--After a life of 52 years and 6
months, Sr. Christina Mosel!, wife of Bro. John
:M:osell, after a lingering illness of one year, passed
away March 4t.h, r889, at her home
City, Nebraska. at 7 p. rn.
Sr.
wns born in Sweden and in her native
land fi'rst heard the gospel and was baptized
there. She moved to Nebraska City in r865.
She Jive:l and died a Saint, always bearing a
faithful testimony to the latter day work, ancl
was a dutiful wife and mother. She was belov
ed
all who knew her, which was attested by
the
attendanre at the funeral. She was interred
the Nebraska City cemetery on the 6th

instant. She leaves a husband and three daugh·
ters to mourn their loss. Funeral sermon at the
residence by Elder J. Armstrong, assisted b.J
Elder J. Thompson.
WrGHT.-Harriet Wight was born at Litch·
field, Connecticutt, March 19th, r8or. She united
with the church in its infancy and suffered the persecutions in common with the Saints in Missouri,
being driven from her possessions by force, and at
her death held deeds to land in the above named
state. One incident of suffering seems worthy
of particular mention: At the time her husband,
Lyman 'Wight, in company with others were
sentenced by the mob to be shot on the public
square in Far West, she was forcibly taken from
bed in the night and placed with her children in
an open wagon without sufficient wraps when
her youngest child was but eight days old and
driven across the country forty miles. She passed through the trials of the church at Nauvoo,
was a witness to the sorrow consequent upon the
death of the .prophet and patriarch and the confusion that followed. She went with a company
of Saints to Texas, and on the presentation of the
Reorganization by Elders Hugh Lytle add
Spencer Smith, she renewed her covenant, being
baptized by Elder Lytle about r865.
She remained firm in the faith until her death, whieh
occurred February 26th, r889. Her's was the
death of the righteous, and it found her ready
and waiting. No particular disease distressed
her and she had the use of her mind, it was
thought, to the very last; and when too weak to
utter words she seemed to understand what was
~.aid to her.
Her departure was without a struggle or a moan. She was buried at Greeley, Holt
county, Nebraska. Funeral services by Elder L.
Gamet.
GRIMwoon.-At Providence, Rhode Island,
February zzd, r889, of dropsy of the heart, Daniel C. Grimwood, husband of Sr. Susan M.
Grimwood, in the 73d year of his age. The funeral services were conducted by Elder Thomas
Whiting, of New Bedford. There was a large
attendance of friends and relatives, including a
delegation of ••The Veteran Firemens' Association," of which the deceased was a member. The
friends sent a number of beautiful floral offerings.
McKEE.-Near Stewartsville, Missouri, John,
son of Thomas and Sr. McKee, aged 21 years. 7
months and I day. He was born July 27th, 1867,
at Santa Rosa, California. He was baptized by
T. W. Smith August 29th, r877. He was a kind
and dutiful son and now awaits the resurrection
of the just. He leaves an aged f~ther and mother, brotners and sisters to mourn his death. Funeral sermon by W. Summerfield, assisted by J.
D. Flanders.
RUTTER.-At. Council Bluffs, Iowa, John
Rutter departed this life September 27th, r888,
ag<"d 65 years. He joined the church when very
young, before the death of Joseph, and he rejoiced in the gospel of Christ.
LAMONI PATRIOT.
LAMBERT BROTHERS, publishers of Lhe Pab·iot, Lamoni,
Iu., are oft\~ring their paper one month for ten ctnt.s as n
Htrial trip.'' It contains fifty six columns, including foreign and domestic uew~. an ed1 torial page, which aims to
reflect a progressive and healthful sentiment. "'Shorts,,,
"'Home,, '·Around the world,'' "ReligionR,, ••PersonaP'
and "Scientific, departmenls. Give it a trinl.
LAMBERT BROTHEHS,
2mar4t
LAft!ONI, Iowa.

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,

REAL

ESTATE

AGENTS,

West Lexington Street,
INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI.

Next to Warnkv'R Gallery.

TO ELDERS, PRIESTS, AND OTHERS.
b all persons Etcnding us the namr>B of TWo PERSONS
ae subscribers to the JNDEPENDENCE GAZETTE
for one year, wit.h the cash. we will send, prepaid, a copy
of the ,"Elders' Diary." The suhscription price of the
Gazette is $1 a year.
LUFF &
CRICK.
We want Agents everywhere, male and female, and
will pay good cash commission. Write us for particulars
LUF'E'
&
CRICK.
36jan
Independence, Mo.

T
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THE SAIN
FARM FOR SALE.-231> ACRES.
Thirteen miles east of Lamoni and one-half mile north
of Pleasanton. 100 acres in timber pasture set in blne gruss,

balance in meadow and plow land. New 7 room cottage,
with 3 porches, 2 pantrys and fine rock cellar, the most
substantial bouse in tne township; small orchard. out
houses, granary and large b<rn 42x6~. basem~nt the entire
length of it and shingled sheds on the east s1de and south
end· 2 cem~ntedci•terns, 5 wells and 3 ponds, With abnndanc~ of water for stock. Wtll sell at a sacrifice ruther than
rent. A big bargain for so\V~~~NDERSON,
2mar4t
PLEASc\NTON, Decatur Co., Iowa.
RoBER'r WINNING, Pres't.

D. F. NICHOLSON, Cashier.

FARMERS' BANK of LAMONI
Will attend to any Business for Non-Residents
entrusted to our care.

Interest Allowed on Time Deposits.
HOUSE FOR SALE.
For E~ale aN o. one frame house of five rooms, good cellar with hot air furnace, water in the house, an acre of
ground and small orchard west of the Temple, Kirtland,
Ohio. For further information h1quire of
JOHN GILLESPIE,
2mar4t
BoO< 28, CLEVELAND, Ohio.

A CHRONOLOGICAL UA'fECHISM:

Or, Key to the Chronology of the Bible.
BY A. J. MAPES.
L1mp Cloth, 103 pages, price 35 cts. l<'or sale by
Bro. H. R. MILLS, Independence Mo.

SAHBATH SC IOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for higher classes, bound in
sprinkled Leather, each ......................... $1 00
The same bouud in Cloth........... .. .. .. .. . . ....
75
Question Book, for intermediate classes, each 25c.,
per rtozen .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. . 2.50

FOR I889.
THE CHICAGO TIMES believes that news makes
and "sells" a newspaper.
IT BELIEVES that the public wants_ the news,
all the news, the latest news.
IT BELIEVES that in printing the news a newspaper must print the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth.
IT BELIEVES in printing the truth without fear
or favor, uncolored by prejudice or predilection,
unbiased by personal interests or preferences,
regardless of parties, cliques, or individuals.
THE CHICAGO TIMES, with wise extravagance,
uses lts unrivaled facilities for collecting and
spreading all the news before its readers in an
attractive manner and in a readable style.
THE CHICAGO TIMES has quadrupled its circulation in less than one year under its new management since the reduction of the price of its
daily edition from 5 to 2 cents a copy.
THE CHICAGO TIMES is in every sense of the
word a great metropolitan journal. It circulates
in all parts of the United States and Canada, and
and is read wherever the English language is
spoken. ·
THE CHICAGO TIMES, while printing all the
news of the day, from all parts of the world, likely to be of interest to its readers, chronicle• with
careful attention to details the daily hi!itory of
the great city in which it is published and of that
great western country of which Chicago is the
political, financial, commercial, and social center.
REGULAR SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
Daily and Sunday Times, one year ....... $8 oo
Daily and Sunday Times, six months ...... 4 oo
Daily Times, one year .......... , ......... 6 oo
Daily Times, six months .................. 3 oo
Sunday Times, one year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 oo
Saturday Times, one year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r.so
Weekly Times, one year .............. - .. r.oo
The above rates are net and will be given you
until further notice. Please send postal order,
registered letter, or postal note. Terms invariably cash in advance. Address
THE TIMES, Chica&'o.

---:A Family Newspaper.:--THE

INDEPENDENT

PATRIOT

Provides its readers weekly wHh,

S6 COLUMNS
Of reading matter, inclu?ing Domestic and Foreign J_:~ ews~
Home, Around the World, Religions, Scientific unc. Personal departments, and aims to keep its readers thoroughly acqnamted with the striking, features of the world's
progress. Try it and know for yourself. Sample copy
free. One dollar per year.
LAMBERT BROTHERS,
25aug
Lamoni, Decatur Co.,

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
--)BY THE(--

Board of Publication of the Remganized Churcil,
at their Publishing Honse in

_____________,_
LAMONI, DECATUR CO.,

And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In cloth 25cts., ten or more, each. . . . • . • • • • 20
In paper 15 cts., ten or more, each. . . . . . . . . 13
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found,"
written by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which
so much has been said in connection with the
theory that it furnished Joseph Smith
Sidney Rigdon the chief ground work
material from which to write the Book of lv.tlJITJllDJrA,
REPLY TO LITTLEFIELD.
In paper 10 cts., per dozen ............ '"
,o
This is t:he "Reply of Pres~dent Joseph bm!th
to L; 0. Littlefield m refutation of the doctrme
of Plural Marriage."
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph
Sheep or Library binding .....•.•.••.•••.. 1 50
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••••• o • • • • • 2 00
New Testament, inspired ............ , •
75
BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges .................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .......••..•. 1 50
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
Sprinkled sheep, or library ...•••••••..•.. 1
Imitation Morocco ...............••..•••. 1
SAINTS' HARP-HYMN BOOK.
Imitation 1\forocco, sprinkled edges ....••.. 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..........•••. 1 50
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET:
History of the Reorganized Church, and Autobiography of Joseph Smith.
In Cloth, gilt finished .. , ................. . 2 20
This book contains 827 pages
large,
reading matter; also, three very
Steel
gravings, and a facsimile of the autograph of Joseph the Prophet and Emma, and of
Smith; also Steel Engraving of Hyrum
A complete history of the church up to 1880.
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET, .A~ID
HIS PROGENITORS.
Muslin boards, 312 pages................. .
Leather binding.......................... 1
HESPERIS.
Poems by David H. Smith, 202 pages, fancy
cloth, gilt edges ........................ 1 50
VOICE OF WARNING
And Instruction to all People, on the Doc1trine
and History of the latter day work.
In paper covers; twelve for $1 ....••.. each 10
Limp cloth covers, each . . . . . • . . •••• •••• •• 25
JOSEPH THE SEER:
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon.
Defended and Maintained.
Paper covers, 200 pages .................. .
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to
William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society,
and is an important work to be in the hands of
the miniRtry of the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church
and among those without, abounding in proofs
never before presented in defense of Joseph
Smith and the Book of Mormon.

o..

TRACTS.
No. 2.-Truth Made Manifest; per dozen .••
:per hundred .•..•.........•.... 1
No. 3.-Volceofthe Good Shepherd; dozen
yer hundred . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • 40
NoA:.-Ep1tome of Faith and Doctrine of the
Church and the Kirtland Temble Suit.
dozen 5c., 100 25c., 250 50c., 500 $1, 1,000.1 75
No. 5.-The GospeL .... price the same as No. 4.,
No.6.-The "OneBaptism;" itsMode,Subjects, Pre-requisites and Design-il.nd Who
Shall Administer; 25c. per doz., per 100.. 1
No. 7.-Who Then Can be Saved; per~ doz.
per hundred ...........••• , . . . • 40
No. 8.--Fulness of the Atonement; p~
25
;per hundred . . ... . . . . . .. . • . .. • • •
75
No. 9.-8plritualism Viewed from a Scriptural Standpoint; per doz. 30c., per 100 .•. 2
No. 10.-The Narrow Way; doz.15c., 100 .• 1
No. 11.-The Plan of Salvation; per doz. . . 30
hundred ................... 2 25,
No.
Bible versus Polygamy...••..
per dozen 25c., per hundred ...• 1 65
No. 14.-Reply to Orson Pratt:; per dozen.. 25
per hundred ..............•.... 1 75
No. 15.-Brighamite Idolatry; per dozen.. 05
per hundred . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • 40
No. 16.--Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the Church; per doz. 20c., 100..... 1 40
No. 17.-The Successor in the Prophetic Office and Presidency of the Church; doz.. 25
per hundred ................•.. 1
No. 18.-Rejection of,the Church; per doz.
per hundred ................... 1
No. 20.-The "One Body: or the Church o:l'
Christ, under the Apostleship, and under
the Apostasy; per dozen 20c., per 100.... 1 40
No. 21.-Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen
per hundred ...............••••
No. 22.-Faith and Repentance; dozen ....
per hundred ................••. 1
No. 23.-Baptism; per dozen 20c., 100... ., .. 1 25
No. 24.-The Kingdom of God; doz.5c., 100
No. 25.-Laying on of Hands; doz.'5c., 100.
No. 26.-Mountain of the Lord's House; ...
dozen 5c., per hundred.. . . • • 40
No.
Sabbath Question; per doz... 25
per hundred ................... 1 40
No. 29.-A Vision of the Resurrection, from
the Doctrine and Covenants; doz 5c., 100 40
No. 30.-0rigin of the Book of Mormon... .
per dozen 15c.J. per hundred...... 1 10
No. 31.-What is Trnth-r and True Orthodoxy? and an Evangelical Church? Also, Kirtland Temple Suit.... same price No.4.
No. 32.-'-Which is the Church? doz. 5c.1 100 40
No. 36.-The Spaulding Story Re-Exammed
per dozen 20c., per hundred ..... 1 25
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection
5c. each, per dozen. .. . . . . . . • . • . 50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100....... 15
~ .An assortment of Tracts, 35 cents.
COMPLETE SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in
Cloth turned in . . • . • • • • • • • 75
COWDERY LETTER.S.
Containing valuable matter in relation to the
Calling of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and
Translation of the Book of Mormon, and the
Angelic bestowal of the Priesthood.
In paper covers 8c. each, per dozen .•••••••
Without covers 5c. each, per dozen .•.•••••
MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Human Life Here and Hereafter, by A. Wilford Hall; 544 pages .•.. 1 50
Universalism Against Itself; 336 pages .... 1 00
J osephns, complete, library leather ........ 3 50
Gibson's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, cloth boards, 5 volumes . - .......... 4 00
Mosheim's Church History, 2 vols ......... 4 00
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) ... 1 80
Rollin's Ancient History, 2 vols. in one .... 4 00
The Koran, library leather ..... - ......... 2 00
Gieselar's Ecclesiastical History, from A. D.
1 till 1854, cloth boards, 5 vols.......... 10 00
The Ecelesiastical History of Eusebius Pamphilus, Bishop of Cresarea and Palestine .2 00
Cruden's Complete Oonco!'danoo of Bible .. 1 75
Bible Text Book ......................... 1 00
Apocryphal New Testament............... 1 65
Brown's Concordance of Bible. . . . . . . • • • • 60
Emerson's Ready Binder, lllllll"ald
S6
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"HEARKEN To THE WoRD OF THE LoRD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN boNG YOU HAVE BAVE rr Bll ONE WIFE, AND CoNmrniNEB
HE SHALL H&.vE NoNE."-Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: ExcEPT m CASE oll' DEATH, WHBN EITHER
rs AT LmERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. ";_Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4•

.
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EUALD:

Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of J·esus Christ of
Latter Day Saints
PUBLISHED .AT LAlHO~l, DECA'l'Un CouN'l'Y, IowA,

Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
The Traveling ~finistry, District and Branch Presidents,
and the BiShop's Agents. are reque:sted to solicit new sub·
!!J.Cribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
department.
Business' Letters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Hegisiered L..t.'Lier, or .Express.
Entered as second <..~lusR 'Piiltte.r ;d: Lawnni Pnst Office.

JOSEPH SMITH

W. W. BLAIR

EDITOR.
AssOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, March 30, r889
WILL JOSEPH ATTEND CONFERENCE?

c.

BRo. E.
BRAND wrote us from Atchison, Kansas, the I 7th instant, saying: ·•A
rumor has got out that Bro. Joseph will
not attend conference."
Yes; and a similar one "got out" a year
ago, and yet he attended conference; and
we hope this latter "rumor" will mttt tre
same tate as the former one. We look for
him to attend, and shall continue to do so
until forced to do otherwise. President
Joseph Sm-ith will do what he deems is
for the best, let that be what it may. And
it will be well if all the Saints and friends
do the same, and not seek to "cross the
bridge" till they reach it.
RAILWAY RATES.

I

889

tion where they purchase their ticket.
Said "certificate" must be kept for the signature ot the Bishop, at St. Joseph as before mentioned. At Kansas City, each
will purchase a ticket over either of' the
roads entering St.] o~eph and obtain a certificate from the Ticket Agent so that it
may be signed by the Bishop, at St. J osenh, and -return fare be secured
oneth'ird regular rates.
·
4· If through tickets can not be procured at starting points, passengers must
purchase to the most convenient point
where such tickets can be procured, and
re-purchase through to destination, requesting certificate from the Ticket Agent
at the point where such ticket is purchased.
,
5· Certificates are not transferable.
6. Tickets issued on certificate for re·
turn journey will be limited by Agt>nt for
continuous trip, no stop-over privileges
being allowed.
7· No refund of fare will be made on
any account whatever because of failure
to procure certificates before starting on
the going journey.
8. No certificates will be honored which
bear date of issue more than three days
prior to the date announced for commencement of conference; and no certificates will be honored later than three days
after the date announced for the close of
conlerence.
9· Don't fail to procure certificates at
the stations where you purchase tickets.
Finally, read and follow strictly instruc-,
tions given on pages 190 and 191-last

at

Herald.

IN our last issue we published a list of the
roads which will carry visitors to our
General Conference at one and one-third THE· editorial below from the "Patriot,"
fares for the round trip. Don't fail to (Lamoni, Iowa), of the zrst, is so fully in
no.te the following facts:
harmony with the views we entertain on
I. All persons must procure a certificate,
the subjects of ,which it treats that we
signed by the Ticket Agent where they gladly transfer it to our columns:
purchase tickets when going to conference,
"PRE•REQUISITES TO COLL'EGE BUILD·
setting forth that they have purchased a
ING IN LAMONI.
full-fare ticket over said road, such certifi"The suitability of Lamoni as the locacate to be preserved so as to be signed by
Bishop G .. A. Blakeslee, in order to get tion for a college building, cannot be dereturn ticket over the same road at one- nied. Its acknowledged morality as compared with other. towns, its quietude, its
third regular fare.
z, All those going over two or more of healthfulness, the expressed determination
the roads mentioned in the list advertised, of its people in favo··r of progressive educashould be particular to procure certificates tional work and methods, all unite to make
over each of those roads, asking for them it pre-eminent!!)' fitting as a place to which
at the offices where they purchase tickets ·to send the young for educational work.
"But in order to the successful performwhen going, and preserve those certificates
that the Bishop may sign them in order to ance of the work of college building in
get return tickets at one-third fare over Lamoni, several prerequisites must exist,
prominent among which are the followeach of said roads.
3· All persons passing ove:r the Chica- ing:
"Assurances of some kind must be givgo and Alton railway must purchase full
fare ticket.to Kansas City, and obtain cer- en, either in the articles of incorpoation or
in some other satisfactory way, that one of
tificate from the Ticket Agent at the sta-

No. IJ.
the prominent features of the institution
shall be the incalculation of virtue and
morality, and that no person shall be hired
or retained to pt>rform any kind of work
connected with the college, who is known
to possess either loose sentiments or to engage in loose practices in either of these
regards.
"This done, every phase and semblance
of sectarian character must he waived. It
must be clearly and positively stated, that
the school is for no other purpose than the
imparting of general information to be
used after its reception in the defense of
any theory or the accomplishment of any
work, that may seem proper and right, the
person, not his tutors, being the judge in
the premi~es.
Neither the dogmas of religion nor the dogmas of science should
be imposed upon the students of any institution, conducted for general educational
purposes. Herein we are strongly impressed too great care can .not be t>xercised.
It should be regarded as the special business of an educational institution at Lamoni, to widen and deepen the channel of educational progress. It should take a step
in advance of other like institutions. It
should be marked by the fearlessness which
characterizes those who are conscious that
they posse8s a part of the truth and are
anxious and -willing to possess it all. It
should he a college set upon a hill, shedding the peaceful and lit"e-giving rays of
moral and mental development, utterly
free from sectarian or scientific bias. The
world needs honesty and information.
These united will emancipate the race.
Separated, no arnount of dogmatic teaching will accomplish that work. If pupils
are tau~ht to do right because it is right,
they will be p!Hced at once upon the hasic
principle of honesty. If instruction is freely imparted concerning languagt>, science,
history, information will be abundantly
supplifd, and the harvest of good to the
world will finally be reaped . . The Patriot places itself >quarely upon record
in favor of this kind of a college in Lamoni.
"But in ordt>r to the erection of a suitrtble building, somebody possessing sufficient means, and having a sufficient influence to lead people to watch his actions
and to some extent determine their own
thereby, must give tbe practical part ofthe
work a "start." It will hardly do for tbe
moneyed meri to wait to see what others
will do; for others are evidently waiting
to see what they will do, and with far the
best reason upon their side. The latter
doubtless reason, that if the moneved men
who are thoroughly acquainted with Lamoni, and aJso with the college movement
have not sufficient confidence in the project to take the lead, that there are no good
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reasons to expect it to be successful, and
therefore they can not afford to invest
their money in it.
"Lastly, the people of Lamoni and vicinity should all with one accord unite, not
only to welcome assistance from abroad,
but to give the movement substantial aid
at home."
THE SIGN OF CHRIST'S COMING.
"AND then shall appear the sign of the Son of

TH
might come and
they had heard
and, lo, the star which
east went before them
carr:e
stood over where the young child vrns.
Now when this same stilr that the vvise
men saw as
were
their
flocks by night is seen in
that
is the sign of the coming of: the Son of
man. Then all the tribes of the earth
shall mourn, and then all the tribes of the
earth sh<J II see him
in the douds

man in heaven: and then shall all the tribes of
the earth mourn, and they shall see the Son of
man coming in the clouds of heaven with power
and great glory."~Matt. 24:3o.

The Savior used to teach his disciples
that the old prophets had spoken quite minutely of his first <1dvent. (Rend Luke 24:
27). Everything that the Savior passed
through was foreseen and recorded by the
prophets hundreds of years before his firRt
advent.
By reading the words of the
prophets he became familiar with everything that he passed throug-h, consequentlv he knew that he had to suffer and to
die on the cross for the sins of the whole
world, and to get a glorious victory over
death, hell and the grave. Jesus not only
tauf!ht his disciples what Moses Gnd all the
prophets had w"ritten about his first advent,
bm he told his followers in Matthew 24:
29, Luke 2 1 : 2 5-3 r that the signs would
be seen in the sun and in the moon and in
the stars previous to the setting· up of the
kingdom in the last days. Just read Luke
21:31. These signs were to be seen just
previous to the setting up of the kingdorn
by Joseph Smith, "so likewise ye when ye
see these things come to pass know ye
that the kingdom of God is nigh at hand,"
as much as to say, when the signs were
seen in the sun and in the moon and in the
stars, and when these signs were seen it
would be a testimony that the kingdom of
God would be set up soon.
Matthew 24: 29 says, that after the coming of false Cbrists and false prophet~, in
these words: "Immediately after the tribulation of those clays shall the sun be darkened and the moon shall not give her light
and the stars shall fall from heaven. The
large black spots that have been seen on
the face of the sun during the last sixty
yenrs ten or twenty thou8and miles in diameter would darken the snn somewhat.
Matthew 24: 30 says: "Then shall appenr
the sign of the Sor. of man in heaven."
The Savior appeared to he perfect] y conversant with the sign. He makes use of the
definite article "the" referring· to some sig-n
he understood perfectly well.
I presume
there are but few who know the constitution of the sig-n of the Son of man which
is the last sign that Matthew speaks of
whlch is to be seen before the Savior
comes: "Now when Jesus was born in
Bethlehem of J udes in the day a of Herod
the king-, bebolo there came wise men
from the east, saying-, 'Where is he that is
born king of the Jews, for we have seen
his star in the· east and are come to worship him,'" Herod charged the wise men
to go to Bethlehem and search for 1he
young child, and when they had found
him to bring him word again that he

and also after the second
the latter
The

are' not found in that quoTranslation.
, VVe do not
that the various §UTI
spots and other ~igns shown forth in the
mav be and
of the f:econd
but we do
that the
"of
of the
conevent have yet
fu1the star seen
the
mentioned in
it is such. It
It does not

[vVE suppose the above
fute the positions taken in
titled "A
of Christ's
tained in the HERALD of
hut after a careful examination of
going- we are but
the
ions expressed in said editorial.
It will be remembered

it is certain
character
be so
ble that "then shall all the tribes nf
earth
shall see the Son o:r Man
ofheaven with pow. . . . For the Son of

May 19th, r78o" was not
to in the
hut that
ic event was a fu:ure one.
denv that that dark
we ~lid deny that it was
the prophede~ contained
Revelations, etc. \Ve
the matter because it has
and
other
fulfillment of the
Let the editorial in

necessary
criminate,
forming hasty conclusions
to the exclusion of others.
rules ::1re
much that apDears to
be conflicting will
barn
monious with other
sta!ements are modified or
plained by others.
In the above article the
to
which attention is called is a reference to
Matthew 24: 29, and Ln ke r:
1 1 with
which the statement is made
the
signs would be seen
moon
and stars . . . just
up of the
Smith."
King James translation
this
; but inasmuch
ble portion of Christ's statemc:n.ts are omit .
ted or lost in King
mes, we refer
the
Inspired Translation in which we
a careful reading of the nassap·es
eel.
.
'
·"
Had the brother read the editorial carefully, he would have seen tbat the event
stated in Matthew
moon and stars was to be fulfil
after the organization of the church in the

as a scroll is
and every
was moved out of its place. And
the earth, and the great men,
Rnd the rich men., and the chief
and the
men, and every
man, hid them-selves
flens and in the rocks of the mounlilin<;
and sairl to the mountains and rocks .
on
and hide us from the face of him
on the
and from the
wrath of the L1rn b; for
great
of
his wrath is come; and who shall be
to stand?"
6: I2--I'7· Read also
Rev. S: 12; Dan. 7: 13-·ED.]
PROF. HUXLEY.

IN this issne will he found an interesting
Pmf.
It is valtmble

statement of tbe

need
given to the
to confirm the Christi::1n faith and

a llfe

in
holding that
of the first book. and
the Jesus of the second book of the New
Testament are not the same. These
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written by different authors, give the shadings and personal perceptions of their authors concerninS'" Christ and his: work.
Each treat of hi~1 from their own personal standpoint Z<nd speak of what is foremost in their respective minds~ as they
write. Matthew writes on certain phases
and facts touching Jesus and his -work,
while Mark writes of others. Where
both write of the same phases and facts,
they are not equal! y elaborate and specific,
and yet there are no irreconcilable conflicts. Faithful witnesses seldom, if ever,
see and testify of given events in precisely
the same way.

EDITORIAL ITEMS.
SINCE the close of the Decatur district
conference six promising young people
have been baptized into Christ at Lamoni.
They were confirmed at the
meeting on Wednesday eveninc;,
I
inst.,
and the Spirit of confinnation was present
to the joy and satisfaction of all who were
in attendance on that occasion.
The
young people of the church are coming to
the front in the army of workers and have
but to enter more actively upon the performance of duty to enjoy the greater
blessings awaiting all.
·
"The Biblical Hade~," taken from late
issues of the Lamoni Independent Patriot,
is the title of a verv instructive article on
the subject of the intermediate state of the
dead, which will be found in this issue. It
should receive a careful reading.
Sr. Wirinemore of Morris, Illinois, says
there are a few there investig-atin2' the
faith and some are anxiously ~aiti~g an
opportunity to:]~unite with the church.
Bro. F. M. Cooper and Thomas Hougas
should look to this call.
Bro. R. M. Elvin wrote from vVilber,
Nebraska, the 6th instant: "Baptized one
this afternoon."
Bro. S. B. Kibler of Woodbine, Iowa,
writes: "Bro. Derry is preaching here. I
trust good m<1y be done in·bringing precious souls into the faith."
Bro. M. R. Scott wrote from Galena,
Indiana, the 7th that their late district conference was a decided success, not a dissentin\' voice being raised in Rl! the proceedings. He states that he baptized three
of late and that the work was moving on.
Bro. T. H. Moore lately wrote from
Providence, Rhode Island, that the good
news of the progress of the general work
enabled him to better fight the good fight
of faith.
He felt blessed in the good
cause.
We have a few copies of Elder D. M.
Canright's pamphlet, "Seventh Day Adventism Renounced," for 75 cents cloth or
50 cents paper covers. Those de~iring
copies should order soon as trw number
received is limited.
Bro. F. C. Smith writes from Kilmanaugh, Michigan, giving 8n account of the
persecution brought against tbe young
Saints, and Bro. Levi Phelps who has been
preaching in the vicinity of Caseville. He
says that they chased Bro; Phelps around
like a rabbit, but that he would always
manage to be on hand to fulfill his

ap-

the Saints were
' faith.
strong in the
Bro. W. M. Rumel wrote February
z8th from Fremont, Nebraska, that the
work was onward at Clearwater where be
had attended the conference of the Centrai Nebraska di,trict. The Saints in that
vicinity were suffering somewhat from the
effect~ of poor crops, but withal the prospect was hopefuL
4
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act, in his office and calling, is it necessary to
take a vote for his release before another is chosen?
A.--Yes; for otherwise a branch might have
two presidents instead of one. Refusal of an officer to act is just cause for removal. But it requires the voice of the body that chose him torelease him. The "Rules of Order" should govern in this matter.

*

\N ITH mingled sorrow and gladness we
chronicle in this issue the death of Bro.
Elijah Banta and Sr. Phebe Gauiter-sorrow in having to part with these beloved
ones, but gladness that they have "fallen
in Jesus.
There have been other
in this vicinity of late. among them
1hat of Mr. Francis, also a child of
Bro.
Harp, the particulars of which
have not
been g·iven us. Early last
winter Brn. Joseph Smith, A. S. Cochran
and
w~re talking with the writer
:1s to the very few deaths that had occurred
in and near Lamoni during the past three
years; and the remark was made that such
conditions could not be expected to continue long.
The change came; for ~ince
the first of January there has been more
severe sickness and deaths in and near Lamoni than in all the three years previous.
And still the town, and the country about
are not now what would be properly
termed unhealthful, but to the contrary.
In the death ot Bro. Banta, the church and
the
loses an active worker and a
He was a man of excelbusiness abilities, loved the Lord, the
Church of God, his country and his fellow
men, and he now rests from his labors.
See obituary.
mtf* @§i&
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EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Bro. J.D. Storts (or Shorts) wrote from
"Eight miles of Oakley, Thomas county,
I<.ansas," ~s follows:
''If any of the Elders can make it convenient
to call on us and preach to the benighted people,
I will meet them at Oakley, and bring them out.
We have a large frame school house, and my
son and son-in· law are directors; so there wont
be any trouble in getting the. house."
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
a branch give a member a letter of removal when the member is not intending to move away from the vicinity of that
branch?
Ans-The rules of the church require that
members shall unite with the branch of the
church convenient to them; therefore it is not
proper to give letters of removal to any except
such as really intend to remove from the limits
of such branch as they belong to.
~.-At what time will the events mentiomd
in Doctrine and Covenants 85: 25-35 inclusive, be
fulfilled?
A -Paragraph 25 is now in process of fulfillment; w,hile the 26th to the 33d are to be fulfilled
just. prior to and at the second coming of the
Lord. The 34th and near ten lines of the 35th
are to be fulfilled during the millennia! age, and
the balance during the "little season" after the"
millennium, and immediatey thereafter.
.~.-When the president of a branch refuses to
~ues.-Should

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANOES.'.

HAll \vhi.ch is real now remaineth,
And fudeth never;
· 'fhe hand which upholds it now sustaineth
The soul forever."

"CHRISTIAN SCIENCE"(?) EXAMINED.-No n.
IT will be well to know just as nearly as possible the character of that which we are examining. What are its doctrines and its claims? Of
all people, we as Latter Day Saints can least
afford to accept or reject anything save on its
own merits, Its tenets from its most accredited
sources of information are: No matter; aiJ mind
or spirit; all God; all good; no evil.
Deductions :-Since there is no matter, there
are no bodily organs. Since there are no bodily
organs there can be no body. Our five senses
are five personal lies. All which they report to
us (and as there are no such things how can they
report at all) is a delm,ion. As there is no body
there can be no bodily diseases.
Our diseases, they affirm, are purely and entirely conceptions of the mind, merely perverted
. .
thoughts.
Dr. Taylor has handled the relations of this
system to philosophy, and also as a healing art,
in a masterly manner; but as our object is to examine its relations especially to Christianity, we
simply admit that they do ·heal, but it is by
methods known to all who have ever made the
human mind a study; and these methods Dr.
Taylor admits the medical faculty have heretofore placed too little stress upon, because they
have been too much wedded to the use of drugs.
These methods he classes under four heads:
Fixation of attention.
Influential relations of brain.
P;;eudo-Paralysis and other hysteric phenomena.
Hypnotic nullification of pain, including production of sleep.
But while this admission is made, from his
own personal observation he affirms many and
· distressing failures, and also that many reported
triumphs have been proven fa\lacious as to the
fact of cure, the nature of the malady and the
cause of relief. He says: "There is no disorder
which Christian Science will not willingly or
ignorantly undertake to cure. There are no dangers which it will not thrust upon a community
through the perversity of its doctrines or its purposed unfamiliarity with the qualities of disease."
After giving many illustrations of failure and
ignorance he adds: "Our illustrative citations
are ·drawn from personal experience, and might
be multiplied manifold, with .merely increased
emphasis of the fact that the included germ of
truth in Christian Science becomes an unreliable
and dangerous element in the hands of its practiioners."
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But for causes heretofore mentioned we dismiss this relation, and give our attention wholly
to examining its relations to Christianity; and
before we have completed this examination we
think all will agree with us that the name •Christian Science' Is strangely misapplied.
We here quote from Dr. Taylor:
"The staple of Christian Scienc.e is its theology.
As said, lt draws its philosophy from this source
tather than by the usual metaphysical processes.
With either conscious or instinctive shrewdness
it has surrounded its head with what we may
call, meaning no irreverence, an ecclesiastical
niwbus. It appeals largely through this to the
respect, awe and the unlimited confidence of the
people. This movement takes it into the realm
of the supernatural. This makes all things possible. It removes the question from the domain
of all the ordinary courts. With those who accept the claim, it gives the case a predetermined
verdict in spite of any and all seeming to the
contrary. It establishes, if the grourd be allowed,
a wise co-partnership with the Almighty, which
shuts all mouths, silences all doubts, rebukes all
skepticism, It is therefore a very important
point to be maue and a very important point to
be examined. Many are won by it. More are
made hesitant by it. It makes ministers cautious.
It renders other good people, to say the least, agnostic and open to conviction. Even the typical
unbeliever is wary lest he speak against the Most
High. On this religious wave, this assumption
of vital union with Christian truth, the school
has ridden into its present degree of acceptance.
The religious argument has told, and, except as
examination neutralizes the claims, bids fair to
tell. Lo, what has not been done under the theological cloak!
"Let us come to the immediate point. If pantheism, if deni~I of a personal God, if denial of
individual existence and responsibility upon the
part of man, if rejection of the doctrines of death
and the resurrection and the probationary relations of this life, denial of the reality of sin, and
hence of the need of provisions of atonement as
the Christian world understand them-if these
are Christian, then is this school of healing Christian in its theology. Think of a school claiming
to be Christian which does not believe in the
actuality of a Jerusalem, nor that there was a
real Galilee! Think of a body claiming to be
Christian which does not believe that the cross
of Christ was actual! Think of a sect claiming
to be Christian which does not believe in a Christ
who came with the mission of revealing to us our
moral estrangement from God, and helping us,
by repentance and the following of him, to return
to our Father's house and our Father's moral
likeness; but so far as Christ is concerned, prattles of a man who conceived and taught the idea
that we are stainless and complete, if we only
realize it; that the only regeneration we need is
to open the eyes of our mind and appreciate that
we are perfect! 'Whatever germ of truth may
lie in Christian Science, its parade and claim as
Christian is, if the cause be worthy such a dignity
the burlesque of the century. The short of it is
this: Christian Science, using the name of Christ,
proceeds to practice healing by a theology at
complete variance with what the Scriptures
teach."
"
It is easy to make assertions. Let us prove
thrm. Here are some extracts substantiating

our declarations as to theology (''Science and
Health" vol. II, p. 14.6, under Platform of 'Christian Scientists.') "God is supreme, the only life,
substance and intelHgence of the unherse andman; there is neither a personal Deity, a personal devil, nor a personal man." (Ibid P- 147):
"Man was and is the idea of God, the conception
of eternal mind. This idea was co-existent and
co-eternal with mind; hence man was forever in
mind, but mind was never in man. . . H a portion of the Infinite could enter limits, that portion
would lose the natnre of Deity . . . . The whole
expresses infinity or God and nothing elce can,
and if this entirety be lacking, God is lr_cking.
The Scripture saith, •God is all in all.' \V e understand this to be so; but if God is all, there is
nothing for him to enter but himself. All is
mind; there is no matterAll is harmony;
there is no discord.
All is life; there is no
death. All is good; there is no evil. All is
God and his idea." (Ibid, p. I So): "God which
is life, truth and love, never forgives sin; for life
destroys death, truth destroys error, and love destroys hate: these therefore being destroyed,
need no forgiveness. Error is supposed to be
real, though wrong and both real and wrong;
but this statement is incorrect. Error is not
truth, and is unreal because it is not true."
(Ibid, p. ISI): "Life, truth and love are the trinity or triune principle, the thnee in one, the same
in action and entity, and these are the one God.
The Holy Ghost is divine science revealing
and explaining this trinne principle and leading
into all truth." (Ibid, p. rsz): Our cht;rch is
built on Christ, not a person, but the principle
that Christ said is the way, the truth, and the
life. Christian Science is the way and its foundations are eternal."
We pause in our extracts just here to call the
attention of the reader to that which is most
plainly embodied therein and to ask Latter Day
Saints especially, if they are willing to receive
healing at the hands of this science? It is not
for us to answer for any one else, but for ourself
we can say--never. We have felt (for we too
carry about with us an infirmity oi the body)
that no chastisement for the present is joyous,
but grievous, and yet when God gives us the
grace to bear it--bear it patiently, looking to him
for strength--what more can the Christian ask?
Was not Christ "a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief?" and is it not enough for the servant that he be·as the Master?
\Ve are almost persuaded that the sl:alue of
"Christian science" ( ?) as we have endeavored to
unveil it to at least a casual glance, possesses a
char13der of ripeness or full development (if we
may be allowed the expression), which does not
a! ways appear on the surface or in every stage of
its unfolding. But let us assure our readers that
Dr. Taylor has not made a single assertion in
any extract here copied which we have not verified from a work of their own recently pnbllshed
in Chicago, by Francis Lord, entitled "Christian
Science Healing: Its Principles and Practice_"
Let us here assert that this latter work goes a
step farther, and while asserting on the face that
"Re·incarnation is actually no part of Christian
Science,'' the author yet speaks of it in this way:
"While we frankly state that the doctrine of reincarnation is no part of Christian Science as
hitherto taught, and is regarded as 'debatable'
and 'speculative' by many earnest people, we
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must also say that we think it gives the key to
many so-call.ed 'incurable' cases; and that these
would often prove curable, if understanding led
the sufferer and the healer to perceive tl::at the
'cause' of illness lay farther back than this life.
It is therefore a doctrine which might prove the
right key to m".ny a rusty lock." Christian Science Healing,['- 412.
In every system there are steps of progression,
and many times it is wisely so ordered. VVe can
not help feeling however, that in the case of
Christian Science the advantage is all upon the
side of evil, for what individual who is a b'"liever
in the word of God, even though he should not
be a professing Christian, would stand ready to
give in his allegiance to doctrines so utterly subversive of the !He and teachings of Christ as are
these? It has been said and has passed into a
proverb, "No lie is so harmful as the one which
is half truth." This finds in a measu-e its illustration in Christian Science. We say i?z a measure, because the germ of truth mixed with it is
small,-·-very small indeed,--and yet so potent
and undying is truth, no matter where found,
that !t gives lo this philosophy a power for evil
which it never could possess but for the garment
It has stolen, and which possessing itself of by
fraud, has so adjusted as as to cover its horrible
deformities from the sight of the unwary and unsuspecting victim, until once entangled in its
meshes, like the poor opium eater, he has not the
desire to resist its baleful influence, thongh its
evils may be known to him.
In our next article we purpose to notice Its
teachings with reference to similaxity of gospel
teaching upon the surface and the utter perversion of it when caHied out.
(Continued.)
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Send al1 1uonevs to D. Dancer: Lamoni, Iowv.:.
LAMONI, Iowa~ March 21st.
PERHAPS some of our readers as they went over
the iist of the Home Column Missionary Fund
in the Herald of March r6th, may have wondered
when they saw the contribution from "The AntiSlang Society," of Shenandoah, Iowa. If so,
the following letter from Sr. Fisher will explain
it, and we feel that every lover of pure English
owes Sr. F--- a debt of gratitude for this prai.seworthy effort in behalf of the young, and we·
sincerely wish that her example might be followed by many if not ali.-En.
SHENANDOAH, Iowa, Feb. z_sth.
il:frs. M. Walker, Dear Sister:-Enclosed you
will find bank draft for two dollars and seventy
five cents. Fifty cents apiece for myself and three:
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children as birth day offerings and .seventy-five
cents as the product from our ·"Anti Slang Society." The nature of this society was that each
member should pay into the treasury a penny
for each slang word or phrase he used and that
the proceeds were to be sent as an offering in the
name of "Anti· Slang t:iociety." This society was
composed of students who were here attending
college and boarding with me. Miss Emma
Toml!nson being secretary and myself treasurer.
I would be glad to receive the October number
of Autmmt Leaves if you have any in stock, as
mine was lost and I desire to have the vobme
bound. Enclose invoice. Trusting the good
work will keep progressing, I remain yours in
Christ,
SARAH E. FISHER.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sr. F. P. Bram, of Columbus, Kan., writes: "I
feel that I have not been as faithful in this good
work as I wish that I had been, but my faith in
the gospel increases day by day. I ask an in·
terest in your prayers that my health may be restored, as I would like to give to forwarding the
work of God the money spent for medical advice."
Sr. Mariah Rainbolt, Galesburg, Mo., writes:
"My husband is not in yet in the fold, but I think
he will soon be with us. I have some good
neighbors to whom I loan my books and papers,
for it would rejoice my heart to see them one in
the' fold with us."
Sr. Emma Sutherland, Medina, Tex., writes:
"I have been a member of the church for years,
but wandered far from the fold, until God saw
fit to send his servants again with that spiritual
food for which we were so much longing and so
greatly needed. We are now striving to live
near to God. I bear testimony that through the
administration of the elders my health has been
restored, and I know God will sustain and help
those who put their trust in him. I love the
Home Column, there is so much strength to be
gained from it, and my husband says he would
not be without it for ten dollars a week. Sisters
pray for me that I may not faint by the way.''
Sr. Mary Anway, Highland Station, Kansas,
writes':-"I enjoy the Home Column very much,
and think it a good thing fer the mothers of familes. I liked that article on punishing children.
I think we should teach our children to love and
obey us because it is right to obey, and that God
will not love them if they do wrong, and if the
child is taught to love God, it will be easier to
lead them by love than to drive them. I have
raised six children; five of them are in the
church, and I am striving to keep them there by
prayer and example."
Sr. Florence sends us quite a lengthy letter, '
stating her views in regard to the responsibility
resting upon every wife to bear her own share of
the burdens of life. After describing a very unsatisfactory sort of a woman, one who expects to
be petted and waited upon by her husband and
who seems to fancy herelf of no use in the world
whatever, she adds: "I hope there is not a Saint
in the world who does as I have described~" We
repeat the hope Sr. Florence, and furthermore
we add, We know there is not, for no matter
what her cla:ims or pretensions to being a Saint
may be, any woman who spends her time in idleness and neglects her duties to her husbam! and
family is not a Saint. There is a mistake somewhere, and she needs to be taught that "The
idler shall not eat the bread of the laborer."

S' HERALD.
~ No Credit for moneys received on subscription will
appear on the Colored Address Label of the Herald
for this issue, as no changes have beep. made, ex..
cept in case of persont'l desiring a change in P.O. uddress.

PLYMOUTH, England, March 5th.
Bro. :foseplt:-When in London I.had plenty
to do and it gave me great pleasure in doing it.
For things were not in as good shape as I would
like to have seen them; so I did what I could to
get things right, and I believe that they are all
glad of my coming there. I hope and pray that
they wlll keep themselves humble and be one.
On January I 3th I had the pleasure of baptizing
two precious souls into the kingdom; on the 21st
two, on the zzd two, on the 28th two, one on the
the 3ISt, and on the 6th of February one more,
making eleven in London. Two of them are
from the Endfield branch. I have been laboring
there some; also at Ponders End. On the I 9th
of February I had the pleasure of baptizing two
at Br0adclist branch, and on the 2oth Bro. Edward Tucker baptized one. I hope and pray he
will be the means of leading many into the kingdom of God.
I came to Plymouth on the 21st and am trying
to get things in better working order before I
leave, as I shall have to return home in the spring
for various reasons. I am sorry that I have to
leave, as there is lots of work to be done in this
land. I think, for one, that this part of the mission ought to be thoroughly cared for by the
church, as there are thousands of honest souls to
be gathered in. Your brother in Chri'st,
WM. NEWTON.
WEIR, Kans., March I8th.
Bro. Blair :-Seeing in the Herald th!>t the
Christadephian friends are on the warpath elsewhere, I will state that that after challenging me
to meet their debator here, and my acceptance,
that I gave them the privilege of getting any
one else, as they were inclined to back out. So
they brought one of their champions from Waterloo, Iowa, a Mr. Thomas Williams, a lawyer,
who boasts of "doing up" Bro. E. L. Kelley a
few years since. We debated four propositions,
I affirming the "Book of Mormon;" he the "Unconscious condition of the ~ouls of the dead." I
"The laying on of hands and the perpetuity of
spiritual gifts;" and he that the "Kingdom was
not to be set up until the second advent.'' Three
evenings to each proposition. The roads were
very bad, yet there were from three to four hundred persons prese.nt most of the time. Great
interest was manifested. He showed a bad spirit
from the start, slandering the character of the
dead, and disgusting many who wanted the issue
fairly discussed. Almost every one but their
own. members admitted that we had the Scrip:
tures on our side. He was In such a hurry to.
return home that he left after the eleventh evening, although they had advertised it through the
country with posters for twelve nights. I could
not get any of their preachers to take his place,
so I had it all my own way the last night.
An Irishman, a Catholic, expressed himself to
me thus: "Divil a bito' good feelin' did ·he have
in his hide; but when you got up we all felt well.''
Disributed numerous tracts and the Voice of
Warning, and am to return there next Sunday.
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I find it best to speak evil of no man in debate,
but to "earnestly contend'' for the cine faith. As
they so zealously claim that the "laying on of
hands and spiritual gifts were all done away," I
wrote out and put up notices offering them a reward to show one sentence, line or word, intimating that Jesus Christ, the author of all gospel principles and promises, ever disannuled, one
principle or promise he ever taught. This opens
the peoples' eyes, and they say, "If it is there,
why dont they read it?" The one challenging
me is to debate with one of our young men in
May. We doubt it. Yours in gospel bonds,
D s. CRAWLEY.
NEw ARK, Dak., Feb. I 8th.
Brn. :foseplt aJld William:- The gospel seed
sown in Dakota has fallen on good soil and has
brought forth an abundant harvest. Since the
I6th of last December, eighteen worthy have
obeyed the Master,'s command by going into the
waters of baptism. Our little branch has almost
doubled this winter; thanks be to God. Sunday,
the roth of February, l baptized twelve, of these
ten were confirmed the Sunday following. The
other two did not come on account of bad roads.
Others are awaiting baptism, and others who
have been the most bitter against us are now investigating our work and they seem to think that
we are about right, since the Lord is working
with us. The sick are being healed.
This field is worked by Bro. Robert Oehring
and myself. He ordained me to the eldership on
the ninth day of last December. We then commenced a series of meetings, and on the sixteenth
Bro. Robert baptized six, and the good work
rolled on until the tenth of February, when I
baptized twelve.
Oh, I long to see this grand latter day work
roll on, that the gospel in all its fulness may find
lodgment in the hearts of poor, lost Israel! Two
- years ago I was an enemy of this great work, but
now I am a worker in it. Truly the Lord has a
wonderful way of accomplishing his purposes.
May the blessings of our Lord Jesus be with
the Saints.
Yours,
PHILIP C. FISHER.
VICTORIA, Ill., March wth.
Bro. W. W. Blair:-We have no branch here,
so it is hard to get vitality from the parent vine.
I sometimes fear we are only cullings from the
vine, stuck in the ground to take root or die; and
I find by experien.ce that it is a hard way to get a
vine started.
We had some good seed sown here by Elder
M. T. Short in January I887. Also in the 'summer, but none since.
My ~ife had suffered for twelve years with enlargement of the spleen, and doctors told her
they could do her no good. Elder Short administered to her January 24th, I887, and the disease
ldt instantly and has never returned.
Last summer our little boy was taken very
sick, and as there was no elder short of twenty·
four miles, we united our prayers of faith in his
behalf-we did not think he could live till we
could get to Kewanee and so did not start-and
he was· healed ~nd at play by evening.
Last Wednesday I came in from work at noon
and found my wife in great pain and almost
helpless. She bore her suffering bravely, saying
she would not have a doctor, and there were no
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elders nearer than Kewanee. Sister Cook came
in Friday morning, and we united our faith in
her behalf. Before we arose from the bedside
she felt that the Great Physician had begun repairs. That night (as we had not asked for the
pain removed) pain was still with her, and I saw
she had fever, and her face very red;· so I
kneeled by her and prayed for the pain to be taken away .. When I looked up the fever had left
and her face was no longer red, and in a halfhour she was healed and got up and ate.
MARION ARNOLD.
MAGNOLIA, Iowa, March 13th.
Bro. Blair:-I spent last sabbath at Nebraska
City and spoke twice. The attendance was good,
but it was a labored effort on my part for there
seemed to be a lack of spiritual union between
the audience and the speaker. I confess that it
was a new experience for me.
Last evening I was with Bro. J. W. Waldsmith at Plattsmouth. There are some good
Saints there, but they are starving for the bread
of life. They need immediate help from some
patient, active and wise minbter for Christ. Actions unbecoming and foolish have clouded the
work in that place. However, we should do this;
"In the morning sow thy seed, and in the evening withhold not thine hand: for thou knowest
not whether shall prosper, either this or that, or
whether both shall be alike good."
H~man wisdom and prudence only, are not
safe as a rule in the things of God. The faithful
servant trusting in the promises of God, will not
wait but under sunshine or cloud diligently labor
on in hope that God will accept the work performed, the success and increase being in His
providence granted or withheld as seemeth Him
good.
I learn that Bro.J. F. McDowell is here,
ill. I will commence a series of meetings tomorrow evening.
In bonds,
R. M. ELVIN.
ROCKVILLE, Mo., March 19th.
Dear Herald:-I commenced meetings as
was directed by Bro. I. N. Whlte on the J6ih at
the Elm Grove school-house, where Bro Luff so
ably met Elder Price of the Christian Church
when he attacked the Book of Doctrine and Covenants. At my first meeting the three roughs
who were fined twenty-four dollars for breaking
the windows so they could throw eg~s at Bro. I.
N. White, were there. They were drinking and
one o£ them would pound on the bench with a
cornstalk while I was speaking. They would
whisper, throw rocks on the house when they
went out or oomething else. When we started
home they threw the bottle and some rocks or
something at us, but no one was hurt. The bottle
had about a gill of whisky in it. They came out
three times, coming in one at a time. The last
night they were all that were out except two little
boys and the Saints, three in number. I did not
preach to them but walked to the stand, gave
them some good advice, sar,g the six hundred
and twenty-third hymn and dismissed them; so
when we went to start they actually held the
lantern for us to see to get in the wagon. I told
them all good-bye and they went away peaceable. Sunday at one o'clock we had prayer and
testimony meeting at Bro. Lyon's house, sister
Lyons being the first to obey the gospel here.
She is one of those stones that were laid in the

house of God by Brn. I. N. White and E Cuds
that Satan and all of his forces can not pul\ up,
though they have tried it in many ways. V\.'1-dle
in prayer and testimony meeting Bro. Irv'n :Roberts had a vision in which he saw the Temple
and the Saints gathering to it. Some had on
white robes and some didn't. The Temple looked white as if built of granite. He saw a 'ight
start up from the earth which looked Ilk" a candle, and which represented the Saints, and ar,gels
came down and lifted them higher and higher.
Bro. Roberts was baptized Ft•bruary 8th, by
Bro. E. Curtis. He was shown in a vislor: the
place where he should be baptized; he saw the
grass, the trees and everything just as it
the
night before he was baptized. To God be all the
praise.
Yours in bonds,
D. E. TUCKER.
FERNDALE, Cal., Feb 28th.
Bro. Blair:- The church here has taken a new
start since Bro. Thomas Daley has been wilh it,
as several have been baptized and others arc just
on the brink of the water. The people seem to
be very hard to convince but Bro. Daley explains
the scripture to plainly that a little child might
understand it. He is a faithful expound·.~r of
scripture and is calculated to do much good. The
Saints here desire him to return and labor B.mong
them.
JAMES WORTHINGTON.
HILLSDALE, Iowa, March rsth.
Brother Dancer :--I had thought not lo take
the Herald any longer, but you contimwd to
send it, and }here is a good deal of instruction in
it, and some pieces from the editors and others
that are worth the price of Herald. And then
again there are some pieces, in my opinion. that
nearly covers up the truth. Now to me David
Whitmer's Address seems to have an honest face
and a humble spirit. It seems to be the spirit of
truth and love and the spirit of the gospel of
Christ. It is truth I want. The question was
asked, "Lord, who shall abide in thy tabernacle;
who shall dwell in thy holy hill? He that walketh uprightly and worketh righteousneos and
speaketh the truth in his heart. He that backbiteth not with his tongue, nor doeth evil to his
neighbor, nor taketh up a reproach against his
neighbor; in whose eyes a vile person is contemned; but he honoreth them that fear the Lord."
Isaiah says: "Thy eve shall see the king in his
beauty; for the Lord is your judge. The Lord
is your law giver. The Lnrd is yonr king, he
will save you." Now, brethren, I believe these
things to be true. It is not because l havce anv
feelings against any of the brethren or si>ters in
the Reorganization, but it is a very honest differerence as to whether you are right or we are
right. I do not know. It is a matter of belief
with me: I do not want to put any person bet'-'(een me and God but Christ. The voice of
God said in the Bible znd Book of Mormon,
"This is mv belov!'d Son, in whom I am well
pleased. Hear year him." And Chri't sa\.d, "I
am the true vine; my Father is the husbandman.
Abide in me, and I in you. As the branch can
not bear fruit of itself except H abide in the vine,
no more can ye except ye abide in me." So you
see, if we expect to get sap, or spiritual food, it
must come through Christ; for he has said so.
"As the Father has loved me, so have I loved
you. Continue in my love. If ye keep my ,:om-

mandments and abide in my love, even as I have
kept my Father's commandments and abide in
love." So you see the nearer we can come to
Christ and keep his word, God and Christ will
love us and we will love one another. Now,
pray for you, brethren, that God will show both
you and me hmv to worship him aright, and I
hope there wlll be no feelings between you and
us. \'Vhatever inviteth to do good comes -from
above; and that which in viteth to do evil comes
from beneath. Yours truly,
SoLOMON THOMAS.
WHEELER'S GROVE, Iowa, March roth.
B1·o. Blair:--The Adventists have come and
gone, and the Saints are still firm in the faith.
\Ve feel to thank God that we obeyed the doetrine of Christ and have received the Holy Spirit
of promise, 'hat we are not tossed to and fro and
carried about with every form of doctrine and
cunning craftiness whereby men lie in wait to
deceive.
Bro. Kemp changed views with him for six
evenings and did splendid. Then Bro. Peak
came just as the Saints were getting anxious to
have some of our elders come and put the Adventist theory in a proper light before the people.
He discussed the question of the immortality of
the soul with him for three evenings and drove
the Adventist to the wall so that he denied saying that Christ only hath immortality, and then
the Methodist minister and the Adventist discussed the Sunday question and also the Sabbath
question. The Methodist came out ahead. The
Saints at this place hold St.rnday ·School quite
regularly and ha1'e a fair attendance. We are to
have Bro. Hansen with us on the r6th of this
month. The Saints at Wheeler all seem to feel
well and strong in the faith. May God give us
all strength and courage to press on.
G. -vv. NEEDHAM.
EASTON, Pa., March r7th.
Bro. W. W. Blair:-On Tuesday, March 5th I
bade adieu to the Saints of Attleboro to attendunder the providence of God--the General Conference of the church for the first time in my
life; it is also my first trip through lhis western
country. On the 6th inst. I met with faithful
members o£ the Providence, Rhode Island
branch at a social, prayer and testimony meeting
at the home of Bro. and Sr. E. 0. Toombs. The
meeting was conducted by Bro. M. H. Bond, who
has recently received the honors of presiding
officer of the latter branch; also of the Massachusetts district. I trust and hope that he will
be returned to this district by the general church
officials.
I arrived in New York city ''ia. the palatial
steamer "0id Colony'' of the Fall River line on
the following Friday. I was invited bv Bro Joseph Squire, elder in charge of the Brooklyn
branch to speak to the Saints on Sunday evening
the roth, and did so with fair liberty. In the afternoon I. listened to a disgusting harangue by a
Mr 0 w~n, formerly an elder in the church and
now a representative of the \Vhit.merite faction of
l\iormonism,--at least he (Owen) so claims.
About the only correct and commendable statement that he !Mcde in his very spiritt'd address
was that "Joseph Smlth, president of the Reorg·anized church, wrote him a very gentlemanly
letter." He wa,B very blatant about extending a
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challenge to any representative of the church,
and l offered to defend our position but he, like
a!L barking dogs, did not bite. B1 o. George
Baty made an able defense against this opposer
of the truth.
'While In Brooklyn I enjoyed the hospitality
of Bro. Squires and family and Bro. and Sr.
George Potts. I believe that the interviews with
each other were to our mutual ad vantage.
During the past week I visited the famous
Central Park in New York and saw some of the
wonderful work• of God in the brute creation.
Yesterday the mountain and valley scenery on
the line of the Central railroad of New Jersey
showed in a remarkable degree the handiwork of
the Master Mechanic.
Still trusting in the redemption of Zion, I remain,
Your brother,
ARTHUR B. PIERCE.

.~ONORA, Iowa, March 14th.
Dear Herald:-I have a number of letters before me, from different ones, asking me to come
and preach to them. As I can not answer all of
them, I will state that it is impossible for me to
fill all the calls, but will do the best I can. And
may we all unite in asking our heavenly Father
to send more laborers into the vineyard, to feed
those souls that are starving for the bread of life.
For there seems to come up a general cry from
many parts of the Lord's vineyard, "We want to
hear more of that kind of preaching." Sometimes there is an exception to this, as a woman
said a few days since, "If they only wouldn't
preach so much Bible.'' Ah, yes, too much Bible for some and not enough fables!
On the 8th instant I was called on to preach
the funeral sermon of the dear little son of Bro.
and Sr, J. C. Reams. For about six weeks he
suffered with the mumps. See obituary notice.
The work is onward in the eastern Iowa district, and prospects are favorable for an ingathering this summer; only we need many more laborers. While I was in Jones county I visited
the state penitentiary at Anamosa. This immense edifice covers about eleven acres of
ground. The walls are built of heavy rock, and
are eight feet thick on the ground, and four feet
at the top. At the lowest place the wall is twenty-seven feet high, at the highest is forty-seven.
The entire building is warmed by steam. There
is a sixty horse power engine to do the work.
There is an electric light plant in the building of
five thousand candle power. They have a room
for worship, a chapel. The prisoners are come
pelled to attend preaching every Sunday forenoon,
and in the afternoon they haYe a Sunday School.
The chaplain told me that there was a conversion or two every Sunday. They have a library
of several thousand volumes. The books were
bought by the attendance fees,. They have day.
school for the convicts every afternoon on week
days; the chaplain is the teacher. The cells are
neat and substantial, each side is made of one
stone only, and in the floor is the same. The
floor and sides are six. inches thick in each cell,
and the cells are all inside the main building,
which is inclosed with an eight foot wall, from
twenty-seven to forty-seven feet high. They intend to build several hundred more cells this
summ.er. There are two hundred and fortythree convicts; 19 females.
The ioUowi11g is the religious comple11:ion of

the convicts as taken frnm the Warden's and
Chaplain's report of January 1889: Catholics 53;
Methodists sr; Presbyterians 18; Lutherans 17;
Baptists 14; Christians 7; Episcopalians 7; Congregationalists ~;Evangelical 5; United Brethren 4;Jews z; Infidels r; Univeralists 1; Spiritualists I; not accounted for 23. I was glad there
was no L, D. S. among them.
In bonds,
J. S. RoTH.
AVOCA, Kansas, March 10th.
Mr. T¥. W. Blah', and otlters:-I wish to say a
few words in regard to the Strangites at Avoca.
We do not recognize L. D Hickey's authority,
nor is he authorized to represf'nt us in any way.
He changes so often that we could not follow
him were we so disposed, and he assumes just as
much authority to represent you amOI'lg those
he meets. As I said to Elder Brand when he
visited me last summer, I have no fight to make
with you. I think we are doing a work God has
called us to do, You think the same, therefore
why should we cavil or dispute. There is room
for both, and we must each give an account to
God for our work. So go ahead in the way you
have marked out, we will do the same, and let
us deal fairly with each other; and may God
bless the right is my prayer.
Yours in bonds,
s. H. MARTIN.
SANTA ANA, Cal., .March 8th.
Bro. Joseph has been with us at Newport and
Santa Ana (4Yz miles apa~t) for three Sundays.
He cheered our drooping spirits very much, and
strangers here b Santa Ana were very much
pleased with him, and could he have continued
here the people would have filled Spurgeon Hall
to overflowing. Prejndice does not run very
high )n this country. The latter day work is
gaining ground on the Pacific coast.
Yours,
J. G. WALKER.
SAGINAW CITY, Mich. March IIth.
Dear Herald,·-The work in this district is
moving along finely. Bro J. J. Cornish has had
a debate on the Sabbath questio·n at Brinton, and
it was a complete victory for our side. Last
week two Reverends thought they would try and
tear down what the Saints had built up at or
neat Farwell. ,Ihe Rev. Mr. Gettings, of the
Free Methodist Church, gave out that on Mon·
day evening, March 4th, he would examine the
"Scriptural proof" of the Book of Mormon and
show that the proof texts produced by the Saints
supportive of the coming of the sealed book
had no reference in fact to said book, as claimed.
Monday evening came, and Bro. C. F. Smith and
myself made it a point to get to the schooJ,house
early. The time to open the meeting arrived
and the house was packed. Extra seats had to
be brought in, yet the preacher made no appearance. We waited and waited until it began to
be whispered about that they dare not come, as
there was some one there to defend the divine
origin of that book.
At last the Reverend
arrived and wltb him a Freewill Baptist brother,
-Reverend Sifton.
It was ten minutes to ni.ne, local time, when
they opened services: Mr. Gettings spent fortyeight minutes in trying to show that Is-aiah
twenty-ninth
had its fulfillme,nt away
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back in the days of Christ. He acted like a gentleman ail the way through, and then gave way
to Mr. Sifton, who addressed the congregation
for fi.fty· five minutes and a good share of his
time was spent reading parts of the "Pomeroy
Letters,'' much of it not 'fit to be read before a
congregation. Mr. Sifton informed the people
that he could not believe the Book of Mormon.
After he had finished Mr. Gettings arose and
thanked the people for their attention and requested them to go home.
As soon as the benediction was pronounced I
arose to my feet and requested the privilege of
saying a few words. This being granted I requested the people, to seat themselves as "soon
as the benediction was pronounced."
The people again seated themselves and I
walked up and shook hands with the two ministers and requested them to stay and hear the
other side. "No; it was late,'' and they could
not. I turned and requested all those who wished me to reply to what had been said to manifest
the same by raising the right hand, and I think
every hand in the room went up (the ministers
and three others had left); "all that do not wish
this replied to this evening signify by the same
sign," I said.
"0," cried some one away back in the room,
"they have gonn." I spoke till about fifteen
minuts to twelve to a very attentive assembly,
and it was a grand successfor us. I think much
good was done, but time will tell.
Yours in gospel bonds,
E. DAY BENNETT.
STEWARTSVILLE, Mo., March 2oth.

Bro. W. W. Blair :-I :lo not often write up to
headquarters to report every thing I do, therefore some may think I am not f'oing anything'.
Since I met you at our Grove meeting last fall,
near Clarksdale, Mo., I have done about all I
could for this good cause. I have been twice
down into Platte county, at Edgerton Junction.
The work there was opened up by Bro. William
Summerfield. I held a series of meetings,
preaching six times on my first visit, and eleven
times my last trip; baptized one and left rnany
believing. I found one man that said he was
going to change his manner of living, but that
he had something against all the churches. I
asked him what he had against the church I had
the honor to represent. He said he heard so
much about "old Joe Smith." I said, "Will you
take hearsay evidence that would hang you or
me?" He then came out and said, "lam a plain
man, and do not want to hurt your feelings.'' I
told him to shoot; I would consider the game
and might fire back. He said; "l have seen
Smith when I was small, myself, and know for
myself." "When was you born," I asked. "In
1852," he said. "Your sight must be good," Ireplied, "and your memory extraordinary, for Joseph Smith was killed in June, 1844, eight years
before you was born." He looked to me like the
chickens had eaten his bread. And so it is; these
wise ones know a .great many things that are not
true.
I have also been in Grundy county, at Spickardsville, and at Fairview school house, preach·
ing, a~d had good liberty and good congregations,
also was up north of Marysville, in De K:!lJ:>
county, and at other places, and have many calls
not yet filled. I think eome will obey the go~pel
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THE SAIN

Brigham ism; that they were doing all they
could to overthrow polygamy, and ttat he :1im··
self had allowed their ministers to preach in his
church in Provo. When I noted his candor and
fairness which I believe was shown became of
our presence, I felt to thank God that we were
there. At the close Bro. Powell in a short, pithy
manner tendered thanks in behalf of the Reorganization for his candor and merited justice.
LucAs, Iowa, March 13th.
He gave a brief outline of the work, and fully
Bro. Blair :-Shortly after leaving Lamoni, on
impressed upon the minds of the audience that
Mondav, I became a listener to a conversation
the practices of Brigham Young were not counbetwee~ three gentlemen who sat near me. The tenanced by Joseph Smith, and lhat prior to his
subject of "Mormonism" was under discussion,
death he taught no such doctrine. It was seed
and such a biased, unfair representation was givsown in an opportune time, and I think will reen of "Joe" Smith and the work he introduced,
sult in good.
that I was constrained to participate. One was
When I consider how ignorant the general
a presiding elder of the Methodist faculty; anpublic are of the fact and claims of the Reorganother a "missionary" of five years experience in
ization, and how wiLing they are to confound
Utah. The elder was the most bitter and sarcasone with the other, I realize the needs of the
tic in hls remarks. I however addressed him,
church.
0, that the time had arrived when the
and while I was presenting evidence to substanchurch in general would awaken to the great re·
tiate Joseph Smith's work and teachings, he
sponsibility which rests upon it to contribute of
could not meet them on fair· Scriptural statetheir substance as God has ordained; that men
ments, but was compelled to refer to the Greek
whom He has called to the work may be liberatversion, changing th~ meaning of such words as
ed from temporal cares to go out with :.heir
he found proper. When the subject of the offiminds and spirits in the work, to refute op:.)osicers in the church was broached by another gention, allay prejudice and lay the truth bare before
tleman, the elder, in order to refute the argument,
the people!
stated thas he held all the offices enumerated,
My heart was made sad a few days pas! to read
patriarch, prophet, elder, pastor, evangelist, &c;
a letter from an efficient elder in the field, in
quite a complicated authority. When I listened
which he stated that he would be under the neto his flimsy, shallow and evasive arguments, I
cessity of refusing a mission the coming year,
thought of the poor, ignorant, "wise" ones spokbeing compelled to provide for his family; or
en of by Isaiah. One of his arguments was, that
else he would come under the anathema of
I was a young man and when I had attained to
Paul. 0, how pained I felt! and I thought,
his age and understanding I would learn somewere I able, I would support the same myseH. I
thing. I pray God that I may! I felt that I
trust that God, by his Spirit, will, in the near
knew what he with all his wisdom did not posfuture, establish that confidence between the
sess, and could not refute on a Scriptural basis,
church membership and those who have charge
but must squirm and change to suit hio whims
of the church finances, that the ministry wi11 use
and caprices~ I asked him if it necessitated a
wisdom in curtailing expenses, and judiciously
scholastic education, a familiarity with Latin,
appropriating those funds received from the cofGreek and Hebrew to understand that gospel,
fers of the church to accomplish the greatest
what would become of me and myriads of indigood, by which means the church in general
viduals like me who did not possess such attainwould be willing to comply with the Jaw of ':ithments? With my whole heart I thank God for
lng. I long for the time when peace shall beesthe light He has given me and which He will
tablished in Zion and her stakes; when the mingive all others who will accept the gospel through
istry will be more harmoniously blended in one,
the instrumentality of Joseph Smith, whom Ireboth as to thought and intent; that by their acts
vere, and whose work I hope to defend until mv
and counsel they may bring about such an era of
dying day.
I learned that the Utah missionary
good will as to obtain the approval of God and
was billed to lectnre on "Mormonism and its
man.
In Christ,
evils" in Chariton that evenin!!. I communicatT. vv. WILLIAMS.
ed the intelligence to Bro. Powt>ll, after which
we resolved to remain, and should they attack
BAY PoRT, Mich., March r,Sih.
the church, m~king no distinction between our
Bro. Blair :-I am pleased to tell you that the
church and Brigham Young's hierarchal docwork is moving on in good shape almost every
trines, that Bro. Powell should defend it. I introplace. Several are coming into the chmch.
duced Bro. Powell to them, who expressed our
Over one hundred saints are rejoicing in the
intention of remaining, when the lecturer, who
true gospel here in Bay Port. The work comwas George N. Jeffreys of Provo, Utah, stated
menced here a little over two years ago. At
that he was not sure whether an appointment
present I am visiting all the branches in the dishad been made! \Ve soon felt that our absence
trict. Prospects for the future are good, especwas preferable, but having a proficiency of
ially in Sanilac and Huron counties. Yours,
«cheek" we resolved to remain and trust to conJ. J. CoRNISH.
sequences. We went to theM. E. Church where
the lecture was being held, and took a seat near
It is a fair, even handed, noble
of
the front that we might be under his immediate
things, that while there is infection in
and
sorrow, there is nothing in the world so irresist·
scrutiny. Before commencing upon the body of
ibl v contagious as laughter and good humor.
his lecture, he drew a mark of distinction which
The golden moments in the stream of life ru<;h
is seldom made, betwe~n the "Josephites" and
past us, and we see nothing but sand; the·
"Brighamites" from the public stand, stating that
come to visit us and we only know them
the R'"organization was at "swords ends" with
they are gone.

in Platte and Grundy counties, soon. The work
I love better every day I live, and wonder why
others do not accept; 'tis so plain and easy of
demonstration.
Weather fine; health good; buoyant in spirit.
Yours in bonds,
J. T. KINNAMAN.

-----·--------ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receiV<l the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible foE
their own views. Contributions solicited.

THE "SEALED BOOK."-No. rv.
BY ELDER R. M. ELVIN.

DERIVATION OF CENTRAL AMERICAN
CiVILIZATION.

\NrTH the fact before us that the American Indians and the civilized aborigines
of Central America belong to the same
race, and of course have the same origin,
we proceed to inquire into the orig-in of
that race.
We shall present the arg-uments presented in favor of thn·e apparently conflicting theories, but which will
be easily harmonized upon the hasis of the
Book of M orrnon: Original civilization,
Egyptian civilization, and Hebraic civilization.
The Book of Mormon represents
the people who built the principal cities of
Central America as those highly favored of
and who,. under his especial direction, developed largely an orig"inal civilization. It also represents them as a
people well acquainted with the customs,
language and general learning of the
Egvpttam, thus making very reasonable
the finding of elements of Eg-yptian civilization.
Lastlv, it represents them as
Jews, acquainted with and observing Jewish customs and
and hence makes
reasonable the finding of numerous relics
of the Mosaic economy among the American Indians.
ORIGIN.AL

CIVILIZATION.

Speaking of a portion of the ruins of
Labna, Stephens says: "Above the cornice
of the building rises a gig:mtic perpendicul:u wall to the height of thirty feet, once
ornamented from
to bottom, and from
one side to the other with colossal figures
:md other
in stucco, now broken
into fragments,
still presenting a curious and extraordinary appearance, such as
the art of no other people ever produced."
-Incidents of Travel in Yucatan, vol. z, p.

5L

"Thev are different from the works of
any oth~er known pe0ple, of a new order
and entirely and absolutely anaomalous.
Trey stand alone."-Travels in Central
America, Chiapas and Yucatan, vo1. z, p.
44 2 •
On this Baldwin sav~: "The more we
study them [the Mexican and Central
American ruins] the more we find it
necessary to believe that the civilization
they represent was. originated in America, and probably in the region where
thev are found."-Ancient America, p. I 84.
, Of the architecture of Chiapas and Yucatan Prescott says: "It must be admitted,
however, to have a character of originality peculiar to itself."-Conquest of Mexico, vol 3, p. 408.
EGYPTIAN CIVILIZATION.

Bancroft says: "I find no writer who
g-oes so far as. to affirm that the new world
was actually peopled from Egypt; we
shall, therefore, have to regard this mere-
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ly as a culture theory, the original introduction of human life into the continent
in no way depending upon its truth or
fallacy.''--Nat. Rae. etc., vol. 5• p. 55·
The above neither affirms nor denies the
Eg-yptian origin of the people who first
inhabited this continent. How strikingly
confirmatory of the Book of Mormon!
Delafield says: "On a review, then, of the
architectural evidence, we trace identity
between the Mexicans and Peruvians, and
the Eg-yptians, in ( r) The coincidence in
pyramidal sarcophagi and temples, and
their peculiar structure. (z). The possession of the same architectural and mechanical genius which enabled them to remove masses which our mechanical ~kill
has not attained to.
(3). The peculiarity
of hieroglvphic inscription, the Zodiac
and plani>-pheric sculpture in their sacred
buildings. (4). An identity of architectural sepulchral decorations. ( 5)· An analogous construction of bridg-es. (6). A singular analogy in the specimen given of
their sculpture."-Delafield. p. 6r.
Here is another who believes in the
same relationship of the two continents.
Garcia Y. Cubas claims the following analogies between Teotihuacan and the
Egyptian pyramids: "The site chosen is
the same; the structures are oriented with
slight variation; the line through the center of the pyramids is in the 'astronomical
meridian;' the construction in grades and
steps is the same. The Nile has a 'valley
of the dead,' as at Teotihuacan there is 'a
street of the dead;' some monuments of
each class have the nature of fortifications;
the smaller mounds are of the same nature
and for the same purpose; both pyramids
have a small pyramid joined to one of
their faces; the openings discovered in the
pyramid of the moon are also found in
some Egyptian pyramids; the interior arrangement of the pyramids is analogous."
-Native Races of Pacific States, vol. 5,
P· 56.
With this agrees Humboldt, who, speaking of a ruined structure at Mitla, says:
"The distribution of the apartments of
this singular edifice, bears a striking analogy to what has been remarked in the
monuments of upper Egypt drawn by M.
Denon, and the savants who compose the
institute of Cairo."-Essai Politique, Book
x, p. z65.
Imagination is not overstrained in accepting the view of similiarity of some of the
learning found in Egypt and ancient
America. Bancroft says: "Res em bl ances
have been found between the calendar systems of Egypt and America, based chiefly
upon the length and division of the year,
and the num her of intercalary and complementary days."-N ative Races of Pacific States, vol. 5, p. 62.
Three thousand five hundred and seventy-five years from the mummies of
Egypt to the mummies of Kentucky.
Pidgeon says: "Ancient Egypt, first in
science and famous in art, has also left her
impress here. In 1775 some of the first
settlers in Kentucky, whose curiosity was
excited by something remarkable in the
arrangement of stones that filled an entrance to a cave, removed them, and, on

entering, discovered a number of mummies, preserved by the art of embalming
in as great a state of perfection as was
known by the ancient Egyptians, eighteen
hundred years before Christ, which was
ahout theetime the Israelites were in bondage in Egypt. This custom it would seem
is purely Egyptian, and was practiced in
the earliest age of their national existence.
A trait of national practice so strong and
palpable as is this peculiar art, should lead
the mind vv ithout hesitation to the belief,
that wherever it was practiced, its authors
or their pupils existed."- Traditions of
De-Coo-Dah, p. 19.
Delafield says: "The investigations of
Mons. Bailey in the astronomy of the ancients generally, of Mons. Toman! in that
of Eg-ypt, and of Baron Humboldt in that
of Mexico and South Americ~, present
most striking incidents of coincidence, not
only their division~ of timf', but also in the
Zodiacal ~igns."-Delafield, p. 48.
Mr. J omard says: "l have also recognized in your memoir on the division of
time among the Mt>xican nations, compared with those of Asia, some very striking analogies between the Toltec character, and institutions observed on the banks
of the Nile, Among these analogies is
one worthv of attention. It is the u~e of
the vague year of three hundred and sixtyfive days, compo~ed of pqual months, and
of five complementary days equally employed at Thebes and Mexico, a distance
of three thousand leagues."-Ibid. p. 52.
The same author says: "As to the
Mexicans, it would be superfluous to examine how they attained this knowledge".
Such a problem would not soon be solved;
but the fact of the intercalation of thirteen
days every cycle, that is, the use of a year
of three hundred and sixty-five days and a
quarter, is a proof that it was either borrowed from the Egyptians, or that they
had a common origin. A second analogy
which I have remarked between Mexico
and Egypt
that the number of weeks
or half lunations of thirteen days, comprehended in the Mexican cycle, is the same
as that of the years of the sothic period;
this number is 1461."-Ibid. p. 53·
Delafield r;ays: "Another feature presents great analogy.
Their buildings,
particularly the sacred houses were covered with hieroglyphics. Each race,Egyptian, Mexican and Peruvian,-recorded the deeds of their gods upon the
walls of their temples. Nay, science was
also sculptured thereon in both countries,
in the form of Zodiacs and plani~pheres,
corresponding even in signs."-Ibid. p. 6o.
Having traced the Egyptian mark on
the American continent, I now turn to the
consideration of the
HEBRAIC CIVILIZATION,

In order that this topic may be simplified we shall proceed, first to show an
Asiatic origin of all American aborigines,
and then, narrowing the inquiry, show a
Jewish origin of the race which built the
principal cities of Central America, of
which race the Indians are the "miserable
and degraded" branch. Speaking of Dr.
Warren's work, John Delafield, Jr., says;
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"The most important item therein is thus
stated: 'Anthony shows that there is
much resemblance between the crania of
the race of the mounds and Ancient Peru,
with those of the modern, Hindoos.' The
simil'arity too, is so striking' as to induce
him to draw the conclusion that the race
of the mounds and of Peru are derived
from the southern part of Asia."-Delafield, p. 30.
Speaking of Votan, Bancroft says:
"Votan, another mvsterious personage,
closely resembling Quetzalcoatl in many
points, was the suppo~ed founder of the
Maya civilization.
He is said to have
been a descendant of Noah, and to have
assisted at the building of the tower of
Babel. After the co~fusion of tongues,
he led a portion of the rlisper<ed peopl~" to
America."-N at. Rae. Pac. States, vol. 5,
P· 2 7·
Bryant says: "The theory that Amf'rica was peopled, or, at least partly
peopled, from eastern Asia, is certainly
more widely advocated than any other,
and, in my opinion, is moreover based
upon a 111ore reasonable and logical
foundation than any other. . . . If we must
suppose that they originated upon another
continent, then it is to Asia that we must
first look for proofs of such an origin. 'It
appears most evident to me,' says the
learned Humboldt, 'that the monuments,
methods of computing time, systems of
cosmogony and many myths of America,
offering striking- analogies with ideas of
eastern Asia-analogies which indicate an
ancient communication, and are not simply
the result of that uniform condition in
which all nations are found in the dawn
of civilization.' "-(Humboldt's critical examination, vol. z, p. 68) Native Races of
Pacific States, vol. 5, p. 30.
Prescott's conclusions are: «That the
coincidence are sufficiently strong to authorize a belief that the civilization of Anahuacica was in some degree influenced by that
of eastern Asia.
And, secondly, that the
discrepancies are such as to carry back the
communication to a very remote period;
so remote, that this foreign influence has
been too feeble to interfere materiallv
with the growth of what may be regarded,
in its essential features, as a peculiar and
indig-enous civilization."- Conquest of
Mexico, vol. 3, p. 418.
Dr. Wilson says: "If, as I believe, the
continent was peopled from Asia, it was
necessarily by younger nations. But its
civilization was native growth, and so was
far younger than that of Egypt."-Prehistoric Man, p. 615.
Upon the source of immigration to this
continent Col. Smith savs: "That immigration was continuous for ages from the
east of Asia, is sufficiently indicated by
the pressure of nations, so far as it is
known in America, being always from the
north-west coasts, eastward and southward, to the bee-inning of the thirteenth century."-Human Species, p. 238.
Duoaix savs: "That America was peopled from Asia, the cradle of the human
race, can no longer be doubted, but how,
and when they came is a problem tJ!at
can not be solved."-Rel. zd exped., P· 28.
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Gallatin savs: :'.Alter
everv
::!!low ,;nee I can not see any possf,should have preven~ed
those, who
er tne
or mankmd
moved towards the east and north-east,
from
the extremities of
A;,i;1,, and
oyer to America within
five
yec-crs ;:fter the flood. However "mall may have been the number
of thos·f first
an
number
of years would have been more than sufficient to
in their own way every
part of
"- American Ethnology,
vol. r,
179.
the same author savs: "America
was probably first peopled from Asia, but
the
of that ancient migration

THE SAIN

dead carcasses which it found to feed
Is not this the raven of
not return when it was sent out the second
time, for the very rea~on here
the Mexicans? Tezpi sent other
<me of which was the humming bird
birJ alone returned, holding in its
branch covered with leaves. Is not this
the dove? Tezpi seeing that fresh ver,.
dure clothed the earth, now
his
raft near the mountain Colhuacan.
this an allusion to Ararat of Asia?
say the tongues which the dove gave
mankind, were inflnitelv
which
when they received,
"immediately dis.,
persed. But amongthere were fi fteen heads or chiefs
which
were permitted to
the same lanpps. 158-9.
the
Carbajal Espinosa says: "There are guage, and these were the
emstrong resemblances in all things with Aculhucans and Aztec
Asiatic nations; less in hmguages than in bodied themselves together, which was
very natural, and traveled, they knew not
other
but more with Asia than
where, but at length arrived in the country
with any other part of the world. Anatomical resemblances point the same way." of Aztalan or the lake country."~Amer
--·History of
. vol. I, pps. 1:96-203. ican Atiquities, pps. 199, zoo.
1
The same author says, relative to the
Veneg·as says: "The Americans most
the vast
probably came frnm Asi,, soon after the paintings of the nati V\"S:
number of painted representations found
disper~ion and confusiun of tongues; but
there has been found no clear notice among by this author, (Humboldt) on the boo];:s
of the natives, made also
of
them of
or of their passage to this
pared skins of animals, were
continent, nor in Asia of any such migration."--N otes on California, vol. I, p. the leading circumstances and
the deluge, of the fall of man and
72.
seduction of the woman
means of
And upon this theme we find that Mr.
Priest has much to inform us: "But the serpent, the first murder as n"''"'"""""""~'
authors of the gr.·at works found in the Cain on the person of his
west, seem to have retained the first ideas -Ibid, p. 2oo.
received frorn their fathers at the era of
In reading the above it seems like the
the building· of B:<hel, equ~•lly, if not super- Book of Mormon in a perverted state. or
. the
ior, to
nations of Europe, as they the attempt of some one to
were in
hundred after same facts under cover of novel word
Christ. This consented to on all hands, paintings. We again quote from Priest:
im-·
and even contended for by the historian "As favoring this idea of their
Humboldt.
vVe
the tradition of the I mediately from the region of the tower of
Babel, their tradition goes on to inform us
Aztec nation.
tn:dition commences
this bird
with an
of the deluge, as they had that the tong-ues distributed
preserved it
books 'made of buffalo were infinitely various and dispersed
that fifand deer skin, on w·bich account there is the e<~rth; but that it so
more certainty than if it had been preserv- teen beads of families were
ed by mere oral
handed down speak the same language;
from- farber to son. They beg-in by paint- same shown on the plate. These traveling, or ?tS we would say, hy telling us that ed till they came to a cot!ntry which
called Aztalan, supposed to be in
Noah, whom
call Tezpi, saved himself, with his
whom they call Xoch- region of the now United States,
iquetzal., on a
or canoe: Is not this to Humboldt. As favoring the
the ark" The raft or canoe rested on or notice the word Aztalan signifies in their
of much watat the foot of a mountain, which they call language, water, or a
better suits
Colhuacc;n.
h not this Arilrat? -The er. Now, no country on
men born c:fter the
were born this appellation, than the western
dum h. Is not this the codusion of lan- on account of the vast number of
g·uage 11: the tower of' B~hcl? A dove found there. If so, it is evident that the
who found
from the top of a tree di;;tributes languflge Indians are not the first
these
to
in the form nf rm olive leaf. Is their way to this country.
not this the dove of
which returned ancient nations are found many more
with that leaf in her mouth a~ related in ditions corresponding to the accounts
by Mosesf.respecting the creation, the
that on this raft, hethe murder
side
were several chi1- man by means of a
Abel by his
c1ren
the preservation of vvhich w;c;s of
to man- denoted by their
kind.
not this in almost exact accor- earlier travelers
dance with wlBt was saved in the ark covery of America by
with Noah,
When fully copied from their books or
the Gnoat
ordered hides, which may be called
the w:~ters
sent out after the manner of the"""'"'"'"''"
from his
never re- liest ages."-Ibid, pp.
"The Chiapenecs of
guantity of

claim to have been the first
New
that
tions of the
whowastbe
the ark to save himself and
the
he was one of those
U:Jdertook to
the tower that should
reach to he<~ven. The Lord ordered him
to people America. He came from tlze
east."-·Atlantis,
31 :1·
"Montesinos
us that at some time
near the date
in other
in the
vadf:d
eel
This
found in the
the four sons
four
Sam and
ed in the
gero, in his
among the C
an ancient
that country, made
the Indians
in which it was
their ancient
that a certain
son named
great
of his uncle,
en; th<~t then
was
lang-uage, and
himself wns
charged by God to make the division of
the land of An<~huac.-So N nah divided
the earth
his sons. V otan may
have been
"Of the ancient Indians of
several
historians of America relate, that when
were interrogated by the
concerning- their origin, they
they had heard from their ancestors, that
God created the heavens and the earth
and all
that an old man
foreseen the
with which God deto chastise the sins of men, built a
canoe, <~nd embarked in it with his
and
flnimals; that when the
he sent out a raven,
because it
food suited to its
nature to feed upon, never returned to the
canoe; that he then sent out a pig-eon,
which soon
a branch of
the Hoha tree, a certain
tree or
America in its mouth; that when the old
man saw the earth dry, he disembarked,
and having made himself wine of the
wood
he IJecame intoxicated and
fell
one o£ his sons made rid,,
and that another
covered him; that upon wakthe latter and cursed the
fonner."-American Antiquities, p. 203.
The
is alrr10st as
sive as the
account. The same author further states:
of the nations
of
the same
to what we
have
P· 204.
Ellen
says: "The
are, as has be.en
Indian
like those of the older eastern races.
Statues and
of the most
and
who,;e resemblance to the de.
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vices of the Indians is most complete."Indian Myths, p. 300.
Her transL1tion oft he Lenni-Lenape tradition of the deluge is most intensely interesting, and is as follows: "Long ago came
the powerful serpent, when men had become evil. The strong serpent was the
foe of the beings and they became embroiled, hating each other. Then they
fought and despoiled each other, and were
not neaceful. And the small men fought
with the keeper of the dead. Then the
strong serpent resolved all men and beings
to destroy immediately. The black serpent monster brought the snflke-water
rushing. The wide waters rushing wide
to the hills, everywhere spreading, everywhere destroying. At the island of the
turtle was Manabozho, of men and beings
the grandfather. Being born creeping, at
turtle land he is ready to move and dwell.
Men and beings all go forth on the flood
of waters, moving afloat every way,
seeking the back of the turtle. The monsters of the sea were many and destroyed
some of them. Then the daughter of a
spirit helped them in a boat, and all joined, saying, come, help! Manabozho, of
all beings, of men and turtles, the grandfather. All together, on the turtle then,
the men then, were all together. Much
frightened, Manabozho prayed to the turtle that he would make all well again.
Then the waters ran off, it was dry on
mountain and plain, and the great evil
went elsewhere by the path of the cave."
-Ibid, P· 355·
"The Ojibway Indians also possessed
similar records."-Ibid, p. 352.
Mark well the proof of kinship: "Since
a mystery still surrounds this race, fthe
Assyrian~] from which sprang the Chaldeans and, according to Judith, the Jewish
race, it is of mor~ than passing interest,
when is found a similitude between their
legends and symbols and those of the
North Arnerica!l Indians. A comparison
of Assyrian with Indian records reveals a
kinship between two worlds of primeval
savagery, disclosing. a leaven of religion,
destined like a fiery seed to burn off the
husk of barbaric worship."-Ibid, p. 388.
~"From an analysis of these words of
synonymous meaning, it appears that the
Chaldeans and Babylonbns agree in their
conception of the primordial condition,
while the principal feature of the Babylonian and Indian legends are similar."Ibid, p. 389.
.
Again she says: "CombineJ with the
account of the creation among the tablets
of Babylon, a Mr. Smith found fragments
of a series of stories, in which the various
animals speak and act, as depicted in similar
fables in Hindoo and American Indian
literature."-Ibid, p. 389.
I accept without qualification the first principle
of our fathers that every boy born into the world
should be put in the way of maintaining himself
in inciependence. No education which does not
make this its first aim is worth anything at
all. There are but three ways of living one has
said, "By working, by begging. or by stealing."
Those who do not work, disguise it in whatever
flowery language we please, are doing one of the
other two. The practical necessities must take
precedence of the intellectual.

THE AGNOSTIC CREED.

following is from Prof. Huxley's
article in the Nineteenth Century:]
I was brought up in the strict<>st school
of evangelical orthodoxy, and when I was
old enough to think for myself I started
upon my journey of inquiry with little
doubt about the general truth of what I
had been taught, and with that feeling- of
unpleasantness of being called an "infidel"
which, we are tolrl, is·so right and proper.
Near my journey's end I find myself in a
condition of something more than mere
doubt about these matters. Looking back
nearly
years I see myself as a boy
whose education .had been interrupted, and
intellectually, was left for some years
altogether to his own chances. At that
time I .was a voracious and omnivorous
reader; a dreamer and speculator of the
first water, well endowed with that splendid courage in attacking any and every
subject which is the blessed compensation
of youth and inexperience.
·
Among the books and essays on all
sorts of topicg, from metaphysics to heraldry, which I read at this time, two left indelible impressions on mv mind. One was
Guizot's "Historv of Civilization;" the
other was Sir, William H'lmilton's essay
"On the Philosphy of the Unconditioned,"
which I came upon by chance in an odd
volume of the Edinburg Review. The
latter was certainly strange reading for a
boy, and I could not possibly haye understood a great deal of it; neverthelesg I devoured it with avidity, and it stamped
upon my mind the strong conviction that
on even the most solemn and important of
que~tions men are apt to take cunning
phrases for answers, and that the limitation of our faculties, in a great ·num her of
cases, render;; real answers to such questions not merely actually impossible but
theoreticallv impossible.
·
Philosophy and history, having laid
hold of me in this eccentric fashion, have
never loosened their grip. I have no pretension to be an exoert in either su'hject,
but the turn for ohilo<,ophical ancl hi~tor
ical reading, which renclered --Hamilton
and Guizot attractive to me, has not only
filled many lawful leisure hours, and still
more sleepless ones, with the repose of
change.i mental occupation, but has not
unfrequently disputed mv proper worktime with my liege lady, Natural Science.
In this way I have found it possible to
cover a good deal of g-round in the territory of philosophy. The reader will n0w
see why my mind steaclily gravitated toward the conclusions of Hume ann Kant.
\Vhen I reached intellectual maturity
and hegan to ask myself whether I was an
atheist, a theist, or a pantheist; a matenaltst
or an idealist; a Christian or a free-thinker, I
found that the more I learned and reflected the less ready was the answer, until at
last I came to the" conclusion that I had
neither art nor part with anv of these de. nominations except the last.
The one
thing in which most of these good people
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wf're agreecl was the one thing in which I
differed from them. They were qnite sure
they had attained a certain "gnosis"-had,
more or less successfully, solved the problem of existence-while I was quite sure I
had not, and had a pretty strong conviction that the problem was insoluble: This
was my situation when I had the good
fortune to find a place among the members of the Metaphysical Society. Most
of my colleagues were -ists of one ~ort or
another. I, who was a man without a
rag of a label to cover myself with, felt
like a fox who had lost his ·tail. So I took
thoug-ht and invented what I conceived to
be the appropriate title of agnogtic. It
came into my head as sugge~tively antithetic to the gnostic of church history,
who professed to know so much about the
very things of which I was ignorant, ann
I took the earliest opportunity of parading
it at our society, to show that I, too, had a
tail like the other foxes. To my great
satisfaction the term took.
Agnosticism is not a creed, but a method, the. essence of which lies in the rigorous application of a Fingle principle. The
principle is of great antiquitv. It is as old
aR Socrates; as old as the writer who said
"Try all thing-s, hold fast by that which is
good;" it ~s the foundation of the reformation, which simRi,y illustrated the axiom
that everv man shouln be able to give a
reason for the faith that is in him; it is the
great principle of Descartes; it is the-fundamental axiom of modern science. Positively the principle may be expressed: In
matters of the intellect follow your reason
as/far as it will take you without regard
to any other considf'ration. And negatively, in matters of the intellect, do not pretend that conclusions are certain which are
not demonstrated or demonstrable. That
I take to be the agnostic faith, which if a
man keep whole and undefi'JPd, he shall
not be ashamed to look the universe in the
face, whatever the future mav have in
store for him. The only obligation accepted is to have a mind always open to
conviction. If you were to find an agnostic who never -failed in carrving out his
principles, and to tell men that you had .
discovered that two and two make five, he
would patiently ask you to state your reasons for that conviction and expre~s his
readiness to agree with vou if he found
them satisfactory. The ·apostolic injunction to "suffer fools gladly" should he the
rule of life of a true ag-nostic. I am deeply conscious how far I mvself fall short of
this ideal, but it is my personal conception
of what agnostics ought to be.
I. know no study which is so unu tterably saddening as that of the evolution of
humanity, as it is set forth in the annal« of
history. Out of the darkness of pre-historic ages man emerges with the marks of
his lowly origin strong- upon him. He is
a brute, only more intelligent than the
other brutes; a blind prey to impulses,
which as often as not lead him to destruction; a ~ictim to endless illusions, which
make his mental existence a terror ani! a
burden, and fill-his phvsicallife with· barren toil and battle. He attains a certain degree of physical comfort and devel-
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ops a more or less workable theory of life
in such favorble situations as the plains of
Mesopotamia and of Egypt and then for
thousands and thousands of years struggles with varving fortune, attended by infinite wickedness, bloodshed and misery,
to maintain himself at this point against
the greed and ambition of his fellow-men.
He makes a point of killing and otherwise
persecuting those who first try to get him
to move on, and when he ha~ moved on a
step foolishly confers post mortem deification on his 4victims. He exactly repeats
the process with all who want to
move a step yet farther, and the best men
of the be~t epochs are simply those who
rnflke the fewest blunders and commit the
fewest sins.
In the course of other inqu1nes I have
had to do with fo~sil remains which looked
quite plain at a di~tance, and became more
and more indi tinct as I trieJ to define their
outline hy close inspection. There was
something there-something wh:ch, if I
could win assur~nce about it, might mark
a new epoch in the history of the earth,
but, study as long as I might, certainly
eluded my grasp. So has it heen with my
efforts to define the grand figure of Jesus,
as it lies in the primary str~ta of Christian
literature. Is he the kindly p"eaceable
Christ depicted in the Cat1lJcom bs? Or is
he the stern judg-e who" frowns above
the altar of SS. Cosmas and Dqmianus?
Or can he be rightly represented in the
bleeding ascetic, broken down by physical pain, of too many medieval pictures?
Are we to accept the Jesus of the second
or the Jesus of the fourth gospel as the true
J e<>us? What did he really say and do, and
how much that is attributed to him in speech
and action is the embroidery of the various parties into which his followers tended to split themselves within twenty years
of his death, when even the three-fold tradition was only nascent?
That one should rejoice in the good man,
forgive the bad man, and pity and help all
men to the best of one's ability, is surely
ind,isputahle. It is the glory of Judaism
and of Christianity to have proclaimed
this truth, through all their aberrations. I
verily believe that the good which has
been effected by Christianity has been
largely counteracted by the pestilent doctrine on which all the churches have insisted that honest disbelief in their more or
less astonishing creeds is a moral offense
-indeed, a sin of the deepest dye, deserving and involving the same future retribution as murder and robbery. If we could
only see in one view the torrents of hypocrisy and cruelty, the lies, the slaughter,
the violations of every obligation of humanity, which have flowed from this source
along the course of the history of Christian nations, our worst imaginations of
hell would pale beside the vision. I am
much disposed to think that the encouragement, the consolation, and the peace afforded to earnest believers in even the worst
forms of Christianity are of great practical
advantage to them. ·what deductions
must be made from this gain on the score
of the harm done to the citizen, the ruler,
legislator, the philosopher, and the consci·

scientious soul, I need not now consider; but
they are assuredly not small.. If a~;
nostics lo~ heavily on the one side
gain a go?Jd deal on the other.
Whoso calls to mind what I may venture to call the hrie;ht side of Christianity;
that ideal of manhood, with its strength
and its patience; its justice and its pity
for human frailty; its helpfulness to the
extremity of self-sacrifice; its ethical
ty and nobility; which apostles have pictured, in wich armies of martyrs have
placed their unshakable faith, and whence
obscene [ill.omened ?] men and women,
like Catherine of Sienna and
Knox,
have derived the courage to
popes
and kings, is not likely to under-rate the
importance of the Christian faith as a factor in human history, or to doubt that if that
faith should prove to be incompatible with
our knowledge, or necessary want of
knowledge, some other hypostasis of men's
hopes, genuine enough and worthy enough to replace it, will arise. But the incong-ruous mixture of bad science with eviscen\ted papistry, the new anthropolatry
known as positivism, will not climb into
the vacant shrine. When the positivist
asks me to worship "humanitv"-that is to
say, to adore the generalized conception of
men as they ever have been and probablv
ever will be-l must reply tha-t I could
just as soon bow down and worship the
generalized conception of a "wilderness of
apes."
I had, and have, the fi.rmest conviction
that I never left the "verace via"-the
straight road; and that this road led nowhere else but into the dark depths of a
wild and tangled forest. And though I
have found leopards and lions in the
though I have made abundant acquaintance with the hungry wolf that "with
privy paw devours apace and nothing said,"
as another great poet said of the ravening
beast; and though no friendly specter has
ever yet offered his guidance, I was, and
am, minded to go straight on, until I either
come out on the other side of the
or find there is no other side to it, at least
none attainable by me.-Chicago Times.
THE BIBLICAL HADES.
BY SAMUEL T. SPEAR, D, D.

THE term Hades, placed at the head of
this article, is an anglicised Greek word
that occurs eleven times in the Greek New
Testament, and, with a single exception,
is, in the common English version of the
Testament, translated by the word .liell.
This is an unfortunate, and, indeed, an erroneous translation, since the latter term,
is, by common usag-e, app~ied only to the
place of punishment to which the wicked
go after death. The Revised Version of
the New Testament avoids this error by
simply anglicising the Greek word Hades
and using Hell to translate the Greek term
Gehenna, which, in the time of Christ and
his apostles, was employed hy the Jews to
designate the place for the future punishment of the wicked. Our Savior, in
speaking to the Jews, adopted this term,
and used it in the sense which is now commonly attached to the word Hell.

Etymologically considered, the term Hades is derived from the Greek letter Alpha, used as a privative, and a Greek
verh which signifies to ~ee, and hence
means that which is not seen. This term
was
the Jews applied, in a general
sen'e to the invisible world or abode, in
which human spirits, subsequently to death
and prior to the resurrection and final
judg-ment, were supposed to exist separately from their bodies, without reference to
the question whether they were g-ood or
bad, happy or miserable, rewarded
punished. The corresponding word in
Hebrew language is Sheol, and in the
tuagint version of the Old
des is used to translate Sheol. There is
no word in the English language that is
the exact equivalent of these terms. Hell,
in the generally received sense, is not such
an equivalent.
The Greeks
the term Hades
in the same
sense in which E-Iades and .Sheol were used among the
Jews, and had their Elysium 11s the particular abode of the good and also their
Tartarus as the aboile of the wicked, both
of which, though different abodes, were regions in Hades separated from each other.
Tartarus corresponds with the English term Hell in the usu:'lll y accepted
sense of the latter; and Elvsium also corresponds with the word Paradise in the
sense in which ChriRt used this term when
he said to the penitent thief: "To-dav
shalt thou be with me in Paradise," ,(Luk-e
23: 43)· The Greek term Tartarus occurs
nowhere in the New Testament yet Peter, in his second Epistle, uses
verb derived from this noun to represent the
abode and condition of the angels that sinned, and whom, as he declares, God cast
"down to Hell, [Tartarus,] and delivered
them into chains of darkness, to be reservunto judg,ment" (2 Pet. 2: 4). These fallen angels were, according to this descripin that region of Hades which the
Greeks called . Tartarus, and for which
Gehenna was the title among the Jews,
and were there waiting for the final judgment.
Dr· Robinson in his "Greek and English Lexicon," says:
"According to the notions of the fle,brews, Hades was a vast, subterranean receptacle, where the souls of the dead existed- in a separate state until the resurrection
of their bodies. The region of the blessed during this interval, or the inferior Paradise, they supposed to be in the uttermost part of this receptacle, while beneath
was the abyss, or Gehenna, Tartarus, in
which the souls of the wicked were subjeded to punishment."
Dr. Meyer, in his "Commentary on the
Gospel of Luke," p. 478, says:
"Hades corresponds to fbe Hebrew
Sheol, which in the LXX [the Septuagint
venion of the Old Testamentl is transJa,.
ted by Hades, and hence denote the whole
subterranean place of abode of departed
souls, divided into Paradise (23: 43) for the
pious, and Gebenna for the Godless."
Dr. Gloag in his Commentary Of! .the
Acts of the Apostles," vol. I, p. xo6, savs:
"The souls both of the righteous and the.
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wicked are in Hades; the former inhabiting the region .of the bless~d, or Paradise;
the latter being confined in the dungeon
of Tartarus."
The Jews, as also the Greeks, clearly had
the idea of an invisible world or place of
abode to which tuman spirits go when by
death thev leave their bodies of flesh and
blood, and in which they exist separately
from these bodies; and this idea the Jews
expressed by the terms Hades and Sheol.
Both these terms are a declaration of belief in spiritual existence after death, separate! y from the body, and prior to the resurrection at the final day. This existence,
sometimes designated as the intermediate
state-namely, the state intervening between death and the resurrection-was not
regarded as as a conditon of unconsciousness, but rather of consciousness; and, as
indicated by the terms Paradise and Gehenna, a state of happiness or misery according to antecedent conduct and character when in a body. Christ and his apostles spoke to people who had such ideas,
and to these ideas made reference in their
public ministry. What did they say?
The following is the answer to this question:
I. Christ, when upbraiding "the cities
wherein most of his mighty works were
done because they repented not," spoke
thus in regard to Capernaum:
"And thou, Capernaum, which art ex:<lted unto Heaven shalt be brought down
to Hell [Hades]; for if the mighty works,
which have been done in thee, had been
done in· Sodom, it would have remained
until this day. But I say unto you, that
it shall be more tolerable for the land of
Sodom in the day of judgment than for
thee" (Matt. I r: 23, 24) "And thou, Capernaum, whtch art exalted to Heaven, shalt
be thrust down to Hell" [Hadesj (Luke ro:
I5, 24.)
Heaven and Hell or Hades are here
placed in contrast: the former being used
to set forth the exalted privileges of Capernaum by reason of the personal ministry of Christ, and the latter also used to
indicate the destruction and desolation of
that city as the consequence of not imprt>ving these privileges. Heaven being conceived of as high, and Hades as low, or far under
the ground, both terms as thus contrasted
were suited to convey this idea, and were
so used by the Savior. A similar contrast
between Heaven as high and Hades or
Sheol as found in other parts of the Bible,
(Job II: 8; and Amos 9: 2). Such a
contrast, in itself considered, makes no
reference to punishment after death. It
:;;imply conveys the idea, whatever it may
be, that was intended to be conveyed by
the contrast.
Our Savior 117 however, in this case, adds
a supplementary thought when looking
forward to "the day of judgment," and
·speaking of the people of Capernaum as
they will appear in that day, he declares
that it will then be more tolerable for the
inhabitants of Sodom than for them.
Their guilt in not profiting by his preaching was greater than that of the Sodomites; and hence they will in the final judgment deserve and receive severer punish-
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words from one of the Psalms of David:
"I foresaw the Lord always before my
face; for he is on my right hand that I
shall not be moved; therefore did my
heart rejoice, and my tongue was glad;
moreover also my flesh shall rest in hope;
because thou wilt not leave my soul in
Hell [Hades], neither wilt thou suffer thine
Holy One, to <;ee corruption."-Ps. 16:8w, and Acts 2: 25-27.
Commenting on the passage thus quoted, Peter proceeded to say:
"l\1en and brethren, let me freely speak
unto you of the patriarch David, that he
is both dead and buried, and his senulcher
is with us unto this day. Therefore.being a
17, r8.
Here Hell or Hades is conceived of as a prophet, and knowing that God had sworn
place of abode, which was the Tewish with an oath to him, that of the fruit of
idea, and as having gates of entrance there- his loins, according to the flesh, he would
to. The idea intended to be conveyed is raise up Christ to sit on his throne; he,
that the Church of Christ would be pre- seeing this before, spake of the resurrecserved and perpetuated as against any de- tion of Christ, that his soul was not left in
struction by an entrance through these Hell l Hades], neither his flesh did see corgates. It would not, like Capernaum, be ruption."-Acts 2: 29-3 r.
Peter here applies the language quoted
"brought down to Hell," 'or Hades, and
would not pa~s through the gates thereof, to Christ, and makes it prophetic of his
or be swallowed up therein, and thus dis- resurrection from the dead, and thus proves
appear from the earth. It would remain to the Jews the fact of such a resurrection.
upon the rock on which Christ declarea The human soul of Christ, though going
that he would build it. The phrase "gates to Hades at the time of his death, was not
of Hell" was a fitting form of words for according to the prophecy, as Peter explains
the passage, to be left there, but was to
this idea.
,
3· Jesus, having in the parable of the return back to his body, and again inhabit
rich man and Lazarus, spoken of Lazarus that body. The body would see no corruption. Being raised from the dead, it
as dying and being "carried by the angels
would again become the resitlence of the
into Abraham's bosom," proceeded to say:
"The rich man also died and was buried; soul which had departed therefrom. The
and in Hell [Hades] he lifted up his eyes, soul of Christ went to Paradise in Hades
arid not to Gehenna or the place of "torbeing in torments."-Luke 16:22, 23.
The fundamental conception of this par- ments;" and in that Paradise the penitent
able is the contrast between the rich man thief was with him on tl1e same day.
and Lazarus, as they were in this world, Hades, as here used, plainly does not mean
and as they are when both have passed the place of punishment in respect to eithinto Hades or the invisible world. Their er Christ or the penitent thief.
In the Apostles' Creed it is said of
r<'spective ·conditions in the latter are just
Christ
that "he descended into Hell."
the reverse of what they were in the
former. Though both a.re in Hades, the This means that bis buman soul at death,
one has the society and companionship of being separated from the body, passed inAbraham, who is also there, while the to the post-mortem abode of human spirits,
other, in a different part of Hades, is rep- and into that part of this abode which he
resented as "being in torments."
The himself called paradise. Hell, in the ordione is in Paradise, and the other in Ge- nary sense of this term, has no application
henna, or the place in Hades for the pun- to him.
5· Paul, having, in the fifteenth chapter
ishment of the wicked. "A great gulf"
of
the Frst Epistle to the Corinthians, conintervenes between them, making it impossible for either to go to the place of the sidered the doctrine of the resurrection,
other. It is implied in the parable that finally breaks forth in the following exultLazarus was a godly man, and that the ant strain.
"0, death, where is thy sting? 0 grave
rich man was godless. The doctrine of
[Hades],
where is thy victory?" ( 1 Cor.
punishment for godless men in Hades, and
in that portion. called Tartarus by the 1 5; 55·)
Here Hades is, in the common English
Greeks, and Gehenna by the Jews, and
also of reward for godly men in Paradise, Version of theN ew Testament, translated
is clearly taught in this parable. All men by the term grave, which is not the proper
pass into Hades when they die; but meaning of Hades, although Sheol, the
whether they go to Paradise or Gehenna, corresponding Hebrew word, is sometimes
depends on their spiritual condition. Re- so translated in the Old Testament. The
Revised Version of the New Testament
ward and punishment in Hades, prior to
the resurrection, lie upon the very face of renders the passage as follows:
"0 death, where is thy victory? 0
the ~cene which Christ presents; and to
one or the other of these conditions men death, where is thy sting?"
This, though not essentially changing
are consigned at death, and before the
final judgment of the race as elsewhere the sense of the passage, rests on the better authority as to the original text.
taught in the Bible.
6. Christ, in the personal manifestatioQ
4· Peter, in his address to the Jews on
the day of Pentecost, quoted the following of himself to John on the Isle of Patmos; >.
thus described himself:

ment. This is a thought added to the bringing down of C<!pernaum as a city to Hades
or hell.
2. Jesus, on a certain occasion, . put to
his disciples this question: "But whom say
ye that I am?" Peter replied: "Thou art
the Christ, the Son of the living God."
Jesus then said to Peter:
"Blessed art thou, Simon Barjona; for
flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto
thee, but my Father which is in Heaven.
And, I say unto thee, That thou art Peter,
and, upon this rock will I build my
Church; and the gates of Hell [Hades]
shall not prevail against it."-Matt. 16:

>
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"l arn he that liveth, an,d was dead; :mel,
behold, I am alive for evermore. Amen;
and have the keys of hell [Hades] and of
death." (Rev. I: 18.)
The obvious meaning of the words
"And have the keys of Hell [Hades] and
of death," is that Christ has full power over
Hades and death, and can deliver therefrom, and consign thereto, at his pleasure.
Death in this world and Hades or the invisible world are alike subject to his supreme control. Hs holds the keys o£
power in respect to both.
7· John says, in respect to one of his
symbolic visions:
"And I looked, and behold a pale horse;
and his name that sat on him was Death,
and Hell [Hades] followed with him."
(Rev. 6: 8.)
Here death and Hades, both being personified, are grouped together as com panions, the latter ,i(t<!lowing after the former.
Death riding on the "pale horse" is attended by Hades as an inseparable companion.
The meaning is that the spirit at death
passes into Hades. The scene connected
with the opening of the fourth seal indicated a great destruction of life by death,
and this would be followed by a corresponding passage of the dead into Hades.
The two are hence connected together in
the symbolic vision of John.
8. The same apostle says in respect to a
vision which he had of the resurrection
and the final judgment of the race:
"And I saw the dead, small and great,
stand before God; and the hooks were
opened; and another book was opened,
which is the hook of life; and the dend
were judged out of those thing-s which
were written in the book, accorcling to
their works. And the sea gave up the ilead
which were in it; and death nncl hell [H ades] delivered up the dead which were in
them; and they were judged every mnn
according to their works. Anr! death :mel
hell [Hades] were cast into the lake of fire.
This is the second death.
A11d whosoever was not found written in the hook of
life was cast into the lake of fire." (Rev.
20: 12-15.)
These words clearly refer to the resurrection of the dead and the final judgment
of the world, as taught hv Christ in the davs
of hi~ flesh. (] ohn 5: z8,'Z9, and Matt.
"1-46.) All thedec.d stand before God for
judgment: and the hooks are opened, includmg- "the book of life;'' Death and
Hell [Hadef'] are pen;onified, and l'epresented a~ delivering "up the de2d which are
in them." The result of this judgment is,
that those whose n<'lmes are "not found
written in the book of life," are "cast into
the lake of fire." This is defined to he
"the second death." "The lake of fire,"
is terrific imagery to represent the final
punishment of the wicked. The Savior
himself used the same imagery when he
declared that he would say to those on his
left hand, "Depart from me, ye cursed,
into everlasting fire, prepared for the devil
and his angels," (Matt. zr:;:41).
This embraces all the passages in which
the word Hades, with a single exception,
translated Hell in the common English
version, occurs in the Greek text of the
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New Ttstament. Hades, or the invistble
world-considered as the abode or place
to which departed spirits go at
and
in which they exist as conscious
m
the condition of happiness or
according to their conduct and character
when i~n the body,
to the re~un-ec
tion and final judgment of the race, and
separately from the bodies which
had
on earth-is by no means
a hedhen or a Jewish fancy, but a
reality; as much so as is the earth or the
et Jupiter, or the solar system an asfronomical reality. The fact that
is not
discoverable by the naked eye, or
the telescope, does not make it any the
Man, when he dies, goes, as to his
nature, to Hades, and . there
exists, as truly as he ever removed
one place to another, and as
as he ever consciously existed in this
This
Hades is not only a condition, but a
of abode, and in both resJJects
its reality upon the teachi'ngs of the
The Materialism that excludes
man all conscious existence after
while contradicted by the
of the race and utterly without any
at the bar of reason, has
standing in the word of God. The
des to which that word commits
originated, settles the question
in his soul nature, has a
life, awl that that life
at the event of death.
to the question of
the pas~age of the soul into
not at all its extinction,
be sounded with
through all the chamher.;; of human
thought.
N. 1".

FRE:V10NT.
Conference met at Ro" School-houee Saturd~y, February 9·h, Henry Kt'mp presiding, T, A.
H0ugas cl··rk. pro tem
Branche' reported:
Plum Creek, Elm Creek, U'lion, Shenandoah,
F"rm Creek and Keystone, Elders
: H.
K~mp. D, Hougas, ·w, Leeka, Bro,
\V.
Gavlord, Bro. Benfdict, M_ W.
G.
Kernp and Bro. Dykes. Priests: J.
Cline,
Bro. Wolsev, L. Donaldson. Teachers: J.
Good and S Dykes. District secretary reported,
also the Bishop's agent. Motion prevailed to
sustain Brn. H. Kemp as dif'tricl president, W.
C. Matthews as clerk, W. Leeka as Bishop's
agent and all the authorities of the church. Here
Bro. H. Kemp stated thai he was impressed that
Brn. A, Badham and T, A, Hougas should be
ordained priests, and that there was
work for
them to do. After a brotherly discussion of the
matter a motion was carrie-d "to request the
Farm Creek branch to take action on the matter."
DelegateSto the General Conference, H,
D, Hougas. W. Leeka. S. S, Wilco~ and M,
Gaylord. It was resolved that the deleg-ate" ask
the General Conference to return Bro, H, Kemp
to this mi>sion. It was resolved that we bear
Bro, Kemp's expenses and that the matter of collection be referred to branch presidents,. (Branch
presidents please take notice and act accordinglv,) Bro. T. A. Hougas spoke at
of the
ab>ence and deatt of father John
and submitted the following resolutions: "VVhereas, It
has seemed best to the Lord of Hosts to call
from our midst one of our vetern brethren; one
who was ever a lover and supporter of the work,

and one who lived and died strong in the faith of
the gospel; Therefore be it resolved, That we as
brethren in conference assembled extend our
heartfelt sympatby to Mother Good and theremainder of the bereaved family in this their
hour of affliction, and that the prayers of the
Saints be given in their behalf, for their comfort,
and for the strengthening of their faith." Adjourned to Farm Creek, June 8th and 9th.
DES MOINES.
Conference convened at Boonesborough,
March 8th. President of district being absent,
Bro.
S, Roth presided, '\N, Thompson assistant,
A. McCoy secretary, Bro. Roger assistant.
Branch reoorts: Edenville 75; I died. Sheridan 66, Vi hat Cheer 23; I baptized. Newton
47; r died. Des Moines Valley 55; r received,
Keystone 28. Boonesborough 62; 4 baptized, 3
received, I expelled. Union zs; 7 baptized, 4
received. Elders reports: J. S. Roth (baptized
w), N, St~mm (baptizerl 2} S McBirnie, (baptized 4),
X Davis, W, Thompson. Sayer, W.
S, Barbee, W. C. Nirk, R. Nelson,
McBirnie.
Priests, J. Troughear and J. Botts. Teachers, J.
Coiner, J. W. \Valters and J. Clark Deacons,
H, Pratt and R, l'vfcBirnie. Resolved that here-
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clition of things under their charge. J S, Roth,
Bishop's Agent, reports: On hand last report
$84 73: collected $689 s6, total $774 29; paid ont
$689 56; balance $84,73, Report accepted, 'vV.
Nirk was sustained as president for six months;
W. Thompson as vice president J. S. Roth as
Bishop's and Book Agent, and
A. McCoy as
secretary. J. S- Roth was elected delegate to
General Conference with instructions to vote
for the next General Conference to be held at
LamonL Resolved that we as a district follow
the instructions of the General Conference regarding not dropping members from church
records, and reporting- thPm as scattered. Preachin[( by W. C. Nirk. W. C Thnmpson and J S.
RotlL Ac1jr;urned to Rhodes, Friday, September
6th, at 7:30 p, m.
TENNESSEE AND KENTUCKY.
Conference convened Saturday, March
R Seaton presiding,. S L Conper clerlc
reports: J. Thomas, W. H. Gritlin. C Scott, S.
Rc·.:d, J. H, Adair, P B Seatr.n. Tc:acheL S L.
Cooper,
Dc'acom. J, F, Roberts and F. Stephen>'BrandlE'S: Foundry Hill I7- Farmington
26 Halley's Creek 12 Eagle Cre~k 28; I expelled. P, B Seaton was elected Bishop's a&•<"nt.
One George I~L Brush resided near Fulton, Kentuckv_ had not united with anv branch nor been
cut off from the church- John Thomas was chosen
delegate to General Conference, This district
requests of the General Conference that Bro, J.
Thomas be returned to this field, J. McCline
Ross was ordained Teacher of the Foundry
branch. The authorities of the church were sustained and J. W, Gillen as our missinnary in
charge. Preaching on Sunday by f. Thomas.
Peace and harmony prevailed, Adjourned to
Farmington branch at call of president.
GALLAND'S GROVE.
Conference convened at Salem branch, February 15th, 16th and r7th, C- E. Butterworth president, J, Pett secretary. Branch reports: Mason's Grove, 122; 4 removed, Union 58; 9 received, 1 removed. Boyer Valley 73; 2 received,
2 removed.
Salem,84; I died. Elders reporting
were, W. Whiting, C K Butterworth,]. Hawley
(baptiz~d 5). J. Turner (baptized r), J W. Chatburn, C Derry, W- W. Blair. J Pett and G.
Sweet. Priests, J Bullard, J Pearsall, S, Jordison, D, Brewster and Wm, Bullard. Teachers,
T. Bell, R. Ley1hem, J Cross and C. J Hunt.
Deacons, J Baker and G. Sweet, Jr. Bl<hop's
Agent's report:
On hand last report $97 65;
received $348 IS, total $445 So: paid out, $r:B;
balance on hand $312 So, John Pett, agent, Upon recommendation of the Baver Valley branch
Bro. David M, Rudd was ordained to the offic~
of an elder
Ern. C. Derry and J. Turner. W.
Whiting, J.
Turner, C. E. Butterworth J. Pett
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and D. M. Rudd were elected delegates to the next
General Conference. Resolved, that when delegates are appointed from this di.;trict to the General Conference, that the necessary expenses of
sending such delegates be equally divided among
the various branches of the disTrict, each available member being requested to pay their quota
to the presidents of their respective branches, and
said presidents forward the monies subscribed to
them to the secretary of the district at least two
weeks prior to the time of General Conference,
to be paid by him to the said delegates appointed.
A two-days' meeting was appointed to be held at
Pleasant Ridge, time to be set by Ern. Salter
and Chatburn; Brn. C. Derry and C. E. Butterworth in charge. The district and general
church authorities were sustained. Preaching
by Pres. W. W. Blair, C. Derry and C. E. Butterworth. Adjourned to meet at Dow City,
June 7lh, at 2: 30 p. m.
CENTRAL KANSAS.
Conference was held at Netawaka, March 9th
awi wth, W. Hopkins presiding, E. C. Brand
clerk pro tem. Branches: Scranton 41; Netawaka 37; Fanning 33; Good Intent 27; Centralia
zr. Elders W. Hopkins, D. ·williams, A. Dodd,
H. Parker, H. Green, E. C. Brand, W. Gurwell,
J. Menzies, P. De:vlin, D. Munns, J. B Jarvis, F.
Lofty and T. Dabies reported. Not reported:
Elders P. Adamson, \V. Menzies, J. Buckley, G.
George. Priest J. McDougal reported. Teacher Watson Thatcher. Bishop's agent reported.
It was resolved that we change the name of the
district to North East Kamas, subject to approval
of General Conference. Elder George's resignation as district secretary was received and he was
released. General and district authorities were
sustained; also E. C. Bra.nd as missionary in
charge. Elders W. Hopkins and E C. Brand
delegates to General Conference. Elder J. B.
Jarvis was recommended to General Conference
for appointment. Resoh;ed that we appreciate
the labors of E C. Brand and ask Conference to
return him. Preaching services by E. C. Brand
and D. 'Williams. Adjourned to meet at Centralia, Jnne 15th and J6th, at IO a. m.
NEVADA.
Conference convened at Genoa, Febuary r7th,
D. R. Jones president, and secretary pro.
tern. Branch reports: Motts ville, 32; 3 baptized, 4
died. Diamond Valley, 31; 26 baptized, 5 rec.eived. This branch was newly organized by· Bro.
T. Daley. Carson City and Washoe branches
not reported. Elders D. l. Jones, D. R. Jones
and A B. Johns reported. A. B. Johns reported
as Bishop's agent: received $2o oo since last conference; also considerable money has been paid
!o traveling elders and sent !o the Bishop from.
Nev.ada this season bv members with whom it
was not convenient to' send by the agent. D. R.
Jones was sustained as district president.

TO THOSE WHO CIRCULATE THE
VOICE OF WARNING.
For the past six months I have been so busy
that .I have done nothing with the Voice of
Warning, except to fill orders. Si.nce they have
1recentJy· been mentioned in the Herald large
number of orders have come in for them, and it
Is plain from the expression of many oft hose ordering that they do not understand the design of this
work. They seem to think that it nearly all consists in handing the books to some one who will
read them. But this is not more than one-tenth
of the work; the other nine-tenths consists in
getting them back again, or selling them as the
case may be. Those who have had from five to
ten book.s heretofore, have had the best success;
and many of them have sold enough of the books
before they were worn out to pay for r.ew books,
thus making tl~eir part of this work self-sustaining. This makes me feel certain that we can
make it all self-sustaining if all those who loan
·,the books will carefully observe the s.uggestions
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in the forepart of the Memorandum books that are
always given with the Voice of Warning. And
I feel just as certain that it will never be a success until they do. During the year r886--7, eighty
seven persons ordered from five to forty books
each, amounting to nine hundred and thirteen in
all, not one of whom ever let me know whether
they received the books or not. During the
same time about twice that number of persons
ordered books in about the same proportion, one
half of whom sent in one report, the other half
two reports, since which time I have not heard
from any of them. Besides these, there is quite
a large number who have made their part of this
work self-sustaining, which makes me think that
all can do so if they try.
I wish to say lo those who think of sending
for books, do not order more than five or ten until you have tried it. When you are certain that
can care for more they will be forwarded if
have them. Do not let the books go so far
away that you can not get them again in two
weeks, as that is long enough to leave a book in
one place without enquiring after it, as they are
generally hid away before that time. The ob·
ject is to keep them at work. If any desire the
book, sell them one. If not, Joan it to another.
The more you enquire after, and talk about the
books, the more good they will do, if wisdom be
used. AgHati<Jn is life, stagnation death. If the
temperance workers did not agitate the cause of
temperance they would accomplish nothing.
Just so with the gospel or any other cause that
has truth and right on its side. I wish to sell as
many of the books as can be sold before they are
lost or worn out and with that money buy new
books to take their places. I fell that I have
made a mistake in the past by not acting upon
the advice given me by Brn, Joseph Smith and
Vi/. W. Blair which was to publish !he progress
of this work about every six months in the Herald. Had I done so, I think a good understanding might have been had by this time, and the
book business been self-sustaining. Please observe the rules in tht" Memorandum book.
Yours ip Christ,
J. H. PETERS.
CoLEMAN,

Michigan.

INVITATION.
very respectfully request the loan or donation of such books, pamphlets, tracts and newspaper clippings as will furnish evidence in sustaining the statements of the Book of Mormon,
relative to the civilization, arts and sciences of
the ancient people of this continent. I have
been, and am still engaged upon the subject of
proving by antiquities and archaeological discoveries, that the Book of Mormon is just what
it claims to be. I shall be very thankful to each
and all for aid given. The object and end desired should be mutual with all those who believe
the book to be true. R. M. Elvin, Box 224, Lamoni, Iowa.
NOTICE.
Being authorized, I hereby notify A. J. Wilioughby to report or call for a letter of removal
from the Eagle Creek branch of the Tennessee
and Kentucky district; otherwise he will be
dropped as a scattered member.
S. L. CooPER, Sec. oj Dist.
[He should not be "dropped·' but enrolled on
the record as a scattered member, according to
rule of General Conference.-ED.]
MARRIED.
WrGHT-STEWART.-On January 26th, r889,
at Queensferry, Victoria, Australia, Elder J. W.
Wight to sister Lizzie J. Stewart, daughter of the
late Alexander Stewart, by Elder T. W. Smith.
CuTHBERT-STEWART.-At same time and
place, by Elder T.
Smith, Bro. George Cuthbert to sister Annie Stewart. The ceremony
was performed in the presence of a large number of invited guests, in the Atheneum, at a feast
prepared by the brother of the brides', Willie
Stewart. Bro. Wight "came, and saw, and"-was
"conquered." -The common verdict seems to be
that both couples are well mated, and bid fair
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to lead contented and happy lh·es. At the conclusion of the marriage services and the feast,
Bro. Andrew Minnis, who hr•d been investigating
the faith for a long time, was married to the Lord
in baptism and confirmation.
DIED.
CLARK.-David Clark was born May 28th,
r8r6, in Lanca;;hire, England. He came to Nauvoo, Illinois, wlth relatives and friends and was
baptized in the Mis,issippi river by Jos~ph Smith
the prophet.
In rSso he took up the line of
march with the waud.,rillg ones to the "Salt
Land" and located where the town of Lehi now
stands; the same year when Joseph the son of the
Seer was called w the presidency of the church.
Bro Clark responded to the call. He was baptized by Elder Thomas Job in the early days of
the Reorganized Church. He lived and died
true to his convictions. Few men have left a
better record than Bro. Clark as two of his oldest
neighbors in neat little speeches testified at the
funeral. The affliction which caused his death
waa long and painful-enlargement of the heart.
He passed peacefully away on March zd, 1!:189,
and was laid to rest on the 3d. His friends,
Goats and Evans and myself officiating at the
funeral which was largely 8ttended. A good
and God blessed man has gone to rest and left a
wife and two sons and three daughters to mourn
their loss.
BLAKE.-Near Clarksdale, Missouri, Fc·hruary
28th, 1889, Flavius, son of Bro. and Sr. Samuel
Blake. Born January .26th, r88o, and aged 9
years, r n1onth and 2 days. He was s'ick for five
days with conjestion of the bowels. Buried at
the DeKalb branch cemetery. Funeral sermon
by Elder J. T. Kinneman.
GARNER.--At his home, near Newport, Los
Angeles county, California. February 26th rb89,
Elder John Garner, Sen. Bro. Garner was born
at Davidson, North Carolina, May rst, rSzo, and
.was at his death aged 68 years, 8 months and 26
days. The body was taken to San Bernardino,
California, on the 27th, and was buried from the
Saints church building, corner of Fifth and G.
streets, on the 28lh, services beginning- at eleven
a m. Bro. Garner was formerly a citizen of San
Bernardino, and was well known, commanded
and deserved the respect of all, and his remains
were followed to the grave by many of the citizens, his family and friends, all of whom sincerely mourned his depart tire. s,~rvices in charge of
Elder I{eman C. Smith, sermon by Pres Joseph
Smith, from Acts 2nd.
SMITH.-Mrs. Eliza E., wife of W. B. Smith,
who was stricken with
some four ·weeks
ago, died March 7th,
Deceased was born
in Cattaraugus county,
York, April 6th,
r827, thus being 6r years, 10 months and 19 days
of age at the time of her death. In rSs6 ,he
was married at Kirtlar,d, Ohio, to William B.
Smith, and in r86o they came to Ciayton county,
where they have since re;;ided. Mrs. Smi.th was
a woman of retiring disposition, yet during her
nearly thirty yea_rs of resid<:"nce in Clayton county she had made many warm friends, to whom
her death will prove a severe shock. Quiet in
her manners, she was accomodating to all, and
was always ready to extend a helpin,:: hand to
a neighbor or friend in distress, and many can
testify to her noble character of soul and mind.
Bey her death she leaves five grown children to
mourn the loss of a kind and true mother, and
an aged husband to travel the balance of life's
journey alone.
How great is his loss is not for
tongue or pen to tell.
Having traveled life's
rugged road together for over thirty years it is a
hard blow to be parted now. To these sorrowing ones we extend our heartfelt sympathies.
The funernl took place from the Universalist
Church on Saturday last, and it was largely attended. ReveS. S. Cooley of theM. E. Church
officiated, taking as a subJ'IIltt for his diEcoune,
"The Resurrection.'' After the services her remains were laid to rest in the east side cemetery.
CARD OF THANKS.
Mr. Smith and family desire us to return their
heartfelt thanks to the neighbors and friends
who rendered them assistance during the sickness and death of the wife and mother.-Elkadef
(Iowa) Register.
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REAMS.--On March 7th, r889, of mumps,
William Gurley, son of Bro. J. C. and Sr. Lucy
Reams, aged 5 years and 9 months. Funeral
sermon by Elder J. S. Roth, at theM. E. Church,
assisted by the M. E. minister. There was a
very large and sympathising congregation present who gave good attention.
BANTA.-Died, of paralysis and general debility, at his residence, in Lamoni, Iowa, at 7 a.m.,
Tuesday, March 19th, r889, Elder Elijah Banta,
aged 66 years, 2 months and 14 days.
Elijah Banta was born in Shelby county,
Kentucky, January sth, 1823.
His mother
died when he was but six years of age, soon after
which his father and family settled near Franklin, Johnson county, Indiana, where his father
died in r851. In r844, being about 21 years of
age, he united with a faction of the Latter Day
Saints. near Buffalo, Iowa, and soon after went
to Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. At the latter place
he became acquainted with and married Mrs.
Emeline Hodges-Campbell, October 6th, 1846.
Shortly after this himself and wife located in
Franklin, Johnson county, Indiana, where he
filled with acceptance many positions of public
trust with honor and success, among them that
of County Auditor, and State Representative.
He also served a term in the armies of the Union.
April 8th, r863, he united with tbe Reorganized
Church at Amboy, Illinois, since which he has
been an active member of, and an important
helper in the church. He presided with acceptance for many years over the Sandwich branch
of the church; he prosecuted a succe>sful mission
to California in r868-9, he became the fi, st president and business manager of the United Order
of Enoch, incorporated in r87r, and with brethren
D. Dancer and I. L Rogers, purchased land and
located the order in Decatur county, Iowa, where
he engaged actively in the interests of that corporation, also in making a home for hi~ self and
family in Favette township. In 1876, without
his consent or knowledge, he was nominated for
County Supervisor and was elected by a fair majoritv. In r883 he was elected to the Iowa State
Legislature, leading in his own county the State
ticket of his own party r89 votes. He has served the church in late years as branch president,
as a member of the Board of Puhlication, (hav.ing
served in Illinois, at times, as its president and
business manager), and he has also served as a
Counsellor to the Bishop, all of which shows the
activity, energy, and faithfulness that ever has
marked his character. His first wife died in
Sandwich, Illinois, May 14th, 1876 He was
again married November 29th, 1877, to Miss
Hattie E. Crosby, to whom were born two sons
and two daughters, all surviving him except their
first born son.
As a faithful, helpful citizen, a kind, obliging
neighbor, as an ac•ive, trustworthv business man,
he had few equals. He was an affectionate, provident husband, a fond and loving father. He
was always most decided in his religious convic
tions, and for that reason his zeal, at times, made
him aggressive and.outspoken, from which some
have taken offense, though none was intended.
His religion was dearer to him than life. And
as he drew near the hour of death, his quiet resignation, his perfect composure, and his immovable trust in Christ and His gracious gospel was
most remarkable and cheering.
Since about
three years ago, when first stricken with paralysis,
he often said to his intimate friends that his days
were few in this world. Three weeks ago, when
first confined to his bed, he freely expressed the
opinion that he would not rally agafn. Heretained his mental powers apparently to near or
quite the last, though he had not strength to
speak so he could be understood for some hours
before his death. He suftered but little or no
pain for many days and even weeks before his
end. Death found him in the peaceful hush and
solemn quiet of sJl'ep-asleep in Jesus-and the
supreme moment came to him as a sweet release.
And we may trust that the angels came and bore
away the chastened, tried soul of our beloved
brother, neighbor, and dear friend, to God and
His Christ, and to the great assembly of theredeemed in paradise.
A great and good man has fallen in Israel. An
active, worthy citizen and a kind neighbor has
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passed away from the busy scenes of life. Let ' by Elder Howard 8mith. His earthly pilgrimus emulate his virtues, be encouraged by his bith
age was 57 years, 4 months and 1 day. Funeral
and zeal, and be comforted in his gospel, triumph.
sermon by the Rev. Mr. Wright. He leaves a
A funeral sermon was delivered in the Saints'
wife and five children. It was comforting to his
Church to a large and sympathizing assemblage,
family that he had no fear of the change called
at 2:30p.m. by Elder W. W. Blalr, assisted by
death, and expressed confidence in the restored
Elders A. H. Smith and R. S. Salyards and the
gospel.
remains were interred in Rose Hill
ADDREl:;SES.
under the conduct of Elder David Dancer.
J. W. Wight, Queensferry, Victoria, Australia.
T. W. Smith, 1-'apeteeJ Tahiti, via San Francisco.
GAULTER.-Near Lamoni, Iowa, March
John 'l.'. Davies, 5 P:trk avenue, I,Janelly, Carmarthen
r889, Phebe, beloved daughter of Bro. and
shire. Wales.
Lewis Gaulter, aged 30 years, 6 months and ZI
G. A. Blakeslee, presiding Bishop, Galien,Michigan.
J. H. Peters, Coleman, Midland Co., Michigan.
days. Her health had been feeble and precar'ous
for the past eleven years. About three years
====~=======
ago when on the very brink of death, the Lord
LUFF & BRACKENBURY,
spared her in answer to the prayers of her parents and kindred and the administration of
REAL ESTATE AGENTS,
Elders Gillen and Cochran. Duri.ng all the
West Lexington Street,
years of her feebleness, and up to the very moment of her death, she exhibited patience, resigINDEPENDJ~NCE,
MISSOURI.
nation and a loving, faithful trust in the Lord as
her Helper and Savior, here and hereafter.
Next to Warnkv'• Gallery.
Early on the morning of her demise. Elders Cochran an< I Staffr;rd were called to administer !o her.
TO ELDERS, PRIESTS, AND OTHERS.
She was sitting in an easy chair when they arO a]l persons flCUding UP the TifliDPS of TWO PERFlONS
as subscribers to the INDEPENDENCE GAZE'l'TE
rived, and she bade them welcome and shook
for one year, with the cash, we will send, prepaid, a copy
hands with them. Immediately all present bowof the "Elders' Diary." 'l'he subscription price of the
ed in prayer, and in a moment the Spirit of God
Gazette is $1 a year.
LUFF & CRICK.
came graciouoly and in power. As they arose,
We want Agents everywhere, male and female. and
her sister, (Mrs. Witter), exclaimed, "She is
will pay good cash commtsswn. Write us for particulars
gone!" And so it was, the pulseless form was
LUFF
&
CRICK.
3fijan
Independence, lll.o.
left; but the tried Spirit of this child of God had
departed, "and was carried by the angels" into
the paradise of God. This is the first death in
the family of Bro. and Sr. Gaulter-a family of
THE INDEPENDENT PATRIOT
eleven children. The esteem in which Sr. Phebe
Provides its readers weekly with
and her family are held was seen in the large attendance of friends and netghbors at the funeral,
56 COLUMNS
though the day was stormy and forbidding.
Uf 1·eading matter, including Domestic and Foreign News,
Home, Around the World, Religious, Scientific and Per·
Funeral services were held in the Saints' Chw·ch,
sonul departments, and aims to keep its readers thoroughLamoni, the afternoon of the r8th instant, under
ly acquamted with the striking features of the world's
the management of Elder A. S. Cochran. Serprogress. Try it and know for yourself. Sample copy
free. One dollar per yenr.
·
mon by Elder W. W. Blair, assisted by Elder J.
LAMBERT BROTHERS, PuBLISHERS,
R. Lambert. The remains were buried in Rose
25aug
Lamoni. Decatur Co., lowa.
Hill Cemetery.
DUTY.-At Peak ville, Clark county, Missouri,
RoBERT WrNNING, Pres~t.
D. F. NrcHOI,soN, Cashier.
March 2d, r889, of old age, sister Mehltable Duty,
in the 92d year of her age. She was born in
BANK of
Newberry, Orange county, Vermont, September
5th, r796. Sister Duty was the mother of njne
Will attend to any Business for Non-Residents
children, (one of whom is Sr. E. A. Newberry).
entrusted to our care.
She had twenty-six grandchildren, thirty-four
great-grand-children, and one great-great-grandInterest Allowed on Time Deposits,
child. She united with the church in an early
day, in the state of Ohio, and received a PatriarchA CHRONOLOGICAL CATECHISM:
al blessing under the hands of father Joseph
Smith, September 5th 1836, with the glorious
O:r, Key
the Chronology of the Bi!ble.
promise of long life and great faith. She was
BY A. J. MAPES.
truly a woman of great faith, and was blessed
with other gifts of the gospel, realizing fully the
Ltmp Cloth, 103 pages, price 35 cts. For sale by
fulfillment of the promises made. The persecu.
Bro. H. R. MILLS, Independence Mo.
tions in Missouri, and those that followed, were
endured by her with steadfast faith, and when
the Reorganization was effected, she increased
AUTUMN
LEAVES.
her joy in the Lord by uniting with it, and bePublished monthly for the
ing faithful to the end. The Herald was her on.
Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
ly preacher for years. Some time before her
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
death she had a beautiful vision of the kingdom
PK•iee per year
$1..50.
to be given to the Saints of the Most High, they
kneeling down to receive it, and then all saying
M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.
"Amen.'' Her joy was that she had triumphed
The following is the contents of the Autumn
over all fear of death, and was ready and willing
Lea·ves for March:
to go, cheered by the hope of a glorious resurrecCamping in the Sierra Nevadas.-- Young
tion. A short time before expiring she asked Sr.
Wives.-With the Church in an Early
Newberry to "pray in faith that she might be
Mexican
Antiquities.-Education.-Home
easy a short time.'' The prayer was offered that
versations.-School-time.-The Storv of the Book
the sting of death might be removed, and she
of Mormon.-Pattie; or, Leaves from a Life.-·
then quietly fell asleep, and so passed away.
The Spoilers of Jerusalem.-Autobiography of
Thou hast left us, dear mother,
Glaud Rodger.-"Thy Will be Done."-Show
So I oM ely and drear;
Thou hast gone to bright mansions above;
the Children Respect.-The Poor Widow's OfAh, this will our El-ad hearts ever cheer~
fering.-The Laborer.-Martin Harris in EngTo move onward in faith hope and love.
land.-Leaves from Palestine.-Editor's Corner.
Lines given by Sr. Newberry.
-Masked Faces.-Life of One of Earth's PilFuneral sermon at Peakville church,
E!der
grims.-Round Table.
J'ames McKiernan; texl,''I will ransom
from
the power of the grave." A vasta;.sembly attested the esteem in which the deceased was held
SABBATH SC!IOOL BOOKS.
by relatives and neighbors.
Compendium of Faith, for higher classes, bonnd in
LAMBSON.-At Plattsmouth Nebraska, Sepsprinkled Leather, each ......................... $1 00
tember 10th, r888, Bro. Edwin H. Lambson, of a
The same bound in Cloth................ .. . .. .. .. .
75
complication of diseases, after ten weeks suffer.
Question Book, for intermediate classes, each 25c.,
ing. He was baptized some sixteen years ago,
per dozen . . . . . .. • . • . . . . . . . . • . . .. . . . . • • • • . .. . . . . . 2.50
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====================================================={~=
"HEARKEN TO THE Wmm OF THE LORD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVll BAVll IT liB On WIF11- AND CoNCUBINES
irli
!,.~
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag@ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
.
"WE BEI.IEVE THAT ONE .M:.A.N SHOULD H.A.VE ONE WIFE, .A.ND ONE WOMA;N' BUT ONE HUSB.A.ND! EXOBPT IN CASE OF DBATH, WllliN EITHIIB
IS AT LIBER'~Y To . MARRY Ae.A.IN. "--Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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PRAYER UNTON."'

"PLEAf>E state your views in reg-ard to
the 'Prayer Union' in the Herald." It is
stated by some of the brethren that Bro.
Joseph does not favor the Prayer Union;
"because he never says anything about it
in the Herald.''
The foregoing is the substance of a request received lately from a sister.
It by no means follows that because
Bro. Joseph does not mention a thing that
being done by the Saints in the differ. branches that he is opposed to that
thmg, or does not approve or sanction it.
It is practi6llly none of Bro. Joseph's
business whether the sisters do or do not
meet at stated times, agreed upon among
themselves, for the purpose of prayer for a
given object, or· for a season of spiritual
communion and enjoyment in spiritual exercises. Or, if they choose, to engflge in
sewing rags, cutting and making garmentR, quilt~, carpets, or whatever in their
judgment may be advisable to be done to
aid in charitable purposes. 'VVhat business
has Bro. Joseph or any other elder or
member to interfere with any la.udable
enterprise or commendable lahor which
the mothers, wives, sisters and daughters
of the church rna y choose to engage in?
Our opinion is that Dorcas Societies,
Mite Associations, and Prayer Unions are
laudable and permissible associations; and
stand to the sisters of the church in the relation that busine~s meetings, quorum associatiom, and priesthood councils do to
the brothers. If the latter are warped
from their legitimate purpose to cabals,
story telling bouts, or schools for wrangling and back-biting, they become.useless
and bad; and the same is true, if the sisters associations are permitted to interfere
with other legitimate duties of the wives
and mothers, or if in them the sisters ati:empt to in'terfere with branch or church
work that belongs to the elders; in such
cases wrong and bad work are sure to fol-

~

r ~
~
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low. ConductE'd for the purpose of its oprs to be out of sight, whether at mites
institution the Prayer Union, or Prayer meetings, or Prayer Unions, where we
Leflg-ue of the sisters is productive of good, are not invited and don't go, either do the
and fathers, husbands and brothers should good these mothers, wives, sisters and
not only be willing that their women folks daughters are doing for the cause in the
should attend these stated meetings, but different directions in which they are
should help to so arrange home affairs that working, or else Jet us get out of the way
such attendance would not do harm or of the gospel carts loaded with benefits
which they are trundling; for it is folly to
make neglect.
The Proverb says that a good house- be idle, doing no g-ood, and vicious to find
wife looketb well to the ways of her house- fault with those who are doing good.
We are assured bv what we have seen
bold and maketh provision for it. No
prudent woman will permit her horne af- and heard, that th~ Prayer Union has
fairs to go at sixes and sevens while she done good. As a means to do good we
attends to other affairs and thus bring ht>r- sanction it. We are well acquainted with
self and fflmily into di~repute; but careful many of its leading workers, and have
and wise administration will in most confidence in them. They will not permit
houses grant the woman sufficient leisure evil to come of it if they can prevent it;
for the work of the Dorcas or Mite Socinnd they know how to stop if the result
etv and the Prayer.Union.
seems at anv time to be bad.
More harm bas n'su!ted, and will
No duty is imposed upon the sisters by
the church, its rules, or the traditions of result from a captious oppo~ition bv some
the elders, by which they must become mfln, or elder outside of the PrayerU nion,
members of Dorcas or Mite Societies, or than has resulted so far, or is likelv to rethe Prayer Union; but it is certainly their sult from the sister's assembling to read
p1ivilege to so be members if thev want the scriptures, sing- hymns and prav for
to; and why any well disposed brother the success of God's cau<>e. Many. of these
Saint should object is more than we c;an same sbters who are in this praying band;
see to be reasonable.
are self. sacrificing. mothers and wives, who
We have not heard it intimated that the not only pray, but work to help the cause
Prayer Union has been perverted from its along. Some of them have fathers, huspurpose, nor have we heard that its priv- bands, brothers or sons in the field, and
liges have been abused. Until such a are bearing a full share of gospel burdens
thing occurs, no cause exists for com- along with the mass of workers in the
plaint; and in case ref!son for complaint great harvest field of the world.
We believe that the Prayer Union is
should arise, it would undoubtedly be a
local matter, and a perversion of its rulel'l, not only permissible, but is a commendand not a legitimate result of the Union able means of. doing good-that is our
itself.
view of it.
The Lord said to the church in August, r83r, that "men should be anxiously
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
engaged in a g-ood <;ause, and do many
BRo. RICHARD ScoTT wrote from Galena,
things of their own free will, and bring to
pass much rig-hteousness; for the power is Indian11, that the Saints had just closed a
in them wherein they are agents unto successful and enjoyable district conferthemselves."-Doc. and Cov., Sec. 58, ence. While some were ea.rnest in the
work in that region others were careless
par. 6.
In this passage the word "men" means and the prospect was not very flattering.
the race· Women are of the race. He rejoiced, however, in the general proThe power to do good is in them; gress being made by the church throughand in this they are agents unto out the world.
Please refld in another place the doings
themselves. The man who unnecessarily
interferes in the exercise of the agency of of the "Blue .Gra~s League" of south- westmother, wife, sister or daughter, simply ern Iowa. Now that stock raising and
because he has a show of authority to do dairying are being agitated throughout the
west, the "Blue Grass League" is likely
so, is hardly a "man after God's own
heart," or a "manly man" among manly to reap good fruits in calling attention to
the superior claims of south-weste.rn Iowa
men.
The associations among the women and north- western Missour.i.
Bro. Rob't O~hring, of Newark, Marfolks referred to, are some of the efforts
put forth by them to evince their anxiety .shal county, Dakota, says, "Twenty have
to bring to pass righteousness; and we. bid bee.11 baptized here this last year.''
Bro. J. C. Foss wrote us the zzd ult.,
them a hearty "God speed." Let us
"Lords of Creation," "wiseacres," "long- that his address will now be Independ~nce,
Missouri. He says the Northern Illinois
headed-elders" who may be so much in
love with woman kind as to never wish district is in very good condition.
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------·---Sr. Lizzie Williams of Ironton, Ohio,
wrote us the 21st ult., that the few Saints
of that place hoped soon
to have
meetings there. Elders traveling in that
region should note this and aid them when
they find it proper.
By late letter from Bro. L. C. Donaldson of Riverton, Iowa, we learn that Bro.
Henry Kemp baptized four there recently, and that others would soon follow.
The Tune Book is not yet published,
and we can not now say when it will be,
nor what the price of it will be. After
conference something may soon be·said on
theRe points.
Bro. E. L. Reed of Sinking Springs,
Ohio, informs us of late that the Saints
and friends there are now building a church,
and he hopes they soon may peadully enjoy gospel privileges and that freedom of
worshin guaranteed by the Constitution.
He feels ~trong in the faith, and firm.
Bro. D. Bowen of Fremont, Nebraska,
wrote that the Saints there were trying to
keep the faith and let their light shine.
He expresses his appreciation of AuTUMN
LEAVES and the church publications.
JOHN K. SHEEN.

THAT I did did not judge unwisely,
or ~peak too soon, in regard to this man's
unfitness and unndiability as a would-be
publisher of important church documents
in his proposed "Relic Library," noticed
in our iRsue of the 16th inst, may be seen
in the following extract from a letter he
wrote me under date of the 18th ult.:
"If any man says I am, or have been, or ever
expect to be a member of the Reorganized
Church, •Shoot him on the spot.'
JoHN K. SHEEN."

I have just ~een a letter he wrote to the
"Independent Patriot" soliciting its editor
to write up matter and publish agai:1st me,
and says:
"I am told by a letter written by one G. P.
Dykes (now in my possession), that the said W.
W. Blair had to 'skip' out of California in hot
hast, to avoid the effects of lying against his fellow man."

Comment on the above is quite needless.
I wish all men well, Mr. Sheen included.
But I don't propose to sit idly by and see
the church imposed on by any one-if I
can help it.
W. W. BLAIR.
THE BITER BITTEN.

[THE following is another among the multiplied evidences of the blindness gendereel by prejudice and sectarian hate and
how often it exposes those who are so
foolish as to yield themselves willingly its
victims.- Ed.]
"Editors 1-Iumboldt Standard: I have
been reading in vour paper, the "defense"
of the Mormon Elders in Eureka. I have
had no controversy with Messrs. Haws and
Daley, and have nothing to say to them or
about them. They themselves may possibly he ignorant of the character of the
founder of the doctrine they repreFent, and
I know there are few people here old
enough to have a personal knowledge of
him, so I consider it my .1uty to 'rise and

testifv,' as some ot old
perfo"rmances were in our immediate
neighborhood in Ohio.
the
founder of the Mormon
ignorant, low-bred,
noted debauchee.
"He was the originator of
as they then termed it, 'spiritual
which was brought about in thi~
Old Joe got himself into a few had
and was obliged to get
to get out of them. His
low, ignorant people, and
lowed the 'Spaulding' nonsense,
was called the Mormon Bihle in tho,,e
davs.
Rigdon lived next door to
father's, a lazy loafer, but shrewd.
scoured the whole countrv to make
elytes and broke up once"
They tell pitiful stories about
out of Kirtland. I know all
The reason was,
the country and even common
just as they do now in Utah.
tau!!ht their follower!' that it was no twrm
to cheat the 'Gentiles' or even to ~teal
from 1 hem, or destroy their
it got to such a pass that the
to
be called out. Now these men ctill claim
old Joe Smith as the founder of this
'Church of Christ'(?)-hut
name of Mormon, '0,
art a jewel!' This Book of
my certain knowledge)
equal with the B1hle. If
trying to have ~inners con
of forcing themselves into
ilies as Hiey are doing- and
elyte, •Old Madamtr;)uhle them.

them and her
But our duty, as rep·
resentatives of
Church of Jesus Chriht,
which has been maligned- throughout
forces us to bring this corold lady who ~~~'"'~""·~
also, her
show them and her in
This old lady has evitrying to put

that our
1§

"0NE \VHo KNows."

Of this document the ediror 0f t£1e
Standard had this to say:
"In another column will be found il
communication of a lndy who lived
her young-er days in close
to the
Mormon Church and no
of
what she speaks.
The editor of this
paper knows nothing of the
of
f oseph Smith save what he learned from
-his brother, \V. B. Smith of
Iowa. W. B. Smith denounced
in the severest terms, and claimed
at hirbrother never taught it. The hranch of
the church with . which he affiliated is
known as the 'Joscphites,' who have their
principal publication office at Lamoni, and
thev certainly denounce polygamy as ~e
verely a~ any branch of the Christinn
church, while holding sacred the teach.
ings of the Book of Mormon. We do not
desire to take part in any religious controversy, but feel !Ike giving both sides a
chance for a hearing through the columns
of the STANDARD. The author of tbe
article alluded to is a member of the
Methodist Church., who has lived several
years past 'three score and ten,' and ha~
no object in view but the cause of truth.
And Elders A. Haws and T.
reply with this:
"EmToR HuMBOLDT STANDARD:-vVe
would gladly let the mantle of
fdl
upon the f:dse and malicious statements
made by your correspondent, and cover

I

witness ag8inst
zo: r6. 'Thou sh~lt
not thine
an unrh:rht"'3' 1 An·
one ;1,~ 'puh:; his or her
to hear fnlse witness
neighbor from
This old Madam Rumor,
we are forced to call vour correfrom consistency, th:it
from the eternal fitne~s· of thin us and
has done when she rises :mel testifies
Messrs. Dalev :1nd H~ws are
Mormon Elders, and th:it they are
themselves into Christian families.' These
statements are false and have no foundation in fact and this willing witness could
onlv kove
her supposed knowledge from
or from her chronic
imaginings, for she never saw or conversed with eitbe1·
or Haws, to their
knowleclge.
All her statements about
Mr. Smith, the Book of Mormon, and
Mr. Rigdon, show plainly that they had
their origin from hearsay, and not from
as ~he states.
Smith was 'old.
This is f~lse, for he was born December
23d, 1805, and could not have been over
twenty-five or twenty-six years of
when she claims to have known him
Ohio. Second, she savs his name was
'Joe.' This is false, for his name was
Joseph.
she states that 'old
Smith's first oerformances were in our
immediate nei~hhorhood in Ohio.' This
is :c1lso fal<e, for Toseph Smith's 'first
form;cmce'.' as she calls them, were
the State of
hut in Palmvra, New
York, in
r8zo, where h"e had his
fir:,t vision, and the visitation of angels,
and where he
and published the
Bn0k of Mormon; wrote a
of the
Doctrine and
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the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day b.1d about him. I knew him from the
"Q.-State whether thev believe in havSaints on the 6th day of April, 1830. time he came here till he went west.'
ing more than one wife~ A.--I never
These 'first p~rformances' continued for
"Q.-Did you know what his reputation heard they were in favor of anything of
nearly eleven years before he went to was for truth and veracity? A.-I had op- the kind herf'.
Kirtland, Ohio, Febru:uy Ist, 1831, where portunity of knowing it.'
"Q--You beard them talk with vour
Madam Rumor say~ his 'first performan"Q.-Did you knvw? A.-Yes, I did father, heard the elders preach, was in
ces were, in our immediate neighborhood know.'
their meetings, and mixed with them in
in Ohio.' Fourth, •J oe Smith, the founder
"'Q.-What was that reputation?' A. all the aff ,;irs of life; if there hacl heen
of the Mormon church.' This is false, as 'I regarded it as good.'
anything wrong or bad in their teachings
he did not found the ]\form on church;
"'Q.- What was his reputation for bon- and hahits would you not have known it?
but by the direction of the angels he tv, state that.' A.-'I never heard it A.-I am perfectly satisfied that the church
founded the Church of Jesus Christ, after questioned.
did not teach or practice polygamy or any
the primitive order. The name' IVIormon'
"•Q.-Did you belong to the church?' other immoral doctrine while they were
was a nickname given by the enemies of A.--' I did not belong to the church.'
in Kirtland.''
truth, but never accepted.
"These four witnesses were old men and
"•Q.-N ow, I will ask you to state with
"If Mr. Smith 'was an ignorant, low- regard to the people known as Latter non-members of the church. Now, in
bred, profane man, and a noted debauchee,' Day Saints who lived here at that time; conclusion, we say, we will pay this old
where and how did he get more wisdom what was 1 heir general character, as com. ladv's expenses and give her ten dollars to
than any and all of the reformers, pared with other people?' A.--•Ift was to go before any Justice of the Peace, and,
from Luther to the latest addition. None stale what I know, I would say that I under o~th and cross-examination, testify
to what. she asserts through your paper.
of them ever established a church after h1d no reason to question their honesty.'
"'Q.-Did you know Sidney Rigdon? We have abridged the testimony of these
the
mitive order. But this 'low- bred,
ignorant' young man comes to the front, A.-I think I knew Sidney Rigdon in witnesses for want of space.
"A. HAws,
'and set some in the church, first apostles, 1828 or r829. He was then preaching for
"T. DALEY.
secondarily prophets, thirdly teachers, af- the Disciples.
"EuREKA, California, March 3d, 1889 "
"Q.-- What was his reputation for truth
ter that miracles, then gifts of healings,
and
veracity?
A.-I
never
heard
it
q
ueshelps, governments, diversities of tongues.'
WE present below an excellent editorial
- r Cor. I 2: 28. (See also Eph. 4: I 1-2o) tioned.''
This man also testified that Mr. Rigdon from the Desert News of the 19th ult.,
"The above historical facts show conclusive! y that this witness got her 'person- was a good English scholar, well versed which, like many articles we have read of
late years in the Brigh3mite publicatinns,
al knowledge' from bear-say. Want of ir, the Bible and in Grecian and Roman
space will only permit a ~-;ummary of the history, eloquent in languag'e, and that he goes to show that that people are gradualrest of her falsehoods, and a general deni- went into Mr. Morley's field and went to ly feeling their way hack to the teachings
al, with the findings of the Court of Com- plowing, and worked at common labor for contained in the original, authorized and
accepted standard books and docurmnts of
monPleas,ofLake county, Ohio, and the some time.
sworn testimony of four witnesses who
"Q.-Tell us what you know about any the church :md are abandoning the strange
were not memben;ofthe church. We posi- of them having more wives than one. teaching-s that obtained with their leaders
tively deny that there is any reliable evi- A.-There was nothing of the kind that from 1844 till 186o and later. We have
dence to prove that Joseph 'Smith I ever heard of. I have heard them speak often notPd of late that in their conflicts
with their opposers, especially with the
originated polygamy' or 'spiritual wife- against polvgamy.
hood,' or that he 'got into bad scrapes,'
"A. E. Stanborn, duly sworn, testifies: United States authorities, the Brighamites
or 'got up a revelation to get out
"Q.-Were you personallv acquainted would flee for refuge and ~upport to the
principles ~et forth in the Book of Mormon
of them,' or that 'his followers were igno- with f oseph Smith? A.-Yes, sir.
rant people,' or that the 'Spaulding non"Q.-Do yon know what his reputation and Doctrine and Covenants, or the lf'tters
sense' was the 'the Book of Mormon,' or was for truth and veracity? A.-At the or sermons of Joseph the Seer. This is
'Mormon Bible;' or that 'Rigdon was a time he lived here until he went west it gratifying and encouraging, for if they
continue on in this direction thev will
'lazy loafer,' ar that they were 'driven out was not questioned.
of Kirtland' by the militia for 'defying
"Q.--You may state all you know about come on to the same iloctrinal platform
the laws of the country,' or that 'they him. A.-Well, I knew him to be a with the Reorganized Cht,lfch. In view
taught their followers to cheat, steal, or kind, generous and truthful ne1ghbor. He of their return to "Old Mormonism" as set
forth in the original, authorized and accep·
was a very kind man.
destroy the property of the Gentiles.'
"Following are the findings by the
"Q.- What was his moral character? ted foundations, we bid them God speed,
and shall watch with deep interest their
Court of Common Pleas, Lake county, A.--It was good.
Ohio: 'That the church in Utah the de.
"Q.-Were vou acquainted with Sidney progress in this direction;
"COUNSEL AND COERCION.
fendant, of which John Taylor is presi- Rigdon? A.--Yes,sir. Ineversawanydent, has materially and largely departed thing about him but what was all right as
The right to counsel is not the right to
from the faith, doctrines, laws, ordinances to character.
coerce. The two terms have different
and usages of Sciid original church of Te·
"Q.--What did you know of this people meanings. One does not imply the other.
sus Christ of Latter Day Saints, and has when you lived here that was immoral?. i Counsel mer1ns advice, coercion signifi<s
incorporated into its system of faith the A ..- I did not know anything.
There i cnmpulsion. The authority of the Holy
doctrines qf celestial marriage and a plu- was some stealing going on at the time Priesthood, in the Church of Jesus Christ
rality of wives, and the doctrine of Adam- the Mormons were here. It was laid on of Latter-dfly Saints, carries with it no eleGod worship, contrary to the laws and the Mormons by some at the time, but ment of arhi"trary force, no power to comconstitution of said original church.'
afterwards there was a revival in the pel men and women to accept any doctrine
"The following testimonv was taken be- Presbyterian Church in which the parties or policy, or to do or refrain from doing
fore a ju~;tice of the peace in-Kirtland:' Mr.
who did the stealing confessed it. They r1ny particular act. The functions of that
William Smith, a member of the Christ- were Presbyterians.
Priesthood are ministerial and advisory,
ian Church, being duly sworn testifie~:
"Q.--State whether they were in the and when exercised in presidency art> gov'·'Q.-Did you know J O'<eph Smith, Ol- practice of polygamy here or not. A.-- ernmental only by the consent of the goviver Cowdery or Martin Harris to do any Not that I know of.
erned.
·
immoral thing? A.-No, I never did: I
"Q--'You would have known it if they
Though God may endow a man with
never heard any complaint about Siclr~ey
had been? A.--I ought to."
the keys of the Priesthood, and the gifts
Ri~don here in Kirtland.'
"F. C. Rich, who came to Kirtland in of a prophet, a seer and a revelator, yet if
"Reuben P. Harmon testifies: <I came
183 I, being duly sworn, testifies as follows: the people to whom he is sent flo not
to Kirtland in 1822; was acquainted with
"The moral character of Joseph Smith choose to receive him in that capacity, or
Joseph Smith. I never knew anything • and Sidney Rigdon was good.
while acknowledging hia divine calling
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THE SAl
"exercise control, or
sion in any degree
Reproof may be
ness when necessary, but
by the Holy Ghost and to be
an increase of iove to those who
proved. (Doctrine and
That
is the doctrine of heaven and is the e1;sence
of priestly power in "1V1ormonism."
The gospel is "a perfP.ct law of
But even under the Mosaic code the
of the people were recognized and protected. The Almighty said Isr11el should
not have a king. But when
de:.ermined to have one and risk the evils He
portended as the result, God did not in'erfere. Israel chose
and were not
hindered in establishing monarchial government, because it was their choice :mel
they had the right of choice under the law
of free agency.
In the Church of Christ
the people as to church
declared by revelation.
consists of "three
chosen by the body,
eel to that dl'lce, and
dence, faith, and prayer
church."
This presiding quorum or council
anced by the Council of the Twelve
Apostles, [and also by the
which "form a quorum
and power" to the
This precludes the idea
power" such as is
nents of the church to be its form of ;:,ov.
ernment. It is further ordained that "ev.
ery decision made by these quorums, or
either of them, must be
the unanimous
voice of the same; that
member
in each quorum must be
cisions in order to make
the same power or
other" (Doctrine and
officer in the church is such
the sanetion and consent of the people to whom
he is to minister. He can not be forced
upon them.

decline or neglect to follow his teachings
and carry out his counsels, he is not authorized to inflict upon them any punishment
involving life, liberty or property, or to
use any coercive measures to bring them
to compliance. He can declare a message,
proclaim the divine will, explain the benefits to be derived from obedience and the
consequences of rejection, but he must not
force submission or exercise personal dominion by which the free agency of any
person is infringed.
God, Himself, the highest of all, from
whom sacerdotal authority emanates, does
not force the human mind or compel obedience to His commands. As in natural
laws so in spiritual laws; the will of the
creature is as free as the will of the Creator. Men violate what they know to be
the laws of nature. In the same way they
may disregard what they know to be the
commandments of God. The consequences in either case are inevitable; but the
volition of man is undisturbed.
Deity never compels the choice of the
right nor prevents the choice of the wrong-.
Herein is the sphere where justice claims
its own. If mankind were not free, mankind could not be judg-ed as accountable
beings. There could be no just punishment or reward if the liberty of the individual was not pre~erved. The final judgment is predicted on man's free agency.
Good and evil are ever present in this
mortal life, and as with the life-tree and
the death-tree in the primeval paradise,
both are' within the reach of man's free
will until tlw choice is made and the consequences ensue.
Then, if the Almighty, who has the
right to command, abstains from coercion,
His servants, who have no such right in
and of themselvef' over their fellows,
would be outside of their prerogatives if
they attempted to compel compliance with
their counsel.
There is a wide difference between
counsel and commandment. One may
come legitimately from a man holding authority in the Priesthood, the other can
only come properly from God. When
men assume the powers reserved to Deity,
they may terrorize the weak for a time,
but this abuse of authority is sure to injure the person who thus seeks to grasp
dominion over the souls of men, more
than those who may temporarily suffer
from the wrong.
The counsels. of the
Priesthood must be given in all rig-hteousness, meekness, brotherly kindness and
charity, or they will not be accompanied
by that living, spiritual power which
alone can vit~dize them and endow them
with power from on high. For, it is only
as the ministers of the Lord that the authority even to give counsel to others may
be exercised in the Church.
Revelation declares that one man is not
to be in bondage unto another. There is
no man-worship or human distinction in
the Church of Christ. "The rights of
the Priesthood are inseparably connected
with the powers of heaven," and "these
withdraw themselves" when those who
hold the Priesthood here undertake to

1

laws or institutions of our country which
forbids a man who holds an ecclesiastical
calling to counsel another as to politi.cal
affairs. But that counsel must not he accompanied or followed by coercion.
Compulsion in such matters would not
only be repugnant to republican principles, but
to the spirit and letter of
the true creed
"Mormon" Church,
If any man thinks that by virtue of some
office he holds in the Priesthood he has
the
to compel others to vote at his
he mit',takes the nature and scope
and the
of the religis the
It is also vvrong to give way to anger
when counsel
not accepted.
If that
counsel is
prompted by the Divine
Spirit, and for
benefit of the person to
whom it is
not wrath, should
be evoked
the
of the adviser.
of rejecting good counon the rejecter, not the 1mAnd it is a s1gn of
motbe monition, when neglect
or refusal to
it arouses rage on the
of the counsellor.
"Dictation" is a word that grates on the
ear of a free man. In its imperial sense it
has no place
"Mormon" lexicography.
Th11t a
officer should le11d, direct,
and couns(:l those who have accenthim in that capacity, no reasonable
person will
But this does not imply
and dogmatic egotlittle vou" .is forei!rn
of our church and repugn~nt
It also defeats its own
There is no more effectual way
one's own
and influence than to assume unw;lrranted powers
and at!rmpt to exercise undue authoritv.
"Let him that would be
amori'g
him become the servant
all" is among
the sayings of Him "who spake as never
man spake."
On the other hand consistency would
say that the people who bustain by their
vote~, in church meeting's, men in the
Priest hood to be their presidents and leaders, should be willing to hearken to counsel and
to follow in a selected
providing it
all "in righteousness."
In
this they need not forfeit or suspend their
own agencies. Voluntary acquiescence in
or submission to any plan or advice implies no servility. In all forms of government, civil or ecclesia~tical, there must be
some yielding of individuality for the common welfare.
And this need not an<i
should not establish any form of despotism
nor render any man a serf. The liberty
of rhe creature is part of the economy of
the
and none less than He has the
[right?] to
or abridge it.
Counsellors are chosen in the various
orders of the church. so that imperialism
may not be established even in form, and
that the
officer mav have the
benefit
assistance- and advice.
It is the
counsellors to counsel, as
the name
their office denotes. But this
does not mean obstruction or direction of
the head. The deciding power is in the
presidmg power, Three mmds are more
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likely to see a matter on ail sides than one
mind, and when the three are agreed the
conclusion is more likely to be right. It
is always unsafe to ba~.e
on a
one-sided view of the case, and different
minds
the same
from different standpoints, hence the wisdom
a
presidency of three instead of
and of
a council [Hig·h Council
twelve
to sit in judgment in "the
ca8es."
Coercion really finds no
within the so-called
The utmost extent of power to
members for any cause is excommunication. That is, persons who hav<' voluntarily accepted certain ruies and
be excluded from

favor license.
tions of government and
And when fullv
establishit will bring the "~"~h''""' imo the most
relations with the Creator and
make all redeemed
unfettered, independent members of tbe universal
brotherhood of the
who are tbe em ..
and
~ons of the Eternal

i

point, but we surely have no need for more, aR
the Christian must accept the teachings of Jesus
as fmaL "Deliver us from evil." '·Keep them
from evil," because the time is coming when
ther·3 will be a separation of those who have
d01w good from those who have done evil.
The second affirmation required to be made is,
'~There is no rnatter.n
PJ ac•o beside this denial the following: "And
the Lord God formed man of the dust of the
ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath
of life, and man became a living soul."--Gen. 2: 7·
"Then shnli the dust return to the earth as it
was. and the spirit shall return unto God who
gave it.'"---Eccl. 12: 7·
"It is sown a natural body, it is raised a splritu3l body. There is a natural body, and there is a
spiritual body.''-I Cor. I3'44·
paradise of God must deliver up the
spir·its of the righteous, and the grave deliver up
the bodies of the righteous."-2 Nephi 5:6.
This ought to be forever c.onclusive, upon this
point, to any one beHeving in its divinity and
when we assert that these two false statements
are the affirmations upon which the system is
built up, we marvel how it is possible that in an
age considered to be pre-eminently practical, it
could have obtained any following, especially
amcng professed believers in the Bible. But it
has a grain of truth, and herein lies the secret of
its power. It has a very sweetly seductive sedative powder which once it is taken, as we have before said, becomes an opiate which few wish to
resi:~n.

The gospel of the Son of God demands of man
con:fession of sin. It requires of him who would
be
follower of Christ, to humble himself, become as a little child, submitting to the ordiEDITED BY SIS'J:IER (!FRANCES."
nances of God's aprointing in order that he be
1
adopted into the kingdom of His Son.
''Jihe harp at, nature's advent strung
Has never ceased to pb:,y;
"Christian Science" ( ?) tells you "there is no
The song the stars of morning sung
sin, a11 Js good;'' and "sin, sorrow, sickness and
Bas never died a\vny. ~
de a ~h are ail made up from belief in evil and
maHer, and as these are not realities, sin. sorrow,
"CHRISTIAN SCIENCE"(?) EXsickness and death are not realities." (C. S. H.,
AMINED.-No m.
P·
LET our readers bear in mind R remark
requires of you to affirm these things, ancl
made in our last with reference to the steps
not only to affirm them, but believe them; and,
which lead up to the full development of this
wh"le it acknowledges that it can not and does
science and \vhich 'would never be suspected as
not undertake to prove these propositions, it aftending in such a direction had they not been
firms that you have but to ac~ept them and the
followed from the starting point to the conclu ..
tru' h will reveal itself to you. We can not resioa with the open eye of an examiner, and not
peat, for we feel it sacrilegious to write what they
as those who at the very first gave up all will of
claim in regard to the Comforter, leading into all
their own and affirmed and reaffirmed a falsehood
tru'.h. But we come to consider the grain of
until at last the skeins and meshes became so entru·:h which they have, and we find it is that they
tangled about them that, lost in a labyrinth
do wmetimes heal the sick. We affirm, howthey sought in vain for a way out.
ever, that this healing is done by a purely natThe first of the denials l-equired to be made is,
ure! process, that it is no proof of the truth of
"There is no evil." Now let the Christian who
their philosophy which is a falsehood, and a
believes in the Bible ag the word of God place
damaging falsehood from first to last; and, moreover against this the words of Christ:
over, that any individual who will yield as faith''Suffer us not to be led into temptation, but
ful compliance to the requirements of the gospel
deliver us from evii."·-Matt. 6: 13.
Jav1 (not embracing, but independent of the gos"I pray not that thou shoddst take them out
pel ordinance of healing) as the patients of these
of the world, but that thou shouldst keep them
false teachers yield to them, then the same results
from the evil."--John !7: rs.
of he<:tling may be attained. If this be true, what
"Marvel not at this, for tbe hour is coming in
res-ults would follow if, to the observance of the
which all that are in the gr<lVes shall hear his
law in all other points was added the
vo;.ce, and shall come forth; they who have done
hPv laid down for administering to the sick?
good ln the resurrection of the just and they who
Man is a complex being, and the physician
have done evil in the resurrection of the unjust."
who
not observed the important part which
-John 5: 28, 29.
the 1:nental faculties have in conducing to health
We might fill pages with quotations upon this
or skkness
may well be termed blind.
1

2I3
We have before referred to Dr. Taylor's lucid explanations under this head, and will only try to
elucidate our own assertion with reference to
the gospel law; and however far we may come
short when the test of measurement is applied,
we shall not shrink from it, but silently pray God
that we may apply it without fear, and strive to
improve by its plain revealments.
The first requirement of the gospel law Is
Faith, faith in God and in Christ; and faith in
its fullest and broadest sense, in the perfection of the gospel plan of salvation, and in
God as its Author. As Latter Day Saints have
we this faith? Do we practice it? It is not the
blind denial of evil which quiets the conscience,
soothes the nerves, and puts the deceived scientest in a condition in which nature may sustain
him in vigor, or restore hirri, if not in health; not
this, but it is the faith which, having reasoned
with God, (as he invites all his creatures to do,)
has discovered that high above and infinitely better than all of man's reasoning power, is the reasoning power, the wisdom of God.
Once convinced of this, what will be the result? Do we count it a wonderful thing that
without a question, without a murmur, Abraham
arose and took his son--the son of promise-and
bound him upon the altar? Look at it calmly,
just for one moment, and pray God silently for
the aid of his Holy Spirit to enable you to realize
it. \Vas it wonderful? Was not God to Abraham the all in all of truth, mercy, justice, love
and wisdom? Not one of these attributes could
he violate without dethroning himself; and faith
(the article which is worthy the name) stands
ready to justify the Creator, and under all trials,
beneath the heaviest cloud which ever lowered,
the fiercest storm which evP-r swept across our
life is able to say: "lt is his appointing, and is
better than our own."
The love and faith demanded by the gospel,
and without which it is impossible to please God,
require of us in all things to say: "Thy will be
done." When God commanded Abraham to Jay
his son upon the altar and bind him there,. was
his faith of that character which caused him to
bow his head in sorrow, to plead with God the
promise he had given him, "In thee and in thy
seed shall all the nations of the earth be blessed?"
Let us who have hugged our grief and trials close
to our bosom-who have told and retold the story of the trials we have endured since we entered
this Latter Day Work-ask this question fairly
and squarely of ourselves, and not be afraid to
meet the issue. Is this faith? Is it that article
which, being manifested by Abraham, gave him
the right to the title bestowed upon him-"father of the faithful?" Nay! Abraham loved and
trusted God to such an extent that he knew it
was impossible for him to make a mistake, and
therefore in obeying the command of God he
was walking in a safe a11.d sure way-why should
he grieve? Was not God the embodiment of
truth, and was not his word pledged to Abraham? Was not God the embodiment of holiness?
Could he be this and yet sin? Was not God the
embodiment of justice? Could he be this and
build hopes in the heart of his creature which he
never intended that creature should realize?
Nay, the faith of Abraham was the faith which
had mixed with it that "perfect love which casteth out all fear." The faith which enabled him
to take that mountain walk with his only legit• imate son-the child of promise-with a heart as
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free from care as when he entertained the angels
of promise with the fatted calf in his tent. God
had promised, and the promise of a son had been
fulfilled It was His part to appoint and Abraham's part to accept or reject his appointment.
This was th" faith which enabled Job to say:
"Though he slay me, yet will I trust in him," and
which enabled the captive Hebrews to be perfectly indifferent in regard to answering the
mighty king of Babylon when he boastingly said
to them, "Who is that God that shall deliver
you out of my hands?" "0 Nebuchadnezzar,
we are not careful to answer thee in this matter. If it be so, our God whom we serve
is able to deliver us from the burning fiery
furnace, and he will deliver us out of thy
hand, 0 king. But if not, be it known unto
thee, 0 king, that we will not serve thy gods,
nor worship the golden image which thou hast
set up."
As Christians let us strive to understand this
latter clause of the answer made to Nebuchadnezzar. "But if not"-what a world of meaning is
concentrated in those three words; what a study
for every soul professing trust in God! "But if
not"-if he deliver us not, and if our bodies are
consumed what is that in comparison to sinning
against him? It is his appointing; for we know,
proud king of Babylon, that unless our God suffers it in his wisdom to be w thou couldst have
no power at all over us. If it be hls appointing
then it is just and rig-ht, and though it be not of
our own choosing, it is better than ourp. What
room, let us ask, can be found in the mind, heart,
or soul of the individual P(•Ssessed of this faith,
for distressing doubts and fears? What place
for the di>quietude which unsettles the brain,
disturbs the nerve forces, and more or less disar.
ranges the whole physical machinery of man,
who is fearfully and wonderfully made? Let us
think of it as we may, but this is the faith that
God requires of u•, and without it we can not
please him, and when the soul possesses this
restful quieting faith, then is she clad in the ar·
mor of God's own provision against every care,
sorrow, and grief which Is not of his appointing;
and in those which are of his appointing, she is
prepared to glory. It is right here that this
monster, this wolf in sheep's clothing having
found in thousands of nominal Christians an entire absence of this faith has said to them, "Yon
are dissatisfied with yourself and your conditions
of life; you are seeking satisfaction and happiness.
Come with me, put your hand in mine, follow
me with implicit confidence, and yon shall attain
to what you are seeking." The result is that the
man or woman who could not tru.<t God follows
at the bidding of this disguised serpent, and is
soothed into the most blasphemous infidelity by
accepting, for the teachings of Christ, that which
is utterly subversive of his gospel, and which
gives, if true, the death;,plow to every incentive
and hope held out to fallen humanity by him
who came to redeem them from sin and its consequences.
NOTICE.
The money received for the sale of the spool
stand, sent to the Home Column, was credited
to Bro John Wonders, in the Herald of January
:;i. 1889 We saw the stand on the table of one
om popular dress· makers a few days since, who
felt very proud in the pos>esion of it as a birth(hly pre€<ent from her husband.-Ep.

THE SAINTS' H
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

Sr. Helen Nash of Sugar Grove, Michigan, requests your prayers that her eyesight may be
restored, as she is nearly blind.
Bro. Edwin Sandy of Lynn, Washington
county, Kansas, earnestly desires your prayers in
behalf of his wife who is now an in mate of an insane asylum and leaves her husband with a family of helpless children. ~n her rational moments she has said that nothing but the pray<rs
of the Saints would ever release her from the
claims of Satan by which she is bound.
[Dear Sisters :-Be not weary in well doit:g,
neither let your faith fail, but let the prayers of
the three hundred and twenty-seven whose
names are now enrolled in "The Union" a>cend
to God as the heart of one. Is not this sympathy
what the apostle meant when he said, "Bear ye
one another's burdens and so fulfill the perf~ct
law." The world is full of sorrows and affliction
and sympathy is an angel of comfort, bearbg
healing on her wings. Bro. Brown of KanGas
City, for whom your prayers were requested,
writes us that he has been better and stronger
from that time.-En.l
Your prayers are requested in behalf of Siscer
Cynthia Graham, of Henderson, Iowa.
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Sr. Rachel Seeley, Allegan, Mich ........ $1
Sr. Mary E. Davis, Lucas, Iowa ........... 2
Sr. Eunice Lamphere, Rio, vVls ...•...... IO
Mother and daughter, Reavley, Mo ........ 1
Sr. Ada Roberts, Buchanan, Tenn.. . . . . . . . .
Bro. D. Bowen and family, Fremont, Neb .. I
Sr. Lizzie Beemer and family. Fremont, Neb. I
Sr. Mary A. Taylor, Cleveland, Iowa ...... I
Sr. Sarah C Avers, Xenia, Il1.............
Sr. Catharine Nutt, Palmyra, Neb ......... I
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Send all moneve to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
Iowa, March 28th.

LAMONI,

verse or more is sung and a short benediction.or rather closing prayer-is oft;,red and the meeting dismissed.
I will state that ln our first meetings there was
no chapter reacL \Ve have adopted that sin,:e
and are still open to amendment.
E. BuRTON. Pr·es.
MEDINA CITY, Texac, Feb. 26th.
Dear Sister Frauces :-Sad, sad in lelligence
comes to us to-day, February r8th, of the death
of our beloved brother, who has been roving
since the death of his wife, which took place Ju·
ly 27th, x884.. She on her death-bed requested
us to raise her two little girls, Effie and Ettie.
Oh, what a joy at that time mingled in the then
grief· stricken hearts of ours, that God should put
it into the heart of our sister to leave the dear
little ones to o•1r charge. Their mother was not
a member of any church, but was religiously inclined, and taught the little ones in their earliest
childhood to pray. Soon after they came into
om family they were both baptized into the
Church of Jesus Christ. Their father, Loami L.
Wight departed this life on the r3th of this
month. He was the youngest son of Lvman and
Harriet 'Wight, and waB born whiie his hther
was in Liberty jail in eompany wlth Joseph the
Martyr. For six months they were chained in
the same room or cell, and were at the mercy ot
demons in human form, thinking (yes knowing)
it was all gain to suffer for Christ. His dear,
aged mother still lives, but is very feeble. Oh,
what heart-rending >eenes she ean relate of the
early nays of the church; the trials and persecutions they had to undergo. Her heart is like the
oak, staunch and true; but her body will soon be
laid in the tomb. Sh!C needs the prayers of the
the ehurch. If this meets the eye of sister Mary
Hoffman, we will be glad 1o hear from her.
L. L and S. VirGHT.

SAN BERNARDINO, Cal., Feb. zrst.
QuEENSFERRY, Australia, Jan. 3oth.
Sister Frances:--According to request made ,
Dear St.sft?r Fra11ces :-As frotn time to time
by Sr. Eleanor in last Herald T now submit 1he
the church papers come to us and we are comfollowing, being the form by which the Union
forted and encouraged bv the good and imtructrr.eetings are conducted in this branch. There is
ive reading so ahundantly provided for us, I have
a president and secretary. Term of office one
often felt reproached for not letting you know
month. The first Thursday of each month the
how much we appreciate the efforts and sacrifice
president and sed-etary are either sustained or
made. Though thousands of miles sPparate us
others appointed to take their places. The presyet while reading the letters in the Column we
ident may preside or invite another to do so
sisters are drawn very near to each other and
The meetings are opened by singing a hymn, and
learn to love each other; and in our endeavors
she who presides otters a brief opening prayer,
to go on in the good work w dear to us all, 1t
invoking the presence and aid of the Spirit of
greatly aids us to know that we have the prayers
God in their own, and all the meetings of the
and sympathy of those of like faith, whose expe·
Union. Then a chapter is read and principal
riences so often resemble our own that our courpoints noted, by way of fixing them on the
age is stimulated, and we get fresh strength to
minds of the hearers; after which the subject for
go on. In reading the letter and verses of Sr.
the day is read and also the memory texts; then
M. Rodger, in December number of Herald, !t
all bow in prayer, the president leading in the
seemed like renewing an old friendship, so vivsame and others follow, not by rontine, but aeidly did it bring to our minds the brother who
cording as they feel the desire. If the members
first brought the gospel to us, whose memory is
present exceeds six we rise from our knees after
still very dear to us. Knowing him we knew
about half the number have offered prayer and
his family, for it was his delight to talk of them,
sing a hymn to rest the body and invigorate the
so we naturally read with interest anything writ·
mind; then kneel again and continue prayer
ten by them.
until all have taken part that wish. The special
We, (the young folks here) are r.!l delighted
requests are then read or spoken of and prayer is
with Autumn LeatJes. Our twelve months' trial
then made for them by the president and as
of it leads us to hope it may nevet· cease and we
many as feel led to. When prayer is over there
trust Sr. Frances' efforts for its success will be as
is libt>rty ior ~estimony o1· any suggestiom that
ble~sed 1n the corning year$<> as they have bt:>~n 1n
will be l>eneflcial to the Union, after 'vhich 1.\
the past. That she will continue i.n the
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work in which she is engaged is the sincere wish ' have been like a parable, or of a symbolical naof a.l! of us.
ture, but the Spirit would make them clear to
Our Christmas was made glad by the presence
my mind, and I would yield to the Spirit and
of Bro. and Sr. T. W. Smith and brethren Wight
give it as
was given to me.
and Butterworth. But now the first named have
Since reading the Inspired translation, I find
just paid us their farewell visit ere their return
that it explains many things just as I have exto Tahiti. We are sorry to lose them, and they
plainerl them while endeavoring to preach to the
have our heartfelt sympathy in their isolated
people. This is another testimony to this great
home in the South Seas. May their labor of
latter day work, and that the Saints of God are
love there be amply rewarded with Heaven's
~.ll led by the same Spirit.
I have received oth·
best gifts to comfort and sustain them till they
ers, but space would not permit me to relate them
are restored to relatives and frhcnds so long
all, for they are many; and I rejoice that the
parted from in America. Their work here has
Lord has spared me to see this day to hear and
been attended wlth many blessings. The Saints
obey the gospel. We compare the two transla·
have been built up and encouraged; especially
tlons; one reads the King James, while the other
have the discourses of Bro. Smith enraptured
corrects from the Inspired translation. If the
while they have enlightened us.
Saints would do this the beauties of the Impired
I must not close without adding my testimony
·would be seen, for the Spirit of the Master atto the truth of the latter day work. That it is
tends our readings. May all Saints sing, •·0, for
the work of God I have not a doubt. That the
a do~er walk with God," and try to walk very
blessings promis<:d in the gospel are enjoyed by
close to him. I remain yours for the truth,
those obedient to it I know. Oh what a comw. F. CLARK.
forting what a soul cheering faltll is ours! It
brings us into such close rdationship with our
DELOIT, Iowa, February 271h.
God, that he reveals himself unto us by m2king
Dear Hera!d:-I love to read your pages,
known his will and purposes concerning us!
fraught with good and cheering news from the
Truly what light and blessings would he ours if
SDints of God. Surely the Lord is abundantly
we would live up to our privileges 1 Alas for
bles,ing his people; I can not express the gratithe weakness of human nature, that so hinder,;
tude of my heart and thanksgivings to God for
our spiritual progress. That God will give us
his manifold blessings to me. I feel that he has
strength to ovncome and .~:;row in grace daily
blessed me continually. A few days ago I was
that we mav not only leam our duty but do it,
taken sick, seemingly unto death, and by his alis the prayer of
Sr&TER "LILLIE."
mighty power, through the administration of his
servants, I was raised from the bed of affliction
and 1·eston•d to health and strength, and I rejoice
and thank God that he has given me another
tec;timony that I know the signs do follow the
·souTH ARM. Michigan, March 8rh.
believer and that the sick are healed. Yes: I
Dear Jiera!d:-lt was four years af!O the 29th
thank and adore his holy and blessed name which
of last September since I obeyed the gospel, and
is precious to my soul. I love the Saints of God,
I never regretted the step, as the Lord has been
and feel that we are as one family in his church;
good to me. He has fulfilled his promises to me in
that there is a sacred tie that binds us together
many ways, healing me of an affEction that
which the world can not sever. Yes, dear saints,
troubled me for over E>ight years. He has always
wi1en you have trials and sorrows, I feel to share
been a friend in the time of Deed and has heard
th.~m with you; and when yon are happy, and
my prayers in behalf o.f my little ones when sick·
th.: Spirit of God is burning within you, I too reness rested upon them.
know this gospel is the
jo'.ce. T thank God for his love; I thank him for
power of God unto salvation. There has been
the bright hope he has given me for the future,
eight more added to our number in this place and
that hope which is an anchor to the soul, sure and
there is still an interest. I hope the time wili
steadfast and reaches to that within the vail.
speedily come when we can put our shoulder
more firmly to the wheel and help roll it along.
A SPIRITUAL DREAM.
I, for one, am willing to bear anything for my
I
sfPN a great tahle and it seemed to be in the
Master's cause.
L;,tter Day Saints church at Deloit.
On it
ELiZA l'J..• DAVIS.
wa> spread all manner of good and precious
thlni!S to <·at, and many of the Saints were par·
CANEY, Kansas, March 24th.
taking of this food. And what was most remarkaB1'o
wish.to bear my testimony to
ble, whe-n the Saints had partaken of this bountithis great latter day work, and to the Spirit of
ful repast it did not diminish but was just as
the Master that ieads us into all truth, and shows
bc-untif11l as before. All of this repast seemed
us things to come! I have been preaching here
to belong to Bro. Goff, the president of our branch,
all winter, and, by the help of the Master have
ard be was standing at the head of the table.
awakened a great interest among the people.
THE INTERPRETATION
are investigating, and some are still trying
to hold out against us, but thdr
is weak.
"You saw a great table and it seemed to be in
For the past two weeks, Bro. L F. Johnson and
the Church: This represents the many services
myself have been comparing the King James
which have been held here from time to time in
tranfllation, with the Inspired translation. This
my name. You saw that it was spread with all
is the first time I had read in the latter to amount
manner: of good and precious things to eat: This
to anything. I don't believe I have ever read
represents the everlasting gospel as has been de·
three chapters in it before; and now comes the
clarcd from the lips of mv chosen servants. You
testimony: While I have been under the infinEcaw that many of the Saints were partaking of
er,ce of the Spirit.,standing at1d declaring the wo 1-d
tl:11s food---that it did not diminish but was just as
from the
transl"tion, many passages
hour,tlful as before: This represents the Saints

-----------
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of God partaking of the bread of life; that bread
which came down from heaven, which is from
everlasting to everlasting.
You saw that my
servant was standing at the head of the table and
all this grand repast seemed to belong to him:
This represents his faithfulner-s in standing at
the head, presiding over and watching and feeding the little flock over which I have given him
charge. And verily I say unto you, I am that
living bread which came down from heaven, and
whosoever partaketh of that bread shall live forever. I am the light, the truth, and the way;
follow thou me and thou shalt find rest unto thy
soul."
Yours in Christ,
KATE TURNER.
RoDNEY, Iowa, March 8th.
Dear Herald:-I am yet in the faith, and although rather isolated from the brethren, there
are a few Saints scattered here and there. The
people here are greatly prejudiced against the
work, but I think it has lessened some since I
came two years ago. I live here about three
miles east of Rodney on the C., M. and St. P. R.
R., and about the same distance northeast from
Ticonic on the Cherokee and Dakota branch of
the Illinois Central R. R., and about five miles
dne west of Mapleton on the Maple Valley branch
of the C. and N. W. R. R., in Monona county,
Iowa. An elder coming to either station can
easily find me by inquiring. I will say that an
elder to do the most good here. must be neatly
attired and of good address, as the people here
are somewhat "stuck up," and they must have a
stuck up preacher. I should be glad to have an
elder call and see wha~ can be done. I have not
done any public preaching here at all from the
fact that I can not make the appearance in publk that the people here demand. All this may
seem strained but it is a fact all the same.
Yours in the gospel,
NATHAN LINDSEY.
CARBON, Wyoming, Feb. 25th.
Dear Herald:- Whether on the mountains or
in the valleys, at the ranch, or in camp, you are
a welcome visitor. Yes, you are the welcome
messenger that tells us of the progress of the
good Master's work, from far and near. You tell
us where the servants have great success, that
we may rejoice, and praise God for the victory;
and you also !;>ring us word of those who have to
struggle on against great opposition; and thus we
are warned to humble ourselves before God and
plead with him to send angels to assist those who
are closely pressed; and you bring us the workings of the Holy Spirit among the members of
the great body, in dreams, visions, tongues and
interpretation, healings,and other miracles, which
gives us opportunity to rejoice with those present
on each occasion, for these are the "signs" by
which we may know that the body is inhabited
by the true Spirit; and that you, dear Herald,
are a true messenger, representing a true body,
for you have the true signs of life written upon
you. But at times I have seen your back when
it put me in mind of a target after a shooting
match at long range. Not that the target, or you,
are at fault; but I think those marksmen could
have made a better score at a shorter distance.
If I understand the position we occupy, we are
fellow laborers "in the dispensation of the fulness
of times.'' We have a law and commandments
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peculiar to the dispensation in which we live, to
govern us in our labors. And if I should lay this
wort{ one side and try to re-arrange the creation,
or assist Noah in building the ark, or Moses in
compiling his laws and statues, or the Savior in
his resurrection and visit to the prison, or assist
in easing down the New Jerusalem onto the earth
that it may not make too heavy a jar, I would
be like a city dude out on the western range
playing hunter, and firing at a band of antelope
at long. range.- I would be out of place and
would hkely injure the antelope once in fifty
shots, but never be a benefit to myself. The
greatest good given to man becomes the greatest
evil if misused, or used out of place. And it is
for this cause that we all should be very careful
what we entrust to your care, for I consider you
one of our greatest means for good, because you
do not carry "the letter" only, but you are invariably accompanied by the spirit of each writer;
and for this cause you have become greatest
among us; being "the servant of all."
Happy it would be for us if we would patronize your example, and as servants of God present
faithfully those things entrusted to our care, accompanied by the Spirit of him who has given
us this great trust, and not seek to meddle with
what is entrusted to others.
THE HUNTER.
PERSIA, Iowa, March 22d.
Bro Dancer:-The Herald gives joy and peace
to my soul. My heart rejoices to read its colums
and hear of the spread of the gospel. I can truly
say that I Jove the work of God. I am trying,
in my weakness, to serve the Lord and obey his
law. The first of this year I in voiced what property I had and paid one- tenth of it to the Lord.
J know that God will bless me; and I pray that
I may become strong in the work and prove
faithful to the C)venant I have made.
Yours in the gospel,
WM. A. SMITH.
ToPEKA, Kan., March 17th.
Bro. Dancer :-I received the books all right.
They are a great comfort to me. .There is no
branch of the church in this place. I have been
in the church since 184o; went through the persecutions in Nauvoo and passed through the dark
and cloudy days; and thank my heavenly Fatner
I have kept the faith. At the time our beloved
Prophet and Patriarch were slain, we thought
that Sidney Rigdon was the one to lead the
church, and went with him as far as Pittsburg,
but soon found that he had lost the Spirit of
God. So we kept quiet until the time that
young Joseph was called in r86o, when we joined the Reorganized Church. And I still feel to
press onward in the good work. I see in my last
Herald that some think Joseph the "choice seer,"
had no specific calling beyond translating the
Book of Mormon. But I know that he was a prophet of God in r84o, for when on his way to
Washington I met with him; and in talking
with him about his work, he took my husband by
the hand and told him to not put his trust in man,
or any set of men, but go to God and he would
make it known whether it was of God or not.
And thanks be to God, it was made known in
power.
And again, r know that he was a prophet of
the Lord 1.1p to the time of his death. l heard
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him say on the stand in Nauvoo, that the work
the Lord had given him to do he had done, and
that he was now as liable to die as any qf ns
that he translated the Book of Mormon, and
brought forth the book of Doctrine and Covenants
to lead the church, and had done all that thf:
Lord had commanded him, and that then he was.
as liable to die as any of us; he had accomplished
the Lord's work; that the plan of sal vatlon was
so plain that a wayfaring man though a fool
should not err therin. I thank my heavenly Fa.
ther for the light that I have received by obedi·
ence to the gospel. I moved to Nauvoo in r84r,
and remained there until the murder of the ser-vants of God, and I never knew that Josc•ph
taught or practiced polygamy, but always oppos
ed it. I am surprised that so many "smart men"
who have been in the work many years and were
the means of bringing many souls to the kingdom, should turn away from the truth.
I am 77 years old this month, and mv health
is not good, but I believe that God wi.ll spare me
to go to Conference.
Your Sister,
J. A. TWIST.
ATCHISON JUNCTION, Mo., March sth.
Dear Herald:--I have just finished reading the
last Herald and feel so strengthened in reading
so many grand testimonies. The thought came
to me while reading that I had grand testimonie:;
of this work, and why not my testimony
strengthen some weak brother or sister? The
Lord does not forget me for it has not been but
a few days since I was very sick with the measles, followed with a smothering sensation until
I thought my time had come. My neighbors
and friends who uisited me said I was as bad as
I could be to live. I would pray, my husband
would pray, and we called one of our brethren in
to pray, but no relief. At last my husband dispatched to St. Joseph for Bro. Lewis to come, as
I was warned in a dream about him. I dn·amed
before I took sick that I saw Bro. Lewis coming
to my house with all kinds of carpenter's tools
strapped close to his body with ropes and leather
strings. He got to our house about eight o'clock
and administered to me and I never had another
smothering spell sine<", and have been gaining
strength until I am able to do my work again.
During my sickness every time my eyes were
closed I could hear a knocking; knock, knock,
knock, three times every few minutes. I was
disturbed with that knocking and after Bro
Lewis administered to me I never heard it again.
It surely was an evil spirit--I can't tell wh~-t
else it was. I am glad and rejoice that I am a
Latter Day Saint.
Your sister,
SUSAN

J.

MAUZEY.

KILKENNEY, Michigan, March 19'h.
Bt·o. Blair :-Since writing about the disturbance at Caseville, I went with two of the breth"
ren to the Prosecuting Attomey at Bad Axe to
see what could be done to protect us from mob
violence, and he gave us a letter to a cons\able
at Caseville instructing him to protect us; hut
the latter positively refused to assist us. I went
there on Friday last in company with Bro. F. C.
Smith and as our meeting was at the house of
Bro. Burwell, he put up board shutters to hls
windows to protect those assembled from being
injured by bricks or stones which were thrown
by our enemie6. When we were dosing our

meeting a mob carne and began to stone the house•
and a window that the brother had neglected to
cover was broken: and when we attempted to go
outside we were gree1:ed with stones. On Sun"
day morning we met at Bro. Adam's house for
meeting and we were blessed with the Spirit in
power, and the testimonies of those who have
only been in the church a few days were truly
encouraging. I came to this place yesterday and
preached last evening. I expect to labor here
until next week, then I intend to go to Ubly,
unless otherwise directed.
Your;; in Christ,
LTWI PHELPS.

TABOR, Iowa, March zoth.
Bvo. Blair :-Since you were in this part of the
country I have been kept very close at home,
expecting that my £ather might be taken at any
momenl, but he has passed the third year on his
bed the fifteenth of this month, and was eighty
seven years old the 19th. Mother is also declin·
ing fast. Her eyeskht seems to be failing fast.
She can't see to read any more,
Notwithstanding we have been called to pass
through these trying ordeals-and the end is not
yet-still our faith is unshaken in t-he latter day
work. For we know thr,.t we have been blessed
and upheld by God's grace. At tlmes when we
have felt discouraged there vvould be a whisper
"you will get yonr re\vard ;" so v:;re are encoura
ed to press on in the good fight. We know the
prize is at the end of the race.
The work is onward in these parts, and there
is a good feeling among the Saints. Our branch
meets every two weeks, but the members are
scattered, so the meetings arc not very well attended. VVe shall strive for victory and battle
for Zion's triumph.
s. ORTON,

l-iMBER, Iowa, March ISto
Bro. Blair :--For several years I . have been
wanting to give you a short history of my life by
way of testimony to the latter day work.
I was born in r8os . and my wife in r8r5, in
England--Fringstone, Leicestershire--and I belonged to the M. E Ch ur;::h for seven years. At
that time Elder Hais preached the true gospel to
us for the first time; and after I heard the third
sermon I wa'l baptized by Elder Asker, in August, r846. In r849 we came to this country
with the intention of going to Utah. We landed
at New Orleans, in company with five hundred
Saints, and all came to St. Louis. Above two
hundred went on to Utah, with Orson Spencer,
We had to stop there for want of means, and
there we heard, for the first time, that the Saints
in Utah advocated polygamy. We then told El·
der Phelps, president of the St. Louis branch,
that we would not go to Ulah, for we could not
endorse that doctrine. The answer he gave me
was, If we didn't want to go to Utah we might
go to h--. 'vVe stopped there about a year and
then moved to Elk Grove, \Visconsln, and lived
there about five year&, when Elder J. G. Adams
preached Latter Day Saintism again. In 186z
we moved to Amber, Iowa, and--1 think--in
x86:; H. P. Brown came here and we were bap ..
tizecl by him into the Reorganized Church.
From the first on we have passed through
seas of troubles, While we were in St. Louis
, tor months we
bitter tears of sorrow to see
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where the church was going, for Elder Mitchel
borrovved ten pounds of us when we had but one
penny left; and VYhen I ~.sked him for it he told
me to sell my clothes and get money. But the
Lord is not mocked for Mitchel was killed by accident soon after going to Utah.
I can truly tell you that if we had not had unmistakable evidence of the truth of this work as
it was organized by Joseph the Martyr we could
never have endured what we have. But we rejoice Jn our old days when we look back over
forty-three years of our lives and see how our
heavenly Father has watched over us. And as
our days must be short in this life our desire is
to do nothing but our Father's will, and fight on
tlll the Master shall say, "It is enough; come
and receive your reward."
For the last few years Bro. J. S. Roth has
called upon us frequently and cheered and edified us by his counsel. Onr prayer is that the
work may prosper, for we know it is true.
Your brother in bonds,
JAMES BRADLEY.

our cause. Many more are believing and I think
will oeey soon. Bro. Smith is an able defender
of the faith, and we all hope he will be continued
in this district and will visit us again this year.
Yours in bonds,
JASPER M. TousLEY.

BELOIT, Kansas, March 23d.
Dear Herald:- We have rejoiced in the coming· to our plaee of a Latter Day Saint, Elder
Charles Duncan. He preached twenty times,
seven in our school-house and thirteen in the
acjoining district. Bro. Duncan is a young man
of fine abilities, capable of doing much good.
\Ve rejoice in the work he did here as there has
never been any preaching here (only through
the books and Herald that I have loaned) since
we lived here, and that is ten years. There was
good attend;mce all the time, and a world of
prejudice removed. He left some near the
kingdom, and all more or Jess interested. I hope
he or some one else •Nill co1ne back soon as I
think there could be a branch raised up In time.
My husband and myself are old-time Saints and
would be glad to welcome any that would come.
Your sister in Christ,
M. c. KNAPP.

MAssrLON, Iowa.
Bro. Blai1' :-On the 19th I left Clinton to fill
my appointment at this place. On the zoth I
found Bro. J. S. Roth here. Bro. and Sr. Hardy
are the onl_v Saints here, and we have found a
home with them and have been kindly cared for.
We commenced holding meetings· Sunday the
2oth, and have continued every night to the
present time. The interest increases and our invitations to visit at the homes of the good people
of this place show that prejudice is giving away
before the truth of the gospel of Christ. Bro.
BuFF,\LO, Iowa, March 7th.
Roth has had great liberty in presenting the
Bro. Blair:--Have just returned from a trip to
word and has made it so plain that all are satisthe intE-rior of our Eastern Iowa district, where,
fied that it is the truth.
witb that efficient worker, wise counsellor and
A number here have already said that they
plea:;ant companion, Elder J. S. Roth, I spent
were ready for baptism but wish to wait until the
five weeks preaching among Saints, friends to
ice is out of the river. We have appointments
the cause of truth and others.
until Tuesday the 29th, and should the interest
W'e ·were guests of the members of the Fulton
warrant shall continue the meeting.
brarch the most of the time, every one of whom
There is some opposition but it is growing
gave proof that the love of God dwelt in their
weak. One man said he could shut Bro. Roth
hearts, therefore they wished their neighbors to
up in three minutes, to which another replied
hear the truth and have an opportunity to enlist
that he would give him five dollars; another ofin the r,ame glorious cause.
fered ten; another twenty, and so it went on
The Fulton branch is the result of Bro. Wiluntil about seventy-five or a hundred dollars was
liam T, Maitland's preaching there. He was the
offered him; but to this day he has not found
pioneer of the faith among that people, and he '
three minutes time to silence Bro. Roth, and the
may well feel proud of his children in the gosgentlemen are very sure that they will not be
pel. Bro. Maitland's labors were supplemented
called on for their money. In bonds,
by Elder ll:.oth, and after he had baptized a numWARREN TURNER.
ber, the brRnch was organized. Priest John
Heide presides, and Bro. John W. Sutton is
teac'i'ter. The spoken testimonies of those dear
NEWCASTLE, N. S. W., Feb. 14th.
Salrts gave no uncertain sound, while their manDear Herald:--The Saints of the Hamilton
ner ·}f life merits emulation of all men. The exbranch met last evening to hold their usual
perknces of Elder Roth and myself among those
weekly praver-meeting, and bid farewell to Bro.
and Sr. T. W. Smith who leave here to-night at
Sair ts and their neighbors were very pleasant,
and om preaching was well received by the peo·
eleven o'clock for Sydney via. New Zealand,
reel sure there are honest hearts in the
thence for Tahiti.
While listening to the testimonies borne by
of Fulton, and that they will be with the
in the near future,
the Saints, our memory was taken back to the
paRt some twelve years ago, when our dear
home I met with the Saints at
brother Glaud Rodger was with us in the flesh.
Davenport. The occasion w?.s sacrament service. and' a pleasant mingling was ours. Priest
His prophetic words were, "When Bro. T. W.
IV. Clow has the watchcare of the Davenport
Smith comes he will put all things right." Now
while looking over the work and remembering
brar:ch; he, howeveer, has been absent most of
the instructions we have received from him since
the year, be'ng employed at Kansas City. He
leaves the branch in the care of priest F. G Dunhe came amongst us, we are led to exclaim, truof Rock Island, who has the confidem:e of ly he has put all things right aQd has taught u~

WILSONBURGH, I!J, March 12th.
Dear Herald:·-Bro. Isaac M. Smith and I had
the promise of the Freedom school- house and I
gave out meeting for an evening, but as our Baptist brethren had just began a protracted meeting
(those favorable to us said, purposely, to prevent
us), and when we went that eveni.1g the doors
were locked and the windows nailed down. But
an old gentleman who had the largest share in a
Christian (Disciple) church got the keys from the
other trustees and opened that church. We held
ten meetings there, when our old friend had to
give up the keys to the other two, who would
not come and hear, but ~aid they heard some were
going to join and they could not suffer that in
their church. They have had no preaching or
any other meeting in it for over a year, Ull the
3d lnst., when those two shepherds, with a few
of the faithful who did not come out to hear us,
held a prayer meeting to remove the "desecration!' Our friends then turned out and seated
an old dwelling house, which had large fire-place,
and thus amid plain, solid comfort, unostentatiously we tried to set the plan of salvation before the people.
We had the pleasure of baptizing the Postmistres,; of Vvilsi:mburgh on the 27th ult. She is a
worthy
and will make a
advocate for

JEFFERSONVILLE, IlL, March 23d.
Br-o. Blair :-Our quarterly conference closed
last Sunday night. Harmony prevailed throughout the sessions and I believe it will prove beneficial to the district. The brethren seem determined to do something for the cause, and I
think it is the intention of many to observe the
law of tithing. There are a few who are not satisfied with their own refusal to observe it, but
try to keep others from it, telling them "the
time has not come yet," etc.
But on the whole,
the outlook is better than heretofore. Bro. I. M.
Smith has been doing a good work this winter in
Cravvfm·d, Richland and Macoupin ~ounties. I
am boo'k.ed for a discussion in M'acoupin county
at McVey, to begin the 9th of April, on the divinity of the Book of Mormon and the prophetic
calling of Joseph Smith. I hope it may result in
good to the truth.
Slrange that E. Roblnsoa should change now
and leave the church for that which occurred
before r83,), when he publicly bore tc>stimony at
Kirtland six years ago that God acknowledged
the church and temple abundantly at the dedication of the temple
that year. \Vith perfect
confidence in the final triumph of this work, I
hope to labor on.
G. H. HILLIARD.

those with whom he labors. The Davenport
Saints are alive to the work, and are a warm.
hearted and generous people.
Bro. Mai~land, of Tipton, Iowa, had just closed
three weeks labors at Davenport, Rock Island
and Buffalo. At the latter place his success was
not flattering. This is an Infidel and Methodist
stronghold, and Bro. Maitland's severe castigation of M. T. Lamb here last year was so blistering that the M. E's are still smarting; hence
they shun the Maitland fire. The seed is sown,
and there will come a reaping time.
On the 6th inst. I was called by telegram to
Moline, Illinois, to a three-year-old child of Bro.
and Sr. Comley. It was suffering with croup.
Left it much better.
The conference year approaches its close with
brightening prospects for tl,e work in our home
district. May the rich blessings of our heavenly
Father's love brighten the lives of our brethren,
and this chapter tell thelfl they are not forgotten.
Yoms in gospel bonds,
JEROME RUBY.
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more perfectly the law and order of the church,
which has brought us more in unity one with
the other. We have been wonderfully blessed
since he and Sr. Smith have been with us. We
have received the word of the Lord to us individually through Sr. Smith which has caused us
to rejoice and to resolve to be more faithful in
the future.
The work in Australia is in a better condition
now than ever before and it will now depend on
us as Saints to assist to carry it on or stand aside
and let others do so, for "'e feel that the time has
come to favor Zion, and if we do not keep pace
with it we shall surely be left behind. For the
work must progress and none can hinder, for the
word of the Lord has spoken it that many will
ye-t obey the gospel in this land. True, Australia has been highly favored when the Master has
sent such to us as Brn. C. W. Wandell and
Gland Rodger-men who died in the harness,
battling for the truth to the last, who could say
as St. Paul, "VVe have fought the good fight"
etc.,-Bro. J. W, Gillen, Bro and Sr. Burton and
Sr. Addie, who were Saints indeed, whom all
the Saints loved and were sorry when the time
came to part with. Such was the feeling when
we parted with the latter at Hamilton Station
that Saints can only understand, looking forward
to the time when we shall meet to part no more.
Bro. Wight and wife spent a few days with us.
He is on his way to Forster to conference. They
will be a ble•sing to the Saints wherever they
go. He is a powerful speaker, full of spirit and
zeal for the W.'rk. They will leave good impressions behind them. At Wallsend, while
speaking to the people in the open air one evenening, he felt as he had never done bdore; without the least exertion on his part the Spirit spoke
through him to the people. The people seemed
spell- bound. He silenced all opposition. Bro.
Butterworth is in Victoria traveling and preaching with one of the local elders, a good young
man, loved by all the Saints. Bro. Wight says
he will be a preacher of great power. May all
the Saints here and elsewhere endeavor to live
U? to their high and holy calling that they may
be found worthy of an inheritance.
Your brother in Christ,
C. A. DAVIS.
THE NEED OF HELP.
I shall nev.er forget the feeling I had when
once climbing one of !he pyramids of Egypt,
when half way up, my strength failing, I feared
I should never be able to reach the summit or get
back again. I well remember the help given by
Arab hands, drawing me on farther; and the step
I could not quite make myself, because too great
for my wearied frame-the little help given me,
sometimes more sometimes less-enabled me to
go up, step by step, until at last I reached the top,
and breathed the pme air, and had a grand lookout from that lofty height. So in life's journey,
we are climbing. We are feeble. Every one of
us, now and th.en, needs a little help; and if we
have risen a step higher than some other, let us
reach down for our brother's hand, and help him
stand beside us. And thus, joined hand in hand,
we sltall go on conquering, step by step, until the
glorious eminence shall be gained.-Bisko.P Sim.P·
SOit.

It if. well we should feel as life's a reckoning,
we can't make twice over; there's no real making
amends in this world, any more, nor can you
mend a wrong subtraction by doing your addition
right.

THE

THE GOSPEL LIGHT RES TORE D.
As when creation from chaotic night
Emerged resplendently and all was light,
Tho' myriad years of gloom had settled fast
Upon the earth, all was dispelled at last
By the grand fiat of the King supreme;
Honor and all dominion be to Him!

E'en so had dllrlmoss settled o'er the world
Of Christian preceptors till God unfurled

The glorious banner of Redemption's sign,
And o,er the horizon ro8-e trut.h~s star divine;
As when at first God said, "Let there be light.;"
And lo! fair earth emerged from out Egyptian ni;J;ht.
'l'he Gospel taught by Christ on earth to sinful men
Was simple, the wayfarer could not err therem.
'"Repent yc from your Ains and be baptized
For their remisFd.on,,'-was the Gospel prize
Which ,Jesus taught, while gifts miraculous
Mark'd everywhere that Gospel's conq'ring conrso.
Healing of sick, the blind rest.or'd to sight,
ones raised prociaimed its wondrous mi;{ht,
Wh11e unknc,wn tongues, interpreted and given,
With prophecy, by the one Lord of heaven,
All testified to this one Gospel's truth,
In every lnnd and c1ime, to age and youth.
E~en d~ad

But Roou a darkness settled o'er the scene
Which once was radiant in its truth serene,
For, ere three centuries had fnlly passed,
since he who of the apostles died the lnst.
When men whose love to J e>US had grown cold,
Began to barter sacred truth for sordid gold.
Since then from errors great to greater men have
paseed,
Churches of various creeds meanwhile heap treasures

vast
Of earthly store, bnt lost are all the signs
Which ever followed the true Gospel's lines:
And gathering earth's vain treasures in their hand,
Have lost the treasures of the Spirit grand.
But God in pity to our lost estate,
Hath one<~ again declared in mercy great
Let there be light am on~>; the sons of men,
And my true gospel shine on earth again;'~-1Tis done ;-for he who Spake the everlasting word,
Himself hath both tbe Gospel and its gifts restored.
Com poRed by Elder F. R. ToBl:l.
1 -
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THE BOOK OF MORMON ON APPAREL.

ALMA, CHAPTER L
ALMA, a great reformer among the 1\.Jephite~, of whom the angel said to Amulek, "He is a holy prophet of the
"
says of the true church, "They did not
wear costly apparel, but were neat and
comely, and were liberal to
no
respect of persons; but those
not
belong to the church did indulge in wearing costly apparel, and in idleness and
babbiing and strife."
In chapter two, some of the church in
transg-ression were proud because of their
fine silks. They wore costly
and
persecuted those that did not
according to their will. They did not impart to the poor and
and there was
great contention and malice among
them, which caused Alma mucl-> sorrow.
In chapter sixteen Alma describes the
Zoramites, a fallen
apparell ringlets
BOOK OF

of gold. They thought the pom· unworthy of their
and drove them out
of their church,
of the coarseness
of their appareL Th<>se gold ornamented
people were very righteous in their o•Nn
eye~,
church- goers once a
worshipping in an ostentatious manner,
hut they discarded humble prayer meetings as not needed.
'In the last
of the last Nephi,
after the Savior had visited tbis
in the
two hundred and first year, some were
proud,
costly apparel and all manner of fine
and fine things of the
world. In a short time they began to
the true church of Christ; an awful
condition!
This world is a drea1y wilderness without the light of the true church to solace
our grief, and te:1ch us faith and knowledge of how to
a better state of
piness. VVe are made in the image
God, and taught in all divine books dress
plain,neat and
When I see professedly
deforming
and
reminded of
those that
there is no
God," or, in
do not revere his holy la'IN.
Isaiah, in his lwenty-ninth
that when the Book of Mormon
come, "the meek shall increase; their joy
sh~ll be in the
and the poor shall
rejoic~ in the
of IsraeL" In these
prom1ses we
reJOJCe. Christ sav~,
"Blessed are the poor in spirit, who come
unto me, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven."-Matt. 5:5.
M. EATON.

to

INDEPENDENCE~

Mo.
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THE GOLDEN BIBLE.

OuR enemies do us too much honor when
they say "Joe Smith invented the Book ol
Mormon." If
a poor ignorant
could have invented a system of facts as
found in the records- of the various
books of what has sometimes been called
the "Golden Bible" (and well does it merit
the name!), which after sixty years of the
most bitter opposition that any work has
ever had to encounter-if he, I say, could
invent a book that has not only stood the
test of time and every opposing force, even
to the martyrdom of 1ts (supposed) author,
and stands to-day upon a firmer basis than
ever before, surely this was a work that
was worthy of a God!
But we do not believe in Polytheism,
hence we are not prepared to exalt our
brother (Joseph the Seer) as high as our
enemies do by denying the inspiration of
the Book of Mormon, and thereby condemn themselves as guilty of a most heinous crime in putting to death a being who
could do so mighty a work that even their
persecution could not obliterate
or even
hinder,
its progress in}he work
it has been ~et to
But what does this book contain that is
so terrible and degrading or demoralizing
that it should meet with such bitter and
unrelenf·ing opposition as it has had to encounter? What
principle has ever been found within its doctrine. What
institution of
or
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government_ has it ever been known to
subvert?
Come now, ye who are bitterly denouncing this work, if it
you say it is, bring forth
sons and condemn it.
thing as it has been
it dm•s
not deserve to live.
mort>, I ~ay it
will not live; for he whom this nation is willing· to recog·nize as the Son of God has
said: "Every plant th<Jt my heavenly
Father hath not
shall be rooted
here it mig-ht be pertinent to rethe people of this country of the
ing- of one Gamaliel in ancient times
whose feet Paul was wont to sit in
youthful days, and drink in the words of
wisdom that fell from his
''If thi<
work be of mnn it will come to
but if it be of God,
it, lest haply ye be
even to fight
against God."
Let us consider for a moment the internal evidence of the Book of
see if it is
Not only. as has
are its
mor<Jl te-a~hings irreproachflble in character, but the nature of the fflcts therein set
set forth are such that
diced minds can not but see therein a remarkable evidence of
and divine authenticity
not be accnnnted for upon the
of its being
of human origin.
Take, for instance, the statement of prehistoric American civilization. When the
unlettered
of
broug-ht
forth the remarkable statements of the
Book of Mormon- in this
whole world was ag-ainst
at and ridiculed the idea to
content. But bow is it
would dare lift un his voic~ and declare
that the Seer of
did not tell the
truth when he said this continent had been
inhabited bv a civilized
before it
was discove'red by Columbus? Surely,
no one who thinks
of hh reputation as an
wel!.informed
nerson would venture to denv a fact so
~o well established; for the most learned
and eminently posted antiquarians agree
in their testimony that America was inhabited
centuries ag-o
a hig·hlv
civilized
who have left their monuments
undying characters as firm as
the everlasting- hills, and as intelligible to
to the well-informed student of archaeoloas the pages of a familiar book.
work is bound to prevail; there is
no
about that. The onlv question
whether we, like the beloverl Tohn,
will hang upon the words of the Master,
and inherit the greater blessing- pronounced upon those who receive the word
from his mouth,
his servant, or
wheth.er we, like
shall require
demonstration
truth before
we will consent to receive it as such.
There is a blessing- for even the don bting Thomases; andwhen the truth shall
have
conquered all
;md '
last
who have
in its
in the hottest
yea~ and have laid down their

Hves in its
will he rewarded, evman according to his works. They
each receive their penny (everlastingBut
how much more one man's
penny will
to him, than the same
:1mount received
another! Does not a
dnlln- f:"r which vou have toiled hard and
1ahored
seem more precions
than one vou have come by in any other
way,
matter how hones-tly? Take an
exam
of the
widow wt.o (though
she
but two mites) threw
rnore into the treasurv of the Lord than
all the rich Pharisee; who had cast in of
their abundance!
the Lord give us faith that we
by the truth while it is unpopand endure to the end, that when the
comes we may have it to say, that i:1
hour of trlill anrl temptation we were
not ashamed to be called its adherents, and
now in the hour of its triumph we ask to
be called its friends.
A: J. DENNIS.
~

--------------

WHAT MUST I DO TO BE SAVED?

of Acts we read
and Sila~, who
g-ospel, were cast by
the prison and after havreceived m~ny stripes, were committed
the
with a sti·ict charg-e to keep
them
Accorcling-Iy he thrust them
into the
and made their feet
1}1idnig-ht Paul and
a g-ood t<·stimonv and
conscience s:me- pnlises to
and the
heard them;
and suddenly there wqs a vreat eBrthqun ke,
so that the fonndation:l of J-he prison were
sh:;ken and im
all the doors were
and every
chains were loosThe
of the prison awakening
of his sleer and
the prison doors
in the greatest distress, 'as mi£:ht he
drew his sword and would have
suppo~ing- that the prisoners had all been fled. But Paul cried with
D0 thv~elf no h8rm for we
are all here. The keeper calling- for a
and finding- the prisoners thus freed
from their bonds bv the impercentihle
ag-ency
divine power, was irresi;;tihly
convinced that these men were not CJffenders ag-ainst the law, hut were martyrs for
the truth.
He sprang- into the prison
therefore and C8me trembling- and fell
down before Paul and Silas, aml hrou;:rht
them out, 11nrl sairl, Sirs. what must I do
to be saved? This text has been pre<1ched
from, no
from the pulpits of christendom more
anv other, <1nd ninety
per cent of them are ignorant of its answer.
as to what the inquir:V suggt>sts. Tn fact
nine out of everv hundred will rethe question, "Believe on the Lord
c::hrist, ~md thou shalt be saved;"
like the g-randfather's clock we
read of in song, they stop there and go no
furl her.
vVe are t·old that the gosnel is the power of God unto salvation-Romans 1: J6
-·and
s~lv~tion is promised to all naand ~;eople on eonobedient to the
repentance,
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baptism by immersion for the remission of
sins and the laying- on of hands for the
receiving of the Holy Ghost, which is
promised by the Promiser to all who hecome obedient to the gospel. Faith is the
foundation of all Christian virtues. It is
that without which it is impossible to plea~e
God. It is a full and undoubting- confidence in God's word; a sincere reception
of the Holy Scriptures as taug-ht by our
Savior.-John 2: 9; James 2: 17, 20, 24,
26.
Repentance is a sorrow for sin-a resolution to forsake sin hy ceasing to do evil
and learning-, by God's help, to do well,
and to do unto others as you would like to
be done bv, and living ·for others as well
as vom·selves.
By heing baptized yon follow the example laid down by your blessed Master,
and by hein)?.' buried under the liquid wave
you have a remission of your sins, and retain that remission by doing your duty and
trving to live properly.-Matt. 3: 6; Acts
8: 38, 39; M::tt. zS: r9, zo; Mark r6: 15,
r6; Acts2:37,38.
Reader please accept the plan of salvation
on God's terms: the scriptum! plan. For
if the voice of tlw servants of Jesus Christ,
if the voice of calamities, of angels, of reason nnrl mercy will not C<l!l men to repentanc<>, I greatly fear that the voice of God
will bring· th-em to judg-ment when the
chnnces of reformation are beyond their
power.
E·Hthqnnkes :1re ~ounding their voices
in divers places. Rumors of wars are
heBrd on every hand.
The Lord J esu~
with His mightv ang·els will sho1~!y come
in fbming fire, t~1king vengeance o~ them
that know not God. ~1nd obev not the gosPf l of our Lord :1nri Savior: Tew!' Christ.
- 2 ThesR. I : 8.
"Excent a man he born
of water flnd of tlw Spi~it. he can not &nter into the Kingdom of God.''-J ohn 3:
Jt:;.
·-It is said bv some thflt the g-ospel i~ not
adapted to the nineteenth centurv; that
peopie fire rlifferent now thAn thP.Y were
in other centuries. People are diff~rent in
some respects we all know, but they <'lre
not rtiffen~nt essentially; they are ju~t the
same. The go;;pel was not mRrle esoeci8lly for one centurv, but I firmly believe
tha·t lhe people of .the ninPteenth century
s 110uld he adapterl to the f!OSpel. It is not
an apostle's work to fit the word of God
to every nook, corner or theory of men
and th~ir bcliPf~; hut to press -the truth
anr1 teaclling-s of Christ with snclo force
and plainness that men's lives will be conformed to His will.
Apostles are to
stamp, not to overhv, or g-ild, or mold,
but to simplv preach the truth as it jg in
Christ Jesus. There may be times when
you will have to talk at the door of a
house, or at the corner of the street. but
when you preach the truth we shall be
glad of tbe work you will do, and when
vou are scattered ii1 the field we shall he
~lilrl to hear from vou at all times. We
~hall sympathize ..;',ith v<>u in all your
tri;l]s, and rejoice with you in all your successes, and our highest wish will go with
you that vou 'Nill be efficient teachers of
the Master, lt is, not what we say or
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what we do of ourselves, but what God
has said in His word that will startle sinners and console Saints. It is said of John
B. Gough that he discovered that a diamond in his ring- upon his hand attracted
· more attention from his audience than his
words, and he pulled it off. Never let
the truth or the cross be 'bidden from
view by anything- you wear, or do, or say.
Our talents are the means, not the end of
living.
we can be the means of conveying the truth, and the Spirit of Truth will
bear witness with our spirits when we exhort and spread the truth; and so long as
the spiritual growth of the church is desirable, the spreading of the truth will be
necessary. If you rattle an empty can
against the trough the sheep may come
expecting to eat, but they will soon learn
to know that a great deal of noise does
not mean turnips. Israel's sheep must be
fed, and the injunction of the Master is,
"Feed my sheep;" "Feed my laml;Js."
There is no better way of feeding than
with the truth. And, depend upon it, the
time is coming when the people will hunger and thirst after righteousness and the
gospel truths taught by Joseph Smith the
servant of the living God, and they will
havt\! to be fed.
WILLIAM STREET,

THE "SEALED BOOK."-No. v.
BY ELDER R. M. ELVIN.

HEBRAIC CIVILIZATION .-CONTINUED.

"Tr-m following- chant reveals the Indinns'
idea of tl?e primordial waters, above which
dwelt the creative power. It is from the
painted records of the Lenni-lenape."Ibid, p. 393: "At the first there were
great waters above all the land, and above
the. waters were thick clouds, and there
was God the creator, He created vast
waters, great lands, and much air and
he:.ven. He created the sun, the •noon,
and stars. He caused them all to move
well. By his power he made the winds
to blow, purifying, and the deep waters to
run off. All was made bright, and the
islands were brought into being. Then
again God, the creator, made the great
spirits. He made also the first beings,
angels and souls. Then made he a man
being, the father of men. He gave him
the first mother, the mother of the early
born. Fishes gave he him, turtles, beasts
and birds. But the evil spirit created evil
beings isnakes and monsters. He created
vermin and annoying insect~. Then were
all beings friends. There being a good
god, all spirits were good. The beings,
the first men, mother~, wives, little spirits
also. Fat fruits were the food of the beings and the little spirits. All were then
happy, er sy in mind, and pleased. But
then came secretly on earth the snake god,
the snc,ke priest, and snake worship.
Came wicked ness, came unhappiness.
Came then bad weather, disease and death.
This was all very long ago, at our early
home."-1bid, p. 397-8.
It would be wholly improbable that the
rude sav~ges of America should have
coined the above traditions without a

knowledge of the Bible and the oi.d
world. The conclmion seems
unon us to accent the relationship of the a;1cient people
this continent, and those of
Asia.
Priest says: "The Americans we;:e
equal in antiquity, civilization, and sciences, to the nations of Europe and Africa; like them the children of the Asiatic
nations.'-'-Antiquities, p, 305.
I again cull from the valuable works of
Bancroft who says: "We have seen how
according to the common version of the
flood-myth, Coxcox and his wife Xochiquetzal were the only human beings who
escaped from the great deluge which coveJ·ed the face of the earth in the age of
water.
How, when the waters went
down the ark in which they had saved
themselves-the hollow trunk of a bald
cypress - rested upon the peak of
huacan; and how the dumb
that w~re born to the rescued
taught many languages by a
have also read the reputed Tarasco
of Tezpi, which so closely resembles the
biblical legend of the deluge tbat it can
not be discussed as a native tradition at
but must be regarded simply as the invention of some Spanish Monk who thought
it his mission to show that the Hebrew
traditions were familiar to the Americans.
In Gautepala among the Miztecs, m
Nicaraugua also there were tradition~ of
great and destructive deluges. The
gos tell of a mighty flood that de,;troyed
all life upon the earth, except the here
god Montezuma and his friend the coyote,
who had foretold the deluge." "The
Thlinkeets relate that many persons escaped the great deluge by taking
in a great floating building, which,
the waters fell, grounded upon a
and was split in twain. From this mo,
ment men spoke in various
"The Chipewyan deluge covered
earth except the high mountain tops."
"The Isthmins believed that the world
was peopled by a man, who with his wife
and children escaped the great flood. The
Peruvians had several flood myths. One
of them relates that the whole face of the
earth was changed by a great deluge.
All living things were destroyed except
one man, a shepherd with his family and
flocks."-N at. Rae. of Pac. States, vol. 5,

of

p. 13-16.
Ignatius Donnelly quotes from the
learned Abbe, Brasseur de Bourbourg,
who translated from the Aztec languages
of the "Codex Chi mal popoca" the following flood legend: "This is the sun called
N ahui-atl, 'four water.' Now the water
was tranquil for
years, plus
and men lived for
third and
times. When the sun N ahui-atl
there had passed away tour hundred
plus two ages, plus seventy
all mankind was lost and
found themselves changed into fish.
sky came nearer the water. In a
day !ill was lost, and the day
xochitl, 'four flower,' destroyed all our
flesh. And that year was that o:f ce-calli,
'one house,' and the day N ahui-atl all was
lost. Even the mountains sunk into the

water, and the water
tranquil
for fifty-two springs. Now at the end of
the year the god Titlacahun had warned
Nata and his spouse
saying, •Make
no more wine of
begin to hollow out a great
and you will enter into it when in
month Tozontli the
the
Then they
and when the god had closed
'Thou shalt eat but one
wife one also.' But
finished they went
out, and the
remained calm, for the
wood no longer moved,
on opening
they began to see fish.
they lit
by rubbing
pieces of wood,
roasted
The gods citlallinicue and
'
looking·
down said:
1s that
fire that is
there? '\!Vhv do
thus smoke the skv? At once Titlacahuan- Tezcatlipoca d~scended. He
to
saying, '\Vho has made
fire
here
And, seizing hold of the fish, he
shaped their loins and peads, and they
were transformed into dogs (chichime)."
-Atlantis, p. !OO-L
Lord
in tracing the histhe ancient dwellers
cites the native Mexican
historian, who gave this as the Toltec
legend of the flood: "It is found in the
histories of the Toltecs that this ag-e and
first world, as
call it, lasted 1716
years; that men were destroyed by tremenduous rains and lightning from the
sky, and even all the land, without the
exception of
and the highest
mountains, were covered up and submerged in water fifteen cubits (caxtolmolatli); and here
added other fables of
how men came to multiply from the few
who escaped from this destruction in a
'toptlipetlocali ;' and this word nearly
signifies a close chest; and
after
men had multiplied, they erected a very
high 'zacuali,' which is to-day a tower of
gTeat height, in order to take- refuge in it
~hould the ~econd world (age) be destroyed. Presently their languages were confused, and, not being able to understand
each other, they went to different parts of
the earth.
The Toltecs, consisting of
seven friends, with their wives, who understood the same language, came to these
parts, having first passed great land and
seas, having lived in caves, and having
endured great hardships in order to reach
this land. They wandered one hundred
and four years through different parts
of the world before they reached Hue
Hue Tlapalan, which was in Ce Tecpatl,
five hundred and twenty years after the
flood."-Ixtlilxochitl Relacionf;, in Kingsborough's Mex. Ant., vol 9., p. 321-2.
Ixtlilxochitl was an Indian, a native of
Tezcuco, a son of the queen, and the facts
of his history were drawn from the archives of his familv and the ancient writings of his nation." Lord Kingsborough
says: "The Peruvians were acquainted
with the deluge, and believed that the
rainbow was the sign that the earth would
not again be
by water."-Mex.
Ant. vol. 8,
the Peruvians, Ban-
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croft says: "They believed the rainbow
was not on! y a passive sign that the earth
would not be destroyed by a second deluge, but an active instrument to prevent
the recurrence of such a catastrophe."Nat. Rae., vol. 5., p. r7.
Again he says: "Many of these flood
myths are supplemented with an account
of an attempt to provide
a second
deluge, by building a tower of refuge, resembling more or less closely the Biblical
legend of the tower of Babel."-Ibid.
P· r7.
He extends his remarks as follows:
"These myths have led many writers to
believe that the Americans had a knowledge of the tower of Babel, while some
think that they are the direct descendants
of the builders of that tower, who, after
the confusion of tongues, wandered over
the earth until they reached America."P· I8.
Here is another tradition he gives:
"The Yucatecs are said to have had a tradition that they came originally from the
far east, passing through the sea, which
God made
for them. An Okanagan
myth relates that they were descended
from a white couple who bad been sent
adrift from an island in the eastern ocean,
and who floated ashore on this land. The
Chepewyans have a tradition that they
came from a distant land where a bad pealived, and had to cross a large narrow
fiiled with islands. The Algonquins
preserve a tradition of a foreign origin and
a sea voyage. For a long time they offered an annuaJ thank-offering in honor of
their happy arrival in America. According to Careri, the 01 mec traditions relate
that they came by sea from the east."-·
Ibid, p. 22.
Delafield says: «These quotations we
consider very positive evidence of an early
identity between the aboriginal race of
America and the southern Asiatic and
Egyptian family."-Antiquities, p. 3;:)·
Short says of aboriginal Americans:
"Believed i~ the flood 11nd had traces of
the tower of Babel."---North Americans
of Antiquity, p. 263.
Delafield says:" A tradition exists among
the native Mexicans
close analogy
to the Semitic acc\)unt
flood, the
building of the tower of Babel and its destruction."-Antiquities, p. 33·
And still more important from the same
author: "Still farther and more important evidence, however, renders the point
conclusive that southern Asia was the
birth-place of this people, as we detect
among them actual traditions of the flood,
the building of Babel and the death of
Abel; and from their cosmogony we think
we trace farther traditions of, t-he famine
and the destruction of the cities of the plain,
These historical facts stamp their origin
conclusively, as they are
to those
who have been once residents of the country where the transactions occurred."-·
Ibid, P· 4L
Caleb Atwater says: "Let the reader
examine similar piles of stone on the
waters of the Licking-, near Newark, and
in the counties of Perry, Pickaway and
and then ask himself whether those
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who raised our monuments were not originally from Asia."-See page 107 of his
work.
In describing a manner of burial like
that of the Mound Builders in Ohio, Dr.
Clark says: "If there exists anything of
former times which may afford evidence
of antediluvian manners, it is this mode of
burial which seems to mark the progress
of population in the first ages after the
dispersion, occasioned by the confusion of
at Babel."-American Antiquities, p. I97·
Wood says: "The reader must first be
told that among th1~ Mandans there survived the legend of a flood which covered
the
and from which only one man
escaped
a canoe."--U ncivilized Races,

P·

I

the same page he says: "The Mandans possess the legend of the bird flying
to the big canoe with a leaf in its mouth,
only with them the ·leaf is that of the wil- and not of the olive."-Ibid, p. 1301.
what Mr. Cronise says: "We
could furnish an almost endless number of
facts to support the belief that the Indians
whom the Spaniards found in California
were of Asiatic origin."--Wealth of CalP· 3 1 •
I next bring something from Ellen Russel Emerson, who says: "There is a Hindoo picture of a serpent with a human
head, which accords with a traditional
serpent, and perhaps with the account of
the serpent of Eden."--Indian Myths, p. 41.
Traditi.on of Winnebago Indians in reto creation: "Having created the
earth and the grass and the trees, the
Great Spirit took a piece out of his heart
near which had been taken the earth and
formed the fragment into a man. The
woman then was made, but a piece of
flesh sufficed for her."-Ibid, p. 128.
"In Nicaraugua, a country where the
principal language was a Mexican dialect,
it wa~ believed that ages ago the world
was destroyed by a flood in which the
most part of mankind perished."-Ibid, p.
Papago myth is thus given: "The
Great Spirit made the earth and living
things before he made man." He is then
represented as making man out of the
of the earth. "Those first dllvs of
the world were happy and peaceful "days.
But an awful destruction ended this happv age. A great flood destroyed all flesh
wherein was the breath of life." The account then gives the saving of two creatures
means of a boat; then the repeopling of the earth, and then says:
"The Montezuma hardened his heart, and
collecting ·all his tribes to aid him, set
about building a house that should reach
up to heaven itseif." The account then
proceeds to say that the projected enterprise was carried on until the building
reached a great height, and then the AlmigJ1ty launched forth his thunders and
lightnings and destroyed it."-Ibid, pp.
7.5-77·
Concerning that wonderful character,
\T otan, Bancroft says: "V otan, another
mysterious personage closely resembling
Quetzalcoatl in many points, was the sup-
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posed founder of the Maya civilization.
He is said to have been a descendant of
Noah, and to have assisted at the building
of the tower of Babel. After the confusion of tongues he led a portior: of the
dispersed people to America."-Nat. Rae.,
vol. 5• P· 27.
From the religious idea of the Quiches
of Guatemala, Bancroft gives the following: "And the heaven was framed and all
the signs therof set in their angle and
alignment, and its boundaries fixed toward the four winds by the Creator and
Former, and Mother and Father of life
and existence-he by whom all move and
breathe, the Father and Cherisher of the
peace of nations, and of the civilization of
his people-he whose wisdom has projected the excellence of all that is on the earth,
or in the lakes or in the sea. Behold the
first word and the first discourse. There
wr.s as yet no man, nor any animal, nor
bird, nor fish nor crawfish, nor any pit,
nor ravine, nor green herb, nor any tree;
nothing was but the firmament. T.he face
of the earth had not yet appeared. Only
the peaceful sea and all the face of the
heaven. There was nothing vet joined
together, nothing that clung· tci' anything
else; nothing that balanced itself and made
the least rustling, that made a sound in the
heaven. There was nothing that stood up;
nothing but the quiet water, but the sea,
calm and alone in its boundaries; nothing
existed; nothing but immobility and silence in the darkness, in the night."-Ibid,
vol. 3· P· 44·
Bancroft gives the following as one of
the Mexican traditions: "When the sun,
or Age, N ahui-Atle came, there had passed already four hundred years; then came
two hundred years, then seventy and six,
and then mankind were lost and drowned
and turned into fishes. The waters and
the sky drew near each other; in a single
day all was lost. But before the flood
began, Titlacahuan had warned the man
Nata and his wife Nena, saving: "Make
now no more pulque, but hollow out. to
yourselves a great cypress into which ve
shall enter, when, in the month Tozoztli,
the waters shall near the skv. Then they entered into it; and when Titlacahuan ·had
shut them in, he said to to the man: "Thou
shalt eat but a single ear of maize and thy
wife but one also."-Ibid, p. 70.
"It is a very remarkable fact," says Alfred Maury, "that we find in America traditions of the deluge coming infinitely
nearer to that of the Bible and the Chaldean religion than among many people
of the Old World. It is difficult to suppose that the emigration that certainly
took place from Asia into North Ameica
by the Kourile and Aleutian islands, and
still does so in our day, should have
brought in these memorie~, since no trace
is found of them among those Mongol or
Siberian populations which were fu~ed
with the natives of the New World. The
attempts that have been made to trace the
origin of Mexican civilization tl'> Asia,
have not as yet led to any sufficiently conclusive facts. Besides, had Buddhism,
which we doubt, made its way into America, it could not have introduced a myth
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surd, which was not founded in
not found in its own scriptures. The
cause of these similarities between the di- did not once holcl a significance.
1uvian traditions of the nations oft heN ew Rae., vol. 3, pp. 15-·17.
World and that of the Bible remains thereSome of the above statements :1re worVICTORIA.
thy of more than a passing notice or confore unexplained."-Atlantis, p. 98.
The above conference was held at the Saints'
I am not so over particular as to how sideration, and might be retained in mem- church,
January 5th and 6th, at Hastings, Victothe tradition of the flood was transmitted ory to good advantage upon more than ria, Australia. Calld to order by Elder Jones.
to the tribes of America, but have an anx- one subject. Lord Bacon
Moved that Bro. T. Vv. Smith preside at conferassisted by Bro J. W. Wight. Moved that
iety to prove by these strange traditions three centuries ago: "And
Brn.
and Trembath act as secretaries in
well weighed and considered
the Asiatic origin of the wide spread Indiabsence of district secretarv. The duties of
an nations of both North and South Amer- thoroughly seen into the levity
those assemble·d in conference was stated by Elica. As to the great value of tradition, it mind indulges for allegories and
der T. vV. Smith. Statistical reports: Queensyet I can not but retain a high value for ferry, no change. Leopold, no change. Hastmay be proper here to quote the followings 44; 4 baptized, r received. Bishop's Agent's
ing. Bancroft says: ''Of tbe value of my- the ancient mythology."
To be continued.
report: Balance last report, £6r 6s. 6d. Rethology it is unnecessary here to speak.
ceived since, £9 r9s. 6d. Expenditures, £5 r2s.
Never was there a time in the history of
!Id. Balance £65
rd. Reports from the
philosophy when the character, cust~ms,
various branches
other officers convey a
and beliefs of aboriginal man, and evfavorable impression of the work being done.
Moved that Eld•cr W. J. Trembath's name be
erything pertaining to him, were held
submiited to General Conference for appointPAGAN LEGEND OF JESUS.
in such high esteem by scholars as at presment in the Australian mission. and that he be
ent. As the ultimate of human knowled§<e PuBLIUS LENTULUS, assumed
financially sustained meantime. Moved that
is approached, the inquirer is thrown back have been proconsul of
Bro. J. F. Burton be appointed delegate to Genupon the past; and more and more the
eral Conference to represent this district. MovHerod, is reported td h;}ve seen
ed
that in future, conference be held every four
fact becomes apparent, that what is, is but our. and to have written the
months, viz., May, September and January.
a reproduction of what has been; that in lett~r to the Roman Senate:
Vote of thanks was ,;iven to Bro. Rennie for
the earlier stages of human developement
At this time appeared a man who is still erecting platform in church. District officers,
may be found the counterpart of everv living- and endowed with
pre<;iden! of mission and all church authorities
and
were sustained. Dedicatory services, conducted
phase of modem social life. High<>r and er, his name is Jesus Christ. His
Brn. Smith and VVight, were held on Sunday
more heterogeneous as are our preq'nt call him the Son of
others
after vvhich Elder McGurk. president
systems of politics and philosophv. evHy him as a powerful Prophet, be raises
of building committere gave a short history of the
principle when tracked to its beginning, dead to life and heals the sick of
rise and progress of the chm-ch in Victoria. Ofproves to have been evolved--not originat- description of infirmity and disease.
f:.Cers present. I apostle, I seventy. 7 elders, 3
priests, r tencher. Adjourned to Queensferry,
ed. As there never yet was found a peoman is of
stature and well
Saturday, May
at w a. m.
ple without a language, so every nation tioned, his countennnce severe and
rTo this may
added 'orne items reported
has its mythology, some popular and at- so that he inspires beholders with
Elder T. vV. Smith as follows:
"Minutes
tractive form for preserving historical traof both fear and Jove. The h:1ir of his previous conference re~d and corrected in regard
dition and presenting ethicfll mRxim~; and head is of the color of
and without to sustaining Elder Trembath in the field, finanas by the range of their vocabulrJries we radiance, hut it descends fr<'m the ears to ciallv, also in the appointment of Elders E. G.
may follow men through all the stages of shoulders in shining- curls. From the shoul- Jones and E. McGurk as circumstances permit;
that the president of conference be requested to
their progress in government, domestic af- ders the hair flows down the back divided write to the Minister of Public Instruction for
fairs and mechanical arts, so by beliefs ex- into two portions, after the manner of permission to use the State Schools by the minpressed we may determine at any given
istry of the church."-Ed.]
N azarenes.
His forehead is clec<r and
epoch in the history of a racP their ideal
without wrinkle, his face from blemish
CENTRAL TEXAS.
and intellectual condition. Without the and slightly tinged with red. his
substance there can be no shadow, with- nomy noble and gracious. The nose
Conference convPned with lhe Elmwood
out the object there can be no name for it; mouth are faultless. His benrd is abund- branch, March 16th, E W. Nunley president.
Branch reports: Elkhart no change, Elmwood
therefore when we find 'ang-uav,e without
ant, the same color ?.S his hair and forked.
5 baplized, IO removed, 7 expelled, 2 died;
a word to denote property or chastity, we His eyes are blue and brilliant. In reprovCentral 30. 14. removed, 4 expelled: Lone
may be sure that the wealth and women
ing or chastening he is awe
; in Pine 20, I baptized Cooks Point (new) 26 Elders report<>d: J.
Bryan, I. N. Roberts, L. H.
of the tribe are held in common; and when exhorting and teaching his
is
Ezzell, H. L. Thompson, S. W. Simmons, E. W.
in a system of mythology certain imporand caressing. His countenance is marvNunley baptized rr. Priests: C. C. Holcombe,
tant mtt;,physical or ::esthetic ideas and atelous in seriousness and grace. He has F. C. Gough. Bishop's agent's report: Due
tributes are wanting, it is evident th;~t the
never once been seen to
but
agent last report $2 15, received since $131 _so,
intellect of its composers ha'. not vet reachpaid out $140 6o, due agent $9 !0. District offihave seen him weep. He
slendE-r
ed beyond a certain low p0int of concepperson, his hands are straight m1d long·, cers were sustained. I. N. Roberts was electecl
delegate to General Conference. A petition was
tion. It is now a recognized principle of his anns beautiful. Grave and solemn in
sent to General Conference to send A. J. Moore
philosophy, that no religious belief, howhis discourse, his languag·e is simple and back to this mission the coming year also as many
ever crude, nor any historicgJ traditirm,
quiet. In appearence he is the most beau- others as they mav see proper. Adjourned to
however absurd, can be held by the ma- tiful of the children of men.
meet with the Elkhart branch, August 9th. A
motion carried that a Reuni0n be held at Cook's
jority of a people for any considerable
P<lint, beginning July 5th. r889 Preaching
time as true, without having in the beg-inElders I. N. Roberts, L. H. Ezzell and E.
THE SUN AS A CURATIVE AGENT.
ning some foundation in fact. Something
Nunley. Adjourned.
Court the sun, if you are one of the unhappy
there must have been in every legend, in
ones who lie awake o' nights. The very worst
every tradition, in every belief, which has
POTTAWATTAMTE.
ever. been entertained by the mnjority of soporfic is laudanum, and the very best sunshine.
Conference
conv<'nc•d at Council Bluff,, Iowa,
a people., to recommend il to minds of Therefore it is very plain that poor sleepers February 23d. H. N. Hansen presiding. 'f. Scott
should
pass
as
many
hours
as
possible
ln
the
sunmen in the fin;t in<tance. Error absolute
secretarv. Branch reports: Council Bluffs 178;
North Star 76, I baptized, I received; Hozeldel!
can not exist. F11lse doctrine, without an shine, and as few as possible in the shade.
39, r died, I remov<>d, I marriagP; Cresc€'nt City
women are martyrs, and yet they do not know it.
amalgam of verity, speeoily crumbles; :md
79, 2 ordinations. I marriage. Reports of Elders:
the more monstrous the falsity, the more They shut the sunshine out of their houses and J. A. Davis baptized 2. W E Peak, H. N. Hantheir
hearts,
they
wear
vails,
they
carry
parasols,
rapid its decomposition. Therefore we
sen baptized 3-l P. Carlisle, J. Carlisle baptized
they do all that is po,;sible to keep off the subtlest
r, A. Hall has acted as Bishop's ogent, C A. Bee·
mav be>sure that there never was a mvth
wit'hout a meaning-; that mytholog-y is ·not and yet most potent influence which is intendt~d be, F. Peterson baptizd + W. Gess, J. Evans,
to <>ive them strength and beauty and eheerfulBro. Loomis hnp:ized 3. Bro. Casterson. Bro.
a bundle of ridiculous fancies invented nes";;. Is it not time to change this, and so
Jones, R. McKinzie, Bro. Duel. Moved and
for vulg·ar amusement; that there is not color and roses in their pale cheeks.,
seconded that we proceed to elect delegates for
one of these stories, no matter how ab- their weak back~ and courage in thelr
the April Conference. The following were elecVW'A",A'•

·----
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ted for delegates to General Conference: C. A.
Beebe, H. N. Hansen, Robert McKinzie, W. E.
Peak, D. K. Dodson. H. N. Hansen was sustained district: president. Andrew Hall was sustained Bishop'~ ag<=nt and Thos. Scott secretary.
Bishop's agent's report: On hand October 25th
when last reported $19 30, receipts $53962, disbursed $516 25. on hand $23-37· Adjourned to
Council Bluffs, Saturday, June 29th.
NOVA SCOTIA.
Conference called by A. H. Parsons March 9th,
at South Rawdon chapel. The president announced the conference onen for business. Bro.
Robinson was invited to take part. Sr. Elmira
Wood. was elected clerk pro. tem. Reports were
read as followR: H. H. Robinson had labored ln
Port Grevi!le, Parrsboro, Lakeland,Canning,Delhaven, Lock hartville, Hillsdale, Ashdale and Mt.
U niack Mines; baptized 3; assisted to confirm 4;
blessed I child; administered to several, etc. Alfred Wood, teacher, visited all the Saints in this
branch except two, and found them, in most case,,, in good working order. Felt well in the
work and wishes to continue. A. H. Parsons reported having labored in all the above named
places (except Parrsboro.) and four others. This
branch was in beLler working order than when
he came; still there is good opportunity for improvement. Report of South Rawdon branch
read and approved: 2o members, 2 received by
letter, I dead, I expelled. H. H. Robinson was
chosen president of the district, and Sr. E. Wood
secretary. General church authorities were sustained. Conference reaffirmed that E. C. Briggs
represent them at the General Conference; if not,
conference to appoint a delegate for this mission.
Conference instructs the delegate to vote for the
adoption of the epistle of the twelve. Preaching by
A. H. Parsons. Dedication services at Ira. m ; sermon delivered by H. H. Robinson, praver by A.
H. Parsons. Preachin@: at 7 p. m. by A. H. Parsons. Adjourned te> call of president.
WELSH MISSION.
Conference of the above mission convened at
Aberaman, Wales. October 28th, r888, at 10 a.m.,
J. T. Davis president, D. Lewis clerk. The min·
utes of last conf,,rence were read and approved.
Eastern district was reported: Branches 6. seventies 1, elders 17, priests 8, teachers r, dE'acons 2,
died 1, emigrated I. members 55, total 84, W.
Morris president. Western district: Branches 2,
elders II, prie~ts 4· deacons 2. baptized 3- members so, total 7o; D. Lewis presi<lent. Bishop's
agent's account was reported: Balance last report £r 7'· received since £5 r4s oYzd, paid out
£6 ros o Yzd, in hand ns.
Book. account was
1 eported:
In hand when last reported £r4 9s
roYzd, received ,Jnce £r 18' n.%d. paid out £8
os 7 Yzd, in hand £8 8< 2 Yzd. Propo>ed and passed Ihat brethren J T. Davis, J. R. Gibbs and D.
Lewis would form a board of publication for
Wales. At 2 p m. address by the pre>iclent. The
authorities of the chnrch were sustained; also J.
T. Davis president of the Vi/elsh mission, W.
Morris president of Eastern district. D. Lewis
president of the Western district, J. E Hughes
for North Wales, and all the elders, priests, deacons and members. The gifts of 1he Spirit were
enj,wed. At 6 p.m. preaching by
Jenkins and
E. A Davis. Adjnurned to
at Llanelly,
Whitsunday and Whitmonday.
SOUTHERN INDIANA.
Conference convened March 9'h at the Pleasant Ridge branch, M. R Scott president, V. D.
Ba,;gerly secretarv. Branches: West Fork: Olive;
Union I death; Amanda; Bvrnvllle IO; 3 baptized: Raceville; Eden; New Trenton and
Pleasant Ridge not reported.
Elders: M. R.
Scott (baptized s). L. F. Daniels (bnptized I), v.
D. Bag·gerlv. Priests: S. Grover and J. Hyde.
Teachers: G. Jenkins, I. Sandage. Resolved
that the branches of this district be represented
by delegate vote to the district conference, and
that each branch shall have a vote for every
6 memben or fraction thereof. Resolved that
T. Wheeler and G. Jenkins labor in Harrison
and Floyd counties that S. Gmver and S. Hyde

labor in Crawford and Perry counties; that J.
Fisher and W. Marshall labor in Jefferson and
Ripley counties;]. Chappelow in Johmon county,
L. F. Daniels in Davis and adjoining counties
and that all elders, priests, teachers and deacons
report either in person or by letter to next conference. Resolved that we request General Conference to continue Elders V. D. Baggerly and
M. R. Scott in this district and as many more as
they can.
General authorities of the church
were sustained; also M. R. Scott as president of
the district and V. D. Baggerly as secretary until
nexl conference. Adjourned to Olive branch,
near New Marion, Ripley county, Indiana, June
8th, at IO a. m.
PHILADELPHIA.
Conference convened at Brooklyn, N.Y., Saturdav February 23rd, J. Squire president, H H.
Bacon secretary. Branches: Brooklyn 53· 2 baptized, I removed; Philadelphia 47, I died; Hornerstown and New Park not reported. Bishop's
agent, A. Cameron reported: Balance last report
$r30 o8, received ~ince $68 55· total $198.63
credited, by W. H. Kelley $II6 oo, postage $r.oo,
total $1 oo, balance $8r 63. Audited and found
cm-rect.
treasurer, H. H. Bacon reported balance last conference $r 67, received from
Brooklyn branch 65 cents, received from Philadelphia branch $z 05, expense' to conference
$4 oo, balance 37 cents. The report of the committee on reunion the coming summer in Brooklyn was received and committee continued with
power to act. Elders reported: S. Stone, G.
Potts, Joseph Squire. Priest J. Potts reported
his labors as acting deacon of Brooklyn branch,
and H. H. Bacon a" president of the Philadelphia
branch. A letter of testimonv was read from
sister Vincent of Bridgeport, Connecticut!. On
mol-ion Bro Joseph Squire was oustained as president, H. H. Bacon as secretary and treasurer,
and A. Cameron as Bishop's agent. On motion
Bm. W. H. Kelley and E L. Kelley were requested to represent this district at the General
Conference. It was the unanimous wish of the
Saints that Bro. W. H. Kellev be returned to
this mission. On motion the "secretary was instructed to notify the members residing in the
district holding letters of removal to deposit them
with the nearest branch or they would be placed
on the list of 'cattered members. Ref>olved that
we sustain all the authorities of the church.
Preaching by W. H. Kelley. Adjourned to meet
at Brooklyn, Saturday, August 24th. The New
Park statistical report was received by the sec·
retarv after conference showing an increase of
two by baptism.

DIED.
Jrw.-At Dennisport, Mass., after a painful
illness, March r5th. r889 Sadie F. Joy, the only
and loving ehiid of Bro. Frank and sister Lydia
D. Joy aged 24 years. 6 months and r7 days.
Sunday, March 17th. in the Saints' chapel,
with sermon by Elder John Smith. Every available seat and all the standing room in the chapel
were occupied, and many were unable to gain admittance and were forced to return home or
stand out in a driving rain storm. The speaker
waE' favored bv one of those special feasts of liberty which the Lord alone bestows.
Bur.LARD.-At her son-in-law's home, Bro J.
A Smith, near Lenox, Iowa, March rSch. 1889,
S.- Ellzabeth Bullard. of consumption. She was
born ln Leeds county. Upper Canada, in r8Io,
and was 78 years, 9 months and ro days old.
She was married to Dank! Bullard November
r4th. 1827, in Leeds county. Canada; was baptized Jnto the Chnrch of Lattn Dav Saints fannary rst, r837, by Elder John .E. Page, and since
has always bornP a strong test;mony to the truth
of the work. For three years she has been a
sufl'Prer, and for the last se,·en months was confined to her bed, bearing all with Chri,tian fortitude.
In her last hours she testified it was well
with
and that she would come forth in the
of the just, and besought us all to.
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meet her. None of her faith being present to
preach her funeral sermon, she requested it
should be preached in the Des Moines Vail~y
branch by Bro. William Nirk, or some one appointed by him. Not knowing his address I put
her request in the Herald.
A friend of hers, a
Methodist brother, by request read and prayed at
the house.
She was laid in the Creston Cemetery where one son and a number of grandchildren rest.
There we were met by a number of
mourning friends with a Congregationalist minister who with a few appropriate remarks repeated a portion of the fourteenth chapter of St. John
and offered prayer. We left her to await the
resurrection of the just.
HART.-Near Angola, Kansas, May Belle
Hart, March zd, r889. aged 23 years
months
27 days. She was baplized by brother J. T. Davis, March 23d, 1884
She leaves her companion, three tender children, a loving father and
mother, a sister, seven brothers and many
friends to mourn her death. Although she was
backward in public worship, she was a strong
believer in secret devotion; a faithful wife and
true saint. The example she set before her
household and companions asmres us that her
spirit is with the saints immortal.

s·

Plucked like a tender blossom in the spring of life,
She bus filled her mission in this world of strife.
And her life hei11g a model to almost !lll,
She was ready and answered to our Master's call.

BISHOP'S APPOINTMENT.
In accordance with the recommenda' ion of
the rec-ent conference, held in Tennessee and
Kentucky district, recommending Bro. Peter B.
Seaton as m _v agent for said district, I therefore
appoint him as such for said district and recommend him to the Saints that .they may aid him
by their prayers and means.
G. A. BLAKESLEE, Presiding Bishop.
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.
Be it known that Elder J. L. Pride is not a
licensed minister of the Reorganized Church,
but is now under serious charge for unchristianlike conduct.
W. W. BLAIR,

Of tk.e Fir.'t PYesidency.
LAMONI,

Iowa, March 26th, 1889.

NOTICE.
Information wanted that will help us to find
Sister Jennie Peat, formerly of Fall River, Mass.
When last heard from she was in Rhode Island.
Any one knowing where she is located will confer a favor by corresponding with John Smith,
773 Purchase street, New Bedford, Massachusetts.
BLUE GRASS LEAGUE.
As provided in articles of association the annual meeting of the Lf·ague will be held on the
second \Vednesday of April. r889, it being the
wth day of Anril next. Place of meeting, Superior Court Room, Creston, Iowa; time, ten
o'clock a. m. Every city, town or township
having an organization such as a "Business
Men's Association,'' "Farmers' Club," "Board
of Trade," or like organization, having for its
object the material up- building of its locality,
and having paid into the treasury of the LE'ague
$2.). and $r.s additional for t'ach sooof its inhabitants (excluding first soo according to state census of rSSs) and consented to the rules and regulations of the League, is entitled to send two
delegates to the annual meeting. At this date
the membership comists of Corning, Villisca,
Red Oak and Creston. Assurances have been
received from Clarinda, Shenandoah, Leon,
Osceola, Murray. Afton, Glenwood, Fontanelle,
Farragut, Greenfield, Mt. Avr. Conway, Lenox
and Bedford, that before the annual meeting
their quota of money will be in the hands of W.
W. Ellis treasurer of Villisca. There is still time
for towns that have not organized to do so if action is promptly taken. It now seems probable
that many villages and towns will organize and
select delegates who will bring the membership
fee to the meeting. For benefit of those who
have not seen the articles of association it Is stated that they provide for an executive committee
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composed of one person from each county
joining the league. The committee as it now
stands is as follows: W. S. Johnson of Decatur
FARMERS'
county, C. A. LiRle, Page; W. 'vV. Ellis, MontWill attend to any Business for Non-Re~idcntE
gomery; A. M. Bey mer, Adams; M. A. Raney;
Adair, andJ. B Harsh, Union. Where there are
entrusted to onr care.
two or more towns in a county which join the
Interest
Allowed
on Time
League the organizations of such towns should
meet together and select a vice president for the
county who by virtue of his said office becomes
a member of the executive committee. All the
Or, Key to the Chronology of"
Bible.
towns and counties of Southwest Iowa are earnestly invited to join the League. The question
BY A. J. MAPES.
may be asked what counties are considered as
L1mp Cloth, 103 pages, price 35 cts. For sale by
embraced in the blue grass region of Southwestern Iowa. The answer is, any county that can
Bro. H. R. MILLS, Independence Mo.
furnish evidence that by the use of the tame
grasses, for early spring, summer, fall and winAUTUMN
LE
ter pastures the feeding season for live stock <:an
Published monthly for the
be profitably reduced to 65 days, or less, in said
Youlh of the Reorganized Church
esus
county. The following counties are specially inChrist of Latter Day Saints,
vited to be present at the approaching meeting:
Adams, Adair, Appanoose, Clark, Cass, Decatur,
.Fremont, Madison, Lucas, Montgomery, Mills,
Page, Pottawattamie, Taylor, Union, Ringgold,
Warren and Wayne. The design of the League
ADDRESSES.
J. W. Wight, Queen•ferry, Victoria,
is to advertise to the world the unexcelled ad'l\
W.
Sr
•
.Hth
l~ayetee, rrahiti, via Sun
vantages of soil, climate, water, natural resources
and productions of Southwest Iowa to the end
that emigration from the older states may be at- 1 PUBLICATIONS
tracted to this region. The organization was
- - ) B Y o·n:E ( - - effected on .February 26th, 1889 and alr12ady much
has been done, but it is confidently ·expected that.
at the April meeting the whole of the territory
LAMONI, DECATUR
to be benefitted by the movement will be enlisted ,
in the enterprise. It is hoped that work will begin right after the annual meeting. Come and
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
help organize, remembering the plan is to adver(Inspired Translation
tise Southwest Iowa as a -whole, and unless each
Sheep or
locality does its share the project will be abanImitation """·".,._,,.,
doned. We have the best countrv under the sun
New Testament,
-let's let folks know it. C. A. Lisle, of Clarinda, secretary, J. B. Harsh, of Creston, president.
BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled
............... , .... 1
PATRIOT AT GENERAL CONFERENCE. Imitation Iviorocco, gilt edges . . .......... 1

----------------

v

.... 1 65
25
40

1

We have secured Elder R. M. Elvin to represent the Patriot at the April Conference. He
will furnish all with sample copies and bills, and
will take subscriptions. The design of the Patriot is the reflection of truth, the commendation of
virtue and patriotism.-in short. to do good. •
LAMBERT BRO'S, Pub's.,
LAMONI, Iowa.
6apr2t

---:A Family Newspaper.:--THE INDEPENDENT PATRIOT
Provide~?~

lts readers weekly with

56 COLUMNS
Of reading matter, including Domestic and Foreign News,
Home. Around the World, Rdiglons. Scientific Mud Personal departments, ancl nims to keep it::l rt>ndc-:rR thoronghly acqnatntNl with the Btril~::ing ft~ntnres of the world's
progre•s. Try it and know for yourself. Sumple copy
free. One dollar p<-'r \'enr.
LAMBEHT BROTHERS, PuBUSHERS,
25aug
Lumoni. Decntnr Co., Jowa.

TO ELDERS, PRIESTS, AND OTHERS.
O a1l persons Fending ue. the namPA of Two PER~oNs
ae subscribers to the INDEPENDENCE GAZE'l''l'E
for oue year, witb the cash. we will scud, prepaid, a copy
of the ''Elders, Diary." 'rhe subscription price of the
Gazette is $1 a year.
LUFF' & CRICK.
We want Agents everywhere, male and female, and
will pay good cash ioumFe~on. & Wri6c
p~r~iculurs

T

'R" f"c

36jan

Independence, Mo.

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,
REAL

ESTATE

AGENTS,

West Lexington Street,
INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI.

Next. to Warnkv'e Ga.nery.

SABBATH SC

~OOL

BOOKS,

Compendium of Faith, fot higher classes, bound In
sprinkled Leather, each ......................... $1 00
The same hou ud in Cloth.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75
Question Book, for intermediate classes, e.ach 25c.,
per dozen ...............................·. . . . . . . . . 2.50

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
Sprinkled sheeo. or
............... 1 25
Imitation Morocco .... _.................. 1 50
SAINTS' HARP-HYMN BOOK.
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled
....•... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt ed"es .. , ... _....... 1 50
JOSEPH SMITH Tl1E PlWPHE'r:
and .AutoSmith.
In Cloth, gilt finished .. - .. -, .............. 2 20
This book contains 827 pages
reading matter; also, three very
gravings, and a facsimile of the "'-'-"'';;rur;u
~eph the Prophet and
Smith; also Steel
A complete history

Iilnsliu boards, 312 pages..... .. . . . • • • • • • • . 70
Leather binding.......................... 1 00

HESPERIS.
Poerns by_ David H. Smith, 202 pages,
cloth, grlt edges........................ 50
VOICE OF WARNING
And Instruction to all People, on
Doctrine
and History of the latter day
In paper covers; twelve for $1 ........ each 10
Limp cloth covers, each .. . . .. . . . • • • .... •. 25
JOSEPH THE SEER:
His Prophetic
and the
DiYine Origin
Mormon
Defended and
Paper covers, 200 pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
Thi.s is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to
William Sheldon of the Second Advent
and is an important work to be in
the ministry ofthe church; and it
ccllent one to be eirculated both in
and among those
abounding
never before
defense of
Smith and the
Mormon.

50

15

75

matter in relation
the Seer,
Book of
Angelic
of the Priesthood.
- covers 8c. each, per dozen . . . • • • • .
covers 5c. each, per dozen.... • • • •
MISCELLANEOUS.
u.-~,..,~·~
Life Here and HereHall ; 544 pages .... 1
Itself; 336 pages .... 1
library leather ........ 3
Fall ofthe Roman Em5 volumes ............ 4
2 vole. ......... 4
(illustrated) ... 1
2 vols_ in one .... 4
-· ............. 2
History, from A. D.
5 vols .......... 10
of Eusebius Pamand Palestine . 2
""''""'m.''"" of Bible .. 1

75
50
50
00
50
00

00
80
00
00
00

00
'15
......................... ! 00
Testament............... 1 65

Ilia .....
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD oF THE LORD: For< 'l'HERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AmoNG You HAVE SAVE rr llll ONE WIFl'£: liD CoNCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag@ 116, Book ofl\formon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN snouLD IIAVE ONI< WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: ExcEPT m CAsE oF DE~ , WHEN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN."--Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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No. 15.

Iowa, April 13, 1889
is fanatical and founded in the craft of bad
Ute~h Mormons art' nota·
and persevering.
Their
of a high order. They are
a temperate people so far
and narcotics (such as
liquors and tobacco), are concerned. Even tea and coffee find no place
with some, on religious grounds. And
yet, not few among them give a loose
rein t their appetites in this direction.
'There is fair and com•11endable meascivii and sncial order among the
And :o~ide from their evasion
sistance of the law against plural
and its outg:rowths, a comparisor; between the Utah lYiormons and the
citizens of other territories results largely
ia their favor,
Young's was an iron rulehad to bend to his will, in a
till about 1869. After that
over the masses.
interest, everv
people industriouR, fn{.
and orderlv. His teach·
in this direction, imtead
rnatters as set forth in the
sacrl."rl records. and it is claimed by t!-:ose
there from the first settlement
at time,, he and hh
very arbitrc.ry and lawless
enforce his wili and make it
rt was said and sung that,

the

Every Eaturday. Priee
r:rhe Traveling llinistry, Distrid
and the JJibltOp's Agents.
sc:ribers 1 and help build up
department.
J3usiness Lette"is
Duncer, by P. 0.
Rnte~·ed as secen;i

J 08El'H
W. W.

SMITH

BLAIR

Lamoni, Iowa,

Now that so much is

Their devotion to their
tions
that
Jews and Chri~>tians., and is a
that seen
the Vaudois of
the
of
odists

manner,
over an
they

"}~dghflm

Young, he is the lion of the Lord
He rules hi a people by the power of his word."

VVhile this kind of rule resulted in a
forced
and submission on the
part
the rn asses, it robbed them at the
same time
their individualitv, agency,
and inheren
and made them the
blind f()Hovvers of a selfish dictator, whose
will was their supreme law.
The Utah :Mormons have accomplished
much
all their mountain
one stops to think
have been done bad
followers kept clear of
and its like, used the. means put
in building up educational and
interests after having first
sent Ol't the
as found in the sacred
bof·k~, of the church to all quarters, what
has been accon1plished for good seems
insignificant. No one could
better opportunities than Brigham
his followers had to found and build
a community, notwithsu,nding the
in which they located was new;
for no ,;oonu had they got fairly located
in Utah than they were largely aided by
the
seekers and emigrants to the Pacili: coast. l'v1ontana and other western
and nonh~rn localities._ Then came the
Mormon war, then the late civil war and

Indian wars, then railroad building from
the Missouri River to the Golden Gate
with branches running north through
Utah, Idaho and Montana, also south and
east through Utah and Colorado, all
bringing wealth to Utah.
To this add
the openin~~ out of mines in Utah, Nevada, Idaho and Montana, including the various coal fields in Utah, Wyoming and
Colorado and it will be readily >een that
the Utah Mormons have had rare opportunities to increase in worldly wealth and
become rich in temporal matters. So !hat,
however hard and unpromising their beginnings were in Utah, splendid opportunities came to them in good time ~nd
wealth poured in upon them in great
abnndanc<>.
It is true that this wealth
lodged, largely, in the hands of Brig-ham
Young- <md a few others, yet the most o:f:
the rank and file of the people, by their
industry, temperance, frug-ality and perse·
verance have wrought noblv and well and
secured homes, some attai~ing a competency.
Had the money squandered in
building temples, fighting Congress and
United States officials in the interest of
polygamy, etc., etc., and in various speculations of Brigham Young which met
with di,.aster, been spent in building up
genuine gospel work. education and manufacturing interest!', Utah to. day would be
far supe'rior to what it now is, ht'r people
far m-ore prosperous, united and happy,
and her influence for g-ood a mie:hty power in the land.
\iV e should readily credit
the Utah Mormons for all the good they
have done and treat thAir short-comings
with due forbearance and moderation. .
EBENEZER ROBINSON.

!Hte Return Mr. Robinson insinuate!'\
that the writer of an editorial in the HERALD for the 9th ult., entitled "Ebenezer
Robinson" was not actuated -by a good
spirit when writing it, and he expresses
the opinion that Joseph Smith was not the
writer of the document, In the latter he
is correct, and as to the spirit which prompted said editorial, all must judge for themselves. We regret having occasion to
write of these matters again.
If Mr. Robinson has not yet learnt'd
that the church a~ a whole, and especially
some of its leading men, have suffered in
reputation over his railroad experiments,
it is well he should know it now; for it is
a fact patent to hundreds both in the
church and outside of it, and has caused
no little reproach which the Saints-and
especially the elders-have had to meet
and explain as best they could. We do not
propose to discuss the methods he med in
that unfortunate venture-it is a dead issue,
a thing of the past-but we are anxious
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the Saints and all other interested parties 1 ple, their numbers become
should know that the church, nor its lead- and are "sanctified" before the
ing men had anything to do with that their "banners
their
scheme, either ln its inception, its conduct, tions" by reason
or its failure, though some had been led, goodly influence, so that
by certain representations, to hope it would ''may be constrained to
the kingdom of Zion i:3 in
succeed.
kingclon1 of our God and
' as
The HERALD has not revived these matters, for they are still being discussed both is so plainly set forth in the reveiat ion of
by letters :mel in personal conversations, June zzd, 1834, in Doctrine and Covenants and reaffirmed in the
and the HERALD has simply undertaken to
March 3d, 1873, Doctrine and
say to all, and for all time, that the ReorI r 7 : I I.
\V hoever will read these
ganized Church is not now, and never was,
tures faithfully and
a party to that venture, and was not and
what is taught therein
is not now resoonsib!e for its failure and
the consequent-losses and disappointments the second coming of Christ nor
falling upon many in and outside of the building up of Zion till the
and proceeding conditions are had~
church. We seek to defend the church
from blame in the matter. Let the light- error of some people iies
ning fall on those who merit it, and let the the word of God to suit their
theories, personal
innocent go free.
\Ve have said, and still say, that we do sires, all of which is
not believe Mr. Robinson's motives ous, perverling- the judgment and
into error, disappointment and di~aster.
were bad when he engag·ed in railroad
Do not believe all the rumors abroad till
building; but we always thought, and now
they arc found true-and then
w,sethink his judgment badly at fault.
All do not look upon these matters as ly and with caution.
1
charitably as we have done, hut are free 1
to express their utter condemnation of I
the project from its inception to the pres-~
ent time, both as to motives and methods
THE Saints of
in originating it, conducting it, and esbranch have
pecially in the ending up of the concern.
And when our own members complain
over their losses to us, what <,lse could we
do, in all honesty and fairness, but refer
them to the laws of the land for redress as
our church covenants enjoin?
The Reorganized Church had no more
to do with that railroad movement rhan
Melchizedek bad with the building of the
tower of Babel.

In a letter

these

iterr~s Vile

S. F. WALKER.

IN our obituary column will be found the
particulars of the life, public services and
death of Bro. Samuel F. Walker, whorecently died at Lamoni. In his death the
church loses the services of a good and able
worker; one whose interests were ever
those of the church.
We shall miss Bro.
vV alker in the office, for association with
him was always pleasant and profitable.
The church will also miss his literary contributions in support of the latter day work.
A tried and true one has gone to rest.
A REPORT comes to us from an apparent!y reliable source that Bro. W. W. Blair
claimed once to have had a vision in which
it was shown him that Christ would come
in 1896 or before. This is to say th:1t W.
W. Blflir never claimed anything of the
kind. He has ever believed that the Jews
would be gathered to Judea, their commonwealth be establish(~d, and the nations,
led by Rus~ia, would go up to overthrow
and spoil Israel as is set forth in Ezekiel
chapters 3tl and 39, also in Zechariah
14, etc., etc. He has also ever held that
Zwn will be redeemed and built up before
the second advent, and that this will not
take place till the Saints, gathered largely
into the regions near Zion, have found
merited "favor and grace" with the peo-

our
coming General Conference there_
kindness we trust will
by our people and all
freedom and liberal
is Christian-doing by
wish to be done b·•:.
Brethren J. H. Pners and M. H. Forscutt came t~e 28th ult., and im
set to work auditing the accounts o£
Board of Publication.
Brethren J. H. Lake nnd R. C. Ev::,ns
of the Canada mission vi~ited L'imoni. en
route for General Conference. The brelhren were in good spirits and their visit a
preaching were edifying to the Lamoni
Saints. Bro. I. L. Rogers also reached
Lamoni on the zd inst.
Bro. A. McKenzie, of
wishes us to say to those expecting him to
preach among them, that he can not do so
at present.
Sr. Mary A. Wilcox of
Ohio, writes to order the
say she thanks God for
the fold of Christ.

writes from Des
was omitted
services
mi:-tnke or not he did not
We trust it was throug-h an overheard the Saints of
of Bro..

vvrite April l"t
as follows: "We areal!
well and have bad one of the best confe:r·ences ever held in this district. Seven
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Bro. E. DeLong wrote April 1st from
Tawas City, Michigan, "Am preaching in
this place every night to
audiences.
I baptized four yesterday."

EDI'l'ED BY SISTEH "FHANOEB."

I SHALL FIND REST.
A little further onThere will be little time-I shall find rest soon;
rrhus do we say, while eager youth invites
Young hope to try her wings in wantoh flights,
And nimble fancy builds the son! a nest
On some far crag; but Aoon youth'e flame ie .~one
Burned lightly out-while we repeat the jest
With smilmg confidence-I shall find rest.

A little further on.
A little further on

I shall find rest; half fiercely we avow
When noon beats on the dusty field ani! care
'I'hreats to

U11jOint

our armor, anD the glare

'Throbs with the pulse of hattie, while life's beet
Flies with tbe flitting •tars; the frenzied brow
Pains for the laurel more than for the breast
Where love soft nestling wnits. Not now, not now,
With feverish breath we cry, I shall find rest
A little further on.
A little ftlrther on

I shall find rest; hall' sad, at last, we say,
When sorrow,s setting cloud blurs out the gieam
Of glory's torch, and to a vanished dream
Love's palace hath been turned, then-all depressed,
Despairing. sick at heart-we n1a.y not stay
Our weary feet, so lonely then doth seem
This shadow haunted world. We, so unblest,
Weep not tu see the grave whit.il wails its guest;
And feeling round our feet the cool, 21weet clay,
We speak the fading world farewell and say:
Not on this side-alas I-I shun find rest
A little fnrtber on.
-·Robert Burns l'Vilson in ~~'The Century."

SILENCE TO THE LOR D.
Art thou tired, oh, so tn·ed,
Thou would', I. beneath the green turf lie?
Art thou so weary of this life
And all its c;ues, thou wilt not try
To let the heav'n1y lil.{ht shine through?
DMt thou not know of that sweet rest,
That perfect .. silence to the Lord, H
Which asks of thee no str(•ugth of thine,
Not e'en to frame a single word,

Yet

will

thy fainting heart renew?

'Tis not "the last;'~ God ne\er forsakes
'fhe soul which, tremblirq;;· restE on him;
He only asks for f~1lt,h anrl love;
Chnst took the burden, cure, and sin
And brought this ''rest~' for you.
-Chu1·chman.

PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
Sister Mary Britain requests the prayers of the
Union in behalf of herself, that she may be restored to health. She has been affiicted for near··
ly two years.
·Your prayers are requested in behalf of Sr.
Cynthia Graham, of Henderson, Iowa.
DELOIT, Iowa, March 19th, I88y.
Decw Sisler Wa!ke1':-As our president requested me I will try and write of what we have done
In our Mite Society at Deloit It is improving,
and we have a good attendance. We meet every Saturday afternoon from house to house.
Ow:· work is piecing and quilting quilts, and also

sewing carpet. rags and making carpets. These
we sell to get means for the good of the cause.
SR. JANE GoFF, President,
SR. SENA A. DoBSON, Sec.
February 2oth.
Dear Sistc1s of the Home Column:-I feel that
It is my duty to write to you and bear my
testimony to this work, that I know it is of God.
I have had many testimonies concerning it. My
prayers have been answered many times; although I have passed through some very severe
trials, the Lord has stood by me, and he promised me in a dream that he would be with me in
all my troubles, and I for one greatly feel the
ne~ed of his help, especially in raising my chi!·
dren. I have six children, five girls, and one little boy.
for me that I may bring them up
in the way they sho•.:tld go·
We have no preaching here now, but we expect Bro. Moler back next month scme time. He
came here last October, and preached at Liberty
Hall and two other points about twelve miles
from here. His stay
with us was near foure
•
months, in which time he baptized sixteen;
among them my husband, rny eldest daughter,
my sister and my niece. I yet have a father and
mother that are not in the faith with us. I ask
an interest in the prayers of all the Saints in
thelr behalf, that they may yet see the light of
the everlasting gospel, and may be obedient to
the same, that my joy may be fulL
Bro. G. T. Griffiths also paid us a short visit,
and gave us some excellent sermons, and baptiz·
ed one, and reorganized our branch. We are
scattered very much so that we can not all get
together; but a few of us meet once a week and
have prayer meeting. But most of us are very
young in the cause and feel our weakness. Pray
for us, !hat we may be strengthend by the Spirit
and may be found faithful unto the end, is my
prayer.
Your sister in Christ,
F. MoNEYMAKER.
NEWARK, Dakota, Feb. 22d.
Dear Sisters :-As we are still here on the
w"lld prairie I thought a word from this part of
God's moral vineyard would be of some interest,
also interesting to the many readers of the Column. There are countries that God has blessed
more abundantly with trees and rivers to please
the eye, also to please the soul; but, if this country is destitute of the many beautiful groves and
plensant sceneries, he has also sc•mething here to
make the soul rejoice exceedingly; for besides
the beautiful prairie extending for miles and
miles, it has its surface covered with the golden
grain in the harvest time, which is most beautiful to behold, especially when we hear the bmy
hum. of the great harve&ters as they plunge
boldly through the grain, leaving it behind them
all m bundle' ready to be thrashed. Often when
I see those great harvesters, two and three in
one field of golden grain, and the handsome
work done, I think of the vast harvest of souls to
be ga':hered in and the scant supply of re:tpers,
oh, dear sisters, my neart yearns for the dear
ones. Oh, that the church could send two or
three reapers into one field! how soon could our
ministry say to the workmen, "well done." But
sorne fields have to be entirely untouched for
want of means. Let us pray for God to bless
the Saints with good crops, that tt.ey may be
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more able to send reapers out. Now let us see
to it, after the grain of the Lord's harvest is cut
and bouncl by the respers, that it is all set up !n
good shape, that none of the bundles get knocked down by the tempest and left to perish before
it can be brought to the garner. What I mean
is this, after the elders have gone out and
preached the word and have baptized a goodly
number and perhaps organized a branch, let us
as faithful handmaidens follow up the work of
the elders ln praysr, and if one of us should be
the wife of an elder, and are near where we can
handily besides our home duties let us help in
the work as opportunity ofi'ers. Let us organize
a Prayer Union among the sisters if possible,
and by so doing we may save many a bundle of
good wheat which might otherwise be lost.
Night before last I dreamed that I saw a large
field of grain, and my husband had a self-binder
and was to cut the grain and I was to go behind
and set up the bundles; and as there is a branch
here and my husband is the presiding elder, and
there are those that he has reaped, I intend to
see to it, if possible, that we do what we can.
Your sister,
AMANDA M. 0EHR!NG.
LAMONI, Iowa, March 12th,
Dear Sisters qj the Home Column:- I have
never before attempt~d to. write any for the
Home Column. I have often thought of c;lolng
so, and can not tell why I have not, unless It was
my inability, and when asked a week or two ago
why I did not write wme for the Herald, I only
answered, "If I could write anything that would
do anybody any good, I would." But in thinking
on it afterwards, I could not help but think how,
if my mother had lived, she would have enjoyed
writing to the Home Column. and I noticed that
the Impossibility of my doing any gocd would
lav In my not trying. I have never thought
strongly about writing without an almost uncontrollable desire to tell the sisters about m,v mother
and the habits of my parents, and the training of
our childhood; and I have just as often thought
that I might be using the space in not just the
right way, and have let the time pass along. But
as we have to have something to wr!te about,
and the Home Column is to benefit our homes,
it might not be amiss to write some about the
teaching of our youth and the life's example we
had set b!O'fore us. As we are likely to write on
the subjfct uppermost in our minds, so this ls to
me; and as I begin to write there are so many
things that come to me that I already fear that
my letter may be too long.
It was a practice in the household since I was
old enough to remember, to have reading and
prayer each morning, and prayer, with often a
hymn sung, in the evening. And never upon
·more than two or three occasions in my life can
I remember of prayer being missed; and so
sincere were·they in the belief, that the result of
this practice was that we were preserved from
danger and accidents, that as my father came in
to dinner one day, (after mother died), having
forgotten prayer that morning, he said, "My
children, in our being called so suddenly from
the table this morning, just as we were finishing
breakfast, I forgot to return to the house for
prayer, let us not fail to a~k the Lord in secret to
watch over us during the remainder of the dry,
and we will not forget it again." My mother le.d
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the prayer in the evening. She also, after her
work was done in the morning, spent a few moments reading, and had prayer to herself in her
bed-room. Although she did not compel us to
do the same, she reminded us of it very often,
and wished us to put ourselves in a way to perform the duty of our own accord.
She often spoke of the prophet Daniel who
prayed regularly three times a day, and told us
that the command even went farther than that;
and that was to "pray always" or "pray without
ceasing." And the beauty of her teaching was
that in everything her example never digressed
from her precept. We so often noticed when
she was at her work, he lips moving silently as
though talking, that we grew to always think
that her heart was ascending to God in silent
prayer. How did we know but that it was for us
she was praying, and oh! how our hearts swelled
with love for her as we watched, and would not
break in upon her silence, we were so sure that
we were not mistaken in our thoughts. I never
asked her what her thoughts were at any time,
for I think it was her teaching made me think so.
And I have said to myself, Surely she comes as
close to keeping the command to "pray always,"
(that she has quoted to us so often), as one could
possibly come, as she told me once that she did
not know as she had ever seen one of us go from
our home for a longer or shorter time without
co111mitting that one to the care of God. Was it
any wonder then that her family were all spared
to be a comfort to her and be with her as bng as
she was spared?
This is a bare beginning of her life, lived in
the presence of her children. Is it strange that
we feel to-day that in following her life's example
also, and that as my oldest brother has expressed
himself to me several times, that as he thinks of
mother he can feel her presence ministering
peace and comfort to his soul, and he firmly believes that she is one of the "ministering angels."
When she was taken away we felt that her's
was the blessing, though ours was the loss, and
felt to say: "Lord, take her home, 'twill not be so
hard as to see her suffer longer." I did not
realize the many days, months, and years, and
the pain that would be tugging away at my heart,
the longing to set my eyes on her dear face again,
until I could almost think I could see her coming to my room. I do not know as I have received any comfort, for the wound has grown
deeper and deeper to me, and I can not say that
I feel resigned as I did when she was taken away.
I may not have sought diligently enough for
comfort and strength to Him who alone is able
to heal. I may be all to blame.
We two girls were fifteen ye.ars old when she
died, and we had one brother eighteen and one
seven. The only word she left us was to remember all she had taught us. She did not need to
teach us then, she had not waited until the
eleventh hour. "She had done what she could."
If we do not prepare ourselves to meet her at the
great day of rejoicing it will not be her fault.
I am afraid I have written too long, and that
this may not be as interesting as it ought to be;
but 'tis scarcely a beginning of her teaching.
But notwithstanding this great trial, if I could
know that some day my children will feel with
regard to me as I do of her I should be more
than content.
Can I estimate her worth too
highly? More than one sister living around here

not.''
Sister Frances, this is worth printing, and the
sisters will consider that this
first. 1ri,,l and
that I am perhaps younger than
v:ho have
written, I will try again.
May God's blessing rest upon us all, and let us
remember that the tin1e left us is gro"Ning shorter.
A sister in the only true gospel,

white watery substance oozing from a small
round hole the size of a pea, between th<, ribs.
This continued for such a length of time that it
was feo.red
liver, in fact the who!:· inward
side was comw,_oing away; for the afflicted side
1vas rn nch shrunken, causing her right shoulder
to be higher
the left.
She was still adrnlnistered to fror!l time to time,
MABEL GAULTER.
but her rec.ove:ry
very doubtful, and the
Dear Mabel: Let us hear from you 1gnln,
mother, fearing lest she should be charged with
and let this one thought give you ceur,,ge if : neglect if the child died~ as vvell as to satisfy hertempted by timidity. ''Whom though she be 1 self !hat
more could be done for her,
dead yet speaketh." Fathers and moth'='rs often 1 once more conbultcd a physician, but 'Nas told
live their lives over again in their children. I they conld "do 11oi:hing for her, as they did not
Your dear mother was called early to
rest.
It should be yours to rejoice that she has entered
into that rest, and to take up the battle of life
with a brave, strong heart, putting your entire
mother ·would not consent to it.
trust in God who is able to bring you off more
ODe day. at
n1other~s prayer meetiPg, the
than conqueror. Thus will your mother llve to
writer suggested that the child be made an esus again in the child of her love.-ED.
pecial suj~ct of prayer in the meetings, that if
it "Nas consistent with the \Vill of the Father, he
would spare her. For a time it seemed like hopDear Sisters of t!ze llome Colttmn:--Af':er so
ing agaiw:.:t hope; though vvhen v.re came away
long silence I again take up my pen to commushe •vas tnuch better, so rnuch so that vvhen the
nicate with you. Why this long silence I can
day \ivas vvarn1 she could v:alk out of doors a lithardly tell. The change from the active, pubiic
tle, while ho!din:,y to the hands of her llttle brolife of the past few years, to one so retired. and,
thPrs. But she v,ras far from being vvell, for the
I might say,secluded; as were the first few months
discharge
s.till eoming frotn her side, and
after our arrival in America 1 'vas so great; that
she lookf'd so frail that pufr of ·wind might alit produced a reaction, or s. spiritual stagnation,
most take her away. Her mother-Sister Emiiy
and really I had nothing to write except personTaylor-is a praying vv'oman 1 and all the fainily
al affairs, and for such I had no right to occupy
are lovers of thi'J latter day work, and I know
space in the Column to the exclusion of better
their hearts are overfhwing with graltitnde to
matter. But I did not lose my interest b the
God, that
has seen fit to spare the little child
Column; neither hag it suffered because of my
in answer to the many prayers oflered up in her
silence, though I may.
behalf. Sister Taylor wrltes me that she is now
I have found much spiritual cheer and enas vvt~ll:_:;_nd strong as ever
·was, for ·which I
couragement and I hope I have heen bend1tted
also feel to thank God; and may she Hve to be a
by the practical instruction. And though have
blessing and comfort to her famiiy, that none
never publicly expressed my thoughts concernmay have reason to regret that they contended so
ing the ''Prayer Union," I feel that it is, or was,
earnestly for her recovery.
the first step toward bringing to pass much good:
I hope,
every instance where an especial
how much, perhaps may never be known until
blessing has been received, tcstirr1ony concerning
the great day of reckoning: yet many will realize
it will he g)ven, thnt the faith of th\:: rnembers
blessings, and I believe the whole church wHl
of the Union rnDy be strengthened, and tl1t~reby
feel its influence.
they may inccea:':c~ their diligence.
Prior to the promulgation of the "Prayer
There has been a subject on my mind for some
League," the sisters of Forster, Australia, met
time concer:ning which I think prayer should be
every Monday afternoon for an hour of prayer,
made. The case is urgent enough to demand atand called it the "Mother's prayer meeting and
tention; I hope to speak of it at no distant day.
from there comes the first testimony of healing
May we each be true and faithful, and prove ourin answer to their prayers. It was brought by
selves worthy of the blessings of God, and so
the last Australian mail, and was one that made
live that we may have power with God to draw
my heart to rejoice. It was that of the complete
near unto him and receive every needed blessing.
recovery of little Ada Taylor. The child-about
SISTER EMMA.
five years old-had been sick for some months
previous to our last visit to Forster, and for weeks
HOME CoLUMN .MISSIONARY FUND.
she seemed just lingering between life and death.
Sr. Marv
She had been administered to frequently, and alSr. Alic~
ways seemed to revive after it, hut never receivBr. Chas. Curtis,
Lake City,
Sr. Susan {}reen, On\:;!ow) Iowa .. , ........ 2 oo
ed the desired blessing.
Sr.
Neb .......... 1.00
Then there came an inward abscess in her left
Sr.
r.oo
side, or something of that nature. Whether it
o._so
brol\e of itself, or was lanced, I do not know, but
0.90
I learned that she then had medical assist flnce,
0.25
I.OO
and large quantities of materation were pumped
0 78
from her side; after which she revived, but gave
I.OO
no promise of recovery. This opernti.on took
I.OO
place some weeks before our last visit to Forster,
and from that time she did not seem to r-uffer
much pain, but just wasted away.
Pure water, pure air, and simple food, without
When I saw her there was no outward swelling
narcotics, cond.iments, or stimulants, are best: for·
human health.
or infl.amation, but a constant discharge of a

any
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CooK's PoiNT, Texas, Nfarch zoth.
Ern. Smitlz and Blair :-I reached Temple,
Bell county, on the 6th; thence to Elmwood
branch in said county, preachlng twice to attent·
ive hearers. I then went to Hill county, about
seventy mlies norl:h of Elmwood branch, where
I preached seven discourses, five in a schoolhouse, to quite a number of attentive hearers
and I hope with good e:ff.::;ct. I also preached
two discourses in Bro M. Field's house and adminiskred the sacrament to the few Saints at
that place, which is near Peoria in said county.
'There was another place near ·where I preached
in that county where people wanted me to
preach but I could not on l hat tdp, on account
of having to return to Bell county to attend our
district conference. It was well attenderl but
was not as pleasant as could have been desired
on account of the spirit of se!iishness and contention prevailing to some extent; hope it may
never be the case again.
I hope to be able to do more in the church
this year than ever before. Om· district petition-ed General Conference to return Amos J. I\l[oore
to this mission. In bonds,
E. "\V. NUNLEY.
SAN BERNARDINo, Cal., March 29th.
Bro. Blair .:--It is no1.v nead:' a year since vve
began to get ready to leave Australia for this
land. All through our missim~. there we found
the Saints a very kind, generous, open-hearted
people, who loved the work
God and were
willing at all times to ddend
and \!\rho vvere
striving to shew forth the pe2.ceable fruits of a
saintlike life. Of course there were exceptions
to this in a very fevv~ instances, hut in geneta] the
Saints of Australia will compare favorably with
those of any part of America. The young 'Ciders
vvho landed just prior to our le,wing will, without
doubt, do good work in the colonies. They are
able and capable, and although Bro. Butterworth
is young in the work be is a young man of sterling value and will aid the work wherever he
goes and will make himself needful to the work
in positions where integrity 1 \visdom and fait-hfulness are needed. He and Bro. Wight are loved
by the Saints there and are laboring diligently in
the good cause.
hope nothing may arise to in
any wise hinder their usefulnE'ss, but that they
may be
sustained by the confidence and
prayers of
the children of the kingdom. It is
.certainly a good thing and commendable to see
the young men of the Church dedicate them·selv~~s

to the work of the min1stry 1 and all such,
lf continuing faithful, need have no fear; for God
will be their stay and comfort, and "no weapon
that is formed against them shall.prosper," and
1.n truth's cause they will a! ways be victors, for
God will be with them for they are in His service.
Bm. T. \V. Smith is probs.bly at Tahiti by this
time, having finished his wol'k ln Australia in
getting the branches there properly organized
into districts and putting the financial affairs of
the chureh in order, etco The Saints of Australia were mw:;h edified and :lnstructed
his

preaching and counsel concerning the Jaws and
order of the church and much blessed by Sr.
Helen's manJ testimonies and words of encouragernen t manifested by the gifts of the gospel;
also by her quiet helpful manner among the sis·
tErs
the church. May God bless them in their
present difficult field.
Since Bro. Joseph's arrival here I have had the
pleaeure of accompaning him in some of his
travels in this district, he having visited and
preached in towns and villages through the
counties of San Bernardino, San Diego and Los
Angele"; encouraging the Saints, strengthening
the weak, instructing the churches and officers in °
their privileges and duties. His lectures on the
marriage relation, and on Temperance were
excel.lent and well received, in the town of Santa
Ana especially, and have left an impression for
good to the cause wl,ich will be permanent. His
labors in San Bernardino are especially spoken
of on the streets of the town by lawyers, doctors
etc., and favorably commented upon. We are
SOl'!') to add that he has not as good health as
the Saints wonld like to see him enjoy. My
voice 1s 1mproving. Hoping for the speedy triumph of the truth, I am yours,
JosEPH F. BuRTON.

SPRINGFIELD, Mo., March 28th.
Bro. Blair :-I learn since coming to this countrv that there are Saints contemplating and are
actmtlly moving into south-west Missouri
and uorlh Arkansas. Some of our people may
honestly think that a move into south-west Missouri may be a nice thing simply because they
know
better.
But ignorance is not always
bliss. I have travererl over most of the southwest; S[PN the old settlers, and if the looks of the
people, the character of the outfits seen on the
streets of the various towns, is an indication of
the civilization and productiveness of the soil,
then in the language of the Church of England"Good Lord deliver us!"
If any are thinking of coming to this country,
let them write Brn. Short and Pickering, Springfield, Missouri. Bro. Short knows every foot of
land from Colorado to the state of Texas and
can give the Saints an intelligent view.
He is
not ln the real estate business, has no ax to
grind snd is reliable and intelligent. South of
this place grain has hard work to find room to
get vp between the stones. Occasionally there
are good farms, but those are not for pre-emption, by a long ways.
Good farms in this country are as high as in any part of Missouri. The
bench or ridge farms are worse than no farms at
all.
If I should. be induced to come to this country
to farm by representations of cheap farms, I
wou:d he induced to curse the ignorance of the
part'es who induced me to come here. I am acquahted with every point in the state and would
advi-;e not to look for cheap land south of the
I~'ris·:o line.
Land about Carthage, Lamar, Nevad;:;, Clinton and through that region sells at
from fifeteen to thirty dollars an acre. I can get
good farms in northern and central Missouri as
:t2r cast as Centralia for the same. At Webb City,
Jopl!n and other south-western points zinc and
lead ore are being taken out in large quantities.
who
that kind of mining can
poiuts. But, Saints, odo not
and move into the south-west until you

first have gone and given it an intelligent investigation.
Not long ago I could have bought good farms
in Harrison, Nodaway and other counties on
down to Centralia, for fifteen, twenty to twenty·
five dollars per acre., where you have good soil
and good markets.
Should any of the Saints contemplate farming
in Missouri I could get them farms for four or
five families in a community where they can.organize a branch, enjoy social companionship and
be a nucleus for preaching the gospel to the
community.
I am not in the land business, but as my business takes me to all parts of the state, I would
gladly help a company to locate in that way and
thereby be a blessing to themselves and the
church. My address is Box 578, Independence,
Yours,
Missouri.
J. A. RoBINSON.
ALILA, Cal., March 23d.
Dear Herald:- The conference of this district
has just closed, the occasion being a very pleasant one, for good feeling seemed to prevail. It
was largely attended by the Saints, and the indications are that it would have been by others if
the weather had been favorable. Two were
adde<l by baptism during the session. The seed
sown here in the past and present by Broo ]. H.
Lawn, Brn. Brown, Cook, and others, seems to
be yielding increase. This part of the district
seems to be a favorable place to labor. I go in
company with Bro E. Burton to-morrow' to fill
some appointments, after which I will go directly home. Yours,
H. L. HoLT.
BROOKLYN, N.Y., Mareh 28th.

Bro. Blair:-The Saints of this branch have
been cheered and comforted for the last few days
by the preaching of brother M. H. Bond of Pro vi·
dence, Rhode Island, who called on us on the
way west to attend General Conference; also
brother Pierce of Attleboro, Massachusetts, a
young and promising man in the work.
We
say, brethren call again, as you pass through
New York. The prospects are brighter with us
than they have been for a long time.
Yours in gospel bonds,
JOSEPH SQUIRE.

WINDOM, Kansas, March 26th.
Bro. D. Dancer :-I take the Saiuts Herald and
Autumn Leaves, and l enjoy reading them. I
think they are the best papers any one will read.
I can't see whJ some of the Saints do not care
to read those papers. I think every one ought
to, and should read them; and after reading
them hand them or send them to their neighbors and friends, or to any one whom they know
wants to read them. I rejoice to see the marvelous work of God spreading wider-more and
more among the children of men; and I for one
believe that the time is very near when the
knowledge of God shall cover the earth as the
waters do the sea! Then all shall know the
Lord from the least to the greatest. 0, if all the
children of God could realize now how they will
feei then i( they have any duty undone that
they could have performed before that glorious time! They would surely now, before it is
forever too late, waken up to a sense of their
duty and with double zeal and energy do all theJ
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could in every way and at all times. ,I for one
always feel that I could have done more than I
have done and am doing. I need to ask for for·
giveness of sins and shortcoming every day, and
praise the Lord, he is merciful to sinners. Yours,
J. T. JoHNSON.
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah, Mar. 28th.
Brotker Blatr :-I returned yesterday from
Spanish Fork where I baptized J. Y. Mason and
wife. Bro. Mason is the best informed man in a
general way upon the church and in history, I
have met In this country. He has been investigating the Reorganization for over a year. I furnished him what information I could. He had
been in the Brighamite church a little over two
years. I ordained him an elder and set him to
~ork, and believe he will make a useful man. I
am snre he will make an able defender of the
faith if he keeps humble and prayerful.
I baptized three at Camp Floyd last Saturday,
Mr. McLane and two girls. I expect to start
home April rst. Bro. John Weston will be with
me. All goes fairly with us. Bro. Peter Anderson reports good prospects In Cache Valley, J.
R. Evans reports good from Malad, and J. C.
Clapp the same from Montana. J. H. Condit
thinks there is a glimmering of light in Cass
county, Idaho, and that region.
Yours in Christ,
R. J. AN'l'HONY.
KANSAS CITY, Mo, March 26th.
Editors Herald:-! have been connected with
this work ten years the coming July, and the
reason of my coming into this church was becal1se I had a vision and it is as follows:
I thought I stood in an open field; and all at
once there was a personage stood before me. He
spake and told me to follow him. I did, and all
at once there was a narrow passage with doors
about ten feet apart, and my guide was about
twenty feet before me, beckoning me to come
after him. There was also Satan, telling me not
to go any further. I thought I had to squeeze
myself to get through this narrow passage, but I
would follow my guide. Finally we got to the
end of this passage and my guide went up six
steps and I followed him. He opened a large
folding door and I saw a host of people partaking of bread and wine, and my guide said,
•·These are they who have come up out of much
tribulation." My guide also said that if I would
obey the gospel of Jesus Christ that I would be
able to enter into that beautiful room, for It was
most glorious to behold. I hope and pray that
I may live as a Saint of God. My desire is to do
all I can for the work. I thank my God that I
am a Latter Day Saint. I desire the prayers of
the Saints.
Your brother,
GEORGE EDWARDS.
~·,'

!oNE, Cal., March zrst.
Bro. Dancer:- The winter has been dry, cold
and hard on poor people and stock, but we prayed for rain, the Lord has sent it and the crops
are now looking well, for which I am thankful.
My dear baby was standing up on the lounge
and fell and broke her arm. The doctor set it
and we prayed for her and the arm is now get.
iing·:along well. I can do without any paper
better than the Herald, though my eyes are too
weak to read half its contents. I read many

things that give me joy. I am thankful of Bro.
Joseph's success in California, in baptizing the
young people of Santa Ana. It seems .to bring
me greater joy to see young folks, perhaps because when a boy in the church I was for a long
time without young company. I am also thankful to read of Bro Daley's success in Nevada
and for many other things. The Herald 1s full
of Interesting news of all kinds. I also read
some things that cause me to weep, such as the
·death of Bro. Moler's wife and others; the siekness of Bro. Gamer; the poor health of Bro. J.
R. Lambert; the news of Bro. Blakeslee's son
and the misfortunes of others.
I shall pray ':or
General Conference, that the Holy Spirit may be
with them.
E. T. DAwsoN.

PLYMOUTH, Mass., March 25th.
Brn. Smitk and Blair:-Being impressed by
the Spirit to write you I wish to bear my testimony to the truth of the great latter day work.
It has done all for me it has ever claimed to do
for any one who received it with an humble
heart. I can testify that all the promises hdd
out in the gospel of God's dear Son have been
verified to me inasmuch as I have lived to follow them.
It is with thankfulness in my heart
when I consider the great blessings and mercies
that my heavenly Father has bestowed on me In
my weakness. I can truly say that I have never
e~joyed such happiness as I have in the last four
years since I have embraced the great latter day
work. Mv desire is that my character may he
moulded ~nd beautified by the principles held
out in the glorious gospel, and I hope and pray
to stand by the work to the final redemption of
Zion.
I w!sh to call your attention to the branch !n
Aalborg, Denmark, which has been neglected
since the death of Bro. Brix. I have put myself
in correspondence with the Saints in Aalborg
and they have written several letters wherein
they have told me of their sad condition. There
are six persons in that place who have desired to
unite with the church in baptism, but there is no
one to perform the ordinance, or administer the
sacrament. For three years there has been no
one there to administer to those dear brethren
these blessed ordinances. Dear brethren, in the
name of our blessed Redeemer, I urgently request, in humility before God and his church in
General Conference assembled, that it be taken
into consideration; that some one be sent to
plant in the broken ground.
I know by the
Spirit's testimony that there are many true and
upright people In that country who desire to
hear and receive the truth, and my prayer to my
heavenly Father is that in his own time he w!l!
send laborers to those poor, forsaken people.
Jnst think of it, dear brethren, that that poor
people have hired a hall and paid for it !hose
three years past and have had no one to br•cak
to them the bread of life, but have only been
able to make use of it for prayer and testimony. I
have laid the case before Brn. Kelley and Briggs
and they answered that the church had no one to
send.
I am very sorry to see so little interest manifested by the Danish brethren in this great rerepublic; that they have not more love and sympathy for our mother country to bring her people from darkness into the marvelous light. I
wish to
if it would be consistent with the

say

will of God and the church that I will be willing
to make sacrifice of all the comfort and of al'i I

own to go there and try,
the help of the great
God, to build up I-I:" church and kingdom in that
part of the moral vineyard. J hope and trust
that our heavenly Father will inspire your hearts
and minds concerning those poor Saints, is the
humble prayer of your brother in Christ,
M.P. HANSEN.
B\RNVILLE, Ind., April rst.
Dear Eddors Herald- The work is fast spreading here; new places are being opened up, and
the calls are many for preaching. I am glad to
say that thic, is th~ work of God, and that I have
ev.idence of the work from time to time.
We can see plainly that the work of restoration has begun, and !he gospel of the kingdom is
preached; Palestine is returning to its fertility,
and the Jews ase now going back there as predicted in Ez'.'kld 36: 33, 34: "Thus saith the
Lord God: In the clay that I shall have cleansed
you frorr, all your iniquities, I wili also cause you
to dwell in the eilies, and the w-astes shall be bullded. And the desolate land shall be tilled, whereas it lay desolate in the sight of all that pas,;ed
bv."
• And again, we find in Zechariah 14: II, whe:re
it is said ;"And men shall dwell in it,and there shall
be no more utter destruction; but Jerusulem shall
be safely inhabited. Then in that day they shall
km>w that I am the Lord that deeth this, saith
the Lord."
The Lord is not siack concerning his promises.
We are persecuted, but let those persecutions be
falsely and for the truth. Men will revile us
and say all manner of evil against us falsely for
Christ's snke.
One of the leading ministers of the United
Brethren Chnrch said he was coming up here to
"skin the skunks," having reference to the Saints.
He came yesterday and had meeting, and last
night Bro. M. R. Scott preached the gospel to
all who were present. This man was here, but
did not come out to hear. I guess he thought it
was best to stay away. Bro. Scott reviewed his
sermon. He needed some correc'.ion. I hope he
will come back again, for it shows the contrast
and causes the people to see the errors In their
preaching.
Your's in Christ,
G. JENKINS.

DoN'T be afraid of cold weather. If you are
not a hopeless consumptive, a cronic asthmatic,
or some other sort of cripple, or a generally used
up invalid, we say, by all means stick to your native land, with its snow, its ice, its blusters, and
its blizzard,. Better freeze to death than die from
inanition. Better yet, make a friend of the cold.
Get on good terms ·;dth Jack Frost. Fortify
yourself against the harmful influences of cold
air by taking dailv doses of it, and be assured you
will "unfailingly ·discover that the ice-storms,.
piercing winds; and zero temperature of the winter season, are really blessings which we can not
afford to miss.-Good Health.
Knowledge is like current coin. A man may
have some l'ight to be proud of possessing it, if
he has worked for the gold of it, and assayed it,
and stamped it, so that it may be received of all
men as tru"; or earned it fairly, being already
as<aved. Be as~ured there is no part of the furniture of a man's mind., which he has a right to
exult in, but that which he pas hewn and fashion"
ed tor himself.---.Ruskin.
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interior or exterior surface, and
in no wif'e come in contact with matter."---Lutler L,·e Meth. Commentator.
!, th<Jt is just what I would call
nd 'that is just w bat God is,
fur he is a spirit and a spir; at least so many

FAI'l'H AND OP

TI-!INK 1 that
to know that there is such a
Or, as I understand
and then I

nfter¥vard knevv son1e

faith
his
his
and

that

not be
he be
the Bible says so."
Bible tell us what a
this
that

simple essence.'"
essence" is indivi§ible, or if
or if indissoluble,
what "simple essence"
shape, size, or color.
indissoluble and
"without weight,
what "simple e~that has
interior nor exsurface" but §Uppose all this is true
•essence," what "simvle essence" is it
"can iri in no wis~ come in
con' act with m?tter"? If God is such a
f'ssence" as this, he is not the God
;-1lked" in the Garden of Eden in
and whose voice Adfrom whose presence he
The ide;~ of a "simple essence" walkin the cool of the day, and
its voice, hiding him~elf
essence."
This "simple
talked with face to
face as with a friend. Moses w:::s told bv
essence" that it would put him
of the rock, and put his "hand"
and he could see its "back parts."
behold the face of this ''~imple
in heaven.
is the "exnress
of the "person" of this "si~ple
in the "form" of this
"thou2·ht it not robwith" it. .And this "simhas neither weight,
without interior or
Adam and you and
"and in its "own like-

1

sence" in heaven. Now plainly the "simple essenee" idea is simply nonsense, and
tbose who believe it (if sucb a thing was
possible to do) are simple enough to believe
that heaven is beyond the hounds of time
and space, which-is simrlv nowhere. And
now what is their faitlt P And what is
their hope? This: at the death of the
body, the spirit, that is, nothing, goes off
to nowhere; to see nobody, who of course is
also nowhere. Now is that faith .P Nay
it is blank Atheism. Is it an opinion even?
Nay, it can not claim to be an opinion, for
it is not a judgment of the mind; it is not
a sentiment. It can not be dignified by
the term thought, for that is reason; and
certainly it is not a matter of revelation.
Such a God no one ever can know; no
one can have faith in him, no one can believe in him, no one can think or reason
nbout him, and if God is a "simple essence"
then personality can not be ascribed to it,
and therefore it is folly to speak of him,
for a ~1mple essence is neither him or her.
But having faith in God, believing with
implicit confidence, and having an assurance that God is, "and that he is a rewarder of them that diligently seek him,"
I may form an opinion as to his appearance,
his form, his surroundings, and I may
form an opinion of some or all of his attributes, and I mav be correct in whole or in
part, o.r I may be intirely mistaken; but I
have no need to form an opinion on what
is clearly and plainly revealed. What has
been clearly revealed and explained to us
concerning Gocl is a subject of faith, and
some matters here, and all things hereafter
may become matters of knowledge. vVhat
we now imagine or form an opinion of,
we may know hereafter.
We sure! y will not form an opinion of the
size, or appearance of the Almighty when
we shall see him. When we know the
Lord even as we are known of the Lord,
opinions and even faith itself ends. There
are many things concerning the Christian
religion, or the doctrine of Christ rather,
which are so plainly revealed, and taught
in such express and unequivocal, or unambiguous terms that, as it appears to me,
there is no place, or ground, or reason, or
right even for the exercise of opinion.
They must be either squarely believed or
fully denied. But there are questions, on
the other hand, upon which there can be
opinion formed and opinion only. There
are others where the teaching is not entirely clear, but surrounding circumstances
help greatly to determine the case. In
the last class of questions, liberty to exercise different opinions should be granted.
In the second class, liberty must be granted
and taken to exerci!\e opinion, or else expunge the subject from the record as useless and unprofitable. In the first class,
opinion ought not to be allowed to those
who acknowledge the divine authority and
authenticity of the record. To those who
confess the divinity of theN ew Testament
as also the Book
Mormon and the Doctrine and Covenants, on the subject of
baptism for in~tance, can have no opinion,
because baptism is called a burial and a
birth in the former book, which with the
fact of going down into and coming up

of

even the exstandof the "simple eses~ence,"
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out of the water, plainly indicate immersion, while the Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants positively state that
it must be by immersion and that only,
while all teach that it is for remission of
sins. Will the Church allow an opinion
upon this question so that one may teach
sprinkling, and another pouring, and another immersion, and another that sins are
forgiven before and independent of baptism? No, for there is no cause nor room
for opinions. And so in regard to predictions or prophecies. Can there be a difference of opinion as to the fact of Christ's
personal return to earth, and his personal
reign on the earth? Or as to the fact of
the living and resurrected Saints going up
to meet Christ in the air? Nay, but connected with that truth men may lawfully
differ as to the length of time Christ may
remain in the air before he comes with
the returning Saints from the air.
Should the Church withdraw the hand'
of fellowship from a member who will
insist on teaching that sprinkling or pouring is ~'qually valid and proper with immersion? Or that baptism is not essential?
Yes, I answer, for such teaching is a direct assault on the faith and practice of
the Church, and would cause discord and
division every where. Just so in regard
to any other suhject of revelation. Now
to illustrate my idea, take for another instance the law of tithing; is baptism enjoined any more emphatically? Is baptism,
as to the mode any more clearly defined
than tithing? Nay, yet perhaps I wou!J
be called an extremist, or accused of taking
too bold a ground, or an unwarranted
position if I should say, that a man or woman could be lawfully expelled not only
for preaching against the law, but for refusing to obey it when it was in his power to do so.
Tithing may not apply as universa1ly
as baptism but is it a command of God.P
If so then, being a law of God, disobedience to it is transgression of the law which
is sin. But is it really a sin to not observe
the law, says one? Yes, just as sure as it
is a law of God. Is it a sin to rob, I would
inquire? "Why certainly," is the cry
from every man, woman, and child in the
Church. Again, Does it make any differ
ence as to the party or the person robbed,
providing they are truly robbed? "No,"
the answer comes "robbery is robbery."
Well, it would not palliate the case in the
least would it, if the Almighty should
happen to be the party (reverently speaking) who is robbed? Certain! y not, is the
reply. Well, are we not told plainly by
Malachi, that neglect or refusal to pav
the tithing was simply robbing- God.
"Will a man rob God? Yet ve have robbed me. But ye say, Wher~in have we
robbed thee? In tithes and in offering-s."
Was the law of tithing the law of God
then .P And is it the law of God now .P
And is God an unchangeable God? If
these questions are answered affirmatively
what then? Simply that disobedience to
the law of tithing is a twofold sin; Ist, It
is transgression of law, which is sin; zd,
It is robbery, which is also sin even a
crzme, If God has given a law that is

THE SAIN
binding on us, then disobedience to
law is ~in, and sin is
beth
the Church and in the world to come
not repented of.
There is but one way that I can see,
disobedience to the law of
ca.n
be called a sin; and that is to assume o.he
ground and maintain it, that it is not a law
ot God. Of course this is
it comes so near being a
of
that I want the church to hear it; I do not
ask the First Presidency, nor
to endorse it, neither do I care
jects to it-I am willing to face
day of judgment, and risk
censured
for teaching that disobedience to any :mel
every law of God is sin, that sin is able in the church, and in the work! to
come. There are no
are all spiritual, although
to temporal matters.
What profit is it to us who
or {or
those who are taught, that we should be
so tender-footed, or fear to offend the rich
or penurious, as "to shun to declare the
whole counsel of God." Did we m::.ke
these laws. which we call the 1awf· of God?
and have ~e been decf'iving the
calling them God's laws? or are
ly what we sav they are, "the commandments of God?"
If they are the latter let us teach then1
and enforce them as such. Wh;c~t
have we to temporize in these
to apologize for their introduction, or
itate to stand by them if we
h:cve
faith in them. -But if they are not God's
laws, but merely our opinions, let us say
so, and let everybody accept or
them
as they may elect, and h;c~ve no furtlier
disputation on the subject.
What right has anv member of the
church to object to any iaw
enforced
upon him that he acknowledges to be the
law of God? If a man does not rc·ceive
the decision of the church, when made according to be the rules
in the
matter, he has the right to quietly,
even
noisily) withdraw from the
But
if he wishes to
he must submit to
its rules. The church ha8 no
flict physical or corporeal
disobedience to its laws, but it has a
to make any of its laws a test
If it is the executor of the laws of
it must do itc; simple
If it is the designer or author of its law~, it can, of course
decide whether much or little, or no
ishment at all shall attach to their
ence. Now, what sen~e is there for the
Lord to say that he will hold the Twelve
and Bishopric to an account in the
of
judgment for the manner in which
net
in regard to the law of tithing, :md then for
any of that number to teach, by word or act
that, the standing of any me.mber of the
church can not be affected
his willful
disregard of the law. And
has
the resnonsibility of exccutirw thr~t
upon th~ir shoulders, their voic·~ should he
heard,and he considered m0re
th:m
that of anybody else in the
The conjoint bodies have
more
than once, and they have defined the
and h:we taught how it is to he
and who are to observe it, and rny individ.,

ual conf:enti~):n
that the lavv of
a mntter of
and is not an
; and tha: no one in the
or license for
have the laws of

Do we realize
fact in all
its naked and
simplicity and
ness, that it is the etE-rnal God,the
or do we in our
hearts believe
what we, in our blindess
and
have lahe!Jed THE LAWS OF GOD
are, after alL
Smith's, or
Paul's, or
or the mere
ipse dixit of some
tal? How is it
Are we
honest and sincere in our
or are we onlv
ourselves and others? Whi~h of two courses is the 1110st consistent? one wherein
a man or a woma.n who does not believe
that certain law'' or doctrines of the church
are
hut are mereiv humcm, or at
least non-essential and inapplicable. to the
church
; and because of their unwilling-ness to
and practice what they
believe to be an error, or, at least, not a
duty to
withdraw from the church;
or the course of others, who by voice and
vote affirm that these laws are divine, and
and are binding on the
disreg·ard, or will.to the~e laws, show that
at heart do not believe that they are
>md are a law to them? The former course is consistent, the latter
ocriticaL
But the effect is the same in both cases;
and the devil is suited hy both courses,
while God is insulted and Is displeased,for
neither
do his will; and- of neither
can it
said in the day of judgment
"Vwell done, good and faithful servant, enter
into the joy of thy Lord."
of faith, and voting to
hold the laws of God, are all very
but those who "enter into the kingdom
heaven," are not professors only, but are
they wh0 "do the will of my Father which
is in
" said Jesus; and that will is
revealed in the form of divers laws and
commandments
by his Son-and
throng h apostles and prophets, both in former and latter
In
my opinion is, that the
church should permit no persistent or redisregard of any of its laws which
e~sential oarts of its faith; but should
allow the exer~ise of opinion on
revealed and which are not
matters
faith and obedience. For instance, as to what the"little horn" in Daniel 7, may repreeent, or the "woman" in
Revelation rz and I and much more of
kind.
can form opinions,
on such matters.
:PAPEETE,

THOMAS
Ts,hiti, Den, 2!\d, 1886.

W,

SMITH.
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LANGUAGE.

As to the evidence which language furmsnes I offer the following: "The inquiry may be made: 'What number of
words found to resemble one another in
different languages will warrant our concluding them to be· of common origin?'
The learned Dr. Young applied to this
the mathematical test of the calculus of
probabilities, and says: 'It would appear
therefrom that nothing could be inferred
with respect to the relation of any two
languages, from the coincidence of sense
of any single word in both of them; the
odds would be three to one against the
agreement of any two words; but if three
words appear to be identical, it would be
then more than ten to one that they must
be derived in both cases from some parent
language, or introduced in some other
manner; six words would
more than
seventeen hundred chances to one; and
eight, near one hundred thousandr so that
in these cases the evidence would be little
short of absolute certainity."-Delafield, p.

24.
Under the above rule to test the origin
of language, I introduce the concise deduction of Elijah M. Haines, who says:
"Many writers have given special attention to an inquiry into the subject of the
American aboriginies, with reference to
discovering an affinity of this people with
the Jews, or people of Israel.
Among
the class of writers aforesairl is Mr. James
Adair, who resided forty years among the
American tribes, and who wrote a book
on the subject, which was published about
the year 1775, in which he without hesitation declares that the American aborig-ines are descendants from the Israelites,
and so complete is the conviction on this
head that he declares he finds a perfect
and undisputable similitude in each.
He
savs: 'From the most accurate observati~ns I could make in the long time I
traded among the Indians of America, I
was forced to believe them
descended tribes of Israel.
Among the
early authorities cited to show that the
American Indians are descendants from
the Israelites, Mr. Adair seems to be the
principal one, and since his time all writers who have favored his views, refer
with unreserved confidence to the evidence furnished by him to this end. One
of the earnest writers in support of this
theory in later times, is Rev. Ethan Smith
of Poultney, Vermont, as shown in his
book entitled 'View of the
the Tribes of Israel in
ed in I825, wherein he
prove,-citing Mr. Adair and others-,
that the American Indians :are descendants
from the Lost Tribes of Israel.
Mr.
Smith sums up the
of Mr.
Adair that the natives of
continent are
of the ten tribes of Israel to the following
effect: I, their division into tribes; 2,
their worship of Jehovah
their notions
of a
4, their
m the adangels; 5, their

their manner of counting
and high priests;
and religious rites;
sacrifice; w, their ablutions
I r, their laws of uncleanabstinence from unclean
their
divorces and
of
14, their several
15, their
of refuge; r6,
.
.
and preparatory ceremomer'; r7, the1r ornaments; r8, their manner of
the sick; 19, their burial of
the dead;
their mourning for the dead;
21, their
seed to a deceased brother;
their
of names adapted to
their
. .
and times; 2~, their
own trad1t1ons; the account of English
and the. testimonies given by
and other writers of the priminhabitants of Mexico and Peru.
of those who contend for Jewish
of the Americon Indian insist that
of this fact is found in the Janof the
which appear clearly
been
from the Hebrew.
by Mr.
having- a
Indian
his reasons
this people to have been
The languages ofthe
the Hebrews, be remarks,
are both found without prepositions,
and are formd with prefixes and suffixe~, a
not common to other langu3ges;
and
says that not only the words, but
the construction of phrases in both are esthe r;ame. The Indian pronoun,
as other nouns, he remarks, are
from the Hebrews. The Inand commanding fig-Mr. Adair notes as exactly
with the genius of the Hebrew
Relative to the Hebraism of
Mr. Adair gives the followinstance from an address of a captian
to
on going to battle: "I
know that your guns are burning in your
hands
tomahawks are thirsting to
blood of your enemies; your
to be on the
should burn your
hearts any
you the cool refreshing
:
the holy ark; and
away to cut offtbe devoted enemy."
A table of words and phrases is furnished by Dr. Boudinot, Adair and others, to
show the similarity, in some of the Indian
to the Hebrew, and that the
former must have been derived from the
latter.
The following is an example
afforded from the sources quoted:
EN<n;sa.

WORDS.
INDIAN.

HEBRAIC, OR
CHALDAIO.

Jehovah,
God,
.Jah,
Shilov,h,
Heavfns.
Fathe·r,
Ma.n1
Womr,n,
Wife,
Thou,
His wife,
This rnarc~

Shilu,
Chemim~

Abba,
Ish, Ishic,
IRhto,
A wah,
Keah,
Liani~

Uwoh,
Nichiri,

Nose~

~oof

Yohewah.
Ale,
Yah or Wah,

a i:l,tnlser

TaubansrorR~

Je.hovoh.
Ale, Aleim.
Jab.
Shiloh.
Shemim.
Abba.
Ish.
Ish to.
Ewa.h, Eve.
Ka.
Lihene.
Huah.
Neheri.
Deboua,oq,

Kora,
Winter,
Canaan,
Canaai,
To pay,
Phale,
Now,
Na,
Hind part,
Kesh,
Do,
J ennais,
To blow,
Phaubac,
Rushing wind,
Rowah,
Ararat, or high
mount,
Ararat,
Assembly,
Kurbet,
My skin,
Nora.,
Man of God,
Ash to Allo,
Waiter of the high
priest,
Sagan,

Korah.
Canaan.
Phalace.
Na.
Kish.
Jannon.

Phanbe.
Ruach.
Ararat.
Grabit.
Ourni.
Ishda Alloa.
Sagan.

PARTS OF SENTENCES.
ENGLISH.

INDIAN.

Very hot,
Praise to the first
cause,
Give me food,
Go thy way,
Good be with you,
My necklace,
I am sick,

Heru hara or hala, Hara. hara.
Hallchnwah,
Hallelujah.

Natoni homau,
Bayou boorkaa,
Halea tibon,
Yene !tali,
N ane guale,

fiEnREW.

Natoni bamen.
Bona bonak.
Ye hali ett.onboa.
Vongali.
Nance heti.

Rev. J edediah Morse, in his tour among
the vVestern Indians, says of the Indians'
language: "It was highly metaphorical;
and in this and other respects they resemble the Hebrew." "This resembbmce in
their language," be adds, "and the similarity of many of their religious customs to
those of the Hebrews, certainly give
plausibility to the ingenious theory of Dr.
Boudinot, exhibited in his interesting
work, the Star in the West."
Dr. Boudinot speaks of some Indians in
a place called Cohocks, who called the
high mountains at the west Ararat. He
says that the Penobscot Indians called a
high mountain by the same name; that he
himself attended an Indian religious dance,
concerning which he remarks: "They
dance one round; and then a second, singing hal-hal-hal, till they finished the
round. They then gave us a thin'! round,
striking the words Ie-le-le. On the next
round it was the words lu-lu-lu, dancing·
with all their might. During the fifth
round was yah-yah-yah. Then all joined
:n a lively and joyful chorus, and sung·
halleluyah; dwelling on each syllable
with a very long· breath, in a most pleasing m~nner." And he says, "there could
b_e ~o deception in all this.· Their pronunCiatlon was very guttural and sonorous but
distinct and clear."
'
Rev. Ethan Smith, in his book before
mentioned, remarking on this circumstance
says: "How could it be possible that the
wild native. Americans, in different parts
of the contment, should be found singing
this phrase of praise to the Great First
Cause, or to Jab-exclusively Hebrew,without having brought it down by traditi?n f\om ancien,t Israel? The positive
test1momes of sucn men as Boudinot and
Adair are not to be dispensed with nor
doubted. They testify what they have
seen and heard. And I can conceive of
no rational way to account for this Indian
son~, but that ·they brought it down from
ancient Israel, their ancestors."
Dr. Boudinot further says of the Indians: "Their languages in their roots
idioms and particular construction, appea;
to have the whole g-enius of the Hebrew;
and w.hat is very remarkable have most of
the peculiaritiel;l of that language especial-
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ly those in which it differs from most
other languages."
It is also msisted by rriany, as further
<evidence showing the J ewi~h origin of the
American Indian, that they have had their
:imitation of the ark of the covenant in andent Israel. Rev. Ethan Smith &Ry:< that
<the different travelers, and from di-fferent
regions unite in this, and refers to the fact
that Mr. Adair is full in his account of it.
lie describes it as a sm~l! square box,
made convenient to carry on the back;
that the Indians never set it on the ground,
but on rocks in low ground where stones
were not to be had, and on stones where
thev are to be found."- The American
Ind"ians, pp. 98-101.
I will not attempt to add to the
forceful deduction in the arguments of the
:mthors here cited in favor -that the native
red man of America is a descendant of the
Jew.
\Villiam Penn said of the Indians of
Pennsylvania, in his letter of August,
1683: "The natives . . . are generally
tall, straight, well- built, and of sing-ular
proportion; they tread strong and clever,
and mostly walk with a lofty chin . . . .
Their eve is little and black, not unlike a
:straight:'looked Jew . . . . I have seen
among them as comely European-like
faces of both sexes as on your side of the
:sea; and truly an Italian complexion hath
not much more of the white, and the nos'es of several of them have as much of the
Roman. . . . For their original, I am
ready to believe them to he of the Tewish
race- I mean of the stock of the te~ tribes
-and for the following reasons; First,
. • . in the next place, I find them to be
of the like countenance, and their children
of so lively a resemblance that a man
vvould think himself in Duke's Place or
Berrv Street in London when he seeth
then{. But this is not all. They agree in
rites, they reckon by moons, they offer
their first-fruits, they have a kind of feast
of tabernacles, they are said to lay their
altars upon twelve stones, their mourning
a year, customs of women, with many
other things that do not now occur."-Atlantis, p. 185.
Delafield says; "It is proper here to
remark, that although there is such a variety of dialects in America, an accurate
examination of their structure has left no
room to doubt that they are all from one
individual family, closely knitted together
in all its parts, by grammatical analogy,
'not of a vague indefinite kind, but complex in the extreme, affecting the most
necessary and elementary parts of grHmmar.' "-Delafield, p. 23.
Baron Humboldt says of the Mexican
languages: "They bear analogy in their
whole organiz1tion, particularly in the
complication of grammatical forms; in the
modification of the verb according to its
syntax, and in the number of its additive
particles affix;1 and suffixa."-Ibid, p. 23.
Bancroft says: "The researches of the
few philologists who have given American languages their study have brought to
light the following facts: First, that arelationship exists among all the tongues
of the Northern and Southern continents;

THE S
and that w bile certain characteristics
found in common throug-hout all th'· languages of America, these
a whole sufficiently
r:;uishable from the
races of tbe wnr!d.
some of
these
as f' matter of course,
are found in some
the
of! he
old world, more of them in
family than anv
vet nowhere on fhe
globe. are uni{ormities" of
over vast areas and
and diversified races with such
as in America; nowhere are
dissimilar and yet so alike as here.
Rae., vol. 3· P· 553·
He says again:
tongues, even within
row areas, rrndered the
sort of universal language
essary. This internlltional
America is for the most
gestures, and nowhere
guage ath1ined a higher
tion than here; and what is most remrn·kable, the same representatives are
ed from Alaska- to
and even
South America.
p. 556.
Ellen Russeil Emerson savs: "The
fact of the Indians
system of ~ig-ns,
which
made communications among all tribes on the continent is interesting."-Indian
270.
Professor Benjamin Smith
the first to collect and
words. After him followed
in his Mithridates, published in
in
1810, carried out the subject in an extended form. The result of their labors is
thus stated: "In
American
languages, one
and
words have been found, the roots of
have been the same in both continents;
and it is easy to perceive that this
is not accidental, since it does not
merely on imitative harmony, or on that
conformity of organs which
almost an identity in the first sounds articulated by children. Of these three.fifths
resemble the Mantchou,
Mongul, and Samoide
fifths the Celtic,
tic and Congo languages.
Antiquities, p. 23.
"Ethnography,
bas furnished conclusive evidence that
of American languages bad a common
with
that of Asia. A lexical
has
established an identity in one hundred and
seventy words, though this
is
in
its infancv; and this,
rectness o-f Dr. Young's
culation, is an ar(!ument which
controverted."-Ihid, p. 24.
ISRAELITISH ORIGIN,

I will now inquire into the IsraeEtish
origin of the Central Americ>~ns and t-heir
brethren of the same race, the American Indi~ms, and upon this direct
Viscount
: "lt is
sible when
ogy recorils of
the fall of
bellious spirits;

the Viford of Tonacatecutli and ch(e divisof the sin of -y ztlacol-

<;isnot

But
i:" that
r,

Hebrew

no means
or rather fanaticism--and
tion. Mr~. Simon's
tentious
to be

and
that
with the
sin of the first man,
at the
of the woman, herself deceived
who
her with
forbidden
who
of all our calamities and
came into all the
have seen in this
familiar
the Mexicans.
There is reason to believe that the Mexicans like the
offered meat and drink
to stones.
There arc
between the
flood
the Hebrews and Amerand iYiexic2tns were
in their
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the heaven and the earth. Both were extremely superstitious and firm believers in
prodigies.
The character and history of
Christ and H uitzilopochtli present certain
analogies, It is very probable that the
seventh day was known in some parts of
America.
The Mexicans applied the
blood of sacrifices to the same uses as the
Jew; they poured it upon the earth, they
sprinkled it, they marked persons with it,
and they smeared it upon the walls and
other inanimate things.
No one but the
Jewish High Priest might enter the Holy
of Holies.
A similar custom obtained in Peru.
Both Mexicans and
certain
animals as unclean
for food.
Some of the Americans believed with some
of the Talmudists in a plurality of souls.
That man was created in the image ot
God, was a part of the Mexican belief. It
was customary among the Mexicans to eat
the flesh of sacrifices of atonement. There
are many points of resemblance between
the Tezcatlipoca and
Ablutions
formed an essential part of the ceremonial
law of the Jews and -Mexicans. The opinions of the Mexicans with regard to the
resurrection of the body accorded with
those of the Jews. The Mexican temple
like the Jewish faced the east. As amongst
the
the Ark was in a sort of portable temple in which the Deity was supposed to be continually present, and which
was accordingly borne on the shoulders of
the priests as a sure
and defense
from their enemies; so amongst the Mexicans and the Indians of Michoacan and
Honduras an ark was held in the highest
veneration, and was considered an object
too sacred to be touch.ed
any but the
priests. The same
reverence for
the ark is stated by
to have existed
among the Cherokee and other Indian
tribes inhabiting the banks of the Mississippi, and his testimony is corroborated by
the accounts of Spanish authors of the
greatest veracity. The nature and use of
the :<rk having been
it is useless
to observe that its form might have been
various, although Scripture declares that
the Hebrew Ark was of the simplest construction.
And again: •It would
many passages of the Old
that the Tews believed
the
ence of God in the
man Catholics believe
ence of Christ in the
whom it is probable the Mexicans
ed the notion that he, whom the
of heavens can not contain, and whose
glory fills all space could be confined within the precincts of a narrow ark, and be
borne by a set of weak and frail priests.
If the belief of the Mexicans had not been
analogous to that of the ancient
early Spanish missionaries
ly have expressed their
absurd credulitv of those who believed
that their omnipresent god,Huitzilopochtli,
was carried in an ark on
shoulders;
but of the ark of the
they say
but little, fearing, as it would appear, to
tread too boldly on the
ashes of
Mount Sinai!

rites and observances, such
confession and communthere was much similarity. Salt was
article highly esteemed hy the Mexiand the Jews always offered it in
oblations, . . . The soectacle of a
a dance as· an act of rewaa witnessed by the Jews as well
the Mexicans. A~ the Isrr.elites
were conducted from Egypt bv Moses,
and Aaron, who were accompanied hy
their sister Miriam, so the Aztecs departed
from Aztlan under the guidance of H uitziton and Tecpatzin, the former of whom
is named by Acostan and Herrera, Mexi,
attended likewise by their si>;ter Quilaztli,
or as she is otherwise named Chimalman
or
both uf which latter names
have som<; resemlances to Miriam, as JVIexi
has to Moses. In the Mexic?.n hmguage
amoxtli
or bulrushes, the
which name, from atl, water,
allude to the flags hv
been preserved. · The
of Boutrini seems actually to repappearing in a
mountain of Teoculhuacan to the Aztecs. The same writer
also relates that when the Mexic:ms ii1 the
of their migration had arrived at
the
of the province were
to oppose their further prov.ress,
that H uitzilopochtli aided the Mexiby causing a brook that ran in the
to overflow its banks.
reminds us of what is said in the
of Joshua of the Jordan
overflowing its banks and dividing, to let
the
who bore the ark pass through.
As
and Aaron died in the wilderness without reaching the land of Caanan,
Hui!ziton and Tecpatzin died before
the Mexicans arrivrd. in the land of
Anahuac. The JYiexicans hung up the
heads of their sacrificed enemies: and this
also appears to have been a Jewish pracas the
quotation from the
chapter of Numbers will
show: '.And the Lord said unto Moses,
take all the heads of the people and hang
them
before the Lord ag~Jinst the sun,
that. the
anger of the Lord may be
turned away from Israel.' . . . They were
fond of
dresses of scarlet and
as were also the TPws.
of the prophet, 'Who is
that cometh from Bozrah,' and many
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other passages of the Old Testament
might be cited to show that the Jews entertained a great predilection for scarlet.
Lord Kingsborough finds other Hebrew
analogies in America, in the dress, imignia
and duties of prie~ts; in innumerable superstitions concerning dreams; apparitions,
eclipses, and other more common-place
events; in festivals for rain; in burial anrl
mourning ceremonies; in the diseases most
common amongst the people; in certain
regularly observed festivals; in the dress
of certain nations; in established laws, in
physical features; in architecture; in various minor observances; such as offering
water to a stranger that he might wash
his feet; eating dust in token of humil1
i ity; anointing with oil, and so forth; in
! the sacrifice ot prisoners; in manner and
style of oratory; in the stories of giants;
1 in the respect paid to God's name; in
! games of chance; in marriage relations;
in child-birth ceremonie~, in religious ideas
of all sorts; in respect paid to kings; in
use of metals; in treatment of criminah,
!. and punishment of crimes; in charitable
· practices; in social customs; and in a vnst
number of other particulars."-Nat. Rae.
! of Pac. States, vol. 5, p. 84-91.
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(To be continued.)

CHRISTIANITY AND MAHOMETANJSM.

AT the closing session of the Church
Cong-ress on Friday an interesting paper
on Christianity and Mahometanism was
read by Canon Isaac Taylor. He said:
Over a large portion of the world Islamil'm as a missiomHy religion is more successful than Christianity.
(Selilsation.)
Not only are the Moslem converts from
paganism more numerous thrm the Christian converts. but Chnstianitv in some regions is actu~lly receeding· before Ishm,
while attempts to proselytise Mahometan
nations are notoriously unsucces~ful. We
not only do not gain ground, but even fail
to hold our own-. The faith of lslam already extends from Morocco to Java, from
z,mzibar to China, and is spreading across
Africa with giant strides. It has acquired
a footing on the Congo and the Zambesi,
while Uganda, the m0st powerful of the
negro States, has just becorDe Mahometan.
In India W e~tern civilization, which is
sapping Hindooism, onlv prepares the
way for hlam. Of the 255 millions in India, 50 milJions are already Mosll:'m~, and
of the whole population of Africa more
than halt. It is nrot the first propagation
of Islam that has to be explained; but it is
the permanency with which it retains its
hold upon its ·converts. Christianity is
less te~acious in its grasp. An African
tribe once convPrted to Islam never reverts
to paganiPm, and never embraces Christianity.
Though quite unfitted for the
.higher races, it is eminent! y adapted to be
a civilizing and elevating relig·ion for barbarous tribes. Christianity is too soiritual,
too lofty. Islam has done for civilizatiom
more than Christianity. ("Oh, oh.") Take,
e. g. 1 the st0tements of English offichlls or
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of lay travellers as to the practical results
of Islam.
When Mahometanism is embraced by a
negro tribe, paganism, devil worship,
fetishism, cannibalism, human sacrifice, infanticide, witchcraft, at once disappear.
The natives begin to dress, filth is replaced
by cleanliness, and they ~cquire personal
dignity and self-respect. Hospitality becomes a religious duty, drunkenness becomes rare, gambling is forbidden, immodest dances and the promiscuous intercourse of the sexe~ cease, female chastity
is regarded as a virtue, indus try replaces
idleness, license gives place to law, order
and sobriety prevail, blood feuds, cruelty
to animals and to slaves are forbidden. A
feeling of humanity, benevolence, ~nd
brotherhood is inculcated. Polygamy and
slavery are regulated, and their evils are
restrained. Islam, above all, is the most
powerful total abstinence association in
the world, whereas the extension of European trade means the extension of
drunkenness and vice and the degradation
of the people; while Islam introduces a
civilization of no low order, including· a
knowledge of reading and writing, decent
clothing, personal cleanliness, veracity,
and self-respect. Its restraining and civilizing effects are marvellous. How little
have we to show for the vast sums of
money and all the precious lives lavished
upon Africa! Christian converts are reckoned by thousands, Moslem converts by
millions. These are the stern facts we
have to face. They are extremely unpleasant facts; it is folly to ignore them.
We ought to begin by recognizing the
fact that Islam is not an anti- Christian
faith, but a haif Christian f~ith-an imperfect Christianity. (Oh.) Islam was a
replica of t!:e faith of Abraham and MoFres, witl1 Christian elements. Judaism
was exclusive. Islam is cosmopolitan-not
like Judaism, confined to one race, but extended to the whole world. Moslems acknowledge four great teachers-Abraham,
the friend of God; Moses, the prophet of
God; the Lord Jesus, the work of God;
and Mahomet, the apostle of God. In the
creed of Islam the Lord Jesus stands the
highest of the four. Though the teaching of Mahomet falls grievously short of
the teaching of St. Paul, there is nothing
in it antagonistic to Christianity. It is
midway between Judaism and Christianity.
It is better than Judaism, inasmuch as it
recognises the miracles and the Messiahship of Jesus Christ. This reformed J uclaism swept so swiftly over Africa and Asia
because the African and Svrian doctors
had substituted abstruse metaphysical dogmas for the reltgion of Christ. They
tried to combat licentiousness by celibacy
and virginity. Seclusion from the world
was the road to holiness, and dirt was the
characteristic of monkish sanctity. The
people were pratically polytheists, worshipping a crowd of martyrs, saints, angels.
Islam swept away this mass of corruption
and superstition. It was a revolt against
empty theological polemics; it was a masculine protest against the exaltation of celibacy as the crown of piety. It brought out the
fundamental dogma of religion-the unity

and greatness of God.
liness by manliness. h gave
slave, hi-other hood to mankind,
nition to the fundamental facts
nature.
The higher Christian virtues-humanity, purity -of heart,
of""''"'"'"''"
sacrifice of self-these are not the
of Islam. The Christian ideal is unintelligible to savag·es; but the lower virtues
which Islam inculcates are what the lower
races can be brought to understand-temperance, cleanliness, chastity,
fortitude, courage,
veracity, and re~ignation.
taught to cultivate the four
tues, <md to abjure the sevenThe ChristiBn ideal of the brotherhood
man is the
hest; but Islam
practical brotherhood-the
of all Mosleme<. This is the
which Islam offers.
mitted at once to an exclusive social cast;
he becomes a member of a vast confnrternity of I5o,ooo,ooo. A Christian
is not regarded as a social
Moslem brotherhood is a
have over much "dearly beloved
in the reading desk, but over little in
life. (Laughter). True, the Koran
a material paradise, but the social
leges attained in this world are a more
potent motive. The Jews, of all
the most susceptible to lofty relig-ious
needed, nevertheless, a training o:t two
thousand years before they were .fitted for
the higher teaching of Christ. Can we
expectthe negTo, with a low moral and
cerebral development, with centuries of
fetishism and savagery behind
to receive at once that lofty Christian morality
for which even the prophets and heroes
of Hebrew history were not.
?
The te.aching of Islam is not too
or too exalted, but it is the
which
may educate the African into fitness for a
higher faith. The Church of
has not been able to make
impression on the African.
its material paradise, or the Sal.vn.tion
Army, with its kettledrums-(laughter), or
the Church of Rome, with its black
madonnas, may be able to descend to the
level of the negro, but the Church of
England, with its Thirty-nine
will not be the Church of
Africa for many g·enerations.
great practical ~difficulties in the
the conversion of Africa are
and domestic slavery.
Moses, did not prohibit them; that would
have been impossible; but he endeavored
to mitigate their evils.
of the creed of Islam. It was
a necessary evil by Mohamet as it w~s
Moses and St. Paul. In the hands of the
Moslem it is a very mild
milder than negro ~lavery in the
States.. Polygamy is a more difficult
question. Moses did not prohibit it. It
was practiced by David, and it is not
directly forbidden in the New
though contrary to its
limited the unbounded license of
it is the rule rather than the
the most civilized Moslem

a convert to
he has been
law of Islam.
Are these women,
mothers of a man's
to be turned adrift to a life of
No man fit to become
would he
cruel

c<1st stones at pohear.) Let
out the
from our own
we meddle with the mote in
our brother's
The four chief evils
of Mahometan

lands.

gam ..
three curses
Islam is the closest
which has been
or southern
the g-roveling
and Abyssian
impertheir
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find that in God's scheme Mahomet has
been preparing, the
Christ.
October
I Ifh, IJ'J'7.
LIFE OF JOHN G.ARNER.

7o George
P1'esident, and to
the Officers
the San
Benzardino Society
Pioneers.
BROTHEHS :-Your committee
of Pioneers W. F.
B. B.

fourth

ious convictions until
Garner
his
his reward in heaven.
patience he bore his last
and was conscious until the last..
the last hour
was
he called his childre:n to his bedand with a father's
hands and bid them all an affectionate farewell. While
disliked to leave
them he stated to them
be wanted to
see his mother and also his wife. He was
to go, and

many of our
his horne in Davidson

Lima, on Bear Creek
Illinois, where his
Here he worked
when of age married
Ann Rawson and removed to
where he lived about five years,
in 1846 he crossed the plains to
Council Bluffs where he remained two
and where his two children, Svand
died of diphtheria.
here he continued his journey
across the plains to Salt Leo~ke,
arrived in 1S49, On March
he started for San Bernardino
wagon trains in charge of
captain,Jefferson Hunt and
arriving at Sycamore
old station, near
zoth, I8)r, where
a camp 'vas
until arrangements
could be made for the settlers to locate in
the
after which negotiations were
of San Bernardino
Lug-o family, and thus
the settlement of the Sa.n Bernarthe number who
these trains were Pioneers EdSheluon Stoddard, James Coand Nathan Sv•nirtout and
the latter drove one of
ox teams for Mr. Garner. The western
of the valley was selected by Mr.
Garner as his home, and Garner's Grove
vvill ever be remembered as the the spot
where some of the haopiest Fourth ofJ uly
and M
day celebrations have been held.
Twice
Garner was elected as supervisor of the county. and discharg'ed the duties of such office faithfullv and honorably,
his associates on the board being- such men
as David
James W. Waters, Sr.,
mes Stewsrt and C. Jensen.
In
after living- in San Bernardino
for twenty-one years, Mr.
Garner moved to Newport with his famwhere he continued his favorite occuof
and stock raising-. His
·wife died December I rth, 188o, and was
to San Bernardino, where she was
by the sine of his mother. Since
then he has led a quiet life, and through
his long sickness suffered without a murbeing attended by the members of
his
Mr. G>~rner has been blessed with the
children: V\Tilliam, John, Mary
George, Ag-nes, David and
all residing in Newport, except
Vl'ho lives at Santa Ana.
At hi~ request his remains were brought
to San Bernardino by his family to be laid
the side of his mother and kinthe hands of his old friends, and
with whom he crossed the
lived happily so many years.
was held on February z8th,
attended, the pall-bearers
the Pioneer Society.
A most appropriate and impressive sermon was delivered by Joseph Smith, Jr.,
President of the Church of Latter Day
and the spiritual adviser of Mr.
Garner,
which he paid a merited tribute
to the noble life and many virtues of the
deceased.
And when we shall enter that narrow
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valley, through which he has passed before us, and which leads to the Judgment
seat of God, may we be able to say,
through faith and good works, in the
language of the beautiful hymn of the
dying Christian-dying but ever living
and triumphant:
ur.rhe world recedes, it dieappears!
Heaven opens on my eyes; rny ears
With sounds sernpbic ring;
Lend, lend, your wings, I mount, I fly!
Oh grave, where is thy victory?
Oh death, where is thy eting?"
San Bernardino, Cal., March 16th, 1889.

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.

I

To the President, O.J,.f/icers and Members
oj the San Bernardino Society oj CaliforniaPioneers:
Your committee appointed to draft resolutions of respect to the memory of Pioneer John Garner would most respectfull v submit the following·:
WHEREAS, Death has again invaded
our Society of California Pioneers, and
taken from us our dearly beloved brother John Gamer; and
·
WHEREAS, We deeply deplore the loss
of one whose honorable and upright life
has greatly endeared him to this Society, as well as to all who knew him;
thererfore, be it
Resolved, That in the death of our brother Pioneer John Garner our society has
lost a most true and upright member, and
the community a most honorable, kind
and exemplary citizen.
Resoh•ed, that while we mourn in common for the loss of our revered brother,
we would extend our most profound sympathy to his bereaved family and relatives;
and be it further
Resolved, That these resolutions be published in the newspapers of this city, and
spread in full upon the minutes of our Society, and a copy of the same be presented to the familv of the deceased.
Done in friendship and love.
W. F. HoLCOMB, }
JoHN BROWN, Jr.,
Committee,
B. B. HARRIS.
-San Bernardino Courier.

IN JERUSALEM.

WE have just passed through one of the
most severe and trying storms ever known
in this country. The gale commenced on
Thursday, December 13th, with heavy
thunder, rain, hail and snow to the depth
of one foot, which remained on the ground
for twenty-four hours.
Then the rain
commenced to pour down in torrents, and
continued till the pools were filled to the
top, giving them the appearance of miniature lakes, and the cisterns overflowed.
To,day the sun is shining brightly, and
all nature assumes a cheerful asoect. Of
course, there is great rejoicing" over the
almost unprecendented rainfall at this season.
I learned to-day from a reliable source
that more rain bas fallen this season, than
all through the rainy season of last winter.
There were in all, last season, twenty-one
inches, and we are only a little past the
middle of December.
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THE S
The Ke.Jron is flowing rapidly, and
next Sunday thousands will visit our old
picnic gounds near Job's welL
The grand topic of interest is the Railroad. Mr. Frutigar, I believe; is in Paris,
in the interest of this road. It will be a
rejoicing day for Jerusalem when the
screeching, puffing engine shall roll its
freight of human beings into the city of
the Great King.
Another important item of news I have
just learned. A concession has been granted to the Jews to return to this country;
but not ie1 large numbers at one time, lest
it should cause suffering. This seems to
be a wise con~ideration on the part of the
Turkish government.
I can cheerfully say to the friends that
the prospect is very encouraging. I have
no douht that much sufterin!! must be endured for a while, in the g~thering process. But who are not willing to suffer
for the kingdom of God that they may
share in its glory.
The markets are full of oranges for six
cents a dozen, and fresh vegetables in
abundance and in good order.
We learn from Mr. Frutigar's family
that he hils met v1ith the most-wonderful,
even almost incredible success in Constantinople and Paris. The Sultan received
him-with marked attention, invited him to
dine; and decorated him with a badge of
honor.
In Paris he met Baron Hir~ch, and he
and Baron Rothschild have taken hold of
the railroad scheme in good earne~t. Of
course it must be a success.
January 4th. On New Year's eve we
went to Mr. Joseph's to watch the old
year out and the new yen.r in. It is similar
to a watch meeting in New Englanrt
Mr. J o'eph has told me that he expects
to issue his paper, The Witness, from
Jerusalem next month. He has brought
with him a press and tvpe, and will soon
have his office readv for work. He has
also opened a reacling room where the
poor Jews can have the privilege of reading.
Travelers continue to arrive from
America and Europe, and the prospect is
good for a husy season. The fields are
robed in beautiful green, and the soft,
gray tint of the olives, supported by the
mountain drapery in the back-ground,
make a channing picture as I view it from
my window.
I am told that B:uon Hirsh has proposed
to build one-half of the raiiro>1d from Ja:ffa
to Jerusalem.
I understand he has no
heirs, except one nephew. This nephew
was here last spring on a visit. He looked
quite young, with a delicate constitution.
It seems to he the opinion of all, that the
building of thi~ railroad, to enter Jerusalem from the sea, by steam, is an opening
wedge for greater things to follow. It is
very healthy in the city now; business is
brisk, especially in the Russian quarters.
The price of land is rising, this January
24th, r889.-Age to Come Herald.

KEWANEK
Conference was held at
March r6th. J. W. Terry president,
secretary. Branches: Kewanee 75·
Gmve 45 Rock Island r6. Millersburg
died. Buffalo Prairie 65. 4 removed. Elders
T. Short, J.D. Jones, D S. Holmes, J- \V. Terry,
J. F. Adams. Priest W. P. Terry, and teachet
E. Epperly reported. J. W. Terry was
pointed as presididg elder for one year, and
Jones secretary. J. W. Terry was chosen
gate to General Conference. Resolved that
request our delegate to make an appeal to Con·
ference to appoint a missionary (two if
to labor in our district and that our
rkt president be one of lhe number, as om:
choice, as the state and condition of our district
so demand such an urgent request. Resol vPd
that when we adjourn we do so to meet at Henderson Grove branch, June r5th, at ro a. m.
The word was preached by M. T. Short,
D.
Jones and D. S. Holmes. Church
upheld by vote unanimously.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Conferenc<: convened at
MassaW. H.
chuseets, Saturdav,
Kelley was chosen to
tant; F. M. Sheehy
Gondolf and H. Dowm~ ushers; Susie Rorganist; J- N. Ames chorister; R. C.
E. L. Kelley and W. Bearse auditors. The
t.rict. clerk was authorized to act as clerk 'Nh<:n
he arrived at the conference_
Bm. J. N. A·-nec:,
R. C. Eldrlge and H. Downe appointed cornmh·
tee on branch reports.
Branch reports from
Boston, Providence, Cranston, Plail;Jvi!le, L!ttl(~
Compton, Dennisport, North Plymouth and
Brocton were read and referred to committee_
Elders present and reporting: Vif. H. Keilev,
Smith. F. M. Sheehv, E L. Kelley. M. H.
R. C. Eldredge, W. Bean.e. G. s_ Linnell and
Eldredge. Priests: J. Halstead and H. C. Down e.
Deacons: A. B. Pearce and Tvi. Gondolf. R _
Farnsworth reportPd
letter: Elders E. N.
G. S. Yerdngton. Pr1ests:
C. Moore, A_
Glover. Teachers; R. J. Searle and W. B. Seiend.
Deacon: I-L C. Hemmerlv.
Voted that
E. 0. Toombs be eranted an elder's licence; that
in the cases of R. Searle and \V. Fenner, they be
referred to district president and if advisabl(;, to
give them licenses as required by them_
Smith reported as district president and
agent.
Reports read and referred to
committe_ Additional reports: Elders T.
ing and J. B- Pierce; Teacher S. S. Wilber.
Bro. J Smith tendert>d his resignation as district
president. Voted to accept the same with the
fo!lowing: Resolved. That we appreciate the
labors of Bro. Smith during the many
he
has acceptably served us as district ,,.,p"'"""
hereby give expression thereto bv
a vote of thanks. Bro. T. Whiting
his
resignation as district clerk. It was voted not to
accept and he was urged to continue the office
which he had filled with credit, but as he refused
to serve G H. Gates was chosen clerk_ Moved
that the presidency of the district be
with
the president of the mission
that
Bro. M. H. Bond serve as district 'presidenl:.
Voted to lay the substitute on the table, also thi'
amendment. Auditing committee reported finding district accounts correct.
Report of committee on Reunion was read and approved and
committPe continued_ A netltlon on Sabbath
School Union was presented. and endorsed and a
committee appointed to act on the matter, consisting of F. M. Sheehy. M. H. Bond and T.
Whiting. The resolution dhcussed at last conference relating to the Herald was taken up and
passed, Resolved, That in our opinion the
lication of so much matter in reg-ard to
Mads P. Hamon, hox 512, Plymouth. Mass .
.John T. Davies, 5 Park avenue, Llanelly, Carmarthen
is harmful to the interests of our church
shil'P, Wales.
I Brn. A. B. Pierce, F. M. Sheehv, M. l'L
and
G. A. Blakeslee, presiding Bishop, Galien. Michigan.
J. H. Peters, Coleman, Midland Co., Michigan.
, J. Smith were appointed delegates to General

Conference. The matter of district president
was taken from the table and an informal ballot
was taken by which Brn. M. H. Bond and T.
Whiting were selected as candidates. Bro. M.
H. Bond was chosen and made the unanlmom;
choice. The following resolution was passed:
Inasmuch as several officers in the district have
been holding meetings without proper authority,
it is hereby resolved that the district president
be requested to, under the law, demand the
licences of such persons, and if they fall to com·
ply, the conference be requested to not sustain
them. Voted to sustain Bro. W. H. Kelley as
president of mission with request that he be returned; to sustain J. Smith as Bishop's agent,
and all the church authorities. That the next
conference be held in Boston, Saturday, Ma:y
IIth, at 2:30p.m. Adjourned.
Good preach·
lng services and social. meetings throughout.

MARRIED.
THOMPSON.-LEONARD.-On March 19th,
x889, Sr. Nancy G. Leonard, (with her child
about 6 years of
arrived in the city of San
Bernardino,
and were escorted by Bro.
A. W. Thompson to
residence of Elder J. F.
Burton on Fifth Street. About four p. m. the
Elder was called upon and married the couple in
order sub rosa- The happy couple tarried all
night at the parsonage, and at 7: 30 a. m. next
day took the cars for the suburban villa of "La·guna Canyon,"' the place of the now happy and
smiling groom's residence on Grand Canyon
avenue.
EvANS.-BIRCH.-At the residt'nce of John R.
Evans, Cleveland, Iowa, March 25\h, r889, John
H. Evans to Sarah Birch, both of Cleveland,
\Vatkins officiating. Many of the young
of the codtracting parties were present to
witness the ceremony and had a
enjoyable
time and many valuable and
gifts were
presented to the happy couple.
DIED.
\VALKER.-Elder S. F. Walker was born in
New Richmond, Ohio, about twenty miles above
Cincinnati, December 23d, r83r, and died at his
home in Lamoni, nE"ar 7 o'clock, on the morning
of April rst, r889, after an illness of about fourteen days, caused by pneumonia and heart disease.
His parents settled in Cincinnati when that
city had but one brick house, and his father
founded the town of New Richmond, where he
was born. He received a fair education in the
common shools of his vicinity, and also attended
Clermont Academy. In rSso he came west to
where Kansas City now is. At that time the
Indians were there, the only inhabitants. In
r85o-r he attended Central College at McGrawville, New York. In r85r he was engaged in engineering on the Mississippi River, and in 1852
he was a student at \'Vesley University, Ohio, after which he taught school for a time near Richmond.
In the Spring of r853 he went to California by
the Isthmus of Panama, and for seven years was
engaged in mining in Sierra county. ·He was a
candidate for the Legislature on the first Republican ticket nominated in that county. He continued in mining matters up to 1859. and helped
io start Methodism in Virginia Cilv, Nevada.
In r86r he returned east OVP~land. and called at
Salt Lake Ctty. He soon returned to the west,
went to Montana, Idaho, Oregon, and thence to
California again. In r864 he located in Smoky
Valley, near Austin, and engaged in stock raising, a·nd in 1869 he visited Plano, Illinois, and
the same year was united in marriage to Sr. Marietta Faulconer, who, with two daughters and a
step-daughter now survive him-. After his
marriage, himself and, family settled at Blue
Springs Ranch near Austin, Nevada, where they
resided till 1878- In r876 he attended the Centennial Expmition at Philadelphia, and in 1878
he removed to where now is Lamoni, and engaged in farming till, in 1884, himself and family moved into the town. In the fall of r885 he
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ALD.
in publishing the Gazette-now I1ldeNot long since he
to the
world his "Rnins Revisited," a book
very considerable merit and that was intended to be the
!1mt of a series of its kind, and other germain

Patriot.

a m2n
active brain and
his chief delight was in exavenue in quest of valto keep him largely
fronj the ordinary acHve bu~iness pursuits of life
and make him
reserv<•d and retiring in
h1~S rnanners.
was a r:oan of ,;v-arm and
tender hearl·, of
and worthy purpose, a lover of justice and
right things-a lover of God
and man--a deeply devoted lover of Christ and
hi;;
Religiously inclined and erlucated
by
parents amid fnvndna
he
united with
father
in the rrdning
time
the religious
Dav Saints
they were in h">·n,nnv
in a most eminent
his
investigations of them
and in time
accepted them ht:artliy and became of member
of that church and in due time a minister. His
soul thirsted after the things of God and as a
consequence he
in grace and in
knowledge of God,
gave promise of
nese in building up the work of
But our
ln this direction were
; he
has been
home by the lVhster, and we are
left to hope that he has
on to wider fields
duty and
to
and honors;
and bt>ing in the
•TChO

on before, wlth Christ Jesus
Captain
our salvation.
"After life's fitful fever
He
sleeps 1n Jesus. vvho said.
an1
resurec··
tion and the life;" and, "where I am, there shall
my disciple be also."
z8th,

Thfarch zrst,
and Anna E.
zx de.ys.

his view. What is the use of rectifying him, if
the thing be unimportant? and if important, let
it pass for the present, and wait for a ;;after moment and more conciliatory occasion of revis-·
ing the subject together."-Sel.

one time asked his wife to shut the door and
place her hands upon his eyes and close them,
and then pray that he might go to sleep in peace.
He was a member of the church just seven
weeks to a rlay from his confirmation to his funeYal, which was preached at his residence on
the roth inst., from Rev. 20: rz, by Elder J. H.
Lawn.

NOT A NEW QUESTION.
The question of human liberty is an old one,
but our fathers planted the seed of the irrepres··
sible conflict when they framed the Declaration of
Independence, and it will go on to its legitimate
end. William Lloyd Garrison most truly says:
It seems anomalous that in a nation founded
by human beings, long after its centennial, the
fundamental principle of its constitution should
be still the topic of discussion. Still, ouch is the
case-the question of human rights is up for settlement. Nothing is more trying every year
than lobe obliged to present old and trite principles as new ones. While every one will admit
these general principles, he will rleny their application. Does a woman pay taxes, and thus contribute directly to the support of public institutions? To school she has more time to devote
than the father. She has a special aptitude for
caring for charitable institutions.
She would
also be a reformer in the direction of maintaining public order, since she is the greatest sufferer
from disorder. Yet most people, while acknowledging the truth of these propositions, will say
that they do not believe in woman'& voting. Woman is crippled in the present condition, and in
that proportion dwarfs her husband. We demanrl
the ballot for woman, first, in order that she may
defend her own rights. In the present jury system she is tried by another sex. No class of men
ever legislated properly for another class. \Vhy
are women unreasonable in demanding a voice
respecting the expenditure of money that is paid
by them for public taxes? "Women must not
talk politics," said Napoleon to Mme. de Stael.
"Yes, but in a country where women are beheaded, they wish to know the reason why," she said;
and the women are going to know the reason
wl1y.- Woma12's Sta12dard.

CHURCH LIBRARY.
\Ve extend thanks to Bro. R. C. Elvin, Nefor the gift of five books to the li·
"The Friends' Intell!gencer,"
of the Divine Attributes,''
Bate&,
D, r83r; ''Spiritual Des, 1835; "Natural History of Enthusiasm,"
and "Saturday Evening," r833.
JOHN ScoTT, Librarian.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The North-East Missouri conference will be
held at
Macon county, Mo., April 20 and
.1:5lJsrne,ss will convene Saturdav, zoth,
JoHN TAYLOR,
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Dist ..Pres.

NOTICE.
To whom it may concern :-Officials of NorthWest Kansas district will please send me their
licc:nses ·to be renewed according to resolution
last dislrict conference held at Blue
3oth.
Address, H. P. Curtis,
Secretary, Fact, Clay county, Kansas.
FOR THE PUBLIC.
ONE FARE FOR THE RoUND TRIP.

The G. A. R. State Encampment will be held
at
Iowa, April 8th, 9th, roth and I rth,
and
tickets will be sold from all C., B.
&
stations to Burlington and return at one
round
Good going on April 8th,
roth 3nd
and good to return up to and
r3th. Here is a chance for all
old
.meet their comrades and all others
'ro .see the grand parade on Anril roth. Go everyTickets can be obtained of C., B. & Q.
JEFFERSON ON MARRIAGE.
Thomas Jefferson, venerated for his wisdom as
a Etatesman, wrote what follows, as true to-day
his pen traced the words many years

in the married o;tate is the first thing
A gooil farm for P.ale of 40 BCreEi, good rich ~oil, au weJi
to be arrived at. Nothing can preserve the affecfenc(-:d, 2 good well~, 1nrge pond for stock, o1d orehnrd
bearing
good, 300 young treeR of choicest fruits, new
tions uninterrupted but a firm resolution never
lumber stoble antl c.owohed 91l shingled, buf~gy Ehed,
'
new
granary
all ps.inted, good rock milk house, other
to
in will, and a determination in each othout-houses. A good 6 rnomed cottA.e:e, porched, pnpered,
er to consider the love of each other of more valand painted outside and inE<idP, close to 4 town fl., al~o on
4 mn1n ron dB> 2 good groves of rnnple trees each side of
ue than any other object whatever on which the
t.hc cottage. Will be sold cheap, rather than rent. A big
wish had been fixed. How light, in fact, is the l'i bargain for some one.
:BJBENEZEH l\HLLEH, Senior,
sacrifice of any other wish when weighed against
the affections of one with whom we are to pass
p
our whole life. And no opposition in a single
We have secured Elder R. M. Eivin to repreim,tance, will hardly in itself produce alienations,
sent the Patriot at the April Conference. -He
ye every one has his pouch into which all these
will furnish all with sample copies and bills, and
lit\le opposltior'ts are put, and while that is filling
will take subscriptions. The design of the Patriot is the reflection of truth, the commendation of
the alienation is insensibly going on, and when
virtue and patriotism,-in ohort, to do good.
filled it is eom plete. It would puzzie either to
LAMBERT BRO'S, Pub's.,
sa:, \Nhy~ because no one diff'erence of opinion
6aprzt
LAMONI, Towa.
hao; been marked enough to produce a serious efRoBERT "'riNNING, Pfes't.
D. F. NICHOLSON, Cashier.
fect by itself. But he or she finds his or her affections wearied out by a constant stPeam of litFARMERS' BANK of LAlW:ONI
tle checks and obstacles.
Will attend to any Business for Non-Residents
"Other sources of discontent, very common,
entrusted to our care.
inc\eed, are the little cross p:uposes of the husinterest Allowed on Time Deposits.
band and wife in common conversation; a dispositi:on either to criticise or question whatever the
LUFF & BRACKENBURY,
other says; a desire always to demonstrate and
m~cke him feel himself in the wrong, especially
REAL ESTATE AGENTS,
in sympathy. Nothing is so goading on the part
West Lexington Street,
of either. Much better, therefore, if our comINDEPENDENCE,
MISSOURI.
panion views a thing in a light different from
what we do, to leave him in quiet possession of
Next to Warnky's Gallery.

I

c

at
She dit•d in the
hJth of the promises of God held forth in the gC<spei of Christ.
WALKE.R.-Near 'I'ulare Cicv, 1"1ularc Co., CaLf
1\!Iarch 8th, r889, after ten
- skkness of
·monia and congestion of
brain, Bro.
Walker,
·
lt~s:s 3
He V'\UlR
March I
New York.
five years old, afwith others of
father's family,
lived in the
of Jos>Oph the Seer, as a pa~·t
of hi; family; and he beheld the mangled bodiPs
·of the two
after
brought
from
place
to Nauvoo, Illinios.
came to this state in
and
was married to Sarepta P~te . October
r866.
There have been born to them eleven
which ten are still living, six ooys and four girls.
He and wife and four children were bRptized by
thr~ writer the nineteenth of
and another son by the same on the
month.
They are all now in the church and firm in faith,
although tried by troublE's and affilcllon. Bro.
Walker ever bore a faithful te8timonv to the
tmth. Three days after he was taken" sick, he
told his wife that he was not to be healed; and at

I ATRIOTS:;I:;;;::~k~~;;;~;;~~.

I
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TRACTS.
No. 2.-T:rnth Made Manifest; per dozen.. .
:per hundred .................. ].
THE INDEPENDENT PATRIOT
No. 3.-Vmceofthe Good.,u"'.l·"""'
Provides its readers weekly with
per hundred................... 40
56 COLUMNS
No.4.-Epitome of Faith and Doctrine oft he
Of reading matter, including Domestic and Foreign News,
Church and the Kirtland Temble Suit.
Home. Around the World, Religious, Scie~tHic nnd Perdozen 5c., 100 25c., 250 50c., 500$1, 1,000.1 75
sonal departments, and aims to keep its readers thoroughly acquamted with the striking features of the world's
No. 5.-The Gospel.. ... price the same as No.4.
progress. Try it and know for yourself. Sample copy
No.6.-The "OneBaptism;" itsMode,Suhfree. One dollar per year.
jects, Pre-requisiteB and Design--and Who
LAMBEHT BROTHERS, PUDLISHERS,
25ang
Lamoni, Decatur Co .. lowa.
Shall Administer; 25e.
doz., peT 100.. ] 75
No. 7.-Who Then Can
per doz. 05
TO ELDERS,IIPRIESTS, AND OTHERS.
per hundred .... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 40
O all persons ElCDding US the llHillf~S of TWO PERSONS
No. 8.-Fulness ofthe Atonement; per doz. 25
as subscribers to the INDEPENDENCE GAZE'l'1'E
;per hundred . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 75
for one year, with the cash, we will send, prepaid, a copy
No. 9.-Splritnalism Viewed from a
of the ''Elders, D1ary., 'l'hc subscription price of the
Gazette is $1 a year.
ural Standpoint; per doz. 30c.1
LUFF & CRICK.
No.lO.-The Narrow Way; doz.
We want Agents everywhcre male and female, and
11.-The Plan of Salvation; J:lel'
30
No.
will pay good cash lourni~~;on. & Wri~ J{s
pKr~iculars
per hundred ......... : .....•... 2 2-5
36jan
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per dozen
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No. 14.-Reply to Orson
per
Compendium of ~,aith, for higher classes, bound in
peT hundred ............ .
sprinkled Leather, each ......................... $1 00
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75
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Question Book, for mtermediate:·classes, es.ch 25c.,
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No. 16.--:Polyga.my: Was it an
net of the Church :
doz.
No. 17.-Tbe Successor
fice and Presidency of the
peT hundred ................. .
per doz.
No. 18.-Rejection of the
per hundmd ................. .
No. 20.-The "One Body: or the Church
Christ, under the Apostleship, and
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
the Apostasy; per dozen 20c., per
.. 1 40
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
No. 21.-Tmth by Three Witnesses;
03
Sheep or Library binding ........•••..•... 1 50
per hundred..................... 15
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ....••.••••.. 2 00
No. 22.-Faith and Repentance; dozen.... 15
New Testament, inspired . . . . . . . . . • .• •• . . 75
per hundred . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lO
No. 23.-Baptism; per
100...... :, 25
BOOK OF MORMON.
No. 24.-The Kingdom
100 40
Roan, sprinkled edges .............. ,. .... 1 25
No. 25.-Laying on of
40
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ........••••• 1 50
No.. 26.-Mountaiu of
House; ...
peT dozen 5c., per htllllOlre<~:!.
DOCTinNE AND COVENANTS.
No. 27.-The Sabbath Question; per
Sprinkled sheep, or library ......••••..... 1 25
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Imitation Morocco ....................... 1 50
from
No. 29.-A Vision of the
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the Doctrine and Covenants; doz
100 40
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No. 31.-What is 'rruth? and True OxthoJOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHE'r:
doxyJ and an Evangel~cal Church? AlHistory of the Reorganized Church, and Autoso, Kirtland Temple Smt.. .
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No. 32.-Which is the Church?
100 40
biography of Joseph Smith.
No. 36.-The Spaulding Story nc;-y-"Ai'·HHWO'U.
In Cloth, gilt Jini,Jhed ..................... 2 20
per dozen 20c.,
hund:red.. . . . 25
This book contains 827 pages of large, clear
Tl'ial of the Witnesses to
Resurrection
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gravings, and a facsimile of the autograph of JoProphecy on the Rebellion; per 100....... 15
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Smith; also Steel Engraving of Hymm Smith.
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A complete history of the church up to 1880.
Bound in
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JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET, A}.'])
COWDERY LETTERS.
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in
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Calling of Joseph the
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Leather binding.......................... 1 00
Translation of the Book
Mormon,
HESPERIS.
Angelic bestowal. of the Priesthood.
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Poems by David H. Smith, 202 pages, funcy
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Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
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Rollin's Ancient History, 2 vols. in one...
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Gieselar's Ecclesiastical History, from A. D.
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William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society,
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"!v111d\USCRIPT FOUND."
In cloth 25ds., ten or more, each. . . . . . • • • • 20
In paper 15 cts., ten or more, t'ach.... . . . . . 13
This is the notorious "Manuscrint .Found "
written by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about whidh
so much has bee:n said in connection with the
theory that it ihrnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Higdon the chief ground work and material fi·mr1 which to write the Book of lVIormc•u.
REPLY TO LITTLEFIELD.
In paper 10 cts., per dozen...............
75
This is the "Reply of President Joseph Smith
to L. 0. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine
of Plural Marriage."
BRADEN· -·KELLEY ....,"",...,,, ... ·"'·
Cloth Boards, 396 page~ · ........•....... 1 75
Propositinn~.·.-(l) lr; t.h~ Book of Mormon of
divine ori~n, and are its teachings entitled to
t•be respect an.:! belief of all Christian people?
(2) Is th& Church of which I, Clark Bmden am
a member, the Chmch of Christ, and identical
in faith,
ordinances, worship and
the Church of Christ as it was left
the Apostles of Christ? (3) Is the
Chn.r1~h of Jesns Christ of Latter
the Church of God, and ac·
coveTs, 194 pages. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the comChrist to Judge the world is now past."
Forscutt af\J.rms "The Bible teaches the
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SEER.
DiFcoverics of Ancient American RecoTdS and
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['a per covers, 43 pages.................... 10
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
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An enlarged edition, 32 pages, papeT covers. 10
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD oF THE LoRD: FoR THERE Sn.uL NoT ANY MAN AMoNG You HAVE SAVE rr l!ll ONE WIFE: AND CoNe\~ ~s
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
', : '(j
"W:m BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD RAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND! ExcEPT rn CAsE oF DEATH, WHEN E,~ II
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AoArN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec.109, par. 4,
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in which the duty of an officer is defined,
we quote from the Doctrine and Covenants, it is abundantly criticised; and one
of the criticisms to which it is subjected,
is that "\Ve all know what the language
of the law is, can read it at any time; but
what are our duties under that law?"
When, to comply with the foregoinginquiry, we essay to point out one by one
what we believe to be the duties appertaining to certain officers, that essay meets
with the very characteristic rebuff,

" Where's your law for that .2"
l~nrroR.

JOSEPH SMI'l'l.I

W. W. BLAIR

AssOCIATE EDITOR

Lamoni, Iowa, April

20,

1889

DUTIES OF OFFICERS.

hr this issue we begin the republication of
a series of editorials, written
President
Joseph Smith in r871, on the subject of
duty, in which the duties of Deacons,
Teachers Priests and Elders are ably
and clearly defined.
They will be found of great value to
all the ministry,· and of especiaHnterest to
those who l::ave not heretofore had opporof studying them, The one in this
issue discussed sets forth the duties of Deacons, and will be followed-as our space
three others, in which the
duties of Teachers, Priests and Elders are
respectively considered.
"Let every man learn his duty" is the
divine injunction, and we give good opportunity for so dobg:
DUTY,

Most men are willing- to do what the
law of the land requires of them, what
association with their fellow-men in the
social compact makes necessary, and what
is dearly pointed out in the church covenants. There seems to be, however, a
lack of performance in some parts of the
church organization; which lack is by
some attributed to the want of desire to do
what appears to be plain duty.
We have occasionally been asked to
point out what the duties of the several
officers were.
We have from time to
time attempted to do this. But from the
condition of mind into which the
have natural! v
or at least a
great number of th-em,
seems to
have induced them to believe that they are
to be teachers and not to be taught, we
have found the defining of duties a very
difl1cult task.
in the
of an article

whether we quote the law, or attempt to define its unwritten provisions
respecting the active performance of duties under our church organiz;;tion, as
contrasted with the unpraiseworthy desire
to passively receive the favors of a kind
Father, unblest by the faithful endeavor
to merit them fully, we are met with whHt
we think to be unfair repulsion.
'Were our desire for the general good of
the cause less than it is, we should he willing to let the matter rest upon the plain
statement of the law itself, suffering every
man to demean himself in accordance with
his especial predilections, those predilec
tions being created and g-overned by the
circurnstances without, and the spiritual
increase within the man.
But our desire for the general good is
of that sort that we are quite ready to give
our opinion of the proper construction to
be put upon the declarations of law not
sufficiently phlin of themselves; and also
the proper ~pplications of those constru~
tions, and that law, to the actual life, 1emponll and spiritual, of th0se professing the
light of the Latter Day vV ork.
There is but little written in the Book
of Covenants specifically defining the duor duties of a Deacon; yet everybody
supposes that there are duties properly belonging to the office of a Deacon; those
which are peculiarly and specifically to be
performed by a Deacon, by virtue of his
calling; those which may be performed
by men holding another office, but should
be the special province of a Deacon.
The c,ffice of Deacon must be of some
importance in the economy of the church,
or it would not have been provided for;
anci the duties of the man ordained to that
office must be necessary, or there would
have been no appointing him, or any consideration of him or his duties had, in the
of the church.
'
Of what the duties of the Deacon may
corsit;t·, may be properly considered; and
we shall present a few thoug-hts upon the
subject of the duties of the Deacon.
In a Bible Dictionary published in I8Ir,
the word "Deacon" is said to signify chiefly, "An officer in the church, whose business it is to ~erve in distributing the ele-
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ments at the Lord's table, and to provide
for, and duly distribute provisions to ministers and to the poor." *
Dr. Buck says that "The office of Deacons originall v was to serve tables, the
Lord's table, the minister's table, and the
poor's table. They took care of the secular affair« of the church, received and disbursed moneys, kept the church accounts,
and provided everything necessary for its
temporal good. Thus, while the bishop
attended to the souls, the Deacons attended
to the bodies of the people: the pastor to
the spiri\'ual, and the Deacons to the temporal intlerests of the church." Acts vi. t
The Scriptures have not much from
which to draw instruction upon this point.
Paul and Ttmotheus addressed an
epistle to the Sflints at Philippi, including
the Bishops and Deacons; but nothing is
stated about the duties of either Bishops
or Deacons. t
In Paul's letter to Timothy, he gives a
sort of general sketch of the qualifications
necessary for the office of Deacon, hut as
before does not specify their official duties. II
There is frequent mention made of
High Priests, Elders, Priests and Teachers in the Book of Mormon; but it appears that there was either no necessity
for the Deacon, or the office was not of
such ?. character that it would be mentioned in such a history. We can not draw
conclusions from this record as to what
Deacon's duties are.
Deacons, :-J& officers, and the office of
Deacon are referred to in the Book of
Covenants, pag-es 96, 97, 225, 23r, 243,
294, and 296 of the present edition; and
from the statements found in that book
we may possibly derive some instruction,
There are certain duties expressly stated
in paragraph II, section 17, pag-e 94, as
attaching to the office of the De?con, if
occasion requires.
The duties are "To
watch over the church always, to be with
and strengthen them, and see that there is
no iniquity in the church, neither hardness
with each other; neither lying, backbiting,
nor evil speaking·: and see that the church
meet together often, and also see that all
the members do their duty,
and
take the lead of meeting-s in the absence of
the Elder or Priest." They are also "To
warn, expound, exhort and teach, and invite Hll to come to Christ."
It will not defeat the foregoing statement for any to say, "Those are the duties of
the Teacher." This is true, but the declaration, "if occasion requires," and the closing- sentence quite definitely determines it.
The offices of Teacher anli Deacon are
• Bible Dictionary, by Brown, page 385.
t Bnck's Dictionary, page 110,
l Phil. i. !.
i1 1 Tim. iiL
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necessary to the fuil enjoyment of the
Aaronic line of ministry; and from the
further teaching found in paragraph ro,
section 104, page 291, one of the prerogatives of this ministry was the administration in "Outward ordinances--the letter of
the gospel."
The church need good, kind and watchful ministers, to be with them constantly;
to do whatever may be necessary for their
benefit, welfare, and spiritual advancement;
so far as their especial ministrations may
secure this. To provide for this urgent
and always increasing want, it is declared
that Deacons should be appointed. Our law
for this will be found on page 33 r, section
83, paragraph 22, Doctrine and Covenants.
Deacons must learn their various duties
by being instructed therein; and this instruction may be derived from inspiration
direct, from the teachings of other Deacons, Teachers, Priests, or Elders, in
preaching and in conversion upon the
word; or from the actual necessities of the
condition of the church, (congregation, association of Saints, or branch of the
church), of which· he is an enrolled member, and of which he is a chosen officer,
called to minister unto and for the church.
Deacons are a]<:o expected to ~tat times
as presiding ofiL·ers, to sit in council,
direct, control, and guide the deliberations
of that council, and teach the members of
it their duty, the duties of their office as
Deacons being clearly understood by this.
(Doctrine and Covenants, section 104, paragraphs 31 and 38, pages 294 and 296.
We have now gone through, very
briefly, what is written, so far as we are at
present informed, respecting the duty of a
Deacon in the Church of Christ. All the
duties spoken of or specified, thus far, are
of a general character, and apparently no
provision is made for many thing8 necessarily to be done, and which must therefore. be con~idered in the inquiry, "Who
shall cio them?"
In order that every branch of the church,
having a membersb.ip of six or more, may
receive and enjoy the fullest benefit from
their church fellowship and association, it
is absolutely necessary that they have and
control a place where meetings for worship, fellowship, and business, may be
held.
This place of meeting must be kept
clean, must be warmed during the season
of cold, whenever meetings are held, and
must be lighted during all evening meetings. To do all this requires the outlay
of time, labor, and money, even under the
most favorable circumstances.
This outlay of money, hbor, and time, must be
met, and to meet it "somebody" m·ust act,
must in a word "do something."
We begun this article with the statement that most men are willing to do
what the church covenants pointed out as
duties; but this must be qufllified to some
extent.
Many, if not quite all of the
duties specifically named in the covenants
are of what we may justly call an honorary character. By this we mean that they
are those duties more immediately connected with public administrations, preach-
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ing, baptizing, laying on
blessing children, and administering the sacra·
tnent; duties upon the
of
it is supposed there attends the
or the receiving· of some
power; duties to which
from their nature, some
or prerogative. These are
which the statement of
intenrled to apply.
The duties just enumerated do not com.
pnse the whole list of tbing~ necessary to
be done, to secure a health v
con·
dition in a church, an
·
of mcm·
hers of a church, called a br>1nd1.
We have no written law
the appointing of Deacons other th:m
one cited from section eighty-three of thr,
Covenants. Notwithstanding this lack
positive commandment, the vvhole
spiritual authorities of the
from
earliest history, have considered
ne·cessary; and the custom of
them has grown by usage to be
the custom was foundecl
cention of the law of the
be~n continued in error
precedent, it should be
the contrary, the custom was founded
upon a wise and just conception of trw
law by which the church should exist, and
has been continued by reason of wi!;f'
yielding to true prededent, then shouk1
the law, made so by custom and use,
be sustained and honored.
The unwritten duties of the office of
De~con are not less binding than thosf
specifically defined. The fact of their bee
ing unwritten in the Covenants, is not
defence against a charge for their not he-·
ing fulfilled; the reasons why
should
be faithfuilv discharged more
tcrbalancing such defence when it is
These unwritten duties are the
which however necessary their
ance, or however much the association of
church mem hers may suffer because
are not performed,· few are
perform; their willingness being
hy their failmg to do.
We have elsewhere written that
hranch must have a phce of
This place of meeting, if a public
hall, or meeting house or church, must
in the actual possession of tbe association
of the church members worshiping
at least during its occupancy while wor.
shiping; and if the property is owned
the church, some one must have constructive oossession at all times. What narticular
offic~r of the church has prec~dence of
right to this constructive posse~sion? The
right to carry the keys: open the doors;
conduct visitors, either those belonging or
not belonging to the church; to see that
the floors, doors, windows pulpit or
seats, table or stand, lamps 'and other fixtures are clean and in good order; to open
the doors at the hours of
for
preaching, fellowship, prayer or
meetings; to see that the lamps or
are trimmed, lighted and burning in time
for all evening meetings; to see that the
members coming in find seats; to
watch over the Saints during the
repressing loud talking, whispering

·vvar1n to bave

; tore·and acc:ount for l he contributions of
Sai
intended for the necessaand incidental exnenses of the as~.ociation
member:<; to
'
and account
effects
aSH)ciation; visit the poor, a~certain
their needs r.nd r.coport the same to the
church; and ir, facl tCJ
anv and all
of those
which" the wela eareordinanof the talents
\Ve
the

m

a

to act c.s a sort of Rpiritual constable, a kind of
conservator ofthe
peace among the
It follows then of a necessitv that the
of
these actsthese
but
things of the
law devolves upon the dfice of Deacon.
Some
of the law which may be
cited in
of the opinions expressed
in this
have been alrendy g·iven, to
wit: The
understanding long
concerning the institution
of the office
Deacon, and the duties of
that office as cited at the beginning of ~his
article.
The
of the church, bv its
in that construeduties of a Deacon.
The actual
for the
ance of those duties.
The positive dec1ar8tion that the Deacon shall be a
minister to the
church; and the fair presumption as to
what some of the absolute requirements
from a stant'iing
would be.
The specific
of other duties to other
for.
Wh>'.t we have bere written was not intended to deny the
of any one holdthe
from acting as
a De11con or to deny his privilege to clo
any and
of the things specified as rluties
of the Deacon, if he shall so choose and
there is a
therefor. Nor will the,
fact of there
good, kind. true and
noble men holding- the office of Elder, who
to
those duties without
can thereby serve the
and provoke some to
of good
make the
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law any less void, or dL·tract from the dignity, prerogative and efficiency ofthe Deacon's office. On the contrary it goes to
show that any duty which may be performed by an Elder that comes within the
province of a Deacon, that does not sully
nor detract from the spiritual efficiency of
that Elder, nuy be far more profitably,
honorably and properly done by a Deacon.
Many Elders have thought so lightly of
the offices of Priest, Teacher and Deacon,
that it has been thought to be somewhat
disdainful to suggest that men of any talent should receive the office of Deacon.
It has been
thought, by far
too
many, that an Eldership was the lowest
position or grade of office which it was
honorable to aspire to, or to offer another.
Let every man be esteemed according
to the integrity and taithfu lness with which
he fills the 0ffice whereunto he is calle~;
not accordin~ to the p~culiar h0w:>r which
is supposed to attach to the office itself.
Honor him who honors God by honoring
the office ordained of him.
"For there is no power in the church but of
God; the powers that be are ordained of God."Rom. r3:x.
"Nay, much more the members of the body
which seem to be more feeble are necessay."-1
Cor. 12: 22.
"Let every man stand in hi~· own office, and
labor in his own calling."-Doc. & Cov. ~ec. 8;;,
par. 2r.
"Wherefore, now let every man learn his duty,
and to act in the office in which he is appointed,
in all diligence."-Ibid, I05: 44·

MISSION SAN GABRIEL.

ON the way from Los Angeles, by buggy,
to San Bernardino, California, we passed
through the town of San Gabriel (the
angel Gabriel). It is a Sp:mish town, and
a relic of the old Spanish Castilian Catholic supremacy in California. We did not
learn when the town was founded, nor by
whom. It is some ten or twelve miles
east of Los Angeles, and located on a
small mountain stream which serves to
irrig·ate the gardens and vineyards of the
small town. - There are very extensive
vineyards all round, and a few miles west
is a great winerv called the "San Gabriel."
(The angel Gabriel "Wine Company" occupies it).
The principal attractiorJ.,of the town
in the way of buildings is the old
mission church, which stands at a crossing" of the principal street with the
Valley thoroughfare leading eastwc.rd.
The front is a few feet from the
road and is enclosed by a dilapidated
paling fence, which has been painted
a dull white, or whitewashed with lime.
The front entrance, ~eerning not to be
used now, has two large
gothic in
style, hung on curiously wrought iron
hinges and closing in the center. One of
them appears to be broken at the lower
comer. They are massively framt'd and
must have been strong when first made.
The church is of adode, sun dried brick,
and is perhaps thirty feet wide and seventy
<lr seventy-five in length, walls twenty or

tw<:nty-five feet in height to the eaves. It
fronts south; but has an entrance on the
west side about one third of the way from
the front.
The
was warm, and as we drove
up to the open door of this old church two
loads of visitors were just leaving.
The sun glistened against the white walls,
in almost a dazzling way; and as we passed
into the cool shade afforded by the inside,
we pause for a moment to remove our hats,
and
the awe in which one should
feel when visiting the shrines where men
of the
have worshiped, and men now
bow in reverence.
A few :Mexican, or Spanish women
were seated on the wooden benches, two
rows of which lined .lihe Rides of an aisle
some four or five feet wide, running from
the altar rail to the door upon one side
and
to the wall of the vestibule at
the front; the room being some fiftv-five
or
feet long. We, Bro. Joseph F.
Burton and self, were met near the door
by a
or sacristan, wearing the black
dres'; of
Catholic orders, tall, middlespare and bare headed. His manner
was easy, deferential and devoted.
We
explait~ed to him that we were passing
and called to take at the church in his
charge. He was pleasantly talkative, and
conducted us to the space in front of the
altar, where we paused while he in careful language explained what was to be
seen.
The altar was cut off from the rest of
the building by a railing some thirty inches
in
T,he altar was some two or
three
higher than thi~ railing and was
covered with the cloths, candlesticks and
candles, and other paraphernalia of the
Catholic worshio.
Above the altar :1
statue representing the angel Gabriel,
wing·s, stands with raised hands as
of and blessing the room and
The legend "San Gabriel," in
tells who the figure is. To the left
of the altar, looking toward it, occupyin!!
separate pedestals one a hove the other, stand
San
(St. Augu,tine). the fonnder
of the Order of the Monks of St Augustine, or Augustinian Order of Monks;
aboye
San Antonio, (St. Anthony),
the Patron Saint, and warrior defender of
the church. To the right of the altar aras upon the left, stand S;;:n FranFrancis) the rounder of the
of Saint Frances, or Franciscan
Order of Monks; below him stand San
(St. Dominick), the· founder
of tbe Dominican Order of Monks. The~e
statt1es are not large, but appear to be of
light men, are well executed, 8nd
the attendant priest said were good likene~~es.

Ranged upon the 8ide walls beginning
at the altar rail, are pictures, full length.
U pen the left, looking forward from the
altar,
the mother of Tesus, which
Rs,ured wa>: :1 most e~c:ellent like
Sainted Virgin: next to her,
(St.John); then Santiago, MeJames, the Less); Santiago,
J .,mes, the Great); San Luca,
Of this portrait the priest re"Ah! what depth, what wisdom,
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what power, what fire! Truely, he was a
wonderful man."
vVe could but CClncede in our minds that
the face of St. Luke; as iL glowed upon
the canvas, ju,ufied hi~; expressions of
praise. Personally, the writer thought that
it was well that the man whose pictured
face we saw "as in a glass, darldy," had
been by destiny the historian of the New
Testament Scriptures.
San Pablo, (St.
Paul), hung somewhere on this eastern
wall, but memory fails to place him
exactly. The face of this picture was not
nearly so striking as that of St. Luke. On
the opposite, western wall, beginning at
the altar rail, WfiS the picture of the architect of the church, whose name we failed
to catch; then followed San Bartolomi,
(St. Bartholomew); San Mateo, (St. Matthew); and we think San Filipe, (St. Phillip), and San Andreas, (St. Andrew). Of
the last we are not so sure, as we made no
note at the time.
In front of the altar rail, and reached
by steps from it, was the pulpit, a round
structure raised some feet from the floor,
in which the preacher could stand, look
down upon and address the congregation
seated below.
This pulpit was placed
against the eastern wall. On the western
side and behind the open door, ag<Jinst the
wall was a small curtain-enclosed cabinet
that we took to be the confessional; the
spot where, kneeling before the hidrlen
priest, the devotee might wail forth his
sorrow, or despair, confe~s his wrongs of
thought, or word, or deed; and receive
from the man behind the v<1il, comfort,
admonition, reproof, censure, condemnation, or absolution; as the case might demand, or the mood of the hidden priest
dictate. In the light of the noon-day sun
shining ill at the door and window, that
small confessional looked innocent enough,
but memory rec:Jikd the long contest and
bitter w<.<rfare so fiucely urged against
"auricular confe~;;ion," and the assumption of power to ''forgive l'in ;" which was
there emrodied. If the Catholic Church
has heen false! y accused by the fierceness
of Protestant hate, and auncular confession is as innocent as that small cabinet
looked, an aug-ust rekoning awaits some.
The fl:~or 'Of this old time church is
paved vvith cement; t·xcept where the
seats were placed, which seats are on! y
wooden benches of very primitive pattern.
The pavement looked hard enough and
cold enough, we thought, to satisfy any
devoted Catholic to kned upon in wor~hip or penance, without the addition of
anvthing· to burt the knees.
The .roof is ~upported by a framed
work of mas~ive timber, unpainted, hut
smooth and oiled till it has a finished and
poli~hed appearance.
In contrast with
the whitened wall~, the dark surface of
the timbered ceiling has a pleasant efft ct
upon the eye, and gives relief from the
glare of the sun outside.
The labored accent of the priest, as he
talked to us in our own tongue, indicated
that he was either German, French, nr
Italian, we could only gue~s which. He
was evidentlv a scholar, for the words he
' used were well chosen, the result of good
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taste and Judgment on his part. He was
a little above medium height, slender and
compact; his face was not large, his head
was high and with his hair brushed
straight up and back from his forehead,
showed the student and scientious religionist, pleased with his calling and anxious
to do it well.
We saw one of the visitors, a lady, return from her company, down the ailse
and drop a coin of the realm into the opened hand of the priest furtively extended to
receive it. It was a suggestive action, and
recalled us from the reverential mood in
which popes, cardinals, prelates, monks,
friars, nuns, Jesuits, monasteries, nunneries, cowls, stoles, mitres and image and
display in worship were all commingled
to the level of every day life in money
getting, money juggling California-and,
taking the suggestion, we replenished the
little store in the sacristan's hand a dime
or two, being careful not to let our left
hand know what the right hand did.
It was a mean thing to do, so it seemed
for a moment of time, and the writer at
least felt shamed; but the matter of fact
way in which the coin was received showed that if it was unusual for us, it was not a
surprise to the receiver. Out in the open
air, and a look at the few remaining tokens
of Castilian occupation under the old
time Catholic supremacy, reconciled us to
the tribute, as it must be needed.
It is not a pleasant thoug-ht, that as
Spanish greed subdued the Indian tribes
of this sunny land, and erecting the cross,
the emblem of Catholic Church supremacy, overrode opposition, slew heretics,
imposed penalties and gathered from impeverished communities the shekels which
enriched Imperial Rome; so in its turn,
that splendid phase of physical existence
in which to breathe and eat, with tru~t
upon the priests for future welfare, was a
luxury enjoyed by the faithful in this then
pleasant land, is fast being pushed into the
realm of things which have been, by a
race of money hunters, money getting
men, who get not for God, not for the
church, not for the future glory of a
universal mother of all faith~, but for self
and its interests alone.
While we thought of the long night of
oppression under which the existence and
fame of Fernandez and Cortez had been
possible, and thought of the cruelties inflicted by them in the Spanish conquests,
for gold, it was painful to think that so
few relics of the Spanish occupation along
the western shores of America were left;
and that all too soon the last vestige now
remaining would be erased, or worse still,
be covered by some greedy money grasper
as a show exhibited to pleasure hunters
at a dime a head.
The old church at San Gabriel was begun in 1771 and was finished in 1778. It
is crumbling into decay, and he who traverses the dusty, sandy lanes of southern
California a few decades from now, may
not be able to find it, lost as it may be
some modern, garish settlement of pleasure loving, time serving men of this last
dispensation; "lovers of pleasure more
than lovers of God."

in

These Catholic fathers,] esuitical
they may have been, were
devoted to the showy worship and
legendary supremacy of the church which
they represented. Faith, hardihood,
unbounded, marked the progress made
them. There were good men, grand men
among them, who did all they couid to
lift the Indian from his sau~!or and te•1ch
him of God.
True, many of them ruled
wickedly and oppressed them over whom
they were placed; but the onward march
of what the white man is pleased to call a
higher civilization has been more
if
possible, for it is a civilization that ext<crminates.

"'
VERY ENCOURAGING,
INDEED.
IT appears that the ministers of the Presbyterian Church are moving
in the
lines of human inqmry, until the extreme
deadness of the churches from
life demands an answer from them
its causes; and, following the bent of
human nature, by which the cause of Oil!"
not having what we should have is not
sought for within ourselves, but in some
others; by which the blame for our shortcomings is thrown upon
else
rather than upon our own
divine commands; these
are groping in the darkness
for their "great enemy."
From tne San Francisco,
Examiner for March z6th, we
following:
"CHRISTIANITY'S

ENElviiES.

"Chaplin Blake presided at the weekly meeting of Presbyterian Ministers in Calvary Church
yesterday morning.
"Rev. Dr. S. B. Bell opened the discussion of
the question, "What is the Greatest Enemy of
Christianity at the Present Day?" The answer
to this question he considered to be the; natural
disinclination of the human heart to receive religious truth.
"Dr. Alexander. thought the greatest enemy to
be rationalism; Rev. Dr. Kerr materialism; Dr.
Dobbins intemperance; Bishop Vladimir disunity and too many church denominations differing in doctrine and creed.
"Rev. Dr. Fraser thought there was too little
preaching of faith and repentance and Rev. Dr.
Carrington expressed as his opinion that falr;e
morality, intemperance and selfishness lay at the
bottom of most opposition to Christianity."

In this we have the following formulat.·
ed thoughts:
r. Pre<I!\Jyterian ministers have cone! uded that their Christianity has enemies, and
that one enemy is greater than another.
2. That these ministers are anxi0us to
find out what this greater enemy is.
3· That they can not agree in
to
it.
If we should be pet mitted to
these disagreeing gentlemen
help them to find their enemy we
do so about this way:
r. What is Christianity?
2. Is the Christianity of
ism the Christianity of Jesus,
and of the New Testament?

3· Is not disobedience the sm of the
world?
4· Does not the command of God
through Jesus require obedience?
5· Is there
promise of Light or life
?
is the sin of the wori.d,
and there is no
except it is based
on obedience, is not the real enemy whom
these ministers seek the sin of disobedience to God's commands? We think so.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Elder
mento,

R. Cook,
from SacraJ'viarch 3 Ist, says:

"I have lately baptized seven noble ones-two
mothers, two young
and one promising
young school-master, who
to preach the
gospeL And a goodly number are investigating,
and four rave declared their intention of obeying
the gospeL"

In a business letter to the office, Bro.
Nicholas Trook writes from The Dalles,
vVasco
"Tell the Editor of the Herald to let the Saints
know where we are., that the
ministry
may find us. vVe would like to know
live
near this
so we could correspond with
The
seem kind and hospitable."
-~----~~
---~-----------

IMMORTALITY.
Selected.

A well-known English essayist. a member of
the ethical cult !o which Geor15e Elliott belonged
visited Stratford-on-Avon lately, in. company
with a professor of natural science from one of
the great colleges. They were discussing the
question of immortality.
"I believe in a God," said the essayist. "I believe that I have a soul, and that my relations to
God reqt1ire that I ;;hould keep it pure and should
try to benefit my fellow-creatmes while I am in
the world; but I do not believe that my soul exists after the dissolution of my body."
"For my part,'. replied the scientific man, "I
know it to be a fact that every atom of matter
which was in the world at its creation is in it
now. Now, if the God in whom you believe
thought it worth while to preserve matter for
countless ages to make that lump of mud on
your shoe, why should He allow the mind of
Shakespeare or the soul of holy
Taylor
to perish after a few years' service in the world?
That would he but poor economy, to my thinking.H

As forcible as this.remark, though less rhetorical in expression, was the reply of the old negro
in Richmond, when a fl.ippant young fellow
tried to convince him that there was no life hereafter.
"Dahs lots of wohk, sah, which I was made fit
to do, dat I neber had de chance to do in dis worl',
I got de powers in my head for it, neber used,
Jess like when young mahs go on jouhney he
pack all de cloes he spects to use. De good
Lohd pack my trunk. He no fooL He pack no
cloes but what I kin use-sometime. De time'H
come to use dem, shuah."
John S1uart Mill, standing by his brother's
dead body, said: "Here reason ends and faith
begins." But reason as well as faith teaches us
that there must be a life beyond the grave in
which the problems of this are solved, and seem-Ing wrongs are shown to be truth and justice.
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EDITED BY SIS'l'Elt "l''RANCl'J8.''
"Oh, for the death tho righteous di:~ l
An end like Antumn's day decHuing~
On human hcurts. as on the sky~
With hoHer, tenderer btanty shining i

As to the·part.ing soul were given
The radiance of an opening Heaven T~
BEYOND I

Beyond life's toils and cares,,
lts hopes and joyst its weariness and sorrow;
No sleeplesR nights, its day8 of 8miles and tears 1
Will be a long sweet life, unmarked by years,
One bright unending morrow.
Beyond time's troubled stream 1
Beyond the chilling waves of death's dark river,
Beyond life 1 S hovering clouds and iitfnl glearnr;j
Its dark reailties and brighter dreu:ms~
A benntifnl forever.
No aching hearts arc there,
No tear dim\l eye, no form by sickness 1,vasted,
No cheek grown pale thron_gh penury or care~
No spitits crushed beneath the woes they bear,
No sighs for bliss untasted.
No sad farewell is heard,
No lonely wail for loving ones departed,
No dark rexnoree is there 0 1 er memories stirred~
No smile of scorn, uo harsh or cruel word.
'.Po grieve the broken hearted.

No long dark night is there,
No light from 8-HU or silvery moon is given,
But Christ the Lamb of God, all bright and fair,
Illumes the City, with eftiulgcnce rare~
The glorious light of heaven!
No mortal ey~e hath seen
The glories of that land beyond the river;
Its crystal lakes, its fields of living green,

Its

fadel~s&

flowers, and the u ochanging Rheen,

Around the throne forever.

-Se!.

Ist
2:

PRAYER UNION.
MEMORY TEXTS FoR MAY.
Thursday---I Peter 2: 12; 2 John 9; Rev.

7·

zd Thursday-Hebrews ro: 22-25.
3d Thursday-Matt. 9:41-44; D. & C. chapter
2.

4th Thursday-D. & C. chapter 3; Romans r:
Cor. 4: 20,

I6;

sth

36: 33-35·
ELEANOR.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

Sr. E. June Hampton, of Dumas, Missouri, requests your prayers that she may be restored to
health.
Sr. Mary E. Weeks of Grimes, Iowa, desires
your prayers in her behalf, that her life may be
spared to her husband and fh·e small children.
Sr. Anna Robertson, Hartford, Michigan, desires your prayers that God may restore her
health. Her !He has been spared in answer to
prayer when the Doctor said she could not live
:an hour, and she desires, for the sake of her husband and children to be entirely restored if it be
God's will.
Sr. Harriet C. Tesler, of Deep Water, Missouri, requests your prayers in behalf of her sister,
,that her health may be restored.
THE following letter should have appeared
sooner, but was mislaid by mistake.>O-,Ed.
NoRTH PLATTE, Feb, 13th.
Dear Siste!'s:~,-I have just been reading the
Herald letters in issue fo,- February 9th, and
when carne to Sr. Anna Phelps' letter it awak-
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ened a train of thought which I can not well
shake off, and I feel constrained to write a few
\Vords.
"Forty Saints in one place! What possibilities
theirs. What a power for this great work.
Vvhat immense results for the good of the cause
they have espoused, both by tearing down the
high walls of prejudice, and lnterestinP.' those
who fight against this work and doctrine and
leading many into the Church of Christ Jesus, if
they were alive enough to do it."
A,s those words meet my eye, I feel like crying
aloud, "Awake, awake, put on thy strength, oh
Zion; put on thy beautiful garment, oh Jerusalem;" and "Arise and shine for thy light is
come, and the glory of the Lord ls risen upon
thee."
How can you wonder that prejudice rules the
minds of the unbelievers when those who claim
so much more light than any other people can
become so careless as to sit idly down with folded
arms and let things take their course? God expects each one of us to labor with our might as
we have opportunity, by word and deed, and our
dai.ly life to show forth the principles of his
truth; and surely we should never give the people of the wodd occasion to scoff at this latter
day work by anything we do or fail to do; but
WE> should strive each day to adorn our profession by a Godly >valk and conversation, and be
alive in Christ Jesus, for it is better to "not sow,
than to sow and not pray."
'Would it not be a good thing to set apart a
day to pray especially for the dead branches of
this great tree, that we may all bear fruit fo~ the
Master?
Sr. Richards was alone as far as she knew,
when she first rc>ached North Platte, but when
people asked her what church she belonged to
sh~ looked them in the eye and said: "I belong
to the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints." She has been aiive and
scattered tracts until one M. E. minister said to
her: "Mrs. Richards, I wish you would stop scattering your trashy literature around among the
people.'' H every one who has entered into this
covenant with God would go forth in his
strength and do likewise, it would open the way
many times for our elders who have such great
burdens to bear. Oh, sisters, wake up, for the
night soon cometh when no man can work. Let
it besaid of us each: "She hath done what she
could." God will surely bless each faithful, earnest worker. In love and faith,
SR, JoHNSON.

SALT LAKE CITY, Utah, March 3rst.
Bro, T¥. J¥. Blair :--I send you the Tribune
giving a very favorable sketch of a sociable held
in our chapel, on the evening of the 28th insL;
bnt it only gives a faint idea of it. To me it was
011e
the pleasantest affairs of the ,kind I ever
attended. It was gotten up almost entirely by
the sisters. When first mooted, the intention
·was to have a reception for Bro. Joseph. The
whol.e thing was well arranged. A band of little
''dopes" were selected and drilled with great
care, and each one was prepared to render their
part so perfectly as to reflect credit upon themsdves and their teachers-yes, and credit to the
c'uJJ"Ch. No pains, labor or time was spared to

make the entertainment pleasant to all; and
when we learned that Bro. Joseph could not visit us, the good sisters, to make glad the hearts of
the little ones, cone! uded to give the entertainment on the eve of my departure to attend the
General Conference. S H, B. Smith's family
joined with us and rendered most efficient aid.
Many friends were with us, and the chappel was
filled. Noticeable among the friends were the
wife and daughter of Patriarch John Smith of
the Utah Church. The article in the Tribune
does credit to the rendition of the different exercises. There were at least one hundred and
thirty who partook ot the repast.
The work throughout was well done, and the
universal verdict was that the whole affair was a
complete success. Many hearts were made glad.
None were slighted. If any were not invited
who may read this, they may know there was
no intention to slight them.
The table was beautifully decorated with flowers by most skillful hands, and everything was
tastefally arranged. Fifty persons at a time occupied seats at the table. The food was plain
and of the best quality. Many were heard to
say it was the grande~t spread they had ever seen
of the kind. It was no "Boston Baked Beans'' or
·~Pumpkin pie" festival at twenty-five cents per
head, but a fine sociable. Only those present
can realize the kind, lovable spirit that prevailed.
The Saints in this manifested to all the spirit of
the Master. The aged and infirm, together with
the needy, all were rtmembered and kindly cared
for. There were no reserved seats for high or
low, rich or poor. All were cared for as it should
be in the household of faith.
That one
sociable has done a world of good, showing to
all that the Saints desire to do good to all. The
sisters can do wonders in gospel work. I trust
this is only a beginning in Salt Lake City.
R. J. ANTHONY.
TABOR, Iowa, April 4th.
Bro. Blair :-Everything goes along very nicely; we have made quite a stir in the Richard's
settlement, below Sidney, five were baptized, all
adults; many others believing. I think if matters can 'be wisely managed several others will
come shortly. We have some sickness to.contend with, and a few deaths. Saints generally
are feeling well spiritually. Preparations are
being made to start our new church.
Yours in Christ,
HENRY KEMP.

1

LoNDON, England, Feb. 14th.
Bro. Blai•· :-Like those mighty ocean liners
which come from your country laden with the valuable products of the three kingdoms-animal, vegetable and mineral-the Herald comes weekly,
laden with rich stores of untold treasures, spirit·
ual, physical and mental.
After a long, and-as it has seemed to meunavoidable silence, I take my pen to acquaint
my beloved American and Australian brethren
and sisters of the progress of th~ir Father's work
in this, the mighty and wealthy Babylon of the
eastern hemisphere.
Not having made Botany an especial study, I
know not whether it is a physical law, that those
branches, or rather twigs, at the gteatest distance
from the parent stem are the first to suffer from
frost.bite, mildew, or any adverse influence
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evil for the truth's sake and the gospel's. Not ; we are faithful, the Holy Spirit will burn, as it
that may attack the tree, and the last to recover
from any such attack; but whether it is a physknowing till then a syllable of that circumstance, · were, within our bosoms, to confirm the same if
it is of God, and is truth; while, if not of Him,
ical law or not, I am tolerably certain that it is a
it was an additional proof to me, that t,o the humthe Spirit will utterly refuse to witness with or
spiritual one of which we, at this distance have,
ble and meek before him, will God reveal things
testify to it.
to our sorrow, felt and realized the full force and
that are secret, yea, and that which is done in
We should expect to read and to receive from
application.
darkness shall be shown forth and revealed in
our Father's hand (line upon line and precept
There is a sense, dear brethren and sisters, in
and by prophetic light.
upon precept..) trllth which at present is not only
which the soul is more absolutely alone and isoTo those beloved brethren and siste.-s from
new to us, but immeasurably beyond our finite
lated in a dense crowd, than in the most dense and
whom I have bv epistle received kindly and uncomprehension. "VVisdom is i"stified of all her
impenetrable prairies of the far west; and in this
merited words of appreciation of my humble eschildren.'' In this light, f say most sincerely and
sense of the word, our little branch in London
says on the Planetary and Cometary bodies, earthheartily, Write again, Bro. Wight; and those other
has been long in a condition of total and complete
quakes, volcanic eruptions, etc., Ire' urn my s·incerbrethren and sisters who have been visited by the
isolai.ion from the parent stem But Jehovah,
estgratitude, seeking their forgiveness for the fact
Spirit of tmth and have hitherto resisted the
the merciful, who always knows how to pour
that my hands being tied aq to temporal things,
promptings of that Spirit, let them send on their
forth the benignant shower in the rnomt>nt of the
I have hitherto been unable to respond to their
teaching or their testimony tr> the Herald, that
earth's utmost need, has been mercifully pleased
kind and sympathetic inquiries. It is truly kind
others, too, may be blessed and edified.
to regard the prayer of .the humble and the cry
of them, and I will shortly reply to them all,
While looking round upon the well-filled bookof the contrite, in sending unto us, from the City
God helping me.
shelves of tC,s great library of the Corporation of
of Kansas, America, our beloved and faithful
To sister M. Walker I feel that I, and, (in a
the City of London. (London, E. C.), I am stmck
brother, Elder William Newton.
sense too, the whole church, and particularly the
with the thought, what a mighty impetus to the
You at the headquarters of the great land of
young of the church.) are under a deep and lnsting
Lord's work in this land would be created, if
freedom and liberty, will forgive me when I conobligation. Though I have been and still am
you, Bro. Joseph, were to send the Curator of the
fess with tears that we bad begun to cry unto our
unable to purchase Autumn Leaves, tbe epitome
Library a copy of the Church History, and, if
God and to say, "Do they indeed know and reof its contents which appears from time to time
you could spare it also, a Book of Mormon; and
gard our lonely an.-1 lowly condition? And will
in the Eierald is sufficient to cause my heart to
one of each, also to the great Library of the Britthe God-appointed heads of his church there,
arise in prayer that our heavenly Father may
ish Museum, London, W. These two vast buildcompassionate us and send us spiritual aid ere
vouchsafe her, for her own consolation, just a
ings containing, the one fifty thousand,* and tht'
we do fall forever into the grasp of him who, esglimpse of the good she is doing by its means;
other, one milliun, six hundred thousand volpecially in this great and mighty city, goeth
and may it yet spread over the civilized \ii!Or]d
umes, are frequented by authors, journalists, phiabout as a roaring lion seeking whom he may deband in band with the thrice-blessed Herald.
vour.
losopher", astronomers, arch::eologists, and men
I do assure you that if Almighty God our heavIt may, perhaps, yield a crumb of comfmt if I
of science and learning throughout the known
enly Father bad spoken verbally to his servant
mention that many sisters in our London bntnch
worid; not to speak of the ladies and gentlemen
Joseph and said, "Send help unto my children
read and highly prize her words of sisterly symof title who may almost at any time be seen
even in London, for they need it," the welcome aid
pathy and advice in the pages of the Mothers'
there. The volumes would, I am sure, be highand counsel could not possibly have come at a
Home Column; though they have not hi1herto
ly appreciated, particularly if containing the aumore opportune time. Personally, I know not
written to say so.
tograph of our belovea president in the title page.
who sent us Bro. Newton, but I bear record that
I have just risen from p~rusing a most excel·
The books might also contain, in either a written
both he and they who sent him are the sons of
lent article by Bro. J. W. vVight on Triune Bapor printed form, the name of our London place
God, for they are led by the Spirit of God.tism; (Herald No.3, p. 40, 41) Without insidu·
of worship, and the hour of divine service, as
(Rom. 8: 14.) During this last visit be has bapous commendation, I can trurhfully say the!!: the
follows' "Emmanuel Hall, 275, Old Ford Road,
tized ten precious souls into the kingdom of the
entire ef<say blazes with scintillating rays ol' spirVictoria Park, Loudon, E. Sunday mornings at
Lamb, in this city, and at Ponder's end alone;
itual lie;ht and intelligence. At the close of his
I r o'clock, a.m., preaching service; 3:30, p.m.,
but you will understand me when I say that this
essa~· the worthy brother halts, and in a partially
testimony and prayer; 6:30, p. m., the gospel;
is but an infinitesimal portion of the real good
apologetic tone, desires to be "shown his error, if
Thursdays 8. p.m., prayer and testimony."
he has under God effected. The deep and lastwrong." This, although exhibiting in a most
The press are now beginning, in some quarters
ing gratiude in the hearts of those who had bef:)rcible and favorable manner the writer's huat least, to own the sway of truth and justice to
gun to despair of ever seeing the face of an
mility, seems to almost imply that the brother
the extent of acknowledging that the Rem·gan ..
American brother; the blessed answer of peace
hesitated in presenting the line of thought, on the
ized Church is a separate and distinct body to
to them who, in the depth of their poverty of
ground that it bad not been taught before in the
that of Utah, and wholly irresponsible for the
spirit had begun to exclaim, •·Hath God forgot- · church. To my mind, this is simply a stronger
introduction and dissemination of the doctrir.e of
ten to be gracious? hath he in anger shut up his
argument for its universal acceptance; for if a
polygamy.
t~nder mercies ?"-baffie my feeble powers of de.
truth has not been taught before, there is all the
I send you a copy of the Star, a new radical
scription to portray. Now Llo we know of a sure·
more reason it should be taught now. Seeing
paper of a guaranteed circulation of 292,ooo, dety that our beloved brethren and sisters in the
we, as a church, believe in that divine aff!atus
voted largely to the wrongs of Ireland, in which
great land of freedom love us, sympathize with
which "learleth into all truth," it follows in the
you will find an extract of a letter I sent them
us, and pray for us.
most natural sequence imaginable, that that poin defense of our cause, under the ~ignatune of
The eternal Spirit of prophecy, in a message
sition, or any position, of the eternal realms of
"Proverbs x8: 13," and enclosing my card. The
to Bro. Newton during last Wednesday's meettruth, which has not been revealed to me before,
editor himself has selected for it a most beautiing testified that be had "sent him to this land to
will appear not only new, bnt startling; whereas
ful and appropriate heading, as you will see by
lift up lhe feeble in heart, and to revive the spirin point of fact it is as old as the eternitie';; for
reading it through, "Not unto one of the least of
it of the contrite ones;" and blessed be God, he
all truth is really eternal. Every Saint who is
these."
has done it. The message went on to say, "Alin any degree living his r<"ligion has an "unction
I send also another Star, in which, being Satthough thine own brother hath cast out thy
from the Holy One;" a celestial and (in reality,)
urday's issue, our meetings are announced under
name as evil, and persecuted thee, yet I, even I,
supernatural «Sheklnah" within his own breast,
the caption of "\Vhe,-e to go to morrow," anam he that sticketb closer than a brother."
which, (like that in the ancient Holy of
nouncing also an able and appropriate sermon by
This, with the rest of the message, was a testiglows and burns at the presence nf God or the
Elder Wm. Kendrick, of Stepney, on the "Demony to me, not only by the Spirit's witnessing
Divine Spirit, and any truth which emanates or
scent of the Holy Gbost."-Acts 2: 1-4.
power which accompanied the word, but by the
emanated from Him; while it utterly refuses to
I also enclose you a local paper of considerable
additional fact that it was not until the following
acknowledge any doctrine from whatever source
circulation, entitled the Eastern Argus ancl HackSunday that Bro Newton told me that it was a
save that of the Deity alone. In other words,
*Tho librarians of the Guildhall and British Museum
literal fact that at Broadclist, in Devonshire, priwhen a subject or doctrine is presented in the
libnHies wrote me that the~e nnrn bers, viz., Guildhall
50.000.
and Brit.i•h Mn>enm 1.600,000. were bonnrl and
or to his corning to London, his own brother in
Herald or elsewhere, we can pray with fervor
printed volumes only; exclusive of large Dl11Ubers of
the flesh had persecuted him, and cast him out as
unto our Father in heaven <;oncerning it; arvi if
!URDnscripts and writ.ten hooks,
·
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ney T11nes, in which you wili find a public notice
ln defense of our cause from the foul stigma of
Utahism and polygamy, which, at the desire of
Bro. John Briggs of this branch I composed and
wrote; and which Bro. Bri;J.gs caused to be inserted in three wet>kly editions. While I read
many and exhilarating testimonies received both
by brethren and sisters, I can add my humble
testimony that not only can Jehovah supply
Spirit and matter to his sent servants, but he can
also at one stroke deprive om opponents of both.
I was at one time preaching alone on the highway at Stokr~ Newington, (one of the northern
suburbs of this great cityJ when a gentlernan
named Squires carne up amcwg the crowd, and began puiting a number of ecquiries the tendency of
which were neither to minlster grace to the speaker no.r good to the hearer. 1 his sarne gentlernan
if am rightly informed, held at one time, (probably at Salt Lake
the exalted and dignii1ed
position of barber to Brigham Young, but has
since developed into a full.blovv·n unsectarian
minister. I don't know what it ,,.vas, I am sure~
but I suppose H rnust bavt' been a sudden attack
of his old shaving propensi.tles, for he wanted to
shave the gifts of the Spirit right orr the gospel
I was humbly endeavoring to preach. Not because he and his people do not have tl;e gifts
thernselves, oh~ no! he vva~ opposing me on
pllrely disinlerc.>ted grounds; so purely disinterested was he, that under the guise of being of a
fatherly disposition~ and old enough, as he said,
to be my father, he was advising m~ in such a
manner, that I could plainly see that if
he kept on "advising" in that s1raln much longer,
very little of the good seed bad been humbly
endeavor'ing to sow ·would remain any longer ln
the hearts of my hearers.
accordingly lifted
up my heart to the Father of all light and wisdom
for a brief moment in secrd silence, when suddenly he clapped his hand over his eyes in the
~nldst of his eross·examination of me, and after
trying in vain to frame the question which had
been in his mind, he was ohHged to confess that
the very words he was going to speB.k had been
taken entirely from him, nor could he think of
v.ny single thing he had intended to ask me ques1:ions upon. He stood thus motionleo;s ft'r nearly
two minutes, with his hand over his eyes and at
last rushed out of the crowd without saying another word.
had then all my work to silence
the angry feeling of the mob who wanted to
bring him back and make him apologize to me
·for his language, but I begged them to forbC'ar,
·as knew that his anguish of mind to be thus
oconfounded before a large number of his own
\C:ongregation and others who knew him well,
without my having said anything which could
by any possibility have had such an effect upon
him, was quite punishment enough.
Bro. Kendrick and myself have both seen
marked interpositions of divine prov1dence in the
very same locality. On one occasion a man who
had been persistently oprosing us for a long
time, was accidently run over by an undertaker's
vehicle, under the wheels of which he and his
d;onfreres had endea,'orcd to P'"h Bro. Kendrick.
A few minutes previous to the sad occurrence the
1

Spirit said to me, "Behold, unless this man cease
,to fight against my word, saith the Lord, he shall
~be sorely punished, and that speedily.''
No
sooner had the words been given to me, as I
cf'.tood there in &.ile.nce, than Bro. Vvilliam uttered

the very same words in a loud and warning voice.
\Vhen ihe man was being carried away in a
bruised and helpless condition by his friends,
Bro. Kendrick solemnly warned the bystanders
against persistently attempting as that man had
done to overthrow and hinder the true and only
gospel of God.
On other occasions me?i have been the Lord's
instruments to chastise and silence the opposers
of truth ~nd righteousness, as in the following
instance, which has a ludicrous side to it; and
which, however solemnly I try to think of it, I can
never recall without a hearty smile at the strange
e.nd surrounding circumstances of the case.
one of our out door preaching stations
at Kingsland, London, is the wood yard of a certain Mr. Causley, who is also the leader of a
mlsr;ion in the immediate neighborhood; and
who,
to the confes"ion of the man
himself of whom I just now spoke as having
been run over), was the instigator of our persecutions in the neighborhood; for the man alluded to admitted that he was paid by Mr. Causley
to foilow us up to Shacklewell Lane and Summerford Grove, and endeavor to destroy and disturb our meetings there also.
Well, this Mr.
Causley with the object and Intention of frustrating our success with the people at Kingsland
Road, had brought out the harmonium and choir
of the mission hall under his control and had
taken up a position in the rear of Bro. Kendrick
and myself at a distance of about four yards, so
as to drown our voices by the combined exertions
of choir and harmonium. On the occasion in
question, I was standing side by side with Bro.
Kendrick, who after our opening hymn generally
preaches first, when some men in front said "Oh,
L'lere's a go; com" and sec the preacher fighting."
Naturally I turned around to where the men
were hastening, when to my extreme astanishuent, Mr. Causley was in the midst of a pugiliHtic encounter with a laboring man who had
ventured io call in question one of bis (the
pres.cher's) assertions. It was a fail indeed! for
only a moment before Mr. Causley was mounted
on his oratorical throne, (consisting of a flour barrel) declaiming in loud and grandiioquent terms
en the wickedness of mankind in general. Now
he was getting decidedly the worst of the encounter with what he had very likely been describing
as
"poor ignorant navvy,'' and, rushing past
Bro. Kendrick and I, tore down the next street,
followed not only by the aforesaid "ignorant
rcavvy,'' but by a whole crowd of excited and
amused spectators, who certainly did not seem to
feel much for him; while his choir, so far from
rendering him the slightest assistance, stuck
round the harmonium with the energy of despair,
singing "There'll be joy, There'll be joy, when
we all meet at home in the morning." In spite
c,f "foes without and fears within," the Lord is
adding to our numbers from time to
time "such as should be saved." (Acts 2: 47·)
I was exceedingly pleased with the letter of Sister Emma Lawn in the Home Column of Her·a!d
]'fo. 7·
The visions were both truly beautiful
Emd deeply edifying. The second one (that in
'Vhlch the attractive serpent was beheld) seems
to me to imply in addition to the interpretation
&.!ready given, that her sister will be exposed to
greater temptations than herself, she being nearer the dreaded serpent,-ergo--more under it;; fascinating influence and power; hut sister Emma
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Lawn, if humble and faithful, will be the Lord's
chosen instrument of her sister's rescue and deliverance from eviL She does not say if that
sister is a member of the church or not, but if
not, I think it in the highest degree probable that
Sr. Emma will bring her in. Some most excellent writing on both sides nf the "dress" question
has been and still is being put in by the sisters.
Being a man I perhaps ought to hold my tongue
on such a subject, but it seems to me that the
character of the dress is of infinitely less importance than that of the wearer. A good and true
woman looks, in my opinion, graceful and beautiful in any dress dictated by her individual taste;
for if the mind is pure the taste will unquestionably be pure also; for I have unfailingly found
it to be a true phrenological principle, that a pure
mind not only produces pnrity of taste, but will
infaiiibly ward its owner against an unclassical
and therefore untasteful extravagance or exuberance of attire in any direction.
My mind, for what reason I know not, has
for some considerable time been exercised upon
the subjt~Ct 0f "Boat·joggling." I only hope
there is not a deliberate intention on the part of
some brethren to joggle the boat at the approaching conference. It is a great physical law that
the disturbance of the center of gravity of any
large body (organic or inorganic) is always attended with considerable danger. WHness the
case of the freq nent upsetting of the most gigantic icebergs in the Atlantic ocean, and the consequent fearful destruction of life and property to
ships and seamen.* Pray, brethren don't try to
upset the equilibrium of the boat; or, to use the
American phrase which appeared some time ago
in the Hemld, DON'T JOGGLE THE BOAT. Having
been baptized once by proper authority I am
quite satisfied.
I therefore beg to enter my
humble and respectfnl but emphatic protest
against a second immersion at the hands of boat
jogglers, whether prote,sional or amateur.
I have received most conclusive testimony of
the Spirit that the helmsman God has placed in
charge of the Latter-day boat is the right man in
the right place, and there the Lord of all will keep
him
If the jogglers only keep on long enough
they will joggle themselves completely into the
water, where it is to be hoped they will be baptized
into a more peacable and humble spirit; and when,
by the great and benificient kindness of our Chief
Captain, they are rescued pale and breathless
from a watery grave, they will doubtless be glad
enough to sit still in that particular portion of
the boat where it has pleased a God of unerring
and unimpeachable wisdom to place them. I
trust that no brother will feel hurt by these humble observations, for I know of no brother personally who is of that disposition, indeed I do
not, and I humbly pray that my remarks may
onlv be needed in the sense of a warning against
wh~t might be; for I am a firm believer in the
truth of the old adage that "prevention is better
than cure."
I enclose a few verses I composed shortly after joining the Church, now nearly nine years

* Owing to the great inequality nf temperature between
atmospheric air and water in the Arctic reg10UB, that portion of the iceberg which is submerged is slowly but
surely being thnwe'd by contact with the water at a great
depth, bdng far lesR cold. thnn t~a.t at th_c ~urface. But
that portion of the iceberg remamtng e.ttlln1 a bard sud
frozen condition which lies above water, eoon overbalance~ the suhmerged portion, owing to the removal of its
center of gravity; the consequence being that the huge
iceberg turns completely up side down, and woe betide
any vessel, even of the largest tonnage, which happens to
be any where in the vicinity.
·
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ago. I have not sent them before, not deeming
them worthy; and but for Bro. Newton's kind
suggestion should not have sent them even now.
They are entitled "The Gospel Light Restored."
May the lamp of eternal truth incr<"ase in us
unto the "perfect day," is the prayer of your
brother in truth,
F. R. TUBB.

with reporters who may be present representing
any literary department abroad.
6. That the daily order of the meetings be:
Prayer-meeting at nine o'clock, preaching at
ten o'clock, business meetings from half.past
one to five o'clock, and preaching at half past
seven o'clock.
7· That the president of the St. Joseph branch
be requested to provide ushers.
8. That the presidents of the conference appoint the ones to occupy the stand at the preaching and prayer services, themselves being requested to he the speaker~ as often as thought
wise by them Re>pectfully submitted,
W. H. KELLEY,
R. J ANTHONY,
Committee.
J. H. PETERS,

1

GENERAL CONFERENCE.

The report was adopted and the nfficers
The fifty-first Annual Conference of
the Church of Jesus Christ, being also chosen took thC!r places.
PreE. Blair said that as Pres. Smith has
the thirty-seventh since its reorganization,
convened at St. J o;;eph, Missouri, at ten not yet arrived he would suggest that the
bodv choose two brethren to assist him in
o'clock on Saturday, April 6th, 1889.
his duties as presiding· officer; and he
President W. W. Blair called the assembly to order, and on separate motions would further sugge~t that one of these
Alexander H. Smith was chosen a!' presi- brethren be from the quorum of the
dent, pro fetn., and Robert M. Elvin as Twelve and the other from the
Priest's quorum. In accordance with
secretary pro tem.
The hymn "All hail the power of Je- request A. H. Smith of the Twelve >:nd
sus' name'' was sung and prayer was M. H. Forscutt of the High Priests were
chosen to assist Pres. Blair.
offered by Pres. Blair.
The committee on credentials made a
By motion a committee on credentials
was called for, and the following brethren partial report, and it was read and amendwere selected as said committee; namelv, ed, and the committee was continued. The
report as added to and corrected will be
E. L. Kelley of Ohio, F. M. Sheehy
Maine, Charles Derry of Iowa, M. H. found later in the minutes.
The report of H. A. Stebbins as Church
Bond of Rhode Islana, and E. C. Brand
Secretary and Recorder was read:
of Kansas.
A committee on permanent organization
REPORT OF THE GENERAL CHURCH SECwas chosen, consisting of \V. H. Kelley
RETARY AND RECORDER.
of Ohio, R. J. Anthony of Nebraska, and
The followin~ is an epitomizGd statement of the
J. H. Peters of Michigan.
labor performed upon the Church Records during the
Upon call of the president the following brethren made brief ad-lresses con- past year:
I have recorded in all two thousand, six hundred
cerning the p:~st and present standing and
future pro~pects of the work of God in the and fifty names, with the items of when and whore
latter days, namely W. \V. Blair, of the born, and when, where and by whom baptized and
First Presidency; A. H. Smith, president confirmed. and also when. where and by whom the
pro tem. of the quorum of the Twelve; officials among them were ordained
Of these two thousand six hundred and fifty names,
Charles Derry, president of the High
Priest's quorum; E. C. Brancl, president of one thousand seven hundred and forty-three (l, 743)
the quorum of Seventy; E. L. Kelley, of are the names of those baptized during the past year,
the Bishopric; and H. A. Stebbins, Secre- or previously, and not before reported and recorded;
and the other nine hnndred and seven (907) were retarv and Recorcler of the church.
After that the assembly adjourned to ceived by letter into the varim:s branches rrom other
meet at two o'clock; benediction by A. branches, or by vote on evidence of previous memberH. Smith.
shio in the church.
At two o'clock the hvmn, "Nearer, mv
During the year I have also recorded the removal
God, to Thee," was ·sung and' Hiram of ei~ht hundred (80Q) members by letter from the
Rathhun offered prayer.
various branches to other branchPS, or of names
While waiting for the committees to changed from the record of scatterin~ members to
perfect and present their reports, the pres- branches with which these have united. A loss of
ident cal'ed upon John H. Lake and J o- two hundred and seventy-two (272) by death and
seph Luff, of the quorum of Twelve, ninety-three (93) by expulsion has also been recorded.
and these brethren responded with a few These ninety-three were expelled for having transremarks in relation to the position that we gressed the law of the land or of the chnrch. or for
occupy as a people and the work that is departure from the faith.
being done.
These losses taken from the agzregate gain leaves a
The committee on perm>tnent org;miz:l- net gain of one thousand. four hundred and eighty-five
tion presented their report, recommending (1,485) for the vear. This number added to the total
as follows:
~hown in my last Annnal Report brings the present
J

of

I. That Elders Toseph Smilh and W. W.
Blair preside over the !'essions of this conf<"rence.
2. That Eld<"rs H A. Stebbins, F. M. Sheehy
and T. W. Williams act as secretaries
3 That Elder J T. Kinneman act as chorister.
4· That Sister Aggie Thompson act as organist.
5· That Elders R S. Salyards, T. E. Llovd, R.
G. Smith and L. W. Powell, act as rE>portPrs to
furnish copy for the newspapers and to c.onfer

aggregate of names upon the General Chnrch Re0ords
up to twenty.two thousand, one hundred and sixtythree {22.163), as my books show. There has been
a net gain of nearly three thousand during the past two
years.
All parts of the church have been quite fnll.v reportfld (where lahor haR heen performed) excepting
the Alabama, Florida, Eastern Maine, !lr!assa-

chnsetts, and the Nodaway (.Missouri) districts,
and I might add the Society Islands, from no1w of
which districts or missions have reports come that in·
elude any part of the past conference year. Since
Elder T. W Smith left the Jslands no statistics have
been received from there. The appended tabular
form shows the gain and loss by countries and states:
I have recorded r.wo hundred and eighty-six (286)
ordinations, one hundred and sixty-nine (169) of which
are new ordinations, as shown also in the annexed
table, and one hundred ami fifty-three (153) marriages
(or changes of name by marriage). A record of each
organized quorm is kept by me, and out of the eleven
quorums now existing, containing an aggregate of sev·
en hundred mm•, there have been but ten deaths
dming the year, a tact worthy oi note.
There have been twenty-nine (29) new branches
placed on the Chnrch Records, as follows: Leopold,
Australia; Bro<1dclist, England; Garafraxa, Windham,
Monmonth, Irondale and Waterford, Canada; Lower
Lake and Diamond valley, California: Seneca, Illinois;
Woodbine and Kingsley, Iowa; Bay City, Juniata,
Free Soil and Pigeon River, Michigan; Kingston,
Stanberry and Ed~erton, Missouri; Evergreen, Nebmska; Maumee, Ohio; Mount vernon, Oregon;
Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania; Evergreen, New ~an
dera and Lone Pinu, Texas; Rockwalnut, virginia;
Mount Zion and Washington, West virginia.
There has been an increase in the number of careful and painstaking men appointed as branch and district clerks, which is encouraging, but there is still
need of great improvement in the spelling of names of
persons and places, and in making out correct reports
of gains, losses, and the necessary items, with the correct balance remaining at time of report. A little attention to these details would save a grea~ deal of
time and expense in writing to learn the facts.
ELDERS, PRIESTS, TEACHERS, AND DEACONS FOR
QUORU~f

ENROLLUENT.

Of those who have applied during the past three
years to be ·enrolled in qnorums the following named
brethren yet remain outside of quorum organizations,
but they desire to be received and I will present their
names to those bodies that have vacancies to be filled.
There are in all fifteen vacancies in the five quorums
of Elders, four in the two quorums 0f Priests, but
none in the quorum of Teachers, as yet.
ELDERS:-Samuel Ackerly, James H. Adair, Levi
Atkinson, N. L. Blakely, E. Day Bennett, Andrew
Barr, Henry Broadway, Chnrles H. Burr, Thomas
Burt, T. D.P. Cheeney. David Crow, Jacob Double,
L. F. Daniels, Edward Delong, E. W. Depue, Philip
C. Fisher, Ulysses W. Green, J L. Goodrich, Wm.
M. Gibson, Henry Grim, John Harris. Charles W,
Hawkins, David Hopkins, John H. Hunt, William
Jaques, Thomas Jenkins, Ebenezer Keeler, John W.
Kent, A. B. Kirkendall, A. W. Kriebel, Ekin Lovell,
.Toseph S. Lee, Edward McGurk, Thos J. Martin,
Nathaniel Miller, J L. Mortimer, A. E. Mortimer, E.
W. Nunley, Edward Rannie, Jun., J. A Read, J. E.
Rogerson, Peter B. Seaton, S. P. Sherrill, Mitchell
Stephens, Andrew Tahbut, Owen Thomas, Jm:ne~
Thomas, David Thomas, W. H. vincent, Henry Way,
Thomas Wellington, Lloyd W. Wells, John Wilson•
John L. Williams, C. M. Bootman, J. G. Dickenson,
Nicholas Rnmel, George Shimel, ,Tohn McKenzie,
(Ontario) .-69
PRIESTS:--Andrew Anderson, Parley Batten, A. W·
Buchanan, RobPrt 0 Grant, A. D. Greer, John
Heide, C. N. Hutchins, Andrew Jensen, J. L. Kahler,
David E. Lander, Nephi Lovell, Samuel Lovett,
Thomas H Moore. Cyrus H. Myers, D. L. Palsgrove,
G. W. Parks, W P. Pickering, L. W Powell, W. H.
Rhoads, John Shields, H. B. Sterrett, John H.
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T. E. Thompson, C. R. Duncan, Abram Jones.-25.
TEAOHERS:-A. K. Anderson, William Birk, John
Coiner, Silas D. Condit, Isaac Cramer, Edward M.
Davis, Morgan Davis, J. W. Dumbauld, Pearl Dutcher,
Cl::arles W. Earl, Geo. W. Hobart, Lyman Little, J. F.
McKenna, J. M. Mills, C. C. Nelson, F. W. J. Ode,
W. J. Rainey, J. T. Rbhards, J. T. Roberts, Thomas
Shepherd, E. F. Shupe, William 'l'albot, W. B.
Thatcher, Amasa R. Wilcox, Samuel D. Wilson.-25.
DEAOONS:-J. M. Bass, D. S. Bowen, R R. Gaither,
C. J. Nethercott, Thomas M. Parr, A. B. Pierce,
Thos. D. Raper, B. F. Renfrow, James H. Smit.h, L.
D. Sperry -10.
I again call the attention of the brethren to the
ruling of the General Conference that requires every
man to make his own application if he wishes to be
enrolled in a quorum, and that he send it to the Secretary and Recorder of the church.
REPORTS

OF DIS1'RICTS.

The following summary of the progress and present
condition of missions and districts is taken from the
reports of presidents and clerks, as sent to this Conference. Only about one-half of them have reported
up to this writing:
English .Misl!'ion.- Elder C. H. Caton, secret11ry of
the misson writes as follows: ''The mission generally,
from every point of view, is in good condition. I
believe that no opportunity for preaching is left unimproved. Bro. William Newton in doing a good work
among his friends, and also in Devonshire and in London, and by letters received seems to be liked. We
have only seen him once in Birmingham. We have
to encounter obstacles in this country which, I venture
to think, are unknown to our brethren in America.
This little island may almost be regarded as one city,
whose every nook and corner is infested by enticing
allnrements to enconrage people to prefer the broad
path of sin and pleasure to the narrow path of life and
bliss. What is worse is that the so·called religion of
the sects and parties panders to the desires of the peo.
ple. Their minds are filled with continued excitement, and the generality of men do not let their
thoughts dwell long on one subject. You may talk
with them on politics, the drama., the last murder the
latest song, or on any other transient theme, but
broach the question of the plan of eternal salvation
and they vanish. However, amidst this excitement
we labor and faint not, and now and again we add
one or two to the people of God. We haYe a good
army of workers, and we can only wish that we had
more chances for preaching.
"At our last annual conference Bro. Thomas Taylor
was sustained as president of this mission, and I am
requested to say that the express desire of the brethren is that he be sustained at the forth-coming Annual
Conference in America, in charge of the English Mission. We understand the man and the mission, and
long and close experience has proved to us that no
better man can be had. Last year I wrote to the
quorum of Twelve to this same effect."
Welsh Mission.- Contains 9 branches, with a total
of l.54 members, including 1 of the Seventy, 31 elders,
ll priests, 1 teacher, 5 deacons; 4 persons baptized,
6 removed by letter, l expelled, 5 died; net loss of 8
members. J. T. Davis, president; D. C. Lewis, clerk.
London Canada:-Contains 19 branches, 762 members, including 65 officials. Five new branches have
been organized (named in Church Secretary's report),
161 persons baptized, 19 received by letter and vote,
ll expelled, 2 died, leaving a net ,-;ain ofl67 members.
Branches are prosperous, aud local elders, priests and
teaehers are keeping the work along" Of the travelJ. H. Lake, R. C.
ing

J. A. Mcintosh, Samuel Brown and John Shields have
devoted much time to preaching the gospel. Cails
are numerous and from all parts of the district. John
Shields, clerk
Nova Scotia.- Contains 2 branches, 36 members,
including 7 offieials.
A gain of l 0 by baptism, 2 by
letier. and a loss of one by expulsion and 1 by death.
Since the arrival of brethren Parsons and Robinson
the work has greatly brightened. They have labored
constantly since July 1st, 1888, and the prospects are
now very favorable. A chapel has been built at
Upper Newport, where one branch is located. Aside
from erecting this house they have not been able to
do much financially. J. C BurgE'ss, president; H. J.
Davison, clerk
Nrrdhern Illinois.- Contains 16 branches and 6
fm:rm<mts. total 792 members, including· '75 officials
Dt<ring· the year 27 parsons have been baptized. 25
h>tve been received, 29 have removed, and 3 have
died, leaving a net gain of 20 members. The work
is in fair condition, though local troubles have caused
it t.o languish in some places
Some branches have
not reported for a long time. In other parts the cause
flourishes. Brethren Short, Foss, Cooper and Pender
have labored acceptably. F. M. Cooper, president;
W. Vickery, clerk.
Kewanee.-Eight branches, 260 members, including
39 officials. Five persons baptized, 4 received and 4
removed by letter, 2 died; net gain 3 members. The
work prospers in some places, while in others it does
no\.. They desire the appointment of J. W. Terry for
constant labor there. He is now district president;
J. D ,Jones, clerk.

Nauvoo and String Prairie.-Five branches, 294
members, including 2'7 officials. Six personsbaptized,
5 l'eceived and 9 removed by letter, 3 died, leaving
n<.lt loss of l member. Of the General Conference appointees A. II. Smith, M. T. Short, James McKiernan
and Thomas Wellington have done ministry work in
the district. Bro. McKiernan,· president, has held
several series of meetings in the various branches, and
at other points. G. P. Lambert, c:erk.
Southern Indiana- Nine branches, 208 members,
including 30 officials. Gain of 36 by baptism, 10 by
Jetter; loss of 13 by letter, 4 expelled, 4 died. M. R.
Scott, president; V. D. Bag-gerly, clerk.
jJecatnr, Iowa- Eight branches and 3 fragments,
12bl members. Gain of 87 by baptism, 48 by letter;
losn of 4'7 by Jetter, 20 by death, 3 by expulsion, net
gain 65 members. All of the branches are doing well,
and local officers are generally faithful. Of the ministry appointed by General Conference, brethren Lambert, Campbell, Turpen, Elvin, Stebbins, Wellington
and. Forscutt have done considerable preaching, while
brethren Blair, Salyards, Shippy, C. H. Jones, J. S.
Snively, H. N. Snively, T. J. Bell. John Johnston, J.
W. Johnson, Frank Izatt, L. W. Powell and T. W.
Williams, have labored more or less ont.side of their
respective branches. The presiding elder and others
expect to continue their l"bors the coming year. H.
A. Stebbins, president; S. D. Shippy, clerk.
Des .Moine1.-Nine branches, 4.81 members, including 67 officials. There have been 26 baptisms, and
16 received and 5 removed by letter, 2 haYe died and
2 been expelled; net gain 33 members.
Brethren
Bo:c,arth and Roth of the traveling ministry have
lab,Jred in the district; also brethren Stamm and Nirk
have devoted the most of their time to preaching,·and
brethren ,Shimel and Wm. Thompson have done considerable. There are twenty-six counties in the district, so there is a large fieid for ministry work. Geo.
Shimel, president,; H. A. McCoy, Clerk
/]o.sif!m .Towa.·-Six branches, 167 members, includIng
Gain of 15 by baptism; 1 expelled,

249
2 died; net gain 12 members. District in f<OOd condition, and prospects for the work are excellent.
Brethren J. S. Roth, Warren Turner and Jerome
Ruby have done faithful labor, and the first named
has devoted all his time to this and the Des Moines
One new btanch
districts, as appointed to do.
organized. J. S. Roth, president; J. W. Sutton, clerk.
Jilremont.-Six branches, 389 members, inclnding
42 officials. Gain of 30 by baptism, 5 received and
4 removed by letter, 5 died; net gain 26 members.
Henry Kemp, president; W. C. Matthews, clerk.
Galland's Grove.-Nine branches, '743 members, including 45 who are not enrolled in branches. Gain
of 23 by baptism, 17 by letter; loss of 13 by letter, 5
by death, 2 by expulsion; net gain 20 members. The
work is in fair condition. Bible students' societie3 exist 'in two branches, and Sabbath Schools in seven
branches. Besides the regular labor of branch officers
and local elders there has been missionary work by
Bro. Derry, Butterworth, Wedlock, J. T. Tnrner, Ford,
Whiting, Chambers, Seddon, McDowell, Pett, Crabb
and Mcintosh. W. W Whiting, president, John Pett,
clerk.
Little Sioux.-Ten branches, 786 mem hers, including
94 officials. Gain of 27 by baptism, 72 by letter and
vote, 4 by previous error; loss 29 by Jetter, 8 by death;
net gain 66 members. 'l'wo branches organized the
past year. The cause prospers in the main, and both
the local and the general ministry have done good
work. J. C. Crabb, president, A. l\f. Fyrando, clerk.
Central Kansas.-Five branches, 159 members, including 24 offici»ls. Gain of l 7 by baptism, 8 received; loss of 6 by letter, l expelled, 3 died; net f<ain J 5
members. Condition of the district is said to have materially improved, and previous difficulties have been
settl.ed. Preaching has been done by Brn. Brand,
Jarvis, Adamson, Harder, Lofty, Kf!eler, Menzies,
:Munns and David Williams. William Hopkins, president; E. C. Brand, clerk protem.
Spring River.-Eight branches, 331 members, including 54 officials. Gain and loss unknown to district
officers, but Church Recorder'g books show 36 baptized, 23 received, 25 removed, 1 expelled, 5 died,
leaving net gain of 28 members. Peace characterizes
the district. D. S. Crawley has been a constant, laborer, and others preach as they can. J. l\f Richards,
clerk.
Western Maine -Five branches, 156 members, including 21 officials. Gain of 2 by baptism; loss of 1
by expulsion, 2 by death; net loss 1 member. The
interest among the people is said to be good, and the
prospects are better than in recent years. U. W.
Green, Thomas Whiting, F. J'II. Sheehy and W. H.
Kelley have labored in the district and new fieldP
have been opened. W G. Pert, president; E. H. Pert,
clerk.

Southern Michigan and Northern Indiana.-Ten
branches, 360 members, including 22 officials. Gain
of 35 by haptism and 18 by letter and vote. A loss
of 3 by death, leaving net gain 50 members. No statement of the spiritual condition.
Hiram Rathbun,
president; D. B. Teeters, clerk.
Northern .Minnesota.-Three branches, 144 members,
including 14 officials Total gain 31, total loss 22,
leaving net gain 9 members. The state of the work
is said to be good.
T. J. :Martin, president; Wm.
Barnhard, clerk.
Independence, .Missouri.-Eight branches, 1014 members, including 127officials Gain of 101 by baptism,
54 by letter; loss of ll by Jetter, 7 by death, 1 by expulsion; net gain 136 members District is said to he
flourishing, I. N. White, Alfred White and Emsley
Curtis have spent all their time in the work, and Bro.
St. Clair, ,Lloyd, .Swenson, Tucker, !fay, Kelley and
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others have done what they could. There are many
.calls for preaching. Other Elders are willing to labor
but circumstances will not permit. I. N. White,
:president; Samuel Crum. clerk.
North East Missouri.- Four branches, 184 members;
2 baptized, 2 removed, l died. The strike oft he coal
miners has hindered the cause much, and the prospect
·js poor for future work. John Taylor, president; J.
'T. Richards, clerk.
Central Nearaska -Four branches, 129 members,
including 24 officials. Gain of 7 by baptism, 7 by letter; loss of I by"letter, 4 by expulsion. 2 by death;
net gain 7 members. Condition of district is fair.
Preaching has been done by W. M. Rumel, H. 0.
Smith, James Caffall, Levi Gamet, J. E. Rogerson and
Wm. Culbertson. L. Gamet, president; J. H. Jackson, clerk.
So·uthern Nebras/ca.-Seven branches,'424 members;
38 baptized, ll received, 3 removed, 3 expelled, 7 died;
net gain 36 members. State of the work is good, yet
they need more laborers; at least three men to devote
their entire time C. H. Porter has done this the past
year, and H. C. Bronson has been ther(mnch of his
time. Also H. 0. Smith, R. J. Anthony, C. Derry, J.
Caffall, W. W. Blair and R M. Elvin have preached
some in that district Local officers have labored in
the branches. ,J. W. Waldsmith, president; C. H.
Porter, clerk.
Philadelphia.-Four:branches,~152:members, including 25 official~; 15 persons baptized, J received, 1
removed, 2 died; net gain 13 members. The Philadelphia branch does not flourish as it would if the
members lived closer together in the city, but those
who can gather do so, and they enjoy the Spirit of
God. The spirituality of the Brooklyn branch is fair,
and the local ministers are doing well. The New Park
branch lives by the efforts of its local ministry. They
need visiting by the travelling Elders. The Homerstown (N. J.) branch is practically disorganized, most
of the Saints having moved away. W. H. and E. L.
Kelley have labored some in the district, but there is
great need of at least one travelling minister in that
district. Joseph Squire, president; H. H. Bacon, clerk.
Pittsburgh and Kir·tland.-Twelve branches, 426
members, including 41 officials; 41 baptized, 6 received, 3 died; net' gain 44 members. James Brown has
hbored constantly, and Brn. Griffiths, Lake, W. H.
Kelley and Leonard Scott a portion of the time. There
are plenty of open doors, and laborers are needed
Every available officer is said to be doing good work,
locally, yet several of the branches have no one to
preach for them, unless the general ministry attend to
them. Bro. Bri§tgs has done great good in Pittsburgh
and Bro. Griffiths in other parts. W. H. Garrett,
president; W. C. H. NobJ<clerk
Kentucky and Tenne.~see.-Four branches, 82 members including 18 officials 1 '1 members received by
Jetter, 1 expelled. The president preaches regularly
in three of the branches monthly, and Brn. Griffin and
Adair labor faithfully Bro Gillen visited them and
did them .good. Peter B. Seaton, president; S. L.
Cooper, clerk.
Western 7exas.-Three branches, 90 members, including 12 officials; 21 baptized, 1 died; net gain 20
mern bers. Branches all in good working order and
moving forward. I. N. Roberts and J. A. Currie, jun.,
have been the chief laborers. Branch officials have
done well locally. The prospect3 are bright for the
future. J. A. Currie, jun., president; 0. D. Johnson,
clerk.
Puttawattamie, Iowa.- Five branches, 452 members,
including 60 officials. 32 baptized, 8 received, 3 removed, l expelled, 4 died; net gain 32 members.
District prospering, all the branches being alive a,nd,

A
Elder W. j;V, Blair of the First Presidency, present, reports:

active Besides the labors of local ministry, W. E.
Peak and J. A. Davis of the general rniniEJtry have
helped the cause much. Calls for preaching are many.
H. N. Hansen, president; Thos. Scott, clerk
Far West, lflissonri.-Eight branches, 546 members;
net gain 1 ~ members. Spiritual condition of the
branches is good and the local ministry are laboring
as best they can President J. T. Kinnernan haB been
in the field almost constantly Of the traveling ministry J. R. Lambert, W. T. Bozarth, H. C. Bronson,
R. L. Ware and J. F. McDowell have labored some in
the district. Charles P. Fan!, clerk
Respectfully submitted,

I have to report that, besides attending upon
my duties in the First Presidency of the Church,

and as Associate Editor of the Herald, I ha;e Ja.
bored in the ministry at St. Joseph, Clark~;dale,
High Point, Missouri; at Nebraska City, Omaha
and \Vilber, Nebraska; at Lamoni, Plum Hollow,
Elm Creek, Henderson, Wheeler's Grove, Persia, Galland's Grove, Deloit, Dow City, Harlan,
Salem, Missouri Valley, Council Bluffs, Crescent
City, Weston, Underwood, Lucas, Pleasanton,
etc., in Iowa. I have also prepared and am preparing pamphlet work for the church, to be published in due time.

HENRY A. S·rEllBINS.

General Church Secretary ancl Recorder.
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Gross Gain, 2,650.

After adding one item the
adopted.
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MINISTRY REPORTS.

The following reports of the
were read by the Secretary:
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The general prospects, so far as I can discern,
both near and far, are full of excellent promise.

Elder A.
Smith, president pro. tem.
of the Twelve, present, reports:
In reporting my labors I regret that I can not
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state more actual work done; but am glad that I
can report so much done, and the good condition
of the work so far as reported to me by my colaborers. My field is far too wide for so few laborers, be they ever so active, and call after call
had to be neglected, because I had no one to fill
them.
In accord with instructions from the First Presidency, I sought to make judicious division of
the vast territory placed in my charge, but soon
found the number of available mlnisters at my
call were far too few.
I deemed it wise, however, to give Bro. M. T.
Short charge of the state of Wisconsin, and his
reports to me indicate a fair amount of work
done in that field; a rough and hard field to make
rapid progress in, and many difficulties to meet.
Bro. VV. S. Pender was also assigned to that
field, it being understood that he was to labor in
connection with Bro. Short.
These two excellent ministers have reported
from time to time the progress of their labors,
and no doubt will report in full, both to !heir respective quorums, and to your honorable body.
E. M. Wildermuth, of. the Seventy, ";as also
given Southern Wisconsin as a field, and for
some months labored with more or less success,
reporting his labors to me, until clrumstances
seemed to make a change in the residence of his
family necessary. He reported the circumstances also to me, and, a;. king counsel in the matter,
acting upon what he deemed to be the direction of
the Spirit, left the field of appointment, removing his family to Arkansas. I reported him for
labor to the missionary in charge e>f that field.
Bro. J. C. Foss appointed to labor under my
directi.on, was early in the field and did gopd service, as his report will show. I esteem him a
faithful, energetic and worthy minister for Christ;
a loving and kind co-laborer. His field, by my
direction, in the summer months, was north-west
Minnesota, and later, or during the winter, in
northern Illinois. In both fields he has given
good satisfaction. He wl!l no dout repoPt to you.
Bro. Robt.Oehring, referred by you to missionory in charge of Dakota, and the Bishop,
was by me appointed in charge of Dakota, and
as reported to me, has done nobly in his charge.
Has had to meet many difficulties not found in
other fields, but his labors show a steady growth,
and a marked degree of success. He reports
himself ready, if needed, for the German mission.
Bro. E. E. Wheeler, west Minnesota, and southeast Dakota, reports labor done in Dakota and
good prospects for the future.
Bro. Hans N. Hansen being referred to missionary in charge of Minnesota, as there seemed
a grand opening among the Scandinavian~ in
north-west Minnesota, and a strong appeal made
to me by the Saints there, to send them one who
could speak the Danish and Swedish language, I
advised Bro. Hansen to take that field. He en ..
tered upon it, and labored diligently, but prejudice was too great among: those peoples to obtain
a firm footing among them; yet I am satisfied his
labor was not lost, and a strong desire is now
manifest for his return., to renew and extend
the labors so well begun. His report will no
doubt explain more fully the nature of the work
in that quarter.
Bro. T. J. Martin, North West Minnesota district, reports very interesting labor in that field,
with hrl~ht prospects in the near future.
Bro. F'. M. Cooper, Nothern Illinois district 1

reports :abor in southern Wisconsin, and northcalled the Forster district, which includes a porern Illinois. Has done a good work, and reports
tion of New South Wales.
for missionary appointment.
Australia is an island, yet a continent, and as
Bro. E. A. Steadman reports work done in
large, if not larger, than the United States. There
Minneapolis, and southern Minnesota, and that
are three other colonies, South Australia, Westhe way seems to be opening for a great work in
tern Australia and Queensland, in which our faith
that field. Desires appointment, prderring Ohio
has never been preached. The two latter are
as a field.
much larger than any state of the Union. In
Bro. Thomas Wellington, appointed to western
Victoria, and in New South Wales, there are
Illinois, entered upon his duties, and did good
hundreds o£ towns, ranging in population from
service for a season in Hancock and McDonough
five hundred to five thousand people, besides
counties, but in consequece of sickness of self and
towns of larger size still, where the docfamily, returned to his home in Missouri, but has
trine has never been beard. The branches--exdone much labor in Missouri and Iowa, opening
cept Hamilton and Wa!lsend, are in the country
up new fields, laboring earnestly in his calling
or in small vilages, somewhat obscure. In Meland awakening an active interest in places hithbourne, a large city, we have never had an openerto unvisited which bids fair to yield much fruit
ing. The trouble has been 'money' to pay for
in 1he good work.
halls. It would cost a couple of elders five dolBro. Sol. J. Salisbury, although not under aplars a day for board and hall rent, or thirty-five
pointment, has wrought a very acceptable work
dollars for a w~ek's campaign. Other churches,
as an elder in Illinois, and I feel I would not do
such as Seventh Day Adventists, Disciples and
justice to him did I fail to report his labor.
others of lesser note and influence, can manage
I also feel to mention Bro. J. Ruby as an effito get a foot-hold, but we think that we can not
cient aid in the ministerial field. With Bro.
afford
it. Having no members in these towns or
James McKiernan whose appointment entered incities who are able to entertain a couple of elders,
to a portion of my charge. Though not reporting
and the funds not being sufficient to warrant it,
speciaily to me, I know of his labors, and his reno effort has been made as yet to preach in them;
port to you will justify my mention of him, and
and the citizens know nothing of us, only what
his co-laborer, Bro. Eugene Holt.
our enemies write about us. Brn. Wight and
My association and communion with the minButterworth are fully able to present our faith in
istry under my charge has been most pleasing
these places, and I hope the Saints here will conand happy, and the only rPgret I now feel as I
tribute liberally to the treasury, and that as won
look it over, is that we had too large a field, too
as possible, the word may be preached in these
much to do, and too few to do for so wide a field.
cities and towns.
My individual labors were confined to northwe~t
At least one hundred pounds ought to be spent
Minnesota and Illinois. I have baptized only
in
warning the people in these places, if no more.
s~ven, administ<?rC'd in confirmation of numben,
In fact, not only ought I to remain her<", but a
ministered to the sick blessing of children, etc.
dozen more elders should be put in the field here.
Have been richly blessed in spirit in preaching
At least four elders here in Victoria are fully
the word. Have met with the usual reverses and
qualified
!o go into the field, but they can not :lo
~uccesses of a missionary's life; but am happy in
so, unless their families are supported. I con·
reporting an advance all along the line.
tend that these men should be put Into the field,
Of Manitoba, in my charge, I have heard nothand no one should be sent from America, unless
ing during the year. Have been unable, from
they are young single men, who have no famvarious causes to visit many interesting fields in
ilies to support. But as there are so many wormy charge; among them the cities of Chicago
thy, marriageable young women here, it is not
and Minneapoiis. Those cities should be visited
likely that any such would be long here before
and a special effort be made therein, but more
they would have wives to support as well as those
funds than were at my command will be needed
I have referrt'd to, Bro. V/ight having succumbed
when such effort is made.
to
the attractions and fascinations of one of said
I am hoping, praying and laboring still for
worthy girls. And his influence and usefulness
Zion, and ask your prayers for my future labors.
will not be impaired thereby, as he will have an
Elder T. W. Smith, of the Twelve, excellent helper in the work. Bro. Butterworth
writes from Ausralia as follows:
may hold out a little longer.
A vast field for missionary work is presented
I have not a great deal to report in the matter
in New South Wales, in Queensland and South
of labor for the past twelve months. I have not
Australia. I think that the two latter fit>lds
baptized above eight persons, I believe. My
would be better than the former. I mean that I
work seemed to be that of "regulating the affairs
think the people are a different class, and would
of the church,'' in this part of the world. I have
more readily receive the truth.
succeeded in getting every branch in as good orThe Church of Utah has some young elders in
der as can be under the circumstances. If there
Australia, and a host of them in New Zealand.
be any officers lacking in any branch, it is beAs far as I have seen and have been able to
cause there is not sufficient suitable material, so to
judge, I am confident that they are, as a body,
speak, or else none can be found willing to fill the
honest and sincere in their bt->lief that polygamy
offices. However, I believe that all the branches
is of God, and that they are the true Church of
are sufficiently officered except in the case of the
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. I feel sorry
Nambucca branch in New South. Wales, and the
for them, indeed, I feel deeply for them, because
Queensferry and Leopold branches in Victoria,
I am confident that they have been greatly dewhere deacons are lacking.
ceived by the leaders of the church in Utah in
I have, in connection with Bro Burton, sucthis matter. It would be but a small matter to
ceeded in organizing all the branches in Austraopen their eyes to see that they are mistaken in
lia into two districts, one called Victoria, which
their claim to successorship in the matembraces all the colony of Victoria; the other
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ter of the presidency of the church, if
they could only see that the so-called "Revelation on Celestial Marriage'' is a fraud, as .it
evidently is.
I have frequently been led when preaching to
declare, by manifest energy of the Holy Ghost,
that the great majority of the people of the Utah
Church, were an honest-hearted, sincere and devoted people, but were blinded by the traditions
of their leaders, and are in spiritual bondage, out
of which they shall yet be led by the man whom
God has raised up for that purpose, even Joseph.
Ever since I passed through Utah on my way to
this field, I have felt a compassionate and a kindly
feeling for the masses of the Utah Church, including the majority of the elders whom they
send abroad. We have a "hard row to ho.>,"
withou~ polygamy to defend and they must have
a still harder one, with that reproach to carry. I
hope that people will have our prayers for their
enlightenment and deliverance, and not our curses because of their blindness.
In the district above, there are several elders
who could do much gcood if put into the field,
and as they ought to be employed, it is evident
that all the means that can be raised here, ought
to be used in the mission. In fact, the thought
that it may be demanded by the Bishopric in America, has deterred some from giving into the hands of Agents here. I would
recommend that a rule be made by General
Conference, that in distant fields like this, the
president of the mission shall be authorized to
arrange with the Bishop's Agent in each district for the sustaining in the field such local
eluers a~ may be found capable and willing to
labor in the ministry, as far as the funds will
admit. Of course should such a rule be adopted, it
would res·~! tin more tithing and offerings being put
into the Agent's hands and some good men would
be put into the ministry. It would be wisdom
that a Bishop should be appointed over this mission, or over Australia, and that Bro. Wight be
empowered to ordain him. The only suitable
man, and he is fully qualified, is Bro. John
Wright, the present Agent of the Bishop in Australia, outside of Victoria. As he is already such
an agent, it seems to me to be wise to have him
ordained a Bishop. He will, of course, be subordinate to the Bishop in general, or the Bishop of
the whole church. I understand that this would be
in harmony with the teact.ings of the Doctrine
and Covenants.
In regard to the South Sea Islan<i,s I would
say, that it appears to be my duty to go there
soon. It is not that I prefer that field, for in
truth I would a dozen times over prefer to remain here, and for many reasons. In fact, I
would be glad if the Lord would reveal to me
that I need not go for awhile, or show me that I
am more needed here. But having thought
much and prayed much over the matter, I conclude to sacrifice the society of Saints of our ow:1
tongue, and the many comforts and conveniences that we have here, for the sake of our brown
faced children, who write "We are glad exceedingly that you are coming back again to Tahiti;"
but whose habits and customs and mode of
thought are so difterent from that of white people. But they need a white elder to be there all
the timl;', and I hope that the church will find a
suitable man to go to that field before I am call·
ed to leave it. It would be well to find two or
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three elders who will be willing to go, and ir. form me as soon as possible, that I may give m_y
views on the matter, for it is not every man who
is adapted for that field, no. matter how wel'l qualified for others.
I wish to still urge the propriety of sending a
couple of energetic men to New Zealand. I hear
that there are over thirty Elders of the Utah
Church there, while our church pays no attention to my views and wishes in the matter, the
Utah Church sends scores of men who are making every effort in their power to revive their
branches and to prepare their members against
our advances. Have not the Twelve and Seventy been acting the "Home Guard" role long
enough? But I know it is not the fault of many
of them, for they have been ready for years to go
to any part of th~ world. If there is any prospect of a general assembly being called inside of
a year or two, there may be a reason for them to
tarry awhile longer, but if not, some of them had
better be sent abroad awhile. For my part, I do
not care a penny to return to America; I can
stay away five years mere, as well as not. But H
I am needed at home, I will be ready to go
whenever called.
Bro. Butterworth, who when he first came,
could talk but little, and was very backward, o;·
fearful, has developed into a good speaker, and an
earnest,energetic and fearless defender of the faith;
and inasmuch as this field will be pretty much di ·
vided between Bro. Wight and himself; and understanding that his usefulness will be greatly im·
peded, and his influence and authority not suffi ..
ciently respected as an elder only,(a fact which
Bro. Burton learned to hi& sorrow,) I recommend
as a wise and necessary step, that the Confer-ence consider his ordination to the
and
I hope that the Twelve and Seventy will take it
into consideration. If my judgment is of any
value I would say that I consider his ordination
to be wise and proper, and necessary.
I will appoint Bro. Wight to take charge of
this part of the missison, providing I leave it, as
I have thought.
I hope that by another year it may be consid·
ered wise to hold a general assembly, for I, with
many others, desire to see several important
questions settled, and, I trust, settled forever, by
the direct and unmistakable word of the Lord.
shall be glad to see the time when every man shal:
understand fully and unequivocally, his true or
proper place, his authority, and his lawful work
in the church. That the church machinery win
be so adjusted that there will be no unnecessary friction or jar. If that machinery is made
and adjusted by the Holy Ghost, as we claim, its
operations should be, and indeed must be, understood by that Spirit, but as yet it seems that some
do not understand it fully. If there be any unnecessary wheel, or band, or pulley, or shaft, we
should discover it, and lay it aside as an obstruction, a clog and an incumbrance. H any part is
merely out of place, but necessary when in its proper place as is any and all other parts, it ought to be
set in its place, and secured there as soon as possible. An appendage may be "added because of
transgression,,.'' as the Mosaic law was. It would
be well to make haste to go slow in adding to
the machinery already apparently too complicated, or else not properly adjusted.
In regard to the Patriachal office, my views
tare simply these: rst, I believe that it belongs to
the seed of Hyrum Smith.

zd. If none of them are available because cf
transgression or apostacy, then l am opposed t~
any other man being called, except by revel<ttion through the head the church.
It may be, if the church is not in too much
of a hurry,
seed may yet come int0
the church.
If the Conference chooses to sustain me in
charge of the Australian and South Sea Islands mission, it will be satisfactory. H I
should leave this part, I will leave Bro. Wight
in charge.
I trust you may have the spirit of peace,
truth, justice and mercy to abide with you In
the Conference, and may we have your prayers as heretofore while in this mission.

Elder IIeman C. Smith, of the Twelve,
writes from San
California:
I sincerely regret my inability to meet with
you at this annual gathering.
After visiting
Lamoni, Logan and Galland's Grove, Iowa, I
met Bro. R. M. Elvin at Omaha, and accompanied him to Salt Lake City, Utah, where I preached
a few times. I thought to meet Bro. Anthony,
and according to the instruction of the General
Conference, to ordain him a president of Seventy,
but not being privileged to meet him, I have to
report that I did not perform this duty.
I reached my field of labor on JL1ne 7th, stopping first at Elko, Nevada, but openings not being
satisfactory, I proceeded to Carson City, and
commenced missionary work. Until August rst,
I was kept busy in Nevada and in Alpine county,
California, laboring at Dayton, Empire, Genoa,
Mottsville, Fairview and Woodford. During
this time I baptized several and attended one
conference; was much aided by the Spirit of
peace.
The months of August and September, also
part of October were spent in Northern and Cen·
tral California, most of the time accompanied by
Bro. J. F. Burton, just returned from Australia.
Visited and preached at San Francisco, Oakland,
Santa Rosa, Guerneville, San Henito, Stockton
and Sacramento. In all these places, both in
Nevada and California, I left the work in fair or
good condition, except in Oakland, where exists
the most serious combination of causes producing
the most lamentable consequences that it was
ever my fortune to investigate. For this I do
not feel responsible in any sense, for the local
authorities there have never heeded my advice,
and my official acts in the past have been overruled by my superiors. What might have been
the resl1lt had my policy obtained, whether it
would have been better or worse, is hard to determine; but certainly no one can be responsible
for what results from an overruling of ,his judgment, or from a failure to comply with his
advice. However, I have taken no official action
whatever in Oakland matters during the last
year, but have been content to let the forces set
to work by local authorities take their course
without my interference.
I attended conference at San Benito for the
Central district, and at Sacramento for the Northern district. Arrived in Southern California in
time to attend their conference in October. Since
then my time has been devoted to the branches
in this district, a part of !he time having been
kept in the vicinity of home in consequence of
sickness in my family. However, I have not
been idle, and I have always done that which, ln
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my judgment, was my duty to do under existing
circumstances.
The missionary force in this field have, as a
rule, done well. Elder H. L. Holt has waged a
continuous and persistent warfare against overwhelming odds in Oregon and Washington. His
efforts have been commendable and shoul<l be
appreciated. Elder Thomas Daley has spent
about six months in the field in Nevada and
Northern California, and has been very successful. Elder Joseph F. Burton, since landing in
California, has been hindered by soar throat and
failing voice, but the powers at his command
have been used to advance the cause of the Master. Elder D. S. Mills has really done more by
way of travel and labor than his condition of
health would justify. He is a faithful man, and
a great comfort to the people of God. Elder
Wii!iam Gibson has labored continuously and
faithfully in San Bernardino and San Diego
counties, and his labors have not been fruitless.
Elder Albert Haws has been constant in his
labors, and the good effects of his efforts will
doubtless appear in the harvest time. Elder J.
H. Lawn has spent a part of the summer and the
winter months in Central California and has had
good success. Priest David E. Lander labored
in Oregon a short time with Elder H. L. Holt,
but was not pleased that the conference appointed him, so I took the liberty to release him, and
he left the field. No blame should attach to him
for ceasing labor, for he did not seek the appointment, and it was given without his knowledge.
All these should be sustained the ensuing year
except Bro ..Lander.
In addition to the General Conference appointees, there has been some acceptable missionary work done by Elders A. A. Goff and
Daniel Brown, also by Priest W. 0. Skinner.
I still think it will serve my best !nterests to
labor for and with the Reorganization, for I be·
lieve that the position taken is true and that it
receives the approval of God.
May peace, love and wisdom attend your consultations.

Elder James Caffall, of the
writes from Flora Vista, New J\1exico:
My travels, the past year have of necessity
been more extensive than uBual. I have organized two branches, ordained four elders, one
priest and one deacon, all of which appeared necessary for the good of the work. Have administered the rite of baptism to twenty-one persons;
and believe prejudice has been removed and a
better understanding obtained in some new localities.
The confirmation meetings I have
held have indeed been inspiring, and well calculated to confirm in the great work; for this I feel
very thankful to God.
The ministerial labors of Brn. H. C. Bronson,
H. 0. Smith, C. H. Porter, and W. M. Rumel
have been confined to Nebraska, in which state
B1·o. R. M. Elvin has done some good labor.
Their continuance the ensuing year is desirable
w"th a few dozen others if available, and if they
should get crowded out of Nebraska there is
room in Colorado, New Mexico and Wyoming.
We, of the Reorganized Church must keep busy
and furnish matter for the factions that do, and
may exist, or they will have to stop or run short
of topics for discussion, as those that exist seem
to lack originality or merit of their own, so have
to make themselves conspicuous by essaying to

show up the awful supposed errors of others. I
am quite glad that all can chose what part of
life's great drama they please. The remarks on
system and order in reference to finance in Fierald for Marc!. 9th were excellent.
A good Rhare of my time has been taken up
in what might be called the western wilds where
barriers have to be met not known in more refined eastern cities. But whether east or v-.est,
new localities can not be penetrated, our faith
introduced in contradistinction to modern Babylon's forms and ceremonies and one still escape
the vicisitudes incident to the life of a traveling
elder. I think less desultory and more efrective
preaching under the circuit system necessary. I
also think city missionary labor necessary by
those best adapted, but believe it should be prosecuted under the same order and regulating
power as country preaching.. Up to date three
have been added in New Mexico. It is a comparatively new country; points available for
preaching distant, traveling facilities not excellent, but still souls are as precious here as elsewhere, and we should extend and spread out.
The blight of polygamy is felt and prejudice
runs high. By recent report from Manassa,
Colorado, I learn that some are waiting to unite
with us in faith. I should go there soon, so if
other barriers to my attending conference were
removed the present status of the work here
and there would forbid. The past success and
future prospects I think cheering. But they involve greater caution, discretion and diligence.
To this end may we all be blessed by the author
and finisher of our faith.

Elder

H. Lake, of the Twelve,
reports:

Another year has passed away, carrying with
it all the varied events, duties, labors and different experiences. It finds us one year nearer the

end, nearer the great realities of the beyond,
where we shall have to_meet God and answer for
life and the actions thereof to him who has given
life and light to every man that cometh into the
world, for the good or evil done, and for the use
of the talents given. If we have added tl•ereto,
-well; H not, we must suffer loss, and no compialnt can be justly made against the giver.
My labors have been mainly in the Canada
mission, in directing and advising with my associate laborers as to the work to be done in different parts of the mission and in preaching the
gospel and in administering in the ordinances
thereof. My labors have met with the divine
approval. I have administered to a number of
sick and in some cases with marked effects. My
colaborers (with few exceptions) have done well.
A goodly number have been added to the Church
and four new branches have been organized.
Many have been added by baptism to some of
the old branches. Those who have publically
opposed the work have been met, and their folly
lu's been made apparent and the truth has been
maintained. As a result much good has been
accomplished. The Master has blessed me while
carirg for his work. I feel firm in the faith of
the great latter day work, and I hope to continue
so untH the pure and the good are all gathered
out from the nations of the earth into the kingdom of our God and his Christ. I have baptized
eif!,ht, ordained four elders, four priests ar.d three
teachers, blessed twenty-four children, organized
two branches, and have given the best council to
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officers and members of the mission that I could,
instructing them to learn their duty and seek for
the Spirit of truth to assist them in doing it, and
to obey the injunction to "Come up higher."
May peace and joy in the Holy Ghost be with
you in all the sessions of the conf<"rence. The
conference instructed me to ordain Bro. G. H.
Graves as an Elder, "if I saw proper to do so."
But I did not chance to meet him when he visited
Canada, therefore did nothing about it.

Elder vV. H. Kelley, of the Twelve,
present, reports:
Soon after my appointment to the Eastern
mission I began to identify myself more closely
with the work of that mission, and have endeavored to serve its interests, and have tried to become familiar with its needs and exigencies.
The Saints received me cordially, and we have
had many very pleasant, peaceful and spiritual
sessions together. There is a large number of
excellent Saints in the Eastern mission, scattered
over a large territory. How satisfactory, or well
I have served them, it is not for me to say, but
we have succeeded in getting along without any
open conflicts. I am safe in saying that the
mission, as a whole, has made some advancement. It is much stronger, however, in some localities than in others. Additions have not been
large, but a number have united with the church.
There is a constant demand for laborers and opportunities to labor. In point of numbers and
wealth it is the seat of empire, and of course
Babylon reigns chiefly, religiously. There is a
larger number of races than is found in the west,
and classes in ascending series from the poorhouse to the men who are worth their millions.
It requires more tact and astuteness to fish and
hunt than in many other places. Popular
pressure and influenc.e are too great for some to
brook, although they may confess that the truth
is staring them in the face. The Infidel, Atheist, so called, Scit.ntist, &c., have been so successful in showing up the creeds, that they are so
chaffy, man.made and unreliable that they are
fast losing their influence on the reading and
thoughtful, and a large class of the people are
merely drifting, waiting and watching for something to turn up, while they indulge in fashion
and fun. There is an abundant opportunity for
gospel work, and there is wheat among the tares.
There has been some very unpleasant things
to consider and meet in a few localities, along
with the pleasant; but in the main they have
been adjusted or are on the way to a permanent
solution. These have been of a character that
necessarily leaves somebody disappointed and of
course offended, as is usual in all similar cases.
Well disposed persons often see things widely
different, especially where self·interest puts in a
claim for consideration. How much censure I
may come in for remains to be seen; any way
I have pursued a conservative, just and fair
course towards all, so far as I know. Bro. E. C.
Briggs did us good service during his slay in
the mission, where he has many friends and admirers. Brn. F. M. Sheehy, Thomas Whiting,
U. W. Greene and M. H. Bond are all of the
constant laboncrs that we have had in the mission. Bro. Whiting only laboring a part of the
year, the labors have been so few that we have
adjudged it unwise to act upon the suggestion of
the presidency and district the mission off, by
putting some one in charge. It would have left
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some localities unattended altogether. It is i
proper to remind the conference that there has
been an utter lack of ministerial aid in some
districts, so that much progress could not consistently be expected. There has not been one
constant laborer either in the Wyoming or Philadelphia districts, yet there are as good opportunities for labor as are to be found anywhere.
The missionary in charge has done what he
could in those districts as opportunity offered.
York" state has been almost wholly neglected.
Bro. C. G. Lanphear is the only one that has
labored much there. He did good service for the
cause. Brn. A. H. Parsons and H. H. Robinson
rendered us material aid while on their way to
Nova Scotia. Bro. George Burnham of New
Haven, Connecticut, has labored some in the
mission and quite acceptably.
Bro. John Smith
has done what he could-his business matters
claiming the greater part of his time.
He is a
good worker when out.
This gives a full quota of laborers except those
who serve locally in the branches, a number of
whom have done excellently. It has been
necessary in some instances to put the general
missionaries in charge of branches for the time
being or abandon the work substantially in those
localities. This is contrary to what I esteem a
proper policy when it can be avoided; but experience teaches that we must often move as we
can; not as we would.
It is necessary to urge the conference to send
more laborers into the Eastern mission, especially in the Wyoming and Philadelphia districts.
Much good might be done by some localized who
could labor in the interest of the branch where
residing.
On the whole the Eastern mission is as inviting, perhaps, as any; and as much good to be
achieved there by effort as anywhere.
But missionary appointment means work, sacrifice, toil
amidst opposition in order to success.
I have
been sustained in a marked and satisfactory
way by divine aid, under some circumstances
during the year while defending the faith, and I
am confident in the faith that God is the author
of the latter day work, and although strange and
mysterious in its workings and developments,
yet in due time it will triumph in some form or
other. Men can not do a greater service for the
race, or the cause of right, than to labor for its
success.

The following was moved by J. A.
Robinson and F. G. Pitt:
Resolved, that hereafter during this conference the assistant secretaries reduce the ministry
reports to be submitted to conference to numbers-such as of baptisms, sermons preached, confirmations, ordinations, etc.

This was favored by Brn. Robinson
and Pitt and was opposed by E. L. Kelley, A. H. Smith, M. T. Short and James
T.homas, and upon being put to vote the
proposition was defeated.
Another resolution on the subject was
moved by Joseph Luff and J. W. Gillen,
but the motion to adjourn caused action
upon it to be deferred:
Pres. Blair announced the names of the
speakers chosen for thi,; evening and for
to.morrow's services, and the benediction
was pronounc<d by J. \V. Gillen.
The evening sermon was rtelivered by
Duncan Campbell of Pleasanton, Iowa.

He was assisted by I. N. Whhe of Clinton, Missouri. The text was, "This is
my beloved Son, hear ye him."
SUNDAY, APRIL

lowing it the original motion was also defeated.
A request from the Quorum of Seventy
that the ordination of R. J. Anthony as
one the seven presidents of Seventy be
attended to was referred to the Quorum
of Twelve that
may ordain him as
heretofore provided

7TH.

The prayer meeting at nine o'clock was
in charge of Hiram Rathbun of
Michigan, and David Chambers of
MINISTRY
REPORTS.
Iowa.
The secretary read the following from
The morning sermon was
• the ministrv:
Kelley of Kirtland, Ohio, from
text,
Elder j. R. Lambert, of the
"Except a man be born again he can
present, reports:
see the kingdom of God." F. M.
I herewith offer a brief report of the mission
of Maine, assisted in the services.
comprising Iowa nnd Northern Missouri. In a
At two o'clock M. H. Forscutt of Nebraska City, Nebraska, preacher! from the general senBe the work has progressed,-and, exwords, "Behold the Lamb of God that cepting one district and some portions of others,
taketh awav the sin of the world." He -the outlook is bright. The missionaries, as a
rule, have done well, and I am not prepared to
was assisted~ by R. C. Evans of Canada.
In the evening R.. S. Salyards of Lamo- say that any one of them has failed to make a
ni, Iowa, had charge of the services. The commendable effort to do what he could. The
testimony of all, so far as I have heard from
sermon was by Joseph Luff of
them on this point is that they have been unusdence, Missouri, from the text,
he were a Son, yet learned he obedience ually blessed with light, liberty and power, in
presenting the word, and the ministry have felt,
by the things that he suffered."
1

MONDAY, APRIL

8TH.

The prayer and testimony meeting- was
in charge of I. L. Rogers of Sandwich,
Illinois, and C. H. Jones of Lone Rock,
Missouri.
At ten o'clock E. C. Brand of
Iowa, preached from the words, "If
keep my commandments ye shall abide
my love."
He was assisted by
Curtis of Missouri.
At half-past one o'clock the
sung "Lord of the harvest, hear."
er was offered by W. H. Kelley. Secretarv Stebbins read the minutes of the 6th
and 7th.
The committee on credentials made an
additional report.
The following preambles and resolutions that were m11de by Joseph Luff and
J. W. Gillen on Saturday afternoon were
taken up:
Whereas, a large portion of time at our General Conferences is occupied in reading lengthy
reports from conference appointees, and
Whereas, we believe that said time could be
more profitably employed in other business essential at our general gatherings, therefore be it
Resolved, that hereafter all appointees of General Conference be required to send their individual reports to the missionary in charge of
their various fields, and that said missionary
embodv the essential features thereof in his
repo~t to the conference.

This was discussed bv J. A.
Joseph Luff and John H8wley in
and by M. T. Short, M. H. Bond, J. R.
Lambert, W. H. Kelley and R. C. Evans
in opposition.
Then the following substitute was
moved by J. J. Cornish and Frank Hackett:
"Resolved, that this conference request all the
General Conference appointees to report their
labors to the body, and that they be requested to
make their reports as brief and concise as practicable.

This was favored by R. Etzenhouser
and Charles Derry and opposed by J oseph Luff and E. L. Kelley. Then it was
put to vote and declared
and fol-

perhaps more strongly than before, that this is
indeecl the work of God. As for myself, I never
had better or stronger assurance of the divine
origin and final triumph of the work so grandly
set forth in the Bible, Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants, than within the last year.
My personal labors have, as you know, been
greatly curtailed, the reasons for which have been
briefly reported through the Herald. Nevertheless, I thank God that I have been able to do what
I have done, and the trials and blessings of the past
year, I highly esteem as a manifestation of God's
mercy and wisdom. Have preached and labored
more or less at Lamoni. Lott school house, Davis
City, Jack Wood school house, Pleasanton, New
Zion and Hickery school-houses, and at Reger
Mineral Springs, in the Decatur district; At Me
Kee church, Pleasant Grove, Clarksdale, and in
the Delana branch, in the Far West district, at
Plum Hollow, near Villisca and Shenandoah, in
the Fremont district. Also at McFall and Stanberry, Missouri, and at the Reunion held at Missouri Valley. The division of the mission into subfields, as suggested by the First Presidency one
year ago, works well, and we may look for still
better results when its practical workings are
more perfectly understood. The demand for unselfish, wise, spiritual laborers is great, and still
on the increase. V\o'hence cometh an adequate
supply, is still an unsolved problem. Truly, we
walk by faith, not by sight." As before, I am
willing and anxious to do what I can for the promotion of the Master's cause, but have no assurance that I shall be able to do but little in the
field. The church must do (should do) what she
deems to be for the best interests of the work.

Elder J. W. Gillen, of the
present, reports:
During the conference year just closed. I have
labored in Southeastern Missouri, Southern
Illinois, Southern Indiana, Kentucky and Tennessee. My labors have been wide spread, with
a view to a better understanding of the condition of the work in, and the necessity of this extensive field, which I wlll now state in as brief a
manner as possible.
The St. Louis branch, is in a prosperous condition, and the out-look was never more favorable
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than at the present time. Yet it is indispensibly
necessary that an efficient elder be kept in that
district for some time to come, especially as some
of the branches need particular attention just
now. If some capable man is not sent there, the
church will suffer loss.
Southern Illinois has but one conference) ap·
pointee, and his work has been hindered by his
not receiving proper financial support. More
help is needed in that part of the mission.
The ministerial force in Southern Indiana is
not sufficient; more laborers are needed, because
the work is opening up, and the demand for
preaching is on the increase.
There are but three elders in the states of Ken·
tucky and Tennessee, and neither of them have
received financial aid, so they can only be regarded as local elders, traveling as their circumstances permit. These brethren ought to be sustained, for their labors are acceptable in that
field; and, if possible, others also should be ap·
pointed to those states.
Arkansas needs preachers, and several, if the
church can supply them. One new branch has
been organized in Southern Indiana during the
year, and quite a number added to the old
branches. I baptized seven there.
One branch has been disorganized in the St.
Louis district by the removal of members and
another is almost in the same condition from the
same cause.
As I look over my work I can not say that I
am altogether satisfied, but I did what I thought
at the time to be for the best. I see much to be
thankful for.
Many tokens of God's love for
me, and I am assured of the ultimate triumph of
the glorious work. I am still willing to labor
wherever the church think best to send me.
In accordance with the instruction of the conference, I ordained I. M. Smith to the office of
a Seventy.

Elder G. T. Grijfifhs, of the Twelve,
reports:
Upon the 27th of April, r888. I entered upon
my mission, Virginia and West Virginia. I have
endeavored to the best of my ability, to look after the interests of the same. Notwithstanding
the intense prejudice of the people, much good
has been accomplished. There has been a large
Increase of membership, more than any one previous year, and a number of effectual openings
have been made. I am confident that if the efforts can be continued, that a grand harvest can
be reaped in the near future. The demands of
this field are urgent, and very peculiar in some
respects. The arm of persecution is keenly felt
throughout the mission; the elders are often
threatened with personal violence, and in some
places mobs have gathered to prevent the preaching of the word. However, the Lord has proven
a true friend to his ministry, having afforded them
the pmmised protection. To allay prejudice and
to further the cause with greater rapidity it will
require that a corps of wise, brave and efficient
laberers be assigned to that field.
The work can be prosecuted with less expense
and to a better advantage in West Virginia than in
Virginia. The people in the former state are more
liberal, not being tenaciously bound to any religious creed. In Virginia, superstition and religious
bigotry predominate. Hence it is very difficult
to get the use of public buildings. We have but
.one branch ln this state, situated at Liberty Hall.

The Saints there are erecting a church edifice.
Spring, summer and fall are the most suitable
times for extending the work here, for groves can
be had. A great many manifest a desire to hear.
I thiuk it would be good policy to return Bro.
JameH Moler to that field, and to associate some
young man with him. He has proved himself a
workman indeed, and the Saints are very anxious
for his return. T. Matthews, D. L. Shinn, L. R.
Devore, T. J. Beatty and James Brown, have rendered acceptable service. Their labors have been
highly appreciated by the Saints and by the writer. These brethren should be continued in their
present fields, as they are well acquainted with
the peculiarities of the people, and they know
what course to pursue to gain their attention.
The Lord has abundantly blessed me when attending to the duties of my calling. I never was
more anxious for the welfare of the church, or
more desirous of its prosperity, than I am now.
Am determined by the grace of God to keep
within my calling and to magnify my office.
I
know I have often erred in the past, but I live in
constant hopes of being able to cruify every
weakness of the flesh.
I feel assured that there
is a bright future ahead of us. Have felt impressed of late that the time is near at hand when
there will be many changes wrought by the power of God. I am still willing to serve the church
in whatever capacity the Lord may direct through
his servants. I have solemnized three marriages,
ordained three priests, two teachers, and Bro. E.
C. Briggs and myself ordained three seventies.
I have baptiz•'d and cofirmed some, and blessed
a number of children.

Elder 'Joseph Luff, of the Twelve,
present, reports:
Since the last General Assembly I have labored some in Fremont county, Iowa, "-lso in the
counties of Ray, Johnson, Bates, St. Clair and
Jackson in Missouri.
I divided my mission and appointed Brn. E.
C. Brand, I. N. White and G. W. Shute in
charge of portions thereof, and from them will
come reports as to the fields under their charge.
In some parts, especially of Missouri, the work
is floc:rishing. The name of Bro. S. Crum was referred to me. and after consultation with him I
advised him to remain out of the field during
the Y''ar, because of his home cares. The greater portion of the year I have spent at or near
home, and have found a field even there, as
broad as one man can canvass, but I have directed the labors of all in my field, and results are
good.
I have baptized thirty-two persons, and
have performed much other work in my line.
The field is "white unto the harvest."

Elder
Prie:;ts,

Charles Derry, of the High
reports:

Since last conference my time has been spent
as per appointment in the districts of Little
Siom;. and Galland's Grove, with some labor
performed in what is known as the Central Nebraska district. I have al&o preached some in
the Fremont, district, Iowa, and at Wilber in
Nebraska. I organized the Evergreen branch in
Nebr:1ska, and one in Woodbine, Iowa. Have
bapthed six persons, and have administered in
the ordinances of the Lord's house, wherever
and 'Whenever called up "n.
I have labored
faithfully to preach the gospel as an elder, and
have presided (agreeable to appointment from J.
R. Lt.mbert, minister in charge over the churches
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in the state of Iowa) over the sub·mission cO'mprising the Galland's Grove and Little Sioux
districts, and I believe that the work in those
districts is in a fair condition. Presidents Crabb
and Whiting have done good work in their
respective districts. Elder Charles Butterworth
has also proved himself an excellent worker in
the cause. Elders McDowell and R. M. Elvin
have labored with acceptance, and Warren E.
Peak has proved himself a workman that need
not be ashamed. The local ministry have been
more diligent than in the past, and have contributed largely to the success of the work. But I
am sorry to say that in many branches the
officers have neglected their duties. This has
caused a deadness and coldness in some places.
Preaching by even the most talented can not
supply the means of grace which God has
ordained should be enjoyed through the timely
ministrations of the branch officers. God expects
every man to do his duty, and the promised
blessings will tollow.
I have been blessed in my labors and remain
at the call of God and his church.

Elder Mark H. Forscutt, of the High
Priests, present, reports:
I am not sure that I am entitled to report to
your assembly; if not, discard this report. Engaged for and by the church during the past conference year, I have yet done some preaching at
Nebraska City. Neb; St. Joseph, Mo; Shenandoah, Lamoni, Davis City and Pleasanton, Iowa.
In each place I have labored under direction of
the resident local authority. During the year, I
have administered and assisted in administering
to a goodly number of sick and suffering ones,
and although I can not claim any marked manifestation of divine power attended or resultant
from my administrations, or the administrations
of those whom I assisted, there have not been
wanting evidences that the administrations in
some cases were pleasing to Him in whose name
we administered. In two cases indeed the evidence was peculiarly convincing. So common
however are such experiences to the ministry
that to particularize would at best be but confirmatory of what others will detail, that it would be
unwise for me to use time that could be better
employed. I have baptized twenty-three, confirmed and assisted in confirming most of them,
received many children at their parent's hands,
and presented them as subjects for blessing to
the All-wise one, preached, (excepting at Lamoni) everywhere that I have been called upon, if
health permitted, and sometimes when prudence
dictated otherwise. At Lamoni, which I excepted, the people are so accustomed to hear the silver-tongued orators of the church, and to bask
in the rays emitted from our greater and more
brilliant luminaries of the church, that I have
ever fel~ a greater or lesser degree of diffidence,
and sometimes been so unwilling to hold my
lantern up and expose its defertive light, that I
have either excused myself or declined without
excuse. Should the conference and those who
regulate or suggest its appointments desire my
feeble services, I shall try to respond; should my
services be neither accepted nor desired, it will
be but a confirmation of a fear that has been
gradually gaining strength of late years, the fear
that though I may have been of some use to the
church in its childhood days, my usefulness is
past, and that the church has outgrown the necessities of other days.
With sincere love for the Lord, and a very
earnest desire for the triumph of truth and
Righteousness .
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NORTH-WEST KANSAS.
Conference held at Blue Rapids, March 3oth;
president Mahion Smith in the chair, H. P. Curtis secretary. Branches reported: Goshen, Blue
Rapids, Star Creek. The Elmira branch report
was referred back for correction. Elders reporting: E. C. Brand,. G. W. Shute, A. Kent, G. W.
Beebe, H. Hart.
Priests: C. Duncan, V. F.
Rogers, Z. Decker. Teachers: W. Scott, S.C.
Andes. Motion carried to consider North-West
Kansas district, held at Goshen, June zd, r888,
establishing the west boundary of said district on
the west line of Jewel county, and the counties
south of it. And, whereas, said action has been
condemned as being unwise, illegal, and contrary to the prosperity of the church in said district. Therefore, be it resolved, that said action
of conference of June zd, r888, be hereby rescind·
ed. w·e also hereby extend to the branches and
scattered members' of the church in western
Kansas our congratulations that we are again
members together of one united body, and to
work more unitedly and zealously for the pros·
perity of a great work, until such time as the
erection of a new district in our territory becomes necessary.
Motion carried to endorse
the Bible, Book of Mormon and Doctrine and
Covenants, as standard church books. G. W.
Shute was elected president and sustained as
Bishop's agent; H. P. Curtis elected secretary of
district.
Motion carried to have all official
licenses given in district renewed every two
years, commencing at present date.
Motion
carried that the secretary be authorised to renew
all licenses and keep a record of same. Adjourned at such timeand place as president may appoint.

ENGLISH MISSION.
NoTICE.-Be it known that Bro. William
Page, member of the Sheffield branch, was by
vote of said branch expelled from church fellowship March 25th, r889. for gross misconduct.
The Saints of this mission are warned to have
no dealings with him.
HENRY HoOLE, Pres.
SAMUEL PLATTS, Sec.

community in which he has so
his profession, and by his large
has only gone home to await the coming of
those who may live as faithful as he
and example has taught them.
the departed, and may our Father in
shed comfort on those who have been thus suddenly bereaved.
FoRNY.-Near Thurman, Iowa, Mrs. DeWah
Forny, of Dutch Hollow; born August zd, 186+
died January zzd, 1889. She leaves a hu·>k.nd
and three children. :)he was a firm believer in
the gospel, and intended to have been baptized at
our Camp-meeting last fall, but failed. Funeral
sermon by Elder Henry Kemp to a large audience of friends and relatives.
WALMSLF.Y.-At Valley
March 27th, r889, Sr. Ellen
years. She passed away peacefully
knowledge of her latter end. Her remains were
brought to Fall Rh·er and buried March 29th,
with service by Elder John Smith.

Fa;rm-n fot· §ale,
A !;OOd farm for sate of 40 acres, good rich soil, all well
fenced, 2 good well•, large pond for stock, old orchard
bearing good, BOO young trees of choicest fruitP, new
lumber stable and cowshed all shingled, buggy shed,
new granary all painted, good rock milk house, otber
out~honses. A good 6 roomed cottage, pm·ched, prrpcrerl,
and painted outside and insidt>, close to 4 tOWI!B, also on
4 ma1n roads, 2 good groves of mnple trees each side of
the cottage. Will be sold cheap, rather than rent. A 1Jig
bargain for some one.
.
EBENEZER MILLER,
Sc.A.l\IMONYILJ~E, Cherokee county,

PATRIOT AT GENERAL CONFERElifCE.
\Ve have secured Elder R. M. Elvin to
sent the Patriot at the April Conference.
will furnish all with sample copies and bills. acHl
will take subscriptions. The design of the Patriot is the reflection of truth, the commendation of
virtue and patriotism,-in short, to do
LAMBERT BRO'S,

FARMERS'
Will attend to any Business for Non-Hesidents

entrusted to our care.

Interest Allowed on Time Deposits.

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,
REAL

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Eastern Iowa district conference will
meet with the Jackson branch, at Amber, Jones
county, Iowa, on the 3rst of May, r889, at 7: 30
p. m. The branch wants all who can to come.
The trains will all be met at Amber on the 3rst.
Send all reports of those who will not be there
to James Bradley, Amber, Jones county, Iowa,
four or five days before conference.
J. S. RoTH, Pres. q Dist.
The Southern Nebraska district conference
will be held at Wilber, commencing April zrst.
We hope the district will be well represnted, and
we cordially invite all to attend that can.
CHARLES H. PORTER, Sec.

DIED.
TAYLOR.-At Bartlett, Iowa, March 13th, r889,
James, son of Bro. W. Taylor; born March r6th,
1869. Funeral sermon by Elder H. Kemp to a
large audience.
HASSELL--At his residence, two miles from
Elkhart, Texas, after nine days illness of pneumonia, Bro. John Hassell. He was born March
3oth, r822, in Edger county, Illinois; came to
Texas with his father's family at an early day,
when the Indians made it dangerous living in
this country, and has been practicing medicine
about thirty years here.
He was b>aptized into
the church bv Bro. H. C. Smith, February zzd,
r88z, and was ordained a priest by Elders Belcher and Thompson, and has ever been a faithful
defender of the faith.
He will be a loss to the

ESTATE

AGENTS,

West Lexington Street,
INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI.

Next. to \V'arnky'B Ga11ery.

---: A Family Newspaper.:--THE INDEPENDENT PATRIOT
Provides its readers weekly wit.h

56 COLUMNS
Of reading matter, includin_g Domestic and Foreign News,
Home, Around the World, R.eligious, Scientific and Personal departments, and aims to keep its readers thoroughly acquainted with the striking features of the \Vorld's
progress. Try lt and know for yourself. Sample copy
free. One do1lar per :vear.
LAMBERT BROTH.ERS, ""'"''""''n"
25aug
Lamoni. Decatur Co,,

TO ELDERS, PRIESTS, AND OTHERS.
Q all perSODB f'ICDding UA the names of 'l'WO PEH.RONB

Tas subscribers to the iNDEPENDENCE GAZE'l"l'E
for oue year, with the cash, we will send, prepaid,

·of the ''Elders' Diary.H The subscription price
Gazette is $1 a year.
LUF'F & ORICK.
We want Agents everywhere, male and female, and
will pay good cash commrssion. Write us for particulars
LUFF
&
CHICK.
36jan
Independence, Mo,

A CHRONOLOGICAL CA'!'ECHISM
Or, Key to the Chronology of the Bible.
BY A. J. MAPES.
L1mp Cloth, 103 pages, price 3ii eta. For sale by

TRACTS.

No, !.-Troth Made Manifest; per dozen.• , 20
:per hundred ................... 1 50
No.S..-Vo1ceoftheGoodShepherd; dozen 05
ver hundred .... -.............. 40
No.4.-Epitome ofli'aith and Doctrine of the
Church and the Kirtland Temble Suit.
dozen 5c., 100 25c., 250 50c., 500 $1, 1,000.1 75
No. 5.-The GospeL .... price the same as No.4.
No. 6,-The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Sub-.
jects, Pre-requisites and Design-and Who
Shall Administer; 25c. per doz., per 100.. 1 75
No. 7.-Who Then Can be Saved; per doz. 05
per hundred ...... , - . . • . . • . • . . • 40
No. 8.-Fulness ofthe Atonement; per
25
ve:r hundred ........ , ... -.. . . • . 75
No. 9.-8plritualism Viewed from a Script·
ural Standpoint; per doz. 30c., per 100 ... 2
No.10.-'l.'he Narrow Wav; doz.15c., 100-.1
No.ll.-The Plan of Salvation; per doz.•.
hundred .................. ,2
No.
Bible versus Polygamy...... .
per dozen 25c., pe:r hundred .••. 1 65
No. 14.-Reply to Orson Pratt;; per dozen,. 25
hundred., ................. 1 75
No.
Idolatry; per dozen.. 05
................... ·4:0
No.
it an Original T&·
net of
per doz. 20c., 100.. .
40
17.-The
in the Prophetic
and Presidency of the Church; doz.. 25
per hundred ........ , ..•....... 1 75
No, 18.-Rejection of the Church; per doz. 15
hundred .... ,, ... ,......... 10
.uv.,-.Luc "One Body: or the
the Apostleship,
dozen 20c., per 100.. • :tO
'Witnesses; dozen
per hundred ... , ....•. , ... ; .••.
No. 22,-Faith and Repentance; dozen.... 15
per hundred . , , .... , . . . . ...... 1 10
23.-Baptism;
dozen 20c., 100...... 1
24,-The
of God; doz.5.c., 100
25.-Laying,on Hands; doz. 5c., 100. 40
26.-:M:ou11tain
the Lord's House; .. ,
per dozen 5c., per hundred....•.
No, 2'7.-The Sabbath Question; per doz.. .
per hundred., ................. 1 40
No. 29.-A. Vision ofthe Resurrection, from
the Doctrine and Covenants; doz 5c., 100 40
No. 30.-0rigin of the Book of Mormon, , ..
dozen 15c., per hundred ... , . , 1 10
No.
is Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and an EvaJJgelical Church? Also, Kirtland Tem~Jle Suit.., .same price No.4.
No. 32,-Which is tne Church? doz. 5c.1 100 40
No. 36.-The Spaulding Story Re-Exammed
per dozen 20c., per hundred..... 1 25
Trial of the ·witnesses to the Resurrection
5c. each, per dozen ... , . . . • . . .. . 50
p,.,-,,.,1-,'"'" on the Rebellion; per 100, ..... .
assortment of Tracts, 35 cents,
COMPLETE SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in
Cloth turned in . . . . • • • . . • . 75.
COWDERY LETTERS.
Containing valuable matter in relation to the
Calling of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and
Translation of the Book of Mormon, and the
Angelic be&-towal of the Priesthood.
In paper covers Sc. each, per dozen .•••••••
Without covers 5c. each, per dozen ...•••••
MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Human Life Here and Hereafter, by A. Wilford Hall; 544 pages .... 1
Universalism Against Itself; 336 pages • , , , 1
Josephus, complete, library leather, ....... 3 50
Gibson's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, cloth boards, 5 volumes ............ 4, 00
Mosheim's Church History, 2 vols .... , .. , .4 00
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrated), .. 1 80
Rollin's Ancient History, 2 vola. in one ... .4 00
The Koran, library leather ............ , .. 2 00
Gies~lar's Ecclesiastical History, from A. D,
1 t1ll 1854, cloth boards, 5 vols.......... 10 00
The Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius Pamphilus, Bishop of Cresarea and Palestine .2
Cruden's Complete Concordance of Bible .. 1
Bible
Book," ...................... 1 00
.. ........... 1 65

Bro. H. R. MILLS, Independence Mo.
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"HEARKEN TO THE Wmm oF TNE LonD: FOit TnEm: SnALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE IT Jllll ONE WIFE: Ali'u :<.JoNCUBINl!IS
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE '£HAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WrFE, AND ONE WoorAN BUT ONE HasBAND: ExcEPT IN CASE oF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

Iowa, April 27, 1889
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SOURCES OF POWER.

of the most effective clogs thrown into
the wheels of progress, in any enterprise,
business, social, or religious, is distrust.
The fear that co-ordinate branches of the
same association are acting unfairly and
not in good faith, or are gaimng more
credit and influence, one more than another, becomes a thorn in the sides of coworkers that rankles and pierces to the
great disgust and injury of all. How not
to give the adversary the benefit of this
coign of. vantage is and should be the
active effort of. the various co-working
branches of every order, and especialiy the
church.
If any one co-worker is doing wrong in his
office, and knowledge of this wrong comes
to other co-workers, the safety of the whole
demands that such wrong should be enquired into, if proofs appear to warrant,
and if wrong exists the person doing it
should be reproved, or excommunicated if
the wrong be past redress.
vVhile the foregoing is true, suspected
wrong, where proofs do not exist, is productive of evil both to him who is the subject of suspicion and him who suspects;
for jealousy and distrust are alike cruel,
and torment him who feels them, and in, jures them against whom they are exercised and allowed to rise.
Honorable minds do not permit the rust
of envy and jealousy of compeers and coworkers to gather on the bonds of friendship and association. In their regards all
associates .stand on the level of equality,
the measure of usefulness alone being the
measure of preference; integrity and faithfulness the standards of honor, and kindness and courtesy the rule of behavior;
while friendship and close personal
association are reserved for those whom
destiny has thrown, or love drawn together.
Success in our church work requires
ONE

personal integrity and diligence.
Not
only this, but it requires that personal
effort shall be directed with refe1 ence to
tbe work of others in our association, those
nearest being first in consideration, those
farthest away by no means being forgotten.
The mutual interdependence of the
great body of workers being founded upon
the fidelity with which each one bears
his part, in like manner as the strength of
a wall or an arch depends upon the integrity of each brick or stone in place
and the bond of the cement used in its
construction. A nile of bricks or stones
loosely thrown t~gether, no care being
observed in their respective bearings, with
mortar, or cement of sand or clay having
no adhesive qualities would be easily shaken
to
organizations, depending upon
tbe intelligence and honesty of their integral
parts, must also depend largely upon the
of self-adaptation of each memof it.
No matter how skillfully
the master we.rkman may arrange and
place the members, if these, intelligent,
displace themselves, failing to keep the
integrity of their bond, disunity is sure
to result; the difference between the
human organization and the wall or arch
used as a comparison being that in one the
component parts are inanimate and are
solely acted upon, and in the other the
members of which it is composed are
animate, self-acting, their organization the
result of their consent first obtained; without this consent, they can neither become
nor continue to be members of the association.
At Independence, Missouri, the Saints
are building a church building, using-. stones
of different sizes, in what is called "broken
ashlar" style; large ones, small ones, long
ones, short ones, thick ones, thin ones, being skillfully and carefully wroug-ht together, one upon another, to make one
symmetrical whole. Though the respective stones of which the walls are made
may be rough in outward appearance, the
bond of their union in the walls is secured
by each being properly faced and bedded,
and placed where it bears its proportion of
the weight of the whole. If these stones
were each possessed of the power of separate action, and should neither consent to
being placed in the wall, not to keep the
places assigned them, no wall could be
built; or if it were built it would soon fall
to pieces of its own discord (accord).
"The law of the Lord is perfect, converting the soul." This conversion is the
result of an intelligent yielding to the law.
If no such yielding takes place there is no
conversion, as God, neither by himself, his
law nor his ministers of mercy, compels the
change of will and purpose which is call-

No. 17.
ed conversion. He may and does convict
a man by the truths of his appeal; but
here he stops, leaving the intelligent being,
endowed with power of choice and separate and distinctive action, to the direction of his own will.
If "governments derive their just powers from the consent of the governed," it
is as true of God's spiritual rule as of
human affairs. For God asks a willing
service of those whom he has voluntarily
endowed with individuality, responsibility
and agency. If they will, they may preserve and glorify what has been conferred
upon them, or they may degrade and
finally lose what has thus been given
into their keeping. The church-human
association in spiritual bonds-is offered as
one, and we b-elieve the very best if not
the only means by whicb man may preserve and glorify himself and all his
powers. In the church, the bond of unity
between its members is the bond of unity
between its founder, Jesus Christ, and
those of which the church the body of
Christ is composed; and they may maintain this bond, of their own free will and
action, or they may disrupt it; in which
case they are not his, and are not "in the
vine," being fit only to be ''cast out and
trodden under feet of men," as the figurative language of Jesus expresses it in the
fifteenth of John's gospel.
The Savior bade his disciples to "beware of the leaven of the scribes and
Pharisees;" and while in regard to doctrine
we may safely apply the injunction, we
may in regard to the ruin which may
result from its disregard append to the
Savior's words, "And beware of distrust
and jealousy among the brethren."
Scandal mongering is a reprehensible
practice if indulged in by the sisters, it is
not commendable among the brethren, lay
members; but what shall we say of such a
practice indulged in by the elders, any of
them, whether they be at home or in the
field as ministers of the word? What the
elders are led to condemn as reprehensible
in the conduct of the members can not be
excused in the elders themselves. For
this reason elders should not complain of
distrust manifested toward them, if they
exhibit evidences of want of confidence in
each other.
More especially should they
not complain of the existence of what they
by their own disregard of fair and honorable conduct help to sow and foster, by retailing what disparages their co-laborers
with those who hear them. "He who
sows to the wind" should expect to "reap of
the whirlwind."
Official· jealousy is incompatible with
the true dignity of manhood. How much
then it must be unbecoming the dignity of
a preacher, a man of God. Discernment
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of spirits, if it would be harmless to the
cause, must be exercised under the direction of the "wisdom that is from above."
BETRAYED WITH A KISS.

Hmv often it is that men, with honeyed words and loud pretensions of good
will, have stealthily, and assassin-like,
thrust a deadly blow into the very vitals of
trusting, confiding ones, either as to their
work or reputation! How often we find
this class lauding and glorifying others in
one moment, and in the next smiting their
fame and honor with base insinuations and
baser calumnies! How often do these same
sanctimonious, self-righteous
under the guise of holy reformers, rake the
purlieus of scandal, or tbe cesspools of
their own vile imaginations, for all manner
of uncleanness to cast upon the memory of
the dead servants of God, who are not
here to rebuke their sin and expose their
villainy!
There are men--and some womenwhose own rank reputation "smells to
heaven," whose chief delight lies in hunting and parading scandal, especialiy scandal of the dead--who are powerle's to defend or explain-and who thereby would
divert attention from their own follies and
vices and wretched notoriety. He who is
foremost in shouting "stop thief," is often
found with the stolen goods.
We have in our mind some who have
been loud-mouthed until of late in praising and magnifying the calling, work and
reputation of Joseph the Seer, who are
now only too ready to endorse and herald
abroad every vile story that folly or malice or malevolent revene-e can invent. In
one moment some of H~ese will proclaim
him the chosen of God, the "anointed of
the Most High," and then lay violent
hands--vile hands-upon his reputation
and his life work, and hurl them recklessly
to the dust and to degradation, humiliating
the living, obstructing the work of God,
hindering those v1ho would enter the kingdom by casting stumbling blocks in their
way, sealing their own condemnation and
confusion by their blindness and folly and
hate, in the estimation of all reasoning,
clean--minded people.
How does it happen that these self-righteous ones remained in the church for twenty, thirty, forty or fifty years and more,
bore scores of testimonies in public and in
private, by letters and in articles through the
press, loudly praising the latter day work
and magnifying the worth and work and
fame of its chief founder-Joseph the Seer
-and now, when their pet theories are
rejected, their arnhitions are crossed or
prove abortive, they all at once discover
that the church is basely apostate, its heaven-chosen founder a false revelator, a base
falsifier, a false prophet, a very Babel builder, a misleading leader and a "child of the
devil" generally! 0, Consistency l
God has endorsed the work of the Seer
by the gifts and graces of his Holy Spirit.
He has endorsed the work of the Reorganized Church from 1851 till today, and has
never prospered it so greatly as in the present year. And inasmuch as God endorses its

work and seals his
the gifts and powers
the
why need any one fear
and oppositions of these
formers?
When a man tells me he
lieves in the work
forth
seph the Seer, and then seeks
honor on his
and
his ministerhl
minded of him
with a kiss!
There are those
who loudlv
to
seph, the ~on of
these same
egar" to his
for no other reason ':han
that he declines to endorse their views and
quietly submit to their theories
Their views and
very sacred to themselves;
sent and retaliate when any one
their
their theories

and insults.
But
at last.
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EDITORIAL ITEMS.

ON accouut of the General Confenmce
minutes requiring most of our spact we
are compelled to make but a brief mention
of the
letters received.
Bro. J.
and Sr.
from Sinnett's Mills,
Virginia, bearing
and express:ng the
since
the
of
ask the address of Bro. and Sr. L. R. Devore,
that
cannot hear from
them.
Bro. W. S.
Junction, Kansas,
mention
[WO
of the Saints being
blessed and instantly healed in answer to prayer and
the administration.
Since
conference a letter reaches
us from
Cyril E. Brown who
that in the past
he has done
could, attended
his Bible dass at
School, preached some and
and attended to
duties.
desires to move forward.
Elder M. R. Scott wrote from
Indiana, April 3d that he had been
blessed in refuting some attacks
upon the faith in his Held of
but expresses the sentiments of the
ministry when he mentions a great
of liberty in preaching the word.
Bro. \V. N. Dawson wrote
from Alila,
that their
trict conference
enjoyment. He
branch there
Lawn and Brown.
We are requested to announce that
William Nirk will
Bullard's funeral ~ermon at
Brockett
school-honse in the Des Moines
branch on Sunday,
at I I a. m.
Saints and friends are
to be present.

She asks
Mich~

that
his little babe and
He would like to resome of the

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

writes from OakIowa, as follows:
"I feel the calling of God
me to do
His will and shall
obey.
was visited
by Bro. H. N. Hansen a
weeks
but on
account of sickness and cold weather was not
baptized. I wrote to him again and am
for hlm now. When he comes will be
to the family of God. Concerning the
Union, as long as it does no harm it may
good; and
. one that would oppose it must.
certainly
that a woman has no
in the
kingdom. One nquest I wi:>h to
have
been sick for three years with a cough and other
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INTS' HERALD.
very serious troubles. I desire the Prayer Union
and all praying Saints to extend their prayers
to the Lord for me. If any of the elders pass
through Oakland I would he glad to have them
call. I live two miles west of town at the home
of K. vValker.

pride of every American that many cherished
names, at whose names our hearts beat with
quicker bound, were worn by the sons of poverty
who conquered obscurity and became the fixed
stars in our firmament.-Gatfield.

Bro. E. C. Brown writes from Pomona, California:
"This branch has nnt yet been organized. We
have the promise of a hall, chandeliered and
seated, at the moderate price of seventy-five
cents per day. We have a few friends who belong to other denominations. A straightforward, honest course will gain friends."

Sr. Sybilia Zenor, of
writes as follows:

Nebraska,

"We have moved to a new country, where
there are no other Saints. Nebraska City,
eighteen miles distant is the nearest branch, I believe. Our house is open to any of the ministry
who will come and preach. Brock is on the
Missouri Pacific Railroad. We will be here for
a year at least."

Bro. Walter Menzies, writing from
Denver, Colorado, says:
"My Jot is cast here for a time. The Saints at
this place met Sunday morning, it being their
first meeting for a long time. 'We number seventeen, and have arranged to meet every Sunday."
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
~ues.-To whom does this promise of Jesus
refer?-"And he shall set the sheep on his right
hand, but the goats on the left. Then shall the
King say to. those his right hand, 'Come ye blessed of my .Father, inherit the kingdom prepared
for you from the foundation of the worlci."'
Ans.-The following is our answer: "But, behold, the righteous, the. Saints of the Holy One
of Israel, they who have beieved in the Holy One
of Israel, they who have endured the crosses of
the world and despised the shame of it, they shall
inherit the kingdom of God which was prepared
from the foundation of the world, and their joy
shall be full forever."-2 Nephi 6: 7· Also, "But,
behold, verily I say unto you, before the earth
shall pass away, Michael, mine archangel, shall
sound his trump, and then shall all the dead
awake, for their graves shall be opened and they
shall come forth; yea, even all; and the righteous
shall be gathered on my right hand unto eternal
life; and the wicked on my left hand will I be
ashamed to own before the Father; wherefore, I
say will unto them, depart from me ye cursed into
everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and his angels."-D. & C. 28: 7· Similar teaching is found in
Mosiah 8: 6, and an of this shows that the "redemption" of the Saints and "the kingdom" they
are to eternally inherit were "perpared, from the
foundation of the world.''
Two or three things I wish now to impress on
your mind, First, you can not learn without
your own efforts. All the teachers in the world
can not make a scholar out of von if you do not
apply yourself with all your might. "In the second place, be of good character and good behavior-of strict truth, and honor and conscience
in all things, have but one rule and let that be always to act right and fear nothing but wrong do-

ing.-Dattiel Webster.
Poverty is uncomfortable as I can testify, but
nine times ot~t of ten, the best thing that can
happen to a young man is to be tossed overboard
and compelled to sink or swim for himself; for
in all my acquaintance I never knew a man to
be drowned who was worth the saving. It is the

EDITED BY SIS'l'l<JR "FRANCES.''

PRAYER UNION.
REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
Sr. Mary E. Gunsolley, requests your prayers
in behalf of the wife of Jacob Gunsolley, of Defiance, Iowa; who is afflicted in mind.
Sr. Tryphena E. Case, Campeche, California,
requests your prayers in her behalf that her life
may be spared to raise her little girls.
Sr. J. R. Chappelow, New Trenton, Indiana,
requests your prayers, that God may, if it is his
will, restore her eyes that her sight may be retained.
Sr. F. A. Jenkins requests the prayers of the
Prayer Union in behalf of her aged, suffering
mother, Sr. Drucilla Nipp. Pray that God may
grant her release from pain.
SPECIAL

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sr. Laura V. Neal. Oak Wood, Texas, writes:
«vVe are just getting over the measles here.
Seven of my children (all I have) have had them,
but I am thankful to God that all have been
spared. During the entire time of their sickness
I have never been absent from the Sunday
School and prayer-meeting but once. We have
the Compendium and Question Book and are
well pleased with them. We are expecting Bro.
J. A. Currie, j unlor, soon.''
Sr. S. A. Graves, Chatham, Ontario, writes:"! have not written for a long time, but I am
still in the narrow way, striving to keep the faith
of the Saints; though it sometimes seems hard
to fight through the trials of life in this mortal
state. I know this work is of God and not of
man. I read the Herald when I can get it, and
am encouraged by the many good letters in the
Home Column. r ask that the sisters of the
Prayer Union will remember me in their pravers
that my health may be restored.
Sr. Mary E. Piddington, Council Bluffs, Iowa,
writes :'-"From week to week I read wfth pleasure the letters from tP.e mothers in Zion and feel
that there is a great responsibility resting upon
each one of us, with reference to the little babes
entrusted to our care to lead and guide aright. I
was very anxious to be at the reunion and meet
with the Saints, but could not on account of the
sickness of my companion. He has passed away
and rests in peace. Pray for me that God may
sustain me."
Sr. Mary J. Kennell, Montour, Iowa, writes:"I was baptized ten years ago by Bro. D. C.
White. I still love the gospel, and have never
regretted what I then did. Bro. Roth was with
us a few days ago and promised to return soon,
if possible. We would like to have Bro. Roth
and I. N. White come and preach in the hall a
week if possible."
Sr. Harriet C. Fesler, Deepwater, Missouri,
writes :-"I feel .that I can never be thankful
enough for having lived to hear and obey the
gospel. . The Lord has blessed me far beyond all
my expectations, answering my prayers almost
miraculously, and sometimes while I was yet
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speaking. We have scattered some tracts and
some copies of the Voice of Warning, and a few
seem anxious to hear preaching. I wish to say
to Bro. J. H. Peters that I received the books
sent, and will try to do the best I can with them."
Sr. E. Jennie Hampton, Dumas, Mo., writes:"1 observed the law of tithing by enumerating
all my earthly po;;sessions and paying to the
Bishop one-tenth the value of these the first year
and afterwards one-tenth of all the increase to
my worldly goods. My health is better than it
has been. I have had four years' experience as
a clerk, and would be glad to get a situation
among the Saints, in some branch of the
church."
A sister whose name we' withhold, writ,es us,
drawing a picture with her pen, which is painful
to contemplate and hard to realize the fact of its
existence. It is that. of a toil-worn weary wife,
whose only comforter is God. Are the trials of
such a one hard to bear? Yes, God knows how
hard, and he only can know. Sickness, weariness, poverty, and the multiplied trials of life
press heavily upon woman, even when she may
Jean upon the strong arm of one who loves her
and stands ever ready to help, console, strengthen and cheer her. But if it be hard to bear
under conditions such as these, what must it be
when all these are wanting, and when unkindness, fault-finding and utter indifference to every
need of her weary body and soul, have usurped
the place of these? But, dear sister, they can be
borne and more, they can be made stepping
stones to a higher life; means to the end of obtaining a more complete victory. Lean heavily
upon your God; make him your only confidant,
and trust him with faith-not faith in name only,
but the faith which realizes, yes, which knows,
that not a trial which is not of his appointing can
reach his faithful children. Your own strength
is very weakness; in it you can not endure, but
he will strengthen you if you .call upon him in
faith believing, and enable you to rejoice in that
which now seems so hard to endure. Let the
Lord carry your burden, for when he appointed
it to ym1 he knew you would need his strength,
and because of his knowledge he said: "Come
unto me, all ye who are weary and heavy laden.''
Sr. Lizzie Wickiser, Bell Air, Illinois, writes:
-"I united with the church~about four years
ago. I was raised in, and for a number of years
belonged to the Methodist Church. My brother,
0. G. Goodin, first presented the gospel to my
husband and myself; but through the influence
of prejudice we were not prepared to accept it.
We ransacked the Bible for proof against its
claims, but unfortunately for our object, we
found more in its favor than against it. We became convinced of its truth under the preaching
of George Montague, of Iowa, and have since
then been trying to keep the commandments of
God. May God increase our faith and give us
wisdom that we may set an example worthy of
imitation.''
EuREKA, Kans., March 2oth.
St·. Walker:-We still hold to the one true
faith, and are the only two who belong to the
Saints' Church here in Eureka that we know of,
and if any Saints hl)ppen to pass through here,
we would like to have them call and see us. We
live north· west of the Fort Scott depot, on Pop·
lar street. If they follow the first street north of ,,
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the railroad ftill they come to the main road,
then turn:north and the second house is ours.
We take the Autmmt Leaves and Hevald, and
do not see how members of the church can get
along without either of them. We have heard but
very little preaching, and we hope if the people
of Labette county start out with a tent to preach
they will come here. We were baptized and
confirmed by Bro. Moses Turpen last November,
one year ago.
Yours with respect,
MRS. c. CATO.
MARATHON, Iowa, April 3d.
Dear Sister.<:-I have often wished to write
you, but a knowledge of my inability held me
back, but to-day, I am feeling so lonely, and homesick for the society of the Saints, that I thought
I would have a little chat with you.
First let me say how much I enjoy the Home
Column. Sr. Frances is a dear friend of bygone
days, and when T read her writings it seems that
I can see her as of old. I have been one of the
"scattered ones," for thirteen years. Bro. J. R.
Lambert preached here some ten years ago, since
then we have had no preaching by our elders until a year ago last fall, Bro. Alexander Smith
came and held a -few meetings, since which Brn.
Wedlock, Whiting and Ford have held meetings
near here. The 19th, Bro. J. F. McDowell came
and preached at Marathon in the evening and the
evening of the zoth, began a debate with a Restitutionist and although sometimes Ill through
the day, he was always ready when night came
to stand up in defense of the truth, which he did
nobly, making many friends for himself and the
cause he represents. We have reason to believe
if he could have stayed and preached a few times
more some would have obeyed. The Restitutionists say they gained the victory. If they did
we do not suffer any, for we have not found it
out.
No one only those situated as we are can tell
what a blank it leaves when the elders 150 away.
I have been troubled some time with neuralgia of the stomach. Through laying on of hands
in ad!J1inistration I have been much relieved,
and I ask the sisters to pray that my faith may
be such as will bring an entire cure.
SR. CLARA SMITH.
STRANG, Neb., April zd.
Dear Sister Frances :-I can not find words to
express the good that I have received from the
instructions and experiences of the writers of the
Column, and the Autumn Leaves are just splendid, as well as our little Hope. The Prayer
Union is a great blessing, especially to us scattered ones, if we are only faithful. Let us never
cease to pray for the dear sisters who, under God,
were tte means of starting it. Regarding plain
dress, I believe by what. I have read in the
Scriptures, and by experience, that the more of
the worldly fashions we Jay a&ide the more of
the Spirit of God we will have, as they take up
so much of our thoughts and time, besides the
money we spend would do much good to
the cause of Christ. This will not hinder us
from being neat and tasteful. We have been
told it is not good for us to eat so much meat.
I can say for myself that I have not tasted any
pork for about one year, or since the brother's
dream appeared in the Autumn LP-aves, and I
have been blessed for so abstaining.
I have been trying for about two years to get a

{J!ace for one of our elders to preach in. Have
been lending tracts and books, and have succeeded in getting the promise of the United Brethren
church in our little town. I will be glad if the
first elder who can come will please write me in
time for me to answer his letter I expec 1: there
will be a good amount of prejudice to contend
with. There are three churches here.
Ever
craving your prayers, I remain your sister 1
ALICE STR!CKLi,ND.

PROVIDENCE, R. I., April 7th.
Dear Sr. T!Valke1· :-My attention being held
by a late article in one of the January Heralds to
the revealed fact (see Doc. & Cov., sec
of the
day month and year of our blessed Ma&ter's birthday, the thought entered my mind, "'\1\lhy not
get the· babies to save their pennies from this
time on until April 6th, r890, and send to the
Home Column Missionary Fund, as the baby
you wrote of, who sent a "jug of pennies?" That
was a grand idea and I thank you for puhlic;hing
it.
My eldest boy seems to take much hote;·est in
saving his money for "JePue' birth-day pr,~sent,"
as he calls it. His own birth-day comes on the
same day, April 6th, and he wants Jesus to have
a present as well as himself. I hope much good
may come from that suggestion, by way of
thoughtfulness in them toward their Heavenly
Parent.
SR. LoTTIE A. BROWN.
WEBB CITY, Mo., March e14-th.
Dear Sisters iJt Christ :-It is not in the power
of pen to express the depth of gratitude I owe
for the many blessings I have received c;ince I
obeyed the gospel mme ten years ago.
have
often been healed through the laying on of hands
by the elders, and so have my children; and
when there was no elder near we have prayed,
and our prayers have been answered. The
things of God are only discerned by the S;)'lrit of
God, and there may l'le !llany who will read this
who may think that !.he Lord does not work in
these days. To such I would say, Has God
changed? or is his power less? No: he is the
same yesterday, to-day and forever. His course
is one eternal round.
Twelve days ago I was run over by a team and
wagon. When I knew I was under their feet I
said : "Lord, do not let them step on me." The
wagon run over my limbs, but as they lay together, but one was hurt. It was bruised very
badly, and the small bone was mashed.
was
brought home and my limb was swollen so I
could, hardly get off my stocking; but the first
thing I thought of was the eiders, and 1 knew if
I was administered to I could get relief. It was
three hours before they could come, during which
time I sufl"ered very much; but when they anointed the bruised place with oil and laid hand;; on
me, I felt relief, and the swelling began to go
go down as if a band had been loosened. I felt
that the leaders in my ankle were drawn, and I
asked them to anoint my foot and administer
again and I would be relieved. It was even so,
for I have not suffered any severe pain since.
Every one says: "Is not that very painful?" I
tell them, "No; because it was healed; although
the place is yet black and blue, yet I suffer no
pain." None but those who have received like
blessings can fully realize the blessing. Are
we not a people who can rejoice that we worship
the God of Israel, who is able and willing to give

unto his children blessings when they come as
he has said, meek and humble, trusting in his
love and care 1 Yes; He is as willing to give
good gifts to us as we are to our earthly children,
and when we
blessed, dear Saints, do not let
us forget to return and give him thanks, Eor we
read where there were ten cleansed, but one only
returned and gave Him praise.
Then, sisters in Zion, arise! Together we can
cast in our mite. The army will be stronger and
brighter if we will gird on our armor and fight.
I have let the hour of prayer pass several days,
not intentionally, but some way I was thrown
off, or hindered. There may be others who have
done the same. Do not Jet this discourage you,
but let us pray every day and not depend on the
hour alone, and If we pray often we will not be
so apt to forget or miss the hour set apart for
prayer.
lam your sister in gospel bonds,
R. M. BRADLEY.
NEBRASKA CITY, Neb., March 2oth.
Sr. Fra11ces:--The Saints of the Nebraska
City branch met at the house of Sr. Waldsmlth
for the purpose of organizing a Prayer Union,
and organized, with the following named sisters
as officers: Sr. Armstrong president, Sr. R.
Faunce secretary.
Yours in the bonds of love and truth,
MARY M. PERREN.
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY

Fmm.

Sr. A. N.
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........ -· .. ··-· .. -· .. . . .. . . so
Prov-

St. James, Neb ..... -··· .. I
East Dennis, Mass. . . . . .
Sr. H. Bardsley,
Point, Cal.. ......... I
Sr. N. E. Talmage, Emerson., Iowa ... _..... I
Sr. Geo.
Emerson, Iowa .........•.. I
Sr. Minnie
Emerson, Iowa .. _.. . . . .
Sr. Jane
Emerson, Iowa.............
Sr. Mary P.
and daughter, Emerson,
Iowa.. . . . . . . . . . . ........ - .... - - ....... t
Sr. C. Graham, Emerson, Iowa.--. . . . . . . . .
Sr. M. H. Otis, Emerson, Iowa.............
Sr. C. Brush, Emerson, Iowa.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sr. E. L. Phelps, Emerson, Iowa .......... I
Sr.
Evans, Council Bluffs, Iowa....
Sr.
Evans, C.:mncll Blv.fTs, Iowa......
Sr. M. E. Piddington, Council Bluffs, Iowa.2
Sr. S. E. Gurwell, Fanning, Kan...........
Sr. Ticie, Fanny, Ida and Helen Gurwell,
Fanning, K.an ................ - ......... r
Sr. Lois A. Dewitt, Denver, Colo..... . . . . .
Sr.
A, Farley, Gilman, Wash ........ r
Sr.
Ryon, Knob Noster, Mo ...... I
Sr. Lulu Gillen, Lamoni, Iowa ............
A Sister, Portsmouth, Iowa ... _ ........... 2
Sr. A. Shephered, Flagler, Iowa ........... I
Sr. Ethel and Ollie Taylor, St. Louis, Mo.,.
Sr. E. I. Sargent, Vkcennes, Iowa ........ .
W" Send all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni,
LAMONI,
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Iowa. Apr. 19th.

A LEAF ON A S'fREAM.

I saw a fallen leaf float down a stream,
As flowed the current~ so it too was borne
Far from the stem from which it had been torn
Ey winds m· careless hand. A bright sunbea]n
Shone on it, as it floated swiftly by;
It seemed so pe1pless, on the waves alone,
I wondered whore at last 'twould peaceful lie,
\Vhen~ lo, mid-stream, against a mossy stone}
lt settled quietly, as though to rest.
I t.hougbt, the Rtream is like the stream of 1ife,
'rhe leaf a e-oul, thp; winds and waves Hfe~s strife;
Tb.e stone. the Christian's only rock of rest-·
Tb.e Rock of Ages, where the waves lie still,
Obedient to the Everlasting w!JL--Sel.
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RALD.

GENERAL CONFERENCE.
(Continued.)

D. H. BAYS' LETTER.

A report was read from J. R. Lambert
in relation to the Galland's Grove branch
issuing a letter to D. H. Bays, and it was
referred to a committee for them to examine and recommend some course of action.
The chair appointed R. M. Elvin, L N.
White and James McKiernan as said committee.
The Quorum of Twelve present the
following:
ST. JosEPH, Mo., April 8th, 1889.
To the General Conference assembled :-By
vote of the Quorum of Twelve I have been authorized to announce that the Quorum is now
ready to consider any business which in your
wisdom may be properly referred to it.
JoSEPH LUFF, Sec. of .!!!_uorum.
HERALD OFFICE REPORT.

The report of the auditing committee
of the Herald Office books was read and
placed upon the report subject to call:
We, your committee, or a majority thereof, appointed to audit the books and accounts, and
examine plant and material, and management of
the Herald Office, at Lamoni, Iowa, under charge
of the Board of Publication, respectfully submit
the following report:
On March 28th, as per appointment, we met at
Lamoni, Iowa, and on the 29th, though one of
the committee was absent, we deemed it wise to
enter at once upon duties assigned to us at your
last session. In examining such accounts as required three persons to properly check them at
one time, brother R. M. Elvin assisted us a portion of the first day. Subsequently your committee had to work alone, calling frequently on
the secretary of Board for explanations needed.
We individually added the accounts as transcribed, and compared the transcripts with the books
of original entry wherever we deemed it necessary. The books of the office were ail submitted
for 01.1r inspection, as also all books and other
property on hand. The books we audited carefuily, counted the bound works, and weighed
Heralds, Hojes and Tracts, counting and weighing a quantity, then obtaining the measures of
those weighed. measured all on the shelf. Every
facility was afforded for a thorough examination.
Neither of your committee subscribing to this
being practical printers, we took the ~tatement of
auditing committee of r888 respecting plant and
material, adding thereto the purchases of last
conference year. We took no account of the
amount of deterioration in type and machinery,
and hence have allowed nothing for depreciation
in value; but are informed that the usual discount is five per cent. per annum. The foreman
of the office informs us that Herald and Hope
both need new type. This is consequent jointly
upon increased demands by reason of increased
business, and deterioration from use during over
six years past. The new type needed will cost
about five hundred.dollars. A portion of the old
will be available for mailing lists, the res't can be
melted and used in the office for stereotyping,
and for these purposes will be worth about one
hundred dollar~. The foreman further states
that a new paper cutting machine is needed.
This will cost four hundred dollars; but as one
hundred dollars will be allowed for the old machine, the net cost will be but three hundred dollars.
The changes in service during past conference
year, consist in the engagement of an assistant
in editorial department, and one boy in mechanical department; one man in compositors room,
one man, and one lady less. The engagement of
editorial assistant was to make possible the de-

votion of the Editors to more ministerial wor]>:.

of the secretary has been raised $5.
per month;
committee of 1888 recommended
to the Board that it be raised $15. or to $75· per
month, and your committee is of the opinion
that less than this is altogether insufficient to
remtmerate him for the amount of labor done,
and
borne by him. The salary of
the pressman,
is also stereotyper, has been
raised about $z.oo per week.
Stiil further, in consideration of the fact that
the secretary is far behind in his work, books not
posted up to date, and that a great difficulty
would be experienced in supplying a balance
sheet promptly, if necessary, your committee is
of the opinion that, in the busy season at least,
an intelligent and active young person should be
employed to assist him in taking care of stock,
mailing, and doing the general work that one of
low
could do almost equally well, if working
under his direction. This would
leave the secretary more time for his books and
accounts which he now has frequently to do out
of office hours and at horne.
The cost of binding during the last conference
year was $r,II2.44By the expenditure of
$300. a necessary plant to enable the employes
of the office to bind all our church books in the
ordinary styles of binding, could be supplied.
The estimate furnished your committee by the
foreman is $278.55· Your committee merely
make a report of this, accompanied by the foreman's estimate, that should Conference consider
the advisability of adding a bindery, a correct
basis for judgment may bt> supplied. If a bindery be added, additional room and force will be
necessary.
Respecting the Saints' Harmony, your committee regrets the absence of its other member.
As one of the committee present is Editor of the
Harmony, he would have preferred that thereport in reference to this should have been made
by the other members of the auditing committee.
The plates for the Harmony have not all been
received at the Herald Office; but as the bill for
those not re~eived arrived last evening, it is presumed that the. rest are in transit. The charges
as per tl 'is bill an~,

------

$r rn8s
Incidental expenses, freight,
etc.,.... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
Editorial work. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
As per agreement for expenses previously incurred by
Editor .................". .

SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTS.
ASSETS.
Bookkeeper's room ......... $r,I90·55
Editorial room..............
27r.oo
Press department ........... 13,304 84
Plates Saints' Harmony ..... r,I9I·75
Store department. .......... 2,564 86
Real Estate ............ - ... 5,85o.oo
Bills receivable.............
700.00
Order of Enoch.. . . . . . . . . . . .
rIO oo
- - - $zs,r83.oo
C.urrency and coin...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.485.50
Accounts receivable................. 3468.22
Total assets

$3I.'i36.7z

For Plates ................... $656 oo
Corrections.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r6 oo
Boxing..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.25
The entire cost of Harmony to date
is as follows:Former bill of plates ......... $5or85
Last
"
"
. . . . . . . . . 672 oo

thereon, (which part was to have been assigned
me for examination) I endorse the report. The
balance of the report I have no means of forming
an opir.ion upon except from the statements contained therein.
JoSEPH LuFF,
Of the committee.
Report of cash received and paid from March
r6th, r888, to March rsth, r889.
RECEIPTS.
Balance on hand last report. . . . . . . . . . . $438.55
Publishing Department ............... 10,624.53
Accounts current ..................... r8,975"17
Bills payable.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r,ooo oo
Real Estate.......... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
125.00
Bills receivable. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
17.47
Sundry accounts......... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
27.83
Interest, or rent of house and safe. . . . . .
96 oo
Total amount received $3r,304·55
EXPENDITURES.
Expense account. .................... $8,843·47
Sundry accounts ...................... 15,348.48
Paper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,117.83
Binding .............................. r,rr2.44
Bills payable.................... .. . . 900.00
Interest.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5r.38
Books and stationery.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
184. I r
Ink......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
57.20
Printer's material and supplies..... . . . . 204 14
Total amount expended
$2~,Sr9.05
Balance cash on hand
2485.50
Total expended and in hand $31,30455

43 20
866.24
200.00

Paid of this account,
To Editor ................... $65r.95
To electrotyper..... . . . . • . . . . sor.8s
Expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37-95
$II9I.75
Balance unpaid............. 1091.54

Scmdheden's Banner account of $151.36 is partly carried over from last year, partly this year's
account continued from last year with .the hope
of its editor that it would be collectible, but now
by the secrPtary of the Board is considered noncollectible. Your committee, however, entered
it among the assets this year because it appeared
there last year, and in their opinion a correct
conclusion of gain or loss demanded it.
Respectfully submitted bv auditing committee.
J. H. PETERS,
M. H. FoRSCUTT.
ST. JosEPH, Mo., April 6th, r889.
Being unable to meet with the other brethren
of the committee, I have examined the report as
writt<•n .above, and so far as it relates to the
printing plant ?,ng jts inventory~ and di~COUflt

LIABILITIES.
Bills payable ............... $3,700 oo
Accounts payable.... . . . . . . 5,074 68
Net value

$8,774·68
$zz,362.04

ASSETS ANI> LIABILITIES 1888.
Inventory r888,
$23,282.48/
"
r889,
25,183 oo I Gain $r,9oo.52
Acc'ts rec'ble r888,
$3,074.12/
"
"
r889,
3.468 22 5 Gain $394.10
Cash on hand r888,
$438 55 t
"
1889,
2,485 so I Gain $2,046.95
Liabilities r889,
"
r888,

$4,341.57
$8,774 681
7,654 OI I
Net gain

$1,120.67
$3.220.90

----

MUSIC BOOK.

The report of the editor of music was
read, and it was referred te a committee
composed of]. T. Kinnaman, E. L. Kelley and W. H. Garrett. It reads as follows:
Appointed by you to edit the "Saint's Harmony," the appointment being at your last session,
I beg leave to report at this session that I arrived at Lamoni, as I promised your committee,
within two weeks from the date of my agreement.
The Board of PublJcation having decided to
have the work done in Chicago, instead of doing
it in the Herald Office, as it was anticipated, and
there being no written agreement made between
the Board and the electrotyper as to time, that I
know of, the work has been delayed from tirn!l
to time, until the rest of the confer!'nce year, sub~
sequent to the agreement with him, had nearly
ajl p!!ssed away.
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THE SAIN
I wrote the electrotyper several times, urging
expedition; but probably, and certainly and rightly, if so, concluding that that part of it was "none
of my business," he did not reply to any of my
urgent appeals. The Bishop made the contract
with him, and in my presence he told the Bishop he could do it in two months, if copy was supplied. I knew that he was under-estimating the
work, and told him that if he did it in three
months, no complaint would be made.
It being my duty to supply him with copy, I
think it but right to report that from the time of
my sending the first installment, I never left in
the electrotypers hands Jess than, nor as few as,
fifty tunes for which no proof had been furnished me. Delay, therefore, could not, in the
most remote sense, be charged to the editor.
The fact that the work was done in Chicago,
while I was at Lamoni, rendered necessary the
copying of all, or nearly all the music, so that in
case of loss, I might stiil have, if demanded, the
tunes to resupply. Many of the tunes also that
could have been set up from the copy furnished,
provided I could have been personally present to
point out notes or passages that were not so clearly legible as required, had to be copied carefully
when the copy was sent away for publication.
Other reasons also contributed to make such copying necessary. Nearly, if not twice the amount ot
work devolved on me that would have done had
it been possible for me to personally attend to
it.
The extra work involved extra time, so that it
is barely possible that I coulrl have supplied re·
copied copy had the work been done as expeditiously as prom!sed us. Allowance being
made for the extra time re-copving demanded,
there is still a surplus of time. This I improved
in re-writing and re-arranging much of the music
that was much more faulty in construction than
it is now, than it will appear in the printed edition
of the Saint's Harmonv.
In stating that many of the new compositions
possess intrinsic merit, I but repeat the expressed
opinion of many competent to judge of the matter.
The bill for the last installment of plates was
received while I was on duty in Lamoni last
week, so that it is not rash to cone! ude 1hat ere
this conferenc~ closes, the plates will ali be in the
hands of the Board of Publication.
Herewith is presented copy and proofs suhject
to your order. A committee to examine and report upon them, if you so wish, will have every
facility possible afforded for examintion.
Yours verv re<"pectfully,
MARK H. FoRSCUTT,
Editor of Music.

On motion the time of. the morning
prayer meeting was extended twentv
minutes.
•
P:es. Blair read a portion of a letter just
rece1ved from Pres. Joseph Smith which
states that his health makes it advis;~ble
that he should remain where he is and not
try to attend conference. He writes from
Los Angeles, California.
The evening sermon was by Charles
Derry of Magnolia, Iowa, assisted by C.
E. Butterworth of Dow City, Iowa.
Bro. Derry spoke from the wo~ds contained in Psalms I 1: I-8.
TUESDAY, APRIL

9TH.

The prayer meeting was in charge of J.
A. Robinson and F. G. Pitt, both of
dependence, Missouri.
The sermon at half-past ten o'clock was
by Emsley Curtis of Harrisonville, Missouri, from the text: "I am the door; he
that entereth in by me shall be saved."
F. G. Pitt assisted in the services.
At half-past one o'clock the hymn, :<The
mor.ning breaks, the shadows flee," was
sung, and HiPm Rathbun offered prayer.

In-

CREDENTIALS.

The committee on credentials made t'1eir
report as follows:
Canada, London district: J. H. Lake and
C. Evans ............................. .
Canada, Kent and Elgin district: John H.
Lake ............................... .
Idaho: R.J.Anthony ................. ..
Illinois, Northern: I. L Rogers, J. C Foss
and W. S. Pender.... . . . . . . . . . ....... .
Illinois, Kewanee: J. W.
. .......... .
Illinois, South.Eastern: J. W.
. ..... .
Illinois, Nauvoo and String Prairie: J. McKiernan and Benj HfTrick ............. .
Iowa, Decatur: L. W.
M. M. Turpen, Robt. Johnson, \Vm.
W.
Hudson .............................. .
Iowa, Des Moines, J. S. Roth ............. .
Iowa, Eastern: J. S. Roth, Warren Turner.
Iowa, Fremont: Henry
S. S. \Viicox, D. Hougas, w·. M.
Wm.
Letka ................................ .
Iowa, Galland's Grove: \V. W. Whitlog, C.
E. Butierworth, John Pett, J. T. Turner,
David Rudd .................... ·-·· ... .
Iowa, Little Sioux: Charles Derry, David
Chambers, Thomas Thomas ............ .
Iowa, Pottawattamie: D. K. Dodson. C. A.
Beebe, R. McKenzie, W. E. PPak .... ·..... .
Kansas, Central: W. Hopkins, E. C. Brand.
Kansas, North-Western: G. W. Shute, S.C.
Andes, C. R. Duncan.... . . . . . . . . . ....
Mass~chusetts: M. H. Bond. F. M. Sheehy.
Michigan, Northern: J. J. Cornish, Andrew
Barr, J. W. Shippy ..................... .
Michigan, Sonthern: G. A. Blakeslee, C.
Scott, E. McElhennie, J. B. Prettyman, W.
Reynolds ............................. .
Mi~souri, Far We&t: J. T.
R.
Winning, \Vm. Lewis, Wm.
J. Burlington ............... , ......... .
Mis,ouri, Independence: I. N.
Alfred White, Emsley Curtis, _F. G:
Missouri, Nodaway: James Thomas, Wm.
Woodhead, A. K. Ross, J. Flory, P. Rasmussen, M. P. Madison ................ .
Missouri, St. Louis: J. W. Gillen, vV. 0.
Thomas, R. Etzenbouser ............... .
Nebraska, Central: Wm. Rurnel, H. 0.
Smith .............................. ..
Nebraska, Northern: Wm. Rumel, N. Rumel, J. Huff, E. Boul'<"n, D. Bowen ....
Nebraska, South~rn: R. C. Elvi.n, . \V.
Waldsmith, H. C. Bronson ............. .
Ohio and Pennsylvania. Kirtland and Pittsburg: E. C. Bri!!gs. G. T. Griffiths. E. L.
Kelley, J. Brown, W. H. Garnett, F. Criley.
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia: W. H. Kellev.
South·Easten~Ohio and West Virginia: E.
C. Briggs and G. T Griffi'hs ............ .
TE'xas Central: I. N. Rohertf\ ............. .
Utah: R. J. Anthony, J. F. Weston, J. C.
Jensen ......
Wisconsin, Western: Frank Hackett ...... .
0.

0

••••

0

•••••••••••••••••••
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ELDEHS.

OF ELDERS.
Ems ley Cnrtis,
Frank Hackett,
J~. L. Babhit-t,
Nicholas Rumel,
ELDERS IN NO QUORUM.

,T.

D.
E.
J8
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ANTHONY ORDAINED.

Bish-

.Herewith I submit
showing financial condi:lon of the
past
fiscal
It will be observed from the report
that
has been an increase in the receipts
over the preceding
o[ eleven thousan<l four
hundred and
dollars and fifty seven
cents. And
has also been an increase
in the
eighteen thousand six hundn·d
seventy-two dollars and eighty-eight

cents.
6

:13

,.
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EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS OF C()NFERENCE.
OF THE FIRST PRESIDENCY: W. W. nlail'.
OF '!'HE APOSTLES.
E. C Briggs,
.John H Lake,
A.
W. H. Kelley,
J. R Lambert
,J.
G. T. Griftlths,
Joseph Lnfl'. '
OF THE HIGH PIUESTS.
CharleR Derry,
M. H. Forecntt,
Israel
G. A. Blakeslee, ,J. C. Crabb, ·
James
H A. Stebbins.
s. s. WilC-OX.
OF 'I.'HE SEVENTY.
E. C. Brand.
Duncan Camphell,
W. •r. Boz·,uth,
R. .T. Anthony,
I. N R<>berts,
.J. S. Roth,
W. M. Rnmel,
I N. Whitf',
.;\. J. Moore,
M. H. Hond,

R.

The quorum of the
that
had thi'l
the ordination of R.
presidents of
Tbe

Total vote ..............
The r.ommittee finds a certificate from Deer
Lodge, branch, Montana, of R. J.
delegate. But this branch being in an
district is not provided for separately under the Rules
of Representation, so we refer the matter to the
body for action.
Several of the districts did not report the
number of their members. hence these are left to
the Church Secretary and Recorder to
M. H. BoND, Sec.
0

Henry Kemp,
D. H. Bays,
James McKiernan,
l\L T. Snort,
.J. Arthur Davis.
J. F. McDowell,
Andrew Hal!,
FL 0. Smith,
~1. L. Bear,
M. 1\i. Tnrpen.
FIRST Q,UORUM OF ELDERS.

-"UU<"'"""·

This largely increased expenditure is d·~e
mainly, if not wholly, to the largely bcreased
number of ministers placed in the field at the
last Annual Conferenc~.
The report is incomplete in thio; that, about
forty-five of the elders sent out by tr.e conference
have not made their indivirlual renorts of monies
received as required
the Jaw, ";hich had thev
have done so, it
probably have shown an
crease in the receipts and expenditures of
twelve hundred dollars.
·
During· the year, viz, on the I 9th day of March,
A. D. 1889, this department was called to part
with the ~ervices of one of its members, Counsellor Elijah Banta, the decease of whom at said
date, it has become my duty to officially re-·
port to your bodv. Bro. Banta, so many years
closely connected with the work and duties of
the Bishopric. and a! ways eminently wise in
counsel and fearless in the advocacy and maintenance of wh~tever he believed to be right, has,
with the upright and faithful of God's children
who have finished their allotted work in this
passed to the other side, to await only, as we
as~ured, an abundant reward.
His place here, we trust, will in the wisdom of
the Master, soon
be filled; when, and till
which, we trust
arm of the se,rvice will, under the divine guidance, maintain its increasing
prosperity.
Ev<"r
for the welfare and extension
the
I am, in bonds of fellow·
ship,
A. BLAKESLEE,
Presiding Bishop.

in-

SUMJY!ARY OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES.

'rota] collected for fiscal year ending April Bth,
1889.
Bishop fo1· Tithes
........... $6,822 70
Agents, Re........... 3,184
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A resolution was presented by J. T.
Kinneman and Robert Winning in relation to the ministry leaving their fields
without permission from their superior
ofEcers. It was read and deferred subject
to calL
At the evening hour M. H. Bond of
Providence, Rhode Island, preached. He
was assisted by
McKeirnan of
Farmington, Iowa.

By Agents for Tithes and Offer... ' ..•. ' . ' .•••.•••. 22 053 19
from Bishop. . • . . • . 4.,245 89
not otherwise reported .................... 4.66·1. 01
'l'otal collected ..•. , .....•.
EXPENDITUR~S

VVilcox.
HIGH PRIESTS.

FOR FISCAL YEAR

Riehop to Agents ...•......••......
to poor . • . . .............•.....
to Elders and Incidentals .......•. 7,963
to
..................... .
Agents to
...........•.......•.
to Elders and Incidentals ...•..••
Elders not otherwise reported.
~ ~
exp'ended ..••.•.•..... $44.808 07
A.mount expended more tl:an·------- ---··
received.. • . • . . . . . • • . . . • • 3.831
___:_-.:-:==-:..-=-=-=Cash in Bishop's hands last
$4.41ll
In
hands last report. .
1 J 5 S'l
In Biohop's and Agents' hands
last rer)ort ............... $10,11 05
Less amount expended more
than received.. . . .
$3,837
e

.....

Cash
Bishop's and
hands, this report ....... .

89

40
94

48
62

73
Ol

66

39

lliSHOl''S INDIVIDUAL REPORT.

Cash on hand last
. . . . $4.,40 l l 8
......•. 6,822 70
Received from
Received for
and Offerings..................
3.184 62
Total received...••..••...•.

of that
of High
afternoon

amend that it be
This amendment was opand A. Robinson.
Smith had
that it was his wish that the
be laid over till next conference.
was therefore moved
A.
Robinson
Curtis that
deferred
the conference of 1
and that
it be made
order for
fourth
This was favored

E. L.
R .. Lam-

EXPEN DJTURES.

R.emit•ed to Agents ..............••.... $4,245 89
Remitted to
. . •.. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .
il~4 40
Expended for
and Tneidentals
7.%3 94
·
Total expended. . . . . . . . . •
Babnce on hand.......... :. ·

mo~

tion

AGEN'r8 I-tECJ~IP"i'S AND gxPENTHTURES.
7

Cash in

Agentf:\~

EPISTLE OF TWELVE.

hands b.st
,'j

fi·om Bishop ..... .
R.eceive:d from Tithes and Offerings , ~ . ~ , ~ ...... ~ ~ ~
Total collected ...•.......•.
q

•

..

87
89

•

EXPENDITURES.

W.

RBmitted
Bishop ......••.....•......
To
. • •. • • • . . • •. . • •. • . •. . . .
To
and Incidentals... . . . • . .
Tot11l expended.. . . . . . . . . . •
Balance in Agents' hands.~ ~ ~

. G. Pitt moved that
from last year that
of the Twelve be
the other matter is

the
relate& to
also deferred
acted 1pon.
This.

and
Pitt, after
was Rdopted.
afternoon was
the
for

4.8
73

83

&

DUFJ CHURCH FROM AJ,J,

SOURCES

NOT

INCLUDING

On hands in account last re.
$4.81

41

receivable last
2.488 20
Real Estate last
0()
Bills roceh•able present
81
Real Estate present
00
Hernld Office present report ..
76
Cash in Bishop's hands present
....•••...•... 1,864 27
Cash in
hands present
report. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. ·•.•·c·;c-c;-c -c.-·o·c
Amount ................. .
Collected
bills receivable ..
91~

TEMPORARY

$917 83

8B

Amonnt with liabilities .....
UJLBILITIE.S.

Due Agents ..........••................. $68 54
Bills
non.interest ................... 240 00
54

IOTH.

CONFERENCE OF r89o.

The special order of the day was taken
up, namely, the choosing of :'1 place wherein to hold the next session.
The following places were put in nomination by the
brethren named:
Kirtland, Ohio, by E. L. Kelley and
W. H. Garrett Independence, Missouri,
by Joseph
and F. G. Pitt; Lamoni,
Iowa,
]. T, Kinnaman and John Shippy; Plano, Illinois,
G. T. Griffiths, and
Council Bluffs,
by D. K. Dodson.
Speeches were made as follows:
For Kirtland: E. L. Kelley, \ill. H.
Kelley, M. H. Bond .
For Independence: J. Luff, E. C.
Brand, R. Etzenhouser, E. Curtis and J.
A. Robinson.
For Lamoni: J. T. Kinnaman, William
Anderson, vV. W. Blair, J. Johnston.
For Council Bluffs:
K. Dodson.
The previous question being ordered,
and the yeas and nays being asked for,
the secretary called the roll of districts
and ex-officios, with the following result:

D:

FOR INDEPENDENCE.

Prec>.
W.
]. Smith and
corps of elders to
so as not to take up the time

llUIJ,D!NGS IN WHICH TO WORSHIP.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL

The morning prayer meeting was in
charge of J. W. Waldsmith of Nebraska
City, Nebraska, and R. Etzenhouser of
Independence, Missouri.
The sermon
that followed was
W. J. Smith of
Canada, assisted
E. ·wheeler of
Kansas.
The afternoon session began by singing
"Yes, we trust the
is breaking," and
prayer was offered by
H. Smith.

ORGANIZATION.

and read
the church preat
organizations of
General· Conference.
was decided to
defer consideration therenf till
afterncon. It reads as follows:
Motion
to precedent in the organization of
(.;.en era·~ Conferences :
Wh<:J
there seems to be no uniform rule
establls
as to the se1ection of temporary offi·
cers
<-[H' org·anization cf (i-eneraJ ConferencBs,

and
it is in accordance with the general
the
of God that provision
~)e found and
in all ma"tters perto its. work in the la'N and a proper orit resolved that in the opinion of
of the church
in the
First Pres\·
the conrtesy

DTSTRIC1'.

Fren1ont. Iowa, 15,
Central Kanoas 6,
St. Louis, Missouri..

Pottawattamie, Iowa, 18s
fudependence, Missouri. 40~
-Total 85~i\-

n~.

EX-OFFICIO.

,Joseph Luff,
I. N. White,
1~. G. Pitt,
EnuJlev Curtisj
,J. Armstrong)
Wm. Hopldns~
S. ;,. Wilcox.
H. N. Ha.n•en,
C. A. Beche.
WJlliam Williams, Albert Bishop,
L. JJ. Bahhitt,
M. H. Forscntt,
Henry Kemp~
R. Etzenhous.er,
C. E. Butterworth, E. Howland 1
D. E. Nrwton,
E. C. Brand,
W. E. Peak,
J. A. Robinson,
T. E. Lloyd.
Samuel Crnm,
W. S. Pender.
Total ex-officio vote 24-. 'l'otal for In<lependence 109~.
F'OR KIRTLAND.
DIS'l'RICT.

London Di~trict, Canada, 24, Northern Michigan 20 1
Kent and Elgin. C~.:mada, 141 Kirtland and PHtsburgh. 17~
Maseachnsetts 24,
S. E. Ohio and W.Va. 8,
Phila<lelphia 5.
-'rotal rlistrie.t vote 112.

R. C. Evans,
J. F\ McDowelL
W. H. Garrett,
J. II. Lake,
·
Andrew TiaJl,
.J .T. Cornish,
W. H. Kelley,
M. H. Bon<l.
\V.S.l\iontgomery, G. rr. Griffiths,
.Jar. iWcK1ernan. E. L. Kcllev.
Thos. Worrell
Total ex-officio vote 18. Total for Kirtland 130.
~~on. LAMONI.
E. C. Brigg-s,
Hiram Rathbun,

F. 1\l. Shl?ehy,
E. Day Bennett,
\\T, J. Smithr

THSTRICT.

Southern IlHnoiE> 7.
Kewanee, I1linoiB.10,
Nauvoo & String Prairie, 11,
Idaho 31 .
Decntnr. Iowa, 50,
Des Moines, Iowa. lfi,
Ea~ter11 Io,va 6.

Galland's Grove, Iowa, 29,
lsittle Sioux, Iowa, 31,

Southern Michigan 14,
\Vest, MiF!souri. 21,
Nodaway, Missouri, 6,
St. LomE<~ MisRouri, 12%,
Oent.ral NPbraska 6.
Northern Nebraska 13,
Southern Nebraska 17,
Central Texas 10,
TJtah 21,
~-,aT.
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North Western Kansas 8,

West Wisconsin 4.
-Total district vote 295%.

EX-OFFICIO.

W. W. Blair,
Charles Derry,
H. A. Stebbins,
R. J. Anthony,
M. M. Turpen,
M. T. Short,
J L Bear,
A. H. Rmith,
I. L. Rogers,
Duncan Campbell, I. N. Roberts,
A J. Moore,
J. Arthnr Davis, R. M. Elvin,
J. R Lambert,
G. A. Blakeslee, Columhtls Scott, J. S. R•>th,
R. S. S'lyards,
J H. 'rhomas,
Wm Anderson,
J. W. Glilen,
J. C. Crabb,
W. T. Bozarth,
W. M. Rummel,
D H. Bays,
H. 0. Smit.h,
James Thomas,
Alfred White,
John Johns ron,
David Chambers, Thomas 'l'homas, J. W. Waldsmith,
Joseph Flory,
W. 0. Thomas,
N. Hnmel,
H. C Bronson,
J. D Bennett,
V\rilliam Cha1nbers,
J. T. K•nanman, J. T. 'l'nrLer,
John Shippy,
Frank Hackett,
E. R. L•lnphear,
D. K. Dodson,
Samuel Alcott,
J. M. •rerry,
D. J. Powell,
R. K. Ross,
J. c. Jensen,
Mitclwll Stephens,
J. W. Terry,
C. E. Butterworth, G. W. Shute,
John Hawley,
D. E. Po,well,
A ..J. Cato,
Wm. Gtuwell.
Henry Grim.
Total ex-officio 59; total for Lamoni %4%. Total vote
cast 594.

Only two of the three delegates from
Northern Illinois were present, and as they
were divided in sentiment they could not
cast the district vote.
On motion of E. L. Kelley and Joseph
Luff the vote was made unanimous for
Lamoni.
Adjourned with benediction pronounced
by M, H. Forscutt. The evening sermrm
was by Columbus Scott, of Gillien, Michigan. 'He preached from the text, "Behold,
I will proceed to do a marvellous work
and a wonder." He was assisted in the
services by W. H. Garrett, of Greenville,
Pennsylvania.
THURSDAY, APRIL

rrTH.

At nine o'clock S. S. Wilcox of Shens.ndoah, Iowa, and David Chambers of
Persia, Iowa, had charge of the social
meeting.
J.]. Cornish of Michigan preached the
morning sermon,
from
the
text:
"But though we, or an angel from heaven,
preach any other gospel unto you than
that which we have preached unto you,
Jet him be accursed." He was assisted bv
L. W. Powell of Lucas, Iowa.
"
The afternoon session was opened by
singing, "From Greenland's icy mountain,"
and prayer was offered by James McKiernan.
The chair gave notice that no new business should be introduced after to-day.
HIGH PRIEST'S QUORUM.

The renort ot the Quorum of High
Priests w~s read:
The Quorum of High Priests respectfully reports that it has held two meetings during this
session of Conference; Charles Derry presiding,
H. A. Stebbins secretary.
Brethren Charles Dei-ry, M. H. Forscutt, I. L.
Rogers, G. A. Blakeslee, S S. Wilcox, J. C. Crabb,
H. A. Stebbin,, Georg-e Derry, J. Goodale, T. P.
Green, R. C. Elvin, George Sweet, H. J. Hudson,
J. W. Chatburn, C. G. Mcintosh and C. G. Lanphear reported either in person or by letter.
By act of the quorum the name of Ebenezer
Robinson was taken from the records of the quorum, he having been dealt with and expelled
from the church by the branch of which he was
a member.
From the names of those nominated one year
ago for ordination to the office of High Pric·st
that of W. C. Cadwell was bv resolution dropped.
Respectfully submitted,
H. A. STEBBINS, Sec. r:f ~uorum.

None of the regular officers being
Joo;hua Armstrong was chosen as
tem, and C. E. Butterworth and
secretaries, :Pro tem.
We have received reports from
ot our
members, and although many of these
notreport the actual number of sermons preached.
any other particulars, yet those so
have preached r,o8o times,
ed 78, blessed 92 children
202 sick persons.
Ail express themselves as strong in the
and as being desirous of doing all they can for
the spread of the truth. For reasons, breth,·en
F. C. Warnkey, and Benjamin Kester
dropped from the Quorum, and on
tions brethren W. S. Pender, Jos<"ph
D. M. Rudd, were chosen to fill vacancies.
Bro. Stephen Maloney was not sustained as
pr<Csident of the Quorum, and F. C. Warnkey
was released from acting as secretarv, sald release being made before he was dropped frnm
the Quor~m The names of brethren G. ·w.
Shute, J. Armstron!!, J. H. Condit, C. E. Butterworth and D. M. Rudd, are presented to the
Quorum of the Twelve and to the conference for
appointment to missions. William Chambers
of Persia, Iowa, was chosen as president of ihe
Quorum and Joseph Seddon of the same
was chosen as secretary of the Quornm
Chambers has chosen Joshua
<1nd G.
VI/. Shute as his counsellors, and these
are presented to you with the request of the Qaorum that they be ordained to these offices.
·Yours in behalf of the Quorum,
J. ARMSTRONG, pres. jro. tem.
C. E. BUTTERWORTH, sec. pro. lem.

On motion the Quorum of Twelve were
asked to provide for the ordinations requested.
MUSIC BOOK.

The committee on Report of Editor of
Music presented the following:
We, your committee, to whom was referred
the report of Bro. M. H. Forscutt, editor of the
"Saints Harmony" beg leave to report, That the
work in proofs has been submitted to our
t.ion, with the exception of the Preface,
tion, Rudiments of Music, a few pieces of music,
Index, etc.
The committee further, upon
have ascertained the fact that the bst
Conference authorized the Board of Publlcatlon
of the church to complete and publish the work,
and that there is no official report had
yet
fnm that body upon this work; it further
·
before the committee that a matter
tween the Board of Publication, the
and the editor which the Board of
only, can properly settle and ,-J,t,,·~lnP
written contract not being before the
neither the report of the Board. It is the opinion of vour committee therefore, that the report
of the editor should be referred to the Board of
Publication and await its action.
It is the judgment of this committee,.> that the
book as proposed will be unnecessarily large and
cumbersome, being, when closed, about 9 by 1 I Yz
inches and about I inch in thickness, there being
about 570 tunes, besides Preface, Instructions,
Index, etc. Your Committee therefore sug·gest
the propriety of publishing the tunes separately,
but advise leadng this to the decision and wis·
dom of the Board of Publication who have ihe
whole matter in charge.
ToHN T. KINNAMAN~
·E. L. KELLEY
Committef:.
w. H. GARRETT

It WflS moved by G. T. Griffiths and D.
K. Dodson that we
the report and
discharge the committee. This was favored by W. W. Blair, F. G. Pitt and
seph Ltiff, and opposed
E. C. Brand
SECOND QUORUM OF ELDERS.
and J. A. Robinson. It was also
The Second Quorum of Elders report- I upon hv W. H. Kelley, M. H.
ed as follows:
! J. T. Kinnaman, and the motion to
Thus far this Quorum has held f011r meetings. 1 prevailed.

The committee on the
report
stated that
found it to
correct.
Their
was accepted and the committee was discharged,
OF PUBLICATION.

communication from the

Bishop.

On motion
was chosen to
one of the
in the Board,
it the names of Ern. ToseDh
Anderson, Robt.~ vVi'nning and J. H. Peters were successively
placed in nominal ion. In consideration of
the state of Pres, Smith's health and the
burdens that he already
the general
feelmg of the conference was that this additional task should not be placed upon
him, An informal ballot being taken, the
result stood as follows: Robt. Winning 48,
]. H. Peters 24, William Anderson 23.
The two highest being then presented, a
standing vote showed 6o in favor of R.
Winning and
for J. H. Peters. On
motion t-he
of Robt. Winning was
made unanimous>
HIGH PRIESTS.

The business deferred from the 9th instant was taken up, and on motion, and
after a few remark~s it was
Resolved, that action on that part of it that relates to the ordination of High Priests be defered till next Conference.
EPISTLE OF TWELVE.

The

was also moved:

Resolved that action upon the Epistle of the
Twelve be also deferred till the next Conference.

This was opposed by W. H. Kelly, and
favored bv brethren Kinnaman, Derry,
McDowell,
Lambert and Blair, fn
reply to a
whether Pres. Smith
had expressed
wish in relation to the
matter, Pres.
read part of a recent letter in which Pres, Smith expressed the
hope that the consideration of these im.
mea~ures would be laid over till the
session of
The vote being
the motion to
prevailed.
QUORUM OF SEVENTY.

A
was

from the Quorum of Seventy

The Quorum of Seventy report that out of a
total membership of sixty-four, thirty are present
and have met in a number of sessions which
have been heid that being the largest representation ever had
the Quorum since its organization.
Reports were received from fifty-nine of our
number, showing a total of ,S2I baptisms during
the year.
Fifty of our number have announced their
readiness for the field and have been endorsed lo
j he Quorum of the Twelve for appointment.
The remaining fourteen are not eligible for appointment, some on account of old age, infirmity, etc., b11t almos tall of thoseare engaged in
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local labor. We have transacted a considerable
amount of business affecting the Quorum and
its usefulness to the church, but so far have
nothing of interest to the general body except as
above.
E. C. BRAND, Pres.
Signed
R. S. SALYARDS, Sec.
MINISTRY FURLOUGHS.

The resolutions adopted at a meeting of
the Bishop and his agents
the conference of r888 were taken up and adoption was moved. They read as follows:
r. Whereas, as agents of the church finances,
we have had trouble and complaint in the past by
reason of elders under missionary appointment
returning home and remaining from their work
at
lengths of time; therefore, be it resolved,
in our opinion any general laborer should not
be permitted to return home and remain idle except in cases of sickness in his family or of himself, except by written permission from the missionary in charge.
z. That in case of a violation of this rule it is
the duty of the agent to deduct from the allowance made to such missionary in proportion to the
time he is thus idle.
Signed by Affred White,
W. Waldsmith,
R. H. Davis, Geo. W. Shute,
!VI. Rumel, J. S.
Roth, Warren Turner, E. W. C~to, Wm. Lewis,
E. L. Kelley, G. A. Blakeslee.

Its adoption was opposed
H. C.
Bronson, James McKiernan, M.
Bond,
E. C. Brand, R. M. Elvin and J. R. Lambert, and favored by J. T. Kinnaman and
E. L. Kelley. Then
substitute was moved by,W.
Garrett and
R. Etzenhouser:
Resolved, that no general missionary, except
on account ot the sickness of himself or his family, shall leave his field of labor without consent
of those in charge; and that
a violation of
this rule those in immediate
report
such violation to the quorum of which the offender is a member, for action.

Before any discussion was had it was
moved and so ordered that the
be
postponed till next conference.
At half-past seven Pres.
according to previous announcement, made a defense of Joseph Smith, the Seer, and of
his work in this
He was
assisted by M. H.
of Nebraska

City.

1

6. Jnmes W· Giilen; Southern Illinois, Southern
Indiana, Eastern Missouri, Arkansas, Kenand Tennessee, in charge.
7· Heman
Smith; Pacific Slope, comprising
California, Nevada, Arizona, Oregon and
Territory, in charge.
S & 9·
C. Briggs and Gomer T. Griffiths associated; Ohio, Western PensylvaVlrginia and West Virginia, in charge.
10
R. Lambert; Iowa and Missouri, in
as his wisdom dictates and his
permits.
I . Thomas W. Smith;
Released from Australia and continued in charge of Society
with Sandwich Islands added.
Australia and New Zealand,
California.
Mountain Mission, in
rs. Thomas
Northern California District
and
as he may be able.
r6. Evan A. Davis; released from Wales.
B. V.
; released.
H. H.
; Kansas and Missouri Mission.
I9. E. M. Wildermuth; released.
20.
. E. Holt; released.
2I.
Campbell; Southern Iowa and
Northern Missouri.
22. E. C. Brand; Kansas.
23.
T. Davies; Wales, in charge.
24-.
C. Foss; Eastern Mission.
25.
Scott; Michigan and Indiana.
26.
Smith; Michigan, Northern Indi·
ana
Western Canada.
27. A.
Parsons; Eastern Mission.
28.
Thomas; Kentucky and Tennessee.
29.
H. Bond; Eastern Mission.
30. James Moler; Field under Brn. Briggs and
Griffiths.
31. . N. White Kansas and Missouri.
32. I. lVL
; Southern Illinois.
33· George H. Hilliard; Southern Illinois for six
rnonths.
Eastern Mission.
3+· F. M.
; Eastern Missouri and Arkan35· LN.
sas.

37· L. R. Devore; Field under Brn. Briggs and
Griffiths"
38. R. C. Evans; Canada.
39 Peter Anderson; Rocky Mountain Mission.
40. . C. Clapp; Rocky Mountain Mission.
4-r.
l:~. Hansen; Pottawattamie District, as
circumstances permit.
42.
Kemp; Pottawattamie and Fremont

43·
44·

FRIDAY, APRIL

12TH.

R. C. Evans of London,
and
\V. M. Rumel of Omaha, Nebraska, had
charge of the morning prayer
The sermon at half-past ten was
M. Sheehy of Maine. He was
by T. W. Williams of
Iowa.
The afternoon session was opened by
singing, "Let us shake off the coals from
our garments."
was offered by
M. T. Short.

. F. McDowell; Little Sioux District.
McKiernan; Des Moines District.
+5·
J. Moore; Nodaway and Fremont Districts.
46. J. S. Roth Eastern Iowa and Des Moines
+7· Vv. lVI. Rumel; Nebraska.
4-8. M. T. Short; Wisconsin.
49· John Smith; Eastern Mission, as circumstances
50. W. E.
; Field under A. H. Smith.
51. M. lVI. Ttlrpen; Iowa and Nm·thern Missouri.
52 . . A. Carpenter; Northern Michigan.
53·
Matthews; Ohio, Virginia and West
as circumstances permit.
; Wales, as circumstances

MISSIONS.

The Apostles' Quorum made the folnominations to the conference for
appointment upon missions:
r. A. H. Smith; Northern
Minnesota, Dakota and
charge.
:1- John H. Lake; Canada, in charge.
3· W. H. Kelley; New England States, New
York, New Jersey, East Pensylvania with
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick added,
i.n charge.
4· James Caftall; Nebraska, Colorado, Wyoming
and New Mexico, in
Joseph Luff; Mlosouri and
in charge.

Leverton; Canada, as circumstances
; Decatur and Nodaway Districts,
'""'"""'"'" permit.
58. 1V. T. Bozarth; Des Moines District and
]'.Jorth West Missouri.
59·
in charge of English Mis6o.

6r.
62.

Field under A. H. Smith.
Kansas.
under J. W. Gillen.
under J. W. Gillen.
Canada.·
Field under f. W. Gillen.
under A. H. Smith.
Field under Brn. Briggs and

68. D. S. Crawley; Kansas and Missouri.
69. John Shields; Canada.
70. P. B. Seaton; Kentucky and Tennessee.
7r. Alfred White; Independence District.
72. Emsley Curtis; Independence District.
73 Thomas Whiting; Eastern Mission,
74· William H. Griffin; Kentucky and Tennessee.
75· Samuel Brown; Canada.
76 U. W. Greene; Eastern Mission.
77· Lorenzo Powell; Pittsburg and Kirtland
District.
7S. T. W. Williams; Pittsburg and K1.rtland
76. Robert Oehring; Field under A. H. Smith.
So. E. Day Bennett; Field under A. H. Smith.
Sr. C. E. Butterworth; Galland's Grove District.
S2. David M. Rudd; Galland's Grove District.
S3. J. G. Scott; Southern Indiana.
S4. Leonard Scott; Michigan and Northern
Indiana.
85. Thomas \Vellington; Southern Iowa and
N mthern Missouri.
86. J. J. Cornish; Northern Michigan.
S7. F. C. Smith; Northern Michigan, as circumstances permit.
88. J. A. Currie, Jun.; Texas.
S9. Charles Derry; Little Sioux District.
90. C. G. Lonphear; as circumstances permit.
91. H. A. Stebbins; Decatur District, as circumstances permit.
92. R. M. Elvin; Nebraska.
93· E. W. Nunley; Texas.
94· J. C. Crabb; Little Sioux District, as circumstances permit.
95· W. S. Pender; Wisconsin.
96. Hiram Rathbun; Michigan and Northern
Indiana, as circumstances permit.
97· F. P. Scarcliff; South Eastern Mission, as circumstances permit.
98. C. R. Duncan; Kansas.
99· J. D. Erwin; Arkansas.
wo. G. R. S.:ogin; South Eastern Mission, as circumstances permit.
ror. R. L. Ware; Central Missouri District.
I02. J. H. Lawn; referred to the missionary in
charge of California and the Bishopric.
I03. James Brown; West Virginia.
ro4. Roderick May; Independence Distrkt, as
circumstances permit.
105. J. T. Kinnaman; Far West District.
ro6. E. E. Wheeler; Kewanee District.
107. C. A. Butterworth, Australian Mission.
wS. James Thomas; Nodaway District, as circumstances permit.
I09- D. S. Mills; California.
I ro. Daniel Brown; California, as circumstances
permit.
r r I. James Lawn; California, as circumstances
permit.
II2. JR. Cook; Pacific Slope Mission, as circumstances permit.
I I3. WilHam M. Gibson; California.
II4- Sidney Wright; California, as circumstances permit.
r 15. Albert Haws; field under H. C. Smith.
r r6. E. A. Steadman; Southern Minnesota.
II7- Levi Phelps; Northern Michigan.
uS. E DeLong; Northern Michigan.
II9· Swen Swenson; field under Joseph Luff.
I20. Charles H. Porter; Nebraska.
IZI. Henry Grim; Texas.
I22. Arthur Mortimore; Canada.
I23- H. 0. Smith; Pottawattamie and Little
Sioux Districts.
124. F. lVI. Cooper; field under A. H. Smith.
r. Resolved that the First Presidency be requested to supply St. Joseph city with a suitable
minister in response to the petition of the Far
West district.
2. Whereas, the present condition of the church
treasury forbids the appointment of more laborers than the number above named, therefore, be
It
Resolved, that those Elders who have applied
for and failed to receive an appointment, be referred to the local authorities in their respective
districts.
3· Resolved, that we request the First Presidency to Sllpply the Scandinavian mission at as early
a time as practicable with one or more laborers.
4· Resolved, that Michigan and Indiana be added to the field under Brn. E. C. Briggs and 0.
T. Griffiths.
··
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S· Resolved, that the moneys known as the
'"Home Column Fund" he paid hy the parties
•collecting and having it in hand into the hands
·of the Presiding Bishop of the Church.
The above list of missions and resolutions were
adopted by the Quorum of the Twelve and Bishopric, after counseling with the First Presidency
and receiving suggestions therefrom, all of which
are respectfully submitted to the body for encdorsement.
JosEPH LuFF,
Secretary of Quorum.

On the second reading it was adopted,
:after James Thomas (number w8) rad
stated the neces&ity of his receiving some
aid for bis family, and that as to labor as circumstances nermit meant without receiving anything from the church he would
have to refuse an appointment.
On
motion the matter was referred to the
Bishop and Twelve, and by later report
he was placed upon the lif<t of those receiving compensation.
Also by the later
reports numbers 123 and 124. were addeu,
ali inserted above, to complete the list.
The appended resolutions were moved
in their order, numbers I, 2, 3• 4, and 5,
and after some slight discus~ion were approved, and then the report as a whole
was adopted.
FIRST QUORUM OF ELDERS.

The following report from the First
Quorum of Elders was presented and read:
Reported in person: F G. Pitt, John Johnston,
J. W. Terry, D. K. Dodson, J. D. Bc•nnett, W.
Woodhead, James Thomas, A. White, W. Anderson, C. A. Beebe, R. M. Elvin, E. L. Kelley arid
H C. Bronson.
By letter: G. E. Deuel, H. N. Snively, M. H.
Gregg, D. L. Harris, A. j3. Moore, E. J. French,
f. Kemp, James Thomas, P. Devlin, D. Hougas,
R. Lyle, H. C. Smith, J. P. Dillon, S. 0. Waddell, Mahlon Smith, Stephen Woods, Horace
Bartlett, Eph. Thomas, E. F. Hyde, Eli Clothier,
C. C. Reynolds, Lehi Ellison, E. Stafford, J.D.
Jones, A. V:l. Moffet, Marcus Shaw, R. Warnock,
F. P. Scarcliff, Joseph Boswell, David Williams,
Hans Hansen, Jerome Ruby, Alma Kent, S. F.
Walker, G. Hulmes, J. S. Snively, J. W. Bracker,bury, Charles Sheen, J. S. Yarrington, J. M.
Stubbart, 0. J. Bailey, Stephen Butler, T. Whiting, W. Powell, T. Hougas, Andrew Haver, R.
R. Dana. C. A. Coombs, D. S. Holni'es, V.
White, W. Newton, A. S. Cochran, M. McHarness, L. vV. Torrence, Geo. Hicklin, John Beaird
.and J. D. Craven. Total sixty-nine.
Elders Beebe, White and Woodhead were appointed a committee on memoriums.
Seven of the eight vacancies in the quorum
were filled by receiving Robert McKenzie, Fred
Peterson, Henry Broadway, Samuel Ackerly, T.
\'Vellington, C. W. Hawkins and Edward Ran~
nie, and it was ordered that licenses be sent them
bY the secretary of quorum. Present number in
qqorum ninety-five.
An indebtedness of sixtyfive cents was reported by the secretary and a
collection of two dollars and ten cents was taken
up. Bro. John Beaird of Bellville, Illinois, having referred in his report to a seeming misunderstanding between him and the quorum or other
parties, a committee of enquiry was appointed,
comisting of F. G. Pitt, D. K. Dodson and V.
White. The quorum has held three sessions.
The members of the quorum have not been careful to keep an account of the number of sermons
preached, and of blessings and adrpinistra'ions,
for which reason we can only make a partial repnrt of the work performed by its members, but
we have an exhibit of 88o sermons, I2I baptisms,
58 Confirmations, S ordinations, 51 blessings, 156
ad tninistrations and 2 I marriages performed.
The quorum is represented in branch offices (except teacher and deacon), and in the dio;trict and
missionary labors in all their phases. Energy,
peace and good fellowship prevail, and the
prosperity of the work seems to actuate every

heart.

The following "In Memoriam" was adopted:
As an expression of deep regret for the loss cf
the following named persons-arid their servicrs
in the quorum and church, the First Quorum cf
Elders, (of which quorum said deceased brethren
were members), appointed Elders C. A.
A.
White and \V. Woodhead a committee to
resolutions of respect and condolence.
Woodhead having been unexnectedlv called
horne the remaind-er of the corrirrdttee'"'repox ted
the following:
"Whereas, In the providence of God, our well
beloved brother, James R. Badham, ha~o been removed from our midst by death; and
Whereas, 'Ne highly esteemed him
worth's sake as a co-laborer in
godly zeal for the cause of trul.h was
his works of love ln the
and interest in general and
Therefore, be it
tender an expression of
to the bereaved, praying God to bless
their loss, which is our loss as welL
thermore;
Whereas, The strange
our midst Bro. Elijah Banta,
the church for his
years of
and work, and who
cause of Christ for the
been a true and trusted
ously to the work of
maintain the honor of the
he loved
and well, and who had served as the president
this, the First Quorum of
frorn its
ization till the fall of r8•78,
a long
as counselor to the Bishop of
and in
other trusts committed him
bu':
now having fallen asleep in
We do hereby express regret
worthy a member and
and sympathy to his
comfort upon them.
And it further becomes our
chronicle the clccease of our
brother, S. F. \'\Talker, who has
~ilent Rhore.
()ur brother 'vas known
tnany excellent intellectual
historian and writer
ihrin."'"'"'"
tlons, being a
of the
o{
the gospel of Jesus Christ which he dearly loved.
His work and interest in the faith is
known and recognized as one which was
and systematically rooted in his soul and gave
expression thereto in his works; and we herebJ
tender our sympathy to his wife and family.
R. M. ELVIN, Pres.
·
J.D. BENNETT, Sec., pro.
FOURTH QUORUM OF ELDERS.

The report of the Fourth
Elders was read. Conference
and instructed the Twelve to see
ordinations.
The Fourth Quorum of
its report. Ten members
and the quorum has had
business sessions:
Fifty-four members have reported. While many
do not itemize th~ir reports,
those
itPmized show an aggregate
94
confirmations, Soo sermons, 2
children blessed, and
marriages
Seventeen of our
have
as branch
presidents, and five as district presidents.
D.
Flanders was not sustained as
the
quorum elected Hiram R2thhun to b<e
president, and he has selected
. Cornish as one
of his counsellors.
nO'.IV
requests the conference to
the ordinations so provided for. For ~ufficient cause the
names of Elias Land and 0. E. Cleveland were
dropped from the quorum record, and vV. S.
Montgomery and John J. Cornish were received
in their places. We are in good working order
the best of
and we ho[•e to do
more labor in the

FIFTH QUORUM OF ELDERS.

The Fifth
liS follows:

Elders ,..,,.",-+"'rl

We hereby
report. We have had
five sessions, all
were characterized by
the
of unity and peace. Thirteen mea;bers
been present. Reports were received
from seventy-two nv.;mbers, as follows:
Frank Hackett
C. J. Hawkins
W. H. Garrett
Wm. Williams
,J. A. Mcintosh
William Aird
T. Bradshaw
W. G. Pert
E. A. Shelley
A. S. Davison
Gomer Reese
.John Larson
Henry Southwick
G. W. Lneh
Frank Lofty
,J. ,T. ·watkins
R. Etzenhonser
.John H. Lee
Samuel Brown
Albert Haws
Nicholas Rnmel
R. II. Wight
Emsley Curtis
W. S. I.oar

J. A. Robinson
T. N. Fields
Geo. Gould
W. N. Ray
A. E. Mortimer
Samuel Orton
Wm. Kendrick
Louis Gaulter
Joe. Lampert
Robert Oehring
B. A. Atwell
Jas. Hou~ton
J. H. Lawn
F'. E. Anderwn
E. A. Steadman
N. A. Baker
V. D. Baggerly
C. G. Gnuld
G. S. r_.tncoln
Chas. Herzing
Henry Grim
Wm. ·sparling
Pan! 0. Peterson
I. P. Baggerly

These show a total of 2060 sermons preached,
and 226 baptisms. Thirteen members were in
the general
during the past year,
Eighteen of our
have been presented to
the
of the Twelve for missions. Nine
from the quorum for not reporting
last three years. One member has
To supply the vacancies so OC··
new members have been added,
making our present number ninety-six. Those
dropped for not reporting were: Don
Wales, J. A. Gerrard, England, H:S.
sylvania, N. N. Hazelton, Iowa, John
Kansas, W. D. Kelley, Montana, Wm.
w·m. Waterman, Texas, Thomas
unanhnous l'ote of quonun
lL Baker of
Moines, Iowa, was expelled for
conduct unworthy of !.he fellowship of Saints or
ministers. It was ordered that the quorum officers notify railway officials that the
N. A.
Baker is no longer a minister of this
Local authorities are requested to take action
his membership.
The
to the quorum: A. E. Mortimer,
Ontario, D. E. Hough, Port Carling, Ontario,
.John Shields, Grand Valley, Ontario, E. Day
Bennett, Santa
Dakota, E. Delong, Vassar, Michigan,
Rumel, No. 2214 Clark
Omaha, Nebraska, Joseph Whitaker, WheatWisconsin, Henry Grim, Milan, Missouri,
.J. C. Christensen, Rich Hill, Missouri, Thoma~
Wellington, Lamoni, Iowa. The following resolution of condolence was adopted by the quorum:
Whereas, it has pleased God to remove from
our midst by the hand of death, Bro. Henry Hinderks, one who has ever been faithfu: to the trust
reposed in him in the various relations of husband, father and elder; and while we deeply dethe loss we have sustained in the departure
our brother, we rejoice to believe, and are assured that he has gone to join the grand hosts
who rejoice evermore. We extend our heartfelt sympathy unto the bereaved.
R. ETZENHOUSER, Pre$.,
A. RoBINSoN,
H.
FIRST QUORUM OF PRIESTS.

The First
the following

of Priests

The First Quorum of Priests has held two
sessions W. H. Kelley in the chair; Charles P.
Faul secretar.v.
Reports were heard from Peter
Peterson, W. H. Kelley, D. R. Baldwin, Charles
P. Faul and R.
The following- brethren
reported
letter:
N. Dawson, L. C. Donaldson, F.
Dennis. Edward Rannie having
been ordained an elder, Bro. Charles R. Duncan
was taken into the quorum to fill the
It was reso! ved that the secretarv shall obtain
names and post-office addresses" of the members
of the
and that he shall have a circular
each member to receive
so that every one
know the residence
all other
members
quorum. Resolved t!\lat the se<;:-
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retary be ins~ructed to procure the items of ordinations so that all may be properly recorded.
C. P. FAUL, Sec.
SECOND QUORUM OF PRIESTS.

The report of the Second Quorum of
Priests was read as follows:
vV e met and transacted the following business.
Reports were heard from eleven of the members,
and those present reported in person. Three vacancies occurred in the Quorum during the past
year and the names of Lorenzo W. Powell, Parley Batten and Alexander Greer were presented
for membership and accepted.
A preamble was then adopted, as follows:
\'Vhereas, In the past those holding the office
of Priest have been debarred from the privilege
of voting in General Conference, and inasmuch as
ouP licences show that we are duly authorized
ministers, therefore be it
·
Resolved, that we request this conference at
its next annual meeting to grant us the privilege
and right of ex officio members.
'
Signed in behalf of Quorum,
S. D. SHIPPY, zd Counsellor,
T. W. WILLIAMS, Sec. pro. tem.
FIRST QUORUM OF TEACHERS.

The First Quorum of Teachers reported as follows:
The First Quorum of Teachers respectfully report that it has held no meetings during this conference, there being an insufficient number of the
members present to form a Quorum. But we
have.received reports by letter or by proxy, from
the following:
F. W. Barbee, Henry Sparling,J. A. Burnham,
Thompson Cochran, Peter Simpson, F. Wiley,
J. W. Mooney, B. J. Scott, M.S. Frick, Charles
J. Hunt, Joseph Hammer, Fred Gerber, Wm. S.
McMullin, John A. Kennedy, J. M. Curtis, John
Inman.
We are glad that we can report the Quorum in
good working order.
Brother Henry Sparling, of Kansas Ciiy, has
preached 33 times, has acted as Sunday School
superintendent, has distributed a bon t two th:msand tracts, several copies Voice of Warning, etc.
Others of the Quorum have been busy distributing tracts and otherwise discharging their duty
as the word of God directs. All express themselves as strong in the faith and desire to establish peace and good will among men wherever
their lot is casL
One of our number has been ordained a Priest,
but because of no meeting his name will remain
on our record until such time as we can meet,
(the name being that of Peter Simpson).
'
B. J. ScoTT, Pres.,
GEo. H. HmY, Sec.

subordinate in refusing the wise counsel furnished by the missionary in charge, therefore, we
recommend the following:
That the said Galland's Grove branch shall
unto Elder D. H. Bays a Letter of removupon the "form" as provided and printed by
Chnrch, or let said branch stand under censure until they shall faithfully and fully comply
with this order of the General Conference; and
still further be it ordered and appointed that the
minister in charge shall execute this order of the
body.
R. M.ELVIN,
~
I. N. WHITE,
Committee.
J. McKIERNAN

It was moved by]. D. Bennett and D.
K. Dodson that the report be adopted and
committee discharged. On call of Bro.
Hawley the letter that the branch issued to Bro. Bays was read by the secreThen the following amendment
was moved by E. L. Kelley and J. T.
Turner:
To strike out all after the words in the report
"that the branch grant him a letter of removal,"
and that relates to the cen~ure of the branch, and
inserting intsead the words "And that if the said
branch fails to comply within thirty days from notice the secretary of the church be authorized to
grant Bro. D. H. Bays a letter of membership in
good standing.

This was opposed by John Hawley and
E. L. Kelley, and then the

favored

was adopted, as was also the
report as amended.
PRIESTS AS EX-OFFICIOS.

The
of the Second Quorum of
Priests
priests be granted ex-officio
in General Conference was brought
The like request from the. First
of Priests presented last year
was read
·the secretary, and on motion
the subject was laid over till next conference.
FLORY VS. EDITORS.

The committee on the case of Joseph
Flory vs. the Editors of the Fierald was
presented and its adoption was moved, as
follows:

The committee to which was referred the matter
in appeal by Bro. Joseph Flory, against the editors
of the Saints' He1'ald having concluded its work,
do now report:
That in the Saints' Herald of June 6th, rSS_s,
D. H. BAYS' LETTER.
there appeared an article written by the aforesaid
The following was presented, entitled, , appellant under the caption of "Tithing and Gath·
"Report of the committee on the case of ering ;" and in the same issue of the Herald appeared an editorial article entitled "The TernElder J. R. Lambert vs~ the Galland's Temporal
Law in Force," which critcised the arGrove branch:"
ticle aforementioned, which critcism was not in
an individual sense, but was for the benefit of all
Herewith we submit the result of our labor
contributors as one item in. the process toward
and findings:
education in conformity to the rules avowed as
Whereas, the General Conference of I888, did
governing the body.
authorize and instruct the missionary, Joseph R.
Thereupon appellant wrote another article in
Lambert, in whose field the branch is situated, to
reply to the said editorial, and requested its insersee that the branch should comply with the retion in the Herald, which request was denied.
quest and decision plainly and .intelligently stated
Your committee find that the editors of the Her·
In the expressed will of the body, and;
ald were fully authorized to use not only the right
Whereas, the missionary has faithfully atusually accorded to all editors, that of rejecting
tempted to perform the task entrusted to ·him;
any article proffered for publication, but that the
and;
Board of Publication by special a~t, gave instrucWhereas, the branch has sought to avoid a
tions to the editors of the Herald, that they should
compliance with the direct instruction of the body
use their discretion and judgment as to the matter
tothe branch, wherein they substituted a paper
which should be published, making the Herald
of their,own creation, in lieu of the "letter" proas near as possible the exponent of the church.
vided and approved by the church, excudng
And having examined the evidence in this affair,
themselves for so doing by placing a forced inwe find that the editors of the Saints' Herald did
terpretation or construction upon a letter written
but exer~ise the rights reposed in them, and we
by President Joseph Smith, The1·efore, we, your
therefore sustain them in so doing.
committee, feel the great gravity of the case, and
, .
~ R. ETZENHOUSER.
as we believe t.hat the action of the branch indiSigned THos. E. LLOYD.
cates that they are in direct conflict with the inS. S. WILCOX•
structions of the General
aw.l are in-

This was favored by R. Etzenhouser
and T. E. Lloyd, and was opposed by
Joseph Flory, and certain portions of it by
E. L. Kelley, after which it was adopted.
CINCINNATI

CENTENNIAL.

Committee on the Ohio Centennial Exhibition reported as follows:
The committee appointed at the annual session
of r888, to see that the church was not misrepresented at the Cincinnati Centennial, and also to
make such showing of the work of the church
there as might be deemed wise and practicable
would respectfully report, that at the earliest convenience one of their nnmber was sent to Cincinnati and made arrangements to look after the
representation oJI!the church by its own corr:mittee the same as was done by other religous bodies,
and that space was obtained in the department
of the Ohio Exhibit where the committee had
placed such representation as would show to visitors the work as originally established in Ohio,,
and continued under the Reorganization in a constitutional and lawful manner, in contradistinction to the various isms represented by the many
factions which have started up since the death
of the prophet in ~844· Specimens of printed
tablets showin,g- the character of the Exhibit as
made are herewith furnished and marked Exhibit
a, b, c and d. The expenses incident were at the
time reported to and settled bv the Bishop.
Very respectfully submitted by the committee.
f OSEPH SMITH,
·w. W. BLAIR,
G. A. BLAKESLEE,
E. C. BRIGGS,
E. L. KELLEY.
MINISTRY FURLOUGHS.

The following preambles and resolution
deferred from Tuesday were taken up:Whereas, The funds at the disposition of the
church are comparatively limited, and
Whereas, We are accountable to God and his
people for the proper disposition of said funds,
however much or little, and should see
that when funds are e){pended as per agreements
that the conditions of such agreements are complied with; thereford be it
Resolved, That when an officer of the church
shall accept an appointment from the General
Conference thereof 'ubject to direction of the
First Presidency, the Twelve. or other church
authority, and shall leave his field of labor without
the approval of those presiding- over it, or shall
neglect to labor faithfnlly therein while accepting
for his family financial support from the church,
that such officer shall be <.leclared unfaithful to
his trust and shall not be again appointed unless
by continued faithfulness he shall show himself
worthy.
J. T. KINNAMAN.
ROBT. WINNING.

On motion of
table.

J.

Luff it was laid on the

ON DANCING.

The following was moved by Tames
McKiernan and M. T. Short, and on motion was tabled:
Resolved, That dancing is an offense against
church discipline andc should be dealt with as
other unchristianlike conduct. And when persisted in by church members after proper labor
has been performed by branch officials, such offenders upon conviction may be su~pended or
disfellowshipped at the discretion of the branch
or district where he or she resides.

On successive motions the quorums of
the church and officers thereof were sustained, flS follows:
The First Presidency, the Quorum of
the Twelve, the High Prie<;ts Quorum,
the Bishooric, the Seventy, all the quorums of Elders, and those of the Priests
and Teachers that are organized, also the
Deacons and other ministers of the church
that <lfe not organi:~;ed into quorums,
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The Board of Publication, the Church
Secretary and Recorder, the Church Librarian, the Editors of the Herald, and
Editor of Autumn Leaves, were all sust<.ined by vote of Conference.
Thanks were voted to the Saints and
citizens of St. Joseph for their hospitality,
also to the St. Joseph Herald and to other
papers that have published reports of the
Conference, to the railroad lines for special rates and to the street car lines for
like favors, also to Secretary Stebbins and
his assistants, F. M. Sheehy and T. W.
Williams, and to the cong-regation of
Unity Church for the use of tlileir house.
The Quorum of Twelve reported the
ordination of the officers of the Second
and Fourth Quorums of Elden.
Closed by singing, "Praise God from
whom all blessings flow," and with benediction by Joseph Luff.
W. W. BLAIR, President,
AM. }Hi. SFMITH,
(\ Assistant Presidents.
.

.

ORSCUTT,
STEBBINS, Secretary,

H. A.
F. M. SHEEHY,
(Assistants.
T. W. WILLIAMS,\
MINISTRY REPORTS.

Elder J. C. Crabb, of the High Priests,
writes from Little Sioux, Iowa:
During the spring and summer my labors were
confined mostly to Little Sioux, owing to there
being no other elder in this locality who preached in public. By my efforts, in connection with
the branch officers, with the occasional assistance
of eiders from abroad, we have kept the branch
ln as good condition as it has been for some years.
In connection with Bro. David Chambers, I
preached near Kingsley, Plymouth county, and
organized a branch on September 23d.
I visited Sioux City, but could do but little for
the want of a good place to preach in. However, I held a few meetings. Just how the city
people are to be reached is a problem yet unsolved. There is a branch in the city, with a few
good members-but with no public place to worship in. Bro. M.P. Berg is in charge.
Since the first of December I have preached
nearly every night, and twice on Sunday, in
Woodbine, Six Mile Grove, Union Grove, Persia,
the Jones School House, the Berry School House,
at Moorhead, Little Sioux, Magnolia, and am
now in Deloit, all of them in Harrison, Monona
and Crawford counties, Iowa.
Have had good attendance and good attention
In evey place, except in Sioux City. I was kindly treated both by members and others.
Have felt more encouraged in the work during
the last year than ever before. And as to the final
triumph of the church I have not the shadow of
a doubt.
Both the missionaries appointed by the General Conference, and quite a number of the local
ministry have done a good work. For further
particulars I refer the conference to the statistical report of the district.
I am still acting as president of the Little
Sioux district. May the peace of God the Father, and the love of Jesus Christ the Son, be and
abide with the church.

Elder R. C. Elvin, of the High Priests,
writes from Nebraska City, Nebraska:
I have been confined to Nebraska City, the last

year, and have asssisted the presiding officers
whenever called to preach the word or to administer in the ordinances. I must say that the work
is dearer to me now than it was in
l rejoice in the spiritual light that comes through the
gospel of Christ, more and more as I draw nenr
the end, and I am glad to have the privilege of
doing my duty as a Saint, and to finish the work
given me to do. I have been lately called to preside over the Nebraska City branch and I feel
like doing my duty. The branch is not just
what it should be, but I hope that a better feeling
will come. There are good true Saints here, but
there is also a careless spirit at work, which with
wisdom may be overcome.

Elder C. G. Lanphear, of the
Priests, writes from Sandwich, Illinois:
My request at the last General Conference, was
to labor in Western New York, and I can say
that the prospect in that section is fair. Could
there be more force supplied from the younger
class of elders, much more good could be done,
and others be gathered into the Master's fold.
There are especially two points of interest in New
York, namely, in Allegany and Steuben counties.
I did not attempt to keep up preaching in public last season, not being able to do the traveling
necessary to be done in getting back and forth
to fill the appointments, so I used most of my
time to sustain myself, at the same time conversing with the people on the gospel theme, when
occasion presented, also giving and lending out
church publications to those interested. I baptized two persons just before coming west. Since
my return I have received a letter from 1\Ir. Joseph Updyke of Allegany county, and he and
some of his family desire to be baptized. He
wishes an elder to be sent there this spring. In
the region of Obi, Allegany county, and Greenwood, Steuben county, also at other places ln
those parts there are good openings. Since returning to Illinois I have preached some, and
administered to the sick.
Should the conference appoint some young elder to labor in these regions with me, I think that I
might render considerable aid by being associated with him, that he might more easily obtain a
knowledge of the localities and people.
I remain yours in the bonds of the covenant.

Elder Henry A. Stebbins, of the
Priests, present, reports:
Under my appointment last year I have done
what preaching I could, though other duties
have prevented me from laboring in the ministry
as much as I have done iri previous years. However I have preached and done other ministerial
work at various places in Iowa and Missouri, in
my district, and attended to the welfare of the
various branches in it. Have baptized fifteen
persons and have been sent for upon many
occasions to administer to the sick, having in all
administered nearly two hundred times to such
in the various branches, especially in and near
Lamoni, where there has been much sickness.
I expect to do more preaching the coming year,
if life is spared and health and means permit.

Elder E. C. Brand, president of the
Seventy, present, reports:
I have preached r38 times, baptized u, confirmed 21, blessed II children, administered 48 times
to the sick, married two couples, attended 5 con-

ferences and traveled 3775 miles. The Central
Kansas district has materially improved during
the last twelve months. First, numerically: Last
year's report showed a net loss of I member.
This year shows a gain of fifteen members.
Second, financially much improvement. I believe that four-fold more tithing and free-will
offerings have been paid than before, and spiritually the district has improved materially.
Times and places of preaching as follows: Iowa;
Ross School House 2, Plum Creek S. H. I, Plum
Hollow I; Missouri: St. Joseph hall I, Independence church 2; Kansas: Good Intent S. H. I3,
Netawaka 15, Fanning 9, Scranton church z6,
Fairview S. H. I, Branch Town S. H. 2, Centralia church I, Eureka S. H. II, Mulberry S H. 7,
RayS. H. 9, Avoca S. H. I, Carbondale church 4,
Prairie View S. H. 5, Shannon S. H. z, Whiting
church r, Atchison I6, Blue Rapids. 8; total I38
times.

Elder J.
writes from

7: Davis, of the Seventy,
Wales:

After my appointment to the charge of the
"\V"eish Mission I went home to Kansas, to set
my affairs in order the best I could. My wife
and I left on May 3d, I888, for Utah, to visit her
aged parents and others_ For about two months
I labored with all my might, attended one conference at Malad, Idaho; preached a great many
times, and held five public discussions with
Utah Elders.
I left July Ist, and enjoyed the Fourth with
the Saints at Crescent City, Iowa. Preached a
few times and started off again with my son, E.
A. Davis, who had also been appointed to labor
in the Welsh Mission. We arrived safely in
Liverpool August sth, and in Wales the next
day. We have been engaged ever since, doing
the best we could under e,){isting circumstances.
We found the work, for various reasons, rather
low, many members lost by different causes.
The presence of so many Utah elders, and another split off on the other hand, and the want of
a regular traveling ministry to counteract their
tales and intrigues-all this and more had had a
telling effect on the work in this country, but we
have the hopes (and some promises) of the ret11rn
of some to the fold soon. Above that we have
not much to encourage us. The belief is broadcast everywhere (with very little exception) that
we and the Utah people are all the same; and
there is a terrible opposition to Mormonism
throughout the principality, more so than I have
seen since it was first preached here. And what
makes the matter harder is, that we can not have
houses to preach in, for either love or money,
and our only chance is open air preaching. We
intend to commenee that as soon as the weather
gets warm enough, and continue as long as you
think proper to sustain us. That of course we
leave to your combined and superior wisdom, and
shall try to submit. Remember us in your supplications. Your brother in the gospel.

Elder John C. Foss, _of the Seventy,
reports:
At your last session I was appointed to iabor
under Alexander H. Smith, in Minnesota and
Northern Illinois. Soon after conference I was
ordered to march forward to Minnesota and kindle the fire. I was there five months and preached in fourteen places. Found the Saints in good
spirits, and battling for the truth. Before I went
Minnesota I visited Holden, Rich Hill, Kan-
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sas City and Armstrong. I labored in Northern
Illinois during the winter, preaching in. four
places, in all during the year twenty-three different places and one hundred and twenty nine sermons; baptized sixteen, blessed twelve children.
I have administered to the sick with the approval and blessing of God, and have been aided by
the good Master in advocating his glorious cause.
I wish to be continued in the harvest field.

Elder R. 'J. Anthony, of the Seventy,
present, reports:
I have traveled in Utah, Idaho and Montana as
circumstances warranted. As a rule, I find the
Saints striving to do their duty. They have had
a hard struggle in the valleys, surrounded by opposing forces of different kinds; but in the midst
of them all, the most of them remain true to the
cause and feel hopeful.
There seems to be a gradual gain in the liberal
ranks from the power and rule of the Utah
church, .while the church as a body assumes the
the same defiant attitude towards the government as formerly. It is plain to be seen that
there is a breaking loose from priestly rule. Ogden, at their February eleclion, went liberal, for
the first time in the history of the people. I
mention this to show the forces that are working against polygamy and priestly rule.
We have not made as much progress in our
mission work as we hoped to have done. While
we have not made many additions, we have made
friends to the cause. The work is not in as good
spiritual condition as it ought to be, and especially in Salt Lake City, where there has been a disposition by some to question the rulings of the
church in regard to branch government, but at
present the ~igns are more hopeful, and we look
for better times.
I have favorable reports from the missionaries
in the different parts of the field. Bro. J. C.
Clapp is doing a good work in Montana, and especially at Deer Lodge. An excellent spirit
prevails there while Bro. Clapp has kept the gospel before the people. Sister Clapp has been
constantly engageq in Sabbath School work. Indeed, the Saints in that part of the field have labored with a commendable zeal to keep up their
meetings and the Sabbath School.
Brother Peter Anderson is doing a fine work
in Cache Valley and other parts among the Scandinavians. He expects several additions to the
church in Logan and other places ln Cache Valley in the near future.
Brother J. R. Evans has labored constantly and
faithfully in Malad Valley and reports the work
In a promising condition there.
Brother J. H. Condit has had a most difficult
field in Idaho. He, with S. D. Condit, visited
scattering members in the Boise country and other places, and they did considerable labor in Cassia county. He, too, reports favorably.
Brother Gomer Reese has also done good service. He is President of the Montana district,
and of the Reese Creek branch. He has kept up
the meetings there, also the Sabbath School interest.
Brother R. M. Elvin did good service till
he was called home in July on account of sickness at home, leaving the work in the city to local authorities, b!\',cause of which much of my at:
tention was required th@re. All have done the
best they could.
I have baptized ;;eventeen, and confi,rmed and

ordained and administered, as the work demanded.

Elder JJ.£. T. Short, of the Seventy,
present, reports:
I have toiled almost incessantly in my mission
field. The greater part of my labor was done in
the state and charge of ·wisconsin. My health
was good. My colaborer was devoted, wise, dilligent, courageous, studious, indefa,tigable and
cheerful. I baptized a very few, he several;
while we both shared in responsibilities, anxieties,
joys, kindnesses, generosity and much prosperity
and peace in various ways. The field is wide,
prejudice great, Saints few and far between, ministers scarce, sectarianism in the road, and foreigners all scattered through, more or less, with
their trans-Atlantic faiths. Preached times, numbers, and in localities too numerous to mentio~,
but, withal, felt aided and blessed. Elders Whitaker and McDowell, the president and secretary
of Western Wisconsin district, did efficient local
service. They are ready to take .the field and
receive appointment. If the finances of the
church will allow I recommend that they be assigned to S. W. Wisconsin. Elder F. Hackett
has done well recently and proselyted a number.
There are very few branches in the entire state,
and only nominally one district, the south east
part belonging to the Northern Illinois district.
Churches quite generally and school houses most
everywhere are denied us owing to the reproach
of apostates and the exclusion by a large foreign
element. And many other hindering causes are
at work. Chicago would love to have a live man
to devote his time wholly to the city and suburbs.
Northern Illinois is a vast field, while Kewanee
district is· also extensive and much neglected.
The great masses of the upper Mississippi basin
know little or nothing of our doctrine, our history,
or even of our existence. The river cities are
teeming with swarms of people, while the adjacent country is a dense network of unsaved humanity. Can we not go up and occupy the fairest heritage under the throne of the Eternal?
It is the granary of the world, while manufacturing, mining, lumbering, commerce and trade
contribute to the material wealth. Help us; do
us speedy good and we will arise up and call
thee blessed.

Elder I. N: Roberts, of the Seventy,
present, reports:
Since last conference I have worked diligently
to advance the cause of Christ. Have been
greatly blessed in my labors. ',['hroughout the
mission the cause is gaining ground, and most of
the Saints are more earnestly engaged in the
work than ever before. Branch and district authorities are coming more to the.aid of the work
than ever before since I have been in the mission.
The brethren sent by General Conference last
spring have done a good work.
Many new
places have been opened by them, some of which
will bring much fruit in time. We could not labor two and two, on account o~ the demand for
preaching in so many places. Most of the
branches that constitute the mission are in good
conpition, some not so good. The Western Texas district, under the directions of our young and
worthy Bro. J. A. Currie, is doing well. Since
last conference I have organized one new district, one branch, and assisted in organizing another; baptized twenty souls, blessed nine chi!-

dren, preached two hundred and ten sermons,
aodministered to the sick, most of whom were
blessed by the Lord. My faith is strong in the
go,od work. I am still at your disposal.

Elder 'J. F. !VIc Dowell, of the Seventy,
present, reports:
Since last you convened I have labored in the
Far West district, at St. Joseph, Pleasant Grove,
Kingston, Hamilton, and Clarksdale. Had planned to labor more than I did, but the neuralgia
caused me great distress in face and head for ten
weeks, commencing last October. This proved a
great trial to me physically and spiritually. Upon special request of friend;, and by permission of
Elder J. R. Lambert, I went to Iowa in February
(on invitation) believing that a change would do
me good; when I left hom"< I was blessed and
strengthened beyond expectation. Preached at
Dow City, Magnolia, Marathon and Little Sioux,
and was sustained through it all, my health improving much.
I have done all I could during the year, according to my physical ability, but not as much
as I had hoped and desired. I feel desirous of
doing more in the cause.

Elder 'J. H. Thomas, of the Seventy,
present, reports:
Being appointed to a mission in Western Kentucky and Tennessee, I landed in Fulton, Kentucky on May 14th, rSSS, and have done all that
I could under the circumstances. Had some opposition, but generally left a better feeling, and,
I think,allayed a good deal of prejudice. Part of
the time I was with Brn. Seaton, Griffin, and
Adair, but most of the time alone. I visited the
branches and scattered members; organized one
branch wilh twelve members; assisted in ordaining two elders, two priests and one teacher;
blessed fifteen children; solemnized one marriage; baptized twelve, ail heads of families, and
administered to a good many sick, both to those
in and to those out of the churcJ.; I am still
willing to labor wherever conference may see fit
to send me. Am satisfied with my present field
and think that I can do as much good there as
elsewhere.

Elder 'J. F. Burton, of the Seventy,
writes from San Bernardino, California:
I was in the Australian Mission un.til July r rtn,
under the direction of Pres. T. W. Smith, assisting him in the conferences and branches in the
two colonies of Victoria and New South Wales.
Brethren Wight and Butterworth arrived in time
to assist in organizing the Northern district. I
left on July nth, and on arrival in San Francisco
August 4th, I reported to Pres. H. C. Smith as
soon as I could, and have since then labored in
the Northern, Central and Southern districts of
Calif~rnia. I have baptized nine persons, and in
company with Pres. Joseph Smith assisted in reorganizing the Laguna branch. Have performed
the marriage ceremony once, and attended to
such other duties as generally devolves upon the
ministry. Have traveled over eight thousand
miles by water, and over tV>o thousand miles by
land. I have lately accompanied Pres. Joseph
Smith in this. Southern district and am pleased
to say that his timely lectures and sermqns have
removed much prejudice and created aninterest
in the work, as well as encouraged the Saints,
particularly in Santa Ana, Los Angeles and San

'··
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Bernardino, all of which will be of lasting,benefit to the work in this district.
My voice is improving quite fast, and I think
that if I am permitted to labor in this state .during
the year I will be made permanently well. I
therefore ask permission to labor in this part of
the vineyard this year, if in your judgment you
deem it best.

Elder .H. H. Robinson, of the Seventy,
writes from South Rawdon, Nova Scotia:
I have labored under those in charge to the
best of my ability, pt·eaching in Holden, Missouri,
Philadelphia, Pepnsylvania, visiting Saints in
Hornerstown and Long Branch, New Jersey,
preaching and performing other labors belonging to the ministry in Providence, Attleboro,
Plainville, Rockland, Fall River, Brockton, and
Boston, Massachusetts, arriving in Nova Scotia
about the last of June. Have labored here in
different places in Kings, Hants and Cumberland
counties. Have also assisted Bro. Parsons in
getting the church here completed and the Saints
in better condition spiritually. Have been able
to present the gospel to many that never heard
it before, distributed tracts, sold the Voice of
Warning and other church works. Have baptized six, confirmed seven, blessed four children,
administered to the sick with some good results.
The people here seem to depend more on the
Queen for salvation than on the Lord. The opposition that we have to meet is of a very low;
deceitful character. They are not willing to face
the truth, but the doctrine of "Stay away from
those Mormons,'' is published everywhere.

Elder A. I£. Parsons, of the Seventy,
writes from South Rawdon, Nova Scotia:
I have preached in Rice, Barton, Clay and
Jewell counties in Kansas, baptized eight, blessed
children, and administered to a few. In company with my wife we started eastward May 8th,
1888, ;,topping ofr at Independence to preach
once; thence to Chicago, where we spent one
week and met with the Saints once. Thence to
Providence, Rhode Island, having been requested by Bro. Kelley to stop there. I preached at
Providence, liltle Compton, Plainville, Attleboro,
Fall River and Boston; also met with the Saints
at Fall River in their district conference. Enjoyed myself very much except sitting on an
elders' court twenty-five hours, while in that
district.
We arrived here May 3oth. After
eight month's labor there is a slight improvement in the branch. Some of the Saints have
tried to do all they could to assist in furthering
the work, while others could have done more to
their own credit and the work; but we trust past
experiences will assist each to arise and do more
in the future. The church building commenced
here some two years ago is just enclosed.
We have moved on a lot where a deed could be
had, and finished and dedicated it. If the Saints
. will do their part at this place the work will grad. ually spread; but present indication bids them
'"come up higher," or the year's labor will be be:stowed in vain in this branch. The work in this
mission depends upon the developing of the
branch here. If an onward march is had the
work will slowly spread; if otherwise, it will die.
We have labored for and prayed that the invitation to come up higher might have its effect.
To say I am pleased with the church publica-

Leaves is grand, also the l:lope and Herald

It

seems to me they have grown better e"ach h-,sue .
Bro. Robinson stopped at Delhaven enroute,
and commenced the work there and in C'.Hr.berJand county and finally located at Parrsboro,
thinking the work could be established there.
Two months ago he gave it up for the want of
hearers and came here. We have labored as best
we could where we could get a chance. Schoolhouses are not open here for preaching lik;o in
the States, and but few free halls. The m \nisters leave no stone unturned that will make this
work look mean and nasty. The ''Golden Bible"
of M. T. Lamb's has gone the rounds, and it is
impossible· to get any one of the ministers to
come to the front. The discussions held her~ by
brethren Burton and Sheehy were sufficient.
They work on a different plan now; it is "freeze
them out." These brethren are held in great esteem as defenders of the faith by the Saints and
friends. No one could be sent who would be as
acceptable as one or both of these brethren.
have baptized four here. I am at the service of
the church. Prospects here for the work
gloomy and dark.
Elder Duncan
ty, present, reports:

of the Seven-

The coming of the time of our annual gathering finds me still desirous to aid in the spread ol the
principles of the glorious gospel. During the
early part of summer I labored at Hickory,Jones,
Keller and Toad Valley in Missouri, and at Pleasanton, Eldorado, Vine Oak and Holden in Iowa.
August rst I went to Sullivan county, Mis:muri by request of President Smith and ad vic~ of
J. R. Lambert, Missionary in charge, in answer
to a call for help by Elder Henry Grim. Held
several grove meetings near Milan, also at Maggart meeting house, Clem Springs and Gose
school-house. From the latter place I was called
home by the death of my youngest boy, Bro.
Grim filling the appointments that were out.
Returned after a stay of nine days at home, and
after laboring some near Milan, preached at
Lindley, also at a place three miles east, and .also
at the Donohoe school-house three miles somh of
Humphries at each of which several meetings
were held. After that we had meetings near
Reger Station, Milan, VVintersville and Bmtesville.
I was detained at home some part of the early
winter by sickness in my family, but was almost
constantly engaged in labor at Pleasanton and
vicinity. Later on I was engaged at Terre Haute
for some considerable time, and since that time
the work at Pleasanton has demanded my attention.
The baptisms were performed by the various
brethren who labored with me, and wlll be duly
reported by them.

Elder Columbus
present, reports;

of the

In accordance with my appointment to labor
in and take charge of the Michigan and Northern
Indiana mission, I entered upon the duties of the
work soon after returning from the conference,
endeavoring to prosecute the same to the extent
of my ability. .The field is quite a large one, and
the demand for labor so urgent that we had to be
content with doing the best we could
the limited number of placeg we were able
reach.

am unable to state precisely the status of the
work in all parts of the mission, but so far as I
know, and from what I am able to learn, either
directly or indirectly from the laborers, hink
the work is ln fai.r or good condition. I trust
this will be confirmed by the reports of the laborers.
During a portion of the winter my health was
poor and seemed to forbid other than local labor.
I have baptized sixteen, confirmed two and assisted in confirming a number of others, blessed
several children, solemnized three marriages, and
ordained one person. Em. H. Rathbun, J. J .
Cornish, J. A. Carpenter, E. Delong, A. Barr, L.
Phelps and
Davis have all labored in the
mission by General Conference appointment,
and so far as we are aware have all labored diJi ..
gently and nnitedly, and have each done a good
work. Also Bro. Thomas Horton of vViiliamston,
and other local laborers, have done work that
should be noted, recognized and appreciated.
would not forget to mention that Bro. W. J.
Smith in passing to and from his mission has labored at some points for us and baptized a number. Bro. Leonard Scott has also done some
labor in this mission in passing to and from his
field of labor. We trust that all the above named
brethren may be continued in their former field,
and that it may be found wise to add to their
number Brn. W. J. Smith and L. Scott, as we
need more laborers. The work with us is slowly
but snrely going forward, and the demand for
labor is increasing. I still have an abiding faith
in the triumph of the work, and am still willing
to labor J:or its advancement to the best of my
ability.
Elder

L N.

of the Seventy,

The year has been one of the busiest of my
life. My labor has been wholly devoted to the
Independence, Missouri, district. Have labored
as its president under Bro. Joseph Luff, missionary in charge. Preached in fourteen different
localities, baptized ten, participated in marriages
ordinations, confirmations, blessing of children
and administering to the sick.
Have had
enough disappointments to keep me anxiously
looking ahead for the beacon light to "come
up higher" that my administrations might be
more acceptable to God.
«The field is white!" and while enticing family ties, business, and the marts of trade are inviting fields to engage the mincl with desi.res to
have a show of "good things" in this life, the
has the pre-eminence above all these;
hence my desire is to continue my labor for the
Master, if found practicable and in harmony
with those having charge of the mission field.

Elder F, A£.
present,

of the

Since my appointment I have labored constantly, attending to such duties as are common
to a missionary.
Have preached in Boston,
Fall River, Brockton, Attleboro and Dennisport,
Massschusetts, and Providence, Rhode Island,
Jonesport, Jonesboro, Mason's Bay, Sedgwick,
Blue Hill, Orland, Green's Landing, Tenant's
Harbor, Martinsville. Hart's Neck, Clark's
Island, Long Cove, Lisbon Falls, East Dixfield,
Science Hill, Dixfield Common, and
Hill,
Maine. The last three places are new ones for
our district.
was kindly received among the
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people there, who were also anxious for a contih·
nation of gospel work among them.
During the fall in company with Bro. Bond I
went into the state of New Hampshire and held
a few meetings in Farmington. It being in the
midst of politics, national, Congressional and
state elections, our effort did not amount to as
much as it otherwise would. I was taken from
Maine: by orders of missionary in charge to work
in the Massachusetts district the latter part of
the year. I am now acting as presiding elder
over the church in Fall River. I have been cordially received and treated by the clergy of that
city as a member of the Minister's Association.
On March r8th I read an essay before the Association on the Book of Mormon, dealing chiefly
with the archreological evidences that sustain it.
I was surprised to find educated men so poorly
informed in regard to our claims; also as to the
finding of the Spaulding Manuscript. I would
suggest that the church do something towards
getting it before the public through the annual
issues of the standard encyclopedias. The church
in the New England mission is sadly in need of
more laborers. The call for preaching is increasing so rapidly that we can not, with present
number of men, begin to attend to them. The
need of work among branches during the year
has greatly retarded our regular missionary
work.
I am being continually confirmed in the work
of the church, that it is of Christ, and hope to
remain true to the end.

Elder A. J. Moore, of the Seventy,
present, reports:
According to appointment, I have labored in
the Southwestern Mission. I have been greatly
blessed in my labors. I feel cheerful in saying I
am willing to labor on.

Eider J. S. Roth, of the Seventy, present, reports:
Since my last report I have been in the field
almost the entir.e time. I labored some in DesMoines district, but most of the time was in the
Eastern Iowa district, ·where I was assisted by
Bro. Turner for two weeks, and by Bro. Ruby
five weeks. We opened some new places, and
the .prospects are good for an ingathering at
some of them soon. The district is in good spiritual condition.
I organized one branch, I was assisted by Bro.
W. Maitland. I have also learne<:! that he did
soi:ne preaching in parts of the district last win·
ter.
I have been president of the district since last
fall, and if the confc;)rence deems me worthy of
an appointment another year, I prefer to be re·
turned there, and if possible that another brother
or two labor there, for the district is large and
ripe. I have baptized twenty·one, ordained one
priest, marr.ied one couple, and performed all
such duties as fell to my lot. My desire is to do
all I can to forward thi.s great latter day work.

Elder Henry Kemp, of the Seventy,
present, reports:
I have labored as appointed at last conference,
in the Fremont, and some in the Pottowattamie
districts. I have done the best I could, and have
been abundantly blessed in preaching the word;
more so, I think, than in previous years. Have
averaged during the year about two hundred and
fifty sermons, baptized fourteen, confirmed and

assisted in the confirmation of about thirty persons, administered to the sick, blessed children,
and attended to the duties of my calling generally with very good results.
Our Camp Meeting, held at Plum Hollow last
fall, was a grand success, more so than we would
have expected. Twenty-nine were baptized, the
hearts of hundreds, both Saints and believers
were made glad in the gospel and the hope of
eternal life.
There is a brighter prospect for the future in
this field of labor. The Saints of the Plum Hollow branch have decided to build a church house
and have much of the material already on hand.
That people have grit enough with the help and
Spirit of God to accomplish this work. Much
credit is due the Saints of this district for the
faith they have manifested in the work during
the past year.
The Saints at Wheeler's Grove, have built
them a neat little church this last year; they are
but few in number, but they have worked with a
will and have completed the work. I am still
willing to labor for the cause to the best of my
ability. May God speed the plough.

Elder E. A. Davis, of the Seventy,
writes from Llanell y, Wales:
Since the conference of 1888, I have been labor·
ing all the time in the harvest of our Master. By
the advice of some in authority I remained in
America until Bro. J. T. Davis had finished his
labors in Utah. This time I spent in America,
laboring the most of the time in the Spring
River district; the balance of the time at
Crescent City, Iowa. It is sufficient to say that
this time was ·spent in the ministry to good advantage, and in as wise a manner as I was able.
About the last week in July I took my leave
of friends and home for the field assigned me,
and the first week in August was safely landed in
Wales. I began to do what I could under the
difTicult circumstances that seem peculiar to this
field. I am not disposed to complain at all but
it is of no purpose to cry pea.ce and plenty, when
it is famine.
The experience in the time spent here causts
me to think that the good cause will be established in Wales only by long years of hard labor
wisely spent. I have acted in the different departments of my calling as often as duty demand·
ed. If you see wise to austain me in this field, I
am willing to do all I can for the promotion of
the gospel. While I shall be absent in person, I
shall be with you in faith and prayer, and I trust
that the good Spirit will be wi~h you to assist in
the transaction .of business and reveal the mind
of our common Lord to his chosen people.

Elder L. R. Devore, of the Seventy,
writes from Limerick, Ohio:
At your last session I was appointed to labor
for the ensuing year in the South-Eastern Ohio
and West Virginia district. In Ohio I have
labored in Jackson, Vinton, Gallia,"'.Highland,
and Hocking counties, and in Richie county,
West Virginia. Have delivered 157 discourses,
baptized 22, confirmed 2r, blessed 8 children,
ordained> r teacher, solemnized I marriage, administered to the sick on 30 occasions. Traveled
by railroad 586 miles, by wagon r ro, on foot 316.
Total 1,022. There has been about 75 added
to the district by baptism, and the omens are
propitious for many more to follow.
I have

been favored to labor a good part of the winter
with Bro. T. J. Beatty. He is a pillar in this
district. The Lord has blessed our labors and
given liberty in declaring the word. I would be
pleased were I fa,·ored to be with you during
your session, but distance and the lack of means
are the only hindering causes. May the good
Spirit be with you in all your deliberations, that
the work may receive additional strength and be
pushed on to victory, is my prayer.

~xiginal ~,I;}Jeb:y.
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IN MEMORY OF MY DEPART ED FRIEND
AND BROTHER, SAMUEL FRY
WALK~~R.

"I TELL you, Doctor, the time will surely come when•
the church will be brought out of the wilderness
where it has been driven. The scattered ones will be>
gathered home. The Sabbatic year-as you call itbe ushered in, and God's people will grow up during
it from the little stone which they now are, to a great.
mountain that will fill the whole earth with the brightness of its glory" These .words we~e ~poken by
Elder Walker in one of the last eonvemations we had
together. I have attempted to pnt the thought intOJ
verse, "in memoriam" of one of whose innermost:
thoughts I probably knew more than any one outside•
of his household. And amongst all the ideas and\
speculations as to what might be in the "sweet bye'
and bye" which he and I debated upon, with him the'
ever present thought, the central idea, was always the:
same, namely, The glory of God and the ·up building ofl'
the Savior's kingdom. Well, he is gone! passed frorllll
death unto life! and I miss him.
THE SAINT'S. HOPE.
Though now we are wanderers
And are scattered far and wide,
Yet we cherrish still the hope
(To Saints so dear)
That the time is fast approaching
When we'll all be gathered home,.
To prepare for the great Sabbatic year~
Sore, sore we have been tried
Since the church was led away
To sojourn in the wilderness so dr-ear;:
Bnt we cherish still the hope,
And know it will not fail,
'Twill return for the great Sabbatic year.
The Jews will gather home,
And the church will gather in

~~rt~~er~~~o;~e~~~adv:~~~t~0~~o~7 far and near,

And we know it will not fail,
'I'hey'll return for the great Sabbatic year.

Then spread the glad tidings
To the earth's remotest bounds,
From India's sunny isles to Greenland drear,
That Jesus Christ is coming,
And we know they will not fail,
For to reign through the great Sabbatic year.

J. J.

LAMONI; Iowa, April, 1B87.
RoBERT WINNING, Pres't.

s..
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IOWA AND NORTHERN MISSOURI.
It has seemed proper to those to whom this
duty belongs to continue me in charge of this
field, with a request that I shall do what I can.
With this request I will strive to comply. The
work committed to our trust is worthy of our
best efforts, and whether we are able to do little
or much for its advancement, it should be done,
leaving results with. God. God is a reasonable
being, only requiring us to do what we can; but
faithfulness and diligence are demanded. Every
one should labor according to his ability without
envy or jealousy, and God and eternity can best
determine who has accomplished the most good.
Let it be understood that where there are desig·
nated fields within my mission, the appointees of
General Conference should report to the ones in
charge where they are required to labor; and
those in. charge of these fields are requested to
report to me. Bro. C. Derry of Magnolia, Iowa,
will remain in charge of Little Sioux and Galland's Grove districts; Henry Kemp of Tabor,
Iowa, in charge of Fremont and Pottawattamie
districts; W. T. Bozarth of Cameron, Missouri,
in charge of Des Moines district; Duncan
Campbell of Pleasanton, Decatur county, Iowa,
in charge of Decatur district.
Bro. A. J. Moore of Lamoni, Iowa, is requested and appointed to take charge of Nodaway
district. Let these brethren be honored in their
respective charges and good will result to the
cause.
I trust and pray that a good year's work (better
than ever before) will be done by the elders,
priests, teachers, deacons and members in this
field.
Remember that righteousness alone =ill
avail with God. It is folly for any man to try
to pass for more than he is actually worth. The
most cunning efforts to build up self, at the sacrifice of those who are better than we are, will
finally come to naught, and disaster and disgrace
will fall upon the guilty. God is able to do his
own work, and He will do it in His own way.
How much I wish I could sav to all in this
field, "come" instead of ''go." But I can not,
only in a limited degree.
My the peace and blessings of God be with
you.
In gospel bonds,
JosEPH R. LAMBERT.
LA•umr, Iowa, April 15th, 1889.

MASSACHUSETTS DISTRICT.
Conference of the Massachusetts district will
convene Saturday, May I 1 th, at two P. M. at Boston, in the Knights of Honor Hall, No. 23I9,
Washington street. From any of the :lepots
take the Washington Street cars, or cars leading
on to Washingto'n Street, Roxbury. A committee at the hall will provide for the accommodation of visitors. Bro. W. H. Kelley, who is
placed in charge of the mission for the ensuing
year, will not be able to be with us. It is hoped
that Bro. F'. M. Sheehy wil be present. Bro. Hiram Robinson, of Nova Scotia, is expected to be
with us. Rates of railroad fare better than a
thousand mile ticket, (which can be secured for
two-thirds regular rates,) can not be had. These
tickets have the advantage, also, of being good
till used; and one, or any number of persons, can
ride upon them. They can be ordered a few
days before conference of the local agents. Tickets from Providence to Boston can be had for 75
cts. over theN. Y. and N. E. R. R. Come all,
and let those who do com~ bring the Spirit of
God and of peace with them.
M. H. BoND, President of district.
BORN.
DAvrs.-At St Joseph, Missouri, July 9th,
r888, to Mr. J. I. and Sr. N. E. Davis, a daughter.
Blessed April roth, r889, by Elders Robert M.
Elvin and D. K. Dodson, and named Gracie.

DIED.
CHARLES.-At Bevier, Missouri, March 29th,
r889, of pneumonia, Bro. Thomas Charles. He

was born at Prince's End, Staffordshire, England, May 15th, r828; united with the Reorganization from Brighamism,
the labors of
Bro. Joseph Boswell, on the
·mission to
England, August roth, r866, and ordained at the
same time to the office of an elder. He had his
faults like others, but in the main was not
lover of the plan of salvation, but a true
er of its principles in public and in private. Just
before his death he requested those
him to
read the last chapter of Malachi,
firmed by his testimony. He was
had desired, to Kewanee, and interred
ant View Cemetery, March 3rst,
Funeral
sermon by Elder John Chisnall.
leaves a
son and two daughters to mourn their loss.
We laid him down with gentle hand,
Within his bed of clay,
'rhere to await the Lord's comn1and,
"Arise to endless day.
For me you toiled, for me you bore
The scoffs and frowns of men;
Hail now to Hve for evermore
With me and mine,-Amen.~'

SMITH.--At Kilmanagh,
daughter of B. F. and C. M.
I I months and 14 days. She was
1873, and was baptized by Elder
Bay Port, Michigan, October
leaves a father and mother, five
sisters to mourn their loss.
but one, and they desire the
him that he may be one with them.
the hope of meeting her again in the
and bye. Funeral services by Elder
Dowker.
REESE.--At Butte, Montana, September 25th,
r888, Sr. Frances P. Reese,
28
II
months and 27 days. Sister
with
the church June 30th, r88r, since which time she
passed through many trials.
her darkest
days she had the unmistakable
the
divinity of the work. Up to the last her faith
was unwavering. She fell
with the bright
hope of a glorious triumph.
have <every
reason to believe that she sleeps the skep oi the
just.
BARREL -James Barrel was born at Harf\and,
Vermont, September 24th, r8o4, and died fJ.t his
residence in Lamoni, Iowa, April 6th,
leaving a wife and two children. He was
September 3d, r87r, by Elder
C.
He remained firm and faithful to
and in his life adorned the doctrine which he
espoused. He had no fear of death, but
ed himself as ready and willing to
other side whenever the Master
him. The
funeral services were conducted by Elder Thomas J. Bel!, and the interment was at Rose Hill
Cemetery.
HouSTON.-James Thomas, son of James and
Mary Houston, born at Happy Hollow, Maconpin county, Illinois, July 24th, r883; died at
Litchfield, Illinois, of measles, March 24th, 1889.
Services at the house by Bro. Houston.
HousTON.-John, son of
and Niary
Houston, born at Staunton,
Illinois, March z8th, 1886; died
Illinois, of measles, March 24th, r889.
SEE.- The funeral of Mr. Adam See took
place at his late residence in Adams Center, on
March r8th. He had been long and favorably
known as a peaceable citizen and good neighbor,
a quiet, unassuming gentleman and Christian.
Born in Schoharie county, New York, September 3d, r812 Married to Miss Eunice Lbnell
at Brownville, New York, March
1836.
Their union brought to their hearts
home
fifteen children, six dying, nine still remain with
their worthy mother to mourn the loss of a husband and father.
When about twenty-two years of age he united
with the people called Christians; in
with
the Latter Day Saints, or Mormons.
opposed to all innovations, and true to his Christian instincts, his religious opinions did not at any
time change his purpose, his aim
to '·'fear
God and keep his commadments," this
"the
whole duty of man." He sojourned among us
twenty-five years as a "pilgrim and stranger on
earth," respected by all, and dearly loved
those who understood the simplicity and

ness of his heart. At the ripe age of seventy-six
years he sleeps after much suffering, yet crowned with a victorious faith in Gon, our Father.
James H. McChesney in Adams county, Wisconsin Press.
(Bro. Adam See died of heart disease and asthma. He was baptized into the Reorganized
Church, July 17th, 1875, by Elder J. M. Waite.)

A young man who is registered in Iowa, and ean give
good rcferencee, &c. A member of the church preferred.
Address F, l\L WEI,D,
26nu1r4t
I.a1noni, Iowa.

Farn1

Sale.

i<~n·

A good farm for sale of 40 acres. good rich soil, an weH
fenced, 2 good wells, large pond. for stock, old orchard
bearing good, 300 young trees of choicest fruits, new
lumber stable and cowshed all shingled, buggy shed,
new granary all painted, good rock milk house, other
out-houses. A good 6 roomed cottage, porched, papered~
and painted outside and inside, close to 4 towns, also on
4 mam roads, 2 good groves of maple trees each side of
the cottage. 'Nill be sold cheap, rather than rent. A big
bargain for some one.
'
I~BENEZER MILLER., Senior,
Sc.Al\L&IoNVJLI,E, Cherokee county, I\:ansas.

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,
REAL

ESTATE
VIlest Lexington

INDEPENDENCE,

AGE

TS,

Street~

MISSOURI.

---: A
Newspa:par. :--·~
THE INDEPENDENT PATRIOT
P1ovides its readers weekly with

56 COLUMNS
Of reading xnatter, including Domestic and Foreign N e\vs,
Around the Vl!orld, Re.Jigjous, Scientific nnd Personal departments, aud aims to keep its readers thoroughly acq uamted with the striking features· of the world's
progress. Try it and know for yourself. Sample copy
free. One dollar per year.
LAMBERT BROTII.ERS, PUBLISHERS,
25aug
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
Home~

UTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Price pel!' year
$1.50.
M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

SAllUUTH SC WOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for higher classes, bound in
spriulded Leather, each ......................... $1 00
The same hound in Cloth........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75
Question Book, for intermediate~ classes, each 25c.,
per dozen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.rJO

'VV elsh Hymn Book.
We have on hand about 100 copies of a book, entitled
"Llyfr Hymnau at Wasanaeth Eglwys Iesn Grist, Acl-Reoleiddedig Samt y Dydd Diweddaf. '' 'l'here are 393 hymns
in Welsh and33 in English. It is published by the church
in Wales, and sent here for sale. Sixty cents each, free of
postage: bound in full leather, mar Ned edge•.

R1IIl'lifS

REVISITED,

AND 1'HI<1 WORLD STORY RETOLD;
The Scientific Defense of the Latter Day .Falth.
240 pages, bound in cloth, price $1..

S. F. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.

"MANUSCRIPT IcOUND."
In cloth
ten or more, each ....••••• , 20
In papm· 15
ten or more, each. . . . . . . . . 13
'~his is the notorious "Manuscript Found,"
wntten by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which
so much has been said in connection with the
theory that it fhrnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief ground work and material from which to write the Book of Mormon,
REI'LY TO LITTLEFIELD.
In paper 10 cts., per dozen.... . . .. . . . . . . .
'1'5
'This is the" Reply of President Joseph l::>mith
to
0. Uttlefield in refutation of the doctrine
of
Marriage."
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HEAl.tKEN TO THE WORD OF' '11H.lll LORD~ FOR r_rHERBl Sn.A.LL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE l'l' BB ONE WIFE:
liE SHALL liAVE NONlTio"-Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6o
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE ]\![AN SHOULD HAVB ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE l:hJSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE OF
'" .;:r LIBERTY TO MAnRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Oomma,ndments, sec. 109, par. 4.
H

No. IS.

-Whole No. 833"
thi~

If the other solicitors
that amount\ he means
to build.
in the hands of judibusiness men

JOSEPH S;;H'l'H

w. w.

EDI'I'OH

BI.AIH

AsSOCIATE EDITOl<

Iowa,
THE SAINTS' HA.RMONY.

introduction, and

EITHER

pre-

face.

No reasonable effort will
rnake the book all it should

LAMONI COLLEGE.
BELOW we
the minutes of
of citiz<;ns in the int<;rest of this
ins-ritution from which it wm be seen that
efforts will he made to
the
nwvement to a successful
A.il
that the
is much needed,
than LEmoni can

also that one
five
dollars.
He is
confident that he can wi!b this soon work

stating·
will do in the matter.
It will prove perfectly safe investment
it may pay no dividends-at least
sorne time~
Whor:ver
forward the cause of
aud with
will not he as to how
investment will return,
will come to society.
is the time
he

diizens of I .. atnoni rnet at th~ Herald office
in to ·consideration the ad v1sabllity of
for the furtherance of the building of a
edit'ge at Lamoni, Iowa. G. A. Blakeslee was
ehosen chairrnan, and
Hudson secretary; a
cor.n;rdttet' consist1ng of E L. Kelly, R. \Vinning
and
was appointed to arrange, soliclt
and zh:vh:c p1s.ns to put in operation the plan of
tt::e coll.eg~:.
A cornn1ittee of four ·was appointed to canvas
artd [~oHcit. rneansl to praeu.re subscribers to the
sLld:, to work this immediate locality, and work
ln conjunction with previously appointed com·
mittee, W. Hudson, Dr. Hansen, S. V. Bailey
and 1). . Nicholson.
All committees were instructed to report to an
ac;journed meeting appointed for the last Satur·
at three o'clock p.m., at the Haald
oHice,
Lamoni, Iowa. All persons are re·
qiwsted to aid with all their might, mind and

W. HuvsoN, Secretary.
ONE WIFE, OR MANY.

page
Prec. Joseph Srnith, now
be on sale at this office
anciently
and hisand sets forth clear] y
faithful people of God h:lve
on that matter. Of course,
and defends monog-omv and
all other forms. The -latter
p~r'
the tract contains an explanation
and defen~e of the ministry of the sons of
J
Smith the Seer and contains valua··

hle testimony on the point from the private journal of the late apostle Lyman
Wight.
We trust this tract will be found timely
and effective and prove most beneficial in
both defending and advocating the faith
of the Saints
the points treated.
All who
it shouid send in their
orders at once. Price 25 cents per dozen,
or $r.75 per hundred.
All monevs should he sent to David
Dancer, box "128. Post office orders, drafts
on Chicago, or registered letters are tbe
safest.
THE CONFERENCE.

Annual Conference at St. Joseph,
Mo., April 6th to 13th, was not a large
gathering in respect to delegates and visitors, but we are confident it will prove
equal to the average in point of practical
value to the church. The preaching was
excellent; the sul:jP.cts treated were time; the interest t:Jken was all that could be
and good results are certain to follow.
All
the absence of President
Joseph
and others, both ministers
and laity, but we have long oince learned
that we can not have all the good things
at once.
The editors of the St. Joseph newspagenerally, setting
teachings and church
the main, correctly.
Saints, few in num her,
nobly in providing
for the delegates and visitors, and not a
few of the cilizens outside the church
showed much kindness, some of them hecommg deeply interested in the doctrine
and work of the church. The conference
was as "a city set on a hill," and its light
went ont f~Jrcefully and in many directions.
THE

BRADEN'S BOASTINGS.

SoME one has sent us a copy of "Pro-

(!ramme and Endorsements of Lectures hy
Clark Braden, A.
"etc., etc., a penn phlet of about twenty pages. Looking it
over, from l ,ead to tail, one is struck with
a feeling of
at the self-adulation
which abounds in it t•verywhere.
A
wiser man bas said: "Do ·not sound a
trumof't before• thee." But Mr. Braden
seem~ utterly heedless of such good advice and rushe•. into print, thrusting his
boasted deeds offensively into public noticP,
"giving- out that himself is some great
one," Simon Magus-like. Among hosts
of his pompous pretensions he claims to
have vr~nqnished "Mormonism" when he
debated with Bro. E. L. Kelley in vVilbur,
Nebraska, and in Kirtland, Ohio; with J.
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THE SAINTS' HERA
W. Gillen in Stewartsville, Missouri, and
"backed out" J. R. Lambert in r885, H. C.
Bronson in r887, and "one Luff and other, Mormon champions,
in Plum
Hollow, Iowa."
While this top-lofty fellow lays this
"flattering unction to his soul," let facts be
submitted in these mntters, and then Mr.
Braden and others may see the fulsome
braggart as others see him.
Mr. Braden held a debate with Elder
E. L. Kelley in Wilbur, where the Campbellites bad a well established congregation and a commodious church.
The
Saints had no church there, but a few
members, and
was hard against
them. As a
of said debate prejudice gave way, the faith of the Saints was
better understood, numbers were added to
their church-many frorn among the
Campbellites-and now, aided liberally by
the citizens, the Saints are building themselves a suitable church in that citv. On
the other hand, Mr. Braden's chur~h-the
Campbdlites-have declined in influence
and numbers rapidly, the remnant sold
their church to the Roman Catholic society, Mr. Braden fell into such disrepute
with the citizens that he waB placed under
arrest, his books and cloak were attached
and sold, and he barely escaped "by the
skin of his teeth." So much for actual results at vVilbur. In the debate at Kirtland with E. L. Kelley, Mr. Braden bad
all the ad vantages arising from favorable
public sentiment, while Bro. Kelley was
weighted down with the accumulated
prejudices of the uninformed masses.
But as the debate progressed from day to
day, the irresistible ·force of truth, wielded
meekly, patiently and nobly by Elder
Kelley swept back the clouds and mists of
error and falsehood with which Mr. Braden waged his unholy
the people
saw the light; his corrupt methods, his
false statements and flimsy arguments
were alike exposed, the sentiments of the
masses were won to Bro. Kellev and the
views he advocated; Mr. Braden went
down and Elder Kelley went up in the estimation of their hearers, and this to such a
palpable degree that, smarting under a
sense of ignoble defeat, Mr. Braden frequently insulted his hearers for applauding Elder Kelley in his successful efforts.
And these favorable conditions toward
Elder Kelley and the Saints continue up
to the present time.
As for the effort of Mr. Braden against
the Saints at Stewartsville and his debate
there with Elder J. W. Gillen, the results
were good for the Saints, but the contrary
with Braden and his fellows, The Saints
have now, in :md near that town, four
churches, and their mfluence for good
with their neighbors has continued to grow
from the first.
When Mr. Braoen claims that Elders
Lambert and Luff "backed out" of discussion with him at Plum Hollow, Iowa, he
states what is not true. We have good
evidence that the Saints were most willing
to put their doctrines and claims against
those of the Campbellites at Plum Hollow, and that arrangements were made
for Elder Lambert to meet Mr. Braden on

D.

those grounds. But Mr. Braden and his
friends failed to accept the terms. Afterwards they-some of that society-spared
no effort in seeking to tear down the
work of the Saints in that place and
vicinity, but their efforts have failed thur;
far, and now our people are building a
commodious church in the very place
where Mr. Braden and . his fellowr;
sought to destroy the doctrine and influ . .
ence of the Saints.
Another evidence that Mr. Braden wm;
defeated in his attacks upon the faith and
doctrine of the Saints is seen in the fact
that they buy and circulatethe "Braden-Kelley Debate" to build up their faith and
expose the errors of Mr. Braden and his
fellows. But Mr. Braden advertizes his
show-for "there is money in it"-to catch
dunces and dollars.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

Bro. J. C. Clapp wrote us from Salt
Lake City, Utah, the I 5th inst., that love
and peace prevail among the members
there, and that the work of the church is
in fair condition.
Bro. Edward McGurk of Somerville,
Victoria, in a late letter expresses confi ..
dence in the worth and ability ot Brn,
Vlight and Butterworth, thinks they will
do a great and good work in Australia,
and says they are well esteemed,
Bro. E. N. Beach, of Flora Vista, New
Mexico, writes cheeringly of the labors of
Bro. Caffall in that region of
says he
macte friends and baptized three persons,
Bro. John G. Dickinson, of Ne~ South
Vvales, Australia, writes appreciatingly of
the labors and teachings of Bro. and SL
T. W. Smith. He mentions the presence
of the Holy Spirit in great degree at a
prayer meeting, previous to their depart ..
ure for the Society Islands. They found
it hard to part .with Bro. and Sr: Smith,
whom they had learned to love. Bro. D.
requests prayers in behalf of himself and
family, some of whom are not with him in
faith.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
washing of feet in the church? H
not, why not?"
Ans.-The ordinance of washing of feet pertains
to the ministry, as was taught by the Savior in the
13th chapter of John. It was also taught an·
ciently and modernly as an ordinance to be ob··
serv~ed by the ministry when and where they seek
to preach the gospel and are knowingly and per·
sistently rejected.-(See Doc. & Cov. 23;6; 6o:
4; 83: r6; Matt. m: 14; Mark 6: II; Luke 9: S·)
Washing of feet in this manner, also the washing of hands officially, is an outward sign of the
person's innocence and faithfulness in the matter
acted upon.-Psalms 26: 6; 73: 13; Matt. 27: 27.
~.-A brother inquires, "Was Judas Iscariot
predestinated to betray our Lord and Savior?''
A.-Yes, in one sense; No, in another. Judas
had his agency in regard to Christ. God fore·
saw that he, acting upon that>agency, would betray Christ; and that fact was revealed to hisservants. It therefore, according to the foreknow!··
edge of God, became a prominent feature in the
plan of human redemption; and from this stand~ues.-"Is

point Paul could say, •·Whom he dld foreknow,
them he also did predestinate." Thus it is that
predestination, wherever man's moral agency is
involved, is based first upon the foreknowledge
of God.
Alma treats of predestination, where it relates
to the call of the priesthood, in the following
manner:
"And this is the manner after which they
were ordained: being called and prepared from
the foundation of the world, according to the
foreknowledge of God, on account of their exceeding faith and good works; in the first place,
being left to choose good or evil; therefore they
having chosen good, and exercising exceeding
great faith, are called with a holy calling, yea,
with that holy calling which was prepared with,
and according to, a preparatory redemption for
such; and thus they have been called to this holy
calling on account of their faith, while others
would reject the E;pirit of God on account of the
hardness of thefr hearts and blindness of their
minds, while, if it had not been for this, they
might have had as great privilege as their brethren. Or in fine: in the first place they were on
the same standing with their brethren; thus this
holy calling being prepared from the foundation
of the world, for such as would not .harden their
hearts, being in and through the atonement of
the only begotten Son, who was prepared; and
thus being cailed by this holy calling, and ordained unto the high priesthood of the holy order of God, to teach his commandtnents unto
the children of men, that they also might enter
into his rest, this high priesthood being :after the
order of his Son, which order was from the found·
ation of the world; or in other words, being
without beginning of days or end of years, being prepared from eternity to all eternity, according to his foreknowledge of all things."--·
Alma 9:6.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"Unchanged by our changes of spirit and frame,
Past. now and henceforward the Lord is the oame;
Though we sink in the darkness, his arms break our fall,
And in death as in life he is Father of alL"

Sister Walker :-One bright morning in the
spring of r889 a young girl yet in her teens-a
joyous, light-hearted, merry, happy girl; the
daughter of an elder well known to nearly all
Saints, came into the room where her mother
was sitting. She held in her hand a book of
Doctrine and Covenants and her face wore a
look of soberness not usual to her. Going close
to her mother, she drew up a chair and sitting
down by her side she said:
«Mamma, will you listen while I read out of
this book? I want to have your earnest attention, because I want to examine certain portions
which have attracted my notice. I will read
and then we will talk about it and see if we can
come to a better understanding."
"•A word of wisdom for the benefit of the Council of High Priests, assembled in Kirtland, and
churcl); and also, the Saints in Zion. To be sent
greeting, not by commandment or constraint,
but by revelation and the word of wisdom; showing forth the order and will of God in the ttrnporal salvation of all Saints in the last days.
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PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

Bro. Bergensen, of Emington, Illinois, requests
your prayer;; in behalf of his wife who has been
afflicted for many years.
Alsv Sr. Abby Freeman, ot Gilmore City, Ioa.

last
HOME COJ,UMN MISSIONARY

l<'mm.

Sr. Mary Vvhite, Lima, Mo .............. $
Bro. Wt"n. Franklin, Flintville, Wis........
Prayer League, Nebraska City, Neb ........ 6
Sr. Eliza Slocum, Nebraska City, Neb ...... r
Sr. Jessie Maxwell, Cadillac, Mich .......... I
Sr. Susannah Reese, Pleasanton, Iowa ..... I
Sr. Alfaretta Lockard, London, Ontario .... r
Bro. Alexander Gaulter, Lamoni, Iowa ..... I
Sr. Laura Morrison, Butts ville, Mo.... . . . .
Sr. Eilen Cameron, Houghton Lake, Mich .. r
Mother and daughter, Reavley, Mo ........ r
~

suffer this way!
this?'
When I heard
I feared that his trial might
Now what

connected with the
sornev..'hat condemned

tbe instructions given
;;'·pdnkling of the door
uf ~Ni:-;don1n is given to us
warn1ng ~ not by
but
the sarne
hca ven for us to
Let us try to
ri~.ing generation will app
do not h1struct our children
whom we profefs to love
us have to be taught when
Let us
and be ehildre·n of the
hill, which can not
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Send all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

WEBB CITY, Neb., April uth.
Dear Sister .fi'rauces:-On the roth day of
June fifteen of the sisters of this branch met at
the home of Bro. J. W Waldsmitb and organized a Prayer Union.
Sr. J. A. Armstrong was
elected president and the undersigned secretary and treasurer. Since that time eleven members have joined and two have been called from
our midst; one bv death and the other by removal to another town. \Ve have held six meetings since beginning and know we enjoy the
Spirit of God in our midst.
Your sister in Christ,

C.

FAUNCE.

PRoToN, Ont., April 14.th.
Dear Sister Fmnces :--I am a young girl of
thirteen years, and have been a member of the
Church of Christ two years. I have often
thought that I would like to write to the Herald.
I know this work is true. I have seen the sick
healed, and I have been healed myself several
times by the prayer of faith.
It makes my heart rejoice when I read the
Home Column. Lerus not neglect to pray, but
let us pray for one another, and live so that when
we are called from this >;;vorld we may praise our
Father·s name in heaven; and when we stand
around the judgment bar to be judged, the Lord
may eay, ''Nell done, good and faithful servant,
enter into the joy of thy Lord."
I desire to so live that I may have that Spirit
that will help me to be a faithful Saint, for I
know this church is of Christ.
Your sister in the gospel,
EUPHEMIA JACK.

M---.
the careful

I
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LAMONI, Iowa, Apr. 19th.

RUBY

was given to all
be:: cB.lled S.}dnts 1 then it is
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TAWAS,

Mich., March 22d.

Sr. Frances :-I see f·O many letters of encouragem<ent in the Herald that I thought I would

the~y have been in the
the Reorganized Church
Christ better servict' than
The day of

ever

is

ne::~r

¥Jhen more

who have often
to God and his cause
our children to rnanifest
his coinrnandrnents.-ED.

tell you what we are doing here. On the fifth of
July we met. at Sr. Proper's and organized a society with six mem hers. We elected a president,
vice president, clerk and treasurer, and meet every Thursday at two o'clock.
Our meeting was opened by singing, prayer,
and reading a portion of Scrip~ure. We then
had prayer and testimony, after which we worked
till five o'clock. Each one paid in what she
could each week, and we used the money to buy
material to make up. We made quilts and a few
other articles.
We have had 1nany discouragen1ents, but '"'e
have dcme each week what we could. Our pres-
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T
ident has moved away, and one after another has
dropped ofT, till there are but three left to
We still meet and do what we can.
In February we held a bazaar and sold what
we had on hand. We made $3r.6o. We have
no church here yet, but if one is built we intend
to give the money to help build it.
I pray that God may bless all his Saints and
that there may be an interest awakened, so that
not one may sit idly down with folded hands.
Let us be up and doing, working for the Master,
so that when he eomes to number his jewels, we
may not be found wanting.
Your sister in the one faith,
E. CooK.

CHASE, Kansas, March zrst.
Dear Saints:- vVe are classed among the scattered ones, but wish to bear our testimony to the
great latter day work. '\file are still trying to let
our light shine, if it is but small, and are lending
our books and papers, and fail to find anything
that is an improvement on them in the way of
church periodicals. Vve are favored with quite
a variety of different kinds by exchanging ours
with frien.ds. We would be much pleased if
some of the elders could come here and labor.
We have been in no shape to help one to come
since Bro. Parsons left, for we had our wheat
cut with the hail, and our corn with hot winds,
so we have not raised much for two years. If
the Lord should bless us this year, then we may
be able :o pay tithes and help again. If some
elder who is passing along on the Santa Fe road
could stop, we would make him welcome and
care for him while he could remain.
Bro. Parsons opened up the work here, and
there was quite a good interest, and we were
much disappointed when he was taken from this
mission; but we wish to hear from whomsoever
the Lord shall appoint over Central Kansas, for
we are as near the center as we could get.
With love to all the Saints, I remain yours
in gospel bonds,
H. J. LusH.
NoRTH FoRSTER, N. S. W.,
February zzd.
Dear Herald:-As my mind goes back to the
time when I was to come to this land, and I
think of those who asked me to write of the
things seen here, I feel that it is but right that I
should tell why I have not done so.
Remembering your limited space it was
thought best to send such to Autumn Leaves, as
that is for the young, and such as might like to
read of the things one sees in his travels in far off
climes. Since we last wrote both of us have tried
to do that which we thought best for the cause.
And right here I may say it was deemed wise
that we :<hould, for a time at least, cease to go as
we had done-"two by two." This, of course,
proved a task; and had it not been that there
were •·hose with whom we could travel and thus
do what the law asks ot us, we would not have
done as we have.
But Bro. Smith and self felt
that it would be the only thing we could do for
the good of the work; and as all three had pray·
ed to know, and all seemed led that way, we
thought it the will of God, and hence felt that
we could do as He wisred; or at least would try.

Let those who have passed through such
this
say as to the task.
For months we had gone as the J.avv has sa.d,
and while thus, we had met with all thai o~e
rneets with in such a life, and had learnf·d to
love each other the more. And now to part, myself to go some eight hundred miles north a ·1d
he to go out where none of our faith had beEcn,
all this was sad to think of.
Yet when
ldt
home we did so with the thought in m·lnd that
should ft·el
we would shrink no task which
we were called to.
One thing that made it still more
that by some it was not thought
leave Neely; and they
so fur as
1neans by ·which the "heads
be caused to act.
'We do
thought was in the mind of those who thns me ved, that to leave him thus would
be
best, but as it had been against our own
we had done it from the
of
we thought.
God wllled,-as we had prayed much··--, it
ed us to witness such
step.
A;;
felt that the poor boy had done so well
new sphere that this blow might: have bec;'1
spared hir.o, as it was sprung right on the
his start for a new fh;ld. WaH the
on not so much of a load as one could
to have? Let these same ones leave home
in their youth ·vvith all that spring·~;
the name and in a land far avvay be asked
as he has done, and then to meet
load thus heaped on, and see how they wlH
for the time 'Nhen the load will be
it shall be th'3 will oi Him who
tn
back to the home to which fond hope has,
hours of care, held out to the youth
as few have done.
And here I wili
no fear that it wili build him up-th:n l!
to kePp hhn in any part of tL.e world.
No
of toil has he yet shrank,
to do but that which is
·work, he bas gone on,
with a will we could hnt
V\rho like hhn, have gone forth to
"who spake as never man spake,n
1_'lhe work to be done i:n this
kind not found at home.
so much pleo.sure here that
them to hear the truth only
for the time engage the mind,, to be turned
as soon as the first game F.hal.l come; the which
is far more apt to draw fwm them the thouFht
of the brain which shonld be put to use ln
of truth.
Just now that which seems to call forth
thought more than all things else,
the issue of
protection; as this colony has been, so far, acilng
in line with the Home government. It make>, H
all the more a task to get them to hear what
have for them. Since 1ny last I have l-ed
into the fold and one more is to come in on Sun·
day next. Last month I crossed swords w'ith
one that Utah has sent here, on the subject
polygamy; and I trust that good 'Nas done for
the cause. I learned that some
ifa
"put up job;" but let one do what he
and
stand by the truth as he will, there will stll! be
those who will cry out "foul!' and all from the
fact that they do not want the light to shine.
Full well do they know that when it is once
turned on the lives they Iive, that there will be
dark spots that they would like to hide from
view. Long since I learned that when one tries

to keep in the path of life and does but that ':1e
he rig hi, he will soon learn that it
is the few that are on his side; and hence we
must m2.ke up our mind to the fact that ·when we
go through the world with the sword of truth in

knovv·s

our hands there will be those who will fight with
a zeal we would do well to have. And that be
path we thus tread is not strewn with roses, but
on both sides are found the thorns, the· whkh
no doubt seem to keep us from the hope that
a rest may be gained ere the toil has ceased.
So far
the m"-:1d of man may reach, one
could but hope that the time would come when
this klnd of toil would cease; but when we bring
to mind the fact
work is for the good
all,
then we should
stop to think or care what
the fray n'1ay bring· forth~ but should fix in 0 1Jr
minds the thought that, corne what ·will, "Vve
done.
till all has
've have the right
go
and that God will give us
forth from the
the fruit of our toil. 'To start out v.dth the
thought that naught but ease vvill be found in
such a life is to build false hope in a mind that
has not yet ]earned the rudiments of vvhat is to
be met; ai1d to
that. it is n1.,~e to go .frorn
place to place need~) but one such
to work in
the rn}nd change such as had not been thought
of; at least if ·what I hn ve learned in the past can
to judge.

that he
him to do, aYld
hence had the right to go.
V./hat he did wh1le
here has served to put the ·work on a' firm basis,
and I feel
t.he kind of work he did could not
those now here; whlle the
have been done
depth
thought -,r;hicn he gave bas brought to
minds
all the work as they had not known
it. I trust that those who pray v;ill now think of
there are but t1,vo here no¥v
this field,
; also that they will think
vvith their rneans that the church rnay send rnore
ve the age to give to them
this
that it
a succe&s.
become more
rfhe conference for th1~ Forster district was
held the r6th and 17th instants, and though
there was not much to be done, yet we had a
good time. One was baptized, and the next
Tuesday one more. Yesterday another followed,
being three added in a week.
A chat with a
voung man to-day brought out the fact that he
has heard what in his own church he never
knew, and that he will not cease till he has learned more. He is a yonng man of good ability.
A man some thirty miles from here has asked
us-self and wi:fe----to go up to his place.
He
told me lm1t night that he was nearly convinced.
Himself and wife have been praying for years
for the truth. He has asked me to meet his pastor, which of course I shall be but too glad to do.
Near him live some who heard Bro. Rodger and
since then have felt a wish to join us.
Poor Bro. Rodger! V./hat he went through in
this land for the sake of truth would make a chapter. The way he toiled in a strange land and
met some of the worst persecutions ever known,
woul.d wring tears from the eyes of ail who might
read. Loved
his memory and rest his reward!
From time to lime bave the tears sprung forth as
I have heard what he had to meet with; and
when Sr. Marriott told how she first met him
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and knew him by having known him in her
youth, it laid bare the floodgates of gdef and I
could but wish that when my time shall have
come to pass from this llfe,
have
well as he.
As to the work here, I have hopes of
progress. A"s to the Saints} ln
n1ain they are
as grand as can be found; and as to our length of
stay 1 v..re do not now see hovv
can be n1ore than
the three years. But should the Lord say "stay,"
"'?le vdll do so.
Those who write to me, I
wlil be very
careful about the weight of the letter, as the
least fraction over the half ounce requires an
extra hvelve cents~ and
not prepaid it rneans
sixpence from me.
Vi!IGwr.
SAN BENITO) Cal~
D~ar

1\1:arch

28th.

IJ'emld:--I have just returned from the

conference of the Central California district) held
near A1ila, 'fulare county
the xsth to the r7th.
\JV e V\rere visited by a splendid rain ·which, although preventing many
attending,
thankfully received. The
us and every one ·was edified
the journey of life. 1.~-.;.>Vo
were added by baptlsm.
flying.
and let
not what it
worth. "God doeth his vvork
tb.e rninutc,"---Proverbs--~a~d if
day, vveek or month \ve
get left.
\Ve had some good preaeh1ng
BI~n.
E Holt, J. H.

one went away rejoicing.

H.

BuTTERFIELD.

----·----HUMESTON,

Iowa, Aprii 23rd.

Eddors Herald:--On Friday, March 22d, I left
Providence for the purpose of attending the General Conference at St. Joseph, Mo., arriving in
New York after a quiet night on the wund.
I went on to Jersey City in quest of Bro. Stillman, but through misdirection failed to find his
residence; taking the annex boat for
and elevated railway, I found myself soon at the
hospitable home of our fa.Hhful Bro. and Sr.
Squires, where, without reserve, was made welcome.
Prepared with the correct number,
sought
again in the afternoon in Jersey
and with
success, the home of Bro, Stillman and wife;
who, though not a member of the church, made
me welcome. Tarrying over night with them
we went to Brooklyn some eight or ten miles
to meet with the band of earnest Saints and spoke
to them with liberty,
out of the hall a.t
the dose of service our attention
attracted
by the voice and sight of a ma.n perched upon a
pile of boards very earnelltly
loudly taiking
and
before
nssern bl.v of rnbred
eharacters and \vas infor1T1ed hy the brethren
that it was Mr. Owen, once
connected
with the Reorganized
but recently baptb:.ed by Mr. Brown-genen:d agent, profeHsedly
the faith of David 'Whitmer s.nd the
organization known as the •·Church of Christ.n
My observation, however, ha:<
me
conclude
that these men who have
out from us are
nobody nor anything so much as
themselves; that they are
soun-:e
serious

but, on the contrary may serve to
of Jesus Christ up{'n its guard, and
of piaster to draw out the unwholeoffenslve material which
than helps, the natural and legitiall parts of the body of Christ.
made bold to visit Dr. and
L,e Plongeon, with whose names the HerH
as the rest of the world in
become familiar. Introducing myenand I was cordially received and inec1tertai.ncd by the Dr. and Madame
their travels all over the uncivilized
>vorld; but more especially with their
of explorations among the prehisGreat confirmation of
the "sealed book," and of the "marwonder" which the Great
commissioned us to explain was had.
only yesterday, I noticed in
paper that a syndicate had been
of editors and publishers to enter at once
expedition of explorations in search of pre·
in ihe yet unexplored wilderness of
God is moving in the interest of his
work, and of his chosen and elect people.
Dr. kindly read to me from the MSS. of
coming book what he has to say about
which we suffer nothing; but
will. likely receive favor with
Both the Dr. and
could know, agnostics
and of course -,vil1 probably never be
even to give one of his disciples
or a chance for his Hfe.
'Tuesday}
corr1pany svith Bro. Baty, in order
to gratify trl)' curiosity and obtain information,
we visited in New York city-that great modern
babel and metropolis of extremes of human life,
hish and low--Baxter, Roosevelt and Mott streets;
the latter the quarters and home o£ the Chinese.
inquiry and questioning John Chinaman
fn~quently by mixing a good deal o£ poor Engli~,h ~<nd a very little of worse Chinese, we found
his temple·-- place of worship--the house of "Joss,"
Jo,:ated in the third story. We seemed to beand no doubt were-objects of suspicion by the
celestials who stood around as we climbed the
three or four stories that led to the celestial Temtheir inhospitable attitude being
as we proceeded, by the fumes of opithe several "bars" or "joints" that seemed to force their way into the corridors. In fact,
two doors were open so we could see the
and the keepers within, apparentfor customers-if not already hidden
suggested to us that they might
officers in disguise as a reason for
their lack
cordiality in our reception, having
htcd trouble £rom recent raid£ upon opium dens.
and its trappings and parapher-

brethren Kelleys and Griffiths. Spoke to the old
friends and neighbors on Sunday, visiting with
friends until Thursday following.
We left in
company with Bm. \V. H. and E. L. Kelley and
F. M. Sheehy, who had ove,-taken us the day
previous, for the west and General Conference.
Half-fare rates for the party over the Chicago
& Rock Island railroad were secured at Chicago
the next day. Another all night journey and
the morning of the 6th found us at St. Joseph;
tired, and glad to quit. Provision for entertainment had been made for myself and Bro, Sheehy
by our faithful Sr. Steffe of Boston, who had
preceeded us, at the home of her son-in-law,
Henry Isleib, where we were most kindly and
generously cared for.
Of the sessions of the Genaal Conference we
can not ·write. The conference vvas a short one,
and, of course, all were disappointed at the absence of Pres. Joseph Smith. Evidences of
God's favor, however, were not wanting. Individually we were blessed and not sorry we undertook the journey.
Conferenee dosing Friday, after just one
week's session, we left for Kansas City and Independence. Meeting Bro. Robinson at Kansas
City, we were, in company with Bro. Ralph
Smith and Sr. Hulmes taken, bag and baggage,
to the hospitable, cheery and comfortable home
of Bro. R--, where we were made to feel at
ease and at home. Time will fall to teil of all
the pleasant things we saw and experienced during our stay at Independence.
Sunday morning, though ill and distressed, we
felt that we could not afford to lose our only opportunity perhaps of visiting the Saints' Sabbath
School at that central place for the gathering of
God's Saints. 'vV e answered to the call of Bro.
Luff to preach 8t forenoon service. House full
and we were physically strengthened and altogether blessed. In the evening Bro. J. J. Cornish of Michigan, gave us one of his unique addresses to a packed house.
Monday evening we listened to Bro. Alexander
Smith.
TL1esday evening the writer occupied the stand
again, and Bro. M. T. Short did so the following
night.
Thursday we reluctantly parted from the
friends who made lt so hard to say good bye.
Zion is certainly beautiful for situation. Given a people who are able and willing to live by
every word that has proceeded from the mouth
of the infinite God; to obey the whole law; obedience to just rule and authority, and Zion will
arise and shine and be able to show an example
to the nations of the power and excellence that a
people may attain unto who are willing to
become workers together with him, as demonstrated in their physical, moral, intellectual and
spiritual development; hy which they not only
may control themselves, but as an evrorlasting
"nd unayoidable sequence move loward the final
consummation oi the dominion and possession
promised by the everlasting· God to the wise and
the pure in heart.
Thursday evening, April 18th, found me at
Shenandoah, Iowa, at the homes of my uncle, S.
S. Wilcox, and also of Bro. E. C. Briggs, whom
I found rapidly recovering from his recent serious illness.
Sunday morning and evening I spoke with
iiberty to Saints and friends in their neat chapel;
also last evening, and wa~ blessed.
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Monday morning I visited the Western Normal College at that place. vVas introduced and
invited to a seat with the "faculty" upon the platform, and requested to conduct the exercises and
make a brief speech before the five or six hundred students present.
Several young men and women, members of
our church, are here attending school. Their
reputation is first class; standing, so the professors say, above the average in intelligence, application and moral deportment. The Reorganized
Church is making a reputation in western Iowa.
Here-many years ago--I first put on Christ.
Most sad and bitter has been !he cup pre,;sed to
my lips in the ensuing years, but God is good
and his mercy endureth forever. Were it not
so all flesh would fail, and His presence none
would behold.
In him is healing and cure
for every truly repentant soul!
The~ shadows seem to recline and the distance
between the line where shadow and sunshine
meet is growing less; less, thank God, much
less! I am so thankful for the gospel and its
ability to demonstrate ita saving power.
This morning I reluctantly left my friends and
am now penciling these rambling notes on my
journey eastward "riding on a rail"--or two rails,
I think I had bettE'r say-toward Lamoni, where I
expect to arrive this evening.

M. H.

was some good for
your prayers in rny b ..:half 1
tumors and rheumadsrn; ah,o
mother, Sister Kemp,
her bed seven ye;;rs.

B:o.
by

FOUNT/\J:N)

Bro. Blair:-- Will
Herald the death of
She died March 3rst, r889.
months and rs days.

Apr. 1o'h.
mPe'dngs here last

sewing machine dra,ver
he would be pleased to
above notice.

If thy days he i'nlJ nf tronble
And the nights bring 110 reHef,
And thy heart
With its heavy load of ~{rief;
Should the loved Dnes you have

BoND.

ANTONITO, CoL, April 15th.

Dear Herald:-In the presence of a large
crowd, five were baptized into the body on the
14th inst., at Manassa, Colorado. The confirmation meeting held in a private house densely
packed, was indeed confirming. It was above the
average. The five newly baptized members were
joyous and glad. God help them to endure and
conquer. Others are believing, but halting.

While yonr heart
ThiJJk then~ think, 0 fhi11k

this latter day work.
God, for I have suffidem
true.
not the privilege that sonF':
word of God preached.

}AS. CAFFALL.

MIDDLESEX, England.
Dear Saints:--I feel that I should bear my tGstimony to the world. I was in darkness, but now
see great light. How glad I am that I was ever
permitted to see the latter day! When I think
of how men of old fasted and prayed to see this
day, it fills me with joy that I have heard the
gospel. My Father has shown me many things
in visions by His Spirit. How great His love to
one so unworthy of it! I pray that I may be
kept humble and faithful. The Herald is a great
comfort to me. How glad I am to read the examinations of so·called christian science. 0,
may it do great good. How little we know the
good the Mothers' Column will do far and near.
I am so glad that the Christian Science question
has come up. I am sure it is necessary to understand such things in this day of error and darkness. Dear Saints, I had been much troubled
because of what I ha.ve heard of David Whit. mer
and the im;pired records, and the Spirit told me
to read it through, and when I commenced to
read it, it made me weep for joy. I find it a
splendit1 rendering, especially the Psalms; and
it seemed as if the very heavens were opened to
me and I saw a number that no man could number. Great was the peace that fell upon me;
calm and holy the joy, like a long draught of
something to my soul that satisfied my hunger.
\Vhen Bro. Newton first came here a bundle of
wheat was presented to me in vision. Was ever
there such ears of wheat! Then I knew there

join the church 'VlthHe
We Jove the work
raise our children to

You:rs in bondsl
we can to comfort him.
the Saints that the gospel rrvJ.y
We remain, husband and
In the faith

Bro.
Cruden's Concordance, for
one year ago cornxnenced
latter day vvork. H~~, \vas
sent some I-1\,r~.lds to his
rniies out of
thus, hecamt' interested.
remained all night; so
a BDok of M<'rmon and took
months. He then got the
enants and the Apochryphal
thank God, yesterday he gave
baptism.
There are seven of us, S2lnts,
iar meetings every

Jos.

LAKEtVIAN.

April r8th.
n1 y se 1£ arrived
and he spoke

']~'here
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ERALD.
years. We hope general conference will supply
this district with laborers. I understand that the
Brighamites are still here. We met them and
offered to discuss with them, but they failed to
come to time. So it goes. They made friends
for us, and people have no excuse now. I am
glad they came, for some of these old mossback
sectarians would never have believed us, but
now th'"Y arf' forced to admit it. We have been
very busy this winter and spring in the work, but
this is what we like. We rejoice to see Zion
moving onward. We go from here to Birds
Eye; then vve would love to rest for ten days or
labor in my neighborhood; but how can the
ministry be idle when there are so many calls!
May God send m.ore laborers into the field.
Bro. Daniels is an energetic worker and a fair
representative and spiritual minded man.
May this conference year be one of rejoicing
for Zion's children, and may we all receive the
Spirit of God to such an extent that we may all
rejoice in the good work. I feel better since the
conference of April 6th than for months. May
God bless us all.
V. D. BAGGE!l.LY.
SPICKARDS, Missouri, April 6th.
Dear Herald:- You are ever a welcome visitor,
bringing good news. from many parts of the
world. By you we hear of the progress of the
church; how the honest ones are laboring and
sacrificing to bring others to a knowledge of the
truth. May their labors not be in vain. I doubt
not the truthfulness of the latter day work nor of
the final triumph of the church, for Gvd is at the
head. His purposes fail not and none can stay
his hand. The work was opened here nine years
ago by Bro. J M. Terry. A number of others
have labored here, principaliy Brn. Bozarth and
Kinnaman, and last of all Bro. J. S. Roth preached four excellent sermons at F:~irview school
house. This is not as inviting a field as others,
but still we hope it will not be neglected. Our
numbers are but few, yet we hope others will
obey and if they do not we shall reap our reward
if we are faithful.
To-day I have often. thought of the assembly
that meets at St. Joseph. Where under the sun
can we find another such a body of men, ambassadors for the meek and lowly Jesus? I pray
that the Holy Spirit may be with them all
through conference, that they may receive that
strength and encouragement which they need to
face a frowning world and labor ior the Master
the coming year. Success to the Herald.
LAURA JYIORRISON.
McVEY, Ills., April 19th.
Editors Herald:-The discussion between Bro.
G. H. Hilliard and Elder Layman, (referred to in
late Herald), has closed. Bro. Hilliard ably defended the truth. The masterly way in which he
handled the word will, we think, be the cause of
some investigating.
Elder Layman came seeking a sign, and at the·
very first session presented Bro. Hilliard with a
bottle of arsenic, telling him to take it and if it
did not kill him he would join the "Mormon"
church. The reply was, You are a murderer in
your heart, and, that no murderer hath eternal
life abiding in him.
Although King James' translation of the Bible
was to be the standard of evidence, (other things
taken for what they wer~ worth), Layman did

not offer to reply to the prophecies concerning
the coming forth of the Book of Mormon, but in
his summary said they had no more reference to
the Book of Mormon than a cart wheel had to a
state house; not telling what they did refer to.
Those who came out for the express purpose of
getting Elder Layman's rendering of those prophecies were much disappointed.
Elders Hilliard and Isaac M. Smith remained
over Sund2.y, preached three sermons to attentive audiences. I am glad Br. Smith is returned
to this mission. Sorry Br. Hilliard cannot devote all his time to the ministry. They do not
think they can visit this part again soon; would
therefore be pleased if J. W. Gillen could stop
over and preach for us. He will find a stopping
place with B. A. Morris and family, one and onehal.f miles from McVey.
In hope of eternal life.
MRs. B. A. MoRRIS.

INDEPENDENCE, Mo., April 21st.
J!fy Belo"oed Brethren:-I herewith send you
the subscription price for the Herald for the ensuing year, that I may be assured of its unfailing
weekly visits. I find it an absolute necessity to
my happiness besides the great amount of knowledge and instruction I receive, the value of
which is incalculable.
How very grateful I am that God has such
valuable servants to guide and control the instrument whose influence and good instruction whenevc'r received, tell for the advancement and
encouragement of the work of God. What a
grand conception was the idea of the Mothers'
Home Column. There is no part of the work
that I read with more interest and I presume it is
so in all homes. The subjects written upon by
Sr. Frances are full of good thoughts and are undoubtedly as instructive lo the fathers as the
mothers. Her selections are always wisely made,
the writers of which seem to be endowed with a
spirit which have the good of mankind in view.
There is an untold amount of satisfaction in reading the lettera of the brothers and sisters, especially those which disclose a meek and loving
spirit-those which show an undying love for
God and His work, and a faith that trusts him
though troubles seem to be piled mountains
high, and do, under wonderful adverse circumstances, acknowl<odge His wisdom, rely on His
justice, remember His love and say, "Thy will be
done, 0 God!" I have noticed many letters
wherein stich faith was exhibited. What a gift!
What an endowment the gift of faith in the eternal promises of God is, and blessed is the child of
God who is thus favored. However, God favors
all his children. I am glad that I have received
through Him a sufficient amount of knowledge
whereby I could decide between truth and error,
and as my knowledge increases, my faith in God
and His work grows stronger. There is much
comfort in a knowledge of the gospel, and I continually pray for its increase among the children
of men. It is the first thing in my mind in the
morning and the last at night.
God is good, and I find him more prompt in
blessing than I am constant and faithful in performing my duty.
I pray that the Spirit of God my be very near
us all at all times, that we may be guarded from
doing evil and prompted to do right, that righteousness may abound, more abundantly throu~h-
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out God's heritage, and especially in the Church
of Jesus Christ, in which I am your brother.
]\f. S. FRICK.

GENERAL CONFERENCE.
(Continued.)

MINISTRY REPORTS.

Elder R. C. Evans, of the Seventy,
present, reports:
I have labored in the mission assigned
me, the Dominion of Canada, under the
presidency of Elder
H. Lake. In all
my eftorts to present
gospel, the divine
approbation of heaven has been mine to
enjoy. My love f.or God's work has been
intensified. The better I understand the
more confirmed I am of its divinity. I
have preached 274 sermons, presided over
57 prayer meetings, ordained 2 elders, 2
priests, 2 teachers, I deacon, presided over
2 elders' courts, solemnized 2 marriages,
organized I
blessed I 7 children,
baptized 67 and
57· Have assisted to ordain, bless and confirm others.
Have defended the work of the Master
when called upon in public debate. I
went, a stranger, to \Vaterfard, accepted
the challenge of Canada's Goliath-Rev.
T. L. Wilkinson. God
true men
stood by me and truth had a glorious triumph. Since the debate have baptized 37
there.
The Saints have a nice church
there, the property of one of the bnmch.
I hope to fill well the design of my creation and rest with the pure and the good.
Elder H. 0. Smith, of the Seventy,
present, reports;
Upon learning of tny appointment, I
proceded to arrange my aftairs so that I
could take the field at once, and succeeded, much to my satisfaction in getting
ready to leave for my mission, May z6th.
From May 26th until September 25th, by
request of Bro. Caffall, I spent in the
Southern Nebraska district. I then returned home, attended the reunion at Missouri Valley and arranged my affairs for
the winter, and on the zzd of October left
home again for Central Nebraska qistrict,
where I have labored. to date, baptizing
five in Southern, and three in Central N ebraska.
While my record of baptisms is not
large, I have labored constantly, most of the
time in new locations where the gospel
had never been preached. I hope the seed
sown will eventually bear fruit, though I
may not be permitted to gather it.
There is a vast field opening up in this
district and it should have its share of attention from the conference. The. people
generally are poor in this world's goods,
but as a rule, hospitable and kind. Have
met with some opposition, and find that
only by '5teady and persistent effort can
we succeed in removing prejudice and
gain the ears of the people.
Have preached in Wilbur, DeWitt, Mt.
Olive, Freeman, Fairbury, Ellis, Wabash,
Bennett and Nebraska City, in the Southern Nebraska district; and Clear W a,ter,
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Petersburg, Cedar Creek, Oakdale, Stewart, Minneola and St. Edwards, in the
Central Nebraska District. I have no request to make of the conference as to
where I &ball be assigned for the coming
year, but shall endeavor to hold myself in
readiness to go wherever the conference
sees fit to send me, and shall ever
that
in all your deliberations you may
guided by the Spirit of God. This work is becoming dear to me, anr! w ben I look back
over my ministerial labors I can say that,
whatever my future may be, I shall iook
upon those few months as the one bright
spot in my pathway in life, although my
future mav be obscured bv clouds. But I
still look" forward to ma"n y
to be spent in the service of my

W. E. Peak, of the Seventy, present,
reports:
Since last conference I have labored in
the field assigned me, filling my mission
to the best of my ability. I have preached at Council Bluffs, Crescent, Park's
Mills, Underwood, Neola, Persia, Loveland's Mills, Woodbine, Little Sioux, Missouri Valley, Kingsley, Richland, Dakota, and in several school-houses. As a
general thing I have had good liberty, better than in any year previous. I have
baptized four, adrninistered to the sick, etc.
God has been vvith me in Spirit, which
gives me a stronger desire to press forward
than ever.
Elder lkf. M. Turpen, of the Seventy,
present, reports:
I have labored in Decatur and Ringgold
counties, Iow::t, and in Mercer and Harrison counties. Missouri. Have met with
the people ab~ut one hundred and forty
times. Baptized two, confirmed two, administered to the sick a number of times.
Have been blessed in my labor of love, for
which I feel very thankful. Many say
they vvill unite with us soon. All things
considered the work is onward in this mis-sion. I am at the disposal of the conference.
Elder J. Artlzztr Davis, of the Seventy, present, reports:
I give a report of my labors in the field
assigned me, namely, Little Sioux and
Pottawottamie districts: I can sav that the
Lord has blessed me abundantly i"n preaching and in other duties pertaining to my
office. I believe that the greatest part of
the field is as !!ood as could be expected.
I have bapti~ed two, and preached one
hundred and eighty-five times, and think I
am safe in saying that I left quite a number believing. I also opened several new
places with good results. Am quite hopeful of the future for this field.
Elder J. Alfred Davies, of the Seventy, writes:
I have confined my labors n1ainly to
the Spring River district. Although hindered to a great extent on account of sickness, yet I have labored as constantly as
my health would allow. Am hopeful of
the future. Have confirmed two, ordained two and united one couple in marriage.
The outlook is very encouraging, there is
is great demand for the preaching of the

THE S
word. Tbe field
impossible for us to
I am at the disposal of
Elder Peter Anderson, of
writes:
I returned to this field last
as circumstances would
mit. Our cause is onward. I am not
couraged and shall remain in this
you think best. It would be
vantage in this mission if we had
ard hooks of the the church
I am still
able to
less to mention
tized ten
Elder 1: J. Beat~y, of
vvrites:
Since last conference I have been hboring in the field
South Eastern
Vinton, Athens and

results~

,x;ork, and
I can to help the best
Elder ':John Smith, of
writes:
Since
small, has
setts district.
duties, I have not
my entire time
still willing to labor as circurmtances
permit for the building up of the
of God.
Elder 0. B.
writes:
Because of not
Twelve and the
ference, the amount
port of my
I
Bishon and the
Lamb'ert,) who also
nation. When I
quired definite
band did not warrant
I have therfore done
I could and attended to
I shall strive to do still
season, and
to be
whenever it deemed
baptized but three since
r8th,
ence.
Elder .J.
writes:
since vour last
as follow"s: I have
hundred and seven
held one discussion with a
two nig-hts duration
Traveled some
hundred and sixty five
nection with my

the faith of
wbat I could to so•N the seed to the few
that would listen and trust that in time it
may appear that some
was done. I
Pottawattamie
is much room for
for the work. I
iabor here the comconference is
I have

the

Bond of the
session I have been lain the New
work has been

-,v.

more laborers
in the eastern country.
God and in his.
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strong, and I desire above all
progress. The great fact that it means
salvation here and hereafter to every one
that accepts, obeys and lives it, stimulates
me to the preaching of the word and to
onward to effectual labor in the cause.
faith is in the
Church
that God is at the
and that those
who are
of God
between just
fault finding, and a
destroy that which
can not control.
In the discussion and "reform" movement
that is troubling some, I do not
so far
as my observations will allow me to
but that the church will in the
as between loss and
a balance on the
credit side; also
the criticism or denial of the Book of Doctrine and Covenants may serve to stimulate research and
investigation of the revelatwns contained
in it only to find-if
and
seeking for the truth-that
government of God can not be revealed nor the
church of Jesus Christ be built up among
men without them.

and Fayette; also in Jackson, Vinton,
Athens, Hocking and Meigs, in Ohio. I
have baptized but two persons, others doing the watering; ordained one teacher,
and, in connection with Bro. James Moler,
at Sand Hill, Jackson county,
est Virginia, organized with nine members the
vVashington branch.
I have blessed a
number of children and administt<red to
the sick with a marked degree of benefit.
Have solemnized two marriages, and by
request of those not of our church, I have
been called to preach several funeral sermons. I have been greatly blessed at
times in preaching the word of life, the
good Father blessing me with his Spirit
and making friends to the cause.
The
prospect is good for the future as far as I
am able to judge.
Elder J'ames llfoler, of the Seventy,
writes:
I have labored the past year, I think, to
the best abvantage under the existing
circumstances. I have preached in Franklin, Athens, Vinton and Gallia counties,
in Ohio; in Jackson, Wayne and Cabell
COI.Jnties, West Virginia; and in Augusta
and Rockingham counties, Virginia.
Have opened up the work in twelve new
places, preached 139 times, baptized 27,
blessed some children and otherwise officiated in the ordinances of the gospel.
Good liberty has been given to speak the
word. I feel confident of the final triumph of the kingdom of Christ. I hope
to be able to endure to the end.
If it is
thought wise I am ready for the field the
coming year.
'
Elder E. M. Wildermuth, of the Seventy, writes:
I repaired to the mission appointed me
as soon as possible and commenced laboring near Wheatville, vVisconsin, and continued until after the arnval of my colaborers, Brn. Short and Pender. I then
pushed forward up the Kickapoo river
and preached in Richland and Vernon
counties, also in North Freedom, Sauk
county, and Walworth county. Enjoyed
a marked degree of the Holy Spirit and
did all I could to advance the cause of the
Master.
Since arriving in Arkansas my
labors have been blessed and I have baptized six persons and opened up a large
field of labor and made many friends to
the cause of Christ. I am at the disposal
of the conference to labor in the ministry
for the coming year. I prefer Arkansas
as my future field of labor.
Elder J. B. Lytle, of the Seventy,
writes:
Since last resport or during the past
winter I held a series of meetings, assisted
by Elder Silas Wadden, in the western
part of Chase county, Nebraska, where
an interest had previously been aroused
through private preaching. We left them
apparently quite interested, and returned
again in about a month to continue our
work, and found that the neighborhood
was troubled with an epidemic among the
children. Held one meeting and found
the people in bad state to turn out. Returned home anCI commenced holding
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Seventy,

have tried to labor according to the
received and as wisdom directed in
counties: Sarpy, Douglas,
Antelope, Knox and Holt.
of the above places there is a good
should be looked after. There
field in the western part of Nebin
respects it is a hard
one. I bave
about one hundred
and five
and assisted in many other
baptized five, blessed
and administered to a numVITere sick, and in nearly every
cc:se relief \'Vas
I have served the
North
district as its president
and
agent. In all my labors I
blessed for which I
Elder W. 7. Bozarth, of the Seventy, have been
the name
the Lord. I expect to
present,
During the last conference year I have continue in the field if sustained, but would
to have my present field, as my
labored in the Des Moines, Eastern Iowa
condition will not permit of a
and Far West, Missouri, districts. In each
at this time. May the wisdom of
of these districts I find plenty of opporin all things.
tunity for preaching the word. In the
Des· Moines district Bro. W. C. Nirk is
Elder Arthur Leverton, of the Seventy,
doing all he can as the
of the dis- writes:
trict and in local labor.
Brn. William
a General Conference apThompson, G. Shimmel and N. Stamm
I have only been able to
have labored all
could and have done
a small portion of my time in the
good service. The
has had some
I intended to labor the entire
serious trials and I think should be careful- winter season, but could qot do so very
ly looked after by some one sent there well without
on the Bishop for
who understands the law of tl:e church assistance; and
I saw it reported
and is not afraid to execute it. There are
the .l£erald that some of the
some splendid openings in the district. I.
in the field would have to be
labored but little in the Eastem Iowa dis- called home, I thought under such circumtrict owing to other duties. In
stances it would not be wise to make recounty, Missouri, I had
congregain that direction. If I could have
tions, a splendid interest and some near
my own money and it been accountthe kingdom. I think that field should
to me as tithing I could have liberated
be looked after by all means. I have been myself, but I knew this was not the order
greatly blessed the past year in presenting· of things, so I said nothing about it; so
the word. I have baptized six, assisted in under the general exi~ting circumstances I
confirming a number of others, and blessed have tried to do the best I could. I have
several children, and have administered to preached in Zion, Chatham, Longwood,
the sick with good results. I sat on two· Glencoe, London and Strathburn. I have
elders' courts, held two discussions, and al§o opened up a new field in the township
performed such other labor as I could. of Albrough, where I have preached in
Am still desirous of laboring on.
two different places, baptized four, and
are good for more to follow
Elder Willard J· Smith of the Sevensoon. I have also opened up a new fieldty, present, reports:
with th(• assistance of Bro. Tyrrell-in the
I submit a report ot
town of \IV allaceburg where I am at presgan and Canada since
The prospects are bright
that field. I have tried to
to advance ent
the cause, and think
has been the re- here for an ingathering at some future
I have baptized ten and performed
sult. The Master has stood by me while
duties.
trying to unfurl the gospel banner,
in
Eider 7: Matthews, of the Seventy,
consequence, I have· baptized eighty-one
persons, and confirmed the most of them. writes:
I have also administered in the ordinance of
I
by consent of Brn. G. T. Grifblessing a number of children, have ordain- fiths
E. C. Briggs, labored in West
ed four persons and assisted in the ordination Virgina and Ohio. I am living on the
of others, have solemnized three marriages, line of the two states, and have calls for
and performed various other duties devolv- preaching both ways. I have preached
ing upon me as a minister for Christ. I in the following counties in West Virginfeel
in the work and
no ia:
Marshall, Ritchie 1 Kanawha

I

I
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meetings in a new place just finished near
horne.
Held a few meetings without
interest, mostly on account of bad weather,
closed with a promise to continue when
tne weather was rnote favorable. Expect
to try them again soon.
I have had
some invitations of late to continue
services and shall respond. I have preached eight times, baptized two, those being
the children of Elder Madden.
faith was never stronger in the
latter
work than at
I have had to depend on
and the reading of
the F1rst Prophet which have had their
I can
my own exis a true
the
concerning the
the1r voices
the gospel has
its literal
Then woe unto me

Elder Thomas
English
I fed a

Elder Thomas Daley, of the
writes:

I have labored in northern C11lifomia
and Nevada since: last October. I was
in
of that mission
Bro.
C. Smith,
in
of the
Pacific Slope.
I feel
I have labored
since last October all my body ·would
stand without doing injustice to it.
I
walked over the Sierra Nevada mountains, carrying my vahses, and
over twn months nearlv everv
and
God has blessed m/ labo1~s.
baptize,l twentv-tbree there, the most of them
were grow11 up to manhood and womanhood. I held one discussion with an M. E.
preacher which resulted in doing much
good.
Two of his members and two of
the Seventh Day Adventists were baptized
after the debate. I preached one funeral
discourse, blest three children and helped
to organize a branch there in Nevada. I
went to Eureka, California, and preached
there. I was there six weeks, baptizing
seven more, making thirty souls that God
gave me for my labor since last October.
Previous to that date I only preached on
Sundays, as I was engaged in mining;
but since October I have labored constantly, and God worked with me and much
good has been done. I never had such
liberty in my life, nor such large congregations. I have left many more believing, and some are waiting their companions go with them.
I solemnized two
nnrriages, and administered to the sick,
God blessing them in a miraculous manner.
Glory be to- God for the love and power
He is manifesting through the gospel of
Christ. I expect to have to go to work
on the mine in April ag·ain, but I am in
hopes to get in the field in two or three
months.
I pray God that such will be
the case, for it is mv desire to be in the
fidJ continuously. "1 can not gay just
here how much time I can put in, hut
I expect to be able iO do more the coming
year than the past; that
it looks more
favorable.
If the conference thinks it
wisdom to give me an appointment ag·ain
I should like to have California and Nevada for my mission; however, God's
will be done, not mine.

to say
for
do
if you
to labor in the vicinity of
I shali be pleased to
to leave here in
trust that the work in the Enmission may be considered at the
for I
cornf~ when the
should be better known
this
there are many honest souls to be
ed here.
·
Elder R. Jld:, Elvin,

possible confidence in the
First
the
Twelve and
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Saints that were all the name implies
to tb1" test (Doc. and Cov., p.
par. 16) of the gospci rule. I tnrvelHave preachfuneral discoursone sacramental and two
and delivered one Fourth
oration. Total seventy-four. Aided
one branch. ·ordained one
one teacher and one deacon. Cash
$13.8o; traveling expenses $r.3o,
bridve f:ue; exoended for wearr~.50. On 'hand $z.6o, and
twelve hundred and thirty
I have been an abstainer from tea,
and all intoxicants and tobacco for
of
i_.ruee
the field and shall
at the serchurch without expense to the
as soon as my wife can be

Grim, present, reports:
by the presin charge to labor
I would say that I
engag-ed in the field
In Sullivan county
there a year ago,
not been heard of;
now there i:, a devoted band of Saints there
who bold
meeting-s and many
others are interested in the faith. There
are many calls for preaching in that region,
and an active ministry ought to be maintained there if practicable. I have devoted
to the work for life and am at the
of the bodv; but personally would
to labor in Texas on account of mv
It is requested that Bro. Duncan
return there should it meet with
approval. I might say, however,
I would be glad to labor in that
capable elder during the
least.

the sick often.
eral discourses.
about
hl duties
state that

as much in new
wish; but I assure you

silent
concomitants for
found here and

Condit writes:
spent most all my time since
r888, in the Idaho mission.
four children, married one
couple. Do not know how many times I
have preached. Have administered to the
sick and have been blessed both in preachand administering.
M v labors in
have been confined to -Cassia, Ada
and Washington counties. The result has
been
a loss to the Brighamite
There are some in all their
who are posting themselves and
the Utah evik I have tried to
none into the water, understanding
the believers can be saved, and
it seems
me that if his Satanic majesty
ever owned a people or a country .it is
Utah and southern Idaho. But I know
there are lots of g-ood honest souls among
and that God in his infinite mercy
has cnlled on his people to fish them out.
Our loved brother, R. J. Anthony, was
-,;;;:ith us in this county quite a while last
and by his request I went with him
which did me lots of good, as he
is an
counselor in regard to the things
of the kingdom. God is certainly giving
his elden; favor in the eyes of the people ·
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in the western mission. Of course we are
looked on first with suspicion, but that
soon gives way to respect.
But seed
grows slowly in this country. You know
it is very dry here and needs lots of water.
While I have initiated none into the
church, I feel that by the blessing of our
God prejudice has been removed where
there had never been any preacbing done
our elders. Have opened the way for
preaching in a good many new places.
am willing to continue in this mission if
thought best.

Elder .J. H. La1on writes:
Since my appointment I spent six weeks
fi r8t in Monterey county in May and June,
being asaisted by Brn. John C. Holmes
and Jacob Smith of Long Valley, alternately, after which I spent my time at
home till October fifth, when in company
with Bro. Daniel Brown of vVatsonville,
I left my home, (Mulberry, San Benito
county), and again visited most of the
places where I had before been in Monterey county, and at this last visit I baptized
five. We then came directly to this (Tulare) county; have done about all we
could ever since we have been here. The
g·ood Lord has greatly blessed my feeble
efforts and has added seventeen more to
his kingdom in this county. Then to sum
it up short, since my appoi:1tment I have
preached eighty-four times, baptized
twentv-two, confirmed seven of them, ad.
ministered to several of the sick; sometimes with marked effect. Have blessed
four children and married two couples.
Our last conference wishes me continued
in this district, which is also my desire if
thought worthy and provision can be
made for my family.
Elder W. S. Pender, present, reports:
In pursuance of labor assigned by your
last session, on the 4th day of June I joined Elder :M. T. Short in VIJisconsin; since
which time I have been engaged in the
work continuously.
In Wisconsin I preached as follows: In
Crawford, Sauk, Rock and W a! worth
counties, speaking eighty times. In Illinois: LaSalle, Will, Livinstone and DeKalb counties, speaking forty-seven times.
En route to General Conference preached once in Lucas, Iowa, making the total
number of efforts one hundred and twentyeight.
When called upon, administered to the
sick, assisted in confirming, and baptized
seven. I have been signally blessed in
presenting to the people what I know is
the truth. I am willing to labor on, if you
shall so appoint.
Elder R. Etzenhouser, present, reports:
I entered my field, the SL Louis district,
June 15th, the earliest day possible.
U nrler instuctions of Bro. Gillen I spent
nearly all the time in the city of St. Louis, visiting other points in the district as
opportunity and the condition of my
health would permit.
My labor has resulted in but eight baptisms. In St. Louis a number of members
who had not attended services for year~
have become active and still others are be-

ing revived. A number of w:um friends
to the cause, and of
tendance, and the
is
for the future. Though I would
glad to have accomplished much
can say that I am
perform
and be
isfied that
labored extensively in
ly estimate
work in
Both the
and
helo from General
def~at to the work is sure.
necessary help from year to
the work can be
veloped. Vlirh Bro. Gillen as
in charge I have been
Vvould go with him to
pedient.- In my
much blessed in
still to labor in
Elder Eiiram
Having been
eral Conference
state of
bus Scott,
in
have en.
deavored to keep him
my labors
and my whereabouts from time to
a:.;
seemed necessary.
I have devoted mv entire
the year to the work' of the
have endeavored as
I
to main·
tain the honor and dignity of the same; not
only in the pulpit before the
but
also by a holy life, and a godly conversa·
tion; that by so doing, under God I
win souls and establish
in the con·
fidence of the Saints as
the worl:::
assigned me. How well I have succeeded is not for me to say.
I have tried to spt>ak in a number of
new places and have been, in each
well received. I have not been ahle
all the calls I have received.
have
my possession at this time letters
for help, unanswered.
The results of my labors for the
seem exceedingly smalL I have
and confirmed only seven. However
have assisted in the. confirmation of
a number of others. Have administered
to the sick between
times.
The mission doubtless needs more laborers, more workers for God. To this end
I am praying and
to the Lord of
the harvest to send more
into the
field. I still hope to reap
I f,,int not.
Elder E. L. Relley, of the
present, reports:
Since the Annual
time bas been
work in

cinnati Centennial what, under the Circumstances was practicable, are
tion of the work of the church as a
neer in the earlv settlement of
and
that work as nO'w carried forward
thi:i

when
work done

have met with universal Rid
from the
and local
Saints
found
too much to .
be done in each and every one. It is
greatly to be
that more laborer;;
can not be sent to some of the fields.
Elder vVilliam. M. Gibson, writes:
I have been laboring in San Bernardino
county,
preaching in schooJ ..
houses, and where could not get
ing have distributed tracts.
I aiso attended to branch
administered to the
preached five funeral
sermons and performed many other duties.
I was also in San Diego county; spoke in
five school-houses to good congregations,
and got five names for baptism. I will go
to San Diego county as often as I can, as I
believe good can be done in that
of
the country. I wish to labor where I can
do the most good. I am at the disposal of
Conference as you may be directed.
Elder H. C. Bronson, present, reports:
I was appointed to labor the last year
past in Southern Nebraska. I have filled
that mission to the best of my ability, laboring at Wilbur, Palmyra, Wabash,
Omaha, Nebraska City and Platte Valley.
In Omaha I conducted a series of meetings
in November and by the help of the local
I am sure good has been the result.
have filled other appointments at
the same place, and can say the work in
Omaha is in a flourishing· condition. At
Wilbur I conducted a discussion
I
think, good results and filled other appointments there. At Nebraska City I
held a joint discussion which proved quite
to the work there, as we were able
to reach a
many people whom we
could not
have reached. I have
baptized seven and attended to other duties
pertaining to the ministry.
Elder C. E. Butterworth, present, relast session of conference I have
in tbe Galland's Grove district
I have preachpre."
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sided over or assisted in conducting fortyfive other meetings, baptized twenty-three,
confirmed or assisted in cofirming twentytwo, blessed or assisted in blessing twentyseven children, administered to the sick
and performed other duties devolving upon
an elder, such as visiting and encouraging
scattered members and also writing a good
many letters for the same purpose. In
my labors I have been greatly assisted by
the Holy Spirit. I desire to continue to
labor.
Elder ':fohn Hawley, present, reports:
The mission assigned me was the southwestern mission, under the direction of I.
N. Roberts. My first work after leaving
the spring conference at Independence
was in Iowa, preaching until August 15th,
and visiting Plum Hollow Camp Meeting.
From there I went to the Nodaway disMissouri,
in that district till
Septernber 17th, thence to Texas, stopping
at Webb City, Missouri, a few days; and
then down in the Indian Territory, passing over the field I labored in last fall a
year ago and preaching. I have baptized
five, confirmed eight. I think the gospel
should be preached to the Indians; but as
they are a remnant of Judah I look for the
greatest work of conversion of that people
about, or a little before, the coming of
Christ, My age and lameness prevent me
from volunteering to take any mission from
conference. I see plenty of work to be
clone in the district that I have moved into
and shall labor all I c!!'n under the authority of the same.
Elder Andrew Barr writes:
I have labored in Northern Michigan,
and have been much blessed in teaching
the law of tithes and offerings, for which
I feel thankful. Manv of the Saints
throughout this district ·are conforming to
the law of tithes and offerings. The cause
we love is onward and I feel much encouraged. I also have been called on to administer to the sick some fifty-four times,
and our Father was pleased to give the
desired blessing almost every time. To
him be all the glory. I also blessed twentv children, ordained one deacon, married
one couple and labored in several new
places; which in the near future I believe
will bring forth fruit. I am still at your
disposal.
Elder y. R. E·vans writes from Samaria,
Idaho:
I left Cleveland, Iowa, my horne, June
26th, 1888, for the Rocky Mountain mission; arriving at Brigham City June 29th.
Did· all I could in the interest of the cause
while there, but being unable to secure a
place to preach in, I left for the Malad district and labored there until called to Salt
Lake City to look after the work there
until the return of Bro. Anthony from the
east.
Since then I have travelled and
preached continually. Was at Provo and
Spanish Fork twice, and Salem once; at
Union Fort twice; west Jordan and Mur~
ray in November, also in Salt Lake City,
Since November 3oth I have labored in
the Malad district.
The prospects are
good in southern Idaho at present and the

work ought to be vigorously prosecuted in
this part. I think the time has come for
the Reorganization to do all they can for
the work here. The effects of the bad
t:ounsel given last fall by the Utah church
authorities to its mem hers prior to the
election has plunged those who heeded it
into worse difficulties than they were before. The tendency now is to infidelity
with a large number of the people. Some
have hope in the Reorganization. Bro.
Anthony ought to be well supported in
Utah and church government be better
understood. I am at the disposal of the
conference. I have baptized four.
Elder Thomas Wellington writes:
Since my appointment last spring I
went to Illinois, and in company with
ElderS. J. Salisbury commenced work.
spoke 35 times, and from there went to
Missouri, spoke 40 times; thence to Iowa
in company. with Bro. Martin Turpen in
different places. Spoke 49 times, making
in all one hundred and twenty-four times
and
3·
Elder 'fames Brown writes:
At the last General Conference I was
to the Pitt~burg and Kirtland
I can report improvement in zeal
conduct of the Saints in some localbut the reverse in others. The openings for
are increasing, and it is
there will be considerable of it
done this coming season. The few who
contribute of their means to the Bishop's
do all that can be exuected. Some
to give at all, but ar~ liberal otherwhile some do nothing; some from
and some from non-disposition to
I have tried to labor in harmony with
the authorities of the district and the president of the mission.
In the world I
could
gain the ears of the people,
the general expression was that it
is true if there is any truth in the Bible.
On leaving I have been generally requested to return and preach to them. I was
treated kindly by all and in every case
kindly invited and urged to return. My
faith is in the latter day work and I am
willing to labor to build up the cause.
Hope that I may be sustained in my present field. I have been blessed with the
Spirit while proclaiming the gospel of
Christ. Have also been blessed with good
health. To God be all the glory.
Elder A. Haws, of California, writes:
Appointed to the Northern district of
California, I commenced immediately and
have labored all the time with the exception of a few days arranging for my mission. I have preached over one hundred
times. I have traveled and preached in
San Joaquin, Sacramento, Butte, San
Francisco, Alameda, Contra Costa and
Humboldt counties. Have been blessed
with good liberty with few exceptions. A
great amount of my labor has been from
house to house, as the people would not
come to hear; so I went to them as circumstances permitted. I have not baptized any as my health will not permit; especially when other able bodied elders are

to be had. I have confirmed two, blessed
one child, administered to tbe sick with
satisfactory results with few exceptions.
Have sold about fortv dollars worth of books
and publications fo( the Herald Office. I
am ready to go wherever sent, but would
prefer a mission with some able representative to the Sandwich Islands, on account
of my health; because there are thousands
of old Saints there. I can stay for a term
of years as the church may direct and the
Lord provide. I have written four longarticles for the three principal papers of
this county. These articles were in defence of our position. They have had
good effect, as we have heard from them
and felt the effects. My advice to all
elders is to reach the secular papers as much
as possible.
Elder

P: M.

Cooper writes.

During the past conference year I have
been engaged to the best of my ability in
the interests of the church, laboring in the
field assigned me. M v missionarv work
has been abridged by h"'aving loca!"' charge
as president of the Northern Illinois district, the duties of which occupied most of
my time and attention. While laboring
in that sphere J have felt painfully sensitive of the delicate and complex character
of the work believing that hasty and
premature action means cert:.in defeat of the
ends aimed at; and that intelligent action,
inspired by the spirit of the gospel, and a
clear explanation and understanding of the
law of God are essential t0 the permanent
growth and normal life of the church. To
say that I am satisfied with my own efforts, as a whole, would be untrue; but the
duties hardest to perform, and most adverse to my personal choice, are those
through which I have learned the most,
and when I have felt the presence of Him
who has promised to give us wisdom if
we ask. The labors of the past year have
deepened my love for the truth and for
the people of God, The evidences of His
providence and love. mark the progress of
the church, and bear witness of its ultimate triumph, if true unto itself and unto
God. I would do violence to rny own
feelings if I did not say that the church is
represented m the Northern Illinois and
Southern Wisconsin district by a people
who love the work, and whose upright
love and loving faith bear witness of their
fellowship with Christ. The complications of the nast as active issues-at least-have passed, away, and so far as I know,
peace prevails throughout the church, and
we have just reasons for looking upon the
future with hope and joy. I record with
pleasure my associations with Brn. Short,
Pender and Foss, whose labors in the district were not only timely but appreciated.
I have not kept an itemized account of sermons preached or labor done, but I have
been busy in thought and act, according to
my limited ability. Five, I believe, were
all I baptized. I care nothing for office or
official dignity as applying to myself; but
I love this work for the work's sake; for
the good it is capable of doing, and for the
characters and souls of humankind. God
speed the gospel's glorious work!
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Elder Samuel Brown writes:
Since last conference I have labored
the Canada mission under the direction
Bro. J. H. Lake. About
went to the London district;
tiil about the middle of November,
which time I visited most of the
setting before them the law of tithes
offerings. About six weeks of that time
I was obli~;ed to remain at home
ing and fixing my house, and
for others, by which means
to purchase a suit of clothes
sustain
my family.
About November J5tb,
of
the president of the mission,
Kent and Elgin difotrict. Have remaineci
here till the present,
could
for the advancement of
I have held 172
confirmed 7, blessed
ministered to many sick with
also preached two funeral
nized one marriage, and
duties which pertain to a
I have been greatly blessed
Spirit, and I find the revelation
be of great help
anrl
I desire to still labor on.
for preaching in Canada is good.

Creek

Elder Levi Phelps writes:
I have !a bored in the
cr,tmties
of N ortbern Michigan:
Tw,cola and L:1peer, to
ability, and have been
the Spirit at many times. I have
the power of God in a rernakahle
in henling the sick. I have
ty-six.
I am willing to continue in the
and
am at your disposal.
Elder E. Delonlt write~:
Mv labor has been in Northern Michigan; more especially in
City. I have
baptized eighteen,
in
the Bay City branch, ordained two
and one deacon. If it is your
place me in the fi.eld I ·am
the help of God to assist in
great latter
work.
Elder D. L Shinn writes from Clarksburg, \Vest Virginia:
Bv ari arrang-ement with the
tool{ the field' about Decem.ber r,;t. and
have given my whole time to the "~ork.
I have traveled principally in Ritchie
Calhoun counties. I have
nine times including a
sessions of two hours each
Archibald, of the "Disciple"
close of which the lar2:e audience
unanimously in my fav~'r, and thus truth
was triumphant ugain.
I have blessed sixteen children in the
rounds and administered to the sick in
three cases.
I reorganized, or rather aided m completing an organization
menced of the Fairview
county. I baptized seven; one
and six in Calhoun counties. I am willing to continue traveling. I have rea~,on
to rejoice and be glad in the
because
the Lord has so abundantly blesseLl with
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assistant president,
C. McLaren, secretaries, were
In response
to an appeal by Bro. Wight to the ministry
ent, Bro. Loving proffered to devote
months of the year to the "field,'" after which it
was resolved that the branch should duly request
said brother to do so. Resolved that our next
conference should convene in
1890, to
be annual and during each successive
During the session of conference Bro.
w·ight p1·eached on three occasions,
Loving one, with much liberty. A
was baptized. A confirmation
meeting was held Sunday Afternoon. Adjourned to meet at call of president or missionary of
district.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.

\iltere

conference to be written to the
, R. Bad ham; also to the
by conference that the
be authorized to
meet at San

meetng
of God.
AdJune

autbodzed
of the

bed in Oregon. Heaven favored him and granted this desire and prayer or himself and his
family and friends. A few days after his re·
turn, when talking with his father, who was
then at his bedside waiting upon him, he said;
"My happines~ is now complete!"
During his lifetime he suffered much through
accidents which occurred to him, and at one time
he was sorely affiic.ted with inflammatory rheumatism, and was healed of it finally by the administration of the elders. He also was healed
when crmhed in the wheels of a ·Gang-~Plow.
At these times he exhibited great faith and complete confidence in God.
He was of generous heart and kindly disposition, and made and retained many friends.
A large conc01:1rse of relatives and sympathizing friends and neighbors attended the funeral
services at the Saints' Church, Frir'ay, the 19th.
He was buried in Rose Hill Cemetery. The funeral sermon waf' preached by Elder W. W.
Blair, assisted by Elder J. W. Gillen.
LAMON.-At Frankford, Philadelphia, March
3oth, r889, Sr. Edith Lamon, widow of the late
Elder Lamon, aged 8I years. She was buried
April 3nl at Washington Square burying ground,
Philadelphia.
Sister and Elder Lamon were
membE'rs of the old church for a number of years_
Elder Lamon died out of the Reorganized church
but Sr. Lamon was a strong adherent te> it, and
believed that Bro. Joseph was the successor to
his father. She died in the faith of the gospel of
Christ with a glorious hope of the resurrection
and reign on the eDrth. Funeral serviceo by the
minister of the Church of the Beloved Apostles.
"WEAVER.-At Kay's Creek, Utah, April 6th,
1889, our dear
and beloved wife of Bro.
John \Veaver,
She obeyed the
gospel as taught
elders in heY native
land--England-in tbe
to Utah, the
the sHme
have mel. with, but
(May 9'h) henrd and
the message of salvation as taught
the Reorganized chun~h 1 receiving baptism at
hands. of Eld.cr E. C. Brand.
Every elder that has traveled m this mi,sion can
testify of the goodness and faithfulness of this
noble Saint.
And the host of sympathizing
friends that followed h,:r to the silent citv of the
tombs is a wliness of the high esteem
which
she was held. She leaves grid-stricken husband nnd sevC'ral grown children to mourn the
loss of a kind mother, a gentle wife and a noble
Saint.
May the great Physician pour in the
healing oil! Funeral servlces by J C. Clapp.
STREETER.--Of old age, near Magnolia, Harrison county, Iowa, February 22d, 1889, Sister
Lucinda Streeter, aged 8o years and about 4·
months; having outlived her husband, Caleb
Streeter, one vl~ar, one month and one wedc
She was born October r6th, r8o8. She had long
been in the Church of Christ, having united with
the old church in Vermont. She was truly a
Saint, and died in full faith. She had been niarly blind for many years.

in

a

again

for near three
At length he
with faith that the
with divine aid if the elhint the ordinance of
on of hands with
was called, and
canH~.
In ans'Fv~r to the tninis]ndn left hi;; head. The hopes and
health and vigor continued till
when himself and family took
J__./ar:noni. On the way here, they
at Gn111d Island, Nt'brs.ska, for
There he contracted severe cold
foundation for the sickness that
at about nine o'clock on
the 17th of April,
fondly loved home
surrounderl by his constant, a fleelittle children, his devoted brothkhdred and numerous kind and cherished h·lends and
This his son! had
prayerfully desired
far away on his sick

Gone to that land where the Sainte are at reet'rhe 11ext~ better world, where ast:emhlc the blest;
'fo sing with the nmsomed the heD;-\·enly hymns,
VJhere truth is triumphant and lte:ht never dims;
Where music that far beyond earthly compare
~i.'joiccs the soul on its entrance there;
\Vhere no Ptrong dE'lusion of devils or men
Cnn enter to tempt into pathways of gin;
Wh('re ihe J!owe1r; tbat bloom aml the ?.e\)hyrs that blow
Arn fairer Hlld 11wceter than mortals can know.
Her fnith never fa1te-red nor strt:Jy(•d from the l i 11;ht,
And firmly ehe stood by the truth ftJJ(] tbe rioht.

CHAS-

w.

LAMB.

I hereby give notice that the

Photograph the Quorum of Seventies
17 x 20 1 is now ready for sale.

I will mail copies to any one on receipt of $z.
All members of the Quorum rcpresenled in the
mediey can obtain a copy for $1 so.
R. BURDGE, Photographer,
Appleton City, Mo.
I !lave eeen the Picture, and can recommend it ae a

work of art, containing 48 r:abinet beads, gronped in a
medley) hanilsomely arranged, an nnmhered with index
below of numbers and names to correopond, meking a
very interesting Pieture
E. C. BRAND.
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PHARMACIST WANTED.
A young man who is registered in Iowa, and can give
good references, &c. A member of the church preferred.
Address F, M. WELD,
26mar4t
Lamoni, Iowa.

Fali'IU for f!lale,
A good farm for eale of 40 acres, good rich soil, all well
fenced, 2 good wells, large pond for stock, old. orchard
bearing good, 300 young trees of choiCest frmts, new
lumber st.able and cowehed all shingled, buggy shed,
new 1-'ranary all painted, good rock milk house, other
out-houses. A good 6 roomed cotta~e, porched, papered,
and painted outside and inside, close to 4 towns~ also on
4 ma1n roads, 2 good groves of maple trees each side of
t.he cottage. Will be sold cheap, rather than rent. A big
bargain for some one. Farm a few miles from Lamar, the
county seat of Barton county.
•
EBENEZER MILLER, Senior,
ScAMil'IoNVILLE, Cherokee county, Kansas.

I

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,
REAL

ESTATE

AGENTS,

West Lexington Street,
INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI.

Next to Warnky's Gallery.

---:A Family Newspaper.:--THE INDEPENDENT PATRIOT
I'rovides its readers weekly with

56 COLUMNS
Of reading n1n.tter, including Domestic and Foreign News 1
Home, Amnnd the World, Religions, Sc.ientific and Pere:or.ml d{~partment8 1 and aims to keep its read<~rs thoroughly acquomted with the striking features of the world's
progress. Try it and know for yourself. Sample copy
free. One dollar per year.
LAMBERT BROTHBRS, PUBLISI1Elt8,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., lowa.
25aug

AUTUMN

per
.................. .
No, 16.-Poly~amy: Was it an
net of the vhurch; per doz.
No. 17.-The Successor in the
nee and Presidency of the
per hundred ...............•... 1
No. 18.-R.ejection of the Church;
per hundred ............ , ..... .
No. 20.-The "One Body: or the
Christ, under the A]:JOStlesl1'
the "~,J~···"~'"-'
No. ""~·-··..cJLut•.u

10

bound similar to Branc· Rec"'
ords .............................•.•... 3 00
&c.
Tu;.chers, and Deacons Ll.m
c:.ozen .. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Certificate books
per hundred.....
AND rmro'R•rs.
J.1runeh Statistical Heports,
Annnal8tatistica11(Jepo-rts,
Cr;rtiflr·ates of
and

LEAVES,

Pn blished monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Prhle pel!.' year
$1.50.
l\L Walker, Editor and Publisher.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
- - - ) B Y TnE ( - -

Board of Publication of the Remganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or I"ihrary binding ........•....••.. 1 50
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ......••••... 2 00
New Testament, inspired .........• , • . • • • . 75
BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, tiprinkled edges .................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .......••• , .• 1 50
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
Sprinkled sheep, or library ......•..•..... 1 25
Imitation Morocco ....................... 1 50
SAINTS' HARP-HYMN BOOK.
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ....••.. 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .............. 1 50
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In cloth 25cts., ten or more, each. . . . . . • • • • 20
In paper 15 cts., ten or more, each.... . . . . . 13
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found "
written by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about whidh
so mueh has been said in connection with the
theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief ground work and material from which to write the Book of JVIormo:n.
REPLY TO LITTLEFIELD.
In paper 10 cts., per dozen...............
This is the" lkply of President Joseph tirnith
to L. 0. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine

n

of Plnml Mnrrin••<' ''

SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for higher classes, bound in
sprinkled Leather, each ......................... $1 00
The same houud in Cloth........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75
Question Book, for intermediate. classes, each 25c.,
per rlozen . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . 2.50

5c.
Prophecy on
'flo!iiif:F An assortment of
COMPLETE SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Ump Cloth turned in.. . . . . . . . . .
COWDERY LETTERS.
Containing va1muJJe
Calling of
Translation
Angelic bestowal of
In paper covers 8c.
per doze'.l· .••••••
Without covers 5c.
per do:r,en ......••
·MISCEU,ANEOUS.
The Problem of Human I.ife I-le:re
Hem·
after, by A. WiU.-:Jrd Hall 544 pages .... 1
Universalism Against
336 pages .... 1
Josephus, complete,
.3
Gibson's Decline and Fall
pire, cloth boards, 5
Mosheim's Church History,
Baldwin's Ancient. America
Rollin's Ancient
2 vols. in one ...
The Koran, library
GieEeb.r's Ecclesiastical
1 till 1854, cloth boards, 5
The Ecclesiastical
·of .u•~~'""''-'D
philus, Bishop of
Cruden's Complete
.1
Bible Text Book ......................... 1
_A.pocryph_al New
........ , •... l
Emerson's Ready Binder, Herald size.. . . . .
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Luff..... • • • . . . . . .

40
40
05

])01' <107,('11. • • • . .
. •• , • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • •
12
Cc:ltiticates
Removal, per dozen......... 12
1\laniage
per dozen ......... , . 25
SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School En.~.incer and Record Book. 50
Attemlanee Tickets, 100 for........ 15
"
1,000 for. . . . . . 00
Good Belmvior Tiekets.- ........... Same
THE PH.OPHET, AND
HIS PROGENlTOl~S.
312 pages............. , . • . . 70
UH.!UHJ.)o;, . . • • • • • • •
1 00
:FIESPERIS.
oo •

'75

1'2
25

"

o •

• '" •

• oo . .

50
OF WARNING
on the Doctrine
and
work.
In paper covers; twelve for $1 .....•.. each 10
cloth cover:>, each . . . . . . . . . • . .. • • • • 25
50
00

00

00
75
00
135
85
30

MISCELLANEOUS.
of the Church, a dozen
.....•..................... I

15
10

25
............................ ] 75
Concordance of Doctrine and Cov\'Vife, or Many, per dozen...

xo
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"HEARKEN TO THE WORD oll' T11E Lmm:
S:aALL NoT ANY MAN Alll'ONG You HAVE SAVE IT llll ONil: WIFE:
HE SnALL HAVE NoNE."-Paga 116, Book of1.!:ormon, chap. 2,
6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD
0IHJ w·IFE, AND ONE
RUT ONE RcrsnAND: EXCI!Il'T IN CasE OF DEATH,
1
xs AT LIB:Em~ey To MAnRY AeArN,j -Page 330t Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec.109, par. 4.

II,

I889

semblance of adulation.
the grace givthat is amomt
more highly
but to think sohath dealt to evJOSEPH SJ.IITIT

W. W.

BLAIR

19.
published documents of the Reorganized
church so as to make it appear that the
church, its presiding officer and others,
advocate and apologize for polygamy and
its like! Such shameless audacity and
foul dealing are enough to provoke" bitter
retaliation and kindle the fires of wrath.
Base and faise an;l vile, an outrage upon
common decency and fair dealing, it is not
surprising that our brethren reply to their
enemies witn strong, hot words, as well as
wi<h conclusive proofs and irrefutable arguments.
And yet, the only proper means to
use on such an occasion is the "twoedged sword" of truth, wielded
the
spirit of wisdom and
therebv teaching- and exemplifying the truth ::is it is in
Christ and his work.
The excellency of the work committed
to the Snints is never seen so clenrly and
felt so
as when, assaulted bv
all the craft and
and bitterness (;f
its
the
and
in the Spirit of the Master, rendering good for evil,
ror with trnth, blessing those who
cute, and in love seeking the good
those
who would do harm. Under these conditions the moral superiority of Christ's
truth and Christ's disciples is manifest
with telling effect. Then it is that, amidst
appaling midnight
the
and worth of the
on a
of its
seen in the goodness and
g·ladening, saving lig·ht.
sisters,
"let your light so shine before men that
they, seeing ycur good work3, may glorify
your Father which is in heaven;" and bear
in mind that the greater men's darkness,
the more
need the light of Christ
throug·h you and in you.
IN A UGURATION CENTENNIAL.
THE celebration of the inauguration of
\lV ashington April 30th, 1789, was a pleas-

~ectarian hate,
mouthed bigots
the intent, but.the
the public records and

ant and instructive affair in Lamoni, and,
all things considered, was generally attended from town and country. The
es of Prof. Gun>olley, Rev. E. H.
and Elders T. W. Gillen and H. A.
bins were ~veil chosen and
The choir and band did well, and
school children's parade was excellent and
cheering. The best of order
The times when men were governed
without their expressed consent, but at the
will of dictators and deropots and arrogant
pries:s, were di~played in a manner to
"stir a fever of indignation" in the souls
of lover~ of liberty and equal rights. The
golden worth of those who saw and suffered the wrongs of official usurpation and
tyranny until, impelled by a mighty, innate
sense of inborn right they resisted the evil,
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and lifted government to its proper plane,
was portrayed in patriotic words of cheer
and promise. A:l felt proud of America and
her heaven- born institutions, and the day
and its exercises served to arouse and intensify the love of God and man and country in- both old and young.
Parents, puplic spirited people, and
those having in charge the education and
training of the young, will find no better
occasion than the one just past, with which
to impress favorably and forcefully the rising generation with noble aspirations and
worthy purposes. 1\1en and women who
have no heart and give no help in this direction are to he pitied--but not trusted-for they live far beneath the privileges
and duties of patriotic citizem.
"Great God! we thank thee .for this home,
'rhis bounteous birthland of the free;
Where wanderers fr01n afar may come,
And breathe the air of liberty!
HStili may her flowers spring,
Her harvests wa.ve, her cities rise;
And yet, till time shall fold his wing,
Ri?..rn.!li!1 earth's loveHest Paradise.,,

THE CATTLE KING OF THE FUTURE.
"The 'cattle king' of the future will be found
'at home' on the ranch, in a commodious, comfortable house, surrounded by beautiful lawns,
shrubs and flowers, and a thrifty orchard near
by. His carriage horses will have a comfortable
barn and there will be well built and commodious stables and sheds for the breeding stock.
Also within reach will be fields in which will be
found growing all the necessary fodder and other
•truck.' The pastures will be weH fenced and
the stock will be improved breeds."-- Texas Live
Stock 'Journal.

Whoever comiders how rapidly the
available public lands of North America
are being· -settled, can readily see that rrlising stock upon the western plains, after
the manner of the p<~st, must presently
come to a halt, and that the manner inclicated in the above clipping will take its
place. The "rang-es" on the plains are
rapidly "giving out," for the reason that
most of the feed obtained on them results
from annual seeding, and that tbe excessive feeding so common of late years prevents such seeding.
The loss in this direction will be more
than compensated hy the better and more
humane methods of rearing and feeding
stock on farms where they can be watered
and fed and housed in a kindly way.
"The merciful man is merciful to his
beast," is sometimes quoted as
which it is not in letter, yet is thoroughly
so in sentiment-but the scriptures do say
that "A righteous man regardeth the life
of his beast," and this implies equally as
much.
In the "Holy Scriptures," translated by
Joseph Smith, the seer, we have these
beautiful, humane sayings, in which man
is held to be accountable for the manner
in which he treats both man and beast:
••And God blessed Noah and his sons, and said
unto them, Be fruitful and multiply, and replenish the earth. And the fear of you, and the dread
of you, shrtll be upon every beast of the earth,
and upon every fowl of the air, upon all that

moveth upon the earth, and upon
of the se2; into your hands are they
Every moving thing that liveth sh;lll be
for you; even as the green herb
you all things, But, the blood of
I have given you for meat, shall
shed
the ground, which taketh life thc;reof,
blood ye shall not eat. And ~urely, blood sha
not be shed, only for meat, to save your livefo;
and the blood of every beast wm
require "t
your hands. And whoso ohi:ddeth
by man shgll his blood be shed;
not shed the blood of man. For
comm;mti·
ment I give, that every man\1 brother shaH pn~~
serve the life of man, for in mine own image ha,·e
I made man."-Gen. 9:

By ihis it is
seen that the Lord
requires of man kind treatment toward ail
be i& made steward over.
times the
sufferings of stock raised on
simply barbarous for want of
and shelter from bitter
and extreme storms of snow and
will be a better
when the latter are
farm. This
the moral'>
the comfort of his stock will be
creased, and the solid wealth and
of the land be
enhanced.
Stock
ever been the
human life, and
turns; and so it
that
who
their stock the best treatment
best returns.
Good tre<Jtment
dealing blesses both receiver :md
even toward the lower orders

and the people who escaped the flood are confronted by the danger of a famine, Great havoc
on Tonga
ls reported,
thirty
have been lost.

from

lt

like a

and will soon visit
,~a st.
Leist writes from
I
that he h1<s

AT
Mormon
statistics of
apostles, 75
I I ,8o5 elders,
11,6Io
ficers and
under eight years
ulation, old and
number of
ended April 6th was
births, 2,7 54·; new
excommunicationl-i, r I 3·
In closing his address Cannon
he was sorry to hear of young
ing away from Utah to take
The Saints had been cC~lled
to build up Zion, and thi-.;
must he stopped.--Idaho T/Vorld.

her

THE following
paper reached us some
ago,
publication was overlooked:
TERRIFIC HURRTCANK

AucKLAND, April4ih.-The hurricane
15th swept the Tahiti Island wlth terrible, dlsas
trous effects. The capital city was totally sub·
merged. The loss of life is enormous. Thous
ands of natives were swept away and
One hundred houses in Papeite were
away, and the public buildings ruined. Devas·
tation spread everywhere. Some people man·
aged to reach the high lands and e;;~aped 'the
flood, but the number who perished is beyond
present calculation. The crops are destroyed,

rilous
tn
in a
lecture in the M. E. Church at that
There was no

S;qn

Santa Ana next
; thence to Los AnSan Francisco and Utah. Have not
it is
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D.
at Lucas,
Six have been baptized
and the
Iowa, by Bro. Lorenzo
branch at that place is prosperous.
Sr. N. V. Pearson writes from Hamun,
Gonzales countv, Texas, that some of the
Christians (Disciples) with their minister
desire Elder J. A. Currie, Jr. to go and
preach to them. They promise him their
meeting house and a home as long as he
will remain. Sr. Pearson desires Elder
Currie to write her concerning the matter
a:1d she wlll then arrange it in detail.
The following from a card dated Ot:;;ego,
Michigan, April wth will be of interest to
those whose orders for "Seventh Day Adventism Renounced" have not yet been
filled. \V e expect to
all orders
later on: "Your order
books will
have to wait until my husband gets home.
* * Mr. C. will return in three or four
weeks and attend to his book business.
Mrs. D. M. Canright."
A Mr. W. E. Rush, of
Greene county,
church publications,
he
names and addresses of some of tbe
elders in that region. Brethren Griffiths
and Briggs can aommunicate with him.
Bro. N. A.
of Hill City, Kansas,
states in a late
that he desires an
elder to go and preach there. One is
ready for baptism and others would doubtless obey, as many are anxious to hear the

*

word.

Bro. D. M. Rudd thus writes from Aubum,
the 3oth ult.: HHave been
doing what conld since
by
conference.
two
Saturday
at this place.''
·
"One
or Many," our new 16 page
tract, 1s now ready to maiL Price 25 cent"
per dozen, or $1.75 per hundred. Every
body should have it. Send in your orders
at once.
Bro. G. A. Blakeslee of Galien, Michigan, writes under date ofthe rstinst. that
the elders resident at and
through
Galien have been doi.pg a
work there
of late. Eight have been baptized and
the interest is increasing.

ll:DI'.rED BY SIS'.l'ER "F:EtANCEs,''

"Loove God to order all thy ways.
And hope in him what e'er betide;
Thou'lt find him in the evil days
An all-nl1licient strenth and guide;
Who trusts in God's unchanging love
Builds 0\!1 a rock that >~au gilt can move."

ONE AND ONE ARE MORE THAN TWO.
Even in cold, hard mathematics, a unit gives or
gains added power beyond its intrinsic value by
its position with reference to another unit. One
and one put together become not two but eleven.
And if it be the fact that in the realm of this exact science a unit tenfolds the value of another
unit, and adds its own value toit besides, simply
by its juxtaposition with that other unit, who will
question that, In the sphere of· being and doing,
one person and one person brought into right relations to each other are more by far than two
persons; or that their aggregate power is more
than doubled?

"Two are better than one,'' says the Preacher;
and then he gives us a reason for this gain: "For
they fall, the one will lift ep his fellow: but
woe to him that is alone when he falieth, and
hath not another to iift him up." There cer~ainly
can be no question that one live man and another live man are worth at least eleven times the practical. value of one dead man. And it is obvions
that the life of either of two men may depend on
the helping hand of another man in the hour of
peeuliar need. Moreover, while they live, and are
not in special danger, two men may gain tenfold
power from one another by means of the sympathy and counsel and life quickening assistance
which they render each to the other. "Iron
sharpeneth iron; so a man sharpeneth the coun·
tenance of his friend," says the Wise Man. An
iron instrument sharpened is fully ten times as
Effective for its instrumental purposes as it ·could
be \vith a dulled edge; and since no iron instrument can sharpen itself all by itself, one iron instrument and another iron instrument, sharpening one another by their clashing and mutual
rubbings, ten fold each other's value through
being together. And as it is with iron and iron,
so it is with friend and friend.
It is hard to stand all by one's self, battling a
host without a human fellow to speak a word of
stimulus or cheer. Not every man is capable of
being an Athanasius, to go against the whole
world when the whole world goes against God.
Rut when one true man finds another true man
by his side, the two may be a host in themselves;
they may, in fact, be all the world to each other.
Each is no longer one, nor are the two merely
two. Each is more than one, anrl the two are
many times more than two, This thought it is
that gives point to the inspired suggestion, that
in the Lord's service, ln battling with the world,
"one" believer shall "chase a thousand, and two"
shall "put ten thousand to flight;" two having
tenfold the power of one.
This truth is not a mere sentiment; it has a
practical ba.sis in the necessities of the case. No
man can be at his own best, all by himself. He
needs the stimulus and cheer of another to bring
his own hest into action. His powers can be at
their full only in and thmugh their expression,
and they can have expression only when expression to another !s called for. Take, for example,
a physician, with the case of a very sick patient
to .t~lx his sense of responsihility. He is doing as
well as he knows how, when the friends of the
patient desire him to call in another physician in
consultation. At once a new pressure is brought
to bear upon him. He must be ready to state
the case of his patient to his brother practitioner,
with a sen.se of professional responsibility in that
statement. His powers of observation are quicked accorcHngly. He scrutinizes the case with
keener perceptions than before. He is more of a
physician, through this added pressure, than
would be possible without such pressure. The
one is already more than one. A similar process
goes on in the mind of the practitioner called in
from without. His powers also are aroused by
the appeal to his professional skill, and to his
profes,;ional responsibility. He is more o£ a
physician for this case, under thi$ peculiar pressure, than he could be for the same case if it
were left to him alone. Then the two, who are
already more than two, test each other, and examine their common charge together. Every

efi'ort that either makes to state the facts a:; he
Eees them, or to formulate his opinion as that
opinion must be formulated, enlarges his capabilities as a physician in charge of the case. Meanwhile each frt:oh suggestion niade by either is a
quickener to the thought of the other. There
is no longer one standpoint of observation for
both, but there are two standpoints of observation for each. Either beeomes more than twice
the man he was before, and the two together are
more than twice two. Where either might have
failed by himself, the two may prove a success.
And as it is with the physician, so it is with the
lawyer; so, indeed, it is with every thinker or
doer in his realm of though or of action: one may
be many times more than two.
No man can study to so good advantage all by
himself, as with the help of another. In elementary branches, a man studies best with the help
of a teacher; but if it be that he is above needing
a teacher's help, he still has need of a fellow student or of a pupil. He needs another to whom he
can express himself, in order to secure the gain
of expression. By himself he can never be more
than a unit. With another, he and his fellow
can be more than two units. This it is that
makes the best Sunday-school teachers value
most the Sunday-school teachers'-meeting; and
that makes those who attend the teaehers'·meeting the best teachers; for one anJ one are more
than two-in a teacher)/meeting as elsewhere.
Independence of ch.a'racter, and independence
of thought, and lndt\pendence of action, are admirable and praiseworthy, attainments; but no
man can be independent without another man to
help him. It takes at least two to enable one to
be independent. A man can shut himself up
within himself all by himself; but in order to express himself, he must have some one to express
himself to; and unless a man gives expression to
himself, one part of his nature, and the most important part at that, is not broughtinto play. There
must be both centrifugal and centripetal forces at
work to enable an orb to keep moving on in its
own circuit, in the mental or in the moral, as well
as in the natural world; and only as a man opens
himself outward toward an object of attraction,
while still holding himself in toward his own
truest inner self, can he be his best self, or be
him>elf at his best. Thus it is that, in order for
a man to be more than one, he t;nust have another
one with whom he stands in such relations that
one and one are as eleven, rather than as two.
And so we find that we are dependent on others to enable us to be ourselves, and that others
are dependent on us in order to be themselves.
Others need us, and we need others. Ea.ch one
of us is only one, but one and o~e in right relations make ten and one; each one being, in that
association, tenfolded without the loss of its unit
power. Here, as elsewhere, out-giving is intaking; and he who is one with another is more
than one in himself.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sr. Ada Brooks, Juniata, Michigan, writes:"1 know not how to properly express my thankfulness to God for the light of the gospel. I a.m
young in the work, having been in the church
about eighteen months; but I earnestly desire to
do all in my powtr to forward it. Of a large
family, I am the only one yet in the" Ark of safety." I have thre.e .children, and earnestly desire
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T
BATTLES OF THE HEART.

grace to do all things right with reference to
them.
We have a branch of about forty members in
this place, and a Prayer Union of five member~.
I earnestly desire the prayers of the Saints."

They were battles of anot.her-·
:B,onght without a fall or dart;
Battles of each noble motherFought within the troubled heart..

Sr. Lizzie Wight, North Forster, Australia,
writes :-"I am young, but I feel desirous to improve upon the talent that I have, in order that
more may be given, and I be of use to my fellow
beings. It rejoices my heart to see such an interest manifested in the work of God as the news in
our papers indicate.
How satisfying to a mother it must be to see
her children growing into noble manhood or
womanhood! It is religion which makes men
and women. I ask myself the true meaning of
the term "Saint." ·what does it imply? More,
I fear, than some of us are aware of.
The life of a Saint should indeed be one of purity and love in order that those by whom we are
surrounded may see by our walk and conversation that we are trying to serve God and trying
to live as becometh Saints.
'Vhen we see so many fa!Hng short of the
blessings of God, we feel to take them by the
hand and lead them; but how few will heed the
call! The pleasures of this world seem to have
all attraction for them, and they have no time
for anything else. We have known mothers
who have considered it a trouble to instruct their
little ones in the things pertaining to the kingdom of God. If they could realize the trouble
they were bringing on themselves and their children by so doing, they would willingly take time
to teach them.
Things learned in childhood are never forgotten, and though they may grow up and seemingly become careless, still the early training remains. Some were asking a while ago in the
Column, "If boys needed as much training as
girls?'' To our mind one needs as much as the
other. Their temptations are perhaps of a different nature, still they ail need training, and that
thoroughly.
Being with children a few years has taught rne
that they have strange ways and dispositions,
therefore one needs to be careful in teaching
them. I hope that all mothers will see the necessity of looking to their little ones; and that
God will bless them in their efforts to do good is
the prayer of your sister in Christ,"
Sr. Emma Payne, Kanona, Kansas, writes:"When I am weary, and when I feel tried and
tempted, I often receive comfort and gain
strength by reading the Home Column. I have
three little girls and one little boy given into my
care, and realize that some time I have to give
an account for the way in which I have trained
their young minds. It is my earnest desire that
as they grow up they wili love and serve God.
Though sometimes hindered, I am trying to keep
the hour of prayer with the sisters of the Prayer
Union.''
"Bird together your spare hours by the cord
of some definite purpose, and you know not how
much you may accomplish. Gather up the fragments of your time, that nothing may be lost."
"There can be no peace in human life without
the contempt of all events. He who troubles his
head with drawing·room consequences from
mere contingencies will never be at rest."

SACRAMEI'~TTO) .~.!\prH 15\-h.

Tell me not with hesitation
That the bravest battles fou~ht
Were t.he battles of our nation·Battles of onr heroes wrought.

Bnttles, not of wicked vlolence·~
Fougbt in fields of gory red;
Battle~5 sought in ~:orrow) silence,
Conquered aye, when life had fled.
Yea I the spot I long have cherished,
Is this battle-field of old,
Where the bravest warrior6 perit'hed'1
And the cause was nover tolrl.
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W. VV. Blair :·~-I wiil have to leave the field
for a
which regret very much. The Lo1·d
is worklug among the people, preparing
mi.nds and hearts
receive the gospel. The
harvest great but the laborers are
I hope
to be able to n;turn in three or fou:r tnonths
to the field again. I am receiving letters to
come back again i that the people want me ·:o
return. I received letter
l\1odoc
California, stating that Rr. Pack,
our church had
pt·eaching to the people
that place, and
was fourteen converted
and anxiously waiting an elder to come and baptize them. Bro.
R. Cook, of Sacramento,
started
to baptize them, and to labor
in that county. There
a slanderous article
published in paper of that place and republished
in the Sacramento
which I am glad to
is false. Bro. Pack never claimed be an elder,
or anything but a rnern ber. I-Ie has been preach~
1ng the g-ospel to
people, -warning them~ and
God has worked
him to the com-erting of
fourteen sculs. May God bless him, and may he
continue tn spread
glad tidings of gr"at joy.
Paul may plant and Apol!os water, but it is God
that gives the incrc·ase. I shali be at Grizzly
Flat, ElDorado county, California, for a
that will be my acUress. A.ny one wishing to
correspond wit.h me will please take notice.
ELDER THOMAS DALEY,

President of Nodlzem District of Calijor71ia.

LA:::\'IONI.

.BoSTON 1
SAN FRANCisco, Cal., Aprll
Bro. Blair:- \Ve are heglnnlng to make a litUe
show in our city for the good labor of yast years.
Our spiritual condition is improving, we are having our numbers increased, and we
good
working material is being added to the church.
Our meetings are quite well attended and a good
spirit prevails. I had the pleasure
one man on March 24th, another on April
and to-day I added five more to the church hy
baptism--Mr. and Mrs. John E. 'White,
members of ihe Utah church, and Mr. G.
ler, of Oakland, also a daughter of Sr. Jane
Knight. This gives us seven baptized within
month. The last five were confirmed to·day
the help of H. P. Brown and C, A. Parkin.
My mother is now lying at the point
death.
She has been unconscious for
·eight hours.
She has lived, and wil! die, strong- in the faith.
Gn:o. S. LINCOLN.
LANSING,

Mich., ll.pri! 19th,

Bro. Blair:-- The next day after conferen·ce
close<! I went from St. Joseph to Kansas
Kansas, and stayed there until the I'ji:h in,1t.
Preached twice while there; heard Brn. WJliiard
Smith and J. J. Con1ish once each, and- Bro.
Cornish was to preach the evening that Br. Smith
and myself came away. While in Kansas
I stopped with Ern. Stratton, (the
branch), and Milotte, (a teacher.)
very agreeable acquaintance with
brethren and sisters. · I administered
sick persons while there, and on the
most excellent visit there.
I arrived home on the evening of the x8th ar.d
found my family usually well and cheerful.
Yours in the truth,
HIRAM RATHBUN.

M·a~R.,

:z6th.

B1,o. Btai;>-:-I ielt Nova Scotia last Monday,
arriving here on VVtdnesday and rnet ·with tbe
Saints at their
n1eeting" 'The p:reserH~e of
the Spirit made
pleasant and encouraging.
Of my labors
Bro. Parsons during the past
year, I can tru1v
we have done the best
eould. What the future will develop for thz~
Saints there depends upon their faith and
The prcspects are not Battering, but I am
that God will look 8.fter his children. Expect
go to Dennisport next week and labor till the
district conference the nth and rzth of May, and
then go on to
present field of labor H
wife's health will permit. Expect to stop at
ferent points by the "1\ay. My address will
Independence, Missouri, till further notice.
As ever in gospel bonds,
H. H. RomNSON.
INDEPENDENCE, iVIo., March 2.,5.
Bro. Blair:~-- Yesterday I had the pleasure
leading two noble souls into the waters of baptism. Bro. A. B. Sly, an aged man who has
been fighting the church for twenty years,
one of them. He states that in all those years he
has never prospered in anything to which he put
his hands, and fully realized that he was fighting
against God. He now dons the gospel sword
fight for the truth. May iight a~,rl prosperity attend his future, driving out the adversities of the
past. The other is a young man, Br. James
Cotnas, ·vvho be1onged to the Catholic church 1
never hearlng
until coming to Inde··
pendence. He
been working with me for the
past slx months, during which time
succeeded
in thorongly aroming him to a conception of the
dangerous ground occupied by the "old mother,
and pointed him to the better light,
he
readily saw, accepted, and now rejoices in the
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ALD.
marvelous truth of the latter days. He will be
heard of in the bture.
The church here is in splendid condition, and
many of the WOJCld are becoming interested in
the sledge hammer sermons of Bro. Luff. Pre·
judice and ignorance concerning Mormons is fast
fading away, and as our large and beautiful
church edifice nears completion, people are realizing the fact that we are here to stay.
Yours in hope,
T. w. CHATBURN.
DAwsoN, Iowa, April 23d.
Dear Herald:--I once more forward my mite
that you may still continue your weekly visits to
our little hamlet, for many times feeling somewhat downcast with my small trials, I see in
your columns how some brother or sister have
been succored by your wise and timely admonitions. My wife dreamed that she was attending a
Methodist meeting in this place, (which wesometlmes did, until by their persistent persecution of
the Saints in lying and falsifying in many ways,
in spite of the reasoning of .Brn. Brand, Thompson, Bozarth and Shimmel.) she dreamed they
had been slandering the Saints, and that she
came out feeling downcast, and that she started
home alone, and by the side of the road there
was a bunch of four or five roots sprouting up,
and every one that passed by would kick them.
But she saw our Savior digging and fixing round
the roots, and he said unto her, "See, after all
their kicking, those roots are yet solid; they can
not hurt them."
Dear saints, we are on a solid foundation, and
after all the opposition we have to meet we will
come off more than conqueror through Him who
said, "He ·who heareth these sayings of mine
and doeth them, I will liken him to a wise man,
who built his house upon a rock."
I remain yours,
WM. JoHNSoN.
MAGNOLIA, Iowa, April 25th.
Dear Herald:- Your pages are perused with
eagerness to learn how the old ship Zion prospers,
and how goes the times with all her passengers.
If all receive the enjoyment and satisfaction in
so doing that I do, your mission is a soul-cheeripg one. None who peruse your pages but have
some spiritual acquaintance with some one who
has taken passage on Zion's ship, and of whom
they would desire to hear, and to hear that with
them all is well. It gives enjoyment, and while
this is the case there are none on board but what
some others would enjoy hearing how goes the
hour with them, and often peruse your pages in
vain for weeks, and sometimes months with no
tidings.
How often I have been caused rejoicing when
n:JY eye would catch the name of some one of
Zion's children who had become especially en{leared to me through some spiritual experience
with thern, and how eagerly has my eye passed
from word to word to learn
all was welL It is
encouraging to read of one of the Saints, known
in the body or not, who has passed through some
tempestuous gale unharmed, and spiritually benefitted. Thus are you the harbinger of good to
the people of God.
My voyage on the sea of life has been quiet.
The vision of the land at which we shall find a
peaceful anchorage grows brighter, and at times
J seem to see the grandeur of the.scenety of Beu-

lab land, as if by mirage, appearing above the
horizon of my natural sight. I am satisfied with
the voyage appointed to be made by God's people.
I am satisfied with the ship to carry us safely,
and with the crew with which the ship is manned.
I am satisfied with the labor assigned me in assisting to make the trip to the promised haven of
safety; also that the experiences through which
I have passed while on this voyage has or will
all result for good, and I desire to continue on
until I have done my work to assist Zion on her
way. When I am called to cease labor, I hope I
shall be satisfied to commit my station to another, and rest with the Captain-Christ Jesus. I
am not satisfied that I have done as much as
others, neither am I satisfied that I shall ever be
able to. I am not satisfied that I shall be able to
complete the voyage safely, as some severe gale
through which the ship may have to pass may
cause me to jump overboard, and be drowned in
my former sins; but my faith is fixed, and by the
grace of God 1 hope to stem the tide and "anchor
bye and
I am not satisfied to sit down and
see others doing the work assigned me and I be
idle; to permit one error seen by me to pass unreproved or unrebuked. l am not satisfied to see
man-maqe organizations attached to the church,
and espoused by any of the household of faith as
of primal importance, and they devote more time
and attention to them than the direct commands
of God, or tbe order of the church; I am not
satisfied that one can be idle in the church in respect to the duties assigned them of God and be
safe, and I am not satisfied with anything less
than the gospel of Jesus Christ, so far as I understand it, and hope I shall never be satisfied unless am doing the will of Heaven.
The faith of the Saints here is firm so far as
faith in the first principles of the gospel is concerned, and I know of none but whom God has
satisfied that this is his work. But many are not
contending for that faith once delivered to the
Saints by which God was with them in mighty
power as described in Hebrews nth chapter. It
seems that many are satisfied with the'past evidences of the work of God, and are willing to
trust the present and future on past evidences
without seeking for and having ever present with
them that abiding witness, for when this is with
them it is shown by an active and ever existent
manifestation of faith by work, by which their
faith is made alive unto God.
We are much in need of the prayers of the
righteous, that we may be delivered from the
present gloomy prospects and from a Jack of
present spiritual power to lead souls to Christ by
which the present harriers inay be removed, so~e
of which are known and many no doubt unseen;
that the known ones may be dealt with as the lavv
of God directs, and the unseen removed or
brought to light so they can be dealt with and
thus removed.
I know of none but what would desire to be
saved, but some do not realize the need of keeping in the straight and narrow way which leadeth
unto life, and feel as though the yoke was galling
when their attention is called to the straightness
of the way as revealed to God's people in all ages;
but what rejoicing when once seen, how necessary to bear the cross and endur.e the shame, when
feeling the eviden<'es of God's satisfaction with
them:
I still desire to labor and pray for Zion, for only
do I have perfect peace. I beg
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an interest in the prayers of the righteous that I
may be able to finish the work God has given
me to do, and be blessed with them when I
step upon the shores of eternity in singing the
song of the redeemed forever more.
Your well wisher,
J. F. MrNTUN.
ALPENA, Mich., April 24th.
Ern. Smith a?td Blair :-I look forward from
week to week for the regular visits of the Herald.
0, how I love to read the letters of dear brethren
and sisters of like faith. I rejoice when I read
ch£ering news of elders having been blessed with
sheaves as a reward for their labor. I also feel
sad when I read of valiant laborers having toremain from the field on account of lack of means.
May God open up a way (which I feel he will)
for the future promotion of his cause. With sadness and also with joy I read of the departure of
valiant soldiers of the cross--with sadness on
account of the bereavement of those who are
clear to us; with joy in knowing that they have
fought the good fight of faith and entered into
the paradise of God.
I wish to add my testimony to this gospel
which I have for over four years embraced. I
tried for fourteen years the faith and opinions of
various churches, but during the four years of
my embracing· the Latter pay Saints doctrine I
have obtained more truths without husks or
chaff than during my previous lifetime.
Your brother,
IsRAEL P. TrTus.
EuREKA, Cal., March 3oth.
Editors Herald:-S!nce the 25th of December
there have been eleven persons baptized into
this branch-nine adults and two children. These
additions are the result of the labors of Bros.
Hawes and Daley, mostly, together with the assistance of Br. Robinson and the writer. Included in the number mentioned above, are Bro. and
Sr. Corthell and their only son, Earle, twenty
years of· age, w.ho came to this place from the
State of Illinois, formerly from Maine about a
year ago. Some two months ago Earle, by accident, made the acquaintance of our son Milton
and they soon became much attached to each
other. About two weeks later he learned that
Milton was a member of the Latter Day Saints.
Earle and his mother were members of the Presbyterian church, As soon as he learned what
Milton's belief was, he quietly and sorrowfully
wended his way home, and with saddened countenance and voice said: "Mother, can you believe it, that young friend of mine tells me that
he is a Mormon?" It seems, however, that he
was given sufficient strength to withstand the
shock, and he immediately commenced an investigation of our claims, and only a few days
elapsed, when he asked his mothers's consent to
his joining the church. After expressing her
surprise at his request, she refused to grant it.
;Bro. Corthell had a private talk :with Bro.
Haws, and afterward attended a few of our meetings and stated that his views were in harmony
with ours, and that he received the same witness
of the Spirit as in r842.
Sister Corthell says that ever since she became
acqqaintedwith her husband he has been regarded as .a skeptic or infidel, for the reason that he
had held himself aloof from all religious bodies;
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but sister Corthell, although a Presbyterian, says
she has often remarked, "1 wish I was as good a
christian as my husband."
A few days after Earle failed to get his mother's consent, and Bro. Corthell came to my house
and had a talk with Br. Haws, and then went
home and informed his wife that he himself was
a "Mormon," having united with the church in
1842. Well, perhaps you can imagine her surprise. But, she says, that after a few moment's
reflection the Spirit bore witness to her of the
truth of the work, and immediately her sorrow
was turned into joy, and she began to praise God.
The next day the father, mother and son were all
buried with Christ in baptism, and the following
day I heard her say, under the influence of the
Spirit, "I now know that I am in the kingdom
of God.'' She says she never had such peace
and joy in all her life before. \Ve have lately
received the divine approval of our acceptance
with the Master by the outpouring of the Holy
Spirit in several of our meetings. There are
several others, apparently, near the water.
Bro. Haws has succeeded in getting the doctrines and positions of the church concerning
polygamy, etc., before the worid through four of
the leading papers of this county. These papers
appear to be quite liberal. Elders in other fields
might do more through the press, but possibly
they are doing all they can through this medium.
Yours for the cause,
WALTER BOHALL.
LooKouT, Cal.,
I am still strong in the faith. I think there is
a good opening here. Bro. Pack and I have
been holding meetings every Sabbath since
Christmas, and we have a good congregation.
We have about twelve ready for baptism, and
are awaiting for an elder to come and finish our
work. We have more calls than we can fill.
Hoping that we will have help soon, we close,
trusting In God. Yours in Christ,
Lours TURNBULL.
LAMONI, Iowa, April 24th.
Editors Herald:-The last issue of the 'Juvenile
Instructor, dated April rsth, r88g, published at
Salt Lake City, Utah; and, according to its own
statement, "designed expressly for the education
and elevation of the young," lately reached me.
On page r82 is a wood cut denominated "A
Hindoo God," and on the following page a descriptive article concerning said image in which
the following passage occurs: "It is a god of the
heathens who live in southern Asia-an immense
image of stone which millions of human beings
have worshiped and do adore even in this day.
This immense figure was carved with the utmost
skill of the benighted people who pay respect to
it, and cnst an incalculable amount of means and
a great period of time to construct. * * * But
even these poor Hindoos will yet receive gospel
favors," etc.
A~ I looked at the engraving of the Idol my
heart wa's touched; not exactly wlth awe and
reverence, but with a sense of the ludicrous, and
afterwards with indignation; for in it I recognized an old book acquaintance. The cut referred to is nothing more or less than a duplicate of
an idol taken from the frontispiece of "Travels in
(~~ntr~l Arne:dca~ Ch¥a.pas :tnd YfJCat-a.n, T'OJ !.
by J. L. !'lteplwn&." A do~e compad~on §how§

it to be a weil executed copy of
vir~g, a
description of whlch is given on page 136 of the
work referred to, as a statue found in
of the city of Copan, in the state
Hond;.ras,
Central Amedca.
But the 'Jttvettile btslructor palms
a
"Hlndoo I dol." and states that it is
by
mil! ions of people at the present time; and the
addi!ionn.l statement is made that
poor
Hindoos will yet receive gospel favors.
We have justthis to say: If such
nre
resorted to and designed to expressly
ucate and elevate the young in Utah, the
people there will receive anything
bendlt
from such rnisrepresentations~ ar.\d the heaLH~nl
should they hear of it) vdU likely e~{clahn, t•Ftorn
such favors, and violations of the Bi.ble comm,.;ndtnent •Thou P-haa not bear false

Lord deliver us."
DERBY,

8th.

Dear Hevald:-I wdte you concerning the
work that is done in southern Indiana. The dis··

cussion is closed between Mr. Terry, of the
Christian church, and Br. V. D. BaggeYly. I
had the pleasure of acting
one of the
tors in the discussion. I heard all the·argurn,"nts
produced on both sides, and I think ;ve lost
nothing. The Saints and most of the 'Nol'ld's
people think we have victory on the
of
the saints. Bro. Baggerly thinks the
of
darkness are giving way in this district. s:nce
the district conference we ali have
good
liberty in preaching the word- The time was
divided at nights. I used their church. and their
preacher did so once. Left them in a friendly and
christian manner, and I think made many warm
friends in the Christian churcL, also in the world.
The saints are greatly encouraged. M2y God
bless this grand latter d~y work, ls my
I am, yours in Jove of truth,
LEONARD F, DANIEL.
EDMONDS, Kansas, AprH
Br. Blair:-On the 13th of March I left my
home to fill some appointments in the dis!Tict,
and attend the Northwest Kansas district conference, also the annual conference. Anivin 1 ~ at
Gaylord, appointed a meeting, and preached Saturday night to a good congregation. On
it rained all day and our meeting
hindered,
but the people were made glad indeed became of
the long needed rain. On Monday I went to Osborn and continued until the 25th, preached and
baptized two precious souls, thence to my old
!lome at Blue Rapids, where I met with Brn.
Beebe and E. C. Brand, and I spent a few of the
happiest days of my life in preaching the word
and administering the ordinances of God's houce.
Not the least of our joy was to have Bro. and Sr.
John Landers again to share in thE• blessin;~ of
the Lord in our conference.
This was a time long to be remembered by
many. Seven precious souls were haptfzed Fnto
Christ, and more will be ere long
thoGe in
charge of this branch wlll only
up the
work wlth diligence.
I continued in Blue Rapids, laboring in company with Bro. C Duncan until Aprll .5th. when
I went on to the annual conference where I spent
one week. returning from St. Joe
to
Osbr.,rn C1t,!~ T rreach,-;C !·h:r~f' HtYles_ l<·.apbzed or:!e.
n1arded on6 coup1e, and thetJ W'erd: fn

near Downs, and preached
where I
found Br. and Sr. Landers visiting their grandson, W m. Landers, and enjoying good health.
From here
to
where I met with
a good number of friends and preached three
times.
am in hopes to revive some .of the
salntg, and baptize t~orne others vvho are btlievingt
though the enen;.y is doing a1l he can agalnst us
through the other denominations to keep people
away from our :rneetings. 0, wh.en vv:Hl the
saints lf·arn to avoid the vanitT and folly of sec~
taria n n1ock~resurrections, grab bag!?, post offices,
neck-tie pa.n1es~ &c., vvhicb are gotten up only to

fleece the flock. Many ot the saints are not able
to buy the church hooks, take the Herald, or pro··
vide place
elders to pn'ach in, bn! they
can
go
fun1naking,

fun-s~eing

'\vor1dly entertainmentf!..

that
·woul;l give us wisdom
He
if
we cootend
by
our follies.
new place for preaching here,
brother, T. Greer, and others,
with very good prospects. Expect to continue
over Sunday, then return home where I want to
stay and preach Ior ten days. I will then be
ready to go ·where I an1 the most nePded. My
address will be Kanona, Decatur Co., Kansas.
shall be happy
hear from all parties ln regard
to the vvork in NorthYJest Kansas.; espt:;cia11y
from the elders. Tltrlng may be sent to me by
rostoffice order on Norcatur P. 0, which is the
nearest order office to me.
GEORGE ¥1. CHUTE,

.Xu:xrA, IlHnois 1 April 29'h.
Bro. Blair:-I have jllst returned from JYfacoupin county v;here have been attending a dis-

cussion between Bro. Hilliard and one Mr. Laman, a Christian ( ?) miniSter. The proposition
was: "Joseph Smith was a true prophet of God,
and the Book of Mormon of divine origin." The
discussion lasted four days, Bro. Hilliard brought
up the prophecies of Joseph Smith, and the work
he did in the restoration of the gospel, the organization of the church, and the teaching of the
original gospel as evidences of the first part of
the proposition. The latter part he proved by
the prophecies of the Bible, scientific discoveries,
and the blessing of God upon the Jews and their
land.
The evidences were barely touched by
the negative, He disposed of the prophecy on
the rebellon by saying that any one could have
prophesied of it, and by trying to make it appear
that Joseph went to 'Washington and there tried
to keep his own prophecy from coming true. He
objected to the doctrine Joseph taught being used
as evidence, and intimated that he would appeal
to the moderators to have it ruled out, that was
entirely foreign to the subject.
He disposed of all the prophecies relating to
the coming forth
the Book of Mormon at one
sweep bv saying: "They have no more reference
to that than an old wagon has !o state house."
He tried to gain sympathy by claiming that Wesley, Calvin, Luther and Campbell only claimed
to be reformers trying to get the people back to
the gospel, while Joseph Smith claimed to restore
the gospel
But when Bro. H. turned to page 7 of
their "Christian System" and showed that Campbell claimed
restore the gospelJ Mr. I .. <lman
r::ar~1e

t1.~,;::

'1f'

'Kn1~anf'' ~n

ple~.

!:hat

lH1d
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!s'nt it a pity that the reformers, and even
Christ and the apostles, didn't have some of the
wiseacres of the nineteenth century to tell them
just what they "meant" at the time they were
speaking and writing?
'Whether Mr. Laman is a descendant of Laman
lhe son of Lehi or not, I shall not say; but I feel
sure that he is of the same spirit, and has as little regard for the truth. His mind, however,
was not as fruitful as Braden's, for he had only
two of the manuscript found, and the one from
which the Book of Mormon was taken stolen in
;822 or r823, by Rigdon ..This of course left him in
bad plight when Bro. H. bronght in the one we
have and it testified to by hiR own witnesRes as
the writingr; of Spaulding, and then showed from
one of Braden's witnesses, George Clark, that
the one at his father's in 1834 was the one like
the Book of Mormon according to the statement
of Mrs. Davidson, and hence could not have been
stolen in r822 or I823.
Yes, they need at least three or four manuscripts to make the story hold together at all.
Yours for truth,
ISAAC

M.

latives, but not saints; and how will they receive
me? I expect my feelings will be wounded many
times, but my daily prayer is that my heavenly
F'ather will give me strength, patience and wisdom to live my religion, and that I may be instrumental in remodng some prejudice; for I
believe there are honest hearts among them.
address w!!l be Amherst, Cumberland
County, Nova Scotia. Yours in gospel bonds,
MRS. ALBERT PAGE.

KILMANAGH, Mich., Apr. 22d.
Dear Herald:-The work is still moving on in
Bay Port, and round about. I baptized one
more on the fourteenth.
I am stlll preaching and letting the light shine
the world wherever there is an opportunity afforded. The most of the Saints are rejoicing in
this great latter day work, and are running manfully the race set before them.
•
F. c. SMITH.

SMITH.

GENERAL CONFERENCE.
N.Y., April 19th.
Br. Blair:-I left my home and family in San
Benito, California, March 27th, and started on a
visit to my native land, Nova Scotia, which I
have not seen for twenty. five years next November. Left the Oakland pier March 29th, at half
past nine in the evening, by the Sante Fe route,
arriving in New York city April 5th, at half past
ten in the evening. I saw many strange and
wonderful sights, buth of nature and art. Among
the former, the celebrated Niagara Falls; the latter, the Niagara bridge. The morning of the 6th
I came to Flushing and found my dear friend of
youthful days, who is aftHcted by deafness; a
Methodist who lived her religion as she under·
stood it. But in the last few years she has read
some of our publications, also Autumn Leat;es,
thereby getting an understanding of the restored
gospel. And last Sunday we went to Brooklyn,
(also her husband's sister.) vVe were met at the
train by Elder George Potts, who conducted us
to the home of Bro. and Sr. Squires, where we
were indeed made welcome by those most noble
saints.
A goodly number of those "of like precious
faith" were there, and we spent a short but profitable season in singing, prayer and exhortation;
and then my very soul was made to rejoice when
my friend, for whom I have prayed many years,
was buried wtih Christ in baptism; also a boy, a
son of Br. and Sr. Moore, by Elder G. Potts, in a
font in Bro. Squires' yard. After dinner we repaired to "their own hired hall" to attend their
usual two o'clock prayer and testimony meeting,
and confirmed the newly baptized into the church
o:! Jesus Christ. My sister, although she heard
not a word, with closed eyes saw a light shining
when they were confirming her, and afterward
by her request she was administered to, that she
might regain her hearing. There was no promise, but a strong belief that she will be blessed.
Her strong desire is to hear them pray. I can
testify that the same Spirit that met with us in
my California home was here on this side of the
continent to bless and encourage us. Yes, it has
the same ring, the same pure gold, "One Lord,
one faith, one baptism." In a few days I bid
btrewel! to
~aints here,
go to see my reFLUSHING,

(Concluded.)

Elder {}, W. Greene writes:
the past year I have labored at
Attleboro and Boston, in MassJones port, Jonesboro, Mason's
Kennebec, Addison, Indian River,
Lamoine, West Ellsworth, Sur··
Sedgwick, Brooksville, Bray's Mts.,
Neck, G1:een's Landing, TenHarbor, Martin~ville, Clark's hle,
Cove, New Harbor and Pemiquict
in Maine. Have baptized seven,
af:sisted
confirming several others, solemnized one marriage, blessed a number
administered to the sick when
called upon, and preached when practicable.
Maine presents a large and promising
with openings on every hand where
some desire to hear the word of life.
More laborers should be in this state,
which would result in many accepting the
w·ork.
.
Have been blessed with a good degree
of the Spirit the past year. I am willing
to labor in any capacity if the conference
decides to appoint me.
Elder J. A.ll:fcintosh writes:
Since last conference I have preached
r66 times, baptized I 5, confirmed 26, ordained 3, blessed 20, administered to 39·
Have held 4 sacramental meetings, r8
meetings, made r new opening, held
meetings and 2 debates. Have
at Irondale, Monmouth, Cameron, Garafraxa, Masonville, Amaranth,
Riverview, Egremont, Proton, St. MaChatham, London, Louisville, St.
Zone, Blenheim and Pardoes.
Elder Leonard Scott writes:
I heve endeavored to honor the appointment given, since July 12th 1888. The
time intervening was occupied in the
Michigan and Indiana mission, because of
an understanding- that provisions of such
nature were included in the appointment
to Ohio and Western Pennsylvania. I
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have occupied new ground about one-third
of the time in said mission. Have labored to the best of my ability to uphold the
principles of the great latter day work.
Have been marvelously blessed in the pub.
lie administration of God's word. Have
engaged in one discussion in Allegheny
City with Rev. Russell (Millennia! Dawnist) on the Spirit Conscious question. Baptized seven, and administered to sick ones
with good results. My health is poorly
just now. If worthy to be continued,
would prefer Southern Michigan and Indiana.
Elder S. Maloney writes:
I have labored to the best of my ability
among the Cherokee and Shawnee Indians. I have had regular appointments
the past summer and winter. Traveled
with my team and wagon over two thousand miles, going back and forth to fill appointments at different points from sixteen
to seventy miles apart. I can, and am
glad to say, that in performing my duty
the Spririt of the Lord has been my help
and instructor. I have met with consit!erable opposition, not from the citizens of
the Territory, but from non-citizens called
preachers. Wherever we have been we
have mad~ friends for the cause of our
Master, removed the bitter prejudice that
exists on account of Utahism, distributed
all the tracts sent me from the office, also
many copies Voice of Warning, and other
books, Autumn Leaves and Hopes, at our
own expenRe.
This is a very peculiar mission, a peculiar people, and an extensive field. There
is a great work to be done, and the Spirit
of the Lord is doing it, preparing the
minds of the people; for once in private
converation with a full-blood who could
not talk, the Spirit rested upon me in power so he understood and was glad of what
I told him. They are slow to understand,
only in private talk; slow to act, but firm
when convinced, and honorable in all their
transactions.
There are many believing, and six told
me they were reaqy for the water when
the weather moderated. I baptized two.
I expect to do what I can for the Master
the coming year.
Elder J. S. Goodrich writes:
Having been appointed at last Conference to a mission in Kentucky, and having
entered the field on the first ofJ une following, I was called home by the sickness of
my wife, after four week's labor in the
field. Said sickness continued for such a
period (and for two months her life was
despaired of,) that I was unable to return
until last February, when I wrote Bro.
Blakeslee about it, as I had no means to
travel without aid. His reply was that
probably, on account of the low cond:tion
of thetreasury, and the near approach of
General Conf.ernce, I had better remain
until that time, and leave the matter with
them. I therefore make the following report: No. of sermons preached 26, administered to the sick, baptized I. I h11ve also
preached about seven times near home
and at Limerick Ohio.
I would like to continue in the Kentucky\.
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miss1on or in North \Vest Ohio. I believe that North East Kentucky is a good
field, having opened up five places for
preaching in the month I spent there, with
good interest, and calls for preaching in
every direction. I have received three
letters since leaving there, reminding me
of my promise to return or send an elder
there.
Elder E. Curtis writes:
Imrnediately after conference I commenced labor in the Independence district,
and in J nne I traded my property for a
farm in Cass countv, Missouri, and moved
my
on it. " Here I found a few
members who had been baptized by Bro.
H. H. Robinson and left isolated from any
branch. ; have labored to the best of my
ability. I held one discus~ion at Virg·il
City, Vernon county, with Elder Smith,
of the Christian Church. It lasted five
nights. The Lord greatly blessed me.
The work in this district is prospering
On the 15th of February I was called home,
my barn and seven head of mules and
horses having been burned. I lost about
$1 ,ooo. This was a severe trial to me,
but I set about at once and bought seven
head more and started out again. I have
made arrangements with my b.oys, turning
the farm over to them for a term of seven
years, so I could be loose for the ministry.
- I have preached one hundred and seventy--eig-ht times, baptized twenty-six, confirmed fifteen, ordained two elders, rmd
blessed eleven children. I feel well in the
work, and still desire to continue in the
field.
Elder G. E. Deuel writes:
I hnve preached over a hundred times,
baptized two and confirmed them, blessed
three children administered to the sick a
number of times, and the Lord blessed and
healed them. Have traveled by rail 875
miles, hy wagon 68o, and on foot 420
miles, paid
hall rent, posters,
board and buggy, $z3·75· By cash from
all sources $4·75·
Elder V. D. Baggerly writes:
I have labored in Jefferson,
Crawford, Perry, Dubois and
counties; baptized and confirmed I 5,
emnized 3 marriages, blessed I 2 children,
administered to the sick, etc., and held one
joint-meeting with a Christian minister. I
rejoice in the work 11nd can truly say that
God has abundantly blessed me in my
labor. I have spoke about two hundre(!
times. The work is decidedly onward
here, but we have every kind of opposition to encounter. Am willing to ll1bor in
·
th1s district or elsewhere.
Elder J. A. Wedlock writes:
Since I received an appointment I have
preached in Crawford, Cherokee, Piymonth, Buena ViRta, Palo Alto and Pocahontas counties. Have not preached all
the
but have done what I could.
There is a large field in the northern part
of our district, and Saints are scattered all
over the country that have not had church
priYileges, and who want their neighbors
tc hear- That 1~ ·•.vhere I ha'·': lahcmed, I
net heen in
at nlll as Bro.

where not much
been a
has
His truth. I am
the
conference and should like to
in the same field.

ton,
Doughs,
port, East
Compton;
baptized hvo.
through a
sickness in
field, since
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an
have
cheer
We have
Brn. L L.
Neal, R.
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Crofield
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Mr. Zadock
at Stockdale.
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arguments as
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Elliott, Huntsville and Salt River branch
in Missouri, holding meetings at each
as long as the interest or circumstances would justify; baptized one. I have
labored at various times at
Davis
school house and Rock Creek
Illinois;
at Burlington, Montrose, Keokuk, Sand
Prairie, Allen school house, Croton and
Iowa.
I have performed two marriages, conducted six funeral
services and otherwise administered in
gospel oadinances as occasion required.
Elder A. J. Cato writes:
I have labored to the best of my ability
to get the doctrine of the Reorganized
Church before the people of Arkansasthe mission in which I was assigned· I
have preached in five counties in Arkansas, viz., Sevier, Howard, Pike, Craighead
and Benton, and left a host of friends;
many of them being favorable. Some expressed themselves as being satisfied, but
wanterl to vvait awhile before obeying.
The work in the counties named above
ought to be looked after and continued;
also in f ohnson and Faulkner counties. I
feel jus-tified in saying that the church will
lose nothing, and many souls will be added to the church by a vigorous prosecution
of the work in that field. Some things
have been done which in a measure militated against the work in some locaJ.ities,
but not to any considerable extent. I am
willing to continue in the present field, or
do anything else that you may think best
for the cause of Christ.
Elder E. C. Briggs, of the Twelve,
present, reports: ,
Since last conference I have labored in
the field assigned me to the be~t of my
ability.

this head do not necessarily receive tha
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"THE ONE BAPTISM" AND THE
•·DOCTRINE OF BAPTISMS."

Is there but "one baptism" and at the
same time more than one?
How can
Paul in Ephesians 4: 5 be harmonized
with Paul in Hebrews 6: 2?
Easily, for the truth is stated in both
cases; there is but one baptism, but it requires two separate and distinct actions to
constitute the one baptism. It requires
the use or employment of two elements to
constitute the "one baptism," namely,
water and the Spirit. Baptism, ie the
"o:-~e baptism" is very properly, very aptly
illustrated by the Savior in J olm 3: 3-8 as
a birth, a new birth. The child in natural
birth is born of or through the agency and
operation of the blood and of the air, typifying the water and the Spirit. Paul
tells us of an inward and an outward man,
yet the inward man or the spirit man, and
the outward or body man; or the spiritual
man and the physical man are not two
men, but both make one man. In the
t>piritual birth, or the new birth, the water
bl'!-ptism or birth,
the birth of the

as the birth of blood precedes that
It would be just as unnatural
to law for a person to be born
before being born of the
'"vater as would be for a child to be born
of the air before it had been born of the
blood. The same God who gave or established the natural law or the law of nature
in the physical birth, also created and established the spiritual law in the new or
and the order of that law
the water
and the Spirit next, or
The Son of God, the author
of the law
the Father) became subto its operations, as far as the order is
concerned for he was first baptized in the
w~~ter,
with the Spirit afterward; and
it was not until the order was fully observed and demonstrated that the recognition and approval of the act of the Son by
the Father were given. (See Matt. 3: I;~
I7.)
taught that order when he said
concerning his work and that of Christ:
"l indeed have baptized you with water;
but he shall baptize you with the Holy
Ghost." Jesus endorsed that statement
and said: "John trul baptized with wnter,
hut
shall be baptized with the Holy
not many days hence."
Peter
the order of heaven on the day of
Pentecost, putting the baptism of water
before that of the Spirit as was proper.
Paul
the same order by first hapthe Ephesians and laying- on his
for the gift of the Holy Spirit; so
did Peter and John in regard to those who
had been b[iptized by Philip. Paul puts
the case to Titus thus: "The washing of
and the renewing of the
Ghost." So we find John the Bapthe Christ, Peter, John and
chief among the apostles of Chril't,
in harmony the "one bnptism,'' ie
of "water and the Spirit." That these
are distinct baptisms is seen from the remarks of Paul to the Galatians and to the
Corinthians. To the former he writes:
"For as many of you as have been baptized into Christ have put on Christ." To
the latter church he writes: "For by one
Sp,irit are we all baptized into one body."
That is, baptized into the head of the
church by water and into the church by
the
Soirit. This idea or trut.h is
taught very ~lear! v in John 3: 5, for as "the
kingdom of God" is unquestionably the
Church of Christ, it is here positively dedared that "Except a man be born of
water, and of the Spirit, he can not enter
into the kingdom of God." This is equivalent to saying that a man is not in the
church until he is baptized of the Holy
Spirit. That is to say, that a man is not
baptized into the church by the baptism of
water only, but by water and the Spirit.
A man might' not receive the laying on of
hands for days and even weeks after being
baptized with or in water, as in the case of
a priest baptizing where there was no
elder at hand, and as in the case of those
whom Philip had baptized. And as until
the laying on of hands is performed the
baptism of the Holy Spirit does not follow; and as by the Spirit we are baptized
into the church, so I hold that a person is
not in the church until he or she receives
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the Holy Spirit, whether that be one hour
or a week or a month or a year after he or
she has been baptized in water.
Such a person has not experienced the
"one baptism," and has not been "born
again." And this is particularly true of
those who deny the baptism of the Holy
Spirit, or the operations, manifestations and
gifts of the Holy Ghost, except as revealed
in and through the written word.
Not
being born of the Spirit, not baptized by
the Spirit, they are not in the kingdom of
God, they are not in, and of course not
members of, much less officers of, the
Church of Christ. And of course the
church to which they belong, or which
they form the various parts of, is not and
can not be the kingdom of God, or the
"one body," or Church of Christ. They
may say that they have received the Spirit
through the word or the "words of the
Spirit." But this will not do for two good
reasons. First, As they have received the
Spirit in this way before baptism in water;
that is contrary to the order of heaven.
Second, The word of the Spirit, ie. the
gospel,· is not the birth but the "seed" bv
which we are begotten. No one was ~>ver
born who was· not first begotten. Conception first and birth afterward. "Of
his own will begat he us with the word of
truth," said James.
•
But su·ppose we allow the claim of another class, those who say they have been
born of the Spirit, but it was before
they were baptized, either with or
in water. They say that the church is the
the sheepfold, and that baptism is the door
into the fold. But by claiming to be baptized by the Spirit, thev must, of course,
(if their claim be good,) he already in the
church, for by "one Spirit we are all baptized into one body," savs Paul. And being in the church by the action of the
Spirit's baptism, what is the effect of their
passing through the door of baptism by
water? It is not the act of going into the
church, for they must be already in-if
baptized by the Spirit-so if they go
through the door of water baptism at all,
they must go out of the church. What is
the one baptism? The baptism of water
and the Holy Spirit, two acts in the one
drama, so to speak. "Ye must be born
again," not "born again and again," or two
distinct, separate .and independent births,
one of water and the other of the Spirit, m~e birth, but of two distinct elements,
the effect of the operation of two distinct
agencies.
The construction the Romanists put
upon the "one baptism" is this, that a person having been once baptized can never
be baptized again, he can nnt be cut off
from the church, and therefore being baptized into it once, he forever remains in it,
and therefore can not be baptized into it
again. But ·if they understood the passage
of Scripture they are so fond of quoting,
namely, the power of the ministry to bind
on earth what will be bonnd in heaven,
and to loose on earth what will be loosed
in heaven, they would see that it conve'ys
the idea of cutting off, or. expelling members as well as adding them to the Church
of Christ, The man who· being duly la·
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bored with and refuses to hear the church,
is to be considered as a heathen or a publican, or in other words as an outsider, or
one who is no longer in the church. If
.a person has been legally dealt with for
actual transgression, and refused to repent
of his sins and to confess the same, and is
cut off from the church according to due
form and order of the church, he must
•come into the church by the same mode of
procedure as before, unless indeed, such an
one can not again be accepted of God as a
child of his; and should such be the case,
how very careful should the church be in
proceeding in the case, and to use the
knife only when the honor, well-being
and integrity of the church positively demands it,
Is every person who is immersed in the
water by an elder or priest of the church,
and upon whose head the elders afterward
lay their hands, truly baptized of the wat~r and of the Holy Ghost? Not unle~s
these conditions are observed, viz., Ist. A
belief of the gospel of J <>sus Christ in
its fulnes~, from the he:1rt; zd. A truly honest and sincere repentance of sin, which includes of course' confession and forsak.
ing of sin; 3rl. Baptism hy immersion for
remi,sion of sin, in the nRme, or authority
of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit; 4th.
The laying on of hands of the elders of
the church, to be followed by an upright
life, and earnest seeking for the Spirit,
A person who does not believe the gospel from the heart, after he has heard it
sufficient! y explained, could not be a proper
suhject for baptism. Or a person who
did not truly repent of sin would not be
baptized to divine acceptance. Or a person not baptized by one having authority
from God; or being only partially immersed by one having authority, or by some
unauthorized form by one having authority to baptize lawfully. Such persons
would not be baptized, and if not baptized,
the objects for which baptism is designed
would not be realized, namely, the remission of sins, and the ·putting
of Christ,
and the gift of the Holy Spirit. The
Spirit would not be given such persons,
and the baptism by water being invalid,
they would not be partakers of the "one
baptism;" would not be born ag?.in, and
would not be in Christ, nor in his church
or body.
The mere fact of a man having authority received through valid ordination
would not make the baptism of an unbeliever, or an impenitent person a vallid
baptism, nor would the immersion of infants incapable of either faith or repentance be valid in the sight of God. In order to be not found buildin~· with untemed mortar, the writer has made it a rule
ever since receiving ordination to the office of an elder under the hands of Bro.
Jason W. Briggs, to not call for candi·
dates for baptism, until at least seven or
eight discourses had been preached on the
first principles of the gospel.
And for all that, I have no doubt that
some have offered themselves who did not
understand the gospel as they ought to,
and some were baptized just because some
relative or friend \>Vas, and some few that

THOMAS
MATAHOA, Anan~

W.

SMITH.

Nov. 20th, 1886.
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opinion that God chose them out of all the
rest of mankind as his peculiar and beloved people, fills both the white Jew and the
red American with that steadv hatred
against all the world, which rend~rs them
hated and despised by all.
We have
abundant evidence of the Jews believing
in the ministration of angels. During the
Old Testament dispensation, their frequent
appearances and their services on the earth,
are recorded in the oracles which the Jews
themselves receive as given by divine inspiration; and St. Paul in his epistle addressed to the Hebrews speaks of it as
their general opinion 'that angels are mini ,tering spirits to the good and righteous
on earth.' The Indian sentiments and
traditions are the same. They believe the
higher regions to be inhabited by g·ood
spirits, relations to the Great Holy One,
and that these spirits attend and favor the
virtuous, The Ind1an language and dialects appe:lr to have the very idiom and
genius of the Hebrew. Their words and
sentences are expressive, concise, emphatic,
sonorous and bold, and often both in letters
and signification, synonymous with the
Hebrew language. They count time after the manner of the Hebrews, reckoning
years by lunar months like the Israelites
who counted by moons. The religious
ceremonies of the American Indians are in
conformity with those of the Tews, they
having their prophets, High Priests, and
others of religious order. As the Jews
had a sanctum sactorum or most holy
place, so have all the Indian Nations. The
dress also of the High Priests is similar in
character to that of the Hebrews. The
festivals, feasts, and religious rites of the
Indian Americans have :1lso a great resemblance to those of the Hebrews. The Indian imitates the Israelites in his religious
ofierings.
The Hebrews had various
ablutions and anointings according to the
Mosaic ritual.,-and :1ll the Indian- nations
constantly observe similar customs from
religious motives. Their frequent bathing, or dipping themselves and their children in rivers, even in the severest weather,
seems to be as truly Jewish as the other
rites and ceremonies which have been
mentio.ned. The Indian laws of uncleanness and purification, and also the abstaining from -things deemed unclean, are the
same as those of the Hebrews. The Indian marriage!', divorces and punishments
of adultery 'still retain a strong likeness to
the Jewish laws on those points. Many
of the Indian punishments resemble thos"e
of the Jews. Whoever attentively views
the features of the Indi:1n, and his eye,
and reflects on his fickle, obstinate, and
cruel disposition, will naturally think of
the Jews. The ceremonies performed by
the Indians before going to war, such as
purification, and fasting are similar to those
of the Hebrew nation. The Israelites were
fond of wearing beads and other ornaments
even as early as the patriarchal age, and
in resemblance to these customs, the Indian females continually wear the same,
believing it to be a preventive against
many evils.
The. Indian manner of curing the sick
is very similar to that of the Jews. Like
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the Hebrews, they firmly believe that disea~es and wounds are occasioned by divine
in proportion to some. violation
the old beloved speech.
The
Hebrews carefully buried their dead,
so on any accident they carefully gathered
their bones, and laid them in the tombs of
their forefathers. Thus all the numerous
nations of the Indians perform the like
friendly office to every deceased person of
their respective tribe. The Jewish records
tell us that the women mou.rned for the
loss of their deceased husbands and were
reckoned vile by the civil law if they married in the space of at least ten months
after their death. In the same manner all
the Indian widows, by an established penal
law, mourn for the loss of their deceased
husbands; and among some tribes for the
space of three or four years. The surviving brother by the Mosaic law was to raise
seed to a deceased brother, who left a widow
childless, to perpetuate his name and family. The American law enforces the s:1me
rule. When the Israelites gave names to
their children or others, they chose such
appellatives as suited best their circumstances and times. This custom is a standing' rule with the Indians."
The above is from Mr. Adair's AmeriC'ln Indian. I m8 ke this note for the
reason th:1t I hav'<-J quoted from another
book bearing- the same title.
Brasseur de Bourbourg, although he rejects Kingsborough's theory, thinks that
some Jews may have reached America.
He recognizes a Jewish type on certain
ruins, and calls attention to the perfectly
Jewhh dress of the women at Palin :Jnd on
the shores of Lake Amatitlan.''-History
Nat. Civ., vol. I, p. 17.
Testimony from one, contrary to his
own conviction or interests, is the very
strongest we can have. Giordif!u says:
'·Customs and rdics sec:ms to show that
the Americans are of Hebrew descent."Tehuantepec, p. '17·
Rossi savs: "On the northwest coast
there are many beliefs and rites whic:h resemble the Jewish; circumcision obt:1ins
in Central America and women wear Jewish costumes.''-Souvenirs, p. 276.
Here is one man that seems fixed in his
convictions wherein Mr. Jones say~'<, "I
will not yield to any man in the firm belief
that the aborigines of North America
and the Ancient Israelites are identical.''History of Ancient America, pp. 2, I I, 26,

!88-90.
Meyer finds many reasons for regarding
the wild tribes of the north as Jews; such
as the physical peculiarities; numerous
customs; the number of languages pointing to a Babylonish confusion of tongues.
Most Indians have high priests' temples,
altars, and a sacred ark which they carry
with them on their wanderings. They
count by four seasons, celebrate new moon
and arbor festivals, and offer first fruits.
In September when the sun enters the
scales they hold their feast of atonement.
They work with one hand and carry their
weapons in the other.-N ach Dem Sacramento, p. 241-5.
.
Schoolcraft says, "The Navajo tr:1dition
that they came .out of the water a long
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way to the north; their peaceful, pastoral
manner of life; their aversion to hog's
flesh; their belief that they will return to
the water from whence they came, instead
of going· to hunting grounds like other .
trib~s; their prophets who prophesy and
rece'i've revelations; their strict fast days
and keenness in trade; their comparatively
good treatment of women, are Jewish similarities stronger than any tribe can present.
The most striking custom of apparently
Hebraic origin, is the periodical separation
of females, and the strong and universal
idea of uncleanness connected therewith."
-Schoolcraft's Archaeology, vol. 3, p. 6o

-62.
I forbear formulating an argument upon
proofs cited, that I may gain space for additional proof.
J uarros says, "According to various
manuscripts the Toltecs are of Jewish descent.''-History of Guatemala, vol. 2, p.

7-8.

Leon de Cordovr1 iR of the s~me opinion
as J uarros.-See Municipalidad de Leon,

P·

JO.

Em de Montez sayR, "Nothing but circumcision is wanting to form a p("rfPct resem hlance between the TewR ~nd Brazilian!'."-Carver's Travels p. 188-9.
Melg-ar gives a list of the Chi~p~nec
calendar names, and finds that fourteen
agree with suitablE' Jewish names.-Mex.
Geog., vol 3, p. 108.
Joseph Merrick, E>q, a highlv re~p.,ct
able characte1 in the church. nt Pitt~fi.,1d
gave the following account: That in I 81 5
he was leveling some ground under 11nd
near an old woodshed ~tandine- on :1 pl:~ce
of his, sttuated on Indinn Hill. He ploughed
and conveyed away old chip!'\ and eflrth to
some depth. After the work was done,
w:1lking over the place he discovered near
where the earth had been dug the deepest,
a black stntp, as it appeared, about six
inches in length, and one and one-h:1lf in
breadth, :1nd about the thickness of a
leather trace to a harness. He perceived
ithad at each end, a loop of some hard
substance, prohably for the purpose of
carrying it. He conveyed it to his house
and threw it into an old tool box. He
afterwards found it thrown out at the
door, and again conveyed it to the box.
After some time he thought he would examine it; but in attempting to cut it, found
it as hard as bone; he succeeded, however,
in getting it open, and found it "Yas formed
of two pieces of thick raw hide, sewed and
made water tight with the sinews of some
animal and gummed over; and in the fold
was cont:1ined four folded pieces of parchment. They were of a dark yellow hue,
and contained some kind of writing. The
neighbors coming in to see the strange
discovery, tore one of 1he pieces to atoms
in the true Hun and Vandal style. The
other three pieces Mr. Merrick saved and
sent them to Cambridge, where they were
examined and discovered to have been
written by a pen in Hebrew, plain and
legible. The writing on the three remain. ing pieces of parchment was quotations
from the Old Testament.-Am~rican An·
tiquities, p. 6S..:.7~· .·
Mr. A. A. Bancroft thus describes an·
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other Hebrew inscription: "About eight
miles southeast of Newark there was
formerly a large mound composed of ma~·
ses of free-stone, which had heen brought
from some distance and thrown into a heap
without much placing or care." Describing
an excavation in this he says: "Before long
he was rewarded by finding in the center
and near the surface a bed of the tough
clay known as pipe clay, which must have
been brought from a distance of some
twelve miles. Imbedded in the clay was
a coffin, dug out of a burr oak log, and in
a prettv good state of preservation. In
the coffin was a skeleton, with quite a
number of stone ornaments and emblems,
and some open brass rings smtable for
brr.celets or anklets. These being removed, they dug down deeper and soon
discovered a stone dressed to an oblong
shape, about eighteen inches long and
twelve wide, which proved to be a casket,
neatly fitted and completely water tight,
containing a slab of stone of hard and fine
quality, an inch and a half thick, eight
inches long, four inches and a half wide at
one end, am! tapering to three inches at
the other. Upon the face of the slab was
the figure of a man, apparently a priest,
with a long flowing beard, and a robe
reacbing to his feet. Over his head was a
curved line of characters, and upon the edge
and back of the stone were closely and
neatly carved letters. The slab, which I saw
myself, was shown to the Episcopaiian
clergyman, of Newark, and he pronounced
the writing to be the ten commandments
in ancient Hehrew."-Antiquities of Licking County, Ohio, Manuscript.
Copy of a pamphlet entitled, "A rep
sentation of the two stones with the chreacters inscribed upon them, that were
found by D. Wyrick, during the summer
of rS6o, near Newark, Ohio."
PREFACE.

"The following is a representatiOn of the
tour sides of the supposed key stone that
was found on the 29th day of June, r86o,
in a sink or depression commonly denominated well holes, whilst looking for human
hones that said well holes were said to
contain. The object of looking for human
bones was to ascertain the truth of such
assertion. This stone is in the shape and
size represented by the cuts, and has upon
each of the four sides a Hebrew inscription in the Hebrew character, which when
translated reads, •The King· of the Earth,'
•The word of the Lord,' 'The laws of J ehovah,' •The Holy of Holies.'"

deed he s<1vs
it
though the' whole
had been lined with
was so rotten as to
curing a
He also
parcel of human
fine black hair about
long, and ten of those
tical with those found
or lid. He then "'v"""'""'.;
taking with
probably
about the matter.
rest for several

[r86o], I
wooden
and learning that
which they were
were still
l:Hfth, under the prospects of n1".Af"OC1r,,n
ancient
not
Phoenician,
the place with some work-hands and
religiously took it
:From the """'"''""·
ance of the
I
that it
laid in c; concave basin made of
clay purposely to receive it.
thought by some to be rather
from the cursory examination I
and that a more
examination
would show otherwise.
there.
fore, to know the true conditicm of the
place, I resolved to make the exarnination
satisfactory the very first time I should be
at the place with men and tools sufficient.
to do so, Time rolled
from
until the first day of
met with an

the views of those who
itive inhabitants of North
descendants of the lost tribes
dren of IsraeL
I confess that
curious earth-work thus raised on
the
summit of the loftiest hill
and in full view of se'lofresidential mounds
the

BODY OF THE WORK.

"The following four cuts are those of
the four sides of a very singular stone
found encased in a stone box buried some
twenty feet in the earth, or in the earth of
a tremendous stone mound. This stone
was found on the first day of November,
r85r, in company with five others while
examining the condition and character of
a bed of fire clay that was found to be beneath a portion of this great stone mound
after it had been mostly removed for protection purposes to banks of the canal and
reservoir, In the first place, in removing
this stone pile which was said to have
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as did
their
very
forms and ceremonies
6. In their
m

similar.
of the
burial
they are also similar. 8. In their bathand ablutions at all seasons of the year,
as a
of their
observances
having· separate places for
women
to perform these immersions
resemble
again. 9· The custom
women
of absenting themselves
the lunar
is exactly
the Mosaic law. ro. After this season of separation, purification in
water and
anointing, precisely in
with the
command, is required before she
can enter the family lodge. I I. Many of
them have a feast
the annual feasts of the
and
others an occasion much
the
feast of the
which
lasted eight days, [when
tells us they
carried bundles of willow
and fasted
several
and
sacrifices
of the first fruits and
of everything,
resembling· the sin offering and
of the Hebrews. (See this
159 and 170 of Reof Mandans.)
12.
list ot thcdr
however, we meet a number which bad
orit would seem, in the
ceremoemonial code, and which are so peculiar
in their forms that it would seem quite
and · almost impossible that
two different peoples should have hit upon
them alike, without some knowledge of
each other. These I consider go further
than anything else as
and carry in
mind conclusive
that these
are tinctured
American Indians, vol. z, p. 231.
Priest
: "Hebrew words are found
among the
Indians in considerable
"-American Antiquities, p.
credit to Boudinot the statement:
"Their language in its roots, idiom and
to have the
whole genius of the
very remarkable, and well
of serious attention, has most of the peculiarities.
of the language, especially those in which
it differs from most other languages."
Speaking of the traditions
the fall of man and kindred topic~, Delafied
: "So remarkable were the traditions
several of these facts among the
inhabitants of .America at the time of
Spanish conquest, that the priests who
companied the army were induced to suppose that Christianity, or at least Judaism,

had been inculcated among them at some
"-Page 8.
: "When the Indians make
remove all fire from the
and
it before tbe food is
on to cook, so as to be sure and not
unclean about the feast. For
my
am
to believe these feasts
have been handed down from the children
of Israel.
24L
in time to come untold thousands
iike Mr. Prescott, "forced" to
confess the truth.
the sacred fire a branch of
or white oak is cut from
is bored partly through
with another piece sharpened for
~.,?~'~"a friction is made by revolving
hole, by which fire is gathered. This is cherished with fine chips
and fanned with the wing of a white swan.
.An earthen
consecrated for the purpose, receives the burning mass, and the
then carries the fire to the altar
which
with green boughs,
and
it therein. Then fruits are
which have been carefully anointand laid upon the fire."
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is taught in the Book of Mormon and it was practiced by the Mexicans.
--Builders of Babel, p. 78.
"Palacio relates that at Azori, in Ronthe natives circumcised boys before
an
called Icelca."-Carta, p. 84.
Lord Kingsborough informs us that the
Central Americans used the same rite; and
lVIcKenzie says he saw the ceremony performed by the Chippeways.
What I have cited to identify a Jewish
for the ancient people of America,
should be all-sufficient to sustain the correctness and the divine character of the
Book of Mormon.
kind readhave yet much that I wish you to
and carefully investig·ate. As
of time rolls, and new discoveries are made, the volume of proof to establish the "Sealed Book" is on the increase,
and the time will come when it will be a
shame for the averag-e American to be ignorant of the antiquities of his country.
For one I hail with joy the rising tide of
knowledge relative to the civilization of
the ancient inhabitants of America.
To be continued.

CARDINAL MANNING AND THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

Cardinal Manning cites from one of his
authorities, (Mr. Montgomery), stati~tics
which are thought to demonstrate the bale·
ful effect of common schools on the virtue
of society. The group of six New EngStates is compared with six of the
Southern States. One of them had com»u '"'"''· the other had not.
The rebefore us. "Massachusetts
and her
sisters, out of her native population of a little more than two and a half
millions, had, on the Ist of June, T86o, just
2459 criminals in prison," while the six
Southern States, "Her comparatively un-

lettered companions, with a native white
population of over three millions, had but
477 in prison." Before inquiring into the
accuracy of the statistical data, it mav be
well to notice briefly the flimsy character
of this logic. It is a good specimen d the
confounding of consequent with effect.
Darkness precedes light; ergo, darkness
creates light. Negro slavery existed in
the one group of states, where there are
but fewer offences against the law; it did
not exist in the other; therefore the existence o± Negro slavery tends to lessen the
number of crimes, the absence of it to increase them. Dueling has been a custom
in one of the groups; it has not been a custom in the other; therefore, if you would
raise the tone of morality, introduce dueling.
Before assuming an identity of conditions
between the two gronps, it is remarkable
that the cardinal did not remember that in
the New England group there are great
manufacturing centers, large cities, a vast
number of recently arrived immigrantsall of thesebeing conditions not belonging
to the group with which New England is
compared. But these are only a few of
the glaring fallacies in this argument
against common schools to which Cardinal
Manning lends his sanction.
-The Forum for April.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE AS A
THEOLOGY.

DISCUSSION PRECLUDED-THE MORAL
PERIL OF DENIAL OF S.IN,
CHRISTIAN Science is not only a system
of physical healing, it is a system of philosophy and theolog-y.
Its philosophy, of
course, underlies its theology, which is developed from the postulate of Berklein
idealism. A rapid survey of some of the
theological positions of Christian Science
is all that will be attempted in this article.
''God is the Infinite and Immortal
mind," says Mrs. Mary Baker Glover
Eddy, the diwJverer and high priestess of
Christian Science. Time" and ag-ain she
denies the personality of God. Rev. H.
M. Tenny, author of the discriminating
treatise, "Christian Science: its Truths and
Errors," wrote Mrs. Eddy inquiring
whether she denied the personality of God.
Her reply was: "It is the material or corporeal personality of God that I deny.
God is an individual Being 'self-conscious
and self-determined,' all-k-nowing, all-doing, all-power, presence, all-science, omniscience, Omniscience." The present writer,
supposing that application to Mrs. Ecldy
would elicit nothing more than this, consulted a gentleman who had had the benefit of Mrs. Eddey's personal instruction
in the arcana of Christian Science (were
his name given he would be recognized by
most of the readers of The Christian at
Work as a gifted man, a leader in his profession). I asked him in what sense he
understood Mrs. Eddy to deny the personality of God. He replied, "She believes
that personality implies limitation, and
therefore denies that God is a person."
This, doubtless, is a true representation
<ilf Mrs. Eddy's teaching. In denying the .
personality of God she is simply misled by '
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her theory that personality implies physical limitation. Atheists and Pantheists rally.
under her banner upon which is inscribed
"God is Divine Principle, not a Person,"
and some Christian theists when they discover her defective conception of personality assent to her legend. This statement
of the doctrine of God resembles a modern
political platform; with suitable explanattons all parties can agree to it.
It will be foun~ that the vagueness, intentional or unintentional, which marks
the expression of this doctrine, characterizes most of the theological conceptions of
the system. This vagueness affords a
common shibboleth to those who would
find that they had fallen into queer company, if exact definition were to be attempted. There are atheistic, panthestic,
agnostic, and theistic Christian sciences.
The principle by which Christian Science interprets the Scriptures reminds one
of Swedenhorg. It is the allegorical. We
commend the expositions given in the
Christian Science Monthly for the help of
Sunday School teachers, to those who
wish to find examples of the extremes to
which the allegorizing interpretation of
the Scriptures can be carried. Origen
would have modified his doctrine of the
four-fold sense of Scripture if he could
have seen a page of Swedenborg or of the
Christian Science Monthlv.
Of course one can find 'anything in the
Bible he sets out to lind, if he is at liberty
to attach his own typical meaning to its
words. Interpretation is not a question of
exegesis, it is a question of what one
wants to make the Scriptures teach.
When Mrs. Eddy is met by the objection that her interpretations of the Scriptures are forced and unnatural, she replies
that her personal inspiration is the same in
kind as that which produced the Scriptures, that she has the true clue to their
mean.ing, and can not be mistaken.
One
can not argue with an infallible Pope,
The assertion is often made that ·christian Science exalts the person and character of Christ. Certainly the rhetoric of
Christian Science authors becomes florid
when Christ is referred to, but a somewhat careful study of what has been written on this subject leads me to the inevitable conclusion that Christian Science
recognizes a difference in degree of life,
not in kind of life, between our Lord and
men. Christ is man at his climax. E·.-ery
man has in himself the potentia!tties of ·a
Christ. Our Lord's miracles were not in
any strict sen5e supernatural. He had
mastered the secret which of late Mr~.
Eddy has rediscovered. He was the first
Christian Scientist. His works mav be
paralleled by the achievements of modern
Christian scientists. At bottom this view
of Christ's relation to men does not differ
essentially from the position of advanced
modern Unitarians. But in its views of
sin and sickness Christian Science to a
g-ood degree parts with its vagueness.
Here we touch the vitals of the system.
All the rest of its doctrines have been
formulated with reference to their bearing
upon the doctrine of sin and sickness.
"Man is a reflection of immortal mind;"

he holds the relation to God that the reflection of an ohject in a mirror holds to
the object itself. But man sets up his own
thoughts instead of thinking the thoughts
of God. He thinks that the material
world is a reality, and involves himself in
the penalties of false belief, in sin and sickness. How, if man is only a reflection of
God, and as Mrs. Eddy asserts, has no
power of self-determination, he can ever
set up a thought of his own, instead of
eternally corresponding to the thought of
God, is a question which no Christian
scientist has yet answered. It is at this
point that the system needs remodeling.
In this denial of the reality of sin is involved the greatest moral peril connected
with the acceptance of Christian Science.
The testimony of the universal human
consciousness asserts that the fact of personal sin is the most tremendous reality in
this universe, and the denial of the realtty
of sin, though delicately veiled in philosophical assumptions, is sure to ultimately
weaken the sense of moral accountability,
and when that is weakened disintegrati~n
of the moral life certainly follows.
The pernicious fruits of Christian
Science may not be immediately seen in
its adherents. They may continue to be
excellent Christians after embracing Mrs.
Eddy's theology, for in the humfln mind
the lion and the lamb of opposing doctrines often lie down together. It is nnt
difficult to understand why some shonld
think that their Christian lives have been
deepened, and their views of truth
by embracing these doctrines, but as President Hopkins used to say, "Things ultimately follow their tendencie!>.'' The
results produced in the second or third or
tenth generation are a better test of a doctrine than the sentiment of its first
The lion ultimately devours the

Rev. G. E. Horr, J'r.

THE FORUM FOR MAY.
The political articles in Tke Forum for
are "The Republican Party and the Negro."
Mr. E. L Godkin, edior of the New
Evening Post, who shows the impracticability of
all plans to give special protection to the Negro
vote in the South. except the plan of allowing
the Southern people to solve the problem themselves, citin,. evidence to show that the South is
doing this a';; fast as possible; "The Saloon as a
Politkal Power." bv Mr. Ern!'st I-L Crosby, of
the New York L<'gislature, who arguPs the necessity of destroying the poli!ical influence of
the saloon before dividing public attention as to
methods of temperance reform. and giv~s many
striking instances of corrupt political.w<'rk clone
bv saloon keepers and brewers; and Prof Emile
de Laveleve. of the University of Liege. writes a
political article (in the large sense) on ''Perils of
Democracy," reviewing the new dangers that
beset f•·ee governments. Elizabeth Stuart Phelps
shows the deep gulf between conventional
Christianity and the teachings of Chriet,
Christian Society and the churches many
dences of their shortcomings. Another article
that has a religious as well as scientific bearing
is Prof. St. George Mivart's second essay on
•·Where Darwinism Fails,'' in whkh he points
out the break in the Darwinian theory. Grant
Allen, r<"plving to a recent argument by Prof.
Lester F. Ward, maintains that women are not
the more important half of the human race, be-

ing- the sex sacrificed by reproductive necessities.
Mr. F. R Hawley, of New York, criticising Mr.
Edward Atkinson's recent articles in Tlze Forum,
maintains that Mr. Atkinson has made a capital
error in his calculation to show that labor gets 95
percent. and capital gets only 5 percent.ofthetotal
product, and he argues that such a statement misleads and does great harm. President William
DeW. Hyde, of Bowdoin College, shows !he ill
effects of school examinations as they are mually
conducted and points out the proper part for examinations to play in rational education. Mrs.
Oliphant analyzes the elements of succer.s in
novel-writing; Prot James M. Hoppin, of Yale,
shows the value of art in popular education; and
James Payn, the English novelist, writes an
essay on his memory of pleasant conversation,
and on what it consists, under the title of '·The
Closing of the Doors," which refers to his own
deafness. The Forum Publiskhtg Co., New rorl<.
-50 cetlfs a copy/ $5 a year.
GROVE MEETING.
At the March session of the Decatur District
Conference it was provided that a camp· meeting
be held at Davis City, seven miles east of Lamoni, during the summer or fall. Brethren H. A.
Stebbins, 0. J. Bailey and William Anderson
were chosen a committee, and they have secured
the use of the grounds for services to begin on
Friday August zd, with the expectation that the
meeting will continue till Sunday the I!th. It
is a fine site for the purp::>se, an extensive grove
on the river bank, yet elevated above it. Wood
and hay will also be plenty and cheap. A tent
to hold the meetings in has been spoken for.
The Saints of the Decatur District hope that their
brethren and sisters in the Nodaway, Far West,
Fremont, Pottawattamho, Des Moines and other
districts will join with ~hem in making the meeting a success. All who have tents or wagon
covers, or who can prepare them, will, we feel
sure, enjoy the camping privileges at Davis City,
and the meetings. Furtuer notice wiil be given
as to conveniences and prices of fuel and food.
H. A. STEBBINS,
Clwirman o/ Committee.
APPEAL

Dear B~etknn and Siste1·s o/ Kent and Elgin
district :-In order that the ministry be kept in
the field and their families sustained, it wili be
necessary that we, as Saints, do our duty in contributing our tithes and offerings.
We claim to love the cause and are glad to
hear of its progress; therefore we should all do
our part and leave the result with our heavenly
Father. It is useless for us to pray to God to
spread this work unle~s we contribute of our substance as God has blessed us, to sustain the families of those who go to preach the gospeL We
all have our part to do in this great work, and
my prayer to God is that we may all learn our
duty and perform it with an eye single to His
glory.
You,- brother In the gospel,
RICHARD COBURN,

Bishop's Agent cf the Kent and E!gm District.
BLENHEIM, Ontario, April 18th.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The confer.ence of the Nnrthern Minnesota
district will be held at Lake Eunice, Beckercountv. Minnesota, June rst and zd. Come one and
alL and invite your friends to come. Come praying that God may give us of his Spirit, and that
peace and harmony may prevail and a good work
be done for the Master.
THOMAS

J

MARTIN,

Dist. Pres.

DECATUR.
The June conference of the above district will
convene at ten o'clock on Saturday, June 8th,
1889. Not only is it expected that each branch
will send a report, but also the attention of the
SuJ~,dav schools is called to the necessity of send·
lng delegates for the purpose of perfecting the
proposed organization of the Sunday school interests in the district. The Saints at Allendale
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S' HER LD,
desire to see a large attendance from other
branches. Many can drive down on Friday or
Saturday as well as not. Those who must go
by train will find Bro. E. Keeler, liveryman, at
Grant City, seven miles from Allendale. Please
let him know before the time.
H. A. STEBBINS,
Preszding Elder z'n Charge.

ing place. She was much loved and admired by
all who knew her, and the various papers of this
vicinity expressed deep sympathy.

NOTICE.
Notice Is hereby given to the scattered members of the Lindslev branch of the Kent and Elgin district of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints, to wit: Henry Her·
endeen, Bertha Herendeen, Eliza Booth, Annie
Maitland. As their whereabouts are not known,
we request that they report to Bro. Asa Vickery,
presiding officer of the Lindsley branch, before
June the first, or their names will be dropped and
reported as scattered members of said branch.
EMMA JuLIA GREEN, Clok.

VREDENBURGH.-Alrnena Vredenburgh died
Augu"t 3oth, r88g, at the home of her son, William Vredenburgh, in Soldier Valley, Iowa, and
was buried September rst. Funeral service was
held at the house, Elder Putney officiatin!l'.
Sr, Vredenburgh was born February 3d, r8o8,
in Queensbury, \Vashington county, New York,
and was married to Henry Vredenburgh in 1825.
She was the mother of eleven children, seven
girls and four boys; the eldest and two youngest
have passed away; two have their homes in Illinois, three in Iowa, one in Nebra>ka, one in Colorado and one in Oregon. Mrs. Vredenburgh
moved with her family from New York into Jl!.
inois in 1843, and from Illinois into Iowa in 1862,
and has since been a resident of Little Sioux,
until her death.
joined the Latter Day Saints' Church in
1835. and the Reorganization of the same in r86r.
She was fir,t baptized by Hyrum Stratton, and
second by Zenos Gurley, Sen. Sr. Vredenburg
was known as a quiet, worthy and religious
member of society. She had been a widow some
twenty years. She died strong in the faith.
SHAW.-At Fall River, Massachusetts, April
21st, r889. All)"la D, the only child of brot!.er
and sister Daniel and Alice Shaw, aged 3 years,
3 months and 27 days. Funeral April 24th, conducted by Elder John Smith.·

MARRIED.
FRANCE.-DERRY.-William A. France and
Ada L. Derry, both of Lamoni, Decatur county,
were united in the holy bonds of matrimony
at
residence of the bride's father, Lamoni,
Iowa, on the zrst of April, r889, Elder Charles
Derry ofikiating.
AdH, thou hast done thy duty;
God and men thy works approve.
l.fljJinllove, thy crowning heuutyPure, unselfbh, child-like Jove.
Go to him whom thou hast chosen;
Make l1is heart thy earthly throne;
Rwe:n as qneen, fortwer loving.
Keep yourrO:Plves for each alone~
Take a f!lther's ble•sing with thee-·
Thy mother emilee npon hPr child
Frn1n her heights of Eden-srlory,
With a love that's undefiled.
William, Ada, God be with you
Tbrongh the changing scenPs of life~
j\-lav hi8 love and peace continue
Wtth fond husband, loving wife.

DIED.
VlHITEHOUSE.--At Lucas, Iowa, March rrth,
r88g, Alice Whitehouse was burned accidentally,
and after great suffering she died, March 28th.
She was the daughter of Bro. John and Sr. Harriet James, of Flagler, Iowa, and was born in
Des Moines, Polk county, Fc:bruary 8th, r86o.
St e was. married to Benjamin Whitehouse, September, r879· Funeral services were conducted
by John Watkins, sen., at the house of doctor C. E.
Eaton; funeral discourse by G. T. Griffiths, at the
Saints' Church, March 3rst, to a large audience.
TAPLIN.-A.t Friberg, Ottertail county, Minnesota, April I7lh, r88g, Bro. Lorenzo D. Taplin,
by bursting a blood-vessel. Bro. Taplin was
born March 2oth, rS6g. at vVeston, Dunn county,
'\Vi~consin; baptized October I 7th, r886, at Frifuerg, by Bro. J. C Foss. Funeral services by
Bro. B. B. Mossier, assisted by Elder Barnhard,
April r8th, r88g. Bro. Lorenzo was a true Saint,
full of zeal and good works, a faithful son, a
kind and loving brother. We believe he is gone
to the paradise of God.
JoHNSON.-Near Misf'ion, LaSalle county, lllinos, January 13th, r88g, Sr. Maggie, daughter of
Bro. and Sr. Henry Johnson, aged I9 years, 4
months and 2 days. Ti;!e sad event took place at
her home vvhile surrounded by her heart-stricken parents, brothers and sisters. The elders were
called during her sickness anti administered to
her, and each time she received instant relief,
then gradually relapsed into her former .condition. About one hour before her death the elders were again summoned; but alas! they came
about four minutes too late. She had breathed.a
short prayer, asking God to forgive and be merciful unto her; then the angel came and relieved
her,
Among her last words she admonished her fa·ther, mother, brothers and sisters, saying, "Be
kind to each other, and do right, and you surely wlll be blessed." . The funeral was held at the
Latter Day Saints' Church on the rsth, Elder
Thomas Hougas officiating. A large concourse
,attended, there being over one hundred carriages
in the procession from the church to her last rest-

A precinus one from earth has gone,
A voice we loved is stilled;
A place is vacant in our home,
Which never can be filled.
Gorl in his wisdom has recalled,
The boon his Jove had g:iven;
And tbnugh the body moulders here,
The soul is safe iu heaven.

Thi• t.enrler burl"" young and fair,
CaJJed hence by early dnom:

Jur;:t came to F-bnw how r:<weet a flower,
In paradioe e.houlrl bloom.
'fo yon the child was only lent,
While mortal he was your~;
BtH now to glory l:e iB sent.
•ro join the heavenly powers.
1
Tis in tho:. Savior,€\ bol'!nm laid)
And feelri no Borrow thPre;
1'l,is hv a heavenly parPnt ft'd
Aud needs no more your care.

OsBoRN -Elmer Ray, son of Mr. A. J. and
Mrs. Martha C. Oioborn, died in Grove Township.
Shelby county, Iowa,. March 31st, r889. aged 8
weeks and I day. The funera'l was in charge of
EJd,,r A. Jackson; and the sermon was preached
by Elder C. E. Butterworth April 28th r88g, in
the Saint's Chapel, Galland~s Grove, Iowa. to a
large congregation of relatives and Saints. Text:
"I shall be satisfied, when I awake, with thy likeneso;.''--Psalrns I7: rs.
DAviEs.-At Rock Island, Illinois, April 15th,
r88g, of quick consumption, James T. Davies,
born at Kewanee, Illinois, October 14th, r86g.
He was the only son of Mr. W. C. and Mrs.
Annie Davies, and was a bright, intelligent,
promising young man. He first heard the gospel
in February last, and he fully decided to be baptized as soon as it was possible to comply. But
it was God's will he should not recover. He
·manifested firm faith in the ordinances of the
gospel, and called for the elders of the church
and received great consolation through the prayer of faith and anointing. with oil in the name of
the Lord.
He enjoyed the company of the
Saints, and before his departure he implored his
mother to obev the gospel and become one with
the Saints. Funeral sermon by Elder J. Ruby,
of Buffalo, Iowa.
NrELSEN.-At his residence in Nebraska Citv,
N ehraska, Monday evening at 8 :3o. April rst,
r889, Br. Niels Nielsen, beloved husband of Sr.
Anna Nielsen, aged43 years, ro months and I day.
He was born in Aalborg, Denmark, in r845; came
to Nebraska City June, r869; was married to Miss
Anna Dahl, December rst, 1870, who now deeoly
mourns him. He was baptized April 2rst, 1872,
at Nebr~ska City, and was taithful to the end.
Three years ago his health began failing, and three
weeks ago he was confined to his home and bed,
until when his tried meek spirit was released from
the body. The elders carne often and administered to him, and he remained perfectly calm and
conscious to the last moment. He possessed a
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humble and quiet spirit, and served God and his
cause both by his faith and means.
He was
faithful to our Sunday school until a year ago,
when health declined, and had acted as assistant
superintendent and treasurer, and was for several
years the teacher of the Book of Mormon class.
·His face in death bespoke that pure lite there is
for the good and true, for it had a pleasant smile
and profoundly peaceful expression. Thus "the
Lord give his beloved sleep." His remains were
brought to the Saints' church Thursday afternoon, April 4th, where funeral services were conducted by Eld. M. H. Forscutt. The church could
not hold all who came-many stoocl outside. A
large cortege followed him to his tomb, whue
he rests in peace to await the morn of the first
resurrection. He left a pure record. Thus the
Lord shows his power to his confiding saints.
Death is robbed of its terrors, and they pass away
peacefully.
ADDRESSES.
J. H. r.~ke. Kirtland, Lnl<e co .. Ohio.
Willard J. Smith, Box 153. Buchanan, Mich.
J. W. Wight, Queemferry, Victorin, Au•tra!ia.
T. W. Smith, l'apetee, Tahiti. vin San Frnncisco.
J. A. Currie, Jr .. Bandera. Randent co .. Texas.
John Thoma•. Buchanan, Henry Co .. Tenn.
~JoFleph F. Burton, S»nta Ana, California.
A .•T. Cato, Nathan. Pike Uo., Arkaneae.
.r. W. Gillen, 31:29 Cnroline •treet. StLouis, Missonrl.
R. C.

Rrrg·:z~'=,

box :123.

Pitt~hnrQ',

Pn..

Made P. Hanwn, box 51~, Plymouth, MasR.
John T. Davies, 5 Park avenue, Llanelly, Carm~rthen
shirP, W».le•.
G. A. Blakeslee, presirling Bishop, Go lien, Michigan.
,J. H. Peters, Colemnn, Mirll».nrl Co., 111iehigan.

I hereby give notice that the

Photograph of the Quomm of Seventies
17 x 20, is now ready for sale.
I will mail copies to any one on receipt of $2.
All members of the Quorum represented in the
medley can obtain a copy for $r.so.
R. BURDGE, Photographer,
Appleton City, Mo.
I have seen the Picture, and can recommend it as a

work of art. containing 48 c.abinet beads, grouped in a
medley, handsomely arranged, all numbered with index
helow of numbers and names to correr:pond, mnldng a
very interesting Pietnre
E. C. BRAND.

RoBER'!' WINNING, Pres't.

D. F. NrcnoLsoN, Cashier.

FARMERS' BANK of LAMONI
Will attend to any Business for Non-Residents
entrusted to our care.

interest Allowed on Time Deposits.
AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganiz~d Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Price per year
$1.50.
M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

The following is the table of contents for May
Autumn Leaves:
Winter Passage on the Atlantic-The Ocean
Steamer--Autobiography of Apostle T. W.
Smith--Eminent Hebrews--Tread LightlyShort History of my Early Life--Reminiscence
of the Dark Day--Autobiography of Elder Glaud
Rodger--The Carpenter--Preach only Jesus
Christ and him Crucified-Esther-Story of the
Book of Mormon-Manly Courtesy IllustratedBirthdav Vision-Pattie; or, Leaves from a Life
-Took.it to God in Prayer....,..King Solomon and
the Bees-Home Conversations-The Basis of
Politeness--Bereaved Ones--Incidents in the
Life of One of Earth's Pilgrims--Miss Clara
Barton-He Knoweth the. Way that I takeStrange Birds of Syria-Editor's Corner-Round
Table.
"W' elsh Hymn Book.
We have on hand about 100 copies of a book, entitled
"Llyfr Hymnau at Wasanaeth Eglwys Iesu Grist, Ad-Reoleiddedig Saint y Dydd Diweddaf•. '' There are 393 hymns
in Welsh and 33 in English. It is published by the church.
in Wales, and sent here for sale. Sixty cents each, free ot
postage; bound in ful! leather, marbled edges;
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PHARMACIST WANTED.
A young man who is registered in Iowa, and can give
good references, &c. A member of the church preferred.
Address F, M. WELD,
26mar4t
Lamoni, Iowa.

Farn11 for !!laDe.
A good farm for eale of 40 acres, good rich soil, all welt
fencerl, 2 good weHr-, large pond for stock, o1d orchard
bearing good, 300 yonng treef! of choicest fruitf'l~ new
lumber stable and cowshed all shingled, buggy shed,
new granary all painted, good rock milk bouse, other
out-houees.. A good 6 l'oomed cotta!!e. porched, papered,
and vaintt"d outside and in!::lidP, close to 4 town fl. al~o on
4 mam roads, 2 e-ood groves of maple trees each side of
the cottage. Will he sold cheap. rather than rent. A big
bargain fur some one. Farm a few mlles from Lamar, the
county seat ot' Barton ronntv.

EBENEZER MILLER. Senior,

SCA]IHioNVILLE~

Cherokee county, Kansas.

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,
REAL

ESTATE

AGENTS,

West Lexington Street,
INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI.

Ne:xt. to Wnrnkv,P. Galle:ry.

--·-:A Family Newspaper.:--THE INDEPENDENT PATRIOT
Provides its readers weekly with

56 COLUMN::>
Of reading matter~ includin,2' Domestic and Foreign News,

Home. Around the World, Helig;ous, Scientific nnd Personal department::;. ann aims to keep its readers thormu:h-

Jy arqna1utt>d with the strildng features of the 'vorld's

progress. Try it and !mow for yourself. Sample copy
free. One dollar per yenr.
LAMBERT BROTH.ERS, Pum.rsmms,
25aug
Lamoni. Decatur Co .• Iowa.

A CHRONOLOGICAL CA'l'ECHIS.M ~

Or, Key to the Chronology of the Dible.
BY A. J. MAPES.
L1mp Cloth, 103 pages, price 35 cts.

For sale by

Bro. H. H. MILLS, Independence J\fo.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
- - ) B Y O'HE ( - -

Board of Publication of the Reotganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRll'TURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding .......•••••••••. lJiO..
Imitation Moroceo, gilt edges ..•••••••••. -~ OQ.
New Testament, inspired ........... ., • • ..

TRACTS.
No. 2.-Trnth Made Manifest: per dm:.en... f!O
":per hundred •.... : . ........•...
No. 3.-V01ce of tb e Good
dozen
;per hundred ..................•
No.4.-Epltome of Faith and Doctrine
Church and the Kirtland Temhle
dozen 5c.,
25c., 250
.500 $1, 1,000 .l 75
No. 5.-The
as No.
No. 6.-The
Sub-·
jects, Pre-requisites and JJElsi!m·-3,nd
Shall Administer; 25c. ner
pe:r
No. 7.-Who Then Can
per
per hundred ........... ·..•.•..•
No. 8.-Fulness of the
per doz.
per hundred ............-...•... 1
No. 9.-Bplritualism Viewed from a
ural Standpoint; per doz.
No.lO.-The Narrow Way;
100 .. 1
No.ll.-The Plan of Salvation; per
..
per hundred .....•......••••••. 2
No. 12.-The Bible versus
per dozen
per
No. 14.-Reply to Orson
per hundred ................. .
No. 15.-Brighamite
per dozen.. 05
per hundred................... ~{i
No. 16.-Polygamy: Was it an
Tenet ofthe Church;
No. 17.·-The Successor
fice and
per
................. .
No. 18.-Rejection of the Church; per doz.
per hundred .................. .
No. 20.-The "One Body: or
Christ, under the Apostleship,
the Apostasy; per dozen 20c., per 100... , 1
No. 21.-Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 03
hundred .......••..........
No.
and Renentance;
per hundred ......... .
No. 23.-Baptism; per
No. 24.--The Kingdom
No. 2.5.-J...aying on of
No. 26.-Mountain of the
per l:mndre'L .. , ..
No.
per
per '"''m'r'"'"
No. 29.-A Vision
the Doctrine
No. 30.-0rigin
per
No. 31.-What
doxy? and an
so, Kirtland
No. 32.-Which
No.36.-The

be
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BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges'............•••• ···~l"lli
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .......••••• ;"1 50
DOCTR1NE AND COVENANTS.
Sprinkled sheep, or library ..•.•••••••.•• :L25
Imitation Morocco ...............•...•••• 1 50
SAINTS' HARP-HYMN BOOK.

BRADEN. --KELLEY DEBATE.

OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp C1oth turned in ....••••••.
COWDERY LET'rERS.
Containing valuable matter in
the
Calling of Joseph
the niQcocmc··,._, a.r.d
Translation of the
the
Angelic bestowal of the
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges· .. · • • · .1 ~Q,. In paper covers 8c. each, per dozen .••••• , • 75
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.· . ·. · ·. · · · • • ;!" 50
Without covers 5c. each, per dozen ...••• , "
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
MISCELLANEOUS.
In cloth 25cts., ten or more, each ......•••••&Q
TheProblemofHuman
Here and Here,
In paper 15 cts., ten o1· more, each.... . . . . . 13
after, by A.
54·1 pages .... 1 GO
This is the notorious "Manuscript Fom:ld" ·1 Universalism A"ainst
336
.... ] 00
written by .Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about whidh 1 Josephus, complete, library
....... 3
Gibson's Decline and Fall ofthe Roman Emso much has been said in connection with the
theory that it furnished .Joseph Smith and Sidpire, cloth boards, 5 volumes ............ 4 00
ney Rigdon the ehief ground work and mateMosheim's Church History, vols. . . . . . .
00
rial from which to write the Book of :iHormon.
Baldwin's Ancient America
... 1 80
REPLy TO LITTLEFIELD.
Rollin's Ancient
2 vols. in one .... 4 00
The Koran, library
............... 2 00
In paper 10 cts., per dozen.... . . . . . . . . . . .
,o
Gieselar's Ecclesiastical
from A. D.
This iR the "Heply of President J oseuh bmiffr
1 till1854, cloth boards, 5
to L. 0. Littlefield in refutation of the' doctrine
The Ecclesiastical
of ·!i',·o6·h;,.,o
of Plnrn 1 1\f,,..,.;,,,w."
phil us, Bishop of
SAIUU.'l'H :SCHOOL BOOKS,
Cruden's Complete
.1
Compendium of Faith, for higher classes, bonnd in
Bible Text Book · · · · · · · · · • · • • • • • • • • • • • • •
sprinkled Leather, each ......................... $1 00
Apocryphal New Tesu~men.t.
The same houud in Cloth ... ·· ... · · · · ............ ·
75
Emerson's Ready Binder,
Question Book, for mtermediate classes, each 25c.,
per dozen........................................ 2.50
Elders' Diary, by
Luff.• ,,,. , , • , . ,

DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Bmnc' Records ...........• , .••.•...•........• , . .
00
&c.
12
25
40

12
12
25
School
50
Attendance
100 for ...•••..
"
"
1000
Good Behavior Tickets...•.•• : •.•.
.JOSEl'H SMITH THE
HIS
,~,u~rTnon~
Muslin
312 pages................. .
J...<leather
" ~ ., ~ ~ ~
~~ ~
~
~ 1
H:f]SPERIS.
Poems
H. Smith, 202 pages,
doth,
50
VOICE OF WARNING
And Instruction all People, on the Doctrine
and History
the latter day work.
In paper covers;
for $1. ....... each 10
cloth covers,
. . . . • . . . .. .. • .. • .. 25
JOSEPH THE SEER:
o ,. .. ., "

,

,

.....

......

..

in
abounding
defense of
of Mannon.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Tract
of the Church, a dozen
per
............................ r
Tract 43.-0ne Wife, or Many, per dozen .. .
hundred ............................ l
style Concordance of Doctrine and Covenants •..•..•.........••......•.•......
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"HEARKEN To THE WoRD OF THE LoRD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVlll SAVE IT lllll ONlli WIFE: AND CoNCUBINlliS
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pagg 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD RAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE Wo»AN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WIIBN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY .A.GAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

May I8, I88g.
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ERALD:
Official Paper of the Heorganlzed Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints
Punr.ISHED AT LAMONI 1 DEC1!o.'run CoUNTY, IowA~
Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
The Traveling :&finlstry, District and Braneh PreRidents,
and. the BiShop's Agents. are requested to solicit new subecribera, and help build up the paper and the publication
department.
Busine~s Letters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, HegLstered Ldter, ur Express.
Ente"!"ed as second da!:.m n:wtter :lt LamoJli Post Ollice.

JOSEPH

W. W.

SM:ITII
BLAIR

EDI'l'OR.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, May 18, 1889
CALLED OF GOD.

WE have received a series of questions
from an esteemed brother which will be
found below, to which we append answers:
Bro. :Josejlt Smitk:--Please answer through
the Herald the following: ··
The Epitome of Faith and Doctrine states:
"We believe. that a man mli.st be called of God
and ordained by the laying on of hands of those
who are In authority to entitle him to preach the
gospei and administer in the ordinances thereof."
-Heb ..~:r,_s,6,8; Actsr:2f,25; 14:23; Eph.
: u; John 15: r6.
Now Hebrews 5: 4 says: "And no man taketh
this honor unto himself but he that is called of
God as was Aaron." It is stated in Acts I: 24:
"And they prayed and said: Thou, Lord, which
knowest the hearts of all men, shew whether of
these two thou hast chosen." Ephesians 4: I r
instructs us: "And he gave some apostles; and
some prophets; and some evangelists.; and some
pastors, and teachers." John 15:16 says: "Ye
have not chosen me but I have chosen you and
ordained you that ye should go and bring forth
fruit," etc.
I will also quote Exodus 28: I, which undoubtedly is the passage of Scripture referred to by
Paul in Hebrews 5:4 given above, to·wit: "And
take thou unto thee Aaron thy brother, and his
sons with hiril from among the children of
Israel, that he may minister unto me in the
priest's office," etc. Now the information desired
is this:
FIRST.-H a perse>n is called to the offi.ce of
deacon, teacher, priest, or elder under any one of
the following circumstances, is it a call "from
God" within the requirements laid down by the
above quotations?
· (r). By the Spirit of God manifested by prophecy, or unknown tongue through a brother,
whether a lay member or of either priesthood, or
even through a sister?
(z). By one of the Twelve or the Seventy who
states that he feels by the Spirit that the call
should be made?

(3)· By the president of a district conference
suggesting, or stating simply, that he feelsthat a
certain one should be ordained, followed by
motion and second which prevails by vote; and
this either in a branch council or branch business
meeting?
(4)· By the president of a branch suggesting;
same as In number three?
(5)· By a brother of the lesser priesthood, (or a
brother lay member), in a branch council, or a
brarch business meeting arising and simply
making a motion followed by a second, that an
ordination to one of these offices be made, without stating that he is so prompted by the Spirit?
SECONDLY.-ls it the province, or authority, of
distdct or branch presidents any more than any
other elder, or person holding a less office, or
even lay member, to suggest, receive communications through the Sphit openly or in secret, or
make simple motions that any of the ordinations
referred to be made?
THIRDJ"Y.-Is it the duty of a person when
called by any of"the five modes mentioned to
one of these offices to accept ordination accordingly, wheiher he feels by the Spirit that he is
called or not?
FouRTHLY.-When members of the priesthooc1 are giving "a reason for the hope that is
within them" and are asked by what authority
they teach or if they are "called of God as was
Aaron, what answer will they make if called by
any one of the five preceding modes as such are
aboye given i'
Yours in the gospel,
jOHNS. PARRISH.

to the foregoing:
Vi! e are constrained to believe that the
work in which the officers and members
of the church are engaged is to be recognized as the 'Gwork of the Lord." Whatever is commanded of the Lord should
be done; the commandment of God is
mar's
L Yes.
agents through whom
his Spirit are to be
God
may speak through
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"word of wisdom"-the "gift of the Spirit"
to him-in so designating the one to be
chosen. Branch councils and business
meetings are the proper places for the
presentation of such matters, as it is there
such things may be considered and settled,
as affairs of the church.
4· The answer is practically as given
above in reply to number three.
5· Any person may be presented in the
manner proposed in the question, the fact
of proper call within the rule being subject to inquiry; the inquiry hinging
upon the necessity for an ordination of the
sort named in the branch, fitness of the
person named for the ofiice aside from the
call,. and the occasion nt the meeting. If
the occasion is not a proper one, the person named unfitted, or disqualified for the
office, or there being no necessity for the
officers named, no such ordination should
be made.
Secondly. It is the province of presiding officer to receive information and instruction, manifestations and revelations
concerning the affairs of the church comprised in their presidency, whether it he
branch, district, conference, or mission.
The "powers that be, in the church, are
ordained (set, fixed, appointed) of God."
It is to be presumed that whatever directions or instructions the Spirit may have
to give to the church will be so given
through those called of God, chosen and
acknowledged, and set apart to preside, or
have charge of them. Nor is it improper
for the Saints to expect that the Lord will
recognize the officers of the church in
their respective places, and honor himself
by respecting those who are placed in
office by his appointment. All members
of the church are privileged to attend any
and all meetings of the branches to which
they belong; all have equal voice and
vote in the business meetings; each is at
liberty to suggest, speak, make motions,
antl vote yes, or no, to any and all questions presented for action; but each is not
privileged to preside, or to assume the
powers of decision, rule, or presidency, for
these are vested m some one, or more,
chosen to so act; hence the propriety of considering those who may be presiding as
being the proper ones through whom the
communications, or suggestions, concerning the ordinations referred to ought to be
made, in preference to others.
"Order is
heaven's first law." If the principle of
order is held to be observed b heaven, it
should also be in the church: for the
church is to stand to us as the ga'vernment
of the kingdom of heaven upon earth
until the "Son of the Highest" rules on
the "Throne of David," to whose "dominion there shall be no end."
Thirdly. No. No one should accept
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an ordination in the church, coming within the scope of the saying "called of God,
as was Aaron;" unless he is satisfied that
he is so called, or is sufficiently confident
in the integrity of his brethren as to accept their declaration in the case. No one
need hesitate to decline to accept ordinaition, until he is justified m himself that
he is "called of God." If he accepts, he
should approve himself in his office; if he
declines he must not expect to escape condemnation if he declines improperly. It
is better n 0 t to accept, than to accept and
dishonor the calling.
Fourthly. Wedonotknow. Eachmust
answer for himself according to the light he
has received, and his understanding of the
written word. Tb.e Savior chare-ed his
disciples that they were not to take thought
what they should say when they should
be brought before rulers, for that it should
be given them in the hour of their need.
Paul, however, charged that one should
be ready to give to "every man a reason
for the hope" that was in him. Both injunctions are good, and are in keeping,
one with the other. The first was given
to men who were liable to be brought
into positions in which they could not by
previous thought have provided themselves
with their defense, as they could not determine by any means in their power
when, or how, or under what circumstances they would be called to answer.
The second was given to men who were
likely to be asked why they had hope
in Christ; and for this they could by
"study," and careful thought upon what
was written, guided by the Spirit which
should bear witness to the fact that Jesus
is the Christ, be well and ably prepared.
Let us be prepared for either condition by
the counsel given in each.
THE HOPE.

TnE issue of the HoPE for May 4th was,
to us, full of good things. We read with
much pleasure the "Letter to Sunday
School Teachers" by Bessie Bright-an
orig·inal contribution from some talented
and earnest worker in the good cause of
educating the children.
Some time ago in requesting that all
sustain the HoPE, we predicted that it
would become more und more useful, entertaining and instructive.
\Ve hope that subscriptions of means
and contributions of t~lent will still be
forwarded to "Sustain the HoPE." Its
present size and make up are but prophecies of what the editor and the workers
will make it if sustained as it 0ught to be.
Dont neglect the HoPE in its financial and
literary interests.
TI-m Reed City, Michigan, Weekfy Clarion of May Ist contains the following
friend I y notice:
"We are in receipt of a copy tor exchange of
the Saint's Herald. published at Lamoni, Iowa.
The Herald is the official organ of the church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, erroneously
called Mormons. It contains a full and complete report of the fifty· first annual conference of
their church at St. Joseph, Mo., April 6th. Josc;ph Smith is editor, and W. W. Blair associate

editor. The Herald is a 16-page
printed, and filled to overflowing
christian reading. This portion of
represented in the conference by elder
nish."
JOSIAH QUINCY ON JOSEPH SMITH.

WE give herewith copious extracts hom
a book entitled "FigureR of the Pa~t," a
work written by Josiah Quincy, and
lished in Boston, Massachusetts, in
by Roberts Brothers. Mr.
to deai fairly with his
done so largely,
at times
Ls apparent a measure o.f bias in his statements,
which arises, no doubt, from the
prejudices so common in the
and present ag·ainst the name and claims and
of Joseph Smith. But
as his
is, he nevertheless has
service to society, to
and to the character of
the candor and ju~tness and
with which he writes.
Testimony of this
eminent, honorable, strong.
man, one who had not a shadow
connection with Joseph Smith and the Latter
Day Saints, one whose religious sentiments
were largely moulded
the
religions of his times, can
be
with
the least personal favor,
or politically, toward Mr. Smi.tJJ and
work
he founded and was a~vocating. :Mr.
Quincy was thoroughly free from and unmoved by any personal interest whatever
in behalf of the "extraordinary man" and
the strange and marvellous work he represented. Here is something of what he
says:
It is by no means improbable that some future
text- book, for the use of generations yet unborn,
will contain a question something llke this: What
historical American of the nineteen:h century
has exerted the most powerful influence upon
the destinies of his countrymen? And it is by no
means impossible that the answer to that interrogatory may be thus written: 'Joseplz Smitlz, the
Mormon prophet. And the reply, absurd as it
doubtless seems to most men now living, may be
an obvious common-place to their descendants.
History deals in surprises and paradoxes quite as
startling as this. The man who established religion in this age of free debate, who was and is
to-day accepted by hundreds of thousands as a
direct emissary from the Most High,-such a rare
human being is not to be dbposed of by pelting
his memory with unsavory epithets, Fanatic,
impostor, charlatan, he may have been; but these
hard names furnish no solution to the problem
he presents to us. Fanatics and impostors are
living and dying every day, and their memory is
buried with them; but the wonderful influence
which this founder of a religion exerted and still
exerts throws him into relief before us, not as a
rogue to be criminated, but as a phenomenon to
be explained. The most vital questions Americans are asking each other to.day have to do
with this man and what he has left us. Is there
any remedy heroic enough to meet the case, yet
in accordance with our national doctrines of liberty and toleration, v.hich can be applied to the
demoralizing doctrines now advanced by the sect
which he created? The possibilities of the Mormon system are unfathomable. Polygamy may

be followed
still darker "revelations." Here
is a society resting upon foundations which may
at any moment be made subversive of every
which we claim from the citizen. Must lt be
reached by that last argument which qner,ched
the evil fanaticisms of Mulhausen and Munster?
A generation other than mine must deal with
these questions. Burning questions they are,
which must give a prominent place in the history
of the country to that sturdy self-asserter whom
I visited at Nauvoo. Joseph Smith, claiming to
be an inspired teacher, faced adversity such as
few men have been called to meet, enjoyed a
brief season of prosperity such as few men have
ever attained, and, finally, forty-three days after I
saw him, went cheerfully1:o a martyr's death.
When he surrendered his person to Governor
Ford, in m-cler to prevent the shedding of blood,
tht> prophet had a presentiment of what was before him: "I am going like a lamb to the slaughter," he is reported to have said; "but I am calm
as a summer's morning. I have a conscience
void of offence and shall die innocent." I have
no theory to advance respecting this extraordinary man. I shall simply give the facts of my intercourse with him. At some future time they
may be found to have some bearing upon the
theories of others who are more competent to
make them. Ten closely written pages of my
journal describe my impressions of Nauvoo, and
of its prophet, mayor, general, and judge; but details, necessarily omitted in the diary, went into
letters addressed to friends at home, and I shall
use both these sources to make my narrative as
complete as possible. I happened to visit Joseph
Smith in company with a distinguished gentleman, who, if rumor may be trusted, has been as
conscientious a journal·writer as was his father.
It is not impossible that my record may one day
be supplemented by that of my fellow traveller,
the Hon. Charles Francis Adams,
It was on the 25th of April, 1844, that Mr. Adams and myself left Boston for the journey to
the West which we had had for some time in
contemplation. I omit all account of our adventures---and a very full account of them is before
me--until the 14th of May, when we are ascending the clear, sparkling waters of the Upper Missippi in the little steamboat "Amaranth." With
one exception we find our fellow-passengers uninteresting. The exception is Dr. Goforth. A
chivalric, yet simple personage is this same doctor, who has served under General Jackson at the
battle of New Orleans and is now going to Nauvoo,
to promote the election of the just nominated
Henry Clay. It is to this gentleman we owe our
sight of tht; City of the Saints, which, strangely
enough, we had not intended to visit. Though
far from being a Mormon himself, Dr. Goforth
told us much that was good and interesting about
this strange people. He urged us to see for ourselves the result of the singular political system
which had been fastened upon Christianity, and
to make the acquaintance of his friend, General
Smith, the religious and civil autocrat of the
community, "We agreed to stop at Nauvoo," says
my journal, "provided some conveyance should
be found at the landing which would take us up
to General Smith's tavern, and prepared our baggage for this contingency . . . . It was a three
story frame house, set back from the street and
surrounded by a white fence, that we had reached
after about two milespf the muddiest driving.
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Pre-eminent among the stragglers by the door
stood a man of commanding appearance, clad in
the costume of a journeyman carpenter when
about his work. He was a hearty, athletic fellow,
with blue eyes standing prominently out upon
his light complexion, a long nose, and a retreating forehead. He wore striped pantaloons, a linen jacket, which had not lately seen the washtub, and a beard of some three days' growth. This
was the founder of the religion which had been
preached in every quarter of the earth. As Dr.
Goforth introduced us to the prophet, he mentioned the parentage of my companion. "God
bless you, to begin with l" said Joseph Smith,
raising his hands in the air and letting them descend upon the shoulders of Mr. Adams. The
benediction, though evidently sincere, had an odd
savor of what may be called official familiarity,
such as a crowned head might adopt on receiving
the heir presumptive of a friendly court. The
greeting to me was cordial-with that sort of
cordia;ity with which ihe president of a college
might welcome a deserving janitor--and a blessing formed no part of it. "And now come, both
of you, into the house!" said our host, as, suiting
the action to the word, he ushered us across the
threshhold of his tavern.
A fine-looking man is what the passer-by would
instinctively have murmured upon meeting the
remarkable individual who had fashioned the
mould which was to shape the feelings of so
many thousands of his fellow mortals. But
Smith was more than this, and one could not resist the impression that capacity and resource
were natural to his stalwart person. I have already mentioned the resemblance he bore to
Elisha R. Potter, of Rhode Island, whom I met
in Washington in 1826. The likeness was not
such as would be recognized in a picture, hut
rather one that would be felt in a grave emergency. Of all men I have met, these two seemed
best endowed with that kingly faculty which directs, as by intrinsic right, the feeble or confused
souls who are looking for guidance. This it is
just to say with emphasis; for the reader wiil find
so much that is puerile and even shocking in my
report of the prophet's conversation that he might
never suspect the impression of rugged power
that was given by the man.
On the right hand, as we entered the house,
was a small and very comforl:less-look!ng barroom; all the more comfortless, perchance, from
its being a dry bar-room, as no spirituous liquors
were permitted at Nauvoo . . . .
Smith then began to talk about himself and his
people, as of course we encouraged him to do.
He addressed his words to Mr. Adams oftener
than to me, evidently thinking that this gentleman had or was likely to have political influence,
which it was desirable to conciliate. Whether by
subtle tact or happy accident, he introduced us
to Mormonism as a secular institution before stating its monstrous claims as a J'eligious system.
Polygamy, it must be remembered, formed no
part of the alleged revelations upon whkh the social life at Nauvoo was based; indeed, the recorded precepts of its prophet were utterly opposed to
such a practice, and it is, at least, doubtful whether this barbarism was in any way sanctioned by
Smhh, Let a man who has sn much to answer
for be allowed the full benefit of the doubt; and
Mormonism, minus the spiritual wife system,
had, as it has to-day, much that was interesting

in its secular aspects. Its founder told us vvhat
he had accomplished and the terrible persecutions through which he had brought his people.
He spoke with bitterness of outrages to which
they had been subjected in Missouri, and implied that the wanton barbarities of his lawless
enemies must one day be atoned for. He spoke
of the industrial results of his autocra.cy in the
holy city we were visiting, and of the extraordinary powers of its charter, obtained through his
friend, Governor Ford. . ..
At this point breakfast was announced, and a
substantial meal was served in a long back kitchen. \Ve sat down with about thirty persons,
some of them belng in their shirt sleeves, as if
just come from work. There was no going out,
as the rain still fell in torrents; and so, when we
had finished breakfast, the prophet, (who had exchanged his working dress for a broadcloth suit
while we Hngered at the table), proposed to return
to the chamber we had quitted, where he would
give us his views of theology. The bed had been
made durlng our absence and the fire plentifully
replenished. Onr party was now increased by
the presence of the patriarch, Hyrum Smith;
Dr· Richards, of Philadelphia, who seemed to be
a very modest and respectable Mormon; Dr. Goforth; and a Methodist minister whose name I
have not preserved. No sooner were we seated
than there entered some half dozen leaders of the
sect, among whom, I think, were Rigdon and
Young; but of their presence I can not be positive. These men constituted a sort of silent chorus c.ur1ng the expositions of their chief. They
fixed a sea.rching, yet furtive gaze upon 1\;Jr. Adams and myself, as if eager to discover how -we
were impressed by what we heard. Of the wild
talk that we listened to I have preserved but a
few :Cragments. Smith was well versed in the
lette;· of the Scriptures, though he had little comprehension of their spirit. He began by denying the doctrine of the Trinity, and supported his
views by the glib recitation of a number of texts.
From this he passed to his own claims to special
inspiration; quoting with great empLasiz the
elenmth and twelfth verses of the fourth chapter
of Ephesians, which, in his eyes, adumbrated the
whole Mormon hierarchy . . . .
"And now come with me," said the prophet,
and will show you the curiosities." So saying,
he led the way to a lower room, where sat a venerable and respectable-looking lady. "This is my
mother, gentiemen. The curiosities we shall
see belong to her. They were purchased with
her own money, at a cost of six thousand dollars;'' and then, with deep fe•cling, were added
the ·words, "And that woman was turned out
upon the p1-airie in the dead of night by a mob."
There vvere some pine presses fixed against the
wal.l of the room. These receptacles Smith open·
ed, and disclosed four human bodies, shrunken
and black with age. "These are mummies," said
the exhibitor. "I want you to look at that little
runt of a fellow over there. He was a great man
in his day. ''Vhy, that was Pharaoh Necho, King
of E;gypt !" Some parchments Inscribed with
hieroglyphics were then offered us. They were
under glass and handled with great respeci:. "That is the handwriting of Abraham,
the Father of the Faithful," said the prophet.
"Th'is is the autograph of Moses, and these lines
were written by his brother Aaron. Here we
have the earliest account of the creation, from

which Moses composed the First Book of Genesis." The parchment last referred to showed a
rude drawing of a man and woman, and a serpent
walking upon a pair of legs . . . .
It is well known that Joseph Smith was accustomed to make his reYelations point to those
sturdy business habits which lead to prosperity
in this present life. He had little enough of that
unmixed spiritual power which flashed out from
the spare, neurasthenic body of Andrew Jackson.
The prophet's hold upon you seemed to come
from the balance and harmony of temperament
which reposes upon a large physical basis. No
association with the sacred phrases of Scripture
could keep the inspirations of this man from getting down upon the hard pan of practical affairs.
"Verily I say unto _you, let my servant, Sidney
Gilbert, plant himself in this place and establish
a store." So had run one of his revelations, in
which no holier spirit than that of commerce is
discernible. The exhibition of these august relics
concluded with a similar descent into the hard
modern world of fact. . . .
The clouds had parted when we emerged from
the chamber of curiosities, ar;d there was time to
see the temple before dinner. General Smith
ordered a capacious carriage, and we drove to that
beautiful eminence, bounded on three sides by
the Missis<'ippi, which was covered by the holy
city of Nauvoo. The curve in the river enclosed
a position lovely enough to furnish a site for the
Utopian communities of Plato or Sir Thomas
More; and here was an orderly city, magnificently laid out, and teeming- with activity and
enterprise. And all the diligent workers, who
had reared these handsome stores and comfortable dwellings, bowed in subjection to the man
to whose unexampled absurdities we had listened
that morning. Not quite unexampled either.
For many years I held a trusteeship which required me to be a frequent visitor at the McLean
Asylum for the Inoane. I had talked v;ith some
of its unhappy inmates, victims of the sad but
not uncommon delusion that each had received
the appointment of vicegerent of the Deity upon
earth. It is well known that such unfortunates,
if asked to explain their confinement, have a
ready reply: "I am sane. The rest of the world
is mad, and the majority is against me." It was
like a dream to find one's self moving through a
prosperous community, where the repulsive claim
of one of these pretenders was respectfully acknowledged. It was said that Prince Hamlet had
no need to recover his wits when he was despatched to England, for the demented denizens
of that Island would never detect his infirmity.
If the blasphemous assumptions of Smith seemed
:ike the ravings of a lunatic, he had, at least,
brought them to a market where "all the people
were as mad as he." Near !he entrance to the
Temple we passed a workman who was·laborlng
upon a huge sun, which he had chiselled from
the solid rock. The countenance was of the negro type, and it was surrounded by the conventional rays.
"General Smith," said the man, looking up
from his task, "is this like the face you saw in
vision?"
"Very near it,'' answered the prophet, "except"
(this was added with an air of careful connoisseurship that wasquite overpowering)--"except that
the nose is just a thought too broad."
The Mormon Temple was not fully completed..
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It was a wonder~ structure, altogether indescribable by me. Being, presumably, like something Smith had seen in vision, it certainly can
not be compared to any ecclesiastical building
which may be discerned by the natural eyesight.
It was built of limestone, and was partially supported by huge monolithic pillars, each costing,
said the prophet, three thousand dollars. Then
in the basement was the Baptistery, which centred in a mighty tank, surrounded by twelve
wooden oxen of colossal size. These animals, we
were assured, were temporary. They were to be
replaced by stone oxen as fast as they could be
made. The Temple, odd and striking as it was,
produced no effect that was commensurate with
its cost. Perhaps it would have required a genius to have designed anything worthy of that noble
site. The city of Nauvoo, with its wide streets
sloping gracefully to the farms enclosed on the
prairie, se<i!med to be a better temple to Him who
prospers the work of industrious hands than the
grotesque structure on the hill, with all its queer
carvings of moons and suns. This, however, was
by no means the opinion of the man whose fiat
had reared the building. In a tone half-way between jest and earnest, and which might have been
taken for either at the option of the hearer, the
prophet put this inquiry: "Is not here one greater than Solomon, who built a temple with the
treasures of his father David and with the assistance of Huram, King of Tyre? Joseph Smith
has built his temple with no one to aid him in the
work."
On returning to the tavern, dinner was served
in the kitchen where we had breakfasted. The
prophet carved at one· end of the board, while
some twenty persons, Mormons or travelers, (the
former mostly coatless), were scattered along its
sides. At the close of a substantial meal a message was brought to the effect that the United
States marshal had arrived and wished to speak
to M:r. Adams. This officer, as it turned out,
wanted my companion's advice about the capture
of some criminal, for whom he had a warrant,
The matter was one of some difficulty, for the
prophet being absolute in Nauvoo, no man could
be arrested or held without his permission. I do
not remember what was the outcome of this interview, which was so protracted that it caused
Mr. Adams to miss one of the most notable exhibitions of the day.
"General Smith," said Dr. Goforth, when we
had adjourned to the green in front of the tavern,
"l think Mr. Quincy would like to hear you
preach." "Then I shall be happy to do so," was
the obliging reply; and, mounting the broad step
which led from the house, the prophet promptly
addressed a sermon to the little group about h!m.
Our numbers were constantly increased from the
passers in the street, and a most attentive audience of more than a hundred persons soon hung
upon every word of the Rpeaker. The text was
Mark ro: rs, and the comments, though rambling
and disconnected, were delivered with the fluency
and fervor of a camp meeting orator. The discourse was interrupted several times by the
Methodist minister before referred to, who thought
it incumbent upon him to question the soundness
of certain theological positions maintained by
the speaker. One specimen of the sparring which
ensued I thought worth setting down. The prophet is asserting that baptism for the remission
of sins is essential for salvation. Minister. Stop!

THE S
What do you say to the case of the penitent thief?
Propket. What do you mean by that? J.Yfiuister.
You know our Savior said to the
"thi.; day
shalt thou be with me in paradise," which shows
he could not have been baptized before his admission. Proj;lte!. How do you know he wasn't
baptized before he became a thief? At this retort
the sort of laugh that is provoked by an nnexpected hit ran through the audience; but
this demonstration of sympathy was rebuked
by a severe look from Smith, who went on
to say: "But that is not the true answer.
In the original Greek, as this gentleman
[turning to me] will inform you, the word
that has been translated paradise means simply a
place of departed spirits. To that place the penitent thief was conveyed, and there, doubtless, he
received the baptism necessary for his admission
to the heavenly kingdom." The other objections
of his antagonist were parried with a similar
adroitness, and in about fifteen minutes the prophet concluded a sermon which it was evident
that his disciples had heard with the heartiest
satisfaction.
In the afternoon we drove to visit the •'arms
upon the prairie which this enterprising people
had er;closed and were cultivating with every appearance of success. On returning, we stopped
in a beautiful grove, where there were seats and
a platform for speaking. "When the 'weather
permits," said Smith, "we hold our servkes in
this place; but shall cease to do so when the
Temple is finished." "I suppose none but Mormon preachers are allowed in Nauvoo," said the
Methodist minister, who had accompanied our
expedition. "'On the contrary," replied the prophet, "1 shall be very happy to have you address
my people next Sunday, and I will insure you a
most attentive congregation." "What! do you
mean that I may say anything I please and that
you will make no reply?" "You may certainly
say anything you please; but I must reserve the
right of adding a word or two, if I judge best. I
promise to speak of. you in the most respectful
manner." As we rode back, there was more dis·
pute between the minister and Smith. "Come,"
said the latter, suddenly slapping his antagonist
on the knee, to emphasize the production of a
triumphant text, if you can't argue better than
that, you shall say all you want to say to my people,
and I will promise to hold my tongue, for there's
not a Mormon among them who would need my
assistance to answer you." Some back-thrust
was evidently required to pay for this; and the
minister, soon after, having occasion to allude to
some erroneous doctrine which I forget, sudden-·
ly exclaimed, «Why, I told my congregation the
other Sunday that they might as we!(believe Joe
Smith as such theology as that." "DiJ you say
Joe Smith in a sermon?" inquired the person to
whom the title had been applied. Of course I
did, Why not.?" The prophet's reply was given
with a quiet superiority that was overwhelming:
"Considering only the day and the place, it would
have been more respectful to have said Lieutenant-Genera!Joseph Smith." Clearly, the worthy
minister was no match for the head of the Mormon church.
I have before me some relics of my visit to
Nau~oo.
Here is the Book of Mormon, bearing
the autograph which its alleged discoverer and
translator wrote, at my request; and here are
some letters addressed to the same personage

which I came by strangely enough. I took them
from a public basket of waste-paper, which was
placed for the service of the inmates of the tavern.
Three of these abandoned epistles I asked leave
to keep as memorials of my visit, and no objection was made to my doing so. The most intm·esting of these letters is dated "Manchester, August
29, 1842," and comes from an English convert to
Mormonism. The man writes four pages o'i giltedged paper to his "beloved brother in the Lord,"
and sends him by the favor of Elder Snider the
following presents: "A hat, a black satin §tock,
with front, and a brooch!' He would fain join
the prophet in Nauvoo; but the way is blocked
by that not-unheard-of obstacle, a mother-in-law,
and until this excellent lady "falls asleep" the
disciple must deny his eyes the sight of the master's face. The account of himself given by this
correspondent shows with what pathetic sincerity
the divine commission of Smith was accepted by
a class of men which would seem to be inteliectually superior to so miserable a delusion. Sup··
pressing the name of the writer, I shall give a
portion of this letter, as it furnishes food for reflection, and shows that the secret of the Mormon
prophet is not to be fathomed at a glance:"I take the liberty of writing a few lines, being
assured that you are a man of God and a prophet
of the Most High, not only from testimony given
by the brethren, but the Spirit itself beareth witness. It is true that mine eyes have not seen and
mine ears heard you; but the testimony I have
received shows plainly that God does reveal
by his Spirit things that the natural man has not
seen by his natmal eyes. You may perhaps
wonder who the individual is that has written
this letter. I will tell you, in a few words: My ·
father died about twenty-four years since, leaving
my mother a widow with seven children. . .
I remember her teachings well, which were these:
Fear God, be strictly honest, and speak the truth.
I remember, when about three or four years old,
being with her in a shop. I saw a pin on the
floor. f picked it up and gave it to her. She
told me to give it to the shopman, with a sharp
rep.rimand, showing me that it was a sin to take
even a pin. The remembrance of this slight circumstance has followed me from that time to the
present. [An account of the writer's conversion
to Mormonism follows, after which he goes on
thus.] Previously to joining this church, I was
a singer in the Church of England, had eight
pounds a year, and a good situation in the week
time at a retail hat shop. My wife's brother told
me I was robbing my children of their bread in
giving up the eight pounds. I told him I was
not dependent on that for bread, and said unto
him the Lord could make up the difference. He
laughed at me; but, beloved brother, in about
one month from the time I left the Church of
England my master raised my wages four shillings a week, (which was about one shilling per
week m'ore thim that just sacrificed), and this has
continuect on ever since, which is now two years
this month, for which I thank the Lord, together
with many other mercies."
I have qnoted enough to show what really
good material Smith managed i.o draw into his
net. ·were such fish to be caught with Spaulding's tedious romance and a puerile fable of undecipherable gold plates and gigantic spectacles?
Not these cheap and wretched properties, but
some mastering force of the man who handled
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them, inspired the devoted missionaries who
for the benefit of slavery. It was Henry Clay's
bid for the presidency. Dr. Goforth might have
worked such wonders. The remaining letters,
spared himself the trouble of coming to Navoo
both written a year previous to my visit, came
to electioneer for a duellist who would fire at
from a certain Chicago attorney, who seems to
John Randolph, but was not brave enough to
have been the personal friend as well as the legal
protect the Saints in their rights as American
adviser of the prophet. Wifh the legal advice
citizens. Clay had told his people to go to the
come warnings of plots whicr enemies are prewilds of Oregon and set up a government of
paring, and of the probability that a seizure of
their own. Oh yes, the Saints might go into the
his person by secret ambush is contemplated.
wilderness and obtain justice of the Indians,
"They hate you," writes this friendly writer, "bewhich imbecile, time-serving politicians would
cause they have done evil unto you . . . . My adnot give them ln the land of freedom and equalvice to you is not to sleep in your own house, but
ity. The prophet then talked of the details of
to have some place to sleep strongly guarded by
government. He thought that the number of
your own friends, so that you can resist any sudmembers admitted to the Lower House of the
den attempt that might be made to kidnap you in
National Legislature should be reduced. A
the night. \Vhen the Missourians come on this
crowd only darkened counsel and impeded busiside and burn houses, depend upon it they will
ness. A member to every half million of popunot hesitate to make the attempt to carry you
lation would be ample. The powers of the presiaway by force. Let me again caution you to be
dent should be increased. He should have
every moment upon your guard." The man to
authority to put down rebellion in a state, withwhom this letter was addressed had long been faout waiting for the request of any governor; for
miliar with perils. For fourteen years he was
it might happen that the governor himself would
surrounded by vindictive enemies, who lost no
be the leader of the rebels. It is needless to reopportunity to harass him. He was in danger
mark how later events showed the executive
even when we saw him at the summit of his · weakness that Smith· pointed out,--a weakness
prosperity, and he was soon to seal his testimony
which cost thousands of valuable lives and mil-or, if you will, to expiate his imposture-by
lions of treasure; but the man mingled Utopian
death at the hands of dastardly assassins. If
fallacies with his shrewd suggestions. He talked
these letters go little way toward interpreting the
as from a strong mind utterly unenlightened by
man, they suggest that any hasty interpretation
the teachings of history. Finally, he told us
of him is inadequate . . . .
what he would do, were he President of the
"We then went on to talk of politics. Smith reUnited States, and he went on to mention that
cognized the curse and iniquity of slavery, though
he might one day so hold the balance between
he opposed the methods of the Abolitionists. His
parties as to r:ender his election to that office by
plan was for the nation to pay for the slaves from
no means unlikely.
the sale of the puolic lands. "Congress," he said,
Who can wonder that the chair of the National
"should be compelled to take this course, by peExecutive had its place among the visions of this
titions from all parts of the country; but the peself-reliant man. He had already traversed the
titioners must disclaim all alliance with those
roughest part of the way to that coveted position.
who would disturb the ~ights of property recogBorn in the lowest ranks of poverty, without
nized by the Constitution and foment insurrecbook-learni!lg and with the homliest of all human
tion.'' It may be worth. while to remark that
names, he had made himself at the age of thirtySmith's plan was publicly advocated eleven years
nine a power upon earth. Of the multitudilater, by one who has mixed so much practical
nous family of Smith, from Adam dowrt, (Adam
shrewdness with his lofty philosophy. In r855,
of the"Wealth of Nations," I mean), none had
when men's minds had been moved to their
so won human hearts and shaped human lives aa
depths bn the question of slavery, Mr. Ralph
this Joseph. His influence, whether for good or
Waldo Emerson declared that it should be met in
for evil, is potent to-day, and the end is not yet.
accordance "with the interest of the South and
I have endeavored to give the details of my
with the settled conscience of the North. It is not
visit to the Mormon prophet with absolute accureally a great task, a great fight for this country
racy. If the reader does not know just what to·
to accomplish, to buy that property of the planter,
make of Joseph Smith, I can not help him out of
as the British nation bought the West Indian
the difficulty. I myself stand helpless before the
slaves." He further says that the "United States
puzzle.
will be brought to give every inch of their public
lands for a purpose like this." We, who can look
bacJ-, upon the terrible cost of the fratricidal war
WE take the following from the South
wh,ich put an end to slavery, now say that such
Manchester (Eng.) Chronicle of April
a· ~olution oJ the difficulty would have been
z6th:
worthy a Christian statesmen. But if the retired
"CONFERENCE OF LATTER DAY SAINTS.scholar was in advance of his time when he adThe elders of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
vocated this disposition of the public prpperty in
Christ of Latter Day Saints (Manchester district)
held their annual conference in the "Saints'
r855, what shall I say of the political and religious
Chapel," Clarendon street, Great Jackson street,
leader who had committed himself, in print, as
well as in conversation, to the same course in
Hulme, on the 19th, zoth and 22d inst. The report for the year ending 31st December, r888,
r844? If the atmosphere of men's opinions was
showed four branches, (churches) composed as
stirred by such a proposition when war-clouds
follows: 22 elders, r8 priests, 7 teachers, 4 deawere discernible in the sk), was it not a statescons, r88'members, total 239; died, 4, baptized 22.
manlike word eleven years earlier, when the
The Sunday Schools and Bands of Hope in conheayens looked tranquil and beneficent?
nection with the district were reported to be in a
General Smith proceeded to unfold still further
his views upon politic~. He denounced the Mis- , prosperous condition. The burial society report
showed; r 14 members; expended in funeral
g;ouri ~omproniise as an unjustifiable concession

claims, etc., during the year, £9 ros. rd., leaving
a balance of £55 14s. 7d. The presidentrceported 22 members baptized in the district sincethe
opening of the present year.
Sunday, the zrst, the three service~ were held
in the vestry hall at the Hulme Town Hall. The
morning service opened at ro: 30 A. M. After the
usual prelimiaries, short addresses (were given
by two of the elders, who spoke encouragin,gly
of the future prospects of the work in the district.
The afternoon meeting was devoted to the membership, many of whom related their experiences
since their connection with the movement. At
the evening service a large and respectable congregation assembled to hear the tenets of the
Saints explained by Elders C. H. Caton and
Thomas Taylor, the secretary and president of
the mission, who were in excellent form, and re·
ceived a sympathetic hearing. The whole of
the meetings were well attended."
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. Joseph Flanders, of Horton, Kansas, wrote us under date of the Ist inst., as
follows:
"The Strangites of Horton, except three families, do not recognize L. D. Hickey as our representative, neither does he represent us in any
way. We consider the brethren of the Reorganization devout, sincere people. We have no
bad feelings for them, but many good desires. I
shall investigate their principles more fully than
ever before."

Sr. Maria Empey, of Dundas, Rice
county, Minnesota, says:
"l wish an Elder to come to Dundas. I am
one of the old members. We are forty miles
south of St. Paul."
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

ANoTHER of our office employes has forsaken t.he perilous ways of the unmarried
and found refuge and safety with the rapidly increasing army of the benedicts. Mr.
Joseph T. Silver is now a married man,
and a well married man, too, for we have
known his good wife from the time she
was a little girl,- and have ever highly
esteemed her for her many virtues. We
have also known Joseph since his childhood, and have ever felt and now feel
deeply interested in his welfare. All the
office employes hold this newly married
couple in high esteem, and we all bid them
goodspeed and a long, prosperous, and
very happy life.
.
We are pleased to note that orders accompanied by funds are beginning to come
in for the Saints' Harmony. It will be
published just as soon as we can complete
the printing and binding, and we trust
that orders and money will be liberally
sent in sufficient to promptly exhaust the
edition.
Bro. J. H. Lawn wrote May Iflt, from
Watsonville, California, that he had "bap-.
tized three sons and two daughters of Bro.
and Sr. Andrew, and Margarets, and who
live up in the Red Woods, and left them
all rejoicing."
Sr. C. Rush writes (omitting address)
sending funds for the Home Column; She
hopes the Prayer Union will remember
herself and family that they may
ob_ey the truth, also that a branch may be
raised up where she resides,
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That faith sublime, in widest strife
Sr. Louise Scott of N e.w Providence,
Imparts a holy calm;
Indiana, writes mentioning the encourageIn every deadly blow a shield,
ment which she derives from reading the
For every wound a balm.
news of the progress of the great work of
And,
when they win that battle field,
God. She wishes to inform the sisters
Past toil is quite forgot;
that if she is not enrolled as r. member, she
The plain where carnall:e once had reigned,
desires the success and keeps the appointBecomes a hallowed spotments of the Prayer Union. She relates
A spot where flowers of joy and peace
a dream which indicates the coming time
Spring from the fertile sod,
when the Saints must be pure.
And breathe the perfume of their,,praiS{i
Sr. Ella Barnes of Independence, MisOn every breeze--to God.
souri, writes, speaking well of the labors
of Brn. Cornish and Evans who visited
GOING FOR FASHION.
that p!ace and Armstrong, Kansas, (the
former also visiting Knob Noster, MissouThe sermon of Rev. Nels Eagle on ''Dn;ss"
ri).
Bro. Cornish baptized a number has produced so much talk, that we print the
while at those points.
following synopsis, furnished by one there. It
Bro. A. Haws writes requesting that his is worth reading:
brother, Bro. A. P. Haws of Napa county,
All extravagant and fashionable dressing has
California, be prayed for. He is very sick. its origin in a vain and foolish heart. The person
1
Bro. and Sr. J. F. and N. M. Patten of 1 ought to beautify the clothes, and not the reverse.
Olivet, Dakota, write in earnest spirit re- A good man or woman is good, no matter Low
gretting that the temporal law is not more he or she is dressed. Are the people more ex·
fully complied with that more eiders may travagant dow-a-days in dress than our forefathbe sent into the field. Reading a story of 11 ers used to be? The preacher ss.id that he
a "missionary potato" they resolve to thought that we are not, and gave a number
plant a certain amount of that vegetable of illustrations on this point.
and remit proceeds to the Bishop, as the 1
In regard to how a person ought to dress, he
best they can do at present in that direc- 1
said: A person should always get the best goods
tion. They hope to hear of others follow- !
ing suit.
I that he can afford, because it is the cheapest in

I

.
I

seek many inventions. To be natural is the
prettiest, so far ar, complexion is concerned at
least.
Of bustles
have nothing to say just now,
only this: When a woman comes to church and
takes the hymn book and places it between her
back and the back of the seat in order to avoid
damage to the bustle, then it goes a little too
far-and still I have seen it done; not here, but
in some other place. How about the men? w·ell,
they are just as bad. Just look at these "dudes"
with their hair parted in the middle, and all the
nip and tuck that their foolish heart can think
of--and then how utterly worthless they are
after alL God help us all from being slaves to
fashion or anything else.
Sr. S. A. Eodge (formerly
:requests us
to say to her many friends that her present
address is Beaver, Beaver county, Pennsylvania.
ERRATA.--In the Home Column of last issue
the article entitled, «One and One are More Than
Two," should have been credited to "Sunday
School Times editorial.''

1

1

~~thltltrer;e;'

the course of time, for they wear so much longer. He should have them made in the best .mel
nicest way, so they will look neat and good.
But no one should wear clothes that he has not
pajd for with honest money, because that is dishonesty; and yet there are hundreds and thousands who do it every year.
No one should wear clothes that are detrimental or hurtful to the development of the body,
because that is a sin against yourself. If a person is so foolish that he would like to do it, f;till
he ought to fear the God who has said, "Do thyself
no harm.'' How many there be who in order to
have small feet buy too small shoes, and the
consequence is that after a while their feet are so
sore and tender that they can hardly walk. Ah,
my friend, there is room enough on America's
free soil for a twelve inch shoe if you need it,
rather than to hurt yourself. To lace tight is
wrong, and especially so for young women; it
hinders the circulation of the blood and causes
sickness of many kinds. There is not a doctor
but what, if he wants to tell the truth, would say
that it ought not to be done.
Again we think that when you find a pattern
that is pretty and comfortable that ought to be
kept. But here is where the trouble comes in.
You have to follow all· the changes of the fashion plate and there is where the vanity of the
heart rules. A thing is handsome and pretty because it is the fashion; so then that which was
so stylish last summer will as a matter of
course be very ugly next summer.
Now to
think for a moment that church members <end
profeosed Christians should in everything go
hand in hand with the world is a sad thing.
Again, how people dress their hair! To have
the hair cut and wear bangs! well, it looks good
'n a horse, but not in a young lady! Others
paint their fo.ces and use powder. Now I w:ish
that all that do such things would think of the
fact that God has an eye on them and that they
actually spoil that which he has made beautiful.
God made both man and woman right but

~rtdumu~ I

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

•··r listen~ from

no mortal tongue~
To hear the song the angels sung;
And wait within myself to know
The Christmas lillies bud and blow.
The outward symbols die,appear
From him wbose Jnward sight is clear;
And small mast be the choice of days
To him who fills them all with praise I"

THE UNSEEN BATTLE FIELD.
'!'here is an unseen battle field
In every human breast
-where two opposing forces meet,
And where they seldom rest.
'I'he field is veiled from mortal sight
'Tis only seen by One
Who knows alone where victory lies
When each day's fight is done.
One army clusters strong and fierce,
Their chief of demon form;
His brow is like the thunder cloud,
His voice the bursting storm.
His captains, Pride, and Lust, and Hate,
Whose troops watch night and day,
Swift to detect the weakest point,
And thirsting for the fray.
Contending with this mighty force
Is but a little band,
Yet there with an unyielding front,
These warriors firmly stand.
Their leader is a godlike form,
Of countenance serene;
And glowing on his naked breast,
A simple cross is seen
His captains, Faith, and Hope, and Love,
Point to the wo11d'rons sign,
And gazing at it, all receive
Strength from a power divine.
They feel it speaks a glorious truth,A truth as great as sure,T>at, to be victors, they must learn
To love, confide, endure.

PRAYER UNION.
MEMoRY TEXTS FOR JUNE.
rst Thursday: Acts zo: 35; Rom. 15:
r Thes. s: 12-15.
zd Thursday: Joel I: 3; Psa. 78:6, 7·
3d
: Rom. 10: IS; Zeph. 3: 12.
4th Thursday: Isa. 26: rs; ch. 6z: I.

r, z;

SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
Sr. Kate Curry of Senior, Texas, asks your
faith and prayers in behalf of her afflicted child,
whom the Lord has promised to heal.
Sr. White of Vi!ebb City, Missouri, who is
almost bllnd, desires your prayers in her behalf,
that her si;;ht may be restored.
Mrs. John Thornton, Leverton, Missouri, also
desires your prayers that her affliction may be
removed.
Also Bro. Hodge of Beaver, Pennsylvania,
wishes to have his little boy remembered by the
Union.
A sister who is suffering with a broken limb
requests your prayers. For wise reasons her
name is not published.
Sr. Headrick of Pixley, California, requests
your prayers for her &lster, Mrs. Yates, who is
greatly afflicted.
Sr. Melissa Kealrns, Dunlap, Iowa, wishes
your prayers in her behalf, that her eyes may be
healed and sight restored.
ALLENDALE, Mo., April 25th.

Sister Frmzces:.-I write to inform you that the
sisters of this branch are endeavoring to serve the
Lord and keep his commandments. We met
last November and organized a Sisters' Prayer
Meeting with five members present; but the
Lord has surely blessed us and our numbers have
been increased beyond our expectations. We
meet Thursday afternoons at two o'clock. At
our meeting last Thursday there was a hymn
sung in an unknown tongue and interpreted by a
sister. It was truly encouraging to us. The
import of it was encouragment to the sisters to
go on in faith for their prayers were heard, even
the weakest one, and to be faithful for there were
great blessings in store for the faithful ones.
The oftlcer,; chosen were Sr. Helen Ackley, pres·
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ident; Sr. Minerva Hammer, treasurer; Sr.
Eliza Ann Cochran, secretary.
\V e have also organized a society called the
"Sisters' Mite Society." The following regulations were adopted: That each mem her should
pay ten cents for membership and five cents
monthly dues, and if any can not pay membership or dues and wish their names enrolled and
desire to help work for the good of the cause
they will be cordially received and entitled to all
the privllges of the society. We meet every two
weeks on Thursday afternoon, when the weather
will permit.
Your sister in Christ,
HELEN AcKLEY.
KANSAS CITY, Mo., April 30th.
Dear Sister Frances:--In this branch we have
a Prayer Union and a Sewing Society. We pay
five cents each per month. We do all kinds of
sewing and I think the formation of the Prayer
Union is one of the best things that ever happened this branch. The prayers of the faithful
avail much. Then, sisters, let us one and all
watch, lest we fall into temptation. I have a
great desire to do my heavenly Father's will and
hope and pray that I may never be a stumblingblock to any one. There are some of our officers
who go about tour miles south-east of Kansas
City to preach twice each month, and think good
will result. We ask the prayers of the Saints
that our branch may be more thoroughly organized and its members become as fruitful vines.
In bonds of peace, your sister,
AGNES EDWARDS.
KANSAS CITY, Mo., April 3oth.
Sister Frances:- The sisters of the first Kansas City branc"h met to organize a Prayer Union
in connection with their Sewing Society. Lydia A. Schmitz was chosen to act as president,
Agnes Edwards secretary and Lydia Tankard
treasurer.
AGNES EDWARDS, Sec.
A PLEA FOR THE ERRING.
Many articles have been written about boys
who have been led astray,"and in nearly all, the
better boys and girls have been advised to leave
such ones entirely alone, fearing contamination.
But has it ever occured to these writers that boys,
even the worst ones, have sensitive feelings as
well as others; and that there might possibly be
a better way to deal with them than this?
Young girls have been exhorted ne"er to look
with tolerance upon a young man who drinks, no
matter if he has been led away from truth; no
matter what may ha~e been the cause of his
downfall, he must be left entire!J alone.
Do.ubtless a more Christ-like way is to try by
influence and sympathy to see whether the hearts
of these young men are entirely hardened to ev·
ery pure thought.
One who has erred is much more likely to
yield to good example and kindly sympathy, than
to loug sermons or indifference. To meet friends
whose f::~ces once brightened at the meeting, and
now see them turu away with a steely coldness,
hardens the heart, and he who was perhaps even
then contemplating his error, ami was listening
to the better thoughts which were crowding his
heart, throws these thoughts to the wind saying,
"As well the game as the name." The good
seed planted but a moment before by some wiser
friend, wbo, with !>miles and sympathy in pressed

the erring one with his earne>tness and good wishes, has been utterly destroyed, shriveled by the
frosts of unkindness.
We can not realize with how much the poor,
struggling boy has to contend. All know that
the past generation hardly began to apprciate the
virtue of temperance. It has only been a short
time since the glass and decanter were upon every table; to drink was gentlemanly.
Now, many boys have to fight against an inherited love for drink, the strength of which we
can not comprehend.
How many times we may have, though unconsciously, pushed a struggling fellow-being
down, farther down the hill of shame! How
many times he has, perhaps, climbed wearily up
a few steps, when he has been violently thrown
back by the coldness and unfriendliness with
which we have met him, not deigning him in
our superiority and goodness(?) one glance of
sympathy or human fellowship! May God forgive us if ever when the sin-sick soul cried out
"0h, for one glance of kindness, orie act of love,"
we have thrown him a stone!
A kind word is an untold influence for good;
indifference, an infinite power fore evil. May we
use all the power for good we possess, as Christ
would do, not being sparing of its abundance.
MAY JuNE.
We gladly welcome "May June" to the sacred
precincts of the Column and we commend the
thoughts of our young sister to the careful consideration of those who are older, arid who having been longer engaged in the service of the
Master should be wiser. Ah, when will we learn
this one grand lesson, "I came not to call the
righteous, but sinners to repentance!" When
will we learn to separate the sinner from the sin,
and while we pity the first, reserve all our condemnation for the last.
"Son, give me thy heart!" How gentle and
tender the voice of pleading. It was taught and
inculcated by every act of Jesus, which had a
bearing on this point. Plain, pointed, most direct and scathing were his denunciations of the
Scribes and Pharisees, who, sitting in Moses' seat,
taught the people to be very careful to observe
the law, and who made a man an offender for
a word; while they themselves were hypocrites,
doing constantly those things which were con.trary to the law; but his tenrler pity ever hovered aroun.d the poor, mistaken sinner, whom
he had come to rescue.
This pity is always found dwelling most richly and fully in the hearts of those who are
most like him. It is the love .which stoops,
not to become like the erring one, but to lift
him up by every power of persuasion one human being may e:<!'ercise over another, into a
purer atmosphere, a nobler life.
(En.)
HOME CoLUMN

MISSIONARY FUND.

Sr. Hannah Moor, Calihan, 0 ............ $I
Bro T. W. Beurse, Pleasant Lake, Mass .... 2
Sr. C. Rush, Heppner, Oregon .. • .......... 5
Sr. Carrie Lewis, Stuart, Iowa ............. 2
Sr. Ann Cotton, Newton, Iowa ............ I
Sr. Elizabeth Ainley, Newton, Iowa ....... r
Sr. Ellen Johnson, Norway, Ill ............ I
Sr. Elizabeth Hartnell, Junita, Mich ........ r
~

oo
oo
oo

50
oo
oo
oo
oo

Send all monevs to D. Dancer, I,amoni, Iowa.
Iowa, May 9th,

LAMONI,

ADDRESSES.
John 1'. Davis, 42 !,akejield Road, Llanelly, CarmartjJ.enshire, Wales.
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NEW PROVIDENCE, Ind., Apr. 3oth.
Bro. ':foseph:-I preach in four school districts
in Lawrence county, 'Yith grea,t liberty and large
congregations and good attention-sometimes
one and two hundred in attendance. I preached
in the town of Lawrenceport on White river
with crowded houses and good attention; also
in the Lee. school house, not far from the line of
Jackson county. I preached at this place for one
week and I think a branch will be organized
there in the near future. I preached at the Plate
school house, also the Shuff school house, and in
the town of Mitchell. The work through this
part of the district is getting to be pretty well understood. There was a publication through the
Mitchell Herald, concerning our faith, the best I
have ever seen. It has done great good in that
part. It was handed to me by a Campbellite
lady asking if I endorsed it. I said that I did.
The publication was the result of my preaching
there. There is a great field of labor there.
The harvest truly is great, but the laborers are
few; pray, therefore, that the Lord of the harvest
may send. more laborers into the field. There are
good people there, and they treated me with great
respect. I shall remember them with due respect.
I shall ever praise the Lord for his mercy exercised over us; for he truly is glorious in holiness, fearful in praises; doing wonders. Mav the
Lord add peace and mercy to the entire ~embership of the body.
JAMES G. ScoTT.

42 Lakefield Road, LLANELLY, Wales,
April 24th.
Bn,, ':Joseph and William:-My health is not
the best in this country. I like America a great
deal better. Sr. Davis is getting rather better
health here. We could put up with most anything better than the low condition of the work
here, and the obstacles in the way of reaching
the people. The same terrible death-like feeling
and influence opposes the work here as you and
your fellow laborers witnessed for many years
in "the waste places of Zion," all shut up through
the errors committed by Brigham Young, etc.
It is going to be a steady pull here for many
years, and I think it important that missionaries
be sustained here all the time, if we will maintain what we have and gain any more. We have
lost in the past by neglecting having missiqnaries here .all the time to travel. The Brighamites have full complement in the field-about fifteen-and they intend to swell the number to
one hundred this summer they tell me. Poor
fellows, they have to make terrible sacrifices,
both in means and feelings. They do no good,
for they are "trodden under the feet of men"
everywhere.
I realize the good of my going up to Utah before I came here. The Utah elders do not get it
all their own way. They carry on their work
under false colors, for they carry in their hands
the Epitome of the. faith of the church under Joseph the Martyr, but in their hearts a different
kind of belief altogether. There is a hidden
"mystery" undernt'\ath their missionary business ..
The .most of them are run aways from the
officers of the law. We have such here now.
They are sent out to gather "generalities" tor
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work in their temples, etc, ·and they succeed in
it, some thirty, and some forty, and some a hundred fold-and when these "names" are returned
they bring at least a dollar a head in the temple,
which you can see at a glance will make those
buildings as productive of gain as any railroad
system in the United States-thats the way it
appears to me. Pity the deceived ones!
I have the "Reply to L. 0. Littlefield" in
course of translation and aim to get it out
through the Welsh and English papers, and also
have them in leaflet form for distribution. I
consider the "Reply" the best matter of its kind
we have. We have no word from conference
yet.
I am very glad the Lord is carrying forth his
work by raising up the young, and am encouraged by the good reports of the elders nearly
everywhere. Hope Bro. Joseph's health has improved. Nothing does me so much good as to
hear of the prosperity of the great work.
J. T. DAVIS.
ANTONITO, Col., May rst.
Dear E:lerald:--One more was added at Manassa, Colorado, the zrst ultimo, and four at the
above place on the 27th, which gives us seven
members here and six in Manassa, with fully
twenty others in both places who believe and
admit the validity of our position and a continuance of the great work begun in 1827 by Joseph the Seer. Duty calls me to mC>ve from this
point. Bro. F. B. Moyers will take the oversight of the work here and at Manassa. It seems
proper to defer organization in both places for
the time being, but stated meetings will be held,
with efforts to establish Sabbath Schools, etc.
That the Saints might not be deprived of
church privliges it was thought beRt to confer the
eldership on Bro. S. W, Payne. Our members
and those in sympathy with us dC> not design to
make Manassa their abiding place forever, hence
may float oft any day to more congenial climes.
With sadness I take leave of the Saints in the
above places and highly appreciate their kindness, and for their final salvation will ever pray.
It affords me more than ordinary satisfaction to
know that I can commend them to God and to
the word of His grace which is able to build
them up and give them an inheritance among
all them which are sanctified. And nothing
tends to so effectually convince of the validity of
thus commending as the splendid confirmation
meetings held. It matters not if a poor, trembling Paul plants and an Apollos who evinces fallibility waters, if the Lord but give the increase;
and without that the planting of Paul and the
watering of Apollos will indeed be vain.
The news of the improvement of Pres. Joseph
Smith's health- is most gratifying. I sincerely
hope he will find it practicable to visit this part
on his return, as under God's guidance he would
do a vast amount of good; for many are ready
to duly honor those whom God calls. I learn
since I left New Mexico that a very pious representative of one branch of the Methodists assumed an antagonistic attitude; said Joe Smith got a
revelation, went to New Nork, hired a lawyer to
fit up the Spaulding romance, hence the Book of
Mormon and the displacing of the Old
Bible; that they became so corrupt the people
drove them out and they made their headquarters
at Salt Lake City; that a!llhe members have to
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go to Salt Lake once a year to venerate Brigham
Young's grave. Doubtless that sta,lws.rt, farseeing Methodist divine thought he had struck
the death-blow to what he was pleased to call
Mormonism. Were the Latter Day Saints to
exhibit such profound ignorance as to the rise
and the validity-or non-validity-of Methodism,
there would be a howling among the self-styled
reverends about Mormon illiteracy, etc. But ignorance from one in their ranks of the rlse of the
Church of Latter Day S9.ints with a corresponding amount of sectarian bigotry is heartily endorsed-though there may be ~orne honorable
exceptions. I addressed a respectful note to the
reverned gentleman with an Epitome of our faith,
and the Spaulding romance, that if he desires he
may read and learn.
In gospel bonds,
JAMES CAFF ALL.
SAN BERNARDINO, Cal., May zd.
Bro. Blair:-I have bee'n in Valley Center,
San Diego county, and have a good opening
there. I preached in three school houses and
had a good hearing. Baptized six good souls
into the kingdom, all heads of families, fi.ve from
the Methodist Church. The M. E. minister
spoke very hard against our :l:aith. He would
not come out to debate when he was invited to.
I have many friends there, and good will result.
I shall go back in a few weeks and have hopes of
more coming into the kingdom of Christ It is a
new place. Bro. Pickering went wHh me and
was a good help to me. I trust the Lord will
bless and prosper his work.
Yours in truth,
w~r. M. GrBsoN.
MONMOUTH, Ill., Agr. 29th.
Bro. Blair:-I send you $5.00 to be credited
on my three church papers-Herald, Zion's !lope
and Autumn Leaves, none of which I can get
along without. I have no children, and yet the
Hope is as sweet to me as if I was a little boy;
for one reason, and that is, I do not believe a man
or a woman can be a true Christian or follower
of Christ, without loving little children; for the
reason that Christ said, "Except ye become as
these little ones, ye can in no wise ente:r the
kingdom of heaven."
Therefore I never expect to let the little children drop out of my notice.
Yours in the love of Christ,
L. M. SoLLENERG.ER.
Dow CITY, Iowa, May 3d.
Dear Bro. Blair :--I enclose an obituary notice
of Grandma Hunt. She was perfectly conscious
to within a few hours of her departure, and passed away apparently without the least pain, but
with a pleasant smile on her countenance. Truly
the death of the righteous is "sweet unto them."
It always gave her much pleasure to talk of Elder
Blair's pleasant visits away back in early days.
"Uncle Billy Jordan" is dead and was buried
to-day. I had not heard anything about him for
some time. But he was old and quite feeble,
and liable to pass away any time. Am thankful
that, in these cases, we are mourners of hope.
Uncle Jno. A. Mcintosh met with quite a severe accident a little over two weeks ago. He
and wife were ret;Jrning from a visit to Bro. John
Hunt's, and starting on the way home the horses
ran down a short and steep pitch on the road,

and Uncle John was thrown or fell out of the
bnggy and was very much shaken up, and bruised on his left side. On Sunday last he was able
to be up and walk a little out of doors. He felt
a little impatient and fretful-a sure sign o:! convalescence it is said.
Bro. I. Hansen has
been sick for some time. Brn. Butterworth and
Jackson administered to him last Sunday, and
later on in the day Brn. Jenkins, John Hunt and
myself called on and prayed for him also, and all _
felt encouraged.
We are having good meetings, and from what
I hear the Saints in other places near are also.
In gospel bonds,
}OHN PETT.

***

ONAWA, Iowa, Apri123d.
Dear Brothers and Sisters:--: We have no meetings here and there is only one sister within several miles. I have felt impressed to bear my
testimony to the mercies of God toward my family; especially how I was healed and raised from
sore affliction.
In r875 I was taken down with lung fever, and
when my babe died the typhoid fever set in and
1 was very sick. A doctor was sent for at the
start but I became worse, and one day as I lay
thinking, knowing that I had done wrong in em·
ploying a doctor instead of doing as we are commanded in case of sickness, I was wondering if
God would forgive me when I knew so well
what to do. I heard a voice say to me plainly,
"Your sins are already forgiven you, and if you
put your trust in God you shall live; but if you
trust in a doctor you will die." And 0, how I
rejoiced! I felt that it was a voice from heaven.
Feeling to put a great deal of confidence in my
father I desired to talk with him on the subject.
He came and I talked with him, then we dismissed the doctor and threw the medicine away, for
my heart was all in God then. I grew worse
very rapidly, and a fast and prayer meeting was
called and I was administered to. They had the
promise that if they were faithful and put their
faith in God I should be raised to health, but I
was so sick then that I did not realize hardly
anything; still, whenever I was in my right
mind I would beg of my father to not let any
one give me medicine-I felt to trust in God.
The most of the time I was out of my mind and
at times was very wild, but still God sent his
angels to visit me. At one time when I was
rational I heard such sweet music and singing.
I remember the last line of each verse was, "To
reign on earth with Christ a thousand years;"
and at one time I thought I was dying. I called
my husband and two little children to my bed. I
kissed them, bade them good bye, begged them
not to cry for me, for if they knew how happy I
would be they would not mourn for me, and
begged my husband to stick to the latter day
work and teach our little ones the right way.
I plead with my uncle to investigate the work and
join the church, for I knew it was the true
Church of Christ, and I was willing to die by it
for I could see such happiness in it, even ln the
hour of death. At another time I saw, as it is
called, hell; a place of everlasting punishment.
It seemed like a place of darkness where the
wicked would go; a dark pit where no one would
ever know of their sorrow and torment. I would
l.ay !n spasms for five hours at a time and sink
away until my friends thought I was gone-only
those that looked forward with faith in the prom-
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ise given them were all that had any faith. Then
I was administered to by Brn. John H. Lake and
John Lambert; and through faith and prayers
and trust in God I was healed, for which I am
thankful to-day. And if I am not permitted to
bear my testimony again, I will say now that I
know that this is the true gospel of Christ, as he
taught it when on earth and sent his disciples to
teach to every nation, kindred, tongue and people. I love the latter day work. I have many
trials the same as the rest of you; but r know if
we prove faithful unti) death we shall receive a
glorious rest, free from all trials and pain.
Please pray for me and my family that we may
be prepared to meet Christ in peace at his coming.
I love the Herald; it brings me good news and
cheers me in my loneliness, so far from the Saints
whom I love to be with. I often shed tears of joy
when reading it. I almost feel as though I had
been talking with the sisters face to face after
reading their letters. I feel that the Spirit is in
the words written to cl;!eer and strengthen each
other.
I ask an interest in the prayers of all, and of
the sisters of the Prayer Union that I may be
spared through my affliction and live to see my
companion and my family all rejoicing in the
Your sister,
gospel of Christ.
M. L. CAMERON.
BRoWN CITY, Michigan, April 28th.
Editors Herald :-Since last October I have

been detained at home most of the time. My
wife and my mother were both taken sick and
Februarv zoth mother passed over to the other side,
dying strong in the faith of the latter day work.
I have awakened a good interest in several places
around home. The work in this part seems to
be on the move. I baptized yesterday two promising young men. I,expect to enter my field of
labor as soon as possible. I hope that in 'two or
three weeks my wife will be so well that I can
return to my field. Many caJls from all directions to come and preach.
Yours in gospel bonds,
.
J. A. CARPENTER.
WELLMANVILLE, Kansas, April 29th.
Bro. W. W. Blair ;-On the 14th of this month

I organized a Union Sunday School. I had
thought and it was understood by me and our
Swiss friend that I would organizt.; a Saints'
school, but they could not stand the pressure;
but more and more I realize that n1an's extremi·
ties are God's opportunities. I built the M. K
sod church. It was declared that the Mormons
would never get to preach. in it. I was asked to
pre~ch in a school three miles south of here and
as only six came out I was not asked to preach
again; but next Sunday the M. E. class leader
and superintendent of Sunday School came to
me and asked me if I would give them a short
sermon or an essay. I said I would and took for
my text "Seek ye first the kingdom," and for the
lesson I read part of Matt. sixth and dwelt a little
on the thirteenth verse. It was sometime before
they got reconciled. Some of them came to me
and said, "It is all right, but to think that we have
read that all our lives and could not see it until a
Mormon should clear it up for us.'~
In our Literary last winter we had a question:
"Resolved that the wicked dead have no resnr-

rection." I took the negative and it was decided
in favor of the negative. Next Saturday evening
we debate probation after death. Some of my
friends are afraid they are going to do me up. I
tell them to come up and see them do it and
bring as many as they ean.
Yours in a cause that is true,
E. H. EBERT.
PERSIA, Iowa, May zd.
Dear HeMld:-It is almost two years since I
united with the Saints. I have had strong proof
of my acceptance with God, a satisfaction I never

before felt, although I was a member of the Presbyterian church for twenty years. We have been
blessed through the administration of the elders
which has caused us to rejoice and praise God,
giving Him all the glory. I have been trying to
do all I can in my feeble way to show others the
way. I have a dear mother and four sisters. I
so earnestly pray that I may be the instrument
in God's hand to bring them to the light. Could
I but find words to express the joy and the hope
I have in this latter day world I have a number
of tracts to distribute. Pray for me.
Your sister,
FRANCES M. CHAPMAN.
CANBORo, Michigan, April 28th.
Brothet· Blair :-I am alone where I am, but I

have the Spirit of the Master with me to help me.
When I look around out on the world and see
how blind they are to the true faith, it makes my
heart sorrow for them. But l hope the time is
not far off when there shall be an opening made
here so the people can see the true light and be
made to rejoice the same as I have.
I rernain your brother,
CURTIS C. LAMBKIN.

ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
~heir own views.
Contributions solicited.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS BY THE
BISHOPRIC.
~ttestion I.-Is there any· law in the
church exempting all or any of the traveling ministry, or any other who is giving
the whole of his time to the ministry,
from paying tithing? or is their work regarded as a set off to their tithing?
Answer._;.We know of no such law.
On the other hand the law relating to
tithes and offerings is a general one, and
we are furnished with no e~ceptions to
the same in 'the Scriptures. It embraces
within its scope the Patriarch, Abraham, rich in this world's goods and a
preacher of the gospel, and the widow
who can dispense with but a single "mite."
The 1aw itself is a spiritual one, although
relating to temporal things, and calculated to better those complying with the
same, similar to the law of baptism. This
is a law pertaining to an outward ordinance: yet the law is spiritual and proves
a benefit to all who comply with the
same as provided in the Scriptures.
To the second part of the question we
say, no; an elder is not supposed in any
sense to pay his tithing-or to fulfill this
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law-by preaching. Just as well conclude
that it would do in place of the '·laying on
of hands," to be baptized a second time;
not to say anything about what a poor
preacher it must be to require all his time
in the ministry to offset a one-tenth purt
of his chattels.
Jesus taught his disciples to comply with
this law, from the basis that benefits accrued from the proper keeping of it.- Mat.
6: r-4; Luke r I: 41, 42; r6: 9-13. Jesus
does not give the people a new law in his
instructions as to almsgiving, but tells
them how to keep the law which they
had received through the "fathers;"-this
was the law of "tithes and offerings;" and
the object in all cases the same as that referred to by the apostle when he urges
the Saints to comply: "Not because I desire a gift; but I desire fruit that may
abound to your account."-Phil. 4: 17.
In the Book of Doctrine and Covenants
the instruction is very plain and positive
and in entire harmony with the Scriptures.
-See par. r, sec. 72.
"It is required of the Lord, at the hand
of every steward, to render an account of
his stewardship both in time and in eternity. For he who is faithful and wise in
time is accounted worthy to inherit the
man.,ions prepared for them ofmv Father.
Verily I say unto you, the elde~rs of the
church in this part of my vineyard shall
render an account of their stewardship
unto the Bishop which shall be appointed
of me in this part of my vineyard."
~ues. 2.-If one of the traveling ministry sells a piece of land upon which he has
paid no tithe, would the law of the church
require that he pay tithing on the proceeds?
Ans.-The law ofthe church would apply to such minister just the same as any
other member; being a minister, he ought
to be careful to complv at once and be an
"ensampl'-' [example] to the flock."
~ues. 3.-Suppose an elder who owns
$r,ooo be appointed a mission; his tithing
would be $roo, (if he paid at all) and the
tenth of his increase about $9 annually;
but as the church appointed him to travel
it would be bound to keep his wife and
family and their expenses would be about
$400 per annum. The elder prefers to
keep his wife and family to paying tithing.
What would the-law be in that case?
Ans.- The law would not-could not
-change. The man could take his own
course, but it would be contrary to the law
and he would be able to run but a short
time. Why should the elder wish to. do
,his own way, and yet seek to be a teacher
of the law of God? He would tell the people that he was a proper administrator of
the law of God, and they must obey, and
that according to ,the terms of the law;
while at the same time he admitted that
the Bishop and his assistants were the only
proper administrators of the law relating
to temporal things, and yet he claimed
that he could do as he pleased about it.
His own teaching would condemn him before an all-wise judge.
~ues. 4.-Has any of the traveling
ministry the right to go to a Bishop's
agent and demand to know how much
money he has on hand?
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Ans.-No. He may properly inquire
as to whether he has sufficient funds to
meet demands upon the treasury and
whether the Saints are complying with
the law which is for the replenishing of
the treasury; and it is the duty of the
agent to treat all with proper courtesy,
but not permit the books to go out of his
possession except so directed by the Bishop, or when necessary to place in the
hands of a committee duly appointed by a
district conference for examination, and it is
the duty of the agent to have his books
present at all quarterly conferences so that
they may be properly examined and audited so that no mistakes may occur.
If the traveling ministry, or the local
ministry, or members, fail to receive that
courtesy extended that is proper from
agents, they should not have any words or
ill feeling with the agent, but report the
facts of discourtesy to the Bishop, who
will make proper corrections; further it
would be wise for all agents to strictly
follow all instructions given by the Bishopric. By so doing, conflictions will have
no occasion to rise.
G. A.

BLAKESLEE,

Presiding Biskop.

A FULL SALVATION.

Dear Herald :-It is on account of the
interest I have in this work, and the spirit
that impresses me, that I c:rtrefully peruse
the three books. Fearing that I may,
through weakness misapply their teachings, I ask the Father in the name of
Christ that He may give me wisdom that
I may make no misapplication.
He has
promised to give to all men liberally and
not upbraid.
Thus far, I have found nothing in the
three books that conflicts, but have found
them in perfect unity, and I firmly believe
that by obeying the laws contained therein that I will not only be saved from sin,
but from death, and also receive a temporal salvation.
I want to call attention to what I understand to be saved from sin: Mark r6: I 5,
r6; Matthew 28:12, 2o; Acts 2:38, 39; I
Peter 3:20,21; Hebrews 6: r, 2; Titus 3:
5; Acts 12: 17; 19:5, 6; called by James
the perfect law of liberty; James I: 25; the
p'salmist the law of the Lord; Psalms 19:
7; and by the apostle the law of the
Spirit; Romans 8: 1, 2.
See also Book
of Mormon, Nephi 3:7; ro:5; 8:9; 2:3;
12:3, 4; Mormon 3:4, 7; and Doctrine
and Covenants 49: r, 2; 55: I ; 106: II.
This is sufficient for any candid thinking
person; this is to be saved from sin.
I now call your attention to temporal
salvation. Consider the davs of Noah
when he was preaching right~ousness, and
bear in mind the g-ospel. He was saved
by temporal means-the ark whici1 he
constructed after the pattern that the Almighty had given. Think of righteous
Lot and his two daughters escaping from
Sod om and Gomorah and fleeing to the land
ofZoar. (Gen. 19: 22-30.) Mark you, as
it was in those days so it will be of the
coming of the Son of Man. (Matt. 24:
37-39.) · I also call your attention to

Moses,
means by going
and Joshua by passing
Jordan. (Joshua 3: 13--I
We will now pass over
prophets and come to the
When he wa-;
destruction of
"Vvhen yon see
Jerusalem compassed w1tb
know the desolation thereof is
be told them to flee into
Why? To be saved from
destruction
that was coming upon it. And
he tells them of his second
when "there shall be
in
in the moon and in the stars
failing them for fear
those things that are
on
earth.
For the power of heaven
be shaken."
(Luke 21:2o-26; D. and
z8: z, 7
B. of M., 2 Nephi 2: 2, 3, 5; 5:9, j I :4;
Nephi 19:8, I2.)
The judgments of God are
the earth, as John saw in vision
6, 7; Isa, 26: 9·) Now if
unchangeable, will he not have
prepared in this the eleventh hour
you will turn with me to
2: 32,
Psalms48:5o,5r; 17:r8
r3zyou
find that he has
a
place, and I believe the
of
to be on th1s continent, in the land of l\llissouri. (Sections 57, 58 and 59 D.
Concerning- salvation from death,
read the following:
26: I9i Ezekiel 37: I-w;
John 5: 25-29; Acts 24: 14,
I :4; Revelations zo:
15; 2
6:4,
6; Jacob 3: 3;
:6; Alma 9: z,
Mormon 3:4, 6; D. and C.
:5, 3

85:4, 6; ro8:9.
I am sure tl1is is sufficient for
ing man, to prove that these
in
perfect unity with each other. I
with a blessed assurance, that if I walk in
perfect harmony with these three books I
will be found spotless before the
bar ot God.
I can hear my testimony that
Martyr was a prophet of
his son is his successor in this
honor and glory be to God and the
Your brother,

N. R.

'Ne did arrive to the
we went forth upon
our tents, and we did call it
hlnd. And it came
to till
seeds; yea, we
all
the
vvhich 'NC had
from the land of
And
it came to )?!ISH that
grow exceedloPrPiinT<> we were blessed in a bunof the Lebi
the Amer-

those who would
who believed in
tions of God; w·herefore
unto
words. And we
tents

and reveladid hearken
take our

it
all those
were with n:w,
them to call themselves the
And we did observe to
and the
commandments of the Lord in
things,
to the law of Moses.
And the Lord was with us and we did
for we
sow
in abundance.
and herds and anAnd
had

NICKERSON.

THE "SEALED BOOK."-No. Vnr.
BY ELDER R. M. ELVIN.

AGE, location and
nal civilization
are prepared to
that civilization;
fit of those who may not have
the Book of
and
interest in reading this paper, I
the more important accounts of the work
done by the early inhabitants which indicate their civilization and clear away all
the uncertainty
the
·
of America.
"And it came to pass that
guide the ship, that we
ward the promised land. And it came to
pass that after we had sailed for the space
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things; for they were not to be found upon
the land; wherefore, it could not be built
like unto Solomon's temple. But the
manner of the construction was like unto
the temple of Solomon; and the workmanship thereof was exceeding fine."-2 Nephi

4: 2 -3·

·

In the above we are informed of the establishment of both government and
church, anCl the separation of the people
into two parties or nations. Sometimes
the warfare of nations is a fruitful
agency in developing knowledge of lasting
benefit, and of erecting monuments that
outlive the people who brought them into
being: "And now, behold, two hundred
years had passed away, and the people of
Nephi had waxed strong in the land. They
observed to keep the law of Moses, and
the Sabbath day holy unto the Lord; and
they profaned not; neither did they blaspheme. And the laws of the land were
exceeding strict. And they were scattered upon much of the face of the land; and
the Lamanites also. And they were exceeding more numerous than were they
of the Nephites; and they loved murder,
and would drink the blood of beasts; And
it came to pass that they came many times
against us, the N ephites, to battle. But
our kings and our leaders were mighty
men in the faith of the Lord; and they
taught the people the ways of the Lord;
wherefore, we withstood the Lamanites,
and swept them away, out of our lands,
and began to fortify our cities, or whaJsoever place of our inheritance. And we
multiplied exceedingly, and spread upon
the face of the land, and became exceeding
rich in gold and in silver, and in precious
things, and in fine workmanship of wood,
and in buildings; and in machinery, and
also in iron, and copper, and brass, and
steel, making all manner of tools of every
kind to till the ground, and weapons of
war; yea, the sharp pointed arrow, and the
quiver, and the dart, and the javelin, and
all preparations for war; thus being prepared to meet the Lamanites, they did not
prosper against us. But the word of the
Lord was verified, which he spake unto
our fathers, saying, That inasmuch as ve
will keep my commandments, ye shall
prosper in the land."-J arom I: 3, 4·
The foregoing'* indicates quite an advanced state of civilization.
"And it came to pass that we did inherit
the land of our fathers, for many years;
yea, tor the space of twenty and two years.
And I did cause that the men should till
the ground, and raise all manner of grain,
and all . manner of fruit, of every kind.
And I did cause that the women should
:;;pin, and toil, and work, and work all
manner of fine linen, yea, and cloth of every kind, that we might clothe our r:akedness; and thus we did prosper in the land."
-,-Mosiah 6: 7·
There came into power and authority
an unrighteous ruler over the N ephites,
however, who spent some of the unlawful
tax in erecting monumental evidence of
that ancient people: "And it came to pass
that king Noah built many elegant and
spacious buildings; and he ornamented
them with fine. work of wood, and of aU

manner of precious things of gold, and
A relapse from duty in moral and religof silver, and of iron, and of brass, and of ious work, was usually followed by an atand of copper, and he also built him tempt to revive and reclaim the peoa spacious palace, and a throne in the ple: "And Alma and Amulek went forth
midst thereof, all of which was of fine preaching repentance to the people in
wood, and was ornamented with gold, their temples, and in their sanctuaries, and
and silver, and with precious things. And also in their synagogues, which were built
he also caused that hi~ workmen should after the manner of the J ews."-Ibid I 1: 6.
work all manner of fine work within the
This is a very important item in considwalls of the temple, of fine wood, and of ering the question of the civilization of
copper and of brass; and the seats which this land of wonders. Here is an account
were set apart for the high priests, which of some of these cities of Yucatan and viwere above all the other seats, he did cinity: "And it came to pass that the Neornament with pure gold; and he caus- phites began the foundation of a city; and
ed a breastwork to be built before them, •they called the name of the city Moroni;
that they might rest their bodies and and it was by the east sea; and it was in
their arms upon, while they should speak the south by the line of the possessions of
lying and vain words to his people. And the Lamanites. And they also began a
it came to pass that he built a tower near foundation for a city between the city of
the temple: yea, a very high tower, Moroni and the city of Aaron,joining the
even so high that he could stand upon the borders of Aaron and Moroni; and they
top thereof and overlook the land of Shi- called the name of the city or the land, N elom, and also the land of Shemlon, phihah. And they also began in the same
which was possessed by the Lamanites, year to build many cities on the north; one
and he could even look over all the land in a paraticular manner which they called
round about. And it came to pass that he Lehi, which was in the north, by the bor~
caused many buildings to be built in the ders of the sea-shore."--Ibid 22: 3·
land Shilom: and he caused a great tower
Forty years later another writer deto built on the hill north of the land Shi- scribes the condition of this people: "And
lom, which had been a resort for the chil- it came to pass that thev became exceeddren of Nephi, at the time they fled out of ing rich, both the Lamanites and Nethe land; and thus he did do with the rich- phites; and they did have exceeding plenes which he obtained by the taxation of ty of gold, and of silver, and of all manhis people."-Ibid 7: 2-4.
ner of precious metals, both in the land .
The wicked are often profligate, and south, and in the land north .•.• And
very extravagant in fine painting and cost- behold, there was all manner of gold in
ly buildings, all of which become impor- both these lands, and of silver, and of
tant witnesses relative to the antiquities of precious ore of every kind; and there
ancient America. However trouble and were also curious workmen, who did
distress came upon the Nephites when the work all kinds of ore, and did refine it;
ungodly ruled, but prosperity and peace and thus they did become rich. They
when they loved and obeyed God.
did raise grain in abundance, both in the
"And there began to be much peace north and in the south, and. they
again in the land; and the people begaq did flourish exceedingly, both in the north
to be very numerous, and began to scatter and in the south. And they did multiabroad upon the face of the earth; yea, on ply a:nd wax exceeding strong in the
the north and on the south, oil the east and land. And they did raise many flocks
on the west, building large cities and vil- aud herds, yea, many fatlings. Behold,
lages in all quarters of the land."-Ibid their women did toil and spin, and ·did
make all manner of cloth, of fine twinII: r8.
Here is a description of the social con- ed linen, and cloth of every kind, to
dition of those ancient people: "And now clothe their nakedness."--Helaman 2: 27.
Immediately after the events referred
because of the steadiness of the church,
they began to be exceeding rich: having to, the Lamanites prevailed against the
abundance of all things whatsoever they N ephites, so that after .sixteen years this
stood in need: an abundance of flocks, and account is given: '.'And thus it did come to
herds, and fatlings of every kind, and also pass that the people of Nephi began to
abundance of grain, arid of gold, and of sil- prosper
again
in
the . la~d, and
ver, and of precious things; and abundance began to build up their waste places,
of silk and fine twined linen, and ali man- and began to multiply and spread, even
ner of good homely cloth."-Alma I: 6. until they did cover the whole. face of
Wealth sometimes turns the mind from the land, both on tl1e northward. and on
the simple principles of charity· to man the southward, from the sea west to the
·
and love for God, to the sordid things of sea east."--Ibid 4: 4·
Those writers and readers of antiqthe world: "And it came to pass in the
eighth year of the reign of the judges, uities who have puzzled themselves over
that the people of the church began to wax the evidences of more than ·one ancient
proud, because of their exceeding riches, civilization, can find a solution in the
andJheir fine silks, and their fine twined following: "And it came to pass that
linen, and because of their many flocks there were many cities built anew, and
and herds, and their gold, and their silver, there were many old cities rep:;tired, and
and all manner of precious things which there were many highways cast up, and
they had obtained by their industry ; and many roads made which led from city
in all these things they were lifted up in to city, and from land to lahd,and from
the pride of their eyes, for they began to place to place."-N ephi 3: 2.
Here are some extracts relative to the,
wear costly apparel."-Ibid~2: 3·
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first or J aredite .civilization: "And the
Lord b~gan again to take the curse from
off the land, and the house of Emer did
prosper exceedingly under the reign of
Emer, and in the space of sixty and two
years they had become exceedingly strong,
insomuch that they became exceeding
rich, having all manner of fruit, and of
grain, and of silks, and of fine linen,
and of gold, and of silver, and of precious
things, and also all manner of cattle, of
oxen, and cows, and of sheep, and of swine,
and of goats, and also many other kind of
animals which were useful for the food of
man; and they also had horses, and asses, •
and there were elephants, and cureloms,
and cumoms; all of which were useful
unto man, and ·more especially the elephants, and cureloms, and cumoms."Ether 4: 3·
"And. it came t0 pass that his father did
build up many cities upon the face of
the -land, and the people began again to'
spread over all the face of the land."Ibid, 4:4.
Again: "And it came to pass that Morianton built up many cities, and the
people became exceeding rich under his
reign, both in buildings, and in gold, and
in silver, and in raising grain, and in
flocks, and herds, and such things which
had been restored unto them."-Ibid, 4:6.
Mv last extract from the Book of Mormon- for the present is this: "And they
built a great city by the narrow neck of
land, by the place where the sea divides
the land. And they did preserve the land
southward for a wilderness, to get game.
And the whole face of the land northward
was covered with inhabitants; and they
were exceedingly industrious, and they
did buy and sell and traffic one with another, that they might get gain. And
they did work in all manner of ore, and
they did make gold, and silver, and iron,
and brass, and all manner of metals; and
they did dig it out of the earth; wherefore
they did· cast up mighty heaps of earth to
get ore, of gold, and of silver, and of iron,
and of copper. And they did work all
manner of fine work. And they did have
silks, and fine twined linen; and they did
work all manner of cloth, that they might
clothe themselves from their nakedness.
And they did make all manner of tools to
till the earth, both to plough and to sow,
to reap and to hoe, and also to thrash.
And they did make all manner of tools
with which they did work their beasts.
And they did make all manner of weapons of war. And they did work all manner of work of exceeding curious workmamhip."-Ibid, 4:7.
It will be observed from what is claimed by the N ephite writers that they had a
knowledge of agriculture, archi"tecture,
mechanism, engineering and mining, as
also some acquaintance with the fine arts.
It would not, however, be fair or honest
for the critic to compare and contrast these
acquirements with the advanced achievements of the present century, but with
that which the history of other nations
shows was possessed by them from the
time of the tower of Babel till four or
five hundred years after Christ,
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Of the importance of monumental archaeology, Bancroft says: "Monumental
archaeology, as distinguished from written
and traditional archaeology, owes its interest largely to its reality and tangibility.
The teachings of material relics, so far,as
they go, are irrefutable. Real in themselves, they impart an air of reality to the
study of the past. They stand before us
as the actual work of human hands, affording no foothold for skepticism; they are
the balance-wheels of tradition, resting
places for the mind wearieq with the
study of aboriginal fable; stepping-stones
on which to cross the miry sloughs of
mythic history. The ruins of a great city
represent and recall vividly its original
~tate, and the populace that once thronged
Its streets; the towering mound, or pyramid
brings before the observer's mind toiling
bands of slaves driven to their unwelcome
task by strong progressive masters; temand idols are but remnants of relio-.ples systems,
"'
1ous
native fear, superstition and
faith; sculpture, the existence of art, kingly palaces are the .result of a strong government, wars, and conquest; sepulchral
deposits reveal thoughts of another life;
and hieroglyphic inscriptions, even if their
keybe lost, imply events deemed worthy
of record, and a degree of progress towards letters."-Native Races, vol. 4, p. 5·
The same. author says again: ''The
study of anc1ent monuments, in addition
to its high degree of interest, is moreover
of great practical value in the development of historical science, as a source of
positive information, as a corroboration of
annals otherwise recorded, and as an incentive to continued research. It contributes to actual knowledge by indicatino- the
various arts that flourished among"' the
peoples of antiquity, the germs of the corresponding arts of modern times. The
monuments show not alone the precise degree of excellence on architecture and
sculpture attained by the particular people
whose work they are, but by an examination of their differences they throw much
light on the origin and growth of these
and other arts, while by comparison
with the works of other peoples better
known they serve to establish more or less
c_learly national affinities. And not only
do they illustrate the state of the fine and
useful arts, but also to a g-reat extent pub ..
lie institutions and private customs. Temples, idols and altars reveal much of re··
ligious rites and priestly power; weapons
of warfare, implements of household habits, ornat:?ents of d_ress, tombs and sepulchral rehcs of bunal ceremonies, regard
for the dead and ideas respecting another
life. When in addition to their indirect
teachings respecting the arts and institutions of their builders, antique monuments
bear also inscriptions in written or leg-ible
hierog-lyphic characters, their value is of
course greatly increased; indeed, under
such circumstances they are the very highest historic authority. It is, however, in
connection with the other branches of the
science, written and traditional, that material relics accomplish their most satisfactory
results, their corroborative evidence
even more valuable than the positive in-

formation they convey. For instance,
tradition relates wondrous tales o£ the
wealth, power and mighty deeds of a
people that long ago occupied what is now
a barren desert or a dense forest. These
tales are classed with other aboriginal
fables, interesting but comparatively valueless; but some wandering explorer by ·
chance, or as the result of an apparently
absurd and profitless research, discovers in
the shade of the tangled thicket or lays
bare under the drifting desert sands, the
ruins of a great city with magnificent
palace and temple; at once the mythic
fable is transformed into authentic history,
especially if the traditional statements of
that people's arts and institutions are confinned by their relics. Again, the written record of Biblical tradition, unsatisfactory to some when not supported by
corroborative evidence~ narrates with
minute detail the history of an ancient
city including its conquest at a certain
date by a foreign king. The discovery in
another land of the monarch's statue or
triumphal arch, inscribed with his name,
title and a list of his deeds confirms or in·validates the Scriptural account not only
of that particular event, but indirectly of
other details of the city's annals not recorded in stone. In America material
relics acquire increased importance as corroborative and corrective witnesses in
comparison with those of the old. world,
from the absence of contemporary written
am~s.
Besides, constituting the only
tang1ble supports of the more ancient triumphs of American civilization, they are
the illustrations of comparatively modern
stages of art whose products have disappeared, and by no means superfluous of
Spanish chroniclers in later times, very
many, or perhaps most of whose statements repecting the wonderful phenomena of the New World culture, as I have
remarked in a previous volume, without
this incontrovertible material proof, would
find few believers among the sceptical
students of the present day."-Ibid, pps.

7· 8, 9·
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Prescott says: ~'But the surest test of
the civilization of a people-at least, as
sure as any--afforded by mechanical art,
is to be found in their architecture, which
presents so noble a field for the display of
the grand and the beautiful, and which,
at the same time, is so intimately connected with the essential comforts of life."Conquest of Peru, vol. r, p. 155.
Something like a year ago I was called
upon to meet the Rev. M. T. Lamb,
Baptist missionary to Utah, at Malad City,
Idaho, upon the authenticity of the Book
of Mormon. He had printed a book upon
the subject and was going from place to
place lecturing and selling such publication against the Book of Mormon. In
his lectures in the Court House at Malad
City, he made free use of the name of
Prof. Le Plongeon, on whom he had
called, and the audience was given to
understand that if thev could only see and
talk with Prof. Le- Plongeon; and his
most excellent lady, they would not believe in the Book of Mormon for a moment. I was not distressed in mind 1 or
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because it was
the Rev. Lamb that Prof.
possessed such wonderful
strong evidence
said book.
Only a short time ago a friend kindly
permitted n1e to n•ad a letter from the said
Prof. Le Plongeon, and I comfess a high
of satisfaction at the gratuitious
account which Mr. Le
gives of
Rev. Lamb's visit, which reads: "This
calls to
mind the visit of a ceriain Rev.
Mr.
who introduced himself to me
that he resided at Salt Lake
the Mertheir
revelations were
me with a book
in which he
to show many
absurdities contained in the Book of Mormon. He finished by
me that he
had called upon me in order to obtain my
on what is said in the book reito the animals such as the horse,
the cattle and
that lived
on the Vlf estern
which
he contended
that the
book
is an absurd
awl hoped that. I
would help him with
m
it to be such.
man
either bad been misinformed concernme, or had not taken the trouble to
When he ceased speaking, I
him if he was a
to which
'Yes and as
replied no! heca use he did
follow
doctrine of J esus--'do not
do to others what
not wish others
to do to you.'
I
him that I did
not care· a straw if the Book of Mormon
was a revelation or a fabrication. That I
considered every man had an absolute
to
Deity as best he thought.
on the
hand I could not join
him m
the Book of Mormon
in the
the animals mentioned are said to have lived on the American
because I was not in the habit
a fool of
if I could help
Then I informed
that seventeen
of fossil horses had been discoverthat tl:.e buffaloes were
the mountain sheep still lived
in the
and that peccaries or wild
in
hers in the
After that I
a.nd bowed
Lamb!
The man who would
Book of Jlvformon would also
confidence

not resort to untruth
in their warfare against said book.
It should be home in mind that the
archaeological evidence introduced is corroborative
If one agreement between the
of JYiormon and discoveries made since its
that is evidence
its
and is
to a fulfillment of prophecy;
to reveal that which is unto the
is eaual to
to make :known the future.
If two such agreements are
the
e·vidence becomes
If twenty

the evidence is almost concluBut if upon all vital points there is
and upon no points absolute
~~.nn·~~.~
the evidence is overwhelmand
This latter we claim to
be
case between the Book of Mormon
add scientific discoveries made since its

desire of politicians to catch votes; and
these will soon learn, if they do not know
by instinct, that in taking wrong ground
in this vital question they will lose vastly
more votes than they can tope to win.-

Prif. George P. Fisher, in the April
Forum.

•ro be continued.

CONFIDENCE.

a man has been lost to the world
on account of his lack of self-confidence,
and the world has been deprived of the
benefits which it would otherwibe have deCATHOLOCISM AND THE PUBLIC
rived from him had he not been so unforSCHOOLS.
tunately handicapped by the absence of
vVE .find Cardinal Manning objecting to this most essential faculty.
Many a young man has labored faithour school system as an invasion of family
"The law of nature," he asserts, fully in an effort to secure a professional
invested parents with these responsi- training, and then failed because he lacked
bilities" of teaching and training children; the confidence or faith in his own abilities
which is required of all of us if we ever
have a right to control the educaof their children." What the Cardi- achieve true greatness in any trade or callnal and his adherents are really contending ingot life.
We have seen other young men, who
for is not the rights of the family and of
the
but the moral right of tbe have not enjoyed the benefits of an elaborate or even common education, make a
to
to the parent and fammucb and what sort of instruction most remarkable success of themselves,
children shall receive.
Ehewhere simply by having that innate feeling of
His Eminence teaches that the Church-- confidence in their own powess, which has
the Roman hierarchy-is the almost unconsciously drawn them on toguide of conscience in all its ward the goal of ~uccess.
There's a remarkable significance in the
"not
of tbe child to the parbut of the parent to the child."
He word "success." It speaks volumes to the
that God gave to S:. Peter and thinking mind. It tells of a grand final
'his successors "the direction of families, of consummation of a life work of which men
of all the collective forms of must say it was well done; the victor has
earned the spoils; the world has gained
;" that the Supreme Ponall things, both spiritual much by his having lived in it.
How desirable it is to leave such a recThe oriesthood are to
schools, s'Uperintend them, ord. It should be the chief aim of every
the teachers, choose the text-hooks. person to live this life in such a manner,
notorious that aH tbe pressure that the and to do the duties of this life in such a
will endure bas been brought to bear manner that when we leave our survivors
them to move them to withdraw will say, his life has left its impress on the
children from the public schools. times in which be lived, he has done good
Take one example. On January 3d, I88o, to his generation.
To the young who are just starting the
McCloskey of Louisville, Kenjourney of life we VI7 0uld say, try to make
a decree in which it is said:
it is our will and command that this life of yours a grand success. Let evwhere there is a Catholic school in the erything you do be done with a will. Beand guardians in such lieve yourself capable of doing good work,
should send their children or wards, and impress that belief upon others. Don't
who are under nine years of age, to such find fault with everything you do, and tell
Catholic school; and we hereby direct others of the fault you have found; hide
that this obligation be enforced under the the defects as much as yolf can and try to
of refusal of absolution in the sacra- correct them. If you are a lawyer, and
ment of
come to the conclusion that you can't make
It is a
pities that a contest of as good a plea or write as ably on questhis nature should arise. What may be tions of law as some of the older and more
termed tbe traditional and unint~lligent distinguished men in your profession don't
to the Roman Catholic religion think yourself a failure, and make yourhas been
away from the minds of self miserable regretting the fact that you
educated
in this country. There ever entered the profession; throw off this
has been a growing tendency to appre- lack of confidence, and learn to appreciate
ciate what the Church of Rome has done, your own work. No man ever made a
success of life by condemnir.g his own
and is doing in behalf of our common
and of all the interests of so- efforts.-S el.
good men have at heart. But
J. H. Lake, Kirtland, Lake co., Ohio.
battle for our free, secular schools Willard J. Smith, Box 153, Buchanan, Mich.
J. W. Wight, Queeusferry, Victoria, Australia.
must come, it is a consolation to reflect T.
W. Smith, Papetee, '£ahiti, via San Francisco.
that the contest is one in which all civilized ~T. A. Currie, Jr., Bandera, Bandera co., Texas.
JOhn Thomas, Buchanan, Henry Co., Tenn.
Roman Catholic or Protestant, Joseph F. Burton, Santa Ana, California.
W. Gillen, 3129 Caroline street. StLouis, Missouri.
have a
Our allies are in all enlighten- J.
E. C. Briggs, box 323, Pittsburg, Pa.
ed lands. It is an additional comfort to know John T. Davies, 5 Park avenue, Llanelly, Carmarthen
Wales.
,
that there is no real danger of defeat. Tbe J. shire,
H. Peters, Coleman, Midland Co., Michigan.
of the adversary must lie in tbe G. A. Blakeslee, presiding Bishop, Galien,Michlgan,
MANY
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NEBRASKA.
Cenference convened at the Saints' Church at
Wilber, April zzd, Pres. J. W. Waldsmith in the
chair, C. H. Porter secretary. Minutes of the
previous meeting read. Moved to amend by
striking out the report of T. Nutt from the record. Carried. Minutes approved as amended.
Branches reported: Platte River present 21; 3
removed, 9 reported as scattered members. Blue
River 139; 7 baptized. Nebraska City 136; I
died. Palmyra 6r. Reports: High Priest R. C.
Elvin, Elders J.D. Bennett, J. Armstrong, J. W.
Waldsmith, R. M. Elvin (baptized 6), L. Anthony, C. H. Porter(baptized I) Teacher: Daniel
Brolliar. Bishop's agent's report: Balance due
church January rst, r889, $23.76. Received durIng the quarter $545· Expended $zn.so. Balance due church April rst $357.26. The district
president and secretary also reported. On motion
the~district officers were sustained. Adjourned
to n-;eet August uth, r889, with the Platte River
branch. Official members present: 2 seventies,
4 elders, 2 priests, I teacher, I deacon. Preaching by I. N. Roberts, R. J. Anthony and C. H.
Porter.

LAMONI COLLEGE.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints has a membership throughout the length
and breadth of our land, from Maine to California, in the Canadas, Australia, the Islands of the
Sea, and in Europe.
The church has not to-day a single educational
institution under its direct patronage or influence,
or under the influence, to any considerable extent, of its membership.
Moving in every sphere of wciety, the members of the church need the opportunity of the
highest culture in some institution, which shall
be so adapted to their various wants that each
and every one so inclined may avail. themselves
of its privileges in that direction which, to them,
shall be calculated to work the greatest development, and this in some location where church
associations and influences may have the greatest effect for good in moulding the moral and
spiritual character of the student, and, it may
be, of the future teacher.
·
In its organization and operation, this institution, when established, should show such breadth
and liberality of sentiment as shall be in harmony.
with the declaration of the martyr, Joseph Smith,
"OUR CREED IS ALL TRUTH."
No sectarian lines are admissable, and only
such men should be called to positions in connection with the institution as Trustees, Professors,
or Teachers, as are broad and tolerant in their
views and without respect to church affiliation.
Such an institution can not fail to commend itself and its supporters to the world at large. "A
ci~y set o1z a kill camwt be kid."
Lamoni has been regarded as an eminently
proper place in which to t stablish a college of
the character stated.:First -As being the present headquarters of
our church organization.
Second.-Because the community is an exceptionally moral one, and the influences surrounding it of the very best.
Tkird.-It is removed from the many demon!lizing influences and attractions adverse to study
in larger places, yet has sufficient of interest to
the young and growing as well as matured mind
to prevent dullness.
It need scarcely be stated that Lamoni is not
recommended because of any individual business
interests involved, but simply and only because,
in our opinion, it more fully supplies all require
ments than any other place within our knowledge.
The general ou llines for articles of association
were suggested in an articie published in the
Saint's He1·ald in issue of last January I2th, but
these necessarily are subject to such modifications
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as in the judgment of the subscribers
be advisable and necessary at the meeting to
held
at the Herald office, Lamoni, Saturday,
zsth,
when it is hoped that sufficient shares
stock
may have been subscribed, and such an interest
shown as will warrant the formal
of: ~n
ticles, and that legal steps be taken
organization at once.
Every member of the church is interested in
this matter. Will each and every one who reads
this kindly assist. Send in your subscriptiom.
Work to secure others likewise, and report to
some member of our ·committee, or to D. F'.
Nicholson, Lamoni, Iowa, by or before Ivfay
but don't cease worki1tg tken. The cause is
of every generous effort which may be made on
its behalf.
Every subscriber who can possibly be present
should attend the meeting on May 25th, so that
the movement may have the benefit of the best
judgment of all. If those who cannot be present will kindly send in their suggestions, or such
information as they can furnish regarding such
institutions, the committee will greatly appreciate
it and will see that such communications shall
receive due consideration.
Let all work promptly and heartily in this
good cause, and success is assured.
RoBERT WINNING.
St. Joseph, Mo., May 3, r889.
P. S.-The committee appointed
last to solicit stock, arrange and devise
operation the plan of the college consists
vid Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa; E. L.
Ohio; and Robert Winning, St.

w.

NOTICES
There will be a Two-Days' Meeting held bv
the Saints of the Maple Valley branch at Brown
City, Sanilac county, Michig8.n, May
and
26th, r889. All are cordially invited.
shall
expect Bro. J. J. Cornish,
of the dis ..
trict, and all other ministers
can come.
J. A. CARPENTER, BraJZck Pres.
Will the party who enclosed us
to replace a March number of
lost by loaning when on the way to conference,
please send their address to Bro. Dancer?
can not find the letter containing it.
Bro. David S. Kelley !s requested to
to
the president of North Plymouth
one
month from the date of this notice or he will be
counted among the scattered members. When
last heard from he was in New York
WILLIAM B. LELAND, p,.. es;ident.
PASTORAL LETTER.
To the Saints in the Rocky Mountain Mission,
greeting:
As it has fallen to my lot to labor for and with
you another year, I feel to thank you for your
hearty co-operation In the years that we have la·
bored together, and I pray the Master to bless
and prosper you in all your affairs for good, and
that the blessings of health and of
and
prosperity may be granted unto you in
days to
come.
We have long been expecting a visit to this
field from our beloved brother and president ol:
the Church, Joseph Smith, but because of ill
health he has not been able to reach us. I have
now arranged to meet him in Salt Lake City as
early in June as will be practicable. I
your special prayers for him that the
greatly bless him with health and spiritual
and wisdom that all may be blessed with
wise
counsel and ministrations. Let us greet him ac;
true soldiers for Christ, when he comes; and let
us hope that the just and true may be
strengthened, while the troubled and
mav be comforted and directed in the better
I kt10W you have labored long under :1dverse
cumstances and strange surroundings, with but
little signs of great results.
Let us not now
grow weary. The Lord is directing his work in
all the world and especially in the "goodly land."
Surely the morning of a brighter and a better
day will dawn upon your long and constant ef ..

fort in the valleys of the mountains. Let us
maintain the cause, then, until all people shall see
and know that we have lived and labored for the
right, and God will give us the victory in His
own good time.
Let all who possibjy can lay
in store to aid
the work when Joseph comes so
can visit and
speak when and where wisdom may direct, and
all who can send tithes and offerings,to me; direct to Box II23, Salt Lake City, Utah, and God
bless you all.
R. J. ANTHONY.
To official and non-official members of the
church in Nebraska, Colorado, Wyoming and
New Mexico, Greeting:
peace and an increased understanding,
a full realization of
your responsibllities be with you and abound.
Desiring, as per action of the recent Annual
Conference to be striving to travel on in
path in the above mentioned missionary
during the present conference year, may be a
sufficient apology for essaying to address you
through the church organ. Our exultation for
past success and inspiring prospects for the future
should cause us to evince a new zeal; for much
yet remains to be done. I had no sanguine expectation for' a large increase of our ministerial
force, but would have been pleased to have had
the same force ;ve were blessed with last year
continued, but doubtless for some potent reason
tbis has been denied us; so let us be thankfv\
for what we
and hope for more. To ad"
vantageously use
force is the important question, as a proper utilization of time and means at
our command is most imperative.
For the present, Brn. R. M. Elvin and C. H.
Porter will labor in the Southern Nebraska district, and Bro. V-1. M. Rumel in the North and
Central Nebraska
with the hope that so
far as practicable, they
penetrate into new
localities. Should the future develop the propri ..
ety of a change with
or all of these co-labor ..
ers, I will take the
to suggest it.
Legitimate activity
branch officials is just
as urgent., or more so, than ever. As a result of
this activity the law guarantees success to every
department of God's spiritual government. And
both members and officials should feel, in a
measure, that the success of the branch depends
upon their faithfulness and perseverance. And
officials should never lose sight of the fact. that
their law-imposed labors are to prevent trouble,
as well as to adjudicate, when it shall exist. And
I believe with continued and well directed
efforts to prevent trouble, church trials would diminish. The active, judicious teacher, by timely interference can indeed become a peace preserver, and, "Blessed are the peace makers t"
There must be a sharp discrimination between
official, diligent labor which the Jaw reveals
and imposes, and official officiousness. "For
there is no power in the church but of God; the
powers that be are ordained of God, whoso
resisteth the power, resisteth the ordinance of
God; and they that resist shall receive to themselves punishment."-I. T., Rom. 13: r, 2. For
a duly appointed official to be unduly officious,
would be a digression from a gospel . imposed
medium. "He that heareth you heareth me,"
refers to a legitimately appointed teacher as to
the president of the church. There is no necessity for branch officials to direct their labors as to
make themselves obnoxious to the members and
thus forfeit confidence and respect. Nor may
they expect, however judicious, to please everybody. The laying down of a trust but coming
from a human source might find a justification,
but it were difficult, I think, to justify the laying
down of a trust legitimately tendered and accepted in the Church of God. for its acceptation
must be tantamount to making a covenant wUh
God, imposing a diligence ultimating iri the performance of duties belonging to the accepted
position. And the violation of a covenant thus
made must be a grave matter. And the belief of
justification in an official laying down his trust
because of kind or unkind criticism, etc., is, as I
view it, illy founded.
Efforts to attain proficiency by dint of study,
etc., are imperative on all officials from the deacon
to the president. Our church articles reflect
official labor consisting in visitation to teach
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the Saints duties, etc., and I arn not aware that
the lapse of time decreases the necessity of
official labor imposed in the inception, or at
of the work. Yet it seems possible
to become monotonous because of
this certainly ought not to be.
by Christ at the beginning of
his labor on earth, diminished not; and so he
finished his work.
If permitted space in the Herald I would answer according to my knowledge and understanding a question propouncted during the past
conference year, namely: "Whose duty is it to
or name suitable ones for branch of··
I understand a legitimately organized
b< anch to
by virtue of their relation with
the
power
regulate its own affairs withfrom other
; that a
the right to suggest
when
necessary, to render an
I
ther·efore believe that a wise, zealous
elder of a branch, with
advising with his fellow
er one to
officials-when a necessity exists
calling or selection- which
necessity will exist in a branch through death,
removals, expulsions, etc., on the hypothesis that
every official is mighty in his
I believe
that faithful, God fearing,
officers of a
branch are the most competent to attend to, regulate and order the affairs of the branch over
which they are called to preside.
The practice of branches petitioning a district
conference for the
of ordaining necessary officials that are
to prosecute
branch labor, if obtaining,
custom, and not
any provisions made in law,
I have found.
if it does
I would be glad to examime,
and will do so on
Era;c;ches, to all
and
are primary organizations, and can not
be shorn
of law-guaranteed rights by
helps or
organization brought into being,
aid, or more
extensively spread the
Between a godly
PauJ refers to
and a setand
there is a material
difference; the former is
of God and leads to
deeds evincing a
care to defend and
orlu~~oto
~ the latter the
much talk of a high
wont hide the
procedure.
but is

ensued.
demands, for the
not warrant a
power, without
discretion or a due consideration of results.
Though
to visl.t every part of the
field I shall
be glad to hear suggestions-so far as
respond to
in
the
work
But l wish to
of mysteries
on,or above the earth if; not
forte. But think sometimes I feel elated
the inspirational
of law
Palmyra Seer and
w, sec. 85 of Doctrine and
believe Ia w to be the rule of
the superior to the inferior, which the latter mur;t
further respectfully say that
1 have no
to apologize !'or
the
though to the ,,ta\wart
of
word seems
but for La!ter
know
or eternity,
that
and
God's revealed and unchangable law.
section Doctrine and Covenan<·s
one w prohibit offenders taking

in charge is sometimes thought
quite necessary
adjusting trouble that others
wish to be clear of. Permit me to respectfully
that I wish to evade no duty, but wish a
basis for action, and if you wish to
complaints to the mission~ry in charge
against A. or B., be prepared to make your complaints legitimate. To move against a brother
in a
that his reputation may be jeopardized
on the
Grundy method is cruel, unjust
and wicked, whether done by angel, man or devil. The denouncing of one as a transgressor in
Zion, is a culmination of a law-imposed, prepars.tory
which procedure the law-reamount of unimpeachable testimony is inAll being innocent until proven
is founded in justice, and he who would
raise a furore of excitement because of suspicion,
and thus cramp the
and curtail the influence of those susplcioned,
in the eyes of the
law, a. transgressor and a disturber of the peace.
Law is not to empower to please friends and
wont
and thus evince our love or spleen.
None
overlook the struggles of the
church and the necessity of rendering financial
aid as far as practlcable. All branches should
have a fund to meet current expens-es, etc., created by the mite ofJ:erings of its members from
one to more cents
week.
A nP;('P<.dtv
ma.y be thorough,
the present conference
}AMES CAFFALL.
present, in view o£ almost conmy address will be 453 Park Ave.,
Iowa.
J. C.
April 2nth, 1889.

journey on your mission
carry with you a little
and to my co-laborers in the
As it has been
I should return to this misdo so under the Spirit of peace
will to all. As we entt'r on the duties
and
of this mission-year, let us each examlre ourselves and see that we are in the faith,
then each
forth an effort. in accordance with
011r
abilities and callings to help establish
the s,une.
the Saints are willing to make
the ~acrifice
necessary to carry on the
great work of the last days, conr.idering their
grea:.
of being at home and with loved
ones and
right of business to make money
and
llfe; whlle the elders have to leave
hom,:;
all its endearments and deprive themselves of the right of business and its benefits,
and he the servants of all. May the love of God,
that charity which vaunteth not itself and seeketh not her own, and is not easily provoked, endureth all things, thinketh no evil, rejoiceth not

in iniquity, but rejoiceth in the truth-dwell
richly in our hearts to enable us to fight the good
fight of faith.
We have great reason to be encouraged by the
reports to conference of the increase in the last
year. We were second, and the report of peace
prevailing and the labors done by the local as
well as the general ministry was good. May we
unitedly put forth renewed tft'orts to increase our
labors, that our reports a~ the end of the year
may show the increased favor of God upon the
same!
I wish all the laborers to work as best they can
until the June conference, and we will then endeavor to more permanently locate them for the
balance of the year. I hope all will endeavor to
open up new places that the work may spread
and the honest of heart may be gathered into the
fold, and the word be preached to all as a witness,
that the way may be prepared for the end to
come. May the sick be cared for and the weak
strengthened and all the officers of the branches
be respected and properly instructed in their duties, that each may learn their duty that they
may be under the approval of God!
I expect to be in the mission as soon as my circumstances will admit. ·we have bought us a
little house at Kirtland, Ohio, and will have some
little fixing up before we leave so that those left
may have rest and can care for themselves without too much weariness of body and mind, which
we feel to be our reasonable duty to do and not
be worse than the infidel.
Hope to be remembered at the altar of prayer
by all the Saints that I may be sustained unto
the end when the last brave word and work is
said and done, that I with you may have a right
to the rest prepared for the people of God. Mv
prayer shall be that the Spirit of God may b-e
with us to be our sun and shield, our guide and
protector, that we may all be one in Christ Jesus
our Lord when he comes to number his jewels.
Your co-laborer,
JoHN H. LAKE.
BORN.
FROST.-At Tecumseh, Nebraska, September
25th, r888, to Mr. Robert M. and Sister Ettie Frost,
a daughter. Blessed at Davis City, Iowa, May
4th, r889, by Elders Rob't. M. Elvin and Oliver
J. Bailey, and named Cirreta Mary McCabe.
MARRIED.
SrLVER.--MAYHEW.-At Lamoni, Iowa, May
5th, r889, Bro. Joseph T. Silver and Sister Flora
A. Mayhew. The ceremony was performed by
Elder H. A. Stebbins.
DIED.
DEAN.-April 28th, 1889, the little daughter of
Sr. Lizzie and Bro. Charles Dean, of Streator,
Illinois, aged 7 months and ro days. Funeral
from the home of the bereaved May 2nd. Remarks by Elder F. M. Cooper.
Bro. and Sr.
Dean have buried their little Berth~, their first
and only child. May God help them to look beyond the crumbling elements of time's inconstant
realm to that life and world where all is substantial and eternal.
TRANTER.-At her home in Iowa City, April
4th, r889, Mrs. Harriett Tranter, aged 9.6 years.
Harriett Shinn was born in Worcestershire, England, in 182o, and in r846 married John Tranter.
Together they arrived in America in r8.56, living
in New York City a year and then moved to
Iowa City. In r86r they moved to Utah, but returned the following year. There were born to
them eight children of which only three survive,
two boys and one girl. Mrs. Tranter was a highly respected woman and leaves many friends to
mourn her death. The funeral services were
held on April 5th, conducted by Elder John X.
Davis of Newton, Iowa.
~~she's

gone. Her work on en.rth is done.
Her hattie's fought, her race is run.
Blest is the path she trod
For she espoused the glorious cause,
In prompt obedience to the laws
Of the Eternal God."

VANLEUVEN.-Apri] 28th, 1889, at the residence of his son in Atchison county, Missouri,
brother John Vanleuven; born August wth, :r8oi,
in Canada; was baptized in 1834 by Brigham
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Young and confirmed by B. Young and Orson
Pratt; was received by vote in the Union branch
at Hamburg, Iowa, December 2oth, r88_s, while
living with his daughter-sister Emma Lazenby.
Funeral by Rev. Mr. Shackleford of the M. E.
church, at Tarkio City, Missouri Bro. Vanleuven was well known by nearly all of the church
in the days of the persecutions.
CHISNALL.--Sister Annie Chisnall was born
February zoth, r86o, at Kewanee, Illinois. She
departed this life April 24th, r889, aged 29 years,
2 months, and 6 days. She was the daughter of
Bro. Joseph Boswell, now of Davis City, Iowa.
She was married to Thomas Chisnall December
nth, r88o, and was the mother of two children,
one, only aged four years, surviving her. She
united with the church at an early age, and, by
her ever consistent life, gained the esteem of all,
whether of like faith with her or not; and i.t may
be said, "truly," that none knew her but to love
her;--her gentle spirit always proving a ready
passport to the confidence and affections of all.
For upwards of twelve months her relatives
and friends have viewed with alarm the encroachments of an insiduous disease upon her already frail body, and have done all in their power
to assist her in the unequal struggle with death.
Possessed of strong maternal feelings, it was not
unreasonable that she should desire to live, if
only for the sake of her child; but becoming convinced that she was called to go, her deep religious convictions came to her help, by which she
was enabled to say, "Thy will be done, 0 Lord,
not mine." While on her sick bed she gained
many beautiful testimonies that served to
strengthen and make permanent her faith in the
immortality of life. To those in attendance upon
her she would frequently say, "I am ready to go,"
and expressed a strong desire to get beyond the
dark valley of death to the beautiful land she had
been permitted to view. And as the moment of
dissolution drew nigh, with the last expiring
breath she said to those aro·~nd her, "Good by,"
"Good by."
•
As an instance, showing her retiring disposition in life, she expressed a wish that a simple
funeral service at her home might suffice. Ar.d
while we render this tribute of respect to her life
and wishes, may God grant that as we lay her
away in the silent tomb, the epistle of her gentle
life may remain with us to our good.
Br. Robert Holt officiated in the funeral services.
HUNT.-At the residence of her son, Br. John
B. Hunt, in Galland's Grove, Iowa, April rzth,
r8tl9, sister Mary Hunt, in the 95th year of her
age. She was born in Roan County, North
Carolina, May rsth, 1795, was baptized in Kentucky in 1844, by Elder Daniel D. Hunt, moved
to Nauvoo with her husband, Alexander Hunt,
deceased, and family the same year; was there
through all the persecutions of the Saints till
r846; resided in various places in Iowa till they
moved to Galland's grove in r855. She was
among the first to accept of the Reorganization,
being baptized by Elder Uriah Roundy in r86o.
She will be remembered by some of the first elders of the church for her kindness and hospitality. For the last thirteen years she was totally
blind, but bore with Christian patience the sad
affliction, being assured of her acceptance with
God, andwas comforted by a glorious vision she
had of the Lord Jesus Christ, and of his showing
her that her name was written in "the Lamb's
book of life."
Ever faithful and true, she sleeps the sleep of
the just.
Funeral services at the Saints' church, Galland's Grove, by Elders John Pett and Ralph
Jenkins. Many relatives and friends attended.
HARVEY.-Alma, second son of Bro. John and
Sr. Annie Harvey, of Kansas City, Kansas, May
3rcl., r889, aged 8 years.
·
LEwis.-At Deer Creek, Nebraska, April
2oth, r889, Bro. Arthur E. Lewis, aged 30 years,
6 months and 24 days. He leaves a wife and
three children, a father, mother, brothers, sisters,
and many friends to mourn his death. He was
a member of the branch and a teacher in the
church. Just before his death he expressed his
faith in the gospel, and only regretted that he

THE SAIN
had not done more in the cause of truth. F'uneral sermon by (Bro.) Elder John
at the
M. E. Church, Tilden, April 21st.
were laid to rest in Hoyt's Cemetry, on Deer
Creek. We mourn, but not as those without
hope.
STREETER.-0£ old age, near Magnolia, Harrison county, Iowa, January I
r888, Caleb
Streeter, aged 85 years, 3
and 26 days.
He died as he lived, irt full faith in the ret:tored
gospel of Christ. He united with the old church
in Vermont, in an early day and always bore a
consistent and faithful testimony to'the truth and
the hope within him, both by words of exhortation and by daily walk; doing the good that he
could and harming none.
Dear father, sleep, thou art at rest;
'rhy cross was meekly home.
We know thy spirit's with the blest,
Although thy loss we mourn.
But when the Savior comes, on high,
Lost Eden to restore,
We hope to meet you bye and bye
Where death can part no more.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Notice is hereby given that the Western Wisconsin district conference will convene at Willow
Creek, Richland county, Wisconsin,
8th
and 9th. We invite all to attend.
want
branch and official's reports. Come with the
Spirit of God.
A. L. WHITEAKER, .Dist. Pres't.
The time of holding the quarterly conference
of the Galland's Grove district is changed from
the 7th to the I 4th of June, it being desirabl·~ that
the missionary in charge attend, which he could
not do owing to the Little Sioux district conference being appointed to be held on the '7th.
By order of the district president.
JoHN PETT,
STEM VOWEL SHORTHAND.
A system of shorthand in which the vowels are expressed in the consonant stems, by making the latter of
different. lengths. Invented by a court reporter of years
of practical experience and used by hundreds in business
life. lts merits are that it is easily learned, easily
read and fully vocalized. lt has no long lists of word
signs. The undersigned uses it, and after comparing it
with other systems recommends it to young men 'and
women as a valuable acquisition as a profession. Little
or no strain upon the memory required to learn it, which
can be done in from four to six months ordinary attention. Book with plain and complete self-instructions
sent to any address $2. Circulars sent upon anplieation.
Address R. S. SALYARDS, agent,~ Lamoni, Iowa.

D. F.

NICHOJCBON,

Cashier.

FARMERS'
Ample Besp@lllSibiiUtyo
Loans money on a proved security. Six per cent inte1·est
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

AUTUMN

LEAVES

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Price per year

$1.50.

M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

of
x 20, is now ready for sale.

I will mail copies to any one on receipt o:t $2.
All members of the Quorum represented in the
medley can obtain a copy for $r.so.
R. BURDGE, Photographer,
Appleton City, Mo.
I have seen the Picture, and can recommend it as a
work of art, containing 48 >P.abinet heads, grouped in a
medley, handsomely arranged, all numbered with index
below of numbers and names to correspond, makmg a
very interestiugPieture
E. C. BRAND.

.Farlfn for Saile.

L. N. STREETER.
GRIFFIN.-This is to inform all of the death
of Elder James Griffin of Grand Manan
which took place March 27th, r889, at the ~.ge
76 years. Our brother was among the first who
joined the church here. While conversing with
him just before his death, he bore a strong testimony to the truth of the work. Elder Joseph
Lakeman conducted the funeral services.
WoLVIN.-At her home in Goodland, Lapeer
county, Michigan, Tuesday, April 3oth, r889, of
consumption, Sr. Phebe M Wolvin. She was
born in Port Huron, St. Clair county, September
14th, r86o; was baptized September 28th, r876,
in Burnsides, Michigan, by Elder
Baily
and confirmed by Eiders Robert
and John
Bailey. Funeral services at the house on
Thursday, at one o';:;lock, conducted
Elder
James Carpenter assisted by Elder John

RoBERT WINNING, Pres't.

I he:reby give notice that the

A good farm for sale of 40 acres, good rich soil, all well
fenced, 2 good wells, large pond for stock, old orchard
bearing good, 300 young trees of choicest fruits, new
lumber siabl-l ami cowshed all shingled, buggy shed,
new granary all painted, good rock milk house, other
ont .. hciuses. A good 6 roomed cottage, parched, papered,
and painted outside and inside, close to 4 towns, a.lso on
4 mam roads, 2 good groves of maple trees each side of
the cotta"e. Will be sold cheap, rather than rent. A big
bargain fOr some one. Farm a few miles Jrom Lamar, the
cml. nty seat of Barton county.
EBENEZER MILLER, Senior,
ScA:Ill:t.1DNVH~I.. E~

Cherokee county, Kansas.

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,
REAL

E

TATE

AGE

TS.

West Lexington Street,
I:NDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI.

Next to Warnky's Gallery.

---: A

Newspaper.:---

THE INDEPENDENT PATRIOT
Provides its readers weekly with

56 COLUMNS
Of rending mHI.ter, including Domestic and Foreign News,

Home, Around. the \iVorld, Religjons, SclentHic and Per~
sonal denartments, and aims to keep its readers thoroughly aequamted witb the striking features of the world's
progress. Try it and know for yourself. Sample copy
free. One dollar per year.
LAMBER'r BRO'rHERS, PunLisiiEns,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., lowa.

A CHRONOLOGICAL CATECHISM:

Key to the Chronology of the Bible.
BY A. J. MAPES.
L1mp Cloth, 108 pages, price 35 ets. For sale hy
Bro. H. R. MILLS, Independence Mo.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph
Sheep or Library binding ......••••••••••
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•.••••••••
New Testament, inspired ......• o., •• , •••.•
BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges. . .. .. . . .. . • • • • • • • • 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .. . . . . . . • • • • • 00 ·•·
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
Sprinkled sheep, or library . . . • • • • • • • • • • • 25
Imitation Morocco .........
50
SAINTS' HARP-HYMN BOOK.
Imitation l'¥1orocco, sprinkled edges-......
25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. . . . . . . . . • • • 50
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In cloth 25cts., ten or more, each ...••• , • • • 20
In paper 15 cts., ten or more, each .... ·..... 13
'!'his is the notorious "Man.uscript Found,"
wr1tten by Rev. Solomon Spauldmg, about which
so much has been said in connection with the
theory that it furnished Josep_h Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief ground work and nmterial from which to write the Book of Mormon.
REPLY TO LITTLEFIELD.
In paper 10 cts., per dozen............... 15
This is the "Reply of President Joseph 8mith
to L. 0. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine
of Plural Marriage."
o • •

• •

•

• •

• •
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'
"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD OF TITE LORD: FOR TmmE SrraLL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU RAVE 8AVlll rr BE ONE WIFll; AND CONCUBINES
Ill! SHaLL HaVE NoNE."-Ptige 116, Book ofJlilormon, chap. 2,
6.
"WE BELIEVE THa"' ONE MaN srrouLn rravE O:m WIFE, A.Nn ONE
BUT ONE HusBaND: ExcEPT IN CasE oF DEATH, WHEN EtTHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO ThbnRY AGAIN."--Page 330, Eook
Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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themselves to be
to which they had
in which they had either
lost
had never trusted.
Of a similar nature is the conclusion of
the Savior, found in Matat the 24th
"No man can serve two masters."
to
and when he conthis reason], if
God so clothe the grass of the field, which
:cmd tomorow is ca-;t into the oven,
not much more clothe you, oh ye
faith?" he made a strong case
those whom he
for their
for
bread, the
over which he

WILL HE FIND FA.ITH?

AT the close of one of the lessons
the Lord taught his disciples
urges upon them the
the evils and wrongs
to, the time would
when the
would avenge them;
as
if moved to mournfulness by the impression rnade upon him by the
want
of confidence in him and his
he uses this
when the Son
man
faith on the earth?"
is well that Latter
themselves of what
was that
called faith in the passage
and
then to answer it in reference to their O'WTJ
condition-and the last
We,. may frot~
.
ture mscover vv nat
Js not.
that of Deuteronomy 32: 20
instance: "And he said, I
bide
face from them, I will see what their
shall be: for
froward
child1'en
whom
faith.
From the reading of the
it is
discovered that the fault of the
of
whom this was said, was either a careless
of God, or such a want of
and confidence in him that
disregarded the teaching of the better
so diligently broug·ht to their notice.
in the beginning of the
the heavens and the earth are both called
to
hear the "words" of the "mouth"
God.
"My doctrine shall drop as the rain, my
speech shall distil as the dew, as the small
rain upon the tender
and as the
showers upon the grass:
I will
publish the name of the Lord: ascribe ve
unto our God. He is the Rock,
work is perfect: for all his ways are
judgment: a God of truth and without iniquity, just and right is he."
These are the "words" of the mouth of
the Lord to. which these froward "children

of :::onfidence
assurance of safeconduct
these words: "Why are ye fear()
of little faith ?"-Matt. 8: z6.
rebuke was to the small body of
those chosen
the Lord to be with him and
so
to each.. The occasion was one
Master and disciples were alike in
His
itself should have
own s11fety;
unmoved demeanor
elements should
have
courag-e, but it
did noL The
of his trust
should have been the
of their assurance, but was not.
the fRee of the
wind
the wav<cs their courage failed,
their trust forsook them, their confidence
vanisllf:d, VVhere was their faith?
and if one can be more conthan another out of the many evidences from
writ, a strong one is
fcurtd
exclamation to Peter,
occasion of the attempt of the ]athis Lord walking on the wastarted all
was upborne
upon the surface of the water and
would have done what he essayed to do,
had he
beef! to the command, "Come,"
to 'the "boisterous" wind. Beginto
his pitiable plea, "Lord, save
me, was met by the outstretched hand of
the Lord in saving strength, and the re"0 thou of little faith, wherefore
thou doubt?"
'knevv the power of Jesus, for he
witnessed it before; but when his own
trust was to be
to the test his confidence failed him and he sank. This was
Peter's personal lesson. The occasion

21.

was a notable one, and clearly shows that
it was want of faith, trust and confidence
that caused Ptter to fail. He walked safely afterwards while holding to his Lord's
hand. He walked by sight and not by
faith.
Of positive proofs there are many; from
among them the following may sustain
the point sought to be presented:
"And when he saw their faith, he said
unto him, Man, thy sins are forgiven thee."
-Luke 5:20.
In this case the Lord was beset by a
number of those who sought his aid; some
could not come near to him because ofthe
great crowd, so they approached him by
going upon the housetop, taking up the
tiled roof and letting their sick man down
into the presence of Jesus in that way. The
Lord saw their trust, their assurance, and
ministered to their desires in his own way.
It was as easy for him to say, "Arise, be
thou healed and go thy way," as to say,
"Thy sins are forgiven thee;" but his lesson this time vv as of or her significance, and
so he used languag-e indicating the grander object upon which he was sent, the forgiving, the saving of his people from their
sins. This made apparent, be graciously
said to the palsied one; "Arise, and take up
thy couch, and go into thine own house."
The confidence of those who broug-ht
their sick relative or friend to receive the
ministration of the man, Jesus Christ, for
relief from sickness, was so strong that
they did not hesitate to use strong measures to reach the one they sought. This
confidence Jesus saw and respected. To
him it was the exhibition of a sublime reliance upon the power which they recognized as the power of Uod. One object to
be attained by his coming was to im,pire
the covenant people of his Father's house
with this trust, this confidence, this reliance upon the power of Him who had
promised Israel that He would not forget
him. As a consequence, Jesus, when he
witnessed this reliance, would not, and did
not fail to commend and confirm it.
Once on~ his journeyings the Lord in
passing through a village was met by
ten persons 8fflicted by leprosy. These,
outcast and shunned, did not press closely
upon him, but stood apart from him, long
and sad experience in their di;,tress having
taught them that they were loathed among
the living, and though they still lived,
were accounted as dead. They appealed
to him, and the language of that appeal
was: "J t>sus, Master, have mercy on us."
In these terms there was expressed all
that .could be, in so few words. It was an
appeal to the Lord, in the name Jesus,
by which his humanity and affinity for his
human kind was recognized. It was an
appeal to him as Master, the one having
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the right to rule and command, and possesing the power to enforce his commands.
It was an appeal m the interest of suffering and distress, without any urging of
demands for recognition, any worth, or
merit in themselves; "Have mercy on us."
This appeal evinced their trust. It does
not matter how their trust had been created; whether
the acts by
which others bad been
or by
bearing the
of Christ and his
followers; was in
an existent consciouF,ness within themselves of
to
heal in the Savior. This the
ognized and healed them. The benefit received, the Savior commanded them to
show themselves to the
One of
them, finding himself
by grateful remembrance of
whom he had received the
and returned to seek and thank
others, so
were careless, forgetful
and possibly ungrateful, went about their
daily affairs in enjoyment of the blessir.f~·
conferred, unmindful of the source whence
it came. Of the latter class there may be
many when the end
in the
question "when the Son of man cometh?"
shall be reached.
The boon sought by these lepers was
bodily health, a physical blessing only. To
give was easy for the
but in giving there was no
no fulfillment of eternal li
the
and all-sufficient gift within
power of him who
came to save.
In Luke, seventh chapter, there is a relation of an incident remarkable in its circumstances and containing a different
element from any of the others; perhaps
for the reason that one of the principal actors was a man of more character than
some of those
part in other instances cited. In the household of this Centurion was a valued servant, who was sick.
The Centurion desiring that this servant
should be made
made application to
the elders of the Jews,
them to request J esns to come and
These
Jewish elders, for reasons of their own, undertook the commission, and in urging·
their request, told Jesus that the Centurion
was worthy ot the service. Jesus started
with them, and was met hy those sent by
the Centurion, who assured him that their
employer did not feel himself to be worthy of
the Lord in his house. "I
am not worthy that thou shouldst enter
under my roof. Neither thoug'ht I myself worthy to come unto thee: but say in
a word and my servant shall be healed."
There would have been nothing remarkable in
if it had not been for the
argument with which the Centurion enforci"d the statement of his belief in the
power of
to heal the sick man. "For
I also am a man set under
having under me
G,1, and he goeth;
and be cometh; and
this, and he doeth it.''
fact that the Centurion had been cognizant of both the
and work of
sus; Hnd had
The result
tl1is
sati~fied himself that

the expected Messiah, the one who was to
come, but was the Lord
commander), of life and that all
jected to
command; that
so far intere&t himself in his
w; to
be
to do him the service he a;ked
of
would not be "'"'-"'''"u
sus to g·o to his
hands ;_;pon the sick man,
any
0r observe anv ordinance in the
sic'\, man's
; b~1t it vvould be ~ufficient for
the word;" that
command
out the
·where tbe forces of cure,
health were bidden from
power of
there
and balm to
who
life with disease and
was
in the statement of the Centurion confident assurance of the "'"""',.Q of the Lord
to
what was
and in the
with which he
quest there was shown such a
siveness of the personality,
mission of
that that
self was forcibly
seen
the statement made
say unto
I have not
faith, no, not
IsraeL"
From a consideration of these
discover that the faith to which the
must have had reference was not d<.mbt,
distrust, want of confidence, either in them
who were of the fold, or out of it and
that it was trust, confidence and
assurance in the existence of
promises to man and absolute g·oodness
and
to keep his
and to fulto the fullest extent.
fill
Latter
have you this sort of
faith?
FOOD FOR REFLECTION.
THE Lamoni branch at its last annual business meeting re-elected its former corps of
officers, placing Bro. ARa S. Cochncn in
charge for another
It was refreshing to notice, that
the are
of thirty elders in the branch, there was
not one aspirant for the pre&idency. This
is as it should
and is an
and significant
vVhen men
in the church
dence of their
such positions; for such actions are
direct opposition to the spirit of the gospel,
and it is manifestly improper to
sponsibility upon individuals
such for the purpose of
love of
and power.
"For whosoever exalteth
shall be abased; and he that humhimself .shall be exalted.'' This
that the man
labors for

of the cause, and its
nent
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the
call:; such individual to
wheth,er P-s
member,
or eldec God
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cere efforts
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hold some office
order to be useful. 'IN e have thanked
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at
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taketh this honor unto
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the gifts and
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ceedeth from tbe
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without
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ALD.
to the general assembly and church of
the first born, which are written in heaven, and to God the Judge of all, and to
the spirits of just men made perfect, ;,nd
to Jesus the mediator of the new covenant," the Spirit has
enjoined
us to "come up higher;" and vve therefore
present some features which to us appear
necessary to consider in that respect in order to obey the Spirit's voice.
\Ve are gratified to observe that serious
branch troubles are becoming less
Their absence indicates one form of
ful growth. vVe have often wondered
why individuals were unable to understand the motives of men who have caused manv of those difficulties. The exercise of ordinary perception and
to reveal the purposes
of most of those aspiring
seem to "beguile unstable
now, as
also did in ancient times, We are
thankful, however, that some, like Paul,
"are not ignorant of" the en em v's "devices."
•
The minister who labors in the Spirit
ofChrist performs a noble
; but we
should not forget to also equally honor the wives, and mothers, and children
who sacrifice many of the enjoyments and
comforts which a father's societ.)l; and labor provide. We sometimes wonder if
the sacrifices of the families are not the
greater. \Ve know that the
will
be gratified if we prefer to so
it,
and we believe that our conclusion is, in
many respects at least, the correct one,
One thing more: Some men's labors ap-.
pear more conspicuously than others, and
on that acount we are apt to over-estimate
them and fail to credit others whose labors
are-apparently--not so meritorious. A
great mistake is often made here. We
like to hear of men baptizing larg-e numbers, and we bid them God speed in that
work; but we should remember that some
men ~s callings require another kind of labor which is equally as important as baptizing, and imperatively necessary-that is,
among other things, the confirming of the
disciples.
We have known of men who have toiled, and labored, and fasted and prayed,
while contending against the efforts of
false brethren, and foes from without and
within, in order to repel the enemy and
feed the sheep; and who by reason of the
extra strain and the demands thus made
ur:on them have passed many anxious,
sleepless nights; yet their work when summed up, would be slightingly spoken of
beause they were not baptizing large numbers, but were engaged in a work of a
more burdel)some and difficult character,
requiring greater wisdom, and care and
discretion, than the unresisted preaching
of. the principles of the gospel.
It is also much more difficult to make
converts in S0!)1e sections of the country
than in others. We accord all proper honor and appreciation to the energetic workers who baptize many converts, but let us
look also beneath the surface of present results and fruits when we view the labors
of others whose work may, for a time or
as a general thing, be of another character.

Let us "live and learn," or rather, learn
and
SAMUEL BRANNAN.
FROM among the many notices sent us of the
death of Samuel Brannan vve publish the
as being nearer the truth. in reto what it
of the history of his
which we
from the St. Louis
Globe-Democrat:
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the struggle of Mexico with Maximilian, Brannan assisted patriotic parties with large sums of
money, and in return obtained a grant of z,ooo,ooo acres in the Maya and Yaqui country, but he
could do nothing with it because of the savage
Indians. Then he obtair.ed another grant in Sonora, which he was forced to give up to the
company that paid the large expenses of surveying it. For many years Branna·n lived at Guaymas, but r~cently he carne back to this state and
settled at Escondido, which is a large orange
grove. Though broken in health, he was brave
in spirit and always declared he should again become a millionaire. He belonged to the Masons
and Odd Fellows, and no doubt a monument
will be rai&ed to his memory.

SAN FRANCisco, CaL, May 6.-Sam)lel Brannan, whose career reads like a romance, died last
night at Escondido, San Diego County, of inflammation of the bowels. Brannan was the man
whom Brigham Young selected to found a Mormon empire on this coast, but the discovery of
Not many years ago Mr. Brannan wrote
gold led him to change his plans, and for ten
President Joseph Smith at intervals seekyears he was the richest man and leading citizen
ing to get the latter, and the Church unof Crt!Hornia. Then he lost wealth, friends aQd
der his presidency, interested in the lands
health, and for twenty years has been trying to
he secured £rom the Mexican Government
develop a great concession of land he secured
in the vicinity of Guaymas. He evidently
from the Mexican Government. Brannan was
had not lost all interest in the work begun
a painter and came from Saco, Me. In r846 he
under the ministry of Joseph the Seer,
chartered the 3hip Brooklyn at New York and
but his head and heart were devoted first
came round the Horn with a party of Mormon
and last to worldly matters, until now he
emigrants. He loaded the ship with everything
has gone to his account to receive accordhe thought a colony would need, including types ing to his works.
He united with the church at Kirtland,
and press for a newspaper. Brannan had great
Ohio, when but a boy, and afterward, in
trouble with his party, and was forced to put in
the citv of New York, labored in the into Honolulu to provision the ship. When hearterests "of the church till he went with the
rived here he secured a large body of'land near
Brooklyn company to California. It has
Sutter Fort, on the Sacramento River, known
been currently reported that, on meeting
ever since as Mormon Island. He hiinself
Bi'igham Young afterwards in the Rocky
preached every Sunday, and carried on a general
mountains and becoming acquainted with
merchandise store during the week. The colony
the
new methods of church e·over·nment
was flourishing and was in constant communicaand the strange doctrines foist~d upon the
tion wlth Brigham Young, until the gold discovS,tints bv Brigham and his fellows, he
ery revolutionized everything in California.
refused and rejected that people and their
Brannan was among the first to learn of the gold
doctrines and paid no more attention to
nuggets found by Marshall in Sutter mill·race,
matters of religion. He was about sevenand he was shrewd enough to foresee the great
ty years of age at his death.
rush of prospectors which would follow as soon
as the discovery was known. He hurried to San
Francisco and invested his entire fortune and
THE following correspondence of the
St. Louis Globe-Democrat is chiefly valuaeverything he could borrow in groceries and supble as showing that the fates continue to
plies that. miners would need, while he sent to
revive the story of the brutal murder of
New York !or picks, shovels and miners' pan~.
Joseph and Hyrum Smith at Carthage,
\Vhen the great rush of argonauts came Brannan
Illinois, June 27th r844•
was about the only one prepared for it, and he
When this cruel, barbarous transaction
cleared an immense profit, making as much as
forces itself into public notice so frequently
$rooo per day. He abandoned the Mormon
as in the pnst, it demonstrates the fact that
Church, went to San Francisco and plunged in
heaven wills that the horrid deed shall vex
to trade and real· estate speculation. He was
its
perpetrators and abettors, teach the
worth $r,ooo,ooo by r86o, and was foremost in
world the sinfulness of sectarian hate, the
all public enterprises. It was due mainly to his
danger5 of political trickery, and the vileenergy and public spirit that the first vigilance
ness of religious persecution. And further,
committee was formed, and he was its first Presiit reveals that, whatever the short comings
dent. He established the first newspaper on this
of Joseph Smith the martyr, God holds
coarst, called the Star, which he printed from the
his betrayers and murderers and their
type he brought from New York. Brannan was
abettors and apologists responsible for the
a man of immense energy, but he lacked selfdastardly deed and will bold it up to the
control, and his vices, of which drinking was the
gaze of the world and to the quickened
chief, soon made an inroad on his fortune. He
conscience of men till retributive justice is
rapldly lost his valuable real estate in this city,
appeased or ample atonement made.
whlch to· day is worth more than $ro,ooo,ooo, but
It teaches further, that Joseph Smith
to the end of his career he still showed great busiwas and is of sufficient importance with
ness shrewdness and unparalleled vigor. He
Him who notes the fall of the sparrow, to
gave more than any single man to the sanitary
move the heavens in vindication of his
fund
the rebellion, and no old pioneer aprights as a man, and as a citizen of this diplied
to him for aid. He was one of the
vinely founded government.
The mists
strongest Union men in the dark days, when
ofdarkness that enshrouded the history of
Duke Gwin and other Southern leaders tried to Joseph Smith and ~the Saints are lifting
dellver Cal!forriia over to the Confederates. In I and passing away, and the light of truth
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is revealing the facts of that history in
their proper spirit and connections.
The Saints have need of
ranee. The
will
this event is
at errors
in
article below.
Saints will
gather out the wheat from the chaff--and
there is "wheat" in the article. The
ple anciently "magnified" the Saints
they before rtreatlv
(Acts 5:
I 3).
And "the na~e of the Lord
"
whom they once
"was magnified"
-Acts 19: r7.
Therefore it is no
in the very places
Saints and prophets" men are rising up
and exposing the wrongs and the barbarities heaped upon the
of God, and
" the 'erring ones who were guilty
of such
The Lord has said: "Vengence belongeth unto
I will recompense, saith the Lord."
will
it
to pa:Js in the
time and manner, and
He will make no mistakes about it.
Here is !he a reticle aHuded to:
"PROPHET JOSEPH SMITH'S VISION."

CARTHAGE, Illinois, April rrth.-The remark·
able vision at the execution of the Mormon prophet, Joseph Smith, which some people still in the
land of the living claim to have witnessed at that
grim spectacle, is among the singular "spook lore"
of Hancock county, and is even recalled with terror fo:rty-fou:r years after. It is a matter of common history that Joseph Smith had gotten into serious trouble at Nauvoo with the civil authorities,
for having ordered a newspaper office caLled. the
Nauvoo Expositor demolished, and the type and
presses thro"'.'n into the river. For this act, Smith,
his brother Hyrum, Dr. Taylor, recent president of
the Mormon Church at S8lt Lake, and a Mr. Richards, all Mormon dignitaries, ·were arrested and
brought to Carthage on June 26th, 1844· They
were accompanied by an armed posse under orders from Governor Ford, more for protection to
the prisoners than through any fear that they
would escape. While crossing the then trackless
prairies to Carthage, Smith suddenly drew reln,
and turning in his saddle, addressed his fellowprisoners in substance as followo:
"Brothers, I have had a vision and I am sorely troubled. Governor Ford has promised us due
protection in the Carthage jail and a fair trial;
but alas, we are doomed. An angel has told me
that my days and Hyrum's are numbered. We
shall be murdered before sunset tomorrow. His
written."
He then turned toward Nauvoo and gazed with
earnest longing in that direction for several minutes.
Then he exclaimed: "Zion, my love, my joy
-my people-farewell!"
The prisoners arrived at Carthage that day and
wert' placed in the debtor's room of the old stone
jail, which now sta;:,ds in good condition. On
the next afternoon, June 27th, r844, about 4
o'clock, a mob of armed men wearing hideous
disguises, emerged from a strip of timber near
the jail and made a furious assault upon the
guards who fled in confusion. It was the work
of but a few minutes to send a shower of bullets
into the struggling bodies of the prisoners.
Smith defended himself nobly, hut finding him-

self overpowered, ran to the east window and a.t·
tempted to jump out. His appeaxance vias the
signal for a volley of bullets from d~termined
men in the yard below. With a heavy groan the
prophet fell to the earth and expired. l10 the
meantime the mob had fled, and most of tht· in··
habitants of the town also.
A few who remained and went to the jail declare that as Smith's body lay, torn and bleeding,
on the ground, a most beautiful vi.sion appeared,
which cast a dazzling ilght upon them, blinding
their sight for a moment. Then, as they declare,
the vision took a clearer form, it being that of an
angel arrayed in spotless white. In one hand
she carried a flaming sword, whiie in the ether
swung a basket of incense, the odors of which
filled the air with strangely sweet perfume. The
angel approached the prostrate form of the prophet. Then the light became more dazzling, when,
amidst a cloud of great glory and beauty, lhc vision disappeared,
The bodies of the murdered Mormons were
cared for by a citizen and taken the next day to
Nauvoo. ]::!ere they vvere received ,vHh g:reat
sorrow and lamentations by the stricken people.
Both bodies were secret] y buried and their resting place is now unknown save to one or t\vc:).
At the tria! of those supposed to have been
connected with this murder, at least one witness
for the prosecution swore that a great light descended fyom heaven when the attack was made.
The testimony had little weight, however, with
the jury, vvho acquitted the defendants af+er a
·short consultation.
There are a few persons living to-day who
claim to have been eye-witnesses to this great
tragedy. Some members of the old
Grays who were there guarding the jail, yet live,
as do one or two who resided near the jail at the
time. So great was the terror of the peoplE', fearing vengeance at the hands of the Mormons, that
few remained to witness the beautiful vision,
which, as wme of the faithful believe, came to
b•~ar away the spirit of their prophet to its nev-,
Zion, where trouble cometh not.

title of

and receive from
tated ones, and will
ed while man exists.
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"THE A:VIERICAN N!ETIIOD."

It is difficult to estimate the present strength
of religious life among the peopie as a whole.
In one section
the country the old forms
pi·
ety are triurophant; in another the beliefs of the
people have broken away from the past, and they
are in search of
better expression of religious
truth. \Vherever one goes, the two issues, the
traditional faith and the modern belief, are in
contention in the thoughts of our citizens. 1\J ev~
er was there a grcc.~.ter d~rnand for the interp;:-eta.
tion of religion by the facts of character; never
·was the dernand rnore earnest for a belief which
is true to life; never before have social questions
been clos'er pressed to a religious Issue by
thoughtful persons. It is plain to those who ob·
serve the religious trend of the day in its larger
aspects that the Amerhan people are demanding
more of the different organized churches than
these bodies are willing to concede to them.
The movement toward unity expresses this demand, and the purpose of individuals, especially
those individuals <NhO are fair representatives of
the common thought, indicates its terms in the
strongest way.
It is evident from these marks of leading that,
at least in this country, we are working toward
an American religious system. This has not
anywhere, as yet, formal expression; it is hardly
the informal expression of individual convictions; it expresses itself, on the one hand, in dissatisfaction with what exists, and, on the other,
in the freer and the better statement of the truth
contained in many dogmatic formuiaries.
The
masses of the people are not to be without relig·
i.on, but whatever faith they have must take
strong hold on their present llfe, its hopes, its
trials, and comprehend what they are living for.
Here the earnestr,ess of the evangelical system
atones somewhat for its recognized weakness.
The difficulty with American religion comes
from the dissatisfaction of thoughtful and often
well educated people, who are familiar with religious truth, but do not give their full allegiance.
These persons express themselves in a narrow
individualism, and are seldom wi.lling to move
beyond their environment. The larger belief,
which can reduce to coherence, and bring to a
formal unity the widely divergent thought of the
American people, as expressed in their religious·
convictions, has yet hardly come. The method
by which what may be called the American
statement of religious principles, into which shall
be incorporated convictions that grow out of the
intelligent life of our people, is in procesP. of
formation. You get glimpses of it in many di··
rections, but no one has yet put it into a state·ment that fairly expresses the American idea.
The statement of this method is to be reached by
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LD.
those Americans who have what may be called
a genius for the interpretation of religious life in
its Institutional form; and this is the point to
which the higher religious thinking in this country is now tending."
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

TnE building committee of the Lamoni
branch have lately taken action toward
the finishing and furnishing of the large
upper auditorium of the brick church, that
all things may be prepared for the General Conference of r89o. It is estimated
that its
capacity is sufficient for
one thousand persons or more.
A letter from Bro. T. W. Smith and
dated Papete, Tahiti, March 14th
was received yesterday, (May 9th), indicating their safe arrival at that island from
Australia. The Saints gladly welcomed
them.
Bro. Simeon Townsend of Chicago,
Illinois, writes that he could g·et many to
go and hear the word if they had regular
services conducted by an experienced Elder in Chicago.
Bro. Henry
writes from Thurman,
that Bro. R. J. Anthon.J'i>has
aided the work there by delivering some
excellent discourses.
A late letter from Bro. E. L. Page of
Independence, "Missouri, informs us that
Bro. J. C. Foss is yet confined to his bed
and is very feeble. He desires the prayers
of the Saints.
. Bro. R. Goreham, No 6rz, east· Condit
street, Decatur, Illinois, writes for tracts
to acquaint his neighbors with -the truth
and inform them "that there is one Latter
in that place." He will welcome any of the elders who vvill call at the
above address.
Bro. E. W. and Sr.
Dickens, Lincoln county,
May 12th, desiring to be communicated
with by the president of that district, or if
in any district, by thos.e in charge of
field. They live twenty-five miles
south of North Platte and will welcome
any minister who can call upon them.
Will those in charge please write them?
Can any one furnish us the address of
Sr. Christine Ryon? A HERALD has
been erroneously addressed to her at Knob
Noster, Missouri, but we are informed
that she does not reside there. We would
like to have her correct address.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

President Joseph Smith was still in San
B~rnardino, California, the roth inst.
He
says:
"l feel better than at any time since I left home.
Yesterday it was dark, cold, rainy, and it thundered and stormed. There are thousands of tons
of h~y down and probably spoiled by the storm.
. . . Bro· Wm. M. Gibson baptized seven lately
in San Diego county."

Bro. M. J. Danielson of Danway, Illinois, writes:
"I feel happy to say that the interest is increasing in .our Sabbath School cause here. The
Saints at Mission are feeling pretty well spiritually. We had· a genuine old time prayer and
estimony meeting to-day, in which the gifts of
he gospel were enjoyed; admonishing the Saints
p dili~ence and duty, and warning of tdals."

3

Pagan "beast" was to accomplish the complete
overthrow of the church, for "it was given unto
him to make war with the Saints, and to over"We have no meeting of the Saints to go to
throw them."-verse 7· This Pagan power was
here, and there is a good opening for a preacher
succeeded about A. D. 6o6, by Papal Rome,
of the Saints here. Can you send us one? If
which exercised "ali the power of the first beast"
an elder will come we will take care of him as
-Pagan Rome-and it had and held similar dolong as he will stay. There are nine of our family to be baptized."
minion, and it blended church and state--eccleBro. George H. Hilliard wrote us of siastical and political power-and hence it "had
late:
two horns like a lamb," though it retained the
"l am expecting to do considerable in the
essential characteristics of "the first beast." This
cause this year. Am glad we have the testimochapter, like chapter twelve, foreshows the entire
ny of the truth of the latter day work from a
apostacy of the first christian church, and the
higher power than man."
Bro.
W. Brackenbury, Independence, final means by which it would be accomplished,
making it possible and needful that the pure goswrites:
pel, and the true church of Christ, be restored
"All are well here at present. Church prospering. Church building still going up-at work
and re-established as provided for in the followon gables."
ing chapter-and this just prior to the downfall
Bro. I. N. Roberts, Craig, Holt county, of Babylon and the second coming of our Lord.
Missouri, writes:
~.-How will the Lord's servants "compel"
"l am holding meetings here. The interest is
people to come in to the "great supper" mentiongood, house full every night, and many investied in Luke 14: r6, 23?
gating. Please send an assortment of tracts to
A.-By the force of evidences furnished from
assist in keeping up the interest until Bro. A. J.
Moore or some other brother can come to the
various sources as, (I) prophecy and its fulfilrescue. I leave in a few days."
ment; (2) the perfect manner of preaching the
The Saints at Wilbur, Nebraska, are gospel in its fulness; and, (3), by the special
now occupying their new chapel. Bro. power of the Holy Spirit in which they will
R. J. Anthony wrote us the 7th instant, preach and minister (as in tongues, and prophecy,
saying:
and revelation, and miracle), the Lord thus seal"I had both the privilege and pleasure of
ing and compelling conviction and effecting cenpreaching the first discourse in our little chapel.
version. The parable should be read ln connecI feel to praise the Lord that we have been patient in trials and labor, and that we now see the
tion with the following from Doc. and Cov. 58:
fruits of the work done."
3, which reads: "For this cause have I sent you
Bro. R. Anil:ony, writing from Plum [Elders] that you might be obedient, and that
Hollow, Iowa, the 15th inst. says:
your hearts might be prepared to bear testimony
"I have preached here four times to full houses.
of the things which are to come; and also that
Next Monday I go to Nebraska City. Church
you might be honored of laying the foundation,
interests here are pleasant and favorable."
and o_f bearing record of the land upon which the
Bro. Edward McGurk, of Somerville, Zion of God shall stand; and also that a feast of
Yictoria, Australia, in a letter dated April fat things. might be prepared for the poor; yea, a
8th, says:
feast of fat things, of wine on the lees well re"l will be very much mistaken if Brn. Wight
fined, that the earth may know that the mouths
and Butterworth do not make a fine record.
They are good men and well liked, being heart
of the prophets shall not fail; yea, a supper of the
and soul in the work, planting wisely and well."
house of the Lord, well prepared, unto which all
On the rzth inst. Pres. J. Smith wrote nations shall be invited. Firstly, the rich and
us:
the learned, the wise [and the noble; and after
"It is with much pleasure I can report my
that cometh the day of my power,· ;then:shall the
health much improved."
He intended to leave San Bernardino poor, the lame and the blind,. and the deaf, come
for Los Angeles and San Francisco the in unto the marriage of the Lamb, and partake
of the supper of the Lord, prepared for the great
14th or I 5th inst.
day to come." And in Doc. and Cov. 87: 3, 4, it
is seen that the Frst Presidency are to organize
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
and administer in "the school of the prophets"
~ues.--What is the two horned beast spoken
that "they may be perfected in their ministry for
of in Revelation 13: I r-r8?
the salvation of Zion, and of the nations of IsAns.-We understand it to be Papal Rome,
rael, and of the Gentil~s, as many as will beand that the "two horns like a lamb" represent
lieve;" that "the word my go forth unto the
respectively the spiritual and the temporal pow•
ends of the earth, unto the Gentiles first; and
ers of that Kingdom.
then, behold, and lo, they shall turn to the Jews;
Pagan Rome, which preceded Papal Rome,
and tlten cometh the day when the arrn of the
and out of which the latter was developed, is
Lord shall be revealed in power in convincittg
plainly described in its chief characteristics in
the nations, the heathen nations, the house of
the same chapter, from the first to the tenth versJoseph; of the gospel of their salvation. For it
es. Pagan Rome had "seven heads" [seven' difshall come to pass in tltat day, that every man
ferent forms of government during its times, viz.,
shall hear the fulness of the gospel in kz"s own
kings, consuls, decemvirs, dictators, military
tongue and in his own language, through those
tribunes, emperors of. the laurel crown, and em·
who are ordained unto this power, by the adminperors of the diadem] and it had "ten horns" with
istration of the Comforter, and shed forth upon
"ten cro)'l'ns," foreshowing the ten kingdoms inthem, for the revelation of Jesus Christ." These
to which it would be finally divided, which oclatter passages are keys to explain and texts concurred between A. D. 356 and A. D. 526, viz.,
firming Luke 14: 16-24, and should be read in
Huns, Ostrogoths, Visigoths, Franks, Vandals,
close connection with each other. When this is
S.ueves and Alans, Burgundians, Herules and
done thoroughly there can be but one opinion in
Rugians, Saxons, and the •..Longobards. This
regard to their meaning and application.

Bro. James Cor han of Stuttgart, Arkansas county, Arkansas, thus writes in a
recent letter:

J.
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"TRUST IN -GOD."
Courage, brother, do not stumble,
Though thy path be dark >IS night;
There's a star to guide the humble,
Trust in God and do the right.
Let the road be rough and dreary,
And 1ts end far out of sight;
Foot it bravely, strong or weary)
Trust in God and do the right.
Perish policy and cnn.ni~g;
Perish all that fears the light;
Vlhether losing, whether winning,
Trust in God and do the right.
Simple rulej and safest guiding,
Inward peace, and inward might;
Star upon our path abiding,
'rmst in God and do the right.
Some will hate thee, some win love thee,
Some will flatter, some will slight;
Cease from man and look ab·we thee,
Trust in God and do the right.
H. TABBINER

EDITED BY SISTI:CB, '::b-,I{.ANOEB.''

"In spring, the seeds hid deep in earth's dark mold,
Push upward, striving still to find the light,
Till in full beauty they their huds unfold,
And, ft•ee from earth-soil, robed in purest white,
Bloom on through fnir June days, with sunshine
bright.
So thou, my sonl, if Htrivin_g e~er to rise
Through thie dark mold of sin and doubt, shalt •ee
The Sun of Righteousness in Gbd'R fair skies;
And having seen it t1haH be given to thee
To live in light to all eternity."

WHITE HANDS.

IT was the evening before commencement at
Mt. Pleasant Seminary. Six young ladies of the
graduating class were gathered around a window
overlooking the pleasant grounds, and talking
eagerly about the future. Their plans were va·
rious, reaching onward with no thought of grief
or sorrow.
Wealth, admiration, fame, were
amonr.; the attainable. Music and art would
each have its devotee. One would continue her
studies at a higi1er institution; another would become the mistress of a beautiful home.
One had not spoken, and when the question, a
second time, was asked impatiently, "Louise,
what are your plan??" her answer was eagerly
awaited. "I shall help my mother," said quiet
Louise. "0-o-oh, we all mean to do that, of
course," said one, "hut what plans have you?
You can't mean just to stay at home in a poky
way and not try to do anything?" "Girls," said
Louise, "I do not mean to do just that; for the
present, at least, my business shall be to help my
mother in any way that it is possible for me to
help her.
A glance at the puzzled faces around her, and
she continued: "Shall I open my heart to you a
bit and let you read a sad page from it? You remember Stella Morton? You 1·emember that I
once visited her during vacation? Her home
was very pleasant, and a large family of brothers
and sisters made the days pass merrily. Our
pleasures kept us so much out of doors that we
saw little of Mrs. Morton, a delicate, quiet lady,
always ready to bestow sympathy when needed.
I noticed that the girls were not so tidy and
helpful about the house as I had been taught to
be, but as I did not see who supplied all deficiencies r thought little abo11t lt. One day a picnic
had been planned, and I heard the girls impa,

tiently commenting upon the illnes~:;
f1e OEe
ser\·ant, as it threw upon them some disag~~eeab1e
household duties. How Mrs. Morton
complished the delicious lunch
ate that day,
Of?.ly such ovenNorked n1others can exphdn ~ the
little assistance given by Stella and
1nust
have been unsatisfactory.
"We returned by rnoonHght) so tired tha·~. vve
went to our rooms without seeing any on~~,
deed any one was up at that hour. By
I don't knovv how long we had slept---~
ed voice called Stella, who shared
soon we all knew that gentle, tired Mrs.
was alarmingly ill.

sorrow. Girls, I can't describe Sb-J1a's grief: she
placed her own delicate \,and beside the :hin,
toil-stained dead one, and said, 'See, Louh-e,
what a cost mine is so fair; and l have be.on vain
of my white hands." She kissed the cold fingers
again and again.
"One day I found Stella at her
worktable holding up some unfinished
ly left in haste. 'I..~otlise/ she said,
asked
me to do this and I really meant
"'lNhy
didn't I do it at once?'
"You can understand what an in1p:ressioH aU
this made upon me, and when a
day,; la·er, I
was called home by the illness
my
mother, the feeling was intensified. l'iiother vms very
ill, and as hope grew fainter
\vas
hardly less than Stella's. One n1ght, when 1r.y
sister and I were too anxious to sleep.
toJ,,j her
about Stella, and we then pled~ed ourselves to
take from mother every
care, and to
make our home our first object. To makg the
promise more binding and real we t•xcbanged
rings. :1\'l:other's illness made it seem more natural and easy at first, and everything moved
so
smoothly that I really think she 1·egainecl her
health more quickly. All the mending
sewing were done promptly unde1· her direction, and
we always silenced her by sayirg that
!iked
to do it. She seldom knows what is preparing
for tea or breakfast; we beg her not to inquire,
for we know that she enjoys little surprises. The
boys and the dear baby are better and happier for
having so much of her time and attention.
"Last summer I visited Slella again. She is
the light of the home. Only for the
I had passed through could I understand hov;
she was able to accomplish so much. Once ',ill hen
I expressed somdhing of this to her,
eyes
filled with tears when she asked, 'Do you suppose slze can see us--that she knows what I am
trying to do? Her hands were not fair and deJi ..
cate, but I thought them more beautifuL
girls, I never see a pretty hand now wir.hout
wondering if it has a right to be fair and whlte ..
So I am going home to help mother; I shall be
happy because I know it is my duty.

FEW WORDS WITH OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
Perhaps it vvould have more nearly expressed
om meaning
we said, "Those who shonld be
our correspondents!" That there are many who
could contribute interesting matter to sustain the
Home Column,
believe, and that such ought
to do
we feel very certain. 'iii/ill you do H?
is the question vve cotne to ask you. You 1rviH
never be able to heip us in a time ·when such help
·will be rnore acceptable. The work is not ours
in any btoader sense than it is you:cs, and we
hope the
wnl whisper to you, "Help those
who need help and be kind."
""fo the many, 1nany friends ¥lho have sent us
personal letterR of sympathy and cheer, we wish
to say, "Your words have been hid away in our
heart." To each one we would have been glad
to respond scOparately, but find it impossible so to
do. We trust therefore that you will accept our
grateful acknowledgment of your kindness and
assurance of
appreciation. Iviay the Lord
deal kindly
you as you have deal.t with
us.
PRAYER UNION.
SPl~CIAL

EQUESTS FOR PRAYERS"

Sf. Susannah Yocum, of Bellair, Ohio, asks
your prayers in behalf of her husband) who was

brought horne

injured, (cause not

n1en~

Honed.)
Sr. Mollie S. JV[atthews, New Park, Pa., asks
yom prayers in behalf of her little boy, who is
sufferer trom spinal affection, and Br. M. 0,
Matthews also asks your prayers in· be halt of his
son~ vvho it:.:. suffering from nec::-osis of the bone "of
h1s 1eg. Both have been afflicted about three

years.
Sr. Mary A. Palmer of Avoca, Iowa, requests
your prayers in behalf of a sister, afflicted with
cancer, who has been pronounced incurable by
the doctors.
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY li'uND.

Sr.
A. Simmons,
Sr.
Bates, Fontanelle,
Sr.
Hart, Viola, Iowa ........ , . . . .
Sr.
Bentley, Independence, Mo.......
Sr. Eliza A. Shaw, Independence, Mo......
Sr.
J. Mlller, Scammonvil!e, Kan ... 2
D. Dancer,

I~amoni,

oo
oo
oo
rz
39
oo

Iowa.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Sr. A. E. Sheppard, Medina, Texas, wl'ites:-"To-day I feel like writing to you and asking an
interest in the prayers of the Saints that I may be
stronger in the faith and more worthy of God's
blessing. My mother was sick, nearly four
weeks, but was administered to and is now betteL Brethren L. L. Wight and T. J. Sheppard
are doing all they can to roll on the good work
in this locality. Pray for them that God will
As Louise finished speaking the retiring bell
bless and strengthen them."
sounded. Not a word was spoken, but th<: k!ss
Sr. Moille S. Matthews, New Park, Pa., writes:
that each bestowed upon the flmberl
the
"I am a young mother and feel great need of enearnest sp<'aker told of the impression her words , couragement in raising my family. I think the
had made. Those mothers alone
tPll whethPrayer Union a great help in the church. We
er the influence was
have a little band of Saints here and though
scattered, we meet once a week.
I ask the
Inexhaustible good nature is indeed the most
prayers of all Saints, who read this, in behalf of
precious gift of heaven, spreading itself like oil
my little son who is sorely afflicted."
over the troubled sea of thought, and
Sr. Margaret A. Stewart, Santa Cruz, Callforthe mind smooth rwd equal in the roughest
nla, writes, "lt
been a long time since I was
weather.
called
the dear name of "Sister" by any of the
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example worthy the name I bear. The desire of
my heart is to go into the fieid of labor and there
remain in the service of my Lord and ,Master,
and I do pray that the time will come when I can
do more in the field. But oh, how I do rejoice
when I hear of the good work that is being done
by others! May God bless the noble efforts of
all his servants;
P. W. PRIMO.

Saints, and when recently a postal came from the
editor of the Patriot thus addressing me, it
caused me to rejoice to be so called. I can truthfully say that this is the work of God; that God
has many times heard my prayers and I am desiring to live more humble and faithful. Br.
Joseph Clapp, of Deer Lodge, Montana, sends
me the li'erald, for which I am so thankful, and
do not know how I have done without it so long.
May the blessing of God be with his people.

MAGNOLIA, Iowa, May roth.
Editors Herald:-After a pleasant visit with
my brother and a few of my old friends at Lamoni I returned home via St. Joseph, Missouri,
where enjoyed the hospitality of Bro. and Sr.
Burlington.
On the 28th ultimo I preached twice in the
LONE RocK, Missouri, May rst.
Saints' Church in Council Bluffs, the church
Bro. Blair :-I am trying in my weakness to
being then reopened after being enlarged and
let the light shine which has dawned upon us in
ARE WE DECEIVING OURSELVES.
improved'
every
way.
And
now
owing
to
the
this the latter day. I realize that each and
This is a .question I wiil first ask myself. I
enterprise of the Saints there and the untiring
every one has a work to do and I trust to King
call mysel£ a Saint. Have I a right to the name?
Emanuel that I may work a work of righteouszeal of Brn. Beebe and Peeling they have a
I always want to do good, when it is consistent,
ness and be saved in the celestial kingdom of
commodious little church in which to worship
and I try to live at peace with all. Do I have
God.
My salvation does not depend upon others;
God
and
invite
their
neighbors
in
order
that
faith? I try to be faithful. 'When I went down
for the apostle Paul said, "Let us work out our
they may learn the ways of truth. There was
into the waters of baptism, was it not in the covown salvation with fear and trembling." How
good attendance at the reopening services and
enant with the Good Father that henceforth I
can we fight the battle of life without some asthe best of attention to the word spoken. Inaswould serve him faithfully; that I would resistance from God and asking him for divine aid
much as the Saints there do their duty, it
nounce the vanities and follies that draw us .away
and assistance. God commands us to pray that
seems there must be a good work done in the
from God and unite us with evil? (and evil is the
town.
we may not be led into temptation. This is part
only name I can find to give a master who is not
After reaching home I was summoned away
of the work which we have to do. Prayer is the
God-like.) vVhen I find my self very anxious to
to preach two funeral sermons; one for Bro. W.
outpouring of the soul to God and he will bless
appear as finely dressed as my neighbors, and
H. Jordan of Deloit, and the other for Bro. Abus in our prayers if we bow before him in faith.
using money for decorating my clothing that I
ner Martin near W oodblne. At the former
0, that I may so live and so act and conduct myam sure should have been used for helping the
there was a large attendance, and good liberty
self through life that I may not bring any re:
Lord's work onward, why, I must plead guilty to
was given to the speaker. The attendance at the
proach upon the glorious church and Kingdom
the charge of a broken covenant with God, and
latter was not so large, but the interest was good.
of God!
acknowledge that I am not serving Him. Well,
I feel greatly the weight of the charge placed
We were made glad on the 27th of last month
says the foolish friend, if your heart is right toupon me to preach the gospel and watch over the
by the presence ot Bro. John Shippy in our
wards God, it don't make any difference how
interests of the work in this part of the vineyard; . branch and his preaching of three discourses for
nice yop dress; but this doubtful balm does not
and I know that without the aid of God's Spirit
us. With glad hearts we received his noble counmake me feel the less guilty, for I can not forI shall be found wanting. I realize that I am
sel and teachings. Truly he is a servant of God,
get.the fact that I have broken a very sacred
called upon to "preach the word," not for filthy
and we say, Come again, Bro. Shippy, you are
promise.
lucre, nor yet as a time-server, neither as a manwelcome.
And how ab(;mt the repentance? Of course if
pleaser, but with an eye single to the glory of
My faith in this latter day work grows stronger
I have done any wrong I am very sorry, and I
God. In order to do this I must understand that
and stronger day by day.
will keep watch over myself. But is that all?
word and aMde in and by that word. And after
Your brother,
Have I ever, by unkind remarks, caused any
more than forty years' experience, I feel that
E. E. MARSHALL.
heart sadnes~? I hope not, but am very sorry ,if
within the limits (i.f I may use the word) of the
I have, and truly I repent, but how? I will go to
gospel, I find ample scope for all my powers of
BYRNVILLE, Indiana, May 8th.
that person and own that I have wronged them,
mind, and abundant food to feed every hungry
Bro. W. W. Blair:-I am at the famous town
by word or deed, and ask their forgiveness, and
soul without having to go outside of that gospel.
of Byrnville where the white caps, or rather secthat is the only proof that I can give of my re«What is the chaff to the wheat, saith the Lord
tarianism under the name of white .caps, tried to
pentance. Do I serve the good Father in my
God."
hinder the,progress of the work. But I am sure
I thank you for sending me the tract, "One
daily life in all little things? Am I careful to
it has come to stay. l spoke here last night and
Wife or Many." It will make a splendid camset a good example before my children, that they
am to speak again to-night. I am billed for
paign document, and is so clear, c:mcise and emmay also become Saints, or am I surly and cross
Nevin, near Corydon, the county seat of this
phatic,
that
it
will,
with
God's
blessing,
sweep
in my !->orne? Do I try to make my family hapcounty, for Saturday night. This is a new point
the cob-webs from every eye that can not clearpy by being kind and loving? Do I try to make
,where our faith has not been introduced. Of
ly discern the difference between a doctrine and
those about me happy by being cheerful and con~
course we expect to meet opposition, as at other
practice that originated in lust, and is sustained
siderate? I conclude that little things rather
new fields, but trust God will be our sufficiency.
by
lust,
and
the
order
ordained
of
God
for
the
than big ones, after all, go to make up the sum of
Pray for us and send some tracts if there is any
peopling of the world and the establishing and
good or evil in the lives we Jive: and when I bear
for distribution, as there are many calls for them.
accomplishment
of
his
eternal
purpose.
May
my testimony to the truth of God's work, how
There are more calls for preaching than can be
God's blessing attend it everywhere.
can I. bear a testimony that I am true to the promresponded to at present. Have npt heard from
C.
DERRY.
ise I made to serve him all the days of my life?
Bro. Gillen since conference.
Henceforth I will watch myself closeiylest I find
Yours in bonds,
RusHVILLE, Neb., Mar. wth.
myself being drawn away from God by love of.
M. R. ScoTT.
Brn. Blair and Smith:- We are trying to tell
worldly things. I will not serve the evil one by
the gospel story. Opposition is great, but for all
taking up a reproach against any one; for I beEditors Herald:--I have traveled over the land
that I had the pleasure of leading two into the walieve a true Saint will rather cover than expose
of the Saints a great deal and feel like giving a
ters of baptism--two noble sisters, both adults.
the faults of even the least one among us. I will
few of my likes and dislikes of things practiced
I baptized them March 24th. There is no branch
watch myself very closely lest my children,
among the Saints: I like a good Sunday School,
here, but there are ten members of the church,
(those sure detectives), shall see in my words or
but do not like to see those running one stand
and we do praise the Lord for the blessings he
works anything that does not agree with the proout and contend against the whole branch when
bestows upon us.
fession I make. I pray the Lord my soul to
that body wishes the Sunday School to give
I live eight miles.north of Rushville, and would
keep that I may be a Saint indeed.
away at the suggestion of the presiding officer,
like
'to
hav~
the
brethren
in
charge
of
this
misANTIONETTE.
that the time may be occupied by a traveling
sion call and labor awhile for us. We desire the
elder in dispensing the word.
Foresee and prepare everything. Trust nothprayers of the church that God will raise up a
I do not like to see a Sunday School crowd out
ing to chance. "The chapter of accidents is
branch here.
found only il). th~ Bible of .fools."
I am trying in my weak way to live and set ;ul' or take the precedence over a prayer meeting,
0
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thereby occupying the best part of the day,
namely, the afternoon. I don't like to see the
key turned in ~he door on account of a little
church difficulty and the congregation turned
away hungry for the word at eleven o'clock and
at one o'clock the door to be opened for Sunday
School. I have nothing against Sunday Schools
in their place, but they should always occnpy
their place and not be boosted up on the top shelf.
I do not like to attend religious services of any
kind, especially prayer meeting, and wait from
fifteen to forty-five minutes, and sometimes one
hour after the appointed time before the presiding
officer or one in charge takes the stand. This is all
wrong. It is just as easy to open on time as it is
to wait. If the presiding officer is prompt and
opens. regardless of absent ones they will soon
be found on time. Nothing will kill a prayer
meeting quicker than for those in charge to be
dilatory in opening services at the appointed time.
It grieves the Spirit as well as tires the congregation; especially if preaching services follow.
I do not like to see petty quarrels among.
Saints after services of any kind, or any kind of
business done on the Lord's day. I love to see
the Saints honest, upright citizens, having chad·
ty one towards another, for charity preventeth a
m ultltude of sins. I love the Saints and love to
see the kingdom roll onward until the little stone
shall fill the whole earth. I love to see the
Saints pay God his just recompense which they
owe Him for His goodness towards them. I do
not wish to be considered a fault finder but state
facts as they appear to a ca&ual observer, and facts
are facts whether found among Saints or sinners.
WANDERER.

DE:NVER, Col., May roth.
Bro. Blair:- We have been made glad by the
presence and teachings of Bro. Caffall. He spoke
twice in the school house in Valverde on Sunday last, but the attendance was small. VVe tried
to advertise his appointment so that all should be
without excuse, but many do not care for the
words of life In any form; others are so prejudiced
and creed-bound that they will not listen to anything foreign to their preconceived notions.
It seems so strange that people will be so narrow-minded that they will not even listen, but
such is the spirit of Babylon, or the sectarian
world. For they only show by their works that
they are the daughters of the harlot and will not
hear for fear of their craft, for it is surely in danger when the light of truth is brought to bear
upon it. But as the gospel is to judge every man
in the last days they will have to stand or fall for
thernselves. Bro. CaffRll also preached at my
house and at sister Platt's. The Saints were encouraged at least, and we hope the seed sown
was beneficial to others. We took his advice as
stated in his letter to the Herald some time ago,
and have organized regular meetings, and the
Spirit of the Master has been with us. There are
about twenty members in the city, most of them
located permanetly, but somewhat scattered; yet
we try to get together once a week and are blessed in so doing. 'Bro. Caffall is undoubtedly the
proper one for this mission. Though his congregations are small he does not neglect to declare
the whole counsel of God and in such plainness
that his hearers are left without excuse. This is
a hard mission and would discourage many, but
he moves right along the same as if large con-
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gregations g1·eeted him and m.any
made. The better acquainted
the more we think him a chosen.
to declare this marvelous work
That God nwy bless hlm in this
souls such as shan be sa v<:::d, and
yond with life eternal is our
Remember us in this mission l
us that have named the name
our light shh;e as a city set
light can not be hid.
1~hat the gospel rnay spread
the ends of the earth, and all the;
be saved is my prayer.
We were much pleased wl.th
the church for lhe pasc .J'fc8.r both ac;
and finances.
\Vith love to all the Saints, your Bro.
ln the gospel,
E. F. and E. C.
I.~AMONI,

Sr.

Jo .wa, T¥1.ay t')th,
Bro. T.:V. W. Blair :--On the evening ol'
rst
ultimo Elder· Larson of the Seventh Day i\.dventists made an attack upon
faith in g·eneral, and upon the character of Joseph Srnil1, the
Inspired Translation, Book of Mormon and Doctrine an·d Covenants in particular, while he: wns
preaching at Davis City; and
m? return
from the General Conference 1 was reqnes'ed to
make a reply, which I did on the evenings
the
22d and 23d ultimos, and subsequently spoke
upon the abrogation of the decalogue; aiso npon
man as a pre-existing being and conscious cmtity
between death and the resurrection. The elder
was present and took notes of these two sermons,
and on the 28th ultimo he m;ed the Saints'
Church at 2: 30 p. m.,. and made a wild, scattering attempt to review what I said. He flaunted
the red flag with so much bmggadocio and impudence that I felt privileged in
him
to a public discussion. I offered to furnish a
free house, each church to bear the expense
equally, and the debate to be printed;
to debate two or more propositions that should effect
each church fqually.
He accepted
challenge and demanded that we meet in public to
perfect the necessary arrangements for
debate, stating that he would not agree to
proposition in private, but wanted the people to
come out and see who would do the >'qninning
and wiggling. We met at the Saints Church on
Monday at IO p. m.
Larson came late,
all
fixed up with propositions for both sides. The
first squirm was on furnishing his half of the all
needful to meet the expense. His propositions
were very unfair and not up to agreement
he
utterly failed to affirm anything defensive
his
church, while I agreed to affirm the
Resolved, !.--That the Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints is in harmony
with the Ne\v Testan1ent 1 in doctrine" practice
and organization.
2 . - That man as a conscious
and that between death and the resurrection he
exists as an intelligent entity.
3.-That the Book of Mormon is
divine
origin.
4 -That Joseph Smith vras a prophet
God.
Please be kind enough to publish this,
Larson and his people are busy in circulating a report that I was the one to era wfioh; but let it be
understood that I still bold mycelf
to
stand !n defense of tbose propositions. Larson

is the rnost cornplete reHgious acrobat .I have
ever inet.
Our work
Davis City was blest of the Father,
were added by letter, &nd three by baptisln) and our nin~~teen 1neetings were well attended~ and quite a nutnber of the best people of the
phce gave us kind and cheerful words. The
ont1ook for the cause there pror.ni.~es favorably.
On the 3d instant the good Saints gave to the
1.mdersi)i;ned and his better half a dinner :n the
residence of Brf-'· W. N. Abbottj for which we
return thanks. But bc>st of all was the blessings
and
comfort by the gUts of the Holy
Sp1dt. 'Truly, is good to
a Saint, and have
a religion that stands the te~t every time~ and
shine;; brighter when put in contrast with the
man-made theories that have but an empty ~torm.
In bonds,
R.
ELVIN.
bSTILL SPRINGS, Tenn.,
6th,
Dear Herald:--·I have often thought of bearing
my
through the columns
the Herald
of this great latter day work which I believe to
be
God Although I have not had as great
testimony
SO!c1e of the Saints, yet have had
enough to convince me that this is the true
church of Christ. I have been 2.. member for ten
years. Was baptized by Elder C. Scott at Clear
Lake, Indiana, and I have never for one moment
regreted the step taken. I have not heard Latter Day Saint sermon preached for over three
years. There are no Saints here except. myself,
father, mother and two sisters. I wish some of
the elders passing by this way would stop at Estill Springs.
would be gladly welcomed.
It seems that good might be done here as else··
where.
Your sister,
NANCY A. GRoss.

BLENHEIM, Ontario, May 5th.
Editor Herald.·-This beautiful Sabbath morning my heart is made glad while reading the
Herald of the progress this glorious cause is
making in the world, especially in some places
where the elders and Saints have been persecuted
and misrepresented, but where they are now
honored and respected. My mind is carried back
some twenty-seven years to January, r86z, when
the work was commenced in this vicinity, or
about five miles from here, by Br. John Shippy,
and of what was said of the Saints at that time
as they were going to and from their meetings,
which was that Br. "Joseph Shippy's oxen would
be able to
all the Mormons there would
ever be in Canada." But their prophecies have
utterly failed, for it would take a large number of
ox teams to haul ail the Saints in the province of
Ontario aione.
Our branch here is not very large, as quite
a number have moved from here to other places.
The people of our town are very much creedbound, and do not come out much to hear Latter
Day Saint doctrine; still, as a church, the Saints
here are esteemed as an honest and upright people by the business men of the town.
I think the work is in a fair condition ln this
district. In some places branches need some labor which it is hoped will be looked after by the
proper ones in their time. We hope the Saints
will make an extra effort to help the cause in this
mission this year by supplying the means necessary to keep the families of those appointed to
labor in the m!sslon. The sum required is ubout
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one thousand dollars--just about enough to keep
one ordinary man on a srnall cfrcuit in other denorninations, and only acDonnt~; to abon_t one dollar fron1 each rnernber; and 1 surely we ought to
make that n1uch sacrifice 1:or
cause v,re all
profess to 1ove. May God speed the good V<Iork.
Your brother,
RICHARD
x3th.

BucHANAN,

Bro.

w·.

FV. Blair :---To-day I send to Bro.
Dancer for one more copy
ihe 5'ahds' Elerald.
It does rne much good to be in the post--office and
see the package of Heralds opened. Thank God
he is h.e1ping us to increase the nun1ber.
can look back eight ye~xs~
tbe llcrald first
made its appearance, one
an, but to-day s1x are taken.
rcore precious
souls were added May sth, Bw. and Sr. Holster,
(rnother and son) and there
be 1no-ce of the
same family. They are investigating.
J. Smith and R. C. Evam, through the help
the heavenly Father, have brought the people of
Buchanan
thinking so that
work is looking
upward and onv1ard. l\tlany Rre :near the kingdom.
Joi·IN SHooK.
GRAND BLANC,
Apr. 28th.
Bt·ot!wrs and Sisters:--I am not a member of
any church, but have read several
your papers
that one of yom- brethren, Asel Armstrong, gave
me to read while he has been staying at our
house. He is a poor 1nan in this world's goods)
but is rich in the faith of the hereafter, and I can
sincerely say if you all Jiye up to what you profess as
as he does, should have a good
deal of faith in your religion. He hRs given up
the habit of smoking, which habit he has indulged in very much, and
seems interested in
nothing but the Bible and the SaiHts' Her-ald.

c.
RANDALL,

REKD.

Kansas, IVIay

I

Bro. Blair:-We. have llved in Kan&as two
years, and during that Hme have
heard one
gospel sermon nor seen Saint, except a sister
who visited us from Missomi last Autumn. Imagine our joy then, when,
the evening of Aprii
3oth, Bro. C. R. Duncan
to our place, and
after rnaldng himself kno,Nn, declRred his intentlcm to try to gain an opening and preach the
truth here. Accordingly
visited Randall and
obtained the use of the Christian ch-,Jrch there, in
which he delivered three discourses to crowded
houses and at the close
one of his sermons
distributed some tracts.
The Spirit of God was with him, and the gos·
pel, set forth in clearness and simplicity, had its
effect
the audience. Some said they had
never heard such principles preached from the
pulpit before; others asked numerous questions
concerning our faith and where they might obtain tbe Book of Morrnon
other church pub·
licat\ons.
Bro. Duncan also preached one dis·
course at the Vicksburg sr.~hool-house, tvvo mHes
east of RandalL
We believe there is a greRt work to be accomplished here, as the people seem thoroughly arroused by the hearing of
"strange doctrine,
and all are filled with the spirit of inquiry. We
w\ll be pleased to have
of the Elders
may be
through here, call up~;m us.
live three miles northeast of Randall.

promises to return at his earliest opporto us again, and we await his
impatience, for the gospel is
hungry souls.
Your sister in ChriBt,
ELMA CooK.

not-the majority of them-reject the
counsel of God and but few of them who
professed faith in the message continue
faithful to the end?
Then let me ask,
Were they not "as a church" at tl1e end
of the appointed time rejected with their
dead?
l was present when the corner stone of
the Nauvoo Temple was laid and saw
placed therein a copy of the Holy Scriptures-King James translation-a copy of
mdi.er this hes.d do not necessarily receive the
the Book of Ivlormon, and a copy of the
nri<>rB<lm<mt of the Edito1·: writers are responsible for
ContJ·ibutions solicited"
Book of Doctrine and Covenants, also a
hymn book, together with other church
OF WARNING.
publications.
known to me of !ate 1 That building, when almost completed
or cause to be written,.J by skillful hands, by much sacrifice on the
exhortation and warning to the part of some, a few even denying- thembrethren and sisters in the Lord. selves two out of three meals allowed by
last two months the voice others per day, and bestowing the value
from
heavens has said to me, the other two toward the building of that
or cause to be
"&c. Bro. house, whose work was not bestowed in
vain, that building which was looked uppv""·~~ as my
unfit me on by thousands of longing eyes and upand he at that time turned faces as the holv and sanctified
county, two place where they should i~ the near future
of here.
from that time be permitted to meet as ofunderstood by all who ten as they would and feast upon luxuries,
Lord and his glorious not of earth, but of heavenly origin; that
is not intemled or offered house whose every stone and every timthe church, ber in it, was laid in hope and cemented
or voice
warning to the in prayer, and the stroke of its busy
and be obedient to that workmen's hammers as they plied rapidly
·written. I am one of the upon that holy edifice made music to the
of God our Father, ears of thousands that was sweeter to them
on earth and by far than all other earthlv music comthe blessed privilege of bined; that house, althoug-h it was the
to our dear brethren Lord's home, was desecratedy" and because
of wickedness and abominations on the
part of some of the leaders, it was permitted to be destroyed, and was, by the enemies of God and his holy work, burned
to utter destruction. For after Bro. Toseph's death, Brigham Young, Heber. C.
Kimball, and others, turned it into "a den
of thieves" by stealing men's wives and
daughters and leading them into transgression.
This should be a warning to all Saints,
everywhere, that the commandments of
God should be kept sacred and fulfilled.
A!]d the voice said unto me, "It mav do
to trifle with man, but not so with God,
for his commandments are yea and amen
to his people." And now, you and I are
expecting, if spared a few more years, to
be permitted to assist in the building of
another Temple, the one which is to be
built at Independence, Missouri. But because of this hope are we exempt from the
law of tithing? I answer, No; no more
than the person who says he belie11es what
we preach is exempt from the ordinance
of baptism; for ~fter he believes, the next
step in the gospel ladder is repentance, and
the next, baptism. So also of each member of this church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints; after obedience to the
"first principles," then we should "go on
unto perfection"; anc1 ina~much as our
Savior perfected his work through suffering-and "the servant is no greater than
his Lord"-we, in order to be made perfect like him, must be willing to suffer and
make all needful sacrifice for the spread
of his truth, Hear ye the cry of the hunI

of
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gering millions to be fed with the "bread
of life" pure and unadulterated! 0, let
me, dear Saints, admonish you to pay your
tithing into the bands of the
or his
appointed agents. Do not suffer
the
laborers shall be called in from the great
h<>rvest of souls, for the great
of the
Lord is near at hand, and who may ahide
the dav of his coming!
I an:; in my eighty,-eighth year, and this
may be my last testimony through the
Herald. Heed this voice of warning. In
hope of eternal life.
JEREMIAH
1\iuJ.BERRY,

RooT.

Cal., April 24th, 1889

THE SIGNS OF CHRIST'S COMING.

I DO not see any reason for treating of
these signs separately. In fact, in order
to obtain a comprehensive view of the subject we must consider them collectively.
And immnuch as there has been some discussion of the subject of late in the Herald, I think it not out of place that I
should give my opinion also.
I do not claim any authority to teach in
regard to these things, except such authority as the truth always has when it is told,
no matter bv whom it is told. And the
truth, to co~ mend itself to our belief,
should be intelligent. We read that
"Whatsoever maketh manifest is light,"
and if we do not make the points manifest
which we attempt to prove, we do not ask
our readers to receive them.
We have said that the signs of Christ's
coming ought to be considered collectively.
We give this reason, in addition to what
has already been said on the subject, for so
considering them: The order of events in
any line of prophecy, is an important feature in its fulfillment. For instance: If the
brazen (or Grecian) age of the Image of
Nebuchadnezzar had followed the golden,
(or Babylonian) age, it would have been a
serious defect in the fulfillment of Daniel's
predictions concerning the empire. So, if
we find the events given nearest the time
of Christ's second coming occuring before
those given earlier in the line of events to
precede his coming, then we are at sea to
determine our whereabouts in the stream
of time, and will have to acknowledge that
some of the predictions in regard to that
event have failed. On the other h~nd, if
we have each of these predictions fulfilled
in their order, we not only have a confirmation of the prophecy itself, but we know
that we are on the line of the fulfillment.
The first sign of Christ's coming- is a
great earthquake. Have we had anything
wr·ich we may construe into a fulfillment
of this prophecy? Certain] y, and the one
known as "the great earthquake," (that of
Lisbon,) evidently meets all the requirements in the case. It came at the right
time, before any of the other signs had
been given; and it was of the right kind,
"a great earthquake." No other specifications having been made in regard to
this sign, we pass to the consideration of
the next.
"The sun shall be darkened." If this
sign has not been fulfilled, then none of
those which follow it could have taken
place, without the failure of some of the pre-
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ALD.
twenty-four to fortyto the time the canThen take off the
with any good
In from a week to ten
cancer will drop out. (Don't try
Then heal with any good
the best healing salve is
Bbck salve; it is the best
cancer w bich I will furnish the reany one writing for it, enclosing
cent
stamp to pay postage.
LEVI CHENEY.

KENT, Illinois,

the
" etc.,
these
when this
of the signs,
were still in
and in
to connect the
whole
of events in one comprehensive view, he classes them all tog·ether; although some of
the darkening of
the sun and moon, were
in the
past when this prophecy was given.
We do not consider that we are doing
violence to the language of
when
we make this application of the prophecy.
The tense of prophetic declarations is not
always to be determined according to the
rules of
For instance take the
: "Out of Egypt
I called
my Son," uttered hundreds
before
that Son was born and also,
my Son, this
I
''
uttered under precisely
circumstances, are sufficient to prove the correctness of our position. B~t if any are still
incline,} to look forward to these signs as
in the
I am
to depend
correctness
my
upon the
fulfillment of another "prophecy in the line,
i. e. the plague of the hail following right
after the great eaithquak.e,
Rev. 18.)
Upon the strength of
already
fulfilled, I venture to
prediction
that before the sun and moon shall be dark~
ened, (if that ever occurs again) the plague
of hail will be sent, and the Son of man
will appear in the
of heaven.
"Even so, come Lord
A.

J.

DENNIS.

CURE FOR CANCER.

Dear Herald:-I have often noticed in
your columns de>~ths from cancers, and I
have often thought to send you a
has proven successful in
hands
everv case that I have
cers: The remedy is this:
a plaster of common sticking plaster, cut a hole
in the
a trifle larger than the cancer so
there will be a small margin of
good flesh, about the sixteenth of an inch,
all around the cancer. Apply the plaster
over the cancer,
the cancer .and
this small margin exposed then apply
over the cancer and resting on the plaster
the cancer plaster
of one part
wheat flower, one part
Root (Sanguinaria) ground fine, one part Chloride
of Zinc. Mix the Sanguinaria and flour
with water, then the Chloride of Zinc.
Mix well and apply over the cancer, let-

1\~arch

8th, 1889.

THE "SEALED BOOK."-No. IX.
BY ELDER R. M. ELVIN.

EARTH WORKS.

As one of the elements of the civilization
of the Mound Builders, I speak of their
earth works. Jones says: "The ancient
tumuli still extant within the geographical
limits of
are frequently associatat other times exist as
monuments erected upon or near
localities
some natural advanfor
defense, or for the
food.· In form they
elliptical, quadrangular and
Some lire flat on the top, retruncated pyramids and truncated
prevailing type, however, is
the conical earth mound. There
in
from the large ternEtowah-more than sixty
and with a summit diameter
of over two
feet-to the small sepulchral tumulus whose existence can scarcebe
"-Antiquities of the
rgo.
was published in 1873·
the mounds and enclosures of Georgia,
says: "The first we
shall notice are located upon the right
bank of the Etowah river, on the plantation of Colonel Lewis Tumlin, a few miles
from
in Barton county. Vieweel as a whole, this group is the most remarkable within the confines of the state.
These mounds are situated in the midst
of
beautiful and fertile valley. They
a central position in an area of
acres, bounded on the south and
Etowah river, and on the north
a
ditch or artificial canal,
lower end communicates directly
the river. This moat at present varies in depth from five to· twenty-five
and in width from twenty to seventyfive
No parapets or earth walls appear upon its edges. Along its line are
two reservoirs of about an acre each, poson
depth of not less than
its upper end expands
into an
pond, elliptical in form,
and somewhat deeper than the excavations
mentioned. Within the enclosure formed
by this moat and the river are seven
mound's. Three of them are pre-eminent
the one designated in the accomplan by the letter A far surpassothers, both in its proportions: and
of interest which attaches to
eye of the observer when it
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first rests upon its towering form, it seems
a monument of the past ages, venerable in
its antiquity, solemn, silent and yet not
voiceless, a remarkable exhibition of the
power and industry of a former race.
\Vith its erection the modern hunter tribes,
so far as our information extends, had
naug-ht to do."-Ibid pp. 136, I37·
"The central tumulus rises about sixtyfive feet above the level of the valley.
Summit ad measurements are as follows:
Length of northward side, one hundred
and fifty feet; length of eastern side, one
hundred and sixty feet; length of southeastern side, one hundred feet; leng-th of
southern side, ninety feet; and length ot
western side, one hundred feet. Measured east and west, its longest apex diameter is two hundred and twenty feet; measured north and south it falls a little shortbeing about two hundred and twenty feet.
The established approach to the top is .
from the east. Its ascent was accomplished
through the intervention of terraces rising
one above the other-inclined planes leading from one to the other. These terraces
are sixty.five feet in width, and extend
from the mound toward the south east".Ibid pp. 137, 138.
Pidgeon tells us that: "Near the junction with the Mississippi of a small stream
called the Bad Axe, in the state of Wisconsin, there is a complicated group of earth
works occupying a surface of nearly forty
acres."-Traditions of Dee Coo Dab, p.
140.

Again: "Cut C. fig. I, shows the forms
and relative position of a range of national mounds extending in a continuous line
along the Black river in \Visconsin, near
its junction with the Mississippi. This
line is composed of seven works that are
from thirty to forty poles in length, eighteen feet in breadth, and two and a half in
bight, and are distant from each other
about sixty poles, occupying a straight line
for nearly two miles. Thev appear isolated, or unconnected with other works."Ibid p. 217.
A. S. Barnes says in general te1;ms, in
American Antiquities :--"In various parts
of the continent, remains are found of the
people who occupied this country in prehistoric times. Through the Mississippi
valley, from the lake to the gulf, extends
a succession of defensive earth works.
The largest forest trees are often found
growing upon them. The Indians have
no tradition as to the origin of these structures. They generally crown Rteep hills,
and consist of embankments, ditches, etc.,
indicating considerable acquaintance with
military science. At Newark, Ohio, a fortification exists which covers an area more
than two miles square, and has over two
miles of embankment from two to twenty
feet high. Mounds, seemingly constructed as great altars for religious purposes or
as monuments, are also numerous. One
opposite St, Louis covers eight acres of
ground, and is ninety feet high. There
are said to. be ten thousand of these
mounds in Ohio alone.
· "A peculiar kind of earth work has the
outline of gigantic men or animals. An
embankment in Adams county, Ohio, rep-
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resents very :~.ccurately a serpent one
thousand feet long. Its body winds with
graceful curves, and in its wide-extended
jaws lies a figure which the animal seems
about to swallow. In Mexico and Peru,
stili more wonderful remains have been
discovered. They consist not only of defensive work, altars and monuments, but
also of idols, temples acqueducts and paved
roads. The Mound Builders is the name
given to the people who erected the mounds
of North America. The old pits where
the Mound Builders dug copper are still
found in the mining region of Lake Superior. They seem, also, to have occupied
Central America, and there to have developed a high civilization. They built
cities, wove cotton, worked in gold, silver
and copper, labored in the fields, and had
regular governments.--"A Brief History
of the United States, pp. 9, ro.
This is hom a text book used extensively in our schools, and endorsed by many
able educators.
Describing Fort Ancient, Pidgeon says:
"This name has been given to an interesting and remarkable earth work erected
upon a prominent neck of land upon the
eastern bank of the Little Miami river,
about thirty-five miles north east ot Cincinnati. It is not only the most extensive
and magnificent work of its class in the
state of Ohio, but it bears the marks of
higher antiquity than most others. The
terrace upon which it stands presents precipitous declivities on all sides, except toward the nnrth east, where a neck of land
about forty poles in breadth, slopes eastward, gradually widening as it recedes, until lost in the common undulation of the
surrounding country. From either side of
this neck, or ridge of land, two deep ravines diverge north and south, through
which flow two small streams, tributaries
of the Little Miami. That river is separated from the higher embankment by· a
narrow terrace, and is about two hundred
feet belovv the general level of. the fort.
Various conjectures have been advanced as
to the origin and design of this work, all,
howe1"er tending to the same conclu&ion-that it was designed for a military fortification and for purposes of defense. The situation and general outline of the embankments, similar to those of modern fortifications, would seem to render this view a very
probable one, in the absence of all authentic historv or reliable tradition."--Tradiditions o(De Coo Dah, p. 74·
Speaking of the Holy City in Ross
county, Ohio, he says: "The large circle
is thirty-five hundred feet in diameter, with
eleven exterior openings; and the small
circle eight hundred feet in diameter, communicating with the large circle, but having no exterior entrance. The whole
work, as will be oerceived, comprises two
circles, a semi-circle and a square. Within the semi-circle there is an embankment
resembling in outline, a crescent, or a new
moon; and there is a sacrificial altar appended to a natio:1al mound within the
larger circular enclo:mre, and" between it
and the;square."---Ibid p. 248.
Of the Celestial City in Ross county,
Ohio, he says; "The square is twelve

this time.

been
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year,
The
little

trenches and
or less
trench

'Nall.

bluff is eleven hundred and ten feet."---.,
Ibid, pps. z 5-26.
"The form and location of a very large
number of earth-works render it evident
that they were not erected for militiary
purposes.
They have been called sacred
enclosures, In the careful examination of
the works of defense it is discovered that
are adapted in every way to the natfeatures of well chosen hills, and
their avenues guarded with consummate
skilL On the other hand the sacred enclosures are situated on the level river
bottoms, and seldom occur upon the tablelands, or where the surface is broken.
Some of the reasons for ascribing- a portion of the enclosures to a relie·ious or
superstitious origin are thus giv~;1: The
small dimensions of most of the circles;
the occurrence of the ditch interior of the
embankment; the occurrence of altars
within the enclosures; and the fact tha,t
many of the enclosures are completely
commanded by the adjacent heights. The
works are generally regular in their structure, and principally found in groups.''Ibid, p. 3r.
"The most elaborate and complicated of
all the works of the Mound Builders
occur at the junction of the South and
Raccoon forks of Licking River, near
Newark, They are situated upon a plain
elevated from thirty to fifty feet above the
bottom land bordering on the stream.
They consist of an extensive series of
square, circular and polygonal enclosures,
with mounds, ditches and connecting
avenues, extending over about four square
miles.''-Ibid, p. 32.
"Five miles below Chillicothe, and on
the right bank of the Scioto, the enclosures designated 'High Bank VI! orks'
occur.
At this point the river has cut its
way up to the third terrace, which in consequence presents a bold bank rising not
less than seventy-five feet above the water.
This terrace spreads out into a beautiful
plain. The principal works located upon
this terrace consist of an octngon and
circle, and the former enclosing eighteen
and the latter twenty acres. These two
works are connected by a gateway. The
wall of the circle is from four to five feet
in heig·ht, and the walls of the octagon
about eleven by fifty feet base. The octagon contains seven gateways, each covered
upon by a mound.''-Ibid, p. 36.
"Accompanying some of the enclosures
is another class which has been denominated graded ways or avenues, the purposes of which are not clear. They sometimes ascend from one terrace to another,
and occasional! v descend towards the
banks of the ri;_,ers. The most remarkable one [ ?] occurs near
Pike
county.
It consists of a graded ascent
from the second to the third terrace, the
level of the latter being· seventeen feet
above the former. The ~ay is one thousand eighty feet long, by two hundred
and fifteen feet at the lower and two hundred and three feet at the upper extrem--

ity.''-Ihid, p. 37·
and enfrom twelve to fifteen
of the wall on the twin

"On the site of the citv of Jlv1arietta was
once a remarkable gT~up of works, a
portion of which still remains.
It has
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been frequently described, and several surveys of it have been made. The earthworks consist of two irregular squares,
[the one in the foreground having an area
of fifty acres, and the other twenty-seven],
inclosing various mounds and connected
with a graded way on the right, and a
large mound in the distance. On the opposite side of the Muskingum, situated
upon bold, precipitous bluffs, are quite a ,
number of stone mounds, which command I
a very extensive view."-Ibid, p. 43·
A correspondent thus writes on some of ,
the interesting sights of the Exposition:
"In the minerai annexes to the Main Exhibition building there is an interesting
display of the economic resources of the
most progressive states, and of this a full
description will soon be possible.
But in
the Ohio department there is now ready
for inspection of the visitors a magnificent
collection of implements of war, of the
chase, and of the domestic life of the
mysterious Mound Builders. This display
is not favorably situated to attract attention, but good judges pronounce it, in
point of interest, no mean competitor of
the famous Smithsonian collection.
A
large archaeological map twelve by fifteen
feet shows the location, etc., of some of
the earth and stone works found in Ohio.
From their magnitude and number it is
easily seen that they were erected by a
people with a well organized government,
and far too numerous to subsist without a
system of agriculture. The immense system of fortifications in the form of circles,
squares, octagons, mounds, paralell walls,
etc., at Newark, would to-day with the
present tools of steel and steam machinery,
require the labor of thousands of men for
a long period of time to construct."-N ew
York 7 ribune.
We leave the subject on this line of evidence anrl invite your candid and careful
examination and attention to some additional material witnesses that help to
establish the fact of a prehistoric civilization
upon the Americnn Continent as set forth
in the sacred book of the Nephites.
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THE NERVOUS SYSTEM.

'"NoTHING in nature is naore marvelous
than the net-work of nerves which we call
our nervous system. Each nerve is a telegraphic cord in itself. Each is a part of
the whole complex and inimitable system
of teleghraphy by which messages from
the headquarters in the brain are sent to
the minute stations in the extremities.'
"When we are glum and dismal and lowspirited it is, nccording to the writer already quoted, because the telegraphic apparatus is out of order and the nerve force
dernon;lized. When nerves work wrong
it is as when telegraphic poles are shaky
or wires tangled or crossed or currents irregular or batteries confused.
"According to the irregularity of our
nerves, so are our irregular moods. If aH
is right, we are happy and cheery and sun··
shiny. But let the batteries blunder, or
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MANCHESTER DISTRICT.
CONFERENCE JOTTINGS.
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CONFERENCE NOTICES.
T'he Fremont district conference will convene
Farm
in the school house,
8th and
W. W. Blair
to be
with n"- Vvill the branch
have thel.r reports on hand?
that
can.
HENR

his son, William
Shelby Baker, of
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and
days.
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RICHARD CO.!-HJRN) s·r~c.
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the future.
JAMES

Dear Herald:-We have just concluded a very
successful conference which began with prayer
and testimony meeting at IO: 30 a. m. on Friday>
the 19th inst. Our spiritual services were blessed
of God and were productive of that holy peace so
necessary for the calm consideration of every
question affecting the temporal interest of the
kingdom, be they local or generaL Soon after
3 p. m. the business sessions of the conference
were opened, the president of the district in the
chair. Prayer was offered by Elder H. Green ..
wood, after which the secretary, Elder J. Baty,
called the roll of the eldership, to which the following responded: J. Dewsnup, H. Greenwood,
J. Baty, W. Armstrong, Vv. R. Armstrong, T.
Hughes, T. Mill•, J. Ramsey and John Austin,
missionary Elder, Wm. Newton, also being present, while the lesser priesthood and members
were sitting without the inner circle in considerable numbers.
The usual preliminaries were gone through
and then the formal business of the conference
was attacked and dispatched with efficiency and
expedition, possible only to assemblies bound to
each other by ties of love binding together in
unity. At 7: 45 p. m. business was adjourned,
and shortly afterwards a fellowship meeting was
opened, in charge of our esteemed brother Wm.
Newton. The preoence of the Holy Spirit during
our services most surely attested the approbation
by our heavenly Father of that which had been
done.
Saturday's meeting was called to order at 3:30
p.m., Elders H. Hoole and J. Naylor being present. The Spirit of concord again took possession
of our meeting making pleasant the otherwise
dry and somewhat tedious proceedings of a business session. Shortly after opening we were
joined by the worthy president of the mission,
Elder Thomas Taylor, and his indefatigable secretary, Elder C. H. Caton. A set of revised rules
for the government of the district were presented
and unanimously adopted; after which the meet ..
ing was adjourned, in order to enable the committee on location to make provision for the visiting brethren and sisters who were now to the
front in force. This accomplished we retired to
our respective homes, giving praise to God "from
whom all blessings flow," for the blessings we
had received.
Nine a. rn. the following day found us at the
Saints' chapel, preparing to participate with our
brethren and sisters in early prayer and praise,
under the leadership of Elder Newton. We had
a profitable meeting which prepared our minds
for the services that followed. At IO: 30 a.m.
our general services commenced in the vestry
hall of the Hulme town hall; elders J. Baty and
H. Hoole being privileged to break the bread of
life to the large congregation which bad the reassemblt>d, At 2:30 p. m. a meeting for testimony
and prayer was held under the presidency of the
writer.
Many soul-stirring testimonies to the
truth of this latter day work were given, and the
Spirit of God was poured out upon his people,
causing much rejoicing, insomuch as it p1oved
our kinship to the God we call Our Father. At
6 p. m. our evening service commenced, and
after the usual preliminaries, Elders Caton and
Taylor dispensed the words of life to a large and
deeply sympathetic congregation, and we trust
that good was done.
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Each of the sessions were well attended and
the behavior of those present left nothing to be
desired on the score of order.
After the evening service a meeting of reconciliation took place, at which six elders were
present. Difficulties of long standing were discussed and removed to the joy and satisfaction 'of.
those most concerned, and to the advantage of
the church.
The adjourned business sessions of conference
convened again on Monday morning the 22d
inst., the additional elders present being Simon
and \Villiam Spargo of the Farnworth branch.
Again the Spirit of peace brooded over the assembly. Past sins were confessed, reconciliation effected and confidence fully restored. Several of
the brethren whose licenses had been suspended
had them restored; amongst others may be mentioned Elder C. H. Hassall, who manifested in a
cheering manner a contrite heart ancl a humble
spirit. May God bless him with spiritual grace
continually.
The question of suspended licenses having
been dealt with, a recommendation from the
Leeds branch for the ordination of Bro. Job Dally to the office of priest was then considered.
Considerable doubt seemed to exist as to the office to which the brother should be called. Testimony as to fitness were abundant, but no special
manifestation had been received, While thus
undecided the Holy Ghost began to move upon
the elders and it was declared that the Lord was
about fo decide the question. The promise given
was soon fulfilled, for the weakest amongst usin his own estimation-stood and with strong
emotions delivered the message: "Thus saith
the Spirit unto you, the Elders of my church: It
pleaseth me to call my servant to the office of
elder, for I am well pleased with him, having observed his integrity. And I will fit and qualify
him for the work to which he is calied, if he remains faithful before me."
Other words of consolation were given but it
sufficeth to say that every heart felt the power,
and to God be the glory! The elders bowed to
the command of God and gave their decision in
harmony with his wilL Shortly afterwards the
business of the conference was concluded amid
deep and heartfelt rejoicings on the part of all
present.
In the evening a Tea party and entertainment
was given by the brethren and sisters of the
Manchester branch and was conducted to a successful issue by the indefatigable efforts of Jhe
brethren and sisters of the committee of management, assisted by our no less energetic brother,
Elder W m. Newton, who presided over the entertainment given after Tea. And thus was brought
to a close the most spiritual and consequently the
most successful conference yet held in the Manchester district in connection with the Reorganized Church.
During the Sunday services Teacher Owen
Owens, resident at Fleetwood, late of Burlington
branch, Iowa, was received by vote of the Manchester branch as in good standing.
Yours in faith and hope,
JOSEPH DEWSNUP, SEN.,
President '!f ilze 1Yfanc!teste1' district.
April 26th, 1889.

ADDRESSES.
C. R. Duncan, Box 70, Blue Rapids, Marshall Co., Kan.
J. H. Lake, Kirtland, Lake co., Ohio.
Willard ,J, Smith, Box 153, Buchanan, Mich.
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"THE SIGNS OF CHRIST'S
COMING.

IN the last 1ssue was an article entitled
of Christ's
in some of its

of Christ's

Son of mr:n, while the signs spoken of by
the Savior in Matt. 24: 24-3I; Mark 13:
2I--z6; Luke ZI: Z5-z8, are manifestly
those which more immediately precede
and public advent.
In no
that we are aware of does
Christ or any of his prophets predict that
"the first
of Christ's com in~ is a great
but to the contrary, as may
Matthew chapter 24;
and Luke, chapter 21.
While it is
earthquakes are, and
will he among the notabie signs of the second
it is a fact that what is
earthquake, such as was
not since men were upon the earth, so
and so great," (R.ev.
revelation aj'ter a senotable event~ mentioned in
14 15 and r6 have
among them the resthe angel (Rev.
incipient steps
downfall of
appearance
upon the cloud one
Son of man" (verse
by angels that' "the
of
earth"-the end of the
Matt. I 3:
ripe" (verse I 5),
of our
and his "judgments"
15: 4), "the rivers and
fountains of waters" become blood (chap.
I6:
the great developement of demon
13 and 14), the immediate
from heaven by Christ of
sudden advent (verse I))-alJ
ach
are to precede that
finishing up of
and the physical reand beautifying of the
it for
inheritance of the all
Lord and his redeemed hosts who
at hand
in the clouds of
than
noonday sun.
of the Son of man in heav24: 30, is doubtless "the
of heaven"-c!ouds radiant with
of Christ and all his glorified
:4,
I Thess. 4: r6, I7;
MntL
:z7;
'7:r3;Juder4;Actsr:
Rev. 14: 14-r6; ch. I: 7, and Matt, 24:
These glory clouds, the heavenly
of our coming Lord and all his
rar·somed
brighter and more dazthan the sun in its meridian s,plenmav well cause "all the tribes of the
t~
" and "all kindreds of
earth" to
because of him" and
caE to the mountains and rocks to fall
on tbern and hide them from the "face
of him that sitteth on the throne, and
from the wrath of the Lamh."-Matt.
: 3o; Rev. I : 7; 6: rz-r7, with ch. 14:

s;

"douds of heaven," brilliant with

the light and glory of Christ and his shining myriads, these "clouds of heaven"
freighted with the Son of Man and "all
his holy angels," "all the Saints" including
the resurrected and the changed, (r Thess.
4: 16, 17)-these and those will constitute
an awful array in point of numbers, and a
display of glory and awful majesty well
befitting the august commg of the Son of
God to be enthroned and receive the sceptre of univer~al dominion and power and
glory to reign forever as "King of kings,
and Lord of lords." And well m>iY this
world. wide display be termed "the sign of
the Son of Man in heaven." Well mav
the tribes and "all the nations" "mourn·;,
and "wail" and desire to "hide" from the
coming Lord whom they know not but
have treated with indifference and wilful
contemot and derision. For then will be
heard by all the "midnight cry," made by
the angels of God, and then will the "foolish virgins"-unfaithful Saints-find to
their eternal contempt and dismay how
foolish and dangerous are delays in getting
fully "ready" to "meet the bridegroom" at
his glorious and final coming. The teachings of the revelations given through Joseph the Seer all tend to harmonize the
teachings of the Bible on the points involved in the second coming of Christ.
And this may well be expected, for inasmuch as the first advent was not only indicated by the prophets and seers of former
times, but also by angel ministrations and
revelations given to God's servants as set
forth in the first four chapters of Matthew,
the first chapter of Mark, the first three
chapters of Luke and the first chapter of
J olm, so may we expect that the second
advent would be heralded by angelic ministrations, the revelations of the Holy
Ghost, and divers divine testimonies to
living men and women in the "times and
seasons" of that most important and decisive event.
Paul assures us that the worthy Saints
living in the times of the second advent
will not be ignorant in regard to the mat·
ter, and will make no blunders in respect
to it, for he says: "But ye, brethren, are
not in darkness, that that day should overtake you as a thief. y e are the children
of light, and the children of the day."-r
Thess. 5: 4, 5·
And the Lord, through
duly authorized, regularlv accredited and
approved officers of his Church, publicly
instructed and warned the Saints touching
this and many other matters of general
import to them and their f'uccessors in the
visible church and kingdom of God, so
that the people were not victims of doubt
through conflicting interpretations of the
prophets and the forced private constructions of men. And inasmuch as the Lord
is always in harmony with his own chosen
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methods, the Saints may rest assured that
his faithful ministers will, in the times
of the second advent, be well instructed in
"the times and seasons" in which they live
and minister, and be skillful and intelligent
in respect to the events that foretoken the
coming of our Lord, also in the order of
those events, so that they may properly
answer the cry, "Watchman, what of the
night?" and they and their people be not
overtaken as by "a thief in the night."
And of all God's servants in those times,
. who so likely to be well and first instructed in such matters? Certainly the chief
servant of God, the presiding officer of his
church, and after him every man in his
station and calling, for the Lord has said,
"Surely the Lord God will do nothing
until he revealeth the secret unto his servants the prophets."-Amos 3: 7· This
being true, we may always look for the
Lord to honor himself and the order be
has ordained, and reveal all matters of
general import through such persons as
possess the divine credentials and authority and stand approved of God by their
works, and also by the special testimonies of the Holy Spirit.
Joseph Smith's ministerial works being
fully in harmony with scriptural requirements, both in respect to time, place, order,
nature and method; and thev being confirmed by the Holy Ghost sen-t down from
heaven to all who faithfully accept the
the same, it follows that such ministerial
works were and are ordained of God and
that Joseph was the Lord's servant, chosen
and authorized of him and was possessed
of the proper credentials from heaven as
the Lord's servant to introduce and open
up the dispensation in which the second
advent would occur, and that he was authorized to teach, preach, expound and explain the word and work of the Lord, and
to receive and teach such revelations from
God as relate to the founding, organizing,
teaching and building· up the church of
God in all its departments, have full authority from God and be found "a wise
master builder." The Lord made no mistake when he chose Joseph as his first and
chief servant in these latter days, and no
one, unless called directly by God, and
that, too, in the most unmistakable manner,
should attempt to rectify supposed errors
in the teachings, interpretations and ministerial methods of that "choice seer" of
whom the Lord says, "I will make him
great in mine eyes," and of whom he also
says, "And he shall be great like unto
Moses."-2 Nephi 2: 2.
In view of all this, it becomes the Saints
everywhere to observe the revelations of
God in the authorized Doctrine and Covenants and rest assured that "the prophecies
and promises which :ue in them shall all
be fulfilled."-Doc. & Cov. r: 7· When
they do this, they will learn that the restoration of the gospel by the hands of an
angel and the establishing- of the visible
church of Christ in this nineteenth century
were the first of a series of heavenly barbingen; of the second advent of our blessed Lord.
Having lengthened this paper beyond
its intended limits, we now, in conclusion,

refer our readers to the revelations given
through the great Seer Joseph Smith and
and found in Doctrine and Covenants,
sections 28, 43, 45, 49, 85 and ro8.
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.

As early as the April conference of r87I
the ministry began to agitate the matter
having a "Music Book" prepared which
should be adapted to the peculiar character of the hymns and chants and
of
the Saints, and the fall conference
ing authorized its presiding officer, Pres.
Joseph Smith, to appoint a committee
seven to compile one.
The
therefore selected brethren M.
Forscutt, Norman W. Smith, and David H.
Smith, J. A. Scott, John T. Kinnaman,
William Roberts and Phineas Cadwell as
said committee, the first named to be its
chairman. The committee, with its limit··
ed means, began at once its work of ~'""N'"
ing and preparing suitable
By the authority of the spring conference of r87z, Bro. M. H. Forscutt was
app9inted t0 the European mission, from
whence he reported to the conference of
r873 that, owing to the demands of the
mission on his time and attention the com··
mittee had made but little progress in its
work, and on his own request, the fall
conference of the same year released him
from further service on the committee.
Bro. Norman W. Smith was then chosen
its president and Bro. James McKiermm
appointed a member in place of Bro.
Forscutt. The fall conference of r874 released Bro. McKiernan on his request, and
Bro. J. V. Roberts was appointed to fill
the vacancy, and the September conference of 1875 added Bro. Forscutt to the
committee. This committee was released
by the October conference of 1876, and
Bro. M. H. Forscutt was appointed chairman of another in its stead with
to
choose two assistants, and to
session the chairman reported he
selected as such brethren Norman
Smith and Tohn T. Kinnaman. "The
Saints' Harmony" was then named as the
title of the proposed music book, and it was
provided that eight hundred pag-es be
pared and submitted to the Board of
iication, the latter to decide whether
publish and to give due notice
the
HERALD, The spring conference
instructed that all matter in the hands of
the committee be turned over to the Bishop, and the fall session appointed brethren
D. H. Bavs. T. W. Chatburn and C. M.
Wilder a committee to examine what music
had been collated and
to the Board
of Publication.
On
recommendation Bro. Sherman
was added to the committee on
conference ordered that the books
documents on music be retained in the
hands of said committee.
To the fall
conference of 1879 the committee
their work done and
to be
for the printers; and to
ence of 1888 the Board of
ported its readiness to proceed with
printing of the work when prepared for
the press. Upon this the report of the

Music Editor, Bro. M. H. Forscutt, was
read, and on motion the chair appointed
brethren G. A. Blakeslee, J. A. Robinson
and J. T. Kinnarnan a committee on
report, who in due time presented the
lowing
"We, your committee appointed by your honorable bodv on music, beg leave to report:
' "Having examined some of the manuscript
for the proposed "Saints' Harmony" and conferred with the editor, Bro. M. H. Forscutt, we find
that he has expended for books and material
about $200, which he asks the church to pay
him, and further that he is now ready to enter
upon the duties of preparing manuscript and of
proof-reading of the work, from now until the
work is completed, his salary to be $75 per month
while the work is being done. It is estimated
that it will. take six months to complete I he work
to put the book on sale.
"We recommend that this m.atter be turned
·over to the Board of Publication, requesting it to
prosecute this work once to it~ completion, your
committee being in possession of information
that the Board of Publication is now ready to
proceed with the work.
"And we further recommend that the $zoo be
paid to the brother, and that the Board of Publkation procure his services and set about the
work at once."

This
was, on motion, adopted
the conference.
The Board proceeded
to comply with the above
and the
work is now
for the press, and no
effort is being spared to place it in the
hands of subscribers at an early time.
A large amount of money has
been expended in procuring the plates
paper for the book, and the Board now
urgently
all who intend to have
the book
send for it at once, for the
money is needed to pay bills incurred
its publication.
It is a
well arranged, will
be
bound, and
per copy, is as low as
can
The Church ordered the book to he
provided, instructed the Board to do the
work, and the latter now asks that the
Church and others interested in it come
forward
nnd buy the book, so
that the
be reimbursed for
moneys expended.
It is confidently expected that the Saints'
will
to be one of the best
works
ever
and that it
will also do verv much to
and elevate the "
use it.
following is from the Times-Index,
at San Bernardino,
its issue for Fr.iday, May

THE

"A dozen boys have within a short time been
committed to the Napa insane asylum, whose
Insanity has been caused by smoking ciga1·ettes.
The cigarette habit i~ producing a great deal of
mental imbecility, idiocy and crime. In Oakland an ordinance against the .habit has been
passed and the police officers arrest any young·
ster they find smoking cigarettes on the street.
Every city in the state should pass and enforce
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the same ordinance. Michigan has taken a stand
on this question by passing a state law to the
same effect, and a!! other states should do like'~rise."

The warning against the me of tobacco,
given so
in the history of the church
is being very forcibly confirmed by the
experiences of society. Strong drink, hot
drinks, tobacco, {chewed or smoked),
spiced food, excess of meats are all provocative of derangements in the proper conditions of the body, by which diseases are
invited to enter and occupy. "Wisdom is
justified of her children," says the proverb,
·and it would seem as if
are
waking to the dangers
threaten the
of the state by
of improper habits.
below frorn the
ultim6 and

uoon the

a;1d covenants of
and
avows
This
There
"CHURCH LAW AND CIVIL LAWo

'·'It is not true, as stated

by a wilful perverter
of 'Mormon' doctrine that: 'The theory of the
creed is that H he [a 'Mormon' Apostle or High
Priest] is ordained and after that pretends to be
moved upon by the Holy Ghost his word can
not be doubted by any
lesser authority.'
There is nothing in the creed which teaches this,
but much ·,vhich teaches the opposite. It is very
evident that the writer who pretends to explain
what the •Mormons' believe does not know any·
thing about their creed, and in addition that he
endeavors to falsify even that which he thinks
he knows.
"In answer to the question, 'Can any man tel!
where the church leaves off and the civil law begins with Mormons,' we answer: Yes, eve1·y man
with common brains who reads for information
can telL The dividing line is sharply drawn in
the published doctrines of the church. It is
clearly perceived by its members. There is no
difficulty in comprehending it if any person desires to do so. The revelations contained in the
Doctrine and Covenants, to which allusion ha>;
been made, are declared to be simply 'laws to
govern the church.' And subjection to 'the powers that be,' embodied in the valid 'la,.vs of the
land' and in those who administer them, is enjo1ned until Christ comes 'whose right it is to
reign.'

"The extent of the applicaiJon of church rules
is defined to relate to church fellowship, and the
limit of church authority to be excommunication.
Every soul is left free to think, believe and act
for itself and none are to be 'in bondage one to
another' neither is any power of priesthood to be
exercised except by persuasion, in meekness,
love and charity, by instruction and light to the
convincing of the mind.

'·'The point where 'the church leaves off and the
civil law begins with Mormons,' can not be better defined than in the following from the Doctrine and Covenants section 134 [rrz] 4, 6, 7:
"•We believe that rellgion is instituted of
God, and that men are amenabl~ to him, and to
him only, for the exercise of it, unless their
religious opinions prompt them to infringe upon
the rights and liberties of others; but we do not
be:ieve that human law has a right to interfere
in prescribing rules of worship to bind the consciences of men, nor dictate forms for public or
private devotion; that the civil magistrate should
re>:train crime, but never control consCience;
should punish guilt, but never suppress the freedom of the soul.
"'We believe that every man should be honored in his station: rulers and magistrates as such,
being placed for the protection of the innocent,
and the punishment of ·the guilty; and that to
the laws, a.ll men owe respect and deference, as
without them peace and harm.ony would be suppbnt.ed by anarchy and terror; human laws beinstituted for the express purpose of regulating our interests as individuals and nations,
between man and man, and divine laws given of
heaven, prescribing rules on spiritual concerns,
for faith and worship, both to be answered by
man and to his Maker.
'' ''iNe believe that rulers, states and governments, have a right, and are bound to enact laws
fm· the protection of all citizens in the free exer-.
clce of their religious belief; but we do not
believe that they have a right in justice, to depr've citizens of this privilege, or proscribe them
in their opinions, so long as a regard and reverence are shown to the laws, and such religious
opinions do not justify sedition nor conspiracy.'"

"BIG PAY PAY FOR PREACHERS."

TnE above is the title of an editorial in a
issue of the Chicago Times, and
other good things in it we find the
"The example of the primitive Christians is
often appealed to. They were humble, illiterate
persons, incapable of giving a yearly fortune to
the man who showed them the way and the life.
Thei:- goods were held in common and the grantin;~
extraordinary fees to those among them
w\o had the gift of exhortation and the authority of the priestly office never entered their simple mind;;, as something necessary to be done.
"H would be well for the modern Christian,
either of the pew or the pulpit, seriously to ask
himself how much of a Christian he is, anyway.
The spirit of the Christian is not lost by any
means. When Father Damien devoted himself
cheerfully to a living death that he might mitig2,te the sufferings of repulsive lepers and bring
them to a knowledge or at least to the profession
of Christ, he realized the Christian ideal. To
teach was not his sole mission. Like the Nazarene himself, he worked at the carpenter's bench
ar;d
went about 'Cloing good. His bishop was
not 2" frequent visitor at his mission. The question of his salary never came up. H he had had
$.;o,ooo a year the lepers would be the beneficiaries. Well, he's dead of leprosy-dead with the
pale reflection upon his face swollen with a
loathsome disease of the pity and the agony of the
cross. His heroism will be repeated, but never
by a $ro,ooo-a-year man, never by men who are
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constantly quoting that the laborer is worthy of
his hire and looking about for a call with an increase of pay.
"If a preacher persists in affirming himself a
Christian, his concern about his salary and his
parsonage, his coach and his horses, his wedding
fees and his dinners, and his agreeable associates
and all that, is strongly at variance with his profession. If, however, he will take formally the
ground he takes substantially, that his elcquenoe,
address, and leadership of a congregation of wellto-do people are worth to him all he can get for
them, he comes in line with the great worldly
law of supply and demand. His becomes, like
the lawyer's or the doctor'", a secular profession,
and he is entitled to make the most of it. But
there oughtn't to be any hum buggery or hypocrisy about it.''

This is a just rebuke to those who seek
to make the ministry a system of "merchandise" in the name of Christ and his
holy religion.
Christianity, to be what
its Author and Exemplar intended, must
be builded and abide upon the foundations
laid by its founder, as set forth in its
authentic records. Christ ordained that
his ministers, especiallly those connected
with missionary work, should depend very
lan.;ely for temporal aid upon the special
providences promised of the Father, that
thereby the Lord might prove the minister, the church, the world-all for whom
the servant of Chr!st should ministerthat the knowledge of God and the fact of
His special interference in behalf of His
servants and His work might be known;
also that the servant of the Lord might
have frequent special manifestations of the
power and loving care of the Lord in
providing for his temporal needs by the
ministrations of the Saints, or those of the
world, wherever that servant should faithfullv labor. In this way faith is increased
and. confirmed; in this way the Lord's
servant is kept under constant divine ~is
cipline; in this way the Saints and the
world are being proved and tried and
taught of the Lord; and in this way the
world is having "a witness" of the knowledge and integrity and devotion and intelligent zeal of the servants of God and the
eternal veri.ty of the gospel of Christ that
either seals to eternal life or to present
and future condemnation. When a minister of Christ leaves home and its endearments, abandons remunerative business
pursuits, seeks the present and future welfare of souls by sacrificing self in r~spect
to ease and pleasure and world I y honor
and gain, hears the frowns and contt'mpt
and prejudice and opposition of unbelievers, goes truthfully, faithfully forward relying upon and receiving spiritual and
temporal help from the Lord, he is indeed
"a witness" and a "sig-n" (I sa. 8: r8) for
God and his work. Such a minister, exhibiting such faith and such trust in God,
is a "living epistle" for Christ and his
blessed gospel; ancl his practical exhibition of his faith and the sustaining grace
and providences of God wins souls to
Christ and lifts them up into divine life,
while at the same time his own soul is
feasting and growing and joying in the
goodness and power and wisdom of an
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ever present Lord and Master. Such
ministers make converts for Christ, and
the latter it can be truly said, are indeed
Christ's converts, because converted in the
manner and under the conditions which
heaven has provided and decreed.
To those conversant with the New
Testament, it needs no proof that the
Lord proposes to sustain and guide and
teach and provide for his active ministers
in a special manner if needful, and that
they were so helped according to His
promises. And to those conversant with
the sacred books of the Saints in these times there need be no argument that the
Lord requires similarly of his ministry
now as then. In a revelation to the elders
given July, 183o, and found in Doctrine
and Covenants 23: 7, we find these commands and promises of the Lord: "And
thou shalt take no purse, nor scrip, neither staves, neither two coats, for the church
shall give unto thee in the very hour [if
the minister is dutiful, of courseJ what thou
needest for food, and for raiment, and for
shoes, and for money, and for scrip; for
thou art called to prune my vineyard with
a mighty pruning, yea, everi for the last
time. Yea, and also all those whom thou
hast ordained. And they shall do even
according to this pattern. Amen"
In September, 1832, these words of
command and promise were given to those
called to travel and preach the gospel:
"And again I say unto you, my friends (for
from henceforth I shall cali you friend>), it is expedient that I give unto you this commandment,
that ye become even as my friends in days when
I was with them traveling to preach this gospel
in my power; for I suffered them not to have
purse or scrfp, neither two coats; behold, I send
you out to prove the world, and the laborer is
worthy of his hire. And any man that shall go
and preach this gospel of the kingdom, and fail
not to continue faithful in all things, shall not be
weary in mind, neither darkened, neither in body,
limb or joint; and an hair of his head shall not
fall to the ground unnoticed. And they shall
not go hungry, neither athirst.
"Therefore, take no thought for the morrow,
for what ye shall eat, or what ye shall drink, or
wherewithal! ye shall be clothed; for consider
the lilies of the field, how they grow, they toil
not, neither do they spin; and the kingdoms of
the world, in all their glory, are not arrayed like
one of these; for your Father who art in heaven,
knoweth that ye have need of all these things.
Therefore, let the morrow take thought for the
things of itself. Neither take ye thought beforehand what ye shall say, but treasure up in your
minds continually the words of life, and it shall
be given you in the very hour that pot'tion that
shall be meted unto every man.
"Therefore, let no man among you (for this
commandment is unto all the faithful who are
called of God in the church, unto the ministry),
from this hour, take purse or script, that goeth
forth to proclaim this gospel of the kingdom.
Behold, I send you out to reprove the world of
all their unrighteous deeds, and to teach them of
a judgment which is to come. And whoso receiveth you, there will I be also; for I will go
before your face; I will be on your right hand and
on your left, and my Spirit shall be in your
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hearts, and my angels round about you, to bear
you up.
"Whoso receiveth you receiveth me, and- the
same will feed you, and clothe you, and give you
money. And he who feeds you, or clothes you,
or gives you mo?ey, shall in no wise lose his reward: and he that doeth not these things is not
my disciple: by this ye may know my disciples.
He that receiveth you not, go away from him
alone by yourselves, and cleanse your feet, even
with water, pure water, whether in heat or in
cold, and bear testimony of it unto your Father
which is in heaven, and return not again unto
that man. And into whatsoever village or city
ye enter, do likewise. Nevertheless, search diligently and spare not; and wo unto that house,
or that village, or city, that rejecteth you, or
your words, or testimony concerning me."
*"And again, verily, verily I say unto you, it is
expedient that every man who goes forth to proclaim mine everlasting gospel, that inasmuch as
they have families, anr:l receive moneys by gift.,
that they should send it unto them, or make use
of it for their benefit, as the Lord shall direct
them, for thus it seemeth me good. And let ali
those who have not families, who receive moneys, send it up unto the bishop in Zion, or unto
the bishop in Ohio, that it may be consecrated
for the bringing forth of the revelations and the
printing thereof, and for establishing Zion.
"And if any man shall give unto any of you a
coat, or a suit, take the old and cast it unto the
poor, and go your way rejoicing. And if any
-man among you be strong in the Spirit, let hit~
take with him he that is weak, that he may be
edified in all meekness, that he may become
strong also.
"Therefore, take with you those who are ordained untothe lesser priesthood, and send them
before you to make appointments, and to prepare
the way, and to fill appointments that you yourselves are not able to fill. Behold, this is the
way that mine apostles, in ancient days, built up
my church unto me.
"Therefore, let every man stand in his own
office, and labor in his own calling; and let not
the head say unto the feet it hath -no need of the
feet, for without the feet how shall the body be
able to stand? Also, the body hath need of every
member, that all may be edified together, that
the system may be kept perfect.
"And behold, the high priests shall travel, and
also the elders, and also the lesser priests; but the
deacons and teachers should be appointed to
watch over the church, to be standing ministers
unto the church."·-D. & C. 83: I3-r6, r8-zz.

**

To this we ado what the Lord says concerning those traveling ministers who
have families to provide for:
"And, again, thus saith the Lord unto you, 0
ye elders of my church, who have given your
names that you might know His will concerning
you; behold I say unto you, that it is the duty
of the church to assist in supporting the families
of those who are called and must needs be sent
unto the world to proclaim the gospel unto the
world; wherefore, I, the Lord, give unto you
this commandment, that ye obtain places for
your families, inasmuch as your brethren are
willing to open their hearts; and let all such as
can obtain places for their families and support
of the church for them, not fail to go into the
world; whether to the east, or to the west, or to

the north, or to the south; let them ask and they
shall receive, knock and it shall be opened unto
them, and made known from on high, even by the
Comforter, whither they shall go.
"And again, verily I say unto you, that every
man who is obliged to provide for his own family,
let him provide and he shall in no wise lose his
crown; and let him labor in the church. Let
every man be• diligent in all things. , And the
idler shall not have place in the church except
he repents and mends his ways."-D. C., sec.
75- pars. 4, S·

When the traveling ministry move forward in the manner set forth in these texts,
they can claim, and will enjoy the promises set forth therein: and when all this is
had-obedience to God and the promised
blessings-the ministry are indeed "the
light of the world;" and that light will
convince and convert sinners as no other
means can, and when conversion occurs
under such conditions, the faith of the converts as well as that of the
will
stand "in the
of God," and
"in
the wisdom
men."
The world needs such ministers and
such ministrations. And wherever a
faithful soul labors in keeping with these
divine requirements, the Lord gives grace
and power and good success. Outside
these cond1tions, the ministry have no special promise of help and blessing.
Who is there that will take God at his
word and prove him? Some will do i t have done it-and will continue to do ito
If this were done by all who ar~ called,
there would be less tarrying and fault-finding, and better work and more of it would
be done, and thus God and his work
would be glorified and souls saved.
If these commands were faithfully carried out and the Lord and his people tested and proved, there would be less trusting in man and vastly more confidence had
in the special care of God for his faithful
laborers. The minister for Christ needs
to live and labor
great nearness to God.
Diogenes said to Alexander the Great,
who a~ked to know how he might show
him favor:"] ust stand out of my sunlight!"
And that should be the sentiment of the
active ministry-they should suffer no one
to stand in their sunlight and hinder the
special favor of God in their work.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

Subscriptions for the Saints' Harmony
are coming in quite freely, and we learn
that lists are being made up in the branches for it. The Board of Publication have
already expended quite a large sum on the
Harmony; hence those who contemplate
purchasing it should send in their subscripa time as practicable.
tions at as
All interested in
music and a oneness
of method-and that method the correct
one-throughout the church, are requested
to take notice.
Bro. W. J.
of Elmwood, Indian
Territory, writes desiring· us to state that
he had written to Brn. "] ohn Hailey" and
"Nunley," but had not received replies.
In a letter
oat Farnsworth, Sanborn county,
the 7th ult., Mr. S.
V. Grey asks that some faithful elder
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call on them and labor,
fident a good work can
number are now
church by
of that field
We clip the
couty, (Mo.), Times,
dale

and he seems conbe done there. A
to unite with the
charge
soon.
from the "'\JV orth
in the Allen"Elder Stebbins,
at the Saints'
and SunMr. Steb-

VI/ e thank friends for
us marked copies of leading papers containing valuable articles. Sometimes we use these
articles in our columns when we think
them available and
and we are alglad to receive even such as we do
Herald

crimination in word or manner,
out of their work in defense or
of the work Christ has committed to our
trust.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. Heman C. Smith wrote from ValSan Diego
14th:
Sydney Wright and I are on a gospel
mission through this county. \Ve have reason
to believe· we have done some good, and hope to
do more."

Bro. Frank
Kansas,

writes from Osage
zoth:

"I have commenced
Brethren church in this citv,
I may succeed until later on."

in the United
not tell how

Bro. E. Day Bennett wrote
Santa
Dakota:
"The work moves on slowly in this field. Sunday is about the only day one can secure a congregation. All is well."
THE WORST FORM OF IRRELIGION.

CosTLY as their education has
not
one man or woman in a ht<ndred
the
liesured classes has acquired, or seem likely to
an insight into the conditions
on
society is . now held
The men, perhaps,
belong by tradition
a
some add what it is
call history-for the most part a magnified view of the same
interests. As
for women, no one
ever instructed
them that it is their
"to see life steaoand see it whole." But neither men
nor women care for political economy.
1Nhat the average man does not underis making money. His aim is
stroke to become a silver
way or .cattle king, master of a
or creator of a "cornero" This
justifies Von Hartman's
nineteenth
as "the
irreligious
that ever has been seen this, and not the
assault upon dogma or
decline of the
churces. There is a
below

D.

below anti-religion, and into it the age has
fallen. It is the indifference to every instinct which does not make for wealth.-

.Rev. Dr. William Barry, in the April
.Forum.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

&crrhe winds with hymns of praise are loud,
Or low with sobs of pain,.-Tbe thunder-organ of the cloud,
'!.'he dropping tears of rain."

DISCERNING A CHILD'S SPECIAL
NEED OF TRAINING.
In the wise training of children, it is of first
importance to know their special need of training. There can be no good shooting until we
have something to aim at. Until we know what
the disease is, there is little use in trying to cure
ito
No quality of a good physician ls of more importance than skill in making a diagnosis of a
patient's case. If a master-mind in this realm
were to pass with positiveness on the disease of
every patient, the treatment of that disease
would be comparatively easy. A young graduate from a medical school, or a trained nurse,
would in most cases be capable of knowing and
doing that which was needful in the premises.
But until the diagnosis is accurate, the best
eiforts of the ablest physician are liable to be misdirected, and so to be ineffective for good. As it
is with the physician and his patient, so it is with
the parent and his child. An accurate diagnosis
ls an essential pre-requisite to wise and efficient
treatment. The diagnosis secured, the matter
of treatment is comparatively an easy matter.
p,_ parent's dia~nosis of his child's case is in the
d·iscerning of his child's faults, as preliminary to
a process of training for their cure. Until that
l!i secured, there is no hope of intelligent and
weJJ.directed treatment.
Yet it is not the easiest thing in the world to
say what are a child's peculiar faults, and what
is, therefore, that child's peculiar need of training. Many a parent is disturbed by a child's
best traits, while he underestimates or overlooks
that child's chief failings. And many another
parent who knows that his child is full of faults
can not say just what they are, or classify them
according to their relative prominence, and their
power for evil. "That boy's questions will worry my life out. He is always asking questions;
and such questions. I can't stand it." This is
said by a great many fathers and mothers whose
children are full of promise, largely because
they are full of questions. But if the boy has a
bdght mind and positive preferences, and is ready
to study or to work untiringly in the line of his
own tastes, and in no other line, it does not always
o~cur to his parents that just here-in this reluctance to apply himself in the line of wise expedi!mc:y rather than of personal fancy-there is a
failing which, if not trained out of that boy, will
stand f!S a barrier to his truest manhood, and
will make him a second-rate man when he
might be a first-rate one; a one-sided man inscead of a well-proportioned man. Such a boy is
guil-e likely to be looked upon as one who must
be permitted to have his own way, since that
is evidently not a bad way, and he shows
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unusual power in its direction. So that boy
may be left untrained in this particular until he
is hopelessly past training, merely because his
chief fault is unrecognized my those who could
correct it, and who would gladly do so if they
saw it in its due proportions.
Careful study and a wise discrimination are
needed on a parent's part to ascertain a child's
peculiar faults. Each parent would do well to
ask himself, or herself, the questions, "What are
the special faults of my child? Where is he
weakest? In what direction is his greatest
strength liable to lead him astray; or when is it
most likely to fail him? Which of his faults is
most prominent? Which of them is of chief im·portance for immediate corn ction ?" Such questions as these should be considered at a time
favorable tb deliberate judgtnent, when there is
least temptation to be influenced by personal
feeling, either of preference or dissatisfaction.
They should be pondered long and welL
The unfriendly criticisms of neighbors, and the
kind suggestions of friends, are not to be despised
by a parent in making up an estimate of his
child's failings and faults. Rarely is a parent so
discerning, so impartial, aud so wise, that he can
know his child through and through, and be able
to weigh the several traits, and perceive the every
imperfection and exaggeration of their characters, with unerring accuracy and absolute fairness. A judge is supposed to be disqualified for
an impartial hearing of a case in which he has
direct personal interest. A physician will not
commonly make a disagno·sis of his own disorders, lest his fears or hopes should bias his
judgment. And even though the parent must
decide for himself concerning the interests and
the treatment of his own children, he ought to be
glad to take into consideration what others think
and say of them, while he is making up his mind
concerning his duty in the premises. And what
is written or said on this subject by competent
educators is v-·orthy of attention from every parent who would train his children understandingly.
There is little danger that any parent will give
too much study to his child's specific needs, or
have too many helps to a wise conclusion on
that point. There is a great deal of danger that
the whole subject will be neglected or undervalued by a parent.
If a parent were explicitly to ask the question
of a fair and plain-speaking friend, familiar with
that parent's children, and competent to judge
them, What do you think is the chief fault-or
the most objectionable characteristic-of my son
-or daughter? the frank answer to that question would in very many cases be an utter surprise to the parent; the fault or characteristic named not having been suspected by the parent. A
child may be so much like the parent just here,
that the parent's blindness to his or her own
chief fault or lack may forbid the seeing of the
child's similar deformity. Or, again, that 'child
may be so totally unlike the parent, that the
parent will be unable to appreciate, or even to
apprehend, that peculiarity of the child which is
apparent to every outside intelligent observer.
A child's reticence from deep feeling has often
been counted by an over-demonstrative parent as
a sign of want of sensitiveness; and so vice vm·sa.
Parents need help from others, from personal
friends whom they can trust to speak with impartiality and kindness, or from the teachers of
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their children, in the gaining of a proper estimate
and understanding of their children's characteristics and needs. The parent who does not realize this truth, and act on it, will never do as well
as might be done for his or he>- child. God has
given the responsibility of the training of that
child t.o the parent; buf he has also laid on that
parent the duty of learning, by the aid of all
proper means, what are that child's requirements,
and how to meet them. A child may be permanently d waded or distorted in mental and moral
characteristics through his parent's neglect of
this duty.-Sunday School Times.
SLEEP.
''So He giveth his belpved sleep."-Psa. cxxvii. 2.
He sees when their footsteps falter, when their heart
grows weak and faint,
He marks when their strength is failing, and listens to
each complaint;
He bids them rest for a season, for the pathway has grown
too steep;
And folded in fair green pastures,
He giveth his loved ones sleep
Like weary and worn out children, that sigh for the daylight,s close,
He knows that they oft are longing for home and its
sweet repose;
So he calls them in fmm their labors ere the shadows
around them creep,
And silently watching o,er then1,
He giveth his loved ones sleep.
He giveth it, oh, so gently, as a mother will hush to rest
The babe that she softly prllows so tenderly on her breast;
Forgotten are now the trials and sorrows that made them
weepj

For with many a soothing promise
He giveth his loved ones sleep.
He giveth it I friends the dearest, can never this boon bestow;
But he touches the drooping eyelids, and placid the features grow;
Their foes may gather abont them, and storms may
round them sweep,
Bnt guarding them safe from danger,
He giveth his loved ones sleep.
All dread of the distant future, all fears that opprest today,
Like mists that clear in the sunlight, have noiselessly
passed away;
Nor call nor clamor can rouse them from slumbers so pure
and deep,
For only his voice can reach them
Who giveth his loved ones sleep.
Weep not that their toils are over, weep not that their
race is run;
God grant we may rest as calmly when our work, like
their, is done I
Tlll then we would yield with gladness our treasures
to him to keep,
And t·ejoice in the sweet assurance,
He giveth his loved ones sleep.
-Golden Hours.

STEWARTSVILLE, Mo., May rrth.
Dear Sisters:--I felt it my duty to write once
more and say that I am still firm in the faith,
and have great reason to be thankful for the
many blessings I daily receive. The longer I
know this work, the more I love it and the more
beauties I see in it; and I want to live as becometh a Saint and do all the good I can, and help
in my weakness to spread the gospel. I have
given away some tracts and one copy of the Voice
of Warning, and they are at work. I don't feel
that we could get along without the Home Column. I think the church papers are all good.
Ever praying for the welfare of the cause I
I love, I remain your sister,
ANN SDMMERFiltLD.

SIGEL, Michigan, Apr. 1889.
Dear Herald:-! am a little girl just twehe
years old, and as I never sent a birth-day preseClt:
to the "Column," I will now send a smalrone. I
was baptized a year ago and have not regrdtc"d
the step I have taken for it is good to be a Saint.
If we live faithful we know our reward !s ;;ure.
Pray for me, dear Saints, that I may have rny
lamp trimmed and ready for the coming of fae '
Bridegroom.
Your sister,
CELESTIA J. MoRGAN.

the child in the way he should go, if we would
have him walk in
when old. Don't, we beseed; you, suffer the golden days of youth to
slip by un·lmproved, lest you have it to regret,
where regrets avail nothing.-En.
HoME Cor,u:HN l'l1rssroNARY FuND.
!0

00
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TABERVILLE, Mo., May roth.
Dear Sisters o/ the Home Colttmn:--I have not
yet subscribed for the Herald, but borrow them
from the sisters of this branch, and I take sw:h
pleasure in reading the Home Column that I
feel I should like to add a few lines to it, and tell
how I love this work.
I was born and raised in Southern Ohio, where
I lived until April, I885, when we came to
South-western Missouri, we bought a farm and
located where we now are, and here I first heard
the gospel preached by the Latter Day Saints. I
was not long in making up my mind that
":as
the right church for me, and I soon enlisted in
the cause.
I was baptized on the 12th day of F'ebruac·y,
1888, by brother E. Curtis, and I thank our
Heavenly Father that I have lived to see this
glorious light shine. It has been to me the h~p
piest part of my life since early childhood. I
know this to be the true way to walk in the light
of God; and if we will only prove faithful we
shall receive all he has promised us. I haYe ,·eceived many testimonies of the truth since I came
into this work. Of course I have temptations
and trials, but I know if we do not bear the cross,
we can not wear the crown, for God will have a
tried people.
My husband is also a member of the Beorg!!n·
ized Church. We have two pretty little blackeyed girls, smart and interesting, and the greatest
desire of my heart is to be able to live a pure and
true life, that our Heavenly Father will enable
us to walk so as to let our light shine that we
may be fit examples to guide these dear little
ones in the way in which they should go, that
may not depart from the faith when they grow
up.
We have preaching here but once each month.
Ern. I. N. White and-- Tucker preached for
us last week. We had preaching on
also on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday evenings, and one was baptized. We have prayer
and testimony meetings every Sunday at the
brethren and sisters' homes. This is a good
neighborhood and we have many friends of our
church.
May God bless and be with all who will try to
investigate and love the truth, is my prayer in
faith.
Your sister in Christ,
LIZZIE l\i. HADLEY.
Preaching, praver and testimony meetings, Sr.
Lizzie, bnt how about the lit tie ones? Is there
not material enough for a Sabbath School? T'NO
black-eyed little girls with mother or father anxious for their salvation, the holy Sabbath day,
with Zion's Hope and Sabbath School Question
Books; are these not enough? Are there c.10
others? Are the lambs of the flock being fed
with the pure milk of the wordb We must train

I
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CoAL HILL, Arkansas.
Dear Hcrald:-I do not agree with one Bro.
Robinson--who inferred in his letter that people
in Arkansas were not worth saving. I think
that some of the smartest people that I ever met
are here, and vice vena. But I think this would
be the easiest field to preach in that can bdound
anywhere. The field is ripe already for the harvest. Tell the parties that have charge of this
mission that they can find a welcome at my house
whether they find me doing my duty or not. My
place is one quarter mile north of Christian
Church of this town. Would be glad to have
any of the traveling elders write and call on me.
There are a iew Saints at Rogers in Benton
County· Among them are Sister Minnie Wickes
and Bro. John Moore and wife. At Springdali!!,
Washington county, there is a branch
thirteen.
Bro. E. Wildermuth presides at this place, eight
members. This is Johnson county, on the Little
Rock and Ft. Smith Railroad. At Shark, Yell
county, will be found Bro. Rich Worthington
and wife. I believe this is all I can do toward
helping the missionary till he does something.
Pray forth~ cause.
B. H. CAsE.

of

WooDBINE, Iowa, May 21st.
Dear Herald:-Brethren Charles Derry and H.
0. Smith have been preaching for us of late to
increasing and attentive audiences, and I trust in
the near future the Lord will give the increase,
which I believe he will do if we live faithful in
!he discharge of every known duty. This is
what I am laboring and praying daily for.
It is my true desire and prayer that each and all
Latter Day Saints may strive to live up to their
privileges, and then we will see the gospel win
its way and many honest in heart be brought
into the fold ot Christ.
s. B. KIBLER.

-BozEMAN,
-Montana, May r3th.

Editors Herald:-I take this means of informing the readers of the Herald that we are still
alive in this part of the world. We are pretty
far north, but while it is cold without, there is
yet a little of the good old fire within to give
activity and life to the body. I feel so grateful
to God for the blessings he has bestowed on me
of late, that I want to tell my brethren and the
world about it: I had a violent attack of inflammatory rheumatism lately. I suffered intense
pain, at times almost beyond endurance. On
the evening of the 5th I sent for Elder J. E. Reese
to aominister to me, and, thank God, I war; there
and then healed,
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I want to say to those that fancy there is no
power in this work, that they are mistaken. If
they receive no answer from heaven it is because
they have no faith. l feel firmer than ever in
this work, and hope soon to be able to devote my
days to the Lord's service. Then my joy will
be complete.
Yours in gospel bonds,
GoMER REESE.

WALLAMBA, N. S. Vi!., April 9th.
Dear Herald:-I have just now laid down the
lierald after a very pleasant perusal of its colums. It is indeed a spirit-strengthening paper,
and one that no adult Saint can afford to do with·
out.
When I read of the noble work being achieved
by the elders, who, in the face of vile calumny,
are so courageously and zealously battling against
a hostile world, my admiration of them develops
into ecstasy, particularly when
think of the
cause they are advocating, and I feel as.if I would
like to join them in the battle field, for the harvest indeed is ripe and truly great, but the reapers
are few. 0, that I had the necessary qualifica·
tions to fit me for a faithful and profitable coworker with my brethren in the vineyard of the
Lord!
It would certainly, I think, be a good thing if
more missionaries could be sent from America
into this far ofT' sunny !and. We like the Yankees; they can talk so! There are many noble
people in the colonies who have never yet heard
the glad tidings of the gospel, and who, after
hearing must obey. There are many others
again, and honest hearts too, many of them, who
have been ·so poisoned against anything like the
sound of Mormon, by the circulated slanders of
the enemy, that they are now bound down in
awful darkness by the cruel chains of prejudice
and bigotry, and who in time wouid break those
bands of error and rise triumphant above the
cunning of the adversary, if truth were sufficiently promulgated.
Wouldn't the Saint~ here rejoice if we only
heard of two such elders as Brn. Burton and
Smith being sent out here to preach?
Bm. \Vightand Butterworth are determined to
use their talents in such a way as wUl gain for
them the saying, "Well done." They are doing
a lion's share, but would it not be grand if they
were assisted by a brother such as T. W. Smith?
I hope you will not think it selfish if I say that
we would like to have Br. T. W. Smith back
again. H such be the emanation o.f a selfish
spirit, then I can vouch that many in the church
and out of it participate in that selfishness. Br.
and Sr. Smith have done a good work during
their "too short stay" in Australia, which I trust,
time will never eiface and for which we have
learned to love them.
The branch at Forster is being augmented by
an occasional one obeying the gospel. There is
qt,ite a number in the district who are convinced,
but are afraid of the finger of scorn; others are
investigating with a desire to know the truth.
And novt ill) appeal to the Saints, not only of
Forster, but everywhere, is to endeavor to live in
such a manner as will render us strong factors in
facilitating the coming into the kingdom of such
people as above mentioned" Truly, one of the
best persuasions and proofs
the truthfulness of
the latter day work we can offer to seekers after
is to sh0w .t'IJ!.em by
lives that we are

Saints in deed, as well as in theory. But how are
we to arrive at that standard of perfection unless
we assist each other by prayer, words of encour·
agement, and that brotherly love that should be
characteristic of every servant of the Lord?
Br. Wight is now with us in Forster, but in·
tends shortly to go out into a new field, after
which he purposes visiting Nambuccra branch,
and then we shall have to do without him for a
time. However, we ought not to murmur, for
have had a good share of the preaching of the
traveling elders, and we have a good staff of offi.
cers in the Forster branch.
is now about nine months since I connected
myself with the church, and feel considerably
strengthened since then; but alas! too timid and
weak yet by a long way in the service of the
Lord. Trusting that I shall yet grow stronger
in the faith and become a more useful instrument.
I pray that the Lord will bless all the honest in
heart who from time to time become initiated in·
to the kingdom and open up a way unto all those
who are convinced and desirous of obeying the
tmth; that he may enable us to feel that we must
not nullify our teachings by our daily actions;
and remember that the "Spirit of the Lord dwelleth not in unholy temples," and that without
God's Spirit we are unable to cope with cunning
craftiness and powerful attacks of the adversary.
remain your brother,
R. H. LAUGHLIN.

CoLEMAN, Michigan, May rsth.
Br. W. T.V. Blair :--After the general confer·
ence I went to Kansas City and Independence to
vic;it my brethren, about thirty or forty of whom
w<;re formerly of Ontario, and chiefly the fruits
of my labors in the gospel. We had quite a reunion. The old fire that was kindled thirteen
years ago had not died out. Our rejoicing together was great. We felt a portion of that same
Spirit we used to have when we were but babes
in the church. Some of our brethren who have
been a little backward in the past took a fresh
stHt and declared their intentions to do better in
the future.
By requst I went to Knob Knoster and
a few times. Had fair liberty. Five
were baptized during my stay, and about the
same time I learned that some were baptized in
Independence, and four were added to the branch
at Kansas Clty, Kansas. All along the line people are coming into the church.
I arrived at home May rst. Left everything
looking bright in Missouri, the trees in blossom
etc., and found the ground white with snow in
Michigan. But I hope the people in Missouri
wi 11 not think we have had winter ever since the
snow fell last October. No, we have had good
weather between these times, and all the differ·
er,ce I see
these scattering storms of snow
early in the Fall and late in the Spring is, down
there it is a miserable cold, wet rain and at night
a man needs his overcoat, while here the snow
that was on the ground on May rst was all gone
bdOJ·e night, and that evening was not so cold
as wouJd be in Missouri. But we are a month
behbd Missouri.
Well, I found my family all well. I remained
lew days and planted some potatoes and corn
and other garden stuff, then left for Coleman.
Toon have been
in Coleman in the last
others are believing.
tbrer~ days
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I receive many calls for preaching, more than
I can fill. I hope the brethren will be patient,
and we will be with them as often as we can.
I must say that for the first three days of con·
ference I felt downcast; I thought-pay so much
for this hall, just for the Saints to hold confer·
ence, and so few outsiders to attend! And Bro.
Joseph not here, Oh, this is terrible! I began to
think of the past when in some of our districts at
conference or two days' meetings, What, is the
president of the district not coming? Well, "we
might just as well go home!" "We might just
as well not have any conference," etc. But the
"kingdom is ours," and we must all make up our
minds to do our part in the same. And we must
all learn to live, and perhaps die without having
the prophet or elder by our side. I ha.ve return·
ed from the conference with a determination
upon my part to do the best I can in spreading
the glorious gospel until I hear it said "Well
done."
J. J. CORNISH.

INDEPENDENCE, Mo., May 8th.
Dear Herald:-I had the following vision May
4th, r889, at Holden, Missouri, in the Saints'
afternoon meeting during the district conference
there. President Luff had appointed Bro. John
A. Robinson in charge of the meeting. After
the Saints had partaken of the sacrament, the
brother in charge made some very appropriate
remarks in regard to the duties of the Saints, the
success of the meeting, and the blessings of God
that we were privileged to enjoy. While he was
thus speaking, there was a holy, joyful influence
came over the congregation, and my heart was
made glad and my soul did rejoice in God my
Savior, to know that the restoration of the gospel was indeed a glorious reality. While in this
happy condition there appeared before my spirit·
ual vision as follows:
I saw before me a beautiful garden, lovely to
behold. It was was nicely laid out an"d very
tastefully arranged. It was filled with beautiful,
growing plants, such as I had never before seen.
I wondered what all this meant. There seemed
to be a personage there (but invisible to me) for
the purpose of giving me instruction. He in·
formed me that this garden was mine, and was
given to me by the Lord when I united with the
church. As he thus spoke I was made to understand what all these plants were. This question
came in my mind: \Vhat shall the harvest be?
to which he answered, "It depends altogether
upon you and how you care for the plants, culti·
vate the soil, and keep the weeds down. You
may so neglect it that all will go to waste and
the labor you have done be lost; or you may Ia·
bor so that at harvest time you may reap thirty
fold, or you can so labor and care for the plants
that you may reap sixty fold; and it is in your
power to reap an hundred fold." As he thus
informed me of the privileges and agency that I
possessed, I became intensely interested, and I
walked through the garden with an anxious desire in my heart to reap to the utmost extent. I
noticed some of the plants were not as thrifty as
I wished they were, and on close observation I
saw that the ground had not been worked as
carefully as it should have heen, and that conse"
quently the ground was getting hard. And I
also saw quite a number of stones lying in the
garden, and these stones made me feel very sad,
for they did n<At belong in the garden and ought
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not to be there. I could not see where they
came from, and why they were there, for they
accomplished no good in any wise, but they produced a very sad and grievous effect upon me.
At once I found myself upon an elevated place,
and I saw many gardens like mine. These gardens represe:::~ ted the souls
persons in the
church; the plants represented the christian
graces such as love, joy, peace, meekness, virtue,
long suffering, brotherly kindness, godliness,
etc., etc., and the weeds represented, envy, malice, strife, hatred, uncleanness, wrath, etc., etc.
I could understand in regard to all except those
stones that I saw lying in the garden, and again
I was told to look, and I saw stones being thrown
from almost in every direction and falling into
all the gardens, and I was informed that these
stones represented the evil speaking among
God's people.
F. C. W ARNKY.

of

GARAFRAXA, Ont, May 2oth.

B"'o. Blair :--I have never. been so much blessed as of late. The Spirit of the Master has indeed been "poured out" in rich spiritual blessings,
causing love and union. The sick are being healed, even diseases of long standing being rebuked
through the instruction of the Spirit. In connection with Bro. James McClean I have been
visiting some of the neighboring branches in the
district, and find a desire on the part of the Saints
to comply with the law, both temporally and
spiritually. Yesterday eve had the pleasure of
burying in baptism two aged ladies who bid fair
to become prominent in Israel.
JOHN SHIELDS.
KIRTLAND, Ohio, May 9th.

Editors Sai11ts' Herald:-At the urgent request
of Bro J. W. Gillen that I visit the Saints of St.
Louis and those of Johnson county, Illinois, on
my return to the east, and having an inclination
so to do, on the evening following the closing of
the general conference at St. Joseph I took the
C. B. & Q. tn:lin via. Hannibal for St. Louis, where
I arrived on Sunday morning, the 14th, safely.
Nothing of a striking nature occurred on the
way except a Missouri "bald knobber," presumably, was polite enough to relieve me of my hat
ias I quietly rested in a reclining chair under the
influence of old Morpheus during the night-bade
adieu-forgetting to leave another in its place.
After the first impulse of disgust and contempt
for such a mean fellow, upon reflection I was
consoled in the thought that he left me my head,
and as l was in Missouri this speaks volumes. It
was just a little uncomfortable, however, to be
compelled to appear in St. Louis on Sunday morning when all the stores should be closed, bare
headed. The porter wa& clever enough to loan
me a traveling cap, however, about two sizes too
small and considerably worn which I donned and
with valise in hand started in search of 3I 29
Caroline street. After a long ride, several enquiries and short walk I arrived at the aforesaid
n'.lmber to be kindly received by Bro. and Sr.
Dawson and grandma, having attracted more
than ordinary attention on the way. But all is
well that ends well, and he is no soldier at all
who is not ready to meet emergencies.
There is a warm atmosphere about Bro. Dawson's house for Latter Day Saint ministers which
I at once appreciated. Home like! Exchanging
cap for one of Bro. Dawson's hats, slightly more

after a lapse of twenty-seven years. At noon
becoming, I attended services in the Saints r.ew
church in the afternoon and evening. Preac::red
we were at Carbondale in the coal fields recer::tly
with fair liberty to an attractive and app;·edadve
developed. About 2 p. m. Marion was reached.
audience, empathizing especially against Ude•.'es,
I-I ere
where spent a term at school when a
This being my first visit to St. Lon is I
not
a tirne .,)!Jhen it was
to be non proboy,
be a competent judge as to the temper and sucgressive fo:r country and city boys to be on good
cess of the brethren; any 'Nay there are vvitn(~ss
terrns,
belonged to the former class.
~='he
es for the truth in St. Louis and evidence:; of
town boys with overwhehning ntunbers were
earnestness and devotion to the cause. Excellent
frequently looking :for n:1e and a boy
the name
judgment has been exhibited in the bull din~:;·
of Caleb Cain and my two older brothers (for
their new chapel-"maldng haste
go sbvv"short, Frank and Jack) and they usually found us
keeping it in easy control of the branch finand·
there. Hive Cunr:lngham and Ben Mulkey were
ally. This is a good example. Bro. James 'l\1.
especially
p!igllistk, and we used to take a train
Gillen and co-workers bear rather enviable repu ..
almost dally, on the street or in the school room
tations among the Saints and friends. Gccod.
when the old fogy teacher's back was turned.
On Monday Sr. Dawson accompanied me to the
The old town stands there yet looking precisely
business portion of the city, pointed out some of
like itself, and no striking improven1ent save a
its prominent attractions and directed me
a
rail way has been put through. What was worse
proper hat store. I purchased a hat. $3 50 •Jut,
the grown people would encourage those pracbesides one worth $4.00, and among the best I
tices among the boys and hiss them on.
ever wore-conference hat-gone to adorn the
Night found me at Tunnel Hill. Stayed over
head of a "bald knobber" or "hat grabber," and yet
with cousin Columbus Webb. Received some
it is thought that ministers never have any ups
points as to the way and started out into the old
and downs in the world. The dollar handed me
neighborhood of birth and early life-five miles
the day previous by a good brother not leUing
distant. Here and round about reside a large
his left hand know what his right hand did,
number of relativer; and ·brethren too numerous
whose name I did not get, and whose contr~bu
to mention. At an early day the gospel found its
tions the Bishop may never hear of, went into the
way here and war; received by my father, his
new hat also. His kindness is duly appreciated.
brother, and others who became its defenders. It
In the afternoon I was put in charge of Sr.
has had opposition all these years but the good
Patience Cook for the remainder of the day and
seed remains and the leaven works. Uncle AnTuesday, to make calls. and see the attractions of
drew Kelley resides here, one of two of the surthe city. We called on a number of the bre1hren
viving brothers
the old famity. He is known
to be kindly received, and spent the time profitafor his sterling manhood, industry and strict honbly and pleasantly. I failed to get the na'nes
esty. He has a large family of fine. repute-all
down at the time and can not furnish them fl'om
in the faith. ·whatever course may be pursued
memory, but their kindness is appreciated all the
by the younger generations they can point with
same.
On Tuesday Sr. Cook following her own tasts
pride to a worthy ancestry. Their word was as
and inclinations as to the most delightful 1nrts
good as a bank account, but unfortunately were
of the ciiy, girl like, led the way to the parks and
all poor. By the way, ca•l a man begin at the
flower gardens. The day was bright and beautistump of things and soon achieve a fortune by
ful and the scenery pleasing and attractive. Buds,
an honest conrse in an honest way? But this
flowers, birds, butterflies, toiling men and growwas a poor country to begin in.
ing plants; trees and shrubs of various kinds and
The Saints have a church bullding and a large
climate, long walks and green landscapes, with
number of communicants here. Among the
the large reservoir that supplies the city with
chief supporters are Elisha and Daniel 'Webb,
water daily were among the attractive thlngs
old schoolmates, Thomas Kelley, Richard and
seen and studied. This was our holiday. It is
Joseph Smith with a large number of relatives
said, "The eye is not satisfied with seeing, nor
and friends. They hold their meetings regularly.
the ear filled with hearing." But long walks and
I preached for them two Sabbaths and two Satintense interest, however attractive and beautiful
urday evenings with fair liberty and encouraged
the view, bring weary limbs and a longing fnr a
by large audiences. \l\lhat a world of young
luncheon and a couch. St. Louis with all its
people! It
encouraging to be able to draw,
magnifkence has not that sleek appearance and
but I incline to the opinion that it was my fathbusiness snap apparent in eac;tern dtles. I was
er's good record that brought out the crowd here.
agreeably impressed with the good taste and
It is said that "A vvise son makes a glad father,"
sense of my young guide, as she cnly had pleasand it is equally true that a reputable father
ant words and compliments for her bmthers and
cheers the heart of a son. The good seed of the
sisters in the faith, and expressed esteem for those
kingdom is firmly planted in the hearts of many
who labor for them in word and doctrlne. r•,fay
in this community, both old and you.og, and unher virtues continue to shine as the years go by.
der more favorable circumstances ·and surroundEarly on Wednesday the 17th, Bro. Dawson
ings would shine out to better advantage. May
accompanied me to the Union Depot and I took
they hold on
the good, and wlth opportunity
the Cairo short line for Tunnel Hill, Illinois.
scatter into distant fields. Just a few miles from
The day was warm and beautiful. The fruit u·ees
the Saints chapel at Evergreen., in a little log
along the way were in full bloom, the forests
cabin on the hill, is the place where the writer
green with foliage, variegated with redbud and
began his career on the planet called Earth.
dogwood blossoms as of yore, the meadows verdOf course the little spot was viewed with interest
ant and growing, the young clover
by me as memories of the past crowded in upon
hard in places to hide the yellow clay from view,
the mind. Birth and death, the beginning and
and the wheat fields presented a rich and lux!lrlthe end of man .in this probation, become points
ant growth-said to be as fine as was ever seen
of interest to every one. The house was gone
in that country. This was
return
but the ground
which it stood remains. No
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one could get away with that. The same tree
stands by the wet weather spring from which we
used vvater which coursed down th'" rocky way.
Other marks of identity stm remain. Thls was
good place to see how
back memory would
go. I mentioned a circumstance to my cousin,
older than myself, that I rembered very distinctly and which she also remembered, and on computing the time and distance back found thRt
was 2-bout two years old.
thought this was
pretty good considering that I was born on the
first day of April. The occurence was at corn
planting. I had been cautioned not to touch the
vessel containing the seed corn, and it was placed
where it was thought to be out of my reach.
When the parties who were planting had made
their round that vessel v,-as upside do'Nn and the
corn on the ground. No one had been there but
me and of course I was the main point of attack.
vVarm words and warmer applications placed on
various parts in order to shape me up for the future made such an impression that I have never
forgotten it. All of that ado just because I developed early a precocity to look into things.
But I got a tremendous set back that day. A
year later we moved a mile and a half distance.
There stands the old house on the old homestead
yet. When about four years old I was out in the
"clearing" near the house with my father. He
was felling trees and piling brush but chanced to
lay the ax down and stepped away a short distance
when an impulse seized me to try to be a man,
and I raised the big sharp ax as high as I could
and when it came down took off the end of my
left big toe. The blood streamed for twelve or
fifteen inches. Father's attention was soon attracted and he came and carried me to the house.
I was the center of attention and received general sympathy from all present until I was easy
and began to enjoy myself pretty well, when my
two older brothers struck up:
''Joe cut off his big toe,
And hung it up to dry;
All the girls began to laugh,
But Joe began to cry,"

This was too much, adding insult to injury,
and J was ready to carry the war into Africa at
once. These samples of
incidents in
my early life will doubtless suffice for the present
and I will await bids for a full and complete
biography.
I made it my home at cousin E. Webb's and
was kindly and pleasantly cared for by himself
and his excellent wife and family. Indeed all
of the relatives, neighbors and Saints showed me
marked kindness and respect for which I return
sincere thanks. May they continue to be worthy and commendable Saints, which is the highest attainment that can be reached by man, that
know anything about.
Monday the 29th I left Tunnel Hill for home.
Arrived in Coldwater, Michigan, at two P. M. on
the 3oth, and found Brn. George Corless, E.
Vlhaley and C Scott in waiting for Brn. F. M.
Sheehy, Richard Evans and Vv. . Smith, who
were expected on the
train. Meetings had
been announced for those expected, but they did
not con1e. 1 filled appoinbnen~s or1
and
Wednesday evenings
good audiences in
tendance.
It like going home
call to see the Saints
at Cold\><:ater. Then lt
pleasant to be in the
presence of my old associate
CO··laborer, Brc.
C. Scott.
his
never grow less!

I was sorry to learn that a personal friend and
a staunch supporter of the faith, Bro. William
Lockerby was quite ill. I found him about, but
his condition is criticaL May he recover soon.
May the 5th I divided the time with Bro. "'M.
H. Bond at Kirtland, Ohio, he preaching in the
morning, and I in the evening, with good audiences in attendance. Home folks, Saints and
people in community are well. Bright warm
days
come, and buds, flowers, green grass·
es and singing birds indicate that spring is here.
Busily, W. H. KELLEY.
NoRTH FoRSTER, Australia, April 7th.
Editors Eierald:-We are not slumbering in
this part of the Lord's vineyard. Although we
have not been communicating with the Herald,
yet we tee! a gratitude to our heavenly Master
for the fulness of the gospel brought by Brn. J.
F. Burton and T. W. Smith and others. May
God be with them to the end. Our branch was
organized in 1886, by Elder J. F. Burton. We
then numbered twenty" six, but we can now count
fifty, so you see, dear brethren, that the Lord is
working with his people. Although we are
young in the gospel of Christ, we can say that we
know that it is of God, and that the signs follow
the faithful. For, speaking of myself, I have
seen some of God's love and power. I was called
to administer to a brother Argent, of the Nambucccra branch, who was paralyzed in his limbs.
I received a letter from him some time after, and
this is "What he says: "I feel a great deal better
since you administered to me. I am able to
walk and do a little work now, and I know it was
by the pmver of God that I was healed, and I
feel thankful."
We all felt the parting hour very much when
Br. and Sr. Smith took their departure from
Forster. But we feel to say, God's will be done,
not ours; knowing that it was for the best to the
work of the Lord. However, it was not long be ..
fore we were again blessed by having Br. and
Wight with us. They are doing a good work
tor the Lord. May His Spirit be with them, for
we need good, faithful and spiritual men.
Australia is a large and hard field, and the harvest is ripe. So, dear Saints, remember us in
your prayers that the Lord may fit and qualify
the young ministry of Australia, that they may
stand in their lot and fill their office and calling
as faithful men of God. For the Lord demands
hlthful men-a sluggard will he not uphold. We
need a good few just such men as Brn. T. W.
Smth, Burton, Wight and all the rest that I have
heard preach the latter day faith. The Lord is
remembering Zion, for the set time for her favor
has come. He is giving signs in all parts of the
earth. In a letter received from Sweden, written
by my father, it says that a great fire took place
in that land recently, and burned many cities to
the ground, and left thousands of people home·
less; also in Australia we had a great hailstorm
during last year, destroying the crops. So the
Lord is leaving his testimony upon ali the confnents of the earth that the people may know
time is come. Let us be ready when the
Lor'd shall call, that we may be saved with all
happy ones of Zion.
Your humble servant,
CHARLES A. LOVING.
JI,

c.
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Iowa.
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$heir own views. Contributions solicJted.

THE WITNESS OF THE SPIRIT.

DEAR HERALD:-The Savior said,
"Marvel not that I said unto thee, Ye
must be born ag-ain." This saying has
caused not only Nicodemus to marvel, but
many others have queried in this age of
the world, and doubtless in other ages
where they had access to this declaration.
"Ye must be born again," suggests to the
mind, as shown by the question of Nicodemus, the first birth; and the r:atural man
wonders how a second birth can take place.
The interrogator of Jesus wondered, which
Jesus perceving, informed him of the nature of the birth, and the mode of the
same, that he had reference to. He says,
"Except a man be born of water, and of
the Spirit, he can not enter into the kingdom of God. That which is born of flesh,
is flesh, and that which is born of the Spirit, is spirit." Then comes this text,
"The wind bloweth where it listeth,
and thou hearest the sound thereof, but
canst not tell whence it cometh nor whither it goeth; so is every one who is born
of the Spirit."
It seems to the writer, by these scriptuns, that the Savior wished to convey to
the mind of Nicodemus that man was of a
dual nature, and that both natures had to
be born, one ot water and the other of the
Spirit. The spirit was to be born of the
Spirit, and the body of water. The birth
of water (or being brought forth out of
the water) we can see performed before
our eyes when a candidate is immersed,
and comes out of the water, and knows
from whence he came, a"nd whither he
tends, but the birth of the Spirit we can
not see, neither do we know Its origin, or
destination.
The sacred writer says,
"There is a spirit in man, and the inspiration of the Almighty giveth them understanding."-J ob 32: 8. Paul says, "For
what man knoweth the things of a man,
save the spirit of man that is in him; even
so the things of God knoweth no man,
but the Spirit of God." We perceive then
that it is the spiritual~part of man which
has understanding, which knows, and this
is proven by experience, that when the
spirit leaves the body, the body is dead;
as James says, "The body without the
spirit is dead." The dead body has eyes,
but sees not; it hath ears but it hears not;
mouth but is dumb; brains but they have
lo8t their power to act;-the living, thinking, acting, entity, is gone. The sacred
writers, speaking of man, sometimes refer
to the spirit in man, as man; sometimes to
the body as man; as Paul speaks about
the inner and the outward man, and Tob
speaks about man that is born of woman,
and asks, "If [that] man die shall he live
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again?" (Job 14) but the whole man is
spoken of in the text.
The writer can readily conceive why
the birth of the Spirit should take place,
viz.: that we should partake of the divine
nature and thus become the children of
God, but he has often queried why a
person should be baptized, or born of water. but never came to the conclusion to
rej~ct it so long as he believed the scriptures; for it is there declared to be commanded of God, and he has always considered that God the Creator had the right
to command the creature, and that all His
commands are essential to salvation. In
this inquisitiveness we perceive that we do
not degenerate from our common parent,
Adam, for it is written, (Inspired Translation): "And our father Adam spake unto
the Lord and said, Why is it that men
must reoent and be baptized in water?"
Here is the father of all the inhabitants of
the earth asking a very pertinent question
of the Lord that not only affected him and
his immediate posterity, but all of his posterity to the end of time, for all are on a
common level under the effects of the fall.
The Lord condescends to answer him, and
after first making known unto him that
through the atonement made by the Son
of God, the original sin was cancelled,
making his children as well as himself
free from blame in that transaction, he
proceeds to answer the question, saying:
"Inasmuch as thy children are conceived
in sin, even so, when they begin to grow
up sin conceiveth in their hearts and they
taste the bitter, that they m:1y know how
to prize the good. And it is given them
to know good from evil; wherefore they
are agents unto themselves. And I have
given unto you another law and commandment; wherefore teach it unto your children, that all men every where must repent or they can in no wise enter the kingnom of God. For no unclean thing can
dwell in his pr<e>sence; for in the language
of Adam, Man of Holiness is his name;
and the name of the Only Begotten is the
Ron of Man, ·even Jesus Christ, a righteous judge who shall come in the meridian
of time. Therefore I give unto you a
commandment to teach these things freely unto your children, saying· that by reason of transgression cometh the fall, which
fall bringeth death; and inasmuch as ye
were born into the world by water and
blood, and the spirit which I have made,
and so became of dust a living soul; even
so ye must be born again into the kingdom of heaven, of water and of the Spirit,
and he cleansed hy blood, even the blood
of mine Only Begotten, that ye might be
sanctified from all sin, and enjoy the
words of eternal life in this world, and
eternal life in the world to come; even immortal glory. For by the water ye keep
the commandment; by the Spirit ye are
justified, and by the blood ye are sanctified.
Therefore it is given to abide in you, the
record of heaven, the Comforter, the peacable things of immortal glory, the truth of
all things, that which quickeneth all things,
which maketh alive all things, that which
knoweth all things, and hath all power
according to wisdom, mercy, truth, justice

and judgment. And now behold I say
unto you, This is the plan of: salvation unto all men, through the blood of mine
Only Begotten, who shall come iri the
meridian of time."
Reader, we have here the Lord's answer not only to Adam's
but b1e
plan of salvation is
for the
Lord declares, "This
salvation to all men," etc. He commands that
these things shall be taught to Adam's
posterity freely,-"That
reason of transgression cometh the fall, which fall
eth death, and inasmuch as
were born
into the world by water
and the spirit which I have
became of dust a living
must be born again into the
heaven, of water and the
cleansed by the blood of mine
ten." etc.
From the foregoing the writer deducts
the following: ·That inasmuch as the
first birth was the result of the creative
power of God, and that those horn of tbat
power were the children of God
infants
the atonement
Christ
are whole
tl::.e foundation of
world, and born also
that
entitled to be called the children of
:
the Savior seemed to endorse the same
his language, "For of such is the
of heaven") but
died, or ceased to be the
as all their children do when
up and allow sin to conceive
hearts and lead. them to sin or rebel
their Creator, even so there is a
of being born
and by that same
power, even of
order to be entitled
to the relationship of children of God,
The manner or mode that God hath ap,
pointed for this birth to take
if executed
to his
must
accomplish the
end. The Lord
said Ul'lto our common parent, "Ye must:
be born again into the
of heaven,
of water and of the
and cleansed.
by the blood of mine
Jesus said he came not to do
own
but the will of the Father who sent
and he consequently
his Father did in the
a man be born of water

in

from the
for the Father had sent
him. So that
the disciples officiated
in the birth of
or baptism, it was
the same as
God himself perthe work.
perceive how
the Son teaches in the meridian of
time what his Father taught in the
The Son says, "Go teach all
the Father says, "Teach unto
that
must reWhen the
commenced
preaching he
"Repent for the kingdom of heaven is at hand," and commanded his
to do the same. The prewith the Holy Ghost,
belonged to Christ.
you with water
baptize you with
with fire;" and yet
tile J\few Testament history,
not
his
of this birth
ordinance was attendon of hands
those
act in the same.
had been preaching
some by wareceive the Holy
Ghost until
and John, sent from
for the express purpose, had laid
hands on and prayed for
Also when Saul
Ananias being
sent to him
Christ went, "And
his hands ou
Brother· Saul,
Lord, even
that appeared unto thee
in the way as thou earnest, hath sent
that thou
receive thy sight
be filled
Holy Ghost."-Acts 9th
.Also in the
chapter of Acts
account
certain disciples
deceived
some one
from
so that
were
being uncleceived
the way
of God as it is
Christ
in the name
when Paul had laid
the
they spake
tongues and prophesied}'
Professing to be authorized of God
the revelation of his will to
the
Church of
Christ of Latter
the same means of
of heaven in this the disthe fulness of times, as did the
in the
and th€ Son in
the meridian of
dech1re
according to the Scriptures, and the revelations of God to us in these last
there is no other wav, that there is no
er name given whet;eby they can be
but the name of Jesus Christ. Name,
nifies
to act, and no man can
ciate in. the
of the house of
the Lord has authorized him to act;
if he
that which is
maketh not a child of
is not entitled to the
a son of God.
All doctrine
claims to come from
can be tested by the rule that Jesus
: "If
man will do his will, he
know
doctrine, whether it be
of God or whether I speak of myself."
How shall we know that we are the chilclren of
after
all that you
have been
reader may
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reasonably inquire. Paul answers
question directly in Romans 8: 15,
"For ve have not received
bondage again to fear, but
ed the Spirit
Father.
with our
of God."

these three are one.
that bear witness in
the
water and the blood. and these three
in one." We see that the matchless
bear record in
one of the three
bears witness on
with the water and
the blood. What does it bear witness to?
Paul says it bears witness with our
that we are the children of God.
without the witness of the water.
it could not wit'·'ess to that
water ye
Spirit ye are

a record

and his
we do the
know of the
contented with an
but a certain definite
child of God that receives this
can not bestow it upon his fellow man;
bear
to him of its re ..
for "the natuml man receiveth
of the
of God; for

e:;ave some
and some
teachers: for

347
saints, [body or people of God] for the
work of the ministry, for the edifying of
the body of Christ."
The saints were imperfect in those days,
as is proven by the quotation under consideration, as well as by the Savior's exhortation, "Be ye therefore perfect, even
as your Father which is in heaven is perfect;" and by the exhortation of Paul, on
another occasion: "Let us go on unto perfection;" hence the body or church of
Christ was necessary then.
The work of the ministry was necessary,
for the gospel was to be preached in all
the world. The edifying of the body of
Christ, the building up, strengthening, encouraging and establishing the people of
God, so liable to temptations and trials
from the foes of God and man, was very
necessary. "0 yes," say our religious contemporaries, "they were necessary then,
but not so now."
If that church organization is not necessary now, then the condition of the world
must have changed, Adam's posterity must
have ceased to be under the effects of the
fall, those claiming to be the people of
God must be perfected, God must have
chang·ed the church organization, and the
plan of salvation 1s consequently changed.
What a dilemma, friend reader, those who
take this position place themselves in!
There is not a sin in all the black catalogue, but what human nature is guilty of
committing now, as well as then. Professed churches of God are far from being
perfect; in8tead of being united, they are
divided in church organization and doctrine; instead of trying to edify and build
up, they are trying to tear down. They
profess that the work of the ministry is
necessary to be performed, and yet deny
the necessity of the inspiration of God, and
say God has not spoken from the heavens
for upwards of eighteen centuries! They
by this position virtually say they are not
called of God to act in his name, and that
they carry on things (although professedly in the name of the Lord,) by man's
wisdom; called, qualified and sent forth of
man. "For what man knoweth the things
of a man save the spirit of man that is in
him: even so the things of God knoweth
no man but the Spirit of God."-r Cor. 2.
If the things of God are not known by
man, but only by the Spirit of God, and
that Spirit is prohibited from making them
known, no matter from what cause, the
writer in all seriousness asks how those
that deny inspiration, or direct revelation
from God in these days, can know the
things of God, can know that they are
called of God, that their preaching is acceptable to him? or how can their converts know that they are children of God?
The great hue and cry is raised by professed Christians in this age of the world
against the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, because we teach that God
does reveal his will to his people now, as
anciently. Do they realize that all progress in human educatiop is rlone by that
very principle-the principle of revelation?
The apostle so understood it, hence the expression "For what man knoweth the
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I
things of a man, save the spirit of man
that is in him."
If the spirit of man, as we haye
seen, is the thinking, knowing, intelligent
part of man, knows of anything that his
fellow- man does not, how is that fellowman to know it unless the one in possession of the secret makes it known, or re"
veals it to him? The world could not g-et
along without this principle of revelation.
The child, or the man goes to school to
learn that which he does not know, to
have something revealed to him (whether
it be the alphabet, or the most abstruse
problem in mathematics,) by those who
are capable of imparting the required neither bv his own voice, nor
knowledge, and this knowledge imparted Spirit, nor by angelic ministration
these eighteen hundred
is a revelation.
The artist, merchant, mechanic, etc., all How do they know it
serve an apprenticeship of longer or short- made it known to them?
er duration, to be instructed, or to have acted consistently in one
having changed the
the mysteries of the profession which they
have chosen to follow revealed to them; and
Church or Kingdom
so might we go on illustrating the neces- changed the gospel of
sity of this great principle in all our world- quently it is not the
ly affairs. Where then the consistency of dom, and
not
saKI
making such a bugaboo of the necessity of king.dom, is not the gospel
revelation in spiritual things, or that which should be preached in all the world for a
relates to that life which is as superior to witness before the end should come, but
this, as eternity is to three-score and may be one adapted to their
In this there is a show of
ten years.
Paul, understanding that man was so They have acted consistently in
much in need of this principle in order to that God has not communicated
know how to proceed in things pertaining to man for the above length of
to this life, knew also that those helpless preaching for the gospel that which never
beings would certainly need it to op.erate came from him, and he not
in making known unto them the things of them authority to preach in his
God, or those things so necessary to know preach by self-constituted ,n,A~;h,·
to fit them for eternal life; for "No man man- made gospel. If they
knoweth the things of God, but the Spirit a man-made gospel, they have
of God," consequently the Spirit will have er doctrine to fall back on, and
to reveal them to bim if he gets to know "doctrine of devils," for there
them at all. But before they are revealed three doctrines spoken of in
" "doctrines of
to him (or that he knows of the doctrine) "The doctrine of
" and the
he will have to do the Father's will, and men," and "doctrines of
conthat, we have seen, is to repent of his sins doctrine of the devil has always
against God, and be born of water and of tradictory, or in direct ~:~pposition to that
of
the Spirit, and be cleansed by the blood of of God, as for instance, in the
Eden God said: "In the
Jesus Christ.
.
die.
The ev11
Then he is made clean from sin, th"e old thereof thou shalt
eatest thereof
man of sin is dead, a new creature, a son one said: "In the
die." There was
of God is born; old things have passed away, thou shalt not
"not/' but it
and all things become new; he receives of only a little word's
the Spirit of God that bears witness to him comprehended a great deal-an
that he is a child of God, heir of God, and to the teaching of God.
joint heir with Jesus Christ. Becoming a
When Jesus Christ sent his
child of God, he enjoys the great favor of forth saying, "Go ye into all the
being led by the Spirit of God; "For," says and preach the gospel to
the apostle, "as many as are led by the Spirit and he that believeth and is
of God, they are the sons of God;" and if he saved," etc., etc., (Mark
led by that Spirit that knoweth all things, tell us that baptism is not a
and teacheth all things that are of God, nance, we are led to enquire whose docthere is, no dang-er of falling into error. trine do those men teach? When
It is only when men depart from the has said it is written: "Man shall
teachings of that Spirit, seeking to become by bread alone, but by every word
a law unto themselves, that there is dan- proceedeth out of the mouth of
" and
ger of being led into error and lose their again: "Teach them to observe all
own souls.
whatsoever I have commanded you,"
That there has been a great departure and men tell us that any of his commandfrom the teachings of that Spirit, is made ments are non-essential, we ask
manifest in the rejection of its teachings
whose doctrine do
teach?
by those who profess to be the people of seen that Jesus, who came to do the
God as represented in the so called ortho- of his Father, had
to that will
dox churches of to-day.
When men tell when he found
in God's
us that the organization by God of the and told the
that
many members of his church into one "live by every

the mouth of
" and was so particular
as to command his disciples to teach all to
whom
were sent (all the world) to
that be had commanded
an apostle of
in
doctrine of Christ
on of hands" was one of
in Acts 19 an account of his
that those whom
in water might receive the
the endorsement of
candidates reand prophecy,

baptism of
the acknowledgement
of their adoption into
and men professing to
of Christ, and entirel v
w~
whose
When Peter,
commissioned
to
the
gospel, did so
Pentecostal day,
(Acts 2 ), and in
the enquiry of
those convicted ones of
should
said, "Repent and be
one of you in the name of
the remission of
"
that
is not for the remission
of sins, but is an outward sign of
an inward and sp1ritual grace, we
are led
ask, whose doctrine are
they
One of the greatest evidences in
of the necessity of the
guidance
is in the contention and
division in
the so called
; for if instructed and
by the one great
Teacher, such
would not obtain,
for it being the
of Truth
not
contradict itself,
therefore
teach
the same doctrine for the doctrine of
Christ all the time. John and his
to the "elect lady" says: '~Whosoever
and abideth not in the doctrine
Chnst, hath not God. He that abideth
in the doctrine of Christ hath both the
Father and the Son, If there come
unto you and
not this doctrine
Christ] receive him not into
house,
neither bid him God speed.
he that
biddeth him God speed is a partaker of
his evil deeds."
vV e perceive, kind
that those
who transgress,
from or abide not
in the doctrine of ·
can claim no relationship with God, they have not God,
are not heirs of God, and can not have
any claim on that inheritance which is to
be
out to all God's faithful children when "The meek shall inherit the
" when
man shall sit under
his own vine and fig tree," etc., the title
of which can not be disputed, much less
wrested from
for it will come from
him who has redeemed and purchased it
his
who will
over all tbe
earth
is an everlasting
and all
shall serve
But on the contrary, aU
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who abide in the doctrine of Christ will
have the Father and the Son-have God
for their
Jesus Christ--as our elder
brother, be heirs of God and joint heirs
with Jesus Christ. And in that is comprehended the highest reward that
the possessor of all things, is able to giveeternal life, or life with the eternal God.
The deeds of those who abide not in the
doctrine oi Christ are
the apostle
accused of being evil,
we are not
allowed to bid them Godspeed in
lest we come under condemnation.
reason that we would come under condemnation for aiding and they for teachother than the doctrine of Christ, is
very plain to the writer.
The doctrine
of Christ was established for the salvation of fallen man,
Infinite wisdom,
who has the disposition of that
and who hath said:
heaven
earth shall pass
word shall not
away until all
fulfilled;" and
said, upon certain conditions will I
bestow eternal iife,
who
teach salvation upon
deceiving the people,
and causing them to lose
appointed of God to all who
And though they may do it
their deeds have an evil
when thev do it
are to be the more
Our opponents tell us
is a sufficient guide,"
there is no necessity for
from God. That
writer to be paradoxicaL
Bible as a guide as we have
teaches us to expect
not
that we· mav
to us by
fellow men, but
we may know the
of God
when presented to us.
We have quoted,
"Even so the things of God knoweth no
but the Spirit of God." The folverse says: "Now we have not
the spirit of the
but the
~pirit which is of
that we
know the things that are freely given us
of God."
If our Christian friends had
received that Spirit by which we know
the things of God, they would never
this command of God is not a
nance, that it is non-essential that man
can be saved by
when that guide
they profess to go by
to the contrary.
If they had received
which
into all truth
would never
the church
God had esthe members in it as
which members compose
the one body of
and have set up
of a
different bodies,
each claiming to be that
when that
g·uide
of
: "For
one body.
And instead of
guided
which says: "Thereis one
one
and one
darkness,
so, has been their
have been darkened, and
on that
Spirit, and
the
of
help to
them a knowlthings of
they have fol-

our

lowed the dictates of their own spirits, or
some other one, and thus spiritual "darkness covers the earth." And this condition of things abundantly proves the
uus'"'"" of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Saints, which claims that there
been a
from the ancient
and consequently a necessity of
restoration,
·
Vl e wish to examine briefly, before
this
the quotation just
.,.,,,a'''""rl to: "Now we have received, not
of the world, but the Spirit
of
that we may know the
that are
given us of God."
we understand that the
to abide with
as the Father
in the beginning,
the Son in
the meridian of
and one of
poses of its
with us
~nay "know the
that are
giv~
e··1 us of God."
We have seen that when
ed on
"He led

should come to us in the
Lord, that Spirit with us
could
testify whether he had
called him or not, and in the exercise of
any ofthe members, if we so
that Spirit as a constant
we can know whether they
or not, and be able to detect all
ones that come from beneath, and
need not fear the power of men or devils,
for God will take care of his own work,
and of all who serve him. And oh, how
rich is the condition of the children of God,
hoth the Father and the Son! Can
any more? If they do, can
obtain any more? for the Creator of
is possessor of all things, and
says that with his Son he will
us all things, of course if we
faithful to the end.
We must abide in the doctrine, not run
f.)f a
and then turn from it. We
must
good fight of faith like unto
our brother Paul, and finish our course
to be entitled to the crown; we
to suffer with him, if we
with him. "For now we
darkly, but then face to
in part, but then shall I
even as also I am known." The
unregenerate have no claim to this reign,
for "the carnal mind is enmity against
God.'~ ''lVIarvel not that I said unto thee,
ye must be born again."
E.
LAwroNI,

STAFFORD.

Iowa, Pebrnary 2d~ 1887.

C. R Duncan, Box 70, Blue Rapids, MarBhall Co., Kan.
,T. H. L»ke, Kirtland, Lake co., Ohio.
Vdllard ~J. SmHh, .Box 153, Buchanan, Mich.

THINGS WORTH KNOWING.

How can one be keenly sensitive to whatever is not as it should be, and yet not
critical, cynical or censorious?
We all believe that the Judge o:f all the
earth will do right.
Still, notwithstanding that belief, it is
not easy, at times, to possess an unperturbed mind when witnessing or thinking
about grievous wrongs. If you have been
"let off" yourself from certain bad tendencies, you can be hopeful of others.
Here is the secret of being keenly alive
to wrong doing and all error on the one
hand, yet charitable to the last degree on
the other. As long as we are not "out of
the woods" ourselves, we feel chagrined to
see our companions still wandering in a
maze. At a fire, or when a man is drowning, or at any like emergency, the impatient exclamations "Why don't they do
something?" comes from those, and onlv
those, wl-io are not doing their full duty.
If every thought and muscle were strained to relieve the distress there would be
no time nor mind to note the delinquencies of others.. The mistake of doing little or nothing in order to have time
to· judge others is a bad one, and I
I must be on my guflrd now, lest I use the
pen in lieu of the sword.
As I understand the example and words
of our Master, we are to imitate him by
going forth to battle against the spirits of
eviL
The government of the world looks to
me in this way. Society is chaotic. All
the animal and vegetable world is chaotic.
Everythir.g is chaotic but God. I want to
have a better incentive for action than simply to say, "Well, we are in for it and
must make the best of it, there is no use
in disputing the inevitable." r want
something better than the logic of despair.
I want to look into this chaos and be able
to do so without any blinking at the possibilities of trouble ahead for me and mine.
I want to rejoice that I live, and not only
that, but look every possible future contingency squarely' in the face and not flinch.
I must do so actually and without the
least qualms that my "brave" attitude may
be put on and not genuine.
The truth that order comes out of confusion, health after sickness, light after
darkness and every one of the ten thousand illustrations of the fact that good succeeds evil, all help me to lift up the head
and rejoice.
Stili this is not enough, for I am conscious that before long, my sun goes down
never to rise, my sickness does not yield
and the ten thousand hopeful facts :md
theories are cut short by that one brief,
quick, terrible monosyliable "dead."
But, setting that climax aside; when
apparently a long way this side of it, the
petty annoyances of life as well as its more
serious ills are hard to bear with equanimity notwithstanding the philosophy of
hope.
For years I believed in human testimony
that men had arisen from the dead with
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new powers; and that notably Jesus
Christ had done so. This gave me considerable satisfaction and I was in certain
respecis happy in it. There was, however, this fact to face, I was in many ways
getting worse and worse in my private
secret life and all my faith in Jesus Christ
only showed me what a hypocrite I was.
At length, through confession-out and
out confession-of the dastardly state of my
private life at the age of thirty-five, I felt
a power come into me which made me
sure that Jesus Christ's resurrection life
was in me. From that day to this, I can
scarcely awaken enough interest in the
dogmas which I formerly preached with
such vim and gusto, to turn my hand over
to save them.
Some of those dogmas went like my
former habits. I knew not how or whither.
Others seem~d too trite to "harp upon"
any more.
The grand thing·, however, was that I
knew by a conscious inspiration that J esus Christ was living in me, and that the
new immortal nature was already implanted. It makes no difference to me
how much you assail what I know to be
living truth, I am glad to have it combatted. It shows that it is appreciated.
The fruit tells. The names of things
are nothing unless the reality hacks them.
Now if vou wish to know how to walk
out alone into midnight darkness, take the
words of Jesus Chri-st as veritable truths
to go on, and let the traditions go, you will
find a power equal to any emergency.-

J. C., in

Chinese Times.
WORTH KNOWING.

IN the parable known as that of the sheep
and the goats, the ordinary translations of
it, and consequently much of the point of it
should he corrected. Our Lord's words
are, in a literal rendering of the Greek, "As
a sh,·pherd limits off repeatedly the sheep
and the goats from the kids." Unfortunately, in English we have no nearer generic
term to include the sheep and goats (as the
Hebrew, Chinese and other lan~uages
have,) than small cattle. The truthful presentation of the matter is that great companies of sheep and goats are represented
as being limited off from time to time,
from the little useless kids of the flock. If
you can get such a picture in your mind,
it will help to a better understanding of
the whole parable.-Sel.

sight of Salt River Saints according to their request; also that it is the request of
conference that Bro J. R. Lambert send an active elder into this district, as Bro. McKiernan has bt:en
released; the secretary to send a copy of the resolutions to J. R. Lambert.
According to the request of Bro.
ards he was released from acting as
n:ta.ry and Bro. J. T. Williams
Preaching by J. T. Williams
President John Taylor and vice
ard Jones were sustained; also
T. Richards. Adjourned to Bevier,

MARRIED.
SHAWL--KENNEDY.-At Hutchinson, Colorado,
L. Shawl and Ina A.
Caffall.

The Saints who live in the
ton, California, are hereby
ings are being held at the Saints'
vington, on the second Sunday of
Sacramental meeting at I I A.

C.

1·30 P.M.

The Far West district conference will convene
on Saturday, June 8th, at ten A.
the German Stewartsville
come on Saturday morning will be met
teams, both at Stewartsvilie and Clarksdale.
CHARLES P. FAUL, Dist. Sec.
PASTORAL.
To the Ministry o/ the
Slope, G1~eeiing:
-Dear brethren-co-laborers
the cause of our
Divine Master: Press onward in the cause of
Christ and victory is ours. Be not cast down
nor discouraged for God is on our side and
Christ is our Advocate. Clouds
us and trials seem·severe, but
result be if we are faithful to our
Reports from all along the line
that
we are gaining ground. I heartily and •.::heerfuJly commend your past sacrifice and work, and
wish to assure you of
confidence in your future integrity, zeal and
Let us sustain
each other by confidence and
moment giving place to jealousy or
then will God approve.
Until the financial condition
us will be able to travel much,
let us see to
it that the interests of the cause suffer not where
we are. Changes of appointrnent of General
Conference necessitates a change of
ments, so, until further notice, Elder
ton will be in charge of Ca!Hornia as a "field of
labor," and Elder Thomas Daley of Nevada and
Oregon- My address is. Box 695. San Bernardino, California. In bo'1ds of peace,
HEMAN C.
Prestdent
VALLEY

NORTH EAST MISSOURI.
Conference convened at Bevier, Miesouri, Apr.
zoth, J. T. 'Williams, president, pro. tem.; J. T.
Richards, cleric Branches reported: Bevier, II3,
many scattered; Salt River, r8, 8 scattered, r died;
Renick and Hannibal branches, reports rejected
and returned for correction. Bishop's Agent.]. T.
Richards, reported: due agent last report, 76 cts;
receivsd since, $r6; paid out $r6; due 76 cts.
Audited, found correct, and adopted. Elders reported: E. Rowland, J. McKiernan, J. T. Williams and J. Taylor by letter. Priest, Mark Surridge, and teacher J. T. Richards reported.
Resolved: That Elder C. Perry take the over-

Born at Bromfield, Nebraska, to Mr. Corne1ius
::md Sr. Eva
on April rst, r889, a son.
Blessed
Elders
H. Forscutt and George
Z.
at Brownville, Nebraska, on Mvy
191-h, r889, and named George Z.

CENTER. Cal

~

to rest~
prayer
we
our journey's end,
we may share.,,

R EDFIELD.-At the residence of Bro. George Z.
and Imogene I. Redfield, near Brownville, Netbeir interesting daughter, Inez. Born
r878, and dying May r3tb, r889, Inez
vms but
more than eleven
of age. Alnine children are left
the mourning
they feel it is
as hard to spare
the great high
demanded for
the store house above, as
but one or two
remained. The members of
DiscipleChurch
at Brownville courteously gave the use of their
church edifice for the funeral services v; hlch
were conducted by Elder Mark H. F'orscutt on
May
in presence of a large congregation,
whom desire to hear more of the roarthe joy of triumph in tLe

May

BLESSING OF CHILDREN.
On Sunday, May 19th,
Forscutt and George z.
spokesman in each case, by
Redfield, born December
Redfield, born January 10th.
field, born March sth,
field, born Or:tober 3oth.
all children of George Z. and Imo1;ene I RPc!field. They were all born at or near Shenandoah, and blessed at the house of Bro. Redfield (the
former property of Governor Furnass), nem-Brownville.

joyS-··meet in the
all, be restored.

Lord~

at Brownville, Nebraska, May
confirn1ed san1e
H.edfield and Jon as
PRICE.-In Deer Lodge
Montana,
Mav uth, r889, Sr. Sarah Price,
of Bro,
Isaac Price,
years. She died in
giving birth
a
girl who lives. Sr.
Price was born at Manti, San Pete county, Utah,
the 22d of March,
She embraced the gospel at the early age
years, in Malad,
nanutzeu
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Idaho, and was baptized by elder Wm. Thomas.
She has left a husband and eight children to
mourn, but not as those who have no hope. Funeral services conducted at the Saints' Chapel in
Deer Lodge, by Elder J. C.
WHISTON.-At the home
son, Mr. F.
Cooper, Montague Gold
Nova Scotta,
sister Lavina Jane W. C.
April zd,
r889. Born April rsth, r8r6, she was near 73
years old at the time of death. The mother of 8
children, (three of whom only remain), the grandmother of 25 and the great grandmother of II, she
had not lived in vain. Blind for thirty years, she
bore patiently her lot, faithful to the truth she
had received up to the time of her death, which
was occasioned by a stroke of paralysis. She
was baptized in 1843 by Robert Dixon, and received into the Reorganized Church by brother
Joseph Burton during his ministry in Nova
Scotia.'
No longer the darkness of blindness obscures her sight;
The light of the glorious day, the light above

BEATRICE CHAUTAUQUA
ASSEMBLY.
The first session of the Beatrice Chautauqua
Assembly wlli be held in Riverside park, Beatrice, June 28th to
8th inclusive. The program is a
one, embracing lectures,
concerts,
readings, etc. Among the
lecturers are Peter M. von Finkleo;ton, of Jerusalem, who will
in his native costume;
Robert
Hoosier Orator;" Prof.
John H. De
Ph. D., one of the foremost
Ecientists of the land; J- B. Young, D. D, the
scholar, the orator, the traveler; Geo. vV. Miller,
D. D, one of the leading Chautauqua orators of
the east, a pleasant, interesting and forcible
Miss Ella Dillon, elocutionist. The
are trying to secure Sam Jones, Dr.
and

Now gladdens her spirit set free in its native right
'l'o roam t,he elysian fields in its wealth of love.

WooLAMS.--At his home near
Kendall county, Illinois, May rsth, r889, Bro.
Woolams, aged 84.
8 months and
Bro. Woolams was
in \Valgrove,
ampton, Eng., Aug. r8th,
united with the
Reorganized Church, Mar.
r865, being baptized by Elder Thomas Revell, and he was ordained an elder the same dav. He came to
America in r867, and to Illinois, and united with
the Fox River branch, where he has since resided until death called him home. His life was
indeed an exemplary one, he having the work of
God at heart, loving the fellowship of the Saints
and was fully prepared to cross over the river.
He passed away without any sickness or suffering; being at work in the
plowing potatoes with a hand plow, he
on a saw-horse
to rest at the end of the row and told sister Tanwith whom he lived, that he would come in
help her as soon as he got that bit of plowing
done. Then he fell from the saw-horse to
the ground and Sr. Tanser came to him and he
told her 'to send for Bro. Hart and another man,
whom he named, to lay him out, and for them
to send for her husband. Within five minutes
from the time he fell the spirit had taken its
flight. Thus passed away one who feared not to
cross the river, as the writer has often heard him
testify. Funeral services were he:d at the house
Bro. W. Vickery, assisted by Bro. C. J. LanHis rest is glorious.
BALLOu.-At Lamoni
the infant son of Bro.
E. Baliou. The infant came and
and was not named.
at
by Elder Robert M. Elvin .
Princev!!le, Illinois, April rsth,
1888, Mary D. Bronson, aged 85 years and r5
dl\ys. Grandmother Bronson was born in Antrim, Hillsborough
New Hampshire,
April rst, 1803; was
to Hiel Bronson at
Wadsworth, Ohio, in
the church in
Ohio in r835; came to
in
and was
baptized and confirmed into the Reorganization
by Elder George Rarick in February, r86z .
Grandmother Bronson wac; a faithful, consistent
christian all her life, a"nd
early
sought
after the blessings that a life of
and virtue
brings. She rested her
life
among the Saints in the
of the church,
and through trials,
and hardships
,;he ever clung firmly
the church and died tri-·
umphant in the faith. She died on the same day
of the month that
Bronson was
burled only one year
Never for a moment
did she lose confidence in the latter day work,
and many times bore
to the divine
:nission of Joseph the Seer.
received a
triarchal blessing under the hands of the
::~atriarch of the church, which was beautiful and
·
Her many acts of kindness and words
love are now cherished and wlll ever be held
;Fresh in the memory of al.l who knew her, and
especially by those who were nearest and dearest
to her during life. She has gone to receive her
reward from the Redeemer, and her patient, quiet, saintly life in memory is left for an example
to those who still remain. Funeral services were
.r;onducted by Elder John Chisnall, of Kewanee.

l I: 00

: 30 p.

: 30
: 00

p.
p.

Hands,

of the ·war, Assembly choir;
S. F. Cravens, director.
m_, Morning lecture, (speaker to be announced).
fire
hot black coffee, and
i11.~
of
army songs; hard
old
army jokes and
sham battle.
11.1.}
Musical prelude.
National songs.
"Echoes from Round Top; the
Illn
of a Great Battle," iilustrated
diagrams of the cambattl.:fit:ld of Gettysburg.
Young.
etc.

ViTrite for programs, etc., to S. S. Green, secreNebraska.
on all railroads. New tabernew cottages, ample accomodations. Sea$2 oo. Single admission 25 cents.
SElV!ILUNAR FARDELS OF THE
CLERCIAL SEX.
The use of the LL.D. is the most droll and incongruous. but the use of the D.D. is the most
discreditable. The wild profusion with which
1 he pages of the clergy-list of every sect in
A.merica are spotted all over with the symbols
described by the late Dr. Cox as "semilunar far" Is due not only to the amiableness or the
of the colleges, but to the
!:mall vanity
what George Eliot unsympathetcharacterizes as the clercial sex. Here is
paradox: that the one se-t of men to
•vhom this sort of distinction is forbidden, under
·,he
"Be ye not called Rabbi," ~hould
of men in America to seek it, and
of it, and ostentatiously parade it.
who should put LL.D. on his tin
on
brie£2, or at the head of his notewould soon find his life made a burden by
of the profession. It is only the Christian
who, being tapped on the one cheek
"'!Vith this accolade, promptiy turns the other also.
Tt is well understood that ministers as a class do
much like this kind of thing; and faithfully
to others as they would that these should
are punctilious in bandying compliamong themselves, such as are
the good taste and self-respect of
men.-Rev. Dr. Leonard Woolsey

anism is set in m•)tion as we would turn an hour
glass~ and requires little atttntion, much less
volition and separate discharges of force from
brain surface wilh each mn~cular contraction, as
is the case with the great majority of arm movements.
The arm-m;er is a higher animal than the leguser. Arm motions are more nearly associated
with mental action than leg movements.
A
man's lower limbs merely carry his higher centers to his food or work. The latter must be executed with his arms and hands.
A third way in which arm exercise benefits
the organism 'is through the nervous system.
Whether this is due to an increased supply of
richer, purer, blood, or whether the continual
discharge of motor impulses in some way store&
up another variety of force, we do not know.
One thing is certain, the victim of neurasthenia
is very seldom an individual who daily uses his
arms for muscular work; with this, the limit of
hurtful meatal work is seldom reached.--Poputar
Science Monthly.
SOCIAL REFORM FROM THE
KITCHEN.
It is a well-ascertained fact that, with respect
"to about ninety per cent. of the community, the
price paid for food comes to one-half the income
or more. After this food is bought, how much
of it is wasted in bad cooking? How much human force is wasted in consequence of bad cooking? How much does dyspepsia or indig-estion,
caused by bad cooking, impair the working capacity of the people of the United States and
diminish their prodL1Cl? Can five cents' worth
per day be saved? Js not that a very insufficient
measure of the diffierence between a poor, wasteful cook and a good, economical one? If five
cents a day can be saved on food and fuel, while
at the same lime that which is bought and cooked may be converted into more nutritious and
appetizing food, the difference in each community of six thousand people would be $ro9,500 a
\•ear, or about nine per cent. of the total product
of the typical community, which we have assumed to be $r,2oo,ooo a year in gross.
When the attention of the labor reformer is
brought down from grand schemes for altering
the whole constitution of society, by act of Congress or of the State legislature, to the simple
question of how each person, each family, or each
community may better itself under existing conditions, great progress will have been made in
solving all the problems which are now pending.
-Ed-ward Atkinson, in tlte April Forum.
''John Wanamaker of Philadelphia, neither
mokes nor drinks. He never drives fast horses,
never yachts, doesn't play billiards, and never
went to a theatre or to a circus in his life. His
only recreation comes on Sunday, when he conducts a Sunday School class of three thous2.nd
pupils in a Pl-iiladelphia church, which he built
and paid for himself. Mr. Wanamaker is a very
remarkable man.
He may be president of the
United States one of these days."-Boston Herald.

F;u·nl for §ale.
A good farm for eale of 40 acres, good rich soil, all well

fenced, 2 good wells, large pond for stoek, old orchard
bearing good, 300 young trees of choicest fruits, new
lumber stable and cowehcd all shingled, buggy shed,
new grnnury ull painted, good rock milk houBe, other
out-houses. A good 6 roomed cottage, porched, pApered,
and painted outside and inside, close to 4 towns, also on
4 mmn roads, 2 good groves of maple trees each side of
the cottage. Will be sold cheap, rather than rent. A big
bargnin for some one. Farm a few miles from Lamar~ the
county seat of Barton eountv.
EBENEZER MILLER, Senior,
SOA}!MONVILLE, Cherokee county, Kansas.
'VV elsh Hymn Book.
We have on hand about 100 copies of a book, entitled

on an even surface, the only variety
exercise which most business and
known to
The reasince walking is almost
The walking mecfl-

·'LJyfr Hynmau at Wasanaet.h Eglwys Iesu Grist, Ad-Reoleiddedig Samt y Dydd Diweddaf.. , There are 393 hymns
iu I'V elsh and 33 in English. It is published by the cbnrch
in Wales, and sent here for sale. Sixty cents each, free of
postage: bound in fnll leoJhrw. marbled erlze•The printed name on the colored label on your paper gives the date to which your subscriptiOn has been
-;mid. If it shows you are in arrears, please renew"
~
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BRADEN- -·KELLEY DEBATE.
Cloth Boards, 396 page~ · ...........••••. 1 '75
Proposit.i<:>n~:-(1) I!! th~ Book of:M:ormon of
divine or;;;;,n, and are it~ teachings entitled to
N1.e respt:cJ; an.:l belief of all Christian people?
(2) Is tlw Church of which I, Clark Braden am
a member, the Church of Christ, and identical
in faith, organization, ordinances, worship and
practice, with the Church of Christ as it was left
perfected by the Apostles of Christ? (3) Is the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Chnrch of God, and accepted with Him?
FOI=tSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25
J. Shinn affirms "'.i'he Bible teaches the coming of Christ to Judge the world is now past."
M. H. Forscutt afiirms "The Bible teaches the
Literal Resurrection ofthe body from the grave."
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE
SEER.
Discoveries of Ancient American Records and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • 10
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covers. 10
BRANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs and corners, muslin sides ; printed headings, and ruled for Record of Names,
Blessing of Children, and for Marriages ..2 00
DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branc' Records ................................... 3 00
LICENCES, NOTICES, &c.
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Licenses, each per dozen.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 12
Baptism and Confirmation Certificate books 25
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred..... 40
CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS.
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen.. . • • • 40
Annual Statistical Heports, two for . . . . . . . • 05
Certificates of Baptism and Membership,
per dozen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . 12
Certificates of Removal, per dozen.... . • • • • 12
Marriage Certificates, per dozen. . . . . • . • . • • 25
SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
Sunday School Engineer and Record Book. 50
Prompt Attendance Tickets, 100 for..... . . . 15
"
"
"
1,000 for ...... 1 00
Good Behavior Tickets ..••..••..•.. Same price.
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET, AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
Muslin boards, 312 pages..... • • .. . .. • • • • • • 70
Leather binding.......................... 1 00
HESPERIS.
Poems by David H. Smith, 202 pages,
cloth, gilt edges . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
VOICE OF WARNING
And Instruction to all People, on the Doctrine
and History of the latter day work.
In paper covers; twelve for $1. ••••••• each 10
Limp cloth covers, each .. .. . .. . . • •• ••••.. 25
JOSEPH THE SEER:
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintained.
Paper covers, 200 pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 35
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder
William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society,
and is an important work to be in the hands of
the ministry of the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church
and among those without, abounding in proofs
never before presented in defense of Joseph
Smith aud the Book of Mormon.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Tract 42.-Rejection of the Church, a dozen 15
per hundred ............................ r 10
Tract 43.-0ne Wife, or Many, per dozen... 25
per hundred ............................ r£ 5
Old style Concordance of Doctrine and Cov·
enants ........................... •.•.... ro

THE SAI
lIn the Press.]

THE
PRICE $2.50 BY MAIL.
The Harmony will contain all the hymns
Saints' Harp; also 542 pages of music, compri,.
ing about 720 tunes, I 3 full sized pages of
full ins!'ruction on choir and anthem music, the
Editor's preface and introduction, and publishe,·'s
preface.

Stem
A system of shorthand in which the vowels arc
pressed in the consonant stems, by. making tho latter
different lengths. Invented by a court reporter of ycv.rs
of practical experience and used by hundreds in business
life. Its merits are that it is easily learned, eaBily
read and fully vocalized. It has no long lists of word
bigns. The undersigned uses it, and after. comparing it
with other systems recommends it to young men nnd
women as a valuable acquisition as a profession. Little
or no strain upon the memory required to learn it, which
can be done in from four to six months ordinary nttention. Book with plain and con1plete self-instructions
sent to any address $2. Circulars sent upon application.
Address R. S. SALYARDS, agent, Lamoni, Iowrr.
HOBERT WINNING,

Pres't.

D. F. Nrmror.soN, Cashier.

FARMERS'
Ample :R®!ilJHl>il1l!ilii.lMli.ity.
Loans money on a proved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

AUTUMN

LEAV

s

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

I have seen the Picture, and can recom.mcmd
work of art, containing 48 cabinet
medley, handsomely arranged, all ~.-~'·"-''~
below of numbers and names to cor-re<,pc•ml,_l]l!H'~Il.g
very interesting Piet.ure

25

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,

REAL

ESTATE .AGENT
West Lexington Street,

INDEPENDENCE,

'75

MISSOURI-

Next to Warnky's Gallery.

---: A Family
THE INDEPENDENT PATRiOT
Provides its readers weekly with

56 COLUMNS
Of reading matter, including Domestie and Foreign N eY/P-,
Home, Around the V\Tor1d, Religious, Sdenti:fic nnd :Pcr·sonal departn1ents, and ailns to keep its readers thoroughly acqnamted with the striking features of the world's
progress. Try it and know for yourself. Sample copy
free. One dollar per year. "*·
LAMBERT BROTI!.EH.S, PcrBLISI!Erts,
Lamoni, Decatur Co.,
25aug

O:r, Key to the

a separate piece of paper, and let it be brief and explicit.
If you have anything to say te the Eclitrn, or son1cthing
you wish published, no NOT write it on the hack
bu~~ess letter. Business is Ilusiness, and >IUST BE
done in a business-like manner.

Emerson's Ready Binder, Herald size......
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Luff..............
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"HEARKEN TO THE Wmm OF THE LoRn: FOR •r:mmE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE BAVlll :rr Jill ONE WIFE.· AND CoNCu:BINEfl
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pagg 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN snour,n HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: ExcEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 3~0, Book of Covenants 9.nd Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

No. 23.
instructed aside and free
and corrupThe moral, so·
welfare of the stuand satisfaction of
are all largely at

IDRALD:
of ~r esus Christ of

ana'.IS

JOSJCPH SMITH

W. W.

BLAIR

AssociATF~ Enrl'Ol\

Iowa, June 8, 1889.
AeTUMN LEAVES FOR JUNE.

a succe?s
bless and benefit society.
Such have a fortune that fire can not burn,
thin,es can not
corrupt employes
elements can not
increases by use, and
proves a blessing to
be eagerly, patiently
all who can should aid
for both themselves

number of AutGOD.

wishes us to say what are
of the Scriptures touching
and asks to know if Christ
Father is God, and if the
is
and also if it takes
these three to constitute God. Our reply
will be found in the following taken from
the lectures on faith in Doctrine and Covenants, S(:ction five, paragraph two:

Lfl, BROTHER

up in this
ing the
to do so should come to
the assistance of the editor of the Autumn
Lea~·;es and the
and
"
In
the words of
this
work
in you.
COLLEGE PROSPECTS.

IN another column will be found a brief
of a meeting of committee on ways
to build a
at this
and
into account the
season of
the year,
fact that the committee had
but about a month in which to do their
also the stringency of the
and we think it made a
showing.
the timely and energetic efforts of
R. Winning a larg·e amount
of valuable documents in
to college
has been
The information
afford
lent. Many
all exhearty commendation of the
and some of them
aid and
Lllmoni as the very best
locate college were
No argument is needed
show the need of a first.- class
instil uti on under the
and
moral
where the
and women of the Saints and
may be well and thoroughly

"''T!1ere are two pf'rsonages who constitute the
great, matchless, governing and supreme power
over ,,Jl things-by whom all things were created and made, that are created and made, whether
visible
invioible-whether in heaven, on earth,
or in the earth, under the earth, or throughout
the immensity of space. They are the Fathtr
and the Son--the Father being a personage of
spirit.. glory and power, possessing all perfection
and bllness-the Son, who was in the bosOtil of
the F'atber, a per,onage of tabernacle, made or
fashioned like unto man, or being in the form
and l;keness of man, or rat.her man was formed
after his likeness and in his image; he is also the
express image and likeness of the personage of
the Father, possessing all 'the fullness of the
Father, or the same fullness with the Father; being begotten of him, and ordained from before
the foundation of the world to be a propitiation
for tl>e sins of all those who should believe on
his name, and is called the Son because of the
flesh--and descended in suffering below that
vvhich man can suffer; or~ in other words, suffered greater sufferings, and was exposed to
more pcwerful contradictions than any man can
be. 3ui: notwithstanding all this, he kept the
law of God, and remained without sin, showing
thtTeby that lt is in the power of man to keep
the law and remain also without sin; and also,
that by him a righteous judgment might come
upon all flesh, and that all who walk not in the

law of God may be justly condemned by the law,
and have no excuse for their sins. And he being the only begotten of the Father, full of grace
and truth, and having overcome, received a fullness of the glory of the Father--possessing the
same mind with the Father, which mind is the
Holy Spirit, that bears r-ecord of the Father and
the Son, and these three are one; or, in other
words, these three constitute the great, matchless, governing and supreme power over all
things; by whom all things were created and
made, that were created and made, and these
three constitute the God-hea.d, and are one; the
Father and the Son possessing the same mind, the
same wisdom, glory, power and fullness-filling
all in all; the Son being filled with the fullness
of the mind, glory and power; or. in other words,
the spirit, glory and power of the Father--possessing all knowledge and glory, at•d the same
kingdom-sitting at the right hand of power, in
the express image and likeness of the Father, a
mediator for man-being filled with the fullness
of the mind of the Father; or, in other words,
the Spidt of the Father; which Spirit is shed
forth upon all who believe in his name and keep
his commandments; and all those who keep his
commandments shall grow up from grace to
grace, and become heirs of the heavenly kingdom, and joint heirs with Jesus Christ; possessing the same mind, being transformed into the
same image or likeness, even the express image
of Him who fills all in all; being filled with the
fullness of his glory, and become one in him,
even as the Father, Son and Holy Spirit are
one."--D. & C., sec. 5, par. 2.

HELP THE HERALD OFFICE.

THE Business Manager req nests us 'ro ask
those owing the Herald Office for papers,
books, etc., etc., to remit at once, Owing
to the pubiication of The Saints' .Harmony, and other works, the office is pressed
for means to meet expenses.
We also request that all take active steps
to procure new subscribers for all our
church works, for in this manner they can
aid the general work, and the office directly. The missionaries and branch officers,
especially, are requested to help what they
can in these matters.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. E. C. Brand wrote May z6th from
Atchison, Kansas, as follows:
"I left horne on the roth and preached at Omaha twice on the 12th, and on Monday baptized a
lady in the font at Council Bluffs. To St. Joe on
14th, and on 15th baptized Daniel Burlington,
and went in evening to Guilford.
Preached
there four times and arrived here on Tuesday the
zrst. Las-t night married Sister Alice Lipst:omb
to a gentleman whom I expect will soon obey,
and preached this afternoon. I go to-night to
Good Intent."
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LUFF ON WALTON & CO.

WE find the
Elder Joseph Luff, of
souri, in the Progress, of
25th ultimo. From it we
Rev. Clark Braden and his friends
"v·-"'""' a debate with our elders in
it or!
free

We
the

that
are
that

to their last and meanest resort and
character in order to create
and hate. But such will in due
meet a just revnrd.
En. PROGREss :--From the letters
late

I

Saint to atiinn.
Is the Book
Does it contain a
God's will to
?-Latter
affirm.
Does the Bible contain
elation tbat God intended
of the world.--Braden

I

I

I

from
m-

intrufor
JoSEPH

I
take care of

II

what he has
. h~s. corresponden~e 1
with Mr. Walton. Ot ti11s I know notn- 11
ing, but offer the
because the 1
last letter in vour issue is
in character, and ind-irectly affects me.
rsi. The doctrine of the
Church of
Day
Sam:::.s ex1sts
independent
of the moral
of
Smith or
any other man, as much as
the inspiration of the scriotures of the moral character of its writer~.
2nd. The people of the country can
gather no saving force from a knovvledg-e
of personal character of the man named,
but may do so from an understanding of
and obedience to truth-pure
truth.
Hence the need of
said
truth is located--in this or that church.
3rd. The earth has been raked and
scraped by Elder Clark Braden with a
view to the overthrow of the faith of Latter Day Saints
denouncing· the character of Joseph
cmd the mass accumulated is published
the debate held by
him with Elder E. L. Kelley, at Kirtland,
Ohio.
person
know the
worst that was ever manufactured or
lisbed in that line can find said

lished in
Saints
Iowa, Feb. 7, I
been accepted by

Pastor.L. D. S. Church,
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
SMITH wrote us the
ultimo
he would leave Los
for San Francisco the evening- of the
and that he intends to reach Utah in
Pres.
Smith arrived

Pn ES.

2

r st

zzu,

from the Philathe 18th ultimo.
General Assembly dlscnssed to-day several oubjects of interest to all denominations. Chief among them was the question
vacant pastorates. i\ comn1ittee reported
that there are r,zoo vacant
pulpits
in this country. Nearly all of these, of course,
are small, weak churches, over 400 having a
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membership of less than 26 each. In a long report, which took over an hour to read, the committee dealt with the problem involved in these
statistics, and the interest with which the report
was followed shows how important the question
is considered. \Vhat is true of the Presbyterian
Church must be true to a greater or less extent
of other denominations. There has been a good
deal heard of recent years of the demand for
young men of ability and energy in the ministerial profession. Formerly the bulk of the college
graduates went into the pulpit; now, the proportion of those who adopt the cloth is comparatively small. Young men of brains and ambition
are attracted by the prospects offered by other
professions and the world of business. Consequently the supply of young ministers is not
equal to the demand. The Board of Home Missions wants tvvo hundred nev1 n1issionaries this
year. How many young men of talent and educai.ion are reac}y to respond to the call?"

EDITED BY SISTER l~PRANCES.p)

''And oh l sad soul, there is for thee
A lesson hidden;
Though all thy life a desert be,
And bloom forbidden,
:Remember, though thy fate be sad,
No joy once hringiEg,
The darkest day will eeem more· glad
If birds are singiug.
1

GEORGE

Nl<~UMARK'S

HYMN.

[Two and a third centuries have passed since a
hungry, desman of twenty-nine yeam,
in one of
and alone in an upper room of a
the filthiest streets of Hamhnrg, Germany, composed
on an old violincello which was all the
this beautiful hymn. Without food,
without
if an.v
have reason to
young
m>tn
But his faith rose all the Btronger. He
trusted God. he built on tile Rock, and soon the way
and he became seeretr;ry to ttw Swedish AmThere is a Jeswm for every Christian heart
in this hymn Have yon made it yours?]
Leave God to order all
And lwpe in him,
Thou'lt find him in the evil
An all sufficient
Who trusts in Gorl's
Builds on the Rock that
V'ilmt can these anxious cures avail'fhese never-ceasing moan8 and sighs?
What can it help us to bewail
Each painful moment
it flies?
Our cross aud trials do but, press
The hmwier for our bitterness.
restless heart keep still,
wait in chee'i'ful hope, content
To take whate'er His gracious will,
His all-discerning love hath sent;
Nor doubt our inmost wants are known
To him who chose us for His own
He knows when joyful hours are best;
He sends them as He soes it meet;
When thou hast borne its fiery test,
And now art freed from all deceit,
He comes to thee all unaware,
And makes thee own his loving care.
Nor, in the heat of pain and strife,
Think God hath cast thee off unheard;
Nor that the man whose prosperous life
Thou en vi est is of him preferred;
Time passes, and much chango doth bring,
.And sets a bound to everything.
All are alike before his face:
'Tis easy to our God most high,

To make the rich man poor and base,
'ro give the poor man wealth and joy.
Trne wonders still of him are wrought,
Who setteth up and brings to naught.
Siog, pray, and swerve not from his ways,
But do thine own part faithfully;
Trust his rich promises of grace,
So shall it be fulfilled in thee;
God never yet forsook at need
The soul that trusted him indeed.

-Sel.

MORAL TRAINING OF CHILDREN.
Almost imperceptibly the baby has become
the boy in kilts. His progress, which seemed so
slow during
first years of his life, has advanced with
rapid strides after the second
mil.e-stone has been passed. The mother who
has had another baby given to her arms is necessarily so absorbed in the close care demanded by
the later arrival that she has not so much leisure
to watch every shade of development in the older c;hild as she would have were he the only object of her maternal solicitude. Such relaxation
of attention does the iittle fellow no harm so
long
it does not degenerate into neglect. He
will grow more naturaliy and symmetrically if
he is not too obviously studied. The opening
rose
not improved by having its petals handled
by an enthusiastic botanist, eager to learn the
mystery of its unfolding.
certain sense of manliness comes to the boy
wilh his emancipation from the high chair and
what it implies.
He is no longer a baby. The
embryo man protest against the stigma of this
teen at a much earlier age than would his sister.
She does not so much mind being called a baby.
lt must be the care of the father and mother
alike to see that this incipient manliness does
no\ confine iisE>lf to bragging assumption, but
manifests itself also ln the development of manly qualities. The principle of showing bravery
under hurts can be taught at an early age.
Evorything depends upon a child's fin,t instruction in this matter as to wt,ether he wiil be fretful and peevish, crying or complaining, at every
sll§;ht discomfort, or a courageous little fellow,
bearing small injuries without a moan, and brave
even in v~~orse suffering.
Injudicious nurses, in their anxiety to check a
baby's lamentations over a tumble or a bruise,
ofteu seek to direct his attention elsewhere by
feigning to punish the inanimate object with
which the little one has come into unfriendly
cor tact. In his pleasure at seeing the offending
tabie, chair, or floor beaten the baby forgets his
WO'os, and laughs through his tears.
It may seem like overstrained to say that the
child 1hu" acquires a spirit of vindictiveness,
but it is true nevertheless. The boy who has
betn taught to strike insentient things because
he was hurt by them is very likely, as he grows
older, to raise his hand against a playmate or a
!.wether or sister who has either inflicted physical
inj:1ry or run counter to his desires.
better plan for diverting the bady's atteniion from a hurt is by awaking his compassion
f:or the c.ause of his snfl:'ering. If he is taught to
pit:" the "poor door" or the "poor carpet" that
just had such hard knock, he will cease his own
expressions of distress quite as quickly as if his
wotse passions were appealed to. The writer of
this bas often known a child to check the cries
cat,sed by a bumped head to "oh" and "ah" over
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the floor or piece of furniture that was the occasion of the mischief, and has seen him stroke the
oiTending surface with genuine pity at its supposed hurt, while the tears drawn by his own
pain still hung on his own cheeks. Such selfcontrol will stand either a boy or girl in good
stead in later life. The women who faint at a
slight inj nry, and are utter cowards in the
dentist's chair, or at the least accident, are of
those who have been encouraged from childhood
to magnify their own sufferings and to consider
ultra-sensibility a pretty thing.
Probably there is less danger of the boy remaining babyish owing to the healthy state of
feeling that exists among older boys and men on
this subject. If the pet of his mother and nurse
goes to school filled with an idea of his own delicacy of organization and of the consideration
that should be shown his weaknesses, he is apt to
have a rude awakening. Rough handling and
sarcastic words will teach him the self-reliance
and courage in discomfort he should have learned in his earlier years, and at a much greater cost
than would have been necessary then.
A well known story writer, in a recent conversation on different codes of morals for men and
women, boldly declared that many of the qualities deemed faults in men were virtues in
women. In support of his theory he instanced
the matter of physical courage. Cowardice, he
maintained, while a disgrace to a man, was no
shame to a woman. A man who was afraid of
the dark, who acknowledged superstitious dreads,
or who shrank from personal injury, was despised
by other men.
On the contrary, a woman,
although an out-and-out coward, was esteemed
none the less highly on that account, either by
her own or by the opposite sex.
Without discussing at length this phase of the
question, one may at least suggest that cowardice in a ¥loman is a very inconvenient trait.
Every one can recall one or more instances of
the annoyance some woman has made of herseif by her unreasoning terror of mice, of cows,
of burglars, of thundersi.orms. In nearly every
case of this sort the dread that has become unconquerable in the woman may be traced to
some childish impression, which, 1f not exactly
cultivated by parents and nurses, was at least
permitted, instead of being eradicated when it
first appeared.
Only in the rare occasions of hereditary antipathy does one find a baby or a young child naturally afraid of the stock terrors mentioned
above.
A little girl will look with pleasure
at the antics of a mouse about the floor, will behold with interest the excursion of a "daddylong-legs" across her lap, and will watch delightedly the flash of the lightning, and listen to
the roll of the thunder unperturbed. Only when
she has seen some other person exhibit terror at
any one of these happenings does it occur to her
to >how dread. With the imitativeness characistic of childhood she indulges in the same expressions of alarm she has observed in her
elders. It needs only a little unwitting fostering
of the new ·•fad" by the parent or nurse to render
it a confirmed habit.
When one comes to what may be styled spiritual dreads, one ventures upon more delicate
ground. Such fears often seem innate, and are
not easily vanquished.
A child who appears to
have a natural dread of the dark can not be
scolded or persuaded out of it in a day. Patience
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and gentleness will be required in order to subdue what seems to be in many children an inborn
and almost unconquerable antipathy.
All diligence should be used to keep from the
little ones all fears of bogies or other ghostly apparations, and no such punishment as confinement in a dark closet should ever be imposed
upon them. A child's nervous organization is
too delic.ate a piece of machinery to be trifled
with.
Still, superstitious fears should not be too
much humored, but rathe1· gently reproved, lovingly ridiculed, or else made the subject of serious remonstrance. By such means the child
may often be aided to outgrow dread that would
otherwise be an incubus upon him all his life.Sel.
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DEFIANCE, Iowa, May I rth.
Dear Sister Frances:-As it has been some
time since you've heard from me, I thought I
would write a few lines. The God whom I love
and serve is stlll sparing my life, and I trust it is
for some good, though it is but little good I can
do; but I am still in love with this latter day
work. [tis uppermost in my mind and I value
it more than I do my life, because it is of endless
duration, and our lives, at best, are but short and
fleeting. I often think of the days that have
gone by, but I am more engaged with the days
that are to come, as my race is almost run. I
often think of the happy meetings that I shall
shortly have with those loved ones that have
passed away. Yea, with the thousands with
whom I have traveled in the days of our greatest
persecution. I am the mother of ten children;
the grandmother of seventy-eight; and the great
grandmother of about as many. My grand children aU belong to the church save two or three,
and many of them are trying to do right. This
is a great consolation to me, and may God bless
them is my prayer! May they grow up into a
multitude on the earth and become mighty in
doing good and helping to build up the kingdom
of God on the earth! It is almost fifty-six years
since I embraced this latter day work, and it is
just as precious to me now as E ever was. Indeed more precious, for the longer I live, the better I like it. I have been a widow· thirty years.
I have long since learned to put my trust in the
Lord. I will in a few days be in my ninetieth
year . . I am enjoying the best of health, and if I
had the tongue of an augel I could not tell you
how thankful I feel for the blessings of the Lord.
I hope you will ever remember me in your prayers. Pray that the Lord will strengthen me while
I live, both soul and body.
Your sister in Christ,
SARAH HAWLEY.
The above was written by the little ten·yearold grand daughter of Sr. Hawley, and both the
hand writing and spelling reflect credit upon the

little girl. Neither is this all, for it is not ev,~ry
little girl who would be willing to do this kind
act for her aged grandmother. God bless ::he
dear aged ones who sit by our firesides and brighten our homes; and happy indeed is that home
where the warmest spot in winter, the coolest
nook in summer, is occupied by grandmother's
chair; and blessed indeed are the children who
gather about her knees and learn wisdom from
her holy conversation. Let it never enter into
the heart of such a dear aged one, that Goc is
lengthening out their days beyond the period of
usefulness. "What the eartb would be without
the ripe, mellow fruits of autumn time, life ·would
be without the garnered sweetness and wisdom
of the aged. The strife and tuqpoi! of life's battle is past for them, and the grandchildren receive many an hour of instruction, of gen+Je,
thoughtful, loving care which the dear grandmother never found leisure to give to her own
little ones. In thoge far away days, when l.he
cares and labors of life pressed so heavily, th'.cre
was not the opportunity for cherishing the gentle
admonitions of the Spirit which comes with th<'$e
mellow autumn days. Grandmother is going
upon a long journey and her mind is occupied
with the glorious reality of the place to whcch
she is going. She does not talk to the chlldren
about the home for which she longs, in a vague
uncertain way, as though it was far, far away in
some distant realm of space; but she speaks of lt
as very near, very real; just a little fa•ther on
the life-road, and she calls by name each of the
loved ones who have passed on before her, until
the children too feel the reality of the !He to
come and of the reunion to take place there. To
the clearer, better vision of her aged eyes, how
much is the family indebted! God bless these
aged ones and sustain them by his grace until he
shall say to them, "It is enough," and recelve
them into everlasting habitations.-ED.

NEw HoPE, Va., May 2'7!h,
Bro. Blair:-On the IIth of this month I left
home for my mission in this state. I stopped
over Saturday night and Sunday in the vicinity
of Wilkesville, Vinton county, Ohio, where wi.th
Bro. Matthews I held two meetings, and Sunday
evening, the 12th, baptized a promising young
lady Into the fold. The few Saints there are
strong in the faith, and with Bro. R. H. Ervin-priest......:to look after their welfare, think they
will prosper in the work. I arrived in this valley Tuesday the qth. So far as the prospect for
the work here is concerned, it is not very flatter·
ing as to spreading it in new places, but I ~-m
trying to make some new openings, but don't
know yet how I will succeed. But if we can't
get some new openings I do not think it wise for
··me to stay here very long, for I can not feel that
I am serving the church faithfully unless I am pushing the work into new localities.
While I know that it is very necessary to look afl:er
and instruct those who are in the fold, yet ·that is
not particularly my mission, though it is much
pleasanter to stay among kind brethren and sisters where we can have the good things of this
life and kind words of clear Saints.
The Saints here are progressing· well with
their church house. It will be an honor to the
work, being the first one in the state. It is 33x45

feet and will be uvell finished. It will be ready
for dedication by the 15th of June, and they desire it dedicated as soon as it is completed, if it
can be. Most of the Saints here are very firm In
the faith, and I th!nl< that the work is here to
stay, but there is much prejudice and religious
bigotry. I still feel confident of the final triumph
of this great work, Am looking for Bro. D. L.
Shinn here soon. May God bless his people.
Your brother,
JAMES MoLER.
GILMAN, Washington, May 2oth.
Bro. Blair :-I rejoice in reading the letters in
the Herald and the testimonies of my brethren
and sisters. I :feel ih~t I would like to bear my
testimony. I know the work is of God, and I
hope that I will continue to the end. I feel
thankful to mv heavenly Father for every blessing he has bestowed upon me and rny family.
Though there ls no branch here where l can go
to meeting, I am blessed from time to time and
often feel the Spirit in great power upon me
when I am trying to show the gospel to others
that have never heard of it. They think there
has never been such a church on earth since the
days of the apostles. I think this would be a
good field for an elder, and I feel glad that I am
in such a great work.
There are no S;;.ints here but my family and
that of Bro. W. B.. Farley. We oftimes feel to
rejoice together, and feel the Spirit of God rest
upon us. We ask an interest in the prayers of
the Saints, in particularly of the Lucas branch
as we are members of that branch. I. would like
to make a request of the elder who is appointed
for \llashington territory to come up this way as
soon as he can; that we are troubled a great deal
with Seventh Day Adventists. An Adventist
elder by the name of A. Benson has given a written challenge for any elder of our faith !or six
nights; subject, SaiJbath day question, and the
immortality of the soul, and there is a hall ready
to preach in as long as· they want it. We hope
and pray that we may continue to the end in the
covenant we have made.
Your brother,
WM. WILLETTS.

In the mountains near APTOS, Cal.,
May r3th.
Bro. W. W. Blair:-I have wished many times
to write to the Herald, but I did not know what
to write till of late. I have been a Latter Day
Saint for twenty-five years and have never believed different, for I know it is the true gospel.
Since I was baptized by Alexander Smith
and William Anderson at Corralitos, Santa
Cruz county, California, I was ordained by you,
Bro. Blair, a Teacher according to the laws of
God given to the church at a special conference
held at Watsonville, July roth, A. D. r868.
After some years, having had no opportunity
to attend church, I met Bro. Daniel Brown and
he told me that there would be a two days' meeting at 'Watsonville-preaching by Elder J. H.
Lawn. I told my wife-Sr. Margaret--and we
went to church on Saturday and Sunday, 27th
and zSth of April. We met many Saints, had
great rejoicing; preaching by Ern. J. H. Lawn
and D. Brov.n; in the afternoon Saints' testimony
meeting; the Spirit was in our midst, and speaking in tongues by Sr. Carmichael. We were
greatly blessed.
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Sunday at eleven we had preaching by Brn.
Carmichael and James Lawn. In the afternoon
sacrament and Saints' meeting. The blessings
promised us attended, and we received the manifestation of speaking in tongues and the interpretation thereof. In the evening we had
preaching by Brn. J. H. Lawn and D. Brown,
and we were greatly edified. I invited Bro. J. H.
Lawn and two sons and daughter and D. Brown,
and two sisters Headrick up in the mountain, for
I had work for them to do.
On Monday the 29th we went to my home,
and I requested the elders to speak to my children, to tell them of the goodness and the blessings that will follow them that obey the everlasting gospel. At the end of two hours of
exhortation five of my children arose for baptism.
The next day we repaired to a most beautiful pond God had prepared for us nineteen
hundred feet above the level of the Pacific
Ocean, and five souls were baptized into Christ.
At home they were confirmed, received the sacrament and testified of the goodness of God.
Then Brn. Lawn and Brown blessed our two
little children, after which the brethren returned
to their respective homes.
Bro. Blair, I ask your prayers that may be
faithful to the end and teach my children to be
faithful, and not to be carried away by false
doctrine.
Your~ in Christ Jesus,
ANDREW C. STUART.

----·--Am, Ill., May z6th.
Dear Herald:--Having read many cheering
words in your columns which have been a
blessing to . me, I wish to add a little, hoping it may be a benefit to others. It has been
about three years since I obeyed the gospel. I
was baptized by Elder J. T. Hensen, and with
the assistance of Bro. I. M. Smith was confirmed,
in which I felt that I was translated from the
powers of darkness into the kingdom of God's
dear Son. I can truly say it is good to be a
Saint in latter days. Although I have felt weak,
dreary anrl sad many times through my disobedience, and not paying more heed to the enticings of the Spirit, I hope God will continue to
chastise me if I transgress His law. God has
blessed me with his Spirit in power, for which I
feel to adore and praise His holy name.
I dreamed not long since that Bro. Joseph
Smith came to me and told me that the Book of
Mormon and the work he did was true; I also
dreamed about that which Is spoken of in Revelations r4: 6, the angel which was to bring the
everlasting gospel. I felt that gospel in much
power, for indeed God's Holy Spirit was then
resting upon me in power. I have loaned books
to my neighbors and people around me; also
tracts. Have done what I could to spread the
work. I ask the prayers of all the Saints that I
may be able to do much good, for this has been
my desire; and I know the doctrine is true.
May we all be faithful unto the end, and leave a
mark of truth and integrity behind us.
That God will also call more elders and send
them into the field is my desire, for truly the
harvest is great and the laborers few. That
God will give us his Spirit that we may be able
to overcome all things, and with an eye single to
His glory serve him, that we may be able to
understand his word and comprehend the truth
of his
and recejve .morfl knowledge day by

da.y, is my prayer. Let us all do somdhing to in
some way roll on the good work, for I realize
Hls great and marvelous work and a wonder is
in the earth. Let us pray without ceasing.
FRANCIS M. Slover.
TAwAs CITY, Mich., May zoth.
Bro. Blail' :--I came to this place on the 9th
inst., where I have been actively engaged in my
appointed field of labor. Since writing you I
have baptized one in Bay City and find a good
interest here. Last week was a very busy time.
We are building a chnrch here and want to get
it in readiness for J nne conference. Outsiders
are liberal and kind, and willing to aid us. The
Sisters' Aid Society has raised thirty dollars for
the church; notwithstanding, some think sisters
have no right to voice and vole.
preached
afternoon and evening to
large and attentive crowds. After rJOeeting one
lady said she was ready for baptism. The work
here is prosperous. This evening I go to Oscoda
for .a few days.
Yours in bonds,
E. DELONG.
INDEPENDECE, Mo., May 15th.
Bro. Blair:--On last Sunday we had the pleasure of leading one Mr. S. B. Hill-of Vermont-into the waters of baptism, thereby assisting him
to don the gospel armor and stand upon the platform upon which the gospel battle is to be fought.
He has for some time been sojourning with Bro.
Wm. Lintel whose example in, and arguments for,
the gospel life, fully persuaded him to a better life
here, and a more glorious hope in the hereafter.
Thus they come,"One of a town and two of a city."
i\. few days ago I was conversing with one of
our "departed, brethren, who, in the course of
his remarks eulogized the life and actions, and
fully endorsed all the revelatons of "the Seer"
prior, and up to x838-he subsequently becoming a
very bad ma,n, going into wickedness of various
kinds in Illinois and elsewhere until he met his
death and the final scattering of the church.
I >aid: "My brother, I have an invisible ladder
of three rounds which I carry around for just
such fellows as you, and I will now present it.First, you of course believe Joseph to have been
a prophet and the Book of Mormon !rue?"
"Certainly we do; that is our ground work."
"Next you believe the angel who appeared to
him told the truth?"
"Certainly."
''\)\Tell, sir, he told Joseph his name should be
had for good or for evil among all men; the righteour. would hold it in honor, and the unrighteous
in dishonor. Which class do you belong to?
This is the third round of the ladder. You may
jump off-and be jumped."
Yours, T. W. CHATBURN.
LooKOUT, Cal., May 19th.
Dear Hemld:'-I have been laboring in this
vicinity about four weeks. At the first meeting
afte': my arrival I asked all those who desired to
be baptized to arise to their feet, and instead of
fourteen as has been stated, there were but five
who were really ready for baptism. Since that
time, however, I have baptized six more, making
eleve<l in all, and there are others who have said
that they intend to join. There are a good many
more who seem to be warmly investigating. I
thl.rk never had a better outlook for a good

work to be done, and if my family is suBtained I
shall labor there this summer. I feel greatly encouraged in the work here. There are calls
nearly all over this large valley.
Bro. B. W. Pack has done the greatest work
here that I ever have known to he done by a layman
J. R. CooK,
G. W. HowELL.
ELTORo, Cal., May 19th.
Dear Herald:-- On February rst brethren
Joseph Smith and J. F. Burton visited Laguna
where, they held meeting two evenings, and Bro.
Burton as assistant missionary fn charge proceeded to reorganize the Laguna branch. Since that
time we have had splendid meetings, and have
been greatly blessed hy the Spirit, especially in
the gift of tongues. On one occasion a young
man received the interpretation of a tongue
which, by the way, was to himself, to be baptized, which command he obeyed, and with five
others went down into the waters of baptism,
Elder A. W. Thompson performing the sacred
ordinance.
Our little branch is growing in number and in
zeal, and all are striving to do the Master's will.
The sisters have organized a Prayer Union with
sister Nancy Thompson president, Tina Sy!tar,
secretary, and Nancy Roger, treasurer.
Some time since breth1·en Wright and H. C.
Smith visited the branch and preached some
splendid discourses, which were not without good
effect. Elder A. W. Thomas has sold his property
in Laguna and bought at EIToro, which is seven
miles from Laguna. He is building a very comfortable house and will move his family over
next week.
I pray for the welfare of Zion, that her truths
may sweep over the land like a tidal wave, "till
every knee shall bow and every tongue confess."
Yours in Christ,
c. M. SALTER.

.

DALLAs, Texas, May r3th.

Bro. Smith:-I have been separated from the
Saints about four years, living in cities where
there was no branch of the church. I do not say
this in excuse for my long silence; there can be
no excuse for that. I have been asleep or cold,
thank God not lukewarm-l never was that yet,
and I hope I never shall be.
A few weeks ago I was at a friend's house and
there saw a copy of the St. Louis Globe-Democrat
in which was a picture of your father lying on
the ground dead and the angel of the Lord attending. The question was asked in my mind,
"Did I believe that yet?" My soul's answer
was, "Yes." A few moments afterward I was
filled with the Spirit. Words of wisdom were
given me and I had a happy time. Our friends
came to visit us Saturday evening. I was again
blessed with the Spirit, and my friend, who by
the way is a Methodist local preacher, unconsciously fulfilled a prophecy given in London,
that the time would come when men should say,
"0, that I were like Waterman!" Although I
was full of joy and felt like a child of God, yet I
could have buried my head in shame to think
that I could neglect such a faithful, loving God
and his cause. Bro. Joseph, I now ask your forgiveness, and through you the church's and any
one's whom I have offended; and I trust it will
not be withheld. I am very happy. Who

is
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not with the undwelling Spirit, the seal of
adoption and eternal union with God and his
people? Gratefully I can again say:
"Tho Spirit of God Hke a. fire is burning~
The latter day glory begins to come forth;
The viti tons and blessings of old are returning,
rrhe angels are coming to vit:tit the earth."

Yes, sir! The next place in my heart after
Jesus Christ is filled by Joseph Smith, for he was
the instrument used so that I could receive this
blessing. "Great indeed is his memory." Surely the Lord's words were true when he said:
"The righteous shall be had in everlasting remembrance." Did He make mistakes? I do,
but the Lord says, "I will be merciful to their
unrighteousness, and their sins and iniquities I
will remember no more." l thank God and take
courage. Sr. Waterman is sick. Please pray
for her.
In hope of eternal life,
\VILLI AM WATERMAN.
ST. JosEPH, Mo., May rzth.
Bro. Blair:-I have thought many times I
would write to the office and have my address
on the Herald changed, but when'ever I think of
writing, then the three visions I saw during last
conference loom up before me so vividly that, to
merely write the business part, and say nothing
of what our heavenly Father showed me, would
leave a feeling of condemnation. So with God's
help I have concluded to write thereon, hoping
they may do much good.
While Elder E. L. Kelley was preaching I became very sleepy and in spite of all my elrorts to
keep awake, I fell asleep for a moment and saw
a large piece of meat, and salt gently falling upon
it. I awoke with joyous feelings, and as I was
meditating on what I had seen, Christ's words
came to my mind when he was addressing his
disciples thus: •'Ye are the salt of the earth; but
if the salt have lost its savor, wherewith shall it
be seasoned?" indicating that the savor had been
lost, or the authority to preach the gospel which
is able to save to the uttermost had been taken
away, and that the word which was left us was
only a dead letter; but that now, in these last
days, the authority had been restored, and that
again the preserving power (the gospel of Jesus
Christ) was being sprinkled out upon the people
clear as crystal, unmixed with earth, or man's
opinion.
In a few moments I became very sleepy agian,
and could not refrain from falling asleep. I saw
loaves of dry bread which I was steaming. I
awoke and was soon absorbed in meditating
on these things when these thoughts came to
my mind: "We must have fire to steam bread,
and water also. A few drops of water would
not be sufficient sprinkled upon the bread, nor
would water poured upon it refresh it; but it
must be enclosed in water, or steam, which is
produced by fire underneath the. vessel. Then
these words came to me: "I will make my
ministers a flame of lire," and doth not the gospel contain water enough to bury a person? and
while the authorized minister stands in the water,
with the Holy Ghost penetrating and possesing
his body, ready to bury a person that feels the
need of regeneration and has confessed and repented of his wickedness, the person is then laid
under the water with one hand of the man of
God filled with the Holy Ghost underneath him,
while the other hand is over him, he is raised out
of the wal:er with his, sins washed away.''

Then while Elder Kelley was delivering .he
closing discourse of the conference, I a gal n c:>ecame very sleepy, and I asked God to keep me
from sleeping, for I was very desirous of hear'ng
the sermon. But I had no control of my eye!ids, and I again was lost in slumber--btl!: only a
moment-and I saw Bro. Alexander SmHh at
a well dravdng water and dipping out glasses of
water and handing it to a large company of eldthat stood around on one side of the well. Tbey
were as one body, they stood so cbse togetber.
They were to pass the water around to the people. The water was very beautiful and clear.
I awoke with the Spirit of God
upon me,
and I felt very joyous, and lt seemed as though
could hardly refrain from giving vent to my feelings. I said to myself: "Truly the waters of
eternal life are again being given to the people
of the earth, and they came by way of Joseph
Smith the martyr, and Bro. Alexander Smith is
the only one who represents his father's
here at this conference.
I thank God for the restored g-ospel, and that
whereas I was once blind I now see the plan of
salvation.
I can not close my letter without writing the
evidence I had at the conference a year ago at.
Independence. I had been very des!rous of F.eeing our beloved president of the chmch, which
pleasure was then granted me. I also had the
pleasure of shaking hands with him. We '1ml
some conversation and I then turned to leave the
church and I had gone but a few feet from him
when I was turned around and was gazing after
him. He turned around also, and I then beheld
Christ's Spirit within him, and these wordr; were
impressed upon my mind: "Behold your Prophet?" A thrill of joy passed through me, omd
I lifted my heart to God in thankfulness for
this latter day work.
Then again, where he was preaching, his
eyes looked like balls of fire.
Bro. Blair, I know this is God's work,
am thankful I am living in these last days,
behold his "marvelous work and a wonder,''
and to know that he has so wonderfully blessed
this unworthy handmaid.
JENNIE KRAHL
LAMONI, Iowa, May 28th.
Bro. Blair:- To me the outlook of the latter
day work never appeared brighter. The great
demand for preaching, the attention the people
give wherever the gospel is preached, the many
calls for preaching, the desire that a goodly number of those outside of the church with whorn I
converse seem to have to investigate the doctrine
we teach, and the signs ot the times all go to
show that the great and "marvelous work" of
God in these last days is onward with marked
success, and that the good Spirit of Jesus Cl!rist
our Savior is preparing the hearts of the honest
to receive the truth. I have mor(; calls to preach
than I can fill. Last Saturday Bro. Fowler took
me and my son Saleda D. down to the Ramey
school house, about fifteen miles from here, where
I preached in the evening, my son preached next
day at eleven o'clock and I in the afternoon.
Between the two meetings I had the pleasure of
introducing one more precious soul Into the
kingdom by baptism, a man named George York,
who, if faithful, is capable of doing great good
for the Master's cause, and perhaps will be an
instrument l.n convincing his father (who is

a Disciple or Christian preacher) of the truth of
the latter day work. There are more near the
kingdom ln that vicinity who I believe will obey
ere long. Two weeks ago I and my son walked
over to the same school house and preached three
times with good liberty to a full house of atl<~n
tive hearers.
have also preached in the High
Point and Lone Rock school houses, where being called uppon by Bro. John Johnson, president
of the Lone Rock branch, to assist in carrying
on a sedes of meetings in which elders H. A.
Stebbins, Joseph and Nephi Snively, Charles
Jones and L Baggerly took a part. We kept the
"camp fires
for fifteen consecutive
nights after I came to the Lone Rock school
house. Bro. J. Snively baptized three whiLo I
there, and preached four times and I preached
eleven times.
Vile had larger congregations
when we closed than at the beginning. I firmly
believe that our efforts at that time wlll tell for
years to come.
My desire would be to be in the field all the
time, but I have
family to care for, not bei.ng
under General Conference appointment. Nevertheless, I mean to do all I can, as I have the gospel armor on and my feet shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace. And with love to
God and mankind (my enemies not excepterl), I
intend by the assistance of the Holy Spirit in
union vdth the church and my brethren of the
priesthood., to help fight the gospel fight against
"Spiritual wickedness in high places" until the
battle is fought, victory won, and we hail King
Immanuel. My whole heart is in this great and
glorious work.
·
Y om·s in the one faith,
JOHN SHIPPY.
JuNIATA, Mich., May 24th.
Bro. W. W. Blair:-Notwitl,standing my age,
being se"enty-four years the r6th day of last
March, I am trying in weakness to battle for the
truth. My heart in the gospel, and I am trying to help on the work. I have been ont all
winter laboring under the direction of the president of the district, trying to put the branches
in order. I was assisted for several weeks by
Bro. Charles Morgan, priest of Sigel branch.
We baptized two while together, and I have
baptized seven since that time. Pray for me
God may enable me to battle for the truth whlle
life shall last. Yours in gospel bonds,
RoBERT DAVIs.
KNOB NOSTER, Mo., May rsth.
Bro. Blair:-- The work was opened up here
about two years ago by Bro. Luff. Since then
we have had brethren L N. White, J. C. Foss, F.
C. Warnky, J. W. Gillen, R. Etzenhouser, J. J.
Cornieh, (baptized five), and last of all J. A.
Robinson, who baptized two. The meeting just
closed with a grand interest; some new ones almost every day came to me for tracts and books.
Thank the Lord
can see the bright beams of
heavenly light breaking through the dark clouds.
"Sow thy seed in the morning and at eventide
withhold not thy hand" results well here. vVe
should ever live up to this admonition.
How
much easier it is to spread the truth where the
Saints all do their whole duty.
A few moments ago a doctor asked me this
question:
is it that different preachers tell
the truth and get good pay for it and the Latter
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Day Saint elders will spend all their time and
energy and money and bear the reproach that is
heaped upon them to tell a lie and get nothing
for it?" I left him trying to get some one to
solve it for him.
VVe have fifteen members but are not yet organized into a branch.
J. H. WELLS.

even Braden himself could have done it. They
purchased, I am told, a promissory note which
was held by "one of the brethren Disciples" and
paid him off in his own paper.
baptized one in that county last Sunday and
more are expected.
have many calls in that
county
and no prospect of being "cut to
pieces."
D. L. SHINN.

FLORA VrsTA, New Mexico,
Jl;lay r7th.
Dear Herald:--I was baptiz<ed and confirmed
by Elder Caffall, March I9'h. He is the first
minister I ever heard preach the true word of
Christ. Toward the last of the elder's preaching
ing here, something seemed to say to me, "You
had better join now; if you wait it may be too
late."
I did not think I was prepared to join, but gave
up io my conscience and gave myself to Christ
before Elder Caffall left us.
Brother Wight and family have moved to
Colorado for the sun1mer 1 leaving only three
Saints here-Bro. Beach, slster Mary Shippy and
tnyself. I hope the dear Sav1o:r vviH send us a
preacher before long, so we may know and understand His word better. May it be the will of the
Father that Elder Caffall may be with us this
fall. I now close, asking you all to pray for us.
Your ~ister~

GREENVILLE, Pa., May 26th.
Dear Brn:-- The work is moving in the Pittsburgh and Kirtland District and we note its
progn':ss with joy and thankfulness, bcccause it is
salvation to e''ery one who obeys it with full
purpo&e of. heart. A good sister rentarked lnst
Sunday that it was so different from any former ·,-eJJgious experience. There is so much
food in it for the sou]; U is
sathfying, yet
eve1· bringing to us rtew experienc,::~s ·which
draw us nearer to the Father. Vile praise him
for
gospel!
Wife
seH have many pleasant memories
of our tdp
the late conference at St. Joseph.
Our genial brethren E. C. Briggs and Frank
Cri1ey
pleasant companions in tTavel, and
although we were on the train from
evening until Monday noon, the ride was by no
means tedious, b;ut quite the reverse. ·with deep
thankfulnt;ss
took note of the Father's love

N-ETTlK THARP.

Dear llerald: - \JVhile holding a discussion
with Rev. Adam Archibald at Pennsboro, West
Virginia, in lVIarch last,
brother found
lowing notice. It had been tacked upon a stave
and stltck up ·on the fence, where it was expected
your humble servant would pass by. It was
doubtless prepared to be seen
me at the close
debate as the Campbe!W:es expected not
only to demolish me ln discussion, hut to nm me
out of the country ;
the victory did not
perch upon the Campbellite banners when the
fight was over, and hence the would-be mobbers
could not carry out their designs. One of them
was seen by a friend to tear the notice off and
throw it away. After he had passed on out of
sight, the friend gathered up the fragments of
the notice and joined them nea!:ly together and
gave it to me. It reads exactly as follows:
"Notice.-The people of Ritchie county will
not tolerate such religious beliefs and practices
as you have, and you are
notified to leave
the county within ten days, or they will cut you
to pieces, as the don't want any Mormons ln the
county. \Ve don't want to have any trouble
with you, but you had better i.eave at once, to
save us the tro1e1ble of whipping- and tarring and
feathering you.
This from head quarters."
This last remark is true. All such notices come
from "head quarters." I think it proper that all
such little complimentary notices be printed and
preserved as they properly belong in the history
of a great work. The elders all ought to have
the pleasure of reading them to compare with
those they have themselves received, for they all
read alike from Maine to California.
If Archibald had gained the day and the people had voted in favor of their side, this notice
was prepared
to be sent to me, and I would
have received the treatment indicated. But alas
for their "side!" The poor old man did not give
satisfaction, although he poured hot shot into
"Mon:nonism" Jor three days; almost as good as

and. care for hh servants when "\~'"VC saw· how our
beloved brethren
and Larnbert who had
from severe sickness and prostrain~, enabled to endure the exceedingly laborious
dutie;
the quorum. Night and day, with but
little relaxb'Jion~ this quorum was in session durin.g L1e
conference, and part of the quorum se,.Jeral dRys before conference convened,
It vv,·ts exh~xtsting
the strongest physical
natu·P.
very rnuch enjoyed
prayer rneetings,
the
the association vdth
the
sisters; but we could not think of
leaving out a visit to~atnoni when so near~ andreluctac~tly leaving conference Friday morning, we
started, meeting on the street ca.rs Bishop Rogers
:wd s)n, and at the station Bro. and Sr. Tilton, Bro.
and Sr.
Sr. Garratt, Bro. Claus and cine
two others whose images rise up as we write,
but whose names we are unable, just now, to recall,--a\1 bound for Lamoni. How glad we
were of their company! A pleasant one it was.
The trip was enlivened with the songs of Zion
untll Bethany junction was reached and shortly
after, Lamoni. We were escorted to Bro. Salyard's house by our kindly Sr. Garratt, and were
made welcome
Sr. Salyards--Bro. S. being at
conference.
Sa;:urday morning a short visit was m~de to
our noble Sr. Vi! alker's, with whose usefulness and
talents
church has been so greaily blessed.
communion was sweet,-hallo wed by the
p'resence of the Spirit of the Master. May she
ion!?; be spared to honor our heavenly Father in her
calling' >Ne could not but feel deeply for the afflkthg bereavement broo:~ght upon this lovely
hom'"' call_ing to a higher sphere the husband and
father, whose acquaintance in the flesh we were
not ''>rivileged to have, but whom we expect to
kno·w, when, like him, our life work here is ended.
May the Father be very tender and compassionate to 'hem is our prayer. We were pleased
to
here Sr. Louis Walker and Sr. Lyons.

A flying visit to Sr. Elvin and family, SrSlebbins, and the Herald office, completed our
time.
We were kindly shown through the latter
establishment of which we felt rather proud,
though they are sadly in need of a building
almost twice as large to answer the demands
of their largely increasing business. Considering how they are crowded now, it is a marvel
how they can do the work at alL Brn. Coch,.
ran, Scott and Deam were all very kind.
Thanks for courtesies extended, brethren.
We should much have enjoyed a stay over
Sunday, and an acquaintance with others of
the Saints, but previous engagements made
it necessary for us to leave Lamoni Saturday,
-a drive to Bro. Joseph Srnith's house being one
of the anticipated pleasure's we 'Nere forced to
forego. Sadly we gave the parting hand. At
the Junction we met many of the brethren returning from conference, whkh made
all
the harder to contlnue our journey. For
once in our lives, at least, we were strongly tempted to turn back. However, in company with
Bro. Eflils Short, we were soon on the way
again, watching Lamoni until hid from view,
and reaching St. Joseph in time to hear Bro.
R. M. Elvin's able effort on the Book of Mormon.
Sunday noon found us at Independence,
the guests of our genial Bro. and Sr. . A.
Robinson, whom to know is to love. Also
met here our gifted Bro. M. H. Bond, and Bro.
R. G. Smith and Sr. Lizzie Hu!mes, of Pittsburgh. The meeting with the Saints in the afternoon was grand indeed. After an enjoyable
tea with Bro. and Sr.
we again repaired
to church and Bro. J. J. Cornish gave us an able
sermon in the evening to a bouse where standing
room was at a premium. Br;p. C.'s special gift
seerns to be to rnake the gospel plain, as over
eight hundred of his children in the gospel can
testify.
Monday we enjoyed a visit to Sr. M. E. Salyards',
old time acquaintance, Bro. McCalltnn's Bro. Murphy's, Brn. Mllls and Luff, and a
ride-through Bro. Murphy's kindness-in company with Bro. Bond, sisters Newton and Hulmes
and brethren Newton and Smith, wherein we
were privileged to view some of the grandest
scenery the writer ever beheld along the Missouri River, with Liberty Courthouse in the distance. The day was lovely and we could but exclaim, "Beautiful for situation, the joy of the
whole earth." At night Bro. Alex. IL Smith
presented the word amid deep interest.
Tuesday morning we were enroute for St.
Louis, and on Wednesday morning arrived at the
home of our aged grandparents--Bro. and Sr.
Seichrist--near Jeffersonville, Wayne county,
Illinois. They are strong in the faith, but sadly
miss church privileges, not having a conveyance
of their own. Enjoyed a two-days' stay with
them and uncle, aunt, and cousins, and a short
visit with Bro. Thomas. Friday, enroute for Indianapolis, Indiana, spending a few days with
mother and sisters. Monday morning found us
in Cleveland, Ohio, and in the afternoon at Kirtland, guests of Bro. and Sr. Griffiths, meeting
there Bro. T. W. Williams, one of the clerks of
conference. Tuesday evening spoke to Saints
and friends in Kelley's hall with poor liberty.
Here the Father manifested his loving kindness
to wife and self. Shortly after retiring for the
night Bro. Griffiths came to the door with a mes-
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sage from the Lord, making known some things
concerning our future movements upon which
we were in doubt and undecided, bringing joy,
comfort and thankfulness to our souls. An
apostle of the Lord coming with a message from
the Lord in one hand and a lamp in the other,
seemed to us both appropriate and suggestive.
Wednesday morning enroute again for home
where we arrived at one p. m., finding all well,
for which we felt grateful.
The first Sunday in May I filled my appointment in Conneaut township--preached morning
and evening with excellent liberty; administered
sacrament in afternoon, and blessed young son
of Bro. and Sr. Corey. We had a good meet·
in g.
The second Sunday in May met Bro Griffiths
at Pittsburg, fulfilling district conference appointment, for which we were made a committee. Bro. Griffiths preached with liberty and acceptance. The Saints' meeting in afternoon was
refreshing.
Last Sunday was with the Saints near Warren, Ohio. Preached in house of Mr. and Sr.
Shafer with good liberty. At the close of this
service we repaired to the water and had the
great pleasure of baptizing into Christ Sr_- Alice
Pinkerton. Confirmation in the afternoon, when
the Sacrament was administered and every one
bore their testimony. All were melted to tears,
and it was a time long to be remembered. Administered to Sr. Shafer who was bedfast, and
felt constrained of the Spirit to rebuke the disease. Trust ere this she is fully recovered. In
the evening again spoke to an audience that
packed the room. Was blessed with all the liberty could ask. If the Saints continue faithful,
prayerful, humble and consistent in their lives,
there will soon be ~thers added to their number
who will honor the work. There are five of the
Saints there now. Bro. Leonard Scott is held in
high esteem there for the work done among
them. They would be glad to see him return.
To-clay I administered to the Saints here-members of my own family--in whose welfare I
am deeply interested. I think it just as essential
for them to partake of the "bread of life" as other
Saints, that they may have life. "Except ye eat
my flesh and drink my blood there is no life in
you" is a truth that even my family can not disregard nor neglect, and yet bear fruit meet for
eternal life. Next Sunday will be at Conneaut
Township again, a'nd so goes the work. I desire
to see Saints and friends in other places in the
district so soon as I can reach them. The Lord
speed His work everywhere.

were held out, and the boys shook them. Ar ..
mies fight, wound and kill to settle d'sputes.
Why not settle them before fighting.

ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receiv'' the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicitedo

BORN AGAIN.

"ExcEPT a man be born
he can not
see the kingdom of God." As many have
taken in hand to write articles
the
above subject, I feel like
readers of the good Herald
stand is meant bv
born
how this work is
the first place, what is it
again? Most assuredly it
man, for it is that which is in
needs deliverance, or to be born
The first thing that is necessary
is to be begotten. As in
Spirit. How is man begotten
Spirit through the word, as the
say; and this word must be
one having authority.
For Paul
"How can they preach
Again, "No man taketh
himself but he that was
was Aaron." So when a man
an honest heart, hears the vvord
God's called and sent men,
the word spoken, he receives
the word--begets faith in the
He is then begotten by the
commences the travail to
ture, so in the Spirit.
This travail consists in
mility of soul, the
unto the remissiun of sins
it unto the Chu;ch as is
book of Doctrine and Covenants.
they are ready to be born
Of water and the Spirit,
tion; not that there are two
of water and one of the
birth, which is of water
God.
How is it accomplished?
tized by a legal administrator, and
at the snme time and
deiivered
the Spirit also, or in connection with water baptism, as our Lord and Master said
to Nicodemus, "Except a man be born of
water and the Spirit he can not enter into
w. H. GARRETT.
the kingdom of heaven"-or of God.
Again, by way of exp1anatir>n, he says:
BETTER THAN FIGHTING.
"The wind bloweth where it
and
We have two schools in our town not far from
thou hearest the sound
but canst
each other. They used to play foot-ball togethnot tell from whence it cometh, nor wl-lith ..
er. One day the ball disappeared. One school
er it goeth; so is every one that is born of
accused the other of stealing it. Seven boys
the Spirit." Thus when a man who is a
started out and dared the other boys to meet
proper subject for baptism is
them. Only four went out to do so, including
a legal administrator, he then receives
John Williams. When Jack Miller approached
work that the Spirit does and has to
him with scowling brow and doubled fist John
the birth or deiiverance from sins, that
said, "Come, Jack, let us talk it all over." The
past sins are pardoned, made free
two met, one with open hands and face, the other
in the kingdom of God, or the
with doubled fist and scowls. Jack said: «I'll
Jesus Christ.
teach you to steal a foot-ball." John. replied.
«But," says one, "I thought a man was
"We have not stolen the ball. Wait a week and
born of the Spirit when he received the
maybe it will be found. H the ball is lost we
laying on of hands." Well, let us see.
\V e are told by Paul to
all
will p<<y for it." The dark bmw cleared, hands

Now here

to administer
but he can not
of the
done for some
be for
time because h,e 1s
without ever
an elder
in the world. Now, what would be the
condition of that man if he was to die in
that condition in the world to come
born of water and not of the
If a man is born of the
when he
on of
be only half
as it
water and the
the birth.
that to be born
of the

set
on this
and wait and see what the
think of what I have
K W.

NuNLEY.

~---~~----------------..-~-~---~------~-·--

THE ''SEALED BOOK."-No. X.
BY ELDER R. M. ELVIN.

As another element of civilization I
sent,
~/Ietals,
etc;
Lean
finding
various immade of the more precious minerals would not in itself indicate that the
Mound Builders
in mining-.
per was
U§ed, and
'this material has been found in
weight in the valley of the
and near New Haven a mass was
weighing ninetv pounds. It is found in
small pieces in New Jersey, Indiana and
Illinois. Small pieces have been
up in various localities in Ohio.
probable that the copper found in
necticut and New Tersey originates from
the red sandstone formation, while in Indiana and Illinois it was deposited
the drift. In Ohio it has-been
the hand of man.
true of copper is not so of
lena, obsidian, mica and silver.
able quantities of g-alena, have been found
in the mounds of Ohio. Upon one of the
altars within a mound in 'Mound
miles above Chillicothe) a
was found
had
to the action of fire. It is of
quent occurence on the sacrificial
and met with
quantities of thirty pounds
Plumb bobs and net sinkers are
with of this
and yet no
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inal deposits are
Ohio. Obsidian,
stone of volcanic
some of the
and in the
and
bas not been met
north of J\1exico and east
Jlv1ountains. Mica
glass) has been taken in
q
from the
and often plowed
in the neighborhood of the enclosures.
the sepulchral
in the center of the
earth-work at
taken out a sheet of
one foot and a half
a half in thickness.
one of the mounds

of

Carolina. In the
former state it has
found from two
to three feet in
but there is no
evidence that the
Builders penetrated that far east. Neither have any
been discovered there.
silver have been found

considerable masses
and bas been
to Canada.
"From these considerations alone we
infer that the Mound BuildPrs either
in
or else. trafficked
with those nations who
so
In
before

have
in the solid
has been extracted.
has been discovered
of the

the l".gent of the Minnesota Mining Commade the discovery. In passing
of the company's grounds,
wi,nter of 1847-8, he observed a
in the soil, which he
was formed
the disintegraup these indihe came to a cavern where he no-

was not only conducted under a well organized effort, but the Mound Builders
had their leaders, or foremen, and were
skilled, and had a thorough acquaintance
with their work."-Mound Builders, p.

74-SL

Baldwin says:
"Modern mining on
Lake Superior began effectively in 1845.
The whole coprer region has not been
fully explored.
Works of the ancient
miners are found at all the mines of any
importance and they show remarkable
skill in di~covering and tracing actual veins
of metal."-Ancient America, p. 46.
of eighteen feet, among a
Jones says: "In 1834, Coles, Merriwethof
sticks and water, Mr. er and Lum~den, while en gazed in digging
di5covered a detached mass of cop- a canal in Duke's Creek Valley for the
"ix tons. This mass had
purpose of facilitating their mining operafive feet along the foot
tions, unearthed a subterraneous village
by means of wedg- consisting· of thirtv-four smnll cabms, locaa cob-work of logs. ted in a straight line extending upward of
six to eight inches three hundred feet. They were made of
ends of which plainly logs hewn at the ends and notched down
showed the marks of a cuttin,- tooL The after the fashion of the rude lop; huts of
uoper surface and
of 'the mass of the present day. This hewing and notch' ·
were beaten
pounded smooth, ing had evidently been done with sharp
that the irregular, protruding metallic tools, the marks being such as
been broken off. Near it were would have been caused by a chopping- ax.
otb.er masses. On the walls of the In Valley River valley, the writer is inmarks of Hre. Besides charformed, eleven old shafts have been found,
coal there was found a stone sledge weighvarying :n depth from ninety to one hunand a copper maul dred feet.
In 1854, one of them was
pounds.
cle:med out, and at the depth of ninety
ashes and charcoal have feet the workmen found a windlass of postOn the Iso~k, well hewn, with an inch aug-er hole
near the norththrough each end. Distinct traces appearancient works ed where it had been banded with iron.
and some of Another shaft for twenty-five feet pa~sed
feet in depth. On open- through gneiss-rock.
Its sides were
of this island, it was scarred by the marks of the sharp tools
that
mine had been workused in forcing a passage through this hard
·"d through solid rock to the depth of nine substance. Six miles southeast of this lofe'..'·t.
the bottom was a vein of pure cality are five other shafts similar in age
inches thick. These and construction. The presence of iron
and experienced, and the marks of sharp metalic tools, prove
rare powers of that these ancient mining operatiom can
the veins, but also not be referred to the labors of Indians."
in following (The places above described by Tones are
The excava- located in the State of Georgia. See Anconnected underground, and
tiquities of Southern Indians, pp. 48-9.)
drains
cut into the rock to carry off
Reader, do not let the question and eviwater. At one point the excavations dence of IRON escape your notice, for I
extend for over two
, miles in a nearlv. con- will emphasize this one metal as a witness
tinuous
for the Book of Mormon.
"From the accumt1lation of evidence in
0 f these same mines Brvant savs: "From
i;hese ancient
and the copper these ancient mines, of ;.,hose· workings
in the mounds, we have the the Indians had no tradition, was supplied
these ancient people not only the metal used by the Mound Builders, a
the mounds, but also thou~and miles distant in the valley of the
mines of Lake SuperiMississippi. From that agricultural region,
plodding people."
probably, the miners c~me with their supmen were operaplies for their summer's support; and the
Superior, there method of conveyance which took them
in searching- for and their provisions to the mines, Bufficed
regions of North
no doubt, for carrying hack the ore to
Carolina.
diggings in the mica rem:uket <~cross the lakes and the long land
were open excavations. Some of journey." "Of this copper mining the
excavations are extended for several Indians had even no tradition, and among
feet. As in the copper mines, so them at the time of European diBcovery,
the same
was displayed.
copper was only used, and tl~at rarely, for
The richest veins yet discovered show that
purposes of rude ornament."-History of
there the ancient excavations are the most United States, vol. I, p. 30.
o;xtensive. The kinds of mica now refused
Priest says: "In Liberty township,
were then
carrving- the best away
Washington county, Ohio, are yet to be
w their homes in
no;th." * * * "In all seen twenty or thirty rude furnaces, built
it is evident that the mining of stone, with hearths of clay, containing
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.3
pieces of stone coal, and cinders, perhaps
used in smelting ore. Large trees are still
g-rawing- on them, and attest their age"
They stand in the midst of a rich body of
iron ore, and in a wild, billy, and
part of the country, better
to manufactures th~n to ag-ricultnre."-An Inquiry
into the Origin of American Antiquities,

P· 5'5·

Bryant g-ives the following description
of copper instruments recently discoverPd
in vVisconsin: ••An adze with wings for
fitting. An arrow head with wings for
fitting to arrow. A knife with socket for
handle.
.A. chisel apparently ca<t, the
rou!Yhness showing- sand mould, anr1 white
spots of melted silver. An awl. A spear
head, I I inches in l~>ngth, with sock~>t for
h:mdle. An adze."--History of United
States, vol. I, p. 3 r.
Thi' is strong te<timony, suhstflntiating
the statement of the Book of Mormon,
th11t the N ephites, the ancient people of
America, made 2.ll manner of tools.
Spe8king of rliFcoveries at Circleville,
Ohio, Prie~t say~: "About twenty feet
to the north of it was another skeleton,
with which wa~ found a large mirror
about three feet in length, one nnd a half
in width, and one inch and a h~lf in thickness ;-this was of ising·la<s, .On this mirror wfls a plate of iron, which had become
an oxide; but hefore it was disturbed by the
sp8de re,embled a plate of cast iron. The
mirror was a monstrous piece of isinglass,
a lucid mineral, larg-er than we nccollect
to have ever heard of before, and u~efl
among- the rich of the ancit>nts for lig-hts
and mirrors. A mirror of any kind, in
which men mav he enabled to contemplate
their own form", is evidence of a considerable degree of aclvancl'ment in the arts, if
not even of luxury itse!f."--Inquiry, Origin
Am. Ant., p. 17g-g.
Of the arts among- the Mound Builders
he says: "But as to the state of the arts
among- the more ancient nations of America, some idea may be gathered from what
has already heen said. That they man/ufactured brick of a good quBlity, is known
from the discoveries made on ooening
their tumuli. A vast many instan~' s ~f
articles made of copper, and sometimes
plated with silver, have been met with on
opening their works. Circular pieces of
copper intended either as medals or breast
plates, have been found, several inches in
diameter, very much injured hv time. In
several tumuli, the rem11ins of knives, and
even of swords, in the form of rust, have
been discovered.-Ihid, p. 256.
Atwater says: "Mirrors of isinglass
h;we been found in as many as fifty places
within my own knowledge, besides the
lnrge and. elegant one at Circleville."Quotf'd by Priest, p. 257.
Priest says again: "Two stone covers
of stone ve,sels were found in a stone
mounCl, in Ross county, Ohio, ingeniously
wrought and highly polished. These covers resembled almost exactly, and were
quite equal to vessels of that material
manufactured in Italy at the
time."
~Ibid p. 257.
.
In the foregoing Mr. Priest pays quite
a compliment to N ephite skill in fine arts.

He says again:
of discoveries made in
and fortifications of
Mound
only hatchets
lari~e, and much
those made of iron at the
pickaxes and
and I
various other
made of stone" But besides
been found
well manufactured ~words
and kniv<::s of
and
Mr. Atwater.
Bald win says
"The articles manufactured of stone show
fine
some of
borate! v carved.
of srnne
material must have been
the porphyry in this manner."--Ancient
America, p.
Rev. M.
in his book, "The
Golden Bible," tells
aud
301, under the
,
aml
Brass, that:
Mormon tells
us that iron, steel :md brass wPnc in
· mon use
the
as they are
fictiti,>us word'' the
and numerous."

deries, such as we
troit, >md St.
ing cities all over North
America-just on account of the
that the inetals were used. Let the
did reader consider and decide whether
the authorities
with Mr.
with said Book
Mormon,

Peiron

he says: "We find the remains
of fln iron sword
meteoric iron weapons in the mounds of the
while the name
the metal is found
the ancient
of Peru and
and the Incas worked in iron on the
shores of Lake Titicaca""-Ibi(J p,
This author draws from the
ical
of anum ber of eminent authorstatements. He
of America:
and

strange devices markSilver ornaments have also
but not
such
numbers.

METALLURGY.

"The Atlanteans mined ores.
eel in metals;
used
'
gold and silver, and
American nations nc<ss;c:s,:en
als. The age
bined with tin, was ,...,.,oN'ri"'rl
and nowhere else,
per; and,
als probably
some region to which it was.
The Mexicans manufactured
the Incas mined iron near Lake Titacaca;
and the civilization of this latter
we will show,
elated
lantean times.
Peruvians called
the tears of the sun. It was
the sun, as silver was to the moon.""--Atlantis p.
have seen that the Greek
mythological legends asserted
the submergence of the
whom their
not only an ag·e of
iron. This metal was
Egyptians in the earliest ages;
of iron have been found in the oldest

is also often found in this man-

a well
trench
works at
There can be no doubt it was
of
Mound
as
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has often been found on the altars

pps.

that I would
arrived at, would
"1\1nund Builders" and
When a
father in the
a mine of an;,ve found a number of
one ,
a poun.d in
wno was acquamted
the Inoian chiefs, made
relation to these •nines,
it was within their
had no
of who

conclu~ions

To be continue-ad.

silvere
"'Two or three

THE PLAN OF SALVATfON.

I do to be saved ?"-Acts

The promise made to the woman that
her seed should bruise the head of the serpent, was· the first intimation the guilty
pair had that anything but death would
be their portion. But as all the cornponent parts of the mighty oak are contained
in embryo in the acorn, so the vast schen:te
of redemption was concentrated in that one
little sentence pronounced npon the serpent: "He [the seed of the woman] shell!
bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his
heel."-Gen. 3:21, I. T.
Without tracing the germination of this
g·ospel seed, and its budding forth in the
sacrifices offered by Abel, its further development in the Levitical system, and the
complete gospel tree as manife;;tecl bv
Christ and his apostles, with its ripe and
perfect fruit to be realiud in individual
Christian experience, I will take somewhat different course nnd investirrate consecutively the three different steps going
to make what the second text we have
quoted in the beg-mning- of this article dechres is the "plan of salvntion."
In the sixty third verse of the chapter
from which the veroe referred to above is
taken, we read: "For hv the water ye
keep the commandment, by the Spirit ve
are ju~tified and hy the blood ve are sanctified." And then in the sixtv.fifth verse:
"This is the pian of S'th·ation."
These verv plain :md precious Scriptures are eliminated from the King James
Translation altogether with manv more
phin and precious thing<;; and if Joseph
Smith h:1d never done anv more than to
restore these precious Scriptures, he would
not hnve lived in vain.
We shall exg mine this su hject nn(kr
three heads, I, \Vater Bapti~m; z, Tmtification hv the Spirit, and 3d, Sanctification
by the Blood.
I. WATER BAPTISM.

sword itself were
rust above mentioned.
The mound had
h'lve bePn be~et on
of our first father.
the tower of Babel
invention in the shape
svstem, has man ever been
- unaided
.the Spirit
the long-ing-s of
in the image of
of that divine

covered with
have been made
as this skeleton alone was
bones were
much
of them
to dust
to the air.

py

one
oeca~.ional

or constant
with a
aclvanced
in the arts from whom these artides were
obtained.
if Dr. Hildreth is not
iron
steel was al~o
in connection with the above
from which also follows the exconclusion that the Mound
Builders were
with the use of

revelation.
Man
for be did not even
ranso~ for his life would
less what that ransom
upon what conditions it would

\Vhen Adam transgressed the divine
command, he did not incur therehv phys-.
ical pollution, hut the purity of his soul
was contaminated and his conscience became corrupt·
But of what use could a physical washing, or baptism be for the removal of
spiritual d<-'filement? This question has
been asked over and over and over agonin,
until it would almost seem as if mankind
thoug-ht some better way could be devised
for the salvation of the human race than
that revealed by the author of the wonderful plan of salvation.
When Elisha said to Naaman, "Go dip
in Jordan seven times," he thoug-ht he
knew better than the prophet; but his
servant was wiser than he, and his advice
is worthy the prayerful consideration of
all: "If the prophet hi!d hid thee do some
great thing- wouldst thou not have done
it? How much more then when he says,
wash and he clean."
·
Ah, Yes! There is just where proud
human nature stumbles!
It is the simplicity of the phn of sdvation, that so
mvstifies mankind in their fallen conditi~n.
H they could only do something
that would actually remove their sin and
undo the act which brought death on the
human race, how great would be their
alacrity to comply! And then they could
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boast and say: "I fell it is true; but see, I
Another important
have regained what I lost an.] reinstated engrossing subject is found in
xz:
myself in.the blissful Eden of my original
r8, ·where Abish, a servant woman of
king Lamoni, had been
innocence."
And then Christ would have none of unto the Lord .for
the glory. But no. This is not the plan of a remarkable visio1z
of salvation. Man fell by the transgreser having had tbe
baptized ..
sion of an arbitrary commandment justly
s:iven him bv his wise and beneficent
Time and snace forbids
Creator, as a test of his filial love and obe- tion of the ma~y similar cases
dience by which he should have developed
the Book of Mormon; suffice it to say that
a righteous character; and having fallen it was not only common, but it seemed to
in this way, he can not return in any be the rule in many of those
reother wav than by obedience to a similar vivals of
which
frorn
commandment.
It is futile to speculate or contend as to
whether bapti~m really does or does not to "fall under the
remove sin; it matters nut to the individ- thev do in modern
ual. God has revealed this as one step in
trn1e were sound in other
the plan of salvation, and it only remains one, could find no fault
for the sinner to accept of the terms of ifestations at the present
salvation upon the gospel plan.
2. JUSTIFICATION BY THE SPIRITo
It is of no use for us to propose a scheme
Tustific;,tion is the state or condition of
of our own whereby we mav return to be.ins: justified., or ju~t; or in other
God, or substitute anv institution of our righteous before God. An
own in the nlace of the ordinance God has mgn is not just, and an unjust man
set in the church. All such inventions of righteouo;.
men are but an insult to the Almig-hty.
The Doc. & Cov. 17: 6,
God was under no oblig-ation to redeem
know that justification through
man after he had willfully violated the of our Lord and Savior
is
only condition imposed upon him whereby
ju"t and true; and we know also that sanche would have retained the favor of his di- .tification through the grace of our Lord
and Savior Tesus Christ is just and true . "
vine Creator.
We may 'know whether ·we are in a state
After having paid the enormous price of
man's redemption, even the life of his own
of justification or not by
the chardear Son, the Father may well say upon
acteristics of a justified
what conditions the benefit of that atoneare:
1st. The Witness of the
ment could be obtained by man. Paul
Paul tells us that God's
has tersely summed up the whole matter
in a few words when he savs of Christ eth witness with our
chilrlren of God."
that he "became the author of eternal salvation unto all them that obey him."
The witneFs of the Spirit is that inward·
This is the secret of the whole matter.
revelation of Christ to the soul as our per"If ve be willing and obedient," says the sonal Savior, without which no man can
Prophet Isaiah, "ye shall eat the good of say under8hmdingly that
is the
the land; but if ye refuse and rebel, a Christ. \Vithout this assurance we cl"n
sword shall devour you, for the mouth of not have confidence toward God. N ei-ther can we know that we are
the Lord hath spoken it."
Let those beware who fight the ordihim. We may have been
nance of baptism. Although~ as they say, one having due authority, but unless we
it may possibly not be a saving ordinance, have the witness of the Spirit, we can not
per se, vet it will surely become a condemns~re that he has accepted the admin··
ing ordinance if it is rejected, for it is ac- 1strat10n.
knowledged by all to be a commandment
zd. The Fruits of the Spirit.
of God, and if so, we -can not violate it
This is the second evidence we shall no·
tice of justification. Having the
of
with impunity.
Some will ask "If baptism is for the re- God, we have love, and John tells us "He
mission of sins, can any one obtain the re- that loveth is born of God."
mission of sins without baptism?"
Love begets joy, and this is increased
We know that this is a controverted by the knowledge that we
born
point and do not propose to enter into any
God, and that our sins are
and
lengthy discussion of the subject at this peace of mind and all the
time; we simply design giving a few testhe Spirit follow in their
timonies from sources generally regarded result of our having laid down
weap·
as authorities by Latter Day Saints.
ons of our warfare and taken the oath of
allegiance to the
of God.
The first one we shall give is Joseph
the Seer. He says: "It is dangerous to
But this is not all. The fruits of the
say that no one can receive the forgiveSpirit are convincing proof to the individness of sins without having been bapual that he has passed from death unto
life, but something more is necessary to
tized."
Cornelius received the gift of the Ho- prove to others infallibly that the
ly Ghost before submitting to the ordi- has been wrought. This
is
nance of baptism.
in what we shall denominate the third ev··
Alm~. testified, "l am born of God," beidence of jugtificaction,
fore he had had the opportunity of being
3d. The Gifts of the
baptized.-M osiah I l : 22.
In the unfolding of the
salvation

?e

of

be damned."
"What are the
for?"
are to
convince unbelievers and believers. Paul
tells us that
that believe"
to them that believe not."
a right to
of believers that sorne
sign of their
shall follow their
profession, but they have no
to be
unreasonable in their demands.
have the gift of
understanding
of
etc., but
are expected
and in the exercise of
that gift to
hody.
Third and last we shaH notice,
SANCTIFICATION

BY

THE BLOOD.

Water can cleanse ordinary
but
but blood can cleanse some
things.
in natural
beef's
blood is used to produce the
ty of the whitest sugar and salt.
realized this fact when he said, "Purge me
with
and I shall be clean; wash
be whiter than snow;" and
testified of
that "he came, not
bv water and blood."
water can have no virtue
it is associated with the
for
out
of blood there is no remission." But
are some things that
seem to require something more than wa ..
ter
when thus associated) to cleanse
them. For
those whom John saw
who had "come
through great tribulation" had
their robes and made
them white in tbe blood of the Lamb,"
~nd I feel that I am giving meat in due
se~son to the s~ints at this time, when
exhort them to seek after that holiness of
heart which is here typified, and without
which "no man shall see the Lord."
Zion is the pure in
and it is
th'>se who have "clean hands and
hearts" who shall "ascend into the
the Lord," or "stand in his holy mountain."
How
then that we should be
purified
all sin! The Spirit is continually
that the end is near; let
us then be
having our "loins
about" with
and we be as "men
who wait for
Lord when he shall
return from the wedding."
"But how are we to be sanctified?"
some will ask. "One says it is by the
blood; another says it is by faith; another
says it is by the Soirit; another says it is
obedience, and I can't tell how it is."
is no need of as much confusion
on the §Ubject of sanctification as there is.
The Scriptures are very plain on this
point, and we shall endeavor to show,
taking our text for a starting point, what
part each of the
mentioned above
,.,,.,.T,">n-n~ in the work of sanctification.
In the
we are "sanctified
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D.
the blood,"-that is definitely stated in our
text. Now if we are sanctified by the
blood, we can not be sanctified by
else in this
sense of
; for if that were the case God would
be the author of
which we
know he is not.
But the blood of itself would never
sanctify us without some
agent
work of
to apply its virtue. This
God has
the Spirit, for Paul
chosen us to salvation
sanctification of the Spirit and belief
the truth.
So it is the Spirit that
the blood
but it must be according
that rule is the word, "Sanctify them
through thy truth,
word is truth."
The word teaches
we should present our "bodies a
sacrifice • . .
that" we
prove
is that good
and acceptable and perfect will of God;"
and "this is the will of
even vour
sanctification."
"
The presenting of our bodies is our part
of the work,-it is consecration. It is to he
enabled to say in all things with Jesus ashe
bowed in the garden of Gethsemane:
not my will but thine he done."
And when we take the will of God as
we take
for that is
even our sanctification. (I Tbess.
And if we do not love holiness
seek after
we may know that our
will is not in
;;,\lith the will of
God.
or submission is
And
hut it must be
this is the
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FROM EARTH TO HEAVEN AND
RETURN.

"accordinQ' to the unHis o~vn will," to
foreordain some men and angels to evtra.nd others to everlastinga doctrine is well characte~-
as "a metaphysical
and Calvin." In
of present intelligence and spirituit only serves to provoke
and provide the scoffers
weapon. So long as the
statement stands, the Church is sure to be
held responsible for it, and to be emharra,;sed
it in the work of promoting the
vi1al
and purposes of Christianity.
of infidelity are quick to seize
of this sort, and to use it efof all modifying facts
To say that the doctrine
practically discarded is only to
that the Church is dishonpreserving it as a part of the
If it is not really believed,
to do is to eliminate it,
and
remove the pretext for charging
that it .is btill a. recog1:ized point of faith.
As Dr. Thompson remarks, the question
is one ot dismounting artillery that has
been used under past conditions, and carryit around to that side of the fortress
assaults are being made.
demands different methods

of

"

And let us not forget the admonition of
Paul in this connection, to "be not conformed to this world, but be ye transformed
the
of your minds."
we are
we will separate ourselves from the world, that we shall not
of its
nor walk after its
ways. And we will let our adorning be
in the hidden man of the heart, even a
meek and
spirit which is in the sight
of God
great price.
A.

J.

DENNIS.

THE LOCOMOTIVE IN PALE STINE.
H the Turkish Government consents it is probable that Palestine will be invaded by locomotives, and that before long the conductor will
have an opportunity of calling out "Galilee; all
out for Gaiilee," and in good Turkish, "Damascus passengers will please retain their seats till
the train comes to a full stop." Application has
been made by Joseph
formerly Government engineer of Lebanon,
a commission for
a railway from Haifa, on the Mediterranean,
about midway between Tyre and Caesarea, by
way of Lake Galilee over River Jordan to Damascus.-.Pkiladelpkia Press.

·----~-·-

RELIGIOUS NEEDS AND METHODS.

from tho&e which prevailed in days of less
enlightenment and more superstition. It is
not true that our age is irreligious, and
that skepticism rules in our habits of
thought and feeling; but it is true that our
spiritual education is serious! y defective,
and that it is so chiefly because the means
of instruction are doubtful and disappointing. The inf-luences of unbelief are not
resisted with the best available materiaL
There are too many guns on the wrong
side of the fortre~s. The importance of
non-essentials is mistakenly magnified at
the expense of fundamental truths. Instead of the gospel in its simplicity of logic
and sentiment, we have preached to us far
too much of mere theological chaff which
neither convinces the intelligence nor
arouses the conscience. \Vhat we most
need is plain talk about plain facts. The
strength of the Christian religion lies not
in creeds of man's making, but in the easy
philosophy of "equitable faith and practice" which antedates all creeds, and requires no help from any of them to establish its veracity or to sustain its vitality.
It is the duty of the Church to enforce
things of positive value only; and to do it
according to common-sense rules and plans;
for it is through common sense, after all,
that salvation by grace is made possihle.G!obe-Democrat.

'NHILE willing to admit that agnosticism
and doubt have taken a strong hold upon
humanity many people lose sight of the
fact that the effect of this absence of belief
is, to a certain extent, offset by a class who
believe far more than is generally thought
necessary for the salvation of the soul.
Spiritualists and believers in the principles
of theism may explain many things to
their own satisfaction, but there are now
and then occurrences which must forever
remain unsolved mvsteries. A case in
point is the recent r~markable experience
of Mrs. Charles Collins. Soon after her
husband's death she became seriously ill
and apparently died. Twelve hours after
her supposed cleath she showed signs of
animation and in two hours more was reclining on a sofa conversing with friends.
She related all she had seen and heard
in such a plain and concise way no one
could doubt the reality of her vision or
dream. She said her soul left her body
during her comatose condition and went
straight to heaven. She declared she saw
the Lord, and the marvelous beauty and
magnificence of his surroundings were too
wonderful to be expressed in words. "All
that I saw," said Mr. Collins, "I can never
describe in this life, but I know that I was
dead and went to heaven, and my eyes beheld its glories.
I can affirm that I had
personal experiences after the change called death, but which is not death at all:
instead of that it is another and perfect
existence in joy and glory. Oh, why did
vou not let me alone? I do not care to
stay here now, knowing what unspeakable
g-lories are there." Mrs. Collins told her
story calmly and earnestly, honestly lamenting her return to earth. She firmly
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believes it was neither a dream nor a vision, but that her soul was transported to
heaven. She is not a believer in modern
"spiritualism," and no motive for a deception con ld be discovered.
A parallel, hut if anything- more wonderful case, is the trance of the Rev. William
Tennent.
Almost two centuries have
g-one since it occurred at New Bru~1swick,
New Jersey. After a regular course of
theology, and being in his twenty-fifth
year, he was preparing for his ordination.
His close application to study had affected
his health so much his friends became
anxious <~S to the result.
At the same
time his spirits were very low and he beg-an to entertain doubts as to his final happiness. One morning- as he was conversing with his brother in Latin he fainted and
seemed to die.
After the usual time his
funeral was announced.
His physician,
who was much attached to him, had gone
to a distant citv for a short
but
returning- just before the hour for the funeral refused to believe his friend was dead.
Upon being told that one of the attenrlants
had observed a sli~ht tremor of the flesh,
he investigated the fact, although there
seemed to -be no hope of reviving- what
seemed to he a cold and inanimate corpse.
But he determined to make a triaL He
first held his hand in Wilrm water to make
it as sensitive as possible and then felt
under the ilrms and above the heart and
affirmed that he noticed an unusual
warmth, apparent to no one else. He had
the hod y plnced in a warm bed and ordered the postponement of the funeral. The
brother ohjc:cted to this,
it was absurd, :1s the eyes were sunken, the
di,colored, and the whole borly cold and
stiff; however, the doctor pre.vaiicd, and
all known restoratives were applied to
produce symptoms of returning life.
The third cLly arrived and no one entertained any hope except the doctor, who remained dav and night, Tbe funeral was
again anno~unced, but still he objected, and
at last confined his request to an hour, then
to a half, and finally l"o a quarter of an
hour, when the brother came into the room
and insisted earnestly that the funeral
should proceed,
At this critical and important moment
to the supposed corpse he opened his eyes,
gave a terrible groan, and sank again into
apparant death. This, of course, put an
end to all idea of burying him and every
effort was put forth to bring- about a
speedy resuscitation. In about an hour
his eyes again opened and he emitted another f:;roan, and then ail appearance of
animation vanished. In another hour life
returned with more power and complete
restoration took place, to the great joy of
his reliti ves and inti mate friends and the
astonishment of the many who had ridiculed
the idea of "bringing the dead to life."
When his
partially returned
he was importuned to tell what be saw
during his state of suspended animation.
"While I was conversing with my
brother about my doubts and fears as to
my futare welfare," be said, "l found myself in <m instant in another state of existence and under the guidance of a superior

being who comrnanded me
I was wafted
know
ho\v,
til I beheld at a distance an ineff"ble
and the
mind is impossible
to any one on earth.
happy
and then
be God!'

COLLE:GE MEETiNG.
May 25th, rt:l89.
Lamoni College commit1ee met as per· ldjourn ment at the Herald Ofike all members
present except E.
Kelley, R.
c 1wsen chahrnan, ·vv. Jdudson secretary.
Corandttee
locnl

In

oo

comlocat-

encouragitJgly and hopefully of
vva~~ released and
Asa Cochran was added
his
It was
moved and carried that the
committee of
solicitation be continued. Resolved that the
and sollcita-

awake."
Mr. Tennent had to
again as soon as
him to do so, for
recollection of his
friends and was

of the
that vdll accrue to the citizens of
reason of the establishment of
And that the committee also
ai~rd pnbllsh in the :Herald the advantages
the
Church that will
reali7.ed by the founding of
::uch an in~titution.
Moved to adjc)urn to meet at Lamoni, Friday,
September 6th 1 1889.
vV. HuDSON, Sec'y.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
dlsirict conference will
A

before, ·-;vVe hope to have
full reports from all the

J. J.

for ordination.
ter and was a faithful
la~t.
H" died at
years.--Sel.
-~~
--------~--------~--------

ENORMOUS PROFITS OF INSURANCE COMPANIES.

IN an article in the
bert Hamilton savs
vested ir. other .
from insurance. As a consequence
while the average rare of
about 4·75 per cent, and ·while
ital stock earned ies than -::
idends, insurance
~
r3 per cent. In I
it

Cornish.

The North Ecli't K.ansas district (late Central
I{_ansas) will bo1 d thdr
conference Satand
are
requested tc; report in
branches are
mail a few
All reports
Kansas District.
Ke'~-'anee district conference will convene
the Henderson Grove branch on the 15th of June~
at ten a.m. Tho'·,e coming from the east, soulh,
or V\rest vvill come to I-Iover'~
Store~,
north·west corner
public
Illinois. Those coming from
at l1enderson. Those whr; conten1piate visiting
the conference will please
me at Hender:
son what time tht•y wlll be at
above named
Send all
to Hendersnn, directed
P.. Jl come
can; and Jet us have a tirrH~

J.

W.

TERRY,

Pres.

grove meeting held
five miles north-

of Independence, and 1. N.
others are
to be
present as speakers. Saint!:' and
come
and have an enjoyable '!!me.
By order of Dist. Pres., (I. N. White).
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REUNION.
On the sth of next
held at
Cook's Point, Texas, a
and all
the Saint's and friends are invited
attend.
The church at that place has a commodious
housE', surrounded by a fine grove in which to
with
at hand. Tne
as the interest
railroad will

NOTICES.
Bro. John l-Iawkins, of the island cf _Arutua,
who was born in October r8r7, at Maidstone,
Kent,
de,;ires Bro. 'Nm.
formerly of
Holt
and
other
vvho
reason to
that they are relatives;
\vrite to him,
His father's natne was; WiHiarn 1 and his 1nother 1s
narne -was
Iv1artin, before her
Letters to
should be enclosed in an
and addressed to
t) insure his obtaining
Bro. :Hawkins
England fifty-one

Donn.---At her home near Centralia, Nemaha
Sis•er Elizabeth

HOUSE SERVANTS.
Is it not strange that people judge others so for
breaking the Sabbath when their own house servants must work seven days out of the seven,
contrary to the rule to do to others as we would
be done by? · If there is any place where we
play the typical Pharisee to perfection it is in
giving ourselves the unhealthy indulgence of being a forgetful hearer of the word in the vitiated
air of our homes or an audience room vvhile servants,. for whom the fourth commandment
seems especially made, are working in the kitchen and elsewhere for us.
The law forbids the working of a servant at
least one day out of seven and so as to enforce
it, forbade the making of a fire to cook with, but
it is all unheeded, for we exact om· labors in
some respects with more punctiliousness than
usual. The example of Our Pattern was in the
line of even a greater relief of servants than the
law demanded, for he bad none a"t all and lead
his religious teachers out to such activity as to
give them no time (on more than one Sabbath at
least) to enter a house to eat, but took the raw
grain which came in their way.--7· C. in C!zi-

nese Times.

HOW TO KEEP COOL.
MARRIED.

that Old Probabilities has turned on the

·wt weather with a firm hand and a fervid di>popeople will be inquiring how to keep cool.
a rrtatter of factj cornmon-sense persons
e1eed no advice on the snhjdct. They are cool
1Jnder a1l circurnstances and cond·itions, unless it
,;s ·when thf~Y run to catch a street-car that has
sent ofr by time keeper who has no watch.
'The way to keep good~ humored., 'There is no
doubt that good- humored men are sometime8
·warrn, owing to the fact that, they are joUy~ and
but no on.e ever heard them cornplain about
great extent~ unless it is when
caught out in
shower without an um'Washington Post says the way to keep
to eat sparingly of rneat; but this is nonThe coolest and most agreeable person on
ccarth is the
and the most irritable
unhappy is the person whose digestion will
pe:rrnit hirn to eat meat.
Eat lean meat-tender steak and chickenyour vegetables and you will have no
lro;.~ble v-.Iitil the heat.
Pork should be avoided,
of course; but veal, mutton and all the vegetables,
pot-;lquor a.nd dumplings, buttermilk and corn
go to make up a dinner to be enjoyed.
Above all things let ice alone. It is a most deceptive affair. It is not only the nidus of microbes
bacteria, but it is unhealthy, even
whf·n lt is
It pr,ralyzes the stomach, ruins
the digesfkYn and leads to Bright's disease.
you wm dring as you ought to, cl!·ink water
fret;h from the spring. If you want it sfasoned,
a touch of lemon and sugar; but let ice
Ice
much colder in the summer than
the \vinter, and it i.s no rnore healthy at
c"ne season than at another.
giving sorne good advice here; but the
all, is to keep in good· humor.
1nan tnay get too hot occa~
it doesn't worry him; anli the man
little for the heat.--A tZanta Constitution.

AFTER THE BATH.
Let me here remark that no bath is perfect in
its results without the long and brisk friction of
hands or a coarEe towel afterward. Friction not
only stimulates circulation, but it makes the flesh
firm and polished like Pari an rnarble. It is sometimes astonishing to see the change made in an
ugly skin by friction, and any lady who wishes
to possess a healthy body, firm to the touch and
fair to the eye, with the ela;,ticity of youth well
prolonged into age, must give willingly of her
strength to the daily task of rubbing the body
thoroughly.-Sel.

A FINE MOSAIC OF LAMONI.
5Yz X 8 Yz inches.
Seventeen diff~rent n~r:idPneet:l grnupcil in one curd with
name under eaeh pie£ure.
By mail, poet paid, 35c; per doz. $H; per 100, $2a. Send
35e. for t-umple.
~=The traveling ministry plcaFe notice this.
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practice, with the Church of Christ as it was left
perfected by the Apostles of Christ? (3) Is the
Reorganiiled Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted with Him?
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This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder
William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society,
and is an important work to be in the hands of
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never before presented m defense of Joseph
Smith and the Book of Mormon.
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"HEARKEN To THE WoRD oF THE LoRD: FoR THERE SnALL NoT ANY MAN AMoNG 1rou HAVE BAVII rr BE ONE WIFE, AND CoNCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NONE."-Page 116, Book.ofMormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE Oc~E WIFE, AND ONE ·woMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARIW AoAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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W. W. Biu\m

AssocrA'I'Iii EDrron.

ily, I beg of you to investigate. Be very careful
and put your trust and confidence in Jesus and
he will lead you into light if you are honest in
heart.
send by this mail a book that I hope
you will read prayerfully and earnestly; not
that want to mislead you, God forbid; but the
Reorganization to-day are practicing doctrines not
in harmony with the Book of Mormon or the
Bible.
Now, my dear sister, take these things before
God in fasting and prayer, and He will lead you
into the light. Let us hear from you and know
the result.
Yours in Christ,
D. E. McCARTEY.

And hel.'C is the second one, which we
dissect as we go along:
BELTON, Mo., January 24th, 1889.
ALICE M. PINKERTON,
Vr/arren, 01zio;
DF;AR FRIEND:--Your most welcome letter
came to hand yesterday. Was glad to see you
interested, but my heart ached when I saw that
you believed that book of Doctrine arid Covenants. Your first question is, What do you know
about Joseph Smith? Personally I know nothing of him, because he was murdered before I
war; born. But I know of his teachings and
MISS

WHITMERISM REVIEWED.

a letter from Bro.
which introduces two letters
VVhitmeriteaH of which
We
propose to notice
two latter, for the
reason that
contain the
and genius of Whitmerism and
its
in a condensed form.
1s
letter:
GALIEN, Mich., April 22d.
· Bro. Blair:-Enclosed find two letters from
Missouri. We desire you to ventilate them
through the Herald and expose the object of
some of the pious ones watching the Saints'
Herald for the purpose of locating those who are
favorable to the Reorganization to poison or
vitiate their minds with false statements and
deceptive theories s!).atched from the follies of
Whitmerism. This is "wire pulling," and should
be relegated to the circle of political tricksters
and kept out of the religious reaim. In the first
pface they are not proper representatives of the
Reorganization, and therefore have no :right to
tell the people what we beiieve. Tr.e principles
of the Republican platform can be properly presented only by a proper representative of that party. TheprinciplesoftheDemocratic platform can
be properly presented only by a proper representative of that party. So the doctrines of the Reorganization can be presented only by a proper
representative of that society. Trusting you
will give it an early reviewing, I remain yours,
LEONARD Sco.TT.

Here is the first
alludes to:

letter Bro. Scott

BELTON, Cass county, Missouri,
December 19th, r888.
MISS ALICE PINKERTON,
Warren, Ohio.
Sister itz Christ:-I saw yours of October 29th
in the Saiuts' Herald, and see by it that you
think that if Christ has any church on earth it is
the Reo.rganizatio.n. Now as I am interested in
the welfare of the souls of the great human fam-

This gentleman betrays his case in the
very start by confessing his lack of knowlof Joseph Smith and his work; and
asks the lady to whom he writes to
that he knows of the. falsity and
badness of Joseph's teachings and practices,
savors strongly of self-conceit
<!Bd a lack of good judgment; for no enlightened, charitable, well poised person
would recklessly assert so much when they
know so little. He further proceeds to
say:
In the first place, Joseph Smith, as history
shows, introduced, April 6th, 1830, ihe first error
in the church by taking upon himself the office
of prophet, seer, and revelator to the church,
which is contrary to the teachings of Christ, as
shown by the Bible and Book of Mormon. Who
was prophet, seer and revelator at Jerusalem?
Who was prophet, seer and revelator upon this
continent 1850 years ago? You can not find any
thing about this in either Book of Mormon or
the Bible.

To this we reply that, God never in the
past called a man to open and introduce a
dispensation without making him a prophet, seer and revelator; and further, he never called and authorized a man to preside
over, continue and build up a dispensation
who was not appointed and endowed. by
him a prophet, seer and revelator; and in
proof we instance Adam, Enoch, Noah,
Melchizedek, Abraham, Joseph, Moses,
Joshua, Samuel, Nathan, Gad, David,
'Isaiah, Jesus; Peter, James, John, Paul,
Lehi, Nephi, Mormon, Moroni, the broth-

er of Jared, and many others, all of whom
exercised the gifts and authority of a seer,
of whose gifts, authority and qualifications
the Book of Mormon says:
"A seer is a revelator and a prophet."
Mosiah 5: w). And in the same paragraph
we are informed that a seer who has "interpreters" "can look and translate all records;" also that "a gift which is greater
can no man have." Joseph Smith possessed and used the "interpreters," exercised the gifts of translation and revelation
and prophecy in bringing forth the Book of
Mormon and organizing the church, (and
of all this David Whitmer has ever testified), and being "a seer, a revelator; and a
prophet also,"· and having as "a seer"
translated the Book of Mormon, the revelation this representative and exponent of
Whitmerism objects to is seen to be the
very embodiment of the simple facts in the
case, for it says to the Saints: "Behold,
there shall be a record kept among you,
and in it thou rJ oseph Smith] shalt be
called a seer, a translator, a prophet, an
apostle of J esm. Christ, an elder of the
church through the will of God the Father, and the grace of our Lord Jesus
Christ."-Doc. Cov. 19: I.
When Whitmerism denies that Joseph
Smith was a seer, a prophet, and a revelator, it denies the testimony of the Book of
Mormon and the historical facts in the
case; and it also makes David Whitmer
blindly contradict his oft repeated testimonies, for he has repeatedly affirmed that
he knew by the voice of God, the personal testimony of the angel, the revelation
of the Holy Spirit, and by his personal
obversations and experiences with Joseph
Smith, that he was the divinely authorized and empowered translator of the Book
of Mormon, that he did have and did use
the "interpreters," all of which proves that
Joseph was God's Seer, and that being "a
Seer," he was "a revelator and a prophet
also," and that "a gift which is greater can
no man have.''-Mosiah 5: ro. By these
things we see Whitmerism contradicts the
Book of Mormon, denies the facts of history, opposes its own testimonies, opposes
its own blindness and bewilderment, and
proves that the light of God did not originate it, and is not now with it.
Whitmerism denounces Joseph Smith
because the revelations of the latter claim
he was "a seer, a revelator, and a prophet,"
and yet it professes faith in that very book
which teaches that "a seer is a revelator
and a prophet also; and a gift which is
greatar can no man have," this same ism,
and its founders and builders, at the same
time testifying that Joseph Smith was a
seer, had and used the "interpreters,?>
translated the Book of Mormon, and
showed forth the works and signs and
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fruits of a seer! If this is not folly it is
much worse-it is fighting against God
and His word and work. When God
made Joseph Smith a Seer, he made him
also a translator, a revelator and a prophet;
but Whitmerism would rob the man of
God of these powers, gifts and honors.
"By their fruits ye shall know them."
Mr. McCartey continues and says:
"We see that by Moroni, 6: r, that the names
were taken that they might be remembered, and
nourished by the good word of God, relying alone
upon the merits of Christ, the author and the
finisher of our faith." This is very plain; but
the Latter Day Saints rely upon Joseph Smith to
guide them. Christ promised us the Comforter
that should guide into all truth.''-John 14: r6z6 and r 5 : 26.

How can a person rely upon the merits
of Jesus Christ and at the same time reject
and denounce the accredited and approved
servant of Christ!
Jesus said of his servants:-" He that receiveth you receiveth me. . . . He that
receiveth a prophet in the name of a
prophet shall receive a prophet's reward."
-Matt. IO: 40, 4r.
And he further says of his chief servants: "He that heareth you heareth me;
and he that despiseth you despiseth me."
Luke w: r6.
Again he says: "He that receiveth
whomsoever I send receiveth me."-John
13: 20.
The saints "rely upon Joseph Smith to
guide them," just in the manner, and to
the extent, that the Bible and Book of
Mormon justifies them in receiving him as
God's seer, revelator, translator and
prophet, and in no other way. The Reorganized Church prefers to receive and
accept the ministrations of Joseph Smith,
whom the Lord has sent, endorsed and
approved, and whose ministrations He has
confirmed by the gifts and graces of the
Holy Spirit, rather than to heed the quibbles, doubts and oppositions of those who
can show no authentic call and commission of God as either seers, revelators,
translators, or prophets to lead and preside
over His church.
The Lord, through
preceding seers and prophets, points out
by revelation and prophecy those who are
to be His chief servants (thus giving them
divine credentials before they are called
to active duty), and then when he calls
them into active service, He confirms and
divine! v endorses their work by the 2'ifts
and 2-r:,ces and oowers of heaven. And
whe~ persons cl~im to have a "comforter"
which in effect rejects the provided word
and order of God, the Reorganized
Church prudent1 y rejects such persons and
their claims. No one can hope for the
light and g-uidance of the heavenly comforter" if they
the word and the ordet of God, for
are always found in
harmony with each other, and never in
conflict.
This Whitmerite elder goes on and
says:
"We <lo not believe that the present Joseph is
a prophet of God, for his revelations will. not
bear testing by the Book of Mormon or the Bible
but more of this farther on.

"You ask why is it that you have never heard
of this [Whitmerite, Ed.l church.
"The pamphlet that I sent, page 29: ought to
explain this. The Lord's ways are not our ways,
and they are hard to understand.
When the
pamphlet was printed and sent out to the p11blic,
the work of the Lord was renewed again ; so that
is the reason that you have never heard of it."

The Reorganized Church
the revelations of "the present
and is far better acquainted with
him than our Whitmerite
yet that church fails to find
between the said revelations and
ings of those books.
It is not at all strange that the
wonders she has never before heard of the
vVhitmerite Church, if that indeed is the
true Church of Christ. But it is strikingly strange that the Whitmerites do not
ask themselves, ''vVhy is it, if ours is the
Church of Christ-oh why is it that the
world and the Saints have heard and know
nothing of it till in 1887, when it is a fact
that the Lord began His "marvellous
work and a wonder" away back in 1827sixty years before-as set forth in Isaiah
29: 9-24; Rev. 14: 6 8; Isaiah 11: ro-r6;
2 Nephi I I: 3, 4,
r6, 17,
I9 1 with
2 Nephi, 2: z, g, etc.
What has this Whitmerite Church
done to fulfill these prophecies and
ses? On what grounds can they claim
that theirs is the Church of Christ when
they have done nothing to preach and
build up the church, and their numbers
are now so few, their work so little and
their influence so limited and
!
What have they done?
But this Whitmerite well
Lord's ways are not our
ly. That fact is very
when comparisons are made between the two. The
Lord's way was to begin and build up
"a great and marve.lous work even
a marvelous work and
beginning with calling and
Joseph Smith as His Seer,
lation of the Book of
the Lord says:
"But behold it shall come to pass that the Lord
God shall say 'Jnto him to whom he shall deliver
the book, Take these words which are not sealed,
and deliver them t_o another, that he may shew
them unto the learned, saying, Read this, I pray
thee. And the learned shall say, Bring hither
the book and I wiil read them; and now, because
of the glory of the world, and to get gain . will
they say this, and not for the glory of God. And
the man shall say, I can not bring tbe book, for
it is sealed. Then shall the learned say, I can
not read H. VVherefcre it shall corr1e to pas;> that
the Lord God will deliver again the book
the
words thereof, to him that is not learned; and the
man that is not learned shall say, I am not learned. Then shall the Lord God say unto him, The
learned shall not read them, for they have rejected them, and I am able to do mine own work;
wherefore, thou shalt read the words which I
shall give unto thee. Touch not the things
which are sealed, for I will bring them forth in
mine own due time; for I will show unto the
children of men, that I am a0le to do mine own
work. ·wherefore when thou hast read the
words which I have commanded thee, and

obtained the •Nitnesses which I have promised unto thee, then shalt thou seal up the book again,
and hide it up unto me, that I may preserve the
words which thou hast not read, until I shall see
fit in mine own wisdom, to reveal all things unto
the children of men. For behold, I am God; !lnd
I am a God of miracles; and I will shew unto the
world that I the same yesterday, do-day, and forever; and I work not among the children of men,
save it be according to their faith.
"And again it shall come to pass, that the Lord
shall say unto him that shall read the words that
shail be delivered him. Forasmuch as this people draw near unto me with their mouth, and
with their lips do honor me, but have removed
their hearts far from me, and their fear toward me
is taught by the precepts of men, therefore, will
proceed to <io a marvelous work among this people; yea, a marvelous work, and a wonder; for
the wisdom of thelr wise and learned shall perish,
and the understanding of their prudent shall be
hid. And wo unto them that seek deep to hide
their counsel from the Lord. And their works
are in the dark; and they say, Who seeth us, and
who knoweth us? And they also say, Surely, your
turning of things upside down, shall be esteemed
as the potter's clay. But behold, I will shew unto
them, saith the Lord of hosts, that I know all
their works. For shall the work say of him that
made it, He made me not? Or shall the thing
framed, say of him that framed it, He has no mlderstanding? But behold, saith the Lord of hosts,
I will shew unto the children of men, that it is
not yet a very little while, and Lebanon shall be
turned into a fruitful field; and the fruitful field
shall be esteemed as a forest. And in that day
shaH the deaf hear the words of the book; and
the eyes of the blind shall see out of obscurity
and out of darkness; and the meek also shall increase, and their joy shall be in the Lord; and
the poor among men shall rejoice ln the Holy
one of Israel. For assuredly as the Lord liveth,
they shall see that the terrible one is brought to
nought, and the scorner is consumed, and a·ll that
watch for iniquity are cut off; and they that make
a man an offender for a word, and lay a snare for
him that reproveth in the gate, and turn aside the
just for a thing of nought. Therefore thus saith
the Lord, who redeemed Abraham. concerning
the house of Jacob, Jacob shall not now be
ashamed, neither shall his face now wax pale.
But when he seeth his children, the work of my
hands, in the midst of him, they shall sanctify my
name, and sanctify the Holy One of Jacob, and
shall fear tbe God of Israel.
They also that
erred in spirit shall eome to understand, and they
that murmm·ed shal.l learn doctrine."-B. of M.,
2 Nephi I I: r8, Ii).

Of this
committed to and
by
the Seer the Lord further says:
"But hehold, there shall be many at that day,
when I sha.ll proceed to do a marvelous work
among them, that I may remember my covenants which
have made unto the children of
men, that I may set my hand again the second
time to recover my people, which are of the
honse of Israel; and also, that I may re\llember
the promises which l have made unto thee, Nephi, and also unto thy father, that I would remember your seed; and that the words of your
seed should proceed forth out of my mouth
unto your seed. And my words shall hiss forth
unto the ends of the earth, for a standard unto
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my people, which are of the house of Israel. And
because my words shall hiss forth, many of the
Gentiles shall say, A bible, a bible, we have got
a bible and there can not be any more bible. But
thus saith the Lord God: 0 fouls, they shall have
a bible; and it shall proceed forth from the Jews,
mine ancient covenant people. And what thank
they the Jews for the bible which they receive
from them? Yea, what do the Gentiles mean?
Do they remember the travels, and the labors,
and the pains of the Jews, and their diligence unto me, in bringing forth salvation unto the Gentiles?"-z Nephi xz: 6.
"And now, I wonld prophecy somewhat more
concerning the Jews and the Gentiles. For after
the book of which I have spoken shall come forth,
and be written unto the Gentiles, and sealed up
again unto the Lord, there shall be many which
shall believe the words which are written; and
they shall carry them forth unto the remnant o£
our seed. And then shall the remmmt of our
seed know concerning us, how that we came out
from Jerusalem, and that they are descendants of
the Jews. And the Gospel of Jesus Christ sh::t!l
be declared among them; wherefore, they shall
be restored unto the knowledge
their fathers,
and also to the knowledge of Jesus Christ, which
was had among their fathers. And then shall
they rejoice; for they shall. know that it is a
blessing unto them from the hand of God; and
their scales of darkness shall begin to fall from
their eyes; and many generations shall not pass
away among them, save they shaH be a pure and
a dellghtsome people.
"And it shall come to pass that the Jews which
are scattered, a1so shall begin
believe in Christ;
and they shall begin to gather In upon the face
of the land;
as many
shall beBev·e in
Chri;;t, shall also become a delightsome people.''
-2

I2: IZ.

I3.

the estitJnarion in
the Lord and
"For Joseph truly testified, saying:: A seer
shall the Lord my God raise up, who shall be a
choice see1· nnlo the fruit of my loins. YeR,
Joseph truly said, ihm salth the Lord unto me:
a choice seer will I raise up out cf the fruit of
thy loins; and he ;;hali
estPemed highly
among the fruit of thy loins. And unto him
wlll I give commandment, that he shall do a
work for the fruit of thy loins, his brethren,
which shall be of great worth unto them, even to
the bringing of them to the knowledge of the
covenants which I have made with thy fathers.
And I will give unto him a commandment, that
he shall do none other work save the work which
I :;hall command him. And I will make him
great in mine eyes; fer he shall do my work.
And he shall be great like unto Moses, whom
I have said wc>uld raise up unto you, to deliver
my people, 0 house o-E Israel. And Moses will
I raise up to deliver thy people out of the land of
Egypt. But a seer will I raise up out of the
fruit of thy lolm; and unto him will I give
power to bring forth my word unto the seed of
thy loins; and not the bringing forth my word
only, sait:h the Lord, but to the convincing
them of my word, which shall have already

gone forth among them.
Wherefore, the
fruit of thy loins shall write; and the fruit of the
loins of Judah shall write; and that which shall
be written by the fruit of thy loins, and also that
which shall be written by the fruit of the loins
of Judah, shall grow together, unto the confOtmding of false doctrines, and laying down of
cont>;ntlons, and establishing peace among the
fruit of thy loins, and bringing them to the knowledge of their fathers in the latter days; and also
to the knowledge of my covenants, saith the
Lord. And out of weakness he shall be made
strong,
that day when my work shall commence among all my people, unto the restoring
thee, 0 house of Israel, saith the Lord.
"And thus prophesied Joseph, saying, Behold,
that &eer will the Lord bless; and they that seek
to destroy him, shall be confounded; for this
promise, of whiCh I have obtained of the Lord,
of the fruit
thy Joins, shall be fulfilled. Behold I am sure of the fulfilling of this promise.
And his name shall be called after me; and it
shall be after the name of his father.
And he
shall be like unto me; for the thing which the
Lord shaH bring forth by his hand, by the power
of the Lord shall bring my people unto salvation;
yen, thus prophesied Joseph, I am sure of this
thing, even as I am sure of the promise of Moses;
for the Lord hath said unto me, I will preserve
thy seed forever. And the Lord hath sald, I will
raise up a Moses; and I will give power unto him
in a rod; and I wiil give judgment unto him in
writing. Yet I wl!l not loose his tongue, that he
sh:ill speak much; for I will not make him
mighty in speaking. But I will write unto him
my Jaw,
the finger of mine own hand; and I
wi<l make a spokesman for him. And the Lord
tmto me also, I will raise up unto thee fruit
thy Joins; and I will make for him a spokesmr.n.
I, behold I will give unto him, that
he shall write the writing of the fruit ofthy loins,
unto the fruit of thy loins; and the spokesman of
th:' loins shall declare it. And the words which
he shall write, shall be the words which are expedient in my wisdom, should go forth unto the
fruit ::>f thy loins. And it shall be as if the fruit
of
loins had cried unto them from the dust;
for I know their faith. And they shall cry from
!he dust; yea, even repentance unto their brethreu, even after many generations have gone by
them. And it shall come to pass that their cry
sh:1l! go, even according to the simpleness of
thdr words. Because of their faith, their words
shall proceed forth out of my mouth unto their
brdhren, who are the fruit of thy Joins; and the
weakness of their words will I make .strong in
thr~ir faith, unto the remembering of my covenant which I made unto thy fathers."-2 Nephi

lowing." Thus the Lord endorses and
approves the ministerial work of that man
whom He point~ out and commends to all
in and by ·the Book of Mormon. And
what is Whitmerism when compared with
this?
Our Whitmerite advocate proceeds to
say that, "Tithing as a law is spoken of no
where in the New Testament. . . . Christ
said that the law was fulfilled in him."
But, are not the plain teachings of Christ
to be accepted as law? He said to· the
Jews they "ought not to leave .. undone"
the paying of tithes; hence he endorsed
and advocated the paying of tithes. See
Matt. 23: 23. And Paul said to the Saints
over thirty years after Christ's ascension,
".A.nd here men that die receive tithes;
but there he receiveth them, of whom it is
witnessed that he liv:eth."-Heb. 7: 8. Besides this, tithing was the order of God
over four hundred years before the giving
of the law, (Gen. 14: 20), under the Melchizedek priesthood, of which Jesus was
"The Great High Priest."-Heb. 4:r4. And
Jacob also, when under the special favor
and endowment of God, nearly three hundred years before the giving of the law of
Moses, realized his duty to pay tithing and
promised the Lord, saying: "Of all that
thou shalt give me, I will surely give the
tenth unto thee."-Gen. 28: 22.
The Book of Mormon, Alma 9: 6, and
r o: I, 2, teaches tithing as one of the ordinances of Christ's order. Jesus, in Book of
Nephi I I: 2, 3, teaches the same and gave
the instructions touching it to the Nephites
for their benefit. Whitmerism teaches the
reverse of this, and yet it claims to believe
in and teach the Book of Mormon! This
is professing faith in it while in works it
opposes and denies it.
This man asserts that "it is wrong to
have high priests in the church." If so,
why did Peter say to the Saints, "Ye are
a chosen generation, a royal priesthood,"
(1 Peter 2: 9); and why did John the revelator say the Lord "hath made us kings
and priests," (Rev. I: 6); and why did the
"redeemed" saints say of Christ,--"And
bast made us unto our God kings .and
priests; and we shall reign on the earth,"
(Rev.
Io), and why does the Lord say
that those wbo attain to the first resurrection "shall be priests of God and of Christ,
and shall reign with him a thousand
years."-Rev. 20:6.
Will all these
"priests" hold the same grade of office and
authority? If not, will there not be high
priests and lesser priests? The texts of
2: z, 3·
Scripture and the dictates of common
And what has 'VVbitmerism done toward
sense should govern here rather than priforward the Lord's "marvelous vate interpretations. This bewildered adand wonder?" Has it not rather vocate reiterates the folly of his predecesworked to confuse, distract, hinder and sors when he says, "] oseph Smith was to
fvstrate that work so far as it has had inhave no other gift than to translate the
fl!lence and power?
Book of Mormon"-meaning that he was
The church organized by Joseph Smith not to have the gifts of revelation, propband others April 6th, r83o, by virtue of l:'cy, or those of a seer. But the Book of
revelations given through Joseph, has sent Mormon, as we have already seen, dei·he
forth to the nations, and hun- clares in 2 Nephi II: r8 I9, that the Lord
thousands of souls have received
would reveal his word to the man whom he
and increase(] their joy in the Lord un- calls and empowers to translate the Book
der the comfort and graces and gifts and of Mormon. Also that that man, Joseph
n'"""!-'lS nf the Holy Ghost by which the
Smith, should be his seer and use the "inconfirms the word "with signs folterpreters" in translating, which none can
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use but a seer, and that being a seer he And why did he say of
was, "a revelator and prophet also; an<il a fore God also hath highly exalted
gift which is greater can no man have.''- and given him a nRme which is above ,cov-Mosiab 5: ro, with Alma 17: g, and Ether ery name; that at the name of
I : ro, 1 I ; also book of Mormon 4: 8.
knee should bow, of things in
What trash, what delusion, to assert that things in earth, and things
the seer to whom was given the power to earth; and that every
transbte the Book of Mormon had not,
that Jesus is Lord,
and was not to have, the gift of revelation
the Father."-Phil.
of prophecy, and of a seer!
why did John say, "And every creature
which is in heaven, and on the
This man assumes, in effect, all the way
through his lengthy letter, that nothing is under the earth, and such as are
heard I
to be received as a revelation from God in sea, and all that are in
respect to the plan of salvation or the gov- ing, Blessing, and honor, and
upon
ernment of God, except it can be found in power, be unto him that
the Book of Mormon, and yet that very throne, and unto the Lamb forever
book declares that it does not contain even ever."-Rev. 5: 13. If this life
"a hundredth part," but only "a little," of probation, and if in this life only
the teachings and doings of God's ser- can hear and learn and believe and
vants when teaching and ministering to of Christ and his redemptive
the people. See Jacob z: r I; ~: I; words can these scriptures, with many like
of Mormon I: z, 3; book of Nephi 2: I I, prove true? And if Christ's
I2: Ii book of Mormon z:
book of work is preached to men after death,
Ether 6: g, etc., etc. How irrational and can it be made available except
false the claim that God revealed his will ceive the benefits and blessings of
to those whom he called to establish and ordinances, among them baptism?
preside over dispensations in Bible and is it not possible, and probable, that
Book of Mormon times, and that such Lord would reveal and unfold these matrevelations were and are of force as law ters to his "choice seer" in this the
and doctrine and promise, and were and est of all dispensations. This life is a
are binding on those to whom they come, probation, and all who neglect and refuse
but that in this l?.st and greatest of the dis- their privileges, opportunities and
pensations the people must be content, will suffer sorely therefor; but whoever
mainly, on the fragments given of past asserts that there is no probation for
dispensations, and that the Lord'R servant person beyond this life, and no means
obtaining the knowledge and favor of
by whom and through whom he founded
Christ and his saving work after this presand began to build up this last dispensation was to translate the Book of Mor- ent life, has neither scripture nor reason
mon, but was not to receive revelations to sustain him.
'vVe close this paper
to
from God; was not to organize the church
his
and its priesthood; was not to receive la·w our Whitmerite advocate,
and
to set in order and build up the church kind, that when they assume to
the
and kingdom of
but was to rely attempt to regulate and set in
alone, on less than "a hundreth part" of revular and authentic work of
"
have taken on hand a
what God had
his people in other "cJ;oice
to them neither the
times, also that is ri;~·ht and needful that work that
of His pco··
the revelations of
the Seer be sub-ject to the
give no
seer and
qualified
God to set
SECRET SOCIE·~riES.
his work in order!
use their
All
not called

s;
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Thi~.

man also claim?. that this life
is a tim·C or
for man, and
therefore
fo1· the dead is false.
this be true,
did Peter teach preaching- to the
in prison., in 1 Peter 3:
rg, zo with
6? And why did Jesus
teach that
as well as the living
could hear of
believe and "live?"
John I r: 25, z6.
if no one except in
this life can hear of Christ as the Savior
and judge of men, why does Paul say,
"For to this end Christ both died, and
rose, and revived, that he might be Lord
both of the dead and living."-Rom. 14: 9·

nature, and
breeding
tions and
secret plottings and secret
vating narrowness,
reaching, and crushing out those a,,,.,,,, ..,,
unselfish impulses and brotherly ""''c''"·'"'
which heaven designed for the
No one can justly
any
such unnatural organizations,
respect to political, social or
111~

but on ihe other hand everything
is
to just censure and conmany reasons. They
tend to
selfishness, intrigue and
injustice.
are
and tend to
V'!aste of time and money and effort.
The Great Teacher condemns them all
in these words: "I spake openly in the
world . . . . In secret have I said nothing!'
-John r8 zo.
Again: "l an.1 come a light into the
world."--John I z: 46. And in exact harmony with these sayings he said to his
disciples, ~'Ye are the light of the world.
A city that is set on a hill can not be hid.
Neither do men light a candle, and put it
under a bushel, but on a candle-stick; and
it
unto all that are in the
house.
your light so shine before men
that
may see your good
and
glorify your Father which is in heaven."
-Matt. 5:
In these sayings Jesus reproves and excludes secret teachings and secret
but enjoins
ministrations, in
and deed.
is broad, unselfish, and
uplifiting for all.
God's sun shines for
all; his light is free to all, and all who
will, may "take of the water of life
freely."
The Book of Mormon has no fellowship with secret organizations of any kind;
but on the other hand, it denounces them
all; and it teaches that the great perils of
these latter
would be found largely
in secret organizations.
It warns the
Saints
them and declares that
would
the sure precursors and signs
the
overthrow of nations.
And
Doctrine and Covenants
reveals the fact that from secret
tions would come
peril and
upon
the Church of
As
as January,
the Lord forewarned
Saints of

secret
It was
" which had its
in "secret chamand its kindred
of the
of God
in
had
monogamy and
and condemned polygamy and its
Had these "secret chambers" found
no favor among· the Saints, had they been
resisted and avoided, "the cable
the deceived Saints in Nauvoo
and since would never have fettered their
souls nor cursed the name nor destroyed
and goodly influence of
of Christ.
It was in these
"secret cham hers" that "seducing·
and doctrines of devils" found greatest
favor and did their most successful work.
The "thing" which found its home and
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in these "secret cbnnbers" laid hold
hands upon the very founthe church and its work has
been to
the way of truth to
of."
Surely the Latter
have had
and now have great reason to
denounce and shun secret
and
should profit thereby
all time.
AN AWFUL CALAMITY.

1\lANY of our readers have doubtless
heard of the terrible
which occurred at Johnstown, Permsylvania,-a
city of about zs,ooo people,-(and vicinity), situated in the Allegheny mountains,
on the main line of the Pennsylvania rail-·
road, about seventy-five miles east of
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. It is almost
without a parallel in our national history
and of such magnitude that we call attention to it, though but
We do not
attempt to give details.
Numerous high hills or precipitous
mountain spurs surround the city, and up
among them a lake of some miles in extent and of a considerable depth had been
formed by walling up a stream between
the hills, thus forming a dam or reservoir.
Recent rains had swollen the stream and
tested the retaining wall beyond its capacity and it gave way under the enormous
pressure, rushing in its mad fury upon the
ill-fated city of Johnstown, literally wiping
out the place, and destroying thousands of
lives and millions of dollars wortn of
property ..
Where once had been a flourishing and
wealthy city with its teeming population
of busy workers, now all is but a spectacle of ruin, mourning and desolation.
Families have in many instances been destroyed
while hundreds of others
mourn the loss of father, mother, husband,
wife or children, more or less; and the details of the suffering., and the heartrending
occurrence are sickening and sad in the
extreme. Numerous instances of insanity
resulted as the grief-strich:en survivors beheld the ruin and desolation, and as the
awful realization of the loss of kindred
and homes dawned upon them. Much
suffering prevails among the survivors
and sickness and pestilence are likely to
result from exposure and the putrefaction
of the large number of almost inaccessible
dead.
responses are
all over the land and also
foreign
countries, and the sympathies of the entire
nation· are bringing
supplies to
meet the wants of the
and
survivors.
We quote fhe
from the proclamation of Governor Beaver of
vania, which is probably as correct an estimate as has vet been made:
"The reports of the los;; of life and
pwperty have not been exaggerated.
The valley of the
has been
swept from one end to the other as with the
besom of destruction. It had contained a
p(Jpulation of 4o,ooo to 5o,ooo people living for the most part along the banks of
,a small riyer:. Tiw most conservative es-
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get but little or no time for the necessary
the loss of life at 5,ooo, and
at $zs,ooo,ooo. Whole towns acqu<lintance with some branches of
ha·ve
utterly des~royed and not avesknowledge; that they are expected to put
rerru,ins . . . . Those who are left in almost the entire time in conversation.
suffered the loss of everything."
This should not be; no one of these departA number of smaller cities or towns ments of work should be neglected. In this
than
were also destroyed; day of general infonmttion, and the searchfloods
occurred at numerous other and ing criticism which is generally made upon
distant
in the Allegheny mount- the latter day work by our opponents, our
ministry are required to be studious. God
ains.
Never before has the uncertaintv of inspires the mind with light and underhuman life been so apparent. Whil~ the standing in study as he does in preaching.
the civilization and public works of cities The commands "Search the Scriptures;"
conduce largely to the education and "Study it out in your mind;" "Study my
good of the people, yet the imper- word which hath gone forth among the
character of manv of the latter and children of men;" "thy time shall be givthe oft-repeated criminal carelessness in en to .•. learning much ;"-the organtheir management frequently cause them ization of the school of the prophets, and
to be but death-traps to the populace.
the injunctions, "Seek ye diligently and
President Harrison and the Governors teach one another words of wisdom; yea,
of the various states have issued oroclama- seek ye out of the best books words of
tions requesting aid in behalf of the suffer- wisdom; seek learning even by study, and
and destitute which should meet with also by faith;" "a knowledge also of
responses.
countries, and of kingdoms,"-see DocOccurrences of this kind should awak- trine and Covenants,-are significant in
en the warmest sympathy everywhere this connection.
They show that the
Lord designed that His ministry should
among the great brotherhood of man.
"We notice in the list of contributions become a bodv of well informed men.
made
various Pittsburg churches, as
Some have' endeavored to refute this
in a daily paper, that of the position by saying, "God hath chosen the
Church of Latter Day Saints.'' weak things of the world;" "open your
there have not forgotten . mouth and the Lord will fill it." But they
their neighbors in their sore distress, and forget that out of weakness thev were
we commend them for good work3 as the made strong. Attended by the discrimapostle commended some of the ancient inating and discerning power of the Holy
Spirit, the ministry are enabled to sepaSaints for theirs.
Later reports present these aimost in- rate the wheat from the chaff as thev fulcredible statements: "Conservative men fill the command to study. Give them a
arc still of the opinion that the number of proper amount of time to do it and if they
destroyed will reach from twelve are also prayerful and Spiritual, a marked
thousand, and it is thought that improvement will be apparent in their
from one thousand to fifteen hundred efforts. Those who neglect it will not be
as efficient as they should be.
bodies will never be recovered."
nr,-,r.,Pi'TU

MINISTERIAL ENTERTAINMENT.

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

VvE call attention to a selectio"n which ap-

Brro. G. T. GRIFFITHS wrote May 27th
from Kirtland, Ohio, that he had baptized
three at that place, and the work was in
a flourishing condition throughout that
mission.
He had found Bro. T. W.
Williams an acceptable and useful laborer
to the Saints in that section. He also
mentions the good condition of their growing Sabbath School at Kirtland. This we
are glad to hear, and we hope the ministry
wtll not neglect the duty of aiding, all they
possibly can, that very important and too
much neglected department of the great
I latter day work. If one member of the
! body suffers, all suffer with it; and the
church can not afford to let that important
"help" lie dormant or be misused. If she
does, the. cause will suffer loss in proportion to that neglect.
Prest. W. W. Blair left the sanctum on
Thursday, May 3oth, for a two weeks'
ministerial tour in western Iowa.
Brother D. M. Stranchan wrote from
Youngstown, Ohio, M_ay 27th, that the
bn;mch was in good order and the Saints
were living their religion.
Elder M. T. Short contributes a column
and a half article to the Lancaster, Wisconsin Teller for May 3oth, in defense of
the faith.
He evider.tly believes in re·

in this issue,
entitled "Ministerial
,
There are some good points in it and
we commend them; especially those contained in H:e last two sections. Our ministry require time for study and reflection
in order to grow in knowledge and become more and more effectual in their labors"
As in every other department of the work,
and reflection are necessary; and in
order that this be had, system and order
and the economizing of time must be followed. While
duties-visiting
and
preaching, prayer, etc.;
--are necessary, yet the time should be so
and the minister be so located that
he be enabled to study so many hours duthe morning or afternoon, or both.
Saints should assist the minister in
as he endeavors to aid them,
him to rightly divide the hours
of
day in obeying the command,
"Seek ·learning by study and by faith," in
order that he may be able to "rightly divide" the word and make the progress
necessary to constantly be "a workman
approved, that needeth not to be ashamed."
Many of the elders complain that they

I
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questi~g the pr~ss to aid in correctly representmg our fa1th to the people. That is
commendable and is an example which
should be followed by our elders when
wisdom suggests it-when necessary.
Sr. S. M. Sullivan of Biddeford, Maine,
writes in good spirit concerning the work
and its prospects. She sends for the
printed word to loan to her friends to
read, many of whom seem willing to become acquinted with and like the doctrine
of the church.
Bro. R. M. King writes from Scranton
Mississippi, expressing a wish to be bette;
situated to hear the word preached and
asking prayers in his behalf.
'
Bro. John Barnes writes from Excelsior,
Iowa, requesting that an elder be sent
there, in which event he will provide for
his wants while laboring to teach the truth.
~r. A. A. Utley, of Berlin, Arkansas,
wntes that an elder who will go and
preach the word at that place will be made
welcome. She sends for the HERALD for
her sister, Mrs. M. C. J ett, of Knoxville,
Johnson county, Arkansas.
Bro. J. I-I. Wilson, of New Orleans,
Lousiana, writes renewing for church publications, which he thinks every head of a
family should have. We think so too
and while we have no desire to undul;
l?ud the H:<RALD o; any of the publications, we thmk that ma~much as they reflect the general news of the progress of
the work and the favor of the Lord toward his people, they who do not read
them suffer loss. The early Christians
seem to have greatly prized the teachings
and epistles of the ministry, and to consider such essential to their growth and development. Modern Israel will do well
to do likewise.
Bro. John A. Davidson of Winona
Shannon county, Missouri, would be glad
to welcome an elder at his home. A
Brighamite elder named Hawkins had
been through their neighborhood, and he
would like Bro. Atwell, or some otherelder, to preach the word there. Inquire
at Keen's store, for the Roger's mill on
Rocky creek. He lives on the mill farm.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. John C. Foss wrote from Independence, Missouri, May 31st, as follows:
"For seven weeks I have had to keep my bed
but the prayers of God's people have prevailed
and I am fast improving. I hope to be able to
leave for my field of labor the latter part of
June.,

Bro. Foss has had a severe and trying
time in his sickness, but we are glad to
note his recovery.
PREPARING A PLACE.

THE following appeared in the HERALD
of April 27th, page 259, under the heading
"Questions and Answers":
"To whom does this promise of Jesus refer?•And he shall set the sheep on his right hand,
but the goats on the left. Then shall the King
say to those on his right hand, Come, ye blessed
of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for
you from the foundation of the world.'
"The following is our answer: •But, behold,

the righteous, the Saints of the Holy One .::Jf Israe!, they who have believed in the Holy One of
Israel, they who have endcred the crosses of the
world and despiesed the shame of it, tl;ey shall
inherit the kingdom of God which was prepared
from the foundation of the world, and their
shall be full forever.'-2 Nephi 6:
Also, 'But,
behold, verily I say unto you, before the ca:th
shall pass away, Michael, mine archangel, sball
so1.md his trump, and then shall all the dead
awake, for their graves sha::l be opened
trey
shall come forth; yea, even all; and the right,;ous shall be gathered on my right hand U'lto
eternal life; and the wlcked on mv leH hand vdll
I be ashamed to own before the Father; wherefore, I will say unto them, Depart from me ye
cursed into everlasting fire, prepared for th'" devil
and his angels.'-D. & C. 28: 7- Similar tea:h·
ing is found in Mosiah 8: 6, and all of this shows
that the •redemption' of the Saints and '~he
kingdom' they are to eternally inherit W<ere
'prepared from the foundation of .the world.'"

A sister thus writes
it:
the answere is correct, what are we to do
with the following passages?
"And if I go and prepare a place for you, I will
come again and receive you unto myself; that
where I am, there ye may be also."-John 14: 3·

We reply that the celestial
the rest prepared for the
was prepared from before
of the world. This is proven
lowing:
"Then shall the King say unto them on his
right hand, Come, ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the
foundation of the world.''-Matt. 25: 34·
"Let us therefore fear, lest a promise being left
us of entering into his rest, any of you should
seem to come short of it. For unto us was the
gospel preached, as well as unto them: but the
word preached did not profit them, not being
mixed wilh faith in them that heard it. For we
which have believed do enter into rest, as he sald,
As I have sworn in my wrath, if they shall enter
into my rest; although the works ,;ere finished
from the foundation of the world. For he spake
in a certain place of the seventh day on this wise,
And God did rest the seventh day from all his
works. And in this place again, If they shall
enter into my rest. Seeing therefore it remaineth that some must enter therein, and thev to
whom it was first preached entered not in bec;,_use
of unbelief; (Again he limiteth a certain day,
saying in David, To-day, after so long a time; as
it is said, To-day, !f ye will hear his voice, harden
not your hearts. For if Jesus had given them
rest, then would he not afterward have spoken of
another day. There remaineth therefore a rest
to the people of God. For he that is entered
into his rest, he also hath ceased from his own
works, as God did from his,) Let us lab 0 ,- therefore to enter into that rest, lest any man fall after
the same example of unbelief."---Heb, •f: !--Ir.
. The place for the
however,
IS not yet fully prepared
at the right hand of
preparation of this
be delivered from the
ed and glorified as the
dom of God to be,
in the passages cited.
rz; Rev. zrst
chapter, etc.
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H Afte,r the battle diD.. nud fiau1el

:my hnv het1 twc. angoJs came
\Vhite Peace and soft vi'ingeO Nir;ht.
On·~ shovved me starry wor1di3 above,
openlng out to deep. where love
L11w leazl all the hosts of light;.~~

f(\)

1

'~One

took the urnshing loud of paln
From brenking heurt and weary brain;
-.--0 languorous ease! 0 ."lweet release t-Antl1n a trance of sleen I saw
The earth L1pheld by J.~ve und
aud Peace .. ~
IIer bottles hushed by

THE PEACE OF CHRIST IN TI-IE
HEART.
THERE is a little
of a
woman's life
which illustrates this subject. She was the mother of a large family, and, being ln plain circumstances, was required to do her own work. Sometimes, in the multitude of ·her tasks and cares. she
lost the sweetness of her peace, and, Hke Ma;-tha,
became troubled or worried with her much serving. One mo:rnin~~ she had been unusuallv hurried, and things hac! not gone smooth! v. She had
breakfast to get for her family,, her. husband to
care for as he hasted away early to his work, and
her children to lnake ready for school. There
were other household duties which filled the
poor, "Weak woman's hands, until her strength
was well nigh utterly exhausted. And she had
not gone through Hall that morning in a sweet
peaceful way. She had allowed h~rself to los~
her patience, and to grow fretful, vexed and unhappy. She had spoken quick, hasty, petulant
words to her husband and her children. Her
heart had been in a fever of irritation and disquiet
all the morning.
When the children were gone and the pressing
tasks were finished, and the house was all quiet,
the tired woman crept up stairs to her own room.
She was greatly discouraged. She felt that her
morning had been a most unsatisfactory one;
that she had sadly failed in her duty; that she
had grieved her Master by her want of patience
and gentleness, and had hurt her children's lives
by her fretfulness and her ill tempered words.
Shutting her door, she took up her Bi.ble and
read the story of the healing of the sick woman:
"He touched her hand, and the fever left her;
and she arose and ministered unto them."
"Ah," she said, "If I could have had that touch
before I began my morning's work, the fever
would have left me, and I should then have been
prepared to minister sweetly and peacefully to
my family." 8he had learned that she ne~ded
the touch of Chrlst to make her ready for
ful and gentle service.
There are n1any busy mothers to \Vhon1 thi~)
lesson might be almost a revelation. No hands
are fuller of tasks, no heart is fuller of cares, than
the hands and the heart of a mother of a large
of young children. It is little wonder if
sometimes they lose their swee"tness of spirit.
But here is the lc;sson: Let them wait on their
knees ea::::h i~norning, before they be.e·in the1r
work 1 fo<." the tou;:'h
Christ's ha.nd u;on their
heart. Then
fever wiil leave them,' o.nd they
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can entPr with calm peace on the work of the
long, hard day.-Seclected.

my own part I was shown in a dream years ago
In answer to prayer upon that subject, that all
this unnecessary adornment of the person or
clothes was as obnoxious weeds which the Master
of the vineyard desired uprooted; but that we
had our own agency and would not be compelled
to give them up, but must learn of our own free
will to reverence God's law. But now the question is, will we sacrifice our own love of finery
and pride of heart, or will we follow after the
sight of our eyes and sacrifice time and money,
and then say we have no time to read the books;
no time to observe. the hour of prayer set apart
by the
Union;" no time to teach our
children the things of God, and no money with
which to pay our tithing or to support the church
papers.
Oh, may God's Spirit help us in the straight
and narrow way, wherein few desire to walk,
that when the day of God's power shall come, to
the convincing of the house of Israel, we may all
be helpers and not hindrances.
Your sister in the one faith,
EMMA L. ANDERSON.

LEBECK, Mo., May 24th.
Dear Sisters o/ tlze Home Colwnn:-Many times
of late I have felt impressed to write to th~ Column, but h·ave neglected to do so because of
my inability to either interest or instruct; but today when I took up the Herald and read themessage to those who "should be correspondents," I
said to myself, "I will wait no longer, but will
try, though it should prove nothing but a failure.
We left Independence on March 7th for our
new home, and arrived here in due time. We
are well pleased with this country, so far, though
hard times seem to have found their way here, as
well. as almost every place we hear from. We
have had quite a cool rainy season here this
spring, which hinders farm work somewhat. We
found a branch of the church here, which is something to be thankful for, because wherever we
find Latter Day Saints we are sure to find brothers, sisters, and friends. The Saint here are
NoTE.-VVe would like to ask the question of
mostly poor in this world's goods, but we are not
each earnest minded, reflecting Latter Day Saint,
too poor to enjoy the rich blessings of our kind
"How can yon follow Christ without becoming
heavenly Father, who is mindful of his children
conspicuous?" "Ye are the light of the world,"
everywhere, when they try to serve him and put
said Christ to his followers, "a city that is set on
this trust in him. Some of our prayer-meetings
a hill can not be hid." Let us bear this impossihave been truly a feast to the soul, and many
bility in mind, and then decide each one for himblessings have been gained through the gift of
self or herself in what light he desires to be seen.
healing. To God be all the praise. I am sorry
Do you wish to be spoken of as one whose life is
for people who do not believe that they can go
consistent with your profession or as at total vato God in humble prayer, in times of trouble and
rience therewith. Circumstances have placed us
distress, and obtain help and comfort from him.
in a position to judge of the relative influence of
Oh I how many times have we been made toremany workers in the church, and let us whisper
joice in the gifts that are promised the believers
in your ear, (for the time is near when it will be
since we united with this work! And even beproclaimed upon your housetops), the men whose
fore that the Lord has heard and answered our
influence is now felt, are the men who hotzor the
prayers, for thanks to our parents, we were
law of God in their own lives and who shrink
taught from childhood of the divine mission of
not to declare with boldness "the whole counsel
Joseph Smith and the blessings which the Lord
of God," and the time is near when men of this
was willing to bestow upon his believing chilstamp (and they onJy) will be upheld as standard
dren. And as we believed in part, so we were
bearers of the gospel of Christ. Will th.is be reblessed in part. But greatest of all, it seems to
quired of the priest and not of the people? There
me, was the gift of the Holy Ghost which Ireis to be a people "zealous of good works." Thi8
ceived after I was confirmed a member of the
people are to be a "peculiar people." Peculiarichurch, which truly witnessed of the Father and
ties, you know, are always conspicuous, and while
the Son and gave me the blessed assurance of
we recognize plainness of attire as among the remy acceptance in his sight. Truly it was a bapquirements God has made of his Saints, we yet
tism of the Holy Spirit which filled my heart
know that this plainness is not only perfectly
with love towards God and every human being,
consistent with beauty, but can be carried out
and which to this day I am totally at a loss to exwithout the slightest attention being attracted to
plain. Weak and unworthy though I am, yet I
the person wearing such garment. Not so, howknow that my faith in this work grows brighter
ever, with good works. There are mighty preachand stronger day by day. The Saints in this
ers of the truth, and we would God that even all
branch seem to be trying to keep the commandhis people were zealous of them.-ED.
ments of God and forsake the ways of the world.
And I think the way in which Sr. Frances hzs
explained the law on dress must have taken some
BRYANT, Dakota, May 29th.
effect in this branch, for, as a rule, they dress
DearS'istera:-I am striving in my weakness
'quite plainly, and do not seem to think they are
to be one with you in the Prayer Union and all
obliged to wear the popular deformity, a bustle.
that is connected with the cause of truth. The
Yet I fear fhere are some Latter Day Saints yet,
last time I wrote to you I was in Kewanee, now
who think it will not do to dress too plain for
I am in Dakota and away from any of the Saints
except. my family. There are five of us and we
fear of attracting attention, or becoming conare one in faith, but oh, how we miss our meetspicuous. But if the keeping of God's law could
ings
Our married daughters and I meet on
rerider us conspicuous, then surely the sooner La.tThursday of each week to hold our little meeting
ter Day Saints become conspicuous the better.
all :Jy ourselves, and would you believe it, the
And in spite of the "dolorous plaint of woman
Spirit of God meets with us even here away in
upon the . hackneyed subject," I do think Sr.
Dakota, and how we are made to rejoice in the
Frances has made it so plain that if we desire to
fulfillment of his promise that where two or three
uBi!e.rst.~np w.ith a _Pr~yert.ul .h~a:r.t we may. For

are gathered together in my name, there will I
be and that to bless. I can bear my testimony
that he meets with the two that try to approach
him in prayer, and we can say it is good to be a
Saint in latter days. With what pleasure I read
the letters from my sisters, and while there are
numbers that I have never seen, yet when I n.:ad
their letters it seems as though I have known
them all my life, and as there are many thai wiil
read this whom I have met in years that are past
I would say, I thank God that I am still one of
his weak ones and still have a desire to live faithful to the end. Your sister in Christ,
MARTHA WHITEHOUSE.
WARREN, Ohio, May 22d.
Dear Sisters:-May I occupy a small ccrner of
the Column please? As f write to tell.you of an
event which has been my constant subject of
prayer for the last six months, and, by God's
grace, has at last been accomplished. I was baptized last Sunday, May I9th, by Bro. Garrett, a
grand good man and a true Saint. I am so content and happy now. My prayer is that I may
not grow weary in well·doing, but continue stead·
fast, looking upward to Jesus who is mighty to
save even to the uttermost. What a grand work
it is, and how thankful I am that at last I am one
with you all, and that I can share, though not to
any great extent, in the battle for victory. The
Herald and Autumn Leaves are welcome visitors
at our house, arid we are strengthened and encouraged so much by them.
We had a meeting May 19th at one of the sister's-just the Saints who live here-Bro. Garrett administered the sacrament, and oh, it was a
grand meeting ! The first of the kind we have
been permitted to enjoy. I am sure we were
greatly benefitted thereby. The great wall of
prejudice is being slowly broken down. This is
a good field to work in. _There are several who
are now intending to be baptized soon. Ever
praying for the welfare of Zion and the advance
of the gospel, I am your sister in hope,
AUCE M. PINKERTON.

Sister Frances:-I have often thought I would
write a letter to the Hopes and tel1 them how
much I enjoy reading their little paper. I was
not thirteen when my father died. At that time
we were living on a new farm of one hundred
~nd thirty-six acres, (father had sold twenty-four
acres to get a team), and forty-five years ago
Michigan was not as it is now, a day's journey by
rail from the State of New York, for then we had
to come on the Erie Canal to Lake Erie, then on
Lake Erie to Detroit River, and thence to Detroit
and Marshall by rail, and from there to our home
in a wagon.
Our new horne was wild, but oh such lovely
flowers as could be found almost anywhere! I
was a little girl then and did so much like to
gather the 'I'Tild flowers.
I will ask the Hopes a question.
What king "became mighty because he prepared his ways be tore the Lord his God?" I like
to have questions asked in the Hope, and although
I ;;an not offer a prize to those who hunt up the
answers, I trust many will be encouraged to
sear~h the Scriptures more diligently than ever
before, not merely to answer questions; but because it is a commandment of the Lord Jesus
Christ. I trust all the Hopes of Zion are kind to
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those whom they associate, and especially kind
to the inmates of their own homes; for it hurts
your kind hearted mother to see her little ones
disagree. Just put yourself in her place and con·
sider how you would feel to have those you
loved so dearly do unpleasant things to annoy
one another. Read Eph. 6: I and Col. 3: 20.
Humbly praying for the welfare of all the dear
children, I subscribe myself
AUNT JANE.
Accompanying this letter is an encouraging
report of success in Sunday School work, and we
are firmly persuaded in our own mind that succes will crown every earnest, persistent effort in
this direction. With so many records of testimonies borne, "I am willing to do anything in
my power to advance this work!" where is there
any room for idleness, any excuse for neglect of
duty. When elders are in the field, let Saints at
home double their diligence, and let all envy and
jealousy of others, especially because of his or
her good works, be forever banished. Oh, shame
upon that man or woman, who professing to be a
follower of Christ, can harbor such a feeling,
forgetting who has said, "He that will be greatest
among you, let him be the servant of all." We
earnestly pray that the willing workers may
never be discouraged through this envy or jealousy of the idle, for they shali reap in due time if
they faint not.-En.

RICHMOND, Mo., May 29th.
Bro. Blair :--I see there is no report of my labors in the minutes of the annual conference.
The reason is there was a misunderstanding on
my part in regard to who I should sene! my report
to. I sent it to Bro. Joseph Luff, as I am in his
mission. I saw a notice in the Herald from him
stating that those who were laboring in his mission to report to him so he could report to conference. I took it for granted that he would take
my report to conference as I wrote him that I
could not attend. I hope there will be no hardness in the matter. I will send with this explanation my report: I have labored as best I could
during the year. Have preached some in Caldwell county, Missouri, in Far West district.
Have preached at some eighteen different places
in the Central district. Labored some in connection with Bro. E. W. Cato. He baptized three in
Ray county. I have not baptized any, but have
blessed seven children and administered to some
sick. I have not shunned to declare the word. I
have been blessed with the Spirit in much of my
administrations. Will do what I can during this
year.
Your brother,
R. L. WARE.
CoNRAD, Iowa, June 3d.
Bro. ':fosepk:-It has been some time since I
heard from Southern Minnesota or this place,
through the columns of the Herald. I feel thankful that I have been the means of helping some
on the way to Christ. One finely educated boy
from Brownsdale, Elton Elliott by name, is in
Watertown, Dakota, wishing very much to be
baptized. I am sure he will make a powerful
helper i.n the truth. My sister Ella was baptized
this spring, in Rhodes, by Bro. William Nirk.
Mother Gifford, of Chitten, who is eighty-five
years old, was very ill when I visited her five or

six weeks ago. I have seen Mr. Jones and his
brother in Hardin county. They are well sp.)ken
of by their neighbors and are firm as ever
lhe
fu~.
.

cold part of the journey to Illinois.
think
sometimes that -vvould like to write do'wn t.on1e
of our experiences on Shoal Creek at that ti:ne if
vras competent, but as I am not,
let it pass
and leave it all
the hands of a just
My
falth
not shakt;n in the glorious gospel of the
Son ol: God as revealed to us in these latter day'·,
hut it is all the hope and consolntion have, as
knovv roy race
nearly run in this Hfe; tut
hcpe I
be counted worthy to have
place
with the saints of God when Christ shall come to
reign as King
kings and Lord of lords.
As evt.;r, yours in the one
R,C.

The Free Methodists gathered here for t1lrLy
miles around to make converts to tl1E:ir cLuse;
but those here should bear in mind the words
spoken by the prophets of God who came here
at their own expense and told them their 'ight
would go out after rejecting a greater one. Their
hired elder took dinner with me Saturda) and
felt badly offendeJ when I informed him o;i the
public slander and vilification heaped upon· our
people by his hired brethren
that tim·~.
asked him to forgive me if the truth had hurt his
feelings. He would not do so and
with the same result.
Saints, who wish a closer communion with
to be doers as well as teachers of the law. The
Bible is more universally taught to-day than ever
before according to history, yet all churches lament the absence of Christian friendship which
characterized them a century ago. Can we: attribute this to anything but failing to do as Lhey
read and teach? Had the early chm-ch looked to
jesus, instead of men, they would not have
changed their name from that of Jesus to Rome.,
and thereby come under condemriation of the
law. Had the disciples changed the commarcd of
Jesus requiring them to tarry at Jerusalem a.nd
tarried at. Damascus, or some other place, C•Juld
they have hoped to see the Holy Ghost? Let us
younger Saints remember that changing and
living contrary to the ordinances of God are some
of the causes mentioned by scripture for which
the Lord will burn the world and few men f'hall
be left. If we have never received evidence that
this is the body-Church of Jesus Christ, let us
repent and keep all his commands, which we can
do if we will, and then he will not only acknowledge us before himself but before men.
I feel sure that the time is not far distant when
the Lord will separate a holy people to himself
and acknowiedge them in power before the world.
Therefore we should live so as not to be ashamed
when that time comes. With love for all that is
good. Yours in Jesus Christ,
WILLIAM J. GRAVES.

WHT£Ei.ER~s GROV!-1~ 1 Iowa 1 June
fLY.:Jro. 1?. S. Sa{J:aJ/ds:---I--Iad :full congregations

yesterday. Br.
C. Briggs
in attendance
and too·K part in the dedication services, in the
Saints' new church, at this place, at I I a.n1., he
offering the dedicatory prayer, while I by request,
preached the serrnon. Brn.
N. I1ansen
Henry Kemp also assisted in the services d11ring
the day and evening. The song service was very
good; and all through the Saints and friends
seemed pleased and edified.
Br. Kemp and I ai·e to hold services here
nightly till nExt Thursday, after which we go to
Henderson and hold services nightly till district
conference convenes, Saturday next.
Weather has been dry and cold all through
this region of late, and on low lands the frost has
done much damage.
Church interests are progressing fairly in this
section, and prospects are good for progress in
the future. Yours,
W. W. BLAIR.

ABBOTT, Ala., May 29th.
Smith and Blair :-I rejoice to hear of the
spread of the gospel in foreign lands and climes,
and the good labors done by the elders in all
their fields of labor. May God bless and prosper
his cause from land to land and from sea to sea,
and may this year's labors double its membership in all the fields where the elders are laboring!
Brethren, let us go on hand and hand together.
United we stand; divided we fall.
On, on to
victory. Victory is the motto of all the faithful
Saints.
BARRY, Ill., June Bt.
Since General Conference I have labored to
the best of my ability in Alabama and Florida
Bro. W. W. Blair :--I send you a notice of the
death of three of my children. Will you pJ,case
with good success. I have preached in Sa.nta
publish it in the Saints' Herald. I have had
Rosa county, Florida; Escambia county, Alabama, and others have opened up several new
some sad experiences in my life, but I think this
places with interest. The calls are many, the
is the saddest of them all. I was in Missouri
when the Saints were driven from that state and
grain is ready to harvest and few to reap it. I
am alone
this large territory, No local
our lives were in danger for a long time, for we
preaching is done in either district, except by W,
were at the mercy of a cruel mob and bamly
made our escape from the cruel massacre at
J.. Booker in the Alabama district. Bro. Joseph,
we need some 1nan to preside over this mission,
a
1 as things are ln bad shape here. If you could so
there for safety, but were shown that it was not a
appoint it would be a great help to !he Southplace for safety, and we moved back home and I1 Eastern mission. I see that reports are
sought safety in the brush by keeping concealed 1 from all parts, but Alabama and Florida. This
from the mob. Bul when the notorious procla- I ought not to be as this part can report as ""Nell as
see
the annual table that Alamation was issued, and we found we could E.ave j others.
our lives by leaving the state in a given t1me,
I bama has 398 of
membership and Florida 2,58.
There are nine branches in the Alabama district,
got out of there as soon as we could.
we, (that is, my mother, and little sister, a n d l.· numbering from ten to forty and fifty. There
self), had to come out on foot and brought nothare branches
the Alabama district that are not
ing with us but what we could .pack
the back
on the general" record--one branch has nineteen
of one horse--clothing and bed clothing t'J keep I members and the other twenty-five.
us trom perishing with the cold. For i1:
! Florida
five branches, rmmberlng
to

:~~:·:ro~il~h~nm~l~~:ld ~~·:te~~r ::~;':~d

B1'11.•
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fifty or rnore~ and several
throvvn a ,~~,yay
and the members scattered, and they are in no
branch, though they
are
standing.
have baptized thirty or thirty-five
in this distdct who
This

cuunse'
matter.

BRO\VN

Editors Herrrld:--Our
just ended, and we had
Lord was with us from
greater interest never
c::ity
than at present. Many
tended a better meeting
"lt was the best preaching
Saturday, jYfay 25th, our
with prayer and testimony, the
being with
us in power, and continued all forenoon. In the
afternoon Bro. Levi Phelps preached powedul
sermon, subject, the necesc.ity
keeping God's
commandments.
In tht• evening Bro. Robert
Davis spoke, and on
morning we
met for social rneetingt
vvhich the gifts of
the gospel were enjoyed. In the afternoon Bro.
J. A. Carpenter spoke, and in the evening Bro.
A. Barr. Considering the time of the year there
was a large turnout of Saints~ including s1.x eldersi
besides several priests and teachers. On the
whole
think our two
meeting was a
success and wm result in great good. I hope
that as I live here in this
to be able w!th
the assisting grace Of God
the help of Bro.
Bailey and other branch
to keep the stone
rolling. I believe the tl!ocJ.e
not far distant
when a good ·work will he done here. I atn
laboring all I possibly can. My wife
out
of health it keeps me from laboring some, but I
am in hopes the time wl.E soon come when I
~hall be at liberty again.
I am thankful to say
that my wife is strong in the
T hope to
remain faithfuL
ln b::mds,
CARPENTER.

BEELER 1 J(aasas? 1v1ay 26th.
Bro. Blai·r ."·---'1'he work
country seen1s
to :rnove slo·wly. The
have rnany friends
out of the church vv-ho se<:·n1
erally. Last fall Bro. W.
severa1 1neetings in
miles north of my place
and interest.
(:;!3rk moved
interest.

~ire

to hold meetings
preach there
So
as I have
large at:Cndance

nteetings have as;
denomina-

tions. '.':'he settlement is thin in this country,
the people g<"nerally are intelligent arid enterprising. My desire to do good is as strong as
I have done but little for some
wish to know Bro. G. W. Shute's addr,·ss. Please let me hear from you, Bro. Shute.
May the good cause ever prosper through the
Saints 1lvh11~ by every requirement of the law.
bonds,
THOMAS E. THOMPSON.
ScRANToN, Miss., May 31st.
has been a long time since I
papers, but I have been privileged
your vveek!y visits, for which great
grateful. Since April 1st I have
nine and for the blessed Spirit enjoyed
presenting the word and in confirmation
thank God. Six of those baptized
head~ of families and three were young peoTh;ore are ethers who we
I have many calls which
The cry here as well as elseman~ laborers.
Brethren, pray for
South-Eastern mission, that
enjoy the blessings and privileges that
the Lord has yromlsed his people and be kept
[rom the sin and evil that are in the world.
Yom brother in Christ,
FRANK P. ScARCLIFF.
LEE's SuMMIT, Mo., June rst.
Herald:--I was requested by some of the
·Jisters in Boston, and elsewhere, to write to the
l:fe;·ald, as that would reach them aiL This I
·xornised to do, m;r reason for not writing before
'Jefo;-e being simply this, that I felt my commu1ication
not of sufficient importance to warca"t the space it would occupy in your valuable
,:olumns,---·but I have been impressed of late to
;:ulil1 my promise.
On arriving in Independence from our eastern
to say that our first impressions were
:-;ood would be untrue, for our feelings were
'hose of dlsappointrnent in many things. We
did not expect to find perfectton, and in that rer;pect
were not dlsappointed. Those living
''sola ted from the society of Saints and branch
:Jrivileges, and always having lived that way,
mlturaliy think that those who enjoy those adrantages ought to be in a high state of spiritual
'ife; but we find human nature much the same
Lhe world over, and all have this nature to
against. The impressions formed at
iirst, graduaily wore off, and after three months'
among the Saints there (circumstances calllng us .H.\vay) were 1oth to leave. for we had
pl.ea:.;ant
profitable acquaintanCes with noble sc>uls '>vho love this latter day

3
columns-judging from the missionary reports
from that source-may possibly think the people of Nova Scotia a little worse than any others, yet as far as my .observation goes they are
much the same as in this country-bectarian
bigotry is the same and they use the same kind
of opposition and arguments such as, "Don't let
them in our churches; don't have anything to
say to them," etc. But if there is any excuse for
any let those have it to whom this gospel is comparatively a new thing.
In regard to this country as a home, we are
satisfied to end our days here. Our health has
been good here as yet, and although there are
some disadvantages to contend with here as elsevvhere, we like the country very much. To the
Saints in Nova Scotia we wish to say that yon
are not forgotten by us, and we are still deep! y
interested in the work there. Glad to hear of
more being added to your numbers. May you
with them prove faithful in this great and glorious cause is the prayer of your sister,
IDA A. LAYTON.
BOSTON, Mass., May 29th.
Bro. Blair :-As the work of th_e Lord rolls on
I only become confident of its success, and I am
made to feel more sensibly the need of a prayerful and devoted life to enable us to be saints in
deed and in truth. We are in need of gt·eat
wisdom and discretion to enable us to discern
between truth and error, and to understand that
Madam Rumor is not always a responsible witness. Law and order go hand in hand, and that
as saints may have order it is necessary for us to
study gospel law and cultivate a spirit of patience
and meekness that love may prevail in all our
deliberations. More study and prayful consideration of church government by ministers and
members to enable them to run the race set
bPfore them are necessary. To this end I pray
God to abundantly bless.
The district conference passed off pleasantly.
A good Spirit prevailed from first to last. A
church building committee has been appointed
bJ' the branch and they are going forward with
the d.etermination of victory. I pray for their
success. It would give the work great prestige
here. The above address will be mine till further
notice.
In gospel bonds,
A. H. PARSONS.

LoNDON, Ontario, May 28th.
Bro. Dancer :-I think I am safe in saying that
our Father is with us in the work here and at
times his Spirit is felt to burn in our hearts, to
comfort us in the assurance of our acceptance
with Him. Although we find it to be a sleepy
time with some, yet there are those that are earnestly contending for the faith once delivered to
'VOI'k,
the Saints and endeavoring to obey the great comin I~ee's Surnn11t, vvhere there are but
mand to observe all things whatsoever He hath
tJeside ourselves, we feel just a little
commanded us. I am pleased to say that we
times, and pray that th~ tlme will soon
have a fully organized branch, elder, R. B. Howcor;".e when a branch will be raised up in this
lett; priest, G. Henly; teacher, }V. Pugsly;
It
somewhat surprising to find in a
deacon, W. Hardy, and we have worked since the
place only fourteen miles from the center stake,
time of our office in unity.
not know the difference between
Since being under this head of organization we
Bdgharnites~ and persist in saying
have enjoyed the gifts of the gospel, had increase
nll one. Such talk as that was parby baptism, also had ordinations, confirmations,
donable
back in Nova Scotia; but here, in
blessings of children, organized a young- people's
thi8 enlightened land where this gospel has been
prayer meeting and a band of hope for both young
pYE'<1.Ched for fifty years, one hardly knows what ' and old, and seeking to spread the truth by the
to
oJ
and although the readers of your
Spirit and power of God. We feel our weakness
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for all our officers are working-men, and it is
under some great sacrifices that the duties of the
church have to be performed. I must say that
the hand of affliction is upon me. I have had
my oldest girl, aged six, down fifteen months
with a very bad limb, having had it run over by
a load of wood' It was a miracle that it was not
cut off. It took thirty-eight stitches with the
muscle of the leg cut right through and the flesh
cut from the bone, but she was administered to
and a gift came through Eider J. H. Lake that
this affliction was for the glory of God. She has
been in much pain and it is doing well with
washing with clean water and using the oil.
Since that I have had two other children and myself ill.
1 can testify before men and angels that T believe that this work is of God, and that all things
are working together for good to those that love
God and keep his commandments. I have a
large family and work some distance from home
which I am trying to pay for by hard labor.
Living two miles from church, I find that having
to work so hard to maintain my famHy and then
the church work week evenings and Lord's day
comes very hard on my body. But I ask your
prayers that I may have strength of body to perform the many duties and at last be found with
the faithful in Zion.
Your young brother,
R. B. HowLETT.

in
JOCKHEBED'S PETITION
ON LEAYING HER SON IN 'rHE RUSR,:S.

0 'l'hon all powerful !
God of the
Give to my loved one nr<>tPoef,""'
Curtain the
Nor let dire
My cherished babe in this

For perils
Fierce on his
None of my race to shield
I who would die for him.
Only can sigh for
·
Egypt's cold hearts are

John T. Davis, 42 Lakefield RmHl, J_.!lanelly, Carmarthenshire, Wales, Great Britain.

to prayer.

To them my tears would be
WhaL l:eav.en's humidity
Is to the rock where unheeded it weeps:
To them my dying
Would be as the
deer's moan
On the fell tigress as forward she creeps.

Show, then,
To shake this
Filled with the foes that are crushing Thy people;
And of Thy coming \bus,
Now be the sign to
Life for the lone one, so
so feeble.
Once on the hungry wave
Thou didst in mercy save
They by an ark who the world should restore;
Now where my child is lain,
Grant the same grace again,
In its fra.il ark on the. waters on more,

Bright in m.v heart now
Brought there by angels
Hope which inspirits has sprung
Finding again a voice
To bid my heart
Heaven's balm soothing
comfort and rest.

CLEARWATER, Nebraska, May 3rst.
Bro. Blair:--I have just returned from a trip
in Brown County where I baptized four, all
adults, about twelve miles north of Ainsworth,
making six members close together. If there are
any members living near them they will do well
to correspond with Bro.J. P. Hartley, Ainsworth,
and perhaps they will do some good by becoming acquainted with each other. Prospects for
crops thereabouts are good.
In gospel bonds,
W. M. RuMEL.
CREDULITY FOR SLANDER.
IN daily life credulity finds its food in the reatly
credence given to slander and iniquity. Ninety
nine out of every hundred people believe an infamous story if only given with sufficient detail.
The hundredth alone demands corroboration.
It is so much easier to believe evil than good!just as it is easier to write a telling satire than a
wholesome panegyric. Repeat a story, no matter how bad, with aplomb and the air of conviction, and you carry your audience with you. Mention the E.um for which ministers have been
bought, and that which they have paid as hush
money, anri your hearers will rise to the fly, swallow it, and never ask whether it is made of living
protoplasmic material, or of silk, dead feathers,
and brown fluff. It does not signify how impossible in detail, how improbable in cir~umstance
it is a bait which credulity cannot withstand; and
more unlikely the conditions of the story, the more
certain are they to be accepted. All those who
are able to delve deep into another's mind come
to trace of credulity--that is, to beliefs entirely
unsupported by evidence-which make them wonder at the folly, and sometimes dispair of the advance, of bumanity.-London !J!ueen.

placeo

Babe in thy
Tho' Pharaoh's vi~'lfWtQTl,PQO
Heartless has dared to put forth the decree,
N a.ught will befall thee
,
Nor death enthrall thee,
While God is content thy protector to be.

0. E.

WILLIAMS.

ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
~heir own views.
Contributions solidted,

TRUE CHRISTIANITY VS. INFIDELITY-

i

I HAVE had in
write a few
stand that some
is pure and
mankind
more nohle
more like
Maker.
proves the truth of the Bible
written therein. vVhat
book and has
Some power
done this.
We call the

time to
to
all
to elevate

the earth
was the covenant1 that God would caust~ the rainbow
to be seen in the cloud-an
token or
that there would be no more
flood.
these testimonies that are before all
us hearts to bethe word of God.
at the final end?
condemnation nnd remorse of conscience will be their reward. On the
other hand the
of the Bible
will entitle the believer in
doctrines of
C
of the same will
to
are
and
Let me die the death of
let mv last end be like
NICHOLAS RUMEL
~---·~"'~

----,.-~------··-------

LETTER FROJVJ BRO.

J.

C. FOSS.

I was
to take my
with
and
intermittent fever. I vvas administered to
but the prayers did not reach
was vrxy much alarmed about
I felt th'lt
unusual
I called a
and he
I soon
and for four
Bno,

BLAIR

:-On.

to me was,
will raise thee
and you shall
For I have a
work for you to do
Much more was said
I omit as I wish
letter to be
short. This g·ave me
I assure
you, for I knew it was of God.
I
the elders would
me I would then get the
did not, The doctor called
times
the four
his last

"is
treatof God to
the

I
seven1l

one
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D.
Cduncil
send the desired
livenmce v./ould come.
around Bro. Luff told Bro. C.
to anoint me. He did so, and then he callBro. M. Shaw to offer the
servant, I,
for you
medicine can
; but fear not, I
raise thee up
thou shalt do a work for me."
how thankful and
know that

ser;rices.
"I don't charge
you
come here for
your money, I came to try and get you
'\Vel!." For this I thank Doctor Ervin.
He
to no church, so he told me.
Yours truly,
]. C. Foss.

IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL.
ANALYTICAL AND ABLE ARTICLE
'WHICH ANNIHILATES MILES GRANT'S
THEORY

offered

ON

THE

SUBJECT.

n ESPECTFULL Y ask you to P"ive space to
this
to some of "the ass;rtions made
the Assembly
the immorcalled the
because a
take place,
body prior to
death can have
the period beresurrection or that
with the distabernacle includes
of the spirit.
direct and posirespecting
of disemexistence and lo'Norld, these g-reat
are everyw i1ere in; plied, and since
11nd
were brought to
of the Messiah, the
world has received them.
ML Grant stated that "the
'immortal soul' and 'immortal
not occur once in Scripture;"
the
'life for evermore,' 'everand 'eternal life' are repeated
sccreo\ of times in reference to men in the
Red!
and inheriting
are equivalent to the
duration of life
to the earthly body, for
often ""'t""·'·"rl to as mortal, "vile,"
" therefore the terms "everlast" "eterna'" etc., must relate to some
man's constitution. For life
end and
again without a
is subversive of all laws of
n~ture
is as irrational as it is
''He trwt believeth on me
life." The flesh has no
v.rhich it can fulfill

379
intellect, the grandest work in the universe, ends at death's touch, and is annihilated. Imagine every faculty of the soul
falling into utter disuse; all the treasures
of the mind instantly lost, the most intricate
and wonderfully constructed apparatus cast
away for ever! What an awful thought
should the dead so die. And yet this is
what Mr. Grant would have us believe and
quotes as his authority the following: "In
the grave his thoughts perish." Certainly! "The dead know not anything" because "there is no knowledge or wisdom
in the grave.'' Certainly not! The intelligent spirit does not go there, only the
senseless dust. Thinking is tbe function
of the brain. \Vhen the brain ceases to
act, thought perishes, i. e., runs out. Per
is a Latin root, and me am through; islz
implies motion or passing; when the body
dies the thoughts perish or pass out of it.
The dead are alwavs rderrecl to as to the
fleshly body, neve~ as to the spirit But
the subject at issue is the existence of a
spiritual identity, either as joined to the
body or separate from it, and the proof of
its immortality, i. e., not subject to death.
The questi0n is not as to its name, whether it be a man, a soul, a thou, or a spirit; but does the thing itself, the identity,
exist, and never die?
l\!Ir. Grant seems to be perplexed as to
how a spiritual being can dwell in, leave
and re-enter a natural body. The difficulty lies in the misconception of the nature of spiritual things. Paul Rays, "There
is a natural body, and there is a spiritual
body," not there will be, but there is.
This implies personality of both. What
is a spirit? A spirit is a being formed of
spiritual substances, just as there are beings formed of physical substance~. What
a spiritual substance is in itself I can not
tell, neither can I tell what natural substance is. Can Mr. Grant? He is conscious of the existence of air, caloric,
and various ethereal substances; does he
know wh:1t they are in their nature? Did
he ever see them? A person born blind
is in the midst of bbzing light, but he is
unconscious of it. Is he justified in denying its existence? God framed man's outward form from earthly elements, can not
He org-anize spiritual structures from spiritual elements? "Dust thou art" is quoted
by Mr. Grant, but it is not found in the
Hebrew Bible. He should know that the
verb art is an addition made by meddling
translators. If he will read the text in the
orig-inal he will find the words arranged
"Dust, thou to dust shalt return." This is
very different to "Dust thou art." "The
Lord God formed man out of the dust of
the ground (the first 'of the' is not in the
orig·inal), and breathed into his nostrils the
breath of life and man became a livin,soul.'' The breath of God is the Spirit ~f
God, for breath is spirit. This breath or
spirit became a part oft he individuill man;
and the same spirit of life is in every !iv.
ing man, but it is not dust, neither does it
return to dust. Nor is this breath of life
that spirit of the man which constitutes
his individuality and identity. His spirit
is himself; and never was and never will
be anything or anybody else but himself,
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Devils are spiritual
hut they
have not mortal bodies.
will have
no oart in the resurrection
yet they
will' conti.nue to exist in the future life.
These evil spirits are in their nature and
substance the same as the spirits of men.
They sometimes enter and ahide in human
tabernacles; they compress the rightful
owner and take possession. (Matt. I z:
45·) They are reserved in everlasting
chains under darkness unto the judgment
of the great day. This applies al~o to disembodied spirits of wicked men who will
partake of punishment with them, in being cast into the bottomless pit during the
millennium. It will be seen from Revelations 17 and also r6: 13, I4, that the
"beast" and "false prophet" are not individuals onlv, but clas~es of clisembodied
spirits, who will ascend out of the bottomless pit to receive their bodies at the last
judg-ment, and then go into perdition,
which is the second death. (Chron. z: 7;
17: 8.) These spirits are immortal; and if
wicked spirits live forever, will not also
the spirits of the righteous? The immortal spirit or intelligence that has taken its
abode in our bodies comes from God.
Hence, after the dissolution of this mort~~!,
the immortal spirit returns to God who
gave it. If it were annihilated at death
how could it return? But some of those
spirits were seen of John the Revelator
under the altar: "The souls of them that
were slain for the word of God and the
testimony which they held." These souls
were not resurrected beings, as the time
had not come. They were not slain souls,
or dead men, but souls of them that were
slain.
They had organic forms, for
"white robes were given to every one of
them." They possessed organs of speech,
etc., for "they cried with a loud voice,
How long, Oh Lord, dost thou not judg-e
and avenge our blood on them that dwell
on the earth." Thev were told to "rest
vet for a little season', until their fel!.owservants should be killed as they were."
-Rev. 6. The Apostle saw also four and
twenty "elders," and ten thousand times
ten thousand ane-els and elders who had
been redeemed '£rom the earth and were
in the Paradise of God awaiting the first
resurrection, that they might "reign with
Christ upon the earth." All these spiritual beings, good and bnd, manifested intelligence, "knowledg·e and wisdom," while
they were dead in the language of Scripture, but they were alive in spiritual activity and personality.
It is understood that man is a cornpound
of body and spirit. When this compound
is dissolved, the parts sep8rate, and the
man, as such, no longer exists. The next
question is--what becomes of the parts?
We both agree that the body returns to
dust. I maintain that the soul, or spirit, is
immortal.
Mr. Grant denies this, although he admits that the spirit returns to
God! Now the re~urrection ·will rest01'e
the
and

the
of the
tutes the "second de3th."
JYir. Grant admits man
But no man can prove rhat
had a
He also
returns to
terly impossible
that spirit t"l<'l"
resurrection p,;u] says:
it a bod v as it hath
eth whi't a
?

occupant for the house.
The
that the
body is conceived in
brought forth of error.
reverses the order of creation
make:; a
gap in the path of eternal increase.
living things,
sesses a living
vives itB earthly
its seed as a
To

the babe
as soon
salutation sounded in
in my womb
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by their united
this divine doctrine in
while the few

lanterns,
I have not written this to draw out any
written
but
Grant

~-----~-------~-----

LENGTH OF MAN'S LIFE.
HUMAN LONGEVITY DEPENDS UPON
PRUDENCE AND KNO\VLEDGE.
THERE is no
longevity
and that the

of

more,

at an
age when there was no
by which
to compute events; when no cron.ological
records were kept and when it was the

them in
supposed to
the same time. Thus
the sources of:
were many, although
the narrators believed their statements to
be
The late Sir
Cornewall
these narrarit,
rases have
attained to
an age of more
a century. In these
has been established by writand not
evidences of a colnor
Scarcely a
passes now but
the death of
one or more centenarians is reported, and
in
every case the fact that the dece:ised
lived to the
claimed is incontrovertible, Cases
longevity, it is
will become more and more comrnon now as a sufftcient time from the beof
births goes on.
this statement many facts
The insurance companies
the limit on life;
to appreciate that
largely upon
external
the mortality records bear evidences of an average increase
of human life and a corresponding increase
in the
of life. At one time the
ex.pe:ct;at1on of life to a man of zo was givNow a man of 30, it is
live to the age of 63 at
Due attention to the laws ot nature
of healthy
cities has much to do
increase of human iife,
is it better proven than
undeniable reduction of

'iV

fast livers, of
the recthe longthat the
is·consideraago.
to be wondered at, however,
done in the oiden
by rnasaving of
worker.
of sanitation and nrevention
been s~•lved, and
the
of
commodities is
included in the curriculum of study in every
school throughout the land. The greatest
condition governing longevity, viz.; her-

editv, is better understood, and the taints
tran~smitted from generation to generation
are .becoming less and less every year as
the germs of disease are killed in the present age. Diseases once believed incurable
and which were looked for to mar;ifest
themselves in posterity from birth, are now
radically cured, so that not only the one in
whom it 6rst showed is relieved, but his
children and his children's children are
granted immunity from a transmission of
the disease.
That the average age of the human race
is increasing is an undeniable fact. The
statistics of America and of all other countries indicate this increase and justify the
limit of So to 85 years, with a good chance
of 100. The records of death are not
quoted alone in support of this, but the
registry of births as well. Scarcely a day
passes but that the Iooth birthday of some
one is reported by the daily press.
Some time ago the newspapers printed
thirty-three death notices in one day. Of
these, twenty-seven were over 70 years of
age, seven were over 8o, four were over
90, and two had passed their IOoth year.
Of these thirty-three deaths, twenty-two
were women, nearly all of them widows,
and the preponderance of age vvas among
them, Though it is claimed and generally believed that there are more boys born
every year than girls, statistics show that
women live longer as a rule than do men,
and this fact is used in support of the claim
made that external conditiocs have a great
influe:Jce on the term of human life. W omen live more regularly than men, their
habits are more in conformity to nature
than those of the opposite sex, they are
less given to excesses of all kinds, and in
consequence the average of their existence
is greater than that of man.
Besides the re:1sons
bettering the conditions
the growth of
of medicines and
The
the majority
them have
been
and that their
has been
result of a simple
mon-sense mode of life. Some time
worthv professor in one of the
medic;J ~olleges in the country
his class on the opening
o£ the term
in these words: "Young gentlemen, forty
years ago I sat where you now si>:, and
where I stand to-day stood a v<:nerab!e and
scholarly gentleman, whose name has since
gone down to posterity and will live long
after you and I have nassed away. At
that time-it was his pro~ince to tell me and
my province to learn how, why and when
to administer medicine. To-day it is diffor it is my privilege to tell you
and your privilege to know how, why
and when not to administer medicine."
Brain work, so long believed to be un~
favorable to longevity, is now looked upon
ln the reverse light, and the ages of those
engaged in pursuits calling for mental labor, compared to those of the working
classes, indicate that brain work is not unfavorable to long life.- It is proverbial
that judges and statesmen attain to a good
old age, while the average life of the
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TH
"wage workers" does not compare with
them. Year by year the conditions governing human lite increase. Man's work
is made the more easy, his future is better
assured, his comforts multiply, he learns
the better how to live and his chances for
a length of days increase in proportion to
his acceptance and application of nature's
laws.- Chicago llfail.
MINISTERIAL ENTERTAINMENT.

WHo will entertain the minister? is often
a vital question in places where there is
no pastor, and the church has to depend
upon itinerent service, having a new one
to deal with every Sunday. In the coun ..
try, where people are glad to see a new
face once in a while, and where the bill of
fare if, limited to Hobson's choice-"thiR
or nothing"--with some independence of
character to go with it, there is but little
trouble on this line, unless there is a squabble to see who shall have him. But in
cities, where people are supposed to live in
more style, and where there is more selfishness and love of ease to the square inch
than there is elsewhere, the squabble is to
see who will get rid of "taking care of
the minister."
Now some of this trouble can be remedied by the use· of common ~ense in knowing how to entertain the minister; and as
the writer is not a minister, no one will
mistrust that he means them if he offers a
few points.
I. The principle trouble that has brought
about an aversion to entertaining the minister is an over estimate of the job, in the
first place; and the consequence laying
out for the work that is supposed to be
called for. Some people can not entertain a friend, not to speak of a stranger,
nowadays, unless his visit has been anticipated a week or two, and a preparation
hom foundation to finish, as you buiid a
cathedral, has been made. Where is the
pertinence nowadays of that injunction of
the apostle, "Be careful to entertain strangers, for thereby some have entertained
angels unawares?" Angels in olden times
were not in the habit of sending word a
week ahead (as con~tables do in iiquor
seizures to-day) that they were going to
call on a man, so as to give him a chance
to brush up his faith and put away his
wickedness. No, they drop down on a
man suddenly, as the Lord will do to us
ere long; and if nngels and a prophet did
not w:Jit until a c:1ke was baked, it will
not hurt a minister or any body else to do
so to-day. We need, ministers and all, to
return to the simplicity of the olden times.
We are cultured so highly that our piety
is bound out, and the ground is occupied
with worldliness.
2. Most ministers are big enough to take
care of themselves if you will give them a
fair chance and let them alone. They do
not need to be petted, patted, pntised, coddled, or fussed over. Raise a family, as
godly women are Rdmoni&hed to do, and
bestow all that taffy and twaddle on your
babies, which other folks, with less sense,
put on the young minister-and ruin him.
3· Live just as well spiritually and tern-

porally, when there is not
town, and then you'll be
one in most any
along accidentally.
out the corn is not to be
is an ox which treads
mince pie. Live
would be healthv and
not bake mince' and other
cakes for the minister; leave them fer
ungodly who are said to "not live
thdr days"--probably, partly on
count. The trouble with the
manv is not in their
but
stotri'achs. You can't
the stomach and ounce
and be an effective Christian,
4· Take the minister
him plainly and
Don't talk him to
you think of a man who took
to keep
after the horse
hard journev, should after
the ·
the stall, to see him sho'N
his
and ~ood
? A horse should
for the next
minister. H you do
church, he has
to
harder on that account.
to think. A man who
contained in last year's sermons, has
think. An aucti(meer whose much in ideas as in a
Tennyson's brook-"on
all the time, meal times
man who preaches ideas can not,
get the idea that
the
is getting the minister
entertain you on·n~AO)
to talk. Other

·exalteth hhnself above
or that is
The
t.heir predecessors in apostasy, shun
\~Then tiH~ light is present
to point out
defects and atrocious pretensions. w·e have nothing to fear fror.a thetn; our
sea is
vve v1ant now Is to make our
own
order to do
let
member
church feel and realize
of the ;mrden
bearing off the kingdom rests
h1m.

ed upon their individual
lives and such nH~dnG as
vdth to spare for
1J\rork.
It is a
sacrifice for the
pdved
con-d:orts and farr:dly
to save erring one'S and
hon1e in the celestial
this

dein order

and they that
sta:rs for evf'r
And as the reveLation
of this last
so be that you sh2.! !'labor all yonr
rep:entane~ unto this
be one soul unto
Him ln the
'"L"-"L''"'~ as

slept in or
ing-.-Sel.
~-~~~,p--~.,.,--._,.,

----

..•_....,

----~~------------~----~------------

!aboreth in the
tuileth in the affairs o.f tbe
rnen of business and
work, labor together
Go,d ior the
of the ·vvork in trusted to all."-D. &
of the Lord
The
the neeeB-

To the Saints in our
grace attend you in all ynur
efforts be untiring
A more interesting
than we
is not alloted to men, and the present year opens
with much to
u:o: Fhrst, V?e
large mif:.sion,
nearly six
namely Virginia.
Pennsylvania. Michigan
northern
Secondly, we have an incre-a~e of LJbore:rs to
help us. Thirdly. much of the
has
given away and the Reorganization
ognized by all well inform,,d and fair
people as a virtuous, loyal, God·fearing chunch.
in contrast to those lecherous
who l.nhabitthe salt lands in the
of America.

·men1bers.
Jc>seph, with the Book
the great
that (Jod is love, ar1d a covenant
And as He was mindful of
and
so
has He not
to
to all nations; and
Hfted His
to
as a warning that
the end draweth near, and the rewards are soon
to be meted out to all the f:?Jthful ·workers in. the
glorified kingdom.
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LD.
We can not forbear
and priests the
neighborhoods as much
preach the word, so our
the time of our
then say, "VVe have not
warned." We exhort all to be faithful to !.heir covenant in Christ,.
and see all do as
would wish
had done
when the blessed
healing b
his wings" "to bind
hearted and
comfort all that mourn.
Ern.
C. and L.
Carpenter,
Brown, F.
are all good
in the mission all
time.
We would be pleased to hear from you respectively often,-and of the interest of: the work in
your various fields; and,
advice and counsel
see if we can devise
methods as will
strengthen each other in building up and keeping
the best of interest in our
aging all local laborers to do
feed the flock of God. and call in the Jambs to
the fold where Chris.t is the Chief Shepherd.
We have but one interest, brethren, and that is to
see the church increase and prosper.
The Bishop and his Counsellor
live ~dthin our especial field, and we may reasonably expect to see and have them help to put
the financial system of the church into perfect
order, practically, during the coming year in all
the churches.
As financiers there are none to excel them.
and none have made more sacrifice financially t~
serve the church than they-and all for the love
of the work. Hence no selfish interest can be
attached to them, on! y as they with us, all desire
to be saved in the kingdom of God, upon the
principle that he who sacril1ces and labors {;Xpects
to receive re-wards for work
and according
to the deeds here performed. It a fact that the
Scriptures teach that
rendered accord.ing to deeds done
according to our faEh.
tremble, and the
wicked have "a certain
fearful looking for of
;" but he who
labors as the righteous
the coming of the
judgment with JOY and not
The grand work never
now to us, and we do not feel to
looking after those discontented ones who take
del.ight in casting odium
the work or its defenders. But we feel
cheerfulness to
on until it is finished
coming of our
amidst the shout of the
and the trump
of God callin?! all to
The prayer~meetings
Saints ofien meet
to speak one to another should not be neglected.
There is the place to get your spiritual strength
renewed ana to
one another,-but especially your presiding
The enemy of: an righteousness is
alert to catch those who are not on
the language that "idleness is the
the devil," certainly none but the
tian can expect to be saved in the
rection.n
Ever praying for your success until crowned
in the triumphant coming of the
of
we remain your servants and
in
everlasting gospel,
E. C. BRIGGS,
G. T. GRIFFITHS.
To the Saints in
Territory :-The
the
gospel in the above
is
bv Bro.
A. J. Layland, of
Lake county, Idaho, as I understand as
circumstances. will
permit, to which 1 know of no legal objection.
For as Nelson exclaimed while facing the ene·
my's bullets at Trafalgar,
expects this
day that every man will do
But the
term "this day" may be applied
the Lord's
service to mean our whole term of life subsequent
to entering into covenant with the Lord; and in
that service there is no guaranty for doing as we
please, except we chose to do right; and that
right is to be determined by a right method of
law, and order.
And in the face of the variety
and decisiveness of right, thus determined, con-

Santa Fe can stop at El Torro station, between
Santa Ana and San Juan, where teams will be
ready to convey them to the camp. Those coming via Southern Pacific will be met at Santa
Ana depot if they will notify me in advance so I
can have teams in readiness at noon of each day
to convey them.
Come Saints; arouse, put
forth a strong effort one and all to come and receive a blessing. Elders Heman C. Smith and
Joseph F. Burton, missionaries in charge are expected to be present; also elders Q. S. Sparks,
Hiram L. Holt and others. Be present July zd
if possible.
D. S. MILLS.
Box zro, SANTA ANA,
Los Angeles Co., Cal.
May 28th, 1889.

DIED.
HoPKINS.--At Lucas, Iowa, May 25th, r889,
Stella J, child of Brother and Sister Thomas
Hopkins, aged 19 days. A sweet bud plucked
away by the grim destroyer. Funeral services
by Elder H. A. Stebbins.
Though your darling child iB token
From your bosom to the urn ;
Soon the sleeping dust will waKen
And her spirit will return.
Yes. again you will behold her,
Fairer than the morning ray;
In your g.rms you will enfold her,
When all tears are wiped away.

CAFFALL.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The semi·annual conference of the North Nebraska district will convene on the evening of
June 28th, with the Platte Valley branch, three
miles south of Valley station. It is expected
that a gro,-e will be provided for the oecasion.
Bro. James Caffall is expected to be present. Let
. all reports be prepared
and placed in the
hands of the
Those coming
by train from
be met at vVaterloo,
and those
from the west will be met at
Bro. N. Brown, Waterloo.

conference of the Northern IlliWisconsln district will be held
29th and 3oth, at No. 2r3 West Madison-st
It is
that both Branch and
School
will be fully represent.·
some of the general ministry will
he present
help us in the work of the conference. The Saints of the Chicago branch extend
a cordial invitation to all who wish to attend.
Eric
214 Sedgwick street, S.C. Good,
463
street, committee.
F. M. CooPER, Dist. Pres.
SUNDAY SCHOOL AND REUNION
MEETINGS.
Sa!nts and members of the Latter Day Saints'
district Sabbath School Association of Southern
Califorrda are hereby notified tbat said A~socia
tlon will hold a series of meetings at the edge of
the
lake, in Laguna Canyon, twelve miles
south
Santa Aaa, beginning July 3d, r889.
All Saints. and members of Latter Day Saint
S<cbbath Schools in this district, and all visiting
Saints are cordially invited to be present, and to
take part in the exercises as far as they can. For
see Hope. It would be best could the
assemble and have their tents pitched by
Tuesday night, (July zd), and those who do so
will be richly rewarded by a lecture from Elder
D. S. Mills.
VINA H. GoFF.
·
Acting Ge~e1·al Sup't.
The first of a series of reunion meetings for the
Sout(lern district of California will convene in
the tent at the big lake in Laguna Canyon, Los
county, July 25th, r889. to continue one
if the weather is favorable. Abundance
wood and water for the accomodation of
all
wish to camp; and a good hotel in
easy reach of those who may desire it. Saints
coming by rail on the California Southern or

NEWEY.-At Birmingham, England, May
16th, r889, Sister Sarah Newey, in her 77th year.
She was born November roth, r812; was baptized
October 4th, r87o, at Birmingham, by Elder
Thomas Taylor. She remained faithful to the
end and died in full hope of a glorious resurrection with the just.
HENDRICKS.-·At the home of her parents,
near Barry, Pike county, Iliinois, after six days
of severe sufferin?! with tvphoid fever and congestion of the brairi, Miss Lydia Alice Hendricks,
daughter of R. C. and 0. A. Hendricks. She
was born on August 24th, r87o, and died on January 12th, 1889.
HENDRICKs-At the home of his parents, near
Barry, Pike county, Illinois, after one month's
severe suffering with typhoid and catarrhal fever,
William Isaac Hendricks, son of R. C. and 0. A.
Hendricks. He was born February 27th, r86r,
and died February 2oth, r889.
HENDRICKs.-Daniel Ray Hendricks, son of
R. C. and 0. A. Hendricks, was crushed to death
by the falling of a tree where he was sawing timber, a few miles from his parent's home. He
was taken away in the full health and strength
of manhood without a moment's warning. He
was born November 28th, r867, and died April
17th, r889. He was, as all the others, born and
raised in Pike county, Illinois. A funeral discourse was preached by Elder Jackson Goodale
on the fifth day of April, r889.
NOTICES.
Notice is hereby given to the scattered members of the Pleasant View branch of the Spring
River district, Kansas, to wit, Matthew Alexander, Mary J. Sheperdson, James Sbeperdson,
Marion Hollinsworth, Mercy E. Hollinsworth,
Benjamin Combes, George vV. Mavis. They are
requested to report toR. Bird, clerk of the Pleasant View branch, by August first, or their names
will be dropped as scattered members. By order
of the branch.
R. BIRD, Clerk.
[They should not be dropped, but recorded as
scattered members on the branch record.--ED.]
To the members of the Reorganized Church,
scattered in Colorado, greeting:
Through much diligence, perseverance and
sacrifice, the few Saints of the Rocky Mountain
branch have enclosed a house of worship 36x2r,
with a 14 foot ceiling, with a neat vestibule; one
of the most if not the m·ost arduous works in the
church ever accomplished by so few Saints. The
help received from neighbors and friends has far
exceeded their expectations. Seats and oiher
furniture have yet to be secured, and an appeal
is hereby made to the Saints scattered, as above,
for assistance in its completion. This is the first
and only church built by the Saints in Colorado.
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'Tis not an expensive structure, but when finished
will be neat and :respectable. Those wishing to
aid will please forward their donations to James
Kemp, Hutchinson, Colorado. Members in other
states will be privileged to help if desiring, but an
especial appeal is made to the Saints in Colorado.

PUBLICATIONS
LAMONI, DECATUR

JAMES CAFFALL,

In clzarge oj mission.

A FINE MOSAIC OF LAMONI,

sYzx8Yz

inches.

Seventeen different residences grouped in one curd with
name under each picture.
By mail, post paid, 35c; per doz. $3; per 100, $20. Send
35c. for sample.
~ The traveling ministry please notice this.
A. M. CHASE, Lamoni, Iowa.

Fall.'l!D for Sale.
A good farm for sale of 40 acres, good rich soil, all well
fenced, 2 good wells, large pond for stock, old orchard
bearing good, 300 young trees of choicest fruits, new
lumber stable and cowshed all shingled, buggy shed,
new granary all painted, good rock milk house, other
om-houses. A good 6 roomed cottage, porched, papered,
and painted outside and inside, close to 4 towns, also on
4 mam roads, 2 good groves of maple trees each side of
the cottage. Will be sold cheap, rather than rent. A big
bargain for some one. Fal'm a fB\V miles from Lamar~ the
county seat of Barton county.
EBENEZER MILLER, Senior,
ScAM:r\IONVTLLE, Cherokee county, Kansas.
RoBER'l' VVrNNING, Pres't.

D. F. NrcHoLWN, Cashier.

BANK OF LAMONI.
."-nnple ReS}JOlili§ibiUty.
Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Rca! Estate
bought and sold.

lIn the Press. J

SAINTS'
PRICE $z.so BY l'IIAIL.
The Harmony will contain all the hymns in the
Saints' Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720 tunes, I3 full sized pages of music,
fuli instruction on choir and anthem music, the
Editor's preface and introduction, and publisher's
preface.

AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Price pe:u: year

$1.1>0.

M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,

HOLY SCRIPTGRES.
(Inspired Translation
,Jogeph
Sheep or Library binding ........• , . • . . .. 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ........ , .... 2
New Testament, inspired .................. .
BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ............•
Imitation Morocco, giH
. . . . •.•••• ,
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
tlprinklea
Imitation "'~''"'"-c.v
SAINTS' HARP-HYMN BOOK.
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled
.... ., .. 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ...........••
BRADEN"-KELI"EY DEBATE,,
Cloth Boards, 396 pftgei\ ................. 1
PropoRitionc: ·-(1) Ir; tl,e Book of 'w''''"'"""
divine OY~~n} n:nd a:re its
the respect an J belief ni' an
(2) Is tho Church of which I,
a member, the Church
in faith, orgnnization,
practice, with the Church of
peTfected by the Apostles of
Reor§p·anizcd Chureh of Jesus
Day aints in fact, the Church
cepted with Him?
FOHSCU'l'T---s:m.NN Dlf3CUSSION.
Paper covers, 194
J. Shinn aJD.rms
Dible teaehcs tho
ing of Christ to Judge the
M. H. Forscutt affirms "The
Literal Resurrection
VISIONS OF
H

ESTATE

AGENTS,

West Lexington Street,
INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI.

Next to Warnky's Gallery.

---:A Family Newspaper.:--THE INDEPENDENT PATRIOT
l~rovides

its readers weekly with

56 COLUMNS

or reading Inatter, including Donlestic and Foreign News,
Home, Around the World, Religious, Scienti:fi.c and Personal departments, and aims to keep its readers thoroughly acqnamt.ecl with !.he stJ•iking features of the world's
progress. Try 1t and know for yourself. Samnle copy
free. One dollar per year.
•
LAMBERT BROTHERS, PuBLISHERs,
25aug
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

li CHRONQLOGICliL $']A'fECHISM:

Or, Key io the Chronology of the Bl.ble.
BY A. J. MAPES.
L1mp Cloth, 103 pages, price 35 cts.

For sale by

Bro. H. R. MILLS, Independence Mo.

75

Discoveries of Ancient Ameri.can
Relics, with the statement of v.
Paper covers, 43 pages ................. ., ..

TO

Leather backs and
ed headings, and ruled
Blessing of Children, and for
DISTRICT RECOHDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branc"

25
50
15

3 00
LICENCES, NOTICES, &c.
Elders, Priests, Tea.chers, and Deacons
censes, each per dozen. ~ ~ ~ .. ., ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~, ~
Baptism and Confi.rmation Certificate books
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred....•
CERTIFICATES AND REPOHTS.
Branch Statistical Reports,
40
Annual Statistical Reports,
05
Certificates of Bapti8m
per dozen ......................... ., ... .
Certificates of Removal, per dozen.......••
Marriage Certificates, per dozen ..........•
BUNDA Y SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
Sunday School Engineer a.nd Record Book.
Prompt Attendance
100 for.
ords .........

o . o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ., ..

D

REAL

.... ,

•

75

•

75
50

"
"
1,000
Good Behavior 'I'ickets ..........•.
MISCELLANEOUS.

00

00

Tract 42.-Rejection of the Chnrch, a
per hundred..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... I
Tract 43.-0ne Wife, or Many, per dozen... 25
per hundred .......................... ll, S
S.IUHU.'I'li 1§Cl:IJt.!ilJl, lMJOii:t~.
~compendium of Faith, for higher c1E8ses, bound in
sprinkled Leather, each ......................... $1 00
The same bound in Cloth........ .. .. . .. . .. .. ..
.
75
Question Book, for intermediate: classes, el'lch
per dozen........................ .. .. • . .. . .. . .. .. 2.50

ss

30
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"HE~RKEN To" THE Wonn oF THE LoRD:

Fo:a THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE 1'l.' BE ONE WIFE.- AND CON()lJJliNES
HE SHALL HA'TE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIE'TE THAT ONE MAN SEOULD"HAVE ONE
AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: ExcEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
xs AT LIBER'rY To MARRY AnAIN. "--Page 330,
of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

J~RALD:

Official I'a per of the Reorganized Church of J esu• Christ of

Latter· Day Saints

:PUBI~I.SliED AT LAI~IONI, DEOATI:TH COUNTY, IOWA~

Every Satm·day.

Price $2.25 per.yeai.
Distriet and Branch I)residents,
are requested to solicit new sub..
up the 1~apel' and the publication

A SSOCIA'rE

Iowa, June

22,

EDITOR.

188g.

DR. THOMAS ON THE EXISTENCE
OF GOD.

Rev. Dr. Thomas, of Chicago, has long
been known as one of the most advanced
.. ~·~·v·>--··~~· teachers of the age. His liberal
and fearless advocacy of them
resulted in his leaving the Methodist church.
On sabbath last he
a remarkable
sermon which has
the whole religious
no·rt1rm of Chicago and the
to thinkand
wherever the sermon has
read.
following- is the principal
the
at least that part of the
address which has
so much comment:
Chicago Tribune: "I
whether
or not it is possible for man and the human
intellect ever to stand without the possibilof a doul:(t with reference to God. I
never saw an
to orove
the existence of
that did
ne~d anargument to uphold the first. ·Reason tries to show God and fails. It is the
heart that
God, but doubt will
ever
on the part of the understandwords were uttered
Rev. Dr.
from the pulpit of
people's
morning as the climax of
reasoning. They creaa decided sensation in the congregation.
was crowded·to the doors, the
were filled to overflowing, and
in the auditorium there was barely standroom. The popular
was at his
He had selected an
text as
and an immense congreg-ation
was present to hear him. Once or twice
during the course of his sermon, while developing philosophical lines of argument,
he had treaded on ground perilously near
the skeptical <ind uttered words pregnant
widlfree thought doctrines; but not until
he delivered the words quoted had he flung
out so bold and radical a statement. It
was in all respects a most remarkable ser-

mon, one which will doubtless call forth
numerous criticisms from the clergy.
Dr. Thomas' text was taken from Paul's
to the Corinthians, where the
we speak, not in the worJ;;
man's wisdom teacheth but which
teacheth, comparing spiritual
with spiritual. But the natural man
not"the things of the Spirit of God,
are foolishness unto him, neither
them, because they are spirdiscerned."
began by calling attention
to the fact that for centuries the movement
of the human· mind had been mainly outhence the progress of the world
along the lines of great discoveries
and inventions and creation of industries.
or outward powers of
called into action more
the reflective. Man had thought
from himself rather than about himmaterial knowledge had been
more than the spiritual. But
from this outward reach the thought of man
was
and the methods of this return movement were seen in several directions. The great activity in material
studies had found a new field and impetus
in the physiology and chemistry of the
of man; in the appearance of several
forms of ancient thought, as in theosophy,
Christian science, and the occult mysticism
of India. But there was still another indication in the less gross and material interput on the doctrines of religion.
''What mearis this great return movement?" went on Dr. Thomas. "What
means this g-reat wave of spiritual change?
It exh>ts, none dare dispute the fact, and
it must be taken into account~ Fifty years
ag·o it would have been considered gross
infidelity, shocking skepticism, to put any
other than 'a literal interpretation on the
resurrection of the body. Intelligent men
believed as strong-ly as they believed in their
own existence that the resurrection of man
meant the coming together again of man's
body, bone, and flesh. But to-day ope
would have to look far and wide for a man
who believes that this gross body laid in
the grave will come np again. The same
is true of the present understanding of hell
and future punishment. Not one of our
modem ministers believes that this literally
resurrected man is to be cast into a materi,
al hell of fire, with a clanging of chains,
misery, and sufferings infinite.
These same ministers are already declaring: that they never held such a belief.
The tim'e is doubtless coming: also when
they'll deny that such. a belief was .ever
thought of.
"But history records these facts.
"Why all this change? My friends, this

world is a world of effects as well as causes.
This return movement of thought to self
is productive of results. Thought has
reached that point where it now believes
that the ego is not the vile dust once held
to be.
What difference does it make
whether God is taught in a cathedral that
shows splendid vistas 'af architectural beauty or in a theatre; · 1 hether the teacher
wears the sacerdot:ri robes or the plain
black coat; whether incense is burnt, ahthems.chanted, and a gorgeous display of
ermine and purple is made, or a plain
prayer offered?
"The rational intellect has become the
body of the spirit. It iJ of God and like
God-the same in kind, only less in degree-and it cares little whether worship
is made in the wilderness and play-house
or in that sanctified pile of bricks and mortar called a church. It is the spirit that
rules! See it in the expressions of art.
The material is subjected to the spiritual."
The ego in man, the me, the conscious
knowledge that reasons, feels, perceives,
and acts-that is the spirit, he said. That
was the God-given breath which made it
possible to commune with God, to know
God.
The common thought was that
man was simply a dual being-bouy and
soul. But· a deeper analysis is emphasizing the spirit, hence there are soul, body,
and spirit. The sense world is that of the
body, and this being the organism of the
soul or mind life is the medium of external reason. But pure reason is from within. "M.an's ideas broaden," went on Dr.
Thomas, "but man's mind is finite.
God.
is infinite. , Even the psychical man can't
understand the spirit. Hence I question if it
is possible for .man to ever stand without
the possibility of a doubt with reference to
God. Reason tries to show God, but it is
the heart that perceives God."
Dr. Thomas had warmed up to his subject (says the report), and he delivered this
last sentence in a voice trembling with excitement. A decided sensation was created,
but the pastor prevented a demonstration
by quickly following up the line of his argument.
.,,,
"What is that singular something," he
asked, "in the human heart telling him to
do what is right? What is that which
leads man to ask such questions as these:
Is it right; is it safe; is it expedient? The
ought and the ought not! Call it conscience, call it God consciousness, the spirit
power coming from God, it is all of us.
"What .our age is coming to, :and what
I ~rust we are all yearning for, ·is to see
the kirigdom of God here on earth. That
. kingdom of heaven can never be elsewhere
than within us; it can't be without us. The
spirit comes to our heart and touches our
conscience. That IS nevef ··t.orgotten.
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Talk of regeneration! What is regeneration but God speaking to man through the
conscience, the mind?
"Reason is the spiritual side of religion;
th1s is the sanctum, the 'holy of holies.'
As the material world waits on the sense
life of man and the world of reason waits
on his soul, so the world of religion waits
upon his-spirit. God as a holy spirit comes
to the spirit of man, touches the conscience, quickens it, enthrones it. That is
conscience towards God. That is eternal
life.
"How, then, shall we treat this 'holy of
holies' in us?" went on Dr. Thomas. "Yield
first to what appeals to the inner life.
Seek solitude. Be alone. Think, reflect,
reason. That is the meaning of Moses
and the forty yearll, the meditations of
Buddah, this the se[:-:.~t prayer Christ advises. 0, my people, cultivate more silence,
more solitude, and a greater realization of
God will dawn on you. Let spirit seek
spirit, man reach for God! Meet solitude,
breathe it, seek it. This is the. direction in
which man grows,; away frqm bloody wars,
away from sin, a~>ay from suffering.
'·The sixteenth century saw the greatest
artists; the seventeenth the greatest writers;
the eighteenth the greatest reasoners; the
nineteenth has given and will yet give great
seers and prophets; but in the twentieth
wars will be dead, the gallows dead; men
will be one to another, the life of the spirit
will reign, you shall be my brother, and
God my father!
"This is the life.. awaitir;g you and me."
WERE it practicable to found an argument upon an isolated portion of a sermon
uttered by another under any circumstances, it would not be in the case'of the Rev.
H. W. Thomas iri the utterances credited
to him in the report given above. That
the reverend doctor is an advanced pulpiteer, and is far in the lead of many of his
contemporary ministers in liberal and
broad sentiment, is certainly to be admitted. That he has uttered in this discourse
anything very startling, or extraordinarily
forward we fail to see. There is nothinomore, or worse in the opening statemerrt
of the report and which is given as the
culmination of a line of reasoning stated
to be profound, than is found in the writings of Paul, in the very epistle from
which the doctor quotes:
"For after that in the wisdom of God
the world by wisdom knew not God, it
pleased God by the foolishness of preaching to save them that believe."-I Cor.
I: 21,

It seems strange that so earnest a thinker as Dr. Thomas should have taken the
·text which he did, and then, after a line of
statement and argument largely speculative, should have reached and stated a conclusion in the form of a doubt, which the
apostle from whom he quotes gives almost at the beginning of h1s epistle as a
predicate of his own argument in support
of the thought that man by man's wisdom
and its methods can neither find out, nor
know God.
The two statements, "Reason tries to
show God and fails," and "Reason is the

spiritual side of religion; this is the sanctum, the holy.of holies," are not in agreement in th~ light of the Doctor's exposition that the"sense world is that of the body,
and this being the organism of the soul or
mind hfe is the medium of external reason," anJ that "man's mind is finite; God
is infinite."
In order to make room for his argument the Doctor assumes that the common
thought that man was a "dual beingbody and soul;" is a mistake; and that he
is really a three-fold unity composed of
body, soul, spirit, giving these names in
the inverse ratio of their value and placing the higher last. To save the
acy of reason-possibly to avoid
elusion that revelation is a present necessity-the doctor assumes that reason, or that
in man which reasons is "the spirit; and
that the rational intellect," this power that
thinks, acts, feels and perceives, "hasbecome the body of the spirit," by the long
and. arduous struggle of thought in man
during the ages of the past. Yet he admits that reason, this faculty so exalted bv
him to the ·"sanctum, the holy of holies,"
fails to "show God;" that is, to make him
to appear to this existent, thinking, acting,
reasoning being.
Paul's plea in behalf of the work to be
wrought for man by obedience to the gospel and its demands, and his argument in
support of that plea were that man could
not by virtue of any power which he possessed within himself find out God. Paul
evidently knew and was willing to acknowledge what Doctor Thomas seems to
be willing to forget, "Neither knoweth
any man the Father, save the Son, and he
to whomsoever the Son will reveal him."
The personal work of Christ in revealing God, the Father, to man can never be
relegated to the realm of reason. The
faculty to reason, to think, to feel, to perceive and know, by the processes of ratiocination, the efforts of the rational intellect, all appertain to the natural man.
It is the being in possession of this endowment, the power to reason, that marks
man as the superior creation. Vl!ithout
this, man could no more. be vested with
responsibility, and therefore accountability, than man believes the brute to be.
With this, man necessarily l;>ecomes responsible and accountable. If, with this
endowment man fails to find out God bv
use of the powers within himself, it
should be reason's prerogative to
the fact of man's helplessness in this direction and put him into whatever position
to receive the knowledge he seeks that
may have been appointed by Him of
whom knowledge is sought.
If no man can know the Father,
except the Son, Jesus Christ, shall
him, then there must have been some
way directed of God by ,which man may
be entitled to and receive this revelation,
or there is no necessity for man to know
God. Dr. Thomas recognizes the necessity for this knowledge in these words;
"That is conscience toward God. That is
eternal life."
Paul was impressed that the things of
man were understood by the "spirit of

man which is in him." This "spirit of
man" is competent to all within man's
realm, including all that is within the
field of reason. The knowledge of God,
in the sense that a man becomes conscious of his exir,tence, or in the sense
that the words "knoweth the Father,"
as used by Christ in Matthew I I : 27,
conveys, is not within the realm of
reason, hence can not be reached unto by
man however subtle and broad his reasoning may be. The doctor recommends
to h~s people that they shall seek God in
solitude. "To be alone." To "think, reflect, reason." He states that this was the
meaning of "Moses and the forty years,
the meditations of Buddha, the secret
prayer that Christ advises." Solitude, the ·
communing with nature, the removal of
self from the active life of man, the shutting out from man's life of sin, suffering
and sorrow, may, and often do force the
conclusions upon man that the universe as
a stupenduous whole, and all its parts as
separate and integral parts of one grand
system, have been the results of love, wisdom, power; the carrying out of a design
suggesting' omniscience and omnipresence
in a designer. These force the conviction
that there must be such a cause, for no
such results could have followed other
than the wisest, most loving and far reaching, intelligent designing, associated with
unlimited power.
Is God revealed in
this? No. For from such solitude, such
isolation come as frequently the scoffer
and the skeptic, as he who claims knowledge of God. And it is somewhat curious that some of the profoundest thinkers
and students of the time, past and present,
possessing the most "accurate knowledge
of what nature holds open to the searcher
only, are unbelieving as to what Dr.
Thomas would name the knowledge of
God. Jesus, it is true, went into the solitude of the wilderness. Matthew states
that it was "to be temoted of the Devil."
Mark states that the ''Spirit" drove "him
into the wilderness;" and that he was
"tempted of Satan forty days." Luke
states that he "was led by the Spirit into
the wilderness, being forty days tempted
of the Devil." Why did not Dr. Thomas
use this example of the Savior, the Son
bv whom the fact of God is to be revealed
unto man, as an instance of solitude and
meditation
which man was to be led un
to God.
fled from Egypt to avoid
unfortunate questioning. Israel sojourned
forty years in the wilderness more because
they forgot God, than because
had not known him. Jesus went
the wilderness alone, after his baptism
by John and the shedding of the Holy
Ghost upon him, constrained to go for
purposes of trial and triumph. What
was endured
him during that forty
days is left to conjecture, but from it he
knowing God, having more power to reveal him unto man.
To reflect, to reason . is not onlv the
privilege but the duty of man. No excellence can come to man to be utilized by
him in sublimating the issues of his
life that is not condensed and crystalized
by reflection.
The mass upon which
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are to be exercised
and molehills in the way of
his progress, to be runov,~(). ur sunno'i.mted by slow, ~nd often
methods. The
and
of his personal existence lie all
him. 'His
over and across may be trodden but
once.
lies
either hand he
may determine
ence, by re:::son, and
the "spirit of man
is in him."
What lies beyond; the power of their and
his existence; the life beyond his life, are
all hid from his vision and his reasoning.
From him has been kept the mystery of
life; nor can he know this, or attain unto
the conscious knowledge of his Creator,
unless it shall be
shown, or
made manifest to him in ways chosen by
that Creator.
Dr:. Thomas well says that "Reason
fails" to show God. To
however, this
is for the same reason that
poet, Pope,
in attempting- to dr:tw the comparison between instinct and reason, wrote:
' "And reason raise o'er instinct as you can;
In this, 'tis God directs; in that, 'tis man."

In the days of Job one Elihu gave utterance to the sentiment, "But there is a spirit in man; and the impiration of the
Almighty giveth them understanding."
Of precisely this idea is the language of
Paul in furtherance of the thought that it
was the revelation of the Spirit, by which
the knowledge of God wa.s given, when
he wrote: "Even so the things of God
knoweth no man, but the Spirit of God."
- I Cor. 2: II.
Of similar import is the Savior's statement in both Matthew and Luke: "l
thank thee, 0 Father, Lord of heaven and
earth, that thou hast hid these things from
the wise and prudent, and hast revealed
them unto babes, even so, Father; for so
it seemed good in thy sight." "And no
man knoweth who the Son is but the
· Father; and who the Father is, but the
Son, and he to whom the Son will reveal
him."-Luke I I: 2 r, 22.
When the disciples were challenged bv
J es'us in reference to who he was, they
gave the various ideas
among
men as to his identity, but when directinghis inquiry to them as to their knowledge
of him, Peter, who evidently spoke for all,
stated clearly: "Thou art the Christ, the
Son of
living God."-Matt. 16: r6.
In this Peter not only identifies Christ, but
acknowledges the existence of God; and
that too in no doubtful terms. That Peter
had not reached this conclusion by the effort of his reason. is stated by Jesus: "Flesh
and blood hath not revealed thi[; unto thee,
but my Father which is in heaven."Matt. r6: l7.
Those who would seek after God to
know him should believe in him and that
the reward for seeking should be to find
him. He can not be found
reason,
hence is to be revealed. Dr. ·Thomas has
it "God as a }loly spirit comes to the spirit
of man;" but if he had followed ·the
thought of the apostle whose words he
quoted as his text, he would have said that
God would send his Spirit, the Holy Ghost,
to reveal him unto the spirit of man; as in

Saints he said:
itself beareth witness with our

we are the children of Gvd."-

8: 16.
This is what the Lord meant when he
said: "But when the Comforter is come,
whom I will send unto you from the Fa. . . he shall testify of me.'?-John
test by which a man may discover
whether he is in the way of receiving this
,,omforter is stated by Jesus Christ, the
one who is to make God manifest unto
man, as follows: "If ye love me keep my
commandments. And I will pray the Faand he shall give you another Comthat he may abide with you forever.
If a man love me he will keep my words;
and my Father will love him, and we will
come unto him and make our abode with
him."-John 14: 15, 16,~23.
·
We can not identi(y the body, soul, and
as the Doctor does. Learned docas to the mind, its location,
whence
quality and its functions.
Some hold that it is but a quality attaching
to, or inhering in the brain as a physical ordiffering in individuals according- to
proportion of white and gray matter
of which it is composed; its size, hardness,
texture, (fine or coarse), and the nature of
the life batteries located in the bodily forces.
Some locate the mind in the brain merely
as a physical organ, and so hold. that when
the body dies there is no sentiment, thinkentity left.
Of these are our soul
sleeping philosophers, who urge that when
the body of man dies he dies "all over,"
mind, soul. Some locate the mind
in
region where the nerves center in
passing from the body to the brain; and
urge that the brain is but an org-an qf the
mind, used as the hand or foot is used at
its pleasure. The Doctor for the purpose
of argument locates the "me," that power
that reasons, perceives and acts in the spirand calls ·it conscious knowledge; and
he says: "Reason tries to show God,
but it is the heart that perceives God."
He thus makes a wide 'distinction between
the body, soul, and spirit; but identifies the
:spot where man feels God as the heart.
Materialists would get lost in reading these
distinctions of the Doctor .and would say,
Our learned friend has wandered from his
text. In attempting to account for the
failure of reason to discern the Ego of the
universe, he has himself become tangled
in the labyrinth, and now who shall lead
us to the knowledg-e of God.
The return movement of thought from
the
of the material, the outward,
a;; it is by the recurrence of some
ancient forms of speculative thought, theosophy, Christian science and mysticism we
hope may indicate a final full return to the
planes of. just conception of the things
of God If the grasping mind of man will
but at last admit that he can not find out
God by direct methods the forces and directior1 of which are within man himself,
then he will be content to seek for the
knowledge of God through that great
mystery, "God manifest in the flesh," and
accept the revelation of God through the
"mar~ Christ Jesus," by whom only man
can have access to God.

We are pleased to note that Doctor
Thomas at the last seems to acknowledge
the fuLility of all attempts to fathom the
secret of Jehovah by human means alone,
and according to his light throws himself
upon the revelation of God to man, as the
active, forceful power by which God shall
be known to him, and directs his people
to seek for that by meditation and reflection. If to this injunction he haJ but added that in their reflection and meditation
the "law of the Lord" would be found to
be the g-reat auxiliary to reason, and that
which would guide into the way of the
knowledge of God and eternal life, we
could have said a hearty amen.
Let us further hope that the statement
·with which this report of Dr. Thomas'
sermon closes may be a prophetic one.
Great events must thicken; prophets and
seers must be recognized as they rise during the few years left or the nineteenth
century, if it so be that this utterance is to
be fulfilled.
How true is it that it can make no difference to God whether he is worshiped
in the humble cottage or the lordly mansion, under a gilded dome in a costly cathedral or under the leafy canopy of the
trees, in sacerdotal robes or the dusty habilaments of toil, by wealth or poverty; but
how true it also is that they who worship
the Father "must worship Him in spirit
and in truth; for the Father seeketh such
to worship him." These are the "true
worshipers," wherever they are found and
with them there is no fear that God will
not keep promise and faith with man and
reveal himself to them through the Son;
and in them there is nodoubt concerning
the existence of God. In them "perfect
love" hath "cast ouf fear."

THE following letter needs no explanation
further than to say that , the Progress
claims to have received a lengthy communication from some Latter Day Saint in
Nebraska in advocacy of the Reorganized
Church and against the Campbellites,
which it rejects, saying;" All other churche~ believe the Book of Morm.on and J o
Smith are frauds of the most notorious
types. The Progress is of the same belief." ·
There should be no reaching over into
others' fieldr<, to meddle with the affairs of
missions, districts, or branches in which
they have not been duly chosen and appoin~ed to labor, by any person. Meddlesam ness causes bitterness and confusion.
Except where duty demands and authority
permits, all should remember and "keep
hands off." Here is the letter:
INDEPENDENCE,

Mo., May

3fSt.

Bro. W. W. Blair :-Enclosed please find a
clipping from the Progress, a weekly paper, published here. Some one has been writing from
Nebraska to that paper. It is humilitating to be
advertized by our own members that we are incapable of attending to our own business in this
place. Please ask all such persons to keep their
noses and pens out of our local business, or else
have them come here and take our place. I don't
know who the writer was.
JosEPH LuFF.
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THE SAINTS'
"HONORING BRUNO.
"ROME, June 9··-The statue of Bruno was unveiled with imposing ceremonies. Thirty thousand persons, including students and deputations
from various parts of Italy, marched in procession through the principal streets. The removal
of the canvas covering the statue was the signal
for deafening cheers. The ceremonies were witnessed by the syndic of Rome, the government
officials and large numbers of senators and deputies. -Deputy Bovio, in an oration, eulogized the
martyr, and declared ther.e was now a religion of
free thought and a liberty of conscience which
would be worse for the papacy than its loss of
temporal power. The proceedings throughout
were orderly. The memory of Garibaldi was
honored with imposing ceremony at the capitol
to-day."
"THE POPE GREATLY DEPRESSED.
"LoNDON, June Io.-Advices from Rome today indicate that the Pope is still greatly depressed over the demonstration yesterday at the unveiling of the Bruno memorial. Speaking to one
of the officials at the vatican to-day he said that
the event of yesterday was even sadder than that
of x87o, when only the temporal power of the
Pope's was attacked. Yesterday's demonstration was an attempt to destroy the Pope's spiritual authority, the only power now left him."

began to be wars and rmnors of wars
among all the nations which belong,ed to
the mother of abominations, the
spake unto me, saying, Behold, the wrath
of God is upon the mother of harlots; and
behold, thou seest all these things; and
when the day cometh that the wrath of
God is poured out upon the mother of
harlots, which is the great and abominable
church of all the earth, whose foundation
is the devil, then, at that day, the work of
the Father shall commence, in preparing
the way for the fulfilling his covenants,
which he hath made to his people, who
are of Hie house of Israel."-r Ne.phi 3:

sr.

Never has the Papacy declined so rapidly as in the present century, and very
notably since rt)7o when she lost her temporal ~uthority. And those"nationswhich
belonged to the mother of abominations,"
both in Europe and America, have, within the last sixty years, and especialiy since
r86o, been involved in "wars and rumors
of wars" in a most unprecedented manner.
And who, viewing the condition of the
world for the past hundred years, can doubt
that the Lord has been working wondrous-·
ly among the nations for the good of man
in the line of intellectual, spiritual and
material progression.
The Lord commands his people to separate themselves from all the ways of
Babylon.

AT the instigation and by the authority of
the Roman Catholic Church Bruno was
burned at the stake in Rome, ~ebruary
6th, A. D. r6oo. Of him Draper's "ConMIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS.
flict Between Religion and Science" has
this to say: "But perhaps the day ap-. THE answer to the query in the clipping
proaches when posterity will offer an ex- below is so full of good homely common
piation for this great.ecclesiastical crime, sense and human sentiment that we cheerand a statue of Bruno be unveiled under fully· give it a prominent place in our
the dome of St. Peters at Rome." This, columns. Whoever ruthlessly attacksthe
us we have seen, has now been done. religion of others, or the personal characProvidence, in its compensatory work, has ter of his fellow men, is occi1pying dangiven honor and fame to the man who gerous and questionable groum), and should
suffered persecution, shame and death, in be shunned by all decent people. Princithe very city that witnessed it and under ples and ·deeds may be fully discussed
the immediate notice of the "abominable done in an honoral)le, charitable manner,
church" which did the terrible deed. This and with the sole view to get at the right
is well.
and the true. Joseph the Seer said by
To those who have studied the world's "commandment" to the elders at the time
history in connection with that of the Ro- of the endowment March goth, r836, th&t
man Catholic Church, especially that re- they must "go in all meekness, in sobrilating to the Reformation and the world's ety, and preach Jesus Christ and him cnlprogress since the reformation began, the cified, and not contend with others on
above paragraphs will be most significant account of their faith or systems of religas showing that "Mystery, Babylon the ion, but pursue a steady course; . . .
Great," is rapidly falling as predicted in and all who observe it not will
sacred writ, also that the powers which down persecution upon their
We once heard a gentleman say
once upheld and supported her are now
rejoicing in and helping forward her build up and save is the noble work of
downfall:-" And the ten horns which God; but to viciously tear down and
thou sawest upon the beast [Pagan destroy is the dirty work of the deviL"
Here is our clipping:
Rome.--ED.], these shall hate the whore,
[Papal Rome.-ED.], and shall make her
"Is there any law compelling me to refrain
desolate and naked, and shall eat her flesh, from telling a person what I think of his relig ..
and burn her with fire."-Rev. 17: r6. In ion?"-W. N. W.
"None but the law of politeness which no
harmony with this prophecy; and more
directly locating the time for her speedy gentleman will ever break. Religion is a pri ..
downfall, we have the following from the vate matter between man and God, and no one
Book of Mormon:· "And it came to pass has any right to interfere with what is none of
that I beheld the wrath of God was pour- his or her business. No well intentioned or even
ed out upon the great and abominable reasonably well educated person will ever interchurch, insomuch that there were wars fere in any of the private affairs of others, except
and rumors of wars among all the nations to protect himself or herself from injury, or
and kind reds of the earth; and as there assist those who are in distress."-Ex.

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

BY letter from Elder Duncan Campbell
dated at Kent, Union county, Iowa, the
roth inst., we learn he is much encouraged
with prospects there and in that vicinity,
and hopes to see the church yet well represented.
Bishop Geo. A. Blakeslee wrote us the
roth inst., that their branch has recently
had thirteen accessions to its numbers, also
that their late district conference was an
excellent one. .
Sr. lola Kent of Burr Oak, St. Joseph
county, Michigan, writes that herself and
some of her family have been greatiy
blessed and benefitted by being administered to by the elders, and by prayer.
She requests r-rayers in behalf of her babe
which is afflicted. She also desires that
some of the eLleni shall labor in that vicinity.
.
Bro. Edwin Hall of Tawas City, Michigan, writes that the Saints there are building a church, and expect to hold conference in it June rsth and r6th, with good
prospects for the work.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. C. J. Carlson of Gilmore Citv,
Iowa, writes:
"The Lord. has been blessing this part of His
vineyard. Four precious souls have been added
to the church of late and we expect mo,re to follow."
CHRIST'S KINGDOM.
Christmas is the anniversary of the founding
of a kingdom greater and grander than all others
and to which every nation may acknowledge allegiance without surrendering autonomy. The
first Christmas proclaimed a King to whom all
may bow without disloyaity to their mortal sovereigns. It is to that Ruler that civilized and in- .
telligent people everywhere pay homage, and remain true and loyal patriots to their own governments. It is true that centuries passed before
men and nations began to appreciate the m~an
ing of the corning of the Babe. Bethlehem was
the central point in the course of the world, and
from there the light spread; but there were ages
of persecutions, of battles with the brave benighted, of blood, before the regeneration was fairly
under way. Nearly nineteen hundred years have
gone, and the reign of Peace is not yet here.
Hostile ideas are still entertained in the councils
of nations, and the influence of Christ has not so
permeated mankind as to overawe and destroy
the sentiment which makes governments miscall
war glory. Wrath and anger still linger on earth,
and, sad as it is, they are with the religious sects
and among the believers in the mission of the
blessed Jesus. But there has been such wonderful progress that there i~ rejo!cing at the coming
of the anniversary. The perfect day is not yet
here. Evil still blunts the moral sense, and the
ways of the world continue to obscure the mental vision; but the world grows better, and has
done since Christ came; experience encourages
hope and leads to the conviction that in time all
will acknowledge the Savior as he would be
acknowledged and thie Birth-day will be the one
anniversary which the human family will celebrate.-Sel.
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RALD.
~Always write the Business portion of your J"etter on
a_scparate piece of paper, and Jet it be brief and explicit.
If you have anything to suy to the Editor, or something
you wish published, no NOT write it on t\le back of a
business letter. Business is 13u~incss, and Ji-I'"UST BE
done in a business-like manner.

EDI'rED BY SISTEH "FRANCES."

"I know the face of him who with the sphere
Of unseen presences communion keeps:
His eyes retain its wondere in their clear
Unfathomable deeps.
He brings the thought that gives to earthly things
Eternal n1eaning; brings the living faith

That, even now, puts un the imn1ortaJ wings,
And c) ears the shadow, Death.
This in his face I see; and, when we meet1
My earthliness is shamed by him; but yet
•rakes hope, to th~nk that in the unholy street,
Such men are to be met.,~

MAKE HOME PLEASANT,
IN SUMMER, IN WINTER, AND IN aLL
SEASONS.

As OFTEN as possible throw open your shutters
and let the bright sunlight stream in through
your darkened rooms. Fade the carpets? Well,
supposing it does, isn't it better than being faded
yourself and having your children, as they grow
up beyond the parental control, seeking sunRhine
elsewhere? Let them enjoy it at home, and Jet
your face shine forth with bright and happy
smiles, a~d see how soon the reflection is seen
on all around you. If it be cold, stir up the fire
in the grate and let it crackle and snap and dance
• up the chimney back, and brighten the home
hearth. I 'mind me now of a broad, old-fashioned fireplace, which was the delight of my childhood days, .and though many years have passed
over.my head, I love it, and who would. chide me
for loving that old fireplace. Large sticks of
wood wert> piled on the iron andirons, and the
flames went leaping up the broad chimney,
through which one could look and see the blue
sky. Then when bedtime came- a back log was
placed in the heated ashes, and in the morning
one mass of glowing coals ·greeted the early riser.
'Vasn't that a place for popping corn! How
ea~h tiny kernel would burst forth in its whiteness and soon fill the popper to overflowing.
All around that home hearth were happy faces,
reflecting the mother love that shone over all.
Did the boys seek amusement away from home
,winter evenings, or the girls creep off early to
bed, saying "it is so lone!) ?" No, to them
there was no place like 'home. Never a winter
evening too long to suit us. What did we do?
First there was reading aloud, in which all took
turns, then we would often commit verses to
memory and recite .them, preparing them with all
the carefulness that we would were they for a
public exercise, often interspersed with singing
which if it lacked harmony did .not force. After
this came various games with which we are all
acquainted-dominoes, authors, and often some
more noisy game, as hunt the handkerchief, puss
in the corner, and blind man's buff. Then there
were the beechnuts and butternuts that we had
gathered in the fall; and did ever any one make
such molasses candy as mother? No matter
how thickly the clouds may gather with the coming'years, those childhood days will always glow
with :rosy li~ht. Sunshine within.,and sunlight

without. But now we have our own penates,
the memory of the past reflects on the fu lure
and we strive to have home the loadstonethat
shall attract and keep each member of the family
circle within its influence. The old-time habit
of reading aloud, reciting pieces and singing is
still retained, and the old- fashioned game§. are
played. But often a new game has more attraction simply from its novelty.
Now we are all interested in bean bags, a
game of home manufacture. The board is two
feet by three, with a square hole in the center
· of five inches; the edge of the board is raised
ten inches from the floor, so it forms an inclined
plane towards the player. There are ten bags
five inches square, each containing one-half pint
of beans, and one bag five inches by eight with
one pint of beans. We endeavor to throw them
into the hole in the board; if they pass through
it each bag counts ten, excepting the large bag
which is twenty; if they lodge on the board five
each, and ten for the larger one. But if they are
off of the board it deducts five from the game for
the small ones and ten for the larger bean bag.
One hundred and twenty is the highest number
one can make. We choose sides and find the
game very interesting. The neighbors' children
often come in and increase our numbers. We
do not allow ourselves to grow old and are always ready to join in any of these home amusements. Though the years may slowly but surely
creep over our heads, yet our hearts shall remain
young. "Let's have an auction party," was the
unanimous voice not long since. Yes, an auction
party' we will have, but the articles shall all be
limited in value, not to exceed five cents. So
invitations were immediately sent forth to all our
friends to come and bring some small article well
concealed in box or wrapping paper. Then we
prepared the money for the evening, which consisted of one hundred beans carefully counted
and put in a small fancy bag on which was printed
~>roo, one for each guest. When they had all
assembled, and little ·box, big box and bundle
were placed on the table, an auctioneer was
chosen, who announced that each individual
could not bid above the amount of beans he had
in his possession. Then in stereotype form he
began "How much art1 I offered for this box,
value unknown, no doubt a great prize, going,
going, gone for fifty dollars." As each onereceived his package he opened it and displayed it
to the company. I could not begin to enumerate
the funny things that were unrolled. Big black
Dinahs, small china dolls, dust pans, pictures, an
immense doughnut, well, well, I'll write etc.,
etc., for the remainder. What a merry evening
we all made of it, which ended with a game of
dumb crambo. We all agreed that Cicero-ki~k
a.row-was the hardest work acted, though sley,
a weaver's reed, puzzled many. How much
these social evenings brighten our long cold winters. Mothers, what may seem an effort at first
to you will soon become a pleasure, and your
reward will be sufficient in keeping your children
about you, when years shall have added the
beard to the smooth-faced youth and womanhood's grace crowned your daughters. Last
summer, in passing through a family burying
ground this line on a marble stone attracted my
attention. ·'She always made home pleasant."
What 'nobler epitaph could one wish? I have
often tl:J,ought that the highest emolume11t a

woman- could -receive. This one bit of advice I
would give to every young woman as she leaves
the parental roof for another, "Make home pleasant."-Good Housekeeping·.
MUTUAL CONFIDENCE BETWEEN
MOTHER AND CHILD.
THERE is a way in which parents, mothers
especially, may do harm to their children from
want of forethought; that is, by not patiently
listening to their confidences, sharing their little
joys and sorrows, and making them feel that
there is no one in the wide world like mother for
playmate ·and companion. One deeply impressed
in reference to this says: "It is really pitiful to
see a good conscientious mother resolutely shutting herself away from so much that is really
best and sweetest in children's lives for the sake
of tucking their dresses and ruffling their skirts.
How surprised and grieved she will be to find hii!r
boys and girls at sixteen regard 'mother' chiefly
as a most excellent person to keep shirts in order
and make new dresses, and not as one to whom
they care to go for social companionship!"
Yet before the-y are snubbed out of it by any
repeated rebuffs, such as, "Run away; I'm too
busy to listen to your nonsense!" "Do amuse
yourselves with your doll and baby rags," etc.,
the children naturally go to their mother with all
their little sorrows and pleasures; and if the
mother can only enter into their plans how
pleased and happy they are! Such a shout of
delight I heard last summer from a lady's croquet ground where her little children were playing "Oh, goody, goody! mamma is coming to
play with us."--Sel.
THE GROWTH OF BEAUTY.
Is there a woman in the world who does not
desire personal beauty? No sensible woman
would desire it at the sacrifice of mind; bllt deep
down in every woman's heart is that desire for
personal beauty, for it is a tremendous po:wer. It
is felt everywhere. Dickens knew it when the
baby was make to cry for the "hoofer lady.'~ It
is said that Charlotte Bronte protested against the
invariable beauty of the heroines of the novels in
her day, and declared that she would write a
novel in which the heroine would not be beautiful, but would. possess a power that would make
men feel her influence-then wrote "Jane Eyre.''
But she was compelled to give her heroine wonderful eyes. There must be a visible cause for
the power exercised, whether in life or the
printed page that depicts it. That beauty unsupported sy graces of heart and mind is but a passing power we know. A woman may catch admiration, but she can not hold it without the invisible spiritual power that, after all, is the secret
of _influence. Who is there that has not seen the
plainest, most unattractive features light up to
transcendent beauty when moved by the emotions
that touched the soul? Who has not seen beauty
made repulsive by passions that revealed the
hidden things in the soul? Are there not faces
that charm us out of ourselves into the company
of the spirit that has made the clufnsy work of
nature a joy forever because of its beauty? No
printed page as surely bears the record of the
writer's thoughts a-s. does the face, the' record of
the impulses, the mind, the passions, of the spirit
that lies within. Gesture and voice can be trained· to obey the will,· but the uncontrollable ~an!!
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of time is writing its invisible record each day,
but they are indellible, and the record can not be
contradicted.
Are there not faces that call out our hearts
when we pass them, but have not the art standard of beauty? Are there not faces to ·which
we turn as naturally as the flower to the sun
for help and encouragement? yet no artist
would wish to paint them. The very power that
wins would be lost on canvas. The beauty that
inspires, the beauty that lifts humanity into an
aspiring condition, is not born of flesh and blood
alone, but is the visible symbol of the spiritual
power within.
"A compliment, true and genuine, was paid
by a sailor who was sent by his captain to
carry are Jette to ther lady of his .love. The sailor,
having delivered his message, stood gazing in silent admiration upon the lady, for she was very
beautiful.
"'Well, my good man,' she said, 'for what do
you wait?' There is no answer to be returned.'
'"Lady,' replied the sailor, with humble deference, 'if you please I would like to know your
name.'
"'Did you not see it on the letter?'
"•Pardon, lady, I never learned to read. Mine
has been a hard, rough life.'
"·And for what reason, my good man, would
you know my name?'
"'Because,' answered the old tar, looking up
honestly,. 'in a storm at sea, with danger afore
me, I would like to call the name of the brightest thing I'd ever seen in my life. There'd be
sunshine in it even in the darkness.'"
It was not mere beauty of feature that the man
wished to carry into the darkness. It \vas the
spirit of grace that moved the possessor of beauty
to smile winningly to the man so far beneath her.
Time never wrote lines of beauty on a face that
carried behind it a double impulse of action, one
for the world and one for private life. The face
tells the story of the double life, and the lines
contradict each other. The wayfarer never is
tempted to stop there for aid and comfort on his
journey.
The foundation ot beauty is grace of character.
Beauty we can not evolve, but we can develop
that which the world prizes far more, in spite of
the poets, the artists, the novelists- the spirit
whose witness draws the erring, the weak, the
sorrowful to us, to find always what they seek.

-Christian Union.
HOME Cnr,UMN MISSIONARY
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Sr. R. Cleveland, Kansas City, Kan ..... $ 2 50
Motheranddaughter,Mo ................ I 00
Sr. Elizabeth Allen, Pleasanton, Iowa ..... 1 00
Sr. C. P. Patten, Atwood, Kan.... . . . . . . .
50
Sr. E. B. Edson and children. Blaine, Iowa. 2 50
Sr. Belle Harding, Clinton, Mo.... . . . . . . .
so
Sr. Mamie Bradley, Clinton, Mo.........
Sr. Lucy A. Brown, Utah, Ill . . . . . . . . . . . .
~0
Sr. J. Limb, Stewartsville, Mo ........... 1 00
Sr. Jane Crane, Frazee City, Minn . . . . . .
Sr. Mary E. Gaylord, M!ane, Minn.......
so
Sr. Ida R. Howard, Lake View, Minn....
25
Sr. M. C. Despain, Galesburg, Ill ......... r 78
Sr. Mary A. McAllister, Columbus, Neb .. 2 00
A. Sister, Nev ........................... 2 00
Sr. A. Walmsley, Dayton, Nev .......... I oo
Sr. V. A. Johnson, Banning, Cal..........
25
Sr. Alice Bozarth, Cameron, Mo.........
16
Sr. Sarah J. Greene, Los Angeles, Cal ..... 2 75
Sr. Kate McGee, Potter Valley, Cal ...... 2 00
Sr. Ellen Cameron, Houghton Lake, Mich. I oo

so

so

LA>roNr. Iowa .•Tune 12th.
~ Send all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

PRAYER UNION.
THE sisters of the St. Gideon branch,
Michigan, met on the I rth of April and organiz.
ed themselves into a Prayer Union; electing Sr.
O'Brien, president, and Sr. Henrietta ·McKay,
secretary, since which time they have held profit·
able sessions. This Union requests the praye(
of the others in behalf of sister Jane Grogan who
is suffering from lameness.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYERS.

Sr E. C. Dodson of Council Bluffs, Iowa re·
quests your prayers in behalf cf Sister Ameli 1
Duell, who for some weeks has been sorely afflicted, that if it be God's will she may be restored
to health.
Sr. Drown, of Cameron, Missouri, asks you
prayers in behalf of her son that God will help
him to overcome the habit of using strong drink.
Sr. Mary Whet, of Lima, requests your prayers
in behalf of her husband, that his !He
be
spared and he be led to obey the gospel.
Bro. Thomas Blaylock, of Paris, Tenn., asks
your prayers that God may restore him to health.
He desires to live to raine his motherless childrell.
ERRATA.-In the Herald of May x8th we
should have said that the sisters of the Flr"t
Kansas City Branch pay five cents each week ir:.stead of each month.
CAMERON, May zoth.

Dear Sister JiraJZces:--Having been
by the sisters belonging to the Prayer
the Delano branch, and thinking it m.lght
a
a source of strength to others, as sketches
the pens of others have been to us, I wiil 'Write
few line> concerning our Prayer Union her~.
Some time last summer after having our n::unes
enrolled, our aged sister Anna Buchanan requested a sister and myself to meet as her house on
the day appoi,1ted, as she was lonely, for she
lived alone and being eighty-seven years old she
could not attend church as often as she desired t::L
We did so thinking it would be a comfort to her,
Soon others j0ined with us, ?,nd although many
live some distance away the attendance is good,
and, dear sisters, we have had many times
re··
joicing together and with one accord we feel
thank God for the
We selected sister
as president,
she selects one of the number present each time
to take charge of the meeting. A hymn is se··
lected by the one preGiding, which is sung, then
the subject for prayer ls read and also the memory
texts. Afterwards the special requests for pra.)'(·r,
the one in charge offers a prayer, then we sing
another hymn and after each one offers a prayc2l
and bears a testimony, we dose by prayer.
At three diJierent times God has made kno":n
his wiil concerning us through the gift
prophe··
cy. The last I wiil write as near as I can for the
encouragement of others. The Spiril told m. the
Lord was well pleased with the dl:orts of
handmaidens in striving to serve him 2.nd also
striving to bear each others' burdens,
that
they continued faithful they should be great:y
blessed and should both see and hear many
things to strengthen and encourage
; many
of the sick should be healed and to those who were
not healed he would give strength and patience
to endure their afflictions. Dear r;isters
not grow weary in well doing. God

·---helm and while I have not the talent to write
which others have, yet n1y prayer is for you i!lnd
my testin1.ony is that I have received strength
and encouragement while reading the Home
Column many times and I pray that God will
give each one strength to do their part and
we may attDin to that perfection that is om·
privilege.
Your sister in
ELVERT.
ONSLOW, Iowa, June 4th.
Daar S£sters ."·-Having just returned from district conference I thought I would write some of
my impressions Y'thiJe they re1nain fresh in my
memory. I, in company with others, left horrtc:o
about three o'clock
the afternoon of May 3Ist
and traveled about twenty miles arriving at Bro.
Henry Rulies in time to refresh ourselves before
going to evening service. VVe vvere instructed
by Bro. John Heide, assisted by Bro, J. S. Roth,
from the words contained in James z: ro, in con·
nection vvith r Samuel 15: 22. Cluite a number
were out to hear the word and good attentloa
was paid by almost al.l. Saturday morning we
met at Father Bradley's to transact business, and
after the conclusion of such matters as ·cr:.me be~
fore the conference, Bishop's Agent, Bro. vVarren Taylor, explained and urged upon the Saints
the necessity of obeying the law of tithing in
such a rr1anner as t:riust., it seems to m;o;, carry
conviction to every honest., earnest he,1rt;
not only convince but arouse every one to rea1h.e
that in order to obtain an inheritance in· the celestial kingdom we must obey the "cvhole law.
the evening Bro. J. S. Roth preached on the
principles of the doctrine, an able~ sound sern'lonr
1
,. ·which must have tonched u tender spot somewhere) because the next morning1vhen the house
was opened some· person wrote on the blackboard, "Please read Ezekiel 36: 25-·38," and the
25th verse was written in full. I do not think
those advocates of sprinkling will try to provide
a text very soon again for a Latter Day Saint to
1 preach from after hearing the explanations ,glven
by b:retpren 1~urner, and Roth. But Jet us hope
they were convinced of the error of their way
and will seek to enter by the door.
Sunday afterneen we held a prayer and testi··
mony service after partaking of sacrament, which
I enjoyed and can say truly never before felt so
fully the peaceful lntluence of the Spirit and the
necessity .of the fulfilling of the command
''come up higheL" In the evening Bro. \7V. T"
Maitland preached from the text, "The screts
the Lord are with those that fear him." I do
remetnber ·where tlds text is found. 'rhe house
was full and quite a number had to remain
standingo
JVIonday morni11g came the ,good byes
parting from old and new friends, to return to
our hon1es and take up our duties 'With rene\.ved
zeal, and resolve to ,;acrifice more for Christ
for the ad vancvment of this gn~at grand work
being done in these latter days,
Thus ended a conference which will always
remember; the kindness of the Saints there, th(;
meeting and mingling with others from dislant
homes wlll never be forgotten, ::md hoping
praying !t may be God's wili that I may meet
with you all many times again, I am your sister,
ELLA ]. GREEN.
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OUR LivES.
Our lives are rivers, gliding free
'To that unlathomed, boundless sea,
The silent grave!
Thither all earthly pomp and boast
Roll, to be gathered up and lost
In one dark wave.

Thither the mighty torrents stray,
'l'hither the brook pursueth its way,
And tinkling rill.
There all are equal. Side by side
The poor man and the sou of pride
Lie calm and stm.
The world is but the rugged road
Which leads us to the bright abode
Of peace above;
So let us choose that narrow way
Which leads no traveler's foot asl;ray
From realms of love.
Our cradle is the starting place,
In life we run the onward race
And reach the g-oal ;
When in tho mansions of the blest,
Death leaves to its eternal rest
The .weary soul.
Did we but use it as we ought,
This world w<mld school each wanderingtho't
To its high state ;
Faith wings the soul beyond the sky,
Unto that better land on high,
For which we wait."
-Sclcctecl by Nora Cato.

BEETOWN, Wis., May 3oth.
Dear Herald:-Recent heavy rains inter·spersed with frost leave the corr) in a backward
condition, while the air is still chilly. The outlook for small grain and garden products is flattering.
I landed in this state the 6th)nstant, and Cf>nvened a week series at Glen Haven, situated on
the Mississippi river. The beginning was feeble,
prejudice intense, but we finally filled the schoolhouse with attentive auditors. From thence we
came to North Andover where a fortnight was
passed in sowing the -seed with a liberal hand.
My traveling companion and co-laborer, W. S.
Pender, of south-eastern Kansas, joined in with
me a week after calling and we delivered a few
discourses at the Glen.
The only Saint in this, the .south-west corner
county of the state is Sr. Kate C. Ward, nee
Creese, formerly from near Pittsburg, Penn~yl
vania, where she embraced the faith.
On the eve of the 25th I held a discussion with
a party who affirmed publicly that "Liberalism is
superior to Christianity." He o12ened the ball
with a thirty minutes' speech. I followed for
three-fourths of an hour. He replied in the same
length of time, and Willie closed with a halfhour speech. The affirmative was nothing, yea,
worse than naught. I did the very best I could
under the circumstances, while the last speaker,
our young, talented, brave brother, swept down
like .an avalanche, and carried everything in a
vel:iement, yet honorable, consistent manner.
The crowd was immense, and all seemed pleased
and satisfied. When the people became deeply
interested, the infidel directors to()k covering
from papal objections, and closed the schoolpouse.

Bro. Pender has gone to look after the interests of the work farther north, while I am here
all single handed and alone. We use the village
chapel, but lectures and the dance swing the
majority. The good Lord has raised up many
friends to me, and our opponent lodged us freely
and cheerfully and in truth he is a unique admixture. I do not know of any of our elders
ever preaching in this large county before.
I met with an accident last week that came
near costing me my life. Six persons were in a
double-seated rig, driving briskly on a down
grade. The bolt that held the vehicle to the front
axle-tree gave way, the horses cleared out, and. we
were all precipitated violently< headlong to the
earth. They were hurt a little while I was injured much. Being heavy, even two and a quarter hundred-weight, and in front, I got the full
benefit of the crash. My right hand and wrist
was sprained ever so much, but my left shoulder
was the worse hurt. I felt liKe I was smashed
to pieces, but fortunately no bones were broken.
I was jammed, bruised, jarred and strained almost out. of all measure. I was all unnerved,
sick at heart, racked with intense agony ·and
nearly wild with acute pain. I can not use my
right hand freely yet, neither has the soreness
left my shoulder. It is so weak and feeble that
I can not raise my arm out levei or up high, but
I am on the up grade and think to entirely recover.
I do wish I had something better to tell you,
but alas! I have toiled long and hard of late and
caught no fish. That God would say, Go forward or backward, or launch out into the deep or
to the right or left! It is only half sunshine,
and then cold clouds intervene, but perchance
there will be a rift in the sky. I tremble beneath
the burden, feel sad and lone in the desert; my
brain reels, my heart is sad and sick, and I wonder why my God doth tarry so long. I weep
and wail and dash the blinding tears away. Intense anxiety makes np the bitter cup of my missionary existence. Condemnation goes on without,
M. T. SHORT.
NEW STRAITSVILLE, Ohio, June 4th.
Dear Herald:-I call you dear, for your weekly visit
welcome to me and your pages are
filled with plain and precious truth that is fully
able to give life and vigor to a mind that is in
search after truth. I have been a reader of your
columns now for some time, although I am not
as yet a member of the church you represent,
but hope to be in the near future. I have long
decided that if there was any people of God on
earth in this age, they are found among the socalled "Mormons"or Latter Day Saints.
have had some considerable talk with the
Disciple people at this place. I lent them a
Voice of Warning. Some could not say mnch
against its teachings, but three or four found exceptions to the laying on of hands for the reception of the Holy Ghost, and we exchanged several letters on the subject. They tried to prove
that the laying on of hands was for the reception
of miraculous gifts and not for the Holy Spirit;
but
found in all their twisting and. turning of
the word of God, in trying to support their argument, they had riothing better to offer than
empty 'suppositions and vai<n conclusions. By
request of their members I have gone to several
of their meetings, and it seemed they had the
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preacher posted at most every meeting I attended to say something against "Joe" Smith, or the
Mormons, together with a slur now and then in
his discourse against some of my previous arguments in behalf of the faith of the Latter Day
Saints, and I have heard and seen the truth
trampled down more than once from their pulpit. I wish some good elder of your faith would
come along and ·give them an eye-opener. This
is my second letter to your columns and it will
very likely find its way into the waste-basket
where many a one has landed.
For the final triumph of truth and justice,
ISAAC VERNON.
DEER LoDGE, Montana, June 4th.
Dear Herald:-- While I can say truthfully,
that I rejoice greatly in the latter day work and
the hope of everlasting life, yet of late I have been
sorely tried with sickness in my family. For the
last three weeks I have been acting the part of
nurse. My wife and babe took down first with
measles, and in the care of my wife it was very
severe,-she being threatened with pneumonia.
She is not yet able to get up. Another of my
little boys is now down sick, and I can see nothing for me only to continue th.e nursing business
for a week or two longer. May the Lord be
merciful, is my prayer, so I may devote my energies to the great soul-harvest that is now ripe
and inviting the sickle.
Will the dear Saints remember us in our
affliction?
J. C. CLAPP.
EuREKA, Kansas, June 9th.
Bro. W. W. Blair :-I have wished many times
to write to the Herald, but did not know what to
write till of late. I am not a member of your
church, but hope to be, for I know it is the true
church, for the Lord has told me so.
The Bible says in the book of James, H any of
you lack wisdom, let him ask of God, that giveth
to all men liberally, and upbraideth not, and it
be given him." I prayed and asked God to
show me a vision if the Latter Day Saints was
the right church. I dated the time I asked
him, October 3d. I saw an open vision. "Draw
nigh to the Lord, and he will draw nigh to you."
Pray for me that I may not be led astray by false
doctrine.
Yours,
NORA CATO.
BAYSON, Texas, May 31st.
Bro. D. Dancer:-I was traveling in December last and found an old sister Sophia Fennemon who wa~ baptized in Wayne county, Illinois,
by Elder I. A. Morris. She is a whole-souled
Satter Day Saint. I was as glad to meet her as
she seemed to be to meet me. Her post-office is
Willow Point, Wise county, Texas. I think she
is a power in her neighoorhood; she is liked by
all, I believe.
We have had no preaching in our part of the
state since Ern. Smith and Cato left here. I have
tried to get an elder here but have failed. I wrote
to Bro. Nunley the other day and if he does not
come or send someone, I think I will give it up.
I know that I can't live long and I would like to
hear preaching occasionally. I should not have
written to brother Nunley, but was requested by
outsiders to do so. A great many who formerly
were bitterly opposed to us have asked me to
write. They want to hear the doctrine. If some
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one of the elders who has no home would
move here he could do well, and could
do all the preaching he was able to do,
and I believe he would be amply supported.
We have a good country for farming when it
rains, and a good stock country, and the healthiest country in the world-as healthy as any. We
have made sylendid crops of wheat and have the
finest prospect for corn I ever saw. I believe we
will have fruit of all kinds in abundance in five
or ten days. I will have any quantity of ripe
peaches and blackberries.
I have had plums
ripe for the last two weeks.
Your brother,
W. A. BENNETT.
FULTON, Iowa, June 8th.
Dear Herald:-As a branch we are getting
along fairly in this part of the Lord's vineyard.
Last M:arch some who. were opposed to our doctrine were going to organize a vigilance committee, or in other words, a White Cap society to
tar and feather evt>ry Mormon elder that preached the gospel, and I was to get the first coat.
They repc,>rted lies and slander on some of the
Saints, but we kept right on in duty, kept our
prayer meetings, and preaching services as
though nothing had happened, It only increased
the attendance for some time.
Our district conference was held at Amber,
Jones county, Iowa, and was well attended by
Saints from far and near, and many outsiders
were present so that stanoing room was at a premium, and the Saints felt to rejoice for we had a
good time and love and unity prevailed throughout the whole session. But the time came too
soon to go home again. May the time soon
come that when the Saints meet there will be no
more parting.
Bro. J. S. Roth came home with us to labor
here or near here for a few weeks. We hope
some of the honest in heart Vvill soon obey, for
there are some here that will obey if they are not
hindered by others. We were glad Bro. Roth
was returned to this district for there is a great
work to be done yet, and he presents the gospel
in such a way that it leaves the hearers no excuse for not obeying the same. The harvest
truly is great and the laborers are few. May the
Lord send more laborers into the harvest, and
may all do their duty to maintain those who are
out, with their means.
Your brother,
JoHN HEIDE.
MoNTOUR, Iowa, June 8th.
Dear Herald :-I read in. your pages of a sister
who stated that the gospel and the latter day
work were so much food for the soul and so satisfying. How it filled my soul with the Spirit as
I read those words! Thank God for it, for I can
truly say it feeds my soul from day to day as I
am away from the Saints. Brother Shimel
preached two sermons here and father Nirk one
in our school-house this spring. We cou'!d have
meetings every two weeks; the house is open
if there was any one to preach. We were expecting Bro. George Shimel one week ago but
for some reason we know not he did not come;
the house was full. People seem to be interested whenever they preach.
Bro. J. S. Roth preached two sermons two
years ago, and people are asking for him to come
back. I hope brother Rqth will. oee this and an"

T
swer the call as soon as possible. 1/i/e would. be
glad to have any elder that can come here
preac~. There are several whom I
obey if they could hear more of it. I
weak way to stand as a witness for Jesus,
receive great blessings to my souL
I close asking all your prayers an.d that ·;on
send elders to break the bread of !He to thiG f•eOple.
I live one-half mlle from :Montour, TPrna
county, and will give any elder a home who iiiill
come.
Your

J. KE='!NEL.

. MILAN, Missouri, June Ttl!.
Dear Herald:-I am classed among
s,:attered ones, but wish to bear my testimony to the
great latter day work: I became a membe-: of
the latter day work, in 1832, -in Ohio.
'e-w
years afterward I moved to Missouri,
since
then I have been all alone except that Christ was
with me. I could not hear anything of the
Church only persecutions; but notwithr-tanoing
all of that I prayed to God for the work to p:-osper; and in April, r888, Bro. Henry Grlm ct>.me
here from Texas, and informed
of the Rc~or
ganized Church and the SaiJZts' Herald.
was
like cold water to a thirsty soul to me, and felt
that God had answered my prayer.
I am old and feeble and as helpless as a cHid.
I have been reading the 1:lm·ald since last }11ly,
and it is like a companion to me in
affifctions.
God has blessed Bro. Grim's labors here ln the
gospel of Christ, which strengthen;;
in the
faith. He is trying to get to his labor in Texas;
this climate does not agree with him. May c;;od
bless him and all who try to spread the love of
truth, is my prayer in faith.
I feel that I can not stay here long,
ask
the Saints to pray God to give me str.~ngth to
walk if it is His will. I am reconciled to His
will. Dear Saints, let us all have our lamps
trimmed and ready for the coming of the BrideYour sister,
groom.
MARY MONTGOMER!",
CoRMORANT 1 Minn.j June 4th.

Bro. W. TV. Blair:---I did not get away
home until the 27th l11t., but on
date
home for this place, coming through Illinois
Galesburg and Rock Island.
Stopped uve:r
twelve hours at Rock Island; met Bro. Dun gee
and had a very pleasant visit. Together we
went over to Davenport and visited the Saints
there. At first I felt a little bad at having to lay
over, but am now glad it w·as so. Arrived here
all right, meeting Bro. McLeod at Pelican Rapids, with team waiting for me. His people are
all well, but Bro. JVIartln's family, also Bro. Abbot's family, are having· a serious time with scarlet fever, the latter loshog one little girl.
Conference met on the rst instant in good
shape. The day after
arrived brethren Peak:
and Davis came, so we had o good
on hand.
We had a good conference, allowing me to be
the judge. I find the Saints alive in the vmrk.
Although some clouds darken the otherwise
shining prospects, the Saints are
Bro. T. J Martin was unfortunate,
the
scarlet fever in his own family, and ministering
to his own and othei~s not sparing himse1f 1 nor
shirking duty or danger. 11Vherever be could
he! p, and relieve
there
he to be

found.
aconsequence the doctors forbid his
attending the conference, and he thus was denied
that pleasure. It was
sacrifice and trlQl for
him,
he lovc-;s tc, meet with the Saints.
It is
right that came. here, and
feel
it will be all right to leave Brn. Peak and D2vis
in charge of Minnesota, and I to attend the
Northern Illinois conference. It will be hard
for rne
get
frorn these parts so scon~
however. The Saints say I rnust not leave them
so soon again. I ara arranging that brethren
Peak and Davis can run the tent this SLH1111H.''r, (tnd
expect good results. rrhere seerns ::t favorz.ble
opening in Fergus Falls, and I would like them
to improve it soon .
V/l!h
and love combined, also joy,
and
assurance in the ·work, I rernain,
Your co-laborer in Chdst,
ALEX. HALE SMITH.
June wth.
Bro. Blah~ :----Sr.
desires to say to
the readers of the Herald that she finds comJort
and consolation
the pro!I].ises of the gospel
during her old age, and though lonely since the
death of her companion, she knows her stay J:ere
can not be long~ ctnd she is looking forward in
hope of attaining to the rest that remains for
God's people.
H. N. liANSE:N.

Dovv CITY, Iovra~ June
Ed£tors Herald:----I would
space to
an article in the l~lerald of May 25th 7 sig·:1ed
"Wanderer." What I wish to reply to ate his
dislikes to the way he finds
Schools condncted.
I hem·tlly agree with the rest of hls article,
but there is one thing I do like to see,~--2, ~~1an
who is not afraid
have his
aflixed
aoy
; then if any one \Vrtn_ts to
:r~ply, they
who they are dealing ·with.
In the first
the idea he has of a Snnday
S®ool is rnisleading and not correct. I do not
know of any Sunday School that 'Wants to
sume more rights and privileges than they are
entitled to, and
good many do not want as
much. I don't bel\eve there ls a
School
officer in our district (and I have had a the privilege of knowing most
that wants to
boost thernselves or their school
the
shelf. For I th1nk they have u better understand-ing of \heir offiice and calJlng than that.
He Ekes to see a good Sunday School when
there can not be anything else; but Sunday
Schools must be kicked out when some of the
poor adults are starving for the word, when per-haps the branch is full to overftowln·g with
elders and every family has the Bible, Book of
1\tfonnon and J)ocLrine and Covenants lying on
their Shelves.
It makes no difference what becomes of the
rising generation 1 so poqr Hwe" have the ·word
preached to us. I don't think this is right.
we have some church difficulties and the church
door is closed on account of the same, it is provi-dential if we have good
School to open
the door and bring us together. Again: H Sunday School has no right to the house except
when there is nothing else to be done, we can
can never accopllsh the work that we should, and
the work which vve will do if our rights are given
to us. The
School has juS_t 2.s
right to the
their tilne corn es as
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other meeting; for it is part o'f the church work
and is always conducted by the branches, and almost always the Sunday School officers are
branch officers. When Christ appeared lo his
apostles when they were fishing he said unto
Peter "Do you love me more than these?" (meaning the fish). Peter said, "Yea, Lord." The answer was, "Feed my Lambs," and to my understanding, the Lambs were the children, not the
sheep or the older ones. If it was necessary in
Peter's day to feed the children spiritual food, it
is surely necessary to-day.
Whether "Wanderer is in our district or not, I
don't know, but I believe he is. I don't think
there is a school in our district but what is perfectly willing to give way for other services when
it is necessary if proper means are taken to have
them do so. But I don't think that the officer8
of the different schools will stand back and see
the rights of their school trampled under foot, and
not say anything. I hope not at least.
There are so many who consider the Sunday
School of minor importance and not amounting
to very much, and it would not, I am sorry to say,
if some had their own way. I hope and pray
that this feeling will soon be removed- and that
we shall realize that there is some one else besides
ourselves who need,looking after.
I have been as brief and plain as possible, but
hope I have not said anything to hurt the feelings oi any one. I felt it my duty to answer
this article.
I would like to talk to, or correspond with
"Wanderer" if he will let me know who he is.
J. M. BAKER,
A defender of Sunday School work..
PAWTUCKETT, R. L, June 7th.
Bro. Blair:--E. Robinson, Gurley, Briggs and
Whitiner make a great sprawl and fuss and
about high priestsin the Church
Jesus Christ,
and that there were not any provic.ed for in the
Book of Mormon. They should read Book of
Mosiah, Chapter I r. Robinson sends me three
copies of the Return each month. Some one has
more money than judgment.
Jm-rN HoLT.
BROWNVILLE, Neb., June IIth.
Bro. Dancer:-Bro. Elvin and myself arrived
safely yesterday afternoon after going through
some of the varying experiences of traveling life.
We got to St. Joseph that evening but had to
wait our delayed train until four o'clock next
morning, and did not make Nebraska City until
8:40, a. m., tired and sleepy. Preached to a fair
sized congregation of Saints Sunday at eleven
o'clock in their church and enjoyed fair liberty.
Attended, by request, the Red Ribbon Society
and delivered the opening address at three p. m.
I had the best of liberty considering that it was
in. behalf of the temperance cause without any
chance to prepare. Bro. Elvin followed in his
usual able and forcible manner to the entire satisfaction of those present; he also preached to a
full house at night at the church, making glad
the hearts of those who heard.
Well, the prospect is good at this point. Bro.
Forscutt's preaching was likt;: "waving the red
flag." The M. E. past<;;•r is wanting "gore," so
says the paper, and the people want to see the
fun. My regards to all.
LLOYD vV. WELLS.

No Credit for moneys received on subscription will
appear on the Colored Address Label of the Herald
for thi.s issue, as no changes have been made, ex·
Dept in case of persono desiring a change in P.O. address~
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ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited,

THE "SEALED BOOK."-No. XI.
BY ELDER R. M. ELVIN.

A sHORT time ago I found the following
account published in the Nebraska City,
N<cbrask<J, Watchman of December 6th,
rS88:
close proximity to the Weeping
Water
and not far from the village
of Nehawka in Cass county, Nebraska,
a number of diggings, evidently of someremote origin, have been discovered
the inhabitants of that vicinity, and by
more or less explored. One of these
Isaac Pollard) has given them special
attention and expended considerable money
labor in the attempt to ascertain their
extent and origin.
"That
are real diggings effected by
the hand of man, is evident from the character of the mounds made by the excavations. These are composed· of a mass of
stones with sharp edges which were evibroken from the quarry rock which
out of the bank in the vicinity. It
from trenches which have
through the mounds that the
soil lies at the bottom and the
colored soil on the surface.
marks of the tools used are moreover to be seen t'
1e stones, and coals
and ashes <;r,~ fom:d in great abundance on
the surface ofthe bed rock. It would even
appear that the excavators, whoever they
resorted to the use of fire to render
the
rock brittle, so that they might
the more easily cleave it from the quarry.
·
of the stones were discolored by the
heat
which they were subjected. The
interest in connection with these diggings
arises from their evident antiquity. Who
were the excavators, and what the object
which they had in view, are the questions
which naturally arise in the mind of the
investigator, and ask for solution. That
the cliggings date far back is evident from
the fact that large trees have grown up
on the mounds and out of the pits. Indeed
it is the united opinion of all who have
made a study of them that at least a hundred years have elapsed since the excava"
tions were made. They may even date
much farther back than this. The work,
can not have been that of our race.
Was it the work of the early Spanish or
French explorers, or of the mound- builders of an earlier date?"
The Chicago Times for July I 7th, 1876,
in its special correspondence, contains the
following:
·
"Since writing the above, a rare .relic
has been found near Dongolaby by a.citizen of that place. This is a piece of flinty
about five inches long and shapa small terrapin or .land turtle.
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What is peculiar about it is that from end
to end is drilled a half inch hole, as true
as if it had been bored by an auger-bit and
polished with emery.
Now the query
arises, how was this performed? The
material itself is tougher than flint and
harder than glass, and no steel can drill it.
Can it be possible that the uses of the diamond and the sand- blast were known to
them? In either case, or if the work were
done by another method unknown to us,
the fact is no less astounding. Can it be
that these relics are but the foreshadowing
of others yet to be discovered still more
wonderful?"
Priest says: "In Virginia, near Blacksburgh, eighty miles from Marietta, there
was found the half of a steel bow, which,
when entire, would measure five or six
feet; the other part was corroded or broken. The father of the lad who found
the bow was a· blacksmith, and worked
up this curious article with as little remorse
as he would an old gun barrel."-An Inquiry into the Origin of American Antiquities, p. I 76.
Atwater says: "In Ross county, near
Chillicothe, a few years since, was found,
in the hand of a skeleton whicl' lay buried
in a small mound, an ornament of pure
gold; this curiosity it is said is now in the
museum at Philadelphia."-Ibid, p. I 77·
Priest says: "Gold ornaments are said
· to have been found in several tumuli. Silver, very well plated on copper, has been
found in several mounds, besides those at
Circleville and Marietta. An ornament
of copper was found in a stone mound
near Chillicothe; it was a bracelet for the
ankle or wrist."--Ibid, p. zzr.
Mr. Schoolcraft gives this account of a
discovery made in West Virginia:
"Antique tube; telescopic device. In
the course of excavations made in 1842 in
the easternmost of three mounds of the
Elizabethtown group, _several tubes of
stone were disclosed, the precise object of
which have been the subject of various
opinions. The longest measured twelve
inches, the shortest eight. Three of them
were carved out of steatite, being skillfully cut and polished. The diameter of the
tube externally was one inch and fourtenths. The bore eight-tenths of an inch.
The caliber was continued until within
three-eights of an inch of the sight end,
when it dirninishes to two-tenths of an
inch. By placing the eye at the diminished end, the extraneous lighf is shut from
the pupil and distant objects are more clearly discerned."-An. Am., p. 42.
_
"'The art of pottery among them,' says
Squier, who is peculiarly qualified to give
an opinion on the_ subject, had 'attained to
a considerable degree of perfection. Various though not abundant specimens of
their skill have been recovered, which, in
elegance of model, delicacy and finish, as
also in fineness of material, come fully up·
to the best Peruvian specimens, to which
they bear in many respects a close resemblance. They far exceed anything of
which the existing Indian tribes are known
to have bee.n capable.' "-Bryant's. His. of
U. S., vol. I, p.'29·
Baldwin· says: "Some of the pottery
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3
:md wrought ornaments of the Mound
Bmlders is equal in finish and beauty to
the finest manufactured hv ancient Peruvians. They constructed 'artificial ponds
like the aguadas in Central America.
They used sun dried bricks, especially at
the south. where walls of this material
have beeJ; discovered supporting some of
the mounds and embankments.
They
manufactured cloth. But their intelligence,
skill and civilized ways are shown not
only by their constructions and manufactures, but also by their mining works."An. Am., pp. 6o, 6r.
Maclean says: "The Mound Builders,
in part, used the skins of wild animals for
their clothing-, but for their principal raiment used cloth regularly spun with a
uniform thread, and woven with a warp
and woof. Fragments of clothing have
· been taken from a low mound near Charlestown, Jackson county, Ohio. In constructing the Cincinnati, Hamilton, and
Dayton railroad, a mound was cut through
near Middletown, Ohio,. and in it, among
other things, was found cloth connected
·with tassels and ornaments. The cloth
was in thick folds, and very much charred. The fabric appeared to have been
composed of ~ome material allied to hemp,
and the separation between the fiber and
the wood was as thorough as at this day
by the process of rotting· and hackling.
The thread is coarse, uniform in size, and
regularly spun. The process of spinning
and '\'leaving as carried on by them, is not
noYv known."--IVIound Builders, p. 73·
Again he says: "In figure forty-three
we certainly have a very rz.re implement.
It vvas taken .from a mound on the. farm
of Mr. 'Nilliam Brown, by Mr. Richard
Brown, situated on section thirty-three in
Ross Township.
It is undoubtedly the
work of a Mound Builder. It is doubtful
if our skilled workmen could make one of
these badges more perfect than this."-

Ibid. p. r67.
Under the caption of Pottery, and in
contrast with that found at Argyleshire,
Scotland, we find same figure in an ancient
fragment of pottery from the Little Coloriido, as given in the United States Pacific
R;;ilroad Survey Rf'port, vol. ;i, p. 49·
The same design is also found in ancient
rock etching-s of the Zunis of New Mexico. Vve also find this figure repeated upon a vase from a Mississippi Valley mound.
It is likev1rise found upon many of the
monuments of Central America.
Sir John Lubbock says: "A new civilization is indicated not only by the mere
presence of bronze, but by the beauty and
variety of the articles made from it. We
find not only, as before, during the Stone
Age, axes, arrows, and knives; but, in addition, swords, lances, sickles, fish-hooks,
ear-rings, bracelets, pins, rings, and a variety of other articles."-Prehistoric Times,

PP· 14, r6.
MANUFACTURES.

"The American nations manufactured
woolen and cotton goods; they made pottery as beautiful as the wares of Egypt;
they manufactnred rrlass; they engraved
vems and precious stones. The Peruvians
had such immense numbers of vessels and

ornaments of gold that the Inca
them a ransom for himself to
the value of fifteen million dollars.
!antis, p. 142.
The art of making silk from the deli~
cate fiber of the egg-cocoon, was under~
stood by the Egyptians and Hindoos,
B. c.
If the Hindoos and Egyptians understood at that remote period the manu-·
(acture of silk, there can be no great strain
of faith, required to believe that with all
the other attainments gained by the N ephites, or ancient people of
also possessed the art of
silk.
"A.M. Quivey showed us, this
some pieces of ancient pottery, which he
recently found on the Stillwater, near the
foot of the mountains. Their material
consists of a fine sand and gravel on the
inside, the outside being coated with a
species of fire-clay, found, in connection
with limestone, in that region of the coun~
try. They are evidently -portions of ves,,
sels used to contain water or other liquid.
They exhibit a fair degree of skill in their
man~facture, and are evidently the handiwork of some pre-historic race, who in-·
habited this country before the advent of
the present race of Indians. None of the
Crows, or other tribes of Indians in this
latitude, possess the art of making pottery,
and Mr. Quivey informs us that the
ments in question are the first traces
ancient pottery that have been found
northern latitudes, on the eastern
the Rockies. The Crows have a
tradition of a superior race that
this country ages ago, and possessed many
of the arts of the white man, and leading
arch:::eologists have arrived at a similar conclusion. The place where this
was found was a rocky promontory, accessible from one side only, and had evidently
been used as a stronghold by this remote
race. A sample of the pottery has been
added to the Post's cabinet, and is vv'wthv
of inspection by those interested in

matters."-Billings Post.
A writer from New Mexico, under date
of May zd, 1883, whose communication
was published in the Blade, says: "I have
examined the ruins of the Mound Builders
from their most northern limits through
Canada, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Missouri,
and thence across to this country from the
foot of the Rocky Mountains down to the
Gulf of Mexico. It is a well known fact
that the mounds of Nineveh and
are yet in a state of perfect
being covered with a
coat
grass. While those erected of stone
by the agency of rains, snows, frosts
the air and sun, crumbled away, while the
same agencies have been strong ,...,.,"''"'"'"'
to the shape of those that were
as first stated. On a mesa of a
to the Upper Gila river, in south-western
part of Socorro county, are several mounds,
their shape preserved by the grass, the location of which with reference to the
goes to show that when built
constructed with reference to
to the water, which in centuries innumerable has cut away the banks to a
of

several hundred
a consida place where deit.
No settlement

scent can be made
now is within
and the oldest
Indian, had no traclition as to
when those mounds were
the
of those mounds
saw evidences of where a
once been, and on
of five feet
luvial, I found
of pottery,
anything of the
two davs' ride
came to
the Mi~bres river.
the mesas
on either
are the evidences of settletimes . . . . Farther
stone
oziers
silver and
metals
burned
the same
shaped,
eight inches
It had the
the feet were short.
this
cut is common in the Burro
some
miles distant.
it is
this
is harder to :work
it will afford an "'"'·"'"'"""

I have in my noss<~ss1.on
of pottery, ·
on the farm
Wilson, t"hirteen miles south-west of WilSaline
Nebraska,

upon
science, as to position,
material used, the
and who could

en
would long-}Iist. of U.
Of the
"The Mississippi and its tributaries have
during the centuries worn down their valin three or four successive
except the lowest or latest
the ancient peoples chose as the site of their
structures, giving the
for
their grandest cities,
cities there
have been, to the terrace plains near the
of the
streams."--N at.
of Pac.
Baldwin says:
lov,rer
or most of
- must have been constructed as foundations of the
edifices of the mound
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Many of the great buildings erected on
such pyramidal foundations at Palenque,
Uxmal, and elsewhere in that region, have
not disappeared because
were built
of hewen stone laid in mortar. For reasons not difficult to
the Mound
Builders beginning their works on the
lower Mississippi, constructed such edifices
of wood or some
material;
therefore not a trace of them remain."
-Ancient
I8.
Of the Mound
Baldwin says
again: "No trace of their ordinary dwellings is left. These must have been constructed of perishable materials, which
went to dust long: before the
forests
had covered most of the
through
which they were
Doubtless
their dwellings and other edifices were
made of wood, and
must have been
numerous. It is
evident that
there were large towns at such places as
Newark, Circleville, and Marietta, Ohio."
-Ibid, p. 34See Prescott's
as citel bv Donnelly on Public Works: "The A~erican
nations built public works as great as or
greater than any known in
The
Peruvians bad public
one uH>u'"''-'u
five hundred to two thousand miles long,
made so thoroughly as to elicit the astonishment of the Spaniards. At
few
miles taverns or hotels were
for the accommodation of
Humboldt
these Peruvian
roads 'among the most useful and stupendous works ever executed by man.' They
built aqueducts for
of
some of which were
long-.
They constructed magnificent
bridges of stone, and had even invented
suspension bridges thousands of years before they were introduced into Europe.
had, both in Peru and
a
system of posts, by means or which news
was transmitted hundreds of miles in a day,
precisely like those known among the
Persians in the time
Herodotus, and
among the Romans. Stones
;,imilar to
stones were placed along
the roads in Peru."-Atlantis, p. 14 r-2.
Breckenridge says: "l have been sometimes induced to think, that at the period
when these were
there was a
population as numerous as that which once
animated the borders of the Nile, or of the
Euphrates. The most numerous, as well
as the most considerable of these
are found precisely in those parts of the
.country where the traces of a numerous
population might be looked for; namely,
from the mouth of the Ohio, on the east
side of the river, to the Illinois, and on the
west side, from the St. Francis to the Missouri. I am perfectly satisfied that cities
similar to those of Ancient :Mexico; of
several hundred thousand souls, have ex. isted in this western country."-American
Antiquities, p. !84.
In summing up in regard to the. works
of the Mound Builders, Maclean says:
"But for the present we must content ourselves to judge simply by such evidences
as ,are afforded in the general features of
these remains.
We judge the Mound
Builder1J not so much by the mounds as by

395

the enclosures. The domestic implements their time and surroundings they had made
also enter largely into forming a proper great strides towards a permanent civilizaestirnate of their makers. No one can look tion, and must be ranked as one of the
over the plans of the· sacred enclosures great peoples of ancient times."-Ibid, p.
without particularly noticing their great 88-9.
of form. By comparingthem
Of the works of the Mound builders,
·will notice that in many install- Baldwin says: "Combinations of the
dimensions of some at different square and circle are common in these anare the same.
They can not be cient works, and the figures are always
striking coincidences, for they must perfect. This perfection of the figures
have
made with the view that one proves, as Squier and Davis remark, that
should represent the area of the other. the builders possesseq a standard of measThe 'Hopeton Work,' in Ross county, urement, and had a means of determining
has the square, circle, and parallel angles."-Ancient America, p. 23.
lines
combination. Both the square
Of the Mound Builders, the American
and the circle contain an area of twenty Encyclopedia, under the heading Arch~o
Heres each, and the parallel lines twentylogy, says: "They lived in towns, and
f,nn hundred feet in length. At Newark,
were not only hunters, but miners, potters,
the first circle mentioned in the description weavers, agricultural, artistic, and comhas an area of twenty acres, as merciaL"
the square. The circle of the
Morton says: "A two-fold interest atbank works, see page g6, also contains taches to the mound, (fig. 197), of which
an area of twenty acres. The octagon and we offer a sectional tracing. On the one
circle of these. works very much resemble hand it shows the pains bestowed by
the
and circle, in combination at ancient American man upon the dead; tbus
Newark. It would appear that the 'Hope- evidencing considerable civilization."ton' and 'High Bank Works,' were each Types of Mankind, p. 290.
modeled after those at Newark, or else the
(To be contintled..)
last was a combination of the other two.
There is certainly a wonderful similarity,
""""""'"'it may be regarded. Other commight be noticed, where differsquares have the same dimensions acWHAT ARE THE FACTS.
hy one or more circles. It is ·
.that these works could not have
made without some standard of meas- IS REV. JOHN DOWIE A MODERN MIRACLE
WORKER?
urement and the use of instruments."Mound Builders, p. 84.
"AND there came the halt, the lame and
He says again: "A work in Butler the b!ied" to the W. C. T. -U. Hall to
county, which will be described in its prop- hear and be healed of faith. It is one of
er place, also confirms the fact that the the remarkable movements of the day.
works were outlined before the work was Whether drawn by curiosity to see the
In that way we have four mounds face and hear the voice of a man who asof
circle at reg'•.1hr distances apart and serts to be the vicar, as it were, of tbe Diconnecting at their ba~e, thus giving the vine Healer, or whether impelled by faith
workmen the line oi the curve.
This in the profes<;ions of the man himself, the
shows a high degree of proficiency, and Temperance Hall was packed to suffocaone that approaches the modern idea of tion. Ca~l it superstition, call it painful
planning before constructing."-Ibid, p. credulity, call it weakness, call it what you
may, there were hundreds there and many
85.
He still further states relative to the turned away. Not the lowly class alone,
works of those ancients: "We read of not the man who follows in the wake of
buried macadamized roads having been the Salvation Army alone, but scores of
discovered in West Virginia, cut by well known business and professional
streams, which .would indicate some par- men, and staid old members of the orthoticular mode of crossing a stream. It.has dox churches. From the days of Hippoalready been stated that brick was used in crates the human flesh has been heir to ills
the mound at Seltzertown. Some of the that have baffied the skill of the most acearthworks made of clay-with non,e of complished men of medicine, and periodicthat material in that vicinity-would prove ally there have arisen men who claimed
that this clay had been moulded into brick. the power, supposed to be the attribute of
A people who could erect such stupendous one man alone, of healing by the laying
structures, and understood the art of on~of bands.
moulding as well as they did, would not
Yesterday might be seen the curled lip
hesitate to perform any undertaking in . of incredulity and contempt and the most
their power. They had the perseverance solemn, earnest and devoted mien of the
and the wilL It is more than probable believer in faith healing. The Rev. John
that all their enclosures and many of their Dowie has created a greater sensation in
mounds were faced with brick."-Ibid,,p .. religious circles than either Moody or Sam
Jones, and whether it isdeserving of sneers
87..
.
The same author says: "From the fore- or praise the fact reriutins that hundreds
going enumeration,.in which is imperfect- upon hundreds of the most intelligent peo! y represented the great skill displayed, it ple in the city have attended the meetihgs
is evident that the Mound Builders were and a very large number professed convicsomewhat advanced in the arts and sciences, tion.
The services uiJc~lcu: v:e,sre,rnav
and occupied no m~an p<;>sition in life. For
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Ministerial Union to investigate the sub.
sponsive singing. The Rev. Dow1e then
offered the most remarkable prayer ever ject, and will deliver an address before i:he
heard ir, this city. It was a formal petiUnion, which meets tomorrow, in whi.ch
tion for Divine clemency upon the weak- I will fully express my views and the reness ot human nature, but there were sult of the investig.11tion."
sandwiched into it a score or more testiThe Doctor preferred not to make
monials from patients "before and after formal statement of his views,
taking" the new antirlote, faith healing. as he will give them complete
One cancerous person from West Seventh the drift of his conversation
street testified to great faith in the method plainly that he was very antagonistic
and requested prayers. One bedridden
the Rev. Dowie and faith healers.
invalid at the County Hospital said she
"At San Jose," .said Rev.
believed that if the Rev. Dowie would "where Mr. Dowie was holding
place hands upon her, she would be able
he stepped out of his hotel one day on
to take up her bed and walk. One case way to the hall, and stepped on an
of chronic anculosis, at Santa Barbara, peeling and fell very hard,
made
epistolary profession of faith, left arm at the shoulder. Some
which he stated was confirmed by his helped him up and asked him if he was
complete cure. San Diego, notwithstandmuch hurt. 'No, it won't amount to
ing her bay and climate, has a man with a thing,' he said, and walked to the
tumor in the brain, who said he hoped the He managed to get a finger of the left
Rev, Dowie would place his palm on his hand in a buttonhole of his vest and wen!
cranium and allay the inflamation. Every through the services of the evening with
phase of
and deformity, from the his arm out of joint, suffering great
chicken pox to cholera morbus, and in- but as it would mean absolute ruin
his
toe nail to strabismus appeared
cause if he made known to his audience
the testimonials to have been success- that he, the exponent and chief
of
fullv treated.
From Norwalk came a faith healing, could not heal his own
plai"nt of moral woe, in whose behalf was and did not stand in close enough with the
invoked the Divine panacea.
powers that be to receive any help, he exAfter the prayer the Rev. Dowie made erted his will power and endured the exshort address, a short summary of what cruciating pain, and was especially effective
has been accomplished during the past in that evening's address. After it was
week. "We have formed a Los Angeles over he told some friends, and a doctor
of the Faith Healing Association," was called, who put the modern miracle
foot on
Dowie, "and over 450 members performer on his back, placed
have been enrolled.
Before Tuesday
the reverend bosom and giving
arm a
night, vvhen our work will close, we ex- jerk and a twist· drew it into place with a
over 500 members. Friends, I came snap.. Rev. Dowie does not deny the
you a stranger, and you would not hear- but asserts that the Lord gave him
ken to me. You have come to know me strength on that occasion."
better. It is not I who heal; I do not preDr. Hutchins, have you
tend to heal; but it is the Lord Jesus whose stating your views on the
vicar I am, a tool in the hands of the meetings?" asked the reporter of the
Great Master. Tuesday night our work gregational minister.
here will end, hut we will have organized
"I greatly prefer to make no statement,
an association which will remain with you if you please," replied the gentleman.
for the
of all."
Dr. Reed of the Central. Baptist
When the services closed a Tribune re- was next seen.
called upon several ministers to
"I dont want to make
ascertain what their opinion is upon the for if I do you'll get it wrong.
reRev. Dowie and his meetings.
porter assurecl the gentleman that he would
"Dr. Cantine, what do you think of the endeavor to give a correct statement of his
faith-healing movement?"
views.
"I don't know anything about it," said
<"Well, in the first place, on the
the Fort-street pastor, quite sharply. "I principle of having diseases
have been out of the city, and only returnpower of God in answer to prayer,
ed a day or so ago, and have not heard lieve that the scriptures warrant that, and
Rev. Dowie and don't know anything that it has often been done in all ages since
about the matter."
the time of Christ; but I believe that in
"But do you believe in healing by faith, such instances the Holy Spirit teaches men
Doctor?"
·
how to pray and what to pray for, and
"I don't know anything about it. How gives special faith by which to secure the
c.m a man believe in anything when he answer to prayer. Second, as to ]\/[r,
don't know anything about it?"
~
Dowie, while I have not been able to atThe reporter wondered if this view tend many of his meetings, the few that I
would not be applicable to some of the · have attended have given me the
converts, but refrained from speaking of it ion of his sinceritv, and his desire to
to the Doctor, who would not commit or God and His Holv Word and the Holy
himself upon the subject of the modern Spirit ,as well as do" good to the
miracles.
and I believe that many cases of
"Dr. Williams, the 7 ribune would like healing have occured in connection
to lay before its readers an expression of his meetings. I should,
take
yo\lr views upon Rev. Dowie and miracles exception to some of his teachings, but I
of the
"
hope that on the whole great good will be
have been appointed by the accomplished."

in it and other sects that have
foolish
weak rninded. No sensible man
will believe any such stuff for a moment,
I delivered an address on
time ago, and
my
then."
"Dr.
eve-

Hl

from several

the
are
the movement. Several
church members have
new
and it may
in
old reliable orthodox members leavfold. In
have more
Rev. Dr, Dowie's
tors are restrained
the matter because
some of their n10st reliable
laymen are favorable to the
miracles.

justice to
teriere?
have time to
Why are not we so intent
the abused
as to have
the matter?
the Mormons abused all

coast of IVIaine in
as far from Utah as I
I heard that there
in the
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RALD.
least esteem among
I resolved to find
them out.
to be poor fishermen and
whose daily struggle to
feed and clothe
families made them
appear far removed from fanaticism. So
far from being polygamists, they were unalive on that question, and considof having more than one
evil. I then found .that the
Iviormons, like so many religious sects,
were divided into two
The branch
of the church which I
so unexpectedly
stumbled upon was an organization recognizing the son of Joseph Smith as their
president, and who, although believing in
the Book of
differed from their
Utah co-religionists
materially on the
of polygamy
as to the recoghead of the sect. I was surprised
indeed to find the hated Mormons the
most devoutly religious and most truly
honest and neighborly of any of the people whom I met. They read and studied
the Bible a great deal, had family prayers
twice a day, when others besides the head
of the house would join in succession in
the spirited season of p·rayer. On Sundays
they met in private houses and worshipped
much like other non-ritualistic sects. They
had no paid ministers, but those who filled
the office of pastor were laboring men like
the members of the flock.
They
however, a few men who
travel about as a bishop or presiding elder
does, whose expenses the people bear.
They were brought into the Mormon faith
through the preaching of some missionaries
of that Church, and recognize themselves
as the "Church of Latter-day Saints, reorganized in 186o." Their congregations
extend for a long distance up and down
the coast of Maine. They acknowledge
Joseph Smith, whose home and address is
· Lamoni, Iowa, as the head or president of
the Church re-organized in r86o. Their
religious paper is published at Lamoni,
Iowa, and has for its motto: "Thou shalt
not have save but one wife"-a citation
from the Book of Mormon. Thev use
the Book of Mormon only as Protestants
generally do the book of Chronicles, as
true, and worth
sometimes, but
not as entertaining and profitable fo them
as the New Testament and some parts of
the Old.
In regard to the Book of Mormon, which
I read then for the first tlme, I saw at once
it was no story written hy a Cono-regational minister named Spaulding, as"'the
enemies of the Mormons are fond of claiming. The internal evidence of its distinctive religious rites such as immersion, the
obligation of the clergy to work for a support, and such like ideas were no fancies
of a Congregationalist. The account of
the finding of the brass or gold plates of
the original in a hill near Palmyra, New
York, seems to me consistent with the
structure and intent of the Book.
The account of a poor, ignorant young
man spending much time in the woods
alone in meditation and prayer, and at
length, in vision, having the place of the
concealed plates shown to him, was consistent enough.
His poor translation did not vitiate the

fact of the Book being genuine. If it did,
then the Chinese and literati of various
nations were right in supposing that poor
translations of the Biole proved it to be no
hook of Divine origin. The translator of
the Book of Mormon was evidently just
such a person as Joseph Smith, whose limited vocabulary was derived from the
English Bible, the one book of his constant
study.
I do nof have the credulity to believe
that a pious fraud got up by one or more
persons in 1830 has given the world the
Book of Mormon and the Church of that
name, as people must, who fancy that an
,idle romance is the foundation of a movement as extended as the Mormon Church
has come to be. If you will carefully read
the book and explain it consistently with
the facts of the present developments of
the American antiquities with which it so
well harmonizes, it will throw much light
upon the subject. Within a couple of
years the real Spaulding- MS. has been
found and published at Oberlin, Ohio, at
the office of the Bibliotheca Sacra, a staid
quarterly of the Congregationalists not at
all inclined to favor Mormons. The subject here entered on is one for a v9lume,
but let this be my brief cry of "fair play.''
]. CROSSETT.

Chinese Times.

THE WORLD'S FLOODS.

THE United States is a nation.
At no other time is the fact more strikingly shown than when a great calamity
befalls any part of it. Then the 65,ooo,ooo hearts beat with one throb of sympathy. If one member suffers all members
suffer. But while we stand appalled by
such dire disasters as the one which has
turned the beautiful and fertile region of
the Conemaugh into a valley of death, and
are loath to believe it in all its dreadful
and heartrending details, while we involuntary ask ourselves, "Can it be so?" histhory tells us that others have suffered in
equal and greater measure.
Numerous are the traditions coming to
us from pre-historic periods concerning
great floods. Everywhere in the annals
of the various nations we meet with similar accounts as that contained in the Bible.
It is therefore most likely that at a certain
time, several thousand vears before the beginning of our era, e~traordinary floods
occurred in various portions of the earth
simultaneously.
Strabo and Diodorus speak of gigantic
spring floods having broken upon Egypt
at an early date, and Plinius and Tacitus
report such of the north of Europe about
the time of Christ, which in terrible magnitude and destructiveness had not their
equal. The oldest reports concern the
floods in the region of the Red sea along
the peninsula of Suez. Strabo chronicles
the destruction of many armies of the ancients in this dangerous locality, and Diodorus relates the drowning of a part of the
hosts of Artaxerxes at the same place.
Here too the passage of the Jews through
the Red sea and the destruction of the
Pharabnic hosts find their explanation ..
Reliable accounts of disasters by water

begin a century or two before our era.
They treat until comparatively recently
almost exclusively of floods in Europe,
owing to the imperfect connection between
the nations up to our owp times.
About the year 130 B. C. the powerful
nation of the Celts, after having suffered
for a long time great losses in possessions
and lives, were forced by contimwd destructive floods to forsake their a bodes
along the shores of the western ocean and
emigrate to Italy, the upper Rhine, and
the Danube. Likewise about the year I I 3
B. C. several Teutonic tribes were driven
further south from the northern settlements by like causes. Among the older
towns of the world the Eternal city, Rome,
suffered frequently and extremely from
inundations of the Tiber, which to fill the
cup of the sufferings of the people were
generally accompanied by dearth and pestilence. Notable among these floods at
Rome are those of the years 44, 27, 23, 22,
and 13 B. c., and 5, I5, 36, 5I, 69, and 70
A. D. I the year 5 the city was navigated by boats for over a week and a large
number of buildings were destroyed by
the flood, as were also hundreds of lives.
In the year 6o A. D. great floods inundated many miles of territory along the
French and English coasts. Historically
remarkable is the disastrous inundation
caused by the Rhine in consequence of the
destruction of the dam of Drusus at Nijmwegen, in the Netherlands, by the rebellious Batavians under Civilis to stop the
advance of the much-feared Romans.
This famous dam had been commenced
by Drusus Gennanicus in the year 5 B. C.,
but had only been finished twelve years
at the time of this catastrophe.
A. D. 170 the fertile table-land of Mareb
in Arabia was turned into a permanent
desert by the breaking of a dam and the
inhabitants were forced to emigrate .. In
174 large tracts of Italy and adjoining
countries were under water. The year
366 saw the greater portion of Germany
inundated. In 444 the city of Is, on the
bank of the hay of Douarney, France, formerly quite famous, was swallowed by the
floods. In 587 and 590 Germany suffered
immense losses by water. The Rhine,
having always been a source of great and
frequent disasters, again did enormous
damage in 694· Ninety years after even
Charlemagne was stopped on one of his
victorious marches by the waters filling
the lowlands everywhere. In 793 the sea
flooded the whole of East Frisia. The
year 8oo witnessed the swallowing up of
a very large part of Helgoland by the
insatible element. In 815 the Rhine by
another overflow did more damage than
ever before, and in 886 its waters devastated all the adjoining regions along its entire
course.
During the ninth century the
English coasts suffered terribly from flqods,
and in 986 all the rivers of central Europe
overflowed their banks and caused great
loss.
The eleventh century had no less than
forty-seven great floods. At one time fully
125 geographical square miles of the Netherlands were laid waste. At this time
there also disappeared a number of the
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larger islands near the south-west coast of
the Baltic, making the entire nainber swallowed up by floods on the same coast from
the time of the Roman occupation to the
close of the eleventh century, fifteen-all
large islands.
The los~ i~ human lives through floods
during that century alone was over r,ooo,ooo. Some of the most disastrous floods
during that period were that of IOI 5, putting a large part of Holland under water
and taking more than three years until its
last traces had finally disappeared; then
the t'verflow of the Elbe andWeser, destroying entire towns along their banks;
further the inundation of the Pomeranian
coasts in 1044, reaching in places as much
as twelve geographical miles into the
country, and then the fearful floods in the
Alpine regions and Germany in 1060.
In I 106 the old and important town of
M alamocca, near Venice, was devoured
by the Adriatic sea. Other great floods
through overflows of the Rhine and Danube occurred in r I 24, I I 50, and I I 52, when
large tracts of fruitful lands were devastated and buildings and numerous lives were
destroyed in the towns. The year I 162
was another sad one for the north of
Europe through its disastrous floods,
taking the
lives of thousands of
human beings and cattl€. Again between
the years 12 I 2 and I 324 there were hundreds of towns and villages destroyed by
floods in that part of the world, and 1218
a single castastrophe of this kin(! killed
ro,ooo human beings at Nordstrand alone.
About Christmas,1277, the city of Torum
and fifty smaller towns around the mouth
of the Ems sank into the sea.
On the 26th of November, 1282, a most
enormous flood gave birth to. the Zuider
sea and put the Dollart into its present
shape, by which mighty revolution of nature So,ooo to 1oo,ooo human lives were
lost and many towns were wiped out forever. The second so-called "Marcellus"
flood in I 300 destroyed twenty-eight towns
in Sleswick alone, and with them 7,6oo
human beings. It also swept away another half of Helgoland, so that only about
one-fourth of the original island remained.
The year 1317 was a most remarkable one
in France, Germany, and Austria. All
the rivers overflowed their banks and the
water even spurted forth from the depths
of the earth. In 1337 a large portion of
the province of Zeeland, containing seven
dioceses a.nd fourteen villages, were buried beneath the waters. The year 1342
saw the most disastrous floods which ever
visited Germany. On the 8th of December the German ocean leaped, as it were,
upon North Frisia and swallowed up more
than roo,ooo men, women, and children,
together with all their habitations scattered through thirty dioceses. Again from
the 18th to the 20th of November, 1421,
Ioo,ooo people were destroyed by a flood
near· Dortrecht and Rotterdam, together
with seventy-one villages, of which twenty-two have never since been seen.
· Similar calamities happened in those regions in the years 1425, I449• I475 1497,
r soo, r 5 r r, r 530, r 541, r0r 3, r625, 1634,
1717, 1784, 18o3, r8o9, I825, and other

years, destroying human lives by the, hundreds, thousands, and tens of thousans. In
August, I 566, there were general inundations !n Switzerland, occasioning a loss of
2oo,ooo florins. The year 1570 was the
most disastrous for Holhmd. Large tracts
of valuable land were flooded and 4oo,ooo
people drowned. In 1571 a part of the
beautiful city of Lyons was torn away by .
the river Rhone. The year 1588 saw the
destruction of the proud Armada,
the loss of 2o,ooo men. In I 595, June 4,
an inundation in Switzerland, caused by
the outbreak of a glacier, swept away soo
houses and I45 human beings.
On the I rth and I2th of October the
Ganges suddenly overflowed all the adjoining country, takin>[ the lives of 3oo,ooo
people in one single night. The flood rose
to a height of forty feet. In 1824, Oct. 29
-Nov. r, great floods along the entire range
of the Alps did great damage. A remarkable flood occured in the valley of the Euphrates in r83I, in a single night 7,ooo
houses and more than I 5,ooo lives were
destroyed. The great flood in China of
the year 1856 is still remembered by
It took place in the province Honan
cost 2oo,ooo lives. Stanleyreports gigantic
floods to have taken place in .187 I and I 8t:z
in the valley of Makata river, central Africa. Great damage was done in loss of
life and property. A most violent flood
visited Bengal, in East India, on Octob,:r
31st, I876.
The water was driven up
tp a height of forty-five feet, covering·
141 geographical square miles; 165,ooo
human lives were lost on that occasion.
In 1878, during October, the Nile swallowed up forty-five villages and 8oo people.
The financial loss amounted to over I2,ooo,ooo frances. The dreadful inundation
of Szegdin, Hungary, in 1879 is fresh in
the memory of all. The loss was 8,2oo
buildings and I ,900 lives. In the fall of
the s:1me year Spain was fl0oded and 1,7oo
souls were drowned. In I 881 the Chinese
cities Haifung and Tallee were inundated
and 3,ooo of their inhabitants found death
in the waters. The year r882 was an extraordinary year for floods. There were
great and disastrous ones in Spain, Italy,
France, the Tyrol, Germany, and Hungary, causing a fearful loss in lives and
property; it amounted in one locality in
Germany alone to fully 3,2oo,ooo marks,
nearly $r,ooo,ooo.
The floods in our country in 1883 are
still well remembered. It was Pennsylvania at that time, too, which suffered most.
The same year witnessed another great
flood in India, demanding many thousand
victims.
In the following year it was
again our own country which suffered
most from the destructive element. Each
of the years since then had one or more
disastrous floods here or there, but the most
dire calamity of this kind in late years was
the inundation caused by an overflow of
the Yellow river in China, bv which over
r,ooo,ooo of people were drowned and
I ,8oo,ooo lost their shelter.
A smaller
inundation took place there in 1888, which
year has charged against it a number of
floods in several parts of the world.
But while floods are a common occurence

with all their frightful destructiveness and
frequently much more fearful in magnitude
than the one we bewail at present, there is
something about the Johnstown catastrophe
which makes it peculiar-peculiarly horrible. It is the fact that human carelessness, or rather human reckJegsness, seems
to be responsible for it.
'RUINED THEIR TRADE.
OINCI:t'JN A TI MEDIUMS FURIOUS.

Cincinnati bas long been noted as one
of the strong-holds of spiritualism. Mediums have flourished and several became
rich here. Their followers were among
the best
of the city and their religwn
so
that the orthodox people
became alarmed.
Last fall a medium, J. W. Fletcher, held
forth on Carlisle avenue. His manifestations were on the wonderful order and his
seances attracted g·reat crowds. One night
a party of investigating gentlemen flashed
lights on Fletcher and caught both the medium and his materialized spirits. Fletcher acknowledged the fraud.
Soon after the Evangelical alliance,
made up of the ministers of all the Protestant churches of the city, arranged with
Fletcher to exp0se the tricks of the mediums. Last Sunday night at Heuck's Opera House, to a great audience, he· explained many tricks and declared that a combination of the mediums of the city existed,
and produced letters to prove it.
He also detailed a plan concocted to
fleece a well-known young attorney who
had become a partial believer. There was
much excitement. and Fletcher was hissed
and called ugly n~mes.
To-night a great audience of intellig·ent
people filled Heuck's to witnes~ a further
expose. There were early signs of hostility, and when Fletcher appeared he proceeded amid considerable confusion. He
prefaced his exposures by declaring that
he had no ill-will toward any one connected with spiritualist societies, saying they
were probably honest, but the mediums he
denounced as frauds.
There were a few hisses, but Fletcher
secured a committee, some of whom were
spiritualists, and succeeded. He thorough··
ly exposed all forms of slate-writing, even
getting correct answers to questions on
slates bolted together on four sides.
Finally as a challenge, he allowed a spectator to write a question, seal it in an envelope, while a second person hid it in a slate.
A third person held the slate, while the
click of a pencil was clearly heard. When
opened by a fourth party a correct answer
appeared on the slate.
·The noise
and reached a climax
when
gave a fac-simile of a trumpet seance. The house was filled
with hisses, cat-calls, whistlings, and an
sorts of noises.
Many ladies left and
trouble seemed imminerit. Fletcher held
his ground and finished his act. •
At its conclusion a member of the circle
announced that he had been a spiritualist
and particularly
to trumpet seances,
but henceforth
wanted nothmg to do
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with the fraud.
This called out cheers
and hisses.
Fletcher next materialized three spirits,
and one lady declared she recognized the
spirit of a child, who called her by name.
Later, the fraud was exposed, and the lady
announced her disgust with the whole business.
There was a stir in the audience,
and a man arose and announced that he
would run Fletcher out of town.
Then Fletcher came down in the audience and declared his intention of staying
right here, and challenged any medium in
the world to do anything by spirit aid that
he could not do by trickery.
It is admitted that spiritualism has received a heavy blow.
DON'T WORRY.
Worry wears you out. Thought, like
a river, flows between fixed banks, flashing back the stars by night and thd sun by
day, turning the mill wheels and machinery, feeding the life upon its banks;
but worry eats out and overflows the
banks, and carries with it devastation and
death. Don't worry. Worry is the child
of unbelief; it is the child of distrust; no
man can trust God fully, and worry at the
same time. You might as well try to
mix oil and water in the same dish, as to
mix belief and worry in the same life with
Christianity. The minute you begin to
worry, you step down from the throne of
faith; you throw the sceptre of belief at
your own feet; you stan,d on the ground
of unbelief in th~ living God. I go to a
hotel, and tell them I want to take an early train. I leave my name with the clerk.
If I trust the clerk, I go to bed and sleep;
if I am afraid he won't call me, I wake
up every hour of the night and consult
my watch. Every time I awake, I insult
the clerk; and every time we are restless
we insult otir God.
It is because we can not trust our God
that we worry. If I am persuaded that
he is able to keep that which I have entrusted to him against that day, can not I
trust him for my daily bread? If I can
lie down in the sleep of death, believing
in the power of God unto the resurrection
and the life, can not I trust him with the
burdens and toils of my daily life? Surely it is because we doubt God that we worry and fret: and so it comes oftentimes in
life, that God, who is loving, tender and
gentle, takes the thing that worries us out
of our lives. Your child sits with you at
the open car window; a piece of cinder
flies into the child's eye; 11aturA at once
floods it with a sea of salt tears, You lift
·the lid and pluck out the cinder as soon as
you can; it is worrying the .child's whole
nervoJJS system. My brother if there be
aught in your life that is wearing out your
strength and dimming your vision, be still
while God takes it out.-Selection.
ONE THEORY OF PNEUMONIA
AGerman-American physician of New York.
holds that pneumonia is a house disease. He says:
In the warm air of the house the system is made
sensitive to the cold, but the cold is only the producing cause. It prepares the coddled lungs for
the pneumonia poison, which has its real origin in

damp and dirty rooms or cellars. What is the cure?
Well, the steps to cure have unhappily advanced
but little. But the relief and the prevention are,
no medicine and plenty of fresh air.

SOUTHERN MICHIGAN AND NORTHERN INDIANA.
The above conference convened at Galien,
Michigan, June 8th and 9th, H. Rathbun presi·
dent, D. H. Proper clerk, pro. tern., assisted by
W. J. Smith. L. Scott chorister, Sr. Flora L.
Scott organist. Galien ro6, Marcellus 15, Clear
Lake 69, Hartford r6, Maumee 21, Knox r6,
Coldwater 86, Dimondale 15, Lansing r6; total
so far as has been reported, ;.;6o. Reports: G.
A. Blakeslee, H. Rathbun, (baptized 4), C. Scott,
(baptized 4), W. J. Smith, (baptized 4), L. Scott,
(baptized 9). Elders Alcott, Horton, Prettyman,
Thurston and Most also reported; priests, J. Erter, G. McClintock, J. Keifer; teacher, Wm.
Lockerby. Th'l ordination to the office of pries~
of Bro Lewis M. Smith was deferred till next
conference. Resolved, that this conference sustain all the spiritual authorities in righteousness,
by our faith, prayers and means. Resolved that
Bro. H. Rathbun be sustained as president and
D. B. Teeters as secretary and Wm. Lockerby as
Bishop's Agent of the district. Moved that when
we adjourn we do so to meet at Coldwater, Michigan, subject to call of district president. Evening session, preaching by L. Scott. Sunday
morning sermon by W. J. Smith. Met at 2: 30
p. m. for sacrament and social service in charge
of Ern. Blakeslee, Prettyman and Alcott. Confirmation of one and blessing of three children.
A season of refreshing was enjoyed by the large
audience of Saints that attended. Some of what
Paul calls "the best gifts" were manifested,
peace, love and tranquility characterized the session. The evening discourse was by C. Scott.
At the close of the service resolutions were offered as follows: That any branch desiring a twodays' meeting shall confer with the district president; he to make such arrangements as thought
wise. Adjourned. An excellent conference!
MASSACHUSETTS.
Quarterly conference convened at 2319 Washington St., Boston, May IIth. M. H. Bond was
chosen chairman, A. H. Parsons, assistant, G. H.
Gates, clerk, T. M. Whiting, assistant, Sr. J.
Glover, organist; Bro. R. Bullard, chorister;
Brn. T. Boyd and G. Robley, ushers. Moved
that the chair appoint a committee on branch reports. B. Pierce, J. Woodward and G. H. Gates
were so appointed; R. Bullard, U. W. Greene
and J. Woodward were chosen· as an auditing
committee; M. H. Bond and ·T. Whiting, committee for advertising. Mim.. tes of last conference read and approved. Elders present reporting:-T. Whiting, N. Nickerson, J. Woodward,
A. W. Hoxie, J. B. Pierce, C. E. Brown reported
by proxy. By letter:-G. S, Yerrington, W.
Bearse, R. Farnsworth~ Brethren A. H. Parsons
and H. H. Robinson, present, reported concerning their labors in Nova Scotia; U. W. Greene
gave account of the work in Maine. Present
and reporting teachers :-R. Bullard, S. Smith,
C. S. Monroe. Deacons: A. B. Pierce, M. Gondolf and T. Boyd. Pres. M. H. Bond reported,
also offering some suggestions for furtherance of
the work. Communications. was read from the
president of the mission. Wm. H. Kelley offering suggestions and directing the labors of the
ministry. M. H. Bond reported action on matters of demanding licences left with him at last·
conference. Additional reports:-T. H. Moore,
F. Steffe, A. W. Glover; teacher, G. Robley.
District treasurer and Bishop's Agent's report
read and by proxy received and referred to auditing committee.
Branch reports: --Received
from Brocton, Fall River, New Bedford, Providence, Boston, Little Compton, Dennisport,
North Plvmouth and Cranston. Committee on
Sunday School Union reported no definite action

in regard its appointment. Report received and
committee discharged. Moved that the district
clerk be authorized to notify each Sunday School
in the district to appoint delegates to meet at
Providence R.I., Saturday, July 27th, to form a
Sunday School Union. Amended that each
school arrange for defraying the expenses of its
delegates. Carried as amended. Sunday morning was devoted to prayer, and the Saints present
were visited by God's favor in an outpouring of
his Spirt such as many present had never witnessed, while strangers were moved to avow the
presence of God. In the afternoon A. H. Parsons addressed the conference, and in the evening H. H. Robinson, both being blessed to the
edification of those attending. Elde.r E. N, Webster reported by proxy. Committee on branch
reports finding such correct; and committe reported finding the accounts correct. Prie.st A.
W. Glover requested the renewal of his license
which was granted. Teacher Geo. Robley was
also on request granted a renewal of his license.
Voted to sustain the general church authorities;
to sustain W. H Kelley as president of Eastern
Mission; M. H. Bond as president of district, G.
H. Gates, clerk, John Smith as Bi;;hop's Agent.
Whereupon Bro. Smith exhorted the Saints to
remember to support him, not in word only, but
in deed, by keeping the law which unto us is a.
law of spiritual life. The Boston Saints and
friends were tendered a vote of thanks for hospitality and kindness. Bro A. N. Glover requested
to be allotted a mission in Plainville and Attleborough. Voted that he, together with all local
officers labor under direction of the district president. Conference adjourned to meet at Providence, Rhode Island, the third Saturday
[zrst] in September.
After adjournment of
business, the Sailns assembled for a parting season of prayer and praise, and upward of three
hours was spent in that unwearying service which
only Saints can fully understand or appreciate,
many expressing their gratitude to God for the
blessing of his Spirit. There was an unusually
full attendance of Saints, and all were blessed
and strengthened in faith. The business sessions
were marked by unanimity of Spirit and singleness of purpose for the good q£ the work and the
glory of God. ·
NAUVOO AND STRING PRAIRIE.
Conference met at Montrose, Iowa, June rst,
J. McKiernan president, G. P. Lambert clerk.
Branch reports: Keokuk and Rock Creek showed
no change, Montrose 3 baptized. Elders reports:
J. M~cKiernan reported as delegate to general
conference and president of the district; W. T.
Lambert baptized 1; J. H. Lambert; D. D. Bab·,cock; T .. Revel; B. F. Durfee. Also Priest A.
A. Hall. J. H. Lambert Bishop,s agent, reported:
Balance last report $4·75; received since $6o.r7;
balance
due
church June
rst,_
$4 92.
Audited and found correct. G. P. Lambert
was elected clerk of the district for three
months. The election of district president was
deferred for. three months. A ilearty vote of
thanks was extended to president, clerk and Bishop's agent. Preaching by W. T. Lambert, J. H.
Lambert and J. McKiernan. Social meeting
Sunday in charge of the president. Sacramental
meeting at 2: 30 p. m.. in charge of T. Revel.
Adjourned to meet at Rock Creek, Illinois; September 7th, at ro: 30 a. m.
EASTERN lOW A.
Conference of the Eastern Iowa district convened at Amber, Jones county, Iowa, June rst,
elder J. S. Roth in the chair, John Heide clerk
protem. Branches reported: Jackson r 5; Apostolic 46, one expelled, one dropped; Fulton 29;
Butt<ernut Grove 31; Davenport and Bufl:"alo not
reported. Elders reported: J. Ruby, by letter,
baptized one, C. C. Reynolds, W. Turner, J. S.
Roth. Priests James Bradley and James Johnson reported. John Heide, Bishop's agent's report:
On hand last report $u.oo, received since $z8.so,'
total ()n hand $39
It was re·solved to hold
the next conference at Fulton, Iowa. Elder J. S.
Roth was sustained as president of the district, J.
W. Sutton was sustained as clerk and Elder Tur-

so.
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ner as Bishop's agent. Preaching on Friday
evening by John Heide and J. S. Roth; .on Saturday evening by J. S. Roth; Sunday morning by
W. Turner; at 8 p.m. by W. T. Maitland. Saints
meeting Sunday in charge of John Heide and J.
R. Johnson. A vote of thanks was tendered to
the resident Saints for their kindness during conference. Adjourned to meet at Fulton, Iowa, at
call of president.

BLESSED.
ANDERSON.-At Nebraska City, Nebraska, December 7th, r888, adopted by Mr. Neils and Mary
C. Andersen. Blessed June roth, I889, by Elders
Robl. M. Elvin,J. W. Waldsmith and Lloyd W.
Wells, and named Susanna Christina.
DIED.
HANSEN.-At his home, in Galland's Grove,
Shelby eounty, Iowa, Elder Ingvert Hansen departed this life June 7th, I889, aged 52 years, I I
months and IJdays. Bro. Hansen united with
the church in Denmark, in his youth, at the sac-·
rifice of parents and home, and became an active
minister of the gospel, traveling and preaching
the glad news without purse or scrip. He came
to America and crossed the plains to Utah, expecting to find there a pure and holy people, but
he was disappointed and turned away from the
evils he heard taught and saw practiced in the
name of religion, feeling sure that neither Jesus
Christ, nor the angel of God by which the gospel was restored in these latter days, ever taught
such abominations. He united with the Reorganization in Utah, under the preaching and administration of her first missionaries to that place,
E ..C. Briggs and Alexander McCord. He soon
left Utah and located his home with the Saints
at Galland's Grove, Iowa, where he has sinceresided, and doing some local labor as a minister
of the gospel. His last illness, which was of
about two. year's duration, he bore with patience
and Christian fortitude, never seeming to doubt
the goodness of God or his power and willingness
to save. He fell asleep in Jesus with a bright
hope of a glorius resurrection at the appearing of
the Lord Jesus Christ. Bro. Hansen leaves a
wife and five sons and five daughters, besides
many relatives and friends to mourn their loss.
Funeral services were held in the Saints' chapel,
at Galland's Grove, conducted by Elders C. E.
Butterworth, A. Jackson and John Pett.
0, father, how we miss thee,
And the counsels that you gave,
Which kept our feet in childhood
In the straight and narrow way.
Thou art gone to dwell in heaven
With the loved ones gone before;
Yet we hope in Christ to meet thee,
When onr earthly life Is o'er.

MEFFORD.-Elizabeth. Mefford was born September 27th, ISIS, at Mullenburgh, Kentucky.
She was baptized July 14th, I86z, in Boyer Township, Harrison county, Iowa, by Elder John A.
Mcintosh, confirmed by Elder W. W. Blair. She
died February 24th, r889, with confidence in her
Redeemer unshaken, and full of hope in a glorious resurrection. Funeral sermon by C. Derry,
at Twelve Mile Grove, k!arrison county, Iowa.
A noble mother and a faithful wife,
A neighbor true to the end of her life.
Her. hand was open to the child of ne-ed,'rl!e color nJ?heeded, uuquestioned his creed.
'fhe hom~ehold of fttith found a sister dear,
Ready to help them in sorrow and care.
Do you ask if she was a child of God?
Her l}fe was the proof of har royal blood.

DuNGAN.-Near Six Mile Grove, Harrison CO)lnty, Iowa, June 9th, r889, with measles, Florence,
daughter of Mt. and Mrs. Samuel and Rhoda
Dungan, aged IO years, 3 months and 7 days.
Funeral discourse by Elder Joseph Seddon, to a
large concourse of friends, after which the remains
were laid to rest in the cemetery in father Elli. son's field, to await the resurrection.
R!LEY.-At Breed's Station, near Canton, Fulton county, Illinois, June 7, r889, sister Elizabeth
Riley, wife of Bro. William Riley. She was
born near Bolton, England, February 27th, r84r,
and at death was aged 48 years, 3 months, and 4
days. She was the mother of nine children, five

of whom survive· her to mourn her loss--two
sons and three daughters. She was a good '.vife
and mother and a kind neighbor. She came to
this eountry in r867 and obeyed the truth the
same year, and has been a good member ever
since. A very large concourse attended funeral.
Discourse by L. L. Jones.
MERICK.-At the home of her parents, Paradise Township, Crawford.county, Iowa, of whooping-cough, Mary Sophronia, infant daughter of
Bro. and Sr. Lyman and Mt·lissa S. Merick. Born
September 6th, I888; died May 28th, r889. Funeral services by Elders John Pett and W. W.
Whiting. Sympathizing neighbors and Saints
were present.
HELSEL.-Near Six Mile Grove, Harrison
county, Iowa, May 24th, r889; Peariy V., daughter of Mr. and Mrs.J. C. and Armintha J. Helsel,
aged 6 months and 25 days. Funeral discourse
preached by Elder J. Seddon.
. HAILEY.-At rest, near Avenue City, Andrew
county, Missouri, June 4th, r889, of spinal effections and other complications incident to infancy,
John Harvey, infant son of Bro. and Sr. Arthur
Hailey, born March 22d, r888. He was a lovable
child. He suffered intensely until relieved by
the prayer of faith and the layin·g on of hands-..
pleading with the Father to spare it unto us if it
were possible; but if appointed unto death, that
while it remained it might be free from pain and
depart in peace. The Lord answered the latter
part of our praver and it passed away as gently
as a summer zephyr. The funeral service was
well attended by friends and neighbors, and was
conducted by Elder John D. Bennett.
He has gone, just before, to· that rest
Prepared for the just and the pure,
And with pilgrims from earth richly blessed,
Grief and pain no more to endure.
In that home, oh I the comfottlng thought I
Our Harvey we'll meet bye and bye,
On that sbore•where the breezes are fra.ught
With joys that can not ever die.

A FINE MOSAIC OF LAMONI.
5}j

G.

A

VACCINATION
In Paris, where the law requiring vaccination
is feebly enforced, the mortality from
ranges from I36 to ro.r to the rooooo
while in the principal German cities, where the
vaccination laws are rigidly enforced, the death
rate is but 1.44 to the roo,ooo inhabitants. London, under compulsory vaccination, has a death
rate from smallpox of but o 6 to the roo,ooo inhabitants. On the other hand,
to The Scientific American, whlch is authority
above,
in the canton of Zurich, in Switzerland, since the
compulsory .vaccination law was repealed in I883,
the death rate from smallpox has risen steadily
from 8 to 85 the Ioo,ooo inhabitants.
Farn11 for
A good farm for sale of 40 acres,
fenccrl, 2 good wells, large pond
bearing good, 300 young trees
lumber stable and cowshed all
new granary all painted, good
out-houses. A good 6 roomed
and painted outside and insido,
4 mam t•oads, 2_good groves of
the cottage. Will be sold cheap,
bargain for some one. Farm a few
county seat of Barton county.
EBENEZER MILLER, Senior,
Sc.AJHIONVILI,E, Cherokee county, Kansas.

Newspaper.:---

Provides its readers weekly with

56 COLUMNS
Of reading matter, including Domestic and Foreign News,
Home, A.round the Worla, Religions, Scientific 11nd Personal departments, and aims to keep its readers thoroughly acquamted with the striking features of the world's
progress. Try it and know for yourself. Sample copy
free. One doliar per year.
LAJ'i£BERT BROTHERS, PUBLISHERS,
25aug
·
Lamoni, Decatur Co., lowa.
ROBEHT WINNING, :Pres't.

D. F. Nrcnor.soN;Cashier.

Am})le Be!>ponsibUiity.
Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

A

Or, Key
BY A. J. MAPES.
L1mp Cloth, 103 pages, price 3!> cts. For sale by

Bro. B:, R. MILLS, Independence Mo.

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,
REAL

ESTATE

AGENTS,

West r:exington Street,

'l'RIP.

From August 21st to August 28th, inclusive,
the C. B. & Q. R. R. will sell at half rates, or
one tare for the round trip, tickets to Milwaukee
and return· from all points on its lines, on a;:count
of the National G. A. R. Encampment at Milwaukee. These C. B. & Q. excursion tickets will
be good to return August 27th to September 5th,
inclusive; but by special arrangement, an extension to September 30th may be obtained by applying, prior to September 3d, to the agent at
Milwaukee having the matter in
Between Chicago and Milwaukee the
will
be good for passage in either direction Yia the
Goodrich Line of steamers, the C. M. & St. P.
Ry., or the C. & N. W. Ry. Tickets and further
information can be obtained of C. B. & Q. ticket
agents, or by addressing P. S. Eustls, General·
Pass. and Ticket Agent, Chicago.

8 }j inches.

INDEPENDENT PATRIOT

1

BURLINGTON ROUTE.
A. R. EXCURSION.-ONE FARE FOR THE ROUND

X

Seventeen different residences grouped in one card with
name under each picture.
By mail, post paid, 35c; per doz. $3; per 100, $20. Send
35c. for sample.
.
~The traveling ministry please notice this.
A. M. CRASE, Lamoni, Iowa.

INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI.

Next to Warnky's Gallery.
I hereby give notice that the

x 20, is now ready for sale.

I will mail copies to any one on receipt of $z.
All members of the Quorum represented in the
medley can obtain a copy for $r.5o.
R. BURDGE, Photographer,
Appleton City, Mo.
I have seen the Picture, and can recommend it as a
work of art, containing 48 ~abinet heads, grouped in a
medley, handsomely arranged, all nnmh.ered with index
below of numbers and names to correspond, making a
very interesting Picture
E. C. BRAND.

PRICE $z.so BY MAIL.
Th~

Harmony wili contain all the hymns
the
Saints' Harp; also 542 pages of music, compris··
ing about ·1po tunes, 13 full sized pages of music,
full instruction on choir and at{them music, the
Editor's preface and introduction, and publisher's
preface.

AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Pdce pelt' yeal!'
$1.1>0.
M. Walker, Editor and Publisher .

'W' elsh Hymn Book.
We have on hand about 100 copies of a book, entitled
"'Llyfr Hymn au at 1!\Tasanaeth Eglwys Ierm Griflt, Ad-l{c~
oleiddcdig Smut y Dydd Diweddaf." 'l'here are 393 hymns
in Welsh and 33 in English. It i.s pubhshed by the church
in Wales, and Sent here for sale. Sixty cents cach 1 free of
postage; bound in full leather, marbled edges.
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"HEARKF.N To THE WoRD OF THE LoRn: FOR. 'I'RERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE lT Bll ONE WIFE; AND CONOUJliNES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pagg 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THA'£ ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IS AT LIBEI<TY •ro MARRY AGAIN. "--Page 3:30, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

HE

8.AINTS

1

ERALD:

Official Paper of the Hoorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints
PuBI•.iSHJI'.D AT L.lLL\10:NI, DECA'l'GH CouNTY 1

IowA,

Every Saturday. Price $2.:?5 per yenr.
1'\fi.n"istry, Distriet and Jhanch Presidents,

Agents.

requested to solicit new sub-

build up

paper and the publication

be sent to David
li:nte:ed

tU'l 80CO:ld

::le.i·\8

rlatt<jT

or Express.
at Lr...moni Post OfUceo

JOSliiPII SMITH

W.

BLAIR

No. 26.

June 29, 1889

-Whole No. 84.r.

AsSOCIATE EDITOR.

THE REVELATION OF APRIL
liTH, 1887.

WE have been questioned
letter and
as to whether the revelation of
1887, forbids
or ad- sension with" . , , "certain men" who
Sunday---the
day held that gospel converts should be cirof the church; also as to cumcised and "keep the law of Moses,"
the revelation imnlies that Sun- and
no doubt, had
decided opinbe found not t~ be the proper ions in regard to this, yet
with those
the Saints.
who held differently, wisely referred the
we reply that the revelation maiter to an assembly of "apostles and eldoes not forhic! either defending or advothat the question
" at
that
for it
commands
be
discw;sed, and
in paragraphs 5 and
settled .m an orderly, impartial, un"the first dav of the week" . . .
and regular way, by the
A"nd this being a comthrough its duly appointed and
mandment to
Saints, it is to he both
ofHcers; after which "the apostles
and defended when needful and
with the whole church," sent
seasonable. The idea that the church has their
decision abroad, authoritativecommandments which are neither to be •
to the Saints everywhere for a rule of
advocated or defended in due season is
and practice.
This usage is the
not to be endorsed, and especially those same as that provided and adopted in the
which relate to the observance of the times of the "choice seer," and that to
Lord's
rest-day.
which those who oppose fir~t-day keeping
7 reafHrms the commandmanifestly referred in the revelation
7th, r83r, saying,-"The
l rth, r887.
The revelation comSaints are to observe the first day of the
Sunday observances and refers opcalled the Lord's day,
to the assembled "quorums of the
as a
of worship, as
as the place for their questioncovenants and commandments."
the revelation does not
TESTIMONY OF BRO. WILLIAM
that at some future time
JORDAN.
that Sunday is not the
proper rest-day for the church, but it THE late Elder William Jordan, a man
mental powers and memory,
means that those who hold views opposed of
excellent repute, whose residence
to
keeping should not resist or also
contend or strive over the matter, but for the last forty years and more was in
western Iowa, mostly in Harrison and
await further revelation to explain, or refer the matter to "the quorums of the Crawford counties, has left on record the
church" when they "are assmbled to de- following testimony concerning the teachcide concerning the law in the church arof Joseph Smith the Seer, with whom
ticles and commandments," as is provided he was well acquainted up to within a few
of his assassination at Carthage,
:for in resnect to all matters about which
there may be doubts in the minds of the
June 27th, r844· He says:
Saints.
"And now as to his teachings in regard to

pc~ygamy.

I was personally acquainted with
him,-was really intimate with him. I was his
interpreter to the Indians, and he was at my
house on Sunday of the week he was killed. I
never heard him teach anything of the kind; but
his counsel was always to keep the commandments of the Lord. In April of that year, r844,
I heard Brother Hyrum Smith, at a special meeting of the Elders, after ~he close of the conference, and in the presence of several thousand
people, say that 'Spiritual Wifery was gotten up
by John C. Bennett,' and that 'it is a stench in
the nostrils of society.' He pronounced a curse
upon it in the name of Jesus Christ and the Holy
Prie&thood, and called on all 'the Elders of Israel' to say amen to the curse. There are anumber of men living who can testify to this occurrence."

This, added to his testimony as found
in Autumn Leaves for July, proves of
value in making up a correct estimate of
the Seer's teachings just prior to his death,
nnd also as to the teachings of his brother
Hyrum.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. Silas J. Madden of Nee], Dundy
county, Nebraska, wrote June Ioth, as
follows:
"The work is steadily gaining favor in the eyes
of the people. Although poor in this world's
goods, we are rich in the knowledge of the work
of God."

RECENTLY we made a ten days' trip to
'\Vheeler's Grove and Henderson, aided in
dedicating the Saints' new chapel at the
former place, held seven services there in
connection with elders E. C. Briggs,
Henry Kemp and H. N. Hansen, having
large and most attentive congregations.
Ti1ere will be a reunion at the Grove,
commencing Aug·ust 3 Ist and holding over
two Sundays. The grounds for it are
good, and the surroundings excellent. A
large and most interesting meeting is lookeJ for. Due announcement for it will be
made in the HERALD by the committee in
charge. All should attend yvho can, and
seek faithfully to aid it on to succes~.
On Friday, the 7th inst., Bro. Henry
Kemp and the writer began a series of
evening meetings near Henderson, Mills
county, and had full congregations. On
Saturday district conference convened and
passed off pleasantly, though few from
abroad attended owing to heavy and much
needed rains. On Sunday we held four
services; the Lord blessed the efforts made,
and· the packed, overflowing congregations paid the best of attention, many for
the first time hearing the doctrine of
Christ as taught by the Saints.
Two
heads of families were Laptized, others
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expressed a determination to be at a future
time; Brn. Amazon and Thomas W.
Hougas were ordained priests, and .altogether the season was a happy and prosperous one.

ince of an incumbent
place.
His duties
deacon, and still so
that be

the

DUTIES OF OFFICERS.
THE TEACHER.

IN our issue for April rzth we republished

an editorial from the pen of President J oseph Smith, written in r87r, on the duties
of the "Deacon," and promised that others
on the respective duties of Teachers,
Priests and Elders would also appear.
Other matter has crowded them out, but
we again make the attempt. The duties
of the "Teacher" are set forth in this issue; the others will follow as opportuni:
ty permits.
TEACHERS are numerous throughout the
world. In the churches they specially
abound. What may be taught, depends
upon the peculiar province and calling of
the teacher. There are teachere of philosophy, simple and profound; ·teachers
of medicine-medicine for ills, mental,
moral and physical; teachers of law, nathuman and divine; teachers of art,
and teachers of science. Any man who
teaches may be called a teacher; but it is
not every man who teaches that holds the
office of a teacher.
The teacher, as a church officer, being
especially an outgrowth, or a necessary sequence of the introduction of the gospel in
the last days, it will be very natural to expect that the church articles of organization should contain something by which
the duties pertaining to that office are defined.

"Now there were in the church certain prophets and teachers."-Acts 13: r.
·'And God hath set some in the church, . . .
thirdly teachers." "Are all teachers?"-r Cor.
I2: 28, 29.
"And he gave some apostles; . . . and some
pastors and teachers.'·--Eph. 4: rr.
"And it came to pass that I, Nephi, did consecrate Jacob and Joseph that they should be
priests and teachers over the land of my people.''
-Book of Mormon, 2 Nephi, chapter 4, par. 5,
third European Edition.
"And it came to pass that King Mosiah granted nnto Alma, that he might establish churches
throughout all the land of Zarahemla; and gave
him power to ordain priests and teachers over
every church.'' . . . "Therefore they did assemble themselves together in different bodies, being
called churcnes; every church having their
priests and their teachers.'' --Book of Mormon,
Book of Mosiah, chapter I r, par. r2.
"And, behold, you are they who are ordained
of me to ordain priests and teachers to declare
my gospel."-Doctrine and Covenants, sec. r6,
par 5·

esin-·
the

to,
in this article
follow in this
used
those who
positions taken
entire.
"The teacher's duty is to watch over the
church alvvays, and he wHh and strengthcnthe1n,
and see that there is no
neither hardness with each other;
backbiting, nor evil spcak!ng: and
church meet together often, and ah;o see
the members do their duty,
':ake the
:ead of meetings in the
priest, and is to be
ties in the church, by the
quires; but

"take the lead
the absence
the

did
of

or
cer.
It is the
over the
This
of the
but the manner
clearly indicated.
We are of the
fairly
know
church unto

~'cor:secrate''

over the
; the fact that
to the church the fact that
hath "set" teachers in
and
the fact that there were "teachers" in the
are all evidences

Elder';; Conferences.

It is not proper to suppose that any office instituted of God for the establishment, or the government of his church,
was intended to be a sinecure-an office
existing in name only,-the man holding
it an honorary appendage to the church
body politic. If there be such an office, it
certainly does not come within the prov-
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office as himself, in council, in directing,
controlling, guiding, and assisting them
in their deliberations.
F'rorn what we have now written on this
after as careful research of the law
as we have been able to make, we are preto assert the foregoing as the duties
of the teacher. We are further prepared
to say that we think the duties of the office
of teacher have been much neglected; and
that
have been ordained elders who
had more capacity
and would have
made able and wise teachers. Men who
have not been able to be actively engaged
as field
and who would have been
efficient as teachers in caring for the
have refused to act as
under
the mistaken notion that their priesthood
would suffer
by so doing, that it
was
commensurate with the calling
of an elder to
the necessary duties
of a tl'~cher.
We are o.till further of the opinion that
men who hold the office of
have been hindered from
the duties of their office, beunwise and uncalled for oppoof
who, over jealous of the
with
they were invested as
the
priesthood, have unas teachers, and denied
of magnifying their call-

and are within

one
every man

man learn his duty," has
is a trite saying in the
now urge the
of
as excellent and as true, Let
his
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

in and near Lamoni are
preaching the word of life
round about," and
reand attentive congregawith growing interest, at all points.
number have been added to the
this district during the past year,
for future additions are exof the hindrances and obstacles in the way of progress in the past
are
or steadilv
most promBarnes writes us from Excelaffirming his faith in and
of the latter day work. He is
confident the elders can find fair opportunit;es to
the word in that place and
Mrs. Sidney and Josephine
Sanborn county,
wrote, June I I th, asking· when
an elder will
in McCook or Minor
They are are anxious
preached, and desire to
it.
"live on the line of Sanborn and
counties, twenty miles
south-east from Huron and twelve miles

due south of Cavour." They would also
welcome an elder at their home. They
have created an interest among their
neighbors in behalf of the faith. They
wish to learn who the Saints are at Salem,
McCook county, and when they will hold
services again. Will those in
Dakota please give them the de?
of Manassa, Colorado, writes in a thankful spirit, expressing
his satisfaction with the truth and light
found in the Reorganization. They have
a small branch, a Sunday School, and some

EDr.rED n¥ SIS'I'ER ''FRANCES."

'·Shine, light of G Jd! make broad thy scope
To all who sin and suffer; more
And better than we dnre to hope
\i\'ith heaven's compassion make our longings poor!"

ETHICAL PRINCIPLES IN FAMJLY
GOVERNMENT.
BY REV. FRANK H. PALMER.

Saints' Harmony has
account of our failure to
of paper from Chicago.
the book will appear just as
soon as
A m.ember formerly from Stuart, Newrites from Ellensburg, Kittitass
county, Washington Territory, and asks
that an elder may call and preach there,
as there are a few members in that place.
It is believed a branch could be organized
soon.
Sr. Susannah Burguoine of St. Joseph,
Missouri, accompanied by Bro. L. Niedorp,
the remains of her husband
here
the I 8th in st., and buried
them in
Hill Cemetery.
Kind
friends m St. Joseph and Lamoni aided
in assisting Sr. Burguoine in
affectionate duty of burying her
dead.
obituary will appear in the
HERALD ere long.
Bro.
Whitehead of Alton, Illinois, at one time the
secretary of the
Seer
Smith, called at this office the
xgth
and is now staying with the
Saints here
a season. He is hearty
and
spirited, full of faith and zeal
in the
marvelous work, and is never more jovful and animated than when
. his experiences and associations
with the "choice seer," whose memory
seems most precious to him. His opportunities for knowing the personal conduct
and
character of the seer during
the last
of his life were equal, probably, to
of any others; and his confidence in his ca !ling and ministerial work
is without question.
The "Blue Grass League of Southwest,
its secretary, bas placed on
pamphlet published at Cresthe Ist instant. It contains
pages, including a neat map
territory adjacent, and gives
a detailed statement of the superior claims.
of "The Blue Grass Region of Southwestern
" as a grass, stock, grain,
fruit and
country, setting forth its
natura]
in respect to fuel, good
water, stone, health, proximity to rapidly
developing cities and good markets. To
those seeking homes in the west it. is very
valuable, and to all interested it is most
encouraging.
ADDRESSES.
John T. Davis. 42 Lakefield Road, Llanelly, Carmarthenshire. 'Walef"t, Great Britain.
E. C. Brand., No. 712, Q, st., Atchison, Kansas.
E. C. Brli(i(e, Shenandoah, Iowa.
C. R. Duncan, Box 70. Blue Rapids, Marshall Co., Kan.
J. H. I~9J{e~ Kirtland1 Lake co., Ohio.
Willard J. Smith, Box 153, Buchanan, Mich.

I

It iR said that all successful inventions are
copies of nature's processes, or imitations of what
has been done on a larger scale by the Author of
nature. The idea of the steam engine was in operation everywhere, and had been througl)out the
ages, at the time when VVatt seized upon it for
the particular service of man. Heating houses
by the circulation of hot water is simply a reproduction of the plan whereby the continents are
warmed by such ocean currents as the Gulf
Stream. All the contrivances by which light is
manipulated, and objects, near or remote, magnified or brought into focus, are but so many imitations ot the processes which are unceasingly
carried on in the wonderful mechanism of the
human eye.
It is equally true that correct principles in the
sphere of intellect, or of morals, will be discovered by observing God's methods. Would we
know how to govern our children? God is our
F:i.ther, and is all-wise. Study His ways of dealing with His children, Grasp the great principles of His government, and the best results will
follow their application in the narrower sphere of
family life. It will form character in the child, and
teach him that life is arranged upon a plan, and
has a purpose. It will relieve many a parent's
requirements of his children from the charge or
suspicion of arbitrariness.
From his earliest infancy the child should be
dealt with as a rational and responsible being.
There is that in him which will respond to such
treatment, or on the other hand, which will
respond to such treatment, or on the other hand,
which will resent arbitrary dealings. Take, for
illustration, the matter of punishment inflicted
for wrong doing. It is a sad fact that a large
number of parents punish their children in a way
which destroys the whole moral eftect of the proceeding, and often leaves indelibly injurious resuits. Now the ethical principle to be applied in
punishment is that the penalty of the wrong doing
should be the natural outcome of the deed itself,
and the child should be made to understand that
this is so. God has written certain laws upon
nature. If they are violated, certain painful results follow. This is his method of punishing
the transgressors. Thus He teaches men the
nature of things, and illustrates the value and
necessity of obedience. If we thrust our hand
into the fire, it is burned. If we deprive ourselves of food, we are hungry. If we over-eat,
our digestion is disturbed, and our comfort and
health are interfered with. These are the natural
results of our wrong acts. By observing them
we are educated and trained to the perception
of.the order and moral significance of nature.
Were it otherwise, we should be wofully confused and misled.
Now the principJe.may be almost always perceived and applied in the punishment of our chi!-
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dren. For example, my little boy, three years
old, behaves himself very rudely in the parlor on
a given occasion when we have company. He
must be punished. What shall be his punishment? Practically many parents would answer
the question by an application of the slipper;
others would coax him to be good with a stick of
candy: others would deprive him of his supper,
or give him only bread and water in place of the
good things anticipated on "company night." I
"speak that I do know, and testify that I have
seen." Such are the meaningless punishments
inflicted to their hurt, in a majority of cases, on
the rebellious and ill behaved little free agents in
our homes. But what does our principle require?
Why, it demands that I take my rude little threeyear-old, calmly but firmly, out of the room, and
explain to him, in a few words, that the penalty
of ungentlemanliness is simply separation from
the society of ladies and gentleman. As he has
shown himself rude and unmannerly, he must
not expected to stay with papa and mamma and
the rest, for they are gentleman and ladies. He
will have to stay by himself now, until he has
thoroughly learned to behave as he knows he
should.
Does some one say that this is a very slight
punishment? Oh, no! it is exactly the reverse.
The sensitive mind and heart of the child feel it
instantly as a real punishment, and the little boy
has learned a lesson that will have its effect upon
his character throughout his whole life. Does
some one else say that the result will be a series
of kicks and howls that will break up the party
and disgrace the house? Well, better so than to
mislead and confuse the forming mind of the little
boy by dealing with him on arbitrary and false
principles. But, after an experience or two, he will
learn the fruitlessness of such demonstrationo, if
you are inexorable. And inexorableness is
another ethical principle which must be embodied in family government, or moral confusion
·will reign supreme. A weak yielding to cries,
or entreaties, or exhibitions of temper, merely
to avoid "a scene" before company, has been the
beginning of the complete moral ruin of many a
child. Nature's penalties are first reasonable,
and then inexorable.
Ours must be the
same.
Another illustration may be found in the common incident of a child's refusing to eat his good,
wholesome oatmeal, or bread and butter, at a
given meal, because he has been denied some
other article of food which is on the table for the
older people. Why should we box his ears, or
send him into a dark room, or take .away his
playthings, for such an offense? Let the mother
quietly remove the oatmeal or bread and butter,
leaving him only milk for that meal, explaining
to him that a refusal to eat what is set before
him will always mean that he must go hungry
until the next meal. It will not take a bright
child long to learn the part of wisdom and of
right under such reasonable training as that.
The same principle can be applied in relation
to things. dangerous, such as stairs, scissors
needles, and fires.
A wise mother of my acquaintance has never forcibly restrained her
children from falling, by gates at the head of
the stairway; or from cutting and pricking themselves, by keeping the work-basket, with its contents, out of reach; or from burning, by screens
and fenders around the fire.
Her little children
play safely, and without concern on her part, in

the hall and the sewing-room, or
place in papa's study.
Her
is never abused.
ed? They have been
would be the natural resu1~:
dangerous things.
needles and scissors was
by the mother's hand, just

doing, for
will hear and answer your prayers.
You hold in your hands a mighty lever :'or good,
and the ange.is are keeping watch and ward over
and
y•:)U faint not by the way, the results
'wi1l astonish the vrorld; yes, even the cburch, by
by.
Coop 1 of IJowns, Kantas 1 request
behalf of their son D.nvid, who is

CoLUMN JYl.msroNARY FUND.

ing dovvn sairs was illustrated by an
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D. Dancer, Lan1ont, Iowa.

a given caseo
con1n1on sense must be enrployed
of the principle. But ordinarily
apply it; and that it is labor
directed along the right line,
ber of shining examples known to
vvrite:r,
where the enUre fan1ily government has been
conducted upon this plan.-Sel.
Would H not be well for
who may be in doubt as to the"
of the
principles upon which their family government
is based, to try this methot?
very
reasonable one, and If il: should
provl' to be all
they hoped for, it yet has this
favor, which most strongly
model ls perfect.-En.
PRAYER UNION.
MEMORY TEXTS FOR
rst Thursday: I Cor. 9: I3, I'i··
2d Thursday: Eph. 6: I3-r8.
3d Thursday: John 4: 3'7, 38.
4th Thursda.y: Zec. 2: !0-£3.
Bear in mind that the
is
used ln our selections.
I trust the U don will
excuse delay for this month.
ELEAXOR.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR :I"RAYER.
Sr. M. A. Christy requests
prayers, that
her husband may be led to obey the gospel.
An aged &;istcr in an eastern
of the
church desires your prayers, that God 'Yill soft··
en the hearts of her own family,
bitter her life by their oppositlon
Note:-It has by some been deemed
like and shame-faced to withhold
when asking for your prayers; hut
none of yon will feel in this
It

*·

ing of the name will only add
and perplexity of: the one sending
opinion it is better that the
Many ·circumstances may
who most need your
their names public.

A SIMPLE and effectual way to get rid of mo·
squitoes is to put a teaspoonful of Dalmatian insect powder \::1to some sort of receptacle, touch a
match to it, and let it smolder. People who can
not sit on
verandas in the evening on ac~
count of these little pests, will be .e;lad to try the
remedy, which is tqually efficacious against flies
and other insects,
TEMPLE, Mo., June 7th.
Dear Saints of tke Home Column :-I esteem it a
duty as well as a pleasure to say a few words in
favor of the cause I love so well. I have just been
reading the signs of Christ's Second Coming, and
can but exclaim: Will all who have taken upon
us the name of Christ have oil in our lamps!
Dear sisters, it is my hourly thought, will we live
so as not to bring reproach on his cause? God
grant we may t My heart is in this work, for I
know it ls
work of God; and as we enjoy
each other's society now when we meet, will it
not be grand when we are one unbroken family.
You who have been discouraged and heart
broken, as I have been, go to God in prayer and
he will comfort you. I love to read your letters
and how often my heart has been cheered by
them. Pray for my companion that he may be
one of the fold with us, for without him in the
church my heart is sad. My family of children
all. belong to the church, and G<)d grant they
may walk in the light as they are in it.
would
say to those wishing to locate in Missouri they
could make their home with us whiie looking
for place. We came from
Plymouth
county, Iowa. vVe now live in Vernon county,
Missouri. Temple post.office is our address. We
had Bro.
Sr. E. Curtis with us a few days,
and enjoyed their society very much. Bro. Cmtes preached a fev\"
s and vve '~rust
good.
baptize some in the near future.
friends
the cause and they
There "'"" three famllies ot
Saints in a radius of nine rniles; but vve try to
meet every Sunday, Bro. Black from Rich Hill
preaches every other
and sometimes Bro.
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D.
Burt. from Independence preaches to us. We
have our little Sunday School. Bro. l:-I. E. Goff
is our superintendent.
We will try to keep the
stone rolling.
Your sister in Christ,
NANCY GooDMAN.
June 7th.
Dear Sistm·s:--I do not live where I can meet
with the Saints without going about thirty
miles. I have been in the church two years and
can truly say I love this work; each day the
way seems plainer. As I read the church papers
I feel that I could not do enough for this work,
for I am so thankful that I am permitted to be
numbered with the Saints of God. I have many
trials and temptations, but the dear Lord has
shown me the way to conquer all sin. "Watch
and pray that ye enter not into temptation,"
were the words of our Savior. Let us do all we
can for our Master to· day, for we know not but
this may be our last. How my heart is pained
for those who know not the comfort of religion.
Pray for me, that I may be faithful and meet
you all on that bright and happy shore. Vvhat
grand rejoicing there .will be when we shall
meet there where partings come not. Ever
praying for the welfare of Zion I remain your
sister,
ELLA L. RANDALL.

have not obeyed it yet, that I would like to see
brought into the church. I ask you to join with
me in praying for them, that they may tum from
the evils of the world and obey the truth.
Dear sisters, I ask you to remember me in your
prayers, that I may know what is best for me to
do, and that I rnay do the will of my heavenly
Father, for I desire to please Him. I feel my
weakness in trying to do my duty, but I believe
that God will hear and answer our prayers if we
ask in faith and do not ask for things we should
not. J desire to live in such a way and manner
that I may not bring reproach upon the name I
bear, but may be an example to those I am as-,
sociated with.
Your sister in Christ;
B. E. B.

QuEENSFERRY, Victoria, Aus.
Dear Herald:---S!nce Bro. Wight and I parted,
which was about four months ago, I have been
laboring alone, and no one excepting those who
have had some experience in this direction can
realize the hardships, trial and disappointments
with whl.ch one comes in contact. My labors
were principally In new fields, and the gospel
seemed something quite new and strange to the
DELOIT, Iowa, June roth.
people. Barra port was the fi.rst opening, where I
Dear Sister Walker:-This is my first attempt
remained thirty·eight days, speaking as often as
to write to the Herald. My faith in the latter
I could get the people together. The country
day work is strong and I have received many
was not very thickly settled so I obtained a horse
testimonies and know that !t is true. Our disand ma.de four new openings, speaking several
trict cohference convenes next Friday and holds
times at each of them. The people became very
over Saturday and Sunday at Dow City. We
excited and sent for the hcvad minister to come
have prayer and testimony meetings at eleven
and lecture against the Mormons, as they were
o'clock and Sunday School at half past two with
pleased to call our people; and he carne with the
preaching at early candle light and good .attensame lot of trash that is generally presented by
dence at church. Mother ·and I both belong to
those who are de~pisers of· those that are good.
the church and we desire to press on in the good
But notwithstanding all the false stories and
cause, and hope to remain faithful unto the end.
scandalou,; yarns the truth prevailed, and the
Your sister,
honest wer<e made to rejoice while the wicked
CLARA J. RICHARDSON.
·raged.
This was my first opportunity of defending
Dow CITY, Iowa, June.
Joseph the prophet, and like Paul, with much
trembling did I do my best, assisted by the Lord,
Dear Sisters :-I have often thought of writing
before, but have never done so. I love t0 read
to set forth the words of eternal truth before
all the church papers and I think there can pot
those who ';rere desirous of gaining an entrance
another paper he found as good as the Autumn
into the paradise of God.
You can hardly
Leaves for the young to read. They are both inimagine the feeling that over.whelmed me when
I arrived at the school where I was to answer the
structive and encouraging. I can truly say I
Mormon-eater, and saw the people crpwding
have been strengthened and encouraged by readaround, with not a Saint to be seen. All was
ing them.
, The sisters of this place have their regular
perfect silence while I was speaking, and when I
Thursd'ay afternoon prayer meetings, and they
had finished there was a clapping of hands and
surely enjoy these meetings, and the Spirit .of
stamping of of feet, showing their approval of
God .has be.en in their midst and blessed them.
what I had said.
There.a~e those that have felt too weak to bear
I rode about five hundred miles on horse-back,
their te~timonies at the other meetings, but have
spoke twenty-one times, baptized two, and left a
risen apd borne their testimonies at these and
fine feeling among the people, with several inhave
greatly blessed, as I believe all will if
vestigating.
they dd their duty.
Coming to Hastings I found things moving
I often wonder what joy and peace those who
slowly along, and leaving them I went to Boneo
do not try to serve God, and have not obeyed the .where I had spoken twice before with great optruth, can ·have? They sur·ely do not kqow the
position. This time all was quiet and I was
danger. they are in, and that they are living in
treated with the greatest of kindness and respect.
darkness. Oh, what comfort can they have if
I had the use of the church for eight evenings
tbey are .not trying to do what is r:ight! How
and was cared .for by the people without costing
can .they r;emain .in dar:kness when the light is
me a penny. I disposed of a number of tracts,
spining sobright and within reach of every one?
four copies of the Voices of Warning, and three
I have many dear friends and relatives whohave
Book's of Mormon's showing that the people were
.not a kri9yy!ed~e of.tbe truth of the gospel or
much interested, and they said that a place
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would be arranged whenever I could come
that way. I left there and went to Geelong
where I spoke several times in open air, and some
few times in private houses. From there I came
here to conference which convened May 4th and
5th. The truth seems to have quite an effect upon the people; but they seem somewhat afraid
to accept it at once. Time will tell the tale, and
the honest will be gathered home.
Praying for Zion's welfare, I am yours for
truth,
C. A. BUTTERWORTH.
BROWNVILLE, Neb., June I9th.
Bro. Blaz'r:-Bro. Wells and I have been here
for a week holding meetings, first two were
in the Christian church. But some of their
members 'objected and ;ve had the key turned on
us. Two other doors were opened to us, the Baptist church and the Opera House. We chose the
latter. Meetings are very poorly attended, and
from a human standpoint, everything works to
discourage. And yet there is hope that some
little good may be accomplished. More and more
do the evidences prove that those who carry the
message of life should not only be patient, but
wise servants, feeding the people upon the sincere
milk of the word.
ROBT. M. ELVIN.
PALOUSE, W. T.,June 12th.
Dear Herald:-We are living (so far as we
know) hundreds of miles from any branch of the
church, and and are therefore shut out from the
happy privilege of meeting with the brothers and
sisters of like precious faith. But we hope iri
time to have a branch established near us
so that we can meet together and have owr
spiritual sprength renewed. We are always
ready to throw aside all other reading matter for
the Herald, yet we appreciate all the church publications. We have two brothers, most dear to
us, laboring for the cause, (Columbus and Leonard Scott), and we look forward with jorto the
time when we again shall be permitted to meet
them face to face and be strengthened by hearing
words of salvation uttered by their once familiar
voices.
We attend the Christian Sunday School and
meetings sometimes, and we are ti'red of seeing "a
form of godliness." We are not satisfied with
such a lack of the genuine Spirit.
My husband is a .believer in the doctrine of A.
Campbell, yet I believe he would look favorably
upon the doctrine of the Latter Day Saints if he
could hear our elders preach.
·
Your sister,·
LIZZIE FISHER.
HETLAND, Dak., June r3th.·
Dear Herald:-Bro. R. A. Oehring and myself carne to this place yesterday. We intel).d to
lift the gospel standard and hope to find at least
a few who will "fall in'' at the sound of the gos~
pel trumpet. We intend to stay here about a
~week, then shall most likely go over into Sanborn county. Any who are interested in this
latter day work in Dakota are requested to write
to Bro. R. A.Oehring, Arlington, Dakota, reporting prospects. We desire'to labor where the
most good can be done. This work is rolling on.
May .God cause tli<J honest in heart to come out
of Babylon·
In bonds,
E. DAY BJJ:NNETT ..
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LEE's SuMMIT, Mo., June 9th.
Bro. Blair :-I am living just thirteen miles
south-east of Independence, Missouri, in Jackson county, at Lee's Summit. I came here with
my family two years ago and found that
there were none of the Saints living here, and 0,
how lonely we have been! Yet at times we
were comforted by the whispering of the Spirit
to be careful and act wisely, and there would be
in the Father's own time and in his own way a
branch of his people here; and to this end are
we laboring and living. Nor has the heeding of
those injunctions been in vain, for "lle have had
the pleasure of baptizing one into the kingdom
of God here, and also have been instrumental in
helping to locate Bro. and Sr. Layton of Nova
Scotia here, and we think to their advantage.
This is a beautiful little city, located in the
finest farming country we have ever seen, so we
are now more content in the thought to be patient in the exercise of faith, having a confidence
in the works of faith; and not from berolding
the end from the beginning and during the intervening period. If we have not been cheere<;J by
the gifts, we have been made to rejoice in the
fruits of the Spirit, which seem to the writer to
be the greatest attainment of man in this life.
For under the influence of the fruits of God's
Spirit, 0, how gladsome our hearts have been
made and our minds enlightened and we made to
love our family and our religion! And also such
blessed liberty in presenting the terms of recon·
ciliation to our fellow-men that we are led to
thank God for the light of this latter day work
which testifies that Jesus is the Christ. I have
filled regular appointments at Holden, where
there are about forty Saints, and we have learned
to love them and love to labor with them in Zion's cause-for I love the work of God and
have confidence in its final triumph.
WILL KELLEY.

GALIEN, Mich., June lith.
Editors Saints' Herald:-I feel thankful to be
able to say that since the General Conference my
health has greatly improped in accordance with
promises indited in the ministrations of the elders
of the church at that time and previo·usly, and
as a consequence my hope of usefulness to the
good cause is greatly revived and brightened.
The outlook for the cause we so love is also more
encouraging as time gives opportunity for renewed efforts in its interests. Some matters of a
gloomy character that clouded the pathway of
some in this part of the moral vineyard, have
changed their complexion.
A better spirit is
manifested by those concerned, and we think an
adjustment of the difficulties will be reached
without the loss of any. All such results gladden the hearts of all true Saints, and inspire us
with greater zeal and more fervent hope touching the progress of the work.
At the conclusion of the conference I visited
briefly with relatives and friends at Lamoni and
Davis City while so near those place~, having
the privilege of trying to preach twice at the
former place; large audiences attending, and good
attention given, all received us cordially, and our
stay, a pleasant one, was appreciated.
Arriving at home April 19th I found a warm
interest in the work at Galien and vicinity,
largely due to the eftorts of Brn. W. J. Smith
and L. Scott, the latter havingJ kept the camp·
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fire blazing while we were at the conference, resulting in the addition of eight. to the
branch by baptism, all heads of familtoos, Bro.
Leonard officiating.
I entered the field April 25th, laboring in
vicinities adjacent to the Coldwater branch,
where the interest is good and on the increase;
and per force of circumstances visited the Clear
Lake branch. I found a number of those not in
the church desiring to hear, and a deep interest
to investigate apparent. The Lord was with us
while at Clear Lake, signally manifesting his
goodness and wisdom in regard to several matters relating to the work there, all tending to improve the condition of the work.
On the afternoon of the 19th of May I had the
pleasure of leading two precious souls l.nto the
waters of baptism at Clear Lake-Bro. and Sr.
Story-both of excellent report. Many not of
the church were present, and were melted to
tears while witnessing the obedience of the humble two to the divine mandate.
The brief visit of Brn. Bond, Sheehy, Evans
and Smith did us all good. Wish they could
stay with us all the time. How the work might
move if we had about three or four to one of the
present number of laborers in this and other
missions! But alas! the laborers are few.
As we hear the call for more laborers pealing
forth from all directions, and we try to realize
the worth of souls in their relation to eternal salvation, will we all unitedly pray the Lord of the
harvest to send forth more laborers? ~)o you
hear the sad mournings of the thousands who err
in spirit, because of the prevalence of erroneous
doctrines? and who would joyfully welcome in
the gospel restored and declared as in former
times? And just now while the hour is so propitious for the accomplishment of so much good,
and the prospect so bright for the
of
precious sheaves, will more of the laborers now
in the field be requested to retire from the field
in order to labor for the bread that perishes for
the using? Perchance this question will come
to the souls of the church with more telling
force in the near future than now. I wish all the
Saints could see the fatherly tears of the Bishop
of the church as they course down his face, as by
the divine unction he pleads in behalf of the
work. But if such a deep sense of duty rests in
the hearts of some now, what of the day when it
may be our ro·bes will appear crimsoned with the
blood of souls, and we, like Esau, will find regretful tears of no avail? Ah! now is the time to
act, the time for the church to leave the laborers
without excuse. Now the opportunity presents
itself: Will it be improved? or will we wait for
others who come after us to arise and do the work
required of us? Will their oil then light our
lamps? No! Let us work while the day lasts.
The work is committed to us during this
"hour,'' and let us so improve the opportunity
that our Lord will gladden our hearts by the
"light of his countenance."
Pardon this digression in a letter of this character, but it is really astonishing to know how
many are looking in favor toward the work, and
we should not slacken our efforts, now that labor
diligently bestowed will be crowned with such
splendid results as seems apparent.
Our late conference held at Galien, June 8th
and 9th, was quiie largely attend•:d, notwlth-·
standing the weather
unpropitious,

rainy, and the fact that a large proportion of the
Saints of the district are farmers. The various
meetings were characterized by earrestness,
unity and a healthy feeling known only among
the Saints. Our officers, as befme, were contin·
ued. The preaching, in the main, was good and
cheering; reports encouraging. One wac; baptiztized, a lady seventy-one years of age, three
children were blessed, forty-two testimonies
borne during the sacrament service,
after a
brief, spiritual exhortation by Bishop Blakeslee,
forty persons responded to the call for temporal
aid for the work, the various sums amounting to
thirty-six dollars and five cents, and all present
felt better than before the conference, and believe all felt a renewed determination to do more
than in the past for the success and progress of
the kingdom of the Master in this district.
We feel encouraged to go on, and hope
determination to do more may abide wlth us all,
and that the Lord's guidance will abide with us
and all his people.
Truly,

C.

SCOTT.

TAWAS CITY, Mich, June 17th.
B1·o. Blair:-Our Conference is just over. VIle
had a grand time All felt it was good to be there.
Five elders, nine priests, and about one hundred
and fiftv members were present. The Saints of
Tawas branch have commenced to erect a
church; we had it inclosed so as to hold confereence in in it Two boat-loads of Saints came
across the bay from Bay Port to the CO!, terence.
They came in sail- boats, and they had fair wind
coming, and the morning of the r7th when they
wanted to go home, the wind turned a~>d ble~~
up briskly, and gave them fair wind to return.
Our meetings were grand. Business passed off
without a jar--no contention---all was peace and
harmony. We all feel to rejoice and press onward.
Your brother,
J. Jc CoRNISH.

HoLDEN, Missouri, June rstho
Bro. Blair :--Since conference I have Ja bored
to the best of my ability, preaching in Cass,
Bates, Vernon and Johnson counties.
Vernon county I baptized three, two promising little
girls who belong to Bro. and Sr. Keck, the other
one is Adam Keck, Bro. Keck's brother. He is a
young man of promise who had just graduated in
the Nevada school and has full faith in the work
and desires to help roll it on. No doubt he will
make his mark for good in the work. After preaching here at Oak Grove for a week left many interested who seem anxious that I should return
in the near future. From here I went in connection with several of the brethren and sisters
north-west of Nevada, six miles, to Bro. H.' E.
Goff's neighborhood. Here I found some warmhearted Saints and friends who greeted us kindly and made us feel welcome. Bro. Goff's and
Sr. Jordan's families are all the Saints that live
in this neighborhood; the former from California, the latter from Iowa. Sr. Henning and
her husband live some eight miles south-west of
here. This is a new place where there has been
but. very little preaching done.
I preached here nearly a week, having good
liberty and some of the time more people than
the house would hold, to hear. Some very urgently reques!.t-d us to come again.
think some
will. obey shortly; the b1·et.h,.en here h:n··e
ized a
School and hold regular meetings,
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From here I filled appointments near home,
thence came to Holden to-day week, and commenced meetings, Bro. J. H. Wells assisting me
over last Sunday, and preaching. On my arrival here I learned that one old man by the name
of Cox had been here and preached for the
Saints once and offered his services for the future,
telling the Saints that he was an elder in the Reorganized Church. This is untrue. I personall'{ know him and assisted in expelling him
from the church some twelve years ago, while
living in the Central Missouri district. I therefore warn all Saints to beware of him for he
holds no fellowship with us whatever..
Since coming here I had the pleasure of baptiving two on last Monday, both heads of families; one s. E. White, a brother of A. and I. N.
White. He is a school teach<Or by profession,
and if faithful to his covenant I had the assurance by the Spirit while confirming him that his
voice shall be hea~d in defence of the truth.
The other was Josle B. Watson. This sister has
ranJ,ed very prominently as a consistent member among her sectarian friends, and I felt assured that she will be of great assistance to the
Branch here.
From here I shall go to Rich Hill. I feel well
in the work and am determined by God's help to
number my days in the gospel, for I have unmistakable evidence of the truthfulness of this work,
therefore I have no hesitancy in recommending
it to others, as I know it will do them good, whoever they may be. In bonds,
EMSLEY CURTIS.
BLENHEIM, Ont., June I 6th.
Bro. TV. W. Blair:-We had an excellent conference-the best for some time. In fact, I never
attended a better one. The Spirit of God was
present, the Saints were admonished to live faithful, .and we wel.'e also told that greater trials
awaited them in the future.
Yours in the faith,
RICHARD COBURN,
EUREKA, Kans., June 9th.
Bro. W. W. Blair:-I have wished many
times to. write to the Herald, but did not know
what to write till of late. I am not a member of
your church, but hope to be, for I know it is the
true church, for the Lord has told me so. The
Bible says, in the book of James: "If any of you
lack wisdom, let him ask of God, that giveth to
all men liberally, and upbraideth not, and it
shal\ be given him." I prayed and asked God to
show me a vision if the Latter
Saints' was
the ~ight church. I dated the time I asked him,
October 3d, and three days before the next October ,3d, I saw an open vision. "Draw nigh to
th~ Lord and he wili draw nigh to you."
Pray
for l]:le, that I may not be led astray by false doctrine. ·
Y onrs,
NoRA CATO.
BIRDSEYE, Ind., June 9th.
Dear Herald:-The work in the Southern Indiana district is at present in be.tter condition
than lt has been for some time. Our elders being five in number can not respond to the calls
for preaching.
I attended the discussion between Bro. V. D.
Bagge~lyand Mr. Terry of theChristian Church.
Terry failed. to establish anything for the
Chr\stfan Church.. He asserted. thaJ Bro. Bag-
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gerly tried to "move Christ from the head bf the
church and put Joe Smith on in his place," which
he failed to prove. I attended church about two
miles from here, Elders Mortison and Berry of
the Brighamite Church conducting the services,
Elder Mortison being the speaker. His remarks
were upon the second chapter of DanieL They
were attacked by Rev. Reed ·wright of the Disciples. Mr. Wright has had the opportunity to
attack us upon the same subject, but failed to do
so. Mr. Wright and Elder Mortison will have a
discussion at some future date. They were asked by Mr. Wright the diil"erence between them
and i:he Reorganization. The reply was that it
was principally upon the authority, but they
knew they had it.
Yours in Christ,
ALMA C. BARMORE.
DURANGO, Texas, June 12th.
Bnz Smitk and Blair :--I was baptized October 25th, r885, by Bro. I. N. Roberts and confirmed by Elders Heman C. Smith and H. L.
Thompson. Though in my unworthiness, T can
testify from what I saw before obedience, and all
sectarian principles were removed. Since then
I have been blessed with a portion of God's
Spirit in vision. I know this is the work of God.
We have had sickness in our family, but I can
not dispute the saying of James, "Is any sick
among you," &c. There seemed to be faith
among us, and the sick were raised. I was much
distressed before I was baptized, even while I
was aswciated with the sects. But He has
brought m.e out of them to see the truth in
Christ, and sectarian tradition was sv.'ept away.
I turned from uncertainty and doubt to the truth
of the gospel and entered in at the door. Since
that time I have been blessed, and also had much
distress, and in my weakness try to contend for
the faith orrce delivered to the Saints.
We are ~hut out of the church houses in this
place. The doctrine has much opposltion. My
and daughter are members of the church. I
have ot.her children to be brought np and trained.
Prav for us, for the wandering ones, and the
smiller ones, that if it is in !uirmony with God's
will . we may overcome, a1id by the blessing
of God's Spirit by obedience be saved iri the
Pray for me.
E. BATES.
BEAVER, Pennsylvania, June 16th.
Bro. Blair:---I have often been prompted by
the Spirit to give my testimony of this latter day
work and since I have been in this latter day
work I have learned and experienced in the short
space of three or four years more than in all my
previous life. I would not at this time exchange
what I now know for !he diploma of the wbrldly
wise. Ofttimes I have had my prayers answered and while suffering and uneasy have had the
hands of an unseen personage laid on my head
and have been relieved of pain in answer to
prayer, and also under Bro. Brown's hands have
been relieved of pain and have beard a voice up
above me, speaking to me, saying, "The time has
come that
wicked will.be recompensed upon
their own heads." I even have· been thrown
headlong by the enemy and the Lord filled me
with
Spirit and said through me, "Get thee
hence, Satan." Praise the Lord, 0 my soul,
praise the Lord all his Saints! And more; the
,
said through Bro. Brown, "Lord Jet him
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live that he maybe a joy to many people." Praise
the Lord, 0 my soul, and all my posterity after
me!
I ask an interest in the prayers of the Saints
everywhere that I may prove faithful and be able
by the help of the Lord to fulfill the end that I
was created for. God bless~ll His people is my
prayer.
W. W. HoDGE.
NEODESHA, Kansas, June I 6th.
To tke Brn. and Sisters·:- have been reading
the Herald and I can feel that the testimony
borne through it is true. I have not been a
Saint very long. I was very badly prejudiced·
against the church for I thought they were all
Bri~hamites, but I married a good but meek be. liever of the true gospel and he showed me by
his own manner of living and by quiet reasoning
and our united prayers for more light that he
was right, and I could not but accept sound reason, for I was not satisfied with the hollow form
of religion that I tried to think was right before
I joined the Saints. And now, thank God, I do
not have to doubt, but I am so anxious to show
my friends the truth, and I have been working
with the Baptists a good deal, as there are no
other Saints here bnt my husband and myself.
There are a great many honest christians here
that are trying to get a rest of faith and a surer
knowledge of the work, but I fear lest not being
started on the right track they will become discouraged and give up; and so I know that God
mnst do a mighty work here if they come to a
. knowledge of the truth; for some are persecuting
the truth with all the vim they can command.
I want to ask the prayers of the Saints fdr the
people that are really seeking truth ih our town,
and one in particular, who is searching very
deeply.
.
IDA T. DAVIS.
CoPLESTON, Ont., June.
Bro. D. Dancer:--We have made two new
openings in our vicinity this spring. We have
had ali the School-houses closed against us, but
the Orange men have given us their hall free of
charge, and a Mr. · Haywood has seated his
orchard for us to hold meetings in, so the of!icers
of our branch are kept busy on Sunday, and we
believe we shall gather some fruit. for our labor.
Yours in gospel bonds,
GEORGE HAMPSHIRE·
WrLBRA, Ore., Jupe ~th.
Editot·s Herald:-Please allow me space in
your valnable paper to make a few remark~, being a sheep bleating around the fold. I am in a
land where I have not heard tLe gospel preached
since l came. Have heard the Saints preach
several times in Iowa and waB convinced of the
truth set forth by them, and still turned a deaf
ear to all this, and never felt I could lay down
my sins all in a bnndle and ask" the Almighty to
forgive them until now. And what is a poor
soul to do in this country where there is not a
Latter Day Saint withil) three. hundred miles,
and there is not a church of Saints in eastern
Oregon? I have been in this country for five
years and never saw a member. God only
knows how glad I woul<l be. to even see.one of
his people. I feel as if I would like to get a
good look at some of those old gray be~rded
Sain.ts.I used to hear speak at Little Soux, Har-,
rison county, Iowa. · I would be.ready to pass
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beyond that river from whence no traveler returns after having been baptized by them. I
want it understood that there is one soul in eastern Oregon who will most gladly confess his
sins before high heaven and return with outstretched arms to our Lord and Savior.
We have all kinds,of s~ctarlan isms; and oh,
God, why can't we have a Latter Day Saints'
Church! Is it because we are so wicked here or
have so tram;gressed that the Lord has nothing
for us? or is it neglect of the church to send some
good brother out here to preach taus? There is
not a Latter Day Saints' Church in Oregon that
we can find. If there was some of the elders sent
out here the work would be rewarded with at
least twenty or thirty converts in this locality
alone.
I was requested to send for the Voice of
Warning, and did so; and can say that that little
book has been the means of converting more
souls than all the isms in this country.
Please send me one copy of the Saints' Herald
to Erskineville, Sherman county, and oblige yours
very respectfully,
DR. S. WALTERS.
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., June 17th.
B?'O. W. W. Blair:--I leave for my field of
labor the 3oth, to reach Boston, Massachusetts,
by the 4-th of July, and reach Maine the following
Saturday, if the Lord is willing. I am feeling
quite well again, thank God.
Yours in the one faith,
J. C. Foss.

not in the doctrine of Christ, hath not
G:>d. He lhat abideth in the dot;:trine of
Christ, he hath both the Father and the
Son." Is P;ml then
?
for he
has not said we shall not
m
ordinance of the
he in truth has
not connected it with the
of
the gospel of Christ; but
free for a living principle
Saints; tl1erefore it is the
in which we have "both
the Son."
chat
Brethren, would it be
when we ~rise out of the
grave we
are now "justified." Again, would it be
just to say when we are
the
Spirit, by the laying- on of hands
arc~ now "sanctified?" The writer
no, impressively so, For God says,
the blood ye are sanctified."
I pray that the Saints of God
vestigate the ordinance of blood
has been. so prominent and
in
the gospel of Christ before and after "the
meridian of time;" that they may not fall
back to the line with their Gentile brethren whom they appear to be so desirous to
teach. Let us, brethren, be not so desirous
to teach others till we ourselves stand on
the line of perfection. In order to do that
we must he obedient to "the testimony of
the Lord," for that "is sure,
wise
the simple." Yours for the truth,
Lours STRACK.
CouRTLAND, Ill., June 3d, 1889.
~
----·---~-·--·-~

REASONINGS ON THE BIBLE.
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
[;;heir o'vn views. Contributions solicited"

=======
THE PLAN OF SALVATION.

Dear I-lerald:--I have read in your
last issue the artide, ••The Witness of the
Spirit," of which I have to say that it is
nearer to my idea of the plan of salvation
than anything that has vet come under
my notice. The onlv fault that I can
find is, that Bro. Stafford does not go far
enough in illustrating the answer of God,
to the question put forth by Adr~m.
If I may be permitted for a moment to
take up the line of argument put forth by
the brother where God says, "For by the
water y'e keep the commandment [body
baptized by the ordinance of being buried
in the water, arising out of it a new being
in the sight of God]; by the Spirit ye are
justified [by being naturalized to God
through the ordinance of laying on of
hands]; and by the blood ye are sanctified
[through the ordinance of the sacrament,
which we partake of from time to time,
to be kept sacred or holy]. And now, behold I say unto you, This is the plan of
salvation unto all men."
Now according to Paul in Hebrews
sixth he conveys the idea that in order
for the Saints to go on to perfection they
should not lay ag·ain the ordinances of
baptisms. Therefore the two ordinances,
viz., "water" and the "spirit," are no .long-er needed to perfect the new man of
God. But John says to the "elect lady,"
"Whosoever transgresseth, and abideth

IS THE BIBLE TRUE?

THis is the age of learning and discovery, and the advancement of science is
such, it is said, as never was known since
men began to live upon the earth. It is
assumed that all science must be true, for
have not the wise and learned men so declared?
And their knowledge of this
world and how it has heen formed is such
that they have concluded that Moses was
not wise, and that in
the book of
Genesis he knew but little
the book of
nature as it is now known and as men now
read it. It is also assumed that because
they have been able to read that book
they can tell of its origin; and although
many of their theories and
seen! most reasonable and
to be
true, it has ofttimes been found, on inve'>tigation, that they had no foundation in
facts.
A brick was found in the bed of the
Nile so deep that on rea5oning on the deposits the Nile makes each year, this
brick if made where found must have
been made some thirty thousand years
ago; but just as this story was
interesting it was discoverd that
made by the Romans. Some say that life
apparently sprang out of the du~t and developed to a worm which wiggled around
for a while, died, and in time
forth
in the form of a beautiful
; and
so started the
of
which
is beautiful in
never has b'een
I proven in fact.
Rs far as men do
II know or have
like
like;
. this is so hue in nature, in all and every

thing, in man, beast or
I iiving
the least variation therefrom

I upon

as a
and
shown around as a
wonder;
yet on just such silly
and theories
have men thrown aside
bible as
old
book of fables.
One of the most formidable stories set
up in
to the truth of the Bible
is the geological
and men-honesthearted believers in
and God--have
found it so unanswerable that
had to make an apology for that
and
say that }t does not mean what it
or
can not be taken as it
but must
needs be
to suit this wonderful
story. It is assumed that this
been found to be so true that he
a bold fellow who would dare
facts, more especially when it is
that these facts are sustained
much
And it must be
that if that
is indeed
ogy for the
will do us
but like the
of the brick
bed of the Nile, will not
gation; and many of its best
have never been able to
fact in its
It is one
in a fine room and spin an
or travel at leisure over the
and pick up here and there this or that
thing to
that
and it
is another
nature where
ger, can read
The geologists say that coal was fonned
from peat, and
was formed from
wood; that there grew great forests which
decayed and fell and were
in
lake and this was changed to
we now find them. But
of the
beds that have been formed on the
and those beds also higher than the
rounding lands? How were
merged? But let us take a few
es··
pecially of the black kind and
fire
with them and we will have a warm
glowing her1t--as warm as if it were
nile coal. Now go to the lake and
out an old water logged tree,
that
try how much heat it will
out and
we will have a lesson of practical
ence that few geologists will care to
Wood has been found in the earth
water in all
~md
where is he who will say
found wood that was
And yet if it will so
a forest, would it not also so
few trees under like conditions?
1s
found most
in northern countries; so to
the the
of
peat from wood we are told that the earth
has changed her position; that is, what is
now the tropics was once the
and
what is now the poles was once the
ics.
Others, thinking that would
do, say the earth was once all under a
great tropical heat and all
to a great size; even ferns
feet in length, as we are told
are now
found in coal.
Now there is a circulation of water in
all coals more
as there is also in
the rocks and
and those be;,u;,
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tiful fern-like pictures· are found alike in
the coal rocks and
and are
water
pictures
on the windows on a
morning. It is said that the
under
the coals were the soils the forest stood
but that heat and
changed
Now
we take a lump
of soil and press it
a brick machine we hav,:e pressed
it into the kiln and
· heat we have baked
unto what it was in the original.
treated in the same way prosame results. Geologists say
clav seams in coal came there
afier the coil was
some say from
the roof above.
search as we would
we have never been able to find the least
of this theory. Others say that it
was forced up from
but here
again there is no evidence;
so on ward
when we weigh it in the balance it is
found wanting, as whoever may choose
-for the sake of truth may
to read the book of nature
for
we learn
useful lessons;
but to read a book is one
and to tell
of its origin is another. So
with the
book of nature; men may suppose and
conjecture, but God alone can dedare the
beginning and the end.
Henry Ward Beecher, Robert Ingersoll,
Darwin and others may each
write a
; and although we may not
agree with or believe all
write, yet
we will
them all credit
meaning
just
they did
and to be
·thus understood. Then why not use the
Bible in the same way and let men and
their foolish so-called
explain
themselves? For it is them and not God
who have m:1de
Bible a great
And
what have all their explanations
done
upset the truths of the Bible?
For if we are to choose between their
reasonings and the Bible, it is
the best
understood, as they have never yet been
able to prove their claims to be true; and
until thev are able so to prove, the Bible
will remain a book of truth; §0 far at least
as we have it correctly translated.
THE STORY OF CREATION.

begins with the book of
chapter and verse. "In the
God created the heaven and
What do we understand by
word "God?" The sectarian church.that "God is the one living, true
without body, parts or
can that be? Can the
mind conceive of a thing that has not
body, parts or passions? Nay, this is a
good description of nothing; and such a
God would not be as good as the god of
the heathen, for they can see theirs with
their natural eyes; but the God of the
Christians who here is described can not
be seen with the eyes of the mind or otherwise. So that we need not wonder that
believers in such a god deny revelation;
for such a god never could give a revelation nor can any of the gifts or blessings
of
be expected. The god of

is much better for he is a
out of himself finds no limits.
His
is unlimited; his power is
unlimited his every attribute and perfection
They think there is none
greater and that he himself can not be
the addition of any quality or
attribute which he does not already possess.
can think of him as a being
for he is a being. Can distinguish him
in
from other beings and things;
.from
created worlds, from Gabriel,
from Satan, for he is distinct. They can
conceive of him, therefore, as a definite, personal existence; possessing intellect, sensibilities and will. This is the god of reason, and much agrees with the God of revand from such a God much can be
so that we need not be afraid to
word nor investigate his works,
and can let the unbelievers scoff and scorn
or laugh in derision, for they simply laugh
at their own foolishness, and can injure
none but themselves.
Third verse, "And God said, Let there
be light: and there was light." Then the
first thing they wanted was light, and
here we learn that even God needs light
to work. But how came this light, and
what is darkness? Simply the absence of
When the sun has set in the west
and darkness comes, the good wife of the
house
Let there be light, and there
? Why, she takes a match,
it a rub and lo, a beautiful light appears. She applies it to the lamp- wick
and she has light. What a wonder, what
a mystery.
Yet so easily obtained.
? Because she had all the things
to make light. So it must have
been with God; all that was needed was
a combination of that which makes light,
and there was light.
"And God called the light Day, and the
darkness Night. And the evening and
the morning were the first day."
Much has been said about this day.
Learned men say it never was a day of
hours as we now know it;
was a period of time lasting away
into millions of years. Bible believers
have said it was a thousand years, reasoning that a thousand years with us is as a
day with God. This idea has been in
their minds because they believed that all
things grew, and in no other way could
see them by the coal story. But we
the words plainly written that the
light was called day and the darkness
night; and that they were divided, and
that all this was included in the evening
and the morning, and called the first day
of what? Why, of the earth's creation.
Then we all know what a day is. We
also know that birth is one thing and
growth is another. The housewife had
light in a moment. Why, because it did
not grow. it was born. So then was the
light of God's creation. Had the housewife to wait till r.ny ofthe materials grew?
No, Then neither did God. He simply
gave command. and light was . there.
Thus, then, it was with all of God's creations, as we now see. They were simply
born into existence :~they grew after· wards.

"And God said, Let the waters under
the heaven be gathered together unto one
place, and let the dry land appear: and it
was so." Another birth; born of the
waters.
The religious men have said that the
world was- made out of nothing in the
space of six days, and all very good,
Can we conceive how something can be
made of nothing? Nay, out of nothing,
nothing can come. This alike confounds
the christian and the infidel, and has led
men to believe there must have been a
great First Cause, and that that is .God.
"Through faith we understand that the
worlds were framed by the word of God,
so that things which are seen were not
made of things which do appear."
Then peat was not made from forest
trees and ferns, and don't we see this truth
made manifest to ali every day we live?
The plants and trees stand firm, rooted in
the soil; yet it is known that the greater
part of their substance comes from the atmosphere; more especially is this so with
the. canes and plants of the sorgo family,
which grow and remain green through
long seasons of drouth. We eat food to
sustain our bodies, yet the most essential
part of our sustenance comes from the air.
Men have been know to do without food
for forty days and live. How long- could
we live by simply breathing? Who ever
sees the air?
"And God said, Let the earth bring
forth grass, the herb yielding seed, and
the fruit tree yielding fruit after his kind,
whose seed is in itself, upon the earth:
and it was so.''
Much d~spute has been had about this
among the wise men; for here, to them,
is the beginning of natural creation, when
things began to grow upon the earth.
And how could such things as grass, herbs
and fruit trees grow without the sun?
And vet the sun was not made! Is it not
rathe~ to be understood that the earth was
fitted and prepared, and power was given
unto it that it would give birth unto and
bring those things forth when. all was
set in order as God had designed? Next
we have the creation of the sun and moon
and how they were to rule the day and
night; then we find in verse twenty,
"And God said, Let the waters bring
forth abundantly the moving creature that
hath life, and the fowls that may fly above
the earth in the open firmament of heaven." Then the waters were also prepared
and received power to bring forth, but
we may take note here that as vet there
was nothing to live in them; for ·it is after
power was . given that the creation of the
living creatures was begun. "So God
made man in his own image, in the image
of God created he him; male and female
created he them.'' Now there are a few
things that men have understood as little
as this form of the spiritual creation of
man in the image of God. Their ideas
have been so vague and indistinct that
they have no conception of men except .in
a natural state. If we take a lump of
earth and throw it into the water it is soon
no longer a lump, but is dissolved into
small atoms all through the water, as we
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find it in a muddy stream. This, then, is
the idea men have of their spirits dissolved
in small atoms; having life but no form.
And such is the idea that many have of
But where
God.
To conceive of an intelligence in space but
without a body is hard to be understood; But if we must
theorize. Let us
but it is just as hard to conceive of iife
stem, and let us
without a form. Nay, spirit hath form
apple to be the
and doth the body make.
We may never have seen God, but we the stem the upper
have seen man; an<l. since man was made proper position,
in the image of God, it is not a hard mat- top, and that
ter to tell what like that image will be; it as it turns
hours. God's
for is it not written, "vVe shall be like once
center of all creation; trcm
him" when he comes? Grass, herbs, fruit throne is
the earth to there is up, or abov'o the
trees, whale, fi'>h, fowl, cows, sheep, horses-all that is distinct from mother earth away from God's throne is down
a dark
have torm; and it is because of this and by neath; the earth is as
shape that we are able to distinguish from
throwing a great shadow
all is lighted
with the
other things and tell what a thing is.
Gen. 2: I: "Thus the heavens and the presence, and
earth were finished, and all the host of in spirit form with all
them." What do we understand by host? each and all in order as it has
A great multitude. vVhere were they? to set them. There are the
On the earth? Nay; take the book just
a~ it reads, "and every plant of the field
before it was in the earth, and every herb there is
of the field before it grew; for the Lord who have dwelt
God had not caused it to rain on the earth the earth. Thev
and there was not a man to till the ground." lings of angels ~nd
resurrected,
Now, if it had not yet rained on the earth
all the
to
~ince the dry land appeared, how could
anything grow thereon? If we pi ant seed lovely,
in the earth in a dry time we know that it mony with
where v,re look or turn we see
will not grow till rain comes; and if there
so
was not a man to till the ground, where scenery of
was the host? Why, in heaven; in spirit that tong·ue can not tell or
worlds.
form.- Inspired Translation. Gen. i: 6: wonders..of those
"And I, the Lord God, had created all the
Underneath the earth we behold far
the children of men, and not yet a man to different scene, for there in
darkness
till the ground, for in heaven created I
of the shadow dwells the devil and his
them, and there was not yet flesh upnn the angels,
there?
Because
is the
earth, neither in the water, neither in the only place he can dwell and be hid from
air."
the presence of God and
be in connecMen have been so blinded by the philo- tion with the earth so
he can g-o to
sophy of the materialists that they look at and fro thereon,
On the sides in the d1'lrkness of the
all things as they are seen in nature with
the natural eye, and think there is no other is the
and
of the
way of seeing, and nothing else that can who can see the abodes of the bleRsed but
be seen. It i~ but a few years ago since can not go there, and who can also see and
three men made the attempt to ascend in a learn of the awful state of the devil and
for a true
baloon just to see how high they could get his angels. This is not
away from the earth. They got up about picture, but if it is not
more in accord
six miles and a quarter whe'n they lost all
w1th the wisdom of God and what has
power to move with the cold. Two could been revealed than the
of ether,
do nothing and the third had only presence reasoning beings may so
for themof mind to draw the valve with his teeth. selves. And if anyone
be curious
Thus there is a limit to which mortals can to know what the devils do
hell for
go, and beyond, all is supposition and con- pastime, just go to one of those
jecture. Men have learned that there is circuses, see the antics of the
"no such thing in nature as a vacuum. They within the ring and taste of
and they will
say it is over ninety-one millions of miles that is in such
~
to the sun, and more or less to the other all about it.
To believers in the
worlds of our universe; and to accomodate
nature they have filled all the distance be- through Joseph the
tween with an imaginary something lowing in the D. &
"}\11
called ether. When a man dies his bodv kingdoms have a law
there
are
kingdoms; for there
is di~solved into atoms which float around
thr:re is no
in the air. So is his spirit supposed to be in the
in this ether; but it is a fact worth notice there is no kingdom
that this dissolution is not a scattering of space, either a
the atoms, for the searchers of the Indian And -unto every
mounds discovered that the bodies of the and unto
conditions."
Indians, long since dead, so far preserved bounds ;'llso
their identity that the searchers could
This
the ether
easily find the bodies by the attractive is known among men the

ble and anirnal
space and la•,;v
rea~
son tells as wel!
must
be so
all God's creations.
"These are the
of

know of their
beheld them
befall the families of
the last

to
the
of
of their friends and loved ones who had died, So that it is
without a doubt
the
and has
and also has 1ife in
us here.
God formed man of the
his
and man became
Translation
the earth
man also."
admitted at once
that the
of rnan is made of the dust
of the earth; but that he was the first of
all flesh upon the
who will so
?
Yet here it is on
who can
it
this the beof
Then the
the breath of life from
and so becam:e
souL l"-low thi:.:, is
the

some
The
God comes at
birth and inherits all transmitted nrnnPTI~1
ties whether
this is a fact
Pure
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of the materialists, for search as they may
how it
have never been able
to explain,
have had many
theories and
for
have
found that the
or
germs
are all alike in
beast or plant; and
all their
their most powerful lenses reveals
more, and the
wonder is how ca~
seed grow after
its kind? Simp! y that because that in all
seeds that will grow there is a miniature
spirit form; that is, the acorn contains a
miniature oak, rootlets, trunk and branches; and the mature tree is
a full
of the same, and the reason why
naturalists have been so mystified is because this miniature
form can not be
seen· hy a natural eye, but God's revelations explain,
reason
tf'at such
a thing must
else in what other
could tree or plant grow after th~ir
"And out of the
the Lord God
formed
beast of the field, and every
fowl of the
And
were also living
souls, for I, God,
into them the
breath of life.'' Thus,
all life originated with God as it is written, "all things
were made bv him and without him was
not anything"rnade that was made;" and
power was given to all the things of life
to beget their kind. Such is the simple
story of Creation as 1VIoses has recorded
as the Lord revealed it unto him.
It is true there are few who give Moses
this credit as they claim that he, being
in the learning· of the Egyptians,
took and wrote his books as he had
in accord with Egyptian mytholo-·
gy.
is the stubborn mind of unbelief;
anything rather than believe in a revelation from God; but to the
seeker
after truth the story of creation
indeed
a revelation most wonderful, and those
who do not so
their denials will
never destroy God's
and a denial
without proof can not be accepted. Last
of all, most wonderfully mysterious, the
woman was made of a rib from the man.
The man said she was hone of his bone,
flesh of his flesh.
WILLIAM CAIRNS.
To be continued.

NO MODERN MIRACLES.
REV. A. C. WILLIAMS CALLS DIVINE
HEALING A DELUSION.

of the Ministerial Union
last
A. C. \iVilliams was appointed to investigate the subject of faithhealing.and the methods and results of the
Rev. John Dowie who is attracting such
large crowds at the Temperance Temple.
The Ministerial Union met again yesterday afternoon in the Congregational
Church, on Hill street, and Dr~ Williams
read the result of his investigations .and
reflections to the assembled pastors. Considerable discussion followed, and some
opposition
made to
publication of
the
of the city are
of faith-healing,
unbelievers in the

doctrine as applied by the exponent at the
halL
following is Dr. Williams' address
in full:
D!VINE HEALING A DELUSION.

The question I am about to discuss is
Divine Healing, technically so-called.
The need of this discussion at this time is
obvious.
A company of persons have
what they call a Mission, where
sick are healed by miracle. They
claim to base the doctrine and practice upon
the word of God, very adroitly advertising
their theories by an appeal to the religious
feelings, singing hymns, offering prayers,
reading· the word and administering the
Supper. I do not say that these
individuals are intentional decdvers. I do affirm that no better means
could be used to deceive. As we might
expect, very many good people, some of
whom are intelligent, but the majority afflicted and ignorant, have been led astray
this false and dangerous doctrine.
It behooves all ministers to speak boldly
this delusion, state the principles
it violates, and set forth in their true
the facts and assumption on which its
are based.
The doctrine of faith healing is: First,
all disease, physical sickness, is from the
devil and not a necessary result of violating
natural law; second, that God is ready and
willing to miraculously heal and keep in
perfect health, through· the whole of our
earthly life, all who trust him for healing;
that all men may die as one falling
without disease or pain.
proof of this is not based on the
cures effected (though they are wonderfulwell advertised), but upon the promises
God.
·what have we to say of these claims?
Is Satan the author of disease? Disease
has its caus.e when not supernaturally visited upon men in the violation of natural
either by neglect, accident or intention. As man is not perfect, frequent
violations of natural law are inevitable.
In every case such violation must be -followed by inconvenience, pain or sickness.
In a life of trial, a probationary state, these
evils have their uses, are diciplinary school
masters, giving us a sense of the majesty
and value of law, preparing us for moral
struggles, quickening our sympathies,
knowledg·eand growth. Character and
moral fineness depend upon afflictions
which begin with all in physical pain.
If man had perfect knowledge, perfect
wisdom and perfect moral character and
lived in a perfect world suited to such a
character, he doubtless would escape disease. But if any of these are lacking, unless kept miraculously, he must suffer
disease.
The assumption that Satan is the author
of sickness finds no suppo.rt in reason or
Scripture. The consequences involved in
such an assumption are absurd. Doell!
Satan control the laws and forces of the
physical world? Woe be to man if he
does. Reason and Scripture declare that
all of
laws are from God. Th~y
of God's will. Doing
"In him we live, move and
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have our being." "The heavens declare
His glory." "Day unto day uttereth
speech." He sends the rain, snow, frost,
bloom or decay in leaf or flower, life or
death in the body of man belong to the
same on-going process of plan and purpose
in the physical realm. Satan is a limited
finite being with no power not granted by
the Lord of heaven and earth.
When Satan is called the prince of the
power of the air he is not called the prince
of the air, but of powers like himself,
whose habitations are supposed to be in the
upper regions of space. When we say the
birds of the air, we do not mean the birds
have control of the air. Satan lives by
permission now in the realm of nature,
and is finally to be cast down to a place
prepared for him and his kind. A devil
begged the poor privilege of entering the
swine, ami could do so only at the word of
Christ. When Satan afflicted Job to test
his fidelity he did it by permission.
Are we asked how about denomiacal
possessions? This rna y be noted: The
mind of man is not in the realm of physical law. It may yield to good or bad
spirits. God may permit those who are
subjects of Satan's kingdom to be oppressed of the devil-mentally oppressed-the
evil breaking through in its fffect on the
nervous system, causing contortions and
pain. Just as a h)lman devil may so affect
the mind and bring sickness. But this is
a very different thing from the doctrine
that even a man enjoying the peace of God
may in his body be subject to all the power of a malignant devil or that Satan can
at will oppress with all manner of disease.
To do this he must be lord of physical
forces. When man sinned against God il'l
Eden God drove him out of his prepared
and favored habitation to a condition of
life suited to his moral repair; cursed the
ground; doomed him to toil ~nd sorrow.
And the very instrument Satan used to
deceive was cursed of God. Whatever
evil comes from the natural world is the
result of the Divine purpose, and the permission of Satan to remain in the domain of
human trial i.s a part of the plan'. Satan
does not administer to saint and sinner the
consequences. of broken law. The evils
are in God's hands. "Vengeance is Mine,"
whatsoever a man soweth. He s~nt pestilence miraculously on Pharaoh and the
wicked Egyptians and threate:ned the
Children of Israel that he would afflict
them with some evils-sickness, if they
disobeyed. When David numbered the
people he sinned against God, and God
gave him his choice either to suffer from
famine, war or pestilence. David acted
wisely, the scene is very pathetic.
He
chose pestilence; 7o,ooo men were slain,
and the Lord said to the angel of the Lord
(not the devil): "It is enough." Now
mark the proof that the innocent were afflicted, as all nations suffer· for their ruler's
sins. David spake unto the Lord, when
he saw the angel which smote th{;! people,
· and said: ."Lo I have sinned, and I have
done wickedly, but these sheep (innocent
people), what have they done? Let Thy
hand, X pmy Thee, be against my father's
house." Here is God afflicting withsick<;
\
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ness, and David choosing God's punish~
ment rather than fall into the hands of his
enemws.
Take the case of the man born blind.
The disciples were troubled with this very
doctrine, viz.: that Satan is the author of
disease and all evil is from him. Hence
they asked the question, ''vVbo did sin, this
man or his parents?" Christ answered,
and his answer sets the whole matter at
rest: "Neither hath this m:m sinned, nor
his parents, but that the works of God
should be manifest in him."
How absurd to believe that a holy man
praying the Lord's prayer in ali confidence,
"Deliver me from evil or the evil one,"
will he spiritually delivered while hiR hody
is left to v'!fithe in the hands of Satan.
Does not an implicit faith in God for all
good cover all our need? And to say that
the body would be delivered trom pain if
God's will v.ras done, but for the lack of a
miracle working faith it is not, is to ignore
the work of God. They that seek the Lord
shall not want. In other words this doctrine teaches that 99 rooths of all holy men
and women and all innocent children have
been, so far as afflicted, the victims of the
deviL If their sickness increased it was
proof of the increasing power over them
of Satan. If they were conscious of an
increa:;in g holiness and preparation for
death in their souls, in their bodies Satan's
power reigns. If they long for death in
so doing they long for the full triumph of
S;1tan, and Satan at last bears away his
trophy, the body, to corrup!·ion. Is this
true? It is, if the doctrine of faith healing
is true which is taught in this city. Many
who embrace this doctrine profess to be
entirely sanctified, holy in body and souL
They do not expect to die but "fall asleep."
Poison has no effect upon their bodies.
No
shne or assassm's bullet can
harm them. Looking throug·h the faggots
of the martvrs-the blood-stained arena
where heroe~ died and the flying stones
which sent the spirit of
· to a crown
-vve are ready to say
such a doctrine
is absurd, dangerous and false; and, further, we can not believe that a man of ordinary intelligence will teach this unless he
is a deceiver.
It is further assumed that God does not
desire His children to use the remedial
agencies which He has provided in nature,
but that he will set them all aside and
supernaturally heal.
\Vhen a man feels the pain of hunger
or thirst, our·faith healer will relieve with
food, like all common mortals; hut when
be feels the pain coming from exhausted
nerves or impoverished blood, he commits
a sin to feed the blood or nerves with socalled medicine.
If a tight string should impede the flow
of the blood in the arm, our faith healer
would--perhaps~--say cut the string; but
if the fluids of our body are clog·g·ed by a
cold or congestion, you sin to let them
loose by the usual remedies. Use a miracle. If an insect crept into your ear, you
may kill it; hut if a fever germ gets into
your body, though millions have been killefl bv well known remedies, a believer in
divine healing would sin a sin which would:

unrepented of, damn his soul if he uses less
than a miracle.
If a faith healer
of Dr. Dowie
on the pavement and
of its socket, tearing
causing greRt "agony" (I use his
It is perfectly legitimate to call a
as
did, send his wife out of the room,
lie down on the floor, have the doctor
place his foot on his
pull the arm hack in true scientific manner,
he testifying that it came back to its
with a "snap." But the same
doctrine is that it is a sin to use a
as . arnica or bandage of hot cloth when
you can have a miracle at
on the ground i hat Christ
These are some of the ahsurd
taught under the name of
is i;:}clined to
Do we live
the nineteenth century or in the dark ages? How
do they succeed in
men with this
nonsense?
By a monstrous "'"'."'"'.,."
tures,
them from
taking a passage like
your whole spirit and
preserved blameless unto the
our Lord Jesus Christ." The
slipped in is that to
blameless is to
without sickness.
If sickness is
the devil and the
could consent to its
it would be to
blame. The
in the flames
or fangs of a
Blame is a moral defection. The
from a wound is as blameless
at the root of
tree and
same law.
is to be applied to the man as a
Or this Scripture,
vvill be done on
earth as it is done in heaven."
are asked gravely, "Is there
in heaven?" Therefore there
none on
for God's will is
able, same on earth as it is in heaven.
prick that bubble thus: Is there
in heaven? No. The book says not.
it God's will there shouid be on earth?
Are there tears 1n heaven? No. The
book says
are all
Is it
God's will there should be on
for Jesus wept.
with those that
weep.
[This has been the one
argument of our good Doctor
the general good will with the
changed
the
of the New
where teaches the one
miracles. They were to convince men of
the authority of the
were not so much to reveal
only incidentally to restore
but to
give credence to the messenger as one sent
from God. "Ye believe in God, believe
in me." Believe me for the
sake. That ye may know that
man hath power to
unto the sick, "Arise, take up thy
walk."
They were sign
strange work of God. Their value consists
in this: they were out of the usual order
of God's methods, to show that there was

cles on the earth~
brethren would
believe
and the nr,.->nnP<< a miracle would
USC·
less,
I hold that if God -would authenticate
tO·

fish and monev created.
were done in •
or word.

These ;nir2cles
at a touch

to the num her
as the most successful faith
Let the miracles o:E Christ be
let Je<!d man be raised let a
restored, an
eye. Blindness
a

I come now
facts.
are
cured.
I here assert that these
do not surpass others who clRim to heaL
I name four classes of healers as the most
successful without medicines: The regular
doctor with his assurances, bread
colored water. He heals a hun·
one healed
faith
and
his cures are in
as remarkable. Books are
them. He
knows how he does
sons says little
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RALD,
second class, as Dr. Murphy, are spiritualists clairvoyant. I despi~e the _w ho~e brood
and their work as a whole IS evil. But
have remarkable cures: The third
is
so-called magnetic doctor . . I ha~e
no doubt there is a real magnetism, m
wonders. Of this I do
And fourth, in these
the so-called Christian scientists.
will be
denied by all exI am ready to
a few things are to
all heal the same
fail
the same
classes.
Thev
all fail on the great
of cases tried.
I came from a city
a number of
faith healers met once a week to pray and
only two, they doubtful, were helped in
mv residence of three years. Another
fa~t of special importar;ce: they all work
by one common rule, VIZ.: t~e powe;f~l
action of the patient's own WilL Th1s Js
the secret. When the supreme moment
comes to claim the cure no attention must
be paid to pain. God says it; arise and
go. To doubt is to be d~mned. All !~ese
healers must have th1s one conditiOn.
Give up your will, or use it under the most
tremendous strain of excitement.
If four physicians should cure the same
class of disease with the same drug, and a
fifth physician should ~1 ways use tha~ :Jrug
on the same disease w1th some additional
drug, claiming that the additional dru~
was the sole remedy we should scorn h1s
claim. This is precisely what faith healers are doing;
It is a common thing for patients and
physicians to be mistake_n abo~t the causes
of
Persons have d1ed w1th consumption whose lungs were found to be perfectly sound. ~ervous troubles ~ssnme almost
every conceivable form of s1ckness heart
1
disease, spinal troubles and swellmg of
joints, and apparent tumors.
Doct~rs
sometimes threaten to put on severe bhstersto get the effect of fear on the patient.
Fear induces disease and confidence cures.
I have a notable instance of a General being forced to innoculate the a~n;1s of his
soldiers with a harmless drug, giVmg them
the assurance ot an eminent German
physician that it was a .preventive... Dr.
Buckley, an. eminent e.d1tor ~nd n;m1ster
of our church, has stud1ed tfns subject for
30 years, and gives a multitude of cases of
cure by the power of wilL He h!m~~lf
has practiced with marked effect this wJll
theorv healing some to pro~e the correctness
his view, and the absurd claims of
faith healers.. Many eminent physicians
have testified to this. See Dr. Tuke's
work, also Carpenter. The grave of Father Matthew was covered with crutches
of pilgrims who visited it to be healed.
Mormon elders and Catholic priests have
practiced this; art~fice with marked effect,
and one case JS g1ven where a man went
to Brigham Young to get a ~ew leg.
Young was equal to the. occaswn. He
told the poor man that h1s leg could
created and might be of advantage whtle
he lived, but
the resurrection the leg
he lost would come
and then he would

of

?e

in

have to go through eternity with three
legs.
This was entirely satisfactory.
After all what will we do with the testimony of ~cores all about town, healed?
Nothing, unfortunately, for most•of them.
Natures laws will assert their power and
leave them with a sad experience· Facts
are stubborn. I visited an institution in
Iowa filled with the sick. Hundreds healed without medicine by a man unable to
read or write, not a Christian.
I saw a wagon load of old crutche~,
splints, etc., which he called h1s
" From a poor basket maker
he came to own a large property.
Read the June qumberofthe Century.for
r866 rr886 ?]. You will there find an article
from "one of the most painstaking .and r~
sponsible writers of our age, exposmg th~s
delusion. Do evil effects come from th1s
error or fraud? Yes. Some have died in
the excitement of the healing. Hundreds
have thought they were healed, and when
they suffered again have concluded they
were oppressed of the d~':il, ~nd ~ied in
despair. One old man I vts1ted m Mmneapolfs declared that under the direction of a
faith healer he was recovering, and would
not talk of death or preparation. He was
dead in three days. Another healed . of
consumption a blessed minister of Chnst,
testifying in an open meeting, in four wee~s
he passed away with a shado_w upon ~us
soul, as his faith was not suflic1ent to clatm
God's promises and he mu~t go t? <J.od
with the shame if not the sm of yteldmg
to a triumphant deviL A wom·an of my
congregation would persist in saying, "Thy
will be done;" for that she failed. Ho':"
can a man die with peace when he Is
taught that sickness is sin; that he ought
to present a sound body to God,, and th~t
he might, if he would trust C~nst: If 1t
were not so serious a matter, 1t m1ght be
asked why the devil would ever overreach
him~elf so far as to let the spirit go when
he is the author of sickness and death and
could retain it in its torments. I have no
hesitance in warning all Christian people
against this dangerous doctrine. Tried by
facts it fails, and, tested by the Word of
God without foundation. This method
of c~re is practiced .in heathen lands with
greater effect than here.
To say that God is governin~ the world
by miracle and not by established law;
that it is a sin for a Christian to use God's
appointed remedial agencies, is to ma_ke
ourselves ridiculous in the eyes of all mtelligent men and injure the cause of God.
If God did add fifteen years to the prophet's
saying nothing of the figs used,
he has done greater things than this i.n the
addition of at least fifteen vears of hfe to
each generation. Two hti'ndred . millions
of people in civilized countries and not a
lone prophet are benefited in the scientific,
the knowledge of how to handle and ward
off disease. A faith healer is "kept by the
power of God," .and to vaccinate a.g,ai?st
smallpox is to be afflicted by the dev1.l s. mstrument to save from a greater afflictiOn.
It is a cardinal doctrine no remedy must be
used. Microbes are made harmless by the
blood of Christ, fever germs and the v!rus
1 of a mad dog can find no lodgment m a

4I3
body sanctified and "preserved blamele.ss."
This is th~ basal ground of the teachmg.
-Los Angeles (Cal.) Tribune.
EVERLASTING.

A Jewish writer commenting uoon J er.
r 8, 4: "And I will cause thee. to serve
thine enemies in the land winch thou
knowest not; for ye have kindled a fire
in mine anger, which shall burn for ever;''
says the Hebrew w:or~s ad_ olam o~cur ~n
Scripture in three stgmficatwns--First, m
appfication to an exis~ence unlimited by
time. Thus we have m 2 Samuel 7: 26:
"That thy name may be magnified f~r ever," by saying: "The Lord of Host~ 1s the
God of Israel." The second meanmg of
ad olam for ever, relates to man's limited
existence on earth, (see rot Samuel I: 22),
"That be may sit here for ever." And 2
Sam. 12:
David is thus forewarned:
"The sword shall never depart from thy
house."
The word ne11er merely relates
to David's lifetime.
In the third place,
the Hebrew expression ad olam stand? distinct from the forenamed two meamngs,
and relates to a period finite in the prescience of the Almighty, but unlimited according to tl:e knowledge of man.-(See
Isaiah 32: 14): "Because the places shall
be forsaken, the multitude of the city shall
be left· the forts and towers shall be dens
for eve~." The !imitations <:f the ':"ords
jor ever is shown 1?' the vers.e .unmedtatel y
following:
"U ntJI the Spmt be poured
down upon us from on high, and the wilderness be a fruitful field," etc.
The destruction decreed to last for ever will, nevertheless, give way to restoration as soon
as the Spirit shall descend on us. The
term, "It shall burn forever," refers to the
third signification; but it can not mean the
infinitude of eternity.
The above testimony is given because
of its bearing upon the question of the interpretation of the passage in Matthew
25th chapter.
These shall go away into
eternal punishment. The word in the original means agelasting. It is a long period unknown to man. It can not be absolute endlessness, an idea incomprehensi?le
by man. The Savior professed to be Ignorant of a day in the diRtant future, and
who are we to be wiser than He?
The
idea of a lo~g period like an age is comprehensible and so th~ s.c~ipture& us~s the
term agelasting. It.1s OD.Jected that 1f the
punishment is not literally endless, then
the reward to the just can not be either,
for the same term is used for bolh. To
this it may be replied that the case of the
two may agree in time in the se,nse ?£ the
speaker and writer, but not necessanly so.
The same term to-morrow is applied to an
event which takes but a little while and it
can also mean an all day act. An "eternal hill" and the "Eternal God" manifestlv do not have the same period of exist. e"nce.
,
], CROSSETT.
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LITTLE SIOUX.
Quarterly conference of the Little Sioux district convened at Little Sioux, Iowa, June 7th,
J. C. Crabb, president, A.M. Fyrando, secretary.
Branch reports: Willow Valley 65, I marriage;
Logan 56; Sioux City r7; Unionburg 34, 5 removed; Spring Creek 88; Union Center roo, r
received by certificate of baptism, I marriage;
Little Sioux 220, r received: Magnolia r64, r
died; Woodbine not reported; Kingsley disorganized. Sabbath Schools reported: U nionburg,
Persia, Magnolia, Logan and V\Toodbine. Ministerial reports: High Priests: C. Derry, J. C.
Crabb; Seventy: G. Montague, H. 0. Smith,].
F. McDowell, J. F. Mintun; Elders: J. Seddon,
D. Chambers, J. H. Hunt, R. Farmer, J. T. Coffman, A. M. Tyrando, W. Chambers, J. M. Putney, A. Ballantyne, E. Lamphere, E. McEvers,
H. Garner, D. Maule; Priests: J. L. Gunsolly.
Report of D. Chambers, Bishop's agent: Moneys
received from Dec. 24th, r888, to Mar. 3oth, 1889,
$420.03, total cash paid out $425.47, Dr. to D.
Chambers, agent, $5 44- Approved by anditing
committee. Two days' meeting appointed: June
29th and 3oth at Ammon Fry's grove in Bigler's
Grove, J. C. Crabb in charge; July Z'Jlh and 28th
at Moorhead, Monona county, Iowa, in charge
of presidency of district; August 24th and z_sth
at Little Sioux. On motion Jos. Seddon was requested to labor in this district as much as convenient with hie; other labors. Preaching Fri·
day evening by J. F, McDowell, Saturday evening by C. Derry. Met at ro a.m. for prayer service; at rr a. m. J. F. McDowell addressed a
very large congregation, and at 2: 30 preaching
by C. Derry, and at 8 p. m. H. 0. Smith addressed the people. The large reunion tent was used
for services, situated in a beautiful park. Meetings were largely attended and the best of feeling
prevailed. Adjourned to meet al Persia, rst Saturday and Sunday in September.

-·-·-·-------~~---·-

was appointed to investigate the matier
Blackemore's silence and ordination, and rep·xt
to the next conference. Resolved that we recon"
sider the motion made at last conference in regard to representing the branches at the district
conferenoe by delegation. After the matter was
thoroughly discussed the motion
was put and carried again. The
mission then read a portion of the
also the Saints' Herald for April 28th,
showing the ruling of the church in
Elders' Courts, etc. The
adopted: Resolved that we
tion appointing the district
that Bro. Samuel Brown be
district. Preaching by J. H.
A. Leverton and R. C. Evans. A vote of
was tendered Bro. A. Leverton for his serviec:s
as distrtct president, also to the Blenhdm
for their kindness. Bro. N » L.
tained as vice-president. Adjourned
at Chatham, October I5th.

""--~---·---··-----

under the direction of the
These recommendations
into eflcect at once and be in
conference."" Report
On motion our next conMo.,

INDEPENDENCE.

Conference met at Holden, Missouri,
Joseph Luff president jro tem., S. Crum. se<,n•tm·v
Branch reports: Independence 658. 6
12 received by letter, 3
removed, 2
died; First Kansas City 38, I
7 received
by letter, 4 dropped and
Holden 41, 3 baptized;
3
received by letter, 2 removed, r
riage; Rich Hill67, 48 baptized,
letter, I by vote, loss of 3 by letter, z
ordained, 3 marriages, present number
ery City 41, I baptized, I
40 removed by letter, 3
Elders reports: J. Luff
baptized 8, C. StClair, S Crum,
S. S. Black, I. N. White
baptized 2, J. A. Robinson.
R. May, D. F. Winn baptized I, D.
baptized r, W. H. Kelley baptized 4·
on representation reported; "We,
tee appointed to consider the
ting a system of delegate representation
district, report as follows: rst, That
the opinion that such a
of
should be adopted. 2d,
representation should be one vote for every
members in a branch or fraction thereof.
That no branch shall be allowed more than
KENT AND ELGIN.
delegates. 4th, That branches shall be. required
A conference of the above district was held in
to select by vote at their last regular business
the Blenheim branch, Tune 8th and 9th, r889,
meeting preceding the convening of conference
convening at ro o'clock. J. H. Lake was chosen
or at tbe convening of conference or at special
president, and R. Coburn and Samuel Brown
meeting called regularly for the
as
clerks. The time till noon was spent in prayer
delegates as their members
to,
and testimony, during which a hymn was sung
exceeding the above limit; and the clerk or presiin tongues by Bro. J. H. Lake and interpreted
dent of the branch shall
to their
by R. C. Evans, and a good time enjoyed. At
ment, which certificate shall,
1he
2 p. m. the minutes of last session were read and
district conference or the presiding officer theTeapproved. Branch reports :-Zone, 47, 2 received
ot, entitle said delegate to voice and vole at said
by certificate of baptism. Blenheim, 38, 2 died,
conference.
5th, That branches
instruct
r marriage. Tilbury, 30, 2 received by letter and
their delegates upon any subject
I by certificate of baptism.
Petrolia, 35, 3 bapjudgment will be presented for action.
tized, 3 received by letter, 2 removed by letter,
the entire vote of any branch may be cast
the
I died.
Lindsley 39, 4 names taken off that did
number of delegates present from that branch.
not belong to the branch, I expelled and r died.
7th, In case of disagreement between the delePuce River, 9, members mostly scattered. (This
gates from any branch upon any subject to be
report was received too late to present to the convoted upon, the majority of those present shall
ference.) Bishop's Agent, R. Coburn, reported
cast the entire vote. 8th, That in case a tie shall
as follows: Balance on hand last report $69.38;
occur in the vote of any branch
half
received since $282.2.5; paid out $32.5 42; balance
of the vote shall be cast on each side
the q ue.son hand June 7th, r889. $26 21; The above retion. yth, That in all routine business dcleeates
port was examined and found correct bv Brn.
shall vote only in their individual right.
roth,
Blakely, Evans and Strange. Reports: Elders;
That in selecting branch delegates
majorlty
A. Leverton, (baptized 3, ordained I elder), R. C.
vote of those present and voting at the
Evans, E. Carlton, S. Brown, (baptized 5,) G.
held for that purpose shall determine the
Green, R. Coburn, N. L. Blakely. Priests, S.
ment. IIth, That if a special or called
W. Tomlinson, J. H. Tyrrell, S. H. Bacon, G. F.
is held in any branch to select delegates
Green, J. Taylor; Teacher, G. Hampshire. Reconference, the time and object of said meeting
solved chat the Ridgetown branch be declared
should first be duly announced, that the meeting
disorganiz•:d, also that the members who wish· of the branch may be informed as to the
their letters of removal can get them from the
I2th, That all ministers in the
district secretary. A committe was appointed to
of authority, also priests, teachers and deacons of
take into con<ideration the advisability of the
the district shall be ex-officio members of
Chatham Saints purchasing a church for sale
ence. 13th, That members of the First Presithere; and further, if the Chatham Saints buy it,
dency or the Twelve shall be considered ex-officio
that the above committe be authorized to solicit
members of conference when
also gen"
aid from the district for them. A committee
er~l confet·ence appointees, or

ration, \vas
is a reasonable
of the
the word
God which teaches
the HFirst Fruits" of the resurrection.
testrule of Isaiah 8th
"To tbe law and the
teslimony,n shows th.at
is no light in
them."
E. C. BRAND.

Christo£ Latter Day

W.

\VHJTING~

of Galland's Grove Dist.
Dnted at Dow City} Iowa,

14th, 1889.

vices in
south of Eden 1 'and about
~/[unn's house near Good Intent, I{ansas, con1roencing
at eleven a. tn. Services ·~.ril1
wntinue
night. All invited.
E. C. BRAND.

road way,
conveyance.
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MARRIED.
CLARK-McCLARTY.-At the house of the
bride's parents, Holden, Missouri, Sunday, June
2nd, r88g,-Mr. Theodore Clark and Sr. Louisa
A ..McClarty. Priest William Kelley officiating.
HILL--LAING.-Married at the residence of D.
Chambers Persia, Harrison county, Iowa, June
roth, 1889, Bro. WilliamS. Hill., and Miss Elizabeth Laing. David Chambers officiating.
ENNIS-HARRIS.--At the residence of the
bride's uncle, J. L. Wright, No: roor South roth
street, Burlington, Iowa, June rzth, r889, by Elder James McKiernan, Bro. Herbert D. Ennis
and Sr. Ella C. Harris. The dining-room and
was a wilderness of blossom and evergreen.
bride and groom took their station to the
music of the wedding march, beneath a beautiful
bell of l'!owers suspended from a handsome arch
of white flowers and arbor-vit<:e, where the:v remained while the impressive words were· said
that united them for life. After the ceremony
t.he host of friends present. p~.rtook of a sumptuous collation, and viewed the numerous beautiful
and useful presents given. The happy scene was
one of transcendent peace the Spirit of the Master was there to bless,
all expressed hearty
wishes for the prosperity and happiness of this
estimable couple.
DIED.
HowELL--At Jonesport, Washington county,
Maine, March 27th, r889, Sr. Lovinia HowelL
She was born at Horton, Nova Scotia, May 7th,
r8rz, and was one of the first here to accept the
gospel invitation proclaimed by T. W. Smith,
followed by Elder Joslah Ells; by whom she was
baptized November 13th, 1870. Funeral services
by Elder U. W. Greene; text, Revelations zo: 6.
She sincerely loved the latter day work, and
while strength permitted was ever found at her
post and ready on all occasions to give a reason
of the hope she had, which was truly like an
anchor to her soul. Death was sweet unto her,
for she was anxiously awaiting the summons,
"Come home;" and could say like one of old,
"Yea, though I walk through the valley and
shadow of .death, I will fear no evil, for thou art
with me; thy rod and thy staff they comfort me."
The sick and afflicted found in her a sympathizing friend. She was a widow for several years.
She leaves no children of her own, but an adopted daughter and her family who kindly administered to her wants, and who mourn their loss.
.Bereaved ones, weeP not for her
WhosQ place is vacant here;
Your loss is great, but she bas gained
A brighter, happier sphere!
She's only gone to wait awhile,
Beyond this vale of tears;
'fo bask in her dear SaviOr~s smiles)
Till Christ in clouds appears.
Then, like her; hold the "iron Tod;"

Let that your footsteps guide;
And then her God will be your God-

Your feet shall never slide.
,
You'll then behold her face to face,

When no rude hand shall tear

You from each other's warm embrace,

Nor cause a sorrow there.

WILDERMUTH.-At his residen~e in the town
of Willow, Richland county, "'Wisconsin, on the
6th day of April, r889, of sickness incident to
old age, Elder David V'/ildermuth. He was born
in Fairfield county, Ohio, on the 17th day of January, r8o3, and was aged 86 years, 2 months and
9 days ,1t his death. He moved into Lafayette
county, ·wisconsin, in 1854, and later on into
Richland county, same state. He married Miss
Anna Newkirk .in r83r, and raised a family of 7
sons and 3 daughters, of which 4 sons died, 2 in
defense of the Union. Three daughters and
three sons remain. TV>o of the sons are in the
ministry-E. M. and E. C. Wildermuth. Bro.
Wildermuth was baptized in an early day by Elder .Zenos I·L Gurly, sen., and took .a prominent
part in the starting of the Reorganization of
which he ever remained a consistent and faithful member, pasbing away in the full hope and
assurance of. a glorious resurrection, leaving a
large circle of friends, a true and devoted wife
and family to mourn their, to them, irreparable
loss.. Funeral sermon by Elder C. W. Lange
as~;isted by Elder Frank Hackett.
'
With hqary age his. life was blest;
And with his Savior he found rest.

SHUPE.-At Valverde, Colorado, on Saturday,
June 8th, after a short but severe sickness, Edward Harrison Shupe; born November 2rst,
r888. He was the son of Bro. E. F. and Sr. E.
C. Shupe. Funeral services by Elder James
Caffall.
Then sorrowing parents dry your tears,

l<'or though gone. thy babe still lives

In a sphere that's grand and bright;
Where neither sin nor pain can reach;
For the glorious doctrine Chnst did preach,
And that infants were as angels He did aay
Living in a realm brighter than day.
'

Bro. and Sr. Shupe solicit the prayers of the
Saints, as themselves and two others of their
children are suffering.
SHUPE.-Stel\a Ruth, daughter of E. F. and E.
C. Shupe, at Valverde, Colorado, June rjth, r889.
She was born February 3d, r884.
Funeral service by Elder James Caftall.
To you, the Lo.rd gave, \..
From you bas he taken,

But let not your faith in God be shaken,

'Tis well you strove your darlings to save,

But God kuows best,

And so has taken them home, to rest.
They. are .not dead; for those in Christ never die,

And 1f faithful, ere long, t1 them you'll fly.

.

SAWYER.-At Jonesport, Washington county,
Maine, February r5th, r889, Sr. Eliza N. Sawyer,
ag<;d 83 years, 8 months and 27 days. She was
baptized by Elder F. M. Sheehy during the Reunion which convened here last August, and was
permitted for a few months to rejoice in the gospel of Jesus Christ, which she loved; then passed
quietly away in hope of a glorious resurrection.
Funeral services by Elder U. W. Greene, from
the text, "Blessed are the dead which die in the
Lord from henceforth: Yea saith the Spirit,
that they may rest from their labors; and their
works do follow them."
GRIF:CITHs.-At Lucas, Iowa, June 13th, r889,
Ella, ch1ld of Bro. Thomas R and Harriet Griffiths. She was born July 8th, I889. Funeral services conducted by Elder John Watkins; Sen.
BEATRICE CHAUTAUQUA.
This assembly will meet at Beatrice, Nebraska,
June 28th, and, hold till July 8th. The exercises
promise much that will both entertain and profit
those who attend. Those desiring it can obtain
program by sending to the secretary, S. L. Green,
Beatrice, Nebraska.
TO KEEP STAMPS FROM STICKING.
saw a woman buy 50 cents worth of stamps
and after she got them she opened them out and
deliberately rubbed the backs of them ove; her
halr. I regarded with curiosity this ceremony,
and when the woman with her also looked astounded, and said" What on earth are you doing?"
listened for the reply.
"Oh, if you do that your stamps wont ever
stick together. There is oil .enough on your
hair always to keep them from getting in the
tight wad to which they incline in hot weather."
"And I suppose," said number two, sarcastically, "that it keeps them from sticking to your letters too, and they are shipped off on all sides to
the dead-letter office because the stamps have
dropped off.''
"I havn't lost a letter in ten years nor a stamp
either; the stamps won't come off; there isn't oil
enough to keep them from sticking when you
wet them."
BRUNO.
"Giordano Bruno, the Italian philosopher, was
born at Nola, near Naples, about the middle
of the sixteenth century and was burned at the
stake in Rome, Feb .. 17, r6oo. He entered the
Dominican order at an early age, but becoming
skeptical was forced to leave it, and fled to Geneva in rsSo. His ideas were no more acceptable to
the Calv.inists than to the Catholics, and after two
years he went to Paris, where he gained some
celebrity by a satirical comedy. His attarks on
the philosophy of Aristotle aroused much hostility among the scholars and clergy of Paris, and
in r_s83 he went to England, where he enjoyed
the friendship of Sir Philip Sidney ... There he
wrote some of his most important philosphical

works. In rs85 he returned to Paris and the
next year went to Germany. After a brief stay
at Marburg he settled at the University of Wittenberg as a lecturer on philosophy and mathematics. After visiting several German universities in succession he returned to Italy in 1592.
There he remained for six years, living at Padua
unmolested by the ecclesiastical authorities. At
last in 1598, while on a visit to Venice, he was
arrested by the Order of Inquisition, taken to
~om_e, an~ put to death after spending two years
m pnson. -Ex.
The legal fraternity of Iowa is just now engaged in a commendable movement, the merits
of which should crown it with full and speedy
success. An effort is being made throughout Iowa
to strip legal documents of their vast load of verbiage, which is less than downright nonsense.
Lawyers declare that deeds, and nearly all other
legal papers can be cut down nearly one-half in
the amount of wherefores and whereases and
and their legality be not impaired. The complicated labyrinths of language now used render it
necessary to em ploy an expert to interpret it. There
is no reason why a simplification of legal forms
should not be gladly welcomed by ali.-Leon

Reporter
BoB BuRDETTE is generally thought never to
have spoken or written anything except fun, but
this is a sad mistake. Bob sometimes gets down
to solid facts and naked truths, as he did when he
said "God wasted mud when he made the man
who is so little as to have the postmaster return
a newspaper marked 'refused' when he owes two
or three years subscription."

FOR SALE OR TRADE,
acre FARM in Cherokee county, Kansas, 3 miles
west and 1 mile north of Colnmbus (County seat).
Good House of two roome, good Well. Spring in Pasture
good shingled Stable and Granary, Cribs, and Cow Sta:
ble, young Orchard.
Farm all under fence; 55 acres in cultivation, 15 in
Pasture, 10 Prairie Grass. This is as good land as there
is in the county. Rented this year for two-fifths of all
products. Price $1Jl,200.
29jun4t
CHAS. C. RANDALL.

80

F~nin

for Sale.

A good farm for sale of 40 acres, good rich soil, all well
fencyd, 2 good wells, large pond for stock, old orchard
bearmg good, 300 young trees of choicest fruits, new
lumber stable and cowshed all shingled, buggy shed,
new granary all painted, good rock milk house, other
out-houses. A good 6 roomed cottage, porched, papered,
and painted outside and inside. close to 4towns, also on
4 mam roads, 2 good groves of maple trees each side of
t.he c'!ttage. Will be sold cheap. rather than rent. A big
bargam for some one. Farm a few miles from Lamar, the
county seat of Barton county.
EBENEZER MILLER, Senior,
ScAMMONVILLE, Cherokee county, Kansas.

lIn the Press.]

THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
PRICE $2.50 BY MAIL.
The Harmony will contain all the hymns in the
Saints' Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720 tunes, 13 full sized pages of music,
full instruction on choir and anthem music, the
Editor's preface and introduction, and publisher's
preface.
RoBERT WINNING, Pres't.

D. F. NwHor.soN, Cashier.•

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMONI.
Ample Responsibility.
Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

A CHRONOLOGICAL CATECHISM::
or; Key to the Chronology of the Bible.
BY A. J. MAPES.
L1mp Cloth, 103 pages, price 35 eta. For sale by
B~o.

H; R. MILLS, Independence Mo.
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THE SAI
PUBLICATIONS ISSUED

FOR SALE

--)BY THE(--

Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing; House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

tlOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding .......•••••.•••. 1 5I\
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .....• , •••... 2 00
New Testament, inspired . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . • 75
BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ............•••.•••. 1 25
Imitation IYiorocco, gilt edges ........••.•• 1 50
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
Sprinkled sheep, or library .....•••••••... 1 25
Imitation Moro<~co .................•.•••• 1 50
SAINTS' HARP-HYMN BOOK.
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges .•..•••. 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .............. 1 50
BRADEN·-·KELLl<N DEBATE.
Cloth Boards, 396 page& ........•••..•... 1 75
Propositi0n~~-(l) Ir; ilH l'Jook of Mormon of
divine ori;;:(,n, and are its teachings entitled to
t-he respec~ ani belief of all Christian people?
(2) Is tho Church of which I, Clark Braden am
a member, the Church of Christ, and identical
in faith, organization, ordinances, worship and
practice, with the Church of Christ as it was left
perfected by the Apostles of Christ? (3) Is the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted with Him?
FORSCUTT--SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper coveTs, 19-1 pages.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
J. Shinn aiilrms "The Bible teaches the coming of Christ to Judge the world is now past."
M. H. Forscutt aftirm.s "The Bible teaches the
:Literal Resurrection of the body from the grave.''
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE
SEER.
Discoveries of Ancient. American Records and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . • • . • 10
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 p3,ges, paper covers. 10
BHANCH. RECORDS.
Leath or backs and comers, muslin sides; printed headings, and ruled for Record of Names,
Blesoing of Children, and for Marriages ..2 00
DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branc' Records ..............................•.... 3 00
LICENCES, NOTICES, &c.
Elders, PriestH, Teachers, and Deacons Licem<es, each per dozen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 12
Baptism and Confirmation Certifieate books 25
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred..... 40
CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS.
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen. . . • . • 40
Annual Statistical H.eports, two for........ 05
Certificates of Baptism and Membership,
per dozen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
CertifL;atos of !{(,moval, per dozen..... . . . • 12
Marriage CertifkateG, per dozen.... . . . . . . . 25
SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPl,IES.
Sunday Sehool Engineer nnd Reeord Book. 50
Prompt Attendance Tickets, 100 for..... . . . 15
"
"
"
1,000 for ...... 1 00
Good Behavior TicketR ............. Same price.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Tract 42.--Rejection of the Church, a dozen 15
per hundred ............................ I IO
Tract 4-3.-0ne Wife, or Many, per dozen... 25
per hundred ............................ I 75

SABBA'l'!ll SCHOOL BOOKS.

Compendium oi' Faith, for higher classes, bound in
sprinkled Leather, each ......................... $1 00
The so.me bouud in Cloth........ . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. .
75
Question Book, for intermediate classes, each 25c.,
J)Cr clozen. ~ ...........................
~.
2.50
B

••••••••

TRACT'd.
No. 2.-Trnth Made Manifest; per
:per hundred ............. .
No. a.-V mce of the Good Shepherd;
per hundred ............. .
No.4.-Epliome of Faith and Doctrine
Church and the Kirtland Temble
dozen 5c., 100 25c., 250 50c., 500
No. 5.-The Gospel. .... price the same aa Nc.
No. 6.-The "One Baptism;" its Mode, SuJ::l..
jectsiPre-r~q~?-isites a;:d Design-and Who
Shal Admm1ster ; 2uc.
doz., per
No. 7.-Who Then Can
per
per hundred .............. , ..
No. 8.-Fulness ofthe
pelt'
per hundred ................... 1
No. 9.-Bpiritualism
from a
ural Standpoint; per
30c.,
No. 10.-The Narrow
doz.
No. 11.-The
of
par
per hunctJred.
No. 12.-The
versus o-n•vc•~.rrnr
per
85
No. 14.-Reply to Orson
per dozen.. :25
per hundred ................... 1.
No. 15.-Brighamite Idolatry; per dozen ..
per hundred ..................•
No.16.-Polygamy: Was it an
net of the Church;
doz.
40
No. 17.-The Successor
the
flee and Presidency of the
per hundred ................... 1
No. 18.-Rejection of the Church; per
per hundred .................. .
No. 20.-The "One Body: or the
Christ, under the Apostleship,
the Apostasy; per dozen
per
No. ln.-Truth by Three Uh<·n''"o'""
per hundred ................. , .
dozen .•..
No. 22.-Faith
per
................. ]
No. 23.-Baptism; per
100..•... 1
No. 24.-The Kingdom
No. 25.-Laying on
No. 26.-Mountai.n
House; ...
per dozen 5c., per
... .
No. 27.-The Sabbath Question; per doz...
per hundred . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
No. 29.-A Visionofthe
from
the Doctrine and Covenants doz
100
No. 30.-0rigin of the Book
per dozen 15c., per hnnclrPrl
No. 31.-What is Truth?
doxy? and an
so, Kirtland
No. 32.-Which
No. 3!>.-The opttuluutg
per
Trial of the Witnesse..s
5c.
Prophecy on
1tiifir An assortment
COMPLETE SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp Cloth turned in .......... .
COWDERY LETTEHS.
Containing valuable matter in
Calling of Joseph
the
Translation of the
Mo7mon,
Angelic bestowal of the Priesthood.
In paper covers 8c. each, per
Without covers 5c. each, per
MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Human Life Here and I-T ere~
after, by A. Wilford Hall; 544 pages ... .
U niveraalism Against Itself; 336 pages .... J
Josephus, complete,
leather ....... ,
Gibson's Decline and
Roman Empire, cloth boards, 5
00
Mosheim's Church History,
00
Baldwin's Ancient Amerk,a
80
Rollin's Ancient Histo:rv, 2 volB. in one...
00
The Koran, library leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
00
Gics~lar's Ecclesiastical History, from A, D.
1 till 1854, cloth boards, o vols .......... 10 00
The Ecclesiastical History of
philus, Bishop of
Cruden's Complete I.Alucor<.w.rA<>-e of
.1
Bible Text Book .................. ,,, .. .
Apocryphal New
••••.•. 1
Emerson's Ready Binder, Herald size...... 85
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Luff......... .. . . . 30
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD oF THE LoRD: FoR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN
HE SnAr.r. HAVE NONE. "-Pagg 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
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S1:JNDAY SCHOOL
1MPHOVED AND

Office~

WORK.

SYSTEMATIC

MERHCDS,

interested in the improvement and advancement of the Sundav School work
should read the minutes of the Sunday
School Association of the Decatur district,
elsewhere in this issue of the
J

The main features
therein are
as indicatingearnest de~erof the workers in this department not to be content to move on in antiruts or pursue unprogressive methon that work. They evithis age of improvenent,
the prophetic declaration is made
shall be increased in the
the scholars and teachers of
schools shall be equipped and
·with the very best and most sysrnethods of instruction which the
of the work,
obsereducation afford.
To the
and far-seeing all
advancements will be recognized as
which point to the perfect drill,
and armament of this portion
army of
whose hosts are fallinto line and
for the great
conflict of peace
subdue the
and which "sanctified, fair as the
sun and clear as the moon" shall yet become terrible" in the
of its power
to resist
rnd evii, and to save.
organization of training
the supervision and instruction of those educated and experienced in
the most advanced
of normal meththose who may be
those so expeand
will prove valuable
to many who dotibt!ess consider
themselves
in
as teachers.
afford such a valuable
and effiewhich should

be eagerly seized by all who are, as all
should
imbued with the spirit of their
work.
The suggestions offered by the superinand which appear in said minutes,
studied by all officers and teachin the Sunday schools. And it is
that the mutual suggestions offered
difrerent m;sociations and workers
be considered that there may be a continued improvement in theory and practice,
and a constant approach to the true standard, viz., "perfection"
«Out of Zion, the perfection of beauty,
God hath shined," burst from the lips of
the
ed David as he viewed the
and magnitude of the work to
done
her sons and daughters just
to the second coming of the MesThe statement is a significant and
one, for it indicates that in the
of the great work of prea people for the coming of the
the most perfect and systematic
principles and means known to God and
man will be brought into requisition. We
believe that the beautiful garments with
which Zion is to be arrayed are the graces
and wisdom of the Holy Spirit, and the
thorough preparation wbich shall be made
those who receive of it, and that they
thus become a mighty power for good.
Let us discern the signs of the times and
be
on to perfection in every good
work,
IN another place in this paper will be
found Elder J. R. Lambert's report of the
characteristic doings of Clark Braden at
Plum Hollow Iowa, of late; and the clipbelow furnishes added information as
methods and fruits of Mr. Bradens
work.

by the Christian ministers of this community.
That this endorsement was given is truly a misfortune to Christianity. Braden's actions have
brought strife in the city among friends. His
action, instead of doing good has accomplished
much harm that will take many, many years of
urgent Christian endeavor to eradicate.
"In charity I say it, he is too much of a bully, too
little of a gentleman; he wants to carry his point
by vindictive high-handed personalities, rather
than by reason or persuasion. His action is an insult upon the intelligence of the community, and
although I was one of those who were anxious
to have the debate commence, I must also fully
admit that it was a great misfortune to have this
man Braden champion the cause of the churches.
We were very unfortunate in the matter, and to
say that Mr. Reynolds, as a man, showed much
more the spirit of a true Christian than the much
professed champion of the cause of Christ and
the welfare of the souls of the people, is but giving justice where justice is due. Mr. Braden's
action has caused a bitterness, a vicious and revengeful feeling in the bosoms of church people
hitherto unknown in Walla Walla, and only yesterday I heard a kind and gentle mother use such
cruel and vindictive threats toward Mr. Reynolds,
that shame and sorrow caused a deep sigh to
come from my heart, and involuntarily I asked
myself the question: " Can such be the teachings
of the Bible?" I am one of the Chaistians of this
city that does not indorse Mr. Braden in his actions.
I am yours, etc.,
HoNESTY."
"Another account says that the discussion ended in a row, and that Mr. Reynolds, in making
his closing speech"Stated that he considered himself;villified beyond the bounds of endurance, and felt it his duty
to respectfully withdraw. He considered the
Christans of Walla Walla very unfortunate in
having such a man to represent them. Mr, Braden then endeavored to continue his address,
which was anything but becoming under the
circumstances, and was met with hisses, shouts,
and general uproar. Order being somewhat restored with difficulty, Mr. Braden again began a
bitter tirade upon his gentlemanly opponent, but
the audience left as fast as convenience would
permit. The discussion is now endea. Many
there are who think the case of Christianity in
Walla Walla has not been benefitted by the conduct of Mr. Braden."

"A RIOTOUS DISCUSSION.
"Mr. C. B. Reynolds (Liberal), and Rev. Clark
Braden (Christian), held a discussion at Walla
Wal!a, Washington Territory, on the evening of
the 18th of May, and a Christian correspondent
of the statesman of that city gives the following
account of the discussion:"REYNOLDS VS. BRADEN.
" MR. EDITOR :-I am one of those who,
although not believing in the teachings of Mr.
C. B, Reynolds, yet admire him as a gentleman
and endorse his withdrawal from the debate on
Satnday night. I was ashamed of Mr. Braden's
BELOW will be found a letter which needs
remarks, and blushed to think that the Christ- ' no extended explanation. vVhen we read
ians o'E thls community were guilty of the
Ebenezer Robinson's statement in theRefolly of placing him in the position of their
turn we thought it strange if the oiTicers
champion. I am a church member, but am
of the Davis City branch had not taken letharkful in my heart this man Braden was not engal steps in his case as he charged.
Mr.
dorsed by me. I can now fully understand why
Robinson is now far advanced in years,
and the infirmities of age, including feebleMr. Reynolds positively refused to enter into any
ness of memory, may in a measure, unfit
dl.scnssion with this man, unless he was endorsed
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him for a clear and exact statement of
facts; and it remains therefore for all to
exercise that charity which "thinketh no
evil" and conclude that his statement, which
the letter below officially contradicts, was
not des£gned to be untrue.
DAviS CITY, Iowa, June 17th, r889.
Editors Herald:-I notir.e in the June number
of the "Return'' that E. Robinson says that he
was not legally dealt with before he was expelled
from the church.
I wish to affirm that he was,
even after the same manner that others were
dealt with while he was branch president, which
like proceedings aforetime he pronounced as being legal. In March, r888, he was labored with
by the branch officers, following which the charge
of apostasy was preferred and an Elders Court
was convened, he being duly notified of the ,am e.
l was one of said court.
He was found guilty
and was suspended from church privileges and
fellowship, being given time to see his error. In
March, r889, the branch president, Bro. vV. N.
Abbott, made a final call upon him, and asked if
he did not feel willing to return to the church.
He replied, "No, never." Thereupon the branch
took action and expelled him from membership.
Your brother,
0LII'ER

J.

of "the written standards" and
all "theories" and
be "out of
regularlv,
do1·sed 1;y" the
go to work and eliminate from
ries and
whatever is
mony" wi•b the Book of
Nauvoo edition of the Doctrine
nants and
the Bible, and
as doctriOJe or
discipline whatever has not been
"passed upon and endorsed
the
and
and

BAILEY.

Here is the articie mentioned:
BELOW will be found a clear cut statement by the Desert lVews, the official organ of the Utah lYiormon Church, as to
to what are and are to be known and accepted as the "Standards" on doctrine and
discipline for that church, and we most
cheerfully give it place in our columns
that our readers may know of the claims
set forth therein. The italics are ours.
The only objection we see in the position taken is in the fact (r), that the Utah
Doctrine and Covenants, since 1876, is not
the same as the editions they had aforetime,
for in that year they introduced one containing a revelation in favor of plurality
of wives-a principle and practice thoroughly condemned and prohibited by all
former editions, as also bv the Book of
Mormon with which polygamy is sadly
"out of harmony." Besides this, there
was in all the editions of the Doctrine and
Covenants published prior to r876, a section on the subject of marriage, strictly
monogamous in all its provisions, and
which was regularly accepted and endorsed by the church, August 17th, 18~5, in a
General assembly, at Kirtland, Ohio, and
reaffirmed by the church at many subsequent times. This was left out of the
Brighamite edition, and matter favoring
polygamy put in its stead. And all these
changes in that "standard" were made
without the knowledge or consent of even
the Utah Mormon church, to say nothing
of the non-consent of thousands of Saints
scattered abro9.d throughout the world.
Polygamy, and some other strange and
heretical doctrines, all saclly "out or harmony" with the Bible, Book of Mormon
and -Nauvoo edition of the Doctrine and
Covenants, were introduced as doctrine
and discipline by leading men of the church
irrespective, and apparently reckless of the
will of its ministry or membership, and

THE STANDARDS

OF "MOHMO;'<ISM."

When discussing "Mormonism"
opponents
frequently invent pec·1liar notions and a.dvance
them as part of the "l'ltiormon" creed, and occasionally quote disjointed and garbled extracts from
the writings of men connected with the ''Mormon"
Church, which are foisted upon the public as
authorized expositions of its articles o[ faith.
This is very unfair and misleading. 'I'here is in
it more or less of a desire to deceive and to prejudice the public mind.
The proper way to oppose any principle or
tenet alleged to be false, is to state it fairly and
fully as it is entertained by those who advance it,
and it is wrong to attribute to a 8odety or organized body of any kind, ideas entertained by
some individual which are not endm·sed by tl1e asso·
ciation o! which he may be a member.
In assailing "i\1ormonism," either from the
pulpit or the press., it is seldom if ever that its
authorized articles of jaitlz or recognized siaJ1dards
are cited, or if t 1 •ey are, that
given as
they stand, without interpolation and without
mutilation. What is pretended to be "II'::onnonism" is not "Mormonisn1," and that ·which is ridiculed, or controverted, or held up for (iestestation, is simply something manufactured for the
occasion or so great a burlesque, or exaggeration,
or distortion of the truth as to be closely akin to
wilful falsehood,
The published standards of
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints are the Bible,
the Book of Mormon, the Doctrine and Covenants and the Articles of Faith, They are
accepted and recogtti.zed by the body. Revelations
received by the head of the chnrch
earth and
accepted as .1uclz by the bo1~y, may be classed in the
same category. Bnt the opinions, theories, arguments, illustrations and contentions of rnen connected with the church and not passed upon and
endorsed by it, are not to be cited as authorized,
particularly when md of lm~mony with it;; written
standards.

There is no embargo placed upon the thoughts
of men in this church, nor upon the expression
thereof:. Many things have been published by
men connected with the church which the body
would not appro De if they were pre sen ted for its
action.
Wide circulation has been given to
theories and opinions of men holding prominent
places in the church, which have been publkly
declared by its president to be "no guide for the
Latter Day
"
Yet these are frequently
cited as "Monnon" doctrine and applied in a
manner not intended even by their authors.
When they
fairly quoted, however, while
they are not to be held as expositions of the "Mormon" creed, blame can not be justly cast upon
those who cite them as such, as it may when
they are misquoted and garbled and misapplied.
There is nothing in the recognized creed of the
Latter Day Saints which infringes upon human
liberty or is incompatible with a republican form
of government" It does not attempt to suppress
freedom of thought or of action, providing the
latter does not pass the line of the liberty of
others. It does not seek to subvert the force of
Constitutional law or the authority of any recognized human government. It teaches that man
should be obed1ent in all things to his Maker,
but does not put any persons in the place of
Deity to be worshipped, adored or submitted to
as God. When God reveals anything through
the man appointed as His mouthpiece to the
church, the numbers may determine whether they
will receive it as "the word of the Lord," and they
have i:ree agency to obey or disobey it and take
the consequence of their own acts. There is no
compulsion attending it, and if
believe and
bow to it, their faith and obedience are in and to
God and not to man. If Moses, or Isaiah, or
Peter or John wrote "the word of the Lord,"
those who are led by it are not worshippers of
either of those men but of God who spake by
them. So with any modern revelation.
The kingdom of God is to come, and the will
of God is to be done on earth as it is done in
heaven; so the Latter Day Saints believe in their
hearts, as many other people profess to believe
with their lips. vVhen Christ appears he will be
the recognized head of that kingdom on the earth.
'·Until he comes whose right it is to reign," the
Saints are commanded by divine revelation to
"be subject to the powers that be;" that is, to the
go1J-Ymnents established wherever they reside. That
is "J\'Iormonis1n.'' So is this, the Artic-les of
Faith: "We believe in being subject to kings,
presidents, rulers and magistrates, in honoring,
obeying and sustaining the law." And so is this,
in the Doctrine and Covenants: "It is not right
that man should be in bondage one to another."
Any theory,
hypothesis, or philosophical disquisition opposed to these is not "Mormonism,"
by whomsoever promulged, and is not to be
cited as uthe Tviormon creed."
We believe that true religion will influence
true believer in all the aftairs of life. Also that
members of the Church of Christ should be mutually helpful in everything that pertains to their
well being in lime and eternity. Also that they
have the right, under the constitution and laws
of this country, to combine and unite for selfdefense and self-preservation, for good gov< rn·ment and the prevention of bad government, in
all things spiritually and temporally, so long as
they do not violate law nor infringe ujotz the
rights of otlzer people.
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Our enemies may twist and distort and misstate these propositions as they please. They
may quote sentences culled from the writings of
individual theorists and tack them together for
the purpose of misrepresenting "the Mormon
creed," but the facts remain as we have stated
them, and tlw recognized standm·ds of "Mormon"
doctrine stand as the authorized exponents o/ our
jmth and discipline. They are our guide so far as
books can be, and the Spirit of the living God,
which is the light and life of all things, is within
the reach of those who seek for it in the appointed
way. The revelations of heaven, and not the
opinions and reasonings of men are the standard
of faith of the Latter Day Saints.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. B. H. Case, of Coal
sas, writes as follows:

Arkan-

'·There were no Saints here when we came,
but there has been six baptized, and there are
good reasons to believe that more would follow
if an elder would come this way. I think this
would be a grand field to labor in if con verts will
pay the bill. I have never regretted that I obeyed
the gospel, in 1879, for I kno•v it is God's eternal
truth."

Bro. R. M. Elvin wrote from BrownNebraska, June 22d as follows:
expect to trouble the water to-morrow;
have troubled the people for over a week?"

Bro. Warren E. Peak recently wrote
from Cormorant, Minnesota, of the labors
of Bro.
A. Davis and himself, who are
holding
meetings:
"We are doing very 'vell in our field here, and
some are talking of obeying."

Bro. Heman C. Smith wrote June zzd,
from Covina, California, as follows:
"Have baptized three since I wrote you; one
in Pomona and two at Valley Center. Bro.
is still with me, and we have commenced
of meetings at this place."
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

WE thank Bro. J.D. Howell, of Wales,
for late copies of «The War Cry" and
"All the World," publications of the "Salvation Army." These add to the swellvolume of evidence that man prefers
to serve God in a manner his own perverted tastes provide, and in a way dictated by
worldly wisdom of a strange and cranky
rather than according to the wisdom
set forth in the Christian pattern
found in the Scriptures, Why will not
with the Bible in their hands, seek
the Lord in His own appointJoseph Smith wrote us from
San Francisco, California, the 17th ultimo
that he intended to start for Salt Lake
the z4th or 25th. His health is improving and he reports that the work of
the church in some parts of central California is
prosperous, while in one
it is at a standstill, owing to personstriving and official misunderstanding.
He hoped for the best.
A brother, J. L. Pride, who has got into
difficulties with the church in Dakota, visited this office of late and wished us to as.k
that his name be dropped from the church
and that the same be mentioned
Those having charge of
affairs in Dakota will please take

notice of the matter and proceed with it
strictly according to the law of the Church
and the regular order provided in such
cases.
Bro. Bowen, of Fremont, Nebraska, in
company with a Mr. Wood of the same
are examining the facilities offered in
about Lamoni for making and selling
brick, and they hope for success.
Bro. E. C. Brand was at Seneca, Nebrasthe 18th inst., and says: "l baptized
Monday morning. I preached
this week in the Universalist
Sr.
Goble, of Lewiston, Nez Perces county, Idaho, desires information in
respect to Sr. Emily Llewellyn, and her
residence. Will some of our readers please
send it to her at once?
Bro. Duncan Campbell, while engaged in
missionary labor in Union county, Iowa,
stepped into a ditch and seriously injured
his afflicted leg. He is now at home, but
expects to soon again be in his field.
Bro. John Erter writes from Antwerp,
Ohio, Renewing for the church publications. He states that the work moves
slowly there, but only for lack of laborers.
Rain has been abundant and crops look
well there.
Bro. John Hawley writes that he is well
pleased with his new home near Sheridan,
Worth county, Missouri, and that he and
his
are securing many excellent
friends
Some of our Utah exchanges report the
accidental death of Bro. Simeon Atwood,
at Benjamin, near Spanish Fork, Utah.
He was born September 12th, 1814, in
Mendon, Monroe county, New York, and
died June zd, 1889, from the effects of a
fall from a tree when seeking to hive a
swarm of bees.
This office has now on sale Primary
Question books, for Sunday Schools 15cts
each, or $1.25 per dozen; also new Sunday School cards: No. I, package of 50,
5 varieties, large, 75cts; No. z, package of
100, 10 varieties, smaller, 50cts.
South-westerh Iowa may well and very
be called the blue-grass region
west. We learn that blades of blue
grass five feet and four inches in length
have been brought in from the field. A
head of timothy measuring ten and one
half inches has just been handed us.
''The New Era Exposition" which will
hold a session in St. Joseph, Missouri, commencing September 3d and closing Octob\'!r 4th, promisises to be one of the most
successful and interesting efforts of its kind
ever made in the west.
St. Joseph is developing splendid energies and enterprise, and her business men
seem determined to spare no effort in maktheir city among the very best in the
Valley; and at their present rate
of progress they will, ere long, realize
their higheRt hopes.
Bro. R. M. Elvin, in a letter dated at
Brownville, Nebaska, the 24th ult., says
he" the day before, baptized "a most excellent man." He thinks a branch may be
organized there soon. He intended to
move on farther north in Nebraska, right
av•ray.

Bro. I. N. Delong, of Progre~s, Colorado, would be glad if faithful elders would
labor some in his place and vicinity.
Elder D. M. Strachan wrote June 22d
that he had preached at Washingtonville,
Ohio; baptized two ladies, leaving other
persons interested. Thinks a good work
can be done there.
Bro. William Crick, formerly of Lamoni and for many years associated with the
Herald Office work, has of late been visiting Plano, Illinois, and Lamoni. He looks
well and is in good spirits.
He reports
progress and good outlook for the work
at Independence, which place he likes as
a home.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
there any valid objection to sisters,
in good standing in the church, meeting together
for the purpose of prayer; the objects and subjects of those prayers having been published to
the entire church?
Ans.-No.
~.-What is the meaning of this statement of
Paul in I Cor. II: II: "Nevertheless, neither is
the man without the woman, neither the woman
without the man, in the Lord"?
A.-Paul explains it in an easy, natural way,
in the very next verse, when he says, "For as the
woman is o/ the man, (See verses 8, 9, also Genesis 2: 21, 22], even so is the man also by the woman; but all things of God." He refers to the
facts set forth in this last verse in order to
show why man and woman are interdependent
and complements of each other, and also that all
this is according to the design and purposeand
creative work of God. These verses are most
valuable as showing the unity and equality of
the sexes and the mutual interests existing between them.
~.-Has not the influence of the powers of
darkness (history being the standard of evidence)
ever been as powerful in leading the priesthood astray as the people?
A.-While it is deplorably true that, at times,
the leaders of God's people have been blindly
or viciously led astray by the wiles of Satan, the
corruptions of their own evil hearts, or the "cunning craftiness of men," yet it is not true that
they have suffered to the extent that the people
have. If the priesthood are faithful, they are
impregnable to "the influences of the powers of
darkness," for they possess qualifications, experiences, graces and gifts of authority and knowledge, which shields them largely, if not fully
from delusion and error.
If the priesthoocj were less secure from evil influences than the people for whom they minister,
then the people and not the priesthood, should
be leaders and instructors. If the people were
in less danger of being deceived and misled by
such "powers" than are the priesthood, then it
were better that that there be no priesthood.
History shows that the errors and the evil doing of the priesthood were and are given greater
prominence than those of the people; and this
may lead some to think that the priesthood are
more susceptible, more liable, and more vulnerable to "the influence of the powers of darkness"
than are and were the people.
The Lord has delegated authority to his ministry to teach, preach, expound, exhort, invite,
~ues.-Is
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counsel, instruct, watch over, reprove rebuke,
lead, "feed the flock of God," and administer the
ordinances of the house of the Lord, and there is
far less danger of their being brought under "the
influence of the powers of darkness" than there
is of the people. The "inHuence" of such "powers" should be and are much more likely to be
discovered, exposed and successfully resisted by
a minister of Jesus Christ than by any other person. If not so, then the bestowment of divine
authority and priestly calling would be a source
and means of weakness instead of power; ot dan(ter instead of safety.
"' History attests lhat when a leading minister
falls it becomes more notorious than the fall of
thousands of people. And history attests rhat
where one leading minister falls beneath "the
influence of the powers of darkness," thousands
of the people yield to the same "powers."
While it is true that the priesthood receive
more frequent and more powerful assaults and
trials from "the influence of the powers of darkness," it is equally true that they are better qualified to resitit, and that they do more faithfully
resist than do others.
The ministry are rlghtiy supposed to be a
source of light, of strength, of edification, and of
safety to the Hock of God, and to the world.
God "the Father, Christ the Son, and the Holy
Spirit--all have ordained it thus. And though it
may be true that "the influences of the powers of
darkness" have misled some of the priesthood
and overthowu others, it is nevertheless true that
the great body of the priesthood, agreeable to the
designs and purposes of God, have been more
successful in discovering and resisting "the influences of the powers of darkness" than have
others.
VVe repeat it, that if the said "powers" are and
were more successful "in leading the priesthood
astray" than the people, safety would be found
primarily and in greater fulness with the people
than with those whom Christ has called and ordained to be "the light of the world," "a city set
on a hill," whose "good works" He intends
shall lead others to "glorify the Father."
THE SIZE OF HEAVEN.
The twenty-first chapter of Revelations gives
the measurement [of the New Jerusalem]. The
most interesting calculation on the subject is that
of Capt. J. B. Sharkley, a measurer of vessels in
the Boston custom-house.
He takes the statement in Revelations xxi, and figures it out thus:
"And he measured the city with the reed, rz,ooo
furlongs.
The length and the breadth and the
height are equal." Twelve thousand furlongs7,92o,ooo feet cubed-497.763,o88.ooo,ooo ooo,ooo
feet.
Reserving one-half of this space for the
throne and court of heaven and one-half of the
remainder for streets we have I24,198.272,ooo ooo
ooo,ooo feet cubic.
Divide this by 4-.096 cubic
feet ln a room sixteen feet square and there will
be 30,32r.,843,7.so.ooo,ooo rooms.
We will now
suppose the world ai ways did and a! ways will contain 99o,ooo,ooo inhabitants and that a generation
lasts 33/:l years, making in all 2.'97o,ooo,oooevay
century, and that the world will stand r.ooo,ooo
years, or ro,ooo centuries, 29,7oo,ooo,ooo,ooo inhabitants.
Now, suppose there were roo worlds
like this, equal in number of inhabitants and duration of years, a total of 2.97o,ooo ooo,ooo,ooo
persons, there would be more thau roo roorr.'s r6
feet r.quare for each and every person.-Chzcago
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CAMERON, Mo., June roth.
Dear Sisten :--I have felt impressed to write
to our Home Column for some time, but having
so much of temporal nature to think about and
so much work waiting to be done by me that it
seemed useless for me to try to draw in my
thoughts from the cares of temporal things, and
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---------''Lite has a bnrden for eve:,>.ry one's shouhier
None mny eEwape from He trouble and eare~
Miss it in youth and jtwill com.e when 've're old< r,
And fit us as cJos0 as the garments Yve
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placo: them upon spiritual things for any length
of time, and while under the impression that it
was my dnty to help I have been of late led to
ask myself the question: "Are you neglecting
this tl;at yon feel to be your duty, keeping the
REST AS
CUR.E:.
covehant you made with your heavenly Father
WE take too rnuch 1nedk:ine, e1nploy too many
when you ce.me up out of the waters of baptism
doctors, seek too many outside helps. Half of
filled with that spirit of love and gratitude to
our diseases are preventable or easily cH.soJpated
him who had done so much for you? Then you
by attention to the common-sense niles
health;
said you would always strive to give Him and
many of the other half will usually
co abHh. work the iirst place in your heart; that
solute rest-rest of muscles, nerves, brain and
everything else should be set aside for it; and
stomach. vVe go through life on high pre,sure,
that you would ever strive to do all you could
and wonder our engine is ever out of ,Jrder.
for the comfort,
and encouragement of
Well, an engine does not require so much attenothers." I must admit that I feel condemn<>d,
tion a,; our body; but no wi,;e engineer will allow
and while meditating my thoughts wander back
his engine to run till it bursts for want of occaover the eleven years since that covenant was
sional examination, nor even to choke for want
made; and the days, weeks and months of these
of cleanliness.
years now seem to me perfect happiness, peace
Sickness is called a calamity; it lsofte~ Naand joy. I feel satisfied the peace they brought
ture's necessary reminder of our inconsistencies.
was as near perfection as can be enjoyed by morIf sickness did not occasionally cry a halt, our
tals in this life. My whole soul was in this work.
mad rush would soon bring us to the brink of
I do not believe at that time there could have
destruction. The trouble is, when Nature thus
been anv sacrifice too great for me to have made.
calls aside from the world's busy whirl, instead
I feel s;;tisfied that I would have been wllling to
of patiently listening, and lying q uietiy little
have given everything we had into the hands of
time to obey her dictates, we begin to swallow
the Bishop of the church to be used for the
all kinds of poisons. We are so anxious to be on
spread of the gospel, and would have gone withour feet that we are nn willing to give a lii:tle
out or have worked by days' work for more, if I
comparative rest to his wonderful mnchinery.
had had any idea that the Lord required it, or
We have no time to hearken to the voice of comeven had the Bishop said so. I had perfect conmon sense, nor inclination to heed the p'.teous
fidence in both the leaders of this church and in
entreaties of our tired, misused
abused body,
the members also. I did not see their weaknesses,
though it has been cruelly lashed to unwonted
neither did wish to see them; in fact, I had no
pace by the whip of our ambition, or our lusis,
place in my heart for anything but love and grator our greed.
itude to mv heavenly Father for his loving kindLie quiet, and talk with your conscience awhile,
ness to m~ and mine. Even this land seemed
and with your reason, and with your spiritual
sacred and my prayers would ascend daily to
nature: it wlll do you good. Think of the medhim in thankfulness for the blessed privilege of
icines within your reach before f.ending for the
dwelling on this promised land, even the land of
medicines in the doctor's saddle· bags. Ask your
Zion; although I had left a good home and
own body to instruct you; feel your own self
ev<'ry relation I had except my husband and
calmly, patiently, consistently, and take the medchildren. I did not for a moment regret it or
ic!ne Nature suggests as from a physician you
wish to return, but I did earnestly pray even as
can trust, and should have
long ag.;;.
do to.day that they might be able to discern
Above all thing rest--rest the stomach, till it
truth from error, repent and turn to the Lord
calls for food loudly and then supply
sparwith full purpose of heart, and be numbered with
ingly; rest the passions, till they are content with
his children. And now, sisters, as I claim to be
moral activities; and still, rest, till, through and
to-dav anxious to see this work prosper, and
through, the warring elements subside, and peace
often" testify that this cause is dearer to me
reigns; rest, rest, rest, till the whole man--body,
than anythi'ug else on earth. I feel as though a
soul and spirit-is ready to rise renewed, puri.fied,
course of self-examination would help me to deenthused in character and purpose.
termine whether I am justified in making such a
Ah, lf this was the medicine '01hen sick
body
statement or not. In the fir~t place, am I just as
or mindt we should not "have to" be sick ~o often,
willing to make sacrifices for it as I used to he or
and when sick, it would he a short if not sweet
am I 1;ot more inciined to make myself and the
repose, and we should be much better by lts leswants of my family first, and if there is anything
sons.-Sel.
left (which I fear is not often the case) give it to
the Lord?
Am I as willing to put myself out
for the comfort and enjoyment of his servants as
Sr. Flora Evans,
35
I once was? Could I, if my accommodations
Sr. M. E. Nosker,
00
were no better than they we:re then, ask the
Sr. M. M. Patten, Olivet,
.... .... ... . w
elders who were traveling through here home
Sr. Sophia Jewks, Orangeville, Utah ....... r oo
Sr. Alice Min thorn, Mancelona, IYiich...... 25
with us and make them as welcome as I once
Bro. Charles Hayer, Eagle Grove,
.... I oo
did, knowing that they were used to having
Iv~.JUONI. Iowa. June
everything nice at home, never having been used
~ Send all moneys
D. Dancer:~ Lamonl~ Iowa.
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to the inconvenience of having but the one room
for kitchen, dining-room, pantry and sittingroom? Am I just as anxious to have others
understand and obey lhe truth as I was then? If
I am, I will be tr) ing to help them to see as I do
by buying and distributing tracts, letting no opportunity pass without giving them my reasons
for believing this gospel to be true. If the cause
is as dear to me as I claim it to be, I will not he
found showing up the weaknesses and faults of
my brothers and oisters to those out of the fold,
neither to those that are in the fold, but will
rather try to hide them, and exercise all the
charity I can for them. I will not allow evil
thoughts or surroundings to remain within my
heart about any brother or sister; for if the work
is dearer to me than anything else on earth those
who have enlisted in the work must be dear to
me also.
How beautiful, and how truthful, are
the lines we often sing in our soda! meetings:
"Charity and Jove are healing,
'rhese will give. the clearer sight;
When I saw my neh;hhor's failing~
I was not exactly right.
Now I'll talw no further trouble,
,Jesus, love is all my theme;
Little motes are but a bubble,
When I think upon the beum. ~~

"'

I feel assured that if we could always "See
ourselves as others see us,'' we would have no
time to be looking for or canvassing the faults of
others; but I feel we should have all we could
do to overcome our own.
Since going through this course of self-examination I truly feel that I am not at all times justified in stating to my brothers and sisters that
this cause is dearer to me than anything else and
I desire to profit by it; and wherein I see I have
failed in the past to watch and pray that I may
not in the future fail in that same way, nor in
any other; for I eamestly desire to be a child of
God in spirit and in truth. When I have done
all that I possibly can do, I can never half repay
him for what he has done for me.
our kind
Father help us all to be watchful and prayerful
at all times, that we be not ovt:rcome, and that
we may each and all be able to say that this
work is dearer to us than anything else on earth,
and our daily walk and actions justify us in
making this assertion, is the prayer of your unworthy sister,
G. F. S.
MARSHALTOWN, Iowa, June 14th.
Sr. Frances.'--Not being permitted to enjoy
church privileges, I feel to express my thoughts
to you on paper. This lovely morning my heart
is filled to overflowing with gratitude and praise
to the giver of all good for His manifold blessings to us--first: temporally, for onr very existence, life, health and strength, f<)Od and raiment
and a shelter to cover us, and also our God-given
faculties enabling us to enjoy hi;; many blessings.
Second: spiritually, not being situated so I could
call the elders I have been healed instantly
through faith and belief in his ability to heal.
Have been warned, rebuked and admonished by
dreams ai1d the voice the Spirit. Oh what blessings we as Saints may enjoy, through obedience,
faith and belief in His gospel plan of salvation
as revealed through the three books. Restored
in its purity by the ministering of an angel with
its priesthood as .in the
its primative
organization, its gifts and blesf:ings. May all
that have taken the name of Saint live worthy,
,pbey the injunction of the
to ''Come up

higher," live by every word that proceedeth out
of the mouth of God and attain to a higher plane
in spiritual life is my prayer.
I can not forbear a word in commendation of
the church publications; of the inestimable worth
they ilre to me. The llerald in all its department;;, the Home Column, the letter department,
Bro. Blair's editorials of late, his answers toqueslions are all edifying to me.
In gospel bonds,
Lou DERRY.
CHARTER OAK, Iowa; June r6th.
Dem· ,Szsters of t!ze l-Iome Colmmz :--It is nearing the time for me to send in my offering. I
feel it our duty to be prompt in sending and not
wait until our birthday is passed three or four
months, before we send in our mite; vve do not
know how much good U might be doing while
we are holding it back waiting for a more convenient time to send lt. I feit sad to-day on
openbg the £leratd to see not one oilering. What
is the matter sisters? Are we getting tired of
casting in our mites for the Master?
Do not grow weary in well doing for you will
be rewarded, not in this world, perhaps, but in
the world where all is peace and happiness for
the children of God. It seems to me the Prayer
Union
a grand organization, although I can
not meet with my sisters, but I try to keep the
hour
of it. every week. It has been over
three yegrs since united with the true church,
and I can truly say I have never regretted it.
But I thank my Heavenly Fa.ther that he led me
to see the light and helped me to decide for the
truth.
Praying for the, welfare of Zion, I remain your
sister in the one faith,
MAY BUTTERWORTH.
JoHNSoN CITY, Mo., June rzth.
of tke Home Column:-I am made
to rejoice vvhen I read of the noble ¥.tod{ acl1iey~
ed by our elders notwithstanding the many hardships
are called to pass through, and I rejo!ce
with those th:>t rejoice and weep with those that
weep.
Hu:;band and arc the only Saints at this place.
How we do miss the company of th<' Saints!
The people are kind and neighborly, but not like
the
I have loaned some copies of the
Voice of V'/arning and shall send for some tracts
to circulate among the neighborhood as soon as
I carL The doctrine is new to the people here
and I believe there are some of the sheep fold
here. Vve will try to have preaching here as
soon as the hurry of getting in crops is over.
Vile go twelve miles to Taborville to hear the good
word preached every fourth Sunday., and arealways more than paid for the trip. I was the first
to obE'Y the gospel at Taborville over a year ago.
Since then there have been thirteen more and
many are almost persuaded to come; arid this
through the wise and judicous labors of Bro. I.
N. "White ?.nd his co-laborers. The work is being
in its truth and purity before the people,
and
we are only faithful many more will be
gathe':'ed !~to the fold was the voice of the Spirit
unto us.
I have never regretted the step I took when I
made U} my mind to accept the truth, and I
thnnk the Lord that I have been called out from
among rhe world, for I have received blessings
and tesHmonies so that I have not the shadow of

Dear Sisters

a doubt but what the work is of God. It is my
greatest desire to live such a life that I may be
worthy to be called a Saint in word, thought, and
deed.
Sisters of the Prayer Union, I am alone but I
have not missed observing some time of each
Thursday (and all other day<') with you in spirit
if not privileged to be with you in the flesh; and
can truly say I gain strength thereby.
I have a family of six dear children entrusted
to my care, and it is my greatest desire to rear
them up fit for the kingdom of God. I have
many hard trials to pass through, but would I
hove one sorrow less? We know that we must
be tried as by fire, for God v.ill have a tried people. Still it is hard to have those that are near
and dearer now than evf'r, f·urn the cold shoulder
and point the finger of fcorn at us. I am commanded to pray for them, to love them and rebrn good for evil. May God help me ever to
do His will is my prayer, and for all the children
of God,
I am Sister
MARY LYoN.
PLANO, Ill, June 21st.
Sister Fra11ces:·-I was requested to ask the
prayers of the Union in behalf of brother Ameda
Wilcox tha({he may be healed of the affliction
that has been troubling him for years. I will
just say that a few sisters in this place have organized themselves into a Prayer Union and that
the Lord has blessed us with his Holy Spirit
many times.
AMY DEMPSTER, Sec'y.
NEW.ARK, Dakota, May r6th.
Sr. ]!'ranees :-I write to inform you that seven
of the sisters of the Marshall branch met at the
house of sister Morris on Thursday, June 6th, at
z: 30, p m., and organized a Prayer Union. The
following officers were chosen: Sr. Mary C. Ode,
president; Sr Amanda M. Oehring, secretary.
AMANDA 0EHRING.

LlNEVILLE, Iowa, June 25th.
Dear Herald:-I have been waiting and hoping that I might be able to report something
more favorable concerning my state of health
before writing for your correspondence column.
After the St. Joseph conference my health
kept failing till I was brought into a very critical condition. At this juncture, I concluded to
come here and try drinking the mineral water
again. It had always helped me more or less,
before, but this time I had some misgivings.
However, I did not come till I had given the
matter due thought and prayer. My trip here,
from Lamoni to Pleasanton, and from Pleasanton
to the Springs, came near being too much for me.
The distance is twenty-five miles and we took
two days for ft.
I shall not attempt to describe my experiences
for the first four days at the Springs. I am
thankful that they are among the things of the
past, although the Lord was good to me, and the
gospel· was never more precious·to my soul.
After the lapse of a few days, I began to improve rapidly, <J,nd on Sunday (five days after my
arrival at the Springs) I walked one and onefourth miles to the Hickory School-house, and
spoke to a very attentive congregation at eleven
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a. m. I had to start early and take a good rest
with a friend about midway. What a grand
thing it is to have kind friends! Who can do
without them? I mean those whose hearts are
right, and there is no flattery or deceit found on
their tongues. Give me just a few like these, and
the Almighty with them, and the devil and the
world and false brethren may oppose if they will.
After a ten days stop at the Springs It became
necessary for me to return home. The measles
had come in our midst. Sr. Lambert was nearly
worn out with labor and care.
May 26th I preached twice iri the Saints
Chapel at Davis City. On the 3oth and 31st, I
returned to the Springs; was considerably bettu
than when I went the first time, but not near so
well as I was when I left. Through the kindness of friends at Lamoni and Pleasanton, I have
been conveyed to the Springs, thus far.
June 6th I left &uddenly for Plum Hollow,
Iowa, to look after our old friend(?), Clark Braden. The results of this visit appear elsewhere,
In the Braden article. On my return I stopped
a few days at home, and on the r8th instant arrived here again. I feel better here than elsewhere, as a rule, and am able to do more work.
Through the consent and advice of the Bishop, I
have arranged to make this my headquarters, at
least. for the summer and fall. Last Sunday we
had a basket meeting here, in the grove, which
was quite well attended considering there were
other meetings on two sides of us. We had a
pleasant and, I trust, profitable time. The work
of speaking in the open air and helping fix up the
grounds a little, were almost too much for me; but
to-day I am feeling better again. Have appointments out for next Sunday at the New Zion and
Hickory School-houses and for July 2rst in the
grove, at the Springs. Plenty of opportunities
for preaching in this region, and I shall try to
do all that I am able. All is well so long as we
do right.
JosEHH R. LAMBERT.
TAWAS CITY, Mich., June 21st.

Bro. W. W. Blair :-Our conference here is
over and we had a peaceful and pleasant time.
We were well represented from Bayport, Oscoda,
Bay City and Juniata, Altogether we enjoyed a
peaceful time. Last week I was called to administer to the sick in Bayport. I left Tawas at
one o'clock in a sailboat, arriving at Bayport at
eleven, a.m. Found Sr. Bracker.bury very low
but left her feeling better. Before leaving that
place I baptized one, and yesterday I baptized
one more here. Others seem very much interested. I am to meet with the Saints in Bayport
Sunday next.
Your brother,
E. DELONG.
BLENHEIM, Ont.,June r8th.

Bro. Blair:-Our district is now in .a prosperous condition, for which we are deeply indebted
to Bro. J. H. Lake. God has truly blessed him
in his missionary labors in Canada, and especially since his return from General Conference.
Hi5 movements have been directed by the Spirit
in a marked degree.
Our district conference convened June 8th at
Blenheim. The Spirit of God was with us in
abundance from the commencement. The weather was rather disagreeable on Saturday, but was
pleasant on Sunday, a spirit of solemnity rested
upon us at the first meeting after conference was
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organized, which was prayer and testimony.
After several inspiring testimonies wer,e given,
causing our hearts to burn within us, Bro. J. H.
Lake sang "in tongues. Bro, R. C. Evans gave
the interpretation as follows:
"Ye saints of God fresh courage take,
I bless you for the truth's free sake;
I've called you for to sing my praise,
In these the great and latter days.
Be firm and fixed iu me your Lmd,
I'll bless you if you keep my word;
Your trials shall all dross remove,
Temptations shall love for me prove.
Then rise my people, do my will,
Soon you I'll bring to Zion's hill;
My people there shall gathered be,
My face and glory soon they'll see."

On the evening of the same day Bro. Lake
preached a grand discourse. He took for his
text, "Who shall abide the day of his coming?
and who shall stand when he appeareth?" We
had prayer meeting Sunday evening. Gifts of
tongues and interpretation through Bro. A.
Leverton, encouraging some, warning others of
approaching trials. Preaching in the forenoon
by Bro. Strange of St. Thomas; Bro. A. Leverton in the afternoon and Bro. R. C. Evans in the
evening.
In all I do not think I ever enjoyed a
conference as well as this one in the seven years
that I have been a member of the church.
Your brother,
S. H. BACON.
SPRINGFIELD, Neb., June 19th.

To tlze Editors:--How badly we need preaching here. I hope some of the elders will soon
come this way. We have had no preaching but
a few sermons by. Bro. Rumel of Fremont, fo:r
about three years. Bro. R. M. Elvin was with
us a few days. We live so scattered that we do
not see each other but very seldom, and I am
fearful if we do not have preaching soon there
will be no place to preach in. The M. P. Methodists have had somewhat of a revival here and
are gathering out of all the churches. They are
going to build a church near us, and I am afraid
the School-houses will be closed against us or
anybody else.
Your sister,
MRS. W. M. SATTERFIELD.
WEST BAY CITY, Mich., June 2rst.
Bro. Blair :--0 n the Monday after the conference in Tawas City I walked around the town
with some ot my brethren to see if our presence
and our conference was causing any excitement
there. When we came in front of the post-office
we found a group talking on Mormonism, a
Methodist minister and a lawyer, both strangers
to me, says: M. M.-"Well, there is a big crowd
of them here, anyway."
L.-"Yes, they are making quite a stir."
M.-"Do they believe in old Joe Smith and
Brigham Young?''
L.--"No; I do not think they believe in Brigham Young."
M.-"Well, they believe in polygamy."
L.-"Oh, no; I guess not. This kind has
nothing to do with Brigham Young or the people of Utah."
M.-"Well, what do they believe in?"
L.-"Oh, they are all right; they believe in
the Bible."
M.-"Well, they believe in free loveism, do
they not?"
L.-"Well, I-I-do not:_

J. J. Cornish.--"No, sir; they do not believe
in free loveism; please excuse. me, gentlemen,
for interrupting you."
M.-"Yes they do, and in old Joe Smith, and
polygamy, and Salt Lake City in their headquarters--their doctrine is false, and they are a
mean, dirty, low Jived people, and-L.-"This," addressing me, "is Elder Weir.
Mr.--, are you one of the Latter Dav Saints?"
C.-•'Y es, sir."
,
L.--"Y es, I thought you were. Well, this is
an elder you are talking to."
C.--"I was thinking he was by his talk. Did
you ever hear one of our elders preach, Elder?"
M.--"No; nor do not want to!"
C.--' Well, you would not be a very good
judge as to whether their doctrine was true or
false."
M.--"Well, I know all about them; Joe Smith
was a polygamist and his doctrine was false.
The three witnesses all went back on their testimony, etc. Your members are drunkards and
th$ whole church is corrupt. You claim to work
miracles, heai the sick, etc. If you can do such
things let us see you at .it. Get some of your
oil and grease over some one and let us see your
power. Lay hands on a sick horse and heal
him. Take up a serpent; take poison--! will
pay for the poison; perform some miracle and I
will believe your doctrine."
All this of course gave a big opening for me to
talk to him. And I talked to him, too.
In a few minutes there were about
people
listening, and we were crowded on one side of
the sidewalk into an alley, and the Rev. Elder
could not get away.
I talked business right up foi· a time until I got
him to agree to discuss the points of difference
between us. Propositions are signed to discuss
six evenings, three on the Latter Day Saints,
and three on the Methodists, debate to take pi ace
the latter part of July.
That night and the next morning it was the
whole talk of the place. It is being published
through the papers for fear he may back out. I
will try to teach such men a little lesson. No
doubt the debate will do much good.
J. J. CoRNISH.
Dow CITY, Iowa, June zrst.
Bro. W. W. Blair:-Our conference, which
closed on Sunday evening last, was an enjoyable
one, and the attendence was large. A good feeling prevailed throughout; but, like it was at Salem last June, we had a soaking rain on Saturday.
Everybody felt glad and thankful, for it was just
what we needed. Vegetation has improved
wonderfully; our wheat and oats, which we
thought would be scarcely large enough to bind,
have grown, it seems, almost a foot since the rain.
The prospects are decidedly encouraging.
In gospel bonds,
JOHN PETT.
LooKOUT, Cal., June r8th.
I preached in the county supervisor's house
yesterday and also baptized a very promising
young man about twenty-four years of age.
About twelve others have said they should join.
I shall remain here all summer and labor,
my
family can be sustained; but if not I will be
obliged to return home.
In bonds,
J. R. CooK.
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STEELVILLE, Mo., June 15th.
Bro. Blair :-In infancy I was rocked in a Baptist cradle, my father being a minister of that
church, and I received a thorough training in
that belief. I joined them at the age of seventeen; belonged to that sect about four years.
Coming to the conclusion that they would not
make a clumsy counterfeit toward being the true
seed of Abraham by the rule of adoption iri the
kingdom of the meek and lowly Jesus, I left
them. They failed to acknowledge the priesthood, and denied that there was any; that baptism was simply to answer a good conscience;
that the baptism of the Holy Ghost was only
continued through the apostolic age; the signs
that were to follow the believer had ceased; that
there was no more need of them, for said they,
"The kingdom of God is the Baptist Church,
and it is already established." I could not find
any succession for them froth the apostles down,
and they objected to new revelation and would
not have any. And as one would suppose, that
was looking after the light of God's kingdom, I
just left their church feeling well assured that it
was not in possession of the gospel.
I then took up many of the sectarian churches
and tried to place them between the sun of righteousness and myself to see if they would cast a
ray of the Son and his kingdom on me. But alas!
all was dark, oh how dark, and the more I strove
to get light from them the darkness became the
more dense. I had not at that time had an opportunity of hearing the gospel preached and I
did not know there was an organization on earth
called a church that saw the confusion of Babylon as I then. saw it. So I come to tht> cone] usion that I would let it all go.
Things went on thus for twelve years, until I
became acquainted with Bro. Atwell who furnished me with books and papers pubUshed by
the Reorganization, and I found it was the organization that I had been looking for. But prejudice kept me from uniting with it for about a
year. I knew it was the church and I said within myself that I would put it off no longer. I
then notified Bro. Atwell that I desired to unite
with the people of God and requested baptism at
his hands. ¥Y wife had told me previously
that if I joined the Latter Day Saints she would
leave me; but she told a story, for she did not do
so; and she says that I am a bet~er husband,
father and man than I ever was before. One of
the prominent features that made me lay aside
prejudice against the Saints, was that the enemies
of Joseph the Seer said he was ignorant and lazy,
and that he was more than stupid. I had read
his'lectures on faith and the revelations received
by him, which I pronounced as fine language as
I had ever examined. I took into consideration
the amount of time and labor it took to translate
the Book of Mormon and to get up the Book of
Covenants; also the New Translation of the
:Bible. I could not see that he was a very lazy
man. And his prophecies were true, for many
of them are already fulfilled, and some are being
fulfilled at the present time.
I don't know of a single Saint in this county.
If there is I want them to let themselv10s be
known to the writer. I would be rejoiced if we
could have some preaching done at this place,
for the people think the Reorganization is but
another name for Utah Mormonism or Brighamism, U .11-n eJ(!e_r w.iJJ .come this way I will make

his lot just as comfortable as possible. Would be
glad to correspond with any of the Saints that
feel an interest that way.
Yours in the onefaith,
w. G. MAXEY.
HAVENS, Nebraska; June 16th.
Dear Brothers and Sisters:-I am alone here
except that there is a sister who lives about
twenty-five miles away and is the only Saint I
have met for almost five years. So you see it is
quite lonesome for one that has been used to the
church meetings, but I am trying to set a good
example to my neighbors.
I do not think there has ever been one of our
elders this way to preach; in fact there is not
much preaching of any kind here. I would like
it if a.n elder could come here, but I see so many
calls and no means to send them that I feel sorry.
Now, brethren and sisters, as many of us as there
are, can't we do more than we are doing. Can't
each of us set apart ten cents, or even five cents a
month? It is not much for one and from so
many it would soon swell the Home Column
fund. Where there is a branch this could be all
paid and sent at the same time without extra expense. I mean for this amount to be called and
used for the Home Column fund. Let us do as
these verses tell us:
Do thy little; do it well;
Do what right and reason tell;
Do what wrong and sor.row claim,
Conquer sin and cover shame.
Do thy little. God has made
Million leaves for fore.st shade;
Smallest stars their glory bring,
God e~ployeth everything.
Do thy little, though it be
Dreariness and drudgery,
They whom Christ apostles made
Gathered fragments when he bade.
Do thy little, never mind
Though the brethren be unkind,
Though the men who ought to smile
Mock and taunt thee for a while.
Do thy little, never fear
While the Savior standeth near,
Let the world its javelins throw,
On thy way undaunted go.-Sel.

With best wishes for you all and for the spread
of the gospel,
FLORA ABBOTT.
GALENA, Indiana, June r8th.
Ern. 'Joseph a1td Willianz:-Our district conference at Olive was not largely a"ttended, owing to
the heavy rains. Brn. W. Marshall and wife and
two children, and Ed. Ford and wife, while on
their way to conference, in crossing a creek their
team had to swim and their wagon float, and the
water rushed into the wagon bed with such force
")S to rid it of valises and hats. They were not
quite so unfortunate as Bro. W. H. Kelley who
lost his hat while asleep. Bro. W. H., no time
for sleeping when we are in the land of bald
knobbers and white caps! They found their hats
the next day and one valise. In company with
other Saints I returned to Union on the uth and
held meetiug there the same night. On the 12th
Brn. J. G. and J. M. started for their homes. I
remained; had meeting at the chapel on the 13th,
and on the
had the pleasure of baptizing
Edward Ford and· William Jeffers, and blessed
two children of the latter.
On the r6th I walked nine miles in the fore·
noon to Byrnvi!le to fill an appointment; but the

appointment had not reached there. I had heard
there,was to be an expose of our faith a~ Edwardsville, so in the afternoon I walked nine miles
farther. The expose did not come off.
Yours in the conflict,
M. R. SCOTT.
CoRMORANT, Minn., June r8th.
Dear Herald:--I feel impressed this morning
after a reviving and badly needed shower of rain
to write a few lines for the benefit of those who
are absent from us in being but ever present in
mind for our good. Like the rain, Bro. A. H:
Smith was needed and his coming was timely. He
did us good at conference which convened June
rst and zd, and was then as heretofore an enjoyable time. The tent has proved a success. It was
used for the occasion in the grove between Lake
Maud and Lake Eunice, called sometimes the isthmus, on Bro. C. L. Jones' land. It was moved
June 3d six miles on the south banks of Pelican
Lake, and has been occupied nearly every night
since, and twice on Sunday. To-morrow the
tent programme is to continue south from place
to place, reaching Fergus Falls at harvest time, a
city of about five thousand.
As the tent leaves us here, it also leaves many
believing, but excusing themselves. They have
bought a farm, or a yoke of oxen, or married a
wife. But I think it is mainly that name or word
"Utah"-make a man an offender for a wordMormon. Pride is a terrible load to keep people
from obeying the Master's plan of redemption.
Brn. Peak and Davis are small in stature but
mighty in word. May God bless them.
\
W. W. McLe:oD.
BosToN, Mass., June 19th.
Dear Herald:--I am very glad to inform the
Saints that the Lord is remembering -His work in
this great city. The spirit of prayerful investigation is resting upon some, who are about
entering into solemn compact with the Eternal
One, that they will remember Jesus Chist His
Son and keep His commandments. Among them
are those who will, if faithful, be the means in
God's hands of carrying the message of peace on
earth and good will toward man, to those we
otherwise perhaps could not reach.
There is a peculiar charm in the gospel of Jesus
Christ for the honest in heart. When once they
have heard it preached with the power of God
attending the word, in spite of themselves they
do not seem to possess the power of keeping
away from our mee~~;;gs, but like an hungry fish
accept the tempting Bait held out to it, after perhaps very cautious investigation as to its quality.
How it gladdens the hearts of the Saints when
those who perhaps for months and even years
have been attending the meetings, carefully and
prayerfully comparing our Claims with their
Bible teachings, are at least forced to admit that
we have the truth of heaven, and with melting
heart. and tearful eyes rise in the congregation of
the Saints to praise God that they ever came
among this people! And after manifesting before the church and the world that they have
truly repented of all their sins, desire to follow
their Savior into the waters of baptism.
This is the kind, dear Saints, we are having: in
our midst; this is the kind we want; this is the
kind the church wants everywhere; yea, this is
the kind the Lord wants. With such there will
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not be much trouble for branch officers. One
truly and legitimately born into the kingdom of
God will do more for the advancement of truth
than a dozen who come in on the strength of
some marvelous manifestation or by a too hasty
baptism. This is the writer's opinion. For
such need something of the kind, (as a rule),
about every week to keep them interested in the
work. 'God bless the honest hearted ones from
every nation, tongue and people; and let our example before them be of such sterling merit that
they may be led to glorify our Father in heaven.
Our privileges, dear Saints, are great indeed;
more than we perhaps have began to conceive.
The depth of this work has never yet been fathomed by man.
Oh, for the time when we shall have so
brought ourselves into subjection to the will of
God that we shall be so filled with the Holy
Spirit that searcheth the deep things of God that
the hidden treasures of wisdom and knowledge
may be ours to enjoy, and with them the power
and authority to impart them to others! Let us
heed the Word of Wisdom; let us keep it in
strictness. I can testify to its merit as far as I
have proved it. Let it be printed in large type
on good paper, fastened upon cardboard and
hung in every Saint's kitchen, where the memory can be often refreshed by its sacred counsel.
Let us "come up higher" that we may be better
able to reach the blessings above our heads.
God bless the Herald, Hope and Autumn Leaves,
their editors, subscribers and all who pray for
and contribute financially to their support and
advancement.
Yours in bonds of peace,

/

R.

BuLLARD.

ULTIMATHULE, Ark., June 17th.
Bro. J'osejk:--Since my appointment I have
labored in :.;evier and Howard counties. I have
them stirred up at this place and they are trying to get a man to debate with us. I expect to
labor in this part until directed to go elsewhere.
Bro. Gillen can write me here. I would like to
h"ar from him and get advice where best to labor.
I hope this may reach him.

J.D.

ERWIN.

~-----====================

~nmmunhtafinns.

under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
1\heir own views. Contributions solicited.
ARTICLES

CLARK BRADEJ'j;tA'f PLUM
HOLLOW.

ON June 9th, r889, Clark Braden delivered three lectures against "Mormonism" at
Plum Hollow, Iowa, (now called Thurman) two of which had been widely advertised by means of hand bills, etc. The
third, we suppose, was the result of an
afterthought, in order to fully occupy the
time and give the Latter Day Saints no
opportunity of defense on that day.
The following were the subjects treated
upon:
r. "The origin of Mormonism
and its pretended revelations." 2. "The
falsehoods, fallacies, frauds and follies of
Mormonism." 3· "The Mormon problem
and its solution."
The first two were delivered in the
grove near Thurman, and the last in the

Town Hall. Mr. Braden had been on
the grounds for some
a
series of lectures against
m
defense of Christianity. All this was evidently deemed necessary before making
his characteristic attack upon "Mormonism." He needed sympathy and
you know.
Elder McClure (another Mormon eater),
was appointed to preside, and some one
else to act as secretary; and, as the
showed, Squire Smith had been
to keep order on the grounds.
possible effort was made to
people with the idea that the
Saints are a disorderlv, rebellious
Before the first lectu"re was
Elder McClure stated to the people that
at the close of the lecture some preambles
and resolutions would be submitted to
them. All (including the Campbellites,
as a matter of course) were
to
vote except the "Mormons and
:immediate sympathizers." At the close of
the lecture, they were told again by Mr.
Braden and Mr. MrClure that, "all those
who believe that God has given to mankind revelations which are not found in
the Bible will not be permitted to vote."
The document was read. It bore the unmistakable ear marks of Clark Braden all
the way through. We give, in our own
language, the substance of this paper, as
nearly as we can, from memory: The
propositions contained on Mro Braden's
bills are the ones, and the only
that
we, the citizens of Plum Hollow
vicinity, who are not Mormons, care to hear
discussed. Clark Braden is our choice and
a suitable man to hold such discussion
with the Latter Day Saints. Resolved,
that a committee of three be chosen, on
o1,1r part, to confer with another such committee appointed by the "Mormons," if
they wish, to draft rules for the government of the debate, etc., etc.
The document was read.
We were
again informed that the ''Mormons and
their immediate sympathizers" would not
be allowed to vote. A rising vote was
called, but the people were slow to act.
Elder McClure urg·ed them to vote, so
they commenced, and
of the entire audience rose
The negative vote was
-no urging dor.e then-and
dared to be unanimous!
Elder McClure then informed the
ple that a collection would be
up, in the afternoon, for the benefit of Mr.
Braden, for he had paid out quite a
sum of money for advertizing, had pur-·
chased a great many books in order to be
prepared to put down "l\1ormonism," had
traveled a long distance in order to reach
Plum Hollow, etc., etc. :Mr. Braden also
informed his audience that in the afternoon he would pay his special respects to
J. R. Lambert.
At the close of the two p. m. lecture,
Mr. Braden informed the people that he
did not propose to engage in throwing dirt
that they had some more pre<~mhles
resolutions to submit to the
But as
the "Mormons
immediate sympathizers" were not

ted to vote. This document
for
another committee of three
"Mormons" to choose a similar one
wished), with whom all complain is
Clark
Braden are to he lodged, in
for
examination and decision, J. R. Lambert
or any other person wishing to establish
the bad character of Clark Braden to have
the gr<~cious privilege of
these men and doing· so,to
go before them and make his defense.
The decision to be published in the Saints'
I-£erald and we don't know how
other papers.
When the paper was about to be sub"
mitted to the people, J. R. Lambert asked
the privilege of making a few remarks
but was promptly denied and told to "sit
down"!
"After their meeting nad been
Elder Lambert stood in a
tempted to speak to the
and repeated calls were
Smith, by Elder McClure.
versation ensued between Smith and Lum"
when an appeal was made
the
owner of the grounds, who decided that if
Mr. Braden was through Mr. Lambert
might speak. Just at this
Elder
McClure called out, "We will
seats," and, Mr. Editor,
who had listened to Mr.
the for~noon and afternoon,
characteristic style he
down 'Mormonism,' and had
mitted to the
scheme, were
permitted to occu;w the
seat~ for a short time while :Mr. Lc{rr'lhert
addressed them
But the friends of
ty and fairness were not
The
buggy was wheeled across the road off
the immediate grounds, where as
would and could hear were
Elder Lambert. Braden &
promptly, taking with them a crowd composed, as we suppose, of their strongest
supporters and sympathizers. Braden and
McClure were evidently very careful that
'the Disciples' should not hear the other
side. At the close of Mr. Braaen's third
lecture he made a personal attack
Elder J. R. Lambert,
the
what s"ome one told him
hut when Elder Lambert
privilege of a few moments
fense, he was again
told to sit down l
we must not
omit to give them due
for
Elder Lambert to announce that he
address the people in the Hall on
and Tuesday evenings.
"Although the weather was
and somewhat rainy on
yet the attendance was good,
the
of attention g·iven to Elder Lambert on the
subject of Prophets, treated from a Bible
standpoint.
On Tuesd:Jy
the
house was
and many
to
main outside. The speaker
exposed the intolerance,
tiality resorted to on
posed Mr. Braden's
of interpretation, showing
just what he
in infidel
ten reply to Mr,
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bate was read by Elder Lambert on Sunday afternoon and Tuesday evening,
setting forth that the Latter Day Saints
are willing, as they ever have been, to
affirm their faith, in its entirety, and deny
the faith of Mr. Braden's church; but that
he, Mr. Braden, would not engage in fair
and honorable combat on the full issues
existing between the two churches. The
reply also makes another offer to Mr. Braden which is 'more than
'and it was
stated that if that offer was not accepted,
he was willing to leave the differences between him and Mr. Braden to a committee of three, one to be chosen by
him, one by Mr. Braden, and they two
chose a third, who shall not be a "member
o.f any church. The duty of this committee shall be to investigate Mr. Braden's
challenge with Elder Lambert's reply and
decide definitely what propositions shall
be debated. Arrangements have been
made to place this reply in the hands of
Elders McClure and Braden. Mr. Braden stated that, at the close of his last lecture, he would leave. Did Elder McClure
go too? He failed to put in an appearance
Monday or Tuesday evenings.
"The following extract from •Programme and Endorsements of Lectures, by
Clark Braden, A. M.,' will serve to show
to the Latter Day Saints in general, and to
Elders Kelley, Lambert, Bronson and Luft
in particular, how unreliable are the statements ot Mr. Braden. The truth is that
nearly four years ago Elder Lambert submitted to Mr. Braden, in writing, propositions which fairly and fully covered the
issues between the two churches, even
agreeing to affirm that Joseph Smith was
a Prophet of God; but, up to the present
time, Mr. Braden has neither accepted the
offer in its entirety, nor any one of the
four propositions referred to above. And
as to the other parties named, not one of
them has either backed out from a fair and
full defense of his· faith, or what he had
agreed to do. Here is the extract:
"'Mr. Braden has debated and lectured
on Mormonism. In r883 he debated with
E. L. Kelley in Wilbur, Nebraska. In
1884 he debated with Mr. Kelley in Kirtland, Ohio, the cradle of Mormonism. In
1884 he debated~ with-- Gillen at Stewartsville, Mo. In r884 Keiley backed out
of the debate at Stewartsville, .Mo. In
1884 the Mormons of Independence, Mo.,
the Mormon Zion, backed out' of debate.
In 1885 --Lambert, one of the Twelve
Apostles, backed out of debate. In r887
Bronson backed out of debate at Kingston,
Mo. In r888 one Luff and other Mormon
champions backed out of debate in Plum
Hollow, Iowa.
Mr. Braden has spent
hundreds of dollars and months of time
investigating the origin of Mormonism.
He can trace out the origin of the 'Book
of Mormon,' and other 'revelations,' as.
plainly as a chain of title to a farm. He
can unearth the Mormon serpent, from
head to tail. He will deliver three lectures on Mormonism when needed.'"
We call attention to a few points and
then close. "But first, "Let facts be submitted to a candid world."
r. It will be seen from the above that '

to

effort was made to keep the
from hearing anything from the
Saints till after Braden's leehues were all
money gathered,
votes taken are called by Bradtn and company, the expressions of the

citizens ( ?) of Plum Hollow and vicinity,
who are not Mormons. About one-fourth
of the audience, as nearly as we. can tell,
voted. vVere all the remainder (the three" Mormons and their immediate

?"
: Just think of propositions beformulated, and arranged for
upon one of the most unpopuof the belief of the Latter Day
S
the Disciples and their friends,
while the Latter Day Saints are neither
n,o.,rm•Hc>rl to speak or VOte!
here we raise the question, Are
and his friends laboring to reclaim and save the Latter Day Saints from
or have the,y some other object in
In the light of the above facts, let
and thoughtful answer.
offered, all along, and do
offer, to affirm in public debate all that
we believe if Mr. Braden will affirm all
the doctrine of the Disciple Church. Why
will be not do it?
\Ve offer to afHnn that Joseph Smith
was a prophet of God, if he will affirm
that Alexander Campbell was a true
and sent of God; or if preferred,
that the Disciple Church is teaching tb~
as it was tau.~~ht by Chri~t and his
Why will he not do that?
5· T!:e ingenious, crafty and contemptible work of Sunday afternoon at Plum
Hollow W<JS but an effort to lead the minds
away from the true issues,
confine our efforts to estabbad character of Blark Braden.
they thoug-ht they had about
this
of their work, Elder
the papers to J. R. Lambut the latter would not receive them;
f8iled to catch us in that trap.
Mr. Braden.
·
Day Saints live their religion, preach the faith, and they have
to fear.
JosEPH
LiNl!:VILLE,

R.

LAMBERT.

Iowa, June 24th.

SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCA TION.
DECATUR DISTRICT,

AT the March (r889) conference of the
Decatur district held at Lamoni, Iowa,
appointed by the various Sunassembled for the purpose of
a District Sunday School Asor to take such preliminary acbe found necessary thereto.
results of their labors were the
of a "Constitution and Bv-laws
of the
Day Saints' Sunday School
Association of the Decatur District, Iowa",
(published in the Hope for April 6th, 1889),
and the
of a resolution requesting
the
to take action upon
''aid constitution and appoint delegates to
the next session of the district conference

to be held at Allendale, Missouri, June 8th
and 9th, for the purpose of completing the
organization of the association;
In harmony with the foregoing the
schools at Lucas, Davis City, Lamoni and
Allendale appointed delegates, eighteen
of whom met at Allendale, Missouri, June
8th, at nine o'clock.
By request the superintendent of the
Lamoni school called the assembly to
order, after which Elder H. A. Stebbins,
president of the Decatur district, was elected temporary chairman, and R. S. Salyards secretary pro tenz. Prayer was
then offered by the chairman, followed by
some general remarks on the object of the
meeting.
The foliowing· resolution was adopted:
Resolved that the chair appoint a committee of five on permanent organization, and
that all sc.hools that have sent delegates be
represented on said committee.
It was announced that the Lamoni,
Lucas and Dnvis City schools had adopted
the constitution.
The temporary chairman appointed the
following as a committee on permanent
organization: Bro. W. Hudson and Sr.
E. Tilton of Lamoni, Bro. 0. J. Bailey of
Davis City, Sr. E. Birchell of Lucas, and
Bro_ J. Hammer of Allendale.
By request Sr. M. vValker gave an outline of the work already done, what course
was deemed advisable for the schools
to pursue, and the objects the association
was designed to accomplish.
The committee on permanent organization then reported, recommending the following for permanent officers: J. L. Gunsally superintendent, H. A. Stebbins
assistant superintendent, R. S. Salyards
secretarv and treasurer. The nominations
were concurre<l in and adopted, and the
committee discharged.
The temporary chairman then called
the superintendent to the chair, when the
following- was moved and adopted: Resolved that the chairman appoint a committee to correspond with all other Sunday
School associations in the Church with a
view to securing a representa_tien at the_
General Conference of 1890. E. Birchell,
M. Walker and R. S. Salyards were s'o
appointed.
It was resolved that when we adjourn
we do so to meet at the place of the holdin-g of the r:ext district conference, and
that the delegates convene the day preceding the opening of the conference session.
Brief addresses on the subject of Sunday
School work were called for by the super. intendent, which were responded to by
Srs. W alker Blair, Birchell a::1d Ackley;
1
and Brn. Hudson, Carr, Hammer, Bailey,
Gunsolly, Harder and Salyards. The
Holy Spirit was present throughout the
entire session in a notable degree, and its
influence was felt by all present, and regarded as a significant indication of the
Lord's cognizance and approval of the
efforts being made, and the promise of
His aid in the laudable work of the better
development of and increased attention to
Sunday School work.
Among other things broughtout in the
addresses were the general objects of the
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association, which may be briefly stated as
followo: To organize and arrange for the
proper conduct of Sunday Schools where
it may be found practicable; to enlist the
interest of the children, the youth, the
adult members of the church, and others,
as far as possible in the Sunday School
work; to increase and develop to the greatest possible degree of efficiency every
available facility that may be had; and the
organization of training classes in the various schools by the superintendent of the
association, in order that the kachers may
be instructed in the most advanced and
best methods of normal (or natural) teaching, and thus better prepare them for the
very important work of instructing the
young.
By request Bro. Gunsolly gave some
hints to officers and teachers present.
They are, however, but an outline. of what
will be pre~ented to the proposed training
classes. They are as follows:
"Perhaps the following ~uggestions m:1y
be found of use to some of the teachers of
the Decatur and other districts. They are
offer~:d, not in a spirit
but with
a view to better our Sunday school
and to fulfill the injunction of our Savior:
'Feed my lambs.'
The first subject under discussion is that
of order in the house of God. It is a notable fact that our church is
deficient
in this regard; and not alone
the children show a lack of respect and reverence
for God's house, but they are taught this
by the example of a parent., an elder
brother or sister, by their teachers, or even
by the elders themselves. While it is true
that we are a very sociable people yet
oug·ht we to do those things which would,
in the popular churches, be cailed a lack
of reverence for the house of worship?
Teachers are to blame for whatever loud
talking and laughing there is heard in the
school. Of course the question arises in
the mind of everv teacher who reads these
lines, How is th~ matter to be remedied?
First let me answer, Be in your place at
least ten minutes before the last hell rings,
and then insist upon order and quietude.
Exercise that influence which all. teachers
ought to have upon their classes. If you
find you can not be heard and heeded, let
the superintendent take the case in hand
who should not hesitate to secure the proper obedience in . the proper way. Remember always, "Order is heaven's first
law."
·
Attention is the next thing to be secured.
It is just as re:1sonable to suppose that you
can change the course of the wind as that
you can teach a pupil until you have secured his attention. In order tb secure the
attention various methods must be devised,
the chief one of which is to do and say
that which the pupil can comprehend. In
order to do this tbe teacher must himself
comprehend the subject which he is to
present. The tencher should be able to
relate or read a
in connection
wi~h the le:><son,
should he adapted
to the capacity of the minds of the pupils.
Follovv the lesson
with the questions
prepared upon the
and seek to draw
from the pupils their
of the

upon one
ous subjects
familiar illustration
does a child so.

and it is the finn conthat there will be a
the direction of
there

as
tion as "live can make them. The sectarian
world have a
and
exhibit marked zr:al and enthusiasm. If
we acwho
"Suffer
children to come unto me and forbid
them
for of such is the
of
heaven.
Mis-

Some
reward or
be offered to the one who secured the
record in each
The
might be awarded
the
tion of the teacher.
With respect to text
it would be wisdom to use
lished by the church as far
since uniformity is !he
association, Also classes
tained so far as
of Mormon,
Doctrine and Covenantf;.
In the advanced classes the best method to
be used is doubtless the
consists in
verse and then to
same, after which a
follow, the teacher
and otherwise.
Doubtless one of the most stubborn
things we now have to contend
the lack of interest upon the
parents. Some
Saints would be
children

the ex1stence of m:m on
before the man
but
bones of men even in bear's dens
where
to have once lived

pany and associations
surrounded. Others
has
the ~~arne
my
; do you know what: you are
saying? Do you not know that your
has ten
to draw him away
Christ where you had one?
school
should have a committee whose
induce

There has
made in our

School.
a wonderful advance
School
within
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wise in a knowledge of the things of God,
and when we look around us at the condition of life, even in this age of boasted
intelligence, we see that the greater mass
of mankind have to make a hard struggle
for an existence, and the state of things
to-day is such that if there was no other
side to human life hut what we now see,
the wicked have the best of it, and many
have lived in vain. Hence the great need
of revelation from God to man that man
may know how to serve God aright, and
the reason why he should so serve and
obey his commands.
Genesis 2: I 5, I 6, I 7: 11 And the Lord
God took the man and put him into the
garden of Eden, to dress it, and to keep it.
And the Lord God commanded the man,
saying, Of every tree of the garden thou
may est freely eat; but of the tree of
knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt
not eat; for in the day thou eatest thereof
thou shalt surely die." Thus, then, we
learn from God's word, that man began
life in a beautiful garden to live in obedience to a command to disobey which vv:as
death. Many men to-day conclude that
this is all a myth and so reject it as such;
others believe it and that Adam was a very
wise man and had great
knowledge and lived in the garden over
a hundred years before Eve was formed or made. But this and many other
suppositions are simply what men have
thought, but the record sustains no such
opinions. The Lord God said it was not
g·ood for man to be alone, so he made a
help-meet for him, and she was made from
one of his ri.bs; another supposed myth.
But myth or not, much has been said both
by infidels and Christians about this woman, the first accusing her of most wicked
acts; the second as the means of brmging
much woe and misery upon mankind,
as she first disobeyed the command, and
first ate of the forbidden fruit.
And,
strange as it is, there is no record that says
she should not eat, then how could one be
·guilty of disobedience who was never
commanded not to disobey? And after it
is all told and admitted we learn but little
of the why of such a command, or the
reason why the eating of the fruit should
h[•.ve such a hard penalty ~s death, or
what that has to do with the creation of
this beautiful world or the advent of man
thereon. And we would be sadly in the
dark had not God in his goodness given
us some additional revelations on this subject. D. & C., page 251: ''The elements
are eternal, and spirit and element, inseperably connected, receiveth a fullness of
joy; and when separated, man can notreceiv:e a fullness of joy. The elements are
the tabernacle of God; yea, man is the
tabernacle of God, even temples."
Thus, then, we learn whv it was that
men had need to be clothed-in a body of
flesh and bones that they should receive of
the Spirit of truth and the intelligence of
God, and joy therein. Truly it has been
no vain thing to be permitted to come to
earth and receive a body and of a fullness
of joy, which surely shall be the portion
of all who shall keep their temples pure
and undefiled.
·

then, it was why "the morning
stars sang together and all the sons of God
shouted for joy," when the foundations of
the earth were laid; for now they could
receive an agency in the flesh and so be
fitted and prepared to share in the Father's
glory.
Genesis 3: 4, (I. T.): "Wherefore, because that Satan rebelled against me, and
sought to destroy the agency of man which
the Lord God, had given him; and also
I should give unto him mine own
; by the power of mine only begotI caused that he should be cast down,
and he became Satan; yea, even the devil,
the father of all lies, to deceive, and to
h1ind men, and to lead them captive at his
will, even as many as would not hearken
unto my voice." Now this knowledge is
among men, that before the hills in
order stood, or earth received her frame,
the Lord God saw that when man would
receive his agency he would fall away
and be lost from the Lord's presence, and
as it was not the Lord's will that man
should so remain in his lost and fallen state,
the question was, What plan should be
taken to restore him again unto that which
he had lost? Then it was that Satan proposed to go and save all unconditionally.
Now this would not have been wise, for
it would surely have destroyed the agency
which the Lord God gave to man; then
would the unjust be equal with the just,
the wicked with the good, the false with
the true, the oppressor with the oppressed,
each and all; not on their own merits or
worthiness. · Surely this would have been
confusion. But the Only Begotten chose
the
of wisdom, and it was so ordered
that
and all should be agents, free to
act and stand or fall thereby. Then there
was war in heaven because God had so decreed.
.
D. & C., pal?"e r 18: "And it came to
pass that Adam, being tempted of the
devil, for behold the devil was before
Adam, for he rebelled against me, saying,
Give me thine honor, which is my power;
and also a third part of the hosts of heaven
turned he away from me because of their
ag·ency; and they were thrust down, and
thus became the devil and his angels; and
behold, there is a place prepared for them
from the beginning, which place is hell;
and it must needs be that the devil should
the children of men, or they could
not
agents unto themselves, for if they
never should have bitter, they could not
know the sweet."
Thus evil originated by rebelling against
God, and so it will continue even with
them who say there is no devil and deny
his power, for truly the devil ·alwavs has
had and now has great power over the
hearts of men. What a cunning whisper,
"There is no devil;" but no devil, no'
agency.
Thus we begin to know the
origin of all things of and in connection
with man,-how he began to live in a
beautitul garden to dress and to keep it.
But how could he tell it was a beautiful
garden, or that he had such an alwise bountiful Father if the earth to-day was-all in
beauty blooming? If there was to be continual plenty, how could we tell it without

a famine? In short, if life had no bitter
where would be the sweet? No evil,
where the good? It was needful that man
must come to a knowledge of good and
evil in order that he should learn by contrast or opposite.
"And Satan put it into the heart of the
serpent, for he- had drawn away many
after him, and he sought also to beguile
Eve, for he knew not the mind of God;
wherefore he sought to destroy the world."
This is the beginning of the temptation.
It is an old familiar story, how th.e devil
spake by the mouth of the serpent; how
Eve was enticed and did eat; how she
gave unto her husband with her and he
did eat; the discovery that they were naked; the Lord finding them; the man excusing himself because of the woman; the
woman because of the serpent; and then
the curse upon the serpent,-he loses his
legs and is doomed to crawl on his belly.
Now to this the naturalists bear witness
for they sav that the serpent has rudimentary legs, but why they are never developed they can not tell. Simply God's
curse is still upon the serpent. There was
to be enmity between the seed of the woman and that of the serpent, and so it is to
this day. The woman was to bring forth
children in sorrow and her desires should
be to her husband. The ground was
cursed for the man's sake; he was to eat
bread by the sweat of his face, in sorrow,
all the days of his life, and to die and return to the dust from whence he was taken;
and yet this curse was !ike many of God's
curses on the children of men-a blessing
in disguise. For this doom to labor is the
only way that man can retain health and
vigor, and such it has ever been that where
men have lived in the temperate regions
of the earth and been forced to labor for
that which sustains life, they are more robust and manly in all that becomes true
manhood; more brave and fearless than
those that live in a tropical clime where
nature supplies all their wants without the
least effort.
It is said there is an error in the fact
that Adam did not die on the day he did
eat of the forbidden fruit, for he lived
m:-my years. We have long known of
death and yet can we tell what it is? We
see the little innocent babe laughing in
joyous happiness, the youth growing into
manhood, the maiden in her blooming
beauty, the mature man bright in wisdom,
knowledge and intelligence, and mother
with her children grown round her happy
as the days are long if she is but able to
care for all. And yet, who can tell how
soon that grim monster, Death, will step
in and take some loved one from the fold
and 1eave them to mourn in sorrow. How
still, how cold and lifeless! What is death?
Just as mysterious as life, for all we can
tell of it is that death is the absence of life
-a separation, and this was the death that
Adam died on the day he was sent out of
Eden when he was separated from God
and so died spiritually. See the beautiful
rose bush with its roses in all their beauty.
How beautiful they look!
how their
s weetfragrance fills the sum mer air! Take
one from the stem and it will look just as
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beautiful and smell just as sweet, yet how
soon it will wither anJ decay. Why?
Because it is separated from the parent
stem that gave it life. So with Adam;
be lost the gift of life eternal when he was
separated from God. The days of probation was ·given and he became as the
things of nature, subject unto death. Thus,
then, it is that they grow, bloom, fruit,
wither, decay and die; so i!oes man. But
why this death or separation from God?
Because •nan having disobeyed and become
subject to do evil, God would suffer no
evil to dwell in his presence; hence it was
that the promise o.f the Redeerner was
made, and a new commanf1 to worship the
Lord God and obey the teachinv,s of Christ.
Now all things in nature abide the conditions in which God has placed them. The
rose bush brings forth its sweet scented
roses, the apple tree, fruit after its kind,
also all plants, and thorns and thistles.
We say that all are true to their nature,
and so should man he. And he would he,
did he ehose to be taug-ht of God, but he
has the will to chose :md so becomes an
agent unto himself, as he may g·arner the
good or evil as he will; and it is truly
written "by their fruits ye shall know
them." This is a most important and serious matter for all mankind to earnestly
consider, for as we are, so we will he; as
it is written, "He that is unjust iei: him be
unjust still; he that is fifthy let him be
filthy still; he that is righteous let him he
righteous still; and he that is holy let him
be holy still." All that is expedient has
been given. To-day is the day of probation, and the way is so plain, so easy to be
understood that none need err, for God in
his goodness ba~, made it so all may receive
of his mercy and live in accord with his
truth, justice, mercy and charity; the only
things of real worth to human kind, and
the -greatest of :ell! gifts, the gift of life
eternal in a life of never ending· happiness.
Who would pot he wise in the d:1y of probation >mel obey and receive such great
and lasting blessings!
THE STORY OF THE FLOOD.

That there was a flood the traditions of
men tell. It is true there mav be some
conflict in the different stories, but no
more so than manv traditions that are believed among men" to-day. But that flood,
the wise men say, could never be over all
the earth for it is not possible for water to
run up hill. Yet it is admitted that all the
rain that waters the earth comes from the
sea, and those rains ofttimes cau~e great
floods in their onward march to the sea.
Could not that power that now causes the
rains to fall have caused the earth to be
flooded?
Ah, no! there is not water
enou?.;h, they say.
•
Much objection is made about the ark
and the size of it as far too small; :cmd you
know it had only one window. And so
much do the wise objectors have to say
about the ~lrk and its living freight that
they would almost seek to persuade us
that wh<Ji· thev don't know about the ark
i,~ not worth ·lowwing-. But the record
tell~ us there was a flood and there was an
ark 1 and God knew and tmderstood all

1

about it, so that we may feel assured that
the objections of the wiseheads are too
much of supposition and
to be
of much serious consideration; and
are all curious to know how such a
as a flood could be over all the
How can we so understand it? ]\fen have
supposed that our olrl
V'le
know it to-dav, has forever been the same,
Are we to believe that the conditions of
things to-clay are the same as the
when
it was said to he finished and all
Surely not.
Is it not now
under water, and parts of it
barren, sandy deserts? Great
tains, swamps, and a
with ice, or seasons so
cold, and Lmd ~o barren
produce enough for men to live thereon;
and when we take it as a whole we discover that there are
here and
there that men can
the wherewith to sustain life.
there must have
been great changes since
morn of creation. We learn that the duration of the
lives of men was hundreds of
and
that even Noah was six
years old
the day he entered the ark. The
of a man six hundred
old!
our men of fifty and
how
worn and careworn
they look; and the
is now said to be
few reach the age of
scarcely any a hundred years
then what aches, pains and ills
is heir to.
These
that the condition of
that men can not
sweets of life
but a few short years, even under the most
favorable circumstances.
Now let us read Genesis I: 9
~'And I
God said, Let there be a firmament in the
midst of the
and it was even as
I spake. And I
Let it divide the
Viaters from the waters
And I God made the
vider1 the waters, yea the
der the firmament from
were above the firmament, and it was so,
even as I spake. And I God
firmament heaven. And the
together of the waters called I
Now we discover in this
there was a firmament in the midst
waters and that this firmament was called
heaven. We also learn that the waters
under the heaven were
unto one place and
the sea, the
heaven and the dividing of the waters was
the work of the second day, and there was
waters above the firmament and water
under. Now how can we conceive such
a thing in such a
so as to understand
it in the simplicity
? Tbe
waters under ·were
unto one
place, that would be
the
; and the
waters above were
up above where
we now see those white
clouds surrounding all the earth like a
which rested on the

were broken
the north and
the

the sea rolled from
windows of heaven were
gave
and fell
T!J<c;n we read
the first
over the earth and of the
·the how in the cloud. Now
if there ever
had been a cloud there
would abo have been a
but now
there was a new order of

do
all the
mankind are because
will not
to the
nor hear and

of
or
and when
the wise heads said that
been in that
of

we
would be
trulv blessed we must seek
do God's
will in obeying His commandments.
WILLIAM CAIRNS.
~~-
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THE "SEALED BOOK."-No. XII.
BY ELDEH R. M. ELVIN.

Tn:E St,

Globe

1877, contains the
sketch of the works
in Color~do:
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-------those days, which are now entirely lost to
the human race. Their houses have been
built of most every kind of rocks, from
small boulders to the finest sandstone. The
finest of these rums, and the most perfect,
are located fifteen miles up the Animas
river, or about thirty-five miles below Animas City, in.a large valley fifteen miles
long by seven miles wide, on the west side
of the river. This valley has been covered with buildings of every size, the two
largest ones being 300 x 6,ooo feet, and are
about 6oo feet apart. They are built of
small sandstone laid in adobe mud, the
outside walls being 4 feet, and the inside
walls from I Yz to 3 feet. In the lower
story port-holes have been built for defense. There are rooms now left and
walls for about four stories high still standing. .About the second story, on the west
side, there has bee-n a halcony along the
entire length of the building. No signs of
a door are visible in the outer walls, and
the ingress must have been from the top,
in the inside there being passages from
room to room.
Most of them are small,
from eight by ten to twelve by fourteen
feet, the doors being two by four feet.
The arches over the doors and port-holes
are made of small cedar poles two it1ches
wide, placed across, on which the masonry; is placed. The sleepers supporting the
floor are of cedar, about eight inches
through and from twenty to fifty feet long
·and about three feet apart:
A layer of
small round poles is then placed across the
sleepers, then• a layer of thinly split cedar
sticks, then about three inches of dirt, then
a layer of cedar bark, then another layer
of dirt, then a carpet of some kind of coarse
grass, which forms the floors. The rooms
that have been protected from exposure
are whitewashed, and are ornamented by
drawings and writings.
In one of these
rooms the impression of a hand dipped in
whitewash, on a joist, is as plain as if it
had been done only a few days ago.
In
anoi;her room there are drawings of tarantulas, centipedes, horses and men.
One
room in the eastern portion is quite a curiosity, it being perfectly round, and must
have been used for n hall.
It is about
twenty feet across.
In some of these
rooms have been found human bones,
bones of sheep, corn cobs, goods, rawhides
and all colors and varieties of pottery-ware.
These two large buildings are exactly the
same in every respect. Portions of the
building plainly show that it has been destroyed by fire, the timbers being burned
off and the roofs cav;ing in, leaving the
lower rooms entirely protected.
The
rock these buildings have been built of
must have been brought a long way, as
nothing to compare with it can be found
within twenty miles. All the timber used
is cedar, and" has at least been brought
twenty-five miles. Old ditches and roads
are to be seen in every direction.
~'In conversation with the Navajos in
regard to these ruins, they say their forefathers came there five old men's ages ago
(500 years) and these ruins were here, and
the same then as now, and that they have
no record of it whatever.
"The only thing to show its age is a

date in one of the rooms just opened,
which took t'-"o men one day to get into,
and found on the wall the date of I zz 5·"
Rosengarten, in writing of the Arch of
Las Monjas, Palenque, describing the
Treasnre-house of Arteas" says:
"The ba§e of his treasure-house is circular, and the covering of a dome shape. It
does not, however, form an arch, but courses of stone are laid horizontally over one
another in such a way that each course
projects peyond the one. below it, till the
space at the highest course becomes so
narrow that a single stone covers it• Of all
those that have survived to the present day
the treasure-house at Arteas is the most
venerable." Architectural Styles, p ·59·
"In the ruined cities of Cambodia, which
lies farther to the east of Burmah, recent
research has discovered teocallis like those
in Mexico, :md the remains of temples of
the same type and pattern as those of
Yucatan. And. wb.en we reach the sea
we encounter at Suku, in Java, a i:eocalli
which is absolutely identical with that of
Tehuantepec. 1\1r. Ferguson said, 'as we
advance eastward from the valleyof the
Euphrates, at every step we met forms of
art b~coming more and more like those of
Central America."- Builders of Babel,
p. 88.
The above writer evidentlv thinks
that the cities and civilization o"f ancient
America are equal to those of the Old
World.
WRITINGS.

MacLean, describing the Grave Creek
stone says: "The inscribed stone is an oval
disc of white sand-stone, nearly circular in
form, about three fourths of an inch thick,
and an inch and a half in diari1eter.
On
one of the flat surfaces are engraved three
lines of unknown characters. At the Congress of Nancy, Monsieur Levy Bing
made a report of this inscription from an
imperfect engraving. He states that after
different combinations of the twenty-three
letters, I obta.in the following re:mlt, that
is eight Canaanite words, having complete
sense; forming a phrase which corresponds
admirbaly with the symbol below the inscription."
In regard to the genuineness of this
stone he says: "l have carefully gone over
the whole of this evidence, both pro and
con, and have no hesitancy in declaring
that if the authenticity of the 'Grave Creek
Tablet' has not been established, then no
reliance can be placed upori human testitestimony."-Mound Builders, pp., 91-95.
Colonel James E. Wharton, who examined the stone immediately after it was
found, says: ••It was a hard, dark grey
sandstone, the letters mostly phoenician,
and I believe I was the only one present
who had ever see.n that alphabet, or the
Celtic or Bardic, which,. were somewhat
similar; they were clear, deep, and carefully cut, the stone oval, the edges nearly
beveled all round on both sides."-Ibid, ·
P· 97·
Ih "Ancient Monuments" the foll~wing
description of the Cincinnati TabJet" is
given: "The material is a fine grained compact sandstone, of ::; light brown color. It
measures five inches in length, three in

breadth at the ends, two and six tenths at
the middle, and is about half an inch i11
thickness.
The sculptured face varies
very slightly from a perfect plane. The
figures are cut in low relief (the lines being
not more than one twentieth of an inch in
depth), and occupying a rectangular space
four inches and two tenths long, by two
and one tenth wide."-Ibid, p. Z75·
The "Cincinnati Tablet" was found in
November, 1841, at the corner of Fifth and
Mound Streets, Cincinnati, Ohio. The
"Grave Creek Tablet" was found the 16th
of June, r838.
"In r87o there was found a tablet in a
mound near Lafayette bayou in Issaquena
county, Missippi, which has the same reduplication of figures in the carved work
as exists in the 'Cincinnati Tablet.' "-Ibid
P· I IO.
"This [Berlin] tablet was found June
14th, 1876, by Dr. J. E. Sylvester and
Lurzey. Cremeans, near Berlin, Jackson
county, Ohio. It was found in a small
mound situated on the second bottom of a
small tributary of Dickson's Run. The
stone, which is six inches long, three and
five. eighths wide, and half an inch thick,
<;:om posed of a fine grained sandstone of a
greyish brown color, occurred on a level
with the original surface, placed on its
edge with its ends pointing east and west.
Both sides are engraved, the style being of
that kind known as line engraving. One
side is a reduplication otthe other."-Ibid,
p. I Io.
The Chicago Times for July 17th, 1876,
in its special correspondence, contained the
following: "In the same county, near Murphysboro, is a circle of upright stones inclosing a monolith of cut stone, ten feet in
height, and inscribed with various characters, now nearly effaced. On the east side is
a representation of the sun, on each side of
which is a woman figure in a kneeling posture with the hands held aloft. Under these
are hieroglyphics. On the west side is the
picttue of a buffalo, apparently, though the
identy is doubtful, drawing a cart, headed
toward the south. On the north side, or
edge, is a hole near the top, of about two
inches in diameter, extending downward
at an angle of forty-five degrees: Mr. Edmunds, on whose land this interesting relic
stands, has inserted into this aperture a
straight wooden bar, and has marked its
shadow on the circle of stones into hours
and t.heir decimals, and is firm in the belief
that it was originally intended as a sun
,.dial or clock. He has shown a commendable spirit in placing a stout fence around
this rare place." No untutbr(:d Indian•
was the architect or manufacturer of the
above .described relic.
The Newport (Verll}ont) Express and
Standard, of August i5th, r88z, has the
following from the New Orleans Democrat: "Numerous . of the pyramids and
mounds which so often occur in the western states, have been leveled to the surrounding surface by zealous searchers for
. relics of antiquity. Nor have their efforts
been in vain.
Copper hatchets, chisels,
and various other ·kinds of tools have been
unearthed, together with copper plates
covered with inscriptions, and with p~o-
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netic signs which proves conclusively that
these people had a written language."
· Baldwin says upon the art of writing:
"If a consecutive history of the ancient
people of Central America and Mexico
were ever written it ha~ been lost. Probably nothing of the kind ever was written
in the manner which we call history, although there must have been regular annals of some kind. The ruins show that
they had the art of writing, and that, at
the south this art was more developed,
more like a phonetic system of wri!ing
than that found in use among the Aztecs.
The inscriptions of Palenque, and the
characters used in some of the manuscript
books that have been preserved, are not
the same as the 'Mexican Picture Writing.'
It is known that books or rna nuscript writings were abundant :rtnong them in the
ages previous to the Aztec period. They
had an accurate measure of the solar vear
and a system of chronology, and mar{y of
their writings were historicaL Among
the Mayas, and in other communities of
the same family, writing was largely used
in the time of the Spaniards. It was common also among the Aztecs, but they used
'picture writing.' "-Ancient America, p.
187.
One of the offices among the ancient people, was one to write history and to chronicle events. "These chroniclers had likewise to calculate the days, months and
years; and thQugh they had no writing
like ours, they had their symbols an characters through which they understood
everything; and they had great books,
which were composed with such ingenuity and art that our characters were really
of no great assistance to them. Our priests
have seen those books, and I myself have
seen them likewise, though many were
burned at the instigation of the monks,
who were afraid they might impede the
work of conversion. Books such as those
here described by Las Casas must have
contained important historical information."-Ibid, p. r88.
There can he little doubt that the opinion expressed by Mr_. Baldwin is correct,
that many of the older books perished by
reason of the wars, and mouldered into
dust by the wear and tear of time and use.
"We learn from Spanish writers that a
still greater destruction of the old books
was effected by the more ignorant and
fanaiical of the Spanish priests who were
extablished in the country as missionaries
after the conquest. This is stated by Las
Casas, himself one of the missionaries. Besides the many smaller bonfires of this fanaticism, there is record of a great conflagra
tion, under the auspices of Bishop Zumarraga, in which a vast collection of these
old writings was consumed. As the writing was all on paper (which had long been
used in the country) the burning was easily accomplished."-Ibid, p. r89.
The Peruvian name for paper was
quellca.
And the government of Peru
had a law regulating the manufacture
thereof, as also proscription to the use of
the same.
"Paper.- The same argument holds
good as to paper. The oldest Egyptian

1
monuments contain pictures ot the
roll; while in Mexico, as have
beautiful paper was manufactured ar:d
formed into books shaped like our own"
In Peru a paper was made of
leaves, and books were common in the
earlier ages. Humboldt mentions hooks
of hieroglyphical writings
tbe
Panoes, which were "bundles of
per resembling our volumes of quarto.'
Atlantis, p. 45 I.
Of the Aztec writing Baldwin
"Their skill in architecture and
tural ornamentation did not enable
to build such cities as Mitla and
and their 'picture writing' was a
ruder form of the graphic art
phonetic system of the
Quiches.''-An. Am., p. 221.
From the above we are led to believe
that a wide contrast existed in the writ-·
ings of the Ancient Americans.
Some
were elegant in their artistic appearance,
while some were rude.
Some of the Peruvian
h~,.d
names for paper; the people knew that a
kind of paper or parchment could be made
of plantain
and according to Montesinos, writing and books were common
in the older times, that is to
in ages
long previous to the Incas.
As to hieroglyphical
says: "It is not improbable that a kind of
hierographical writing existed in some of
the Peruvian communities,
among the Aymaraes.
tions books of hierog 1yphical
found among the Panoes, on the
U cayali.
A Franciscan
found an old man sitting at the foot of a
palm tree and reading one of these books
to several young persons. The Franciscan was told that the
'contained
hidden things which no stranger
know.' It was seen that the pages
hook were covered with figures of
animals and isolated
de,emied
bieroglyphical, and arranged in
with
order and symmetry. . . . There is similar writing on a prepared Llama skin found
among other antiquities on a
·
Lake Titicaca, which is now
seum at La Paz, Bolivia.
Delafield says: "Their
ticularly the sacred houses, were
with hieroglvphics. Each race,
Mexican and Peruvian recorded
of their gods upon the walls of their temples."--Inquiry, Origin American
ties, p. 6o.
Prof. C. S. Rafinesque says: "lt is fahe
that no American nations had
writing, glyphs and letters.
Several had
various modes of perpetuating
There were several such
in America to express ideas,
find equivalents in the east continent."-Ibid, p. 305.
Speaking .of a sculptured
at U.'Cmal, Stephens says: "Around
head of
the principal figure are rows of characters.
We now discovered that these characters
were hieroglyphics."-Incidents of Travel
in Yucatan, vol. I, p.
And of a building at
he
"In the south end apartment we found

sculptured beam of hieroglyphics which
had so much interested us on our former
visit.
Of a vase
tral
he says: "The
below represents two sides of the vase
one side is a border of hieroglyphics.
Ibid, p. 275.
Describing a building at
he
"But the
of stones around the
were
and on examination, we
found a continuous line of hieroglyphics.''
the appear:mce
a
"The head-dress
a
falling to the heels
and under his feet is
"-Ibid, p. 41
the same
writes: "There is a tradition of a great
paved way made of pure white stone,
called in the
language sacbe, lead-·
ing from Kabah to Uxmal, on which the
lords of those
sent messengers to
and
written on the bark
and leaves of trees."-Ibid, p. 415.
Of an inscription at Kewick he says
"lt exhibits
rude human figure, surrounded by
which doubtless
contain the
its history.
vol. z, p. 71.
He tells of the burning of some ancient
books: "In
I 29 years after the foundation of
some Jndians of Mani
relapsed and became idolators, practicing
in secret their ancient rites. Intelligence
of their backsliding reached the ears of the
provincial in Merrda, who came to Mani
in person, and forthwith established him-self as inquisitor. On a day appointed for
that purpose, he made them bring together
all their books and ancient characters and
publicly burned
thus destroying at
once the history of
antiquity.''-Ibid,

pp.

261-2.

Of a tablet found at Chichen, he says:
"This tablet and the position in which it
exists. have
the name to the building which
Indians call Akatzeeb, sig ..
nifying the
in the dark; for as no
light enters
from the single doorway, the chamber was so dark that the
drawing could with difficulty be copied.
It was the first time in Yucatan that we
had found hieroglyphics sculptured on
stone, which beyond all question bore the
same type with those at Copan and Palenque."Ibid, p. 292.
says: "There is evidence that the
nation of Yucatan, the ruins of
and palaces are so well
the travels of Catherwood
not only had a system of
phonetic
but used it for
ordinary words and sentences.''Researches, pp. JOO-L
Wilson says: "The recurrence of the
same signs, and the reconstruction of
groups out of the detached members of
others, clear! y indicate a written language
and not a mere pictorial suggestion of associated ideas, like the Mexican picture
writing. In the most complicated tablets
of African heiroglyphics, each object is
distinct, and its representative significance
is rarely difficult to trace.
But the rna-
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jority of the
Df Palenque or
Copan appear as constructed on the same
polysynthetic
which gives the
peculiar and
char"cter to the
language of the New World. This is still
more apparent when we turn to the highly
elaborate
on the colossal
at Copan. In these all ideas of simphonetic signs utterly disappear. Like
bunch-words, as
have been called,
of the Am0rican languages, they seem each
to be a compound of a number of parts
of the·
symbols used in picture
writing, while
pictorial origin of the
whole becomes clearly apparent. In comparing these minutely elaborated characters with those on the tablets, it is obvious
that a system of abbreviation is employed
in the latter. The
inscriptions
have all the
of a written
language in a state of development analoto the
with its word-writand like it, they appear to have bee·n
in columns from top to bottom. It is
occurrence
also noticeable in the
of human and animal beads among the
sculptured characters they invaribly look
toward the left, an indication, as it appears
to me, that they are graven inscriptions of
a lettered people who were accustomed to
write the same ch«racters from left to
-right on papers or skins."-Wilson's Prehistoric Man, p. 378, et seq.
I leave this part of the subject with some
degree of reluctilnce, but fondly entertain
the hope that the next will be fully as
attractive.
The evidence that a people, anciently in
America, possessed the knowledge of such
a high degree of civilization and an education that demanded the use of letters and
characters, make us wish that such men as
Bishop Landa had been more kind and
thoug·htful, and not consigned the ancient
books to the flames, for we might have
found great help in our search after the
antiquities of those people.
(To be continued.)

BISHOP'S APPOINTMENTS.
In accordance with the recommendation of
Bro. G. T. Griffith and New Hope Branch of Virginia, that Bro. Isaac Coffman be appointed my
agent for said Branch and vicinity, I, therefore,
appoint him as such and recommend him to the
t;iaints to sustain him by their prayers and means.
Bro. Samuel Brown having moved .from London District, and requesting to be released from
, acting as Bishop's Agent,and as at the district conference held in said district, at Garafraxa branch,
June :i5th, r889, Bro. Egerton K. Evans was
·recommended as my agent in Bro. Brown's stead,
therefore, appoint him as such and recommend
to the Saints, asking them to faithfully sustain him by their prayers and means.
G. A. BLAKESLEE,
Presid1:ng Bishop.
BIRTHS AND BLESSINGS OF
CHILDREN.
Born to Winfield and Ella Brown, at Stewartsville, Mo., on January 3d, r889, a son .who was
blessed by Elder Mark H. Forscutt on June 9th,
r889, the name of Winfield being given to the
young "Hope."
Born to William and ]annette Clay, at St. Jo-

seph, Mo., on June r6th, 1888, a daughter. The
name of Jennie was given to the laughing-eyed
one when blessed by Elder M. H. Forscutt on
june zoth, r889.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Gilmore, at St. Joseph,
Mo., December r5th, r888, a daughter. The
sweet babe was blessed by Elder M. H. Forscutt
on June zoth, r889, and the name of Maud given
to her.
BALDWIN.-At the Saints' Church, StewartsMissouri, on Sunday, June 3oth, r889, the
two
sons of Bro. and Sr. D. R. Baldwin,
born May 19th and named Gomer and Homer;
Elder James Drown officiating.
DIED.
W ALLACE.-At her home in Keokuk, Iowa,
Sr. Hannah Vvallace, nee Vest, at ten p.m., June
13th, r889. Sister Walace was born in England,
January 7th, 1839, and was aged 50 years, 5
months, and six days, She was baptized in England by John Carmichael, came to America in
r8,53, and settled in Utah; but became dissatisfied
with the methods of the authorities there and
returned to the states in 1857. She was married
to John Wallace, at Boscobell, Wisconsin, July
r6th, r866. She, in company with her husband,
came to Keokuk in r867, and has lived in or near
about there ever since. She united with the
Reorganization October rzth, r884, under the administration of Bro. M. T. Short. Her last illness began April roth, after which time she was
a great sufferer from that terrible disease, dropsy.
Within a short time of her death she prayed the
Lord to have mercy on her; and immediately
she became easy and continued so until she passed away. The funeral services were conducted
at the Latter Day Saints Church, Keokuk, Iowa,
by Elder James McKiernan.
GoBLE.-Abiel Goble departed this life May
r889 He was stopping with his son during
""·"'""'"> in Nez Perces county, Idaho, where
his family to witness· his last mowas a great sufrerer till death brought
relief. His last hours were borne with great
patience; and death would'have been welcome
much soonedf the Lord had so willed it. He
born in Pennsylvania, October rzth, r8r9,and
aged 69 years and seven months. He was a
member,o£ the First Day Advents. He leaves a
wife, four daughters and one son to mourn their
loss till they meet in the resurrection morn, His
remains were brought to his home in Asotin
county, Washington Territory, where he has
resided for years. Funeral services by S. Rice,
Adventist.
GLADWIN.- At Council Bluffs, Iowa, June
13th, r889, of congestion ofthe 1ungs, Sr. Georgia
A. Gladwin. She was born near Council Blufrs,
the zSth of January, r!l56, and was baptized
March, r888, by Elder M. H. Forscutt. She
sleeps in peace.
BouRGEOIN.-At SL Joseph, Mo., on June rsth,
r889, Brother Lewis Bourgeoin. He was born
at Amsterdam, Holland, in July, r8o8, and was
therefore nearly Sr years old. He leaves a noblehearted widow behind him to perpetuate his
memory. The funeral sermon was by Elder M.
H. Forscutt at his recent home, St. Joseph. After the services his remains were followed to the
depot, and thence taken to Lamoni for interment. There' they were laid away to rest under
direction of President W. W, Blair, who officiated at the grave. Faithful through life, faithful
to the end, he rests in peace.
WEBER.-Killed, at St. Joseph, Mo., on June
14th, r889, by the falling of a brick wall upon
him while at his employment as a bricklayer,
Brother Henry Weber. He was born in September, r8o4, and was therefore nearly 85 years of
age at the time of his death. Baptized at last
April conference, his testimony often was "I
have since been very happy." Funeral sermon
by Elder M. H. Forscutt at Saints' Hall, 5th and
Edmond, St. Joseph.

-----

ADDRESSES.
Mark H. Forscutt, No. 1221, North Twelfth St., St. Joseph,
Mo.

·

"

John 'l'. Davis, 42 Lakefield Road, Llanelly, Carmarthenshire, Wales, Great Britain.
E. C. Brand, No. 712, Q st., Atchison, Kansas.
E. C. Briggs, Shenandoah, Iowa.

NOTICES.
To the Saints of the Southern Indiana district,
especially the branch officers: As there has been
much said and done in this district which has not
been in strict harmony with the general church,
in dealing with members, therefore I submit :for
consideration and action the rulings of General
Conference, r884: "No person's name should
be stricken from the Church records until specific charges have been preferred against them and
lawful action had in the case; and that the cause
or causes of action and expulsion should be stated
upon the records, hence those apostatizing ought
to be visited and their desires learned. If they
can by kind persuasion be brought to come back,
let the effort be made. If after kindly labor they
are still determined to withdraw, then let the
teachers prefer charges based on their findings
and time be set and they be notified to appear before a court of elders to formally sit and try the
case or cases. In that way they can be legally
disposed of." If any are hanging in suspension
do not let them hang until they are dead. If any
have not been dealt with properly see to it that
the law is properly administered, and that no
personal feelings or differences are made to be
the basis of a charge.
Yours in bonds,
M. R. SCOTT,
Pres(dent o/ the Southern Indiana district.
A se'ries of two days' meetings will be held
in the Galland's Grove district, Iowa, commencing as follows: At Deloit July 6th, Brn. Charles
Derry and Charles E. Butterworth in charge; at
the Salem branch July r;.;th, Brn. C. E. Butterworth and Joseph Seddon in charge; at Galland's
Grove July 27th, Brn. C. E. Butterworth and Joseph Seddon in charge; at the Union Church,
Calhoun county, Brn. James T. Turner and David Rudd in charge. Notice of time wi.ll be given in Herald. A camp meeting will be held at
the North Coon branch, commencing September
5th, the district presidency in charge.
JOHN PETT.
All members of the Second Quorum of Elders
are requested to send their present Post Office
address to the undersigned at Persia, Harrison
county, Iowa.
JoSEPH SEDDON, Sect'y. o/ .ff(_uorum.

FOR SALE. OR TRADE,
acre FARM in Cherokee county, Kansas, 3 miles
west and 1 mile north of Columbus (County seat),
Good Honse of two rooms, good Well. Spring in Pasture,
good l>lhingled Stable and Granary, Cnbs, and Cow Stahle. young Orchard.
F,urm all under fence; G5 acres in cultivation, 15 in
Pasture, 10 Prairie Grass. This is as good iand as there
is in the county. Rf'ntcd this year for two-fifths of all
products. Price ill!2,200.
29jun4t
CHAS. C. RANDALL.

80

Farrn fo1• l§iale.
A good farm for eale of 40 acres, good rich soil, all well
fenced, 2 good wells, large pond for stock, old orchard
bearing good, 300 young trees of choicest fruits, new
lum her stable and cowshcd aU shingled, buggy shed,
new granary all painted, good rock milk house, other
out-houses. A good 6 roomed cottage, porched, papered,
and painted outside and inside, close to 4 towns, also on
4 mam roads, 2 good groves of maple trees each side of
the cottage. Will be sold cheap, rather than rent. A big
bargain for some one. Farm a few miles from Lamar, the
county seat of Barton conn tv.
EBENEZER MILJ"l!JR, Senior,
Sc.A.MMONVILLE, Cherokee county, Kansas.
RoBERT WINNING, Pres't.

D. F. NronoLSON, Cashier.

FARMERS' .BANK OF LAMONI.
Amp1e Responsibility.
Loans money on a proved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

.A CHRONOLOGICAL CATECHISM:

Or, Key to

tb~

Chronology of the Bible.

BY A. J. MAPES.
Limp Cloth, 103 pages, price 3G,cts. For sale by

Bro. H. R. MILLS, Independence Mo.
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PUBLICATIONS
ten or 1nore, each. . • . . . • • • • 20
t.Ecn
more, each.... . . . . . 13
the
"Manuscdnt Found "
Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about whidh
been said in connection with tho
that it fum ished
Smith and Bidthe
work and matofi·om which
the I3ook of .lYformon.
TO LITTLEFIELD.

- - ) TIY •rHE ( - · -

Board of Publication of the Remganizcd Church,
at their Publ.ishing Honse in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., lOW A,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation
Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding .......... o • • • • • • 1 56
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•.••.••.... 2 00
New Testament, inspired .........• o " • • . . 75
BOOK OF I\o10R110N.
Roan, sprinkled edges ............•• "" •••• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .....•.••.•.• 1 50
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
Sprinkled sheep, or libraTy .....•••••••... 1
Imitation Morocco ............... , ••.•••. 1
SAINTS' HARP-HYMN BOOK.
Imitation Moroc<~o, sprinkled edges ....•... 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ...........••. 1
BRADEN·-KELLEY DEBATE.
Cloth Boards, 396 pagei'> ....•...•........ 1 75
Proposition~,.-(!) I~ th~ Book of Mormon
divine m·;gin, and are its teachings entitled to
N1e reBpect an..l belief of' all Christian people?
(2) Is the Church of whid1 I, Clark Brarlen am
a membeT, the Church of
and identical
in faith, organization, ordiwwees, worship and
practice, with the Church of Christ as it was loft
perfected by the Apostles of Christ? (3) Is the
Reorganized Ohnreh of Jesus Christ. of Latter
Day Saints in t!wt, the Church of God, and accepted with Him?
FOHSGUTT--SITINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, HH
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
.J. Shimi aflirms
Bible teaches the coming of Christ to Judge the world i~ now past."
1\f. fl. Forscutt ainrms "Tho Bible teaches
Literal Resurrection of the body from the
VISIONS OF JOSEl'H SMITH, THE
SEER.
.
Discoveries of Ancient American
and
Relies, with the statement of a
.Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • .. 10
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper eovers. 10
BRANCH RECORDS.
I~oatber backs a!1(1 corners, muslin 8idcs; printed hea<1ingH, and ruled for Record of Names,
Blessing of Children, and for :\Iarringes .. 2 00
DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and hound similar to Branc' Records .............••..•.....
3 00
o

SJiifiTH THE
AND
HIS J>ROGl<~NITORS.
312 pages.................... 70
1 00
l-IESPERIS.
Poerr1s
David
Smith, 202 pages,
cloth,
edges........................ 50
V~HCE OJ<' WARNING
Instruction
all
Histo:ry of tho latter
for $1. ..
each 10
0

o ....

25

No.

No.
"One Bodv:
Ohri.st, under the .lc>l.l'."'""'"u'Jf',
the
No .......-·JU<.uu

10

SO:I\TGS OF ZION.
dozen ........... $r. Each .•........ Iocts.

..--:A
THE INDEPENDENT PATRIOT

•••••••••••

LICENCES, NOTICES, &c.
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Licenses, each per dm:rm ............ ~ . . . . . 12
Baptism and ConfirmtLtion Certificate hooks 25
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred..... 40
CERTIFICATES AND REJ>ORTS.
Branch Statistical Heports, per dozen. . . . . • 40
Annua.l Statistical Hoports, two for . . . . . . . 05
Certificates of Bnptism and I\1mJ1bership,
per dozen.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Certifieates of Rvmovnl, per dozPn......... 12
:Marriage Certi f:icatcs, per dozeu . . . . . . . . . . . 25
SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
Sunday School Engincer and Record Book. 50
Prompt A ttendauco Tickets, 100 for .......
15
"
"
"
l,OOOfor ...... IOO
Good Behavior Til'ketR ............ Same price.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Tract 42.-Rejection of the Church, a dozen 15
per hundred ............................ r ro
Tract 43.-0ne Wife, or Many, per dozen... 25

recOinmend it ns n
heads, grouped in a
numbered with iuilcx
correspond, making u
E. C. BRAND.

OF I,AMON .
grouped in one card with
each picture.
:l5c; per doz. $3; per 100, $20. Send

o

per hundred ................

SAGBATH SCHOOL

........................

~r:w=

The traveling n1inistry please notice this.
A. M. CHASE, Lamoni, Iowl1.

LUFF &

-~

STATE

ruovvmc,~.

Compendium of Faith, for higher C. lasses,
in
sprinkled Leather, each ......................... $1 00
Tbe same bound in Cloth._......... .. . . . . .. .. .. .
?5
Question Book, for lntermediatc clusoes, each 2f.Jc.,
per dozen .................... -................... 2.50

AGENTS

West IJexington Street,

Emerson's Ready Binder, Herald size ..... .
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Luff........ , . . . .

INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI.

Next to Warnky'B Gallery.
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"HEARKEN To THE Wo:rm OF THE Lonn: FOI< 'rHJmE SrrALJ~ NoT ANY MAN AliONG YOU HAVE SA VI! IT JlE ONE WIFII- AND CoNouBun:B
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pagg 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN snouLD HAVE ONE WmE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: ExcEFT rn CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AeAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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few brief
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a very
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and for which he was achis lord who afterwards
for his sagacity ~md
although he made a sinful
use of those
The steward evidently knowing that his
would cause him to lose his
resolves that though that fails
he
be received and favored by
tho'-e whose debts to his lord he had
diminished,
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~n all ages have
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THE UNJUST STEWARD.

steward;
"And he said also unto his disciples, There was
a certain rich man who had a steward; and the
same was accused unto him, that he had wasted
his goods, a11d he called him, and said unto him,
l'Iovv
it that hear this of thee? Give an account of thy stewardship; for thou mayest be no
longer steward. Then the steward said within
himself, What shall I do? For my lord taketh
away from me the stewardship. I can not dig;
to beg I am ashamed. I am resolved what to do,
that, when am put out of \he stevmrdship, they
rnay receive me into their houses. So he calied
every one of his lord's debtors, and said unto the
lirst, I-low much owest thou m1to my lord? And
he said, A hundred measure.s of oil. And he
said unto him, Take thy bill, and sit down quickly, and write fifty. Then 'S8id he to another,
And how much owest thou? And he said, A
hundred measures of wheat. And he said unto
him, Take thy bill, and write fourscore. And
the lord commended the unjust steward, because
he had done wisely; for the children of this
world are wiser in their generation, than the
children of light. And I say unto you, Make to
yourselves friends, of the mammon of unrighteousness; that when ye fail, they may receive
you into everlasting habitations.
He who is
faithful in that which is least, is faithful also in
much; and he who !s unjust
the least, is also
unjust in much. If therefore ye have not been
faithful in the unrighteous mammon, who will
commlt to your trusl the true rlches? And if ye
have not been faithful in that which is another
man's, who shall give unto you that which is
your own? No servant can serve two masters; for either he will hate the one, and love the
other; or else he will hold to the one, and despise the other. Ye can not serve God and
mammon. And the Pharisees also who were
covetous, heard all these things; and they derided him."--Luke .r6: 1-14, Im>f'. T1•att.

not to serve it, but to
and their God bv aidHis cause. The proper amou'nt of
the rig-ht use of our tem(the little things) will
do
and be useful
use of the greatentire harmony
govern them.
See

condemns not only the act but the very
semblance of dishonesty.
Any other
interpretation of this parable would cause
a conflict in the teachings of the Scripture
which must he considered in its entirety.
It is a well known fact that a wise and
faithful use of temporal means will cause an
individual to develop in benevolence, and
free him from selfishness-one great affliction common to humanity. It is also just as
uquisite to their proper use that they be
not used in profligacy, but where they
will do the greatest amount of good.
Mankind make God and Chri~t their
friends by laying up treasures in heaven
by the right use of what has been termed
(on account of its improper use) the
"mammon of unrighteousness." Any true
principle can be misapplied and perverted
to another than its intended use. The
proper use of anything is the true idea and
will bring the best and grandest results.
The harmony of these things with the experiences of human nature, man's necessities and the tern poral and spiritual laws
of God is apparent.
When perfected, all the elements and
man himself will be substantial and aternal. We must be made perfect to receive
and enjoy them in their perfect conditions.
MILES GRANT IN UTAH.

IN "The World's Crisis," for May zgth,
and June sth and 12th, there are articles
from the pen of Miles Grant, sometime
editor of that paper, in which he relates at
length his missionary efforts of late in
Salt Lake City, and how freely the Methodists and Mormons gave him their
churches and halls in which to hold religious services and deliver lectures, and arso
how readily he set before the Mormons
the idea that there was and is nothing in
or about man that is immortal, and also
that other leading idea of the Adventists,
namely, that the· Kingdom of God is not
and never will be set up oqiearth till Jesus
Christ makes his second advent. All his
efforts may have been very attractive, and
equally amusing, to well posted Mormons,
but we doubt if one such was in the least
converted to those unscriptural, irrational
theories. Whoever is well read in the
teachings and revelations of Joseph Smith
the Seer, whether in or out of Utah,
knows full well that, on the plan of interpretation and application set forth in them,
the teachings of the Bible are blended
solidly on these and other points into one
consistent, harmonious and beauteous system, as far superior to the ignusfatuus,
or penny-rushlight of AdventiRm as the
splendors of midday are superior to the
mists and uncertainty of the vanishing
rays of departed day.
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Intelligent Latter Day Saints nowhere
believe that immortality is naturally inherent in man in this life, much less in. the
mere earthy body of man; but they do
believe that the spirit of man, like that of
Christ their Lord, possesses the quality of
immortality, it being "the offspring of
God" (Acts 17: 29), He being "the Father
of spirits" (He b. 12: 9).
They believe
that death is fitly described by our Lord
when he said in John 12:24: "Except a
corn of wheat fall into the ground and
die, it abideth alone; but if it die, it bringeth forth much fruit;" and also when dying, himself said, "Father, into thy hands
I commend my spirit; and having said
thus he gave up the ghost"-spirit-( Luke
23: 46); all of which is in exact harmony
with the word of God in Eccl. 12:7, which
says: "Then shall the dust return to the
earth as it was; and the spirit shall return
unto God who gave it."
Everyone
knows that, if "a corn of wheat fall into
the ground and die," then death simply
unfetters, frees and separates the vital,
life-principle within the com, and that the
latter, apart from the shell or inert body,
actively takes on other living, developing
and progressive conditions. Man, as a
present living whole is not immortal, for
the reason that death separates the immortal spirit from the body or earthly tabernacle. But when these are united in the
resurrection, then man, in his two-fold being, will be immortal.
In the number for May 29th Mr. Grant
says of the Mormons: "l showed them
it [the kingdom of God] could not be set
up till after the second coming of Christ."
Wonderful, if true l We presume this
claim is no better sustained than many
others he makes which are found to be
groundless.
Mr. Grant nor any other
person can prove from the scriptures that
the kingdom of God will not be set up
on earth "till after the second advent of
Christ." The verv reverse of this is true,
as is witnessed b-y the Lord Jesus, the
prophets before him and the apostles after
him. The Latter Day Saints, in all their
standard works, claim and teach that the
kingdom of God may exist in heaven and
on earth at the same time.
J esns and his apostles taught in their
times that the kingdom of God was then
on the earth.
Tesus said to the blind
Pharisees, "Beho-ld, the kingdom of God
is within [among] you."-Luke r 7: 2 I.
Jesus the King-, his officers, his law, and
his subjects-ali were then in the midst of
the Jews. Again he said to them, "But if
I cast out devils by the Spirit of God,
then the kingdom of God is come unto
you."-Matt. I2: 28. And to "the chief
priests and the elders of the" Jews he said,
"Verily I say unto you, that the publicans
and harlots go into the kingdom of God
before you;" and further, "The Kingdom
of God shall be taken from you, and given to a nation [the Gentiles] bringing forth
the fruits thereof."-Matt. zr :3r, 43·
Jesus also said, "The law and the prophets were until John; since that time the
kingdom of God is preached, and every
man presseth into it."-Luke r6: r6. And
speaking of the ministry and persecutions

THE
of John the Baptist
the days of
the
kingdom
God
the violent taketh it by

Frorn all
of

I2,

It is quite impossible to
texts to the kingdom
second advent of Christ.
taught that the
was on earth in
his times, for he says the Father ".hath delivered us from the power of
and hatlt translated us into the
of his dear Son."---CoL I:
well,-this work had
plished-it did not remain
some future time. Scores of
be added to these proving
dom may be on earth before the
advent, for we see it was on earth
times of John and Jesus and the
And that it will be on earth
Christ makes his second advent is seer: in
the following texts: "The Son of Man
shall send forth his angels, and
shall
gather out of his kingdom all
do offend, and. them which do
''--Matt. 13:41. This certainly
kingdom prior to the advent, when in it
are found both the bad and the
Jesus, in verse 44• further says:
the kingdom of heaven is like unto treasure hid in a field [the created
the
which when a man hath found, be
and for joy thereof goeth and selleth
that he hath, and buyeth that field."--ltnd
Abraham also became "the heir of the
field" or world.-Rom. 14: 13.
Jesus in verses 47, 48 and 49 further
says of the kingdom as it will exist on
earth before his second
the kingdom of heaven is like
that was cast into the sea, and
every kindy· which, when it
drew to shore, and sat down,
the good into vessels, but cast
away. So shall it be at the end
worldy· the angels shall come
sever the 7,oicl.:ed from
the
And in Matt. 25: r-13,
of the condition of the kingdon on
just bifore the second advent, "while the
bridegroom tarried,''
says the
dom will be then composed of the
wise" and "five foolish"
who will
be aroused by "a cry" which comes to "the
wise" and "foolish"
"the wise" alone
being prepared for the occasion.
But, mark it well, the
bifore the second advent, ""'"'"'"<'"'rl
foolish and the wise. This
said of the king-dom in
those who come with Christ in
ous advent. It can only be said of it when
in its militant state,
of "the
good" and "the bad"
vious quotation from
Jesus knew what the
prior to his glorious
that "Then shall the
unto ten virgins, which took
and went forth to meet the
Jesus Christ-which
dom will be on
clition as to its
comes in glory.
and Psalms I02:

"Hearken, and lo, a voice as of one from on
high, who is mighty and powerful, whose going
forth is unto the ends of the earth; yea, whose
voice is unto men.,-Prepare ye the way of the
Lord, make his paths straight. The keys of the
kingdom of God are committed unto man on the
earth, and from thence shall the gospel roll forth
unto the ends of the earth, as the stone which is
cut out of the mountain without hands shall roll
forth, until it has filled the whole earth; yea, a
voice crying-Prepare ye the way of the Lord,
prepare ye the supper of the Lamb, make
ready for the bridegroom; pray unto the Lord;
call upon his holy name; make known his
wonderful works among the people.
Call
upon the Lord, that his kingdom may go forth
upon the earth; that the inhabitants thereof may
receive it, and be prepared for the days to come.,
in the which the Son of man shall come down in
heaven, clothed in the brightness of his glory, to
meet the kingdom of God which is set up on the
earth; wherefore, may the kingdom of God go
forth, that the kingdom of heaven may come,
that thou, 0 God may be glorified ln heaven, so
on earth, that thy enemies may be subdued; for
thine is the honor, power, and glory, forever and
ever. Amen."-D, & C., sec. 65.

And in I
vve find
the Saints in exact
revelation and the
"Some say the kingdom of God was not set up
until the day of Pentecost, and that John did not
preach the baptism of repentance for the remission of sins; but I say, in the name of the Lord,
that the kingdom of God was set up on the earth
from the days of Adam to the present time.
"Whenever there has been a righteous man on
earth unto whom God revealed his word, and
gave power and authority to administer in his
name, and where there is a priest of God, a minister who has power and authority from God to
administer in the ordinances of the gospel and
officiate in the priesthood of God, there is the
kingdom of God; and in consequence of rejeding the: gospel of Jesus Christ, and the prophets
whom God hath sent, the judgments of God
have rested upon people, cities and nations, in
various ages of the world, which was the case
with the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah, which
were destroyed for rejecting the prophets.
"Now I wi!l·give my testimony. I care not
for man. I speak boldly and faithfully, and
with authority. How is it with the kingdom of
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God? Where did the kingdom of God begin?
Where there is no kingdom of God there is no
salvation.
What constitutes the kingdom of
God? Where there is a prophet, a priest, or a
righteous man, unto whom God gives his oracles,
there is the kingdom of God. And where the
oracles of God are not, there the kingdom of
God is not. .
"The plt'a of many in this day is, that we have
no right to receive revelations; but if we do not
get revelations we do not have the oracles of
God; and if they have not the oracles of God
they are not the people of God."-Life of Joseph
the Prophet, pp. 412~-13.

How perfectly like the above are these
words of J esus,-"The field is the world;
the good seed are the children of the kingdom." And this,-"The law and the
prophets were until John: since that time
the kingdom of God is preache'J, and
man presseth into it."-Luke r6: I6.
this also.-" If I cast out devils by the
of God, then the kingdom of God
is come unto
"--Matt. 12: 28.
all these
well known
Saints, we
much too
fast when he claims to have converted
"the l'vlonnons" to his soul-sleeping nonsense nnd his post-advent-kingdom heresy;
for it is scarcely possible
should have
all the leading lines of argument
proof-texts concerning· these matters.
Mr. Grant is as
blinded and beon these matters as he and his fellows have ever been on the numerous
fixed times
set for the advent of our
Lord.
DAVIS CITY CAMP MEETING.

that

the Davis City
for by the Decommence Friday,
continue over Sunday the
information
the
will be given next

THE letter below we give our readers
without note or comment:
"THURMAN, Ia., June 3oth.
Brotlter Blai1' :--As per notice the Rev. Clark
Braden put in an appearance at this place, June
1st, and gave a series of leclures against Infidelity;
and on June 9th he delivered three lectures
against Mormonism. To my mind, his manner,
speech, and general deportment throughout betrayed him in his pretended profession as a representative of Christianity, and placPd him on
the lists of aspirants to unmerited praise. And
were it not for the unpopularity of the theories
he essays to make war with, he would undoubtedly be regarded by all fair minded people as a
charlatan, a low-down cunning trickster, entirely
destitute of the humility and m.eekness characteristic of the true christian.
He seems to be brimful! of egotism, and in his
morbid desire for fame and notoriety, appears to
be w!lling to stoop to anything in order to secure
an endorsement from the people. This was
manifest here on the occasion mentioned
in his attempt to bulldoze the people by threats,
seeking- to intimidate them and prevent the free
exercise of their agency, cunningly pretending

to submit some prepared resolutions to them for
their consideration, to be voted on, and at the
same time denying any one the right to vote who
would be likely to vote in the negative. And by
this crafty scheme he actu>illy "stole a ma•~ch"
on some of our most honorable, unsuspecting
citizens, by which he got an endorsement from
them. This is the manner in which he manufactures his many published endorsements (?)which
he sends broadcast throughout the country in
orda to deceive the people and establish the assumption that "I, Clark Braden," am a mighty
man, because, forsooth, he aosnmes to be a
representative of christianity; a defender of the
faith!
Such a display of egotism, fraud and deception,
has never had a paraliel in the history of our
county"
A friend of justice and the people.
WM. LEEKA."
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

IN this issue will be found an article sent
us on "Intermeddlers!'
We commend
it tu those who
and advise them to
in liberal doses, till they are
of the hateful, harmful disintermeddling.
It is probable the
author of that article has come in direct
contact with the evil works of intermedand has seen the inevitable fruits
and therefore hates and denounces
the vile
The Saints should observe
"Eleventh commandment!' which
own busines~s." This
in others' affairs
unknown among them.
letter from Pres. Joseph Smith
Salt Lake City, June 27th, we
learn that he has arrived there and is in
health and spirits. He states that
Peter Anderson has just arrived
and proposed to start for the
has baptized some eight or
He reports favorably from
Tohn and Macedonia, and
and 'Villard cities. So does
Bro. Evans.
28th, 7:45 a. m.
Am
refreshed this morning,
and feel no
effects from the ride over
the alkali
and no reminders of neuso that I am still encouraged."
is with him. ·
wrote from Kirt
a
stating that he
Braden's boastful advertisements and his statements of reputed
victories. He thinks he should be met,
and on his own propositions, if necessary,
and be
war to his heart's content.
Bro.
N. Roberts wrote ] une 26th
from Cook's
that although
to remain for a time in his old
he had lost no time in preaching the
He
to attend the Texas
Reunion
begins July 5th, after
which he
to proceed to Missouri
and Arkansas.
are made that in BOrne conies
num her of the Autumn Le~1Jes
Those having defective
return them to this office,
will he filled by perfect
as there :1re any on hand. In
we note that typographic:'!!

dtfects are much too numerous in late issues
of the Herald. We shall seek to prevent
thh here~ftt 1·.
Bro. H. 0. Smith wrote June 26th from
Underwood, Iowa, that since May rst he
had spent most of his time preaching in
the Little Sioux district with good results.
He is at present in the Pottawattnmie
district. He states that he has enjoyed the
best of liberty since the April conference,
for which he expresses gratitude.
Bro. N. N. Cooke of St. Louis, Missouri, sends us an invitation to be present
at the "third annual basket picnic" held hy
the St. Louis Saints, for the benefit of the
church. Thanks.
Read. Bro. W. H. Kelley's communication in this issue. It contains much wholesome advice, and practical suggestions.
THE following editorial from the Salt
Lake Tribune is so just and so sensible
that we think it well worthy of preservation. Mankind should learn early that
heaven will not change the established
laws of the universe nor suspend their operations when men wilfully or ignorantly
violate them. The laws of nature are the
laws of God, and when they are faithfully
observed blessing and favor follow. When
they are transgressed the penalty finds out
the evil doer in due time.
"ABSURD STUPIDITY."
"The most absurd freak to which the Johnstown calamity has given rise, is the reported loss
by the survivors of their faith in Providenc<>, and
their open burning of tbeir Bibles. As if Nature,
or Providence, call it which we will, were responsible for hanging that sixty million tons of
water up there three hundred feet above the
town! Probably there was never a lovelier or
more dashing stream let down from the mountains than the South Fork of the Conemaugh,
winding between the crowding hills, in and out
of leafy thickets, between flower.decked banks,
tumbling anon over the bowlders, and then sliding under the banks and shelving rocks, where
the speckled trout hid from the sneaking angler.
Big trees, hemlock and spruce and maple and
beech and birch higher up the hillsides, in which
the songs of birds never ctased. That is what
Providence provided for man's use and enjoyment. It was for man's idle hours, not even to
turn his water wheels, 'that man dammed the
stream and then neglected the dam until an extraordinary rainfall swept it away and with it
thousands of people and their homes and property. If we are to repudiate the sweet legend that
not a swallow falls out of heaven or a hair of
man's head to the ground without our Heavenly
Father's notice, let us do it on some more tenable
ground than that Providence is in any sense responsible for the distrees, the loss, the sudden
death and widespread devastation consequent
upon the bursting of the South Fork dam. Away
behind all creeds and beliefs are tht> immutable
laws that hold the universe serene, the planets
and suns in their orbits, the oceans within their
shores. One of these laws the men of Pennsylvania chose to defy, and they suffered. That is
all there was to it, and the most cowardly thing
that mortals ever can do is to seek to make Infinite Wisdom responsible for their· infinite foolIshness."
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A WORKER'S PRAYER.
Lord, speak to me that I may speak
In living echoes of Thy tone;
As Thou has sought, so let me seek
Thy erring children, lost and lone.

0 lead me Lord, that I may lead
The wandering and the wavering feet!

0 feed me, Lord, that I may feed
1'hy hungering ones with manna sweet!

0 strengthen me, that while I stand
Firm on the rock and strong in Thee
I may stretch out a loving hand
To wi·estle with the troubled seal
Teach me, Lord, that I may teach
The precious things Thou dost impart,
And wing my words they mav reach
The hidden depths of many a heart.

0 give Thine own sweet rest to me
That I may speak with soothing power
A word in season as from Thee
To weary ones in needful hour!

0 fill me with Thy fulness, Lord,
Until my very heart o'erflow
In kindling thought and glowing word
Thy love to tell, Thy praise to show!

0 use me, Ioord-use even me,
Just as Thou wilt, and when and where,
Until Thy blessed face I see,
Thy rest, Thy joy, Thy glory share 1-Sel.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"Long years ago I held within my grasp
An open page-a fair, white, goodly pageWhereon to write a life. I filled it full
With love and love 1 s sweet ministriee., with home,
And the dear homely cares that make most full
A woman'slife-my husband's sheltering love
And the soft prattle of a baby's voice.
And then, in very peace and restfulness,
I closed my eyes and said: 'I thank Thee, Lord,
For life.'"

AUNT PATTY'S ADVICE.
Harry, go out doors this minute and don't you
come in until I call you! Ethel, put up that
music box immediately, and go into the diningroom and study your Sunday School lesson!
Quick, march!
Ralph Holden, how many
times have I told you not to play in the mud,
you naughty boy! Come here to me! Upstairs
to bed you go this minute!"
And having issued the above command, Mrs.
Holden rushed Ralph screaming upstairs, where
she gave him a smart whipping and put him to
bed, where he lay sobbing a long time. Ralph
was only five, and so fond of playing in the mud.
He had not intended to get dirty, he didn't mean
to bother mamma--but a team was rushing by.
The mud splashed all over him, and with a
grieving heart he was rushing to mother to
"fess," as he called it when she had so summarily dismissed him unheard.
"I tell you, Ethel, mother's got in one of her
tantrums, and we will have to keep scarce.
Wish you could go out, too, but of course you
didn't ask her," was Harry's remark as he left
the room where Ethel was already seated with
her lesson, looking very sullen.
·
"I don't see what we were doing, that she need
to come and bother us. She said she didn't care
what we did so long as we didn't bother her, so
there."

"She's coming, she-e's," and Harry bounced
finding you had headache you insisted in comout doors as his mother came from upstairs, and
pleting your allotted task you committed a sin.
glancing into the room assured herself she had
There was where all the trouble, or much of H,
been obeyed.
came in at this time."
"But I'd promised Ethel she should have the
"There, now, I'll see if I can finish this dress
dn:ss, for she sings in the concert in the evenof Ethel's without going crazy. 1 don't. lcww
why it is, but it seems as though the days fuJ.lest
had anothr:r white dress that was presentof work are the very ones the children tak,, to
able, had she notm
make the most trouble, especially if at the same
«Yes, but they nre old," answered J\frs Holden.
time I'm nearly wild with the headache," ,,aid
"A white dress always lookr; wei! if clean and
Mrs. Holden to her aunt, who was making her a
whole. To my rnind Ethel will not feel repaid
visit. Then seeing her aunt made no reply she
for her present punishment by wearing the new
added, "I suppose you are perfectly shocked at
dress. Being a child, she will not see the conmy way of governing, but nothing short ·Jf a
nection.n
general stampede seems to have any effect such
"What would you have me do, tLen ?-'
days as this. There's a great difference betv1een
''vVhen you found yourself sick, remained in
theory and practice, as any one wili find out
room in quiet; called the children to you
soon after they try it"-snap went the thread as
them mam rna was sick, and they .,,hould
she pulled nervously at an obstinate knot---•'tl 1ere,
see how quid they could be. Explained to Ethel
even the thread seems in a spirit of rebellion,
that perhaps you'd not he able to finish that dress,
never knew it to be so full of kinks before, and
much as you wan led to, but if your head stopped
my machine-needle broke, too, first one since I've
aching you would try. Few children who have
had the machine, and I wasted a half-hour setbeen
brought up
be unseJiJsh will resisf an apting another. How any one can keep their tem·
peal to their sympathies, or not be made more
per under such maoifold trials, I don't see," and
docile by feeling responsibility was placed upshe turned to the machine and sewed vigorously,
on them. They may forget, and in their play
apparently somewhat relieved by getting it in
choose something so boisterous that that they wiil
rapid motion, the uneven action ensuring the
need reproof, but if it's kindly given and another
greatest amount of noise.
game suggested, there's not apt to be the spirit of
"I don't see how any one with your wa.t of
combativeness that your method aroused. I heard
living can expect an even temper," said },_unt
you tell the children you didn't care what they
Patty quietly when the machine stopped fl)r a
did so long as the didn't bother you."
moment.
"Yes, I don't doubt I made just that remark.
"No one would believe me if
should say
had any plan of government, and I sometimes
J was nearly frantic, and their noise I just could
doubt if I have. Sometimes when I'm unusualnot stand."
ly well, I flatter myself I'm training my children
"I'm not blaming you for that, although they
in quite a model manner. There'll be several days
were not making half the noise they did last
in succession of continual quiet, then comes a day
evening, and you did not reprove them, but joinlike this when every one seems to get up wrong.
ed with them.,"
I'm sick and hurried, and such days with their
"But my head did not ache then," persisted
numerous battles undo weeks of the method
Mrs. Holden.
"That's just the point I want you to make.
plan. And I don't underst"nd why they come,
or why children always take the days I am the
Now instead of thinking your children are lhe
most nervous to have all their worst tantrums."
most mischievious, obstinate children ever made,
"Did you ever think possibly the fault was all
just look over the day.
It seemed as though
they couldn't do any thing right, Harry was too
with you?-that they were no worse on that
day than any other?"
long coming back with the thread for which you
"0h, yes! I have times of such self-inJlicUon;
were so impatient-rninutes see1.ned hours-so he
and I think, 'now l won't notice little things, I'll
was scolded for tardiness which was more imaginative than real. Ethel was uneasy when you
let them pass.' But it's sure to become unbearable, and. end as it did just now. Mrs. Cotton
1tvere fitting her dress. She got several jerks,
says she belleves children need a sound trouncand finally a clip on the head. Then she was
out of humor. Ralph was banished because he
ing about once in so often, and I'm nearly eonverted to her theory.''
asked too many questions, he was playing as
n;;ar the forbidden ground as possible when a
"Now, Emma, I think you do youn;elf a great
passing team bespattered him with mud. When
injustice in this matter, almost as much as you
he comes in broken-hearted he is sent straightdo your children."
way to bed, everybody is cross-· all is at shes
"I know I fall very far short of being a perfect
and sevens, and all because mother insisted on
mother, and I sorrow over these constantly recurring outbreaks more than I can tell," and the
working when she is sick. Now, Emma, don't
think that you have sinned beyond forgiveness,
blue eyes filled with tears.
"So I believe, for I know you to be an
or that you are alone ln this matter. Thousands
of mothers are doing the same thing, and withChristian at heart, but you make the same
out knowing
are blundering on, often
take, in words, to my mind commit the same sin
weaning their children from them entirely by
so man-y do of expecting too much of yoursel.f,
was Aunt Patty's answer.
their erratic ways.
"There are times and circumstances where
"But how can one expect too much of themmothers can not take even the slightest rest from
selves, or have too high an estimate of their
their labors, hut they are fewer than one imsponsibilities?" asked Mrs. Holden.
agines.
"First, Emma, in this
us make
•·Every mother owes it to herself, her children,
personal matter. When you exacted of
and her Maker, to maintain as high a type of
self the finishing of Ethel's new dress
bodily health as possible. To do this she must
Sunday morning, you made a mistake; when in
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take time for a change of scene. or occupation.
·when she finds her nerves are so on edge she is on
the point of exploding under the slightest added
provocation, then is the time for her to change,
if only for a few minutes, if it's only looking to
see if the flower-bed is thrifty, or if the continued story she's been reading is finished in the last
magazine, if she is so fortunate to have one; or
let her look at the passers by, and it will relieve
the nervous tension, calm the troubled spirit,
and all will be smoother.
"The work of of the wife and nwther, especially of those in slender circumstances, where one
pair of hands muot do a numerous number of duties, is very rasping, very wearing; the mother
gets nervous:_the children are nervous-there's
scolding, bickering, contention, much of which
would be avoided were mother well.
"The reason of the work being so wearing is
not because of the monotony of it, for work at
the shopbench-at the store counter-the countIng-house, allows of far less change than housework; but, in these callings the laborer has a
daily walk through the crowded street, past the
well-decorated store windows, he hears bits of
news, many things aid to give his mind a change,
he does his work automatically, and does not
wear himself out by being self-centered."
"But it takes time to secure a change. I never
had so manny interruptions as to-day. I fear I
shall not get this done, and I hate to have a
nearly completed garment go over to another
week," said Mrs. Holden. with a show of reason.
"Of course, one of your methodical habits dislikes having their plans interfered with. But
had you rather ofiend one of Christ's little ones,
of which offense He says, 'it were better that a
millstone were hanged about his neck and he
was cast into the nethermost parts of the sea,
than that he should offend one of these little
ones?' n
"Aunt Patty.! Do you think I have been guilty
of that offense in my hasty dealings with my .
children?" exclaimed Mrs. Holden.
"That is the way it looks to me.-and, furthermore, you have sinned against yourself. Excuse
, me, niece, if I speak plainly, but I grieve to see
you forcing yourself to exertion far beyond
your strength so constantly. You alre<J.dy begin
to show the look of care and worry. You save for
yourself not a rnoment's time for rest, for communion with your God, for gathering strength
of: mind and tranquilty of spirit necessary to be
all to your children and husband it is your privi'
lege to be. You say yourself after such a day as
thjs, the little ones seem farther away from you
for several days.''
I think I begin to see how a certain degree
of selfishness in a mother can be the best of kindness to her family," said Mrs. Holden, meditatively."
"Exactly. As I said before, every mother owes
it to herself to keep her health up to the very
highest standard possible. To accumulate all
the reserved strength possible for the numberless
em.;rgencies always arising in the best regulated
families. Then she will have far less occasion
to lament her hasty words, to bewail her lack of
government- few black days to live in her
memory, when those who help to make everything at sixes and sevens are scattered,some to
their lifework, some to sing in God's choir, and
mqt!:ler j.s Je# wJth ample time to think, "Why,
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Oh, why, did I not enjoy them while they were
young, instead of being encumbered with so
much serving!"-Sel.
PRAYER UNION.
:SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRA YEllS.

Sr. Abigail Y. Alley, of Jaffa, Palestine, requests your earnest, united prayers that God will
open the way for an elder to be sent to that land.
Sr. ·ward, of Percy, Illinois, requests the prayers of the Union in her behalf, that the Lord may
restore her to health.
Sister Louisa Myatt of Elwood, Iowa, requests
the prayers of the Union in her behalf, that if it
be God's will, her eyesight may be restored so
that she will not loose it entirely.
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY }i'UND.

Bro. John Wonders. Streator, Ill. . . . . . . . . . .
Sr. Loretta Bennett, Buttsville, Mo .• ·'.. . . .
Sr. Leota Bennett, Butts ville, Mo. . . . . . . . . .
Sr. Gertrude Bennett, Butts ville, Mo. . . . . . .
A sister, Canton, Iowa .................•.. 2
Sr. Amelia Trescott, Alpena, Mich..... . . . .
Sr. Emily J. Jenks, Wilmington, Ill ........ 2
Sr. Lizzie S. Terry, Glendale, Mont. ... , • • .
Sr. Fannie E. Richardson, Hubbard, 0. . . . .
Sr. Rachel Compton, Lynn, M"ass..... . . . . .

.)o
18
17
13
oo

50
50

25
50
6')

LJ..>WNI, Iowa, July 4th.
~

Send all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

LIBERTY, Kansas, June 17.
Dear Sisters of the Home Column:-Many a time
have I reflected upon what has passed through
the day and seen wherein I might have had
had more patience. There is not a day passes
but .what I feel the need of a guiding hand and
wisdom to train my children aright. I have three
promising boys. and hope to raise them up to be
useful men ln the ministry if God sees fit. I had
the pleasure not long since of being at a meeting
in our branch and it was one long to be rememben~d by me and most of the people there.
We
do not have the privilege of attending often, as
we live about eight miles away and my husband
has to stay at the station Sundays and all Asking the sisters to pray for us I will close. ·
Your sister in Christ,
MRs. CHARLES K. RYAN.
BuTTERMILK is highly recommended as a
healthful summer drink. Among its beneficial
effects, particular stress is laid upon its power to
clear the system of unwholesome impurities
which poison it during the enervating seaSO!f.
Hall's Journal of Health says: It should be freely
used by all who can get it. Every one who
values health should drink buttermilk daily in
warm weather <~nd let tea, coffee, etc., alone. For
the benefit of those not already aware of it, it
adds that in· churning the first process of
digestion is gone through, making it one of the
easiest and quickest of all things to digest. It
mades gastric juice, and contains properties that
readily assimilate with it with very little wear
upon the digestive organs.-'-Ex.
FooLISH spending is. the father of poverty.
Do not be ashamed to work and do not feel that
your work is beneath you. There is a dignity in
honest labor that all wise men recognize, and the
man who tries to, avoid it loses his own selfrespect as well as that of his fellow men. Be
your own master and do not let fashion or pride
swallow up your individuality-hat, coat and
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boots. Let your pride be of the right kind. Be
too proud to give up without conquering every
difficulty, too proud to wear a coat you ean not
afford, too proud to keep company at night you
are ashamed to be met with in day time, too
proud to lie, steal or cheat.

Srx MILE GROVE, Iowa, June 23d.
Dear Herald:-Never thinking it of special
importance for your readers to know every step I
take, every sermon I preach, or every child I
bless, I do not trouble them often with an account of my doings; but when I have anything
that will gladden the hearts of the Saints, strengthen.the weak and encourage the strong, I love
to contribute my mite to that end.
Since our general conference I have labored
diligently tor the cause, and hope that eternity
will reveal some good done through my instrumentality. Once in
while I learn of some
souls gathered into the kingdom of God in whose
hearts I have sown, in common with other laborers, the seeds of truth; and I rejoice to know that
some are permitted to water that seed while I
realize the .increase is from God. A few weeks
ago I was requested to visit some friends belonging to the Methodist church. The husband had
been a class leader in that body, and the wife a
devoted member; but some years ago a little
grain of truth was dropped in the hearts of this
worthy couele, from my lips. Since then they
have wandered into Kansas, and have been far
from where they could hear the preached word.
They have passed through varied changes, yet
holding on to the Methodist church; but never
forgetting the little word of truth that sounded
so strangely to their ears. And now, being returned to their forrner home, I was requested to
visit them, and in doing so my heart was made
glad with the assurance that no earnest word of
truth was spoken in vain, and that Solomon
made no idle utterance when he said, "Cast thy
bread upon the waters; for thou shall find it after many days." The lady repeated the utteranc~; it had been by me forgotten, but not so
with her. She said she should never forget it,
and it created in her a hungering and thirsting
after righteosness. And Christ says such "shall
be filled." They requested me to leave them the
Book of Mormon. I did, and also the Compendium, and the other day when I called on them the
Book of Mormon had been carefully read and
compared with the'Bible. Nor had the reading
and comparison resulted unfavorably as to the
question of the divinity of the former; and ere
long I believe they will obey the gospel as it is in
its fulness restored.
Our conference at Little Sioux passed off with
great pleasure and profit in a spiritual sense. By
the zeal and energy of Bro. John Coffman (president of the Little Sioux branch) and his brethren
and sisters, they secured the big tent for the
conference which attracted great numbers from
the outside; and there was a goodly number of
Saints from different branches, though not as
many as there would have been if all had understood the printed notices aright. There was
some excellent preaching by Brn. McDowell and
H. 0. Smith, and the writer was permitted to
occupy the stand twice. The best of attention
.was given.

a
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It was thought proper to continue meetings in
the tent. Elder Smith occupied one evening and
Elder McDowell the remainder of the time, in
connection with Elder Crabb, the district president, the result of which is that last Sabbath
Elder McDowell baptized seven souls, some say
"of the best citizens;" but I recognize no best only
as men and women do best. Money and position
are nothing in the sight of God. . Our condition
when outside of his kingdom is one; all are sinners in his sight; but God, angels and all good
men rejoice when they see souls return to him,
whether of high or low degree. No matter who
is the instrument in adopting them in, God works
through whom he will. Many may be weavers
in the great warp and woof of human salvation,
but the glory of that salvation belongs to God
and his Christ.
I attended the conference of the Galland's
Grove district at Dow City. A good representation of the branches, Elder Whiting president.
The bread of life was broken by Brn. Whiting,
Butterworth and Seddon, your humble servant
putting in a helping oar. There seemed to be an
earnest spirit among the brethren. Bro. Charles
Butterworth was appinted to mission the southern part of the district, and Elder David Rudd
the northern portion, in connection with the
president of the district and Elder Turner, and
other local helpers. There was a good interest
manifested in the Sabbath School. Elder Butterworth and myself labored several nights and
one Sabbath to present the work ,,on Pleasant
Ridge, about five miles west of Harlan. The
Union church was crowded on the Sabbath, and
good attention was given. The nights being
dark and rainy not so many attended as on the
Sabbath, but words of encouragement reached
our ears, and hearty expressions of approval from
many of the audience. Bro. Butterworth was
left to hold the fort. On my return from Dow
City I preached in Woodbine to a fair audience
of attentive listeners. I trust God will give us
sheaves there to gladden our hearts in the harvest home. Priest Matthew Hall and Teacher
Kibler are good earnest workers there, watching
over the interests of the work, and caring for that
great nursery to the church, the Sabbath School.
May God bless their united efforts together with
the efficient help of the sisters, who take so earnest a part in that work; for I assure you their
efforts are not to be despised, and God will crown
them with honor and glory!
I have preached in this grove nine sermons
of late to very attentive audiences.
Have
baptized one young lady.
Her father declared his determination to obey, but believes
God will have mercy upon him until his companion will con1e with him. Others have expressed themselves desirous of being on the
Lord's side. I see nothing to hinder a good
work being done here if the Saints will do their
duty, and if not the blood of souls will be found
on their hands. God will never approve of half
hearted followers. If we are for God we must
show it by our lives. Jealousy is a flame from
the infernal pit, and will consume to the lowest
hell all who give it place in their hearts. God
help me to be clear of it! I want to be on the
Lord's side with all I have and am, but I realize
my weakness and unprofitableness in His cause.
The presidency of both the districts seem to
be in earnest; the Bishop's agent seems alive to

his duty, and the general conference appointees
permitted to labor in these districts art;: proving
by their works their zeal for the truth, and I hope
by next general conrerence to roll up a good :report of this part of the Iowa mission.
. Pardon the length of this report or letter, and
when I have better news I will give it.
CHARLJ<:s DERRY.
P. S. Many are asking about the Rendon.
Is it not time our committee revealed ihe day
and the hour when it should begin?
C. D.
MILLERSBURG, Ill., JunE' :z6th.
Editors Herald:-I was gone up north into
Wisconsin forty five days. It took two days to
come and as many to go, and I lost five days
from bad weather and other hindering canses.
But "for a' that" we averaged one meeting per
day. I spoke forty times, convened one sacra ..
ment and social service in Davenport, Iowa, took
part in l'ne debate and heard Bro. Pender four
times the few· days he was with me. Our labor
was confined to three localities,. or villages, in a
section where they had never heard the word
dispensed, and hence prejudice was rife. We
have many warm friends there, and plenty of
good homes for self or successor in work. Returned home last week to rest and recruit from
my hurts in a smash-llp, and will take my exit in
a very few days for Northern Illinois confer"nce
at Chicago, and on to work. Feel well and hopeful; have a few. trials now and then, but such is
life. I am desirous of being ever diligent, and
wish to improve in humility, caution, prudence,
and every good word and work. The poet says,
"We resolve andre-resolve, and die the same.''
The Lord hless Zion and enlarge her borders and
eomfort all her children.
M. T. SnoRT.
LAMONI, Iowa, July 3d.
Dear Brethren and Sisters in the covenant of
the gospel of Christ Jesus our Lord :--How great
are the privileges and blessings we enjoy in this
the dispensation of the restitutions of all things
spoken by the mouths of all the holy prophets
since the world began! ·well might the apostles
say, "Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither
hath it entered into the heart of man, the things
that God hath prep1red for them that love him,"
-those that keep his commandments.
Why do our br<et.hren and sisters mourn vvhen
trials come? Know we not that we mus1: be
made perfect through suffering, like our divine
Master?
When tribulations come, he nc,t
troubled, but rest in the Lord, that "when he
who is our life shall appear, we may appear with
him in glory." How we long for the time to
come when the Lord Jesus Christ shall come in
the clouds of heaven with ten thousand of his
Saints in the glory of hb Father. Dear child,
ren of God, are we prepared for his coming? We
look earnestly for the signs of his coming.
think the surest signs of his coming for u.; to
look for is the unity of the Saints and see them
walking in all the ordinances and precepts of
His house blameless For Jesus will not come
till there is a people prepared for him to come to.
0, my brethren and sisters, let us put on tbe
whole armor of God in Christ Jesus our Lord,
that we may he one as Jesus Christ our Savior
and his Father is one Except
are one, we
are not his. Therefore let us lay aside every
weight, and the sins that so easily beset us, and

run with patience the race set before us, looking
unto
the author, and who will be the finish~
er of our faith. If we so order our lives In con·
formity with the principles of his gospel, which
ever will be the power of God to our salvation,
if we believe and obey. For most assuredly, the
light of the gospel of God has come. Then let
us walk in that light so we may not be overcome
and walk in darkness, and miss the narrow path
that leads to the tree of life. But may we be
faithful and partake of that fruit and live forever.
"Blessed are the pure in heart, for
shall see
God. Blessed are they that hunger and thirst
after righteousness, for they shall be filled of the
Spirit of the Lord."
0 thou that dwelleth in the heavens, look in
mercy upon thy children on earth and keep us
from sinnin§; and bring us safely home to
that rest thou hast prepared for Thy children, for
Jesus' sake, Amen.
JAMES WIHTEHEAD.
RIVER FALLS, Wisco'"lsin.
Dear Herald:---I have just laid down the Her~
ald for June ISt, and it gives me new strength to
hear from the different branches of the church.
I was born in Portage county, Ohio, removed
from there when quite young to Iliinois, and
from there to Iowa. I have heard all the differ~
ent churches but when I heard the Latter Day
Saints preach the restoration of the gospel to
earth, I accepted it, and myself and' wife were
baptized at Sioux City, Iowa, June roth, r889, by
Elder M. T. Bean, and then I left for the above
named place, where I am laboring at present. I
am alone here but I pray the Lord for strength
and he gives it to me. I would be happy to correspond with any of tbe brethr.;n who may wish
to write or will be happy to meet any that may
call.
Address, E. H. RANDALL,
Box 253, Fall River, Wis.

ST. JoSEPH, Mo., June 3oth.
Bro. Blair :-I feel very glad to be able to gay
that the spiritual condition of our church has increased considerable since the general conference.
About two months before general conference
stated to some of the brethren that I wished said
conference was over, being afraid it would be a
failure, but instead of that it has been a blessing
to this branch. It has removed a great deal of
prejudice in this
and what is still better, it
has made the Saints more united and firm in the
work. Our Sunday School is growing in numbers; our attendance to-day was fifty, with good
prospects that it will increase steadily. I hnve
always loved Sunday School work, and it has
been, in my estimation, a sowing of spiritual seed
in the hearts of the little ones which can not fail
to pay ten-yes, a hundred fold in after years.
The meetings for Sunday are as follows: at
9:30a.m. testimony and sacrament meeting; at
ro: 30 a. m. preaching; at 12: IS p. m. Sunday
School, and at 7: 30 p. m. preaching.
Bro. Mark H. Forscutt has made his home
with us for this conference year. His time is
pretty well taken up as follows: Tuesday eve.
ning, practising in singing; W·~dnesday evening,
Saints' meeting; Thursday evening, preaching
in North St. Joseph at Bro. Clay's; and Friday
evening, young f,Jlks' prayer meeting. During
the day he is away from home visiting the Saints,
administering to the sick, etc. etc.; and he has
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been very much blessed in said duties. We are
all glad to have him with us, and feel satisfied
that Bro. Mark will do a great ·work in this city.
He has done so already in this branch.
I feel very grateful! for the courtesies shown_
me during my short stay in Lamoni; and was
very much pleased with the locality in which it
is situated. I like those smooth, sloping lands.
Ever praying for the welfare of Zion, I am
yours in the gospel,
L. NIEDORP.
MILAN, Sullivan Co., Mo., June 13th.
Dear Bretleren:--I have preached every Sunday but one since conference, the Lord blessing
me with a delivery of speech. My hip has given
out so that I can not travel any more on foot. I
am at Andrew J. Glaze's, my brother·in-law to ..
day. I will start to Texas next Monday. I borrowed twenty dollars from my sister, Sarah G.
Glaze. May God bless her for her kindnes! I
met with the Saints last Tuesday night in prayer
and testimony meeting. She Spirit was with us.
May truth prevail here and elsewhere is my
humble prayer. Asking the Saints to pray that
my health will improve and that my labors in
the gospel will prosper.
Your brother,
HENRY GRIM.
LAMONI, Iowa, July 3d.

Bro. Blair:-Since my appointment by gen·
el'al conference I commenced labor near home
where I baptized two, heads of families, with the
promise of more. The work is onward in this
part of Decatur county. I then commenced to
lead out in other places where I found good
interest and the people willing to hear. I then
went into Missouri where I have done some
work near where Bro. L. Wight and Wm. Allen
live. The people are wakened up and notwithstanding the raging of the heathen and the closing of the church we had a big time Sunday,
J nne 3oth, and I felt like the old prophet, that the
Spirit of the Lord God was upon me, and I led
four good honest souls into the waters of baptism. It was atime of rejoicing, which wa& felt
by all present. The names of those baptized are
B!'o. Thomas Brinigar and wife, and Bro. Henry
Baridy and wife. Expect to baptize mol·e when
I return, which will be July 14th; and will say to
the members that there will be a grove meeting
comrnencing half past ten o'clock two miles east
of, Ridgeway, Mo. Ali are invited to attend,
arid a good time is expected. The IT)an that
owns the grove said that he would not let one of
om elders preach in a school house while he was
director, but he was out to hear the gospel on
Sunday and it had a good ring, and he came forward and said we could preach in his grove or
the school house. It made me glad and I remembered how the Lord had said he would send
his Spirit before us and prepare the hearts of the
people. The house, would not hold those who
carne out to hear June 3oth.
Bro. Bell, of Lamoni, was with me and assisted.
I hope the brethren will not forget to attend
July I4th. We have seventeen members there
though somewhat scattered. I expect to organize a branch there this summer.
Bro. S. J. Salisbury told me when I was young
in the work that if I was faithful I would see the
fruits of my labor. Little did I think at that
time that J '\YOu_l<l ever baptize any one, but when

a man speaks in the name of the Lord and the
thing comes to pass, then we may know that the
Lord hath spoken. As my faith gets stronger
my hopes grow brighter, and it seems that my
joy is full, and my love for the work is greater.
I hope to be a wise servant.
Yours in the faith,
THOMAS WELLINGTON.
PLEASANTON, Iowa, June 27th.
Bro. Blair :-I had the pleasure last Sunday of
assisting Bro. J. R. Lambert in his meeting at the
Reger Mineral Springs. There was quite a large
assemblage, especially in the afternoon, and
there were several features of encouragement
connected with the meetings, One was that
several persons came to the stand at the close
of the service with the question ''Can't you come
over to our neighborhQod, and do some preaching?" This request came too, from places where
efforts have been made to our disadvantage.
\Ve were also pleased to note the close attention given by men of thought and earnestness;
and while it is probable that some of these will
not unite with the church, yet they must experience, to some degree,, an uplifting in thought, in
sentiment, in life; and this must make them
more favorably disposed towards the work which
we represent; and their influence being exercised
upon others will incline them to listen more
readily to what our people have to say. I think
the number baptized into the church represents
only a part of the work which the elders are doing. The impetus which is given to broader
lines of thought, to purer speech, and nobler acaction will count for more than we now think in
time to come.
Appointments were announced for next Sunday-New Zion atu, am., and Hickory at 4 p.
m. Also grove meetings at the Springs on third
Sunday in July at I I a.m., and 3 p.m.
Fraternally,
DUNCAN CAMPBELL.
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clition with the exception of a few places where
some trifling grievances exist; but we hope to be
able to adjust all these difficulties soon. It is almost impossible to keep all who profess to be
Saints within the lines of duty. Some people
do not seem to be happy unless they are con~tant
ly in trouble, nor do they enjov themselves unless they can bring others into the same miserable condition. If those that appear to possess
the faculty to discover defects and weaknesses
in others would occasionally turn the reflector on
themselves, perhaps they would find it sufficiently hard to keep self clear of those human weaknesses that we are all subject to.
We desire to call the attention of the Saints to
the fact that there has been a large number of
missionaries assigned to this mission, and that it
will require a considerable amount of money to
support them and their families. Hence it is to
be hoped that all who are interested in this latter
day work and the salvation of the people will put
forth an earnest effort to pay their tithes and freewill offerings into the church treasury as soon as
practicable, Please send all moneys to the following agents: F. Criley, No. rr6 Federal street,
Allegheny City, Penna., T. J. Beatty, Limerick,
Jackson Co., Ohio; William Lockerby, Coldwater, Michigan; Andrew Barr, Forester, Sanilac county, Michigan.
I leave here to·day for Washingtonville, Ohio.
Brn. Powell and Williams will continue the
meetings as long as the interest will justify their
remaining here. The Saints here are doing
nicely; Sr. Stewart furnishes a good comfortable
home to any of the ministry, which is highly appreciated by the brethren. Bro. Stewart kindly
.conveys the brethren to and from their appointments which is also appreciated. Sisters Hawley,
and Harriett and Mary Ann Scott are growing
strong in the faith, and are a great help to the
cause here. '$ome are believing and I think will
unite ere the brethren leave. With regards to
all, I am, your brother and co-laborer,
G. T. GRU'FJTHS.

DIAMOND, Ohio, June 25th.

ARLINGTON, Dak., June 26th.
Dear lferald :-Since I last wrote you, Bro.
rived in. the mission on the 12th in st. He deRobert A. Oehring and myself have tried to
livered two sermons in Kirtland with good Iiberpoint the people to the straight and narrow way.
to and acceptance; also Bro. T. W. Williams,
We have held quite a number ot meetings in the
our "young preacher," did some excellent preachBolt School,house, about five miles north-west
,ing, and baptized three at Kirtland on the 16th.
of Arlington. We were blessed with good liberOtlr young brother is a second cousin of C:tptain
ty and fair congregations. The seed sown did
"Dan Jones," the great Welsh preacher orator,not all fall on stony ground; some fell in good
one of the first missionaries to Wales. I am insoil, and as a result I had the pleasure to-day of
clined to believe that if Bro. Williams keeps
leading six precious souls down into to waters of
humble and is faithful in keeping the commandbapti&m. We confirm them there this evening.
ments, he will hecome a useful man in the church.
Bro. Morris Stone; also Bro. A. C. Stone and
May God bless both .of our worthy young brethwife were the only Saints in this place when we
ren! Both seem to have a grand future before
came; now they rejoice to know that the Lord is
them, and if they will continue to be true to the
calling others out of darkness .into his marvelous
trust that God has reposed in them, He will be
light.
to them a true friend and a constant helper.
Last Sunday afternoon I spoke on the divine
The Kirtland Sabbath School picnic, on the
origin of the Book of Mormon. A Lutheran
nth inst., was a grand success in every particuminister by the name of Christopherson was
lar; there was a large gathering of friends all of
present. After meeting we gave permission
whom seemed to enjoy themselves immensely.
to ask questions.
The Rev. (?) asked if
A variety of innocent games were indulged in
he co.uld say a few words. We gave him our
for the amusement of both old and young. Long - consent, when he asked if he could speak in his
tables were spread with an abundance of eatables
mother ·tongue (Norwegian).
This was also,
which were truly appreciated by all. The school
granted, when he spoke about twenty minutes.
furnished the ice cream and lemonade, .which of
We learned afterwards that he had counselled all
course gave satisfaction,
his flock to stay away from "thQse soul-devourwork in this mission. is in a splendid coning men,"

Bro. R. S. Salyards:-Bro. L. W. Powell ar-
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Sr. Stone defended our cause in the Norwegian
language. I went up and shook hands with the
Rev. after the conflict had ended, and asked him
to tell me what we were preaching that was not
in accordance with holy writ. He said that he
had no time to discuss; had no time to talk. I
tried to get him into argument, but I could not.
He left amid the laughter of those present.
We leave for Farnsworth, Sanborn county on
the morning train tomorrow,
E. DAY BENNETT.

NEw FREEPORT, Pa.,
Editors Herald:- I am alone; no one on earth
near my place of residence to comfort me; no
one to labor with me; none to sing a song of
Zion to cheer me; none to bow in prayer with
me. I have heard but one or two sermons
preached since I came into the Church. It is very
trying for one to be all alone, while storm after
storm of persecutions rise up against him, while
the world speak evil of me daily, and the professing characters and their ministers of the sectarian faith and doctrine, who teach nothing but
the doctrine of men, laying aside the commandments of God. But while all this is the case, in
the very midst of all these fiery trials, I intend
to cling to the rich promises of Christ, for he
has promised to protect and help all who will
obey and be faithful unto the end. He is my
comforter, my shield and my only support; my
only care, and if I continue faithful I know I
shall never fall.
I know that the Lord can bring us all out on
the safe side if will put our whole trust in him,
devoting all our time and service unto him. I
am poor, but the Lord is rich unto all who call
upon him; when I am weak he is· able to strengthen me; when surrounded by a host of enemies
he is able to send legions of angels to deliver me
from their hands. And while all these things
are true, and God can not lie, 0 why should I or
any of us murmur, or yet complain, when we
meet with trials and temptations hard to bear?
When we think of how our Savior suffered for
our sakes, and think how great was his sufferings, and how great was his love toward us, insomuch that he died for our sakes-died that we
might Hve! Who but a kind Savior would have
done so much for a people? He died not, for his
friends, but for his enemies! Praise be unto his
name for his goodness.
We look for a new heaven and a new earth
wherein dwelleth righteousness. We should live
to enjoy that' time, for we are taught by the
scriptm·es that it is a fearful thing to fall into the
hands of the living God, but he knoweth how to
deliver the godly out of temptations, and to reserve the unjust unto the day oi judgment. May
the persecutor~ of the Saints short! y turn to the
high calling, (as was the case of Saul).
My parents brought me np in the so-called
Campbellite faith, and when I reached the age of
twenty-three, thought I ought to become a christian, and that people was holding a protracted
effon in Wetzel county, West Virginia, at my
father's residence. One night, on invitation, I
. went forward and gave the preacher (Steed by
name) my hand, and the next day I was (socalled) baptized by him and received into trat
church, and of course was a member of that
body. But no blessings of the Holy Spirit were
given; nothing to encourage me, insomuch that

THE
I could say that I was in the true church and
kingdom of Jesus Christ.
But I went on in that way until I met little
band of Saints who taught quite different doctrine, which embraced a different faith, and
which was strengthened by heavcniy truth,
at first shunned them, for I was taught no:: to
listen to them as they were nothing but "lYformons," and Salt Lake devils and demons trying
to enforce polygamy upon the people.
well
remember the first time I went to their chm.·ch.
I would not go into the house, but laid down on
the outside and made light of their preaching.
I heard them speak in the gift of tongues, and I
laughed all the more. But suddenly there c~tme
a fear upon me. My attention was turned toward them, and the next time I went into the
house and listened more earnestly and more
honestly; and l.he preaching was with such
words of great power that. I was at once convinced that, surely, they were the people of God,
and that the Lord surely worked wonderfully
with them. But my parents fought all the harder against my going to where the Saln!.s had
rr.eetings. They began to think I would leave
the Campbellite Church. But I had dreams of
much warning, for called upon God to hear my
cries, as I was in great distress---troubled day
and night. And thanks to God and to the Lamb,
my voice was heard, and the Lord opened up a
way before me, bursting the clouds of fear and
doubt that had clustered so heavily around me;
and I gave myself up fully unto the Lord, and I
forsook my parents, brethren, friends and socalled church, and fled for refuge in Christ Jesus.
Elder Thomas Wyckotr attended to the ordinance of baptism, after which confirmation took
place; and 0, what seasons have seen since I
became a citizen of the kingdom of God and had
fellowship with the Saints!
I have often met with people who, 'When Hrst
we met, treated me with kindness, but as soon as
they found out what church I belonged to, they
would immediately try to bring blasphemy
against me. I have been where I preached and
their whole congregation would rise up against
me, and revile me, and call me all kinds of
names and try to condemn me with the Scriptures; but I must truthfully say that I never was
defeated in one of their undertakings against me
the Lord always opened up a. way for me toescape in safety; placed 'WOrds ou my lips to use
when it was necessary to speak; and I do not
think that any Saint need fear any foe
they
are living closely to their duties in obedience to
their Creator; for the Lord has promised to give
unto his servants by the Holy Spidt, ln the srcme
hour that they shall speak. I have never known
a Saint yet to fail and be at a loss to know what
to say, even whe'n the greatest foe approached
them. The Lord seeth all things and knoweth
all things, and has said that no greater temptation should come upon us than we were able" to
bear. Then why need we fear to trust him and
place all confidence in him?
I would that I was able
send for an elder to
come into this part of the country and pre:1eh
and try to bring many of my friends, whom
love (above all their persecutions, m treatment
they bring against me) to em brace the truth
become heirs of the kiDgdom, and make their
peace') calling and election sure vvith God before
it is too late. For "the day of the Lord cometh
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as a thief in the nlght."
0, let us all be ready
waiting for the coming of the Lord, for he surely cometh in great power, in flaming fire, taking
vengeance upon t:.10se who believe not the gos,
pel; who shall be punished with everlasting destruction from i.he presence of the Lord, and from
the glory of his power. My prayer to God the
Father, in the name of Christ is, that all the
Saints may so continue to be faithful to the end
of the race, for the prize is at the end. We lost
one kind sister out of our ranks ln Wetzel county,
West Virginia--Hannah ·wyckoff. She was
a faithful sister, and she is greatly missed. She
was called before the winter months had closed;
but the will of the Lord be done. I have heard
her speak with the gift of tongnes different times.
If we, as fellow workers in the I\-faster's cause,
are not permitted to meet on earth, I hope in the
morning of :he sweet resurrection we shall all
appear in robes of white and behold our Savior's
face, and then fon;ver dweil. together. Forgive
me for being so tedious.
Your brother in Christ,
vV. E. RusH.
WILBER,

Neb., June 28th .

TV. 'IV. BlaiF :-Herewith I hand you the letter
of Mr. w·. T. Moore. He read this in the presence of Ern. G. Z. Redfield and J. Drury. The
latter has resided in Brownville since 18,57, and
they each assured me that the statement of Mr.
Moore was correcL
Be it understood by all that Brownville is a
"dead town," the cause thereof the. removal of
the county seat.. Town property can be purchased at from twenty-five per cent to thirtythree and a third per cent of what it could now.
be constructed for. The place is a quiet retreat
for those who may desire to live cheaply and
comfortably. From thirty-three years experience in eastern Nebraska, I am fully assured
that the soil and climate are unsurpassed. I
have no "axe to grind," no object ln view other
than to aid those who may desire to obtain homes
in "the regions round about." And to all my
advice would be to first go and see-"have all
things [arrangements] prepared before hand."
In gospel bonds,
ROBF~RT M. ELVIN.

To those desiring cheap homes either in town
or country come to Brownville, Nemaha county,
Nebraska. Brownville is one nf the oldest towns
in the state, is situated on the Missouri river
about half way between St. Joseph, Missouri, and
Omaha: Nebraska. Its natural advantages consist, chiefly, in the very rich and productive
soil of the surrounding country, producing, in
its natural state, without any fertilizing, wheat,
rye, barley, oats and corn,, in great abundance,
also heavy crops of grass, which show up in the
fine timothy and clover meadows and in blue
grass and timothy pastures that can be seen on
the majority of the farms in the country. It is
also fully and profitably demonstrated by several
years testing by Ex-Governor R. W. Furness, C.
W. Kauffman, Joseph H. Heikes and others, that
the wooded hills and bluff lands near Brownville
are especially adapted to the growing of almost
all the different varieties of grapes and small
fruits, producing annually large and profitable
crops of these fri.lits. A failure of the Bmali fruit
crop in thls locality has not yet occurred. Also
the larger fruits do well here, especially the
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country or want to make any inquiries, if they
apple, which is grown in large quantities. The
will write us, enclosing stamp, we will try as
country is abundantly watered with pure and
near as we can to give them all its merits and
health-giving water. The climate is pure and
demerits. You get three years' time to pay for
healthy, the seasons regular, the rain-fall abunthe iand, or you can settle on it by paying a
dant and crops never fail. Schools and churches
smnlt sum down and wait till you get able to pay
convenient and plenty; market facilities good;
the rest. Your sister in Christ,
taxes low. It takes but little effort here to make
M. E. TUCKER.
a living, and those that "gel up and rustle" soon
get rich. Good farms can be bought at from
twenty dollars to thirty dollars per acre; some
Coor-;s PoiNT, June 25th.
bottom and bluffy farms at from ten dollars to •
Dear BrctltreJZ :-I left on the 12th instant for
twenty dollars per acre; good hlll fruit land at
Bell -county. I stopped first at Rogers and four.d
ten dollars to twenty dollars per acre. Choice
that ·:. he church at that place was to be occupied
and well improved farms sell as high as fifty-five
the following Sunday by some other preacher,
dollars per acre. Good three to five room houses
so I left an appointment for the next Sunday and
in Brownville with one to two lots can be
went to Elmwood branch and found the membought at from two hundred dollars to three
benhip moving along tolerably wei!,· except a
hundred dollars; and large, commodious frame
ii ttle bit of trouble in the branch, but am glad to
and brick residences, with from six to ten rooms
say that was satisfactorily adjusted. While
and three to eight lots, (lots forty-five by one
there preached once and visited all the memhundred and forty feet), at from four hundred
bc:rs. I met Bro. Waterman at Bro. Simons·.
dollars to one thousand eight hundred dollars.
Had good
with them.
Taking everything into consideration, this is one
We went to a school· house five miles away and
of the best places in the world for a man, woman,
I preached to the people. Bro. Waterman openor child with a little money to secure a good,
ed ar;'d closed the services at the meeting. Bro.
comfortable home. If you do not believe it,
Simons preached at the same place next day. He
come and see and be convinced.
is surely coming to the front in the way of
For further information address IV. T. Moore,
preaching this year. It took him a good while
Box 193, Brownville, Nebraska.
to start, but he is making use of the present time
and opportunities.
Bro. Waterman aims ·to
preach now as opportunity affords or circumFLORILLA, Missouri, June 22d.
stances permit. He seems to be alive to the
He.·ald Editors:·-Find enclosed a clipping
work gain. He has been rather lying dormant
from the Taney County Missouri News. The
for about four years from some cause. He has
paper was sent to me by one of my neighbors
been c;ick for some time and came to Bell county
wrapped aromtd some plants. You see the gento be administere<:! to and was healed at once, and
tleman defies all Mormons. I think some of our
went on hi~ way rejoicing. He seemed to be
brethren should meet the gentleman and give
very happy.
him the opportunity to prove his bold assertions
I left Elmwood and came back to Rogers and
in public when there will be both sides of the
filled the appointments there. On my way up to
question looked at. [We have sent the clipping
said l:ranch had a small number of outsiders to
to Bro. . Luff, Independence, IVHssouri, to look
preacir
but fair liberty. Hope some good
I love this glorious cause and love
will rc;sult from the efforts. I also visited the
to see it defended.
Saint'; in the neighborhood of Rogers and atIt does my soul good to read of precious souls
tended the funeral of one of Bro. L. Thomas'
coming out of darkness into the marvelous light
children, a little boy. I administered to one
of God's dear Son. I am only a young soldier
other of his children with seemingly good results.
in this blessed army of Jesus, and I am to-day reHe rested well afterward and I left it doing well.
joicing and thanking God that it has been my
I left for home and on my arrival found all well
happy privilege to enter the fold of the great
and glad to see me back again in time for our
Shepherd here on earth. Pray for me that I
reunion which commences the 5th of July. Let
may overcome every temptation and be among
every:)ody come that can come.
the number that have washed their robes and
Yours in bonds,
made them jwhite in the blood of the Lamb. I
E. W. NUNLEY.
was baptized in September, r883, by Bro. Bootman, confirmed by brethren Bootman and AtPrwTRSTANT Christianity is not only divided
well. I am the only one of my people that I
and snbdivided, but is literally broken into fragknow of that belong to the church. I pray God
ments by dissensions and strife within its own
to be merciful to them and show them the right
ranks, each sect upholding and sustaining opposwav as he has me. My husband is a believer,
ing c1·eeds, while the Catholic church remains
and hope ere long will obey.
unitec on every point of doctrine, thereby gaining
Vfe are living eight miles west of Willow
an ad,antage over her divided and contending
Springs. This is a new country and there are
rivals, H the churches were what they profess
good chances here for people to get land. The
to be, divine insUtutions, and the expounders of
land is owned by the South Missouri Land Co.,
their rrinciples divinely inspired, we would natuand can be bought at from two to !hree dollars
rally
that they wouid be of a kind and
per acre. This country is well watered and well
gentle
exercising charity and forbeartimbered, and the land produces very welL ·we
ance
all who could not conscientiously
can raise all kinds of vegetables and fruit except
concu·, in their dogmas and creeds, but, unfortutropical fruits. The country ls hilly and broken
for the
the sacred pages of hiscruel hands thev have
th.at
which makes it a splendid stock growing counto death in the most horrible
try. \Ve are very anxious to gel nelghborr, who
the sincere, truth-loving
are Latter Day Saints around
So if any of
for no other offense than being true to
the coav;ction';
his own mind.-Sel.
the brethren or sisters want to come to a new
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BORN AGAIN.

is it that is born again? the spirit
only or both body and spirit? Both, I believe.
But two processes are gone
through in order to the one complete new
birth,-the water first, then the spirit,making the one birth; for the Savior himself only commands that which he had experienced, and by so much he was the one
to tell what would be best for men and
women to do in order to obtain citizenship
in his church. The Father requires no
more of others than he did of his Son. If
we do not hear the audible voice of God
as Christ did, at our baptism of water, we
certainly will know of our acceptance
when b2ptized of the Spirit, for Paul tells
us "The Spirit itself bears witness with our
spirit that we are the children of God; if
children, then heirs; heirs of God and
joint heirs with Jesus Christ,'' because we
·have gone through the same process that
Christ did, namely, baptism of water and
the Spirit.
Nearly all who call themselves orthodox deny that baptism of water is a real
and saving ordinance, but state that the
Spirit is, and that men can and do receive
the Spirit without water baptism. They
also say that the Savior's lesson to Nicodemus was to him alone and not to any
others; that it is useless to make a general
application of it. It is asked why the Savior did not put the same words to the rich
young man and to the lawyer, instead of
S<~) ing, "Sell that thou hast and give to
the poor,'' and to the lawyer, "How readest thou?" He answered his own question.
Had the rich young man been
willing to obey, he would have been willing to be born again; and had the lawyer
been willing to love God with all his
heart and his ne:ghbor as himself, he too,
would have been willing to have been·
born again. So with Nicodemus, had he
been born again he would have been willing to sell
he had and given it to the
poor; the new birth brings such a state of
things to every heart and mind. ] esus
was the most philanthropic being that
ever was on earth. He gave on the right
hand and left such ble&sings both temporal
and spiritual as were never known on
earth before in so plentiful a manner.
And he was born again. Does some one
say that Christ was not born again? If
so I have read to little purpose. Certainly he needed no baptism for sins committed by himself; he was born again,
though, for all that.
He never was called the Son of God direct until his baptism by John.
The
prophets foretold that he should be called
the Son of the Highest; the angels announced to the shepherds the birth of a
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Savior, calling him Christ the Lord. The
angel to Mary said he should be called
the Son of the Highest. But when? At
his baptism by John ;-the very thing occurred that was foretold; and again, on
the mount of transfiguration. Why do men
hesitate to say or to believe a plain statement of plain facts even if Christ be the
subject under consideration. Shall we deny the truth and say that Christ was baptized just to accomod-ate John? I believe
that a failure on the part of Jesu" to obey,
and to suffer the ordinance of baptism of
water to pass unheeded, and he never would
have received the Holy Ghost, and would
never have been the Savior of men. And
so, now, if we per~istently ignore the ordinance of baptism of water, we never
will enjoy the Spirit, and we will be
worse than the foolish virgins who had
lamps but no oil. We will not even have
a lamp, much less oiL How men and
women can expect salvation through
Christ and obedience to his gospel when
they are determined to obey it only so far
as it suits them is a query. The Savior
~;aid, "I came not to do my own will, but
his that sent me." "He gave me a commandment, what I should say and what I
should speak, and I know that his commandment is life everlasting."
Now
then he spoke to John when that individual objected to baptizing him, saying,
"Suffer it to be so now, for thus it becometh us to fulfil all righteousness."
If it became Christ to obey the Father's
will, what shall we do if we neglect ~o
great salvation? Are we wiser than God
and more holy than Christ?
Now that the body needs regeneration
is evident from the fact the body is the
temple of the living God. Again: God
dwells not in unholy temples, hence the
new birth makes us new creatures. Is the
spirit a creature? Every creature under
heaven perished in the flood.
Did the
spirits perish if they did? If so, it was
useless for Christ to go to the spirits in
prison which some time were disobedient
in the days of Noah. Again: What is
it that is buried in baptism? The body
and sptrit both. And if the body is not
renewed, neither is the spirit, for a good
spirit will not dwell in sinful bodies, and
Paul says our bodies are to be a living sacrifice. The promise is secured through
obedience, and Paul says again: "Having therefore, dearly beloved, these promises, let us cleanse ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh and spirit," showing beyond a peradventure that the body as well
as spirit are cleansed in the new birth.
And when we fall asleep in Jesus, the
spirit rests in hope. It is the body that
sleeps, not the spirit. We have no affinity
with soul-sleepers.
To Nicodemus the words of our Savior
were too deep. After instructing in the
complete new birth he tells him, "The
wind bloweth where it listeth; thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell
whence it cometh nor whither it goeth.
So is every one that is born of the Spirit."
As the wind was beyond the ken of Nicodemus as to its course, so is every one
else to him that is b0rn of the Spirit. He
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was as ignorant of the flow or the
and its workings as he was of the
We can not believe with some that "So is
every one that is born of the
means that Saints do not know from
whence the Spirit
for Christ said
he would send it trom
FatheL And
if we did not know where it came
how could we say we felt the
God ? We would be at sea as
Nicodemus. Thank God for
We do know that body and
generated; that after the
of water
and Spirit we are new creatures in Christ;
that the bodv is the
of the
God, made in the
like
himself, and will at the resurrection of the
just be moulded and fashioned like
Christ's glorious body~ For as
"we shall be like him," and we
body was glorious if we know
of the hope of true Saints.

znover
true all over our fair
of all classes
COm··
to
Thereto the
when

Your brother in weakness,
T. F. STAFFORD.
LEWISTON, Ill., .June 6th.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT.

JEsus said "The truth shaH make
free." But men can only hope to be
by abiding steadfastly therein.
God is called "The Father of
whom there is no
nor
of turning." Satan is the head and the
front of the opposition to God and His
truth, and has been called "the father of
lies"-the father of liars-and was himself
a liar from the
Darkness is the
also error or
as the first great cause, the Author of
light and truth, must forever stand as the
very embodiment of that which is
His word, truth and counsel alone are the
standard to which man must
if
he would ever attain unto that
revealed in the life of Jesus of
Therefore, to be godly and
partake of the light as it is
abide in the truth.
Satan, in the "conflict of the
always stood in opposition to
from that day when he fell from his
estate as Son of the
and
hurled from the battlements of
when he became the Prince of
the power for evil, and the
iment of that which is bad,
eousness and truth and
sons of men.
Men are said to be
of the devil, when
them1>elves
with them, abiding not in the commandments and loving not the truth. How in
the world can a man love the truth, and
yet at the same time tell a lie? Can the love
of truth dominate a man's life without
giving truthfulness to the statements he
shall make? \IV hen a person falls into the
habit, and when lying becomes characteristic of the man, does he abide in the truth?
and is it possible for such a one to be in
favor with God?
And yet there are persons so low in the
scale of morals, and still
sanctity, and yet so
of
ness as not to be believed, even upon oath~

and a
be said that every falsifier is
because some do not rnake
whatever. But it is true

1s true that the
as
may condescend
reveal
a wondrous manner unto a man
abomination and
claims made
such men to such
and extra.
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SAINTS' HERALD.
ordinary distinction, are, to say the least, guide aright and raise our spirits to the
painfully open to the suspicion of fraud, realm of usefulness, virtue and true worth.
Socrates of the Orient, and modern phiand need very greatly divine confirmation
lanthropists of our own blessed land,
before being received as from God.
Modesty, (and it is a jewel), would at among whom rank Washington, Frankleast suggest that persons whose standing , lin, Lincoln and many others, rise in prein decent society may well be brought into 1 eminence above mediocrity because of
question, should refrain from parading their exalted aspirations and unceasing detheir visions and revelations in public votion to the better interests of humanity.
places and upon public occasions, and Prestige ot character is not purchased by
should not push them into public print. a single superficial effort. It is the reward
An unsavory man, with a reputation ac- of continuous well-doing through life.
cordingly, when publicly, or through the Energy and perseverance, caution and
press, giving publicity to his claims for forethought, charity and humility, reverspecial divine manifestation, does but bring ence and secret devotion, are indispensable
into ridicule and disrepute the gifts and qualities to the attainment of the great
gift.
blessings of the gospel.
Character elevates. its possessor to an
Therefore, it behooves us to act wisely,
cultivating the good, repressing the evil, ( minence of thought and purpose and
and so stimulate the faith "once delivered guards him fwm the dangers of passion
and vice. It sees the faults and weaknessto the Saints."
There is great need of the Saints being es of humanity, but does not stumble at
awake. and vigilant, discerning the spirits, them. Conservative in its nature, it smiles
benignly upon all; panders not to the vanfor many deceivers are in the land.
A.B.
ity of riches nor looks with disfavor upon
the poor; knows no moral standard but
truth and justice; accords that "all men
CHARACTER.
MANY in ancient times sought to render are born free and equal."
The genius of character is ennobling,
themselves famous and clothe their names
with immortality by the erection of pon- purifying, renovating, exalting. It should
derous walls, magnificent edifices, tower- be the desideratum of every life, the priceing pyramids or sculptured sphinx. Men less treasure of every heart, and sought
after as the treasure of greatest value. Whovaliant in aggressive warfare, were deified
and heroes noted for their deeds of gallant soever possesses it is enriched with eternchivalry were enshrined in the memory of ity's wealth,-the earnest of unspeakable
tender maidens, aspiring youths, and anti .. glory. It adapts men to the higher
quated sires. These were times of legen- spheres and most important stations of
life; qualifies them to fulfill the sacred
dary faith and mythological lore.
A higher conception of nobility is gen- functions of church and state, and capacerated and revealed in the Christian ideaL itates them for entrance into that greater
The pyramid of Abel is a moral one, by and holier realm as "rulers over many
which "he being dead yet speaketh." things."
He who seeks a world of gloryThis monument of royal fame and renown
A brighter sphere beyond the sky,
was erected by faith and faithful service to
Must learn the old but still new story
God. Abel's notoriety is due to the exOf how to live and how to die.
cellency of his character, as rendered by
To die? Oh, yes; we are but mortal,
his association with God through the gosThis life at be.st is but a span;
pel. Moses erected no W~Jlls nor left the
And would we stop within the portal,
We must acquit ourselves as nien.
impress of his ambition upon the sculptured rock, yet he lives in the memory of
It isnot all ofiife the living,
Nor is it all of death to die;
God's people, his character an enduring
So while we live let's be preparing
monument that can not waste with the deThat we may even dare to die.
cadence of years.
Yes, ever Jiving, ever dying,
Christ fought no battles, aspired to no
Our onward march is toward the grave;
worldly honors, commanded no wealth;
But Jesus, in the resurrection;
yet in character he stands infinitely high
Has prqmised us our souls to save
towering above all. By the mention of his
GEO. s. HYDE.
HEARNE, Texas, August 15th, 1886.
name many hearts are made glad, and the
regenerate praise and adore him. A victim of cruel hate, a lamb among wolves,
THE SHEEP AND THE GOATS.
he stood immaculate. His attendants witEDITORS
HERALD:-With no desire to
nessed no scene of violence nor .heard .a
word of contemplated retaliation upon his control, yet I find representatives of the
part. . When reviled, he reviled not again; church are frequently approached touchsuspicioned, he rebuked the secrets of their ing that advocated in the colums of the
hearts in sorrow; threatened, he passed Herald; And nothing is more pleasuraquietly out of their midst, but feared them ble to me than ,to, be in accord with my
not; flattered, he received not their hom- fellow representatives. But I am not preage; beloved, he gave in rich return. pared to forego my convictions when
thinking they have been legitimately obWealth of character was his store. ·
Everybody should court such riches, tained.
'Deferentially I wish to say that I am.
and all else be subsidiary to this great end.
The developement of character is effected not prepared to endorse the answer, as to
by allegiance to truth and holiness, loyalty the sheep and the goats which appeared
to principle and the pleadings of a pure in Herald.of April 27th and which was
conscience an exercise of which. will reproduced in Heraldof June 15th. The
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25th chapter of Matthew explains I think
very beautifully that of which it is reflec·
tive. That the invitation of Christ to the
sheep (ao; there represented) to inherit the
kingdom prepared for them from the
foundation of the world was somewhat of
a surprise to them is evinced in the fact
of their interrogating the King as to when
they did the good deeds he gave them
credit for.
Surely this can not be those
who become Saints of God, for they enter
the fold of Christ's work and struggle for
and expect a reward-a salvation.
The chapter represents five characters,
namely: the King, angels, the brethren,
sheep and goats. The brethren have been
representatives of, hence their relation to
Christ. As representatives they are now
saved as per promise, "He that is . not
ashamed of me and my words before men,
of him I will not be ashamed before my
Father and his holy angels." But the
sheep receive the invitation to come, etc.,
because Christ says as they, the sheep,
have done the good deeds to the brethren:,
they did it unto him. Surely nothing
could be more positive to show the d1fference between the righteous Saints
and the sheep who become righteous by
the exhibition of kindness to the brethren,
so far as such acts could make them righteous.
In gospel bonds,
.

,

,

}AMES CAFFALL.

To the foregoing we reply: We are
aware that some of the ministry have for
years taken the position held by Bro. CaffaU
of the sheep and the goats. However we
see nothing to justify that view.
It will be noticed4 that at the judgment
all nations are to be gathered before him
and separated into two classes, the "sheep"
and the "goats." The term sheep is a des~
ignation of the people of God: so we thy
people, and sheep of thy pasture".-Ps.
79:13: "My sheep wander through the
mountains.''-;-Ezek. 34: 6: Awake, 0
sword smite the shepherd and the sheep
shall be scattered~"-Zech. 13: 17. "He
saith unto Peter, Feed my sheep.''-John
2 r : I 7; "The Lord Jesus that great shepherd of the sheep.''-Heb. 13: 20.
In this parable the sheep are also called
the "righteous" and are to inherit the king~
dom, and are addressed as "ve blessed of
my Father;" terms pretty strong to apply
to any but actui'\1 .disciples .or people of
God. Their evident surprise at the commendations of Jesus, and their inquiry as
to when they had done such 'things unto
him may be readily accounted for by the
statement that they evidently .failed to
grasp the idea that Jesus did n<;>t mean that
they had done all those things t() him personally, but that in ministering to his servants they had virtually done so to him.
"Whoso receiveth you receiveth met is
in harmony with this idea.
Was the.kingdom prepared :from before
the foundation of the world for the blessed
of the Father, or for another class of individuals? Those mentioned as being. on
the right hand of Jesus are called righteous. "Vho are the righteous? "And
they were both righteous before God,

walking in obedience to all th~ conimandments and ordinances if t4e Lord. bla~e-
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"0 the greatness and the justice of our God!
For he exec-.1teth all his words, and they have
gone forth out of his mouth, and his law must
be fulfilled.
But behold, the righteous, the
Saints of the Holy One of Israel, they who have
believed in the Holy One of Israel; they who
have endured the crosses of the world and despised the shame of it; they shall inherit the kingdom of God, which was prepared for them from
the foundation of the world; and their joy shall
be full forever."-2 Nephi 6: 7"And behold, I say unto you, this is not all;
for 0 how beautiful upon the mountains are the
feet of him that bringeth good tidings, that is the
founder of peace; yea, even the Lord, who has
redeemed his people; yea, he who has granted
salvation unto his people, for were it not for the
redemption which he hath made for his people,
which was prepared from the foundation of the
world; I say unto you, were it not for this, all
mankind must have perished. But behold, the
bands of death shall be broken, and the Son
reigneth. and hath power over the dead; therefore, he bringeth to pass the resurrection of the
dead. And there cometh a recurrection, even a
first resurrection; yea, even a resunection of
those that have been, and who are, and who shall
be even until the resurrection of ChriRt; for so
shall he be called. And now, the resurrection of
all the prophets, and all those that have believed
in their words, or all those that have kept the
commandments of God, shall come forth in the
first resurrection; therefore they are the first resurrection. They are raised to dwell with God
who has redeemed them; thus they have eternal
life through Christ, who has broken the bands of
death. And these are those who have part in

the first resurrection; and these are they that
have died before Christ came, in their ignorance,
not having salvation declared unto them. And
thus the Lord bringeth about the restoration of
these; and they have a part in the first resurrection, or have eternal life, being redeemed by the
Lord, And little children also have eternal life.
But behold, and fear, and tremble before God;
for ye ought to tremble; for the Lord redeemeth
none such that rebel against him, and die in thelr
sins; yea, even all those that have perished
their sins; ever since the world began, that have
wilfully rebelled against God, that have known
the commandments of God, and would not keep
them; these are they that have no
in the
first resurrection. Therefore had ye not ought
to tremble? For ''alvation cometh to none such i
for the Lord hath redeemed none such; yea,
neither can the Lord redeem such; for he can
not deny himself: for he can not deny justice
when it has its claim."-Mosiah 8: 6.

into the affairs of others be<md sometimes affects
as well as individall of Adam's
afflicted

Christian watchfulness and activthe watchwords.
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less."-Luke I: 6. Paul informs us that
the righteousness of God is revealed in the
gospel; and John says, "Every one that·
doeth righteousness is born of God;" . "the
fine linen is the righteousness of Saints,"
etc.
The thirty-second verse informs up that
he shall separate them one from anotber"the sheep on the right hand and the goats
on the left; and while we fully believe in
the degrees of rewards and punishments
in the future state, we certainly fail to
see that this parable divides the nations into any but two classes. The righteous
certainly compose part ofthe "all nations."
The term "goats," applied to all who are
not righteous, does not preclude nor set
aside the various degrees of condemnation
under which such may rest.
The term "righteous" can only be applied to actual disciples of Christ.
The
scriptures conclude "all under sin" who
are not Saints. We fail to discover that
the word righteous applies to ~ny but actual followers of Christ. "But of him are
ye in Christ Jesus, who of God i'5 made
unto us wisdom, and righteousness, and
sanctification, and redemption."-r Cor. I:
30; "And that ye put on the new man,
which after God is created in righteousness and true holiness."-Eph. 4: 24. "He
that abideth in the doctrine of Christ hath
both the Father and the Son."-2 John 9·
It will not do to interpret the Scriptures
so as to make them conflict; and as we
before quoted the Book of Mormon on the
above, we now repeat it:

INTS'
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INTERMEDDLERS.

Dear Herald:-There is an idle
iosity, called inquisitiveness, which leads
to meddling and causesmen and women
to pry into the affairs of their
which is really deserving of censure
several good reasons: I. It disturbs
order and destroys the peace of
z. It develops and encourages many
feelings. 3· It draws men and women
aside from a consistent course of
in
the discharge of their own duty as
bors and citizens. 4· It breaks
friendships of families and
and lasting disagreement and
propagates its bad spirit in all
rounding vicinity. 5· It is the cause of
destroying those friend! y relations and
brotherly offices between man and man.
6. It takes out of the hands of each other
the opportunities of
good to each
other in times of
and even of
direful calamities. 7·
the work of busybodies,
biters, slanderers, liars and self-conceited
wonld-be wise ones. 8. It breeds a maJicioug spirit, al~o tale-telling to others
confidential! y; peddling matters out secretly with the intent to injure. Then the
spirit of jealousy anses in order to discover
something that will break down the reputation of some to the level of their own.
Then flattery comes along and metes out
its malignant purposes, doing eviL
Is there nothing better for this class of
workers to follow!
Stop, reader, and count
of busybodies in your
borhood. The following
them: Some one hears a rumor about
some one or some thing, they give it new
life, and away it flies on the wings of scandal, accompanied by falsehood,
sentation, and mountains rise out of mole
hills. It envelopes the minds and convers~tion of the ht•,ybodies for
and
finally they talk of it so much they
come to believe the scandal is true.
the world moves.
The disposition of such
JS
wholly different from that
ahd
gentle spirit, the spirit on which our whole
religious system is founded.

:inclined"
as '"lell as of the

to the ae:e

may w~' not deduce
conclusion: That
proper and healthful
thrown about the child
there is little cause
life?

if

us to solve
this;
the proper instruc-
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RALD.
service in the larger sphere of Christian
for the character of that individual is devotion to present duty.
Paul had the true secret of the motive,
and purpose of our service when he
"Whatsoever you do, in word or deed,
in the name of the Lord Jesus."
therefore, ye eat or drink, or
whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of
God."
That shilling kindly bestowed
needs a living faith to back it. That tender
must be enforced by Divine love.
That cup of cold water must be given in
the name of Christ. That visit paid to
burdened soul must carry also a
Savior. Those two mites we bear
to
Lord's treasury must be given by a
heart wholly the Lord's, and then we shall
have wrought well though our work have
been but little.
The little duties carry with them grave
and in these trusts comto our care are we to find the comof our life's work.- World's Crisis.

for
the

WHY DO THE NEWSPAPERS GIVE SO
MUCH SPACE TO CRIMES AND
SO LITTLE TO NOBLE DEEDS!
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manner that could not have been improved
upon if it had been the pretty girl herself. And there are really plenty of such
actions occurring every day if we could
learn the habit of looking out for them as
sharply as we do for their converse.
Apropos of the yellow fever at Jacksonville: Among the honored dead is Dr.
L. F. Eddy, of Louisville, who died at
the Medical Bureau a few days since.
He was one of the volunteer physicians
who went there to give his services free
of charge to his buffering fellow-creatures, and to lay down his life in the
cause of humanity. He was stricken with
fever several days ago, and from the
first his case has been desperate.
Pillsbury & Co., Minneapolis millers,
have lately made their fourth annual divdend to their employes, the sum divided
amounting to forty thousand dollars. In
no case did the dividend amount to less
than a month's wages. The firm has
carried out the profit-sharing plan with
its workmen for years, and it is needless
to say that this firm has no trouble with
its employes.

We cut the following from the "'four-

nat of FVomen's Work."

FAITHFULNESS IN

LITTLE

has told us, "He that is
faithful in that which least is faithful also in much." In this utterance of our
Savior lies the secret
our successful ser-·
vice, The child who never masters the
can never have success in any
of
So in all deof life there are the little
at the entrance of our pathway
must
met
dealt with before
THE M.ASTER

who has been so
to him as an
in life and
the real cause
He
that he was
counter."
did not seem to lift him up
own estimation
he became
he was exalted
till

Faithfulness
faithfullness in greater
who has shown faithful
in the
and
of labor can
and faithful

If the newspapers took one-tenth part
of the interest in noble deeds which they
take in crime, our estimate of the human
race would be better than it now is. For
it is natural, indeed inevitable, for us to
on facts brought most promiand constantly bef0re our minds.
column in our favorite paper is devoted to the description of a murder or a
and two or three lines, without
comment, to an act of heroism, the former
is almo~t sure to make the largest figure in
For instance, in a recent
a railroad collision, we find the
item: "Engineer Martin D.
of the Wildcat, remained on his
with his hand on the lever and was
killed, the lever going through
.•. Another train was follow'Wildcat, bound West, and the
of the latter (name not menwith three broken ribs and a diship, crawled back a considerable
distance to flag it, and then fainted."
Who that reads of the exploits of men
men with all their fighting instincts and their hope of victory nerving
them to courage, would think of compartheir case with that of the man who
"stands with his hand on the lever," going, as he knows, to certain death,
not to punish, but to save his fellow-creatures; and that other, dragging himself
in torture and at the risk of his life?
Vve could wish we might at least have
known his name.
before yesterday the writer saw a
attired young man, who had,
t<J her surprise, kept his seat in the street
car when a pretty ~girl entered, rise and
that seat to a large, middle-aged
woman with a market basket. And he
did it in a way that didn't make her wish
he
and she thanked him heartily,
nwreover, and then he lifted his hat in a

SPRING RIVER.
Conference convened at Sherwin, Kansas.
Branches: Webb City 53; Angola 49; Pleasant
View IIZ; Columbus +6. Elders: T. Cheney,
W. E. Peak, C. Severeen, J. A. Davis, S. Maloney. R. H. Davis, W. E. Westervelt, W. S. Pender, J. M. Richards, W. S. Taylor, 0. P. Suther~
land baptized 5, 0. Barmore, D. S. Crawley, M.
Turpen
Priests: W. F. Clark, L. F. Devore,
C. Randall, Brn. Bird, Bath, J. M. Puckett.
Teachers: Brn. Llewellyn, McKnight, Hobart,
Davis. Bishop's agent resigned. J. M. Richards
was recommended to Bishop for appointment as
his agent. Mound Valley branch recommended
to conference for ordination F. W. Clark, A.
Hart elders; and L. F. Johnson, R. W. Davis
priests. By vote of conference they were so ordained. Church authorities were sustained and
D. S. Crawley as president, and G. W. Hobart
elected secretary of district. Adjourned to meet
at Webb City August 9th.
SOUTHERN INDIANA.
Conference convened with the Olive Branch,
June roth, M. R. Scott, president, James Porter
and Anna Camren, secretaries pro tern. Minutes
of last conference read. Branch reports :-Byrnville 12,2 baptized; Hope z6, I baptized; Union
25; Eden 25, r baptized; Riceville 6. Elders
reported :-J. G. Scott, M. R. Scott, J. M. Scott.
Priests, J. H. Fisher and S. C. Gruver. Deacons,
J. Fewell and J. Porter. Teacher G. Jenkins.
Olive branch I'f, no change. On motion the action of last conference was suspended for this
session and that the branches be more fully Instructed in relation to it. On motion the district
president was auth_orized to demand Bro. W. Foster's license. On motion the president was authorized to appoint a court of elders to adjust
matters of difference in the Olive Branch; and
also in the Byrnville branch. David and J. M.
Scott were appointed for the Byrnville branch,
and V. D. Baggerley and L. F. Daniels for the
Olive branch. On motion the request of the
Byrnville branch was granted that George ]en·
kins be ordained to the office of Elder. M. R.
Scott was sustained as district president and Geo.
Jenkins secretary for the next quarter. On motion all the general authorities of the church
were sustained. Adjourned to meet with tile
Union branch, Jefferson county, September 7th,
1889, at ro a. m.
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NORTH EAST KANSAS.
Conference convened at Centralia, June 15th,
W. Hopkins in the chair, E. C. Brand secretary
protem. Branch reports: Scranton 44, 2 baptiz-·
ed, I received; Netawaka 37, 4 received, I marriage; Fannin'g 33; Good Intent 28, r baptized,
I marriage; Centralia 20. I died.
Elders reported: D. Williams, G. W. Chute, E. C. Brand, A.
Dodd, J. Buckley, H. Green, W. Hopkins, H.
Parker, D. Munns, T. Davis, P. Adamson, J. B.
Jarvis and W. Gurwell. The following elders
not reported: W. Menzies, P. Devlin, J. Menzies,
G. George and F. Lofty. Priests J. McDougal
and W. Cairns also reported by letter. Henry
Green chosen district secretary.
Resolved to
hold a two days' meeting at Good Intent July 4th
and 5th. Adjourned to meet at Fanning, September 7th and ~th.

SALUTATORY.

To tlte Saints:--Having been reappointed to
the oversight of the missionary work in the east
for the ensuing year, it is proper to addresr; a few
Jines to you and call attention to some things of
primary importance relating to the work assigned to us.
Some fruit has been given for our labors in the
past, and let us confidently hope that the present
years' work may bring increasect numbers, spir'
itual power, and influence to the cause. The
mission embraces a large territory, and the condition, circumstances, education, tastes and habits of Some communities are very unlike those of
others, hence the present demands of on<' are not
necessarily those of another. The following is
submitted for consideration with a view of stimulating thought and improvement. A greater harmony of sentiment and increased unity of action
will be productive of good in many places.
(r) I am confirmed in the opinion that it is not
the large numbers received into the church that
give it strength and tone, but rather the character of those numbers. Hence it is important that
due diligence be given to the administration of
church law and usage; that the officers insist
upon a compliance therewith by those being received into the church, as well as those belonging to it. Members who have been expelled
from the church for disorderly conduct should
be received back with great caution. Repentance, reformation and restoration should be required. The church and individuals wronged
possess rights, as well as those desirous to return to the fold. The habit of receiving members back by baptism, who have just been expelled from the church, without diligent enquirv
having been made as to their fitness, or a proper
repentance and restoration had, is unwise and
dangerouB, and hurtful to the cause. Out one
day and back by baptism the next, at the caprice
of the parties demanding it, is more of a burlesque on true christian order and discipline than
anything else. Care should be exhibited and
genuine repentance had, or it is a vain work and
a damage to the one received, and to those receiving him back.
(2) The Elders should be first "in their own
cause." A dispensation of the gospel is committed unto men, and they should make themselves
familiar with every phase of that message that
they may be able to present it intelligently, assigning a reason to every man for their hope.
They are the light-bearers to this generation. It
is not important that they copy largely after the
manner and methods of the world, theorize, speculate, present themselves, seek their own glory;
but preach the gospel straight, "in the power of
God and the wisdom of God " Paul said he was
sent "to preach the gospel, not with wisdom of
words lest the cross of Christ should be made of
none effect.."-1 Cor. r: r7. "Not with enticing
words of man's wisdom, but in demonstration of
the Spirit and power."
(3) If you are rich in this world's goods, be
benevolent and sympathise with the poor. Help
and encourage those who are willing and striving to help themselves. That is not a true sentiment entertained by some, that every person

might succeed and possess a competency if they
were but industrious and would. Large numbers have neither the opportunity or
physically or mentally, to compete; besides
training of some is bad. There is something
nificant in the statement, "The poor have
gospel preached unto them."
is here
implied that they were not responsible
their
condition, but perhaps others were. "Hath not
God chosen the poor of this
rich in falth
and heirs of the kingdom which he
to them that love him."·-James I : 5·
If you are poor, do not covet the
the rich. In God's economy the
are none
the better for being rich; and the poor are none
the worse for being poor. Moral worth,
deeds, the love of right, are the
measurement.-"Thy prayers and
come up for a memorial before
IO:
4· What a sublime rebuke to the parsimony, littleness, irreverence and inhumanity of men who
live only for self and this world!
(4) The first thing to be considered and cared for
is the home. Constant interest should cluster
around and center there. It ·should be endowed
with every constituent element pos·sible of usefulness and success. A well ordered fireside is
the brightest spot on earth. Do away with tobacco, whiskey, beer, gaming, opera and theatre
going, high life and expensive ways, and build a
home, and you will be happier in advanced
years.
In connection with this it is necessary to speak of
education: Next to the necessaries of life,-food
and raiment-education stands first.
should be
made a chief thing in life. It is the foundation
of our civilization and freedom, and
it rests
the future of our country. It is a
again:st
your children not to ·educate them,
w1
against society, a shame upon
religion.
In a country of free schools,
localities free books, when little or no
taken
in securing an education, legal enactments are
necessary to enforce it. If you
children to succeed, to be useful and
citizens, ornaments of society, a glory to
parents and country, educate them; not to be
"dudes," to live without work; but to be
useful and noble, able to work to a purpose
to success. Ignorance is the
of vice.
Nine-tenths of the criminals shut up
ons are of those reared in ignorance. I
educate your children. He is no proper
that will not do it, if in his power.
(5) Business meetings are the places for doing
business, not the prayer-meetings. In the business
meeting all are upon a common
and female. Each can speak or vote
his or
her option, within the rules governing the meet·
ing. Every question of importance connected
with the branch should be discussed and settled
there. None should be censured for
their views freely upon any question
for consideration. A majority vote
the rule of power and decision upon every
tion. All should acquiesce in it, whatever
individual views to the contrary. No one should
manipulate the business to serve selfish ends. In
the selection of branch officers,
it is
recommended that the vote be
formal ballot. This will give
privilege of expressing their choice
by another. Get in the way of
gether, not dictate and lord it over one
after the tnanner of a boss.
(6) Prayer meetings are not business
So far as practicable business should be ex.c1nnen
from them. Most especially that which is calculated to consume much time and cause divis·
ion and conflict. These meetings are for wor·
ship, song, prayer and praise; the use of scriptural texts and comments, experiences and such
like. Insinuations and reflections upon
·or a reference to them, or any malters ""'"'""''""
to wound the feelings of any, are
and unbecoming .. Don't do it!
useful in the prayer meetings. Take
the rest, not necessarily at every
least occasionally. Cultivate the habit of each
one leading in singing; not one or two do all of
the selecting and starting of
hymn
verse that is sung in the meeting.
chance

should not be held too long.
should not
or pray too
there are othand those who can not
is the use of one person
people on their knees at prayer a half
and then get up and speak another half
hour? You,
ialkers, who don't thtnk you
bore people
just note the clock before
beginning to
testimony, and observe
it again when
and you will soon be convinced that
are monopolizing; you have no
more right
monopolize the time belonging to
others than the
Trusts have the
trade. Short
short prayers and
hymns should
the mle in prayer-meetings·-ones the exception. w·e are not heard for
" "Wisdom is justified of

advise with the district
matter and obtain his
so
The Seventy, disor other general church ap"
when
in districts or branches
courteously received. They should
attention to any matter neglected or that
needs attention where they chance to be laboring,
advise with reference to it in a public service or
otherwise as may be thought for the best. If local officers refuse wholesome advice they should
be reported to the missionary in charge when the
case may be reached through the district presi ..
dent, Seventy, or other !competent authority.
Wisdom, care and caution should be exercised
here not to be extra officious. By resolution or
majority vote either may preside at a branch
meeting, and should, if they can best serve the
cause in that position. It is proper to extend the
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elderS;
president, by
brother beupon it as
their selections
for president, but not above
is written. This
puts no one up nor any one down.
Branch officers should give all those who labor
among· them
and encouragement. Get
of the laborers you
the
nPdl'ni'Pri

chance.
in
own meetings; allow them to make
if so prompted. Good elders prefer
sometimes. The people
If they can not pray they

choice for direction
are aids,
offiers become discourteous to those sent
to labor with and for them they should be reported to missionary in charge, and it will be his
to advise a proper course, and vice versa.
matters involving
branch
radical changes, new
should
be reported to the misionary
charge and
his advice had. It is the
of the general
church
including
district presi"
dent, to
close correspond~nce with the mis"
in charge. The Twelve wiil insist that
of branches and individuals be mainBranch <Jfficers should be close mouthed. Don't
and scatter it at another.
Every one
another's home is
on
ground.
should conduct himself
- Don't pry
into
that are none of an
business.
H there one terror above another in a ndghborhood, it is that of sorne one
about picking
into
affairs where
concern him.
Church
are not spies, meddlers and gashunters, but peace-makers, messengers to reto dutv, to warn the transgressor,
the·
be considered by
with others as among first d uover v.hat the Lord has
into our hands. The law requires a tenth of
increase. He that would have the law defend him should keep it. It is a sacrifice with a
promise--keep the law.
This article is thought to be within the extremes of mooted questions, and designed to
serve a good
for 'the
Some things
are pointed out
value
; but in sotne
1·esp.ec.ts the chief
have been omitted. May
the
of unity
true
abide with
the
and the witness of the
be ever
them.
Your fellow-laborer in the
'vVM.
NOTICES.

has left the Kent
and Elgin
of Canada
in an
to notifv him
that unless he
reparation
for
done, inside of
from the
date of
notice he will be
with as the
law of God directs in the case of
SAMUEL BROWN,
Pres,
RICHARD ComiRN, SAr.
BLENHEIThi, Jnly 1St., 1889.

industrious lady
and due rPl'o·mrwn
do well to address Mrs.
est, Brown
Kansas,
Day Saint is
It is
·for some one.
have Jived
months and am well satisfied.
CYNTHIA

LOOMIS.

CORRECTION.
The late Kent and Elgin district conference
""""m'nP·O to meet October sth next, and not the
as erroneously stated hitherto in Herald.
BORN.
PrTTKIN.-·A!
Iowa, November roth,
r888, to Bro. Warren
Sr. Sadie Pittkin, a son.
Biessed
26th, r889, by J. S. Roth, and
named
Branch clerk at Edenville,
please copy.
BAKER.-At Dorchester, Nebraska, October
r888, to Bro. F. M. and Sr. C. E. Baker, a
Blessed
Nebraska, July
by Elders
Elvin and Levi
and named Nora May.
MARRIED.
SuTTON- TRIMBLE.- Near Fulton, Jackson
zoth, r889, by J, S. Roth, at
the
the bride's parents, Bro. John W.
Sutton and Sr. Tillie Trimble.
DIED.
LoCKLING.-Near Magnolia, Iowa, June 13th,
r889, of jaundice and old age, at the residence
of his son-!n-law, Elder Artemus W. Lockling.
Father .A. W. Lockling was born March 3oth,
r8o6, at
Caledonia, county, Vermont.
He united
church May, r835, being baptized by
C. Snow. He was a brother who
was
blessed with the gifts of tongues and
interpretation of tongues, and through his labors
many have been made acquainted with the gospel and the gifts attending the believer. He died
without an enemy, and was highly respected for
his
His testimony remained un wavering
death. The Saints of Magnolia branch
and vicinity will miss the testimonies of Father
much. Funeral services in the
Saints
at Magnolia, by Elder J. F. Minfrom Rev. r4:
Elder Lockling united
the church in
native state, coming to
Mo., in x84-9, and thence to Council
following year, and from there to Harrison county, where he lived till death. When
he learned of the corruptions of the leaders
of the old church, he quietly settled down to
wait until God should do a work to deliver the
church from deceivers, yet all the time advoihe principles of the gospel to his neigbors,
of what should be done to establish
the
righteousness. His last words in
reference to his hope of eternal life were, "Like
old father
I can say there is a crown
laid up for me."
leaves .an aged wife, two sons,
and
daughters, besides a number of grand·
children and great grand children to hold in
memory his faithful llfe and peaceful rest.
Gone to his rest in the fur better land,
In its glorious light with the ransomed to stand,
And sing and rejoice, with the Saints gone before,
Havlng .fini£3hed his course, and his conflict all o,er.
F'or evil he gave not a frown in return,
}'for imfferfd revenge in his bosom to burn:
Vlhen reviled he returned not revilin~ again,
Ey patient forbearance, at peace with all men.
Iil thiR world of scramble for power. and for gold,
Bow rarely such virtues r1s his we behold!
0, that we by meekness like his may prepare
'I'o Ineet him with joy in the home over there"
Where sickness and death, neither winter nor night,
Can sadden the soul, filled with God's love and light;
V\Thcre sin and temptation no more can allure,
And trials ne~er come on the evergreen shore.
--Verses by C. W. Lamb.

S;·oNE.-Otto Stone, son of Bro. Andrew C.
of Arlington, Dakota, born April r rth,
on the 26th day of April, rS89, aged ro
IS
Funeral sermon by Robert
and
Day Bennett.
A \!THONY.-At Wilber, Nebraska, June zsth,
of cancer, sister Mariba Anthony, wife of
Levi Anthony. She was born in HighOhio, and united with Bro. Levi
in
bonds of wedlock, October 4th,
fruit of this union was thirteen chi!·
dren. Her earthly pilgrimage was 6r years, 2
monthc and 28 days. There are left to mourn, a
husband who
feels his severe loss, ro
children,
and 2 great grandchildren.
suffered affliction patiently nearly two years, and gave evidence of an abiding
confidence in the gospel with no fear of the
change. She was of a religious mind from

childhood, and January 31st, 1878, was baptized
by elder R. J. Anthon). Her chief delight was
in administering relief and comfort to others.
A mother in Israel has gone to her rest. The
funeral was held in the Saints' Church, June
27th, and the sermon was by Elder Robert M.
Elvin, from Job 14: 14. The I. 0. 0. F. attended
in full regalia, as also the Rebecca Lodge, who
performed their burial service at the grave for
their departed sister. The unusually large attendance at the funeral witnessed the esteem in
which sister Anthony was held in this vicinity.
BLACKBURN.-Near Cameron, Clinton county,
Missouri, Jan 31st, r889, Robert F. Blackburn,
aged 31 years.
Bro. Blackburn was born in
Shelby county, Missouri, November r6th, r8s8,
and that "I'\ as his home until the year r886, when
he came to Clinton county. He with his wife
""as baptized August, r88S, by Elder W. T. Bozarth, and blessed by the same and Elder Kinnaman, at the Saints' Chapel eight miles north of
Cameron. He died of consumption, and though
suffering long and painfully, he complained only
to say, "Oh, when will the blessed day come,
when I shall be at rest!" He was buried at the
Cameron Cemetery, and leaves a wife and two
little girls to mourn.
GRAYBILL.-S. P. Graybill was born March
z6· h, r8r6, in Jackson county, Ohio. He was
baptized into the first organization sometime in
1832; was with the church at Kirtland, also at
Far West, and endured the persecutions incident
to the expulsion of the Saints from Missouri, but
never united with the Reorganization. He died
June 27th, I889, at Weston, Iowa. Funeral services at the grave by Elder Hyrum 0. Smith.
KINDER-At St. Joseph, Mo., on June 17th,
1889, Ammon, son of Brother and Sister Kinder.
Their little one was born March 13th, r888. He
was their hope of the future in this life, but it
seems to have been otherwise decreed. ·Funeral
obsequies at house and grave June r8th, by Elder
M. H. Forscutt. The little one leaves a house of
mourning, in which no one of the six remaining
is free from affliction; yet their strong faith jus,
tifies the hope of an ultimate triumph.
ADDRESSES.
M. H. Bond, 46, Waverly St., Providence, R. I.
E. C. Brand, No. 712, Q, st., Atchison, Kansas.

FOR SALE OR TRADE,
acre l''ARM in Cherokee county, Kansas, 3 miles
west and 1 mile north of Columbus (County seat).
Good Honse of two rooms, good Well. Spring in Pasture,
good shingled Stable and Granary, Cnbs, and Cow Stable, young Orchard.
Farm all nnder fence; G5 acres in cultivation, 15 in
Pasture, 10 Prairie Grass. This is as good iand as there
is in the cnnnty. Rented this year for two-fifths of all
products. Price $~,200.
2~jun4t
CHAS. C. RANDALL.
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A good farm for sale of 40 acres, good rich soil, all well
fenced, 2 good well•, large pond for stock, old orchard
bearing good, 300 young trees of choicest fruits, new
lumber stable and cowshed all shingled, buggy shed,
new granary all painted, good rock milk house, other
out-houses. A good 6 roomed cottage, porched, papered,
and painted outside and inside, close to 4 towns, also on
4 mam roads, 2 good groves of maple trees each side of
t.he cotta.ge. Will be sold cheap, rather than rent. A big
bargain for some one. Farn1 a few miles from Lamar~ the
county seat of Barton county.
EBENEZER MILLER, Senior,
Sc.AMMONVILLE, Cherokee county, Kansas.
RoBERT WINNING, Pres't.

D. F. NICHOLSON, Cashier.

FARMERS' BANK OF lAMONt
Am.ple Res]umsibiiity.
Loans money on a proved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

A CHRONOLOGICAL CATECHISM:

Or, Key to the Chronology of the Bible.
BY A. J. MAPES.
Lrmp Cloth, 103 pages, price 35 cts.

For sale by

Bro. H. R. MILLS, Independence Mo.
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PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE

"MANUSCRIPT FOUND.''
doth. 2.5cts.,
or more, each ......•• , • 20
15 cts., ten or more, each......... 13
the
"Manuscript l<"ound"
Spaulding, about w hic'h
in oonneetion with the
that it
Joseph Smith and Sidney
the
ground work and mat~
rial from which to write the Book of lVIormon.
REPLY TO LIT'l'LEFIELD.
In papel' 10
This iR the "
to L. 0.
of Plural Marriage."
JOS.E~PH
THE
AND

- - ) B Y 'l'HE ( - -

Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding ................. 1 5(1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ...••.••••• .. 2 00
New Testament, inspired .........••• , • • • • 75
BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges .................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .......••••.• 1 50
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
Sprinkled sheep, or library ...••••••••.... 1 25
Imitation Morocco ....................... 1 50
SAINTS' HARP-HYMN BOOK.
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges •.•••••• 1 2.5
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .......•..•••• 1 5I)
BRADEN·-KELLEY DEBATE.
Cloth Boards, 396 pag~. .. ............... 1 15
Propositione~-(1) I!! the Book of Mormon of
divine origin, and are its teachings entitled to
the respect and belief of all Christian people?
(2) Is the Church of which I, Clark Braden am
a member, the Church of Christ, and identical
in faith, organization, ordinances, worship and
practice, with the Church of Christ as it was left
perfected by the Apostles of Christ? (3) Is the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted with Him?
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages ................ , . . 25
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of Christ to Judge the world is now past."
M. H. Forscutt affirms "The Bible teaches the
Literal Resurrection of the body from the grave.''
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE
S.EER.
Discoveries of Ancient American Records and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • 10
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covers. 10
BRANCH RECORDS,
Leather backs and corners, muslin sid<~s; printed headings, and ruled for Reeord of Names,
Blessing of Children, and for Mar_riages ..2 00
DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branc' Records ................................... 3 00
LICENCES, NOTICES, &c.
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Licenses, each per dozen .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. 12
Baptism and Confirmation Certificate books 25
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred..... 40
CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS.
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen . . • • • • 40
Annual Statistical Reports, two for . . . • . . . • 05
Certificates of Baptism and Membership,
per dozen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . 12
Certificates of Removal, per dozen.. . . • • • • • 12
Marriage Certificates, per dozen. . . . . . . . . . . 25
SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
Sunday School Engineer and Record Book. 50
Prompt Attendance Tickets, 100 for...... : . 15
"
"
"
1,000 for ...... 1 00
Good Behavior Tickets............. Same price.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Tract 42.-Rejection of the Church, a dozen 15
per hundred ............................ I 10
Tract 43.-0ne Wife, or Many, per dozen... 25
per hundred ............................ I 75

•

SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.

Compendium of Faith, for higher classes, bound in
sprinkled Leather, each ................. , ....... $1.00
'l'he same bound in Cloth ...... , ... ,..... . . . .... .. .
75
Question Book, for intermediate( classes, each 25c.,
per dozen ........................................ 2.50

312 pages................. .
UUJ.UlH10••••• . , , , • • • • oooo ' ' "

05

,.,,,J

HESPERIS.
David H.
202 pages,
edges........................ 50
VOICE OF WARNING
And Instruction to a.H
Doctrine
and History of the latter
In
for $1. ....... each / 10
Limp
.................. 25
JOS:B~PH THE SEI~R.:
His Prophetie MiBsion
Divine Origin of the Book
Defended and Maintained.
200

xo

SO\\fGS OF ZION.
Per dozen ........... $r. Each .......... wets.

THE INDEPENDENT PATRIOT
Provides its readers weekly with

56 COLUMNS
Of rending matter, lnclnding Domestic and Foreign News~
Home. Around the World, Religfons, Scientific and Per~
r;ona1 depnrtmcntB and aims to keep its reudm·s thoroughly acquamted with the striking features of the world's
progrees. Try it and know for yourself. Sample copy
free. One dollar per year.
LAMBERT BROTH.l<JRS, PunLISHEns,
1

per
Trial of the
5c.
Prophecy on
Slir An assortment
35 cents.
COMPLE'rE SET OF TR},CTS.
Bound in Ump Cloth turned in ......••••.
COWDERY LETTERS.
Containing valuable
Calling of Joseph the
Translation of the Book
Angelic bestowal of the
In paper covers 8c. each, per
Without covers 5c. each, per
MISCELI.ANEOUS.
The Problem of Human Life Here and He:re·
after, by A. Wilford Hall; 544 pages .... 1
Universalism Against Itself; 336 pages .... 1
Josephusbcomplete, library leather ........ 3
Gibson's ecline and Fall ofthe Roman Em·
pire, cloth boards, 5 volumes .....•...... 4
Mosheim's Church History,
........ 1
Baldwin's Ancient America
... 1
Rollin's Ancient
2
in one .... 1
The Koran, library
............... :2
Gieselar's Ecclesiastical
from A. D.
1 till 18M., cloth boards, 5
......... 10
The Ecclesiastical History of R11:~e>.lhh,,~
philus, Bishop of
Crnden's Complete 1lAJ•uuunA.W.tu.
.1
Bible Text Book .................... ,. ,.
Apocryp~~l New .Hl!!utl~!l~
Emerson's Ready Binder, Herald size......
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Luff..............

25ang-

Lamoni, Decatur Co., lowa.

I hereby give notice that the

x 20, is now ready for sale.

I will mail copies to any one on receipt of $2.
All members of the Quorum represented in the
medley can obtain a copy for $r.so.
R. BURDGE, Photographer,
Appleton Clty, Mo.

50
00
50
00
00
80
00
00

I have seen the Picture~ and can l'ecommend it ns a
work of art, containing 48 ~abinet heads, gronped ln a
medley, handsomely arranged, all numbered with index
below of' numbers and names to correspond, maki:ng a
very interesting Picture
E,· C. BRAND.

A FINE

SAIC OF LAMONI.
x

8 J4; inches.

Seventeen different residences grouped in one card with
name under each picture.
By mail, post paid, 35c; per doz. $3; per 100, $20. Send
35c. for sample.
~ 'l'he traveling ministry please notice this.
A. M. CHASE, Lamoni, Iowa.

00

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,
REA

ESTATE

AGENTS

''rest Lexington Street,

85
30

INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI.

Next to Warnky's Gallery.

www.LatterDayTruth.org

'
"HEARKEN TO THE Wmm OF THE LoRD: FOR '.rrcnmE SHALL No~· ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SA VII l'l.' !Ill ONE WIFE; AND CoNCU:SINEB
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag@ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN BROUI"D H.A.VE ONE: WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE IlusB.U;D: ExcEPT IN CASE oll' DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY ~·o MARHY AGAilif, "-Page 380, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

ER.ALD:
Official Paper of the Heorganized Church of J csu• Christ of
I.~ttUer Day Sainte
PnBLISIIED AT L~>\liONI, DECA'l'UH CouNTY, IolVA 9

Every Saturday. Price $~.25 per year.
T.he Trn r-eliug Ministry, District and branch 2resideuts~

n.nd the Bishop's Agents. are requested to solicit new sub!Scribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
department.
Business Letters and
be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order,
or Express.
Ente~ed as second chtf.'-'. tll:ttter at Lamoni PoRt 01l::ice.

JOSEPH: SMITH
W. W. BLAIR

Lamoni, Iowa,
IN the

EDJrl1 0R,

AssociATE

Em•roR.

J
~

1837, there
appears a communication from Joseph
Smith, editor of the 'Journal, headed as
follows: "Be it known unto the Saints
scattered abroad; Greeting:" Then follows the
of
number of
items of
ing with
"which are daily
and hourly asked by all classes of people,
while we are
;" which were to
be answered in the next number. In the
number of the 'Journal for July, 1838,
which number was

the renewal of its
1838, Thomas R Marsh publisher, and
Smith
the
published in the fall before were answered by
the editor. We
these
and
answers below, as they appear m the
'Journal,
also iVIillennial
vol.
16, pps. 150, 151), the copy from vvhich we
being in the
of Elder E.
Barrows, who resides at No. 532 East
Second South
Salt Lake
Utah, and who was a member of the
through the Missouri
but has preserved his
and
whatever records came into
his hands
to the history of
the church. The article is as follows:
"In obedience to our promise, V\'e give the following answers to questions, which were a,;ked
in the last number of the ':founzal:"
"Question rE>t.-Do you believe the Bible?
"Answer.-lf we do, we are the only people
under heaven that does. For there are none of
the religious sects of the day that do.

"Question 2d.-Wherein do you differ from
other sects?
"Aw;wer.--Because we believe the Bible, and
all other sects profess to believe their in terpretations ot the Bible, and their creeds.
"Question 3d.--Will everybody be damned but
Mormons?
"Answer.-Yes, and a great portion of them,
unless they repent and work righteousness.
"Question 4th.-How and where did you obtain the Book
Mormon?
"An:;wer.-Moroni, the person who deposited
the plates from whence the Book of Mormon
was translated in a hiil in Manchester, Ontario
county, New York, being dead, and raised again
therefrom, appeared unto me, and told me where
they were; and gave me directions how to obtain them. I obtained them, and the Urim and
Thummim with them; by the means of which
I translated the plates; and thus came the Book
of Mormon.
"Question 5th.-Do you bdieve Joseph Smith
Jr. to be a prophet?
"Answer.--Yes, and every other man who has
the testimony of Jesus. 'For the testimony of
Jesus is the spirit of prophecy.'-Rev. 19: ro.
"Quf:stion 6th.--'Do the Mormons believe in
having all things common?
('Angwer.~-~Jo.

"Qm:stion 7th.-Do the Mormons believe in
having more wives than one?
"Answer,--No, not at the same time. But
they b,,]ieve that if their companion dies, they
have a right to marry again. But we do disapprove of the cnctom which has gained in the
vvorid 1 ::J.nd has been
among us, to our
great r:nortification'l of rnarrying in five or six
weeks, or even in two or three months after the
death of their eompanion. We believe that due
respect ougll't to be had to lhe memory of the
dead arcd the feellngs of both friends and children.
"Question 8th.--Can they raise the dead?
"Answer.-No, nor any other people that nmv
live or ever did llve. But God can raise the dead
through man as an instrument.
"Question 9th.--\Vhat signs does Jo Smith
give of his divine mission?
"Amwer.--The signs which God is pleased to
let him give; according as his wisdom thinks
best; ir: order that he may judge the world agree~
ably to his own plan.
"Question roth.-- Was not Jo Smith a money
digger?
"Yes,, b-:lt it was never a very prc·fitable job for
him, as he only got fourteen dollars a month for

it.
"Question IIth.--Did not Jo Smith steal his
wife?
"Ansvver,--Ask
she was of age, she can
answer fo::- herself.
'•Question rzth,--Do the people have to give
up the!:· money when they join his church?
"Answer.----No other requirement than to bear

their proportion of the expenses of the church
and support the poor.
"Question r3th.-Are the Mormons abolitionists?
"Answer.--No, unless delivering the people
from priestcraft, and the priests from the power
of Satan, should be considered such.--But we do
not believe in setting the Negroes free.
''Question r4th.--Do they not stir up the Indians to war and to commit depredations?
"Answer.-No, and those who reported the
story knew it was false when they put it into
circulation.
These and similar reports are
palmed upon the people by the priests, and this
is the reason why we ever thought of answering
them.
"Question rsth.--Do the Mormons baptize in
the name of Jo Smith?
"Answer.---No, but if they did it would be as
valid as the baptism administered by the sectarian priests.
"Question r6th.--If the Mormon doctrine is
true, what has become of all those who have
died since the days of the apostles?
"Answer.--All those who have not had an op·
portunity of hearing the gospel and being administered to by an inspired man in the flesh,
must have it hereafter before they can be finally
judged.
"Question 17th.---Does not Jo Smith profess
to be Jesus Christ?
"Answer.---N o, but he professes to be his brother, as all other saints have done, and now do,
Matthew I 2: 49, 50, 'And he stretched forth his
hand toward his disciples and said, Behold my
mother and my brethren. For whosoever shall
do the will of my Father which is in heaven, the
same is my brother, and sister, and mother.'
"Question rSth.--Is there anything in the Bible
which licenses you to believe in revelation nowadays?
"Answer.- Is there anything that does not
_authorize us to believe so? if there is, we have, as
yet, not been able to find it.
"Question 19tb.-Is not the canon of the Scriptures full?
"Ans.ver.-H it is there is a great defect in the
book, or else it would have said so.
"Question zoth.- What are the fundamental
principles of your religion?
"Answer.--The fundamental principles of our
rellgion is the testimony of the apostles and prophets conc<'rning Jesus Christ, that he died, was
buried, and rose again the third day, and ascended up into heaven; and all other things are only
appendages to these, which pertain to our religion.
''But in connection with these, we believe in
the gift of the Holy Ghost, the power of faith,
the enjoyment of the spiritual gifts according to
t'·e will of God, the restoration of tbe house of
Israel, and the final triumph of truth.
"JOSEPH SMITH,

"In Elders' ':fournal, for July, r838, Far ·west,
Missouri."
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One reason for inserting this bit of historical teaching from the pen of Joseph
Smith is that some nne has said that somebody else said that Joseph Smith told him
of the celestial marriage doctrine away
back in 1832, to which statement, so loosely made, the simple statement of Joseph
Smith, publicly made in a journal of the
nature of the Elders' Journal published
first in Kirtland, and then continued in
Far West, ought to be sufficient and explicit answer. It must strike every one
who reads this statement of ~uestions and
answers that Joseph Smith deemed it to
be necessary for him to place in the hands
of the elders who were travelling to
preach, and in the hands of the "Saints
scattered abroad," such a declaration of
the position of the church, its representative
men and responsible leaders, upon the
points named that they would be able to
correctly answer questions of a similar nature, and these included, to the enlightment
of those who questioned, and the silencing
of those disposed to charge upon the church
contrary and evil belief&. In this statement made in 1838, some eight years and
three months after the church was organized, and six years before his death, Joseph
Smith distinctlv declarer! that the "Mormons" did nol believe in "having more
wives than one." There is no possible way
to twist the answer to make it cover a
mental reservation. "No, not at the same
time" is specific; and shows most conclusively that under no species of belief, or
practice, or under any high sounding terms
were men authorized to disregard the then
law of God to the church and the law of
the land. We publish the whole article as
it is in the Elders' Journal and commend it
to the reading of the investigator, especially those who may be of the opinion that
the position taken by the Reorganization
is an incorrect one.
DUTY OF PRIEST.

IN pursuance of our self-imposed task we
attempt in this article to give some expression of the views we hold touching the
duty of the priest.
The common acceptation of what the
word ;;ignifies, as found in Webster, is as
follows:
"A presbyter or elder; a minister; one who is
authorized to consecrate the host and say mass;
but especially, one of the lowest order possessing
this power." "A presbyter, one who belongs to
the intermediate order between bishop and deacon.n

The definition of presbyter is:
"An elder having authority to instruct and
guide in the church." "One ordained to the second order in the ministry, called also a priest."

Dr. Buck states that one class in the
church of England, who consider the sacrament of the Lord's supper both "commemorative and eucharistical," also consider all those "authorized to administer that
sacrament in the strictest sense priests."
"Others hold the Lord's supper to be a
feast upon the one sacrifice, once offered
on the cross; and these must consider
themselves clothed with some kind of

"Now for a long season Israel hath been without the true G·od, and vvHhout a teaching ;Yriest,
and without law."--2 Chronicles 15: 3·

It would be very difficult to enumerate
very many of the duties of the
under
the Mosaic
but
be some obstacles
fining the duties
economy of the apostolic
not doubt.
"And it came to pass that I, Nephi, did consecrate] acob and] oseph, that they should be _priests
and teachers over the land of my people. And it
came to pass that we lived after th<: manner of
happiness."-2 Nephi 4:
"And it came to pass that King Mosiah granted unto Alma, that he might establish ch.u·ches
throughout all the land of Zarahemla; and gave
him power to ordain pdests and teachers over
every church. Now tl-•is was done because there
were so many people that they could not all be
governed by one teacher; neither could they all
hear the word of God in one assembly; therefore
they did assemble themseives together ln dlfterent bodies, being called churches; every church
having their priests and their teachers, and every
priest preaching the word according as It was
delivered to him by the mouth of Alma; and
others, notwithstanding there being
cimrches, they were all one church; yea, ev<'n the
church of God; for there was nothing preached
in all the churches except it were repentance and
faith in God."-Mosiah I I: 12.
"And. behold, you are they who are ordained
of me to ordain priests and teachers to d·=clare my
gospel, according to the power of ihe Holy Ghost
which is in you, and according
the gEts and
callings of God unlo mc;n."-D. & C. r6: 5·
"The priest's duty is to preach, teach, ex;:>mmd,
exhort, and baptize, anJ administer the sacrament, and visit the house of e;;.ch rnen1ber, and
exhort them to pray vccally and i"T secret, and
attend to all fatnily duties; and he rnay also ordain other priesto, teachers, and deacons; and he
is to take the lead of meetings
there is no
elder present, but when there is
elder present
he is only to preach, teach, expound, exhort and
baptize, and visit the house of each member, exhorting them to pray vocally and in secret, and
attend to all family duties. In all these duties
the priest is to assist the elder it occasion requires."-D. & C. r7: ro.
"And the elder or priest shall administer H."D. & c. I7: 22.
"Or send by the hands of some priest."--D. &

C. 17: 25.
"l give unto you a commandment, that every
man, both elder, priest, teacher, and also members, go to with his might, with the labor of his
hands, to prepare and accomplish the things
which I have commanded."-D. & C. 39: 9·
"And also priests to preside over those who
are of the office of priest."-D. & C. w4: 31.
"And that the solemnization should be performed by a presiding high priest, high priest,
bishop, elder, or priest."-D. & C. HI: I.

-----The passages of Scripture, and quotations from the Book of JVIormon and Book
of Covenants are presented
for
the purpose of assimilation, as no
isolated
can give so much
a
as manv, or all
be
upon that subject
together.
these
we receive the
or duties, which we give in this article.
is the
to "preach the word."
the word, a priest is
the diligence,
to be used

So

as
m

How this organization is to be effected,
and who shall convene the members of
whom this organization shall be composed
-the believing and baptized disciples-or
who shall be selected from among them to
become their standing minister, or how he
shall be appointed, chosen or elected, are
not pointed out; but it is quite essential
that all these things shall be done.
The New Testament affords but meagre
record as to how the various churches were
; but bishops and deacons are
written of and in various places the
church is
as being under rule, being
governed, controlled or supervised by
some one of their own number.
The Book of Mormon, as we have before quoted, affords us a certain indication
of the manner in which those churches
were organized there written of; and priests
and teachers were ordained over them.
The spirit and power of the instruction
given by King Mosiah unto Alma, were
to organize those hearing, believing and
obeying the word, into churches; and select from
midst men who should be
ordained to have charge over them,
itual and
authorities for
ral and
labors.
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Tbe"e selections were evidently to be
made, governed, aided and decided under
one of three conditions; either chosen by
the voice of the boriy, ascert::ined by nomination and vote; by the authoritative declaration and selection of the person who was
instrumental in originating and
such organization; or by the
ofthe Spirit through proper representatives
of the church, in answer to the prayer of
faith. In the event of one being appointed by the Spirit, the office to which he
should be called would most likely be
named; but in case he should be selected
by the voice of the person officiating, or
by the choice of the people, he would
needs be so chosen "according to the gifts
and callings ur.to men," and ordained according to the "power of~the Holy Ghost
in the one ordaining." Ordination in either case must be in accordance with the law
by which the church was established and
by which it should continue.
VVhat instructions King Mosiah gave
Alma touching the manner of his organizing churches, the selection of persons for
officers and the grade of office to which
they should be ordained, does not appear;
but the fact recorded that Alma in accordance with the permission
King Mosiah
did organize churches, is evidence that he
was acquainted with some law by which
his acts should be
or that he
had received some
instruction from
the King; or what would serve our pre~
ent purpose far better, had received instruction from the Spirit of Christ.
One of the reasons given for organizing
was that all could not be
erned by one teacher; nor could
assemble at one place to hear one'
declare the gospeL
Whatever rnay have been necessary for
Alma to do in organizing those chm·ches
was done; and when he ordained
and teachers over those
he very
evidently did not transcend either his instructions or the law by which
to be organized.
Whatever mav now be
ordained by Alma must have
ers; men of character and
of influence and power; men of
; men able to
urge other men on
the
race;
themselves in the
to
the church, in all
defence
f0r the cause;
and strong
enough for
error men who
were not sycophants to those
them,
nor tyrants to those below H:em; in a
word, standing ministers to and guardians
of the flock.
It is the
of a
to "teach."
This teaching
for
benefit of the
church, and though he holds the privilege
in common with the teacher and deacon,
it is made his duty by the statemc~nt that
he is to teach. He shall teach the things
of the kingdom, deriving the instructions
which he imparts from the Word of God,
from the teachings of the elders, from the
dictation of wisdom, and the voice of the
Spirit.

It is the du~y of a priest to expound
and exhort.
He shall make himself conversant with
the
the laws of the church, the
covenants and commandment~, that he
shall be able to give them a proper construction and application.
It is a priest's duty to visit the house if
each member, and exhort them to pray,
the discharge of this duty there is
grave responsibility imposed upon the
He comes in contact with all kinds
under various circumstances,
tempers. He must be
cool, sagacious and wise, whatever may be
his natural disposition; it is his duty,
to cultivate those qualities. 1
In his visits from house to house the
must necessarily hear and see much
the inner or domestic life of the saints;
is his
therefore, to refrain from
what
sees and hears; and in no
he
in betraying confidence
in him by those among whom his
are made. His questions should be
and directly connected with his spiroffice as priest. He must neither be
of~ nor give rise to suspicion in
He should study to make his visits welcome seasons of enjoyment to the
saints. He must not hear, encourage, nor
meddle
personal differences where
others is held, only to
or advise to seek for and
obtain
; this he should exhort offenders and offended alike to do.
is to take the lead ?f meetzngs
is no elder present."
is to assist the elders in all
enumerated in the paragraph of
section seventeen which defines the priest's
"the lead of meetings" is
of the duty of a priest, and
frorn
connection of this paragraph,
with duties defined in other places, the
facts heretofore cited, of the formation of
churches by Alma with "priests and
teachers" over them, and the declaration
made
section I 7, paragraph 2 5, that the
lists of members should be sent to the
elders' conferences by the hands of a
show that it was contemplated that
could be represented by that
the further fact that a priest is
to administer the sacrament,
are all significant that the same unwritten
rule of church law bv which different
chtFches may be organized, provides that
the
or appointed officers,
officers over such churches.
spoken of, then, is such
or appointed person ordair,ed over the church.
The
is to assist the elder in all
if occasion requires, and in no
case does occasion so urgently rem the case of the absence of the
I I, section I 7, it is made
teacher to take the lead of
the absence of the elder or

These two paragraphs, the tenth and
eleventh of section seventeen, of the Doc-
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trine and Covenants, have been made the
subject of much discussion. In most of
these discussions it has been insisted, by
some, that the words "he is to take the
lead uf the mu:tings when there is no
elder present, but when there is an elder
present he is only to preach," absolutely
prohibit a priest from taking the lead of a
meeting when there is an elder of the
church, belonging to the same branch,
present in such meeting. This is the chief
and strongest objection against a priest
presiding.
It is 11Sed as an unanswerable
argument, and so it is always thrown in as
a clincher.
Paragraph eleven has the terms differently placed, and the words "the elder or
priest," seem to have a specific reference
to some one of the whole number of eiders
and priests as "the" one elder or priest indicated. It is not claimed that this eleventh
paragraph can be so strictly construed as
parag-raph ten.
We desire in this connection, although
it may be deemed a digression, to offer the
following.
If the words "no elder present" and "an
elder present" are to be construed to include only elders belonging to the branch,
or particul<lr church, meeting at any one
given place, do not the words "the elder
or priest," in paragraph'> eleven and twentv-two, equally as certainly indicate some
one of those elders and priests belonging
to such branch? If so, are there not two
declarations making the application specific and limited, ag-ainst one making it indefinite and general?
Again, if the words "no elder" and "an
elder," occurring in paragraph ten, prohibit a priest who belongs to a branch, or
specific church, from taking the lead of
any meeting where there may an elder of
the same branch present, by what rule of
construction are those words confined in
their meaning to elders belonging to the
branch?
Again, if it is an interpolation to construe the words "the elder or priest"
occurring in paragraphs eleven and
twenty-two, to mean the elder or priest
chosen, selected, or appointed over
that particular church, is it not also :1n
interpolation to say that the words "no
elder" and "an elder" in paragraph ten
mean the elders resident in, or elders of
that particular church?
The declaration made in paragraph
eight "and to tHke the lead of all meetings" is distorted when it is construed to
say the "elders are to take the lead of all
meetings."
In the beginning it reads,
"An apostle is an elder, and it is his calling;" the pronoun his representing the
word apostle, not the word elder. If it
read an elder is an apostle, and it is his
calling, &c., then the sentence might with
propriety he construed to signify that "the
elders are to take the lead of all meetings."
We have never been in favor of a strained construction of the law; nor are we any
more in favor of seeing the law over-rode
and set aside by precedents not in accordance
with the law; and where access can be
had to the law, and a construction be put
upon that law harmonious with itself and
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the exercises at the stand. And
remarked that the trade's diswere
then that
to some former
not
daunted us when
those vlho held views.. of
by those
The fact that many branches
church were governed and controlled
an eld,er and his two counsellor~, does not
invalidate the law of
for
branches, or churche~, if we can find that
law. We find no law providing for a
presiding elder and two counsellors
the officers of a
or
church; but we do find the priest,
er, and deacon
of -as standing
ministers to the church, priests and teachers being ordained for that especial purpose.
vVhenever usages of the past contradict
or contravene the organic or governing
rules of the church, those usages should be
abandoned, and a nearer
to
those rules should obtain.
We can not say what prejudices may be
held
the taking the lead of
meetings; but by this taking the lead ot
all meetings, it is intended to convy the idea
that the care, trouble, anxiety and selfsacrifice necessary and incident to the
spiritual oversigl{t of a church of six or
several hundred of the disciples of Christ is
meant, we can see nothing especially to be
desired to make one jealous of such honor;
and
as little do we see the propriety
of any man being so tenacious of his personal dignitv as to claim from another the
privileg~ to" read an
; to invoke a
blessir;g; to read a chapter; to deliver a
discourse, or preach a sermon; to pronounce a benediction, and be subsequently
tortured by fear lest he has trodden on
some other man's pet
sorne other man's pet
assed
~of

ation of the
shows
priest or teacher is
that hr~ is the visible
pOW·'
er and authority of
its spiritual
safeguard. His duties neither begin nor
end at the close or
of the meetin g-room door; be
on duty.
him the higher and the
him they diverge; his duties being of the
spiritual and the
partaking so
much of the spintual as to take him to the
door of the
; acquainted with
the mysteries within, yet delighting ever
to bring men thus far and return for others still on the
Permitted and authorized to declare
honors and delights
of the king·dom, to throw wide the doors

or wine

,

tninister to
he may ad ..
even in the· presche

minister the
ence of elders
fact th,lt he
are of the office
ther fact that in
sist the elder if occasion
Section seventeen of
Doctrine nnd
Covenants is not a revelation; but
definition of
duties
to

cepted as commandments.
fore neither
of ront.~m
law of
the

notice,
The celebration was a success from first
to
that the labor and
of it were not
shared
benefited
it.
Lamoni
that such occasions can be made
most successful. and
without
either strong
uproar or tumult.

PLEASANTON BRANCH.

ON our visit the 7th instant, to Pleasanton, twelve miles east of
to attend a
two
we were reminded of
the
has come to the
and in many
abroad since we first visited that -place-in
July, 1859· Then there were in the entire
Reorganized Church but about one hundred and fifty souls, and not a score of them
in Iowa. Near Pleasanton (then called
Nine Eagles, or Pleasant Plains) there
were a few old members of the church,
among them George Morey and
Ebenezer Robinson and wife, A. W.
ett and
William Alden and
George M.
Austin Cowles and
wife, J obn Keown and wife, father
Wright and wife, and a few others. But
all these were shy, thoug·h friendly, for
had been disappointed by men who
should have dealt wisely and truly and
with them; and hence when
Elder E. C. Briggs and myself told them
the Lord would soon send "young Joseph
Smith" to lead the church, and that we
knew it
the multiplied and oft recurtestimonies the Lord had given us
numerous others all
since November r85r, it sounded to them "like idle
tales." But the Lord greatly blessed the
efforts we
forth there in preaching
the written word, and He
in healing Sr. Helen
and some
a branch vvas
about 1863, Ebenezer
to have seen me in visat the same
by all
on
Illinois, w bile
facts
delayed at Manti, Frepreaching and
reason of this vision Bro.
notified the
of Bro.
to send
And on
had
he came personally
for me, assured me
had a vision of my
and
"It is all right, brother
Lord is with you and the work
represent."
my stay at his
Sr. Robinson requested
and
to administer to her for her
" and while having a
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=========--============-------thanksgiving. Yea, flesh, also, of beasts and
America in the "abomination which mak-

season of prayer, and Bro. Robinson praying, he suddenly burst out
and
praising God. On arising from prayer be
said, "Brother Blair, it is all right; God
has just given me testimony that brother
[alluding to "young Joseph
" as he was then commonly called
by the Saints] is all
; he is in the
rig·ht place [alluding to
being President of the church], and I am with you
heart and hand." Soon after this I baptized him and his wife and others at that
place, and the branch, few in number at
first, grew rapidly.
But Satan was not idle; for the wine of
apostacy still had influence with some, and
the mistakes and errors and
imaginary and real, of some who
with the
branch, cast their shadows across the pathway of the church; divisions, contentions,
whisperings, fear and doubts-all did their
hateful work-and the church that began
its work there in the "wisdom of God and
the power of God," suffered at the hands
of
friends who then and since
have given cause for it to he "evil
" as happened anciently. But
mists and clouds have been
discordant and
elements have
the
the Saints
more united and faithful than ever,
and helpful influences of the
abroad in all that re-

eth desolate?"
is well for men io be
and
for

in mind
polldoes not
of the events

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

,-In the Word of

what is
of the statement,
and

"the
that
" do not mention
other ;mimals that
these meant to
(n sun1mer, or vvben there is
neither cold nor
as other flesh?
not
these
famine
excess of
man could as well do
if
had
of other

christian
and
and
and

and 2.--VIT e understs.nd the
to include noi

.

·-·---~-------~-.

of fowls of the air, I, the Lord, hath ordained for
the use of man, with thanksgiving. Nevertheless, they are to be used sparingly; and it is
pleasing unto me that they should not be used
only in times of winter, or of cold or famine.
All grain is ordained for the use of man and of
beasts, to be the staff of life, not only for man,
but for the beasts of the field, and the fowls of
heaven, and all wild animals that run or creep
on the earth; and these hath God made for the
use of man only in times of famine and excess of
hunger."-D. & C. 86: 2.

It is here stated, in effec~, that God has
"ordained" [appointed] flesh as a food "for
the use of man." This should settle the
question whether man ~hould eat flesh or
not, all extreme
to the contrary notwithstanding; but it should be
used
'' (not two or three times
only in times of winter,
other
do not
use flesh of beasts and of fow Is
warm
weather unless there is a famine in the
land but use them sparingly, and in times
of
or cold weather.
The
use ot fish as a summer ot winter diet is
not prohibited.
Such conclusion would be in direct conflict with that citc'd in number three.
We understand the word "these" to refer
to wild animals which "God hath made
for the use of man only in times of famine
and excess of
"-in unusual emerH we
this latter clause
tbe use of flesh entirely, it
causes the word to contradict the statement that God hath "ordained flesh of
beasts and of fowls for the use of man
in times of winter or
of
.And to be consistent
such theory
use of grain
as a food for
him.
staff

LORD SALISBURY.

ENGLAND's Prime Minister
r~ recent
before the house of Lords stated
"it was never more uncertain than at
nW',AO<>nt whether the
rulers of
wou1d remain
five
years.
The above statement was
editorial ofthe AEorning

supremacy in one
or English in
furof opportunities for a break in
currents of affairs that will prewar. Will our country be able to
her present attitmJe and policy,
or w)ll
sw<;ep of events involve

said unto them, Be fruitful and multiply, and
replenish the earth.
And the fear of you, and
the dread of you, shall be upon every beast of
the earth, and upon every fowl of the air, upon
all that moveth upon the earth, and upon all the
fishes of the sea; into your hand are they delivered. Every moving thing that liveth shall
be meat for you; even as the green herb have
I given you all things. But, the blood of all
flesh which I have given you for meat, shall be
shed upon the ground, which taketh life thereof,
and the blood ye shall not eat. And surely,
blood shaH not be shed, only for meat, to save
your lives; and the blood of every beast will I
require at your hands-"-- Gen. 9: ii-I I, bzsp" Tran.

sug·gest
such
sevcerely
a one
another would he greatly
the sa~'ne.
concernin~; flesh food
3· The
and unmistakable.
are, to us,
1

be used with prudence and

The construction of man's teeth indicates an omniverous diet for
they are designed to masticate
etable and flesh foods.
There is a feature of the Word of Wisdom which bas not been generally considered, namely, that the benefits derived
fro411 observing it are proportionate. If one
principle is observed-for instance abstinence from tobacco or strong drink-the
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benefits of said abstinence accrue. If in
connection with that we also abstain from
other things mentioned therein as not good,
additional benefit will be received. But in
orJer to obtain all the wonderful and beneficient blessings named in paragraph three,
all the provisions and conditions must be
observed. There is danger of being overparticular as well as not being particular
enough in its observance.
"And all saints who remember to keep and do
these sayings, walking in obedience to the commandments, shall receive health in their navel,
and marrow to their bones, and shall find wisdom and great treasures of knowledge, even hidden treasures; and shall run and not be weary,
and shall walk and not faint; and I, the Lord,
give unto them a prombe that the destroying
angel shall pass by them, as the children of Israel, and not slay them. Amen."-Doc. and Cov.
86: 3·
We have at times marvelled at the
magnitude of the blessings thus promised.
We can not too greatly appreciate them.
We hail with joy the seeming awakening
of God's people to the necessity of keeping the Word of Wisdom and the approaching time when they shall "live by
every word which proceedeth from the
mouth of God."
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
IN reply to questions as to size of "Saints'
Harmony:" it will be about 8 by IOYz
inches and will contain near s6o pages,
and be near an inch and one-fourth in
thickness. It will soon be on sale at $z.so.
Send in vour orders at once.
Bro. R. H. Wight, of Los Pinos, Colorado, writes that his wife and himself are
the only members of the church in that
p:ace. They appreciate the publications
and feel the need of active church privileges.
Bro. W. F. Clark, who is running a
corn meal and feed mill at Caney, Kansas,
is reported to be preaching· evenings in
the school-house at that place. We wish
him success.
A late letter informs us that the work
is looking up somewhat in Boston, Massachusetts; two were baptized there lately.

TnE following is the speech of Apostle
John
Taylor, at the conference of the
Utah Church, April 6th, r889, taken
from the Deseret News of April 9th. The
report of G. Q. Cannon in r 884 gave the
number of births to be about r,zoo boys,
I,IOO girls.
It is a peculiar and particular
discourse:
"Apostle John W. Taylor was the next speaker.
He said that he had traveled among the Saints a
great deal as a peacemaker, and he had found
that nine-tenths of the difficulties that arise
among the Saints are over financial affairs, showing the truth of what Apostle Thatcher had said.
He spoke of the necessity of works as well as
faith in cases of sickness. There are some of us
who are so fanatical that we would let our wives
or our children or our brother or our sister die
before we would have it said that we had ; doctor in our houses. Now this is the height of

vV.

ridiculous nonsense. I might use stronger l<;rms,
but I am learning to use milder terms. It is
very often that we let our children die for want
of a little medical attention. There are about
6,ooo children born among the Latter Da.r Saints
every year. It costs a family man $zo a head
for every child that is born, Thus it costs us
$rzo,ooo a year for babies. I mention this '.hing
that you may look at it as you please. The
speaker closed by exhorting the people to walk
in the straight and narrow path which eventually
leads to God-reminding them that this is not
the narrow guage railway that leads to the lake
to bathe on Sunday."
MARRIAGE NOT A FAILURE.
The Hon. Carroll D. 'Wright has issued volume of about one thousand pages on the statistics and laws relating to marriage and divorces
in the United States. Whatever the report lacks
of accuracy is due to the negligence of the authorities of the several states in causing marriages
to be put on record. It follows, therefore. that
whatever conclusions may be drawn as to therelative number of marriages and divorces the
errors will be against marriages, as the Hst of divorces is more complete being in most cases taken
from the records of courts. So far as Mr. W'right
has succeeded in getting the records of marriages, the chances are as one to five hundred. If
there have been marriages of which no register
has been made, the proportion of marriages
would be still greater. But, accepting these
figures as correct, the showing .is not a bad one.
With every reasonable opportunity for divorces,
only one couple in five hundred avail themr;elves
of the ability to obtain release. In r88o there
were nine and one-half milHon;; of married
couples in the United States. The increase from
r87o was about thirty per cent, thus keeping pace
with the growth of the population. In the face
of these statistics, which, i£ not absolutely correct,
are not far wrong, the problem if marriage is a
success ceases lobe a problem. No other human
institution can be indicated which is so unlform1y successful. It will be urged, of course, that
all unhappy marriages do not appear in the divorce courts. One important branch of the
Christian church doe£ not recognize
divorce
as annulling the marriage bond. The unhappy
married couples in that church, it may be said,
suffer in silence. At least, they do not give delvers into statistics any material to present to the
public. The number of separations which do not
figure as divorces can only be guessed at. There
is no record by which they can be made public.
But with so large a portion of our people
full
liberty to get a divorce and with such comparatively meager res:Jlts, the conclusion is reasonable that the proportion who want a divorce and
are not at liberty to get one is not large. Of
course, it will not be as8umf<d that the 499 couples who do not apply for a divorce are
happy. Some, probably, think themselves very
unhappy. But the condition in life in which unhappiness is not found h'ls yet to be dlscnvered.
In this t~ditorial respecting the absorbing topic lately discussed in
the
news journals of the country,
clip from a late San
kiorning Call, the point is
th:1t in the Unikd St;1tes at
is not "a failure."

1

It is
true that many unhappy
not find their way into the divorce court; but if the percentage
of those that did was much larger than
Mr. \lilright makes it, it would not then
the conclusion arrived at.
who
should remember that
Creator of nLn, has
which the dual relation
and must then ,necesall who enter into that relation
responsible for how it is maintained and
the law authorizing it observed. We believe that man will be held to account before the tribunal of God for the observance
of the
bond., no matter what the
decision of human co;uts on each
case may be. That He who gave
will permit transgression of it ·to
out the
is not to be
a
Tbe Christian church referred to as dislegal
must be the
it i~s not to the credit of any
,..,,.,,had"
that the mother
was not followed in this
at least, should be able
on this
; and we see
only one way to do
it is to hold that
while
that
should not

be

once

the contract should be
sacredly observed; and be be held
of the one cause for which c,.,..,,.t·<>hln
should be
who
any sort
duct puts it out of
companion's power
to
the bond according to its obligations.

I SEND these lines, given by the Spirlt at Hackney, London, to Sister Waterman, about six years
ago. The Lord's promises seemed to be delayed
and she was somewhat sad about it. Others
may be in similar circumstances now.
God does not bid thee wait
To disappoint at last.
A golden promise fair and grent,
In precept's mould is cast.

Soon shall the morning gild
'I'hc d>trk horizon. Then
Thy heart's desire shall be fulfilled.
Wait patiently for Him.
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No life
Can be pure in its purpoBe or strong in its strife,
And all life not be purer and stronger thereby."

THOUGHTS.
"WE really need an elder here to help •.:ts in
overcoming the works of the devil; for how can
I stand out alone year after year? Twenty-three
years is long enough in all reason! Elders from
the Salt land come here, two at a time every year,
and they get some to join their rotten church.
These same people would have joined our church;
but how could they without a preacher? I was
acquainted with some of them. And they were
nice people. Oh, how I wish it was possible to
send and elder immediately !"·-Letter from
Palestine.
Carefully we folded the letter and laid it away,
but we could not Jay aside the busy thoughts
surging through our brain. Souls hungering,
perishing for the bread of life, and we knew that
it was possible to send an elder-aye more, that
there were those who were wllling and waiting
to go; yet none went, because none were sent.
Was there or was there not responsibility connected with this st2te of things; and if so, where
does it rest?
"How shall they hear without a preacher, and
how shall he preach except he be sent?" . . .
The Lord has done his part, fully, thoroughly
and effectually. By the hand of an angel here·
stored the gospel and commissioned men to
preach it in all the world for a witness-and to
the intent that "The end might come.'' The end
of sorrow, wickedness, pain and death; the end
of man's inhumanity to man; of the power of
spiritual wickedness in high places and the oppression of the poor and needy whose cries like
the wailing, surging, moaning of the storm-tossed ocean, have entered into the ears of the Lord
of Sabaoth and will be answered upon the heads
of all-·yes all-who might have helped to usher
in his coming, but who have fol.ded their hands
in the laps of self-ease and self-indulgence, un·
mindful of the great work to be accomplished;
unmindful of him who has called th'"m to a part
therein and who has left as way-marks all along
the path upon which his followers must walk:
faithfulness, diligence, humility, self-control,
fasting and prayer; aye, agony and drops of
blood.
There comes to our mind as we write a vision
or dream which we heard related by Bro. Joseph
--indeed, now that we remember, it was published in the Het·ald some ten or eleven years ago,
and feeling certain that no better use could
be made of the space allowed the Home Column,
than to reproduce it, and we will do so in the next
issue of the Heutld. Many hundreds now
the
church have never had the privilege of reading
it and we feel sure that those who never have
will be benefited by its perusal, while those who
have read H. once will be glad
see it again.
In and by this vis!on we are instructed that by
some there is a terrible self-deception being practiced; and the question which most nearly interests !.!S
"Is i.t I.?" Will I be among that num-

ber who with confident assurance will vvalk up
to th•3 door, never having a doubt that I shall not
ente·r,
to have those gleaming, fla~hing
swords smite together as they shut me out foreve•·, or will they open for me to pass?
the gospel of Christ demands of one, it
demands of all, and when the day of ·reckoning
shall come and the final account be rendered in,
then, H not before, we shall know that God is our
Father and all mankind are brethren. Justice is
the habitation of his throne and unto each one
will be rendered a due recompense of reward.
How long wlll this state of things continue?
How long will elders wait to be sent and the
mean£< be waiting to carry them forth?
"The earth is the Lord's and the fulness thereof." Surely those who occupy will in time dis·
cover· that the Lord will one day take an account
of every man's stewardship.
PRAYER UNION.
MEJ\10RY TEXTS FOR AUGUST.

rst Thursday, Romans 13: r-8.
I Tim. 4: r6; Rom. I I : 14.
3d Thursday, Psa. 22: 27, z8; Matt. S: 5; James
zd Thursday,

2:

5·
4th Thursday, Isa.

I: 8, 9; Jer. 4: 17; Rom. 9:
29sth Thursday, Joel2: 32; Rom. ro: II-rs.

ELEANOR.

HoME CoLUMN .l\i.i.IssmNARY FuND

Sr. Ida Dunn, Tam a, Iowa ............... $
Sr. E.
Crescent, Iowa ............ .
Sr.]),[.
Dumas. Mo .......... r
Sr.
East Douglas, Mass..
Sr.
Iowa ...... I
Mo ..... r
Iowa.......

2S
so
oo
so
oo
oo

So

so

r8
In llerald of: July 6th Bro. Charles Hayer is
credited with $r.oo which should have been Sr.
Ida
· Grove, Iowa.
D.

Dancer~

Lamoni) Iowa.

LAMONI, r889.
Dear Siste1·s:-Why should l feel sad to·day?
It is the Fourth of July and all nature seems to
reJOICe. I hear the band playing and have just
seen the procession pass by and it was good.
The pure white dresses worn by the young ladies
who represented the different states made them
look, from where I was standing, as though they
belonged to heaven more than earth, and I could
not but wish that heaven may be their portion.
It is lovely July weather and the earth is robed
in bt.oautiful green, yet I feel sad, and can not
mingle with the busy, joyous throng that are
crowding the streets of our peaceful little town
on this oc:easlon, and am at home, alone.
TJ- ere will be another procession this afternoon, a funeral in the church across the way. I
look through the window, at the house of brother and sister Stebbins-2, house of mourning.
but few hours longer and they will follow their
little drcrling to her last resting place-the cold
and silent tomb. Only those who witnessed her
last hours upon earth can realize what a happy
reh~2.se it' w0s to that lovely little spirit, to be
takea tack to God who gave it. They are left to
mourn their loss while here below, but not v'lith·
out hope of a glorious meeting "in the life to
come. They have one bright spirit left to cheer
home, little Helen. She came to them nine
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years ago to-day; thus it happens that this memorable day will bring to them each year, both joy
and sorrow, the birthday of one and the funeral
day of the other. May God in his mercy cornfort them is my prayer!
I look in the opposite direction at another
house. Sister Emma Thomas is at home to-day
watching over her little four-year-old Frank,
who had his limb broken last Monday. She had
enough care before, but she is so patient; alas,
what is this life at best! 'Tis but a troubled
dream. 0 how my thoughts wander, and my
feelings none can tell! Where is my first little
darling's grave? Ah, I never saw it! Perhaps
the wolves dug him up. And where is Willie's?
I could not find it if I was there. Many times
has the sod been turned over, and wheat grows
on it now. And where is Tillie's? the good lit·
tle Saint of eleven years old? She lies in a pret·
ty graveyard two thousand miles away; but
where is the grave of him whom I loved in my
youth? I do not know, I have not seen it. More
than a thousand miles separate that grave from
me and I can only weep and wait. If I am
faithful I know that I shall meet them again.
And where are the living? Glaud and Janie
are away in the west, they live by the seashore,
and I may never see them again in this life.
Two are here but not mine like they used. to be;
they have homes of their own. All are gone
and such is life!
Everything is so quiet, and I thought I would
rest too, but the mind will wander. I am back
again sixteen years ago. Joseph· and Dollie
were little then and their father said to me,
"Mattie, how can I go to Australia and leave you
all alone; it is too far."
I said, "Go, and the Lord will take care of us,"
for I could not leave my children nor could we
take them along if I should go. I see his parting
look, I hear his farewell words,«! will come back to you Rgain, for I know the
Lord will take care of me," and we are at the
window watching the cars and the waving of his
handkerchief till all had vanished from sight.
Then it seemed as though the sun had ceased to
shine and it was gloomy as a funeral day. The
children and I were alone; but they were good
and obedient,-never gave me a saucy word, no
never; but helped ine all they could to keep their
father in the ministry. 0, how my heart aches!
I can not keep !he blinding tears back when I
think of the past, and to-day brings forcibly to
my mind one Fourth of July when we could not
go to the celebration. Joseph had no clothes fit
to wear. He knew his father was a good man
and on the Lord's work, so he staid at home
without a murmur. I told him that the Lord
would bless him in future, and so he has done,
for he has been his teacher and showed him
many things that no human hand has ever done.
When their father came home after an absence
of nearly six years, Gland and Joseph went with
a team to meet him and as they drove through
the gate I said to Dollie, "Has he come?"
She said, "I don't know, there's a man in the
wagon, but l don't know him."
They were strangers and it was a long time before they could get acquainted with him. It was
hard to see that, and almost more than I could
endure. But it was all for the gospel's sake. If
we only remain faithful what a joyful meeting
we will have in the bye and bye, where sighing
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and parting will be no more. I felt like writing.
Speaking and writing often brings relief, but
now I must stop. Your sister,
M. RoriGER.
THE above letter was handed us since our editorial was written and we can but wonder, does
it enter into the mind of any that the elders' families are the only ones of whom God demanrls
sacrifice? It will be well as we read the vision
next week that we put the question to our every
heart, "How will I feel should those gleaming
swords bar my entrance? Am I indeed deceiv·
ing myself?"-Ed.
BUFFALO, Iowa, July zd.
Dear Motlzers and Sisters of the Cot1enant :-As
one of the "should be correspondents" to our dear
Home Column, I take up the pen and will try
and have a few minutes social converse with-you.
But alas, my pen seems rusty and dull-pointed;
but no wonder! I've had it laid away in a napkin so long. But I have repented and in the future, with God's help, will try and do better; and
in the name of a Latter Day Saint and sister in
Christ I greet you.
Latter Day Saint! Gracious name! Would
th:;t all who bear it were worthy! The name of
the church was given by inspiration of heaven,
and our Father loves it, and so does Jesus our
Elder Brother; and if loved by heaven, we can
well sustain the sinner's scornful sneer.
All through the Scriptures, and especially in
the New Testament, the people of God, the
church of Christ, were, with one or two exceptions, called Saints. The name implies a great
deal, and I only wish-well-wish-we were better. If we have come short in the past let us look
well to the future, and, day by day, Lord help us
to renew our covenant. For one I can say that
my hope in Christ and in the great latter day
work is firm and abiding, and to the dear mothers
who, like myself, have grown old and gray in
this work I would say, Let us be patient. Let us
try and be faithful a little longer. We are now
within a hand's breadth of the prize; 0, may we
not falter or grow weary in well doing, now we
are so near the end of the race! Many times our
feet have well nigh slipped, but have been upheld by the grace of God, and by the communion
and f.ellqwship of the Saints. Father, our Father
in heaven! help us, 0 help us to make straight
paths for our feet, lest that which is lame be
turned out of the way! Surely,
''It requires a constant labor
All His precei~ts to obey."

And we can
~Never cease the conflict,
Till the summons home be heard,
We have all for life enlioted,
In the army of the IJord."

What a blessed privilege is our's of communicating together through the Home Column. We
thus become better acquainted with each other
and each other's hopes, fears, and determinations,
and when the Union Prayer Circle meets we
know better how to pray anrl what to ask for.
0, my sisters, do we appreciate, do we estimate
this privilege? I sometimes fear we do not.
How we love our dear Herald I The Home and
Correspondent's Column is worth every thing.
The ••Sealed Book," and, speaking for mvself, I
think the "Harmony of Inspiration," by Bro. R.
M. Elvin surpassed anything I ever read in the
Herald. So much truth and beauty combined.
I enjoyed it very much.

We, my husband and myself, with our young
family lived in this region of country when our
brethren Joseph and Hyrum Smith were martyred. We saw the dark shadows rest down upon the
church; saw the Saints scattered like sh~ep without a shepherd, and then we sorrowed and grieved
almost as those without hope. Oh, those were
"dark and cloudy days!" Aspirants arm;e and
led away di<iciples after them, ourselves among
the numbeJ:. We followed at the call of S. Rigdon and G. M. Hinkle at a sacrifice of home,
friends and all, or nearly all, of our earth'y possessions. Rut why, oh, why dwell upon !hose
troublesome times! I would forget
"Those tedious days and nights of grief,
Thoroe months of woe and no relief;
How glad when they were gone I"

And now, dear mothers and sisters, let u;; unite
our hearts and voices in one prolonged thank·
offering, that we have been spared to see i:he reorganization of the church in all its beauty; for
it has arisen clear as the sun, fair as the moon,
and will become terrible as an army with banners! Then will come to pass the sayir:.g among
the wicked, "Let us not go up to Zion to battle,
for the inhabitants thereof are terrible!" Yes,
terrible; not in their own wisdom or righteousness, but
''Strong in the Lord of Hosts,
And in Hia mighty power,H

Ever praying for Zion's weal, I am your c,ister
in hope,
M. RUBY BALDWTN.

Dear Sisters:--Though never having met with
an organization of your society-nor even one of
your membership,-(our were the proper word,
perhaps),-yet I am deeply interested in all your
works and words. Some of the sisters have
ceased to write. We-I-miss them very much.
Have they deserted the work for more efl'ectual
work? Why don't we hear from more societies
of the Prayer Union? There are five sisters (self
included) in this vicinity, but scattered from two
to seven miles apart. Some have no team, two
or three are too ·poor to take the Herald, two sisters have been in the church only a feV>r months
--so the prospects are discouraging for a Prayer
Union here,-yet still I am going to try to effect
an organization. There is a dear, noble sister
and her family intending to come here from the
Pacific coast with a view to locate permanently;
another from Texas. So there is hope of a better time coming; and we who are here desire the
especial prayers of the Union, for we are isolated
from the most of you; and, as
family, our's
really needs the faith that only deep, earnest,
united prayer elicits. Om faith has been most
sorely tried, we have been brought near to God;
aud proved Him, that He verifies His word to
His children in very deed.
We fear we may sometimes relax our hold of
the rod of iron; when the mists deepen around
us, become weak from sheer exhaustion, and lose
a little of our earnestness and zeal. Therefore,
pray for us.
Did any of you ever live in every sense of the
word? and what was the result? Or, did you
try and stumble and fail? Give us the benefit of
your experience.
The powers of darkness are waging war
against us-drawn up in battle array in the rear,
aye, it ·would seem sometimes as if we were encompassed aliout, and we grow sick at heart, and
almost fc:arful ;-but the enemy is watching us,
and we must not give up. We are
to let

pebbles of truth fall about us continually, that
the waves of light may circle wider and wider
till the waters of evertasting life shall finally
prevail over ail things.
Being but a lesser light I may neither edify
nor instruct, therefore I will close.
Fra tern ally,
VIVE VALE.

FULTON, Iowa, June 23d,
Sister .Frances:-The Herald is a welcome visitor, for it is always loaded with glorious news of
'the latter day work, and the letters of the Home
Column are food for my soul. They strengthen
and cheer me on in this warfare against Satan
and sin.
Elder J. S. Roth is with us again. His coming
is always hailed with delight, and his stay appreciated highly by al! the Saints as well as many
outside the church. The threats of tar and feathers were unheeded by him and he stepped boldly
into the field as of. old, preaching to large and attentive audiences several times and also ofl1ciating in a marriage ceremony near the vicinity of
these enemies. The parties were two highly esteemed young Saints of this branch whom I,
with many others, heartily wish a life of faithfulness to God attended by many blessings. Elder
Roth is an expert at tying knots and those wishing to be united in the "holy bonds of wedlock"
would do well to engage him.
Satan has been raging since my last writing
and we have been severally tried, but by putting
our trust in God and receiving aid from Him we
were permitted to go on with the good work.
Our priest, J. Heide, though threat'ened with vengeance, held meetings at the school house every
Sunday night and our weekly prayer-meetings
went on as usual and are stm continuing. The
trial was only strengthening and to-day we were
made to rejoice, first at our Saints meeting, for
God was with us in the gifts promised to His
children in his word; second, by Bro. Roth after
preaching in the afternoon, leading four precious
souls into the waters of baptism in the presence
of a large congregation. But notwithstanding
that God's work is going on, the devil is also
present, for whiie we were on the way to the
water, a man followed us about half a mile raving like a maniac am! ·threatening to cane Elder
Roth as sure as he would baptize his wife, declaring he would never baptize another, and used
language which I would not like to repeat. He
found Bro. Roth did not scare at trifles, but went
about the Lord's business as if nothing had happened. That man's wife was not baptized for the
reason that she had not asked, so the old gent
had his fury all for nothing.
The confirmation meeting in the evening of
those who were baptized was a j0yous affair and
long to be remembered by both Saints and outsiders who were present. Over fifty were congregated at the home of my mother, which made
it somewhat crowded, but the best of order prevalled throughout the meeting. More are ready
and would obey, but are prevented.
How glad I am that I ever obeyed this blessed
gospel, for I know that it is of God, and how I
praise Him for giving me strength to stand firm
during the trials and persecutions I have lately
had to undergo, and I humbly ask an interest in
your supp!ica.tions, that whatever may be in store
for me ln the future, I may continue faithful to
the end and share the glorious reward which
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D.
awaits all those who obey God's holy will and
commandments.
With much love to all the Saints, I am your
sister in Christ,
OLLIE SuTTON.
FULTON, Iowa, June 25th.
Dear Si.oters:-AJthough you have so recently
heard from our branch through Bro. J. Heide I
feel that I must write to tell you how our hearts
were made glad by four precious souls being
born of water and the Spirit on Sunday last; two
brothers and two sisters whom we receive with
thankfulness. Satan is still raging because he
sees good is being done despite those slanderous
reports which have been so extensive-ly circulatecl.
Sisters of the Prayer Union, r have been
watching the Home Column for more of you to
report; especially those who keep the hour
alone; but perhaps you are a little timid about
relating your experiences and sending them up
to be published, at least that is my condition, but
as I have often learned a lesson by reading
another's experience, I will relate mine which
may benefit some one who perchance may have
thought as I did.
When I first became a member of the Union I
thought it unnecessary for one alone to devote
the entire hour of prayer and praise to Him who
is ever mindful of us.
One day as the hour arrived I laid down my
sewing, retired to my room, knelt down and offered up my feeble supplication to God upon the
subject which was set apart for that day and for
the afflicted ones who requested our prayers. I
spent about twenty or thirty minutes perhaps,
then resum:ed my work again. I was not more
than seated when the following word&, "Could
ye not watch with me one hour?" came to me
with such force that I was made to realize at
once I was not proving faithful. The same
words that Jesus spoke unto his disciples in the
garden of Gethsemane, and I
thought, Somewhere many of my sisters are
keeping this hour sacred while I have not fallen
asleep as did the disciples of old, but deserted my
post. I pray that we may all continue faithful to
the end, and that we may receive strength and
wi8dorn from God to guide us here on earth.
In connection with this letter I wish to say
that I derive much benefit from A11ttumz Leaves
and Home Column, and feel that I can not do
without either.
I suggest that Sr: "Frances" favor us with her
portrait in some number of Autumn Leaves ere
the year closes.
Yours,
E. M.D.
HE young Ladies of the Independence branch
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
T
Saints have organized as the Hawthorn Society,
in order to secure a fund for the purchase of a

PIPE ORGAN FOR THE :NEW CHURCH
Edifice when completed.

They will hold a

BAZAR

Some time this fall, and solicit aid from the Saints
at large, in money, material, or useful, ornamental and fancy articles of every variety, to be sent
before October 5th, r88y.
Will the President of each Branch consider
this as addressed personally to himself, and read
the notice before the branch as often as necessary to keep the matter before the people.
Address: MRs. JENNIE H. NEWTON,
Box 578, Independence, Mo.

~ The date accompanying your name on the small
colored label on each paper shows the time to which your
subscription has been paid. When payments are made
the date is changed, which answers for a receipt.
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an immense concourse of people, and offer an
opportunity to present the word s~ldom enjoyed
by an elder in this country. I could lengthen out
this writing further and tell you all about the
good Saints we have here, the noble sisters and
brethren, old and young, anri how they love the
work that has lifted from their eyes the vail of
the God of this world which blinds the minds of
millions "lest the light of the glorious gospel
should shine unto them." I am very impressively instructed that a standard shall be raised
here that will not be pulled down by the enemy;
"a standard of truth,'' but I know the value of
your space and therefore close offering this only,
to use all or as much as in your judgment is most
proper. Your prayers, brethren and sisters, for
those Saints and,
Yours,
D. L. SHINN.

RoMAN, Va., July zd.
Dear Herald:-I came home from Dayton,
Virginia, Saturday last, and found Bro. Moler
here yet, although fixing to return to West Virginia. It is the first time that we have met since
the debate with Harvey itl Ma&an county, West
Virginia, at which time this brother was just beginning his Saint life, and has since been made
an able minister of the word.
Notwithstanding
it ha.s been at a great sacrifice to him in many
respects he has lifted up and firmly planted the
standard of truth here in such a manner as to atWILBER, Neb., July 8th.
tract some of the very best people in this country
Bro. W. fV. Blair :-Closed meetings here last
-a people able and willing to support it. They
evening, spoke eleven times in the Saints' new
have erected a neat and well planned house of
church, a neat frame ho11se of worship which
worship with capacity to seat from three to four
looks well with its clean paint. The Saints exhundred people. I am told that when Bro. M.
pect to complete the inside work before cold
came there was but one Saint here, and that a
weather. Attendance was good throughout.
sister.
The heat for the past two weeks has been severe,
Arrangements are made for a discussion with
and preaching every night is a task on the best
Rev. W. C. Thurman who is a Universalistof health. Farmers are busy with their harvest.
that is, he has founded a system that after him is
The small grain this year is excellent, and the
known as such. He proposes to affirm that what
promise for corn i& still good if rain comes soon.
he teaches is the true doctrine of Christ, &c., and
Gospel outlook as good as we could expect at this
is ready to negative the proposition that the Retime of the year. In bonds,
organized Church is the true church.
RoBERT M. ELVIN.
He stands well here as a man of good character and ab!llty and a man of good manners, who
MANY LITTLES.
will not stoop to the dirty work of a Clark BraThere are few enterprises, if any, which reach
den. I would earnestly request that the church
a culmination save by ,a preparatory procedure,
send Bro. E. L. Kelley here to meet this man
which involves a necessity for co-operation. The
sornetime in October, and give him at least three
gospel method reflects Its own equality, which
weeks' !.ime, so that all can have satisfaction.
the lovers thereof will never knowingly hide or
This is a most excellent point for such a work.
essay to prevent. The building of houses of worTh's community, including many counties in
ship'by the Latter Day Saints is a laudable, nay
thif; great valley, is made up of tolerably intelmore, an imperative work; but we can only be
ligent and wealthy people, mostly Dunkards,
Christ-like as we study and labor to evince a
some Lutherans and Methodists who will fall !n
goodly or Christ-like zeal. And he has cautionwlth us
large numbers when convinced of the
ed or advised all who build to count the cost, the
doctrine. It would hardly be worth while to
imperativeness of which is often more sensibly
unoertake it sooner than October as the people
felt after being plunged into difficulties through
are all too busy saving their crops. The whole
a disregard of the caution. And while it is posface of the earth seems to be mostly covered
sible to excite sympathy in such difficulties, yet
with the golden grain-wheat. There is, I supa failure to observe the caution whether through
pos'~, more wheat harvested in this valley than in
ignorance or a zeal not according to knowledge
all West Virginia; and there may be also, if this
is condemnable in proportion to the understandWOl'k is kept up steadily by the church, a harvest
ing we might claim to have of Christ's teachof souls gathered into the Lord's "barn." Three
ings.
I was forcibly reminded of these facts;,, studywere baptized yesterday by Bro. Moler.
ing the contents of a petition frotD the Fremont
I am left alone and somewhat disappointed as
I ·was sent here to labor with Bro. M. However,
branch, Nebraska, to a district conference held at
I am of the opinion that he is right in going back
Platte Valley, Nebraska, June z8th, r889, from
which I learn wherein the petitioners inform the
into Vvest Virginia, for there is no chance here
now to labor, as people are so busy they will not • body to whom they appealed, that an indebteJness of $r5o on their house of worship, which
turn out to hear preaching, and it will be so for
after many and fruitless efforts on their part to
at! east a month or more.
am strongly convincliquidate, has become a burden, looming up as a
ed that it would be far better for me to return to
preventive to spiritual progress and gospel unity,
Weat Virginia where l had a good work started
hence their appeal. Here, then, is a difficulty
and where I can serve the cause to better advanand an enquiry as to the cause of it would be intage. It is not convenient for us to dedicate the
effectual to remove or lessen it. For if by pushnevr church edifice here at this time, for the reaing this inquiry it were made to appear the buildson that it
not finished, and the people can not
ing committee were at fault, it might claim to
attend as they will after awhile. Many wanted
have done its best; in which event the time and
it postponed who live in other counties so they
labor consumed would prove useless, and percan attend. At some proper time we will adverhaps make the difficulties rnore complicated,
tise it in, say, October. This service will attract
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Then let the three hundred members of the
Northern Nebraska district demonstrate the
practicability and the goodness of an ultimate
being reached by many Iittles, and the truthfulness of the saying, namely, "A good many can
help one when one can't help a good many."
Three hundred halves would make one hundred
:.nd fifty dollars. It is probable that some among
the three hundred could not possibly contribl}te
the half dollar, and just as probable that there
are those who could contribute more than the
half dollar. Wlll not the brethren and sisters of
the above district come to the help of the distressed, evincing a desire to bear each other's
burdens and practically demonstrate the effect of
unity through the mite system? It is possible
justification may be felt in a non effort to assume
the task under the pressure of the times, but experience teaches us that we'll do but little for the
promotion of the cause we claim to love if waiting until all barriers are removed, and warrants
the conciusion that a design with a corresponding effort to do gospel labor or perform gospel
imposed duties will always be performed under
or in the face of difficulties, requiring much gospel boidness and purity of desire.
In conclusion I would respectfully suggest
that the following be carefully studied and taken
as a guide in the work of church building:
"For which of you intending to build a tower,
sitteth down first, and counteth the cost, whether
he have sufficient means to finish it? lest haply,
after he had laid the foundation, and is not able
to finish it, all that behold it begin to mock him·,
saying, This man began to build and was not
able to finish."-Luke I I : z8-3oNot.hing could be more sensible, while the practicability thereof is in no way difficult. But between it and lofty notions begetting a desire in
Bro. A. to excel! in beauty and dazzling appearance. Bro. B., there is a conflict. But to discreet
and conservative Latter Day Saints, the propriety of an unassuming structure free of debt is
more desirable than a massive, assuming, costly
one, which brings a big incumbrance. And
when these lofty notions triumph over, and lead
from the course that discretion, etc. suggests,
anguish and trouble are as sure to follow as day
succeeds night. For the expectation of God's
wondrous interposition to stay effects following
a disregard of well-known caution and admonition, is not well founded.
Those to help outside of branches in the district may forward their offering toW. M. Rumel,
No. 2222. Clark Street, Omaha, Nebraska.
In gospel bonds,
JAMES CAFFALL.

VIROQUA, Wis., July 3d.
Bro. Blair :--I wish to inform your readers of
the prosperity of the work in the Western Wisconsin district. In company with Bro. W. S.
Pender I have been laboring at Valley Junction
for the last two or three weeks in defence of the
truth; preaching every night with good liberty,
good attention and the Holy Spirit rested on
them; so I had the pleasure of leading six souls
into the kingdom of God, and there are a number
more that are near the kingdom and will get wet
soon. The Saints there are kind and good, and
strong in this latter day work. The branch
numbers thirty, und is known as the Evergreen
branch. We expect tp retvrn there in the P.ear

THE SAIN
future if the Lord will. Bro. Pender ls well
liked and God is blessing his labors.
This district is doing grandly. The call3 for
preaching more than we can fill; truly th~ Lord
is with us! I can say the Lord has blessed me
with power in preaching this glorious gospeL I
have been traveling about two months G.nd the
Lord has blessed my efforts. I must go home to
see to the harvesting of my grain and then go
again to battle for the truth. I hope to continue
most of my time in the field. I have
small
family to support. Will have to go home part of
the time. I depend on God for assistance Love
to all.
Your brother,
A. L. WHITAKER,

MAGNOLIA, Iowa, July 71h.
Bro. W. W. Blair:-June 7th I went to quar-·
terly conference at Little Sioux. The brethren
had the "tabernacle" pitched, and
request, on
the evening of the I rth I commenced a series of
meetings, preaching in all twenty-three sermons
in sixteen days. On Sunday, the 23d ult., I baptized eleven persons in Little Sioux river, and
there ought to be ten more "buried with Christ
by baptism" at that place; and
believe there
will be, and possibly more. A very good interest was manifested throughout, and attendance
excellt>nt. The tabernacle is a success.
God blessed me with much power, and plainness of speech. A newspaper correspondent
wrote to a county paper of the meetings and
said: "The meetings did an immense amount of
good"-and he's not of our faith either! ·\Ve
give God the honor.
A committee requested the writer to deliver
the oration on the Fourth, which I did, to a vast
audience.
There was a great deal of "kicking'' done by
an "evangelist" residing at Little Sioux, and by
some few of the Methodists, and the
E.
preacher of this place is slurring our failh
through one of the papers. We have replied to
him; and this week we expect the publicatim1 of
a challenge in two papers, to the M. E. preachers
of Little Sioux and Magnolia especially, and
those in Harrison county in general. V.fe believe force of circumstances demanded this. We,
as a people, have nothing to back down on in
our doctrine, and are fearless in its defense.
We have been called "frauds," "Impostors," "liars," "deceivers," etc., considerable hereabouts.
Now let it be proven if possible there is a way
to get at it.
I see Braden is still on the war-path. Mormonism don't seem to set well on his fermented,
theological stomach. Well, it is as distasteful
up here with some; but with God's blessing we
do not purpose restraining the Holy Spirit in its
hallowed promptings to teach plainly and boldly,
for any man in or out of the church. I've got
no covering to put on God's word to please any
one. If the plain gospel story told under God's
blessing don't please folks I've no apologies to
offer. Ever since I have been a minister in this
church I have endeavored to preach "the truth,
the whole truth, and nothing but the truth." I
started out young-in company with no one but
Him who sent me,-and from that day to this I
have trusted Him and learned of Him; believed
His promises, and received many of His favors.
I know of His power, or I know nothing. I
thank God sincerely for His ~aving truth; for its

ever blessed light, and its wondrous power! I'm
glad it reaches the hearts of the people; and having been sent of God-·--as all His ministers are'""e can rejoice, knowing we serve no man, but
each one is a ufree 1nan in Christ," observing the
same laws, preaching the same gospel.
I njolce in the prosperity of the cause. I am
receiving add<od llght upon God's word-and un·usual power of the Holy Spirit in preaching it.
My heaith since General Conferance has improved very much, ane I am thankful. God
bless the church publications; bless the holy
"Prayer Union," the "Golden Research Societies," the Sunday School Associations, and every
thing else
in the hearts of his people to
do-furthering the work of righteousness among
his people, confirming them ln the faith, increasing lheir knowledge of Him and His ways. There
is no law, rule or regulation of the church forbidding their existence; nor the existence of any
effort for good. No word of God exists, written
or unwritten of which the church has any knowledge debarring God's peope from such holy and
righteous association and commingling of his
people. I have been surprised to see questions
of queer sort in Herald about such things. God
says man has the power in himself to bring
about--or to pass--much righteousness. If it is
a righteous thing for an individual to pray-is it
an unrig-hteousness thing for two or more to
meet for prayer? If it is a righteous act to read
God's word and study it as an individual, does it
become unrighteous and unsafe and a human affair for two or more to meet to do the same
thing?
If lt be a righteous act for a Sunday School to
exist, does it become unrighteous and unsafe for
two or more to assoctate and from rules, etc, fo:r
the furtherance of the good work?
Is it a good deed for a sister to make a garment for a brother or sister, and does it become
an evil deed for two or mere to get together and
make a garment for a good cause? Wherein lies
the consistency of objections of this sort? We
have itll needful evidence that God has and is
blessing all the auxiliaries of righteousness in and
to his church. I am not personal, but I mean
what I write, and can see no other way!
"Come up higher," says the Spirit. How? By
remaining indifferent, or branching into the
several paths of righteous and godly effort when
we can see and know that those paths lead no
soul from God or his truth, but are strengthening, sustaining, awakening and refreshing His
people! God speed every means of right-doing.
'·He that waiteth to be commanded in all things
shall be counted as a slothful servant."
J. F. McDowELI..
WooDBINE, Iowa, July 5th.
Bro. Blair :-I am doing all I can to secure
subscriptions for the church publications, and
trust that I may be able to send more soon. I
feel a great interest in the spread of truth here
and elsewhere, and I humbly ask a.n interest in
the prayers of the Saints that I may be strengthened through faith in Christ to humbly, patiently and faithfully perform the duties that are devolving upon me acceptably in the sight of God,
for I feel at times that my burden is more than a
new beginner can endure; but at the same time
I know the crown is promised only at the end of
the ra.ce. How !IJqch easier would he the race if
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we all as Saints would live up to our privlleges
and duties. 0, let us all awake to the work required at our hands, and ere the winter of r889
and '90 close in we will be surprised at theresults for good. It does not matter how weak we
may feel, each and all have a work to do, and if
that work is done faithfully and truly the reward
is promised and will never fail to follow the labor bostowed.
s. B. KIBLER.
DURANGO, Texas, July rst.
Dear Herald:-I was baptized September 19th,
r886, by Elder S. W. Simmons. I am fifteen
years old. I have never regretted the step thus
taken. We are the only Saints in this little town,
but have a branch about nine or ten miles from
here. We are having plenty of rain and good
prospects for a good crop. I have been blessed
since I joined the church, although I have not
lived up to my duty as I should. My father and
mother are members of the church. Papa takes
the Herald and I take the Autumn Leaves. I love
to read them and don't think could do without
them. Many of my friends and relatives turned
against me when I joined the church, but they
are getting over it somewhat now. Pray for me
that I may live right and be saved in the king- dom of God. Your sister,
ANNIE BATES.
WEsT BAY CITY, Mich., July 8th.

Bro. Blair:-On the 17th of June, the day following the close of our district conference, I
went with Elder J. A. Carpenter to Bay Port to
administer to a sick sister. On the zoth I came
here to· assist Elder J. J. Cornish, and labored
here until the 29th. I then went to Coleman.
While there I baptized two, and confirmed them
and three others who were baptized by Priest E.
J. Martindale. On July zd I went to Juniata to
spend the fourth with my family and brethren.
The members of our branch assembled on the
morning of the fourth at half-past ten at the
meeting-house for prayer and testimony, and at
half-past two I was ·called upon to address those
assembled. We met again in the evening for
prayer and testimony, and we were greatly blesed
with the Spirit in all our meetingso In our evening meeting of that day the Saints bore testimony that they had enjoyed that day more than
any Fourth of July in their life, and I can truly
say the same. On Saturday I returned to this
place. I expect to open up a new place this week
in Lapeer county.
Your brother in Christ,
LEVI PHELPS.
SINNET'S MILLS, W.Va., July.
Dear Herald:-I love God's holy cause. I
love the Herald. When
read the sisters' and
brethren's letters my heart burns with that love
that should be in the heart of ever Saint. I have
been made to rejoice in the last few weeks by
having the privilege of reading thn Book of Mormon which had greatly been my desire, having
not obtained one as yet. Bro. Bell loaned me
his, and I have read it prayerfully and
I would say to every Saint that has not read the
book to read it; for it will lead us into the path
of duty. Now, then, those of us that have not
got it, let us make a sacrifice, for lt will be the
means of bringing our children and our neigh·
bors' children into the fold. I can say that my
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husband and I rejoice in this latter day work, for ' And this is in harmony with the though
we know it is the power of God unto salvation. I
that Christ is the one by which all things
have no o1 her desire but to live near the foot of
w~re made and by which all things conthe cross that I may have my work done, an<!
tinue to exist, as seen in these words:
well done when Jesus comes in glory.
"Who is in the image of the invisible God,
the first-born of every creature. For by
Your shter in Christ,
him were all things created, that are in
MARY HUFFMAN.
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MAN IS PERSUADED OF GOD AND
TEMPTED OF THE DEVIL.

"OUT of the abundance of the heart the
mouth
A good man out of the
treasure of the heart bringeth forth
and an evil man, out of the
hringeth forth evil things."

35·

heart here referred to is
or both heart and brain, it
it includes the mind
controls the desires and actions of
the entire man, which God has so arranged in
intelligent person that it may
be made
them a treasury of good
or a
of evil things. Therea man's heart is evil andhis mouth
speaking that which is cormembers of his body are
the laws of God and man,
and not
is responsible therefor.
For it will be seen by a careful examination of the words of inspiration, that God
has so ordered that man can not be led
into ways of righteousness by the Spirit of
nor into the paths of darkness and
sm
the devil or any other being until
he
to be led. To prove
this
state that the spirits of
all men were
in the beginning, which
is shown by
following: "Every spirit of man was innocent in the beginning,
and God
redeemed man from the
man became again in their infant
innocent before God."-D. and C.,

90:
The above quotation not only shows
that the spirits of all men were innocent
in the beginning, but that through the
atonement of Christ all are without sin in
their
And in bringing man into
the world in this innocent state, and enduhim with power to resist evil, and
his heart a treasury of good things
which should flow from the mouth like
the water from a pure fountain, we read
that Christ gave a degree of lig-ht to every
m.an that is born into the world: "That
was the true light, which lighteth
every man that cometh into the world."the Spirit of Christ is given to every man, that they may know
evil.''--Book of Mormon, p.
to me that in order to make
harmonize it is necessary to
conclusion th21t the light which
Christ to every man that comis the power to think
of all other beings.

heaven, and that are in earth, visible and
invisible, whetl:er they be thrones, or dominions, or principalities, or powers; all
things were created by him, and for him;
and be is before all things, and bv him all
things consi~t."-Col. r:· r6, 17. "And he bore record saying, I saw his
glory that he was in the beginning before
the world was; therefore, in the beginning
the Word was; for he was the Word,
even the messenger of salvation, the light
and Redeemer of the world ; the Spirit of
truth, who came into the world because
the world was made by him; and in him
was the life of men and the light of men."
-D. and C. 90: par. I.
Yet for all this the Lord says: "All
truth is independent in that sphere in
which God has placed it, to act for itself,
as all intelligence also, otherwise there is
no existence. Behold, here is the agency
of man, and here is the condemnation of
man, because that which was from the beginning is plainly manifest unto them, and
they receive not the light."--D. and C.

9°=5·

Wherefore we see that whenever God
sent a message to the people either by
prophets, apostles, or by his own Son, that
message was always addressed to man's
reasoning powers as well as to the emotions of the heart, as may be seen by the
following: "Come now, and let us reason together, saith the Lord: though your
sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white as
snow; though they be red like crimson,
they shall be as wool."--Isa. 1: r8.
"Who hath ears to hear, let him hear."
-Matt. 13: 9·
For by hearing with our ears and seeing with our eyes our minds are convinced
that "the testimony of the Lord is sure,"
and that it is for the best good of ourselves
and all, to keep God's commandments
and listen to the g·entle wooings of the
Holy Spirit that our hearts might be filled
w1th love for God and man and thus become a treasury of good things. This is
plainly seen by the following words of
our Savior: "And in them is fulfilled the
prophecy of E~aias, which saith, By hearing ye shall hear and shall not understand;
and seeing ye shall see and shall not perceive; for this people's heart is waxed
gross, and their ears are dull of hearing,
and their eyes they have closed; lest at
any time they should see with their eyes,
and hear with their ears, and should be
converted, and I should heal them."~
Matt. I3: 14, rs.
Although man has his agency, yet there
are two powers in existence which from
the foundation of the world have ever
sought to influence him; the one to do
good, and the other to do evil; one is God
and the other the devil. God has ever
sought to store the heart with good things,
while the devil has tried to sow in it the
seeds of evil,
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The apostle James understood this
thought when he wrote, "Let no man say
when he is tempted, I am tempted of God;
for God can not be tempted with evil,
neither tempteth he any man. But every
man is tempted when he is drawn away
of his own lusts, a."nd is enticed."-James
I ; 13, I 4·
The devil alwavs stands readv to whisper in our ears tl1at there is n~ harm in
this or that evil, and thus lead us on and
on to destruction because we have chosen
to obey him.
"Know ye not that to whom ye yield
yourselves servants to obey, his servants
ye are to whom ye obey; whether of sin
unto death, or of obedience unto righteousness?"-Rom. 6: 16.
"Submit yourselves therefore to God.
Resist the devil, and he will flee from
you."-James 4: 7·
"Wherefore, all things which are good,
cometh of God; and that which is evil,
cometh of the devil; for the devil is an
enemy unto God, and fighteth against him
continually, and inviteth and enticeth to
sin, and to do that which is evil continually.
But behold, that which is of God inviteth
and enticeth to do good continual! y;
wherefore, everything which inviteth and
enticeth to do good, and to love God, and
to serve him, is inspired of God. Wherefore take heed, my beloved brethren, that
ye do not judge tl1at which is evil to be of
God, or that which is good and of God to
be of the devil. For behold, my brethren,
it is given unto you to judge that ye may
know good from evil; and the way to
judge is plain, that ye may know with a
perfect knowledge, as the daylight is from
the dark night. For beholrl, the SJ'>irit of
Christ is given to every man, that they
may know good from evil; wherefore I
show unto you the way to judge; for everything which invitetb to do good, and
to persuade to believe in Christ, is sent
forth by the power and gift of Christ;
wherefore ye may know with a perfect
knowledge, it is God; but whatsoever
thing persuadeth men to do evil, ana believe not in Christ, and deny him, and
serve not God, then ye may know with a
perfect knowledge it is of the devil, for
after this manner doth the devil work, for
he persuadeth no man to do good, no not
one; neither doth his angels; neither do
they who subject themselves unto him."Book of Mormon, p. 536.
When Christ came into the world clothed with a body of the seed of Abraham,
he was not perfect at first, but after he
was tempted and tried and overcame he
secured salvation for all who would follow
him as may be seen by the following:
"For we have not a high priest which can
not be touched with the feeling of our infirmities; but was in a!! points tern pted
like as we are, yet without sin."
"Though he were a Son, [ye&, though
he were the Son Jyet learned he obedience
by the things which he suffered; and being made perfect, he became the author
of eternal salvation unto all them that
obey him."--Heb 4: rs; 5:8, 9·
This thought is also taught in Doctnne
flnd Covenants 90: 2: "And I, qhn 1 S!lW

that he received not of the fulness at the
first, but received grace for g-race; and
he received not the fulness at
bnt
continued from grace to grace,
be
received a fulness; and thus he was calle,1
the Son of God, because he received net
the fulness at the first."
The Savior confirms this
these words, in John 17: T9: "An for
sakes I sanctify myself, that
might be sanctified through the
When Jesus obeyed the command of
the Spirit was received
him and
Father proclaimed from
"This is
, my beloved Son, in whom I am well
pleased.'--Matt. 3: 17.
And John tells us us that he gave
unto others to hecome the sons of
so as follows: "He came unto his own,
and his own received him not, But as
many as received
to them
he
power to become the sons of
e\;en
to them that believe on his name."-John
I : I I, I 2.

But it should be remembered that while
power is given to all to become the sons
of God who believe and
the
yet he stands preeminently
all and is known in the world as
of God, while others are
sons.
He was to sanctify his
the world, therefore it is
of him:
"Thou hast loved righteousness and hated
iniquity; therefore God, even
hath anointed thee with the oil of
above thy fellows."-Heb. I:
"For he whom God hath
the words of God; for God
the Spirit by
for
him, even the fulness.
But of other sons of

have of

shows
clearly
of God are to
and
from the sins and foland there is no better
than by making our
of good things, so that
may continually
that
true follower of
God, so do all the
form known as
spiritual
the
the

without a desire to exweakness and with a
with love to God and
for
man, chose to come
Father's will and redeem manthus
the Son of
so I
understand that Satan, because his
was evil and his ambition was to exalt himchose to rebel against God and thus
became the
the Son of perdition,
and while there
be many others who
wlll follow his
and become devils or
because Satan reigns in
devil has as much
emmence
as the Son of
has in his.
That Satan did fall from
see the
"How art thou fallen from

J
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hosts of heaven turned
because of their
thrust down, and
and his angels; and
there is a
prepared for them from the
which
is hell; and it must
be that
devil should
the
children of men, or
could not be
agents unto themselves, for if
should have
could
the sweet."-D. C. z8: ro. See also Revelations I 2: g, 4, 7, 8, 9·
Now I reach the conclusion that whenever Satan or the son of
gets the
in the
of the people of
no matter in
day or generation of
world it may
there is an apostasy or a falling away
and that the son of
"exalteth
himself above all
called God, or
that is worshipped; so that he as God sitteth in the temple of God
mystical
body of Christ or the
showing
himself that he is God."-2 Thess. 2: r-8.
"Verily thus saith the Lord unto you, my
servants, concerning the parable of the
wheat and tares: behold,
I sav that
the field was the world,' and
apostles
were the sowers of the seed; and after
have fallen asleep, the great persecutor of the church, the apostate, the whore,
even Babylon, that maketh all nations to
drink of her cup, in whose hearts the
enemy, even Satan, sitteth to reign; behold, he soweth the
wherefore the
tares choke the wheat and
the church
into the wilderness."-D, C. 84: r.
"And it came to pass that I beheld this
great and abominable church and I saw
the devil that he was the
of it.
And I also saw gold, and
am! silks,
and
and fine twined
and ail
manner of precious
I saw
many hmrlots. And the
me saying, Behold, the
ver, and the
and
fine twined linen, and the
clothing, and the harlots, are the desires
of this great and aborninable church;
and also for the
of the world
do they destroy
saints of
and
them down into
page 23, par.
From the foregoing we
devil uses gold, silver, fi.ne
men, and the honor of the world to
those who
order
and

them from the love of
and
viduals and the church down to hell.
what a contrast there is between the allurements of Satan and the
influences of
the Spirit of God!
\iVho would forsake
God to follow Satan!
Listen how the Lord 'Warned the first
elders of this church to shun the evil and
follow the good: "Seek not for
for wisdom; and
the
God shall be unfolded unto
shall vou be made rich.
etern;l life is rich."-D. C.
member
ance,
ness,

3: 2.)

trust in that Spirit
; yea, to do justto judge righteously,
"-10: 6.
has the holy priestand is in posof God and will folas taught above,
he can go wherever the sinner is found for
of
them to Christ
overcome with their evil
or deeds; and thus they,
"leader and commander,"
become the Saviors of men.
that man who has reand enjoyed the
sweet influence of
Spirit of God and
been made "a partaker of the good thing-s
of the world to come" who suffers his
lusts and the devil to make of him a tempter of the innocent and pure.
Yes, it is
Spirit shall not always
man, saith the Lord of Hosts."
it is the duty of every child of God
to shun the evil; and should they find one
who is
tell them how they are
the command of God, and
say: "Go thy way and sin no
know that if
God and man
us on and on
to behold 'the
See how the
this thought:
and he that

C. E.
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THE "SEALED BOOK."-No. XII.
BY ELDER R. M. ELVIN.
ANIMALS.

IN the Book of Mormon, as before quatwill be found an enumeration of the
anlm.als which the Nephites found upon
the~ land of America.
Science is wholly
any part of this statedeductions, for before
tbGse
prove anything negativeit rnust be shown, (I), that all the speof animals which ever lived upon the
eacth have been
as fossils in the
that all these strata
examined, and such
examinations thoroughly and correctly
Such examinations
geolodo not claim they have made;
while
are unable to disprove any
of this statement, they have by afevidence proved a large part of
"The discovery of the
in Wisconsin estabthat the mound builders
with the form of the
the •Report of the Davof Sciences' is to be ac-

cepted, then this effigy is not an isolated
case. It states that a mem her of the association has found a carved pipe in the form
of an elephant. This however i& not incredible on account of the discovery of the
Wisconsin mound. It is evident that in
order to have delineated the form of this
animal it must have been seen."-)Mound
Builders, p. I 36.
In relation to the Elephant Mound
found in vVisconsin, Bryant says: "It
does not seem probable that the people
who piled up these mysterious earthworks
could represent a mastodon or elephant if
it were net a living creature with which
they were familiar."--History of U. S.,
vol. r, p. 22.
It will be remembered that I cited
Prof. Winchell, in proof of the horse and
camel, as also Prof. Marsh of Yale College, Ignatius Donnelly and Dr. Le Plongeon; all these witnesses harmonize and
coHfirm the statements of the Book of
J\'lormon.
"A correspondent of the Eugene City,
Oregon, Guard, gives the following account of a visit made June, 1877, by himself and another person to the so-called tossil beds of Lake county, in that state: 'Vve
found ,fossil bones of the elephant, camel,
horse, and elk, or reindeer, the horse beingmuch more abundant than either of the
others, but all being so clearly marked as
to leave no doubt of their identity. There
were other bones, apparently of large animals, but your correspondent was unable
to name the animal they once belonged to.
Among the fossils found, the smaller quadrupeds had a representation; bones answering to the fox and wolf were found;
and others answering to the sheep or goat
in size and appearance."
The American Encyclopedia says:
"Its fossil remains, chiefly molar teeth,
have been so frequently found, especially
in the southern and western states and in
South America, and have been so carefully examined by competent palaeontologists, that no doubt can remain of the former existence of the horse in the western
world.
Pmf. Leidy says there is no
room to doubt the former existence of the
horse on the American continent, at the
same time with the mastodon, and that
'man probably was his companion.'"See article Horse:
And upon the elephant the same authority says: "The fossil elephant of
North America is said by Prof. H. D.
Rogers to occur above the drift, in the superficial deposits of a distinctly later age;
it must therefore have been conternporary
with the mastodon giganteus 1: indeed
their bones and teeth have been found side
by side in the marshy alluvium of Big
Bone Lick, and the two animals must
have been exterminated together."
MacLean says: "No extinct quadruped has been more widely diffused over
the globe than the mastodon. It has extended from the tropics both south and
north into temperate latitudes, and its
bones have been found in vast numbers
throughout the plains of North America,
from north of Lake Erie to the Gulf on
the south. There were mastodons peculi-
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ar to Central and South America."-Mastodon, Mammoth and Man, p. 18.
The same author says again:
"The
mammoth ranged over a large part of
earth's surface, its remains having been
found in North America from Behring's
Straits to the Gulf of Mexico."-Ibid, p.

47·

He says again: "The existence of the
mammoth or mastodon, (probably the latter), was known to the people of Central
America. On the walls of their stone
built palaces and temples have been found,
engraven with elaborate care, the form of
one of these animals. On one of the ruins at Palenque, state of Chiapas, Mexico,
there is the figure of a head, resembling
the elephant, although the tusks are not
represented. Ancient basket works, mattings, etc., were found on Petit Anse Island, Louisiana, at a depth of sixteen feet
below the surface of the soil. Two feet
above the matting were the remains of
tusks and bones of the mastodon. The
fossils, baskets, pottery, etc., belong to a
layer which rested upon a stratum composed of a gray mixture of salt, clay and
sand. Since the layer containing the remains was formed, fifteen others have
been deposited, the greatest thickness of
which is one hundred and eig-hty feet. The
formation and position of the relics leave
no doubt that man and the mastodon existed at the same time on this isl~nd. The
bottom layer of this island is rock salt of
unknown thickness, and the evidence
shows that both man and the mastodon,
as well as other animals, resorted to this
place to obtain salt."-Ibid, p. 77·
Of the remains of the great buffalo, the
same author says: "The remains of this
animal have been met with in Kentucky
and elsewhere."-Ibid, p. 81.
In the absence of evidence to the contrary, it is fair to presume that the mammoth and the mastodon are the .curelom
and cumom of the Book of Mormon.
Prof. W m. Larrabee, A. M., in "Lectures on the Scientific Evidence of Natural
and Revealed Religion," says: "The
mastodon was a native of North America.
He resembled the elephant, but was much
larger."-p. 312.
In the Chicag-o 7 imes for April z6th,
r88z, was the following concerning the
elephants of ancient America: "J urn bo
wasn't a circumstance to the elephants
that used to stamp around this country."
S. B. Evans, who was sent out in r88r,
by the Chicago 7 imes on a mound exploring expedition, says of the elephant
mound in Wisconsin: "A huge structure,
in the form of an elephant, occurs in Grant
county, Wisconsin. Its total length is
about one hundred and thirty-five feet;
from hind feet to back, sixty feet; width
across forelegs, twenty-one feet; across
the body, thirty-six feet; general height
of the effigy above the surrounding lines,
five feet. This remarkable structure deserves more than a passing- notice. It so
closely resembles the elephant in all the
details that the observer does not fail to
see the resemblance at once, and from any
point. Its antiquity is not questioned, and
yet it was constructed by a people who,

according to our notions, had never seeE
an elephant. But to have made such an:
effigy it was absolutely necessary that the
designer should have had the form before
him or the idea in his brain. It could not
have been a creature of
or
the proportions would not have been so
well preserved. These facts lead one to
think that the primitive elephant, or the
mastodon, existed in America at a later
period than has always been
"-Chicago Times, March 3oth,
1.
The Newport, Vermont, Express and
Standard for August rsth, I88z, contains
the following from the New Orleans
Democrat: "Other copper plates have
been found, on which were skillfully en·
graved figures of the mastodon and of the
American horse, whose fossil remains are
so plentifully found in different localities
in this continent."
Not of less importance and interest is
this in The rou.th's Companion of March
3oth, 1882: "The mastodon a recent animal. It has been common with a class
of scientists to class the mastodon among
animals which btcame extinct many
ago. And as the bones of men ami
species of animals have been found mingled
together, it was inferred that man may
have had a remote antiquity,
back a hundred thousand years or more.
But the following- facts from Prof. Collet's Geological Report of
show that the mastodon
quite recent period. A
was discovered in excavating the bed of the canal
a few miles north of
in wet
peat. The teeth are in
and when the larger bones were cut
the marrow, still preserved, was
by the bog cutters to "grease" their boot;;,
Pieces of sperm-like substance, two and
one-half or three inches in
occupied the place of the
of the
monster. During the summer of 1
almost complete ~keleton of a
was found in Illinois, which must have
survived until the
of
prevailed. The tusks
each a
quarter of a circle; were ,nine feet
twenty-two inches in circumference at
base, and weighed one hundred and
enty-five pounds; The lower
well preserved, with a full set
cent teeth, and is nearly three
On inspecting the remains
a masg
of fibrous, bark-like material, was found
between the ribs, filling the
of the
animal's stomach, When
sepa·
rated, it proved to be a crushed mass of
herbs and grasses, similar to those which
still grow in the
In the same
bed of miry clay a
of small
fresh-water and land shells were observed.
These mollusks prevail all over the state
of Illinois, Indiana, and
of
anJ show conclusively
the
and vegetable life, and
mate, are the same now as
this mastodon sank in his grave of mire and
Of the mammoth this is said:
mains of mammoths have been
from the cliff, of frozen mud,
the ice on the east side of Behring's
in Russia::~ America."-Present Conflict

of Science with the Christian Religion, p.
485.
I clipped the following from the Nebraska City, Nebraska, Daily News, of
March 9th, r889: "A dispatch from Livingston, Nebraska, says: 'While digging
a well on the homestead of S. B Shumway,
near Livingston, Banner county, Grant L,
Shumwav found einbedded in the sand at a
depth of·fifty-four feet, the remains of a
prehistoric animal, of mammoth proportipns. He succeeded in removing a portion of the upper jaw, containing two
teeth, one of which measured eight inches
in length and four in breadth and weighed
seven and one-half pounds. The rest of
the monster is still imbedded where it has
lain for ages, and can be excavated at
no great expense The peculiar manner
in which the ceeth were set in the jaw of
the animal differed from any ever heard of
here.
There was apparently but two
teeth in the upper jaw,
A few other
smaller bones resembling the fins of a fish
have been secured. These fins are about
the size of a man's hand. Further excavations and other discoveries will probably
be made."
Of the mastodon the American Encyclopedia says: "Found either in the tertiary or more recent depositf; in all quarters
of the globe
Africa."-Article Mastodon. And in
same book, under the
article Archaeology we read: "The Mastodon was evidently known to the founders of the Central American cities, and its
figure is pictured on their walls."
Squire says: "AtTambla,some leagues
south"east of Comayagua, was found the
fossil skeleton of a mastodon, whose tooth
is shown in the cut, imbedded in a sandstone formation."--Central America pp.

32 -3·
William Hosea Ballou, in the Scientific
American, for January z6th, 1889, gives
the following statement received from Dr,
Le Plongeon: "We spent several months
at the principal city of Uxmal, where we
found objects of equal interest. Among
these were exquisite works of art and a
statue supposed to be that of the brother
of Caacmol.
This statue we carefully
concealed after making a mould of it,
Only we know where it is hidden, and if
we never secure it, I doubt if it ever
can be found. Caacmol was deified after
death and worshipped in several countries
under as many different names. At Chichen we found shrines erected to his memory.
Here were
beautiful mineral paint~
ings, probably
only vestiges now existing of ancient American art. They were
on the walls, which were smoothly and
beautifully plastered. The paintings were
in vegetable colors, same as on the tombs
of Egypt. They represent the history of
the life of the individual buried beneath
the mausoleum. We preserved facsimiles.
The Mastodon was venerated bv the
Mayas because is was the largest animal
in existence during their time. We found
it sculptured on all the monuments. They
considered it a fit object of worship. The
same emblem appears in the Troano
manuscript in many places. The mastodon faces are at the same time inscriptions
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INTS' HERALD.
and have their significant meanings. The
mastodon probably became extinct about
en thousand years ago."
The learned French explorer gives the
ancient Americans ample time to have
fully accomplished all that is claimed for
them in the Book of Mormon.
In the language of Mr. Donnelly I
might say: "We are but beginning to understand the past; one hundred years ago
the world knew nothing of Pompeii or
Herculaneum; nothing of the lingual tie
that binds together the Indo-European
nations; nothing of the significance of the
vast volume ofinscriptions upon the tombs
and temples of Egypt, nothing of the meaning of the arrow-headed inscriptions of
Babylon; nothing of the marvelous civilization revealed in trw remains of Y ucatan, Mexico, and Peru.
Scientific· investigation is advancing
with giant strides. Who shall say that
one hundred years from now the great
museums of the world may not be adorned
with gems, statues, arms, and implements
from Atlantis (America) while the libraries of the world shall contain translations
of its inscriptions throwing new light upon
all the past history of the human race, and
all the great problems which now perplex the thinkers of our day ?"-Atlantis,

P· 48o.

What the author of the above anticipates for the lost island, I feel very confident will be realized in confirming the
history as recorded upon the pages of the
Book of Mormon. The tidal wave of
evidence flows toward the beautiful citv
of God, and truth will prevail.
•
To be continued.

DECATUR.
Conference was held at Allendale, Worth
county, Missouri, June 8th and 9th, r889 H. A.
Stebbins presiding, S. D. Shippy clerk. Branch
reports: Lamoni last report 6r9, present 646; 15
baptized, 19 received, r removed, 6 died, 4 marriages. Lucas last report zoo, present 209; 6
baptized, 4 received, r removed, 2 marriages.
Pleasanton last report II4, presen·t 109; S received, IO removed. Davis City last report 82, pres:
ent So; .3 baptized, 4 received, 9 expelled. Greenville last report 39, present 39, I received, r removed. Centerville last report 21, present 20; 1
received, 2 removed. Lone Rock last report 65,
present 6r; I. baptized, 5 removed. Allendale
last report 63, present 73; IO received. The president gave an account of the situation and of his
own and others' labors in the district. Elders
~alyards, Wellington, Shippy, Himes, Baggerley, Harder, Gregg, Cochran, 0. J. Bailey, John
Johnston, J. W. Johnson, C. H. Jones, J. Hawley
and J. Alfred Davis reported in person; also
P:riests N. Lovell, S.D. Shippy and S. P.inkerton. Teachers W. Burk, T. Cochran and A. K.
Anderson, and Deacon N W. Smith. Elders J.
Watkins, R M. Elvin, M. M. Turpen and L W.
Wells by letter. It was provided that a collection be taken up in the conference to help pay
the expenses of the Camp Meeting to be held at
Davis City, August 2d to Irth; and also it was
resolved that each branch president in the district be requested to take up such a collection. before August. The conference raised $6 66. The
committee reported having secured the ground
and other favors. Lucas and Lone Rock wished
the October conference, and the latter gained it
by a vote of 28 to 20. There was preaching on
Saturday evening by J. Shippy, assisted by T.

Wellington; on Sunday morning by C. H. Jones,
assisted by 0. J. Bailey, and Sunday evening by
R. S. Salyards, assisted by H. A. Stebbins.
Morning prayer meeting in charge of Brn. Stebbins and Hawley, and the afternoon testimony
meeting in charge of A. S. Cochran. At the
latter service F. M. Weld, M. Sorrenson and E.
D. Marshall were ordained to the office of priest,
as :recommended by the Lamoni and Lone Rock
branches. Brn. Salyards, Stebbins and Jones
were spokesmen in the above order. The ordination of L. Little as priest was provided for, as
recommended by the Pleasanton branch, but he
was not present to be ordained. The authorities
of the district and of the church were sustained.
Adjourned to Lone Rock, Mo., October 5th.
KEWANEE.
Conference held at Henderson Grove branch,
June 15th and r6th, J. W. Terry president, J.D.
Jones secretary. Branches: Millersburg 43,
Henderson Grove 45, Kewanee 68, 2 died, 5 removed, Buffalo Prairie 59, 6 removed. Rock
Island, White Eagle, Princeville and Canton not
reported. Officers reporting: J. L. Adams, J.
W. Terry, D. S. Holmes, J. D. Jones, E. Miller,
E. Wheeler, J. B. Larne, J. L. Terry, F. G. Dungee, W. Terry and E. Epperly; by Jetter: J.
Chisnall, as elder and Bishop's agent: Received
during the last 9 months $502 sr, disbursed
$378, balance $I24
Committed appointed to
audit the account reported it to be correct. A
vote of thanks was, tendered to him for his services as Bishop's agent, and he was requested to
contkue, as the district so desired it. Resolved,
that this conference urgently request the secretary of the White Eagle branch, [and of all
branches, Dist. Sec.], to report as earlyas possible to the district secretary all names of members having united with them which have not
been sent in for recording, and also that they
make a statistical report to every district conference ln future. The authorities of the church
and district were sustained. Preaching by Brn.
Wheeler,Jones and Holmes. The meetings were
blessed, and soul reviving ones, the Holy Spirit
being present and manifest to the comfort and
joy of all. Adjourned to Buffalo Prairie, Sep. tember 7th.

sr.

NORTHERN MICHIGAN.
Conference at Tawas City, held in the Saints
Church, commencing June rsth, J. J. Cornish
president, J. A. Grant and E. Delong Secretaries.
Branch reports :-Delaware 30, Chase 20, Juniata
49, St. Thomas 34, Sherman 29, Free Soil 27,
St. Gideon 36, Pay Port 98, St. John's 39, Pigeon
River 30, Iosco 42. Elders reports: W. Davis,
baptized 9, J.J.Bailey, by letter reported. J. A. Carpente, baptized 2, E. DeLong I3, L. Phelps q, R.
Df\vis 8. J. J. Cornish 45· Priests:-C. Smith, F.
C. Smith, baptized 3; C. K. Green, R. E. Grant,
baptized 2, W. Dowker, S. E. Reynolds, D. Smith,
R. Ulman, J. A. Grant, baptized I. Teachers:
W. Hartnell, H. J. Badder, G. Goodwillie, E.
Hall. Resolved that the Bay City branch grant
letters of removal to Saints of West Bay City
that they may organize a branch. Resolved that
J.
Cornish, with some one to assist him be re·
quested to regulate the Bay City Branch. Resolved that J. J. Cornish preside over the district.
Resolved that this district authorize its president
to commucicate with President Joseph Smith to
attend our fall conference at Juniata, and assist
in dedicating churches, and that we defray his expenses. Resolved that E. DeLong act as district
secretary. A vote of thanks was tendered J. A.
Grant for his services as secretary. The authorities of the church were sustained. Preaching
by J. A. Carpenter, L. Phelps, E. DeLong andJ.
J. Cornish. Adjourned to Juniata, October 12th
and 13th.

GROVE MEETING.
By order of the Decatur district conference arrangements have been made for holding a grove
or camp-meeting at Davis City, Decatur county,
Iowa, beginning on August 2d and closing on
August uth, r889. The tent owned by the Fremont and Pottawattamie Districts has been engaged for holding services in, and it is expected
that there will be three preaching and one prayer
service each day. Correspondence is being had
with various brethren in relation to their being
present, such as Brn. Joseph Luff, J. W. Gillen
and M. H. Forscutt. Among those already engaged are Brn. W. W. Blair, J. R. Lambert, H.
C. Bronson, Duncan Campbell, R. S. Salyards
and 0. B. Thomas. The ministry within reach
are invited to make it a point to be present.
The grove is one of the best shades anywhere
to be found, besides being a clean place and far
enough above the river to be dry and comfortable. It is also convenient to the town, being
ju~t across the river, about an eighth of a mile
from the business part. The river is convenient
for watering teams and for other needs, while on
the grounds is an abundant supply for cooking
purposes. Ice water for drinking will be kept in
barrels free.
Tame hay has been engaged for $4 per ton,
and hard wood for $r .50 per cord. It is expected
that oats will be I8 or 20 cents per bushel and
corn about 25 or 30 cents. Beef has been engaged at 4 to 6 cents for boiling pieces, 7 to 8 cents
'for roasting, 8 cents for round steak and ro cents
for loin steak.
Correspondence is being had about reduced
fares on the C. B. & Q. railway, and it is expected that they will be granted.
If any further information is desired address
0. J. Bailey, Davis City, Iowa. We would like
to see there the Saints from surrounding districts and hope that many of them will make an
efi"ort to attend. It is seven miles east of Lamoni.
H. A. STEBBINS, I

0. J.

BAlLEY,

WM. ANDERSON,

C. H.

JoNEs,

l c

r

J

om.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The North-West Kansas district conference
will convene with the Twin Creek branch, Osborne county, Kansas, the I3th, 14th and rsth of
September. The place of meeting will be four
miles east and one mile north of O;;borne City,
three mile.s south and four miles west of Downs.
Those coming by train from the east write Bro.
James Coop, Downs; and those from the west
W. D. Jemison, Osborne, and arrangements will
be made for conveyance to the grounds. Bro.
.Luff is expected to be present, also all the elders
in the district an:d those in proximity.
G. w. SHUTE.

MASSACHUSETTS DISTRICT SUNDAY SCHOOL 1JNION.
The attention of the Saints of the Massachusetts di&trict to the meeting appointed by the late
district conference of delegates from the several
branches in the district to form a Sunday School
Union at Providence, Rhode Island, July 27th,
r889, is hereby called, and a general invitation to
all interested in the promotion of the Sunday
School interests and welfare of the young of the
church, and ·as a means of extension of gospel influences among the young, is extended.
The Maine reunion, to be held as we understand August 4th, may interfere somewhat, but
we hope that as a beginning has been made,
the friends will not abandon the good cause at the
· start, but will make an effort· to be present.
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
We, the committee appointed at the last busCompendium of Faith, for higher classes, bound in
iness session of the Providence branch, suggest a
sprinkled Leather, each .......................... $LOO
partial programme which may be followed out,
The same bound in Cloth................ .. . .. .. .. .
75
and published in the Providence papers and se·
Question Book, for intermediate classes, each 25c.,
cure public attention.
per dozen .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 2.50
Meeting will convene Saturday I';Vening, July .
Question Books for Primary Classes, each ........ ;........ 15
27th, at 7: 30 p. m.; organization, followed Sun- '
Per dozen ...................................... ;......... ,; ..................1 25
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day morning and afternoon by such services as
may be appointed, but having direct bearing upon the object of the convention, concluding Sunday evening with a short speech or paper and
concert. We hope to make it a profitable and
interesting occasion. By vote the Providence
branch defer the usual order of meetings and
give the time to the convention.
GEORGE A. "YERRINGTON, ~
M. H. BoND,
Com.
GEORGE H. GATES,
DIED.
SHELLEY.-E. A. Sheeley died July 3d, rti89,
at his home in Sherman, Mason county, Michigah. He was born in New York April 13th, r838;
baptized July 9th, r87r, by E. C. Briggs. He was
ordained an elder May 26th, r875, by S. Bailey.
Bro. Shelley was a good, worthy brother, and
loved by all who knew him. He was not sick
any length of time, but did not want to live any
longer, having lost his loving wife only three
months and three days before his death. He
fretted over it and wanted to be with her. He
made arrangements with the ~est of the family
concerning his financial affairs and said he would
not live long. After doing up his morning's
work as usual, the morning after settling his affairs, he told them he did not feel well, ate but
little breakfast, and in the afternoon he lay on
the lounge to rest, and finally became unconscious and in the night passed quietly away.
Funeral sermon by Elder J. J. Cornish.
HoLT.-At his son's house in Kewanee, Henry county, Illinois, our God-fearing brother,
Robert Holt, passed from earth to his home in
paradise June 27th, 1889, after some two or three
weeks' sickness. He died as he had lived, a firm
and consistent believer, and had been an active
worker in Christ's kingdom. He accepted the
warning voice in his young days in his native
land, England. He was born February 8th,
!814, in Bolton, Lancashire, and was there an
active worker, being for some years the presiding
elder of the Manchester district--then called
conference-with its hosts of faithful Saints.
He emigrated to Utah with his family, drawing
a "hand·cart'' over the plains, when many, very
many, suffered death through unwise counsels,
bearing all patiently, looking forward with fond
anticipation to the promised haven of joy and
and peace in Utah. But upon reaching there
sorrow seemed to reign and that to the fullest
extent. His hopes were blasted, for his righteous
soul could not endure the evils practiced there
under the name of religion, and as soon as opportunity offered he returned with his loving
family to the states and finally settled in Kewanee. He often remarked in testimony that upon
this spot he felt as did the apostles of old when
the Jews had taken thf'ir Lord and put him to
death. But the Lord had not forsaken his disappointed children, for the Reorganization with
its "dead-reviving" call soon greeted chis ear,
and April r7th. 187r, he with his devoted wife
(now dead) again passed through the waters of
regeneration, and he was soon re.ordained to his
eldership; and ever since, as the davs have come
and gone, he has proven himself an energetic
and active worker. Few were his equals. With
delight he ever sought to practice what he taught
from the sacred desk. He often reminded us
that his earthly mission was near its end. In the
last two meetings he said, "I am truly grateful
to God that ever the everlasting gospel greeted
my ears. Man will live eternally, especially in
his next sphere to which we are fast tending.
He is his own architect for the future; his hap·
piness, his all depends upon duties performed
here, God having given us our agency to choose
life or death as the case may be. VVhile reviewing the past, I am, of a truth, thankful to God
that as my probation is fast nearing an end, that
in and through his mercy I have been enabled to
retain my standing in his church. Hence I rejoice in my bright hope of eternal life beyondjust across the river of death. I care not how
soon the call may come, for I am ready to go at
any time; but in this and all, the Lord's will be
done, not mine." He leaves a son and three
daughters to mourn his death, who are not as

yet of our faith and they had the full control of
the obsequies. The Rev. S.
the M. E. Chprch conducted the
speaking from PhiL I: 21-23. His remarks were ,,e2.soned with charity. The Saints in sorrow wept
the fond tears of affection for a loving brother.
His wish would have been to have been buri(~d
by those of like precious faith with
with whom he so often had met, and """"·mc;u
to mingle in divine worship, and he had to some
so expressed himself. "Blessed are the dead that
die in the Lord, for they rest from their labors
and their works do follow them."
LANYON.-At Lamoni, July
youngest child of brother and sister
Lanyon. Appropriate sermon by Elder
. \V.
Blair. Funeral services conducted by Elder John
Shippy.
"Now she's gone we'd not recall her,
(From a paradise of' bliss,
Where no evil can e'er be1il.ll her)
To a sin· cursed world Hke thjs.n

·------------------------------BY A. J. MAPES.
L1mp Cloth, 103 pages, price 3!0 cts. For sale

YouNG.-Near Livermore, Alameda county,
California, June 21st, 1889, of
Willliam
Young, son of J. G. and Annie
aged r 7
years and 9 months.
"CaJm on the bosom of thy God,
Young spirit rest thee now;
E'en while wtth us thy footsteps trod,
His seal was on thy brow.
1
' Lone a.re tbe paths and s~d the bowen!
VVhence tby meek smile is gone,
.But, Oh! a brighter home than ours
In heaven is now thine own. 11

Bro. H. R. MILLS, I:udependence Mo.

---:A
THE iNDEPENDENT PATRIOT
Provides it.s readers weekly with
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BURLINGTON RpUTE.
EXCURSION.-ONE FARE FOR THE
ROUND TRIP.
From August zrst to 28th,
C. B. & Q. R. R. will sell at
fare for the round trip, tickets to
a11d
return from all points on its lines, on account .)ct
the National G. A. R. Encampment at Milwaukee.
These C. B. & Q. excursion tickets wm be
to
return August 27th to September
but by special arrangement, an
tember 3oth may be obtained
to September 3d, to the agent
ing the matter in charge. Between Chic2go and
Milwaukee the tickets will be good for
ln
either direction via the Goodrich Line of
ers, the C. M. & St. P. Ry., or the C & :N. \'l/.
Ry. Tickets and further information can be o;,tained of C. B. & Q. ticket
addrersing P. S. EusTIS, Gen'l. Pass.
Agent,
Chicago.
G.

PRICE $z.so BY MAIL.
The
will contain all the hymns in the
Saints' Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720 tunes, 13 full sized pages of music,
full instruction on ehoir and anthem musk, the
Editor's preface and introduction, and publisher's
preface.

Of reading matter'j including Domestic and Foreign N ewe~
Home, Around the World, Religious, Scientific and Personal departments, and aims to keep its readers thoroughly ttcqnamted with the striking features of the world's
progress. Try it and know for yourse]f. Sample copy
free. One dollar per year.
·
LAMBERT BROTHERS, PUBLISHERS,
25aug
Lamoni, Decatur Co.~ Iowa.

A. R.

A FINE MO AIC OF LAMONI.
S!i x 8Yz inches.

Seventeen different residences grouped in one card with
name under each picture .
mail, post paid, 35c; per doz. $3; per 100, $20. Send
for sample.
~The traveling ministry please notice this.
A. M. CHASE, Lampni, Iowa.

LUFF &
REAL

ESTATE

AGENTS

West Lexington Street,
INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI.

- - - · ) B Y THE ( - - -

Board of Publication of the Remgani~ed Church,
at their Publishing House in

FOR SALE OR
acre FARM in Cherokee
west and 1 mile north of
Good House of two roo me, good
good shingled Stable and Granar'y,
ble, young Orchard.
arm all under fence; G5 acres in
Pasture, 10 Prairie Grass. This is as
is in the county. Hen ted this year
products. Price $~,200.

80

DECATUR CO., IOWA,

1

]

2~jun4t

A good farm for eale of 4b acres,
fenced, 2 good wells, large pond
bearing good, 300 young trees
lumber stable and cowshed all
new granary all painted, good
ont-houses. A good 6 roomed
and painted outside and inBide.
4 marn roads, 2 good groves of
t.he cottage. Will be sold cheap,
bargain for some one. Farm a few
county seat of Barton county.
EBENEZEll. MILLER, Senior,
ScAM:ThiONVILLE, Cherokee countyj Kau.aas,
RoBERT WINNING, Pres't.

D. F.

Nic:Hor.aoN~

Cashier.

Ample Resp®l1>§ibiiHty.

Loans money on a proved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

VVelsh Hy=n Book.
We have on hand about 100 copies of a book, entitled
"Llyfr Hymnau at Wasanaeth Eglwys Iesu Gl'ist. Ad-Heoleiddedig Samt y Dydd Diweddaf." 'l'herc m·e 393 hymns
in Welsh and 33 in English. It is published by the chnrcb.
in Wales, and sent here for sale. Sixty cents each, free of
p«Btage; bound in full leather, mm·bled edges.

Sprinkled sheep, or library .....••••••.... 1
Imitation Morocco .........••...••••••••• 1
SAINTS' HARP-HYMN BOOK.
Imitation
sprinkled edge.'3 .•.••••• 1
Imitation ·Morocco, gilt edges .........•.••. 1
SUNDAY SCHOOL CARDS.
Cards, package of 50, 5 kinds, large..
smaller, 10 kinds, per I.oo....
MISCELLANEOUS.
Tract .p.--Rejection of the Church, a dozen
per hundred ............................ I
Tract 43.-0ne Wife, or Many, per dozen...
per hundred............................
Old
Concordance of Doctrine and Cov-

7.S
50
15
10

25
75

Binder, Herald size ..... .
Luff.............. .
OF ZION.
Per dozen .•..•..••.. $x. Each ••••..•••. Iocts.
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"HEARKEN To '£HE WoRD OF THE Lo1m: FOR THERE SHALL NoT "'NY MAN AMONG YOU Han: BAVlll rr :Blll ONE WIFE.- AND CoNcUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE,~~-Page 1161 Book, of 1\iormon~ chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THA'r ONE MAN snouLD H.bJ!>l O~E WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: ExcEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
rs AT LIBER'rY TO MARRY AoAIN."-Pagb 3:)0, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

No. 30.
to one where it does not be-

Tu:E
Olllcial Paper of the

~eorganized

PuuLISHJ<.m .A 'I' LAMONI, D1~CAT!)U CotrNT·y, Iow;,.~
Every Saturday. Priee f~L25 per year.

l>istrieL aud

J08EPH Sl>fl'l'H

W. W. Br,Am

letters recenred of late :from Pres.
Smith we learn he
been
the

"There seems to be
Joseph's preaching.
His effort here last night
was just grand-clear as the sun, and in power.
He is doing plain talk this time. Vve are having
the offer of meeting houses in difrerent places."

every man shall bear
(GaL 6: 5), and this prinwith
force to branches
districts.
The
place, usually, to
with :m offender is where the offense
is cc1mmitted and where the facts touching
the
are known and available. This
the matter at short range and
and equitable proceedquickest way.
hut little advice of the
for in our branches,
the church in this
previous oncs, "is like
cast into the sea, and
"-"the <>'ood" and
will ;ot reform
in a gospel sense, they
wi~h as the Scripture~
too, m whatever corner or
are found. Jesus says,offend thee and confess
he shall be cut oft,"
and this imbe done where the
if practicable, and
to offi~nses against the church the
individuals. But love and wisshould be used first.
SHALL COMMANDS

In this

''sks if it is lawful and prop·
member to receive cornmand"
hy the
ordering
church or
mini;;that there is order
and it is neither
nor
lesser to dictate
command the higher lest confusion folthe Seer said April 17th,

BROTHER

LETTERS TO UNWORTHY MEMBERS.

CoMPLAINT is made that in one or more
branches have
members letters of
for the
of
and our
of
for. We
and that is most
to deal with an
is right where
done or arc doing evil. Every branch
should set its own affairs in
"if
ble, and not crowd there over onto
neighbors.
The Lord c;ays,
out the iniquity which is among
C. 43:
but this does not mean to
it
merely
a branch or district in which

do not consider ourselves bound to receive any revclation from any one, man or woman,
without their being legally constituted and ord:lined to that authority, and giving sufficient
proof of it.
will lnlorm you that it is contrary
the economy of God for any member of the
church~ or any one to receive t'nstruction for those
in au::hodty higher than themselves, therefore
yoa will see the impropriety of giving heed to
thEm.
But any have a vision, or a visitation
from a heavenly messenger, it must be for their
own ben~fit and instruction; for the fundamen~
tal prbcip1es., government and doctrine of the
ch•wch are V•c·sted in thE' keys [authorities, lawful
cc_llings] of the kingdom."Tintes and

75 2 •
of the Seer is in perfect
with the following from Mosiah
p.

·'A.nd it came to pass that King Mosiah grant-

ed unto Alma that he might establish churches
throughout all the land of Zarahemla, and gave
him power to ordain priests and teachers over
every church. Now this was done because there
were so many people that they could not all be
governed by one teacher; neither could they all
hear the word of God in one assembly; therefore
they did assemble themselves together in different bodies, being called churches; every church
having their priests and teachers, and every priest
preaching tlze 1vord according as it was delivered to
!tim by the mout!z oj Alma."

Mosiah was both king and presiding
"Seer" over the people of Zarahemla, for
king Benjamin, his father, appointed and
consecrated him to these callings (Mosiah
r: z, 3, 9, ro; 4: I; 5: ro), giving him the
sacred records and other &acred things
aiways conferred upon the presiding Seers
and prophets, (r Nephi 5: 47; Mosiah r:
3), and Alma was a presiding High Priest,
(See Mosiah I r: 2 ), over "the Church of
God or the Church of Christ," (Mosiah 9:
8), and acted under the counsel and direction and authority of Mosiah, (Mosiah r I:
I 4), and "the priests and teachers" acted
strictly under the counsel and authority of
Alma (Mosiah 9: 9), "he commanded
them that they should teaclz nothing save
it were the things wlzich he had taught,
which had been spoken by the mouth of
tbe holy prophets."
Here is God's order; here is a chain of
divine authority; here is the line appointed of God frorn whence comes comnHmds,
revelations, and authority to teach and
govern the Cnurch of God-the Saintc;every officer being honored in his own
place, office and order. When this is faithfully observed, good results will follow,
and the favor and blessings of the Lord
will abound. But when it is ignored or
violated, confusion, bred of darkness, contention and disorder will follow.
Let no one seek for, nor pretend to. place
nor office nor authority which does
not belong to them, lest they and others
suffer by it.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

BISHOP Geo. A. Blakeslee has been visiting Missouri and Iowa of late, in the intnests of the church. He arrived in Lamoni the afternoon of the I 5th inst., and
departed on the r8th, in excellent health
and spirits.
Bro. J. M. Tullar, of Roslyn, Kittitass
county, Washington Terrritory, desires to
know what members there are living in
th:;t county. \Vho will write him?
Bro. Stephen Stone, Sr., of New Canaan, Connecticut, writes bearing a strong
testimony to the work, and expressing joy
in its saving power.
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SAINTS'
Bro. William T. Kyte, daug-hter and
son, of St. Louis, Missouri, have been visiting- Lamoni for the past week,
the
g-uests of Bro. William Anderson.
Bro. A. White wrote us from Clinton,
Missouri, the I 7th instant that he had
moved to that place for a season, but
hoped to return to Independence at some
future time. Was pleased with g-eneral
prospects.
Bro. R. M. Elvin was at Wilber, Nebraska, July 16th, and he writes that heavy
and continued rains were hindering- the
meetings, and some feared damage to
crops.
He says also that the "sheep and
g-oat articles" in late HERALDS do not suit
all, but hopes investig-ation will continue
and further lig-ht be g-iven on the subject
"till we stand united! y on solid rock."
While in many parts of the United
States heavy and repeated rains are doing
much damage to crops and other property, in the Rocky Mountain region, especially in Utah, there is great need of water,
and the people are much alarmed at the
outlook. In and about Lamoni little damage, if any, has resulted from heavy rain~.
"The Saint's Harmony" is now in the
hands of the binder and will be on sale
at this office at $2.50 at any early time.
Without question it will be found a most
excellent work of the kind, and all who
wish it should order at once.
Sr. Phebe Billinger of Independence,
Missouri, writes appreciating the accounts
of the Lord's dealings with his people,
and expressing the satisfaction derived by
reading the news of the progress of the
church.

as

ed-"prepared from the foundation of the
world"-but that the "place" Christ would
"prepare" for his Saints was the
to
which he is coming "in
and great
glory," the "place" to
be will bring
"all his Saints" (r Tbess. 3:13, with Zech.
14:5, and Jude 14), s.nd tl:at, therefore,
the restored earth would be the "place"
for "the kingdom prepared from the foundation of the world," and that "tbe sheep,"
the "blessed of my Father," "the righteous," would then inherit and possess "the
kingdom" and the "place" of it ..
In the HERALD for July 1
Bro.
James Caffall enters his objections to our
explanation, and we there
further
reasons for the views we
on the
subject, giving Scrip:ure texts to show
who are Christ's "sheep," "the righteous,"
proving, as we think, conclusively, that
these and these only are heirs of the celestial kingdom, being the children of God,
and that they will "inherit the
prepared from the foundation
the
world" mentioned in Matthew 2 5: 31-46
and 2 Nephi 6: 7, etc.; etc,
And now comes Bro. i:-\. H. Parsons,
offering objections and
for further
explanations, as will be
below, w hicb we
and in due time will
"PREPARING A PLACK"
To whom does this promise of Jesus refer?
This question has been asked in Herald and answered; but I will have to beg leave to differ
with the editorial answer given, until th,2 Scriptures quoted, with their application, is made
plainer. And 'what few thoughts I may offer is
in view of hearing something more on the
subject from the editorial sanctum.

MATTHEW 25:31-46.

"THE BRETHREN."

SoME of our readers may be already
wearied with the repeated discussion in
these columns of Matthew 2 5: 3 r....:46, but
we think the topics therein suggested are
of ~ufficient importance to pay well for a
most thorough and searching analysis,
"comparing spiritual things with spiritual"
lest personal theories and "private interpretation" mislead the mind and rob the
word of God of its intended meaning and
application.
In our issue of April 27th, past, we
demonstrated, on page 2 59, that "the
kingdom" the Saints inherit, "was prepared J:rom the foundation of the world" (z
Nephi 6: 7), which is the exact language
of Christ in Matthew 25:34, which be
applies to "the sheep,'' the "blessed of my
Father," "the rigbteous"-terms that, according to the Scriptures, apply only to
the children of God, the heirs of the celestial kingdom.
A good sister, referring to this, asked to
know how we reconciled that position
with this saying of Jesus,-" And if I go
and prepare a place for you, I will come
again and receive you unto myself; that
where I am, there ye may be also" (John
14: 3), assuming, in effect, that the terms
"kingdom," and "place," were one and the
same.
To this we replied, in HERALD for June
rsth, page 374· that the "king-dom" was
one thing, and that it was already prepar-

This is the first thought
wish to consider. I will cite you to Matthew 25:35, 36, 37, 38,
41: "Come ye blessed of my Father, inherit the
kingdom prepared for you .... I was an hvngered,
and ye gave me meat; I was thirsty, and ye gave
me drink; I was a stranger, and ye took me in;
naked, and ye clothed me; I was sick, and ye
visited me; I was in prison, and ye came unto
me. Then shall the righteous answer him, saying, Lord, when saw we thus and so and administered unto thy wants.
And the king shall an ..
swer, and say unto them, Verily, I say
unto you, Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one
of the least of these my brethren, ye have done it
unto me."
Please note the answer given to those on the
left hand,-"As ye did it not to one of the least
of these my brethren, ye did it not to me."
Here are three parties spoken of, "sheep" and
"goats'' and "brethren." It seems to me 't would
be inconsistent to think Jesus, when speaking to
the sheep and goats about what they had done
and had not done to his brethren was referring
all the time to the sheep as his "brethren," and
they blessed with an inheritailce in that kingdom
for what they had done unto themselves. It
would be an inconsistent expression, to say the
least of it, if that was the understanding he intended to convey. The answer given to the
question in Herald June 15th, is that the sheep
were the "brethren." The word
says, inasmuch as ye did it to one of the least of these
my "brethren."
Because of this ye inherit, or I

give unto you an inheritance in this kingdom.
Who were his "brethren?" (Malt. 12: 43, +4) "And
he stretched forth his hand toward his disciples,
and said, Behold my mother and my brethren.
Whosoever shall do the will of my Father which is
in heaven, the same is my brother and sister and
mother." In ] olm 14: 3, it reads: "And when
I go, I will prepare a place for you."
Who?
His "brethren." Where is their inheritance?
As Latter Day Saints, we say the earth in its
redeemed state-yet to be-but not yet fully prepared, Doctrine and Covenants section 28: 6:
"And there shall be a new heaven and a new
earth." 2 Peter 3: 7: "But the heavens and
the earth which are now, by the same word are
kept in store, reserved unto fire, against the day
of judgment and perdition of ungodly men."
With these plain quotations before us, lt appears
to me that the expression of Christ in John 14:3
is in strict harmony with the scripture above
cited, and therefore he would go and prepare a
place-this earth-as he would sit at the right
hand of God the Father, assisting in the complete victory over sin and redemption of the
earth--or "restoration." More could be said on
this point, but let this suffice.
~ 4 YE SHALL KNOV'!.n

The sheep were so ignorant that. they were not
aware that they had done anything for Christ or
his brethren-themselves. Jesus said, "Ye shall
know of the doetrine," and to know God and Jesus Christ whom he has sent is eternal life. "As
I have kept my Father's commandments, so. do.
ye keep mine." Was he aware,. while
· those commandments, that he was doing good,.
loving his neighbor as himself, and doing good
to all men? If he was, then what ·would be a.
natural result of those whom he called "breth··.
ren" as pertaining to these matters? "As ye·
have sent me, so I have sent them, that they·
may bring forth fruit, that their fruit should re .
main." Is it possible that these "brethren" are·
the "sheep" that did nr;t know they had done·
anything for themselves-sheep? 'As much as.
ye did it unto one of the least of these my brethren"--yourselves. If that is the idea intended to
be conveyed, I will have to correct my theology.
I want more light upon this subject. A more
elaborate explanation would perhaps enable the
writer to understand that answer in Eferald, June
15th. Please let us hear again, as I am not the
only one befogged if that answer prevails.
In everlasting bonds,

A. H.

PARSONS.

His
seem to
1 in the fact
that there is a distinction
between
"the sheep, "the righteous," the "blessed
of
Father," and those called "brethren.
This we readily allow, but hold'
that it is a distinction simply as to TJPrc;m<
but not as to kind, class, or
that the "'brethren"-not
Christ's ministers who are
fully treated by the children
"the sheep!' "the righteous," the "bless~
ed" of the Lord.
His further
lies in the
that "the
seem ig-norant of
meriting
when ministering kind
deeds to the "brethren" as though
did it to Christ himself.
This
it seems to us, is not well
taken; for it is probably true that but few
of the
in any dispensation, have
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HERALD.

well understood that when good or evil
for you from the foundation
deeds are done to Christ's minir.ters"brethren"--it is and is to be reckoned as
though done directly to Chribt.
Our
Lord, in these ver&es, teaches this principle in a most striking manner, and it applies,
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
not only to the Saints of God, but also to
Q.-Is it :right and in keeping with the rulings
all people, for the Lord "is no respecter of
persons," and "every man will be judged of the church for a branch to receive new memaccording to his work~." This is a matter bers who are without certificates of baptism, and
who never belonged to any branch since their
which should be better understood.
The "brethren" of Christ "are am bas- baptisrn?
sadors for Christ" and minister "in
A.-Yes; but only on good oral or written tesChrist's stead" (2 Cor. 5: zo); and whotimony that the applicants have been duly bapsoever "receiveth" them "receiveth" the tized and confirmed into the church.
Father and the Son, (Matt. 10: 40-42;
Q.-Should a branch receive a number of
Doc. & Cov. 83: 12, r6; John 13: zo); members, say from ten to twelve, without the
and those who reject, refuse, persecute or names or nunlber being specified in the motion
negligently fail to receive Christ's "breth- to receive them?
ren," are adjudged as doing it to the
A.-No; they should be taken in singly, or
Father and Son. See Luke 10: r6; I
all the names should be specified.
Sam. 8: 7; I Thess. 4:8, with Acts 9: rQ --Should an elder refuse certificates of bap5• etc., etc. Doing- to Christ's "brethren," tism to those baptized by him in or out of the
is doing to Christ!
branches?
This important principle--we repeat it . A- The General Conference has ruled that
-should be more thoroughly taug-ht, and
elders baptizing parti.;'s remote from branches
more faithfully acted upon.
Then the
should give to each a certificate of baptism,
relation of Christ's "brethren" to the
church and the world would be better which on presentation will entitle to memberunderstood, and better conditions and re- ship in the branch where presented. When parties
are baptized into a branch such certificates are
sults would obtain.
unnecessary.
The brother's remaining objection seems
!f!_ues.-Was Eve created before or after Adam
to be in his theory that the "brethren" are
named the animals?
not if "the sheep," "the righteous," the
Ans.-Ait<>r.
"blessed of my Father," mentioned in the
!!!_.--Was
Eve created before or after Adam
text.
To this we reply, to be brief, that
was commanded of God not to partake of the
"the Son of Man" is "that great Shepherd
ofthe sheep" (Heb. I3:2o; I Peter 2: 25i tree of the knowledge of good and evil?
A.-After.
5: 4), and, He says: "There shall be one
.~.--Did God command Eve, except through
fold, and one shepherd;" and further," My sheep hear my voice, and I know her husband, to not partake of that tree?
A -We have no testimony on that point.
them, and they follow me: and I o-ive
~.-Were not both Eve and Adam present
unto them eternal Efe; and they shall ~ev
er perish, neither shall any man pluck when God commanded to not partake of that
tree?
them out of my hand."-John ro: r6, 27,
A.-- vVe have no Scriptural testimony on which
z8. We hardly think any one will claim
that Christ's "brethren" are not if that to decide.
"one fold."
~.--Did the Lord Jesus retain a perfect recolIt is far easier to believe that some or lection of his former estate and the glory he then
many of Christ's "sheep" may be ignorant had with the Father, or was he taught that knowof the great fact that good or evil deeds ledge while here on earth?
done to his ministry are, and are to be,
A.- We think he was taught it. See Luke 2:
counted as done to Christ personally, th:m 40, 52; In Doctrine and Covenants 90: 2, it reads:
it is to believe that He has more than "one "And I, John, saw that he received not of the fulfold," either before or after the final- ness at the first, but receiverl grace for grace,"
"eternal"-judgment, and thai one class of
.~.-In what sense is the gift of tongues, (menHis "sheep," "righteous," "blessed" of His tioned in r Cor. 14: 21, 22) a sign to the unbeFathc:r, are consigned to one "kingdom" lievers?
and another class of His "sheep" to a difA-- When unbelievers .hear the things of God
ferent kingdom.
declared in their own tongues by those who do
One thing is certain, Christ has "one
not know those tongues, as on the day of Pentebody," "one fold," one "kingdom" for his
cost (Acts 2: r-13), or where unbelievers have
faithful Saints, and all this "was prepared
for them from the foundation of the other good testimony-as by the Spirit's power:_
world" as is taught in these words,-" But, that the tongue is spoken by the gift of God_
Q --Is it right for an elder to teach that the
behold, the righteous, the Saints of the
Saints
should do as they are told, whether right
Holy One of Israel, they who have believed in the Holy One of Israel, they who or wrong?
A.-No--emphatically, no!
Such an elder
endured the crosses of the world, and despised the shame of it; thev shall inherit the should be reported to those presiding over him,
kingdom of God, which was prepared for for he is unfit and unsafe to be a teacher in any
them from the foundation of the world, and sense. ,
Q.-Is it proper for church officers to give
their joy shall be full forever."-2 Nephi
members in known transgression, letters of re6: 7· This is substantially what Christ said
of "the sheep," Matthew z 5: 34,-"Come, moval?
ye blessed of my Father, inherit the ~ingA.·-No.

_ Q.-Has a person who was baptized when near
ten years of age and under the influence of
friends, but without a proper understanding of
the gospel, the right to receive that ordinance
again?
A.-I£ the person was not in the proper condition of heart and mind and will at the time he or
she was baptized, then such baptism was irregular
and such person is entitled to receive the ordinance when their faith and repentance is such
as the gospel demands. See Acts 8: 37; 19: 1-5.
Q.-Should the Saints forgive those outside the
church who trespass against them?
A.--Yes; for the Lord commands thus: "I,
the Lord, will forgive whom I will forgive; but
of you it is required to forgive all men."-Doc.
and Cov. 64: 2.
Q.-Is it right for a Saint, when sitting on a
jury to inflict the death penalty for murder in
the first degree?
A.--A juror finds the prisoner innocent or
guilty--nothing more. The judge pro'rtounces
sentence. If a juror has conscientious scrul'les
against capital punishment, he may, on requt::st,
be excused from sitting on a jury where a capital
crime is being tried.

I
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ORIGINAL SIN AND THE
REDEMPTION.

WOR~

OF

Thoughts on the death-in Raglan township, Harrison
county, April ~9th, 1886-of Flora., aged 2 years .~months
and 2 days, chtld of Jacob and Laurestine l\1intun.
Innocent sufferer, thou art goneRest has come to thee, darling one.
"Of snch" the heavenly kingdom is,
And Christ will count such jewels his,
In his presence they may rest,
With the righteous ever blessed,
ln his love will e'er be joy,
Deep and sweet without alloy.
She's accountable for naught.;
Years had not yet knowledge taught;
Who knew no law could have no sin;
Through Christ a saved condition in.The link of life that broke in twain
By Adam's fall, He'll mend again:
Though spirit and body separate,
Th~y·ll reunite in deathless state.
The first of men, whence came our race,
Had fallen 'neath the ban of death:
His offspring all must •hare the curse;
No stream can rise above its source.

Save the ransom had been paid,A divine atonement made,
Not a hope for man remained:
Death could not have had an end.
Though from death all men will rise,
Those who've lived a life unwise,
Account must give of deeds they've done,
In yielding to the evil one,
The resurrection, by Christ brought in,
From consequence of Adam,s sin
Will those who have not strayed, restore
To dwell with God forever more.
For redemption from the fall,Freeing children, even all,
From that sin---the Savior wrought;
By hts"death onr lives he bought.
But when reason knowledge bringsFor it is from thence it sprill!!;SThose who would continue free
Must the gospel law obey.
May we who do the Scriptures know,
And must be sanctified by law,
So live, by faith and works and prayer,
That we with joy may meet her there.
CHARLES. W.
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EDITED BY SIS'I'ER "FRii.NCEI:l."

"And the city had no need of the sun, neither
of the moon to. shine in it; for the glory of God
did lighten it, and the Lamb is the light thereof.
. . . And there shall in no wise enter into it anything that defileth, neither whatsoever worketh,
abomination, or maketh a lie, but they that are
written in the Lamb's book of life . . . . Blessed
are they that do !tis commandments, that they may
have right to the tree of life. and may enter in
through the gates of the city . . . . He which testifieth these things saith, Surely I come quickly:
Evem so, come, Lord Jesus."

THE HOUSE OF THE LORD AS SEEN
IN VISION.
In sleep, or in waking hour, I can not tell, I
saw and realized what 1 shall try to relate; and
though some years have elapsed, what was seen
and heard during that eventful hour remains
vividly impressed upon my mind, as if heard and
seen but yesternight.
I had slept and was consciously awake, and
approaching a building apparently eighty feet
long by fifty in width, the walls of which were
about twenty-five feet high from the top of the
foundation, which was raised some five or six feet
from the ground, and of stone roughly dressed
by the mason's hammer, though jointed and
faced at the edges. The front was to the east,
and as I approached it from the northeast I had
time to note that in the outside of the building
no attempt had been made by the builders at ornamentation; except that along the sides were a
series of pilasters standing out from the main
wall a few inches, though forming a part of the
wall, the bases of which were finished in square
work, pedestal and pediment; the tops in capitals
rich and peculiar in style, but which I can not describe. At the front a flight of n.ine, wide, stone
steps reaching nearly across the building, led up
to the entrance; this entrance being an open
porch about sixteen feet deep and thirty wide.
Two finished pillars stood at the outer edge of
this porch supporting, with the walls at either
side, three arches. These pillars had square and
solid finishes at the base, but rose from their
bases round and smooth, to their caps, which
were very richly carved in square designs; the
arches which they supported the inner and outer
feet of, were exactly circular, and formed of cut
cut Rtone, and were only a few feet below the
ceiling of the porch. The inner side of the porch
formed the outer wall of the assembly room, and
was richly paneled between the open doors, one
at either side of the porch opening straight
into the building from the front, and apparently
three and a half feet wide and nine or ten feet
high.
As I passed up the steps I seemed to know that
the Saints were assembling for some purpose,
and yet I felt no care nor responsibility respect
the nature of the assembly, any more than to be
there with the rest. I fonnd three or four brothers standing at the right, or nortt end of the
porch, conversing in low and quiet tones together. I joined them for a moment; and while

standing there I saw numbers of both brothers
and sisters cotne up the steps
pass £;.cross the
porch and into the open doors,
broth en to the
right, the sisters to the left. Some I kne'A, some
were strangers whom I had
seen )e[ore.
Some, of both men and women, who came briskly up the steps and walked freely across the porch
went no further than the doors; when for some
cause that I could not see, they stopped, and
either turned immediately around and ·w·alked
hastily away, or turned hesitatingly, slowly and
sadly and with frequent backv;;ard glance,;, went
away as if overcome and distressed.
While standing thus a shadowy fear came over
me, that as I saw son1e turned away, f()r Ieat;ons
that I did not know, and as I then supposed by
some one standing at the doors, so I might not
be permitted to go in; and in rny perp!ex'od and
doubting frame of mind, I turned from the brethren wlth whom I was chatting and •,valked slowly toward the door upon the right, thhJking that
if I saw the least sign that I was not to go in, I
would turn at once a'41ay, as if I did not care to
enter. As I came near to the doorway, to my
surprise, I saw neither sentinel nor usher, neither
door shutter nor bolt, lock nor hinge, nothing but
the open doorway with door jams, lintel and
threshold smooth and free from any indcation
of there ever having been a shutter witr. which
to close the opening. My surprise was in•:reased
when, being permitted to pass in, I found no one
inside having charge of the door or aide; nor
anything to betray the mystery of turning- those
back that had gone away,
I went carefully in, taking my_ hat off as I
passed the doorway, and walked about a third of
the way up the aisle which led the endre length
of the room, ending against the side of th~ pulpit
platform. A dim and meilow light shone in the
building, though I saw no windows; nor did it
seem as if the light came frotn th~ sun shining
out of doors, for non.e came in at the open. doors.
There vvere two aisles, one at either
the
room, a trifle wider than the doorway, dividing
the seated portion into three parts; the seats
were sirniiar to some styles of church pev.Js, or
slips, finished in dark, heavy, polished woods, and
at the two sides running level from end to end,
and across the room, except at the two sides of
the pulpit platform where they were placed lengthwis2, fadng the pulpit. The middle row of seats
were in parallel lines with those at the side, and
level with them for about two-thirds
the way
from the pulpit to the door, when they rose in a
circle, arc down, until the last one was raised five
or six feeL At equal distances apart, and at the
outer side of the inner row of seats, w 12re four
pillars supporting the roof.
The pulpit platform vvas very
finished, and contained a seated apartmenr, richly
furnished; two small circular tables, one at either
side, chairs at the sides, and an orator's desk, all
of a similar material and finish as the seats, only
much more exquisitely carved and colored. The
walls were, appare.1tly, painted, and finished ln
pictured designs, that at the back of the platform
much more elaborate and complicated than those
at the sides; the ceiling also, was
decorated; the cornices
so, with carvr;n imagery, scroll and counter scroll, reaching along the
sides, and down the corners, and along the walls
in places, corresponding to the pilasters upon the
outer surface. In suitable niches, and on brad:-

ets carved and embeliished, were pictures and
statuettes, the pictures representing scenes in the
life of the Savior, the Apostles of the New Tes-·
tament, and of the Book of J'VIonnon, the statuet"
tes, the figures of covenant leaders of both continents, ancient and modern,
I had, however, only time to caich a hasty
glimpse of all that ls so briefly described, when a
sort of metallic, ringing sound from the left h~.nd
door, and a kind of flashing light diverted my at·
tention, and I looked across to the other side, but
saw nothing.
I had hardly time to renew my survey of the
walls and ceiling when I was fairly startled by a
repetition of the sound already referred to, this
time atthe door on the right through which I had
come; I turned in my seal and saw a. man standing at the doorway facing it as if to come in, and
in the doorway itself, two crossed swm·ds, much
like the old fashioned broad swords, only a triHe
broader; the hilts rested against the door jams,
one
either side, about two and a half feet from
the Hoor, and th'e swords crossed each other, edge
down, with their points resting against the opposite door jam about the height of a man's shoulder from the Hoor. ·The hilts were plain, the
guards like th'" common sabre guard, the handle
part of dark material; the blades polished till
they shone like silver, with a golden tinge. As
the man stood for a moment, the swords shook a
little, as if held in the hand of a person nervous
from excitement, and from them as they shivered, a pale, shimmering, yellow light seemed to
flash or flow.
The man turned away with a sigh, and with a
sad face; the nwords remained just a moment,
but before the footsteps of the repulsed man had
reached the outer edge of the porch, they were
drawn back apparen•ly into the door jam
turning upward as if upon a hinge formed at the
hilts. I looked the door jams all over after the
swords v>lere v-rithdrawn, but there was no sign nor
trace of any opening in which the swords might
be hld; nor was there any evidence of the existence of the swords to be seen.
I turned to renew my survey of the room and
as my eyes becaine rnore accustorned to the pe~
culiar light, I discovered new and wondrous
beauty in the workmanship and finish of the whole.
I had, as it seemed, come early; for the arrivals
were more frequent, the intervals between them
shorter and shorter; the room was filling- up
both sides, and in the center; the dropping of the
swords in either doorway was also more frequent,
the light !lashing from them more continuous;
while now and then, from some cause, the falling
of them seemed like a crash, as if they were
clashed furiously together, at which the li-ght
seemed to blaze throughout the :roo.m and corruscat.e along the emblazoned imagery
cornice
and column like yellow lightning. I sat in wonder, but not in fear, for within was complete
quiet. I began to contemplate the arrangements
of the pulpit, where now a page, a lad
some
sixteen years of age, was moving to and fro arsomething upon the stand, the tables and
A. sudden loud clashing of the swords in the
doorway just behind me, together with a vivid
flashing of the strange light caused me to turn
my eyes
in that direction; a man was
standing outside the doorway, with his teeth shut
. tightly together, his hands clenched, and eyes
blazing with fury and disappointment; before
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him were the crossed swords, quivering as if instinct with life, and endowed with emotion; the
polished blades had changed their h1:1e from the
silvery, golden tinged glitter to the color of a
golden flame, while the light that scintillated
from them flashed over and filled the room to the
remotest corner, flooding seat and pillar, pulpit
and altar, niche and statuette, picture and ~croll,
with its terrible brilliancy. The man turned
away, the swords were withdrawn, but in an in·
stant he came towards the door quickly, and was
almost in the room with his right foot touching
the threshhold, when with a crash that sent the
blood surging through my veins with the shock,
the swords fell before him, sending a flood of
flame and light over the room again; he turned
again away, and stepping back a few paces, he
started toward the door the third time with determination, despair and fierce rage pictured in
his face; and again those terrible swords, now
white and glowing like molten gold, fell before
him, striking fire from their clashing crossing,
shaking the building with the fierceness and suddeness of their fall, and filling the doorway from
top to bottom and from side to side with their quivering, eager motion, putting before the enraged
and desperate man seeking an entrance, a wall of
flaming swords and seeming fire. I shall never
forget the fearful expression of baffled desire and
helpless rage depicted in the face of the man thus
barred out.
I watched him depart, and though many came;
some coming in, some being prevented and going
away, I saw only the one who tried more than
once to enter. It seemed that when a person
came up who was to come in, no stir nor change
took place at the door; but when some one r:ame
who was not to come in, the swords dropped
lightly into place across the doorway, striking
slightly together as they fell. If the one thus
stopped from coming in, at once turned away,
the swords were withdrawn, without noise or
light; but if they remained standing, a's if wait·
ing to come in or to question why they were thus
stopped, the blades of the swords would begin to
blaze and quiver with motion, and light would
begin to emit from them, similar in appearance
to the flame from a hot, briskly .blazing wood
fire; and the longer the person stood there, the
more energetic would be the shivering motion of
the. swords, and the more vivid and intense would
be the light flying from them, until in some instances, as in the one described, the room would
be illumined with the light, whici1 resembled
that which heralds the rising sun seen as it comes
unclouded from the shades of night; or like the
glow at the setting of the sun.
l saw some enter whom in my waking every
d:j.y hours I knew were deemed not meet for a
membership with the faithful; and I saw some
rejected who are deemed most worthy.
Some walked briskly in, some slowly; none
who entered seemed. to take any heed to whether
there was any thing to stop or hinder them;
while some walking s!owiy and gently would
find their way barred with the crossed swords,
they having fallen into place gently and noiselessly; others coming quickly would be met suddenly by the fall of the swords with a clash and
noise, as if sprung into place by the stroke of a
nervous· and impatient hand; and if entrance
were insisted upon, or seemed to be, the crossed
$w0 r9s be!?"an t<;> 15low, moving; up and down 1

quivering as if with emotion and life, and light
would emit from them as from the burnished
plough-share set in the aun.
My waking eyes have never looked upon workmanship so complete, so fit, so richly elaborate
in design and finish, so profuse and yet so grandly harmonious as that of the room I have so
poorly described. The outside of the building
was massive and solid, a building only impressive because of its solidity and strength; without
a spire, and yet perfect in proportion, design and
finish.
It faded from my sight as sublunary things
began to obtrude themselves upon my conscious
being; but the impressions made upon my mind
will never be effaced. Well may we believe that
the "Flaming swords that turn every way to
guard the way of the Tree of Life," still stand
as prescient sentinels at the open doors of the
Temple of Eternal Peace, and dispute with the
fierceness of awakened wrath the entrance of human or devilish design and work.
-The Saints' Herald, June 1st, 1878.

ERRATA.-In Herald of June 29th, the letter
signed Nancy Goodman should have been signed
Nancy Jordan.
TO THE PRAYER UNION.
Dear Sisters:-The request of Sr. Abigail Y.
Alley as found in Herald for July I 3th, will be
made a special subject for the fifth Thursday in
August. Let all remember the day and unite in
earnest petition. We are growing more and
more convinced by the progress of events and
the increasing- interest of the people in the affairs
of Palestine that the time is riear when the word
of the Lord will be fulfilled in the restoration of
the gospel to His ancient people of that land,
when after it is preached in its fulness to the
Gentiles in these last days, it is to go again to
Tudah.
will never understand the gospel
until they hear it, and "how shall they hear without a preacher?"
ELEANOR.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYERS.

Sr. Margaret Hoagland, of. River Sioux, Iowa,
requests the prayers of the Union that her health
may be restored.
Also, Sr. Laura Bronson, of Plano,· Ill., requests the prayers of the Union in her behalf that
she may be restored to realth.
Also Sr. Catherine Whitaker that God in his
mercy may heal her. She has been a great sufferer for many years.
IvANHOE, Colo., July zd.
Dear Sz"sters :---This is my first attempt to write
to the Herald, but having just read the letters in
the Mothers' Home Column, it gave me courage to try and write a few lines. I feel weak in
the effort of trying but having a desire to always
try and do what is right and pleasing before my
Maker, I will endeavor to do my best.
I was baptized when I 'was eight years old and
I can truly say I never have been sorry for the
step I took, but rather rejoice to think I was thus
taught to obey God's will in my early life; for I
have realized many blessings and feel that God
is kind and merciful to me. I sometimes feel
unworthy in his sight and that I do not serve
him as I should; still I keep trying and he knows
it is my greatest desire to strive to serve him and
9o wha,t is ri~ht,

I think we have much to be thankful for, while
we see and hear of the dreadful destructions and
loss of so many, many lives, we truly ought to
feel very thahkful that we are blessed with health
and strength. I have always lived among a few
of the Saints, but now 1 am so far away from
any of them that I do not have the privilege of
meeting with them, but I do the best I can to
serve God, for I feel more need of His Holy
Spirit now than ever before, since I am out in the
world all alone. 'Tis true I have a companion
with me, but he is not one with me In the gospel as I should like him to be. Pray for me,
dear Saints, that I may hold fast and not tall
by the way; and I greatly desire your prayers
that my companion may be led to see the true
light of God and walk in the path of righteousness.
I will bring this, my first letter, to a close,
lest I weary you. Hoping it may be found
worthy of space in the "Column,"
I remain your sister in bonds,
IDA A. SHAWL.
BuFFALo GAP, Dak.
Dear Sisters oj the Home Column:-As it is the
Sabbath day and I have no church to go to, I
vvill try to commune with you. I have belonged
to this church for six years and I am made
to rejoice in God for his goodness in showing me the way.
I, with the rest, am a
mother, having one little darling given to my
care. I love to read the letters in the Column;
they seem to speak comfort to my troubled
heart. 0 mothers, you do not know what a
balm your letters are to many scattered ones,
and how they rejoice when they read of tpe
up-building of Zion!
We hope before long to have some brother
come here to feed the hungry souls of South Dakota. There is a splendid chance, as there is no
church in the country. Fearing I may tire you
with my letter, I will ask you to pray for me that
I may do my duty in all things.
From your sister in Christ,
MARIA McKINNEY.
ROME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Sr. Olive James, San Bernardino, Cal. ••.. $
Sr. Nellie A. Ray, E. DesMoines, Ia.. .. . . .
Sr. Catharine Steadman, DePue, Ill ....... I
Sr. Mary A. Li-vsey, Coalville, Utah .•.•... r
A Sister, Iowa .........•...•..•....••.... I
Sr. C. E. Carpenter, Ashmont, Ohio.......
Bro. Isaac Phillips, Lucas, Iowa ........... r
Sr. Ann Phillips, Lucas, Iowa ............. I
Sr. Mary Bradley, Magalia, Cal...........
Sr. Lou Berry, Marshalltown, Iowa ........ r
Sr. Nora Gibbs, Calistoga, Cal ............ I
Sr. Mary G. Chapman, Freeport, Neb......
Bro. J. L. Jones, Canton,

Ill...............

75
10

oo
oo
oo
30
oo

oo
25

oo
oo
6o

75

LAMONI, Iowa, July 18th.
~

Send all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

No house should be without a bottle of arnica.
It is indispensible in cases of cuts, burns, and
bruises, and in earache it is a sovereign cure.
As soon as any soreness is felt in the ear-which
feeling almost a! ways precedes the regular "ache"
-let four or five drops of tincture of arnica be
poured in, and then the orifice filled with a little
cotton to exclude the air. In a short time the
uneasiness is forgotten. If the arnica is not resorted to until there is actual pain the cure may
not be so Rpeedy, but it is just as certain. If one
application does not effect a cure it will be necessary to repeat it, it may be several times. It i~ a
sure preventive for gatherings in the ear, which
is the usual cause of earache;
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which the light of revelation was extinguished.

appear on the Colored Address Label of the Herald
for this issue, as no changes have been made, ex..
cept in case of persons desiring a change in P.O. address.

It will accomplish, for God has sent it on a.n

GALIEN, Mich., July 12th.
Editors Herald:- While the meadows are
aglow with blue and red and the numberless harvest fields bow in waves of gold, responsive to
the rippling breeze, we pause a few moments to
waft a strain floating over the strings of memory's harp. We are reminded more forcibly of the
"Lord's harvest" and his "few laborers," by the
musical ring of the reapers gathering in the
sheaves, and the willing, steady, persistent, go-aheaditiveness for the bread that perishes with
the using; while the sable cloud of carelessness
and miserable indifference to the harvest and
garnering of the soul creep along in the advance
of so many, striking back the peaceful light of
God. Truly if the condition of the present life
involves the great question of "profit and Joss,"
the life to come will be woven in the same warp
and woof. "What will it profit a man to gain
the whole world, and lose his own soul."
Just a present, a wonderful wave in the religious atmosphere is being magnified. A beautiful haven of rest and glory is thrown upon the
canvass,-a golden prize,-a region fairer than
Sumium's marble palace, and no one knows how
to get there. The inheritance in a glorified state,
beyond the rolling waves of death, are presented
to the eye, and no conditions upon which such is
obtained, other than that gleamed from the teachings in common to all, that is, "Only believe and
hope." Some few of this class believe the Jewish
Sabbath is the power of God unto salvation, and
hope to be saved and fall heirs to the legacy on
the other side by &imple obedience of "Seventh
Day."
We have labored some four or five weeks among
them, but a veil is over their hearts in reading the
new covenant as one was drawn over the hearts
of the Jews in the reading of the old. However
we left some six or seven in that neighborhood
convinced, but lacking the moral courage to give
up the leeks and onions under Egyptian bondage
for the fruits from the "tree of life" in the midst
of the heavenly Jerusalem, which are free.
Bro. Columbus joining in the service of meetings poured in the grape and cannister. We baptized two at that place-near Hartford, Michigan,
at Rush Lake school-house, the two being Sr.
Elizabeth Credit and Bro. Cyrenus Trumbull,
mother and son.
We must not omit to mention that previous to
the convening of our district conference we held
a series of meetings at the named place and baptized Sr. Ada, daughter of Bro. and Sr. Frances
Robertson, making eleven since our appointmentment for the year, to the Michigan district. vVe
would remember too, the substantial aid tendered by Saints and friends of Hartford and vicinity;
we extend our hearty thanks, and feel to say,
God bless you all.
The marvelous work of the last days grows
brighter at every development. Surely it towers
high over the wreckages of the past, evincing divine wisdom at all stages, and manifesting how
utterly powerless are the rude efforts of man, unaided, to solve the mysteries, which have been
swept down the current from the fatal period in

eternal mission in this world. Although few,
comparatively, accept it. Yet, "Fear not !Ltle
flock for it is your Father's good pleasure to give
you the kingdom." God will use whom l1e wili
for the accomplishment of his purposes to:: ":he
Son of Man is as a man taking a far journey who
left his house and gave authority to his servants,
and to every man his work, and commanded the
porter to watch."-Mark 13: 34· Not only does
he give authority to his servants, but has made
specific provisions in his kingdom for a "porter,
whom (Matthew 24: 45) Jesus says, is ruler over
his household, to give them meat in due season.
And the Lord is to find him there ''when h--, cern·
eth." But error still practices and prospers, and
we yearn for the period when nations, kindreds
and tongues shall serve and obey the Lord Jesus;
the time when all unfriendly relations shall
cease, and nations throw down their implements
of blood and combat, and learn vvar no more.
Yetthe Lord is overturning and manipulating
the keys of governments to a supreme end.
"See the mystic Weaver setting·
High in heaven-His loom below,
Up and down the treadles go;
Takes for web, the world's dark ages--Takes for woof, the kings and sagesTakes the nobles and ther pages,
Tal<es all stations and their stages;
Thrones are bobbins in H1s shuttle,
Armies make them scud and scuttleWeb into tbe woof must flow.
Up and down the nations go!
At the Weaver's will they go I"

Hopef11lly yours,
LEONARD ScoTT.
SPRINGDALE, Ark., July 7th.
Dear Saints:-I am still earnestly striving to
dispense the bread of life to the hungry souls
who are seeking after truth. I thank the Lord
for the liberty which he gives me when trying to
preach His word. I conferred with brother Gillen, (missionary in charge), and told him what I
was doing.
His reply was, "Go ahead, clear
brother, and may the Lord ble;;s you in the good
work." So I have been striving with all my might
to sound the gospel trumpet long and loud. I
have let no opportunity pass. I have four dWerent points where I hold meetings, occupying four
Sundays in each month, besides some between
times. A few weeks ago a kind friend in Rogers,
ten miles north of here, gave me a few clays of
carpenter-work to do, and while there I occupied
the time well, working at the bench in the daytime and preaching at night. There is a splt:n·
did interest in the faith worked up in that town,
and much of that interest is owing to the faithful
and untiring zeal and labor of those dear Saints
-pioneers- Grandma Neuman, Sister Minnie
Wickes and Grandma Stuart. Tell me, that dare,
that the sisters can't do anything towards spreading the gospel! I have lived in branches where
there were a half-dozen 'elders, where they all
didn't do half as much toward spreading the gospel as these good faithful souls do. Their hearts
and souls are in the work. I am sat!st1ed that
there are many precious souls
and aronnd
Rogers that will obey the gospel if we can only
hold the fort and "keep the campfire burning."
Then there is a place over on White River, ln
Madison county, where the earnest and piteous
call keeps coming from: "Do come over and
preach for us." Oh, they are
for the

bread of eternal life, and I can't go just yet, for
my harvest must be out and my corn must be
plowed, and I must work late and early to earn my
bread by the sweat of my face. I tell you, my
dear brethren, I can't be still. Have I not followed this latter day work-this Reorganization
-through from the beginning! I am one of the
charter members; was present at Zarahem!a,
Wisconsin, in April, 1853, when the nucleus organization was effected. Yes, and before this,
when a little band of us placed ourselves on record and declared ourselves as standing aloof
from all parties and pretenders, and especially
proclaiming against polygamy and its kindred
abominations. And then in our appeals to God
to know what to do, we were told that the Lord,
in his own due time, would raise up yo•.mg Joseph, the son of the Martyr, who should deliver
His people. Bro. E. C. Briggs, you and I can remember the time when one small room vvould
hold every member of the Reorganization!
have faithfully and earnestly and zealously
watched the progress and movements of this
work, and I have been glad and rejoiced when
all went well, and grieved and sorrowful and
even wept when trials and trouble came.
Let me say to all that, this work is of God. I
love it with all my heart, and I am determined,
let come what will, to do all I can to build up the
Church of Christ on the earth.
I believe that
there are precious souls here out of the narrow
path, and some one must pioneer. Maybe after
we get the ice broken and a few branches started,
some of the General C.::mference appointees wlll
stray along this way and give us a lift in preaching. I, too, am getting hungry to hear some one
besides myself preach the pospel. The last sermon I heard preached was by brother Henry
Southwick, at the Saints' Chapel near East Delevan~ Wisconsin.
I would like to meet the dear Saints once more.
I do always rember them before the throne of
grace, and I do especially remember those who
have remembered us in our poverty with substantial tokens of their love for the work, and
for us who are in need. May God ln his infinite
mercy bless all.
Yours,
ELI M. WILDERMUTH .
LooKOUT, California, July 8th.
Dear llerald:-I have preached one sermon
since I have oeen here. T have baptized fourteen and there are twenty-two others who have
confessed the faith in full, and still others whose
prejudice is removed. I expect to be forced to
leave this field for while to support my family,
bnt I hope to return to it again before very long.
J. R. CooK.
California.
Dear Bretlzren:--The Herald is a most welcome visitor to me, and I should feel very lonesome without it, as it is my only preacher. I take
great delight in reading it to trustees, ministers,
and in fact to all I have a chance to, and show
them where the true Church of Jesus Christ is.
Strange as it may appear, I never got left yet, for
I know this is the work of God, and the true
Church of Christ. Let any man or woman repent and be baptized for the remission of their
sin&, having hands laid on them (by those having
authority) for the gift of Holy Ghost, then shall
they know for themselves whether this doctrine
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is of God or of man; then shail the signs follow
them that believe.
With Christian love to all the Saints and enmity to none,
HENRY VITHTTAKER.
SAND RuN, Ohio, July 15th.
Dear llerald:-I desire to bear my testimony
to this work, for I know that it is true, and I rejoice in the gospel, and am glad that I have had
the pleasure of obeying it, as I feel that God has
but forth his hand the second time to gather his
people into his kingdom, that he may destroy the
wicked one. May God help us to press forward
till we gain a rest with him in glory, for the word
of the Lord endureth forever. The grass withereth, the flowers fadeth, but the word of the Lord
shall stand forever. God has said that we shall
know of the doctrine, and I feel that I have the
knowledge of his word for myself. Yet I am
very youn;; in years and I have much to learn
yet.
I would ask for the pravers of all the Saints so
I shall go onward and have the knowledge of
God at all times in my heart.
We have a branch of forty-three members in
this place, but we have not had the Spirit with
us so much as we have had in time past; but I
feel that it is of our own selves, but God is remembering us us in mercy.
_In our little branch we have a very sick sister
and we desire the prayers of all the Saints that
she may be healed, and that this little branch
may go on rejoicing in the work; and that we
may all come to the perfection of the faith, that
we may reign with Christ in his kingdom.
I have a question to ask of the Herald, and
that is this: In this place there has been eighteen
baptized into our branch who have not been voted
into it. Now I want to know if all members
have to be voted into a branch?
May God bless us all and help us do his will.
Your brother,
THOMAS WARD.
Members are received into the church by baptism. (See D. C., 17: 7)· When parties are baptized into a branch by its officers or by one whom
they have appointed to ad minister that ordinance,
a vote to receive is not nrcessary. But if baptized without the knowledge of a branch or its
officers and without its limits, they should be received by vote.
Some branches have a custom of voting on
applicants for baptism, either out of co•1rtesy, or
as a safeguard to themselves. Where such local
custom is made a rule it should be observed, but
there is no provision in the law for it.-En.
HASTINGS, Victoria, Australia,
April 26th.
Dear Editor :-I left Hasting to go to Gips1and, about two hundred and fifty miles away, to
see if I could get any place for our elders to
preach in, and I got two houses opened to them
and a promise of two houses for them to preach
in; and at another place l got the promise of the
Christian Church. They said that any of our
elders could have it. One of their preachers
conversed with me for four hours, and he said
that he could find no fault with our doctrine. He
asked me the name of our church. I said the
Church of Jesus Christ. I asked him if he knew
a.ny ()lfe of thilt l}~tp.e, .As I w!ls a m~mber of

his, (Jesus Christ's) church, Mr. Ferguson gave

me five dollars to pay the elders' fare to Gipsland.
I was called to the eldership last Sunday, May
26th, but not ordained yet. I know that I am
called by the revelation of Jesus Christ, as I
have had the ministering of an angel in the middle of the day, before I was called to the Aaronic
priesthood. I pray that God will bless us with
the gift of preaching that my tongue will be
loosed when I am ordained to the Melchisedec
order. Bro. J. Burton prophesied that I would
never be confuted with the Bible; when he had
his hands on my head; and I do not believe I
ever will. I wished that Bro. Burton had been
with me at Gipsland as there was a better opening than when I was with him in Geelong.
Everywhere I go I can get people to listen to me.
There are plenty of Christ's sheep in Victoria
and will obey when they hear the gospel.
AsHTON WooLLEY.
GEORGEVILLE, Mo., July 14th.
Dear Herald:--Whi:e looking at your Rage
438, the words of cheer from Bro. Whitehe~d, I
felt that calm a~d gentle Spirit rest on me, and
I am persuaded to take my pen in hand and say
with him, "On, on to victory!" for at the end of
the race we will get the crown promised by Him
that never faileth. His coming is near, even at
our doors; so let us bf!ready, and let us lay-members do all we can to persuade our neighbors,
that they may be redeemed with us. Oh, how
anxious we should be for them!
Yours for truth's sake,
ELI B. MULLIN.
LAURI~TON, N. S. W., Mav 25th.
Bro. R. S. Sa(yards:-Just received your welcome letter last night, with circular enclosed. I
am glad to hear of the progress being made in
that locality, and to see by the Herald how the
work is progressing all through the states. In
fact when we receive the E-leralds-every four
weeks-·1 sometimes feel as though I could "fly"
off to that land.
When our mission was given us, we both resolved to stay till it should be accomplished-the
time I mean-and therefore we will not grumble.
You have no doubt, ere this, learned of our not
being together; both Bro. Smith and I concluding that it would be better to thus separate. And
upon consulting Neely, he was willing to do so
for the work's sake, while you can judge of what
his feelings must have been to thus stay alone in
a foreign land. It is one of the marvels that are
only found 'in the church-the progress he has
made; he simply delights .the Victorian Saints.
After an absence of some ten weeks, out opening
new fields, he returned to Hastings and Queensferry, and they are not loud enough in their
praise of his improvement. I have seen no report of the discussion that I had at Hastings last
January with a Utah elder on the subject of polygamy, and suppose that it has never been reported. As brother Smith was present and taking notes I supposed he intended to report, but
forgot to ask him prior to his departure. However, there w,as nothing of special note. He had
a two-nights' contest and the elder proved himself to be a gentleman. The time was far too
short for a full presentation of the subject, but I
did the l;?est ! could l.Jnder tne. circl.Jmetances,
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Bro. Smith saying at its close that I did well·
On the Saturday following I was married, and
on the next Wednesday we started for New
South Wales as missionaries. I have found my
wife a willing helper, a zealous worker, and willing to undergo trial for the work's sake. Since
our arrival, February I sth, I have preached forty-six times, baptized and confirmed twelve,
blessed eleven children, with the various other
duties attending. Have written some to the papers, and as a result now have a discussion on
hand for July 5th. The subject is baptism, I to
affirm in favorc of immersion as the mode. My
opponent is a Presbyterian minister and it all
came about by an extract of one of his sermons
j:>eing published in the press, which I answered.
There is a man by the name of Alex. Johnston, of the Christian Church who hails from
America-California-- and has been raising
quite a stir in the same locality. As soon as the
Rev. Smith had come out in the paper stating
his willingness to discuss with me, as I had said
that I was willing to discuss it either through the
press or from the platform, Johnston sent him a
letter stating that he had accepted this challenge!
Of course the man was premature, because
Smith had accepted mine. Therefore he could
do nothing but state the facts, and as a result the
following Sunday nignt he--Johnston-came out
bitterly against Smith, calling him a coward,
etc., and challenged the ministry in general. In
the next issue of the paper, one of our brethren
-Wm. McLaughlin-accepted his challenge on
my behalf, laying down two propositions similar
to the last two discussed by Braden and Kelley.
This roused the gentlerria,n's ire, and in answer
thereto through the press he said, "Not with a
Mormon!!" and further: "In the country where
I come from, America, one would forfeit all
claims to respectability who would do so.''
A dispatch was sent me, and the next day I
listened to him twice, and had I not been present
I am satisfied we would have been raked at his
evening service, as he gave it to the others. At
the close I went forward and got from him the
acknowledgement that he was aware of the distinction between us and the Utah people, and
this before some of his own followers. Prior to
this he had told some ot them that there was I).O
difference. I challenged him to discussion, but
no-the lion ( ?) had now become the cringi~g
cur.
We are at present with Bro. John Rodgernoble people. Work seems to accumulate and
the end is not yet. Its condition here is encouraging. Wife joins in sending love.
Your brother in Christ,
J.
WIGHT.

w.

Q,uEENSFERRY,

Victoria, Australia.

KENT, Illinois, June 30th.
Dear Herald:-Some time ago I gave through
your columns a receipt for the cure of cancer,
offering to give a receipt for to make the black,
or all healing. salve to dress the sore with after
the cancer plaster was taken off. Will yau please
publish the receipt for the benefit of your read;
ers:
Take rosin and beeswax, of each two ounces,.
sweet oil eight ounces. Melt them together and
stir well, and at near the builing poirit add fo:ur
ounces red lead, stirring well; the lead to'. Ql)
added slowly, stirring until nearly cold. Tl)en.
add slowly t>\'o drachms pulverised camphpr,
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stirring until cold. (A drachm is the eighth of
an ounce or about a teaspoon filii.)
To pulverize the camphor drop on a few drops
of alcohol and it will pulverize as fine as flour.
Yours in bonds,
LEVI CHENEV
TABOR, Iowa, July r6th.

Bro. Blair :--I came here to preach the funeral
sermon of father W. R. Orton last Sunday. I
have labored in Emerson, Keystone, Shenandoah
and other places of late.
I shall go to Mill
Creek this week, the Lord willing, and labor in
that place and at Hamburg and vicinity, and
work my way to the Richards settlement before
returning here again.
The work is in fair condition. Braden's opposition has given us good help and made us
friends.
Bro. Briggs has preached in Shenandoah and
helped the cause. He thought of starting on his
eastern mission last week.
I shall do the best I can, trusting the Master for
the result. The Saints all expect to meet you at
the camp meeting at Wheeler's Grove.
HENRY KEMP.
HENDERSON GROVE, Ill., July 15th.

Dear Herald:-I am getting on in this field,
and have been laboring actively since June rsth.
I did some labor previous to that time but not as
much as I desired. Am blessed with health and
strength, and also a fair degree of God's Spirit in
my work. I spoke last Saturday night, Sunday
and Sunday night at Shanghi, an Adventist
stronghold, and will speak there next Sunday
again. Also spoke to quite large audiences in
our church here in the grove last night with fair
liberty. The Saints here have all been very kind
to me, and all are desirous of aiding and helping
me on in the good work.
Surely they will not
lose their reward.
Your brother in bonds,
E. E. WHEELER.
CooK's PoiNT, Texas, July 8th.

Ern. Smith and Blair:-Our reunion is over,
and on account of high water and a great amount
of rain the people, and especially the membership of the church, failed to meet with us. However, Bro. Ezzell and daughter were with us and
we held several services. Bro. Ezzell did some
good preaching which was highly appreciated.
Bro. I. N. Roberts could not be with us on account of being sick. He is still sick at this writing, but hope he will be up soon. Don't know
where Bro. Ezzell will go next. I aimed to go to
Jack. county, or Houston county this state to
preach next. There are many calls for preaching and few to preach in this section. We aim
to do the best we can, God being our helper.
E. W. NUNLEY.
•

TABOR VILLE, Missouri, July 9th.

Bro. Blair:-Well, I am another Latter Day
Saint knocking for admitance to the golden gate
of the New Jerusalem. I hope by the grace of
our Lord and Master to be able to enter in. My
wife wrote to the Mother's Home Column some
weeks ago, and since then we have had some inquiring about our part of the world, and I wish
to state in the Herald for the benefit of such
parties that if they wish to hear from me in re-

gard to this country, I will be pleased to give all
the information I can, if they will be.
kl nd as
to enclose stamps for postage, as it takes considerable money to answer so many.
And
wiil
further add that if there are any Saints tlut are
good at blacksmithing and wood working there
is a splendid chance for such a man here.
Well, Saints, we've had quite a shaking of tht>
dry bones in this part of the Master's vineyard,
and lots of very fine preaching by Brn. I. N
White, D. Tucker and S. Swenson; and many
good people are very earnestly investigating.
I have only been a Saint about ten months, but
I can truly say that I am glad th,;t I iived to hear
a poor, deluded Saint preacher; and can bear my
testimony to this great work of our Lord and
Master in this the eleventh hour, and hope and
pray that I may be ready to meet him. vvhen he
comes to make up his jewels. Love
all and
malice toward none.
ALVA W. HADJ.EY.
LAMO~I, Iowa, July rsth.
Dear Herald:-After finishing up the ~1eces
sary office business for a season, I took th0 field

early in May and have been out most of th~ time
since. l assisted Bro. M. M. T!.!rpen in and near
Redding, Iowa, for a few days. After :hat I
preached and otherwise labored for the cause at
Allendale, Missouri, till May zoth. Or; May
24th, by unanimous invitation
the G. A. R.
Post of Lucas, Iowa, I went there and preached
the annual memorial sermon in the opera hall on
the 26th. My text was:
"And he shall judge among the people and rebuke strong nations afar df; and they shall beat
their swords into plowshares and their spears
into pruning hooks; nation shall not lif': up a
sword against nation, neither shail they learn
war any more."-Micah 4: 3·
Though I spoke of the war and of its st:•.listlcs
and losses, its horrors and desolations, yet I
dwelt chiefly upon the beauty and glory of peace,
and upon the coming reign of the Prince of
Peace, endeavoring to show God's plan and purpose for the final welfare and ha pplness of the
human race under the reign of the Messiah. At
the wish of the members of the Post, and others,
the sermon was published in the Lucas !Jdger.
On the same day I preached the funeral sermon
of Bro. Hopkins' child, and also spoke on that
and other evenings in the Saints' Chapel. The
never failing hoBpitality of the Ssints at Lucas
and Cleveland makes the traveling elder feel at
home, but the scant work that has been found in
the coal mines this season, and the consequent
trying times felt at those places, nnkes th'.~ heart
sad, especially as nothing better seems at present
in prospect for them; but they deserve better
things.
On June 2d I v1ent to Redd1ng~ preac.hinr.:; that
evening and ovf:'r Sunday. Frorn then~; to GTant
City and Allendale till the ro!:h. Our district
conference on the 8th and 9'h
and the Allendale Saints were alive
receive the goodly gathering from
Davis City, Greenville, Lucas and Redding,
Iowa, and from Lone Rock, McFall, Sheridan,
Sweet Home and Grant City, Missouri. Good
sermons were preached by Brn. Shippy, Jones
and Salyards, and an excellent testimony meeting was held on Sunday .afternoon.
From June roth for awhile I was at horne, my
youngest child having never fully recovered

from the whoop:ng cough of the winter and now
seeming weaker. Stiil she held to life with a
strong spirit ac1d we hoped would recover.
Meantime I preached at Davis
and Greenville, and then, having promised tc go, I went
with Bro. C. H. Jones to McFall, Missouri, where
we preached in town and country, and on the
28th I baptized two sisters in the border of Daviess county. Bro. Jones staid but I came home
the 29th. But finding no one prepared to go that
day to fill the appointment at Redding contin··
ued on the same train, having no chance to see
my sick child. That night she was taken worse,
and when I returned on Monday she was evidently nearing her end. We labored and watched,
assisted by kind Saints, till Tuesday night her
sweet spirit returned to the Giver, leaving us to
mourn after so short a visit wherein she had
been so happy with us and we with her. On
J nly 4th we laid her pure and beautiful form
away in the earth, sorrowing, yet having hope
that we may be worthy, through Christ and our
service, to have our clear one again in the first
Our home seems lonely, the
mother's heart is sad, while the months of
watching and labor have taken her strength and
impaired her health.
Hence I shall stay at
home some, but meanwhile attending to accumulated office work, and preaching as I can. On
July 6th and 7th attended to two-day meeting at
Pleasanton and took part, with Brn. Blair, Weliington and Turpen. Bro. Lyman Little was
ordained a priest.
VIe expect him to do a good
work, as also that the other three ·will who were
ordained at our district conference, namely,
Priests F. M. "\i\Te!d, Mars Sorrenson and E. E.
Marshall. The field is wide before them and
their helps and chances are good.
In the district over which I have charge various brethren are laboring locally, and nearly all
the branches are doing well. The elders and
priests are going outside and making appointments and having fair success. This is as it
should be, God having commanded men to labor
in their calling and to bring to pass much righteousness by their free agency and activity in the
good cause. On the 14th preached at Lamoni,
and I expe-ct to be engaged on Sundays and at
other times as home and office matters permit.
In the hope of the gospel,
HENRY A. STEBBINS.
SANTA ANA, Cal., July 8th.
Dear l-lerald"·-I have just returned from Laguna branch where the Saints have been holding a Sunday School Convention, and a Reunion
Meeting. They pitched the large tent near the
large Lagune (which is Jake in our language) in
a little grove
nice shade trees. They celebrated the Fourth of July and had a good time generally. Tt was a glorious meeting for the Luguna
branch, for lt brought them together as a. band of
Saints truly and they forgot all their old troubles.
Concession and humiliation was the order of the
day. May the Lord continue to bless them, that
they may rem<mber their first love. I would be
very grateful to the brethren in Idaho if they
would enqnire for my brother, John \i\Talker, who
is known ln Idaho as Parker John.
He came
from Carthage, Missouri, in r85o, and I have
lost track of him,
can find track of him
p1eat:e address the
Box 8, Santa
Ana, Omnge county, California.
J. G. WALKER.
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SERMON BY ELDER W. W. BLAIR,
AT LAMONI, IOWA.

to the remarks I may
make this morning, I read from Isaiah,
chapter twenty-nine, commencing at the
ninth verse. I do so for the purpose of
considering God's marvelous and wonderful work that was to be begun and carried forward in these days, prior to the
second coming of the Lord Jesus . Christ.
We have some clear proofs of the doctrine
we preach in regard to its origin and purpose, a variety of proofs tending to confirm the fact that God has begun, is carrying forward, and will consummate one of
the most marvelous works that was ever
known to the sons of men. We believe
this, teach it, and seek to keep well posted
as to the evidences upon which we base
our faith, so that we may give an intelligent reason for the hope that is within us
on this important matter.
Isaiah delivers this prophecy professedly
by the inspiration of the Almighty; it was
to have its accomplishment in the last
days. Examining this prophecy, there has
been no time in the past when anything
like it has been accomplished and we discover further, by the terms
this prophecy, that it could not have been accomplished until these latter times,
In this is
strong presumptive evidence of the divinity of the work intrusted to us. Evidence
abounds that in the economy of God, the
Latter Day Saints are the first people who
ever made the claim that this prophecy
was to be fulfilled in these latter times.
"Stay yourselves and
cry ye
out and cry; they are drunken, but not
with wine, they stagger but not with
strong drink. For the Lord hath
out upon you the spirit of
sleep, and
hath closed your eyes; the prophets, and
your rulers, the seers hath he covered.
And the vision of all [that is all these prophets, and rulers, and seers referred toJ has
become unto you as the words of'a book
that is sealed, which men deliver to one
that is learned, saying, Read this, I
thee; and he saith, I can not, for
sealed.''
When, in all the past, since the utterance of this prediction, has such an event
as this transpired until the coming forth of
the Book of Mormon?
"And the book is delivered to one that
is not learned, saying, Read this I pray
thee; and he saith, I am not learned."
It is a strange, but nevertheless prophetic truth, that "the book'' was to be delivered to him that is not learned, saying, "Read
this I pray thee;" and that he should say,
INTRODUCTORY

"l am nc;t learned." But it was fulfilled
in the
forth of the Book of Mormon.
the Lord said, Forasmuch
draw near to me with their
with their lips do honor me,
but have removed their heart far from me,
and their fear toward me is taught by the
,.,,.,,,r<,nt of men; therefore, behold, I will
to do a marvelous work among
even a marvelous work and a
; for the wisdom of their wise men
and the understanding of their
men shall be hid."
This is God's work. His will and design, The learned could not read the
book; but one "not learned" would read
it. Then follows the important revelation
in "that day"-the same one when
the
should come forth-"the ears
of the deaf should hear the words of
the
and the eyes of the blind
should see out of obscurity, and out
of darkness. The meek also shall increase
their joy in the Lord, and the poor among
men shall rejoice in the Holy One of Israel;
shall not now he ashamed,
neither shall h1s face now wax pale."
Vlfhen ?-After the coming forth of this
marveloi1s work. This was all to be introduced in tbat period when the children
of Abraham should not be "ashamed,"
and their face no more "wax pale.''
Pale:1ess of face signifies fear, unrest, tribulation, and all that is implied in these
terms.
also that erred in spirit shall
come to understanding, and they that murmured shall learn doctrine.''
the presumption is, as found in
this last verse, that God's people would
come to a correct understanding of
spirit manifestations; and that they who
"murmured" would learn doctrine implies that they would learn God's doctrine
-the true doctrine of life everlasting;
such is the
of this closing verse of
this trw 29th chapter of Isaiah.
now, we have here in the Book
of Mormon a claim that is made-(and
some
say that I preach nothing. but
the Book of Mormon; but that is not so;
but if I did preach it, it would be wonderfully sound doctrine)-but here in the zd
Book of Nephi there is a prophecy which
comes to the nineteenth century first in
1829 or
so that the world- began to
know of
marvelous statement, this
wonderful
only as far back as
r829.
Prophesying of the apostasy from the
church established by Christ anq his apostles, and of the Jews scattered abroad
amonr~ all the nations of the earth, Nephi
says that God would "proceed to do a
marvelous work and a wonder, that he
might remember his covenant which he
had m.adc unto the children of men; and
that the Lord would "set his hand the second time" to restore his people from their
lost and fallen condition, rmd that one of
the evklence~ of it would he that it should
bring Israel to a knowledge of the Messiah.
VVherefore God would "proceed to do a
marvelous work and a wonder," not only
among
but abroad, throughout all
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the nations of the earth. And he predicted that the Lord would bring forth his
words unto t;-,em, (such is the Book of
Mormon), and that they would be given
unto them for the purpose of convincing
them of the Messiah, and that this would
be at the time of the coming forth of the
Book of Mormon.
"Well," says one, "you place that book
in the stead of the Bible." No; it is not
to take the place of the Bible, but to furnish strong evidences to establish the divinity of the Bible. It teaches the all-important fact that Jesus Christ is the Messiah, the Savior of the world. It agrees
with the Bible in its doctrinal teachings;
and many of its predictions are corroborative of those contained in the Bible relative to the Lord's great and marvelous
work to be enacted in the last days for the
salvation of the house of Israel and of tbe
Gentiles. So that you discover this "marvelous work" predicted in the 29th chapter of Isaiah was to be introduced by
the coming forth of the Book of Mormon.
We claim that this is the very "book"
that was to be given to the unlearned
man, the "words" of which would be heard
by the deaf in these days, in proof of which
many testimonies could be adduced of
those who were "deaf" being healed by the
power of God so that they have been, and
are still able to "hear the words of the
book" as well as to read the same. We
claim that this book came forth at the
right time, in the right place, in harmony
with the prediction, and that all things
worked in harmony to the fulfilling of
the various prophecies relative to the coming forth of this marvelous work.
It is now well known that the land of
Palestine has been a waste for seventeen
centuries. It is also well known that that
land is being restored to fertility, and that
wherever the hand of industry is foundjn
that land it is bringing forth abundantly
as it did in the days of the patriarchs and
prophets. This is a matter of world-wide
notoriety at the present time. The Journals of the day are full of matter in regard
to it.
The house of Jacob was to be brought
into vastly improved conditions after tbe
coming forth of the Book of Mormon. It
is a remarkable fact that the children of
Judah have been under the feet of the Gen"'
tiles, and have been persecuted, hated and
despised, robbed and slain mercilessly by
those powers until within the last one hundred years; and that especially for the past
fifty or sixty years great changes have taken
place in their favor.
Some of the most
renowned statesmen, generals, scientists
and financiers are from their ranks, and
their condition as a people, is now vastly
better, except in one or two nations
where they still suffer some persecution.
Jacob's face no "longer waxes pale," neither
is he "ashamed.'' And "Lebanon is turned into a fruitful field," and all this has
transpired since the coming forth of the
Book of Mormon. Surely, it is a marvelous, a wonderful work; yet not in harmony with the popular notions of the religious world, nor of the wise and prudent of
earth, and therefore could not originate
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with them. God declared that the "work"
effecting these conditions should be "a
m~rvelous work and a wonder," ·one
that He himself would do; also that
"the wisdom of their wise men" should
perish, and "the understanding of the prudent" would "be hid." Every verse of
this chapter has a sermon in it, but we qm
onlv glance at them as we pass along.
The Book of Mormon puts the statement about the land of Lebanon in a different form than found in the Bible. It
says: "I will shew unto the children of
men that it is not yet a very little while
and Lebanon shall be turned into a fruitful field, and the fruitful field shall be esteemed as a forest."
"Well," says one, "that word applies to
a district in the land of Judea."
True;
there is a district called Libanus, or Lebanon. It was from this dis•rict that the
cedars of Lebanon came with which Solomon beautified the temple of the Lord.
But the "Lebanon" referred to in the prophecy, refers to the land of Palestine,
including the city of Jerusalem. Certain- that is
ly-as we discover here-it was not to a pray thee; and he
region of sterile mountains, or anything of Then the Lord
that kind. It was to a land that would
be developed in fertility, for it would be
"turned into a fruitful field."
The two books are in harmony concerning the coming forth of this "marvelous
work and a wonder." There is no discrepancy or incongruity between them;
agreement is plainly manifest in all their
parts.
vV e turn to the past and ask, When, and
where has that promised ·'book" made its
appearance? We have reached the times
when the "tribulation" of the Jews is almost entirely done away, when the "face"
of Jacob does not "wax pale;" and a little
before this time God was to bring forth "a
book." And seeing· that all the tribulation of the Jews have passed away, we
ask, Where is to be found that "sealed"
book? \Vhere in the past has been given
the "words"-or a portion-of that sealed •
book to "the ler~rned," who replied, "l can
not" read it "for it is sealed." Can you
find where these things have transpired
except among the Latter Day Saints? We
challeng-e the entire world to bring forth
proof of the fulfillment of this pn~diction
elsewhere. It has not been fulfilled until
the coming forth of the Book of Mormon.
And while said book was in process of
translation by Mr. Smith, he transcribed a
few of the characters, and with their translation, sent t11em by the hand of Martin
Harris to New York, who there presented
them to a "learned" g-entleman of the
name of Anthon-a professor of ancient
and modern l:mg-uages-cwho after examination pronounced the characters true, and
the translation correct. He gave Mr. Harris a certificate to that effect, certifying to
the people of Palmyra, New York, that
they were true characters, and that the
translation of such as had been translated
was correct. But as Mr. Harris, when retiring, had reached the door, Mr. Anthon he en
called him back and asked him where the and base
young man got this book from which the and violence, nnd
until sorne
characters were transcribed. Mr.

been crimsoned with the
of God! And yet it
and gone forth like the
and God

; for there are numbers
connected with it that are correlaand taken altoe-ether it becomes one
af
most marve'lous movements the
world has ever known.
In order to
to pass thi~
wondrous
in the
conditions of the world.
that marvelous chang-es
in the numernw;; devarious
in the chief arts and sciences
the civilized
and much
without
are tru-

in the case
made
in a trifle over six
one illustration of marvelous
made in one direction in the last
going forth of
and a wonder"
for its onward
the last
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ond. Money is being· poured out like Y cs, in some small degree, but we have there arose "out of the earth" a two-hornwater in order to publish the bible and had it hidden "under a busheP'-bv the ed beast that was essentially the same as
send it abroad to the inhabitants of the creeds, catechisms, precepts and do"gmas the first beast, for it exercised "all the
e:uth! It is the infinite God who is open- of men. To illustrate, (and with no dis- power of the first beast"-Pagan Romeing the way to send his great work forth
respect to any ~burch outside of our own), and it had "two horns like a lamb," but it
upon the earth to all nations.
I remember that in my boyhood days, the spake "like the dragon" for all that. It had
Again; in regard to Sabbath Schools. doctrine was held that little children, if and held similar dominion as the B.rst, and
What wonderful changes have been made they died without being sprinkled by it blended church and state-ecclesiastical
in this respect. It is but a short time since some one were certain to go to hell! and political power-and hence it had
God moved upon the heart of an Eng-lish- -and that meant everlasting fire in which "two horns like a lamb," though it retained the essential characteristics of the
were to be tormented forever!
man, Robert Raikes, to conceive the idea
1s
hard, strange doctrine; but first beast. The ten-horned beast was to
that Sabbaths could be spent with profit
to the young, many of whom had been al- nevertheless was and is taught that little "make war" with the Saints, and to "overlowed on that day to run at large, by col- children dying without having their little come them," for they were to be "given
lecting them together and instructing heads sprinkled with water go down to into his hands," and he was to accomthem in the .word of God.
He com·· everlasting burnings! Do you find any plish the complete overthrow of the church.
such doctrine taught in the Bible? No; All this is said in plain terms.
menced the Sunday School and was blessIt should be remembered that this same
ed in his ministrations. From that it has we find the very opposite to that; namely,
spread out until the Sunday School has that children (inLmts) dying in their in- ten-horned beast appeared in this another
become one of the most important factors fancy are heirs of salvation through and by form and did those strange things that
in giving religious instruction in the world, J esm Christ-"Of such is the kingdom of was to be brought about in the destruction of of the church, it absorbed or
and every man and woman honestly con- heaven."
blotted out the church with its peculiar
Yes,
that
is
what
the
Bible
teaches.
nected with it deserve to be blessed of
Jesus further says: "Their angels do doctrines and distinctive features.
God.
Such are the historical facts that you
It is "a marvelous work and a wonder" alwil.y:; behold the face of my Father
will find in profane as well as biblical hiswhich God has promised should go forth which is in heaven."
How is it possible that the religious tory. This apostacy from the primitive
among the nations of the earth in these
latter. times, and it has already spread out world could have adopted the idea-most faith made it necessary for the gospel of
so that not only the English and Ameri- , blasphemous upon the character of the Jesus Christ, as also the church organizacan, but the French, the Spanish, Austral- Almighty and the saving power of Jesus tion, to be restored in order to prepare a
ian, German, and all the peoples that rep- Christ-that little children, because they church and people for Christ's second com·
resent the intellectual and industrial were so unfortunate as to not have their ing; it made it necessary that God should
world-the world of progress-have faces sprinkled in the name of Jesus bring forth this "marvelous work and a
caught the inspiration; and not only do Christ should go down to everlasting wonder,"that they who "murmured should
learn doctrine."
they have the Bible in their own tongue, darkness and loss!
and at such cheap rates that the poor can
There have been in the religious world
I will tell you how this has been
have it, but it is being translated into the brought about: The church established since the departure, or apostacy from the
language, and dialects of barbarous Afri- by Christ and his apostles anciently be- ancient faith, many erroneous doctrines
ca, and those portions of the globe that gan to apostatize from the faith, the doctaught, which has caused much murmurhave been hidden from the rest of the trine of Christ, and in process of time it ing by the honest enquirer after truth,
world for the last eighteen centuries can was found unworthy of and without in- on account of their aplJarent injustice.
now be taught of God and his ways. The spired men, and it gradually adopted the The doctrine before mentioned concernLord seems to be stirring up men of late, theories and philosophies of Pagan Rome, ing the endless torment of little children,
Livingstone, Stanley, and others with which eventually destroyed every vestige because they were not sprinkled, has causthem, to explore and open up the ot Christianity except the name. The ed the hearts of mothers and fathers to
dark and unknown regions for the intro- Bible had not been published; it onlv mourn and murmur, feeling that such a
duction of civilization and the light of existed in manuscript form, and in the doctrine could not be true if God was
Christ, so that now heathen nations, in- hands of but few; it was not published to what the Scriptures represented him to be,
cluding the wild Africans are having the the world as it is in the present form till a loving Father. But since the advent of
word of God published in their own in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. the gospel by the angel, sent forth by God
tongues in which they were born! Down And so it was that Pagan philosophy and to be preached to all the world by the
in the Indian Territory, among the Choc- religion, also heathen mythology were in- Latter Day Sflints, it is made known that
taws, Cherokees, and others styled the In- corporated with a very little, if any, of the infants are redeemed from the fall through
dian Nations, the bible is had in their own doctrine of Christ, and that corrupted and the atonement of Christ, and are consetongues, and this I regard as one of the destroyed the church of God. The church quently without sin, and that dying in that
many evidences of the time in which still retained the name, but in essence and condition they are saved and blessed, and
God's "marvelous work" should go forth in substance, in doctrine, organization, or- go to dwell with the spirits of the just in
to all the nations.
dinance and Spirit, the church that existed the Paradise of God.
Other prophecies that have a bearing after this departure from the doctrine of
Again, it has been .taught that. the poor
upon this subject might be introduced, but Christ, was not his. The form of religion heathen has to go down to hell to be torwe only take a little here and there, glean calling itselt Christian remained, but there tured eternally - he being so unforevidence from all quarters, so far as we was nothing like primitive Christianity in tunate as to be born in a foreign land,
can in all justness, taking all for what it is it. This may be thought a hard thing to where the name of Jesus Christ was never
worth, and it becomes a mighty means in say, but such are the facts.
heard! The speaker asked, Is that the
building up and extending abroad this gloIn the thirteenth chapter of the book of work of your Father and my Father! God
rious work.
Revelations you will find that John, his is said to be "the Father of spirits;" and
Now, in regard to the preaching of this soul lit up by the Spirit of the Almighty, in another place we are called "the offgospel-this "marvelous work and a won- saw a strange beast having seven heads, spring of God." Is that the way that God
der"-the leading feature is "the doctrine" and ten horns. This beast, as history has will deal with his offspring? Is that Bible
of Jesus Christ, the same yesterday, to-day, shown, represents Pagan Rome; its seven doctrine?
and forever. One of the distinctive fea- heads, the seven forms of political governThe Bible teaches quite to the contrary.
tures of this prophetic work is that, "they melit under which it existed before its Jesus said, "If I had not come and spoken
that murmured shall learn doctrine." final division into ten kingdoms denoted unto you, ye had not had sin." Well, then,
What doctrine?
Evidently God's doc- by the ten horns upon which were ten the poor heathen will not be condemned,
trine; Christ's doctrine. "But," says one, crowns. John saw that after this ten- for not having heard of Christ or his gospel
~'have not we had that doctrine all along?"
horned beast had accomplished its work, he could nQt b~ condemned by it; he nev~r
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TH
had sinned against that light. The Bible
teaches that men will be judged "according to their deeds," and he ~ondemned only
for rejecting the light they had receivednot for rejecting· what they did not receive.
The speaker then referred to the dochine of death-bed repentance as one that
was pernicious in its tendencies, causing
many to procrastinate serving the Lord,
and to engage in evil practices, thinking
that if they could only get time to call upon the Lord before death, all would be
well with them. He spoke of hearing an
old gentleman with whom he was acquainted say, "If I can only have time to
repent of my sins and call upon the Lord before I die, 0, I shall be all safe." To whom
the speaker made answer: "But you must
call on Him in truth and in rightousnes;
for such only will he hear and bless."

and keener,
ual accomplishments and
ni, I trust, umier the
will enable us to s;ee how
periment these
ed for the

Ueported by Elder E. Stnll'ord.
~~~

--------·----

LETTER FROM ELDER M. H. BOND.

and

:--My last communication to you was, as I remember, written
April z_5th, the date of my arrival in Lamoni. It would have been my wish to
have remained much longer with the
Saints, but my engageme~1ts prevented
anything but a hasty visit; and indeed I
sh(mld have gone direct to Burlington had
it not been for the voice of the Sp~rit to
me.
Am glad I went, sorry for many
reasons I could not stay. Lamoni has
great advantages, and would he a desir- activities,
able place of residence for Latter D:1y physical ba~e ;md force to
that propel all the
Saints who have a family of children to
I was greatly pleased to
rear.
people of Lamoni in their
It is one of the most beautiful promises
concerning the mi)lennial era-that "their mutual improvement
children shall grow up without sin unto thinp.;s that I know
salvation." "They shall not labor in vain, lasting· interests.
Our good will extends to the
nor bring forth for trouble; for they are
the seed of the blessed of the Lord and editors, l:md we loc·k and pray
their offspring with them." Both chil- their success, and for the success
dren and parents in this latter
work only preacher that ever reaches
are to be pitied who are trying to rear of the Herald readers.
them amidst the contaminating influences
the
of Babylon. Fashion, pride, false ideas
concerning life and a thousand influences
press upon the young in our church to
claim and draw away their attention from
a gospel whose attractiveness is best manifested by trial and experiences a11d intellectual development that come only to a
life matured by pain and suffering.
In the scattered branches in all the
world, few are large and posf.essed of
means, numbers and talent enough t0 compete with the world of physical and sensual
attractions that constantly tend to draw
the mind of the young away from the
sober considerations that attach to ~l religious life.
Some form of objective lesson, simple
and entertaining, must be placed before
the mind of the young in order to enlist a
more hearty sympathy on their part in our
church work. The Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints has forgotten or neglected to remember that in the g-reatest of
all schools,--wherc the knowledge of the
Infinite God is to be taught and .
the primary or simple lesson must prepare
the way for the deeper analogies; higher
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er some
way hidden up in the archives of
for a
for the ills that flesh is
to, and seem to be
as an experimental
which are revealed
unto us
our children
'' and we shall
far as our influence
to
governed
the
~ord that
God, and exercise that
it is impossible to
Theory and
faith and results confirm or deny.
just as true as it is that thE: sun ever shone
that those Saints who trust God in these
are among the foremost in spiritual matters and life, prayerfulness and godly walk.
Eloquent deliniation of the faith of Moses
(lnd the ancients, power to entertain and
delight by pictures graphic with description concerning the final rest prepared for
God's elect may beguile the inconsistency
of the orthodox world in regard to the
promises of God and of his Christ, may
unite our criticism or furnish food for comment or satire even from the preacher's
desk, but the great and awful and sorrowful fact remains that the lessons of
are largely lost
us as a people,
we stand not far
the place 'N here
stood 11oses and rebellions, faithless Israel.
The word of the Lord spoken to us to-day
is not largely mixed with faith, and for
the same reason and no other is the promised inheritance withheld-our children
ar'e mixing and marrying· with aliens and
strangers to God or his ways; are
ed by their fashions, and religious and
other "entertainments" entice them from
the preaching of the
that saves.
Our means for dress for our children that
they may keep
in the race for
ances," instead
endowment
and her municipals and for her
consecration· and
There is more money
for medicines
and doctors-for pills and "bitters" and
"herbs" and occasionally the "services" of
a christian scientist, or something else
equally foolish-than for all the work of
the spread of the gospel or care of the
poor. "These signs shall follow the believer." Where is he? Is he outside the
camp altogether? "0h, for a faith that
will not shrink!" How pleasing the melody! With eyes closed we could almost
go to sleep to the measure and tunefulness
that we have allowed to cloud and cover its
meaning!
Your child, your companion in whom
your love and your life is wrapped up
seems slowly slipping away. Already are
they so near the
of weakness and apparent dissolution that death's door
be reached in an hour's time. Fright
terror and anguish struggle with and torture that weak and neglected
neglected. You thought you did not need
it-before you were well; your companion and child in health, you did not soon
see the necessity of any farther acquaintance with God than to be satisfied that
the Book of Mormon was true, and Joseph

your earth's
the consciousthe weakness of all other religions,
you carelessness and ease. Perhaps
"not seem
to contribute ·to
church
or
fill your seat in
v.u•r~'''n among your brethhad so many ways for your money
for your time.
It was too hot or
too cold too wet or too dry; conferences
vou
afford to attend when they
came around especially, but it was out
reason to be governed save by your own
in the matter.
The hour of
need of faith is upon you.
not credulity. Where is its
store? Where the example
that manifests the power of godliness as
revealed in the letter of the gospel which
we preach?
But what shall we do when sick? I
wouid
that we should endeavor to
we preach and to live by
word that proceedeth from the
of God. If not possessed of faith
to endure trial and be healed, do the next
best thing, as advised; and if the use of
that which wisdom (not the wisdom of
this world) directs does not relieve or rehear the burdens of the body with
and trust in the forces of
nature to recuperate and restore.
But was not Thomas B. Marsh apto be a physician? "Yes, to the
; but not to the world." Why?
"For they will not receive you."
Why?
Because to prescribe, or counsel, or treat
as counselled in the revelations of God to
His
would be as popular and profitable--and no more so-as the preaching
of the spiritual law.
Snch ·physicians, trained and skilled in
knowledge of the wonderful science of
and all that belongs to good nurspure food, pure air and
will find a place and occupation in
Zion in the future.
Do we believe in the resurrection of the
and expect a resurrection among the
H so, is our mortal body to be
by
Spirit that dwelleth in
us? Yet has not this Spirit control over
a single affected or diseased organ, or part
ofthis structure? Like our religious neighbors, how much we expect bye and bye;
how little we expect or demonstrate now
of that gospel which is the power of God,
through faith, "unto salvation;" salvation
of both spirit and body; full, complete and
demonstrable, or it is worth nothing- to
me! How can I trust a Savior whose
first promises mock me for the tremendous tests of his power in my behalf when
the heavens are on fire, the elements filled
with fervent heat, and the world's disaster
it and its faithless inhabitants? Who
abide?
"For the Son of God,.Jesus Christ, who
was preached among you by us, even by
me and Silvanus and Timotheus was not
yea and nay, but in him was yea. For all
the promises of God in him are yea, and
in Him Amen, unto the glory of God by
us/'--2 Cor. I: 19, 20.
"These signs shall follow them that
believe." They "that have faith to be

of
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healed shall be sealed." Are we in Christ?
Are his promises to us yea or nay?
Oh, this trial of faith in Abrabam's children! I never got acquainted with this old
hero only in gospel life, nor his family
after him. I do really long for courage
enough to entitle me to a seat in the kingdom with them. If I in my life display
cowardice, I don't want to sit down in
their company-I wouldn't be at home.
They would know me as an interloper
and out of place; not fit for the kingdom of God and its association, but some
other place, the place my faith and works
here might naturally, reasonably, and according to the just provisions of God assign me.
I hope I shall not be deemed uncharitable in my statements. "Charity preventeth a multitude of sins;" it "rejoiceth in
the truth." "Thy word is truth;" it "shall
judge us in the last day." May we have
courage to abide by its judgment to-day!
I can testify that it pays to trust God
in this life. Healing and miracles have
been wrought; great has been the blessings of God upon our household,--time
would fail to tell of the wonders God hath
wrought. Should matters fare far worse,
we hope to abide the test.
A God-fearing, sensible and courageous
companion makes it much easier to withstand the outside preEsure in hours when
serious sickness and trial are upon a man
or his household. The mark upon the
door post also we trust will be plain
enough upon our home when the destroying angel shall pass by~ He is coming to
the Saints of the Massachusetts district.
We shall be tried. May the Lord bestir
us from slothfulness, is my prayer!
Brother Parsons is with us, and is a
good counsellor and we hope he will not
be taken away and we be left alone. Shall
try to get around to visit all as soon as possible. New places also wait our coming.
We shall endeavor to be directed by the
highest authority--the Spirit of God-and
discharge our duty alone in his fear in the
adjustment of matters. The general outlook is one of improvement in the district.
B9ston is looking up, late additions, worthy and helpful people, and the Spirit of
God cheers and encourages the Saints in
this place, and a better feeling all around
encourages us to press onwflrd in the great
work.
In fa1th and hope,
MYRON

H.

BOND.

BOSTON, Mass., June 26th,_

"THE DEAD IN CHRIST SHALL RISE
FIRST."

ALL young children have no sins to answer for, and- of such is the kingdom of
God. Hence they will be of those in
Christ who shall return from a paradise
of bliss to paradise restored on earth. All
who would have this privilege must be
"as little children"--have no sins to answer
for; their sins gone before them to judgment, because of repentance, restitution;
good labors, obedience, etc.
"Blessed are the. dead who die in the
Lord." To such it will be an end of pain,
an end of misery of every kind, an end of
sin, an end of death; and they shall rise
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first, enjoy life Oil earth IOOO years, and
then pass on to eternal bliss.
J. o. T.

GALLAND'S GROVE.
Conference convened at Dow City, Iowa, June
14th; W. W. Whiting president, John Pett secretary. Branch reports: North Coon zs, I removed; Salem 34, I received by letter; Camp
Creek 26, 8 baptized; Boyer Valley 73; Coalville
22, 2 removed; Mason's Grove, returned for correction. Elder's reports, J. A. Mcintosh, R.
Ford, C. Derry, B. Salisbury, A. Jackson, W.
Whiting baptized 2, J. T. Turner, C. E. Butterworth baptized 5, J. Seddon, J. Pett, J. A. Goff,
E. Ford, D. M. Rudd baptized 6, J. R. Rudd, W.
A. Carroll baptized 2. Priests: C. Dobson, C.
J. Carlson, A. H. Rudd, J. Pearsall, J. W. Smith,
C. Williamson, D. Brewster. Teachers: J. Cross,
C.J. Hunt. T. Bell. Deacons: J. M. Baker, L.
Butterworth, H. C. Holcomb. Bishop's agent's
report: Cash on hand at last report, Feb. x6th,
$312.80, received to June 14th $450.72, total
$763 52; paid out $673.80, balance on hand
$89.72; John Pett agent. Bro. C. E. Butterworth was, by his request, released from acting
as assistant president of the district. The president was granted the privilege of choosing another assistant. Bro Joseph Seddon was accordingly
chosen. Bro. Joseph W. Smith was by vote of
the conference recommended for ordination to
the office of an elder. A recommendation from
the Camp Creek branch was presented that Bro.
Moses B. Skinner be ordained to the office of
priest. The recommendation was on motion
adopted and the ordination referred to the president of the branch. The missionary in charge,
Bro. C. Derry, appointed Bro. David M. Rudd to
labor in the northern, and Bro. Charles E Butterworth to labor in the southern part of the district. Preaching Friday evening by B. Salisbury;
Saturday evening by J. Seddon; Sunday forenoon prayer service and preaching by C. Derry,
previous to which Bro. Joseph W. Smith was or
dained to the office of an elder. In the afternoon
preaching by W. W. Whiting, and in the evening
by C. Derry. Adjourned to meet at Deloit, Friday, November 8th, at 2: 30 p. m.

St. Thomas 48, 28 baptized, I recei.ved, 8 remov··
ed, I died, 4 ordinations; V\lindham
No report from Ellis, Irondale,
U sborne and Waterford branches.
ports:-J. H. Lake, baptized 7, r"''"'""'"''i
in good condition; R C Evans,
J. Smith, baptized 25; W.
J. McLean, baptized 5; S.
L. Mortimer, baptized 2; J. A.
tized 12; W. Strange, baptized
confirmed 9i R. B. Howlett,
Shields, baptized 14. Bishop's Agent's
Balance last report $26.03, received since
62, paid out $350 56, balance
09
audited and found corn· ct.
report :-·E.
K. Evans; G. C. Tomlinson,
2
J. H.
Taylor, baptized 2. Resolved
one be ordained to any office without the advice
and consent ot the president of the mission,
dent of district or district conference.
that the secretary of each branch be instructed to
report to the secretarv of dhtrict the number
and names of scattered members. Resolved
that Bro. S. Brown's request to be released as
Bishop's Agent be granted and that a vote of
thanks be tendered him for
services. R esolved that Bro. E K. Evans
recommended to
the bishop for appointment as
for the London district. Resolved that R
tained as district president, and J. Shidds as secretary. Resolved that
hereaft0r
property for the erertion of
be
ed to make their deeds to the Bishop's Agents and
their snccessors as two of said trustees that we
entertain the id~a of sustaining a
office
in thi>; district for the distribution of
and
the intrrest of the church here and o'her secular
matter. Resolved that we appoint
commW~ee
of five to look after this, that committee to be E.
K. Evans, J. B. Watson, J. A. Mcintosh, C. Kirg
and J. Wilson, and that sa;d committee confer
with the president of the church and Board of
Publication and report to next eonference of dis·
trict. Resolved that the presider,t and
af district be a committee to arrange with the
ferent Rail Road companies running to St. Thomas for cheap rates for those attending the fali
conference. Bro. C. Insell was ordained a
Preaching by E. K. Evans, \V.
Mcintosh, R. C. Evans and J. B
audiences. Adjourned to St. Thomas,
19th and 2oth. Thus passed a profita151e session
of conference, the attendance being good and
much interest for the welfare of the work beinF
manifest.
c.•

LONDON.
Conference was held at Garafaxa, June xsth,
x6th, and 17th. Elder J. H. Lake, president of
mission was chosen to preside, Bro. John Shields
secretary, and Bro. W. J. Smith assistant. Minutes of last conference read and corrected. Resolved that the articles on representation by delegates be received one by one.
rst. That each
elder, priest, teacher and deacon be entitled to a
vote when present at conference, provided there
be no charges against any such for transgression.
2d. That the president of the mission, president
of the district and all of the priesthood be ex-officio members when present, except as provided
for in clause one. 3d. That five delegates be the
greatest numer that any one branch shall send
from time to time. 4th. That delegates from
one branch can not represent any other branch
than the one to which such delegate belongs.
5th. All branch clerks are requested to report the
present number in the banch at the time of appointing delegates, and give each a written certificate, signed by the cerk of each branch stating
that such delegates have been appointed, giving
delegates names. They were then adopted as a
whole. Sr. V. King was chosen organist and
Bro. C. King chorister. Bro. C. Insell, usher.
Branch reports :-Alliston 21, IO baptized; Augerman (Longwood) report referred back to
branch for correction; Corinth 34> 2 marriages;
Egremont 62, 4 baptized, 2 received; Garafraxa
63, 20 baptized, 2 received, 2 died, I marriage;
Masonville 95· 19 baptized, I3 received on evidence of membership, 2 by letter, x marriage;
Monmouth 54. I expelled; Proton sS, 7· baptized,
r marriage; Riverview 14, I died, 2 ordinations;
St. Mary's 44, I baptized, 4 received, 2 removed;

FAR WEST.
Conference convened with the German, Stew·
artsville, branch, Saturday, July 8th. The
ident and vice-president not bei.ng present,
W. Lewis was chosen president, pro.
C.
Faul secretary. Chair appointed T.
L. Neidorph and J. W. Peterson a committee on
credentials.
Branch reports were read fwm St.
Joseph, Edgerton Junction, Delano, Kingston,
DeKalb and German Stewartsville; Stewartsville was referred back for correction. Elders'
reports: A. Nesser, J.D. Flanders,
1'. T. Hinderk~, J D Cravens, W.
W. Lewis, J. T. Kinnaman, J. M.
ed IO). Priests: A. W. Head, P.
Neidorph, J. W. Peterson, C. P F'aul, D. R.
Baldwin. Teachers: J. Limb, T. McKee.
mittee on credentials reported and were
ned. Bro. Lewis, Bishop's agent, re'"''""e•n
three months, as follows: Balance
report
$24.04, received since, including the $24
$199 89
Expended $202 so, balance due
$2.51. Report was received and adopted.
solved, that this conference consider
gambling with billiards or
kind
receiving the proceeds
unchristianlike conduct. The
ren were elected as officers of the
coming three months, voting by
nays: J. T. Kinnaman, president; V\1.
field, vice· president; C P. Faul, secretarv.
letter was read from B. B. Ben nett,
for an
appeal from a decision given by a court
elders
held in x883. Chair appointed a committee of
three to investigate the matter and to give in-

struction to B. B. Bennett in the case,-T. T.
Hinderks, W. Lewis and A. W. Head. The following is tbe committee's report: "We, your
committee, find that in the case of Bro. and Sr.
B. B. Bennett of Grundy county, Missouri, that
rehearing in their case can not be granted
under the present
of the churdh; but we
would recommend
the district president
correspond with the
and give them information, and advise
to comply with the
recommendation of the court and come into the
church according to the law." The report was
received and adopted, and the committee discharged. Adjourned to meet with the DeKalb
branch, Saturday, September 7th, at 10 a. m.

-·-----·-------FREMONT.
Conference convened at Farm Creek, July 8th,
H. Kemp
and T. A. Hougas secretary,
pro. tem.
the following branches
were read:
Keystone, Farm Creek
and Plum Creek; and verbal reports of F:1rm
Elm Creek and Plum Creek.
gave a report of his own
to a .recommendation of the
Farm Creek
and on separate motion Brn.
A. Badham and T. A. Hougas were elected to be
ordained priests. On motion Bro. H. Kemp was
instructed to select necessary and suitable
officers for ordination in the various branches.
The authorities of the church and district were
sustained. Adjourned to Keystone at call of
president. Bro. vV. vV. Blair occupied the stand
Saturday
Sunday morning and Sunday
evening.
meetings were held at nine a.
m., and half-past two.
NORTHERN ILLINOIS.
Conference convened with the first Chicago
branch June 29th and 30lh, A. H. Smith presiding, W. Vickery secretary. Branches: First
Chicago 24. I received; Coo.1rtiand 22, I baptized;
Mission 102, I removed; Braidwood 37, 4
tizcd, 3 received; Plano 205, I removed, 3
; Burlington 38, 2 baptized, I died, I ordina; Sandwich 59, 2 removed, I died; Streator
35, I received. Bishop's agent, Thomas Hougas
reported: Received since last report $r8o o3,
paid out $88
balance $91 53· J. C. Foss, I.
L. Rogers
Pender, delegates to General Conference
; other officers reporting
were Elders F.
Cooper, C. D. Carter, T. Hougas, S. C.
A. Delap, W. Vickery, M. T.
Short and W.
Teacher A. R. Wilcox
reported. Case of Milo Gavett, brought from
the Plano branch, was referred back for their
further action. F. M. Cooper and W. Vicker)
were suotained president and secretary of the district respectively. The secretary was authorized
to correspond with Bro. Pease as to his member-·
ship; also with the president and clerk of Braidwood branch as lo the correctness of their branch
report. Report of Sabbath School Association
was deferred until next conference. The preaching was by A. H. Smith and M. T. Short. At 2
p. m. the fellowship meeting was in charge of
G. A. Blakeslee, I. L. Rogers and T. Hougas.
A very spiritual time was enjoyed, and all felt
to rejoict in God and the latter day work. Adjourned to Mission, Illinois, October sth and
6th.
CENTRAL MISSOURI.
Conference met with the Alma branch, June
9th, at ten o'clock a. m. By vote of the body
Bro. H. H. Robinson was chosen to preside over
the conference; R. L. Ware was associated with
him. The following elders were present andreported: H. H. Robinson, R. L. Ware, E. W.
Cato, W. L.
G. W. Carter and M. A.
Trotter. Priest,
H. Nuckles; teacher, R.
Hockings; deacon, T. H. Curtis. Alma branch
31. No reports from Wakenda or Missouri River branches. The Bishop's agent made report,
which was referred to adjudicating committee
which reported; but the report not being satisfactory, the committee was continued until next
conference. The.committee appointed to ascer··
tain the advbability of holding a camp-meeting
reported, and report was received and committee
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Thomas, Oscar Daniel Burt, Henry Silas Burt,
Joseph F. Burt, Amanda Percilla Rodely, James
Alfred Peek, Lydia Ann Peek, Alvunon A.
Thurlow. Dated July zrth, r889.
By order of the ch1.1rch.
M. W. SAMPSON, Pres.,
JAMES HuFF, Clerk.

E. V-1. Cato vvas sustained
for the next quarter. Conference
meet with the Wakenda branch,
r889, at ro o'clock a.m.

of the Texas Central diswill be held at Elkhart,
branches in the disreports by deiegates or
request as to the
All are cordially
P~esident.

The
district conference will be held
at the Union
August 24th, and 25th. All
branches are requested to report to M.P. Madison, district clerk, Valentine, Nodaway count.y,
Missouri. All are invited to attend.
JAMES THOMAS.

District p, esident.
Southern Nebraska district conference
will be held with the Platte River branch, at or
nem· VIi' abash, Cass county, .A.ugust IIth and rzth.
All Saints and friends are cordlallv invited to
attend.
CHAS. H PoRTEil,
District Secretary.
TWO DAYS' MEETING.
The Gravel Creek branch of Five Lakes, Lawill hold a Two Days'
and 25'h.
All Saints are
attend. \V e shall look for
that live in om district to attend
do so, and also all others who
so. Our nearest station is King's
on the P. 0. P. A. R. R., three miles east
Saints of Five Lakes will meet them
Frlciay night at seven o'clock and Saturday at

P1'es.

England Reunion wiil
Deer Isle, Maine,
roth, r889,
two
Reduced rat(;s are

R. w. HUGILL,
of Gravel Creek branclz.

GROVE MEETINGS.
number
mHes east of
second Saturday
to all. Come ·and have an
LN. \VHITE.

Sarsfield street,
headquarters for starting, where
some
the committee will be found,
to furnish tickets at the reduced rates .
Whiting and U. \V . Green are appointed on reand arrangetnents at C~ree:1's
facilitate ~atters very much for all
to send their names to then1 at
as convenient. Those
Maine can consult
as to time of
etc.
an effort to go
made
many as can
The fare from
is very reasonable,
affording a sail on
ocean of about two hundred miles. Our session
last year was a profitable one, favored of God.
That this one may be no less
may all bring
the ~irit of peace and love
them.
F. M. SHEEHY,
C!zairman of Committee.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Conference of the South East Ohio and \Vest
at Vale's l'iiills,
-:c·~''"~' h,,,_ 28th, at ten a m.
Rro. G. T.
and he will
counsel others to come as he
best. It
is the
of the
Bro. E. L.
Kelley
the Bishopric will be present. 'Ne expect a week's meeting after the conference; the
interest will determine.
We Invite all to come
that can. All coming by ran will be met either

over
casi:;n.

~Preaching serv~ces

: 30 ana 7: 30 p.

for the ocat IO a. n1. 1

I wish to obtain the addresses of Bro. Benjamin Decker and Bro. George Hardick. If any
know of their whereabouts, please inform me.
MARTIN CAIN,

Clear Water, Antelope Co., Neb.
The case of Bro. J. L Pride will be tried before
a court of eldtrson the 2d day of September, r889,
at the house of Bro. Robert Oehring, Newark,
Dakota. Bro. J. L. Pride is hereby notified to
appt'ar at said trial and answer to charges.
Signed this roth day of July, r889.
RoBERT 0EHRING,
Elder i1Z chm·ge of Dakota.
DIED.
WooDCOCK.-At his home, Galland's Grove,
Iowa, J oJne 26th, r889, Thomas Woodcock, in the
75th year of his age. He was born near Licking
Creek Bri,ige, Bedford county, Pennsvlvania,
December 29th, rtlr4; was baptiz(>d at Montrose,
Lee county, Iowa, in r84z, bv L. Dalrymple,
Funeral services at the Saints' Church, Galland's
Grove, Iowa, by Elders J. A. Mcintosh and R.
Jenkins. The large attendance of brethren and
friends manifested the high esteem in which the
deceased was held.
DuELL.-Sr. Amelia, wife of Bro. W. Duell.
was born at Birmingham, Warwick, England,
April 8th, r8z8. She joined the Church of Jusus
Christ of Latter Day Saints before the death of
Joseph the Seer, wh.ile yet a school girl. After
her marriage she emigrated with her husband
and family to Utah, and was sauly disappointed
at beholding the apostasy of that people: and
when the elders of the Reorganized Church came
there to preach, she gladly obeyed and was baptized by Bro. E. C. Brand and confirmed by Bro.
W. W. Blair, F'ebruarv 7th, r87o, at Henniferville, Summit county, Utah. She died June zsth,
r889, after about two months illness. She was
treasurer of the Sisters' Prayer Union at the
time of her death, and had attended every meetlng until her sickness.
Her fervent, earnest
prayers will long be remembered by our Union.
She !<;aves a husband and a son, Rro. H. Duell,
also a daughter, Sr. T. Riley, who with a large
circle of friends mourn her death She was buried from the Saints' Chapel, Jnne 27th, r889,
Elder D. K. Dodson officiating. A long line of
carriages followed the hearse to Fairview Cemetery, where the remains were interred. Several
very handsome floral offerings were presented
by friends of the family.
Dear sister, thou art called awa.y,
To mmgle with the l1lest;
rrhy Rufferings now nre at an end,

vnth a pray\::r service at 9

Thy E'pirit iB at rest,.

For thou the goRpel did remain?
And faithful did obey,
And when the Lord in clouds shall come,
A crown thon wilt obtain.
Then may we meet thee 1 sister, dear~

cordial invitation is extended to all who may
wish
hear the
preached and our faith
in Chrtst
Meals and refreshments can be had upon the
can-:.p ground,

And dwell forever more

With thee, and all the failhful ones,
On Zion's happy shore.

NOTICES.
BowEN.-Liddie Bowen was born at Vale's
Mills, Ohio, August rsth, r86z; was bapTe> the 1nembers. of the. D. e]2vlare branch, In'I'erritory: Brethren and sisters you are retized at Vale's Mills by Elder G. T. Griffiths,
to meet at the Raliard school-house, on 1 Sepr.ember 24th, r888, and died at Vale's Mills of
consumption June 7;h, r889, at home with her
Hrst Sabbath in August, the
day of the
at three o'clock, as we
to reorganmother. She said some three weeks before
she died that she used to be afraid of death and
branch in working order. Let all
time, for you need it. •I the grave. ''But," said she, "since I have come
into the church I have no fear. There is but
one thing that troubles me, and that is, to leave
STEPHEN l\1ALONEY.
my mother; but otherwise I am ready to go. I
would like to see my father; I am anxious to
named
meet him/' Her father died less than two years
the Union
of the
of the Reorganized
ago, in full faith of the gospel.
Her casket was
surrounded by three of her brothers and their
Latter Day Saints,
families, and a dear old mother; who is firm in
to said Union Branch
the faith.
The funeral was preached in the
this date either in person or
bs
to the general
Saints' Church by Thomas Matthews, to a
crowded house, many failing to get in. She was
: Elect a Ann Stone,
Lorinda Burt, Nancy Angelina Thomas, Delbert
buried June 9th.

I
I

I
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RrcHARDSoN.--At the home of her son-in-law,
Mr. John Hetzler, near Waterloo, Iowa, July 8th,
sister Serepta Richardson, aged 86 years, 9
months and 4 days. She was born at Boylston,
New Hampshire, October 4th, rSoz; was baptized April zoth, r832, at Charleston, Vermont, by
Lyman Johnson, and confirmed by Orson Pratt
and L. Johnson. Moved to Kirtland, Ohio, and
in 1838 to Illinois, Bureau county, where she
lived until about five years ago, when in company with her husband she removed to Waterloo,
to reside with their son-in-law, where the messenger of death found them both, Bro. Richardson preceding her to "the beyond" something
more than a year ago. The remains were taken
to LaMoille, Illinois, where funeral services were
held in the Baptist Church, conducted by Elder
W. Vickery, of Plano, Illinois, assisted by the
Reverends Morpby and Henderson, Baptist and
Congregational ministers of LaMoiile, Bro.
Vickery preaching the sennon from Job 19: 2327--a text selected by the departed some time
before her death. She was a devoted wife, a
loving mother, and has left four sons and two
daughters, one of the latter residing in etah.
She was a kind, noble woman, attested by words
and acts of those who were her neighbors, they
believing her to have been a true christian. She
was laid to rest in the cemetery four miles north
of LaMoille, by the side of her husband. For
more than fifty-seven years 8he had stood true to
the faith against the frowns and disbelief of
those whom she loved. Who can tell the prayers that have gone to the throne of grace that
they might know as she did of the truth of God
and be led to obey as she had obeyed? Said Mr.
and Mrs. Scott, "We have known her thirty years,
and her life was faultless as a christian all that
time." She has gone to rest in a good old age
and full of days.
SNELL.-Frances M. Snell died June r6th,
r8S9, aged 2 years, ro months and zr days. Funeral sermon by J. A. Mcintosh, June rSth, at
2: 30 p. m. She was a daughter of Bro. Henry
and Sr. Mary Ann Snell, of the Masonville
branch, Canada. The cause of death appeared
to have been some spinal or kidney complaint.
She had been weakly from an infant, though
bright and intelligent. She was blessed by Elder J. B. Mcintosh, and at the time of death
passed peacefully away evidently without pain.
Her loss is certainly felt but not mourned as if
there were no hope-" For of such is the kingdom
of heaven."
EMMETT.-At Kersey, Michigan, June 19th,
r889, of dropsy, Bro. Step!Jen Emmett, aged 78
years. He was born in St. Catherines, county of
Lincoln. Ontario; was baptized at Buxton, county of Kent, Ontario, May 24th, 1874, by Elder
John McKenzie and confirmed by him and Bro.
R. Davis. He leaves a wife and eleven children.
He died happy; death had lost its sting; he rests
in peace and in hope of sharing in the resurrection of tl;:te just.
BooKER.-In Monroe county, Alabama, March
5th, r889, of pneumonia, Elder John Booker, aged
65 years, 6 months and 5 dars. He was baptized
March 24th, 1866, by Elder W. A. Litz.

In the legal Gl:nse
Practically, the
ward for many
tion being

city.-Sel.

PRICE $2.50 BY MAIL.

rfHE young Ladies of the
bmnch
of the Church of
Dav
Saints have
as the I-:IaYvtho1·n SocietY~
in order to secure a fund for the purchat:e of a

PIPE ORGAN FOR THE
Edifice when completed.

CHURCH
They will

a

The Harmony will contain all the hymns
the
Saints'
; also 542 pages of music, compris ..
ing about 720 tunes, 13 full sized pages of music,
full instruction on choir and anthem music, the
Editor's preface and introduction, and publisher's
preface.

B.AZAI-;t
Some time this fall, and solicit aid
the Saints
at large, in m.oney, material,
useful, o,:narnen~
tal and fancy articles of every variety, to be sent
before October 5th,
Will the President
each Branch consider
this as addressed
to hlmseif, and read
the notice before
.:~s often as necessary to keep lhe matter before the
Address: MRs. JENNIE
TON,
Box 578, Independence, Mo.

of tbe :Bible.
BY A. J. MAPES.
Luo.p Clotb, t03 pa.ges, price 35 cts.

THE INDEPENDENT PATRIOT

BURLlNGTON
G. A. R. EXCURSIQN.---OJ.:-:E FARE
ROUND TRIP.

FO!-~

THE

OF LAMONI.
SAI
534: x 8 Yz inches.
Seventeen diffe1.·ent residences
in one earfl_ 1-vHh
nante under
35~, per doz. $3; per 100, $20. Send
~-=

IJ.1 he traveling n1inistry please notice this,

A. M. CHASE, I.amo-oi 1

Iowa~

LUFF & BRi\.CK.ENBURY,
R

STA

AGENTS

E

'West Lexingtoi!.

Street~

INDEPl~NDl!~NCE,

Next to

li'USSOURL

Vfm·nky~s

Grdlcry.

- - ) B Y TilE ( - -

.Board of Pnblication of the Heorganizod Chureh,
at their Publish lug House in

DECATUR
And eent Free of Postage at prices named.

3:JOLY SCIUPTURES.

. ............... 1M
•••ooooo&uo.200

75

BOOK OF '.1\;.l:ORMON.
••

ENLARGED CHICAGO.
Saturday, June 29. is a red-letter day in the
history of Chicago. The work of that day is absolutely without precedent in the history of the
great municipalities of the world, of which Chicago is now, territorially, the largest.
On Friday the city contained 43 square miles.
On Saturday by a vote of a large majority of all
the electors concerned this area was increased by
131 square miles, making a total of 174Philadelphia, the next largest city in the union, JJas
r29.
The estimated population of the city on
Friday was, the basis of calculation being the
new dty directory, 90o,ooo. On Saturday night
Hyde Park, Lake View, Lake, Jefferson, and a
part of Cicero having been added there was a
gain of zoo,ooo at the very least, making the
present population of Chicago r, wo,ooo.
The
federal enumeration, which will be made next
year, will doubtless establish officially and beyond
question that Chicago is the second city in the
United States.

For sale 1ly

Bro. H. R. MII,LS, Independence Mo.

• • • • • • • • • •• • >ooo•l

......... ,. .. 1

AND COVENANTS.
or
............... 1 25
JVIoroceo ........................ 1 50
Loans money on a proved security. Six per cmJt interest;
paid on time deposit;~. Heal Estate
bought and sold.

..

------~~--·-"--~ ·~----~-~~

AUTUM
Published monthly fo:.:· the

Youth of the
Christ of
Price x»er yea1•

SAINTS' HARP--HYMN BOOK.
........ 1 25
edges ............... 1 W
SeND A Y SCHOOL
Cards, package oJ 50, 5
.
smaller., ro kinds. per 100.. . .
MISCELLANEOUS.
of the Church, a dozen
· • • • • • • •- • ·•• • • • • • • • .

• .•••• I

75
_so
15
IO

Wife, or Many, per dozen...

25

............................ I

75

Concordance of Doctrine and Cov!0

8s

Binder, Ht>rald size ..... .
Elders' Diary, by
Luff..... .. . . . .. . 30
SONGS OF ZION.
Per dozen ...... , .... $r. Each •.•....... rocts.
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S' HERALD.

REPORT OF GEORGE A. BLAKESLEE,
Bishop of the Reorganized. Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, of Tithes and. Offerings,
Received from April 1st, 1888, to March 31st, 1889, inclusive.
RECEIPTS.
1888.

in Bishop's
.......... $4401 18

Office, for

April20

.. 138
t 77
5
20

25
00
00
00

Aug 10 J. Longfield, Mo., t ... $10
Aug 14 A Friend, Galien, Mich,
10
15
Aug 15
1
Aug 16
2
Aug 17
5
Aug 31
10
2

Eliza Thomas, :1\'Io., o....
D. VV. Thomas, J\'Io., o. ••
John Lilly, Mo., o.... ...
L . .M. Lilly, Mo, o.. .. ..

10
51
00
00
00
50

Sept 14
Sept 17
24
:?6
27
28

Oct

.100 00
5 00
7:i 00

1 00
10
5 tiO

2 00
2 00
1 00

t
.3H 73
2 00
1 00
1 50
5 00
5 00
25
05

24

10 00
10
50

May

10
.. 25 00
;~ 00
8 Oil

7

8
10

I"ew!.s Smith, )lo., t. . . .
Hit·hurcl R. ,JouBs. )fo., t
r.r. n. \YiJllams, . .\lo, t..
Bnmuel Dixon, '.(;.-lo., t....

lG

Feb

25
25

1 00
flO
50

2 00

Dollie E. Barnett. Kan.,t 5
i\f. Lachapelle, Dak.. . .. 10
Galien Brauch, 1t'Iichigan.
Mary Sanford, o . . . . . . .
J..~ydia Clark, o...........
Dora Shook, t........... 2
Dora. Shook, o ........ , . •
Esther Matthews, o.... .
Reuben \Vheaton, o.....
Jesse Proud, o. . . . . . . . .
J"ane Proud, o ......... , .
John !lost, o. . . . . . . . . . . .
D. H. Proper,...... ....
Lue :~&end, o.... . . . . . . . .
Cynthia Scott, t . . . . . . . .
Sr. Hooper, o..... .. .. ..
Martha Shook, o.. .. . . . .
Cyrenus Washburne, o. 1
7 E. M. Bartholomew,
Mo., t.... ... .... .. . . 200
9 R.L.Yonng&wile, Ia., t 10
M.G. Chapman. Neb., o 25
Lydia Suprey, :1/Iich., t. 2
15 Julia Ncedhnm. Io,va, t 23
18 E. .:11 Bartholomew,
Mo., t ................. 1QO
Geo. C. Bennett, Dak.,t 15
_\nna Yates. Cal., t..... ~3
20 Cn.unda l;loney.
.. .. 3
Polly Atkinson. Ill., t.. 2
6

25
75

R R. Jones, Mo., o... ...
50
Nov 24 Aaron and :IVIelvina Burlin son, Kan., t .......... 250 00
Nov 27 John Houk, on note as t. 600 00
John Houk, int. on note. 40 00
C. Hazelrigg, on note as t 30 00
C. Hazelr.il(g, int. on note 20 00
Nov 29 M. H. Spurgeons, Kan., t 10 00
Jas. Davis, Mich., t...... 5 00
.John Chisnttll, Ag•t, Ill .. 100 00
Nov 30 JH. Lachapelle, Dak., t... 5 00
J. E. Holt, money returned, Cal,
.. .. .. .. .. .. . 15 00
Dec 1 J. Rand M. l'isk, Neb.,t
50
Christian 'Yei1er, 1'rUnn.,t 10 00
G. C. Milgate, Cal., t. ... 4 00
Charles E. Hand, Iowa, t 85 00
Dec
5 8. Armstrong, Mich., t ... 10 00
A.,J!cnrler, Kan., t
1 00
A. A. B',m,ett, 1.: tah, t.. . 15 00
Dec 10 Belle Bnllnrd, Col. t..
'I 50
Samuel \\..,..illiams, In., t. 50 00
Dec 11 Hannah Tcrongo, lVlich., t 1 7'8
J. JH. Putney, Iowa, t .... 50 00
Dec 12 Amy A. Chase, Mass., t. 3 00
E. A. Burnam, 'vlo .. t .... 10 00
Dec 14 1da i\1. l\fanifold, Neb., t 2 00
D. W. Thomas, 'vio, t. .. 10 00
Eli7.::t Thomas, Mo., t
] 00
VVilliam Vincent, 1\fo., t. 2 00
\-r. J. Vaughn, :lHo, t.. .. 1 00

00

0

Oet

April 28

1
2
5
1

Sept 7
Sept 10
Sept 12

Sept 29
April26

00
00
00
00
00
00

3 00

3 30
.. 10 00
5 01)
2 00
10 00
t.. 10 I)()
t 5 00
t 24 00
5 00
50 00
14 45
5 00

Nov. 23 Mary Vincent, Mo., o ... $ 1 00
Evan Griffiths, Mo., o...
25
Margaret Griffiths, :Nio., o
25

00

Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb

Feb
Feb

7lti
31

18
21

lviary i\L

Conolly~

o.....

Hf: nry JVf anet:~ o.... . . . .

]'ran cis E. Robertson, o
Annn RobcrtEtou, o.....
Maud Robertson~ o.....
Ada L .•Judson, o.......
Jules Turn our, o. .. .. ..
Delber Tru m bul, o.....
Jennie Trnmbu!, o.
D. E. Hough,
t ... 40
Amy A. Char.e.
t 3
Ellis Short, 1\lo, L .... 0100
June 21 D. c., o... ..... .... .. .. .

~iK:P~,o.;:::.::::::·:::::

35
85
35
10
0!1
25
25
05
30
00
00
00
50

2gg

June 23 iii. D .. t ................ 20 00
June 25 L. E. Kelley. Mich., o.. 2 00
Sr. Stncklitnd, l!l., o... 4 00
Jnne 26 :If. Carringtou, Wie., t .. 10 00
June 27 S. Simmons, Mo., t .... 20 01!
June 28 Jessie Seelye, N.Y., t 10 00
Mary A. Seelye, N.Y., t 5 00
July 2 Lilly J. Smith, D. T., t 2 00
July 3 Geo. C. Milga.te, Cal., t 17 00
Galien Branch, Michigan,
as offering.
Lydia Blakeslee........ 1 00
Dora Shook... .. .. .. .. ..
75
Lydia Clark .. .. .. .. .. ..
25
Lucetta Mead...........
00
D. H. Proper...........
30
Adaline Jackson. .. . .. •
77
Hannah White.........
50
Emma White...........
25
Christopher White.....
25
John Shook.......... . 1 50
J\!:artha Shook.......... 1 25
Jessie Proud .. .. .. .. .. •
50
.Jane Proud.. .. .. . ..
25
Horatio Richardson.... 1 50
Esther Matthews.......
75
Hiram Hall. .. .. .. .. .. • •
25
Charlie Shook.... .. .. . •
30
Miriam Scott, .. .. .. ...
10
Reuben Wheaton.......
25
Oyreuus Washburne...
50
Permelia Hanner.... . • •
25
Jnly 18 Geo. C. Bennett, D. T., t 15 00
J'nly 20 A. Ballantyne, Iowa, t.. 2 00
July 28 Amy A. Chace, Mass., t 3 00
John Pett, agent, Ia., .. 200 00
30 Seth M. Bass, Iowa, t.. 5 00
'6 A. J. Gillilan, Neb., t .. 12 00
7 Sarah A. Dake, Wis., o 6 00

A
:Mo., t ......... _. . . . . . . . 5 00
A. L. Benjamin, Ill., o 10 00
F. Oriley. agent, Pa., 1000 00
~".rhl~r1ey Bate~, Ia., t ... 10 00
A F1rirmd, Iowa,
..... ~0 00
Bettie Barde,Jey,
t 10 00
\.Vn1. Ji:merF<on,
t
!10
.A l1'ri.e·od, Iowa, t ...... 10 00
JoPn Pett, agent, Iowa, 70 05
C. }t1 , IIever. Vnva, t .... 13 00
R"•muel Butts. Iowa, t.. 1 50
Oct 25 ,l. -d. Lc\~.is, Iowa, t. .. 4 50
l,_ '-fraser, Iowa, t ... , . . 5 00
Owen tlones, Iowa 1 t ... 10 00
0 ~-3cu(~vilie, Iowa., t... 4 Q(l
JVla·,-y Hnwley. Iowa, t.. 5 00
J\h;·y Oa"aly. Iowa, t... 5 on
J. LivPly & wife, 1\io., o 5 00
Mal tie L. Moore. Ala, t
25
Henry Jones, ;{cb., t ... 50 00
50
Oct 26 .\nua Yates, Cal., t....
1£Jlit M. :B"uhr. Ia., t..... 1 38
1F> 00
Nov 2 A Sister, Nev .. t
Jnne Berry. Kan., t .... SO 00
David Chambers, Ia.,t .. 221 20
Nov 5 D ..8:. Hough, Ont., t ... 20 or.
M. Carrington. Wis., t 10 00
Polly Avenso. Ill., t.... 5 00
Sr. G. ·w., Nev., L ..... 5 75
Nov 8 Lydia Snpry, Mich., t.. 2 00
C'n"l C. Nelson, Mo., o .. 10 00

Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov

n. L. Ura.ne, Mi.nn., t...
16 F. Criley, agent, Pa., ... 300
1'1 A. Page, agent, Cal., ... 175
20 Rent on farm, Spencer,
Iowa .................. 184

12

Jan
Jan

Jan

50

Jan

00

Jan

00

60

Jan
Jan

Galien Branch, J\fichigan.
Lyrlia Blakeslee ...... .. 1 00
Dora. Shook .......... ..
25
Ly<'lia Clark ........... .
75
Lue Mead .......... .. 1 '15
David Proper .......... .
35
Cyrenus Washburne .. .
2r.
Aduline ,Jackson ...... .
20
John Shook .......... .. 1 00
Ma1·tha Shook ......... .
50
Horati.o Richardson .. ..
25
Eso.her Matthews ..... .
05
Reuben Wheaton .... ..
75
Clinton Sanford ....... .
25
Libbie Baum ......... .
25
Jennie Thurston ....•..

25
Mary Hooper .......... .
55
Elizabeth Hulse ....... . 1 00
Minerva Davidson .....•
25
CyHthia Scott, o .... ~ ....
10
John }¥lost, o .. .
10
Belle B.oyce, o ......... . 1 00
Cora Proud, o .......... .
25

Nov 22 Sarah Askin, Wis., t .... . 55 00
Nov 23 S. Dixon, Mo., o ....... . 1 00
L. Bmith, Jlfo.t o ....•..•.
J. Vincent, Mo.\ o ....•..

·w. Vincent, Mo.~ O.n. oo

2 00

25
25

Hosy Pooler, Cal.. t.....

lil

2 00
2 00
10 00
1 00
Dec 22
1 00
10 00
10 00
Dec 24
2 00
I"ili.ie E. KRllcy, I\"iich., t 2 00
Ma-linda \Vhite, ~''lieh., o
50
Dec 2G Andrew Hull,
h .. 7"5 00
Andrew Hall,
........ 100 00
1889
~Ta.n
1 Pelton Shelby, 2\fich., t..
l:i
Bnell Shelby. Mich., t...
12
Cora Rhelby, ·.Mich., t .. ,
Jan
2 Ella B. Hayer, Iowa, t... 2 nn
G. VValmsley, Nev., o... 5 00
A. li\·iend., IL, o
5 00
J·an
5 1-11. A, Rosson, 'renn., t ... 20 40
Hrmnah Terongo, J\:Iich.,t 1 :~a
Jan
8 Cc1eRtine Hush. Oregon, t 40 00
Eliza Bmtton, Col., t.... 1 00
Ellen Platt, Col.. t ...... 10 no
:&'I. Currington, 'Vis., t ... 10 00
Mary Hoague, Wis., t . . . G 00
P. & B. Shelby. Mich., t..
2f>
Coral Shelby, :Mich., t ....
Jan
9 \Yilliaru PoolBr, Cal., t.. 2 73

5

Jtme 13
June 14
June 20
Hartford Branch, Michigan.
Herm m B. Hulse, o....
50
Eli"abeth .Hul•e, o..... 2 50
George Conolly, o. .. ..
30

4 2!~
10 00

J"an

Jan
Feb
:B'eb

S. B. Smith, Mich., o . .
Davidson, Mich., o...
Sr. Reese, Mich., o ....
Lue Mead, Mich., o ..... o
Sr. Jackson, Mich., o .. ~
Daisy Jackson, Mich., o.
4 Hoberta McDonald, Ia., t 5
A. S. Guinand, Kan., t .. 10
Marion Hawley, Cal., t .. 66
Lue Mead, Mich., o...... ·
Lydia Clark, Mich., o....
Dora Shook, Mich., o....
Sr. Matthews, Mich., o..
Cynthia Scott, Mich., o..
00

'1

Feb

00
00
00
00

Oti
00
00

Mo .. t ................. 100 00

Feb 2G J. & J\f. A.CurtiB, 1\!o., o 5 00
Mar

1 D. 11"'. Crane. \linn., t .. ,

Mar

2

H. Dixon, Mo.,.........

G 00

Rieh.

n

·~· ~Tnmct-<,

:\:Io.) ...

lVL A. Hngher.<, I a.,.....

Mar

4 50

A. C. Stnlle 1 Dnk., ...... 2 00
'\1~ arv Lee, t.
. . . . . . .. 2fl0 00

no

3 00

John :Matthews, la., .... 20 00
Galien Brnnch, ::\1ichigan.
4 Lyrlia Clark, o ....... ..
25

s. n. Smith, o ......... . !'ill
l\lnry !Ioupcr .......... . 1 Olf
D. H. Proper ........ ..
lG
Dortt Shook ........... ..
G. A. Blakeslee ....... .
Cynthia Scott, o ....... .
Adaline Jackson, o .... .

11 Ben Chapman, Ia., t. . .
3 H5
12 G. W. D. Millikin, Ill., o. 1 00
,J. Longfield, Mo., t ...... 20 00
14 H. J.\L Barnett, Kan., t.
12 00
16 Charley N. Barto, Mich.,t 27 00
22 Lydia Johnson, Neb., o..
!10
Eva Adams, Neb., o ...... 1 25
Mary Dorothy, Iowa, t.. 3 00
23 Andrew Hall, agent, Ioa.200 00
26 David Chambers, Iowa .. 100 00
28 J. S. \Vhitney, l\finn., t .. 10 00
J. L. Bear, Mo, t........ 5 00
Samuel Dixon, Mo., t ... 15 00
Lydia Dixon, Mo., t. . .. . 15 00
A. Walmsley, Nev, t .... 12 00
29 l\1. E. Anderson, Cal, t .. 116 88
1 ::<f. N. Cook, agent, Mo ... 100 00
2 R B. Campbell, .Mich., t. 25 00
Sr. Hooper, Mich., o . . . . 1 00
~I.

i

50

25
00
50
10
25
25
25
25
10
25
30
50
50
00

50
25
00
tTohn F Hnrris. Pn., t . . 4 00
23 B. H. •rnrubow, Ky., t .. 50 00
l\'Ituy A. F'iesP, \Vis., t.. 2 00

Amy Dixon, Mo., t. . . . . 2 00

balance on note. Ca.l....
D. C. Jtoberts, 'l'enn., t.
i1Iar.indaBallantyne, la.,t
Philip C ..B'ishe:r, Ia.,t ...
R <VL Dorothy. J\[o., t ...
?vfattie L. ?vluorc, Ala., t.
...d. Sister) Mich .. o..... . . .
E!i"a Yernou. l!L t .....
:Mary Knipschild. Mo., t
Elht Brannan, Cal., o

00

ThL L, Bru.;;.<;:, \Yis., t..... 5 00
Geo. M. Bartholomew,

Dec Y/ I£liza P. Page, \Vis ...... 40 00
John Houk. for int. as

22
24

00

75

25
25
50
10
01
00
00
00

25
50

25
10

John Shook, Mich., o....

10
1 00

Martha Shook, Mich., o.
Cy. Washburne, Mich., o
Sr. Jackson, Mich., o....
D. H. Proper, Mich., o..

25
05

50

10

$14.408 50

HERALD OFFICE.

1888.
April 7
April 28
May 12
May 28
May 29
June 6
June 25
Juue 30
July 2
July 7
July 16

To A.M. Barnes, R. I.,$
H. Bardsley, Cal.,......
M.A. 0hrlsty. Iowa,...
~Irs. Gilbert, Cal.,......
M. E. Adams, Ill...... ..
W. M. & R. A. Keck, Ill.,
Sr. Anna, Cal.,.........
Eliza G. Page, Wis.,...
S. P. Steele, Me.,.......
S. Anderson, Iowa, .....
A Friend,...............

13 00

2 50
2 20
2 00

7 00
2 00
5G9 00
1 00
20 00
7 00

www.LatterDayTruth.org

THE SAINTS'
Christmas Off~ rings·· • •
S. A. Best, Kansas,....
J. Johnson, Montana,..
Silas Rogers, Ill., ......
Louis Darveau. MICh.,..
Harriet Manzer, Neb.,..
W. L. Rooker, Mo., .•••
Ella Miller, Iowa,......
Eleanor Brown,···· · · · ·
John Rodger, N. S. W .,
S. J; Kennedy, Ark.,. .
M. Kite, Iowa,.··· · · · ·
T. & A. Sheppard,Iowa,
Mrs. Gilbert, Cal.,......
E. A. Mann, Kan., . . . .
J. R. Stuart, Kan., .....
J. H. Cameron. Wis, ..
N. Chamberlain, Iowa,
M.A. Christy, Ark., ....
L. Hendrickson, ........
A Sister, Knnsas, .......
W. H Robertson, Ind.,
Eva Honl<, California,..
Susan Matthews, Wis.,
Thos. Street, Utah,....
Catharine McGee, Cal.,
A. I. Roberts,..........
S. P. Rasmussen, Mo.,

! 50
93

2 W. M. Sherrill, agent,
Texa•,. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. 50 00
H. S. Salyards, Ohio, ... 75 05
D. H. Proper, Mich.,... 2 00
May · 7 J. Milier, poor, Va., .... 20 05
James M. Scott, Ind., .. 50 05
13
4
1
L. H. Ezzell, Kansas, . 25 05
17
30
~g May 8 0. Cnrtis for Sr.Dayton,
poor, Mo.,.. . . .. .. .. . . 10 00
4
3 00
PostagH . .. . .. .. . . . .. ..
32
11
E.
E. Wheeler, Kan,, •.. 40 05
13
2 00
22
~ 00 May 9 Edward Delong, Vassar, 15 05
D. L. Shinn, for poor, 15 05
26
~ 00
2
8 00 May 10 Cash for envelopes.. .. 1 05
Expenses
prosecuting
9
2 50
work in Clncinnati 0., ~0 05
10
3 00
A.
Barr,
a!(ent,
Mich.,. 50 05
17
5 00
14
2 00 May 11 J.W.Waldsmitb, agent,
Nebraska,
........
: .... 50 05
10 00
A. Hn\1, agent, Iowa, ... 150 05
11 25
Express
and
pens......
35
Nov 20
20 00
Postage on subscription
Nov 22
1 00
lists...........
.
..
.
..
1
00
Dec 18
2 25
Dec 19
2 00 May 12 D. H. Proper, Mieh.,:,; 1 00,
Dec 21
1 00 May 14 C. Hansen, poor. Mich., 10 05
J.H.Lambert.agent, Ill., 50 05
Dec 25
6 00
John T. Davis, Kan., . . 25 05
Dec 6
5 50
Dec 31
10 00 May 16 W. S. Pender, Kan., .... 40 05
A. C. Geer. Iowa, ....... 10 00
1889.
'D. H. Proper, Mich , ... 12 00
Jan 2 M. R. Crake, Out., ..... . 100
May 18 H. C. Smith, Iowa ..... 50 On
Jan 10 H. M. Richelson, Dak., 2 75 May 19 G.W.Sllute, agent,Kan., 40 05
Jan 24 K. Cunningham, Mo., .. 7 25 May 21 ,Ja•. Moler. Ohio, . . . . 12 05
Jan 28 J. M. Adamson, Cal., .. 2 25
J. C. Clapp, Mont., ..... 50 05
Jan 29 Sarah White, Ohio, . . 1 00 May 2:3 E. L. Kelley, Ohio, .... 185 05
Feb 8 A. B. Reynolds, ...... .. 35 00 May 24 J. '\.. Carpenter, Mich., 10 05
Feb 11 H. B. G., California .. .. 2 10
,•, .. C. f.'cott, Mwh......... 1G 00
Feb 23 J. K., Missouri, ...... .. 5 00
Leonard Scott. Mich., .. 12 50
H. Rathbun, M1ch., ... 17 05
A. J. Unto. Ark.,
~· 5:S
G. E. Den~·l. Knn.,.... 12 55
EXPENDITURES.
May 25 Heman C. Sm!th. J\fo., 20 03
~888.
D. H. Proper, Mich.,.. . 2 Oil
April 2 By C. Scott, Mich., .... $ 20 00 May 28 Cash for envelopes .... 11 00
April 20 Di•crmnt on former lot
May 30 D. H. Proper, Mich.. . . 1 81
of Cauada Money......
35 May 31 Edward Delong, Mich., 12 05
John W. Wight ........ 140 00
Wm.Lewis,ag;ent,Mo., .. lOO 05
C. A. Bntt.erworth ...... 140 00
D. H. Proper, Mich., ... 13 GO
J c Clapp ............. 50 00 ..J-une 5 C. Scott, Mich ......... 10 00
Hiram Holt ............ 50 00
D. H. Proper. Mich., ... 1 50
G.T.Grlfiith,paidE.C.
.Jnne 8 E. L. Kelley for expenBrand . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . 5 00
ses attending exposiA. H. Parsons .......... 7!i 00
tion in Cincinnati, 0., 40 on
Hiram Robinson ....... 50 oo ,June 12 D. H. Proper, :Mich.,... 3 no
Duncan Campbell. ..... 10 00 June 13 A. Barr, agent, Mich., .. 25 05
J. H. Lake ............ 35 00
C. Han•en, Mich., ...... 10 05
C. Scott ................ 10 00
A. J. Cato. Ark .......... 20 05
D. H. Bays.. . .....•.... 25 00 June 14 Leonard Scott, Mich., .. 15 00
G. T. Griffiths .......... 20 00 June 15 D. H. Proper, Mich.,... 5 00
W. T. Bozarth .......... 10 00 June 20 W. Lockerby, Mkh., ... 20 00
Charles Derry .......... 15 00
J. A. Carpenter. Mich., 10 00
Warren E. Peak ........ 10 00
Joseph Smith, Ia ....... 100 05
W. J. Smith ........... 15 00
Bishop's expenees at·
J.W.Waldsmith, ag't ... 30 00
tending coufer,nces ... 29 25
Duncan Camp hell ..... 25 00 June 21 H. C. Smith. Mo., ...... ~0 05
R. S. Salyards .......... 30 00
Pens and postage......
3R
Leonard Scott .......... 10 00 ,June 22 .J. M. ScnU, agent, Ind., 50 05
E. L. Kelley ............ 20 00 June 23 W M. Sherrill, agent,
J.W.Johnson, poor, Mo., 3 00
Texas, .............. 50 05
W. H. Kelley ........... 30 00
S. Alcott. poor. Mo ..... 20 05
A. J, Moore............ 5 00
D. H. Proper, Mich.,... 2 00
James McKiernan...... 5 00 June 25 D. H. Proper, Mich.,... 8 00
John Thomas....... .. 7 00 ""June 28 D. H. Proper, Mich.,... 1 00
M. T. Short ............ 30 00 ·
J. W. Turner, agent,
Henry A. Stebbins, back
Mich., ................. 20 05
wages,..... . .. . . . .. .. . 50 00
Drafts to J. Luff, Mo.,..
05
G. W. Shute ........... 20 00, Jnne 29. C. Scott, Mich.,....... 1'1 00
E. C. BriggA ............ 40 00
H. Hath bun, Mich., .... 16 O'l
Mark H. Forscutt.. .... 10 00
E. Delong, Mich., ..... 12 05
J. Lufl:'................ 11 00
G. E. Deuel, Kan., ...... 12 55
Expr's on Letter Heads
95
A. J. Cato, Ark., ....... 7 55
W.C.Cadwell's expense
June 30 L. Sr.ott, ~Iiroh.,...... ..
5U
examining H. 0., ...... 14 45
D. H. Proper, M1ch., ... 10 00
Sr. Snlvards for W .H.
July 2 W. Lewie, agent, Mo., .. 100 On
Kel!ey's note for Kirt·
J:uly.., 3 C. Scott, M_ich., ........ 13 47
land Temple .......... 300 00 July 9 M. 0. Cm\.ls, poor, Sr.
Int. on same note (all
Dayton, Ohio, ........ 10 0~
paid) by A. White ..... 33 20
J. M11ler, poor, Va., ... 10 0"
M. R. Scott, Ind., ..... H 05
S. Brown, agent, Out.,. 25 12
Jennie Ml\ler, poor, Va., 10 05
E. L. Kelley, Ohw, ..
30 12
Apr!J 21 D. H. Proper, Mich.,... 5 00
C. ,Hanee?, poor, M1Ch., 10 0~
Bishop's expense to
J. r. Dav1e, Iowa ....... 22> Oo
'
conference . . . . ....... 39 40
Drafts to J. Lull', Mo.,..
05
D H Proper's expense
D. II. Proper, i'llich., ... 10 00
t~ c~nference,.......... 25 55 July,. 12 Leonard Scott, :Mich., .. 10 OQ
Frank Oriley, ag't, Pa., 60 05 July 13 A. Barr, agont, 1\'l!ch,, .. 30 Oo
Leonard Scott for helpDraft and fee for artiCle
to make repo;t,........ 5 00
in Tullidge's "GalAprll24 Columbus Scott, Mich., 10 00
laxy," . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150 05
Postage .to Australia...
20
Drafts to J. Luff.,_ Mo ,..
05
John T. Richards for Sr.
D. H. Proper, M1ch.,... 2 00
White, poor, ......... 15 05 July 14 G. Burnham, Conn., .... 10 0~
Jiprll25 Kirtland Temple ....... 290 52
Draft to J. Luff, Mo.,...
Oo
,,Jl,pFil26 Jas. A. Carpenter ...... 15 05 Jnly 16 E. E. Wheeler, Dak.,. 15 05
c.,
John Thomas, Iowa, ... 30 05 July 17 R. H. Dav1s, Kau., ....;.. 20 05
.
J. Alfred Davis, Kansas, 15 05 July 18 D. H Proper, ~1ch., . 1 • 1 00
J. Arthur Davis, Kan.,. 85 05 July 19 Drafts to J. Luff, Mo.,,,
10
D. H. Proper, Mich.,... 3 00
J. A. Carp_enter, M1ch., 10 05
;&.prll ~7 Roh't. M. Elvin, Iowa,. 85 05 July 20 D. L. Shmn, for poor,
Mll1 1 C. Scott, Mich., ........ 16 00
W. Va ................. 10 05
L. Scott, Mich., ..• , , •... 12 5?
E. L. Kelley_ for expen·
H. Rathbun,. Mich., .... 16 Oo
ses to Cmcmnat1, ..... 17 65
E L Kelley, Ohio, ..... 40 05
D. H. Proper, Mich., ... 17 13
Cato, Ark., ....... 20 05
C. Scott, Mich.,........ 4 19
Gordon E. Denel, Kan., 12 55
Leonard Scott, Mich , . . 12 50
Postage to Australia...
24
H1ram Rathb!ln, Mich., 17 0~
l!J,M. Wildermuth, Ia., 20 05
E. Delong, M!ch., ...... 12 0~
D. H. Proper, Mich., ... 25 25
G. E. Deuel, Kansas, ... 12 5;
Henry A.Stebbins, back
A. J. Cato, Ark, ....... 7 5o
wages Iowa, ..•..••.•. 100 00 July 24 J. R. Badham, agent,..
Xi.f 11 Cash for envelopes... . 1 14
Cal., .................. 100 05
J. Smltll, Mich., .... 85 05
C. Scott, 2 cords wood, 1 50
Evan .A.. Davie, Kan., ... 150 05
25 Draft to J. Luff,........
05
July
July
July
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Nov

19
24
85
7
10

.a: J:

w.

May

"
1 00
10 00
2 75

g)l

July 28 H. A. Stebhine, b., ... . 100
July 31 .1. Chisnall, agent, Ill., 25
Aug 2M. R. Scott, Ind .., ...... 10
Robert Oehring, Dak~,~. 20
Aug 8 ]) . H. Proper, Mi,h.,. .. 6
J. McKiernan, Mo., ..... 10
W. Turner, agent, I a., .. 25
Aug 4 Ink ...
.
. . ..
W. M

Aug

1

Aug
Aug

Aug

Aug
Aug
Ang

Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept·
Sept
Sept
Sept

Sept
,
Sept
Sept

Sept
Sept
Sept
Oct
Oct
Oct

05
05
00
00
25
12
12

05

Tex., ................. 50 05
6 J. W. Waldsmith, ·"gent,
Neb.,....... .. ....... 50 05
J. M. Scott, agent., Ind., 25 05
Sr. T.J.Andrews, agent,
Cal., ................... 100 05
8 C. Scott, Mich., ....... 10 00
10 Postal"e to AnRtralia,..
30
D. 1-!. Proper, Mi<-.h., ... 3 00
11 D. H. Proper, Mi<:h., ... 6 00
14 J .H.Lamhert,ageLt, Ill., 50 05
Draft to J. I,uff ....... ,
05
J. T. Richards, agent,
poor, .................. 15 05
15 A. Barr, agent. Mich., .. 25 05
A. ,J. Cato, Ark., ....... 10 05
Drnft to J. Luff,........
05
R. H. D9,viR, agent,1Kan., 80 flfi
16 D. H. Proper............ i\ 00
17 M. T. Sh~rt, Ill., ...•.. 35 05
31 Draft to .J. Luff,........
05
G. H. Hilliard, IlL, ..... 25 05
G. E. Deuel, Kan ....... 12 55
H. Rathbnn, Mich., ... 16 05
E. Delong, Mich., ...... 12 05
A. J. Cato. Ark.,....... 'I 55
C. Scott, Mich.,........ 14 50
L. Scott, Mich., ....... 12 50
~D. H. Proper, :Mich., ... Hl 00
W.Lewh•,ageni~Mo.~ ... 200 05
G. BurnhAm, Coi>n., ... 15 00
Money order and draft
45
to .J. Lnff.......... ..
W. M. Sherril,
Tex., .................. 2n O"i
.1. E. Holt, Mo.,....
15 12
T . .E. Jenkins,
Wale&, ................. 60 00
W. Turner, agent, Ia., .. 20 05
7 E. A. Steadman, Minn., 25 05
Sr. Dayton, poor, 0., ... 10 05
,J. Miller, poor, W. Va., 10 05
8 D. H. Proper, ~fkh., ... 5 00
10 A. Barr, agent 1 Micb. 1 •• 30 05
Postage to Wnles... ...
30
12 D. H. Proper, Mich.,... 6 00
14 Cash for pens.... . . .. .
10
E. L. Kelley, Ohio, ..... 20 00
D. H. Proper, Mich., ... 5 00
15 J.Smith,agent, Mas@., .. 100 05
T. II. Smith, cash vaid
New bel'ry . . . . .. .. . .. . . 25 05
17 T.W.Smith,Anetralia, .. 200 29
P0st•ge to Anetre.lia...
11
Telegram to E. L. Kellev, Ohio,....... . . . . . .
50
20 R. "L. Ware, Mo., ....... 15 05
Colnmhns Scot*", ~fich.~ 5 00
21 D. H. Proper. ci\!ich ,;(. 2 00
26 G . .E. Deuel, Kfla., .. ::. 12 F5
H. HathhuP. 2\'!ich., ... W 05
E. Delong, Mich., ...... 12 05
A. J. Cato, Ark.? ....... 7 55
C. Scott, Mich., .. " ..... 17 00
L. Scott, M!Ch.,.... . . . 12 50
J. M. Scott, agent, Ind., 50 05
David Dancer, Iowa, ... 140 05
27 Draft to J. Luff, !Yeo.,...
05
28 Joseph Smith. Iowa, .. 314 73
29 D. H. Proper, Mich.,... 2 00
3D. H. Proper. Mich., .. :· 24 25
11 Cash for pens and postage, ............. ... :...
18
24 Cash for envelopes,....
55
I...~ennard Scott~

MlCh. 1 ••

75

C. Scott, Mich.,.........
75
Draft t.o J. Luff,.... .. ..
O!'i
E. L. Kelley ............ 20 00
Oct 25 J. R. Badham, Bgent.
Cui., ................. 300 05
E. L. Kelley fm family, 40 00
E. L. Kelley, expenses, 20 00
A. H. Smith, Mo.,...... 5 00
D. Dancer~ agent, Ia., .. 1:20 05
A. White, agent, l\io., .. 100 05
J. W. Waldsmilh, agent,
Neb., .................. 30 05
J.Smith, agent, JY[ass., .. 100 05
J S. Walker, agent, Me., 20 05
A. Barr, agent, Mich., .. 50 05
Cash for envelopes, . ..
55
Exchange on draft from
Jones .... .. .... .. .....
25
J. A. Carpenter, Mich., 10 05
R. K. Hose, agent, Mo., 15 05
Sr. Gland Rodger, Ia., .. 15 05
Travelling expenses for
Bie hop, ................ 85 00
G. E. Deuel, Kan. 1 .•••• 12 55
H. Rathbun, Mien., ... 16 05
E. Delong, Mich., ...... 12 05
A. J. Oato, Ark., ....... 7 55
E. L. Kelley, Ohlo, .... 40 05
C. Scott, Mich., ........ :15 25
L. Scott, Mich., ..••.••• 1l 75
Cash for envelopes.....
10
Nov 2 M. H. Bond, Me., ........ 5 05
Nov 3 D. H. Proper, Mich., .•••• 16 00
Nov 6 Taxes on land in Mo., ••, 5 65
Cost of draft ........... :
05
Postage . ..
60
~
7 .T.Smith,
05
C. Scott,
., ••
50
!!tamps ....... ,,,,,,,,.,
20

Nov
Nov

ig L.D. Scott
for shoes, ... ,:
H. Proper, ........'.

2 75
6 00

Stamps and envelop'eS,

60

Nov 14 Envelopes, stamped, ... l1 00
G.W.Sbute,a~ent, Kau., 2!J 05
Cash for seal.... .. . . . . . 2 50
·16 n. H. Proper, Mich., ... 10 00
17 L. Scott for expenses ... 10 00
L. Scott. cnsh for wood, 2 !iO
P. Cadwell. a_gent, Ia. 40 05
0. Curtis for Sr. Dayton, poor, Ohio, ....... 10 05
Jenme MJ!ler, poor, W.
va., ................... 10 05
li!L R. Scott, Ind , ... , .. 10 O!l
J. M. Hcott., agent, Ind.,30 05
D. H. Proper, .......... _. 1 12
Pens and ink...........
20
Nov 19 W.Sherrill, agent, Tex., 50 05
Nov 20 Exchange on draft for
rent. . .. .. .. .. .. .. ....
20
C. Scott, Mich., ........ 11 •16
Nov 23 G. E. Deuel, Knn., ..... 12 55
H. Rnthbun. Mich., ... 17 05
1

•

E. D<~1r,n;2,\ Micb., •• * ••• 1~ 05
A .•J. Cato, Ark.,....... ? 55
E. L.Kelley, Ohio, ..... 40 05
W. H. Kelley. Ohw, .... 50 05
L. Scott, Mich ......... 10 00
Dit-~0ount on ·Canada
money ................
20

R. Cohurn, agent,

Can~

ada, Btamps,... . . . . . .
30
Smith,agent~ MaRe., .. 100 05
D. Dancer, ag:ent. I a.,. 150 05
L. Scott, Ctlsh for wood. 6 !10
D. H. Proncr, ..... ~ ... >, ,' 2 00
.T. Moler. Va., ..... · .. 20 05
1'. ,J. Beatt.y, agent,
20 05
J. A. Currie, .Jr., Tex., .. 20 0~
H. A. Sl·ebbino, Ia., .... 50 05
Poeta!l'e to Tahiti......
03
It. Coburn, agent.. Out., 55 no
.r. H C·mdit. Irlnho, .. 25 05
Rohert D~tvis, M wh., ... 15 05
D. H. Proper, Mich.,.:,· 12 88
D. I •. Shinn, for Sr\
Reamer, poor, W.Va.,. 10 05
T. Daley. Cal. ........... 30 05
D. L. Shinn, W. Va., ... 24 P5
D. H. Proner. Mich.,>.l 2 00
C. Scott, Mich., ....... 10 00
Draft to J. Lnif.........
05
H. 0 Smith, Ia., ....... 25 05
J. Simpson, poor. Ia.,. 10 05
A. Rnn agent, 1\!icb.., .. 30 05
D. H. Proper. Mich.,: .. o 00
D. H. Proper. Mich.,: ... 24 00
C:noh for envelopes..... 1 15
Stampa......
. ... ....
20
G. E. Deuel, Kan., ..... 12 55
H. Rathbnn. Mich., .... Hl 05
E. Delrmg, Mich., ...... 12 05
A. J. Cato, Mo....... .. 7 55
E. L. Kelley, Ohio, .... 40 05
W. H. Kelley, Ohio, ... 50 05
C. Scott. Mich., ........ 14 04
L. Rcott, M:ich.P . .
12 50
M. R. Scott, Ind.,...... 5 00
Rtamps .. .. .. . .. .. .. . ..
40
Rtampa .. .. .. .. .. .. .
10
D. H. Prc.per, Mich.,... 2 00
R.H. Davis. agent,K•n.; 20 05
J. M Scott. Tnd ........ 40 05
J. C. "B~os~~ Mo .•. _...... 25 05
Mary White, poor, Mo., 10 05

Nov 24 .T

Nov 26
Nov 27

Nov 28
Nov 29
Nov 30
Dec 5
Dec 7
Dec 8
Dec 10
Dec 11
Dec 12
Dec 14
Dec 18
Dec 21

&h••

Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec

24
2fl

28
29
81

1889.
Jan 2 D. Dancer. agent, I a., .. 100 05
H.'lla_nning.poor. Mich .. 10 Oo
Jan 3 ,JJimlth,agent, Maee., .. 100 05
Jan 5 ,J. Miller, poor, Va., .... 10 f'5
Jan 8 Stamps, .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .
43
Stamps, .. . .. .. .. .. .... ,.
30
Jan 12 D. H. Proper, l\!ich.,: .. 6 00
Jan 14 Levi Phelps, Mich., .... 20 05
M. R. Scott, Ind., ...... 10 05
W. M. Sherrill, agent,
'rexas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 05
Jan 15 D. H. Proper, Mkh.,. ;·. 8 00
Jan 16 E. Day Bennett. Mich.; 10 05
Jan 19 D. H. Proper, lllich., .. ·,.- 3 00
Jan 22 '!'. J. Beatty, agent, 0., 50 00
Part payment for lJUrt
of 'l'emple lot in Independence, li!Io., ....... 500 05
1,000 mile ticket on M.
C. R. R., ............... 20 00
Incidental expenses for
church matters in Chicago, (Bishop), ........ 10 00
Wm. 1\i. Sherrill, agent,

Jan

TexaFI, ................. 40 05
J. M. Scott, agent, Ind., 40 05
Telegram to J. Luff,.... 1 63
D. H. Bays, KAn., ...... 10 05
24 T. E. Jenkins, Wales, .. 50 00
'l'axes on land in Iowa, 36 82
Draft ............... .,..
05
Express M.
45
Postage to Wales,.....
10
118 D. L. Shinn, W.Va., ... 20 05
G. E. Denel, Kan., ..... 12 55
H. Rathbun, Mich., .... 17 05
E. Delong, Mich., ...... 12 05
A. J. Cato, Mo., . .... 7 55
E. L. Kellev, Ohio, ..... 40 05
C. Scott, Mich., ........ 1'l' 00
L. Scott, Mich., ..... , .. 12 50
'0. H. Proper, Mich.,. '1 111 00
29 Draft from California, •• ·. 26
J. Miller, poor, Va., .... 10 Ill!

0...........

Jan
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SAINTS' HERALD.
Jan 31 Joseph Luff, for recording deed and acknowledgment, .............. $ 2 00
Feb 4 w. Lewis, agent, Mo., .. 200 05
H. Manning, poor, Mich. 5 00
'··Columbus Scott........ 'l 00
Feb. 6 E. E. Wheeler, Dak...... 20 05
Stamps ................. 1 15
Statwnary ............. , 7 00
Feb. 'l' D. H. Proper............ 5 00
F~b. 9 J. A. Carpenter, l\Hch ....20 05
H. J. Lewis, for search·
ing records~ 0 •......
75
Express money Order....
0.'\
D. H. Proper .......... ;; 4 40
Feb. 11 Envelopes ............. 11 00
H. C. Smith, agent, Cal.lUO 05
Feb. 12 lllrs. Curtis, for Sr. Dayton, poor...... .. .. . . 10 05
Feb. 14 D. H. Proper ........ ·
6 60
Feb. 15 R Oehl"ing, Dak....
20 05
Feb. 18 L. R. Devore, 0 ......... 20 05
l:l. A. Stebbins. Iowa ... 50 05
D. L. Shinn, W.Va ..... 12 05
L Scott, Mich. .. .. .. .. • 1 88
Feb. 19 Express..... ... . .. .. .. ..
40
Philltpa & Hunt, Mich.
78
Feb. 20 R. Coburn, agent, Can·
ada C nrrency.. .. .. .. .. 3 25
Cost of draft to J. Luff.,
05
Feb. 22 Stationary and pens.... 1 10
J. Miller, poor, Va ...... 10 05
Feb. 26 J. B. Smith. Mich .....•. 15 05
Feb. ~7 G. E.Deueli,Kan ...... 12 55
H. Rathburn, Mich ..... 16 05
E. Delong ............. 12 05
Feb, 27 A. J. Oato, Mo.......... 7 55
E. L. Kelley, 0 ......... 40 05
C. Scott, Mich.......... 9 00
L. Scott, Mich .......... 12 50
L. Scott, wood, Mich, .,, 1 50
D. H. Proper. ........ :'.. 16 00
Mar. 1 H. 0. Smith, Neb ... .c ..': 15 05
Sr. Bennett, Iowa ...... 10 05
D. Dancer, agent, Iowa. 85 05
E. L. Kelley, (Exp.), 0. 40 05
Mar. 2 Express charges for colJectill g money.. . .. .. ..
SO
Mar. 4 D. L. Shinn. for Sr. Rea·
mer, poor, Mich ....... 10 05
Express on books, W.
Va .............
60
D. H Proper.. .
5 00
Mar. 6 Telegram................
59
J. M. Scott, Agent, Ind .. 20 05
G. W. Shnte, agent, Kan 45 05
T. Matthews, 0. . . . . . . . . 60 05
Mar. 8 M. R Scott, Ind ....... 10 05
P. Anderson, Utah ..... 20 05
Mar. 11 E. Dav Dennett.. Mtch .. 10 05
Mll•· 14 D. H. h·oper. Mich . .';)(. 11 00
Mar. 18 J. E. Steele, for ab''·
atract, Iowa....... . .. . 4 05
Mar. 19 Stationery........ • .. • •.
SO
Mar. 20 D. L." Sbinn, W.Va ..... 35 05
W. J. Smith, Mich ...... 2'1 1•5
Mar. 21 W. J. Smith, Mich ..... 2 00
Mar. 25 Draft to Luff 5, envelopes15.... .... .... .. ..
20
T. Daley, Cal. ........... 30 05
G. E. Denell, Kan ...... 12 55
H. Rathburn, Thiich ..... 19 05
E. Delong, 1\l.ich ........ 12 05
A. J. Cato, Mo ....... ~ .. 1 ij5
E. L. Kelley, 0 ........ 4U 05
W. H. Kelley, 0 ........ 50 05
J. 1\l.tller, poor, Va ...... 10 05
C. Scot.t, Mich ......... 17 00
L. l:;cott, M1ch .......... 12 50
H. A. Stebbins, iowa ... 50 05
Mar. 27 L. Scot, Mich........... 1 50
Mar. 28 '.r ,J. Beatty, agent. 0 ... 67 55
J. M. Scott, agent. Ind. 30 05
Mar. 29 D. H. Proper,-Mich ..... 21 00
Apr. 3 D. H. Proper..:vlich .'.,?. 5 00
Apr. 4 L. Scott, Mich ...... ./.>. 5 UO
W. J. Smith, .il'!tch ...., 18 00
n. H. Proper, (error) >.\ 3 75
G. A. Blakeslee, (ex~·
pense for R. It rates.. 15 60
C Scott. Mich .......... lS 00
D. H. Proper ........... 11 00
Cash in Bis's hands .. 1,864 27
u

Amount ezpended.$12, 534 23
HERALD OFFICE ACCOUNT.
1888.
Mar. 28 By stamps to Recorder. 1 30
Apr. 6 John Landers, coal...... 7 46
Apr. 16 J. Smith 1 month ...... 104 16
Envelopes to Recorder. 1 00
Letter and note heads
to G. A. Blakeslee..... 3 50
May 9 ChurchLibrary ......... 5 50
May 28 Stamps to Presidency.. 1 00
June 8 Church Library ......... 18 00
June 16 Circular Letters for In·
dependence Church.... 4 00
Stationery to Recorder. 8 00
Publishing report ...... 50 00
July 9 Church J,ibrary......... 7.00
Jnly 16 W. W. Blair,%; mo~ .... 56 25
July 28 Books to Cincinnati.. .. 2 93
Stamps to Presidency.. 1 00
July 26 Heralds and Hopes to
England and Wales .... 83 00
'July 27 Stamps to Preside!!CY •• 1 32
Stamps t.o Recorder.... 1 50
Herald to 0. Shinn..... 2 25
.li.ng. ~ Stamps to Presidency..
60

An g. 15 Church Library ......•. $ 1
Sep. 4 Stamps to Presidency..
Printing receipts for
agents................. 1
Sep. 25 Stamps to Presidency.. 1
Oct. 19 Pipe for Recorder's office ................... 5
Oct. 22 Canada Currency ...••.• 11l
Nov. 16 W. W- Blair. 1 month .. 75
Nov. 23 Stamps to Presidency.. 1
Nov. 26 Stamps and postal cards
to Uecorder............ 2
1889.
Jan. 9 Stamps and postal cards
to Presidency......... .
Jan. 16 J. Smith, 1 month ...... 104
Postal cards to Recorder 1
Mar. 8 Heralds and Hopes to
England and Wales .... '15
Mar. 16 J. Smith, 1 month ...... 104

45
80

50
00

47
00
00

1888.
Expenditures.
Sep 8" EvanA.Davis ........ $
Oct 16
do
oo
Nov 20
do
do
John T. do
1889.

Feb 11

do
do
EvanA. do

1889.

4
9
16
29

86
73
30
89

19 78
29 8111

Jan 1 Ba.Jance due Church .... $183 61
1S88.
Jan 1
do
do
.. ..
unaccounted for ........ 389 89
Total Bal. due

chur~6 40

VICTORIA DISTRICT.
Edward McGurk, Agent.
40
1888.
Receipts.
AUSTRALIAN MISSION.
Jun 14 E. McGurk, o......... $ 9 78 .2
FORSTER DISTRICT.
July Z8 E. G. Jones, Sr., t..... 2 06 4
John Wright, Agent.
80
July 29 J. C. ]'.Rennie, o.. ... 1 21 5
17
July 30 T. G. S. Baxter, t...... 4 86 6
Forster Branch.
50
July 31 W. Stewart, o........• ,
48 6
1888.
Receipts.
A. Stewart, Jr., o. ....
48 6
25
P.
Fleming,
o......
...
48 6
June 25 John Wright, t .... .. rs 97 32
16
G. Eden, o . .. . .. . • ...
60 7
Sidney G. Wright, o ... 14 60
Rob. do .... ........
60 7
A braham Mills, t. .. . .. 14 60
Total ................... $745 27
G. Mission, o.. .... .... 1 21 5
William Avery........ 4 86 6
T. C. Emmerson, o. ...
60 7
Charles do o .. .. • .. 2 43 3
Sarah Mcintosh, o.....
26 3
do
do t ....... 7 30
Letitia
do
.... ,
06
Matilda do t.... ... 2 48 3
72 9
C. S. McLaren, t .. .. .. H 59 8 Aug 5 J. A. Kead. o...... ....
W. Stewart, o...... ...
flO 7
Alfred Loving, o . . • • .. 24 33
MISSION REPORTS,
A.
do Jr..........
60 7
Alonzo Colvin, o... ... 2 43 3
P.
Fleming,o..........
4.8
8
Emma
do
.......
2433
ENGLISH MiSSION.
G. Eden, o..... ... ....
00 7
Alonzo do
.. . . .. • 9 73 2
Thoma.s •raylor, Agent.
Robert Eden, o. ....... 1 21 5
Alex. Seaberg, t.... ... 9 73 2
Receipts.
G. Stewart, o... . .. ...
72 9
1888.
Joseph Maginn ea.. . .. . 4 86 6
E. Misson. o.. .. .. . . .. • 1 21 5
William Taylor, o.....
48 6
Mar 1 Baiance due :church .. $ 44 09
72 9
do
do
.... .. 4 86 6 Sep 2 J·. A. Kead, o.... ......
OMh for Heralds and
A. Stewart, jr., o......
48 6
W. G. Carter, t........ 4 86 6
Hopes from 1888 to '89,197 71 6
P. Fleming, t .......... 243 30
Andrew DeLore, t..... 4 86 6
Frank Swann, t .. - ... _ 31 62 9
G. Eden, o.... .... ....
60 7
Lauritz Anderson, t.. . 9 73 2
Thomas 'raylor BirmRob. do ........ ....
60 7
John Flood, t......... 4 86 6
ingham, t ............ 24 33
G.
Stewart
..
..
..
..
..
..
60 7
Charles
Johnston,
t....
2
43
3
John TurnerJ Manches~
E. Misson, o........... 1 21 5
ter ................... 16 54 2
N am bucca Branch.
S.
Mcintosh,
o.....
.
..
24 8
J. M. Greenwood, t .... 12 76 9
W. C. Ballard, t ..... .. 14 60
David
do t ........ 24 33
C. D. Norton.-. .. .. .. 9 73 2
:Markam
Ballard,
t
....
.
9
73
2
Elizabeth
Stewart,
o
..
,
60
7
Edward Meredith .. .. • 9 73 2
Jane G. McKay, t ..... . 11 07
Queensferry Branch ,
E. A. Webb...
.. .. 4 86 6
9
73
2
James
do
.....
.
June
16th,
'88
........
15
04
3
E. Couch.............. 7 29 9
Amos '\V. Ballard, t .. . 7 78 5 Oct 5 J, C. F. Hennie, t...... 2 55 1
M.T. James ........... 2 43 3
Allen Argent, t. .. ... . 14 60
Ocl 7 J. A. Read. o .. . . .. . ..
48 6
Joseph Matthews. .. . ..
97 2
~VilJiam Gore, t ...... . 9 73 2
W. Stewart, o....... , 2 43 3
Louisa Taylor. .. .... 4 86 6
J aeob Scrivener, t .... . 2 43 3
0. Erlen...............
60 7
Elizabeth Baty.. .. .. . 3 15 9
67
E. F. Ballard, o ..... ..
G. Stewart. o...... ....
60 7
M"tilda Newey........ 2 43 3
A.
do jr., o . .. .. •
48 3
Hamilton Branch.
Emma Taylor ......... 2 43 3
R. Eden, o... .... .. ..
60 7
Stafford Branch.. . .. .. 3 64 5 J nne 14 Hamilton Branch.. .. .. 4 53
Oct
20 E. Misson, o.. .. .. . .. .. 1 21 5
Birmingham (SummerJohn G. Dickinson.....
33 3 Oct 21 Sr. Emmerson, t . . . . . . 1 82 2
tleld) Branch
... ·'· 3 63 5 July 20 John Wright, t ........ 145 98
Oct 28 A. Woolley. o. . .. .. . 4 86 6
do
do
363 Sep 10 Claude McLaren, o...
2 43 3 Oct 25 Mary ,Jones, t... ...... 9 73 2
Sep 15 John Flood, o.... .. .. . 2 43 3
E. G. Jones, t.. .. .. .. 9 ·73 2
$382 69
Alonzo Col vi!'• o. .... 2 43 3 Dec 2 CeQilia Woolley, t.. .. .
48 6
Lauritz Anderson, o... 1 82 4
J. A. Read, o ......... ;
48 6
Expenditures.
W. G. Carter, t.. . .. .. 7. 30
Sr. Fleming, t ......... 1 45 8
Alfred Loving, o . . . . . . 6 08
Mission Conference. . . 46 24 7
A. Stewart, t.... .... ..
60 7
Travelling .
. . . . . . . . 22 89 6 Nov 22 Abraham ]Hills, t. ... .. 7 30
Lizzie Stewart, t . . . . . •
60 7
Postage & Stationery.. 26 69 8 Nov 26 Charles Avery, o...... 2 43 3
Nellie Eden, t.........
48 6
Claude McLaren, o..... 7 :w
Poor.................. 9 73 2
Nov 4 W. Stewart, o ....... , 1 21 &
Alfred Loving, o.... .. 7 30
Sent to office for extra
A. Stewart,- o...... ••
97 2
Alex. Seabery, o....... 4 Sli 6
He.ralds .
. . .. .. .. 83 69 4
Fleming, o .. .. .. .. .
48 6
J os. Jt{aginnes, o. . . . . . 4 86 6 Dec 2 P.
Sent Bishop Blakeslee .139 44 7
G. :Eden. o ..........•.-t
60 7
William Taylor, t .... ,
48 6
Postage on same . . . . . . 1 45 8
Roht.
Eden,
o.........
60 7
Andrew DeLore. o . . . . 2 43 3
G. Stewart. o. .........
48 6
Lauritz Anderson. o.. . 4 86 6 Dec 30 Mv.r;v .Jones. t.... .. .. .. 9 73 2
$329 68
John Flood, t...... . .. 4 86 6 Jan 5 R. Misson, o. ... .... .. • 2 43 3
Charles Johnston, o.. . 4 86 6
Balnnce due church .. $ ;,:; Ol
A. Stewart, o
48 6
.&lonzo Colvin, o. . . . . . 4 86 6
Alfred Loving, o.... .. 7 30
$372 96 3
Lauritz Anderson, o. . . 1 21 6
WELSH DISTRICT.
Dec 31 John ·wright, t ........ 145 98
Expenrlitures.
Thomas E. Jenkins, Agent.
N ambucca Branch.
.June 16 T. W. Smith .......... $ 24 33
1888.
Receipts.
I~ tl ~l Rent, Queens ..
Oct 24 ·Nambucca Branch .... 2 31
24 3
Mar 20 William ll1orrris .... $
terry ................ .
Allen Argent '6 acres
EJiza Evans ......... .
24 3
Dec 5 i'rem bath and Butterland value for church
April 26 Carnarvon Branch .. .. 1 94
worth
................ 24 33
building
purpose
....•
May 20 Aberaman .. .. . .... .. 2 43 3
do traveling expences
Nov 6 (',..,orge A. Ba.llard, t ... 4 86 6
July 29
do
............ .
97
1889.Malcolm
do
4
86
6
Aug 31 Thomas E. Jenkins ... 511
Jan 6 J. W. Wight ........... 29 19
William C. do
7 42
Sep 3 Aberaman Branch ....• 4 62
Jan 7 C. A. Butterworth ..... H 59
.Amos W. do
... . 3 65
Sep 15 T. E. Jenkins ....... .. 1 21
Emma Argent ....... .. 4 86 6
Oct 26 Carnarvon Branch ... . 2 67
$ 97 44
43
3
2
Benjamin
Buckman
..•
Deo 9 Aberaman Branch .. .. 3 40
Jane McKay ......... . 4 86 6
Dec 29 •r. E. Jenkins ........ . 3 65
Balance due church .. $275 52 3
2
4$
3
Donald
McKay
..••.•..
1889.
Wllliam Gore . .. . .. .. 4 86 6
Jan 13 Aberaman Branch ... .. 3 88
E. E. Ballard ........ .. 2 43 3
Jan 21 i'. E. Jenkins ......... . 2 67
----0---·.Feb 7 do
do
..... .. 1 82
Hamilton Branch,
Aberaman Branch ..•.• 1 58
Deo 5 Ann w~oster, o.... ... 5 47
Feb 11 Llansamlet do ...... 2 18
DISTRICT REPORTS.
Dec 31 do
no
t ..... ;
2 43
1888.
Expenditures
Deo·Bi· 6 Henry Broadway, o.... 4 86 6 KEWANEE DISTRICT, ILLINOIS.
·
do
do
t
....
16
54
97
April 1 Poor ................. .
Dec 31 do
do
o.. •• 1 21 6
John Chisn~ll, agent.
24 3
April27 do .................. .
24 3 Dec 9 George Lewis, o. • • • •• • 4 86 6
April 29 do ................ ..
1888.
Receipts.
William Clark, o ...... 9 73 2
July 26 Wm.. Morris Traveling
Ann Webster, o.......
60 7 Mar. 1 Balance due church.... 0 16
16.6
eX}?enses •.•
Mar. 11 George Atkinson.......
25
3 66
Aug 24 Evan A. Davis do
$799 17 4 Mar. 12 S. Sumption...... .... •• 1 00
2 20
Sep 3 do
do
do
Mar. 20 A. L. Benjamin......... 5 00
1 21
do
Sep 16 do
do
R. J. Benjamin......... 5 00
Expenditures.
4 86 6
Dec 29 do
do
do
Apr. 15 P. Atkinson............ 5 00
1889.
June 25 J. F. Burton ......... $236 00 0 Apr. 17 A. Hitchcock ........... 10 00
do
8 65
do
Feb 7 do
do
do .......... 77 24
Apr. SO S. Sumption ............ 1 00
do
do
36.6
Feb 28 do
June 14 T. W. Smith........... 4 86 6 May 6 B. Sumpt.ion ........... , 1 00
1888.
Aug
do
do ........... 21 16 5 May 20 S. Garland .............. 10 00
Aug 28 John T. do
do
4 86 6 Sep 3 do
do • .. • . .. .. .. 24 33
M. A. Atkinson......... 4 00
Sep 3 do
do
do
2 43
Nov 5 do
do ........... 19 46
June 1 ,J. Chisnall ............. , 5 00
Dec 29 do
do
do
486 6
June 3 B. Sumption ............ 1 00
Nov 26 ~g
~~ .::::::::::1~~ ~~ June 18 Bro. andSr.J. A. Robin·
89
F;~ '7 do
d'o
do
8 65
Dec 9 do
do .. .. . .. .. .. 25 55
son .................... II 00
Feb 28 do
do
do
3 65
July 20 J. W. Wight and C.
G. Dnn~~:ee.... •• .. . • • 5 09
1888.
.
Butterworth .. .. • .. .. 9 73 2 June 24 F.
A. Harroun... .........
15
.Aug 8
do
do
38 92 s
B. Harroun ............ ,
011
G.
:: :: II
F. Bell. ........ .,'........ l 00
$665 66 0
s. M. Adams ........... 11.1 00
J. B. Duncan ..•• •••• •••
50
Balance due church .. $133 51 0
$109 34
B.
Miller.... •• .. • .......
40
~
00

$109 34

---0---

~] 89 :: :~Blak::ee.B;:hop
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THE SAI
July 14 J. Lord ..•............ 10 00
A friend.............. .
50
E. Vernon.......... . . .
2ii
July 21 M. Grice.. . .
• • . . • . . . 1 00
July 28 M. Grice................ 1 00
Aug. 1 G. A. Blakeslee ......... 21> 00
Ang. 12 G. Atkinson............
50
Aug. 28 G. Atkinson............
25
J. B Atkinson......... 5 00
Sept. 8 A. Whitehouse.... . . . . . 1 00
M. Grice. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 00
Sept. 11 K. Epperly.............
50
Sept.15 J. F. Cady.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
.
Buffalo Prairie Mite Society ................... 2 00
Sept.16 E. Minteer .......... oo ••
50
50
C. Holmes..............
R. A. Keck.. . .. . . .. .. .. •
50
M. Strong...............
50
Sept. 28 S. Garland, Jr ..
1 00
Sept. 29 F. G. Dun gee.. .. . .. .. .. 50 00
Oct. 6 T. Chisnall.. .. .. .. . . . . 1 00
Oct. 9 J. Willi>tms .............100 00
Oct. 14 M. A. Atkinson......... 5 00
Nov. 1 M. •r. Short ...... oo ..... 50 00
Nov. 5 ~~.C. Despain ........... 20 00
Nov. 11 M. Grice................ 3 00
Nov. 12 l!'. G. Dun gee ........... 50 00
Bro. and Sr. J. A. Robinson................... 5 00
Nov. 25 S. Garland .............. 5 00
Dec. 2M. Grice ..........
1 00
Dec. 15 W. Mort .....
oo..... 1 00
Dec. 16 M. Epperly
50
1889.
Jan. 27 M. Grice. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. 1 00
Feb. 4 Bro. and Sr.J.A. Robinmn.. .. .............. 5 00
Feb. 12 J. Cbisnall....... ... .. .. 5 00
Feb. >!5 i\l. Grice.... .. . . . . . . . .. 2 00
J. B. Atkmson......
5 00

1888.
July 1 G. A. Blakeslee. Bishop. 20 00
Aug 6
do
do
20 00
Sept 10
do
do
20 00
$119 20

1888.
Expenditures.
Mar 1 John Roth. .. .. ..... .•.
June 5 Eli M. Wildermuth ......
July 13 do
do
Aug 15 do
do
Sept 11 do
do

2
20
20
20
20

00
00
00
00
00

$ 82 40

Balance due church .... $ 36 80

00......

00 ....
00 ..
00 00.........

OREGON DISTRICT.

J. };'. Morris, Agent.

$ 74 25

Expenditures.
H. L. Holt ............ $ 11 50
D. E. Landers.. . . . . .. . . 52 75

1

$ 74 25

gg

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
UO

00
00

$393 00
Balance due church .... $:36 01
NORTH-EAST MISSOURI
DIS'rRICT.
John T. Richards, Agent.
1888.
Receipts.
April 1 Lydia Ed mans ......... $
50
May 27 do
do
.. .. .. ... ..
50
Mgy 5 Elizabeth ,Y. "&-I organ.. .
1;)
April 22 G. A. Blakeslee ......... 15 00
Aug 17
do
do
......... 17 00
June 21 Emma r_rhrutchly.... .. . 1 00
July 18 John 'l,. IU<',hnrds..... .. 1 00
July 22 Daniel Edman~.........
50
Annie Perry.... . . . . . . . . .
50
$ :14 15

Expenditures.
Fur paper and stamps in
1887. .
.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Due Agent.... .. . . .. .. ..
Stamps, Ct A. Blakeslee.
J\Iary A. White ..........
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Feb 29
Mar 25
Apl 25
June 21
July 18
Aug 17
Sep 22
1889.
Feb 25 Due Agent.... .. .. . .. . .

10
5
2
13
3

42
69
50
00
00
00
00
00
46

Balance due Agent .... $
EASTERN IOWA DISTRICT.
Warren Turner, Agent.
1888.
Receipts.
Ma.r 1 Balance due agent ..... $
Mar 8 0. E. Green ............ 10
Mar 11 Sarah Ann Stebbins.....
Mar 15 David Palsyrobc........ 2
Ma.r 18 Mary B. Clammer.. . . . . • 5
Mary Davis.............
June 1 Warren Turner.......... 1
Sep 23 0. E. Green ...... , ..... 10

92

40
00
25
00
00
50
95
00

1889.

Feb

31 Samuel Heide........... 3 00
John Heide ............. 25 50
5 do do ............. 100

4

NOR1'HERN NEBRASKA
DISTl:lC'l'.
W. M. Rumel, Agent.
1888.
Receipts.
]}far
1 Balance due church .... $ 18 60
.Tan 27 'rhomns Mille1·,t......... 4 50

Mar
Apl
Apl
A pl
1Vlay
(June
July
July
July
July
Oct
Oct
Nov
Nov
Dec

15
3
10
23
10

1
2
8
15
6
18
1
4
2

Dec

7

30

G, A. Blakeslee, Bishop.
EdwurdHmmie,t ........
Nicholas Humel, t......
Elizabeth Jackson, t....
\Vm. R ..Elston. t ........
Gustav E. Bnlchin, t.. .. .
Wm. R.. Elston, t ........
J\foses Welch, t ..........
Mary Wilson, t..........
Elizabeth .Jackson, t.....
Omaha Branch, o.. . . . . . .
Elizabeth Jackson, t.....
GuRtav :E:. Halcbin, t....
Omaha Branch, o.. .. . .. .
do
do
Chrlst Anderson, o . . . . . .
J\L VV. Sampson, o.. ... . .
Sr. Ra.nnie, o.. . . . . . . . . . .
Nicholas Humel! t .......
J'a:rnes Huff, t .
Elizabeth Jackson, t.....

l.S 00
16 00
5 00
] 70
7;:; 00
5 00
27 00
10 00
5 00
1 98
3 70
1 70
1 00
3 85
1 00
25
25
3 19
10 00
20 00
2 00

Dec 15
Dec l!l
Dec 30
1889.
Feb
5 Edward Rannie, t....... 5 10
l!'eb 16 Suwen Ahlstrand, t ..... 40 00
~274

$ 35 07

Jan

On hand for sale of Dlst.
cart and horl'le . . .
. . $ 27 50
On hand horse for Dist .•
va.lue.................
75 00

00

Oct

1888.
Expenditures.
Mar 2 Nellie McNight ........ $
?liar 7
do
do
Nurse...
Mar 12 do
do
Mar 26 do
do
April 1 do
do
April 3 do
do
April 15 do
do
. .. . . .. .
?iiay 1 Sr. W. 1\L Humel. ......
:May 8 Elizabeth Beamer.. . . . . .
?vfay 10 ,James Caffall ...........
June 1 Sr. vV. M. Rumel. .......
July 1
do
do
........
July 9 W. M. Rumel,...........
Aug 1 Sr. W. J\1. Humel. .......
Sep 1
do
do , ........
Sep 4 W. l\L Rumel. .. .. . .. .. ..
Sep 13 Joseph Shoemaker . .. .. .
Sep 24 W. JII. Rumel............
Oct
1 Sr. W. M. Rumel. .......
Oct 18 Sr. Henderson...........
Oct 13 Hyrum 0. Smith . . . . . . . .
Nov 1 Sr. W. M, Rumel. .......
Dec 1
do
do
.. .. .. ..
Dec 2 Sr. Knapp...............
1889.
Jan 1 Sr. W. M. Rnmel. .......
Feb 1
do
do
........
Feb 21 W. M. Rumel. ...........

82

1888.

1889.

OS
68
25
05
02
00
00
00
50
25
00
30
30
00
00
00
00
00

Mar

Expenditures.
W. H. Kelley ........... J16 00
Postage Stamps . . . . . . . . 1 00
~117

1 Jobn H. Lake ........... 10 00
Sr. Jane Shields ........ 10 00
do
........ JO 00
6 do
do ........ 10 00
Emily Brown .......... 26 00

Nov
Dec

$198 63

1888.
Receipts.
Mar
1 Balance due church .... $15 00
C. E. Cowdry, t.... . .. . ..
50
Polly A. Morris, t ....... 11 '15
H. H. Jasperson, t.. . . . . . 11 50
James Thomas, t. .. . . .. . 5 00
Minerva do
1 00
Lina
do
10 00
A. P.
do
10 oo
Alma
do
5 00
Polly A. do
3 50
A. P.
do
1 20

$429 01
1838.
Expenditures.
Mar. 11 M. T. Short ........... $ 8
~~~~
~~ M. T. s~~rt ........ ~g
July 2 do
do
25
Aug 1 do
do
25
Sept. 1 do
do
15
Sept 16 do
do
10
Oct 1 do
do
2'\
Nov 1 do
do . .. . .. .. . 25
Nov 28 G. A. Blakeslee ........ 100
Nov 30 Sr. M. rl'. Short ......... 25
Dec 17 A. H. Smtth.... .... .. .. 5
1889.
Jnn 1 Granomother Wehb.. .. :,
,Jgn
2 Sr. JILT. Short .......... 25
I"eb
4 do
do ......... 25
Mar 1 do
do .. .. .. .. . . 25

PHILADELPHIA :DIE'1'RICT.
Archibald Cameron, Agent.
1888.
Receipts.
1\Iar 1 Balance due ohnrch .... $130
Joseph SquireR, Sr. . . . . . 12
Elizabeth Squires. . . . . . . 1
Ellen Squires ...... , .. .
Mary Squires .. " .•... "...
George Baty........... .. 6
Harriet Royal. . .. .. .. . .. 3
l'vlary Ann Mason.. . .. . .. 5
E. P. Mathews...........
J. L. Mathews...........
M. 0. Mathews.......... 1
llfary 8. J\Iathews........
Wm. II. Hanison. . . . . . . . 4
Rebecca Webb .......... 20
Jacob Peters.....
1
Ann C. Peters. . . .
3
Stephen Stone....
5
Wm. Clark.......
5

00

1 Balance due chureh ... e;; Sl 63

LONDON DISTRIC'r, ONTARIO.
Samuel Brown, agent.
1888.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance dne church ..... 114 86
Apr 27 Charles Woods, o...... 3 20
C. Cranswn, t........... 1 00
Joseph Woode.. t...... ... 1 00
Bowley Arnold, t....... 5 00
Jo•hna Arnold, t ....... 10 00
May 11 Intereflt on money . . . . 1 00
June 2 Martha Timbrell. o..... 2 00
June 4 Corinth branch, per S.
Pearson, o........... .. 1 01
Jnne 18 Samuel Pope, t .. . . .... 4 00
July 14 G. A. Blake•lee, Bishop ~5 CO
July 19 Mary Ann .Judkim, o...
10
George Brownl o..... . 1 00
July 25 Eg,·emont bmnch. .. . . 6 00
,Joseph Wood, t. . .... 5 00
.Jobn Wilson, t......... 5 00
July 13 Samuel Brown, t. ... .. . 3 10
July 29 Mag!:'ie Campbell, t . . .
10
Jnly :Jl Sr. June Campbeil, t... 1 00
Aug 1 Cathnrine Jnck, c......
50
Ang 2 ProtDn
branch,
per
Campbell.............. 3 00
Aug 14 Maria Arnold, t.. .. .. 2 00
Aug 15 Samuel D. Wilson, t....
20
Aug 19 Martin L Snell, t.. .. .. 3 60
Aug 22 Wil!iMn Hulbert, o.. .. . 2 00
Sept 3 Thomae: Stuart,, t ....... 31 50
Rept 8 l~mily Brown, t...... . .
50
Sept 1 Thomas Stuart., for 1887
36
Sept 23 William .raeqnes. o..... 1 00
Sept 27 Martha 'Nilfl.On 1 per.John
Shields, t......... .... .. 2 17
Aug 14 William Silk. t ......... 5 00
Sept 29 St.. Thomas braneh, per
,J. Cornish, o .. . .. .. ..
6 00
George Brown, t. . . . . . . 5 00
Bowley Arnold. o.. ...
25
McKillop branch, per G.
Brown, o .............. 1 50
Mnrt.lut Timhre11, t.. ... 2 00
1 '7\Tilliam H. Gray, t..... 1 00
Oct
Oct 27 ,James l\1 cLPn.n, t .. . .. . 5 00
Nov 2 Thomas JohnRton~ o ... 10 00
E2:remont branch...... 5 00
Nov 16 Richard Woods, t... .... 1 00
(}ranrrv Bilk, t ... , . . . . . . 1 00
:Mrs. Kilpatrick, t....... 1 00
Nov 18 Alexa11dr·r Sinclair. t... 5 00
Dec 13 Joseph Woods, t .. ·...
6 00
1889.
Jan 15
3 00
.Jan 12
2 90
50 :10
Jan 14
5 00
't' ·:::::. 31 00
.Jan 2H
t .. ... 22 50
Jan 27
t 1 00
..... 2 00
o .... 7 00
Feb 1
10 00
Feb 6
t .... 4 00

3 do

1889.
Jan 12 R Brown, for post office
order..................
Jan 7 Sr. R C. Evans .........
Jane Sb\elds ........
John ShieMs .... •oo....
Jan 26 Sr..Jane Shields ........
Emily Brown ......
Poor; Ont...............
Feb 28 For postage, order and
paper to date.....

25
12
8
20
25
5

5 58

$405 70

Balance due church .... $24 05

KENT AND ELGIN DISTJUJT.

Richard Coburn, agent.
1888.
Mar
Mar
1\l"ar
Mar

Apr
Apr

Receipts.
... 290 32

15
29

1
5

1 00
50
1 00
50

50
25
1 50
25
20
07
25
10
10
20
7:3
05
10
40
1U
15
25
75
25
10

0'

Apr 7
Apr 10
!Hay 5
May 14
June 2

12
::!
2
l.

1
1
3

00
00
f>O

00
00
00
00
50
00
00
50
50
00
50
50
00
00
75
00
70
50
00
50
00

12 50
12 50
10 00

$209 45
Balance due church .... $ 65 37

0

$429 75
1888.
Expenditures.
Mar 3 Sr. Samuel Brown .......
May 11 Sr. Jane Shields, .......
May 14 Postage.... .. . .. . .. . . ..
Sr. Samuel Brown ..
May 30
R. C. Evans ........
.June 4
,John H. Ln.ke .......
July 3
Jane Shields ........
July 14
R. C. Evans ........
Aug 12
J11.ne Shields ........
Sept 1 Check and postage, 1887
Sr. Samuel Brown ......
Sept 11
Jane Shields .......
July 14 Money orrlers. ... .. . ...
Sept 29 S. Brown R. R. ex·
penses .................
Sr. R. C. Evans .........

00 ..

11 70
60
23
56 80
20 00
10 00
10 00
25 00
10 00
36
25 00
10 00
35
~0

18 78
25 00

05
15
35
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
25
50

1 25
2 00
5 00
5 00

June
June 10
June 29

1
1

July 12

1
1
1
1

00

5
7
2
5
3
2
3
12
3
10
12
12
2
12
12
2
2
3
20
3
2
20
12
3

30
00
00
00
00
00
00

Ang 1
Anr>; 13
Sept 23
Oct
6

Oct

10

1
15
1
1

25
i\0
75
25
25
25
00
00
05
50
00
00
00
30

10
25
15
11
10
10
15
50
00
00
00
25
50
25

100
25
30
10
25
10
27
2 00
05
55
OS
20
05
05
25
50
25
1 50
25
25

25

25
25
5 00
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TS' HERALD.
Oct
Oct

Oct
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec

13 Arthur Leverton, t.....
14 Ferris B. Atkins, t.
Hemy Leatherdale. t...
,Jitne Leatherdale, t.....
2~ ;-;urah Jane Carpenter, t
4 Harriet Jacklin, o . . . . .
8 Richard Coburn, t ......
25 Henry Leatnerdale, t...
June Leatherdale, t....
26 ;-;w,mps from Bishon....
29 G. A. Blakeslee, Bishop
2 (-ieorge Perritt, t ........
4 J aue 'Leatherdale, t.....
Henry Leatherdale, t...
10 George Hampshire, t...
Sam'l W. 'romliuson, t.
31 Mary fililler, o.... .. .. ..

5 00
13
2 09
2 09

2 00
1
25
1
1

00
00
50
50
3U

55 00
10 00
3 43
3 44

5 00
10 00
1 00

1889.

Jan

9 'fargnret Robb o....... 4 00
David W. Johnston, o . 1 00
Atm Vif',kery, t. _........
~5
l!'erris B. Atkms, t......
30

Maria Hausen, t.. .. .. ..

Gr>orge Green, o. . . . . . . .
George F. Green, o.....
Kezia Green, t.. . . . . . . . •
1\iur:v M. Green, o.... .. •
Frank A. Green, o......
Leah Hn nsen, t.....
.
Daniel Fletcher, t . . .. ..
Betsey l{obbin, t.... .. .
Leah Overstreet, t......
Delila Overstrer:t, t.. .. .
Sarah Overstreet, t.....
Alexander Eilts, t......
Orren B. Arnold, t......
Jan 14 Interest on money in
bank............ ..
Geor!l'e Kettlewell, o.. .
Ge<•rge S. Kettlewell, o.
Ve"ta Tnompson, o.....
Alonzo Fowler, o.... .. .
Jan 20 'Iary McCleonrl, o......
Henry Atkinson. o.....
Hiram McDonald, o....
Alice McDonald, o ......
El>zabeth Corless, o ....
Walter Cnrless, o .......
Sarah E. Cowley, o.....
Maria McKeown, t.. . .
Mary E. Atkinson, o...
James Mtller.........
Jan 14 Tilbury Branch..... ..
Feb 21 George A. Blakeslee,
Bishop .... .. .. .. .. .. ..
Feb 23 George Kettlewell, t...
Vesta Thompson, o....
Johannah Fowler, o....
Charles Brown, o.... ..
James Brown .... ;.....
Alonzo Fowler.........

30

2 oo
:10
75
P,5
10
50
25
25
10
30
15
10
30

4 80
5 00
1 00
1 00
2 00
25
1 50
1 00
1 0>
2 00
1 00
25
2 75
15
25
10 00

3
5
5
2

25
00
00
00
1 00
2 00
3 00

$575 83

Expenditures.

1888.
Mar 19 By John H. Lake,...... 6 00
Jennette Mcintosh,... 15 00
April 2 Janet Shtelds .......... 10 00
April 5 Cost of order, sending
money from Zone......
10
April14 Poor....... .. .. . .. . .. .. 2 00
.Jennette Mcintosh .... 10 CO
April 25 Samuel Brown......... 5 00
May 3 Martha· G. Lake ........ 50 00
May 19 J enuette Mcintosh .... 15 00
June 21 Jennette Mcintosh .... 10 00
Jnly 3 Jennie B. Smith ....... 33 34
Jnlv 23 Jennette Mclntoeh .... 15 00
•
Carrie Lake per B. M.
Smith ................. 25 00
Aug 4 Martha G. L•ke ........ 50 00
Aug 21 Jonnette Mcintosh .... 10 00
Sep 4 Jennie B. Smit.h ....... 33 35
Sep 24 Jennette Mcintosh .... 15 00
Oct 10 Agent's expenses to
date.... .... .. .. ... .. 6 28
Oct 16 .Jemcette Mcintosh .... 10 00
Nov 6 Martha G. Lake ........ 50 00
Nov 8 Jennie B. Smith ....... 30 00
Nov 21 Jennette 1\Iclntosh .... 15 00
Nov 29 J<jxchange .. .. . .. . .. .. ..
25
Dec 1 Carrie Luke per B. M.
Smith ............... 25 00
Dec 21 Jennette Mcintosh .... 15 00
1889.
Jan
9 .Jennie B. Smith ....... 36 50
Jan 21 .Tennette Mcintosh .... 10 00
Feb 13 J\Iartha G. Lake ........ 40 00
Feb 25 Jennette Mcintosh .... 10 00
Feb 28 Agent's expenses from
October to date ........ 2 57
$555 39

Balance due church $ 20 44

NORTHERN MICHIGAN
DISTRIC~'.

Andrew Barr, Agent.

1888.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance due church ... $
Black River Branch.
Mar 1 To Frederick H. Diem, t
Emily Hinds, t .........
Eddie Diem, t.... .. .. ..

5

92 07
9 75
16 10
1 00

Rees,e Brnnch.
Mar. 1 ,T ane Bri tnall, t. .. . . .. .. 6 00
,lane l\IeCary, o......... 1 90
Sne:an McCary, o. ...• .. 1 43
tTohn Cox~ o.... ..... ...
25
Eliza Hansen, t......
3 45
Chris Hansen, t........ 3 00
John Peters, o........
05
James :McCary, o..... ..
25
Aaron Bdtnal!, o..... ..
50
:maggie Cox, o...... .. .
25
Delaware Branch.
John Humphrey ....... 1 07
Mof!es Hobmson, t
11 00
Charles Green, t ..... , . 4 50
Catharil1e Lane, o.. .. ..
50
Louisa nreidenbach, o..
50
Siuu VVismur. .... ...... 1 00
Zach. do
1 00
Catharine do
2 00
St. 'fhomas Branch.
Thomas R~twson, t..... 7 85
Neal C Whitney.......
90
EL_ ano1· Barst~, o......
25
Charles Rawson....... 1 75
Margar.·t A. Barss.... ..
60
Snsnnnah Uawson .. .. .
45
Ramnel Brown.
05
'l.'homson Rawson......
55
Laura Unser...
1 50
William Barss....... ...
10
Laura
do
01
Albert.
do
05
Joseph H.rlo
t.. ..... 5 90
George do
o.......
10
Alex.
do
02
Robert
do
o.......
10
Mary E. do
10
Uehecca RawBon.... .• .
10
William R. Mann, t.... 1 45
Thomae Whitford, o....
72
O'cRr Prescott,. .. .. .. .. 1 00
Mt1ry K R>twson....... 1 20
Alexander Prescott.... 1 00
Emma E. Whitney.....
10
Ric.hard R.nt:~er~ t... .. .. 1 05
Silvanus Horton, o....
50
Bay Port Br«nch.
Robert. E Grant, t ...... 25 50
Mary A.
do
o... .
25
Nevada Harder, t.... ... 4 \!5
Pea-rl Du1cher, t ........ 10 40
Wm. H. Dowker, t..... 2 10
Miles C. Taylor......... 1 00
Francis Smith, t ....... 11 42
John Brackenbury, o. ..
75
Peter Petty............. 2 05
Curtis Lampkin........
90
George Sylvester.... •. .
55
Ellen Dutcher..........
87
Emma Brackenbury....
65
111 organ Frazer.. .. .. .. .
20
Aaron Bachtel..........
75
Lorane Andrews....... 1 20
Mary E. Harder ...... .,. 1 25
Pin a Lam hkin........ ..
25
William Dowker, t..... 5 20
Hannah
do o .. ..
10
Lydia
do
.. .. ..
1~
J)ecindA, Petty..........
.,
Snsan Sylvester.......
45
Elizabeth Wyman......
50
George Qnick....... ..
50
Mark W. Helmer, o.. . 1 6!\
William Smith........
25
John A. Grant, t.... .. . 7 60
Ruth Severn, o.........
25
Addie A. Tayler, t...... 1 00
St. Johns Branch.
Enoch Lads worth, o... 2 25
Robert Brown.......... 1 25
Margaret Campbell, t.. 2 37
George Wrathel, o.....
50
M.A. Harper...........
05
W. J. Harper...........
10
Elizabeth Harper......
10
'l'homas Harper.... .. ..
25
Hugh Campbell....... 2 00
Daniel Wilkie, t........ 3 25
EliMbeth do o........ 1 00
l\iartah Kid d..... .. .. ..
50
Mary Brown ...... ,......
12
M~riah Bri!"gs..........
10
Elizabet-h N ichold......
~7
Sarah E. Davis.........
35
Charles E. Sherman...
;;o
Hugh IUdd. . . .. .. .....
25
Forester Branch.
William Coul<lin....... 1 00
Elizabeth Harmon, t... 5 00
Hiram Smith, o .. .. . .. 1 40
G. A. Blakeslee ........ 240 00
Wallace Smith.........
25
Melissa Rushton.......
50
Andrew Bnrr, t ......... 10 00
William H. "81hith, o...
55
Willard Smith.... .. .. .. 1 00
George Glendenning...
25
Bay City Branch,
Hannah 'Ferongo..... •• 2 00
Henry Badder... .... .. 2 20
Catharine Smith, o.. ...
45
William McKenzie ...-..
90
Judson Smith..........
50
Johu Bnrget,
80
Ellen
do
o...... . 50
Nathaniel Streeter.....
.15
Frsnk Palmateer. • • • • ••
25

6

t.........

Mar. 1 Hannah Streeter.......
Esther Morrison.......
!:lylvia Bacon...........
Cyrus Smith, t.........
Maggie Badder .. .. ': ....
Sarah Smith...........
Lebanon Branch.
Hannah Shaffbower....
Fred
do
.. ..
Thomas Burghess......
Peter Edwards, t.. .....
Christina do
.. .. •. •
Charles Gris, o... . . . . .
Emma do
Richard Provose.......
Ehzabeth do .. . • .• .
Reuben Reid..... .....
Matilda do
Esther do .. . .. .. ..
Mary Jl>I. Burghess......
J'ames Burtch..........
Albert Bailey...........
Eliza JlfcKinzie........
Louise J,avra. .. .. .. ...
James Barnes..........
Fanny Praveler.........
Iosco Branch.
Richard Ulmann, o,....
Samuel J. Proper......
Samuel Proper Sr.,.....
William H. Proper.....
EliMbeth Bessie.......
Mary Ann Ulmann.....
George Goodrow. . . . . • •
Sarah E. Goodwillie....
Orlando Frank.... .. .. .
George Bessie..........
John Brown, t.... .. .. .
Edward Hall ...........
Alfred Frank, o........
George Cook, t .........
George Wescott, o.....
Charles Panl... .. .. .. ..
Iddo Sinclair...........
Annie Frank...........
Charles Good willie.....
Wtlham Ulmann.......
Dame! Goodrow........
Nancy E. Proper.......
Amanda Frank.........
Sarah Proper.... .. .. .. .
Hannah Goodrow......
Emma
do
......
William Sinclair.......
Mariah Wheeler........
Non-member...........
Mill-Creek Branch.
William Martindale....
Priscilla
do
.. ..
Annie McKernan.. . .. .
Alexander Mr,Gathy....
Gordon Blysdell.. .. .. ..
Lydia
do
.... ....
Enos M!rell, o...... •. ..
John McGathy...... ...
St. Gideon Branch·.
Henrietta Kile.... .. ..
Lemuel Kile...........
James McKay..........
Annie O'Brien. • . . . . . .
Clytie McKay..........
Hemietta McKay.......
Robert Shiers.... .•.. ..
Annie B. ShierB........
George Wratl:oell. ......
Elizabeth do .. .. ..
David Smith, t. .... ....
Wm.
do
o ........
Oscoda Saints.. .. .. .. ..
Silas Coon.............
J ohu Gordon. . .. .. .. .. .
William Stocks.........
Annie
do
.........
J.D. Coon........ .. .. .
John Stewart, t........
Daniel Mcintosh, o....
Eliza Douglas.... .. .. ..
C. M. Goodwin.........
Albert Lads worth......
Henry Smith.. . .. .. ..
M.ary Sylvester.........
H C.
do
.... ....
Paul
do
.... . ..
Elizabeth Law.........
George Pringle~ t.......
Hobert Lation, o.......
Angeline Smith........
,Joseph Codington......
Hache!
do
.. .. ..
Sarah Smith............
Isabel Wing, t ..........
Lyman Wit ford, o......
Sarah
do
.... ..
Lucretia Cornish,.... ..
John Cornish Sr... . .. ..
Gutla Schubel. .. .. .. .. .
G. A. Crouch. .. .......
Gravel Creek Branch.
George Nixon..........
Sheldon Armstrong . . .
Frank Hugill...........
Lewis Ward.... .. .. .. .
D. Hngill............. ..
Angeline Woodworth..
Charles Pedford.... .. ..
Asel Armstrong........
Josephine Hugill.... ..
James Wolvinton... ..
Mary E. Nixon.........
R.
Hugill........ .. .

w.

05
20
15
40
15
10

75
75

0

~0

1 "
1 35
50
50
10
10
25
10
50
25
05

10
50
10
20
10
43
28
85
75
05
05

1 37
05
65
10
12 ~0
11 55
1 49
6 85
35

20
30
15
19
25
10
25
60
05
05
10
10
10
01

1 00
45
22
58
25
25
05
20
1 00

1 00
25
1 00
15
25
2'5
25
03
25
5 !16
1 30
2 10
35

1

4

1

25
1

50
20
20
20
35
10
05
29
05
10
10
20
05
10
10
00
10
10
10
10
00

ro

50
2 00
1 50
5 00
50

1 35
4 05
40
11\
. 0'1
2Q

50
20
1

o~

m
45

1 0~

Mar. 1 B. H. Thompson ......
Geo. Jenkinson Sr......
Elizabeth Jenkinson...
Peter Hugill........ .. .
Harriet Ward...........
Emma Prestage........
Charlotte Jenkin son, t.
Alonzo Prestage, o,....
F. P. Hodgers........ •.
1\ianha ~""olviuton.. .. ..
William Jenkinson....
:Mary
do
....
Jane
do
....
George McKenzie. . . . . .
William Spear.........
James Carpenter, o....
Almira Rndgers........
Hobert Moore .. .. .. ..
Arthur Anable.........
M. E.
do .. ......
Mary E. Wolvinton.....
Rachael R. Armstrong.
G. Jenkinson Jr., t .... ,
Peter Sur brooks, o.....
Siegel Branch.
Charles Morgan, t... ..•
Millie
do
t......
Joseph
do
o......
Joseph Brooks.........
Jane Morgan...........
Effie Gager.... .. .. .. .. .
Caleb do .... .... . ...
Caleb Morgan..........
Margaret McClellan . . .
Celestie Morgan........
John
do
..... ...
Janet Stockwell........
Oliver Gager... .. .. .. ..
Joseph Granthnm, t...
Juniata Branch.
Frank Davis .. . .. .. .. ..
Bertha Hartnell........
James Davis....... . . .
F. H. Baxter.... .. .. .. .
E. G. Berrv. .. . .. .. .. ..
James McKenzie.......
Hirhard Hartnell.......
F. H. Brooks... .. .. .. .
Lillian Hartnell........
Thomas Oocharty. .. ..
Sr. Hartne1l.. . . . . . . . . .
William Hartnell, t....
Sr. Rich................
Addie Brooks.. .. .. .. ..
Hersey Branch.
Alma Shippy...........
Jane .do
.. .. .. .. ..
Sarah do
.. .. .. .. ..
Emma Weedmark.....
John
do
t.. ...
Heman
do
Almira
do
Edward
do
Ma•y E.
do
Nathan
do
.. .. .
Viola Smith............
Clairo Cairns . .. .. ... ..
Joseph Lafrance.......
Emma
do
o......
Mary Emmett, t........
Ellen Cook. o..........
Wtlliam Cook, t........
Jane Shippy...........
Edward Wee"mark....
Caroline
do
Mary E.
do

1 25
1 19
42
70
10
80
11 45
35
30

55
1 50
75
1 00
1 00
20

10
<10
25
50
25
10
25
10 00
1 00
1 00
1 50
25
10
10
25
25
40
25
25

1>0
50

50
1 00
10
1(1

25
1 10
10
08
45

75
30
45

20
5 50
10
10

25
75
25
So
8 QO

14 70

3 15
2 30
1 80
2 50

1 00
1 50
6 25
25
1 00
1 00
5 00
1 00
1 nil
50
1 l>O

$776 81

1888.
Expenditures.
Mar 5 By Andrew Barr ....... 18 00
Mar 27 James A. Carpenter .... 15 00
April 6 Andrew Barr ........... 12 00
J. J. Corni•h .......... 20 10
E. Delong.. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 00
April12 G. A. Blakeslee ...... ..
Jlfay 1 James A. Carpenter .... 15 10
May 14 J. J. Cornish .......... 20 10
Levi Phelps ............ 15 10
Andrew Barr .. ; ........ 15 00
June 1 James A. Carpenter .... 15 10
June 11 J. J. Cornish ........... 20 10
June 15 Levi Phelps ............ 15 10
Andrew Barr.. .. . .. . .. . 15 00
July 10 Levi Phelps ............ 15 10
James A. Carpenter .... 15 20
July 17 J. J. Oornish ........... 20 10
Au drew Barr ........... 15 00
Ang 6 James A. Carpenter ... 15 00
Aug 10 Levi PhelnR........... 15 10
J. J. Cornish ........... 20-10
Ang 15 Andrew Barr ........... 15 00
Sep 6 Levi Phelps ............ 15 10
James A. Carpenter ... 15 10
Sep 15 J. J. Cornish ........... 20 10
Andrew Barr ........... 15 00
Oct 13 J. J. Cornish ........... 20 00
Levi Phelps ............ 15 00
James A. Carpenter .... 15 00
Andrew Barr ........... 15 00
Nov 7 .T. J. Cornlsh ........... 20 10
Levi Phelps ............ 15 10
James A. Carpenter.... 15 10
Dec 10 Levi Phelps ............ 15 10
Jamos A. Carpenter .... 15 10
Dec 21 J. J. Cornish ........... 20 10
Andrew Barr ... : ....... 15 00
1889.
Jan
1 J. J. Cornish ........... 20 10
James A. Carpenter .... 15 10
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1 Levi Hhelps .•••••.••••.
Andrew Barr.. . . . . . • . • .
1 James A. Carpenter •••.
J. J. Cornish ...........
Levi Phelps ............
27 Postage ahd paper.....
Andrew Barr...........

15
15
30
20
15
1
5

10
00
20
10
10
92

oo

$711 82

Balance d'!le church $ 64 99

SOUTH-WEST TEXAS DISTRICT.
0. D. Johnson, Agent.
1888.

Mar

Receipts.
1 Bnlance due Agent ..... $
Sr. J. V. Currie, t .......
Sr. Helen Bell .. .. . . • . . .
Sr. J. A. Currie .. • .. •• • •
Sr. Virginia Hay . . • . .. • •
Sr. Hattie Minear.. .. .. .
Elder L. L. Wight ......
Sr. Virginia Hay ........
Sr. Helen Bell, o.. .. .. • .
Joseph Sutherland t ....
Sr. Sophia Wight........
$

10
8
3
5

3
10
10
2
10

tn

50

$50 90
$ 10 60

TAHITI MISSION.

E. Metuaroa, Agent.
1888.

Receipts.
Shiloh Papeete.
J'eb
5 Tariirii .. . ............ $ 10 00
Thorn...................
50
N uri Teato.... . . • . • .. .. .
40
Tapara.. •. . ... ..... ... ••
20
Farina..................
20
Tuhiatta .. . . . .. • . . . • • .
20
Tahuka .................
20
Terava............ .... ..
20
Apataki Branch.
.tune 18 Tanema Mairoto ....... 10 00
Yoane Tamaiii.......... 5 00
Hotu .................... 2 00
Tetofu ................. Z 00
V\T aiarea .... a, • • • o • • • • a. 2 00
Tagata .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. 10 00
Panau Kaukura.
June 27 Yohn Hawkingse.... .... 1 00
Mataitaria . . . . . . . • . . . . .

1 00

Tagaron........... . .. . ..
Pofata ..................
Teahi ...................
Huarei.. ... ............
Panan Kaukura.
Aug 2 Rov .................... .
Lui ......••....•••.....•
Tehiira ....••...........
Yemuera .............•.
Tetahimaui ........
Papaura......•.........
Puatua .......... . : .. ..
Panau Kaukura.
Aug 11 Ternarike ............. ..

1 00
2 00
20
10

u

•••

Tarevo ..••••............

Tetohu ............... ..
Tahuri ......••.....••..•
Tea tuariro . . . . . . . . . . ..

Taneterau ..•..•.• ~· ......

Caherau, A ..•.••.•• ~ ..••
Ahupo ................. .
Ceahi ................. ..
Thiraaro ......•.••••....
Mareta ................ ..
Paite .................. ..
Wetea ................. .
Ceinaa ................. .
Gahono ................ .
Thuoi' ...•.•••••..••....•
Oihi. ................... .
Rota. A ................ .
Camariki, A. . . • .•...•••
Carava ......•..•.•......
Cetohu ...•.......•••••..
Cahuri ....•••••• ·~·· •..•
Ceatuariro .............. .
Caneterau ............... .
Mauri, A .............. ..
CanetefanurPJ. . • • • " ...... e
Capuahi. ............... .
Ceehahau, A ............ .
Caruia ............••....
Nohorae .............. .
Cufaumi ................... .
Oematai. ............... .
Caruia .••• ·~·· ......
Jaaitoa ..•••••••.•••••••
Camaru ................. .
Pihaino ................ .
v

6

••••

1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
20
Maiura ...•.....•... ~ ..••
20
Jatitiri ................. .
20
20
Caneva. .................. .
10
Pihaino .••..••••..••.•••
Mauri .................... . 1 00

g~~~~~:~: . :::::::: ::~~: .·

$1.13 00

Expenditures.
Arutoni. . ........ s~
5 00
Expenses on church ..... 10 00
...

90
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50

Expenditures.
J. A. Currie, jr ......... 10 00
do
do
8 00
do
do
8 co
do
do
200
do
do
10 00
do
do
200
do
do
10 oo

L

Aug. 17 Thiro .................. ,
Matuamii .............. ..
Pani
....... ~·····"·· ••
Pihaino ................. .
Caruia .... ~ .. ~~···~······

1 00
J 00
1 00
1 00

3 00
2 00
1 00

50
00
00
00
50
2 00
1 00
1 00
50
50
50
1 00
2 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
40
1 00
3 50
3 50
1 00
1 00
50
2 00
2 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00

3
3
1
1

Balance due church .. $ 98 00

SALT LAKE DISTRICT, UTAH.
R. J. Anthony, Agent.
1888. Due church former ag't.$ 71 38
Mar 1 Balance due church .... $ 53 82
1888.
Receipts.
Sr. W. J. Smith, t..... .. 1 00
Ethan Barrows, o ......
10 00
Geo. Houghton..........
25
1\far 5 Jus. Greene, o.... . .. . .. . 50 00
John Ransom. .... ...... 5 00
Ji1ar 13 ?viyra Clark.... .. .. . .. .. .
30
Mar 17 Permclia Sterrett . . . . . . . 1 15
~lar 18 Chas. Curtis. .
. .. . . .. ..
50
Mar 22 Joseph W. Wilson...... l 00
Mar 23 Peter Oleson
.. .. .. . 10 00
1\far 2G Ann F. Robinson .. .• .. . 5 00
Mar 27 Wm. P. Smith .. ... .. .. 1 00
Chas. Curtis ..... ~.. . . . . 5 00
Sarah Smith............. 1 00
J\far 28 John Ransom........... 5 00
Mar 80 do
do
2 00
Ann Clark.. .. .. . .. .. . . 5 00
April 1 Sr. vY. J. Smith, t..... .. 1 00
Sarah H. Page, o.. . . . .. .
50
Jane Parsons . . . .. . . .. • . 1 00
Sarah Ward.. . .. . . .. . .. • 2 00
Mr. Greenwood .... ·~··. 1 00
Lucy Fisher. . . . . . . . . . ..
50
James Sorenson.... . . • . • 1 00
April 2 Sr. l~and .. . .. .. . . . .. . . • 1 00
,John F. Weston......... l 00
Geo. Houghton........ .. 1 00
Sarah Rand.. .. .. .. . • .. . 2 00
Chas. Curtis .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 00
John Larson . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
April 11 Sr. P. Sterrett, t
5 00
April 12 Andrew Christofferson,o, 10 00
R.. J.Jenkins· .......... 100
Maggie Davis . . .. .. . . . . . 1 00
John Eliason .. .. . .. . .. 2 00
April 22 John lb.nsom.. .. . .. .. . . ;, 00
April 23 Ann Clark, t ............ 20 00
May 2 Matilda Larson, o. . .
1 00
Jane 5 JoseiJ1J \V. VVi1son, o...
1 00
,June 8 Ann :B"'. Robinson, t. . .. 200 00
June 10 Chas Curtis, o. .. .. .. . . .. . 50
June 10 John Ran~om . . . . .. . . .. . . 1 00
:1\i. Green-wood . . • . • • . • • • 1 50
John Larson . . . . . . . .
83
,June 15 C. H. Barrows........ .. 1 00
June 2 Ole Johnso·n . . .. .. .. . .. 2 00
Wm. Aird
. . ... . ... . 2 00
,June 30 Owen Thomas . . . . . . . . . .
50
July 1 Ann Clark ............. 2 50
Sr. W. ,J. Smith. t...... . 2 00
vV. E. Richards, o....... 1 00
Ju.ly 3 Pious Hil'th
... .. ... .
50
July 5 l\lattie Hichnrds...... .. .
50
Eliza Thomas . . . . . . . . . .
50
July 15 Charles Curtis..... . .. ..
50
July 22 J. F. Weston............ 1 50
Wm. Smith.............
25
C. Bm·rows.
. . . . . . . .. . 2 00
Geo. Houghton..........
25
John Ransom .. .. . . . .. 1 00
John Hurdsman.. .. .. .. .
85
Chas Curtis . .. . • • • . . • . •
50
July 23 Sarah Ward............. 2 00
J. W. Wilson ............ 2 00
Sep
9 Sr. W. J. Smith, t....... 1 00
Ethan Barrows, o.... . . . . 10 00
Sep 11 .Jas 'l'oombs, t .. .. . .. ... 8 00
Oct
4 Sr. W. J. Smith . . . . . .. . 1 00
Oct
5 Ann Toombs .
5 00
Oct
6 J olm .Ransom, o ......... 10 00
Oct 30 Sale of buggy ........... 75 00
Nov 4 Sr. W J. Smith, t.... ...
1 00
Nov 9 John Weaver. o ......... 20 00
Nov 11 W!lliam Smith, t. .. .. .. 5 00
Nov 12 Addie Condit.. .. ...... 10 00
S.D. Condit ............. 10 00
Dec 1 J. W, Wilson ........... 25 00
Dec 2 Sr. W. J.Smith.... .... .. 1 00
Dec 10 A. P. Lar<on ............ 15 00
Dec 21 Ole Johnson, o.... . .. .. . 2 00
William Aird.. .. .. .. .. . • 2 00
1889.
Jan 16 For Mission ............ . 6 00
R. J. Anthony ......... . 11 00
Jan 28 J. L. Hennin~; ......... .. 1 00
Guind Henning, ..•....
1 00
Jacob Killian .......... .. 1 00
Henry do
.......... .
50
For :niission ........... ~. 1 50
Feb 1 Sr. W. J. Smith, t ...... . 1 00
Feb 4 John Rawson, o ......•.. 5 00
Sr. W. J. Smith, t ..... 1 00
o •

Feb

5

.......... 4 00
.......... 18 00
$756 60

ExpendltnreB.
1888.
1/Iar 24 Paid on buggy ...... ., .. $
R. J. Anthony ...........
Mar 2SR.M.Elvin.·.............
April 2 do
do .. . •
R. J. Anthony .••...•.
May 5 Sr. J'. H. Condit • ,. ....
R. J. Anthony ..........
June 16 Sr..P. Anderson .........
Sr. J. H. Condit ........
Peter Anderson "Oue••~·
R J. Anthony ..........
July 10 do
do
...........
R. JVI. IDlvin .... '" .......
July 21 Sr .•J. H. Condit ..........
Aug 17 R. J. Anthony .. #>··~· ..
Sep
4
do
do
. . .. . .. ..
Sep
7 Sr. P. Anderson ........
Sep 14 Sr. ,T. H. Hondit .........
Oet
6 .J. H. Condit .. . .. .....
Oct 14 R. J. Anthony ...........
Nov 3 J. JL Evu.ns .. " ........
Nov 6 Peter Anderson . .. • • • ..
Nov 12 Sr. J. H. Condit ........
Nov 24. Sr. Peter Anderson ... ·...
R. J. Anthony ........
Nov 24 R. .J. Anthony on buggy.
Nov 25 Sr. P. Anderson . .. .. • . .
1889.
Jan 16 Sr. P. Anderson ........
Jan 31 R. J. Anthony ..........
Feb 5 Sr. J. H. Condit.
Feb 27 R. J. Anthony. .

40 00
17 80

1000

30 00
25 00

20
10
60
40
10
20

00
65

00
00
00
00
20 00
49
20
2ii
30
20
20
21

~)0

45
90

00

1 00

00
00

2 25
35
25
20

oO

25 00

5 00
5 00
20 00
16 00
17 00
34 00
10 00
15 05
12 f;Q
22 05
15 40

Balance due chtrrch .... $ 69 55
TENNESSE AND KENTUCKY
DISTlUCT·
Pete:r B. Seaton, .A._gent.
1888.
Receipts.
Different Indivi<luals .. $ 18 75
From a friend .• ,
50
$ 19 25

Expenditures.
John Thomas.. . .. .. . • • . . 4 25
James W. Gillen......... 5 00
9 25

Balance due church . . $ 10 00

WESTERN MAINE DISTRIC'£.
Wm. G, Pert. Agent.
1888.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance due chnrch .... $ 93 46
:Ma1·y E. Perkins ... o.... 1 00
Lizzie M. Carter. . . . . . . . • 1 00
Kat ore Green .....• ,....
31)
Ma¥y A. Wood .......... l 00
Ed ward Brown . . . . . . . . 2(5 f)()
Eodora I. Brown...... .. 25 00
Jasper H. Carter........
50
Julia H. Carter .......... 3 00
John B. Eaton .
1 00
Thomas Eaton
10 00
Jonathan E. Eaton ....•• 37 50
Hattie ]~nton ............ 37 50
Demaris 1'. Grey. . . . . . . . 10 00
Stillman Hendrick . . . . .
SO
Edwin H. Pert ......... 15 00
Abbie I. Robbins..... . . .
25
Hannah
do
50
A. J\1. Snow .. .. . .. . .. . 11 50
Sarah_ M. Sullivan ....... 10 00
D. '1'. Seavey.
~0
$305 89
Expenditures.
Frank :\!:. Sheehy .. • .. .. 20 00
'G. W. Greene .......... 74 50
:M:yron H. Bond ...•••••• 10 00
Thomas VVhiting...••.••. 15 00

A. H. Parsons . .. • .. .. 63 88
H. H. Robinson ........ 84 20
Vir. H. Kelley ........... 10 00
$277 58

Balance due church .... $ 28 31
COLORADO DiflTRICT.
James Kemp, Agent~
1888.
Receipts.
Mru: 1 Balance due church ... ill
G. E. JliicConley,
Elizabeth Elliott, t.... ..
Ina Kennedy, o....... .. .

t.......

25

1 70
35
35
35
50

10
00

$687 05

$

SOUTHERN :NilCHIGAN & NORTHERN INDIANA DIS'l'RlOT.
Wm. Lockerby, Agent.
Mar 1 Balance due Agent.. ... . 6 51
1888.
Receipts.
Clear Lake Branch.
1 10
1 DO
20
26
35

14 91

5 00
2 00
2 00

$ 23 91

0

$ 23 91

Expenditure•.
Appropriated for church
building. • .. • • • • • .. .. .
23 91

1 75
10
J.O
25

65
60
1 00
05
05
25
25

Coldwater Branch.
Dudlc:r Lucke ........• 6. 4 00
50
Hugh Stroh
VVilHam Lockerby ..... . 10 00
2 50
Cornelia.
do
Annie Thomas ........•. 2 75
Jacob rrhomas .. ··~· ... . 5 50
Phoebe Corless ......... . 4 28
Elmy Fay .............. .
75
Fran1{ Granger .......... . 4 00
25
A. Iii. Corless .......... ..
Ann .Locke ............ .. 1 25
Sbr Codess ............ .
25
Chn rles Shoemaker..•. ,o. 3 1)0
L. Fay ................. . 2 60
Hirmn Corless ......•.•• 1 50
10
Katie Thomas .... '" .....
05
Cora ~rhomas ......• , ..••
}~ieanor Pay ............ .
30
10
Th'Ia.y Thomas ............ .
Geo. Corless ..... o • • • • • " 1 75
05
J essit' CorleRs ..••••••.••
Chancey Smith .........•
25
Louisa
do ........ .
15
50
Ella Stinson .... o . . . . . . . .
Elsie Lockerby .....•.••• 200
Altu. Stroh ............. .
25
05
A Tth ur Dexter ....•.....
J_Ja.ura do
15
05
Carrie do
July 18 a. A. Blakeslee, bishop .. 20 00
Sr. Iii. Wallor .......... ..
75
Rachel Carver ..........• 7 00
J\Iarcellns Branch.
J. v;. Kiefer............
75
Herman Goodenough....
75
C. Jt Goodenougl1 ..... " 1 25
011l1eJia .McEnterfer. ... .
50
Augusta J. Finch ..... ".
50
G-rat~P Goodenough.
50
Clear L»ke Branch.... .. 7 05
o

o....

$105 28
1888.

Expen<litures.
B. Y. Springer ......... $ 61 05
C. Scott ............... :l4 50
Hiram Rathbun......... 5 00
Leonard Scott........... 5 00
~112

Balance due agent ...... $

16

6 SS

CENTRAL KANSAS DISTRICT.
Hiram Parker, Agent..
1888.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance due church.....
S(;ranton Branch.
June 23 Virilli.am Menzies, o......
Mary Adamson. o... ••
J. B. Jarvis.............
Jane Jarvis.............
Centralia B-ranch.
July 13 James Bucldey. t ........
Mary
do
do
July 20 do
Fanning Branch..
Aug 13 Thomas Davis, t .........
Scranton Brancba
Sept 15 Wm. Chapman, t ........
do
Dec 15 do
Good Intent Branch.
Dee 16 Elizabeth Chick, o ...•••
Lillie Munns, t ...••. ~···
Sarah
do

50
1 O(l
25
25
25
75
75

1 50

2 50
3 50
6 00

50
9 30
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HERALD.

I
1889.

Jan

9 Alice Lipscomb ...... , .• 10 00
Scranton Brancho
Wm. Chapman, t ........ 5 00
$ 42 75

1888.
Expenditures
July 25 E. C. Brand ......... ,,.. 5 00
Sept 17 do do
• • .. • • • • • .. • • 5 00
Dec 28 do do
• . .. .. .. • .. .. 8 00
1889.

Mar

4 G. A. Blakeslee, Bishop. 15 50

$ 33 50

Balance due church .... $ 9 25

1888.
Ma.y 26
S. Crawley..........
do
.........
June 22
do
Aug 30
do
Oct 20
1889.
Feb 15 do
do
Feb 17 do
do
1888.
June 4 E. E. Wbeeler ..........
Sept 24 do
do
..........
Oct 29 do
do
.. .. .. .. ..
Feb 27 do
do
.. . . . . .. ..
Traveling expenses of
agent ..................
John Holey .............

8 00
25 00
1 00

10 00

10 00
10 00

5 65
5 00

1887.
Feb 16
1888.
Sept 23
Oct 19
1889.
Jan 25

L. F. Devore,

1888.
Peter Simpson ......... 5 00
Peter Simpson......... 5 00
Peter Simpson......... 1 00

April 1 Richard Martin.........
l\iay 26 Richard Martin.. .. • • •
April 1 Curtis Randall.........
May 26 Curtis Randall.........
1889.
Jan
1 Curtis Randall..........
Feb 16 Curtis Randall. .........

1 00
5 00
5 00
4 00
5 75

3 25
12 00

1888.

Sallie Randall.... .. .. ..
do
do
do
do

3 00
3 75
2 75

do

8 00

do

B. H. Davis............. 5 00
do
do .. • .... • .... 5 00

Ellen Olson ............
do
do .. .. .. .. .. •
do
do .. .. • . .. .. . .
do
do • .. . • • • • ..
Annie Ryan.... .. .. .. ..
do
do .. .. . .. . .. • •
G. W. Hobart...........
W. S. Pender ...........
Mary Dutton.......... •
Oct 19 do
do • • .. .. • .. .. •
Dec 17 do
do .... .. .... ••
1889.
Feb 16 do
do .. . . .. .. .. ..
May 26 Cora E. Randall........
1889.
Jan 1 do
do

12
5
5
1

00
00
00
00
40
70

6
10
1
10

38
00
00
00

1 25
1 00
50

June
July
July
Ang
Oct
Aug
Aug

25 James S. Hart ..........
1 do
do .. . .. • ..
12 J. ::YL Richards .........
29 do
do
.. .. . . . . ..
19 do
do
.. .. .. .. . .
6 Ola Olson, t...... .....
.7 Wm. Scammon.........
Mary Severine.... .... ..
1839.
Jan 1 do
do
1888.
Sent 23 J Arthur Davis ........
Amanda Ryan. .. ......
Boyd Ryan.............
Oct 19 Hugh Hovey ............
J. Alfred Davis.........
Richard Bird............
1889.
Feb 16 do
do ............

10 00
1 00
10 Oil
2 00
10 00
1 00
2 00
50
50

10 00
50
25
10 00
2 00
5 oo
3 50

1888.
Dee 17 W. S Taylor............
Oct, 22 E. E. Wheeler ..........
1889.
Feb 16 Wm. Westervelt........
Hannah Bannon ........
Russell M. Bannon.... •
Sarah A. Jones .........

3 00
lO 00
5 00
2 00

3 ·oo
15 00

$276 98

1888.
EJ~;pendltures.
April 1 J. Arthn~ Davis .......$
. , J. T. Davts ..............
April 9 do do .. .. • •••• •• •• •
:May 21 J. Alfred Davia .........
July 13
do
do .........
Aug 80
do
do .........
Oct 20
do
do • • • • ... ••
1839.
Feb 15
do
do
Feb 17
do
do • ••• .....

R. K. Ross, Agent.
Receipts.
1 Balance due church ... $ 52 50

Mar
1889.
Feb 14 Mary Ross, t.. .. .. .. ..
Mar 1 R lL Hoss, Jr ..........
Feb 16 C. C. Nelson, Sub Ag't.
Appencted by C. C. Nelson, Sub Agent, on
hand ...................
1888.
April 2 C. C. Nelson, t .........
May 20 Ole Madison ............
May 31 Martin a Nelson, o. . . . . .
June 17 M.P. Madison, t ........
Andrew Jenson .........
Oct 21 Andrew .Jacobson ......
Mattnias R Nelson .....
Dec 2 M. L. ~Tinter...........
Dec 23 J. F. Ford ...............
J-a.n 16 l\Lutina N elf.l.on, o......
Feb 2 Kersten a Anderson, t ...
Oil~ Mndison.... .... . . .
M.P. Madison ..........

2 00
50 00
37 50

5 00
10 00
15 00

5 00
10 00
20 00
10 00
5 00
5 00
10 00
5 00
2 50

10 00
20

oo

$274

50

1888.
Expenditures.
June 10 James Thomas .........
Aug 22 do
do
.. . . . . . . .
April 2 do
do from C.
C. Nelson ....... : ......
June 18 James Thomas .........
Aug 23 do
do ........
Dec 11 do
do .........
Dec 23 do
do .. .. . .. ..
1889.
Feb 16 do
do
uu•~···

~0 00
20 00

15
30
20
20

10

00
110
00
00

co

37 50

$182 50

Balance due chuxch .... $ 92 Oo

1 00

1888.

7

NODAWAY DISTRICT.

t.... .• ... 5 00

1888.
Jliay 26 William Lees ..•••••••.•

April 1
May 26
1889.
Jan 1
Feb 16
1888.
April 23
July 15
1888.
May 8
July 15
Ang 6
Dec 22
May 9
Aug 7
May 15
May 26

Balance due church ... $ 28 45

7
12
5
16
10
13
12

00
00

oo

38
00

oo
oo

!l oo
8 50

CEN'£RAL 'I'EXAS IHS1'RICT.
W. J\L Sherrill, Agent.
1888.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance dne church ... $ 43 35
April 25 Sr. L. T. Carroll, t.... . 3 00
Mary Bellon, t.......... 3 00
Mal'y Gin gar, t. .. . .. .. • 2 00
May 5 ,J. B. Brown, t ......... 15 00
May 11 Bishop Blakeslee ....... 50 00
June 29
do
do
....... 50 00
Aug 15
do
do
....... 50 00
Aug 8 L. H. Ezzell,
55
J. B. Brown, t. ......... 10 00
W. M. Sherrill. t ........ 41 00
Sept 13 Bi• hop Blakeslee ....... 2!\ 00
Nov 2 E. Bates. t ............. 3 511
Nov 4 J. A. Taylor, t.......... 2 00
Nov 11 Sallie Hay, t.. .. . ... .... 1 50
Nov 26 Bishop Blakeslee ....... 50 00
Jan 19 do
do
....... 30 00
Jan 27 do
do
....... 40 00
l<'eb 26 W. l\L Sherrill.
. ..... 10 00
Horse and saddle, value 51 00

t..........

$480 90

1888.
Expenditures.
Apri125 E. W. Nunley .......... 10 00
April27 Sr.I. N. Roberts ....... 40 00
June 1 L. H. Ezzell ............ 30 50
Juue 2 I. N. Roberts .......... 10 00
June 13 do
do
......... 20 00
July 1 L. H. Ezzell ........... 15 00
July 1 I. N. Roberts ........... 20 00
Aug 2 do
do
• • • • • .. .. .. 5 65
L.H. Ezzell ........... 15 00
E. W. Nunley .......... 10 00
Aug 8 I. N. Rollerts ........... 5 00
Horse, saddle and bridle 51 00
Aug 18 I. N. Roberts ........... 10 00
Sept 4 do
do
....... :.. • 6 90
Sept 15 ~. JI . .Ezzell.......... .. 15 00
Sept 12 do
do . . .. • • • .. . .. 3 00
Sept 14 I. N. Roberta ........... 25 00
Oct 6do
do
............ 100
Oct 18 do
do
.......... 300

L. H. Ezzell ............
do
do .. .. ... .. .. .
I. N. Roberts ...........
do
do
...........
L. H. Ezzell ............
I. N. Roberts ...........
L. H. Azzel!. ..........
E. W. Nunley ..........

15 00
15 00
20 00
16 00

30
17
15
10

00
45
00
00

$434 00
Balance due ch nrch ... $ 46 90

20 00
15 00
30 00
20 00

$248 53

SPRING RIVER DISTRICT.
R. H. Davis~ Agent.
1888.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance due church ... $ 36 00

Nov 16
Nov 28
Dec 1-9
Jan 7-24
Feb 8
Feb 11
Feb 25
Feb 26

DES MOINES DISTRICT.
J. S. Roth, Agent.
1888.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance due church. .$ 61 70
Mar 16 J.P. Knox.............. 1 00
Ancil Freels.... .. .. .. .. 5 00
Maggie Thomas ........ 10 00
J. W. Walters .......... 3 25
Catharine Shimel...... 5 tiO
Sophia Shimel......... 5 00
P. H. Shimel. .......... 40 00
C. E. Hand ............. 40 00
H. A. McCoy, o...... ...
50
Aliin Freels, t.......... 2 00
A. Weeks ............... 70 00
Wm. Parks ............. 1 30
Paulina Parks.......... 2 00
James Allen ............ 10 00
A Sioter.. . . .. .. .. .. .. 6 42
John Sayers ........... 10 00
A Sister. . . .. .... . ... .. 2 00
Mar 20 J. C. Ream and wife ...• 10 oo
Hidv brothers, o........ 2 75
Mar 25 Archy L. Vitch, t ....... 20 00
Mar 28 A Brother.... . .. .. .. . . 6 00
Apri129 P. M. Given.......... . 3 50
John Coiner ............ 5 00
Dina Needham, o ... ...
;35
July 30 Mother Bolten.......... 3 50
Sr. N. Miller .......... 3 50
Martha Jones...........
50
Isabel Hotchkiss.......
10
Bro. Evan Jones........
25
Sr. Margaret Jones.....
50
Aug 31 Bro. H. Shimel, t ....... 10 00
Bro. P. H. Shimel, t .... 50 00
Bro. G. Reed... .... .. • 1 :15
Sr. Mary Davis......... 2 25
Bro. John Sayers ....... 5 00
Sept 1 Sr. N. Parks ............ 5 00
Sr. Hattie Boyer ........ 5 00
Henry Ro ])erte. t .. . . . . . 1 00
J. T. and Ella Roberts .. 41 40
James Clark, o......... 1 00
Sr. Bixby, t............. 2 UO
Jnhn Clark, o. .... .. .. .. 3 00
Henry Pratt.... .... . .. .. 1 50
Bro. 0. Coiner, t.... .. . . 1 0()
Oct 10 Bro. J. S. Roth ...... .42Z 66
J. C. and Lucy Reams .. 20 00
John Coiner ............ 44 00
Maggie Thomas, o......
20
Mary J\illler.............
50
Wm. Hidy, t ............ 10 00
Mary Bolton, o.........
50
Bro. A. Freels, t. . . . . . . . 5 00
A Sister................ 3 00
Wm. Parker ... ;........ 4 00
A Brother... . .... .. .. 5 00
Dec 20 do do
.. .. .. .. •.. .. . 10 Oil
1889.

Jan

Jan

4 J\i argaret Thomas ....... 10
Mary Bolt.en.. . .. .. .. . 1
Lizzie Bolt• n........ ... 1
Maggie Thomas, o. ... ..
Elizabeth Kreamer..... 1
12 E. Laughlin, t .......... 10
Corda Laughlin.. . . . . . .. 5
$1014

1888.
Expenditures.
Mar 10 E. C. Brand ............. 20
Mar 20 N. Stamm ............. 8
Apr1l 6 G. A. Blakeslee ........ 22i\
E. C. Brand ........... 10
April10 W.T. BozRrth...... .... 2
May 4 Sr. C. E. Butterworth .. 15
June 1 W. T. Bozarth .......... 10
July 9 do
do
.......... 10
Aug 1 Sr. C E. Butterworth .. 30
Sept 1 N. Stamm .............. 10
W .. T. Bozarth .......... 10
George Shimel. ......... 10
Poor..... .. . ... ...... . 3
Sept 30 W ..T. Bozarth .......... 1
Oct 1 do
do
. . .. . . . . .. 10
Sr. C. E. Butterworth .. 44
Oct 10 G. A. Blakeslee......... 432
Oct 23 George Shimel......... 5
Des Moines Chnrch .... 126

00
50
UO
20

oo
00

00

68

10
60
00

00
75
12
10
00
12
00
00
00
00
25
00
12
66
00
50

1888.
Feb '6 N. Stamm, overlooked
last year ............... 10
Feb 12 W. T. Bozarth ........... 15
1889.
Jan 2 J. S. Roth ............... 2
Jan 6 W. T. Bozarth.......... 1
Feb 28 Sr. C. E. Butterworth .. 45
W. T. Bozarth.......... 5

00
00
68
00
10
00

$1063 10
Balance due agent ••••• $ 48 42

-====

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
DISTIUC'r.
J. R. Badham, Agent.
1888.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance due church ..• $479 90
Mar 2 .Tohu Honk ............. 25 00
Daniel Ga-rner .......... 10 00
S. A. Hewitt............
25
Albert M. Starkey...... 4 00
l\iav J. McQnag.... .....
35
J. Tidro.... .... .. ......
25
P.M. Betts ............. 1 00
Emily B Farrar .. .. • .. 1 00
Robert M. Dungan..... 1. 00
Ammon A. Goff........ 1 50
Vina H. Goff............ 1 50
J. H. Farrar ............. 3 00
Stephen Penfold.... .. 2 50
Rebecca Penfold.... . .. 2 50
April 1 !\lay J. McQuag.... ....
25
Emily B. Farrar........ 1 00
A. A. Golf .. . .. .. . .. .. • 1 00
V. H. Golf.......... ... 1 00
C. Mcintyre ............ 22 00
E. Davidson............ 5 00
A. E. Jones, Jr.... .... 2 50
E. Jones................ 2 50
Emma Swarthout ...... 10 00
April 7 M. E. Eye.... .. ..... 5 00
April17 H. A. Roberts.......... 5 00
April 1 L. J. Crnm.... ....... ..
50
May 6 M. J. McQuag. .. •• ••••
25
P.M. Betts.............
50
Emily B. F'arrar........ 1 00
May 20 R. l'II. Dvngan....
1 00
A. A. Goff. . .
. . . .. . .. .
50
Stephen Penfold.. . .. • 2 50
RebecM Penfold........ 2 !iO
J\iay 10 .Tohn Morris ............ 10 00
May 6 Ruth Clapp.... . .. .. .. ..
25
Joseph Tedro........ .•
05
May 14 M.A. Johnson......... 1 00
May 20 Margaret. Chapman.....
50
May 24 Edward Ridley ......... 40 00
Ane:e Ames ............. 2 00
June 17 E. B. Farrar...... . ... 1 00
June 26 A. A. Goff . .. .. . . .. ..... 5 00
V. H. Goff.............. 5 00
June 3 W. P. Howl"and ............. 10 00
Sarah A. Howlaud ......... 10 00
June 22 Ella Smitn.................... 1 00
July 20 A. M. Starkey............... 2 00
July Z2 M. J. }icQuag...............
45
July 5 _p, M. BP:tts....................
?5
July 1 R. M. Dungan............... 1 00
July 22 Stephen Penfold........... 2 50
Rebecca Pellfold............ 2 50
Edward Ridley .............. 10 00
July 27
do
do .............. 10 00
.Tulv 15 C. Booehardt ................. 2 00
July 20 H. C. Lnctd .................... 5 00
W. H. Ladd.................... 5 00
H. S. Thnmpeon............ 2 00
C. M. 8alter. .............. ... 1 50
July 21 Irvin T. Carter .............. 10 00
July 22 H. S. Pankey ................ 5 00
A. Beet .......................... 1 00
July 20 N. M. Hoger..................
25
,July 27 A Sister....................... .100 00
July 28 James Baldwin ............. 5 00
0. J. Arn~e .................. 1 00
8n5anDah PooL ......... :.. 1 00
July 27 Julia A. Waugaman...... 6 00
July 24 G. A. Blakeelee, Bishop.100 00
Sept 1 Edwarrl ltidley .............. 10 00
S. H. Eye ...................... 10 00
Sept 30 Hermania Adam............ 3 00
Oct 20 M. J. McQ;nag................
50
Oct
7 P.M. Betts...................
50
R. M. Dungan ............... 10 50
Oct 30 John Morris .................. 10 00
Oct
1 Edward Ridley .............. 10 00
Oct 20 Central California di•trict refunded on delegate H. C. Smith's
expense to General
Conference .................. 10 50
Susannah Pool.............. 1 00
W. V. Whisler ............... 1 50
S. H. Garner.................. 1 00
Oct 22 S. A. Hewitt..................
50
Oct 25 G. A. Blakeelee, Bishop.30U 00
Nov 1 Edward Ridley .............. 10 00
Nov 4 C. Westphal! ................. 30 00
Dec 1 Edward Ridley .............. 10 00
Dec 11 A Slster ........................ 100 00
Oct 20 I. F. Carter .................... 15 00
$1491 50
1888.
Expenditures.
:Mar 2 Heman C. Smith ...........
do
do ...........
June 27
do
do ...........
Nov 27
do
do ............
Mar 2 J. R. Badham................
April 1 do
do
................
:May 1 do
do
................
July 1 do
do
................
July 30 do
do
................
Aug 1 do
do
................
do
do
................
Mar 5 D. S. Mills.....................
April 1 do do .....................
:May 1 do do ............, ........
June 25 do do ...................~··
July 1 do do .....................
Aug 1 do do .....................
Sept 1 do do .....................
Oct 1 do do ...................

20 00
6000
2 85
50
6 00
25 00
25 00
10 00
6 70
10 00
5 40
S 50
16 50
16 50
25 00
115 00
25. 00
25 00
25 00
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Nov 1 D. S. Mills .... -............. _ 25 00
Dec 1 do do ............ ,_,.,..,, 25 00
April 1 Vida Smith ................... 17 00
May 1 do do ................... 20 00
July 1 do do ................... 20 00
Sept '1 do do ................... 20 00
Oct
1 do
do ................... 20 00
Nov 1 do do ............... ., .. 20 00
Dec 1 do do ................... 20 00
J\iar 17 County tax..................... 4 :15
Mar 23 E. L. Kelley .......... -....... 30 00
Mar 26 H. L. Holt's expenses to
conference .................. 23 50
April 1 Family of J. L. Holt ..... 16 50
May 1 do
do
..... 10 50
June 1 Family of H. L. Holt ..... 20 00
July 1 do
do
..... 20 00
Aug 1 do
do
..... 20 00
Sept 1 do
do
..... 20 00
Oct
1 do
do
..... 20 00
Nov 1 do
do
.... 20 00
Dec 1 do
do
..... 20 00
April 1 Wm. Gibson .................. 12 00
May l do
do .................. 12 oo
June 1 do
do .................. U UO
July 1 do
do ............... ,_, H 00
Aug 1 do
do ................. !2 00
Sept 1 do
do .................. 12 00
Oct
1 do
do ................. 12 00
Nov 1 do
do .................. 12 00
Dee 1 do
do .................. 12 Oil
Mar 2 Poor.............................. 5 75
April 1 do .............................. 4 00
May !do ............................. 400
June 1 do .............................. 4 05
July 1 do ...... ........................ 4 00
Aug 1 do ............................. 4 00
Sept 1 do ............ ................. 4 00
Oct
1 do .............................. 4 00
Nov I do .............................. 4 00
Dec 1 do .............................. 4 00
Mar 2 do ............................. 20 00
Apnl
do .............................. 20 00
May 1 do .............................. ~0 00
Mnr 2 Recording deer!............. 3 00
April 27 J. C. Clapp .................... 60 00
~~pr!l 1 Exchange and postage.. 1 15
June 28
do
do
50
July 28
do
do
25
Sept 1
do
do
25
Oct
1
do
do
..
25
April 7 Poor.............................. 6 oo
Aug 1 do ............................. 6 00

3~rt
E~~

A ng

l ~~ :::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ gg
i1 A.g~A.·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~ gg
Goff's family ........ 20 00

Sept 1
Oct
1
Nov 1
Dec 1
Nov 10

do
do
.......
J. F. Burton's family ....
do
de .....
do
do .....
do
do .....
County tax on Hebbeck
prcperty .......................

15
2ll
20
ZO
20

00
00
00

00
Oil

'11 40

Feb

Amount to balance ...... $cl49 15
$14"1 50
.Jan

Amount due church as
shown by Bro. .r. R.
Bad ham's books .........$<49 15

APPENDED BY H. C. SMITH,
Agent.
Heceipts.
1889.
Jan
l Amount due church as
shown by Bro ..J. H.
Bar!ham 's bool<s ...... $-.M9 15
Jan 18 Olive. M. Ames. t........... 1 00
Nancy Grimes .... ".......

Jan
jan

~

an

an
eb

Feb
]'eb
:Feb

25

8~

$187 00

$231 15
SOUTH-EASTERN OHIO
DISTRIC'r.
T. J. Beatty, Agent.
1888.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance due church ..... $ 8
Catharine Duffey........... 'I
Rachel Matthews........... 7
Mary Matthews............. 5
Thomas Matthews ......... 15
William Cooper............. 5
Charles Cooper .............. 30
.T. G. Abbott .................. 16
D. J. Hannah ................. 10
S. B. Downard............... 5
A. W. Kriebel. .............. 2
R. H. Ervin .................. 18
Myrta M. Jeffers........... 2
Elizabeth Jeffers........... 5
S .•J Jeffers ........... :....... 38
Virginia Westfall........... 'I
Louisa .Martin............... 1
Harriet A Bowen.......... 5
George Bowen ............... 5
Rachael Bennington...... 5
Samuel Bennington ...... 10
T. J. Beatty ................. 165
Martha Beatty............... 4
.Mary E. Beatty .............. 1
James E. Spann ............ 20
Annie E. Spann ............ 20
Hannah Holland............ 1
Mary E. Elliott.............. 1
William L. Gibson ........ 27
DavidDu!l .................... 5
Mary C. Dn!l...... ...........
L. R. Devore .................. 38
Ella R. Devore.............. 4
James Moler .................. 40
H. E. Moler................... 3
Joel Allen..................... 6
Mary Allen.................... 6
Ennice McNeal. ............ 1
J. L. Goodrich.... .... ...... 3
A. B. Kirkendall. ........... 10
Eliza J. Leeson.............
A. R Ervin.................... 5
Phoebe Ervin............... 2
J. J. Trexler .................. 100
G. VI'. Barton ................. 10
William H. Rhodes ....... 2
Annie Ervin .. «.............. 2
Biehop G. A Blakeslee. 70
G. A. Blakeslee by L. R.
Devore ... , .................. ". 7

93
50
50
00

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

00
00
00
50

03
00
00

00
00
08
00
50
00

00
50
00
00
35
60
03
fi5
25

00
00
00
00
Oil
29
90
ilO

oo

00
Oil
;,H
00
00

50

$767 27

1888.

Expenditures.
L. R. Devore ............. $1 In
L. R. Devore. traveling
expen•es and clothing.. 2fl
T. J. Beatty .................. \65
James Moler ............. " ... ~0
do
oo clothing.... 20
Thomas Matthews ........175
G. T. Griffiths ............... 10
K C Bnggs.................. 5
Poor ............................. 81
Bishop's agent, clothing
and expenses ............... 41
Sarah A. Moler, funeral
expenses ........ ............ 29

30

13
110

00
00
00
00
00
58

!6

75

$762 92

Balance due church .... $

4 35

2 !")0

Sr. A. M. Boren ............ 10 OU
Albert Carmichael. ........ 10 00
Sr. D. L. Harris.... . . ... 2 00
Sr. Susannah Fabun. o.. l on
Sr. Olive J. Ames, t.' .... l 00
15 Sr. A. M Boren............. 5 00
20 Sr. E. Davidson ......... 5 ilfl
Sr S. J Littlefl'elcl.. .. .. 5 00
23 Bw. Iner Lamh, o. ...... 1 00
31 Sr..Emma Ebinger, t..... 5 00
3 Bro. J. A Anthony, o...
50
Bro. Johu Bartlett..."' .. 1 00
Sr. Elizabeth Schnell. t ~ 00
5 Bro Heman C. Smith ... 2 00
l~ B;shop Blakeslee .......... IOO 00
2:4 Bro. J D. Wilson.......... ~ 00
Sr H. Adam. t .... "' ........ 5 00
Sr. Hannah.
.. ... 2 00
$41H 15

1889.
Expenditures.
Jan
1 Receipt book . .............
Jan ~ Heman C Smith...........
Emma Burton ...............
Vida Smith ...................
Sarah Mills ....................
Wm. Gibson ..................
Exchange............ .........
Poor.............................
Expense In Rebbeck
case ............................
lll'3b
Emma Burton .. ., ............
Wm. Gibson ...................
$J

.. ........ 20 ()() 'Mar

~~:~h1W~1s~.:.:~~-~~~:.:::

Nellie Holt .................... 20 00

1889.
Jan
1 Nellie Holt ................... 20 Oil
$1242 35

Vida Smith......

25
00
00
00
00
00
35
8 '75

5
20
20
25
12

3 ::l(l
20 00
12 00

MASSACHUSE1'TS DISTRICT.
John Smith. Agent.
1888.
Receipts.
Mar
Bahtnce ilnP. church . . $720 55
J. and "LA. Smith ..... 54 31
Wm. Murray............ 8 00
G.W.Robley ........... 240
Ellen Hogerson.. .. . .. . 1 00
Nathaniel Tripp........
10
C.W. Yonng ........... 1700
Lydia D Joy ........... 1 00
Mary R. Chase..... .. . 18 05
'J'. Mixon............... 1 00
1'\l.F .•Joy .............. 150
Tressa T. Sears.........
75
Harpy J. Snow ......... 1 83
G. W. Sterdley ......... 4 49
.r. N. Ames ............. 26 00
H. C. Doane .... ·~··.... 3 Ill
I. L. Chase. . . . .. . .. . . . 3 50
Wm. Ames ............. 11 25
A. E. Nelson ........... 5 05
Mary A. Chase..... .. . . •
25
I. B. Ames .............. 8 25
Frank P. Raymond.....
25
N.C. Eldridge .......... 6 31
C. W. Philips ........... 19 <5
Susannah Merritt.......
50
L. M. Philips...........
50
Eliel F. Bearse......... 1 ;;o
A . .M. Petty.. .. .. .. .. .. •
75
Sarah Hamer.... .. .. .. .
50

1 James Halstead........

2 75

Amy A. Palmer ........ ~
Alice A. Shaw .. ".. . . .

25
65
50
00
00
00

Fall Hiver Branch...... 1
l\L H. Bon'd ............ 24
F. L. Sears ............ 1
H. E. Hemmerly........ 2
W. B. Leland...........
25
N. R. Nickerson........ 3 50
Claru H. Hemmeriy....
33
Mads P. Haneon ........ 12 00
Lydia C. Joy ......... ., 8 00
Hattie N. Nickel"Son...
25
Frank A. Sampson..... 1 90
Emma B. Leland ... ,...
10
P. H. White.............
25
Henry Arnold .. " • • .. • .. 6 00
Thomas Moon ...• ~ .•.
9 25
Nellie M Bond......... 6 00
M. Gondolf ............. 33 00
Richard Dorsey.... • • • ••
50
lllary Suttill......... .•• 1 00
Ellen Gondoif........ •• 7 00
Phiht Nichols........... 1 00
Johnnie Sutti!L .• • ...
35
Nellie Gondolf......... 9 00
George Fisher.... • .. • .. 1 25
George Gt~tes ........... 10 00
Kate Blood ............. 5 00
Wm. Fenner .... , .. .. .. • 2 60
Albert G. Water·:nan... 3 50
Emory Vickers . . . . . . . .
15
Lucy Waterman ........ 1 30
A Vickers..... .. . .. .. . ..
15
Katie Vickers..........
15
Sarah A. Waterman.... 2 00
Ransom Searle......... 45 51
Celia Searle.. .. . .. .. .. 3 00
W. Bertie sen... .... ..
25
Helena Bertlesen........
25
F. and R. Steffe ........ 58 00
Elias N. Webster ....... 2 00
Richard Bullard. .. .. .. 4 50
S. and S. J. Mor!.imer.. 1 25
Daniel Rayner.... . . . . . . 3 00
J. H. Bradt.. .. .. ..... 1 00
Joseph B. Pierce........ 5 00
W. and A. Whall,ly ..... 10 30
Cyriel E. Brown... .. ..
50
J. F.McKenne ........ 5000
T. and S. A. Shallcross. 5 00
Arthur B. Picrc.e.... . . . 3 00
J. and L. Marchingtou.
60
J. T. Hhallcross ....... 5 00
R. A. Burlingame...... 5 00
Mary F. Young ......... 2 5cl
Sylvia C. Eldridge
. . 1 2F
Helping Hand Society,
Dennisport. . . . . . . 5 QO
Aarou, Ellen and Alice
Whalley ............... 2 58
Mary C. Rogers.. .. . . .. . 3 00
Minnie I~. SampBon ... _ 2 Q,j
Julia A. Glover......... 6 00
C. L. Munns ........... 1 50
Hannah Suttill. ........ 11 00
Martha C. Bliss . . . . . .105 00
Sallie J. Sears..........
50
Abbie W. Chase........ 5 00
C. P. Saunders.........
20>
T. M. Joy.................
75
M. H. Nickerson_.......
25
Be~eie l\I. Sears........
1 00
W. Bearse.............. 1 00
C. R. Wilcox ........... 10 50
Isabella. Staples....... 25 01
Ide I! a F. Staples ........ 52 00
JaneS- Eldridge........ 2 50
Ann E. Briggs .. .. .. .. .
10
Minnie Hamer.... . . . . . .
75
Mary A. McGuire.... .. •
20
Lizzie Swecn•y..... . . . . 5 00
Harriet Bradshaw .. _. . . 2 01)
Thomas Bearse. .. .. .. .
29
John G. Sears.... .. . .. 5 50
Luther Sears. . . . . . . 2 00
Mary E. R. Scare ....... 1 00
R W. A bercrnmbie ..... 25 00
Bridget Smith. .. .. .. .. 2 00
John T. Md{ee.... .....
50
do
do
50
John Gilbert- . . .......
50
Elizabeth Dixon ...... ,
25
Rosa Chase
25
George Bald win.... . . . .
50
DT.i:lhaw, ..........
65
Sarah Booth.... .. .... •
50
Ann Granger .......... ~
25
Maria Darlington . . .. .
25
E. E. Dixon ......... "
25
Lydia Pncell.... . . .. . •
25
E. Gilbert, .. ,... .. ....
50
Ucliance WJXOll, by E.
N. Webster.... , ..... 2 00
Annie Leather,.......... 2 00
D. F. Coombe....... .. 1 00
Ja11e Edwards ......... 75 62
,John Leckney ........... 10 00
Albert Oatley............ 6 2n
John C Hoxie .......... 1 00
}lary E. Rr;gf·r~ .. _. . . . 2 00
J,ydia A. Robbins...... 2 00
Lizz;ie I.-~ewis.
~.
1 00
H. J. Snow ............. l 25
Susie E- Coombs ....... 7 00
Annie F. Lewil:' ......... 10 00
Bishop Blake•lee ....... 500 no
Friende. Brockton......
gg
John Spinet... .. . .. . ..
25
Ann Whalley........... 3 57
Geneva Staples.........
50
L. B. Wilcox ............ 15 00
Esther J. Bentley...... 5 00

Mar

00

Q

••

•••

1 Mabel Joy ..............
F.A.Parsous ...........
Hattie G. Nickerson....
Sarah J. Mortimer......
Mary ,J. Mclntyre.... ...
Avis A. J1'orrister.... . ..
Sarah A. Prouty........
C. H. Prouty...........
A. C. Prouty............
Friend, Boston .. ~···~ ~
Annie Robley...........
Orrin .A. Vickers........
Lillian Vickers..........
W. H. Marsland........
S. E. Marsland.........
Frank Simm.onds .. c~~·$
Greenville Sninte.......
Arney 'l'h.ornton........
Abbey Kmg .......... ..
Otis I'eteplace.... . . . ..
Frank Peteplace.... . .. .
Alice Petepiace...... ....
Abar;ail King.... .. .. .. •
Lizzie Simmonds......
lYlanda Chaee. ....•...• e
Sterry King........ .. .
Owen 'l'hornton.... •• ..
Mary Egbert ....•...... "
R.nth Egbert............
Julia Egbert... ...... •
Rachael Crompton. .. .
Rm~coe Oatley.... .. . . . .
Alice Whit.. .. .. .. .. .. .
,James L. J<Jdwards .....
Mary Rogers..... .. .. • ..
Ervin C. Perth ell.......
l\Iary A. Bradford.......
:MaryJohnson ....•... e.
George Reumert .... , .. ~
Rebecca H. Humphrey.
Lilta Pearee
.. .. .. ..
Thomas Whiting.......

2

ao

7 50
':!i)

2

oo

25
1 00
2

on

1 00
1 00
50

50
11\
10

05
05
15
1 !0
J~

15
l'\
1ll
0:\
25

25
05

15
25
15
15
5 Oil

40
50

10 00
2 00
1 00
2!\
25
1 00
?5
6 00
'>O

$22S9 6F!

1888.
Expenditures.
Mat 1 Elizabeth Whitmg .... $ 2 25
Orilla Sheehy .......... 220 80
Nellie M. Bond ......... 343 6fi
]}lias N. Webster ....... 32 lO
Jill H Bond ........... 123 ;·s
.Johu Smith ........... 49 09
'l'homas Whiting ...... 49 48
Hegistered letters.... . .
14
F. M. Sheehy ........... l%7 03
Almira Foster ...... ., .. 60 14
E. C. Briggs ..... ., .. . 94 .62
James Ha.lstead...... ... 1 75
Frank Potter
. . . . . . . 1 50
H. H. Thompson ... ., .. 40 10
Thomas W. B. Shaw .... 11 25
Arthur B Pierce........ 1 00
Ellen N. Kelley ........ 350 80
W. H. Kelley .......... 81 20
A. H. Parsons ........ 27 55
H. H. Robin~on ..
27 55
Abbie E. Green ......... 135 00
E.L. Kelley .. ., .... ., .. 17 59
W. Mui>ro............
!i 00
H

...

$2025 78

Balance due church ... $283 90

OD

j

FAR. WEST DISTRICT.
Wm. Lewis, Agent.
1888.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance on blind ..... $ 27 14
Mar !lO M. C Kinnaman ....... 20 00
April 1 Wm. Hawkins . . . . . . . . 2 00
April 2(i C. A Barnes........ ... 1 00
April 28 Wm. Clay....... .. . ..
50
;\'lay 18 Wm. Hawkins.......... 2 00
May 14 Han,ah Hoffman....... 2 00
May 20 Nellie N eldorph .. . . . 5 00
May 31 Bishop Blake• lee ..... 100 00
May 27 Sr. L. Horengue. . .. ..
2~.
,J. L. l\feyers........... 10 00
~June 3 Wm Hawkins . . . . . .. .. 2 00
.)nne 11 Wm. Clay...............
50
.June 2!; Wm. Clay ... . ... .. . .. ..
!\0
.July :J Bishop Blakeslee ...... 100 00
July 9 Wm. Hawkins..... . .. 2 00
July 20 A. W. Head ............. 2 DO
Aug 6 Wm. Hawkins.......... 2 00
Aug 18 Sr 1\L M Dice.... ..... 1 00
~!:ay 20 M. C. Kinnaman ....... 25 00
May ~3 C. A. Ba.rns ............ 1 00
Sept 10 Bishop Blakeslee ....... 200 00
Wm.Ciay .............. !DO
Sept 4 Wm. Hawkins .......... 2 00
Oct 4 R. and N. Winning ..... 200 00
Oct
8 W. Clay . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 DO
Oct 29 A. W. Head ............. 1 f!O
Loupe Horrengue....... 1 00
Nov 5 Wm. Hawkins ......... 4 00
Wm. Clay..............
fiO
Nov 16 A. W. Head ............. 4 00
Nov 17 Ann Summerfield ...... 2 00
Edgerton Branch. . . . . . • 1 00
Sr.'S . .Manzy.. ... .. .. ....
10
A W. Head........... •
50
Nov- 2!; C. A. Barns....
1 00
Nov 28 Wm. Clay... .... .. ....
fJO
Dec 4 Nellie Neidorph. .. .... 5 00
Dec 7 M .•L Head... .. . . . .... 1 5Q
1. M. Meyers ............ 1 00
Dec 17' Wm. Clay...............
50
Dec 22 Sr. FauL.......... ..... .. • 5 00
G. S. Ergfred........ •••
40
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"
INTS' HERALD.
Dec 29

Dec 22 H. A. Head.............
50
W. W. Head............
15
R. D. Head..............
04
llif. E. Head.............
04
Dec 23 G. W. BeRt ............. 4 00
Dec 24 Hannan Huffman....... 2 00

Jan

Feb

Feb

1 J. M. Terry .............
8 W. B. Constance .......
14 Sr. Q. Simmons........
.J. L. Meyers.,.. . ......
W 1llie and J. Bozarth..
4 Hardman N eser........
Widow A. Ehler .......
Wm. Clay.... ... .......

1889.

5 '17
11 25

3 10
20 00

60

1 00
2 00
50
9 Carrie Morrison.~~~ ~ ~ 2 50
C. P. l!'anl. ............. 10 00
Sr. H. Flinn............ 1 50
A W. Head............ 1 00
Wm. Hawkins.......... 5 00
Bi 'hov Blakeslee ....... 200 00
John Davies ............ 30 00
Sr. Louppe..... . •. •• ..
7"5
Samuel Simmons •...... 10 00
Wm. Clay..............
50
Wm. Lewis ............ 100 00

1888.

Expenditures.
Mar 30 W. T. Bozarth .......... 10 00
do
do
.......... 2'; 00
April 3 H. C. Bronson.......... 5 00
do
do
.......... 30 00
April 5 do
do
. . .. . .. .. . 5 00
April 10 Jame• Wood, Sr ....... 10 00
.April19 J. F. McD<iwell ......... 10 00
.April22 H. C. Bronson.......... 3 00
May 1 W. T. Bozarth.......... 5 00
Sr.
do .......... 25 UO
May 3 H. C. Bronson .......... 30 00
May 10 J. F. McDowelL ........ 20 00
May 24 do
do
.. .. . . • . . 11 no
May 26 do
do
. . . .. .. .. 1 30
J.une 1 do
do
.. .. .. . . . 9 00
•June 3 do
do
. . . .. .. . 3 00
June 5 Sr. H. C. Bronson ...... 31) no
Sr. W. T. Bozarth ...... 25 oO
June 10 Sr. Hannah Buchanan.. 2 00
June 11 J. R. Lambert.......... 5 00
July 1 J. F. McDowell ......... 20 00
Sr. W. T. Bozarth ....... 25 00
Sr. H. C. Bronson ...... 80 00
July 14 J. F. McDowell......... 5 00
Father Baldwin ......... 25 00
July 19 J. F. McDowell ......... 1 00
July 22 James Wood, Sr ........ 5 00
Aug
J. F. McDowell ........ 2·1 00
Sr. H. C. Bronson ...... 30 00
Sr. W. T Bozarth .. , ... 25 00
J. F. McDowell ......... 40 00
s·ept
do
do
. . . . . . • . • 24 00
Sept 10 Sr. H. C. Bronson ...•• SO 00
Sept 15 Sr. W. T. Bozarth ...... 25 00
J F. McDowell......... 5 00
Sept 22 do
do
.. .. .. .. • 2 00
Oct
1 do
do
. . . .. • . . 20 00
Oct
6 Sr. H. C Bronson ...... 80 00
Oct 12 Sr. W. T. Bozarth ...... 25 00
Oct 29 E. L. Kelley............ 2 00
Nov 3 J. F. McDowell .....•... 20 00
Nov 6 J. 'I'. Kiunaman ........ 20 Oil
Nov 13 Sr. H. C. Bronson ....... RO 00
Nov 16 Sr. W. 'I'. Bozarth ...... 2'\ 00
S. M. Taylor. . . ... . . . . . . 5 oo
Dec 1 Sr. W .. T. BozHrt,h ..... 25 00
Dec 3 J. F. MrDnw<·ll ......... ~0 00
Dec 10 Sr. H. C. Brouson ...... 30 00
Dec 18 J. T. Kinnaman........ 5 00
1889.
Jan 14 J. F. McDowell ......... 20 00
Jan 8 Sr. H. C. Bronson ...... 30 00
Sr. W. T. Bozarth ...... 2'\ 00
Feb 1 Poor.....
. ......... 7 50
Sr. H. C. Bronson ...... 30 00
Sr. W. '1'. Bozarth ...... 25 00
J. F. MeDowell. ....... 25 00
Feb 23 Sr. M. TRylor... ... . . . .. 1 00
:Mar
J. F McDowell .......• 20 00
Sr. H. C. Bronson ...... 30 00
Sr. W.'.l'.Bozarth ...... 25 00
$1071 80
Balance due church ... $ 79 29
FREMON'l' DIS'l'RICT.
Wm. Leeka, Agent.
1888.
Receipts.
Mar 31 M. P. Davis, t ........ $
S. E. Clites, o.... .... ..
S. Schick . . . . • . .. . ....
:E. S. Schick............
Wm. Schick, t.. ........
L. B. Clites, o...... .• ••
Jnly 2 M. P. Davis,
C. Graham ..............
Aug 8 S. S. Wilcox ............
Aug 17 T. Seaters .............
Aug 20 A. E. Hershey ..........
B. Hershey.... .. •• ... • •
.Aug 25 M. E. Pace.. . .... .. • • •
.E. Wolsey ..............
Sept 6 M. E. Benedict. . ••• ..
Oct 20 .A. J. Mortimore........
L, C. Donaldson........
Nov 17 J. B. Cline..............
Dee 12 do do ..............
S. S. Wilcox ............

t..........

0

ll 00
1 00
50
50
15 00
05
1 00
1o·oo
10 00
50 00
2 50
2 50
5 00
25 00
5 00
5 00
30
2 00
25 50
4 50

1 50
2
60
1
75

00
UO
00
UO

50 00
5 00
6 50

$B9H 35

1888.

0 0

$1151 09

Schick ........... 13 00
Hillyer ........... 10 00

Jan 18 J. R Knight ...........
F. 13. Knight, o.........
Wm. Schick, t., ........
S. Schick
.... . . .. ...
Jan 22 J. Leeka ................
Jan 31 T. Seaters ..............
Feb 2 J. B. Cline ..............
Sr. Ella Oakes..........

1889.

Jan
Jan

P. Davis............. 1 00

I

Expenditures.
~iar
8 Sr. Henry Kemp ..... $
Mar 11 Sr. E. C. Brand .........
April 10 do
do .. .. .. . .
April 20 do
do .........
May 7 do
do .........
June 7 Sr. Henry Kemp .......
June 11 Sr. E. C. Brand .........
June 30 do
do .........
July 14 do
do .........
Aug 9 do
do .........
Aug 18 do
do ..........
Sept 1 Sr. Henry Kemv .......
Sept 15 Sr. E. C. Brand .... ,; ...
Oct 18 do
do .........
Oct 21 Sr. Heury Kemv .......
Nov 1 Sr. E. C. Brand.. . .....
Nov 14 do
do .........
Dec 18 do
do . . .. ... . •
Dec 22 Sr. Henry Kemp ........
Dec 31 Sr. E. C. Brand .........
1889.
Jan 23 do
do .........

9 00
10 00
10 00
10 00
20 QO
30 r•o
10 00
5 00
10 00

oo
oO oo

15

17 00
10
10
20
8
15
4
10
11

00
00
00
00
oo
00
00
00

16

oo

$300 00
Balance due church .... $ 93 35

Oct
Nov
Nov
Jan
Nov
Feb
Nov

25
6
12
5
11
25
10

G. A. Blakeslee .........100
E W. Lloyd ............ 25
W. R. Sellon, o ......... 11
W. R. Selion. .... ..... .. 5
Wm. Lentell.... ..... •• • 5
do
do
. .. .. • •• ... 5
Mrs. E. Robinson, t .... 60
Poor, returned.......... 5
J G. Torrence, t ........ 40
N.C. Conklin .......... 30
John Terry ............ 5
do
do .. • .. ... •• . .. 6

00
00
00
18
35
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

Dec 5
Dec 12
Dec 22
Feb 19
,1888.
Dec 31 A Sister, o........ ..... . 5 00
Dec 2b Mary White,t .. . . .. .. .. 2 00
Mr8. Annie D. White, t. 1 65
T. R. White, t .......... 200 00
Oct 26 John J. Harvey ......... 15 00
Nov 15 George Slocum, o.. •• .. 1 CO
Nov 25 Wm. Bowers, o.... .....
60
Nov 26 Alphonso Millotte, t... 1 50
1889.
Jan 23
do
do
1 00
Feb 23
do
do
.. • 2 00
Dec 8 George Lee ............ 10 00
Dec 10 John H. Lee.. . .. .... .. . 35 OU
Oct
8 Mrs. W. R. Sellon, o.... 5 00
Jan 2 W. R Robinsan, t ...... 11 00
Feb 4 Susan P. Manning, o... · 50
Feb 28 Roderick May, t ........ 40 00
Jan 2~ Mrs. H. R. Mills........ 3 00
Jan 11 Oswin Noble ........... 100 00
Feb 27 A. M. Wbitlow ......... 12 50
Jan 19 Andrew Berg ........... 10 00
Feb 23 Frank Billinsky. ... .. .. 5 00
Feb 24 Sr. Mitchell, o..........
25
James Anderson....... 1 00
Ann Hawkins.......... 1 00
Feb 10 George Hepworth...... 1 00
Feb 24 Edgar Harrington......
50
Lewis Middleton.......
50
Feb 28 Henry Gerber...... . .. • 1 00
Josephh Emmett.. . ...
50
1888.
Oct 14 Rohert Cleveland ....... 10 00
Nov 18
do
do
5 00
1889.
5 00
Jan 13
do
do

INDEPENDENCE DISTRICT •
Alfred White, Agent.
1888
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance due church . . $654 94
April 1 S. Chatburn, t. ...... . .. 3 45
$2G59 07
1889.
1888.
Expenditures.
Feb 21 S. Chat burn..... .. . • .. 2 25
Mar 30 Poor. . .. . .............$ 4 00
1888.
April 5 rlo .... .. ... . . . ..... ... 5 oo
April 2 J. A. Kennedv .......... 50 00 Ju~e 2 ilo . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. 1 00
April12 J. B. and N. B. Farr .... lfi 31
Apr1l 19 Emily Curtis ........... 25 00
do
do
do .... 38 R7 May 2 do
do . . .. .. .. .. . 2'\ 00
April 13 J. Tankaril. t. . . . . . . ... 20 00 June 21 do
do ........... 25 00
May 19 D. E. and W. Tucker, t. /\0 00 July 5 do
do .......... 25 00
June 11 Wm. Adams ........ ~ ... 110 00 Aug 14 do
do ........... 25 00
June 23 Independence Branch
Sept 10 do
do .. . . ...... 25 oo
Sunday School. ... :.. . . 7 14 Oct
8 do
do .. .. .. .. . . . 25 00
Mar 1 Joseph Chester, t.. .. 1 15 Oct 16 do
do ........... 10 00
Mar 13
do
do
..
43 Nov 2 do
do ........... 25 0'1
April 4
do
do
1 20 Nov 20 do
do ........... 10 00
April 7
do
do
3 00 Dec 22 do
do • . . • . .. .. • . 25 oo
April 13
do
do
3 oo D c
5 do
do ........... 10 00
April 25
do
do
5 00
1889.
May 19
do
do
3 00 Jm, 7 do
do ........... 25.00
June 14
do
do
5 3<J ,Jan 20 ilo
do ........... 10 00
Auf!: 1
clo
do
6:\ Feb 1 do
do ........... 25 00
Sept 1
do
do
.. .. . . 2 18 Feb 20 do
do ........... 10 00
Mar 6 M.S. Frick ............. 29 tO April20 Mrs ..John C. Fnss ...... 2'\ n·
Aug 29 c!o
do ............. 30 UO May 8 do
do . .. .. . 15 00
June 2 Martha A. Hall.......... 1 orr May 12 do
do . . .. . . 2R 00
Aug 6 da
do
1 00 June l do
do . . .. . 20 no
Aug 14 do
do
1 no J"uly 5 !lo
do ...... 20 00
Sept 8 do
rlo
1 oO Aug 3 do
do ..... 20 00
Sept 1:J do
do
90 Sept 1 do
do ...... 20 00,
Sept 21
<lo
!lo
1 Oil Oct
3 <lo
do . . . . 10 00
Sept 22 !lo
do
1 25 Oct 19 do
do . . . . . . r> 00
Oct
8 do
do
1 00 Nov 2 do
do ...... 25 OQ
Oct
6 tlo
do .. .. .. •. . . 1 00 Dec 27 do
do ...... 20 00
Oct 12 do
!lo . ... . . . . •. 1 00 .Jan 15 do
do . ... . 20 00
Oct 20 do
do .. .. .. ... . 1 oo Feb 4 do
do ...... 20 00
Oct 29 d'>
do .. • . .. . ... 1 00 April 20 Jlirs. M. E. Robinson ... 20 00
Nov 10 do
do ......... 1 CO Mar 29 Poor.................... 6 M
Nov 19 tlo
do . . . .. • .. . 2 00 June 29 do . .......... . . .. .. . . 5 70
Dec 10 do
do
2 QO June 4 do .................... 16 95
Dec 18 do
do
1 oo Sept 29 do . . . .. .. .. .... .. . . .. 17 65
Mar 17 do . .. . .. .. .. . . .. • .. • . . 1 60
1889.
Jan 1 do
do
2 oo. April 6 do . . . . . . . . ......... . 3 65
I. N. White ....•.. 3.i 00
Jan 19 do
do
2 00 May 11 Mrs.
do
do ....... 35 00
.Feb 19 do
do .......... 4<0 June
July
7
do
do ....... 35 00
Jnne 30 R. J. Scott..............
5Q
Aug
4
do
do ....... 35 00
Mar 18 ,James Stratton........ 5 00
Sept 1 do
do ....... 35 00
July 18 do
do
5 00 Oct
5
do
do ....... 35 00
Ang 19 do
do
3 50 Nov 1 do
do ....... 35 00
Sept 26 do
do
1 80
Dec
3
do
do ....... 35 00
Nov 21 do
do
2 oo Jau 11 do
do
.; ..... 35 00
Dec 23 do
do
1 40
Feb 1 do
do ....... 35 00
1889.
Feb 2'7 do
do ....... 35 00
Jan 1 do
do
2 20 Mar 27 Mrs. A. White.......... 4 60
do .......... 25 00
Feb 28 do
do
.. ...... 2 00 April 20 do
do .......... 25 00
July 8 Belle Robinson......... 5 32 ' May 2 do
do
25 00
Aug 6 Henry Etzenhouser .... 20 00 .June 1 do
do
25 00
Sept 4 F. G. Pitt ............... 20 00 July 5 do
Aug 4 do
do
25 Oil
Aug 't"l Joseph Luff on notes as
tithing.... .. . ......... 52 50
~~~t ~ ~~
~~ ...... ! ..
Dec 5 Joseph Luff on notes as
do ......... 35 00
tithing ................. 26 85 Nov 10 do
do •• .. .... . 25 00
Sept 7 James He!ldr!ckson, t .. 21 22 Dec 1 do
do .......... 25 00
Sept 20 Jennie Murphy ......... 4 00 Jan 1 do
do ......... 25 00
Sept 24 .A. E. Hunter........ .. . 6 00 Feb 1 do
Mar 11 ilirs. C. St. Clair.... . • .. 2 15
Oct
8· W. C. Perry; money re·
do ........ 225
turned for hearse. . . • . 3 00 Dec 27 do
Oct 14 Fred ,f. Gerber, t ...... 10 00 Mar 29 Mrs . .Ab hie Freeman. . . 4 40
do
8 25
Feb 28 do
do
....... 10 00 April 6 do
do
6 35
Oct 14 Kate Smith ............ lO 00 Aprll19 do

ig gg

April 2
May 2
June 1
July 5
Ang 3
Sept 6
1888.
May 2
June 2
June 14
July 5
Ang 4
Sept 11
Oct
2
Nov 2
Dec 3
Dec 12
1889.
Jan 15
Feb 1
May 5
June 18
June 25
.July 20
Aug 6
May 17
June 28
Aug 10
Nov 4
Dec 11
Dec 31
Jan 28
Feb 28
1888 .
May 5
Ang 7
Sept 15
Feb 23

Mrs. Joseph Luff ....... 30 00
do
do . .. .. .. 30 00
do
do ....... 30 00
do
do ....... 30 00
do
do ....... 80 00
do
do ....... 80 00

Mrs. R. Etzenhonser ... 17 00
do
do
... 17 00
do
do
.. • 9 00
do
do
... 17 QO
do
do
... 17 00
rto
do
••. 17 00
do
do
... 17 00
do
do
... 17 00
do
do
... 5 00
do
do
... 12 ()()
do
do
...
(!o
do
...
Independence Branch
for building house for
poor ....................
Poor....................
do .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
do ....................
do ....................
do .. .. .. . .. ...... .... •
do .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. • •
do . .. .. .. ... . . . .. .....
do ....................
do ....................
do .. • • . .. .. .. .. . . .. ..
do .. .. . .. . .. .. .... . .. .
do

17 00
17 00

25 00
5 00
4 00
20 ()0
3 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
10 00
10 00
10 00
8 50
15 00

H. H. Robinson.......
1 25
J. E. Castines.... . . .. . . 4 00
Mrs. M. E. Aliens ..... 12 00
Sr. Colisto R. Conant,
funeral expenses ...... 15 00
Jnne 18 George Walker, nursing
poor ............................. 4 00
$1859 10

Balance due chnrch ..... $·:oo 77

=

Be•"des the above f have notes on
band to the amount of $381.33.

SOUTHERN NEBRASKA
DISTRICT.
J. W. Waldsmith, Agent.
1888.
Receipts.
Mar 1 B'lanc" due church ..... $ 25 83
Mar 2 Sr. Emma Woolsey, t ... 18 00
Ma.r 31 ,J. E. Male ·m................. 1 50
April 24 Rr. AI cCe H1llman......... 3 10
June 4 0. H. Porter .................. 15 00
.J B. Goulrlsmith ........... 2r> 00
Aug 6 Niels •nd Anna Nielson 30 00
Aug 8 C. and K. Meyer ............ 30 O()
Sept 6 J.P. and M. Clawson .... 17 50
Sept 21 C. and K. Meyer ............ 25 00
Sept 28 Wilher Sav•g;e............... 4 00
Sept 21 C H. Porter ................. 10 00
Oct
9 0Bcar Savage .................. 7 50
Oct 15 ThomasNutt ................. 5 00
Oct 17 Wilber Savage .............. 10 00
C. and K Meyer ............ 20 00
Nov 26 Thankful ....................... 10 00
Dec 2 Niels and A. Nielson .... 15 00
Dec 4 William Fields.............. 3 98
Sr. Minerva Self............ 1 95
Dec 12 H. C. Freming ............... 30 00
Dec 19 C. H. Porter .................. 15 00
1889.
,Tan 8 J .. E. Anderson .............. 10 00
Jan 11 C. and K. Meyer ............ 25 00
Jan 21 'l'homas Nutt................ 5 00
Thankful. ...................... 20 00
Feb 2 William Fields .............. 17 00
1888.
April 16 Bishop Blakeslee ......... 30 00
April24 Sr. E. C. Hillman, o......
50
E. R. Hillman...............
50
May 14 Bishop Blakeslee .......... 50 00
July 23 Sr. E. L. Lucas.............
50
Aug R G. A. Blakeslee ............. 50 O()
Oct
2 Sr. Emma Woolsey ...... 4 00
Oct 27 G. A. Blakeslee ............ 80 00
Nov 28 Niels and A. Nielson.... 5 00
Nov 29 Sr. Emma Woolsey ...... 2 00
Nov 30 Mary Nelson, o.............
30
Dec 10 Carrie Bray.................... 3 ·75
1889.
Jan 21 Platte River Branch ...... 2 00
$578
1888.
Expenditures.
Mar 7 Sr. R. J. Anthony ....... $
April20 Sr. C. H. Porter ............
Sr. R. J. Anthony .........
April 21 J. W. Waldsmith, R. R.
fare ..............................
.April 24 H. C. Bronson, per
order of J. Call'all.........
April 't"l Postage, per agent........
May 19 Sr. R. J. Anthony .........
May 25 Sr. C. H. Porter .........".
June 4 do
do ............
June 't"l Sr. R. ,J. Anthony .........

8~

91
00

15 00
80 Oj)
2 00
II
87

00
®
®

1~ ~

15
87
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Jnly 24 StaLionery and postage.
Railroad fare for agent
to Wabaeh...................
Ang 9 Sr. R. J·. Anthony .••.•••• ,
Sr. C. H. Porter ............
Aug 27 Sr. R. J. Anthony .••.•••••
Sept 22 do
do
.........
Sept 24 Sr. C. H. Porter ... ;........

A-«r1f~~~-~~~~~-~-~~..:~~~-~~

Oct

16 Agent's railroad fare to
Bennett.......................
1 Sr. C. H. Porter ............
9 Sr. R. J. Anthony .........
17 do
do
.........
3 Postage, per agent........
12 Sr. R. J. Anthony .........
19 Sr. C. H. Porter ............

Nov
Nov
Nov
Dec
Dec
Dec

1 00
1
37
15
37
37

70
50
00
50
50
15 00

5 50
2
30
30
10

40
00
00
00
55
35 00
30 00

1889.
Jan 7 Sr. R. J. Anthony .........
Jan 21 Stationery.....................
Feb 5 Sr. R. J. Anthony .........
Sr. C. H. Porter ............
Feb 20 Sr. R. J. Anthony .........

38
1
37
15
20

00
00
00
00
Oil

$5~2

15

Balance due agent ........$ 13 24
LITTJ,E SIOUX DIS'rRICT.
Phineas Cadwell, Agent.
1888.
Receipts.
Mar 1 B>tlance due church .... $ 79 67
Mar 5 J. W. Wight, t........ .. 4 60
May H
do
.......... 6 45
April 3 John McEntire. t ........ 50 00
April 9 Joseph W. Lane, t ....... 20 00
Aprill3 C. G. Dykes, t ...... :.. 5 00
Sioux City Branch, o.... 2 10
April 27 J. i\1. Putney, t .......... 50 00
April 30 Thomas 1'homas, t. . . . . . 5 00
May 1 J. h Gunoolly, t.....
50 00
July 1
do
do
35 00
June 4 Dfagnolia Ladles aid So·
ciety, o.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 00
Fred Hanson, interest on
·
tithing note .. .. .. .. .. .. 9 00
June 7 Ann Johnson, t ......... 20 00
June 18
do
do
......... 10 00
J nne 7· Hannah Gamet. . . . . . . . . . 10 00
June 13 Richard B'armer, t ....... 10 00
June 18 Nancy E. Mefford, t .... 11 00
July 5 Alvin 1'. Rudd, t...... . 2 00
July 13
do
do
.. . .. .. 5 00
July 12 J. F. Mintun & Co., t ... 10 00
Aug 27 Alice E. Cobb, t ......... 25 00
·Oct
9 May D. Gamet, . t .. .. .. . 3 00
Nov 9 Sr. R.Adams, t... .... ... 1 00
Nov 18 G. A. Blakeslee, Bishop. 40 00
~466

82

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
DISTRICT.
Sr. T.J. Andrews, Agent.
Receipts.
1888.
Mar 1 Balance due church. .$298 37
G. A. Blakeslee, t ....... 100 00
Joseph Hegar ........... 20 00
Sr. C.•Joyce ............. 5 00
Sr. L. Driver............ 5 00
S.Stivers ............... 100 00
May 1 Sr. M.D. Moore ......... 6 25
1 10
June 1 Minerva C. Spurgoon ..
Caroline 0. Napier ....•. 1 25
50
Jay A. Spurgeon ........
Aug 1 Sr, S. M. Greenwood .... 20 00
E. T. Dawson and wife .. 8 00
1 Andrew Anderson .....•. 2 00
Oct
Dec 1 John Luckaless ......... 6 50
Nov 1 Sr. Nora Gibbs ......... 10 00
1 Sr. Janet Crabb ......... 10 00
Jan
Thomas Daley ........... 7 20
5 00
Feb 1 Wm. :iVIcLean.
Sr. Mary Griswold.. • ... 5 00
Ellen Allen ............. 5 00
T. J. Andrew£ ........... 40 00
3 !O
Christine Blair ......
Sophy Millgate .......... 5 00
1 00
Mary Lea
Hulda Blackleach ....... 1 00
Sarah Calderwood ...... 10 00
Sr. Mary Bybee
50
John Nightingale .. . . . . 20 00
2 00
April 1 Margaret Wingate, o...
George
do
JO
Maria Richardson. . . . . . .
40
Aug 1 Samh Calderwood ....... 10 00
2G
Sept 1 PaulS. Cross ............
05
J,. JIL Darrow .
50
lVIartha Lightowler ..
75
Sarah Nightingale .......
05
Miles Loring ....
25
Clara Lightowler
20
Augusta. A. Fleming ..
10
Ellen D. Fleming .......
J"ohn Nightingale .......
50
10
Sr. J. C. Cross ...........
<

J.{ay
Mar
April
May
-June
April
Dec

7 Balance due church .... $

LITTLE SIOUX DISTRICT.
David Chambers, Agent.
1888.
Dec
7 Balance due church .... $
1889.
Receipts.
Jan
1 David and i\Iary Cham·
bers. . ................ $100
.Jan . 7 J. L. Gunsolly .......... 20
Jan
9 II<mnah P. Gamet ...... 10
Jan 13 ,Joseph W. Merchant.... 1
Isaac Shupe .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1
Richard Parmer. . . . . . . . . 5
Jan 14: Trumble Emerson ... ~ .. Jan 20 Thos. Thomas...... ... • 5
Edmund Diggle..... .. . 5
Jan 21 W. J. Pettit . ... .. .. .. .. 5
Jan 24 Sr. Ann Johnson ........ 23
Jan 28 Robt Chn.pman...... ... .
J!eb 13 James W. Steel......... 2
Sarah J. Ross........... 5

00

32

Expenditures.
Poor .................... 71 00
do .................. 42 00
do .................... 24 00
do ................... 48 00
do .................... 48 00
do ................... GOOO
do ................... 36 00
do ................... 05 00
do . .
. ........... 66 oo
Sr. Albert Haws. Miss'y .155 00
Bro.
do
do
40 00
Joseph Burton .......... 10 IJO
Thos Daley.. .. .. . .. .. .. 24 00

>o.

c

1889.
Expenditures
J!tn 16 Sr. H. 0. Smith .......... 29
J·a:u 24 G. A. Blakeslee, Bishop.lOO
.Jan 28 Sr. Eliza H. Derry ....... 20
Feb 13 Poor.. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 5
Feb 26 Sr. H. 0. Smith......... 25
Postage and exchange for
Jan andFeb............ 1

Balance dne church

. $ 83 32

00
00
00

00
74
08

08

08

00

00
00

00
00
00
25
00
00
00
00
15
30
60

00
00

00
00
00
05

$180 05

Balance due churAh .... $ 3 ll3

H

,

•

•

•

$3 187 31

00

$183 38

10

••

~712

•••••

4

·············

$

1 George Barrett.... .. .. ... 11 00
John. Barrett.. . .. • . • .. . 1 00
Gaius Bunn ...... '" .. .. . . 2 50
G. H. and A. J. Hulmes.443 17
Ebenezer C1n·r;r.. . . . . . 2 00
Miss Mary E. Hulmes... 5 50
Frank Criley ........... .465 00
Frank J. Reese .......... 19 00
Abraham Morgan. . . .. .. 20 30
Joseph Curry. .. . .. • • . . 5 00
Jennett Irvine.. . • . . • . . 3 00
Mrs. Julia U ncafex- .... ,. 7 00
J. A. Benner ............. 21 16
Lemuel Curry .. ~.
10 75
JacobAber .............. 500
Lizzie Curry ...... ,.. . •• 3 OU
Mrs. 1\iary Reese. . . . ..
50
1\lrs. M. E. Hulmeu ...... 757 G7
Mary .E. Jamison. . . .. .. 2 00
Mrs. J·a.mes Brown ... , . 2 50
Mrs. Sophia W arron . . . . . 1 00
E. C. Cady. .. .. .. .. .. 130 00
Wheeling City Br"nch . . !l 88
J. F. A. Smith ......... 21 DO
A. "M. Tegarden..
. . . 13 00
Thomas Heath . . . . . . . .
75
}Irs. R. Eberling ....•. ,
50
Mary S. Gill . . . . . .. • . . 15 00
Mrs. :LVI. Richner . , .... ~. 1 00
Sarah E. Gill.... .. .. .. .. 2 00
Mrs. ?liinnie Short . . . . . .
25
L. D. Ullom ............ 47 50
M. S. Sutton ....... , . . . ;-, 50
Jane Porter
.. . .. .. • 1 00
1\Irs. Annie Smith....... 2 00
1\irs. H.achcl Hugh8s,....
50
Albert Corey. . . .. . . . . .. 2 00
,T. G. Holma.n....
10 00
L. S.
rlo
. . ..
5 00
J\frs. Susan Tyler.
50 00
F:mnie Holman .. , ...... 105 90
>Vm. Harris
..
10 00
C. E. \Varner.... .
1 25
.John H. Cramer. . . . . . . 2 65
J\-Irs. :::VIary A. "\Vile-ox....
25
E. Stelnbangh.. . . . . . . . .
25
:&irs. ~T. H. Cramer . . . . . • 1 65
Mrs. C. ]-iJ. \,V nrner...... 1 00
}irs. E. Steinbaugh .... ,
2 75
~Tames Morris . . . . . . . . . . 1 25
Esan Briggs.
2 Oil
1l'irs. Lute . . . . . .
25
1/Irs. ;J. Darst.....
76
~Tames Car1ys1e...
50
~John "\:Villiaruson
75
lVIrs.
do
80
Clarn Groff ....
25
Hugh Palmer. . .. .. .. . ..
50
Rose Rtrickmaker,. , ~ •• .
55
Annie Darst .. .. .. .. . .. .
60
Chas Rea her . ~ ,. ,
25
Lizzie G roil'. .. . ..
10
Annie Graa.b . . . . . . . . .
10
Wm. Hinkle ........... 5 00
Mrs. E. Briggs .. "' . . . • • •
50
Sarah Whitmoyer . . . . . •
35
Bro. ::VkKinzie . . .
50
A. Carlyle........
1 50
0

$629 00

1 to Dec 1, 1888, Chasrle
Derry . . . .. . .. . .
.. .. $198
23 to Dec. 5, 1888, H. 0.
Smith .................. 206
7 Poor . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. 2
20 Sr. Warren E. Peak ..... 15
H Nellie Thomas. draft .... 40
4 Poor............ .. . .. .. 5
26 to Dec. 5, 1888, postage
and Ex...
7 Balance on hand as per
statement of com.... .. .

$466 82

Deo

}'

9.

Expenditures.

Mar

Mar.

PITTSBURG AND KIRTLAND
DISTRICT.
Frank Criley, Agent.
1888.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance due church .. ~ 44 21
G. A. Blakeslee, Bishop 110 00
Dav. 1\f. Strachan, for
branch.
15 00
S. A. Rose .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 15
Mary Rtewart. . . . . . . . .
5 00
Jesse Stewart
5 00
Mrs. Hattie Griffith. . . . ..
25
Robert Robson .
3 35
Margaret Robson . . . . . .
1 on
Daniel Jones. .. . .. .. .. .. 8 00
I.·J. McMillen. .. .. .. ...
50
Maria Robson.... . . . . . . .
05
Mary Hobson, Sen . . . . . ..
65
Ma!(gie Robson.... . . .. ..
Ofi
Rector Robson..........
10
Robert J. Robson........ 1 60
Mar:Y Senior
.. ~.... 3 00
George Mast,ers. . . . . . . . . 11 00
Eliza Chapman.......... 2 00
James Dawson.......... 1 75
Mary A. Masters. . . . . . .. 6 35
Martha Robson
. . . . ..
7'5
Elizabeth A. Dawson .... 1 60
Ainos Dobbs.... . . . . . . 1 75
Joseph Wayt..... ....... 3 33
Lavina E. Dobbs........
95
Sarah A. Karr..... ......
75
AmandaJ. Wayt.......
1 Oii
W. H. Dobbs.
. .... . .. 1 2:;
Annie E. Dobbs......... 1 15
Caroline Wayt.... ...... 5 40
Mary E. W ayt.. .. .. .. .. .
55
Flora V. Wayt..........
55
A~rpn Harris . . . . . . . . . . •
10
Martha ,J. Harris. . . . . . . .
50
l!.eyl W. Logsdon...... .
25
Emily Logsdon.. . . . . . . . .
40
T!10mas Wayt... ........ 1 25
Susan Trea,dway. . . . . . • .
40
l\iaggie Teagarden. . . . . . .
10
Arrahell.a Redicar.... .. .
10
A Friend............ .. .
20
Annie Shafer .... . .. .. .. . 2 00
Ralph.G. Smith ......... 684 60
Mary Irvine.... .. . . . .. 3 00

Expenilitnrcs.
Mrs. W. Kelley ....... 80
Zadie Salyards ......... 40
Poor
........... 25
llrrs. James Brown ...... 180
Hattie R. Grifflth ...... 29f>
James Brown . . . . . . . ... 57
Gomer T. Grifflth: ........ 125
Thomas Matthews..... . . 2
W. H. Kelley.
... .. . 7
Postage . . . . . .. .. .. . . • 3
Leonard Rcott.. .. . .. .. . 61

00
00
00
00

00
75
50
:\0

40
3\l
60

E. C. Briggr-; ............ 88 SO
G.A.Blakeslee, bishop 1 300 00

$2 266 94

Balance due churrih .... $920 37
EASTERN MAINE DISTRICT.
J. S. Walker, Agent.
Receipts.
1888.
Mar 1 Balance due church .... $ 49
Uriah
i\f. Kelley, t. .. .. 12
June
Ada S. Kelley. . . . .. .. 3
Sarah II. Johnson. .. .. .. 5
Lucy A.N orton. . .. . . . .. 2
Cordelia H. Crowley, o.. J
Mary J. Richardson..... 5
Aug 15 Lucy A. Norton, t... . . . . 2
Aug 16 C. H. Hinkley and wife.. 5
Aug 29 ]'. L. Norton..... .. .. . 5
Sep 11 L. W. l\Iansfield........ 5
Sep 12 Mary J. Hid1ardson . . . . 5
Oct 11 Lizzie M. Woodward .... 10
John Richardson ........ 30
Oct 14 Louis W. Mansfield.....
Oct 20 Eliza M. Walker........ 1
Oct 23 i\Iary ,J. Richardson. . . . 5
Oct 25 1<'. L. Norton............ 3
Bishop B1 keslee. . . . . . . . 20
Nov 15 Sarah H. Johnson, t..... 2
. .... 1
Nov 29 F. I..J. Norton.
Lillian B. Sawyer. .. .. ..
Dec 29 F. L. Norton............ 1
Eliza G. Dobbin ....... , . 4

86
00
00
00

00
00
00
75
00
00
00
00
00
00
75
50
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00

1889.

Jan
Jan

1 Susan M. Norton.
6 J. B. Norton,

1 00
25

1 oo
J. B. Norton ....... .
2S
5 John Itichardson .... " , •. 5 oo
M. J. Hichardson ...... .. 5 on
Feh 21 C. H. Hinkley and wife .. 5 oo
Feb 28 Sisters Sewing Circle ... . 6 oo
J. S. ·walker .......... . 1 oo
Lizzie M. Woodward.
10 00

F'eb

1 Susan M. Norton. t. .. ..

F'eb

$213 86

1888.
Expenditures.
Mar 1 Orilla Sheehy.. . .......
July 2 Hiram H. Ho binson . . . . .
A. H. Parsons. . . . . . . . . ••
2 H. H. Hobmson.... . ...
30 W. H. Kelley ...........
10 B'. J>l. Sheehy ..........
i\L H. Bond ............
U. V\l. Greene ......... ,.
Trav·e11ing ex-penses of
Bond and Greene......
Nov 1 H. H. ltobinson .........
A. H. IIarRons...........
Nov u ~
~
........
Dec 3 H. II. Robinson.... • • • ..
A. H. Parsons.. .. .. .. .. . .
1889.
,Jan 6 H. H. Il.obinson ..........
A, H. Parsons ..
Jan 19 U. W. Greene.......
Feb 23 do
do
...........
F'eb 27 H. H. Hobinson . . . . .... ..
A. H. Parsons. . . . . . . . . .
Registering of 12 letters
and postage. . . . . . . . .
0.

•

•

•

•

20
20
24
15
3
10
2
2

00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00

1 50
22 00
7 00
700

8 OG
6 00
10
12
5
2
8
7

00
00
00
00
00
00

1 56

$HI~

56

Balance due chureh .. :t :20 !SO

ST. LOUIS )IISSOURT DIS'l'RICT.
Noah X. Cook, Agent.
1889.

Jleceipt.s.

1 Balanee due church .... 98 85
Proeeeds of sale of Grn vois church ............. 104 30
1\iar 11 TreaR1H'Y of Gravois S. S. 3 35
St. :Louis Brunch.
11-Iar 11 N onh N. Cook, t.. .. .. .. 37 00
Catharine ,Johnson.... . . 5 00
do
do
o.. ... 9 00
Eliza Cowlishaw.. . . . . . . 3 00
Clms. Z. Peat, t ......... 40 50
,John Molyneaux........ 6 00
Sarah
do
.. .. . .. . 2 50
Martha Taylor.......... 4 50
John G. Smith, t ........ 10 00
<1o
do o ........ 10 00
Bene Molyneaux, t...... 5 00
do
do
o.. .... . 1 75
J~i?.tde
do
. . . . . . . . 1 75
\.Vm. Gimmett...........
:)0
Mary L. Peat. .. .. .. . .. . . 14 00
Sadi<~ Lewis ........ , . . . . 4 00
Eveline Burgess.. . . . . . . a 01)
JohnS. Parrish, t ....... 20 20
N.J. C. Olson, o... ... .. 4 0()
Clara Rathbone . . . . . . . . 5 00
Martha C. Peat.... .. .. .
75
Vl'm. May...............
50
Lillie J. Parrish, t . . . . . . 1 50
Naney Acker,o.. ........
50
Geo. Elliot, t.. .. .. .. .. .. 5 00
do
do o....... ..... 3 00
R. D. Cottam... . .. . .. . .. 3 00
Grace ~\f cFa.rland . . . . . . .
25
Lillie \Voo]man.... . . . . . 1 50
S~. I.m~i~ Mite Society. . 20 00
Wm. Pnce.............. 1 00
Grace Remmington, t. . . 5 00
Elizabeth Cole. . . . . . . . . .
50
John Dawson ......... ,.
25
Sarah Crowel. .. .. .. . • ..
50
Belleville Branch.
J. E. Betts. Sr........... 20 00
1Vf ary Groom ...... , . . . . . 5 00
Ellen ~rantle.. .. . . .. . . .. 2 00
Wm. J"aques .. .. .. .. . ...
50
Chelt~nham Branch.
W. 0. 'rhomas, t ........ 200 00
J·. G. Cole... . . .. .. . .. . .. 4 50
Margaret Hughes, t..... 5 00
Birkner Branch.
Asher Allen,
5 00

Mar

t........ .. .

$681 45

1888
Expenditures.
Mar 1 J. W. Gillen ............
Mar 5 H. H. Robinson..........
Mar 18 Poor . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .. ..
Mar 20 Willis Tousley. . . . . . . . . .
M.ar 21 J. W. Gillen, Ministry ..
Mar 22 Poor . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
April 29 Poor . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. ..
May 13 R L. Ware ..............
June 1 J. W. Gillen .............
,June 2 R. L. Ware ..............
June 3 I>oor ....................
June 21 R. Etzenhouser . . ..•...
June 30 Poor....................
July ~ R. Etzenhonser .. . . • .. ..
July 9 R.L. Ware ..............
July 20 J. W. Gillen.............

30 00
2 00
3 00
6 20
20 00
7 50
5 50
12 Oll
25 00
12 00
5 50
10 00
5 50
10. 00
12 00
6 00
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July
July
/uly
Aug
Aug
Aug
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Qet
Qct
Nov
Nov
Dec
Dec
Dec

23 R. Etzenhouser • • • • • • • • •
28 do
do
. .. . . . .. •
30 Funeral of Hannah Davis
7 R.L. Ware .............
12 M. B. Gatewood. .. . • . •••
Poor....................
16 Postage Stamps.........
1 R. L. Ware .............
4 J. W. Gillen ............
5 R. Etzenhouser..........
30 Poor..... . .. .. .. .. .. • • • ..
4 R Etzenhouser... . • • • . . .
R. L. Ware ..............
7 J. W. Gillen.............
4 R.Etzenhouser ..........
19 J. W. Gillen ............
R. L. Ware ..............
2 do do
. . . . . . .. .. .. ..
17 J. W. Gillen .............
31 R. L. Ware .............

6
5
43
12
5
5
1
12
10
5
5
5
12
15
5

10
12
12
10
12

00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
Oil
00
00
Oil
00
00
00
00
00
00

188U.

\l:T.an

5 R. Etzenhouser.......... 5
9 J. W. Gillen ............ 15
Jan 13 EUenhouser............. 5
.,Jan 2'1
do
. . .. .. . .. .. .. 5
Feb 1 R. L. Ware .............. 12
,J. W. Gillen.. .. .. .. .. .. 5
G. A. Blakeslee ......... 100
Exchange............... 1
Feb 28 J. W. Gillen............ 5
~Tan

00
00
00
00

00
00
00
55
UO

$526 25

Balance due church .... $155 20
DECATUR DISTRIO'l'.
David Dancer, Agent.
1888.
Receipts.
Mar 10 Balance due church .. $1134 79
W'. H. Deam ........... 10 00
P. Bandy............... 7 50
Mar 12 W. Anderson ........... 2!\ 00
Mar 13 A. M. Chase............ 3 25
Mar 14 A. Hi nee ............... 15 00
April 1 W. W. Blair .......... 50 00
,John Nichols .......... 37 00
Ann Sanders........... 7 00
April12 Sarah Chase ........... 57 00
April17 A. M. Chase............ 2 18
April 21 M. Hartchen............ 2 00
April 23 C. Monroe ........ : .. . 10 00
April 30 L. Newman.... .. . . . . .. 2 00
M.A. Wickes ........... 5 00
l}iay 29 A. M. Cbaee............ 1 86
Allee P. Dancer......... 14 00
June 4 John R. All"n.... ....
5 00
Lucy L. Lyons .......... 2:! flo
S.D. Shippy ............ 50 00
June 11 B. M. Smit.h... .. ..
2 50
Jnne 16 John Scott............. 2 00
June 27 A.M. Chase...... . ...
2 00
Ann Thorp.............
40
Sarah Chase ........ ·.... 2 00
J nne 3J '1'. Sandage. . .. .. .. .. . 2 70
July 30 Wm. Nichols .......... 16.00
July 4 G. W. Bird ............. o 00
July 6 Bertha Smith., ........ 3 80
July 28 'R. D. W!IJJUms ........ 4 50
Cat)J.arine Junes ........ 10 00
J. ,J. Watkins ........... 3 00
E. B. l\iorgau.... . . . . . 5 00
David E. Duniels ....... 3 <0
J. WJ!kin•ou.·... .... .. . 3 50
Luke i:lharp ............ 25 00
A. S. DavJs<m; ... .. : ... 2 00
Frank Izatt.... .. .. .. . . . 5 00
T .. H. Al'en ............. 1 00
'l'. W. Williams ......... 20 no
J. Ritch ell. ............. 10 OU
lli. J. Wilkinson......... 2 50
.J.andJ.H ........... 500
John A. Evans......... 5 UO
July 31 R. Archibald .......... 20 00
Ang 8 E. l\1. •ryrrell... ........ 3 ou
Aug 16 John Scott............. 2 50
Aug 20 A. Lovell. ............. 10 oo
Aug 21 .D. Dancer .............. 100 00
Aug 27 Lewis Fowler .......... 10 IJU
Anna Steadman ....... 10 Otl
Aug 30 l\1. B Nwholson........ 5o,,
J. Bogue................ 5 00
Sept 5 A S.•ter ................ lOU no
i:lept 8 EJ,nma 'filton....... .. .. ;; ou
A Wriend........... .... 1 00
'Sept 11 Stephen V\Toods . .
15 00
Sept ~6 George Htggins........ 2 UO
Sept 27 lli. Hoagland........... 5 00
A. M. Chase.... . .. .. .. 1 90
Sarah Chase ........... 4 00
Sept 29 Eva Bailey. . . .. .. .. .. .. 10 00
G. A. Blakeolee ......... 140 110
Oct
3 R. S. and Z. Salyards ... 3 .oa
{)ct 1l S. A. Dunwoody ..... · . 2 00
Oct 16 John Scott............. 2 50
·Oct 17 L. A. Hartwell...... .. ;, 00
.Oct 22 G. A. Blake, lee ......... 120 05
·Oct 24 S. D. Shippy............ 111 UO
.Oct 25 .l:teturile<l by Alexandt)r
H. Smith .............. 10 00
Nov 2 ElzitiaBarr ............. 2 00
N i>v ~ C.'II. Bhtke. Mich.... .. 2 00
Nov 4 Jessie M. D~tncer.... . 17 uo
Npv 17 "Arih. Sand•~"•........... 6 50
Nov 20 Enima 'filton ........... 5 oo
~ov 22 Asii S.Uochran ......... ;; 50

~~v

26

w,f~t~t~~~·:.:

:::::: 1~ 3~

::-Tov 28 G A. Blake•lee,. .. .. loO 00
Dec
Richard Elli•, .t..... . .. 16 20

ti

4 Frank E. Cochran ...... 15 00
Anna Steadman.... .. • . 10 Oil
W. A. France ........... 20 00
:pee li David T. Evans.. . ..... 2 00
Catharine Jones........ 6 00
R. D. Williams ........ 3 00
W. J. Richards.. .. .. ... 2 00
Jame• Wilkinson...... 1 75
John A. Evans ......... 10 00
A. S. Davison ........... 4 50
David Daniels .......... 12 50
J. and J. R.............. 5 00
Mary Taylor... ........ 1 00
David Powell...........
50
Isaac Phillips .......... 25 00
T. W. Williams ........ 15 00
A. H. Smith returned .. 10 00
Dec 11 S.D. ShipDy ............ 18 00
R. II. Dancer ........... 20 00
De41 17 T. France ............... 2o Oil
Dec 29 J. H. Hansen........... 1 65
Dec 31 Nephi Lovell.... .. .. .. . 5 00
1889.
Jan
2 W. W. l3la'tr ............ 50 00
Mary Gamet. . .. .. .. .. .. 7 00
Jan
4 G. A. Blake, lee ......... 100 00
Emma 'rilton ........... 5 00
l\L B. Nicholson........ 5 00
Jan
7 .Tohn Land.ers ......... 10 00
Jan 14 R,ent of house .......... 10 Oil
Jan 23 A Hines ............. 10 C"J
C ..J. Le•ter. .... .... . . . 1 00
G. W. Bird .............. 40 00
Jan 31 James Allen............ 5 00
Feb 6 G. A. Blal<cslee ......... 150 00
Feb 21 Steuben Woods ........ lG OU
Feh 27 David Dancer .....•..... 1011 00
Thomas Loach ........ 20 00
A.S.Da'i'ison ........... 200
David E. Daniels....... 4 00
Uathuine ,Jones........ 2. 00
:Et B. M:orgrm........... 7 00
Martha Tavlor .......... 10 00
R. D. Wtlllams......... 3 no
Tbomns W1se. .. ....... 1 00
James Birc!:tell ........ 10 00
1-V. J. Richards...... . . 2 00
E. Williams............ 1 00
A Sister................ 5 00
Mar 1 W. II. Deam ............ 10 00
lliar 5 G. A. Blakeslee ......... 85 00
E. B. Staffvrd.. ... .. .... o 00
Mar 6 A Sister . . . .. .. .. ... .. .
25
E. Allen .............. 10 00
E. Hall.................
50
Fannie Parker . . . . . . . . . 1 00
A. D. Greer ............. 5 00
A. W. Reese............ 5 00
J. H. I~arly.. .... . .. .. .. !\ 00
W. Anderson ........... 25 fO
Mar 8 L. A. Hart~·ell.. . . . . . . 5 00
Asa S. Cochran.... .. .. . '9 50
Dec

$3~69

gg

Expenditures,
Dunc•n Campbell ...... 341 00
J. R. Lamhert .......... :365 UO
A. H. Smith ........... 655 00
Henry A. Stebbins' expenses to conference .. 11 62
.1. W. Gillen ........... 363 30
M. M. 'rnrpen .......... 165 00.
Th0mn• Wellington ... 147 50
A ..T. Moore .......... 1!\0 '0
E. C Bnggs ............ 376 n8
R. ;;r. Elvin ............. 30il 00
John R. Evans. . . . .. . .13"\ 00
'l'homa• Go !lop ......... 45 12
~Tame~ E. Downey ...... 17 00
E. V. Oliver ............ 26 00
A Worden .............. 4'~ 06
A. Truman .............. 10 00
W. C. Lanyon .......... 1 50
Eva Hagar.... . . . . .. .. .. 8 00
A Brother and Sister... 3 20
Expense................ 1 f'O
$3163 93

Balance due church ... $2Uo 06
SOUTHERN INDIANA DISTRICT.
James M. Scott, Age-nt.
1888.
Reccl pts.
Mar 1 Balance due ctmrch ... $ 9 10
lliay 14 J"ames M. Scott .. '.... .
05
Aug 12 ·do
do ...... ..
10
May 14 Barbara Scott ......... .
25
Aug 12
do
do ........ ..
25
25
Jan 25
do
do ........ ..
Feb 25
do
do ......... .
25
May 14 Laura A. Scott ........ .
25
Aug 12 do
do ....... ..
25
Jan 25 do
do ........ .
25
April H Sarah A. G ss ......... .
25
Ang 12 "do
do ......... .
25
April !> t. Gibeon ............. ..
~§~
'
'l'. ·F~ Wheeler ......... .
Ma~ 14 N. A. Wheeler ......... .
. 25
Aug 26 S. Robertson ........ ..
10
.05
;~ril 5 E.·Schalier: ..... , ..... .
1~uv
1 Jal)'e Jolly ...... ·..... ..
.50
15
Aggie ThOmj>SOll ...... .
·M. 'it, Cameron... . ....•
50
Sept 10 W."H~ Btii"ton ......... .
50
Dec 22 do
do
........ ..
50

~~~t {g J;~~kn~~ :.~~~1f". .'.' ·. ~ ·.:
June 26 · qo
do

25
1 00
1 00

HER
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Sept 1 John II. Fewell.........
Dec 29 do
do .........
Jan 26 Francis Fewell.........
June 26 do
do .........
Mar 10 James Fewell............
Jan 16 Jacob Ford ............ ,
Jm>e 23 do
do ...... .... ...
Sept 1 do
do .. • • .. .. .. .. •
Dec 22 do
do .. •• .. .. .. • • •
Jan 16 Mary A. Ford...........
Mar 10 do
do .. .. .. • ....
June 2 do
do .. .. .. .. ...
Ang 13 do
do .. .. .. .. ...
Dec 26 do
do . .. • .. .. .. •
Mar 10 W. 0. Marshall.........
Sept 27 do
do
.. . .. • . ..
Mar 10 Eletha J. Marshall.....
Sept 27
do
do
.. . ..
Feb 28 Mary Ohappelow, Sr., t.
Oct
6 do
do
.
Feb 26 Thomas Chappelow....
Oct
6 do
do
.. ..
Feb 28 Emma Chappelow... ..
Oct
6 do
do
.... :.
Feb 28 JoseJ>h Ohappelow.....
Mar 10 James D. Porter.... .. •
Nov 1 do
do ..... ...
April 8 Perly Hallowell........
Aug 12 do
do
........
May 14 Sarah Evans......... ..
May 7 Bishop Blakeslee .......
.Tune 22 do
do
.......
Aug 6 do
do
.......
Sept 26 do
do
.......
Nov 24 do
do
.......
Dec 81 do
do
,Jan 22 do
do
.......
Oct 13 Charles S. Barnum, t..
Nov 3
do
do
..
Dec 15
do
do
...
Sept 16 W. Cummings. .. .. ....
Nov 25 do
do
. .... .....
Sept 2 Mary S. Glenn..... ..
OcL 14 · do
do
Nov 4 do
do . .. .. ..
July 27 Robert Eyers. .. .. .. ...
July 30 ,John Sutclifl'.... .... .. .
Charles Cook...........
Feb 28 Altheda E. Scott.......

1 00
1 00
25
25
25
1 00
50
50
1 00
25
25
25
50
75
25
1 00
25
25
5 00
8 00
1 00
4 20
50
200
1 00
1 00
50
05
05
10
50 00
50 00
2'\ 00
50 00
30 00
40 ()()
40 00
1 75
1 oo
:3 oo
1 00
25
15
10
10
25
25
25
25

$34:< 05

1888.
Expenditures.
Feb 28 James G. Scott ........ $
lliar 13 do
do . .. .. .. . .
lliRy 23 do
do .. . .. ...
June 30 do
do .........
July 13 do
do .........
Aug 22 do
do .. .. .. . ..
Nov 6 do
do .. .. .. .. .
Dec 27 do
do .. .. .. .. .
.Ton 29 do
do .. .. .. .. .
Feb 28 AgL's. trav. expenses..
Mar 8 do
do
..
Mar 13 do
do
Aug 2 do
do
..
Oct 25 do
do
..
,Jan 18 do
do
Feb 15 do
do
..
April 9 Sr. James J\1.. Scott.....
May 23 do
do
July 18 do
do
A ng 10 do
do
Oct 6-25 do
do
Nov 6 do
do
Dec 8 do
do
Jan 23 do
do
Feb 1.4 do
do .. ..
May 23 Sr.
D. Ba!!gerly .....
June 11\ do
do
.....
,July 25 do
do
Aug 24 rlo
do
Oct 10 do
do
Dec 10 rlo
do
.Tan 15 do
ilo
Feb 11 do
do
.....
May 23 Regieteriug letter ..... :
June 16
do
do .. ....
Oct
6
do
do .. .. ..
Dec 4
do
do .. .. ..
May 11 Caehiug draft....... ..
June ~0
da '"
do . .. .. • .. ..
Jan 22
do
do .. .. .. .. ..
June 1 llioses R. Scott .........
July 3 ·do
do ........
Aug 12 do
do . .. .. .. ..
Oct
3 do
do
Nov 2 do
do
Dec 8 do
do
Jan 3 do
do
Feb 10 do
do .. .. .. • ..
Sept 3 J. W. Gillen .. ; .........
Oct
2 Postage. ; . .. .. • .. .. ....
Nov 2 do
.................
Dec 22 do
....... .... ...
Jari 17 do
........ ........
F'eb 9 do
........ ........
Feb 28 do
.... .. .. .... .. ..
Dec 22 Express finance b?ok. .

v.

1 00
1 50
10 00
10 no
10 00
4 oo
10 oo
5 00
10 00
5 00
2 6o
2 00
4 00
2 50
1 70
2 10
8 81\
10 oo
111 00
5 00
R 65
5 •·O
7 25
10 00
9 90
10 10
10 10
10 10
9 10
10 10
10 10
10 10
10 10
12
12
12
12
10
05
TO
10 00
10 CO
8 00
12 00
10 60
10 Oil
10 CO
10 ·00
2 00
14
05
10
15
05
15
25

$320 12

Bal.ance due church .... $

2~

93

ALABAMA DISTRICT.
_J. R. Vickery, Agent.
1888
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance due church ... $ 43 85
April 22 J. R: Harper, :t·.":....... 5 00
A. J, V,i<;k~ry, .t . .. .. .. . 5 ,QO

15 E. Vickery, t...... ... ..
17 A. J. Vickery, t .........
5 Fanny Leatherwood, t.
21 A. J. Odom, t..... ......
J.D. Sellars,
G. 0. Sellars, t.........
Sam Page, • ... .... •• .. •
Nov 4 J. R. Harper, t.... .....
1889.
Jan 21 E. Vickery, t...... .....
Feb 4
J. G. Vickery, t ......
May
June
Ang
Oct

t..........

1 0°
4 o!l
5 oo
1 00

1 00

2 00

1 00
5 00

1 00
10 00

$ 84 85
1889.
Expenditures.
Nov 5 G. R. Scogin ........... $ 10 00
$ 10 00

Balance due church ... $ 74 85
GALLAND'S GROVE DISTRICT.
John Pett, Agent.
1888
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance due church ... $ 30 00.
April 1 Mary A. Jenkins....... 1 00
April 3 ,Jane Hirons............ 1 25
April 5 W. Jordison.... .... .... 1 50
S. Jordieon ............. 6 50
John Teasdale.......... 2 00
April 22 Harmon C. and Nora
A. Holcomb, t ......... 20 00
lliay 2 Francis E. Rudd ........ 5 00
May 13 Harmon C. and Nora A.
Holcomb .............. 20 00
May 20 J!'. N. Shaw.... .. .... . 8 oO
May 27 J. M. Mcintosh......... 5 00
May 29 D. a12d E. Hall .......... 132 00
Thomas Bell ........... 17 00
D. Brewster ............ 20 00
0. ,J. Pett ............... 20 00
June 3 Harmon<'. and Nora A.
Holcomb, t ............ 60 00
June 10 Cynthia Perry...... ... 3 50
B. Salisbury ............ 25 00
C. J. Hunt .............. 25 00
Jnne 16 W. McKim ............. 10 00
D. McMcKim........... 5 00
July 2 G. E. baliohnry......... 10 00
July 5 Thomae Bell. .......... 23 Oil
D. and E. Hall.......... 2 00
L. But.t.erworth .... : .... 10 00
July 8 R. P. Peterson ......... 25 00
.r. B. Hunt ............. 20 00
July 23 F. N. Shaw ............. 4 50
Jnly 26 C. 'l'hompson;o
.. .. 1 00
Aug 30 A.M. Newberry ....... 50 00
Sept 4 M. Butterworth.. . . .. .. 1 30
Sept 27 D. and E. Hall .......... 90 85
'l'homns Bell..... .. .. .. . 2~ 20
Oct 11 R. Gnn•oll.v...... .. .. . 5 00
Oct 13 D. and E. Hall ...... , .. 4 30

8~~ i~ ~:i7e ~~Ni~~;~~~~~~::: ~58

27 ~:~~a~)~~·,·~·::::·.:·.:: ~ g&
11 F. L. Pett ............. 88 00
16 Thomas Bell............ 5 00
17 M. Hunt ................ 25 00
D. and E. Hall ......... 15 50
Nov 18 Harmon U. aud Nora A.
Holcomb .............. 25 00
H. Davis ............... 1 50
Nov 22 Galland's Grove Sisters'
Aid Society.... . . . . .. .. 3 85
Dec 20 John Hawley and sons, t 60 00
Dec 22 M. A. Shaw............. 1 00
Dec 31 Sarah Hawley.......... 3 00
1889.
Jan
2 F~ N. Shaw ............. 4 00
J. M. Mcintosh ......... 2 00
Jan 4 John Teasdale .......... 5 00
Mrs. E. Wallace, o ...... 1 00
Jane Hirons.... .. .....
30
Jan 23 Alma Newberry, t ...... 50 00
Jan 25 ,T. Bullard;t:...... .. . 10 QO
Jan 28 Thomas Bell, t ......... 25 00
Feb 1 W. Bullard, t........... 5 00
M.A. Jenkins, o.. . ... . 1 50
Feb 15 c. J. Hunt. t ........... 100 00
Margaret Hunt ......... 25 00
Feb 21 -Harmon C. and Nora A.
Hol~omb ............ ".. 75 00
Feb 28
and S. Pett ......... 25 CO

Oct
Nov
NoV
No"

w.

$1211 45

1888.
Expenditures,
Mar 20 Warren.E. Peak....... $
Poor............ . : ......
April 8 Warren E. Peak ........
Apri121
do
do ........
April 26
do
do ........
May 2 Charles E. Butterworth,
traveling !)Xpens.es....
J. T. Turner, trav. exp.
J. A. Mcintosh, 'traveling expenses...........
May 13 Poor.... .. .. • .. .. .... ..
May 14 W. E. Peak .............
John A. Davis ..........
May 23 do
do . .. . • .. • ••
.June 3 Poor.....................
June 5 \Y. E .. Peak .............
John A:Davis ..........

20
2
10
10
15

00

oo

00
00
00

2 00
3 00
1
2
15
10
20
2
15
15

00
60
00
00
00
50
00
00

i~~: 1~ f~or~~~~::::::::::::: 1* ~

'James We.d,lock ........ '30Ji0
June 18 Charle• Derry.......... 5 ,00
July' 3·w~.E. Peal{............. 15

oo
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July

S Charles Derry ....•••••• 10
John A. Davis......... 15
July 27 Bishop Blakeslee .•.••.. 200
.Aug 6 Warren E. Peak ........ 15
John A. Davis .......... 15
Aug 10 John Hawley ........... 25
Sept 4 W. E. Peak ............. 15
John A. Davis .......... 15
Sept 28 W. E. Peak ............ 15
John A. Davis .......... 15
Oct 11 Bishop Blakeslee....... 70
Nov 8 W. E. Peak ............. 15
John A. Davis .......... 15
Nov 18 W. W. Whiting......... 8
Nov 22 Charles Derry .......... 20
Dec 3 W. E. Peak ............. 15
John A. Davis .......... 15
1889.
Jan 4 W. E. Peak ............ 15
John A. Davie .......... 15
Jan 8 Poor... .. .............. 15
Feb 1 W. E. ·Peak ............. 15
John A. Davis .......... lti
Feb 26 Sr. John A. Davis ...... 15
Feb 28 W. E. Peal<. ............ 15
Bishop Blakeslee ..... :.:.352

00
00

00
Oo
00
00
00
00
00
00

June 2 John Simpson .... .... ..
June 8 A. A. Hall...............
June 5 Blank Book for District .
Aug 17 James McKiernan ......
Sept 3 do
do
Oct
H do
do
Dec
3 do
do
1889.
do
J'an 14 do

05

00
00
00
00
00
00

00

HO

$1181 45
Balance due church .... $ 30 00

1 25

50 00
30 00
60 00
500

POTTAWATTAMIE DISTRICT.
Andrew Hall, Agent.
1888.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance due church .... $ 93
May 2 Christina Whitmore ..... 12
Elizabeth A. Shaw...... 4
June 19 Peter Hind. .. . .. .. • .. .. • 20
Sep 22 Isaac Carlisle, jr... . .. .. . 10
Nov 7 Wm. Gess.......... .... 1
Dec 4 Mary Ann Lewis, t ...... 107

62
00
75
00
00
00
00

1889.

Feb

5 J. C. Jensen ............ M 00

Mar
Mar
June
June
Dec
Dec

23
27
4
11
24
26

Jonathan D. Haywood .. 300
Betsy Kay.. . .. .. .. .. .. . 13
G. A. Blakeslee, bishop .. J50
J.P. Carlisle, t .......... son
Joshua do
.......... 200
H. N. Hansen ............ 15

22 Christina Ryan.........
21
4
25
31

J. H. Lambert. traveling
expenses.... .. . .. • .. .. .
6 M. T. Short.............
15 James McKiernan..... . .
8 do
do
11 do
do
do
do
......

8 71
4 00
20 00
7 00
5000
500

1'homas Altrop.. .. .. • • • • 2
Thomas Scott. . .. .. .. .. . 25
A. T. Williams.......... 1
Henry Cook, Sr. .. .. . .. • 5
\Vm. Chapman~
~ue
5
C. R. Pratt. .. .. . .. • .. • .. 2
Jane Carlisle.... . .. . .. .. 5
Robb McKenzie, t ....... 105
Clarence A. Riley, t ..... 2D
John Boyd . . . . .. . .. .. . 5
Angeline Beebe........ 10
Calvin A. Beebe......... 100
Esther Williams. .
1
Laura Frederickson.... • 1
Carrie Kay.. .. .. . .. . .. .. 5
Sr. 'rhomas Scott........ 1
Andrew Hall............ 1

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
25

$1 585 62

$40 00

Expenditures.

2 00

HH

Feb 12 F. Hackett, dete,gate to
General Conference ... 30 00
Frank Hackett..... . .. .. 5 00

t James McKiel'llan ....... 15 00

00
00
00
00
00
00

1888.

May
J un
June
July

1889.

$291 25

........

00
00
00
00
00
00
00

May 2
,June lH
Sept 22
Nov 7
Dec 4
1889.
Feb 5
1888.
Mar 23
Mar 27
June ,!
June 11
Dec 24
Dec 26
1889.
Jan 22

Expenditures.
Sr. ,James Caffall ....... $
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do

25
50
30
15
40

00
00
00
00

00

65 00

G. A. Blakeslee ......... 5n 00
do
do
........ 200 00
do
do
......... 22;) 00
do
do
......... 200 00
do
do
......... 75 00
do
do
......... 100 00

do
do
........ 200
1888.
May 21 Peter Anderson ... , ..... 200
June 4 Warren Poak .... ~uo"~· 15
(T nne 25 John Davis . . ..... *.. 15
July 31 Hans Hansen ............ 28
· ·..
Poor .
. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 28
Exchange ...... , .. .. .. .. 1

00
00
00
00
00
00
25

W. Gordon.....................
A. Sieter........................
S. H. Whttaker..............
F. G. Crum....................
C. Whitaker..................
Oden Jacoba ..................
Feb 22 Ida Ha.yer.....................
Feb 25 M. J. Danielson ............

$230 00
BoJance dne church .... $

04

MONTANA DISTRICT.
J. E. Reese, Agent.
1888.
Rec<•ipts.
Mar 1 Balance d'18
April 19 D. R. Harris,
June 6 do
do
Dec 26 do
do
.. . .. • .. ..
June 28 William Nelson, t .......
July 4 do
do
. .. . • ..
July 9 James Bamber ...........
Nov 5 Mary H. Raymond. .. .. •
Oct Z P. W. Christofferson, t ..•
Dec 30 Thomas Harris, o .....•
1889.
Jan 18 Mary H. Haymond, t....
Snsau M. White, t.... ..
Jan 15 ]\[ary Harris, t .. .. . .. • ..
Feb 15 John E. Reese, t.. .. .. . ..
Feb 24 D. R. Harris, t . .. . . . . .. .

5 00
30 00
50 00
20 00

50
50
25
10
15
5

00
00
00
00

$339 50

1888.
Expenditures.
June 6 Sr. J. C.
. ....... $
July 7
do
'""&" ...
Aug 8
do
Sep 10
do
Nov 10
do
Dec
4
do

60
30
30
30

00
00
00
00

45 00

30 00

1889.

Jan
Jan
I!'eb

16
15
4

do
do
dO

do
do

30 00
4 50
30 00

do

$289 50

I! a lane" due church .... $ 50 00

00
00
00
00
00
00
00

10
25
8
11
40

00
00
00
00
00
5 00
10 00
35 00
37 00·
5 00

$186 00
Balance due

00

4 00
6 00
4 50
15 00
50 00

25

8
1
1
1
20
5
10

$Q35 17
1888.
Expenditures.
Mar 22 Carrie M. Cooper ...........
April15 F. M. Cooper .................
June 11 ,James Woolams ............
June 24 F. M. Cooper ................
Sept 16 do
do ...............
Oct 22 do
do
...... ..........
Oct 26 James Woolams ............
Dec 8 F. M. Cooper •• :..............
1889.
Feb 16 do
do .................
Feb 18 A. H. Smith ......... :........

00

1889.

Jan

1888.
" Expenditures.
June 14 E. M. Wtldermnth ..... $ 5 00

1888.

.........

& •

$58 3!)

STRING PRAIRIE AND NAUVOO
DISTRICT.
J. H. Lambert. Agent.
Receipts.
1888.
Mar 1 Balance due church .... $ 25 19
Mar 2 Susan Warnock, t. . . . . . .
88
Mar 6 Col. F:trmington, Con. . . 2 90
Mary Wnrnock... .. . . .. . 1 00
Susan do
.. ........
50
Mar 6 Catharine Herrick, t..... 5 00
Mrs. Granger .. .. .. .. .. . 2 00
Mar 11 H. T. Pitt, t ............. 10 oo
Mar 20 Maggie P. Cooper, t..... 5 00
April 1 Josephine Herbert...... 1 00
May 17 G. A. Blakeslee ......... 50 00
June 2 W. T. Lambert.......... 5 00
Burlington Branch. . . . • . 5 00
June 3 l\L P. Matthews......... 1 00
Col. Conference.. .. .. . .. R 00
Aug 17 G. A. Blakeslee ......... 50 00
Sep
I M. P. 'Niatthews, t...... 5 00
Margaret Herst .. .. .. .. • 5 00
Ellen Meacher.. .. .. .. .. 5 00
l\L C. Durfee . .. .. • .. .. .
50
Sep 8 Susan Thornton.. .. .. . .. 10 00
Eliza Newberry ......... 5 00
Snrn,h Schroder .....••. ~
25
Burlington Branch...... 2 50
Dorothy Kestner... .. • .. 2 00
Don Salisbury ...... n.. 1 so
H. •r. Pitt............... 5 00
Deo 3 Burlington Branch...... 5 00
Dorothy Kestner........ 3 00
Oct 10 G. P. Lambert, t ........ 55 00
L. J. Richards:...........
40
Dec 3 J. G. Bauer.............. 2 00
Henry Kestner.......... 5 00
Burlington Con .......... 6 03
1689.
.Tan 11 Margaret Herst......... 5 00
Ellen Sargent........... 1 00

..............
............

40
10
30
25
10
25
65

Balance due agent ...... $ 17 49

H

Balance due church .... $18 34

10 00

20 00

1888.

WESTERN WISCONSiN DISTRICT.
Carl W. Lange, Agent.
1888.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance due church ... $ 11 30
Oct 13 Sr. Ann Wildermuth, t .. 23 00
do
do
o..
50
Oct 23 John Boocher, t ....... 10 00
Oct 28 Martha Closson, o.. .• .. 5 00
A. L. Whitaker.........
25
1889.
Feb 2 W. A. McDowell, o ..... 1 00
Ie:aac AnderAon, o ...•
1 00
Jesse Anderson, o ..... . 1 00
C. W. Lange, o ....... ..
25
500
Feb 18 John Quandt, o .... .

May

July
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
I!'eb

$274 46

\10

O·J
00
00
00
00

1 50
2 00

CENTRAL CALIFORN1A DISTRICT.
':A.lbert Page, Agent.
1888.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance due church ... ._1!>177
Feb 18 E. Holt. t ...................... .400
Feb 2:1 Anna Yates,
1
Mar 28 Albert Page, t ............... 94
Mar 31 J. Root, t ....................... 10
April 2 Mary A. Twaddle,
7
April11 ,f. A. Wan~raman, t ....... 10
April ill Rhoda· Lawn, t .............. 5
April 2'• Alroy Davis, t ............... 80
May 4 Eugene Holt, t .............. 60
June 20 Sarah Headrick,
5
Aug l1 E. Carmichael, t ........... JOO
J. B. Carmichael, t ........ 20
Ava Smith, t ................. 1
Sept 12 Daniel Browu, t ............ 20
Mary A. Twaddle, o....... 5
Oct Hi Albert Page,
25
Nov 16 Alroy Davis, t ............... 10
Nov 20 ·N. Carmichael, t ........... 40
Dec 31 Hany Bnttedield,
6

t...............
t......

t..........

t..............

t.......

1889.

NOV A SCOTIA DISTRICT.
,J. W. Dimock, Agent.
1888.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance due church ...... $ 2
May o M. Laid............ . ..........
July 25 John W. Layton ............ 4
Sept 15 do
do
............ 40
Dec 12 do
do
3
1889.
Jan 18 J·. W. Dimock on note ... 4
Jobn W. Layton ............ 10
M. Davison.................... 1
Feb 16 John W. Layton ............ 50

Jan 3 W. Markmann, t ....... : .... 20 00·
Jan 14 James Lawn, t ............... 20 00
60
50

on

00
00
00
00
00
00

$115 10
1888.
Expen,diturcs.
Mar 12 H.
Davison ..............$
Parsons...............
Aug 12 A.
Sept 15 H.
Robinson ............
A.
Parsons ...............
Dec 12 H.
Uobinson............
1889.
,Jan 18
H. Parsons...............
H. Robinson............
Feb 25
do

3
4
20
20
8

00
00
00
00
00

7 00
8 00
5 00

$ 70 00

Balance due church ...... $ 45 10

$1068 62
1888.
Expenditures.
Feb 18 Bishop Blakc·•lee reported in Bit<hop's inv
d\vidnal report of last
fiscal year ................. $500 0(}
By exchange on same... 2 00
Feb 20 Sr. J. C. Clapp .............. 25 00·
Exchange on same~.......
15
Aprillo Bro. J. H. Lawn............ 5 00
May l4 Sr. Jane Holt ............... 20 00
May 17 Bro. D. E. Landers ........ 25 01}
June 9 Sr. Jane Holt.. ............... 20 01}
June 21 Bro. J. H. Lawn ........... 25 00
Aug 1 Sr. Jane Holt ................ 40 00
Sept 24 Bro. J. F. Burton .......... 20 00
Oct 10 Bro. J. H. Lawn ............ 25 00·
Nov 9 Bro. G. A. Blakeslee .... .175 00
Exchan&re on same........
SO..
Sr. J. H. Lawn .............. 25 00
Dec 11 do
do .............. 25 00·
1889.
Jan
6 do
do .............. 25 00
Feb 5 d<J
do .............. 25 00
$!183 00
Balance due church ...... tf 85

$1 562 25

Balance due church .... $ 23 37
NORTH-WESTERN KANSAS
DISTRICT.
G. W. Shute, Agent.
1888.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance due church .... $ 11 69
Mar 4 Catharine Hawkins, t...
6 00
June 6 Edwin Sandy ............ 80 00
May 8 Arthur Smith ............ 10 00
April 2 H. Curtis. . .. . .. . .. • .. .. . 1 60
June 24 A braham Sears . . . . . • • . . 1 00
Samuel Andes.. • ... ... 2 50
A. W. Burr . .. . .. .. .. .. • 2 00
July 27 T. E. Thompson ........ 22 00
Sr. Sawyer, o.. ..........
25
Dec 6 Z. Decker, t . .. .. •• .. • .. 8 00
Clara Hawkins.......... 5 00
April17 G. A. Blakeslee ......... 20 00
May 19 do
do
• .. .. .. .. 40 00
Oct 15 do
do
.. .. •• • .. 25 00
1889.
Mar
f do
do
......... 4500

--·$230 04

1888.
Expenditures.
Mar 10 A. H. Parsona .......... $ 15 00

NORTHERN ILLINOIS DISTRICT.
Thomas Hou.gas, Agent.
1888.
R:>ceipw.
Mar 1
church .....$ 47 10
May 28
~50
1 50
25

1 00
2 00
10m
10 00
5 00
5 00
10 00

July 2H
Aug li
Aug 26

1 01)

Sept 16

25
25

Oct
Oct

200

17

5 00

21

n<.mgu ...............

2f: ~g

10 oo
........................ 10 00
10 00

Oct 26
Oct 27
Dec !I

~~~~i~if~~;:::::::::::::::::::1272
10 00

11

1889.
Feb 1!1 ~···~- '' !:uu"'"!-· ............... . 5 00
7 60
25

SOUTH-'Jl:ASTREN ILLINOIS
G. H. Hilliard, Agent.
1888.
Receipts.
Balance due church .....$ 19 0r1
M. R. Brown,
3 50
P. Warren, o...... ........... 1 50
Mary J. Green................
25
4 Thomas Bing................ 1 20
16 John F. Thomas, t ........ 10 00
1". Bnrronghs~ o ... m•·~··· 4 25
]\[. Burroughs ............. 8 00
Bishop Blakeslee ........ ,. 25 OQ
13 Arthur Burroughs......... 1 00
21 J arnee Ellis..................
50
8 E. Wehb ........................ 1 00
W. A. Kelley.................
50
R Y. Smith..................
55
R. Webb........................
2&
Nancy Webb................
25
Daniel Webb ................. 1 00
B. Bradley .................. ,
50
M. J. Kelley..................
25
T. C. Kelley .................. 1 70
Dee 15 M. Burroughs.
75
M Burge88, Ou···u~..........
70
L. Burroughs, t.............. 5 40
T B1ng, o.. .....................
50
Fr» ntis Burkitt.............
20
,T. K. Cheney.................
40
Lydia Caudle.................
30

t..............

t............

www.LatterDayTruth.org

INTS» HERALD,
Dec. 15 Samuel Candle..............
Caroline Brown,
1889.
Jan 15 L. Burroughs .................
Feb 23 'l'. C. Kelley..................
Caroline Burklow, o......
Feb 25 John Clements, t .........
G. H. Hilliard ...............

t.........

$ 94 45

due church ...... $ 69 75

ELDER'S REPORTS.
J. H. LAKE.
1888.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance on hand when
la•t reported .......... $
:!!far L. Evans..................
Mar 15 R. Hanley....... . . .. ..
Jlilar 19 R. Coburn, agent.......
Mar 25 W. Lively.... . .. .. .. . . .
N. Liddy ...............
A. Sides .................
T. Vince................
H Lively...............
31 Hildreth.... . . .. . .. .
April13 Bighoo Blakeslee .......
May 1~ Sr. Barrett..............
May 14 G. Barrett... . . . .. . . .. .
May 1~ N. Liddy ..............
,June 4 R. Longhur,t ...........
G. Kettlewell...........
Sr. Jamon..............
S Brown, agent ........ ,
June 20 H. C. Evans......... .. ..
July 15 A. Braden....... .. .. ..
,J. Perrin............ .. .
Aug 6 C. Lake .................
Aug 12
li{"deJC ..............

&

Aug 14M."K~~~:~·:::::::::::::
Ang 20 J,. loake..... .. .. . . . .. ..
W. Garbert....................
G. Lake .........................
Aug 25 J. Braden......................
R. Bra~en.................. ..
Ang 26 ,J. 0. Brien....................
.F Hovey .......................
J. Perrin........................
Aug 28 J. Bates.........................
A. Lake ...................... ~..
J. Lake..........................
Sept 1 E. Lake........................
Sept 4 E. Snell........................
Sept Sr. Suell...........................
Bro. Arnold...................
W. A. Taylor .................
A Friend.......................

~\~·~;~~·:::::.:·::.'.'.'.".:::·.:::::

Sept 10
Sept 17 J. 'l'aylor..... .................
John Taylor..................
Jane Taylor...................
S. J. Taylor...................
John 'l'aylor~ Jr............
Sept 23 P. Petereon... ........ ........
G. Tomlinson................
AFriend........................
Oct
1 S. Brown. ag;cnt ............
Oct
2 M. Panel.......................
Oct
8 S. Tomlineon................
Oct 14 G. Himebire..................
Oct 16 J. Taylor.......................
Oct 19 George Green...............
Oct 20 M. Hansen....................
Oct 28 A. Sidee.........................
W. Lively.....................
Dec 25 Bro. and br. Barrett.......
1889.
.•Jan
3 W. C. Noble ................. .
Jan 14 W. Larmer .................... .
Jan
Jan
.Jan
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Dec

$169

10 00
2 00
2 00
50 00
10 00

$164 20

Bal~nce

llair cutting, shaving
and incidentals............ 9 50

75
1 00

1888
Expenditures.
May 13 I. M. ~mith .................$ 25 70
do
do ................... 68 75

Balance on hand .......... $ 2

I. N. WHITE,
1888.
Mar 17
Mar 20
July 2.3
Sept 23
Oct
2
Oct
3
Dec 8

Receipts.
Sr. Holmes ............ $
Rich Hill branch .......
Sr. Walters......... .. .
Sr. Hays................
Sr. Scarclif!'............
Sr. Fans.... . . . .. .. . .. ..
I. A. Roberts...........

1889.
Jan 8·14
Jan 21
Jan 27
Feb 10
~'eb 18
B'eb 19
.Feb 21
Feb 2a

Brethren ................ 1
.J. .Johnson..... .. .....
Tallerville Saints.......
Sr. Stel'ling....
. .. .. •
1\lrs. 'l.'homas........... 1
Sr. Walters.............
W. Floyd.... . .........
Bro. Houser.... . . . . . . . .

1
2

1

1

$ 11
18 70
1 00
50
6 00
1 00
1 Oil
1 oo
25
:!5

35
1
2
1
1
5

2j
on
oo
00
OU

00
00
50
00
00
00
00

10
2
1
1
1 CO
1 oo
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
3
5
1
1
1
1

g~

00
00
70
00
50
00
00
00
oo
Oll
50
00
00
00
00
00
on

1888.
Expenditures.
Mar 17 R. R, Rich Hill ...... $
Note paper and dinner.
Mar 21 Railroad fare to Clinton
April 5 Railroad fare to to General Conference. . . . . . . .
Apr1l17 Str,et car fare..........
April 21 Railroad fare to Clinton,
Wife and self. . .. . . ..
April26 Lowry City and return.
May 2~ do
do
June 11 do
do
.
June 16 Shoeing hor>e.... .... ..
Stationery,_ stamps, etc.
July 28 Railroad rare to and
from quarterly conference ....................
July 13 Buggy spring. .. .. .. ...
Sept 1:i Shoeing hnrse....... ..
Oct
5 Rallroad fare to Harrieonv11Ie.....
......
Railroad fare to Clinton.
1889.
Jan 7 Railroad fare to IndependmJc0

5 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
23 M. Langber•t ............... .. 1 50
J. Bannieter ................ ..
50
29 C ..Pearscn .................. ..
40
30 T. Bearss .................... .. 1 Oil
~ ~ear~.s .................... ..
45
. enl"1ns ..•..•••......••... 1 00
8 H. Jemon .................... .
50
9 Sr. Cornish .................. ..
25
14 L. Jemson .................... . 100
W. Strange and wife .... . 1 00
Sr. Bentley ................. ..
25
17 H. Gravelle .................. . 1 00
2j N. Blakeley.................. . 1 00
27 111. Lake ...................... .. 5 00

i. ~~rr~~\;::.'.'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.·:.:·:.·.::

1
1

1
2

2
2
1

J. W. WIGHT.
1888.
Receipts.
30 Aug 19 L. Anderson ...........$ 1 20
April21 G. A. Blakeslee ....... 140 00
May 9 J. Ballantyne ........... 5 00
10 May 10 E. Ballantyne ......... 2 00
May 14 Sr. Clark................ 2 00
June 1 Sr. Cagen...............
50
Aug 19 Bro. Colvin............. 2 10
Oct
4 J. Craig".... .. .. .. .. ... 2 40
Aug 12 A. Del ore . . . . . .. .. .. • 2 40
00
50 June 2& R. Ellis, a~ent.... .... •• 6 60
Sept 8
do
do . . .. .. .. .. 4 SO
00
50 Nov 17 Robert Eden........... 2 40
Jan
28
do
do
.... .... ... 4 80
75
25 Aug 8 J. Flood....... ........ 2 40
00 Jan 30 P. Flemming..... . .. . 4 so
Oct
2 Kensington contribution ................... 1 20
00 Aug 8 A. Loving.............. 1 SO
r;o Dec 10 R. Layland............. 3 84
40
1889.
15
6 E. McGurk, agent ...... 28 80
oa Jan
do
...... 48 00
75 Jan 22 do
20
18S8.
25 May 13 Sr. Nichols............. 1 00
May 15 Sr. Robinson........... 2 50
25 May 80
Bro. Roland. .. . .. .. ..
7o
Oct 1:~ Bro. and Sr. Rennie.... 5 04
May 27 Sanfrancisco brat.ch.... 4 45
05 Ang 20 Bro. Seaburg........... 1 92
~ A Stranger ... "........
60
80 Oct
05 Nov 17 W. Swwart............ 2 40
Sept 14 W. J. Trembath ........• 2 40
65 May 13 Unknown............... 1 25 ·
75
10 Jllay 24Sr. Vernon .. " .........
, May 13 J. Weston..............
50
65 May 15 Sr. Ward. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 50
J. W. Wilson .. .. . .... . 1 00
50
50 July 20 J. Wright, agent....... 4 80
do
....... 19 20
45 Ang 7 do
1'\ 1-iept 5 Wallsend branch....... 2 67
48
55 Feb 9 Sr. Webster............
lUch Hill branch ........ 1 95
Holden branch.... .. ... 1 10
30
$324 60
75
15
Expended as received. $824 60

1 60
1 75

60

......... .

Jan 14 Railroad fare to Kansas
Cny and return. . . . . .•
50
Jan 18 Railroad fare to Holden. 1 20
Jan 27 Stationery. Stamps, etc.
90
Jan 28 Railroad fare to and
from Rocl<ville .... , ..
so
Jan 30 Railroad fare to Lowry
City ............... ..
25
Feb 4 Railroad fare to Osceola
10
Ra1lro1V] fare to Clinton.
2'1
. l 45
Feb 7 Lhoeing boreds....
Feb 20 Railroad fare to Lowry
City ............... ..
25
Stationery and stamps.
71\
$ 2'i 55

~~

1
1 OU
1 00
50
2 00
25
2 00
5(}
40
10 00
2 00
2 00
1 00
1 00
2 00
75
1 00
50
2 00

Over paid .............. $ 14 30

1888.
May 20
Aug 5
Aug 26
Sept 5
Sept 9

Sept 22

Oct
Oct

4
22

Nov 17
Dec 2
Jan

10

Jan 11
.Jan 9
Feb 5
Feb 8
Feb 14
Feb 15
Feb 19

W. S. PENDER
Receipts.
Bi•hop Blakeslee ..... $
C. E. Clo••<:>n...... .....
Orman Dutton.........
Henry Woodstock......
Emma DeLapp ..... "...
C. Burr........ .. .... .
C. Davis . . . . .. .. .. .. ...
II. Southwick..........
A. Davis ...............
S. ARkin................
L. Hayer. .. .. .. . .. . .. .
H. Hayer. . .. .. . .. .. .. ..
M" Daniel,on.... .......
C. Danielson...........
A. Lewis.. .. . .. . .. . .. ..
J. Danielson...........
P. Danielson ........ ,',.
A. Lewis.. ...... . .. ...
C. Davis................
S. A•kin ... ............
Sr. Hicks...............
A. Davis................
F. J. Hare .......... ""
A. DeLapp .............
I. N ickeri!on............
H. Aldrich ..............
s. Askin...............
C. Davis. . . .. .... ..... .
F. 1\L Hicks............
D. R. Pomroy .. ·..... ...
A Sister ...............
Other parties...........

40
1
2
2
1
~

oo
00
!10
50
00
50
00
00
on
00
50
00

1
1
1
1
1
1 on
2 00
5 75
1 00
50
5 00
3 00
50
1 on
3 00
2 00
1 00
50
1 50
1 00
3 00
50
50
20 00
1 10

$108 85

$171 40

Expended as ,received .$108 85
Expenditures.
Trave!ing expenses .....$ so 10
Clothmg ........................ ;;s g7
Postage......................... 5 7:)
Cash to carrie my daugh13 ter ............................... 15 00

493

1888.

W. llil. RUMEL.
Receiots.
Total receipts ......... $ 58 90
Expended as received.$ 5~ 90

V. D. BAGGERLY.
1888.
Receipts.
May 24 James Scott........... $
June 16 do
do ...........
July 25 do
do ............
Aug 27 do
do . .. . .......
Nov 19 do
do
Dec 15 do
do .. .. . .. .. .. .
1889.
Jan 18 do
do
Feb 22 do
do
Mar 18 do
do
1888.
Jan 15 I. Hyde .............. ..
J. Cuming ............ ..
Wm. Cnming .......... .
Aug
J. Porter .............. ..
P. Haskell ........ ,_, ..
.1. Ford ................ .
Wm, Burton ........... .
l\1ary Ford ............ .
J. Jewel. .............. .
Frances J ewe!. ........ .
J. M. Scott ........... ..
'l'. Wheeler ........... ..
I. Hvde ............... ..
M, York ........ : ..... .
John Sutliff .......... ..
Mrs. S. Sutliff....... ..
Mr. D. H. Baggerly .... .
.1. York ................ .
W. F. York ............ .
S. Ynrk ................ .
Mr. ,r. York ............ .
C.Cook ......... .

············
............
... ........

C. H. PORTER.
1888.
Receipts.
April23 M, N. A. Fields ........$
C. Bertz................
May 14 J. Young...............
May 15 P. Fields...............
)iay 18 S. Carter...............
0. Palmer..............
May 24 W. Self.. .. ..... .. .... •
May 25 J. Higgins..............
May 29 L. Metcham............
June 13 L. Klein................
June 22 R. S. Coates............
July 1 S. Swank...............
July 2 SarBh Swank.. ... .. .. .
July 15 A. Kious................
July 30 S. Carter.... .. . .. .. .. ..
J. Higgins....... ..... •
Sept 5 J. E. Malcom ...........
Sept 17 0. Stambro.......... .. •
A. Palmer..............
Sept 27 N. A. Jolmson.... .... .
Oct
2 do
do
. .. .. .. ..
Oct
3 E. Myers... ....... ... .
Oct 11 0. Sava!!e.... ... .. .. . ...
Nov 21 W. H. Fender..........
Nov 29 A. Burrier..............
Dec 1 W. H. Fender ..........
Dec 5 R. 0. Self........ .. .. ..
Dec 6 M. Carter...............
Dec 17 N. Trook .. .. .. . .... ...
Sr. Trook........ .. .. ..
M. Ervin................
R. Ervin.. .............
0. Ervin................
J. Ervin".... .. ... . ..
Dec 20 R. Clarence.............
J. Everett .. .. .. . .. • • ..
1889.
Jan 1 L. Klein....... .... . ...
Jan 21 W. Self ........ ·.........
Jan 22 J. Ferguson"..........
Jan 30 S.C. Young...... . ....
Feb 8 J. McCraig... . ... .. ...
Feb 13 Platte River brauch....
]'eh 25 M. Ervin.... .. .. .. .. .. .
Feb 26 0. Ervin........ . .. .. ..
ll'eb 27 G. Everett..............

10
10
10
8
10
10

1888.

2
1
1
2

1
5
2
1

25'
30
50
50
50
5<1
25
00
25
25
00
00
50
00
05
25
10
25
25
50
00
50
00
00
10
50
25
50
50
50
25
45
25

50
50
1 00
25
1 00
4 25
50
50
50

$ 34 00

00
00
00
00
00
00

1888.

10 00

10 00
10 00
50
25
25
75
35
50
50

T. J. BEATTY.
Receipte.
James Hannah ........ $
l\1. GabrieL.. .. .. .. .. ..
C. Cooper . .. ...........
D. J. Hannah............
J.Abbott ...............
T. Cooper. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
J. Gabriel..............
Hocking Valley branch.
F. Smith........ .. .. .. .
·L. Smlth...... ....... ..
T. Hamilton............
J. W. Trout.. . .... .. ..
G. ~prinl<le.............
J. Cotteral............ .

50
25
1 00
1 50
160
50
50
75
1 00
50
25
3 00
50
1 00

$ 12 85
Expenses to balance ... $ 12 81

25

50

JO

1 00
25

05

0'\

75
50
4 50
25
25

25
25
28

noo

G. W. SHUTE.
Receipts.
E. Sandy .............. $
S. Bingiman ............
H. Jemison .............
Irvin Creek branch.....
M. Jemison.......... ..
G. W. Beebe......... ..
J. Rarick...............

5<1

Expenditures .......... $ 34 00

1888.

G. T. GRIFFITH.
Receipts.
John Money.maker .... $
Isaac Coffman ...... ..
Rob G. Sm1th .......... .
F. Smith .............. .
.J. Carpenrez. .......... .
B. Bell. ............... ..
J.Reese ... , ......... ..
B Brown .............. .
E. C. Uady ............. .
N. Bowman: ......... ..

5
5
2
3
1
1
3

:;~

00
00
00
50
00
50
00

$ 21 00

Expended as received.$ 21 00
ELl M. WILDERMUTH.
1888.
Receipts.
May 22 W. Turner ............ $ 1 00
.June 15 C. W. Lange ........... 5 00
Sept 1 Brother at Lyons, Wis .. 22 50
C. Burr.................
50
Sept 4 do do .. .. .. .. .. . .. • .. .
65
A young Friend........
25

$ 29 90

200
45
1 00
25
25
25
1 00
50

100
1 00

$ 7 70

$100 33
Expended as received

25
25

Expenses to balance ... $ 7 70
C. E. BUTTERWORTH.
1888.
Receipts.
June 4 Members of the Salem
branch .................
June 11 R. Gunsolly.... .... .. ..
N. N. Gunsolly .........
June 14 J. Seddon,, ticket from
Newla to Harlan........
June 2~ J. Bullard...............
Bro: Brewster..........
J. Bullard.... .. .. . .. . ..
Sept 1 T. S. Brown, ticket from
Pomeroy to Ft. Dodge.
Sept 10 W. Jordinson.... ......
S. Jordinson. . .... ....
J. Teasdale.............
Sept 26 0. E. Holcomb.........
•
C. S. Holcomb..........
Sept 30 Galland's Grove branch
Oct 15 W. Butterworth........
Dec s, Mr. C.
Thompson...
Dec 16 Camp Creek branch....
Dec 28 J. Teasdale............
Sept 30 W. Jordison.... ........
Sept 31 S. Jordison.... ...... ...
W:. Ray ...............,...
Feb 18 J • .Bullard..............

w.

2 00
1 OJ
1 00
89
1 00
50
25

1
1
5
8

SO
50
50
00
00
00
55
25

1 oo
2 75
1 00
ll 00.
25
1 00
8Q
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Feb 19 J. S. Wilder............ 1 00
Feb 24 A. A. Bristol, N.Y .•••• 1 00
Feb 25 J. W. Chatburn..... •• . 1 00

'i2604
1888,

Expenditures.
Necessary trav. exp ... $ 20 85
Amount received more
than paid out.......... 5 19

26 04

J. T. KINNAMAN.
1888.
Receipts.
Nov 16 Edgerton branch ...... $ 1 00
S. Mauzy...............
10
1889.
50
Jan 7 Sr. Burnham ........... ,
Jan
8 J. Middleton .......... . 2 00
Jan 16 F. M. Mauzy ........... . 2 00
50
T. Mauzy .............. .
80
Feb 5 G. Simmons ........... .
1
00
18
M.
Morrison
••
,,
.......
.
Feb

$ 7 90
Expended

1888.
April 4
.'ruly 8
Aug 16
Sept 13

as received.$

M. H. BOND.
Receipts.
G. Gates.. . ........ $
Brt!l. Phillips...........
H. C. Doane............
J. Walker, agent.......
I,ucy Norton ...........
Mary Dobbms.... •• ....
C. Toombs..............

7 90

2 50

1 00
3 00
2 50
1 00
50
50

$ 11 00
J. F. BURTON.
1888.
Receipts.
Feb
4 To A. Morrison ...... $ 4 86 6
A. Stewart.... .. .. .. .. 4 86 6
J)'eb 17 Sr. Woods............ 9 73
Feb 29 Bro. Emmerson.. • .. • • 4 86 6
)far 1 R. Ellis, Agent,. • . . . . . 48 15
Mar 12 P. Flemming. .. . • .. . . 5 08
Mar 13 S. W. Hailey......... 4 86 6
Geo. Stewart.. .. .. • .. • 7 BO
April 12 Hamilton Branch ..... 19 46
April 21 John Dickenson...... 2 43
April 13 Sr. Webster.......... 4 Sli 6
April 3 L. Anderson.......... 2 ·l:l
April 23 Wm, Clarke.......... 9 73
:May 7 John Wright ......... 19 46
May 6 J. Flood.............. 2 4:3
Mny 24 Jane McKay.. .. • .. .. • 11 07
May 80 Allen Argent. .. • .. • .. 14 59
Martin Ballard ...... , , 9 73
Wm. Gore............ 9 73
James McKay......... 9 73
Amos Ballard......... 7 78
Wm. Ballard .......... 14 59
July 5 John Rodger .......... 24 33
July 7 Wm. Clarke .......... 24 33
July 8 Geo. Lewis.. .. .. . . .. . 24 33
Wallsend Branch ..... H 59
Sr. Lewis.. .. .. .. .. .. .
73
June 18 Forster Branch, for
passage .............. 236 00
R. Ellis, Agent ....... 291 96
Mar 25 Sr. Anderson......... 4 86
A Friend.............. 4 Sil
Aug 7 Sr. T. J. Andrews .... 10 00
Aug 9
do
.. .. 2 00
Aug 28 Sr. Keighan ..... ,..... 2 50
Sep
1 Sr. Cooper............ 3 00
J. R. Badham, Agent. 20 00
6 Sr. Parks... .. .. ..... 1 00
Sep
7 C. A. Hawkin......... 5 00
Sep
Jep 10 S. Stevens.. .. .. .. .. • • 2 50
Sep 23 Collections for boots.. 9 00
Sap 24 J. M. Range, Agent, .. 20 00
Sep 25 A. Puge ............... 2 50
llep 26 J. ~I. Range.......... 2 00
John Carmichael...... 2 00
Oct
1 J. R. Badham, Agent, 20 00
Oct 15 Sr. Boshart. . .. . .. .. .. 1 00
Nov 1 J. R. Badham, Agent, 20 00
Nov 3 Bro. Ridley ........... 5 00
N av 19 Geo. Sparks.... .. . .. . 20 00
Dec 1 J. R. Badham, Agent, 20 00
<Dec 11 D. L. Aldridge........ 1 00
Dec 17 R. Allen.. .. .. .. • .. • .. 5 00

1 F. W. Burton.........
D. H. Farrar..........
17 Sr. Schnell.. .. .. • • • • • •
22
do
.. .. .. • • .. ..
23 F. P. Schnell.........
26 Sr. Adams............
Sr. Boshart...........
Pauline Willi.........
Mar 1 H. C. Smith. Agent, ..
Mar 4 Bro. Ridley.... • .. .. ..
Mar 5 Sr. Boshart...........
Sr. Ebinger ...........
Mar 6 Bro. Schnell..........
Sr. Schnell............
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb

1 H. C. Smith, Agent, ..
6 E. Prothero ......... ..
R. M. Dungan ...... ..
H. C. Smith, Agent.. .
l P.M. Betts ......... ..
A. Goff ............... .
W. Johnson ......... ..
L. Loomis ........... ..
D. Garner ............ .
S. Garner ........... ..
Bro. Dustin .......... .
S. Penfold .......... ..
R. M. Dungan ....... .
Mary Betts .......... ..
G. Barr .............. .
Bro. Bedford ......... .
Bro. Starkey ........ ..
Bro. Phenegar ..••••••
Samuel Dungan ...... .
V. Garner ........... ..

1 oo
1 50
1 00

$ 46 05

1 00
50

~-.

20 00
2 00
50
1 00

1888.

May

20
5
1
1

1 00
50
50

25
25
25
25
25

25
25

Feb

50
50

'Mar

Money paid out in traveling

1888.

1888.

1888.
25

1 50
2 00

1 00

1 00

2 25

$

7 25

.JAMES BROWN.
Receiptm.
John
.......... $
Sr.
• ........... ..
Eliza lfay .... .
B. F. do .............. .
W. W. Hodge ........ ..
Nancy Harris,··~· ........
Viney Dobs ............ ..
Amos do ........... ..
:Martha Harris . ~ ~
"~
Rosa
do
Murtal
do
Joseph Wayt ........... ..
Thomas do .
Henry Dobs ............ .
A. C.
do ........... ..
Caroline Way\; ........ ~~ u
Henry Harris .. ~~~~GQ~~~
Sr.
do
.......... .
James Carlile .......... .
Esau Biggs .......• ··~·
George Maste1·s. . • • .. ..
Robert RobsoL ........ ..
Clara Hawley.... .. •••
James Stewarcl ....... ~·"
Jl!lary A. Scott ......... ..
Andrew Richardson .... .
George
<lo
&

50

1 00

00
25

00
50

00

50

1 95
1 50
2 00
25

2 00
50
25

. . . . ., ..

90

00

00
00
00
00
50
00

8 00
25

UQ

2 00
1 00

April
April
April

10
05

25
25
25

25
25

3 00
2 00
1 00
1 00

1 50
1 00
25
1 00
1 00

April
May
May
May
l\fay
Nray
May
May
June
Jnue
fJ une
.July
July
July
Aug
Aug
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Oct
Nov

1 00
1 00

$ 31 85

Expenditures.
Traveling expenses as ;:·eceived $ 31 85

50

u

F. ilf. SHEB:HY.

15
50

10
25
50
25

50
50

00
00
50
25
50

25
25

10
25
25

10
50
25
25

25
75
50
25

10

1888.
Heceipta.
Mar 25 Sr. Dixon .............. $ 1
J. T. McKee ............ 11
E. Dixon................ 1
May 8 J. Smith, Agent,....... 10
Aug 12 W. G. Pert. Agent,.. .. 5
Eugene L. Kelley.... .. . 1
Sept
Hannah J3"'oss ..........
J. K. Johnson.......... 3
May Dobbin............
Lucy A. ;l[orter.. .. • .. . 1
11I. J.Richardson ........ 1
J. S. Walker, Agent .... 10
Wm. G. Pert, Agent, ... 10
D. S. Seavey
5
Dec
Collection at Dixfield... 6
Wm. Winston ........... 1
JIIIrs. Bryant. . • . .. • .. .. .. 1
C. Painter ..... "•.. u.,..
S. Holman .. . .. • .. . ..
Andrew Child...... .. .. 1
J. Smith~ Agent, ....... 10
do
do ........ 15
do
do for board
at Fall River.. ..
50
Q.

05
50
25

$145

Expended as reoeived

50
25

$306 8:)
$ 51 00

E. WHEELER.
Receipts.
'ro donations ........... $ 21 15
By expenditures.. .. .. .. 21 15
JAMES THOMAS.
Receipts.
Peter Rasmussen ....• $ 5 00
Arthur Harley ...•...... 5 00
Thomas do
.•...••. ·~ 2 00
Ole Madison .......... .. 2 50
M.P. do .......... .
50
W. Rose .............. . 2 00
3 50
A. Jenson ...•.....
S. Dickson ............. . 1 00
Sr. do
............ .. 2 00
Sr. Anderson .•• ~ ~ ...... e .. 2 00
:M. Nelson ............ ..
50
C. C. do ............. . 1 00
J.
do ............ ..
30
Sr. Jenson ............. . 1 75
& ...... .

Hubert Havey..........

Receipts.
1 Robert Eden ................. $ 2' 33
20 Peter Fleming............... 4 86
G,;orge Eden.................. 2 43
29 J. G. F. Rennie.............. 1 46
Z Ashton Wooley.............. 4 86
6 Alex. Stewa.rt............... 9 73
Evan G. Jones...............
24
J. C. F. Rennie ·•••••n••••u
24
Them. Arton.....................
2J
Evnn J ones ......•..••• u••••••
24.
20 Hobert Eden.................. 2 43
SistcrWoods .................. 4 86
11 Sr . Rennie ........ .............
49
5 J. Mcintosh.................. 1 21
10 Wm. Clark.................... 9 73
12 H. Ed<ln ....... ................
97
Sr. J. ~Iclntosh.............. 1 21
J. Mcintosh.................... 1 21
16 Queensferry branch...... 9 73
20 Sr. V\Tool1ey ............... ~~~
73
George R. Eden.....
3 89
25 J. C. F. Hennie..............
97
5 do
do
......:........ 1 21
6 A. Woolley.................... 2 43
8 E. McGurk.................... 2 43
10 A. Johnston.................. 8 40
20 E . •T. Jones.................... 1 21
26 A. Woolley .................... 1 58
27 Hastings branch ............ 12 71
14 Hamilton branch........... 4 53
J. G. Dickenson............
43
171vL Carmichael............... 4 86
J. C. F. Hennie.............. 2 43
18 E. McGurk 1 Agent, ........ 24 33
11 C. Fleming.................... 4 86
18 l'red Horton .................. 2 55
J. C. F. Hennie ............. 1 22
18 R. :Ellis, Agent, .............. 24 33
10 J. Wright....................... 4 86
Sr. do .'...................... 2 92
12 J.
do ....................... 6 56
10 C. S. McLaren............... 2 43
12 J. Wright....................... 9 73
15
do
....................... 24 33
J. Flood ....................... 2 43
L. Anderson.................. 1 70
16 A. Loving..................... 6 08
24 N"mbucca branch......... 2 31
5 George A. Ballard......... 4 86
l\fa!com
do
4 86
Wm. C.
do
7 42
AmoB W.
do ......... 3 65
Emma Argent............... • 4 86
Bcnj. Buckman .............. · 2 43
Jane McKay .................. 4 86
Donald do .... ........ ...... 2 43
Wm. Gore ..................... 4 86
]~clward J. Ballard......... 4 86
Jaeob Scuvener .........
1 21
Luther Ballard............... 2 43
6 John Wright .................. 19 46
26 Bro. Colvin .............. ~····· 4 86
do
.................... 2 55
A. Loving....................... 7 30
L. _1\nderson ...... n•••••••••• 1 21
,J. Wright....................... 68 12
Forster branch ............... 66 66
5 Sr. \Vebster ............. h.... 6 OS
6 H. Broadway ............... 4 86
9 George Lewis................. 4 86
Wm. Clark ..................... 9 73
ooo<>O<oooo

1 50

J. A. CARPENTER.
Receipts.
G. A. Blakeslee ........ $ 75
A. Barr, Agent, ........ 205
E. Hartnell.............
Frederick Cameron..... 1
Sr. Moon................
Lydia Suprey.. • . • • • • .. 1
James Squires. . . • .. . .. 2
Wm. Jenkinson......... 1
George Jenkin son, sen.,. 1
Mary Jenkinson.. .. .. .. .
JenneyJenkinson....... 1
Charlotte Jenkinson.... 1
Emma Prestrtge. . . . . ~.
Charles Tedford.. .. .. ..
"'fVm. Spears ....... •c•· u
Ella Tedford.... . .. .. .. •
Ellen Wolpington.. ... ..
:Martha
do
James
do
.......
May Tedford. . .. .. • • •• ..
Linnie Prestage. .. .. .. ..
Alonzo Prestage.... ... .
Bessie Oliver. . . . . . . . . . • 1
George l\:1cKinzie ..••• ~ • • 4
Sheldon Armstrong..... 2
Flora Dunn.............
George Nixon .. ·.........
A braham Gouister. . . . • •
Frank Hugill.. .. . .. .. . ..
Sr. Gonister..... .. .. .. ..
Willard DeGraff.... .. ..
~Iaggie
do .. .. .. ..
Annie Wolpington.... ••
John
do
Bell
do
......
Sandy Jenkinson. .. • . .. •
George Crabtree.... .. ..
Francis Fosdick.........
William Goddard.......
William M<trsh.. ... .... .
Anna Dunn.............
Claude Rogers.... .. .. ..
William Avis...........
David Munn... ..... .. ..
111rs. A. S!r!it.h....... ....
E. Linaburg. . . . . . . . • . . .

oo

1 00

Expended as raceived $ 7 25

00
00
00
00

75

50

1889.
Jan

$38 75

1888.

Jan
Feb
Feb

1 00

1

By expenditures to balance $38 75

20 00

50

AI,FRED llAV1S.
Receipt".
SimonE........... 1ji I 00

50
2 00

ALEX. HALE SMITH.
1888.
Receipts.
June 13 Julia Harper ........... $
Sr. McLeod.............
T. J. Martin . . .. .. •• •• ..
Oct
Sr. Jones, Iowa .........
1889.
Feb 15 W. McGahan, Ill........
Doude Furrow.... .. • • ..
Mar 15 W. McGahan............
Don C. Salisbury........
Fred V. do
Sol. J.
do
1888.'
2 John Bauer ........... ..
Dec
Sr. Winter ........... ..
Sarah Schroeder ...... ..
Maggie Wight ........ ..

T. W. SMITH.
1888.

15 00

By expenditures to balance $1 108 24

20 .00
1 00
50
50
50
50

1 00
1 oo

K:

25
1 00

$1 108 24

1.889.

Jan
Feb

25

Feb.

25
25
00

00
00
00

50
00
50
00
00
00

00
30
00
00

50
5'J

00
00
00
00

so

J'A:VmS MOLER.

1888.

20

no

12 00
3 00
1 00
2 00

SO
2 40
1 00

25

1
1
5
1

Dec
Dec
Dec

•••

00

%1-:tfl SO

Recejpts
T. J. Beatty. Agent,." .. $
Bishop . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .
May
0. West................
}irs. S. Staley.
.....
People of Wilksville....
A. Kirkendall.... . .. . .. •
June
Bro. and Sr. Odell......
F. Smith .. . .... .... ...
Sr. Hamilton...... . ....
Sr. Booth...............
Sr. Trout .. .. .. .. ... .. ..
Bro. Trout..............
Aug
L. Rhoads.... .. . ......
Union Grove Branch....
John Thompson.........
Jacob Williams .. ~.9~0...
Oct-Jan Isaac Coffman.. .. .. • .. •
Maggie do
.. .. . • .. •
0. E. Cleveland.........
N. Bowman.............
John Moneymaker......
Jacob Good.......... ..
John Landes.

Nov
Nov

00

00
00
00

4 00
1 00

50
9 00
2 25
2 00
1 50
1 00
2 00
1 00

$ 73 70

J. A. MCIN'rOSH.
1888.
Receipts,
Mar
6 Gn.rafrax:a branch for
suit
.................. $
:Niar 19 Charles King "'""" ...........
Mar 2G 'V alter 1\Iorrison ..... ,......
Mar 2l Wru. Calvert. ..............
Loremm Powler..............
April 7 Jane Campbell..............
l\iay 13 John
do
May 18 Elizabeth Ann Calvert...

May
Jnlv
July
July
_'\ ug
Aug

19
12
16
28

Aug

1

1

3

Aug 8
Aug 9
Aug l:l

VVm.
do
Jobn Wilson ................
Bro. Leatherda.le .........~.
Norman Blakely... .........
Isaac Lifton. . ..... ...........
Ann Shaw . . .. .. ..... .. ..•••.
N. l!'. Liddy ...................
do
--···· .. ·~·--······
VVm. Lively
David BardwelL...........
Wm. Lively.......... .......
Thos. Vince .................
ltiaud Lively .... ···········~
Edith Eagleson..............
cTames do
......... ....
Henry Atkinson............
Henry Hildreth..............
Harry Walton...............
Wm. Lively..................
Wm. Side.. ...................
Sr. Kennedy..................
Aggie Kennedy........ .....
Sr. Broadstreet..............
W. J. Wilmer.................
S-. Dezelle.....................
Bro. Gillett....................
Sr. Vince... ....................
Thomas Vinoa...............
N. P. Liddy....................
Bro. Walker... ....... ......
Wm. Lively. ..................
Peter McBrayne............
D

Aug

25

Sept 3
Sept 12
Sept 13
Sept 16
Sept 17
Sept 18
Sept 20

14 00
5 00
1 00

1 00
2 00
6 00
50
5 00

50
1
1
1
2

50
00
00

1
2
1
1

00
00

00

25
00
00
50

50
50
50
2 00
1 00
50
1 00
50
1 00
25
25

1 00
25
5 00

1 00
o 00
50

1 00
50
50

1 00

14
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Sept 23 Unknown .................... .
Bro. Peters ....................
Maria Hansen ...••••••
Sr. Leach .......................
Sept 24 Asa Vickery ................ ..
Ferris Atkins .................
Amanda Overstreet ....... .
4 Bro. Lazert ............ u••••u
Oct
Oct 28 Alex. Sinclair .............. .
Oct 81 Minnie Powel .............. .
Nov 4 Peter Peterson .............. .
Delivered lecture Town
Hall, col, for rent ........•
Nov 5 Margaret Whitehead ......
u

25
50
50

. . . ..

Cameron branch, fare to
there sent me .............. .
Annie :&icKee, Toronto1
20
21
23
27
28

Dec
Dec

2

25

20
50

50
2 00

5 00
2 00
1 35
25
5 00

baptize ....................... . 3 00
75
Cyr:'us Mooney .............. .
Annie MeKee ................ . 1 50
65
Cyrus :Mooney .............. .
50
~J.
O'Brien .............. .
01
Jimmie Batns ........ n••···~
22
Arthur Braden ............. ..
05
George do ........ · ·····•

""l.

4 John Bates (postage) .... .

04

50
Sr. Coppins ................... .
Dec 10 Abram Lake ................. . 2 00
Dec 12 Daniel E. Hough ......... .. 2 00
50
Almira Perrin ...... ··•••n••
50
Dec 22 J. Elliott ...................... .
26
J. Kinnie ................••.•.. ~
vv. do ..................... .. 25
25
ElizaDack .................. ..
25
Elder Burton ............... ..
25
M. J:\IcCrea. ......•••.....•••. n•
25
l~. Hales ..................... ·
05
R. Elliott ......................
50
J. Braden ..................... ..
25
liL Eraden ....................
25
R. Heid ..........................
Dec 25 Orla Burton ............... ..
50
George .Burton ............ . u
50
50
Jus. Kane ........................... .
25
Dec 30 J. Kinnie ........................ .
1889.

2 Jl;fath, McRca.................... . 1
Thos. Dack ......................... . 1
3 J. Anderson ........................ 1
John Braden..................... 1
4 Chas. Lake ......................... 1
Chester Lake ..................... 1
7 Lizzie Bates........................ 1
8 Joseph Perrin.............. .. 1

Jan
Jan
Jan

Jan
Jan
Jan
9 J. J.
do .................
Jan 13 Isaac Taylor ................. .
Jan 14 Abram ~larchment ....... ..
Feb
7 Chas. King .................. ..
Feb
9 Jacob Taylor............... ..
John
do .................
Feb , 18 Wm. Rea (funeral ex.) .. .
Feb 26 Minnie Powe!. .. .-...........
J. B. Burton ................ ..

00
00
00
00
50
00

00
00
25

1 00
50
75

1 00

20
5 00
1 00

90

$120 12
Expenditures $120 12

1888.
June 12
Aug 18
Sept 1
Oct
~
Nov 26

A. J. OATO.
Receipts.
G. A. Blakeslee ........ $
do
do
..........
Frionds atMurfressboro
Bro. Iv1e...............
W. H. Schofield.. . ....
E. Banta................

20 00

10 00
1 00
50
3 00
5 00

$ 39 50
Personal expenses.

1888.
Anril
:llay
.Tune
,July 7
Jnly 13
An~
Au~ 12
,;ept
Oct
!S'ov
Nov 9
Nov 26

W. H. KELLEY.
Receipts.
G. A. Blakeslee ...........$
John Smith, agent........
do
do
........
do
do
........
do
do
........
do
do
........
do
do
........
do
do
........
W. Pert, agent ...............
John Sm1th, agent .........
do
do
.........
A. Cameron, agent ........
do
do
........
G. A. Riakeslee ............

1
1
1
1
1
2

00
00
00
00
00
00
75
1 00

$753 00

=

Expenditures.
April
Fa.re to and from General Conference ............. $ 37 00
May
Fare to New Philadelphia, Ohio, and return. 7 40
June
Fare from Kirtland to
Fall River, Boston and
Providence .................. 22 00
July
Fare to Fall River, New
Bedford and Boston..... 2 75
Aug 12 Lisbon Falls, Deer Isle. 7 00
15
Aug
JB~~:J~~~dl~r~~ld~~~~ 9 50
Sept
Providence, Rhode Islami, to K1rtland ......... 15 00
Oct
Kirtland to Brooklyn,
New York .................... 8 50
Bridgeport to Hornerstown ............................ 4 25
Nov
Philadelphia and NotthJgham....... ................. 4 35
Nov 9 Phila,.!elphia to Scranton............................... 5 57
Nov 21 Scranton home, (sick·
ness) ............................ 11 25
Dec
Scranton,
Brooklyn,
Danvi.lle and return to
Philadelphia ................ 22 09
1889.
New York to BoRtcn,
Jan
Providence and Denni•port ........................ 21 93
Clothing, stationery and
portage 1nduded.......... 37 00
Leavingforfamily ......... 537 41
1888.

30
50
50
20
15
10
50
5(:)
10
50
50
54
52
50

00
00
on
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

oo

F. JilL COOPER.
1888.
Heceipts.
Mar 10 Eva Hare ..................... $
April
Delavan 8aints..............
Jnne 7 L. Lewis.......................
June 8 B. Bergerson.................
.June 29 Ann Davis.....................
July 8 D. Brand.......................
Sr. Smith......................
Aug 15 J. Stanley.....................
Aug 16 A. Toiling.....................
S. Perry........................
Aug 29 Sr. Lane........................
F. Orum .....................
Au~ 30 I. L. Rogers..................
Sept 2 S. C. Good.....................
Sept 14 T. WilJitt......... ............
Oct 14 J. B. Harvey .................
Dec 2 H. Sotlthwick...............
A. Obriestal..................
IT. Aldrich.....................
I. Niekerson ....... ,..........
c. D.IY!S .......................
S. Askin........................
Dec 10 E. Allen........................
Jan 4 R Oleson......................
Feb 18 H. Snack.......................
April 15 T. Hongas ......................
June 54 do do .....................
Sept 16 do do .....................
Oct 22 do do .....................
Dec R do do .....................
Feh 1~ do do .....................

1888.

1 00
2 00
1 oo
25
1 00
2 00

1888.
Mar 4
Mar l1
Mar 4
Mar 5

1888.

J. C. FOSS.
Receipts.
W. Ben tram, Mo .......... $ 1 00
J. S trarp...... .................
50

N. Burcham ................ ~.
25
S. S. Black....................
25
T. D. NeaL....................
50
J. Wilkinson.................
50
A. Ferrey ... ...................
20
J. H. Wells, clothing..... 17 00
J. Schmutz....................
25
Bro. Deh~gate...............
2F.l
Bro. Sparling................
50

z.

5 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
50

1 00
1 00
1 00
2 00
1 00
2 00
1 00
50
50
50
5 00
50

1 50
5 00
50
2:, 00
11 00
40 00
5 00
35 00
35 0''

'~inn........................

1~1

Bro. rrunkurd.................
J. J .•r efferds.................
A. Allen........................
Bro. Harlow..................
:M em1,ers of Rich Hill...
A. lVl atthews..................
J. Crane ........................
H. and R. Hunter, Min..
C. Bmv .........................
E. Sherman..................
Sr. Gaylord....................
F. Anderson..................
J. Anderson..................
J. R. Anderson..............
C. H. Pierce .................
G. Gould........................
W. Gonld......................
T. Ashner.....................
D. and Drusilla Keith.....
W. Burn hard..................
J. Dinehart....................
M.rs. Waymouth............
M. Low, Ill....................
J. Orick.........................
M. Crick...... .................
W. Vickery, Ill..............
G. W. Vandran..............
M. Rarick.....................
T. Wtllet .......................
M. Arnold.............. ......
C. Johnson ...................
E. Johnson....................
E. Allen ........................
J Stahle........................
Memhers in Plano.........
A. 1:3. H~wks..................
L. Barker.....................
A. Howard.....................
8. C. Good.....................
S. Olsen........................
L. Lewis........................
A. Lew1s ........................
B. B<>rgerson.................
F. Crumb .......................
P. Allen ........................
Members of the Underwood branch, rubber
suit ..............................

50
20
50
50

6 45
1 00

1 00
75
1 00
50
1 00
25
50
2:,
25

50
!\0
1 00
71\
25
1 00
50
1 00
50
50
1 00
50
50
2 00
1 00
25
1 00
2 00
50
3 55
75
1 00
5 00
2 00
5 00
5 00
10 00
2 00
1 00
1 00
·
16 00

$!04 00

00

No expenditures reported

Mar 10
Mar 20
Mar ~1
Mrr 25
April 2
April 5
April23

May
May
May
July
Aug
Aug

13
30
31
1
26
28

Sept 6

!...........

1888.

1
1
23
5
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
3
7
2

00
00
00
00
50
00
50
00
40
00
00
50
00
60
00
00
50
75
00
00
25
00
50

50
50
2 50

$133 75

1 00
10 25
1 00
1 50
2 00
2 00
100
2 00

Expendttnres.
Incidentals and clothing ..................$ 75 00
Cmincil Bluffs to New
York ................... 32 50
Fare across the ocean .. 35 00
Sundry expenses on the
way .................... 20 00
Fare from Liverpool and
clothmg ................ 12 50

$165 00

1 00
2 50
5 00

65
4
8
1

Receipts.
Received during year... $ 33 7B
Allowance to reach miseion .............................. 100 00

Expended as received.$165 00

Expend'tnrcs.
Family expenses and inN
cidentals .................. $193 oo
M. T. SHORT.
Receipts.
G. A. Blakeslee ......... $
J. H. Lambert, a.gent ...
J. Chisnall, agent......
W. ?endleton.... ..... ..
S. Pendleton...........
M. W arnilck.... .. .. . .. •
J. Warnock.............
S. Garland..............
E. Short ................
S. Moore...............
S. Wilkinson...........
D. J. Bradford..........
E. E. Bradley.. . .. .. ...
0. P. Southc,rJand......
W. Pendleton..........
M. Warnock............
S. Warnock.............
Mrs. Collins............
M. Keck... • ....... •. ..
M. Jackson ............
W Hurst ...
C. E. OloBson ...........
0. ·N. Dutton...........
J. Wheeler, (Salvationist).... . .. . ... .. .... ...
M. Woodstock..........
H. Woodstock..........

J. T. DAVIS.
1888.

1889.

Jan 8 L. Hicks.... . .. • .. • • .. • •
Jan 20 A. Davis.... .. .. .. • .. .. .
Feb 4 A. Delap"" ............
Feb 8 IT. Aldrich.... .........
Feh 15 W. IT. Hubbard.. .. • .. •
Feb 19 W. Aldrich.............
S.Askins ...............
C. Davis................

J. A. DAVfS.

00

Jan 9 do
do
............ 50 00
Jr.n 16 A. 011meron agent........ 5 00
Feb 13 ,fohn Smith, agent ........ 25 00
For traveling expenses
from agents and Bishop 91 00
Jonesport Saints ........... 4 00
Sept
Bro. Ellenger................. 1 00
Nov
J. J. Morgan and wife ... 2 00
Bro. Gill. ....................... 2 00
Sr. Ieaacs.......... ...... ...... 2 00
Sr. Thomas.................... 2 00
Bro. Harris.................... 1 00
Sr. Morgan.................... 1 00
M. Morgan .................... 1 00
J. J. j\'[organ....... ...... ..... 2 00
ran
Sr. Jones....................... 8 00
·sr. Harris..................... 1 25
J. R. Will\ams....... ........ 2 00
Watkin Jonee ............... 2 00

Sept 9 A. Davis ........ ; .......
C. Davis............ ...
S. Askins...............
Oct
2 M. Anderson...........
Dec 2 M. Casner..............
Dec 10 G. W. Benson..........

$753 00

$1~3

1889.

15

Wm. Jones ....................
J. Morga!!......................
Mary ]\;forgan.................
Sr. Morgan ..................
F. Ervins.......................
Sr. Wm. Thomas...........
Bro. Harris....................
P. Phillips.....................

70

to pay fare to come to

Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov

Jan 10 J. W. Morgan................ 1 00

495

Receipts.
Sr. l'indiugton ........ $
Sr. Hough.. . . . .. .... ••
Sr. Jones .. . .. .. .. . .. •
J. Evans................
Bro. Decabes..... .. ... •
H. N. Hansen..........
Bro. Kibler.............
J. Seddon..............
Sr. Halliday............
·Bro. Dyek.... .. .. ... . ..
w. Sm1th...... ...... ...
Brother in Logan, Iowa.
Gordon . .. .. .. .. ...
Bro. N edom.... .. .. .. ..
Sr. Nedom.. ............
Sr. Barglery............
.Sister at Wheeler.. . ..
Bro. Smith.............
0. Hoyt .................
Sr. JeweL...............
M.r. C.ampbell...........
Unio1;1 Grove branch....
Mr. Capline..... ..... .. .

w.

1 00
50
50
50
2 oo
35
25
1 00
50
1 50
50
25
1 25
1 00
5'
50
1 oo
1 50
1 00
50
1 50
3 50
1 DU

$ 22 10
~~ expendit11res report·

'ii7500
1888.

Mar 1
Mar 4
Mar 10
Mar 11
Mar 12
.rune
June
.rune
Jnue

8
9
15
19

June 20
July 3
July 28

Aug 16
Aug 19
Aug 20
Sept
Sept
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct

17
27
6
14
24
30

Nov
Dec

2

8

Dec 16
Dec 28
1889.
Jan 8
Feb 10
Feb 15
Feb 22
Feb 24
Feb 26

E. C. BRAND.
Receipts.
R. li:I. Given ........... $
Bro. and Sr. Hull.......
Sr. Johnson............
Sr. E. R'Jbinson.... ....
Sr. Moses ..............
Hydy brothers . .. .. •
W. Hidy. ..............
D. George..............
S. Mnnn ................
T. Davies...............
Scranton branch........
G. Chapman.. . .. .. . .. •
Mr. S. King.............
Brother of McDougal...
A. Dodd ................
D. Hopkins .............
D. Williams ............
W. Hopkins............
W. Thomas.............
W. Pennington. .. .... •
E. Leavenworth........
W. J\;fenzws .. .. . .. .....
Bro. Chapman ..........
Sr. Adamson...........
Mrs. M1tter. .... .. .... ..
Sister Twist. ..........
do
do .. .. .. .. •
W. Menzies.............
W. Chapman...........
A. Liscomb......... ..
G. D. Price.............
W. Gnrwell..... ... .... •
T. Davies . .. . .. ...... ..
R. Winning.............
W. Gurwell.............
T. Davies...............
E. Forshey .............
E. Thomas..............
E. Burlington..........
C. Allen................
Bro. Gurwell............
E. Leavenworth........
Scranton branch........
E. Chapman............
Bro. George.. .. . .. .. .. .

50
2 00
10
50
2 00
60
50
1 oo
1 00
1 00
5 30
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
2 75
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 50
50
50
1 00
50

1 00

50
50
75
50
1 00
50
65
1 00
5 00
65
1 00
1 00
1 00

1 00
1 00
65
1 00
5 15
05
1 00

$ 53 15

Expenditures.
Mar 5 Fare to Des Moine3 ... $
Mar 7 Fare to Dawson ...... ..
Mar 10 Fare to Angus ......... .
Mar 12 Fare to Collins ........ .
Mar 19 Fare to Omaba .. .
Mar 21 Fare home ............. .
April 2 Fare to Independence
and return .........••••
May 29 Fare to Omaha ........ .
June 1 Fare to A tch!S<lll ..... ..
June 2 Fare t.o Good Intent and
return ..........•......
June 15 Far.e to Scranton ...... .
June 19 Fare to Netawaka .... ..
June 22 Fare to Corning ...... ..
,July 5 do
do ...... ..
July 17 do
Netawaka .... ..
Julv 31 do
Atchison ..... ..
Aui'( 1 do
Shaunon ..... ..
Aug 4 do
Fanning ...... ..
Aug 5 do
Highland ..... ..
Aug 11 do
Atchison ....... .
Aug 13 do
Shannon andreturn ............•......
Aug 16 Fare. to Leavenworth
and return ..... ~ ....•.•
Aug 17 FMe to Scranton ..... ..
do
Netawaka ..... .
Aug 21 do
Corning ...... ..
Aug 24 do
Atchi•on ...... ..
do
McPaul. ...... ..
Sept 13 do
Atchison ...... ..
Sept 14 do
Scranton ...... ..
Oct
4 do
Leavenworth ...
Oct ·7 do
Atchison. .. ...
Oct 22 do
Fanning andreturn ................ .
Nov 3 Fare to St. Joseph and
turn .............. · ..
Nov 5 Fare to Netawaka .... ..
Nov 7 do
Horton ........ .
Nov 8 do
Holton ........ .
Nov 9 do
Netawaka ..... .
Nov 19 do
Centralia ....... .

~~6 2{

gg

1 05
1 18
33
1 46
2 57

1 17

7 05
1 58
240
85
1 07
1 90
27

1 67

64

55
11
35
05
35

2'
62
1 06
1 14
25
83
1 90
290
1 07
1 21
31
70

1 70

ft':ihi~~~:::::::
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5!)

21
29
23
39
79
65

THE SAINTS' H
Dec 4 Fa.re to Fanning and re·
turn .................. .
Dec 12 Fare to Shannon andre·
turn....................
Dec 20 Fare toN etawa.. . . . . . •
do
.........
Dec 24 do
Dec 24 Fare to Atchison. . . . . . .
St. Joseph.....
Jan 7 do
9 do
McPaul....... • .
Jan
Omaha.........
Feb 7 do
St. Joseph.....
Feb 10 do
Atchison.......
Feb 13 do
Fanning........
Feb 14 do
Seran ton.... . . .
Feb 21 do
Halton.... . .. • .
Feb 27 do
do
Leavenworth...
Independence..
Feb 28 do
Clothing about .........
Stationery, stamps and
books about ...........
Sundries about .........

G. McKenzie.
K. Green............
M. Schaar..............
C. Schaar...............
E. Brandsley ...........
E. Frisbie..............
F. Frisbie........
C. Grant................
J. A. Grant .. .. .. . .. .. .
Saints of Pigeon River
branch. .. .. .. .. . .. . ...
G. A. Crouch...........
l\1r. Ladd. .. .. ... .......
W. Sales....
S. Armstrong...........
J. Hugill................
R W. Hugill...........
P. V. Hug\11.. ..... .....
R.. Hartnell..... .. . .. ..
1\L Jen!dnson....
J. Jenkinson...........
Mr. Hunter........
.
J. Hartnell, Sr..........
J. Hartnell. Jr..........
E. Teadford.............
E. Hartnell.............
W. Jenkinson . .. . . .. ..
L. Jenkinson..
D. Bradd...............
G. A. Blakeslee ........

c.

65

22
55
10

1
2
1

1

40

55
45
75
75
00
45
65
51
76
03
71
00

15 00
10 00

$119 75

Expended more than received ................ $ 66 60

1888.

E. A. DAVIS.
Receipts.
From Wales ........... $
Saints at Crescent City.
Saints in Kasas.........

9 50
4 75
2 75

July
April
May
May

2
29
4
8

May 12

May 15
May 30
Oct
9
Oct 15
Nov 24
Nov 27
Nov 28
1889.
Jan 14 F. M. Walker ......... ..
.•
Jan 15 B. A. Greer. . . . . . .
Feb 3 0. S. Savage .......... ..
L. Klien ............... .
F'eb 8 S. Brolliar ........... ..
Feb 20 W. Savage ............. .
R. White ............. ..
Feb 21 Levi Anthony ......... .

89 90
35 00
20 00
25
1 00
65
5 00
1

8

m
50

50
85

fiO
2:\
2:1
2:>

75
3 15
2 uo
1 00

$182 66

Expenditures.
1888.
Mar 1 Balance due ........... $ 24
Railroad fare ........... 112
Clothing .............. 15
Incidentals ............ 29

88
03
15
53

$181 59
Balance due church ... $
C. G. LANPHEAR.
1888·
Receipts.
July 23 Brunell Childs .........$
Mrs. E. Childs... • . ....
Sept 24 Mrs. L. Merritt.........
Sept 25 A. Merritt...... . .. .. ..
July
S. Deremer (socks and
casll) ...................
Sept 27 S. Deremer (cash)......
E. Updyke ..............
Oct
9 Sr. Seelye (cash). . ....
Oct 15 G. Minthorn (cash).....
J. Min thorn . .. . .. .. .. .

1 07

50
30
1 15
1 00
1
2
1
2
2
1

00
50
50
00
00
00

$ 12 95
Expenditures .......... $ 12 95

1888.

:16

L. PHELPS.
Receipts.
Saints and friends of
Delaware and White
Rock ................. $
M. S. Snyder ..........
L. Rosser...............
L. Binder ...............
C. Morgan..............
C. Shubel.. ... .... . ... ..
Mr. Nye................
S. Horton...............
Mrs. Binder.. .. . . . . . .. .
Saints and friends of
Gore ...................
Mrs. Hawn.............
Mr. Coddington .......
Mr. Avery..............
Bro. R. Leighton.... ...

6 00
2 00
25
1 48
1 00
50
35
50
1 00
1 75
1 00
50
50
25

70

30
3S

25
50
50
50

5!\
50

25
2:->

1 00
25

25
20
25
50
50

07
20 00

Leaving a bala11ce ......$ 17 05
C. DERRY.
1888.
Receipts.
April13 Bishop Blakeslee ..... $ 15
Agent Pett ............ 3!\
Agent Cadwell ......... 198
Agent Chambers ....... 2 1
From Saints.... .. .. . .. . 30

00
00
00
00
75

$298 75

on

1 00
2 00
50
75
1 50
4 61
1 50

1 38
1 3'/
1 74
20
25
25

.Expenditures.
E:<:penses for traveling
and clothing .......... 69 77

Expenditures .......... $ 64 00

1888.
May 16

60

52 72

$ 17 00

R. M. ELVIN.
Receipts.
R. J. Anthony, agent ..$
G. A. Blakeslee .........
Malad district ..........
S. S. Wilcox............
J. Ervin............. ..
C. Bray.... ............
Mr. C. N. Carpenter....
R. Brolllar.... ..........
W. Savage..............
R. Wbite ...............
D.Brolliar .............
0. S. Savage....... . ...
A. Graf.. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .
Omaha branch.... . . . . .
Council Bluffs branch..
Reunion committee ....
E. Allen.... .. .... .. ..
Mr. F. M. Walker.......
T. Burch...............

1 lfi
1 00

Expenditures.
Fam1ly exp<enses, clothing and traveling exp.$298 75
D E. LANDEHS.
1887.
Receipts.
Mnr 14 R. G. Livingston ......$ 1 00
1888.
.Jan 30 P. Davis................ 5 00
Feh 2 A. Page................. 1 50
Feb 26 H Austin............... 1 00
1\f. Twaddle............. 1 00
Mar i\ M.D. Oakes.......
1 35
April 9 J. Creamer............. 5 00
E. Carmichael.......... 2 50
W. Markham........... 3 00
J. Lawn ................ 1 00
John Lawn............. 1 00
AprillO W. 0armichael. ... .... . 1 o ~
Apri120 Dnniel Brown.......... 1 "
April 21 Clara M ose•.... .. . .. . .. 1 00
J. M. R•nge ............ 2 00
May 14 A. Page.. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . 2 50
May 15 J. B. Carmichael....... 2 00
July 30 C. E. Cowdery........
25
May 1 J. Honk ................. 10 00
May 17 ,J. M. Range, agent ..... 25 00
July 30 J. F. Morris, agent ..... 31 00
Oct
1 J. Houle............... 5 00
C. Hazelrigg.... .. .. .. .. 5 00
Sept 26 J. M. Morris, agent ..... 25 00
Nov 11 do
do
20 00
Dec 18 do
do
30 oo

3

$181 45

1887
Expenditures.
Mar 14 Stage fare ............. $
1888.
Feb 2 Stamped envelopes .....
Feb 9 Expenses over night
(self and horse) ....... .
Feb 10 Rorse feed ............ ..
Feb 11 Hotel and stable bill
over night ............ .
Dinner .................•
Shirts and barber ..... ..
Feb 18 Pair of pantaloons ..... .
Feb 22 Dinner (two) ........... .
Feb 27 I<'are to Tipton and ret ..

00

R•lilro·1d

Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Nov
Nov

Nov
Nov

1 00

Dec

55

Dee
Uec
Jan

2 50
25

~~~h~~:.:::·::::.::·.::·:.:::::::::

12 Fare..............................
Room rent.....................
Washing.........................
18
do
........ ...............
F•>re..............................
Supper at Bonneville.....
28 Hotel at Dalles..............
24 Washir.g........................
:31 Uot.el............................
1 Fare ..............................
6 Hotel at Dalle3 .............
Wa"hing......... ...... .......
Dinner at Bonneville.....
Stationery......................
Hose.................................
16 Board and lodging.........
Railroad fare.................
18 Railroa,d fare..................
Hotel.. ...........................
19 Stage..............................
20 Stampe..........................
3 Iiailroad fare .................

55
35

75

4 75
6 00
1 co
50
50

Sr. J. Coffman ......... .
Bro. J. do
JH.
do
Dora
do
......... .
Bro. Fowler ............ .
Bro. Benson ... , ....... .
Bro. Chambers ........ .
E ..Emerson ........... ,.
Bro. Hall ............. .
Persia and Unionburg

1 00
2 50
1 00
50
1 00
1 00
25
1 00
1 00

branches ............. .

. _, 50

Dec

Bro Hall ............... .

l 00

25
'10

4 00

1 65
1 50
50

25
75
55

2 50
2 65
65
25
1 50
3 75
05
9 00

1889.

Jan

t·,f~~:dd::: ... :::::::: ~ ~~

A man in Underwood...
Campbell Armour.......
0. Jones. Overcoat ......
\-Vheeler's Grove b-ranch
!'vir. Lambie, Loveland..

ll'eb

50
50

50
80
50
25
50
1 50

1 5:\

3 30
1 15
50
55
51!

1 50
50

1 00
25
1 llO

Expenditures
By Cash on hand

Receipts.
April 23 E. Rowland ......••.... $
VV. Morgan.............
May 1 S. Pendleton............
May 4 M. Warnock............
S.Warnock .............
May 22 Bro. Wright............
June 8 Bro. and Sr. Warnock..
June 21 E. Moss ................ ,
June 24 CoL Salt River branch..
July 3 Grandma Griffiths.. .. . .
July 4 W . .M:orga.n..... .... ....
July 31 Grandma Griffiths......
Aug 14 Wm. Vincent...........
Sept 2 Edward Griffiths........

55

35

~~

2 20

4 00
40

50
1 55
·"''
4 2:\
65

5 25
1 55
2 25
50
3i\
55

75
15
20
90
50

8
1
6
1
1 00
55
18 65

25

25
1 00
1 00
50
35·
2 00·
75
2 30

50
1 00
50
1 00
25
W

Grandma Griffiths...... .
W. Morgan.............
50
Sr. Surridge . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 oo-,
Sr. Perry.. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . 1 00
Bro. and Sr. B. J. Them·
as ...............
50
M. Williams........ . .. .
25
Unknown...............
25

25

50

7 00

J. E. HOLT.

oO
1 0.1

1 00

$ 86 50

1888.

1 uO
25

4 00
1 50
7 00

5 50
50.

$ 93 50

50
1 00
2:\

t50
1 Oil
2 50
1 50
50
1 00
1 00
1 70
2 50

1 00

1 00
20 00

$ 93 50

1 00
3 85
3 00
81

$184 45

W AHREN E. PEAK.
1888.
Receipts 1
Mar 1 ToW. W. Whiting ..... $
Friends at A uhurn.. . . . .
L. Butterworth..........
April
Sr. Hough..............
lliay
Bro. l'ittington.........
0. Jones.................
June
P. Pratt.................
,July
H. Peterson. . .. .. .. . . . ..
Aug
John Carlisle.... .. .. . ..
Josiah do ....... .. ..
Bm. Scott. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .
do
.... . .. .. . ... ..
Bro. Council Bluffs.. .. .
Collection after debate
in Council Bluffs... .. . .
Sept
J\IIagnolia branch........
Oct
Bird Peak.. .. . .. .. .. ..
Sr. Terry. . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
G. M. Scott.. .. . .. . .. . ..
Alice Cobb..............
Bro. at Little Sioux. .. ..

Nov

55

1 60

Dinner ................ ..
25
Dinner ............... ..
25
Fare Tipton to Tulare ..
35
Tulare to Visalia ...... . 1 00
Dinner ...........••••••
35
Stationery ............. .
65
Mar 15 Washing .............. ..
75
Cuffs and collars ...... ..
75
Socks ................. ..
50
Barber ................ ..
50
Mar 22 Barber ................. .
25
25
Mar 29 Barber ................ .
Stationery and stamps.
80
]'are to Ali! a and ret .... 1 40
April 1 Meals and lodging (Tn·
!are) ................. .. 1 00
Meals and lodging (Hu·
ron) .................... .
75
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar

4
5
6
7

D1nner ............... -~·

April 5 Stationery. . .... .... ..
April 20 Washing...... . .. .. .. ..
Stamped envelopes.....
Barber... . . .. . . .. .... ..
Raii road fe.re...........
.April21 Underwear..............
Fare to Hollirter.......
April 22 Hotel bill..... . .. . ... ..
R rtil road fare.. . .. .. . . . .
April 24 Express ctmr~c:es on valises ................•.
May 1 Hotel bill.
Sral.hnery..
!\fay 15 Hotel bill. .. .. .. .. .. ..
May 18 Fa.re to San F:·anclsco..
May 19 Postag;e ou books.. .. . •
Cnr fare...... ..... .. ...
Mev 20 Repairing; boo-ts........
May 31 Board bill.... .. . . .. . ..
Car fare... . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fare to Yaquinu, Ore ...
Fruit..... .. . .. ... . ....
Bath........ ... .... ....
Two pair of socks.... . .
Stamps and stationery..
June 2 Hotel bill.. ...... . .. ...
June 3 Hotel bill....... . .. .. .
Ferries...... ....................
Fare to Alsea>mdmeals.
June 27 Stage, Alr,ea to Newport..............................
Jnly 1 Fare, Yaquina, Oregon,
to J,ebanon..................
Hotel bill.......................
July 15 Stamps and paper.........
Aug 1 Fare. Alb1my to Inde·
pendence.....................
Aug 5 Clothing .........................
Ang 9 Fare to Lebanon............
Express..........................
Stamps..........................
Hotel.............................
Aug 10 Hotel.............................
Printing........................
Aug 11 Hotel......... ...................
Half fare to Lebanon.....
Aug 23 Stage fore.....................
Railroad fare'"···············
Hotel.............................
Aug 24 Blaeking.........................
Str,ms to holt.r..............
Paper and stamus.........
Rtage fare.....................
Aug 27 Horse feed......................
Butter...........................
Toll...............................
bept 13 Horse feed.....................
Sept 15 Hay and oats..................
Sept 18 ·roll................. .............
Sept 20 Pn~tuge on tracts..........
0\ept 24 S tn ge fare...... ... ............
Sept 27 Hotel at Albany..... ......
Sept 28
fare .................
H>.lt ...............................
Shoes...... .....................
Hotel at Portlnnd..........
Sept 29 Meal tickets ..................
Sept 30 Ferry............................
Oct
Vancouver and return......
Stationery.....................
Dinner...........................

$ .15 6[)

1888.
Expenditures.
April 20 Fare and exp. from In·

dependence to Bevier,
i'vfo ................... -~

April 23 Fare and ex. from Be~
vier, Mo., to Farming~
ton, Ia.................
May 4- Fare from Farmington,
la .. to Blandensville....
May 1~ Railroad fare.. .. . .. . .. .
May 21 do
do
May 22 do
do
May 28 do
do .. .. . . .. . . .
June 1 do
do
rlo
do
June
do
do
June 7 do
do
June 8 lfare and ex. from :H'armA
ington to Bevier. . . . . . .
N <~cktie, postage and in~
ddentaJs...............
June 21 Boots repaired.....
June 26 l_;nderclothingandwhite
shirt...................
July 5 }1 are from Bevier t.o Re~
niek
July 20 Fare from Renick to Bevier
.... .... ..
July 27 Pare from Bevier to
Bueldin
J'uly 30 Pare from Bucklin to Be·
vler
July 31 Fare from Bevier to Re·
nick. .. . ... .. .. .. ..
Dinner . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. ..
Aug 15 Fare from Renick to Ma"
C011 .......

•••.••••• ••••

Dinner..................
Aug 28 Fttre from 'NJacon to Bevier .... .... ...........

5 15

4 36
1 SO
73
35
35
92
95
35
35
95.-

4 76
1 25
75
3 60·

1 05
85

65
65

1 05
25
85
25

16

$ 32 38

50
15 00
1 00
50
1 00
50
20
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
50
1 00
1 90
3 75
5 00
40
5 00
5 00
50

PETER ANDERSON.
1888.

R.ecelpts.
Ida Egholm ............ $
,J. Nilson .. .. .. ... .. .. .
R. J. Anthony.
W. Richards............
.A. Iverson. .. • .. .. . .. ..
G. Hennings .. .. .. .. .. ..
N. Olson......... ......
S. P. Jensen........ .. .
J. E. Johnson...........
J. 0.
do
...........
J. Olson.................
P. Sterrett .. "...........
Chris Jacobson.........
F. Nilson...............
Bro. Bowman ........ ~·.
L. Nilson.. .. .. . . .. .. • ..
N. P. Peterson ....
Henry Hennings........
90$0.0

1 00
3 30
15 00
J 00
1 00
2 50
50
50
5 00
1 00
50
1 00
2 00
2 00
1 00
6 00
50
35

www.LatterDayTruth.org

INTS» HERALD.
P. Larson .............. , 2 00
S. Simonson ............. 1 00
Bro. 'l'ondlund.... ...... 1 00
Sr. Ekstrom.... . .. .. .. .. 1 00
J. C. Jensen............ 2 05

H. A. STEBBINS.
1888.

$51 20
SAMUEL BROWN.
Jfssl1.
Receipts.
Mar 14 To Wm. Lively ........ $
Mar 15 A Si£ter (pair slippers) .•
Mar 26 J. H. 'fyrrell .......... ..
Mar 31 Henry Leatherdale ... ..
April 3 A. McKenzie ........ ..
April 9 Bro. Hildreth ......... ..
April 25 Sr. BardwelL
London Branch ........ .
-July 10 Robert Wltlarow ..... ..
.July 20 Geo. Brown ..
Aug 2 James McClain ....... ~.
Aug 12 Sr. Arnold ........... ..
Aug 15 Charles Woods ....... ..
Aug 19 Sr. Silk.... . .. .. .. .... .
Aug 23 Bro. Arnold ........... ..
Aug 24 Wm. Ta.ylor .......... ..
Sep
1 J, Wilson ............. ..
Oct
2 Sr. Calbert ............ ..
Alex. Smith ........... ..
Nov 2 Geo. Tomlinson ........•
Dec 23 Walter Carles ......... .
Nellie ~IcC loud.. . . .. ..
Dec 26 Margaret Atkinson ...••
1889.
.Jan
6 Sr. Dczelie .......... ..
Jan 14 J. 0. Wilson (P. 0.
Stamps) .........
Jan 21 A. Sicle .. .. .. .. .. .. . .
Jan 30 Sr. Brooks IH.D.K.F.) ..
Feb 20 Sarah A. Atkinson .... ..
Feb 2! lllary McCloud ........ .
1888.
Sep 29 Expenses for travelling

2

1

1
4
1
1
1

1
1
1

1

13
2

3

1

10
00
00
50
00
75
00
25
00
00
00
00
00
00
05
00
Oil
00
00
50
00
50

20
1 00
10
50
25
18 78

$ 59 73

By expenses to date $ 59 73
R.L. WARE.
188S.
Receipts.
To G. A. Blakeslee .... $
G. W. Carter . . .
Richard Hawkins . .. •. .
H. T. Curtis .. .. .. .. .. ..
E. W. Cato. agent,. .. . ••
J. B. Belcher...........
W. L. Booker...........
E. Craven...............
J. Knipschild.... .. . . .. .
Charles Orr.. .. . .. .. . .. .

15 00
50
50
20
3 00
1 00
60
10
1 50
1 00

$ 23 40

1888.

lSSi.

ROBERT OEHR.ING.
Receipts.
To agent in ::Minnesota.$ 25 00
Bis.hop Blakeslee.... .. . 40 00

25

5 00
1 00

Expenditures.
By expenses on ministerial trips to Pleasanton,
W irt, Allendale, Lucas,
Grant City and Davis
City, and incidentals .. $ 9 50
To Creston to Bro. Hall's
sick child. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 3 90
Clothing especially for
ministry work ......... 11 30
$ 24 70

CLARENCE ST.CLAIR.
Receipts.
To H. C. Johnson.. ..$
Sr. Whitlock.... . .. • .. ..
W. H. Brake........ ...
Jolm Johnson.... • .. . .. .
E. Simpson.............
Sr. Cunningham ..... - ..
Sr. Scarcliff.... .. • • • • •• •
A. H. C. Contz.... .... ..
Bro. StClair. .. .. .. . .. ..
Phoebe Williams.......
E. Thompson..... .. .. ..
Friends . . .. .. .. • . .. • ..
G. M. Thompson........
A. li'ain. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Holden branch.... . .. .. .
Sept 9 Sr. ],a in...... . . . . . . . . .
Sr. Williams............
Bro. do
...... .....
Oct
9 El Dorndo branch.......
C. Loyd............. ...
Nov
Bro. Fl·eel... .... . .. . ..
I. N. White (pr. shoes).
Nov 8 Julia Loyd (necl,tio)
Sr. Tucker (pair socks).
Dec
E. F. Thomy;son.
Phoebe Williams.......
J. H. Ni:sewauger.... •. •
1889.
Jan 10 Sr. Thompson...........
Sr. Whitlock............
Sr. Chtrk .............. ,
Jan 27 J. White......
1888.

50

1888.

1889.
Dec

1
J
2
1
1

1
3
3
1

2
3
3
1
1

25
00
25
00
00
25
00
00
00
00
00
25
00
25
50
25
00
50
00
00
25
25
00
00

Jan

$ 65 00

45

$ 92 78

Receipts,
2 75
1 00
4 00
50
25
25
50
25
25
50
35
10

50
75
1 30

Expeneitures.
Paid wife (money borrowed) ............... $
Fare to Cornwallis .... .
Fair to Cornwallis and
home ................. :
Rubber overshoes ...... .
It. R. fair Calhoun Co .. .
Stationery nnd postage.
Ticket to Cornwallis ....
Meals ........ .
Paid in collection .....•.
Fare home ......... , •.•.
Bal. on hand .......... ..

3 00
1 50
2 00
65

1 60
95
1 00
1 30
05
80
40

$ 13 25

J. ARMSTRONG.
1888.
Receipts.
Dec 20 W .. Moore., ................... $ 13 00
:May 5 Palmyra branch............ 2 00
1889.

Mar 12
do
do
............ 2 00
:Mar 13 Mrs. M. Lemon.............
50
C. Beity........................
25
J. Saleno.......................
25

$ 18 00
By expenses to bal ...... $ 18 00

11.·;>'

=

Expenditures.
By Expenses
l\Iar

JAMES MC.KIERNAN.
1888.
Receipts.
Mar 7 To bal. on hand ....... $
G. A, Blakeslee. Bishop.
J. H. Lambert, agent ....
Mar 11 F. Johnson.............
Mar 15 A. Sellon ......'.. .. .. .. .
Sr. Morton.... •• .. .. .. ..
S Curtis.... ........ .••.
Mar 26 E. 1\feacher.... • .. .. .. ..
April 22 Sr. Perry.. . .. .. .. • .. • ..
Sr. Davis................
Bro. James..............

7 To bal. on hand

7 Sr. Swank ............. .

5U

ABrother ............. ..
L. Meecham ......... ..
3 Wilber branch ........ ..
9 Omaha branch ......... .
12 do
do
........ ..
16 Platte Valley branch ... .
1 R. Self ............... ..
8 Wilber branch ........ ..
T. Nutt .............. ..
18 Nebraska City branch ..
29 Omaha branch ........ .
20 Bro. Freming .......... .
3 Conference at Omaha .. .
Unknown .............. .

1 00·

R. J. Anthony ........ .. 1 00

Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Oct
Oct
Nov
Nov
Dec
Deo

$

W. W. BLAIR.
Receipts
Nebraska City friends .. $
Saints at Henderson con.
Salnts at 'fabor . . . . . .
Galland's Grove friends
Wheeler's Grove friends
Persia friends. .. . .
Wm. Leeka fare to Plum
Hollow. etc . . . .
Sept 3 Wilber friends
Sept 10 Nebraska City friends..
Sept 16 Plum Hollow friends. ..
Oct 16 Reunion. ..
.. . .. .. : .
Nov 3 Underwood friends ....
1889.
Mar 4 Lucas friends.. .. . • • .. ..

$133 53'
5
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
2

00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
25
50

1888.

7 21

00
50
00
00
6 50
5 25
3
7
2
5

10 00
6 00
7 00
5 25
7 00
10 00

67
00
00
00
00
25
.25
1 00
1 00
50
1 00

8

Expenditures.
By travelling and inci
dental expenses ....... $112 50
Expended more than re·
ceived . .. . .. . .. . .. .. $ 33 60

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

15 00
5 00
5 00
2 00
25
3
1
5
2
1
1
1
5
2

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

$198 00
1888.

Expenditures.
By trave~ing expenses,
including conference .. $105 00
All other e:i"Penses.... .. 85 00
$190 00
Bal. on hand $ 8 00

4
15
37
1
1

~fn:~u.ia w~~ci:: ::::::::

. 4 40

30
20
25
5
10
15
10
10

H. C. BRONSON.
1888.
Receipts:
April 4 To William Lewis, ag't $
April 5
do
do
April 20
do
do
April 24 J. W. Waldsrnith do
May 15 Nebraska. City branch ..
June 10 Omaha. branch ........ ..
June 27 R. White .............. .
J'uly 23 L. Anthony ............ .
R. White ............. ..

5
5
3
5
24
10
5
1
1

00
00
00.
00
00
00
00
00
00

HENRY KEMP.
Receipts.
To John Good ......... $
S. S. Wilcox............
William Gaylord........
Ben Cline.. .. .. .. .. .. .. •
Mollie do . . .. .. .. . .. .. ..
George Kemp...........
George Redfield........
M. E. Benedict.........
Moses Gaylord..........
Sam Orton.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Ben Hershey.. .. .. .. .. ..
Sr. Greenwood..........
Sr. Peck................
Chentbea Graham......
Mary Davis.............
Frank
Knight. . . . . . . . . . .
1
] arm Creek conference.
Ida McO!enehan.. .. .. ..
Lacy Beebe.. .. .. .. .. .. .
Mollie Otis.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
George Skank...........
Cora Woods............
E. B. Gaylord...........
Burt Gish.. ........ .....
:Michael Gish.. .. .. .. .. .
Laura, Prederickson.....
Lillie Philips. . . . . . . . . . . .
Robert Hillyer..........
Sarah Fisher. . . . . . . . . . . .
Lewis Donelson.... . . . . .
Charley Calkins........
Adam Mortimore.... .. ..
Jennie Knight. . . . . . . . . .
Frank Green collection
for clothing..
Ela Kuykendall.........
Anna Nelson.. .. .. .. .. •
Flora Thornton.........
Sr. J\fiche lson. . . .. . . . . . .
Barney Cheney.. .. .. .. .
Nathan Mortimore......
Dellia Donelson. . . . . . . .
Luman Calkins.........
~James
do
Sr. Jones...............
Sr. Hofer...... .. .. .. .. .
VVilliam Chapman......
Thomas Chapman.......
Union branch...........
Plum Hollow branch for
overcoat . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .
Sister Williams. . . . . . . . .
Pete Fredrickson.. .. .. .
George Needham.. .. .. .
T. Hougas.... .. . . .. . • • .
D. Hougas.... ..........
Grace Badham.... .. .. ..
Adie James.............
Amasan Badham.. .... .
William Schick.........
Bro. Everrett. . . . . . . . . • .
Myron Calkins,.........

$ 78 90

J. W. GILLEN.
1888.
Receipts.
Mar 3 ToN. N. Cooke, agent,$
Mar 21
do
do
June 1
do
do
July 19
do
do
Oct
4
do
do
Oct
7
do
do
Nov 9
do
du
Dec 17
do
do
1889.
Jan
9
do
do
Feb
1
do
do
l!'eb 28
do
do
1888.
Sept 3 J. M. Scott.... .. .. .. .. .
Sr. Mite Society, St. Lou·
is, Mo............
New Trenton branch. . . .
W m. Carmichael. .. . .. ..
P. B. Seaton.:..........
Jessie Pritchard.... .. . .
B. R. 'l'urnbow.. .. .. .. ..
J. H. Adair. .. .. ... ....
Chas. Snow.... .. .. .. .. •
W m. Rosson.... .. .. .. ..
F. A. Rosson............

od

6 00
4 00
4 51
6 21>
1 00·
5 20
1 50
17 50
13 87
1 00
5 10
5 60·

Expenditures.
Personal expenses ..... $133 53

$ 96 41

1888.
June 1
J nne 7
J nne 11
June 26
July 1
July 4
Aug 13

25
25
50
2 25

$ 13 25

1888.

Aug

$103 62

Expenditures.
By clothes and traveling
expenses .............. $ 31 70

To colleotion Bear Run$
Isaac Adams ........... .
}!.,air View Branch ..... .
Bennett :Landers ......• ,
Jacob I-lt:~yhurst .......• '·
Jennie Hayhurst .... •9••
Green by Smith ... , .•....
Albert Seott ............ .
Leander Givens ........ .
Isaac Adams ......•.••..
Barney Bell ............ .
John Carpenter ....... ..
Will Cross ............ .
Barney Beall .......... ..
H. H. Givens .......... ..

1 00
25
25
70
1 00
5 on
5 00
50
1 00
1 00
50
1 00
1 00
40
2 00
2 00
3 10

50

D. L. SHINN.

Expenditures.
By travellikg expenses$ 16 00
Support of frtmily ....... 29 00
Suit of clothes .. .. • • . . .. 20 00

HYRUM 0. SMITH.
1888.
Receipts
:May 24 To agent Little Sioux
district. .. .. . . .. . .. ... $ 10 00
' Various sources and parties .. .. .. .... ..... ... • 67 78
1889.
:Mar 7 G. A. Blakeslee ......... 15 00
1888.
Expenditures.
Byvariouspurposes .... $ 66 12
Bal. on hand.... .. .. •• .. 26 66

5 E. Meacher ............ ,
Bro. Morgan ............
E. Rowland .............
May 21 Jas. Wright .............
llfay 28 E. Meacher .............
June 28 John Mack .........
July 20 J. Taylor ...............
July 31 Sr. Griffith .............
Aug 11 M. Pilkington ...........
Aug 15 Wm. Vincent ...........
Aug 31 J. Wallace .............
Sept 3 G. P. Lambert ..........
Oct 21 Sr. Hirst ................
Dec 1 J, Duke .................
Bro. Bower .••••...•••• ,
Dec 15 F. Johnson ...... , ....
Dec 3 H. D. Ennis .............
1889.
Jan
3 F. Johnson for attending his sister's funeral.
Jan
4 M. Winters .............
Jan
5 1\faggie Wright .........
Jan
7 Sr. Ferris ...............
Jan
8 John Wallace ...........
Jan 13 John Stevenson .........
Jan 28 Sr. Nellie Sargent ......
Feb
1 Mary Dorothy ..........
Lizzie Huston ...........
Feb 12 Sr. Patten ..............
Mar 4 vVm. Duty ..............

$ 31 70

$ 65 00

1888.

2 30
6 75
5 00
2 00

$ 22 30

1888.

Expenditures.
By Clothing. . ........ $ 15 00
Travelling expenses. . . . . 8 40
$ 23 40

May

Receipts.
SaintsatWirt .......... $
Allendale; branch.... ...
Lucas branch. .. .. . .. • • •
lndividmtls at Lucas....
Davis City branch.... ..
D. W. Hrcll...... ... .. • ..
Asbury Hall.............

1 00

1 25

497

3
1
1
1
1
2

1

1

00
00
00
00
50
00
00
50
50
50
00
50
25
75
00
50

3 25

1 70
1 50
25
2 00
45
1 00
05
50
1

~~

2 00
50
2 00
1 00
1 60
25
1 50
1 ~50
7 00
25
50
50
25
1 00
1 00
50
25
55
50
25
50
50
4 25
12 00
25
1 00
50
50
2 00
25
50
1 00
50
50
50

$ 74 80

Expenditures.
By personal expenses .. $ H SO
W. T. BOZARTH.
1888.
l\1ay 13
May 17
May 19
May 28

Receipts.
To Thomas Hughes .... $
Hidy Bros .............. .
Bro. Harding .......... .
Sr. Parks ............. ..
Emma Parks .. .
June 10 Wm. Johnson ......... ..
June 20 Hidy Bros ............ .
June 28 Hannah Hull .......... .
June 25 Sr. Harding .......... ..
Sept 9 Flagler, Iowa, Saints .. .
Sept 12 Hidy Bros.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
iiept 17.Louisa Reams ........ .
Sept 26. John Hidy and wife ... ..
Fulton branch ......... .
Dec 6 Dr. Shogg ............. ..
Dec 12 Saints at Flagler, Ia .. ..
James Baxter. ' ........ .
Richard and Alice Shep•
ard .................. ..
1889.
Jan 13 Annie Roberts.... .. •. • ••
Thomas Hughes ...... ;.-..

1 00
1 62
50
50
50

s oo~

50
2 00
1 00
2 21\
35
1 00
75

3 00
25
5 06
1 00

100
50
50
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THE SAINTS' H
1 00
50
25
Robert Barbee. • • • • •••
25
Wm. McCoy ...••...•.••
Bro Lyke ....•••••••.••• 1 00
50
Bro. Reed .•••••••••••••.

16 Sophia Shimel ••••••••••
Wm. Owens .•..• .,~ ··~·
Q •

$ 37 68

Expenditure•.
By expense

$ 31 68

THOMAS W. WHITING.
Receipts.
April 1 To Wm. G. Pert, agent $
.AprillO John Smith,
do
May 2~
do
do
July 6
do
do
Aug 11
do
do
Sep 18
do
do
1888.

15
10
5
18
10
6

00
00
00
92
00
00

1889.

Feb

26

do

do

1888.

July 8 Geo. Phillips.. .. . • • • • • • 1 00
July 12 Plymouth branch.... • • . 2 00
Aug 12 Joseph Long............ 1 00
$ 68 48

Expenditures.
By travelling and inci·
dental expenses. . . ... $ 68 48
R. C. EVANS.
1888·
Receipts.
Mar 1 Mrs. Kitchan ............... $
Mar 2 W. Bannister.................
Mar 3 J. Bannister..................
R. C. Longhurst............
Mar 4 E. K. Evans ..................
Mar 6 J. Cornish.....................
1\Lar 12 St. 'rhomas branch........
Mar 30 A Friend.......................
April19 J. Bannister..................
W. Bannister.......... ......
May 24 J. Garvey......................
W. Larmor ....................
May 25 John Smith...................
C. R. Smith. ................
June 4 R I,onghurst................
June 17 J. Welsh .......................
June 25 J. Bannister...................
Debate, after expenses..
June J. B. Watson....................
July 13 Mrs. Saylor...... ............
A Friend.......................
July 20 J. Bannister..................
July 23 J. Smith ........................
July 25 C. R. Smith..................
Squire Matthews...........
Aug 8 A F'rlend ......................
Aug 9 Sr. Whale......................
Aug 14 J. W. Easton.................
Aug 15 Sr. Murray.....................
Bro. J. Smith................
Aug 26 C. Murray. ..... ...............
Aug 30 Bro. Waldack................
London branch..............
AFriend........................
A i:;1ster........................
Sept 4 R. C. Longhurst............
J. Bannister..................
W. Bannister.................
Sept 13 A. W. Brown..................
Sept 14 Sr Croft........................
Waterford Saints and
friends .........................
Sept 16 A Friend........................
Oct 15 Mr. L. Annett...............
Oct 16 J. Taylor.......................
Oct 19 G. Green........................
Oct 20 Sr. Hanson ....................
Oct 22 Bro. A. W. Brown .........
Oct 31 A. Sides........................
Nov 2 Sr. Bardwell..................
Nov 22 Sr. Jenrow.....................
Railroad Friend............
Nov 26 Bro. Jenrow ..................
Nov 27 Bro. 'l'rousdale..............
Sr. Bentley....................
Dec 6 A. Marchmont...............
Jacob Taylor.................
J. Taylor .......................
Mrs. Hellis....................
D. Taylor.......................
Garafraxa branch ..........
G. 'Tomlinson................
Dec 9 Mrs ..Johnson................
Dec 18 W. Strange....................
Dec 21 1\l.rs. Chant....................
Dec. 23 Bro. Bentley..................
Jl-lr. Sherman.................
Sr. Bentley....................
Dee 23 J. W . .Easton.................
Dee 30 St. Thomas branch........
Mrs. Small....................
Bro. Bird.......................
Sr. Strange....................
A Friend........................

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
8
2
2

00
25
00
00
15
50
10
25
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
(l()

50
4 00
1 00
25
1 00
50
1 00
50
1 00
5 00
1 00
2 30
65
1 00
30
1 00
1 90
10
05
2 00
40
1 00
5 00
1 00
25
1
2
1
2
1
10
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
10
2
1
1
1

5

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
25
32
00
00
25
00
50
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
25
25

oo

85
25
23
25
5 00

1389.
Jan 14 Mr. Coates..................... 1 00
Jan 116 A. W. Brown ................. 30 00
'll'eb 1 R. C. Longhurst and
wife ............................. 5 00
J. Longhurst and wife...
50
.T. Bannister and wife.... 4 00
W. Bannister and wife.. 2 00

San Francis-co branch...
Drift Creel!: branch........
Friends et Feola............
Frienfls bot Castle Rock.
Friends M. Long Creek..
W. Barns......................
W. Rush ..... ,..................
J. CombrJ......................
Mt·. ThomaB ..................

Feb 11 J. Wyatt ........................ 100
Bro. Roberts and wife..• 1 00
W. Bannister ............... .
50
Feb 27 Bro. Jenrow .................. 2 15
W. Grey ........................
50
1888.

Mar 17 J. B. Watson .................
C. Severen .....................
M. Severen ....................
July 11 Bro. Rainer .................. .
A Sister........................
W. Pergsley ..................
C. R. Smith ................ ..
Bro. Murray ..................
Oct 17 Bro. Burr ......................
Oct 20 G. Green ...................... .
Dec 24 Sr. Fowler .....................
Jan 27 Sr. Longhurst ...............
Sr. Johnson ..................
L. Johnson ....................
Srs. Holman ..................
T. Quick ........................

2 00
25
75
4 00

3 50
5 25

4 00

2 50
5 00

25
6 50
5 00
20 00

$142 50

75

36
50

15
1 25
100
1 00
1 75
2 00
1 50
2 00

C. SCOTT.
Receipts.
Mar 8 Bishop Blakeslee........ $ 5 00
Mar 15 do
do
......... 10 00
April 2 do
do
••••••••• 20 00
AprillO do
do
......... 10 00
April 24 do
d<J
......... 10 00
3 00
May 1 do
do
......... 16 00
May 19 Bishop'~ agent-Lock$201 31
erby............ ................. 1 00
On hand last report ..... $ 12 90 1\l.ay 24 Bishop ........................... 16 00
May 30 Bishop's agent-Lock$214 21
erby .......... ,. ................. 10 00
.Tune 4 Bishop ........................... 10 00
1888.
Expenditures.
July 2 do ........................... 17 00
Postage, etc ................. $ 11 70 July 7 do .......................... 13 47
75
Hair cut and shaving..... 4 85 Juiy 19 do ..........................
Books ............................ 4 85 July 27 do ........,................. 4 19
Photos .......................... 5 00 Aug 4 do .......................... 3 50
Clothing ........................ 52 35 Aug 8 do .......................... 10 00
Father's funeral. ........... 16 00 Aug 20 Bishop's agent-Lock.erby........... ................. 7 00
Donations ..................... 56 26
Cash on hand ................ 43 20 Aug 30 Bishop's agent-Lockerby ............................. 5 00
Sept 4 Bishop ........................... 14 50
Cash on hand ..............$ 43 20
Sept 20 do ...... .................... 5 00
Sept 27 do .. ., ...................... 17 00
H. RATHBURN.
Oct 14 Bishop's agent-Lock1888.
Receipts.
erby ............................. 4 00
Oct 20 Bishop's agent-LockMay 1 G. A. Blakeslee, draft..$ 16 00
erby ............................. 11 00
J nne 29 do
do
16 00 Oct 26 Bishnp .......................... 16 00
July 21 do
do
... 17 00 Oct 28 do ........................... 2 50
Sept 3 do
do
... 16 00 Nov 7 do ..•.•. ..... ................ 7 50
Sept 26 do
do
.•. 17 00 Dec 10 do ........................... 10 00
Oct 26 do
do
... 16 00 Dec 18 do .......................... 5 00
Nov 28 do
do
... 17 00 Jan 28 do .......................... 17 00
Dec 21 do
do
... 16 00 Feb 6 do ........................... 7 00
1889.
Feb 27 do .......................... 9 00
Jan 28 do
do
... 17 00 June 30 A. Fay ........................... 1 oo
Feb 27 do
do
... 16 00 May 17 C. Washburn................
50
W. Lockerby, agent...... 5 oo Aug
C. Vanburen................. 2 00
Marcellus branch ........... 5 12 Aug 1 F. M. Cannon ............... 2 00
L. C. Rathburn.............. 2 oo Aug 15 ~:.· :F"f,';J~~~:.f~.:::::::::::::::
~g
L. G. Rathburn ............. 2 00 Au~ 19 s 1 Moo
50
Widow Baggley............. 1 00
~
·
·.
n ..................... ..
Sr. Kasler.....................
25 Aug 20 B. Castor ........................ 1 00
J . .Emeric.....................
23 W. Oshorn..................... 1 oo
25 :_ . Sept
Sept 2g J. B. Prettyman............ 1 00
$179 62 Oct 23 Sr. Knapp.....................
25
J. Thomas..................... 1 00
Jan
8
A.
Hay..................
........
5
00
Expenditures.

1888.

t"

Family ........................ $164 00
Personal expenses~ ....... 15 62
$179 62
1888.

1888.

E. DELONG.
Receipts.
Received from Saints
and outsiders ..............$ 53 63
Expenditures .............. $ 59 82
J. HAWLEY.
Receipts.
J. Pett. agent .............. $ 25 00
R. Davis. agent............. 5 00
Incidentals .................... 10 40

$ 40 40
Expenditures ............... $ 40 40

1888.

H. L. HOLT.
Receipts.
E. Redley ..................... $
L. Redley......................
J. Holt ...........................
l\L Root ........................
W. Markman.................
A Sister........................
J. Olney ........................
J. N. Butler ..................
G. S. Lincoln.................
Sr. Cowder....................
Sr. Wave.......................
Sr. Dodson .... oo •.,.•n••••nGe
A. P. }1orais ........ uoo•••no
H. H. Jasperson ...... ,.....
E. Fisher......................
W. Rush .......................
M. Sumner.oaooooouoaonu•••
J. Sumner .....................
H. C ..l erral.. .................
C. Scowles.....................
E. Reves........................
M. Thomes ....................
J. Thompson.................
W. Ames .......................
F. Morris.......................
Sr. Shelley...... .............
N. Fields .......................
0. Dinsdale...................

2
1
2
3
2
1
1
2
1

50
00
50
00
50
00
25
00
25
50
25
1 75
'<J

1 50
7 UO
10 00
5
12
5
5
5
5
1
5
3
2
3

25

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00

$310 61

1888.

Expenditures.
For family and personal expenses ................ $310 61

L. bCOTT.
1888.
Receipts.
July 16 Sr. Prettyman ......... $
50
Ang 16 L. Holman, .Tr.... ...... 5 00
L. Holman, Sen........ 1 25
Sept
Sept
Nov
Dec
Dec
.Jan
Jan
Feb
Feb
Feb

Mar

Sr. Hn.WlE'y, .. ~·•uo .. G H

20

Bro. Cramer............
Bro. Dawson...........
Mr. Kinnie.............
Sr. Sh>tfer.. ... .. . ......
E. C. Cady ..............
M. Cttdy......... ... ••• ..
E. C. Cady..............
do do . . . .. .. .. .. • ••
A. Richardson.
. .. . ••
:M.r. G. Shafer...........
::Ylessrs. Ward and Fenton ......................
A. Cady .................
1 Bro. and Sr. w. J.
Sharper............

1 00
25
1 ()d
1 75
5 00
1 50
50
o 00
1 00
70

14
15
29
17
25
20
27
2
24
28

1 25
1 00
2 00

$ 29 90

Expendi tnres.
Personal expenses .... $ 29 90
W. J. SMl':rH.
1888.
Heceipts.
Mar, J. Kiplinger ...................$
J. Schreur .......................
l\Vtr 6 J. Kennedy ...................
C. Ward .........................
Mar 18 Jacob Kiplinger ...........
1\l.ar 20 do
do
............
J. Schreur ......................
A Tuttle .......................
Mar 21 C. C. Goodenough ........ .
E. W.Tyler .................. .
Mar 22 E. Russell.. ..................
Thiar 24 W. Kennedy .................
April 1 J. Chamberlin ............. .
1'. Stewart .................... .
B ..1ohn~ou .................. .

G. Hepworth ............... ..
J. Emmett ............ ;..... ;.

1 50
1 50
10
1 00
40
1 60

1
1
1
1
l
1

75
7':5
50
50
00
:35
00
00
01

uu

00

April II J. J. Harvey.................. 2 00
W. W. Gerber............... 1 00
J. H. Stratton...............
50
\V. Newton...................
5'0
A. Berg ......................... 1 50

~: If:::·::.:·:.:·:::::::::::::::::.

Dolman Berg.................
A. Berg..........................
A. Milott...... .................
1/V. Hawkins..................
].>. Harrington...............
R Parker.......................
G. Trim by.....................
W. Lambert..................
J. A. Robinson..............
;r. G. Torance................
L. Tankard....................
Egremont branch.uu•Ga...
Aprll20 G: A. Blakeslee .............
Sr. H Harrington ......,..
April22 }P. Cavanagh..................
J. Kennedy...................
April25 B. Kennedy..................
W. Kenuedy..................
May 'I A . Cavanagh..... ...........
D. Cavanagh..................
F. Cavanagh..................
Mao 10M. A. Worden...............
Ma;;· 11 H. Smith.......................
W. J. Smith..................
D. Smith.......................
J\fay 1.9 D. do .......................
May 18 A. Smith.......................
D. Smith.......................
May 22 H. l\1.. Wheeler..............
R. Ulman......................
May 27 C. Morgan......................
J.D. Coon.....................
May 28 D. Smith.......................
June 19 R. Longhurst................
R. C. Evans..................
Jnly 10 J. Perrin .......................
July 15 A. Braden......................
July 22 1\L J. Walker.................
Ang 1 do
do ..................
Aug 2 M. Dell..........................
Ang 10 S A. llicCrea.................
Aug 11 E. Burton.....................
A. W. Burton................
L. Burton......................
Aug 13 ,J. Kinne........................
Aug 18 1\L ~J: WaJker ..... c•huouou
Aug 22 'l'. Kinnie.....................
Aug 2t lH. McCrea.....................
Sept a D. 1\ladill.......................
Sept 5 M. McCrea .................. ;.
Sept 6 J. H. Anderson.............
Sept 8 C. Lake.........................
,J. W. Hales........ ..........
Sept 10 W. Garbett.....................
Sept 15 Sr. Hovey......................
Sept 25 C. Lake..........................
Oct 10 J. H. Anderson.............
Oct 11 T. Dack.........................
Oct 15 C. Lake.........................
Oct 16 A. l.ake........................
Oct 20 M. Miller.......................
Oct 28 .E. Hovey......................
J. Perrin.......................
M. Braden.....................
Oct 29 J. Wilson .....................
Nov 2 J. Taylor.......................
Nov 6 S. J. Taylor ........... ,.......
John Taylor..................
Nov 8 T. Middleton.................
"y. J. Ferguson.............
A. Ferguson..................
Nov 15 J. Arnold.......................
F. Fair...........................
Nov 18 K. Crane on... ...............
Nov 20 H. Snell ........................
W. A. Taylor.................
J. McKibbon .................
Nov
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dee
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan

Jan
San
Jan
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb

27
10
11
17

w. !:;ill<..........................

~

25

50
50
1 00
1 00
50
50
50
50

1 00
50
8 00

15 00
2 00
1 00
10
8 50
2 50
1 00
1 00
1 00
50
60
50
50
10
05
1 00
1 00
50
5050
50
1 005 001 00
50
40
1 75
50
1 00
1 00
1 00
50
1 00
1 25
2 12·
45
50
1 00
2 00
1 00
54

1 00
10
1 00
1 80
1 00
1 00
70

or;

1 OtJ
1 50
1 0()
5 00
1 00
1 00
75
1 00
50
25
25
50
25
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 UO
5 Ou
50
1 00
25
25
07
60
62
1 00

E. A. Calvert.................
Gafl>fro.xa branch..........
J. 'l'aylor, Sen...............
B. Arnold......................
J. c~oper......................
Rr. J. Cooper.................
18 .T. :McLean.,...................
19 W. Brown.....................
22 .J.D. Kinniee.................
26 D. Taylor.......................
I. 'ray lor........ .................
50
29 W. Brown ....... .,............
25
15 W. H. Grey...................
20
16 G. Brown .......... , .........
25
17 .J. Wilson...................... 3 no
18 J. Judkins......................
10
J.Bell...........................
25
M. A Judkins...............
16
J. Askins.......................
10
G. Brown.......................
50
M . .A. Brown..................
25
E. BelJ .... ,,.,, •.. , ..... , .. u , n
25
19 G. Brown.......................
87
21 E. Brown......................
05
28 ,J. Taylor ....................... 1 00
7 W. Morrison..................
50
11 My mother....................
50
18 H. Hartnell ............ 1 00
15 W. Kennedy ............ 15 Oil
B. Kennedy.... • ... .. . 1 00
$149 58

Expenditures.
Personal expenses .... $142 55
Balance on hand ....... $ 7 03
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s» HERALD.
L. R. DEVORE.
1888.
Receipts.
June 2 J. Fitzpatnck ......... $ 2 00
T. Cottrill..............
50
V. Cottrill.. • • • • • • .. .. •
80
J, Cottrill............... 1 00
J. Barbar .... .... .... ...
25

~-. ~~~~i~ic:::::::::: ·.

S. J. Jeffers............
June 5 A. B. Kirkendall........
Aug 17 Saints of Mt. Zion's
branch, W. Va .........
T. Givens ... fi•••••o••eu
D. Givens..............
Aug 20 H. Kriebel..............
J. L. Kriebel............
Sept 10 R. Ervin................
Oct 30 G. A. Blakeslee........
Nov 18 G. E. Rhodes ...........
R. C. Stanley...........
Nov 19 H. DavidAon .. .. . .. ....
St. Clair Davidson......
M. J. Davidson.........
L. Davidson............
D. E. Skeen..... .. . . ..
Nov 21 Highland branch, 0.. ..
M. Hyser...............
D. Skeen...............
C. Wert.................
E. J. Reed..............
L. Reed.................
G. Reed................
0. Davidson............
M. E. Sk&en............
B. Bowels..............
0. West................
Nov 29 J. Davidson.. ..... ....
M. A Rhodes..........
l\1. Rhodes .. . .. .. .. .. ..
J. Davidson.... .......
R. C. Stanley...........
0. Wert.................
L. 1'nrner.......... .• .. •
I. Rhodes .. .. . . .. .. .. ..
J. Rhodes...............
J. Irons... .... ...... ..
C. Skeen. .. ..... .... ..
G. E. Rhodes..... .....
J. Cottnll... .. . .. .. . . .. .
Bishop's ugent.... .. ..
J. Cottrill...............

~g

75
1 25

12 00
25
50
25
10
08
5 00
1 00
50
25
25
25
10
25
2 95
50
05
10
10
10
10
1 00
10
05
60
25
20
20
50
50
50
50
25
25
25
25
25
1 00
2 00
50

$ 40 88
1888.

Expenditures.
Personal expenses .... $ 40 88

E. DAY BE'NNETT.
1888..
Receipts.
Dec 6 Clara Bu; terworth ....$
Dec 19 R. Archibald...........
D. Archibald...........
Jan 22 Bishop Blakeslee .......
Mar 16 do
do
. . .. . ..

1
2
5
10
10

00
00
00
00
00

Sept
Sept
Sept
Oct

10
13
18
22

A. Gay ........ , ....... ••
L.A. Norto:!l......... ••• 1
B.. Robbins ............ 1
Collection, New Harbor,
Maine .................. 2
Oct 23 Mr. Poland............. 1
Oct 26 Mrs. Poland............
Oct 29 A. Poland ....... ,,,.... 1
Nov 19 L. Carter...............
Jan 19 M. Dobbin. .. .. .. .... ..
Jan
L. M. Woodward........
Feb :!ill Sr. Steel. . .. . .. . ... . . •
Mr. C. Kincldey ........ 2
Nov 3 Mr. H. Jordan.. . ......
Nov 26 Rev. Mr. Gerrish.......
Feb
Mr. B. Kelley........... 1
',cMar 3 .W. G;, ert, agent ...... 10
April11 do i
.. .. .. 5
April28 do..
...... 3
May 29
·
...... 20
July 16
...... 5
Aug 13 do
do
.. .. 10
Sept 14 J. S. Walker, agent.... 2
Sept 16 W. G. Pert, agent....... 5
Oct 17 do
do
.. .. .. 3
Nov 3 do
do
5
Dec 13 do
<lo
. .. . • • S
Jan 19 J. S. Walker, agent..... 5
Feb 23 do
cio
2

1888.

1888.
April18
June 18
June 27
Aug 13
Sept 15
Mar 9
Oct 15
Nov 15
Nov 21
Dec 20
April18
Mar 8
July 25
Aug 17
Dec 19
Feb 2
Feb 28
.July 2\
Nov 8
Nov 24
Doc 11
Jan 15
Mar 7

U. W. GREENE.
Receipts.
Cash on hand ......... $
S. S. S. Eaton ..........
Mr". E. W. Green......
'1:. Dobbin, .............
Mr. E. Gower. .. ......
Mrs. C. A. Chancellor..
Jonesport Sisters' Sewing Circle ..............
:May 12 M. Corless...... .. ... ..
May 13 L. A. Norton...........
May 24M. Corless........ ... ..
May 21 Mr. J. Peasley..........
Mrs. Whitney...........
May 26 L. Woodward ...........
May Miss M. Richardson.......
Miss N. Richardson....
Sr. N. Richardson......
Miss C. Sawyer.........
N. Crawley .............
N. Rnmey..............
Mr. B. Kelley .. . .. . . .. .
Collection, Jonesport,
Maine ..................
.Tn!y 11 1~ Bullard.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
July 18 L. Carter............. •
Mr. S. Nickerson.......
July 26 H. Saunders............
Jnly 30 J. Eaton................
Sept 9 Mr. Whitney . .. . .. ..
Sept 10 W. Whtting.... ........
Sept 9 Mr. E. Foss.............
1.9

13 45
50
25
50
50
15
1 00
1 00
50

1888.
Feb 6
April

A. H. PARSONS.
Receipts.
G. A. Blakeslee ....... $
J. Smith, agent ........
do do
.. . . .. ..
J. Dimock, agent.....
do
do
.....
do
do
.....
A. Henwood... .. . ... ..
Mr. N. Mason ...........
J. Dimock..............
M. La"le... .. .. . ... .. ..
G. A. Blakeslee, to wife
G. W. Shute. to wife ...
W G. Port, to wife .....
do
do
.....
do
do
. .. ..
do
do
.....
do
do
.....
J .. S. Walker ...........
do
do
.. .. .. .. . ..
do
do
.. .. . .. . ..
no
do
. .. .. . .. • ..
do
do ...........
do
do • • . .. . .. . ..

May
50
20
7
4
20
18
1

00
00
50
00
00
00
85
00
15
50
00
00
on
34
00

25
18
20
26
4
10 UO
300
24 00
7 00
7 00
fi oo
12 00
7 00

G. SHTMEL.

1883•

Rcceil)ts.
Received .............. $ 15 00
Expenditures.
Personal expenses. . . :\1 15 00

1888.

A. wurrE.
R.ecet pts.
KallSfl8 City branch ... $
60
J. H. Wells ..\.......... 5 GO
S. Swensou.......... .. . 1 tlO
Sr. McCarty and sons..
40
J. StcrHng. ... .• .... .... ••
~5
R Walters .. .. . .. . ...
25
Sundries................ 2 40
ill 9 90

1888.

,..,_-

Expenditures.
Personal expenses .... $ 9 90

J. R. TuA:I.IBERT.
1888.
Receipts.
Feb 3 W. Lewis, agent ...... $
Feb 27 S. S. Wilcox............
W. Leeka...... .... .....
A. Hall .................
A. Mortimore.... .. .. ...
W. Leeka ..............
E. B. Cl.ine.............
C. W. Ray......... ....
E. S. Wtlcox .. . .. .. ...
E. B. Salyards.... . .. .. .
W. W. Salyards.........
Mar 1 l\L E. Pace ... ,..........
H. Hay.... .............
.Mar· 6 G. Z. Redfield ..........
}far
5 A. Hall .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. ..
Mar 6 S. S. Wtlcox .............
A. 1'ullar ..............
June 12 W. Lewis. agent........
J. Hardacer.............

8

Jnne

Dec.

M>1r t!'i
Mar 18
Setp 2

26

75
1 00
2 50
1 00
25

1 25
50
7 50
1 00
1 00
8 00
100
4 80
50
1 50
125
2 31
25
50
00
50
50
22

1888.

00
oo
00
00
50
100
50
5n
50
1 00
50
5(l

50
5 00
2 00
1 00
100
5 00
50

Dec
Dec
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Feb
Feb

500
200
100
1100
200
400
1170
50
50

500

500
25
50
100
100
100
1 00
1 00

500

100
100
85
100
100

$104 30

Expenditures .......... $104 30

N. STAMM.
Receipts.
Sr. Kemp .............. $
P. Park .. .. .... .. ......
D. Clark................
Mrs. D. Clark:...........
J. Park.................
Nlr. Pruitt..............
Mr. P. Lucas. . ... ....
Mr. Tanner........... .
Mr. Nire ................
Sr. Manning............
dodo
............
Bro. Knox..............
Mr. Hand. ...... .......
Bro. Hull...............
i:laiuts at Rhodes.......
Sr. Vay.................
V. D. Slayt.. .. .... .... •
l:laints at Flagler.......
Hidy and brothers ......
Bro. Hull...............
W. C. Nirk. ....... ....
SaintA at Flay..........
D Flayler.... .... .... ..
Bro. D. Flltyler.........
A lady 1riend....... .. .
N. Grima...............
John Roth, agent ......
do
do
.. .. ..
do
do
.. .. ..
do
do
......

1 00
50
25
25
15
50
50
50
1 00
50
25
20
60
50
90
50
2 00
2 00
1 00
50
50
1 10
1 00
25
25
50
10 00
4 00
10 00
250
4~

June
July

June
Jone
July
Aug
Aug
Sept
Sopt
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Sept
Dec
Dec
Jan

$ 44 40
Expenditures.
Personal expenses ...... $ 36 31
Balance on hand ........ $ 8 01

tess.
May

Jl!lle

July

10
10
10
10
5
10
4

6 50
1 00
2 00
50
25
2 50
2 00
1 50
25
2 00
20
50
1 50
3 00
1 85
2 00
3 00
1 00
1 00
3 75
1 50
5 00
50
1 00
10

70

Expenditures.
Personal expenses .....$ 39 95

J. G. SCOTT.
1888.
Receipts
May 23 James M. Scott ........ $
June :30 do
do .. .. . ...
July 19 do
do .........
Nov 6 do
do .........
Dec 27 do
do .. •• .. .. .
Feb 29 do
do .........
Aug
do
do .. .. .. . ..

L. H. EZZELL.
Receipts.
In hand last report ...... $
25 Bro. Ginger..................
22 S. R. Hay......................
Mr. J. Sherri!................
E. W. Nunley...............
.T. B. Brown..................
25 C. C. Holcomb..............
27 do
do
20 R. Mcintosh..................
7 J. B. Brown ..................
W. Sherril.....................
10 W. G. Allen..................
12 Mr. J. Sherri!...............
W. Shernl.....................
30 Friends.........................
1 H. B. Alexander............
8 do
do
............
T. Alexander.................
L. Alexander.................
21 Friends..........................
25 W. R. Ezzell.................
12 My wife. S. J. Ezzell.....
1 A Friend.......................
25 A Friend.....................
16 A Friend ............. ;.........

1888.

00
00
00
00
00
oo
00

$ 5!) 00

Expenditures .......... $ 5~ oo

Oct

Nov

A. J. MOORE.
Receipts.
L. B. Gaulter ............... $ 1
Ole Madison.................. 1
A. Jenson.............. ..... •
M. Nelson ..................... 1
J. W. Bryon..................
J. C. Tipter .................. 1
Mr. Jones...................... 1
Bro. Gooch.................... 1
J. W. Bryan..................
J. Hapel!....................... 2
P. A. lloghes...... .......... 1
Sr. Hassell....................
D. Ha•sell ....................
Sr. Bryan...................... 1
C. C. Holcomb_, ............. 13

00
00
50
00
48
00
00
00
55
50
oo
50
50
00
30

$ 26 83
Expenditures .............. $ 26 88

1888.

R. DAVIS.
Recei pte.
Sr. S. McGntchy .......$
A. McGatchy.. ..... ....
Sr. Blasdell ........... ,
T. Morgan........ .....
Sr. Stockwell. .. .... ...
Sr. English.............
Bro. Fresget ... ; .. .... .. 2

50
25
25
50
25
25
50

$ 4 50
Expenditures.
Personal expenses .... $ 4 50

5
1
2
1

Dec
Dec

1 Bro. McFarlane ........ .
4 J. G. Smith........... .
5 W.Jemmett .......... ..
N. N. Cooke, agent ... .
2 J. Kaler ............... .
4 J. H. Wells ........... ..
G. and R. Wells, mdse ..
20 I. M. Davis ............ .
31 J. Cole ................ .
5 N. N. Cooke, agent .... .
13do
do
.... .
14 J. G. Smith .......... ..
17 T. Lane ............... ..
20 W. Price .............. ..
J. G. Smith ........... .
22 W. Anderson .......... .
26 J. E. Betts, Sen....... ..
J. E. Betts, Jr ........ ..
27 N. N. Cooke, agent .... .
30 Sr. Kinghorn ......... ..
A.Allen ............ ..
31 Bro. McFarlane ........ .
10 W. Molyneaux ......... .
15 H. Roberts ............ .

$ 67 63

Balance on hand ...... $ 3 75

I

Nov
Nov
Nov

Expenditures.
Personal elipenses .... $ 67 63

$

Total ................... ·'291 34

!;0

6 00
50
50
40
1 00
50
1 50
25
50
50
50
1 00
95
1 00

Expenditures.
Personal expenses .... $133 '11

=-===

3 88
2 00
1 00
50
1 00

Nov
Nov
Jan
Jan
Feb
Mar

Expf\nditures.
Peroonal expenses ... $122 00
Wife'Et expenses as received ................. 169 34

Cashon hand .......... $ 8 35

1888.
Mar 1
Mar 2
April 8
April24
April25

Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Nov

$291 34

Cash on hand ........ $ 12 77

Expenditures.
Traveling expenees .... $ 19 05

Sept

Cash on hand ........ $ 2 56

$ 28 00

M. R. SCOTT.
Receipts.
Received since last General Conference ...... $ 27 40

82
00
17
00
75
25
35
25
00
25
25
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

Sr. Harmon....... .. .. •
W. Leeka.... .... .......
M. E. Benedict.........
R. Winning .............
J. Duty .................
J. Krall!.. .............
Saints of Stanberry.....
30M. Head................
Collection at Clarksdale
B C. A . .Beebe............
7 H. Jones...............
14 RennioncommitteM. V
20 E. W.Ray ..............
22 Shenandoah branch....
14F.W.Curtis ............
Stanberry branch.......
MW.W.Curtis ...........
27 Independent Patriot...
8 T. Davis................
24 Kansas Uity baints.....
10
do
do .. .. •
4 A. W. Reese............
Sr. A. W. Reese........
Independent Patriot.. .
25
18
34
23
10

$136 27

]Jx:penditures.
P~rsonal. expenses .... $ 15 28

1888.

June
Aug
Aug
Aug
Sept

35
00
00

499

R. ETZENHOUSER.
1888.
Receipts.
June 15 A. White, agent ........ $ 5 00
June 21 N. N. Cooke, agent... 10 00
July 4 do
do
.... 10 00
July 15 J. G. Smith ............. 1 00
Jnly 20 E. Uowlishaw.... .... .•
50
July 2'3 N. N. Cooke, agent..... 5 00
Jnly 28 do
do
..... 1 5 00
Ang 4 M. Lane................
25
Aug 10 H. Davis................ 1 00
Ang 18 E. Davis................ 2 00
Aug 29 J. G. Smith ............ 1 25
Sept 5 N. N. Cooke, agent.... 5 00
Sept 16 M. Hughs............... 1 00
Oct
4 N. N. Cooke, agent .... 5 00
Oct 15 B. Mollyneaux......... 1 00

I. N. ROBER'rS.
1888.
Receipts.
June 23 M Hill. ....................... $
Sr. Humphrey ...............
July 2 H. Ben..........................
W. Ballentyne...............
J. Hay...........................
July 5 Sr. Powell.....................
N. Powell.....................
Sr. Lyons......................
July 14 A. Currey.....................
July 15 J. Hay...........................
Aug 2 J. Sutherland................
Aug 8 S. Wight.......................
Aug 7 J. Minear ......................
L. Curtis.......................
T. J. Sheppard ..............
W. A. Sheppard ............
C: B. Bennett...............
L. L. Wight..................
H. Bell.........................
A. Hay.:........................
J. Hay...........................
F. Hay...........................
V. Hay...........................
J. Currie........................
.Tan G J. C. Tipton...................
B.. C. Gooch..................
A. Gilmore....................
J. Gilmore......................
P. Hughes.....................
J, W. Bryan..................

75
1 00
1 oo
1 00
25
25

1 00
50
05
25

1 00
75
2 00
75
1 00
1 00
1 00
2 00
50
25
25
50
75
50
60
50

·25

10
50
25
B
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THE SAINTS'
Oct 18 Western Texas distt·ict.
J. Hassan.....................
Jnne 3 L. Roberts .....................
Sept 20 do do .....................

18 00
2 00

10 00
10 00

$ 62 75

Oct 25 L. P. Krucker ...............
Nov 3 W. Anderson ................ .
Nov 20 A Friend .......................
Dec 4 J. 0. Early .....................
Feb 2 Bro. and Sr. Green ....... .

50
5
5
2
2

D. C. Enslow ................. .
Friends in ;\1.cVey ........$
T. J. Ay·ers" ................ ..

50
00

30
00

Expended as received ..$ 17 95
J. SHIELDS.
18~.
Receipts.
:May 6 OBro. J. Taylor, Sen ...... $
Sr. John Taylor............
l\L Rea...........................
J\fay 7 J. Hall..........................
:May 24 I. Taylor........................
July 11 W. Snell........................
July 12 H. Snell........................
M. Snell.......................
July 15 Proton branch collection.............................
July 16 Sr. Calvert....................
July 21 J. Brice........................
July 27 J. Taylor.......................
July 31 J. Mortimer..................
Aug 4 M. 'l'aylor ......................
Aug 26 J. Mortimer..................
Sept 17 J. Taylor .......................
Sept 19 do do .......................
Sept 24 J. Mortimer..................
Sept 26 Garafraxa branch, collection.........................
Nov 4 J. A. Mclntoeh.............
Dec 6 J. Taylor, Sen...............
Dec 20 '1'. Claydon....................
J. Taylor, Jr..................
Dec 21 Sr. Herbert....................
Dec 7 T. CJaydon....................
Dec 8 l!'. Fail'...........................
Jan 26 J. Snell .........................
Jan 30 Collt~ct,ion at Honey\Vood............... ............
Feb 1 D. Morrison..................
Feb 11 H. Snell ........................
H. Snell........................
Feb 27 .T. Wilson ......................
Mar 5 L. Youngson.................

25

25
50
50

1 00
1 00
1 00

1 86
1 00
10
00
00
00
00
25
2 00

3 80
25

1 00
50
1 50
25
SO
1 00
5 00
45
10
1 00
1 00
1 00

5 00

Balance on hand ......... $ 5 '0
E. CUHTIS.

Jlolay
May
lVIay
]\fay
June
June

1
2
15
18
18
25

July 28
Aug 30
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Nov
Dec
Dec
Dec
Feb
Feb
Feb

15
18
19
25
25

25

1 00
10
50

1
3
3
1

75
00
58
00
00
50

50

91\

1888.

22
8
10
8

00
00
00
UO

25 Oil
2;) f)(i

10 00

7 00
10 00
7 00

$ 84 75

$ 22 62

Expenditures.
Personal expenses ...... $ 80 65
Balance on hand ......... $ 4 l(l

J. CAFFALJ".
Receipts.
Received since last report ............................ $125 30

I. l\1.. SJIIITR.
1888.
Recetpts.
A. H. Burroughs ..........$ 1 80

Expenditures ..............$125 30

50

D. CAMPBELL.
Receipts.
Aug 13 Sr. Montgomery ...........$
50
Aug 20 do
do
35
Oct
1 E. Morrison.................. 1 00
Sr. J. E. Morrison..... ...
50
M. JIL Turpen...............
40
1888.

20 O'J
15 00

A HAWS.
Receipts.
Sr. T. J. Andrews, Agt.$ 40 00
Free will offerings ......... 44 75

J. Jarvis...... .................
C. Jarvis........................
L. Babbs........................
N. King........................
J. A. Morris...................
R. Hamilton..................
P. Brown.....................
J. Bass..........................
H. Bass..........................
J. Morris.......................
E. Morris ...................... ,
H. Morris.......................
B. Morris.......................

10
05
10
25
4 50

10
29

1

I'
11
20

Sept 24

1 75
2 00
50

1 50
1 00
50
35

50
60

50
1 00

2 00

JL.
]~.

(JQ

Sept 28

~;

00

1
1
1
I
2

()()
00
00

10
12

1~-1

lH

()I)

05

l 00

10 00
15
1 00
1 00

.,"

15

Oct 29
Nov

30
40
25
15

Nov 17"
Nov 18
Nov 2!
Nov 30
Dec 6

20
7'5

1 GO
1 00
15

8
11
20
24
25

,Jan 21
Feb 1
Feb 10

05

5
l
1
1

50
00
00
00
40

'"''"''"'""' ........ 10 00
1 00
50

$ 71 40

Expenditures .............$ 71 40
M. JII. TURPEN.
1888.
Receipts.
Oct 22 C. Potter ....................$ 1 50
Feb 28 W. Allen......................
50
G. Allen........................
05
C. Allen.........................
05
T. Welli.ngton................
30
$ 2,40

Expended '"' received..$ 2 40

T . JI!.ATTHEWS.
1888.
Receip·ts.
Mar 5 A. Taylor ..................... $

35
.E. ArringtOil···~··········"·
60
J. R Hughes................. 1 00
S. E. Gill.......................
70
W. '1'. Davis..................
25
Rocking Valley branch. 5 00
F. Hannah.....................
50

2{}

June 7' C, H. BarrowS._,............

2G

Sept 23

Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec

H. ,Jcnkins .............. oo....

0. Pett.......................... 1 00

A Black ........................ 1 00
June 4 tlr. Greenwood.............. 2 50
J. Rausvm.................... 1 00
June 6 Br. Greenwood.............. 2 OG
BaH Luke Citv branch... 8 10

J 15
5 00
:J (JO
1()0
l 00

00

25

Expenditures.
Paid out as received .... $ 22 62

50

7 50

Expenditmes.
.Expenses for self and
family ....................... $287 41

1888.

or;

1 IJO

$287 41

25

25
35
1 00

2:3

Oct
Oct
Oct

20

1 00

June 3

Expenditures.
Personal expenses ...... $ 23 00

N. YVixon ................. 5 00
Hidley ........................ 5 00
22 '·'r. Lytle ....................... 5 00
20 Ii', Pett ............. ,............
50

5 00

Aprill<J,
June 1

6

00
00
00
00

H. C. S::VIITH.
Receipts.
Crune ................... $ 1 00
W. 0\parks ............... 20 00

1888.

4

22

5
20
8
8
5

25

25
25
:o. Hopkins.................... 1 00
L D. Ulman.................. 2 oo

19

$ 23 Oll

1 00
20 no

M. Cross........................

1888.

June 24

lVlay 26 C. Sv;,'eet.......................
J·une 18 J. Smith, agent .............
June 25 Bro. Nelson ..................
(Tune 28 J . .Smith, agent............
June 24 J. W. Layon..................
Sept 15 J. W. Dimmock, agent ..
Dec 17' do
do
..
Jau 18 do
do
..
Feb 23 do
do
..
.July 13 J. S. Walker, agent .........
Aug 27 do
do
........
Nov 8 do
do
........
Dec 9 do
do
........
Jan 20 do
do
........
l\Iar 8 do
do
........
July 26 W. G. Pert, agent .........
Aug 27 do
do
.........
Nov 12 do
do
.........
Dec 17 do
do
.........
Jan 25 do
do
.........
1\lar 3 do
do
.........

2
1
1
1

26
50
25
00
00
00
50
50

VV. W. Cross..................
B Beal..........................

Mar

25
1 00
25

1888.
Receipts.
April16 G. A. Blakeslee ........... $ 50 00
1\Iay 6 A. \Vhite, agent............ l 25

S. S. Blue!;;....................

6 Sr. O'Neil.....................
9 R.icb Hill branch...........
Mr. Peter Johnson........

2 !\0

E. C. Rhodes.................
~L W. Johnston.............
L. Walters.....................
,J. Matthews..................
R. ::Vlatthews..................
,J. Abbott......................
,J. Gabriel.....................
M. Gabnel................. ...

J. A. CURHIE, JH.

H. H. ROBINSON.

2 50
1 00
50
1 00

25
9 .r. Wilkson ................... 1 50
10 Rich Hill branch............ 1 25
24
do
do
50
5 D. Holms.......................
25
Mr. and Mrs Barker... ..
25

5 00
25
25
5 00
1 00
50
25

1 00
25

Personal expenses ...... $ 52 95

25
25
75

oe

3
2
1
1

Expenditures.
Clothing and trav. exp.$ 84 86

R.eceipts.
Sr. R0berts ..................$
J. A. Roberts .................
W. Lloyd.......................
Eldorado branch...........
A Sit:ltcr........................
S. Swenson .............. ;...
1\fr. G. Douglas..............
R Wnlt.ere....................
S. S. Black....................
G. Wilkson...................
Mrs. Ellisen.......... ......
W. Chapman.................
M. R. Hoyes.................
R. Wulters....................
Sr McNeil....................

F. Saunders ............ , ...
B. Wheaton...................
S. Cudney.....................
R. Hartnell....................
\tV. B. Hnrtnell.""...........
T. Hartnell.....................
J. A. Grant.....................
J. Brackenbury..............
C. Lambkin..................
"'-'. Dowker............ .......
G. Sylvester...................
P. Ducher.......................
P. Petty........................
J. Myers.......................

25

50

M. Jeffers......................
C. L. Rhodes.................

$52 95

Bro Russell.................. 1 25
Sr. RnFBell.................... 1 25
L. J. Russell..................
25
E. B. Bogue..................
25

25

89 86

1888.

J. J. CORNISH.
1889.
Expenditures.
April to Friends ........................ $ 11 00
August J. Sehrner.....................
50
Mr. D. Gllbert...............
50
J. Hill...........................
50
Sr. Hill.........................
i'iO

1 OtJ

Uniou Grove branch .... ~ 1 05)

C. Smith ......................•
J. W.,Stone ................. .
J. Balsover ................... .
B. Taylor ..................... ..
J. Remley .....................
J. Tousley .................... .
S. Tousley ................... ..
N. I~al;;::e ......•..... oo••••••••••
D. Vlllck~ze·:· ................. .
0. JIL Pierson .............. .
0. S. Goodm ................ .
Frie_nds in ·3e1l.~ir:.:···~···
A Slstcr ..... ,. .. {~~·.d•·..: .....
E. Stodda

$ 17 g5

.Expenditures .............. $ 62 75

0. A. Moore...................

A. Williams..................

Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct

Dec
Jan
Mar
Mar
.May
June
Jan

Burr~nvs....................

3
1
2
3
1

w.

rrullidrl:e ..............
A "Brother and Sister.....
W. R Stants .................
'l'. Millard .....................
c:o do
.....................
J-. R Ha-.,.vkius ...............
Sr. \Valmf{ley................
Sr. Baxtcn·.....................
A Sister ........................
~Hiss CoolL ....... : ............
'J_\ Irwin ........................

30
15
25
29 ;vJiso Cook......................
L. Vallem.....................
30 D. H ..Jones,. .................
1\Tr~. T. Irwin ................
D. ;r, .Jones.....................
3 'l'. Millard .....................:.
1~ L. Morrison...................
28 Sr. Kagan......................
2 C. J. Cooper ..................
4 St·. Case ........................
7 C. W. Hawkinr; ..............
tn S. Stiverr< .....................
24 N. Carmichael..............
25 Dr. ,W. Carmichael.........
26 .r. B. Carmicbae]...........
J. i\1. Range ..................
1 Sr. Jones......................
2 Rr. Lightowler..............
7 G. W. Harlow ...............
14 E. Ridley......................
21 A. Carmiehael...............
31 N .•T. Wixon ...................
5 D. R. Jones ................ :: ..
2 J . R. Badham, agent .....
17 do
do
.....
22 Bishop Blakeslee ..........
til J. R. Badham, agent ... ~.
2 R. C. Smith, agent.......

50
00

00
50
00

00

1 25

10 00
5 00
1 00
20 00
100
5 00
2 00
2 50
1 75
5 00
5 00
5 00
1 00
2 50
3 00
5 00
5 10
2 50
2 50

1 00
1 00
2 00

50
75
2 75
5 00
2 511

1 00
3 35
20 00

60 00
50 00

2 85
5 00

$309 10

Expended as received.. $809 10

1888.

T. WELLINGTON.
Receipts.
D. C. Salisbury ............ $
F. Salisbury ...................
S. J. Salisbury ..............
Collection, Rock Creek.
Collection, Oak Grove...
S. Wight... ...................
ll!.. Wight .......................
E. Wight.......................
Sr. Wight......................
L. Wight.......................
D. Wight.......................
W. Allen ......................
:Mrs. T. Brinegar...........
P. Banda.......................

3 00
2 00

1 00
4 23
2 50
1 00
1 00
50

1 00
50
70
1 '15
1 00

1 00

$ 21 18

Expended as received::r2118

t---

G. A.
Michigan.,
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am of the opinion that that man, nor any who
were present, will ever again ask an eider of the
Reorganized Church-and specially Joseph-to
read the fourth chapter of Isaiah again. I
learned that the man had served a term in the
penitentiary because he was "too much married."
To-day there is much talk and comment on the
discourse, and, so far as I can learn, it is regarded as one of the ablest. The evidences were full
and pointed, and the arguments were unanswerable. Joseph is master of the situation; and
from appearances very many people here really
desire to hear him.
Surely, the Lord will soften the hearts of some
of these people so that they may see what will be
for their peace.
R. J. ANTHONY.

PRESIDENT SMITH IN OGDEN.

CAUSES OF JUDGMENTS.

THE letter below indicates that the people
in Ogden, Utah, are willing, and anxious, to
learn the views of President J osepb Smith
and the Reorganized Church on those
questions which make Utah Mormonism
"a proverb, a reproach, a hiss and a byword," wherever known, like rebellious
Israel of old :

"IT is because of our iniquities and abominations that has brought us into bondage."
-Mosiah 5: 6.
Pres. G. Q. Cannon, of. the Utah church,
is credited with having said on Sunday,
July 14th, in the Tabernacle in Salt Lake
City:

OGDEN, Utah, July 22d.
Brother Blair:- We have held three meetings
in the Pavilion here. Bro. Joseph spoke to a
good audience on Saturday night. Yesteruay at
2 p. m. r preached the gospel to the people, and
last night Bro. Joseph preach to a sea of people.
His theme was plural, marriage and why he rejected it. When he quoted from the second cnapter of
Jacob, in Book of Mormon, some young man
called out for him to read the balance of the
chapter. Joseph did so to the astonishment of
the young man, and with a few comments completely upset the Brighamite pet theory built on
"If I will raise up seed unto me, I will command
my people otherwise." Joseph gave them the
correct rendering, and then showed tbe scourges
and judgments which should be visited upon
those who practiced such abomination. The
reading and comments created quite a little
breeze, and applause. The people saw the point.
Joseph showed . that the Reorganized Church
kept the laws of God and the nation and were
entitled to the promised blessings.
, Before he had fairly resumed his argument on
the main question, a man called to hini to read
the fourth chapter of Isaiah. Joseph said he
wquld read it if the people wished and comment
on it. Several called out, "Read it!" It was
then read, also a portion of the third chapter to
show the kind of women that would "take hold of
one man" predicted in 4: r. And before Joseph
got through with the reading and his comments,
there was "music in the air." A perfect storm
of applause followed.
Joseph was In fair health, although for several
days he had been suffering with facial troubles,
but he was free 'from pain during the sermon. I

"If the streams of these mountains should dry
up and the land be covered with death, so.to
speak, to all vegetation, there is only one course
we can take that will be acceptable in the sight
of God, and that is, live in peace with one another, bear patiently the dispensations of Providence,
of our God, without murmuring, without quarreling and fault-finding, not seeking to blame
somebody for that of which God is the cause."

In the statement quoted above, Elder
Cannon recognizes God as "the cause" of
the present "famine for ~ter" prevailing
in the west, and pressing so sorely in the
valleys where the people of God are gathered. He thinks it unwise to seek and
blame human agencies for that of which
God is the author.
Accepting the thought as expressed by
Mr. Cannon, that God is the responsible
author for having brought this drought
upon the west, and upon Israel as a consequence of their being in the west, is it out
of harmony V~Cith the thought and the wish
to know why-for men to ask-"For
what reason has God sent so severe a visitation upon the people gathered in the
mountains," called by Mr. Cannon "the
people of God." Mr. Cannon, nor any of
his co-laborers, will hold that God would
send punishment and distress upon his
own people in wantonness and cruelty,
but will admit that he has, and may possibly again, visit those who are his with
punishment for disobedience and disregard
of his law and commandments. If, then,
Mr. Cann<;m admits that it is of God, by
his own act, that this withholding of the
rain and snow has come to pass, is it not

No. 31.
competent for some of the sufferers in Israel to put up a cry that shall not only
reach the rulers, Mr. Cannon and his
fellow servants, but reach God as well?
There was a people on this land once, of
which the record says:
"For behold, I, the Lord, have seen the sorrow, and heard the mourning of the daughters of
my people in the land of Jerusalem; yea, and in
all the lands of my people, because of the wickedness and abominations of their husbands. And
I will not suffer, saith the Lord of Hosts, that
the cries of the fair daughters of this people,
which I have led out of the land of Jerusalem,
shall come up unto me against the men of my
people; for they shall not lead away captive the
daughters of my people, because of their tenderness; save I shall visit them with a sore curse,
even unto destruction; for they shall not commit
whoredoms, bke them qf old, saith the Lord of
Hosts." . . . "Ye have broken the hearts of
your tender wives, and lost the confidence of
your children, because of your bad examples before them; and the sobbings of their hearts ascend up to God against you." . . . "Where·
fore, ye shall remember your children, how that
ye have grieved their hearts because of the example that ye have set before them: and also
remember that ye may, because of your filthiness,
bring your children unto destruction, and their
sins be heaped upon your heads at the last day."
-Book of Mormon, pps. r rS-19.

If it is practicable. for history to repeat
itself in the secular affairs of this world, is
it not possible that there may be a repetition in some of the things appertaining to
the history of the people of God? If it is,
and God is "the same yesterday, to-day
and forever," then there may be a cause
for the interference of God with the water
supply ofSalt Lake, Utah and other val. leys where drouth is now prevailing. If
Mr. Cannon is assured that God, and not
the county nor city authorities, is the one
on whom the responsibility for this condition of things belongs, he does well to
counsel them not to blame men. What
then? It would seem to be wisdom to admit the reason for chastisement, as well as
the hand that inflicts it; and if the impending ruin can be averted by repentance, as
in the case of Nineveh, thtn repent; make
a clean work of it, and thus avoid thejurther consequences of persisting in waywardness and disobedience.
It c:m not be possible to defer much
longer the uprising inquiry of an outraged
people! The urgent appeal of those in
authority to be still and bear the evils
which folly, or worse, has brought to the
very doors of the people in Utah, will soon
fall on unheeding ~ars. The spirit of restlessmss, now taking hold of many, will
spread, and those hitherto thought to be
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dwellers are gone, ·many not having
enough for ordinary needs, and anxious
hearts are beating as trembling lips frame
the question, How long will this continue?
All this is bad enough; but what seems
to give occ!lsion to this appeal from the
leaders to keep clear of division and disunity among the people, is, that there appears to be injustice, or bad administration,
in those who have the watch and ward of
the water supplies. It is alleged that some
have plenty and to spare, while others
have scant supplies, or none. It is even
charged that those who should be the just
guardians of the poor and needy, are disregardful of even the just demands such
suffering ones have made for what were
and are their rights; hence, those thus deprived assume to assert their first law,
''self preservation," in appeals to those
forces which alone can see them righted;
and thus the cause of Mr. Cannon's complaint of want of unity, that unity which
he thinks should characterize the children
of the kingdom-the church in the valleys.
Some time ago, how long does not now
matter, the water of City Creek flowed
down from the mountains, clear, cool and
sparkling. Such were its qualities that
the late Heber C. Kimball adv1sed his
WHAT MAY IT MEAN?
brethren to "dip" their dry bread in its
THERE is a wail in Zion. There is a pools and be fed! At a later period, the
famine for water throughout the west, powers that then were, in view of better
and the "valleys in the tops of the mount- distribution and husbanding the possible
ains" are in trouble-dry and dreary troub- supply of life-preserving waters, arranged
le over it. President Georg-e Q. Cannon for enclosing the resources of City Creek
n0w enjoins it upon the dwellers in Utah to in iron bands, locking them up in bonds
not contend for their right to the water to be opened by golden keys in the hands
for which their farms and gardens are of opulent holders.
suffering, and on no account to go to law
To offer a sort of "sop to the Cerberus,"
in appeals to the courts for protection from of dryness and famine, a canal was dug to
drouth. "Let the valleys dry up, but re- convey the waters of Utah lake from their
tain your unity," seems to be the injunc- place of deposit, thirty odd miles away,
along the water wavs from which those
tion of this apostle.
The condition of the people on the ir- of City Creek were- diverted. Whether
rigating lands of the interior is at present this supply was ever satisfactory to those
writing very serious, and, if there is not from whom their first right to the mounan early fall of rain, or snow in the moun- tain stream was taken, it is not for us to
tainous regions whence the valleys get say; but it is now apparent that when the
their portion of heaven- bestowed water sure processes o~, waste and depletion, untreasures, ruin and devastation are abso- supported by the increasing forces of relutely certain in many loc'llities.
plenishment, have overdrawn the stores
In Salt Lake valley, a great scarcitv of held in nature's reservoirs, these same resiwater is being felt. The snow-fall- the dents, deprived of the waters of
Creek,
way
last winter was light, and this added to the find the canal a stagnant
fact that less th:m the usual amount of through which the now shrunken Utah
water had fallen the two or three years Lake refuses to pour its riches-hence
prior to this, leaves the dwellers in the their gardens, orchards and fields are pervalleys in much distress.
Wells which ishing, while some, more opulent, or more
have stood the draught for years are dry. far-seeing-, having 11ccess to the pipe system,
Lakes whence generous s.upplies have enjoy and waste at their pleasure the once
been drawn hitherto, to water the thirsty sparkling waters of the beautiful City
and parched lands along the canals and Creek. That some are suffering and some
ditches made for the purpose are too low have plenty, and all of the same family
to fill the water ways and sluices. The and fold, is certain. The sufferers are
street side streams, long the boast of this complaining and asking for redress; and
city amid the hills, are dry, and the gray this is the occasion of Pres. G. Q. Candust, the dread cerement of death and de- non's appeal to the people to stand in unicay of vegetation and fruitful life, lies ty though the valleys do parch.
thick over plant and bush and tree, while
One circumstance in this occurrence may
many of the last named are turning the be taken into the count. The authorities
sere and yellow leaf of their decline to the of the city and the county, who have had
hot summer sun. Hundreds of shade trees charge of the care and distribution of the
will die, all over the hitherto well watered water supplies of the valley and city, are
plain. Along some streets in Salt Lake and have been the choice of the members
City the supplies once plentiful to local of the church dominant here. Whether

trusty and strong will prove to be selfish
and careful for themselves first-and for
those who trusted them after. Children
and children's children will depart from
the faith of their fathers, and thousands
will discard faith in both man and God,
and unbelief and carping infidelity usurp
the minds of those who, but for the foolishness and vain glorying of their parents
and leaders might be, and would be, kind
"saviors of men," "the salt of the earth."
The Reorganized Church has proved,
and is proving, that the Church as founded
on April 6th, 1830 upon the New Covenant, the principles of the Book of Mormon and the revelations to that Church,
can live in peace with their neighbors by
upright walk and righteous conversation.
It is showing that, what God designed to
do in sending the angel's message, is practicable everywher~. The people in the
valleys ought to be able to comprehend
this; and pausing before it is too late, they
should eliminate from their philosophy all
that is making their work vain, and, returning to the right ways of the Lord,
avert the "scourge" which seems to be impending.

or not the officers filling the councils of
the city and county have been chosen and
their election dictated by the leaders of
the church we may not sav; but the fact
remains that these have been mostlv members of the church; therefore, whatever
bad management there may have been by
which present distress and suffering has
resulted, it was the work of their own
people, trusted men of their own choosing
or sufferance. If the men so chosen by
the people have proved incompetent, or
recreant to duty, it is the undoubted fight
of the people to complain. It is true that
it will not cause it to rain copiously, nor
smite the rocks of the mountain ran~~es
causing them to burst forth in copious and
refreshing fountains, for the sufferers to
find fault with and abuse those whom they
think responsible for their distress; but it
may and oug-ht to open the eyes of those
suffering and those witnessing t,uch distress to the fact long patent to those looking on from the outside, that men are not
always made to be wise men because they
have been made, by human hands, officers
of the church. To put men into places of
trust and power simply because they "hold
the priesthood," while they are unblest by
the commonest attributes of good sense,
prudence and love for human kind, is to in·
vite disaster, and pledge the people so enthralled to the inevitable result that follows folly, or wickedness in high places.
One man says, "I thought· that if I could
trust my bishop with my spiritual concerns,
I certainly could trust him in my temporal
affairs; but I find that I have been mistaken. For I find that some btve plenty of
water, while my orchard and garden are
destroyed."
It is easy for him who may be filled
with that which stays hunger and-rounds
out the frame to oily fatness, to say to him
who faints for lack of food, "Don't complain; stand steadfast though you perish;"
but it would comfort the perishing man if
he could know that his fat consoler had
tried to avert the disaster by which he was
perishing, or was sharing with him the
peril he wns passing through.
President G. Q. Cannon decbred that
''the people of God" are passing under a
scourge. Will he take it as an interference Oil our part if we remind him that
the Lord said to the church as early as
1832, (September) that treating "lightly"
that which they had received has brought
the church under condemnation, and that
"this condemnation resteth upon the children of Zion, even all; and [that] they
shall remain under this condemnation until they repent and remember the NEW
COVENANT, even the BOOK OF MORMON
and the former eommandments which I
have given unto them not only to say, but
to do according to that which I have written, that they may bring forth fruit meet
for their Father's Kingdom, otherwise
there remaineth a scourge and a judg-ment
to be poured out upon the children of Zion;
for shall the children of the kingdom pollute my holy land? Verily, I say unto
you, nay."
If the people whom Pres. Cannon called the people of God are indeed being
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
scourged, why does not he, in his character of a shepherd, which should be sacred,
~ttes.--Is Doctrine and Covenants 17: 7 to be
take up the Book of l'.1:ormon and read comp\.ied· with us it reads, or &hould the minister
what is found in it
that which baptize an individual on the supposition that. he
is "abominable" before God, and then read is all right?
what we have quoted above and tell the
Ans.-The minister officiating should be able
people, frankly, that they will have to obey to discover whether the applicant is in proper
the commandments of God!
'Vhat a condition for baptism, and that is largely left to
strange spectacle is this, that the body over his discretion. We doubt the propriety of dewhich Pres. G.
Ce1nnor. pre~ides and manding an extended statement and confession;
whom he so earnestly exhorts to "keep and such alone would be no guarantee against
the commandments of God," which if they
deception. Parties should not be baptized, howdo nothing shall overcome them, presents
ever, without evidence of their having complied
to the world, the intelligent world, the
with the spirit of the law cited.
wodd that thinks and reads and thinks
Q.-·Do you not think or believe that· if this
again, the world to which the angel's message, the "NEW COVENANT, the Book of paragraph 7 was strictly complied with there
Mormon," was sent! In that angel's mes- would be fewer who would bring disgrace on the
sage men read the word of the Lord con- church?
A.--It should be strictly complied with. But
demning, in plain words, the very course
what might be interpreted by one as a strict comof conduct which Pres. C;mnon and the
church over which he presides persist in pliance, would not be accepted by another. It
pursuing. And in the ':former command- would be folly to demand that candidates remote
ments," the word of the Lord· to the from branches be compelled to appear before a
church direct, the same intelligent men branch and make a formal statement before bap·
read the positive instruction to· the people tism. The elder must stand for and represent
as to what shall be their conduct in regard the church in this instance. In Doctrine and
to the domestic relation, all definitely and Covenants 52: 3 a command was given to some
clearly opposed to that course adopted by of the elders to baptize and confirm at the waPres. Cannon and his people, and persist- ter's edge, in their travels, as they preached in
ed in by them contrary to the laws of the the various congregations of the world. Because
nation and land of which they are citizens. members become careless,and dance, etc., it does
How long, 0 dwellers in Zion, how not follow that they were not sincere in their
long will you suffer this "scourge" before profession of faith and repentance. It is also
you in your distress will turn you unto the true that the exercise of good judgment and dislong neglected precepts of theN ew Cove- cernment are necessary, "but ... you can not
nant wherein you shall find rest! "How always judge the righteous, or ... you can not
long, 0 Lord!" may be your cry; and the always tell the wicked from the righteous.''-'D.
Lord unto whom you direct your appeal
& c. 9: 7·
answers you in "speech" that "whispers
Q.-Is it right to baptize any one who refuses
from the dust," "Until you repent and reto abstain from the use of tobacco? And should
member the New Covenant, even the
there be any distinction in age?
Book of Mormon, and the former comA.--Yes; no.
mandments which I have given, not only
~..-D. & C. 17: 13 refers to "elder's" conferto say, but to do according to what I have
ences.
Should the membership, children or old·
written." Any resolute tyro in the ranks,
with the Books of the Law of the Lord as er ones, be entitled to vote?
A.--We think this refers to district or mission·
they were left to the church by Joseph and
Hyrum in his hand can, if he will, tell conferences, or their equivalents, of which we bewhen .the heavy hand that holds the lieve the eldership should take the charge, admitting by the rules of representation the lesser
"scourge" will be stayed.
If the fourth chapter of Isaiah, which priesthood, and permitting the branches to select
these elders of Utah claim is being fulfill- experienced and wise delegates from among
ed in their time and cause, is correctly ap- the membership if they so desire.
All members of branches have the right to
plied by them, what will they-what can
they say of what is found in verses 12-15 vote in the branch business meetings.
of tf)e grd and the 7th of the sth chapters! .
The day when the "scourg·e" shall cease
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
shall be the day after there shall be a return unto the word of the Lord from THE Herald editors acknowledge and
which there has been a clear departure.
appreciate the receipt of an invitation to and
The. night of God's displeasure will not programme of the commencement exergive way before the dawn of the day of cises of the Western Nor mal College of
redemption, until men shall put away the Shenandoah, Iowa, which was sent us with
sin by which the Holy Land has been pol- the compliments of Sr. Fantie H. Walker,
luted. Who will hearken? "Behold, one of Lamoni's bright representative girls,
here is wisdom."
who is a student there and whose name
appears in the Normal Class of 1889, with
which she will now graduate. The exerEXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
"We saw an item in the Herald about south- cises continue from July 21st to 26th inwestern Iowa timothy. head. We have some clusive. A similar invitation also reached
here on Bro. Blakeslee's farm measuring twelve us from Bro.]. A. Gunsolly, but we are
inches."
compelleq to decline both with thanks.
So writes Bro. Steinbaugh, of Galien,'
Elder J.A. Currie, Jr., wrote July r8th
Michigan, and we give it up for the presfrom Stockdale, Texas, that he had just
ent at least.
entered upon an eight days' discussion. He

states that the Lord is blessing him, for
which he praises His name. He had just
dosed the conf..;rcnce at Pipe Creek, and
baptized seven.
Bro.], J. Cornish writes from Sherman
City, Isabella county, Michigan, says, "I
baptized seven last Sunday and Monday."
C. M. Philips writes from Brockton,
Massachusetts, ·renewing for the Herald,
and says: "It seems that I could not get
along without the Herald. It is a grand
paper to have in a family."
The Van Wert .Header, of Van Wert,
Iowa, published by W. L. Andrews, is a
new enterprise, but from the general make·
up of the paper we conclude it has good
staving qualities, and we bid it good speed.
Sr. Flora Abbott of Havens, Nebrasb,
states that any elder who will labor in that
place will be cared for at her home. The
nearest railroad town to Havens is Randolph. Can any of the ministry labor r.t
that place?
Through the kindness of Bro. William
Anderson who conveyed us to the Reger
Mineral Spring, near Lineville, Iowa,
about twenty-five miles east of Lamoni,
we were permitted to assist Bro. J. R.
Lambert in holding two grove meetings
at that place, on Sunday, July 21st. A
fair attendance and a good, peaceful
spirit were some of the encouraging features of the meetings. In conversation
with some of the residents we learned that
quite a number of people in that vicinity
believe the latter day work, while it is regarded with favor by many, and the faith
has gained consideLtble prestige among
the people. We left Bro. Lambert at the
Springs. He will continue to labor in
that vicinity, while he is seeking aid to
health by drinking the mineral waters.
It is evident that our faith is becoming established all through the country surrounding Lamoni. Quietly and effectively its
truths are presenting themselves to the
people, and the truth is taking a deep hold
upon the honest in heart, by whom it will
be received.
ST. JOSEPH EXPOSITION.
coming "National, Railway, Electric
And Industrial Exposition," to be held at
St.] oseph. Mo., promises to be a very important affair and one in which many of
our readers will be deeply interested, and
we take pleasure in presenting them with
the subjoined statement that a comprehensive view of its objects, plans and purposes
may he had, and also that as many as desire may prepare to make exhibits and
compete for premiums. All who are mterested in the development of those regions ..::ontiguous and tributary to St. Joseph should take pride in promoting the
succe~f:' of this movement in all proper
ways-talk ir up and work for it. Here
is the statement:
"Our Exposition opens September 3d, a11d closes October S'h, r889. St. Joseph is the ;;enter of
a population of 4,ooo,ooo people within a radius
of 200 miles, and exhibitors will have an exceptional opportunity of placing their goods before
an immense number of observing people. Application for space to exhibit anything usual, new;·
novel, and proper to be exhibited at expositions,
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solicited. $soo will be given for the best dozen
ears of corn; $250 oo for second best; $ r25 oo
for third best; $62 50 for fourth best; $31.25 for
fifth best; $15 oo for sixth best; $5 oo for seventh
best. Liberal premiums for all farm products
and live stock. Floor space in main building,
8ox1040 ft. ~There will he forty-five acres of
pyramids, granaries, colonnades, arcades, grottoes,
canopies, pavilions, pagodas, arbors, amphitheatres, etc., etc., trimmed and decorated with and
for Cereal exhibits. The grouncis, in blue grass,
are dotted with elm, oak, ash, and other shade
trees. Lakes, fountains, rustic bridges, etc., will
be numerous. The amphitheatre will seat IO,·
ooo people. This is to be the greatest exhibit and
attraction ever held in the west, and the largest
agricultural exhibit in the world. Exhibitors
will please take notice that this is the first timt>
in the history of expositions that the farmer has
been substantially recognized. For further particulars, address,
The New Era Exposition,
P. 0. Building, Offices 5 and 6,
St. Joseph, Mo."

THE SAIN

LD.

the Spaniards, are located in separate provinces,
where there is no posssihility of their conflict

with one another. In the Protestant ranks there
is no agreement, no co-operation, no assignment,
of districts, but each one takes up work wherever
he can find a chance to start it, with the result
that confusion reigns everywhere, with constant
interfeyence, and with a waste of effort that is
both painful In itself and extremely costly to the
missionary hoards at home. The first native Pro·
testant Church in Japan was organized in r872,
and at the end of r888 there were ovPr ztl,ooo
church members. The unity in Japan among
Protestant workers has been no greater than
that to be found in China, though the country is
more concentrated in population and has been
vastly more under the influence of modern civilization, hut even here the complaint has been that
the confusion in religious teach in~ was a hinder·
ance to the ad vance of Christianity, and at this
very moment there is a demand among the JapaTHE following is an editorial from a late
Boston (Massachusetts) Herald, another nese for a native church in which Christianity
proof of the need of primitive Christianity shall he lifted above Its present sectarian manifestations.
in all its perfection and fullness, and anThe peril to Christianity in both China and
other evidence of the badness and weakness of apostate, corrupted, divided, con- Japan, so far as Protestant work is concerned, is
tending systems claiming to be the Church very great, from the prevalence of the discordof Christ.
ant elements which constitute the religious emLet the Saints ever bear in mind, that barrassment in Europe and America. \Vhat
to them has been committed the restored must intelligent Chinamen or keen-witted Japgospel of Christ, and that its object is to anese think of a Christianity which is represent·
unify all classes of intelligent, devout wor- ed by so many sects? How can the Christian
shipers on the original foundations in all religion make headway, when the variations of
respects-"One Lord, one faith, one bap- Protestantism are as repugnant to the common
tism, one God and Father of all, who is sense of the heathen as they were embarrassing
above all, and through all, and in you to Bossuet on his attempt to reconcile them with
[Saints] all" (Eph. 4: 5, 6); for in the plan the Roman Catholic Church? Missionary work
God has given, "There is one body in our western towns is so degraded by compe[church], and one Spirit, even as ye are
titions among Christians for "corner lots" for
called in one hope of your calling." (v. g).
churches that the intelligent western man is in
Strive patiently on, then,
Saints of
danger of losing his respect for Christianity enGod, that this great want of
age may
be
that God may be glorified and tirely, when he sees its principles put to shame
by the rivalries of its representatives; bui: this
s0_ved in His one Church.
does not begin to be so bad as the impression
A PERIL TO CHRISTIANITY.
which a disciple of Confucius must receive when
A discussl')ll of gre~d: irnportance is going on
he sees Protestant Christians going to war "at a
at the !Ytesent lime in China respecting the conwoful, shattered, tattereil, sorry disadvantage."
flict.
Protc:s'cant s,c;cts
to what Christ18nDr. Alex:1nder Williamson, a veteran Chinese
missionary, puts the case of disagreement very
forcibly in a recent appeal, where he
"'Ne
have three branches of the Episcopal church,
and better estab·
eight different sects of Presbyterians, siX sects of
ur~:an}zJLions bave all the \vay
Methodists, two Congregationalists, two Baptists,
9 285 communicants. The chief
besides several other minor bodies, all acting in·
religiouG bodies are Presbyterian, Cong-regational,
dependently of each other." When a John ChiMethodist, Episcopal and Baptist. Each of these
naman is asked to become a Christian, he says
carries into the Chinese mission field the porcuplainly: "Agree among yourselves, and then
pine quills with which it is accustomed to wound
we will listen tq you." This judgment is met
Christian brethren of other names at home. The
with as much in Japan as in China; hut in the
efforth of the missionaries in China repeat the bad
latter country, under the new constitution, it is
and injurious features.of Christianity as faithfulpossible that before a great while a native Japly as they represent its beneficent work; they load
anese church may grow out of the existing
down the heathen world with the Christian conChristianity and fuse the present Protestant eletradictions of our latest religious civilization, and
ments into one living and consistent whole. Under
interfere and cut up one another with the same
such treatment Japan would become essentially
ferocity in the heathen world that they carry on
a Christian nation; hut in the empire of China,
their religious conflicts here at home. On the
which could ahwrh, perhaps, thirty Japans, and
other hand, the Roman Catholic mission in
where the Christian population, both Protestant
China, are carefully laid out into eighteen proand Roman Catholic, is only an iota of the whole
vinces, which are divided into bishoprics, and are
population, no such national organization of reso organized that no man's work interferes with
ligion is possible. The most that 'can be done
that of another, while the different religious orfor the different denominations of Christians is
ders and national societies, the Franciscans,
the Dominicans, the Belgians, the Germans and to consent to drop their sectarian ideas, and con-

stitute for themselves a religious basis that stands
for the working agreements of Christianity.
This is as far as they can go, and unless they go
thus far, it is a serious question whether the missionary investments are directly worth while.
Indirectly, the missiona~ies in China have done
more than any others to open that empire to
western civilization; but this is incidental to
their missionary prindple, not the main thing for
which they were established. It will remove a
great difficulty, if Protestant Christians can be
made to see, from the point where they now
stand, that in their present divided state they can
never Christianize China.

LIKE THE OLD TESTAMENT.
"But why speak of the Book of Mormon as an
imposture? Thtre are many reasons. One is
this. It is written in a quaint sort of dialect that
makes it "sound like the Old Testament." It is
evidently imitated from that.
Now, Joseph
Smith, or' Rigdon (whichever it was that wrote
it), did not kr,ow, or stop to think, that that peculiar phraseology is simply the English of three
hundred years ago, when the Bible was translated, and its peculiar idiom is only English as it
was then. H the Book of Mormon had been
translated from Hebrew, it might have sounded
a little like the Old Testament, but not much.
If the Hebrew of the Old Testament were translated into the English of to-day it would read
like any other book in the English language.
But the Book of Mormon does not claim to he
translated even from the Hebrew. ·so that when
Smith gave his pretended translation in the
phraseology of the ••King James version,'' he
simply stamped the fact on it to all intelligent
minds that it was a fabrication of his own."

If it be true, as asserted above, that, "If
the Hebrew of the Old Testament were
translated into the English of to-day it
would read like anv other book in the
English langu~ge," "why is it not reasonable that Joseph Smith, an unlearned man
at that time, should translate from "the
reformed Egyptian" the Book of Mormon
into that style of English bearing "that
peculiar phraseology" which marks the
English Bible, seeing that was the only
style with which he was acquainted in his
Bible
? If translators are left to
and judgment in respect to
language, style, phrase,1logy, etc., why
quarrel with Joseph Smith if he chose
that of the English Bible? That style
was and is the most popular among English speaking· peoples in respect to sacred
literature. Joseph was perhaps better acquainted with the English Bible than
with any other book, for his father's family were religiously trained and carefully
disciplined in Bible instruction. And being
"unlearned" in the wisdom and knowledge
of the schools, the Bible style of English
would no doubt be more to his taste, and
more in harmony with what little learning he then had in respect to pure, suitable language into which to translate so
important a work as the Book of Mormon.

How far Joseph was left to select lan·
guage-its style, etc.,-it is now difficult
to determine; but the fact that he translated th(! Book of Mormon somewhat in
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the style of language peculiar to the Bible ' by other remorseless tr·1sts. They were not satisfied witlt a profit of 200 per cent over and above
is just what we mio-ht
for the reasthe original cost, but said to the poor children:
ons stated. But th~re is much in phraseolog·y in the Book of Mormon quite un- •Y our money or no education.'
like the Bible, as may be seen on reading
"Trusts are trampling out the commandment,
the two critically.
'thou shalt not steal.' Some time ago the oatmeal people formed a combine and jumped the
price of their product from $3.50 to $5.60 per
THE pungent, scathing sermon below we
barrel, a clear steal of $2.IO on a barrel. Justice
take from the Chicago Times for the 22d
is supposed to lurk in the business office and
ultimo. Bv it our readers will be remindthe counting-room, but the organizers of trusts
ed of the cruel craftiness and oppressive
have kicked justice out and installed the presidavarice developed in the system of trusts
ing geniusof robbery.
now so common in our land, a system
"The twine trust secured control of the flax
which enriches the rich at the expense of
fields and mills so that it could get its hands into
the dependent masses.
the pockets of 6o,ooo,ooo and steal their money.
TERROR OF TRUSTS.
That is all right in the eyes of the law, but a
"Terror of Trusts" is what the Rev. F. J.
man who takes a jimmy and cracks a safe is sent
Brobst talked about last night (July 2 rst) at the
to prison.
Westminster Ch llrch (Chicago).
"Another act of the ghouls was in the forma"The organizers of trusts," said the reverend
tion of a trust controlling the market of undergentleman, "are sagacious thieves and remorsetakers' supplies. We go to the grave with our
less highway robbers intrenched behind the cerbeloved dead and return home harressed by the
tain technicalities where the law can not reach
feeling that our dead has been robbed. In this
them; relentless, blood-thirsty, devilfish, with
and the school- book trusts the rapacity of pirates
their hideous tentacles clasped about helpless huon the high seas does not compare with the awmanity, sucking its life-blood drop by drop.
ful criminality of the trusts.
"When we visit the central mart of this great
But the effect of the trust sometimes strikes the
metropolis of the west and study the system by
other way, as in the case of the official in France
which it is managed we are charmed, and when
who was d(:!eply interested in the copper trust.
we try to comprehend its wonderful details and
When the combine was broken he went out and
its possibilities we are thrilled. The entire globe
killed himself. There is over $I,ooo,ooo,ooo
is ransacked in search of the good things of life
locked up in trusts in this country. What will
and for the benefit of man. Our hearts are thrillbe the effect on coming generations when they reed when we ~onsider the vast amount of business
alize that the moneyed men of the country are
energy necessary to do this, but the thrill esc::. pes
robbers? Is it any wonder that we have socialand our sensibilities are jarred when we see a deists and anarchists? The terror is a menace to
sire on the part of a few to own the earth and
the destinies of 6o,ooo,ooo people and their dereap the profits accruing therefrom. We are
scendants.
It is God's ordained law of trade
grieved and alarmed when we see this spirit of
that there shall be competition. The Bible says
injustice that has taken possession of trade.
that 'if thou sell to or buy ought from thy neigh"At first the terror of trusts appeared on the
bor thou shalt not oppress him.'
horizon of trade in a small cloud no larger than
"The trust's evil effects are felt even in the
a man's hand, but it grew and assumed proporpolitics of the country. Lobbyists are on the
tions until now we crouch like little chickens in
increase, millionaires are augmented, and all for
the presence of danger. And the terror has
the purpose of furthering the interests of crimingrow from a speck until we are appalled. This
al combinations. There is. a dark future coming
awful shadow is rising, growing larger all the
for our country which needs no prophet to pretime, and it has taken the name of trust.
dict it."
"Trust! Oh, what beautiful .sentiment is embodied in that little word. Trust in the Lord and
you will be saved. That is one meaning of the
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
word. The other signifies an attempt on tl•e. ·
WFI. clip the following from The Faith qj
part of the rich men of the period to get control
God, a paper published in Pittsburgh, Pa.,
of the necessities c:£ life and like t!Je highway
and we heartily endorse the last sentence,
robber or the fo·ot-pad they say to the poor:
for just as true· as the Bible is of divine au•Your money or your life.'
thority, the only gospel healing is that set
"Look at the sugar trust. It already controls
forth in its numerous plain statements.
$r4,ooo,ooo, and has put the price up rso per cent.
We are glad to see people professing to be
They are robbers who say, •Your money or your
Christian appeal to "the law and the testilife,' so far as sugar is concerned. The milling
mony," for it promises good:
trust has done the same thing with flour, stealing
"Christian Science is the product of man, or
the very staff of life from the mouths of the poor. rather of the devil through the agency of man.
We are amazed at the growth of the terror. It
In it he deceives as an "angel of light:' It is an
includes zinc, iron, steel, lead, flour, copper, jewimitation, indeed the best counterfeit ever yet
elry, oatmeal, twine, cattle, cotton-bagging,
produced, of Divine Healing, and as Satan is the
sugar, cotton-seed oil, whisky, petroleum, patent
author of sickness as he is of sin, may be he can
leather, castor oil, ccffins, and school books.
remove it at will for his own purposes, "to de"Of all the outrageous, inhuman actions of the
ceive if it were possible the very elect;" but thanks
terror the school-book trust is the worst. The
be to God, those who are washed in the blood of
heartless robbers were not content with a-profit
the Lamb 'can not be deceived by it, for they are
that would satisfy a Shylock. No, they bear
cleansed from all sins, Satan hath no part in
down upon the children of the poor, squeezing
them, and those that have the Holy Ghost dwell·
,from the puny bodies the last drop of blood left
ing in them are led by Him into all truth and are

not given over to believe a lie. No, they can
and do detect the imposture and the cunning of
the evil one.
"These Metaphysicians or Christian Scientists,
so called, ·are not washed in the blood of Jesus
Christ, they spiritualize the physical blood of
Christ, and indeed, are nothing but spirituaHsts
in a new garb, suited to these "latter days" when
"the devil has great wrath knowing that his time
is short." He is to do many wonderful things,
even to bring fire from heaven, but he will soon
be chained up, and then there will be no sickness,
no sighing, no tears!
"See the last chapter of James and the last
chapter of Mark, for the true Gospel of Healing
&c., and woe to them that preach and follow any
other Gospel!"

IN the clipping found below is another
clear proof that "the work of the Father"
is going forth rapidly into all the dark
corners of the earth as predicted in Book
of Mormon, r Nephi 3: 51; 2 Nephi 2: r,
2. 3; and I 2: I 3, "preparing the way for
the fulfilling his covenants, which he hath
made to his people, who are of the house
of Israel," and also in order that the gospel, "the new covenant," may be "preached in all the world for a witness unto all
nations" before "the end shall come."
Matt. 24: 14; Rev. r4: 6-8; Rom. II:
25-28; Isa. 2: I-4: I I : IO-r6; Jer. r6: 1419, etc., etc.
This is pre-eminently an age of discovery, invention, and restoration.
God is
going forth in the midst of the nations in
order "that he may do his work, his
strange work; and bring to pass his act,
his strange act," and usher in that blessed
age when the nations "shall beat their
swords into ploughshares, and their spears
into pruning hooks," that "nation shall
not lift up sword against nation, neither
shall they learn war any more." And
movements like those of Livingstone and
Stanley in Africa, seconded by men of
large wealth, in carrying civilization and
the Holy Scriptures to those in barbarism and spiritual darkness are blessed harbingers of the coming Lord.
All these
are as "the light coming out of the east,"
heralding "the Sun of Righteousness" at
hand.
TO OPEN UP THE CONGO.

About £85o,ooo hai; been subscribed to build a
railroad between the lower falls of the Congo
river and Stanley pool, says the New York Herald. How much more money will be needed-for
the purpose is not known on this side of the Atlantic, but this and other information relating to
plans for opening up the Congo country in a practical way will soon ~e in the possession of Mr.
Collis P. Huntington, president of the Southern
Pacific.
Though Mr. Huntington has not received as
reported a cablegram relating to African railway
matters from the king of the Belgians he has been
recently the recipient of a message from across
the water'from a kindred source. Mr. McKinnon, the great Scotch ship·owner-said to be the
largest individual ship-owner in the world and an
imme,fisely wealthy man-is a mutual friend of
the king of the Belgians and, Mr. Huntington.
Both gentlemen have spent some days on Mr'.
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McKinnon's beautiful estate on the west coast of
Scotland.
The interest taken by the king of the Belgians
in African exploration and in the abolition of the
African slave trade is known throughout the
world. He found an ally in Mr. McKinnon and
another in Mr. Huntington, and the latter has
had considerable correspondence with the private
secretary of Belgium's king about the feasibility
of building a railroad between the falls and Stanley pool, and touching methods for killing the
slave trade.
The cablegram purporting to have been sent"
to Mr. Huntington by the king of the Belgians
was from Mr. McKinnon. In it he informed the
American railroad magnate that the Belgian
government had agreed to put £400 ooo into the
scheme, that a syndicate of Belgians had subscribed £4oo,ooo more, and that he (McKinnon)
had put his name down for £2o,ooo, and that
other amounts had been subscribed. Mr. McKinnon wound up his cablegram by inquiring how
much money Mr. Huntington stood ready to furnish, and by asking if he could not induce other
Americans to take stock in the scheme.
Mr. Huntington said last evening that he was
not in a position to give definite information
about the case. Surveys of the route had been
made, and it seemed to be settled that there were
about 3"ooo miles of fairly navigable water above
Stanley pool. The length of the railroad between the pool and the falls was to be 262 miles.
Maps of the country and profiles of the contemplated work were probably on their way from
Europe. Until he saw these and obtained a fair
idea of the quanity and classification of the material to be removed he could tell nothing of the
probable cost of the road.
The king of the Belgians was doing a great
deal of good in Africa, and would do more. He
was probably actuated more by sentiment than
motives of gain. His object was to see the Congo country made open to travel, for only by such
means could the slave trade be obliterated.
Did Mr. Huntington think there was money in
the scheme? It was hard to say. His know!"
edge of the country and its proJucts was gleaned
from books. He understood there were not
many portages between the head-waters of the
Congo and Victoria Nyanza. There was talk of
an English syndicate building a road from the
Zanzibar coast to Victoria Nyanza, a distance of
something over four hundred miles. If both
schemes were successsful an immense impetus
would, of course, be given to commerce in aregion that was now practically given up to the Arab
trader. The latter, when he collected all the
ivory he was able to buy, secured negroes to carry
it, and upon arriving at the east coast sold loads
and carriers. He had known ,Providence and
Salem ship owners who grew very rich out of
trade with the east, coast of Africa. Mr. McKinnon believed there was money in the scheme.
Mr. Huntington was willing to contribute
something to kill the slave trade. He had fought
slavery from boyhood. He was interested in the
scheme from sentimental motives rather than
financial reasons, and would only subscribe an
amount that he could afford to lose. He did not
know how other Amerians would look at the
scheme.
Mr. Huntington will subscribe £ro,ooo.
J\L H. Bond, 46, Waverly St., Providence, R. I.
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EDITED BY SISTER. "FR.ANCl'Jfl,"
~'Selfwreverence,

self-knowledge, self-controll

These three alone lead life

to sovereign power."

OF the three qualities thus happily linked together
by the poet, our thought singles out tne first, and
following the chain link by link, we presently
stand face to face with self, as seen and lived
again in the lives of the children we have begotten and brought into the world.
Self-reverence/ Purity of thought and life
which leads to this, can but lead to God.
Oh, what a terrible wrong is inflicted upon that
child-that son or daughter whose parents have
suffered through neglect or mistaken kindness
to pass the boundary line beyond which their own
self-respect and the respect of good people am
not follow them,
Fathers and mothers in Zion; these words are
not aimlessly written, neither have we to draw
upon our fancy for the most terrible picture of
their meaning, and when we ask you the question,
"Where are your boys and girls when the shades
of evening come, that time when they should be
at home, sheltered by the watchcare of those who
love them?" we mean it for you-you who are
parents in Lamoni as well as in every spot where
lives a Latter Day Saint who has dared to assume
the solemn responsibility of parenthood. Can
we be Saints and neglect so great a duty as that
which a parent owes to a child? Can we be
Saints and yet suffer them while yet under our
control to begin the formation of habits which if
followed to the ending thereof, will as surely lead
to wretchedness, misery and disgrace to thf"m, as
that in all this we shall have our own part to
bear; and this part will be all the more bitter
because we are the ones who should have restrained them, and did not do it? Are we sleeping upon that bed of poppies, "My children can
not do this thing?" If so be we are, then it is
time we awake, shake off the sleep of indifference
and death and learn from the word of God-"-that
word which was written for our admonition and
instruction-that man may, in a very brief space
of time too, do that about which to" day he Indignantly exclaims, "Is thy servant a dog that he
should do this thing?"
There is no downward path which has not a
point where the incline begins; and shall he or
she who sees a child place foot upon that downward path, and leaves undone any thing within
the power of human will, strength or ingenuity
to do, in order to restrain that child, claim justification for themselves or immunity for the child
from the consequences of those first downward
steps?
"I will judge the house of Eli forever because
when his sons made themselves vile and he knew
it, he restrained them not."
Forever I Terrible judgment to fall upon a
parent because of the sins of his children! And
yet the judgment of God is just. "Wheuheknew
it, he restrained them 11ot." Poor wayward yet unfortunate boys! How very different might have
been your fate had your father exercised
the God" given right of restraining you.

Vile! oh, what a depth of meaning those four
letters thus combined, convey. Vile! And yet
this is the end of the downward path the beginning of which you called harmless. Did you
look, a short time since, with horror upon acts of
your neighbor's children and yet regard with
complacency the late coming home at night, the
non-attendance at Sabbath School, the bad deportment at day school, the possible smoking of
the cigarette or cigar, by your own child? Poor
child, v;e say, if unfortunately you have done
this! Poor boy, that he should have no one who
loves him well enough to try and keep him from
laying up such bitter memories-yes, loves him
well enough, if need be, to restrain him from becoming vtlef Tobacco, late hours, and strong
drink are the way marks upon the road to that
horrible pit, where self-reverence is forever lost
and from which only the power of God can rescue.

c

There is not, we feel morally certain, a single
father or mother who will read these lines, whose
heart holds not the desire that their children
should walk in paths leading to the noblest aims
and ends. God grant then that your watch-care
fail not in the hour when it is most needed; that
you teach them that fear of God which is the
beginning of wisdom, and if need be that you restrain them from evil that they lose not self-reverence until they have attained to self-knowledge and self"control, for oh, it is a sad sight to
see the wreck of a fair young life, and it will be
worse I han the sting of a thousand scorpions to
the soul of that father or mother who shall be
compelled to feel that through th 00 ir neglect of
duty the son or daughter of their love has fallen
-has made thems'elves vile.
Fathers, mothers, do you know where your
children are? whose company they are in? Don't,
we bes"ech of you, flatter yourself that your child
can not step aside hom the path of virtue and
honor. It is a e:ood thing to believe in virtue':_
to have confidence in your own child and in the
children of others; but it is a better thing that
you see to it that your trust is not misplaced,
your confidence abused; for the God of heaven
will demand of you a reckoning and his judgment will be just.
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LAMONI. Iowa. July 25th.
~

Send all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYERS.

Bro. J. W. Chatburn requests your united faith
and prayers in behalf of Bro. Wallace Wood
whoie situation is very distressing and sufferings
intense.
Sr. Edith Fifer, the aunt of the little sufferer,
requests your prayers for the child of Sr. Alice
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AINTS, HERALD.
Lloyd, She writes, "He is suffering more than
pen or tongue can tell, from the effects of drinking some concentrated lye. His sufferings are
agonyzing to his mother and she is powerless to
help him. But there is One in whom we trust,
·who is able to do all things for us. He has been
administered to with only temporary relief." Sr.
Lloyd lives at Macedonia, Iowa.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Dear Sisters of t1ze Prayer Union, and in general:-I have felt blest in trying to memorize the
"memory texts," for while trying to fix the texts
in memory one is able to more fully comprehend
the rneaning of the different sentences. Especially have I felt blest in memorizing Sec. 3 of
D. and C., and which I wish for the good of the
Saints, and the work, all Saints would commit to
memory every section of the grand laws and
truths contained in the wonderful book of Doc·
trine and Covenants, for I understand that by the
law contained in this book will this generation
be judged. Then how important it seems that
all should be familiar with every section of the
book. No doubt there are a few who are, but it
seems to me all should be farniliar with the law
and commandments that are to govern their daily life and conversation, that they may thoughtfully and intelligently make the record that will
be read at the last day. This rev.elation from D.
and C., section 3, speaks of the marvelous work
that has come forth among the children of men:
'Therefore, 0 ye that embark in the service of
God, see that ye serve him with all your heart,
might, mind and strength, that ye may stand
blameless before God at the last day; therefore
if ye have a desire to serve God, ye are called to
the work. For behold, the field is white already
to harvest; and lo, he that thrusteth in his sickle
with his might, the same layeth up in store that
he perish not but bringeth salvation to his soul."
Faith, hope, charity and love, with an eye single
to the glory of God qualifies him for the work.
[Note. Just here let us notice that the parties
addressed, ''0, ye that embark in the service ot
God," mllst necessarily include both male and
female; and having embarked, are not all without
distinction called upon .to thrust in the sickle
with his (or her) might?-En.J
The sentence, "with an eye single to the glory
of God," shows a need of self interest, that is to
make the Lord's work of saving souls the most
important part of the business of the daily life of
those who embark in his service. To feel that
His work is our own, and strive with all our
powers to do the y.'Ork that every opportunity
may offer, as if we were doing it for ourself.
And are we not, if partakers of his Spirit, a part
of himself? Then what manner of Saints, I ask
myself, ought we to be? Surely we ought"to
abound in these fruits of his Spirit, of faith, virtue, knowledge, temperance, patience, brotherly
kindness, godliness, charity, humility, diligence.
What a world of meaning is contained in these
~Ieven words! So I discovered while trying to
analyze them, and what a help I found our nice
Compendium. I began on page r4r, beginning
at the subject "Christian duties and graces," and
went to the subject of "Lord's Supper," on page
r58, and. I would have .been pleased if all the
dear Saints could have enjoyed the feast I had
in reading the Scripture quotations under these
.subjects. l WPJlld like to call special attention

to the readings in the Compendium under the
subject of that blessed word "charity," "Govering the tongue," "Holiness," "Peace and love,"
"Purity of heart," "Examples and conduct,"
"Perfection to be aimed at," "Steadfastness,"
"Self-denial," (which I think is the great secret of success) "Subjection of the body," "Zeal,"
etc. I will write one of the quotations under the
subject Zeal: Rev. I3: rs, r6: "I know thy
works, that thou art neither cold nor hot. I
would that thou wert cold or hot, so then because
thou art lukewarm, neither cold or hot, I will
spew thee out of my mouth." This reveals the
fact that God will have no half way wor.k in his
service. We must be thorough. The word
reads He would rather we should be "cold or
hot" (active or inactive in his service) We know
it will please Him if we are active. And;to be
active will require that we, in the words of Sec.
3, D. and C., "Remember" ali these fruits of the
Spirit every time we open our moutJ:!s to speak.
Then I think idle words would be few and we
have less to account for at the last dav; and His
Saints would become a thoughtful, ca~eful, wise,
prudent people, constantly growing in knowledge, wisdom, charity, zeal, and no such sad cry
would go out from General Conference for laborers to work "as circumstances permit," especially when we know the need of more laborers instead of less. To me this cry is even sadder
than the terrible flood which occured at Johnstown, Pa., this month. For if all our people
were fully obeying the celestial law, and the law
of tithing is one of the most important parts of
the celestial law, would not our Bishop have the
means in the Lord"s treasury to keep all and
more of those "fishers and hunters" God has
sent to work, recovering souls instead of bodies
as the men at the distressed districts are so zealously laboring to do?
Sad, sad, is the thought to me, that of all those
many thousand souls lost in the flood, most likely but one half, the children und~r eight years,
are saved in the kingdom, and the dear fathers
and motherg and kindred separated until they
shall obey the law. If we take this home to our
own hearts and ask, "Will Heaven be happy for
me without my dear parents, brothers, sisters
and kindred with all~the dear Saint•?" It may
aid us to more fully realize the great and awful
responsibility we have taken upon us when we
"embarked in the service of God," which is to
save every precious soul that it is possible to
reach and our own as well. Then will we be
more willing to sacrifice our carnal desires of
fashion, fun and the love of display. For instance of ornamenting our homes and persons
with trimmings costing five dollars a yard, and
thus utterly disregarding the word as given to
Timothy (r Tim. 2: 9; I Pet. 3: 3, 4) and the
teachings of the D. and C. and Book of Mormon
on the subject; for if we had barrels of gold' and
did not impart of our substance for the maintenance of those who are dependent upon our obedience to the law of tithing, we would still be
beggars in God's sight here and hereafter, ac·
cording! to Mosiah 2. 0, can not the. people of
the k,ingdom of God, his chqrch militant, believe
the King when he asks them to "prove him and
see if he will not open the windows of heaven
upon them and pour them out a blessing?" And
will they not respond by obedience, with their
heart, mind and means, to the necessities of hun-
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gering, starving souls, waiting-dying-for the
bread of life, as graciously and freely as the sympathizing world does for the Johnstown sufferers?
Especially when we remember the word given
through the "Choice Seer" that these calamities
would come until the earth was wasted and few
men left? Thus appears the great necessity and
privilege of trying, even by sacrifice, to furnish
the money that the true sheep may have a chance
here to hear the gospel "witness" and thereby
hasten the day of deliverance. That I may be
one of the "wise virgins" is my prayer in His
name.
SR. LOTTIE BROWNE.

Dear He•ald:-In my la~t letter from Virginia
there are a few· mistakes which I wish corrected.
Either I was at fault in my writing, or the proofreader in not correcting the type-setter.
I wrote from Roman instead of "Roman." This
name is pronounced as if ending with w. This is
a new postoffice just created by the government,
and our friend, Mr. Michael Hollar, is the postmaster. This gentleman is the owner of a fine
farm in the neighborhood of our church at Liberty Hall. Although not a member he is a lover
of truth and justice, and advocates charity for all
and malice toward none. His companion, however, is a member of the Saints' Church, and is a
faithful sister.
Mr. Hollar was a very earnest and liberal helper in the erection of the new church, having donated one hundred dollars and also ofl"ered the
ground on which to build it.
In the first line of my letter you will read here
for "home," as I did not come home, but to that
place from Dayton, Virginia. Again, for "Universalist" read Tkurmanite, called so from his
name, but he is not a Universalist; we must not
misrepresent people. You have given his name
properly. He is what is known out there as a
"Progressive Dunkard." He is called the false
prophet, because he once fixed the day for
the coming of Christ and the ascension of "the
church" to meet Christ in the air. They all assembled with him on the day designated, and on
a hill near Dayton, Virginia, waited and solemnly watched the clouds till late in the evening.
Disappointed at the non-appearance of the Lord,
and deeply affected with the consciousness of the
fact that God had once more "made foolish the
wisdom of this world,'' and had "caught the wise
in their own craftin<;!ss," they slowly and pensively wandered back to their old homes to engage
again in the tiresome and monotonous affairs of
,"earth-life." "How can they preach except they
be sent?" Nevertheless, Bro. Thurman still
preaches, and, being strong in his knowledge of
the Scriptures and wonderfully endowed with
light and learning, proposes to prove that he, W.
C. Thurman, is in fact the only true expounder
of Christ's teaching, and that "Joe" Smith wa.s a
fraud, and the Reorganized Church not the
Church of Jesus Christ. Now, I say, he ought
to have the very best chance possible given him,
as good as he had on that hill, to spread himself
imd save us all from delusion.
The Ritchie county falsifiers are having Jnyself
and Bro. E. L. Keiley now in that county teaching polygamy. They failed to run us off with
their champion, Adam Archibald, and they ha~e.
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gone back to their more natural refuge, circulating through the most base and unprincipled
newspapers in the state all. manner of low and
vulgar tales; and lies the most glaring and in;
suiting. We have appointed the fifth Saturday
and Sunday in September for a two days' meeting, at which time the new church at Roman is
to be dedicated, unless the Saints there change
the time, in the event of which you will be notified.
I desire to labor as the way is opened and attend
conference at Vale's Mills, Ohio, and after that
return again to Virginia in time for the meeting
above mentioned. I hope the time for the con. ference will not be put off too late in September,
as it will clash with the time set for the dedication services at Romau. I feel strong in the
latter day faith, and happy in the grand work
and hope of the Church, but am constantly reminded within myself that I am far from being
perfect. O,.for the prayers of God's people and
the he! p of His grace! I feel to extend to the
Saints in Augusta County, Virginia, my thanks
for kind treatment, as also to friends there.
D. L. SHINN.
OGDEN, Utah, July 17th.
Br. Blair :-After a long time I send you a few
lines from the "Salt Land." Just at the present
time there is a great lack of water in all this
mountain region. Wheat and oats will be about
half a crop; corn and potatoes will be a failure
in many places. There are complainings and
murmurings on every hand. The government
has prosecuted polygamists for the last five years,
until many thousands of dollars have been
wrenched from them to pay costs of court and
fines, to say nothing of loss from imprisonment.
Thetl again, the Liberals are rapidly gaining political power in all parts. Ogden is entirely in
the hands of the Liberals; and from the present
outlook, Salt Lake City will soon fall into their
hands.
But perhaps the water troubles cause more bitterness just now than all else. There is a desperate effort being put forth by the leading men
to maintain unity, but up to this time there is no
disposition on the part of the people to surrender
what they believe to be their rights. When the
water supply is cut off, their living is jeopardized.
It looks now as though ~he people ought to be
brought to their senses. Years ago the Lord
warned the people of the scourges and judgments that would be visited upon them if they
would not "repent and remember the new ..covenant, even the Book of Mormon and the former
commandtnents, not only to say but to do, according to that which" was then "written"-in
1833·
It surely looks as though the scourges and
judgments were accumulating. God cursed the
land in the days of the Nephites, because of their
wickedness, and visited the people with famine
· and pestilence. They were scorned by the Lamanites, just as this people are now being harrassed by the Gentiles, until to-day there is no rest
to Israel in the mountains. The power of their
church is broken, its glory is departed, and a wail
of bitterness is going up from the leaders, as may
be seen by reading the utterances of President A.
0. Smoot and his counsellors, and last Sunday's
discourse by G. Q. Cannon, who confesses that
they (the Presidency) were forced into exile four
years ago, and that the enemy came and "sowed
tares," and that now there is a spirit manifest
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that is contrary to the spirit of the gospel; that
which term you please-beyond the natura
the Saints were going to law one .with the other;
sympathy they had for their brethren and sisters
that he had heard of litigation about Parley's
in affliction .. Doubtless many hearts have been
canyon, about Utah Lake and other water <comfilled with sympathy, and the people have sorpanies. It was too bad! What if the streams
rowed with a deep sorrow because of the sufferdid dry up! Had they not been taught that
ings of others. The question has frequently been
famines would come! He said the Saints were
propounded to me, 'What is going to be the repassing through a fiery trial, but they had to be
sult of this?' There is only one portion of the
a tried people of course! He tried to frighten
community feeling the burden of this afHiction.
them by declaring in the name of the Lord Jesus
Are they the only ones whose faith is going to be
Christ that the spirit manifest was not of the
tested?
Are we who have endeavored to keep
Lord.
what we believe has been the command of. God
From appearances now, it will take more than
to go through more than the rest? Questions of
that to whip the people back into line as they used
this character have been put to ~e time and again.
to do. When a people begin to see and realize
But we know that the Latter Day Saints are all to
they have been hoodwinked, and see that their
be tested. If they attain to the same glory they
rights to water has been taken from then by city
will have to bear affiktions which will try them
corporations and otherwise, a tkreat in the
to the fuilest extent. There will be no distinction
name of the Lord has but little significance
in this respect. If we are so fortunate as to enor terror for them. The weather is extremely
ter into the glory which God has prepared for his
warm, and the dust is dreadful. Unless rain
faithful children, we will all have to be tried as
shall soon come upon the land, this fall will pre-·
gold that has been purified through the furnace
sent a scene anything but lovely.
seven times, until all the dross of our natures,
Joseph has been in the territory near three
until all that is wrong and earthly and that is not
weeks. In the city, people have turned out
of God \Vill be cleansed from us. Om spirits
well to hear him, and the interest to hear him
have come from God, they will return to God,
deepening. Last week we held one meeting in
but our bodies are of the earth and therefore have
Lehi, in the tabernacle. The turnout was large
to be purified and brought into subjection to law,
and attention good.
until when we receive them in the morning of
At Pleasant Grove Joseph spoke twice in
the first resurrection, our spirits re-united with
Clark's Opera Hall, to splendid congregations.
our bodies, we can enter into the presence of our
There, as in other places, the attention was good.
God and dwell there eternally. But if we have
Yesterday I procured from the city council the
not been subject to the law, if we have violated
use of the Pavilion here (Ogden) for next Satur·
the commands of God, if we have not walked
day evening and Sunday. There seems to be a
before him so as to be purified and sanctioned
demand all along the line for Joseph to be heard.
through obedience, then we shall not partake of
Several have written us to say Joseph can have
that glorious resurrection that has been promised
the meeting house to speak in. There ls no ex·
unto the faithful.
citement, but upon the part of very many a quiet
"Therefore I say all the Latter Day Saints will
disposition to hear the son of the prophet prehave to be tested. I think of it especially in
vails. May the Lord give him strength to meet
these days when water is so scarce, when there is
the demands.
scarcely enough to keep our trees alive, much
We will go from here to Willard, where Bro.
less to save our crops. I think that this is test·
Thorn has secured the meeting-house for Joseph
ing both those who have been tested by past
to speak in; and from there we will go to Malad
acts, by prosecutions that have been insti.tuted,
and spend some time in Idaho. If this is the
and those who have not, The whole land from
time for the Lord to lead the honest out, they
north to south is suffering for want of water, and
will hear the messenger whom he hath sent to
I ask myself, should this continue for another
"plead the cause of injured innocence."
season or two, how would the Latter Day Saints
Joseph's preaching has been very pointed and
feel? Would they bear it patiently and without
clear. Last Sunday night, in the c\ty, his dismurmuring? Or would there go up from all our
course was grand, and was del!vered in power.
settlements.a murmur that would be heard all over
The house was well filled, and the attention was
the land--fault-finding, quarreling, a contending
all that could be expected. The interest was infor
this element so necessary to life, to the pretense. We are perfectly calm. \Vhile the indl.servation of the crops, to the preserving of the
cations are good, we see obstacles still in the way,
but pray the Lord to direct us that we may help 'improvements which have been made at such immense toil and expense?
the erring and the oppressed And if go0d shall
"I hear of litigation threatened in connection
now come to this people we shall feel glad and
with Parley's canyon, in connection with the warejoice.
The following is from a late sermon by G. Q. I ters of Utah Lake, between the canals and the
city; litigation in the north b~tween the canal
Cannon, and speaks of the situation of B;·ighamism:
I companies; with the Hooper Canal; with other
"l hear of murmuring. This is a time of trial
canals and the Davis County Canal. Men are
for the Latter Day Saints. We have now for upready to go to law, almost to fight. I have heard
wards of four years been undergoing persecution II it said that some have even talked of taking their
-some have called it prose"ution; but it has asrifles to defend their rights, and I have asked
sumed a form of persecution in many instances.! myself, is it possible among Latter Day Saints
One class has been greatly tried; their faith has
there can be such a spirit and feeling as this,
been greatly tested-women and children espe· 1 among those who have come here professing to
cially. They have had to undergo many affiie- J be the Saints of God, rather inclined to boast of
tions, they have had to bear many sorrows. True, ! their fidelity to the truth, rather inclined to do as
a good many of the people have not felt the burI have done this afternoon-tell about our past
den of this persecution, or prosecution-choose / sufferings and sacrifices and hold ourselves up as
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being a little better than other people, because we
have done more for our religion than other people? Is it possible that we have forgotten the
purposes for which we have come to these valleys, so far as to be ready to rush into all manner
of evil and to commit deadly wrongs against
each other because of grievances, real or imaginary, which we think we have suffered or are suffering at the hands of our brethren."
Yours in bonds,
R. J. ANTHONY.
DELHAVEN, N. S., July 15th.
Dear Herald:-Since I have joined the Church
I have read your pages and received strength in
so doing. It is our only preacher most of the
time. I have written to Bro. Parsons to come
back to Nova Scotia this fall and ho!d a discus·
sion with a Baptist minister. J think it would
be a good way to get the gospel before the people.
I love the latter day work, and pray that God
will hasten the time when gospel knowledge will
cover the earth as the waters covers the deep.
RoBERT NEWCOME.
LoWRY CITY, Mo., July r6th.
Br. Blair :-The work in this part of the vine·
yard is onward in spite of the opposition it has
to contend with. I attended one of Mr. Price's
lectures on Mormonism, and replied the next
evening. Good interest manifested; Saints and
friends seemed strengthened in the work. We
had a bush meeting last Sabbath, not many out
perhaps on account of the busy time and warm
weather. Brethren Curtis and Swenson occupied the stand in the morning and afternoon
with good liberty; at the close of the afternoon
service one was baptized. I cast in my mite in
the evening.
Brethren Curtis and Swenson will labor in this
vicinity for a short time. I will go to Hickory
county and look after the work there; then to
Taborville to assist Br. l. N. White. I expect to
reach Kansas ln August or September. My
faith grows stronger in the work as my knowledge increases, and I am satisfied that Zion will
be redeemed by power and that Jesus Christ will
go up before his people according to D. C. page
277, and he can not go up before them till he
comes; neither can his angels. The manifestation of the Spirit to come up higher, and that his
coming is near, are in perfect harmony with this
idea, and correspond with the twenty-fourth
chapter of Matthew, as I understand it. I hope
to be ready for the great event, and not be caught
napping. We sometimes feel discouraged wh.en
trials come, forgetting they are neccessary to
prepare us for the Master's use.
Br. Kelley's letter in the Herald of July 13th
did me good, and I can recommend }t to others.
Come again, Br. Kelley, .
Yours in the faith,
H. H. RoBINSON.
LEE's SuMMIT, Mo., July 17th.
Bro. Blair:-I never felt better in the work
than at present. We have several here inquiring, and everything looks well temporally and
spiritually. Debate between Rev. Ray and E.
L. Kelley as our intellectual treat we look for,
and almost every one here is in favor except a
few Baptists.
As ever yours in bonds,
WM. H. KELLEY,

PARIS, Tenn., July rsth.
Bro. W. W. Blair:-We believe the interest
here to be increasing according to the degree of
labor done, and there Is an increasing demand
for more labor. The harvest seems to be plentiful but the laborers are few; and those few seem
wllling to do what they can for !he good of the
cause.

Bro. Thomas is now in Henderson county
opening up the work there, and doing valiant
service for the Master. Bro. Griffin is on the
sick list and has been for four or five weeks. I
am sorry, for he is a good traveling companion,
an energetic and faithful worker. Bro. J. H.
Adair and self have been traveling together of
late, filling appointments and opening up new
places for preaching, and have baptized two.
Bro. B. R. Turnbow is giving out and filling appointments around where he resides. We think
he is fully able to create an interest there, and
we hope he will.
Yours in gospel bonds,
P. B. SEATON.
FLAGLER, Iowa, July zrst.
Ediiors Herald:--We had the pleasure of hearIng Mr. James McKiernan preach in the town
hall on Sunday night. It is a rare treat to hear
so much Bible doctrine, as facts were explained
in sud; an inteligent and plain manner that the
most skeptical must acknowledge there is a reality in religion, We would be pleased to hear
such doctrine oftener, as we believe it is a work
for good in the community.
RICHARD WILLIAMS.
OAKLAND, California, July. 17th.
Bro. Blaia:-Enclosed find';m article clipped
from the San Fr.ancisco Call. It is only a few
words taken from a long article I wrote for that
paper, but having no money to give them they
p11t in only what they felt disposed to publish
and I am thankful for it.
"ELDER HAWS MAKES CAUSTlC COMMENTS ON
THE UTAH MORMONS,
The members of the Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, of which there
are quite a number in this city and Oakland,
have been considerably exercised of late over the
fact that they are referred to as polygamists and
follow the doctrines of the Mormon Church of
t:tah. In view of this fact Elder A. Haws of
Oakland states the difference between the two
institutions.
"There is a distinct line," he says, "to be drawn
between the Latter Day Saints and the Utah
Mormons, for the following reasons: First, our
church was organized by divine revelation after
the primitive pattern on the 6th of April, r83o.
It was monogamic and subject to the laws of the
land then, and has remained so up to the present
time. Brigham Young, his followers and other
small factions, tried to foist polygamy and other
false doctrines and practices upon the church,
but that fact does not vitiate the name, rights
and characters of the very large majority of the
church who repudiated Brigham and his followers as 'Usurpers and heretics, and remained true
to their original faith and practices.
"Second, the members and representatives of
our church are true followers and believers in
Jesus Christ, which they show by their works,
for they set first in the church the apostles and

second the prophets and never at any time nor
under any circumstances have they taught, practiced or instigate(! polygamy or any other unchristian doctrine or any practice contrary to the
laws of the land. Our church also was the first
to bring the Utah question before Congress by
sending our memorials and delegates there to
meet and withstand the Utah delegates with
their false claims. Written arguments were presented to every member of the Forty-seventh
Congress. We are on record as a church in regard to the base pretensions of the Utah Mortnons."
I will leave here for Oregon on the 21st of this
month, the Lord willing, and my address will be
East Portland, Oregon, until further notice. I
would like all the brethren and sisters in Oregon
and Washington Territory who want labor done
in their neighborhood to write to me and let me
know their wants, and I will respond as I can.
A. HAWS.

~nmmunhtafinns.
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
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JOHN'S BAPTISM.
OBJECTIONS TO ITS BEING CHRISTIAN BAPTISM, EXAMINED
AND REFUTED.

THE authority I use is a work issued by
the Rev. R. B. C. Howell, D. D., entitled,
"Terms of Communion," London, 1847·
Mr. Howell's severely criticises the Rev.
R. Hall of Bristol, England. I accept
Mr. Howell's extracts, from Hall's work,
as I find therein "Terms of Communion,"
as being correct. I will not give the full
text, but such extracts with comments as
I think necessary.
Ist Objection. The Rev. R. Hall says,
works, .short statement, vol. 3, p. 359: "It
is demonstrable that John's baptism was a
separate institution from that which was
enacted after our Lord's resurrection."
ISt Answer: If so, it is as easy to demonstrate that the apostles were not baptized in the Christian sense; as it is positively certain that they were not baptized
after the resurrection. Furthermore, the
majority of the early Saints were baptized
by John and his disciples, and by Jesus and
his disciples, before the crucifixion; John
3: 22-26, and they were never afterwards
baptized; so that if John's baptism was not
Christian, then the early Saints did notreceive Christian baptism, as there is no
proof of their being baptized again after
the resurrection.
2d Obfection. Vol 3, pp. I 34• I 35, "Reply to plea:" "As the ministry of John
commenced previously to that of theMessiah, which succeeded his baptism, no rite
celebrated at that time is entitled to a place
among Christian sacraments, since they
did not commence with the Christian dispensation, nor issue from the authority of
Christ, the head of the church."
2d Answer: To affirm that John's min-.
istry was not under the Christian dispen. ' ,
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sation is false, as .Mark I: r, informs us
that John's ministry of preaching in the
wilderness, the baptism of repentance for
remission of sins was, "the beginning of
the gospel of Jesus Christ, the Son of
God."
Besides this, if John's baptism was not
and is not Christian baptism, then neither
John nor any of those whom. he baptized
were in the kingdom of God; yet Jesus
said, "Except a man be born of water and
of the Spirit he can not enter into the
kingdom of God."-John 3: 5· Yet John
inducted Jesus into the kingdom in this
way-(Matt. 3: r6, 17). "And Jesus when
he was baptized went up straightway
out of the water, and . . . the Spirit of
God descended . . . and lighting upon
him." If John inducted one man (Jesus)
into the kingdom of God by his being
born of water and of the Spirit, then
were all the others inducted in the same
way, as Jesus Christ is our example.
But it may be said that John was not in
the kingdom himself, as he said the kingdom was "at hand."-l\1att 3: 2. Jesus
said it was "at hand," (Matt. 4: I 7), and the
disciples were commanded to preach that
it was "at hand." (l'Ylatt. ro: 7). To say that
John and his disciples, and Jesus were not
in the kingdom would be untrue, for Jesus said, (Matt. 12: 28), "But if I cast out
devils by the Spirit of God, then the kingdom of God is come unto you." This was A.
D. 31; hence long before the resurrection.
See also Luke r7: 20, 2I. I quote Dr. J.
J. Griesbach's Emphatic Diaglott on this
last reference: "And having been asked
by the Pharisees, when God's kingdom
was coming he answered them, and said:
"The kingdom of God comes not with
outward show; nor shall they say 'Behold
here! or there!' for behold, God's Royal
l\1ajesty is among you." His note on verse
twenty-one says: "In this verse it has been
found necessary to depart from the usual
signification of hee basileia ton theOJZ, the
kingdom of God, and render as in the text.
That this rendering is admissable and correct, see Note on Matt. 3: 2: "Basileia
here refers to the person of whom the
title and honor of king belonged, rather
than to his territory or kingdom." Prof.
vVhiting, an flble Hebrew and Greek
scholar says, "This clause in the twentyfirst verse ought to he rendered 'the king
is among you.'" Dr. A. Clark in a note
on the twenty-first verse evidently understood it as relating to the Christ. He says:
"Perhaps those Pharisees thought that
Me~siah was kept secret, in some private
place known on I y to some of their rulers;
and that by and by he should be proclaimed in a similar vvay to th:1t in which Joash
vvas by Jehoiada the priest." (z Chron. 23:
l·-I r .)
Dr. Griesbach's note on Matt. 3:
2 says, "Basileia means king:y power, authority, royal dignity, majesty, etc., as well
as kingdom, realm or reign."
From what has been said concerning
Luke I 7: 2 I it is evident that the Kingdom of God was then there, and when it was
said it is "at hand" it could only refer to
being future in greater glory, or at hand to
them who had not entered. One thing is
certain, that is, that Jesus was born of
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water and of the Spirit, and··thus he entered the kingdom; so that his doc~rine in
John 3: 5, and John's doctrine and practice were the same. They both preached
faith, repentance, and baptism for remission of sins. Both engaged in the rite of
baptism; John 3: z2, z6; so that to accuse
John's baptism of not being Christian is to
implicate Jesus also in not
Christian baptism, as he certainly performed that ordinance long before the crucifixion. Jesus was not baptizing with
the Holy Ghost-John 7: 39-but with
the i.Jentical mode, to the identical kind
of subjects, for the same objects and design as John; hence John's was Christian
baptism. The Christian dispensation began with John.
To say that John's authority "did not issue from Christ the head of the church,"
is equally untrue. One of the assumed
reasons why it is so said, is because under
the law certain priests could not enter on
their ministry till thirty years of age;
hence, Jesus began to be thirty years of
age when he was baptized.-Luke 3: 23.
As John was some six months older
than Jesus, he would have been thirty
years old just six months before Jesus was,
and as John entered his ministry (it is said)
at thirty years of age, he must have been
acting without Christ's authority, as
Christ could not give him authority yet
till he, (Christ) was thirty years of age.
From this it is assumed that John's baptism was not Christian baptism.
But the idea of every priest having to
be thirty years old before. he could enter
his ministry is not true Some could enter
at twenty-five years, (N urn. 8: 24); others
could enter at twenty years old, (1 Chron.
23: 23-28; but this law pertained to the
Levites, while our Lord came of Judah
(He b. 7: 14); so that he did not come under the necessity of even having to be
twenty years of age before he entered his
ministry. vVe learn from Luke 2:49 that
Jesus said, "Wist ye not that I must be
about my Father's business?" This was
said when he was but twelve years old.Luke 2:42. Again, we learn from John
I : 6:
"There was a man sent from God
whose name was John." Surely God
could have given him authority. Again:
Jesus said, (John 8:42): "For I proceedeth forth and came from God." As both
Jesus and John were sent from God, in
their conscious, pre-existent state before
coming here, Jesus could and did give
John authority. As "the Father and I are
one," said Jesus. I ask if John did not r eceive authority to b?.ptize, then
did
Jesus say, "Suffer it to be so now for thus
it becometh us to
all
?"
How could either
rig-hteousness, the one
baptism, the other in being
to, i.f there was no
the case? Where did
thority from when he
in
baptized? "No man taketh
unto himself,." etc.--He b. 5:
3d Of:jection: J obn's
be Christian baptism as
"baptism of repentance baptism of water;" "baptism of John, etc,

3d Answery" This is as much as to say
that water baptism is not Christian baptism! Whv then do ministers of various
denominations administer water baptism
in any form if it is not Christian? It is
an untrue sophism, as no other kind or
mode but water baptism can be Christian
baptism, as that must be administered by
a Christian to a Christian; or in other
words, bv one who believes in Christ to
one who believec; in him. John belived
in Christ, and Christ believed in himself,
hence John's was Christian baptism.
No less a personage than Rev. R. Hall,
a Baptist preacher and scholar, is the one
who furnishes this third objection.-Vol.
3• p. 130, Reply to plea.
vV hen Jesus said "Go teach all nations,
baptizing them," etc., (Matt 28: 19), was it
with water or with the Holy Ghost that
they were to do the baptizing? It was
with water, from the fact that they could
not· baptize with the Holy Ghost. God
alone can do that; they were to baptize
with water "in the name of the Father,
Son, and Holy Ghost." In the name of
the Holy Ghost, is not with the Holy
Ghost. Then as it was with water that
they were to baptize, it follows that.water
baptism is Christian baptism.
4th Objection: "John's can not be
Christian Baptism, as that rite must invariably be administered in the name of Jesus, and John did not so administer, as esus most studiously avoided the avowal of
himself."--Hall, vol. 3, p. 13r, 132, Reply
to plea. . •. "Baptism in his name must
have been equivalent to a public cenfession of his being the Messiah . . . • All
men were musing in their hearts whether
he were the Christ." . . . And Mr. Hall
asks, "How is it possible such a question
should arise on the supposition that John
baptized in .his name?"
4th Answer: The very fact of such a
question being asked is good evidence that
withal the "musing in their hearts" that
John was not the Messiah, but that he
baptized in the name of the Messiah; then
the question would arise, Who is this
Messiah that John is baptizing in the name
of? Let me illustrate: I baptize you in
the name of Messiah who i8 corning after
me; He shall baptize you with the Holy
Ghost, etc.
But it is not true that baptism was "invariably" administered in the name of
Jesus.
Matthew 28: 19 says: "In the
name of the Father, Son and Holy Ghost"
is the name they should baptize iri; and it
is beyond a probability that John used the
same formula, as John was sent of God
(John I : 6) to bear witness of the Son,
(] ohn I : 6- I 2), telling those whom he did
baptize that the Son would baptize them
with the
Ghost. Therefore, John
knew of the
Son and Holy Ghost,
and in I
5: 7 we are told these three
are one. (I claim nothing· from this last
reference, as it is doubtfuL See Griesbach's Emphatic Diaglott).
It may be said that this is strong· presumptive evidence that John did baptize
in the name of Jesus, but not positive!
Very well, now for the positive: Acts 19:
4: "John verily baptized with the baptism

J
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of repentance, saying unto the people that
they should believe on him which should
come after him, that is, on Christ Jesus."
Here are positive words that John did use
the name of ''] esus" when he baptized.
So that if to be Christian baptism it must
have been administered in Christ's name,
then John's was Christian baptism.
When it is said that John's could not
have been Christian baptism because Jesus
studiously sought to conceal his identity,
etc., saying, "tell no man," etc., it is mere
subterfuge, for in Luke 9:49 we read:
"Master, we saw one casting out devils in
thy name, and we forbade him," etc.
Also Luke 10: 17: "And the seventy re ..
turned again with joy, saying, Lord, even
the devils are subject unto us through thy
name." Here were seventy men acting in
his name and doing such works as made it
utterly impossible to conceal his identity;
and he had wrought many miracles, etc.,
and the devils declared "we know thee
who thou art." John the Baptist knew
him. (John I: 5)· Griesbach's Emphatic Diaglott says: ·'John testified concerning him, and cried, saying: 'This is he of
whom I said, He who comes after me is in
advance of me; for he is my Superior.'"
With his own works, with devils declaring, and John testifying, and seventy disciples acting, all in his name, and when he
did do certain cures and forbade them to
tell it, they generally blazed it abroad all
the more. (See Mark I: 44, 45·
Our Lord never shrank from declaring
who he was, only in the sense that he
nev:er boasted to every one in an indiscriminateway, as if he wished to lord it over
men; but he invariably appealed to his
works, (John 14: u), . . . "Believe me
for the very work's sake;" Luke 22: 67:
"Art thou the Christ? tell us. And he said
unto them, If I tell you, ye will not believe;" also John 8:24: "I said, therefore,
unto you, that ye shall die in your sins;
for if ye believe not that I am he, :ve shall
die in your sins." Also John 10: 26: ~'But
ye believe not, because ye are not of my
sheep, as I said unto you," (37, 38 verses),
"If I do not the works of my Father believe me not.
But if I do, though ye
believe not me, believe the works, that ye
may know, and believe, that the Father is
in me, and I in him."
He appealed· to his works, not with the
ostentation of an earthly outward pomp;
and it was only in that sense he sought
to conceal himself; as they evidently
looked for him to come in a gorgeous
manner, and if he had, they wnuld have
made him king. He did not seek public
notoriety, but ever sought to call men to
the truth, and the proof of his doctrines
being the truth was confirmed by his
works. With the foregoing, who can believe he sought to conceal himself? As
he did not, and John did not, the seventy
did not; then if to be Christian baptism
John must not conceal Christ, then his
baptism was certainly Christian,
sth Oijection. "John's baptism can not
be Christian baptism, as, that ordinance is
commemorative of the death, burial, resurrection and ascension of Christ'; and

these <;vents must have been past, before
they could be commemorated."
5th Ans·wer: "The Lord Jesus the same
night in which he was betrayed took
Lread; and when he had given thanks, he
brake, and said, Take, eat; . . . this do in
remembrance of me. . . . For as often as
ye eat this bread, and drink this cup, ye do
shew the Lord's death till he come."-I
Cor. I I : 23-26.
Was this a Christian ordinance? Yes.
Was it commemorative? Yes. Was it
introduced before the event it was intended
to commemorate took place? Yes. Yet the
learned Rev. R. Hall says an event must
be past before it.,can be commemorated!
( vol. 3, p. I 33, Reply to Plea, etc). John's
baptism could not be in memory of
Christ's death, burial, resurrection and
ascension until after these events had transpired, is the idea intended to be conveyed.
Then the bread and wine can not
have been in remembrance of him either,
as that was instituted before his crucifixion.
If the one is not a Christian ordinance because practiced before the event, the
other is not a Christian rite for the same
reason. "The wisdom of the wise men
shall perish."
What do we know now since the events,
in our unregenerate state, of his death, burial, etc., except by the principle of faith? If it
is on that principle that we now accept bapti~m as commemorative, could not those
who lived before his death and burial have
received baptism on the same principle of
faith? they believing that he would die,
be buried, rise again as well as we do now
believe it to be past? Faith is involved in
either case, now and then.
All whom
John did baptize could believe that Jesus
would die and .rise again before it took
place, just as easy. as we now believe that
he did die and rise. They commem.orated
it before it took place, believing that it
would take place.
6th ObJection:. "Know ye not that so
many of us as were baptized into Jesus
Christ were baptized into his death."
It is said, (whatever else this passage
may mean), that it means they WERE baptized into a belief in his death, which they
could not have been until after He did die,
etc. It is further asserted that John and
his disciples, and even the Apostles did
not believe in his death till after it was
fulfilled.
6th Answer: John did know that Jesus was to die, for he said, "Behold the
Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin
of the world." How could J ohri refer to
Jesus as a lamb having virtue to take away
sin except in shedding his blood? He b.
9:22 says, "Without shedding of blood is
no remission." John was a Jew, and a
priest, well acquainted with the teaching
of the law and of the prophets. He knew
well that the paschal lamb was typical of
the Lamb of God. John believed the
prophets, and they all testified that Jesus
would die and live again: Ps. 16:9, 1o;
i2:r6; Isaiah53:7-IO; Zech. 12:1o; 13:
6, etc. John was a great prophet himself,
and he knew that Jesus was to die and
live again, and thus take away the sin of
the world. Hence Paul could truly say,

SII
"As many of us as were baptized into Jes,us Christ were baptized into his death;"
so that whatever else this may mean, it
means that John told of the death and rising of the Messiah so that they were baptized in a belief in his death.
Caiaphas, a wicked high priest, knew
that Jesus must die. He said: "Y e know
nothing at all, nor consider that it is expedient for us that one man should die for
the people, and that the whole nation perish not."-John I I : 49,50.
If a wicked enemy who, by reason of
his being a priest and being acquainted
with the reading of the law, and the
prophets did lean:1 from the shadows of
the law and the predictions of the prophets
that one man was to die for the people,
and that one man was 'Jesus, then, I ask,
why did not John know it? If Caiaphas
had it specially revealed,] ohn was greater;
why should God not also reveal it to him?
He did, hence John said, "Behold the
Lamh of God which taketh away the sin
of the world" (by the shedding of his
blood). But it is with this objection as
with the last one, if it is of any force
against John's baptism, it is equally so
against the sacrament of bread and wine.
CONCLUSION.

John's baptism required, rst faith; 2d
repentance; 3d teaching- before; 4th it was
for the remission of sins; 5th it was administered in the name of Jesus; 6th, it
was in likeness of death, burial, resurrection, etc; 7th, it was the beginning of the
gospel, of ] esus Christ, before the cross.
Christian baptism requires the same
points exactly since the cross. What is
true of one is true of the other in every
respect. The one required adults, so does
the other; the one was for initiation into
the kingdom,. so was the other. Therefore John's was christian baptism in every
and the fullest sense.
But my style of putting it before the
critzcal reader may no~ be in ~he most approved and polished sense, yet I do not
seek for honor from men, and as I have
had to meet this question more than once
in debate, I thought to give the readers of
the Herald the benefit of what views I
had obtained concerning it; and if there is
nothing forcible, nor new, yet I believe it
is in the main correct, and am willing to
be put right, and am always thankful to
any man, especially a brother, who will
give me light on anything as the word
says, Hosea 4: 6: "My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge; because
thou hast rejected knowledge, I will also
reject thee, that thou shalt be no priest to
me." If any brother sees anything to correct in this, do so, and I will receive it, if
it is a correction.

J.

A.

MciNTOSH.

LUCK AND LABOR.
Luck is waiting for something to turn up.
Labor, with keen eyes and strong will, will turn
up something. Luck lies in bed and wishes the
postman would bring him news of a legacy.
Labor turns out at six o'clock and with busy pen
and ringing hammer lays the foundation of a
competency.
Luck whines, Labor whistles.
Luck goes to the poor· house, Labor to indepen~
dence.-Set.
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THE SAINTS' HER
LETTER FROM BRO. L. L. WIGHT.
DEAR HERALD :-At

the close of our last
district conference, in February, we as a
branch of the church away here in this
dark and benightea region, but not hid
from the gaze of the all-seeing eye of God,
resolved to be more diligent in the labor
entrusted to us. Your readers have noticed in the letters of Sisters Sutherland and
Sheppard something of our efforts. I will
add that we have held meetings nearly or
quite every Sabbath since conference, alternately, in four different localittes; all in
Bandera county, and with good results.
I never received kinder and better treatment in all our travels than in this our
effort to push the teachings of Christ in
these mountair,s.
The last few weeks
Brn. Currie, senior and junior, have been
with us and have held a two-days' meeting at Crockett; also at Horse Valley.
Both meetings were in charge of Bro. J.
A. Currie Jr., and largely attended. Good
interest, good order and· good behavior.
At Crockett the last sermon was begun by
Bro. J. A. Currie Jr. on the final restom·
tion. We were under arbor, and no house
near. We saw in the northeast indications
of a storm approaching, but so intense
was the interest in the sermon that
little heed was given to its approach.
Still the storm seemed to care as little for
us as we did for it, and it rushed up the
deep canyon, gui<led, seemingly, by the
lofty Peaks on either side, lifting sometimes deep rooted trees from the earth and
hurling limbs of trees seemingly in search
of something to destroy.
The storm
reached us, and louder preached Bro. Currie and louder blew the wind until the
weaker voice of man was hushed by God's
unseen power; yet not a soul left their
seats until all were drenched with rain and
dismissed in order, with a promise that
that sermon should be finished.
There are no members of our church
living in Horse Valley yet. The congregations were so large that it was difficult
for all to get into the house.
When I meditate upon the blessings
that God is bestowing upon us in this far
away land, I remember other days when
I was in darkness, and God's servants were
traveling here, and only for the light of
God's Holy Spirit, all must have been
gloomy; yes, darkness and despondency.
I can see them now, as I could not at that
time, on their knees in secluded spots of
these valleys, behind the rocks and trees,
pleading w·ith the eternal God for the honest souls of these mountains and valleys.
Then I am led to exclaim with the poet:
"Must I be carried to the skies
On flowery beds of ease,
·while others fought to win the prize,
And sailed through bloody seas?"

Yes, brethren, you who have traveled
through these parts and sowed the seed in
dark days, now that the mists have blown
away and we are reaping the reward of
your labors, forget not that the memory
of you is cherished by us! We forget not
to make mention of you in our prayers.
What a difference in your lot at that time
and our's now! We are surrounded by
faithful brethren and sisters, while you
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had to tread the wine-press alone! While
we withhold your names we can safely
.say, Not one of you are forgotten by us.
Brethren, your prayers for this place have
availed much, and we still desire an interest in them.
We will, God willing, build a house of
worship in August next, two miles below
Medina City, on the Bandera road. We
have nearly the required means now subscribed. Friends outside of the church
have donated liberally and we haven't the
slightest reason to doubt but that the house
will be completed; and when the last nail
is driven, and the sound of the hammer
greets your ear, it will be with this echo:
"The house is paid for!"
The Saints of Bandera and of that
branch of the church are taking an active
part in the building of the house, in fact
there is a unity between the Bandera and
Medina branches in all their undertakings
that is worthy of commendation. To God
be the praise.!
It will be remembered in my letter to
the Herald last winter that I mentioned
a discussion held by Bro. J. A. Currie Jr.,
with Mr. John Banty of the C. D. T ., but
not completed. About the zoth of last
month he (Mr. Banty) came again with
renewed energy. He meets Bro. Currie
and finds him as he left him-firm as a
rock, and with a smile on his face. This
time Bro. Currie affirms that our church
is in fact the church of Christ, and produces the following argument: . Christ
established a church with apostles, prophets, pastors, teachers, evangelists, bishops,
deacons, helps, governments, etc., etc., I
Cor. 12: 28; Matt. ro: I; Luke 6: 13; Acts
13:1; 15:32; 21:9-12; Rev. 16:6; 18:
2o; 2 Pet. 4: 5; Acts 21: 8; Titus I : 5;
Acts 14: 23; r Tim. 3: r; Eph. 4: II.
Also Seventy, Luke IO: r. The gifts and
blessings were put in the church to confirm believers, Mark 16: 17-20. They followed believers, Acts 8:17 19:6; I Cor.
12th chapter. A direct communication
existed between God and his people which
enabled them to know their duty ani! acceptance with Him, etc., Rom. 8: r6; John
rs: I-8; Rom. 12:6, 7· 8; Eph. I: rg;
John 14: r6, I7i 16: 13. By this communication God called men to office, Acts r :
24; I3: z; I Tim. 4: 14. This church
went into darkness, John I I : I 2; 2 Thess.
2:3; zPet.z:r2; zTim .. 4:3,4; 2Tim.
3: r-6, etc., etc. The church must be set
up again previous to the coming of Christ,
for through it he would gather all things
in heaven and earth, for 'tis his fulness
when perfected, Eph. r: zo-zg; Eph. I :
w; Phil. I:9, 10, II, etc. There would
be laborers called and sent forth in the
eleventh hour, Matt. zo: 6, 7· This work
is Christ's work and is to precede
Isaiah 62: IO, I I; 40: 9-18.
The ensign was to be set up (Isa. I r: rz).
It was the same ensign that the Gentiles
sought when first set up,-verse IO. In
g-athering Israel God would coummunicate with man again, and call them to
work, (Jer. I6: r6, r7; Ezek. zo: 33-36).
Tis to be a strange work, (I sa. 28: 2 I ; 29:
14). The Gentiles shall know his power,
(J er. r6: r6-19). God always works

through man, (Amos 3: 7). Some man
must be called to bring about that work,
to be a messenger, (Mal. g: r); to receive
the angel (Rev. 14:6, 7). That gospel
must be composed of the same principles
as taught in Hebrews 6: I, 2; not one
principle done away with.
The signs
should follow to-day (Acts 2: 39; I Cor.
12). The water baptism not a valuable
one except followed by Spirit baptism,
(Matt. 3: I I; John 3: 5). Here his opponent tried to prove the Spirit birth was
after the resurrection, but Bro. Currie
showed the fallacy of such conclusion, by
showing that it took both Spirit and water
to constitute a birth. Mr. Bantv then resorted to Acts 19: 16; r Corinthi~ns 12: I 3,
etc., and proved to the people that God's
people should reign on the earth. Bro.
Currie sanctioneJ it and proceeded to
show that until that time our spirits would
be in the hands of Him who notices the
sparrow's fall.
Jesus went there, (Acts 3: 2 r; I: I I).
He promised his disciples that they should
follow, (John 13: 36). Paul knew it was
better to be absent from the body and to
be there, (2 Cor. 5: 8). He had a desire
to go there, (Phil. I: 23). God showed
Peter how he must put off his budy, (r
Peter r: I4)· John saw there the souls of
those who had been slain for the word of
God, (Rev. 6:9, etc). They are to come
with Christ to earth, (Matt. 25:31; Jude
r4). Those who obey the gospel are to
come forth in the first resurrection; those
who do not, in the second, (Rev. 20:4, 5;
John s:9; Jno. 1:4, '7• 9i I Tim. 2:4-6;
I Cor. I5:22j Acts 13:47· etc).
Those
who die without hearing the gospel shall
hear it (r Peter 4: 6).
He then showed that God was a God of
love, of justice, etc., and when justice was
satisfied He liberated his captives, quoting
Zechariah 9: II, rz; Isaiah 24:21, 22, 23;
1 Peter 3: 19.
He then proceeded to show
that God's work could not be fathomed
save by his Spirit (r Cor.2:n, 14,etc).
The strongest argument Mr. Banty
could bring was founded on I Corinthians
I3: 8. He dwelt on this to considerable
length in regard to miracles being done
away. But when Bro. Currie told him
in his next bpeech to tell the people whether knowledge had vanished away he
seemed somewhat unnerved, and then
resorted to ridiculing. the idea of Joseph
Smith being a prophet, the ensign to be
set up and hooted the iaea of a dead man
talking, as in the case of Moroni and
Joseph.
Bro. Currie in his next speech told him
that if Joseph Smith was not the man to
restore the gospel to tell the people who
and what the quotations which he had
made from Isaiah, Jeremiah and others
meant, and when he dwelt with power on
the gathering of Israel and turned to Mr.
Banty anri told him to write it down, and
answer him, and tell the people the meanof all those prophecies, he sat with
pencil in one hand and paper in the other
perfectly motionless, and when he arose
he did not answer a question or make the
least effort to explain the promises, but
again resorted to the Book of Mormon,
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this early date can not be proved beyond
doubt, yet the probability is very strong in
favor of it. The very language of the
book indicates an author who was not yet
11ccustomed to the Greek tongue. The
frequent references to the temple, the altar,
and the sacrifices, strong! y favor the supposition that it was written before the destruction of Jerusalem, consequently before
Domitian.
It appears that the powers of darkness
have been very anxious to corrupt this
book particularly. \Vhen the first edition
was printed it was impossible to find a
Greek copy which was not more or less
spurious, or even complete. The last chapters were now here to be found, and so the
editor had to translate the lacking part from
the Latin, by means of which a very poor
"THE REVELATION OF JOHN."
text was obtained. Besides, there is a notDuRING several da:ys of pleasant inter- able peculiarity in the book. The author,
course with brother F. F. Hintze in the when seeing an object in a vision and desHoly Land, tbrough part of which coun- cribing it, often disregards the grammatitry we traveled together, sharing the vari- calgender, and makes his adjective or pared experiences of a journey in a strange ticiple agree, not with the word but rather
L. L. WIGHT.
land, many an hour was pleasantly and 'with the Idea present in his mind at theitime.
MEDINA, Texas, July 4th.
profitably spent in studying the prophe- Some of the early copyists, in transcribing
cies of holy writ. \Vhile conversing up- the texts apparently thought it their duty
A SIGNIFICANT NIGHT VISION.
on such themes, the visions of John on
to correct these apparent anomalies; there[BRo. JAMES GREEN of Willow Creek, Patmos were more than once devotion- by producing a very spurious text. At presMontana, sent us the following very sig- ally contemplated by us. Before we sep- ent, however, not less than ninetv-three
nificant night vision some time ago, and
arated, I was earnestly asked to give manuscripts of this book are know~, some
for reasons we have delayed publishing it publicity to some of the thoughts express- of which are very ancient, and by means
till now. He is an old member of the ed in our conversations, a request with of these scholars have been able to purify
church, lived in Nauvoo, emigrated to which I now readily comply.
the text and give it to us, on the whole, as
Utah under Brighamite leadership, lived
The Revelation or Apocalypse is com- it was originally written by John. It must
some years at and near Provo, and moved monly known as John's, but the vision it be admitted that, in its original form, unthence to where he now resides. He has contains is his only in a secondary meangramatical thought it be, it can not be suralways retained his faith in and love for ing. It is really a revelation to Jesus passed in dignity and sublimity of compothe Church <Jf Go.d, and his heart has Christ.
According to the first verse sition.
ever been filled with anxious care for its of the book it is a revelation which God
Stated briefly, the book is divided as
prosperity. He says of his dream or vis· gave to Jesus Christ in order to show the follows:
ion-.Eo.]:
servants of Christ what should soon
Part r, relating to "the things which
"I seemed to be traveling on a public come to pass, and through an angel it are," at the time of the writing. This
highway, and was told that a woman I was communicated to John, who was per- part contains the seven letters to the seven
was acquainted with in Nauvoo, in 1843, mitted to publish it to the Saints. The churches, recorded in chap. r, 3·
had passed along on that road and was in- title of the book might very properly
Part 2 is the proper prophetical part of
sane. I knew'she had been a good woman, be "The Revelation of Christ" rather than the book, and relates to "the things which
and I followed on after her, for I had that of John.
shall be hereafter." (Rev. r, 19). This
great sympathy for her. I could see her
It is a book profitable to study, for, in part contains the visions of, r, Seven seals,
tracks in the road very plain. I called at its own language, "Blessed is he that read- z, Seven trumpets. 3, Three enemies-Saa way-side house and was told that she eth and they that hear the words of this tan, the beast and the false prophet warwas still traveling on that road. I stopped prophecy and keep those things which are ring against God. 4, Seven vials. 5, The
and rested at that house, and when I re- written therein; for the time is at hand." three enemies overthrown. 6, The final
turned to the road I met a oerson who (Rev. I : 3). It certainly belongs to that triumph of Christ and the new or heaventold me that she had turned b~ck and had "more sure word of. prophecy; whereunto !y .T erusalem.
passed by while I was in the house, and ye do well that ye take heed, as unto a
The whole has, by the best commentathat the distance she had traveled on that light that shineth in a dark place, until tors, always been considered .as one conroad before she turned back was eighty the day dawn and the day star arise in tinuous chain of events, although some
miles. I then turned and tracked her on your hearts." (z Peter I: 19). Being pub- are, as is natural in all historical narratives,
the road back, could hear of her, and she lished especially for the instruction and en- synchronological. With the central obwas wild with insanity. I followed on, lightenment of the servants of Christ, there jects, seals, trumpets, vials, Satan, the
and when half way back she turned off on can be no truth in the assertion that the beast, the false prophet, other visions are
a side road on the right. The people told revelation is impossible to understand.
interwoven as introductory and concluding
me she could not be very far, for there was
The revelation is generally supposed to scenes, several of which relate to the
a large river a few miles below and she have been written by John during his ex- Church and the Kingdom of God.
could not cross it. Some of the people ile on Patmos, about the year 96 A. D.
On all sides it is admitted that the Revthen went with me to find her and we The early Fathers, Irenreus and Eusebius elation is a most difficult book to interpret.
tracked her into a thicket. In a short time refer the book to the time of the Emperor Its language is chiefly symbolical, and
I saw her raise her head above tl:e brush Domitian, and the earliest traditions sup- when we open its pages we are met by a
and look at me. We found no trouble port the view that John, during the time number of figure-angels, books, beasts,
then in securing her, and we took her to a of this emperor, was exiled to Patmos. · rivers, cities, mountains. All this seems
hou>\e close by. Here I saw Bro. Joseph, Many, however, give a much earlier date to be as intelligible as a set of Egyptian
and I asked him if he could take care of to the book, supposing that the exile of hieroglyphics. Indeed, the prophetic lanher, and he said he could. He then called , John happened during the reign of the guage generally is hieroglyphical, or more
six men to sit in council and see that she ! Emperor Nero, 67 or 68 A, D, Although properly still, it is picture writing, with

Joe Smith, Solomon Spaulding's romance,
etc., and when Bro. Currie read a sketch
of Joseph Smith's early life in which is
mentioned his first vision, Mr. Banty
wilted and stood for some time seemingly
speechless, and when he dirl get off anything, about all he could say was, that "it
was an abomination for that boy to pray
to God for light, when he could have
bought a Bible for a day's work, and in it
he could have got all the light he could
have wanted."
On the whole we consider it a grand
victory. To God be the glory! Finally, I
wish to say to your readers to the credit
of Mr. Banty, that he is a man possessed
of manly virtues, and that he has been a
life-long friend of mine. My heart's desire and prayer to God is that he will yet
see his error and enlist in the service of his
God for the right. With a sincere desire
for the welfare of God's creatures, and a
hope that I have written nothing to incur
the displeasure of any one, I am yours in
the service of my God,

was cared for.
These men had been
Brig hamites, but now were J osephites, and
lived in northern Utah and Idaho.
Now that the woman was taken care of I
passed into another house, and there were
some men making a coffin, and making it
solid to the house and setting it upon end
-just the body part, not the lower partand I understood that the body of the
woman was to be placed in the coffin. I
told them it would make a bad smell in the
house; and to this they replied that it
made no difference, for it bad to be put in,
and they seemed determined it should be."
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the pictures spelled out in words instead of
painted or engraved. This creates the
difficulties.
A knowledge of this fact
may also furnish the right key to the in·
terpretation; for if it is found that the
prophets invariably use the figures to represent the similar events, as they indeed
do, and if it be understood that prophetical figures sometimes are interpreted by
the angels, by the seers themselves, or by
the events fulfilling them, then we know
where to look for a true and reliable inter·
pretation. Clearly enough, if we, for instance, in the prophetical book, meet with
the figure of a beast, and find that this in
Daniel means an empire or a woman, and
that this elsewhere means his Father's
throne, that a virgin should conceive-all
these were impenetrable mysteries, as profound as any of those of the revelation to
us. It requires a prophetic spirit to comprehend them.
The gift ot prophecy is one of the blessed gifts that has been again restored to
the Church of God through the everlasting gospel.
The prophetical writings.
should therefore no longer be sealed books.
And they are not. Through diligent
study of the prophetical language in general, careful attention to the events recorded in history, and with the help of the
"Key" revealed through Joseph Smith,
the Apocalypse ought to be made quite as
legible as any part of the Word of God.
A few instances how the Word of God
is its own and best interpreter may here
be given.
In Revelations, chap. 4• we read that
round about the throne of God were seen
four "beasts" which continually glorified
God, together with the elders. The first
was like a lion, the second like a calf, the
third like a man and the fourth like a flying eagle. On comparing this vision with
N um. chap. 2, where the camp of Israel is
described, we find a striking resemblance,.
and feel assured that the two-the vision
of J obn and the formntion of the camp of
Israel-had one pattern.
Here in the
wilderness we find round about the Tabnacle, to the east three tribes, headed by
Judah, whose banner was a lion/ to the
south three tribes, headed by Reuben,
whose banner represented a calf," to the
west three tribes, headed by Ephraim,
whose banner represented a human face,
and to the north three tribes, headed by
Dan, whose banner had a flying eagle.
Upon further inquiry into the significance
of this arrangement. observed by Moses in
the wilderness, and seen in the heavenly
visions on Patmos, we are told [in Concordance to Doc. and Cov .] : "They represent the glory of classes of beings in
their destined order or sphere of creation,
in the enjoyment of their eternal felicity."
In the '\vilderness the four beasts, or rather
"living creatures," represent the people of
God "marching on to glory;" in the vision
of John they represent glory already obtained. How instructive, the tvvo put together! What the people of God o;;hall
become in eternity they must already commence to be here.
In Revelation, chapter 6, we read that
there was a great earthquake; the sun,

moon and stars were affected and the
heaven departed as a scroll, while every
mountain and island were removed out of
their places. Now, to apply this, as h~s
sometimes been done, literally, and thereby underst?nd a complete destruction of
the universe, is contrary to the language
itself. The "stars" fall to the "earth;"
the heaven "departs," and yet the mountains are only "removed" out of their
place; and after these things four angels
stand on the earth and the events g-o on as
before. Clearly, by the figures en{ployed,
·something else is represented, and what is
that? In Isaiah, chapter r 3: 9, IO, I 3, we
find almost the same expressions: "For
the stars of the heavens sl:all no more let
their light shine; the sun shall be darkened at his rising and the moon shall not
give her light. Therefore shall I let the
heavens shake and the earth shall be mo'ted out of her place.", -This sublime figurative language is descriptive of the fall of
the great Babylonian empire (verse r).
Similarly, Hosea, chapter IO, describes the
fall of Samaria: "They shall cry to the
mountains, cover us, and to the hills, fall
over us." The prophets abound in this
mode of expression, and it always sig-nifies
the fall of some great power, God's judgment of some nation or nations. It is
therefore no more conjecture to say that
the passage in Revelation refers to the overthrow of the then existing Roman empire.
By the concussion of the heavenly bodies
is the idea conveyed that the events predicted could be effected only by God.
Hence the time in which such events take
place are always called the "d;<y of the
Lord" or the "coming of the Lord:" Compare Matthew 24: 3, where the disciples
speak of the destruction of Jerusalem as
the "coming" of the Lord and the end of
the era (Greek aion, not world).
The two witnesses (Rev. I r), are by way
of revelation said to be "two olive trees and
two candlesticks, standing before God." All
these expressions become clear when compared with other parts of Scripture. In
Zechariah, chapter three, we see Joshua
and Zerubbabel represented as two ·olive
trees, dropping their oil into the candlestick, setting forth how, by the Spirit of
the Lord resting upon those two prophets
of God, the temple should be completed
without external help (v. 6) and against all
opposition (v. 7). Two olive trees are
therefore two prophets of God. (Compare
Concordance in Doctrine and Covenants.)
But there are also two candlesticks, which
mean churcheR, according to Revelations
r : 20, setting forth, therefore, the twofold
work of the last dispensation, the gathering together into a church, "first the Gentiles and then the Jews."
These two
churches, then, and these two prophets,
"stand before the Lord," an expression
which always means "to serve" the Lord.
The expre;sion is applied to the priest
who officiated in the Temple, and Elijah's
"Thus saith the Lord, before whose face I
stand," is well known.
Two churches,
then, and two prophets clothed with the
holy priesthood is what the passage means.
Thus all the principal symbols of the
book can be traced and their meaning

ascertained. Yet their right application
is a work which no one can undertake
wit_hout the aid of the Divine Spirit of
prophecy and much minute inquiry.- J.
jj/J: S., in Deseret News.
THE DIVINE PLAN OF CREATION.

To ME individually it has always appeared that a false issue is raised when
;)pponents of Darwinism make their appeal to the odium theologicum. For although it is quite true that the theory of
natural selection is incompatible with that
of supernatural design in those cruder
forms which it necessarily presented under
a belief in special creation, I do not see
that such is the case with regard to anv
hypothesis of teleology which deserves t~
be regarded as in any way worthy of those
higher conceptious of theism which the
growth of natural science, in all its parts,
has been the means of engendering. It is '
true that theists are now required enormously to widen their ideas touching the
nature and the method of superhuman design in the realm of organic nature, just as
was the case when astronomy first revealed the utter inadequacy of previous ideas
touching the realm of inorganic nature.
But I can not see that in the former, any
more than in the latter case, tho~e who on
other grounds have accepted the theory of
theism should find any reasonable cause
for alarm in being required to extend immeasurably their conceptions of the Divinity. And I am quite sure that they would
be committing the gravest of possible mistakes if they were to adopt the advice
which appears to be given them in the
words with which I will conclude:
"No wonder that Darwin was reviled
by men who had the cause of religion at
heart, for his theory tended not only to
repudiate creation, but to discredit design,
and so practically to enthrone unreason,
as lord of the universe."
PRoF. GEo.

J.

RoMANES.

The Forum for July.

IMMERSION.

ON strictly exegetical and historical
g-rounds, baptism must be immersion.
Without prejudice, no other interpretation would ever have been given to Bible
baptism. It is the most natural interpretation, and such we must always give. Immersion is natural and historical; sprinkling is artificial and an expedient for convenience's sake. All the symbolism of
the text, (Rom. 6: 34), and everywhere in
the Bible, demands the going under water
and coming up out of it to newness of life.
Sprinkling has no suggestion of burial to
sin and resurrection to holiness. In order
to be true to its original meaning, and its
vital relation to redemption through Christ
baptism must be immersion. Why
you wish to get rid of it? Eminent
theologians have wasted their learning attempting to defend infant-sprinkling.
Imposition is not exposition. All the early
defenders of Christianity taught that nothing but immersion was baptism, and all
the Greek or Oriental churches continue
to immerse to this day.-Dr. Schaff.
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He was tenderly cared for by his family, and
death was sweet to him in hope of the glory of
God. He was interred in the Tabor Cemetery;
funeral services conducted and sermon preached
by H. Kernp.
NORTHERN MINNESOTA.
Coor.-David F. Coop, son of Bro. James and
Catharine Coop, after a life here of r6 years, 4
Conference convened at Lake Eunice, Becker
months and I day, passed peacefully away on
county, June rst, Bro. Alexander H. Smith in the
chair, Heny Way Secretary pro tern. Branch ' Saturday July 13th, I889, at IO a.m., of abscess of
the stomach, a lingering illness of eight weeks.
reports: Oak Lake 76, I marriage, 4 baptized, 6
His two sisters and a brother which were absent
received, I expelled; net gain 9· Silver Lake
were sent for, and arrived there just in time to
28, 3 received. Monitor Falls 24, 3 baptized, I
see his last smile. He tried to talk to them, but,
died, r expelled. Reports: Elders, A. Tabbut,
alas, it was too late! Seeing he could not talk,
G. Gould, H. vVay, W. E. Peak, J. A. Davis.
he cast his eyes separately on them with a smile,
Priests: W. W. McLeod, B. Mosher. Teachers:
then turning his face from them, passed into a
L. Mathewson, J. Dinehart and Deacon, Samuel
peaceful sleep, ·which none ever wake to weep.
Ellsworth. Henry Way was elected district presiMany friends from the city of Downs and coundent for the ensuing year. A. Tabbut was recomtry accompanied the remains to the cemetry of
mended for Bishop's Agent for this district and
Downs, Kan,;as.
G. L. Jones was chosed district secretary. Next
''We shall all go home to our Father's house,
conference subject to the call of the president.
To our Father's house in the skies,
Adjourned.
Where the hope of our soul shall have no blight,
And our love no broken ties.
We ehallroam on the banks of the river of peace,
And bathe in its blissful tide;
Aud one of the joys of onr heaven shall be,
Our durling boy that died."

GROVE MEETINGS.
A union meeting will be held in the grove at
Diamondale, Eaton county, Michigan, commencing on Friday evening the r6th of August and
continue over Sabbath, the r8th, and as much
longer as circumstances and the interest of the
meeting may demand. All well·disposed, peaceable and law-abiding citizens, as "!Tell as Saints,
are invited,--yes, anxiously solicited to attend.
GEo. McCLINTOCK, Branch Pres.
HIRAM RATABUN, District Pres.
At the Davis City Camp-meeting the elders
who take part in the services will be boarded and
lodged free, on arrangement with the committee.
For others, who do not come prepared to take
care of themselves, board can be had at three
dollars per week, and it is hoped for a less cost
than this.· At present it is uncertain. This answers inquiries. By order of committee.
BORN.
BoSTROM.-At Nebraska
Nebraska, June
IIth, r889, to Mr. Fred W.
Sister Martha
Bostrom, a daughter, blessed July 2rst, r889, by
Elders R. M. and R. C. Elvin, and named Ln
Ora Martha.
DIED.
PowELL.--At Cleveland, Lucas county, Iowa,
Lorenzo vV. only son of David and Agnes Powell, aged I I months and 14 days. Funeral sermon by Elder John Watkins. We were much
disappointed in not being permitted to keep the
little darling boy, but we must learn to say
<<God's will be done."
0RTON.-At his home, near Tabor, Iowa, June
25th, r889, William Read Orton. Father Orton
was born March 19l:h, r8oz, in Rowan county,
North Carolina, and was married to Rebecca
Huev, December 22o;,r8z2. He united with the
church Feb. roth, r835, in Clinton county, Illinois, and received the office of an Elder -August
z6th, r835, under the hands of Harvey Green;
, moved to Missouri and passed through all the
afflictions :>nd persecutions incident in that place;
returned to Illinois and stayed with the church
until they broke up for the west.
He was engaged with the Relief Society organized by Brigham Young in I839 for the purpose of moving
the poor from Missouri to Illinois, and made
two or three trips with his teams in that laudable work. In r852 he moved to Provo, Utah,
where he united with the Reorganization in r864,
by baptism, under the hands of George Rush,
and was reordained to the office of an elder the
same year under the hands of elders Squires and
Atwood, and returned to Mills county, Iowa, in
r866, and was known and highly respected by
the Saints as a true, faithful and devoted worker,
ever willing to defend the faith in word and deed
-true in life, faithful in death.
He was stricken with paralysis, March 8th,
r886, and was helpless until he passed away.

STEBBINS.-Ruth Emily, daughter of brother
Henry A. and sister Clara B. Stebbins, was born
in Lamoni, Iowa, on the morning of July roth,
r888, and on the morning of July 3d, r889, she
peacefully breathed the last sigh of mortal life,
and her gentle spirit departed from earth to be
with God, the Father of all spirits, in whose presence all is peace and joy. Though not strong
and hearty like some children, yet, excepting for
the common troubles of early infancy, she was
well in body and very happy in spirit during the
first seven or eight months of her life. And she
seemed glad to be in the world, and happy to
see and to smile upon all humanity. Late in
February she took a cold that settled on her
lungs. After that came the whooping cough
that lasted till warm weather, and then the pneumonia set in, which, with severe teething troubwore her out, after over four months brave
against death. Through it all she was
and sweet, enduring much and quietly
waiting for attention and care. To her mother
and her sister Helen she was a continual joy, and
into her father's life she brought great comfort
and brightness dnring her brief visit to the household that now seems so lonely without her dear
presence. They pray that they may be worthy
to dwell with her in Christ's kingdom. Funeral
sermon
Elder C. H. Jones, assisted by Elder
A. S.
on July 4th.
NOTICES.
To the following named persons, members of
the St. Joseph branch: You are kindly requested
to report
names and addresses to J. W.
Peterson,
care of the Daily. News, St. Joseph,
Missouri, that the branch may know of your
whereabouts anq that you may not be reported to
the church secrdary as scattered members.
Those desiring letters of removal will please so
state, and those not desiring them will also please
to so state: Petroncelly Larsen, Peter Ashby,
Matilda and W. F. Brickman, William Bowers,
Elizabeth Mcintyre, Maggie A. Hughes, Rict.ard
Martin, Elizabeth Alexander, William Raschke,
F. Rosine Raschke, Rachael Bray, Albert Cowden, Tnomas McKee, Elizabeth McKee, Mary
Barrett, Anna Lane, Sarah P. Wn.ldron, C. W.
and Bertha W. Bergande, Abbot L Soule, J. A.
Gillen, Margarett E. Davis, Mary E. Thatcher
and Hannah Dempsey. We would ask for prompt
action on the part of those concerned that our
report may be complete by September first.
Your brother in the gospel,
J. W. PETERSoN, Clerk oj Branch.

rfHE young Ladies of the Independence branch
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints have organized as the Hawthorn Society,
in order to secure a fund for the purchase of a

PIPE ORGAN FOR THE NEW CHURCH
Edifice when completed.

They will hold a

BAZAR

Some time this fall, and solicit aid from the Saints
at large, in money,· rnaterial, or useful, ornamental and fancy articles of every variety, to be sent
before October 5th, r889.
Will the President of each Branch consider
this as addressed personally to himself, and read
the notice before the branch as often as necessary to keep the matter before the people.
Address: MRs. JENN!E H. NEWTON,
Box 578, Independence, Mo.
BURLINGTON ROUTE.
EXCURSION.-ONE FARE FOR THE
ROUND TRIP.
From August 2rst to z8Lh, r889, inclusive, the
C. B. & Q, R. R. will sell at half rates, or one
fare for the round trip, tickets to Milwaukee and
return from all points on its lines, on account of
the National G. A. R. Encampment at Milwaukee.
These C. B. & Q. excursion tickets will be good to
return August 27th to September 5th, inclusive;
but by special arrangement, an extension to September 3cith may be obtained by applying, prior
to September 3d, to the agent at Milwaukee having the matter ln charge. Between Chicago and
Milwaukee the tickets will be good for pa,•age in
either direction via the Goodrich Line of Steamers, the C. M. & St. P. Ry., or the C. & N. W.
Ry. Tickets and further information can be ob-tained of C. B. & Q. ticket agents, or by addressing P. S. EusTIS, Gen'l. Pass. and Ticket Agent,
Chicago.
26aug
G.

A.

R.

Far1u ior SaBe.
A £SOod farm for •ale of 40 acre•, good rich soil, all well
fenced, 2 good wells, large pond for stock, old orchard
bearing good, 300 young trees of choicest fruits, new
lumber stable and cowshed all shingled, buggy shed,

new granary all painted, good rock milk house, other
out-houses.· A good 6 roomed cottage, parched, papered,
and painted outside. and insi<.1P, close to 4 towns, also on
4 mmn roads, 2 good groves of n1aple trees each side of
J,he cottage. Will be sold cbeap, rather than rent. A big
bargain for some one. Farm a few miles from Lumar, the
county seat of Barton county.
EBENEZER MILLER, Senior,
SoA:Thfl'!IoNvrLLE, Cht·rokee county, Kansas.
RoBERT WINNING,

Pres't.

D. F. NicHoLsoN, Cashier.

OF
Am};le Resporu:;libiUty.
L0ans money on a proved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
h'ought and sold.

---: A Family Newspaper.:--THE INDEPENDENT PATRIOT
Provides its readers weekly with

56 COLUMNS
Of reading matter, including_Domestic and Foreign News,
Home, Around the World, -"eligious, Scientific and Personal departments, and aims to keep its readers thoroughly acquamted with the striking features of the world's
progress. 'fry it and know for yourself. Sample copy
free. One dollar per yenr.
LAMBERT Bl10THBRS, PUBLISHERS,
25aug
Lamoni. Decatur Co., Iowa.

A CIIRONOLOGICAL CATECHISM:
Or, Key to the Chronology of the Bible.
BY A. J. l\'!APES.
Limp Cloth, 103 pages, price 35 cts. For sale by

Bro. H. R. MILLS, Independence Mo.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The district conference of West Tennessee and
Kentucky will convene at Bro. Mit Snow's, near
Stubblefield, Graves county, Kentucky, August
the 17th and rSth, r889.
P. B. SEATON, District Pres.
E. C. Brand, No. 712, Q st., Atchison, Kansas,

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,
REAL

ESTATE

AGENTS

West Lexington Street,
INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI.

Next to Warnky's Gallery.

www.LatterDayTruth.org

THE SAINTS' H
FOR SALE OR TRADE,
acre FARM in Cherolree county, Kallsas, 3 miles
west and 1 mile north of Columbus (County seat).
Good Honse of two rooms, good Well. Spring in Pasture,
good shingled Stable and Granary, Crrbs, and Cow Stable, young Orchard.
Farm all under fence; 55 acres in cultivation, 15 in
Pasture, 10 Prairie Grass. This is as good land as there
is in the county. Rented this year for two-fifths of all
products. Price $~,200.
29jnn4t
CHAS. C. RANDALL.

80

A FINE MOSAIC OF LAMONI.

5Yz X 8Yz inches.

Seventeen different residences grouped in one card with
name under each picture.
By mail, post paid, 35c; per doz. $3; per 100, $20. Send
35c. for sample.
fW" The traveling ministry please notice this.
A. M. CHASE, Lamoni, Iowa.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
--)BY THE(--

Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., lOW A,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIP'l'URES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding ......••••••••••• 1 00
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••••• .; •••. 2 00
New Testament, inspired ....... , .••• , • • • • 75
BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges .................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ....... ; •.••. 1 50
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
Sprinkled sheep, or library ...•••••••••••. 1 25
Imitation Morocco ....................... 1 50
SAINTS' HARP-HYMN BOOK.
Im~tat~on Morocco, SJ?rinkled edges .••••••. 1 25
ImitatiOn Morocco, g1lt edges......•...•••• 1 50
JOSEPH Sl\H'rH THE PROPHET, .AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
Muslin boards, 312 pages..... • • • . • . • • • • • • • 70
Leather binding..................... ~ •••• 1 00
HESPERIS.
Poems by David H. Smith, 202 pages, fancy
cloth, gilt edges ........................ 1 50
VOICE OF WARNING
And Instruction to all People, on the Doctrine
and History of the latter day work.
In paper covers; twelve for $1 .•..•••. each 10
Limp cloth covers, each ................ ; • 25
JOSEPH THE SEER:
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintained.
Paper covers, 200 pages . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . • • . 35
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder
William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society,
and is an important work to be in the hands of
the ministry of the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church
and among those without, abounding in proofs
never before presented in defense of Joseph
Rmit.h and th<> Book of 1\form<m.

SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, fot· higher classes, bound in
sprinkled Leather, each ......................... $1.00
The same bound in Cloth................ .. . .... .. .
75
Question Book, for intermediate classes, each 25c.,
per dozen .. . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. 2.50
Question Books for Primary Classes, each ........... ...... 15
Per dozen ....................................................................1 25

lIn the Press.]

THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
PRICE $2.50 BY MAIL.
The Harmony will contain all the hymns in the
Saints' Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720 tunes, 13 full sized pages of music,
full instruction on choir and anthem music, the
Editor's preface and introduction, and publisher's
preface.

I

D.

TlU.CJTS,
No. l.-Truth Made Manifest; per dow..en.. • 20
ver hundred ................... 1 50
No. 3.-V01Ce of the Good Shepherd; do~n 05
per hundred . • • . . • .. .. • . . • • • . • • 4:0
No.4.-Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the
Church and the Kirtland Temble Suit.
dozen 5c., 100 25c., 250 50c., 500 $1, 1,000.1
No. 5.-The Gospel...;. price the same as No.
No. 6.--The "One Baptism;" its Mode Subjects Pre-requisites and Design-1lJldWho
Shali Administer; 25c. per doz., per 100.. 1 15
No. 7.-Who Then Can be Saved; per doz. 05
per hundred . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • . . • 40
No. 8.-Fnlness of the Atonement; pe:!' doz. 25
~r hnndred ................... 1 75
No. 9.--Splritualism Viewed from a Script..
ural Standpoint; per doz. SOc., per 100 ... 2 25
No. 10.-The Narrow Way; doz.15c., 100 .. 1 10
No.ll.-The Plan of Salvation; pe:!' doz. . . 30
per hundred ................... 2 25
No. 12.-The Bible versus Polygamy..•••••
per dozen 25o., per hundred •••. 1 65
No. 14.-Reply to Orson Prattj; per dozen.. 25
per hundred ................... 1 75
No. 15.-Brighamite Idolatry; per dozen.. 05
per hundred . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . • • • 40
No. 16.-Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the Church; per doz. 20e., 100..•.. 1 40
No.17.-The Successor \n the Prophetic Office and Presidency of the Church; doz.. 25
per hundred ................... 1 '75
No.18.-Rejection of the Church; per doz. 15
per hundred ................... 1 10
No. 20.-The "One Body: or the Church of
Christ, under the Apostleship, and under
the Apostasy i per dozen 20c., per 100.... 1 40
No. 21.-Truth oy Three Witnesses; dozen 03
per hundred . • .. . . . . • • . . • .. • .. • 15
No. 22.-Faith and Repentance; dozl'..n.... 15
per hundred ................... 1 10
No. 23.-Baptism; per dozen 20c., 100..•... 1 25
No. 24.-The Kingdom of God; doz. 5o., 100 40
No. 25.-Laying on of Hands; doz. 5o., ·100. 40
No. 26.-Mountain of the Lord's House; •.•
per dozen 5o., per hundred...•••
No. 27.-The Sabbath Question; per doz.. .
per hundred ................... 1 40
No. 29.-A Vision of the Resurrection, from
the Doctrine and Covenants; doz 5c., 100 40
No. 30.-0rigin of the Book ofMormon... .
per dozen 15c.J. per hundred...... 1 10
No. 81.-What is TruthJ and True Orthodoxy? and an Evangelical Church? Also!.. Kirtland Temple Suit.... same price No.4.
No. ~2.-Which is the Church? doz.5c. 100 40
No. 36.-The Spaulding Story Re-Examined
per dozen 20e., per hundred.•... 1 25
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection
5o. each, per dozen............. 50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100....... 15
. . . An assortment of Tracts, 35 cents.
COMPLETE SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp Cloth turned in . . . . . • • . • . . 75
COWDERY LETTERS.
Containing valuable matter in relation to the
Calling of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and
Translation of the Book of Mormon, and the
Angelic bestowal of the Priesthood.
In paper covers So. each, per dozen.... • • • • 75
Without covers 5c. eac.h, per dozen. • • • • • • • 50
MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Human Life Here and Hereafter, by A. Wilford Ha~l; 544 pages .... 1 50
Universalism Against Itseu; 336 pages .... 1 00
Josephusl.--complete, library leather ........ 3 50
Gibson's 1Jeoline and Fall ofthe Roman Empire, cloth boards._§ volumes ...••••.••.. 4 00
Mosheim's Church History, 2 vols......... 4 00
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrll.ted) ... 1 80
Rollin's Ancient History, 2 volB. in one .... 4 00
The Koran, library leather .....•..••.•... 2 00
Gieselar's Ecclesiastical History, from
00
1 till 1854, cloth boards, 5 vols. . . . . . • . .
The Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius Pamphilus, Bishop of Cresarea and Palestine . 2 00
Cruden'a Complete Conoorda.:ooe of Bible •. 1 75
Bible Text Book ......................... 1 00
Apocryphal New T~nt. ••••••••••••••1 6lS
Tract 42 ..::.Rejection of fheC.hurch, a dozen
per hundred ............................ I 10
Emerson's Ready Binder, Herald size...... 85

is

BRADEN·-KELLEY DEBATE.
Cloth Boards, 396 pages. ~· ....••••••••••• 1 75
Propositione:-(1) I!! the Book of Mormon of
divine orif;-111, and are its teachings entitled to
1lhe respect. and belief of all Christian people?
(2) Is the Church of which I, Clark Braden am
a member, the Church of Christ, and identical
in faith, organization, ordinances, worship and
practice, with the Church of Christ as it was left
perfected by the Apostles of Christ? (3) Is the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter_
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and aCcepted with Him?
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages.. .. . .. . . .. .. .. . . • • 25
J .. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of Christ to Judge the world is now past."
M. H. Forscutt affirms "The Bible teaches the
Literal Resurrection of the body from the grave."
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE
SEER. .
Discoveries of Ancient American Records and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted.Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages o. .. .. . •. .. . .. .. .. •• 10
CONGORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covers. 10
BRANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed headings, and ruled for Record of Names,
Blessing of Children, and for Marriages . .2 00
DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branc' Records ................................... 3 00
UCENCES, NOTICES, &e.
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Li·
censes, each per dozen.... . . . .. • .. .. .. .. 12
Baptism and Confirmation Certificate books 25
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred,..... 40
CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS.
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen. • • • • • 40
Annual Statistical R.eports, two for . . . • . • • • 05
Certificates of Baptism and Membership,
per dozen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • 12
Certificates of Removal, per dozen..... • • • • 12
Marriage Certificates, per dozen. . . . • • . . • • • 25
SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
Sunday School Engineer and Record Book. 50
Prompt Attendance Tickets, 100 for..... • . . 15
"
"
"
1,000 for ...... 1 00
Good Behavior Tickets.•.•••••••••. Same price.
SUNDAY SCHOOL CARDS.
Fancy Cards, package of so, 5 kinds, large.. 75
Do.
smaller, ro kinds, per roo.... 50
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In cloth 25ots., ten or more, each. . • . • • • • • • 20
In paper 15 cts., ten or more, each.. . . . . . . . 13
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found "
written by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which
so much has been said in connection with the
theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief ground work and material from which to write the Book of lVIormon.
REPLY TO LITTLEFIELD.
In paper 10 cts., per dozen ..
75
This is t;he "Reply of President Joseph !Smith
to L. 0. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine
of Plural IVIarriagep_"
MISCELLANEOUS.
Tract 43.-0ne Wife, or Many, per dozen... 25
per hundred ............................ I 75
Old style Concordance of Doctrine and Covenants................................. ro
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Luff.............. 30
SONGS OF ZION.
Per dozen ........... $ r. Each .•.•...... roots.
o ••••••••••• ,

'W'elsh Hymn Book.
We have on hand about 100 copies of a book, entitled
"Llyfr Hymnau at Wasanaeth Eglwys Iesu Grist, Ad·Reoleiddedig Saint y Dydd Diweddaf." There are 393 hymns
in Welsh and 33 in Engllsh. It is published by the church
in Wales, and sent here for sale. Sixty cents each, free of
postage; bound in full leather, marbled edges.

www.LatterDayTruth.org

"HEARKEN TO TJJ:lll WoRD OF THE Lmm: FOR THEBE SHALL No•r ANY MAN .A.ll!ONG YOU HAVE SAVE IT Bll ONll WIFE.· AND CONOUBINElil
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag<t 116, Book of:i\Iormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"'I''VE BELIEVE ~'HAT Orm MAN SHOULD HAVE ONTI WrF:m, AND ONE WoMAN RUT ONE HusBAND! EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARl1Y .A.GAIN."-Page 3:30, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

August
T
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Official Paper of the Re<Drzanized
PuBLISHED AT LA.tuONl, DEc.l,'JTH CouNTY, IowA~
l~very Suturdrry.
T'he Traveling
and the Bishop's
~cribers, and help
department.
:Business Letters and
Dancer.·, by .1?. 0. Order,

Price 82.25 per year.
l)re:-.idents,
new sub~
publication

AssociATE

Lamoni, Iowa, August
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IN BONDAGE BECAUSE OF INIQUITY.
"AND behold, it is because of our iniquities and

abominations that has brought us into bondage."
-Mosiah 5: 6, Book of Mormon.

In this article we
to consider
some of the vicissitudes
God's people,
and to especially call attention to anumber of the leading causes which have
them into bondage and prevented
them from
as far as
those
and
for their intended purings,
pose, not
for and mc;ke worthy of the
'"''''·"n'''A iu the future
life, but are
also make
earthly estate one of
a·nd one that
some
be in the likeness and
of the future state.
the best and most widely
and the one most suita-

and
them into
dic;tinct nation among the
of the world. In the
Deuteronomy we have a
n¥ac-oo·~1"a.rl ;-:-of blessings
and
wonderful in their character,-of prosperand
in al.l
of their

as
in
to bring the nations to the knowlof the true God. All these wonderwere
upon condiand those conditiom; were
ness and obedience in all.
that which every individu;:;l

IO,
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written law delivered unto
l\Aoses, the mouthpiece of God.
On the
the painful and debas
results of disobedience were also presented to them in contrast. For beginverse fifteen of this same chapter
a minute recital of the woes, afpoverty and final captivity and
of Israel, which were predicted
fail to "hearken diligently
unto the
of the Lord thy God, to observe arid do all his commandments which
I command thee this day."
The
of Israel is a narrative of
elevation
; prosperity and ad; freedom and bondage.
When
were tmited and faithful they were
esteemed as the salt of the earth; we;:e acknowledged of God, blessed with plenty,
and were happy and at peace with their
and unoppressed by other nations. But the greater part of their histopresents an opposite or very different
and reveals them as in trouble,
spiritual darkness and oppression,
and all this in consequence of their failures
to
God and faithfully comply with
his revealed worcl.
of the J aredites and N ethe same general facts and
rev•~llls similar re8ults of disobedience; and
we behold Israd and Tudah to-day &cattered and down1rodde1; as salt which has
lost its savor, and henceforth good for
but to be cast out and trodden
under
fe12t of rnen, until they repent
and turn to God and faithfullv serve Him.
iniquities have seoarnted heand your God an·d your sins
his face from you . . . . I have
hands all the day unto a rewhich walketh in a way
that was 1zot good, after their own
" was the word of God through
showing- us that the same causamong them as among the
whose recnrd we have in the Book
namely, transgression and departure from the law of God, to degrade
anrl lead them into error, ignorance and
dar:t-l:ness.
In all His dealings with humanity God
that they shall be educated
until they have reached the
conditions of obedience, integinteiligence and happihave been and must
exalted ones,,-those that
with the perfection of his

No. 32.
people until they have been so thoroughly
disciplined and have so completely overcome not only the world, but every unhallowed personal tendency and inclination, whether acquired or inherited; until
they shall recome in every deed and desire, the Zion of our God, the pure in
heart. "He that saith he abideth in him
[Christ] ought himself also so to walk, even
as he wallu·d."-r John 2:6.
God is a jealous God. While he has
given commandments by prophets and
performed wonders through man as His
agent, be has ever strictly enjoined it
upon his people to make the distinction,
clearly and strongly between the law
and the servant through whom it was
given. And while He has t•sed men to
in some sense stand between Him and
the people, it is recorded that "there is
one mediator between God and man, the
man Christ Tesus." And while the instruments-tEe prophets-should be honored as such, the strict observance of the
law, the word of God, is that which
gives safety from deception, human or
devilish, and brings the approval, and the
overruling watcbcare of God.
For the
best and most obedient of the prophets
were imperfect in some degree.
Ancient Israel disobeved not only by
directly violating the pre~epts of the Lord,
but they invited darkness and paved the
way for their greatest acts of disobedience
by failing to individually acquaint themselves with God's commandments, and by
accepting, unquestioned, the deceptive
teachings of false shepherds who at times
led them at will. Bible readers are familiar with the numerous instances there recorded, but we q•wte a few:
"0 my people, they wltich lead thee cause thee to
err and destroy the way of thy paths. The Lord
will enter into judgment. .
. for ye have
eaten up the vine yard; the spoil of the poor is
in your houses."-Isaiah 3: 12: 14.
''For the leaders of this people cause them to
err; and they that are led of them are destroyed."
-Isa. 9: r6.
«\Voe be unto the pastors that destroy and
scatter the sheE·p of my pasture! saith the Lord.
Therefore thus saith the Lord God of Israel
against the pastors that feed my people; Ye
have scattered my flock, and driven them away,
and have not vh;ited them; behold, I will visit
upon you the evil of your doings, saitb the Lord.
And I will gather the remnant of my flock out
of all countries whither I have driven them, and
will bring them again to their folds; and they
shalL be fruitful and increase. And I will set up
shepht-rds over them which shall feed them; and
they shall fear no more, nor be dismayed, neither
shall they be lacking saith the Lord."-Jer. 23:
l-4"For the land is full of adulterers; for because
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of swearing the land mourneth; the pleasant
places of the wilderness are dried up, and their
course is evil, and their force is not right. For
both prophet and priest are profane; yea, in ·my
house have I found their wickedness, saith the
Lord. Wherefore their way shali be unto them
as slippery ways in the darkness; they shall be
driven on, and fall therein; for I wUI bring evil
upon them, even the year of their visitation,
saith the Lord. And I have seen folly in the
prophets of Samaria; they prophesied in Baal,
and caused my people, Israel, to err. I have
sE'en also in the prophets of Jerusalem a horrible
thing; they commit adultery, and walk in lies;
they strengthen also the hands of evil doers, that
none doth return from his wickedness; they are
all of them unto me as Sodom, and the inhabitants thereof as Gomorrah. Therefore, thus saith
the Lord of hosts concerning the prophets; Behold, I will feed them with wormwood, and make
them drink the water of gall; for from the prophets of Jerusalem is profaneness gone forth into
all the land. Thus saith the Lord of hosts,
Hearken not unto the words of the prophets that
prophesy unto you; they make you vain; they
speak a vision of their own heart, and not out of
the mouth of the Lord. They say still unto them
that despise me, The Lord hath said, Y e shall
have peace; and they say unto every one that
walketh after the imaginations of his own heart,
No evil shall come upon you. For who hath
stood in the counsel of the Lord, and hath perceived and heard his word? who hath marked
his word, and heard it?"-Jer. 23: ro-rS.
•·Can any hide himself in secret places that I
shall not see him? saith the Lord. Do not I fill
heaven and earth? saith the Lord. I have heard
.what the prophets said, that prophesy lies in n,y
name, saying, I have dreamed, I have dreamed.
How long shall this be in the heart of the pro·
phets that prophesy lies? yea, they are prophets
of the deceit of their own heart."-Jeremiah 23:
24-26.
"And now, 0 ye priests, this commandment is
for you. If ye will not hear, and if ye will not
lay it to your heart, to give glory unto my name,
saith the Lord of hosts, I will even send a curse
upon you, and I will curse your ~lesslngs; yea, I
have cursed them already, because ye do not lay
it to heart."-Mal. 2: r, 2.
"For the priest's lips should keep knowledge,
and they should seek the law at his mouth; for
he is the messenger of the Lord of hosts. But
ye are dr!parted out of the way; ye have caused
many to stumble at the law: ye have corrupted
the covenant of Levi, saith the Lord of hosts.
Therefore have I also made you contemptible
and base before all the people, according as
ye have not kept my ways, but have been partial
in the law."-Mal. 2: 7-9.

T
"And it came to pass that he placed his heart

upon his riches 1 and he spent his time in riotous
living with his wives and his concubines >:nd
so did also his priests spend their dme with harlots."-par. 5·
"And the Lord said unto me
s:xe-.ch
forth thy hand and prophesy, saying, Thus sa:th
the Lord: It shall come to
thr~t thL, g-:::-:neration, because of their iniquities, sho.ll be brought
into bondage. 11--pa:r. Io.
"And it shall come to pass that will s~nd
forth hail among ther.n, and it shall smite then1;
and they shall also be smitten vviLh the east 1-vind;
and insects shall pester their land also, and devour their grain."-par. 12.

With these
(which were written
their
learning) and the revelations in
o.f Covenants, the
and
truth" to the Latter
have been impossible to have
on them the condition of doubt,
bondage which now prevails in
the Saints heeded the word of
and not the "counsel" of men. The Lerd
foresaw and forewarned
ness and apostasy of
his co-workers in wrong-doing-,
such clear and pointed revelntions
church through his servant
h:1d the people rejecterl all
trary to that word of tbe Lord,
and their children would have
tl:eir long and weary
pond and spiritual exile
"salt land."
Vll e mention a few of the revelations
given to the Church
Smith. In January, 1831, in
State, the Church •Nas commc;nded
to the Ohio (Kirtland) and there
the law of the Lord, and all this that tbt';V
"might escape the power of the enemv."
In this same revelation
against "a thing which
chambers, [endowment
their blinding and
hinatiom;]. to bring to
struction, in process
given at Kirtland,
was to
them until Christ came, this com
was
given: "Thou sh:cdt love
wife with all
thy heart, and shalt cleave unto her nnd
none elsey' and he that lo<'keth
man to lust :1fter her, sh:1ll.
and shall not have the
; and
repents not, he shall be cast out." In various
other revelations the doctrine
wife was repeatedly and
"Let no man break the laws
for he that keepeth the lilWS
no need to bre11k the h1VVS of
In Book of JVIormon times history has
wherefore be
to the
repeated itself and witnessed the truth of he.' until ~Ie , _
the saying that "the same causes produce re1gn, anc! sundues
the same effects in all age~." We cite but feet."
a few illustrations recorded there:

"Therefore Noah began to reign in his stead;
and he did not walk in the ways of his fa!her.
For behold he did not keep the commandments
of God, but he did walk after the desires of his
own heart. And he had many wives and concubines. And did cause his pt'ople to commit sin."
-Mosiah 7: r.

whatsover
of the land, which
porting that

nnd is
me;
T, the
and
brethren. ,
that
whid1 is the constitutional law
the
land; a:1d as
to tJ:-,e law of n'lan,
whatsoever
or less than these,

1832, the Lord said to
Joseph Smith:
"And your minds in times past have been
darkened because of unbelief, and because you
have treated lightly the things you have received,
which vanity and unhelief hath brought the
whole church under condemnation. And this
condemnation resteth upon the children of
Zion, even all; and they shall remain under this
condemnation until. they repent and remember
the new covenant, even the Book of Mormon
and the former commandments which I have
given them, not only to say, but to do according
to that which I have written. that they may
bring forth fruit, meet for the father's kingdom,
otherwise there remBineth a scourge and a judg·
ment to be poured out upon I he chlidren of Zion;
for, shall the children of the kingdom pollute my
holy land? Verily, I say unto you, nay."-D. C.

83: 8.

The C?.uses of all the troubles that have
come upon latter dav Israel, together with
the
are here plHinly pointed
The coumels of their leaders have
th<-m
and
into
and distress, and increasf'd their
and di8appointments. vVhy not
and remember the commandunto them throug·h the
Are the counsels and
leaders superior to
through the Seer? God
Israel to return and re-

and
sent his
upon them
a~d always
that evil would come
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Christ told the
because

of future reward, and no greater evidence
is needed that between these Matthew
calls rightenu~., and the righteous in
the Saints of God, there is a very
great diff,_;r~nce. For the latter love,
work and pray for, and if finishing the1r
course with joy, depart with the
assurance of a glorious resurrecattaining to an understanding subsequent to their adoption, thus they receive
Christ in the reception of his doctrine.
But hear the king and let all flesh be silent: "And the, King shall answer and
say unto them, Verily I say unto you, inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the
least of these my brethren, ye have done it
unto me."--Verse 40.
The editor is made aware of the ignorance of the;;e sheep and righteou~: (i'S
Mattht>w design~tes them), and essays to
account for it thu,, (see thirrl paragraph of
the reply). He says, "Ttheir evident surat the com rnendation of J e~us, and
their inquiry as to when I hey had done
such things unto him, may be readily ?.C·
counted for by the statement that they
failed to grasp the idea that J esus did not mean that they had done <dl
tho;•e things to him pen;onally, bur that in
ministering to his servants they had virtually done so to him. •Whoso receiveth
- r''ceiveth me,' is in harmony ~vith this
" So the editor has the resurrected
Saints before their Savior,
(for
will hardly claim that the judgment wil.l he before the resurrection), so
as to create a necesto pause in the work of
to teHch the Saints doctrine which
pt ure warrant us will be by the
Saints so thoroughly learned here a<; to
them at Christ's coming to enter
of eternal instruction.
will take notice that the
t1 rm servant is not used by Christ, but,
"fnm,much as ye have done it to one of
the least of th(c:se my brethren, ve have
done it unto me." Now if these m'y brethren and tbe sheep and righteous, as referred
to in the 25th chapter of Matthew,
were all one, why did Christ say "these
my brethren?" Or why did he refrain
from calling" them, the righteous, "mv
shet p," or "'my brethren?''
It will h-e
seen that he applied none of these term~.
Nor did he mvite them to, or to abide :1t
his right hand, but the sheep on the right,
the
on the left is the order in which
places them for judgment; and
the Kin;; in deciding upon their reward
said, "Corne, ye blessed of mv Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from
the hundation of the world,'' etc., a sufficient proof to my mind of that "ye blessed
of my Father" and the s~ints are two diff,Tent ch.s~.eF. The rel'!der can decide for
him or her self. ''For I say unto you that
except your righteousness exceed the righteom;ne'S of the Scribes and P ;1arisees, ye
sh~ll in no case enter into tht> kingdom of
he~ven."-Matt.
5: zo. Neither the
scribes nor pharisees were H'COj!nized as
Christ's disciples; yet Christ recognized
in them a righteousness that the disciples
were to exceed, and failing io exceed they
could not enter into the kingdom of heav-
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en. This presents an unseemly antagonism between the Editor and Christ, but
is in beautiful harmony with Christ's teachings as to a righteous man's reward, and a
reward for a cup of cold water; for it cannot be thought that Christ would reward
for an unrighteous act. Hence while the
Saints are saved and redeemed to see
Chr:st as he is, because having attained to
the righteousness of Christ through the
gospel; others become righteous so far as
righteous acts can make them righteous,
but never attain to Christ's righteousness,
not being valiant in the testimony of J esus.
Hence degrees of righteousnes,
which tend to show the vastness of that
system which guarantees a reward to the
one giving a cup of cold water, with rewanls differing as the stars in heaven differ, to those who shall gain the glory of
which the dazzling sun is a type, too vast
for the finite mind.
Hence God purposes to teach by the light of his Holy
Sprrit, or by anointing our eyes with the
heavenly eye-salve.
And to my mind a
method of interpretation leading to a positive and radical conclusion on information
o-lea.ned from a single chanter which wouk1
~ollide with inform~ation s'parkling in scores
of others needing a careful compariwn,
necessitating a guidance hy four rules to
aid in a research and reaching a
conclusion, rst to know who wrote; 2d to
whom written; 3d the wbject-matter of
that written; 4th the circumstances under
which ti1at was written which we essayto
understand and enforce, savors of indiscretion and without a guaranty of ultimate good for or to the cause. 3d. "The Scriptures concluding all under sin but Saints."
ThouFh true.
this is a sweeping declaration, ~-~cding ~
flash of heavenly light to make visible its
consistency and equity: "This is the condemnation that light is come into the
world; and men love darkness rather than
light because their deeds are evil. For
every one ihat doeth evil hc.teth the light,
neither cometh to the lig·ht, lest his deeds
should be reproved. But be that doeth
truth cometh to the light that his deeds may
be made manifest that they are wrought in
God."-John 3: 20-22.
Jbus taught
Chri~t; and more or less than this must
come of evil. Light had come, and individuals, cities and nations were ~1pprised
of it. The shaking the dust off the feet
of the disciples against a house or a city
was to follow and not precede a njection
by the house or city where or to whom
thev went.-Matt. 10. "And the !imes
of this ignorance God has winked at; but
now commandeth all men everywhere to
repent."-Acts 17: 30. "For when the
Gentiles, which have not the law, do by
nature the things contained in the law,
these, having not the law' are a law unto
themselves; which show the work of the
l:>.w written in their hearts, their conscience also bearing witness, and their thoughts
tte mean while accusing or else excusing
one another. In the day," etc.-Romans
2: 14-16, Inspired Translation. A portrayal of the threatening part of the gospel
message, without the qualifying parts
thereof is similar to declaring one a trans-

THE S
gressor in Zion before the evidence i3 obtained by a legitimate
accused having the
prove his
a zeal not according to
The climax of evidence
Editor's claims is, as I
in Nephi, who says:
righteous, the Saints of the
Israel, they who endured the crosses c.f the
world and
the shame of it,
shall inherit the kingdom which was
pared for them from the foundation
world, and their joy shall be full forever"
-quite a vivid and plaiu
with
no uncert:1in sound as to who
inherit
the kingdom. And doubtless the
was prepared in the divine mind
the
Father wh.ich the Saints shall in :Jerit.

which Christ says,
was
of the world" for "the
" whom he un-

that even those
rio hteous," and the
must have such in order to
for" them
And

we never
nor
that God will reward all,
ner, according to their works; and also
that those who give even a
of cold
\vater to a disciple of Christ
receive
reward therefor. But we
doubt that
such an act, without the other
requirements, will make any person an heir

my
foi·
for

with him, then
throne of his glory: o.nd beshall be gathered all nations;
them one from andivideth his
and he shall set the
but the goats on
shall
King say unto them
hand, Come ye blessed of
inherit the kingdom prepared
from the foundation of the world
was an hungered, and ye gave me
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I
meat; I was thirsty, and ye
I was a stranger, and
and ye clothed me;
ited me I was in
thee?
gave thee
when SciW
stranger, and took thee in? or
clothed thee?. or when saw
thee sick,
or h prison, and came unto thee? And
the King shall answer and say tE1to
I say unto
inasm ucb as ye
have
it unto one
the least of these
my
unto
them on the left
YVBS

~-n

hungered, and ye gave me no meat: I VvHS
and ye gave me no drink: I wr~s a
stranger, and ye took me not ; naked, and
ye clothed me not:
01nd in
and ye visited me not.
ansvver him, saying,
when saw we
thee an hungered, or athirst, or a stnmger,
or naked, or sick, or in
and did not
minister unto thee? Then
he
swer them,
Verily I say unto
Inasmuch as ye
it not to one
least of these my
to me.
And these
everlasting· punishment: but the
into life eternal."--Matt. 25: 3
This no doubt relates to the
p·eneraljndgment, when final eternal a\'\;~rds
will he
to each
of
nnnkind, the righteous and the wicked. In
this is seen the fact of a future
judg-ment, with Christ the
good works must be had
"the
""the
of the
Christ's
"inherit the kingdom
"from the foundation
this is urecisely what is
bv
in z
'
6:6, 7, for he there savs":
it shall come to pass, that when all men
shall have passed from this first death unto
life, insomuch as they have become immortal, they must
before the
ment seat of the
One of
;
then cometh the judgment; and then must
they be judged according to the holy judgment of God. And
as the Lord
for the Lord God
and it is his eternal word,
away, that thev who
be righteous still, and
filthy, shall be filthy still;
who are
are the devil and his
and
go away into
'fire, prepared for them and their torment
is as a lake of fire
whose
flames ascendeth up forever and ever; and
has no end. 0 the
and the
tice of our God!
he executeth
words, and
his mouth, and
behold, the
One of
in the
who have endured
crosses
and
the shame of
kingdom of

• :;3: I i
ro: 6; rs:
16; Heb. 13: zo,
Now let us see what conditions are neeto the unerring word of
persons may become
of Christ; and
are the divinelet that end foron that point. Jesus
my voice, and they
ro: 27. And to the unsaid, "But ye believe not,
bec:mse ye are not of my sheep.".-vs. z6.
Belief in God-belief in Christ-this is
Christ's "sheep" and
sustain this view. In
we give the following from
of Mormon: "And now I say
unto you, all
that are desirous to follow
the voice
the good ahepherd, come
ye out from the wicked, and be ye separate, and touch not their unclean things;
and
their names shall be blotted
out, :hat
names of the wicked shall not
be numbered among the names of the
that the word of God may
which saith, the names of the
not be mingled with the
For the names of
be vvritten in the book
and unto them will I grant an inheritance at
hand. And now
ye to
against
say unto you, if ye
against
it, it matters not, for the word of God
mnst he: fulfilled. For what shepherd is
there among you
many sheep, doth

not watch over them, that the wolves enter not and devour his flock? And behold, if a wolf enter his flock, doth he not
drive him out? Yea, and at the last, if he
can, he will destroy him. And now I say
unto you, that the good shepherd doth call
after you; and if you will hearken unto
his voice, he will bring you into his fold,
and ye are his sheep; and he commandeth
you that ye suffer no ravenous wolf to
enter among you, that ye may not be destroyed."-Alma 3: 8.
And Alma says further on this point, in
paragraph 5: "And if ye will not hearken to tlze voice of the good shepherd, to
the name by which ye are called, behold,
ye are not the sheep of the good shepherd.
And now if ye are not tke sheep rg the
good shepherd, of what fold are ye ?" To
this we add the word of the Lord to AI ma,
which we further learn how people become Christ's "sheep": "And thou shalt
serve me, and go forth in my name, and
shall gather together my sheep. And he
that will hear my voice shall be my sheep."
-Mosiah I I : 15.
Therefore, when we teach that "the
sheep," "the righteous," the "blessed of
my Father," of Matt. 25: 3I-4o, are the
people of God-tbe Saints-and that the
"brethren" are Christ's minister~, officiating in his name and stead; also that "the
kingdom prepared for" "tbe sheep" "from
the foundation of the world" is that one
promised the Saints, then the Scriptures
sustain us. And when we teach that the
judgment period of Matt. 25: 3r-46 is the
general, final, "eternal judgment" to be
passed upon all men, then all the Scriptines sustain us. For be it remembered
that the Doctrine and Covenants teach on
this point essentially the same as the passages hereinbefore quoted, for it is said in
section zS: 7, "But, behold, verily I say
unto you, before tbe earth shall pass away,
Michael, mine arch-angel, shall sound his
trump, and then shall all the dead awake,
for their graves shall be opened, and they
shall come forth; yea, even all; and the
righteous shall be gathered on my right
hand unto eternal life; and the wicked on
my left hand will .I be ashamed to own
before the Father; wherefore I will say
unto them, depart from me ye cursed into
everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and
his angels."
And now be it understood that we have
never intimated, in any way, that good
deeds would go unrewarded of God; for
we know tbey won the favor of God in
the case of even tbe heathen Cornelius,
and yet the Lord showed it needful to
send him the gospel in order that he might
be saved by believing in, and obeying, the
Lord and his Christ, as see Acts chapters
ro and I r. Good deeds-good worksa! ways bring their rewards; and gospel
deeds-gospel
works-are essential to
make and constitute man "the sheeo" of
Christ, otherwise the gospel plan 'is of
none effect, but superfluous.
And be it further understoood, that none
of "the sheep," in the judgment period,
will manifest ignorance of the good deeds
they have done the "brethren" of Christ,
but only that doing such deeds to Christ's
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YEceh;e 111e and rejeut_/
against the Holy Ghost, it

ministers are reckoned to thscir credit as
having been done directly to Christ-that
is all. Furthermore; Christ at no time
"promised to prepare" a "kingdom" into
"which the Saints might entt-r" but the
kingdom of God, the kingdom
is ever spoken of as having been
for them from the foundation of
(z Nephi 6:7, with Matt. 25:34,
"an everlasting kingdom" (Dan. 7:
and of which the "choice seer" ever
the s"me in all his revelations and miscellaneous writings. The "kin?;dom" the
the Saints shall inherit was "prepared frorn
the foundation of the world" both in design, and in fact; ;md it remained and still
remains for the Saints to prepare themselves to inherit and forever enjoy that
"kingdom" when established in its "place"
-the "new earth," which is yet to be prepared, and which is also now in course of
preparation.
And to conclude; the editors have never
claimer! that the HERALD was, is, or ever
will be "infallible" in respect to its answers to questions. But is it not rather
probable that our heavenly Father will
qualify every officer of the church for his
own office, calling, and work, if such officer is faithful in attending- strictly to his
own official duties?
We think so; and
we therefore humblv trust the Lord to
guide us in our duties in the HERALD
office. also in such other duties as of
devolve upon us.

sentirnent is
which

crucify unto l/u;uz::elves the
and put him to an open
Paul in this limits the
to •·those who vvere once en'ttasted11 and "vvere rnade

: 20J

"If :my
not unto

him life
rrhere is a sin
J7rayjorit."

EDITOR!AL ITEMS.

THE Wheeler's Grove Camp
to convene the 30th inst., is advertized
this issue. Pro~pects favor a large, spiritual, and very profitable gathering at that
time.
These reunions are proving of
great benefit in many way,.,, for large numbers of the people are reached by the
preached word, the Saints have jo) ful
seasons of communion, unity of sentim~::nt
is promoted, and the faith and hopes and
joys of God's people increased.
Brn. T. W. Williams and L. W. Powell,
writing from Sharon, Pa., the zsth
saving-, "Seven 'Nere baptized here Tuesday !ast, and quite a number are investigating." We learn by letter they wrote of
late date to Bro. Stebbins that they harl
baptized eleven since they reached their
present mission-field, and that they have
heen blest of the Loni in their labors far
beyond their expectations, and are having
great joy in their ministerial work.
A late letter from vVarren, Ohio, informs
us that two were recently baptized at that
place.
·
Bro. A. Haws wrote from Portland,
Oregon, July z4th, where he has recendv
arrived ·from Oakland, California,
·
made the trip by sea without the
seasickness incident to such a voyage, and
also without the presence of stormy weather. He was met by some of the Saints,
on arrival. He states that they have not
been idle, and he sends for publications
and tracts to push the work.
A letter from Father Tames Whitehead who lately returned to his home in
Alton, Illinois, informs us that he is in

speak -with a ne•.l%,r tongue) yea,

tnngne of angels, and ajier thls
it would have been better that
" - 2 Nephi I3: 3·
Again:
deny the Holy Ghost when it
in you, and ye know that ye
it., b<Ciwld. this i,; a sin which is unpardonable."-Alma 19: I.
close than by quoting these
the Lord concerniug all those
know my power, and have been made partaken thereof, und H.lff.cred themselves, through the
po\ver of the devUJ to beovereorne,anq to deny the
trutb. 1 and de:fy my povver; they are they who are
of perdido11~ of whorn I say it had been
bella
them never to
been born; for they
an' vessels
doomed to suffer the wrath
Gocl, wlth the devil and his angels, in eternity,
I have said there is no forgivenor the world to come; having
Sp1rit, after having received it~
the only begotten Son of the
crucified birn unto themselves
open shame: these are they
unto the Jake ol fire and brimand his angels."~-Doc. Cov.

can not

spidtual things with spirit] esus designed to teach and
rz: 27--32, and elsewhere
against the Holy GhosL
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HERALD.
GRADY'S ORATORY.
THE following extract is from a very
brilliant address delivered at the commencement exercises of the U niversitv of
Virginia, the I 5th of last June, by Hon.
Henry W. Grady, editor of the Atlanta
Constitution, and will weH repay a careful
perusal:

"The germ of the best patriotism is in the love
that a man has for the horne he inhabits, for the
soil he tills, for the trees that give him shade, and
the hills that stand in his pathway. I teach my
son to Jove Georgia-to love the soil that he
stands on-the body of my old mother-the
mountains that are her springing breasts, the
broad acres that held her substance, the dimpling
valleys in which her beauty rests, the forests that
sing her songs of lullaby and of praise, and the
brooks that run with her rippling laughter. The
love of home-deep-rooted and abiding-that
blurs the eyes of the dying soldier with the vision
of an old homestead amid green fields and clustering trees-that follows the busy man through
the clamoring world, persistent though put aside,
and at last draws his tired feet from the highway
and leads him through shady lanes and well remembered oaths until, amid the scenes of his boyhood, he gathers up the broken threads of his life
and owns the soil his conqueror-this--this lodged in the h<>~rt of the citiz("n is the saving prindple of our g>JVernmenL \Ve note the barracks of
our r;tr.r,0il1:.::, (:rn1y t,vith its rolling dnun and 1ts
flntterir1g f1:1g as point~~ of. ~trer'gth and protecHoE,
But the dtizen standing in 1 he doorway of hL
home-contented on his thn~shcld--his hunily
gathered about his hearthston~~ \vhUe the evening
of a well-spent day closes in scenes
sounds
that are dearest-he shall sane the republic when
the drutn tap is futile and the barracks are ex~
hausted.
•·This love should not be pent up or provincial.
The home should be consecrated to humanity,
and from its roof-tree should fly the flag ot the
republic. Every simple frull gathered there,
every sacrifice entlured, and every victory "i,!Jon
should bring better j0y and inspiration in the
knowledge that it will deepen the glory of our
republic and widen the harvest of humanity. Be
not Hke 'he peasant of France who hates the
Paris he does not comprehend, but emulate the
example of your fathers in the south who, holding to the sovereignty of the states, yet gave to
the·republic its chief glory of statesmanship, and
under Jackson at New Orleans and Taylor and
Scott in Mexico saved it twice from the storm of
war. Inherit without fear or shame ihe principle of local self-government by which your fathers stood. For ihough entangled ·with an institution foreign to this soii, which, thank God, not
planted by their hands, is novv swept away, and
with a theory bravely defended but now happily
adjusted, that principle holds the imperishable
truth that shall yet save this republic. The integrity ot the state, its right,; and its powersthese maintained with firmness but in loyaltythese shall. yet by lodging the: option of local affairs
each locality meet the needs of this vast
and complex government, and check the headlong rush to that despotism that reason could not
defend nor the armies of the czar maintain
among a free and enlightened people. This is.sue is squarely made. Jt is cen-tralized govern-

i

mcnt and the money power on the one handagainst the integrity of the states and rights of
the people on the other. At all hazard stand
with the people and the threatened states.
The choice may not easily be made. Wise men
may hesitate and patriotic men divide. The
culture, the strength, the mightiness of the rich
and strong government-these will tempt and
dazzle. But be not misled. Beneath this splendor
is the canker of a•disturbed and oppreseed people. It was from the golden age of Augustus
that the Roman empire staggered to its fall.
The integrity of the states and the rights of the
people! Stand there--there is safety-there is
the broad and enduring brotherhood-there, less
of glory, but more of honor! Put patriotism
abe>ve partisanship--and wherever the principle
that protects the states against the centralists
and the
against the plutocrats may lead
follow without fear or faltering-for there the
way of duty and of wisdom lies!
Exalt the citizen. As the State is the unit of
government he is the unit of the state. Teach
him that his horne is his castle and his sovereignty rer;ts beneath his hat. Make himself selfrespecting, self-reliant and respomible. Let him
lean on the state for nothing: that his own arm
can do and on the government for nothing that
his state can do. Let him cultivate independence
to the point of sacrifice and learn that humble
things with unbariered liberty are better than
splc,ndors bought with its price. Let him neither
snr-;>ender his individuality to governrnent nor
tnC'tf::,e it
the rnob. I.~et him stand upright
anc: fea:rl2ss----a fr·:.·etnan born of freemen, sturdy
in
o'\vn strength) do'~\;ering h{s family in the
svvcat
b:-ow 1 loving to his ntate, !oyal to hJs
republic, earnest in his allegiance wherever it
rests, but building· his altar in the 1nidst of his
ho11sehold gods and shrining ln his own heart the
utkrmost temple of its liberty.
Go out, determined to magnify the community
in \i\'hich your 1ot is cast. Cultivate its srnall
econornies. Stand b,y its young industries. Cornme•·cinl dependencies is a chain that galls every
clay. A
bniit at home, a
published,
a shoe or a book made, these are stnps in that
ctiffuslon of thought and interest that is needed.
Teach your neighbors to withdraw from the vassalage of distant capitalists, and pay, under any
sacrifice', the mortgage on the horne or the land.
By simple anrl prudent lives stay within your
own reoources and establish the freedom of your
community. Make every village and crossroads
as -tar as may be sovereign to its own wants.
Learn thai thriving country-sides with room for
limbs., conscience, and liberty are better than
great cities with congested wealth and population.
Preserve the straight and simple homogeneity
of our people. Welcome emigrants, but see that
they come a!\ friends and neighbors, to mingle
their blood with ours, to build their houses in our
fields, and to plant their Christian faith on our
hll:s, and honoring our constitution and reverencing our God, to confirm the simple beliefs in
which we have been reared, and which we should
transmit unsullied to our children. Stand by
these old--fashioned beliefs. Science hath revealed no better faith lhan that you learned at your
moth•or's knee-nor has kno" ]edge made a wiser
and better book than the worn old Bible that,
'tlmmbed by hands long since still and blurred
·1»rlih the tears of eyes long since closed, held the

simple annals of your family and the heart and
conscience of your homes.
"Honor and emulate the virtues and the faith
of your forefathers, who, learned, were never wise
above a knowledge of God and his gospel; who,
great, were never exalted above a humble trust in
God and his mercy.
"Let me sum up what I have sought to say in
this hurried address.
Your republic-on the
glory of which depends all that men hold dearis menaced with great dangers. Against these
dangers defend her as you would defend the
most precious concerns of your own life.
Against the dangers of centralizing all political
powers put the approved and imperishable principle of local self-government.
Between the
rich and poor, now drifting into separate camps,
build up the great middle class that, neither
drunk with wealth nor embittered by poverty,
shall lift up the suffering and control the strong.
To the jangllng.of races and creeds that threaten
the courts of men and the temples of God, oppose the home and the citizen, a homogeneous
and honest people, and the simple faith that sustained your fathers and mothers in their stainless
lives and led them serene and smiling into the
valley of the shadow.
"Let it be understood in my parting words to
you that I am no pessimist as to this republic. I
always bet on sunshine in America.
I know
that my country has reached the point of perilous greatness and that strange forces not to be
meawred or comprehended are hurrjing her to
heights that dazzle and blind all mortal eyesbut I know that beyond the uttermost glory is
enthroned the Lord God Almighty, and that
v<.'hen the hour of her trial has come he will lift
up his everlasting gates and bend down above
her in mercy and in love. For with her he has
sureiy lodged the ark of his covenant with the
sons of men.
EmerEon wisely said: "Our
whole history looks iike the last effort by divine
providence in behalf of the human race." And
the republic will endure.
Centralism will be
checked and liberty saved-plutocracy overthrown and equality restored. The struggle for
human rights never goes backward among English-speaking peoples. Our brothers across the
sea have fought their way from despotism to liberty, and in the wisdom of local self-government
have planted colonies around the world. This
very day Mr. Gladstone, the wisest man that has
lived since your Jefferson died-with the light of
another world beating in his face until he seems
to have caught the wisdom of the infinite and
towers half human and half divine from his eminence-this man, turning away from the traditions of his early life, begs his country men to
strip the crown of its last usurped authority and
lodge it with the people, where it belongs. The
trend of the times is with us. The world moves
steadily from gloom to brightness. And bending down humbly, as Elisha did, and praying
that my eyes shall be made to see, I catch the
vision of this republic-its mighty forces in balance and its unspeakable glory falling on all its
children--chief among the federation of Englishspeaking people-plenty streaming from its borders and light from its mountain tops-working
out its mission under God's approving eye, until
the dark continents are opened-and the highways of earth established and the shadows lifted
-and the jargon of the nations stilled and the
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perplexities of Babel straightened-and under
one language, one liberty, and one God all the
nations of the world, hearkening to the American drum-beat and girding up their loins, shall
march amid the breaking of the millennia! dawn
into the paths of righteousness and of peace!"

lllDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES!'

"Speak gently, it is better far
To rule by love than fear.''

SCOLDING IS NEVER IN ORDER.
Many a father who will not strike his child
feels free to scold him. And a scolding mother
is-not always deemed the severest and most unjust of mothers. Yet, while it is sometimes right
to strike a child, it is at no time right to scold
one. Scolding is, in fact, never in order, in deal·
ing with a child, or in any other duty of life.
To "scold" is to assail with noisy speech. The
word itself seems to have a primary meaning
akin to that of barking or howling. From its
earliest use it has borne a bad reputation. In
common law, "a common scold" is a public nuisance, against which the civil authority may be
invoked by the disturbed neighborhood. And it
is true to-day as it was when spoken by John
Skelton, four centuries ago, that
"A sclaunderous tnngP, a tnnge of a skolde,
Worketh more mi•chiefe than can he tolde."

Scolding is always an expression of a bad spirit and of a Joss of temper. This is as truly the
case when a lovely mother scolds her child for
breaking his playthings wilfully, or for soiling
his third dress in one forenoon by playing in
the gutter which he was forbidden to approach,
as when one apple-woman yells out her abuse of
another apple-woman in a street-corner quarrel.
In either case the essence of the scolding is in the
multiplication of hot words in expression of
strong feelings that, while eminently natural,
ought to be held in better control. The words
themselves may be very different in the two
cases, but the spirit and method are much alike
in both. It is scolding in the one case as in the
other; and scolding is never in order.
H a child has done wrong, a child needs talking to; but no parent ought to talk to a child
while that parent is unable to talk in a natural
tone of voice, and with carefully measured words.
If the parent is tempted to speak rapidly, or to
multiply words without stopping to weigh them,
or to show an excited state of feeling, the parent's
first duty is to gain entire self-control. Until
that control is secured, there is no use of the parent's trying to attempt any measure of childtraining. The loss of self-control is for the time
being an utter loss ot power for the control of
others. This is as tme in one sphere as in another.
An admirable work on "Dog-Training" says
on this very point, to the dog-trainer: "You
must keep perfectly cool, and must suffer no
sign to escape of any anger or impatience; for if
you can not contro: your temper, you are not the
one to train a dog." "Do not allow yourself,"
savs thi~ instructor, "under any circumstances to
speak to your pupil in anything but your ordinary
tone of voice." And, recognizing the difficu !ties
of the case, he adds: "Exercise an unwearied
patience; and if at any time you find the strain

upon your nerves growing a little tense, leave
him at once, and wait until you are perfectly
calm before resuming the Jesson." That is good
counsel for him who would train a dcg-<>r a
child: for in either dog-training or child-training,
scolding-loud and excited talking-is never in
order.
In giving commands, or in g·iving censure to a
child, the fewer and the more calmly spoken
words the better. A child soon learns that scolding means less than quiet tlflking; and he even
comes to find a certain satisfaction in waiting
silently until the scolder has blown off the surplus feeling which vents itself in this way. There
are times, indeed, when words may be multiplied
to advantage in explaining to a child the natme
and consequences of his offense, and the rea>'ons
why he should do differently in the future; but
such words should always be spoken in gentleness, and in self-controlled earnestness. Scolding, rapidly spoken censure and protest in tbe
exhibit of strong feeling, is never in order as a
means of training and directing a child.
Most parents, even the gentler and kindller
parents, scold their children more or less. Rarely can a child say, "My parents never scold me."
Many a child is well trained in spite of his being
scolded. Many a parent is a good parent notwithstanding the fact that he scolds his children.
But no child is ever helped or benefited by any
scolding that he receives; and no parent ever
helps or benefits his child by means of a scolding.
Scolding is not always ruinous, but it is always
out of place.
If, indeed, scolding has any good effect at all,
that efl:'ect is on the scolder·, and not on the scolded. Scolding is the outburst of strong feeling
that struggles for the mastery under the pres:mre
of some outside provocation. It never benefits
the one against whom it is directed, nor yet those
who are its outside observers, however it may
give physical relief to the one who indulges in it.
If, therefore, scolding is an unavoidable necessity
on the part of any parent, let that parent at once
shut himself, or herself, up in a room, where the
scolding can be indulged \n without harming
any one. But let it be remembered that, at; an
element in child-training, scolding is never, never, in order.-Selected.
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYERS,

Sr. E. A. Roberts of Deer Isle, Maine, requests
your prayers for the convenion of her husband.
Sr. Stewart and her husband of the San Fcancisco branch, California, request your prayers in
their behalf, that God will heal their affiictio~s.
This band of the Prayer Union have declded
to lay by of their substance as the Lord prospers
them, for a Christmas offering to thi" missionary
fund.
HOME COI.oU:MN MISSIONARY

}l'mm.

Sr. E. M. Culp, Hayward's, Cal .......... $I
Sr. Susannah Cain, Summerville, Cal ..... , I
Srs. Ina and Susan Cook, Victoria, Ill. . . . .
Sr. Sallie Weiler, StPeter, Minn ...... ····5
Sr. Mary E Rawson, 'White Rock, Mich . .
Sr. C. J. Wheeler, Dimondale, Mich.......
Mother and daughter, Reavely, Mo ........ I
Sr. M. A. A. Ashford per Bro. Jos. Dewsnup, Eng ........................... , .. I
Sr. Lucinda Hartwell, Lamoni, Iowa ...... I
LAMONI- lowa. August 1st.
~

Send all moneys to D. Dancer,

Lamoni~
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Iowa.

.ii.T LAST.
BY .J G. WHITTIER.

When on mv day of life the night is falling,
And in the winds from unsnnned spaces blown
I hear far voices oui, of darkness calling
My feet to paths unknown;
Thou who hast made my home of lire so pleasant
Leave not its tenant when its walls decay;
0 Love Divine, 0 Helper, ever present,
Be thou my strength and stay!
Be near me when all else is from me drifting,
Earlh, sky. home's pictures, days of shade and shine,
And kindl.v faces to my own uplifting
The love that answers mine.

I have but Thee, 0 ]<'ather I Let thy spirit
Be wit.h me then to comfort and uphold;
No gate of pearl, no branch of palm I merit,
Nor street of shiniug gold.
Suffice it if-my good and ill unreekoned,
And both forgiven through thy abounding graceI find myself by hands familiar beckoned
Unto my fitting place.
Some humble door among Lhy many mRnsions,
Some sheltering shade where sin and striving cease,
And flows forever through heaven's green expansions
The river of thy peace.
There, from the music round about me stealing,
I fain would learn the new and
song,
And find, at last, beneath Thy trees
healing,
The life for which I long.

VICTORIA, Ill.
Dear Sisters:-I rejoice daily that God has
given us the privilege of bringing all our cares
and sorrows as wen as our songs ot' joy to him.
And when
read the letter of some dear true
soul, I long to say, "Be of good cheer, for God is

not slack concerning his promises." I would
say to Vlve Vale that I think we have but a &hort
time at least. It is twenty-two years this coming
September since the Lord, in his infinite mercy
and goodness, shovved to the writer in answer to
prayer, the trul.h and divine origin of this Latter
Day Work. And for weeks, and I don't know
but I might say for months after, my mind was
so filled with the beauty of the heavenly vision,
that my household labors (whieh were not light)
did not see1n to the 1r1e in the least, and in all
the long years since then, I have never had a
shadow of a doubt concerning the ultimate triumph of the work; but have always trembled
for those who have undertaken to counsel or
rather to correct those whom God has placed at
the head of his church. Now, lest I weary you
I will close by exhorting every one that believes
the Lord hears and answers prayer, to be faithful, humble and constant in prayer. Remember
when the powers of darkness are hovering
around us that we have the sure promise that we
shall not be tempted above what we are able to
bear, if we put our trust in him who is mighty to
save.
Now dear sisters, who have the ability to write,
do not grow weary in writing, for you know in
former times not many learned or wise, according to the wisdom of the world, were chosen;
and many a precious soul has found favor at the
throne of grace, who would feel it an impossibilito write to the Herald. Now let me plead for
the erring one~, (and who has not erred?) for to
err is human but to forgive divine.
In years gone by we have been cheered and
strengthened by one who I hope to hear again
telling the gospel story, for the children of the
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solated ones need to be nourished and fed until
they are well grounded in the faith. And I
sometimes fee! that if the elders were not a little
fearful about following their Ma&ter that the law
might be more fully taught, and some be led to
honor the law of tithing who now treat it with
indifference.
Ever praying that we may all work together
for the good of the cause, l remain your sister,
S. E. CooK.
CRESCENT CITY, Iowa, June 27th.
Dear Sister Frances:- The sisters of the Crescent branch met at the house of sister Adams
for the purpose of organizing a Prayer Union.
Vle organized with eleven members, elected sister E. J. Hough president, sister E. J, Terry secretary, and sister B. Dunkle treasurer. We pay
ten cents to become members and five cents each
week thereafter. We have good meetings with
the promise of greater blessings if we are faithful, and I know God will keep his promise if we
are faithful, for I have proved him in days that
are gone. When my prayers are not answered
I know that the fault is in me and not in my
God.
Dear sisters, I ask you to pray for us that we
may be blessed. I for one feel like pressing on
though many times my wav is so dark, but I ask
you to pray for me that I may not faint by the
way. This latter day work is my hope and my
stay.
I just received word that sister Duell of the
Council Bluffs Prayer Union is to be buried today at two o'clock, to late for me to go. I regret
it very much. She was a dear, worthy Saint, a
Saint in every sense of the word.
I had almost forgoten to tell you we are building a new church, or rather getting the material
on the ground for one.
Ever praying for the welfare of Zion,
I am your s~ster,
E.J. TERRY.
VALLEY Vmw, Iowa, July 6th.
Dear Sister Frances:-It is some time since I
made an attempt to write to the Home Column,
but my neglig.ence was only through my inability to write anything of interest or benefit to its
readers. But I am happy to say I still have. the
same desire to press on in the gook work which
I know and can testify is of God. We have had
many evidences of God's goodness and mercy to
us. Herald, Hope andAutum1z Leaves are always
read with much interest by us and are ever welcome visitors at our home. They bring many
words of cheer and comfort, especially in the
days of trouble and persecution. We have been
and still ate greatly encouraged to look above
the things of this world to our Heavenly Father
who is the author and giver of all good, and who
is ever ready to hear and answer prayer, and he
has heard and answered ours many times in
sickness and other troubles. Twice when our
little boy was very sick he was healed in answer
to our prayers to God; and when our little child
died a few months ago-he was suffering intensely with violent convulsions-we prayed earnestly to our Heavenly Father to relieve him of his
pain, and in a few mtnutes after we arose from
our knees the convulsions ceased and he passed
peacefully and quietly away to the Lord who
gave him. We have much to be thankful for
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when we realize our unworthiness before him,
and dear sisters let us be faithful and humble.
Whoever on earth may forsake us or turn against
us, we know that he is ever near and ready to
bless; and may we each one live so that when we
are called from earth we may receive the great
reward of eternal life, in the kingdom of God, together with the many of our loved ones gone on
before. What a glorious meeting that will be!
I would like to say to sister Walker that the Autunm Leaves is much appreciated by some of
our neighbors where I have loaned it to be
read. We attend meetings every Sabbath when
possible, and our Sunday School is well attended. Fearing I have taken up too much space,
which others with more words of encouragement
might fill, I will close. Ever trusting in the love
of our Savior, I remain,
Your sister in Christ,
THIRZA CHAPMAN.
THE LADI.ES' PRAYER UNION.
The ladies of the San Francisco branch of the
Reorganized Church of Latter Day Saints,
founded a Prayer Union and held their first
meeting at sister Potter's house on Thursday,
June 27th. Sister Knight was elected president
and opened the meeting by singing and prayer
which was followed by the testimonies of the
different sisters. Our meeting lasted about two
hours, and all thought the Spirit of God rested
down upon our little number, and all seemed inclined to pray to Him to look down in tender
mercy upon the sick and heal each and every
one of them.
We prayed most earnestly for those who wished our prayers and whose names were in last
month's Herald_- also for sister Potter's son and
child who are greatly afflicted. Sister Curry was
elected secretary. Our meeting then closed with
the doxology, and we were dismissed by sister
Potter, in the German language.
SISTER PoTTER, Rres.,
SISTER CURRY, Sec'y.
POLLUTED ICE.
Users of ice must read up on the recent investigations of Kedzie, Pengree and Prudden, showing that ice taken from polluted streams is not
purified by freezing. Kedzie tells us that if
taken from streams eontaining rotting vegetable
matter or sawdust it will produce diarrheas. In
r875, at Rye Beach, an epidemic broke out in a
large hotel, and was traced at last to ice taken
from an adJacent pond. The water of this pond
in summer was foul and stinking with putrescent
matter. Organic matter, as well as bacteria, is
not eliminated by any ordinary degree of cold.
Too many of our streams are the recipients of
sewage. This is the ice age of civilization, and
we must have it pure.-Sel.
BEEF FOR HOT BLOOD.
The idea is beginning to gain vogue with others who have never considered the subject in the
light that the vegetarians do, that our diet is altogether too strong in the matter of the more heating meats; so much is this the case that it is
maintained that mild wines do really less harm
to the genera! system than flesh that is loaded
with red blood. This strong meat, such, for instance, as beef, the eating of which, it is said, frequently' generates too hot blood, gives us our
reckless activity, our intensity and many of our
new diseases. White meats, vegetables, oils and
fruits, in long tried use among the ancients, are
in this view a safer and more wholesome diet
than that which we have so long considered the
best to be had.-Sel.

~ The date accompanying your name on the small
colored label on each paper shows the time to which your
subscription bas been paid. When payments are made
the date is changed, which answers for a receipt.

KANSAS CITY, Missouri, July 26th.
Bro. Blair:-The Herald and Autumn Leaves
are welcome visitors to our house', and I trust
ever will be. The letters and articles under the
head of communications are also very instructive
and edifying. We are comforted and strengthened day by day by the blessings of God which
he has bestowed and is bestowing upon his Saints
both here and elsewhere. As a branch we are
few in number in such a large city. There are
so many ways and means provided by the people
of the world to draw away the hearts of the children of men, especially the young. May the
Saints remember us always in their prayers.
We have of late been strengthened by the knowledge that God is confirming his work by signs
following: On the 22d Bro George Edwards'
oldest child was taken very sick. They sent for
the doctor, and he pronounced it very dangerously ill and gave some medicine, but by advice Bro.
George made up his mind to send for the elders.
Bro. St. Clair from Independence came down,
and the doctor came in during the administration
and said the child would die if they quit giving
her medicine. They told him that he need not
call again for they were going to try some other
remedy; and they did and the child did not die,
but after being administered to arose, called for a
drink, and next day was playing with other children. And thus the work rolls on. Bro. David
Winn opened up a new place for preaching at
Fry school-house, six miles south of this city.
Great crowds turn out to hear and the best of attention is given. We hope to reap ere long if we
faint not.
Did you hear the latest city news? "The Mormons are building a Temple at Independence,
and Utah is furnishing the money for the same!"
Why do the heathen rage and the people imagine vain things! Hoping I shall be enabled to
hold out faith'ful,
In bonds of love,
HENRY SPARLING.

Dear Herald:-What untoward circumstance
warranted my report of private donations and
disposition thereof I know not, but do know I
mailed said report on or about March Ist, 1889,
from Flora Vista, New Mexico, as has been my
wont. While, therefore, I regret its non-appearance in the Bishop's report, I have no compunction of conscience arising from a design to~omit
a law-imposed duty.
From Saints at points in Nebraska and Colorado in the past conference year I was assisted
financially beyond my expectations which placed
me under renewed obligation to strive more zealously-to still merit their respect and confidence
which such liberality evinced. Nothing seems
more gratifying than the confidence of zealous
and well-meaning Saints which to gain and retain involves a necessity for the evincing of a
gospel imposed rectitude. Policy, or a cring.ing
sycophancy may and will secure prestige, but it
will be of but short duration; pure friendship
that is as lasting as the hills is wedded to no sue h
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companions. I have a knowledge that more
desired to help but could not because they had
not. Such always have my heartfelt sympathy,
and think the warrant that in such cases God
takes the will for the deed, a matter for thanksgiving, as therein we see dazziing proof of equity
but little known and practiced among men.
I shall not soon forget the thankfulness, begotten through a liberal donation from a non-member, or one of those whom Matthew designates
sheep in contradistinction to the goats. If a cup
of cold water merits a reward, then does the
above gift merit a greater rewa.rd. And those of
the brethren who shall be fortunate enough to
be present will feel their souls aglow as the precious words shall fall from the lips of the king,
•·Come ye blessed," etc. While convinced as to
the duty of elders reporting to the Bishop, the
legitimacy of spreading such reports across the
sky, as it were, at a great expense, does not appear to me. I therefore think such an outlay of
money prodigal.
But ;hall think differently
should such proof come to the surface, which is
possible if it exists.
In gospel bonds,
JAMES CAFFALL.

could. All at once I heard my boy say, "Mother, has any one prayed?" She said, "l'·Jo." I
soon heard them praying in the next bed room.
Soon afterwards the distress left me and my
voice returned and I was free from distress and
pain and felt very happy. I soon bowed my
head on my pillow to express my thanks i:1 silence-as I often pray in silence-- I had a desi,-e to
know by what process I was so quickly helped.
I had taken no medicine nor had the elders laid
hands on me at that time; but I had been administered to at times long before. All at once I
saw a white robed messenger standing with his
hands over my head. I say his because he had
some beard on his face; and his robe was shining
white. From that hour I began to recover my
health again. and do most of my farm work
since. I am not well now, for the last two weeks,
so I improve my time studying the three books.
I do not expect to see you all in this life, but
let us lay aside every weight and the sin that so
easily besets us and run with patience the race
set before us, looking unto Jesus the author and
finisher of our faith. This one of the many evidences I have had of God's goodness and mercy.

FALL RIVER, Massachusetts.
Dear Herald:- Thinking God was willing
for me to inform the readers of the Herald,
Azttwm1. Lecwes and church publications, that I
your "eak brother, have blessings above what
I deserve, yet not only am well and mine, and for
one have the blessed privilt'ge of hearing the gospel preached, and read and study the blessed
works of the Saints. My Compendium I admire,
ANfztnm Lea·ues ifs a treasure, and I thought "The
Ruins Revbiled" would be a helper also. Now,
brethren and sisters, all our useless habits leave
off, and the most of us can not only have all the
works of the latter day work, but the Spirit of the
gospel also. I feel that I need the prayers of
God's people along with mine.
I used to know Bro. W rn. Street and am thankful he yet holds the fort and writes good, encouraging words now and then to the Herald and
Hope. Remember me at the throne of mercy.
D. F. CooMBS.

BENNETT, Nebraska, July 27th.
Editors Herald:-I have been preaching here
and at Palmyra branch since the r3th inst. The
Saints in this vicinity are doing well; there are
,;orne excepti.:>ns however.
We had a time of
great refreshing at the social meeting-, last Sunday, at the branch.
The gifts of the Spirit V\ere
manife~t. and every one seemed greatly bles:;ed.
One woman, not yet a member, testified that she
desired to become a Christian and asked an interest in the prayers of the Saints. Her hush1nd
also aros·e and presented himself as a candidate
for baptism. We shall administer the ordinance
to-morrow.
We have had good attention and
fair audiences at our preaching services in Bennett, and also had a splendid social service on
\Vednesday evening.
We are not "wearied"
with the sheep and goat question, but on the
contrary we are greatly interested, and desire to
learn the whole truth, that we may come to a
perfect understanding in regard to it if possible.
I have not been more interested in any question
discussed in the Herald in a long time. I send a
few questions which have presented themselves
to my mind, and which may greatly assist me
and perhaps others in arriving at a knowledge of
the truth in the matter.
Your brother in Christ,
CHARLES H. PORTER.

DETROIT, Minn., July 22d.
Dear Bretlzren:-\Vhen the Herald comes I
often first look to the letters and Home Column
for familiar names, especially those from my old
home in Maine. So I feel impressed to say a
few words, thinking that some would be glad to
know that I yet remembered them and was pleased to hear a cheering word from all. Doubtless
some remember the rescue of the crew of the
schooner Flora Crowley (as I find it recorded in
the Herald of June rst, 1878), of which I was one.
I will here add another testimony of the Father's
goodness to me. Sam; two years ago when I
had been lying sick for a long time and all around
had given me up to die, and even my family had
no hopes of my recovery, and thought I had better have a doc lor, but I would not consent. However, one morning we thought the hour had come
as I began to breathe heavy, and my speech left
me. but yet I could hear and see my family
around my bed side crying. My pain had mostly
left me, but I was much distressed for breath,
yet they held me up in a sitting posture and
tanned me to keep life in me as long as they
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WEIR, Kansas, July 29th.
Bro. Blair:-During the Spring and summer
I have spent most of m_y time in Cherokee and
Crawford counties, part of the time in different
towns and cities preaching upon the streets; for
although the school-houses can he had, I find
that ten-fold more can ofttimes be reached upon
the streets than could be induced to go to a house
to hear. I spent some time in Pittsburg and vicinity, a city of some eight thousand, engaged
mostly in coal mining and zinc smelting.
Sometimes on the street I would have nearly
five hundred, and when I would preach in the
school-house forty or fifty would sometimes attend. Much interest is manifested in various
places. The "sanctified" people are

great Efforts to unite all in their peculiar faith,
holding tent meetings for a month in one place.
Amidst so much confusion it seems very hard
indeed to persuaded any to accept the true
faith. I am preaching this week in Weir City,
Next week I shall go to Webb City, Missouri,
where our district conference convenes August
9th; after which shall go to other places where
I have promised to preach. When preaching on
streets l have been urgently requested by those
who heard for the first time, to visit their homes
and preach. Bro. Evan Davis has recently arrived from \Vales.
As ever your co-laborer in the gospel covenant,
D. s. CRAWLEY.
CALIFORNIA, Mo., July 29th.
Dear Hero!d:-Since April conference I have
been engaged almost every Sunday in the ministry. I have preached at Knobnoster, Bevier, St.
Joseph and Independence. Al Knobnoster, with
the assistance of the local brethren, Wells and
Keyler we have made some advancement; have
baptized three, one an old gentleman, Bro. Me
Millen; a young lady, Minnie Garr, and yesterday
a young man, ·washington McCray.
We have
by the authority of Bro. Luff organized a branch
to be known as the Knobnoster branch, ordained
Bro. John Keyler priest, Gomer Wells teacher,
and Bro. Vlig-htman deacon; Elder J. H. Wells
president. Numbers confess their belief ln the
work, but are not quite ready to obey for some
cause known only to themselves. One gentleman, a lawyer, told me Sunday night that he
was perfectly satisfied with the church but would
not state his reasons for not obeying; many others
are like him.
"
Opposition of a mean, low order, such as sectarian priests are capable of offering, is at whitebeat, yet we had a good congregation yesterday,
and at the water where we again addressed the
large company assembled.
Bro. Wells and family are alive in the work,
and this is what makes sectarianism howl. Where
the Saints are as:eep no trouble will bother them.
The work is looking well and the brethren are filling school-house appointments.
J- A. RoBINsoN.
BAy PORT, Michigan, July 27th.
Ern. Smith and Blair :-I have often been impressed to write a few lines in behalf of this
great work in which I have enlisted. I was a
member of the M. E. Church for seven years. I
enjoyed a portion of God's spirit, but two years
ago, the r3th of this month, I accepted the gospel, and since then l received God's Holy Spirit.
Now I could s,tand before the whole world and
testify that I know the work is true. I am glad
I am in the work, for I have received more in
one meeting witb the Saints than I did the seven
years before. I can also say I know the signs
follow the believers. I have heard the gift of
tongues, have heard the interpretation, have
heard God speak through his servants calling
others to preach the gospel, and I have been
healed.
When conference was here at Bay Port a year
ago, last October, I was not able to go a.s we
lived a half a mile from the church. On Sunday morning I called for the elders of the church,
and was administered to. I walked to prayer-meeting the next
night and home again,
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nor taken drop
half before this
Since G·od'8

hundred dollars.
colts and COV{S

now reported concerning the arrangemr:;nts they had made.
The grounds had
been procured free of cost, the large tent
bad been pitched, wagons were in readiness to convey parties coming by train to
nnd from the depot, water would be supplied daily in barrels for the use of the
people, ,,nd hay would be brought on the
gTounds for the horses, all free of cost.
Bread, potatoes and garden vegetables
could also be procured by those who desired them.
A vote of thanks was then
tendered to the committee for their earnest
;md for the excellent arrangements
they
. made.
The meeting then adjourned till ro; 30 a.m. Hymn 259 was
and benediction pronounced by Bro.

rnuch pleased

Book of l\!Iorrnon
says there is
generation ths.t he
1\..tnerican citizen that
should read it.

xng.

Dear
considerable of an
and also near Ariington.
again. Near Arlington there is a
wishes to lock arms

sitions, and then we will cornrlete th·:::
ments. I think it will do much
are a number there who ere
when we will again come
Shortly after we left Farnsworth
ders came through and gave out
same place where we had tucld
names of the elders are J.
'WalL Mr. Dennis did all

his sertnon Friday evening." rrhey wt::re
that it wouldn't do any good to prcach
the Josephites there. At
place Br.
had baptized five. I had led six into the waters
near Arlington. vVe intend to push
fall and winter, the Lord willing.
Last
evening we met with quite
loss. Lightning struck om· large bun, setting it
afire. 'We tried to save the horEes. I succeeded
in getting out one, and fath·or got out a mare and

30 the children present, under
years of age, assembled for a Bilesson which was conducted by Bro.
D. Garner.
Older ones were not forbidden to take
and several visitor~ were
preFent in
tent.
Some very g·ood instruction vvas g·iven, and the children answered their questions well.
At z:
o'clock all interested in S. S.
work
especially S. S. teaching were
invited t0 be present, and the tent was well
filled. T!w meeting was opened by Bro.
D. Garner and then given in charge of Sr.
V. H. Goff. The greater part ot the time
by the giving of useful hints
by different· individuals
Brn. E. J. French, D. S. Mills,
H. L. Holt, A. L. Starkey,
Garner and Sr. Bird speakinz to the
interest
profit of all present. Near the
close of the meeting Sr. Goff rehearsed
the various points which had been preand in addition read and explained
an abstract which she had prepared as a
su?;gestive guide to teachers and pupils.
The interest throughout the me(;ting was
excellent., and it is believed that a greater
impetus has been given the S. S. work by
this one meeting than by any three efforts
previously made. To tbi:, district it is now
an assured fact that the preparation for
ejfectual S. S. work has begun.
At 8:30p.m. the Saints re-assembled
to listen to a lecture by Bro. H. C. Smith.
His subject was the "Ex,.,dus of the children of J srael."
A black hoard map had
been prepared by Bro. Smith, and with
the aid of this both eye and ear were enabled to take knowledge of hrael's doings.
The in~erest in the lecture was profound,
and the Saints were edified by many points
not thoug-ht of before concerning the similarity of God's method of organizing his
people in all ages.
This ended the first
days' meetings of the Association, and all
sought their tents that night with a desire
to thank God in their hearts that they had
made the effort to come.
The morning of July 4th, broke sunny
and clear, filling every heart with joy and
gladness.
The very atmosphere seemed
in harmony with the feelings ofthe people,
for this was to be a day of gladness, a day
of thankfulness, and a day of social intercourse for young and old,
The morning
exercises were not to open till 10 o'clock
in order to give the decorating committee
time to do their work, and when this time
IO:
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finally arrived the tent was filled with
campers, Laguna residents, and with visitors from Santa Ana and the surrounding
neighborhood.
As the Laguna Saints and children bad
prepared a special programme for the day
it had been decided that the president of
the association and the Supt. of the Laguna
S. S. should jointly conduct the morning
and afternoon exercises.
A large flag
gracefully hung from near the center of
the tent on the inside, the stand was beautifully draped with starred cloth, and the
many sides of the tent were covered with
cypress boughs, whose dnrk green was relieved by pale ferns and bright flowers,
causing the whole to present a beautiful
appearance.
Outside the tent, on the top
of an adjacent tree which was vi-ible from
the road, floated another large flag which
the sisters of Laguna had made with their
own hands.
A pretty banner representing the Laguna S. S. also added to the appearance of the inside.
After the opening hymns had been sung, several recitations were given by children appropriate
to the occasion. after which Elder E.].
French was called on to address the people in the place of Elder Q. S. Sparks, of
Los Ang·eles, who had been unable to be
present on account of severe illness.
Although Bro. French had had only an
hour's notice his address was excellent, and
the remarks appropriate. One idea advanced was that we did not meet amidst
the crash of cannon and the noise of other
inventions borrowed from heathen nations,
but that we met in quiet and peace to commemorate the establishment of a government which should harbor peace and in
which the everlasting Kingdom of peace
was to be established.
The address was
followed by instrumental music and singing, which was enjoyed by all.
A long table was ;;pread after the exercises were over and a picnic dinner enjoyed. "Calathumpi:ms," in tasteful costumes,
afterwards produced a good laugh and
helped to digest the dinner; and at 2: 30
all re-assembled to hear the children's programme.
The children acquitted themselves well
(they will be more fully noticed in the
Hope), and for over an hour, old and
young were delighted with wit, wisdom,
pathos, and mirth, interspersed with music
and singing. At the close of this se~sion
a little buisness was transacted-the Association tendering a hearty vote of thanks to
the L8guna Saints for their hospitality
and other kindness extended during the
meetings. A resolution was then passed
asking the A'iSociation to arrange at its
regular business meetings for one or more
meetings similar to this in character from
year to year.
The meeting then adjourned after singing, and the rest of the afternoon was spent
by middle-aged, youth, and young in outof-door converse and games.
This district has never seen so many grown people, including women as well as men, enjoying together innocent recreative exercises out-of-doors. All seemed to heartily
enjoy themselves; the outsiders saying,
"How is it; they all seem like one family!"

At 8 o'clock tbe Saints in camp assembled for a quiet social time at the tent, and
informal recitatwns, songs, charades, made
the time pass pleasantly, and an
half-hour lecture by Bro. S. G.
descriptive of life in Australia was
ed, which thus closed our S. S.
and with one remark our communication
will also close.
The children, whom we
have not noticed so fully here as we will
elsewhere, seemed to feel differently here
than we have ever before seen them. They
did not feel as though their presence was
merely tolerated, and that they had no
part in the good times had, but the light of
interest shone in their eyes, and they anticipated the exercises with a~ much pleasure as any of the others, filling w,ell the
place that bas at last been provided for
them.
Mav God foster and bless the
work.
"
VrNA H. GoFF,
DANIEL GARNER,

REUNION IN CALIFORNIA,

Bro. W. TV. Blair :-Enclosed find minutes of our reunion, &c. They are
than I intended, but can not well
them and give what I wish to express.
Goff and Bro. Dan Garner also send
report of Sunday school reunion,
suppose will appear first in same number
of the Herald with these mir:l'l.!tes if
have room. \Ve are enjoying a fair
gree of health and rejoicing in spirit, thanking God for his loving kindness to us. vVe
are praying· earnestly in hith for Bro.
seph's success in Utah. We feel there is
something of importance transpiring there
now, and that Joseph's words may be
God's words to that people, and
as such by them. I pray God to stir
up to realize their situation now and
of God's servant, even if the heavens are
rent am! the earth heaves beneath their
feet till men fall to the ground and cry
aloud for help; and that his words
continually ring in their ears
night till they obey and find peace
their
souls! Yours in the covenant;

D.

s. MILLS,

LAGUNA REUNION.
SANTA ANA,

CaL, July rzth.

Bro. Wm. W. Blair :-After the Sun··
day school reunion and glorious Fourth exercises held in our tent at Laguna, the
Saints assembled July 5th, at 9:3o a.
in prayer and testimony, Elders D.
Mills and John Brush in charge. It was
a live meeting, in which the Spirit of God
was manifest in a marked degree, and the
Saints rejoiced in it. At I I : 30, after a
short intermission, met and organized
electing Apostle H. C. Smith to
D. S. Mills, assistant; Br.
Wright, secretary; Brn. E.
Charles Salter and Howard
were continued as a committee on arrangements and reception.
Moved and carried that
and assistant appoint
ers during this series of
getting to include themselves.
Sister Patterson was then elected organ ..

ist, and requested to select a choir to assist
her in singing.
The president delivered an able and instructive discourse from Matthew I 2:
Prayer and testimony meeting announced
the president for 2: 30 p. m.; closing
mn 238, benediction by D. S. Mills.
ai: hour of app!::>intment, D. S. Mills
and Albert Starkey in charge. During
this meeting the Saints enjoyed a season
long to be remembered. The earnest supplications in prayer, and the wonderful
testimonies borne, were approved of God
and sealed by the Holy Spirit in a most
positive manner, and the tongues given
were assuring and comforting.
Two
hours seemed short for such a ~oul-inspiring
time, Benediction by J. F. Burton.
Met at eight; prayer by H. C. Smith,
then preaching by H. L. Holt, making
some good points on latter day events;
benediction by H. C. Smith.
Saturday, July 6th, 9 a. m. Met in
prayer-special ohject for healing certain
ones named of afflictions of long standing-in charge of P.M. Betts and George
Bird. A blessed season was enjoyed for
one and a half
during which the
very fount of light was opened. Bro.
Daniel Garner, in open vision, beheld a
glorious light
the place, and each
one who prayed he saw lifted up and conversing and pleading with God in behalf
of the afflicted ones around. It filled his
soul with love and praise to God the
Some were at once healed, and all
were blessed
the untold love of God.
Benediction by
R. M. Dungan.
Met at I I a. m.; prayer by Elder E. J.
French; preaching· by Elder J. F. Burton,
who was much blessed in speaking, reminding us of
agone. Benediction by
E.
French.
at at 2 30 p. m. in prayer, Elders
Daniel Garner and A. Starkey in charge;
special object, the work of the Bishopric,
that the Saints may be moved upon by the
Spirit to comply with the temporal law.
An excellent season was enjoyed. Benediction by Elder Daniel Garner.
Met at 8 p. m.; prayer by A. W.
Thompson. A committee consisting of
Brn. D. S. Mil1's, H. L Holt, Q. S.
Sparks, E. J. Fnmch, John Honk and Ira
Weimar were appointed by the president,
as per resolution, to confer in regard to
time and place of holding next reunion
meetings in this district, and to report to
next fall conference; said conference to
decide and appoint said meetings. Preachby Bro. Sidney G. Wright, who was
listened to with marked attention. The
discourse showed ability and research.
Benediction by A. W. Thompson.
Sunday, 9 a.m.: met in prayer, special
object that the ministry on this slope may
have increased power in presenting the
go~pel, and that the hearers may be so
wrought upon by the Spirit of God, that
the preaching of his servants may he more
effectual, D. S. Mills and Harvey Hemingway in charge, prayer by H. Hemingway.
Two hours were profitably spent, and
many melting fervent prayers were offered and soul stirring testimonies borne.
Benediction by P. M. Betts,
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ERALD.
Met at I I : 30; prayer by H. L. Holt;
preaching by D. S. Mills; benediction by
H. Hemingway.
Met at 2: 30 for sacrament, special
prayer for the spirit of reconciliation, love
and peace among all the branches; testimonies and ad ministering to the sick; H.
C. Smith and D. S. Mills in charge. This
was a continuous feast from our Father's
table. The tent was well filled with
Saints, and with s0ngs of praise to the
giver of all good. In administering, some
were instantly healed by the power
of God. Closed at 5; benediction by H.
C. Smith. Following this Ern. H. C.
Smith, J. F. Burton and D. S. Mills were
called into an adjacent tent to administer
to Bro. D. Garner and then with him administered to Bro. J. F. Burton. While
thus engaged it seemed as if the very windows of heaven were opened upon us in a
glorious manner, which few persons may
have ever known, and once experienced
are never to be forgotten. In fact it is
beyond the powers of pen or tongue to
adequately describe. To be filled with
the Holy Ghost as we each were on that
occasion, is all that mortals can contain,
standing in ali ttle spot of heaven on earth,
knowing that God hears and at once ans
wers in such mighty power is glorious
compensation for earth! y ills.
No other
power can successfully imitate it in working to deceive those who have once felt it.
'vV e do know we are working with God
when he thus sets his seal to it, and the
various idle calls of erring men to return,
or lo here and lo then:", are as sounding
brass to us. Let us return from this holy
heaven- blest path never; but onward,
higher and higher ever.
Elder D,wid
Garner was richly blessed in body and
spirit; Bro. Burton was instantly healed,
and sang it in tongues, praising God who
had heard and l:ealed him.
Met at 8 p. m., prayer by J. F. Burton,
preaching by H. C. Smith, in much
from Moroni ro: z: "For if there
one
among you that doeth good, he shall work
by the gifts and power of God."
A vote of thanks was tendered the Saints
of Laguna for their kindness and liberality
in supplying the wants of those assembled;
also in feeding teams, and c0nveying· from
and to the depot free of charge. D. S.
Mills and Sidney G. 'vVright were requested to prepare and send a copy of these
proceedings to the I-Ierald for publication.
Benediction by H. C. Smith. During the
reunion six children were blessed and five
promising young people were baptized
and confirmed. Officials in attendance
were,
Heman C. Smith, missionary
charge; seventy, Joseph F.
Burton, missionary in charge; Hiram L,
Holt; H. P., D. S. Miils; elders, John
Brush, Daniel Garner, P. M. Belt~, A. A.
Goff, J. G. Walker, \~!m. McGary, Geo.
Bird, A. W. Thompson, E. J. French,
Harvey Hemingway; priests: Sidney G.
Wright, H. C. Ladd, A. Starkey; Teacher, Stephen Penfold; Deacon, John Bedford. The attendance throughout was
good, and we look for the best results.
D. S. MILLs, Dist. Pres.
S. G. WRIGHT, Sec. reunion.

GOOD DEEDS.

floor above is attained through holes in the
ceiling or vault, and here a room is found
nificant promises that to my mind has a measuring some twenty-seven feet by nin<.
bearing to us Saints of the latter feet. The openings referred to are naturL
and have been formed by the disintegr1:.who would love life and see dation of the stone and the sinking in of
days, let them refrain their tongues the roof. On stone slabs set into the waH
evil and their lips from speaking are bas-reliefs of human figures, warriors,,
" "A meek and quiet spirit in the etc. Although these stones are in a very
of God is of great price." "If a bad state of preservation, they ,,1re to be
man's ways please the Lord, he will make sent to the capital of Chiapas. Near this
even his enemies te be at peace with him." ruin are a row of houses forming a street,
and not far from these the vestiges of a
-Bible.
quite large town, all of c"ourse in a state of
"All things shall work together for
to them who walk uprightly."- complete ruin."
and Covenants.
The above indicates that the commission
who seek to bring forth and es- of which Mr. Stephens was a p:.uty, sent
my work in <he last days shall out by the United States, did not discover
with the gift and power of the all the works of the ancient people.
Ghost."-Book of Mormon.
Of U xmal, Stephens says of their domi"Whoso treasureth up my words cile: "Being now domesticated, I shall innot
deceived."--Christ according troduce the reader without preface to the
to testimony of Luke 21st chapter.
ruins of U xmal. The first ruin which I
INFERIOR.
shall present is the one in which we lived,
called the Casa del Gobernador. Its front
is three hundred and twenty-two feet long.
THE "SEALED BOOK."-No. XIII.
This building was constructeo entirely of
stone. Up to the cornice which runs
BY ELDER R. M, ELVIN.
round it to tbe whole length and on all
four of its sides, the facade presents a
ARCHITECTURE.
smooth surface; above is one solid mass of
now turn to the nature of the civilizarich, complicated and elaborately sculptur
tion of the great Central American race, ed ornaments, forming a sort of arabesque.
and present first their Architecture.
The grandest ornament, which imparts a
Speaking of the ruins in Mayapan in
richness to the whole facade, is over the
Steohens savs: "The ruins of center door way. Around the head of
cov~r a
plain, which was at the principal figure are rows of characters,
so overgrown that hardly any
which, in our first hurried visit we did not
'"•ct was visible until we were close upon notice as essentially different from the
and the undergrowth was so thick that other incomprehensible subjects sculptured
it was difl1cult to work our way through on the facade; but we now discovered that
it. At a short distance from the Hacienda, these characters were hieroglyphics. They
but invisible on account of the trees, rises differ so mew hat from the hieroglyphics
the
mound which we had seen at before presented, and are more rich, elabodistance from the top of the rate and complicated, but the general
church
and which is representcharacter is the same. All the other doored in the following engraving-. It is sixty
ways have over them striking, imposing,
feet'
and one-- hundred feet ~quare
and even elegant decorntions, varying
the
and, like the mounds at Palenque sometimes in the details, but correspondand U xmal, it is an artificial structure, ing in general character and dE-ct with
built up solid from the plain. Four grand
that represented in the accompanying enstair cases, each twenty-five feet wide, as- ' gravings. Next to the great budding of
cended to an esplanade within six feet of the Casa del Gohernador, and hardly less
the
This esplanade was six feet in extraordinnry and imposing in character,
width, and on each side was a smaller are the three great terraces which hold it
staircase leading to the top. The summit aloft, and give it its grandeur of position;
was a plain stone platform, fifteen feet
all of them artificial, and built up from the
Around the base of this mound, level of the plain. The lowest of these
throughout the woods wherever we
terraces is three feet high, fifteen feet
were strewed sculptured stones." broad, and five hundred and seventy-five
of Travel in Yucatan, vol. I, feet long; the second is twenty-five feet
1 3 1 --3·
high, two hundrAd and fifty feet wide, and
In tbe editorial of the Scientific Ameri. five bundred and forty-five feet in length;
can for February 9th, r889, appears the and the third on which the building stands,
following:
is nin~teen feet high, thirty feet bmad, and
"MORE MEXICAN RUINS.
three hundred and sixty feet in front. They
"An interesting antiquity has recently were all supported by substantial stone
been disco';ered at Palenque, in the Chiawalls. The platform of this terrace is a
district of Mexico. The monument noble terra plana, five hundred and forty1
situated upon the river Xhupa. Alfive feet long and two hundred and fifty
thoug·b it is now a complete ruin, it was
feet wide, and from the remains still visible
originally a structure of consider11ble upon it, once contained structures and orheigbt, as three distinct stories are still disnaments of various kinds, the character of
tinguishable. The ground floor is very which it is now difficult to make out.
measuring some one hundred and
At a distance of a hundred and thirty
twenty feet, by seventy-five feet. The feet from this mound was a square ston

IN sacred writ there are a few very sig-
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structure six feet high and twenty fcet at
the base, in which we made an excavation
and dhcovered two sculptured heads, no
doubt intended as portraits. From the
center of this great platform a
case one hundred and thirty
which once contained thirty-five
rises to the third terrace, on which
building stands; besides this there is no
staircase connected with either of the tbrr:<e
terraces, and the only ascent to the
form of the second is by an inclined
one hundred feet broad at the south end of
the building, which makes it necessary for
all appronching from the north to pass th~;
whole length of the lower
and
ascending hy the inclined
to reach the steps.- Incidents of
Yucatan, vol r, pps. r65-r84.
ANOTHER MOUND.

Writing of the ruins of the h8cienda of
Sijoh, Stephens says: "We continued to
another mound nearer than the first. This
mound was a solid mass of mawnry, ahout
thirty feet high and nearly square. The
stones were large, one at the corner
measuring six teet in length by three in
width, and the sides were covered with
thorns and briers. On the south f,ide was
a range of steps still in good
each fifteen inches high, :md in
three feet long. On the other
stones rose in a pyramidal form, but vvithout steps. On the top was a stone building, with its wall as high as the cornice
standing·. Within the apartment was precisely like the interior of the
at
U xmal, having the same distinctive arclz."
-Ibid, P· I 99·
UNDERGROUND

BUILDINGS.

Describing a labyrinth at Meixcann he
says: "The mouth was filled up with rubbish, scrambling over which I stood in a
narrow passage or gallery, constructed
like all the apartments above ground, with
smooth walls and trinngular arched ceilings. This passage was about four feet
wide and seven feet high to the top of the
arch. It ran due east, and at the distance
of six or eight yards opened into another,
or rather was stopped by another crossing
it, and running north and south. At the
distance of a few yards on the right side
of the wnll, I found a door filled up, and
at the distance of thirty-five feet the passage ended, and a door opened at right
angles on the left into another gallery
running due east. Following- this, at the
distance of thirteen feet I found ,;nother
gallery on the left running north, and beyond it, at the end, stili another, also on
the left, and running north, four yarcts
long, and then walled up, with only an
opening in it about a foot square. Turning back I entered the gallery whf"ch I
had pflssed, and which ran north eight or
ten yard~; at the end was a doorvvay on
the right, opening into a gallery that ran
east. At the end of this were six steps,
each one foot high and two
leading
to another gallery which ran
twelve
yards. At the end there came another
gallery on the left which nm w~~t ten
yards, and at the end of this anotlv;r on the
right, running north about sixty feet.
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McDoNALD.--Thomas Walter McDonald. the
onlv son of Bro. Thomas and Sr. Berte MeDonale( was born March 27th, 1889 and died July
27th, r889, at Centerviile, iowa. Funeral service
by Bro Henry Jones, assisted by Russell Archibald, Sen.
GuODMAN.-At her home in Shelby county,
Iowa, Sister Martha Goodman, on the 17rh day
of July, 1889. She was born the nth of Nov.,
r82z, in Smith county. Virginia; came to lowa
in r869; was baptized in rSio in Crawford county, Iowa. She leaves a husband and seven children to mourn her death. Her remains were interred in Harlan Cemetery; funeral sermon by
Elder J. W. Chatburn.
BERGERSEN.--N<ear Gardner, Illinois, July zo,
r889, Sr. Caroline Lizzie, beloved ·;;·ife of Bro.
Bant Berg<Crsf'n, in full hope in the gospel of
Christ, aged 28 years, r montr, and 5 days. She
was born in Kendall county, IllinoiR; was baptized by Elder Thomas Hougas, at Mission, Illinois, October I 7th, 1887, and was confirmed by
him and Elder F. M. Cooper. Funeral services
were conducted in the Congregational church in
Emmington, by Elder F. M. Cooper, and theremains were bm ied in the Luthera'1 Cemetery in
Kankakee county. She sleeps in Jesus.
THE EXTINCTION OF LEISURE.
"Millions for enterprise; for thought not a
penny," should be inscribed over the doors of
our state-houses and our national Capitol. The
enticing of men and women into ways of ex pen·
ding their energy or the fruits thereof, is become
a fine art. Seclusion is departed from the world.
The emissaries of traffic in vade our homes, beset
us upon the road, and lie in wait for us at our
places of resort. Though we tlee to the desert
they are there, nor is refuge from them to be
found on the tops of mountains or in the islands of
the sea. Whoever would keep even with the
world by limiting his wants is regarded as a
shrinker of his duty.
The sum of modern ethics is contained in the
word do. Do that which is good if you can, but
rest assured you shall be pardoned for doing evil
more readily than for doing nothing.
Even when applied to the main chance, lf men
did but know it, leisure is often the best of investments. Nothing can be more useful to man
than the determination not to be hurried. The
popular idea that a man's prosperity or his usefulness depends upon the amount of his business,
is not a correct one. Here, as every where else,
quality counts more . than quantity.
The
mo't successful man is not he who is always
doing. A>'k an old merchant how to succeed
and he will tell you: "Do not try t0 do too much."
We make merchandise of ounelves in order to
satisfy our constantly expanding volume of
want-the measure, as we are told, of civilization. The more wants we are unable to refuse,
The more civilized we become. If this be civilization, let us go back to barbariem at once We
are a richer and busier people, but we are politically and industrially, and socially a less independent people than were Americans of two generations ago. Leisure is necessary to democracy.
With no leisure there can be no intelligence, and
without intelligenc democracy cannot exist.
-Alfred H. Peters in t.he August Forum.

CHINESE CALAMITIES.
Within the last two months, if the reports conveyed from China are true, not less than 7o,ooo
oersons have been drowned or burned to death
in the empire. The horror of the Conemangh
disaster becomes insignificant, so far as loss of
life w:-1s concerned, when compared with the
terrible floods that devastatE.d large districts in
the chinese provinces, and now comes the news
of a recent fire at Lu Chow, which burned for
twenty three hours, de,troyed 87.000 dwellings,
and caused the loss of I,8co lives, no less than
I,zoo persons having burned in the flames.
Should these calamities continue to follow
upon each other's heels even the population of
China, g•·eat as it is, woulo soon be swc·pt away.
The loss of 7o.ooo people out of a population of
12o,ooo,ooo may seem small by comparison but

HERALDo

ooo in two months would mean 420 ooo in
l ve months, and !rom present indications it
would seem as tbongh the percentage of loss
from calamities of all kinds, including the periodical famine, would be mantained if not increased.--Chicago T11nes
BY RAIL TO JERUSALEM.
The British consular agent at Jafla in his last
report on the trade of his district states that a
coneesoion for a rail way from Jaffa to Jerusalem
has been granted by the wltan to Mr. Joseph
Navon, an Ottoman suhject, for seventy-one
It ls stated that a company has been
in England and France to carry out the
scheme, and that the engineers are scon expected io undertake the work. The carriage road
between Jaffa and Jerusalem has been greatly improved.
The government &old Ja,t y<>ar the income from \:he toll of the road fnr £2 o85, as compan·d with £x.8rz the year before last, which
shows an increase in the traffic. The Jewish
colonies fn Palestine are greatly improving; one
of them, which is called Richon le Zion, has
planted about two miilion vines, all promising
well..
The colonists are good laborers; nearly
all their land is cultivated. The greater part of
them are Turkish subjc:cts, and are all subject to
the laws of the country.-London Times.
IN THE HOLY LAND.

In these times of interest concerning movements in the Holy Land the following from the
~<H....... 1 . c American is of interest;
Application has been m:~de by J os. Elias formerly government engineer of the Lebanon, for
a concession for a railway from Haifa, on the
Mediterranean, about midway between TJ re and
Cesarea, by way of Lake Galilee, over the river
Jordan to Damascus. Authority for the navigation of the lake and a priority of right for the extension of a line over any other applicant for
three years is asked for.
The line is to follow
the dver Kishon for six miles, going within three
and three-quarters miles of N a.zarelh, and then
ascending the vailey to the water-sheds of the
Jordan.
The line will proceed along the northwest of the lake close to the plain of Genesaret,
the Jordan, crossing it about. two miles below
From that point the line turns toward
the east to Damascus, a distance of one hundred
miles from the coast.
A branch line will go to
Naova the capital of the Hauran, with an option
to continue on to Bosra, the ancient capital of
Bashan. The practical part of Mr. Elias's application is interesting.
He estimates the population to be served at soo,ooo, or abont s.ooo to the
mile. Damascus has about 2oo,ooo inhabitants,
and there are ten to VI ns with from r ooo to IO ooo
inh2bitants a.nd about 5 040 villages.
Although
the district is very fertile, only one-sixth of the
arable land is under cultivation. There is an
abundance of streams, however, so that the
country could be easily irrigated.
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ATTEND A SCHOOL
That has an established reputation. Your expenses v.,ill not be any greater, at the

WESTERN NORMAL COLLEGE,
That is recognized all over the West,
to be the
LEADING SCHOOL
of its kind, and whose Students profit by its reputation. Avoid the schools that spring up, and
live bnt a year or two, and attend a school that
has been able to >ecure more than
THREE IIUNDHED AND F!Fl'Y POSI'l'IONS
it~

For

Students thL.:; year 1 at

§ALAR.IES from $750 to $1800 PER YEAR,
Because of the good standing of the
school, and the superior work done by its students
Many of our leading students are members of the Church of Christ of Latter Day
Saints. For full particulars free, address,
WM. M. CROAN, SuP'T,
SHENANDoAH, PAGE Co., IowA.

"The Jews In and Out of Jerusalem."
THE PATRiOT
For SeptPmher HI. will contain the ahove artiele, written

for it hv Fpeeial contract. by R.ev_ Dr P. df-~ Snl!~ M1~ndes,
of New York Cit.y a les<1ing American .Tew. m1d editor of
""Amm'ican Hebrew.'' Jt, will ahm cnntam '·Jnnrna1i~m
of D(•cr.tnr county,,, "Scientific lnvPstigntion,'' and ~-Af
tr->r-reqni~ites to CnlleQ.'e-bui 1ding in Lamoni,, all prepared
especially for Itt-: columnc:. Price !1 <'1 f' ln mmwy or stamps

Address, LAMBERT BHOTHERS.
LAIIIONI, DF.CA'l'Un

Co., [owA.

rfHE young La::Jieo of 1.he l ndepn>dence branch
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints have organized as the Hawthorn Society,
in order to secure a fund for the pnrchase of a

PIPE ORGAN FOR THE NEW CHURCH
Edifice when completed.

They will hold a

BAZAR
Some time this fall, and solicit aid from the Saints
at large, in money, material, or useful, ornamental and fancy articles of every variety, to be sent
before Octobr"r 5th, 188y.
Will the President of each Branch consider
this as addressed personally to himself, and read
the notice before the brftnch as often as necessary to keep the matter bPfore the p~op1e.
Address: MRs. JENNIE H. NEWTON,
Box 578, Independence, Mo.

A FHiTE l'il:OSAIC OF LAMONI.
S.?f x 8 7f inches.
Seventeen different resid(~nce~ grouped in one card with
nan1e under each picture.
By mail, poet paid, 35c; per doz. $3; per 100, $2D. Send
35c. for E:"ample.
~The

traveling ministry please notice this.
A. Tv!. CHASE. Lnmont. Iowa.
F~u-nll

lior !'Jia.l.ie,

A good farm for fla1c of 40 ucreF<, good rich soil, all well
fencHd, 2 good ·wellF.) lurgc pond for stock, olrl orchard
benring good, 300 yonng tree~ of choieeF-t. fruit~:'~, new
lnmher ~.table and cowr:.hed nll shinglt>d, bue:gy PhPd,

new e-nwary n11 painted. good rock milk hone:e, other

BURLINGTON ROUTE.
A. R. EXCURSION.-ONE FARE FOR THE
ROUND TRIP.
Fmm August 21st to 28th, r889. inclusive, the
C. B. & Q. R. R. will sell at half rates, or one
fare for the round trip, tickets to Mil waukee and
retu'·n from all points on its llnes, on account of
the- National G A. R. Encampment at Milwaukee.
Thc;-;e C. D. & Q. excursion tickets will be good to
rewtn
27th to September 5th, incluo;ivt';
but '1y
arrangf'ment, an extension to September 3oth may be obtained by applying, prior
to
to the agent at Milwaukee bavcharge. Between Chicago and
the tickets will be good for pa"age in
eltlwr direction via the Goodrich Line of Steamers, c:ht· C M.
St. P. Ry., or the C. & N. W.
R v. Tickets and further ·information can be obtahwd of C. B. & Q. ticket agents, or by addressing P ..S. EusTis, Gen'l. Pass. and Ticket Agent,
Chicago.
26aug
G.

out-hnntw~. A gond 6 rooml~Cl cott.n2:e, porehed, pilpen·d?
and painted ontf:ide and illf'id(~. cJo(ol.e to 4 town!'!. alF:o on
4 mnm ro!lds, 2 ~Iood groveR of maple trPeFI each side of
t.he cotta.ge. Will he Bold chenp. rat.bP-r tlwn rrnt. A big
ha.raain for s0me one. Frnm a few m1le8 from Lnmar, the

county seat of Barton rmnl1 v.
EBENEZEH MILLER Senior,
Rr!Al\IL:IH•NYH,LF', ChProkPP r.Pnntv. KnnPR~.

FOR SALE OR TRADE,
count~',

ac1·e FATCVI in Cherokee
Knnf".as, 3 miles
we!:'t and 1 mlle not·tb of Colnmhnr: (C(Jtllltv
80
Gond
of two
good \Yell. Spring iJJ Pnr:tnre
E!(~at).

IJOU!"H

f\J(ID1t-',

1

~ood ~hm2"h'd

St/1l}]c and Granary, Cntn.;, aud Cow Stabh~. yonntt Orchard.
Farm all nndt~r ft'nee; r~f> nere8 in cultjvntion, 15 in
PaHure, 10 Prairie Grat:s. This it.< as gc,od lnr1d ns there
is in the c~·nvty. H~·ntPd this year for two-fifths of all

produr-ts.

2'ljun4t.

Price

$ ~ ~200 ..

AUTUMN

f:TTAR. C. RANDALL.

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the

Youth

of the ReorganizE'd Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Price per year
$1.1>0.
M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

www.LatterDayTruth.org
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PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
--)BY THE(--

Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding. sprinkled edges ..•... l
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•.........•••. 2
Morocco, gilt edges ...........•..••..•..•••. 2
New Testament, Inspired....................

50
00
50
75

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ....................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ......••..•.•••• 1 fiO
DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library ......•...•..••.. 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .........•••.••• 1 50
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••. 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•.•..•.•.••••• 1 50
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides .....••....... 2 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructions on cl')oir and anthem music.
J03EPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITOR:>.
(By Lucy Smith.)
Muslin binding, 312 pages................... 70
Leather binding ............................ 1 00
HESPERIS.
(P0ems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges .......•••. 1 50
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
In paper covers, 10 cts. each, per dozen ........ 1 00
Limp muslin coveTs......................... 25
JOSEPH THE SEER.
HiR Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintained.
(New and Revised ~dition.)
P>~per covers, 200 pages ..... ,...............
35
Muslin binding....... .. .. . .. .. .. .. •• .. .. . 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the ministry of
the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before presented in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .••.....•••.••••..••...... l
Muslin boards . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen . . . . . . . . 2
Question Books for Primary Classes.
Limp muslin, 15 cts. each, per dozen ..•....... 1

00
75

50
25

SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School Engineer and Record Book . . . • . . . . . . • . 50
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for l5c., 1,000 for .. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets ........... Same price.
Fancy Cards, package of 50, 5 kinds, large . . . . . 75
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100. • • . • . . . 50
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages..................... 25
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judge the world is now past." M. H. Fors·
cutt affi.rms "The Bible teaches the Literal Resurrection of the body from the grave."

BR ,, >rm-KELLEY DEBATE.
Muslin boards, a96 pages ........... .,, ....... 1 71'l'
Propositions:-(1) Is the Book of Mormon of Divine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
and belief of all Christian people? (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and identical in faith, organizt1tion, ordinances, worship and practice, with the Church of Christ,
as it was left perfected by the Apostles of Christ, (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Lati.er
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
with Him?
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
To muslin, 25cts, ten or more, each...........

:!0

In paper 15cts., ten or more, each • • • • . • • • • • • • 13
This is th~ notorious "Manuscript Found," writtet
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much bas
been said in connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
~round work and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LETTERS.
In raper covers Sets. each; per dozen. • • • • • • • • ~ 5
Without covers 5cts. each; per dozen . . • • • . . . . 50
Contains valuable matter in relation to tbe Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of Morm n, and the .Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVJ;;NANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 Plllies, paper covers . • • •
Old edition . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . • • . • • • . • . .

10
b

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers lOcts.; per dozen .............. 1 00
TRACTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts., 100 •.••• l 50
3. Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 5c, 1011 . 40

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5c, 100. . 25
250 for 50cts, 500 for $1, 1,000 ........ l 75
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Prerequisites and Design-and Who Shall Admin·
ister; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 ............ 1 75
7. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 5c., 100.... 40
8. Fulness of the .Atonement; dozen 25c., 100 .. 1 75
9. Spiritualism Viewed frJm a Scriptural Stand·
point; dozen 30 cts., lOQ .................. 2 25
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts., 100 ....•. 1 10
ll. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2 25
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100. 1 65
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts, 100 ... l 75
15 Brighamite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts., 100 . . . . • 40
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 ................ l 40
17. The Successor in the Prophetic Offi.ce and
Presidency of the Church; dozen 25 cts, 100.1 '15
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Apostasy; dozen 20 cts., 100 .........••••........ 1 40
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts, 100 •.. 1 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 ......•.•.. 1 25
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100.... 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts., 100..... 40
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5c., 100 40
21. The Sabbath Question; dozen :!5 cts., 100 ... l 40
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100 .•..• , , 40
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen...... 15
per hundred ............................. I 10
31. What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts., 100... 25
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for ......... l 75
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . • • • 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
per hundred ............................ 1 25
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts., 250 50
500 for $1,1,000 for ...................... l 75
42 Rejection of the ChUl'eh; dozen 15 cts., 100.1 10
43 One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 cts, 100 . . . . 75
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of Jesus Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen........... 50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100 . • • • • • • .. • • 15
.An assortment of Tracts ... :. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • 35
COMPLETE SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp Muslin, turned in • • • • • . • • • • • • •

HOI,Y SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.}
~We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge .••.....••..••..•.. 3 50
Tt:rkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge .••.•.... 3 75
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge .................... 3 75
Rexburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge .•••...• .4 00
WELSH HYMN BOOK.
Full leather, marbled edges • • • • . • . • • . • • • • • • • • 60
This was published by the church in Wales, and
contains 393 hymns in Welsh and 33 in English.
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER,
And discoveries of Ancient American Records and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages...................... 10
REPLY TO LITTLEF .... LD.
In paper lOcts.; per dozen.................... 71>
This is the "Reply of President Joseph Smith to
L. 0. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine of Plural
Marriage."
BHANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed
headings, and ruled for Record of Names, Blessing of Children, and for Marriages .•••••.•.•. 2 00
DJSTHICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Records ... 3 00
LICENCES, NOTICES, &c.
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Licences,
each per dozen . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . .
Baptism and Confirmation Certificate books.. . • •
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred;,.......
CERTIFICATJ;;S .AND B.EPOR'rS.
BNnch Statistical Revorts, per dozen. . . • . . . • . .
Annual Statistical Renorts, two for. . . . . . . . . . . .
Certificates of Baptisn1 and Membership, per doz.
Certificates of Removal, per dozen . • • . . . . • . . . .
Marriage Certificates, per dozen ....••• ~. • • . • •
MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Hum<Ln Life Here and Hereafter
by A. Wilford Hall, 544 pages, muslin ....... 1
Universalism Against Itself, 336 rages, muslin
by A. Wilford Hall ..........••........... l
Josephus, complete, library leather ............ 3
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
muslin boards, 5 volumes ................. .4
Mosheim's Church History, 2 volumes ...•..... 4
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) ........ l
Rollm's Ancient History, two volumes in one ... 4

40
4.0

5
12
12
25

50
00
50

00
00
80
00
The Koran. library leather ............. , ..... 2 25
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. 1 till
1854, muslin boards, 5 volumes ............ 10 00

The Ecclesiastical History ot' Eusebius Pamphilns, Bishop of Cresarea and Palestine ........ 2
Crnden's Complete Concordance of Bible ...... 1
Bible Text Book ........................... 1
Apocryvhal New Testament . . . • . • • • • ••..•.. 1
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Luff................
Emerson's Ready Binder, Herald and Rope size.
RonEnT WINNING,

PreH~t.

D. F. NICHOLSON,

00
76
00
65
:JO

85

Cashier.

Ample :Responsibility.
Loans money on a proved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

A CHIWI<IOLOGICAL CATECHISM:

Or, Key to the

of the Bible.

BY A. ,J. MAPES.
L1mp Cloth, 103 pages, price 3!'® cts.

For sale by

Bro. H, R. MILLS, [ndepenO.ence Mn.

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,

REAL

ESTATE

AGENTS

:VVeet Lexington Street,
~5

12 .
25

INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI.

Next to Warnky's Gallery.

www.LatterDayTruth.org
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD oF THE LORD: FOR THERE SH.ALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE rr !Ill ONl!i Wzl!'ll: AND CoNCUBINES
HE
HAVE NoNE."-Pag€ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE
ONE MAN SHOULD RAVE ONE WrFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND! ExcEPT IN CABlll OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AoAIN."-Pv.ge 380, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec.109, par. 4.

August 17, 1889
ERALD:
Official Paper of the l1eorgnnized Church of Jesus Christ of
Lattt:>J.' Day Saints
PDBI.lSITED A'l' LAMONI, DECATO H. COUNTY, IowA~

Every S;.~.turda.y. Prlee :r.S.:!5 per year.
Tne Trt:veling ?,Unistry, DL9trict ned :B<:an_(>h President~,
and the Bishop's Agents. nre requested to solicit new sub~
sc:ribers, a.nd help build up the paper and the publication
department.

Business Letters and
Dmncer, by P. 0. Order,
Entered as seeond ('h~fq;;

JOSEPH SMITH
W. W. BLAIR

be
rmt~tf~r r.t

to David

or
LJ.mo·ni Pr_•5't Offh::e.

EDITOR.
AssOCLI.'l'E EmTOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, August

I

7, r889

LIBERAL GAINS IN UTAH.

following· telegram is an added and
most striking evidence of the certain downfall of "BrighamJsm"-not genuine Mormonism. We are not at all surprised that
"the life- blood" of Bdgbamism is being
let out of it, nor that God has set his hand
to expose. the errors, evil,; and
of
that despotism, for we have long
it-and have known it must come.
THE

"Salt Lake, Utah, Aug. 6.-The city has gone
wild. Nothing like the scenes presented on the
street at midnight has ever been witnessed in
Utah. Salt Lake City has been grasped from
Mormon rule, the vote giving the Gentiles a majority of 41 in the city and assuring a Gentile city
government next Ftbruary. Six Gentiles were
elected to the house of representatives and two to
the council, giving them eight out of thirty-six
members. The Mormons are disheartened and
feel that their rule of forty years has gone down
forever."

Commenting upon this the Chicago

Times oft he 7th inst. s <ys:
"A civic revolution has been produced in Salt
Lake City. At an election held Monday the
reign of the Mormon, which has existed continuously from the foundation of the citv bv
Brigham Young, was broken, and the muiJlcip~!
administration passes into the hands of the Gentiles. Whether or not the revolution will abide
or whether a reaction shall occur depends much
upon the use the Gentiles make of their newly
acquired power.
"Salt Lake was dominated by the Mormon
influence. There was more thrift than enterprise in the management of the municipality. The site on a plain sloping from
the mountains to the shores oi the lake was well
chosen. The streets are broad, the improvements
commonplace. The drainage
entirely surface,
water cont!nually running through the gutters
from a mountain stream diverted to that use. The
property is owned chiefly by Mormons. The city
eon,trols and manages the street-car system and

is ;~areful of its revenue. The streets are not
paved and taxes are not high. The Gentiles have
complained that saloons are made to bear a heavy
bmden, a:1d the Mormons are all the more willing to impose it because they are neither owners nor patrons of such places. "Holiness to the
Lord," a familiar legend upon the business houses
of the city hitherto the ecclesiastical capital of
M ormondom, would not look well upon the facade
of dram-shop. Ecclesiastism has mingled to
some extent with the civic administration. Every
ward is a bishopric with its meeting-hous(' and
its school, and close surveillance of the occupation
and the resources of the people is thus maintained. This close organization is something of a
necessity in a theocracy which keeps its tithing
house and strictly demands its tribute in kind.
"How far the rights of Gentile owners of property may have been trenched upon by a municipal administration closely allied with church
government is not quite clear, but whatever the
status of such an owner the new-found power of
the Gentile will probably be used in such manner
as 'Vill make the Mormon owners of city lots, especlally in the business quarter, apprehensive of
confiscation. An elaborate system of special assesr;ments for street improvements, water supply,
sub-drainage, and electric lighting will impose a
greelt burden on property, and may enable Gc>ntiles to increase their holding upon terms which
they will regard as favorable. The city contains
many followers of the mammon of iniquity, who,
in oor;session of the city administration would
not neglect their opportunities.
"Mormonism as a religious profession may
long wrvive, but as exerting a dominant influence upon the government of Utah and its cities
it io; certain fo fall before the influx of hostile
population. Polygamy had already commenced
to ,Jecay. The loss of temporal power and a
cr!tlcai environment will hasten its extinguishment.

Had the Utah people received in r86o
and after the teachings and ad monitions of
the son of Joseph the Seer, the
and promised successor of
the presidency of the church,
existing between the
Utah lVIr:.rrnons and the nation would have
been
out long ago, and that people
have been brought into harmony
with the civil institutions of our country,
anc! into exf1,ct accord with the standard
hm,ks of the church as held and taught in
the
of the Seer.
efforts have been made to
by the ministry of
hut the leaders
until of late

ways.

No. 33·
APPEAL FOR FREEDOM.

Tnis is what a Utah Mormon has to say
of priestly dictation by the Utah Church
leaders, in matters of politics, and mixing
the aff:<irs of church and state. VV e are
glad to see that "Youllg Utah" feels the
".::ollar" and the "yoke'' and have the
Christian manhood to free themselves and
the church. God speed the right!
Utah,
July r7th, r88g.
To tke Voters of the Ninth Council District:
Many friends have asked me to become a Candidate for the Legislative Assembly of Utah, from
the Ninth Council District. I have concluded
to yield to their suggestions and hereby announce myself an Independent Candidate for the position. In so doing, I am aware that I act in opposition to the People's Party. I want all to
know my position, and knowing it, I want each
voter to use his own judgment and free wi11,
unbiased by the counsel or command of anyone,
when he decides whether he will vote for me or
for Abram Hatch.
It is wei! known that I am a member of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
My religion is my own and I am entitled to my
belief. My political faith is likewise my own
and no man has a right to interfere with it. I
am a firm believer in the proposition that
that there should be no union of Church and
State, and thus believing, I cannot conscientiously submit to anything that looks like dictation
in political affairs by these who are in charge of
the welfare of my church. The man serves his
church and the caus" of religion best who resolves that he will not stand idly by and see the
cross of Christ dragged into the mire of politics.
Thus believing, I am impelled to state a little
current history which led me up to the step
which I take.
At the recent convention of the People's Party
at Springville my name was presented as a candidate for the nomination for the Council. My
education has taught me that any man may aspire to political position in America, and I have
heretofore supposed that he would stand or fall
upon his merits. I did not believe the charge
often made by the Liberals, that the heads of my
church were the dictators of the People's Party
politics. I expected fair treatment in the convention. I little thought that an unseen hand would
be thrust forward into the convention and force
me, without even a· chance to be heard, to the
rear. I was willing to stand or fall by the free
action of the convention, but I did not expect to
be defrauded of my rights. For some unknown
cause, men not members of the convention did
not desire that I should be nominated. The delegates who had pledged me their support, withdrew my name. Their excuse is, that they were
"advised" to do so. Thereupon, Abram Hatch
was sustained as candidate.
HUNTINGTON,

www.LatterDayTruth.org
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I believe that he ougth to be defeated at the
polls. In saying this, I )<now that I will be met
with the cry, that 1 make the statement because
I desire the office. I speak truly when I say that
I care far less for the office than I do to prove
my independence and manhood. I feel that I am
doing a service to those of my religious faith, in
publicly announcing my political independence.
The time has come when some man should set
an example to our people. We have had too
much dictation in the politics of Utah. Let us
now have a little freedom. I desire to prove that
a man does not surrender his political faith when
he joins the Mormon Church. 1 shall perform
my duty to my God and to my church, and I
shall keep the faith, but I shall also act my manhood in public aJlairs. In assuming to become
an independent candidate, I represent the issue
of political independence and I ask those who feel
as I do to give me their votes. I also call attention
to the fact that our section of the Territory has
not been recognized in the nominations made by
the People's Party. We are entirely without representation. We did not have a fair representation in the convention and advantage was taken
of us. In sustaining my candidacy, voters will
sustain themselves.
If I am elected, I shall be an independent man,
just as I am now and ever have been
I wiil
represent all the people of the district alike without regard to creed, color or politics. I shall
strive for just laws. I shall work for a more perfect and generous common school system, and I
shall support such measures as seem to me likely
to benefit the territory, no matier from what
source they may emanate. I shall look upon my
position as a public trust and use my best efforts
for what seems right.
Upon this platfonn, I invite the votes of Marmom. and Gentiles. Those who vote for me will
have the satisfaction of know\rog that they vote
for a free man, and one who does not wear a brass
collar about his neck.
H am defeated, I shall have the satisfaction
of knowing that I have asserted my manhood
and that I have done a little toward lifting the
yoke from the necks of men of my faith.
I submit my cause to the people. Let us declare by our votes that a man may act in accordance with his own conscience in Utah politics.
I remain the public's obedient servant,
DoN. C. RoBBiNS.
ASK THE BISHOPRIC

THE Herald office is fre,quently requested
to ask, through its columns, for aid from
the general church abroad, to assist in
building churches, also to aid some poor
person or persons, etc., etc., matters of local import only, and those of which the
HERALD editors and the Business Mnnager
have no personal knowledge as to merit,
reliability, genuineness, etc., etc., and by
consultation w:th Bishop Blakeslee, president of the Board, those in charge of
Herald Office matters have decided it best
to decline publishing requests of that kind
unless ordered by the Bi,hopric, that quorum havingdirect management and control
of the general financial affairs of the
church. Therefore, all who seek aid of
the kind indicated above should appeal
to the Bishopric, stating fully and clear! y
the facts and their needs.

NEWS FROM IDAHO.
"JosEPH SMITH, President of the Reorganized
Church, and Elder Anthony, will ho)d sec·vices
in the Josephite chapel to-morrow."

The above is from the
of
Malad City,
for the
It
is probable these brethren
some other of the numerous calls
territory,
in Cache and Bear
Lake valleys.
It is said there are over
thot,sand
Mormons in Idaho; and these are now
confronted with the
the proposed State constitution
it becomes a l~w, as is now
practically disfranchise every
Mormon.
"No person is permitted to vote, serve as juror,
or hold any civil office who is blgamist or polygamist, or is living in what is known as patriarchal, plural or celestial marriage, or in viola·
tion of any law of this s·:ate,
of the ·united
States, tor bidding any such crime; or who fn any
manner, teaches, advises, counsels, aids or encourages any person to enter into bigamy, polygamy, or such patriarchal, plural or celeslial marriage, or to live in violation of any such law, or
to com1.nit any such crime; or who is a mt_:rnber
of, or contributes to the support, aid or er,couragement of, any order, organization, association,
corporation or society, which teaches, advises,
counsels, encourages or aids any person to enter
into bigamy, polygamy or such patriarchal or
plural marriage, or which teaches, or ad1dses that
the laws of this state prescribing rules of civil
conduct are not the supreme law of the staie.
"The legislature may prescribe qualli1catlons,
limitations and conditions for the right of snff.
rage additional to those prescribed in this article,
but shall never annul any of the provisions
this article contained."

THE
lWo.
tell tr1eir people
or persecuted for
toms," but on account
religious doctrines!
"While the Mormons of Utah have been persistently reviled and condemned by the people of
all other sections of the Union Mz accozmt of their
polygamous customs, yet it is an admitted fact that
in point of honesty, industry, sobriety, and in all
the graces which adorn life and beautify the
home, they take rank among the very best peo·
ple in the United States. Dr. Miller, editor of
the Omaha Herald, says:
••To the lasting honor of the Mormon people
and system be it said that for twenty-five years
such machines of moral infamy as whisky shops,
harlotries, taro banks, and all attendant forr1.1s of
vice and iniquity were totally unknown
Utah."
JOSEPH THE SEER.

THE revised edition of this little
taining over zoo
of
pared matter, it
Blair to the attack
on the Book of Mormon and the
daims of Joseph
wrll soon
sale at this office.
Many valuable facts have been added to

it will be a
work to all who desire
with lm
also CJ>f the
of the faith of
hitherto sent for will.
as soon as it is received from the
,
and ali others
it should order at
once.
50 cents; in paper,
35 cents.
IOWA STATE FAIR.

BY the
of its secretary, ohn R.
Shaffer, we learn that the State
of
Iowa will open at Des Moines
and continue up to
that the

on certifiin a natu-

on
ments have been made
brilliantly
Fair."
EDJTORIAL ITEMS,

SouTHERN
is excellt;n.t; and all around
reasons for thankfulness.
Br. W. C.
who re~ides near
some there would
there.

us from Cormorant,
the 31st
"All moves well in this mission so
the work is on the move for the better."
In its
will be found
Smith.
him for
cuse
our
readers know
doing and how
in
and
body. He has a wide and most important
field before him in the west, and all should
sustain him
their faith and works.
CoRRECTIONS.--We are instructed
G. A. Blakeslee to make
corrections: Received October 13th, 1888, of
Boocher $23, instead of "Ann Wildermuth," as printed in
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ing·
assist the whites in preventing the other
negroes from being demoralized, indorsed fully
the action of the Sheriff and pledged themselves
to do everything possible to check further manifestations of the emotional insanity.
action of the Sheriff, however, seems to
be sufficient to force a return to normal conditions.
The white people acted with cold-blooded intelligence. As long as th<O lunacy led to no act of
which the law could take cognizance they did
nothing more than attempt to convince the negroes by argument. They failed, as a matter of
course, and, equally as a matter of course, the
negroes soon overstepped the law.
"The chief seat of the infection was the Walthour plantation ln Liberty county, where a negro naxned E. W, James had been driven mad
by tlle imported superstition and had ann~unced
that he himseif was the real Christ. His preaching threw the other negroes into an indescribable
state of emotionalism. In their orgies they inEXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
dulged their lowest passions, and soon became
highly dangerous. The false Christ was surBr. E. C. Brand wrote from
rounded by a retinue of prophets and priestesses.
Kansas, of late, as follows:
One negro woman who acquired special influence
"I have preached fourteen nights; interest yet
good i have baptized eight, and one more goes toassumed the title of the Queen of Sheba. A nenight, and several almost persuaded. Shall open
gro man called himself King Solomon and claimup at Burlingame, six miles from here, and have
ed power to work miracles. A third announced
the City Hall through the courtesy of the
;
himself as Nebnchadnezzar and demonstrated it
and then Bell school house, which is waittng
me."
by g,·az!ng. The report now reached the ears of
Sr. Ellen Fisher, of Palouse
Wash- the white people that a child had been killed and
ington, writes:
offered as a sacrifice to James. The Sheriff pre•'The church papers and standard books are my
pared to act at once with a strong and well-armed
only preachers, as there is no branch ne~r this
posse, but in the m~antime James pointed out to
place, and as far as I know, no prospect O; any.
his followers a number of negroes who, he said,
It would be quite a treat to hear a gospel serwert possessed by devils. It was a part of his
mon."
creed to have these killed, but one of them,
WE clip the following· item of news from narn:;d Samho Castles, escaped after brutal beatthe St. Louis Republic and have to say,- ing, and the legal charge on which the Sheriff
If the people would take the word of God acted was assault to murdo;r this n<"gro. James
was arrested with King Solomon, Nebuchadnezas "a lamp" to their teet and "a light" to
their pathway, these "blind leaders of the zar and others of the most dangerous, the Queen
blind" would have few if any followers; of Sheba being left unmolested in her cabin.
for it plainly refutes the re-incarnation
In the jail James has shown himself a violent
theories of Schweinfurth, Joseph
lunacic, He refuses to eat, tears off his clothing
and all that class, and teaches thoroughly and destroys everything in reach that is destructithat "it is
unto rnen once to die, ble. Nebuchadnezzar psychologizes in a way that
but after
the judgment." The same would do credit to the editress of a Boston Spiri"word" reveals that when Christ comes in tuali-;t magazine. He explains that he ate grass
his second advent, it will be "in
;" becR,Jse he was at the time possessed by the in"in
fire;" "in the clouds of heaven;" fluence of the :·;pirit of a grass-eating animal.
"with all
holy
"with all the King Solomon, when asked to work miracles,
S,tints ;" and "not in
of a woman
shows two giiF,tening rows of white teeth in a
[like Ann
etc.
neither of a man
shamefaced way, and explains that he worked
traveling on tt1e earth.
C. 49: 4·
thetr· only by means of a "power stick," which
"EMOTIONAL INSA.SITY.
the Sheri.ff has taken from him. On the Walt"Several weeks ago an Ohio man appeared in
hour plantation the Queen of Sheba still holds
Georgia with a retinue of negroes to whom he
cour::, but the new religill:>n is practically supresshad communicated the lunacy which, propagated
ed, and the negroes who were not driven permaby Schweinfurth and others in Chicago, has atnent: y lns«ne by it will soon be ashamed of it and
tracted such wide attention. It is supposed that
t herr: selves.
he is insane, but whether he is a lunatic or a
«L would be hard to determine how much
scoundrel, he acquired unlim:lted control of a
more intelligent these followers of James are
large number of negroes. He told them, as
than the followers of Schweinfurth in Chicago,
Schweinfurth tells his Chicago proselytes, that he
one
whom is deocrlbcd as a graduate of Yale;
was an incarnation of the Divinity,
second
but leaving that undetermined, the bearing of
Christ. They were wrought up to such a pitch
such inc.iden 1:s on our experitnent of self~govern
of superstitious excitement that the white people
men': deserves the gravest consideration. The
saw that repressive measures weTe necessary and
cour· tr;' wlll necessarily suffer in proportion to
the Sheriff interfered as a pers<ecutor of the new
the number of people in it who are unreasonably
religion-not however, until several of the neby emotion; and it is unfortunately
groes had been rendered to all appearances pertrue tha.t such people, once strongly moved, are
manently insane. A number of the more intelas much controlled by emotion in politics as in
religion.
ligent negroes who were called together in meet-

\-Vestern vVisconsin financial report
received of Thomas H. Moore of
chusetts district, $9 25, instead of "Thomas
J\foon," as printed in repo1
Bro.
C. Crabb
us to
it is
~~~a~•''" that Elder
W. Blair
at.
the two-days' meeting at Little Sioux?
the 24th and zsth inst.
Bro. Frederickson says the Wheeler's
Grove Camo
will commence
Saturday, the' 3 rst instant, instead of Frithe 3oth.
James H. Tyrrell says he thinks
the num.erous unusual names abounding
in the Book of Mormon are
proof
that Joseph Smith was
of God.
He is confident no man
could invent them, much
man as was
merit in the
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CHEAP WEEKLIES.

following- clipping-, weli dig-ested,
may txplai:l v,hy the great weeklies of
our country are published at such cheap
nues. If the SAINTS' HERALD devoted
two-thirds, or even one-half or one-third
of its pages to advertising ::~s most all papers
do, then it could be furnished to its patrons
for one-half, or less, than its present cost:
THE

"A single page in a single issue of the Century
taken for advertising purposes costs $5oo; in Harper's $4oo; in other prominent magazines from
$350 down to $mo.
A yearly advertisement of
a column in the Chicago Tribune costs $26,ooo;
in the New York Tribune $29,554 for the lowest,
and $35,950 for the highest rates; in the New
York Herald, $36.393 for the lowest, and 49,000
for its highest priced columns. These papers
are never at a Joss for advertising to fill their columns.
These figures will doubtless be of interest to the man of the provincial town who invests
ten dollars and flatters himself with the idea that
he is the ;ole supporter of the paper in which his
advertisement appears."--Ex.

~=============

A MOTHER'S FINAL REST.
Dear mother rest from all your care,
Sleep now, your loving work is done;
No more tbat look of trouble wear,
But wear the crown that thou bast won.
Now let thy heart, that ever beat
Responsive to thy children's call,
Be filled with heavenly pulses sweet
That from the angel chorus fall.
And let thy hands that knew no rest,
From sun to sun through many years,
Lie still upon thy peaceful breast
Nor wipe again the fount of tears.
And weary feet that walked so long
The rugged way that mothers tread,
Go, walk those heavenly paths among
Where faithful souls are comforted.

0 mother, angel in disg·uise,
Thy garment thou hast laid aside
And op'ed the gate of paradise,
Through love and labor glorified!
-G. W. Crofts.
ROUND SHOULDERS SQUARED.
A STOOPING figure and a halting galt, accompanied by the unavoidable weakness of lungs
incidental to a narrow chest may be entirely cured
by a very simple ancl easily performed exercise
of raising one's self upon the toes leisurely in a
perpendicular position several times daily. To
take this exercise properly one must take a perfectly upright position, with the heels together
and toes at an angle of forty-five dt-grees. Then
drop the arms lifelessly by the sides, animating
and raising the chest to its full capacity muscularly, the chin well drawn in, and the crown of
the head feeling asH attached to a string suspended from the ceiling above. Slowly rise up
on the balls of both feet to the greatest possible
height, thereby exercising all the muscles of the
legs and body; come again into standing position without swaying the body bac,, ward out of
the perfect line. Repeat this s~ exercise first
on one foot then on the other. It is wonderful
what a straightening out power this exercise has
upon round shoulders and crooked backs, and
one will be surprised to note how soon the lungs
begin to show the effect of such expansive development.-Fami(y Doctor.
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There is a theory 1 erroneous but
thal work lowers the social standing
and hence women dread to
template its necessity until forced to
and
are seldom fitted to work welL Surely there are
facts enough to show that first-rate wor:H~r workers lose no caste. A good
a ,,uccessful
F.DITED BY SISTER "~~'RANCES.''
artist, a capable teacher, a profld~nt in any profession, not only holds the same nmk
man
"Her presence lends its warmth and health
To all who como before it.
of equal ability and success, but she d,Jes not
If women lost us Eden, snch
sink below the level of her former peers, enjoyAs she alone restore it.,
ing a rather certain added prestige. Doubtless
there is work and work, and women
at times
WOMEN HELPING WOMEN.
lose rank through the neccosdty of working, be-WHILE a certain class of women are somewhat
cause their social position, like that o:f men, denoisily exerting themselves on the platform and
pends upon the kind of labor vvbich they c,m perthrough the press to benefit their fellows, and
form. Yet even here nothing succeeds like
very possibly are doing a certain amount of good
success, and a ·woman noted as an unequnled pie
by such means, there are others who have come
mak~\" earns a repute she would not have enjoyed
more practically and more directly to the help of , as an indifferent and unsuccessful artist-a repute
womankind. The ladies who, neariy five years
not accorded, it is safe to say, to a man who
ago, established the Exchange for Women's
should adopt the same career.
Work, left to others the duty of prompting woIn aiding women to discover their owr> capamen's rights, and simply set themselves the task
bilities, it is by no means in variably the case that
of discovering women's capabilities. "What can
the Exchange relegates them to a career inferior
you women do, one and all, who need to work?"
to that they would have chosen. Long practice
was their question; and their counsel, "Do it
in judging of the quality of work bas m2.de the
with all your might; do your best work, and
tnanagers of this association? who are vvo:nen of
leave it to us to see thal the public gets such
culture and capacity, very quick to detect indicabenefit as you are able to confer, and that you in
tions of talent even in !nferl.;r work, ":\nd in
return receive the money-value of your work."
such cases their influence in showing the artist
In the four and a half yc:ars of its career, the Exher faults and stimulating her to seek a thorough
change has thus distributed eighty-two thousand
training, is of no less value than their other serdollars among consigners, the number of whom
vice in bringing the obscure but capable woman
may now be counted by hundreds, in all parts of
into communication with those who need her
the United States, Canada, Mexico and England.
work. The _influence of the Exchange is to teach
This task of discovering the capabilities of inthe lesson which all women need to learn who
dividuals is perhaps one of the most useful to
would be successful workers--that accurate
which these women could have set themselves.
knowledge and careful training are needed by
It has been abundantly proved that women can
the women no less than by H.e men; and that
work, and can work well: but as they have selthoroughness and completeness dignify labor of
dom been trained to any one especial occupation,
whatever order, as well as the man or woman
it is always a problem in the case of the individuwho performs H.-Selected.
al what she can best do-a problem which includes the two factors of her capacity and the
MEMORY TEXTS FOR SEPTEMBER.
local demand. One woman who thought that
First Thursday, D. G sec. I I.
her gift was for teaching the harp and piano has
Second Thursday, D. C 95: 3found it to lie in making fine buiscuit. Another,
Third Thursday, Ps. 67.
doubtless fairly well educated and accomplished,
Fourth
r Nc-phi 7: 4·
can earn more by making Canton flannel "Jum-

~No Credit for moneys received on subscription will
appear on the Colored Address Label of the Herald
for this issue, as no changes have been made, ex..
cept in case of persons desiring a change in P.O. address.
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bos" than by anv more artistic 'employment.
The homely arts of pie and cake making, pickling and preserving, have been found in many
cases to be very lucrative; and as their practice
may often have caused the withdrawal of an
equivalent quantity of trashy, so-called art-work
from the market, it has proved a double benefit.
The amount of financial aid actually returnt>d
to women by this society is not to be measured
by the sum which has been distributed by it. As
its greatest service has, possibly, frequently enabled women to discover their true capabilities,
it must naturally have followed that the work
then performed by them, being thoroughly good
of its kind and u;eful, has often found a market
nearer home. Probably half of the women who
began by making the Exchange the medium for
bringing their wares to market have _sooner or
later achieved a local celebrity in their especial
line, and ha#created, if it had not existed before, a demand for their work.
This point of capability is of vital importance
to the whole question of women's work, both as
to profit and as to its effect upon her social status.

G. F. Simmons, Hattie H. Simmons, Samtwl H.
Simmons and Letty Constance, Cameron,
Sr. Carrie
Portland, Oreg.... , , . . . . • . . .
....... , ....... 2
Sr. Webb,
Sr. Bernice Webb,
Oreg... . ........ l
Sr. C. Haskell, Palouse,
... _......... , . 2
Sr. Mary Burnett,
Iowa ......... , .
Sr. Alice Ashley, Lower Lake, Cal. ......... ,
........ , .. _ . 7
Sr. Carrie Sund. Portland,
Sr. Hannah and Elizabeth
An~:us, Ia,. _1
Sr. Lorinda Lewis, Deek
3
Sr. Sarah Littlewood,
Sr. Ellen Albertson, Frazee
Minn ...... _
A sister,
Iowa .......... _ .. , ._ ..... __ 2
~=
l..A.MONl,

00
50
50
00
00
68
50
00
00
00
60
28
00

Danecr, Lamoni, Iowa.

HIGHLAND Co., Ohio, July 4th.
Dear Sisters oj the Home Column:-I esteem it
a duty as well as a pleasure to say few words
in favor of the cause I love.
know that God
is working in these iast days just as he tells us he
would in his scriptur<"scan say 1 know this
work is of Him, for I have had testimonies
the

truthfulness oit it in healing and in prayer. If
we put our trust in God, who is our helper in
time of need, ·:'le will not turn us away empty.
I
not express the thankfulness I feel to my
heavenly Father for sparing my life to hear the
gospel in its fulness and purity. Our hearts
have been made to rejoice in the last three weeks
by hearing the V<rord preached to us again by L.
R. Devore and T. J. Beatty. They are noble
workers for the truth, and are loved by the Saints
here and also have many warm friends among
those not in the church. Ever praying for the
welfare of Zion, I remain your sister ln hope of
eternal life,
C. WEST.
SISTERS, LOOK HERE.
KNox, Ind., July zzd.
For ease and facility in washing clothes I offer
the following: Take one half pound of lime
(either air slacked or unslacked) pour two gallons
of boiling water over it, stir weii, set away and
let settle clear. Pour off the liquid carefully.
Take two pounds sal soda, pour on two gallons
of boiling water; when dissolved add one pint of
turpentine. Mix the ingredients and about three
galions of fluid will be the result. Pour into
wash water. One pint of fluid wili be sufficient
for a large washing. The above will cleanse the
water, loosen the dirt in the clothing and render
washing easy and so quickly done as to surprise
you. Your sister,
MARY PRETTYMAN,
ANCHORAGE, Texas, July 12.
Dear Sister Frances :-Something has been
whispering to me for some time to write to the dear
"Column" again, b•.1t fearing my inability to write
any thing worth the space it would take, and
having the sundry duties devolving upon a mother to see to, with a little five months' old babe to
care for, has deterred me from writing before;
but I will try to be as the poor widow, who threw
in her mite, will do the best I can and leave the
result with God. But really, now that I have
begun, do not know what I shall write about;
but feel that I owe you, dear sister, at least an effort to express my gratitude for your great kindness towards me, and to let you know that my
interest in the cause we love so dearly has not
weakened in the months passed, but has grown
stronger. The Lord has greatly blessed me in
many ways, and when I think of his matchless
goodness and mercy towards tis children, feel
how little we have done to merit his blessings,
yet he is merciful and slow to anger, and looks
into the hearts and circumstances of each of his
poor struggling children, and is always ready to
reach out a loving hand to help and lift up those
who cry to him for aid. But, my sisters, we must
not depend entirely upon the Lord, for although
he is ready to help us out of all our troubles and
to aid us to overcome a!l of our sins, yet He
would not have us stand idly by and depend upon
him, without an effort on our part to extricate
ourselves. No, we must use our utmost endeavors, and at the same time a~k and look to him
for help. The admonition of our Savior to his
disciples was, ''\Vatch and pray." vVhat are we
to watch for? Are we not to watch ourselves,
that we be not overcome by our own faults and
weaknesses, and the vexations that occur daily
to every motlvor and especially those of large
families? There are so many calls for mamma,
and so many little troubles and disturbances for
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mamma to settle; so many little aches and pains
for mamma to administer to. Who else could
soothe and comfort as she? All this, with her
her various household duties to perform without
help, is it a wonder that we sometimes become
fretful and nervous, and allow ourselves to become impatient? This, then, is what we must
watch, that we do not give way to hasty and
harsh words, although spoken thoughtlessly and
without real meaning, yet nevertheless they are
hurtful and cruel to our loved ones, for whom we
would undergo any amount of suffering and privation. We might be constantly on our knees,
asking God to help us to overcome all these faults,
but unless we were earnestly striving and watching the advance of each temptation, that we might
the more readily and easily resist the evil, it
would profit us nothing, for the Lord requires a
willing and ready mind to serve him and is not
pleased with one who is not ready at least to help
fight the battles of life, neither desiring to sail
along easily without any crosses, that our tempers be not tried. My dear sisters, how are we
to ever gain strength, but by crosses that we have
bravely borne and overcome? These little crosses
if rightly borne will but refine us, cleanse us
from all dross. Every time that we overcome or
resist evil, gives strength for the next conflict,
and if we continue to resist victory will soon be
ours. Not that we will be freed from trials, no;
they will continue as long as life lasts, to some
extent, for it is necessary that we be now and then
tried in some form. The dear Savior permits
this as a trial of our faith. How much greater
will be the joy of one who has been faithful and
willing to stem the tide, rough or smooth, than
the one who has sailed along on an even sea,
without a ripple or any snags to impede his progress? The one has fought a good fight, the
other has simply drifted with the tide. To be sure,
each will receive their reward. When thl? Lord
has tried, or suffered us to be tried, until he sees
we are determined to serve him, let the way be
rough or smc.oth, then he lightens our burdens,
aids us in our eftorts to serve him, blesses us with
his Spirit, and encourages us from time to time,
as he in his wisdom sees we need. Oh how encouraging it is to know we have such a loving,
faithful guide over life's rugged way! If any
think their troubles are greater than they can
bear, ,and that none others have to struggle for
the right under such trying circumstances as
they; let them remember that they have not yet
resisted unto blood, and the greater the trials and
tribulations, the greater will be their exaltation
in the sweet bye and bye. The Saints here, I think,
are growing spiritually, and seem willing to put
their shoulders to the wheel and push on the
good work. But oh, how sadly we are in need of
laborers, those who are duly alf!thorized to preach'
the word! We were in hopes of getting more
help from the conference, but alas, we were disappointed, and our Luch esteemed brother I. N.
Roberts was removed to another field of labor,
and our South-western Mission is left without a
president. It may be that most of the Saints are
like we are, too poor to aid the ministry much.
Our worthy young brother Johnny is still battling
for the cause, and doing much good, but can not
possibly fill all the places. Father Kuykendall,
the president of the branch at Oakwood, is growing old and infirm, and c.an do little outside of the
)_)ranch. His labors are well received by the

branch, also those of Br. Murry. We are living
fifteen miles from the branch and receive little
benefit derived from their meetings; but the
Lord is with us here, and blesses uB in our efforts
to do good. My husband, A. B. Kuykendall, has
not been idle, but has done much good in distributing tracts and conversation; has effected an
opening a few miles below us, where a house
with a good sized congregation awaits to hear
the glad tidings, with no one to occupy. Bro.
John Currie has promised to come as soon as he
can. The field is white and ready to harvest, but
the laborers are few. Sisters, let us pray the
Lord to send more laborers into his vineyard.
Ever praying for the spread of the truth, I am
as ever, in sister] y love.
MARY DELL KuYKE:-fDALL.

MALAD CITY, Idaho, Aug. 3d.
Bro, W. W. Blair:-Bro. R, J. Anthony and I
arrived here at 4: 45 p, m., yesterday after one of
the hottest and dustiest drives I ever made. The
wind was directly astern and the whole broad
road a dry dust bed whence the horses stirred up
a cloud thai: would at times hide them from sight;
and until by chance a little turn, or a puff of
wind would set it aside, it was stifling. Bro. Anthony wore a black coat, and when we got here
he looked more like a Montana "mule whacker"
than like a respectable preacher-which he is.
But by dint of shaking, sweeping, brushing and
ever blessed water, we got rid of enough of Utah
and Idaho soil to see out and put in some supper
at the Hon. John Lewis' good mansion, under
charge of Mrs. Hon. John Lewis, and little Kitty,
her factotum. I went to bed at a little after ten
on a comfortable straw bed fron~ which I had
begged Sr. Lewis to take the feather bed, though
Sr. Nicholas and she could not see how I could
stand it to sleep on the straw. I slept "the sleep
of the just," notwithstanding the local bishop of
the Brighamite camp had circulated the story
that had beea to Bro. \VoodrUJI for the "keys
of the priesthood." The last thing on my mind
before sleep overshadowed my brain was the
thought,-"What a blessed thing it is that Bro.
Anthony can go to sleep so quickly!" He snored
loudly within two minutes after he blew the light
out.
It is with pleasure I write you that the good
folks cf Vvi!!ard, where Bro. Asahel Thorn lives,
gave us the use of their meeting room, lighted
the lamps, rang the bell, and sang for us for last
Wednesday an.d Thursday evenings. On the
first evening I tried to show why we should take
the written word, from Doctrine and Covenants,
-"Thou shalt take the things which are written
in my scriptures," etc. It may be that I wandered
a little, as one man remarked that some thought
I "wandered ab~)ut some."
But on Thursday
evening I affirmed our view of marriage, monogamic, and the same man said 1,hat I "stuck to
the text." I was as short, precise and clear as I
could be; avoiding anything that could be construed to be harsh. One woman remarked
in sh;ter Littlewood's hearing, "It was all
balderdash.
There are as good women in
polygamy as out of it; and polygamous wives,,
are not concubines!"
I had not said one
word concerning the character of either wives,
or plural wives, - was treating of the doc-
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trine, and that only. It so happens, however,
that Sr. Littlewood has seen and felt the evils,
disabilities, and wrongs of that condition, and is
from both observation and experience qualified
to speak of it-and she did just giv~ that woman
a taste of an English woman's tongue in good
earnest.
The attention both nights was good and respectful, the last night almost painfully so. Two
of Anson Call's sons were out both evenings.
Bishop Facer was out the first night, One of the
Call's had two wives, one, the first, died. In conversation with him Br. Thorn suggested that he
had an opportunity to put himself right on the
record by now lawfully marrying the remaining
wife. At first he would not hear to it; but thinking it over he changed front, and he and a Mr.
Wood who happened to be similarly situated,
took their companions before a Justice of the
Peace and were by him married. I thought, but
I may have been making a mistake, that this
particular Ca11 looked sad and as if in deep
thought, while his wife, who was present with a
babe in her arms, looked pleased and jubilant.
May God help her to feel as an honest wife
does!
I can not complain of the treatment given me
at Willard. Br. Thorn and his companion have
been doing a good work by precept and example.
The tracts, "One 'Nife or Many," were taken
freely from the hands of Brn. Anthony, Thorn,
and Littlewood. The package of a hundred
melted like wax. It wili do its work. The same
thing occurred at our last Sunday night service
in Ogden in the Pavilion, at which we had a
good audience and excellent attention. Mr.
Peery was present, and it is reported was well
pleased.
No one questior.ed me-they had
enough of that the Sunday before. Bro. Anthony
took up a collection, receiving enough to pay the
expense of the Pavilion and sixty cents over.
We hear of several who are anxious that we shall
hold more meetings in Ogden.
The new Tabernacle here, at Malad, remains
in the unfinished state it has been in for years.
It is thought that many of those who here
nominally left (he church to vote, will stay ottt.
Yours,
JosEPH SMITH.

CLINTON, Mo., August sth.

Bro. W. W. Blair :-Many of the Saints and
friends have written me in regard to this section
of the country. I would say for their informa"'tion, also for others, that the Southwest Missouri
Immigration Society have obtained half fare
rates for the round trip over most all the leading
railroads. These low rates are called "Harvest
Excursion rates of Southwest Missouri." Tickets will be good for thirty days from date issued,
and will be sold on the following dates: August
6th and 2oth, September 10th and 24th, and October 8th. Clinton is one of the most northern
points to which ticket8 can be obtained, and parties would do well to buy tickets to this point as
there are a number of cross railroads leading out
from here to other parts of the state.
If any should want papers, maps, or directions
about coming they will please drop me a line at
once a'nd such will be mailed to them. None
should fail to take advantage of these low rates
if they wish to see southwest Missouri.
Your brother,
D. C. WHITE.
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BANDERA, Texas, July 23d.
Dear Herald:- We have just closed one of the
best conferences ever held in the district. Notwithstanding the adverse circumstances under
which we came together, the excessive rainfall
and high water made it look to us that our conference would be a failure in spite of all human
.efforts. This indeed was sorrowful to contemplate, for all had been looking forward to that
time with pleasing expectations. The time, however, for conference came, (as does all other time
whether we be ready or not), with the Medina
river out of its banks, farms overflowed, and grain
and fences of many swept away. These were
some of the obstacles over which we had to ride
in order to reach conference. Sunday morning
following the commencement of conference
found the waters somewhat abated, so much so
that people began to cross. By Monday night all
was moving out nicely for conference. A good
many, however, were unable to get there, high
water and damage to fencing and crops being, I
am satisfied, the hindering cause. However, a
fair representation from most parts of the district
was had.
Conference began the night of July sth and
continued both night and day until the rsth with
perfect peace and harmony, not a dissenting voice
in all the business done; the outsiders even
seemed to never grow weary of our meetings,
but seemed anxious to see and learn more of the
truth. Most of fhe time was occupied in preaching and prayer-meeting services, as it only required about one day to transact the business
necessary to be done, and in those meetings the
good Master blest his people to that extent that
all present were made to feel the power of God,
and seemed to join in praising his holy name.
We also saw his promises verified on this occasion, which were, if we lived faithful there wouid
be an ingathering of souls at Pipe Creek ere long.
This we saw fulfilled to the very letter, for at or
near the close of our meeting, seven precious
souls were buried in the waters of baptism and
arose to walk in newness of life. This number
added to the five already in that vicinity will be
enough to organize a branch, so soon as it is the
will of the great Commander-in-Chief that it
should be done. And thus you see God is moving out with the people even of Western Texas,
where the work has been so long at a stand still.
VVe feel to thank God for all things, but especially do we thank him for sending among us
men of such untiring zeal as Bro. I. N. Roberts
and Bro. John Currie, who have continued their
efforts in this western country until the truth begins to dawn upon the minds of the people, and
the honest investigator is made to cry out, almost
In bitter anguish of his soul, "Is it possible that
these Mormon people have got the truth!'' A
people even thought to be un-Christlike in every
thing by the professed followers of Christ to-day.
Surely, surely, God moves in a mysterious way
his wonders to perform! 0, that we as a people
of the Most High could live upon our knees, as it
were, that we might be instruments in his hands
to help roll on this grand and glorious work in
which we have enlisted, ever bearing in mind
that prayer in humility and faith unlocks the
door of his blessings to his people. May God
continue to bless and strengthen his people, inasmuch as they are faithful here and elsewhere,
is the prayer of a feeble worker.
0. D. JOHNSON.

PAPEETE, Tahiti, June 12th.
Bro. 'foseph:-I suppose that some at least of
the readers of the Herald are desirous of rceadng
of the state of affairs here. If my coming e>ere
in r885 was as you wrote once "opportune and
timely," it is evidently as much o in our return.
The offer of a piece of land by the king, 2.nd the
building of a church upon the land, while e>.hlbiting the friendliness of the king, has proved a
snare to many, because this friendship has caJsed
a number to lose their senses almost. To b'~ invited to the king's table, and to sit. down and talk
with him is by them considered such a h1gh
honor that tney are completely dazed and so
much under the influence of the king, that no
matter what he might ask them to do, they would
do it regardless of whatsoever law of God they
would be required to disobey. I do not say that
the king would command them to disregard the
church laws, knowingly, but like most klnr;s of
ancient and modern days, he thinks that to gratify his wishes and administer to his amusement
is the chief business of his subjects.
It is the universal custom here for all o [the
'upper ten' to have wines and liquors on their
tables at every meal, and the 'under milliorc' are
not disposed to reject an invitation to partake.
While it is considered no offense to refuse, yet it
is thought to be courteous and sociable to t~;ke a
glass, at least.
The church at Papaoa, three miles from town,
was dedicated on May 3rst. The next day a
priest and a female singer got dead drunk, and a
number of others drank wine. The two former
were promptly silenced, while the others were
denied the sacrament. There is also an lnd;;cent
dance which outsiders indulge in, and whkh is
pemitted on the king's grounds. To take part in
the dance will lose an officer his iiceme, 10 attend it or witness it three times will depdvc any
one of the right to partake of the sacrament, and
if persisted in will result in loss ol: office. It ls
hard for them to kl'ep from seeing what is p:aced
almost under their eyes. These and
things
have bul one result, and that is, f
:torbid
the church to locate on the grounds of the king,
or else suffer them to be continual:iy exposed to
temptation. To do the former
y anger him,
and he may refuo;e to give us a deed for the land
on which the church is located, or see one after
another lose office and membership because of
their yielding to temptation. Inasmuch as there
are over two hundred of the church here from
the Paumotu Islands, aud as the king desires
them all to live in his houses, and eat the fruit
of his trees without cost, the tern pta !ions reach
many more than the one adjacent branch called
Tarona. So fearful are many of losing their offices, that they avoid the temptations by staying
in Papeete. I know what the king's wisht"S are
in regard to their stopping on his lands at Papaoa,
yet how can I command :hem to go where they
will be tempted to break the laws of the church.
So you can see how I am situated.
The Tarona branch had the church built on
the land before I had got back here, so I could
n<:>t prevent the building of it, and thus avoid
the trouble, which has only begun. The church
was not dedicated sooner because
would not
consent to it until the debt was paid, or assumed
by members of the church, for I could not see
what right we had to take the property of outsiders, or of the o·wners of the rr1aterials of -vvhich

the church was built, and dedicate that property
to the Lord. Where a building committee are
personally responsible for the material, and they
consent to the dedication, it is another matter.
To make a dedication feast of which the king
and his family and chiefs, etc., with a half dozen
or so white people partook, with some two hundred of the church, and their families and friends;
to make this feast I say, caused about twenty five
men of Tarona, Ziona and Matea branches to
run about five hundred dollars in debt for food,
and for pots, pans, dishes, knives and forks.
They can not pay this debt and live beside, under ten months. For us to stay here during
that period will be simply impos-,ible, for we can
get no help frmn these branches" We must,
therefore, go to the Paumotus as soon as possible, and to do this and leave these people without our watchcare means that most of them v'lill
go to the dogs, unless of course the Lord will interfere. The ldng's enmity would be unpleasant,
and to some extent distressing; while his friendship may lead to disruption of the church here
in Tahiti and Maatea. Of course if he was a religious, or pious man, and a temperance believer
-or not addicted to strong drink, it, might be
vastly different; but when under the influence of
wine, he is liable to require of the brethren and
sisters most extravagant and unlawful acts. To
be near them, and to watch over them, I have
had a mission house built near the new church,
using every penny that was given me on my return here, (one hundred and eighty dollars); and
about two hundred more is to be raised. This
money which
my own of course is given to
the church, because I can not sell the house and
get my money back, and I donbt if any one will
think that the church ought to refund what I
have expended in property, which they and not
myself will own. There was a small house at
Ziona, but it is over a fourth of a mile to drinking water, which had to be carried up hill the
entire distance. At Papaoa the water is not half
so far, and the ground is level.
I had hoped ths.t a missionary and wife would
have reached here by this time, and so had an
extra room built for their accommodation. The
mission house will cost about four hundred and
fifty dollars; the debt will be paid by the different branches. Now what is going to be done by
the church in
to this mission? Am I to
be kept here the remainder of my life? The
church will go to destruction if there is not a
missionary here to continually be with the
church, and watch over them. Let some one be
sent at once, to travel around with me, and get
acquainted with the language, before I am called
to leave< It does not require a learned man here,
but an earnest, temperate, firm and patient man;
and one who can learn the langurge readily.
Father Hawkins is too old and infirm to travel
as a man must do here. He is a great help to
me when he can be where I am.
There are in every branch a dozen or so of
first rate people who are willing to try to do the
will of God, and while many are not worth much,
yet these who are worthy must be nourished.
There are many men who could fill this mission
as well, and even better than I can. Such ones
as you believe the Spirit of God to suggest as
suitable ones for this field, I am willing to accept.
What I meant in my letter to conference, that I
would vdsh to know before any are sent, who
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they are, is this, viz: I have been written to bv '
There ought to be two elders or seventies sent
some v.,rho seen1 anxious to co1ne here, and I beM
to New Zealand. I will keep that song ringing
licve them to be unfit for this field, to-.· certain
the ears of the church until it is attended to.
reasons; yet they, doubtless, would suit other
I wish that such members of the church as are
fields. I thought that they might
appointed;
in the Sandwich Islands will correspond with me
if so, I wished to know it before they were sent.
at once. Send me their names and address.
Is it not time that I had received at least one
I have no objection to any one whom you and
.Bro. Blair feel justified in appointing Under
lierai'd for this year? I have not seen one of
the decision of General Conference held at Stewmy own since January rst; nor one of the
Autmn;z [,eaves. We receive also one or two letartsville in r884-, you and the bishop, with my·
ters each mail from our friends. We an; grateful
self were authorlzed to arrange for one or more
for newsp~_pers sent, which, however, for some
missionaries for thi& field. I do not see, therecause have falled to reach us. It encoumges us
fore, why you and the bl8hop may not send some
greatly to be thus kindly remembered by the
one as soon as one can be found. And I do most
office and by our friends in general. We can ocearnestly urge that some one can be found at
once.
casionally borrow an American paper, even if it
I want to leave this field by the end of the year.
is couple of months old. If we are remembered
I want to leave for the Paumotus in a couple of
as mqch in the prayers of the church as we are
weeks. If it is at all possible, let one reach here
otherwise; we will have a most successful misbefore the end of August, so they can get to
sion here. Can the Prayer Union have time to
Manihi by the October conference. They could
pray ·[or us occasionally?
not reach there if they came on the vessel which
Your brother in Christ,
leaves San Francisco on the first of September,
T. w. SMITH.
as it would not reach Papeete till the last of September, and most iikely not before the 5th or 6th
of October. It would take a week to reach
STOCKDALE, Texas, August rst.
Bro. Blair:-\Ve had a good conference at
Manihi.
I may leave Manihi after the conference and
Pipe Creek. Baptized seven. One of them said
go to Hao, which is six hundred miles east,
she -;wuld come and set us afire. The fire burned
where we have never been yet. The branches
the oiher way.
on the Paumotus are in quite fair condition. It
The debate is over and am satisfied with reis the branch at Tarona, and the one at Maatea
sults. Mr. Z. Brooks committed himself, and
where Satan has his seat. The former may be
after
debate closed, I showed the people his
illustrated in some respects by the church at
false c::olors. Hundreds attended the discussion.
Laodicea, while the latter resembles in a great
I am safe in saying those who do not belong to
measure, Pergamos of. old. The former were
either church represented by the disputants give
very heady and high-minded, hut they had been
us the·' victory
a large majority, and some of
humbled to the dust.
the Campbellites say now, he was not the man to
There has been a new branch formed at Papaoa
represent them. Their representatives are too
--composed of members from Tarona, and Ziona
old or too young, most all the time.
branches. Metuaore is president.
After the
Last Sunday I went to High Prairie schooldedication of the church at Papaoa, TeriirH, the
house to Hll an appointment; was locked out,
president of Tarona branch died. He was aged
but I preached under some trees, and several
and afflicted. He was told by prophecy through
men buHt an arbor yesterday, and I begin meetHelen that he should not die before he had seen
ings 1here to-night.
Lovers of free thought and liberty say I should
the white people of Papeete :meet from time to
have a house to preach in, and the prmpectg are
time in the church at Tarona, which was then
good, at present, for the building of a house.
just being commenced. I preached but once in
it before I left for Australia, but since our return
We tave no organization here, but a few memI have preached a number of times, and having
bers and many friends. Thos<e friends are mixed
seen the prophecy fulfilled, he passed away. A
in their bellef-some Baptists, Campbellites,
new man has been seleeted named Tioto, or Nui,
Methodists, Catholics, etc., etc. Forty dollars
for president of that branch, but ther·e is not anhave been subscribed up to date for the house.
Those helping
it can be deeded to the church,
other man among the natives who can fill the
and when we are not using it we must let other
place of TeriiriL He held sevenll badges and a
denominations preach in it. Of course that suits
gold medal from the French Government for his
free hearted people. I do hope it wll! not be a
services against the New Caledonians, and was a
man of much wisdom. The Fre!1ch Goverfail me- The Saints in Bandera county are doing
nor, and the king attended his funeraL
very well~ and the vvork there is 1nov~ng onward
I am glad
the ccnferenc appointed Bro.
unde·:· the wise efforts of Brn. L. L. 'Wight and
'Wight in charge of the Australian mission, for I
T. J. Sheppard. Fil.ther is here with me.
have enough to see to here.
I believe that
I 2m feel!ng a little tired; have spoken fiftya mistake has been made in not ordering the
eight times from June zoth to July 26th. I do
ordination of Bro. Butterworth to the office
not travel much, and I can not say I see very
of a seventy.
He will be severely handirourrh Hmes; but I have had some serious
ca.pped without that office.
work will be
thoughts in the past few days, for there is some
greatly impeded by keeping him simply an elder.
talk of crowd being formed to whip me. But
There were plenty of •,~Vise men
the conference
I hope i.t will not be the case, for r think I got
without doubt, but they do nol: understand the
enough of that when l was a boy; and, as Paul
Australian mission by great odds. Jt would have
says, I :.-,ave put away childish things.
been a great help to Bro. Butterworth, and he is
After the debate closed many of \Vilson counfully qualified for the office; hat I did my duty
ty's :eading men gathered around me and gave
in recommending him, the
must
me to understand they would see me have fair
rest on other shoulders than mine,
play. The Ioes can accomplish their desires but

in one way, and that is "on the sly." I do not
know who the parties all are, but from what I
learn, those in favor of it are mixed in size and
belief, and are of hoth sexes. Many substantial
friends are ready to "rr1ix it with them."
I was sorry to l1ear of Bro. Roberts' sick ness.
Hope he will soon be at work again. We do
miss him so much.
Ever praying for Zion's
welfare and believing-"God will safely keep His people,
Ever be His name adored:
He makes all things work together,
Por their good who love the Lord.,

Yours in gospel bonds,
J. A. CuRRIE,

Jun.

MIDDLETOWN, Ohio, Aug. '7th.

Bro. Blair:-I arrived here the 25th of July
and held meetings on the z6th, 28th and 29!h in
Middletown, but there were not many out to hear.
It seems that the people are who ley given over to
somethings of a sensational nature, but we have
tried to do our duty. There are some good Latter Day Saints here and in Amanda, notably Bro.
and Sr. Jones, Bro. and Sr. Wien and Bro. Richard Williams and wife. May their zeal never
grow less in this work! We met last Sunday
with the Saints and tried to encourage them to
duty and they are going to try to keep up their
meeUngs. May God's Spirit be with them, for
without the Spirit we are none of his.
The work here has been neglected and I can
not see why a good work can't be done !Jere; but
it will take time and wisdom to accomplish much.
We have been laboring in Crawford and Perry •
counties all Spring. The work is gaining there.
We met with a with a warm reception where we
had our debate last Spring in the shape of a
bundle of switches with a warning; the final and
last argument of Babylon. We feel to rejoice in
the work, having confidence in the ultimate triumph of the same.
More anon,
V. D. BAGGLEY.
PoMONA, CaL, July soth.

Br. TV. W. Blair :-Pomona has seven Saints,
my father and mother, (Mr. and Mrs. E. C.
Brown), Bro. and Sr. Crane, myself and wife and
a new member, for which we thank God. My
brother's wite sought long and earnestly for the
church which taught the gospel truth. A Methodist lady did her best to convince her of the truth
of their doctrine, but they had got too far from
the truth, and now that she could not convince
her of their honesty in teaching what they do,
and worse still, leaving undone what they ought
to do in the way of teaching the gospel plan.
The lady herself seems very much dissasisfied
with some of their teachings, especially since one
of their sanctified sisters told her if she wanted
to be sanctified to get up and say she was sanctified, and that was all there was about it. Probably she thinks that the testimony so often hea;d
that they are so filled with the Holy Ghost, and
yet having no visible signs or manifestation of
the same, is as hypocritical as to make ones self
sanctified by saying so. I do pray God for her
that he1· heart and eyes and understanding may
be opened to receive the gospel once delivered to
the Saints; for I think her a good, earnest,
thoughtful woman, and one who could do good
if she was led into the truth; but there is so
much that is hard to believe; that I can see that
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nothing but the answer to prayer ever led me to
lay aside prejudices as strong as men can hold; .but
when I went to God and said if he had a pe.ople
on the earth and would make them known to me
I would obey the gospel, whether that congregation numbered two or tens of thousands, and my
prayers W<'re answered in a way that left not the
least possible room for doubt, and it was strange,
very strange, that I found the truth among those
I despised most, understanding them the least.
I meet many here who ask earnestly in regard
to our teaching and doctrine, and I do all I can
to set the truth before them. Manv seem perfectly soul-sick of hypocritical doctrine, and to
them the doctrine taught as of old has something
solid, sound, tangible, which they can lay hold
of, a standard around which all can rally, and
which has twice been lost by adding to or taking
away; and I thank God some are willing to obey
the law as he gave it. Yours in bonds,
T. S. BROWN.

Dow CITY, Iowa, August 1st.
Dear Herald:-According to the instructions
from Bro. Lambert, I consulted Bro. C. E. Buttermorth with regard to what part of the mission
to begin labor in, and it was decided that I should
labor in the northern part. Accordingly I started
out on the r7th of April, having arrived at home
from conference on the r4th, and stopped at the
North Coon branch four days, speaking three
times to attentive listeners. From there I went
to Auburn, where I remained for nearly three
\veeks, speaking as often as I could get openings
in town and surrounding school-houses.
While I was holding meetings at a schoolhouse about five miles from Auburn, and at the
close of one of our meetings, a young man wanted
me to bring some one to whom he could give a
dose of poison, and if it didn't kill the party taking it he "would beiieve."
From here, in company with brother and sister
Carroll, brother Carroll taking his team, I went
across the coun';-y to Rolfe, about sixty miles. On
the way we stopped over night with the family
of Mr. and Mrs. Chideler who were burned in
April. The way it came about was this: They
had started to town (Manson), Mr. Chideler
smoking his pipe. They had scarcely got one
mile from home when he knocked the ashes out
of his pipe on the wagon stake. In a very short
time, hnd without warning to them, the flames
burst out between them catching the clothing of
Mrs Chideler, it having previously been burning
hay in the wagon. Mr. Chideler made ever effort in his power to extiguish the flames and ~ave
his wife, but to no purpose; all he could do was
to stand back and watch his dear companion burn
to death. He did not give up until he was burned
so badly that the flesh would hang in strings
from his hands.
I simply make mention of this for the benefit
of smokers and all who say, "You can't set anything on fire with tobo:cco sparks;" or, "I never
had any such accident and I have smoked for a
great many years." No! Nor did Mr. Chideler
until this time. His cry was, "How can I ever
face my children; I have burned their mother to
death!" He lived one week after his companion
and then went to his long home.
At Rolfe we stopped at Bro. RE'ed's, where I
made my home rcwst of the time while in that
vicinity. Thanks for kindness received.

THE SAI
I paid a brief visit to Bro. Ford's near Rush
Lake and spoke once in that vicinity. From
there I went with Bro. Hartshorn, Sr. Smith, and
her son Elbert to their home near
where we held a few n1eetings. Leaving there I
came home to conference.
After conference, in company with Bro. Whiting, I started north, having been appointed to
that field by Bro. Derry. We held a two-days
meeting at Camp Creek, then went on to Rolfe,
where we lifted the gospel standard in town.
Held five meetings, Bro. Whiting doing n1o!'t of
the preaching. and was quite favorably rcce';ved
by some. We could not continue longer on account of the expense--two dollars per day for
hall rent.
At Auburn I baptized two sisters, which was
my first baptizing. At Rolfe I had the plea,_; me
of conducting six more into the kingdom. All,
I believe, will be instruments for good.
I met with the Saints at Coalvllle last Sunday.
Found them to be a noble people, as almost all
of the Saints are wherever I have been.
I am at home now. Came on the 29th ult.
Owing to the busy season among the farmers I
could not do much in that country. I expect to
be doing what I can in this vicinity for a few
weeks before going north again.
I pray God to bless all his people and to remember his ministry in particular.
Yours for the truth,
D. M. Runo.

to spend a short time with the Saints there, and
then start for home, which I hope to reach by
September 15th. My friends have all received
me kindly, but the evil one is classing me among
the Spiritualists and Christian Scientists; he is
not going to let the restored gospel be preached
without a struggle.
I have quite a number of our Church publications in circulation. Have four or five copies of
the Voice of Warning belonging to Br. Peters,
which are in great demand, and I wrote to Bro.
Dancer for a dozen more which have not arrived yet Expect them soon.
Your sister in Christ,
MRS. ALBERT PAGE.
LocKHARTVILLE, Nova Scotia,
July 29th.
Dear Heraid:-It gives me much pleasure to
read the letters from different branches of the
cht1rr·h. I am but a young soldier in this glorious work, but I know this is the true church of
God. I was baptized by Elder A. H. Parsons,
January 27th, r889, and confirmed by Elders A.
H. Parsons, H. H. Robinson and H. J. Davison.
My parents were baptized October 23d, and I
never felt satisfied until I obeyed. I feel that I
am very weak but my prayer is that strength
may be given me to overcome all temptation and
that I may become more worthy the name of a
Saint. Bro. and Sr. Davison are the only Saints
besides ourselves in this place, but there is quite
a branch about twenty-five miles from here. I
was over and stayed three weeks last Spring and
enjoyed my visit very much. They have a nice
little church and they had some splendid meetings whiie I was there. I had the pleasure of
seeing Bro. Parsons baptize ten, which gave much
encouragement. Bro. Davison preaches to us
quite often, but the most of our neighbors appear to be afraid of us and stay away; but I hope
that w!ll wear away away bye and bye· We take
Autumn Leaves and I think it just splendid. 'We
exchange with Bro. Davison for the Herald.
Asking an interest in the prayers of the Saints
that I may become strong, and ever praying for
the welfare of Zion, I am your sister in Christ,
MAUDE H. LAWRENCE.

PoRT GREVILLE, N. S., July 3oth.
Br. W. W. Blair :1 I am here, at Port Greville,
one of the loveliest places at this season of the
year that I was ever in. A party of us had planned to-day to go in a large sail-boat to Cape Split,
a distance of ten miles, on a picnic excursion, but
the rain is descending and Blomidon and the
Split are hidden from view, so we are obliged to
remain in doors, and I will embraee the opportunity to write to you. I received your reply to
my letter stating that you had sent it to the ".nissionary in charge. I hope it will be convenient
for an elder to come before I leave Nova Scotia,
for I could be of assis'iance in introducing him to
my friends; but he would receive welcome,. for
many have expressed a desire to hear our elders
preach. I have tried to give them an understandLoNDoN, Ontario, July r7th.
ing of our faith-a glimmmering of the glorious
Bro. W. W. Blair:- The London branch is in
truth, and they did not weary, but said, "I wish
better condition now than it has been for years.
you would talk and explain to us all night.''
On the I3th of June they had a grand entertain-Last week I had a dream that encouraged and
ment in the church and co!lected over seventystrengthened me. I thought I vvas at home in
eight dollars the same night. They have paid in
California and had been to Nova Scotia, and the
the last two months nearly one hundred and fifLord had blessed me and my efforts more th'm I
ty dollars on the church debt, and now have it
expected, and I awoke rejoicing. My dally
all paid oJJ. They have in the last year painted
prayer is that many, very many, will hear and
it inside and out. Brethren Howlett, Henobey the gospel in its purity and have light and
ley, Pugsley and Hardey are the officers of the
knowledge given them to accept !l; for r know
branch.
there are honest people here who are willing to
I am here at present. Will preach my first
accept truth.
sermon in London since October conference toI miss the fellowship of the Saints, but have
morrow. I have baptized eighteen since Generreceived testimony that I am remembered in
al Conference, thirteen of them at St. Thomas
their prayers, and when talking and bearing tes- ' during the past month. God has been with me
timony I have been blessed many times by the
and blessed me much of late. One young sister
Spirit, which brought "things to my rememthat has lately been baptized in St. Thomas has
brance," and I was shown what I did not underhad fits for years, and in one of our meetings
stand before, for which I thank my heavenly
she fell down and it took several men to hold
Father. I hope abnut the miudie of August to
her. We walked up to her and had just laid our
visit the Saints where Br. and Sr. Burton labored,
hand on her head when the Spirit of our Master
from there go to Boston; and if I· can find them,
came upon us and we rebuked the power and
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took her by the hand, told the others to let go of
her and she stood upon her feet as if nothing was
wrong. This has caused much talk. She was
previously a Roman Catholic . . . .
Another case: A young couple came to hear
me preach there. They only heard a few sermons when the lady took sick. The doctor
despaired of her life, and it was the worst case of
diphtheria he had ever witnessed. The husband
came and told me that his wife desired me to
administer to her. Bro. Strange and I went, administered to her, and she began to recover, and
just one week from that day I baptized the husband and wife. She never took a drop of medicine after the administration. So goes the good
work. Your brother,
R. C. EVANS.

-

-

-

under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.
ARTICLES

"HE THAT IS LEAST.''
"He that is least in the kingdom of Goa is
greater than he."-Luke 7: 28.

Who can the Savior have reference to in
the remarks at the head of this article as
greater than John the Baptist?
One who was least in the kingdom of
God! Who could that be? It is a question that can be solved only by the Spirit
of God; and the hope of understanding
the whys and wherefores of our Lord's
sayings springs up in the heart powerfully, sometimes, while
his precious
words, full of mystery to
who are not
endued with the wisdom that cometh from
above. Lord, help, that poor, puny man
may not be wise above that which is written-! I am constrained to write as I do
from reading the different ideas on the
plainest of scripture lessons. One would ..
be wise man tells us, that the least in the
kingdom of God implies that the nA,CW,<>o>
creature on earth who has
a
change of heart, that is, one who has been
born of God, as
term ; one who experiences religion according to the methods in vogue now,
nothing like
baptism of water, only
; in short,
a change of heart, that such greater than
John the Baptist who was more than a
prophet-for he was the especial messenger from God to announce the coming
King, to baptize him and to declare to
all men that the one he baptized was the
Lamb of God-the one to baptize with the
Holy Ghost.
I wish to ask, Who was in the kingdom
of God when this remark was made? I
argue that a citizen indeed of the kingdom
is one who has received the baptism of
water and of the Spirit, and I am not afraid
to state that Jesus Christ was one
holding that position when he made the
remark that heads this paper. I also believe him to be the greatest as well as the
least. The apostles had not received the
Holy Ghost up to this
except in a
very few instances;
instance,
when Peter confessed Christ he was told
that it was a revelation from the Father,
"and," says our Lord,
this rock I
-will build my church"
that I have

built, but] "I will build," (in the future).
I hear some one say, "He is going- too far,
altogether too far." But don't judge too
rasbJy; think well and long before you
decide against the writer. He reads the
same book you do; he goes to the same
throne of grace with you whoever you be,
and he would suffer anything, however
severe, rather than impute anything wrong
to Christ. But he will accept Jesus and
his words in preference to those of any
other. Now Christ said, "Except a man
be born of water and of the Spirit he can
not enter the kingdom of God." John
says, "The
Ghost was not yet g-iven
because Jesus was not yet glorified."- J esus tells his disciples before his departure
that
should be baptized with the Holy
Ghost not many days hence. And had
they been baptized before, a second baptism would not have been needed.
notice how often our Lord had
imtruct, warn and teach these
Every parable had to be explained, and some things that our Savior
told them they did not know then, but
would wl:en the Spirit oftruth should
And how easy for Peter on Penteand what a glorious sermon
when the Spirit of truth did
and not till then did he use
of
kingdom which Jesus said
give him at the time he made
confession.
Not g·ive them at that
but at some time future from that on
the confession was made.. Christ
retained the
I do not believe any
one can prove
the gospels that Peter
held the keys while the Savior was on
for there could be but one set of
and if Peter had them certainly Jethem to him, and he must have
when he denied his Sr:vior. But
the Spirit of God was absent
ever, from Peter. Now I think
all can see
the Lord referred to himseH when he said "he that is leRst in the
of God is greater than" John.
The least and the greatest, just as he could
be '"the root and ifspring of David."
There are many sayings of our Swier
that seem strange. One more will answer
for the present: "And no m_an hath ascended up to heaven but he that came
down from heaven, even the Son of Man
which is in heaven." I have many times
a solution of this passage, and
am still waiting. Will some one please
tell us and set the mind at rest? John
preached, saying-, "the kingdom of heaven
is at hand." The Savior did the same.
When he sent his disciples out he comm:mded them to preach the same. I look
at it in this manner, that the apostles were
chosen for the express purpose of being
witnesses of the truth; elected if you please;
but must wait till they received power
from on high-till their inauguration; and
that brings to mind something- that will
answer as an illustration. Our presidents
and vice presidents are elected five months
before being sworn in.
They are, of
course our next officers, but they can not
officiate until the proper time comes, when
the
judge administers the oath.
So I
the apostles were elected to

fill the offices they afterwards filled with
so much honor and fidelity, but must wait
as Jesus commanded, until the Father
above, the Supreme Judge of all, should
empower them for the work assigned
them. And how well that was done and
how Peter opened the door so that three
thousand were able to enter in one day!
I believe then that Christ, strictly speaking, was the only one baptized with water and the Spirit except, perhaps, John
the Baptist; therefore he was the least and
the greatest at the same time. He was
greater than Moses, and greater than all
others. He was servant of all, yet he was
their Lord and Master. No where to lay
his head, yet he promised ~ll who followed him a hundred fold more in this life, and
in the life to come eternal life. If wrong
correct me, and I will stand corrected. As I
believe so I speak, and I certainly believe as
I have written. Paul tells us that Christ
was worthy of more glory than Moses,
inasmuch as he who buiided.the house hath
more honor than the house.
He was
greater than Solomon and greater than
Jonah, and yet was least as well as greatest in the kingdom of God after his baptism until some others were baptized by
water and the Spirit, or we do not understand the meaning of his remarks on this
particular occasion. The apostles were
often at a loss to understand their Lord's
word~, as in the case of the Samaritan woman. When they requested him to eat
he said: "I have meat to eat that ve know
not of." They supposed some __,one had
given him, "but he said unto them, my
meat is to do the will of him that sent me."
Had the Holy Ghost been with them then
they would have known. The Savior
was sufficient for them as long as he was
with them, but when he was taken from
them another Comforter should take his
place; that is, his holy presence would no
more travel too and fro as in the past.
\Vhile he was present with them they
needed no other comforter, for he was their
comforter; hence his saying, "another
comforter" should come after his departure which should lead them into all truth.
We don't see any reference to the old
scriptures by the apostles till pentecost,
but how easy for Peter to refer to the old
scriptures when the Spirit was given, and
his argument in favor of Christ from the
prophecies of old was so powerful that the
multitude was then and there convinced
of their guilt of the death of Christ! It
was no trouble for Jesus to refer to the
prophets. He knew well what happened
in Noah's days; also what occured in Sodom; and in short, all that ever occurred
from the creation to his own day as well
as what would transpire in the future to
the end of time. And why? Because he
1 was filled with the Spirit, and that same
Spirit would assist the apostles when they
should receive it. And they did to a certainty make good use of the old testament
writlngs wherever they went to prove the
. truth of their preaching and teaching. I
see with joy the letters from the elders
! stating how the Spirit is with them in
' their labors. Thev having- been born of
water and of the Spirit are like the apostles

I
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faith hath saved thee."
and
we must
of that divine lVIaster.
"'iVe must

of old, witnesses for Christ. How bard
even to offer a prayer without the Spirit l
Paul says, we can not pray as we ought
to do without the help of the Spirit. It
helps our infirmities. "He that searcheth
the hearts knoweth what is the mind of
the Spirit, because he maketb intercession
for the Saints according to the will of
God."
I am very well satisfied in my own mind
that the new birth is complete only when
water and the Spirit are joined and a comregeneration is not affected on any
other terms than the same Jesus passed
through and what he told Nicodemus.
And in conclusion, I believe that our Lord
referred to himself when he said that the
least in the kingdom of God was greater
than Tohn.
T. F. STAFFoRD.

for it
the power of
How sh:±ll we know when we are in
session of this wonderful
The
shows how
I

July i'ith, 188~.

SERJVION BY BRO.

J. WHITEHEAD,

AT LAMONI.

Reported by E. Stafiord, June

~3d.

BRo. \VniTEHEAD, introduced by Bro.
W. Vv. Blair as speaker of the morning,
arose nnd said: J\1any of you will remember these words of the apostle Paul: "Godliness is profitable unto all things, having
the promise of the life that now is, and of
that which is to come."
My first object will he to ascertain the
qualifications necessary for us to be numbered with the godly; they only have the
promise of the life which now is and of
that which is to come. There are many
ideas with
to the things necessary
to prepare men to dwell in the presence of
God, a condition we all :,hould be working
for; it should be the desire of our hearts
and the glorious hope to buoy up the pilgrim traveling on the narrow path that
leads unto eternal life.
What would it profit us, brethren anJ
sisters and
if we could gain this
whole world and
our souls? What
would we give in exchange? We have
nothing to g-ive in exr.hange. The way
for us is to pursue the path that leads unto
eternal life. V\That i~ eternal life? "This
is life eternal th;;t they rnight know thee,
the
true God, and Jesus Christ whom
thou
Eent."-John 'r7. It is necessary
th;lt we come to a knowledge of the Father and the Son and be prepared for that
glory which is to be revealed.
What
kind of character must we have to he
profited there by? vVe can not claim godliness if we do not walk in righteousness
and true holiness. "Blessed are the pure
in heart for thev sh;;ll see God. Blessed
are the peace-makers, for they shall be
called the children of God. Blessed are
they which do
and thirst after
righteousness, for they shail he filled with
the Holy Ghost," and that Spirit guides
the rig-hteousnes until it
them safely home to enjoy eternal life.
I will read the twelfth chapter of I Corinthians, for it is the foundation of the cliscourse I wi~h to bring before you. "Now
concerning spiritual gifts, brethren, I
would not have you ignorant. Ye know
that ye were Gentiles, carried away unto
these dumb idols, even as ye were led.

sities of
there are
the same Lord.
of operations, but it is the same God
worketh all in all."

all manner of tr1bnhttion to nass
s<Jkl
had tribulatio~
sea, and t-wice received
save o~el also was let down out
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S' HERALD.
dow to e~cape his enemies. Did he not
suffer? Yes, and many of you have suffered.
"Charity suffereth
and is kind."
Are you all kind when you suffer? Do
you take it in a kind, gentle, loving manner? or do you utter language unbecoming a child of God? Do you murmur,
find fault at your lot, envy others of that
which they possess, and bec:Juse you suffer in your poverty treat them unkindly?
My friends, when we suffer we must
still be kind; we must bear it as much as
possible. If we do otherwise, it is not
good. We must suffer and still be kind;
for the word says, "charity suffers long
and is kind." "Charity envieth not."
Whenever we envy any one because they
are better off than we are, it is not right.
If we have the
that inspired the
bosom of the divine Mf!ster we will never
envy any one and when our friends and
neighbors
brethren in the Lord are
prospered and doing well we will never
envy any of
but 1Nill thank God
that he has blessed them with
and we will go on our
without murmuring, or
fault-finding.
"Charity envieth not; is not
Is there any such thing as
Do any of you think you are
your fellow men? Do you feel
are so big, so wondrous wise, so
that you don't look
sister as your equals
can not esteem them
as precious in the
selves? Do not be
if you exalt
above
your brethren and sisters
you do wrong; it is
principle, the love of
hearts of the
sue the
their power and
mandrnents.
, Do
"Doth not behave itself ""c'·'"'-H
we ever behave
seen
it-but not in this
would feel so
would not shake
clad in poor clothing. Do not behave unI£ a brother or sister comes amon<Y
you
poor
to it th~t
you take them by the
them as far as you can.
ry, feed them if
are
them, and
will be your
if you d0 not-if
act
slight them you
charity spoken of
"Doth not behave
eth not her own, is not
thinketh no evil." It
Do you ever think evil of a
ter, friend or
? If
think evil I believe
it; for "out of the
the mouth speaketh." The first
of evil comes into the heart; and if you are
not careful to keep a seal upon your lips
out it comes, causing bitter sorrow; causing others to mourn over the
human nature.
Charity never
m

in the truth. How is it with us, '
my brethren and sisters? I told you I
was preaching to myself as well as you.
Do we ever rejoice in iniquity? Do we
ever
with the giddy multitude to do
evil?
we do we have not that charity
of by the apostle. We must never
in imquity. What shall we rejoice
In the truth! Let truth prevail in
my brethren and sisters: let
men
they will, should they persecut us unto death let us stand bv the truth;
it is written for our profit and learning
that we may be thoroughly furnished unto
good work.
you see what it is to have charity,
and you see that if any one in their faith
and acts are manifestly contrary to this
it is an evidence they have not
charity.
There is a thing passing in my mind that
I will speak of. I remember reading in this
blessed book, that after the apostles ofChrist
had gone forth preaching the word, and
of them had suffered martvrdom for
arose some in the church who said
were apostles, and were proved
at Ephesus to have no claim
and tbe word says they were
" How shall we know
How shall we know a
man hut by his works-his deeds. A
of God will preach by the inof heaven. He never preaches
to ~this book. If he
contrary to what has
he is not an apostle of
Eternal
The word of God is
the touchstone; is the standard to try
man or woman whether they are
true
of the Lamb or not. How
is it with us? "Godliness is profitable unto
ali
" it "has the promise of the life
that now is, and that which is to come."
Have we
that godliness was profitable in
life? Yes; we have a number
of' them, You remember the case of
Daniel who
with the children of Israel,
been carried captive to Babylon. Through
the
of God he was raised high
in that realm. This excited
of the presidents and princes
he >vas placed over. They sought
to find fault with him in his official capathat they might accuse him before the
But they concluded, after diligently
that all the fault they would find
in him was concerning the law of his God!
knew that Daniel called upon his
times a day; and they concr;cted
a scheme to bring him into disfavor with
the
and to destroy him. They persuaded
king to make a firm decree that
could not be changed according to the law
of the Medes and Persians-that if any one
asked a
of any God or man for
of the king, they Rhould
be cast into
of lions. The king
their petition-it became a lawit did not stop Daniel from calling upon
God as
had been in the habit of doing.
These men found him praying to his God.
my
let us pray so the God of
vvho is able to protect us; who is
able to save us; who is able to bring us
into hii'J
kingdom where the inef-
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fable joys that awa1t the righteous far exceed the knowledge of the human mind!
Paul said that he was caught up into the
third heavens and saw and heard things
that were not lawful for him to utter before
mortal man,-an:l why? Because they
would not use them right; they would
cast them to the swine, and they would
turn again and rend them. The gifts of
God are very precious; most sacred, and
we must not trifle with them; we must
use them wisely in the fear of God. Well,
what did they do with Daniel. They went
to the great king and told him that Daniel
had broken the decree and still asked petitions of his God. And when the king
heard this, he was sore displeased with
himself, and set his heart to deliver Daniel,
and labored to that end till the going down
of the sun. But the men who had so
craftily labored for the destruction of good
Daniel would not listen to the king, but
clamored for the execution of the law
which they knew would not be changed.
The king yielded, and Daniel was cast into
the den of lions. But the king was troubled
about it, and had told Daniel that his God
would deliver him. He passed a sleepless
night, arose early in the morning and went
in haste to the lion's den and cried out in
the bitterness of his soul, "0, Daniel, servant of the living God; is thy God, whom
thou servest, able to deliver thee from the
lions!" Daniel answered and said, "My
God hath sent his angel and hath shut the
lion's mouth!" He was safe! He was
secure from harm, and was taken up out
of the den and those who had conspired
against him were ca~t into the den and the
lions break all their bones. Here godliness
was profitable-and it was in this life,
Godliness is profit?- ble unto all things,
not only in this life, but in the life to come.
Daniel found it so. ,.
How was it with the the three Hebrew
children who were cast into the fiery furnace, heated seven times hotter than it was
wont to be? When they cast these into
the furnace, the fire was so powerful that
it slew those who cast them in! The king
said, "Did not we cast three men into the
fire? I see four there walking in !:he midst
of the fire, and one is like unto the Son of
God." There was the angel of the Lord;
there was the messeng-er from heaven to
deliver these children. of God who had
stood to the truth; and they would not
worship anything or anv one but the God
of heaven. "And the fourth is like unto
the son of God!" They knew about the
Son of God. Whv, my friends, the gospel
has been preached in every dispensation,
from Adam until now. Adam had a dispensation of the gospel given unto him,
and he was the head of that di~pensation;
then we come toN oah, who was a preacher of rig-hteousness. He was God's ser-vant, and he preached righteou;;ness in bis
day, but the people would not believe him,
and God destroyed them by a flood but
saved seed upon tbe earth.
Noah's dispensation was the second one,
then comes Moses, who was chosen of God
to deliver Israel, :fnd the Lord gave the
law by his mouth unto that people. Here
was another president of another dispensa,
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tion, and his was the third. Then comes the
meridian oftime. Then comes the Lamb of
God that taketh away the sin of the world
-"Glory to God in the hig-hest; peace on
earth, good will to men!" He comes, and
is the president over the seven dispensations. The other presidents will stand
with him upon Mount Zion, and there will
be an hundred and forty-four thousand
high priests that shall stand with him.
They will be like Him; they will see Him
as he is. "Now we see through a glass
darkly; but then face to face. Now we
know in part, but then we will know as
we are known." Don't you see that godliness was profitable in this life unto the
three Hebrew children, for they were rescued, not having the smell of fire upon
their garments.
0 ye children of God, put on the whole
armor of God; for I tell you that the day
star has appeared, and the work of God will
move on, and his cause shall spread and
prosper beyond our hig-hest expectations!
My friends, I have only just opened this
subject. I have told you a little about the
life that now is, but I h:;ve said nothing
about the life to come; only a single sentence about the hundred and forty-four
thousand that will stand with the Lamb
upon Mount Zion; they will have an eternal inheritance; they will reign with Jesus
on the earth; they will be among that
number found worthy to be kings and
priests.
What did John see when he
was upon the Isle of Patmos? He saw in
the heavenly vision an innumerable company round about the throne of God, and
he heard them singing in heaven a new
song. What did they sing? "Thou art
worthy to take the book, and to open the
seals thereof; for thou wast slain, and hast
redeemed us to God by thy blood, out of
every kindred, and people, and tong-ue, and
nation, and hast made UR unto our God
kings and priests, and we shall reign on
the earth." They '"ho s'lng, "Worthy is
the Lamb that was slain to receive power,
and riches, anfl wisdom, and streng;th, and
glory, and blessing, . . . Blessing and
honor and glory be unto him that sitteth
upon the throne and to the Lamb forever." These were to reign on the earth,
-they are they that reign over the
nations of the earth that are saved, and
these latter are they that bring- their glory
and honor into the new Jerusalem-the
place of glory, for nothing unholy or impure shall ever enter th<'re.
I was wondering about these things one
evening in bed. The word says that the
gates shall not be shut at all by day, for
there shall be no night there; they are always open, so that thev that are allowed
can enter at all times. I said to myself, Is
it not possible that some unworthy person
may get into city the same way that one
got into the guest chamber and had not on
the wedding garment? But God showed
me better. No man or woman will pass
into that city but by the permission ol the
Great Captain of our Salvation, their
righteousness having- been made manifest
unto him through obedie'tce to the ordinances of the house of God while in this
probation. They having overcome the

world, and the lusts thereof, do "entec·
through the gates into the
But I must stop-the time
may have a chance of
if the Lord spares me-for
best of our
subject is to come. The apostle Paul
there was "a far more exceeding and eter,.
nal weight of glory to be
" and
that "the Spirit of God searcheth all
yea the deep things of God," and it
eth manifest unto man the things of eternal worth.
How are we shaping our lives? How
often do we go into our secret chambers
and go to God in earnest prayer and supplication?
David sairl. ''To meditate upon the word
of the Lord'' was his chief
Is
our chief joy to read these
the
Holy Scriptures, the Book of Mormon and
the Book of Covenants?
are all
from God. The Book of
and
Covenants is given to us, it is for this gen··
eration, this dispensation; it is not to another dispensation; it is true and faithful
it bears testimony to the Book of
and the Book of Mormon bears
to the Bible, and the Bible bears
to the Book of Mormon, and the Book
Covenants bears testimony to all of
and that suffices. I advise
to read
that book; to pray for the
of God
that it may lead and guide you, and make
manifest unto you his will and the
that is to be revealed. Enter often
your secret chamber;; pour out
to God to help you put on tbe
of God that you may ever stand
truth.
The time has come when we must
in the strength of the
and
living draw nearer to God.
must
upon a high, r plane than we are on now.
vVe must go on step by
as we go up
Jacob's ladder. We can not go at onc-e
from the ground to the
round if we
could we would be so
falL
We must go
step
order to get to
the head, and
'Ne will meet with
friends that are
before. I
meet my friends
gospel of Jesus
patience to the end.
"NO DEVIL, NO AGENCY.

I WISH to offer a few thoughts on the
above language, found in the
volumn of Herald page 427.
I. T., we find: ''Wherefore, because
Satan rebdled against me, and
destroy the agency of man vvhich
Lord God, had given him and alw
should give unto him
by the power ot mine
cau~ed that he should be cast
he became Satan; yea even the
the
father of all lies, to deceive, and blind men,
and lead them captive at his
even as
many as would' not hearken unto
voice." Wherefore, (for which
tan was "cast down and he became
The word "becarne" points to the fact that
prior to this he was not Satan. But seeking "to destroy the agency of
rebelling against God

an angel of light to the "prince of dark-·
ness," or the deviL Agency existed be-·
fore the fall of Satan for seeking "to deof man" was a part of
agency can not in any
unon him, Reverse
and say, "No agency, no
the responsibility of being a
where it belongs, i.e., on
upon his agency he
him such. Thereheld re;;ponsible for his acts, he,
his present posiagency unwisely
deduce: l\f o
no agency;
no agency, no honor; no honor, no glory;
no glory, no
no happiness, no
eternal life; uo
no God;
no creation-all a blank!
All
depend upon the devil!
"~,.,.,.,.,,!
Again let us
deduce:
agency, no devil, no evil,
sickness,
nor death; all hapand peace. Is agency benefiif properly used. But
other
its merits or demerits
upon the manner of its application.
Food is essential to
but an improper
use of it has slain and is slaying its thousBut of itself it is not an evil. The
Bv its use we
of happiness or
is agency? God
T.): "Inasmuch
children are conceived in sin, even
begin to grow up, sin conhearts, and they taste the
know how to prize
it
given unto them to
from evil wherefore they are
unto
"
Wherefore,
unto them to know
are agents unto
Thus we see that it was the
from evil" that Sa; or, in other words,
of man. This could only
by destroying his spirituSeeing that, "as thy chilconceived in sin, even so. when
to
up, sin concei~eth in
taste the bitter that
how to prize the good."
Men taste the bitter, because "sin conceiveth in their hearts:" "sin
conceiveth in their hearts," becaus.e they
"are conceivefl in sin;" they "are conceived in sin" because man fell; man fell became Satan tempted him; Satan tempted
him to carry out his original plan of destruction. Satan became Satan by reason
of ;·ebelling against God, and not by virtue
of his creation; for as created by God he
wa' "an angel of light." Thus, having
"taste the bitter"-and not our agency
with and continues by reason
·'

As the devil was

cause of man's fall,
could be more fitting, wise or lovthat be should be used for the
That God so uses him,
I
par. IO: "And it
the devil should tempt
or they could not be
for if they never
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RALD.
should have bitter, they could not know
the sweet." Whv? because they "are
conceived in sin" a~d therefore must learn
by experience. Thus a wise and loving
Father uses the evil designs of the devil
for the good of man by teaching him good
from evil, thus making him "an
unto himself" through the very means
devil used to deprive him of his agency.
0, benign Parent! how mRrvelous are
thy ways! As being conceived in sin is
the reason why man must taste the bitter,
it follows that with the complete regenerative work of the gospel this necessity
would pass away, and children grow up
without sin unto salvation. God speed the
day!
The agency of man-to know good
from evil-how significant, grand, varied
and magnificent! Could we fully comprehend it what a change there would be!
We would not speak evil of our neighbor
nor do him any harm; but would do as
we would be done by. We would love
God with all our heart, might, mind and
strength, and our neighbor as ourself.
Excesses of all kinds would cease, thus destroying death and making life perpetual.
For "sin when it is finished, bringeth forth
death. Peace eternal, joy supernal, good
will to men on earth and God in heaven
would surge their mighty but gentle billows over all. But faint indeed are the
conceptions of its grandeur.
Methinks
that "eye hath not seen, ear hath not heard,
neither hath it entered into the heart of
man" to conceive the beauty, worth and
wisdom of man's agency.
Is the picture overdrawn? Though it
were a thousand times more, there still remains in it more comfort to me than to
think that my agency depends upon the
devil. To me the agency of man is far
too wise, noble and grand than to h:::ve
originated with, or to be in any manner
dependent upon, such a being as the devil.
R.

w. WIGHT.

MEXICAN RUINS.
BY LIEUT. SCHW ATKA, A DISTINGUISHED
TRAVELER,

THE Casas Grandes (Tr.e Big Houses)
valley and river, through and along which
we have been traveling for some time, as
described in my previous article, is formed
by the junction of two riversf the San
Miguel and Piedres Verdes. The former,
the San Miguel, is the straight line pr0longation of the Casas Grandes and seemingly the ·true strearp, but the Piedras
Verdes is the more important, as its waters
are perenniall v replenished with branches
which head in the never-failing springs of
the Sierras to the west. On its picturesque
banks we now find ourselves.
Just before reaching La Ascension we
came to the Mormon colony of Diaz
(named by them in honor of the present
president of the Mexican Republic), numbering about thirty families. A discussion
of their religious tenets is clearly and fortunately out of my province, not only
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from the heavy, dreamy character of it, leys of Northwestern Chihuahua. They
but for the reason that everything, wise number here about seventy-five families,
and otherwise, about Mormonism has al- a mere fraction compared with all the
been put before those who cared to available land of the magnificent valleys
But entirely outside of the sub- of the Casas Grandes, Boca Grande,
of polygamy, which has so com- Santa Maria and others, counting the
obscured every other point about Mexican population, which is almost unipeople, they have one characteristic versally Catholic. In fact, those here
which is seldom heard of in connection seem content to settle down and to be let
with them and their wanderings in the alone, which they can attain here by the
western wilderness. I refer to their pio- purchase of tracts of lands over which
efforts, or the building up of new they can throw their authority and be a
They have no peer in pioneer- little community unto themselves, neither
ing among the Caucasian races. Thev are disturbing nor hoping to be disturbed.
so far ahead of the Gentiles in organized
Their success here has dreadv invited
and discriminating, business-like coloniza- the more avaricious but less coldly calcution that the latter s.re not close enough to lating Gentiles, and, while it is putting it
them to make a clear comparison and see
a little strong to say there is a "boom" or
their inferiority. Of course the Mormons indications of one within thirty or sixty
see in their ·belief an ample explana- miles between villages, yet our conscience
tion for this excellence; but it is far
i-; not disturbed in saying that we can at
more probable, as I look at it from my least agree with the great American poet
Gentile standpoint, that it is due to the pe- that "we hear the first low wash of waves
culiar organization of their church, which where soon shall roll a human sea."
well fits them for the work of making the
Already a railroad is talked of here,
wilderness blossom as the rose.
and the usual undue excitement is maniEvery stranger is supposed to
No other Christian church exercises so fested.
Even
much authority over the temporal affairs of have something to do with it.
its members as the Mormon, and however America's expedition was thought to be a
debatable this exercise of authority may be preliminary reconnoisance, and applicain civilized communities surrounded by tions and interviews were made based on
people of the same kind, there is no doubt that supposition. I have never constructin my mind as to its effect upon pioneer ed a railroad in my life, though I have
associations surrounded bv enemies in man been among the advancing lines of a numand nature. Whoever h~s grown up on ber of new ones and have seen them· grow
the Gentile frontier and seen the innumer- from two iron rails in the wilderness to a
able bickerings between adjacent towns great country; and I do not recall any of
and the internal dissensions in the towns them now that have had much brighter
themselves, the rivalry for "booms," the prospects ahead of them, as far as the eye
can determine, than the proposed one
shotgun contests for county seats, the
thousands of exaggerations about their own along the eastern slopes of the Sierra
Madres, should it ever be built. That it
interests and the rnillions of depreciations
about those of others adjoining, needs no will be built some day the resources of the
second argument to convince him how county demand, and, it is to be hoped for
much more powerful and effective is a the good of the country, that it will be at
as early a date as possible.
much smaller but more binding centrali
zation that judicially settles all such quesAt Diaz City I learned from Dr. Derby
tions for the public good, that determines Johnson, the ecclesiastical head of the
where colonies shall bE) from, the char-acter lower Mormon colony, in Upper Chihuof the soil and the natural routes of travel: ahua, that at the lower colony on Piedras
where only the good of the people is con~ verdes, a number of ancient ruins were
sidered as against nature; and last, but not known, very few of which had ever been
least, the propagation of the Jaith. It is heard of before. I determined to try and
not at all wonderful to one amid the reach them in time to incorporate some
scenes, that an org·anized f<Jith of almost of thtir more interesting features, if there
any character should have flourished sur- were any, in my earlier articles.
rounded by so much disorganization. In
Corralitos was reached the first day.
my last article I said that two or three It has a very pretty, almost poetical name,
years of quiet was needed after an Indian that loses much of its romantic character
war to restore confidence among the whites when it is known that it is named for some
so that they would settle the troubled dis- old, dilapidated sheep pens that once existtricts in a bona fide way. I should have ed there. "Corral" is a pen, or corral;
excepted the Mormons; but to have done "Corralitos" equals little pens, or little
so then without an explanation would have corrals. It is a hRcienda some eight years
made the exception look somewhat absurd. old, and has an extremely interesting hisTheir long frontier experience has taught tory, one that would make a book in its
them how to weigh Indian matters correct- self as thrilling as any of frontier life.
ly as, well as others pertaining to the ragThe crack of Apache rifles has been
ged edge of civilization. Although the heard around the walls wherein I wrote
Apaches have been subdued a dozen times my second article, while dons of Spanish
by the Mexican and American govern- blood have mined fortunes from the mounments alternately, they know when the tain sides near by in mines that have been
subduing meant subjugation, and before worked since shortly after theo conquest.
Geronimo and his cabinet were half way It is a hacienda of about a million acres in
to the orange grounds of Florida, Mormon extent and one of the most beautiful ones
wagon poles were pointed to the. rich val- .in the whole State of Chihuahua, the Ca.s-
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as Grande river running for some thirty
miles through the estate. The true hacienda, of which we hear so much in
1\fexican narration, is real! y a definite area,
zz,ooo acres, but it is used now to mean
almost any large estate from that size, or
even less, to any amount whatever, under
one management. Under the advance of
American railways they are slowly disappearing and will soon exist only in
poetry and Cheap.] ohn novels.
The
views from the hacienda are beautiful in
almost every direction. The one given in
the illustration is taken from La Ascension
road, about six or eight miles from the
hacienda.
Twenty-five or thirty miles south of
Corralitos we came to Casas Grandes, said
to be a town of 3-,000 people. We saw
about ten people as we drove through the
seemingly deserted streets. It is the most
important town in the valley, both historically and in numbers. It takes its name,
meaning· "big houses," from the ancient
ruins just in the suburbs of the present
place, which contained the largest houses
of any found in this part of Mexico when
it was first visited by Europeans many
centuries ago. The name of the town has
also been attached to the river which flows
just in front of it. It has been spokf:'n of
in former writings, and although I shall
refer to it again in a future article, it will
only be to note its change-which has been
very great-and my own investigations
about it.
The next day we started to visit the ancient ruins on the Tapasita, a branch of
the Piedras Verdes, and as beautiful a little
valley as I ever saw in my life.
I expected to find a single well-defined
set of ruins at a certnin point, so one can
imagine my surpaise somewhat when I
found that the country, and especially the
vaileys, were covered with evidences of
ruins. There was a hig·h hill, called the
Picacho de Forreon, whose southern face
had been occupied by cliff dwellers, while
at our feet was a mass of reddish rubbish
that indicated an old ruin of the later people, and twelve miles up the Tapasita was
a massive ruin of stone in reaching which
ruins met the eye the whole way. We
were surely in the mid~t of an ancient yet
dense population, and the fertile resources
of the country will yet again sustain another such, even far more ci viii zed. Just
before our arrival a pot, or jar, had been
taken from one of the ruins, and was given
to me by a young man of the colony, Mr.
Ellis Johnson.
It is like so manv jars that have come
from Casas Grandes and other betterknown ruins that have already figur.-'d in
works on Mexico, but is exceptional from
most of them in having upon it the figure
of a bird, animals of all kinds being here
upon their decorated surface. It is represented here with full and quarter views,
the double pic1ure being the same pot, or
jar. The bird seems to correspond nearer
to the chapparal cock, or California roadrunner, than any other bird of this part of
the world. The geometrical designs are
the most common, and, of these the zigzag, stair-like ones are the most constant.

Many other things have been found in
this mound, including human bones
original makers, and no doubt the
with local variations, can be found in
I believe I do not exaggerate when I say
we found 100 to 150 ruins in the Piedras
Verdes region, most of them
mounds to indicate what
and not one-tenth of which
notice by pen or pencil before.
On the top of the hills
fortified palaces,
must have fled in
other tribes, They were a
interesting tribe of people, and I shall
speak more of the little evidence of the (;xistence they left behind them in future
articles.
The third sketch is on the
near
the pnncij)al ruins, which
been
a city of these people. The
life we
saw here was a mountain lion, or panther,
that came trotting along the valley until
it saw us and turned back to the mountains.
Trul v the wild beasts were
over -the Toltec Babylon. Half the scenes
of this country lose most of their
in the rich coloring they possess vvhen
transferred into pen and ink sketches. It
is the land for the painter to show the people its beauties,-New rork Star.
BUISMARK AND THE POPE.
Intelligence reaches us from London to the
dfect that Prince Bismark, through the imperial
representative at the vatican, Dr. von Schloezer,
has dissuaded the pope from leaving Rome.
It is a question whether the pope ever seriously entertained an idea of leaving the capital.
His predecessor, Pope Pius IX., made a similar
threat and repeated it frequently. When Rome
fell into the hands of the enemy the understanding from the vatican was that the pope would
immediately seek a refuge in some
country, but matters speedily quieted down
he remained in the Holy city until the day of
his death. Time and again, however when he
felt that his influence was waning and that he
was suffering from neglect, or thought his position was not aopreciated by the governments of
Europe, he or his ministers caused the rumor to
be circulated that he was seriously thinking of
taking up his residence in a strange land. The
effect was always to frighten the Italian govern·
ment, which realizes that Rome and Italy without the pope would be bereft of their central atraction; to inspire the other governmente with
the desire to obtain the friendship of the Catho·
lie church, always useful even though ostensibly
disregarded, and to swell the volume of Peter's
pence.
There is no danger that his holiness will move.
The Italian government can not afford to have
him take up his residence elsewhere.
Besides,
he' is a great deal more useful to the monarchies
of Europe at Rome than he could possibly be in
Spain or any other foreign country. Bismark requires the services of the pope constantly to assist him in governing the Catholic provinces of
the German empire. England could not control
Ireland without him.
France would
to
pieces as a nation if it were not for the
which he exercises over the excitable people
that so-called republic.
They probablv all understand "'hat the
motive is in declaring his intention to quit
and understanding it they proceed to humor the
old gentleman and tnake him feel that he has
their sympathy and friendship.-Chicago Times.
ADDRESSES.
.
Mark H. Forscutt, No. 1221, North Twelfth St., St. Joseph,
Mo.
John T. Davis, 42 Lakefield Road, Llanelly, Carmartb.enshire, Wales, Great Britain.

~ The date accompanying your name on the small
colored label on each paper shows the time to which your
subscription has been paid. When payments are made
the date is changed, which answers for a receipt.

convened at the Butler branch,
July 13th, G. R. Scogin
F. Vickery secretary,
Minutes of
conference read and
Branch reports: Pleasant Hill 74,
r died,
marriage. Lone Star no
except r marriage.
Butler 34, r marriFlat Rock 28. Elders reported:
G.
M. K.
W. S. McPherson.
R.
Scogin preached
Alabama and Florida
district and
Priest: W. P. Booker.
Bishop's
Paid out since last report$rs.oo,on
$5400. Byhisownrequest
Elder G. T. Chute was released as president of
the district and M. K. Harp was elected to preside until next conference. L. G. Parker was
G. Vickery as Bishop's
authorities of the church
Preaching by M. K. Harp
and G. R. Scogin. Adjourned to meet with the
Pleasant H1li branch, in Butler county, Ala.,
Saturday, October sth.
.
.
WESTERN MAINE.
Conference convened at Green's landing June
Ist, A. H. Parsons in the chair, U. W. Greene
clerk, pro. tem. Elders' reports:-G. W. Eaton,
S. S. Eaton, J. B. Eaton, W. G. Pert, U. W.
Greene, T. Whiting, A. H. Parsons. Priests, J.
B. Knowlton, D S. Seavey. Teachers]. H. Robbins, A. Hutchinson. Deacons,
Eaton, J. E.
Eaton. A letter from Pres. W.
Kelley was
read. Bishop's agent report. On hand last report $65 99, received $74·50, expended $r25 04,
on hand $I5·45· Conference requests committee
on Reunion to appoint next one at Green's Landing, commencing August 4th, r889. Committee
on delinquent officials reported, and was continued T. Whiting being appointed on the committee,
G. Pert was released. The president of
the district was authorized to demand licenses of
officials who will not magnify their calling. G. W.
Eaton was granted a renewal of his license. The
authorities of the church were sustained, also
district president and clerk. Preaching during
conference by A. H. Parsons and T. Whiting.
Adjourned to meet at Brooksville, September
rst, at 2 p.m.

DIED.
GouLDIN.-At the residence of his family Beattie street, St. Joseph, Missouri, on the 3oth day
of July, r889. Bro. William Thorpe Gauldin.
Born at Sleaford, Lincolnshire, England, on February zd, r837, our brother was in his fifty-third
year. Baptized
on July 14th, and confirmed
on
rSth,
Elder M. H. Forscutt, he
never the
of attending a meeting
of the Saints
uniting with them. He
died, however, firm in the faith he had embraced.
He leaves a widow and three children of seven,
five, and two years of age, to fight life's battles
he would have
fought for them as best he
could, had
permitted. Contracting a
severe
Jan nary last, a cold abcess formed,
and so sadly had his body been inwardly ravaged
by its corrosions and wastes, that it became necessary to bury him the day following his death.
Aohland
holds his remains. The
prayer-lergue is
to remember his widow
at a throne of grace.
KELLEY.-At Jonesport, Maine, May 17th,
r889, Oscar S. Kelley, He was born at Jonesport, Maine, October nth, 1885. A little bud
has passed away from earth to paradise. Funer·
al sermon by Elder J. C. Foss.
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ALD.
BR'iANT.-At
ant. She was born at
13th, r883, and died
tie lamb has gone to be with
Services by Elder J. C. Foss.
STACY.-At Nevr Bedford, Mass.,
after a brief: illness, Bro. Stephen
72 years and 6 months. Funeral July
conducted by Elder John Smith. The aged
brother was ready and
for the
conscious of the promise of
through Jesus Christ our Lord.

that we break the fast at sacrament.
of branches please call the attenthelr branches to the above notice?
G. T. GRIFFITHS.

The conference of the Philadelphia district
will convene on Saturday evening, August 24th,
' at 7: 30 o'clock, in the Saints meeting room, I 56,
Rockaway Avenue, near Fulton Avenue. All
those intending to come can take the Kings
county elevated railroad from the Brooklyn
bridge and get off at Rockaway avenue for the
meeting room; and Easton Park, way station, for
my home, 99 Hinsdale street on the same road.
It is expected that Brethren W. H. Kelley and
M. H. Bond will be pr~sent. Would like all the
Saints that can to be there.
grounds.
JosEPH SQUIRB:, Dist. Pres.
attendance, and we expect
H. H. BACON, Sec.
and J. C. Crabb, as well as

CAMP MEETING.

with the Spirit of the Lord,
have a
of reJoicing to~Yether.
V\f. W. WHITING, District President.
She always bore a
and was not afraid to go,
present with Christ, but desired
chlldren. She leaves four daughter~, one son
and a husband. May
follow her
to meet their. mother in
separate, is our prayer. And
her example.

There wlll be a grove meeting held at or near
Ohio, beginning Saturday, August 3rst,
to·
as interest may demand. Brethren
L. \V. Powell, G. W. Vvilliams, W. H. Garrett,
Strachan and others are requested to be
present.
G. 'T. GRIFFTHS.
T::rwrLAND, Ohio, Au.,<1;ust f)th, 1889.

REUNION.
There will be a reunion n:1eeting held in Sacthe Saint's chapel, corner of 24th and
K street, to last from three to ,,ix days, as wisdom
direct, commencing
September
10 a. m.
All branches
the district
hold
meetings, please notify
H. C.
president of the Pacific
Slope> Mission, is earnestly requested to be present. Come
come all, and let us work with
blessed
for the salvation of precious
THOMAS DALEY, Pres.,
Grizzly Flat, ElDorado Co., Cal.

quite sick, his expressed
mother
Lhat he
the elders of the
he obtained relief
death

our
.ern
ginia and
Virginia,
effort in fasting and
sick among us, as
cases in our mission~ also for the
ministry, and that the SaintF.
strength and
fore
the
in
it is left
with all
with this request,
I belleve that those
respect it 'Will realize a specia! blessing. Would

with the brethren and the blessings of the Holy
Spirit. Come, everybody come.
W. C. H. Noble, secretary, care of Hogan,
Evans & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. W. H. Garrett,
president, Greenville, Mercer county, Pa..

.1\ reunion -will be held at the close of the SouthEsstern Ohio district conference at Vale~s I\1ilJs,
Munday,
3oth. The following
Rre
to be present: E L. KelL.
T. W. Wiiliams, L. R. Devore,
Matlhews, T. J. Beatty, ]. L.
others. We anticipate a grand
time
trust the Saints will put forth a opecial
efbrt to be in attendance.
G. T. GRIFFITHS.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Please announce in the Herald that we expect
a t"'n
to continue after conference,
29th. All persons
e:·c:lecting to attend will be met at Carpenter
St:ticn, on the K. & 0, and at Radcliff on the
C. H. V. & T. on September 27th, if we are informed of their coming. Address, S. J. Jeffers,
Vale's Mills, Vinton county, Ohio.

The Pltisburgh and Kirtland district semiaJnufll conference will be held at Kirtland, Ohio,
co:nrnencing
September 7th, at halfone p.m.
tickets to V{illoughby
on the Lake Shore and Michigan RailAll who can possibly make it convenient
slnuld attend this conferer:ce. We want to have
a cull
Branches should hold
not later than two weeks beso that reports may
made up
authenticated and
the hand of the ministry, as
Commandments require.
j3nthren Lake, E, L. Kelley, Griffiths, James
Bnwn, M. B. and T. W. Williams, Hulmes, and
otl-,er;; of: the ministry are expected to be presen:. The Saints at Kirtland are confident of
thfir ability to entertain all who come. Let us
rnske
occasion a re-union of the district.
An will be abundantly repaid for the expense
and trouble of the journey, in the association

The North-East Missouri district conference
will convene at Bevier, Missouri, August 3rst,
r889. Come all that can, that we may have a
pleasant time.
joHN TAYLOR, Dist. Pres.
BURLINGTON ROUTE.
G. A. R. EXCURSION.-ONE FARE FOR =THE
ROUND TRIP.

From August 2Ist to 28th, r889. inci usive, the
C. B. & Q. R. R. will sell at half rates . or one
fare for the round trip, tickets to Mil wa~kee and
return from all points on its lines, on account of
the National G. A. R. Encampment at Milwauke,;.
These C. B. & Q. excursion Iickets will be good to
return August 27th to September 5th, inclusive;
but by special arrangement, an extension to September 3oth may be obtained by applying, prior
to September 3d, to the agent at Milwaukee having the matter in charge. Between Chicago and
Milwaukee the tickets will be good for pas,age in
either direction via the Goodrich Line of Steamers, the C. M. & St. P. Ry., or the C. & N. W.
Ry. Tickets and further information can be obtained of C. B. & Q ticket agents, or by addressing P. S. EusTrs, Gen'L Pass. and Ticket Agent,
Chicago.
z6aug

AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
i!!IJL50.
lli. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

Contents of August No. of Autumn Leaves:
Wrecked.- When I am Gone.-Pcrseverance.-Temperance Talk to the Grangers.-Jeausalem
Notes.-Three Blues of Spring-time- Optimism.
-Song of Flower Angels -The Honest Rumseiler.-Questions for thoughtfulmen.-Mexican
Antiquities -Our Western Home.- The True
Marriage.-·Story of the Book of Mormon.What makes a Woman.- Wonders of the Dead
Se:J..-Advantages of a Liberal Education.Strength for the Days.-Stray Thoughts.-Autobiography of Elder Glaud Rodger.--How
Women Rest-In Memoriam.-Incidents in the
Life of One of Eaath's Pilgrims.·-Beyond.-Two
Great Anniversaries.-Century of Self-government.-Dream of Pilate's \oVife.--Leaves from
Palestine.-Tidings from Mr. Rabinowich.-Sacred Cats in Egypt.- Wild Oats.--The Death
Dice.-Editor's Corner.-Round Table.

Farm

Sale, 235 Acres,

HIIn'EEN miles east of Lamoni and one half mile
north of Pleasanton. One huudred acrefi in tim her,
Pasture set in blue grass, balance in meadow and plow
land. New 7 room Cottage with 3 porchce, 2 pantries
and fine rock cellar Small t.rchard, out houses. granary,
and large barn 42x6·Z with bacement the entire length of
It, and shingled !?-heds on the east Elide and i:'Onth end.
'l1 WO cernenled cisterns, 4 ·wells and 3 ponds, with ahnndance of water for stoc.k. LIBERAL 'rE RJI,lS. Address

T

17aug

WILLIAM ANDERSON,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
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THE SAINTS'

''The Jews In and Out of Jerusalem."
THE PATRIOT
For September 19, will contain the above article, written
for it by special contract, by Rev. Dr 1<'. de SPl" Mendes,
of New York City a leading American Jew, and editor of

'"American Hebrew.', It will also contain ''Journalism
of Drcatnr county,,, "Scientific Investigation,'' and LAfter-requisitcs to College-building in Lamoni," all prepared
especially for 1ts columnA. Price 5 cts in money or stamps

Address, LAMBERT BRO'l'IIERS,
LAMONI, DECATUR

Co., IowA.

Fai'Illl! f<lH' §a~e,
A good farm for sale of 40 acres, good rich soi I, aU well
fenced, 2 good wells, large pond for stock, old r·rchard
bearing good, 300 youug trees of choicest fruibl:~ new
lumber stable and cowshed all shingled, . buggy shed,
new granary all painted, good rock milk house, other
out-houses. A good 6 roomed cottage, porclled., p~,pered,
and painted outside and inside~ close to 4 toWilt<, t<Jso on
4 ma1n roads, 2 good groves of maple trees each Hide of

the cottage. Will be sold cheap, rathm than rent. A big
bargain for some one. Farm a few miles from J.;amar.{ the

county seat of Barton county.

EBENEZER MILLER, Senior.

SoAMMONVILLE, Cherokee county, Kansa8.

ATTEND A SCHOOL
That has an established reputation. Your expenses will not be any greater, at the

WESTERN NORMAL COLLEGE,
That is recognized all over the West,
to be the
LEADING SCHOOL
of its kind, and whose Students profit by its reputation. Avoid the schools that spring up, and
live but a year or two, and attend a school that
has been able to secure more than ·
'l'HREE HUNDRED AND FIF'rY POSITIONS
For its Students this year, at

SALARIES from $750 to $1800 PER YEAR,
Because of the good standing of the
school, and the superior work done by its students. Many of our leading students are members of the Church of Christ of Latter Day
Saints. For full particulars free, address,
WM. M. CROAN, SuP'T,
SHENANDOAH, PAGE Co., IowA.
roaug3t
HE young Lacliee of the Independence branch
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints have organized as the Hawthm·n Society,
in order to secure a fund for the purchase of a

T

PIPE ORGAN FOR THE NEW CHURCH
Edifice when completed.

They will hold a

BAZAR
Some time this fall, and solicit aid from the Saints
at large, in money, material, or useful, ornamental and fancy articles of every variety, to be sent
before October 5th, r889.
Will the President of each Branch consider
this as addressed personally to himself, and read
the notice before the branch as often as necessary to keep the matter before the people.
Address: MRs. JENNIE H. NEWTON,
Box 578, Independence, Mo.

A FINE :MOSAIC OF LAMONI.

5Yz X 8 Yz

inches,
Seventeen different residences grouped in one card with
name under each picture.
By mail, post paid, 35c; per doz. $3; per 100, $20. Send
35c. for sample.
w- The traveling ministry please notice this.
A. M. CHASE, Lamoni, Iowa.
D. F. NICHOLSON, Cashier.

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMONI.
Ample ResponsibiiUty.
Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

A CHRONOI,Of:UC.U CATECHISM:

Or, Key to the Chronology of the Bible.
BY A. J. MAPES.
L1mp Cloth, 103 pages, price 35 cts. For sale by
Rro. H. R. MILLS, [udependenee Mn.

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,

REAL

ESTATE

AGENTS

West Lexington Street,
INDEPENDENCE,
MISSOURI.
Next to Warnky's Gallery.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND

BH ''>EN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Muslin boards, ~BG pages .................... 1 75
Propositions:-(1) Is the Book of Mormon of Divine origin, and are its teaehings entitled to the respect
and belief of all Christian people? (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and iden,ical in faith, organization, ordinances, worship and practice, with the Church of Christ,
as it was lett perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
with Him?

- - ) B Y TilE ( - -

Board of Publication of the Remgani.zed Church,
at their Publishing Honse in

LAMONI, DECATUR
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by ,Joseph Smith.)
~We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ................... 3 5U
Tt:rkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge ••.....•. 3 ~5
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ................... 3 75
Roxburg Turkey, with cla~p, gilt edge .••••.•. .4 00
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges .••••. l
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••..•....•.•.. 2
Morocco, gilt edges ..........•••..•..•.•.••. 2
New Testament, ·Inspired ................... ,

50
00
50
75

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ...................... l 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .................. 1 50
DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library .............••.. 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .. ·,p· .••••••.•• , l 50
THE SAfN'rS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides .....•........ 2 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Suints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about '120
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••. 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••.•••.••••.•• 1 50
JOSEPH THE SKim.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Def~nded and Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages..................... 35
Muslin binding. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the ministry of
the church; and it is a most excellent oue to be circulated both in the church ::mel among thoee without,
abounding in proofs never before presented in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covers....
Old edition . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • •

10
6

tlONGS OJ<' ZION.
Paper covers 1 0 cts.; per dozen .............. 1 00
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .......................... 1 00
Muslin boards . . . • . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 75
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp mu~lin, 25 cts. each, per dozen . . . . . . . . 2 50
Question Books for Primary Classes.
Limp muslin, 15 cts. each, per dozen .......... 1 25
SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School Engineer and Record Book . . . . • . . . . . . . 50
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for l5c., 1,000 for .. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets .....•..... Same price.
Fancy Cards, package of 50, 5 kinds, large . . . • • 75
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per l 00. • • • • • • • 5fl

"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 25cts ten or more, each •• , • • • • • • • • 20
In paper 15ets.,
or more, each • • • • • • • • • • • • 13
This is th,, notorious "Manuscript ];'ound," writteL
by R.ev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
been said in connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
,;round work and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers 8cts. each; per dozen......... '15
Without covers 5cts. each; per dozen . • • • • • . . . 50
Contains valuabl.e matter in relation to the Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of }!form n, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 vaies, paper covers . • • •
Old edition • . • . . . . • . . . . • . • . • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • •

10
5

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers lOcts.; per dozen .............. 1 00
TRACTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts., 100 .•••• 1 50
3. Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 5c , l 00 • 40

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5c, 100. •
250 for 50 cts, 500 for $1, 1,000 ..••..•• l
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Prerequisites and Design-and Who Shall Administer; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 ...••••••••• 1
7. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 5c., 100....
8. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 25c., 100 •. 1
9. Spiritualism Viewed frJm a Scriptural Stand·
point; dozen 30 cts., 10{) .................. 2
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts., 100 ...•.• 1
ll. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2
12. 'rhe Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 ets., 100 .l
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts, 100 ..• 1
15 Brigilamite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts., 100 . . . • .
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original 'l'enet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 ................ l
17. The Successor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Chureh; dozen 25 cts , 100.1
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Apostasy; dozen 20 cts., 100 •......•.••••........ 1
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100...
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts, 100 ... l
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 ...•. , •.••• 1
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100....
25. Laying on of Hands; do7..en 5 cts., 100.....
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5o., 100
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen ~5 cts., 100 ... 1
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100.......
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen......
per hundred ............................. 1
31. What is Truth? and True Orthedoxy? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 ct.s., 100...
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1 1 1,000 for .......... l
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 ets, 100 . . • •
36. The Spaulding Story Re·Examined; dozen..
per hundred ............................ 1
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts., 250
500 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... 1
42 Rejection of the Chureh; dozen 15 cts., 100.1
43 One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 cts, 100 ...• l
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of Jesus Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen .••••••• , • •
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100 .•••• "....
.An assortment of Tracts, . • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
COMPLETE SET OF TRACTS.
:Bound in Limp Muslin, turned in • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD OF THE LORD: FO:R THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVll SAVE IT liE ONE WIFE; AND
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Paga 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE TH.A.'r ONE MAN suouLD IIAVE ONE WrFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE Hus:B.um: EXCEPT IN CASE oF DRATH, WHEN EtTHRR
rs A'£ LIBEHTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 3HO, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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ERAI,D:
Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints
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Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per yt-mro
i'l_"1le Traveling JHinistry, District and Branclt Presidents,
the Bishop;s Agents. are requer;ted to solicit new subti
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THE SHEEP AND THE GOATS.

A WRITER in this issue assumes that the
word "sheep" does not
in the Bible, mean Saints. To this we reply, that
that is owing entirely to how the word is
used. vVhen used as the name, the denomidistinctive title of men and women,
we think, it always refers to tho~e in
covenant r.elations with God and
under the dominion ofthe law of God-under
the government of God-though perhaps
not living
up to their duties and privileges. Psalms 49:
sheep they
are laid in the
mankind to
ject to
·53: 6-"All we
have gone
astray"-is a comparison drawn between
mankind (especially
to whom this
was sent) who wander
fold and the
as
foolish sheep, and this means that such
have or have had both a fold and a shepherd. But in Matthew 25: 32 certain
sons are individually called and
denominated
the Lord
"the Great
of the
" and this,
final judg; and these
then pronounced by the judge
and
and "blessed," and are set
his right
hand." Mark it
it
Chri§t who
names and claims these persons as his.
In HERALD for August
pag·es
520-I, we demonstrated from
IO: 227; Alma 3: 5, 8, and Mosiah I I : 15, etc.,
that it requires hothj(dth and ltood ·works
to entitle any and all to be called of Christ
his "sheep" and worthy of a place at his
"right hand" at the final, "eternal" judgment and it matters not if it can be and
finally shown that any of these
are attained after this
ent life, in some future estate.
thing is just as certain as the word of
Christ's "sheep" are those who believe in
him; also to remain such
must make

I
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that faith effective by good works-works
"brotherly kindness," "mercy"
" Good deeds must be found
in
character of all men at "the judgment seat of Christ" to entitle them to a
at his right hand. If such are not
, no one can have claim on his special
favor. And here we may repeat what
from the first have said in substance,
that Matthew zs: 31-46 was and
mainly to teach all to whom it
come, I, the all important fact of a
final judgment; 2, that it will be
based on "the deeds" of the indi3, that Christ, personally, will be
that "the righteous," "the
judgment, possess the com-.
and essential qualification of
done good deeds to Christ's "breththat at least one leading
of "the goats" will
be their want of good deeds to these
"brethren" of Christ.
l't. careful reading of Matthew 25: 31reveals the fact that both "the sheep"
and "the goats" there indicated knew
Ch:·ist's
" had been in close contact with
were so familiar with
them and their work as that the "sheep" are
"righteous" and "blessed" for
done gcJod deeds to them, while
are condemned because they
not, when they had the opportunity,
do ~hose
deeds. All this implies a
a knowledge, and therefore a
and duty on the part of
and "goats" to aid, rebefriend and sustain the
''brethren" of
The "sheep" accepttheir oppportunities, performed their
and honored the responsibility placed
hut the "goats" refused, neglectChrists "brethren," therecondemnation for not having
known duties.
it, that all this shows beyond
Christ's "brethren" ha<fbeen
dose contact with, and were well known
both the "sheep" ancl the "goats."
we further say, this could not be and
be
· of the faith, character,
work of those "brethren."
Christ assumes that they were so acquaintand it is evident that upon this he bases
; for be condemns none who
his
have
knowledge nor opportunity
or capability of obtaining such. TherefOJ:f it is proper to assume that both the
and the "goats" had knowledge,
of gaining it, in respect to
of Christ, including their
doctrine, character and
to "imputed" righteousnes~,
we
is limited to the children of
Under the gospel covenant ( J er,

No. 34·
31: 34), God takes away, "pardons," and
"forgives" such as enter that covenant;
hut no sucb promise is made to others.
If beyond this life persons hear, believe
and accept the gospel covenant, remission
of sins necessarily follows. But this is introducing a new subject, and one not essential to be discussed here.
As for the three glories, arising out of
th" different resurrections and the "eternal
judgment" of all men "according as their
works shall be," will they all not be found
in and under the universal kingdom of
God when it fill "the whole earth," "under
the whole heaven" (Dan. 2: 35 and 7: 27),
when Christ's "dominion" shall be universal and he reign "king of kings and Lord
of Lords," and when Christ's people will
reign with him as kings and priests? We
think so, also that the lesser kingdoms will
be embraced within that kingdom, being
a part of it, and that the terrestrial and telestial kingdoms will be subordinate to the
highest, also that this universal kingdom
and its glones and blessings were "prepared from the foundation of the world,"
as the Scriptures teach, and as is most consistent in the very nature of the work of
creation and redemption. But enough on
this now.
If the discussion of this subject shall induce deep thought and care.ful study of
the fact of a future judgment of all men
in respect to their works, also more full
ank thorough investigation of all the subjects germain thereto, it will well repay
the efforts being now made.
TRINE IMMERSION.
EDITORS HERALD :·-Having got into a confab with a "Tunker" minioter of late, he preoented some doctrine which does not correspond with
the teaching of the Church of Jesus Christ, but
which I confess presses me to ask one that is
more competent. They teach that "trine immersion" was the apostolic mode of baptism-dipping
or bowing the head in the name of the Father,
and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. They
claim that Romans 6: 5 has reference to how he
died; that "he bowed his hea'd and gave up the
Ghost." That is where they get the dipping forward. This and feet washing are their strongest
holds. When it comes to the church and its
authority they are ea,ily cornered. I send you
the foliowing clipping from one oi their tracts.
Please review the c'octrine of "Trine Immersion:"
"After a proper understanding is had between
the candidate and the saints, we go to a certain
water. After we get there, and after a word of
prayer, we make another advance from this point,
and like Philip and the eunuch, go down into the
water, both the administrator and thP candidate;
there, while bowed upon his knees, the candidate
is thrice immersed face forward, and is thus buri-
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ed in baptism, in the likeness of Christ's death;
face forward, because this is the primitive practice instituted by our Savior, and handed down
to us through the apo,tles, as is the united testimony of all the ancient writers who describe the
practice, there being not one ca;,e of single backward immersion recorded beyond the reformation, which shows this practice to be a human invention less than four hundred years old.
"Furthermore, the face forward action is in the
likeness of Christ's death. He bowed his head
in death, and Paul says, "We are planted together in the likeness of his death," not in tlze likeness
cj his burial.
"The Brethren baptize by trine immersion because Christ, in Matt. 28: 19, commands to "Baptize them in the name of the Father, and of the
Son, and of the Holy Ghost," which we can not
see bow to perform without doing just as commanded. Had he commanded to baptize in the
name of the Father only, it would require an action to obey the command. Had he commanded
to baptize them in the name of the Son only, it
would also require an action to obey the command. Had he commanded to b.:>.ptize them in
the name of the Holy Ghost, it would in like
manner require an action to obey the command.
Now, inasmuch as the Lord did not command to
baptize them in the name of either of these alone,
but in the name of each--in the name of "the
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost,"
therefore we do just as commanded. If I should
tell the boy to dip my pencil into the water, and
into the milk, and into the wine, he could not
possibly obey the command, short of dipping the
the pencil three times-once into each substance.
Again, if I command the boy to write his name
in the book of Matthew, and of Mark, and of
Luke, he will at once see that he must write his
name three times to do as commanded-once in
each book.
"This, the Brethren do not regard as three
baptisms, but three actions·required to complete
the one (baptisma "dipping") spoken of by Paul
in Ephesians 4: 5·
"HISTORICAL PROOFS ON BAPTISM.

"•Theodore!,' says Bingham, 'charges Eunomi·
us with making an innovation upon the original
institution of baptism delivered by Christ and the
apostles, in that he made a contrary law that man
should not be baptized by three immersions, nor
with an invocation of the Trinity.' Antiq of the
Chr. Ch., r, p. 540. Pelagiu:' condemns the single immersion of Eunomius as 'contrary to the
gospel given by Christ who appointed every one
to be baptized . . . with three immersions, saying to his disciples, 'Go baptize all nations in the
name of the Father,'' etc. lbid. Gregory Nyssa
says: 'Eunornius pe1'verted the law of Christ . . .
and taught thai: baptiBm vvas not to be given in
the name of the F,,_ther, and of the Son, and of
Holy Spirit, as Christ commanded.' Ibid, r. p.
487. Chrysostom s6.ys: 'Christ deli-vered to his
disciples 'one baptis1n' in three irnmersions of the
body, when he saiJ to them, 'Go, teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father,
and of '•he Son, and of the Holy Spirit." Tbid, r.
p. 540. Jerome, commenting on Eph. 4: 5, says·
'We are thrice dipped in water that the mystery
of the Trinity may c1ppear to be one, and therefore though \Ve be thrice pu.t under water to represent the mystery of the Trinity, yet it is reputed but 'one baptism.'' Crystal's History of

the Modes of Baptism, 72, 73· Jerome u·1d'"'stood Paul's 'one baptism' to be triune.---Stdn
and Ray Debate, pp. 58-59."

way, face

and not

We can
with the
request
among other
things, the
editorial from tne
HERALD of December 1
TRINE IMMERSION,

A brother wishes to know what evidences and arguments we have
"trine"- "triple" cheerfully furnish such ?S are ''t
which we think quite E-uffi.:ient.
death:-Mm
dies but once;
died but once
buried but once; was raised
death but once; ·was not buried face
ward nor raised up
of this occurs under "trine" or
mersion. Hear Saint Paul
not, that so many of us
into Jesus Christ were
death?
Therefore we are buried with
him by
into death; that like as
Christ was raised up from the dead
the glory of the Father, even so we a 1 so
should walk in newness of life, For if 'VC
have been
in the liken,,ss
of his
we
be also in the likeness of his resurrection."- Rom. 6:
Hear him again:-"Buried with him
baptism, wherein
are also risen IN:th
him through the
of the
of
God, who bath rai,,eJ him from the dead."
--Col. 2: 12. We
it; Christ died
but once; was raised
one..:·; and furlh·
ermore, there w~.:re no three similar
connected with either his
resurrection; neither was he
downward, nor raised up backward; hence
"trine immersion" can not l:le made to
resent being "buried with him in h~".;",~
neither can it be made to represent
didates being raised
in their
"like as Christ was
dead."
All civilized nations
upward.
2.--When the
tized he is raised
--into the new
water;" he is
tree;" he is entered "in
the sheepfold;" be is
family of Christ, and he enters into theo;e
condi-tion~ by one act, and not
he enters face
and not
verse as trine immersion would
to do. Baptism is the chid
--the door.:..-hy which the
ters into the visible
dom of Christ; and
need to make three
-and then enter
remember<'d, he
the
goes down into
thatis "death"), but
up" out of the
This done, he enters
enters the church, the
"the house of God;" and a decent
for the "household of faith" and for
self would require that he should enter in

A. D.

trine immersion, he
admits
that Christ did not
and he thereadmits it to be
says:
"To deal with thh< matter briefly, I shall begin
with baptism. When we are going to enter the
water, but a little before, i.n the pres,~nce of the
congregation and under the hand of the president,
we solemnly profess that we disown the devil,
and his pomp and his angels. Heret;pon we are
iltrice immersed, making a s:·mewat ampler pledge
than the Lord has appointed in the gospel.
Then, when we are 1·aken up (as new-born children), we taste first of all a mixture of milk and
honey, and from that day we refrain from the
daily bath for a whole week. We take also, in
congregations before daybreak, and from the
hand of none but the presidents, the sacrament
of the Eucharist, -..vhlch the Lord both commanded to be eaten at meal-times, and enjoined to be
taken by all alike. As often as the anniversary
comes round, we make ofterings for the dead as
birthday honors. vVe count fasting or kneeling
in worship on the Lord's day to be unlawful.
We rejoice in the same privilege also from Easter
to Whitsunday.
We feel pained should any
wine or bread, even though our own be cast upon the g•·ounrl. At every forward step and rnovement, at every going in and out, when we put on
our clothes and shoes, when we bathe, when we
sit at table, when
light the lamps, on couch,
on seat, in all the ordinary actions of daily life,
we trace upon the forehead the sign" [the
-Attie Nicene Fatkers, vol. 3, pages 94, 95·

the above it is seen Tertullian extrine immersion tn he "a somewhat
than the Lord has
And
to
usages then
church, it will he seen that
the then Christian Church
thun what Christ had

apostles, was now very
most unsafe !o
upon
and customs then endorsed
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HERALD.
have not the clear support and sanction of
the Holy Scriptures.
Dr. Schaff, in his "History of the Christian Church," vol. I p. 468, in a note on
the "form of baptism," says as follows of
"threefold immersion:"- "The Oriental
and the orthodox Russian churches require
even a threefold immersion, in the name of
the Trinity, and deny the validity of any
other. They look down upon the
of Rome as an unbaptized heretic,
would not recognize the single immersion
of the Baptists.
The Longer Russian
Catechism thus defines
'A sacrament in which a man who believes, havhis body thrice plunged in water in
name of God, the Father, the Son, and
the
Ghost, dies to the carnal life of
born again of the
Ghost
to iife spiritual and holy.' Marriott (in
Smith and Cheetham, I, x6;) says: 'Triple
immersion, that is thrice dipping the l-:ead
while standing in the water, was the all
but universal rule of the church in
' and quotes in prcof Tertullian,
of Terusalem, Chrvsostom, Terome,
I., etc. But he admits on page r68
~q., that affusion and aspersion were exceptionally also med, especially in clinical
baptism, the validity of which Cyprian
defended.'"
It will be noticed that Tertullian is the
first author q noted in proof by Marriott;
and we have already seen that he admits
that Christ did not appoint trine immersion in the gospel. This, then, ought to
forever di:;prove, historically, the claim
made by some that trine immersion is a
gospel institution. The last
also
proves that trine immersion existed in the
church at the same time with "affusion
and aspersion;" or, in other
at a
time when the so-called Christians had
largely turned to heathenism and apostacy,
having "transgressed the laws, changed
the ordinance, broken the
covenant."-Isa. z4: 5·
Trine immersion is a chief and distinguishing ordinance of one of the great
branches of apostate
have seen, and this is
claims for divine origin.
the
apostasy seems to have
the ordinance" of gnspel
in some
way or another, and "trine
one of the many evidences of that fact.
connection with the above we mention the following: The believers in trine
immersion by their interpretation
or at least nullify the true idea
the unity of the Gz>dhead. While they
interpret Matthew z8: 19
three immersions, they
direct
with
says, "For there are three
the Faththat bear record in
er, the Word, and the
Ghost, and
these three are one.'' To us the practice
of three separate
in the name of
the Son,
and the Holy Ghost, seem~ like anything
but unity; but the one immersion in the
names of the three who are
is evidentin harmony with the
of the in-

The illustration of the boy dipping his
pencil "into each substance," is not a par:c.llel with the act of baptism. Jesus comm3nded that one substance be used by the
baptizer into which he was to immerse the
candidate in the name of the Godhead.
We further quote from Tertullian, and
it should be remembered that he is one of
the earliest of the "Christian Fathers," and
is therefore among the nearest to the apostles as an ecclesiastical historian. His birth
as A. D. 145, and his death from
to the practice of trine imother multiplied ceremonies,
Tertullian savs:
for these and other
such rules, yf;U insist upon having- positive
injunction, you will .find none.
will be held forth to you as the
of
custom as their strengthener, and faith as their observer," etc.Ante-Nicene Fathers, Vol. g, p. 95, chap. 4·
In the "Elucidations" of Tertullian's
statements previously quoted, we find the
following- in Vol. g, pp. wg, ro4, AnteNicene Fat hers:
"A slight metaplzrase will bring out the sense,
perhaps, of this most interesting portrait of early
Chrbtian usages.
"In baptism, we use trine immersion, in honor
of the trinal N arne, after renouncing the devil
and his angels and the pomps and vanities of his
kingdom. But this trinal rite is a ceremonial
amplification of what is actually commanded. It
was heretofore tolerated in some places that communJcants should take each one ris portion, with
his own hand, but now we suffer none to receive
this Facramentexcept at the hand of the minister.
"He owns there is no Scripture for any of these
usages, in which there was an amplifying of the
precepts of Christ. - ..
"And as our author asserts the long continuance of such usages to be their chief justification,
it is evident that he supposed them common from
the sub·apostolic age. There is nothing here to
justify amplifications and traditions which, subsequently came in like a flood to change principles of the faith once delivered to the Saints."

In

with this idea of the onewe quote the follow"First Apology of Justin
lived and wrote A. D. r I4Vol. r, Ante-Nicene Fath6r--Christian Baptism:

"I
dedicated ourselves to God when we had been
made new through Christ; lest, if we omit this,
we seem to be unfair in the explanation we are
making. As many as are persuaded and believe
that what we teach and say is true, and undertake to be able to live accordingly, are instructed
to pray and entreat God with fasting, for theremiscion of their sins that are past, we praying
and fasting with them. Then they are brought
by us where there is water, and are regenerated
in the c;ame manner by which we were ourselves
'r"'""P!1et'>'U<c.cl. For, in the name of God, the Father
and Lord' of the universe, and of our Savior Jesus Christ, and of the Holy Spirit, they then receive the washing with water. For Christ also
said, •Except ye be born again, ye shall not enter
in1o the kingdom of heaven,' .. _ there is pronounc.~d over him who chooses to be born again,

SSI
and has repented of his sins, the name of God
the Father and Lord of the universe; he who
leads to the lav<Cr the person that is to be washed,
calling him by that name alone. For no one can
utter the name of the ineffable God; and if any
one dare to say that there is a name, he raves
with a hopeless madness_ And this washing is
called illumination, because they who learn these
things are illuminated in their understandingsAnd in the name of Jesus Christ, who was crucified under Pontius Pilate, and in the name of the
Holy Ghost, who through the prophets foretold
all things about Jesus, he who is illuminated is
washed."

It will be noticed that the name of the
Godhead is mentioned by Justin Martyr.
We have caretully examined volumes one
and two of the Ante-Nicene Fathers,
which contain the writings of Justin Martyr, Irenaem, Hermas, Tatian, Athenagorus, Theophilus and Clement of Alexandria, and in them we find nothing which
could possibly be construed to favor three
immersions. The statement of Tertullian, however, effectmtlly settles the character of that unauthoriud institution, for
he calls it, as we have shown, "a somewhat ampler [more extended, greater,
more enlarged] pledge than the Lord has
appointed in the gospel," etc., etc.
Trine immersion was never practiced
until after the church began to transgress,
change the ordinance, and break the covenant. Rome changed the ordinance by
sprinkling and baptizing- infants; the
Greeks, etc., by dipping thrice, face downward, and in bap'izing those not capable
of belief or repentance. These changes
are clear evidences of the great apostacy
which Christ and Paul, Peter, John
and others · predicted in Holy Writ.
The apost:1sy from the primitive faith began in their own times and had evidently
made great inroads upon the work of the
apostles. Tesuo, in Matthew 28:20 made
a conditional promise to be with them
"even unto the end." That condition was
that they should "observe all thing-s whatsoever I have commanded you." While
it may be claimed that this promise was
unconditional, we reply that in that case
Christ would pldgc himself to be with
them no mcltter what they taug-ht and
what they practiced, and would also be a
respecter of persons, for he required I srael to "obev his voice and hearken diligeMly unto ·~ll the commandments," and
finally rejected them for their disobedience.
Tesus foresaw and predicted the downfall of the kingdom of heaven-the
church: "And from the days of John the
Baptist until now the kingdom of heaven
suffereth violence and the violent take it
by force." Paul. Pder, John and Isaiah
clearly indicate the apostasy which Jesus
predicted. See Acts zo: 29. go; 2 Tim.
3:3; 2 Thess. 2:3, 7; 2 Peter 2: r-g;
John rz: 35; r John 4: 3; Rev. rz: 1-5,
14; Rev. rg: 7, 8 Ismah z4: 5, 6, etc.,
etc. Hence we can readily account for
the "ampler pledge" and departures and
other rites and customs foreign to the
teachings of the New Testament which
I prevailed even in Tertullian's early day.
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If "all Asia" had turned away from what
Paul taught them, what might we not expect to witness in the way of multiplied fruits of
paganism and
apostasy in Tertullian's time, and in
subsequent periods of which the Christian
Fathers wrote?
As we examine ecclesiastical historv it
but confirms the truth of prophetic statements. We present but a few: Dr. Mosheim, the "impartial ecclesiastical historian" says: "The Christian Church was
scarcely formed when, in different places,
there started up certain pretended reformers, who, not satisfied with the simplicity
of that religion that was taught by the apostles, meditateii changes of doctrine and
worship." "The influence of these new
teachers was at first considerable. During
the lives of the apostles their attempts to
pervert Christianity were attended with
little success. They, however, acquired
credit and strength 'by degrees; and, even
from the first, imperceptibly laid the foundations of those seds, whose animosities
and disputes produced afterwards such
trouble."-Part z, chapter 5, verses I
and z.
Of the Second Century he writes m
part two:
"This venerable simplicity was not, indeed, of
long duration. Its beauty was gradually effaced
by the laborious efforts of human learning, and
the dark subtilities of imaginar.v science. This
disadvantageous change, this unhappy alteration
of the primitive simplicity of the Christian religion, arose partly from pride and partly from a
sort of necessity. The former cause was the
eagerness of certain learned men to bring about
a union between the doctrines of Christianity and
the opinions of the philosophers.
For they
thought it a very fine accomplishment to be able
to express the precepts of Christ in the language
of philosophers and rabbis. The other reason
was the necessity of having recourse to logical
definitions and nice distinctions, in order to confound the sophistical arguments which the infidel and the heretic employed."-Chajter 3,
verse 2.
«There is no institution so pure and excellent
which the corruption and folly of man will not
in time alter for the worse, and load with additions foreign to its nature and original design.
Such, in a particular manner was the fate of
Christianity. In this century many unnecessary
rites and ceremonies were added to the Christian
worship, the introduction of which was extremely offensive to wise and good men."-Ckajter 4,
verse I.

Trine immersionists and their faulty,
imperfect systems ap, a whole can be traced
to the heretical and darkened counsels of
those who departed from the faith, and
they represent but one of the many
phases of the results of apostasy and spiritual darkness.
In connection with the foregoing we
cite the reader who desires to make an exhaustive or more extended historical examination of the subject, to an article written by Bro. T. W. Smith, which was
published in the HERALD beginning with
the September 1st, 1878, number. In the
said article Bro. Smith follows the question through the labyrinths of various
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"Our exposition is attracting universal attention, and we will have the greatest agricultural
display ever known in the
of expositions.
President Harrison and Secrataries Noble and
Rusk have blOen invited to attend, and there is
little doubt bnt
they will accept. Hundreds
of farmers have already applied for space to exhibit corn and other agricultural products, and
the departure from the tlme worn custom of offering thousands of dol!v.rs to horse
to
the exclusion of the agriculturist, is being hailed
with delight throughout the length and breadth
of the land."
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Prof. George
Chatburn and Miss Anna
Murphy, the former principal and the latter
teacher in the city schools vvere united in marriage
afternoon in the presence of a
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select company at the home of the bride's father,
Councilmam M. B. Murphy. Rev. J T. Baird
p~rformed the nuptial ceremony. 'The congratulations over an elaborate collation was served to
the invited guests. The happy couple were accompanied by a large party to the six o'clock
train when they departed for Harlan, Iowa, the
home of the bridegroom. They are both very
estimable young people, and enjoy the best
wl.shes of very many friends.
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I have inquired of the Lord, and he hath made
it manifest unto me, that there must needs be a
change wrought upon their bodies, that they
might not suffer pain nor sorrow, save it were
for the sins of the world. Now this change was
not equal to that which should take place at the
last day; but there was a change wrought upon
them, insomuch that Satan could have no power
over them, that he could not tempt them, and
they were sanctified in the flesh, that they were
holy, and that the powers of the earth could not
hold them; and in this state they were to remain
until the judgment day of Christ; and at that
day they were to receive a greater change, and to
be received into the kingdom of the Father to go
no more out, but to dwell with God eternally in
the heavens."-Nephi I3: 6.
Of translated bodies Jo>eph Smith wrote in his
history as follows:
"He explained the difference between an angel and a ministering spirit; the one a resurrected or translated body, with its spirit ministering
to embodied spirits-the other a disembodied
spirit, visiting and ministering to disembodied
spirits. Jesus Christ became a ministering spirit
(whiie his body was lying in the sepulchre), to
the spirits in prison, without which he could not
have perfected his work, or entered into his rest.
After his resurrection he appeared as an angel to
his disciples, etc. Translated bodies can not
enter into rest until they have undergone a
change equivalent to death. Translated bodies
are designed for future missions."-ll:fill Star,

.!{'ues.--Can the meaning of the 25th and z6th
verses of the 36th chnpter of Ezekiel be answered
through the I-Ierald? There are some here who
think they prove that sprinkling is baptism.
A us.----'The prophecy of Ezekiel, referred to,
addressed to hrael who were, at that time
under and subject to the law of Moses.
Sprinkling \vas to that people, rst, a type of
cleansing and purifying. See Hebrews 9: I3; II:
28; Leviticus 14: 7; Numbers 8: 7; 19: 13, r8,
etc.
was also u,ed to represent the sealing,
binding, or confirming of sacred things. (He b. 9: I
vol. ri:>, p. 694·
r8, 23} Hebrews 9: 22 amply refutes the spriJ1k~.-Is President Joseph Smith a prohibitionling theory of baptisrn. "And John also was bapist?
A.-Yes.
tized
Enon, n<>ar to Salim because there was
~.-Is it right to confirm members in the
muc.i ·water thcre,''-John 3: Z3· Baptism is rename of the Church of Christ, or the name of the
ferred to as a type of "death" and of burial. It
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints?
is atso a birth.
They "went down into" and
A.-Both.
"came up out of the water" is the scriptural state~.-Which of A's or B's example is preferable
mere!, which shows that the act of baptism plainin the following instance: A will take a drink
ly rc~quired immersion. Sprinkling is not bapof liquor '.vhenever he ·wants one; B, may feel like
tisrn, for baptism is in1mersion.
taking the drink, but sternly refu~es?
.z.--vVhat is the fruit referred to in Jchn rs:
A.-'The latter. And if B. persists in abstain8,--"I-Ierein is my Father glorified, that ye bear
' ing he will overcome the appetite altogether;
much
so shall ye be my disciples?"
while if A continues to gratify his taste for liquor
A --Fruitful gospel works--righteousness of life.
he is very likely to lose the Spirit and become
''Let your so light shine before men, that they
careless in other respects.
may see your good works, and glorify your
Q.- Whether is prohibition or high license
Father which is in heaven."--Matt. 5: t6. Read
more in conformity with the rules of our church?
Luke : 27-49; Gal. 5: 22-26; 2 P.,eter r: 5-9;
A.-Prohibition, if practicable.
as Elijah was translated, did he
go to heaven having flesh and blood? If so, will
flesll and blood inherit the kingdom of heaven?
A--To l1o~h questions, No. Paul wrote in I
Cor''.nthians rs: so: "Now this I say, brethren,
that flesh and blood can not enter the Kingdom
God; neither doth corruption inherit incorruption." From the statement of Jesus in Luke
24: 39,---" .. Handle me, and see; for a spirit
hath not flesh
bones as ye see me have," we
understand th:::t the perfected elements(' fl,esh")
whkh ;composed Christ's resurrected body were
filld
the Holy Spirit. Elijah was probably
translated or changed to the same degree of bodily immortaHty as were the three N ep'cite apostles.
read
their translation as follows:
now behold, as I spake concerning those
whcm the Lord hath chosen, yea, even three
were caug·ht up into the heave,.s, that I
knew c10t whether 'they were cleansed from mortality to immortality. But behold, since I wrote,

we

DARWINISM.
There are two serious defects in the Darwinian theory of the descent (or ascent it should be)
of man. One of these ls the utter and ignominious failure to discover in the whole sweep of
nature, animate or inanimate, animal or human,
any faintest suggestion of transition from a
lower to a higher species. 'The "missing link"
breaks the chain and discredits the hypothesis.
The other defect is the absence of intellectual
progress within the historic period. Intelligence
has broadened.
"Science," in Lord Bacon's
phrase, "now lights her torch at e,·ery man's
candle.'' Free schools and open Bibles and
abounding churches have popularized knowledge; so that now Talleyrand's epigram is realized-·"Everybody is cleverer than anybody."
But as it regards indivklual vigor and depth of
mind, the ancients are still the admiration and
the despair of the world.
What intellect has
surpassed Plato, Aristotle, Socrates? Do not
these yet indicate the high watermark ofthought?
What poets, orators, artists, have in modern times
eclipsed those of Greece and Rome before the ad-
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vent of Christ? Would not any modern esteem
it the highest compliment to be told that heresembled Homer in song, D~mosthenes in speech,
or Parrhasius in art? Modern culture has_gained in breadth, not in depth.
But this is entirely wrong on the basis of Darwin. There should have been progress. Those
old mental lights should have been outshone.
It is so much easier to speculate than to demonstrate! Anyone can advance a theory; the difficulty lies in substantiating it.-Selected.

EDITED BY SISTER "'FRANCES."

HN ature is not solitude:
She crowds us with her thronging mood;
Her many hands reach out to us,
Her many tongues are garrulous;
Perpetual riddles of surprise
She offers to our ears and eyes."

To ALL who have the training of little children
entrusted to them, we commend a careful reading of the article found below. We believe it
contains a lesson of value to every one, as well
as to those who have children to train, but is
especially of value t0 the latter.
TRAINING A CHILD'S FAITH.
There is no need of trying to implant faith in
child's nature, for it is there to begin with. But
there is need of training a child's faith, so that it
shall be rightly directed and wisely developed.
Every child has the instinct of faith, as surely as
it has the instinct of appetite. The inborn im-pulse to seek nourishment is not more real and
positive in a normal child, than is the impulse in
such a child to cling to and trust another. Both
instincts are already there, and both need training.
The faith here spoken of is that faith that rests
on a person, not that miscalled "faith" which applies to an assent to a series of dogmas. True
faith, indeed, always rests an a person. Any
other use of the term is only by accommodation,
and is liable to be misleading. One of the best
definitions of Christian faith is, "that act by
which one person, a sinner, commits himself to
another person, a Savior." Even before a child
is old enoilgh to learn of a Savior, the instinct of
faith is one of the child's qualities; just '·as the
instinct of hunger is a child's quality before the
child is old enough to know the nature of its
fitting food, If a mother, or a nurse, or even a
stranger, puts a finger into the chubby hand of
an infant, that little hand will close over the proffered finger, and cling to it as for dear life. And
it is not until a child has learned to distrust, that
it is said to be "old enough tc be afraid." While
a child's faith is yet undisturbed, as also after a
child's faith has become discriminating. a child's
faith needs wise directing and developing; and
to this end there i~ need of wisdom and of care
on the part of those who have lhe responsibility
of this training.
While the instinct of faith is innate in the child,
a knowledge of the One on whom his faith can
re•t with ultimate confidence is not innate. A
knowledge of God comes to man by revelation;
and wl::oever has responsibility for a child's moral training, has the duty of revealing to that child
a knowledge of God. B11t a child can understand
God, and can grasp a true conception of him,
quite as easily as the profoundest philosopher
can. A child does not need to be led by degrees

Into a knowledge of God. So soon as he is capable of learning that his voice can be heard by bls
loving mother or his loving father in another
room, he is capable of learning that his voice can
be heard by a loving Father whom he has never
seen; who is always within hearing, but never
within sight; who is the loving Father of his
father and mother, as well as of himself and of
everybody else; who is able to do all things, and
who is sure to do all things welL In the knowledge of this truth, a child can be taught to pray
to God in faith.
From the very beginning a child can take in
the great truths concerning God's nature·, and
the scope of God's power, as fully as a theologian
can take them in. Therefore the1·e need be no
fear that too much is proffered to the child's
mind in this sphere, if only it all be proffered in
simplicity as explicit truth. without any attempt
at its explanation, Bishop Patteson, in his missionary work among the South Sea Islanders,
said that he found it best to begin with John's
Gospel in the imparting of religious instruction
to the untutored natives; for they could all take
that in easier than they could comprehePd the
historical books of the Bible. And it is much
the same with children. They can receive the
profoundest truths of the Bible without any explanation. When they are older, they will be
better fitted to grapple with the difficulties of
elementary religious teaching. The idea that a
child must have a knowledge of the outline of
the Bible story before he knows the central trnth
that Jesus Christ is his loving Savior, is as unreasonable as it would be to suppose that a child
must know the anatomy of the human frame before he is able to believe in his mother's love for
him.
The first lesson in the training of a child's
faith, is the lesson that he is to have faith in
God. Many a child is taught to have faith in the
power of prayer, or faith in the value of good
conduct, without being taught that his faith shoud
rest wholly and absolutely on God. He ls taught
that he can hope to have whatever he prays for;
and that if he is a good boy he can expect blessing, while if he is a bad boy he can not expect
to be blessed. With this training the child's faith
is drawn away from God, and is led to rest on
his personal conduct; whereas his faith ought to
be trained to rest on the God to whom he prays,
and in lovipg obedience to whom he strlveB to be
good.
H you tP-11 a child that God is able and ready
to give him everything he prays for, the chlld is
prompt to accept your statement as a truth, and
so he prays for a pleasant day, when a pleasant
day is desired by him, H the pleasant day comes
accordingly, the child's faith in prayer is confirmed; but if the day be a stormy one, the child's
mind is bewildered, and a doubt is likely to creep
into his mind whether prayer is alwavs so effective as he had been told to believe it to be. And
the case is similar when a child pra rs for the
health of one whom he loves, or for some gift
which he longs to receive, or for success in some
personal endeavor, and the issue is not in accord-ance with his petition. If, on the other hand,
you tell a child that God knows what is best for
us better than we know for ourselves, and that,
while God is glad to have us come to him with
all our wisheR and all our troubles, we must leave
it to God to cjecide just what he will give to us
and do for tis, the child !s ready to accept this

statement as the truth; and then his faith in God
is not disturbed In the slightest degree by finding
that God has dec;cided to do differently from his
request to God in prayer. On every side, children are being taught to have faith in prayer,
rather than to have faith in God; and, in consequence, their faith is constantly subject to shocks
which would never have assailed it if it had been
trained to rest on God instead of resting on
prayer.
If you tell a child that God loves good children, and that he does not love bad children, the
child will believe you; and then, when he thinks
he is a good child, he will be glad that there is
a God who can appreciate him; but when he
knows he is a bad child, he will perhaps be sorry that there is a child in the universe to be his
enemy. So far as your training does its legitimate work, in this instance, the child is trained,
not to have faith in God, but to have confidence
in his own merits as a means of commending him
to the God whom you have misrepresented to
him. If, on the other hand, you tell a child that
God is love, and that his love goes out unfailitJgly toward all, even toward those who have no
hwe for him, and that while God loves to have
children good, he loves them tenderly while they
are very bad, the child will take in that great
truth gratefully; and then he is readier to have
faith in God, and to want to be good because the
loving God loves to have him good. And in this
way a child's faith in God may be the means of
quickening and shaping his desires in the direction of well-doing.
As a means of training a child's' faith in God
more intelligently and with greater definiteness,
the fact of the Incarnation may be disclosed to
him in all the fulness of its richest meaning. A
very young child can comprehend the truth that
God in his love sent his Son into this world as a
little child, with the name cf Jesus-or Savior;
!hat Jesus grew up from childhood into manhood,
that he loved little children, that he died for
them, that still he loves them, that he watches
over them tenderly, and that he is ready to help
them in all their trials and needs, and to be their
Savior forever. With this knowledge of Jesus
as God's representative, a child can be trained to
trust Jesus at all times; to feel safe in darkness
and in danger because of his nearness, his love,
and his power; to be sure of his symp!'-thy, and
to rest on him a& a sufficient Savior. That a
child is capable of such faith as this, is not
a question. The only question, if question there
be, is whether any one but a child can attain to
such faith. One thing is as sure as the words of
Jesus are true, and that is, that "whosoever shall
not receive the kingdom of God as a little child
shall in no wise entre therein;" or, in other
words, that a child's faith !s a pattern for the
believers of every age.
The training of a child's faith is the most deli-cate and the most important duty that devolves
upon one who is set to the work of child training.
More is involved in it for the child's welfare, and
more depends upon it for the child's enjoyment
and efficienc_y in life, than pivots on any other
phase of the training of a child. He who would
train a child's faith aright has need of wisdom,
and yet more has need of falth,-just such faith
as that to the exereise of which he would train
the child of his charge.-Eddorial '"
School Times.
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PRAYER UNION .
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYERS.

Bro. J. S. Whiting of Lake Cryotal, Minn., requests your prayers in his behalf, that H it be
God's will he may be healed, He is, and has
been, a very great sufferer from the effects of
cancer.
Sr. Nellie Jones, of Sublette, Illinois, who is
weak and suffering from the effects of cancers
removed, asks your prayers in her behalf.
REQUEST--SPECIAL.
vVishing to communicate directly with any
person belonging to the church (or whose parents
belong) who is engaged in teaching, or in any
employment by which a fair salary is em·ned, we
beg such to favor us with their name and address
on a postal card, at
very earliest con venience: assuring them that we will be gratetul for
the kindness and give them our reasons for the
request at an early day.
M. WI ALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.
HOME COLUMN Iill.ISSIONARY FUND. ·
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Dear Column.~-I am here again, not to impart
anything of great moment, but to correct an error in my last letter.
May be I wrote it. "Did
any of you ever live in every sense of the ·word?"
I surely didn't intend to produce such an ambiguous expression. I meant to say, "Did any of
you ever Jive by jaitlt in every sense of the word ?"
etc. H you have, tell us about it.
"The just shalllh·e by faith." How many of
us are just, and can live by faith?
There are
trials and disappointments and f'orrows enough
in life to call for all the faith one can obtain.
Truly we ought to sympathize with each otherwe mothers and sisters. Two bereaved mothers,
sisters Stebbins and Lanyon, so lately and sorely
bereft of their darlings have my heartfelt sympathy and earnest prayers.
God, strengthen
them to bear their sorrows. Wo,.lld
could see
their faces again, and assure them that they do
not stand forgotten in the shadow of their abiding
grief. Few mothers but have been called upon
to bear similar trials. Two precious babies have
been borne from my arms to a better, safer, happier home.
My heart has found echo in the sweetly sad
lines:
'·'We ha.ve tearfully folded the cold, white hands
Lovingly oyer her breast,
We have kissed the pale lips forevermore
And laid her dowu gently to rest.

closed~

We have laid her to rest with a. void ill onr hearts,
In anguish wept OYer her tomb,

Yet we would not recall her where

Hfe~s

Blights t.he flowers in their earlie8t

chillmg blaet~

bloom.~,

Your sister,

Sr. Viva ornitted the two words, "by
and though '"'e tried, we could
think what

words
supply. The sentence was ambiguous,
but atnbiguons or not, it is an open question.ED.
WARREN, Ohio, July 23d.
Dear Sisiers of t!ze Home Column:-I esteem it
a pleas:n·e as well as a duty to be able to communicate with you through the Home Column,
and as I wrlte I wonder if we who have taken
upon u:; the name of Christ, will always have oil
in our
and not bring reproach on his cause.
I pray we may continue steadfast in faith and in
all our works, that we may ever be worthy of the
name we bear.. We are enlisted for life in the
army of the Lord. Glorious thought is it not?
We, the Saints, here, are few in number-seven
--but are going to try and lay aside ten cents
each month for the missionary fund. That will
be seventy cents per month from here. How I
wish and pray every branch (when it is possible)
would do the same. The calls for more preaching are so numerous, and the laborers so few!
Two more souls here were born of water and of
Spirit, July 7th. One of our brothers had a testimony at our last meeting that many would be
added within a short time. Truly the harvest is
great, and we rejoice, Bro. Garrett was with us
last Sunday. The good Spirit was present to
gladden and cheer our hearts, and all felt it was
good to be there. How we enjoy the Herald and
Autumn Leaves I May God bless the noble efforts
of those laboring through them for Zion's weal.
Not wishing to occupy more than my share of
your vf:.hwble space, I will close, praying that
when Christ shall come to make up his jewels,
we may be among tbe blessed number to whom
he will say, "Well done, thou good and faithful
servant; enter into the: joy of tby I_.jord."
Your sister in Christ,
ALICE M. PINKERTON,

WoonBTNEj Io,,~a} Aug 13th.
BP·o. Blair :--I have not written to the Ileullrl
for so long its readers have rnost likely torgotten
me; but I have no apology to make, but admit
neglectfulness.
The affairs of our district are in r.uch shape now
that we onght to be thankful to Him who has the
watchcare over ail, men--anci especially the
Saints. There have been several additions to the
church during the summer, with a prospect of
more soon. The ministry in the district, so far
as I know, feel encouraged wherever they preach,
as the meetings are generally well attended. Our
last quarterly confereace was the large•;! gathering of the kind ever held in the district, and all
seemed to have attended for the purpose of learning the prlndples of life.
The :wo-days' nneetings, held so far, have been
a success. Tent-meetings in Little Sioux, and
those hat
now being held in Magnolia, have
been a11d
attended with great interest. The
interes· manifested at this place now seems to be
as good aF could be expected.
I ha,,e been kindly treated by members and
non·nwmbers wherever 1 have been, and can see
no propriety in taking:
backward move, but to
the
"on to victory!"
I
years ago, to affirm our own faith; or,
in other vwrds, "preach what I believe and know
to
let the jaitlt oj others alone.

Having no particular desire that others should
ridicule our faith, I have avoided ridiculing the
faith of others; thinking that should I use one
half of each discourse, or any amount thereof, in
telling the people what others believe, knowinG
at the same time that said belief would be a damage to any one possessing it, that I would be
throwing just that much precious time away, for
which I would be held to an account.
We (the ministry of the district as well as the
members) propose to keep our own flag upon
the watch tower, so that it can be seen plainly
by all who will look and read the inscription
thereon --"Behold the Lamb of God that taketh away the sin ot the world." And to this
end we ask the prayers of all the Herald readers-and in asking them we expect to get them.
I have not mentioned the names of any helpers, ber.ause it would be impo>sible, in our short
letter, to mention all the workers in the district. As I view it, the elders are entitled to no
more credit, if they are as much, for praching
in the different localities in which they labor,
as are those who by advertising make it possible for such labor to be performed-- not only
advertiging by newspapers, and billing the neighborhood with posters, but likewioe with a godly
walk and conversation.
f would advise the
brethren to keep cool on the "Sheep and Goat''
question, as it will all be settled at the grea~ and
last judgment. (See Matt. 25: 41; Rev. 20: I4,
IS)· For both texts have reference to the same
judgment, and all the righteous from the beginning to the ending will then receive !heir final,
eternal reward in the new earth, and the wicked
their final punishment.
Yours,
J. c. CRABB.
MIDDLETOWN, Ohio, Aug 9th.
Bro. Blair :-I will leave here to-day for New
Trenton, Indiana. \Ve have been holding meetings here all week and baptized one last evening
in the Big Miami river, the first in this place.
More are verv serious-! believe under conviction-and if proper labo; and wisdom is observed,
a good work can be done bcre. This is a center,
a great many coming and going. Our audiences
increased every night. We held one meeting in
a private house. It would be well for Bro. Gillen or Bro. M. R. Scott to visit this place, Amanda
branch is in this vicinity. The Saints are very
kind and good to me. May God reward them,
also the friends treated me with marked kindYours in Christ,
ness.
V. D. BAGGERLEY.
LYNN, Mass., August _sth.
Bro. Dancer :-I feel to ask to be forgiven for
so long neglecting to forward the subscription
price for the Herald. It has not been for a want
of an appreciation of the paper or a lack of interest in the subject matter of its pages, for I prize
its contents very much, and I consider it as being a very influential factor in setting forth the
great and eternal principles of this glorious latter
dav work; and I would not be without the Herald if it cost three times as much, for I always
find that I am encouraged by reading its pages.
It always increases tbe desire within my soul to
"come up higher" and more perfectly keep and
obey the Jaws and commandments of God. I always am spiritually blessed through the content'a.
of the Herald, and I hope to see the time in the
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near future when I shall be able to take all the
church publications, for I feel we need all the
aid and light that pertain to this great and glorious dispensation of gospel truth and power, to
enable us to overcome and successfully attain a
complete victory for our souls.
JOHN CHESTER.

NAMBUCCA, Heads, Australia.
June 2oth.
Dear Herald:-The last Heralds at hand bring
us news of the Conference, and come freighted
with the good news that the work is making
rapid progress. While all this cheers and comforts, it proves not a panacea to the hurts received
from learning that we are left alone.
After all the efforts put forth to show the size
and growing wants of the mission, we had hoped
that at least one might be sent out, and then
there would be a prospect for opening up New
Zealand. Can some one tell me why it was that
the brother whom we recommended for appointment, was not so appointed? It would have been
no cost whatever to the church in America, and
I know it will have a tendency-just as urged by
Bro. Smith-to cause some of them to withhold
the finances that would otherwise be forthcoming.
Of course I can not in any sense approve of
people withholding their substance from the
Lord, for such a rea•on, but human nature is the
same the world over, and for fear that the moneys
will not be spent in the mission, I am quite satisfied that a slackness that would not otherwi5e
ensue will exist.
This mi8Sion could sustain four as easily as
two, on the principal that there would not be
nearly so much need for travel, and that is very
expensive. For instance, had I just one half of
New South 'vVales, I could preach some two hundred and fifty sermons during the year, with less
than one-half of the expense, whereas now I
<;mlv preach about one half that number. And I
am certain I could then baptize more than I do
now, as I could stay ill' a place till it was thoroughly worked.
It will be one year the 28th instant since we
arrived in Sydney, and there are some of the
Saints whom we have not yet seen, and this is
my first visit to this river. I am willing to take
my grip and travel on foot, if I can be given a
smaller field, and then the expense would be so
slight that eight or ten men might easily be sustain@(:\. I am sure that Neely would be also
willing.
It is simply out of the question to think of
building the work up to any extent, so long as
there are one thousand miles of territory to be traversed. And this is only the territory that has
been already opened up. \Vith a full force and
the right kind of men, Austrrlia would prove to
be the best mission in the world outside the land
of America.
To me it seems almost like mockery to give
one charge of New Zealand, and not send any
one to assist in opening up the work. It is a fine
field., but can we drop the irons that are already
in the fire just at the moment when they arealmost ready for welding, simply to put more in?
While the body may think that Amtralia is out
of the world, I would respectfully remind them
that it is some two-thirds the size of the United
.,States, with three million inhabitants; and a better class of Saints I never met with.

But for fear I am classed with the grumblers
will cease by saying, send us ten missionaries,
and we wiH be satisfied.
Will dedicate the chapel of the N'ambucca
branch next Sunday, and during the week will
leave for \Vingham where a discussion on the
mode of baptism will be held July _sth.
Since our arrival in New South \iVales, February r6th, I have preached sixty-eight times, t)aptized twelve, and blessed thirteen children.
Bro. Butterworth is in Victoria, and dcing
grandly.
July 3d. After a ride of one hundred and fifty
miles by coach, we are settled once more till
after the discussion, when we will work south.
The dedication of the new church at Nambucca
passed off pleasantly, and on the Tuesday follow ..
ing two marriages were celebrated-all members
of the church. This is the third house now in
the colonies, and they are speaking volumes, as
it has been contended that we only want to get
the people off to America.
The cablegrams put the loss in the Conemaugh
Valley at 35,000! A large cave-in at New Ca;;tle,
has entombed eleven coal miners, who had not
been found at the end of seven days.

J.

W. WIGHT.

LYONS, Wis., August sth.
To the Editor:- We feel well in body and hapPY in spirit; for behold, while the hardy sons of
toil do garner in the golden grain my heart was
made glad to harvest three precious sheaves of
immortal worth, into the garner and kingdom of
our God and his Christ. Sr. Agnes Williams is
the mother of half a score, one half of each sex.
Sr. Alfreda Chase has two married sisters convinced and "almost persuaded," to obey. Sr. Ida
Swagert's parents, Heflers, and her brother and
sister, are all favorable, and let us hope that they
are not far from the kingdom of God's dear Son.
The first named party embraced the M. E- fdth,
about two years ago; the second
never Dl.'Ofessed; and the other was christened a Lutheran.
The gospel is intended to not only cement
families, but unify the race.
Orthodox circles
are troubled, while local scribblers; and some
editors contribute, all to enliven, entertain and
amuse. The evangelical lines are drawn so tlght
that they break asunde1·, once in a while, and
wish to gather up the fragments so that there
will be nothing lost.
The wreck and ruin of Strangism has poisoned
the public sentiment, and hence we struggle
against wind and tide.
We dare not think of failing. "A steady drop
will wear a rock." Presistent effort is the gc-eat
need of this broad, overgrown field. "Eternal
vigilance is the prize of liberty," and indomitable
courage will gain the day.
We fondly trust that when the hurry and
worry of harvest is over, the people wili have
more time and disposition to attend church, and
better opportunities to investigate. Sectarian
meshes have interwoven, interlaced, and interlocked throughout the broad domain; but the
whole fabric is rotting; the tissues are disintegrating, and the fiber, is falling into the thistledust of decay. May God arise in the ark of his
strength and smite the "whore" of "Mystery
Babylon," and all the "harlots," of her licentious
progeny, spiritually speaking, for they have committed fornication with the potentates, merchant ..

ment, mighty craftsmen, and warriors of the
world.
Intemperance is the bane of this land, while
the use of tobacco prostrates the nerves, stupefies
the mind, stultifies the brain, clothes the back
with rags, benumbs the spirit, pollutes the body,
enslaves, vitiates the taste and dulls the heart.
But thank God, the Saints around here are free
from the loathsome, useless habit.
To see a lot of vagabonds on .their way to the
base ball grounds on the Lord's day, with pipes,
cigars, cigarettes, plugs and mugs, and arrest
their attention is as fruitless a task as to try to
allay a hurricane with a palm-leaf fan. 0, my
soul, when will theater-goers, turf-sports, and
fun-lovers stop their unhallowed career long
enough to hear, believe, and obey the gospel!
M. T. SHORT.

BLUE RAPIDS, Kansas, Aug. I2th.
Editor He•ald :-Since April conference
have been preaching all the time. Have traveled over the counties of Marshall, Washington,
ClaY,, Republic, Jewell, Mitchell, Osborne, and
Smith. Have preached in various places to congregations of various kinds; good interest in
some places and nothing to boast of in others;
good liberty of speech sometimes, and other
times poor, and sometimes very poor.
I have been traveling alone most of the time,
and I frequently think that I can not bear the
burden. My first experience in preaching was
last summer, and without any knowledge of the
work of the ministry it seems sometimes like
up-hill business. The Lord has blessed me at
times in gre:Jt abundance; at other times have
been left alone, to show me my weakness, no
doubt. I have been in Blue Rapids about four
weeks but have not been busy all the time; in
fact the nights are rather short to hold protracted efforts very long in one place-at least it seems
so in this part.
During my first week's stay in this place we
held meetings in the city park. The m<eetlng
would have been a success if we had continued
longer, but the rain and the circus stopped us. I
called on all the ministers in the town and invited them out to church. Only one promised
to come, and he failed to put in an appearance.
One of them-McHarg by name-(Prebyterian)
talked very insulting and ungentlemanly, and
manifested anything but a christian spirit. Such
men will reap their reward among the hypocrites.
Sunday evening August 4th I commenced
meetings in the Fairview school· house, three
miles east of Blue Rajllids. Had a good attend
ance and a good interest. Continued Monday
and TueEday evenings with fair prospects. We
then discontinued our efl:ort until Saturday even ..
i.ng, when we held forth again. We invited them
out on Sunday evening, promised them a blackboard exercise. Sunday evening came with a
well-filled house. Subject, the apostacy. I
wrote the names of the officers in the Church of
Christ on one side, with the ordinances and doc ..
trines; and then I wrote the names of the officers in the different churches of the world on the
other side; heading the list with popes, cardinals,
monks, etc, also class leaders and circuit riders;
and in q noting from haiah 24: 2: "H shall be
with the people so with the priest, etc., one man
roared out "You're a liar,'" a,t the top of his
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voice. I passed along without any special notice
of his "audacity, and ill-bred cheek," and continued speaking with good liberty until 1 had explained that there had been a "failing away"
After the meeting closed the gentleman ( ?)
came around and began to abuse me. I replied
that if he wished to try to refute the argument
that I had made I would call the house to
order, and give him a chance. He replied, "I
can refute you and your d--d crowd too," referring to the Saints who were there from Blue
Rapids. I told him if he only wanted to quarrel
about it, that he would have to excuse me as I
was not doing business that way. I walked out
and left him laying it off with both hands to some
that had gathered around him.
Why do the
heathen rage and the people imagine a vain
thing! Such is ministerial life. But I suppose
I shall spend the rest of my days declaring the
gospel message, be they few or many. The
work is moving on here, and will no doubt make
rapid progress in the future.
The Saints of
Blue Rapids have purchased a fine location for a
new church building. It is just across the street
from theM. E. brethren. I don't know how the
two doctrines will mix; I should judge it would
be like water and oil; the oil, representing Mormonism-eames to the top.
I believe much
good will yet be done in Blue Rapids; at least
the enemy shows his teeth here quite often, and
we regard that as a good sign.
I ask an interest in the prayers of all Saints
that I may be granted wisd0m and the liberty of
the Spirit in presenting the word.
In bonds,
C. R. DUNCAN.
DETROIT, Mich., August 8th.
Dear Herald:-I know this work is true. Irejoice in the gospel and am glad I have had the
pleasure of obeying the same, for feel that God
has put forth his hand the second time to gather
his people into his kingdom. My husband is of
the same faith. We are daily praying that our
children may obey the same. There are eight
Saints in this large city.
We have had no
preaching here yet, but are longing to hear the
gospel preached in its purity. May God help us
to do our duty and press forward until we gain
a rest with him in glory.
We have been made to mourn on account
the strange disappearance of our ten-year-old
son Thomas, June 3oth. He has not been seen
nor heard of since. \Ve des~re the prayers of all
the Saints that we may find him, dead or alive.
Yours in the faith,
JANE COUSER.
LANSING, Michigan, Aug. roth.
Dear Saints:--I am sorely affiicted with nervous prostration, general enervation and emaciation. My brain and mind is becoming disturbed. Many kind and skillful physicians in
this and other states have used their skill upon
me, but to no purpose whatever. I have turned
fr3m all things earthly to God. I have obeyed
and am continuing to obey the gospel as best I
know how ia my weak state of body and mind.
I have been administered to by different elders
and at different times; ha.ve been helped every
time for the time being, but soon would relapse
again.
I shall trust in the Lord so doing
while my life lasts. But I feel so impressed that

earnestly and humbly ask the whole church,
ev,erywhere, to pray for me that my health may
b~ restored.
0, Saints, will you be so kind as to
pray for rne, even rne, and do so at once.
HIRAM RATHBUN, JUN,
BosToN, Mass., August 7th.
Bro. W, W. Blair:-We occupied our new
church last Sunday--excellent time and good
attendance. We feel well over its purchase, and
evidences that the Lord is with us are plain. I
juc;t came from Brockton where I went to attend
business meeting and look after matters. Expect
to leave for Reunion in Maine to-morrow. Have
had lots of rain, but pleasant to-day. Shook
hands with president Harrison at Faneuil Hall today.
In bonds,
M. H. ,BOND.

This we must do. I wish to say that we ~ere
made glad by uniting to our branch two precious
souls on Sunday, August 4th by baptism, Laura,
daughter of Elder and Sr. Kent, and Esther,
daughter of Sr. Johnson.
Your brother in Christ,
H. P. CuRTis.
OscoDA, Mich., Aug. 9th.
Bro. W. W. Blair :-I left home the last of
July tor this place and have since been holding
meetings every evening but one. Last Sunday
the Saints procured Mr. King's opera hall for me
and I spoke to a nice gathering. Mr. King was
very liberal, charging only one dollar for the use
of the hall. The interest here is increasing. Yesterday I baptized two noble souls-man and wife,
and others are near.
E. D.ELONG.

ARLINGTON, Dak., August 5th.
Dear flerald:-I feel thankful to God that
w~.s brought out of darkness into this glorious
latter day work, and can truly say I have had
many testimonies of it. How great are the bless·
ings we enjoy when faithful! I want to serve
God with all my mlght, mind and strength. My
wife and brother and mysdf were the only members in this part of Dakota until brethren Oehring and Bennet came here and preached the
gospel, and the result was they baptized six into
the fold, for which we rejoice. We hold prayer
meetings every sunday. May the Lord bless the
ministry, is my prayer.
Your brother,
ANDREW C. STONE.
P. S.
I wish to say that if there are any
elders ln Dakota that can preach in the Norwegian language,
would like to have them
come to this place, for here are a good many
who can not understand preaching in English.
We think good could be done.
A. C. S.
FACT, Kansas, August sth.
Dear .Haald:-I rejoice to say that we, a part
of the; body of Christ, living here on the sunny
phins of Kansas, have times of r.;ojoicing in the
goodness of God and enjoy the comfort and
peaoc of the Holy Ghost which has unveiled our
m'nds a1ed understandings from darkness, changin;; our every thought to dwelling upon nobler
things, filling our hearts with love. I remember
quite young of being afflicted. I passed
through the dark hours of night in pain and misery, despondent of ever beholding the light of
another day. I slept a few moments before the
break
clay and on awaking 1 beheld the rays
of the sun streaming across my bed. I rememputllng forth my hands to play in the sunshlne, and the warm feeling it caused and the
ghdness that filled my heart. Then all hopes of
life rdumed.
So is the first gleam of truth to the honest and
believing heart.
wish to mention the case of a
ycung brother in our branch, baptized last wintt'i".
Upon moving from here this spring he was
pl:lced in a neighborhood of rough and careless
people, whose pastime on Sundays was horseradng and such sport. He organized the first
Union
School ever held there, and being tne superintendent it has grown to a splendid &chool. Young brothers, do not be idle because you>· surroundings are rough, but in the
language of this young brother remember "the
mqre wicked the people the harder I must work."

ALPINE, Michigan, Aug ..5th.
Bro. Dancer :-I will renew subscription for
the Herald, for I can not get along without it. It
is the or,ly preacher we have, and through its
columns we Jearn of the prosperity of the church.
The people of this place have built a union
church. It is open for all denominations, and as
we have put in our mites we would be glad if
some one of our elders would come this way and
preach for us. They can have a home with us
as long as they wish to stay. Our station is AJ ..
pine, on the Chicago and West Michigan.
Hoping we may hear the gospel preached in
this place soon I will close.
Yours in the one faith,
MRS. N. A. NORTON.
NERVOUS HEADACHE.
There are many kinds of headaches. In these
days the nervous headache is a very distinct variety. It is generally located in the front of the
head, across the forehead over the eyes. It may
be in other parts, though-at the top of the head,
at one or both sides, at the back, or all over. It
is painful, depressing, disabling. A man feels at
the height of the paroxysm like a hunter who
has galloped his legs clean off, and who could
not leap a three foot ditch to save his life. The
spur is of no use, neither is the whip. The pain
in the head is worse to bear than either, and the
patient will rather endure both whip and spur
than make any kind of effort which will make
the head pain worse.
Physic by itself is of no
use. There is not a single drug known to medical science which will of itself at once and permanently cure a nervous headache.
On the other hand drugs are not always needed. A complete change of air and circumstances
will usually take away the pain in ten or twelve
hours.
Perfect rest of a duration proportioned
to the severity and long continuance of the symptoms will make the cure permanent. There are,
of course, methods of relieving and diminishing
the pain until such time as it may be possible to
obtain the complete rest.
But the rest is the
thing to he secured at all costs. If not, the pain
goes from bad to worse and the risk from less to
greater. The final consequence it is impossible
to predict, except that a breakdown sooner or
later is inevitable, and the breakdown may be for
a year or for lifetime.
A nervous headache is a danger signal; if it be
frequent the danger is increased, and, if continuous, a catastrophe is imminent. The driver must
put on his breaks at all hazards, or he will probably soon have a leap for his life. There are very
few sets of circumstances in which it is a man's
duty to go on with his work when he is in this
condition, at all risks. Even a threatened bankruptcy had better be risked than a threatened life.
Besides a man who is in the unyielding grip of a
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permanent headache is not really the best judge
of his own circumstances.
He magnifies and
distorts thin~s amazingly.
He takes counsel of
his fears and abandons his hope and courage altogether. Rest immediate and sufficient is the
sovereign remedy. Two weeks at once may be
better than a year very soon.
-Doctor inN ew York Mail and Express.

ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

THE TEN CHIEF REASONS.

I AM a member of the Church of resus
Christ of Latter Day Saints. The 'chief
reason why I like this church especially,
is that its name is right. If Jesus Christ
was th~< name of Christ in full, and if
~:hints is the proper name for his people,
and if these are the latter days in the sense
of being in precedence of the great millennium, then would the name Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints be all
comprehensive, without doing violence to
any Scripture name for the church.
The second reason why I like this church
especially, is the fact that it believes in and
preaches the whole gospel,-a gospel that
consists not only in certain fact~, but also
in certain ordinances, laws, signs and gifts.
The third reDson why I like this church
especially, is that its ministers are made
such, according to the gifts and callings of
God unto them. Thi~t i~, if a man is ordained a minister of this Church, of a certain rank, it is because the cnaracter of his
gifts and callings indicate that such should
be his rank; so that under his ordination
he may, should he so elect, both act and
speak with an authority that can not be
commanded by those ministers who are
ordained by one another to be what they
are, on account of their own personal wisdom and learning, and because they jeel
that they are called.
The fourth reason is that its chief ministers hold an order of prie~thood that is
"after the order of the Son of God, which
order was without father, without mother,
without descent, having neither beginning
of days nor end of life;" and an order,
therefore, that insures to the members of
it the privilege, if they live worthy of
that privilege, "of receiving the mysteries
of the kmgdom of heaven, to have the
heavens opened unto them; to commune
with the generally assembly and church of
the first born; and to enjoy the communion
and presence of God the Father and Jesus
the Mediator of the new covenant."
The fifth reason why, is the fact that
there is an ordinance in force wi•hin it
whereby its members who :1re worthy,
may have a positive knowledge that the
baptism wherewith they were baptized
into it, and the confirmation wherewith
they were confirmed members of it, are
both accepted and ratified in heaven. This
ordinance is the laying on of hands for the
gift of the Holy Ghost. For if those who
are baptized into this church, and confirmed members of it by the laying on of
hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost, do

not receive that gift either
under the hands of the
motely, in consequence
of their hands, they hav<o no sure ev;dence
that the baptism wherewith
baptized, or the confirmation wherewith
they were confirmed, were, either of
accepted or ratitled in heaven.
The sixth reason
I like this Church
is the fact that its
are sick, provided their faith
ot Christ is sufficient, send for
that they may pray over
them and lay their hands on
they may be.ht'aled. Nor is their
ege a less gladsome one on the account
that when they see that they must
that
they mav vet send for their elders that
they ma'y "p,ay over
and
f1eir
hands on them. to the intent that
not see death, but have their vision
ed up to their glorious
asmuch as everything that
be done in some way,
thought incredible that this
one
way, if no more, in which those who keep
the sayings of the Master may never see
death?
The seventh reason as to
this Church, is the fact that its slothful and worldly inclined members are not
blessed with spiritual
with those who mind the
the
Master especially; and which would mean
of course that its members in
blessed with the
Spirit just to the extent that
sayings.
Tbe eighth reason is the fact that "the
testimony of Jesus" is found arnong its
members, and it was declared to
the
beloved apostle, by the mouth
angel, that "the
of
spirit of prophecy."
amongst whose members is not fonnd the
testimony of Jesus has not "l"rith it !he
Spirit of prophecy, and
not with it
the Spirit of prophecy, it of course has not
with it the testimony of J esns and how
can a church be his church that
testimony with it!
The ninth reason as to
Church is the fact that within
the means whereby its
making the proper use of those means,
attain. to the highest order of existence
is possible to men-an order in which their
vile bodies shall be like unto the
body of their Master. And an order therefore in which they will be mrde the in hertors with him of all
and be made
citizens forever of his own immediate
kingdom-a kingdom that will be a:; superior to other kingdoms to which men
will belong in the resurrected state, as the
sun in its power and splendor is
to the moon and the stars.
The tenth reason
I like this church
is the fact that I believe
be "the
sation of the fulrwss of times
the Church
part of the "stone
that is to roll
on to fill the whole earth; in other
to bring in the glorious
Shiloh-day of one thousand
out which not a ripple of
the truth shall ever come.
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turned every one to his
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This righteousness then is a free gift
(imputation, verses 17 and r8) to all; that
is, general in its nature and application.
This accords with the prophetic scene in
Isaiah's mind wherein he sees the Christ
come to "justify m<1ny" and to "bear the
sin of many."-Isaiah 53: n, 12. It also
beautifully supplements the language of
Jesus in John I 2: 32, and is afterward
further corroborated by P au! in I Cor. I 5:
22, 23 and I Tim. 2: 4--6.
The term "righteous" then, may be
plied in its general or imputed sense to
or the greater portion of the human family. In fact, I think that the intention in
the Divine Mind originally was to im
it to all through the atoning blood
Son; but that some by wilful and perverse
wickedness had placed themselves beyond
the possibility of receiving its benefits, by
crucifying their Lord afresh; (He b. 6: 6),
and thus the righteous (by imputation)
from including all, as originally designed,
become, by the transgression of the sons
of perdition, simply those that were left.
The righteous were
as
we shall presently show, into an innumerable number of grades at the different resurrections; but principally at the last,
when each man was to be judged "according to their works."--Rev. 20: 12.
Now there are two resurrections enumerated in the scriptures, the one mentioned in Matt. 27: 50-53, and the one at the
second appearing of Christ-I Thess.
13-rS,-being practically included in
is commonly known as the
while
the second or final one,
v.rhen
Christ and His saints who are called to be
"priests of God and of Christ, shall sit in
judgment, at that
when "the dead
small and great" shall stand before God to
be judged "according to their works."-Rev. zo: 12.
I presume there will be
the correctness of the
time fixed in Matt. 2 5: I
of Man shall come in
the
angels with
when
"before
shall be
all nations,"
is that of the final or seconrl resurrection.
found then that the time when
"all nations" shall be
herd divideth his
is that of the second
proceed to a careful
The first thing that
great classes into which the "all nations"
shall be divided. The "all
" how.
could not include those who
come forth in the first
as no judgment was to set for them, at
least at this time. Let us
here and
examine
who
those who
were to have part in the first resurrection.
xst, they were to be the
of God
and of Christ, Rev. 20:
Second: All
members of His
who
faithful and true to the
ed the
of
His
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those who shall come forth in the first resurrection. But rather, it seems to me, that
the last call will be made to "go into the
111arriage feast of the Lamb" at the first
resurrection, and all that come after will be
those who shall be as its "stars" in number, and grades of glory; "but where God
and Christ dwell they can not come worlds
without end."-D. & C. 76: 7·
If our reasoning is corrt>ct, we can understand why they should not know Christ
when he callt'd them the "blessed of my
Father," (Matt. 25: 34). They never had
known him.
Tbey indeed had made
great professions, and shown in certain
directions ~reat zeal, but their zeal had
bt>en "without knowledge" and their professions had been barren of all the saving
elements of a lively christian faith. Many
of them had been good, moral men and
women, who had kindly ministered to the
necessities of the saints, Matt, 25: 35, 36,
with no idea at the time, of doing an act
that was predestined to redound so greatly
to their glory; Matt. IO: 40-42, but they
had never received the Holy Ghost, without which it was impossible to know Him.
- I Cor. T2: 3·
But Jesus says: "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the
least of these my brethren." Ah, here
was another class, viz.: "the brethren,"
(and this includes the sisters). This agrees
with Rev. 20, for there, too, we have the
three classes; 1st the saints, who come
with Christ; zd, the first division of those
who are being judged, and upon whom
various grades of rewards are pronounced;
and gd, the second division of those who
are being judged, and who are so judged
by having the condemnation nronounced
upon them of being "cast into 'the lake of
fire," Rev. 20: 15, or as recorded in M;.tt.
25:41, "into everlasting fire prepared for
the devil and his angels."
I have made a careful study of this
question for years, and the more I have
studied the matter the more firmly I have
become convinced of the correctness of my
conclusions. Now, if I am wrong I would
like to be set right. I hope this discussion
will be continued and be elaborated till we
shall have all the light that God or His
Word can shed upon the question, to
the end that unity and truth may be more
firmly established in the minds of the saints.
In bonds,

of accountability; Matt. 19: 14;
119: 13, and B. of M. Mosiah 8:
6, Fourth: Those who die without law,
D. & C. 45: 10, and B. of M. Mosiah 8:
6;
Fifth: "The spirits in prison" who
shall receive the gospel; I Peter 4: 5, 6;
D. & C. 36: IIj 76:6.
Now· while it is true that all of these had
not come forth to the same glory, (see D.
& C. 36: II; 45: 19; 76: 5, 6), they
were nevertheless those who either
had no knowledge of the law, and there
fore could not be judged by it, Rom. 4: 15,
or were incapable of transgressing the law,
D. & C. z8: 13, or were those who
the law had kept the precepts,
and thus came under. the special favor and
of God. In either case the
was that their sins should not be
remembered against them.
Jeremi>~h, speaking of the new covenant,
says: "After those days, saith the Lord,
I will
my law in their inward parts,
and write it in their hearts; and will be
their
and they shall be my people.
And
shall teach no more every man
and everv man his brother,
the Lord: for they shall all
know me, from the least among them,
unto the g-reatest of them, saith the Lord:
I will jorgive their iniquity, and I
will remember their sin no more."-Jer.
The italics are mine to emphasize
I wish to make prominent
8: 12 and w: 12-17 is a reand confirmation of this truth of
Lord through his prophet Jeremiah.
"In those days, and in that time, saith the
the iniquity of Israel shall be sought
for, and there shall be none; and the sins
and they shall not be found; for
I will _pardon them whom I reserve.": 20.

the wicked will turn from all his
sins that he hath committed, and keep all
and do that which is lawful
shall Furel y live, and he ~hall
his transgressions that he
they shall not be mentionin his righteousness that he
shall live."-Ezek. 18:21,
22·.

we see that from the very nature
of the case, those whom we have enumerated as
come forth in the first resnot now be called to judgwho are left of the children
kingdom to come forth in
resurrection? As a cia's J fail
to see that there are any. It seems to me
much more reasonable to think that the
here mentioned are those who are
in D. & C. 76:7, who are of
"Paul and Apollos;" "who will not be
with the saints, to be caught yp
unto the church of the first born."-D. &
C.
: 7· There may be some of these
through the preaching of the word
the millennia! reign, may advance
the glory of the stars, when the
shall sit, and every one shall be
"according to his works;" hut I
can see
reason to presume that even
this will be the case. I fail to find any
that any shall ~tand
kingdom of God, but

w.c.c.

THE "SEALED BOOK!'-No. XIV.
BY ELDER R. M. ELVIN.
NUMEROUS AND DANGEROUS.

I

Of these chambers in general he says:
"These subterraneous chambers are scattered over the whole ground coverer~!~ by
the ruined city. There was one in the
cattle yard before the hacienda, and the Indians were constantly discovering them at
greater distances. Indeed there were so
many ot them, and in places where they
were so little to be expected, that they
made rambling out of the cleared paths
dangerous, and to the last day of our visit
we were constantly finding new ones.
From what we saw afterwards we believe
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s6o
they were intended as cisterns, and had
furnished, in part at least, a supply of water to the people of the ruined city."-Ibid

at Uxmal, but a little larger. At Uxmal
the character of these was mere
ol'
conjecture; but at this short dishmce th'"
Indians bad specific notions in
t<l
p. 23r-z.
their object and use and called them chulNAMELESS MOUND.
wells.
In all
too,
This additional information is furnished tunes,
in relation to the ruins of U xmal: "On a were seen the oblong stones hollowed out
line with the back of the Casa del Gober- like troughs, which at U xmal were called
nador rises the high and nameiess mound pilas, or fountains, but here the
represented in the frontispiece, forming called them holcas or piedras de molir,
said wen;
one of the grandest and most imposing stones for grinding, which
structures among all the ruins of U xmal. used by the ancients to mash corn
It was at that time covered with trees and and the proprietor showed us a
stone like a bread roller, which
a thick growth of herbage, which g-ave a
kabtum,
brazo de piedra, or ann
gloominess to its grandeur of proportions,
and but for its regularity, and a single belt · used, as they said, for mashing the
of sculptured stones, barely visible at the -Ibid, p. z84-5.
Honorable Henry R.
top, it would have passed for a wooded
City, Idaho, has one of these
and grass grown hill. The height of this
mound was sixty-five feet, and it measur- It itis some fourteen inches
round, and about as
ed at the base three hundred feet on one
side, and two hundred on the other. On
the top was a great platform of solid stone, ~ Describing the House of the Nuns
three feet high and seventy-five feet U xmal he says:
"The
square, and about fifteen feet from the top forms the right or eastern side of the
was a narrow terrace running on all four rangle is one hundred and
of the sides. The walls of the platform long; that on the
is one
were of smooth stone, and the corners had seventy-three feet long, and the
sculptured ornaments. The area consisted posite or at the end of the
entirely of loose rough stones, and there
measures two hundred and
are no remains or other indications of any These three ranges of uuu~'"''"'
building.
The great structure seemed door ways outside, but the
raised only for the purpose of holding aloft is a dead wall, and above
cornice
this platform. It commanded a full view
are ornamented with the same
of every building. Around the top of the borate sculpture. On the exterior
mound was a border of sculptured stone range last mentioned, the
are sim.
ten or twelve feet high."-Ibid, p. 253-4· pie, and among them are two rude
which have been considered as
VILLAGE OF TICUL,
the existence of that same eastern
Concerning the ruins of this village he before referred to among the
says: "lt was fortunate for the particular U xmal. Such is the exterior of
objects of our expedition that, go where ing. Passing through the arched
we would in this country, the monuments way we enter a noble
of its ancient inhabitants were before our four great facades
eyes. Near the vilage of Ticul, almost in each ornamented from one end
the suburbs, are the rpins of another an- other with the richest and most intricate
cient and unknown city. From the time carving known in the art of the builders
of our arrival the memorials of it had been of U xmal, presenting a scene of
staring us in the face. The cura had some magnificence, surpassing any that is now
sculptured stones of new and exceedingly to be seen among its
This courtpretty design; and heads, vases and other yard is two hundred and fourteen feet
relics found in excavating the ruins were wide, and two hundred and
:f:eet
fixed in the fronts of houses as ornaments. deep. At the time of our first
A short distance in the rear of the hacienda was overgrown with bushes and
were ruins of another city. At this time Quails started up from under our
a g-reat part of the city was completely with a whirring flight, passed over the
hidden by the foliage of the trees. Near of the buildings,"-Ibid, p" 300.
by, however, several mounds were in full
sight, dilapidated, and having fragments
of walls on the top.
The cura told me
that in the dry season, when the trees were
bare of foliage, be had counted from this
point thirty six mounds, every one of
which had once held aloft a building or
temple, and not one now remained entire.
Bettond doubt it was of the same character
as U xmal and erected by the same people."
-Ibid, P· 27I-3·

or

even the obelisks of
in America.
: "Be-

and therefore whatever
and anci,~r;t America
evidence in
of the sealed book,

rang-es
center is
circular stone, like those seen in the
called the Picote."--·

MILL STONES.

Of the ruins of San Francisco he says:
"Among the ruins were circular holes in
the ground like those at U xmal. The
mouth of one was broken and enlarged,
and I descended by a ladder into a domeshaped chamber, precisely the same as

HOUSE OF THE PIGEONS,

center of this
ten feet
which
one hundred and
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-----feet long, and one hundred
In the center of the

THE TEOCALLIS,

hundred
On each side of
of ruined
a great
in length, one
and about
case leads to
on which stands a
long narrow
one hundred feet
divided into three
was a mournful interest about this
great pile of ruins.
great

the ruins of Ka bah he sa vs:
toward the field- of
the first object that
picturesque, ruined,
trees, like the house of
towering above evon
plain. It is about
and eighty. feet square at the
and rises in a pyramidal form to the
of
feet. At the foot is a
ap:1rtmentR. The steps
and the sides present a surdifficult to climb, exthe ascent is renthe aid of trees. The
a
view. I ascended it
time toward evening when the
about setting, and the ruined
casting lengthened shadAt the north, south,
was bounded by a range
of the field of ruins was
which stood a deserted ranindication that we were
man was the distant
church in the village of N ohcacab. At
1he distance of three or four hundred
we reach the foot of a terrace twenthe
of which is overtrees; ascending this we stand
two hundred feet in width
and forty-two feet deep,
the building represented
On the right of the
as we approach this building, is
range of structures, ruined and
overgrown with
with an immense
'Jack wall built
outer line of the
to the bottom of
the left is another range
not so grand as tcose
the center of the platis
stone enclosure twenty-seven
square and seven feet high, like that
the pi cote at U xmal; but the
of stones around the base was sculpand on examination, we found a
line of hieroglyphics. In the
of the platform is a range of stone
feet wide and twenty in numto an upper terrace, on which
This building is one
feet front, and the
it we were struck with
richness and ornament
facade. In all the buildings of U xwithout a single exception, up to the
which runs over the door-wav the
;acades are of
stone; but this was orfrom the very foundation, two
under the
cornice, to the top.
are of the same character
alike complicated
and from the fact
the facade was ornaeven to the por:.ion
buried under the lower cornice,
whole must have presented a greater
of richness than any building
The cornice running over the
is stamped on the cover

I
I

of this work), tried by the severest rules
of art recognized among- us, would embellish the architecture of any known era,
and, amid a mass of barbarism, of rude
and uncouth conceptions, it stands as an
offering by American builders worthy of
the acceptance of a polished people. In
many places it has fallen, but we were
now more struck than when at a distance
with its general resemblance to the ruined
structures on the top of some of the buildings at Palenque. The latter were stucco;
thi~ was of cut stone, and more chaste and
simple. It could not have been intended
for use as part of the edifice; the only purpose we could ascribe was that of ornament, as it improved the appearance of
the building seen from a distance, and set
it off with great effect on near approach."
Ibid p. 384-390.
It would seem improbable and impossible that any one could read the above
without partaking of an ardent desire to
learn more of the people who constructed
these mag-nificent building-s, and to a degree, by the aid of the antiquities, come to
a better knowledge of the ancient civilizations of our beautiful and loved America,
the future home of the meek and the good.
TI-IE RED HAND.

Of another part of the same g-roup of
ruins, Stephens says: "Two buildings
stood upon this overg-rown terrace. The
first was two hundred and seventeen feet
long, having seven door-ways in front, all
opening to single apartments, except the
center one, which had two apartments
each thirtv feet long. In the rear were
other apartments with door-ways opening
upon a court-yard, and from the center a
range of buildings ran at right angles, terminating in a large, ruined mound. The
wall of the whole of this great pile had
been more ornamented than either of the
buildings before presented except the first,
but, unfortunately, it was more dilapidated.
The door-ways had wooden lintels, most
of which have fallen. To the north of
this building is :mother, one hundred and
forty feet in front and thirty one feet deep,
with double corridors communicating, and
a gigantic staircase in the center leading to
the roof, on which are the ruins of another
building. The doors of two center apartments open under the arch of this great
stair-case. In that on the right we again
found the prints of the red hand; not a
single print, or two, or three, as in other
places, but the whole wall was covered
with them, bright and distinct as if but
newly made."-Ibid, p. 402, 3·
And still again of another part of the
same ruins he says: "It had a raised platform about four feet high, and in each of
the inner corners was a rounded vacant
place, about large enough for a man to
stand in; part of the back wall was covered with prints of the red hand.
They
seemed so fresh, and the seams and creases
were so distinct that I m8de several attempts with the machete to get one print
off entire, but the plaster was so hard that
every effort failed."-Ibid, p. 41 L
To be continued.

J. H. Peters, Coleman, Midland Co., Michigan.
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THE HOLY LAND.
A HORSEBACK RIDE THROUGH PALESTINE-FROM THE DEAD SEA
TO JERUSALEM.
BY A. B. MATSON.

AFTER enJoying the questionable delights
of a bath in the Dead Sea, we started for
Jordan ford, about one hour's ~harp riding.
The morning was cool, for this country,
but in the valley the heat was simply overpowering, and but for the green line of
foliage edging the rivers, urging us on, I
for one would have been inclined to give
up. In addition to the great heat I was
encrusted with salt from head to foot, so
that the reader can understand I was not
over· comfortable.
I have experienced
somewhat of different kinds of heat, but
this was the most peculiar I have ever
felt. It came nearer my conception of the
orthodox hell than any place I ever want
to be in again. For many reasons I longed to plunge int0 the pure fresh waters of
the Jordan. Putting all sentiment aside,
I wanted to get rid of the salt which was
covering my person.
About 12: 30 we
reached the banks of this famous river.
A few weeks before I had stood at the
head-waters of this stream at Cresarea
Phillippi and Dan; farther south I camped
on the edge of the waters of Merom, and
had a delightful row on the Sea of Galilee, expansions only of the same river,
while from various mountain tops I had
seen it hunting its tortuous way to the
south, and now stood within a short distance from its mouth. Finer springs or
fountains of purer water I have never
seen, or expect to see, giving promise of a
glorious termination; yet how such a
stream could end more ignominiously I
can not tell. It simply goes out in death.
Many people are like this; they start out
well and end in a failure. For three or
four hundred yards on either side of the
river is a thick growth of what may be
called underbrush, filled with several varieties of singing birds, and untold myriads
of the hungriest gnats I ever dropped
across, or rather that ever dropped across
me.
After the heat and coating of salt to
which we had been subjected, we enjoyed
a bath in the Jordan immensely. One of
our party tried to swim across, but found
the current too strong for him. Later on
m the Summer the stream gets very low,
and can be easily forded.
I don't want these letters to take a doctrinal turn, but just one word in the interest
ot simple truth: I have heard it stated
over and over again that the current of the
Jordan was too strong for immersing
in. At this time of the year the current
in the center of the ~tream is too strong,
and the man who wades into it up to his
neck will get washed away; but in the
first place there is no occasior. for going in
so far, and second, there are plenty of
places to baptize along the Jordan with-

SAINTS~

out going near the current at alL Aftr~r
our swim we lunched in the shade of a
friendly tree or bush. About w,ooo smdl
black gnats, a good collection of
and a few flies, lunched, or tried to
:tt the same time, and from the way
went at it, they had fasted for
This is the first time that anything
way of winged insects have troubled us,
and only two or three times have we seen
a few half-starved fleas, that were so hungry that they had something to eat and
went to bed like sensible fleas, so they did
not trouble us much.
We spent some time during the atternoon wandering up and down the banks
near the ford cutting sticks, gathering some
pebbles and sand as mt>mentoes, and watching and listening to the numerous
small and large among the trees. I was
especially interested in the
as we
had seen none to speak of during our travels in Palestine, and for ten
I have
heard but few of them sing.
Australasian birds have beautiful plumage, but
they can't sing a bit more thim I can, and
that's not saying much for the birds of the
"Great Southland." The most musical
bird in Australia is the Laughing
which for power and range of
be excelled, I am sure, but the music
not suit all tastes. Apart from some
comforts, I enjoyed my visit to this sr,ot
very much. No other river's name was
known so long ago, and so far away, as
this, which,calls up a host of past mt'mories to people in every part of the
Nor is it of the past only that the name
of Jordan tells, for in the more
hours of not a few they hear it
to them before, strange shadowy
that future, happier land that lies over the
stream of the mystic Jordan of death.
Some speak of it as a divine river. This
may be so; but with me it is divine
as all other rivers are divine. It is true
that on its banks Jesus, the Son of God,
lived and labored, and beneath his waters
he was buried in baptism, as an
to all his believing children; but in every
land, and on the banks of every
where a man or a"woman is to be
who is "living the life of the Son of
there Jesus lives and labors, and that
is divine, because God is there.
About three o'clock we left the
for our next camping place at or near
cho. In ancient times Jericho was considered rather a hard place, and its
not over honest or clean, I am afraid
neither city or people have changed much
for the better. I don't believe much in
total depravity, but I can't see how human
beings can get much worse than those of
Jericho. Our tent was pitched just outside
the modern town, and in tbe
large number of women, children and
came out to see us. As honesty is an unknown quantity in Jericho, both among
the people and dogs, we had to
sharp eye over our loose
were anxious to get back to
we got an early start this morning,
ing as well some of the oppressive heat
the afternoon. We left our camp at 5:
o'clock, just as the sun was casting

first rays over the eastern mountains of
Moab. The scene around us was one of
silent and death-like grandeur. Within a
short distance of us were the remains of
three ruined cities. Modern Jericho is but
little more than a vvreck; just to the right
of our track we could see the heaps where
the
of the New Testament once
; while our
led us directly
over the foundations of Jericho, the walls
of which fell
faith in the presence of
Joshua and his
But little doubt remains but that
is the site of ancient
Jericho. The ruins are almost level with
the ground, but the walls of the
can
be distinctly traced, as also many
the.
buildings. In a number of places the walls
are a few feet above the ground. From
just above the last named place we got our
finest view of the Jordan valley and its
surroundings. The mountains of Gilead
and Moab were in full view, as well as
the Dead Sea and the whole stretch of the
Jordan valley, from the mountains on
either
the Dead Sea on the south and
for many miles to the north.
A little money and enterprise would
make a rather nice place out of this valley
as there is said to be 40,000 acres of g-ood
wheat land in this neighborhood, which,
if irrigated from the Jordan would produce
crops. As the people have
neither money nor enterprise, this land is
to remain in an unproductive state
for some time to come. A people who
won't scratch the flies out of their eyes are
not likely to turn the Jordan into the valley From this point to Jerusalem it is
about fifteen miles, and in that we ascended more than :hree thrmsand feet; so
while we did not go "down to Jericho"
to Jerusalem." On everv
mountains and wild glens,
plundering Arabs. The
man of the parable is not the only man
who has fallen "among thieves." on this
lonesome road. An additional guard had
us at Jericho, but I really felt afraid
of our protectors. In about four hours we
reached
the home of M:uy and
her sister
and the one spot on
earth where He who "had not where to
his head" found a loving welcome and
a peaceful horne. It is still a lovely spot
and one which would be especially desirable to a person in the busy walks of
a few hours' quiet and rest. I do
not wonder that
the busiest of the
sons of men, often sought this place, especially as he found there those whose
hearts and lives vvere in sympathy with
his own. So it has ever been. Christ
dwells with those who are ready to receive Him, and will make His home with
them. Being in a
to get into J eruwhere we were all expecting letters from home, we did not stop in Bethany, intending- to walk out there another
as it is only a short hour's walk from
City of the Great Kinp," of which I
will write in my next.
ADDRESS.F]S.
Mark H. Forscntt, No.1221, North Twelfth St., St.. Joseph,
Mo.
John T. Davis, 42 Lakefield Road, Llanelly, Carmarthensliire Wales, Great Britain.
J. H. Lake, Kirtland, Lake co., Ohio.
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HERALD,
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Nauvoo and String Prairie district conference. wi11 convene at Rock Creek, I!Hnois,
September q.th at ro: 30 a. m.
The date is
changed in order to obtain a better representation. Let all those interested attend, for district
ofiicers are to be elected. Bro M T. Short is
to be present and Brn. W. W. Blair and
James McKiernan are hoped for.
GEo. P. LAMBERT, Dist. Clerk

WESTERN TEXAS.
The above conference convened at
Bandera county, J. A. Currie
0. D. Johnson secretary.
ference read and approved.
Bandera, number at last
bcr 15, elders r, priests I,
Scotia district conference will conreceived one on certificate
vene September
at two p.m. at South Rawmembership.
number at last report
Nova Scotia.
preventing providence,
number 35,
2, priests r, changes:
William H. Kelley and A. H. Parsons
2
Medina City, number at last report 39,
expect to be there.
present number 39, elders
teachers
mar:na.P"f'R r. Elder's
f.
Currie
There will be a conference held at Reese
J. A. Currie Sen., L. L. Wight and
Creek,
the 28th and 29th of SeptemH. Davenport. Priests: T.
Sheppard and
ber to convene
ten a.m. A full report from
0. D. Johnson.
report: $2150 , all branches and officials is desired, and a good
on hand at last
since that time
attendance requested.
$25 oo from the
and $3ooo from the
GOMER REESE, Dist. Pres.
Bishop, 81! of which has been expended. By
unanimous vote the district officers were sustainDIED.
ed, also those of the general church. Adjourned
to meet at Medina City, Nov. rst, r889.
BERTLESON.-At Boston, Massachusetts, July
sister Wilhelmine, wife of Bro. Fredrick
aged sixty years. four months and
eleven days. Sbe was born at Copenhagen,
Denmark, and was baptized there by the mission·
ari,,s from Utah in r855· In company with her
hcu;band who had united with that church four
REUNION
previously, she came to America in r866;
The Reunion of the Little Sioux and Galland's
one child in the ocean, crossing the
Grove district will commence October 4'-h, r889,
with an ox team to the "salt land;" joined
two
in Bro. Henrv Garner's
under the preaching of Darniles east
Mondan'1in . Ha v \vill
'0''"'"""- H. Smith and E. C. Brand
on the
at $4
ton, or tn•" cecnts
while in Utah. She was a faithful wife and
for fifty
Good
plenty. aLd ali
and a good Saint. She was buried in
down
free; cord wood
reasonable price.
Forest
cemetery. She leaves a husband
Persons coming by rail wlJi lind conveyance at
and four children. three boys and one girl, to
Mondamin, the nearest rail-road station. A
mourn her loss. Funeral service~; conducted by
boarding house will be kept on the
Eid.:.rs A. H. Parsons and M. H. Bond.
meals can be had for 2.5 cents.
Df~nreE1t mother, thou httst left us
invited to attend.
For the realm'-' abovt: the skieR,
Bv order of committee en
Holy angels they have borne thee
To the hliss of Paradise.
•
JoHN T. CovFMAN,
.J

Thon art free from all thy 'llffering
Sorrow thou wilt know no more·'
Pflin and angui8h thev are banii3h~d
Far from thee forevermore.
~".fihou wast gentle, meek and loving
Thon wast, ever kind and true· · '
1
:Phou didst always do to others ,
As thou'dst have them do to you.
Hnw '\IO<C mies thee~ darling moiher,

CAMP MEE'l'ING.

Hnman hearts can never know·

But l hope v:e'1l meet each other,
On tbat brif!ht and happy shore.
h1o~--<TGO'VIERY.--Eiizabeth

L. E. ROBERTS, Branclz Pres.,
HIRAM RATHBUN, n,st. Pres.
NOTICES.

tric, solicit
name and adch~ess of the
ten dent and secretary of each district assochltion.
and will also be pleased to open
a
ence with those interested in
who may be desirious of
•
Adlh·esiJ M.
Member of sa',d

Wanted
gaii

CORRECTIONS.
The
in the Bishop's
of the Nauvoo and
Prairie
should read
Hl\/Jarch :2nd, Susan \f\TarnocJc 1 t., $3 88, instead
of 88 cents.
In Bro.

472, read
as printed.

G. Walker's
John, instead

Montgomery, con0. Montgomery, died Sunday, April
at Voree, Racine county, Wisconsin.
zd, r8r5, at Dartford, county
Kent,
She and her husband who
sliil rurvives, _were baptized and confirmed by
the late Samuel Powers. of blessed memory, June
at '-'':'hit field, Coos. county, New Hamp·
recerved a para! ytlc stroke some fifteen
since, and a few years after the dropsy set
and she was an invalid for ten or a dozen
-~he bore up under her prolonged,
aliments as patiently, cheerfullv and
as she we!J could, and thus manifested
trust. The Rev. Hubbard a
of Honey Creek, near by, desermon, there being no elders
Her remains repose in the Burcemetery. She bore the cross, and des·
the
for more than a quarter of a
century, and lo
old vet<·rans go, while the
happy, and hopeful may die.
Her
a dutiful daughter, Mrs:Smith, evi·
the loss deeply, and will miss her
pre~ence much.
Her weary, earthly pills at an end, the battles of mortality
gained, and "the adoption, to
of the body," is in the very

sort of

. HATFIELD--A~ Chelsea, Massachusetts, July
Bro. Everett Hatfield, aged thirteen
seven
He was born in PawR,hode
Our young brother though
m body, was possessed of a remarkable
""''"'r------·"'"' never remember of seeing his like in

zut,

spiritual things in one so young in years. He was
always and everywhere a good boy. Was carrifd into the water and buried in baptism two
years ago. Would that all might live as pure as
he in speech and life! Large attendance at the
funeral services which were conducted by Rider
M. H. Bond, with singing and exercises' at t.he
grave by Chelsea Reform Club and Temperance
Cadets--both of which organizations he was a
member.
HETZLER.--Mrs. Harriet P. Hetzler was born
in Roylston, Vermont, December 25th, 1825.
Her parents, the late Bro. Stephen and Sr. Serepta Richardson, moved from there to Kirtland
Ohio, and afterward to near La Moille, Burea~
county, llli~1ois, where she was unitEd In happy
wedlock with Mr. John Hetzler, who now survives her. She joined the First Baptist Church
in La Moille, in r872; and in the spring of 1884
she with her husband moved to Waterloo, Blackhawk county, Iowa, where she died June 27th,
r889. esteemed for her many virtues by .all who
knew her, for her life was such as won her the
respect and afl:'ection of all who shared her acquaintance.
-"Death should come
Gently to one of gentle mould like thee
As hght winlh~., wandering through gro~es of bloom
Detach the delicate blossoms from the tree.
'
Close. thy ~weet eJ:eB calmly, and withont pain,
And we Wlll trust Hl God to see thee yet agnin. ,,

MoRGAN.-Sister Elizabeth J. Morgan, wife of
Mr. WilliaJ_D J. Morgan, died July roth, r889,
after suffermg for several years patiently. She
~tt~nded ~he ~o~se of worship faithfully and actIvely unttl w1thm two months prior to her death.
She leaves a kind and loving husband, four
daughters and one son, to mourn her death. $he
was born at Cefn Coed y Cy mer Breconshire
South ·wales, October rzth, 'r834: was baptized
when about thirteen years old by Eider Edward
Williams. She emigrated to this country in
1858; was baptized into the Rtorganized Church
at Mineral Ridge, Ohio, March~ 31st r866 by
Elder John J. Morgan, faithful to th~ end,' and
was an every-day Saint an<l well respected by all
who knew her. May this sad occurrence be the
means of restoring her companion back to the
fold of Christ. Numerous friends, including the
few Saints remaining in this town gathered at
at the house on the 12th where a short service
was had, Elder J. T. Williams officiating. A few
appropriate remarks were made at the grave and
a Welsh hymn was sung, and a funeral sermon
~as delivered at the Saints' chapel Sunday evenmg at 6:30p.m., July 14th, on the resurrection
by Elder T. W. Williams.
'
Weep not for me, dear hnsbanr!
And children, one and all;
I'm going to my ''Mane-ion,,,
Until the trumpet-can.
There is a crown of glory
Prepared for yon and i:,
A1Jd all who wiil live faithful
Shull wear it bye and bye.

NICKERSON.-Uriah Chittendon Hatch Nickerson was born in Cavendish. Vermont, November 15th, r8ro. He was baptized in the spring of
1833 by Zurubbabel Snm'. He was in the early
!rials and persecutions that fell upon the Saints
m Jackson county, Missouri, in the bleak days of
November, r833. He traveled extensively suffered considerably, testified freely. and pre~ched
much in the infancy of the church. He was re~eive? into the Reorganization through the minIstra~IOns of Samuel Powers, and was ordained
by htm. He was a pecuiiar genius indeed but
with all his oddities and freaks he never de~ied
but rather testified boldly in favor of the great
work of God. His memory is cherished with
ardent devotion by his aged· wife, who also embraced the gospel in the vernal time of r833, as
als<? by_ a man and brother, who was reared by
the1r kmd hands. The home circle is the place
to ascertain true greatness, oterling worth and
unfading merit. He passed hence from ne~vous
debility and old age, June r8th, r888. Elder F.
M ..Cooper delivered the funeral discourse some
time after his dect•ase, and thus a long life and
an evr;ntful career goes into the history of the
past; while the force and influence of life go on
while eternal ages roll away.
E. C. Briggs, Shenandoah, Iowa.
C. R. Duncan, Box 70, Blue Rapids, Marshall Co., Kan.
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-------------ATTEND A SCHOOL
That has an established reputation. Your expenses 'hill not. be any greater, at the

WESTERN NORMAL COLLEGE,
That is recognized all over the West,
to be the
LEADING SCHOOL
of its kind, and whose Students profit by its reputation. Avoid the schools that spring up, and
live but a year or two, and attend a school that
has been able to secure more than
THREE HUNDRED AND FIFTY POSITIONS
For its Stuqents this year, at

SALARIES from $750 to $1800 PER YEAR,
Because of the good standing of the
school, and the superior work done by its students Many of our leading students are members of the Church of Christ of Latter Day
Saints. For full particulars free, address,
WM. M. CROAN, Sur'T,
SHENANDOAH, PAGE Co., IowA.

HIRTEEN miles east of Larnoni and one halt' mile
north of Pleasanton. One hundred acTes in timber~
Pasture set in blue grass 1 balance in meadow rtnd phYW
land. New 7 room Cott'1ge with :3 porch.ec>Jl 2 pantrl~.;s
and fine rock cellar Small orchard, out honsef:'l, gnmary,
and large barn 42 x 62 with bf'J~erncnt the entire length of
It~ and shingled sheds on the east side and Bonth (LH1.
Two cemented cisterns~ 4 wells and 3 ponds with abundance of water for stodc LIRE HAL TEH:\'!S. AdrlreFS

T

1

WILLIAM

l':lU'Ull lhn·

~9:a.Be.

A good farm for sale of 40 acre8, good rieh soH) an weH
fenced, 2 good wells, large pond for stock~ o1d orch:_trd
bearing good, 300 young trees of choicest. fruitL~:~ 11 :JW
lumber stable and cowahed all shingled, buggy sh<::!d,
new granary an painted, good rock milk h.ouse, other
out-houses. A good 6 roomed cottage, porched pnpcrr~d,
and painted outside and in.side~ close to 4 towns, also on
4 mam roads, 2 good .groves of maple trees each side of
the cottage. Will be sold cheap, rather tb.an rent. A '>ig
bargain for some one. Farm a few miles from I.~anuu~ ·.;he
county seat of Barton county.
EBENEZEH 1\'IILLER, Se:r:iOl\
1

Sc.I..JllMONVILLE, Cherokee county, Kansm;.

BURLINGTON ROUTE.
rrHE young Ladies of the Iridependence branch
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints have organized as the Hawthorn Society,
in order to secure a fund for the purchase of a

PIPE ORGAN FOR THE NEW CHURCH
Edifice when completed.

They will hold a

BAZAR

Some time this fall, and solicit aid from the Saints
at large, in money, material, or useful, ornamental and fancy articles of every variety, !o be sent
before October 5th, r889.
Will the President of each Branch consider
this as addressed personally to himself, and read
the notice before the branch as often as necessary to keep the matter before the people.
Address: MRs. JENNIE H. NEWTON,
Box 578, Independence, Mo.

"fhe Jews In and Out of Jerusalem."
THE PATRIOT
For September 19, will contain the above article, written
for it by special contract, by Rev. Dr F. de Sola Mendes,
of New York City, a lesding Amcricau ,Jew, and editor of

uAmcricn.n Hebrew.,, It will also contain "Journalism
of Decatur county,', "Scientific Investigations'~ and HAfter-req1lisites to Co11ege-buildinp; in Lamoni,'' all prepared
especially for 1ts columm.:;. Price 5 cts m money or stamps

Address, LAMBERT BlWTHgRS,
LAMONI, DECA'rUR

Co .. IowA.

-------·----- - - - RoBERT WINNING, Pres't.
D. F. NICHOLSON, Cashier.

FARMERS' BANK OF
Ample .Refii}Hml!libUity.

Loans money on a proved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

A FINE MOSAIC OF

LAl!l~l:ONI.

5Yz X 8 Yz inches.
Seventeen different residences grouped in one cnrd with
name under each picture.

By mail, post paid, 35c; per doz. $3; per 100,$20. Send
35c. for sample.
~The traveling ministry please notice this.
A. M. CHASE, Lamoni, Iowa.
- - - - - ---·--·----·-·------·-----

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,

REAL

ESTATE

AGENTS

West Lexington Street,
MISSOUHI.

INDEPENDENCE,

Next to Warnky's Gallery.

A CHRONOLOGICAL CATECHI§li'h
Or, Key to the Chronology of the Bible.
BY A. J. :MAPES.
Limp Cloth, 103 pages, price 35 cts. For sale by
Bro. H. R. MILLS, Independence Mo.

G. A. R. EXCURSION.-ONE FARE FOR Tfi.E

ROUND TRIP.
From August zrst to 28th,
C. B. & Q. R. R. will sell at
fare for the round
tickets to
return from all
the National G.
These C. B. & Q. excursion
return August 27th to
but by special
tember 3oth may be
to September 3d, to the agent
ing the matter in charge. Between Chicago 3 nd
Milwaukee the tickets will be
fur
in
either direction via the
Line of
ers, the C. M. & St. P.
or the C. & N. VI.
Ry. Tickets and further
tained of C. B. &
ticket
ing P. S. EusTIS,
Chicago.

AUTUMN

EAVE

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Th:L

Walker~

BR' ''EN-·KELLEY DEBATE.
Il!nslin boards, :J:JG pages .............. , ••••• 1 '!!)
Propositions:-(!) Is the Book of Mormon of Uivine origin, and are ite teachings entitled to the respect
and belief of all Christian people? (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of
and identical in faith, organization, ordinan•
and praetice, with the Church of
perfected by the Apostles of Christ.
""~"'"""';"''~ Chnreh of Jesus Christ of
faet, the Church of God, and accepted

JCi'US

Editor and Publlslwr.

PUBLICATIONS

--)BY T i l E ( - - Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
HOLY SCRIP'rURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
~We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt
. . ..•......•••... 3 50
Tcrkey Superior, with
gilt edge .••.•.... 3 75
Roxburg Turkey, gilt
..............••..•.. 3 ;15
Roxburg Turkey, with
gilt edge .•.••••• .4 00
HOLY SCRIPTURT£S.
(Inspired Translation by .Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or LilJrary
sprinkled edges .••••. l
rmitation Morocco, gilt
. . • • . . . . ..• , , , . 2
Morocco, gilt
........••••.•. , .••••••. 2
New 'l'estament,
. . •. . . . . . . •. • • •• •• •

50
00
50
~5

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edi<:es ....................... 1 25
Imitation Moroceo, gilt edges ...........•••••• 1 50
THE SA.TNTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides •••..•..••• , .. 2 fiO
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Sainls'
Harp; also 542 pages of
about '12()
tunes, and full instructions on
m uaic.

"MANUSCRIPT FOUND,;'
In muslin, 25cts ten or more, each .... G, .. -...... o .. ,. 20
paper 15cts.,
or more, each . • • • • • • • • • • • 13
This is th~o notorious "Manuseript Found," writter.
Rev. Solomon
about which so much has
been said in connection
the theory that it furSmith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
nishEd
and material from which to write the
of Mormon.
COWDERY LETTERS.
covers 8cts. each; per dozen. • • • • • • • • ~ 5
covers 5cts. each; per dozen . • • • • • • • • 50
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Calling
of
the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the
of .Morm n, and the Angelic bestowal of the
PriesLhood.

.A_n
Old

CONCORD A.NCI~ TO DOO'J'RINE AND
COVJ;JNANTS.
edition, 32 p!ij!;es, paper oovers....

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper cove1·s 10 cts.; per dozen .••••••••••• ,

10

00

'rRACTS.
2 Truth Made }.!:ani fest, dozen 20cts., 100 ...•. 1 50
3. Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 5c, 100. 40
4.
of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
the Kirtland
Suit, dozen 5c, 100. . 25
for $1, 1,000 .•••.••• 1 'l5
250 for 50cts.,
13.
its Mode, Subjects, PrevesJgn--ar«i Who Shall Adminper 100 .•..••••.•.• 1 75
7. Who Then
be Saved; dozen 5c., 100.... 40
FuinetJs of the Atonement; dozen 25c., 100 .• 1 'liS
Viewed frJm a Scriptural Stand·
dozen 30 cts., 10{) ......•....•..•.•• 2 2:s
The Narrow
dozen 15 cts., 100.....
lO
The Plan of
dozen 30 cts., 1.00 .. 2 25
'rhe Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100. 65
to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts, 100 . . . 75
dozen 5 cts., 100 . . . . . 40
Was an Original •renet of the
20 cts., 100 ..........•..... 1 40
l 7.
i:luCCi'BS<Jr in the Prophetic Office and
'"~''"''""'" of the
dozen 25 cts , 100. 1 7 5
or
Church of Christ
.aposttesmp and under the Aposta.••..•.••• , •..•..... l 4 0
cts., l
Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100... 15
dozen 15 cts, 100 ... 1 10
23.
cts., 100 ..•.. ~ ~. ~1 25
24. 'l'he Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100.... 40
25.
on of Hands; dozen 5 cts., l 00. . . . . 40
26.
of the Lord's House: doz. 5c .. 100 40
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen ~5 cts., 100 ... l 40
2D. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., HJO....... 40
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen. . • • • . 15
per hundred ....................•.....••• 1 10
31. What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts., 100... 25
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for .....•.•• 1 75
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . . . . 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
hundred ....... _ ...............•.... 1 25
The
dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 ets., 250 50
for ...................... l 75
500 for
the Chureh; dozen 15 cts., 100 .l 10
or Many; dozen 25 cts, 100 .... 1 '15
to the Resurrection of J 8··
sus Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen........... 1\0
Propheoy on the Rebellion; ner iOO.......... 15
An assortment of Tracts .... ~ . • . . . • • • • • • • . • • • 35
e

0

COMPLETE SE'r OF TRACTS.
:Bound in Limp Muslin, turned in . • . . . . . . . . . • •
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"HEARKEN TO THE Wmm oF THE LoRD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMoNG YOU HAVE SAVE lT BE ONE WIFE: AND CoNCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN snouLD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: ExcBPT IN CASE O:li' DEATH, WHEN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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SAINTS'

ERALD:

Otll.cial Paper of tha Heorganized Church of Jesus Christ of.
Latter Day Saints

Pu:BJ. ISRED

AT LAniONI, DECATUH CouNTY~

IowA,

Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
"rhe T.:rave1ing Ministry, District and Branch Presidents,
MAd the- }Jishop's Agents. are requested to solicit new sub~
lt!criberaj and help build up the paper and the publication
department.
Business Letters and Subscriptions must b9 sent to David
Dancer. by P. 0. Order, Uegistt~rod Letter, or Exuress.
Entered as second class rr~atter at Lamoni Post "office.

JOSEPH SMITH

W. W. BLAIR

EDITOR
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.

Iowa, August 31, r889
MOUNTAIN OF THE LORD'S
HOUSE.

BrsHoP 0, F. VITHITNEY said in the
Tabernacle at Salt Lake
the nth
instant;
"We live in a land of mountains and valleys,
in the very land where the Lord, speaking
through the Prophet Isaiah, in ancient times,
said he would establish His people in the last
days: •Come ye,' says the prophet, 'and let us
go up to the mountain of the Lord, to the house
of the God of Jacob, and He will teach us of His
ways, and we will walk in His paths; for out of
Zion shall go forth the law and the word of the
Lord from Jerusalem.' We Latter Day Saints
believe that we are the people who were thus
spoken of by the Prophet Isaiah."

Yes; the Utah Mormons have been
this damaging error for about
Such misleading
have blinded the
souls, who
that their leaders act :Jnd
under the
influence of the
above text has no more :reference
to the Saints in the mountains in Utah
than to "the man in the moon;" but it apand is limited to
and J erusaSo reads the
·'which says:
"The word
concerning
')'udah and
and then follows
the
of that "word," vvhich reads:
"And it shall come to pass in the last
that the mountain of the Lord's house
shall be established in the top of the mountains, and shall be exalted above the hills;
and all nations shall flow unto it."
This is plainly a figurative expression
relative to the establishment and building
the kingdom of God in Jerusalem and
in the last days. The word "mounis often used, prophetically, to signi3. kingdom as in Daniel 2: 35, 44; J er.
; 5I:
Isa. 25: 6, 7, w, etc., etc.
will
to say that the translation

of Isaiah 2: 1-4 is incorrect, for 2 Nephi
8: 4 gives it the same; and in commenting on this, in connection with much that
follows, Nephi says: "haiah spake many
things which were harp for many ot my
people of understand; for they know not
the manner of prophesying among the
J ews."--2 Nephi I I: I. And this is said,
no doubt, because the prophecies of the
Jewish prophets abound with figurative
expressions, the significance of which requires thorough study and the aid of
God's Spirit. But of one thing. all may
be certain, and that is that Isaiah 2: 1-5
relates to
and Jerusalem," and not
to Utah
the Brighamite Church.
As a further proof of the badness of the
application made by Bishop Whitney and
his fellows of the text in question, we
quote the following taken from a revelation
through Joseph the Seer, No3d, 183 r, and found in Doctrine and
Covenants, page 316: "Let them, therefore, who are among the Gentiles, flee unto Zion. And let them who be of Judah,
unto the mountains if
house.
All may see at a
glance that the last sentence of this quotation is in perfect harmony with Isaiah
2: r, 2, 2 Nephi 8: 4, and that it utterly refutes the theory of the Brighamite leaders.
It is
folly, and sometimes a hurtful and even fatal error, for men to frame
a theory and then twist and bend and pervert the
word of God to suit it. All
should beware of such methods and of
such teachers as either invent or use them,
SUNDAY SCHOOLS AND METHODS.

vVE an') frequently asked about the Sunschool; whether it is necessary, or
in our church work. In rei:his we answer that we believe it to
and necessary. As to
to be employed, and the perwhom the work should be done, we
insert
body of a letter lately received
from Sr. Vina H. Goff, a practical, trained
school
and a Sunday school teacher and
as suggestive, with an endorsement thereof.
"And now that the desire to effect a permanent
system For regular instruction has sprung up like
a good beed, we do not want it to wither and die
because we have not understanding hearts, neither do we wish to leave it untilled by the wayside
for thos(~ who are opposed to any go~d work to
pluck up or destroy. For these reasons some of
those who nbw have the responsibility of the
work on their shoulders are looking forward to a
world's representation the coming year, and a
general organization to be effected which may
have ce-ntro! of the lesser organizations and be
empowered to effect the publication of those

No. 35;
books and periodicals necessary to good work
throughout the schools. In relation to this mater I have already received letters asking for my
opinions and co-operation.
"Of course the work has had a great deal of
my consideration ever since I started in it; yet I
find that where no guiding rule has been given
by revelation concerning method of organization,
&c:, one will gain wisdom but slowly, and that I
need instruction, or at least confirmation, con•
cerning the conclusions I have at last come to, ere
I feel safe in encouraging or rejecting a new step
which will bring the greater good, or evil, ac·
cording as it is taken. For this I now turn to
you, as the one best qualified to give.
"When we drafted the system for Sunday
Schools that has since been so largely copied by
the Saints in the east, we thought of no other
way than to make it a democratic system, leaving it to the wisdom of the people to select officers, and to vote upon questions of finance, management, &c. We found no command in the
law specially providing for an organization to do
the work contemplated to be done by this one,
and likewise no command making it the special
duty of any officer placed by revelation in the
church to take upon himself the burden of instructing the young; hence our system.
"But since the organization has been effected
we find that there are some sufficiently high in
church authority to make their opinions worthy
of full consideration who maintain that Sunday
School teaching shQuld be authoritative in the
sense of coming directly from those holding the
rights of priesthood, to those taught. Hence
they believe that the general conference, district
conferences, and branches should control Sun·
day School matters, some one holding the priesthood to be chosen at least to superintend the
schools.
"In meditating closely upon the subject "during
the past two weeks the thoughts have come to
me that perhaps the whole difficulty lies in a misconception both on the part of the formulators of.
the present Sunday School system and its opposers, ot the legitimate field or province of Sunday
School work. On the one hand it has been felt
that the calling of the priesthood does no necessarily fit the holder either to teach the young himself, or to instruct the would-be teacher kow to
teach t!tem. On the other, it is thought that only
one holding the priesthood is fully qualified to
teach classes who are matu1·e, and hence that one
so qualified should be at the head of each school.
"As I regard it now I believe that both ideas
are true, and that the difficulty comes in trying
to include both works under one management.
I felt that there would arise a difficulty here, in
the very beginning, but I could see no other way,
then, than to include all in the one work, trusti•lg to the guidance of the Spirit to straighten all
in due time.
"I now believe that the true province of the Sun-
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THE SAI
day School includes the instruction of the young
carry on Sunday School
help others to work in the great v.rork of
only, from the little ones up to maturity, the
been followed by others, who
education, they will do well to
out of
same as in other schools; and that both the manhave been observant as well as
the way of the wheels of
and
agement of the schools and the work of teaching
ful. It does not detract from the
not hinder what they know
cations of a preacher that he is a
done, but are too careless or too indolent
can be performed by those not holding the priestteacher in the day, or
School:
to do.
are ministers of God who
hood. The command to teach the children falls
it is certain that many a good
do his work among men.
in all ages upon t!.e parents, not upon the priestand pulpiteer is not a successful teacher in
hood, and they may call to thtir assistance any
either.
person, or organization that they feel will do as
THE SHEEP AND THE GOATS.
that
We concur in Sr. Goff's
well as themselves or better.
the
children
may
be
taught
in
"But that the mature should leave qfj the study
A WISE man has said, "It is
compariand Sunday School, by those
ror sons that we ascertain the difference which
of the scriptures I can not for a moment admit;
that work, though they do not hold the exists between things; and it is
they are only just ready to study them from a
priesthood; and that when those children
parisons also that we ascertain the
different standpoint. Their work is not history
pass into the maturer age of self-reliant features of things; and it is
comparinow, but doctrine, wisdom and special guidance,
and responsible manhood and woman- sons that we reach general propositions.
and by some one they must be taught.
hood, they will pass out of the
In fact, cornparisons are at the bottom of
"We find that the law does provide that even
of the rod and the rule, into
all philosophy.
Without
elders, who have freed themselves up to the time
al)d we can uever generalize;
wherein schools of mutual
from the blood of their generation, are to gal'n
communion and interchange of thought, par.isons we never could go beyond isoknowledge and wisdom in a school, to be estab·
experience and opinion, they
together lated, disconnected facts." And, Paul adlished for that purpose; how much more importgrow in knowledge and
unto vised "comparing spiritual things with
ant then is it that those not holding the priestpower. This would be the
where spirituaL"
hood, and especially the new converts, to whom
the priesthood, and all that
to Allowing these to be correct principles,
all the doctrine is new, should have their faith
it, councils, meetings, and the schools of and that they must be careful! y observed
grounded by a thorough knowledge of what is
the prophets, would have its
in order to reach just and reliable conwritten for their guidance in the scriptures?
work, aided and abetted by written
clusions, we need
examine all sides and
"But this I believe to be the work. of the
legislative methods and revelation
everything pertaining to a subject, lest we
churc!z. May not the establishment of the school
ing to ministerial work.
be found of that class who "jump to concluof the prophets be taken as a type of other
If the presiding elder of
sions" instead of reaching them by all "the
schools or meetings throughout the church?
trict, is a qualified man and a
and law and the testimony" which relates to a
This work is not done by the sermons preached;
ready worker in the Sunday School work, given
and this requires us to
it is not the province of the prayer and testimony
he is eligible to that position. If he
not deep" and
patiently.
meetings; neither of the business meetings of
so qualified, though he may be an efficient
Matthew 25: 31-46 does not treat all
the branches. Could not classes meet once a
and acceptable presiding church officer sides of the great question of "eternal
and minister he is not eligible if there be judgment," but only of
week (any day or night) for the study of the
which reany other in the district or branch who is lates to acts of mercy, benevolence,
Scriptures by subjects (as contemplated in the
qualified, though he may not be
Theological or Gospel Research Classes) under
kindness and love.
Neither
dained man.
does it intimate that the final destiny
the direction or management of the presidents of
We now believe that the
of man is fixed
and alone upon the
the branches, and thus fulfill all the needs of the
School work may be safely entrusted
acts there
of the individuals
mature? Please notice paragraph two, section
those in tbe church who
named. The text was manifestly designed
ninety-four in Doctrine and Covenants, and tell
ifications of teachers,
to teach, illustrate and forcefully present the
me if you consider the school there referred to
men, and recommend to
fact that the class of works therein menas being the school of the prophets? I have no
they select these in
tioned would be essential elements on
means of knowing surely, but it seems to me it
take charge of the schools.
which to
and indispensiole conditions
was not.
tber of the opinion thflt
"Now I have written of these things as I see
on which to decide the final reward or
School work does not
them, asking your opinion concerning them. If
punishment of those among whom Christ's
under branch, or district
the legitimate province of the Sunday School is
"brethren" came and ministered "in
further than the officers and members of Christ's stead." "Mothers," "sisters," or
the instructing of the young only, and if this lathe schools, who are church members are children are not mentioned here.
bor can be properly performed by those not holdresponsible to the church for their good
Mankind, "at the last day," are to be
ing th ~ priesthood, then the general principles of
behavior and moral conduct and teaching, "judged out of the hooks" of God, accordour system pertaining to this part of the work
as such members of the church. That in ing to what is written in them, and "by
will stand, and I with others will be justified in
the
conduct of the schools, the methods of every word" that shall be found to app'y
taking steps to perfect and· complete the system.
teaching and rules governing the associa- in their case.
The "righteous," the
l"f not, we should know it at once that we bring
tion of teachers and scholars in the work, "sheep," the "blessed of my Father," are
no further condemnation upon ourselves or any
they should be free from interference and not to be adjudged such simply and only
others.
domination from church officials, unless because they did benevolent deeds to the
"If thus far our system is all right, and It
these officials are also mem hers and offi- Saints, or even the "brethren," and for
would be wiser for the church authorities to take
cers of the schools.
those deeds alone enter "into life eterupon them the labor of organizing and instructIf there should be in branch, 0r
nal;" neither do the "goats," the finally
ing Research Classes, we should know this as
church officers who believe that the Sun- "cursed" of God, go away into "everlastsoon as possible in order to eliminate this part of
day School work should be necessarily ing punishment," "into everlasting fire,
the work from our system here (thus freeing the
carried on by church officers and these prepared for the devil and his angels,"
Sunday School officers from a burden they can
only, we recommend to these men that for merely and only failing to do such
not 'Nell carry), and I believe the church at
they at once set themselves to
and benevolent deeds.
Whoever studies all
large should know it, that the good work of
push forward themselves, vet other workthe reveflled word of God in respect to
instruction all around may be begun and carers out, organize them, gather the childwhy, and how, and under what condilions
ried on properly."
ren and other members in, and do that men are to be adjudged and consigned to

to

The process of thought through which
Sr. Goff has reached the conclusion that
it is not absolutely certain that one must
"hold the priesthood" to be qualified to
teach in Sunday School; and that it does
not necessarily fall upon the ministry to

which they think they only should do; always remembering that it is the "doer of
the work" that is "blessed in his deeds;"
not only to say, but to do according to
that which is written" is the command.
If they are not prepared to so work and

"everlasting fire, prepared for the devil
and his angels," will learn that it
far more than the mere withholding of
benevolent deeds to Christ's Saints or
"brethren" to condemn them to that awful
state; for none are consigned to it but
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such as hear and "know" flnd wilfully and It therefore follows that the "sheep,"
unrepentantly refuse, reject, and resist
" and "blessed" of God, menChrist in his administrative ~nd redemp25:33,34, are tho;e who
tive work.
and the .knowledge both of
Let the reader ask, "Who are they who,
Christ. This being true, it
at the judgment seat of Christ, are pronecessarily, the fact that these
nounced 'cursed' and doomed to everlast- had
Christ (therefore his gospel
fire, prepared for the devil and his work and "kingdom") by the administraangels ?" and "the word of God" will with tion of Christ's "brethren" who (as Jesus
no uncertain sound answer, They are those prom.iEed them), were brought under the
who krzev; their duty toward God, toward conditions named in verses 35 and 36,Christ and his gospel, toward the "breth- "For I was a hungered, and ye gave me
ren" of Christ, and knowingly, wilfully, meat; I was thirsty, and ye gave me
and persistently neglected, refused, and drink I was a stranger, and ye took me
rejected them! Mark it well-they must in;
and ye clothed me; I was sick,
in person, have attained actual kno·wledge and ye
me I was in prison, and ye
of God, of Christ, of the "brethren," be- came unto me."
"mothers" "sisters,"
fore they could sin to the extent that
are neither mentioned nor
shall be doomed to "everlasting fire, pre- hinted at in
but the "brethren" are,
pared for the devil and his angels," For and in such a manner as to leave no doubt
Paul assures us that the
class who that the faithful ministrv---"ambassadors
can Dl>t finally repent are "those who were for Christ"-are referred to. This is in
once enlightened, and have tasted of the
with the following to the minheavenly gift, and were made partakers of
off the dust of thv feet
the Holy Ghost, and have tasted the g·ood agamst those who receive thee not, . . .
word of God, and the powers of the world and w·ash
feet as a testimony against
to come" (He b. 6: 4, 5), while the Book them in tlze
if judgmerzt."-D. & C.
of Mormon says, "Wiil ye reject the words 6o: 4· See also section 74: 3, etc., etc.
of the prophets? and will ye reject all the
As to "the kingdom prepared for" the
words which have been spoken concern" "rirrhteous" "blessed" of God
ing Christ, after so many have spoken "from
fo7mdatio~ of the world" being
concerning him; and deny the good word that which the Saints will inherit, we no~
of Christ and the power of God, and the only have the general analogies of the
gift of the Holy Ghost, and quench the word of God in all the books, but we have
Holy Spirit? and make a mock of the specific statements to that effect "in the
great plan of redemption which hath been words which the Holy Ghost teacheth,"
laid for you? Know ye not that if ye will and we dare neither deny them nor atdo these things, that the power of there- tempt to explain them away. We now
demption arid the resurrection which is in quote them for at least the third time as
Christ will bring you to stand with shame proof, and we do so for the purpose of adand awful guilt before the bar of God? justing our faith and hope to what is there
And according to the power of justice, for asserted in plain words, and not to fit them
justice can not be denied, ye must go away to any preconceived theory: "But, beinto that lake of fire and brimstone, whose hold, the righteous, the Saints of the Heflames are unquenchable, and whose ly one of Israel, they who have believed
smoke ascendeth up for ever and ever, in the Holy one of Israel, they who have
which lake of fire and brimstone is endless endured the crosses of the world, and detorment? 0 then, my beloved brethren, spised the shame of it; they shall inherit
repent ye, and enter in at the straight gate, the kingdom if God, 'U..'hich was prepared
and continue in the way which is narrow, for them from the forzndation if the
until ye shall obtain eternal Jife."-Book world,"-z Nephi 6: 7· And to make
of Jacob 4: I. These texts enable us to surety doubly sure, we now add the words
see who are do()med, at the judgment bar of direct of our Shepherd and King and
God, to be consigned ."into everlasting fire Judge: "And blessed is he that is found
prepared for the devil and his angels;" also I faithful unto my name at the last day~·
why they are thus "cursed." All the for he shall be lifted up to dwell irz the
scriptures relating to this same matter are kingdom prepared for kim frOm the fourziri harmony with the foregoing.
dation· of tlze world."-Ether I : 12. No
On the other hand, none can be the amount of philosophiS!ng or theorizing
"sheep" "the righteous," the "blessed" of can make these texts mean that the kingGod, and enter "into life eternal" at the dom the Saints are finally to possess is yet
final judgment a<; promised in Matthew to be prepared.! That the Saints are to
25: 46, except they first believe in Christ be prepared for it is a fact essential for all
and become reconciled to his covenant and to know; and they should learn that
government; "For God so loved the works of mercy, benevolence, and love,
wodd, that he gave his only begotten are "ordained of God that we should
Son, that whosoever believeth in him walk in them."
should not perish but have everlasting
This "kingdom" having been "prepared
life." "This is life eternal, that they from the foundation of the world," it folmight know thee. the only true God, and lows that "the one fold" of Christ, and the
Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent."- "Father'shouse"withits"manymansions,"
John 3: r6, and 17: 3· This position i~ were also prepared; for these are interin harmony with the Book of Mormon changeable terms relating to the same
testimonies quoted in a former editorial general facts. And to this agree the
and found in Mosiah I I : I 5; Alma 3: 5, words of our Lord when he says: "In
6,8, also Book of Nephi 7: z, 3, etc., etc. 1 my Father's house are many mansions;"

-John 14:2. That "house," and those
"mansions,~' were then in existence-therefore "prepared." In further proof read
these texts: "And I, Moroni, . • . remember that thou hast said that thou hast
prepared a house for man; yea, even
among the mansions of thy Father; • . .
wherefore except men shall have charity
[love], they can not inherit that place which
thou hast prepared in the mansions qj thy
Father."-Ether 3: 3· Again: "If thou
art faithful unto the end, thou shalt have
a crown of immortality, and eternal life in
the mansions which I have prepared in
the house of my Father. Behold, and lo,
these are the words of Alpha and Omega,
even Jesus Christ."-Doc. Cov. 8o: r.
And further: "And every man shall receive according to his own works, and his
own dominion, in the mansions which are
prepared."-Doc. Cov. 76: 7· All these
texts prove that "the kingdom," the "Father's house," and "the mansions" therein,
are all "prepared," hence are riot in process of preparation, nor awaiting future
preparation. But "a place" for all these is
being and to be prepared, namely, the new
earth after Christ's second advent and after
the final judgment--"the end"--when the
earth becomes fitted for "the celestial
kingdom" (Doc. Cov. 85: 4), according to
the eternal purpose of God; and of which
kingdom all others of glory are but parts
and dependencies, subordinate in power,
dominion and glory, and all in subjection
to Christ as "King of kings, and Lord of
lords," his kingdom filling "the whole
earth" which in its celestialized state continues the abode and inheritance of the redeemed forever and forever.
Matthew
25: 31-46 reveals the essential importance
of good works toward Christ and his faithful "brethren," and the Saints will do well
to heed the lesson there taught lest they
fail and fall.
·
As for the "kingdoms" and "glories"
which will ultimately be found, after the
judgment day, 'subject and subordinate to
Christ and. his faithful people, those matters may come up for consideration separately, and mainly on the prophetic and
doctrinal facts relating thereto.
The chief thing for the Saints is to get
at the practical matters-what is now and
soon to be needed-" Be ye also ready!"
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

BRo. William Strange, president of the
St. Thomas, Ontario, branch; wrote as follows August 15th:
"The work is going along nicely here. God
is blessing us abundantly, and the branch Is in
good condition, compartively speaking."

Bro. A. H. Parson.s wrote from Green's
Landing, Maine, August 12th:
"l'he reunion at this place is progressing nicely. Four were baptized yesterday, and more are
to follow. We had the largest attendence last
night that ever assembled here-nearly six hundred."

Bro. E. Delong, under date of Aug.
14th, writing from Oc~ola, Michigan, says~
"Our meetings were well attended last Sunday. I preached morning and evening in the
Opera Hall, and on Monday I baptized two more,
"The Saints are all united and every thingis
moving nicely."
··
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Sr. Ruth A. Turner, of Montrose, Iowa,
has this to say in a late letter:
"I truly prize all the church publications and
sincerely hope I may always be able to have
them to read, for I find in them much to comfort and strengthen me in times of trial and affliction.
"There are a few of the sisters of this branch
that meet each Thursday for prayer and have
been much bl-essed at times. There are some
who desire the prayers of the Union. Sr. Phebe
Hall has been afflicted for a nmber of years, and
desires its prayers; and Grandma Patten also
asks the prayers of all, that she may be given patience and grace to endure the afflictions of life
the few more years that she may have to remain
on earth."

Bro. Leonard Scott wrote us from
Warren, Ohio, the 16th ult., saying:
"This place presents a very important outlook.
Some people very favorable; some ready for bap·
tism. Satan's majesty displayed wonderfully,
but truth "goes marching on." The editors are
alarmed. Pray for us in this field."
"THE ELECTION IN UTAH.
"The remarkable feature of last Monday's
election was the Liberal victory in Salt Lake
City, although a notable increase in the Gentile
vote is shown in every precinct in the territory.
To say that the Liberals are jubilant is putting
it in the mildest way possible and to say that the
Mormons are gloomy is an equally mild description of their condition."

"The Lord God worketh not in darkness. He doeth not anything save it be
for the benefit of the world for he loveth
the world, even that he layeth down his
own life that he mav draw ali men unto
him."-Book of Mo~mon, page 100.
The Idaho Enterprise of Malad City,
the roth inst. has this to say:
"Joseph Smith, the prophet, and Elder Anthony are creating quite a little flurry in religious circles.''
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

WILL some one donate or sell to the
Herald Office volumes zo and 21 of the
1viillennial Star .2 We want them for use
in the Editorial department. Later volumes would also be acceptable.
Bro. John F. Lemburg of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, requests that some of the Elders
preach for them at an early time.
Bro. R. C. Evans wrote August 15th,
from Waterford, Ontario, that he had
been laboring there since the 4th inst.
When he began he did not know whether the large gatherings that first greeted
him there during his debate with Rev.
Wilkinson would again greet him or not,
but the Saint'> church did not afford sufficient room for his audiences, as on Sundays many had to stand outside. He bap·
tized three heads of families, which increases the number to forty-two baptized since
the debate. More are to follow and Bro.
Evans remarks that he would be willing
to pass through the experiences of another
debate if forty-two more baptisms would
result from it.
Bro. Jesse Seelye of Savannah, Wayne
county, New York, wntes appreciatingly
of the good tidings that reach him through

the HERALD. Bro. Seelye has fm some
time remained almost alone in
ing the faith in western New
cept as aided by Bro. C. G.
we hope at no distant
corps of the active ministry
long neglected but
Bro. J. W. Perkins wrote
bell postoffice, Indian
17th, reciting tbe sudden and
death of his wife, the loss of whose Jove
and companionship he greatly mourns.
He was alone and without assistance at
the time. He deeply feels the loss sustained and requests prayers that he
so live that he may be
to
with the loved one wno has preceded him.·
Pray for him.
Si-. M. F. Squires writes from Yarborough, Grimes county, Texas,
that anv Saints or elders who
to visit"her family and herself
as they are alone in faith there
rounded by opposition.
Bro.
Squires, her husband, has been afflicted
for over twenty years, but she never! heless
rejoices in the great latter day work and
toils on cheerfully in the labor of supnorting her children and family. She req~ests
prayers in their behalf.
President W. W. Blair left Lamoni on
Wednesday, the zrst inst., for a two weeks'
preaching tour in South-western Iowa. He
expects to labor some in central
later on.
THE CANAL OF JOSEPH.
How many of the engineering works of the
nineteenth century will there be in existence in the
year 6ooo? Very few, we fear, says -'-"'""'''m"t:n;r.
and still less those that will continue
off age to serve a useful purpose. Y ct thE,re is
at least one great undertaking concdved and executed by an engineer which during' the space of
4.000 years has never ceased its office, on which
the life of a fertile province absolutely depends
to-day. We refer to the Bahr Joussuf-the canal of Joseph--built, according to
the son of Jacob, and which constitutes not
least of the many blessings he conferred on
Egypt during the years of his
rule.
This canal t oak its rise from
at Asiut
and ran nearly parallel with it for nearly
miles, creeping along under the western cliffs
the Nile valley, with many a bend and windinrr
until at length it gained an eminence, as cod::
pared with the river bed, which enabled it to turn
westward through a narrow pass and enter a district which was otherwise shut off from the fertilizing floods on which all vegetation in Egypt
depends.
The northern end stood seventeen feet above
low Nile, while at the·'llouthern end it was at an
equal elevation with the river.
this
cut ran a perennial stream, which
a
ince named the Fayoum, endowing it with
ity and supporting a large population. In the
time of the annual flood a great part of the canal
was under water, and the river's current would
rush in a more direct course into the
ing with it the rich silt which takes
manure and keeps the soil in a state of constant
productiveness.
All this, with the exception of the tradition that
Joseph built it, can be \'erified today, and lt if; not
mere supposition or rumor.
Many accounts have been written
Greek
and Roman historians, such as
Strabo, Mutianus, and Pliny, and repeated in monkish legends or portrayed in the maps of the mid·
dle ages, which agree with the folk lore of the
district. These tales explained that the canal
dug by the ancient Israelites served to
the
surplus waters of the Nile into an extensive

lying south of the F'ayoum and so large that it
not
modified the climate,
the arid
winds
the desert and converting
into the
balmy airs which nourished the vines and the
olives into a fulness and fragrance unknown in
any part of the •.:ountry, but also added to the
food supply such an immense quantity of fish
that the royal prerogative of the right of piscary
at the great weir was valued at $25o,ooo annually.
This lake was sald to be 450 miles round, and to
be navigated by a fleet of vessels, while the whole
circumference was the scene of industry and
prosperity.--Ckicago Times.

EDITED BY SIS'l'ER "FRANCES."

H8ti11 when the sun of summer burns,
My longing for the hills returns.
I go to meet the wiud~ of morn~
Blow down the hill·gaps monntain-born,
Breathe scent of pines and satisfy
The hunger of a lowland eye.~~

WILL THEY LOVE ME?
I have toiled for these, the children
Of my little honeehold band,
Throneh their helples• hours of childhood,
With a constant, loving band;
Striving in the right to lead them~
Carefully their lives to mold;
Now t~1e question con1es before me-·Will they love me when I'm old?
When my brow is old and wrinkled,
Drawn with thought and racking care,
When the threads of silvery whiteness
Gleam like snow amid my hair,
When my eyes grow dim and f,Jded.
Scarce their faces can behold,
And 1ny step is s1ow and falteringWill they love me when I'm old!
Will they guide my tottering footsteps?
8mooth the few remaining years,
With a pntience and devotion
That 1ife'rl failing pathway cheers?
When I'm old and worn and wenry,
Will their love around me fold?
Robbing even Death of terrorsWill they love me when I'm old?
I have seen old parents sl\ghted,
'l'reated with neglect, disdain;
Cruel jest and mocking laughter
Filling their worn hearts with pain;
Yet knew e'en then their longing,
'rhoee eame heedless ones to fold,

Safe from si.n B snre retribution--Will mine love me when I'm old?
1

Others I have seen attending
Aged parents '\Vith fond care;
Dropping hand or lovmg kisses
On their brow or snowy hair;
And I wonder will my children
My last days with love enfold,
Pay bnck what I gave their childhoodWill they love m0 when I'm old 1--Sel.

IN repeating the statements of one person to
another, we take upon ourselves a resposibility
which is frequently quite overlooked. Many of
the misunderstandings and difficulties between
people, arising constantly in all departments of
life, are to be traced to the forgetting of this responoibility. It is the responsibility of safe transmission of thought, without damage or breakage,
from one soul to another. \Vhether we volun·
tari!y undertake the transportation and delivery,
or are commissioned so to do, makes no difference; we are responsible for the ideas we receive,
handle, and
in both cases. It is surprising that people are always so ready to tell us
what another says, or to report the views of an·
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other, when they know that their possession of
the other's thought is at the best uncertain, and
that their facility and skill in transmitting it are
by no means beyond question. They certainly
do not handle another's transcendental goods,
his purposes, intentions, hopes, fears, relations,
ideas, and all his personal possessings, as carefully as they do their own. And by their carelessness they are often the cause of mishaps or
injuries which they can never repair. Successful thought-transference is, indeed, a very difficult art. To get the mental picture substantially
perfect and complete out of one mind, and then
to present it successfully to another mind, with
all its proportions, attitudes, relations, perspectives, lights and shadows; to impress on the peculiar individuality of the listener no more, no
Jess, than exactly the whole truth, is a difficult
and delicate undertaking. So many and various
kinds of allowances, reductions, or enlargements,
must be made in taking the matter out of one set
of circumstances and out of one kind of personality, and adjusting it to the other. Every man
before he repeats what he supposes another has
said, and thus assumes the responsibility of injury and damage to an absent one, ought to be
sure that his camera has focused a substantially
true and accurate picture of the other man's
mind; and then he ought to be sure that he is
able to transfer this picture to the Hsteners mind
with substantial fidelity.-Sel.
DENNIS, Mass., Aug. 8th.
Sisters of the Home Cobmmz:-I have been
many times
reading your letters in
the Herald,
have withheld my mite knowing
there were others who could fill the space more
worthily than I. But l want to do whatever fal!eth to my hands to do with an eye single to the
glory of God. "Freely ye have received, freely
give."
I have received the knowledge that the work I
am engaged in is the work of God, and I desire, as
far as I may, to impart that knowledge unto
others. The Herald is the only preacher I have,
and its contents are as food to the hungry souL
Day by day I seem to grow stronger in this
work, and I rejoice in the angel's message, the
restored gospel. 0, the good we might do if the
requirements of the gospel were lived up to! I
want to be willing to sacrifice for the work's
sake, that more laborers may be sent forth. A
few of us (sisters) meet together weekly and
strive to let our light shine, but we need preaching to get the truth before the people.
I have not joined the Prayer Union fearing I
might not be able to keep the hour having little
ones that need constant attention, but I believe it
to be a power for good. Your sister,
BESSIE M. SEARS.
ELLIS, Mo., Aug. 6th.
Dear Sisters of the Home Columu :-I have been
thinking so long I would write a few lines to
your paper. The He1·a!d is a. good visitor and
every week I love to read it. I don't know what
I would do without it. The 1nissionary work is
strengthening to me. In the Iast Herald I read
a vision in which was very much interested. I
refer to the insane woman going back and forward on the pnblk road. She is the church of
Utah, Bro. Joseph, and as you are there now, I
):lope you may tie her, and
on your strong

men to make the coffin. Make it stout and put
her in it, then nail her up tight. Talk to them
now, Bro. Joseph, in plain words.
I have an interest in the Utah people, and was
once a member of that church. l joined the Reorganized church three years ago last June; myself and two of my children were baptized by
Bro. R. J. Anthony, and moved to Missouri last
February.
left two of my oldest girls in Utah.
I have eight chiidren. My husband is not a
membPr of our church. Pray for me, sisters, that
I may be faithful to the covenant I have made.
I know this to be the work of God and have
never doubted it from the first time I heard its
elders preach. We have had no preaching here
yet, but I hope we will have some soon. I pray
the Lord to bless the land of Zion for the sake of
his people.
From your sister in the faith,
GuNNEL HENNINGS.
BuFFALO GAP, South Dak., July 29th.
Dear Sister Frances:--I will endeavor to write
to the Home Column again, as we have no meetings out here in this new country, but are hoping
some of God's servants will be sent here soon.
Oh, how I wish I could meet with the Saints
when the Sabbath comes! How my heart beats
with delight when I meditate upon God's holy
word! I have been blessed many times in my
troubled hours. I stand alone, as my husband
doeb not belong to the church. Oh, how I love
to read the sisters' letters in the Home Column!
We do not take the Herald as we are too poor,
but my sister takes it and I get to read some of
them. My husband reads them too, but he says
there is so much in the Bible that he can not
understand.
would ask the Saints to pray for
him that his mind may be enlightened, and pray
for me that I may stand firm and be faithful and
set a good example before my little one, that he
may learn to love and serve his Creator while
yom1g. I am made to rejoice when I sing that
blessed hymn, "Behold, the great Redeemer
comes, to bring his ransomed people home."
Oh, that I may be one of the ransomed ones! I
desire the prayers of all the Saints.
Your sister in the one faith,
A.M.].
It was principally for the lonely, scattered ones
that the Prayer Union was formed. If you desire to join, you have but to send in your name,
and when observing the hour you will be comforted with the thought that hundreds of the
faithful ones are praying for the same things, at
the same time with you.- Ed.
FouNTAIN GREEN, Ill., Aug. 2d.
Dem- Sisters of the Home ColU?mt:-l thought I
would write a few lines this morning, thus putting in my mite. I see but few letters from the
sisters; perhaps they like myself--think that
thev have nothing of importance to write. I
liktc to read the letters from the sisters and also
the letters from the elders in the Herald. They
are strengthening and comforting to the lonely
ones.
wish that more would write, for it is
cheering to hear of the success of the elders and
also the
of the gospel in these last days.
We seldom hear any preaching. Alexander
Smith was here last winter and preached a few
week>, for us, and since then we have had none.
wisb he would come again. I made a visit to
B1rlington and met with the Saints there once,

and heard a very interesting discourse by Bro.
Johnson, and after preaching partook of the sacrament, and had a short testimony meeting in
which we were all made to rejoice. There were
but a few of us, but the words of the Savior were
verified, for the Spirit of the Lord was in our
midst and our hearts were filled to overflowing.
I wish that I could be at the reunion of the
Saints, and I hope it may be the means of doing
much good. I hope they will remember in their
prayers those that have not the privilege of
meeting with them.
If the Lord spares my life I mean to be with
the Saints at the April Conference. Pray for
me that I may be with you then, for the prayers
of the Saints avail much.
Dear sisters, write often ; bear your testimonies; hold up your light so that others may see
your good works and walk therein. I think that
you are all doing a good work in your Sunday
Schools by training the young.
I think that the Autumn Leaves is grand. This
is a great work that we have enlisted in, and let
us work while the day lasts.
KATHARINE SALISBURY.

DEER CREEK, Neb., July zoth.
Dear Sisters of the Home Colum?t:-I have
thought many times I would like to write you,
but my talent wa& so small that it would be useless to put my ignorance in print. If, however,
we should all sit with folded hands or hide our
talent in the earth, what will be the sentence of
the Great Judge when he shall call us to an account? Let us not bury our talent in the earth
because we have but one, but let us each strive to
be more dillgent and arouse ourselves from
slumbering and trim our !a'mps that we may be
ready to meet the Bridegroom with joy when he
comes. I do not say this to those that already
have their lamps burning brightly, for their
brightness has often brought joy and peace to
me. May God bless them that their rays may
shine forth more widely until the end; but to
those that are cast down with troubles and cares
and discouragements of this life, like myself. I
have long been thinking I must do something
for the cause o.f Christ for I do believe that this
is the trl,le and everlasting gospel of Jesus Christ
set up in these last days to draw his children
gether, for he said, "My sheep hear my voice and
they know me, and they will follow me."
There are many sisters we would likeeto hear
from through the Column. I think the "Home
Column" is just what we need to cheer and encourage each other on in this pilgrimage of earth,
and often when reading it my heart rejoices to
hear of the many blessings the Lord is pouring
out upon his people in these last days. When I
look back and see the darkness that hung over
our home but a few short years ago, I can but
thank God for his great goodness to me and
mine, in bringing us into his great and marvelous
light.
I do not have as much time to read as I would
like, but the more I read the more I can understand, and through the mercies of God I am still
striving to press my way onward and upward.
Pray for me, dear sisters, that I may overcome
the snares of the tempter that have been pressing
me in thought.
From your sioter in the one faith,
LORINDA LEWIS.
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COPY OF A LETTER.

RICHLAND, Dakota, April 17th.
Dear Brother and Famzly:-I must write to you
and tell you what we are about to do. Miles has
taken a notion to move to Montana, so we are
selling out as fast as we can and expect to start
the middle of May-our boys are all going along.
We are turning all our stuff in to cattle and will
drive them through; will have three co vend
wagons and one not covered. Harry will be
married before we leave, to Lotty Fritz, and she
goes too. One week from next Saturday we
auction off all our household goods, and then
comes a trying time for me. I was getting quite
smart after sending for the elders, so I was doing
my work alone; but this move upset me so I
could not sleep, and I am almost in bed again.
I feel now H I ever needed your prayers and help
from God it is now, that I may be spared to get
through and locate. I am trying to have them
go to Deer Lodge, or where Bro. Gomer Reese
lives, have written to Bro. Clapp and him both,
and think we will go as near there as we can find
land. We will drive through two hundred head
of cattle in all, and three of our boys can take
land, and Willie, the youngest, will soon be old
enough.
What do you think of our move? Richland
has had all the gospel preached to them time
after time, and not one seemed to want any of it;
so I feel as if I can do no more to help them, and
I leave them with my conscience clear, praying
God to be merciful to them. The M. E. church
has dwindled away ever since Bro. Wight was so
··insulted here; they can hardly g<'t a congregation. When we leave it will be smaller yet. I
had made up my mind to be at the Reunion, next
fall if spared; but now I shall never set <'yes on
any of you again. I tried to have my folks go
south, but it was no use; perhaps it is best as it
Is. Your prayers have always benefitted me;
now I ask again that you bring my case before
t'he Lord, that I may either be called away before
starting m· be spared to get through, just as God
willeth-it would be so hard to bury one along
the rQ,~~d. I shall ever try to serve the Master in
my weakness, and am still pleading God to shew
my children their duty to God and man. Remember me to Sr. Derry and all the family.
Yours,
LILLY J. SMITH.
OsBORNE, Kans., Aug. roth.
Editors Herald:-Myself and a few companions have been anxiously watching the columns
of the Herald to see if we could see anything
further concerning the building of a college for
the Saints' children at Lamoni, but in vain!
We learned to know what a rebuke meant, as
we passed through a two years' course in a Kansas college, and we earnestly desire the association of the Saints while we travel the already
hard road of education.
I wanted to go to school somewhere, and when
I heard that the Saints were endeavoring to
build a college, my happiness at once knew no

bounds. I am willing to
mite and will continue in
graduate. Let us hear how
ing.
Yours

contribute my little
the college until I
the cause ~s pro;5ressin hopes,
W. D. JEr.usoN.
LSubscriptions are coming in but very slowly.
Those in charge of the project will meet at Lamoni, Iowa, Friday, September 6th, to further
consider the matter, and all interested are invited to attend or send in their subscriptions J

HIGHMORE, South Dakotah, Aug. I:)th.
Bro. Blaiv :-I still have the same desire to
press on in the good •Nork, which I knov.,-, Fnd of
which I am ever ready to testify that it is of
God. I am almost alone out here excert my
wife and children; but the Herald is
wei come
visitor and a great comfort to me.
pre3.ch to
the people whenever the opportunity is all.orded
me. On the second of October, 1888,
was
called upon to preach the funeral sermon
Mr.
Joseph HindH. I took my text from IsgJah,
''Thy dead men shall live.'' On Augus'· 7th,
1889, I was requested to preach the fnner:1l sermon of Mary Hinds, who after severgJ m.Jnths
of sickness passed away. So father and <hughther have gone to the land beyond.
had good
liberty of speech and the people were attentive.
We have our troubles and persecution:; t(• contend with, but we have been and still
g:·eaUy
encouraged to look above the things or this
world to our heavenly Father, who is the Author
and Giver of all good and who is ever reDdy to
hear and answer prayers.
CHARLES SHEEN.
NEEL, Nebraska, Aug. nth.
Bro. W. W. Blair:-We write you in regard
to the progress of the work in this part
the
vineyard. Since our report to conference v;e
have been keeping up a prettv steady preaching
in threP- localities. At one place we bad ,.ather
slim attendance and not much interest, but bap·
tized one good, honest, young lady, the daughter
of Joshua Lane. You will remember Jcshua;
he resided at Little Sioux while you lived there.
At the other two places where we h'lve been
holding !Ji!;eetings there wgs a good interest and a
house full to preach to generally, and !.::> our
great joy we found one good old-timer\ who
joined the church in r835, by the name of Joseph
Gibbons, who had never heard of the exiutence
of the Reorganization, and I tell you it ,>vould
have done your soul good to see how quick his
soul was llt up wifh the fire of God's Holy Spirit
when he heard anew the glorious principles of
the gospel, and yesterday he renewed his cove·
nant by passing through the waters of bapl.i<'m.
Previous to attending to the ordinance we again
appointed a meeting at this place where not
much interest had been manifested, as it was
near to the beautiful waters of what is called
French Creek, that we wished to use.
we
found quite a congregation, more than we expected.
I will here state that we have been assisted by
one Bro. Samuel Payne, just emigrated this
spring from Kansas into this section of ccuntry
to take land. He is a priest. We now numbET
about twenty members in this iocality, and expect to meet soon to consider the propriety of organizing a branch.
Bro. Madden wishes it said that
does not

expect to be idle in the work of the l'v1aster, if he
is not heard from often; and I will say that I
feel the same.
It is due Bro. Madden to state here that he has
done the principal part of the preaching since
harvest set in. Your fellow-laborers,
B. LYTLE,
J MADDEN.
MALAD, Idaho, August r6th.
Bro. W. TV Blair:-We held meeting at St.
John's last evening in the Mormon meetinghouse; had a large audience, many listening at
the door and the windows. They were very
kind to us, lighted the lamps and treated us respectfully. T had the best of liberty in addressing them upon the main question which I discussed from the idea given, in "One Wife or
many,'' giving our views, affirmatively, on the
marriage question, "H is 1iothing but Bible,"
was the comment. One old lady observed to another woman, "I don't see anything in what he
has said." The one to whom she spoke said,
"\"fell, if you can not see anything in that, you
will have to throw away all your books."
Brn. Morgan Jones, H. R. Evans and others
here are impressed that a striking reaction is setting in. Certain it is that we have large audiences, and the best of attention; indeed I have
never been listened to better than since I came
into the territory here, and in Utah. There is
an apparent disposition to hear us.
Bro. R. J. Anthony and I have studiously
avoided anything that could be construed into
harshness or abuse. I had a large audience at
Samaria last ';Vednesday week, and here bn
Su.ndav last. One will speak here to-night and
one at- Cherry Creek to-morrow night.
The
shepherds have apparently abandoned the sheep
to us .Josephite wolves. Bro. Anthony and I
took dinner to·day at Sr Nicholas'. Prot Viloozeiv, (of music,) was present. 'We had a long and
pleasant chat; two years ago he would not have
cared to speak to us.
It is still hot and awful dry. Dust lies Hke a
pall on everything and is so deep in the roads
that they are rutted, as in winter with us. Prospects for hearing here are great. Some queer
things are creeping out. Yours,
JosEPH SMITH.

PARRI:SH, Ill., August roth.
Editors He1'ald:-I have
mortgage on the
new Methodist Church house here in Parrish,
with the privilege of our elders preaching any time
except on their regular appointml"nts, every third
Sunday at three o'clock p. m., and we would like
for any of our elders traveling through this way
to stop. They will be kindly cared for and have
good attentive congregations out to hear, as the
people are greatly interested in the doctrine ;ve
teach. Several are almost ready to obey
gospel. Bro. I. M. Smith was down here a short
time ago and preached about three weeks in this
vicinity; most of the time here in the Baptist's
house-so the Baptists and Methodists are all
tore up and want Throgmorton, of Mt. Vernon,
Illlnois, their big gun of the Baptists, to meet one
of our elders in debate. So he agrees to come
down the last of October or fore part of November if he can agree on propositions. So Bro. I.
M. Smith is corresponding with him to see if
they can agree on the propositions.
A. BuRLISON.
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SPANISH FoRK, Utah, Aug. 13th.
Bro. W. W. Blair:- You will find enclosed
three dollars, for which please send me the Herald twelve months, and also a complete set of
tracts bound. I will also say this much for the
Herald that it has been a great help to me in
studying the Book of Mormon and the Doctrine
and Covenants, and also the Bible-especially
the volumes one, two, three and four, which I
happened to get from a member of the Brighamlte church last June, one year ago, which he let
me have, perhaps thinking it would be a means
of confirming me in the doctrine of said church
with which I was somewhat disgusted; especi·
ally the doctrines connected with polygamy and
celestial marriage. I am thankful to my heavenly Father that we have been led out of the
soul crushing and conscience-killing system of
Utah Mormonism and are now connt'cted with
the Reorganized Church since March the 26th,
of this year. My wife and I desire to do all the
good we can in building up God's kingdom in
these latter days. To this end we will by the
help of God, work and pray.
Yours in the gospel,
J. Y. MASON.
MALAD, Idaho, Aug. lith.
Bro. Blair:- Held meeting at Samaria on
Wednesday night; had the whole settlement out
to hear. Met in Bro. James Thomas' yard on
the lawn. Held meeting last night; R. J. Anthony spoke excellently. Hold meetings all this
week at St. John, Elkhorn, and here.
JOSEPH SMITH.

*

------------------MINNEAPOLIS, Kan., Aug. 14th.

Dear Heralcl:-I am young in this latter day
work, having been baptized by Br. David Winn,
May 19th, and confirmed by Br. Joseph Luff,
June zd, while at Kansas City, Missouri; yet I
feel like bearing tny testimony with the rest of
the Saints to the work. While I have not had
the manifestations of the Spirit that others testify of, yet I can truly say that I believe the work
to be God's work, and have had m.ore enjoyment
and comfort during the short time that I have
been in it than in all of my religious experience
up to this time. I had been a member of the
United Brethren for about nineteen years, but
there is a something in this doctrine that furnishes food for the soul-it is so completely in
harmony with the word ?f God and His mercy
that I can not see how any one can help but believe it. I felt convinced of its truth the first
sermon I heard preached, which was at :Kansas
City last fall, while there at work. Jl think the
first sermo.n I heard was by Br. David Winn. I
was so well satisfied with the doctrine praached,
and p)eased with the appearance of the people
that I continued going to the meetings and heard
Brn. Wm. Sparling, Henry Sparling, I. N. White,
A. White, (and others whose name I can not
recall), preach; so that before I had attended the
Chur~h very long I was so well satisfied that I
bought quite a number of the books and commenced to investigate, which investigation re·
suited as .above stated. I love the Herald and am
eager for its appearance each week. I love to
read the testimonies given each week, they do
me so much good and strengthen me in the faith.
I will write again sometime and relate a portion o~ my experience that may be a little am us-
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ing to the Saints, and also show what kind of an
opinion some people have formed concern.ing the
Saints.
To all the brethren and sisters I feel to say, be
faithful and let your light shine. The light
shining through the brethren and sisters at Kansas City brought me into the fold, and your light
will bring others in. I am doing what I can in
talking and in letting out my books and papers
to others. I am the only member in this part of
the country that I know of. I would like the address of the nearest elder, as I would like to. have
one preach. here as soon as he can make arrangements.
In love for the truth,
HENRY RESCH.
SAN FRANCisco, Cal., Aug. 14th.
Bro. Blair:- We are not altogether idle here.
Last Sunday Bro. Geo. S. Lincoln and I went to
Irvington. I stopped at Niles and baptized two
young persons, and George went on to Irvington
to fill an appointment at IO: 30. I followed to
fill another appointment at I: 30. We confirmed
the two baptized, also blessed two children. In
the evening at 7: 30 Bro. Lincoln spoke from
Matt. r3: 36-40 in San Francisco with good Jib,
erty. We are all pleased to hear of Bro. Joseph's
preaching in Utah. May God bless him and all
who labor in the ir,terest of the gospel of our
Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
c. A. PARKIN.
BANDERA, Texas, Aug. 13th.
Bro. Blair:-I baptized six at Stockdale after
the debate. The Baptist concluded he would
not debate. There was sixty dollars subscribed
to build a church house when I left Stockdale.
Please allow me to correct some mistakes in
Bro. L. Wight's letter in Herald for August 3d:
After the word "governments" near the middle
of second column It should read 2 Peter 5: I,
after "darkness," same column, it should read
Matthew r I; "z Peter 2: rz" should read 2 Peter
2: r, 2. In· third column it reads "Mr. Banta
then resorted to Acts 19," etc. It should read
Acts 19: r-6 and it and I Cor.I2: 13 following
should occur after the sentence-"Bro. Currie
showed the fallacy of such conclusion, by showing that it took both Spirit and water to constitute a birth." Then follows the above quotations.
I do not remember the scripture Mr . Banta used
to prove Christ's reign on the earth, hut we.know
he had plenty such proof. In same column
after sentence "God showed Peter how he must
put off his body, I Peter," should read,.zd .Peter.
In second column where it reads "for 'tis His
fullness when perfected, Phil. r : 9" should read
Phil. 2: 9· I may have made some mistakes in
furnishing Bro. Wight a synopsis of quotations
used, etc., etc.
The Saints are moving on nicely here, and
love toward each other seems to be one of their
characteristics. I am often asked "who is over
this mission?" but I can not tell, for I failed to
find anything but "Texas" used in the .report
appointments made, etc. Have we no one over
us? We need some one loving and kind like
Bro. Roberts to go to for advice often. I ask to be
prayed for that God may remove skepticism
from me, for it cheats me out of many blessings.
I believe I try to keep right, but I suppose I do
not try hard enough.· Sister Walker wrote me
once that "morbid fear" was my enemy, and it is
too true.

or

Sometimes when out in the harvest-field I enjoy several spiritual gifts and my cup like Bro.
David's of old "runs over." After all this, doubts
come, fear rises, and the fruits are discontentment and unhappiness. 0, if God would forever
banish it all from me how happy I would be! I
sincerely ask the prayers of all the Saints.
I wish to say to the Elders in Texas that the
Saints in Manchester, Red River county, need
help. Address J. P. Brannon.
Yours in hope,
J. A. CuRRIE, Jun.
DAVIS CITY TENT MEETING.
The purposed Tent Meeting of the Decatur
district was held in the Park (a natural and beautiful growth of timber on the river bank) at Davis City, Iowa, beginning August zd, and closing
August nth. Through the kindness of the brethren of the Fremont and Pottawattamie districts,
we were favored with the use of their tent for
the occasion.
On the evening of the 2d an organization was
effected by choosing Elders J. R. Lambert and
H. A. Stebbins to preside, Elder M. H. Forscutt
as chorister, and William Mcintosh, J. H: McVay
and R .. J. Harmon, as police. No one being
continuously present who could we'll act as secretary norie was appointed, but Bro. H. A. Stebbins took notes of the sermons and of the proceedings.
At the first service, after prayer by Bro. J. R.
Lambert, Bro. H. A. Stebbins gave a sketch of
the faith and doctrine of the Church in reply to
the request in Acts 28: 22, "We desire to hear of
thee what thou thinkest."
Bro. M. H. Forscutt
followed briefly from the words, "Prove all
things, hold fast that which is good."
.Saturday, 3d. At half past ten Bro. H. A.
Stebbins offered prayer, and the time was occupied by Brn. J. R. Lambert, John Landers and
A. W. Reese in short addresses upon various
points of the gospel system. In the afternoon
prayer was offered by Bro. A. W. Reese.
Sermon by Bro. J. R. Lambert from james 2: 12.
The evening sermon was by Bro. M. H. Forscutt
upon the spirit of man bein.g pre-existent a.nd undying.
Sunday 4th. The nine o'clock prayer meeting •
was in charge of Brn: H. A. Stebbins and T: J.
Bell. It was a pleasant and pea·ceful session.
At half-past ten Bro. I. L. Rogers offered prayer.
The sermon was by Bro. R. S. Salyards.
He
used the parable of the sower and the question of
the jailer as the basis of his discourse. The afternoon service was opened by prayer by Bro. J.
P. Dillen.
Bro. M. H. Forscutt preached from
Romans 6: 3 as a text, baptism by water being
the theme. Prayer in the evening by Bro. T.
Wellington. The Gift of the Holy Ghost was
Bro. J. R. Lambert!s subject.
The Sunday services were .largely attended,
and the choir of the Lamoni branch was present
and gave valqable assistance in the singing and
instrumental part of the service.
Monday 5th. The prayer meeting was in
charge of Bro. I. L: Rogers. Bro. Thomas Wellington preached the morning sermon, assisted
by Bro .. H. R. Harder. The visitation of angels
was the subject. The afternoon meeting was in
charge of Bro. J. R. Lambert. ·Bro. Duncan
Campbell preached 'from Acts 2:36, concerning
tliegreat debt that we owe to God and his Son.
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In the evening Bro. H. A. Stebbins preached upon the office work of the Holy Spirit, as spoken
by Christ in John 4' r6; q: 26; rs: 26;. r6: I3Tue~day 6th. The prayer meeting was opened
with prayer by Bro. E. Sparks. Bro. H. A. Stebbins had charge. At half-past ten Bro. D. Campbell offered prayer. Bro. John Shippy, by special request, preached upon the apostasy at Nauvoo, and showed that the rise of the Reorganized
Church was by inspiration of God. At half-past
two the subject of the resurrection was discussed
by Bro. H. R. Harder. He was assisted by Bro.
Shippy. In the evening Bro. W. T. Bozarth offered prayer and Bro. A. H. Smith preached upon the laying on of hands as a gospel ordinance.
Wednesday 7th. The morning testimony
meeting was in charge of Bro. H. A. Stebbins.
Prayer by Bro. John Denio.
At half-past ten
Bro. James McDiffitt offered prayer. Bro. J. R.
Lambert preached from the text, "Lay not up
for yourselves treasures on earth.'' He presented and defended the law of tithing as found in
the Word of God. Bro. H. A. Stebbins preached
in the afternoon, assisted by Bro. William Anderson.
The text was r Cor. 2: 21, and chiefly
the subject was, What is it to be saved? In the
evening Bro. A. H. Smith offered prayer, and
Bro. M. H. Forscutt continued upon the subject
of baptism by water.
Thursday 8th. Prayer meeting in charge of
Bro. I. L. Rogers. Bro. John Hawley preached
at half-past ten from the text, "Enter ye in at the
straight gate," showing the necessity of men following Christ into the true fold. Afternoon service, prayer by Bro. H. A. Stebbins. Sermon by
Bro. A. H. Smith. His text was Rev. 21: r, the
subject discussed being the earth as the heaven
of the Saints when it is made new and glorious.
The evening prayer was by Bro. C. H. Jones, and
the sermon by Bro. W. T. Bozarth. Continued
revelation was the theme of the speaker.
Friday 9th. Brn. John Hawley and E. E.
Marshall had charge of the social meeting. The
forenoon sermon was by Bro. J. Alfred Davis,
upon the five dispensations in which God has
given the gospel unto men. He was assisted in
the services by Bro. W. T. Bozarth. ~n the afternoon prayer by Bro. I. L. Rogers. Bro. C, H.
Jones preached one of his peculiar sermons by
which the saints were edified and comforted.
The evening sermon was from Bro. M. H. Forscutt, in continuation of Bro. Davis' discourse
upon the five dispensations of the gospel.
Saturday roth. Prayer meeting in charge of
Brn. A. H. Smith and C. H. Jones. Prayer by
Bro. M. H. Forscutt. A very good time was had.
At half past ten Bro. E. E. Marshall offered prayer, and Bro. John Shippy preached in advocacy
of the Book of Mormon, taking Acts 17:26 for a
text. The afternoon sermon was by Bro. W. W.
Blair, assisted by Bro. D. Campbell. Bro. Blair
spoke of the need of doctrine, and o£ the ministration of angels in restoring the gospel; also of
his experiences in preaching in Decatur county
in r86o, and what the Lord had done for his people in the Reorganized Chwrch. In the evening
Bro. H. A. Stebbins had charge. Bro. A. S.
Cochran offered prayer. The sermon by Bro. J.
R. Lambert was in defense of the latter-day work
as being the work of of God, and the Book of
Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants as containing his word.
Sanday IIth. Social meeting in charge of
Brn. C. H. Jones and A. S. Ccchran. Many tlis-

THE SAIN
timonies were born to the work and to the goodness of God. The sermon that followed was
from Bro. M. H. Forscutt. He was asflisted by
Bro. W. W. Blair. The subject w~s the Church
of Christ and its organization as a compl<~te body
being necessary, both in the days of Christ and
whenever and wherever it shail exist. At half
past two, after prayer by Bro. John Haw:ey, Bro.
W. T. Bozarth preached upon the principles of
Christ's gospel, arguing that every portion was
essential to salvation. At the evening service
prayer by Bro. C. H. Jones. Bro. Alex. H. Smith
spoke from two texts, namely, "Beware of false
prophets," and, "Surely the Lord God will do
nothing but he revealeth his secret unto his serv·
ants the prophets."-Amos 3: 7·
At the close of this discourse a hymn was sung
and Bro. H. A. Stebbins pronounced the final
benediction.
There was a very large attendance upon the
closing day, fully twenty-five hundred being
present during the afternoon, besides the moving
hundreds that were coming and going all the
time. We were expecting a few more opeakers,
and some who came were not able to do so until
late. However to all who did come and aid us
we feel grateful for services rende1·ed. Many
saints were cheered and blessed, and hundreds of
others who never before heard the true faith did
so this time, because they would attend an outdoor service when they would not one within.
A report of receipts and expenses will be presented to the next session of the distl'ic 1 conference.
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SET OURSELVES RIGHT,
WHY DO WE NOT SET OURSELVES RIG I-IT
BEFORE THE WORLD

IN reading a volume of Joseph Cook's
Boston Monday lectures I noticed this prelude to his seventy-first lecture: "One
day Prince Bismarck, rolling in triumph
tow:ud Paris, had leisure to visit a country
school-house; and it was there that he
found what he called the saddest sight he
saw in all France. What was that sight?
Some widow with a
family?
Some maimed soldier, the
of
a distant home, about to be
tion? Some human form riddled with
bullets? None of these, but a set
school- books filled with lies! 'I took
the volumes,' says this statesman,
found that the tritest facts as to the religious history of Europe were falsified by
Romish editors. Scholarship would stand
aghast on every third or fourth page, at the
monstrosity of the misrepresentations of
acknowledged historical truth.' To feed
the rising generation with falsehood,
Bismarck thought a sadder thing than battle fields. My friends, I hold in
hands
a book, copies of which were
distributed in quantities at Deer
Massachusetts Bay yonder,
priests. It is important for
look committee, to observe
underneath the surface of

know what a formidable frankness I am
now. But it is not a bitter
frankness;
is in the interest of
forward discussion, and even of peace;
it is in the interest of peace to let
that there are some things
which can not be done in
and
which therefore had better not be
ed! Opening this volume I find not
the boldest violations of historical vPn~<r·nv
but passages plainly intended to inflame
uneducated readers."
Then follows a page of quotations from
pages 19,
55, 64, 73, 8r and woof the
work
of, containing statements in
regard
the Protestant religion, which
are eviden•ly false and misleading, after
which Mr, Cook continues: "If
please, gentlemen, this delicious food
the young has been distributed upon Deer
Island in
meals. The book is entitled 'A sure way to find out the True Religion,' and is published by Patrick Donahue of Boston. You will not be surprised
to learn, that, after the character of this
volume was found out, it was expelled
from Deer Island by order of the chairman of the Board of Directors in charge
there."
This, and the question found at the head
of this article, propounded to me by a
school-teacher in Nebraska, who had
come across some of the false statements
concerning us as a people, found in some
of the common school histories of the
United States, which she was using in her
school, decided me to compile "Some of
these false statements in an article for the
Herald, in hopes that it might be a beginning to the setting of ourselves
before the people. For it will be
perceived that the damage to the cause
Christ is almost beyond estimate when we
consider that these lessons are in om· common school books, and
drilled into the children's
are
by a system of questions
the
of the page; to almost, if not
quite, commit them to memory.
There has been some agitation of this
matter in regard to the Encyclopedias,
but it seems to me that to have ourselves
set
in our common school histories is
of
more importance, for where
one encyclopedia is used there are a thousand school histories; and how can we expect anything else than that we will meet
with prejudice when false statements in
regard to our origin and doctrine are
taught to the children in the schools as a
part of their lessons. But some
"How are we going to help
I have no suggestions to make,
leave that for wiser heads than
it seems to me that we might, as a
ning of the work that ·would finally set us
right, in all communities where we as a
people have an influence, discourage the
use of those histories that do not give us a
fair representation, and encourage the use
of those that do. Of course this would
not be much, but it would be a
in the
right direction.
I do not want to make my article too
long, and
with these few
a few q notations from histories,
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leave the readers of the Herald to draw
their own conclusions, believing, that it is
of the utmost importance that this part of
the work should be looked after; simply
stating, that out of about ten histories examined I find only two that give a connected account of our origin, and one, I believe, does not speak of it at all; but all of
the latest issues give false statements.
In the Eclectic History of the United
States, by M. E. Thalheimer, published
by Antwerp Bragg and Co. Cincinnati
and New York, Articles, "The Mormons
and Joseph Smith," I read :-"Far more
serious difficulty arose with the Mormons,
a sect founded by Joseph Smith, in 183o,
at Manchester, N. Y.
He pretended to
have received a revelation from
and as the new religion promised freedom
from restraints, its followers were many,
but for the same reason they were not
wanted as neighbors.
It must be said,
however, that they were more orderly
than a large part of the community about
them. Being expelled from Ohio by the
citizens in 1838, and from Missouri in I839,
by the state Militia, they built a new city
and a splendid temple at Nauvoo in Illinois." . . . "] oseph Smith was of Scotch
descent, and was born in Sharon, Vermont,
in 18o5. He led a dissolute life when
young, and was very ignorant.
When
twenty-one years of age he pretended to
have received from an angel tablets of
gold upon which was written the 'Book
o.f Mormon.'
He deciphered the hieroglyphics of this book by the means of a
pair of wonderful spectacles provided by
the angel, and dictated its contents to his
secretary, to write in English. This secretary and two other persons bore witness
to the actual existence of the golden tablets, and to their mysterious
as soon as
were
U nfortunately for
new
Smith quarreled with these witnesses shortly after,
and they denounced the whole story as a
hoax. Smith attempted to introduce polygamy in the Mormon belief when they
settled at Nauvoo,
but was strongly opposed by certain of the community,
who established a press and published opposition articles.
Smith headed a mob
which demolished this
but this act
cost the prophet his life.
And in the History of the United States
Emma Willard,
A. S.
and Company, New York and
Chicago, 187o, Art. Mormonism: "This is
the most extraordinaryi mposture of the age.
Its founder, Joseph Smith, was an obscure,
uneducated man born in 18o5, in Sharon,
Vermont. Under pretense of
lation he produced the
the 'Book of Mormon,'
suaded numbers that he was the inspired
founder of a new religion,,which was to give
to Mormons the same n,.,,_,....,,;n
all other people as the
Gentiles. Mormonism
its followers
license to commit every crime that may be
sanctioned by the leading 'prophet,' especially does it by allowing· polygamy, degrade and demoralize women. Yet numbers of both sexes were found to join and
aid this
their

into common stock. On their arrival at
the Far West, in Missouri, the Mormons
were charged with various crimes; among
others an attempt to assassinate Governor
and they were finally expelled the
a military force commanded by
Atkinson. They then purchased
a large tract of land in Illinois on the eastern bank of the Mississippi. There on a
beautiful slope they built Nauvoo, and
erected a pompous temple. But murders,
robberies, and other secret crimes became
in their neighborhood. The surpeople were enraged; the Mormon prophet and his brother were seized
the state officers, and confined in jail at
A hundred armed men in disguise
in and murdered them. The
Mormons then sold their posse~sions at
Nauvoo, and in 1846 migrated westward
to the Great Salt Lake. The Rev. Mr.
wrote the Book of Mormon as
a work
imagination, founded on the
Old Testament. He died after having
placed the manuscript in the hands of a
publisher.
Sidney Rigdon, a young
printer of the office, thus became acquainted with it, and showed it to Joseph Smith
and they two concerted the plan of bringit out as a new revelation."
And also the following from Quackenboss' History of the United States, published by D. Appleton and Company,
New York, in 1875: "About this time
[1843] excitement ran high in Illinois in
consequence of the proceedings of a body
of men calling themselves Mormons or
Latter
Saints. This sect was founded
a native of Vermont.
removed to Central New York,
and received an imperfect education, Smith
at the age of fifteen asserted that he saw
visions; and seven years afterwards, he dedared that he had received a revelation
fwm on high, in the form of records which
had been buried in the earth for centuries.
were engraved, according to the acof a Mormon writer, on plates havthe appearance of gold, and the thickness of common sheet tin, which were
covered with Egyptian characters, and
united by means of rings. Smith pretended to understand and translate this famous
'·Book of Mormon,' and set it forth as a
for men. It contains sundry
stories about events in America
over two thousand years ago, and it is said
have been written by a man named
as a romance. The immorality
the
doctrines, among- which
that of polygamy, or the allowing of a
of wives, was prominent, recomto some; and in 1833 Smith
found himself at the head of 1,200 followers.
county, J\1issouri, became
; but as they declared
western country was destined for their inheritance and as various
thefts were committed in their neighborMissourians naturally desired to
get
them. The first opportunity was
seized to call out the militia; and the Mormons
no resistence were driven
from the state.
crossed to Illinois,
and in the
1840, founded on a
bluff
Mississippi, the city
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of Nauvoo, a word which they say signifies beautiful. Here they erected a magnicent temple, and received a large addition of members, some of whom were men
of property.
At length the Mormons
passed ordinances which set the laws of
Illinois at defiance.
Great excitement
spread throughout the State, and some of
the 'Saints' left Nauvoo in alarm. Several
robberies and murders committed near
their city were attributed to the followers
of the prophet; and popular fury was increased by the belief that the Mormons
controlled the county courts and could set
at defiance all attempts to bring them to
justice. At last, Joseph Smith, still the
leading spirit among the Mormons, was
arrested, and, with his brother, lodged in
jail at Carthage. Here, on the 7th of
July, 1844, they were killed by a mob,
which broke into the prison. The Mormons continued to be objects of pupular
suspicion and odium; and so violently
were these feelings displayed that the next
year they sold their possessions in Illinois, deserted their beautiful city which
then contained ro,ooo inhabitants, and
emigrated to the wilderness beyond the
Rocky Mountains."
Thus far I have quoted from school
histories but the following I take from
another work which from its nature will
attract the youthful reader, being a history
of many of the pioneers of the new world,
and full of exciting- adventure. It is written by Col. Frank Triplett, published by
The M. D. Thompson Publishing Co.,
St. Louis, r886, and entitled "Conquering
the Wilderness." He says of the Latter
Day Saints, or Mormons: "This religion
is founded on the most barefaced frauds,
and was the conception of an ignorant,
but cunning impostor, who seems to have
turned from the digg-ing of wells, and more
questionable practices, to the making of
creeds, rather from a desire to gain an easy
living, than an ambition to found a sect.
This shrewd yankee who had imigrated
from his native state, Vermont, to New
York, seems to have stolen the manuscript
of a novel, written in a style similar to that
of the scriptures, and entitled 'the Manuscript found.' This has been proved, by
unimpeachable evidence, to have been the
work of one Joseph Spaulding, a lawyer,
(some accounts say a ministe1·) of considerabk erudition. Beiug unable to get it
published, he laid it away in an old trunk,
from which it was filched by Joseph Smith,
who afterward pretended to have been directed in a vision to dig- in a fabulous hill,
(Cumorah), where he would find the true
hihle, written on plates of gold.
The
plates of gold were entirely imaginary;
the hill, Cumorah, was Spaulding's trunk,
and the new bible the Lawyer's novel.
The hill which the Mormons call Cumorah, is called by the neig-hbors Mormon
Hill, and the cut, [here follows a picture
purporting to be the picture of the hill
where Joseph Smith found the plates of
the Book of Mormon J is a perfect representation of it, showing even the hole
dug by the knavish prophet, and in which
be pretended to find the plates. Upon
this slender foundation has been built one
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of the most stupendous and lasting hum-~
bugs that the world ever saw. The 'old
man of the mountains' had not m0re
fanatical followers; the 'veiled prophet of
Kohrassan' had not a more sensual, and infamous creed.
T i1e alleged prophet,
Smith, saw that if in the guise of religion,
man's basest passions could be pandered
to, he would become an easy convert, and
hence he formulated a creed, in which
license waited on lust and assassination
was not denied to revenge. Searching
the scriptures for his evil purposes, he
selected the most hideous examples in the
Old Testament, and entirely ignored the
gentle precepts and pure morality of the
Lowly Nazarine. Abraham, David and
Solomon were stock characters in his
facile theology; but the noble, learned,
spotless Paul, and he who died on Calvary,
do not figure therein. His doctrines made
polygamy a necessity, and did not admit
of celibacy, or the clinging to one wife.
His polity, civ1l and religious, was a step
backward for over twenty centuries.
Promising to his male converts a gratification of their sensuality and terrifying the
females with revelations of the comingdestruction of the world, this fit son of a
knavish father, and a mother equally
tricky, soon had around him a small congregation of brutish men and idiotic women, and then his revelations increased at
a wonderful rate.''
Is not this indeed ''delicious food for the
young." Especially does this subject have
its weight when we realize that our earliest impressions are the most lasting, and
that which we learn at school stays with
us until death. This is so true that a
Catholic Priest was heard to say that if he
could have the training of a child until he
was eight years old he would be a Catholic always. The question is well worth
considering, and we ai; a church ought to
constitute ourselves an "Outlook committee" and endeavor to have ourselves set
right before the people.
Yours for truth,
HYRUM 0. SMITH.

SHEEP AND GOATS.

IN the Herald of July 27th it is suggested
that the topics contained in Matthew 2 5:
31-46 are of sufficient importance to pay
well for a most thorough and sean~hing
analysis. I therefore feel free to cast in
my mite.
The eternal judgment being designated
as one of the principles of the Doctrine of
Christ, and I being one of those who have
presented the idea that the Sheep represented in the chapter referred to are not
the Saints-the church of the first bornthe inheritors of the celestial glory, but
another class entirely, I give my reasons
for so believing. I will here state my
position, premising that this is my opinion,
and that if it is not in accord with the
word, it is not worth the paper it is written upon; let each, then, be his or her own
judge.
My position is this: That the Saints,
those who shall come with him when
Christ shall come the second time without

sin unto salvation, also the saints who
shall have part in the first
and the saints who are alive when. he
comes and are caught up to meet
will
have no part in the judgment referred to
only as companions in the train
the
Great Judge, and spectators oi the nr'''N'•'fi
ings, unless it be in some official
The judgment spoken of
Matt. 25, is certainly the same one referred
to by John Rev zo: I
I have arrived
at this conclusion from
fact that those
I have enumerated have passed their
ment at least one thousand years
tle season before the judgment
of
shall transpire, and have been found W•)rthy to be called Christ's, and shall dwell
in the presence of God and his Christ forever and ever.-D. C. sec. 76: 5· Read
the whole of the section and it tells the
straight story. See also sec. z8: 3·
"For the Lord himself shall descend
from heaven with a shout, with the voice
of the archangel, and with the
of
God, and the dead in Christ shall rise
Then they who are alive shall be
up together into the
with them
remain, to meet the Lord in the
so shall "Vve be ever with the
Wherefore comfort one another with these
words."-I Thess. : r6-18. These are
the first fruits of
grand and gloricus
triumph of Christ over death, hell and the
grave, in the great winding up scenes of
the last times. Tbese "have received the
fulness of the Father."-D.
sec.
· 6.
"They are Christ's, and Christ
and they shall overcome all
The second class, or those of
tern~strial, are fully described in section
: 6,
and, (from the deductions I am
to
make) will also have a part in the first
resurrection, but not until after the first
fruits have been gathered. "And then
shall the heathen nations be
and
they that knew no law shall have part
in the first resurrection, and it shall be tolerable for them."-Sec, 45: IO. "And
after this [the gathering of the first
another angel shall sound, which is
second trump, and then cometh the redemption of those who are Christ's at his
coming, who have received their
that prison which is prepared for
that they might receive the gospel, and he
judged according to men in the flesh." Sec.
85: 28. These are Christ's at his
having passed through the
and there received the truth or the
and have placed themselves i:~ the
on to be judged as men in the flesh
at length passed their
found worthy have secured
release
at the first resurection and are Christ's, the
second fruits of his final
too
will have part in the great
but in a grade of glory such as
lived for and can abide.-Par.
these of the first and second
the
great ingathering into the government of
God are they of whom it was
"Ble;;sed and holy "is he that hath
in the first
resurrection, on such the second death hath
no power."-Rev. zo: 6. Ah!
have
paRsed from death unto life, but every man
in his own order.

We now come to the great, last and
final judgment
Jesus in Matthew 25: gr-46 and Revelations zo:
which you can read. These I
to he a separate and distinct class from the
!wu classes we have been examining.
These are a class who were not found
of a
in the resurrection of the
still to remain in the prison
house or hell until the last resurrection;
until the Lord, even Christ the Lamb
shall have finis,~ed his work.-Sec. 76: 7·
These in the time of the judgment will be
divided into two classes, the one called
sheep the other goats; and here, it appears,
is where the
stumbling block lies, or
one of them at least. From my standpoint I see no difficulty, which perhaps I
may be able to make plain as we pass
along.
Those sheep who form one of
these sub-classes and are called righteous,
are the ones principally who cause the
trouble. If I understand the thing aright
all those who are or may become Christ's
are his
If this be true, then the
two classes we have been examining are
also sheep, as well as the ones we are now
considering, because they are Christ's, but
have passed on to their reward
hundred
before these are
to
account; still these are sheep,
?
"The5e are they who
not the gospel of Christ, neither
the testimony of Jesus; these are they who
deny not the Holy Ghost; these are they
who shall not be redeemed from the devil
until the last resurrection."-Sec.
These are the remainder of those
shall be hrought forth by the resurrection
of the dead through the triumph and the
glory of the Lamb.-p. 4· "These are
thev who receive not of his fulness in the
eternal
but of!the Holy Spirit."-Sec. 76: 7·
constitute an innumerable host and are composed of the following classes of the world's society: "These
are they who are of Paul and of Apollos
and of Cephas these are they who say
they are some
one and some of another;
some of
and some of John, and
some of Moses, and some of Elias, and
some of Esaias, and some of Isaiah, and
some of Enoch, [and you can run it down
into the names claimed as leaders in modern times, ad infinitum,] but received not
the gospel, neither the testimony of
neither the prophets, neither the everlasting covenant; last of all, these all are thev
who will not be gathered with the Saints
to be caught up unto the church qf the
first born and received into the cloud.
These are they who are liars, and sorcerers,
and adulterers, and whoremongers, and
whomsoever loves and makes a lie; these
are thev who suffer the wrath of God on
the earth, these are they who suffer the
vengeance of eternal fire. These are they
who are cast down to hell and suffer the
wrath of
God until the fulness
of times, when
shall have subdued
all things under his feet."-Sec. 76: 7·
I fancy I hear some one say, "These are
a queer lot to cali sheep, righteous."
listen: "These are thev who receive not
of his [Christ's] fulness i~. the eternal world,
but of the Holy Spirit, through the minis-
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when they
thirsty, and
have met with such
souls! I have in
and I praved then,
when God shall
He may remember

The third are they of the terrestrial,
they are of those who have received the gospel in the prison house-the heathen and
the honorable men of the earth, those who
had no opportunities on earth; and ofthose
I am sorry to say, were saints en earth,
but were not valiant in the fight, and thus
lost the prize they might have won.
These all are Christ's at his coming.
The fourth gathering has been fully described. These are they of the telestial
glory, and these are Christ's, made so by
their sufferings and final acceptance of the
terms of salvation; and thus all of these
will become Abraham's seed and heirs of
that kingdom and glory in the universe of
God for which they have lived; theremainder of the vintage are only fit to be
gathered together and burned.
This brings us to another point which
is made a stumbling block: "Come ye
blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom
prepared for you from the foundation of
the world."
Any one would think from the arguments which have been adduced, that God
the Eternal Father was confined to one
little spot of ground upon which to establish His government and kingdom. I have,
I believe, shown that Christ's sheep will
be divided into three general grades, viz.,
the celestial, the terrestrial and the telestial; that these general grarles may still be
subdivided into several groups of the same
general grade I believe can be fully demonstrated, especial! y the last named.
That the kingdoms or mansions were
all prepared, which each grade shall occupy, I fully believe, but upon the same
principle that Chri~t was as a Lamb slain
from the foundation of the world. The
councils were held, the plans were all
drawn, the Bpecifications were all written
up and full,y understood in the mind of the
Great Architect. He perfectly understood
the end from the beginning; the details
were so perfect that there has been no
need for change in the smallest item, and
from that point of observation all the final
resting places of his sheep have been prepared from the foundation of the world.
But as I am only particular! y interested in
the celestial at present, and pray God that
I may ever be during this probation, and
finally be found worthy of an inheritance
there, I ~hRII only turn my attention to it.
I will however make one or two quotations bearing upon the point that the government of God is not confined to one spot
of dirt, upon the same principle that the
government of the Uuited States is not
confined to one state, but manv. And I
feel led to believe that this Ame"rican government in its parts may be hut a foreshadowing of the extended kingdom of
our God, seeing that he has said, "And
for tbi& purpose [the establishing of liberty among men] ba ve I established the constitution of this land, by the hand of wise
men whom I raised up unto this very purpose, and redeemed the land by the shedding of blood."-D. C. 98: 10.
Let us read: "The earth rolls upon her
wings, and the sun giveth his light by day,
and the moon giveth her light by night,
and the stars also giveth their light as they
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roll upon their wings, in their glory, in the
midst of the power of God. Unto what
shall I liken these kingdoms that ye may
understand? Behold all these a1'e kingdoms, and any man who hath seen any or
the least of these, hath seen God moving
in his majesty and power," (Sec. 85: 12,)
consequently within and under his government.
"All kingdoms have a law given, and
there are many kingdoms, for there is no
space in the which there is no kingdom,
and there is no kingdom in which there is
no space, either a greater or a lesser kingdom. And unto every kingdom is given
a law, and unto every law there are certnin bounds also and conditions.
Judgment goeth before the face of him
who sitteth upon the throne, and governeth and executeth all things. He comprehendeth all things, and all things are
around about him, and he is above all
things, and is around about ali things, and
all things are by him and of him, even
God, forever and ever."-Sec. 85: 9, IO.
Thus we see that the government of God
is vast as space, broad as eternity.
And now wherever in this vast domain
may be located the future habitation of the
terrestrial and telestial flocks, or whether
they shall inherit some portion of the earth
that gave them birth, mattereth not. The
kingdom prepared for those who shall inherit, a celestial glory, the place where God
shall make his permanent and everlasting
abode, the capital of this vast empire is
that which I am interested in. I have already given my idea of the languag·e used
(the kingdom prepared frorf1 the foundation of the world), so we will proceed.
Jesus said: "In my Father's house are
many mansions, if it were not so I would
have told you; I go to prepare a place for
you. And when I go, I will prepare a
place for you, and come again~ and receive
you unto myself, that where I am ye may
be also."-John 14: z, 3, I. T. I have
taken the ground that Jesus, when he made
that promise unto his disciples, meant
just what he said, and used just such language that they might come to an understanding---just as he has said he had done
to us in this day thrnugh his servant J oseph, D.
sec. I: s-that their hearts
might not be troubled. I believe, then,
that the place, mansion or kingdom,
(whichever it suits the fancy to call it),
wa~ not then prepared, and is not yet prepared, and will not be fully prepared as
the eternal habitation of the saints of God
for near two thousand years at least, if we
rely upon the revelations of God as proof;
but that the preparation is being pushed
forward with all speed according to the
specifications, and will be accomplished in
the own due time of the Lord, for I read:
"And again, verily I say unto you the earth
abideth the law of a celestial kingdom,
for it filleth the measure of its creation, and
transgresseth not the law. Wherefore, it
shall be sancttjied,yea, notwithstanding it
shall die, it sball be quickened, and the
righteous shall inherit it."-Sec, 85: 6.
I do not believe the earth has yet died,
nor that it will die until after the last great
battle shall have been fought, nor until she

c.

has given up the dead that are
Rev. 20: 8-13. Then she must
hy the power of t:-w resurrection of
Christ she shall be quickened, and
means; and then shall the last
death, be destroyed.-r Cor.
will then be in condition for
reunion of the eternities. "And
said unto Enoch, then shall
your city meet them
we will receive them into our bosom, and
see us, and we will fall upon their
and they shall fall upon our
and we
will kiss each other, and there
be
abode."--D. C. ;16: 13. This reunion of
saints of earth's Zion and those
Enoch's
city will take place at the
of the
earth's rest of one
I
believe that 'tis there in
resurrected and changeJ saints
Jesus in the
the city being
cloud from the gaze of those on
and
will remain in the air
the earth shall
have been fully
and celestiaiized.
Then shall the great reunion of earth take
place, for she will be fully fitted and
pared for the reception of the God of
universe, who has
to make
his eternal abode.
glory of the celestial, which excels in all
things; where God, even the Father
upon his throne forever, and
whose throne all things bow in
reverence and give him
for ever and
ever."-Sec. 85: 7·
saw a new
heaven and a new earth, for the first heaven and the first earth were
and there was no more sea"
saw the Holy City, new
ing down from God
of
pared as a bride adorned for her
And I heard a g-reat voice out of
~;aying, Behold the tabernacle
with men, and he will dwell with
they shall be his people, and God
shall be with them, and be their God. And
God shail wipe away all tears from their
eyes, and there shall be
neither sorrow, nor
there be any more
things are passed away" And he that sat
upon the throne said, Behold I make all
things new. And he said unto
\tV rite
for these words are true and
Rev. zr: I-5·
When all enemies
stroyed, when the
have become
when the New
God, the city
shall ag-ain be restored to
then
Jesus the Christ "have subdued all enemies
under his
and shall have
his work,
he shall deliver
kingdom and present it unto the
spotless, saying, I have overcome and
trodden the winepress
wrath
winepress of the fierceness of
Almighty God; then shall he be crowned
with the crown of his
to sit on the
throne of his power to
ever."-D. C. 76: 7·
These are the views I
revealed word of God,
cause
soul to rejoice in the Holy One
Brethren, I can not now
to

to upon that
given, and others that
do I
to occuof
will
if it was
from the foundation
than as I have
into be fully
and
established in all it;; details as we are led
to understand
the revelations of God
and kingdom will be when
fitted for the eternal abode of God
The
the
the
and
earth
will not be for

eRst out and
with the devil and
anbecause we have known
and have been made
thereof.
may we never sufoursel ves
be overcome
the
ofthe
and
and
its power!
have based my
upon the revelations of
us in our own
believing there is nothhut
evidence in the Bible
Book of Mormon when
divided and
discerned~
there
is not in all the records of the
which have come down to us so
so
descriptions of
to come upon this question as
revelations. The
to
that we are upon
fulfillment.
doubt saw, but

is that we may overcome
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Your brother,
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The printed name on the colored label on your pa..
per gives the da.te to which your subscriptiOn has been
oaid. If it shows you are in arrears, please renew.

THE HOLY LAND.-No. II.
A HORSEBACK RIDE THROUGH PALESTINE-FROM THE DEAD SEA
TO JERUSALEM.
BY A. B. MATSON.

To write the history of Jerusalem, means
to write the history of the world; especially of the world's hopes and aspirations.
It is not my intention in this letter to enter
into any lengthy descriptions of this famous city, but to speak of what I saw and
of my own impressions. Those who care
to study Jerusalem in detail, I refer to the
many learned works on the subject.
There are only a few hotels in Jerusalem
and they are of an mferior kind, and the
charges are very high, besides at this time
of year they are much crowded.
The
contract with our dragoman having expired, we had to seek shelter somewhere else.
In Jerusalem there are Hospices belonging to almost all the different sections of
the Catholic church. We found splendid
accommqdation in the Austrian Hospice,
near St. Stephen's gate. These places are
kept up for the accommodation of pilgrims
from all parts of the world and of all religious denominations, but especially for
the Catholics from Austria.
• are
supposed to be free, or, at least, the pay as
to amount is left to the option of the guest.
Our party paid $2 a day each. We were
treated most kindly. The food was splendid but a little "queer" sometimes. I felt
very much at home here, and partly because of this, really enjoyed my visit in the
ancient city. I remained here just seven
days, and to telltf all I saw would require
a volume instead of a brief letter like this.
During this time I walked through all the
principal streets of the city, visited all the
places of interest in and about it, and studied somewhat the customs and manners of
its strange people. The present J erusalem is surrounded by a wall 38% feet high,
with four towers, forming an irreg·ular
quadrangle about zYz miles around. I obtained my best ideas of Terusalem from this
wall, around which I wvalked several times,
with the exception of a few hundred yards
near the Joppa gate where there is a fortress, and consequently people are not allowed to pass. It may give some a better
idea of the city if I say that inside the
walls is an area of slig·htly more than twohundred and nine acres. ·Access is obtained into the city through five gates. Six
hundred years ago there were seven gates,
but when the city came into the hands of
the Mohamedans for the last time, two of
the gates were closed up and have so remained ever since. ] erusalem contains
about zo,ooo inhabitants, composed of almost every nation under the sun.
I saw
on the streets, men and women from
"Greenland's icy mountains" and others
from "India's coral stands." Standing for
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ten rninutes on the corner of David and ly Sepulcher.
The church is a series of
Christian streets, I heard the nasal twang larg•~ buildings, standing on the traditionot the American, the clear voice of the al site of Calvary, the first of the series
Englishman, the musical hebrew of the having been built by Helena, the mother
the rattling Arab, the deep guttural of Constantine, in the first part of the
of the German and in fact, almost ev- fourth century.
The whole thir;g, apart
ery
under the sun. The reader from any scripture truth, is so ridiculously
may wonder what all these people are do- absurd that it seems to me almost an insult
in J er.usalem. The great majority of to intelligent people to write about it. All
them have come to worship at h~r sacred the notable events in the whole plan of
shrines; others are students of history, salvation took place on the site of this
either sacred or secular, or both, while oth- building-.
Here Abraham offered Isaac;
ers are here simply to "buy and sell and here is the stone on which the body of
get
"
Thousands of these people Christ was anointed for the tomb; the
have traveled on foot from the remote cor- place where the angel stood when he rollners of the earth, that they might trod with ed the stone away; the center of the world;
their own feet the places and see with their the place where they cast lots for Christ's
own eyes the scenes made . sacred by the garments; the place of crucifixion; the
presence of the Son of God. The perma- tomb of Christ; the graves of Adam and
nent population of ] erusalem is about Melchizedek and other things too numerequally divided between Jews, Mohamme- ous to mention. Now this list of holy
dans and so-called Christians. I think al- places would convince me beyond a doubt
so, they can pretty equally divide the hon- that the whole thing is a fraud, besides
or as to dirt and filth. If I had to ,iepend the scriptures plainly state that the crucion the Christians of Jerusalem for my con- fixion was outside of the city, and it is
ceptions of the religion of Christ, I am,. now beyond controversy that the site of
afraid I would turn Pagan. A religion the so-called church of the Holy Sepulwhich won't make a man wash his neck cher was inside the ancient city walls, as
when its dirty, clean up his back yard and it is inside the modern Terusalem. There
scratch the flies out of his eyes when they are at least two places just outside the city
to my mind is not worth two cents that fill the scripture statement exactly,
It would take a ·mighty strong while the site of the Holy Sepulcher has
a
argument to convince me that a dirty man not a single qualification. This makes no
or woman had ever "got religion." Dirt, difference, however, with the superstitious
however, is not universal in the Christian and fanatical pilgrims of the worthless old
community, as there areanumberot small monks who make a living out of the igno.societies doing excellent work, not only rance of others. Next Sun·day is Easter
among the Jews, but the Arabs and Mo- and thousands of pilgrims from all parts
hammedans, teaching them as rapidly as of the world are here to get their candles
possible that the religion of Jesus is not a lighted from the "holy fire," and the
mere sentiment, or something consisting streets are full of men ·and Women with
their long tin boxes filled with candles
of forms and ceremonies, bnt a life of devotion to duty at home and abroad. The which they expect to get lighted on EasJews, as a class, are the most contemptible ter evening. This "holy fire" business is
looking people I have seen in all my trav- one of the most shameles frauds that ever
els so far. A man with a petticoat and an disgraced the Christian name. The story
runs that when the patriarch enters the
overcoat on his body, both a hat and a bonnet on his head, and with his hair cut short Sepulcher on Easter eve that fire descends
behind and long before, is a funny looking from heaven and lights the candles on the
sight. I had some dealings with some of altar. The priest, who is alone in the
them and found them honest and nice; a Sepulcher, passes out the fire through a
little dose, but as far as I could judge, tell- hole in the wall. The whole church at
ing the truth and asking a fair price for this time is filled with a surging mass of
their goods. ·On Friday last, I visited the men ami women, each one trying to get
wailing place of the Jews, just outside the the first light from the sacred ( ?) flame.
temple walls, or the enclosure in which the Notwithstanding the thick cloud of superMosque of Omar now stands. Many of stition which hangs over this place, I saw
the stones are twenty-five feet long and hundreds of earnest and sincere worshipthe scholars of the day have decided that ers here. My indignation at the monthe wall here is a part of the original tem- strous imposition was mingled with deep
ple of Solomon. I suppose that there sympathy for the ignorant, though earnest
were at least two- hundred Jews there last pilgrims who were being deceivad. I
Friday, some pressed their lips against the might say that this church stands in the
cold stone, uttering loud cries of anguish, very heart of the city, as far from the outwhile others read the lamentations with side as it is poEsible to get it. About the
their cheeks bathed in tears.- Some of the most interesting place I visited, was the
weeping was no doubt g-otten up for the Mosque of Omar, standing on the site of
occasion, but some of it I believe, was gen- the Temple of Solomon, or rather in the
uine and sincere.
The scene to me was center of the site as it only covers a small
very affecting, and I could but weep with portion of. the original space occupied by
thqse who wept, at the time my thoughts the temple. No one knows just when the
went back to the self-invoked curse of present building was erected, but it is credeighteen-hundred years ago, "His blood ited generally to Caliph Omar. It is ocbe on us, and on our children."
tagonal in shape, I 52 feet across and
Almost every day while in Jerusalem, I slightly over soo feet in diameter. The
spent a little time in the church of the Ho- main walls are 35 feet high, and are cox·
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ered inside and out with various colored
marbles and mosaics, while the windows I shall ever retain
are filled with stained glass of very great . id recollection of
beauty. The building its<:lf is very interwalls.
esting and beautiful, but the dome of the
rock, or the summit of Mount Moriah
which forms the center of the building is
by far the most attractive object in or
about Jerusalem. It stands right out THE
above the level of the floor; is about forty-five feet wide and sixty feet long. After visiting the places of interest on the
surface, we went below and bad a look at
the great vaulted chamber~, doubtless
made by Solomon when forming the temple area. These underground vaults are
called at the present time Solomon's Stables. Though Solomon "had forty thousand stalls of horses for his chariots," I have
no idea that he ever stabled them here.
Two or three days I spent in simply walking about Jerusalem, and from these delightful rambles I derived more real joy
and information than from all other
sources. One day I went in company
with two other of our party "out as far as
to Bethany" and returned over the mount
ot Olives. The day was among the most
delightful of all the delightful days we
had enjoyed in this divine wonderland.
The sun was in his glory and a gentle
breeze blowing from the enchanted Mediterranean. Passing out of St. Stephen's
gate, we at once found ourselves in the
wheat fields and grave yards of the valley
of Jehoshaphat. From just outside the
city walls, dowh in the valley and far up
the side of the mount of Olives, there are
thousands of graves mixed up in a most
picturesque manner with little whe;;t
fields, olive and fig trees. Just on the
other side of the valley from St. Stephen's
gate, stands the garden of Gethsemane.
That this is the place where Jesus wept
and prayed there is no doubt in my mind.
I felt a new sensation of heart and life as
I stood under the venerable olive trees,
which many think cast their shadows on
the Son of God during that awful hour of
bitter agony. I have not felt those deep
emotions when visiting many of the places
in Bible lands, of which I have heard so
much from others, but my visit to Gethsemane, the mount of Olives and Bethanv
seemed to bring me nearer the actual
scenes in the life of Christ than all else I
saw.
Going around the lower end of forever, bath
Olivet, we went on to Bethany where we able."-I-leb,
spent a delightful hour wandering among
"This
its olive and fig orchards. No wonder Peters,
that Martha and Mary loved their home chizedek. is t>xhihited
and that Jesus found his principal earthly
with His
joy in this quiet village. Passing through
advent He comes as
Bethany we returned to Jerusalem over King; it follows
the very summit of the mount of Olives.
is also revealed as
I do not know that I stood on the verv offices are united in
spot, but if not, very near it, where th"e and so
as the
feet of the son of God passed for the last other must
time this sin-cursed earth. From the top eternal, so
of this mountain I got my last and grand- hood."
est view of Jerusalem, The sun was sinkIf the Saints are to he
ing in the western horizon in a perfect sea in the future
of gold and the reflection on Jerusalem that the 'elder
and the hills around about Zion added a This
beauty I had not before noticed. To- brethren are
morrow morning we leave for Joppa. I
inheritance, honor and

are associated
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ALD.
future.
will be free from everything that can introduce the least element
of discord into their
or their
praise, or their
; and they will
be free from falling. Not a thought will
disturb them in reference to the ages of
the ages before them.
Christ,
the great high priest will
communicate with the people of the earth
through the priesthood of which He is the
head and leader. And none will be able
to assume this
who are not called to
it and qucllified for by the Lord himself.
In the present imperfect state men sometimes get into offices in connection with
the church for which they have no spiritual fitness; but such an error will be impossible in the future state.
There will not be one in all the myriads
who will form that royal pr!esthood but
will be
tested, trained and duly qualified. Let
not be forgotten, therefore,
that it is onlv as Christrans are one with
the Christ and are overcomers
that
can become co-heirs with Christ and
sustain the office of the priesthood hereafter.
Now it is because Christ and his chosen
ones form this royal priesthood, that the
work of salvation shall go on in the Millennia! age. Not
will all Israel be
saved and wonderful grace and blessings
be bestowed upon them, but the word of
truth and salvation be carried to the nations of the earth. Evil will he
down,
every knee will be constrained to bow to
Jesus, all m u~t do him
as King of
Kin<:;s
Lord of Lords.
Holy
phdn in
age to
and it is
of saland is
we mav here
dewhat indeed has h~en
in
statements of this essay,
the
fact that after the Christ comes, He will
continue to be a priest, and that the Church
who will share with him in the rule of the
kingdom, will also be
as well as
kings, is evidence of
continuance qf
men in the .fleshy" for it will be lor their
advantage and salvation that the
office is -continued.
--ll'eaven'~,

MessPnger.

SOUTHERN NEBRASKA.
Conference was held at Wabash Park, Nebraska, August nth and rzth, J. W. Vvaldsmith
presiding, C. H. Porter sE"cretary. Branch reports: Platte River 21; Blue River 138, I died.
Snowflake I baptized; Palmyra 6o: Nebraska
City 137, I roceived. Apostle J. Caffall and Elders L, Anthony, J. W. Waldsmith, J. Thomson,
R. C. Elvin, R. M. Elvin, baptized one, and C.
H. Porter, and Priests J. B. Gouldsrnith, W. M.
Self, and James Ferguson, and TeacherS. Carter reported. J. W. Waldsmith, Bishop's Agent,
reported. Receipts, including 1;35r.76 due church
April rst as tithes and 90 cenls as free-will offering, during the quarter $420 66. Money paid out,
$r68. Balnnce due church $252 66. On motion
Rob't. M. Elvin and Charles H. Porter were ap ..
pointed to revise the rules of order. Moved that
the minutes shall be read at the close of the
meeting of which they are the record of, instead

of at the commencement of the next meeting.
Moved as an rnendrnent, that they be read at the
close of the meeting for correction and aproval
and also at the commencement of the following
meeting. Consideration of the question deferred
until next conference. Moved that a vote of
thanks be extended to the proprietors of the Wabash
for their courtesy in perrniting us the
use
hall and grounds, and that the same
be publlshed in the Wabash News. On motion
the
district officials were sustained.
on Sunday at I I a. rn. by C. H. Porter
m. by James Caffall and at 8 p. m. by
Elvin. Adjourned to meet with the
Palmyra branch, October 6th.
ST. LOUIS.
Convened in the Saints chapel St. Lous, Missouri, Saturday evening, July 6th. Elder J. W.
Gillen was chosen to preside. Branch reports:
St. Louis I88, 2 received, 2 removed; Cheltenham z8. Elders R. Etzenhouser, J. W. Gillen,
G. Smith; Priests J.G.Cole,J. S. Parrish and
Davies also reported. Joseph E. Betts Sr.
elected district president for one year, and
G. Smith clerk. Bishop's agent's report for
months ending June 3oth, r889: March rst,
balance $I 55 35, received since $76 so. toexpenditure $223 95, balance $7 90.
Cooke agent. Report audited and ap·
proved. Preaching by J. W. Gillen and R. Etzenhouser.
Adjourned to St. Louis, Missouri,
Saturday evening, October 5th, at 7: 3o oclock,
for the transaction of business, and on the following Sunday for worship.

Ss.

PASTORAL.
Dear Hemld:-Please say to the Saints and all
co:c~cemed in Minnesota that. I have deemed it
wise to appoint Bro. Warren E. Peak in charge
of
Bro. J. Arthur Davis associated
wii:h him for
present rnission,year, and I ask
them the co·operation of all the ministry, and
people, in that oart of my large field.
satisfied that they are wise and careful
I can cheerfully recommend them, and
sha.J!
forward to a good report of the important trust under their care, thus imposed upon
th<om. May the Spirit of God attend their rninist:·ations, and much good and many sheaves be
their reward.
I should have so notified the Saints on my depa·,·ture from the State, but neglected to do GO,
ann now ask a cheerful, united effort for Zion's
glorious cauBe all along the line. May God bless
the noble helpers and ministers that all may en.
ter into the glory of our Lord's bright horne, I
pray.
ALKx. HALE SMITH,
Pres. oj iVorthern Central Mission.
ANDOVER, Mo., Aug. 19th.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The conference of the Central Nebraska distrkt will convene on Saturday, September uth,
at ro a.m., with the Deer Creek branch. Saints
throughout the district please notice and attend
as much a~ convenient. Elders and branches
send reports in time. Those reporting by
please address J. H. Jackson, Battle Creek,
Nebraska.
LEVI GAMET, Dist. Pres.
The Kewanee District conference will convene
at the Saints chapel, on Buffalo Prairie, the 7th
da:r of September, I889. Those coming to it
will please come to Joy on Friday evening and
they will be met with teams to convey them.
Bro. W. W. Blair will be present, and perhaps
some other notables. All branches or parts of
bra.nches will please remember the Resolution
at last quarterly conference requiring
to 'make a report to the next one.
':'Chose wishing to send their reports or com·
municate in regard to conference will address
the presiding elder at Millersburgh, Mercer Co.,
Illinois. All are invited to attend that there may
be a good time and good accomplished.
J.
TERRY, P. E.

w.
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FIVE HARVEST EXCURSIONS.
The Burlington Route, C. B. & Q. R. R., will
sell from principal stations on its lines, on Tuesdays, August 6th and zoth, September roth and
24th, and October 8th, Harvest Excursion Tickets at Half rates to points in the Farming Regions of the West, Southwest and Northwest.
For tickets and further information concerning
these excursions call on your nearest C. B. & Q.
ticket agent, or address P. S. Eusns, Gen'l
Pass. and Ticket Agent, Chicago, Ill. to A5.
CHURCH LIBRARY.
We hereby return thanks to Bro. John 0. Savage for the gift of a very large volume, •'The
History of the State of Nebraska." to the Church
Library. We received it by the hand of Bro. R.
M. Elvin.
JoHN ScoTT, Librmian.
BORN.
McCAIG.-Near Wabash, Cass county, Nebraska, April 22d, r888, to Mr. John and Sr.
Sarah F. McCaig, a daughter. Blessed at the
house of Hon David McCaig, August IZth, r889,
by Elder Robert M. Elvin and named Ella
Imogene.
DIED.
SMITH.-Sister Lilly J . p,Smith, 'late of Richland, Union county, Dakota, was born June rsth,
I837, in the province of New Brunswick. She
emigrated to Dakota, in October, r87o, and was
baptized and confirmed into the church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints by Elder Charles
Derry, December r8th, r877. She died of cancer
of the stomach, June 26th, r889, at. Castalia, Dakota. As she had lived from the hour of her
baptism in full fellowship with Jesus Christ, so
in the hour and last moment of her departure,
her entire trust was in that crucified and risen
Redeemer. She received the gospel with all her
heart, and concentrated all her powers to it. Possessed of more than ordinary intelligence, and
being one of the noblest, purest and wisest missionary spirits the church has had, her influence
reached out to all classes within her sphere.
Ever devoted to the spread of truth and the salvation of mankind, she shrank from no sacrifice,
shirked no duty known to her, but unceasingly
labored to make her neighbors acquainted with
the gospel; yet she never obtruded herself, or
views upon any, but her zeal was tempered with
wisdom from on high, thus evidencing that the
Holy Spirit had given that choices of all gifts to
her. She kept an open door (by \he kir>d consent
of her husband), for the servants of God, and
many will bear witness to her willingness to
administer every comfort within her power, that
they might be encouraged to bear the banner of
the cross to all mankind. I herewith enclose the
last letter the writer ever received frern her
which I ask you to copy for the Herald as it will
show her zeal ~nd love for the truth. From the
time of her baptism until her death-eleven
years-it was her lot to stand absolutely alone,
only as an elder or saint could visit her from a
distance, which was a rare event, yet she was
fully alive to her duty, and never lagged in the
race for eternal life. Verily her life was hid
with Christ in God! For su-ch to live is indeed
Christ, for such to die is their eternal gain.
Written at her dying request through her husband by Charles Derry. [The letter will be
found in our correspondence colurnn.-Ed.J
KENNEDY.-Arthur Forester Kennedv, born
May 25th, r889; blessed by Bro. Hyrum. Robinson; died July rst.
Funeral service by Elder
Joseph Luff, Independence, Mo. Parents names,
William F. and Emma B. Kennedy.
ScHMIDT.- At Stewartsville, Missouri, August
3d, r889, Sr. Sarah E. Schmidt, of congestion of
the lungs. Sr. Schmidt was born August zd,
r863, in Hancock county, Illinois; was baptized
March 29th, 1874, in Montgomery county, California, by Elder J. R. Cook. She leaves a husband, and a daughter two months old to mourn
her death, besides r<>latives and many friends.
Funeral services by Bro. Wm. Summerfield, assisted by J. T. Kinnaman.
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THE SAINTS'
Fa:rm for Sale,

ATTEND A SCHOOL
That has an established reputation. Your expenses "ill not be any greater, at the

WESTERN NORMAL COLLEGE,
That is recognized all over the West,
to be the
LEADING SCHOOL
of its kind, and whose Students profit by its reputation. Avoid the schools that spring up, and
live but a year or two, and attend a school that
has been able to &ecure more than
THREE HUNDRED AND FIF'fY POSI'l'IONS
For its Students this year, at

SALARIES from $750 to $1800 PER YEAR,
Because of the good standing of the
school, and the superior work done by its students. Many of our leading students are members of the Church of Christ of Latter Day
Saints. For full particulars free, address,
WM. M. CROAN, SuP'T,
SHENANDOAH, PAGE Co., IowA.

HIRTEEN miles east of Lamoni and one half mile
north of Pleasanton. One hundred acres in timber,
Pasture set in blue grass, balance in meadow and plow
land. New 7 room Cottage with 3 porches, 2 p>mtrieo

T

and fine rock cellar Small vrchard, out houses, granarL

and large barn 42x 62 with basement the entire length of
1t, and shingled sheds on the east side and sonth end.

Two cemented cisterns, 4 wells and 3 ponde, with abunf:ance of water for stoc.k. LIBERAL TERMS. Address

r7aug

WILLIAM ANDERSON,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

JF;u-Bn fOB' !ii11de.
A good farm for sale of 40 acres, good rich soil, all well
fenced, 2 good wells, large pond for stock, old orehard
bearing good, 300 young trees of choicest fruits, new
lumber stable and cowshed all shingled, bng;gy shed,
new granary all painted, good rock milk house, other
out-houses. A good 6 roomed cottage, parched, papered,
and painted outside and inside, close to 4 towns, also on
4 mam roads, 2 good groves of maple trees each side of
the cottage. Will be sold cheap, rather than rent. A big
bargain for some one. Farm a few miles from Lamar, the
county seat of Barton county.
EBENEZER :JYIILLER, Senior,
ScAMMONVILLE, Cherokee county, Kansas.

BURLINGTON ROUTE.
'fHE young Ladies of the Independence branch
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints have organized as the Hawthorn Society,
in order to secure a fund for the purchase of a

PIPE ORGAN FOR THE NEW CHURCH
Edifice when completed.

They will hold a

BAZAR
Some time this fall, and solicit aid from the Saints
at large, in money, material, or useful, ornamental and fancy articles of every variety, to be sent
before October sth, r88y.
Will the President of each Branch consider
this as addressed personally to himself, and read
the notice before the branch as often as necessary to keep the matter before the people.
Address: MRs. JENNIE H. NEWTON,
Box .578, Independence, Mo.

"fhe Jews In and Out of Jerusalem."
THE PATRIOT
For September 19. will contain the above article, written
for it hy special contract. by Rev. Dr F. de Sola Mendes,
of New York City, a leading; American Jew, and editor of
HAmerican Hebrew." It will also contmn "Journalism
of DPcatur county," "Scientiiic Investigation,~' and hA.f'·
ter-reqnisites to College-building in Lamoni,~' all prepared
especially for 1ts columnA. Price 5 cts in money or stamps

Address, LAMBERT BROTHERS,
LA:r.loNI, DEcATUF.

-------------------D. F. NrcHOLBON, Cashier.

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMONI.
.Ample Responsibility.

Loans money on a proved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.
-----

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,

ESTATE

AGENTS

West Lexington Street,
INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI.

Next to Warnky's Gallery.

A CHRONOLOGICAL CATECHISM:

Or, Key to the Chronology of the Bible.
BY A. J. MAPES.
L1mp Cloth, 103 pages, price 35 cts. For sale by
Bro. H. R. MILLS, Independence Mo.

AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the
Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

Price per year

ROUND TRIP.
From August zrst to 28th, r889, inclusive, the
C. B. & Q. R. R. will sell at half rates, or one
fare for the round trip, tickets to Milwaukee and
1·eturn from all points on its lines, on account of
theN a tiona! G. A. R. Encampment at M\1 wau ke<;.
These C. B. & Q. excursion tickets will be
to
return August 27th to September 5th,
but by special arrangement, an extension to
tember 3oth may be obtained by applying,
to September 3d, to the agent at Milwaukee
ing the matter in charge. Between Chicago and
Milwaukee the tickets will be good for
in
either direction via the Goodrich Line of
ers, the C. M. & St. P. Ry., or the C. & N. \V.
Ry. Tickets and further information can be obtained of C. B. & Q. ticket agents, or by addressing P. S. EusTis, Gen'l. Pass. and Ticket Agent,
Chicago.
26aug

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND
--)BY THE(--

Board of Publication of the Re01ganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO.,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

Co., IowA.

RoBERT WINNING, Pres't.

REAL

G. A. R. EXCURSION.-ONE FARE FOR,THE

31.50.

M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

HOLY SCR.IPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
~We have a limited quantity of these on hand .
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ................... 3 50
Tt:rkev Superior, with clasp, gilt edge ..•.•.... 3 '15
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ................... 3 'HI
Roxburg Turkey, with cla~p, gilt edge .•••.••. .4 GO
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges .••••. 1
r mitation Moroceo, gilt edges .•••..••..•.••.. 2
Morocco, gilt edges .........••••••••..•.•••. 2
New Testament, Inspired............... • • • • •

50
00
50
~5

BOOK OF MOR.MON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ....................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ... , .............. 1 !)0
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides .....••... _... 2 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
WELSH HYMN BOOK.
Full leather, marbled edges . . • • . • . . . . . • . . • • . . 60
This was published by the church in Wales, and
contains 393 hymns in Welsh and 33 in English.
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER,
And discoveries of Ancient American Records and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted ,Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pagoo ................. '"... 10

BHi. DEN-KELLEY DERATE.
Muslin boards, ~96 pages ............ , ....... 1 '15
Propositions:-(1) Is the Book of Mormon of Di·
vine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
and belief of all Christian people? (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and identical in faith, organization, ordinances, worship and practice, with the Church of
as it was left perfected by the Apostles of Christ.
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
with Him?

"MANUSCRIPT FOUND.."
Tn muslin, 25cts, ten or more, each •• , • , • , • , • , 20
In paper l5cts., ten or more, each • • • • • • • .. • • • 13
This is th<c notorious "Manuscript Found," writteL
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
been said in connection with the theory that it fur·
nished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
w;round work and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen ... ,.,... 'Hi
Without covers 5cts. each; per dozen • • .. • .. • • • . 50
Contains valt;able maHer in relation to the Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of Morm n, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.

An

CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
edition, 32 p<\ges, paper covers ••••

10
5

Old

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers 10 cts.; per dozen ....... , • ,. , ... 1 00
'l.'RACTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts., 100 ••••• 1 60
~. Yo ice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 5c, 100 • 40
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5c, 100.. 25
250 for 50cts, 500 for $1, 1,000 ••••..•• l 75
6. 'fhe "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Prerequisites and Design-and Who Shall .A.dmini~ter; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 .•.•••••• , •• 1 75
7. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen fie., 100.... 40
8. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 25c., 100, .l 75
9.
Yiewed fr.~m a Scriptural Stand·
dozen 30 cts., l O{J •.•••••..•••..•.•• 2 2 5
The Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts., 100 ....•. 1 lO
The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2 25
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 65
l4 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts, 100 .•• l 75
15 Brighall:)ite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts., 100..... 40
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20
lOO ................ l 40
11. The Successor in
Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 75
20. The "One Body:'' or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the .A.postasy; dozen 20 ets., 100 ...................... 1 40
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts, 100 •.• l 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 ....••.•••• l 25
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100.... 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts., 100..... 40
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5c., l 00 40
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen 25 cts.,lOO ... 1 40
29. Yision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100....... 40
30_ Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen ..•.. , 15
hundred .............................. 1 10
What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy 1 and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts., 100... 25
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for ....•..•• 1 15
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . • • • 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
hundred .............. , . , .. , ..•..... 1 25
The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts., 250 50
600 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... 1 75
42 Rejection of Lhe Chu•·eh; dozen Hi cts., 100 .l 10
43 One Wife, or Many; dozen 2 5 eta , l 00 ..•. 1 7 5
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of J esus Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen. . • .. • . • .. • • • 50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100........... Hi
An assortment ol Tracts. . . . . . . . . . • • • • • .. • • • • 35
COMPLETE SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp Muslin, turned in •••••••••.• , •
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'
"HEARKEN TO THE Wmm OF THE LoRn: FOR TJtmnE SHALJ" NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE BAVE rr llll ONE WT1l'E; AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE TH.H' ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE W0>1AN BU'l' ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO Mumx AGAIN. "-Page 380, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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Iowa, Sept. 7, 1889
OUT OF HARMONY WITH GOD'S
WORD, AND INCONSISTENT
WITH ITSELF.

"The Prophet Joseph revealed the plural order
to but jew of the honest and pure in heart, who
accepted it in the true spirit in which it was
taught, as a celestial law that would eventually
redeem and exalt the kmnatz family. He charged
them not to divulge it, as he was harassed hy day
and by night by his enemies, and on their secrecy
depended his life. The Twelve and others who
were hl.s most staunch friends were willing to
lay down their lives for him if called upon. Under
such circumstances he was not very likely to publish it to the world; and it was through the
treachery of 1nen and "romen professing righteousness who, under the cloak of rellgion, proved
themsei.ves too corrupt to live within- this celestial law of matrimony, and who, because Joseph
rebuke([ them for their iniquities, turned against
him, that he and his brothe1·
were brought
to a speedy death."

Itahcs ours.
On
vvas

we conclude
more of the
minds of
dominant in Utah were
writer's effort and
work. It seems to be
and the condition of
m
to

"it is a woman's right to become an honorable
wife and mother, but only through the adoption
of plural marriage can this right be extended to
all. Were this permitted and recognized, the
present wicked and licentious practices, that
monogamy only feeds and encourages, would
find fewer victims."

In reviewing what we have here culled
from Mrs. Whitney's pen, we shall do it
by examining what is nearest first, and
after that. one by one as
J\Ars. W'hitney was born,
educatcd;
married :mel has
her life among the
Latter
Saints,
residence and asso·ciations since her early
having been
among
is from these
circumstances
to write and
as to the
conditions obtaining·
under monogamy. She h11s
the
rant of those elder~
for
lute and
defenses
have
the violatiolls
of the monogamic rule for the results of
the rule itself. This is so obviously unfair and incorrect that it has not been
of seri-

"The first copy of the revelation upon celestial
marriage was in JJishop N. K.
possession, when Emma Smith demanded it; but he
was too nmch of
practical business-llke man
to neglect to retain an exact copy of the original,
which Fhe destroyed as won as it came into her
possession, She thought that this act would put
an end to the practice; but she \vas disappointed
in her ~Nicked idea.''
"In he winter of r847, when settled at \'Vinter
Quarte•·s, President Brigham Young, never ltaz•lng krul the revelalion asked for tkis cojy) --wlu'clz
·was the only one in existence, and he could hardly
be expected to publish it until after he came in
peace~ no one
possession of it."
But the men and wotr1en who are the
''Pre;ious to letting the President [B. Young]
ones in such cases never take shelter
have it. the Bishop got his son, H. K. Whitney-just crnsure of society upon the
my hue.hand-to copy it for him. The day and
that the rukc; of that society were uncircumstance I distinctly remember, for he told
restrictive and did not
me that his father locked him in his store while
proper exercise of human affection and
in order that no on one should dislove.
turb hi::n.n
"It is a woman's right to becorne an
"If SO:)ITH" have become degraded in the prac" writes Mrs.
tice of i:his celestial order, it is because they were , honorable wife and
Whitney.
naturally low and depraved, and have occasionThis staternent we accede to. How did
ally dragged others with them into corruption.
woman
acquire this right? By creation.
The p,.·ophet said that this order would damn
It could not be the re~ult of political assomore than it would save, because it was a holy
ciation; for it is stated a§ her right by sex
principle that could not be trifled with. There
-"it is a woman's right."
are good and bad in every community, for 'the net
Is it any more a "woman's right to begatbereth of all kinds,' but there are not so many
come an honorable wife and mother,"
persons of a bad character in Utah as in other
than it is a man's right to become an honparts of 'he world among pretended Christisns
orable husband and father? Did not the
and corrupt monogamists."
same God that created woman create man?
1

that

be had.
On page fifteen Mrs

her paragraphs in this

states:

"Sister Esther
out entering into the order, and
nev"r heard it
Mrs. Frink was then but
twelve years
and if •Joseph Smith the
younger vvas not so young, nor ::;o small, nor so
foolish,' etc., as he states, he must have some remembrance of the reports that were afloat not
only in the city of the Saints, but throughout the
country. At that time •spiritual wife' was the
title by which every woman who entered into
this order was called, for it was taught and practiced as a spiritual order and not a temporal one,
though it was always spoken of sneeringly by
those who did not believe in it."

We italicise
" "spiritual
order and not a temporal one," etc.
The date
by Mrs,
as
the
referred to a;; "at

On

after an attack upthe world under
Mrs. Whitney

Was not that creation in the image of God
who created them? And is it not a fact
that at the time when they were created
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there was but one man and one woman,
one wife and one husband, one and one
only of either sort?
If the woman was
endowed by this creation with the right
to become an "honorable wife and
mother," was not the man endowed by
the same creation with the right to become
an "honorable husband and father," and
precisely upon the same principle of creation? And did not the Almighty, then
and there, fix the conditions under which
this mutual relation of husband and wife
should be honorable? The equal number
of women and men thus instituted at the
beginning has been quite uniformly maintiained by the operation of the physical
laws which have governed the populating
of the earth from that time umil now.
In the United States, where the church
was established in r83o, there has been generally a larger number of men than women.
In Utah there bas been from the census of
x85o to that of r88o, more men than women. Hence, Mrs. Whitney's statemenJ
that the "rig-ht of a v1oman to become an
horwrable ,'Vife and mother" can only "be
through the adoption of plural marriage,"
can not possibly be true regicirded from the
facts of creation and the uniformly equal
number of men and women. The same
principle by which a woman is entitled to
honorable maternitv, gives to a man the
right to honorable· paternity. "The man
is not without the woman, nor the woman
without the man in the Lord," says Paul.
If every woman is assured of the. right to
honorable wifehood and motherhood by
,the fact of her being a woman, so every
man is assured of his right to be an honorable husband and father, by the fact that
he is a man. If there be any community
in which the numbers of men and women
are equal, exactly eqm1.l, each one of either
sort has a counterpart in the other; the
right inhering to afl alike. In such a community, if any one man should appropriate
to himself more than his own counterpart,
some other man, whose right w;;s eqtlally
as good, must neceRsarily he deprived of
his right. Mrs. vVhitney and others may
laugh at this argument so much as may
please them, but figures will not lie-even
to suit pluralists.
Mrs. Whitney's statement is predicated
somehow upon the idea that woman is in
some way deprived of her right to wifehood by monogamy. How such deprivation can occur as a rule in any community
where the numbers of men and women are
equal, will puzzle not only Mrs. Whitney
but the sharoest and the best. If there
are fifty apples in a basket, all fit to be
eaten and waiting to be so eaten, and there
are fifty persons each having the same
right to eat of these apples as every other,
and one or more take two or more apples
each, no other result can possibly occur,
than that for every apple more than one
each of those greedy persons takes, some
one of equal right will get none. By just
so much as an honorable wife is more valuable and to be desired than an apple, so
will the greater right of every man to a
wife be defeated in every community
where the sexes are equal and one man
marries and possesses more than one wife

1

at the same time.
man in Utah who desires
tain a wife if he is
men than women
answer. But the
related of an

an anXIOUS
how shall I follovv
other wife?"
her, the same as
answer. But
was one circum:;tance
known to this anxious brother
; hould
have been known to
him,
and that
marriagable
that
community, there were
marand unmarried

that
tented to confine their
wue. To this it is
that husbands
mously, unless
Solomon did,
choose one at
to the same
son.
Besides
where the number
women, unlawful means
portunitie~.; are
and in this

of

to save. Besides
anv it is in Utah
th~mselves this
there; hence if there
have become
it is in Utah
than
and
condemnation.
Mrs.
escape the conclusions t.hus wached?
Joseph revea:ed the
honest and jure in

order

can not be
but few
What
not be
"well known." Nor
anything told
and done
the shadows of Qp,~'""'""
be the v.·ell accredited
of
and

upon
those to

;

men are
to,
than the women,
more than one woman
man to the
if the
he married,
that
the
unmarried shall remain subject to the
that condemns
celi·bacy and abstain from
It
seems that Mrs.
and
argument are very
"If some have becotne degraded in
of this celestial order."

pn:tctice

This is ~m admission that
have «become
How coulr1 it be
wise if
Mrs.
that the
said
orde:r
damn more than it would save.
that in the church in
order referred to
that
order
either save..
and as
th<• order was to damn {nore than
would
save, it is in Utah that
are thus
damned. And
what JYirs.
Whitney states on page r6 about
a "celestial law that would
deem and exalt the human
we
are to believe that it will "damn more than
it will save," how can any one
a principle that will
·
and exalt the human
ciple which in its teaching and
results more
in damnation
in salvation. can not
had its
a command' of God, who

statement of these last named is true,
The statement that this celestial order
and was "well
known to
Mormons who
lived at Nauvoo" is void of claim to belief
moment's serious
that he was barand his life was
reason
to
been
a most unworthy claim
because he was hunted and harassed
his life m
long before even Mrs.
states the secret was known
is made that he was
as the result of
that secret. Besides
his whole life
that
ed that
not a coward; and
shows that he was
"Spiritual wife was the title by which every
woman who entered this order was called, for it
was taught and practiced as a spiritual order and
not a temporal one."
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RALD.
This would lead one to conclude that as
Mrs. \Yhitney _understo~d- the ':latter
when she vv-ro~e n1
tt1s ce1estl;:::;l order was not at its
intended to serve
the purpose of
Temporal means that
to time.
If it was not at its
ment an order involving association in
time, when was it that its
character became
and
became a
and carnal
what belongs
time
to the :flesh, to carnality.
"The first copy of the revelation was in Bishop N. K. Whitney's possession," etc.

of nearly five years, this copy remained in the hands of Pres. B. Young;
on which latter date it first saw the light
c
OJ.

or two may be sugg·ested
here: Did Joseph Smith act in. good
faith when he caused the revelation to be
written? Did he act in good faith with
God when he gave the revelation to his
wife Emma to be burned by her, as stated
Mrs.
? Did he act in good
toward his wife when he gave her
revelation telling her to do with it as
'"'""";.-u? If she supposed that act
end the practice, was she not so led
to believe by tbe statements of her husband?
what authority Jid Bishop N.
K.
take the first or second copy
of that paper? VVhy was not the revelation itself lodged in the President's office
among· the archives and important papers
of the church? Why was not an official
copy taken •md spread out on the records,
and the original handed to the secretaries
for official safe keeping? What was the
inHuence bv virtue of which Emma Smith
demanded that paper, and obtained it to be
destroyed? How are these copies, of the
taking of which Mrs. 'Whitney gives the
account, identified? The original was destroyed; the only copy in existence for
three and a half years was in the possession of Bishop N. K. Whitney; who can
tell what was the nature of this custody;·
this copy unofficial and without certified
authority passed into the hands of Pres. B.
Young, tben and subsequently in the
m<oshes of polygamy, in the avowed possession of wives in a temporal sense; the
final avowal and publication of the doctrine was put off until excuse was absodemanded; then a copy only, and
that one is said to have been in President
Young's hands for nearly five years, its
care and custody known onlv to himself
and those who1n he controlled with the
absolutism of <nl autocrat: the only evidence of its identity Pre~. B. Young's
word.
Helen Mar Whitnev has
written a queer history of a queer tr~nsac
ticm.
On page forty-nine Mrs. Whitney
writes:

Mrs. Whitney does not state why, nor
how this revelation,
came into
Whitney's
; nor
Emma Smith demanded it.
She does
state, however, that when it was demanded, and before
it he secured a
copy of it, he being "too much of a practical and bu.;;iness-like man to neglect to
retain a copy."
This statement shows that Bishop
Whitney was not the
custodi;1n of
that paper, and that
made by
him or for him, was not
by Joseph Smith. He took said
his
own motion and
inal of this copy,
to Mrs.
ney, was
to Emma Smith, who
burned it.
this statement is true, then
N. K. Whitnev not only fooled
Emma Smith, but also hoodwinked the
prophet Joseph, who it is said, supposing
it had been burned, stated that he could
reproduce it from memory. As to which
idea was the "wicked"
that of Mrs.
Emma Smith, who
to Mrs.
\Vhitney burned the revelation with the
idea of "an end to the practice,"
or that
who kept the
copy of
damn more
than it
save," the reader may
judge.
According to
President
B. Young did not have the revelation until
the winter of r847· The "only copy in
existence" was the one
Whitney
had unofficially taken
consent, or
authority. For a period
from
about August, r843, to about
"This system is the only panacea that can eradi1847, some three years and a
wonderful document
which the "re- cate and cure the great evils that prevail in Chrisdemption
of the human ter"dom, which are to-day poisoning and eating
family
of at thl! very heart-strings of our nation."
In
this unwarranted stateN. K.
or vvhen Pres.
refers to certain: evils
Young was
of the existence of
her readers to bethis copy does not appear; but in the winrule among the
ter of r84-7 he became aware of it, and
outside of Utah. Infantithen sent for
The same business tact '
which results from
that
to take a
to it, may exist in the United States and elsebut
are universally repro batmessenger of the
Joseph in
tAre pronounced as crimes, and punnow secured the
of another
where brought to light. If there
which Mr. Horace .K.
husof Mrs. Helen Mar
for is none of this among those plurally married in
are to he congratulated;
him. The latter remembers
Whitney to remember
stance well, because her husband told her but we advise
that the Bishop locked hi.m up in a store
that there have been other things besides
wifery supposed to be held in
until it was copied. This
so made,
or the one m~de in
circum- sucred secrecy by the "honest in heart,"
which have come abroad, the telling of
stances already referred
Pres. B. Young· by
Whitney. which would refute the absolute purity
From this date until August 29th, 1852, a clairned for plural marriage by her.

To this article we propose to add others,
the subject matter of which will be taken
from other authors who have written on
the points considered.
If there ever was
a time when what is "vvrittcn" needed to
be had, it is now. "0 that mine enemy
had written a book!"-Job.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

WE are in receipt of the Clarksburg,
\Vest Virginia, News, of August 24th,
which contains an excellent defensive article from the pen of Bro. D. L. Shinn in
reply to false and sensational reports concerning the labors of Brn. Shinn and Devore, which have been telegraphed abroad
by untruthful and unreli«ble nevvspaper
correspondents. Bro. Shinn asks the peo.
ple of West Virginia if he is to be treated
as an outlaw in the state where he was
born, in whose army he foughtas a Union
soldier, and where he has never been
charged with any unlawful conduct, simply because certain evils exist in Utah,
which he in nowise represents. Be courageous and persistent, brethren; truth will
prevail in West Virginia as elsewhere.
The Chicago Herald of the zzd ult.
reaches us, containing an account of the
decided success of the Exposition of the
Blue Grass League and Palace at Creston,
Union county, Iowa. The Blue Grass
League is an organization formed by the
various agricultural and commercial associations of south-western Iowa, and their
Exposition is held for the purpose of calling attention to the advantages and resources of the Iowa Blue Grass Region as a
stock country and healthful place of residence. The governors of several states
and many other distinguished persons
were present at the opening which was an
auspicious one.
Bro. S. D. Hannah wrote the 19th ult.
from Sand Run, Ohio, giving an account
of the efforts of one Rev. Elmer Turner
who lectured on "lVformonism" at Nelsonville, Ohio, a near town. The lecture
was of the same old stamp which has
been so often repeated. Bro. Hannah
gives Rev. Turner credit for stating that
"the J osephites make good citizens," however, but regrets the tendency of many
people to imitate the "young robin" who
swilllows, unquestioned, everything that is
offered it.
The St. Joseph, Missouri Herald of
August 23d, reaches us, in which we see
a terse but sensible defense of some points
of our faith by "Simon Smith;" evidently
some level· headed and staunch adherent
of the faith in that growing metropolis.
Our correspondents are again reminded
that the increasing demand made upon
our columns requires them to write up all
obituary notices, district conference ·and
other minutes, letters, etc., as briefly as
possible. This can be done without omitting any necessary detail; and if so written will be all the more readable and profitable. "Brevity is the soul of wit," and
also of communications. An article may
may be lengthy and yet be brief and good
in the sense that it contains no superfluous
or unnecessary statements.
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Bro. H. A. Stebbins lately left Lamoni
to labor in the Nodaway and Decatur districts.
With deep sorrow we learn of the sudden deaths of Misses Bertha and Lucretia,
daughters of Bro. James and Sr. Hattie
McKiernan of Farmington, Iowa, which
occurred on the r6th and 17th of August;
and whose obituaries we publish elsewhere, as taken from the Farmington
Herald of
24th. These dear children, aged
and five years respectively, were suddenly taken away by that
dread malady, diphtheria. Bro. and Sr.
McKiernan have our sincere sympathy in
their great affliction.
the Master
sustain and comfort them as he alone can!
We acknowledge the receipt of a very
lengthy letter from Bro. W. E. Rush of
New Freeport, Greene county, Pennsylvania, which our limited space forbids us
publishing.
Bro. Rush feels well in
the faith and would like some of the brethren to correspond with him.
HARD LINES FOR TRANSGRESSORS.

THE following is the Election Law of
Idaho, passed at the last session of the
Territorial Legislature. It is very ~evere
in its provisions; especially so in that it
provides that the witnesses, by whom the
person seeking
and the elective franchise is to satisfy the court of his
good faith, must be citizens who have
never been members of the association approbating and teaching the offenses named
in the act. For in manv localities there
will be no citizens of this character by
whom the person seeking the
to vote
can establish his intention,
his good
behavior during his two years of probation. Whether so extreme a precaution
against fraudulent practies is -necessary,
may be a question; but it seems to us that
any person of whose good citizenship the
court is assured should be considered a
competent witness.
This clause disqualifies men as witnesses
in the case defined who are not only competent witnesses in all
business
coming; before the court, but are citizens
entitled to and exercising: the
to vote,
and upon whose integrity the court can
rely. It is a hardship and a severe penalty for any man of a reasonable degree
of honorable sensitiveness to be disfranchised; but to have the indignity of being
compelled to prove ones loyalty and good
behavior by a class of men hitherto hostile,
added to disfranchisement is deeply humiliating.
A great number registered and voted in
Idaho last fall.
Against some of these
there are now indictments for conspiracy
pending, the conspiracy consisting, as it is
alleged, of ostensibly withdrawing from
the church in Utah, by agreement in obedience to counsel from church authorities,
without such withdrawal being made in
good faith, but with the special object and
purpose of voting at the fall elections, and
with the intention to defeat the laws before enacted to prevent pluralists, or polygamists from exercising the right of franchise.

How far the clause
bership in associations whose tenets
favor of celestial, or
January, r888, may
post fado, as will
remains for the court to
as whether a man who5e
dren
be
aids and
when he maintains
It is evident that the intention
law makers was to so make the
would shut out those who bre>.dc
of the

OATH OF INTENTION-REGISTRATION,
AN ACT

To amend section sor, Revised
of
Idaho.
Be it enacted
Assembly of
the Territory of
SECTION I. That section sor of the Revl;;ed
Statutes be amended to read as foilows:
SEC. sor. No
under guardianship, J:On
compos mentis, or
nor
convkted of treason,
the Territcry
or in any other
Union,
unless restored
civil.
any perwn
who is a bigamist or
who teuehes,
advises, counsels or eneotrri:1gcs
persons to become bigamists or
to commit anv other crime
enter into ,vhat is knOViin as plural
marriage, or who is a member of
ganization or association which
counsels or
its members or
·or any other person,
commit the
amy or polygamy or any other
law~ either as a rite or ""''"·
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"LATTER DAY SAINTS.
"On Sunday, the JYianchester district of the
Church of the
Day Saims held their reunion in the '"ren1perance 1-Iall 1 Farnworth, "";.vhen
a large number of persons from Manchester,
Sheffield, Leeds, VVig::m, &c., assembled. Refreshments for strDngers and friends were provided at the expense of loeal brethren. The services were pr0sided over by Elder J. Dewsnup~
of Maucheste:r, pre::,ident of the district, and the
morning preachers were Elders W. Arn1s1Tong
C. H. Hassall (Farnworth), and
the addresses being :lnterspersslnglng.
the afternoon a fellowship
-or test!mony-be~:ring--meeting was held.
Striking cB.ses
healing by faith, whilst laying
of hands and prayer,· were given. Elder J.
Dewsnup showed the position held by the chureh
organized
r83o, and reorganized in r86o, on the
question of polygamy, &c., as taught by the people located in Salt Lake City, and said that the
latter, though still calling themselves by lts name,
bad gone out from the Church and departed
hom lts faith and dZlctrine. Th'" standard works
of the Church proved that the doctrines held by
the Utah body n''"'er were and never could be
taught or practice'\ by the Church of ] esus
Christ. The speaker bore testimony to seeing
the pure Gospel, as first taught, slowly corrupted
by Salt Lake Morm;)ns, and said that during his
twenty years connection with them the books
·were time
revised and altered, so as to
keep out all te:otimcny ageJnst them. The evening preachers were Elders Thonu1s 'Taylor (Bir~
mingham) and H. Greenwood (Manchester).
So1ne of those present called for and received the
anointing oil, laying on of hands, and prayer for
recover:' from sickness~ and vve understand that
o:nB person gave in his narne for baptism."
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
$Cues -is it right for a layman to preach?
Ans.-N o; except that under certain special
circumstances such would be justified and commended in puhllely defending and properly setting
forth the truth when assailed and when none of
the
were present to publiciy defend
The
for and rsponsibilities of
preaching come by gifts, callings and ordinations. There
a perfect order in God's government.
"Again
say unto you that it shall not be
given to any one
go forth to preach my gospel, or to build up my church, except he be or-
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dained by some one who hath authority, and it
is known to the church that he has authority, and
has been regularly ordained by the heads of the
church."- D. C. 42: 4·
Men of discretion among the laity have wisely
and ably defended the faith at times when neceswrote August
sity demanded it; but on the other hand overzealous, unvvise and overanxious persons have
but intends to leave
done harm by attempting to do the work of a
work here. He hapminister to which they were not called. All are
twelve in all. May
called to "warn their neighbor," which can be
they may ever be
done by a godly walk and "conversation;" but all
are not called to preach and minister for the '
church.
~.-Is there any law or reason why the president of a branch should have every elder or
lTIDITED BY SISTElt ''FRANCES.''
priest preach because they have such authority?
.A.-No; not necessarily.
V.l e understand
''Why idly seek from outward things
The answer inwr.rd silence brings!
that men are called and ordained as servants to
Why stretch beyond our proper sphere
persuade and lead men to Christ-to do good by
And age for thn.t which lies so near?
their preaching and habits of life. If they are
Why cltmb the far-off hills with pain,
faithful and wise in so doing they should of
A nearer view of heaven to gain ?,
course be called upon and encouraged to minister. But if those holding priesthood are unwise
SHOULD it appear to some of our readers that
and unspiritual, and are given to slangy expresthe subject matter of the Column this week is
sions and unministerial habits, their preaching
just a little foreign to the purpose of this departwill be of a harmful character. "He that speakment, we wish to say that in our judgment the
eth, whose spirit is contrite, whose language is
importance of the subject is the only apology we
meek, and edlfieth, the same is of God, if he
need o.ffer. There is not within the pales of the
obey mine ordinances," etc.-See D~ C., 52: 4, 5·
church, one who is not interested in the successA presiding elder should meekly but fearlessly
ful working of our Sunday Schools, and not one
consider the best interests of the work; showing
who is so interested, but is also interested in
no partiality, but exercising the discretion and
this subject of "Teacher's Meetings." We bediscernment to which he Is entitled if wise and
speak for the article a careful reading, and from
faithful. "There has been a day of calling, but the
those engaged in Sunday School work not only
time has come for a day of choosing; and let
a careful reading but a prayerful, thoughtful
those be chosen who are worthy," (D. C. 102: 10),
consideration,
well as a hearty adoption of the
we believe to be true in this sense; hence it is
system indicated. We have taught in schools
necessary for those called to show themselves apwhere these meetings were held and in schools
proved; otherwise theirllabors will not be fruit
where they were not held, and we fully endorse
fnl of good.
what the writer says with reference to them. We
do hope our Sunday School superintendents will
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
try the effect; ofj.,them upon their respective
Bro. R. H. Wight wrote August 2oth schools.
1

as

from Farmington, San Juan county, New
Mexico, as follows:
"I have located near this place and expect to
remain permanently, At present this is a lively
place; the orchards fairly groan beneath their
weight of fruit. The productiveness of this
country can hardly be over-estimated. It must
be seen to be understood. I hope some day to
see a flourishing branch of God's vineyard here,
and believe there is as good a chan<::e for a bountiful harvest in· God's as In man's vineyard."

Sr. M. A. Waterman, of Springville,
Utah, wrote August 2rst, renewing for
the HERALD. In her letter she signifi,cantly expresses herself as follows:
"Times are so dull, seemingly. There is no
sale for stock; feed is scarce, and I think Utah is
a very dull place. I love to read the Herald. I
would very much like to sell out here and come
nearer to the Zion of God. I don't much like
this Utah Zion, but it seems
present as though
I had to stay here a little while longer; but the
glory of the Brighamite kingdom is now departed."

Bro. E. C. Brand wrote
from Scranton, Kansas:

z6tb,

"I finished up my work here last night, making thirty discourses since July 23d, besides other
meetings, and baptized fourteen. I rest to-day
and start tomorrow for Atchison.

Bro. Leonard Scott thu~ writes
his
·field, near Warren, Ohio,
23d:
"The work is on the gain here.
baptlzad one
l.ast Sunday. More are ready for baptism,

,~or!'!

THE TEACHERS'..:.MEETING A
NECESSITY.
THE "teachers'- meeting," as the term is employed in America, is the weekly gathering of
the teachers of the Sunday-schc·ol for conference
over the next lesson which they are to teach to
their scholars. In Great Britain, such a gathering is known as the "preparation class." It matters little, however, what the gathering is called,
if only its nature and purpose be understood
while its discussion is in progress.
Not every Sunday-school has a teachers'-meeting; yet without a teachers'·nieeti.ng there can
be no true Sunday-school. This paradox repro·
sents a truth that can not safely be lost sight of
in the wise considering of the Sunday~srhool and
its fundamental needs. In the very nature of the
modern Sunday-school, a teachers'- meeting is a
necessity, and without a teachers'-meeting a
Sunday· school in name is not really a Sundayschool in fact.
The modern Sunday-school in its integrity includes the grouping of children and qthers into
oa>,••o••o)P classes under individual teachers for the
study of the
and the combining of these
separate classes into a school-whole for united
work under common influence. Without the
into classes, there is no opportunity of
reaching the scholars individually. Without the

combining of the groups into a common whole,
there can be no unity of impression on the entire
membership of the school. In a true Sundayschool there must be both class work and school
work, class instruction and school instruction,
class influence and school influence. All this
can not be secured unless the leaders of the separate groups are brought together in order to secure a proper understanding of their work and
a fulness of mutual sympathy and purpose in its
prosecution; and this bringing together constitutes the teachers'-meeting of the Sunday-school.
Without a teachers'meeting there Is no possible
agreement in the teachings of the various teachers in a Sunday-school; nor is there any prospect
of bringing up the poorer teachers in that school
to the standard of those best qualified. If the
teachers of a Sunday-school be not brought together to compare the results of their separate
study, and to quicken one another's minds by
mutual suggestions and corrections, they are not
likely, on the one hand, to be in accord in their
understanding or their teaching of the lesson
they are to tea~;;h; or, on the other hand, to be
severally as well prepared for their teaching as
if each one of them were possessed of the best
thoughts and the wisest preparations of them all.
In fact, without a teachers'-meeting a Sundayschool at its best is not so much one school as it
is an aggregation of schools; each class being a
little school by itself, without the gain which
might come from the shared labors and attainments of its immediate neighbors.
It matters not, so far, whether the superintend·
ent be of average or superior ability. The best
superintendent in the world would be unable,
without the aid of a teachers'-meeting, to have
such a Sunday-school as he could have with the
aid of a teachers'-meeting; for the teachers'meeting is the chief agency of systematic and
controlling organization in a Sunday-s1:hool.
The superior efficiency of an army over a mob
is not in its leadership so much as in in its systematic organization. The ablest military com·
mander conceivable would never expect to transform a mob into an army unless he could have
all his membership under officers whom he had
trained for the work, and whom he expected to
train and guide in the work. The mere assignment of subordinates to positions of responsibility in the organization by which a commander
would bring a mob to army standards, could not
compass the work of transformation. These ofcers must theJI1selves be schooled together by
tnat commander in order to do their part severally and conjointly in that transforming process.
The teachers'-meeting is the Sunday-school's
"s.chool of officers," whereby those who are leaders of groups may be made intelligent co-work·
ers in a Sunday-school regiment. Without such
an agency of organization no Sunday-school
gathering of <letached companies can become a
regimental unit. In short, a Sunday-school
without a teachers'-meeting is but mid-way in the
process of transformation from a portion of the
popular mob to a portion of the Sunday-school
armv.
Itis not that a Sunday-school superintendent
is a· military comma.nder, and that his teachers'meeting will enable him to drill and discipline
his school through his subordinate officers. Nor
is it that the superintendent is alone responsible
for the character and methods of instruction given the school, and that by the means of a teachers'·
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meeting he can tell his teachers just what they
may teach, and how. But it is that without a
teachers'-meeting no superintent can fully know
the measure and needs of his teachers severally,
or be able intelligently to give them help, and to
make them helpful to others and to himself. In
whatever light a superintendent's work as a
superintendent may be viewed, it is impossible
for him to perfect an organization in his echool
that shall give him an opportunity to know his
teachers thoroughly and to make use of them
wisely, unless he has them together week by
week while they are preparing for their common
work.
How otherwise can a superintendent ascertain
the measure of intelligence and consecration of
his teachers severally, and be able to say whether
or not they are doing their work as they ought
to do it? How otherwise can he bring up the
standard of the poorer teachers, and make available to them the information and enthusiasm and
devotedness of his best tt>achers? Through what
other agency can he both sift and train his teachers, and make himself felt by them all in their
class work and in their school work? Without
this means of intercourse with his teachers collectively, and this means of observing and guiding them in their preparation for what they have
to do in the school which he superintends, a
superintendent is little better than a leader in the
general exercises of the school, without the opportunity of knowing and aiding the teachers in
their several and collective needs. The class
teaching may be very good or very poor, for all
that he knows or does. Practically, there are as
many schools as there are classes, under his oversight. There is no one school-current of good
teaching in his school; for it is only by the means
of the channel of a teachers'-meeting that a
school-current can be made to flow through a
Sunday-school. The teachers do not know
whether or not they are in agreement in thcoh·
spirit and methods of teaching; and whatever
their pen;onal will may be, they can not be "working together" with God.
While the teachers'meeting is essential to the
very existence of a true Sunday-school as a true
Sunday-gchool, and to the proper work of a teacher in his relation to his fellow-teachers and to the
Sunday· school as a whole, it is alw essential to
the best preparation of the best teacher in any
Sunday-Fchool for his work as a teacher, in his
immediate sphere of class-teaching. That the
poorest teachers need the quickening influence
and the instruction of a conference with their
fellow-teachers in preparation for teaching, all
will admlt. That the best teachers can do better
with such an aid than without it, the best teachers are always prompt to recognize. Both in
knowledge and in zeal we are stimulated by contact with our fellows. "Two are better than one"
--in stndy; "because they have a good reward
for their labor." As "iron sharpeneth iron, so a
man sharpeneth the countenance of his friend"
-in the 1eachers'-meeting. "Two eyes see more
than one," says old Matthew Henry. "Wise and
profitable discourse sharpens men's wits; and
those who have ever so much knowledge may,
by conference, have something added to them.''
In addition to the gain of knowledge concerning the lesson and its teaching that may come to
the best informed teacher through his attendance
at the teachers'-meeting, there is a gain to such a
teacher through the disciosures in the teachers'·
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meeting of unsuspected difficulties in lhe m~der
standing of the lesson by teachers of average
ability. Many a well informed teacher, would
fail to touch upon points which peculiarly need
explanation to his scholars, if he were not warned
of the danger of misconception just there by
what he\hears in the teachers'. meeting before he
meets his class. Rarely, indeed, does any teacher, however well prepared for his work he mf'.y
have been on going to the teachers'-meeting,
come away from a conference over the lessons of
the week without feeling the necessity of changing his plan of teaching at some point which has
been brought before his mind in new prominence
during the discussion of that gathering.
The more a man knows about Sunday-school
work, the more he values the teachers'-mceting
as a help to his school and to his teachers if he
is a superintendent, and to himself as a teacher
if he is a teacher. At the first Sunday-scho:Jl
Assembly at the now famous
of
Chautauqua, the writer of these words led a con,
ference of superintendents in a free dic;cussion
concerning their official relation to the
schools of their charge. There were one hundred and thirty-seven superintendents in that con ..
ference. They were of ten or a dozen difE:rent
denominations, and from various portions of our
common country. One hundred and thirty-five
of the one hundred and thirty· seven declared it
to be their deliberate conviction that the teach"
ers'-meeting is absolutely indispensible to the
success of a Sunday-school. That was quite a
number of years ago. There has been pwgre:;s
since then. It is to be hoped that there could
not now be found two out of a hundred and
thirty-seven good superintendents who would
suppose it possible to have such a Sunt'ay-school
as he ought to have without a
The writer of these words is now a Bible-class
teacher in a well-conducted Sunday-school. He
has been in Sunday-school work for nearly for':y
years. His special duties outside of the Sunday··
school, require of him the carefnl study of the
Sunday-school lessons of the International series,
in advance of thdr use in the school wh<ere he is
a teacher, including an examination of the best.
helps available to any Sunday-school teacher.
He would not venture, as a rule, to go to his
class as a teacher without the help of a teacheni' ..
meeting of his Sunday-school. Apart from the
question of any service which he m1ght rendc'r
to others by his Rhare in the exercises of
gathering for mutual
he values and
feels the need of its stimulus and inst.nxctions for
himself. And his opinion, as basE"d on his experience and observation in the Sunday-school
field, is, that any man who knows enough to be
a good Sunday-school teacher knows that he cRn
not teach as he ought to teach without the he'p
of the teachers'-meeting.-Sdecled.
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A TAT1'LING TONGUE.
BY M. RODGER.

Of all the things to be despised

Thrm;ghout this vast creation,
Which mars our peace, "disturbs our joys
And causes dire vexation;
n is an idl0 tat[Jing tongue
With lying in0liuation,
To publish other people's faults,
To every clime and nation.
Beware of such, no matter who,
(Myself or
other),
Who kindly
you what they've heard
About one and another;
Because, when
are o.ut of sight,
Your ugly
they'll mention,
And tell some
they think not right,
With seeming
intention.
Of course thev think themselves all right,
And rather'" iniluential;
They do not want to make a fuss,
But tell it confidential.
have told
And so the story
By others is T'f"'""l.mrL
Until with coolness or contempt
On every hand you're treated.
'I'hey stir

strife in church and state,
hate engender;
Yet they can cry at little things,
Their feelin~s ar,e so tender.
Something is
it must be so,
In their
Discord

When scandal mongers make a call
Or you should chance to meet them;
Of course you have to treat them well,
With courtesy to greet them.
When they have peddled all the news
A.nd think that you receive it;
Be sure you know that it is true
Before you dare believe it.
Then put a bridle on your tongue
To keep it in subjection;
Instead of talking, think awhile,
Take time for some reflection.
Mind your own business, look to self,
.A.nd
in that direction;
You will
then have time to see
Your neighbor's imperfection.
1 do not wish that you should think
That J make great pretension.
'Tis only simple, home-made rhyme
To which I call attention;
But it is truth and that will stand
Though eritics may deride it;
There's no one with good common sense
Has ever yet denied it.
LAMONI, Iowa, 188q,
Dear sisters, I rejoice in the work of the Lord
in which we are engaged. Never since I embraced it has it seemed dearer to me, and never
have I felt the great need of laboring for the advancement of the same more than now. Sisters,
we can do our part which is not small. It seems
to me that one of the most important parts of our
labors now is to pray earnestly that the Lord
will move upon the minds of the Saints, tha ·
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RALD.
they may see the necessity of bringing their tithes
and offerings into the Lord's store-house, that
the work may not languish, but more laborers
may be sent into lhe vineyard; for truly the harvest is great, and many are hungering for the
bread of life, and those that sit in darkness are
crying for help. And while I write, my soul is
stirred within me, and the unbidden tears fall
from my eyes and I am led to exclaim, "How
long, how long, 0 Lord, will it be until thy people will fully realize the duty they owe to thee,
to themselves, and their fellow men!" May the
time speedily come that this people who are favored above all other people on the earth, in that
we have had the privilege of hearing and obeying
the gospel of our Lord and Savior, may be
brought to a perfect realization of our privilegeH,
and not only esteem this law of tithing as a duty
but also as a privilege, and as a way and means
of expressing our gratitude to God for bringing
us to b('hold the glorious light of the gospel. In
this way we can also show our love for the work.
"He that loveth houses or lands more than me is
not worthy of me."
Dear sisters, the Lord has blessed me and my
family in many ways since we engaged In this
work. I have received direct answers to !Jrayers
when in time of great need h_re of late, in cases
of sickness and other trying cases. I feel to
thank God for every blessing, both in secret and
in public. Ever praying that we may work unitedly for the promotion of the cause, I remain
your sister in the gospel,
MARGARET J. HEAD.
CLARKSDALE, Mo., Aug. JZ!h.
To the Editor and Sisters of the Column and
Sisters of the Prayer Union :-I have read with
deep interest your offerings in the Herald concernitig your advancement and experience in the
Union and in the work in which we are engaged,
and I trust each on~ is striving to bear nobly our
part in this work and will continue to do so, until our kind.Father shall say,"It is enough."
There are a few sisters here of the Pleasant
Grove and German Stewartsville branches that
still meet together in our little chapel, thtt!,Pleasant Grove, and enjoy the sweet communion of
the Holy Spirit. It is now almost eight months
since our branch of the Prayer Union was organized, and I can say as president of the same,
we have not lost ground, but have progressed to
some degree, slowly but surely, and I can safely
say, in behalf o.f the sisters here, we still wish to
go on 1 and unitedly labor with our sisters in all
localities for the general good of the work and
advancem€mt of the cause, and the glory and
honor of God. To me the interest that has been
manifest by a protnpt discharge of duty by eacl;l
one ·present at every meeting has been marked
with a great degree of pleasure. \Ve have been
blessed by the Spirit, admonishing us to a further continuance of duty in the line in which we
are engaged, and encouraging us by foretelling
future blessings if we continue faithful. The
e)'perience of the aged sisters which has been
giveri with their testimonies has been like drinking from. a well spring of knowledge. We try
to make our meetings pleasant and intere§lting, as
well as instructive. We have felt blessed in
praying for the &ick and. afflicted and distressed
ones, and right here I .will say for one, I would
like to hear from some of them, or concerning
them, throu~h the C<:>lumn as to how the Lord

has dealt with them. Whether he has in his infinite wisdom yet seen fit to answer our prayers
which have been ofrered in our finite wisdom,
yet with explicit faith and childlike confidence
in his promises, that the desired blessings might
be received.

"STONED THE PROPHETS.
ELLENBoRo, VV. Va., Aug. r8th.--Elders. Devere and Shinn, the Mormon elders of this
county, attempted to hold their regular weekly
meeting at
School House last Saturday and Sunday
and it is said that an angry
and determined
interrupted the services by
attacking the elders with stones, mud and countless rotten eggs, forcing them to flee from the
church and seek shelter in neighboring houses.
Shinn received ·a severe cut on the head.''WheeHng, W. Va, Register.
CLARKSBURG, W.Va., Aug. zzd.
Dear Herald:-I left home on tbe 8th of June
for Highland county, Ohio, and began labor immediately upon arrival, and. was greeted with
good sized assemblies on most occasions. In a
few days Bro. Beatty arrived, and we continued
in that region until the 8th of July, effecting ~orne
new openings; two were added by baptism during the time.
We returned home, remaining a few days to
make necessary arrangements for coming into
this part of our field, and during our stay the
great flood took place. It was well we were both
at horne. Hundreds of dollars worth of property
was destroyed, and we suffered with the rest.
That section never received an equal scourge before, to my knowlc:dge.
On the 29th ult., I left home for Ritchie county,
this state, stopping first with the Saints at Bear
Run where we found our worthy Bro. D. L.
Shinn holding forth. We continued the. meetings until the 4th instant. In the ~eantime we
were joined by Bro. Beatty. On the third we
held forth at night at Pine-Grove, a new opening.
The writer was the speaker, and considerable interruption was made during the service by a
number of unruly chaps. We received no harm
that night~ but the following night Bro. Shinn
was speaking, and meeting was scarcely opened
until the demonstrations on the part of quite a
number of young men were so apparent that we
could guess pretty accurately that trouble was
agead. For awhile the mob was kept down by
the presence of Bro. W. W. Cross, who wef!t out
to watch their maneuvering, and for ljis trouble
received a spattering of eggs, the marks of which
he carried horne with him. The rabble grew so
bold that they came in the house (a school-house)
and took seats on either slde of the speaker on
the rostrum, but Bro. Shinn kept aheadas though
all was quiet, for he spoke with excellent liberty.
After opening the meeting I left my "Harp" on
the corner of the stand and took a seat near a
bookcase in the corner, to be out of range of
stones that might be cast through the window.
Those of the mob near the stand slipped my book
off unnoticed, and when I missed it I went up to
the stand and made known that my book was
gone from where I had left it, but no one had
seen them take it. The mob then went out in
an abrupt manner, and in a moment an egg was
thrown through the door way with great forceat
Bro. Shirin, missing his head only a few inches

at most, striking the w:;dl behind him and scattering its contents on the speaker and writer. Others
were hit with eggs, and so shared the honor. At
the close of the meeting a Mr. Eddy told us to go
with him for the night, he won procured anumber to guard us to his residence, and as Bro.
Shinn stepped out of the door, he was struck
with a mud-ball of considerable size, behind the
left ear, almost felling him. Had he fallen or
given out that he was hurt there would no dou~t
have been war on the spot, for it was difficult to
keep some who were our friends !rom wreaking
vengeance on the mob. They followed us some
cli~tance, but seeing us well guarded, they made
no fnrther move to molest us. The blow hurt
Bro. Shinn for some time, but he is about over it
now.
We were kindly treated by Mr. Eddy, and I
trust he may be well rewarded for his kindness
to us. Bro. Beatty escaped, as he was holding
meeting that night in another district. Bro.
Shinn returned home in a few days and Bro.
Beatty and I moved on to Cabin Run, at which
place appointments have been made; but the
house was closed. We obtained a new opening
some five miles from there and held five meetings, with a request to ~orne again. We came
here by ,the request of the president of the branch
to aid him in settling some troubles which need
adjusting; and from the prospect thus far, our
visit has been approved of the Lord. We are
holding meetings at Adamsville. Assemblies
and attention good. We go to Blandville in
Doddridge county, the last of the week; from
there to Sinnett's Mills in Ritchie, and then to
Calhoon county, where a mob came to take. us,
over a year ago. We may remain in that region
near three weeks. We learn of a number of new
doors opening. We will likely stop with the Mt.
Zion branch as we return to Ohio the last .of next
month to attend our district c~erence. ,J am
requested to preach a funeralse.n there before
I leave the state. West Virginia lias many noble
people-and not a few who will doubtless receive
a lengthy schooling in the prison. I feel well in
the work, health improving. I may labor this
fall in the Kirtland and Pittsburg district,- if our
missionary in charge does not suggest otherwise.
Yours in bonds,
L. R. DEVORE.
ELLIOTT, l\io., Aug. 26th.

Bro. Blair:-Since I came here I have labored
in Bevier, Salt River and Renick branches.
Have been blessed in teaching the Saints and
others the things of the kingdom, and in administering to the sick the Lord has given us 'aid.
One sister in Elliott was taken sick of a fever
and I administered to ,her. The fever was rebuked and she arose from the bed and was able
to go to meeting the same evening. I go from
here to-day to Higbee and will preach there tonight if we can get a place to hold meetings in.
Brethren Jones and Dixon live there. From6
there will go to Bevier to attend the district conference, August 3rst. The work increases as we
get acquainted and if I can get plenty to keep
me busy, will not get so homesick. I begin to
realize some of the sacrifices . the ·elders make
who leave their..familles and spend their time in
the ministry. May God bless them, is my prayer! Love to all Saints.
In gospel bonds,
M. M. TURPEN.
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BouToN, Iowa, Aug 22d.
Pres. TV. W. Blair:---I just came from Rome
where I met the president of the c;btrict. He
said the grove meeting near Persia was the best
that he ever held in the district.
I want to let you know that I am not dead nor
asleep. I have been doing some preaching and
can say that I wag blessed of God with his Spirit,
for I have lost no confidence in God, nor in the
CHurch of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. I
hav·~ worked hard this last spdng and some of
the time in the summer, and have a good crop.
I see in the last Herald that Bro. E. C. Brand is
doing a good work in his rnisdon and God is
blessing his labors. He is a good soldier and
works hard.
I am glad to see Bro. Joseph's letter. tie
seems to be in good spirits. He is showing that
he can labor and sacrifice like a soldier of the
cross. May God bless his labors, should be the
prayer of every Saint. We have not all the
proof on the sheep and goats.
Yours in hope of a day of power,
N. STAMM.
GAr:ENA, Ind., Aug. 2oth.
Bnz. :fosejh aud WWiam:-I have not been laboring much of late in the field, owing to sickness and death in my family.
My daughter
Emma, who belonged to the church and after
her marriage joined the Christian church, on her
death bed said to me in the presence of oth·
ers, "Pa, I was influenced to do wrong, but I
have prayed and God has forgiven me. Won't
you pray for me?" She also said, "What do you
think about my condition in the church? Is my
name on the church book?" I said, "Emma,
there has not been any charge against you."
She said, "I don't want my name taken off the
book; I know &f sins are pardoned, and I will
meet those wh'll"fave gone before," and she sang,
"When shall we all meet again?" And I am
sure and can testify, as I did at her funeral, that
her testimony was true. I know that God did
hear and forgive her, thank his holy name.
"Blessed are the dead that die in the Lord; yea,
saith the Spirit, they rest from their labors and
their works do follow them." I feel confident
that much good will follow from her testimony.
I wa& at Byrnville making arrangements for a
discussion and did not hear of her death until a
few hours before the discussion was to begin.
Bro. Jenkins had come for me the day previous,
and informed me that there were two Utah
Eiders at Byrnvllie, and that they would discuss
the matters of difference between the two
churches. On my arrival at Byrnville I found a
full house awaiting to see what the collision
would result in. Some had been proposing to
bet that we would not meet the Utah elders, but
when they found there were men ready to take
the bets they backed down. Their meeting was
near out when I got there, but before it was concluded I was introduced to the elders. I told
them that l should not make any private arangements with them, but that what arrangements
were made should be made before the public.
After it was ·agreed to, I briefly stated that as I
was the challenged party I was ready to defend
and would hear what propositions the friends
wished to discuss. Mr. Nephi Heward said he
would not affirm anything, nor was there but one
proposition that he cared to diEcuss. If l vrould

affirm that Joseph succeeded his father in the
office oi' presidency be would deny.
i.hen stated I would if he would affirm th~t Big;arcy was
an original tenet of the church.
He said he
would not affirm anything, but would deny that
Joseph was the legal successor. I then asked
him if he was a representative of the Utah
church, and preaching, as he claims, the g·ospel,
how could the people believe that they never
heard? and if be would
defend the do~trines
of the church he represented he had as well go
home. He said he would affirm some do~•trines
that the R eorganizatlon had left off, the gathering, and baptism for the dead. I told hh1 that
he misrepresented the Reorganized Chm·ch.
said, "Will you affirm that Utah is the gathering
place?'' He said no, hut would affirm ':hat it
was a gathering place. I told him I would affirm
the same of New Albany. He said if I would
not affirm the successorship of young Joseph
there would be no discussion. I told him I was
ready to affirm every principle believed in and
taught by the Reorganized Church. There was
but the one proposition that he would agree to
discuss, and the time was set for the evening of
the r6th inst. I had the opening and closing,
and at the dose of the first night's debate he refused to continue the discussion. I have not the
time at present to detail any of the arguments
used on either side, but suffice Jt to say that it is
considered the best thing that has ever happened
in favor of the church in southern Indiana. My
opponent said he learned something. May he
see the truth and be saved, and also all others, is
my prayer.
Ever yours.
M. R. ScoTT.
LocK SPRINGS, Mo., Aug. 23d.
Dear Herald:-! moved out here in Daviess
county last November, and have not heard any
preaching since, and have found but one Latter
Day Saint In this neighborhood. The Herald is
the only preacher we have, and it does my soul
good to read it and to hear of the good work that
is going on through the land.
I have been blessed in this latter day work
ever since I went into it, for I know it is the
true work of the Lord, for the Lord has blessed
me at different times, and my prayers have been
heard. I know that God will bless all the Saints
if they do his commandments and be faithful
and obedient to him. Let us all live faithful and
obedient to Him and hold out faithful to the end,
trying to gain that crown of glory that is l'or the
Sainto.
Yours in gospel bonds,
WM. H. LAMBEHT.
CoLEMAN, Mich., August 26th.
Bro. D. Dancer :--I am pleased to write you
that the work is on wnrd in this place. On coming here in December last I found but one Saint,
but since that time others have moved
and
sixteen have been baptized, making our membership in all hventy-three. Bro.
Cornish did
the work with my assistance, l having baptized
three. I feel assured that more will be added if
the Saints are faithful. Most of them are bearing strong testimonies of the truthful ness
restored gospel, and feel thankful to the
Father that Bro. Cornish came in their midst.
The Reverends tried to make the peop!.e be·
Heve he was an h11po~;ter) hut God z. onfi.rmed his
word with gJgns following.. One <.ffiicted with

rheumatism, was healed while in the waters of
baptism, and came forth praising God. My heart
is in this work and I intend laboring
circumstances permit. I leave here to-day fm· Wisconsin, on business,
In gospel bonds,
K J. MARTI.NDALE.
STUTTGART, Ark., Aug 2oth.
Bro. ;. v.
Blair :·---I am down again with
chills and fever. I am only able to sit up but
part of the time. Some here want to be baptized
and I am unable to do it. [ wl!l leave here tomorrow for Springdale where
can get the
mountain air. Please publish my permanent
address, Springdale, Arkansas. I will have to
stop writing I am so sick. Pray for me.
In bonds,
I. N. RoBERTs.
WEST BAY CITY, Mich., Aug. 26th.

Bro. W. W. Blair :-I am one who was not
educated when I was called from darkness into
light. I was brought up under the dark clouds
of the Roman Church, but I thank my God that
after three years going wlth an honest heart, trying to preach the gospel of Christ, I found l had
not tarried in the city of Jerusalem until I was
endued with power from on high, but that the
reason why I had not received that power was
because I had not obeyed the gospel, neither
waited from the call from God. But when I
heard those preach who were called, I saw at
once that I had not had the gospel, but only a
gospel taught by the opinions of men. I thank
God that the angel that John saw has wended his
way to the earth, and all the honest in heart are
coming home.
·we have had three added to our number in the
last week, and I am glad to see the work of God
roll on. I for one am ready to help roll it on as
can. I am a teacher, and I am glad to even
have one talent, and I hope you will pray God
that I may not bury it, that at my Lord's coming
I may be numbered with the good and faithful
servants. May God pour out his blessing upon
his Saints everywhere. I was baptized by Elder
E. Delong.
Your brother,
DAVID PETEE.
NATHAN, Ark., Aug. 24th.

Bro. Bla£r:-This leaves me busily engaged
in the Master's work. I went to Euclid, How·
ard county, and commenced meetings on Sunday, preaching until Tuesday night. One soul
was added to the church. We baptized the sister on Wednesday morning at ten o'clock giving
out notice of preaching for Wednesday night.
We met, having a fair congregation, and preached, having the best of attention. .After service
we were talkln>; to a lady about the docf:ri.ne.
She said that ·when we came hack she wanted to
be baptized. About that time Mr. Miller, a Baptist preacher came along with a low mob. Coming to the door Mr. Miller, the parson, said, addressing me, •qvir. Erwin, I am told to tell you
not to Jet the shadow of another night catch you
in this country."
I replied that intended leaving in the morning,
but would promise to come back whenever got
ready. "We do not fear all your guns, for the
Bible says, Fear not him that is able to kill the
body, but fear Him that is able to
both
soul c'!nd body In hell."
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"I am told to warn you to leave or else abide
the consequences" he replied, and about. that
time one of our friends fired on them and talked
to them straight, asking for their names. He
said to the parson, "Come in and show us some
scripture against it." But they began to pull out
and as they left, the Baptist preacher muttered
something and began to get away, when another
of our friends said, "I am here and they all sneak
off."
I have been assailed through the Howard
county Press, and can not get any reply. I want
you to send the editor of the Howard county
Press at Center Point, Howard county, Arkansas, the copy of the Sai1tts Herald in which this
is published. The people at Euclid want me to
prosecute the scoundrels. I learn that there was
another Baptist parson by the name of J. B.
Heester who helped in getting up the the mob.
J.D. ERWIN.
PLATTSMOUTH, Neb., Aug. 23d.
Dear Herald:-My husband is very sick and is
suffering great pain from the effects of a broken
thigh, and it is his request to have the prayers of
brethren Brand, Elvin, Caffall and Bro. Joseph
Smith; also all the Saints, that he may be made
well and strong once more, so that he may have
the opportunity of living near to God and attending more to: the duties and obligations he
has taken upon himself in the waters of baptism
than he has done in the past. Also remember
me, and pray that God may give me strength to
walk more upright and purely and that I may
bear the many trials, persec4tions and afflictions
sent upon me. May I have patience to bear and
forbear a.ll things, and consider them all joys. I
as.k you in Jesus' name to pray that my companion be soon restored to perfect health and
strength and that he may live many years, doing
much good for our Lord and Savior.
Your sister,
MRS. HARRY DICKENSON.
NEW BEDFORD, Mass., Aug. 26th.
Bro. W. W. Blair:·-Sunday, August 18th we
were favored with a visit by Sister White, of
Lamoni, who wa!> on an eastern trip. She was
present at our meeting and bore testimony
of the gospel anditssaving power.
Our Reunion in Maine was a success, a report
of which will be furnished the Herald readers by
the clerk.
Yours in the faith,
JOHN SMITH.
CouRTLAND, Ill., August 2oth.
Dear Herald:--:- We (our branch) feel to rejoice
in the fact that our little, young branch, not yet
four years old, being organized with only fourteen members, one of which was. granted a
letter of removal, now numbers twenty-four
members, two being add.ed by letters of removal
from abroad and by vote yesterday, and one by
baptism, the one by .baptism being my nephew.
He is seventeen years old, past. Thus we are
slo;wly increasing in numbers and we trust, in
spiritual life.
The writer feels to rejoice to think that his
father's fami!y, consisting of father, mother, and
seventeen children have all but two of them em·
braced the gospeL A few months ago a brother
of.the writer, who came from Northern Wisconsin, about fiv~r hundr{ld miles from here, and

stay,eu with us about ten days, was buried in
Christ in baptism. He left us for Dakota where
he went to locate, He left us rejoicing in the
truth. Brethren, I wish yotl would remember·
him in your prayers and if not too much trouble
ask the president of your branch to present this
request to his branch, as my brother, J. C. Calhoon, is where he is all alone as far as church
feilowship is concerned. He is the only one of
our branch that might be called scattered; all the
rest, but two, live within ten miles, those about
twenty miles. God bless all the Saints.
Your brother,
W. R. CALHOON.
WooDBINE, Iowa, Aug. 22d.
Bro. Blair:-We have just closed a series of
meetings here, on last Sunday night, which lasted a little ovP-r a week-conducted by Brn. J. C.
Crabb and C. Derry. We had good attendance
and the best of attention, and resulted in eighteen uniting with the church. Twelve were baptized last Thursday and six on, last Sunday,
and more are near the kingdom. How thankful I
feel to my heavenly Father for the interest manifested here! How long we have struggled and
prayed for what we are now realizing! I know
if we only prove faithful, watchful and prayerful that we will prosper and the good work will
move on to success. Bro. Derry will be with us
again Sunday, 24th~ We ask the prayers of the
Saints everywhere that the good-begun work
may continue and many of the honest in heart
be gathered in, such as shall be eternally saved.
s. B. KIBLER.
MIDDLESEX, Eng., August 8th.
Dear Bretkren and Sisters:-I am many thousands of miles away frofl) you, yet how I rejoice
to read about you in the precious Herald which
have just received b1' post from Bro. Taylor,
who visited us on the fourth of August with Bro.
Clayton. Words almost fail me to express the
joy and peace we received from their wise and
good counsel; we did indeed rejoice together!
May God bless them!
I have just read M. "M. Rodger's letter in the
Mothers' Home Column. 0, how my heart
burned within me! I seem to see the procession,,
then to see the patient face out of the window,
looking at the closed house, then to follow on to
the house of sickness, then to follow with her to
the graves of her dear ones. 0, how my heart
ached for her, and my tears would flow! I
thought of my own dear h).lsband who has just
gone to his business. The day would be long,
and I though, could I spare him as this sister has
done?
·
The gospel is indeed precious to my soul, but
could I sacrifice so much? Ah! what does the
Word say? "He that loveth mother, or father,
wife or husband, or children more than me, is
not worthy of me." My mind is enlarged, my
heart swells within me, I seem to see the tired
one, in pure white, in the golden city, surrounded
with the loved andgone before! Oh the fullness
of joy!
Courage, 0 ye tried .ones,
Not long to watch and wait;
And Christ is there to meet you
With them at the pearly gate.

For Christ's sake, Who giveth unto them eter,
nal life that do His will, and hath given all for
His sake! I sometimes think my trials have
been hard to bear when, I have stood.~by the~

graves of my dear children and I think of the
fire of affliction and pain that I have passed
through; and by careful study of the Mothers'
Column I find my trials appear much lighter.
When I think of what some of my precious sisters have passed through I am silent. Dear sisters, what a privilege to suffer for Christ's sake t
"Though painful at present
'Twill cease before long,
And then 0 how pleasant
The conqueror's song!"

Holy God, precious gospel, loving Jesus, hapPY people! Ever praying for the welfare of Zion,
I .remain your sister in gospel bonds,
ELLEN OAKMAN.

under this head do not necessarily receive the
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WHEN SHOULD I COMMENCE TO
PAY TITHING?

THE above question has perhaps been
asked and pondered over many times in
the minds of many of the Saints, and the
cry from the Bishopric of the scarcity of
means in their hands proves that the great
bulk of them have not yet found a satisfactory answer, or if they have, they put
off the time of commencement either from
neglect or carelessness until the hands of
the Bishopric are nearly tied; and while
the cry is coming to their ears from all
over the land, "Send us preachers of the
word," they, no matter what their desires
may be, can do nothing, because they
have nothing to do with. Some, however, it may be, notwithstanding all that has
been written upon the subject and pub•
lished in the columns of th
rald, and
all that has been said by th
ishop and
his agents in their travels endeavoring to
instruct the Saints in this matter, are not
yet satisfied in their own minds, that they
are required to live up to the full require. ments ot the law of tithing while yet in
their scattered condition; not recognizing
that the law of consecration (Zion's law
when g~thered) and the law of tithing are
two things; that tithing is an absolute necessity to the spread of the truth, that the
children of Zion may be taught of her
ways, and may gather to their home when
the command of God shall be. given, and
Zion herself be redeemed, and her child. ren shall have learned to live by every
word that proceedeth from the mouth of
God. That then in her gathered state
will come the necessity for the greater law
of consecration, that the Zion of the latter
day may become a fit semblance of its
prototype, having no poor within her bor.
ders.
To that .class l acknowledge I once belonged, but never advocated my ideas publicly or privately, for that matter, only as
I might. meet with some one of the same
mind and the c:onversation turn incidentally upon that subject, preferring rather
that each· should exercise his own judgment in,. the matter; not that I did not believe it to be my duty to assist all I could
in spreading the work, but at the presen~
in the shape of free-will offerings, or by\',
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my own labor in the field where my duty
lay.
.
But by reading the thoughts of others,
and by studying the subject myself, and
perhaps, by the circumstances in life
which have surrounded me, notwithstanding all my efforts to make headway in the
world, but more especially being accused
by the Lord with being a thiif, and his
challenge and promise of what he would
do if I would only change my course, has
changed my feelings and ideas in regard
to the matter entirely. I read, "Will a
man rob God; yet ye have robbed me;
ye are cursed with a curse, for ye have
robbed me." Str:mge after all I had done
and strove to do to be accused in that
way! It looks now as though I stood in
the same condition as those who shall say,
"When saw we thee an hungered and fed
thee not, or thirsty and giwe thee no
drink," etc, How had I robbed God?
Had not the latch string of my door always hung on the outside? H>~d not my
cup hoard doors always been unlocked?
Had not my purse strings always been
loosened re~dy for my rig·ht hand to slip
in and take of its contents and slide it into
the traveling elder's hand in a manner
that my left hand should not know what
my right hand harl done? Had I not traveled hundreds of miles to declare the word
and watch over the intere~ts of my brethren and sisters until I am now getting old
and worn out? Well perhaps so; still
you have robbed me! How, Lord, wherein have I robbed thee? In tithe~ and offerings. You have tried to he a law unto
yourself, to come up to my help in your
own way instead of living according to
the law I have given. Thus may each of
my brethren and sisters who have not yet
settled their winds in regard to this question, hold a Conversation with the Lord
after reading Malachi 3: 8, 9·
"But," says one, "this was said to Judah
as a part of Israel nearly twenty-five
hundred year& ago."
Well, suppose it was, has he not through
the Choice Seer and through our own J oseph commanded us to bring our tithes
into the storehouse or into the hands of
the Bishop? And are you not of Israel?
I came to the conclusion that I was, and
therefore he was talking to me. I then
read that the Lord issued a challenge
(don't be scared at the word, for that is
what it is) in this wise: "Bring ye all the
tithes into the storehouse, that there may
be meat in mine house, and prove me now
h,erewitlt, saith the Lord of Hosts, if I will
not open you the windows of heaven and
pour you out a blessing that there shall
not be room enough to receive it. And I
will rebuke the devourer for your sakes,
and he shall not destroy the fruits of your
ground; neither shall your vine cast her
fruit before the time in the field, saith the
Lord of Hosts, and all nations shall call
you blessed, for ye shall be a delightsome
land, saith the Lord of Hosts."
There are promises for you, if vou will
accept the challenge, sufficient
satisfy
the most exacting, I should think; at least
I thought so, accepted the challenge, and
threw down the gauntlet,

to

But, the next question was, When shaH
I begin? I have got nothing to begin to
pay tithing on. I was told the Lord did
not expect tithing if we had
to
tithe, give your free-will offering
you have anything to spare, and it will be
all right. Spare, there's the rub! If our
own natures and apparent necessities are
consulted, when does that time come! I
had been doing that all along for years in
the manner stated above, which was all
well in its place, but I realized
the likeness of the blessings
through obedience to God's law. 'Tis
true I had always been blessed so far with
the necessaries of li.fe, but if I had
longer where I was, it began to
though I vvould never be able to
away at all, and possibly land on the poor
farm. I left and came where I
living, but it was the same old
it took two years to bring
point of commencement,
ber like, for something to turn
still waiting for something to
length something began to turn and I
found myself the possessor of fourteen
dollars, with an offer of a partnership in
business with a man but little better off
than myself. Into business I
and
I then told my Heavenly Father
I
had done, and what I intended to
and
asked his blessing upon the venture. I
then began to pay my tithing, not
what I had specially, but
might some day have, and I
payments regularly every month
one) for nearly two
when
came a time that I
out what I
h:1d made, which proved to be five hundred dollars over and above my
when I went and
up with the
Bishop's Agent for
that
amount, he counting up
finding the balance due,
I am giving my experience and
that
reason place the ingoing and rmt,-.rwnin
figures, and have proved the
my mind when I began, that
best
time to begin paying tithing is when
have nothing, and leave the results
God. I have since taken my money, established myself in business again and
commenced paying my tithing as
and when I come to another point where
I can tell how I stand, myself and the
agent can have another settlement. The
Lord has thus far blessed me, and I am
willing to trust him still, for his
are yea and amen to all those who
their trust in him.
And now I would ask, Who is there in
the church who can not go and do likewise, especially if they be men or women
of sound body, a thing I have
never had that I can remember,
I have and do enjoy a good sound
tution, and I have concluded that if every
one would do as I have done thus far
prove the Lord and his
and
go on proving him, we would hear no
more cries for help from the
His
hands would be loosed, and when
would come up from Macedonia
other point "Come over and
would be able to respond, and

the Lord's
aud thus avert a growing
evil, which is
beginning to show
Hs slimy head.
At our conferences we pass resolutions
and hy our votes
ourselves to sustain with our
prayers and means,
the Bishop and his agents, but I fear from
appearances that when the conference
has closed, many, very many go home and
the thought
ever enters their
minds again
the means part)
until at the
when the
through with.
Zion v1rhen I reand
the pitfalls she
to
escape before can be said of
She is
"the joy of the whole earth."
My advice,
would be to those who
have something· to tithe, tithe it! to those
who have nothing to tithe, pay your tithany way, and accept the Lord at his
word; and if my experiences are worth
anything,
your tithing, take care of
and the time will come unthe promise when you can make a
settlement, 'Tis true I have not lived at
the top of the
neither have I rolled
in luxuries nor clothed myself in
and fine linen; but I have had
have striven to inherit a
mind;
whatever
come, theFein to be content. I have ever striven to
the
hand of the Lord ln all
and can
now look back and see many
which
at the time
hard to
indeed but
m
me onward
race for eternal life;
demonstrating the truth that all
work together :for good to them that fear
God and keep his commandments.
your
When? Now.
Your brother,
WNL HAWKINS,

VoRrs, Missouri.

EXPLANATION OF JOHN 3: 23,

"No MAN hath ascended up to heaven but
he that came down from heaven, even the
Son of Man which is in heaven."
In the Herald of August 17th Bro. T,
F. Stafford, in an article headed "He that
is least," says: "I have many times requested a solution of this passage, and am
still waiting. Will some one please tell
us and set the mind at rest?"
interested in the subject myself I
will essay to answer the question. The
term heaven does not always denote the
same place or condition.
Hence the
place of God's habitation is called heaven.
The firmament above us is called heaven.
Sometimes the religious world is called
heaven, as in Revelations I2: 1-4,
etc.
When Christ came he preached the
dom of heaven.
In all these different
usages, however, it will be observed that
the term "heaven" is used to designate the
highest relative condition.
The nlace of God's habitation is called
heaver:because it is the highest condition
that man can conceive, God being soverin authority. The firmament is
heaven because it is the
condition with which mortality is connected, The
world is called heaven
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because its laws are the most elevated
known to man; hence is distinguished
from the political or moral laws by which
man is governed. So when Christ came
preaching that the kingdom of God, or
the kingdom of heaven, was at hand, it
was equivalent to saying that a higher
code of laws were to be established and a
corresponding authority to be recog·nized;
in fact it was a call to "come up higher."
Christ taught this truth very forcibly
when he said, "Among th,ose that are born
of woman there ls not a greater prophet
than John the Baptist; but he that is least
in the kingdom of God is greater than
he."-Luke 7: z8.
John was born under the Mosaic law
and the dispensation of that law was inferior to the law of the kingdom of heaven
which was afterward established. John
taught the same truth when he said, "He
that is from above (Christl is above all:
he that is of the earth [himself] is earthy,
and speaketb of the earth: he that cometh
from heaven is above all."-John 3: 3 L
Some may say, John was not of the
"earth," but was "a man sent of God."
True, but we must remember we are
speaking of the relative authority of the
"bridegroom" and his "friend." John was
commissioned to preach the baptism of
repentance for the remission of sins, testifying that the Christ should baptize with
the Holy Ghost and with fire. He was
not commissioned to administer the baptism of the Spirit. When our bodies are
baptized it is into death, but when we receive the baptism of the Spirit it is into
life, hence John's baptism was for the
burial of the old man of
but the baptism of the Spirit is for a new life unto
righteousness. The former John could
administer, the latter he could not; hence
he said, "A man can receive nothinpc except it be given him from heaven."-John

3: 2 7·

"But," it may be said, "John opened the
door for Christ."
True, but a man may officiate as a servant, as John did, and yet not be allowed
the full privilege of the house.
Christ
went to John to gain entrance into the
"kingdom" because that was the only legal method <Jf entering in, but after Christ
had thus complied with the law. of righteousness he received what John could not
bestow upon him-the birth of the Spirit;
"And Jesus, when he was baptized, went
up straightway out of the water: and, lo,
the heavens were opened unto him, and
he saw the Spirit of God descending like
a dove, and lighting upon him."-Matt.
3: 16. It was this that conferred upon
Christ his power.
There is the difference between Christ
and his followers: they receive the Spirit
by measure, whereas Christ received a
fullness; hence, speaking of the spiritual
gifts, Paul says: "But all these worketh
that one and the self-same Spirit, dividing
to every one severally as he will ••..
For by one Spirit are we all baptized into
one body, whether we be Jews or Gen.
tiles, whether we be bond or free; and
have been all made to drink into one Spirit."-r Cor. u: II, 13. But of Christ,
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John the
says: "For he whom that they might receive it; but the promGod hath sent [Jesus Christ] speaketh the ise was conditional on his going to the
words of God: for God giveth not the Father. Hence he says, "lt is expedient
Spirit
measure unto him."-John 3: 34· far you that I go away; for if I go not
says, "All power is given unto me away, the Comforter will not come unto
heaven and in earth," Matthew 28: 18, you; but if I depart, I will send him unto
and by virtue of this power he commands you."-J ohn r6: 7·
This promise was fulfilled on the day of
his apostles to gn and preach the gospel.
Now for the examination of the passage , Pentecost, and from that time those havalluded to: Christ was explaining the I ing authority laid on hands for the gift of
laws governing the entrance into the the Holy Ghost.
1
Paul speaking of this says: "When he
of God, and he says, "Except a
man be born of water and of the Spirit, ascended up on high, he led captivity caphe can not enter into the kingdom of tive, and gave gifts unto men . . . . And
God."-John 3: 5· King·dom of God and 1 he gave some, apostles; and some, prophof heaven are synonymous, 1 ets; and some, evangelists; and some pashence if a man enters into the kingdom of tors and teachers," etc.-Eph. 4:8, I I ,
God he enters into the kingdom of heav-, showing that in fulfillment of his promise
en; and if he enters into the kingdom of when he ascended to his Father he gave
heaven he is in the highest condition that these gifts to his church for its establishhe can possibly attain to while on the ment and perfection; and showing conhence what should the kingdom be clusively that this authority was necessary,
but "heaven?" It is true, other and that the kingdom of heaven might
terms may be used, even as the kingdom 1 now beattained by those willing to accept
of
is called England, but it is of citizenship therein, being born of the
called Britain and sometimes 1 water and of the Soirit.
Your brother in Christ,
Albion. If the Church is the kingdom of
CHAs. H. PoRTER.
heaven, then it is evident it would be proper to call that kingdom "heaven;" in fact,
SELF-EXAMINATION.
it is its proper name. Hence when Jesus
said to Nicodemus, "No man hath ascend- SoME time ago I examined myself, scribed up to heaven, but he that came down bled it out and sent it to the Herald and it
from heaven, even the Son of Man which appeared in due time. But I found myis in heaven;"-he simply gave him to un- self wanting in believing then, and said
derstand that he, Jesus, occupied a higher the Martyr did receive some revelations
position than any other man; and that the from the adversary about the gathering,
only way by which a man could by any the Nauvoo house, and baptism for the
possibility attain to a standing in that con- dead. But since then I have read and redition was by being born of the water and read the revelation and considered the case
of the Spirit; and that condition he de- for mvself, and now I am a unit that far.
nominated "heaven," declaring that he But (am sorry to say that I am yet wanthimself was at that time in that condition ing on two points; the first is where the
-or in heaven. Christ had "ascended up Lord says in Malachi 3: w, I I : "Bring
to heaven" by receiving the birth ot the ye all the tithes into the storehouse, that
water and of the Spirit. He testified that there may be meat in mine house, and
he came from heaven, saying:
"The prove me now herewith, saith the Lord of
bread of God is he which cometh down hosts, if I will not open you the windows
from heaven, and giveth life unto the of heaven, and pour you out a blessing,
world . . . . I am the bread of life."- that there shall not be room enough to re.J ohn 6: 33, 35· He was obedient to his ceive it. And I will rebuke the devourer
Father in all things, hence he could say, for your sakes, and he shall not destroy
"Even the Son of Man which is in heav- the fruits of your ground; neither shall
en,,''
your vine cast her fruit before the time in
It may seem strange to some that Christ the field, saith the Lord of hosts." '
should speak of himself as the only one
Now these are great promises!
But
who had attained to that condition, but we poor me, I am lacking in confidence to
must remember that Christ was the only take Hm at his word! And why? He
one who had at that time received the is not a man, to lie; nor the son of man to
baptism of the Spirit, therefore it was an repent; and why should I lack confidence
absolute truth that no other man had vet in his word? If I lack confidence in his
ascended to that condition. It is true the temporal blessings which are now, how
twelve and the seventies were sent forth, can I have faith in his promise of eternal
but they 'received their commission from life.
Christ direct, and not by virtue of the
Reader, if you want riches, try now;
birth of the Spirit, and Christ's language here is a chance. And now it puzzles me
admits of no cavil when he says, "no man to know how I can be a child of God and
hath ascended up to heaven;" nor does it not believe his promises!
it when he says, "except a man be born of
The next point is in the Doctrine and
water and of the Spirit he can not enter Covenants, in the Word of Wisdom,
into th~ kingdom of heaven." All that where it speaks of strong drink and says
they were permitted to preach was repent- that t~bacco is not good for man. Now
ance, saying, "the kingdom of heaven is at as long as I use it I say that it is good for
hand"" It was not yet established for the me, for a man's actions speak louder than
Spirit had not yet been given, except to his mouth. When I am not a unit here,
Jesus but Jesus promised his disciples the adversary will say, It is all temporal
that
would pray the Father for them things; you can not lose your soul for

I

I

I
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temporal things' sake. 0, there is room
for doubt here! Reader, if you have a
boy, and that boy thinks he is better qualified to know things than you and disputes your word, is it not full time to call
him to repentance for his unbelief? Now
if I can not believe my heavenly Father
about temporal things, how can I believe
him on spiritual and heavenly things?
Will not my unbelief shut me out of the
heavenly mansion!
Now I am in unity with the church except these two points, and it is written,
"Whosoever keepeth the whole law, but
faileth in one point, he is guilty of the
whole." But where am I? My conscience whispers, "outside!"
Reader, it seems to me that I was born
before the due time-before I got to believe all things as I should, and before I
became as a little child, I was baptized
and made a member of the church.
I
would to God that all the elders would
take a lesson here, and not hurry the applicants to be baptized until they believe
all things first that is required of them.
Brethren, on these two points, what are
you going to do about it? For my part, I
am going to fight and conquer. The
world and the flesh I have conquered, and
now but two enemies remain, the devil
and self. Now, half-wav will not answer
my purpose. :;: determine to be a unit,
not in one or two things, but in all things,
temporal and spirituaL
loAN MuNRY.

THE "SEALED BOOK."-No. XV.
BY ELDER R. M; ELVIN.
ZAYI.

OF the ruins of Zayi he says: "The range
of buildings on the second terrace was two
hundred and twenty feet in length and
sixty feet in depth, and had four doorways
on each side of the grand staircase. Those
on the left which are all that remain, have
two columns in each doorway, each column being six feet six inches high, roughly made, with square capitals, like Doric,
but wanting the grandeur pertaining to all
known remains of this ancient order. The
platform of this terrace is thirty feet in
front, and twenty-five in the rear.
The
building is one hundred and fifty feet in
length by eighteen feet deep, and has seven doorways entering into as many apartments."-lbid, vol. 2, p. 18-zr.
LABNA.

Of the ruins of Labna he says: "The
plate opposite represents a pyramidal
mound, holding aloft the most curious and
extraordinary structure we had seen in the
country. A narrow platform forms the
top of the mound. The building faces th~t
south, and when entire measured fortythree feet in front and twenty feet in depth.
It had three doorways, of which one, with
eight feet of the whole structure, has fallen, and is now in ruins. The center doorway opens into two chambers, each twenty feet long and six feet wide. Above the
cornice of the buildi og rises a gigantic perpendicular wall to the height of thirty feet,
once ornamented from top to bottom, and

from one side to the
figures and other designs
stucco, :J.ow
broken and in fragments, but still
ing a curious and extramdinary
ance, such as the art of no other
er produced. Along the
on the wall, was a row of
underneath were two lines of
ures in alto relievo (of
arms and legs alone
of which so far as it
showed considerable proficiency in th::tt
most difficult department of the art of design. Over the center
constitute·
ing the principal ornament
the
was a colossal figure seated, of which
a large tippet and girdle, and some other
detached portions, have been
The figures and ornaments on this wall
were painted; the remains of
colors
are still visible, defying the
of the
elements. If a solitary traveler from the
old world could by some
accident
have visited this aboriginal city while it
was
perfect, his account would have
seemed more fanciful than any in eastern
story, and been considered a subject for
Arabian Knights' entertainments. At the
distance of a few hundred feet from this
structure, in sight at the same time as vve
approached it, is an arched
remarkable for its beauty of
and
grace of ornament."
PECULIAR

ORNAMENTATION,

"This is a proper caption for the
tion of the ruins at Chicken.
says: "Over these stand out in a line six
bold projecting curved ornaments, like that
presented from the House of the Governor at Uxmal, resembling an
trunk, and the upper center space over the
doorway is an irregular circular
in
which portions of a seated figure
a
head-dress of feathers, still remain. The
rest of the ornaments are of that dlstinctive
stamp, characteristic of the ancient American cities, and unlike the designs of
other people, with which the reader
now be familiar. A
staircase,
six feet wide, the
we saw in
country, rises to the top. On one side of
the staircase a huge breach
or thirty feet deep has been made by
etor, for the purpose of getting
ing stone, which discloses only
sonry. The grand staircase is
feet high, and has thirty-nine
On
the top of the structure stands a range of
buildings, with a
of fourteen feet
in front extending all around.
The circumference of this building is six hundred
and thirty-eight feet, and its height when
entire, was sixty-five feet. It is one hundred and four feet
and
feet
wide, and the broad
though overgrown
high, formed a noble
manding a magnificent
surrounding country.
staircase are five doorways.
ments between the
combinations of ornaments unusual taste
and elegance, both in arrangements and
design. The two extreme
into chambers, in each of which are

long recesses in the back
from the floor to the ceiling,
from the remains still visible, were once
ornamented with
All the walls
had been
now

ures
heads adorned
and the hands
~~

~~

much more would an attempt to describe
the
interest of walking along the
of this gigantic and
"-Ibid, p. 293-6.
CAMINO REAL.

says of the same
among these
come out upon
camino
enter an open
extraordinary edifice represented in
plate opposite, which on first
the
field of
we rode in on
to
examine it.
It consists of two immense
parallel walls, each two hundred and seventy-four feet
thirty feet
and
one hundred and twentv feet
One
hundred feet from the northern
facing the open
between
stands on an
feet
with the
the rubbish, the
elaborately ornamented
the whole. interior wall being exposed to
view, covered from the floor to the
of the arch with

TULOOM.

Of the ruins of Tuloom he says: "The
was made memorable by the unthat this forest buried
wa~ encompassed by a wall, which
resisted all the elements of destruction
at work upon it, and was still erect and in
good
The character of this
could not be mistaken.
It
in the strictest sense a city
that we had seen that could be •u~""""''u
as such beyond all question, and gave color to the many stories we had heard of
walls, inducing us to believe that many of
the vestiges we had seen were parts of continual lines of enclosures. The
represents the
of this wall as taken
from the sea.
forms a
abutting on the sea, the
cliff forming a sea wall
feet in length.
The wall is of rude con··
struction, and composed of rough, flat
stones, laid
each other without mortar or
of any
and it varies
from eight to thirteen feet in thickness.
The south side has two gateways, each
about five feet wide. At the distance of
and
feet the wall turns
and
the
sea.
a commanding
cending- a few
in the
twelve feet square and
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The interior is
and against
wall is a small
at which the
might offer up
for the preservation of the
no guard sits in
the watch tower now.
The west
line
with the sea has a single gateway, at the angle is another watch-tower
like that before presented, and the wall
then runs straight to the sea. The whole
circuit is two thousand
hundred
and the reader may form some idea of its
state of preservation from the fact that, extoward the abutments on the sea, we
measured the whole
the top of
wall. The
encloses
rectangular area,
as appears in the
the Castillo occupies the princentral
"-Ibid p. 394-8.
have read this account as
Stephens, let me
that you turn back and
Mosiah said in relation to the wicked
Noah, building "watch-.towers,"
and "cities." Unbelievers in the
of Mormon may well express astonishment at the revelations of the confirmation of an
civilization of America,
but let those
have faith in the history
and inspiration of the
be
and
diligent in gathering and
classiall evidence in
truth.
AKE.

of these ruins: "The
a great mound
full sight from the door of
and called El
or the
on the south side
one hundred and

RUINS IN HONDURAS.

Bancroft speaking of
in Honduras,
eastern half chiefly, but
over the whole surface of this
is the most extensive
works in the whole
only one of which we have a description
at all in detail. As in the other
of this
of the
the
for
are
in groups
according to some
; they vary in
size from twenty to
feet in height,
from two to four stages. The
turnuli are from
to

one hundred feet long, and of proportionate width and altitude, with in rn~,ny cases
of
in the center of the side
the west."-N ative Races, vol. 4,
ARTIFICIAL PONDS

I
I

AND PAVED ROADS,

The
of which indicate the high
state of civilization attained by the ancient
of this continent, of which the auas follows: "At Palenque
of a well-built aqueduct; and
especially in Yucatan, are
found the remains of many
or artificial lakes.
of these lakes were made of
stones laid in cement, several layers
In Yucatan traces of a very ancient
road have been found. This road
ran north and
and probly led to
cities in the
now covered bv the
wilderness. It was raised t<bove the
level of the ground, and made very
smooth. These antiquities show that this
section of the continent was anciently oca people admirably skilled in
the arts
masonry, bmlding, and architectural decoration. Some of their works
can not be excelled by the best of our constructors and decorators."-An. Am., p.
IOL
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and the intertices wese filled in with clay
of red and brown color, of a different
character of any in the neighborhood.
The stones were many layers deep, and he
did not go down to the bottom, least by
some accident the foundation should be
injured, and the fault imputed to him.
Near the center in places which he indlcated as we road along the bank, he discovered four ancient wells. These were five
feet in diameter, faced with smooth stone
not covered with cement, eight yards deep,
and at the time of the discovery were filled
with mud. And, besides these, he found
along the margin upwards of four hundred casimbas, or pits, being holes into which
the water filtered, and which with the
wells, were intended to furnish a supply
when the aguada should be dry. Hundreds are now perhaps buried in the
woods, which once furnished this element
of life to the teeming population of Yucatan."-Incidents of Travel in Yucatan,
vol. 2, p. 208.
JALAL'S POND.

Speaking of an artificial pond near the
rancho of J alai, Stephens says: "When
we first carne down upon its hanks it presented one of the most beautifully picturesque scenes we met with in the country.
It was completely enclosed by a forest,
and had large trees growing around the
banks, and overhanging the water. The
surface was covered with water weeds
like a carpet of vivid green, and the aguada had a much higher interest than any
derived from mere beauty. According to
the accounts we had received at the rancho,
ten years before it was dry, and the bottom
covered with mud several feet deep. The
Indians were in the habit of digging pits
in it for the purpose of collecting the water which filtered through, and in some of
these excavations they struck upon an ancient well, which, on clearing it away, wao:
found to be ot singular form and construc·tion. It had a square platform at the top,
and beneath 1/V as a round well faced with
smooth stones, from twenty to thirty-five
feet deep. Below this was another squre
platform, and under the latter another well
of less diameter, and about the same depth.
The discovery of this well induced farther
excavations, which, as the whole country
was interested in the matter, were prosecnted until upward of forty wells were
discovered, differing in their character and
construction, and some idea of which may
be formed by the engraving which follows.
These were all cleared out and the whole
aguada repaired, since which it furnishes a
supply during the greater part of the dry
season, and when this fails the wells appear, and continue the supply until the
rains come again."-Ibid, p. 224-8.

Here is what Stephens has to say upon
the same subject: ''These aguadas had
become to us interesting object§ of consideration. Ever since our arrival in the
we had been told the they were
and, like the ruined cities we
were the works of the anAt first we had considaccounts unreliable, and so
the marvelous that. we
thern; but as we advanced they assumed a more definite character. We were now in a region. where
the
were entirely dependent upon
the
: and considered them the
works of the antiguos; and we obtained at
what we had long· sought for, cerand definite (nformation,
would not admit of question or
doubt. Failing in his attempt to procure
water from the well, before referred to,
in the
in 1835, Senor Frego turned
his attention to this aguada. He believed
e1at it had. been used bv the ancients as a
and took ad~antage of the dry
season to make an examination, which sati~died him that his supposition was correct.
For many
it had been abandoned,
and it was
covered three or four feet
with mud. At first he was afraid to
with much vigor the work of
out, for the prejudices of the
were against it, and they feared
disturbing- the aguada, the scanty
they furnished might be cut off.
THREE AGUADAS.
he
permission from the
by great exertions secured
Describing another trip in Yucatan he
of all the ranchos and ha- says: "At half past nine we reached a
leagues around, and at length large aguada, the banks of which were so
them all in the task, at one muddy that it was impossible to get down
had at work fifteen hundred Indi- to it to drink. A league beyond we reachwith eight superintendents (major ed another surrounded by fine shade trees,
On clearing out the mud, he with a few ducks floating upon its surface.
found an artificial bottom of large flat •.
At one oclock we came to anothsi:ones. These were laid upon each other er aguada."-Ibic!, p. 234-5.
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SACBEY ROADWAY.
While speaking of the mins of Sacbey,
Stephens says: "A short distance beyond
is one of the most interesting monuments
of antiquity in Yucatan. It is a broken
platform or roadway ot stone, about eight
feet wide and eight or ten inches high,
crossing the road, and running off into the
woods on both sides. I have before referred to it as called bv the Indians Sacbey,
which means, in the Maya language, a
paved way of pure white stone. The Indians say it . traverses the country from
Kabah to Uxmal; t~nd that on it couriers
traveled, bearing letters to and from the
lords of those cities, written on leaves or
the bark of trees."-Ibid, p. 122.
CALZADA.
In rdation to this paved road Priest
says: "From this edifice there is a calzada,
or paved road, of ten or twelve yards in
width, running to the southeast to a limit
that has not been discovered with certainty,
but some aver that it goes in the direction
of Chicken Itza."-American Antiquities,

.

P· 341.

THE LAVA ROAD.
More wonderful than all is the account
furnished by Bancroft: "Father Acuna,
an enthusiastic antiquary of the Rich
Coast, living at Pariso, near Cartago, reports an ancient road, which he believes
to have originally connected Cartago with
the port of Martina, and to have formed
part of a grand aboriginal system of highways from the Nicaraguan frontier to the
Isthmus, with branches to various points
along the Atlantic coast. The road is described as thirty-six feet wide, paved with
rounded blocks of lava, and guarded at the
sides with sloaping walls three feet in
bight. Where the line of the road crossed
deep ravines, bridges were not employed,
but in their stead the ascent and descent
were eflecte,i by means of massy steps cut
in the rocky sides."-N ative Races, vol. 4,

P· 2 4·

To avoid the redundance or sameness of
evidence, I now invite the reader to colilsider the proof in favor of the Book of
Mormon, in the
METALS, SCULPTURE, POTTERY, ETC,
"ln South America we have only the
most distinct accounts of Peru. And although the government of the Incas possessed no regular city but Cuzco, many
interesting specimehs .have been exhumed
from the Guaces, or mounds, with which
they covered the dead. 'Among these,'
says Dr. Reese, 'are mirrors of various dimensions of hard, shining stones, highly
polished; vessels of earthernware of different forms; hatchets and other instru·
ments; some destined for war and others
for labor. Some were of flint, some of
copper, hardened by an unknown process,
to such a degree as to supply the place of
iron."'-Mayer's Mexico, p. 227.
I do not concede by the abov-: that iron
did not exist or was unknown Ly the ancient people.
GOLD.
In speaking of antiquities of Costa0
Rica, Mr. Bancroft says: "Mr. Boyle

makes the general statement that
naments and idols are -..v,,~ •.•,u
that the ancient mines which
precious metal are often seen
prospectors. Dr. Merritt also
specimens of gold, both
wrought, from the mines of
at a meeting of the American
cal Society, in February, r86z,
Races, vol. 4, p. 23.
OBSIDIAN,
The same author in speaking of th!' antiquities of Mexico, says: "At the Cerro
de las Navajas, near Monte
about
midway between Real del
and Tulancingo, are the mines or quarries from
which the natives of Anahuac are believed
to have obtained the large
of
obsidian used by them in the manufactm·e
of their implements and weapons. At
Atotonilco el Grande south of
Mr. Burkart found pieces of obsidian
many sided pyramidal form, from which
knives had apparently been split off by the
natives in ancient times. The art of working intractable material has been
ly lost in modern times."-Ibid, p. 544-5·
(To be continued.)

LEGENDS OF SANDWICH ISLANDS

J. B. HERZOG, who has been in
during the past week on a visit to
from his home in the Hawaiian
tells most interesting stories
the habi1·s
and customs of the subjects of
Kalakaua.
Mr. Herzog has lived in Hawaii since
1873, and was a witness to the scenes
when King Lunalilo died and the Kameharned dynasty, which has
the
throne more than Ioo years, came to an
end. Nearly all of the current literature
on the subject of Hawaii and the inhabitants of the islands deals with these
of the life of the country which may be
seen in Honolulu.
"These are the least interesting of the
manv curious scehes of Hawaiian
"
said 'Mr. Herzog. "The city-bred
are so much in contact with the
who practically control the
that many of their peculiarities as
nes of this group of islands in the
Pacific ocean are wanting.
"It is only in the wild, mountainous districts that the dark-skinned natives can be
found in almost in the same conJition 3S
their ancesters were when Jean Gaetano
landed there in I755· Although most of
the vessels that ply in the Pacific ocean
touch more or less frequently at
the natives on the other islands, and even
in the interior of Hawaii, knew hut litt1e
of the white man and learned but little of
his ways, his civilization, or his religion"
They retain to a great extent the strange
mixture or idolatry and monotheism which
prevailed among them for 8oo
to the landing of Capt. Cook
rather up to the time when King
declared himself an atheist and decreed the
\
destruction of every temple and idol in the
I
kingdom.

I

"The native tradition of the early religion of the islands show some strange combinations of the beliefs of many nations
with which it seems almost impossible that
the Hawaiians could have been in communication. They have, almost without
a detail missing, the Mosaic or Jewish account of the genesis of the world and the
human race.
have the
of the
creation, the fall
man, the deception of
the first human pair by a revolted
the deluge, and the repopulation of
earth.
"Besides this they had an idea of God
that corresponds almost precisely to the
Christian trinity.
was the
Triune God, and was composed of 'Kane,'
the originator, •Ku,' the architect, and 'Lono,' the executor of the will of the trinity.
The first man was Kumuhonua, and the
first woman Keola-Kuhonua. Kumuhonua was made of red clay except the head,
which was of white clay mingled with the
spittle of Kane. The woman was made
from a rib taken from Kumuhonua. They
were placed in a garden in which were
three rivers, 'the waters of life,' the sacred
bread-fruit tree a.nd the sacred apple tree.
The water of the rivers had the power of
restoring the dead to life.
'' K.analoa was the wicked principal, and
in the form of a lizard he tempted the first
man and woman, who were driven from
paradise Paliuli .. Nuu was the Hawaiian
Noah. The story of the wanderings of
Abraham is also preserved.
"The origin of the twelve tribes, the
adventures of Joseph, and all the salient
points of Jewish history are portions ofthe
Hawaiian traditions. Years ago
practiced circumcision, and in some places
the rite is yet observed.
"The Jewish belief, so far as practiced,
gave away later to idolatry and mythology
very similar, at one period, to the later
Grecian pantheism, and subsequently more
akin to the Egyptian system.
"The deification of the manifestations of
the forces of nature followed, and the
spirit of evil became incarnate in Pele, the
awful, dreadful goddess of the volcanoes,
and temples to her honor were erected all
over the islands. The people possessed a
very fertile imagination and the wildest
pantheism obtained among them.
The
power of the many orders of priesthood
was so greately increased that they ruled
the land tyrannically and without judgment. Heua, one of the ancient kings,
rebelled and slew his high prist, but was
punished with madness.
"Pele, the volcano goddess and here
five brothers and three sisters, each representing a volcano, was the most fearful
of all the malignant dieties with which the
imagination of the people had cursed them,
To this goddess, who, in her anger, pour-·
ed out bot ashes and boiling lava from her
residence in the perturbed crater of the
volcano over the unfortunate people,
offered continuar prayer and sacrifices,
Sometimes the sacrifice was a handsome
young man, for the goddess was very partial to this kind of a burnt offering.
"It was the legend that oftentimes a
beautiful young woman would make her
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appearance in a village and pay court to
some noble youth and the pair would
mysteriow;;ly disappear. This was Pele,
and she would carry the young man with
her to the fearful caldron of fire which
was her home.
"When she manifested sig-ns of anger
it was not uncommon for the terror-stricken populace to endeavor to appease her by
casting into the volcano's
crater some
youth selected for the
by lot.
"The people have the same beliefs yet,
and the same sacrifices are
to Pele
now as then, only in a less
manner.
"How do
manage to appease Pele
now? Her temples are destroyed and her
priesthood is no more," asked Mr. Herzog
of an old man who muttered a prayer as
he saw a column of smoke ascend from the
crater of Kilanea.
"After a
questioning look of mingled distrust
fear, with yet some confidence in his interrogator, as if to say 'Do
you wish to know the truth?' the old chief
: 'The
are still made.'
r88z the volcano of Mauna Loa
hroak out into a more than usual violent
eruption.
The poisonous ashes thrown
high in the air covered the entire surroundcountry, and a broad stream of lava
coursed down the mountsin side till it came
within a mile or two of the bay of Hilo,
and it seemed almost certain that the town
would be wiped from the face of the earth
by the awful burning flood. An aged
cbieftainess, Ruth, one of the royal line of
the
heard of the impending
danger and said:
will save Hilo; Pele
will not refuse to hearken to the prayer
of a Kamehameha.'
"The old priestess and a large attendance took a steamer from Honolulu,
where she was living, and proceeded to
which by this time was only a short
distance from the slowly
stream
of lava. She ordered an altar
Pele to
he erected back of the village and on the
very
of the molten torrent. Here
she
and made her
to the
volcano goddess, at the same time casting
offerings of
and fowls into the boiling
lava. She assured the
that all
to Ronlava stopped,
and now stands
a wall around Hilo.
of this miracle caused a
return of the
to their
gods.
"Christianity has made but little progress in the islands. The natives recognize
in the teachings of the Bible so many of
the traditions which have come down to
them from their
that thev consider Christianity a
of imitation of
their own, both being
as they befrom a common source.
and idolatry and sysanimal s:nd
which
on the original theories of the
still maintains among many of
the islanders, but more in
than in
The main
native
population seem to have
all desire :for
religion, either new or old, and have sunk
into a sort of stupor. There are only

about .so,ooo natives on the islands, and
are being forced to the wall in every
the more aggressive foreigners.
country is very rich in legendary
and almost every myth of ancient
Europe, from the story of Helen
and Paris to the labors of Hercules, find a
in the ancient stories of the islThe story of Laieikawai sounds
identical with the early life of
only Laieikawi was a girl. Almost
the same incidents-such as the sign in the
the worship of the wise men, the
in a cavern, the decree of slaughter
the king, the flight into a strange counplace in the life of this girl. In
end she triumphs over all her enemies and is worshiped as a deity.
"The ancient Hawaiians seem to have
on to some of the doctrines now
by the occultists and theosoThey believed in the 'projection
the astral double,' or in the ability of
the pious devotee to leave his body at will,
and with his disembodied spirit to go
whither he chose."

KENTUCKY.
Conference convened Saturday, August r7th
and r8th, at F. M. Snow's, near S• ubblefield,
Graves county, Kentucky, and P. B. Seaton was
cailed to the chair, J. \V. Pritchard clerk protem.
Reports: Eagle Creek 28, r removed; Farmington 29; Foundry Hill r9; Haily Creek not reported. Elders W. H. Griffin, P. B. Seaton (baptized 2) and Priest W. D. Clark reported. Bishop's agent's report: received $z8 so, paid out
$zr.55, balance $6 50. Preaching during conference by P. B. Seaton, W. H. Griffin and J. H~
Adair. Apjourned to meet at call of the president.

THE GENERAL ANNUAL
REUNION.
Arrangements are being made on an ample
scale, to render this meeting the very best of its
kind ever held in the church.
Prospects indicate that the attendance will be
the largest ever had, and that the comfort and
convenience of all in attendance will be made
comparatively complete.
The Reunion grounds are being put into good
shape, also all the roads leading to them; water
and fuel of good quality will be had in abundance, and food supplies will be kept in good sup·
at cheap rates.
grounds are located on a gentle declivity,
surrounded on all quarters by high ridges, and
are bountifully supplied with shade and by elm,
Enden, hickory, oak, walnut, other trees; and
running near at hand is a spring brook, furnishwater for baptismal purposes and for teams.
camp will be ten miles north of the city of
"I<!Hssouri Valley, and may be reached from there
by carraige, over good roads, at about fifty cents
per passenger; and it may be reached also by
carriage from Mondamin, a town five miles west,
for twenty-five cents per passenger.
Commodious boarding accommodations will
be furnished at twenty· five cents or less per meal;
and no effort will be spared by tht Reunion committee to see that the wants of the visitors are
supplied promptly, at cheap rates, and in a courteous manner.
A general invitation is hereby given to all to
come up to this yearly assembly to seek and
serye God; and such of the ministry of the
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church as can find it practicable to come and assist in the services are specially requested to attend and aid as they can.
It is hoped the First Presidency, the Bishopric,
and as many of the Twelve and other missionaries as can come will be in attendance.
The committee on arrangements earnestly re·
quest the prayers of all the church that the Lord
may bless and direct the efforts being made to
render this meeting successful, and give abundant increase in grace and gifts, in goodly influence and numbers, and do wondrously in the
lifting up of Zion and in the salvation of souls.
By order of the Committee.
CONFERENCE NOTICES
The quarterly conference of the Northern
Kansas district will convene at Fanning, Doniphan county, Kansas, twenty miles north of
Atchison, on Saturday (ro a. m.) and Sunday,
September 7th and 8th. We earnestly request
that all the elders will co·opearte with us in ob··
serving the law-D. &C. 17: 13. Shall we not,
brethren, try for once to have a full representation. Let all that can, come; and those that can
not, please report by letter.
E. C. BRAND.
Conference of the Western Maine district will
convene with the Brooksville braDch, September
28th, at two o'clock p.m. The time is postponed
from September Ist, as published in the minutes
of our last conference. Remember the 28th.
We hope all will attend.
WM. G. PERT, Dis!. Pres.
District conference will be held at the little
town of Meadow Grove, Madison county, Nebraska, commencing!Saturday, September 14th, at
one o'clock p. m., and wi!l continue over Sunday,
the rsth. Those coming by railroad can enquire
for C. N. Hutchins at this place. The meeting
will be held in the grove if the weather is suitable. Come Saints; bring the Sptrit of the gospel with you and let us have a good time.
C. N. HUTCHINS,
Priest of Deer Creek Branch.
By request of District President.
The Eastern Maine district conference will be
held at Jones port, Maine, O<,:tober 5th.
S. 0. Foss, Dist. Pres.
DIED.
BRABY.-Sr. Maria Braby was born February roth, r84r, and was baptized into the church
by Bro. John F. Adams at Buffalo Prairie, Illinois. She was married to Elder George Braby,
January Ist, 1867. Sbe was the mother of three
children, one of which died in infancy, and one,
a daughter, died four days later than her mother.
She was sick at the time of her mother's death
and bein&: a child fondly attached to her only
parent, the shock was too much for her frail body
to endure. She was a lovable child and was almost idolized by her mother, who said before she
died that she was willing to die if she could only
take Perly with her. Her prayer was granted.
She was a true and noble woman; one of those
whose mind and heart was ever given to exalted
thought and tender sympathy. Pure and g-entle,
gifted in conversation, no one could converse
with her without feeling the influence of the
wisdom and purity of her mind. During the
many years she belonged to the church she
has kept the faith, rearing her children in the
fear and admonition of the Lord. One daughter,
a lovely, gentle girl of seventeen, survives her.
May God bless her with strength to bear the fiery
trial through which she is called to pass. Sr.
Bra.by wrote a number of excellent articles for
nublication; the name of "Mormonia" will not
soon be forgotten by the Saints.
She passed the shade of death's dark portal,
Mingling with the throng that's blessed,
Where no harm can ere befall her,
Where she'll find a perfect rest.

She died at West Plains, Missouri. Services
conducted by Bro. Bootman.
BRABY.-Sr. Pearl L. Braby was born September 22d, 1875; baptized February IIth, r889,
by Bro. Mark. H. Forscutt, and confirmed by
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Ern. Forscutt and Banta. She died August 5th,
r889, at West Plains, Missouri. Services conducted by Bro. Boatman.
McKIERNAN.-- Bertha, daughter of Elder
James and Sr. Hattie McKiernan, died August
r6th, r889, of diphtheria. The deceased was born
at Farmington, Van Buren county, Iowa, December 13th, 1876, twelve years ago. Bertha professed
faith in Christ, and on November zd, r887, according to her· Lord's command she was baptized. She was a great sufferer. Her sickness
was borne with a calm resignation to the divine
will. Her death was triumphant through faith
in Him who conquered death.
There is bliss in the thought that though the tie is now
broken
·
That once firmly encircled the family band,
The example she left us remains as" token
While her Bpirit is resting in that beautiful lam<.
Each word and each look, can we ever forget them,
Or cease to remember the tones of her voice?
Ah~ no: they were gems, and affection bas set them
Where their lustre w1ll yet bid our sad hearts rejoice.
Theu why should we weep for the spirit that's free,
Or regret that the tie has been riven,
Since Jeeus so sweetly smd: HCome unto me;
For of snch is the kingdom of heaven,"

McKrERNAN.-Lucretia, daughter of Elder
James and Sr. Hattie McKiernan, born at Farmington, Iowa, August rst, r884, died August 17th,
r889, aged 5 years and 17 days. The many
friends of the bereaved parents sympathize with
them in this their time of great sorrow. May
the blessed thought that their little ones are
"Safe in the armsofJesus; safe from the world's
temptations,'' greatly comfort their hearts and
cause them to feel that though they have lost
their treasures heaven has gained them as jewels.
How fast the little ones are going and how fast
heaven is filling up with them. Jesus is still
saying in his gracious word "For of such is the
kingdom of heaven." He when upon earth took
little children up in his arms and now in the
paradise of God bids them welcome and tenderly
and lovingly cares for them as a "Good shepherd
carrying the lambs in his bosom." It was sad to
see the two dear ones taken from the home at
the same time, May the God of all grace be unto this afflicted familv as One who comforteth
the mourners! The funeral services were conducted by Rev. J. F. Jenkins, after which theremains were interred in the Croton cemeterv.
J. F.J.
ONLY LENT.
[From an unknown friend.]
How we watched those bnds of promise
Growing on the parent e.ten1, ·
As each petal was unfolding,
Choicest fragrance from it came.
Nature gives no bnghter flowers
Than those human blossoms rare;
All who knew the gentle Bertha
Mourn the loss of one so fair.
Pure and true she dwelt among ns,
Young in years with, mind matured;
Eldest daughter, loving sister,
Of her peace we feel assnred.
Dearest father, loving mother,
Jesus calls me, I must go,
And, oh, could yon hear the parting?
I wonld take dear Lnlu, too,
All the others there are waiting
By the loving Savior's side;
He will take our hands, dear mother,
As we cross the mystic tide.
Oh, my faith is strong that Jems
Will my dear ones bri.ng to me,
Father, mother and dear brother;
For I can not stay with thee.

ELLIOTT.-William Elisha Elliott died July
18th, r889, He was the son of Mr. Joel and Sr,
Mary E. Elliott of Gilmore City, Iowa. He was 5
months and 14 days old.
"Dearest Willie, thon hast left us
'B'or the realms above the skies;
Holy angels, they have borne thee
To the bliss of paradise.''

BoYn.-Bro. James A. Boyd died of consump·
tion at his home, Fulton, Kentucky, August r6th
r889. He was born in Newberry county, South
Carolina, September r8tt, r8zr, and was baptized
by G. S. Hyde, November 6th, r8Sr, at Farmington, Graves county, Kentucky. He lived a consistent member and died strong in the faith. He
was administered to by Bro. Peter B. Seaton, and
he then offered prayer in behalf of his family
and said he was willing to die, and that he did
not fear death. Bro. Boyd was a member of the
Odd Fellows and Masonic fraternities, and their
procession and funeral services will be attended

to the fourth Sunday in October. Bro.
Gillen was his choice to preach the
rnon. It is a glorious thing to live in a
we may say as did the brother, "I am not
to die."
ADDRESSES.
W, H. Kelley. Kirtland, Lake Co., Ohio.
Isaac N. Roberte, Springdale, Arkansas.

FIVE HARVEST EXCURSIONS.
The Burlington RoUte, C. R & Q. R.
sell from principal stations on its lines, on
days, August 6th and 2oth, September roth and
24th, and October 8th, Harvest Excursion Tickets at Half rates to points in the
Regions of the 'West, Southwest and
For tickets and further information
these excursions call on your nearest C. B. &
ticket agent, or address P. S. EusTIS,
Pass, and Ticket Agent, Chicago, Ill. to A.).
BURLINGTON ROUTE.
A. R. EXCQRSION.-ONE FARE FOR THE
ROUND TRIP.
From August 21st to 28th, r889, inclusive, the
C. B. & Q. R. R. will sell at half rates, or one
fare for the round trip, tickets to Milwaukee and
return from all points on its lines, on account of
the National G. A. R. Encampment at Milwaukee.
These C. B. & Q. excursion tickets will be good to
return August 27th to September 5th, inclusive;
but by special arrangement, an extensi<;m to
tember 3oth may be obtained by applying,
to September 3d, to the agent at Milwaukee
ing the matter in charge. Between Chicago and
Milwaukee the tickets will be good for passage in
either direction via the Goodrich Line of Steam
ers, the C. M. & St. P. Ry., or the C. & N. W.
Ry. Tickets and further information can be ob·
tained of C. B. & Q. ticket agents, or
address"
ing P. S. EusTis, Gen'l. Pass. and
Agent
G.

~ic~.

~~·

rfHE young Ladies of the·
branch
of the Church of Jesus
of Latter Day
~aints have organized as the Hawthorn Society,
.m order to secure a fund for the purchase of a

PIPE ORGAN FOR THE NEW CHURCH
Edifice when completed.

will hold a

BAZAR
Some time this fall, and solicit aid from the Saints
at large, in money, material, or useful, ornamental and fancy articles of every variety, to be sent
before October sth, r889.
Will the President of each Branch consider
this as addressed personally to himself, and read
the notice before the branch as often as necessary to keep the matter before the people.
Address: MRs. JENNIE R NEWTON,
Box 578, Independence, Mo.
II

rhe Jews In and Out
THE PATRIOT

For September 19, will contain the above article, written
for it by special contract, by Rev, Dr. P. de Sola Mende"
of New York City, a leading American Jew, and editor of
''American Hebrew." It will also contain "Journalism
of Decatur county,,, "Scientific Investigation~, and HA.fter-reqnisites to College-building in Lamoni~, all prepar<?d
especially for ttscolnmnR. Price 5cts in moneyorstaxnpe
Address, LAiVIBER1' BROTHERS,
LATh'IONI, DECATUR Co. Iowa.
1

A CHRONOLOGICAL CATECHISM;

Or, Key to the Chronology of the Bible.
BY A. J. MAPES.
Llmp Cloth, 103 pages, price 35 cts. For sale by
Bro. H. R. MILLS, Independence Mo.

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,

REAL

ESTATE

AGENTS

West Lexington Street,
INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI.

Next to Warnky's Gallery.

235 Acres,
HIR'rEEN miles east of Lamoni and one half mile
north of Pleasanton. One hnndred acres in timber,
Pasture set in blne grass, balance in meadow and plow
land. New 7 room Cottage with 3 porches, 2 pan tries
and fine rock cellar Sm2ll orchard, ont houses, granary,
and large barn 42x 62 with basement the entire length of
1t, and shingled sheds on the east side and south end.
Two cemented cisterns, 4 wells and 3 ponds, with abundance of water for stoc.k. LIBERAL TERMS. Address

T

17aug

WILLIAM ANDERSON,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

Far11n foil' Sale.
A good farm for sale of 40 acres, good rich soil, all well
fenced, 2 good wells, large pond for stock, old orchard
bearing gc,od, 300 young trees of choicest fruits, new
lumber stable and cowshed all shingled, buggy shed,
new granary all painted, good rock milk house, other
ant-houses. A good 6 roomed cottage, parched, papered,
and painted outside and inside, close to 4 towns, also ori
4 mam roads, 2 good groves of maple trees each side of
t.he cottage, Will be sold cheap, rather than rent. A big
bargain for some one. Farm a few miles from Lamar t the
county seat of Barton county.
EBENEZER MILLER, Senior,
ScAMMONVII,LE, Cherokee county, Kansas,
-----·-------------D. l!'. NrcnoLsoN, Cashier.

RoBER'f WINNING, Pres't,

Ample Bespon!!libil!Uy.
Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits, Real Estate
bought and sold.

---------·

AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
--)BY THE(--

Board. of Publication of the Remganized Church,
at their Publishing Honse in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., lOW A,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
d"" We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
Turkey Snperior, gilt edge ................. , .3 5~
Turkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge .••.•.... 3 15
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ..•.....••••.••.••. 3 75
Roxburg Turkey, with cla:p, gilt edge ••••••••• 4 00
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges .•••.. l
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•..••••.•.•••. 2
Morocco, gilt edges ...................... , •. 2
New Testament, Inspired ..• , .. , ....... , ... ,.

50
00
50
75

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ............. , ...•••••• l 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••...••. , .•.• , .1 50
THE SAINTS' HARMONY,
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)

Leather back and Muslin sides ..•..•...•.... 2 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
WELSH HYMN BOOK.
Full leather, marbled edges • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • • • • 60
This was published by the church in Wales, and
contains 393 hymns in Welsh and 33 in English.
THE SAINTS' HARP,
(Hymn Book.)

Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••. 1 2!i
Imits.tion Morocco, gilt edges ..•••••••••••••• 1 60
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER,
And discoveries of Ancient American Records and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages...................... 10
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"HEARKEN TO TRE Worm OF THE I,mm: FOJt THERE Sn.uL NoT ANY MAN AMO!fG YOU HAVE BAVE rr llll ONE WIF11· AND CoNCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."---Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE Wn'E, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND! ExcEPT :m CASE oF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY TO MABRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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•·Every elder, priest, teacher and deacon, is to
be ordained according to the gifts and callings of
God unto him; and he is to be ordained by the
power of the Holy Ghost which is in the one who
ordains him."-Ibid, Par. 12.
"The several elders . . . are to meet in conference, . . . and do whatever church business is
necessary to be done at the time."-Ibid, par. 13.
"The elders
, shall teach the principles of my gospel which are in the Bible, and the
Book of Mormon, in the which is the fulness of
my gospel; and they &hall observe the church
articles to do them."--Doc. & Cov. 4-2: 5·
"And the elders shall iay the case before the
chrTch."--D. & C. 42: 22.
shall instruct and edify each other."--D.

c. 43: 3·
DUTY OF ELDERS.

The duties
an Elder in the Church
of
Christ of Latter
Saints are
varied and
and difficult.
"Ye stand this day all of you before the Lord
your God; your captains of your tribes, ,your el~
ders, and your officers, with all the men of Israel."--Deut. _29: ro.
"GRther unto me all the elders of your tribes,
and yGur oflkers, that I may ,;peak these words
in their ears)
call heaven
ea:rth to record
against them."--Deut. 31: 28.
"Ask thy elders, and thev will teli tnee."Deut. 32:
·
"Ye rulers of the people, and elders of Israel."
-Acts :8.
"And sent to the elders."--Acts r: 30.
"And when they had ordained them elders in
every church."--A~ts 14: 22.
"And when they were come to Jerusalem, they
were received of the church, v.nd of lhe apostles
and elders."-Acts IS: 4·
"And the apostles and elders came together
·for to consider."-Acts rs: 6.
"And as they went through the dties, they deJ.!vered them the decrees for to keep, that were
ordained of the apostles and elders which were
at Jerusalem."--Acts 16: 4·
''Let the elders that rule well be counted worthy of double honor, especially they who labor
in the word and doctrine."--r Tim. 5: 17.
"That thou shouldest set in order the things that
are wanting, and ordain elders in every city."Titus I : 5·
"Let him call for the elders; and let them pray
over him, anointing him with oil in the name of
the Lord."-James 5' 14-.
"He ordained priests and elder8, by laying on
his hands according to the orc:er of God, to preside and watch over the church."----Book of Alma, 4: I.
"The elders are to condud: the meetings as
they are led by the Holy Ghost, according to the
commandments and revelations of God."--Doc.
& Cov. Sec. 17, Par. 9; Sec. 46, Par. I.

"Go ye into all the world; preach the gospel
to
crealure."'--D. & C. 48: I.
"The offices of elder and bishop are necessary~
appendages belonging unto the high priesthood."

---D.

C. 83: 5·

of an elder comes under the
"to which priestpresidency,
elder to ofiiciate in
?tdministration of
things,
the covenants and commandthe church.-D. & C. ro4: 7· In
in
things an elder
contravene, or contrathe covenants and commandments;
nor will he ever be led by the Spirit of
Cbri~>t to do so.
The
in their teaching both to the
world and to the church, are to remember
that the
of the gospel of Christ
are
in
Bible and the Book of
Mormon; D. & C. 42: 5, and that at the
ti1r:e this
wa~ given, February,
the commonly received version of
was the one had and received by
the ·world and the church, and consequently ·:he one meant. The giving of the Innow called the Holy
does not effect the removing
to receive, reverence, and
of truth and righteousneEs
the Bihle. It was intended to he a witne;s for God in the
world; and if a witness for God, it is to
be heard and used by God's snvants on
earth for the purpose of convincing the
world of the mission of Christ,-the life
brought to light in the
It is
the duty of an elrevere the truths of the Bible, and
respect the means through which those
truth,·> reach him.
ri!'be
of the gospel are taug·ht
in the
Mormon, and by the quotation referred to, it is made the duty of

No. 37·

elders to teach those principles therein
contained.
"Thev shall observe the church articles
to do th"em," requires a teaching of those
articles and a practical adaptation of them
to the life of the elder. It is his duty
therefore to learn what those articles are;
and having learned them, to act in accord<~nce therewith.
It is the duty of the elders to "meet in
conference"
often as practicable, or
necessary. When they do thus meet together, it is their duty to do whatever
church business it is necessary should be
done.
The general business which should occupy the attention of the elders at such
conferences should be the "spreading the
gospel," the work of the ministry "in the
preaching of the word," and the "care of
the churches," the well-being of the children of modern Israel, and the "edifvim>·
;md instructing" of each other in" th~
"thing~ of the kingdom."
Whatever will
conduce to the furthering of either of the
above objects, not contradicting nor contravening the principles of the gospel, the
church articles, and the commandments
and revelations of God to the church, the
elders should do. Nor is it necessary that
every separate act must be authorized hy
a specific declaration from God, before its
accomplishment is attempted.
In the conducting of these conference
meetings the elders are to observe the admonitions of the Spirit, the rlictates of wisdom, the suggestions of propriety, and
preserve due decorum, order, peace, dignity and solemnity, during their sessions.
It is the elders' duty to be grave, courteous,
cheerful, contented and happy.
It is the duty of tbe elders to be lawabiding, law-observing, law-sustaining·
citizens; both of the kingdom of God and
the countries wherein they dwell. To
make this more certain the elders are
commanded to see that the law is kept.-

as

D. & C. 58: 5·
It is the duty of the elders to preach in
the region .round about and build up
churches.- D. & C. 5tl: 9·
In this business of building up churches,
the following is to be done; and althoug-h
we can not say that it is exclusively the
duty or special prerogative to do them,
we can say that they hold a common
right or privilege with others to the performance of those acts necessary to be
done.
An elder may officiate in solemnizing
marriage rites.-Sec. r r r, par. r.
An elder sitting in conference with the
elders of the church, may ordain other elders, and other officers in the church.Sec. 17, pars. 14-16; sec. 35, par. 3· They
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----------·-·------------may also send the elders out to preach.-Sec. w8, par. 3·
An elder may preside over ninety,six
others, elders like himself, forming a
council or quorum of elders, for instruction
and for business, whatever may be needful
to be done. He may also preside over the
whole body of elders at their election.Sec. 105, pars. 31 and 4.1.
An elder may traveL-Sec. 83, par. 22;
sec. 105, par. 43·
An elder may administer the sacrament.
-Sec. 17, par. 22.
An elder may sign certificates of membership and good standing.-Sec. 17, par.
26.

nacious of personal
and should never
his faith;
for the
solutely
neither be
council, or
teach and to be
hasty in his own
pay much heed to
criticism he should
He should pray
comfort the weak, restrain and
strong; bear with the
strong and wilfull so
possibility of
them
need to say more, save
in all
be a
God supremely and
self.
Few posses~ the character
this article, or come near to
reqirements
but all
proximate to
fulness and
the things entrusted to our care.
Let us "cease to do evil and learn
well."

An elder may baptize.-Sec. 17, par. 21;
sec. 42, par. 5·
An elder may Jay on hands in confirmation and for conferring the gifts of the
Holy Ghost; in the blessing of children,
and in administering to the sick.-Sec. 34,
appar. 3i sec. 17, par. 18. Acts 8th and 19th
chapters.
m
An elder may act as one of a court of
elders to ascertain the guilt or innocence
of any person charged with a transgression
of the spiritual law of the church. When
he has thus decided uoon the case he shall
lay it before the church.-Sec. 42, par. 22.
Under this clause, which is specific, the •
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
duty of the elders is to enquire into the PRES. JosEPH SMITH wrote from Scda
truthfulness of the charge preferred, and Spring-s, Idaho,
find according! y. It is not in accordance "We arrived here
with any law that we know of that the and spirits." Br.
was
him
court of elders should "cut off," "cast out," and thev are en route for a ministerial tour
or "disfellowship" a person whom they are through the Cache
'We
trying. The form of their verdict should
that Brn.Joseph Luff and
IVIills
be to this effect.
'John 'Jones. Independence, Missouri, were
'James 'Johnson and Charles Corsin, do Springs,
find upon a proper investigation that
Pres. VV.
Richard Rakeby is guilty of evil speaking
and slander, as charged." "We further
represent that the said Richard Rakeby
exhibited a
of 'humility' during the
trial; and we recommend that he be sub·
jected to 'reprimand from the presiding
branch officer,' or that 'he be disfellowshipped.'" The result of their action to
be left to the church.
An elder may preside over a branch, if
chosen by the members of that branch; or
a district, at the election of that district.
Or he may be appointed by the church
authorities to take the active oversight of
a district of country.-Book of Alma 4: 1.
Sec. I: 5·
When presiding over a branch, it is the
duty of the elder to be active, energetic
and vigilant; kind, considerate and wise,
and ever ready to do and bear; never
angry and seldom moved to indignation;
sober, thoughtful and temperate.
He should always be prompt and steady
in his atttendance upon all meetings of his
branch; never absent except for good
reasons. When present in meetings he
should be wakeful and exemplary, sedate,
earnest and zealous. He should pay at. tention to the rules adopted by conferences
and honor them. He should be watchful
for the interests of his church; not bigoted,
could doubtsuperstitious, proud or haughty, but calm,
one of the elders
consistent, steadfast in principle and unvVho can
swerving in his integrity to God and his
fellow man. He should not be overly te-

Bro. R. R. Gaither writes from Otta,__,.,~'"""' of his love for the
alone in the faith in
and would like a call from some
There is a reward for those
who stand for the right and
the
even though called to
alone therein for a time.
EXTRACTS F'ROM: LETTERS.
Bro. F. M. Sheehy dated
Maine, August zzd,
"Our reunion has ciosed and was a big success.
F'lve were baptized and others will soon follow.
The weather was good, so that we did not miss a
meeting."
We
a fuller
later on.
Struthers of New Boston,
renews for the HERALD and HoPE,
sends money for the
column
and says:
"I am
years of
and feel
thankiul
the
for sparing my
so long
and-giving me so much strength. May I always
be found worthy of His blessings!"
Bro. J. W. Burget of West
wrote August 28th:
"There were four baptized here and three more
have given in their names for next Sunday."
Bro. \Villiam Newton is still
in behalf of the cause. He
recent letter from Kansas
baptized six. since I returned from
England, and expect to baptize three more this
evening. There were eighteen of us· that came
back from
All are in the church, and
doing
have plenty of work, and their
good to them and blesses
arn
~11 I can at the present to
build up the

Bro. FL A, Stebbins writes from Sheri-

3d:

staid nearly a week with BrQ,. John Moore
about Valentine and Guilford, attending conference, and
and visiting afterwards.
Came here
and began preaching that
evening ln the
church, and have continued each
and expect to do so till over
next Sunday. Bro.
H. Jones came and spoke
on SundRy afternoon, but returned home on
Monday."
THE EQUILIBRIUM OF' THE SEXES.
"Whenever careful and reliable statistics have
been obtained it is found that more male than female children have been born. In Great Brltain,where the returns are nearer perfection than
elsewhere, the proportion for the last ten y<-ars
was found to be 1,041 males to r,ooo females.
It is a singular fact, however, that the mortality
among the male children is greater, so that the
equilibrium is restored in ten years, and a census
of children at that age shows the sexes to be
equaL F'rom that age onward, owing to the
more perilous occupations of males, to losses in
war, etc., the proportion ot females begins to
increase until the final census in England shows
r,ooo women of ali ages to 949 men."-Exchange
U tab 1\1ormon papers please comment
in connection with President
in our last issue. "Figures
will not lie, not even for pluralists."
1\ DDRESSES.
W. IL Kelley, Kirtland, Lake Co .• Ohio.
Mark H. Forscutt, No. 1221, North Twelfth St., St. Joseph,
Mo.
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'"Truth is one;
And 1 in aU lands beneath the sun,
Whoso hath eyes to see may sec
'rhc tokens of its unity.,~

A YEAR AGO.
"A year ago I
A year ago I had my baby
With hair of gold, and eyes so
and clear;
A
ago I heard his pattering feet,
listened to his childish babble sweet.
Now he is gone-gone whither? Who can say?
I only know he left me, that sad day,
A year ago."
"And is that all?
Is 1;here no comfort for my aching heart?
No balm to ease, no hand to bind the smart?
Are all my hnpes lost in a bleak Unknown,
And is my baby wandering forth alone?
My baby, whom I loved and tended so,
And soothed to sleep, with mother-croonings low,
A year ag·o I"
"Nay, heart, not all!
For see, beyond, in countries not unknown,
My baby waits, well loved, and not alone;
A strong hand guides him, lest his feet should fall;
And loving ears are quick to hear his call;
He waits full happy, safe from all alarms,
For Jesus took my baby in his arms,
A year ago."
-Selected.

SERPENT BOOKS.
ONE day a gentleman in India went into his library and took down a book from the shelves.
As he did so he felt a slight pain in his finger
like the prick of a pin.
He thought that a pin
had been stuck by some careless person in the
cover of the book. But soon his finger began to
swell, then his arm, and then his whole body,
and in a few days he died.
It was not a pin
among the books, but a small and deadly ser·
pent.
There are many serpents among the books
now a-days: they nestle in the foliage of some of
our most facinating literature; they coil around
the flowers whose perfutne intoxicate the senses.
People read and are charmed by the plot of the
story, by the skill with which the characters are
sculptured or grouped, by the gorgeousness of
the word· painting, and hardly feel the pin-prick
of evll that is insinuated. But it stings and poisons. When the record of ruined souls is made
up, on what multitude will be inscribed-"poisoned by serpents among the books!"
Let us watch against the serpents, and read
only that which is instructive and profitable.-.Sel.
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYERS.

The united faith and prayers of all Saints, especially of the Prayer Union, is asked in behalf
of Sr. Meacher, of Keokuk, Iowa, who is a great
sufferer from cancer in eye and face. Pray that
she may be healed if it is God's wil!-H not healed that she may have grace to bt>ar her sufferings
patiently.
Also Sr. Simpson and Sr. Sarah Ta!n of Holden, Missouri, desire your prayers. The latter is
very low with dropsy. The former has had the
promise of a blessing and if it be God's wiil, desires it now.
Sr. Florence Leach of Elkhorn Station, Nebras·

ka, requests your prayers in her behalf, that if it
be God's wili she may be healed. She is and
ha:; been for four months a great sufferer from
an ulcer, not being able to walk. Would like to
be administered to.
"
AJso, Sr. Leotie Bennett, of Bethany, Missouri,
asks your faith and prayers in her behalf. She
has been afflicted since a child-was administer .
ed to one year ago. Is much better than ever
before, but if it is God's will she desires to be entire! y healed.
HOME COLUMN Jl<liSSIONARY

Should these lines meet the eye of one named,
Peter Gr!eve, I should like to correspond with
him. He was an old timer, and a brother to my
mother. He is somewhere ln Illinois, and must
have heard of the Reorganization. He le:U Scotland intending to go to Utah, but stopped at St.
Louis, about r847 or 48. I would be glad to hear
from any one who might know him. I will close
now as I fear my letter may be too lengthy.
Your sister in love,
FANNIE E. RICHARDSON.
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Bro. E. W. Grim, Canton, Ill ....... .' ... $
Sr. S. A .. Jones, Cherokee, Kan ...........
Sr.
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Send all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
Iowa, September 5th.

HuBBARD, Ohio, Aug. 4th.
Dear Sister Frances:-As the rain has prevented our going to meeting to-day, I will try and
improve the opportunity by writing to the "Column.11
I love to read the letters and testimonies of the
dear S1:.ints, for it causes me to realize the blessings which surround us, e~pecially when I read
a letter from any of the lonely Saints who have
no preacher but our dear Herald.
'N e had the pleasure of listening to our young
brother, T. W. Williams, at Sharon, Pennsylva·
nia, and while we listened, the thought came,
wO'Jld that the scattered ones could hear just
such a sermon, and a desire has grown within us
to be more diligent that we may by our means
do better in the f\lture than we have done in the
past, and that our Heavenly Father may bless
and heip us in our endeavors to do right.
We have seen Bro. Powell and hope to hear
him preach soon in our place along with brother
Williams. Seven precious souls have covenanted to serve the Lord.
These were convinced
through the untiring labors of Elder D. M.
Strachan, and have for some time been awaiting
this opportunity. Many are investigating; prejudice is giving way, and the good work is rolling
on.
To the sisters of the Prayer Union: I feel to
say that I have at times neglected to observe the
v;r.olc hour. There are so many demands upon
my time, but I do the best I can and will try to
do better in the future. It is a precious hour to
me. Last winter our He1'ald was a week late in
reaching uo, and not knowing tre lesson, 1 read
a chapter and went before my Father in prayer,
and asked him to accept the lesson and prayer,
and I asked him to bless what I had done.
Dear ~isters, I felt something fall upon my face
as dew. It was a sweet season. I love this work;
it l.s my earnest desire to be a Saint in deed, as in
name, and to serve my Master in spirit and in
truth.

HoPEVILLE, Ont., June zsth.
Dear Sisters in the Lwd:-I have thought once
more to try and write a few lines to the Home
Column, trusting that God, from whom alone all
light proceedeth, will give me words of light and
truth with which to address you.
And believing as I do that the decree which
has gone forth from heaven that "that which can
be shaken shall be shaken" is already being carried into effect, and that it will continue until
only they which stand the test and prove themselves to be true when tried, will remain. I
therefore think that no opportunity of helping a
fellow-traveler or of doing good which is within
our reach and capacity to perform, should be allowed to pass unimproved. We certainly are
surrounded by infirmities and filled with weakness; but has not God said that Jesus himself
would bear our infirmities, and that out of weakness many were made strong? also that he
would be a present help in every time of need?
How then can we ever be shaken out of our
place if we walk in the law of the Lord? Therein only can we fail. It therefore becomes our
duty to make that la:w our continual study, that
by prayerful meditation we may know and understand its requirements in every different condition or position_ in which we may be placed;
for we know not what a day or even an hour
may bring forth. They who are the happy and
free children of to-day may, before to-morrow's
sun goes down, be the subjects of trial and tribulation which is deeper and heavier than they ever
imagined it was the lot of the sons of men to
bear. If therefore, these trials come upon them
in a way they did not expect, and they know not
what the law of God says concerning such a case,
how shall they be able to keep the commandments and stand firmly to their post, living by
the words of God. Some may say "Have we
not always the law close by us? can we not then
go and search out our particular duty and carry
it into effect." Imagine a captain placing a man
who had never had a lesson in swordsmanship in
the heat of the battle with a sword in one hand
and a book of discipline in the other, and telling
him to learn his duty and be a brave soldier! If
that man escaped with his life he certainly would
learn many things, but he would learn them by
the things which he suffered.
So it is with us
if we learn not obedience by commandment we
shall learn it by the things which we suffer, or
be slain in the conflict, or in other words "be shaken out of our place."
The mind depressed with trouble, the body
racked with pain, the soul groaning for deliverance is not in as teachable a condition nor as
capable of receiving faith as one who is free from
those things and can weigh in the balance of his
intelligence the reasoning of the word of God
with peace of mind until every principle of di-
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-------------vine truth becomes so established within his
heart and mind that to him they are facts, of the
truth of which there can be no doubt. And, if
his daily life is in accordance with the law which
he has learned, then when trials and afflictions
come upon him and adversity meets him on
every hand he will know what his duty is and
also the blessings he will obtain by observing
those commandments, and thus he will be able
to meet and overcome the enemy in whatever
form he may appear as our Captain did "by the
sword of the Spirit which is the word of God."
And like Job when wealth, prosperity and health
had vanished from his overflowing cup, and all
things seemed to frown upon him, and a cloud
rested over him so that he felt that God had withdrawn himself so far from him that he cried out,
"0h, that I knew where I might find him! that
I might come even to his seat! I would order
my cause before him and fill my mouth with argument.
·* Behold I go forward but he is not
there; and backward, but I can not perceive him;
on the left hand where he doth work, but I can
not behold him; he hideth himself on every
hand that I can not see him, but he knoweth the
way that I take; when he hath tried me I shall
come forth as gold."-Job 23: 3-IO.
When he sought his couch he says, "Then Thou
scarest me with dreams and terrifiest me through
visions, so that my soul chooseth strangling and
death rather than my life." And so little did
Job understand wb~t he was passing through
that he thought it was God instead of Satan that
was bringing all this trouble upon him and contending with him, of which he says, "Show me
wherefore thou contendest with me.'' "Thou
huntest me as a fierce lion," and so troubled was
he among the conflicting thoughts that came
surging like billows through his brain that he
declared "I am full of confusion."
And through all his oppression in body and
mind together with three so·called friends striving continually with arguments and accusations
and even professed revelations to make him believe that he had brought his trial upon himself
by his own transgressions, yet so perfect was his
understanding of the law of God and so closely
had he walked therein, that even in those trying
hours of contention, pain and confusion of mind,
he was able to measure himself by that perfect
law of liberty and challenge his accusers to show
wherein he had failed in one point to live according to its teachings.
\Vhat greater comfort can one have than to be
able to look back over the past without any remorse of conscience?
And yet there is only one class of people who
shall be able to do so. They who know the will
of God and do it with their whole heart.
Why
do we fret in our difficulties? Sorrow is better
for the heart than mirth.
Therefore, though we may sometimes even in
the balmy days of youth of which so much has
been said and sung, feel as old and sad and weary
of life as we shall when grav hairs crown our
heads. Yet, if this is God's order of purifying
his Saints and fitting them for the kingdom of
Heaven, then the sooner we learn to bear patiently and submissively all things that are given us
to pass through the better it will be for us both
in time and eternity.
Tne writer has had to learn some things
through suffering, and she can testify that it is

* *

much pleasanter to learn our duty from the word
of God than to learn it in the rough road o·i experience; nevertheless there are some things that
we can not rightly understand until
1-,arn
t'hem by actual. experience, and there is
thing
I can say: "They that cail upon God in their
hour of trouble shall be delivered, even if heaven and earth should be moved to accornpi'csh H."
Call upon him and keep his commandments
nearly as you know how and your past trespasses shall be blotted out, and your deliverance is
just as certain as if it were already in the
God will increase aid unto you as your strength
fails or your difficulties increase, and be will
bring you out as surely as his name
"Love."
Possess your soul in patience and
to
keep the law, for God is at the helm, and when
his purpose is fulfilled and your lesson ls learned,
if you abide in the Lord you will, lind he has not
forsaken you.
If any of you should feel to remember me at
the altar of prayer, I hope you will do so that God
may give me the necessary qualifications to
search into and to understand and remember the
word of God as contained in the bonks; 2.11(:1 especially that I may have a willing and courageous heart to live according to the iight that
gives me.
J a1n your s1ster 1
fYfAGGIE (~AIViPHEL L.

MEDINA CITY, Tex,
6th.
Dear Mothers of the !:lome Colmnn:-I am a
mother of two bright blue eyed babies, age t:'lree
years and ten months; and
crowckd with
worldly affairs, I feel impressed
morning to
bear my testimony to you of this gloriou" wCJrk;
and should I refuse I feel I would be brealdng
the comnu1nd) <'Quench not the
I have
been in this noble work only a
vveeks~ yet
God has showered his blessings upon me more
than I feel worthy. Oh dear Saints pray
me
and mine. I was baptlzrd the r4th ofJuly, 1889,
and feel to praise his Holy name
bringing me
into his kingdom.
Every thing
peace unlll
the 28th of July, when my little boy was
sick; he lingered for t\vo days grovdng vvorse. I
was away from home at the time,
distance of
three miles, (here I will say I am living with my
father Elder L. L. Wight)
was sitting by my
sick child on the eve of \he second day when
was commanded to send for a Bro. Powell living
a short distance away to take me
with my
child.
The brother came immediately, and we
were soon home. The little one still grew worse.
When we arrived at home, father,, eaillng his
family together, administered to the child and
the fever immediately began to cool, and next
morning he was up playing and never had any
more fever. Thank God! On
following
Tuesday night my babe was taken
the same
as the other child. She moaned ~'.nd groaned all
night and lay with a sleepy fever.
A.bout eight
o'clock in the morning, father administ~red to
her. I then arose and went to prayer. 'When I
returned, which was in about ten minutes, I felt
she was all right, and as I approached the house
I was greeted with crowing and laughing from
my darling babe who was having one of her
childish romps with her grandfather.
No one
knows my joy but a parent and our Heavenly father. "0h, how good it is to be blest!" My :1us·
band is away from home and did not see these
blessings. I ask a spedallnterest in vour

in his behalf. He is a kind loving husband and
father, but he is
the Christian faith.
Your sister in hopes of eternal llfe,
SoPIHE FERGUSON.

MAGNOLIA, Iowa, Aug. 28th.
Bro Salyards:----Last night we concluded
series of meeting,; at Little Sioux. Attendance
has been large and attention to the word preached excellent. Five persons were baptized Sun·
day, and others are near the kingdom. The
Saints are happy and hopeful, and prospects are
good for future increase in all church interests.
Bro. J. F'. McDowell has been doing good work
in Little Sioux and he assisted me in preaching
aad other pvlpit exercises. He is in good spirits.
Brn. John T. Collman and George Scott are doing good work in helping forward the interests
of the branch and the district.
had hoped to meet Brn. C. Derry and J. C.
Crabb at the two days' meeting, but animated
v1Hh worthy zeal to forward the work of the
Lord, they chose rather to devote their labors
where most needed and so remained preaching
the word in other fields. I hear they are being
blessed greatly in their efforts and have baptized
a" goodly number. Such wise and self-denying
efforts will bring solid and abundant reward with
utnany sheaves.
am to preach here tonight, go to Logan to·
morrow, and to \Vheeler's Grove camp meeting
by Saturday morning the 3rst instant.
The Saints and many others in all thls region
are anxiously and hopefully looking forward to
the coming 1\nmwl Reunion which begins Oct.
4th. Prospects are most encouraging.
The Lord's work in all these quarters is full of
excellent promise, and the Saints are full of
cheer.
Yours ever,
W. W. BLAIR.
SANDWICH, Ill., Aug. 28th.
Dear llerald:-I feel an .oarnest desire to communicate to your readers the great blessing I
have received from the Lord ln answer to my
prayers, trusting it may be the means of strengthening some sufTe:ring one in their faith in our
God.
Two years ago, August 1st, r88•;, I was taken
with a severe pain in my shoulder, which continued to grow worse. My daughter applied
every means to relieve me without any benefit,
and I continued to Guffer in this way for two
weeks, when
became so much worse that I
could not leave my bed. My pain became so
severe that my family decided to call in a doctor.
I continued to grow worse under his treatment
and he finally pronounced my case hopeless. We
called in two other doctors with the same result.
During this time I was administered to by the elders, at each time receiving a little ease from the
terrible pain that seemed to be causing a dislocation of all my joints. In this condition I lay for
seven long months, being unable to help myself
in the least; having to be watched night and day,
being paralyzed from my hips to my feet, and my
hands nhnost in the same condition.
At this time the doctor told me that if I had
any business to settle I must do it at once, as I
could live but a few days at most. However, I
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continued in this state until the
year,
when I began to take a change for the better, but
could not use my limbs, but was obliged t.o use
crutches to get from my bed to a chair.
On the last Friday in June of this present
year I was again seized with the terrible pain. I
felt that it was more than I could endure, and in
my agony I cried out to my Father in heaven to
either take me or relieve me from the awful suffering, when instantly my flesh began to quiver
all through my limbs. I looked down at my
feet, and when I saw the workings of the flesh,
fear seized me and I thought was stricken wilh
death. In a moment I put out my feet, something I . had not done in two long years, and
found to my joy that I could stand" Then I began to praise God and shout it aloud. "Glory to
God! I can walk! I can walk!" And with
that I started and walked around the room. Out
of doors I went, and when my husband, who was
in the garden, saw me he was afraid. He thought
that I had become insane. I told him to praise
the Lord for I could walk, and up to this present
time I have enjoyed this great blessing, for I can
walk as good as I ever could. The doctors say
that it is indeed a miracle. This is also the testimony of my family, neighbors and friends, but
to me it is above the testimony of a nation, that
God is no respecter of persons but that to every
one who calls upon His name in the sincerity of
his heart, his promises are yea and amen!
CHLOE C. FISHER.
BROOKLYN, N.Y., Aug. 28th"
Bro. Blair :--Our district conference has just
closed and was a success, Bro. W. H. Kelley
was with us and did all the preaching. The
Saints that attended all enjoyed themselves, and
the good Spirit was present, and the outlook
seemed to be good for Brooklyn if the proper
steps are taken; and some of them are found in
the revelation given April rrth, r887, paragraph
3: "Avoid the use of tobacco, and be not addicted
to strong drink in any form, that your counsel to
be temperate may be made effectual by your example." Some of our Christadelphian friends
were present and thought they would like to discuss their soul-sleeping theory, and if they can
get the right man, we may exp<·ct a debate in
Brooklyn some time this fall. We hope our
heavenly Father will ever rule all things for our
Your brother in Christ,
JOSEPH SQUIRE.
WEBB CITY, Mo., Aug. 27th.
Bro. W. W. Blair:-The interest manifested
at and near this place when attending our conference two weeks since caused me to return last
Thursday. Preached here Friday, twice at Oronogo, three miles from here, on Saturday, being
requested to preach the funer2.l discourse of an
old man, a cousin of mine, who died, he being a
disciple of Col. Ingersoll. Much curiousity was
manifest in regard to "what he would do with
him." The funeral was in the M. E. church in
Oronogo, and when I presented the fulness of
the atonement, and the ultimate redemption of
all fr.om the prison house of death, by the power
of the Lamb and the different glories in some of
the mansions of the Father's house; ''every man
in his own order according to the deeds done in
the body," light and hope sprang t'P in the hearts
.of ma»;y who~ the _oxt"hodox had taught that

Uncle Ge01·ge must have gone to an endless hell
to writhe in the eternal fires of God's vengeance,
for
had been a grand old man in many respects. Some were anxious to hear more, and as
the Baptists were holding a protracted meeting in
the house, I announced preaching nea c the postoffice at night. I had a large audit nee, many
staying from church to hear me. By urgent request I preach there again to-morrow night, when
se::tL;
be prepared, as many women stood in
the .;treed before.
\vent north nearly fifteen miles on Sunday, fillfilling three appointments of 0. P" Sntherland's,
as he was sick. I have preached here evenings
since, and shall continue until the last of the
week: then go forty miles to hear a celebrated
Baptist "divine" demolish "Mormonism," as he
has advertised to do, where Br. Maloney has
been preaching. Tbere is much interest here;
three were baptized this week and many others
are investigating, and more calls for preaching
than can be filled. Bro. Sutherland is going out
ten to fifteen miles every Sunday and opening up
new places, and others of the younger brethren
are ;ts,isting him in filling them" Much interest
is manifested in most places, what the result will
be tlme will tell. As ever, yours,
D. s. CRAWLEY.
SEDALIA, Kentucky, Aug.
Bro. Blair""- We are all still trying in our
weakness to advance the cause of our Master,
though we are surrounded by that opposing element which the people of God always have to
encounter. I am rejoicing ·because I have enli5ted i'1 this glorlou8 cause. I have many trials
and temptations, yet I know the people of God
have to be a tried people. I desire tht; prayers
of the Saints that my wife and I may be healed
of atTiictions, and be faithful in our calling.
Yours in faith,
W. D. and MARY A. CLARK.
l\1AGNOLIA, Iowa, August 24th.
Bro. R. Salya>ds:-The "tabernacle~ meeting"
held here for three weeks closed Sunday eve,
18th bst. Seven persons were bap1 ized by the
writer. For" two weeks the sermons were alternated between Elder C. Derry and the writer.
There were two good sermons furnished us by
Elder Crabb as he passed through for other parts.
The preaching throughout was attended by the
Holy Spirit's presence. The interest was good
from first to last, and the attendance all that
might be hoped for at the season, which was very
good.
.
baptized five persons at Little Sioux last Sunday, 25th, during the two days' meeting, at which
Elder W. W. Blair was in attendance, greeted by
overflowing houses and excellent attention. The
sermons were characteristic, and to say they
were relished by all, and spiritually palatable
would be putting it mildly only. He preached
last evening and speaks again this evening. He
preaches in Iviagnolia tomorrow, Wednesday,
evening, on his way to Wheeler's Grove. There,
now! I'll not assume to report furth< r for him, if
he will only pardon this apparent intrusion.
I feel strong and well in spirit, and my soul is
glacl indeed in the Lord. How good it is to be a
witness for Jesus today; a witness whom God
deigns to bless! How happy we all should ever
strive to be in the good cause of our Master. The
sunshi.ne of His countenance-of what precious

value! The guidance of His Spirit, how joyous
and acceptable! May His church move grandly
forward and upward! And it is doing so, to the
everlasting joy of God's people, and the honoring
of God.
May His hallowed peace ever abide with His
children, is our prayer,
J. F. McDowELL.
STEELVILLE, Missouri, Aug. 3rst.
Editors Saints' 1-Ierald:--I have often wanted
to write some for the Herald but not being a
member of the Reorganized Church I have hesitated until the present time. My husband is a
member and teacher in the church. I hardly
know what to write that would interest the readers of the Herald, but I will relate a dream I had
not long ago. I in company with several others
was standing looking into an old well. All at
once the bank began to fall in. It seemed that
it had been covered over with old rails and they
and myself included began to fall in. I cried
for help, and it seemed that I caught to something and clung to it. My husband coming up
reached down and took me out. VVere the rails
sectarianism? Was that something that I was
holding to Methodism? Will my husband be
the instrument in God's hands in lifting me from
the muddy well or waters of tradition? Will
some one be so kind as to answer or give the interpretation through the Herald or write it to me?
I subscribe myself as a well wisher for all good,
MARY MAXEY.
NEw BEDFORD, Mass., Aug. 3oth.
Bro. Blair :--Please give place to the enclosed
minutes of the New England reunion as early as
possible. We had a splendid time; the Lord was
truly with us by his Spirit.. These Reunions are
making a new era in the history of the Reorganized Church in New England. No one is able to
forlell the effect caused by this reunion, nor how
wide-spread and far-reaching its influence and
power. God alone understands it, and he will
cause everything that is done in harmony with
his will, and the spirit of this great latter day
work, to conduce to his honor and glory, and to
our benefit both here and hereafter. The only
drawback was that Bro. Wm. H. Kelley was not
present. Still it was a success, and all were encouraged to press on in the good cause.
Yours in hope of victory,
THOMAS WHn:ING.
BAY CITY, Mich., Sept. rst.

Bro Blair :-I left Oscoda the r6th ult. and arrived in Bay City the same day, finding the
Saints all united. We held a business meeting
by request of the district president and the branch,
and George W. Parks, a priest, was chosen to
preside.
He was formerly from Ontario. We
are satisfied he is the right man.
Since coming here I have baptized six, and others are near. The Saints have a hall where they
hold regular services, and the interest is good.
Last evening the hall was filled and I feel confident that if the Saints live in unity and the elders and officers faithfully perform their duties,
the Lord will enable us to reap a harvest. Can
Bro. Joseph Sinith attend our conference, in October? We send him a cordial invitation and
hope to have him with us.
Yours in bonds,
E. DELONG.
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NoRMAN, Neb. Aug. 26th.
Dear Herald:-Please say that our ministerial
force is decreased the present conference year in
Nebraska, by three elders, but calls for ministerial labor are increasing so that it is utterly impossible to respond to but a few of the many.
Branches must help themselves all they can and
in localities where there are three, six or more
members and an official, meet, as oft as possible
for worship. \Vhere members are found and no
official, appoint one of your number by vote, to
preside for present service and carry on prayer
meeting after the order suggested by Bro. W. H.
Kelley in a late Herald. All should help themselves as much as possible, not overlooking heaven's law and order.
I would be glad to hear from any part of Nebraska, Colorado, Wyoming and New Mexico if
openings occur for the presentation of the word;
as it seems policy to attend to the most important places first so far as practicable. We can but
do our best; that we should do and leave the rest
with God. My permanent address is 213 Harrison street, Council Bluffs, Iowa.
JAMES CAFFALL.
CLAY CENTER, Kansas, Aug. 25th.
Dear Herald:--By request of Zion's Hope
Union Sabbath School I visited the river brethren society today which has caused my mind to
reflect over the past nine years. I came to Clay
county nine years ago the 3oth day of last April;
there were a few Saints here at that time. On
April nth there was a branch organized numbering eleven, and during the following summer it
was h~xd work to do any thing; every body seemed to be afraid of us. We tried to keep our Sabbath services with but few to attend. Thursday
nig-ht was set apart for prayer service with an attendance of from three to eeven, but like the
steady dropping of water that wears the stone, so
the persistent effort was followed in January,
r887, with the asoistance of Bro. H. R Harder,
and we began a protracted effort which resulted
with good, and God added daily to the church
such as should be saved.
Our meetings were largely attended for the
next three years with additions every month until it became a proverb, "Well, we will go to
Mormon meeting today; I wonder who will be
baptized;" and if no one, the people were disappointed.
Such was the condition of Goshen
branch. We had the lead; all eyes were turned
towards the Mormon neighborhood, and as the
apostle said, we were read and known by all
men.
We were at that time a prosperous and happy
people, without a ripple to mar our peace; living
in love and unity together as brethren, enjoying
the blessings of a kind and loving Father. I now
look back upon those days as a foretaste of heaven on earth.
But alas! those days were to come to a close,
and as Israel of old we were scattered to the four
winds. Discord and contention, those seeds of
hell which our blessed Master so often warned
His saints to be ware of, that divide a house that
it can not stand, came among us. Oh, my God,
how long before thy people will learn to do Thy
will that Thy kingdom may come and Thy will
be done on earth as in heaven! Goshen branch
is only a remnant of its former greatness, and
perhaps abroad our brethren look upon us as
dead, being twice plucked up by the roots. Will

you allow me to correct the mistake? vVhile we
are few, we are trying to live faithful,
are at
peace with each other and our neighbors; and
all attend to their duty in private as well as
public. While we have lost prestige
meas ..
ure by not improving the opportunities presented,
yet we are not left without hope of a revival. of
the work in these parts. Saints are not alHays
wise. When they all know they have obeyed
the true and everlasting gospel how happy .. hey
are made! What testimonies they have received
and how they rejoice in the opportunity to impart that testimony to their friends and neighbors
and urge them to accept the gospel. And after
they have obeyed the gospel how little they cften
seem to care about helping them to live it and
encourage them to overcome. It seems to me as
I write that some Saints, and even elders, have
supposed that their special calling was to assist
the evil one in the way of trying their bretr.ren.
If they see any that are trying to live a christian
life, is to start some kind of a rumor abroad to
destroy their influence among their brethren,
either by letter or in person. A!! such pracdces
are destructive to the work of salvation.
Beloved brethren, we have passed throng'< all
this and are still on praying gronnds and interceding terms with God the .Eternal Father, and
I hope to live to see the day when God's name
will be honored and glorified, and when all those
that are sent out to represent his glorious g-ospel
of peace on earth and good will to men, will have
the work of God and the salvation of their fe!Iows
at heart, instead of self and self· agrandhem en t;
men that are as willing to serve as to be served;
as willing to sacrifice as to be sacrificed
God help us to profit by the experience of the
past and. be ever willing to lend helping band
to our brother. Though he may have been unfortunate and have fallen among thieves, we cnn
pour in the oil and wine as did the good Samaritan
of Bible story.
A. KENT.

PANA, Illlnois, August ;>8t.h.

Bro. Blair :-On the sb:th in st. Bro . .Etzenhouser came to our place) so we began to ·\ook
about for a place for meetings. First we went
to the Baptists to get the n:;e of their church,
thinking they could not refuse as
have attended that church ever since we have lived here.
One deacon refered us to another, and
s.ald
that they could not do anything unless they held
a council then they would report. vVe
refused it and advised to rent a halL \Ve tried
another church but with t.ht' same result. On
Sunday morning we went to see the trustees of
the M . .E. Church South. The trustees and the
pastor gave Bro . .Etzenhouser a cordial invitation
to fill the pulpit that day, which he dld in great
power and demonstration of the Spirit both morning and evening. After the evening service he
stated to the people that the trustees of the
church had kindly given their consent for us to
occupy the house the next week, except two
nights which they reserved. He then announced that there would be preaching on Monday
evening and all the week except the two nights
stated above. They gave Bro . .Etzenhou3er the
key and he opened the church and rang the bell.
There was a good house and they were very attentive. The preacher had requested him to
speak on the new birth, so he took for his text,
"What must I do to be saved?'' and
of you

that have heard him will understand with what
soul· stirring power he would present that all·
important question.
He had good liberty and
was filled with the Spirit in a wonderful manner;
so much so that I know that it wilr certainly
bring forth fruit in the near future. After the
services closed the pastor of the church got up
and stated that there would be a business meeting the next evening and that none would be allowed to come but members of the church. We
felt a little surprised but set our faces as flint
to meet the worst if it did come. The next day
the minister called on us and asked for Bro. E.
He did not have time to come in 1 He then began to hem and haw and said that the trustees
were objecting to Bro . .E. preaching in the church
and he would have to withdraw his appointments.
"You preach too much water," he said. We
went to their prayer meeting that evening and
they gave us to understand in all their prayers
that they had all they wanted of us. The preach ..
er acted more like a tool ln their hands than a
man. Bro . .Etzenhouser asked to speak and it
was granted. He thanked them for what privileges they had given us and told them that the
preaching would go on at our house. 'VVe had
three meetings
with r'lther slim turn out for
the "o1d gentlerrtann had begun to get in his
work, then
secured a hall and Bro . .E., thinking he could reach the people better advertised a
lecture for Monday night, subject, "Prehistoric
Races of America." He had a fair turn out and
they listened
rapt attention. He had splendid liberty and great power. He then anounced
for the next evening "Mormonism .Exposed," as
they were giving it to us on all sides that we
were Utah Morrnons, and to explain our position
to the public. It 'ivas necessary to enter the columns of the
paper and state why we were
ejected from the church. The presiding elder,
Hunter by name, took it up and fwm past experience you kn()w what we got. Bro . .E. replled
then Hunter replied again, and as he was not one
of the hunters that the Lord said he would send,
he must have been sent otherwise, for he seemed
better at huntlng
false stories than truth . .He
stated in one article that. Joseph Smith was married in celestial marriage to 'VVm. Law's wife in
1845. Strange that he would admit that and not
believe in probation after death, for then is when
it would have to take place, as Joseph was dead
a year before tbnt date. The agents of evil always overreach t.hemgelves. And he did n·ot
stop the good work for on Sunday the z8th Jive
of our family were laid beneath the liquid wave
to raise in newness of life.
We were cheered and comforted by the presence
of Bro and Sr. Morris, of
who came
overland forty miles on Saturday to be with us.
It was a refreshing season for us that have been
so long without seeing any of the brethren.
We had confirm·ation Sunday evening and
testimony and the Lord's supper. Our covenant
vows were renewed and prayer asked for by
those that had but just started. One son was
administered to for his sight, he having lost it
about a year ago. We ask the prayers of all the
Saints in his behalf that the Lord will complete
the work of restoration; also for another son
that has lung trouble, and that he may be Jed to
obey the gospel ere lt is too late. He is not indifferent to the work but there are some little
difficulties that he can not surmount yet. There
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are
two of my children out of the kingdom
that are old enough to obey, and I feel that my
cup of joy would overflow could I see them
brought in; but I feel to still trust the Lord remembering what he has done for me in the past.
Bro. Etzenhouser came to us a stranger, as it
were, as he was unknown to us by face, but he
has endeared himself to us by those grand and
noble traits of character that will never be forgotten. His patience in trial, his devotion to the
cause and his integrity are all worthy of emulation.
While there was some prejudice created, there
were some friends made to the cause. The editor
of our city daily treated us fairly, publishing our
replies to that Hunter of false stories. Pray for
us.
Your sister,
AMANDA S. Y OHE.

They have
around but have failed, and as the cause is
going up and advancing, slo ,vly breakdown error and darkness, we fed that the
Lcrd ls vvith us in our labors, being faithful and
prayerful; I humbly ask the prayers of Saints for
mE: in my ministry, for I have never in all my
lifetime been blessed as much as I have in this
mission; the Lord be praised!
Be faithful,
brethren, the time is near when the Lord will
root up every plant that he has not planted,
when the battle ax shall be broken out of the
earth, that peace and glory may dwell in our
land.
Yours in bonds,
JAMEs G. ScoTT.

PoRT CARLING, Ont., Sept. zd.
Dear llerald:-Kindly permit us to say to the
Saints and fdends interested in our welfare that
we arrived in Port Carling all right and found
NEW LONDON, Iowa, Aug. 3oth.
Bro. Hough waiting for us, who took us by boat
Ern. Smitk and Blair :-I take the privilege of
to his place, distance of five miles or so across
addressing you a few lines and of introducing
La.ke Rosseau.
myself as a member of the Church. I was bap·we
the country very rough when comtized into the church about r862 at Oskaloosa,
paced with Dufferin county where we came
Iowa, where there was a branch and where we
from, but as we came here for the purpose of
met in prayer meetings often and enjoyed many
asr:isting
spreading the gospel and not for this
manifestations of the Holy Spirit. Joseph and
world's mammon, we feel satisfied to make this
others, whose names I have forgotten,, were on
our home for a time.
their way to Pottawattamie county, Iowa, once
We arrived here August 14th and started the
remained all night at my father's house where
ca·:np-fires burning at once. The interest was
we gathered a few of the neighbors together and
rai.her poor at first, but we think we are safe in
had a glorious meeting. But the members of
, s,n!ng it is improving. We have appointments
our branch soon began to disperse to other localout for preaching in the school house at Port
ities, and in I865 I came to this place with
1 Cr,.rling every
Friday evening and on Sundays
family where I have resided ever since, and J
at Bro. Hough:rs house.
have never bad the privilege of meeting with the
to thank the Saints of Masonville and
Saints since I came here. I must confess that I
Ga:rafraxa
their kindness to me ·when leavhave not lived as I should, not as I would had I
ing,
I hope our heavenly Father will liberbeen among God's people·
feel that I have
ally revvard them. vVe ask an interest in your
laid again the foundation of repentance and bapprayers that God may prosper us in our mission.
tism from dead works, but st!ll have a hope that
Your brother and sister,
I shall again see some of the brethrer. reclaimed
JAMES L. MoRTIMER,
and made to rejoice with that joy that is unELIZABETH l\;lORTIMER.
speakable and full of glory. I believe that the
Latter Day Saints have never preached in this
A LEMON WILL DO.
vicinity, and if one could come his labors would
Lemonade made from the juice of the lemon
be greatly rewarded. Many here are desirous ol
is one of the best and safest drinks fer any perhearing a Mormon (as they call us), preach.
whether in health or not. It is suitable for
One man in particular, who has hitherto been
u"'"~'""'' excellent in s1ckness, in casskeptic, is now earnestly praying God to give
liver complaint, inflammaand fevers.
It is a specific
him light that he may not be led astray by blind
against worms
skin complaints. The pippin
guides who are ever learning but never· able to
be used with sugar and water, and
come to the knowledge of ihe truth. It was
taken
Lemon juice is the best antimainly for his benefit that I sent for books. He
scorbutic remedy known. It not only cures the
disease, bL•t prevents it. Sailors make daily use
desires to read the Book of Mormon, but I am
of it for this.
We advise every one to
unable to procure it for him :Just yet.
gums
lemon juice to keep them in
Yours truly,
condition. The hands an(I nails are
ALBERT P. BROWN.
clean, white, soft and supple by the daiIemon instead of soap. It also prevents
Lemon is used in intermittent fevers,
LAWRENCEPORT, Ind., Sept. zd.
black coffee, without sugDear Herald:-Having travel.ed over some
may be cured by rubfour or five districts in this country, preaching
cut lemon.
It is
to cure warts. It will remove dandand teaching the people with good iiberty and
rubblng the roots of the hair with it. It
good attendance, we now have for the last ten
and
cure, very bad colds,
days concentrated our labors at what is called
diseased
taken hot on going to
the Lee school-house, near the White river.
bEd at night.--Nmv
Weekly.
Having made a good impression here we expect to hold on until the Lord brings to light
IT is to be presumed that London 'Jfztstice has
the full result, for some tried hard to break up
mad;o: its computation with accuracy when it
says
ali the people now living in the world,
our meeting by threats of throwing eggs. but all
about I,
ooo,
could find standing room
this has failed and they have sent to Bedford,
within the
of
ten miles square, and,
Indiana, Mitchell and to different places for
a telephone, could be addressed by a
speaker.
:t.heir ministers, but
have failed, ,as yet, to
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ISRAEL; THEIR SALVATION.

all the commandments and covenants by which ye are bound, and I will
cause the heavens to shake for your good,
and Satan shall tremble, and Zion shall
rejoice upon the hills and flourish, and Israel shall be saved in mine own due time.
And by the keys which I have given shall
they he led, and no more be confounded at
alL Lift up your hearts and be glad, for
your redemption draweth nigh."·-Doctrine and Covenants 34: 6.
To a majority of religious professors the
foregoing text would seem peculiar if called scripture; and more so that there are
those who accept it as scripture-revealed
by a prophet inspired of God in these latter days. But peculiar as it may be, such
is the fact; and an examination of its statements, and a comparison of their sentiments with the teaching of former prophets on the same subject, will constitute
a basis for its acceptance or rejection, as
an inspired statement of God. It was revealed to the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, through Joseph Smith,
the Martyr, in the year r8go, when he
was only twenty-five years of age. It is in
the form of a prophecy, and the nature of
the subject is such as to be of intense interest to all who entertain a proper regard for
the religion of Jesus Christ, and are exercised with due interest in the development
of the divine purposes relating to the last
days.
truly, the themes of the establishment
the kingdom of God in its
intended gospel unity-organic unityand the proclamation of the gospel, "not
in word only," but in "power," or authority, "and in the Holy Ghost, and in much
assurance," ( r Thess. I: 5), "as a witness
to all nations," (Matt. 24: 14), including
Israel, (who will accept it), and culminating in the establishment of "the mountain
of the Lord's house," in "the last days,"
(I sa. 2: 1-5), are subjects of infinite importance to all mankind. And such is the import of the prophecy in our text.
Like other prophetic statements where
human agency is involved, it proposes conditions: that the church observe the commandments of God, the requirements of
the gospel; nor should the great truth be
forgotten, that all the purposes of Deity
relating to man's welfare are based on conditions that will be complied with
somebody, and if one man or
fail to
carry out the conditions, another will be
raised up who will ;-God's purposes fail
not.
God's great latter day work, as contemplated in the text, is one that the prophets
from the
of old delighted to contemplate, when enwrapped in Divine inspiration. The apostle Peter, when preaching
to Israel, refers to this work as being ush~
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ered in just prior to the second coming of
Chri5t, saying, "And he shall send Jesus
Christ, which before was prea.ched unto
you: whom the heavens must receive until
the times of restitution of all things, which
God hath spoken by the mouth of all the
holy prophets since the world began."Acts : 20, 2 r. Also Paul, "For I would
not,
that ye should be ignorant
of this mystery, lest ye should be wise in
your own conceits; that blindness in part
is happened to Israel, until the fulness of
the Gentiles be come in. And so all Israel
shall be saved: as it is written, There shall
come out of Zion the Deliverer, and shall
turn away ungodliness from Jacob; for
this is my covenant unto them, when I
shall take away their sins."-Romans I I :

ing to the reasonable mind to be entertai'1·
ed for a moment. But if we admit the
claims of all as divinely valid WE: are·forc•~d
to admit the above idea to be true, and
that God is the author of all thi3 cofusion
that the infinite Godhead is rr><:U>rm
"Every kingd'om divided
brought to desolation," Is
to desolate his own church?
conception of God and his work
vindicate him from any connection
ever with it, so far as its being His
unto salvation'' is concerned.
This condition of
r. ll
and through Christendom, exisb;
cuhus; and well may the
lem of where, how and
the coming church
25-27.
thing is absolutely certain:
These statements of scripture are pecu- theological materials now in the hands
liar, too, when studied with relation to ponular Christendom with which to
the past and present of the world and Is- the new dispensation, there is no
.raeL The e§tablishment of Zion, or the building with certainty; no means of
"coming church" is the problem of the age onstrating the absolute trutbfulnes~
with many not now numbered among the doctrines, to the entire satisfaction
Latter Ddy Saints. They believe it is minds of the believers therein. H
now due, and many are looking for the would not be the
conversion of Israel to Christ, but where, beliefs among them
much shifting of
and how, and with whom shall the work
begin? No visible means with which to such number of
move out has been supplied to them. beliefs respecting every
Difficulties of such huge dimensions th11t all the vast range from
Christendom can not move them out of the detail, would be in constant
of each
way, exist. Protestantism is at war with such callmg- in
all the others.
itself and the mother church. It says that claims to divinity
the Catholic Church is a stupendous and this uncertainty characterizes
radical apostasy from original christianity, with its millions of
and a monstrous perversion of the origi:1al all the re~t; and in fact it
intentions of christianity, in its entire dic- standard bv wh1ch to test the
tion and spirit. And the mother church in of its teachings. It doe~ not own
turn, denounces Protestants of all shades of periences as positive and
of
religious belief as in a state of rebellion teaches that the
against the authority of the everlasting kingdom, as held and exercised by herself. And
taken all together there are no Jess than
twenty strongly established, and hopelessly irreconcilable, and contending divisions,
with hundreds of divisions of less importance, comprising almost every conceivable
shade and variety of religious doctrine and
belief; which, instead of nnitine- the disciples on the one foundation o{ the doctrines of Christ, Matt. 7: I 3, q, 24-29; He b.
6: r, 2, 3; I Tim. 6: 3-5, prove an insurmountable barrier to the flccomplishment
of their anticipated purpose-the conversion of the world-and surrounds us with
the perils predicted by Paul to come in the
"last days," prohibiting- the people from
attaining to "!he know ledge of the truth"
that sanctifies and saves, and of course are
therefore lost.
2 Tim. 4.: r-7; John 8:

how shall the great
and
questhat the

so with the
;
servant, so with the master; as
so with the seller; as with
the borrower; as with
so with the
of

a careful consideration of these pasit will be
to
reflecting
that the very first move
can be
made in our
from the difficulties
and that Israel may
Father to

30-;p; I7: I7•
The idea that the Holv Ghost is inspiring the ministers of Go"d to labor in ·the
interest of these contradictory creeds and
dogmas, and that God is sen-ding men to
labor in direct opposition to the unity
prayed for by his own Son in his intercessory prayer, and that the very "word"
ordained of God to pro':luce the unity
prayed for by Christ, is rr,ade to do duty
in the bands of those diversely schooled
ministers to support these various divisions,
thereby defeating his own will as expressed in the prayer of our Savior is too revolt-
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all the dispensations of Divine grace of
past ages, God began
revealing His
intended purposes or
to His servants,
and giving authority or commission to
those whom he chose to do that work, always telling them how to carry on the
work they were appointed to do. And as
long as they continued faithful to the labor
assigned, God was~ with them by the aid of
the angels and the Holy Spirit. Such was
the way in which the laborers of the early
morning hour were sent to labor in the
vineyard, or in the days before the flood.
See Jude r4; Heb. I I:
; Gen. 5: 21-23;
Matt. 23: 34, 35· Also
the third hour
of the world-day, or in the times of Melchisedec, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. Gen.
14: r8, 19; 22: 15-rS; 15: r6; Psalms 105:
rz, 13. When the Lord's ''prophets" and
"anointed" traveled from nation to nation,
laboring in the vineyard, proclaiming- the
gospel. Gal. 3: 8.
vVhere there is no
law, there is no transgression, but "iniquity" was imputed to the Amorites by the
Lord himselt, whereby we are assured
that God's word had been declared to
them.
So also, in the sixth hour of the world's
great day, God sent his angel to Moses
and to Aaron, and by the spirit of revelation from God, they with other servants
were sent to deliver Israel from the bondage of Egypt, and establish them in their
inheritance, the land of Canaan,-Exodus
3d and 4th chapters,-and the prophets
were commissioned of God to teach and
instruct Israel in the way of the Lord.Jer. 7: 25, 26; John 4: 36-38.
Likewise in the ninth hour the householder went out to hire laborers to work
in the moral vineyard. God opened up
the dispensation by revealing himself and
his purpose to Zacharias, to the Virgin
Mary, to Elizabeth, Joseph, the Shepherds and to good old Simeon and the
Prophetess Anna.chapters one
and two.
By revelation, John the Baptist was authorized to baptize with water; by revelation, Christ came and labored in establishing the kingdom, and by revelation the
apostles and prophets, the seventy were
commissioned of God to labor in the vineyard, and establish the Church of Christ.
-Luke g: z; 10: I, 3; Jno. 4: 36-38; I
Cor. 3: 9·
But the disper.sations represented by the
respective "hours" hereby referred to are
now in the past. Their work is done, and
it is to be noted, that during· the times intervening between these stated "hours,"
there was a "falling away" from the truth
by the peoples to whom the word of God
was sent. They turned away from the
teachings of those authorized to show
them the way of light and holiness, and
hence, the apostasy of the "morning hour."
We read: ''And God saw that the
wickedness of man was great in the earth,
and that every imagination of the thoughts
of his heart was only evil continually."-Gen. 6: 5· And of the rejection of the
divine message of the "third hour" dispensation: "For the iniquity of the Amorites
is not yet full."-Gen. 15: 16. Also,
"Because that when they knew God, they
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him not as God, neither were
; but became vain in their imaginations, and their foolish heart was darken, and "who changed the truth of God
into a lie," and "For this cause God gave
them
"-Rom. I: 21-26.
Of
wandering away of the people,
and their rejection of the authorized labors
of the "sixth hour" dispensation, it is recorded: "'Wherefore then serveth the law?
It was added because of transgression till
the seed should come to whom the promise
was made."-Gal. 3: r9. The law here
referred to as being "added" because of
transgression," is the law referred to in
Deut. 5: 22, and the transgression was the
rt'jection of the gospel, and of those sent
to teach and administer it; "For unto us
was the gospel preached, as well as unto
them; (Israel in the wilderness); but the
word preached did not profit them, not bemixed with faith in them that heard
it.
4: 2. "And he shall send Jesus
Christ who before was oreached unto
"-Acts 3: zo, says Peter to the Jews.
says to them: "How oft would
I have gathered you, but ye would not."
"But they mocked the messengers of God,
and despised his words; and misused his
prophets, until the wrath of the Lord arose
against his people, till there was no remedy."-2 Chron. 36: 16.
But notwithstanding all these rejections
of God's mercy to Israel whom he had
chosen, he still held them in loving remem-·
brance, and after a period of more than
four hundred years of wandering in the
without any prophets or seers among
them, and devoid of the light of revelation
from God to guide them, He offered them
another opportunity to return to Him, and
the Messiah was sent, who offered them
the salvation proposed in the gospel: "He
came to his own, but his own received him
not." They, as a nation, "counted themselves unworthy of eternal life," but "going· about to establish their own righteousness, did not submit themselves to the
righteousness of God," and as a consequence their house was left unto them
desolate, The kingG!om was taken from
them.
They have fallen by the edge of the
sword; been carried captive among all nations, and their beloved city, Jerusalem,
and the Holy land, have been under the
heel of Gentile tyranny until this day. And
thus the Savior prophecied it should remain till "the times of the Gentiles be fulfllled,"-Luke 21: 24.
Now we have before seen by the reference to Isaiah, chapter twenty-four, that
God arraigned, not only the Jews, Israel,
but "the inhabitants of the earth," for
tra<"~sgressing the laws and breaking the
everlasting covenant, the gospel covenant,
(See He b. I 3: zo), and that as a consequence, they are to be visited of the Lord
with the spirit of burning, and that but
few men would be left; and we are informed that before this visitation of judgment, a dispensation of mercy is to be offered to the nations, that they may be left
without excuse, in the hour of His judgment.
The prophetic indications of this great

6os
latter day work, the manner of its introduction, its character and nature are in
this manner set forth; "And this gospel of
the kingdom shall be preached as a witness unto all nations; and then shall the
end come."-Matt. 24: 14.
To ''be preached as a witness" implies
that it is done by authority, and in order .
that those who preach the gospel may be
duly authorized, a call by revelation must
be made. The initial call, and the restoration of divine authority to admisister the
gospel, in word and ordinance, is thus portrayed :-"And I saw another angel fly in
midst of heaven, having the everlasting
gospel to preach unto them that dwell on
the earth, and to every nation, and kindren, and tongue, and people; saying with
a loud voice, Fear God, and give glory to
him; for the hour of his judgment is come;
and worship him that m:.;de heaven and
earth, and the sea, and the fountains of
waters."-Rev. 14: 6, 7·
By an angel, then, God would restore
the gospel, that it might be administered
to us, not in word only, but with "power
and in the Holy Ghost, and in much assurance," (I Thess. I: 5), for "are they not all
ministering spirits, sent forth to minister
for those who shall be heirs of salvation?"
What could be more appropriate, then,
what more like God, or like his works of
past di~pensations, than that he should.
send his appointed messenger to deliver
the keys of authority, to open up the last
g0spel dispensation, "tbe dispensation of
the fulness of times?"-Eph. 1: 10.
Let us not be so overcome by the idea
of the appearance of an angel in the latter
days, as to overlook the fact that angels
are authorized, commissioned, installed into the office of "ministering spirits;" and
that it is their official duty, among other
duties of their divine calling to "minister
for," (in behalf of), as well as to, the heirs
of salvation. "Bless the Lord, all ye his
hosts; ye ministers of his, that da his pleasure."-Ps. 103: 21.
We read of the angel that ministered
for Israel while they were in Egypt, and
through the time of their sojourn in the
wilderness. (Exodus 3: 14 19; 23: 20, 21).
"Beware of him, and obey his voice, provoke him not; for he will not pardon
your transgressions; for my name is in
him." While Moses, Aaron and the rest
of the priesthood ministered to the congregation, "Behold I send mine angel before
you." God sent his angel before John the
Baptist and Christ in the words of the
ninth hour dispensation. Matt. 4: I I: "Behold, angels came and ministered to him."
An angel ministered for the introduction of the gospel among the Gentiles, in
the apostolic age. (Acts ro: 3-7). An angel ministered to John for the Saints and
church of that age. (Rev. I: I; 19: 10).
Paul and Peter both teach that the "principalities" and "authorities" in the kingdom in heaven are subject to Christ. (Eph.
1.: zo; I Peter 3: zz; Matt. 28: 18, 19}.
Then why should it be thought a thing
incredible that the establishment of the
gospel in this age for the preparing of
people for the second coming of Christ,
and the salvation of Israel, should be by
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angelic ministration? It accords with the
history of God's dealings with mankind in
past ages and dispensations; it is in harmony with the teachings of the scriptures;
it is prophetic; it is truth!
The nature of the work introduced
through the ministry of the angel; the
publication of the gospel among all nations, in the "hour of God's judgments,
seems to identify it as being the same in
point of time and nature as the work done
under the eleventh hour call of Matt. 2o:
6, where it appears that the laborers are
called to prune the vineyard for the last
time.
Please observe the following points
when studying this parable of Matthew
20: 1-16. It is not a man's "life time"
that is likened "a householder that went
out early in the morning to hire laborers
into his vineyard." It is "the kingdom of
heaven." The "laborers" here referred to
are not the membership in general, but the
called, qualified and chosen ministry of
the kingdom or church. Paul said to the
church of himself and fellow ministers:
"For we are laborers together with God;"
and of the church he says, "Y e are God's
husbandry, ye are God's building."-!
Cor. 3: 9· Again, the ministry, or laborers, sent in "the eleventh hour" are to toil
but "one hour" before the time to "give
them their hire," and the last ones hired
were the first to be paid for their labor,
"beginning from the last unto the first."
'•These last have wrought but one hour."
This "eleventh hour" call, will, like the
preceding ones, be made by revelation.
By revelation the authority to proclaim
the gospel and administer its ordinances
among all nations was to be restored. By
the proclamation of the gospel as a witness, the church will be established on its
original basis,according to the example of
its ancient organization, with apostles, prophets, evangelisb;;, pastors, bishops, teachers and deacons; its he! ps and governments, and its spiritual gifts and endowments, as in former days. And as in the
dispensations of the past, God will give
the necessary revelations to the laborers to
direct them in the accomplishment of
this great work, and by revelation the
church will be informed of the time and
manner of introducing the gospel among
Israel, the Tews, at the fulness of the Gentile times.
There is a beginning to this work of
the salvation of Israel; a previous and preparatory work has to be done among the
Gentiles in order that the "covenant"-deliverer-may go out of Zion, to Jacob,
and turn ungodliness from them.
The
"keys" or administrative authority, by
which they are to be led, as stated by the
prophecy quoted at the beginning of this
paper, are to be restored; that the kingdom may be restored to them, and that
the hearts of the fathers may be turned to the children, and the children to the
fathers.
Our reasons for dwelling so lengthily
on this division of this all absorbing theme
is, there are and have been a great many
who are and have been looking toward
the work of the salvation of Israel, but

fail to understand how it is to be
or
the means to be used of God in its accomplishment. They can (like the
of
old), see the Messiah when
and exalted to the throne, but they can
not see him as a lowly teacher of the Hrst
principles of the kingdom. They can see
all Israel saved and the kingdom as it fills
the whole earth, but fail to see the wor:oe
of their previous regeneration in order to
entitle them to an entrance
the "keys" of authority by which the
ciples of the gospel of their salvation are
to be administered.
Israel though yet blind and unregenerate, stout hearted and obstinate, are yet to
be placed in such circumstances as wi!l
bring them to see in
of
their crucified, but
Redeemer
Savior. They have suffered the humilie.tion of temporal captivity, but
also be brought to realize their
of sin, and the humility of the
Chri~t, and accept it as
day when their fathers
ish proselyte to
cently said: "I
Christian, but could not
that I believed" it. He also said:
Christ was here upon the earth and did
many miracles, if the
could not
believe then, how can
believe
now, when nothing is done
enough! Where is the gospel as it
nally existed? It will be found in
when the time comes for Israel's heart to
turn to the Lord, hence the
"Hearken unto me, ye stout
are far from righteousness I will
near my righteousness, it
not be f2r
off, and my salvation shall not
and
I will place salvation in Zion for
my glory."-Isaiah
: rz, rg. "0
the salvation of
were come out of
Zion! when the Lord bringeth back the
captivity of His people, Jacob shall
and Israel shall be glad."-Psalms 14:
"And many people shall go and say,
Come ye, and let us go up to the mountain of the Lord, to the house of the God
of Jacob; and h~ will teach us of his
and we will walk in his
; for
Zion shall go forth the
and the word
of the Lord from Jerusalem."-Isa, 2 IThus did the prophet describe the
lishment of the Church of God "in the last
days," as in vision he saw the
work of God preparatory to the reign of
peace, and the salvation of Israel and
hence he exclaims, -"0 house of
come ye, and let us walk in the
the Lord."
By these statements we learn that the
"righteousness" of God, which is revealed
in the gospel, which has been so far from
Israel for so long, is to be
to
them, and that his "salvation"
out of obedience to the
is to
of Zion, and thus the
"new covenant with the house of
and the house of Judah."-Jer. 31
And their sins will be "blotted
remembered no more,- will be taken
away.
"But Israel shall be saved in the Lord
with an everlasting salvationj ye shall not

I out
be ashamed nor confounded world withend."
the Lord shall
the

"In
all
seed of Israel be justified, and shall
glory," says
(45: 17), and the
way that they can attain to "everlasting
salvation in the
" or in him be
tifi cd, is
into the
obedience to the
everlasting gospel. For to Israel "pertaineth the adoption, and the glory, and
the covenants, and the giving of the law
and the service of God, and the promises."
-Rom.9:4; GaL4:4, 5·
The keys by which Israel are to be led
out of the bondage of sin and restored to
the favor of God were evidently to be restored
the Elias predicted by our Savior, when, after showing Peter, James and
John, the vision of his second coming in
on the mount of transfiguration:his
asked him, saying,
\rVhy then
scribes that Elias must
first come?
come, that is, before
Christ
And Jesus answered and
said unto
Elias truly shall first come,
and restore all
"-Matt. 1 : ro, I L
It avails
to
text
as applying in this
because the
Savior immediately refers to John the
as
the Elias to the Jews
then, for Jesus makes this prophecy with
full knowledge of these facts: John had
finished his work and mission of
had been cast into
uccuc;~w"u, and was buried,
prophecy, ("Elias
and restore all
substance, in the
the proph~cy of Mala6,-"Behold, I will send vou
before the coming of
of the Lord,
of the faththe hearts of
the children to the
lest I come
and smite the earth with a curse," is confirmed by the Savior as relating to the
work of God to be done preparatory to
his coming in power and great glory to
judge, and reward all men as their
shall have been.
It is after the house of Israel "has received of the Lord's hand double for all
her sins," (Isa. 40: r; Jer. 16: 18,) that the
"keys," authority, or the priesthood
Matthew 16: r9), restored, in order to the
building up of Zion, and the bringing of
Israel into the bond of the everlasting
covenant, were to be administered in the
accomplishment of that work. For such
is the prophetic testimony: "Therefore,
behold, the
come, saith the Lord,
that it shall no more be said, the Lord liveth that brought up the children of Israel
out of the land of Egypt; but the Lord
liveth that
up the children of Israel from the land of the north, and from
all the lands whither he had driven them
and I will
them again into their
land that I gave to their fathers. Behold,
I will send for many fishers, saith the
Lord, and they shall fish them; and after
will I send for many hunters, and they
shall hunt them from every mountain, and
from every
and out of the holes of the
rocks. "·----J er,
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By this testimony we are taught that than one priest of
line or order, for
God will call and send the ministry that the word reads, "But ye shall be named
go to Israel, after the desolation of their the
of the Lord;" "ministers of our
beloved land and cities, and their captivity
A gospel minister then is a priest!
among the Gentiles for "many genera- P<ml said of himself and the ministry of
tions." For, as Israel had been "for a his
"Who also hath made us able
long season" without a teaching priest or ministers of the new testament."-2 Cor.
priesthood, in the days of Asa the king, 3: 6.
and Azariah the prophet, "And in those
to Israel pertaineth the promises
times there was no peace to him that went
"covenants," says Paul; and it apout, nor to him tnat came in," (2 Chron.
that God has promised to remember
to incorporate the priesthood
I 5: 3--5,) so, during the captivity of the
last eighteen hundred years they have re- given of God to Eleazer, into the minisalized the fulfillment of the prediction, tration of the gospel covenant, in the times
"For the children of Israel shall abide of the final restoration and salvation of Ismany days without a king, and without a rael. Nor is the seed of Levi to be forprince [or priest-priesthood,] and without gotten, when the time comes for Jerusalem
a sacrifice, and without an image, and to offer
an offering in righteousness
without an ephod, and without teraphim." to the
of Israel. Says the Lord of
But after the expiration of those "many Eleazar and of his descendants: "Behold,
days" the favor of the Lord will be turned I
unto him my covenant of peace:
to them, for, "Afterward shall the children
he shall have it, and his seed after
even the <;ovenant of an everlasting
of Israel return, and seek the Lord their
Por·nr.,-,n ; because he was zealous for
God, and David their king; and shall fear
the Lord and his goodness in the latter
and made an atonement f0r the
children of Israel."-Num. 25: 12. And
days."-Hosea 3: 4, 5·
In this passage it is implied that the when the Lord inspired the prophet Jerepriesthood will be restored to Israel in the miah to speak of the restoration of Israel
latter days. But Isaiah is very bold, plain- and their salvation, "At the same time,
ly declaring, while speaking of the early saith the Lord, will I be the God ot all the
stages of the work, while Israel is yet families of Israel, and they shall be my
;" and of the time when Israel
among the Gentiles, "But ye shall be
say, "The Lord hath appeared of
named the priests of the Lord; men shall
call you the ministers of our God." And old unto me, saying, Yea, I have loved
further says, "And I will direct their work thee with an everlasting love; therefore
in truth, and I will make «n everlasting with loving kindness have I drawn thee;"
covenant with them, and their seed shall of the time when it shall be proclaimed
the.chiefof the nations: Publish
be known among the
and their
ye, and say, 0, Lord, save thy
offspring among the people.
61: 4- ye,
the remnant of Israel;" of the dav
IO.
Now this "everlasting· covenant" was when ~·He that scattereth Israel will gatlinot made with Israel at their restoration er him, and keep him, as a shepherd doth
from Babylonish captivity under Ezra, for his flock;" the day when "they shall
"everlasting righteousness" was not at come and sing in the height of Zion, and
that time brought
nor was it to be till shall flow together to the goodness of the
the Messiah came-(See Dan. 9: 24.) Lord." Of that day the Lord says:
Everlasting righteousness is revealed in "And I will satiate the. soul of the priests
the gospel, (Rom. I : I 7; and by the with fatness, and my people shall be satispriesthood restored, as here predicted, the fied with my goodness."-J er. 31: I4·
And again: "Thus saith the Lord; If
everlasting covenant is administered. So
that whether the position be held, that ye can break my covenant of the day, and
this prophecy was fulfilled in the times of my covenant of the night, and that there
Christ and the apostles, or, is yet to be ful- should not be day nor night in their seasfilled, one thing is beyond all cavil, and on; then may also my covenant be broken
that is, the priesthood is there! But if it with David my servant, that he should
was fulfilled in former days, since the not have a son to reign on his throne;
priesthood was in the church and was the and with the Levites the priests, my minauthority by which the gospel was admin- isters."-Jer. 33: 20, 21.
istered then, and since by the great aposAll will agree that Jhe son promised in
tasy of the dark ages the priesthood was this covenant is Christ; and this being
lost, or forfeited, and in consequence of true, it is as plainly to be seen that this
said apostasy, the restoration of the ever- covenant inc\udes the Aaronic division of,
o:r append;~ge of the priesthood;. and that
lasting gospel was necessary, absolutely
so, as we have shown,
evidence from it will go with the covenant of Christ to
the New Testament, there is of necessity Israel at the time of their adoption into
a restoration of the priesthood or keys of Christ, when ".the everlasting covenan.:"
authority by which the gospel may be is made with the house of Israel and} uagain legally administered. And hence dah, and all Israel be saved.
And it is also as evident that this priestwe see no way of evading the doctrine
that the priesthood is in the Church of hood will be exercised in its relation to the
gospel, in the spiritual administration,
Christ.in these last days.
But this is that priesthood represented rather than in the "law of carnal comby Jesus, or "the Melchisedec priesthood," mandments." · In this relation Jesus resince he-is the mediator of "the everlastinv ceived its administration. at the hand of
covenant," the basis of the church of God, John the Baptist, who was a legal heir to
(Heb. 13: 2o; 8: 6-rg), and there is more this authority, in the direct line of Eleaz-
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er-Luke I: 5, IS), and was priest of that
order, and "the messenger of the Lord of
hosts," (Mal. 2: 7; I sa. 40: 3; John I : 23);
sent of God to preach repentance to Israel, and to administer the baptism of water,
according to the gospel of Christ-Mark
I: 1-4; John I: 33·
There was a change, then, in the relation, purpose and use of this priesthood at
the introduction of the gospel; not in its
nature, for it is "the priesthood of the
Lord," and, as we have seen, "an everlasting priesthood," and so covenanted of
God. And hence, its change must have
been its reversion from the law of Moses,
to the administration of the visible ordinances of the gospel, "For the priesthood
being changed, there is made of necessity
a change also in the law."-Heb. 7: 12.
From the foregoing evidences we feel
that we can safely conclude that both the
Melchisedek and Aaronic divisions of the
priesthood are in the Church of Christ
with their respective grades of authority,
so blended that, conjointly, the gospel in
all its fullness may be administered
through them.
It is now more than fifty years since the
angel came and restored to Joseph Smith,
while he was yet a lad, the priesthood, by
which he was empowered to lay the foundation of the Lord's "marvelous work and
a wonper," (I sa. 29: 13, 14), and ordain
men to go forth among the nations of the
earth and proclaim the gospel of the kingdom as a witness, and build up the church
on· original gospel principles, as set forth
by Christ and his apostle, (Matt. r6: I9;
I Cor. 12: 28; Eph. 4: ll-15,) and gather
out of the great confusion that now prevails, a people preparatory to the carrying
the gospel to the house of Israel, at the
fulness of the Gentile times, and the bringing of them into the everlasting covenant.
The claim here made is attested by the
current facts that since the beginning of
this marvelous work, in r83o, in just a little while after, or in 1846-I853, Lebanon,
-Canaan,-that had been always waste,
·since the captivity by the Romans, began
to be turned into a fruitful fie~d, through
the return of the former and latter rains,
(Isa. 29:14-17; 32: 13-I7; Ezek. 36:8,
9; Joel 2: 23); and that the house of Judah is emerging from their ·long captivity
among the nations whither they have
wandered, and where the Lord has shown
them no favor. But now the shame and
paleness of their face is turning into the
blushes of favor, liberty, citizenship and
temporal prosperity.. Also, they are
slowly returning to the land of their fathers, and rebuilding the cities thereof, and
Jerusalem is being inhabited by Jews as
towns without walls. (!sa. 29: 22-24;
63: I7, 18; Joel2: 25, 26; Zech. 2:1-13.
And thus are the Lord's purposes moving
on to a glorious consummation preparatory to the glorious reign of peace and glory
over the house of Jacob, on the throne of
David.
But let it be soberly and solemnly remembered by the advocates of the one
thousand and thirty-six differing divisions
into which modern Christendom is bro-.
ken, that God does not design that. Israel '
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ever abolished it; therefore hath
to pass the resurrection from the dead.
All come forth-by the power of the resurrection-in the presence oi'
to be
judged of him, of the deeds done
the
body, whether they be
or bad if
good, according to the
then
dwell forever in his presence; but
the contrary they can not dwell
no unclean thing can dwell in His
ence. But he learns also that to
the presence of
or in the
just quoted, to obtain life and
he must obtain it by a a
obedience to the gospel;
is it brought to light.
If Chri:-t·-who was as a lamb slain
from before the foundation of the world
in the behalf of fallen man-had not died
to redeem man, there would have been no
gospel or pbn of salvation for him; his
body, having been consigned to the
would have forever remained
his spirit in the prison-house forever subJuly 25th, 1889.
ject to the will of the devil: he
impotent to devise any means by his own
THE LETTER KfLLETH, BUT THE
oower to deliver him from the claims of
SPIRIT GIVETH LIFE.
justice. But Christ has tasted death for
"WHo also hath made us able ministers 'every man; he has suffered, the
for
of the new testament; not of the letter the unjust, that he might bring us to God.
[only] but of the Sp1rit; for the letter kill- And the first thing to be done in
eth, but the Spirit giveth life."-2 Cor. 3: us back that we might regain our
estate to dwell with God was to free us
6.
No doubt many have, like the writer, from eternal death. But this death
wondered at what seemed to he the strange aJ::olished by Christ did not free us from
language of the apostle, "the letter killeth." that death which is banishment from the
He could readily comprehend that the presence of God; it
placed us in a
Spirit could give life, for he read-and condition that when the
of mercy, or
that by the word, or letter-that it was the the gospel, should be
to the
light, and the life of all things. The letter children of men, the
of which
or word of this same apostle also informs would restore th~m back into the presence
us that "all scripture given by inspiration of God, we might avail ourselves of the
of God, is profitable for doctrine, for re- opportunity offered, and be saved. And
proof, for ·correction, for instruction in
thus light and i
were
righteousness; that the man of God may
to light through this plan
mercy, or
be thoroughly furnished unto all good
gospel. "Jesus Christ hath abolished
works."
If it was profitable unto all and brought life and immortality to
thngs that the man of God may be thor- through the gospel."
oughly furnished unto all good works, how
The natural man reading the word or
then can the letter kill?
Remember, letter finds that the gospel
reader, it is the man of God that is to be having faith in God and his
as the
thoroughly furnished. He, once, not be- savior of the world, he must (to be delivering a man or child of God, was killed by ed from sin and its
the letter, was buried and rose again to or turn away from all
and
newness of life, and that life the Spirit done he becomes dead to sin, for he lives
no longer therein; the letter has killed
gave.
The natural man reads the word, or him,
But after death there must be a
letter, and learns: "Wherefore as by one burial; he must be buried with him
man sin entered into the world, and death by by baptism, into death; that like as
sin; and so death passed upon all men, for
was raised up from the dead
the
that all have sinned." He finds that the of the Father, even so we also
letter condemns all the sons of Adam unto in newness of life."-Rom. 6: 4·
death--it kills.
Reading a little further
This same apostle in the e!ghth
in this fifth chapter of Romans he finds: of this epistle, tells what that
"Therefore as by the offense of one, judg- that raised up Jesus from the
ment came upon all men unto condemna- says, "And if the Spirit of him that raised
tion; even so by the righteousness of one up Jesus from the dead dwell in
he
the free gift carne upon all men unto jus- that raised up Christ from the
his
tification of life," or, as the apostle in an- also quicken your mortal bodies
other place speaking of Christ, says, "Who Spirit that dwe!leth in you." The senhath abolished death and hath brought tence "shall alw quicken your mortal
shows that
life and immortality to light, through the bodies by his Spirit,"
Christ's mortal body
gospel."
Here he finds that Christ has delivered that self same Spirit;
all the human family from this death- Father that raised
separation of body and spirit-hath for.
dead was the Spirit

shall be converted to those numerous and
contradictory systems of doctrine, but to
the "one faith," hope, Spirit, and Lord and
Father of all Saints. "Behold, I will
gather them out of all countries whither
I have driven them in mine anger, and in
my fury, and in great wrath; and I will
bring them again into this place, and
I will came them to dwell safely: and
they shall be my people, and I will be
their God; and I will give them one heart
and one way, that they may fear me forever, for the good ot them, and of their
children after them: and I will make an
everlasting covenant with them that I will
not turn away from them, to do them
good, but I will put my fear in their
hearts, that they shall not depart from
me."-Jer. 32: 37-40.
"By the keys which I have given shall
they be led, and no more confounded at
all." "He that hath ears to hear, let him
hear l"
C. ScoTT.

by that same
that all baptized, rebe!ievers receive and are enabled
walk in "newness of life." And this
fulfills the
statement that "the
Spirit
Then after burial there is a
and lhat resurrection is brought about by
the Spirit, for
it we walk in "newness
of life." But
says, "God hath also
made us able ministers of the new testament; not of the letter
but of the
Spirit; for the letter
the
giveth life."
If God had not made man an able minister to his fellow man, or clothed him
with
to minister the Spirit, there
would have
no resurrection from the
burial of baptism to newness of
and
thus man would have been no better off
than if he had not been buried in
Again: It needs authority from
officiate in this burial
to make
a man entitled to this
to "newness of life." "No man taketh this honor
unto
he that is called of God."
-He b. 5: 4·
any man should officiate
in this burial without being called of God
and authorized of him to
this
there would be no
of the
therefore no newness of life; and
letter thnt kills could not officiatf',
hence the
of able ministers, both
of water and of
so that repentant man could be born
water and of
the Spirit; could be as the Savior declared,
"He must be born
"
" says
one, "man has no power to minister the
Spirit." Man of himself has no power to
do anything to secure the salvation of
man, but when clothed with authority
from God to act in his name, every act
thus
is as though God himself
had
and the power is of God and
as the apostle says in 2 Cor.
4: 7, "We
this treasure in earthen
VfS~els, that the excellency of the power
may be of God and not of us."
How
plain! Although man is authorized to
minister, the excellency of the power is of
God. And how plain the power given to
man to minister the
Spirit is made
manifest in Acts 9: 17
Ananias was
sent to Saul of Tarsus, and putting his
hands on him ~;aid: "Brother Saul, the
Lord, even Jesus, that appeared unto thee
in the way that thou camest, hath sent
that thou mightest receive thy sight
be filled with the Holy Ghost."
The
Lord, even
had sent him that Paul
might receive
Holy Ghost. He had
established not only that his servants should
minister the ,Spirit, but the mode or ordinance through which it should be
This is evidenced in the case just mentioned, where Ananias being sent by his Lord
that Saul. might receive the Holy Ghost
administered by putting his hands on him.
The history of the acts of the apostles, as
traveled through the world preachthe gospel, as recorded in the book of
name, in the 8th and xgth chapters,
gives other
of the ministering of the
Spirit
servants of God through the
ordinance of
on of hands.
It would be
for the reader
what he must do to be saved
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this classs is this article more
larly written) to read these chapters carefully, for in them are couched items of
great value to him, instructing him in the
of salvation.
is related in the eighth chapter that
after Philip had preached the word unto
the Samaritans, they gave heed to the
things that he preached and were baptized
both men and women. These people had
in seeing the marvelous power
through the administration of
Philip, in healing their sick and freeing
others from the bondage of unclean spirits.
But the record says that though they had
this great joy, and had been baptized in
water, they had not received the baptism
of the Holy Ghost; for this ordinance
whereby baptized believers received the
ministration of the Holy Ghost had not
been performed. The apostles at J erusalem knowing the necessity of this ordinance, sent Peter and John,
when
they had come down, prayed for them, that ,
might receive the Holy Ghost (for
as yet he had fallen upon none of them,
only they were baptized in the name of
the Lord Jesus). Then laid they their
hands on them, and
received the
Ghost."

in his name,
their
when not
that authority, would be as
himself
had done them--sent Peter and John to
the same rite that Ananias perupon
the
on of hands
of
that the
might
Ghost
In the nineteenth
recorded an instance of
imposition of hands,
Spirit to baptized, repentant
This is the plan of God whereby fallen
man
be brought back into relationship
him, having been
into
his family, having been born again, the
Spirit having- given them life, even that
which is eternal
but only in
that it is compared to an
born into this natural life.
"VVe receive the kingdom of heaven as a
little child; know as much a bout it and
the spiritual life of its
tivelv, as a natural born infant
of the
worfdly king-dom in which it is born, or
of the natural life it has entered upon.
They have need while in this infantile
state to be fed, as Paul
on the sincere milk of the word;
their digestive powers have grown strong enough for
more solid food. They must be taught to
rely on their Father's hand for support,
when they undertake to stand; they must
seek his aid in secret
for therein
lieth their strength
support; and in
their beginning to walk---if they stumble
and fall-they should be helped up by

their elder brethren and sisters; not scolded and frowned upon so as to discourage
them from attempting to walk again.
If the young members of the church
should be tempted and should stumble, so
as to
way to the temptation to minthe world in any of their pasthat are not pleasing- in th sight of
should be gently helped l}pon
and mildly told to guard against
again; that they can not live
the life
have essayed to do in breaththe atmosphere of the world, for that
decay in the spiritual life,
persisted in will eventually end in
Do not get angry at them, ye elder
and thunder at them the terrors of the law, when their feet slip, no
more than you would your infant prattler
when it stumbles in its first attempts to
walk; but be patient with them and by
and by, their ankle bones, strengthened
the Spirit's food will receive the
necessary to enable them not onto stand but to walk in the narrow path
leadeth to the fulness of that life that
have just commenced. They will
to search the revealed word given
their instruction in righteousness that
may be thoroughly furnished unto
works-and then learn that that
which gave them life is appointed
to lead, to guide, and sustain them
that
"For as many as are led by
the
of God, they are the sons of
God
that the "Spirit will guide them
into all truth;" and "that the truth shall
make you [them] free." Free from the
of sin, and all its consequences;
r•t"'"'"c of the kingdom of God: elito all its privileges and blessings
and if faithful, law-abiding citizens
in
probation-having developed by
obedience to God's commandments into
nn>n<wtuw'~ in Christ Jesus-they
into the richer soil of
the
with Christ on
earth a
years. And in that
thousand years' reign, when the devil is
and shut up by the power of G0d,
where he can have no power to deceive
the inhabitants of the earth for that length
of time; when there will be nothing to
hurt nor destroy in all the earth; when
the knowledge of God shall extend over
all its surface-; then will they be educated
up to the standard that will make them
to the Father; when the Son
deliver up the kingdom to him, havput down all rule, and destroyed the
last
death; then will they receive
a fulness
that life which they entered
in their probationary state when
again in the kingdom of God; then
will they receive a fulness of that glorya
of which they received when
bodies were quickened at the time of
their resurrection to reign with Christ a
thousand years.
In view of the foregoing, we find that
fallen 'man can not be saved in the kingd•)m of God without being born again,
raised to a newness of life; and that life is
by the Spirit; the Spirit is ministered through the laying on of hands of those
authorized to act, and only administered

to those who have authoritatively been
baptized.
vV e then ask in all soberness and with
all deference to the views of others, how
can men who positively avow that there
has been no communication from heaven
to man for upwards of eighteen hundred
years, although professing to be, be called
of God and authorized of him to act in his
name, when no communication from God
unto them has been had? And how can
they be any help to failen man towards securing his salvation? If they preached
the word, or letter, in its fulness--which
they do not, as evinced by the many
churches erected on the differences of
opinion existing between them, on that
word or letter, it would be no better than
the sinner reading the letter for himself;
and if their preaching of the letter produced the effect to cause him to repent,
or cease to sin against God, it would only
kill and could not make alive, for that
power to make alive would _be lacking.
And this we conceive to be the case
with the world at the present time; having departed from the faith once delivered
to the Saints, and as a consequence lost
the authority to act tor God, they can not
benefit fallen man towards helping to secure his salvation.
Hence the position of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints is tenable when they assert the necessity of new
revelation to restore the gospel, and the
authority to preach it, that it may be
preached as the apostle dedared it came
to them in his day, "For our gospel came
not unto you in word [letter] only, but also in power, and in the Holy Ghost, and
in much assurance."
The word of the gospel was the letter;
the power to preach that word and officiate in the ordinances thereof was the authority given of God to men to do so; and
through the obedience-to the preaching of
that word authoritatively administered,
the Holy Ghost was given; and brought
much assurance, even that Uod accepts all
such as his children, and makes known
unto them this fact, and as Paul says, then
they can cry, "Abba, Father."
That God has restored this gospel by
an holy angel from heaven, who has commissioned men to preach it and administer
in its ordinances for the salvation of mankind, the Latter Day Saints have been testifying to the world for upwards of sixty
years. And they as the Bride, the Lamb's
wife say unto all that will, "Come," and
the Spirit also saith "Come," and thus
"The Spirit and the Bride say Come, and
let him that heareth say Come, and let
him that is athirst come; and whosoever
will let him take of the water of life freely."
God is no respecter of persons, but the
cry is to all nations, kindreds, tongues and
peoples, saying, "Fear God, and give glory to him, for the hour of his judgment is
come; and worship him that made the
heavens and the earth, the sea, and the
fountains of waters."-Rev. 14: 6.
E.

STAFFORD.

Isaac N. Roberts, Springdale, Arkunsas.
G. A. Blakeslee, presiding Bishop, Galien,Mich!gan.
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RUINS IN MEXICO AND GUATEMALA.

CITY OF MExico, Aug. z.-Recently
returned explorers from the state of Chiapas confirm and add to the remarkable reports concerning important archreological
discoveries. A fine, broad, paved road
built by prehistoric inhabitants has been
traced from Tonala down to Guatemala
and thence in a curve up again into Mexico, terminating at Palenque. All along
this road are still to be seen the remains
of ruined cities, and a careful estimate of
the one·time population of these places is
about 3o,ooo,ooo. On that part of the
road near Palenque the ruins are of great
magnitude. Houses four and often five
stories high have been fouq,d in the depth
of the forest. Many of these houses are
pyramidal in form and so covered are
some of them with vegetable mold that
large trees are growing from the roofs.
In some of the houses employment has
been made of stone beams of tremenduous
weight, and the architecture indicates a
high degree of science.
In some houses visited bronze lamps
have been discovered and the interior and
exterior decorations of the more important
houses . consist of panelings filled with
elaborately carved figures, almost life size,
two types of men and women being represented, some plainly Egyptians and others genuine African<;. In front of one of
the houses the explorers found fourteen
sculptures ot gods with folded arms.
The work of exploration was one of
extreme difficulty owing to the density of
the forest and the unwillingness of the Indians to enter the ancient edifices, they
averring that the buildings were inhabited
by spirits. Another discovery was that
an enormous paved road extends from Palenque across Yucatan to the Island of
Cozumel and is continued on the Island.
Palenque explorers assert that they
have discovered in the edifices before
mentioned examples of a perfect arch.
One explorer is a scientifically trained
man, who has recently arrived from India,
and by his account the region from Chiapas to Yucatan must have been the seat
of a densely populous nation.-Chicago

Times.

NEW ENGLAND REUNION.
The above reunion was held at Green's Landing, Maine. commencing at 2: 30, p. m., August 9th, 1889, and continuing until the I8th.
The assembly was called to order in the Saints'
Chapel by Elder F. M. Sheehy, chairman of the
committee. Hymn 78 was sung. Prayer by Elder T. Whiting. The following officers were
then chosen: Apostle W. H. Kelley president,
Elder M. H. Bond, assistant, Elder T. Whiting,
secretary, Elder U. W. Greene, treasurer; Elder
F. M. Sheehy to confer with the press; Bro.
John N. Ames chorister; Sr. Julia Glover organist. Time of meetings, morning prayer meeting
at 9: 30, preaching at 2: 30 and 7: 30 p. m. The
matter of taking up collections to defray the expenses was referred to the president and treasur-

er; the appointing of speakers, and others to take
charge of meetings was left to the
After the above business several of the hnc··>rm•n
by request, spoke in regard to the object of the
Reunion. Preaching at 7: 30 p.
by Elder F.
M. Sheehy, to a large congregation.
Saturday, roth, the morning
was in charge of brethren A. H.
and
Whiting, A very profitable and spiritual sea,;on
was enjoyed. The afternoc.n preaching was
Elder S. 0. Foss of Jonesport, Maine, ln
Hall; a large hall that holds one thousand
pie in which all the preaching during the
ion was done. In the evening the stand
occupied by Elder John Smith of New Bedfcrd,
Massachusetts, to quite large audience.
Snnday, I rth: The weather was all that could
be desired, the sun. shining
and nll nature smiling; inspiring the
filling en.ch
soul with gratitude to God.
er meeting was in charge of brethren
and A. H. Parsons. A splendid
was enjoyed, followed by preaching at IO
A. H. Parsons to an attentive audience.
close of the service fonr persons were bapti:«:d
by Elder T. Whiting. While
for the
candidates Bro. A. H. Parsons
rock, and preached to the three or four
people on the shore concerning the
baptism. Altogether it was a very
and picturesque sight. The afternoon
was by Elder M. H. Bond, of Providence,
Island, to a large gathering, and very large audience greeted the preacher in the
the
stand being filled by Elder F. M.
bon Falls, Maine. The
day was very fine, each spezker
the Holy Spirit in a marked
gregations assembled
the
be tbe largest ever known
any religious occasion.
The Monday morning
charge of M. H. Bond.
firmation was attended to
Sheehy, Foss and Parsons.
was present during the '"''"''nn'n
the meeting was turned over to
a wonderful spiritual feast was
The manifestations of the Spirlt in
ot
tongues anrl interpretation was present, comforting the Saints, and
and acknowledging the ministry. At 2:
p. m. the stand
was occupied by Elder T.
and at '7: 30
by Elder J. C. Foss.
Tuesday morning prayer meeting was
charge of brethren A. H. Parsons and M.
Bond. This meeting was remarkable for the
calm and gentle, yet po·wedul Spirit manifested
in the prayers and testimonies.
During this
meeting two more offered themselves for
tism. At 2: 30 the Saints
ln
chapel to listen to an
tithing bY' Elder John
the Massachusetts district.
questions were asked and
lng on the part of the Saints an
in
temporal law. Several testimonies were
in regard to the success of its
the blessings following those
At 7: 30 p. m. preaching at Music
by Elder
A. H. Parsons; theme, Christ's second coming.
A large congregation was present.
Wednesday. The rain began to fall this morning, but it did not abate the interest of the
who met promptly at 9: 30 for prayer and
mony, and while all outside was
within was bright and
made so
influence of the Spirit of the
At noon,
while the rain continued to fall, a large ""'~n.~n,.,
gathered ·at the water's side to witness the
nance of baptism performed
Elder A.
Parsons, followed at 2: 30 p. m.
preaching in
the hall by Elder U. W.
of Green's
Landing, Maine. At
Bond, of Providence,
Island,
speaker. The night was stormy, but
dience was present.
Thursday morning, Brn. J. C. Foss and A. H.
Parsons presided over the prayer and
meeting. The candidate baptized
confirmed under the hands of Elders M. H,
and George W. Eaton. During this meeting Bro.

George W. Eaton related some of his early experiences with father
in their pioneer
work in the state of Maine;
the wonderful manner in which God
them in
their labors.
While this great, rough, weatherbeaten fisherman, was telling of God's goodness
to Bro. Landers and himself, the tears of joy
were coursing down his bronzed cheeks, and the
Spirit was present, melting each heart, so
as one member rejoiced, all the members
partook of that joy.
This meeting was continued in the afternoon until four o'clock, thus taking the
oi
service. It was a time
long to
ali
The

the assembly was called to orM. H. Bond in the chair,
on reunion made their report,
and committee discharged
report was as folhal!, $15, printing $r.so, mailing
soc., total $17.48; amount
$14 62, balance needed $z.
resolution was then offered:
Moved that
Reunion adjourns it does
so to meet at Jonesport, the second Saturday in
Moved as an amendment, that
the
be held at Dennisport, Massachusetts, the first Saturday in August, 1890. After some discussion the following substitute was
offered: Moved that the next ~eunion be held
the first Saturday in August, 1890.
The previous q.uestion being called, the substitute was put
its
and carried. Brn. John Smith,
Foss
\V. Greene were appointed a
committeee to
for the next Reunion, they
to confer with the
at Dennisport with a
view to
it there, and to report through
the ;Herald at
three months before the time
A rising vote of thanks was given to
Saints and friends at Green's Landing for
their kindness and hospitality during the Reunion.
Thanks were
tendered to the Boston and
Steamship Company, for half rates; also
Charles Deering of the steamer "John
"for favors shown to the Saints traveling
on his
to the Editor of the Green's LandGazette for
in its columns; to Mr.
U.
the use of Music Hall at reduced rates; and
Bro. John Knowlton, for the
during the
Moved that
left in
hands of the
books be purchased for
ee<:no;tarv and treasurer. Move·d that the secminutes of the Reunion for puband that he send copies of
the thanks of this
to the several companies
and individuals before named.
at 2: 30 p. m~ by Elder A. H. Parsons. At
close of the meeting part of the
Massachusetts delegation returned home on
steamer "Mount Desert." Preaching at 7:30 p.
m. by Elder John C. Foss.
Saturday morning the entire delegation from
eastern Maine, including Elders J. C. and S. 0.
Foss
by steamer "Mount Desert," leav··
a few to continue the remaining services.
agreement the morning and afternoon meetings were postponed, and the remaining Saints
enjoyed a sail down the river in Bro. Otis Eaton's
vessel, and a clam dinner on an island called
George's Head. After dinner the delightfnl sail
was continued, and the singing of hymns and
chatting was the order of the day. Preaching at
7: 30 by Elder Thomas Whiting. The Sunday
morning prayer meeting was in charge of Bro.
F, M. Sheehy. Many precious moments were
lost in
one for another. Preaching at
M. Sheehy to a very large and
attentive
At the close of the meeting
the large congregation adjourned to the water,
where one more was led into the water and
tized by Bro. T.
In the evening
ordlnence of
was performed by
Elders M. H. Bond and F. M. Sheehy, afl:er
which a very emphatic sermon was preached by
the former. Thus ended the second New England Reunion, giving a new impetus to the
work in Maine, and especially at Green's Landing.
THOMAS WHITING 1 Secretary.
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CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Conference of the Massachusetts district will
be held at Unity Temple Hall, 275, High street,
Providence, Rhode Island, commencing Saturday, September 21st, at 2: 30 p. m. A committee will be at the hall and assign visitors to
places of entertainment. No railroad rates are
obtainable over the 0. C. R. R. other than one
thousand mile tickets, which are good for any
number of persons and until used. Parties from
branches whose aggregate fares both ways approximate to $20 would do well to purchase and
secure thus a two-thirds rate. They can dispose
of the balance at conference to the 'Bishop's
Agent. Tickets between Boston and Providence,
either way, on theN. Y. and N. E. R. R., seventy-five cents. W. H. Kelley is expected to be
with us.
M. H. BoND, Dist. Pres.
The fall conference of the Kent and Elgin district will be held in the Chatham branch, commencing an Saturday, October sth, at ten a.m.
The officers and Saints of the district are requested to report. All branches are requested to report. It is expected that Bro. E. L. Kelley of
Kirtland, Ohio, will be present; also the local
elders of the district.
RICHARD CoBURN, Sec'y.
UNFERMENTED WINE.
Recipe for making unfermented wine.
Put
as many grapes into your press as you like, press
out the juice, then put in your bottles, cork and
seal as quick as possible.
Put your bottles into
your holler on the stove, fill up with water to the
necks, heat your water until it almost boils, then
you have killed the ferment and you can keep
your wine twenty years if you like.
JoHN SMITH.
THE GENERAL ANNUAL
REUNION.
Arrangements are being made on an ample
scale, to render this meeting the very best of its
kind ever held in 'the church.
Prospects indicate that the attendance will be
the largest ever had, and that the comfort and
convenience of all in attendance will be made
comparatively complete.
The Reunion grounds are being put into good
shape, also all the roads leading to them; water
and fuel of good quality will be had in abundance, and food supplies will be kept in good supply at cheap rates.
The grounds are located on a gentle declivity,
surrounded on all quarters by high ridges, and
are bountifully supplied with shade and by elm,
linden, hickory, oak, walnut, other trees; and
running near at hand is a spring brook, furnishing water for baptismal purposes and for teams.
The camp will be ten miles north of the city of
Missouri Valley, and may be reached from there
by carraige, over good roads, at about fifty cents
per passenger; and it may be reached also by
carriage from Mondamin, a town five miles west,
for twenty-five cents per passenger.
Commodious boarding accommodations will
be furnished at twenty-five cents or less per meal;
and no effort will be spared by tht. Reunion committee to see that the wants of the visitors are
supplied promptly, at cheap rates, and in a courteous manner.
A general invitation is hereby given to all to
come up to this yearly assembly to seek and
serve God; and such of the ministry of the
church as can find it practicable to come and assist in the services are specially requested to attend and aid as they can.
It is hoped the First Presidency, the Bishopric,
and as many of the Twelve and other missionaries as can come will be in attendance.
The committee on arrangements earnestly request the prayers of all the church that the Lord
may bless and direct the efforts being made to
render this meeting successful, and give abundant increase in grace and
in goodly influence and numbers, and
wondrously in the
lifting up of Zion and in the salvation of souls .
By order of the Committee.

DIED.
KINDER.-At Saint Joseph, Mo., on August
15th, r889, Oscar, youngest son of Bro. and Sr.
Kinder, aged 4 years and 5 days. Deceased was
born near Nashville, Kansas, August roth, r885,
and
17th, r889, was buried on the farm
of Bro.
near Avenue City, Missouri. Funeral services were conducted at the parents'
on the r6th, by M. H. Forscutt, assisted
J. M. Terry. The deceased had been
for several weeks, but confined to his bed
a few days, the last three of which he seembe in a dying state. Administrations gave
but not health. Three davs before the
end
parents resigned their trust, and Oscar
was anointed to his burial or his recovery as the
Divine One should will. A holy calm prevailed;
pain was :rebuked, and no more sign of its presence afterwards manifested. Some blessed testimonies relieved the tender parents' hearts. During the evening on which he died, the following
circumstance occurred: Several watchers were
around the bed. The father was out in the yard.
The dying child lay in the front room-the "third
room from where the father was. Suddenly all
they who were with the child were startled by
hearing a voice distinctly call, "Ammon, Ammon." ·Out in the yard the father heard it too,
a.nd hastened in to learn its cause; but none
could tell. "Ammon" was the name of a younger brother, much beloved, who departed June 17,
scarce two months before. The two boys, Oscar
and Ammon, had manifested more of a brother's
love for each other than is usual at their age.
Since Ammon's exit, Oscar had gradually pined
away. Together again once more now, their innocent love may :find sweeter expression than before, with increased force and broader scope, and
where death may not invade.
AuLD.-Jennie Edna Olive Auld died Monday,
August rzth, at I p. m., near Albia, Washington
county, Kansas. Sr. Auld was born May 29th,
being 13 years, 2 months and 12 days old.
with patience the rod of affliction, showing many evidences of her faith in God and his
promises. Sr. Olive had not obeyed the gospel
by
when she was stricken down· with a
stroke and with lung fever. She refusa doctor sent for, but requested her
lather to send for the writer to come and pray
!'or her" I arrived on Friday evening and administered. She recovered her voice and was much
improved during the latter part of the night. Her
got excited and sent for a doctor. Before
doctor got there we had a season of prayer.
'il'he blessing came and the numbness departed;
she could turn herself in bed and could use her
and when told the doctor had come, called
her
and mother and told them she wanted
to get up. They placed her in the great arm
chair and she remained up while the doctor examined her, made out his prescription, gave a
dose of medicine, leaving several doses, with instructions. We left for our home feeling sad to
think how little faith man has in his God. Two
weeks passed away; the doctor made :five visits
3.nd administered his opiates without the desired
effect. Little Olive grew worse each day until
the physician declared he could do no more; that
there was no power on earth could save her.
Again they came for us, and we responded, getting to Bro. Auld's at 5 p.m., Thursday. Friends
were crying that Olive was dying. We bowed
by her bedside and asked God to give here back
to us that we might hear her testimony once more.
V\!e were heard and she revived and could talk
~..s
as ever and gave strong testimony of
her
in God; and the next day while two
neighbors were visiting and urging her to take
some other medicine, she said, "l don't want any
medicine;
faith is in God. If He wants me
to live He
heal me; don't you see Bro. Kent
came and prayed for me and God has blessed me.
If had not taken any medicine the first time I
would have been well now." She talked about
obeying the gospel and being baptized as soon as
she was well enough. I stayed with them from
Thursday tlll the following Monday and from all
human appearance she was getting better and
strength as fast as could be expected.
we bade her adieu I said, "Olive, what
word have you to send to your sister Nettie."

6II
She replied, "Tell her I am just as happy as I
can be, only very sick; and that I am going to
be baptized, and mamma, just as soon as I get
well enough." To my surprise, on the morning
of the 13th a messenger came stating that she requested to be brought and laid away with the
Saints to await the resurrection of the just. She
passed away conscious of death, with a smile upon her countenance, and a lovelier face I never
looked upon in death-the peace, joy, and happiness that was implanted there seemed to speak
volumes for those that die in the Lord, and are
admonitions to all that looked upon her to prepare to meet the end, that their death might be
like hers. We tried to speak a few words of
comfort to the friends who had gathered to pay
their last respects to one of earth's children.
A.K.

JoBE.--0£ disease of the liver and kidneys Mr.
James W. Jobe, eldest son of Mr. Thomas and
Elizabeth Jobe, August 4th, r889, aged forty
years, four months and four days. He leaves a
wife, one little daughter, his aged parents, five
brothers, three sisters and a large circle of friends
and acquaintances to mourn their loss. He was
confined to his bed eleven weeks before his death.
They had :five celebrated physicians but all seemed as though they could no nothing for him. He
suffered so long and so much, but our heavenly
Father saw fit to take him from us, for which we
feel sad.
But we have a promise if faithful until death that we will meet with those gone before. He was class-leader in the United Brethren church and was a man worthy of ali due honor and praise. He was a great reader of the Herald and stated a short time before he died that if
he lived he would join the Latter Day Saints, for
he believed that doctrine more than any he knew
of. Funeral services conducted by Rev. John A.
Cole.
We have laid him away in deep sadness,
Yet not withont hope in our breast;
For again we wiil join him with gladness,
And enter the portals of rest.

PREVENTION AND CURE.
'The Greek proffessor Paresi has found in the
milk and pulp of the cocoanut a speci.fic for tapeworm.
Treat tired or inflamed eyes with a bath of
warm water five parts and witch hazel one part
three times a day.
Olive oil saturated with camphor makes an
excellent appllcation for infl:amation swellings,
also for rubbing rheumatic joints.
A strip of flannel or a napkin rung out of hot
water and applied round the neck of a child thut
has croup will usually bring relief in ten minutes
For excessive perspiration of the feet one part
of alum with two parts of glycerine should be
rubbed on the feet at night and a light, open sock
worn. In the morning the feet should be washed
with tepid water.
A simple remedy for foot sprains is to slide the
fingers under the foot, and having preyiously
greased both thumbs press them successively
with increasing force over the painful parts for
about a quarter of an hour. This process should
be repeated several times until the patient is able
to walk.
LONGEVITY IN THE DESERT.
Deputy United States Marshal Ralph Dominguez of Los Angeles, who was in the city last
evening, says the San Diego (Cal.) Union, tells a
very strange tale of the extraordinary longevity
of some Indians upon whom he served some papers last week.
Five Mission Indians were subpcenaed to testify in a case wherein the government is
plaintiff. The point involved is as to whether or
not the Indians shall be mantained in the possession of the Potrero reservation, which comprises
45.ooo acres of the finest land in Southern Califorrtia. The :five Indians in question were wanted to testify as to how long they had had posessian of the reservation, and their ages ranged from
So to 120 years. Mr. Dominguez found them in
the Yuma desert, about ten miles the other side
of Indio.
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The oldest of the quintet was Juan Sabichi,
who had been on earth 120 years. Francisca Apache was aged II5 years. Juan Largo had only
lived roo years. Juan Cohulla was born ninetyfive years ago. The youth of the party was
Chief Cabazon, who had only recollected of seeing eighty summers pass.
Juan Sabichi and Francisca Apache recollected
of the commencement of the work on the mission at Potrero, which, as a historical fact, was
built uo years ago. They both assisted in the
construction of the antique temple, as they carried adobe and in that way aided in the work. On
account of their extreme age they can hardly
walk now, but all things considered they are
quite "chipper."
Francisca Apache was married fourteen years
ago, when he was over roo years old. In honor
of his union to an Apache woman, who, on that
occasion, was a blushing bride of 6o summers, he
added to his name the name of the tribe his
wife was a member of.
Four years ago the father of Chief Cabazon
died at the advanced age of 140 years, and then
his son succeeded to the chieftainship. These
extraordinary instances of the longevity of the
Mission Indians, who number about 6oo, speaks
a great great deal for the climate of the Yuma
desert, where during all this time they have lived
undisturbed by the white man-Chicago Times

Ladie~

HE young
of the
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of the Church of Jesus
of Latter Dz.y
Saints have organized as the Hawthorn Soc'iety,
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Some time this fall, and solicit aid from the S<cin:s
at large, in money, material, or useful, ornarnental and fancy articles of every variety, to be seut
before October 5th, r88y.
Will the President of each Branch consider
this as addressed personally to himself, and rezd
the notice before the branch as often as necessary to keep the matter before the
Address: MRs. JENNIE
Box 578, Independence,
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QuiETNESS.-There are many people who have
zeal enough to talk, but few who have grace
enough to keep quiet. It is comparatively easy
to speak out, when we are assailed, injured, defamed or contradicted, but to be quiet under such
circumstances is often much more difficult, and
often much more commendablE'. If a man is
assailed by falsehood his truest policy is often the
policy of quietness. If he contradicts, those
who have told one falsehood may tell ten, and
persons who do not know him or know the truth
are quite as likely to believe falsehood as to believe the truth·-Sel.
THE atmosphere is rife with reports of murders, floods, fires, railroad disasters, accidental
shooting, ravishings and every species of crime
and outrage. The record is simply appalling.
Whither is the world tending ?-I1!cl~pendence
(lifo.) Gazette.
FIVE HARVEST EXCURSIONS.
The Burlington Route, C. B. & Q. R. R., will
sell from principal stations on its lines, on Tuesdays, August 6th and 2oth, September roth and
24th, and October 8th, Harvest Excursion Tickets at Hal} rates to points in the Farming Regions of the West, Southwest and Northwest.
For tickets and further information concerning
these excursions call on your nearest C. B. & Q.
ticket agent, or address P. S. Eusns, Gen'l
Pass. and Ticket Agent, Chicago, Ill. to As.
NOTICE.
MPLOYMENT is wanted by an earnest, energetic
yom'lg brother in the cbnrcb. He is capable of doing
E
any kind of BOOK KEEPING, and would like a situation

in some wholesale business or manufacturing establishment. Reference can be given. Enquire of
14Sep4t
J. J. CORNISH, Reed City, Mich.

A. CHRONOLOGICAL CATECHISM:

Or, Key to the Chronology of the Bible.
BY A. J. MAPES.
Limp Cloth, 103 pages, price 35> cts. For sale by
Bro. H. R. MILLS, independence Mo.

~~ fhe

Jews In and Out of Jerusalem.".
THE PATRIOT

For September 19. will contain the above article, written
for it hy special contract. by Rev. Dr Io'. de Sola Mendes,
of New York City, a leading American Jew, and editor of
61
American Hebrew." It wi11 also contain "Journalism
of Decatur county,,, "Scientific Investigation,'~ and hAfter-requisites to College-building in Lamoni," all prepared
especially for Its column•. Price 5 cts in money or stamps.
Address, LAMBERT BR01'HERS,
LAMONI, DECATUR Co., IowA,

Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

40

15
10

LAMONI, DECATUR
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

25
75
40
20

HOLY SCRTP'l'URES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
~We have a limited quantity of these on hand
Turkey Superior, gilt
• • •. . • . • • • . • • • •• •
fO
Turkey Superior, with
gilt edge .••.•...
Roxbtirg Turkey, gilt edge ................. .
Roxburg Turkey, with ela~p, gilt edge ..••.•..

25
50

7fJ
10
75

HOLY SCRIPTURl~S.
(Inspired Tran~lation by Joseph Smith.)
sprinkled edges .....
Sheep or Hl>rary
Imitation Morocco, gilt
.•..........•... 2
Morocco, gilt edges .......••••••••••••••• • •
New Testament, Inspired .......•...•.••••.•.

50
}f;

35

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges .•.•..•....•..•• • •••...
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ......••..... · • •!
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin 8ides ............. The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Sa,intB'
Harp; also 542 pages of
about
tunes, and full instructions on

WELSH HYMN

Full leather, marbled edges ................••.
This was published by the church in Wales,
contains 393 hymns in Welsh and 33 in English.
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen .•••••• , •
Without covers 5cts. each; per dozen . • • • • • • • . ED
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Oalii1c'
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery aud Transbtiun
the Book of Mormon, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
LICENCES, NOTlUl~t>, &c.
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Licences,
each per dozen ..••..•................••.
Baptism a·nd Confirmation Certificate books •.•••
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred ....•.••.
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 25cts, ten or more, each .•••••• , •••
In paper 15cts., ten or more, each . . . . . . • . • • • • 13
This is the notorious "Manuseript ]'ound," written
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
been said in connection with the
that it fm·nished Joseph Smith and Sidney
the 'ehief
ground work and material from
to write the
Book of Mormon.

i®r Salle.
A good farm for sale of 40 acres, good rich soil, all well
fenced, 2 good wells, large pond for stock, old orchard
bearing good 300 young trees of choicest fruits, new
lumber stable and cowehed all shingled, buggy shed,
new granary all painted, good rock milk house, other
out-houses. A good 6 roomed cottage, porched, papered,
and painted outside alld inside, close to 4 towns, also on
4 ma1n rouds, 2 good groves of maple trees each side of
the cottage. Will he sold cheap, rather than rent. A big
1

bargain for some one. Fm·m a few miles from Lnmar, the
county seat of Barton county.
EBENEZER :i>IILLER, Senior,
ScAM-:&fONVILLE, Cherokee county, Kansas.

RommT

WINNING,

Pres't.

D. F. NICHOLSON, Cashier,

Ample Responsibility.
Loans money on a proved eecmity. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

AUTUMN

LEAVES.

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.
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"HEARKEN TO TJIE \Vmm OF THE LoRn: For' TnERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVIll .IT llll ON!! WIFE- AND CONCUBINIIS
HE SnALL HAVE Nomo."-Pagc 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
"WE BELIEYE THAT ONE MAN snouLD RAVE ONE WrFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: ExcEPT rn CASE Ol1' DEA.TH, WHEN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "·-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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AT the last

has been said, we trust, to
interest in this matter, but
encouragement has not yet
given. However, sufficient
have been obtained to show
the movement was but fairly ap";""'"""u, the College could undoubtedly
and successfully operated.
In this connection we present below a
letter from Sr. Walker, one who is qualified to
not only for herself, but for
the sisters
for others in the Church.
She has the cause of the education of the
and has heretofore given
devotion and consecration to it, \Ve can endorse her sentithat there should be no spirit of
sectionalism manifested in this matter.
our
we hope to see the time
colleges shall be reared
not only at Lamoni, but at
South, E11st and West,
as circumstances
undoubtedly demand.
begin some time and somewhere; and we believe that that time
now, and that the place is Lamoni.
· let the location be decided upon
us have a college; and when
let the ~·arne SDirit of
from all s'ections
We can not better
manifest our love for our children and for
of the traveling ministry than to
.-.,·r . •~,,• aid in this matter. Shall we act,
we hesitate and let a golden ophe lost?
LAMONI, Iowa, August 27th.
Dea:c Herald:- Will you kindly grant me space

6th inst., to which date
therefore be it reis the sense of
that the date of the
should be changed to a
some time in
of the committee
be requested and authorized
to call the committee
sometime
in October or November next."
It will be seen
the above that a meeting, which will in some sense prove a decisive one for the present success or present failure of the college movement, will
probably be held in the next
or sixty
days. That should be sufi1c1ent to decide
the
of every friend of the movement. It is to be hoped that no one who
can lend a helping hand to such a most

in your columns for a few words with the Saints
relative to a matter in which all are interested,
but to the importance of which all seem not to be
fully all ve; we refer to the college enterprise now
under consideration by the Saints, not only at
Larooni, but elsewhere throughout the church.
There has been a thought suggested to me (for
assure you it never would unaided have entered
my mind) that from various ones this enterprise
is likeiy to meet with opposition, because of its
pronosed location at Lamoni. Now while I have
not one word to say in favor of or against Lamoni as a. proper place for its location, I do wish to
hold this thought up for an impartial view, that
a.s Saints we may be enabled to realize from
whence It comes.
l\[uch has been spoken and written (most justly
too) upon the subject of unity. A united church,
one Lord, one faith, one baptism; but is not the
spirit which stands aloof and says, "I am of the
East," while another replies, "I am of the
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West, North, or South, just as much a spirit of
Babylon (or confusion) as that which led the
Saints in former times to exclaim, "I am of Paul,"
and others, "I am of Cephas?"
If this spirit is to be encouraged where Is the
unity of which we boast? The church, the body
of Christ can no more be divided in interest than
in Spirit or in body. Is there less consistency in
many denominations who, while differing in
creeds are yet united in many of the grand, fun·
dam ental truths of Christianity, claiming to be the
church taken collectively, than there is in a Saint
who because he lives at Lamoni, and perchance
may have a temporal interest here, opposes a work
to be entered into and carried out for the benefit
of tke church, simply because that work is to be
done at Independence; or vice versa, should the
Saints living at Independence oppose the same
work because located at Lamoni? Where is the
consistency of our claim in reference to unity, if
this indeed be so? Will not Christ be as ready to
acknowledge a bride wanting an arm, a limb, or an
eye, as he will a bride who, while blessed with all
her members, yet so poorly undet'stands what
oneness means as to think there is unity, while
the hand tears out the eye and the foot crushes
the hand, because they belong to different parts
of the same body? To my mind, peace and a
spirit of love is to be preferred even if the body
be crippled, than a body perfect in its members
so far as physical perfection goes, but whose
members fail to recognize the fact that it ls utterly impossible for one to be exalted at the expense
of the other, even as it is for one to suffer without all the rest sufl"ering with it. "If ye are not
one, ye are not mine." I am slow indeed to believe that a spirit such as referred to animates
the breast of any Saint, but if indeed it be true, is
it not time that such an one try the spirit, to know
whether indeed it is of God?
The church finds herself in need of an institution of learning, where her sons and daughters
may be educated under her influence, her fo5tering care. This is the need of the church, the
Saints; not of Council Bluffs, St. Joseph, Lamoni
or Pittsburg, and if this need is not supplied,
there is not a branch, nay not a member of tr.e
church, no matter how near or how remote they
may be from any one or from all of these localities, who wiil not suffer if this need continues to
exist, and on the other hand, not one who will
not be benefitted if the want is supplied. 0,
shame upon that man or woman professing to
be of the body of Christ, who yet feels no interest in that body unless gain is to accrue to
him or her personally therefrom! Was it for
such Christ endured the shame and cruel agony
of the cross?
Nay, the pure white linen in
which his bride is arrayed, is righteousness-the
righteousness of his Saints; and the charity
which abidet.h forever, "seeketh not her own."
This spirit of place and division is an old trick
of the adversary. With the Jews it dated back
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to the days of Rehoboam, and following on down,
led the woman of Samaria to ask, ·<How is it that
thou being a Jew ask est water of me who am a
woman .of Samaria?"
Bro. Robert Winning, a thouroughly active
energetic business man, with others, are now
deeply interested in aiding this enterprise, both by
means and talent; but. the encouragement which
they receive is not what it ought to be, neither
such as the efforts put forth richly merit. The
poet has said, "There is a tide in the affairs of
men, which taken at the flood, leads on to fortune." Those most interested in this matter are
not seeking fortune, but they desire the weal of
Zion and her children. The Saints of Lamoni
were the first to agitate this matter, consequently
it is but natural they should have thought of Lamoni as a proper location, (for many natural
advantages conspire to make it such), but it does
not follow that this debars other places from establishing like schools and from calling on the
Saints at Lamoni to help them. We hope to live
to see the day when this will be done, for we
would be glad to have schools of a high order as
numerous as our church edifices, and we believe
that many of our people would respond liberally
to such a call.
As Saints of God, let us go to with our might
and h'elp in this enterprise, lest if the opportunity
pass us by we have it to regret when it will be
too late.
)VI.

WALKER.

«MONSTER TIDAL WAVE."

THE newspapers of the wth and I Ith instants contain graphic accounts of the
"monster tidal wave" and the "fury in the
waves" which have of late wrought such
widespread wreck and ruin along the Atlantic coast, reaching from New England
on the north to the southern coast of New
Jersey; destroying enormous quantities of
seaside property and completely cutting
off Atlantic City, New Jersey, from the
mainland; wrecking hotels ;:nd other property at other points too numerous to mention, and almost succeeding in destroying
many lives. It is conceded to be the worst
storm of the kind that has occurred in
twenty-five years.
Some general idea of its force and fury
may be obtained from the following
extracts from a New York item in the
Chicago Times of the I I th inst:
"Reports from Coney island show that this is
the worst storm ever known there, and all night
long the waves dashed over the breakwater at
Manhattan and Brighton Beach with a tremendous roar. This morning not a vestige was left
of the esplanade in front of the Manhattan hotel,
and the tide flowed in and out of the basement of
the building. The hotel was flooded to the doors
and the guests were unable to leave. The guests
of the Oriental hotel were imprisoned in the
same way. The West End hotel is entirely submerged and the water is flowing over to Sheepshead bay. The beach at Manhattan has been
entirely washed away and the persons still there
are badly frightened.
"The mammoth bathing pavilion belonging to
Manhattan Beach was beaten down by the thundering waves. The old Marine railway structure was carried away and was taken with an
awful crash over the new Marine railway, fully

300 feet inland, carying the latter away bodily
and overturning and smashing cars like kindlingwood. The old Brighton Be'ach bathing pavillion followed it with a deafening eras!~ and was
washed with lightning rapidity and tremendous
force against the new bath-house, tearing part of
that away. The Brighton Beach hotel is ourrounded by over two feet of water. Fully one
hundred feet of the lawn in front of the hotel has
been eaten away since last night and will soon
all be gone. The Brighton Beach railroad is
submerged. No trains are running. The angry
waves dashed against Seidl's music stand, each
wave tearing away great chunks of it at every
burst.
"In this city some of the piersare entirely eovered by the tide and some that are usually twelve
feet above high:water mark have their decks
licked by the angry waves. The bay and rivers
are in an exceedingly turbulent state owing to
the high winds. The ferry-boats and general
flotilla were tossed about like playthings and
white caps were visible as far as the eye could
reach. The Jersey shore was inundated in many
places, particularly in the vicinity of the Standard
Oil company's works at Claremont. On the
East river front the buildings from Fiftieth
street to Fourteenth street are flooded in the
great rise of water. The rock opposite Fiftieth
street, which has heretofore been visible in extreme high tides, is now beneath the water and
the spindle buoy on Pilgrim rock at Nineteenth
street has for the first time been almost covered.
The lower end of:;'Blackwell's island is submerged
and the keepers were engaged early this morning in removing the patients from the frame
buildings in that portion of the island.
"The flood was discussed by all the seafaring
men with considerable interest this morning,
and it seemed the general impression that the
tide exceeded any that we have had in twentyfive years.
"Reports from up the Hudson show that the
tide to-day was the highest for many years. At
Poughkeepsie the water covered the docks for
nearly one hundred feet from the usual water's
edge. A severe storm is raging along the river
to-night.
The strong northeasterly gale and
high tides that have been prevailing for the last
two days have caused great damage along the
coast ot Long Island. At Rockaway Beach the
tide reached an unparalled height to-day.
"The wind attained a velocity of sixty-four
miles an hour at Block Island."

In Luke 21:25-27 of the
Translation we read the following words
of Christ: "And he answered them and
said, In the generation in which the times
of the Gentiles shall be fulfilled, there
shall be signs in the sun, and in the moon,
and in the stars; and upon the earth distress of nations with perplexity, like the
sea and the waves roaring. The earth
also shall be troubled, and the waters of
the great deep. Men's hearts
them
for fear, and for looking after those
which are coming upon the earth.
the powers of heaven shall be shaken.
And when these things begin to come to
pass, then look up and lift up your
for the day of your redemption
nigh."
In December, 1832, the Lord also said
through Joseph Smith:"

"And after your testimony, cometh wrath and
indignation upon the people; for after your testimony cometh the testimony of earthquakes, that
shall cause groanings in the midst of her, and
men shall fall upon the ground, and shall not be
able to stand. And also cometh the testimony
of the voice of thunderings, and the voice of
lightnings, and the voice of tempests, and the
voice of the waves of the sea, heaving themselves
beyond their bounds. And all things shall be in
commotion; and surely men's hearts shall fail
them; for fear shall come upon all people; and
angels shall fly through the midst of heaven,
crying with a loud voice, sounding the trump of
God, saying, Prepare ye, prepare ye, 0 inhabitants of the earth, for the judgment of our God
is come; behold and lo, the Bridegroom cometh,
go ye out to meet him.''-Doc. & Cov. 85:25.

While the recent storm was not of equal
severity with those which produced the
tidal waves of r864 and 1876 in India, of
1867 at St. Thomas, of 1868 at the Sandwidi Islands, and of 1876 on the Pacific
coast, which destroyed thousands of lives
and millions of doliars worth of property,
yet it was of sufficiently severe to be indicative of prophetic fulfillment, in some de:
gree at least, and to justify the painful
expectation of the greater like and dissimilar calamities which will undoubtedlv follow from a succession of similar and different causes.
We should note that which is confirmative of prophetic prediction, but avoid
reference to those ordinarv manifestations
of physical force which are without direct
signification in that respect, and which
when so referred to and claimed to be
brought about according to prophetic
statement, serve but to cause doubt and
ridicule instead of credence, sober contemplation and an intelligent conception of
the signs of the times.
Mr:i:ters of such vital and grave import
to humanity as are all the subjects and
features of the g,ospel, should only-and
indeed can only-be illustrated and confirmed by well authenticated and reliable
facts and truths. Divine wisdom has provided an abundance of such evidences and
it is not necessary nor wise nor just to
make wrong and careless use of any
others. The prudent and studious minister will only declare those facts and items
vvhich are sound and substantial, for of
such character is truth, and by such alone
can it he suhstantiated and established.
Their constant and only use will bring
conviction to the world. But in such degree as they are departed from, by so much
will the effort fail of success and entail
ios3 to the teacher and hearer, for "the fire
shall try every man's work of what sort
it is."
Let l1" take correct pos1tions and build
with well
mortar.
As we go to press distressing particulars
of the ocean storm, referred to in this issue,
reach us, showing it to be much more destructive than at first reported. The loss
of life,
and other property, can
not as yet
estimated and the distress and
caused by it are very
great. Up to
evening of the 12th inst.
the storm had abated but little. Our limited space forbids further particulars.
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S' HERALD.
GOOD NEWS FROM INDEPENDENCE.

IN the correspondence column of this
issue of the HERALD wil< Le found a
very readahle and
letter
from Bro. William Crick, of
:Missouri, in which announcement
made of the
of Bro.
Thomas James as postmaster at that place.
We congratulate Bro. lames on his appointment, and also the S.1ints and the
citizens of that community in securing a
thorough, energetic and upright business
man for that important position. It is in
some sense, a recognition of our people
and a testimony of the fact that merit
among them will not be unrecognized or
unrewarded,
We notice that some
being
brought t<:> be_ar against
appomtment
by a certam class, who are evidently chagrined that a Latter
S:1int should be
thu~ honored; <md that
said opposition
has manifested 1tself through one or more
local newspapers in some verv unfair
references to "the Mormons" in" general.
But it is sigmficant that leading capitalists
and citizens have supported Bro. James, evidently because of the confidence and esteem
in which they hold him as a man and a citizen; not alone because he does or does not
hold to any particular religious society or
belief. It is also significant as indicating
that the influence of our people is regarded as being of such a nature as will conduce to the general welfare of that comand that it is designed to give
them a proper share of encouragement
and recognition.
Persecution, narrowness of policy and
bigotry have ultimately failed in the past,
whenever resorted to; and all present indications
to the early and final
demise of
methods. Hence no person
nor any
or community can expect success to follow their use. As principles
are false and
and can
but return to those who
their
logical and legitimate
and the exhibition of
that even those

!s

and
the
Where it is
understood and
our
receive of
in the spirit
of it, can not fail of such results; but on
the contrary, where carelessness of life and
unfaithful and unspiritual conditions ensue,
individuals can but expect results of a decidedly opposite character--they are sure
to follow; for "it is
" "the salt
shall thenceforth be good for nothing but to
be cast out and to be trodden under
foot of men. "

Our standard must be Christ and his
of spiritual apd intellectual
the methods of restraint,
and all that is comprein the perfect discipline which is
based upon the Jaw of the Spirit. Otherwise we naturally gravitate to the follies
and evil<; of imperfect, fallen humanity.
Wltich shall it be? Who are building
with
silver and precious stones?
Who
wood and stubble? Is our
conduct of such a character as will
the test of the refiner's fire?
Bro. Crick's letter i·efers to opposition,
but is
free from any trace of bitterness or resentment. The Independence
Gazette also gives the subject a calm and
treatment, and advises the
element to "bury the old preall of which is sound and com-

restored gospel in its fulness. But until the
Lord shall have finished the preparation
of the Jew fer the new covenant and shall
have prepared him for the salvation which
shall flow to him out of Zion, we will do
well, while as church we faithfully endeavor to accomplish our prest:fut tasks,
and ourselves become fitted for a greater
measure of usefulness, to watch and discern the signs of the times, and thus be
constantly confirmed by the evidences
which indicate the coming of Him whose
right it is to reign-the Stone and Shepherd of IsraeL
David when viewing the wonderful and
incomparable future of Israel exclaimed,
"0, that Zion were established out of
heaven, the salvation of Israel. 0 Lord,
when wilt thou establish Zion? When
the Lord bringeth back the captivity of
his- people, Jacob shall rejoice, Israel shall
be glad."-I. T. Ps. 14: 7· If the re·
demption of the descendants of rebellious,
ancient Israel is to be accomplished, it
must be done through the agency of a
faithful, modern hrael-the Zion that
shall be arraved in the beautiful garments
which is the righteousness of Saints, and
armed with the strength that devotion and
faithfulness to God will bring her. Let
us comprehend the wonderful mission of
God's Church and arise in the strength of
the Lord to a fuller and more intelligent
conception of the great responsibilities and
privileges that are ours. Can we wonder
that the Spirit has said "Come up higher?" Shall we be found trifling and
indifferent in the presence of such responsibilities and transcendent privileges?
"Who is sufficient for these things!"

THE JEWS OF JERUSALEM.

of Jerusalem," is the title of
which has of late been written
a traveler and recent eye-witness of the
conditions of life at present existing in the
and which has lately appeared
in some of
leading journals of the day,
from one of which we publish the article
referred to. Some of the statements made
therein are worthy of note, for instance,
"the
are coming here by the hundand others which indicate that they
compose r; large majority of the population, and are becoming owners of the soil,
etc. With a predominant Hebrew population it is fair to presume that the influences which shall exert themselves in the
and its adjacent territory will
of an Israelitish character.
must be admitted that some
ot Christianity, so-called, have had
a representation in the sacred precincts of
and have obtained a foothold
it is also true that the major portion
but a degenerate and unof ignorance and superstitious relic-worship, instead of that which
the Spirit and the truth;
like the Samaritan worship of
ancient
worships it "knows not
what.
The Hebrew who has for centuries
tenaciously to the faith of his fathers
be slow to exchange his religious
attitude for anything which does not represent, in some degree at least, the purof a divine Providence, for it is his
to t1tiH be controlled and moved bv
the forces used by the Almighty, who has
her,etofore held i-iim in His hand, as a. witnes;; for Him that He rules among the
nations of the earth to the final accomof His beneficent purposes.
\Ve are prepared to accept the idea that,
untJ such time as the preaching of the
to the Gentiles is almo~t or comaccomplished, the Lord will unalso make a partial use of those
but very imperfectly comprescope and character of the
means designed for Israel's enlightenment
and complete redemption-Jesus Christ
and him crucified, as revealed only in the
an

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

date of the rzth inst. Bishop G.
A. Blakeslee writes from Gali'en, Michigan, that he has made application for reduced rates of fare for those who anticipate
attending tbe Reunion. He expects to
soon give definite information, and states:
"If rates are granted they will be over all
roads running into Council Bluffs." Full
inform:;.tion on the subject will probably
appear from him in our next issue.
Bro. E. C. Briggs arrived at Lamoni
in time to minister to the Saints in the
Sunday morning and evening services of
the 8rh instant. We were spiritually fed
as we realized that the word spoken was
seasoned with the zrace and wisdom of
the Spirit of the Ma-ster, and that the instrument through whom it was conveyed
was imbued with the true inspiration
which so marvelously moved upon him in
the beginning of the Reorganization.
May it forever abide with our brother that
he rnay he able to do his part in "confirming" tbe Saints and assist in calling them
to constant advancement, and greater
spirituality, as the Lord bas appointed him
to do as a minister for Him! He leaves for
the .east in a few days.
In this issue of the Herald will be found
two interesting letters from Prest. Joseph
Smith who is hard at work, in company
with Bro. R. J. Anthony, in Idaho and
Utah.
UNDER

I
I
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In a late letter from South Arm, Michigan, Bro. J. J. Cornish wrote: "The work
is moving on and we baptize some ocasionally."
Bro. J. R. Lambert lately returned from
a three weeks' tour in south- western Iowa,
and is somewhat improved in health.
Ern. A. J. Moore and H. A. Stebbins
have arrived from the Nodaway, Missouri,
district where prospects are reported good.

w. vV.

PREST.
BLAIR wrote from Millersburg, Illinois, September 8th:·

"The district conference held in the Saints'
Chapel on Buffalo Prairie, five miles west of here,
the 7th and 8th inst., was a very pleasant and
profitable one. The attendance was large, and
the interest in the devotional exercises excellent.
The business of the session passed off orderly
and without a jar. Six persons were added to
the church by baptism, and not a few others are
believing.
Elders W. W. Blair, A. H. Smith, M. T. Short,
E. E. Wheeler, also J. W. Terry, J.D. Jones, I.
B. Larue, Jesse L. Adams, D. S. and Henry
Holmes, of the local ministry, were present.
Prospects are good for considerable progress
throughout the district, for the people seem anxious to learn of the doctrine of the Saints, and
the local ministry intend to prosecute their labors
wherever they can find opportunities. Meetings
will be held by Elders Blair and Smith the 9th
and roth insts. in the Saints' Chapel on the Prairie,
and in Millersburg the nth and rzth, after which
they will attend the Adrian conference in Han·
cock county the r4th and rsth.
All through these regions there are abundant
and increasing opportunities for preaching the
word of life, and many, no doubt, will receive
that word gladly when they hear and understand
it. Wise, patient, charitable effort will succeed.

for one begets base fear, if not hatred, the other
pride and vain;$lory, both of which should be
avoided in the education of youth; for they
equally vary from it and deprave nature. There
should be the greatest care imaginable; what impressions are given to children; that the mdhod
which earliest awakens their understandings of
love, duty, sobriety, just and honorable things, is
to be preferred.
Education is the stamp which parents gile to
their children; they pass among men for that
they teach them, or for less value, perhapb, for
all their days. The world is ln nothing more
wanting or more reprovable, both in precept and
example; they do with their children as with
their souls--put them out at livery for so mr-ch a
year. They will trust their estates or shops with
none but themselves; but for their souls and
posterity, they have less solicitude. As children
are instructed, they are likely to be q uaHfied.
Were mankind herein more cautious, they would
better discharge their duty to God and post<c:rity,
and their children would owe them mort: for
their education than for their inheritances.
Be not unequal in your love to your children,
at least in the appearance of it; it is both unjust
nnd indiscreet; it lessens love to parents, and
provokes envy among children. Let them wear
the same clothes, eat of the same dish, have the
same allowance as to time and expense.
Bring them up to some employment; and
teach them frugality, and they will not want substance for their posterity. A little begin "ing
with industry and thrift will make an estate; but
there is a great difference between being saving
and sordid. Be not scanty any more than super·
fiuous, but rather make bold with yoursdves
than be straight to others; therefore ld your
charity tern per your frugD.!ity and theirs.--Se?.
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRA Y.EHS,

I desire your earnest prayers in behalf of my
dear little infant son who is deeply afflicted, that
his affliction may be removed and I may be permitted to raise him. Your sister in Christ,
"Sing-the song of great joy that the angels began,
Sing of glory to God and of good will to man I
Hark! joining in chorus
The heavens bend o,er us l
The dark night is ending and dawn has begun.
Rise, hope of the ages, arise like the sun,
All speech flow to music, all hearts beat as one!"

WILLIAM PENN'S ADVICE TO HIS
CHILDREN.
If God give you children, love them with wisdom, correct them with affection; never strike in
passion, and suit the correction to their age as
wel-l as fault.
Convince them of their error before you chastise them, and try them; if they show remorse
before severity, never use that but in case of obstinacy or impenitence. Punish them more by
their understandings than by the rod, and show
them the folly, shame and undutifulness of their
faults, rather with a grieved than an angry countenance, and you will sooner affect their natures,
and with a nobler sense, than a servile and rule
chastisement can produce.
I know the methods of some are severe corrections for faults, and artificial praises when
they do well, and sometimes, rewards; but this
course awakens passions worse than their faults;

HATTIE MINEAR.
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Sr. E. M. Harding, Omaha, Neb ......... $
38
Sr. Marcia Davis, San Lucas, Cal.... . . . . .
so
Bro. Thomas Emanuel, Canton, Ill........
70
Sr. Mary Atkinson, Kewanee, Ill .. ,. . . . . 1 oo
Sr. Harriet C. Fesler, Deep \Vater, Mo .... r oo
Sr. Ada Fesler, Deep Water, Mo..........
25
Sr. Bourgoin, St. Joseph, Mo ....... , ..... • oo
~

Send all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
Iowa, September 11th.

LAMONI,

STUBBLEFIELD, Ky., Sept. 3d.
Dear Sisters:-! have felt impressed to write
to the Column. I feel that we all ought to be
up and doing something for our blessed Ma,;ter,
who took upon him the form of a servant and
was made in the likeness of men, and being found
in fashion as a man he humbled himself and became obedient unto death, even the death of the
cross. I often think that we owe a debt to our
great Redeemer, which will never be paid. I
joined the church the r6th of August in r885, and
I have never regretted the step taken then, when
I made up my mind to accept the truth, and
thank the Lord that I was permitted to live to
see the light $hine. I have not a shadow of a

doubt but what this work is of God, and it is my
desire to live sue h a life that I rna y be worthy to
be called a saim in word, thought, and deed.
My heart has been made to rejoice when I read
the letters in the Home Column, and also the
correspondence, to know that God has a people
on the earth who are letting their light shlne.
Christ in his sermon on the mount, speaking to
his disciples says: "Ye are the llght of the world,
a city that is set •.in r,n hill can not be hid."
The fourth Sunday of last month l had the
privilege of hearing an excellent sermon by Bro.
Turnbow. His text was "Seek first the kingdom
of God." I wen!: to Bro. Adair's for dinner, and
at three o'clock saw him lead one precious soul
into the waters of baptism.
God help us
all to go forth in the discharge of our duty. I
ask the Saints to pray for me that I may hold
out faithful to the end, and that I may enter the
celestial kingdom. My prayer and my hope is
that we may all be there. Where is Bro. Clapp?
vVe would like to hear from him.
Your sister in Christ,
RosA SNow.

GRIZZLY FLATS, Cal., Aug. 13th.
Dear Sistm~s c:f .the Home Column:-As I have
read the letters written by each of you from
week to week, and have derived much benefit
from them, I desire to cast in my mite.. I have
three little ones to train up for the kingdom, and
it is my prayer daily that I may have patience
and a proper understanding of the principles of
the gospel,
be able to instruct them so they
will understand the will of our Father, concern.
ing their duties, when they shall arrive at the
age he has revealed unto his servant, that they
become accountable to him for every deed. I
take great interest in all that is written, in the
Column, or elsewhere, on the duties of parents
to children, for realize my weakness and want
of patience and forbearance, with my children.
When I look back on my own childhood and
compare rny children with myself at the same
age, I feel hopeful and thankful that I have such
good and ob~di.ent children; but at times when
I am tired or do not feel well, and they become
quarrelsome, or do not obey as promptly as they
should, I become perfectly discouraged, much as
was the case with the mother in the Herald of
July 13th, and I am sure the advice of Annt
Patty would sull my case if I could always remember at the proper time, instead of giving
away to impatience.
Let each of us who are mothers, remember
each other at the throne of grace, that we may
be patient and forbearing with our children in
their faults, showing by our words and acts that
we are worthy of the name our heavenly Father
has bestowed upon us-the name of mother.
I a.m one of the isolated ones, and do not have
the privil~Cge of meeting with the Saints in a
branch, but myself and husband meet with Elder
Thomas Daley's wife, and Bro. Mil gate and fam·
ily when we can in summer, as they go to the
valley in the fall and winter. But my children
have had the whooping cough all summer, and
that has hindered our meeting with the family
of Bro. and Sr. Milgate.
My little boy was taken very sick with a fever
after being almost worn out with the whooping
cough, but he was healed by the Great Physician,
through his @ervB.nt, Elder Daley, and is now
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going to schooL again. We have been greatly
blessed in using consecrated oil, when there was
no elder within seventy-five ,miles, and by the
administration of the elder when within reach,
for all of which I thank my heavenly Father,
and pray that I may be found worthy to inherit
the greater blessings in store for all who will
serve him faithfully, and overcome every weakness. Your sister in the hope of eternal life,
BELLE SKINNER.
PROVIDENCE,
I., Aug. 19th.
At the suggestion of Bro. A. H, Parsons the
sisters of the Providence branch met August
at the house of sister Julia Pert he!, to organize
prayer union.
Bro. Parsons presiding, sister
Blood was chosen president, sister Rennert, vice
president, sister Jennie \Veeks, secretary, and
sister Hannah Yerrington treasurer.
It was resolved that we meet every Thursday
afternoon and evening alternately, that all might
have opportunity; especially that the younger
sisters who are employed through the day could
attend. It was resolved that each member give
what they deem advisable, to be dropped in a
box which is closed until we get ready to count
the contents and decide what we shall do with it.
Resolved, that the term of office be &ix months.
JENNIE WEEKS, Sec.
ST. JosEPH, Mo,, Aug. zsth.
Sr. Frances:-I have often felt like writing to
the "Colvmn," but knowing my inability to write
anything very interesting is the reason I have
not made the attempt ere now.
have been a
reader of the "Column" from the beginning of
its existence to the present time, and highly appreciate the many good letters contained therein
and the work you are doing, especially in editing
Azdtt>mz Leaves. I can truthfully say I think it
is by far the best magazine published.
All
Saints should patronize a work like that. l am
sure the young Saints feel thankful to you; I do
for one. The subject of dress has been dropped
and I do not wish to bring up again only to
say I was interested, and I think that if we dress
within our means and do not follow after the
wasteful and unbecoming styles, there is no ·wrong
done. We are fully aware that there is too much
pride in the church, of which we are very sorry.
And very sorry indeed that some families of the
Saints are beginning to tollow after an old custom prevalent in the high toned class of the world,
and that is, not allowing girls that work for
them in their kitchen to eat at the table with
them; and some of those girls are worthy members of the church. In doing so are they following after the meek and lowly Savior who came
not to be ministered to but came to minister?
He was not above washing the feet of the poor
fishermen of Galilee, and what did Paul say hl his
epistle to the Corinthians? "And though I have
the gift of prophecy, and understand all mysteries,
and all knowledge; and though I have faith, so
that I could remove mountains, and have not charity, I am nothing. And though bestow all my
goods to feed the poor, .. , and bave not
profiteth me nothl,ng .... Charlty v aunteth not itself is not puffed up. Thinketh no evil." It seems
to me that those who practic,,; such things are
surely puffed up some, and
think evil when
they think a brother or sister i6 not we good as
are
because his or
occupation is

lt

considered less honorable than theirs. Is not all
labor honorable when we labor for a worthy end?
Do not a goodly number of the noblest sisters in
the church labor hard every day? The voice of
the Holy Spirit is to "come up higher my people," and oh, may the church listen to and obey
that God who gave his Son for us! I love this
great latter day work, and my earnest desire is to
live so as not to bring reproach on the church
and be ready to meet my Savior when he comes.
Your sister,
LAURA MORRISON.
SENIOR, Texas, Aug. 14th.
D.,ar St~<ters of the Home Colmnn:-It has been
a long time since I entered your happy circle and
though I do not know that I shall very much interest any of you this evening, yet I would like
to throw in my little mite in helping to roll on
this great and glorious gospel and if I can drop a
wo:rd of cheer or comfort to one weary mother,
my effort will not be in vain. I would say to the
deax careworn sisters, look up to Jesus, he is
watching over you, his loving hand is stretched
forth to help you through the rough places of
your earthly pilgrimage. When you arise in the
morni.ng let your first thoughts turn to Him who
is ever ready to help those who seek him in humble fervent prayer. If the day is begun in this
way you will receive strength to endure the many
care;; and necessary labor that devolves upon a
wife and mother. I say necessary, because I know
that many poor mothers over-tax their strength
in trying to do too much. The Lord Jesus would
have us be always neat and clean, but is he pleased when mol:hers wear out their lives in making
so r:oany little ruffled and tucked dresses, and
then every week going through the still harder
task of washing and ironing these same little garments, to be worn herhaps for an hour and then
thrown aside for an other day's washing and
lronlng? No sisters, He who said, "Let all thy
garments be plain," knew that the poor dear
mot'!er's would have quite enough to do without
all this pomp and show. To be sure we all like
to lcok at pretty things, but we should not do so
at the expense of our health and perhaps our
liveG. Neither should we rob God of the time
that is due Him in prayer and praise. Can we
live prayerful while engaged in frivilous work?
Nay my sisters, neither can you find time to feed
your little lambs with the bread of heaven, if
much of your time is spent on showy garments.
Ah, my beloved ones, our time is short! These
little l2.mbs are dear to ~1s, and if we would have
them foilow us into the kingdom we must daily
gather them around us, and teach them the way
of me and salvation.
Are we all doing what we can in the Sunday
Schools? To all who could do this work and are
neg1ec1 ing it I ·would say, "You are missing some
of
rnost grand and glorious blessings that the
gospel ailorcls; such peace and joy, such comfort
You who have fed these precious lambs of
the fold, can understand what I mean. You
have:; felt that joy which pervades the soul, as you
look into.their happy faces, and read their love
for :ron there; and remember that Jesus said, inasmuch as you have done it unto the least of
~hete,
nol
brethren are they not his lambs?)
ye :1a.ve done H unto me, Then shall we hear
blessed plaudit: "Come ye blessed of my
Father, inherlt the kingdom prepRred for you

from the foundation of the world." Then do not
be discouraged, dear sisters, when you do notalalways see the fruit of your labor, but wait
patiently for the reward of your labors, for it
will surely come, for God is not slack concerning his promises.
May the Lord help us all to arouse and do our
work valiantly, is the prayer of your loving
sister.
NANNIE A. GIFFORD.

CLEAR LAKE, Ind., Aug. r8th.
Dear Sister Walker :-Feeling an interest in
and deep love for the work of the Master in
which we are engaged, I desire to drop a thought
or two through the "Sisters' Column," and will
try to be brief as possible.
I am sure all who are interested in the great
work of the latter day, love to see its progress,
and while we read of the spiritual prosperity of
it all over the land of freedom and liberty, as
also in the old world, how our hearts well up
with gratitude to the Giver of all good and what
a desire we have to do more for its advancement,
and, because of this desire, I am prompted to
pen these lines. We read of the reunions of the
different districts of the Church, of the spiritual
feasts they enjoy, and it makes us all feel as
though we would like to be partakers of the
same heavenly blessings, and while it is impossible for us to all meet at one place, yet the Lord
is willing to bless us wherever we may congregate together, if we but have an eye single to his
glory and honor.
The object of my writing is mainly this:-We
as a district have never held a reunion from the
fact that we have no convenient place to hold
them. It is true we have many lovely groves
where we could be shielded from the scorching
rays of the sun, but perchance it would rain, then
they would amount to but little. It would therefore seem necessary in this country to have some
kind of a shelter to protect us. I have been
thinking of this for some time and I have reached
this conclusion, that unless we put forth an effort in the work we never will accomplish the
good we desire to see accomplished. To have
reunion meetings we must have a tent to hold
them in, and now I wish to appeal to the sisters
of this district, (Northern Indiana and Southern
Michigan)-What can we do toward the good
work? It has long ago been decided that we
have our work to do along with our good brethren, and we have also seen with pleasure the fruit
of our labors and have felt the approbation of
Almighty God resting upon us, and if he has, in
days agone, been willing to bless our effort when
put forth with a determination to succeed, he will
do so again. 1 therefore wish to offer a suggestion. Let each branch in the district organize a
society, (if they have not already done so) to meet
every two. weeks, and let the societies take the
form of a prayer and testimony meeting, or a society to help with our hands the poor that need
our help, and at each of these meetings let us
contribute our mites, say five or ten cents, as we
may feel able, the proceeds to go towards purchasing a tent. Some of the branches have socidi~s already for the benefit of the work, in the
way of building churches, and if there are those
who observe the day of prayer, Ol' Prayer Union,
by assembling together, I do not think it sacri·
lege if they would there drop in their mites for
this work. Now my good sisters think of this,
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pacity of which did not exceed (when crowded to
the utmost limit) over fifty. Pained because we
wished in our soul that it might ha ;'e been sounded in the ears of thousands. It is welrto "Despise not the day of small things," but if by the
use of tents the multitude can the sooner be
reached, is it not wisdom to use them ?-ED.

Think of the good that could be done with such
a place to meet in. Not only would it be a benefit in the way of holding reunions, but if a couple
of the missionaries could take it and go out into
the field and pitch it at some convenient place,
what an amount of good might be done.
This district is quite large and in the whole
district there are but three places of worship, and
one of them not yet completed. In this county,
being the northeast county of the State), there is
one branch that is in the northeast town with but
a few members oub;ide the town. In the remainder of the county but very few have ever
heard a gospel sermon, and I feel confident that
there are honest-hearted souls who would gladly
obey the princples of truth and right were they
presented to them. And while this is the case
here, I believe we are not an exception, but such
places can be found all over the district.
Now let us think of these things carefully and
prayerfully, and let us not be afraid to make a
little sacrifice for the grand good work. If we
put forth an effort I know our brethren will come
up to our help, if we need it, and then we can all
rejoice together. I should be pleased to hear
from any of the sisters who wish to take action
in the matter, and, if it were possible, more fully
set before them my object, and would be pleased
to give any one instructions as to organizing if I
could be of any service to them. It is true we
can not hope to do anything toward purchasing
the tent this season, but what I had in view was
to get ready for next season.
Let us put forth a united effort and the Lord
will surely bless us.
My address is Fremont, Steuben county, Indi·
ana. Your sister in the covenant,
ELLA A. HousMAN.
1

The idea of Sr. Ella seems a most excellent
one. It is in union that strength is found. That
which it is not possible for an individual to do,
may ea&ily be done by the united efforts of a
branch, and that which a branch can not accomplish alone, may be readily brought about by action of the district. This idea of a "Gospel
Tent," which is new in our own Church, seems
to our mind a most excellent one, and we would
be much p:e'"scd to hear from those localities in
which they have been used, with reference to
their practical utility, cost, and plan of fitting up.
Should the district officers of the district where
Sr. Houseman lives, feel the need of this tent,
and approve of this plan of getting it, a few timely words of encouragement will do mucl! to make
a success of it. For want of such encouragement many a laudable efiort falls.
Surely these tents cost much le~s than church
buildings, and it is a wise plan to leave this generation without an excuse lest blood should cling
to our garments.
Under the proper encouragement of the ministry, woman will vindicate the wisdom of God
in proving even in the gospel work, a kelp meet
fov man. The times are urgent and pressing.
Events of great moment are moving to completion with rapid strides. The cry for the
preaching of the gospel is coming up from every
part of our land, and how is it to be meU Will
not the elder ""ho addresses his hundreds cause
his voice to be heard by more than he who addresses but tens? We have many times been
pained to hear most powerful, eloquent sermons,
deliYHed in small school-house;;, the seating ca-

WEST JoNESPORT, JI/Ie., Aug. Stb.
Sister Frances.--While reading the •·Vision of
the Lord's house," in the Herald, I was reminded
of a dream I had when I first came into the
church, ten years ago.
I seemed to be stanc':ing
where there were two paths leading in diffe:·ent
directions, and was at a lms which to take.
I
started in one but every thing looked so gloomy
I came back and took the other. After going a
short distance l came to a place where no one
could enter without having on white robes; and
Bro. J. C. Foss was door-keeper. I paFsed in, and
looking around saw others standing at the door
who have since come into the church.
Every
thing was so bright and beautiful that it is beyond my power of description, and when recall
it, these words come to my mind, "And the city
had no need of the sun, neither of the moor;, to
shine in it, for the glory of God did lighten it,
and the Lamb is the light thereof."
To ;.;ain
such a haven of rest, and enjoy such sweet p"ace
as pervaded there, would be well worth striving
for. God grant that I may overcome all that is
evil, have my robes washed in the blood of the
Lamb, and be worthy of entering in through the
gates into the city. I dreamed too a short time
ago of looking to the westward and saw in the
sky a bright light many times larger ihan the sun,
and just above it I could discern something which
kept growing larger and brighter until the word
Lamoni came out in beautiful bright letters. I
think Lamoni is to become a bright light to the
world.
Your sister in Christ,
MARY A. CUMM!N(;S.
DISCOVERY OF THE POOL OF
BETHESDA.
Mr. James Glaisher, chairman of the t>xecutive
committee of the Palestine exploration
writes to the London Times: "I have
pleasure in communicating a discovery
made in Jerusalem by Herr Conrad Schick,
appears to be nothing less than the 'Pool called
in the Hebrew tongue Bethesda' (Bethsaida or
Bethz~tha, St. John, v .. 5) An
u:tinterrupted chain of evidence from
A. D.
333 to the year 1180 speaks of the
Pis··
cina as near the Chu;·ch of St Anne. The
spoken of is said by the earliest writers to
formerly bad five porches, then in ruins. NothIng was known of the pool described by those
writers until quite recently, when cert1:ln works
carried on by the Algerian monks laid bare a
large tank or cistern cut in the rock to a
thirty feet. It lies under, but not
under, a later building, a church with an
the east end. The cistern is ~ s feet lone'
east to wes'; n01·th a'1d south 'ft measures !2Yz
feet in breadth.
A flight of twenty-four c;t.eps
leads down Into the pool from the eastern
of rock.
Now the first requisite for the site
the Pool of Bethesda is that it should be possible
to have five porches. The only
in which
this requisite could be satisfied is
the
should be what is called a twin pool, such as
discovered close to the Con vent of the Sisters of
Sian--that is to say, two pools lying side by side,
having one portico on each of four sides thus
formed, and one between them on the wall of
separation. Herr Schick now reports that he has
found a continuation of the
rathe1· a
~ister pool, lying end to end, 6o
and of

the same breadth as the first. Weare, therefore,
able to make out a reasonably strong case for identifying the newly discovered twin pool with the
Pool of Bethesda. The historical evidence in
favor of this site is as strong as that which connects the Holy StepuJcnre with the site adopted
by Constantine. In the minds of most, I think,
it will be acknowledged that we have here the
ancient Pool of Bc.;tht·sda."--Sel.

YE ELDERS OF ZION.
is your calling,
The gospel of
entrusted to you;
Jle watchful, be prayerful in all your engagements
That you ask God to bless in all that you do.

As you traverse each city to tell the old story
Of the gospel restored with its blessings to men,
as Christ was before yon,
Be meek and be
''fwas the jJOOr
the needy who welcomed it
then.
It may cost you a struggle to spread the [!:lad tidings,
The loved ones at home may oft come to your mind;
The days may seem long and the weeks seem like
As you go on your mission some convert to

If trials are thick in the pathway before you,
And bitter temptations arise in
mind,
Oh flee from the tempest, don't
for a moment,
For truly a refuge in Jesus you'll find.
Take courage, my brethren, you'll soon be delivered,
The Lord will
whatever you do;
'l'here's a palm
crown await you in glory,
Remember your loved ones are praying for

BROWN CITY, Mich,, Sept. 3d.
Dear Herald:--For the last ten months I have
been kept at home on account of sickness and
death in my family. I have not been able to labor as much as I have desired, although I have
been preaching in my own branch and around
home. I have preached every Sunday two or
three times somewhere, and sometimes during
the week, and must say that whenever I did
get v_ chance to go and preach, the Lord has
blessed me very much. I hav" attended three
two-days' meetings, and I feel that good has
been the result from all of them.
On the Fourth of July the branch at Five
Lakes held a meeting which I attended. We
had a glorious time, and on the 5th I baptized
one, a young lady, and she proves to be a noble
saint. On the 13th and 14th of Jnly I attended
a two-days' meeting at Pigeon River at which a
good time was enjoyed and good was done. I
then returned home, stayed there a few days, and
on the 19th went to Five Lakes again and held
meeting until the 24th, and then we held a twodays' meeting on the 24th and z_sth. There was
a large number of Saints present considering the
busy time
year. Six elders were present,
viz: A. Barr,
J. Bailey, Levi Phelps, R. Davis, R. W, Hugill, and myself. The preaching
was good and in the testimony meetings the gifts
were manifested and ail were encouraged. On
Monday the 26th I baptized four; two of them
were the sister and father of the young sister
that I baptized on the 5th.
On the 27th I returned home and on the 31st I
again left for Tawas City, where I preached four
times, and on the first day of September I baptized two, a m~n ;md his wife, and I think they
will pmve to be good saints:
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Next day I started for home, got as far as Bay
City, where I met with Bro. E. DeLong. He
was then holding meetings, and I remained all
nlght and preached for him. Getting· home tofound my wife in better health than when I
left. I expect to make a new opening in a few
days.
I am thankful to say the work is moving on in
this district very fast. May God inspire his servants to push it more and more.
Your brother,
J. A. CARPENTER.
MoNTPELmR, Idaho, Sept. 6th.
Bro. Blair:-Bro. R. J. Anthony and I left
Malad City, on Monday, August 26th, for Soda
Springs, Blackfoot, etc. We passed the night at
the Ranch of Mr. Cad Hawkins, with whom and
fa may Bro. R. J. has been acquainted many
years, having wintered there on one of his wagoning trips, from Corinne to the mines of Montana, about r872. Neither Mr. Hawkins nor his
wife were at home, but his oldest daughter and
her husband, Mr. Levi Wright, son of Judge
Jonathan Wright, gave us kindly welcome and
provided for us pleasantly and well.
:Mrs.
'Wright has been an invalid since January last,
but was cheerful and strong of heart. We felt
to pray for her recovery in our appeals for care
and guidance. On
we crossed the
mountain divide between Port Neuf and Bear
River valleys, and a terrible rough ride it was.
The wind blew as if the spirits of the mountains
disliked our presence; dust flew in clouds; the
buggy danced and swung from side to side as we
bounced o"ver the rocks, and into the ruts cut by
passing wheels, the winds and the rain; and we
breathed much more freely when at length we eased the restive colts on the level road on the hither
side of the mountain. From there to Soda (Sodale) was but. a play spell, and we were soon by
the side of the spring ne~cr father Bowman's,
sampling the deep-brewed soda-water of old Father Time. After the long ride it was good.
We found Brn. H. R. Mills and J. Luff, of Independence, Mo., domiciled at father Bowman's,
who, with Bro. John Lewis, wife and niece, made
a good houseful!. However, we found lodging
at Sr. Eliasson's comfortable cabin, and slept the
sleep of the weary.
The Hon. Judge John Lewis, president of district, would have meetings; so he busied himself
and on Thursday and Friday evenings we occupied the school house, speuking to good audi·
ences, said to be "mixed," whatever that may
mean.
On Saturday, we went over to the Blackfoot,
where we met with a hearty welcome from Brn.
Hansen, Christensen, Christopherson, Eliasson,
sisters Collet and Elias son, and their families;
twenty-four sitting down to Bro. Hansen's hospitable table for supper and breflkfast. On Sunday, we held two meetings in the school-house,
over against the mountain side, beyond the river;
Bro. Joseph Luff occupying the morning hour
and Bro. Joseph Smith the afternoon; good liberty and good attention-they al-e a good, warmhearted people over on Blackfoot.
Monday we returned to Soda Springs, where
on Tuesday we were kept indoors by a fieroe
wind, that blew too hard for those to be out in it,
who did not have to.
we came here
to Montpelier, where Bro, A. J. Layland had

aHanged for a meeting in the school-house, the
Bishop consenting thereto. Yesterday, Thursdgy, Sept. _sth, Bro. Anthony and I drove over to
Bloomington, passing by Ovid, and through
Parls, the county seat of Bear Lake county, Ida·
ho, on a visit to Bro. John Hart, formerly of
Ccundl Bluffs, Iowa, and Ogden, Utah. We
found him at Mrs. Long's, his sister, comfortably
housed and cared for. He is in his eighty-fourth
year, qui.te feeble, but strong enough to be about.
Sr . Hart, his excellent wife, died two years ago
next January and left him and her blind daughter Alice almost desolate. Their faith and constancy in the work of God are unshaken, and
with the cheering comfort of Sr. Long's sympa·
thy and encouragement, and the Herald, their
"only preacher," they keep the hope of Life from
dying out. Bro. Hart is cheerful, and steadfast
in his desire for Life eternal, and confident in
his Master's love. We ate and drank with them
and returned to fill the appointment in the evenhg at the school·house. We found Bro. Hy·
rum Grimmett and Bro. A. J. Layton waiting
for us. These young men are earnest, loyal
brethren, doing what lies in their power to foster
the faith here. They live some distance from
the town, and are beset by hard times, under
which very many are laboring this season, owing
to drougth. Bro. Grimmett lately lost his home
arcd furniture by fire. The house was well filled
last evening, and I spoke to the people from
John 8: 31, 32. The Utah Church here in the
Bc."ar Lake Stake have built a house at Paris,
which is a fine structure, large and handsome;
it is said to have cost $6s.ooo.
'Nhat the result of our effort here will be remains lo be told.
SoDA SPRINGS, Sept. 7th.-Bro. R. J. Anthony
and
returned here to-day, leaving Montpelier
al 8:40 a.m., and driving the thirty-two miles
mountain road without stopping by the way.
We held two meetings in the school house,
c'oslng last evening, the Bishop, Edward Rich,
son of C. C. Rich, deceased, having consented
io our use of the house. He stated to Bro. A. J.
Layland, that on former occasions when our
e:;ders had been permitted the use of the house,
they had "abused his people;" that he did not
like to let any one have the house who would
do that; but that his brother had heard me in
Salt Lake City, and had told him that I did not
indulge in that sort of tactics; so he Jet us have
it. He was himself present, I think both evenings; I was introduced to him last night at the
close of the meeting, and thanked him for his
kindness.
The house was full, and some stood out at the
door, listening. The attention was excellent, the
audience quiet and orderly. No speaker could
reave been better treated than I was Brn. A. J.
Layland and Hyrum Grimmett and 0. Key, with
their families, were present, from Dingle Dell,
a.nd sat with us on the stand. I met Mr. Samuel
Lee, brother to Bro. JosephS. Lee, who was also
r-resent at the meeting. Among others who
were in attendance, there was a Mr. Holland, or
HoHen, who was in Manchester, England, when
Dewsnup, Hughes and others defrom the Utah church there. He gives
Brc. Dewsnup an excellent reputation; and states
that the cause of the separation was the Utah
cpedal philosophy. He spoke well of the breth·
ren who left them on that occasion; all of which
w~.s glad
hear.

While at Montpelier we were the guests of Mr.
Jones and family, who keep the "Jones House,"
hotel. We were most r ospitably and kindly
cared for; the whole family being kind and pleasant to each other and to their guests. The father, past middle age now, is still hale and hearty;
but has put the active business of trade and traffic
into the hands of his two stalwart sons, Trom::.s
and Frank, who are engaged in general merchandizing, their oldest sister at home clerking for
them and helping mother, as the needs require;
Johnnie and a younger girl helping about the
home. The young men, Thomas and Frank,
most kindly looked after the lighting the school
house for us and showed an interest in our being
heard. The mother is a frank, outspoken woman,
who has steadily refused to give credence to the
doctrine of celestial marriage; and though doing
this and keeping herself and family from its
damaging influence, has lent a ready and helping
hand to the maintenance of the church in other
directions. The father is a brother to Bro. Henry
Jones, of Omaha, and is a liberal man, both in
sentiment and means; he made us welcome to
his home while we stayed and bade us come
again. With such may the peace of God ever
rest.
I was also permitted to meet a relative, Mrs.
Jerusha Blanchard, formerly Walker, a daughter
of my cousin Lovina, uncle Hyrum's oldest
daughter; whom I had not seen since her family
left the east for Utah in r86o. It was pleasant
to thus meet a relative, far, far from home.
My subject for the last evening was the position taken by the Reorganized Church on the
marriage question, which I presented as well as
I could, avoiding anything of an abusive, or denunciatory nature; preferring to do our work affirmatively rather than objectively, during !he
hour permitted us. At the close the people took
the tracts, "One Wife or Many," quite readily,
and many will be read. One, Bishop Dalrymple,
of Preston, above Montpelier, could hardly sit
still, as I proceeded, and at the close said to some
others: "Old, old, we've heard all that years ago."
We admit that it was "old," "old," as old as creation, at least, in principle, for the Savior said so,
in Doctrine and Covenants 49· So let it rest.
Yours in bonds,
JosEPH SMITH.
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Sept. 4th.
Bro. R. S. SazYard.<.·-Not knowing whether
you have heard the news that is greatly exciting a number of the Independence people, I drop
you a few lines. Last Saturday Bro. Thomas
James received his appointment as postmaster of
this city, and to say that it created excitement
and talk among a certain element is putting it
mildly. Both the othf'r papers published here
are raking over the old Mormon record of Independence and trying their best to raise something foul. The Saints are bearing up under it
bravely and are trying to keep cool, which I am
glad to see.
Nothing can be said against Bro. James, nor
why he should not be postmaster, only that he is
"a Mormon," and nothing can be said against the
Saints of Independence, only that they "believe in
the Book of Mormon and modern prophecy and
visions, and that Joseph Smith was a prophet of
God." This is the only argument, and the worst
they can rake up against the Saint::; of Indepen·
deuce.
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Bro. James forwarded his bond to Washington
on Monday last, signed by the following gentlemen: Jonathan Hill, William McCoy, (both
bankers of this city), Preston Roberts, Sr., a capitalist, and F. A. Anderson, a lumber dealer-four of the the most substantial men of this place.
Bro. Luff is still in Idaho or Utah. We expect
him back the last ofthis week or first of next.
The new church is progressing nicely. The
Saints are generally well. Our district conference convenes here next Saturday and Sunday.
With love to all, as ever yours in gospel bonds,
WILLIAM CRICK.
CLEARWATER, Cal., Sept. zd.
Bro. W. W. Blair :-I desire to thank you for
copies of the Herald and list of publications.
We think the Herald fine and a thing of joy and
encouragement, as it tells us how the work is
going on.
As I read the letters from the few workers in
the South Sea Islands, my heart yearns for. the
Spirit and wisdom that I might go and labor for
Christ and his church. Bro. T. W. Smith's letter in the Herald of August 17th made me feel
like going right off to his assistance. But I want
to learn "Thy will be done," and be contented
with my life and lot.
I am very much interested in the latter day
work, and shall purchase all your publications
and subscribe for !he Herald just as soon as I
have. the money to spare. My wife and I were
baptized August 13th by Elder Hyram Holt at
San B<trnardino, and are as infants in this work.
The faith and mode of work is as I have believed
from a child, but for some cause I have not beeo
associated with the Saints before. I was formerly a Baptist, but now I think I have been admitted through the door by proper authority. My
desire is that I may have the Holy Ghost sufficiently to understand God's word aright and to
do good thereby. We are about sixty miles fram
San Bernardino now, on a small place that we
are trying to buy for our home here. May God
bless the Saints everywhere, and give them the
Spirit at all times to war a good warfare!
Your brother in Christ,
C. H. LUTHER.

THE SAIN
take upon myself in being placed with a. large
body of such honorable men. To· day I begin to
realize, as our sister Em rna once said, that tile
blessings of heaven are all bought with a price.
I had to go to my Father in heaven with the prke
He demands at our hands for them aud ask if
such an unworthy child as I have been might 'Je
able to purchase them.
My faith is more firm to·day than ever, tor
sought with all my heart at my Father's throne
for a testimony if I should be accepted with him,
and in every meeting but one I have been blcss,,d
with the gifts of the gospel. And now my dear
bJ-ethren and sisters, be it known unto all that
I am able to tell you that if any man will do
the will of the Father, he shall know of: the
doctrine, that it is of God and not of man.
Let me say for the encouragement of those
that have been and are laboring among the Avs·
tralian Saints, that I never saw such love a11d
unity among the Hamilton Saints as now. Although our number is not so large as it wc.s,
we have the promise of some being added if
we will walk in Jove, and this promise we received
from our Father through prophecy.
I could bear a hundred testimonies
tf.is
work beirg true, but I am weak of myself and
my experience is that the nearer we come to f:oe
light, the more we see our folly and weakness. I
ask an interest in the prayers of alL
Your brother,
HENRY BROADWAY.

HILL CITY, Kan., Sept. 4th.
Bro. W. W. Blair:-I am glad when I read in
the Herald of the success of the brethren ln all
the world in the triumph of the truth. It if a
joy to me to see the day begin to dawn. When
I first enlisted in the cause I went alone with
Bro. Z. H. Gurley, Sen., at Henderson Grove,
and was baptized and confirmed by him. But we
were not alone, the Spirit of the Lord was there
and said that I should live to see the triumph of
His church and it made honorable before the
Lord and all the world. But I did not altogether
understand its full meaning and don't know as I
do yet; but I thank the Lord for what I do see,
that the people are beginning to see their bondage both here and in the mountains of Utah, and
HAMILTON, N. S. W., Aus, July 9th.
as they see their condition they are coming to a
De•zr Herald:-Each mail brings us glad news
knowledge of the truth and out of the bondage
which causes our hearts to overflow with love
of sin and corruption into which they have been
and thankfulness, until at many times the tears
led.
run down our faces as some of your readers have
An M. E. preacher said to me the other day,
experienced after having been away from home
"0 if you are of the Reorganization, or one wife
awhile and then having received a letter from a
Mormons, it will make to your good. You have
dear father and mother, or brother and sister.
suffered much for the evn of Brighamites. God
While reading with a broken and contrite heart,
bless you! You are doing good, as your people
such have caused us to make strong resolutions
arel"
that we would love the Saints more and write
I am glad when others begin to see the good
oftener. This is my position to day in regard to
and more begin to realize that the Lord ls doing
the dear Herald and to mv dear brethren and sisgood. It is the voice of the Good Shepherd, and
ters. As our dearly beloved Paul said to the
we only want the sheep to hear his voice, for
saints in his day, so we will use the same lanwhen they hear it they will know it.
guage, "Grace and peace be multiplied to you all
I hope when I am done there will be some one
through the knowledge of God and our Lord
ready to take up the watch cry and go on to the
Jesus Christ. For I feel like bearing my own ' end. This is the Master's cause, and, like Father
testirr:ony to this work that it may go forth to
Gurley, I want to die with the harness on.
help confirm my brethren and sisters in this
Two persons demanded baptism of me the
noblest of all causes.
other day who heard my preaching ten vears ago
While reading in the conference minutes that
and have been all this time strangers to me, but
I had been chosen by the brethren to fill one of
have been meditating and reading the proofs.
the eight vacancies in the first quorum ot elders
Ah! how little we knO'N what good seed wUl
I began to fe-e! the responsibility I was about to
bring in the Lord's own time! Tnerefore let

patience in the love and fellowship of the Holy
Spirit be onr mind and character in the Lord and
before the world, thereby gaining the confidence
of honest men and bringing down the blessings
of heaven on all men who may chance to become
om associates, honoring God by an upright walk
and a godly conversation, that we may be accounted worthy the name of "my brethren."
Yours
gospel bonds,
GEORGE

VI/.

SHUTE.

MILLERSBURG, Ill., Sept. _sth.
Ye Editor:--My co·laborer, Bro. W. S. Pender, rejoined me at Chicago the latter part of
June. After the peaceable conference closed
there we repaired forthwith, to the county of \Val~
worth, ltVisconsin, and here we put in the hottest,
and with the agricultural population, the busiest
month of the entire year. The eult\vation of the
rnaize and the harveBting of the small grain cb.me
in close proximity and in fact, they often telescoped, or had to be seen to at one and the same
time.
Long days proportionate short nights,
perplexed brains and weary limbs conspired to
make many of our week-night meetings comparatively a failure, judging from the audiences,
~.nd our Lord's day services were not largely attended by the alien element; but our presence
and endeavors solicited orthodox vituperation,
newspaper animadversion and ostracising persecution.
am more and more convinced, from what
behold, and verily know, that a false and corrupt
religion, a diluted and mutilated Christianity, is
infinitely worse than infidelity, agnosticism, or
even mild Rtheism. They know fuJI well that
diamond truth, all untrammeled, would speedily
lighten th:; dark corners of the earth, and that
the evangelical Moloc of sectarianism would
lose pelf, popularity, vital force, power, and, in
fine, existence.
Filth is bound to accumulate in the cities, and
sewers are a necessity to bear it hence; but what
about the base that originate legions of lies about
an innocent people, and the pious frauds that too
often turn themselves into vehicles to communicate and peddle the foul contagion! The stall fed
clergy tell their proud, vain votaries that "Jesus
paid it all;" "only believe," etc., until they have
paralyzed their hearts, calloused their souls, and
purloined their agency. They drop into their
pews with congenial regularity nor do they wish to
see differently or know more than the sweet morsel doled out after the most approved methods.
Were it not for the non-professors and even the
liberalists, the sceptics, and the spiritualists, we
would often have to go unsheltered and famishing. In honor to these great, broad browed,
warm-hearted men, we never have to swallow
their errors to share their hospitality, nor do we
at all connive at their sins to share their bed and
board.
'·Get rellgion," then get clannish, then organize. You'r "a number one society;" and about
this time drive the Son of God into a desert place
by turning the cold side to one of his little ones;
take up a collection tor the pastor, church extension, home and foreign mission work, and will
name it and take it!
Churches are closed against us and schoolhouses generally, and we had to beg by times to
get access to city parks, and one priestriuden
town would not suffer us to speak in even the
stre·ets.
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On the first of September Elder Cooper, the
Northern Illinois district pre:;ident, Bro. Pender
and myself, held four preaching meetings in the
Opera House, Lake Geneva City, Wisconsin.
Bro. Cooper reports fair success in North Eastern Illinois this conference year. "V{i!lie," as
Bro. Pender is familiarly called, led two Into the
beautiful lake on the 31st ult., and thus the work
rolls on in spite of all opposition.
Unrelenting enemies abound, but many friends
are forthcoming.
Those that I baptized some little while ago, appear happy amid the frowns and fierce ravings of
an ungodly world. The Saints feel hopeful and
are at peace; hence the dark threatening cloud of
cruel persecution has the broad silver lining of.
God's sweet peace. If they only had men and
means to occupy where we have forced an opening, the results would evidently ultimately be
good. We have been trying to go up in villages
and towns, not forgetting nor slighting rural districts. Our motto is "to get all we can and hold
on to all we get." The Spirit has whispered
"Come up higher," and the brethren think I have
enough self-conceit to try the adventure.
Praise the Lord, I feet well and my family are
in fair health.
M. T. SHORT.
CHATHAM, Ontario, Sept. 7th.
Dear Herald:- We have been led to rejoice of
late while watching the progress of this great
plan of redemption of which we have been made
partakers. Our eyes have seen and our souls
have been made to feel the power of the same;
and we do know of aosurety that it is the power
of God unto salvation to all that will believe and
obey the same. And while our eyes have beheld
and our ears heard the glories of the kingdom of
God, we know that it is not to be obtained except
through much tribulation, for it is said, "After
much tribulation cometh the blessing." We have
enlisted in the' great fight, and hope to be valiant
soldiers and fight until the victory is won and the
crown obtained. We desire to be ·not forgetful
hearers of the law, but doers of it too. We also
hope to be blameless children, for without God
there is nothing in the world.
We have been, for the last two months, favored
with the presence of Bro. Willard J. Smith, who
has done much towards building us up in the
faith and strengthening us for future warfare.
He came to us a stranger in a way; but when our
hands clasped our souls met, and I felt that he
was a brother indeed. He left us the other day
for parts unknown, leaving a vacancy in our
hearts that can be only filled by Bro. W. J. himself; and whether again in life or in death we
meet, this shall our prayer ever be, That our
Father in heaven will ever guide and protect him
in every hour of trial and temptation, that he
will encircle him in the arms of his love, and
that he may be able to rise !n conquering majesty
until he shall be like Him who is eternal. He
has awakened a great interest here among the
outside people, has gained their favor and applause, and many are the sincere regrets expressed because of his departure. His name will live
while memory lasts with many of the inhabitants of Chatham, and the last testimony he bore
to them must echo somewhere along the shores
of time, for in all my life I never heard a more
powerful testimony borne. Thus we see tbe
work is rolling on apace. We hope to ever keep

our lamps trimmed and burning, that we may be
lights to those around us; likewise that we too
may be able to guide our barks safely across the
sea of time and anchor bye and bye.
Your brother in the hope of eternal rest,
WILLIAM LIVELY.
PEMBROKE, Dale, Sept. 1st.
Dear Herald:-I think it but just and right
that I should express the pleasure and mention
the profit which I derive from perusing your
pages. I wonld not like to be acused of undue
or fulsome praise, as I know I am but voicing the
general sentiment of the isolated ones of this part
of the vineyard, being somewhat out of the ordinarv course of the best talent in the church, we
are glad to read of them in your pages. This
branch is far from flourishing and our meetings
are very scarcely attended by .outsiders. The
·settlements are thin, but we suffer no persecution.
Nfost people treat us as on a level with other deLomlnations, but they are apathetic and indiflerent to all religion; dreaming or sleeping ·perhaps
best express it.
Most of the Saints are trying to do right. A
succession of light crops--almost failures-has
been the cause of scattering all but three families. And here I take the opportunity to warn
all Sslnts to not come here to make homes. I
look upon this country as a failure. I have been
here seven years, Great things are spoken of
the Sioux Reservation, but I have been across it
twice. It will perhaps do for stock, but like this
side the river, it lacks rain-fall. In short, obey
the revelation in Doctrine and Covenants in regard to gathering and the counsel of the bishopric, and in after years you will have cause to be
thankful.
my weakness I am trying to do what I can.
Oftentimes I am very weak and ready to faint by
tile way, but I call upon the name of the Lord
and he strengthens me.
On August 28th I saw the following in a
dream: "In the midst of a large grassy field I
saw a building that looked like a temple. It was
not yet quite finished, but the greater portion ap·
peaTed to have been finished for some time. I
inquired of one of the builders what it was and
he answered, "The Church of Jesus Christ." The
building as a whole was symmetrical and to be
admired, but on going closer I saw some places
where the morter was not good; it ran from between the stones and had a bad appearance. It
made me feel very sorry, for I was given to un·
derstand that part would have to be done over
again. Just at this time, however, I saw something tha.t pained me much worse.
A nasty,
black, offensive stream of water had burst from
Ender the foundation and a large force of workmen were engaged in digging a· ditch and other·
wise removing the nuisance. I instinctively
seemed to understand that some were Saints but
some were not. All were cleanly dressed, some
in white, and I was surprised to observe no signs
on their clothing or persons of their undesirable
occupation. There appeared to be some discussion amongst the workmen. One person who
s,eemed to know more or have authority, stood
up, anp addressing his remarks very pointedly to
me, said: "Let the elders do their duty and all
will be well!"
Ever praying for the prosperity of Zion, Ireruain your unworthy brother,
WILLIAM SPARLIN(J.
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JEFFERSONVILLE, Ill., Sept. 4th.
Bro. Blair :-I have just returned from Parrish, Franklin county, Illinois, where I have
been preaching for the past ten days. There is
quite a good interest manifested. Bro. I. M.
Smith held a discussion there some time ago and
it removed much prejudice. Many come out
that would not come to hear preaching. I bap·
tized a Baptist preacher and his wife while there,
and many more are nearly ready. Brother and
sister Burlison are doing an excellent work
there, circulating the Voice of Warning, tracts,
papers, etc., and also talking privately. Their
efforts are very commendable.
Bro. I. M. Smith is putting in good time; also
Bro. R. Etzenhouser is doing good work in our
district now. We expect him to attend our district conference which convenes next Saturday.
Bro. Gillen v<·as with us the last conference
and did good work while in the district; all are
well pleased with him as missionary in charge.
The local elders here are doing some good work
where they can go Saturdays and Sundays, and
brother 1. A. Morris goes out several days at a
time, occasionally, doing much good.
The outlook for the work in the district was
never better, while it may be very much improved yet, when all learn to comply with the
temporal as well as the spiritual law. We are
expecting a discussion to come off at Parrish
some time this fall between Rev. Throgmorton,
missionary Baptist, and some one of our elders,
on the claims of the two churches, divine origin
of the Bvok of Mormon, calling of Joseph the
Seer, etc., which, if it comes l'ff will no doubt re·
suit in further good to the church in this district.
We hope to continue our efforts in the church
while we have powers of body and mind to do
anything, having had much evidence that the
work was the Lord's, and still continues to be
acknowledged by him.
My health is better than it has been for some
years past, for which I feel thankful, and I hope
the time may soon come when I can devote my
entire time to the service of the church.
Praying ·for and believing in the final triumph
of the work, I hope to labor on to the end.
G. H. HILLIARD.
THE ONLY WAY TO BECOME A
CAPITALIST.
Somebody must save money; and the people
who save it will be the capitalists, and they w!ll
control the organization of industry and receive
the larger share of the profits.
If the working
men will save their money they may be not only
sharers of profits, but owners of stock and receivers of dividends.
And the workmen can save
their money, if they will. It is the only way in
which they can permanently and surely improve
their condition.
Legislative reforms, improved
industrial methods, may make the way easier for
them, but there is no road to comfort and independence, after all, but the plain, old path of
steady work and sober saving.
If the working
people of this country would save, for the next
five years, the money that they spend on beer
and tobacco and base- ball, they could control a
pretty large share of the capital employed in the
industries by which they get their living; and
they could turn the dividends of this capital from
the pockets of the money-lenders into their own,
There is no other way of checking- the congestion
of wealth and of promoting its diffusion, so expe·
ditious, so certain, and so beneficent as this; I
wish the working people would try l.t!-Wasking-ton Gladden in the September Fortmz
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the head is held out in the same stiff
position.
The vase is four and
half
inches high, and five inches
diilmeter.
It is of admirable workmanship,
realizes the account given
Herrera of the
markets of the Mexican
Tlascala:
'There were
baths, and as good
Spain.' "-Incidents of
2

74-5·
ORNAMENTS.

THE "SEALED BOOK."-No. XVI.
BY ELDER R. M. ELVIN.

BANCROFT says on pag-e 794 of his fourth
volume on theN ative Races of the Pacific
States that the Peruvians had a word in
their language for iron~· this is conclusive
that they either had a knowledge of and
used this material, or were closely associated with some people which did; for the
means to express an idea or thing is conclusive as to its possession. No language
has the means of <"xpressing anything with
which the people who speak that lang·tiage
is wholly unacqu<1inted.
A conception
must precede the means for its expression.
Means of expression must be regarded as
the offspring, and the thing to be expressed
as the parent. The one a demand, the other
the supply. And as the demand must precede the supply, so must the thing to be expressed pr ~cede the means of its expression.
To hold that the means of expressing any
thing may exist with a people, and yet that
people be unacquainted with that thing, is
to hold that somc>thin:r, mav exi~t without
anv cau~e for such existence. Dr. KR.ne
tells us that in his Arctic explorations he
discovered that the Esquim<HJX were without any word which expresses filth, and
that they were accordingly without any
conception of such a thing. They absolutely knew no difference lJetween that
which was clean and that which was unclean, ~.nd were thus also without the
means of expressing it. This rule will
work with equal certainty both ways.
Delafield says: "The walls of the palace
of the Incas of Quito, named Callo, show
the dignity and magnificence of the princes. You enter through a passage five or
six toises long, into a court, on three sides
of which is a spacious saloon, each consisting of several compartments. Behind that
which faces the entrance, are several small
offices. This palace is entirely of stone,
almost black, and as hard as flint, well cut,
and joined so close that the point if a knife
can not be put between them; but no cement is perceivable."-Am. Ant., p. 59·
Stephens says: "In the excavations constantly going on, objects of interest were
from time to time discovered, one of which
a vase, was fortunately only lormed to us
to make a drawing of, or it would have
shared the fate of others, and have been
burned up by that tire. The engraving
below represents two sides of the vase; on
one side is a border of hieroglyphics, with
sunken lines running to the bottom, and
on the other the reader will discover that
the face portrayed bears a Ftrong resemblance to those of the ~culptured and
stuccoed figures at Palenque. The headdress, too? is a plume of feathers, 'and

Relative to golden, and other ornaments
taken from the huacas of Chiriqui, a province on the Pacific side of the Isthmus of
Darien, Bancroft says:
are of small
size, never exceeding a few
in either
dimensions, arc all cast and never soldered
and take the shape of men, animals, or
birds. One represents a man
bird in each hand, with another
forehead. The gold is described
Dr.
Davis as being from ten to
fine, with some copper alloy;
other party the alloy is
Of stone, are found
round agates
in the
ons, including axes,
row-heads, the latter of
being pyramidal in
ting· edges converging to a
some instances
loose! y into a
perhaps idols, in the
men, but these are of
occurrence; and various
known use. Small vases.
some of the latter
'
hollow and

square, and Gama concludes from this
circumstance that the stone had a companion block which might be found near
the
where this was found. Fortunthe
have been
are
Aztec calendar, many of
are well understood, while others are
of unknown or disputed signification. Rethe excellence of the sculpture
says: •The concentric circles,
the divisions, and the subdivisions without
number are traced with mathematical exactitude; the more we examine the details
of this
the more we discover
this taste for
of the same forms,
this
of
this ~entiment of symwhich, among the half civilized
take the place of the sentiment
of
"'-Ibid,
506-8.
No red man who lives
hunting, and
takes pleasure in scalping
fallen
who leaves the bilrd work for the squaw,
ever chiseled out the Mexican Calendar
Stone.
CHRISTY COLLECTION.,

ofthe Mexi-

workmanship are preserved
collection. The mosaic of
bv three broad
transverse
on
forehead, face and
chin, of a mosaic of obsidian similarly cut
in
and highly polished
-a very unusual treatment of this difficult
and intractable
the use of which
in any artistic way appears to have been
confined to the Aztecs with the exception, perhaps, of the Egyptians.
p.

557-8.

In the late work of John T. Short,
lished in r88z, he tells the following concerning the City of Palenque: "The accut shows Waldeck's drawMr. Bancroft). Four
south of the palace stands
the ruins of a pyramid and temple, which
at the time of Dupaix's and W a1deck's
visits were in a good state of preservation,
but quite dilapidated when seen by Charney. The
faces the east, and on
the western
of its inner
itself
the eastern light, is
rather was, for it has now
the most beautiful
relief in America.
with the critical insight of an PYnP•r,.,r,.··prf
artist declares it worthy to be

to the mo!§t beautiful works of the age of
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HERALD.
Augustus. He therefore named the tern
ple Beau Relief. The above cut is a reduction from Waldeck's drawing used in
Mr. Bancroft's work, and is very accurate.
However, the peculiar beauty of vValdeck's drawing is such that it must be
seen in order to be
appreciated. It
is scarcelv necessary for us to call the reader's attention to the details of this
in which correctness of design
graceful outlines predominate to such an extent,
that we may safely pronounce the beautiful youth who sits enthroned on his elaborate and artistic throne, the American
Apollo.
In the origin'al drawing the
grace of the arms and wrists is truly
matchless, and the muscles are ,Jisplayed
in the most perfect manner."-North
Americans of Antiquity, p. 387.
TEMPLES OF GROSS AND SUN.

skilled in the arts of masonry, building,
atcbicectural decoration.
Some of
their wotks can not be excelled by the
best of our constructors and decorators.
were highly skilled also in the apof civilized life, and they had the
a fact placed beyond dismany inscriptions."-An-

P·

IO.

he says in writing of Palenque:
chief
of these ruins, that
which
attention, is the
that their builders
in architecture, and
architectural ornamentations.
Ali who
have visited them bear witness that the
was of a high order."of Mr. Baldwin as to
of the ancient people of this
continent IS
to any ·claim to fine
made in the Book of MorA SUMMARY,

tivated and artistic
U xmal the transition is
of the human figure, to the elegant and
exterior superabundant ornamentation of
edifices·, an~l from stucco to stone as the
material employed. The human
however, when it is
ary of a high order.
of grecques and frets which comthe cornice of the Casa del Gobernadelineated in the works of
Baldwin and Bancroft. are a marvel
beauty which must ex~ite the admiration
of the most indifferent student of the suh"-lbid, p. 392.
It is worthy of more
note, that Mr. Short here
proof as all sufficient to
development in the artr,, and therefore an
advanced state of civilization among the
ancient dwellers in the hultl of Ame1·ic:1.
Bancroft says in
to the Peruvian
antiquities: "The
seem to have
had a more abundant supply of metals
than the civilized nations of North Ameriand to have been at least equally skill ..
in working them.
The cuts show
specimens of copper
of which a great
sides
thev had
and silver in
much
abundance than tbe northern
artisans, and the arts of melting,
soldering, beating,
and
these
gree of

4, P· 79 2 •

The enumeration of
the ancients compare
same class of workmen
time. Baldwin in
America says:
that this section

Bradford in his researches into
of the Red Race adopts the
conclusions in regard to the ahoof America: (r) "That
were of the same orir,in, branches of
same
and poss~ssed of similar
and
(2) That they
and occupied a great exTh<lt they had ardegree of civilizawere associated in large communities,
lived in extensive cities. (4) That
IJV~~·,,~~cu a use of manv of Hte metcopper, gofd, silver, and
the art of working in them. (S)
in stone, and somematerial in the construction of their edificer,, (6) That they hnd the
of the arch, of receding steps,
art of pottery-producing urns
awl nt,cnsils formed with tHste and constructed upon the principles of chemical
and of the art of brick makworked the salt
rmd manufactured tb8t suhst<mce.
That they were an agricultural peolivin!?: under the influence of regular
of
(9) That they passystem of religion, and a
connected with astronomv,
its sister-science, geometry,
the hands of the priesthood. ( ro)
were skilled in the art of fortiI) Th:lt the epoch of their
in the United States is
(r2) That the only
origin to be gathered
of their ruined monumentH,
tovvard Mexico~"
Vlboever will acceot the conclusions of
Mr. Bradford in relation to the Red Men
of America and their ancestors, will exlittle or no misgivings in acceptthe historical
of the Book of
and
it is demonstrated
:hat ,as a record of history of prehisto~ic
America that it is reliable and unimpeachthere will follow as a natural sethe
of the divine charits contents.
DYEING.'

in

of the

Peruvian~,

says: "They had great proficiency in the
arts of spinning, weaving and dveing.
They possessed the secret of fixing the dye
of all colors, flesh color, yellow, gray,
blue, green, black, etc., so firmly in the
thread, or in the cloth already woven, that
they never faded even during the lapse of
ages."-Ancient America, p. 247-8.
How confirmatory is this of the extracts
we made from the Book of Mormon, in regard to their spinning and possessing
cloth and fine twined linen!
ANCIENT SPLENDOR.

In closing this part of the subject, let
me remind the reader of the repeated
statC'ments in the Book of Mormon of the
wealth of the N ephites in all things that
constitute a people rich, and I quote from
Hon. Ignatius Donnelly, who has exhibited
a most indefatigable zeal in massing evidence of an ancient civilization upon this
continent; he tells us that "The capital of
the Chimus of Northern Peru at GranChimu was conquered by the Incas after
a long and bloody struggle, and the capital was given up to barbaric ravage and
spoliation. But its remains exist to-day,
the marvel of the Southern Continent,
covering not less th?n twenty square miles.
Tombs, temples, and palaces arise on every hand, ruined but still traceable. Im. men~e pyramidal structures, some of them
half a mile in circuit; vast :1reas shut in
by massive walls, each containing its water-tank, its shops, municipal edifices, and
the dwellings of its inhabitants, and each a
branch of a larger organization; prisons,
furnaces for smelting metals, and almost
every concomitant of civilization, existed
in the ancient Chimu capital. One of the
great pyramids, cnlled the •Temple of the
Sun,' is eight hundred and twelve feet
long by four hundred and seventy feet
wide, and one hundred and fifty feet high.
These vast structures have been ruined for
centuries, but still the work of excavation
is going on.
''One of the centers of the ancient Quichua civilization was around Lake Titicaca. The buildings here, as throughout
Peru, were all constructed of hewn stone,
and had doors and windows with posts,
sills, and thresholds of stone.
"At Cuelap, in Northern Peru, remarkable ruins were found. •They consist of
a wall of wrought stones three thousand,
six hundred feet long, five hundred and
sixty feet broad, and one hundred and fifty feet high, constituting a solid mass with
a level mmmit. On this mass was another six hundred feet long, and five hundred feet broad, and one hundred and fifty
feet bigb,' making an aggregate of three
hundred feet! In it were rooms and cells
which were used as tombs.
"Very ancient ruins, showing remains
of large and remarkable edifices, were
found near Huamanga, and described by
Cieca de Leon. The native traditions
said this city was built •by bellrded white
men, who came there long before the time
of the Incas, and established a settlement.'
"•The Peruvians made large use of
aqueduC'ts, which they built witl: notable
skill, using hewn stones and cement, and
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making them very substantial.' One extended four hundred and fifty miles across
sierras and over rivers. Think of a stone
aqueduct reaching from the city of New
York to the State of North Carolina!
"The public roads of the Peruvians
were most remarkable; they were built
on masonry. One of these roads ran
along the mountains through the whole
length of the empire, from Quito to Chili;
another, starting from this at Cuzco, went
down to the coast, and extended northward to the equator. These roads were
from twenty to twenty-five feet wide,
were macadamized with pulverized stone
mixed with lime and bituminous cement,
and were walled in by stone walls 'more
than a fathom in thickness.' In many
places these roads were cut for leagues
through the rock; great ravines were
filled up with solid masonry; rivers were
crossed by suspension brid!?,'es, used here
ages before their introduction into Europe.
Savs Baldwin, 'The builders of our Pacific R.-;ilroad, with their superior engineering skill and mechanical appliances,
might reasonably shrink from the cost and
the difficulties of such a work as this. Extending from one degree north of Quito to
Cuzco, and from Cuzco. to Chili, it was
quite as long as the tw·o Pacific railroads,
and its wild route among the mountains
was far more difficult.'
"Sarmiento, describing it, said:
'It
seems to me that if the emperor (Charles
V.) should see fit to order the construction
of another road like that which leJds
from Quito to Cuzco, or that which from
Cuzco goes toward Chili, I certainly think
he would not he able to make it, with all
his power.' Humboldt said, 'This road
was marvelous; none of the Roman roads
I had seen in Italy, in the south of France,
or in Spain, appeared to me more imposing than this work of the ancient Peruvians.'
"Along these great roads caravansaries
were established for the accommodation of
travelers.
"These roads were ancient in the time
of the Incas. They were the work of the
white, auburn-haired, bearded men from
Atlantis, thousands of years before the
time of the Incas. When Huayna Capac
marched his army over the main road to
invade Quito, it was so old and decayed
'that he found great difficulties in the passage,' and he immediately ordered the necessary reconstruction.
"lt is not necessary in a work of this
kind, to give a detailed description of the
arts and civilization of the Peruvians.
They were simply marvelous. Their
works in cotton and wool exceed in fine-·
ness anything known in Europe at that
time. They bad carried irrigation, agriculture, and the cutting of gems to a point
equal to that of the Old W or! d. Their
accumulation of the precious metals exceeded anything previously known in the
history of the world. In the course of
twenty-five years after the Conquest the
Spaniards se!lt from Peru to Spain more
than eight hundred millions of dollars of
gold, nearly all of it taken from the Peruvians as •booty.' In one of their palaces

'they had made an artificial
soil of which was made of
fine gold, and this was
with different kinds of maize,
of gold, their stems, leaves, and ears.
sides this, they had more than
sheep (llamas) with their
by shepherds, all made of gold.
scription of one lot of golden
sent
to Spain in I 534 by Pizarro, there is mention of 'four llamas, ten statues
v;omen
of full size, and a cistern of
, so curious that it excited the wonder of alL'"Atlantis, pp. 392-5.
Reader, what think you of a
an area of two hundred -and
sam! acre~, and that built
who wore beards? Had Mr.
that those who built that
were the Nephites, he would be in unison
with facts sustained
the most
evidence, whose
durate may see and
!.';antic work
building oJ: that
bankrupt our nation with
vast resources, and
some would have
us believe that these discoveries fail.
prove the
truths told in the Book of
Mormon.
vVitbout doubt the ancient
people of this continent were in
of all that goes to constitute a
great, wealthy, and happy. Had not
Spanish avarice for gold, united with the
Catholic's zeal for his religion, made such
havoc with the written
of the
ancient dwellers of North
South
America, long ere this the museums and
libraries of the world would have
filled with the relics of the former civiliza ..
tion that once flourished
nent. However, it is
vast amount of evidence
come dovvn
to our time, and in the absence of a more
full and complete history, we shall rest
satisfied with the succinct array of evidences that are compiled from the
mounds, traditions, and
In the near future such
will
as will spread knowledge and truth
people to the extent that it will make it as
unpopular to deny the Book of
as to preach "infants in hell not a
long." All hail to the book that
teach doctrine to those who murmur
LAMB

vs.

RAM.

and other domestic
American continent, and he
that "the authorities are
vocal."
During the
Mr. Lewis
quary two miles west of Davis
catur Co., Iowa, a perfect and
ram's horn petrified. It is
not be mistaken. This find
at the Saints' Herald
Iowa.
"Desire Charney believes that he has
found in the ruins of Tula the bones of
swine, sheep, oxen and
state, indicating an immense
Atlantis, p.

There has been so much evidence of
this character found that it would
be
one could be so ignofor truth as
A
to
lovers
by the building
on Paint Creek,
the water covering the
rock."
In fact that
has been rich in aboriginal
relics. The
fox one
feet from the bottom, and some
feet from the top, on the face of the
and almost
on with
a
like eartbernware glazed, is a
worderful
and never was the work
of the red man
the state and condition
in which the white race found and knows
him.
(To be continued . )

HELL IN THE CREED.
A SERMON DELIVERED IN ST. LUKE'S CHURCH,
DENISON, TEXAS, BY REV. F. N.
ATKIN, THE RECTOR.

He descended into hell-Apostle's Creed. Ita
est etiam credendus ad injeros desccmdisse--Art. III.

In a former discourse
ries of
" I

"some theoas briefly
and
We

rememWe
the word had been
many modern writers
commonly understood
at variance with its
We found, fursome schools of modern
is used almost exclusively in
reference to the abode of the "devil and
his angels;" but the Hebrew sheol, and
the Greek hades and the Saxon helan
which are translated hell in the older verseldom, (if ever),
eternal torment, as the
now commonly supposed to,
to the intermediate state of the
hiddert place of departed spirits.
You are not to infer that this translation is
a modern one made to agree with vagaries
of modern
vagrants. It is nothof the
It is literal, Scriptural
has been believed and
and by all,"
I do not befathers of tl:e church
it refers to the in-·
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a Greek word, which means, literally,
those beneath the earth-the spirits of the
departed. There is also another Greek
word wh:ch is often rendered into the
English by translating it helL That word
is gehenna. Notwithstanding the confusion arising from its indiscriminate use,
neither the creeds nor the doctors of the
church have used it to express the place to
which our Lord went immediately after
his death. On the other hand many learned expositors define it to mean the very
opposite-the place where he did not gothe
of apostate
the damned. It
true
that the Greeks sometimes used the word
hades to mean no more than the grave.
It is equally certain that this was not the
common use of the word. It was a
Jar theory of theirs that Had<?s
was the God of the lower
Consequently, hades, when
to a locali ··
meant that
which the dead
went after being
from the burden of the flesh." The
believed in
a state of
after
soul was to
until a
apart from the
of consciousness,
misery.
This state or
sheol.
where under terra
mates aB much in
6th book of the
that when the soul of Samuel
Saul it came up from hades.
tells
that the Sadducees
away the rewards and
souls in hades;"
cees did this by
the doctrine of
the resurrection
eternal life.
He
says of the Pharisees that
held
doctrine of the
the
and that men were
under terra firma
tice of holiness or sin in
life.
doctors disposed of the souls of the
till the
under what
is called
"threefold
1st, The
garden of Eden
to the Paradise
of the New
Under the throne

6:
" which is
our Savior in the
; (Luke r6:
our Lord here seem to
abode of the wicked, before the
is placed by the same
sight of the abode of the iust, so
that the oi1e could converse with the other.
Dives is represented as
with
Abraham. There is no doubt but the
as well as the
looked for a
of existence
after
which they called shcol.1
we call
Lord Bishop Brown says: "Our Lord
and his Apostles never comfort the church
those who are
with the
assurance that their souls are
nor do
alarm the wicked with the
fear that at
instant of death their souls
will pass into a state of llnal
It is ever to the resurrection
and the
of the

of the pious and the fears of the unare directed." I believe that the
hades occures eleven times in the
and in the authorized
it is translated hell ten times.
when this translation was made hell
did not mean what it is commonly undersi~ood to mean now.
It was used in its
and simple. In these
word hell, with many
has been hopelessly degraded. If
the souls of men went straightway to their
final .abode at death what need would
there be of a
judgment, or a general
? The doctrine of our
Lord's descent into hell is briefly this: His
soul went to the place of departed spirits,
descended into hades. This was a necesof the
of redemption.
of his
nature was after
the manner of men. He
he grew,
he
he toiled after the manner of
men. He
; he was buried after the
manner of men, and after the manner of
human souls he descended into the place
of
He trod the path of
human existence from beginning to end;
from the cradle of his virgin mother's arms
into the
silence of shoel,
He passed on through
the shadow of death cutting
walls of blackness and mysterx.
on. He enterert the abode of
and
to those happy
souls
fact that tbeir salvation
had
consummated. Thus you see
the doctrine of the Lord's descent into hell
ic most needful and gracious. Had he
gone no further than the
he would
not have followed the entire course of the
hurnan soul. He would not have exercise:l all the acts and all the facts of human
life.
The
creed contains the fundaof our belief. A man is
to
this to be a churchman:
thou believe all the articles of the
t:tJristian as contained in the Apostle's
creed?"
. "Art thou
to be lilaptized in that
faith?"
These are the questions asked at baptism. The answer is simply and heartily,
Then he is brought into the fold of
the candidate be"mode" himself.
come to confirmation these
are, in another form, repeated
and the apostolic benediction is added, the
on of hands after the manner of
the
The Church meets the sinner with a
at every step .and seeks to raise
him to a
and better life.
There is no damnation in her creed. It
is the
reverse. It is the creed of salvation,
knows that the souls of men
therefore, she calls
for a blessing. Her creed
does not
us to say that we even believe 'in the eternal torment of anybody.
teaches us something infinitely better,
to believe
the infinite and eternal mercy
of him who "tasted death for every man."
H teaches the sad and despondent heart of
man
of eternal life and peace and

joy. It seeks to turn his mind away from
all that belongs to this tear-dimmed, bloodstained and sin-cursed world, this gehenna
of probation.
"He descended into hell," is all the hell
there is in the creed. He destroyed the
sting of death, the terror of the grave and
unlocked the door of hell and walked
through it .as only a master can. He iiluminated it with his divine presence and
enlightened the waiting souls therein with
words of eternal joy.- Gazeteer.
JEWS OF JERUSALEM.

Thirty thousand out of forty thousand
people in Jerusalem are Jews, and the
Israelites bid fair to become the predominant people in Palestine. The Turkish
government, which has for ages prohibited them for living longer than three weeks
at a time in the Holy Land, is under the
influence of the foreign government relaxing its restrictions and at present the
Jews are coming here by the hundreds.
They are engaging in business and they
now control a great part of the tnade of
Jerusalem. Some of them feel that the
day when the prophecy of the Bible
th.at they shall again inhabit their land
shall be fulfilled is at hand, and one curious
tribe from Southern Arabia claims to have
received a revelation that they must leave
their desert country and come back to
Patestine. These Jews have lived in Yemen Arabia for the past z,soo years. They
are of the tribe of Gad and tbev left Palestine seven hundred years before Christ
was born. They are bringing with them
many valuable old documents which prove
their origin, and not a few of them are
engaged in agriculture near Jerusalem.
The persecution of the Jews in Russia and
Austria, is driving many of them here and
there are large numbers of Polish and
Spanish Jews in Jerusalem.
THE AMERICAN EAGLE'S VICTORY.

Our American Consul, J'vfr. Gilman,
tells me that there are .about two hundred
American Jews in Jerusalem, and he says
that the great number of Jewish immigrants is the wonder of the people of this
part of the East. He says that the removal of the restrictions on Jewish immigration has taken place during the past three
or four years, and that when he came here
it was the policy of the foreign governments represented at Jerusalem to aid the
Turks in expeiling the Jews. He was advised shortly after his arrival that some
American Jews were overstaying their
three weeks' time in Palestine, and was requested to direct them to leave. Be replied that such action was entirely contrary to the spirit of our government
which is founded on religious race freedom,
and after some negotiations the American
Jews were allowed to remain. Shortly
after this the British Consul, under instwctions from the British minister at Constantinople, took the same grounds, and I am
told that the German and French governments have followed suit. The time of
the Jews remaining in Palestine has been
extended and the restrictions unon their
residence in Jerusalem have been practical-
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THE SAIN
ly removed. A half a century ago there
were only thirty-two Jewish families in all
Jerusalem and the number in Palestine was
only three thousand. Now there are nearly fifty thousand in the Holy land, and
three-fourths of the population is made up
of them.
A curious people they are! Like no
other Jews on the face of the earth. They
are nearer the type which existed here in
the past and they have a prescribed dress
and their appearance is like that of no other people of the Orient. The boys and
men wear long coat-like gowns which
reach without belts from the neck to the
feet and which show other gowns beneath
them at the front. Their heads are covered with cloth or velvet caps bordered with
long brown fur which stands straight out,
forming a wide fringe about the head.
HANDSOME HEBREWS.

None shave and all who can wear beards.
Each face is framed in two long curly locks
of hair which come out just in front of the
ears and in many cases reach down to the
breasts, in accordance with an injunction
of the Scriptures stating that "Thou must
not mar the corners of thy beard." The
Jews here never cut their bair in front of
the ears, and I have seen boys with the
whole of the rest of the head shaved and
these two locks left. These Jerusalem
Jews have fine faces with the olive complexion, which are common to their race
the world over. They have hair of all
colors from black and white to a fierv red,
and there are men among them· with
beards of silverv whiteness.
Jerusalem is to the elderly Jew of Europe what Benares is to the Hindoo. He
hopes to come here to die, and I am told
that some of the race have a belief that if
they die in other lands they will be dragged under the earth through the globe
from whence they are laid until they come
out upon the Mount of Olives. The side
of this mountain is covered with Jewish
tombstones, and soil from it is sent to
Jews in many parts of the world in order
that it may be put into their coffins at burial. Quite a number of the American
Jews .here are old men. Few of them,
however, are of American birth and very
few speak English. They have acquired
in some way a citizenship in America.
But they are not of the high class of their
race in our country. Among them are
some old men who have gone out of business, or have given their business over to
their sons and who live here upon an allowance from them.
The Jews of Jerusalem have some poor
among them, and their condition is worse
than that of any of their race the world
world over. The numbers who have been
forced here by persecution are supported
almost entirely by the different Jewish
churches over the world, and the numbers
of different denominations of Christians
also who are supported, have made Jerusalem a city of mendicants. At certain hours
of the day bread is given away at certain
places and the people come to these in
crowds. The Jews themselves in the fewest of cases change their religion, but the

different denominations of
Chriftians move about from
church
as the supplies rise or
just :'s the bad
bov changes his Sunday-sch,Jol
to· the prospects of
at tii11e
Christmas. Such
!em a hot-bed for
gars; ·and this is true
the Jews.
THE WAILING PLACE.

One of the great
of
the Jews' wailing place, where every
day certain sects meet on the outside of the
walls of the Mosque of Omar which occupies the site of Solomon's
and with
their heads bent against the
over the loss of Jerusalem and pray God
to give the land back to his chosen
This custom has been observed since
days of the middle
the saddest sights.
it last we>ck.
In a narrow allev surrounded bv miserable
houses-on storie flags which- have been
worn with the bare feet of thousands of
Jews-against a wall of great blocks oi'
marble, which reached for
or more
feet above them, a long line of men in
gowns and of women with shawls over
their heads stood with their heads bowed
praying and weeping.
of the mer;
had white beards, and the
locks
which fell down in front of
of silver. Others were just in their
and I could not but wonder when
the forms of these at times almost cono
vulsed with emotion. Each had a well
thumbed Hebrew Bible in his
and
from time to time the
broke out into
a kind of chant, an
gray haired man
acting as leader, and the rest
the refrain. The chant was in a
tongue, but as translated it is as follows:
Leader-For the palace that lies desolate.
Response-We sit in solitude and mourn.
Leader-For the walls that are destrayed.
Response- We sit in solitude and mourn.
Leader-For our Majesty that is departed.
Response-We sit in solitude and mourn.
Leader-For our great men who lie dead.
Response-We sit in solitude and mourn.
Leader-For o!l'r priests who have stumbled.
Response-We sit in solitude and mourn.
Leader--For our kings who have despised
him.
Response-We sit in solitude and mourn.

The effect of this chant can not be
predated without
it. The
men, the weeping women who kiss the
stones of the wall that separates them from
what was once the site of Solomon's tem··
ple, and which is even now the holiest
part on earth to the Jew, the genuine feeling expressed by all and the faith
show in thus coming here week afler
week and year after year is
impressive. It is indeed one of the strange
sights of this strangest of cities.
BECOMING OW::"l"ERS OE THE SOIL,

There are a number of
colonies in different parts of
is an agricultural school near
has more than seven
and
there are eight of these
colo··
nies. One of their f'lJ:ms near
has
twenty-eight thousand acres. It situated
on the plains of Sharon, where the Philistines lived, and it has tens of thousands of

vine and olive trees. The Turks are very
much averse to selling land to the
but the latter show themselves to
good farmers as
are business
the terraced
of the hills
shows that the Holy Land was
better cultivated under them than it
has been under their conquerors. A
amount of land just outside of the city
is now either in the hands of the
of their charitable institutions.
the head of the Rothschilds
me they have
bought the
hotel and will add it to their
school. Sir Moses de Montefiore, who
managed the fund ieft by a rich New Orleans Israelite, built many good houses for
Tews on the road between Bethlehem and
Jerusalem, and there are a number ot Jewish hospitals.
the people who confidently believe
the Jews will again soon own
Palestine is a colony of fifteen persons who
live in a fine house built on the very walls
of
and who are known as ''the
Americans." These people are not Jews
at all. They are Christians who have
come here from different parts of the
United States, and more especially from
Chicago, to await for the fulfillment of the
prophecy that God will regenerate the
world, beginning at Jerusalem. They believe that this day is close at hand, and
they say that it t-:as begun in the Jews
coming back to Palestine. They see its
fulfillment in the improvements that are
going on in Jerusalem, and cite the new
roads that have been built over the country
as one of the evidences of it. They are
people of means as well as of reand culture.
When I visited
them the other
I talked with several
of them, and
them intelligent and
well educated. I asked one as to their beand was answered that they took the
as their guide, and that they had
come to Jerusalem to endeavor to follow
its precepts while living upon its walls.
have no particular creed, and one of
them
when asked as to this, that there
is too
preaching and too little good
They do no missionary work, and
have not yet felt called upon to
They spend much of their time
Bible study and singing, and are much
respected among the foreigners who reside
in Jerusalem.
·
A REAL ESTATE BOOM.

There is no doubt, however, that
salem is improvingThe most of its
streets are :10w well paved and the sanitary condition of the city has been greatiy
There is still room, however,
for
advance in this direction, an<:!
the side streets are filled with garbage and
slops, and you now and then find a dead
dog or cat in a state of putrid decomposition. The Jerusalem outside the walls
is now almost as large as the city within,
and I am told that land has risen to such
an extent that the holy city may be said to
have a real estate boom. In the Mediterranean Hotel where I am stopping, there
is a card advertising a fine farm for sale
between Bethleh am and Jerusalem, and I
learn that along the Jaffa road, just outside
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of the gate, property has gone up within
year or so several hundred per cent.
One piece which
to a charitable
institution was bought a short time ago
for $500. It is now worth $8o,ooo and
can not be bought for that an,ount. A
telegraph line now runs from here to the
sea coast and a railroad company has been
organized to build a line from
to

toil for the Master and those who keep lonely
at home, deprived of the society of husand fathers.
Send all remittances to me at Box 695, San BerCalifornia, or hand to solicitors in }OUr
,-co;,nc•c-r<vP bran.:hes. Praying God to move upto the granting of power and dismaintain his cause and forward
kingdom, I am, in bonds, your brother an coworker,
HEMAN C. SMITH,
Bishop's Agent.

I drove out to Bethlehem, which lies an
hours ride from here, yesterday, and I
found telegraph poles planted on the plains
where King David fought the Philistines,
and running up the hills where the shepherds watched their flocks when they saw
the wonderful star. On the same
to-day the turbaned Bethlehem shepherds
of the nineteenth century are minding
their sheep: and as I looked at their rough
forms cl<Jd in sheepskin coats, I wondered
whether the bright star of the electric
light might not some time appear in their
own little town and on the tower of David,
which looks down upon them from the
Jerusalem of to-day.
Bethlehem has
many new houses. There is a good road
now to
and the
will probably
soon he when you can travel over the
Land in a carriage.
for
time in its history, has a
and its order is now as
as that
of New York. It has
good hotels,
and the town is awakened everv morninothe bugle call of the moderi. Turkish
The American
the
roof of the Consular
of Mount
and you
travelers
all pai·ts

THE REUNION.
Persons coming to Annual Reunion at Garner's Grove will be carried by bus from Missouri
Valley to the grounds for fifty cents. Permanent
have made bv the committee with
a Mr.
whose name W'm appear on the bus.
This price includes baggage.
Persons coming from the east, south or west,
\vill
off at Missouri Valley; those from the
at Mondamin.
COMMITTEE.

FRANK G. CARPENTER.
JERUSALE>!, July 15th.

NOTICES.
Owing to the resignation of Br. R H. Davis,
my agent for Spring River, Kansas, district, and
that at the late district conference held in said
district, Br. J- M. Richards was recommended to
me to act as agent for said district, I therefore
appoint him as such, and recommend him to the
Saints to sustain him
their prayers and means.
G.
BLAKESLEE.,
Presiding Bishop.
To the Saints of Southern California, greeting:
A sense of duty impels me to address vou; not
to teach you the law, but to remind you of the
necessity of prompt and liberal action, and to inform you that we have reached a crisis in South ..
ern California where vou must come to the rescue
or the prosecution of
work must be
abandoned. Already the Bishop
supplied us
with considerable sums the current year, but he
has all he can carry. The
must calculate his expenses by the strictest
of economy when making his estimate of family needs,
consequently when this does not come his
family is In immediate want
To·day there are about one hundred and twen·
dollars needed to supply this demand, and the
rrc•o<nrv deplete?
This with recurring wants
must come from some source or the missionary
force be notified that the church can not require
their service; for men can not be required to go
leaving their loved ones destitute. Vvhich shall
it be? It is with you to decide. Let me urge
each member to make some effort to relieve the
embarrassment. Do not wait until you can spare
it as well as not, but make some sacrifice for the
work's sake. Skare the sacrifice with those who

SABBATH SCHOOL ASSOCIATION.
The Southern California Sabbath School Association will convene for its regular semi-annual business session at the close of the Southern
California district conference, presumably on
October 7th, at San Bernardino Californ'ia.
parents and Saints interested in Sabbath School work, are earnestly invited to be
pr·esent.
VINJ\ H. GoFF, Acting Sup't.
DECATUR.
A conference of the above district will be held
in the Lone Rock Branch, fourteen miles southwest of Lamoni, (in Harrison county, Missouri),
at ten o'clock on Saturday, October
5'ch.
branches are requested to send reports
:omd all who can do so please attend the sesoion.
H. A. STEBBINS, Dist. Pres.
FIVE HARVEST EXCURSIONS.
The Burlington Route, C. B. & Q. R. R., will
sell from principal stations on its lines, on Tues6th and zoth, September roth and
8th, Harvest Excursion Tick ..
Mtes to points in the Fa.rming Reof
West, Southwest and Northwest.
tickets and further information concerning
these excursions call on your nearest C. B. & Q.
ticket agent, or address P. S. EusTrs, Gen'l
Pass. and Ticket Agent, Chicago, IlL to As.
THE GENERAL ANNUAL
REUNION.
Arrangements are being made on an ample
scale, to render this meeting the very best of its
k1nd ever held in the church.
Pmspects indicate that the attendance will be
the
ever had, and that the comfort and
of ail in attendance will be made
complete.
grounds are being put into good
also all the roads leading to them; water
of good quality will be had in abundand food supplies will be kept in good sup ..
cheap rates.
are located on a gentle declivity,
on all quarters by high ridges, and
are bountifully supplied with shade and by elm,
linden,
oak, walnut, other trees; and
near
hand is a spring brook, furnish··
for baptismal purposes and for teams.
will be ten miles north of the city of
and may be reached from there
by carraige, over ,:pod roads, at about fifty cents
nasotorunor; and it may be reached also by
from lltiondamin, a town five miles west,
cents per passenger.
"'"""'""'o boarding accommodations will
be furnished at twenty-five cents or less per meal;
a::1d no effort will be spared by tht Reunion committee to see that the wants of the visitors are
supplied
at cheap rates, and in a courteous manner.
A general invitation is hereby given to all to
come up to this yearly assembly to seek and
serve God; and such of the ministry of the

church as can find it practicable to come and assist in the servlces are specially requested to attend and aid as they can.
It is hoped the Ftrst Presidency, the Bishopric,
and as many of the Twelve and other missionaries as can come will be in attendance.
The committee on arrangements earnestly request the prayers of all the church that the Lord
may bless and direct the efforts being made to
render this meeting successful, and give abundant increase in grace and gifts, in goodly influence and numbers, and do wondrously in the
lifting up of Zion and in the salvation of souls.
By order of the Committee.
DIED.
JoNEs.-At San Bernardino, California, August 23d, r889, William Orson Jones, son of Bro.
and Sr. A. C. Jones, Sen. He was born January
3oth r85r, at Ogden, Weber co>unty, Utah, and
was, consequently, 38 years, 6 month8 and 23
days old at the time of his death. Funeral sermon by Elder Heman C. Smith, on Sunday, September rst.
'NrLLIAMS -At Spring Hill, Montana, August roth, r889, of consumption, Mrs. Maggie J.
Williams, wife of David N. Williams, aged 26
years, 3 months and 5 days. She leaves a husband and four small children and a host of
friends to mourn their loss. Bv her death the
little children have lost a kind 'fmd affectionate
mother, the husband a devoted wife and companion, and society an honored and greatly respected member. Her remains were interred in
the East Gallatin cemetery. A large concourse
of friends came to pay their la~t tribute of respect
to the departed. One of earth's noble children
has gone to rest! Rev. Hall of theM. E. Church
was in charge of the funeral.
LOVEJOY.-At her residence in Pierport, Manistee county, Michigan, May 31st, r889, Emma
J. Lovejoy, aged 36 years, 3 months and 5 days.
She was baptized November 25th, r883.
She
was a good wife and loving mother. She left a
husband and two little children to mourn their loss.
We hope to meet her in heaven where there is
no more pain.
WHO OWNS THE COUNTRY.
Let us inquire whether there is any excessive
concentration of wealth going on in the United
States of America. Leaving mere clamor and unsupported assertions out of consideration, on either side, let us look into facts. As lately ao r847
there was but one man in this country who was
reputed to be worth more than $5,oooooo; and
though some estimated his wealth at $zo,ooo,ooo,
there is no good reason for believing it to have
been so great. At the smallest reasonable estimate, there must now be more than 250 persons
in this country whose wealth averages over
$zo,ooo ooo for each. But let us call the number
only zoo.
Income-tax returns show that the
number of incomes, when arranged in large
classes, multiplies by from three to five-fold for
every reduction in the amount of one-half. For
extreme caution, however, we estimate the increase in the number of incomes at a very much
lower rate than this. At this reduced rate, the
amount of wEcalth in the hands of pnsons worth
over $soo,ooo each in the United States would
be about as follows:
zoo persons at $zo,ooo ooo,
$4.000 000.000
400
"
IO 000.000,
4-0CO 000 000
r,ooo
s,oooooo,
5 000000 000
"
z,soo
z,soo ooo,
6,zso ooo ooo
1)ooo'ooo
7,000
7,000 000 000
20,000
500000,
IO 000 000 000
· $36,zso,ooo,ooo
This estimate is very far below the actual truth.
Yet, even upon this basis, we are confronted with
the startling result that 31,000 persons now posse>s
three-fifths of the whole national wealth, real and
personal, according to the highest estimate (6o,ooo.ooo ooo) which any one has yet ventured to
make of the aggregate amount. Nor is this conclusion at all improbable.- Thomas G. Shearman
in September Forum.
1
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THE
CATHOLIC.HOSTILITY TO OUR
SCHOOLS.
The main difficulty encountered, as every one
knows, is the attitude of resolute hostility to the
public school system which the Roman Catholic
Church maintains. Atheists, Infidels and Jews,
though dissatisfied and complaining, are not positively rebellious and revolutionary in their demands.
It implies no uncharitableness to say
that Roman Catholics are irreconcilables, pure
and simple. They boldly and even proudly avow
their purpose to dest··oy our common-school system as now organized. With such malcontents
compromise is, of course, out of the question, and
co-operation on some common ground of religious teaching an impossibility. The Romish position on this s.ubject means all or nothing. All
or nothing, I say, for to yield to their demand
for a division and distribution of the school fund
among the various sects, is to yield all. It is to
decree the overthrow of the public-school system.
For the state to yield to this demand would be to
abdicate its function of popular education, and
remit this whole business to ecclesiastic&! hands.
Rather than do this I should prefer, fo~ myself,
to see the whole structure of our common-school
system broken up, and the work of popular education relegated to hap-hazard methods wholly
independent of state aid. I dreaq the perils of
general ignorance less than I do those of ecclesiastical domination.-Rev. Dr. 'J. R: Kf}ndrick in

tke September Forum.
NOTICE.
MPLOYMENT is wanted by an earnest, ener,etic
youag brother in the church. He is cnpable of doing
any kind of BOOK KEEPING, and would like a sitt\ation
in some wholesale b_usine~s or mannfacturing; establishment. Reference can be gtven. Enqnire of
14Sep4t
J. J. CoRNISH, Reed City, Mich.

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,

REAL

ESTATE

AGENTS

West Lexington Street,
INDEPENDENCE,
MISSOURI.
Next to Warnky's Gallery,

Farm for !!lale.
A good farm for sale of 40 acres, good rich soil, all well
fenced, 2 good wells, large pond for stock, old orch;ud
bearing good, 300 young trees of choicest fruits, new
lumber stable and cowshed all shingled, bnggy shed,
new granary all painted, good rock milk house, other
out-honses. A good 6 roomed cottage, porched, papered,
and painted outside and inside, clos·e to 4 towns, also on
4 mam roads, 2 good groves of maple trees each side of
the cottage. Will be sold cheap, rather than rent. A big
bargain for some one. Farm a few miles from Lama,r, the
county seat of Barton county;
EBENEZER MILLEH, Senior,
SOAMMONVILLE, Cherokee connty, Kansas.
HoBERT WINNING, Pres't.

D. F. Nrmwr.soN; Cashier.

FARMERS' BANK OF
Ample Bespon!dbH:i.ty.

Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the
Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

E

$1.50.

Or, Key to the Chronology of the Bible.
BY A. J. MAPES.
Ltmp C10 th, 103 pages, pTice 31» cts. For sale by
Bro. H. R. MILLS, Independence Mo.

'!'HE(-Board of
the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing House in
--)BY
Pnblication of

LAMONI, DECATUR CO.,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

------------------

'"American Hebrew." It will also contain ''Journalism
of Dt'>catur county,', "Scientific Investigation," and "Af-

T

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges •••••• 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••.••••...•••. 2
Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 2
New Testament, Inspired .................. ,.

THE PATRIOT
For September 19, will contain the abov(l a?tic!e, written
for it by special contract, by Rev. Dr :F. de Sola Mendes,
of New York City, a leading American Jew, and editor of
ter-requisites to College-building in Lamoni," all prepared
especially for Jts column•. Price 5 cts in money or stamps.
Address, LAMBER"r BR01'HERS,
LAMONI, DEcATUR Co., IowA.
HE young Ladies of the Independence branch
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints have organized as the Hawthorn Society,
in order to secure a fund for the purchase oi a

PIPE ORGAN FOR THE NEW CHURCH
Edifice when completed.

They will hold a

BAZAR
Some time this fall, and solicit aid from the Saints
at large, in money, material, or useful, ornamental and fancy articles of every variety, to be sent
before October 5th, r88y.
Will the President of each Branch consider
this as addressed personally to himself, and read
the notice before the branch as often as necessary to keep the matter before the people.
,
Address: MRs. JENNIE H. NEWTON;
Box 578, Independence, Mo.

Farm for Sale, 235 Acres,
HIRTEEN miles east of Lamoni and one half mile
north of Pleasanton. One hnndred acres in timber,
Pasture set in blue grass, balance in meadow and plow
land. New 7 room Cottage with 3 porches, 2 pantries
and fine rock cellar Small <>rchard, out houses, granary,
and large barn 42x6~ with basement the entire length of
It, and shingled sheds on the east side and south end.
Two cemented cisterns, 4 wells and 3 ponds, with abundance of water for stoc.k. LIBERAL TERMS. Address
WILLIAM ANDERSON,
17aug
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

T

..........

"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 25cts, ten or inore, each ••• , , • .. • • • 20
In paper 15cts., ten or more, each • • • • • • • • • • • • Ul
This is th., notorious "Manuscript Found," writteL
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
been said in connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
ground work and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen •••••• ,.. ,5
Without covers 5cts. each; per dozen •.• , • . • • • 50
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of Morm n, and the .Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE .AND
COVENANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 p;~ges, paper covers....
Old edition ...................... ,,.........

50
00
50
~5

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges .•.......•••...•.•••••• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•..•••..•••••• l !iO
THE SAINTS' HAR,MONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides . . . . . . • . • . • . .
5,3
·The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
WELSH HYMN BOOK.
Full leather, marbled edges .••••••...•••.••••
This was published by the church in Wales,
contains 393 hymns in Welsh and 33 in English.
COWDERY LET'l'ERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen ..•••••••
Without covers 5cts. each; per clozen .••••..•.
Contains valuable matter in relation to
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and
the Book of Mormon. and the Angelic bestowal of the>
Priesthood.
·
LICENCES, NOTHJ.H;tl, iioc.
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Licences,
each per dozen ........................••
Baptism and Confirmation Certificate books ..• 0. 25
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred ..•.••
40

0..

TRACTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts., 100 •.• .1
<!. Voice of:J.he Good Shepherd, dozen 5c, 100.
4. Epitome'3f Faith and Doctrine of the Church
and the KirtlandTemple Suit, dozen 5c, 100..
250 for 50cts, 500 for $1, 1,000 ........ l
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects Pre·
requisites and Design-and Who Shall Admin·
ieter; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 ...•••••..•• 1
7. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 5o., 100....
8. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 25c., 100 .• l
9. Spiritualism Viewed frJm a Scriptural Stand·
point; dozen 30 cts., l 00 .•........••....•• 2
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts., 100 .•.••• 1
11. The Piau of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .• 2
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 ets., 100.1
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts, 100 .•• l
15 Brigbamite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts., 100.....
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 ................ 1
l 7. The Successor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; dozen 25 cts., 100.1
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Aposta·
sy; dozen 20 cts., 100 ..................... 1
2L Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100...
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts, 100 ... 1
23 .. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 ....••..••. 1
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100....
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts., 100.....
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5c., l 00
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen 25cts., 100 ... l
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100. • • • • . •
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen......
hundred ..............•.............. l
What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts., 100...
250 for 50 cts., 500 for$!, 1,000 for ......... l
Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . . • .
The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen..
hundred ........................... 1
The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts., 250
500 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... 1
42 Rejection ofLhe Chmeh; dozen 15 cts., 100 .1
4il One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 cts, 100 ...• l
Trie.l of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of Je·
sus Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen. . • • • • • • • . .
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100 ••• ,......
Au assortment of Tracts ............. , .. • • • • •
0

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
~ We have a limited quantity of these orl hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ••••....••••.••.••. 3 tiC
Turkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge •••.••••. 3 75
Roxburg·Turkey, gilt edge ..•••.....•.•••••• :'3 75
Roxburg Turkey, with cla~p, gilt edge •••••••. .4 00

"fhe Jews In and Out of Jerusalem."

0

10
II

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers lOots.; per dozen .............. 1 00

M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR
A CBRON()LOGICAL CATECHISM:

BRADEN-·KELLEY DEBATE.
Muslin boards, 396 pages .........
1 'Hi
Propositions:-(!) Is the Book of Mormon of Divine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
and belief of all Christian people? (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and identical in faith, organization, ordinances, worship and practice, with the Church of Christ,
as it was left perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
w-ith Him?

COMPLETE SET OF TRACTS.
:Bound in Limp MU!Ilin, turned in • • .. .. .. .. • • •
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD oF TIIE LoRn: FOR THERFJ S:rrALL NoT ANY l\iAN AMONG YOU HAVE SA VI! J:T BE ONlli WIFE- AND CoNCUlliNlllB
HE SHALL HAVE NoNFJ."-Pag" 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
"W:a: BELIEVE THAT ONE MA.N SHOULD HAVE ONE WmFJ, AND ONE Wo~!AN BUT ONE HusBAND: EXcEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IB AT LIBERTY •ro MARRY AoAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

of J"ezus Christ of

STAFFORl'l."

SURRENDER OF INGERSOLL.

Price ~;2.25
District

Enrron.

.JOSEPH SMITH
W. W. BLAIR

"T. F.

Satan

COUNTY, IO"i¥ A~

PUBLISHED AT J,AJ.'LONI,

Evo:ry Saturday.

tried
he has done to destroy the faith.
could do Httle more. Yours in hope,

ASSOCIA1'E EDITOR.

----------------~
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INGERSOLL AND BRADEN.

even an avtlwed

to be delivered
the
it will not
because Clark Braden stands
in the breach. vVe
that it has more
to fear from his so-.:?alled defenses than
from tbe attacks of the ColoneL Truth
may at times
pray for deliverance from its friends (
Col.
deserves due credit for
the services rendered to his
That we accord him
While we can not endorse
(though he may have
some sense,
as an image
can accept
what good he has done and
him when
his deeds are contrary to
which is
true and
should
that
measure and every man
--follow them
so far as
follow
Christ and manifest that thev are in uossession of His
Spirit-btlt no farther.
We shall at
be
to abide
in the faith if thus we do;
shall not be
nor greatly
nor
lose our reward.
We have no remarks of a
nature
to make concerning Mr. Braden. It is his
methods that we despise.
the attacks

we

"LEWISTON, Illinois, September q_th.
"Editors Iferald:-I enclose a morsel from the
Peoria Transcript to show that Clark Braden is
not resting in bed of roses by a good deaL He
is certainly a delectable personage. It is not a
Saint that speaks of him in the Tramcrijt, but a
man that knows just what he is talking about.
Somehow I am always glad to see Braden in
print under such lashings. I may be wrong and
perhaps ought to pray for him; but few have ever

It makes my blood boil, as it no doubt does
that of every survivor of the Eleventh Illinois
cavalry, to read the unscrupulous and groundless
charge,·, of your conceited Canuck correspondent, Clark Braden, against the bravery of Col. R.
G. Ingersoll.
Now, I am no guardian of the Colonel or his
interests. He needs none. History is slow and
calumny
swift. Time, therefore, will do Col.
justice, if I and every member of his
command remain silent.
I do not remember dates and have not them at
hand, tut it was in the spring of r862 that our
regiment, the Eleventh Illinois cavalry was encamped at Jacksonville, Tennessee. Then came
word to Jackson of a raid by Forrest in force, in
the direction of Lexington, some twenty miles
away, B.nd to that point, the gallant Colonel, with
a part of his command, was ordered to move.
With StJme six hundred or seven hundred men
and two pieces of artillery Col. Ingersoll moved
out that dternoon, and at the end of a forced
march camped near Lexington, an old tumbledown village, not "Corinth," as this monumental
CanueL liar says.
Very early the next morning the command
was ordered "to horse," for the pickets had been
driven '[n and the woods in front were swarming
with rebei cavalry. Forrest, with his whole division, not less than ten thousand cavalry, was
bearing down on our handful, that an hour before had sE>emed an army. Then Col. Ingersoll
arose to the height of the hour. He formed a
single line across the Lexington road, all that his
meagre force would permit, planked his park of
artillery in the road and awaited the assault. He
did not wait long, for Forrest, with a line longer
than his own, and five or six ranks deep-an
avalanche of men and horses-came down upon
him. '.t was then the Colonel dismounted in the
middle of the line, and standing by the two guns
in the road encouraged the men, as one after another vr·ent down, with his calm instructions to
"Give 1hem canister?" "Give it to them in their
faces!" "Shoot low, boys, and shoot slow, but
hit 'em!" And there he stood when the moving
mass
men and horses, of friend and foe were
mingled for a moment (it seemed like an hour) in
a hand to-hand conflict. Then it was that by the
very fact of overwhelming numbers, the rebels
could r.ot find us all, and Ingersoll, with a portion
of his regiment, actually broke through the solid
mass and came out in the rear of the rebel line,
where we were surrounded and captured.
Ingersoll 'was paroled that night, as Forrest
had no idea that he had struck anything more
than our skirmish line. He supposed that the
battle was ahend, and had no time to fool with
prisoners. The Colonel was then sent up t~ com-

mand a parole camp at St. Louis, where he
waited wearily to be exchanged so as to get back
to the front. Some of his men weary of waiting,
got leave to go out and work in Missouri harvest
fields; and it was here that after months of this
illness that the Col. resigned. He came into
camp and told the boys why. He could not rust
there as a paroled prisoner, and all approved his
choice so resign and get back, since he could, into life's activities.
Call Ingersoll an "infidel," whatever that
may; say that he was reckless and dissolute in
his early days; say that he was blasphemous under provocation; but do not say in the presence
of a member of the Eleventh Illinois Cavalry
that he was a coward, or that while in the service
he ever shirked a post of duty because of its dang ..
ers.
jOHN W. KIMSEY,
5I7 Fulton Street, Peoria, Ill.
CARDINAL GIBBONS ON BRUNO.
Md., Sept. rrth.--Cardlna! Gibbons' pastoral letter calling attention to the alJo ..
cution of Pope Leo, on the unveiling recently of
a monument in Rome to the memory of Bruno,
will be read in all the churches next Sunday.
The cardinal says: "A mingled feeling of righteous wrath and deep sympathy was bred in every Catholic heart when the news came that in
Rome impious men dared to unveil the statue
of an apostate monk to the admiration and vener·
ation of the thousands assembled, dragging the
memory of a wlld theorizer, a shameless writer
and denier of the divinity of Christ, from the obscurity of a grave that had for three centuries
been closed upon its disgrace. These men, back·
ed by mere brute force, have set upon a pedestal
in the Holy city a statue of the infamous Bmno.
Such a proceeding is a flagrant outrage upon the
Catholic and Christian world. It Is a deliberate
and well-aimed blow at all that is sound and
wholesome in religion and morals.
Its animus
is clear from the selection of time and place, and
the unchristian and defiant language employed
in the unveiling of the statute of a man, whose
whole life breathed cowardice, pride, and defiance of lawfully constituted authority. In their
frantic efforts a·fter miscalled freedom they have
spurned the truth, which alone could make them
free. Theirs is not the action of decent, honorable, but misguided men, calmly and with due regard lo the feelings of others promulgating a new
belief.
Their attempt is not so much to honor
Bruno as to insult and vllilfy the vicar of Christ
and his derat~d children throughout Christendom.
They have chosen as the committee to
further the movement the champions of Atheism,
the would-be destroyers of the very foundations
of Christianity.
It is proper that the Christian
world and, especially this portion where the term
'religious freedom' is understood in Christian
sense, should brand with their indignant scorn,
action such as this.
We are not yet ready for
processions in which the red and the bl~>.ck flags
of Prohibitionists and Anarchists are defiantly
flaunting."
BALTIMORE,

The above from tbe head of the Roman
Catholic Church in America voices their
side of that question.
If all of the above
be true it is passing strange that Catholic
Italy looks with favor upon the raised and
rising statue of Bruno.
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We believe that it is not only to his honor that the statue was erected, but to forever commemorate and emphasize the
truth of the principle that ecclesiastics
shall not dominate the consciences and dictate the civil affairs of mankind; and to
rebuke for all time the fanatical and fallacious assumption of authority, which in the
hands of Romish priests sought so to enslave in the past, and put to death many
of those who resisted them.
One writer has thus stated of Bruno:
"lt added not a little to the exasperation
against him, that he was perpetually declaiming against the insincerity, the impostures of hi~:> persecutors-that wherever he
went he found Skepticism varnished over
and concealed by hypocrisy; and that it
was not against the belief ot men, but
against their pretended belief, that he was
fighting; that he was struggling with an
orthodoxy that had neither morality nor
faith."
After relating the account of the cruel
martyrdom of Bruno he adds: "But perhaps the day approaches when posterity
will offer an expiation for this great ecclesiastical crime, and a statue of Bruno be
unveiled under the dome of St. Peter's at
Rome."
How truly has the prediction of such
probability been verified. "The mills of
the gods grind slowly, but they grind exceeding fine." The best guarantees to the
Catholic world that they shall fully enjoy
their just rights are those very manifestations in the present age of the emphatic
disapproval of the past wrong doings of
their clergy.
Those who contend manfully and fairly
for the rights of the oppressed are most
likely to be magnanimous and just, even
with their opponents. Such can generally be trusted to preserve the liberties of
all.
REUNION R. R. RATES.

IN the miscellaneous department will be
found an official letter from T. Thompson, Secretary of the "Western States
Passenger Association," to Bishop G. A.
Blo.keslee, relative to reduced rates to the
Annual Reunion at Garner's Grove, near
Missouri Valley, Oct. 4th. Read it carefully.
Those going to the Reunion over
any of the roads indicated in said letter
must procure certificates over each road
they travel on from the ticket agents at
the stations where they purchase tickets,
which certificates will set forth the fact of
their having paid full first class far~ to the
point where they leave said road. These
certificates must be preserved and presented to Bishop Blakeslee or his authorized
agent at the Reunion for official signature
in order to secure return tickets over said
roads at one· third regular rates.
Strict
attention must be given to the instructions
set forth in said letter, for on! y by following them can any one secure the rates provided.
Remember that "Certificates will not
be honored for return tickets at reduced
rates unless presented within three days
after the date of adjournment of the meet-

ing (Sunday not being accounted a day),
nor will certificates be honored in cases
where going tickets were purchased more
than three days prior to the commencement of the meeting."
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

Tim September number of the Cosmopolitan, a monthly illustrated magazine,
comes to our table, filled with choice reading matter and adorned by beautiful photoengravings. "The two capitals of Japan,"
"the opening of Oklahoma," and an article
from the pen of "Carmen Sylva," the
Queen of Roumania, together with her
portrait, are among some of its interesting
contents. The article on Japan is especially interesting as showing the rapid progress of 'civilization in that country. The
magazine is published at No. 363, Fifth
Avenue, New York.
In our last issue, in the editorial on
"The College," in fifth paragraph it should
read, "Enough has been said, we trust, to
awaken a deep interest," etc. On the next
page, third column, it should read, "yet it
was sufficiently severe," etc.
Bro. B. H. Case wrote from Coal Hill,
Arkansas, where he is anxiously awaiting
the coming of some one to preach the
word. He threatens to himself thrust in
the sickle should none other appear. Success to all who "use the truth in wisdom."
All do not, but all may and should do so.
Bro. W. W. McLeod .wrote the 1oth
inst. from Cormorant, Minnesota, that
Bro. W. E. Peak had just completed arrangements for a fifteen nights discussion
with an Adventist, the soul-sleeping· theory
and other things being the subjects in
question. Bro. McLeod was trying to do
what he could for the cause.
Bishop G. A. Blakeslee requests that
the following corrections be made in his
printed report, "all in the Spring River,
Kansas, district: October r9, 1888, Hugh
Havey $ro.oo, instead of Hug-h
published. Feb. 16, 1889, Hannah
more, $z.oo, instead of Hannah B~·nnon.
And Feb. 16, 1889, Roswell M. Barmore
$3.00, instead of Russell M.
as it
appears in the report."
Bro. W. R. Calhoon of
Illinois, writes, desiring to correct an error
which appeared in his last letter to the
HERALD. It should read that his father's
family numbered eleven instead of seventeen children.
Bro. John A. Currie Jr. wrote ·"""'"'",m
ber 6th from San Antonia,
work is moving here and the
preaching are many."
· The Iowa State Register of the
inst., weekly edition,
at
Moines, contains an account of the conference of the Des Moines district which was
held at Rhodes on the
Thanks to
the Register.
The Clarksburg, West
of the 14th reaches us,
defensive article from the
L. Shinn. Good; such
will
allay prejudice.
Fifth Quorum of Elders
See notice
in this issue.

"All goes well; work looking up" are
the hopeful words of Bro. D. S. Mills in a
late letter from Los Angeles, California.
We welcome to our desk, ~<Our Dumb
Animals," a
devoted to the prevention of
to animals and published at rg Milk street,
Massachusetts. Single copies per year 50 cents, and
clubs at reduced rates.
Its mission is very worthy, and fair success attends it. We most heartily wish it
goodspeed in its humane endeavors.
Don't send manuscript to this office
without paying proper
on it.
Some have sent us articles
publication
on which
have paid only paper postage.
This
not lawful, and must be
stopped.
All "written matter, whether
sealed or unsealed" is by law made "first
class," ar,d is "tv;o cents for each ounce or
fraction thereof." Don't forget it.
THE following is self-explanatory:
DAVIS CITY, Iowa, August 17th.
E'ditors Hera[d:-I notice that in the Returtt
for August, r88g, Mr, E. Robinson finds a good
deal of fault about my statements in the Herald
of July 6th, concerning the course taken with
him by the officers of the Davis City branch.
Now I wish to correct one date: It should read
that an elders court convened in July, r888, and
not in the month of March, as stated. Vvith this
corrected I wish to reaffirm my former statements; that they are true.
O.J. BAILEY.
Be it known to all whom it may concern that
the above statements of 0. J. Bailey, as corrected,
are true.
M. . B. SMITH, Branch president,
C. M. HINKLE, Teacher,
R. J. HARMON, Deacon,
JoHN DENIO, Elder,
All of the Davis City branch.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. E. W. Nunlev wrote from Cook's
Point, Texas,
7th:
"I am still endeavoring to push forward the
grand cause.
are not as bright as could
be desired, but '"e
for the better. We have
much
in
but are not discouraged,
that our cause is just and of the
Lord. There
no such thing as failure if we
trust in Hiln, which we propose to do."

Bro. E. VI, Grim writes from Canton,
6th:
"I want to
to do more for this latter day
work. We do not have meetings here now. I
wish we had some one to take hold and see if we
can not do something. Pray for me that I may
not falL"

Bro.
says:
"I shall be eighty·nine
until next February.
My
1s
am
to live so as to not taste

comes off at Petrolia,
on the rolh inst., between a Mr. Bourner
Elder Samuel Brown on the
of
This seems to be our
for
in this town.
have
a
und
and sent out invitations for all to come
and hear the
free of
; but about all
we could
Bro. Brown
preach to was
almost empty benches. We have but two-thirds
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of an average crop in this part of God's footstool
this year, but we are thankful it is no worse. \rife
hope the day will speedily come when we shall
all enjoy peace and plenty."
"WITH SPEED SWIFTLY."

BRo. Elvin will
us to state, in confirmation of
he writes in another
of this
that we lately read an
account of the
of an electric locomotive which attained a speed of three
or the relative equivalent
and
miles an hour!
that
hundu~:'"'""'" equivalent to from New
to Denver in
ten hours. How would that be for a
journey?" We have seen no veriucauon of the
attained
but
shall not
to
of
or surpassingmarvelous nature, electrical engineerT'he study of electrical science is but
entered
snd its mysterious
realm but
invaded by the searching
We
yet be as

Judge Hudson has announced himself as a candidate for re-nomination as county judge.
He
has, so far as we can learn, given absolute satisfaction in the conduct of the affairs of the office.
H we have ever had as good judge, we certainly have never had a better one, for all the purposes of this very important office.
It is the
crowning glory of a civilized community that the
interests of the weak, the disabled, the helpless
are strongly and careful.ly guarded from encroach'
ment. This court, having to do mainly with the
estates of decedents, and the rights of orphaned
children, it is a matter of pure right to such that
he who occupies this position should be one who
would faithfully see that no harm comes to them
from designing persons seeking ~o prey upon the
estates of the young or inexperienced. Give civil commur,ities just judges, and you go the greatest length of the road to assured peace and prosperity."

We are
ing in

to also note the followcolumn of the same paper:

"Reorganized Church of Lattc~r Day Saints
hold regular services every Sunday at 2 p. m.,
prayer meeting on Wednesday evening at their
chapel, corner of North street and Pacific Avenue. All are cordially invited.
Elder H. J. HuDSoN, President."
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
.~ues.-Has a teacher or deacon any right to
preach in his own branch?
Ans.--Yes.
"The manner which the disciples, who were
called the elders of the church, ordained priests
and teachers. After they had prayed unto the
Father in the name of Christ, they laid their

hands upon them, and saiu, In the name of Jesus
Christ I ordain you to be a priest; (or if he be a
teacher); I ordain you to be a teacher to preach
repentance and remission of sins through Jesus
Christ, by the endurance of faith on his name to
the end. Amen. And after this manner did
they ordain priests and teachers, according to the
gifts and callings of God unto men; and they orda1ned them by the power of the Holy Ghost,
which was in them."-·-Moroni 3: r.
"The teacher's duty is to watch over the church
always, and be with and strengthen them, and
see that there is no iniquity in the church,
neither hardness with each other; neither lying,
backbiting, nor evil speaking; and see that the
church meet together often, and also see that all
the members do their duty, and he is to take the
lead of meetings in the absence of the elder or
priest, and is to be assisted always, in all his duties in the church by the deacons if occasion requires; but neither teachers nor deacons have
authority to baptize, administer the sacrament, or
lay on hands; they are, however, to warn, expound, exhort and teach, and invite all to come
unto Christ."-D. C., r7. I r.
"And behold, the high priests shall travel, and
also the elders, and also the Jesser priests; but
the deacons and teachers should be appointed to
watch over the church, to be standing ministers
unto the church."-D. C., 83: 2.
"And, behold, you are they who are ordained
of me to ordain priests and teachers to declare
my
"etc.--D. C. 16: 5·
"Likewise must the deacons be grave, not
double-tongued, not given to much wine, not
greedy of filthy lucre; holding the mystery of
the faith in a pure conscience. And let these also first be proved; then let them use the office of
a deacon, being found blameless. Even so must
their wives be grave, not slanderers, sober, faithful in all things. Let the deacons be the husbands of one wife, ruling their children and their
own houses ·well. For they that have used the
office of a deacon well, purchase to themselves a
good degree, and great boldness in the faith
which is in Christ J esus."-1 Tim. 3: 8-13.
~-·-·If a man be ordained from the office bf a
teacher to the office of a seventy, and is then
dropped from the seventy, what office does he
hold?
A.---None--unless ordained to one.
THE HARMONY A SUCCESS.

THE followmg written approvals of the
are among many that have
reached us to date, and we expect numerous similar ones as the book is made use of
and tested by the choirs and singers among
th~ various cong·regations of the Saints.
Bro. J. F. Mintun, Magnolia, Iowa:
••The Harmonys arrived safely and they are
excellent. Considering the work and size of
book I think it is cheap. It is proving more satlsfuctory the more used."

Bro. Norman W. Smith, chorister of
thc; church at Lamoni, says:
''I have examined the Saints' Harmonv, to
some extent, and find it far superior to any ;;atebook
I have seen, especially for our church,
the
being so nicely adapted to the words
found in the Sai~ts Harp. The statements of the
edi.tot· as found in the Harmony in regard to the
book are correct so far as I have examined. I
feel ,afe in recommendmg it to the Sair,ts at
large. The Choir at Lamoni have adopted it for

their use in the church services.
The book is
admirably adapted to the use ot both beginn\3rs
and those advanced in the study of music, and I
am satisfied that :he more it is studied the better
it will be appreciated by the Saints."

Bro. Vv~ Vickery, president of the Plano branch, writes:
''Harmony received and well liked.
is well done."

The work

We have received but one unfavorable
comment, and as that was made shorty
after the receipt of the book, it is hoped
that after a fair test of its merits the same
will be supplemented by a favorable report. The present edition is fast being
exhausted. We hope ere long to hear of
satisfactory progress and great improvement in the song service among ail the
branches. The Harmony has a mission
before it which we believe it will creditably and faithfully accomplish.

brief or long~ my granted span
Of life with love to Thee and man;
Strike when Thou wilt t.he hour of rest,
But let my last days be my best!"

'~TUl,

··UERY."
"I AM a stranger in a strange land and would
like to know what to do to pass away Sunday, except by reading. I always read until I get so
home-sick I don't know what to do. I want to
do only what is right. There is no preaching
here that I care to go and hear. I want your advice. Please answer through the .Herald."-Letter.
It is a sad thing to be a stranger in a strange
land, and some lonely hours must nece&sarily
be the result of such circumstances. But these
need not be many, if only the heart and spirit are
properly attuned and in harmony with the great
throbbing, out-reaching heart of Him who said,
"Go ye into all the world." There is no longer
a middle wall of partition. "All ye are brethren," and when the love of God baptizes the soul
there is an outgoing stream of love which, in its
flow, would embrace the whole human family.
It is God's great, broad and beautiful world and
these are his children, (erring, stained with sin
and pierced through with many griefs, though
they may be) they are still his. How our hearts
have overflowed with emotion when we have realized the greatness of that love which led Christ
to take upon himself our nature-to be born of
woman-mingle with the poorest and most
wretched of mankind, and humble himself evPn
to the death of the cross! Paul says that he took
upon himself flesh and blood, because the children
God had given him were partakers of it. If we
so love, so admire this condescension upon the
part of our elder brother, how can we hope to
be like him, to inherit his celestial kingdom if we
do not partake of the same spirit?
It is not the spirit which makes ascetics or
hermits-neither the spirit which seeks its own
will, its own good, or even its own happiness; but
ever reaches out to seek the good, the happiness
of others, even as the Master came "to seek and
to save that which was lost."
Now dear sister, it is not possible for us to do
people good unless we can, in some way, reach
their hearts. Love is the only key which fits the
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door we want to open and it will never fail. "We
love him because he first loved us." He not only
loved us, but he manifested that love, and it was
by its manifestation that we knew of its existence. We believe the truth and ea~estness of
your words when you say, "I want to do only
what is right."
Christ himself answers your
question in these words, "Let your light shine."
Is not remaining at home, simply because you
do not care to hear the preaching which you can
hear, putting your light under a bushel? Think
for a moment. How can you become acquainted
with those folks, unless you meet and mingle
with them? How can you recommend the gos"
pel to them by separating yourself from them as
though you had neither lot or part in the matters which interests them? We are firmly persuaded that no feeling of bigotry actuates you,
that you have not the slightest thought of saying
in your heart, "Stand aside, I am holier than
thou." But the question arises, what effect will
your actions have upon them? Will they not be
persuaded that more or less of such a feeling influences you? If so, they will be repelled from
instead of being drawn towards you, for it is not
in human nature to acquire or love the selfrighteous Pharisees.
As a people we do claim to have greater spiritual light than the rest of ~kind; but the only
way to establish the validity of this claim is, to
let that light shine, and the word of Jesus for It,
when our good ·works are seen, men will glorify
our heavenly Father.
Happiness, or rather the pursuit of happiness,
is not the legitimate object of the Christian's life.
Duty should be our watchword and the glory of
God our incentive. If from the heart we pray,
"Thy kingdom come," will we not labor to hasten
Its coming?
To a Saint of God the companionship of those
of like precious faith is very dear; but if the
work of the Master demand that we resign this,
the true soldier will not hesitate one moment to
obey the tall of duty, for if instructed by the
Master he knows well "The path of duty is the
only path of safety," and there can be no peace
o.f mind to the Christian who neglects it, or who
substitutes for it a less worthy motive.
Our ad.vice to you then, dear sister, is: Mingle
with the people with whom your lot is cast. Attend regularly upon both church and Sunday
school, especially the latter; for it will be impossible for you to study the word of God without
benefit to yourself. No matter how erroneous
may be some of the doctrines taught, the great
fundamental principles of love towards God and
man will be embodied therein, and if they are riot
acted out by all who profess to adjust their lives
according to them, the fault is most likely with
them as with many of us, that they fail to let the
sunlight of God's all-rP.ac!ting love into their
souls. They do not throw open the windows and
let the breezes of divine love chase out the narrow selfishness lurking in the dark corners
and illumine the whole interior to such an extent
that the light can not be hid.
Seek qulety, unobtrusively, bnt in every possible way to manifest your feelings of good will
to your neighbors, remembering that he is your
neighbor who needs any good service in your
power to render. Be not ashamed of your religion,
neither let a blush rise to your cheek when answering, "I am a Latter Day Saint." If indeed
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you are one you are the ·daughter of a King, even
the King of Kings, and who would blush to say,
"I am Queen Victoria's daughter! Strive torealize this. Think of it. This is one of thE~ things
whjch It will benefit you to "think upon," for it
will make you· more careful to do only such
noble acts as become the dp.ughter of a King, and
help you to realize the dignity of your calling
and the necessity of being at all times upon your
guard lest you bring reproach upon Him who
said, "The same is my sister."
Do(not think only,) but do from day to day those
things which will prove your claim a valid one,
and we guarantee you that should you favor us
with another letter it will be like a triumphant
song of rejoicing. . Study the word of God, pray
for the guidance of the Holy Spirit, for the gift
of wisdom; then mingle with your kind and let
your light shine.
SR. AnDIE E. HuLL, of Willow Brook, Buchanan county, Missouri, would be pleased to
have some of the sisters write to her. Here is an
opportunity for those who have the time, to give
the cup of cold water in the name of a disciple.
Such letters are often the mediums of great good
to the scattered Saints.
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYERS,

A sister in Iowa writes: "l ani very much afflicted and desire the prayers of the 'Union' that
if it is God's will my life may be spared that I
may be more faithful than I ever have been.
M~MORY TEXTS FOR OcTOBER.
First Thursday, He b. 2: 12.
Second Thursday, ACts rz: Si r6: I3: 2 Cor.
r: II; Eph. 6: rS; Phil. I: 19; James s: 16.
Third Thursday, D. C. 34: 4i Ps. 140: 12.
Fourth Thursday, Ps. So: r, 2; Eph. I: 9-14~·
Fifth Thursday, Ps. 89: r, z; roz: r6, r7; Isa.
14: 32.
ELEANOR.

HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.
Sep~.

n, Amount received to date .... $1,941 57
Sr. Lizzie Porter, Neb. 40
Sr. Rosa Porter, Neb.. rs
Sr. Laura Porter, Neb. IO
St. Carrie Porter, Neb. ro
Sr. Nellie Baker, Iowa.
Sr. Celia Swenson, Mo. 6 oo
Sr. Mary Sivits, Neb ... r oo
Sr. H. Richmond, Kan.
Sr. C. Edwards, Mich.. 50
Sr. Mary Burnett, Iowa 3 so
Sr. Maria Grice, Ill .... I oo
Br. E. Lamphare, Wis. S oo
Sr. S. Downey, Neb ... r oo
Sr. S. J. Green, Cal. .. I oo
Sr. M. Gillespie, 0: .... 2 oo
$22 75
Sept. 19, Amount to date,........... $r,964
In Herald of Aug. 17th, Carrie Sund, Portland,
Oregon, is credited with $7.oo which should have
been as follows:
Sr. Carrie Sund, Portland, Oreg .......... $r so
Sr. Bertha Webb, Portland Oreg .......... 2
Sr. Bernice Webb, Portland, Oreg ........ r oo
Sr. C. Haskell, Palouse, Wash ............ 2 oo

so

so

32

so

~ Send all monevs to
LAMONI, Iowa, September

D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowve.
20th.

BouToN, Iowa, Aug 3rst.

Dear Sister Frances:-I have nothing new to
write about but must tell you that my interest in
the fatter day work has not lessened and I am
trying to live according to the precepts of my religion. I live ten miles from the Keystone

branch to which I belong, but am not privileged
to meet with except once in a great while. Bro.
W: M. Thompson preached ln our neighborhood
last spring; since then we have had no preaching,
I hope he and others may come again when con-'
venient. Bro. Stamm will preach some when
he returns from Boone.
We greatly appreciate the Herald, Hope and
Autumn Leaves and shall ever pray for all the
workers in this great and glorious work. Please
pray for me, that I may live faithful to the end
and that my family may soon obey the gospel.
Yours in bonds of Christian love,
SARAH E. BOUTON.

Sister Frances:-I have just been reading letters from my sisters in the far oft" Australia.
Some are young sisters, and I wish you were
near that you might share with me the pleasure
they impart. I know it will cheer you and all
who feel a deep interest in the onward march of
the gospel work to know that they are rapidly
progressing in the spiritual life. Their letters
breathe the true workings of the Spirit within,
which makes my heart glad, and I hope ere long
several will tak~ their places side by side with
their sisters in America and let thelr light shine
through the church publications: Some have
introduced themselves already. I hope .Sister
Lillie Eden will soon appear again, and yet
again, for I think she has a work to do in that
department of iife's duties. And dear Sister Allie, of Wallsend, your letter to Addie was a good
one. It brought the tears to my eyes while I
read, remembering with gratitude tbe many acts
of kindness both Addie and I received at your
hands, and at your father's house. And I believe
the Lord was rewarding your cheerful diligence
and faith. It was the Wallsend branch that
gave us the first hearty welcome to Australia,
that lifted the cloud of homesickness from our
hearts; and that welcome never grew less.. May
their day of rejoicing come, for theirs has been a
weary toil! Bro. Davis' letter in the Herald
some time ago brought me again in communion
with the Hamilton branch where we spent many
seasons of rejoicing. May they continue to grow
and abound. Brethren Wight and Butterworth
are working energetically, and according to all
reports are the right men in the right place.
My parting words to Bro. Wight as the little
steamer pushed from the shores of Forster were,
"take care of our children.'' His were, "I will;"
and he is being true to his word, and has selected
for his partner in life just the right person to
help him in his ministerial labors. Sr. Lizzie's
whole heart was in the work and she was doing
all she could for its upbullding in her limited
circle when the Lord rewarded her diligence by
opening to her a broader avenue for doing good,
and I rejoice with her. You may know the bond
of friendship that exists between us when I tell
you that she always addresses me in her correspondence by the endearing title of "mother."
But I must remember that possibly this letter
may reach Australia and its readers will want to
hear something of the work in America. The
"reunion" at Laguna was a season of spiritual
benefit, still the saints were not left to forget in
their rejoicing that they were still in the world
where the adversary holds power to mar the happiness of all who will permit him. And I think
, he must have seen that such gatherings togethe
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were going to work the overthrow of much of
his power, and came up in great wrath striving
to prevail against the power of the Holy Ghost;
but thanks be to God !tis power held the ascendency all the way through and triumphed gloriously at the closing. A few were privileged to
witness the out-pouring of God's Spirit in great
power, while others who were on the grounds
knew nothing of it. The Lord sometimes bestows his blessings in a similar manner to his
judgments. In the ninety-first Psalm it says, "A
thousand shall fall at thy side and ten thousand
at thy right hand, but it shall not come nigh
thee, only with thine eyes shalt thou see and behold the reward of the wicked." So it was at
this time with the blessings; with our eyes we
beheld the faces of those who had been the receipients of this power and saw their countenances beaming with the light and glory which it
imparted, and heard words of wisdom and instruction as they fell from their lips. May we
so live that on future occasions all may be worthy to partake of the same.
In a former letter I spoke of writing on a subject that had been weighing on my mind, but
upon consideration I deemed it not wisdom for
me to do SO.
SISTER EMMA.
LAMONI, Iowa, Aug. 3oth.

Dear Sisters:-! have been learning lessons in
the months and years that are past, and I am
hoping, trusting to be able to profit by them.
We are admonished to heed the lessons of
each day, and if we can but read aright and hold
fast the teachings of each experience as we pass
along, they will prove he! ps to us In becoming
wise unto salvation. Even from our times of
trial may come to us lessons which shall be for
our highest good, our greatest advancement in
this school of life. If we are to be made perfect
through suffering, and if it be true that "whom
the Lord loveth he chasteneth," are not trials to
be desired, according as the Lord w!lls for us?
And if they come shall we murmur or let go our
faith? No, rather seek the Lord with renewed
diligence for his help and the light of his Spirit,
trusting through the times of darkness. When I
have desired that the dross of my nature might
be consumed and I be made worthy of eternal
life and have realized that it might require affliction to accomplish this, I have prayed, "Father,
if thou seest that a portion of trial is necessary to
purify my heart and make me fit to dwell In thy
presence, withhold it not, but give me of thy
grace that I may endure."
I feel that we need to be prayerful at all times,
and that we lose what we can not gain in any
other way, if we neglect our privilege in this. It
is in answer .to prayer that the Holy Spirit is
given, and if we come often to God in prayer we
are drawn closer to Him and seem to become acquainted with him who is a "friend above all
others." I believe too that it helps us to know
ourselves and in every way prepares us the better
for life's duties.
Some are grieving over the loss of loved ones,
and as this trial comes home to each one with
force stronger than we can know in sympathizing with others, we may be tempted to question
the goodness of God or to feel that he is unmindfulof us, but we remember that before we learned to love the Lord, many, many such dear ones
jlad gone and left friends sorrowing heno:. All

must cross over the river, and because the loss
becomes ours, does not in any way change the
loving kindness of our God.-"His mercy endureth forever."
We are taught that we must become as a little
child, and as I think of the l!ttle one that was
ours for a time, so gentle and patient, so loving,
so pure! I wonder can we ever be as such? I
have thought sometimes that the hope of meeting our lost ones, never more to be parted from
them, would be a sufficient incentive for living a
righteous life; but I put away the thought as an
unworthy one, knowing that love toward God
should prompt our service to him.
May
we love him with pure hearts, fervently, and so
honor him in our lives that he shall be pleased to
give us a place in his kingdom.
Your sister,
C. B. STEBBINS.
WE give below a few extracts from a private
letter. which we deem too good to enjoy unshared:
Dear Sr. Walker:- This morning I take the
time to write to you. I reached Princeton at
three o'clock Tuesday morning, and for several
days I felt the effects of so long a ride. I traveled in a chair·car, and I believe they are not so
comfortable for a ·long journey as an ordinary
seat. One has to sit in the same position in, a
chair, while in a seat you can change about.
The institute passed passed off well, and I enjoyed it only that I was so tired that it was hard
for me to sit still through the lectures.
You
know when a person is tired physically, he can
not do much mentally.
I went to visit a kindergarten school in Princeton. It was the most interesting thing I have
seen for a long time. There were about fifteen
little ones with two teachers. The children's
ages ranged from three to six. I thoroughly enjoyed watching them. Everything that was
placed before them, everything to which their
attention was calied was calculated to instruct
their young minds and teach them pure things.
It made the tears start when those little babies
bowed their heads and sung a little morning
prayer. As for the teachers, they simply "put
themselves in the children's place," made children of themselves for the time and worked and
played with them, but while a careless observer
might see only the simple, artless play of children, under all there was deep design and over
all loving guidance. As for instance when the
little ones were seated at a low table, waiting to
be provided with splints and beads, the teacher,
knowing the children served last would think
their turn long in coming, sang softly as she
worked:
•·I try to be patient,
I. try to be patient,
I try to be patient.
Arid wait till my turn comes.''

She knew that soft soothing little song would
not be unnoticed or unheeded. The little ones
all sat still and waited patiently and who knows
how many times in after years when life's greater
cares com<' that little refrain may return to their
aid, and not only that, but these early lessons in
patien~e and the kindred virtues they learn in
their work and games must exert an influence
that may be traced all through the future. I
wish you could have seen them. Those little
ones I judge all came from good homes, and I
could but :wish as l stood and looked on, that all

the little children of this broad land of ours
might have the benefit of such kindergarten
schools; but more especially was my wish. for
the children of the sl urns, the children of
wretched degraded homes, whose play-grounds
are the streets where the sights and sounds that
greet them are all impure.
Sometimes when I hear or read of the good
being done for the poor, the suffering, the neglected, the real practical good being done, I wonder if we latter Day Saints are very much ahead
atter all, and sometimes I wonder if we are not a
little behind what we ought to be. But I know
too that as a. people we are the "poor among
men," and it requires money to accomplish anything in the way of such enterprises as I have
been thinking of.
We have just been reading the leaflet 8ent out
by the Chicago Daily 1\fews in behalf of the
Fresh Air Fund, and this morning I read a little
story, "The Shilling Baby." There is an institution in London by which little children, waifs,
are gathered in and grouped in families in cottages under the care of women who act as mothers to the children. The Shilling Baby was one
of the little outcast babies.
The miners at Spring Valley who have been
idle five or six months are now under or.ders to
accept terms and go to work or quit the houses
in two weeks. They say they dare not accept
for fear of other miners who are standing out
against the wages. Many are leaving, but some
I suppose are too poor. They traverse all the
country round begging, and some after receiving
help go home, invite in the friends and have a
"spree." That is the "foreign element," those
who come into our country ignorant, uneducated, irreligious.
I see I have written quite a number of leaves,
and will not write much more, for if I stop now
I may get it in the mail for to-day.
RUTH.

CouNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa, Aug. 31st.

Dear Sister Frances:-Please find enclosed my
mite to the Missionary Fund. I have often
thought of writing a few lines to the Home
Column. I love this latter day work for I know
it is true.
I have been cheered many times. by reading
the sisters letters through the Herald, and let us
put our mites and our prayers together and help
roll on this glorious cause, for surely the Lord is
well pleased with our efforts inasmuch as they
are done with an eye single to his glory.
I had a beautiful dream conceming the Prayer
Union, and as it may encourage others, I will relate it: I saw several of our sisters going to a
small house for prayer. The road seemed rough
and we worked hard to get there, and when we
reached it we all knelt down to pray, and as we
prayed the Spirit was present to a great degree
and our prayers seemed to ascend up before the
throne, and just above us I heard a voice singing
in beautiful melody:
"Sweet the time, exceeding sweet,
When the Saints together meet."

Dear sisters, let us never neglect our petitions
to·Him who is the giver of all good. I would
ask an interest in your faith and prayers, that my
health my be restored and I may continue faithful to the end of the race and be saved in His
kingdom.
Your sister in Christ,
CARJST!NA BARMASQN.
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THE SAIN
Dow CITY, Iowa, Sept. rst.
Dear Sisters of tlte Home Colunzn:-I will try
and pen you a few lines this beautiful evening
to let you know we are alive in this part of the
vineyard. We have such good meetings which
are conducted by the young officers of the branch.
Bro. David Rudd will speak to us to-night; although young in the ministry he is doing a gocd
work. And this is what we want, for there are
calls all over the land for more laborers in the
field, and in order to sustain those that are now
in the field and send more, we must throw in our
mite and give them our faith and prayers.
I think the Prayer Union a grand help to all
the Saints of God. We have ours every Thursday afternoon conducted by our most worthy
sister Serelda Rudd, who is a noble worker in
this great cause. If it were not for this dear sister we might have given up in despair. We have
been grertly encouraged by the Holy Spirit.
"0h, how sweet is the soul-cheering thought!"
Our minds were clouded, as it were, and unsettled on account of sickness and non-attendance,
and we raised our voices to God in prayer to
know if the work was in harmony with the will
of God, and our prayers were not in vain, for on
the following Sabbath it was made known to us
by the Holy Spirit of God through our aged and
most worthy brother Rucld, that we were then
slack in the work we had covenanted to uphold;
and inasmuch as we would humble ourselves aud
live according to the commandments he had
given us, he would be with us and bless us.
Dear sisters, is this not worth living for? May
God's Holy Spirit be with each Saint, and may
he guide us all in the paths of truth that we may
reap the reward that is laid up for the faithful,
is the sincere desire of
Your sister in Christ,
MAY Runn.

OM.i>.HA, Neb., Sept. 2d.
Dear Sisters of the Home Column:-I have
thought many times that I would like to write
you, but for want of courage have not been able
to do so. But to-day being the Sabbath, also
communion day, and being unable to meet with
the Saints on account of illness, I felt that I
would like to bear my testimony to the truth of
this great Latter clay work. And indeed it is a
great work, a marvelous work and a wonder!
HOV'" my heart swells with thankfulness to God
for his loving kindness to me. When I think of
the many blessings he has bestowed upon me, I
can not find words to express my gratitude. I
love the gospel, and strive earnestly to keep the
commandments of God, and I desire to obey the
call to "Come up higher."
I feel encouraged that I am enabled to overcome some of the many evils that beset my pathway, and pray that I may have strength given
me to overcome all, that I may receive the reward that is laid up for the faithful. The Herald and Atdumn LemJes are a great comfort to me.
I would not be without tt1em, and while so many
are doing so much for me I desire to show my
willingness to do what I can for others, if it be
ever so little. I would like the prayers of the
Union in my behalf that I may be restored to
health again if it be God's will. Ever praying
that we may all work together for the good of
the cause, I am your sister,
EVA M. HARDING.

~ No Credit for moneys received on subscription wm
appear on the Colored Address Label of the Herald
for this issue, as no changes have ·been made, ex..
cept in case of person13 desiring a change in P.O. addrbss.

OxFORD, Idaho, Sept. uth.

Bro. W.

W. Blair:-Bro. Anthony and

reached here from Soda Springs on l'vionday,
after a most tedious drive across Bear River Val·
ley, over the mountains, through Gentile VaU.ey
and over the mountains into Round, or the upoer
wing of Cache Valley, a sixty mile drive, Ihe
roughest I ever saw a team pull a buggy over.
We were properly tired when we reached Bro.
John Harris' house in the village of Oxford, at
8 p. m., and were glad to find a hospitable welcome, which we did. We found an appointment
in the meeting-house, Bishop Lewis having consented to our use of it. So, on Tuesday evening
I addressed a good house full, from Matthew 24:
14. We occupied again last night, the house being fairly well filled.
Bishop Lewis and Counselor Clements were
both present each night, as was also Elder Milo
Andrus. The latter made a request at the close
of Tuesday night's discourse, that I would answer the question of whether father had not more
than one wife. I replied that on the next even··
ing I would discuss the main question at is,ne
between the Reorganized Church and the pecple
here, and would answer the question so that no
one would misunderstand me. He wished, he
said, that he or ~orne one elsE> might be permitted to follow me each service, to which I answered that I had no sort of objectior~, as was
satisfied that after I was gone, if not during my
presence, what I should present would be reviewed and controverted, and I should like to
hear how it was done.
Last night I told Bishop Lewis that when I
would be through my discourse the matter was
in his hands, and he, or any one whom he might
choose, or permit, would be at liberty to speak
and answer at will. Vvhen I closed, Bishop
Lewis and Elder Milo Andrus conferred a bit,
and the elder proceeded fin.t to endorse all that I
had presented, and afterwards to tell of wha': he
heard, etc., in Nauvoo. It was
the
same as we have heard before, only that a new
version of the personnel of those to whom the
prophet Joseph unbosomed the dread secret, in. secret conclave was given. This was in effect that
Joseph Smith was surrounded by a class of men
whom he did not trust, and one whom he did.
This latter class was the secret police or body
guard, of which he, Milo Andros, was one.
These, "a few of them, possibly twenty-five, maybe not so many" were called together one night
in the Masonic Temple, when Joseph discoursed
on the celestial, or eternal character of the marriage covenant, and the redemption of the dead,
etc. He occupied nearly an hour, but failed to
advance a direct statement in evidence, in refutation of the points I had made, and ended by
bearing testimony that Joseph Smith was a
prophet of God, and that he had now borne his
testimony to the three sons of that prophet.
I really suppose that I ought to feel sorry that
I am what I am, after all this, but I am ail the
more convinced and satisfied with the posltio_,l of
the Reorganization on the point at issue.

In answer to my request for the use of the
house for to-night, as we designed to stay until
Saturday, Bishop Lewis thought that he had no
objection to our occupying elsewhere in side
meetings, but that!£ we occupied their house any
longer it would be likely to lead to "litigation,"
which he thought would not be wise. He was
quite kind, and in palliation of his refusal of the
house told the folks that if we held forth anywhere else in the ward, he was willing any
should go who wished to, but that he did not
think it best to have any litigation over the ques··
tion.
I thanked him for his kind permission to use
the house the time we had occupied it. One of
the trustees of the school-house was present aml
gave permission to use that, so we occupy there
to-night. We go to Nialad Saturday, expecting
to baptize there.

Malad, Idaho, Sept. I_)th.- VIe held two meetings in the school house Thursday night and
Friday night; Bro, R. J. Anthony occupying on
the first and I on the last named. The congregations were fair under the circumstances. Bishop's
counselor, Nephi Clements, was present last
evening.
NeithPr Bro. Anthony nor I alluded to the
failure to obtain the use of the meeting-house, in
our services; nor did we attempt any reply, or
review of what Elder Milo Andrews had stated,
deeming it best to leave the people to draw their
O\vn conclusions.
Both Elder J'i..ndrevvs and the Bishop seerned
to be of the opinion that they were net at liberty
to defend their faith on account of the restrictions
imposed by the law of the land. I was not aware
of any such legislHtion; nor can I find upon Inquiry here that there is any such on the books.
The Idaho Jaw makes the retention of the franchise dependent upon abstaining from both practice and teaching of the practice of plural marriage, but that ls all I find. The Edm.unds law
inflicts no penalty for belief, that I remember.
But it seemed to be a convenient shelter at the
time, I suppose.
How it may be construed by
those who heard us both, remains for time to determine.
Personally, I have no fault to find with
Bishop Lewis for declining to permit us the use
of their house for further meetings. It was best,
in his opinion, and I presume he can answer to
those who may make inquiry about it satisfactorily to himself any way.
I hope, however, for the sake of cqnsis!ency
that those who may have charge of the places in
which the Reorganized Church worship and
preach, will extenct the courtesy of their buildings to men who may come into their towns and
cities to offer ways of life and peacP, as they may
hold them, including elders of the Utah Church.
For to me it is radically inconsistent to ask
others '!or the use of houses of worship and assembly for our use, <~nd then when opportunity
is offered to grant the use of our buildings to
them to refuse such privilige. I am of the opinion that should not feel free in speaking from
the stand in one of our meeting houses, if I knew
that the use of that house had been refused to
others; providing such refusal had been because
ot difference of belief and teaching. The principles of the faith we hold to, our doctrines, our
teaching must be open to examinati0n by others,
as when once declared to the public they become
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so far public property, for acceptance or rejection
by those who choose to hear. It does not make
our cause stronger to refuse privilege for examination, but such refusal may be construed into
fear that our cause may not be defensible. At
least, this is the way it seems to me.
Bishop Lewis was of opinion that for us to oecupy their building longer, would lead to litigation; we supposed that he meant discussion, possibly contention; and that this was not good.
So be it; but there must come a time and a place
when and where the m.atter in dispute will
be fairly examined and discussed. That it can
be done without bitterness and without personal
wrangling we showed at Oxford; and we bide
our time.
We were the guests of Bro. Neils Anderson at
Soda Springs, who though still holding to the
good of Joseph Morris, is a kind, hospitable man,
and he and his family made us welcome. We
were also made welcome at Bro. James Bowman's, Sisters Eliasson and Peacock. At Oxford
we stayed with Bro. John Harris, who with his
wife, received us gladly and heartily and took
excellent care of us while we sojourned. Bro.
Harris is a blacksmith, horse shoer and general
worker, and an excellent workman in his line of
work, We found Bro. Benjamin Croshaw, the
president of the branch, and his family well and
happy in the faith. Brethren Wm. Harris, A.
Barger, · - - Baker, Sr. Gooch and others, all
feeling satisfied of the safety and final success of
the cause.
Times in this valley are hard, money scarce,
and prospects for winter not encouraging.
Streams, ponds and lakes have dried up; land
that has been productive hitherto, has failed ot
its increase; and altogether, things look unfa vorablc for the next year. However, most are happy. In bonds,
JosEPH SMITH.
PLYMOUTH, Mass., Sept. 7th.
Bro. D. Dancer:-I am happy In the glorious
gospel of God's dear Sol:l, which is the power of
God unto salvation to every one who believes
and obeys its principles. Its saving power has
been extended to me in every time of need. I
have had many wonderful experiences in reading tbe ~Herald, and I have loaned some of them
to my neighbors. I hope to see this glorious
work prosper. My faith and prayers are for the
spreading of the gospel and the final redemption
of Zion.
Your brother,
MADS PETER HANSEN.
WEBB CITY, Mo., Sept. 7th.
Bro. W. T17. Blair :-,-I thought to write you of
the goodness of God to me. On August 26th
last I was laboring in · tl:)e woods and met with
an accident which came near ending my life, in
which I received a blow on the head that
knoc~ed me senseless, and which the doctor said
had fractured my skull over the right ear. I was
brought to town and was administered to by
Brn. D. S. Crawley and Bradley, and am able to
go around, for which. I thank God. I was taken
in by Bro. and Sr. Bradley and cared for and
nursed as a child, for which I can not thank
them enough. May God ever bless them! Although the right. side of my face is paralyzed,
yet I thank God it is no worse with me. I hope
the Saints will pray for me.
A. J. HEAD):,E;y.

INTS' HERALD.
KEEP THE WORD OF WISDOM,

Editors Herald:-Having read in the Herald
of several cases of cancer, I write to say that "I
knew a man above fourteen years ago"-yes,
twenty-one years last winter-supposed to be
near the end because of cancer, etc., yet with the
prayer of the faithful "such an one" lived to be
able in fine weather a few months later to take a
two hundred mile trip for a change of air; and
while among strangers in a strange land, was advised to consult a cancer-doctor, who happened
to be living there. And that doctor who knew
nothing of what is known in the church as the
word of wisdom, did much the same as to say,
"Keep the word of wisdom." From that day
"such an one" has kept, and still keeps the word
of wisdom.
LATTER DAY SAINT.
DENVER, Colorado, Sept. 13th.
Bro. Blair:-There are still a few of us here
that are trying to keep the camp fire burning.
We have meetings every Sunday and partake of
the sacrament once in two weeks.
We have not had any preaching since Bro.
Caffall was here. We have been expecting him'"
back to Colorado ere this, but have not heard
from him since he went away. We have quite a
fund on hand to hire a hall for an elder if one
comes this way.
We are in hopes Bro. Joseph will give us a call
on his way home. I am satisfied if we had a
a suitable place to hold meetings and an elder
lo9ated here, so we could have regular preaching
services, there could be some brought to the light.
We hold our prayer meetings at Bro. Weatlands
and the Lord meets with us by his Spirit.
Though ,the hand of affliction has been laid hdavily upon some of us, yet we feel that God doeth
all things well. We buried Bro. Spruce's only
child on the uth. We ask the Saints to remember ns in their prayers that the few of us here
may be as a city set upon a hill whose light can
not be hid. Yours truly,
E. F. SHUPE.
LucAs, Iowa, Sept. r6th.
Bro. Blair :-Six of our youths were b,<!ptized
on the evening of the 14th inst. Bro. John Shippy has delivered a series of sermons with telling
effP.ct. They were strengthening to the Saints,
and I can assure you they needed it. Bro; Shippy desires to do all in his power to further the
work. He has ,done much good in our branch
and labored with zeal and earnestness and with
great caution. He leaves here to-day, but I feel
safe in saying that his return will be welcomed
by many should he return at any time, for he is
able to impart much information to all.
Bro. L. W. Powell returns to his field of labor.
He was called here to attend the funeral of his
brother, David W. Powell.
E. E. MoRGAN.
FrvE LAKES, Michigan, Sept. uth.
Herald Editors:-Our two days' meeting held
August 24th and 25th was a success and we had
a good time of rejoicing, for the Spirit of the
Master was with us. The. day following' four
asked for baptism, and we, look for a greater
number ~ooh; so the work is onward. May we
remain faithful, ever watchful to do tile Master's
will, seeking to build up his kingdom here.
Your brother,
R. W. HuGILL.

ST. THoMAs, Ontario, Sept. 10th.
Bro. Dancer :-Our branch is being abundantly
blessed of God. Last Sunday in our prayer and
testimony meeting, God's presence in power was
manifested during the whole service. From the
time the door was opened until its close seemed
to be a time when the Saints were testing God, by
their unity in the faith. One dear young sister
aged about seventeen, although only a child in
this work, and who has a determination to be a
true child of God, together with her twin sister,
have been terribly per!ifecuted for the work's sake;
having been driven from the parental roof to be
cared for by others. She could not understand
why God did not pour out his Spirit upon her in
the same measure as upon the rest. She had not
yet experienced that overflowing peace and joy
that others had; but last Sunday the Lord permitted her to have the foretaste of what she shall yet
enjoy if faithful. Altogether a time of refreshing was enjoyed from the presence of the Lord.
Yours in the gospel,
WM. STRANGE.
CHEAPSIDE, Texas, Sept. 4th.
Editors Saints' Herald:-! thought I would
write a. few lines to the Herald. I am not a
member of the Latter Day Saint Church, nor
have I ever heard an elder preach, or ever seen
one, and have seen but one member of that
church, she being an aged widow who gave me
some tracts and talked to me about the good
work. I am fifteen years of age and have been a
member of the Christian church nearly a year.
My father, being an unbeliever, would not let
me hear an elder, so I have to remain where I
am for a while. If I see this in the Hiwald that
the dear old lady lets me read I will write again.
I remain yours in truth,
Mrss MARY J. VANDYKE.
SPRINGPORT, Mich., Sept. 8th.
Editors Herald:-If you can read my writing
I would thank you to put this in print for others
to read.
I think it is with me as St. Paul said, "We
which have believed do enter into rest;" every
day seems to me like the Sabbath. I esteem
. them all alike, I am fully persuaded in my own
mind that God has not made any change from
the seventh to the first day oi the week. For if
he had all who can read might know it, and those
who think he has are "wise above what is written," if it may be called wise.
I was about forty years old when I learned that
the seventh day is the holy Sabbath. And now
I am almost eighty-nine, or fifty years older than
then, but I have learned that .some people who
contend earnestly for the seventh day Sabbath,
do not contend so earnestly for that one commandment of Jesus upon which he said "hangs
all the law and the prophets;" or rather the whole
of the law or the decalogue, which requires n<;>thing more of us than to do unto others whatsoever
we would that others should do unto us. Such a
religion as that, if it were universal, would produce a universal brotherhood.
What benefit is to be derived by so. much contention about which is the most proper day of
rest? and then to. appeal to the public to decide
which side has beaten.! Is that the way to prci,ach
t9e gospel? Pray for me. My love to all who
love.the Lord Jesus.

J.

S.
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THE SAINTS' HERA
LAKE CRYSTAL, Minn., Sept.. 7th.
Editors Herald:-I see by the Herald of Sept.
7th that the sisters want to know how it is with
those that have requested the prayers of the
Saints. Well I for one can say that on the last
Thursday in August I was bowed down with
pain from the treatment of my cancer, so I could
not straighten up, and at half past two the p.ain
left me in a moment of time, so that I was almost free from pain and had no more hard pains
all the time. I have applied the cancer solution
freely, but the cancer is not all dead yet and I
will have to apply it again. Bat my prayer is
that I may not have any more of those terrible
pains. Please remember me in you prayers that
I may yet be cured of it. The most of it is dead
now. I strive to live the life of a Saint. I am
very weak now.
Your brother,
J. s. WHI'l'NEY.
LEXINGTON, Tenn., Sept. 6+h.
Dear Herald:- Your weekly visits bring cornfort and strong testimony of God's dealings with
His people throughout the different parts of the
country. It seems that we have the most opposition to contend with that I ever saw. The orthodox world has solidly combined against this
latter day work and every church house in this
county is closed against us. We have a branch
of thirteen members and have a church house
now completed. Bro. John Thomas of Iowa is
in our midst preaching where he can get a place
to do so, and he has made some friends to us.
We have just finished our church house which
is a credit to any house in this part of the country. Bro. Thomas preached the dedicatory sermon in it the fourth Sunday in August to large
congregation. A great many were present who
had never before heard our doctrine; one was
baptized.
The good sisters and ladies not of our faith
prepared a nice dinner furnished on the ground.
All had plenty to eat and the day was spent in a
manner satisfactory to all present and friends
were made to the cause. The people not of our
faith liberally donated to the building of the
church, for which we feel thankful for such
generous hearts, and pray that God's blessings
will attend them and their families for such
noble deeds. All the orthodox preachers were
invited to attend the meeting, but not one came.
So we see clearly the source from whence all
evil sayings and misrepresentations and, in fact,
the fountain head of opposition that is raised
against the true principles of the doctrine of
Christ as preached by God's servants.
The Lord ls working in our midst with signs
following, for which we as Saints should feel
grateful. For we have such a testimony as the
world can not receive. This I know. My neighbors- say to me, "If we could see some of these
signs we would believe," notwithstanding I have
called in the servants of God to administer to my
sick and they were healed, and they know it.
Still they are blind.
Bro. John Thomas was taken sick but was
healed by the power of God without the aid of
medicine or medical skill. These things build
up the Saints in the truth of the gospel and confou!1d the unbelievers, and cause them to rage
and imagine vain things.
Brethren and sisters, we ought to be the happiest people on earth and be the most truthful, ,

D.

honest, virtuous, humble and prayerful people,
and have perfect charity one for another and live
peaceable, as much so as possible with all people. For the salvation of the world is in our
light that must shine into their dark benlghted
institutions so as to illuminate everything they
have that is false and bring all things to the true
light.
May the Lord continue his blessings with us
all, and especially wjth those whom he has placed
at the helm of His church, that we may have His
Spirit always to guide and keep us in the narrow
way.
I have done a little preaching, and expect to
do all I can; but opportunity now seems to be
barred, only at our own church, but Elder John
Thomas is now trying to make some new openings some twelve or fifteen miles from here. He
is a faithful servant and has been a great help
here and has assisted us much in building our
church house. May the Lord bless him and his
labors;
Your brother,
J. H. ScoTT.
F ANNIN6, Kansas, Sept. 9th.
Dear Bro. Blair:-We have just closed an
excellent conference at this place. Yesterday
afternoon in the prayer meeting two spoke in
tongues; one, sister Jane Berry, an aged sister
who resides in Atchison, Kansas. She gave the
interpretation, and a gentleman was presentDr. M. F. Wells from Richardson county, Nebraska, who was a captive ten years among the
Sioux Indians, testified that she spoke the Sioux
language and that the interpretation was correct.
Am going home to recruit.
E. c. BRAND.
CANEY, Kansas, Sept. 15th.
Bro. Blair:-I arrived here last November and
have located. I began mt.etings in the Pleasant
Hill School House four miles east of town in
December and held a three weeks' meeting. I
had good liberty; good houses and good attention
with one exception of about four nights when a
Campbellite minister undertook to tell the people
what >yonderful errors I was teaching; but when
invited to explain from a Bible standpoint and
show the people a "Thus saith the Lord" for his
ideas, he backed down and out and afterwards
(although an almost constant attendant) held his
peace. The result of his popgun wads was to
cause many to investigate, and on March z3d I
had the pleasure of leading a young man of his
flock into the waters of baptism. Brn. R. H. and
B. Davis being present, confirmed the brother
and now he is rejoicing with us.
A week ago to-day I had the pleasure of leading another man of some forty-five years of age
into the waters of baptism. This brother was
brought up in the Catholic Church, had taught
school in Monmouth, Illinois, was well acquinted
with many of the old settlers thereabouts and of
course knew all about that man of whom the
angel said that his name should had for good and
evil throughout the world. But when he heard
the other side of the question stated from a scriptural standpoint, like Paul of old he conferred
not with flesh and blood, but took it to the Lord
in prayer and to-day he says he is the happiest
man on earth and knows that Joseph (not Joe
·:.nw) was a true servant of God.
When I came here in last November there was
but one Latter Day Saint here. Now there are

eight of us. There never had been any of our
Elders here that I know of and I have the honor
of preaching the first Latter Day' Saint sermon
in this county. I am striving to live the life of
the righteous, and have a desire to press onward
and upward that I may gain a crown and also
lead many to a knowledge of the truth.
Your brother,
w. F. CLARK.
GALIEN, Mich., Sept. roth.
Editors of Herald:-I have just returned from
a trip into Trumbull county, Ohio, where my experience has been augmented in every particular,
especially in the ministerial capacity, including
the strange, weird threatening of "tar, feathers
and powder.!' Quotations indicated a surplus
market of the above commodities as well as a
cheap percentage of those who deal in such beautiful wares. Having been expunged from the
synagog.ues of popularity, all because, . as the
teacher stated, "public sentiment had been outraged," (and it requires the clean-cut gospel of
Christ to outrage public sentiment),. we betook
ourselves to the yard· grove of solemn pines on
the plantation of Bro. W. J. Shafer where we
preached the "glad tidings" a number of times
with excellent freedom, and led one person (Sr.
Ward) into the baptisimal fountain and others
are moving into line.
The brethren and sisters of that place are nobly
courageous, and stand like pillars for the truth
in the midst of the smoke and cloud of evil reports and the pharisaical harpoons of slander.
Evidences of growth and strength are seen in
the prayer services which are held weekly "from
house to house." The editor of the Chronicle
gave us a little dash through his daily, to which,
through his courtesy, we replied. A Mr. Paine,
pastor of the M. E. Church, took up the issue
from which we conducted a slight contest
through the columns of the paper, the editor
opening them for both sides. I know not what
will result. It is a very important field and
promises to receive the doctrine of Christ quite
generally in time. Pray for us.
Your brother,
LEoNARD ScoTT.
REESE, Mich., September r6th.
Bro. W. W. Blair:-Yesterday found me at
Quannicassee Grove. This place is a prominent
summer resort. I had the pleasure of preaching
to a large gathering and baptized two, and others
are near.
Since my last letter to you I have made two
new openings. Have been preaching in a rail
road depot at Munger's and baptized one there.
The interest is good. There is a growing interest and many calls from every side. May God's
blessings attend His church every where.
Yours in bonds,
E. DELONG.
GREENwooD, N.Y. Sept. nth.
Mr. David Da?zcer. Sir :-I write this to let
you know of the sad death of one of your members, Sr. Dim.mis Dutcher.
She died August
5th, r889, after a sickness of three weeks.
She
suffered everything while sick, yet she would
never murmur nor complain. She was a good,
Christian woman and believed very firmly in the
Latter Day Saints.
While sick she would say:
"0, if you could only see as plainly as I do you
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s»
would never doubt." She wanted me to write
and tell you that she died happy and firm in the
belief. She had belonged to the church over
forty-six years. She leaves two daughters to
mourn their loss. She was born in Dryden,
Tompkins Co., N.Y., Sept. 22nd, 18os, and would
have been eighty-four years old the 22nd of this
I remain yours,
month.
MRs. M. 0. RoGERS.
HENDERSON, Iowa, Sept. Ioth.
Br. Blair :-Our camp meeting closed Sunday

night. I suppose the secretary will furnish the
particulars. General health of the campers was
good, attendance last day large and the order
good; no arrests during the whole meeting. I
had some talk with H. H. Huffaker, son of the
president of the Rigdonites.
Yesterday! baptized one at 'Wheeler's Grove,
and two here in the afternoon. The man, a son
of a brother Clark, that at one time presided over
the branch at Council Bluffs, but went off with
Mr. Post. His wife is the grandaughter of Father Waldo, and the wife of H. H. Huffaker is the
daughter of Stephen Post.
There is an excellent opportunity for the work
ln these parts. I go to Nebraska City to-day to
laber there until the reunion.
In haste,
R. M. ELVIN.
LooKOUT, California, September 6th.
Bro. W. W. Blair:We have organized a brapch
here of eighteen members, the fruits of Bro.

Pack's labor, and are greatly rejoiced. Bro. J. R.
Cook came up fro~ Sacramento and baptized
them, as Bro. Pack was only a layman and I did
not have my license. Bro. Cook preached here
about three months and did some good work, but
as times are hard on account of the drouth, he
could not do much. Since he has left us I have
been holding meetings every Sabbath, and we
have fair congregations and attentive listeners,
and some are greatly interested and I think will
obey soon. Others are investigating.
I think there will be a good work done here as
soon as the hard times are over and we can get
some good worker up here. I shaJI try to hold
the fort until we get help. The wicked one is at
work as ever. The M·. E. preachers and the
Christian preachers are trying to keep the people
from coming to our meetings, but all in vain, for
the honest must hear and be gathered out of
Babylon.
We are greatly blessed in our efforts for which
we give God the praise .. We ask the prayers of
all Saints that we may enjoy the promised blessings.
Your brother,
LEWIS TURNBULL.
FIVE HARVEST EXCURSIONS.
The Burlington Route, C. B. & 9· R. R., will
$ell from principal stations on its lines, on Tuesdays, August 6th and 2oth, September roth and
24th, and October 8th, Harvest Excursion Tickets at Half rates to points in the Farming Regions of the West, Southwest and Northwest.
For tickets lJ,nd further information concerning
these excursions call on your nearest C. B. & Q.
ticket agent, or address P. S. EusTis, Gen'l
Pass. and Ticket Agent, Chicago, Ill. to A5.
ADDRESSES.
W. II. Kelley, Kirtland, Lake Co., Ohio.
Mark H, Forscutt, No. 1221, North Twelfth St., St. Joseph,

Mo.

Isaaq.N. Roberts,.Springdale, Arkansas,
E. 0. :Brand, No. 712, Q st., Atchison, Kansas.
G. A. Bl&keslee, presiding Bishop, Galien,Michigau,

HERALD.

~ The date accompanying your name on the small
colored label on each paper shows the time towhich your
subscription has been paid. When payments .are made
the date is changed, which answers for a receipt.

ARTICLES nuder this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

"THE SON OF MAN."
"BuT
being full of the Holy Ghost,
looked up steadfastly into heaven and saw
the glory of God, and Jesus standing on
the right hand of God;"-Acts 7: 55· 56.
The Savi.or called himself the Son of
Man not only that, but the Son of Man
is in heaven. He must have referto the same being that Stephen saw
to his death. That God was his
the scriptures abundantly declare.
1 I am aware that he was called the son of
also that he was of the seed of
; but when the question was asked as to whose son he was, or "what think
of Christ?" the answer was that he was
son.
gave them a problem to solve by
them how he could be David's son,
and
in spirit call him Lord. They
could not answer. The question remains a
to-day in the minds of thousands.
the reason I asked for a solution of
3: 13, was because I have seen so
at explanation, and at the
same
w many failures to give a correct interpretation, (that is, if my understanding of. it is correct), that I ask the
favor through the I-Ierald, not of the
elders especially; but perhaps some one
outside, as is often the case, wouLd explain in the orthodox manner and say that
Christ was and is both the Father and the
Son, and was in heaven and on earth at
the same time; and his saying that "no
man hath ascended up to heaven but he
that came down from heaven, even the
son of man which is in heaven," proves
beyond a doubt that his spirit was in heaven
while his body was on earth, making him
both Father and Son; and this is sound
orthodoxy, but not sound doctrine.
The Savior asked a great many questions at one time or another during his
ministry on earth, and was always, oralmost always, surrounded by a mixed multitude, and in those .multitudes were some
that considered themselves very wise in
their own estimation; some ofwhom were
scribes, pharisees, doctors and lawyers, too
big in themselves to stoop low enough to
accept either Jesus or his doctrine. And
so it was, he spoke to them in such a manner that seeing they might not see, and
hearing they might not hear, because he
knew their hearts were set to reject him.
Now to the point I wish to make: When
Jesus said he was the son of man in heav. en, he referred to God and to no other; th~t
he was his Father; that his Father was in
heaven; that the man in heaven that he
was the son of, was God. Materialism or
not, why do I talk so? Because, first, God
created man in His own image and in His
own likeness, and second, Paul says that

Jesus was the express image of the Father,
and he was so much like other men that
they called him a man, and knew no better.
"But," say some, "God is a spirit." So
was Christ after his resurrection, and to a
very great extent before that, even while
in the ministry. See how he could. prevent being cast over the precipice at N azareth; how often he saved himself when
his enemies were determined to destroy
him. Then I say that he was a spirit.
Though tabernacled in flesh the body was
subject to the spirit, a_nd no power on
earth or in hell could destroy him-take
his life-till the time came that he should
give it up of his own accord.
Will any one say he was not a spirit after his resurrection? He was not a phantom as his disciples took him to be, for he
had flesh and bones; but he was spirit and
was seen and was known by his followers.
And he was the express image of God:
"And God said, Let us make man in our
image and in our likeness." And if God
was not man, but in an infinitely greater
degree of purity than my poor tongue can
find language to express, then of what use
is the word image, and what is an image
of any thing?
Did Stephen see .God and Christ? I
believe he did; and I also believe that
Stephen saw Christ at the right hand of
God in no other form than that in which
he ascended while his disciples were gazing up into heaven after him. Some one
says that man was first spiritual, theb natu.
ral. Very good. How about Eve? Was
she spiritual too? J'4Q,ses says, "male and
female created he tH!!n, in the imag-e of
God created he him." The first man Adam
was made a living soul, the second Adam
was made a quickening spirit. Now who
will say he was not spirit?
Paul also tells us he was made in the
likeness of sinful flesh; that he took on
him, not the nature of angels, but the seed
of Abraham. That as the children were
partake~s of flesh and blood, he also himself took patt of the same-only a part;
that part from his mother; and that part
was always Ruhject to the spirit which
came from God.
The second Adam was made a quickening spirit, when? After baptism. He
had power over all diseases; ov1•r death
and over the very elements. He was as
much so before his death as the spirit was
after his ascension. He was as much the
image of God before his death as afterwards, the same being after rising that he
was before crucifixion, leaving out the
blood. And when the righteous dead
come forth they will be like him, and he
is like God. If we have borne the image
of the earthy, first Adam, we shall also
· bear the image of the heavenly; we shaH
be like him....:..Christ.
I have not the least doubt in the world
but what] esus was always able to behold
the Father, being full of the Holy Ghost.
Stephen was full of the Spirit of God
when he saw the heavens open and Jesus
standing at the right hand of God; and
only such are able to penett<l,te the heaven.
ly abode,
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If Stephen saw Jesus at the right hand
of God, it is evident that he saw God, or
he could not say whether he was on the
right or the left hand. He was full of the
Holy Ghost. They of the council looking
steadfastly on him, saw his face as the face
of an angeL-Acts 6: I 5· He not on! y
saw Jesus at the right hand of God, but he
saw the glory of God. No man that is
carnally minded can see God, but to be as
Stephen was, full of the Holy Ghost, it
was and is oossible to see God.
Stephen did not attempt to describe the
glory of God. When Paul was caught up
to the third heaven and saw and beard
things not lawf~l to utter, he never attempted to descnbe what he saw or heard;
hence he could say to them to whom he
wrote, "Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard,"
etc. Had he described everything he saw
and heard, he could not have truly said,
"Eve hath not seen, nor ear heard."
Now if Stephen was correct, and I never shall doubt it, he saw two personag-es,
the Father and Son, having form; just
as they were at the creation; the same
p-lory,- as Jesus asked the Father in his
prayer, (John 17th chap.), "Give me the
glory I had with Thee before the world
was."
The Father and Son are the
same after Jesus ascended; they were before the creation.
And now I can see why man was first
made spiritual, in the image of God: because he was not a sinner. If not carnal,
he was
; after transgression he became carnal, a sinner. God pronounced
all his works good; sin is not good. Adam
was a son of God; so was Christ, and both
were in the image of God. Adam sinned;
was driven from the garden, but did not
change his general appearance. Jesus did
no sin, never forfeited his glory, but main··
tained throughout his earthly career his
perfect sonship with the Father.
To be a son of God is to be led by the
Spirit of God. Rom. 8: r6: "The spirit
itself beareth witness with our spirit that
we are the children of God; if children
then heirs, heirs of God and joint heirs
with Christ, if so be that we suffer with
him, U1at we nBy be also glorified together." This is in accord with John's first
epistle, third chapter and first and second
verses: "Bdoved, it doth not yet appear
what we shall be, but we know that when
he :chall appear, we shall be like him."
"Now we see through a glass darkly, but
then face to face; now we know in part,
then shall we know even as also we are
known."-P<J.ul.
When men and women are born of water and of the Spirit it does not change
their general appearance; they are the
same in outward form or bodily as they
were before the new birth. And should
they fall away that would not alter their
natural bodies into some other ~hape. But
they are sons and daughters of God as
long as they retain the anointing received
at the new birth, and no longer, for if the
Spirit of God dwell not in us we are none
of His. We change our relationship from
one to the other according as we yield ourselves servants to obey, whether of sin
unto death, or of righteousness unto life,

Satan endeavors to
with an entirely different
of redemption· He wants
that the redemption of the
and I opine that he is
ly with some. Some will
want these old bodies. Why
we want
them, full of disease of all kinds?" ThoF;e
who say this will
all
ask if no
more; but for me
hope to realize the
change of this vile
and be fashioned
like unto the glorious
of Christ
the quickening power of the
of
I will be like him then.
Adam was like him when he became a
living soul; Jesus was like him when on
earth, and at his
hand and all that
fall asleep in Jesus
have fallen asleep in him in ages
and those
who are faithful and living when he comes
will ·'be changed in a
in the
twinkling of an eye," to be like
and
be with him forever more.
T. F.

STAFFORD.

SOUTH-WESTERN IOWA CAMP
MEETING.

AccoRDING to previous
Saints of south-western Iowa
semble at Wheelers Grove,
mie Co, Iowa, as early as Thursday,
29th, to begin the 31st.
On the evening of the
ber assembled at their
joyed a season of prayer and
At ro o'clock a.m. Saturday,
the meeting was called to order
Hougas, and by
following
dents, Brn.
secretary and chorister, Bro. T. A. Hougas; organists, Srs. N. Shields and w·. L.
Andrews. After
short and encouraging talks were
Brn.
Lambert and others.
At 2; 30 p. m. Bro. H. 0. Smith
on "Efficiency of work
''""''~'"'"'"'
followed bv Bro. D.
m. Bro.
M. Elvin
revealed to His
On Sunday morning,
of prayer and
charge of Bro. H. N.
at w:
45 Bro. J. R. Lambert spoke enthusiastically to a large and attentive audience on
the subject "The gospel as a means of salvation."
At 2: go p. m. Bro. W. W.
Blair spoke on, ''VVhy we are
"The apostacy of the church and
toration of the gospeL" At 7:
M. Elvin spoke on the subject
light of the world." A
spirit prevailed and
given throughout the
beautiful, profitable and
for the Saints; one
forgotten, and one whose influence will
not be unfelt.
On Monday the 2d the
services were conducted till
A portion of the Spirit was here
and all departed feeling the better
having been there. At 2:
H. 0. Smith
the
on "Vvhat shall I
to be

R:

on
m

charge of
preaching
itual blindness."
Afternoon:
R. Lambert
on
7: 45 Bro. H. 0. Smith
one that saith unto
enter into the kingservice in
after which Bro. H.
spoke on "the witness of the word
God," followed
2: go p. m.
Bro. H.
N. Hansen who spoke on
the gospel," and at 7: 4 5 Bro.
bert spoke on "the promise
Spirit."
Friday 6th:
service in
of Bro. -H.
at ro: 45
Bro. H. 0.
on "the Christian religion!' At 2: 30 Bro. H. N. Hansen
spoke on
of the birth of
Christ;" and at 8: 30 p. m. Bro. R. M.
on "the true church an apeschurch."
service in
At ro: 45 Bro. R. M.
necessity and continuation
revelation;" and at z:
Bro. H. 0.
Smith
of

noon the grove was well
crowd
but the inevitable
as is
detracted more or less from the usual
order. At nine o'clock a season
prayer. and
ch11rge of Bro. lVL
Bro. J. R. Lambert
12. Subject,
At2:
p.rrL
Bro. R. M. Elvin spoke from
I~: r6.
"There shall be one fold
one
herd." At 7:45 Bro.
R. Lambert
a mild but
defense
history and
the church.
The
choir in
of Bro. Hougas then arose
and sang
be with you till we meet
again," and after the closing announcements were made all
"Going home
to-morrow," and were
Thus
closed not
a good day but also a
session of nine
of heavenly
enjoyed the meeting
rPcn·,·ttP•n that the close
come.
united with the church and others
almost
The
was very
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though in one or two instances it was as
harsh as it was vindictive, it is hoped and
believed that ultimately great good will
come of the meetings.
On Monday morning the "cotton village" was razed and the parting hand was
shaken to meet again, if not in this world,
in the world where there are no more
"good byes."
THERE IS A GOD.

IN this age of reason when the religious
thoughts of men are ofttimes in a mist of
doubts and fears because of the theories
had among meu as to the existence of an
Allwise, Almighty power, .called God, it
may be well worth our while to consider
this question, for if we can establish in our
minds the idea that there is a great, allwise Father, who is the Creator and sustainer of all things, then we have a sure
foundation for our faith and hopes to build
upon.
Let us consider this question with an
eye single to truth, laying aside all foolish
notions and prejudice: What is truth?
. Things just as they have been, as they are,
or will be. The plain facts of anything
are truth in its simplicity; and the more
we are free from prejudice and bigotry,the
more brightly will the truth of all things
shine in on our understanding.
It is true that there are but few men
who are entirely free from all taint of
bigotry, but lest some may think otherwise, let them try this test: Can you listen to an argument against your faith
with no.· more feeling of offense than Vl{hen
your faith is advocated?
Can you hear
your own doctrines, opinions, theories and
creeds discussed as freely as those of your
neighbors, without the least feeling of resentment? If so you are not a bigot.
The .men. and women of this world may
be divided on this question, as are the believers and unbelievers. Those who believe there is no God say that things
always were and will so remain; that we
come to this earth through the agency of
our progenitors, live as best we can until
we die, and that is the last there is of tis.
Those who believe there is a God say
he has a watchful eye over all; that he
gave unto men the right to Jive, to choose
to do good or evil as it best pleases themselves while life remains, and that each
and all of us will have to give an account
to God for our acts, and will have a reward or punishment in a life beyond the
grave. But belief is of no use-:;-except to
.the believer unless he can produce proof
of the correctne~s of his belief which
woukl be satisfactory to the understanding
of others; so it is that each and all have a
perfect right to believe or disbelieve as
they please, but a belief for or against,
never changes the facts in the case.
. Then the question is, how do men learn
there is a God? We .answer: first by tradition. Away in the dim anddistant past
there has come to us the tradition that
once upon a time there were men that
talked with God; and they have told their
children, ancl so. on it has been told from
parent to children, until we have heard it

o~1r

But it reveals not God, nay, man can
day and age; and it is said to be had
all tribes and nation of men that not reveal God; tradition and reason may
there
a Great Spirit who has power and do surely tell us of God, but of that
over all things.
And there is an inborn God none can learn, unless God does refeeling that prompts them to worship in veal himself. Then again we may ask,
some
or manner, and the rude Bar- how do men learn there is a God? and we
barians
Indians have traditions of this must reply, God reveals himself to man!
Yes, it has been so, all down through
Great Spirit; that in a land beyond the
sunset there is a happy hunting ground the ages, that whatever man has known
for the good and brave. And we may al- or learned of God it'was so in the days of
so believe it; but to our minds it is so Adam, Enoch, Noah, Abraham, Isaac,
vague and indistinct that we again ask, Jacob, Moses, Samuel, and of all the
How do men learn there is a God? and other men of Bible history who were
again we answer, Men by reason learn called of God to declare His mind and
that there is a God.
will unto the children of men. So it was
We look around and see and learn of in Book of Mormon history; God rethis wonderful earth, and of the many vealed himself to Lehi, Nephi, Jacob,
strange, useful and beautiful things there- Benjamin, Mosiah, Alma, Helaman, Samon for the good of living beings and crea- uel, and many others; always giving them
tures that dwell upon it, and we say those commandments, which, if they would
things .never came by chance! ~ ay, here obey, would give them peace and comfort
is understanding and a design, and the in this life, and life eternal in that world
wisdom of an All-wise, bountiful Father which is to come.
made plainly manifest unto us all; for we
Men say that God did reveal himself
know that all we have and possess does over eighteen hundred years ago, but that
not come by chance; the houses we live now he does not. If he does not now,
in, the food we eat, the clothing we wear, how do they know he revealed himself at
the tools we work with; in short, all and any time or in any age in the past? Sureeverything that man has and does make ly, if he did give revelations in the past,
for good, shows his skill and intelligence he can to-day. "Nay,'; say the wise men
in its construction.
of the world, "not to-day; revelations
On the banks of the river stands a large from God are no longer needed, so we
building. We enter and we see many do not believe it." Ah! that is the keywheels, belts and machines in motion. note-you do not believe it-but does a beV.f e see men moving to and fro, busy at lief for or :tgairist ever change the facts of
work. They are covered with a white the declaration, no matter how strange,
dust, and all the place has a dusty appear- foolish or inconsistent they may appear to
ance. What kind of a place is it? We us? We will give one illustration fro~
say it is a flour mill, and although we have nature: Let us, in supposition, go to the
not known the builder or him who has tropical parts of the earth, on the banks
drawn the plans, yet we will not say such of the river, and tell the hoary-headed
a place as this came by chance, for we can sire who has lived and dwelt thereon all
see that. it was designed with an end in his life-time, that in our country at certain
view; and that end was to grind. wheat times of the year the water of our rivers
into flour that mankind may have the become hard and solid on its surface, and
wherewith to make bread to eat and live. so strong that at times a horse and wagon
V.fe also see that it can not run by chance; can travel over it in safety. Should he
that skill and wisdom are needed to keep . reply, "I have lived here all my life and I
it in order, that the end in view may be am old and gray, but I never saw water
accomplished.
solid; such a story I won't believe; it is
And so we reason about our beautiful too much against the laws of nature, as I
Mother Earth; that there must be a great have learned." Yet we who live in anAll-wise, almight power who upholds and other zone know that water sometimes besustains; for there is the regular return of comes solid in winter, no matter how
the seasons-Spring with its mantle of ridiculous that fact may appear to one who
green the fields adorning, the leaves and lives in a tropical region.
blossoms on the trees, the flowers.o'er vale
Again let us illustrate: See that orb
woodland, the birds of song, and of day, the sun. Men say that i~ is.a great
many other things untold. Then there is gaseous body, far distant in space ninetySummer with its many beauties; Autumn five millions of miles; that it is five hundwith its golden grains and many useful red times larger than the earth and all the
fruits; \Vinter with its beautiful snows planetary system in connection with it.
and hoary frosts, telling us of a surety that They also tell us that the lamp of night,
there is One who cares for all.
the moon, is a burned out cinder, two
What wonderful wisdom is there re- hundred and forty thousand miles away;
vealed to us in what is known as the "bal- that it reflects a borrowed light. They
ance" of nature; that the animal kingdom say those starry lights are worlds much
gives of that which goes to sustain the like our own, though some are smaller,
vegetable, while the vegetable returns to others larger; while some are distantsuns
the air or water that which restores or around which are supposed to revolve .other
purifies, so that !ife can bt; sustained. planetary systems. Ask any man of comWhat wonders in the sciences of geology, mon sense if he believes all this to .be true,
chemistry and. astronomy, which truly tell and he will be likely to answer "yes."
us there is a God; yet all this but declares and would laugh to scorn any one who
his glory, his almighty power, and show- says he does not so believe. Does he
eth his handiwork,
know it? Nay, he can not even give any\

in
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good reason why he believes i.t, but he is
willing to believe the word of the astronomers, and would send an unbeliever to
them, in full confidence that they could
tell him of their ways of learning the
truth of what they teach; yet it is not
very long since they who first taught the
present system or astronomy were considered as false teachers, and were made to
recant because it did not please the religious teachers, who seemingly had set
themselves to destroy truth from the
knowledge of mankind, no matter wherein found, that they might better deceive
and hold the people in subjection to their
foolish creeds and notions; but the science
of astronomy has stood the test so well,
and men have come to such great knowledge therein, that they can say, with the
psalmist, "The heavens declare the glory
of God, and the firmament showeth his
handiwork." And this has led men to
seek after a better knowledge of God;
yes, men have desired to learn of God for
themselves; and there are many men who
claim the knowledge of God, through revelation, in this day and age.
The claims of three of them we will
consider. Two by the name of Gardner
and Finney desired to know and learn of
God for themselves, that they might know
of a surety that there was a God. And
their testimony is that they did learn of
God through revelation, and that he gave
them much peace and comfort of soul, so
that they turned from ways of infidelity
and became good, moral living men and
teachers of righteousness. The third was
that most rem:ukable character, by name
Joseph Smith. He says he was disturbed
about religious matters and the divisions
among Christians, all claiming to be the
Church of Christ, yet all denying· each
other as the true church. He desired to
know of God which of all the churches
was right. .And he said that God appeared unto him 21nd said that the churches
had all gone astray, that their teachers
were false, that his laws had been broken,
and that they were teaching for doctrine
the commandments of men; but that he
would appoint him, and sent an angel to
teach and instruct him in the gospel of
Christ, and that he was authorized to set
in order the Church of Christ as it was in
days of old. But men are not so willing
to believe such claims as thev are to believe the astronomers; nay, ~ot even religious men; yet we may ask, should it be
thought a thing so strange? And while
we are very willing to take the word of
the astronomers, what good reason have
we to reject the word of those who say
that thev have seen and communed with
God? Is it not a matter of much more
importance than the science of astronomy
inasmuch as the claim is made that the
mind and will of the great Eternal has
been revealed to the children of men, even
in this day and age of the world?
But says the doubter and unbeliever,
"How did thev do or act to obtain such
knowledge?" ~Tiley all testify that they
went to the woods and prayed to God in
faith, believing that He would hear and
answer their prayers, The idea! As if a

man could
among the
man this is a strange
strange as it seems, for
strange things every
For
is he
that should wish to at once communi.cate
with a friend at a distance but vv hat will
the nearest telegraph office and
the operator what he desires to say
friend; and when the answer is
though it may not be what he would expect, he will not doubt in the least the an··
swer or words of the
Men doubt the
b";··
cause they see him not. Whoever sec~§
the air? and yet what
storm, hurling hither
to destruction that which was considered
strong and substantial. We see our own
acts; we know there is a power that
moves our bodies at our
and herein
we must admit that the unseen is the reaL
There is also a power that
and
sustains all things. This is
to be
the great Unseen, and if mankind is H'ls
offspring, is it not reasonable to suppose
that there would
some mean.s of corn··
munication with
if men so desired?
We see the smiling and
fields
of the farm, though we may not know nor
see the farmer; yet because we saw
not we would not
that no on.e
or had caused those
cultivated. We may
of the state and see
know many
and yet not see and know the governor
the state; but ·we would not
there ·v\r~:s
not such a man. It would
so should
we visit the cities of
don; we could live therein
years, and yet never see
Queen unless we wished to
business with them;
then we would
have to visit in the order of the establishment, ·and observe all the manners and
customs
to obtain admission to
their presence.
then it must be v11ith
God; and since men have learned of
it should not be a matter of
but
interst to all mankind, that all
of Him and come to a
for themselves. For when we consider
the conflict of opinions that are
among the children of men, it is
needful that men should know of a
that there is a God who is indeed the same
yesterday, today and forever. And since
the ways and means are so simple, who is he
who mav not know and learn of
if
he so will, that the truth be
without a doubt. There is a
only true way to learn of Him is
lation.
WM. PENMAN.

was for the
to :ride animals such as
horse and ass, or upon the water in boats
by either the oar or
the wind;
to increase a
travel would necessitate an extra tax noon
man or beast,
the ide~ of
more than a common
and when we
a.t once indicates some
transit than was known at
the
Nahum tells
transit wit,h
"in the
of
Then
the
like
fastest time claimed to have been
any railroad train is one hundred
made
miles
one
and that
for a
short distance.
is a late account of

vvere no
Isaiah, save a
transit
the water. But consider
in the light
facts and fiv.ures. the astounding and
development and
success that has
accomplished since the
baptism of Joseph Smith and Oliver Cowdery:
"Sixty
were unknown in
and the
of the United States consisted
Iz,ooo,ooo people.
we operate upwards of
r65,ooo miles
and our pu>~nuauv
has increased to 6o,ooo,ooo.
the
we:rtlth of the
was
than $ r ,ooo,ooo,ooo; at
it is estimated at $56,ooo,ooo,ooo.
our r6s,ooo miles of railroad there
was carried last year 4 75,ooo,ooo
and 6oo,ooo,ooo tons of freight were
these lines are
Their
zr,ooo pasand one
invested

times
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how much more shall your Father which
is in heaven give good things to them that
ask Him."
hesitate about confining their,
lines of
and wisdom
their friends consider them peculiar or
too
or it may be, call them a little
daft from too much study of the Bible. If
so, remernber how Paul answered such an
accusation: "l am not mad most noble
but speak forth the words of truth
and
" None know so well as
those who thus know the Lord. that such
words are the words of truth ~nd soberness or soundness of mind. Praise God
for the consciousness He gives us that He
the inclination to speak and love for
such words.
·
For we can not but speak the things
that we have seen and heard." The Lord
R. M. ELVIN.
has
our mental vision to the meaning
his word, and we see Jesus as we
read and yield obedience to it. Then we
can not but speak of it. We have heard
the still small voice, and His stately stepTHE WORDS OF THE MOUTH.
pings, and we know the voice was His, for
"0 GENERATION of vipers, how can ye "My
know my voice." And it is
being evil, speak good things. For out of so sweet, so soothing, so tender, so comthe abundance of the heart the mouth forting, so heavenly; we must mention
what we heard. Have you seen and heard
speaketh."-Matt. IZ: 34·
According to this principle uttered by Him? Glory to God that you have.
Christ, the words of the mouth tell what
"Be thou an example of the believers in
is in the heart. If your words express word." It ·is your privilege \o speak such
and hesitation about committing your- words as will always be helpful to someself and your ways fully to God, then body, cheering, comforting, uplifting, and
your heart is fearful and doubt is in your without any self commendation. It is the
hearts. If your words are .the utterance Spirit of God that has possession and full
of complaint and murmuring, if you are control of all the thoughts, and out of the
continually or frequently talking about abundance of the heart, the mouth speakyour troubles and trials, and your miser- eth. A minister of the gospel, an ambasable lot; then the thoughts of the heart sador from the court of heaven, was not
are .fixed on thes~ subjects. If you are commissioned to talk any gossip or fooltalking about yourself, your friends, your ishnes.~. Those things are not spoken
families, your business, or about such from a heart filled with Jesus. "When I
trifling n0things as continually fall on the was a child, or babe, I spake as a babe, I
ears, in society and even on the way to and understood as a babe; but when I became
from religious exercises, then self is upper- ~ man, I put away the things of a babe."
most in your hearts, save when the Vie may well ask the question in these
thoughts wander from one vain thing to days-When do we become men ~md woanother.
men in Christ, judging from the words of
The heart must be thoroughly changed the mouths of professing Christians?
to have the words of the mouth helpful to "Quit ye like men."
your fellow-men and good in the ears of
"Wherefore I give you .to understand
God. When it is thoroughly changed, that no man can say that Jesus is the Lord,
Jesus is in the thoughts, God's word is the but by the Holy Ghost."
subject of meditation, the thoughts do not
"Know ye not that your bodies are the
wander; ahd then you will talk without temples of the Holy Ghost?" If the Holy
fear and to edification.
Ghost be in you, you have the Divine naThe prayer of David was hence a very ture, and your tongue is controlled by it.
practical one, when he said: "Let the Then you speak out of the abundance of
words of my mouth and the meditation of your hearts, and say "Jesus! My Lord!
Abba Father! Glory to God in the highmy heart, be acceptable in thy .sight, 0
Lord, my strength and my Redeemer." est." It is the province of the Spirit to
When it is the prayer of fl'!ith, as that is testify of Jesus, and He never produces
our privilege, then speedily you will hesitation and fear in so addressing Him,
speak words acceptable to God; and they and speaking of Him. "For God has not
will be easily spoken because the medita- given us the spirit of fear, but of power
.tions of the heart have been on Him, His and of love, and of a sound mind." HalleWord and ways. Just stop and think lujah! Dear reader! Unless you are able
what the use is of going on to pray such to say, "Jesus is my Lord" with all the afa prayer if it be not the prayer of faith. fection of your heart, soul, mind and
If you do not wish your meditations and strength, and with the consciousness that
words to be acceptable to God, why ask you are body, soul and spirit, tongue, time,
it? and if you really desire it why notreproperty, rep1.1tation, all His; there is
alize it? for "If ye, then, being evil know something more yet, to know concerning
how to give good gifts unto your children,' Him. When you know him to such an

$8,ooo,ooo,ooo, and the
ments for labor and
$6oo,ooo,ooo."-S cientijic rn'JtGr u,u,
These
figures daze the
for had we all the locomotives and cars
coupled
it would make a continuous train
about 3,306 miles.
In connection with this read the blessof Joseph in Genesis 49: 22-46; Deut.
33: I 3- I 7. Accepting America as Joseph's
portion of the earth, we have much' to
make us rejoice, and a clear evidence of
the United States is fast becoming
nation of the earth. Let Ephram's
sons be
and go with
swiftly"
to
in all the world
gladsome
news of what the wonder-working God is
doing, that His purposes may ripen fast,
and the "rest" of the earth and of His peobe obtained.

extent that the spirit will constrain you
willingly to call him Lord, you will not be
ashamed of being called a fanatic, or peculiar for His name's sake. Hallelujah
again!
And when the Holy Spirit is in you,
filling you full with Himself and His
fruit, you will, like Paul and Barnabas at
!conium, so speak out of the abundance of
the heart that a multitude will believ:e.
Oh! 'Glory to God for the freedom of utterance th-at comes through the indwelling
of the Holy Spirit. Then "we believe,
and therefore speak." JtWhat are you
thinking about most these days. It is
known by the subjects concerning which
you are most ready to converse.
How glad I am that my tongue and pen
belong w boll y to Jesus! Bless the Lord!
Oh my soul 1 and all that is within me bless
His holy name.-Sel.

NODAWAY.
Conference convened at Long Branch, Missouri, August 24th, H. A, Stebbins presidentpro
tem .• M. P. Madison secretary. Reports of elders:
H. A. Stebbins, J. Thomas, A. J. Moore, 0. Madison, A. Jacobsen, C. Williams, J.D. Bennet, C.
Christensen and R. K. Ross Jf. Priests: A. Jensen, F. J. Curtis and A. Hally. Teachers: C. C.
Nelson, R. K. Ross Sr,, J. Nelson and J. T. Ford.
Reports of branches: Platte 6-r, Ross Grove 25,
Eureka 301 Sweet Home 19, Stanberry 17. Resolved that J. -D. Bennett be suspended from
preaching-and a committee be appointed to investigate the matter. Resolved, that the repeated
request of the Stanbel'ry branch with regard to
the ordination of Bro. F. W. Curtis be again referred to the missionary in charge with a copy of
Bro. Burlington's letter and the promise made
by Bro. F. W. Curtis to his creditors, and see if
the ordination can not be attended to. Preaching by Bro. Stebbins. Adjourned to call of district president.
DES MOINES.
This conference met at Rhodes, Iowa, September 7th. Bro. W. C. Nirk was chosen to preside,
Wm. Thompson to assist, H. A. McCoy,
secretary, J. S. Roth to assist.
Branch
reports: N ewton52, 2 received, 3 baptized.
Des Moines Valley 54, I died.
Sheridan
67, I baptized. Des Moines 92, 6 received, 9
removed, 2 died. Edenville 70, r baptized, 3 removed, 2 expelle.d. Keystone 25, 3 removed.
Boonsborough sent back for correction. Union
and What Cheer branches not reported. Elders'
reports: J. S. Roth baptized 5; N. Stamm, S.
McBirnie, M. Houghton, G, Shimel, W. C. Nlrk
baptized I, W. Thompson, John T. Davis, W.
McBurney; Priests J. Coiner and G. M. Jamison.
Bishop's agent's report: on hand last report
$84 73; collected since $rs3.oo; expended $z6z.II; balance due agent $24 38. The report was
audited and found correct- The following report from a standing committee was unanimous·
ly received and adopted: We iour committee
recommend that as a district we heartily endorse
the teachings of Joseph the Martyr and the
twelve under him as set forth in the Herald of
March 24th, r888, on pages 179 and r8o, under
the heading of "authority of presiding officers,"
and that we exercise our influence for the repeal
of any laws enacted by general conference or any
of the quorums that conflict with the aforesaid
teachings.
Signed, George, Shimel, Hulbert
Lyke, Alexander Shimel.
A resolution was
passed requiring the secretary to keep the above
resolution and send it by the delegate from this
district to the next general· conference. A resolution and preamble in relation. to N. A. Baker's
case, with official documents from the Des
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Moines branch, was presented and acted on, and
Bro. Baker was granted an Elder's license, he
having made the'acknowledgments demanded by
his branch and having been restored .to full
membership. James McKiernan was sustained
as district president, George Shimel as vice
president, H. A. McCoy as Secretary, J. S. 'Roth
as bishop's and book agent. Preaching. by W.
Thompson, N. Stamm, George Shimel and J.
S. Roth. Adjourned to meet at Newton at the
call of· the president.

H. Grim, E. W. Nunley, baptized I;]. W. Bryan,
S. R. Hay. Teachers:-H. C. Gooch, D. B.
Higginbotham. Priest J. C. Tipton. Bishop's
Agent's report read, audited and found correct
so far as understood. Resignation of I. N. Roberts read and received and a vote of thanks was
voted i}im for faithful performance of duty. On
motion E. W. Nunley was sustained president of
district. J. W. Sherrill was chosen secretary.
The Bishop's Agent was sustained; aJso all the
authorities of the church. The district president
was requested to ·appoint time and place of next
conference. The resolution of last conference
in regard to the expenses of a delegate to General Conference was reconsidered. The above
resolution was deferred till next conference.
Preaching by Brn. I. N. Robert~ and Henry
Grim. Adjourned.

NORTH-EAST KANSAS.·
The above conference convened at Farmington, Kansas, September 7th, E. C: Brand presiding, H. Green, cle'l'k. Branch reports: Scranton, 19 baptized, r restortd by vote, r .died; Centralia, I baptized; Netawaka, Fanning and Good
Intent, no changes. , Elders' reports: E. C.
Brand, (baptized 2o), J. B. Jervis, W. Hopkins, D.
Williams, H. Parker, D. Munns, T. Davis, W.
Gurwell, A. Dodd, H. Green, W. Menzies and
P. Adat:nson. Elders not repq_rted, F. Lofty, J.
REUNION---,.CALIFORNIA.
Menzies, P. Devlin, J. Buckley and G. George.
The Reunion meeting of the Northern CaliPriests: J. McDougal and W. Cairns. Teachfornia district convened in the Saints' Chapel,
ers: W. B. Thatcher and W. Chapman. DeaSacramento, California, September 6th, at 9 a.m.
cons: A. Gurwell and J. Patterson. Resolved
Bro. Thomas Dailey was appointed to preside
that we endorse the manner of reporting elders
and Bro. J. R. Cook secretary. A spirited prayer
present and absent that has obtained in the past
and testimony meeting was enjoyed by the Saints
and instruct the secretary to continue the same.
at eleven o'clock, and at eleven o'clock Bro.
Bishop's Agent reported no change. Resolved
that we sustain the dist-rict officers, and E. C. . Daley pnached to us \vith much clearness. Next
meeting was held at two p. m., at which Bra. MarBrand as missionary in charge; also the general
cus Lowell was ordained an elder, it being voted
church authorities with 01Jr faith and prayers.
for unanimously by the Sacramento branch of
Resolved that the officers in this district labor
which he was a member. Then followed several
under the direction of the district president. Revery touching and encouraging testimonies of
solved that when we adjourn we do so to meet at
the latter day work. Next. at 7:30p.m. preachScranton, December 7th, at IO a. m. Three
ing by Elder Orin Smith who-although over
preaching meetings and one satrament service
eighty-one years old.:___preached seemingly with
were held.
much life and vigor. Prayer-meeting from ten
to eleven, then preaching by Bro. T. Daley.
FAR WEST.
From two to four p. tn, the Saints enjoyed anThe above conference convened with the Deother very peaceful and comforting prayer and
Kalb branch, Saturday, September 7th, J. T.
testimony meeting, and at 7: 30 Bro. J. R' Cook
Kinnaman in the chair, ·C. P. Faul secretary.
preached. The next Sunday at eleven o'clock
Bro. Daley preached an excellent discourse on
The president appointed committees on credenthe kingdom of God, and at two p. m. with Bro.
tials and branch reports. The latter found the
Parr in the stand we enjoyed much of our
following correct: St. Joseph, Pleasant Grove,
German St~·.vartsville and Kingston. No reFather's Holy Spirit, having tongues, interpretations, etc., and on Sunday evening preaching by
port from Delano, Stewartsville and Edgerton
Bro. Lowell. And Monday evening preaching
Junction branches. Committee on credentials
reported and were discharged. Elders' reports:
by Bro. James H. Parr. Two were baptized during the session of meetings, and quite a number
A. J. Seely, W. T. Bozarth, (baptized II), W.
Summerfield, T. T. Hinderks, J. D. Flanders, S.
administered to.
Alcott, A. Nesser, J. M. Terry, J. T. Kinnaman,
D. J. Powell, D. E. Powell, (baptized 3)· Priests:
TICKETS TO RE-UNION.
A. W. Head, L Niedorp, C. P. Faul, J. Wood,
CHICAGO, Sept. 17, rB89.
J. Hardacre, P. Peterson. The matter in regard
Rev. G. A. Blakeslee,
to the returning of Bro. Marchant's license was
Galien,
Mich.
laid on the table. The present officers were susDear Sir :-In regard to your application for
tained for the coming quarter. It was resolved
reduction in fare in favor of persons attending
that the district officers hold a two-days' meeting
the Reorganized Church of Latter Day Saints'
in each branch, and instruct the priesthood and
Reunion Camp Meeting, to be held in Council
members on Saturday, or a• they feel in the matBluffs, rMissouri Valley,--ED J Iowa, on October
ter when they visit the different branches, and
4-20 I have pleasure in advising you that the
hold preaching services on Sunday. Also the
rate of a fare and one-third for the round trip,
district officers shall notify each branch two
upon the certificate plan, from Association points
weeks previous to their coming to visit the
has been agreed upon by the [following] railways:
branches
Resolved that, Whereas, there is
Chicago & Alton Railroad, Chicago & Northgreat lack of attendance at the conferences on
Western, Chicago, Bmlington & Northern, Chithe part of the elders, and therefore a lack of
cago,
Burlington & Quincy, Chicago, Milwautheir official duties and of an understanding of
kee & St. Paul, Chicago, Rock Island &
the Ia w and usages of the church, therefore be it
Chicago. St. Paul, Minn. & Omaha, Chicago,
resolved that hereafter all elders shall report in
Paul & Kansas City, Chicago. Santa Fe & Caliperson at the several conferences, or give a writfornia, Green Bay, Winona & St. Paul, Hanniten excuse why they do not. And, be it further
bal & St. Joseph, Kansas City, St. Joseph &
resolved, that in case of their refusing to comCouncil Bluffs,Illinois Central, Milwaukee &
ply with this resolution for two successive conNorthern, Milwaukee, Lake Shore & Western,
ferences they shall be censured. by the conference
Minneapolis & St. Louis, Missouri Pacific, Rock
and be dealt with. Adjourned to meet with the
Island & Peoria, Sioux City & Pacific, St Louis,
Delano branch Saturday, December 7th, at I I a.
Keokuk & North· Western, Wabash Railroad, and
m.
Wisconsin Central Lines.
Certificates to be signed by yourself. For exCENTI'tAL TEXAS.
act information as to the manner in which the
business will be transacted by each line designaConference convened with the Elkhart branch,
ted by check mark, and particularly as to tlzejuncAugust 9th, E. W. Nunley president, I. N. Roberts secretary pro tem. Reports of branches:-'tion points via. which it will arrange to grant tlze reduction, please communicate with the General
Texas Central 30, Elmwood 52, Cook's Point 30,
Ticket or Passenger Agent.
Evergreen 12, Elkhart 28, Lone Pine no report.
On the certificate plan, as in use on most of
Reports of Elders :-I. N. Robers, baptized 2;

the roads in the territory of this Association,
the passenger pays full fare in going to the meeting, and secm:es a certificate (or receipt) therefor
from the ticket agent, by request, at the time of
purchase, and this certificate (or receipt), when
countersigned by the proper official at the meeting, becomes authority for the sale of a return
ticket over the same road, between same points,
at one-third fare, thus making one fare and a
third for the round trip. Where the journey is
made over more than one line, it is frequetly nec·
essary for the passenger to purchase se!Jarate
local ticket, and procure certificate thereof for
each of the lines in this territory over which he
travels in going to the meeting, as many of these
lines do not honor the certificate of any other
line. Passengers should therefore ascertain from
the ticket agent what portion of their journey:
can be covered, by the certificate procurable of
him, and purchase ti.ckets and· secure certificate~
filled in accordingly:.
Failure to procure or present certificate invalidates any claim for reduction in returp fare.
The tickets purchased for going passage may
be either unlimited or limited, according to rate
paid or regulations in effect on the line over
which it reads; but the return tickets sold at the
reduced fare will, in all cases, be limited to continuous passage.
Certificates will not be honored for return tick·
ets at reduced rates unless presented within three
days after the date Of adjournment of the meeting
(Sunday not being account<)d a day), nor will certificates be honored in cases where going tickets
were purchased more· than three 'days prior to
the commencement of the meeting.
Respectfully,
F. THoMPSoN, Secretary.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The semi-annual conference for the Southern
District of California convenes in the Saints
tabernacle at corner of Fifth and G. Streets, San
Bernardino, California, October 4th, at ro a. m.
All the branches of the district are respectfully
requested to report. A general attendance is
most earnestly solicited and a blessed time of re•
freshing by the Holy Spirit in power is expected.
Come all ye Saints to the feast and be filled.
D. S. MILLs, Dist. Pres.
The quarterly conference of the Northern Illinois and Southern Wisconsin district will con·
vene October 5th and 6th at Mis.sion, Lasalle
county. It is expected that the president of the
mission will be present. We would be glad to
have a complete representation. The Sabbath
School convention for the district, meets on Friday, October 4th, ro:3o a. m. at the same place.
It is expected that ali Sabbath Schools in the district will report in detail to the convention, and
that all parties interested in Sabbath School
work wiil be present if possible.
F. M. CooPER, Dis!. Pres. and
Sabbatlz Sclzool Superzntendent.
The Southern Nebraska district• conference
will be held with the Palmyra branch, at or near
Bennett, Lancaster county, Nebraska, October
6th and 7th. It is hoped the district will be well
represented. All are cordially invited.
C. H. PoRTER, Dist. Sec.
Central California district conferenee will con ..
vene at Mulberry, San Benito county, California,
October 4th to· 6th. Let branch reports be as
correct as possible and thus avoid delays. Pray
that the Spirit of the Master may attend our deliberations.
J. B. CARMICHAEL,
District President.
FIFTH QUORUM OF ELDERS.
Brethren :-Our quorum by resolution required the re-issue of our circular letter. We decided to send it out ;~bout November rst. Send at
once vour address as you wish it to appear every.
one of you, or the old one, or a blank is all we
can supply. Don't wait; send postal toR. Etzenhouser, 3129 Caroline street, St. Louis, Missouri.
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D.
NOTICES.
The St. Louis branch of the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Larter Day Saints will
observe the first
of the
o.f
the new
No. 25r
October
in conjunction
district
Brethren and sisters
of the branch and district, come in the Spirit of
the Master and let: us have a good time, long to
he remembered. Elder J. W. Gillen will preach
the aniversary sermon at ro: 45 a. m. Sunday
School will convene at I I : 30 a.m. Sacrament
and testimony meeting at 2: 30 p. m., and preaching again at 7:30 p. m. A collection will be
taken at each service to assist in paying the debt
upon the house.
41
2t
BY ORDER OF COMMITTEE.
Received from a Sister
tithing, and we pray that the
sister so giving.
G. A. BLAKESLEE, Biskop.
BORN.
ScHENCK.--Near Macedonia, Pottawattamie
county,
August rJ(h, 1889, to Bro. Robert
S. and S1·.
B. Schenck, a wn; blessed at
the Wheeler's Grove camp meeting, September
6th, 1889, under the hands of Elders Robert M.
Elvin and
Kemp, and named Robert
Orval.
CLARK.-Near Henderson, Mills county,
December 23d, 1887, to John T. and Orpha
Clark, a son; blessed at the Wheeler's Grove
meeting, September 8th, r889, under the
of Elders Robert M. Elvin and Henry
Kemp, and named fohn Perry. Parents baptized September 9th.
NANNY.-To Bro. John and Mrs. Sarah Nanny, of Coal Hill, Arkansas, September 7th, r889,
a son, named Benjamin Edgar.
DIED .
SEVILLE.-At his home, Birmingham, England, Elder John Seville,
73 years and 8
months, of natural decay.
died May 29th,
r88g, and was buried at Vvilton cemetery, Birmingham. Bro. Seville was baptized in the
Brighamite Church by a Robert Jones, at Baghill, North Wales, November 12th, r848, and
was ordained an elder in that body August IZlh,
1849· He proved himself a dauntless expositor
of the gospel of Jesus, and in consequence met
with much persecution. Like many others of
that day he caught the spirit of gathering, and
set out for Utah on board the "John Bright," in
the Rpring of r866. He did not accomplish the
full journey by reason of falling sick, and stayed
at :Nebraska City, at which place he heard of the
Reorganized church. He hailed the new light
and on the 8th of July, x866 was led again into
the waters of baptism by Bro. C. Elvin, and was
ordained an elder by J. M. Rush on the same
date. He left America for his home in England
in September, r866,
been absent therefrom about five months.
a minister of Christ
he has ever been earnest and devoted, showing
the
of the gospel.
a conference

English mission,

prellided over by Bro. J. W. Briggs, he was apto labor in Staftord. In r87o, the late
Josiah Ells appointed him (O labor in South
and after a short tim~ be returned to
His labors in the latter place at length
bore fruit and he had the
of seeing a
branch of the church
there in the early
part of I 87 4, he
cho3c"n
of the
He removed
to
he resided up to
Sceville was a noble
a
father, a loving husin the
and the
an ex-

leaving a
and an exwas

to the

had loved him
his noble qualities. The funeral service ,.vas conducted by Elder C. H. Caton both
in the cemetery chapel and at the grave side,

where about
brethren and sisters had assembled to pay
last respects to our brother.
Funeral sermon was preached in the saints meetTemple Row, Birmingham, June r6th,
by
C. H. Caton.
A righteou~ man, a man of worthj
A father and u friend,
Has left the narrow sphere of earth,
His upward courso to trend.
w;:Wo~~~~~1;;~~n~-~he sphere
His presence seemed an influence here,
':Po wisdom's genial flow.
But now his noble form must lie,
And slumber in the dust.
While he with honor joins 'the higl1
Assemblies of the just.

E. A. WEBB.
SPRUCE.-At Denver, Colorado, September
r889, Evelyn, infant daughter of Bro. and
Sr.
Spruce, aged 7 months and 27 days
--their only child.
Monr:n not, dear parents, for your child,
So pme, so gentle, undefiled.
Though hard it was from her to part,
Her's is by far the happier lot,
From sin and suffering now set free,
Her portion with the Lord to be;
Though great thy love for her had grown,
Hie love exceedeth far thine own.
'fhen rest assured the Lord knew best,
Yonr little one is greatly blest.
'l'hen let this thought your anguish still,
'fhat he who chasteneth loves you still.
If the Master could not perfect be
Except through suffering, how can we?
'l'hen, let us, like unto the Son~
Say Father, may thy will be done!
S.C. S.

Not a few of the early Christians believed in a
future existence for dumb animals, as shown by
the great historian, Gibbon. The belief was
quite common in the early ages of the Church
that God sent angels in the form of birds to aid
and console those who suffered for the faith. It
is related in Holy Writ that Elisha was fed by
ravens sent from God, and Peter, the great
Christian hermit who preceded Anthony in the
desert, is said to have been sustained for years by
the same means. Instances of this belief among
the early Christians can be multiplied.
It is well known that St. Francis at a later date
gathered beasts and birds about him and called
them his brothers.
The great Dr. Johnson believed in a future existence for dumb animals;
also the poets Wordsworth, and Shelley, and
Coleridge, as shown in his celebrated poem, the
''Ancient Mariner.''
Numerous other scholars
of Christian belief might be cited to the same belief.-Dmnb Animals.

AUTUMN

VOYCE.-At Gravois, Missouri, August 29th,
Sr. Ann Voyce, aged 8.5 years. She joined the
church in Gloucestershire, England, in r84o, and
came to this country and joined the Reorganized
Church in r874· She died as she had lived, a
faithful Latter Day Saint, and now awaits the
resurrection morn. Services at the house and
grave by Elder Noah N. Cooke.
WHITEAKER.
At Wheatville, Crawford
caunty, Wisconsin, September zd, of cholera
infantum, Thaddeus Wilburn, son of Elder Joseph
and Sr. Ellen Whiteaker, born May 8th, r888.
Funeral sermon and service by Elder C. W.
Lange on ·wednesday, September 4th.
Rec;::ive him Lord, for he is Thine,
According to Thy word divine;
R.edeemed by 'l'hy most precious blood,
He is an heir, a child of God.
c. w. L.

GARNER.-Near Santa Ana, California, June
zd, r8t>9, Rebecca Aileen, infant daughter of Bro,
and Sr. Elizabeth Garner, aged nine
A sweet bud of promise too fair for
mortal blooming. Funeral services by Elders
D. S. Mills and P. M. Betts.
A:oAM.--At Los Angeles, California, September 1st, r886, Huldrich, son of Bro. Frederick
and Sr. Hermina Adam, aged 4 years and 4
months. A bright spot of sunshine in the household is gone; his sun is set at early dawn to rise
'mid the resplendent glories of an endless day.
Funeral services by Elder D. S. Mills.
•
DrcE.-At Stewartsville, Missouri, August
23d, r886, Alice Sophia, daughter of Bro. Beniamin and Sr. Mary C. Dice. She was born Ju'ne
qth, r889, and was blessed on August 23d. The
funeral sermon was preached by Wm. Summerfield at the German church.
AKINS.--At her son-in-law's, Coal Hill, Arkansas, September 7th, 1889, Sr. Margaret Akins.
She was born at Athens, Tennessee, March 12th,
She lost her husband in the late war. She
fonr children to mourn their loss, two of them
being with her in the faith.
IMNIORTALITY OF' ANIMALS.
Nor is this belief in the future existence of
dumb animals confined to savage and barbarous
but has been taught and believed among
and most enlightened of mankind in all
r'ations and all
We find it in the writings
of t~1e immortal
and the later Greeks, the
Romans and other enlightened people; we read
of the. faithful hound of the wandering king
the famous charger of Alexander; the
horse of Callgula, and various other
dumb animals who have been the companions,
fdec1ds and benefactors of man, and some of
past have been almost deified by
admiring multitudes.

LEAVES.

Pnblished monthly for the

c

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

The following is the contents of the Autumll
f<eaves for September: With the Church in an
Early Day-Autobiography of Elder Glaud
Rodger-What one Little Woman Did-Story of
the Book of Mormon-vVhat Shall we WearThe Lesson of Spring-The Honest Rum seller
-Good Men in Norway-The Man and the
School-The Chambered Nautilus-Pattie; or,
Leaves from a Life-Face your Troubles-Four
o'clocks-Mexican Antiquities--Look After your
Boys-Home Conversations-The Hittite Question-Incidents in the Life of One of Earth's
Pilgrims-Cuneiform Inscriptions-What is in
your House-Editor's Corner-Round Table.
HE young Ladies of the Independence branch
T
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints have organized as the Hawthorn Society,
in order to secure a fund for the purchase of a

PIPE ORGAN FOR THE NEW CHURCH
Edifice when completed.

They will hold a

BAZAR
Some time this fall, and solicit ~icl from the Saints
at large, in money, material, or useful, ornamental and fancy articles of every variety, to be sent
before October sth, r889.
vVill the President of each Branch consider
this as addressed personally to himself, and read
the notice before the branch as often as necessary to keep the matter before the pc·ople.
Address: MRs. JENNIE H. NEWTON,
Box 578, Independence, Mo.

Fa:rm for Sale, 235

T

I-IIR.TEEN miles east of Lamoni and one half mile

north of Pleasanton. One hutldrf'd acrcE< in timber,
P~a•t.ure eet iu blne grass, balance in ffi(~Jldow and plow
hmd. New 1 room Cottngc with 3 pord1CP, 2 pantries
and fine rock cellar Small t.rchard out houP.es, granary~

and large harn 42x 62 with ba<•ernent the entire length of
rt, and shingled sheds on the east side and south end.
'l'wo cemented cisterns, 4 wells and 3 ponds, with ahnndance of water for stock. LIBERAL 'l'EHMS. Address

r7aug

WILLIAM ANDERSON,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

Farmn

f~u· ~aHe.

A good farm for sale of 40 acres, good rich soil, all well
fenced, 2 good wells, large pond for stock, old orchard
bearing good, 300 young trees of choicest. fruits, new
lumber stable and cowshed all shingled, buggy shed,
new granary all painted, good rock milk house, other
out-houses. A good 6 roomed cottage, porebed, papered,

and painted outside and inside, close to 4 towns, also on
4 mmn rosds, 2 g-ood groves of maple trees each side of
t.he cottage. Will be sold cheap, rather than rent. A big
bnrgain for sonie one. Farm a few miles from Lamar, the
county seat of Barton county.
EBENEZER MILLER, Senior,
Sc.unmNVILLE, Cherokee county, Kansas.
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THE SAINTS'
NOTICE.
MPLOYMENT is wanted by an earnest, energetic
young brother in the church. He is capable of doing
any kind of BOOK KEEPiNG, and would like a situation
in some wholesale business or manufacturing; establishment. Reference can be given. Enquire of
14Sep4t
,T. J. CoRNISII, Reed City, Mich.

E

A CHRONOLOGICAL CATECHI§lll:

Of, Key to the Chronology of the Bible.
BY A. J. MAPES.
Limp Cloth, 103 pages, price 31i cts. For sale by
:Bro. H. R. MILLS, Independence Mo.

"rhe Jews In and Out of Jerusalem."
THE PATRIOT

For September 19, will contain the above article, written
for it by special contract, by Rev. Dr. I<'. de Sola Mendes,
of New York City, a leading American Jew, and editor of
HAmerican Hebrew.,, It will also contain "Journalism
of Decatur county," "Scientific Investigation,,, and HAf~

ter-requisites to College-building in Lamoni," all prepared
especially for 1ts columns. Price 5 cts in money or stamps.
Address, LAMBERT BROTHERS,
LAMONI, DEcATUlt Co., IowA.

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,

REAL

ESTATE

AGENTS

West Lexington Street,
INDEPENDENCE,
MISSOURI.
Next to Warnky's Gallery.
RoBERT WeNNING, Pres't.

D. F. NICHOLsoN, Cashier.

FARMERS' BANK OF lAMONI.

WELSH HYMN BOOK.
Full leather, marbled edges •• ~ • • • • • • .. • .. • .. • 60
This was published by the church in Wales, and
contains 393 hymns in Welsh and 33 in English.

"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
"VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER,
In muslin, 25cts, ten or more, each .•••••••• , • 20
itnd discoveries of Ancient American Records and
In paper 15cts., ten or more, each . • • • . .• • .. • • • 13
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
This is th .. notorious "Manuscript Found," writte1 I Paper covers, 43 pages...................... 10
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
been said in connection with the theory that it fur.
REPLY TO LITTLEF""LD.
nished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief 1 In paper lOcts.; per dozen................... 'iii
).(round work and material from which to write the 1 This is the "Reply of President Joseph Smith to
Book of Mormon.
L. 0. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine of Plural
Marriage."
COWDERY LETTERS.

II

I

In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen .• ,...... '!5
Without covers 5cts, each; per dozen......... 50
Contains valuable matter in relation to the
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation
the Book of Morro n, and the Angelic bestowal of th(l
Priesthood.
CONCORDANCE TO .DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covers ••••
Old edition ..•...........•.......•....•.•.•

10
11

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers 10 cts.; per dozen .••••••••••••. 1 00

Ample Responsibility.

TRACTS.
Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent interest
· 2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts., 100 ..... l 50
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
3. Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 5c, 100. 40
bought and sold.
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5c, 100.. 25
for 50 cts, 500 for $!,
....... 1
PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE 6. The 250
"One Baptism;" its Mode,
Pre--)BY THE(-requisites and Design-and Who
Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
ister; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 ............ 1 7''
at their Publishing House in
7. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen
100.... <10
LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA, 8. Fnlness of the Atonement; dozen
100 .. 1 75
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
9. Spiritualism Viewed fr\.lm a Rt>••inhn·"'
point; dozen 30 cts., 100 .................. 2 2!\
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts., 100 ...... 1 10
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
ll. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 Gii
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 ots 100 . . . 76
tkilr We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
15 Brighamite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts.,
40
Turkey Superior, gilt edge .........••••.•..•. 3 5C
16. Polygamy: Was it an Originai Tenet of the
Turkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge .••.•••.. 3 75
Church; dozen !10 cts., 100 ................ l 40
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge .•••••...•••••••••. !I 75
17. Tile Successor in the Prophetic Office and
Roxburg Turkey, with claip, gilt edge .••••••• .4 00
Presidency of the Church; dozen 25
100.1 75
20. The "One Bodv:" or the Church of
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
under the Apostieship and under the Aposta·
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
sy; dozen 20 cts., 100................ .. . . . 40
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges .••••. 1 50
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen
100... 16
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ................ 2 00
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts,
lil
Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 2 50
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 .....•..•.• 1 26
New Testament, Inspired.................... 76
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5
100.... 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts.,
40
BOOK OF MORMON.
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz.
40
Roan, sprinkled edges ....................... 1 25
27. The Sabbath Question; .dozen 25
... 1 40
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ......••..••.••• 1 50
29. "Vision of the Resurrection, from
DocTHE SAINTS' HARMONY.
trine and Covenants; dozen 5
100 ..
4n
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon;
15
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
per hundred .......•..
1 10
Leather back and Muslin sides .............. 2 50
31. What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
an Evangelical Church? dozM 5 ctH., 100... 26
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, l ,000 for ....
1 76
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . . . . 40
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
HIS PROGENITORS.
per hundred. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 25
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25
250 50
(By Lucy Smith.)
500 for $1, 1,000 for...................... 75
Muslin oinding, 312 pages . • • .. • • • . • • • • • • • . . • 70
42 Rejection ofthe Chureh; dozen 15
100. l!J
Leather binding ...•..••..••••••...••.•••••. 1 00
43 One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 cts
71\
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
Trial of the Witnesses to the
of JeCOVJ£NANTS.
Slll! Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen...........
50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100 ..••.... , •
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covers . • • • 10
.An assortment of Tracts ............... o,.. ,, • 35
Old edition • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . • • •
6
o

0

••••••••••••
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SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers 10 cts.; per dozen .••••••••••••• l 00

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
~We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ................... 3 50
Turkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge ••••••... 3 75
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ................... 3 75
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge ......... 4 00

BRP.DEN-X:ELLEY DEBATE.
Muslin boards, ~96 pages .................... 1 'Hi
Propositions:-(!) Is the Book of Mormon, of m.
vine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
and belief of all Christian people? (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and identical in faith, organization, ordinan·
ces, worship and practice, with the Church o~ Chris!;,
as it was left perfected by the Apostles of Chnst. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
with Him?

COMPLETE SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp MU!Jlin, tUJ.'ned in . . • ... .. .. • • •

75

BRANCH RECORDS.
I Leather backs and
corners, muslin sides; printed
and ruled for Record of Names, Bless·
I headings,
ing of Children, and for Marriages .•••••••••• 2 00
'I

DIS'fRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Recorda •.• 3 00

I

LICENCES, NOTICES, &c.
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacolll! Licences,
each per dozen . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • • • • •
Baotism and Confirmation Certificate books.....
Bl~nk Preaching Notices, per hundred.........

40

CERTIFICATES AND REPOR'rS.
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen..........
Annual Statistical Reports, two for. . . . . . • . . • • •
Certificates of Baptism and Membership, per doz.
Certificates of Removal, per dozen .•••••• ; . • . .
Marriage Certificates, per dozen ..••••••••••• ;

40
5
12
12
25

MISCI<JJ,LANEOUS.
The Problem of Hum'ln Life Here and Hereafter
by A. Wilford Hall, 544 pages, muslin .... ·: .1
Universalism Against Itself, 336 pages, mushn
by A. Wilford Hall .........•••..•...•.... l
Josephus, complete, library leather .•......•.. 3
Gibbon's Decline and ]'all of the Roman Empire,
muslin boards, 6 volumes ..............••. .4
Mosheim's Church History, 2 volumes .••••..•. 4
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) ..•...•. l
Rollin's Ancient History, two volumes in one .. .4
The Koran, library leather ................... 2
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. l till
1854 muslin boards, 5 volumes ............ 10
The Ec~lesiastical History or Eusebins Pamphi·
Jus, Bishop of Cresarea and Palestine .....•.. 2
Cruden's Complete Concordance of Bible ...... 1
Bible Text Book ..............•............ 1
Apocryphal New Testament ................ l
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Luff................
Emerson's Ready Binder, Herald and Hope size.
MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Hum'1n Life Here and Hereafter
by A. Wilford Hall, 544 pages, muslin ........ 1
Universalism Against Itself, 336 pages, muslin
by A. Wilford Hall ..........•............ l
Josephus, complete, library leather ........... 3
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Homan Empire,
muslin bof!rds, 5 volumes ...............•. .4
Mosheim's Church History, 2 volumes ..•..... .4
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) ........ 1
Rollin's Ancient History, two volumes in one .. .4
The Koran. library leather ... , ............... 2
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. 1 till
185·1, muslin boards, 5 volumes ............ 10
The Ecclesiastical History or Eusebius Pamphi·
Jus, Bishop of Omsarea and Palestine ........ 2
Ornden's Complete Concordance of Bible ...... 1
Bible Text Book ....................•.•.... l
Apocryphal New Testament .....•••••....... l
Elders' Diary, by
Luff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Herald and Hope size.
Emerson's Ready

12
25

50
00
50
00
00
80
00
25
00
00
'Hf
00
65
30
85

50
00
50
00
00
80
00
25
00
00
75
00
65
30
85

HESPERIS.
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges .... ; •••••• 1 60
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"HEARKEN TO THE Wm:m oF THE Lmm: FoR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG you HAVE SAVIll rr 1111 ONE Wlli'll!: AND CoNCUBINES
liE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pagg 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD IIAVE ONE WI>'E, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: ExcEPT IN CASE oF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
rs A:r LIBERTY TO MARRY AoAIN."-Page 380, Book of Coven11nts and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

October 5,
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F'u:BLISHED A.T LAMONI, DECA'l'UH COUNTY 1 IOWA'~
Every Saturday. Priee ~YL!5 per year.

The Traveling
District
m:td the Bishop's
ocribern, and help
d<>partment.
Business Letters and Hulmoriptions
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Hcrflstr'"''"

JosEPH SMr.rn

W. W.

BLAIR

Lamoni, Iowa,
OUR TRIP TO ILLINOIS.

HAVING made a two-weeks' trip into
western Illinois, attending conferences at
Buffalo Prairie, Mercer
and Adrian, Hancock county, we take pleasure in
the Saints that the Lord is ble~s
his people in those localities and moving their neighbors to
after the
doctrine and history of
church.
The business meetings of both conferences were marked with
and christian love. The attendance
preaching
services was large, and at times overflowing. The best of attention was paid to
the ministers' efforts, and a goodly"number accepted the glad
and united
with the church. The
generally, gave evidence of renewed
tion to magnify their
and work so
far as they can find opportunity.
The financial condition of these districts
needs prompt improvement, for the Lord
has ordained that the gr)spel "laborer is
worthy of his· hire," (Jesus, in Luke
JO: 7); and Paul the
Bays, I Corinthians 9: 9-14:
•'For it is written in the law of Moses, Thou
shalt not muzzle the mouth of the ox that treadeth out the corn. Doth God take care for oxen?
Or saith he it altogether for our sakes? For our
sakes, no doubt, this is written: that he that
plougheth should plough in hope; and ihat he
that thresheth in hope should be partaker of his
hope. If we have sown unto you spiritual things,
is it a great thing if we shall reap your carnal
things? If others be partakers of this power
over you, are not we rather? Nevertheless we
have not used this power: but suffer all things,
lest we should hinder the gospel of Christ. Do
ye not know that they whieh minister about holy
things live of the things of the temple, and they
which wait at the altar are partakers with the
altar? Even so hath the Lord ordained that they
which preach the gospel should live of the gospel."

He further says:

I
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"Let the elders that,rule well, be counted wor·
thy
double honor, especially they who labor
in the WOY'd and doctrine. For the scripture
saith, Thou shalt not muzzle the ox that treadeth out the corn. And the laborer is worthy of
his reward."-r Tlm. 5: r7, rS.

Those in charge of branches, districts,
and
should see that proper steps
are taken at once to carry into effect the
letter and
of these essential teachings
that the work of the Lord be not hindered
but
promptly and steaJily forward.
It
to be esteemed not only a pleasbut a highly prized privilege to
in sending abroad the
and building up his
in its power, dominion and glory.
Christ has said, "It is your Father's good
unto you the kingdom;"
Rnch an important and sacred
trnst committed unto them, the Saints
shQuld be vigilant and dutiful, seeking ev
honorable, proper means to
forward its interests in all its departments.
And
the first things to be looked
after are
proper needs and wants of
"those who labor in word and doctrine"
in the missionarv field, and also those of
their dependent" families, and all this as
economy and good order shall direct.
are matters in which there
should be neither delays, carelessness, nor
slackness. Timely, prompt, thorough action will secure speedy and best results to
all. There should be no h~sitancy, no
no deferring till to-morrow
whai·
to be done now and to-day.
This iife is too short, the Lord's work too
and human affairs too uncertain
either sla.ckness, neglect or triin anything that pertains to gospel
at home or abroad. "The King's
errand is urgent," and strict attention must
must be paid to his will and his work.
Therefore all should "seek first the kingdom of God and its righteousness," and
this
diligent, active, cheerful and
compliance with all their requireand interests, This applies to the
as well as to the distr:cts above mentioned, All should joydo what they reasonably can to forevery interest of the Church.of God
in all the world. And this can be done in
no other proper way than by observing
the commandments of Christ to the
including the rules and usages
the church in its regular concouncils.
The Saints everywhere should prayerthe nature and importance and
the work of redemption, both
themselves and all others, and then examine themselves and see if, as compared
with the demands and needs and privi-

leges of that work, they have not "slumbered and slept" (Matt. z 5: 5) instead of
being up and doing "while the day lasts."
They need to watch themselves and "the
signs of the times." Jesus says, "Take
heed to yourselves, lest at any time your
hearts be overcharged with surfeiting and
drunkennoos, and the cares of this life."
All should profit by this and similar admonitions.
POSTMASTER JAMES.

Kansas City, Missouri, Star, seems
to be exercised about .the appointment of
Capt. Thomas James to be Postmaster at
Independence, Missouri. In the issue of
that paper for September 6th the following appears, the first being an editorial
comment, the other an item of news:
THE

"Thus far no successful arguments have been
advanced to prove that a Latter Day Saint can
not be a reasonably good postmaster; but if the
political advancement of one Latter Day Saint
~hould lead to the political advancement of other
Latter Day Saints, and if by this step the Latter
Day Saints should grow in numl:iers and audacity,
causing the re-establishment of a powerful Mormon dynasty and the overthrow of Presbyterianism and Methodism, not to mention Congregationalism and other useful isms-why, the consequences would be fearful. And such seems to
be the critical state of affairs in Independence."
"A CHURCH AND THE POSTMASTERSHIP.

"Considerable oppostion is manifested at Indedendence to the nomination of Thomas James as
postmaster on account of his membership in the
Church of the Latter Day Saints or anti-polygamous Mormons. Colonel A. "vV. Jones, who
was instrumental in securing the appointment for
James, is a member of the same church, a large
majority of whose members Is Republican.
Ladies, moved by their opposition to the church,
are also joining in the protest against the appointment."

Capt. James has been a citizen of the
state of Illinois for many years, and served
in the volunteer service of the United
States among the forces of the state. He
has been for some vears a citizen of Independence, in which" place the Star may,
if it so chooses, very easily ascertain what
sort of a citizen he has been.
We are not aware that Col. A. W .Jones
is or ever was a member of the same
church as Capt. James, but if he is, and
his endorsement of the latter for the position of postmaster is a matter of political
or personal preferment .with him, what
has the church to do with that? Does the
Star wish its readers to understand that a
citizen of the state, no matter what may
be his standing in community as a citizen,
or his talents and qualifications for office
as a man, is not to be permitted to aspire
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to any position or office unless he makes
no profession of :religion, or is a member
of "Presbyterianism, Methodism," or some
other "useful ism"? Have these religions
a mortgage on the offices of the state because of their faith?
If Capt. James is a good citize_n of the
city, county and state, whose talents and
habits are such that he is qualified to perform the duties of uostmaster to the satisfaction of the public, what possible crime
against community has Col. A. W. Jones
been guilty of in endorsing him for that
place; and what wrong has the Captain
done in being religiously a Latter Day
Saint, the religion of a man being the
matter of his own judgment and choice
rather than the act or compulsion of the
state.
The Star seems to be fearful that Capt.
James, a Latter Day Saint, being permitted
to be postmaster at Independence, may
make room for the political advancement
of other Latter Day Saints, which might
cause the "overthrow of Presbyterianism,
and Methodism, not to mention Congregationalism and other useful isms." If the
existence and perpetuation of the religions
named are to depend upon the political
protection· of the state, what shall be
said of their claim to divine origin, and of
the rule of constitutional government
which affirms that the state shall neither
prescribe nor proscribe the forms of worship, or prevent the free exercise of the
libertv of conscience?
Capt. James served as a soldier in the
armies of his d\untry; he bears with him
the marks of service and carries an honorable discharge from the service. This entitles him to the consideration of the American people so far as such things can or ought
to do. He is a Republican in politics, thus
entitling him to the recognition of his political party, as being a Democrat would
were that party in power. He is a good
businesss man, identified with the business
interests of Independence and of Jackson
county. What more could be asked of
any man who might be selected and appointed postmaster there?
We sincere! y hope that tor his own
sake, the good of community where he
dwells, and for the allaying· the fears expressed by the Star, Capt. Thomas] ames
will prove to be an honest and capable administrator in the duties of the office to
which he is appointed. And we hope that
the Presbyterian and Methodist Churches
will deem themselves capable of maintaining their spiritual standing and supremacy
without the intervention of religious persecution, mob violence or political interference and protection against Latter Day
Saints.
. "Mrs. Mather has made the Latter Day Saints'
Church a present of chairs enough to seat it
comfortably We are informed that there will
be services held there next Sunday at the usual
hour."

The above is clipped from a late issue of
the Davis City Advance. Br. and Sr.
Mather have greatly helped in the building of the new chapel at that place. They
deserve Jue credit for it.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

HARMONY-MUSIC ONLY.
On account of the num her of ·calls for
it, the HERALD Office has decided to issue
an edition of the Harmony without the
hymns-the music only, but it will contain the instructions to choristers and choirs
and such other matter in the present edi-tion that does not simply refer to the words
of the hymns. This will be done rnainiy
for the benefit of those who use instruments. This edition of the music of the
Harmony will be bound in the same style
as the first edition, but will, of course, be
but one-half its size, and will be sold for
$r.5o. Those desiring it should send in
their orders now.
JOSEPH THE SEER,
We expect to at once fill all orders for
the revised edition of Toseph the Seer.
Send in your orders. See prices in list of
publications.
TACTICS AND NOTES,
We have on hand a number of copies
of the excellent works of Rev. L.A. Lambert, "Tactics of Infidels" and "Notes on
Ingersoll;" prices respectively go and 25
cents.
SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISM RENOUNCED,
A few copies of this work are still on
sale, prices, 50 cents paper covers, 75
cents cloth bound. A new edition is to
be issued at some future time of which
notice will be given.
PAYING TITHING PAYS.

THE following is but one among many
testimonies in favor of good rewards following those who pay tithes and offerings
for the work of the Lord. And why not?
inasmuch as the Lord commanded Israel,
saying, "Bring ye all the tithes into the
storehouse, that there may be meat in mine
house, and prove me now
saith
the Lord of hosts, if I will not open you
the windows of heaven, and pour
out
a blessing, that there shall not
room
enough to receive it. And I will rebuke
the devourer for your sakes, and he shall
not destroy the fruits of
ground;
neither shall your vine cast
fruit before
the time in the field, saith the Lord of
hosts.
And all nations shall call you
blessed."-Mal. 3: ro-rz.
Jesus, after his resurrection, quoted
Malachi, including these texts, to the Nephites, and said of
"These scriptures
which ye had not
you, the Father
commanded that I should
unto you,
for it was wisdom in him
sh::mld
be g·iven unto future
of Nepl1i I I: 7·
In this Jesus does not intimate that
ing tithes should end with the law of
ses, but in fact enjoins its continuance after
his resurrection. We find no
in the
.scriptures where he
law of
tithing, but we do find where he honored
and taught it when he said to the
they should not leave it !!undone.
I I:

42.

Paul said to t,l1e Hebrew
A.
D. 64, or about thirty years after the ascen-

sion of Christ, "And here men that die
receive tithes; but there he receiveth them,
of whom it is \'Yitnessed that he liveth."Heb. 7: 8.
Here is the brother's letter:
Bro. Blakeslee :--You will find in the enclosed
letter a draft for $70 tithing.
This is the last of my tithing, the tenth of all
up to the present time, as near as I can get it. I
was poor and in debt considerably when I commenced, but I said I would follow the Bishop's
instructions in the llerald-that was to pay onetenth as much each year tithing as I did of my
debts, and I have done so, and so I increased
every year until out pf debt, and now here is the
balance of tithing of which the total is $225 65.
I think the Lord has truly blessed us in our
effort, and I feel to and do thank God for his
blessings. To him may be ascribed all the honor
and praise, for I know he could soon take from
us all we have in this world. Then why not try
to obey his commands, and then trust to him to
fulfill his promises. I know If we trust in Him
He will not leave nor forsake us. I consider this
as much binding as the command to be born
again. I feel like pressing on in this glorious
work of the last days."
SAYINGS OF JOSEPH THE PROPHET.

IN Pres. Wilford Woodruff's sermon in
the Desert News for the I 7th inst., we
find the following statement:
"I will repeat here what I have often remarked
as the words and sentiments of the Prophet Joseph who once declared it in my hearing. Said
he, 'If I were ruler or emperor of the world, and
I had power over the whole human family, I
would make every man, woman and child free in
the enjoyment of his or her religion, be that religion whatever it may.' These are my sentiments."

There is a wide contrast between the
above "sentiments" and the treatment the
elders of the Reorganized Church have for
the past thirty years, till late, received at
the hands of Brigham Young and some of
his fellow ministers; for it is a fact patent
to thousands that from as early as 1859
Brigham or some of his ministers persistently denied the use of houses of any kind
to the elders of the Reorganized Church,
and in 1863 and after, coarsely and violently threatened those elders, notably elder
E. C. Briggs when he went in 1863 to
Utah as a missionary, and called, personally on Pres. Young in his office, stating
the nature of his mission and seeking a
house of some kind in which to preach,
but was rudely told by Brigham that, with
his consent, no house should be given him,
also that he (Brigham) would not be responsible for the young missionary's life!
Such is the manner in which Brigham and
some of his co.-religionists would make
man, woman and child free in the
enjoyment of his or her religion"! And
yet "a hundredth part:" of that sort of
Brighamite freedom and liberality has not
been told, as many who read these lines
can testify from their own experience in
Utah and elsewhere.
But if Pres. Woodruff truly voices the
sincere sentiments of himself and followers in the words he quotes from the sayings
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S' HERALD.
of Joseph the Prophet, then we note with
gladness another evidence that a new era
has dawned upon Utah Mormonism whkh
may serve to redeem the past in some
measure and reflect the original and true
faith of the church as founded and builded
by Joseph the Seer and his faithful coworkers. We have not now, and never
have had, any other than good wishes for
the Utah Mormons, and every indication
of their return to the original church foundation and principles we hail with joy.

fairness, justness and kindness, however
plain and sharply drawn our methods and
persistent our arguments. We seek directness and plainness, and shun dawdling,
wordy, round-about methods, and if any
construe this to be unjust, dishonest, or
discourteous, we are not to blame.
In HERALD, pages 259 and 374, current
volume, questions were asked us, and we
answered editorially, as it was our privilege and du~y to do; and in our is~ue for
July I 3th, page 443• Elder Caffall opposed
and controverted our answers and sought
to expose what he, probably, supposed
ELDER CAFF ALL'S REJOINDER.
were our errors. To this we renlied unIN this issue will be found a lengthy arti- complainingly, citing and quoting largely
cle from Elder James Caffall in which he texts from our standards of evidence in
assumes that his articles on the Sheep and support of positions taken. In our issue
Goat question "seem distasteful" to us, for July 27th, page 466, Elder A. H. Parand charges us with seeking "to prejudice" sons gave his views on matters in questhe HERALD readers "against the senti- tion, to which we replied in order. And
ments" of said articles and "to impress" in the Aug-ust wth number, pages 519-20,
them "with the belief that Elder Caffall Elder Caffall renewed his opposition and
and other elders were wallowing in the controversy, unrestricted, in a nearly fivemire of tradition," also that we (W. W. column article, and !o this we replied,
Blair) make "claim to a towering gospel quoting and citing a host of Scripture
rectitude;" and he then says, "I think, texts in defense of our position and methwith sober thinkers, that your efforts to ods of interpretation and application.
berate an opponent will add nothing to Afterwards we had articles discussing the
your gigantic efforts to gain coveted prom- questions involved which may be found
inence in the discussion, or detract from on pages 549, 558, 566, and in no place do
mine;" and he says further,
will we find one coarse, bitter, discourteous, or
hardly claim, I think, that such a procede- unchristian word used by the edi<or; but,
ure is evincive of an honorable journalist; on the contrary, in explanation of our peror indulge the thought of its being com- sistency, and in view of the gravity of
patible with the genius of Christ's relig- matters under discussion, we said on page
ion." He continues and charges us with 566, " Vl'e need to examine all sides and
"indirect accusation," and "an attack" on everything pertaining to a subject, lest we
him, also asks "if contributors to the HER- be found of that class who 'jump to conALD are expected to duplicate the Associ- clusions' instead of. reaching them by all
ate Editor's views, or be brought under 'the Jaw and the testimony' which relates
his lash for daring to advance an adverse to a given case; and this. requires us [the
Editor] to 'dig deep' and labor patiently."
thought;" etc., etc., etc.
Since reading Elder Caffall's grave accu- In this no reference whatever was made
sations, we have carefully re· read our replies to Elder Caffall; and christian charity,
to his articles, also our replit)s to the articles that which "Doth not behave itself unof others on the mooted question, thinking seemly, seeketh not her own, is not easily
it barely possible thatj in the midst of a provoked, thinketh no evil;" demands that
multitude of duties, editorial and other- a similar construction be put on our words
wise, we might have written something when we said in HERALD, page 519, "\¥ e
from which it would be proper, or at least are more than ever satisfied that the subpossible, for our readers to infer, suspect, jects in igsue need to be thoroughly invesor surmise what he charges m with, but tigated and solid facts obtained, so thatthe
after such examination we fail to find truth of God shall govern the faith and
even one sentence, clause, or word, that teaching of the Saints rather than .'the trajustifies his charges; and we deny that dition of the elders,'" all of which applies
there ave any just grounds for ·them, or to all ''elders"-the elders in the HERALD
that there are or were any causes given or office included.
intended that in the least justifies said
Passing over some other defective statecharges.
ments in Elder Caffall's rejoinder, we reWe welcom~d the questions and replies assert what we have stated before, (and to
touching the entire matter in issue and which the elder objects), that "the goats
ever sought to treat each writer with due [Matt, 25: 31, 41, 46], will not go into
courtesy, and we fail to find where, even everlasting.fire preparedfor the devil and
in one instance, anything but kind, broth- his angels for merely failing to perform
erly treatment was given all these writers, or exhibit such benevolence," as ministerElder Caffall included.
ing food, drink, clothing, visiting in prison
As a journalist and controversialist, we and in sickness, to the needy saints; for on
have ne.ver descended to the low level of that point we have the plain word of God,
inuendoes, crimination and recrimination, which says: "Thus saith the Lord concernand we have never been accused of it in ing all those that know my power, and
past years except by the notorious John have been 'partakers thereof, and .have sufN. Burton and two who were once of the fered themselves, through the power of
quorum of the Twelve, whose names need the devil, to be overcome, and to deny the
not be mentioned. On the contrary, we truth and defy my power; they are they
have eve; advocated, and sought,to practice who are the sons of perdition, of whom I

say it had been better for them never to
have been born; for they are vessels of
wrath, doomerl to suffer the wrath of God,
with the devil and his angels in eternity,
concerning whom I have said there is no
forgiveness in this world nor in the world
to come, having denied the Holy Spirir;
after having received it, and having denied
the only begotten Son of the Father; having crucified him unto themselves and put
him to an open shame: these are they who
shall go away into the lake of fire and
brimstone. with the.devi! and his angels,
and the only ones on whom the second
death shall have any power."-D. C. 76: 4·
This text shows what grievous sins
mep. must commit, what depravity they
must sink to, ere heaven will consign them
to eternal perdition. The goats of Matt.
25: 41 are consigned to this punishment,
for Christ, "the Son of man," will say to
. them, "Depart from me, ye cprsed, into
everlasting .fire, prepared for the devil
and his angels . . . . And these shall go
away into everlastmg punishment."- V s.
42, 46 . •
Tbe Book of Mormon locates the time
when this.doom will be pronounced, that
it is after the last resurrection: "And it
shall come to pass, th~t when all men shall
have passed from this first death unto life,
insomuch as they have become immortal,
they must appear before the judgment
seat of the Holy One of Israel; and
then cometh the judgment, and then
must they be judged according to the
holy judgment of God. And assuredly,
as the Lord liveth, for the Lord God hath
spoken it, and it is his eternal word, which
can not pass away, that they· who are
righteous, shall be righteous still, and they
who are filthy, shall be filthy still; wherefore, they who are filthy are the devil arid
his angels; and they shall go away into
everlasting .fire, prepared for them; and
their torment is as a lake of fire and brimstone, whose flame ascendeth up forever
and forever, and has no end.":--2 Nephi
6: 6; see also Alma 9: 3, 9, and Mormon
4: 5, 6, and Revelation 20: I 5· And to
this agree the following from the Doctrine
& Covenants, 28: 7, 'lBut, behold, verily
I say unto you, before the earth'shall pass
away, Michael, "mine arch-angel, shall
sound his trump, and then shall all the
dead awake,for their graves shall be opened, and they shidl come forth; yea, even
aU:. and the righteous shall be gathered
on my right hand unto eternal life~· and
the wicked on my left hand will I be
ashamed to ownbefore the Father; wherefore I wil say"hnto them, depart from me
ye cursed into everlasting .fire, prepared
for the devil a'!d his angels." ··This is
precisely what is said to the goats of Mat~
thew 25: 41, 46, and "the time is located
qjter the last resurrection, and just before
the ushering in of "a new heaven and a
new earth," as is also taught in Rev. zo:
II-15 with 21: r, etc. This is the last
judgment mentioned in all the Scriptures,
and the final doom or ·judgment of the
finally wicked, "the end-thereof; neither
the place thereof, nor their torment, no
man knows~· neither was it revealed;
neither is, neither will b-e revealed unto
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man, except to them who are made partakers thereof; nevertheless, I, the Lord,
show it by vision unto many; but straightway shut it up again; wherefore the end,
the width, the height, the depth and the
misery thereof, they understand not; neither any man except them who are ordained
unto this condemnation."-D. C. 76: 4·
And in the days of Joseph the Seer it
was decided, by the First Presidency, both
unwise and unlawful to teach that there
ever would be redemption of any who suffer such doom. See Times aud Seasons,
vol. 6: 8o1, and lVIillennial Star, 14: 450.
From all this we should learn of the gravity of these matters.
And in respect to Christ's "sheep," (not
"Matthew's"), Christ's "righteous" and
"blessed" ones, of Matt. 25: 33, 34; the
"Holy One," "the Son of Man," says they
have "life eternal." (See verse 46). This
being true, we should learn how, and the
means God has ordained by which men
must attain that exalted condition if they
ever gain it. Can they attain if by any
other means than through "the faith" and
"good works" ordained in the gospel!
What saith the word of God on the point?
What saith Christ in all the sacred books
as to the means by which men may gain
"life eternal," "everlasting life"? This is
a matter of infinite importance, and it
should not be treated hastily, nor superficially.
The Lord warned David Whitmer,
through Joseph the Seer, in 1829, saying:
"Seek to bring forth and establish my
Zion. Keep my commandments in all
things; and if you keep my commandments
and endure unto the end, you shall have
eternal life, which is the greatest if all
the gifts of God."-D. C., 12: 3·
Here are the conditions upon which
David could secure "eternal life." To
this we add what the Lord said to Joseph
the Seer: "Be firm in keeping the commandments wherewith I have commanded
you, and if you do this, behold I grant unto you eternal life, even if you should be
slain."-'-D. C. 4: 4·
The righteous Nephites prayed that
"whosoever should believe the gospel, in
this land [America], might have eternal
life."-D. C. 9: I I.
Again: "As many as shall come to a
knowledge of this [gospel] work, and ..
received it in faith and work righteousness, shall receive a crown of eternal life;
but those who harden their hearts and
rq'ect it, it shall turn to their own condemnation."-D. C. I 7: 3· Here is displayed the greatness of "eternal life," also
the conditions upon which it may be attained, also the result of its rejection. Our
Lord teaches in John 3: 15, I 6, and elsewhere, "That whosoever believeth" in the
Son of Man, "should not perish, but have
everlasting. life;" and Paul says God will
give to "them who by patient continuance
in well doing seek for glory and honor and
immortality, eternallije."-Rom. 2: 7·
Similar doctrine is taught by the Son of
Man in Mark ro: I7i John 6: 54; and ro:
z8. And in I 7: 3, he says: "And this is
life eternal, that they might know thee,
the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom

thou
righteous," the
thew zs: 33,
any other
than those set
in 'the words of Christ and his
faithful
! VVe think
for it is an eternal
that "the
Christ .. is the power of God
·
that believeth
of Christ ::;ttain to "life
33, 46) 9.s he
("My sheep
my
them, and they follow me y' and I will
unto them eternal life"), is conclusive
that they had accepted the means
complied with the conditions by which eternal
life may be gained, and that these means
were very much more than the
humane acts mentioned in l'viatt. 2 5: 3340, and this we learn by "comparing spiritual thing·s with spiritual," and "not pre£erring one thing" in the gospel
to the
1 exclusion of others.
In view of the tremendous issues
the
"eternal judgment" tn be
"at
the last day" by Christ
righteous
Judge; in view of the blessings and glories of eternal life to be given the righteous, and the dreadful, awful doom of those
who go "into everlasting
for
the devil and his angels"-in
of these
vast and everlasting concerns, is it politic,
expedient, safe, or in any way lawful to
teach, that for the mere giving of a cup
of drink alone, or food alone, or clothing·
alone, or visiting, only, the sick and imprisoned of Christ's people or ministersthat for these acts only--men become
Christ's "sheep," "the
" the
"blessed" of the Father,
these acts,
separate or combined, attain unto "life
eternal" I And on the other
is it
expedient, is it just, is it lawful, is it in harmony with the love, the wisdom, the
justice and the mercy of
that men
shall be consigned "to
ment," and "into everlasting
for the devil and his angels,"
the goats-Matt. 25:46,
they become as incorrigibly
ably wicked as are the devil and his angels?
And to become wicked to that extent,
must not their sins be
more than
mere neglect or refusal to
kind
deeds to Christ's "brethren"? \Ve have
already seen what must be done in order
to·secure "eternal life"; also the base and
persistently wicked deeds men must do
ere they are consigned to
with
the devil and his angels; also the time
when that-punishment is to be
and inflicted.
Matt. 35:31-46was
of Christ to teach the fact of !'a
to come"; the fact of a final,
ration of the righteous from the
the fact of final rewards for
deeds the fact of
for unrepented,
evil deeds; the fact
that
deeds will distinguish and commend His
and be
an essential element to their credit when
final awards and final conditions are fixed
by the accomplished facts of the !'eternal

I
I

judgment," Hat the last d"ay," when the Jedemptive work of Christ is finished, and
complete, and "the kingdom" is "delivered
. . . "to God, even the Father;" and
reveals the further fact that both "the
and "the g·oats" were conversant
and were in close contact, therefore
knew, and were known by, the "brethren"
of Christ also that the sheep received and
to the "brethren," while the
finally and ultimately rejected them;
that the only surprise of both these
was in the fact that doing the good
or bad deeds to the "brethren" was
reckoned as doing them to Christ in person! But. it nowhere reveals "profound
ignorance," on the part of the sheep or
goats, as to either Christ, his "brethren,"
his redemptive work, or the value of kind,
hum:me, brotherly deeds. Just the reverse
of this is true, for Christ holds both responsible for their conduct towards him
and the "brethren," and this on the ground
that they knew their duties toward both
them and him. "Sin is the transgression
of law." "If I had not come and spoken
unto you, ye would have had no sin."
In all these matters it is wisdom to take
the safe side, and not risk theories unless
clearly, fully sustained by the accepted
word of God but preach, teach, and believe
what is practical, what perishing souls
need now, what things tend to convert,
purify, build up, unite, and lead into the
love and present salvation of GQd.
In conclusion. it will be well for all who
are afflicted with "morbid sensitiveness" to
lay it aside; for, like blue-green spectacles,
it tinges everything seen through it to the
possible harm of many, but especially to
those so afflicted. Let us think and speak
and act charitably, and keep free from evil
surmisings and groundless fears. Let us
be slow to judge others' motives, but rather judge ourselves lest this be said of us,
"Who art thou that judgest another man's
servant?"
Controversy on persons' motives and
presumed intentions, are out of place in
our church organ, as all should know.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

Ix the communication department will be
found a lengthy, cogent article by Pres.
Joseph Smith, reviewing a production of
Franklin D. Richards in "What the World
Believes," published by Gay Bros, & Co.
of New York. Those interested in studying the "Twin Relic" and its foundations
will do well to give it a patient, careful
perusal, and learn the false, contradictory
and corrupting basis on which that system
is built.
\i\1 e learn that Bro. D. S. Crawley is
booked for a discussion with a Campbellite minister at Prairie City, Indian Territory, to commence Saturday, September
28th. A good attendance is expected.
Bro. E. Carlton, of Petrolia, Ontario,.
in a late letter that his wife has been
of God with returning health since
she
with the church; also that
Elder Samuel Brown recently, in a debate
there with a Mr. Bowner, won a decided
v-ictory for the truth.
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Bro. John F. Thomas wrote us of late ly twenty thousand souls in this Stake, not two
thousand people at any time were in attendance.
that Bro. I. M. Smith, of the South-East·
ern Illinois district and Rev. Throckmor- It ls to be hoped that by the time the December
Conference is held that the majority of the peoton of the Baptist Church will hold a discussion at Parrish, Franklin county, Illi- ple wm see the folly of staying away at such seanois, commencing October 22nd.
l sons of profit."
Bro. R. B. Jones of Middletown, Ohio,
And here is another, from a late Utah pawrote us September 23rd, that while ab- per, giving some of the inside views of the
sent from home his dwelling house took
Brighamite Church as to the changes it is
fire on Wednesday the r8th. His wife and suffering, their supposed causes, and the
boy were at the barn, and had it not been remedy therefor. It is found in the report
for the timely aid of a young girl living of a Stake priesthood meeting:
with them, some of his children would
"President Smoot hoped the bishops would rehave lost their lives.
We mention it by port faithfully the true condition of the Saints.
request. We regret Bro. Jones' loss.
Vvithout l"hese reports we would be at sea regardThis is the last week of the great Ex- ing our strength. It was desi.red that the priestposition at St. Joseph, Missouri. It closes , hood meet together and talk upon the financial
Oct. 5th.
And, without doubt, it is the
and general condition of the people. For some
finest thing of the kind ever seen in the
reason the tithes were falling off throughout the
west. The vim and enterprise of its proTerritory, notwithstanding the fact that the
jectors and managers are worthy of all
Saints were increasing in wealth and numbers.
praise.
Under date of 24th ult., Bro. J. J. Cor·- It was also known that some of those professing
nish wrote from Reed City, Michigan: to be Saints of God were voting with, and for our
"Six more were baptized in Brinton yes· enemies: It is certainly evident that there is
wrong existing among the Saints when the tithes
terday."
THE "Utah Enquirer" for the 3d inst. has
this to say of the procedures of a late conference of the Provo (Utah) Stake. Comment is not needed:
"Elder Frederick R. Lyman, a son of Amasa
Lyman, and brother to Apostle Lyman, was called from the congregation to occupy the stand.
He remarked, that there were so many important
principles connected with the gospel, that were
so profitable to talk upon, that a speaker hardly
knew where to begin. He alluded to his recent
mission to the southern states, and of the good
that he had accomplished through the blessings
of God, both to himself and those among whom
he associated. Many whom he had preached to
and who had embraced the gospel, had never
seen an elder before, and they gladly received
the word of God, and had come to Zion. He had
visited some of these during the last few months,
and had found that while they were glad and
thankful that they were here, yet they admitted
that they were disappointed at what they had
found in Utah. When they left their homes
they thought they were leaving Babylon behind
them, but when they got here they discovered
that Zion was not what they expected .. This is
too true. But the time is coming when this condition wi.ll change. He asked the people here to
be charitable to those who were continually coming to Zion, and encourage them all that they
possibly could."

Here is another significant item:
"Another subject of vital importance touched
upon was the injurious habit of going into debt,
a habit practiced by the Latter--day Saints to an
alarming extent. The statement was made that
three hundred thousand dollars would not liquidate the debts of the people of this Stake. This
!s an enormous amount, but stil.l we think it at
least thirty per cent. below the real indebtedness.
The evils of the credit system were vividly portrayed by the speaker, and we sincerely trust
some little good may result from the advice given.
It is to be regretted that the Tabernacle was
not filled with people to receive the good counsel
given during conference. Out of a total of near-

decrease and our strength at the polls grows less.
It was the duty of the bishops and lesser priesthood to know the spirit of the people and see that
their duty towards the kingdom of God was performed. The speaker alluded to the evils of tattling and scandal among the Latter-day Saints,
and said it was the duty of the priesthood to
frown down such things, that a spirit of peace
and union might reign in the habitations of the
Saints,
Sev<·rai of the brethren spoke ln relation to the
financial and political situation of the people.
The reporls of the bishops showed a great falling
off in the crops throughout the state.
Bishop Vim. Price realized the importance of
the saying that "eternal vigilance is the price of
liberty," and felt to urge the fact upon the people.
Bishop Halliday showed how many professing
to be Latter-day Saints were contributing of their
means to support our enemies in our midst, by
patronizing their various business institutions.
Elder C. D. Evans spoke of the evil and inconsistency of the Saints patronizing the avowed
enemies of the people to the exclusion of our
own institutions."
"Tbe Mennonites of the Hammer Creek district, Lancaster county, held a special meeting a
few dgys ago to select a minister according to
the usual cu&tom. Twenty-one Bibles were
placec upon a table in the meeting-house, one
containing a piece of paper. Twenty-one eligible
members of the congregation then passed around
the ta:)]e, each taking one of the Bibles. The
one tbat contained the slip of paper fell to Jonas
Hess of Lititz, and he was accordingly declared
called to the ministry and endowed with the
minisiedal authority."

The above is from the Chicago Times
of recent date. It serves to illustrate some
of th<; methods of "calling" to the ministry
which are peculiar to the present age. It
be claimed that such is in harmony
the acts of the apostles in the selection of
but it is entirely dissimilar, as ::~ careful
of all the incidents
mentioned in that connection will clearly
show,

CREED ISM.
"The Rev. Dr. Henry VanDyke asks in the
Presbyterian: •Why should we retain in our
creed what none of us believe, what all our
teachers of theology reject, and what serves only
to bring reproach upon our doctrine among them
that are without?'"

IN connection with the above from the
"religious" column of the Chicago Times
of Sunday, September 8th, we remember
an incident which is said to have occurred
at the quadrennial general conference or
session of the Presbyterian Church, of
1885. The question under discussion was
the validity of Catholic baptism. Many
of the delegates warmly argued against its
validity until, finally, an aged brother advised the brethren to hold on, and asked,
in substance, "If Catholic baptism is not
valid what becomes of our baptism?"
The question was "laid on the table"
shortly afterwards, and we have not yet
heard that the subject was revived. It is
not likely to be. The clipping is interestinQ'. The "stone" of Daniel 2: 35 still
po"'unds at the creeds and the "winds"
bear awav· the "chaff." The "stone" is
founded on the "rock."
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. Joseph Dewsnup, Sen., writes from
Cheetham, Manchester, England, September 9th:
"The church is making fair progress in the
Manchester district. Our meetings are fairly
well attended. Our Lord honors the ministrations of his servants with the signs following,
comforting his people, and extending the influence of the church, and, I trust also, her usefulness. Our progress may seem slow to some, but
I believe it will be sure, for we are seeking to
build with the right material, upon the proper
foundation, the Lord helping us."

Bro. I. N. Roberts lately wrote from
Rogers, Arkansas, as follows:
"l am happy to say that my health is improving fast since I came to this place. I am satisfied the Lord has heard and answered the prayers in my behalf. I am very much reduced in
flesh since the first of July. I then weighed two
hundred and sixteen pounds, now but one hundred and eighty-four pounds. I am to speak here
on Sunday if all is well, then I shall rest a few
days, when I think I will be able to fully go
ahead with a series of meetings."

Bro. Gilbert Johnson Weller of Honolulu, Sandwich Islands, wrote us from the
steamer San Jose, off the Mexican coast,
in which he was enroute for Panama and
New York, whence he sails for England.
He is, accompanied by his family, in quest
of better health. Among other things
mentioned he thus expresses himself:
"I am at present going to England, my native
land for health's sake but hope to be back in
Honolulu next spring. I wrote Bro. T. W. Smith
at Tahiti, while in Oakland, California, giving
what information I thought might be of use to
him when he goes there which he intends
to do next November. I intend to remain
most of the time in England during my
stay in Europe and I may perhaps go as far as
Palestine and also to France, Belgium and Germany, and shall be glad of any address of Saints
in any of those countries, and if I can do anything for you while I am there, I will be glad to
do so. I have not as yet paid my tithes, but will
do so immediately on my return to Honolulu,
which place I left in order to get well, and have
thrown all business aside until I return. I avail
myself of every opportunity to bring the glorious
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latter day truths before the honest hearted, and
hope to bring some English friends into the
church. I hope to be able to return to Honolulu
early next year to help Bro. T. W. Smith carry
on this glorious latter day work. I ask for your
prayers for a speedy recovery and a safe and
ealry return to Honolulu."

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
~ues.-Is

it proper to have a presiding priest,
and teacher, and deacon, where there is more
than one of each of those officers regularly chosen
by the branch?
If so, which of the other
priests or teachers or deacons would have the
prior right when the presiding elder, priest,
teacher, or deacon is absent?
Ans.- Yes, it is proper enoue-h. While there
is nothing in the law specifying that there shall
be "presiding" priests, teachers or deacons, expediency and experience seem to justify such appointments. All thing" being equal, the first
appointed should preside; otherwise as the branch
officers may agree, or as the branch itself may
specify. See Rules of Order, chapter r.
~.-In the event that we should have an elder,
priest, teacher and deacon, would it be proper, if
they should need assistance, for those four officers to choose them, or should the branch appoint them?
A.-The branch should choose them. "All
things shall be done by common consent" is the
language of the !aw.-See D. &. C., pages rrr,
rq, zo8; see also Sec. r7: r6, and Rules of Order, chapter r.
~.-How often should the priest visit the house
of each member, as the law directs?
A.-As often as occasion requires. We think
that will be the happy medium between being
obtrusive and neglectful. The faithful, prayerful branch officer who strives to wisely comprehend his duties will understand the spiritual status
or condition of every member of the branch, and
will be so interested in them that he will do his
best to visit, and in a spirit of brotheriy kino ness,
talk and pray with the members when necessary.
~--What does John refer to in John 3: 30?
A.-Read the contexts.
He referred to the
superiority of Jesus Christ and his extensive mission, and also to the fact that his own mission
was drawing to a close, while the Savior's was
but just commencing.

JOSEPH THE SEER.

THE revised edition of this valuable work
hEs been received, and we are prepared to
promptly fill ali orders. The new edition
far surpasse;;. the old in every respect. It
has been enlarged, and contains many new
features, besides retaining all the subjects
of the old edition, carefully revised. Much
new matter has been added, and the mechanical work of the new book is excellent.
The Nebraska City, Nebraska, News of
Saturday, September 21st, reaches us and
contains the following item:
"A telegram was received here this morning
from Dr. R. C. Elvin stating that his son Walter
died last night at Kearney, and that the remains
would be interred there. Walter was a young
man, some twenty-five years old, and was born
and raised in this city, where he had a large circle

of acquaintances. He was employed ln th'c l{ews
offi-2e for several yeart1 and learnt:d to be
of
the best pressmen in the wec.t. He leaves a ycung
wife."

We
to learn of
We sympathize with the

rest

Up stairs and down again,

nursery 5 out to the nHtrket and to

the Gtore, in
out from early morning til! late
at r1ight, thes~_~ husy wotne:n are ever plodding in
their house-vdfeiy d nties.

Nq \vonder~ then, that there are n1any sore Rnd
tired feet at the ending of each day.
How welcotne night is
the armies of •Neary whop~~ople,
THE ANNUAL REUNION.
then drop their too1s 1 or their yardst!ckst or their
NEXT Fridav, Oct.
other irnplements ~Yt toil, and hurry homeward!
meeting begi.ns at
How good it is to sit down and rest when the
miles north of Missouri
day's tasks
done!
miles cast of Iv1ondamin, Iowa.
vVhat me<Joage of comfort is there for such?
indicate a large and joyful
to wait upon the Lord, learn His ways <md For one thing, there is the thqughl. of duty done.
honor Him in all His
, The It is always a comfort, when one is tired, to reflect that one has grown tired in doing one's
grounds are finely
proper work. A squandered day, a day spent in
be spared to make all
idleness, may not leave such tired feet in t.he
tented and happy; good
ments will be supplied;
evening, b1.1t nelther does it give the sweet pleaences will be furnished
sure that a busy day gives, even with its blisterministers will preach the
ed or aching feet.
service will be of the
There is a great deal of useless standing or
refreshing from the presence of
walking about that gets none of this comfort.
is hoped for.
Thc:re are young men who stand on the street
The year has been most abnnd::mt in all corners all the day'· and ofttimes far into the
crops, the land abounds with
of all night, 1.vho must have weary feet ,vben at last
food supplies, and it is most
they turn homeward; yet they have in their
Saints and lovers of good
' hearts no such sweet compensating satisfaction
spend a time together
as have those who have toiled all the long hours
contemplating the things that
for in some honest and honorable calling. Idleness
purity, peace and salvation.
brings only shame and self.contempt.
Then
need seasons of rest and
there are certain kinds of occupation w·hich give
pays well in every proper
to weariness no sweetening comfort.
A day
seasons buil-1 up, bless and
spent in sinful work may make tired feet, but it
Let all who can do so
has no soothing for them in the evening's rest.
tend this annual meeting.
But all duty well clone has its restful peace of
with right desires and
heart when the tasks are finished and laid down.
richly repaid therefor.
Conscience whispers. "You were faithful to-day.
early, to stay till its close,
Yon did all that was given to you to do; you did
not €hirk nor skimp."
And conscience is the
whisper of God.
·when we know that God in
heaven has noticed our toil, and has approved it,
accepting lt a.s holy service to himself, we are
ready to toil another day.
HQ man! Jet purpoe.e thy life control,
Another comfort for tired feet is in the comAnd thon shalt kindle from soul to son!;
ing of night, when one can rest. The day's tasks
Shalt waken thy hrother's faint desire,
are finished, the rounds are all made, the store is
And fan into flame a living fire.
closed, the horses are put away, the children are
Oh, be it mine, with dc0cl or song;,
in bed, the homework is done, and the tired peoTo kindle sonF". life to pnrposc strong;
To light some lamp on the ehore nf
ple can sit down. The tight shoes are taken off,
That 8ha11 sbine forever with beam enb1im,; P'
loose t:Hppers are substituted, and the evening's
quiet beglns.
Who can tell the blessings that
COMFORT FOR TIRED FEET,
the night bringc to earth's weary toile1:s?
Sup1.'~HE close of every day finds
gn~at n1<:u1 y
pose there were no night, no rest,-that the
persons with feet tired and sore. Th.e,-e ar~. some
heavy sandalo, could never be laid oft", that one
people whose nuties require them l:o walk all
could never sit down, that there could be no
day.
There are the nH:n who patrol the city's
pause in the toil,----how !enible would life be!
streets, the guardians ot our
; th(·re are
Night is a holy time, because it brings rest. The
the postmen who bring the letters to om doors;
rest is all the sweeter, too, because the feet are
there are the mecsengers who are always hurrytired and sore.
T'hose 'vho never have been
ing to and fro on their errands; there are the pilweary do not realize the blessings which come
grims who tnt vel on foot along
dus~,y
with the night.
higl1'ways; there are those 'Vvho follovv th:= plow,
Wonderful
the work of repair in life that
or perforrn other parts of the farr:oe:r's
; then
goes on while we sleep. Men bring the great
there are those whose duties require them to be
ships to dock after they have plowed the waves
on their feet most of the day, either standing or
or battled with the storms, and are battered and
walking about. Salespeople in great busy stores
strained and damaged; and there they are reare scarcely ever allowed to sit
; the same
paired and made ready to go again to sea. At
is true of those employed in many factories and
night our jaded and exhausted ·bodies are
mills. Indeed, the larger portion of all working
docked after the day's conflicts and toils, and
people, in all branches of industry, stand the
while we sleep the mysterious process of restoragreater part of tLe day.
Th,)usands of women
ion and reinvigoration goes on; and when morn~
in their home work rarely ever sit down, during
ting comes, we are ready to begin a new
of
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toil and care. We lie down tired, feeling sometimes that we can never do another day's work;
but the morning comes again, we rise renewed
in body and spirit, full of enthusiasm, and strong
and brave for the hardest duties.
What a blessing is sleep! It charms away
the weariness from the aching limbs. It brushes
the clouds from the sky. It refills life's drained
fountains. One rendering of the old psalm-verse
is, "So he giveth to his beloved in sleep." Surely
God does give us many rich blessings in our
sleep. Angels come with noiseless tread into
our chambers, and leave their holy gifts, and
steal away unheard. God himself comes, and
touches us with his benedictions, while our eyes
are closed in slumber.
He shuts our ears to
t
earth's noises, and holds us apart from its strifes
and turmoils while he builds up again in us all
that the day had torn down. He makes us for·
get our griefs and cares, and sends sweet dreams
to restore the brightness and the gladness to our
tired spirits.
"The hnmun seems to fade away,
And down the starred and shadowed skies
The heavenly comes, as memories come
Of home to hearts afar from home,
And through the darkness after day
Many a winged angel fties "

Another comfort for tired feet is in the thought
that Jesus understands the weariness. We know
that his feet were tired at t.he end of many a day.
Once, we are expressly told that, being wearied
with his long journey, he sat down on a wellcurb to rest. He had come far through the dust
and the noontide heat, and his feet were sore.
All his days were busy days; for he was ever going about on errands of love. Many a day he
had scarce(:v time to eat. Though never weary
of, he was ofttimes weary in, his Father's busi·

ness.
When our feet are tired, after the day's tasks
and journeys, it ought to be a very precious comfort to remember that our blessed Master had
like experience, and therefore is able to sympathize with us. It is one of the chief sadnesses of
many Jives that people do nol understand them,
-do not sympathize 'with them. They move
about us,-our neighbors and companions, even
our closest friends,-and laugh and jest, and are
happy and light-hearted; while we, close beside
them, are suffering. They are not aware of our
pain; and if they were, they could not give us
real sympathy, because they have never had any
experience of their own that wou!J interpret to
them our experience. Only those who have
sufl:"ered in some way can truly sympathize with
those who suffer. One who is physically strong,
and has never felt the pain of weariness, can not
understand the weakness of another whom the
the least exertion tires. The man of athletic
frame, who can walk all day without fatigue, has
small sympathy with the man of feeble health,
who is exhausted in a mile.
When we think of the glory of Christ, it would
\Seem to us at first that he cs,n not care for our
little llls and sufferings; but ";t'hen we remember
that he lived on earth, and knows our common
life by personal experience, and that he is
"touched with the feeling of our infirmities," we
know that he understands us and sympathizes
with us in every pain. ·when we think of him
sitting weary on the well·cmb, after his long,
hard journey, we are sure that, even in heaven,
he knows what tired feet mean to us after our
.day of toil. The comfort even of human sympa-

thy, without any real relief, puts new strength
am! courage into the heart of one who suffers.
The assurance of the sympathy of Christ ought
to lift the weary one above all weakness, above
all faintness, into victorious joy.
We should remember, too, that Christ's sacred
feet were wounded that our feet may be soothed
in their pain and weariness, and at last may stand
on the golden streets of heaven. There is a legend of Christ which tells qf his walking by the
sea, beautiful in form, wearing brown sandals
upon his feet. A poet puts it thus:
"He walked beside the sea; he took his snndals off
~ro bathe his weary feet in the pure~ cool wave,For he had walked across the desert sands
All day Jong,-·-and as he bathed his feet
He murmured to himself, 'Three years! three years!
And then, poor feet, the cruel nails will come
And make you bleed; but that blood will lave
All weary feet on all their thorny ways.'"

There is still another comfort for tired feet in
the hope of the rest that is waiting. This incessant toil is not to go on forever. \Ve are going
to land where the longest journey will produce
no weariness, where "tired feet with sandals loose
may rest" from all that tires. The hope of
heRven, shining in glory such a little way before,
ought to give us courage and strength to endure
whatever of pain, conflict and suffering, may
come to us in these short days.-Sel.
SUBMISSION.
"Is this the path, my Father? this the. duty?
Is there for me no higher, broader way?
1'his road where fades all life'~ fresh morning beauty,
And eomes no glowing day?"
child, leads to the Eternal Oity,
'"l'his path,
E'en
it darkeuing still and cheerless be,
But dost thou now forget my Jove and pity,
And turn, oh, child, from me?"
"But look, my Father, at my feet all bruised and
weary,
At
alas l so faltering and weak.
~Che
behind was rough, before is dreary,
'I'he end is far to seek."
"The end, my child, thou knowest not its nearness.
For thee it may be strangely, sweetly soon.
The
rosy rays which lost their clearness,
to brightest. noon."
"Bnt see these walk, my I<'ather. Dark and frowning
They rise around me in this strange and barren
land.
They hold me sternly back from glory's crowning,
As by an iron hand."
"I know, my child. The dreams of earth's ambition
Can flud tteir fair fulfillment never here.
But holier far is this thy Heaven-sent mission,
And thou to me more near."
'·Then take my hand, Oh, Father. Gently gnide me
In this the way that thon hast chosen in love.
Beneath the refnge of thy wings thou 'It hide me,
And lead me Rafe above."
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAl, REQUESTS FOR PRAYERS,

iN e once more wlicit your earnest faith and
pra.yers in behalf of Sr. Louisa ·wyatt, of Elwood, Iowa, that God may, if it is his righteous
will, restore her sight.
KIRTLAND, Ohio, Sept. 13th.

and with some of whom I have enjoyed such
feasts twenty years ago. The same bright smile
and the same warm clasping of hands, going to
show plainly to me that the Spirit of Christ has
no shadow of turning, but pressing onward to
the mark. 0 God, may I be faithful to the end!
How many of the dear sisters know as well as I,
of the joy that I speak of, and also to stand at
the brink of the water and see a young ambassador of Christ with his hand raised to heaven,
about to bury those wishing to follow Him in the
watery grave. To me this sight is particularly
grand, for I am one of those anxious mothers
who have prayed for years that I might live to
see my sons instruments in God's hands of helping to build up his kingdom, but up to this I
have not been gratified. I have not given up
the hope, however, for in prayer I have faith,
for I have proved its power many a time. God
does answer prayers, but. he knows best when to
answer. The youth who did the baptizing was
Bro. Thomas Williams, who is laboring under
Bro. G. T. Griffith's direction, May God speed
all like he! What is there on earth that brings
such peace to the soul of a mother as when she
sees her children growing up before the Lord in
wisdom's ways.
To the silvery-haired sisters let me say, I for
one am hungry in my soul. Then let us mothers continued in prayer to God in behalf of our
children that evil may have no power over them.
God bless you all to this end is the prayer of
your weak sister, in the one faith,
MARY GILLESPIE.
BELL AIR, Ills., Aug. sth.
Dear Sisters of tke Home Colunm:-I desire to
do all the good I can for the cause of Christ, and
often think if I C<)uld express m_y thoughts in
writing I would write and try to encourage others. How can we expect to do so unless we try?
I know that we receive just what we live for.
Let us all strive and pray for wisdom that we
may obtain knowledge in the gospel of Christ.
As for myself I am trying to live worthy of the
name I bear; although a name held in derision
by many, I here testify that I am proud of the
name of Latter Day Saint. We have a small
branch here of eleven members, and meet together every other Sunday.and have prayer and testimony meeting, and although few In number,
the Lord often meets with us. I ask an interest
in your prayers that l may be kept faithful, and
if I can be the means of bringing any one to see
the light of Christ how great will be my joy.
Let us each live so that when we are called away
we will be ready to go and dwell in the home
prepared for the faithful, is the prayer of your
sister,
LIZZIE WICKISER.
OMAHA, Mebraska, Sept. r8th.
Sr. Walker:- The sisters of the Omaha branch
of Latter Day Saints met in the chapel on September the 8th, and organized a Prayer Union,
and elected Sr. A. Brown secretary and treasurer
of North Side, and Sr. A. E. Sprague secretary
and treasurer of South Side.
A. BRowN, Sec'y and Tres'r.

Deczr Sister Frances:-I feel like penning a few
lin:~s to the sisters of the Home Column.
Our
district conference has just closed and again my
soul has been filled 'Nith joy to meet with so
many of God's people in the house of the Lord,

For the benefit of those wishing to organize
like associations, we publish the rules and regulations of this one:
r. The officers shall be President, Secretary
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and Treasurer, to be elected every six months.
2. There shall be two divisions of the Union.
The dividing line shall be Dodge street. The
president shall appoint some one to preside over
the respective divisions in her absence.
3· The time of meeting shall be three p. m ,
each Thursday. Those in the North Divisions
shall meet in the chapel and those of the South
Side at such place, as they may agree upon from
time to time.
4· Every member who can, should bring a freewill offering, such an amount as in their hearts,
they feel disposed to give, to be paid to the
Bishop or agent each quarter.
5· Members of the Prayer Union detained at
home should try to observe the time by holding
private devotion.
6. On the first Sunday of the first month of
each quarter a general meeting of both branches
of "the Union" shall be held in the chapel at
three p.m.
7. These rules can be changed at an,y regular
meeting called for that purpose.
TEMPLE, Mo., Sept. 7th.
Dear Sisters oj tlte Prayer Union:-I ask an
interest in your prayers that I may be healed as I
have been suffering for some time with catarrh of
the head and stomach, and if it is God's holy
will, I desire to be restored to health. I ask an
interest in your prayers that I may be able by the
help of God to overcome all evil, and not be
overcome by the evil one. That I may be worthy of receiving the blessing of health. I have
been suffering this afternoon-- was not really
able to write when I commenced to write but as
I was studying about my condition of health,
these words came to me: "Write to the sisters of
the Prayer Union and in writing to the Saints of
the Prayer Union thou shalt be healed, saith the
Spirit of the living God unto you."
Brothers and sisters, I ask an interest in your
prayers that I may by the help of God do my
duty that I may be worthy of receiving the blessings of heaven, and that my faith in God and his
promises may never cease, but ever increase until Christ our Redeemer shall come.
Truly this is the work of God and I desire to
bear my testimony to this latter day work. The
voice of the Spirit at my confirmation was, that
this church should never.be thrown down.
Saints be firm, be steadfast and faithful and
thou shalt receive a home in heaven.
Your sister,
VIOLET JORDAN.
LEBEc, Mo,, Sept. roth.
Dear Sister Frances:-Over two years ago I
was baptized by Bro. I. N. White and just as
much as a person can rejoice who feels their soul.
lighted up by the true Spirit of God, I have rejoiced.
I first heard the gospel preached by Bro. White
and while he was speaking I heard a voice telling me, "This is a true servant of God." I and
my husband were soon after baptized, and since
then my only child old enough, and how we
have rejoiced together I can not now tell you.
A little over a year ago my husband was called to the ministry and it brings many tears to
our eyes to separate now after God has brought
such a spirit of love to brighten our home and
gave ue such bright hope of the future; but when

I stop to think of this happiness being carried to
others I realize what a grand mission a tru:o s·,~r
vant of God has and I willingly make the sacrifice. Jesus has caused me to feel some of lhe
joy that will be ours when we will all be united
in that glorious kingdom and reign with Hirn a
thousand years.
It has been my happy lot to be associated w.'th
a branch of true and loving Saints where time
after time we have been cheered by the voice of
the Comforter and only last Sunday I know you
would have rejoiced to hear the testimony of an
aged brother who has moved with his children
and grand children from Minnesota last spring,
It has been here as elsewhere--some have oppoged
the divinity of the Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants-but it seems to cause Investigation and prayer to God for wisdom which
has resulted in many blessings. Evidence abundant has been given me by my heavenly Father
of the truthfulness of that book. It seems
strange to me that some will throw away all the
light that God has given them and separate themselves from a people that God owns and grants
blessings such as he does to the Reorganization.
I can testify like many of my sisters have te:;tifiedthrough the Home Column, that God has
healed me of diseases of long standing, and also
my family have been healed many times. Th,%e
are blessings that cheer me and give me coumge
to make many sacrifices that this gospel may be
sent to others.
One thing the sisters of our branch have ::10t
yet done, is to organize a Prayer Union, but I
hope it will not be neglected long.
The money you see opposite my name in the
Home Column Missionary Fund I earned by
raising and selling sweet potatoes.
With love to all the sisters, from one whc is
full of hope in the redemption of Zion.
CELIA SWENSON.

NORTH FREEDOM, Wis., Sept. zzd.
Bro. Blair :--I am truly thankful that the Lord
has not withdrawn his Spirit from your humble
servant. But when he is called on to administer
in the house of the Lord, or in his ordinances,
the desired blessing has been attained. I have
been telegraphed
come to Valley Junction
three times ln a very severe case of sickness; and
thank the Lord, they have been healed by the
power of God. Praise his holy name! I feel
that the Lord is working with his people, and I
think there will yet be a great work done in Wisconsin. Still, prejudice is very high in some
places. The last time I was at Valley Junction
I solemnized one marriage-that of Bro. Francis
L. Sawley and Sr. Elizabeth Shaw, of the same
place.
As there has been no notice of our next district conference, I wish it published, that it will
be at North Freedom, October r6th and zoth.
\Ve would be pleased to have any of the traveling ministry attend that can do so, especially
Bro. A. H. Smith"
FRANK HACKETT.
KILMANAGH, Mich., Sept. r4th.
Bro. Dancer:-Vve had a most glorious meeting· in our branch la>Jt Wednesday evening. The
Spirit of God was with us in power and I was
blessed with the gift of tongues and the Saints
were led to rejoice, and the Lord said if his
saints were faithfvl that they were to receive
great bleoslngs. I feel encouraged in the great
work of the lVIastE'r and love to see it roll on until it wends its way to earth's remotest bounds,
until every creature has heard the joyful news-the gospel of their salvation.
I feel my weakness very much, Aid me by
your prayers, for I need them.
F. c. SMITH.

HOME COLUMN l}!IsSIONARY FUND.

Sep. zo, Amount received to date ..... $1,964 32
Sr. Ida S, White, Mich... _so
Sr. M. A. White, Mich ... I oo
Sr. Dora Cann, Ill. . . . . . . 50
Sr. H. Van Dom, Cal.... _so
Bro. & Sr. B. & E.
Iowa ................. I oo
Bro. D. M. Hayer, Iowa.. oo
, Sr. Ella Albertson, Minn. 50
Sisters Aid Society, Plano
Illinois ......... , .... IZ oo
Sr. E. Carmichael, Cal. . .
Sr. M. H, Raymond, Mont.z oo
Sr. Louisa Myatt, Iowa ... I oo
Bro, & Sr. W. C. Morgan,
Iowa ........ , • . . . . . . . 50

so

$22 00

Sep. 26, Amount to date ....... _..... $r.986-~

m- Send all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

•'Rome," says a writer in the Contemporary Review, "is now a mere provincial town in an outof-the-way corner of a small inland oea.
The
headquarters of the church in the days when she
was a living reality gravitated by a natural law
to the center of ~mph·e.
If she is still to be a
living realitv, presiding over the
of
our civilization and mothering the
of
men, then she will be true to the law of her
and establish the seat of her sovereign pontiff
the center where sovereignty resides.
Rome is
of the old world, archaic, moribund, and passing
away. The center, the capitaL and the l)JOlher
city of the new world which Catholicism must
conquer or perish is not to be found on the banks
of the Tiber, but on the Thames."

NEBRASKA CITY, Neb.
Dear Fierald:-After writing I came here to
Test, and to recuperate from a severe cold contracted at the Wheeler's Grove camp meeting,
Spent last week at Brownville, and through the
kindness of Mrc \V. T. Moore, was permitted the
use of the Baptist church. The attendance was
three-fold better than when I w8.s there last June,
and those who came out appeared much more
friendly, and manitested a spirit of investigation.
And while I do not look for an immediate or
large ingathering, I believe that our work may be
planted there by wise, patient and continuous efforts. Three months ago I sold a gentleman
there a "Manuscript Found" and made some
statement in regard to the same. Rev. Hicks, a
Congregationalist minister, but "pastor" of the
M. E. Church, and a graduate of. Oberlin College,
read the Spaulding Romance and wrote to Prof.
Fairchild to enquire relative to the facts set forth
in the printed copy we are selling. As I was informed., the reply was of such a character as to
satisfy the "Rev." that the "Romance" was not
the basis or foundation of the Book of Mormon.
But, of course, this will not convert him to the
truth, but like many others he will seek some
other invention to avoid the revelation of the
restored gospel In its simplicity, as Paul wrote
to the Corinthians that "the serpent beguiled
Eve through his subtility." What would Paul
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say or write if he were with us now? Perhaps
the "hired preachers" might hear this: "Ye stiffnecked and unchristianized in heart and ears, ye
do always resist the Holy Ghost; as your fathers
did, so do ye."-Acts 7: sx.
I would like to be charitable to the learned
ministers of sectarianism, but when they speak
lightly and evil of God's work, I feel that I
should be recreant to a God-appointed duty, if I
fail to speak in plainness, and with a warning
voice call upon the people to "prove all things;
hold fast that which is good,"-r Thess. 5: 21;
as also, "Beware lest any man spoil you through
philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradition of
men, after the rudiments of the world, and not
after Christ."-Col. 2:8.
Our family has met with sad loss in the death
of my youngest brother, who passed from the
conflict of life to the record and reward of the
future last Friday evening. Young, strong and
promising, but gone! Sad, but hopeful.
RoBT. M. ELVIN.
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Sept. zoth.
Mr. David Dancer: - Will you please say
through th Herald to those sisters who wish to
help the Sisters Aid Society in their work for the
new church here, that my address is, Mrs B. C.
Smith, Box 270, Independence, Missouri. Anything sent us will be very thankfully received,
and should be sent by the roth of October. We
have decided to hold our bazaar with the young
ladies who are working for the organ.
Yours very truly,
MRS. B. c. SMITH.
ADDISoN, 1\iaine, Sept. Izth.
Bretkren ".fosejk and William:- Because I
haven't written to the Herald for some time you
must not think J. C. Foss has been lying idle.
Since I reached my old field of labor I have
preached in Kennebec, Mason's Bay, Jonesport,
Green's Landing, and Addison. Baptized five;
others near the kingdom. I found many of my
children in the glorious gospel to whom I once
labored hard to point out the way, strong in the
faith, and they feel like staying on board of the
good old ship, Zion, till she lands them safe in
the harbor of an endless res'c; and others that
had grown cold. But I see a few sparks of gospel fire left in them; and as
blow the gospel
bellows I see the fire kindles ane"' on the altar
of their hearts. There is a good class of people
in Maine, and like Saints in all other parts of the
world, they want to be looked after and need
help to cheer them up on the onward march.
I received of the governor of the state yesterday, a commission authorizing ar,d empowering
me to solemnize marriages within the state.
There are several more points in the Eastern
Maine district which I shall visit as soon as possible. I am looking for the president of my mission to be here soon and help me.
Some of our professed Christian ministers
who have been trying to pull down the latter
day work, have taken a fall themselves. "Cursings, like chickens, come home to roost."
Some have tried to drive members out of
our church, but in doing so it only made them
stronger in the faith, and drove them nearer the
Lord.
My little Mamie was taken very sick last week;
throat very sore, and some pronounced it diph-

HERALD.

thr"ria I called upon brethren Aaron W. Kelley
and Josiah Steel and we administered to her
several times. She seemed to grow worse. I
stayed by her day and night and on Tuesday
morning I made up my mind that unless God by
hi>: power did interpose, her time had come to depart this life. I again anointed her and bowed
in prayer over her; and of course I felt to weep
over my only child and plead with the God of
heaven once more. On vVednesday morning the
sore throat was nearly well and the fever gone,
and my darling girl up, dressed, and played
around the house, and has been to meeting with
us all right again, for which I feel to thank my
God.
Address Jonesport, Maise.
Yours truly,
J. C. Foss.
PoMONA, Cal., Sept. I rth.
W. W. Blair/ dear sir :-Is it customary for
professed teachers of the law of salvation to ignore entirely questions addressed them for inform~tion on the plan of salvation?
enclose a letter, a copy of which I enclosed
with stamp for reply to the Captain of the Salvation Army at Pasadena, California, nearly two
weeks ago, and as yet have no reply, though only
twenty-five miles intervene. I think if these
questions, or any other, came to me from one
professedly seeking light, and I did not do what
I cou'id to z.nswer them, I might possibly be called
upon at the last day for a plain Christian duty,
and perhaps for the loss of a soul which I had allowed to wander in darkness. I am forced to
think that if people had the light as they profess,
thc;y would
let it shine when they have
oc<:asion, and not hide it under a bushel. I ask
you for an answer to these questions, as you have
before stood ready and willing to answer according to your understanding.
Yours truly,
T. S. BRowN.

Ca}tain Willis/ dear sir :-Being con&iderably
interested in the salvation of souls, I write you
fm light on one or two points. I brought them
before the Salvation Army here, but found them
somewhat divided in opinion, and as I did not
wish to sow discord I did not press my inquiries.
In the first place, you know in Christ's last comITif\.nd before ascension there are three elements,
firnt, Baptism (Matthew z8:r9 and Mark I6: I6);
second, Faith or belief (Mark r6: r6), and, thirdly, Repentance (Luke Z+: +7)· I give them as
they come in the several gospels, though for our
re(eption they would- be different. Now, what
we c2.n not agree upon is this,-must we obey all
three elements? or in other wbrds, can we be
s~xed by baptism and faith without repentance?
or bapt!.sm and repentance without faith? or repe'ltance and faith without baptism? or by accepting any one element and neglecting the
other two? Since all were given in one commr,nd, and either element seems equally binding,
are we safe in allowing conscience to dictate
wl:-.ether we obey fully, or in part? Another
phase of the question, Was water baptism here
intended? It would seem to me that it must be,
since Christ never authorized any man to baptize
with his Spirit; and Peter's first sermon also
to m&Jc<o it clear where he does not request, but
commands them to be baptized and then they
should receive the Holy Ghost (see Acts 2: 38),
also in Acts 8: 12 many were baptized, but 'the

baptism of the Holy Ghost was not given till
some time after (Acts 8: r6, I7), also in Acts
I7: +5 the Holy Ghost was given as a sign to the
Jews; after this Peter commanded them to be
baptized in water.
·
Again, Paul says in Heb. 6: 2 (New Translation), the first principles of the docrrine of Christ
are baptism, laying on of hands, etc. Now If we
stand before the people and teach simple belief
as saving us, are we coming short of teaching
the first principles of doctrine; also, where have
we dropped the laying on of hands? We claim
the canon of scripture is full and revelation
closed to us, yet I think it must have been closed
too soon, or it would inform us that revelation
direct from God through his messengers was
taken away; also the officers in the primitive
church which we are informed God set in the
church for certain purposes (see Eph. +: I2), and
to remain till we attain to certain things (see Eph.
+: I3), which we certainly have not done, espec'ially come to a unity of faith; besides, we are
promised certain gifts in Mark I6: r7 and I Cor.
I2: 28. Pder's sermon says to as many as God
shall call these things shall be given (see Acts 2:
39), and these things are not yet passed unless
"the last days" are passed, which from the nature
of things can not be. And we can not say those
things were promised to the people of that day
alone, for St. Paul expressly says, "To all that
call upon the name of the Lord, in every place."
- I Cor. I: 2. Besides this, the Spirit told St.
John in A.D. 96, "That the testimony of Jesus is
the Spirit of prophecy."-Rev. r9: IO; John 3:
32-34·
Do we have the Spirit of prophecy in these
days? lf not, have we the testimony of Jesus!
It can do us little good to overlook these things
or underestimate this importance; for it will be
wholly useless to be without them if intended for
onr day; and I must confess the language left
us all points to this as the very day they were intended for. I have tried to slip over these things
and to think them not worth looking after; but
what we want is truth. Nothing else will save
us; and if we blind our own eyes we are alone
responsible for our soul's condemnation.
Hoping to hear from you soon, and that, looking at these things from diferent positions we
may know the truth.
I am yours for the truth.
T. S. BROWN.
[Our answer to the foregoing questions of Bro.
Brown is simply to say, the texts he quotes and
cites should forever settle those questions on the
side of Bible Christianity and against the mystified and bewildering creeds and theories of manmade systems of religion. God's word is right;
His system of salvation is right; and we may
safely say of those who rely on the words of men
and their religious systems, thereby ignoring or
rejecting the Lord's ways, "Shall their unbelief
make the faith of God of none effect? God forbid: yea, let God be true, but every man a liar;
as it is written, that thou mightest be justified in
thy saying, and mightest overcome when thou
art judged."-Rom. 3:3, 4.-ED.]
HAMBURG, Iowa, Sept, zsth.
Bro. Blair : - I shall labor here, or east of here,

till our conference, and possibly reach Shenandoah. I am having good attentive audiences
and expect to baptize some shortly.
Yours,
H. KEMP.
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THE SAINTS' H
KEMPNER, Texas, Sept. r6th.
Dear Herald:-We are few in number, though
firm in the faith. We have had no preaching
since last winter. We had a debate between an
Elder Gibson and Brother Ezzell. ·Brother I. N.
Roberts wrote to me since the debate, wanting
to know how it came out. The Campbellites
say they beat him bad, but there were a good
many people here who were almost ready to be
baptized into the Church of Christ. They are
still reading. Elder Gibson told me he wanted
to meet one of our best elders here at the same
place, and there are many of our friends that
would be glad to hear an elder debate with him.
I hope that one of our elders will come and meet
him, and preach for us. Yours in Christ,
F. M. OLDHAM.
EAST DELAVAN, Wis., Sept. r6tb.
Bro. Blair :-The work in the southern part of
this state progresses very slowly; but still it advances, notwithstanding a heavy opposition.
There is a strong disposition to keep us from
reaching the ears of the people. In some instances this is caused by ignorance of our faith; in
others, it is perverse willfulness.
In the early part of July, associated with Elder
M. T. Short, I arrived in Walworth county. Our
efforts were confined to Springfield, Lyons, Elkhorn, Geneva and Delavan; as also a few rural
districts. This work excited comment from the
press, which was unreliable and misleading. In
the end it was quite generally corrected, the Milwaukee Sentinel giving the Saints fair representation. On September rst Elder F. M. Cooper
was in onr midst. After he had done some local
work, we repaired to Johnstown, near which
place he conducted a short, but I believe successful campaign. We began operatio}ls by attending a yaung people's prayer meeting over which
Mr. Alma Woodstock presided. He is a young
man of sterling worth. After three discourses,
he and his sister, Miss Effie, both of whom have
been commendably studying the 'VOrk for some
time, were baptized by Bro. Cooper. Mr and
Mrs. Willard Woodstock, their parents, were
baptized in June by Elder Henry Southwick.
Their grandparent, Willard Woodstock, was an
elder in the first organization. Although they
were firm in another faith, yet they loved and
followed the gospel's glad sound. "Behold I
send you Elijah the prophet, . . . and he shall
turn the hearts of fathers to their children and
the hearts of the children to their fathers." What
a noble cause! Who would impede its progress,
or stand idly by?
On August 31st I baptized Misses Mamie and
Jennie Cooper, who had been taught the way of
the Lord by kind and prudent parents. The
branch here is increasing slowly in numbers and
steadily in unity and spirituality. So let it be.
W. S. PENDER.
EAsT DELAVAN, Wis., Sept. r8th.
Bro. Blair :-Six have been baptized into the
church during my present trip through the northern part of the district, and the spirituai condition of the Saints is generally good.
At some points in Wisconsin where preaching
has been done, threats have been made of pefsonal violence to the preachers; but thus far all
appointments have been filled without any
serious outbreak. Respectfully,
F. M. CooPER.

ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive ·i;he
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible :lor
their own views. Contributions solicited.

WAYS THAT
BY

PRES. JOSEPH SMITH.

FRANKLIN D. RrcHARDS, one of the
apostles and associate historian of the
Utah Mormon Church, has furnished lYir,
George J. Hagar, editor of a work entitled, "What the World
The False
and the true," published in New York
Gay Brother;; and Company, and
righted in r888, a chapter on the
and doctrines of the church of
he is a member and an officer.
On page 6oo of that work Mr. Richards
gives the following:

"On the 12th of July, r843, about one year hefore his death, Joseph Smith received a revelafron
from God ori the eternity of the Marriage covenant, including plurality of
wherein the
Lord explained the principle
doctrine of
men of God having more wives than one; also
imposing it upon the church, and commanding
its observance, under strict and righteous regulations. In consequence of the prevailing prejudice and opposition to this doctrine, it was not
considered prudent to make it public at the time,
more especially as it was not applic,ble to persons not members of the church. Consequently
it was not made public until about eight years
after Joseph Smith's death, when-it was publicly
read to the church in special conference at Salt
Lake City, and was accepted
the conference
August 29th, r852. It is well
among
Latter Day Saints that Joseph Smith and many
other prominent members of the church married,
or had sealed to them, several wives. Joseph
Smith's first wife was Emma Hale, whowas marto him January r8th, r827. Of the names or
number of his other wives, as also the dates of
their marriage to him, we are not informed.
After the publication of this doctrine the custom
of having several wives prevailed to an increa.,ed
extent in the church. These several wives have
always been considered as honorable and their
children as legitimate in the sight of God and of
the accepted members of the church, as any other
wives and children, and have been treated as
such."

On pages 601-2 Mr, Richards
record the declaration of the
the church written by Joseph Smith
1842. It is the same as given by
Q. Cannon in his "Life of Joseph
and the same as published by
Smith himself in Tbnes and Seasons.
official paper pf the church from I

on
of
in

84o to

1844·

Of plural marriage in Utah, Mr. Richards states on page 6o3:
"The establishment of the plural marriage system among the Il<formons has been a work of
years. It was no sudden social revolution, but
has been a steady growth. The 'Revelation on
Celestial Marriage' was made known at first to
but a few and to them in secret." . . .
"The tragic death of the prophet and patria1·ch
and the exodus from Nauvoo, with the subsequent
toilsome march across the .wilderness to the vales
in the Rocky Mountains somewhat retarded the
increase of plural marriage, but at the same time
spread a knowledge as to the doctrine and the
relations existing under it, because
became acquainted with his neighbor's
"In 1852 the revelation was made public both
to the Saints and to the world. The example of
men and women, recognized as good dti.zens and

worthy and leading members of the church, who
lived in harmony and advocated the system, aided the exposition of the doctrine by the preaching
of the elders in est:~blishing the practice among
the general community. Only those considered
worthy were permitted to engage in it, the
ceremony of seallng in each case, whether
of a first wife or a plural wife, being exactly the
same and solemnized in the name of the Deity
for time and all eternity, thus laying hold upon
the world to come, it came to be viewed as a
mark of distinction and a sacred privilege to be
practically connected with what was called the
'Eternal Order of Patriarchal Marriage,' in which
were the 'blessings of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.'
The term polygamy is not considered by the
Mormons as properly applied to their marriage
system. They call it celestial marriage, because
it is an eternal contract under divine regulation;
and think that 'Plural Marriage' is more appropriate to them than •Polygamy .'"
"Each wife usually has her own home. Often
lt is her own property, held in her own right; for
the laws of Utah are very liberal a.s to the property rights of women, married or single. If circumstances render this impossible, or inexpedient, she lives in her own apartments, with the
control of her own children and affairs. Nowhere
is the horne principle cherished more than among
the Mormons; for the family ls considered as the
present and future heaven. And as 'the woman
is the glory of the man,· so the children are the
glory of the mother and the basis of her kingdom
with her 'love' in the world to come. Thoughtful young women, looking to eternity as well as
time, believing 1hat their happiness forever is involved in the choke of a husband, in many instances prefer to tmst their destiny to an honorable, God-fE"aring, industrious man who bas proven his integrity ln the family relation, both to
his wife and his children, rather than chance the
risks of an untried and possibly unstable youth
who may turn out a blank in that which some
call the lottery of wedlock.
"The support of plurn1 families is a puzzle to
lnquirem familiar with the struggles in monogamic society to support an ordinary family and
keep up appearances. In the valleys of Utah
there are opportunities for accumulating means
other than by daily toil which enterprising men
are not slow to take advantage of, and these are
the class, as a rule, that enter into polygamy . . .
The wives, too, learn to be economical and
thrifty, and are mutually helpful, assisting each
other in times of sickness and willing to share
with each other in the comforts as well as toils
of family life. These women are not butterflies
of fashion, but working bees in the family hive.
The increase, not the suppression of progeny, !s
their desire and ambition. Their pleasures are
simple and are not the chief object of exertion
and existence." . . .
"Of course there are cases of unhappiness and
discord in polygamous relations The people are
human beings with like passions and feelings to
others. Both men and women, in polygamy as
in monogamy, sometimes act foolishly or wickedly or both. The very opportunities that polygamy affords for the exercise of· patience, forbearance, charity, self-control, and regard for the
wishes of others, are openings for indulgence in
their opposites. But experience has demonstrated that those virtues are absolutely necessary to
the very existence of plural families, to say nothing of peace and content, which are the groundwork of happiness." . . .
"As there is no rule or obligation that compels
a plural wife to remain in relations which she
desires to sever, fairness and a proper deportment
are rendered necessary on the part of the husband, in order io retain her allegiance and her
affections. When all its aspects are viewed impartially, there will be more general surprise that
men will assume the multiplied responsibilities
of Mormon polygamy, than that women can accept their position in the system."
"The large majority of the people of Utah ..are
monogamous in practice. The female population is less than. the male. •Celestial Marriage,'
as the plmal system is called, is only for persons
of elevated character, recommended by the local
and endorsed by the general church authorities.
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While all, with but a very few exceptions, believe
in the rightfulness of plural marriage under given
circumstances, all do not consider it obiigatory
upon them or that they are suited to its conditions and responsibilities . . , . The polygamists are all disfranchised. No one can vote or
hold office who is a polygamist or who will not
take an oath to obey the laws. The voters, then,
are monogamists, present and prospective. They
have framed a State Constitution embodying
provisions already in existence under the laws of
the United States . . . . The monogamous Mormons do not refer to matters of faith in the Constitution they have framed, for these are outside
of politics. · But they intend in good faith to
carry out the provisions they have made under
the State in deference to the pronounced decision of the vast majority of th~e nation, not as a
religious but as a political measure. The
lygamists have no voice in the matter, for
have no votes. The people who have broken no
law claim the rights of citizens under the law,
and they deny the justice of depriving them of
political rights because of the alleged misdemeanor of others over whom they have no control."

the revelatirm itself. For, if Mr. Richis correct in statmg that it was imupon th;; church, by command reobservance, and there is no
time
for its promulgation as
in the document itself,
in force from the date it
should have. been made
This was not the case, howfor Mr. Richards states that it was
known to i~ut a few, and to them
in secret." This secrecv was maintained,
until the exodus from Nauvoo,
knew everybody else's
aflairs"! of course then it leaked out.
And it was not until this "leaking out" of
other people's afthe leading men in
submitted to the rule of
in complicity with the
brought in "p'.\vily,"
to make it public.
Whether Mr. Apostle Franklin D.
Mr.
correct] y states that the
Richards was selected by his co-laborers
to furnish this chapter of
for the document cglJed a revdaiion was read at
29th, 185z, at
work named, or not, we are not
; a conference held
minutes of that
but as he is one of the lesding officers of SHlt L::;ke City; but
as published in the Salt Lake
the church, and an associate in the ofl.1ce
current volume, and reof the Historian, it is fair to presume, that
Jlfillennial Star, fail to
so far as the church to which he belongs,
by vote, or anyand which he represents in his article, is
that consideration and
concerned, he writes
authoritatively.
document was had, or
With this thought we review the chapter,
CVf'n offered to the
or that any
in regard to the one subject, "plural or cesubmission to the conference for acceptlestial marriage."
of it was had. It was
Mr. Richards g-ives the day and date on anr:e or
conference, called for a
which Joseph Smith is said "to have "reas stated by Pres. B.
ceived a revelation from God" on the maras the minutes show, and
riage relation, and gives the date as July
to
a word except
12th, 1843. He further states that it was
Elder Orson
"imposed" upon the cburch, and its "obreason why
servance commanded
strict and
was
reserved to be read at the annurighteous regullltions."
serr.li-annual session of conference, or
Notwithstanding th1s, it was
it w'l'- not
presented for exeight years after Joseph Smith's
with the word
that this important revelation
the church,
such a radical and pronounced
in
of record. Neither was
regard to the sacred institution of marriage
it was received by Joseph
in the church was made
This
stated
.Mr. Richards, or at
"about eight years," was from Jnne 27th,
officially presented
1844, to August
1852, eig-ht yeHrs
the three leading- quorums ot
and two months;
nine vears, one
church whose decision might be had
month and seventeen
from the stated
to its
that we have
date of its
to Mr.
No report from
Richards. But
states th:-;t
accornpanied the document
because of the
and
B. Young to that
to tbe doctrine was deemed
nor was any such renot to make
public."
was no previous notice
would appear from the above stateof the dogma,
ment of Mr. Richards that the time for
'JO cal.l made
the official gathering of
the giving of this revelation v1as a
the quormn3 that
might act as they
one; that the Lord had
chosen wisely the
of time and the :Jid when the Doctrine and Covenants was
to be declared the law of the
condition of men's minds in which to "imas was done in August, 1835·
pose" this change in their
If it
Hence we CP..n but conclude that Mr.
was not prudent in those
'Nhom the
Richards either purposely, or ignorantlY,
commandment came to make it
what shall be said of the prudence of the misstates when he says that the revelation
the conference, August
one who gave the command at the inop·
49th, J
portune and unfortunate
at which
Richards states that "it is well unthese men say that it was given? Besides
it is not a little
that the derstood among Latter Day Saints that
Smith and many other prominent
determination of the time should have '
the church married, or had
been left as it appears
Mr. Richards'
several wives. It would
statement it was, to the
or judg- . sealed to
ment of President B.
instead of be curious to now discover how manv were
been made the
command ' ''the few" to whom this grave departure

I
I

from the "righteous law" of 1831 was revealed "in secret;" and how many were
the "many" prominent men who married
several wives. This uncertain number, so
variously stated to be "but few" in one line,
and "many," in another; to be so secretly
known that but "few" knew of it, and
yet so widely known that it was "well understood," is very puzzling to him that is
searching for the straight of it. Especially is this bewildering when the reader
further reads Mr. Richards' statement that
Joseph Smith's first wife was Emma Hale,
the dateof whose marriage to the prophet
is known and given,January 18th, 1827; but
that of "the names, or number of his other
wive~, as also the dates of their marriage
to him, we are not informed." It is well
for men to sometimes state the truth, and
it is to be hoped that Mr. Richards has
done so in the foregoing- just quoted.
What hidden meaning, or subtle difference
of intent Mr. Richard's may hold as expressed in the words, "or had sealed to
them," following the word "married,"
does not appear; but whatever it may be,
as the laws of Illinois declared the having
more than one wife at the same time to be
bigamy, punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, it can not safely be held to
be a ceremony of marriage st'lch as made
Joseph Smith and Emma Hale husband
and wife, without m<'lking Joseph Smith
to have been at the time a breaker of the
law of the state where he lived and died.
Mr. Richards states that the observance
of the command enjoining plural marriage
was to he "under strict and righteous regulations."
What these reg-ulations are does not appear from the document, nor is there in it
a commandment to the church commanding its adoption and ohservance as a rule
for the government of the church. It was
made known to hut "a few," and even
as late as 1~52, "only those con;;;idered
worthv were permitted to engag-e in
it." And yet the "practice" was e'.tahlisheo "among the general community."
Mr. Richards doe~ not state by whom the
worthiness to take several wives in plural
marriage was determined, during the period in which the doctrine was growing upon the community; nor is there anything
in the document, called a revelation, that
defines the characteristics of the candidates
to this peculiar distinction. We believe,
however, from the evidence of those who
were in membership with the Utah church
at that time and since, who have refused
credence to that dogma, that this prerogative was exercised by President R Young;
and that he alone decided as to the fitness
or unfitness of the one who desired to avail
himself of this peculiar doctrine. We believe, and from the same evidence, that in
many instances individuals were commanded by President Young and President
Kimball to involve themselves in the
meshes of the system, when not only the
lawful wife objected, but their own inclinations and judgment were against the entanglement. Subsequently to the death of
President Young, the matter of worthiness
is said to have been made dependent upon
the recommend of the Bishop of the ward
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where the man lived, subject to the endorsement of the President of the church,
thus virtually making the local Lishop the
judge of the qualifications of the candidate
for celestial marriage, checked only by the
veto power invested in the President. The
document claimed as the basis for the system is silent in regard to how this worthiness is to be determined; and we can only
conclude that if a man could stand in with
the bishop, favoritism would succeed
where worth were wanting; and Mr.
Richards' admission that "there are cases
of unhappiness and discord in polygamous
relations," admits that some unworthy ones
have been permitted to engage in its practice. One man, whose acquaintance with
plural marriage extended over many years,
publicly stated that when he "took polygamy into his household, he took hell in
with it." Another, extensively acquainted
in the territory of Utah, stated in the presence of his wife and the writer hereof, that
he had visited the families of many from
the north to the south of Utah, and being
a member of the church in good standing,
there was no attempt to conceal the real
conditions from him, and that in "no single
instance in which the second wife had bee-n
taken, was there happiness in the household afterwards." Mr. Richards admits
in so many words that "patience, forbearance, charity, self-control and regard for
the wishes of,pthers," are "absolutely necessary to the very existence of plural
families, to say nothing of peace and content, which are the groundwork of happiness."
One of the most astounding features of
this many sided presentation of Mr. Richards' is the following:
"As there is no rule or obligation that compels a
plural wife to remain in relations she desires to
sever, fairness and a proper deportment are rendered necessary on the part of the husband, in
order to retain her allegiance and her affections."

Compare this with Mr. Richards'- statement that "the ceremony of sealing in
each case, whether of a first wife, or a
plural wife, being exactly the same and
solemnized in the name of D.:ity for time
and all eternity, thus laying hold upon
the world to come," and we have one of
the strangest contradictions possible to
conceive of. Mr. Richards is attempting
to give a satisfactory showing of plural
marriage existing among the Mormons as
a religious tenet and practice, as contradistinguished from the one-wife rule obtaining elsewhere, and in doing so starts out
with the statement that it was instituted
by divine commandment, to be observed
under "strict and righteous regulations;"
that it was a celestial contract and reached
beyond time into eternity; that it was held
to be a matter of great distinction and a
"sacred privilege" to be united in relations
in the "Eternal Order of Patriarchal Marriage," and insists that it should be called
"Celestial Marriage, because it is an eternal
contract under divine regulations;" that
the ceremony of muriage with the first
wife and with the plural wife or wives is
the same, exact! y the same, and yet there
is no rule or obligation which requires~or
compels a plural wife to remain in such re-

lations should she desire to sever them.
If the ceremony by which marriage is
solemnized between a man and a first or
only wife, under this celestial
1s the
same as that by which the same man is
made the husband of a plural wife or
wives, then the rule and obligation upon
the wife to remain in the marital relation
with the man whom she thus marries are
the same as those which bind the plura,l
wife or wives-neither better nor worse. If
Mr. Richards' statement is correct,
we have reason from the
ol'
others of the same church as himself to be"'
Jieve that the matter of obligation un
der the plural wife
is so un ·
derstood by them), then
perpetuity ol'
this "eternal contract of marriage" is ter·"
minable upon the will, whim, caprice,
wish, or desire of the wife or w-ives mar,,
ried or sealed under its rule. Surely,
there is nothing more binding upon the
husband than upon the wife or wives; for
it there is no r~le or obligation upon the
wife, there can be none upon the husband,
Can there possibly be among monogamists
a marriage system whose rule or
tion is looser and less binding than
plural marriage system as stated by Mr,
Richards?
There is in the document called a reve.
lation, and which Mr. Richards
the divine sanction for plural
provision for divorce, and no rule for
annulling the contract once made under it
hence 'the statement made that there is "no
rule or obligation" enforcing its observ ..
ance must have been made because of some
subsequent teaching not warranted by the
document itself, teaching which not
violates the article itself, but ignores
vitiates it as well as practically dishonor~
ing the command, "Thou shall love thy
wife with all thy heart and cleave unto her
and none else," and this further enactment
of the Lord: "Whosoever shall
away
his wife and marry another committeth
adultery against her. And if a woman
shall put away her husband, and be married to another, she committeth
-Mark ro: I I, rz.
Mr. Richard~ states that "Celestial Marriage is only for persons of elevated character, recommended by the local and endorsed by the general church authorities.'"
Elsewhere he states:
"In the valleys of Utah there are opportunities
for accumulating means other than by daily toil
which enterprising men are not slow to take advantage of, and these are the class, as a rule, that
enter into polygamy."

What these opportunities are to accumulate wealth in other ways than by
toil which the valleys of Utah offer
men of enterprise, different from and superior to the valleys of other states and
territories of the United S~ates, Mr. Richards does not state; but from what he
does state the men of daily toil, the workers by hand, are as a class precluded from
the privileges of this celestial law; but the
men of enterprise and wealth, who
their means in other ways than by
toil, make up the class of polygamists.
inference which Mr. Richards intends to
be drawn from this is, that polygamists

support their wives. What does he mean
then, when he states:
"The wives, too, learn to be economical and
thrifty, and are mutually helpful, assisting each
other in times of sickness and willing to share
with each other in the comforts as well as trials
of family life. These women are not butterflies
of fashion, but working bees in the family ltive."

The idea of
from a husband
conveyed in the statement concerning men
of enterprise and wealth being the ones
suffered to enter into polygamy, thus accounting for the sustenance and maintenance of
families, and the one of selfdependence and self-support which is im ..
posed upon women by plural marriage,
are incompatible one with the other. But
the history of the system in Utah illustrates sadly that the latter has been and is
far too frequently the case.
Mr. Richards states that
"Thoughtful young women, looking to eternity
as well as time, believing that their happines forever is involved in the choice of a hu~band, in
many instances prefer to trust their destiny to an
honorable, God-fearing, industrious man who has
proved his integrity in the family relation, both
to his wife and his children, rather than chance
the risks of an untried and possibly unstable
youth who may turn out a blank in that whlch
some call the lottery of wedlock."

If Mr. Richards had stated that this
condition of belief on the part of these
"thoughtful young women" had been the
result of long continued and persistent
teaching upon the part of the old men and
leaders of the church, who claimed that
these young and untri.ed men "could not
save" the women whom they marry, not
having sufficient "priesthood," he would
have partially accounted for the morbid
condition of mind under which a young
woman could prefer plural marriage with
a man already married, to a first marriage
with one of a suitable age. And when
we take into consideration the statement
that women in plural marriage are under
"no rule or obligation to remain" in such
relation, how can the statement be accepted that such a young woman's "happiness
forever" is involved in her "choice of a
husband?" The practical result in Utah
of such unions as Mr. Richards suggests,
has been to leave young women, plural
wives, unprovided for at the death of the
plural husband, plural widows, frequently
with children to care for, under conditions
worse than widowhood indeed.
"The large majority of the people of Utah are
monogamous in practice. The female population is less than the male."

So states Mr. Richards. This is the
statement of the situation in a nutshell.
How Mr. Richards should have blundered
into such a statemement, in view of the
history of the advocacy and defense of
plural marriage by the elders of his church
during the last thirty-five years, and the
possible facts in the case, is very curious.
But God having instituted wedlock and
given the pattern in Eden, has so ordained
the laws governing the existence of mankind that each man and woman has by
creation and birth an equal and indisputable right to a companion. The female
population of Utah being less than that of
the male, absolutely forbids and makes
impossible the carrying out of a command
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from Mr. Richards' statement
to observe a law of plural marriage, if any
such command had ever been given. If it
the "given circumstances" make
is a privilege to a few men, that privilege
1-'v.oo"'""" for all the men to practice pluis exercised at the expense of some other
marriage, they would do it. Hence
man's right, constructively, and defeats the vve may be pardoned for a degree of inidea of its being a reward of merit; as ' credulity in not accepting the plea, that
worthiness may possibly attach to the these who refrain should not be deprived
many;while few receive the reward. The of any right or privilege as citizens by
equal numbers of the men and women of reason of misdemeanors committed by
Utah is God's standing protest and argu- those who not only believe, but having
ment against the plural marriage system! the courage of their convictions or inclinaIf plural marriage is a command to the tions, practice it to the infr21ction of laws
church, it is to all; and all should feel it to against it. The very fact stated by Mr.
be obligatory upon them; but its impossi- Richards that the majority has no control
bility is an arg·ument against the claim for over the minority, is a confession that it
would not have were the conditions
its divinity.
changed by statehood, for the idea of the
The~ claim )(stated iby ~Mr. ;,Richards
majority ruling is thus denied. If this
that
great majority, monogamous in its prac"The monogamous Mormons do not refer to
matters of faith in the Constitution they have
tice, had in the past controlled in Utah, or
framed, for these are outside of politics. But
would now assert the right of the majorthey intend in good faith to carry out the pro··
to control the minority, and stop furvisions they have made under the state in deferinfractions of the pronounced opinion
ence to the pronounced decision of the vast maof the American sentiment crystalized into
jority of the nation, not as a religious but a political measure. The polygamists have no voice
National law, then we and all who may
ln the matter for they have no votes. The peobe directly or remotely interested in the
ple who have broken no law claim the rights of
matter, either religiously or politically,
citizens under the law, and they deny the justice
could accept Mr. Richards' statement that
of depriving them of political rights because of
the monogamous Mormons intend in good
the alleged misdemeanor of others over 1vhom
they have no control."
faith to carry out the provisions named.
In the closing sentence of the foregoing Or if the polygamous minority, those who
statement lies the mischief of the whole have so far held the control, and who
plural wife system. The monogamous have disregarded and are now disregardportion, made so not because of belief in ing the law which reflects the "proits rightfulness, but from necessity and nounced decision of the vast majority of
impossibility to be otherwise, are not in the nation," will fall into line with the
"·control," religiously; and were not po- rnonogamous majority and avow their
litically funtil polygamists were disfran- willingness and intention to carry out
chised, if they are now. The polygamous E.uch provisions enacted by the majority,
element is the controlling one; and Mr. then we and all others would feel much
Richards hurts his cause when he states,- more readiness to accept Mr. Richards'
statement and plea. But while the minor"While all, with but very few exceptions, beity refuses to give such assurance, and the
lieve in the rightfulness of plural marriages
majority alleges that they can not control,
under given circumstances, all do not consider
it obligatory upon them, or that they are suited
it leaves their declaration of good faith and
to its conditions and responsibilities.''
intention to be received Joubtfully.
The minority believing in and practicThe belief of the majority in the system
presented by Mr. Richards thus being
marriage are aided, abetted and
in their opinion and deeds by the
publicly stated, the "control" admitted to
be in the minority who have been disfran- opmwns and sustaining concurrence in
chised, not because of "alleged misde- "belief" of the believing majority who do
meanor" under the law, but for~! actual in- not practice though they do believe, notfraction of its provisions, what guarantee vvithstanding the open profession of abanhas the people of the nation, or the gov- donment made by the majority. The arernment, of the professed good faith of gument by the pluralist is, "These breththose who framed that State Constitution ren of ours are not in the practice of this
and are asking admission to statehood un- doctrine; they make no sacrifices, and
der it? If this monogamous majority can abandon no wives in making the concesnot now~control that polygamous minority, sions they do. They believe as sincerely as
'life
and would practice as we do if they
"over~whom:they have no control," what
is there apparent in the system that is as- could; hence they make a virtue of the
suring to the ordinary looker on, and to necessity. We can not endorse their prothe Government, that when statehood fession in good faith. They have no conshould be conferred this same monoga- trol over us now, and would not have if thev
mous majority would any more control the ,,uccecd in having their constitution acceptdisturbing plural
minority than ed and Utah made a state. Believing as
it does now? When
believe it, and they do with us in the matter, we would
safe if they should come into the
would practice it were possible for them be
to do so, what restraint would this believ- exercise of state powers; for they could
defeat the provisions of the constituing multitude exercise upon those of the
neglecting to pass statutory enactminority who would disregard those prowhich those provisions could be
visions framed against their practice, as a
And if such statutory enactpolitical measure, because of the "pronounced decision of the vast majority of ments were passed, our brethren could
the Nation"?
not conscientiously enforce them against
\Ve do no violence to the people when us and bring violators of those statutes to ,

punishment, because it is a matter of religious conscience and their belief is like
ours; so in either case we have nothing to
fear."
Would there be anything faulty in such
reasoning from the premises offered by
Mr. Richards in the chapter we have been
examining? If so, where is it?
In the declaration of the faith of the
church as given by Mr. Richards, from
the pen of Joseph Smith in 1842 and 1844,
there is no provision for plural marriage.
The position and declaration of the church
on the marriage relation is given in the
Church Articles and Covenants, and is,
"Thou shalt love thy wife with all thy heart,
and shall cleave unto lzer a1td none else/'

And
"We declare that we believe, that one man
should have one wife; and one woman but one
husband, except in case of death when either is
at liberty to marry again."

In apparent palliation of the complete
antagonism and radical and opposing differences between the system of marriage and
the belief of the church in regard to the
domestic relati()n, existing during the lifetime and at the death of Joseph Smith,
and the system and belief obtaining in
Utah, and of which Mr. Richards is writing, he states:
"The establishment of the Plural Marriage
system among the Mormons has been the work
of years. It was no sudden social revolution, but
has been a steady growth."

Just so. The document alleged to be a
reveh:tion from God announces a philosophy which is totally at variance with the
facts of creation, the spiritual precepts and
teaching of Christ and the New Testament Scriptures, the American idea and
institution of the home and family relation,
the positive declaration of God in the
Book of Mormon, and the direct commandment of God to the Church itself,
which commandment was in force at the
establishment of the Church in r83o and
unrepealed at the death of Joseph Smith
and since. Plural marriage was a doctrine
"brought in privily," in "secret." Men of
minds congenial to its tendencies found it
convenient; they accepted it readily, or by
its blandishments broke down and discarded the teaching already obtaining as the
rule of faith and practice, and blundered
headlong and blindly into it. When once
enmeshed in its practice, policy dictated to
them that others must be entrapped also.
So, like a cancer on the social sytem, it
spread wherever its roots found congenial
soil, until the secrecy of its introduction
could no longer be kept; then with a
flourish of prophecy on President B.
Young's part, and an elaborate eulogy
upon the philosophy delivered by Elder
Orson Pratt, the "social revolution" was
completed so far as Utah Mormons were
concerned. What the harvest of such
sowing shall be remains to time and time's
events to determine.
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ELDER CAFF ALL'S REJOINDER.

BRo. W. W. BLAIR:-May it please you:
Nothing since my identification with and
essaying to live the laws God has given to
govern the church which it has pleased
him to establish in the latter days, which
-as I believe-is to prepare a people for
Christ's second coming, has appeared
more compatible with the genius and
Spirit of God's saving method than Saints
reasoning with each other, with a view to
a greater proficiency in the Master's cause.
And I am not aware of being prompted
by impure motives in penning thoughts
on the sheep and goat question. Nevertheless, my doing so appeared, as it would
seem, distasteful to you; and so, as if to
evince a zeal, a care for, and correspondingly strive to guard the church against
(what from your standpoint may be) pernicious doctrine, and its promulgation prov·
ing prejudical to the cause, you essay (as I
think) to prejudice your readers against
the sentiments which my poor effusions
breathed, by raising the cry of "the tradition of the elders," and in effect say," Look
at and receive my pure ebullitions as food
plucked from the tree of knowledg<!.''
Accusations and loud claimR beget expectations, and so it was when I read your
reply in Herald of August wth, and saw
your efforts (as visible as I see the pencil
that moves between my fingers while reducing thoughts to paper) to irnpress your
readers with the belief that Elder Caffall
and other elders were wallowing in the
mire of tradition.
I looked first for the definition of tradition, followed by scriptural proof, backed
up with fair reasoning and good logic, as
proof of my traditional career; but I reachthe end of said reply but to meet with a
disappointment, which forcibly reminded
me of one mortal seeing a fellow-mortal encased in the earth, from which predicament
he could not extricate himself, and tauntingly telling him he was in the hole, yet
showing no sympathy nor help.
I fail to see your purpose 'in such a procedure; and it would ill become me-in
view of the profundity of your knowledge,
and claim to a towering gospel rectitudeto offer suggestions; but I may think.
And I think, with sober thinkers, that
your efforts to berate an opponent will add
nothing to your gigantic effvrts to gain a
coveted prominence in the <liscussion, or
detract from mine. And I am encouraged to know that there are to be found
those among- us who dare do their own
thinking. You will hardly cl<1im, I think,
that such a orocedure is evincive of the
dignity of a~ honorable journalist; or indulge the thought of its being· compatible
with the genius of Christ's religion.
Did the Herald's circulation stop within the limits of those before whom I go in
and ot:t and co-operate with, your indirect
accusation would have given me no concern, for I have had to stagger under the
effects of suspicion bdore; but perhaps
thousands read the Herald 'Nhom I shJll
never see, and who know not my manner
of procedure; hence the apology, if an
apology is needed for this defense. But I

think an attack nMkes a
ble.
I have nothing but the
and profound re§pect tor
friend who will remind me of a
evince, however it
touch
bid sensitiveness, of which I
share, as I expect to rench
reached at all, by a correction of
fast as made con~cious of them
would indulge in
privilege to recant,
and always
climb higher
launched my frail
ous sea of time that
reach the haven of
pause necessary to more
amine the God.,given chart, and ascertain
my spiritual whereabouts, and l:re nude
sensible of my slow advance toward
Christ's righteousness.
I am not
made sensible (though your accusation ha:;
induced me to make a more
self.examination) of the remotest
the hypocrite under a
decoy struggling, honest
or seekers after truth into the mesbe,; of:
tradition.
I think I thirst for a gospel
an even
tenor, a gospel rectitude in its fullest and
grandest sense. Nor do I believe that sen·
sationalism, wild excitement,
ness, exaggeration, etc., have the least affin·
ity with such a rectitude; yet I believe ef.
forts to substitute these proclivities in lieu
of such a rectitude possible and
be-'
ing infatuated thereby,
respondingly labor to
light of the above rectitude.
in and out of the church tends to confirm
the validity of the instruction of
Palmyra Seer-not only as to the tact of th'"
existence of false spirits, but
or wh,1t
measures to adopt to escape
ious influences.
In your production of
traditional career (which I
vou
delay) I shall hope for grace to J~ecant w;d
make reparation for evil done. I also
hope you will please iri'form me if contri,.
butors to the Herald are
cate the Associate Editor's
brought under his lash for
vance an adverse thought; so that in the
future I may not exceed the limits. Please
produce this proof and
guage adapted to my
that I may gain understanding. Futther,.
more: I have thought a lavv-imposed procedure should precede accusation or
es, consisting of lahor, etc., to he reflected
in Matt. 18; D. & C. 42: zz;
: 2, latter
part of the paragraph. Please
me
if in this I am mistaken.
Pc,rdon this
lengthy prelude and the
prominent.
I was willing to let the
sheep and the goats
not
aid in a protracted discm;;,ion that
be distasteful to the readers of the
feeling a personal indifference
views were
or no,
above attack.
I have not, nor do I now believe that
Matthew's sheep and Christ's saints who

confe~s him before men, and die triumphant in the
or these my (Christ's)
brethren, are identical. Your editorial of
you as strongly
comparison which
some wise man advocates ~nd, as I view
it, you very flippantly
to "isolated,
disconnected
" "jumping at conclu ..
" "digging
" etc., and he who
reads can not fail to see where you intend
such blows to faiL
The Bible, and the Doctrine and Covenants teach that rewards and punishments
are as diversified as the stars, as proof of
God's munificence,
But not exactly so
with the Book of Mormon, an history of
God's principal plants, who wandered in
the wilderness and went over the sea, to
whom the oracles of God were committed;
hence the prvmises were to the faithful,
and the threatenings of said book to the
wicked who turned from tbe light that
was always held up to them, in the radiance of which
might have walked,
but would not.
a method of comparison
to conlusions based upon
comparing the teachings of the latter book
with the former books may be a matter for
§erious thought, on the stibject of punishments and rewards in the coming time of
reckoning by the Just Judge,
Furthermore, I believe Christ's teachings
are authoritative and complete in themselves, therefore imperative; whether
found in one or all of the three books.
And I have never learned to quote from
Christ's
to test the
of Christ's teachings, but the reverse
this.
But your claim that Matthew's sheep
and Christ's saints are identical, necessitates you t-o say, in
that the sheep
did more
works than the Judge will
credit them with, and that the goats will
not go into everlasting fire prepared for
the devil and his angels for merely failing
to
or exhibit such benevolence.
Then you go in
of teaching to show
what good works saints must perform, and
what demoralizing· deeds the sons of perdition must be guilty of, and reach the
conclusion that the sheep are the saints,
the goats those sinning against the Holy
Ghost. This gather from your editorial
of
31st with, as I suppose, some
similar developments in the near future.
And this I suppo~e you think an effective
method to save the church from the damning effects of elders' traditions.
But I meet with what appears to me a
'ort of a
In Reply of July rgth
8ay that
term "righteous" can only
applied to Christ's actual followers;
in vour
of August wth you avow
belief
ali, saint and sinner, will
rewarded according to their works,
"and those
a cup of cold water to a
will receive a reward."
of
Now if Christ
a reward it must be
for a righteous act, hence the recipient of
such a reward must be righteous in a sense;
and as with those receiving a reward for a
cup of water, so >vith those receiving a reward for receiving a righteous man in the
name of a righteous man etc.; hence your
claim as to the application of the term
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"righteous," is faulty. You also say that are as a bride adorned for her hm.band. greater brilliancy and significance than
the parable (Matt. 25th) divides the nations
4th, In the face of these, and many other now, "I go to prepare a place for you."into but two classes; yet that will not pre- similar scriptural facts, the sheep being J ohn 14: 3· In gospel bonds,
JAMES CAFFALL.
clude the goats from resting under various non-anticipatory of glory, and evincing a
degrees of condemnation etc., thus making profound ignorance of Christ, serves as
more classes than one of the goats; yet in
that they never confessed Christ behence were not Christ's brethyour editorial of August 31st you claim
that the goats are the same as Paul and
minister to the wants of his
Jacob refers to as sinning against the Holy
WESTERN WISCONSIN.
Ghost, making them one class. And here
Other items in your replies and editoriThe above conference convened at Willow
appears to be another snag, making your als invite attention, but with a passing
logic defective, or so I think, since God notice of but one more, I will close: You Creek, Richland county, Wisconsin, June 8th. at
ro a. m., A. L. Whiteaker, president, W. A. Mcdecrees bestowing rewards for righteous affirm that the judgment reflected in Mat- Dowell,
clerk. No branch reports. Reports:
deeds, making the fact of
of
thew is final, which appears to me a bold Cyrus Newkirk, High Priest; Elders, A. L.
as palpable as the shining of the sun; stroke" I read of times of refreshing com- Whiteaker, C. W. Lange, W. S. Pender, F. Hacktherefore other glories than the celestial. ing from the presence of the Lord to blot ett, (baptized 9), W. A. McDowell, and J. Grandt,
It is fair to presume that the other g·lories out the sins of certain characters,-Acts 3: I 9; priest. In memory of David Wildermuth, resolved that we tender ou;· heart· felt sorrow and
are also prepared in the divine mind from
of prisoners being visited after many days, condolence to our dear, beloved, aged sister Wilthe foundation of the world; hence, your --lsa. 24: zz; of Assur, Elam, Meshech, dermuth and family for their great loss and beclaim that Matthew's
are Christ's Edom-her kings and princes, the princes reavment sustained in the death of a husbaud
father, our beloved and respected veteran of
saints because he invites them to inherit a of the
all of them, and all of the and
the gospel, brother and Elder David Wildermuth.
kingdom prepared from the foundation of
which are all gone down with Moved that we receive the Evergreen branch .
the world, I think not well taken. And
with a thus saitl:l the Lord; that into this district. Resolved that the money used
as to the term "ye blessed of my Father,"
shall see them and be comforted to defray Bro. Hackett's expenses as delegate to
why, Sir, "every good gift and every per- over all his multitude and all his, or my, the general conference be refunded to the church
fect gift cometh down from the F.ather of slain.-Ezekiel 32: 22-31. Of saints judg- by the district. The above was amended to read
that we amend by appointing Bro. McDowell as
lights," etc.-James I: 17. And if the sun ing the world- I Cor. 6: 2; and I wonder clerk
of the district to inform Bro. Blakeslee why
and the rain are good and perfect gifts, 1 whether these stupendous, God-foretold the district used the money to pay expenses of
then all partaking thereof are blessed of events are to be developed before, at, or delegate to general conference, and wait for furthe Father, therefore the righteous, the after the judgment reflected by Matthew? ther instructions by the Bishop. Moved that we
saints, the redeemed; where then are the And I am quite frank to say, I don't know. accept Bro. A. L. Whiteaker's resignation as
president and tender to hi1n a vote of thanks for
sinners or unrighteous?
But does not the word say, "And before efficient labor in the past, appointing Bro. F.
Moreover, in the reply of August roth [ him shall be gathered all nations"? Yes, Hackett to succeed him for the next quarter.
you claim that Christ never promised the but that is but a revealment of the fact Moved that Bro. W. A. McDowell be sustained
clerk and C. W. Lange as Bishop's Agent for
Saints any other kingdom than the king- ' that all nations will come before him; as
this district, with all of the spiritual authorities
dom of God, the kingdom of heaven pre- with not an inference as to how, when or of the church. Funeral sermon of our deceased
pared from the foundation of the world, where, or in what order all nations will be Bro. David Wildermuth by Bro. C. W. Lange.
etc, which I think damaging to your claim brought before him. And whether the Adjourned to meet at North Freedom, Wisconfor Matthew's sheep; for the king says "all nations" refers to all nations that ever sin, October 6th, at IO a. m.
nothing to them about the kingdom of have been, or the all nations of a particular
But I
God or the kingdom of heaven, hence in dispensation, I could not decide.
the light of the above logic they can not believe, as there is to be an order observed
be the saints. And the fact of Christ only in the resurrection of the just-Christ
recognizing them as the blessed of the Fa- the first fruits, etc., I Cor. r 5: 23-there
NORTH MICHIGAN.
ther to inherit the kingdom prepared for will be an order in the judgment of naTo those desiring to attend the Northern
them etc., because of benevolent acts to tions. And God's judgment being eternal, Michigan district conference at Juniata, October
these my brethreQ, is supportive of the should suggest a caution in deciding as to 12th ond 13th. We are situated on the old Port
Huron and Northwestern R. R., now known as
thought of their being a different class to the finality of God's work of redemption. the
F. & P.M., and are six miles east of Vassar.
the saints, the climax of proof being found For who can know the heights, the fath- Trains will leave Port Huron at 9 a. m. and 5: 45
omless depths, the breadths and lengths of p. m. Our new church is only a few steps from
in the following facts:
rst, Christ says he is the Good Shepherd God's munificence and mighty power to the depot, and will be finished in time for conference. We hope to see a goodly number of the
and knows his sheep and is known of his-- save?
traveling ministry present, and trust God will
The fact of the twelve apostles being .meet
John ro: 14. John. 7: J 7 promises a
with us, that it may be a time of refreshing
knowledge of the doctrine to those doing with Christ, as the Inspired Translation and spiritual strength to the Saints, and that the
the Fathers will.-8: 12. Those following declares, would favor the thought that the great work may roll on.
.
R. HARTNELL, Branck Priest.
Christ are to have the light of life.-17: 3· jurtgment whicn Matthew mentions was
Christ declares this is eternal life "that the judgment of or for the nations who
they might know thee, the only true God, lived in the dispensation of those apostles.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
But the geclaration of Joseph Smith, nameand Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent."
According to the motion of the North Michi2d, The knowledge of G.hrist and God, ly, that all God's judgments are not given gan conference, held in J nne, it was agreed to
received by or through the doctrine in the to man-D. & C., page I 17-is quite com- meet at Juniata, October 12th and 13th. There
mortal life becomes so much more intensi- patible with the promise of "here a little," will be preaching on the evening of the uth.
look for a large gathering, as we expect to
fied in the blazing light of eternity, that etc., and the great inducements of living to We
have reduced rates of fare on the F. & P.M. R.
those meeting Christ will "see him as he and being governed by the written word, R. Let the branch officers make out full reports
is," (John 3: 2) saying, "This is our God; thus preparing for what God may yet re- of their branches, ahd let all officials report their
we have waited for him, and he will save veal, is seen in the fact of Christ the migh- labors. Come, elders and brethren of other disus" etc.-Isaiah 2.'): 9· Now they see ty one,. beginning and finishing his work tricts, who can. Send all communications and
through a glass darkly, but then-in the in the advocacy of that which was written; reports to J. J. Cornish, Juniata, J.Michigan.
J. CoRNISH.
perfect day-face to face; see as seen, know and his reproof to the apostles for being
as known.- I Cor. I 3: I 2. Christ knows slow to believe what the prophets had
Fremont district conference will be held near
writtel).
his saints, his saints know . him.
Thurman, in the Plum 'Hollow branch, in their
Human folly is never more conspicious ~ new church, commencing Saturda~, October 26th,
gd, All that offend and do iniquity are
to be gathered out.-Matt. I 3: 41. The than when essaying to enter into and ex- at ten a. m. On Sunday the 27th the church
be dedicated,' We shall hold meetings dur.
foolish virgins not being ready will not plain in qetail what God has but revealed will
ing the ·following week, and maybe for two
enter, the wise being ready will enter.- in generalities, but man will soar and delve. week,s, and shall have some able elders to preach.
Matt. 25:9, ro. Hence those being ready Chriiit's declaration never shone with the word. We hope the Saints, and officers of·
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the branches especially, will make an effort to
attend. Come all and let us have a good time.
HENRY KEMP, Pres. of Dist.
TICKETS TO RE-UNION.
The Illinois Central Railroad Company offer
the following to those wishing to travel over
their lines in attending the Annual Reunion, at
Garner's Grove, near Mon"damin and Missouri
Valley, Iowa, beginning October 4th:
CHICAGO, Sept. r8th, r88g.
For delegates in attendance at the above meet·
ing this company will make a rate of one fare and
a third from points on our line in Illinois, Iowa,
and Wisconsin. That is, delegates who pay full
fare to Onawa or Sioux City, will be returned on
certificate at one-third the first-class unlimited
rate, upon the following conditions, viz:
I. Each person must purchase a
first-class
single trip ticket for going passage, for which
regular fare must be paid, and upon request the
Ticket Agent will issue a certificate certifying
as to the form, number, route and destination of
ticket purchased.
2. If through tickets can not be procured at
starting point, passengers must purchase to the
most convenient point where such tickets can be
procured, and re-purchase through to destination
via this line, requesting certificate from the
Ticket Agent at the point at which such ticket
Is purchased.
3- Tickets for the return journey will be sold
by Ticket Agents at one-third the single trip,
first-class unlimited fare, only to those holding
certificates duly signed and stamped by the Tick·
et Agent at point from which ticket for going
passage was sold; such certificates to be countersigned by the Secretary or clerk of the Association, certifying that the holder has been in regular attendance at the meeting.
4· It is imperative that a certificate be procured,
as It wlll indicate that full fare has been paid for
going journey and that the purchaser is therefore entitled to the reduced rate agreed upon for
the return journey via the route over which the
ticket was issued for the going journey.
5- Tickets for the return journey will be furnished only provided certificates have been procured not more than three (3) days before the
meeting assembles, and presented to agent at return starting point within three (3) days after the
adjournment of the meeting.
6. Tickets issued on certificate for return journey will be limited by Agent for continuous trip,
no stop-over privilege being allowed.
7· Certificates are non-tran·sferable, and the
signature affixed at the starting point will be
compared by the Agent at return starting point
with the signature to receipt for special return
ticket delivered, which will enable the Ticket
Agent to detect any attempt at transfer of certificate.
"VERY IMPORTANT.
8. You should be particular to notify every
person entitled to this reduced rate that the foll<?wing rule will not be deviated from under any
Circumstances:
No refund of fare will be made on any account
whatever because of failure to procure certificates
before starting on the going journey.
You will observe from this rule that it is absolutely necessary for each passenger before startIng to obtain a certificate from the Ticket Agent
at the point at which the going ticket is purchased, otherwise said passenger will be unable
to obtain the special rate for the return journey,
and will be obliged to pay full tariff rates in both
directions.
NOTICE.
The St. Louis branch of the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints will
observe the first anniversary of the opening of
the new chapel, No. 251 Elliot Avenue, on Sunday, October 6th, in conjunction with the St.
Louis district conference. Brethren and sisters
of the branch and district, come in the Spirit of
the Master and let us have a good time, long to
be remembered. Elder J. W. Gillen will preach
the aniversary sermon at ro: 45 a. m. Sunday

THE SAIN
School will convene at r r : 30 a. m. Sacrament
and testimony meeting at 2: 30 p. m., and preach,.
ing again at 7 :30 p. m. A collection wiil he
taken at each service to assist in paying the debt
upon the house.
2t
BY oRD&R OF CoMMITTltE.
MARRIED.
DAVIEs-WooLMAN.--.At the Saints'
in St. Louis, Missouri, September
der Isaac M. Smith officiating,
Davies and sister Lillie Woolman, both
Louis. After the ceremony quite
Invited guests repaired to Bro. Noah
where supper was served and all had an enjoyable time. All wish the couple a happy voyage
through life.
DIED.
MYERs.-At Independence,
ber, 21st, 1889, in his 76th yea,-, Bro.
ers. He was born in Sussex county, New
in r8r4; was baptized into the
r866 by Elde.r J. Wadsworth, at
and was ordamed an Elder at the Bame
Elder I. N. White.
He moved from
Independence several years ago, and died at L1e
residence of his son-in-law, Bro. F. W. B,n·bee.
Bro. Myers was an exemplary
at
his post in the house of God, faithful
ny, steadfast in the faith, and was beloved of all.
Hi;; death resulted from heart failure.
He was
active until the day before his death; and suddenly, though quietly, passed away in peac:e to
join the ranks of the redeemed ones
river.
Funeral services were
Saints' Chapel on the 22nd by
a large concourse of sympathizing
ed the remains to the cemetery.
Sr. Myers is
left a widow after fifty-two years of.
panionship. One son in Iowa, and one
at Independence, besides many other
are among the mourners left.
PoWELL.-David W. Powell died at Cleveland,
Lucas Co., Iowa, Wednesday, Sept.
about noon. He was kiJ!ed in mine
2
that hour, while walking out of the mine and returning home from work by the falling of a large
piece of slate in the mine passage-way,
him Instantly.
Bro. Poweli was an
faithful, and consistent member of the
being active and zealous in the discharge of his
duties, and on the night before his death bore a
faithful testimony to the work, and
great desire to continue to the end in
service
of the Master; and under the power of the
admonished the young to diligence and
ness. At that meeting he seemed to
great degree ef the Holy Spirit which
with him till death, as some of the brethren testify who were in conversation with him some
twenty minutes before the accident. Hence we
have the blessed assurance that our beloved
brother has gone down to his grave in the possession of that Spirit which Paul said would
our mortal bodies, and bring us forth in
urrection of the just. He was born
r863, at Danville, Vermillion Co.,
.leaves a wife and two children and a large cirde
of friends and relatives to mourn their loss. He
was followed to his last resting place by the largest funeral cortege ever witnessed in this place,
evincing their great respect for our departed
brother. Funeral Sunday Sept 8th, in charge of
Elder John Watkins, prayer at the
and
sermon at the Saints chapel by Elder
Shippy to a large audience.
AIRD.-[The following from The Wasaich
Wave of July 6th, 1889. will be of interest to
those who knew Bro. William Aird, of
City, Utah:] "At his residence in this
four o'clock p. m., July 4th, of
heart, William Aird, aged 68 years tt months and
I day.
Deceased was born in Kilmarnock, Scotland, on March 3d, r8zr, and emigrated to Utah
in r8S3- He was one of the first settlers in Heber,
having come here in r86r, and was a respected
citizen."
ADDRESSES.
G. A. Blakeslee, presiding Bishop, Galien,l\ficbigan.
Mrs. T. J. Andrews, 231 Castro st., San Francisco. Cal.
J. H. Peters, Coleman, Midland Co., Michigan,

NOTICE.
MPLOYThiENT is wanted by an earnest, energetic
youl'lg brother in the church. He io capable of doing
any lnnd of BOOK KEEPING, and would like a situation
in some wholesale business or manufacturing establishM
ment. Reference can l;e given. Enquire of
14Scp4t
,T. J. CoRNISH, Reed City, Mich.

E
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Out
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THE P .ATRIOT
For September 19, wi.ll contain the above article, written
for it by special contract, by Rev. Dr. F. de Sola Mendes,
of New York City~ a lending American Jew, and editor of
"American llebre\v.', H will also contain H~Journalism
of Decatur county:~~' u·Scientific Investigation,'~ and "After-re<J.nisites to College·-building in Lamoni," all prepared
especwlly for 1ts column,. Price 5 cts in money or stamps.
Add!ess, LAlVIBERT BROTHEl{S,
LAMONI, DECATtm Co., Iowa.
RoBERT

WrNNINo, Pres't.

D. F. NrcHor,soN, Cashier.

Of
AmJl>le lRel'rponsibUity.
Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate

235 Acres,

T

HIR'rEEN miles east of Lamoni and one half mile
north of Pleasanton. One hundred acres in timber
Ps.stur~ set in blue grass, bal~J?Ce in meadow and plo~
land. New 7 room Cottage w1th 3 porches, 2 pantries
and .fine rock cellar Small orchard, out houses, granary,
and large barn 42x 62 with basement the entire length of
1t, and shingled sheds on the east side and south end.
Two cemented cisterns, 4 wells and 3 ponds, with abund·
ance of water for stock. LIBERAL TERMS. Address

WILLIAM ANDERSON,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

I'Jaug

Farm f®l!: Sal!e.
A good farm for sale of 40 acres, good rich soil, all well
fenc~d, 2 good welle, large pond for stock,· old orchard
bearmg good, 300 young trees of choicest fruits new
lnmbnr atal)le a-;-..:rl cowshed an shingled, bnggy '.shed~
new granary all painted, good rock miJk hou'se, other
out,.houses. A good 6 roomed cottage, porched, papered,
and painted outside and inside, cloSe t.o 4 towns, also on
4 ma1n roads, 2 good groves of maple trees each side of
the cottage. Will be sold cheap, rather than rent. A bi"
bargain for some one. Farm a few miles from Lamar, the
county seat .of Barton county.
EBENEZER MILLER, Senior,
So.U!MONVILLE, Cherokee county, Kansas,

'fHE young Ladies of the Independence branch
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints have organized as the Hawthorn Society,
in order to secure a fund for the purchase of a

PIPE ORGAN FOR THE NEW CHURCH
Edifice when completed.

They will hold a

BAZAR
Some time this fall, and solicit aid from the Saints
at large, in money, material, or useful, ornamental and fancy articles of every variety, to be sent
before October 5th, 188y.
'Will the President of each Branch consider
this as addressed personally to himself, and read
the notice before the branch as often as necessary to keep the matter before the people.
Address: MRs. JENNIE H. NEWTON,
Box 578, Independence, Mo.

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,

REAL

ESTATE

AGENTS

West Lexington Street,
INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI.

Next to Warnky's Gallery.
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LEAVES.

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
M. Walker, Editor and Publisher,
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD OF TJIE LORD! Fan THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AI!ONG YOU HAVE SAVll rr lllli ONE WIFE; AND CONCUBINES
IIE SnALL HAVE Nmm."-PagQ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE ~'HAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WrFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND! ExcEPT IN CAsE o:ll' DEATH, WHEN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO Manr<Y AoAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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ALD:
of .Jesus Christ o:t

AT LA.'ltOst, D.r:;c.ATnR CotJ'N"TY, IowA~

Every Satnrdny. Price :t:t.25 per yenr.
The Trr'lvel'mg Mlnjstry, DiRtriet and
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m.nd tho Bisbo1J)8 A gents.
new sub~
scribers. and help build up
the publication

department.
Business
Danuer. by

JOSEPH 81HTH
W. W BLAIR

EDITOR.

AssociATE Em•ron.

BY WHOM IS IT WOVEN?

IN a work of some
entitled "Life of
of which
of the First
the
'Juvenile
Utah, 1888, is a
a relation of the
of
thus:
"Every woman has the right \o virtuous wifehood and maternity. This was the omnipotent
design in her creation. Yet how shB.ll it be fulfilled under modern systems? Clearly the Creator can make known.''
"'When they are out of the world, they neither
marry nor are given in marriage,' saith the revelation; therefore the ties of conjugal relation
must be made here, and to endure beyond the
gates of death they must be fixed by an eternal
covenent with the divlne sanction."
"The decree of the Lord making known to the
prophet the eternity and plurality of marriage,
was a part of this sublime plan. It came to him
little by little, as he was enabled to bear the dazzling light of celestial glory; and when eventually the full view of the holy order was permitted
to him, he saw the principles of eternal progression, the laws by which the universe is filled with
shining and inhabited spheres to make the infinite
of our God. The exaltation of these

I 2, I 889

although he obeyed its commands and taught it
to Hyrum and other faithful men, who, in praver
and humility before God, accepted and fulfilled
its requirements."
"The revelation therefore remained the tm·
wntten law of God, established in the ht>arts and
obeyed in the lives of some of His faithful servants, until the I2th day of July, r843, when it was
recorded, that it might remain a comfort and
guide to the people after Joseph and Hyrum
should pass away. On that day, under the
Prophet's dictation, and in the presence of
Hyrum, the revelation was written by William
A copy of it was taken the next day by
Joseph C. K.ingsbury for Bishop Newel K. Whitney.n
"On the rzth day of August, 18+3, the revelation was read before the High Council and Presidency of the Stake at Nauvoo. There were
present. Hyrum Smith, who presented the principle; \Vl!liam Marks, Charles C. Rich and Austin Cowles, the Stake Presidency; and Samuel
Bent, William Huntington, Alpheus Cutler,
Thomas Grover, Lewis D. Wilson, David Fullmer, Aaron Johnson, Newel Knight, Leonard
Sobey, Isaac Allred, Henry G. Sherwood and
Samuel Smith, the High Council."
"After reading the revelation, Hyrum promised his brethren that they who accepted it should
be blessed and sustained in the Church by the
Spirir of God and the confidence of the Saints,
and !hey who rejected it should fall away in
their faith and power; and it was even so."
"T'l promulgate this commandment and to obey
it war; probably the Prophet's greatest earthly
trial. Emma did not at first accept it; but later
she became convinced of its truth and gave good
women to her husband to wife as Sarah of old
admir1istered to Abraham."
"Some of the Prophet's brethren caused him
great scrrow by teaching impurity of life under
the guise of this holy principle; but their wickedness was uncovered and the church was purged
of tht'ir presence."
"The teaching of the revelation has been a
test of personal holiness. The men who have
seen in this commandment a holy and exalted
duty and who obeyed in meekness and purity,
have lived by their failh and have come off triumptant; while those who have sought to minister t::> evil passions have sunk and been cast out."
"There Is not one word in the revelation, nor
was t'1ere one word in the Prophet's teaching
other than purity and self-sacrifice."

visions \rvas all that tYIOrtal could. bear; and the

prophet felt that the dull, selfish world would refuse to understand the purity and promise, would
refuse to undergo the earthly trials to secure the
heavenly blessing, and would seek the death of
such humble disciples of the Savior as should
embrace this principle of eternal life!'
"Even after that portion of the revelation now
recorded in the Doctri?te and Cove?tauts was made
known to him, Joseph did not write it for a time;

of his last statement Mr.
In
Cannon wntes thus: "The Lord said:"
And after this verv brief introduction he
quotes from the, so-called, revelation, at
the r:zth para;:::raph, ·leaving the eleven
prec< ding ones out.
He quotes to the
; when, inserting stars, he
paragraph 61, which is connected
to the 62 by a semicolon; and then skips
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the 6z, 63, 64 and 65. and clmes his chapter with paragraph 66, which reads:
66. "And now as pertaining to this law, verily, verily, I say unto you, I will reveal more
unto you hereafter."

The chapter covers four pages of the
book, which is printed in coarse type, similar in size to that used in E. W. Tullidge's
Hi~ tory of Joseph the Prophet.
By the manner in which Mr. Cannon
has introduced his account and the way
he has quoted from the alleged revelation,
he le,tves the impression upon the reader's
mind that be has quoted the salient portions of that document; and that there is
nothing in it as a whole that is objectionable.
The fact is, however, that more than
full one-half of the document is left out,
and in the portion left out occur some of
those things which are in themselves objectionable, and which taken with the rest
which he puts into his book, make the en·
tire document to be decidedly and wholly
obnoxious.
There are sixty-six paragraphs in the
revelation as it appears in the edition of
Doctrine and Covenants published in
Utah, out of which Mr. Cannon quotes
but fourteen, leaving all that portion in
which a plurality of wives is taught, and
the justification of Abraham, David and
Solomon, for having m11ny wives and concubines is attempted, entirely out. It is 36
clever a piece of author's juggling as we
have seen in a gqod while. In that portion published in Mr. Cannon's history, it
appears that only two ·wives, or the espousal of two virgins to one man, is provided for; whereas, the paragraph succeeding the one in which this provision
occurs and which is left out makes provision for an additional ten virg-ins; or restricts to ten, as it may be read. Mr.
Cannon in his ze,,l to pl11ce the revelation,
so-called, before the reader in a light favorable to its reception as a harmless affair, leaves out the "conditions" upon
which it is said to be given; these are as
follows:
7· •·The conditions of this law are these:-All
covenants, contracts, bonds, obligations, oaths,
vows, performances, connections, associations, or
expectations that are not made, and entered into,
and sealt>d, by the Holy Spirit of promise, of him
who is anointed, both as well for time and for all
eternity, and that too most holy, by revelation and
commandment through the medium of mine
anointed, whom I have appointed on the earth
to hold this power, (and I have appointed unto
my servant Joseph to hold this power in the last
days, and there is never but one on the earth at
a time, on whom this power and the keys of this
Priesthood are conferred,) are of no efficacy, virtue or force, in and after the resurrection from
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the dead; for all contracts that are not made
unto this end, have an end when men are dead."

The foregoing contains the spirit· and
essence of the glamour thrown over the
entire business of celestial marriage; and
contradicts specifically any hopes raised in
the hearts of believers, by the promises
made by the Savior in the New Testament
Scriptures, the Book of Mormon and the
revelations given to the church, to be
fulfilled after death and the resurrection, as a reward for obedience to the
gospel, authorized by Jesus Christ in each
of the three dispensations, the one in Jesus' time, the one on this continent in Book
Mormon times and the one in our own
day. This clause has been one of those
which have been productive of evil, because it has caused men and women to disregard those marriage vows and family
obligations into which they entered before
they became members of the church in
Ubih, by reason of which disregard much
confusion in families has resulted, and
many innocent hearts have been broken.
It has also caused "the way of truth" to be
evil spoken of.
From the closing paragraph given by
Mr. Cannon it appears that the revelation,
long as it is, was not finished-was, in
fact, but a portion; and as such unfinished
production there was no authority for its
presentation to the church. And though
he states that it was presented to the High
Council, and the Presidency of the Stake
at Nauvoo, Mr. Cannon does not state
why this was done; nor· does he state
whether the council received it; but simply
that Hyrum Smith "promised the brethren that those who received it should be
blessed and sustained in the chur<'h by the
Spirit of God and the confidence of the
Saints, and they who rejected it should
fall away in their faith and power; and it
was even so."
Mr. Cannon states this presentation to
this council, as if this were the regular
order to be observed; but does it evidently, not from the records of that council,
but from a statement made by Elder
Thomas Grover, of Farmington, ·utah, to
A. M. Musser, of Salt L:1ke City. Elder
Grover gives the names of those constituting· the council, when it is stated that
the revelation was read, and these names
do not agree with the names given in Doctrine and Covenants as being members of
that council, nor with the list as published
in the Times and Seasons in the early
part of r 844.
The character of the promise made by
Hyrum Smith, as that promise is stated
by Mr. Grover, from whose statement it
is evident Mr. Cannon gives his information, may be gathered from the words
given by Mr. Grover: "Now you that
believe this revelation and go forth and
obey the same shall be savea, and you that
reject it shall be damned." Mr. Grover
states
"\Ve saw this prediction verified
in less than one week." Mr. Cannon
says: "And it was even so." Salvation
to the one class and damnation to the other
was meted out in "less than one week."
Mr. Grover sbltes it and Mr. Cannon affirms it. Neither furnishes the proof as to

THE
who obeyed the revelation, or who
one, and none to search for it after it is
lost.
ed it. The High Council as
I841 were Samuel Bent, H. G. Sherwood,
In
twentieth chapter, there
George W. Harris, Charles C.
enactments, all beginning
Thomas Grover, N ewe!
with an
not one of the things so
Dort, Dunbar Wilson, Aaron
prefaced is either commanded or
sible.
David Fulmer, Alpheus Cutler,
Huntington. The names of those
In the seventh paragraph, to which we
have already referred as among those left
posing this council August I
stated by l'vir. Cannon are. Samuel
out by Mr. Cannon, there is a curiously
William Huntington,
restrictive one which makes no provision
for any one to succeed Joseph Smith in
Thomas Grover, Lewis D.
the exercise of those powers of sealing, by
Fulmer, Aaron Johnson, Newel
which plural marriages were to be con·
Leonard So bey, Isaac Allred,
Sherwood and Samuel Smith
summ«ted; and this
so-called,
same names as given by
Grover. makes him the one and only one appointed
in these last days. It is
Neither list agrees with the names
in Times and Seasons, 1844·
"And I have appointed unto my servant Joseph
The last list published before
to hold this :1owee in the last days, and there ls
Smith's death is as follows:
never but one on the earth at a time, on whom
Marks, Charles C.
this power and the keys of this priesthood are
Councillors, Samuel Bent,
conferred."
David Fulmer, Thomas Grover,
with this qualitying clause in the
Knight, Leonard So bey, James
midst of the paragraph, and no provision
Alpheus Cutler, Gt>orge W.
in any other part of the document provid ..
Aaron Johnson, VI!. Huntington,
1
~ ing for the appointment of a successor to
G. Sherwcod."-T. & S., March
Joseph Smith in what is claimed as the
P· 459, ( vol. 5).
part of this law;
The difference between the lists of plural
with the fact that the document is stated
names of those composing this council,
of course, subject to correction fn•m com- to be in an unfinished condition, as is
petent records, if such record~ have been obvious from the closing paragraph of
kept. But when men undertake to set there is great reason to doubt whether
aside long continued customs and doctrines there was any authority to carry the vague
long established, by oral
of and loosely worded provisions of this, socalled law, into effect after
death of
what transpired, their alleged facts
presume
agree with what is written, to be of value. Joseph Smith. It is only fair
In the only paragraph quoted
Mr. that so great a change in the rules and
practices of the church, as this
Cannon from the SO· called
m
revelation and law was calculated to
the chapter under review, in which anvshould
not be left to any doubt, or amthing- like a plurality of wives is me~
biguity respecting its perpetuity, or those
tioned, or hinted at, we take the followupon whom the burden of its enforcement,
ing:
or the carrying of its provisions into effect
"If any man espouse a virgin, and desire to esshould rest. There is, however, in the
pouse another, and the first give her consent; and
document itself no rule, or provision folif he espouse the second, and they are virgins,
lowing the one aopointing Joseph
and have vowed to no other man, then is he jusby which one to succeed him can, or may
tified; he can not commit adultery, for they are
be chosen or appointed. Hence at Joseph
Smith's death the right to administer
given unto him."
in the things said to be revealed, lapsed,
In the foregoing there is no command- so far as has
been promulgated.
ment. It is simply and purely a
"Mr.
Cannon
states
that some of the Prophet's
tious condition of things based
brethren
caused
him
great sorrow by teaching
"if." And "it" Mr. Cannon
impurity of life under the guise of this
paragraph as being the extent
principle."
mand er permission for plural
then it is restricted to the two
This vague and sweeping charge is cerhad not vowed to another man.
tainly peculiar under the circumstances,
permissive only then no penalty can at- It is claimed that even after a portion of
tach for not marrying plurally, and hence this matter was revealed, it was not writthere is no com mane! to the church enforc- ten, but remained an unwritten lau• for
ing or imposing it upon the church.
some. This some is an uncertain
The language of the command of God but Mr. Cannon states that they were
to the church in 183 I was, "Thou shalt God's faithful servants," ("Hyrum and
love thy wife with all
heart and cleave other faithful men"), who "fulfilled its reunto her and none else.
There is no "'if" quirements." It would be much more satisin this command. "For this cause shall a Lctory, and more convincing if :Mr. Canman leave his father and
a.nd
non, or some other would tell us who this
cleave to his wife." No "if" in this stateother "some of the
brethren"
ment. "What man among you,
who taught "impurity
" were, and
an hundred sheep, if he lose one of
what the nature of this impure teaching
doth not leave the ninety and nine in
was, specifically.
To first state that it
wilderness, and go after that which is
was revealed to "but few" and they "faithuntil he find it?" There is in this no comful men;" and then that "some," a command to any one requiring him to have parative
out of the few faithful
an hundred sheep, no command to lose men taught "impurity of life, out of what
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RALD.
was revealed to them, is confusing, either
throwing discredit upon the prophet's
sagacity and '\Yisdom in the selection of his
and the Lord's confidants, or to charge
upon the few ''faithful mt n" that they
were unfaithful, unclean in mind, and
treacherous to the prophet and the Lord.
Who were they? How did they teach?
And how does it happen that no one of
those men so said to have been unfaithful,
and to have caused the prophet great sorrow, did not give the so-called revelation
to the light of day in palliation of their
? If Mr. Cannon states truly
that
church was purged of their presence," why did not some one of them give
the church and the general public the benefit of the revelation, as it is almost morally
certain they would have done had they
known of its existence?
Mr. Cannon intimates that the revelatir n Wi!S rccordtod July 1 zth, r843, and
leaves the implication that it was recorJed
in the Doctrine and Covenants. It is "of
record," however, that the Doctrine and
Covenants continued to be published with
the marriage law of 183r, sections 42 and
49, and the public declaration of the
church affirming the one wife
adopted
in 1835, section 109, in that book until the
fall of the year, 1876. Pres. John Taylor,
in charge of the printing office in Nauvoo
in 1846, pub!ishe:l an edition of the Doctrine and Covenants; Apostle Orson Pratt
issued editions of the book in 1853 and
1854• known as the Liverpool, England,
ediuon; Apostle Albert Carrington, is~ued
an edition in r869, at I-lington, near London, all in the English lang-uag·e; in all of
which the law of 1831: '•Thou shalt love
thy wife with all thy heart and cleave unto
her and none else;" "whertofore it is lawful that he [man] should have one wife,
and they twain shall be one fle-,b, and all
this that the earth might answer the end
of its creation, and that it might be filled
with the measure of man, according to his
creation before the world was made;"
and "we declare that we believe that one
man should have one wife; and one woman but one husband; except in case of
death when either is at liberty to m~rry
ag·ain," as stated by the church in 183_1,
were included and published to the chun h
and the world as the rule of the church on
the subject under consideration. Be,.ides
this, editions of the same work containing
precisely the same revelations and rules of
law were published by the church in the
French, Italian, GermC~n, Danish and
Swedish languages; all afteT the death of
Joseph Smiih, June 27th, 1844.
Mr. Cannon does not state in his relation of the mC~tter when the dogma was
promulgated; hut leaves it to be inferred
that it followed immecliately upon its reception, when he should know that no
sort of a revelation or document embodving it was presented to
church until
August 29th, 1852· Mrs. Helen Mar
Whitney and apostle Franklin D. Richards agree in stating
as we have
shown in the two articles preceding this.
Mrs. Whitney, indeed, is frank enough to
state, in apparent answer to "foseph Smith,
of Lamoni," that President Young was not

likely to publish the revelation until it was
in hi~
which she declares was
some
in 1847; possibly, about the time
when it became exoedient to them to rethe churd; with a First Presidency at its head, which President Young
and others set about doing· in that year.
"Every woman has the right to virtuous wifehood and maternity. This was the Omnipotent
design in her creation. Yet how shall it be fulfilled under modern systems? Clearly the Creator can make known.''

So writes Mr. Cannon. Accepting the
correctness of the closing sentence of the
above let us examine the premise; under
the
of what is written ·as the revealed
of God.
Is there any greater right to wifehood
and
conferred upon woman bycreation, than is conferred upon man to
husbandhood and paternity by the same
act of creation? Whatever of rig-ht was
conferred upon woman, as woman by her
creation, a co-ordinate and associate right
was aho conferred upon man as man; bushand hood and fatherhood to the man,
wifehood and motherhood to the woman.
If anything is to be ~rgued from the creation in ree;ard to the one, the same 3rgument will hold in regard to the other.
Further than this: God did at Creation
make known how the "Omnipotent design" in the creation of woman- to "virtuous wifel1ood and maternity" could be fulfil!e. L"
He did this
- furni~hing her
with one husband, and endowed her with
such emotions of love, devotion, singleness
and
of purpose and wifely reg·ard
that
sire was unto her hushand."
The rule over her appointed unto her husband, was not hurtful to her, nor irksome
in its bondag-e. It was ~upplt>mented and
enh:wced in value and force by such endowments to m;;n that he should "leave
fathe1· and mother and cle:1ve unto his
wife." Each was the complement to the
othec They were counterrnrts in everything calculated to make them "one flesli.''
Neither was, nor could be complete without the other. Whatever of grace, beauty,
loveliness was granted to her, was met
and hlended with deference, streng-th,
grandeur, in him. One was to bless and
adorr,, the other to bless and sustain.
Mr. Cannon's question: How shall this
"Omnipotent de<;ign" "be fulfilled under
modern
"referring to the lJlonogaas be evidentlv does, imwisdom upon "the part of
the
in the creation, and throws
discredit upon the same being for perm itting the perpetuation of a system calculated to frustrate an all powerful desig-n.
Besiocs this, Mr. Cannon's question, as it
is
states hy implication that the
Creator can make known bow that design
"can be fulfilled," even under the
m
he
He asks, How can it be done
"under modern syo,tems," and then adds,
the Creator can make known"
how it can be done under those same systems, as 3 matter of course. If he did not
mean this, Mr. Cannon is unfortunate in
both question and answer.
; Mr. Cannon conveys the infer-

ence that in order that "wifehood and maternity" shall be secured to every woman,
there must be 'uch a sy:-tem that a woman
must be bound in con)ugal bonds beyond
the grave. He writes of it thus:
'' •When they are out of the world, they neither
marry nor are given in marriage,' saith the revelation; therefore the ties of conjugal rela,ion
must be made here, and to endure beyond the
gates of death they must be fixed J:>y an eternal
covenant with the divine sanction."

It so happens that the predicate of Mr.
Cannon's statement and argument is the
rig·ht Of woman to be a wife and mother.
But it seems from the foregoing- that he
desires to convey the idea that in order
that this right may be realized to her
(every woman), she must be married in
time for eternity that in eternity she may
be blessed with wifehood and maternity.
Unfortunately for this argument the objPct for the creation of man, Adam and
Eve, as stated by the his! ory, was the peopling of the earth with man.· To this the
previous preparation of the Earth from its
evolution from chaos to the planting of the
GRrden bears witness, and. when the earth
was so prepared and there was not yet a
man to till the Earth, the Creator made
the two with which the race began, put
them on the E?.rth and commanded them,
"Multiply and replenish the Earth and subdue it."
In this creation and this command there
is not a word about the peopling of any
spot beyond this earth. It is of this world,
including: its occupancy by man and all
that was connected with it, of which the
historv treats. It is this to which the Savior, Jesus Christ rderred when he said:
"The children of this world marry and
?.re given in marriag-e; but they which
shall be accounted worthy to obtain that
world, and the resurrection from the dead,
neither marry nor are given in marriage;
neither can they die any more: for they
are tqual unto the angels, and are the children of God, being the children of the
remrrection."-Luke zo: 34-36, inclu~ive.
Elder Cannon had no need to go ~o far
:1s the document in di!'pute to have found
that "out of this world they neither marry
nor are givf·n in marriage." Jesus stated
it as given above while here in person, and
at a time when the ~ubject of marriage
was before him by direct question, when,
if ever, he should have put it beyond ambiguitv or caviL
That the creation of man was for the
earth is seen in the command to repleni~h
and subdue it, to which was added: "and
bave dominion over the fi~h of the sea, and
over the fow I of the air, and over every
living thing that moveth upon the earth:"
But that thrre should be no nece~;sity for
any Latter Day Saint who believes in
revelation to misunderstand Deity in the
cn•ation, the Lord made a clear and direct
statement to the Church in 183 I,* **"For
marriage is ordained of God unto man;
wherefore it is lawful that be should have
0ne wife, and they twain shall be one flesh,
and all this that the earth might answer
tbe Pnd of its creation; and that it might
be filled with the measure of man accord-
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ing to his creation before the world was
made."
No possible casuistry can distort the
meaning and intention of the foregoing.
It is a plain declaration that God, in pursuit of the object had in view at the spiritual creation of man, while yet the earth was
"without form and void," pre-arranged the
conditions of his sojourn upon the earth
that was to be, and designed his companionship in marriage in number, kind and
character, in harmony with the design and
law of his creation.
The "omnipotent
design," was known to the Creator then
as it has ever been since; and with the
possession of that all power, governed and
controlled by all wisdom, that Creator
fashioned the world of which Jesus spake,
and put the created image of himself upon it to suit himself, his plans and designs;
and when done said of it, "It was very
good."
For these reasons it is proper t~ believe
that God's measures to carry out his designs at creation were adequate to the accomplishment of those designs;
though
man may, have corrupted his ways, and
modern systems may in some sense be
perversions of the normal laws of man's
being, the design and the rule for carrying
it out have not been changed by Deity
himself; nor is any man justified in an attempt to do busines~ for the next world
upon rules and enacrments of God intended to apply only in this.
.
The wifehood and motherhood stated
by Mr. Cannon to be the right of woman
by her creation was designed to be a virtuous condition. This we most fully believe. It is for this reason that we believe
that the companionship formed for her in
Eden, and for which she was created is the
true type and expression of the will and
design of the Creator in establishing the
marriage relation.
In keeping with this example, when
man in the wickedness of his heart corrupted his ways, the ways God had appointed for him, and "took wives of all
which they chose." God chose a man
"perfect in ·his generations," one living with
the companion of his youth the wife of his
covenant, through whom to re-establish
the rule and the example of marriage given at the beginning. Of this design Malachi wrote of the creation: "And did not
he make one .2 Yet had he the residue of
the spirit. And wherefore one? That he
might seek a godly seed."-Ivial. z: r 5· It
was within the limit of the power o'f the
Omnipotent Designer, had his wisdom so
decided, to have made more than one,
when in the "likeness" of God "created he
them."
The statement of Malachi emphasizes this when he says that the olcject
of this carefulness was, "That he might
seek a godly seed." In perfect agreement
with this sentimenJ of seeking a godiy seed
is the word of the Lord to Jacob, as stated
in the seconil chapter of Book of Jacob,
"For I, the Lord God, delighteth in the
chastity of women." The chaste, virtuous
woman, was pleasing in the sight of the
Lord at that time, and to secure these attributes, or rather that these attributes
should be commended and fostered among

the Lord's people at that
the commandment was
: "There ;chdl not
von have save it be on@
any man
the one
be subwife." More
versive of his
and
destroy the
of
chastity which made woman
eyes of her Creator.
If it was God's
eous branch from
J

panion
in
either man or woman.
rule, and this
to virtuous
secured to her.
In the days hefore the flood
u:re from the ways of
stituted for man
assigned as one of
kindling- of God's
The "sons of God"
all which
elderR of the
is representing that these "sons
were n'1en holding the
destruction which overtook
whelmed the wicked of
of God, men
if Mr. Cannon
others are
giants, and the men born
er
men,
men of renown, all
the husband of one
companion was chosen as
be the mother of all
the
divine enactment
joy and
lution

words
as much so as
when he s11id:
"I, the
have seen ttw sorrow, and
heHd the
the
of
my people in the land of
and in all the lands of my
of the wickedness and ·
their husbands."
How like this the indictment
Malachi ag-ainst Tudah and Israel:
"] ud;d1 hath dealt
and
an abomination is committe'1 in
and
in Jerusalem." . . . "And this have ve
done again, covering the altar of the Lo~d
with tears, with
and with
out."

It is not
Malachi.
it was that God no
received it with

That
the
and David.

that the whole church was
under condemnation; that it had been
and unbelief:
upon the
even all; and
shall
condemnation
and remember the nevv covenant,
even the Book of Mormon and the former

forth fruit meet
there remaineth a
scourge and a
to be
out
,,the children of Zion;
shall
of the
pollute
I say unto you,
the law has
and the
; and it is proper
believe that it will continue to·
so.
rule of law divine which is
and denied
JYfr. Cannon
later be
honored
deof
creed upon
the Creator and
of the law.
H is curious that Mr.
as do all
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his associates, lays great stress upon and attaches great importance to the plural marsystem in behalf of woman's right to
virtuous wifehood and
; and in all
the arg·ument puts man out of
consideras the numation. Nov'l it so happens
bers of men ani! women
into the
world are and have been ·
equal, the
men rather in excess, it follows
the logic
of facts that God has provided for
woman her counterpart."
" these
pluralists say, "it is not every man who is
fit to be a husband and father; hence the
necessity for this command that righteous
men may be privileged to take a number of
women to wife, that no woman may be defrauded of her right." It
that the
"Sons of God" were not
trusted as
these righteous men to exercise this right
in the days of Noah, The men, husbands
and
of the people of God in Lehi's
days, were unfit to be trusted with it. The
men of Judah, according to Malachi, were
guilty of an abomination in Judah and J erusalem in exercising it, and hence not to
be entrusted with it. David a1id Solomon
were no better than others, and God denounced them for exercising that privilege.
And from Mr. Franklin D. Richards'
statement that the people of Utah are human, subject to the'' same passions and infirmities as are other people, we are impres~ed with the conviction that the men
of the Mormon Church, though holding
the priesthood and calling themselves "the
sons o1 God," are no better than were their
predecessors V'iho claimed and exercised
the privilege to take wives ot all which
they chose. When they do as David and
Solomon and the ''sons of God" in Noah's
day did, they sin as those men did and commit an abomination in Utah as did the men
of Judah in Israel and Jerusalem, The.
men of every generation have been equal
to the wickedness of their time, and have
had partners in their crimes, The woman
has bc.en the subject of man's rule, Her
rights have in the ages past been secondary. to the will and wishes of the man.
She has submitted to the conditions imposed upon her by man. In her condition
as man's helpmate, or rather a "help meet
for him," she is his peer, his equal. In
polygamic countries and nations she has
lessened in value; her condition i!> and has
been that of a .chattel in the possession of
a lord-a master. The plural wife can
not, and does not hold the. relation of wife
to her husband contemplated in the command, "Thou shalt Jove thy wife with all
thy heart and cleave unto her and none
else.'? She .can not possibly feel toward
him the sentiment that an only wife does
towa:rds a loyal and honorable husba.nd.
This is the history of polygamy the world
over,and Utah can not be an exception to
the rule, The very provision of the socalled revelation which Mr. Cannon quotes,
by which he claims plural marriage is commanded, uses th;;l expression suggestive of
what we have stated above.
"If any man espouse a virgin and desire to esp()use another, and the first give. her consent;
and if he espouse the second, and they are virgins, and have vowed to no other man, then is ,he
just~fied;
~:an not commit adultery, for they

are
unto him; for he can not commit adultery with that that belongeth. to him and to no
one else."

his right of dominion, and has dragged his
victim in helpless shackles into his own degradation. Woman has yielded.to these influences, and J ezebels, Herodias and her
daughters, Cleopatras, the mothers ot Neros, the Catherines of Russia and De Medici have been made possible among the descendants of Eve. Step by step has woman
kept pace in the world's strife with man.
As man has risen in virtue, morality, power, beauty of development, woman has ris~
en with him. As man has sunk, losing
ground in all that marked his progress,
woman has sunk with him. The average
woman is the mate of the average man in
every condition of human society. In the
equality of creation the race has been perpetuated, in numbers, in corresponding
characteristics, in mutual fitness or unfitness, in development, in progress; and in
due preparation for the life to come, and
in the promise and hope of its realization,
"The man is not without the woman, nor
the woman without the man, in the Lord."

osE;es1sor·v idea couched in the foreMr. Cannon's work
different from the comin Adam's exis now bone of my boneli,
flesh." It is infinitely below the
reiteration of the Father's
endorsement of Adam and Eve's es.pousal:
"For this cause shall a man leave his father
mother, and cleave to his wife; and
twain shall be one flesh."
is no more possible that a union such
as is dearly within the intent and meaning oi' the Savior's words quoted above,
can be formed between one man and several
than it is that such a union can be
formed
one woman and several
men.
departure from the rule is a
departure from the princip1e in design and
execution in creation, and in violation of
the normal law of man's being and existence. Every man who reasons himself
into the disregard of this rule, does so in
IT DOES NOT PAY.
violation of the law of his higher and betFROM AN AUTHOR WHO HAS TO LIVE.
ter life; and every woman who suffers herEditor Post,·-Have received yours of recent
self to be rea~oned out of her instinctive
repulsion to the condition of a secondary date asking for an essay or something in the line
or plural wife, does so to the self-crucifix- of a contribution. I would be glad to spend
ion of better and nobler self. Every man most of my time in writing .for the press if I could
who through the persuasion of his selfish make my bread and butter at it, but I must work
and fleshly nature violates the rule of com- with my hands when I can and keep thatgreat
panionship designed of God, does so to the big howling wolf from the door. This is ti'le fix
degradation of himself and the pollution I am in now, in my old age, exactly. I am so
of woman. He loosens and finally throws unfortunate with tenants for several years past
off the influence of that principle implant- and more than half this year that if I don't reed in man by creation under the power of serve a little ga"rden spot for my own tillage and
which he leaves father and mother and raise my own vegetables I would have none to
cleaves to his wife. A woman consent- eat; so I work with hoe and spade as much. as I
ing to enter into marriage relations in vio- can, which supplies me with a good portion of
lation of the rule given of God in her cre- .food for self and family; and then it is only
ation, does so at the expense of a final when the spirit moves me that I can write, so
smothering out of the sentiment by virtue that between poverty and a dearth of ideas much
of which her desire is unto her husband, can hardly be expected of me any, more;, yet,
and makes possible what Mr. Fra;nklin D. health permitting, I promise to .;;end you someRichards states i>; the case in the polygathing occasionally. I am so disappointed about
mous system of Utah," there is no rule or
my Mormon book venture that I am almost ready
obligation~"that compels a plural wife to
to give up writing any more. I spent much
remain in relations which she desires to
money on it in procuring facts and verifying statesever."
In juxtaposition with the idea that every ments, and devoted lots of precious time in writing it up-and now, to have it lie on my hands
man is not fit to be a husband and
father, it must be patent to Mr .. Cannon for years 'a rejected manuscript' to say the least.,
and to every other man who will think for disappoints me not a little, especially as I hoped
a moment rationally, that every woman is to make it pay. I know there is something in it,
not fit to be a .wife and mother. The fre- and some one will find it out some day after I am
quent and persistent departures of man dead and gone. I do not think the Midland
from the laws of his b~ing est a hlished by Monthly will gain much by publishing biograhis Creator, have resulted in injury to the phies of Mormon elder.s,, or praising believers in
race, both men and women suffering alike. the silly Mormon delusion."
Those causes which have vitiated men to
The above from a recent issue of the
such a degree that they are unfitted phys- Burlington, Iowa, Post is interesting as
ically, mentally and morally to be hus- showing the lack of appreciation upon .the
bands and fathers, have operated alike up" part of the public, of a.n anti-Mormon
on womankind, and unfitted women for writer, It also .serves to snow that it
the roles of wife and mother, physically, "don't pay" to any longer trump up stories
mentally and morally. Tile vitiating, de- against the Latter Day Saints, The writmoralizing influences have wrought their er bemoans his disappointment a:t his poor
ruin alike upon both sexes. In ev.ery stage success in the unseemly work of "hunting
of man's departure from right ways he has up some.:hing" against the "Mormon del,u•
been accompanied by woroan; either upon sion' 1 in the pitiiul wail, "e$pe¢ially a:s f
her own free will, or at man's lordly be- hoped to make it pay."'
. .
hest, and serfish coercion• If woman has reE. D. Howe, wnb published~ the first
monstrated, and hesitated, man has urged work written against the lSaints, and

a
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ment house where all polygamous marriages and
have been in the territory ot Utah 351' convicother secret rites of the church are solemnized.
tions for bigamy, adultery, fornication, and unShe could not tell who performed the ceremony,
lawful cohabitation, and two for bigamy. Those
as whoever it was stayed behind a curtain. No
who are convicted of polygamy regacd themmarriage license was procured as the Tuckerselves, and are so regard<od by their fnends, as
Edmonds law provides. The case is important,
martyrs, and think it no disgrace to be sent to the
owing to the fact that for several years past it
penitentiary. The courts are commend,,d for
has been next to impossible to secure conviction
their vigilance and also for the mercy with which
in one of these cases. Had not the plural wife
its mandates are tempered.
testified her husband would have escaped the five
The commission in view of the present condiyears' penalty which now stares him in the face."
tion of the territory as regards polygamy, does
not think that Utah should be admitted as state.
"Should it be," the commission says, "it would
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
not be long before the gentile element with its
Rr.
N. L Fuller thu~ writes from Phoeadvanced civilization, its trade, and its traffic
nix, Yazoo county, Mississippi, Septemwould be driven from the territory and the Morber r8th:
WE clip the following from the St. o- mon theocracy be made supreme."
"The Herald is all the comfort we have here.
The commission make a number of recommenI was in hopes that some of our elders would
seph, Missouri, News, of the 30th ult.:
come here and preach this year, but they have
dations, among them, that jurisdiction of all po"To-morrow Elder Mark Forscult, of the
not come as yet. My faith in the latter day
lvgamous
and
sexual
offenses
without
regard
to
Church of the Latter Day Saints, leaves for Nework is strong·, though I acknowledge my weakthe place committed within the territory be conbraska City, where he will spend two weeks.
ness. Pray for me that I may be made strong
ferred on district courts; that the term of imprisand faithful."
Elder W. W. Blair filled Mr. Forscutt's pulpit
onment for unlawful cohabitation be extended to
yesterday."
Bro. Forscutt will also attend the Re- at least two years for the first and three years for
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
the second off2nse; that it be made a penal ofunion.
UTAH papers contain startlingly long lists
fense for any woman to enter into the m~:rriage
of indictments for viohtion of the anti-porelation with any man knowing him to have a
UTAH COMMISSION REPORT.
lygllmy law. The government officials
wife living undi.vorced, couplt'd, howeveT, with
BELOW will be found the major and mo't the provision that in cases where a polvgamous are determined to carry out its provisions,
important part of the report of the govern- wife is called as a witness against the husband and truly "the way of the transgressor is
ment's Utah Commission. The points her testimony could not be used in any future hard."
Pres. Vi. vV. Blair left home on Friday,
contained in it are too numerous for our prosecution against her, and a like provision as to
especial mention. It is evident, however, the husband; that no person who refuses to take September 27th, for St. Joseph, Missouri;
that as Congress will likely act upon its an oath that he or she is not cohabiting with more expecting io hold services there on . Sunday, and afterwards to conduct a ~senes of
recommendations, even more stringent and '
than one husband or wife in the marriage relation,
meetings, during part of the following·
effectual laws will probably be passed
as the case may be, shall be excluded from makweek, at Council Bluffs or Om:1ha; going
w1th a view to the speedy and complete
ing a location and settlement upon the public
thence, on Friday, October 4th, to the
extinction of the barbarous relic-polyglands; that the laws with reference to immigraAnnual Reunion at Missouri Valley.
amy:
tion of Chinese and the importation of contract
Among many papers sent us we acWashington, D. C, Sept. 27tk- The annual relabor, paupers and criminals, be so amended as to
knowledge
the receipt of the Hav Spring-s,
port of the Utah Commission has been received
prevent the immigration of persons claiming that
Nebraskn, Northwest News, of s,~ptt·mber
by Secretary l'.loble. Touching the question of
their religion justifies the crime of polygamy;
zoth, and the O-ceola, Missouri, Advance,
polygamy the report says:
that the constitution should be amended so as to
of September z6th. The latter COc'tains
"Polygamy is not at the present time openly
further prohibit polYgamy.
a lengthy article from Bro. I. N. White
practiced except perhaps in a few remote and outwho has had and is having a controversy
The commission believes that the limitation on
of-the-way p!ac<:>s, but the non-Mormon element
upon the respective claims of the Christprosecutions for polygamy and bigamy should be
insists that plural marriages are solemnized clanian and Latter Day Saint churches, with a
extended, and sentence to hard labor should be
destinely and practiced secretly in the larger cenMr. Parle The editor of the Advance has
added; that their confinement may not be spent
ters and throughout the territory. This may or
kindly granted ample space in its colin idleness and glorification of their supposed
may not be true. The commission neither afumns.
martvrclom The commission has no doubt that
firms nor denies in the absence of positive eviBro. John Johnston of Lone Rock, Mispunishment of the women for
enterdence. Doubtless many members of the Mormon
souri, wrote September 27th that he lateing into the polygamous relation would do much
Church never have practiced and never intend to
ly baptizer! one near Bethany, that state.
to lessen her zeal for the peculiar institution, and
practice polygamy, and perhaps many ofthem do
thus tend to remove one of the strongeBt bulnot believe in the practice, but from the standwarks-Chic,,go Times.
Ex· Postmastt'r-General Thomas L. James has
point of their faith and creed, they accept it as a
prepared an explanation of nt eded postal reforms,
revelation from God through Joseph Smith, ratiTHE following from another paper-cJip .. which will appear in the October Forum. Mr.
fied 'and approved by their president, Brigham
ped and sent us unmarked-shows that James declares that the railway mail service is
Young, and that whoever desires to do so should
the Brig-hnmite authorities have not acted
twenty yPars b~hind the times and ought to be
have the right to comply. with this ordinance of
very greatly improved; that sm.all offices neqr to
in
good
faith
in
their
pretensions
of
having
the church."
one another ought to be consolidated under one
ceased
celebrating
polygamous
marriag·es:
All !a ws forbidding the practice of polygamy,
management, so as to save expense; and that
ocean postage ought greatlv to be cheapened.
«STORY OF A MORMON WIFE.
the report continues, the Mormons pronounce unSenator Cullom, of Illinois, will have an arthle
constitutional. There are grounds for belief, it is
"SALT LAKE CITY, September 28- Hans J efferin the same num be ron "Proledion and the Farmstated, that polygamy is still taught by the
son was brought before United States Commiser," to show that the farmers are benefited by
church as a ~aving ordinance, and that those who
sioner Hills at Provo, Thursday, charged with
a protective Rvstem more than any other class.
Mr. Edward Wakefield, a member of the Austrapractice it are assured of a higher exaltation in
polygamy, and held in $5,000 bonds, and the
lian Parliament, who has been elected and dpfeaheaven than those who content themselves with
second wife in $r,ooo. The latter related under
ted manv times under the Australian ballot
one wife.
Extracts are given from Mormon
oath how she was converted to Mormonism in
system,
contribute to this number an explapapers showing that they still openly advocate
Virginia, and came to Utah last November, and
nation of the practical workings and of some defects of the svstem which has hPen so much clispolygamy. That the teachings and practice of
gave the details of her marriage to Jefferson in
cussf'd in this country. Prof, \Villiam T. Harris,
polygamy have not been discontinued, as it is
the Mormon temple at Manti five months ago.
United States Comm,issioner of Education. writes
claimed by sorne, is proven, the report says, by
She told how she subsequently came to Salt
a critical examination of Edward Bellamy'!~
the fact that since September 1st, r888, there
Lake City, where she went through the endow"Looldng Backward."

which formed the basis of almost every
later work of the kind, all'o found that icdid
not pay, as have many others. The disappointment of this writer seems to arise
from the lack of revenue derived from his
work; and by this we presume that he
wrote, not to do good :md prevent dec;optive practices upon the people, but for the
money there might be in it. Such deeds
should excite only our pity. It would
doubtless be the wiser part for the writer
of the above to stick closely to his garden
work. If our faith is delusive its character will be made manifest; if divine,
"truth will prevail." "ln God we trust."

J
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INTS' HERALD.
W" The printed name on the colored label on your paper gives the date to which your subscriptwu has been
?aid. If it shows you are in arrears, please renew.

EDITED BY SIS'l'ER "FRANCES."

"0 Beauty, old yet ever new I
Eternal Voice and Inward Word! . ,
Shine on us with the light which glowed
Upon the tranee-bound shepherds' way,
Who saw the Darkness overflowed
And drowned with t1des of everla•ting Day."

gently unto me, and eat ye that which is good,
and let your soul delight itself in fatness.'' Then
the loving kindness-oh so great and the precious promises. And as I read they took shape
and confirmed the testimony given before, This
chapter was read after praying that the time
might speedily come when some one would be
raised up and sent to the Jews, and as I read the
fifth verse-"Behold, thou .shalt call a nation
that thou knowest not, and nations that knew
not thee shall run unto thee, because of the Lord
thy God, and for the Holy One of Israel; for he
hath glorified thee,"-it took the form of the
Jewish Nation to which I should yet be known.
The eleventh verse, and fore part of the twelfth,
-"So shall my word be that goeth forth out of
my mouth; it shall not return unto me void, but
it shall accomplish that which I please, and it
shall prosper in the thing whereto I sent it. For
ye shall go out with joy, and be led forth with
peace; the mountains and the hills shall break
forth before you into singing, and all the trees of
the field shall clap their hands,"-confirmed the
former testimony, The "mountains and hills"
was where the scattered ones were that should
clap H·eir hands for joy at the sound of the gospel of salvation, and the trees of the fields were
the sturdy ones of that place who had stood the
storms of persecution, had bent and bowed themselves beneath it moaning and groaning because
their Messiah came not; but would now break
forth into singing his praise because he was comforting Israel. Yes, I spent the hour and felt
that it was the most profitable one I had spent
for many a day."

THE following extract is from a private letter
which we think too good to withhold from the
readers of the Column.
"But I have something to say that will please
you better if the rehearsing goes to your heart as
the reading did to mine. Last Thursday was
the day set apart for special prayer in behalf of
sending the gospel to Israel or the Jews. I had
thought much about it all the week while busy
with my work. Was sorry I could not meet
with some of the Saints, but intended to keep the
hour alone all the same. But when the day
came all remembrance of its sacred obligations escaped my memory. I was making a
print dress and in rather a hurry to get it done
for Su,nday. There seemed to be no end of
chores to be done that day to hinder me, but I
struggled on, working at it all I conld. At four
o'clock I started o;ff to the station for friends who
were expected that day, and as they could not
get back till after night, now, thought I, I will
have two hours and a hr..lf before night, and if I
am real smart. I will get this skirt done. I had
After we read and folded this letter, we found
just sat down to work when I thought of the
our thoughts wandering and repeating again the
Prayer Union. My head fairly swam for a few
verse from Isaiah, "Wherefore do ye spend
minutes; then there came a reaction, and I felt
money for that which is not bread? And your
as much out of spirits for a while as my memory
labor for that which satisfieth not? Hearken
was out of time. I was vexed and annoyed at
diligently unto me, and eat ye that which is
myself because I h;'ld forgotten it, that day of all
good, and let your soul delight itself in fatness."
days when I wished to be punctual at the hour,
\Ve recalled the hundred and one times when we
and now they had all dismissed and gone home,
had experienced this same nervous anxiety to
and could I expect the Lord to meet with me at
complete a certain piece of work, making all the
that late hour? I feared he would not. Then my
energies of mind and body bend to its accomeyes fell on my dress. If I took a whole hour
plishment and we wondered if perchance it was
the dress would not be finished. Then there
with our sister as it had many times been with
came the struggle. It was past the time and I
us? ·was she failingas we had _failed to "hearkmight as well let it pass to-day, but I recalled
en diligently unto Me." Was the garment un·
the words of the Spirit to our sister, "Can ye not
finished because she was spending her "Jabot for
watch with me one hour?" Yes, I Baid, I will
that which satisfieth not?" We do not believe it
go and give an hour, though it is not the hour,
was-indeed we can almost say we know it was
and I do not expectthe Spidt to be wtth me. By
not-b~t what of those other garments worn by
this time I felt ready to cry with disappointment.
thousands of the Saints?
I went to my room and offered a short prayer of
"Wherefore," s;tys the Lord, "do ye spend
pleading forgiveness for careless negligence,
money for that which is no.t bread? and your latheri .took the Bible (Inspired Translation) to
bor for that which satisfieth not?" The tempter
read a little, and .opened at the book of Esther
stood by us and so real and vivid- was his preswhere she werit in to the king and he held out
ence felt that we drew back as to avoid his touch.
the scepter to her. I applied that to myself and
There was such a horrible grin of satisfaction
felt that the Great King had held the scepter out
upon his face and the words fairly hissed from
to me arid I might draw more near. I thanked
his mouth:
God in my heart and opened the Bible again and .
"Better spend your energies in sq,me other di·
read the fifty-fifth chapter of Isaiah as I had
rection,· for as long as the world stands profesnever read it before. Dear sister, how I wish I
sors of religion will spend the Lord's money in
could. tell you how vividly it came home to me.
my wares-,-my shops will be crowded and I shall
It was as though the Spirit was talking to me garner a i"ich harvest of souls, because this
personally and I read through sobs and blinding
money· was not spent for bread. Hat ha·! have
tears, first the invitation, then the gentle reproof
you the least idea that you can have any influfor grudging my time, . "Wherefqre do ye spend
ence? Not one in a hundred w!ll give a second
money for that which is not bread? and your lathought to this and those who do thinkpf jt ·tobor .for U':lat which sat!sfieth noti' hearken dillday,· will come back to me toi.morrow · with

double, money in their purses and barter for my
goods."
We hear you say, "This was not a reality? Satan was not truly before you?" Was ever any
one tempted to cease to do that which they knew
to be right, because they could see no fruits of
their labors, and the adversary not have a part
and lot in the tempting? Did you ever bow
your head like a bulrush and exclaim, "It is folly
for me to try to keep God's commandments
when none others seem to regard them," and the
adversary not near you?
The charge which we bring against the Saints
to-day is, "We are spending God's money for
that which is not bread and our labor , for that
which satisfieth not." Tithing is not paid and
there is nothing for free-will offering because so
much is demanded for personal expenses.
Neither is this the worst feature of the case, because so much time is demanded in the trimming and making of garments to adorn the body
which, in a few years at the most, will be food
for the worms and return to the dust, there is no
time to feed the soul, that it may grow in grace,
and in the knowledge of the truth, but it will go
to judgment dwarfed and fe~ble, .naked and unadorned, because we could not spare the time to
feed or clothe it. "Let all your garments be
plain," is the wisdom of God, and can we point to
any manifestation of that wisdom, which It is
not the business of Satan' to lead us to disregard?
And yet despite this boast of the adversary,
are there not some among the sisters--yes,
among the young sisters--who will stop and reflect? Said one young Saint to me in conversation lately, "1 discovered the evil effects of
trimming and ornamenting my garments in this
way: When I commenced to do this and gavemuch time and thought to my clothing, I found
that I became indifferent to the work, careless
in helping it, and my mind more. absorbed in
trifllng things. It took much time to make my
clothing and more to wash and iron it, and at last
I began to see how utterly selfish it was to spend
my time in this way. When the Spirit of God
was with me, ,I lost all taste for such things, and
I now find that if I expect to grow, I must cultivate, not grieve the Spirit. I want to be neat
and tastily dressed, but I ,am far happier when
my garments are plain and I have time to study
the word of God and pray."
Will not some of you, young Saints, stop and
ask yourselves the question, "How much have l
grown in grace and in the knowledge of God
since I came into the church? Is my life a liv,
ing witness of the gospel of Christ? Do I strive
constantly to remember, "That .to obey is better
than sacrifice, to hearken thari the fat of rains?"
Dear sisters, believe us, there is no preacher so
powerful, so effectual as example. Without example·all our doctrines and our. precepts fall to
the ground. The.'words of our lips are "as
sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal."
Do not consider the great .numbers who are
against you, but remember that it is a grand
thing to be upon the Lord's side, and it is igf,!oble
to be a traitor at any time, but more espeCially
in the ,day of battle, wl:len the hosts of the enemy
are overwhelming.
Have at;~y of us grown vain through .the light
and truth· brought by the gospel? Do we love
to. boast ott.his glor!ous .latter day work?. If so;
let us remember that we are called to be doers qf
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the word, for it is the doers, not the hearers, who
shall be blessed. There is so much to do in this
world, and every Saint is called upon to be a laborer
with God in bringing men to a knowledge of the
truth. Time is needed, money is demanded-there are so few Saints and the few have so little
money all told--can we then spend it in the devil's
wares?
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYERS.

Bro. W. T. Shakespear of Larimore, Iowa, re.
quests the prayers of the Prayer Union in behalf
of his little child that she may be restored to
health, if it is God's will.
HoME CoLUMN .MISSIONARY Fmm

Sep. 26, Amnunt received to date ..... $r,g86 32
Sr. Eliza Echron, 0 ..... I 25
Bro H. A. Rudd. Neb .. ·5 oo
Sr. Lcwina J RudeL Neb. 50
Mother and daughter, Mo. 2 oo
Sr. T Gault, Nev ....... ·4 75
Sr. ·Mary Hiatt, Iowa .... I oo
Bro. G. W. Harlow and
family, Cal.. ........... 5 oo
Sr. Emma Batty, Iowa ... I oo
Sr. Sar. C. Stewart, Mich. 25
Sr. E. Cornish, Ont...... 50
Sisters' Prayer League
Greenville, Iowa ....... 3 6o
$24 ss
Oct. 3. Amount to date .............. $2.0! I 17
~

Send nll moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

OREGON CITY, c;I., Sept. 2oth.
Dear Si.<ters:-I have thought for some time
to write, but have had little time, as I have to
write so much to my children who are all from
home but one. I try to keev them in rememherence of their eternal welfare as much as possible.
The Herald and Autumn Feaves are always weicom to me, as they are my greate"t comfort in
life and show the pure way for the life to come.
The letters in the "Home Column" from our sisters, and also the letters from our elders abroad
are strengthening to any true Saint. My faith is
as strong as ever and I hope it will continue unto
the end. I am not without my trials like others,
but I always think mine are not so hard as manv
others. I have hope that my family will see
more clearly if they are spared long enough. The
name Mormon is in the way, as they hear so
much outside. My health has been very good
since I was administered to by Brother Haws.
Do not forget me in your prayers. I attend to
the prayer hour as near as I can, and I wish there
were some sisters near me to unite with me. I
would like to give some iittle help too for the
spread of the gospel, but will have to wait. I am
much pleased to hear the good news from every
side of the good work of God rolling on and I
hope it will continue until the end.
Your sister in the gospel,
JANET STRANG.
RoLFE, Iowa, Sept. 8th:
Dear Saiuts:-I am a new member, trying to
bea~ my cross and follow Jesus, which I sometimes find hard to do, as I am the only Satnt
within nine miles, and the people here think that
a "Mormon" is worse than an outlaw. I try to
bear all the jeers and taunts patiently, knowing
that I will receive my reward.
While at Bro. Reed's in April I heard a Latter Day Saint speak, was converted to the faith,

baptized and confirmed May 29th, by Elder D.
M. Rudd. I do not belong to any branch yet,
but hope to soon.
Some of my young friends have asked to let
them know when there would be preaching here
by the Saints, as they would like to he<;r chem
preach. I have engaged a schoolhouse in y;,-hich
to hold meetings whenever any one is rea.:!y to
occupy.
While in the M. E. Sabbath School hen one
Sabbath I was asked to act as superintendent,
the superintendent being absent, which I did.
All gave good attention, and good order prevailed. I now act as treasurer and teach·:" of
the infant class in the same Sabbath School.
Some have hopes of converting me to the M. E,
faith, but I fear their hopes are vain.
I receive the Herald and Auturmz Leaves
through the kindness of Elder Rudd, which I
fully appreciate. My people will scarcely look
at them, so you see I have them all to myself. I
would ask an interest in the prayers of the Saints
that I may be numbered among them in the~ life
eternal. Your sister in Christ,
NELLIE CooPER.
Dear Sister Nellie :-Let your light shine. and
do not let your failh waver, for greater is He
who is for you than all who are against you. It
has happened before this that those who were
seeking to make converts, have themselves been
converted. We hope the gospel may be preached there soon.-ED.

the peace of the Saints and ciogged the way of
progress are being pushed to a finale. A. lawfd
solution will be relief; but even this may not
dry up all the str•cams of disquiet.
of mind, bias,
have said so,'' "I have put my
foot down and shan't take it up," "I have got my
opinion," have quite as much to do with people
sometilnes in forming final conclusions and
actions as decisions of courts or judges. Most
everyone has an individual standard
judgmeni:,
and of course !hat which is, or appears to be, in
conflkt therewith must be wrong. So goes the
world over. The law is too slow, or in the way;
the judge is bri.bed, and the lawyers all rascals.
This makes it possible for "white caps," "bald
knobbers/' ''anarchistsn and "moonshiners.n I
have long since settled down to the notion that
the decision of the Jaw, justly and wisely ad min- ·
istered, should command the respect of Saints as
well as men of the world; whatever may be the
appearance o[ things from individual standpoints
of view. Without this there can be no successful org;miza'ion. I have just been reading in
the Book of Chronicles that the Jove of idols and
and forsaking of the law
a misguided
was the curse of old Israel; and modern Israel,
with their example before them to admonish,
ought to bac.ten to the support ot jndgmf:nt and
law, in Church or State; whatever their prejudgment and decision.
The conference held at Brooklvn, as already
reported by Bro. Squires, was a SHtisfactory one.
===========·~
There is much to do there, but how fast it can be
done is 1he great question. The Saints sacrifice
for the work and are Irving to sustain it with the
odds ag~inst tlvrn, They are gaining, and if
RoGERS Ark., Sept, 24th.
faithful will >ucceed.
Bro. W. w: Blair :-My health is much better.
At the close of the Sunday evening meeting
I preached Sunday; had good congregation and
two Christadelphian gentlemen-ministers, as I
good liberty. The prospects are fair for me to
suppose-;tepped up and challenged me >qnarely
get the South Methodist Church here, to hold
for a debate. Well, if mv hair is turning a little
meetings in. I am glad indeed that the >~ood
gray I thought I could not take that, so accepted.
Lord has heard the many prayers offered in my
The following
agreed to:
behalf. Although I am weak yet, I hope I may
r. Resolved. That man is wholly of the earth
get my strength soon. The thought of leaving
earthy, and that consciomnf'ss thereof wholly
my mission was very painful to me.
Yours,
and utterly ceases from the death of the hody
I. N RoBERTS.
until the reR~Hrection. Chri>tadPlphian Bffirms.
z. That the signs spoken of in Mark r6 1 h chapBosToN, Mass., Sept. 27:h.
ter and 17th and r8th verses are promised to the
believer wherever the gospel is preached and beEditors of Heralrl:-Things are moving with
lieved and obeYed. L. D S. affirms.
us fairly to good. The conference held in Provi·
3 That the kingdom of God spoken of in Mark
dence, R.I. on last Saturday, Sunday and Mon.
first chapter and fifteenth verse, was to be set up
day was well attended. The weather was pleasbefore the $econd coming of the Savior. L. D.
ant, and in the main a good interest and saintly
S. affirms.
spirit prevailed.
One was baptized by Bro.
4· That the Book. of Mormon is divinely inBond on Monday, at the close of the conference;
spired, and is entitled to the respect and belief of
a lady of mature years and of hopeful promise.
all Christian people. L. D. S. affirms.
An occasional click of dissent was exhibited,
The Saints of Boston are doing well. They
clearly indicating that saints are m0rta!, and that
have done well also in securing a church buildbias and sides, fancies and preferences, likes and
ing. If they shall be able to hold on to it they
dislikes exert a wonderful control over both mind
will be greatly encouraged. It is one of the most
and conscience, as well with the Christian as
valuable buildings belonging to the church either
Infidel. On the whole, the conference was a
east or west, and is in a desirable part of the city.
success, and the signs are hopeful for the future.
The Spirit was sensibly present at times, and a
Those who can would do a christian act to aid
marked devotional feE'ling was manifested by
the little band here in completing payment on
many of the brethren. Ern M. H. Bond, Thomit. They are doing valiantly, but a very llttle
as Whiting and John Smith of the general minhelp even would be encouraging; a little like
ish:y were present actively. Brn. F. M. Sheehy,
water in time of. thirst. For years they have
U. W. Greene and J. C Foss are in Maine, andrebeen paying from fifteen to twenty dol!ars per
port encouragingly.
Bro. A. H. Parsons is in
month for a hall, and then could only have it on
Nova Scotia who also reports succes•.
Sundays. The church is theirs on all days.
The causes of past dissensions that have moved
May the Lord bless their effortG.
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RALD.
I am to be at Providence, R. I., next Sabbath;
after which, no preventing providence, I will
meet with the Saints in conference at Jonesport,
Maine.
Hopefully and in the fai~h,
WM.

H.

KELLEY.

PRAIRIE CrTY, LT., Sept. 27th.

Dear Herald:-Three weeks ago I first came
to this place. The Baptist minister who "demolished Mormonism" for two days after my arrival,
would not &tand fire when I replied. I spoke
twice Sunday, and on Mond~y nlght lt was so
stormy that only ten were out, and as further appointments were announced, I rode horseback
most of the next day, notifying the Indians and
others that at night I would present the origin of
the Indian race. The house was crowded; also
next night; and on the following night a Church
of Christ preacher was imported from Missouri
to demolish me. After "spatting" until near
midnight, he said he had no more time then, but
if I would come back on the twenty-first he
would attend to me.
As most of the people were going to Baxter
Springs, Kan"as, I went there next day and
preached there two days at the Soldier's Reunion.
Ten thousand were estimated as present; many
admitted that we had the truth. I think much
good was done, as the "word" will scatter far
from such gatherings.
By special nquest, I went from there to Neu.
trai, seven miles north, 'Nhere a Seventh Day
tent had been for near three months. Intense
excitement prevailed, twenty-five having j·>ined
them.
Qu.akers, Campbellites and others had
been invited and had spoken against them in
their tent, but they rejected "Mormons" I spoke
twice in a large school-house only a .few rods
from their tent on Sunday, when they complained that it was unchrislinnlike for me to preach
while they were there; that they would remove
their tent that week, so I said r would wait until
they got through, and left appointments for the
next week.
I then went home after a month's absence,
opened up a new place that week at Crestline,
twelve miles south of my home, where the Adventists were to move their tent to, preached there
over Sunday, amid much interest; some admitting the truth. I then came back to Neutral,
preached there to crowded houses until Saturday
last, many admitting that we had Bible truth and
had proved the first day Sabbath. But oh, the
terrible name "Jo Smith," in the restoration!
I came here Saturday and began debate with
the Campteilite. Our understanding was that I
was to affirm for three sessions that our faith and
doctrine was in harmony with the Scriptures,
and he to do the same in regard to his churcb;
and he said we could fix up the writings when
we returned. He had them written out: "We,
the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints affirm that we are identical with
the New Testament church, in
and
and no debate unless I signed that. I
did so, and then his quibbling began on the name,
and the claim that the ancient saints practiced
swallowing poison, etc., to make believers; but
oh, what a failure! One night was all he could
etay on his affirmative he said; he had all important business abroad; but his brethren prevailed
,:>n him to stay. The sec.:md
as I said thtll

primitive church with its blessings had ceased to
exist
of apostasy, he was going to force
me in the aftLTnative to show when, where, and
to v,;horn
gospel was restored, or else he
would quit. The moderatms said he was in the
lead~
appealed to the audience if he
wa'' not justified in quitting because of my not
doing- as he said.
then said, "I'll do anything
you
rather than have you quit," and then
toid
whsn, where, and through whom the
gospel was restored. The last night he came
heavily charged with "Jo Smith," etc, but the
moderators, a Catholic the speaker, told him to
read the proposition; then told him to follow it;
I proposing~ to affirm all I had said beginning
nez.:t night. He urged many objections, sat and
stud!<ed qulte while before he went on, and .oh,
failure. Said he would debate no more
here, but
would come to Newton county,
Minsoud, he would debate any question I might
propose,
he had a hundred and fifty brethren
there--there are about thirty of them here. I
agreed to do so and made propositions, but he Insisted that they must be just as the others, so he
could quibble. We signed them and November
13P1,
the Redding school-house, seven miles
south-west of Neosho, Missouri, is the place. If
Herald readers live near that place, please let
tne know.
Nesrlv half here are admitting the truth. Bro.
I. J~. vVhite's friends- Sullivan and wife-are
here. They heard him twice and are near the
kingdom. I continue here over Sunday on the
res~oration, then go back to Neutral, twenty-five
miles north, to preach a week.
D. s. CRAWLEY.
LAKE CRYSTAL, Minn., Sept. z8th.

Bro. Blair:-We arrived in our field in May
and have labored to the best of our ability to advance the truth since that time. We found
some noble Saints who have done well by showing to the world that they love their Rt>deemer
and a.rre trying to obey his teachings. We feel
thankful for the kind treatment received from
them. They are few in number and badly scattered, which makes lt hard for some to assemble
for nrayer and testimony meetings.
V.f e were sorry to see some that had started in
the way of life turn back to the "weak and beggarly things of the world;" but such must be expecced, for our Savior said in his parable that
the bad were cast away,·' &c.
·we were attacked by an elder of the Seventh
Dar Adventist order, who made some very bigoted and self-conceited boasts, such as, "I will
kno~k the face off of Mormonism," &c.
The result ws.s, we met in
joint discussion of fourteer' sessions, but dropped one session at the earnesl request of our opponent. I am satisfied
with the result. The Saints feel strengthened
and confirmed more than ever in the restoration
of the gospel. The debate was held at Eunice,
Becker eounty, Minnesota.
·we have labored in Becker and Otter Tail
cou:1ties this summer, and have just arrived
here, in this part of our field, to-day. I had the
leading Sr. Lizzie Nunn, daughter
of Br. Wm. Nunn, into the waters of baptism last
She bids fair to make one of
the finn ones of Zion.
Your brother,
wARREN

E.

PE.oi.X.

FuLTON. Iowa, Sept. 27th.

Dear Editors:-I have just returned from Massi!on, Cedar county, about thirty miles from
here, where I had taken Elder John S. Roth.
When we got there, through some delay in the
mail, there was no appointment, so Bro. Roth
and I took team and went from house to house
and told them to come in the evening to hear
the word of truth. W ~ went about three and
one-half miles one side of town and then turned
and went on the other side about three miles to
tell people to come. We went out on the highways and hedges and told them to come in. I
thought how good we ought tD treat the traveling ministry; how many disappointments they
meet with, and sacrifice the comforts of home
and loved ones for the sake of the gospeL
There are only two Saints there, Bro. and Sr.
Hardy, two noble Saints. About Massilon there
seems to be a good class of people, mostly Methodists, and they turn out well to hear; the schoolhouse being f11ll at every service. Bro. Roth
had good liberty to present the word, and if only
one would make the start to obey, there would
be several to follow.
When Bro. Roth was with us at Fulton he
baptized three noble souls, one of them was a
Free Methodist. Satan is now raging, and the
elders have been promised a coat of tar and
feathers.
Rev. John Said, an Adventist, came to New
Castle, where we reside, and lectured against
Joseph Smith, as a false prophet. He did not
make one point clear. He used Beadle's and
Hithcock's histories, ancl he used the oft repeated
hazel-witching and money.digging theme. He
said he was going to act like a gentleman, but he
acted all but that, for after he was through I
asked for fifteen .minutes time to show forth the
other side, but was met with "No, sir." He then
said that he would meet any of us in debate, so
when Bro. Roth was here he went to see the
Rev. Said, but he had no time to debate, andrefused before about twenty-five men; so we are
also opposed like at other places, for this sect is
everywhere spoken against.
We have a noble branch of thirty-six members and also some young men who have been
called to the ministry, who bid fair to be useful.
We rejoice, keep up meetings both prayer and
preaching every Sunday, and hope that the seed
sown will bring forth fruit in God's own time.
May Zion prosper. Your brother,
TOHN HEIDE.
MoRHIS, Ill., Sept 29th.
Bro. W. W. Blair:- Since 1866 I have been
looking for the right church, that is, I have been
investigating the principles, faiths and doctrines
of the various churches and have not found any
doctrine as true and firm as that advocated by
the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ, On
the z6th of May last I was baptized by Bro. F.
M. Cooper. My experience in the months since
past is something wonderful, and the re,·elations
brought before me are positive proof that the
faith indorsed by me and multitudes of others is
the only sure ingress to the kingdom of heaven.
Many of my neighbors call me a fanatic-areligious crank, and other like unpleasant names,
yet I have excellent opflortunity for good work
In Morris and vicinity, and I shall hold tenacious- ·
Jy to_anythln~ proving a help to our church.
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THE
I have occasional talks with those in search of
truth, and have every rea.,on to believe that it Is
only a matter of a short time until they will ·enter the fold Asking the prayers of all Saints to
aid me, I am your brother in bonds,
LEWIS LEIST.
CRAWFORD, Neb., Sept. 22d.
Bro. D. Dancer :-I desire to see the church
publications all sustained and prosperous. I
think Autumn Leaves fills a long felt want in the

church and It could hardly be dispensed with in
our hou.sehold. The Herald and Hope are also
necessities to the lite of the Saints and the rising
generation. I think the church publications
should be kept constantly before the young to
encourage them to read them, as they will surely
read something.
Please find money enclosed for Herald and
Hope and Autumu Leaves for one year.
Yours for truth,
H. A. Runn.
ST. THOMAS, Ontario.
Editor Herald:- The Lord has been so good
to me as to spare my life and give me a good degree of health of late, and I am feeling better
than I have for a long time. And as He has
enabled me to earn a little I thought I would
send an offering to his cause. I am still firm in
the faith, although I have a great many trials

and temptations to endure.
Yours in the gospel,
E. CoRNISH.

.

(tnmmunhrafinns.
.
'

ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible fo~
their own views. Contributions solicited.

RELIGION IN THEORY AND NOT IN
FACT IS NO RELIGION.
CHRONIC gru m biers and fault- finders
have a demnralizing influence, so far as
their operlltions extend; but we should
not be indifferent to the real dangers that
obstruct the wheels of spiritual progress,
and which paralyze the efforts for good
of those who work according to the Jaw
and spirit of the gospel. One member of
the church by unwise word or act can do
more injury to the cause than twenty (and
perhaps it would not be an exaggeration
to say fifty) wise members can do good.
It is much e:tsier to destroy, than to build.
A city that was years in building may be
destroyed in a few hours by the criminal
act of one man.
People may be on the verge of accepting the gospel, but through the folly of
one or more members of the church may
have their faith destroyed, as to its divine
claims; and judging by the rule, "Ye shall
know them by their fruits," they turn
away from the religion which they were
almost persuaded to accept. Somebody is
responsible for these unhappy results.
"Let your light so shine before men," etc.,
is the master-wheel that propels the entire
machinery of the gospel, and other methods adverse to this ought to fail because
.they are wrong.
To be convertiild to the gospel through

SAINTS~

false motives or an unimproper understanding of its obligations is virtually no conversion, as it can not benefit the
and generally ends in making trouble for
the church. If people in past ages could
"hold the truth in unrighteousness," they
can do so in this age. The proper motive
is as essential as the proper thoug·ht, but
both are necessary in the constitution of
the proper act. Truth accepted by a bad
motive •md error accepted through an honest motive are both wrong; but the former
is more reprehensible than the latter; the
first represents deception and
the last is honesty imposed upon.
The religion that presents the
possibilities in moral and spiritual attainment, that administers the greatest power
for good in the elevation of our
carries with it the eternal interests
the
whole human race, and its faithful devotees occupy the highest grounds in
spiritu"l life, while its never-ending
sibilities invite them heavenward.
the purest form of religious faith can only
benefit us hy practically applying to our
lives the lessons it teaches and attaining
the blessings it confers. Disregard these
facts and our profe~sion is but a sham,
while lost opportunities will, in the end,
mock the barrenness of our characters and
the fa'lure of our lives. "It is not the
quantity of food that we eat that gives us
strength, it is the amount we digest."
The mind may likewise be filled with rich
treasures of knowledge derived from the
gospel's inspired teaching·s; but if this
knowledge is not utilized in our
if it does not permeate and control our actions and motives, all of our knowledge
will be of no avail. We do not wish to
apologize for willful wrong-doing, as the
Lord has demanded of us to cease to do
evil and to practice a righteous life; but it
is perhaps true when we say that many
errors and wrongs are committed through
a mistaken judgment on the
of those
committing them, who had no intention
of injuring themselves or others at the
time.
A lack of knowledge and wisdom to apply it, is where "the little foxes" are
gated that injure the vine and
growth and productiveness. The
and varied forms of evil to be
in the church will not be fully eliminated
while it is in its primary state; but if
are not regulated and controlled,
come controlling factors, and the
testimony of the past points out the
able result-collapse and death.
Truth perverted and employed to conserve the selfish interest of the individual
generates faction, strife and a host of evils;
besides it begets children "after its own
kind," whose hideous
is apparent in the light of God's truth.
"Knowledge is power," but the knowledge how to live in our adopted relationship to God and to our kindred creatures,
is the information the gospel
; but
they who think that their
of
the firot principles of the
them
the requisite knowledge
them to
salvation without
earnest effort
and growth ...,,.,...,,,..,..,

erated life begins with our obedience to
the first principles of the gospel, but regenerated life is relative and its demands
can only be supplied by "growth in grace
and the knowledge of the truth," until we
pass from the primary and intermediate
stages of growth to the perfected life of
heaven.
Conversion to Christ is but the begining of
and not the ending. It is
but
commencement of a legitimate
warfare for the mastery over sin, but the
crown is not given to the victor until the
war is over. Present knowledge utilized
by the necessities of the present is but a
safe conduct to coming responsibilities and
duties. Our spiritual and moral power is
to he measured
our ability to overcome
the evils th1>t menace our r-elationship to
the divine standard that we have accepted.
There is no need to court temptation, the
evil is within U§ external things can but
excite and develop it. Results hinge upon
the question, will our knowledge of the
right, our love for the truth, coupled
with our devotion to duty and to God,
give us the mastery over the evils we encounter in life.
The divine law not only assumes to govern the mental and moral in organic man,
but it dictates the government of his physical organization in its relation to moral
life through the medium of his mind., It
is evident that man's physical org-anization
is subordinate to the operation of the
making the latter responsible for ·the adoption of thoughts and the construction of
motives, whether good _or evil. Voluntary
action is the result of volition, hence no action of this kind can precede the dictation
of the mind; the physical man is but the
slave or servant of the mind, and external
manifestations but an index pointing to hi~
mental and moral condition. In the light
of these
it is safe to say that all actions
which are evil are the result of previous
mental infractions upon the divine law
- a rupture of vital principles essential in
maintaining a true condition of moral and
spiritual life. The motive may be good,
but the method wrong if so, the object
aimed at will be defeated until the method
ordained in the law of God is adopted.
This proposition gives a solid and essential
basis to truth, making it alone the conservator of man's highest interest, as well as
the criterion by which all his acts are either justified or condemned.
We call attention to some of the
tical evils which people are likely to
ger upon, even in the church; and
have a deleterious influence upon the advancement of the kingdom of Christ:
Slander, iuuendo, "tell it all" and more too
and advertising faults, supposed or
but invariably some one else's, are parts
of the nefarious work of the gifted linguistic gossiper, whose unsavory reputation
is a foul blot
the fair name of the
Church of
These poor unfortunates, with an abnormal capacity for unwholesome
generally make trouble
for themselves as well as for others; and
the sad comment upon their judgment is
their failure to fore&ee the unhappy results
C4;!rtain to follow their had methods, It
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seems that in the constitution of truth, God
has so arranged it that its violators bring
retribution upon themselves, sooner or
later; and none are safe except those
whose external and internal life are in
harmony with the divine law. An improper use of articulate speech i<; one of
the great evils of the world, and it is to be
regretted that this evil invades the church
like a pestilence, and despoils the peace
and beauty of Zion's children; creating
division, mistrust, and the many evils which
produce spiritual deterioration and death.
vV bile it is said "kind words can never die,"
we will not forget that harsh sentences
have remarkable longevity; and that they
live too long for thepeace and well-being
of those who utter them, as also those
against whom they are burled.
Tattiers are a menace to the peace of
the church, and are as a dead! y vir•1s in
the life-blood of the body spiritual; and
nothing but a wise and cautious enforcement of the divine law can forestall or
defeat their evil work.
But tattling is
but an evidence of moral disease within,
where the very fountain of life and
thought is corrupted, and which develops
a condition of things as antagonistic to the
Spirit and genius of Christ, as is the deadly malaria to the healthful air, exempt
from its poisonous properties.
If we love the work of God, the manifestations of this love is to harmonize our
lives with the will of God; to lead us triumphantly over every foe within and
without th<Jt opposes our unity with
Christ. Divine charity will never lead us to
say one word or to do an act, intentionally,
that does not accord with the law of God
as well as the best interests of all concerned in the great work of human redemption.
F. M. CooPER.
LETTER FROM FATHER
LANDERS.

EmTons HERALD :--If
judge this
piece worthy a place in
Herald. give
it an insertion. My text is found in Ephesians I: IO, "that in the dispensation of the
fulness of times he [Christ] might gather
together in one all things in Chri;,t, both
which are in heaven and, which are on
earth, even in him."
The Lord's mode or manner of instructing men is often by means of figures, similitudes and likenesses. "Six days shalt
thou labor."
The seventh is the fulness
of days and the termination of the week,
and a day of rest, when we change our
garments put on our best and meet with
the Smnts to worship God.
In the Book of Abraham, as translated
by the Seer, it says that it takes a thousand
years of our time to make one day in God's
time; and in the second chapter of GPnesis, second ver~e, "on the seventh day God
ended his work which he had made, and
he rested on the seventh day from all his
work." The former periods of time being
a thousand years, of course the Sabbath
was of equal duration, and when the earth
has labored under sin, wickedness and
death for six thousand years, a glorious
rest of a thousand year!!! must come1 when

I
1

and death will cease to be, and perpleasure, peace and joy reign supreme
all the earth.
Israel was commanded to keep the ~ev
enth year as a Sabbath year, and at the end
of forty-nine years there was a jubilee, or
of release, when land property f'xcept
a walled city returned to its original
owner.
Israel was a figurative people,
their bondage in Egypt answering to the
bondage of man to sin and Satan; their
deliverance from bondage to the conversion of men from wickedness to righteousness, and their passing through the Red
Sea, to baptism for the remission of sins,
as
the apostle, "they were all baptized to
in the cloud and in the sea."
How hopeless was their condition before
entered the passage through the sea,
the Egyptian host behind them, and an
impassable mountain on either hand and
the sea before them, which opened to them
at the command of the servant
How great was their joy when
reached a place of safety to see their
enemies dead on the shore, each with a
weapon in his hand, with which
armed themselves for future conwhich they might expect to meet
with on their way to the promised land.
It might be supposed that they never
would have forgotten such a wonderful
deliverance; and modern Israel is in no
wa v different from ancient Israel. 0, that
'
or would learn wisdom by the
which we have suffered! Bless the
0 my soul; I know the Lord will
have a people with whom be will perform
every work that he has said he would
whe~ the time comes to perform that work,
and notwithstanding all the apostasies in
the
the Lord raised up a people
with whom be fulfilled his word and made
himself a name never to be forgotten.
VI! ben Israel crossed the Jordan the city
was the first in their way. The
commanded Joshua to select seven
and each one was to have a ram's
on which to blow to make a sound.
around the city, the
that
the ark were to go next
them and the armed troops were to follow;
were to go around the city once
each day. The priests blew with the ram's
horns continually while they were going
round. They went once around each day
for six
and on the seventh they went
seven times around, and at the end of the
seventh round the priests with the ram's
horns blew a loud blast, and the people
and the wall fell down, even all
the city was taken.
be instructive to describe parit would require too much
; so suffice it to say that the seven
work at the taking of the city forethe seven times that God would
renew a covenant from Heaven to man to
them to enjoy that rest that refor the people of God, and we should
praise the Lord with all our might that to
us is
the seventh day's work
which
all the balance in magfor the Lord has begun to perform
his strange act; and bring to pass
hi11 strange work,
·

vVhat we need to prepare us for the
work is faith in God. Faith in God arms
us with the power of God. If any people
ever had cause to have faith we are that
people, for what wonderful things has he
done forusand wroughtinus! We are
to-day what we are through his mercy and
goodness. 0, let us love and serve Him
with all our hearts, and also love one another.
JOHN LANDERS.
LAMONI, Iowa, August 30th, 1889.

'l'o be continued.

THE ''HOPE."

Editor's Herald:-Because this is a
subject in which the whole church, hut especially the ministry, are interested, I ask
space for it in the Herald, if convenient.
M.W.

Editor Hope:-I am not privileged to
be a constant reader of your valu1ble Sabbath school paper, for, being almost a constant traveler, I strike points it does not
reach; but I chanced to sec a copy for
September 2 rst, therefore read vour editorial and thought announcement and description of new dress encouraging to the
patrons. But as I read, was forcibly reminded of the stern and trying fact, namely, "never a joy without a sorrow, or a
sunshine without a cloud." For, believe
me, I had flattered myself of a steady
growth, and the gladsome news, won saluting our ears, of an enlargement of Zion's
Hope, columns. Five hundred less subscribers I What a clipping of the garment! What palpable proof of a backward step! Let us hope that such a st:Jggering blow may came the friends of so
valuahle a paper to pause, think, and then
redouble their diligence.
Zion's Hope hnguisbing-, retrograding,
subscribers growing less; its influence and
useful ness as a consequent, measurably lessened!
How di&tressing the thought!
Rally, yes by all means; let there be a
grand, sensible, aud substantial rally, culminating in adding- at least a thousand
subscribers to its list. It will never do to
even think of withholding the requisite
sustenance, now that in years the Hope
has reached its manhood. Rather let it be
increased, that the vigor and strength of
its manhood may be visible.
It is possible that these s11ggestions may,
to some, savor too strongly of a wild enthusiasm. If so, let me say, I hate such
enthusiasm, knowing that it bodes no
good; yet I believe a gospel imposed enthusiasm, or ambition, is as essential in the
divine life for the strength and continued
growth of God's work as the heat and
moisture afforded by the sun, dew and
rain are indispensable for the growth of
flowers, vegetables, :rrain and fruit. Policy and ignorance delight to revel in unseemly enthusiasm and wild excitements,
exaggerations, etc., while gospel moderation begets a true conception of possibilities, and in the exhibition of a godly persistency, a heaven approvecl zeal, labors
for the consummation of that thus conceive.d.
This moderation leads to the contemplation, and correspondingly labors to effect
the results of gospel unity. It knows no
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south, north, east or west, cultured or ignorant, yet recognizes and appreciates
with no lack of discrimination between
labor produced by five talents and that
produced by one. It never essays to heap
undue applause on the former, or forgets
with what readiness the Master, recognized the seemingly imignificant act of the
humble, trembling widow casting in her
mite. How inspiring- is the study of a
gospel moderation! How astounding its
practical results!
To estimate the results which the printed word may accompli~il, would be difficult. A young woman became somewhat
excited in the beginning of our church's
missionary work in Utah, jn 1863, by finding a bit of torn paper in a wood box with
the word, "Reorganization" thereon, and
she ceased not her efforts until she knew
its import.
The appearance and choice reading matter of the Hope, as a product of, or coming from the Latter Day Saints, (who are
in many places reprl!semed as being the
most ignorant of the ignorant), must to
the sober thinker appear significant,'to say
the least; and how effective it must be in
securing a requisite prestige.
How many have failed to learn of the
Latter Day Saints through a dropping
off of the five hundred subscribers,
and how many would learn ot their exi>tence if a thousand subscribers should
be added, are among the mysteries; but
certain it is that to bring into requisition
every facility to advertise the great latter
day work is but our reasonable service.
We thus evince a readiness to bear our
portion of the burden lest we be forgotten
in the time of rewards.
Teachers and Sunday School scholars
should not lose sight of the fact that our
Publishing· House is not endowed with an
occasional contribution of ten or twenty
thousand dollars, as are some of the popular orthodox book concerns; nor have
they the advantage of a large advertising
patronag·e or such an extensive circulation.
It was but last spring that I read of a tenyear-old college, conducted under the auspices of one of the most influential orthodox societies, needing an endowment of a
hundred and fifty thousand dollars, and I
learned of fifty thousand being received
as a starter. Tliese facts render the necessity of a united effort apparent to even the
casual observer.
There is nothing written or said encouraging to those at ease in Zion. The Master who is represented as having gone
into a far country, has not yet returned;
but as surely as he is represented ~s going,
so surely he will return, to know and
make p~blic, as upon the house-top, what
use or al;lme has been made of the five,
two and one talents. The I-:lerald, Hope
and Autumn Leaves are three--yet onein adding strength and vitality to the latter day work; and to let either trail in the
dust would prove injurious to the cause.
The church can not afforp to do this, yet
the efforts to sustain may be arduous,
though not impracticable; and why should
we expect to accomplish anything great
or good without the taxing of our whole

strength and ability to their utmost
ity? The
of
ous or crushing
to beget in the
eousness, a heaven
a seeking to God
with a consciousness
of a reception of strength
own; thus leading toward an
which Paul evinced in the
can do all things through Christ
ening me."
Much, very much,
proper utilization of
and earthly substance; let us see to it.
the long ago the fact stands
the history of the latter
when about
thousand
Latter
Saints in the united
of Great
(who had suffered under
king-craft and were
under the galling yoke
sinc.:'re in their profession, though
the sons of toil) doubled-and I
quadrupled-the subscription of the jlfillennial Star. \Vhy then should it be
thought a task too bard for the members
of the Reorganized
whose circumstances are far more favorable in
cuniary point of view than theirs
add a thousand subscribers, thus
Zion's Hope alive, or
fulness? Now is the time
into
requisitiOn every facility for the extension
of the latter day work, Your announcement of the Hope's age startled
and I
wondered what I had done in
these
years!

While thanking Bro. Caffall for his interest in the Hope, we can not refrain from
expressing our pleasure in
that
one of the ministry at least, has an eye upon this little gospel messenger, and as we
deem the chance an opportune one we are
going to beg for space in the Herald not
only for his article, but for a few words
with the ministry of the church in reference to one or two points
which Bro"
Caffall has not touched,
what we have
to say should seem plain
brethren to remember that
liberty to "entreat an elder."
we_ aim to do.
Brethren, we entreat you to enter into
the sanctuary of your own souls and when
you have barred the entrance,
out
all intruders, ask of yourself the
"What have I done in the years
past, towards feeding the lambs of
flock? Do I know from a careful examination thereof the kind of
food
they are receiving? How many sermons
in all the course of my
have I
addressed to them? Have I ever tried to
put myself in the child's
that I
might know how much
food I am dealing out from
he is able to digest (or
tbe little ones have come to
countability and have
for baptism, have I
same, that because it was
was entitled to less credit than
a sheep? H so
has it ever occurred to you that
demanded

of the lambs? Demanded it
love to him? Have
made it a matter
when
from branch to
to be
and
School?

course there are
now of the
the
that the
the wisdom of man, and
student is, or should
aware
line
of policy God has
out in this respect: "l know Abraham that he will
command his children and his household
after him and
r>hall keep the
of
the Lord." "If you love me,
my
lambs." .
Shall we tell them what the
not, and never tell them what it is
"spake as one
"
"If
the
an uncertain sound, who
shall prepare
for the bJttle ?"
Are the children of the household of
faith
and prepared to defend
that
the children
into
the household trained to do the same. A
few
there was a skeleton
some
it to be such) in the church
and those who so regarded it, walked
carefully
it,
their heads and
saying, "I tell
just lift
corner of the sheet
see
the bones will rattle. It is
and there is a bad odor all about it."
ted
or moved by the
to
band of young
middle-aged Saints formed for the purpose of
unveiling this skeleton and bringing it to
tbe light. But lo, as they took off the
wrappings, instead of corruption and dehealth and
were revealed; inof death, life and vigor stood embodied before
and to-day from one end
of the church to the other, in the broad
light of day, men and women, young and
old open this book
skeleton) and wonder anew at its
strength and beauty,
and give to the
and Covenants the
same honor
to the Bible and Book of
Mormon.
were they brought up in
ignorance of its contents? There is re"
sponsibility somewhere, and the fact that
God overruled the neglect, will not make
individual responsibility less.
It is a self· evident fact that as a church
we are not
our duty by the
No Sunday
can afford to do
one I-:lope less, because the lessons are not
in it. The
of the church is
increasing,
not the circulation
of our papers
also?
o

•

WoRM SPECIFIC.-lt is claimed that both the
milk and meat of the cocoanut are good for
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THE "SEALED BOOK."-No. XVII.
BY ELDER R. 1\f, ELVIN,
LAKE MICHIGAN REGION.

MR. WM. H. BALLou, in viving
above description, uses these words:
"When we reach Chicago we find that
the intellectual features of the Lake
have been exhausted, and also the scenery.
Chicago proper has no institution of any
prominence whatever. It has no scenery,
except such as is artificial and has been
made in her parks. I have seen artificial
efl"ects in scenery produced
the moundbuilders in the-same
which bore
such a striking resemblance to the effects
produced in the parks
the landscape
gardeners that I ceased to
informed as
to the extent of the civilization and learnof the former. Future races, excavaon the sire of
will place the
inhabitants of that city in
same categ·owith the mound-builders of the Missisif these effects are taken as
of progress. This is no reflection
upon the artistic
of artificial Chicascenery. It is
a statement of
The
excelled in
and

COLOSSAL SERPENTS.

The same author in his
of
the Casa de los
tells us: "The
fac;1des of this immense
are
ornamented with the richest and most inm

western
left as one enters the
wonderful of all; for irs
one hundred and c~'""'r"r
two colossal

must have been prowide in its
and
and graphic in its force
ex"-Ibid, P· 549·
HISTOHICAL ENIGMA.

Scientists do not agree
the antiquiof the ~ncient ruins, and
never will
agree if
seek to establish that there
was but one civilization. Do not let it

mon accounts for
conditions or ranks
of civilization namely the J aredite which
by the N ephite, the latter
by the Aboriginal or Lamanite
This is paralleled by some
the Ake age or civilization,
:md this was followed by the U xmal civiliand it in turn gave place to the Indian rule. So that science and the Book
of Mormon give us the same couclusions.
J'v:lr. Banks says: "In all the centuries
there has been considerable speculati0n as
to the antiquity of ruins and mounds found
in such great
in Central America.
surmises have been made as to
the
truth. But who can judge?
who has sufficient data to establish any
reasonable hypothesis which can be substantiated by
evidence? The claim,
on one side
on the other of a
recent origin, in regard to
need not perplex us; but in
should not both be
claim from careful,
that these ruins
of difl"erent ages. For
see one structute with every
and denoting a modern age,
for centuries; w bile others,
with the worn, round edges of their stones,
teach to the ~ccustomed geological observer that
is a potent factor in the
result.
I derive from my observ;ltions at Ake. In other words, I think
Uxmal comparatively new, while Ake beto the
lost in antiquity. Literpubiications I shall
my theory in this particuto
the hope to conwhom science may
the antiquity of the
ruins of
and thus the honor of
the relative antiquity of the genof Yucatan."-lbid, p. 551.
kind
you perceive that
scientific
and the
of Niormon harmonize in relation to
the several
of the ancient civilizatl.on.
PHANTOM CITIES,

No astonishment should ohtain that
r:Jany believe there are yet to be made
rich and marvelous di,coveries in mystic
ancient America. Mr. B~nks adduces the
evidence and deduction thereon:

Don Pedro Velasquez, of Guatemala; Desire Charnay, who went to Yucatan as the
representative of Mr. Pierre Lorillard, and
has published, in a splendidly illustrated
edition de luxe, •Les Anciennes VJ!les du
Nouveau Monde.' I beg also to add my
own testimony to the statements and opinions of these authors; for my travels in
the peninsula, a close study of its topography, the movement of tbe tribes, conversations with and a cross-examination of the
natives, and the knowledge that no traveler who has ever ventured into this inhabited wilderness has ever returned-all convince me, independently of other considerations, that m1ghty cities, yet unseen by
the eye of any stranger, still flourish in
that isolated interior. And why should
not this be so? It is only a little over
three centuries since Cortes and Pizarro
first made their inroads in the countrie~ of
the Mon\ezumas and of the Incas, and all
of the aboriginal civilization has been
hrought to the knowledge of mankind It
is strange, too, that the territory specified
has so long defied the investig<.tion of
dauntless and well-equipped explorers;
not, when it is considered that 'the mysterious smoke' of the Everglades of Florida
has never been reached by white man or
negro.
Although almost countless attempts, at great risk, have been made,
through the swamps and jungles, to reach
the spot whence rises this perpetual phenomenon, all have been failures, and none
have solved the problem ..
"But what is actually known of these
aboriginal cities of Central America, which
are still supposed to retain in their inhabitants the last of the continual descendants
of the ancient settlers, keeping up the rites
and ancient customs of their progenitors,
and furnishing in their, doubiless, well ..
preserved history, tradition and folk-lore a
complete knowledge of the ancient arts
and manufactures, a key to the complete
architecture that has been the amazement
of exporers and archa;,,Jogists? A<; to the
absolute certainty of their existence, in one
form or another, there remains only the
faintest shadow· of doubt. \Vhat we do
know is this: Stephens was the first of
explorers to bring the city to the notice of
the modern world. The cura of Quiche,
an Indian village of Guatemala, informed
him he had seen the Phantom Citv from
the summit of the
peaks 'of the
mountains of that State. But the difficulties of attempting to go into the interior
appalled even a somewh,lt reckless and
curious traveler like Stephens, who wisely
enough reasoned that tr.e certainty of
de~th was entirely too plain to justify the
undertaking. It is not clear why, with
f'uch important results in view, Stephens
did not secure an armed escort and proceed to invBde the interior on a mis,.ion of
science. However, he s~y,, in speaking
of this suhject: 'In fact, I conceive it to
be not imp~Jssible that within this secluded region m~y exist at this day, unknown
to white men, a living aborig·inal city, OC·
cupied by relics of the ancient race who
still worship in the temples of their f&thers.' Later than Stephens, a Frenchman,
Arthur Morelet, entered this country by
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the Usuma>inta River, and traveled on the
frontier of the area where the Phantom City
is thought to be, and such records as he has
left indicate that he was a strong believer
in its reality. Mr. E. G. Squier, an eminent authority on Central America, speaking of this territory, thus alludes to the
subject: •Within its depths, far off on
some unknown tributary of the U sumasinta, the popular tradition of Guatemala
and Chiapas places that great aboriginal
city, with its white walls shining like silver in the sun, which the cura of Quiche
affirmed he had seen with his own eyes
from the tops of Quezaltenango.' I wish
to add my testin.ony to that of these distinguished travelers; from what in one respect might seem a trivial detail in observation. For instance, I noticed in Ake,
where by far the most ancient ruins of
Central America may be found, that the
cement, as seen in protected places-that
is to say, imbedded beyond the surface in
depressed architectural recesses, where it
had escaped the action of the elementswas very white, and would glisten in the
sun in similar manner to that described by
the cura of Quiche. The query naturally
occurred to me, could not the later facades
of the ancient cities, .too, have been covered with this shiny cement? And is this
not proof of the existence of such a city in
the wilds of Yucatan-one like Ake ?'
And then came Don Pedro Velasquez, of
Guatemala-it is thirty years since-who,
according to his own account, penetrated
to the very heart of the Phantom City,
saw it in all of its magnificence of architecture and statuary, became possessed of
all its secrets and mysterie~, and then, in
an endeavor to escape, one of the Americans (two accompanied him from Baltimore) was sacrificed on the High Altar of
the Sun, and the other was wounded, and
subsequently died in the wilderness of
Guatemala, after a fierce fight with the
Indians. Finally, let me add that to solve
the existence of this Phantom City and
its living population is to-day the most important problem that confronts the ambitious explorer, in the whole range of
such effort on American sot!. For a traveler to reach there, to return with an accurate account of it<> people, its life, its
physical characteristics, its order of civilization and system of government, would
be a feat unparalleled since the early Spanish conquerors first canied the glorie> of
the Montezumas to the wondering peoples
of the Old World. It is a more difficult
enterprise, however, than that of the Arctic traveler, or the African explorer, and
he who has the temerity to try it must
first acquire a thorough knowledge of
Yucatan."-Ibid, p. 551-2.
When we consider the character of both
country and people, it is not strange that
the opinion has obtained of magnificent
cities not yet found or seen by white men,
and especially so when it is clear that the
exploration of the American continent is
but in its infancy.

here, with a rainbow of promise for
py condition hereafter. Whoever has
the Book of Mormon
has discovered that all laws adopted
the Nephites had in view to sustain
government, protect their religion and to administer comfort to the people: "Behold, it
came to pass that the son of N enhihah
was appointed to fill the
the stead of his father;
pointed chief judge,
over
the people, with an oath,
sacred ordinance to judge righteously, and to
the peace, and the freedom of the
and to grant unto them their
leges to worship the Lord their God
to support and maintain the cause
all his days, and to bring the wicked to
justice according to their crime. Now behold, his name was Pahoran."-Alma

22:8.

A man who will execute the law with
justness and equity to all, seldom
perfect satisfaction, Rnd so it was in the
above case; some restless spirits desired
change:
"Nevertheless, they did not
long maintain an entire peace in the
for there began to be a contention amon~;
the people concerning the chief judge, Pahoran; for behold, there were a
of
the people who desired that a few
ular points of the law should be
But behold, Pahoran would not
nor
suffer the law to be altered; therefore he
did not hearken to those who had sent in
their voices with their petitions, concerning the altering of the law.''~Ibid
During the past fourteen centuries
laws have been almost lost sight of
the Mayas and other tribes who
the N ephite civilization, but here
shadow or reflex, as discovered and
ed by Mr. Banks: "Communism
universal among the Mayas of Central and
South America when they dwelt in
and security. Indeed they offer a sol<'mn
example of a most perfect condition of human society, as built on primitive foundation, and well worth the study of the reckless theorists and wild- brained charlatans
of the present day. It was ordained that
one-third of the land should be dedicated
to the Sun-that is, to support the
and priesthood. One-third was for
ning the Government and public
ments, maintaining the army, and
the public granaries full in- case of emergency. The remaining third of the land
was divided among the people in
shares; and no one was allowed to increase his property even a
A
topo of land was granted to every male
child; half a topo to every female
one topo being considered
and wife. Marriage was
a fixed age. At the death of any
ual, child or adult, the
reverted
to the State. Capital, trusts
lies did not exist, and it may be
there was no scope for the eloquence
F11ther McGlynn, the
cure-all
of Henry George, or such
porations as the Anti poverty
NEPHITE LAWS.
The Mayas never knew want.
tu.re was under strict regulations, as were
The laws of government, God and family are the three safeguards to happiness the public works. The first land cultivat-

belonged to the Church; then such
as belonged to the aged, infirm
and widows and orphans, and others that
were bel pless, No one could till his own
land until the land of those unable to work
it was attended to. This was a paramount
duty, and its disregard was punisheJ by
death on the gallows. The Government
land was cultivated last, the individual
owner taking the precedence. Such was
the system that em braced millions of people, and they lived in peace, happiness and
prosperity-a
for every clilss of students of socialism and political economyand
remained undisturbed in their
serenity until the ruthless incursion of the
Spanish conqueror, flourishing the sword
of the bandit, while devoutly invoking the
Cross of Christianity. Truly those were
dramatic days in the history of the rich
and wonderful South American tropics!
Charity and equity were the universal
rule, and this I noted to be the religious
practice thrcughout the peninsula to-de~y.
Let me give an example: A land-holder
has a cenote on his property. This must
furnish the water-supply for the immediate neig-hborhooJ, so that the native who
is dependent upon him for his water contrRcts to take it, paying him for a week's
supply by one day's labor on his (the proprietor's) land; and curiously enough, this
always occurs on
American
wash-day. No money pa~ses; the contract is in kind.''-Leslie's Monthly, May,

I889, P· 554-5·
The strange but common sense customs
of the Mayas serve as a torch to trace our
steps back- throug-h the dark
until we
discover the h;1lo of civilization obt11ining
when the Nephites were in the zenith of
their glory and
the law of God. The
object of this
as the reader is
aware, is the presentation of evidence,
with barely sufficient comment to make
that evidence intelligible.
I will now present it under the following divisions:- (1) Time when aboriginal
civilization of America was made known
to the world by scientific investigations.
(z) Age, location, derivation and nature of
aboriginal civiliziltion.
(3) Aboriginal
migrations. (4) Aboriginal warf;;re.
Aboriginal reli2'ion. (6) Mtscellaneous
arg-uments. (7) Objections answered.
Bible arguments,
(To he continued.)

Met pursuant to adjnurnment September 7th,

at Persia, Iowa, J. C. Crabb chosen president, A.

M. Fyrando secretary. Bmnch report•: Little
Sioux 231, r6 baptized, 5 removed; Woodbine
4ll, 17 baptized; Magnolia r7o. 7 baptizPd, I
death; Union burg 35. r baptized; Spring Creek
91, 2 baptized, I received; Logan 54, loss 2;
Willow Valley, Sioux City and Union Center
not reported; making net gain, so far as reported
36. Sabbath Schools reported: Union burg,
Magnolia, Spring Creek and Logan; Woodbine
not officially reported because of sickness nf secretary, but all reported as stronger and interest
increased. Ministerial reports. High Priests:
J, C. Crabb, C. Derry, (baptized IS)· Seventies:
J. F. Mintun, J. F. McDowell, (baptized 23). El·
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ders: J. Seddon, D. Chambers, (baptized 2); P.
G Kemi-h, W. Chambers, C. Downs, F. Hansen,
A. M. Fyrando, T. Thomas, (baptized r), E. R.
Lamphere, H. Garner, L. Ellison. Priests: P.
Pelton, J. C. Johnson, J. Chapman. Spiritual reports of branches, all good. Bishop's agent reported: Amount received $232 35, due agent
last report, $5. 44• amount expended $190 87,
balance on hand, $36 04, total $232 35· Committee on auditing reported it correct. On motion Joseph !:>eddon was requested to labor in
Litt2e Sioux district as much as consistent with
his other labors and as assistant president of
Galland's Grove district. By motion J. C. Crabb
was sustained as president of district. By motion A.M. Fyrando was sustained district secretary, and general conference appointees were
sustained. Prayer service at ro a.m.; preaching
at I I a.m. by J. C. Crabb; at 2:30 p. m. by C.
Derry. After service one was baptized. Evening service at 8 p.m., preaching by J. C. Crabb.
Adjourned to Magnolia, December 7th and 8th.
The Saints entertained the many vioilors, and a
pleasant and profitable time was had.
NOV A. SCOTIA AND NEW BRUNSWICK.
Conference of the Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick district, caliPd by Elder A. H. Parsons, convened at South Rawdon, Hants countv,
Nova Scotia, September 14th, at two p. m, A. H.
Parsons chosen to preside. South Rawdon and
Cornwallls branch reports read and approved,
showing a net gain of 12 by baptism since last
report. Elders present reported: J. C. Burg·ess,
H. J. Davison; Priests: R. Newcomb, J. Dimock; Teacher: A. Wood. Bishop's Agent, J.
Dimock, reported: On hand last report $40,
received since, $9r 10, total $r3r.ro. Paid out
$u4. on hand $r7.10. Referred to committee
and found correct. Elder H. J. Davison was
chosen district president, sister Elmira Wood,
clerk, for one year. Bro. Parsons read a letter
from Bro. Kelley. whereupon it was moved that
V'"e recommend Bro. Davison to the appointment
of missionary for Nova Scotia. A. H. Parsons
was chosen delegate to represent this district in
the General Conference of r89o, at Lamoni.,5
Iowa. One business, four preaching, and two
prayer meetin2s were held during conference.
Preaching by Elders A. H. Parsons and H. J.
Davison. A good spirit was manifested all
through the session, and there was a full attendance. Adjourned to call of president.

NAUVOO AND STRING PRAIRIE.
Conference met with the Rock Creek branch,
September 14th; A. H. Smith chosen to preside,
G. P. Lambert, clerk. Branch reports: Rock
Creek 46, I baptized, 2 received; Keokuk 41, I
removed, I died; Farmin2ton 47· I died; Montrose 89. J. H. Lambert, Bishop's agent, reported. On hand last report $4092, received since
$99 50, paid out $50 oo. balance $54 .p. Auditf'd
and fnund correct. Ministerial reports: W. W.
Blair, A. H. Smith, T. Revel, J. McKiernan, R.
Lambert, D. D. Babcock, H. T. Pitt, S. J. Salisbury, W. T. and J. H. Lambert, Priest A. A. Hall,
Teachers B. B. Herrick, H. Kestner, Deacons S.
Seigfreid anq F. B. Salisbury. The action of the
district clerk in changing the time of the conference was approved. J. H. Lambert was elected
president and G. P. Lambert clerk for six months.
Preaching during conference by 'I.V. W. Blair and
A. H. Smith. Adjourned to Keokuk, Iowa, No~v:ember 3oth, at 10: 30 a.m.
CENTRAL MISSOURI.
Cenference met with the 'Wakenda branch in
the Saints chapel, August 31st, Bro. R. L. Ware
presiding, M. A. Trotter secretary. Wakenda
23. Elders reported: E. W. Cato, R. L. Ware,
W. L. Booker and M.A. Trotter, also Deacon,
H. L Curtis present. The Bi'<bop's agent reported: Balance last report $r 75, received since
$2 35, paid out $3 oo, balance $r 10. E. W. Cato
agent. The present officers of the district were
sustained for the next quarter. also the spiritual
authorities of the church. Conference adjourned
to meet with the Wakenda branch, November
3oth, at 10 a. m.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Conference of the Eastern Iowa district will
meet wlth the Fulton branch, in Jackson county,
Iowa, November 29th, at 7 p. m. All trains will
be met at Maquoketa on the 29th. Those who
can not get there on the forenoon train will
please drop Bro. John Heide, at Fulton, a card to
meet them on the evening train. Come all who
can, and with the intention of serving God, and
we will have a time of rejoicing. Presidents of
branches, be sure to send in your reports in time
to John W. Sutton, Fulton, Jackson county,
Iowa, if you can not be present yourself.
J. S. RoTH, Dist. Pres.
The semi-annual conference of the Southern
Michigan and Northern hidiana district will be
held in the Coldwater branch, at their new
Church, on the 2d and 3d days of November
next. As the new meeting-house will be dedicated at this conference it is expected that brethren Briggs and Griffiths-one or both-will be
present.
HIRAM RATHBUN, Dis!. Pres.
The conference of the London district, Canada mission, will convene at St. Thomas City,
October 19th and 2oth, when missionaries E. L.
Kelley and J. H. Lake, and several of the elder·
are expected to be present. Those coming
by
from a distance will enquire for Wm.
Strange, president of St. Thomas branch.
JoHN SHIELDS, Dis!. Sec.
Conference of the North Nebraska district
will convene at Fremont, Nebraska, beginning
October 2,5th, at 7: 30 p.m. A full attendance is
de~;ired.
Please have all reports on hand in
time.
vV. M. RUMEL, Dist. Pres.
BORN.
TURPEN.-At Lamoni, Iowa, June 30th, 1889,
to Bro. M. M. and Sr. Mary E. Turpen, a son;
blessed September 29'h, 1889. by Elc'ers Robt.
M" Elvin and M. M. Turpen, and named David.
BALLAU.--At Lamoni, Iowa, December 30th,
1885, to Bro. Archibald and Sr. Hannah Ballau,
a daughter; bless<"d September 29th, xb89, by
Elders Robt. M Elvin and M. M. Turpen, and
named Minnie Blanch.
BALLAU.-At Lamoni, Iowa, December 9th,
x8S6, to Bro. Archibald and Sr. Hannah Ballau,
a daughter; blessed September 29th. r889, by
Elders M. M. Turpen and Robt. M. Elvin, and
named Dora Myrtle.
DIED.
Y ARRINGTON.-At Lamoni, Iowa, October xst,
1889, of cholera-infantum, Laura Alta, infant
daughter of Bro. C J. a::1d Sr. Clara Yarrington.
This little bud sojourned on earth thirty-~even
davs, and will now bloom in heaven, for of such
h the kingdom. Elder Robt. M. Elvin had
charge of the service at the residence, October
2d. The remains were taken to Davis City for
interment.
JoNEs-At Carbon, Wyoming, June 12th,
r889. Elder John D. Jones. He was born Janu8th, r8rz, in north Wales, being over 73 years
ztge at his death" It is believed that he died
from the efrects of a fall from a ladder, while
painting his house a short time before his death.
Another true, honest and upright brother, father
and husband passed away with a good prospect
of a glorious future. Manv relatives and friends
mourn his departure. Bro. Jones joined the
church at Canton, Illinois, August. x865, being
bapttzed and confirmed by Elder J. Jeremiah.
GREAT ST. LOUIS FAIR PROGRAMME.
The 29th Great St. Louis Fair opP<>S Oct. 7th
and continues 6 days. $70 ooo is offered in cash
to be distributed among the exhibitors
Horses, Cattle, Sheep Swine and Poultry;
Machinery, Mechanical and Industrial Displavs,
Works of Art, Textile Fabrics, Produce, Fruits
and
Geological and Chemical Specimens.

LOSS OF LIFE IN WAR.
According to a computation just bsued by an
eminent statistician, the cost in human iife of the
wars of the last thirty.four years has been 2,253,
ooo souls.
The Crimean war cost 750,000 men;
the Italian war (1859) 45 ooo; the Danish war
(r864) 3,ooo; the American civil war-the northern states z8o,ooo, the southern states 520,ooo;
the Austro- Prussian war 45 ooo; the Franco· German war-France 155 ooo. Germany 6o,ooo; the
Turco Russian war 250 ooo; the South African
wars 3o,ooo; the Afghan war 25 ooo; the Mexican and Cochin"Chinese expeditions 6s.ooo, and
the Bulgaro-Servian insurrection 25 ooo.
This
list does not inc! ude mortality from sickness.

"The Jews in and out of
Palestine."
Such has been t.he demand for this article, that we now
offer it in PAMPHLET FORM, bound in colort1d covers.
It i" a comprehent-ive and curefnlly prepal'ed Hit:<torJCal
Treatise concf'rning the Jews in nil nation!?-, including

Palestine; as well as a clear avowal of their hopes and
expectations concerning the Holy Land, by Hev. F. de
Lola Mendez, a leading American Hebrew of New York
City, Per Bingle COJ-IY Gcts in money or stamps~ 6 copies
25c; 1t copies 40c. Send in your ordert« nt once.
Address, LAMBEHT BROTHERtl,
LAMONI, DECATUR Co., IowA.

Farm for Sale, 235 Acres,

T

HIRTEEN miles eaot of Lamoni and one half mile

north of Pleat:anton. One hnndrf'd acree. in tim her,
P~sture t?-et in blue grass, balance in mendow and plow
land. New 7 room Cottage with 3 porchel'l, 2 pantries
and fine rock cellar Small t.rchard. out honfl.es. granary,
and Iurge barn 42 x 6·:! with bar-.ement the entire length of
It. and ehingled FhedR on the '"'"t side and •outh end.
Two cemented cisterns, 4 Wt.:>llR nnd 3 pondl'l, with ahund-

ance of water for stor.k. LIBERAL 'l'ERliiS. Address

17aug

WILLIAM ANDERSON,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

'fHE young Ladies of the Independence branch
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints have organized as the Hawthorn Society,
in order to secure a fund for the purchase of a

PIPE ORGAN FOR THE NEW CHURCH
Edifice when completed.

They will hold a

BAZAR
Some time this fall, and solicit aid from the Saints
at large, in money, material, or useful, ornamental and fancy articles of every variety, to be sent
before October 5th, r88y.
Will the President of each Branch consider
this as addressed personally to himself, and read
the notice before the branch as often as necessary to keep the matter before the people.
Address: MRs. JENNIE H. NEWTON,
Box 578, Independence, Mo.

AUTUMN

LE

V E S,

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

Price per year

$1.!'>0.

M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.
~ The October number contains the following articles:-Thought-The Song at NightProper Entertainment for Children-The Duty
of Believing Something-Our Sheaves-God's
Care for His Children-The Uses of an Enemy
-Be,;sie's Prayer-Who Sinn<'d-Story of the
Book of Mormon-Gospel of Jesus Christ--When the Chickens Come Home to RoostHome- When Bessie Died-Then Honest RumSeller-Man Greater than Nature-The Song at
Night-Life of One of Earth's Pilgrims--Nauvoo-Devotion-Selfhood and Self- With the
Church in an Early Day-Elder Glaud Rodger
Thoughts After a Fishing Party-The Sailor
Fish-Burdette's Advice to Young Men-Speak
Gently- Autumn-- Editor's Corner-- Round
Table.

ADDRESSES.

Hiram Rathbun, 500 Logan street, Lansing, Michigan.

www.LatterDayTruth.org

THE SAI
PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
--)BY THE(--

Board of Publication of the Re01 ganized Church,
at their Pub!ishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., lOW A,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Librnry binding, sprinkled edges ••••.. l
Imitation Morocco, gilt ed2;es •••••••••••.•••. 2
Morocco. gilt edges .........•••••••••••••••• 2
New Testament, Inspired....................

50

00
50

75

BOOK OJ!' MORMON:
Roan, sprinkled edges ....................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••..•••••••••• 1 50
DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS.
Sprinkled Rheep, or Library ...••••••• , •••••• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••..••••••••• l 50
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•••• , ••••••••• 1 50
THE SAINTS' HAR1fONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin Rides .•..•••.•••... 2 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
JOSBPH SMTTH TRF, PROPHET AND
HIS PROGBNI1'0RS.
(By Lucy Smith.)
Muslin binding, 312 pages ............... ,... 70
Leather binding .•••.••••.••••••.•••••••.••. 1 00
HESPERIS.
(P0ems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy 1\{uslin, 202 pages, gilt edges ..•.••••••• 1 50
VOIGT~

OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
In paper eovers, 10 cts. each, per dozen •••••••• 1 00
Limp muslin covers... . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • • • • • • . 25
JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages..................... 35
Muslin binding. . . . . . . . ..•••••..••.•• , . • • • 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder William Sheldon of the Second Advent Sc.cietv, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the· ministry of
the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church and among tho•e without,
abounding in proots never before prPsented in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .•••.••. , •••••••.•••.••..• l
M nslin boards . • • . . • • • . . . • . . • . • . . • • . . • . . . • •
Q1wstion Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp mu,lin, 25 cts. each. per dozen . . . • • . • . 2
Qllestion Bonks for Primary Classes.
Limp muslin, 15 cts. each, per dozen ..•..••••• 1

00

75
50
25

SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School Engineer and Record Book • • • • • • • • . . • • 50
Good Behavior Tickets, I 00 tor l5c., 1,000 for .. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets .•.•.•..... Same price.
Fancy Cards, package of 50, 5 kinds, large • • • • • 7 5
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100. . • • • • • • 50
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages ..•.• , • , • . . . . • • • • • • • • 25
J. Sninn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judge the world is now past'' 11 H. Forscutt affirms •·Tile Bible teaches the Literal Resurrection ol the body from the grave."

BRi. UE::\-KELLEY DEBATE.
Muslin board,, J:J6 pa,:es ............. ., .... ,l 75
Pro posit ions:-( l) Is the Book of
of LJj ..
vine origin, and are its

entitled to

reF<p;3ct

and belief of all Christian
Is tile C•m• ch
of which I. Olark Braden. am a
of Christ, and ident.ic11l in faith,
ordin:mces, worship and pmctice, with the C!turch of
as it was left perfected by the Apostles of C!Jris'!,_
Is the Reorganizfld Church of Jesus Christ of LaLer
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
wituHim?
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 2octs , ten or more, each ••• , • • • • • • • 'W
In paper 15cts., ten or morB, each .••.••••••• , 13
This is tht. notorious "'1Ianuscript Found,n writt13t_
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so mucll bas
been said in connection with the
that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney
the ch:ef
,:round work and material from
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY ToETTR~RS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen.
15
Witho,lt covers 5cts. each; por dozen ..•• , . • • . 50
Contains valuable matter in relation to the
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery nnd Transbtion
the Book of Wlorm n, and the Angelic bestowal of tl1e
Priesthood.
o ••• ,

•• o

CONCORDANCR TO DOCTRINE AND
COV~N ANT;:J.
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covers . . . . ,0
Old editio11 .••..•••... -•...•....•••.• , •. , .• · f>
SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers 10 cts.; per dozen ..••••• , • • • • •

no

TRACTS.
2 Truth Made ManifeRt, dozen 20cts., 100 •.••• l bO
3. Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 5c 100. ''0
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of thR
and the Kirtland Temple
dozen 5c, 100.. 25
250 for 50 cts, 500 for
, 1.0110. • • . • •
'~5
6. The "One Baptism;" its
requisites and Design-and
is tor; 25 cts per dozen, per l 00 .•••••••.••
7. Who Tben Can be Saved; dozen
100 •...
8. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen
t 00 .• 1
9. Spiritualism Viewed frc:m a
point; dozen 31l ct2., l 00 ............. , .... 2
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts .. 100 ..... .
ll. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2
12. The Bible vs
dnzen 25 cts .. 100. 1
14 Reply to Orso!'
25 cts 100 .. , 1
15 Brighamite Idolatry; duzen 5 cts.,
16. Poly12:amy: Was it an
Church; dozen 20
LeO
17. Tlle Successor in
Offiee and
Presidency of the Church;
25 cts 100.1 '15
20. The ''One Bcdy:" or the Church of
under >he Apostleship and under the Apostasy: dozen20 cts , l 00.. . . .. . .. ........... l 40
2L Truth by Three Witnesses; dozrm 3c., 100.,
5
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts,
•.. l l 0
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 ........... 1 Y:5
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen!.\ cts., 100 .•• 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5
100 .....
26. Mountain of the Lord's
5c., l 00
40
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen
cts .• 100 .... 1 4.0
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from tl1e Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5
H>O....... 40
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon;
5
per hundred .....•.......••.....•...•.••. l 10
31. What is Truth? and True
? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts.,
250 for 50 ct.~ .• 50o for $1, 1,000 fi1r........
'15
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 ct.s, 00 . . • . 4 ()
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
per hundred ........................... l 25
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts, 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for ......••.......•... _.. l 75
42 Rejection of the Clmr·eh; dozen 15
l 00. lll
43 One Wife, or Many; dozf'n 25 cts,
_... l 75
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of le·
sus Christ; 5 cts each, per dozen ..•.•.• , • • . 50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100 . • • • • • • • • • 15
.An assortment of Tracts ........ , ........... ,.. 35
COMPLETE SET OF TRACTS,

:Bound in Limp MWIIin, turned in ............. ..

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
W' We have limited quantity of these on hand.
Turkey Superior, p:ilt edge .................... 3 50
'l't:rkey Superior, with claep, gilt edge •••••••.. 3 75
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edp:e .•••....•••••••.••. 3 75
Roxbnrg Turkey, with clasp, gilt ed12:e .......... 4 00
WELSH HYMN BOOK.

Fnll leat1Jer, marbled edges • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • SO
This was published by the church in Wales, and
contains 393 hymns in "Welsh and 33 in English.
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER,
And d'•scoveries of Ancient Am0rican Records and
Relics, with the statement of a Convened .Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pagr3s .•• .,.. •• • • .. .. • • • • .. • • 10
REPLY TO LITTLEF. .LD.
In paper 10cts; per dozen................... '15
This is the
of President JMeph Smith to
L. 0. Littlefield in
of the doctrine of Plural
Marri.age.n

BRANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs and corners. mu,Jin sides; printed
ht'adino:s . and wled tl>r RPCOl'd of Names, Blessing of Children, and for Marriages •••• , •••••• 2 00
DISTR1CT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Records ••• 3 00
LTCB:NCES, NOTICES, &c.
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Licences,
each per dozen..........................
Baptism a:ud Confirmation Certificate books.....
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred.........
CERTIFIOAT!£S AND REPORTS.
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen ••• , •••• , •
Annual Statistical B.enorts, two for. . • . • • • • • • • •
Certificates of Baptisnl and Membership, per doz.
Certificates of Removal, per dozen .•• , , • ; • . • . •
1iarriage Certificates, per dozen ••••••••••••• ,

12
25
40
40
5
12
12

25

:MISC.illLLANEOUS.
!!'he Problem of H nm9xl Life Here and Hereafter

by A. Wilford Hall, 544 pages, muslin ••..... 1
Universali;.m
Itself, 336 pages, muslin
by A.
. ..•......••.••••.•..•. 1
leather ••••..•.•.. 3
and
the Roman Empire,
mnslin boards, 5 volumes .•......••••..•••• 4
1Yiosheim's Church
2 volumes .•••••••• 4
Baldwin's Ancient
(illmtrated) ...•..•. 1
B.ol'.!n's Aneient
two volumes in one ... 4
The Koran.
. ..........•...... 2
Gieseler's
Hi9tory, from A.D. 1 till
1854 muslin boards, 5 volumes ...•......•. 10
The Ec~lesiastical History o! Ensebius Pamphilus. Bishop of Cresarea and Palestine •••...•. 2
Crud en's
Cor,cordance of Bible .••.•. 1
Bible 'l'ext
.............•••.••.•.•.... 1
Apocryphal New Testament . . . • . • • • • ••••••• l
Elders' Diary, bv
Luff.. . .. . • .. . • .. . • .
Emerson's Read·y
Herald and Hope size.
RoBERT \VINNING,

Pres't.

D. :B\

Nw:a:or.soN~

00
00
00
80
00
25
00

00
75
00
65
30

85

Cashier.

AmR)le Res:;p®n§ilbiiHty,

Loans money on a proved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time depoeits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

--------------------LUFF & BRACKENBURY,

RE

L

ES

E

E

West I.exington Street,
INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI.

Next to Warnky'e Gallery,

A CHRONOLOGICAL CATECHISM:

Or,

to tbe

of the Bible.

BY A. J. MAPES.
I,mlp Cloth, 103 pages, price 3$ cts.

For sale by

Bro. H. R. MILLS, Independence Mo.

www.LatterDayTruth.org

"HEARKEN TO THE Wonn OF THE LoRn: FOR •rnERE SHALL NoT ANY IlfAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAV]!! rr BE ONE Will'l!; AllD CoNcmi
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."--Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE TEAT ONE 11IAN srrouLn HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: ExcEPT m CASE oF DE.t;TH, WHEN ErTREn
rs A.T LIBERC'Y TO MAmtY AG:'Il'L "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

-Whole No. 857
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AS80CIAT1;] EDITOR

VIRCHOW ON DARWIN.
HE

SAYS THAT THE PROOF OF
THEORY IS STILL LACKING.

HIS

SoME sen&ation. has heen caused
the recent
Anthropological congress in Vienna
the
speech of the great Berlin biologist, Prof. Virchow.
About a year ago Virchow, on similar occasion,
made a severe atta•:k on the Darwinian position,
and this year he is similarly outt'poken. We
make the following extracts from bis long address to the congress:
"Twenty years ago, when we met at Innspruck,
it was precisely the momer.t when the D:nwinian
theory had made its first victorious mark
throughout the world. My friend Vogt at once
rushed into the ranks of the champions of this
doctrine. V\fe have since in vain sought for the
intermediate stages, v..rhich wr::re t;upposed to con~
nect tnan with the apes; the proto-n1an 1 the proanthropos, is not yet discovered. For anthropological science the pro-anthropos is not even a
subject of discussion. The an'hropologist may,
perhap~;, see hhB in a rireatY1,
as soon as he
awakes he can not say that. he has made any approach toward hltn. At that time
Innspruck
the pmspect was, apparently, that the course of
the descent from ape to man would be recon··
structed all at once; but now we can not even
prove the descent of the separate races from one
another. At this moment we are able to say
that among the peoples of antiquity no single
one was any nearer to the apes than we are. At
this moment I can affirm that there ls not upon
earth any absolutely unknown race of men. The
least known of all are the people of the central
mountainous districts of the ]\C(alay peninsula,
but otherwise we know the people of Terra del
Fuego quite as well as the Eskimo, Bashkirs,
Polynesians and Lapps. Nay,
know more of
many of these races than we do of certain European tribes; I need only mention the Albanians.
Every living race is still human; no
one
has yet been found that we can designate as
Simian or q uasi-Slmian. Even when in certain
ones phenomena appear which are characteri.stic

of the apes-e. g., the peculiar ape-like projections of the skull in certain races-still we can
not en that account alone say that these men are
ape-like. As regards the lake dwellings, I have
been able to submit to comparative examination
nearly every single skull that. has been found.
The result has been that we have certainly met
with opposite characteristics among various races;
but of all these there is not one that lies outside
of the boundaries of our present population. It
can thus be positively demonstrated that in the
the course of five thousand years no change of
type worthy of mention has taken place. If you
ask me whether the first man was white or black
I can only say don't know."
Virchow summed up the question as to
what anthropological science during the last
forty years has gained, and whether, as many
contend, it has gone foreward or backward.
"Twenty years ago the leaders of our science asserted that they knew many things which, as a matter oi fact, they did not know. Nowadays we know
what we know. I can only reckon up our accounts
so far as to say that we have made no
debtt.:
is, we have made no loan from hypotheses; we are in no danger of seeing that
which
know overturned in the course of the
next moment. \Ve have leveled the ground so
that the coming generation may make abundant
use
the rnaterial at their disposition. As an
attainable objective of the next twenty years, we
must look to the anthropology of the European
natic nalilies.---Loudon Tablet.

The above which has been
the
journals is
interest
>erves to show that
as eminent in the domain
lore at times adopt theories
:md ret.ch conclu~ions which they are
afte:wards compelled to abandon, and
whi:::h prove to he absolutely absurd; thus
that all physical sciences, at lea~t
in the
degree known by man,
are oot exact nor perfect.
A bout ten or fifteen years ago when the
Darwinian
of the descent
3Scent)
of the human species was creating conside:·ahle interest, if not alarm and consternation,
some theological circles, the
sar:n
eminent anthropologist-Professor
Virchow-consider[tbly eased and quieted
many
and weak-kneed theolin l fleet: that the vast
renee in degree of brain power posthe least civilized and lowest inof any of the various tribes
of the most intelligent of
tbe mere animal, such as the gorilla, etc,,
that it presented a gap or
the adherents of the Darwincould not ~pan nor bridge; and
new discovery in this
removes us farther from
conclusion." He also <Stated, in

dftct, the great
and intellectual truth that, man in every age in
which we find him shows the same power
or capacity for intellectual development
as at present. We may state in this connection, as it in s0me sense bears a relation
to the subject, that the
has at times
ma:ntained a front
and occasionally
led the Cauca;,ian. in some lines of studies
at Yale or Harva;d
The same
would probably be true of any of the
other races under like favorable conditions.
It is comforting and confirming to note
that in general the discoveries and conclusions of the ablest and most recent
scientists are !'uch as to emphasize the
grandeur and the truth of Paul's wonderful and inspired declaration to the learned
Atheni:ms, "God , . . hath made of one
blood all nations of men."
VV e believe that scientific discovery,
right] y interpreted, will graclu<lll y but sure]y confirm many of the details of sacred narrative, and that God will use science as a
handmaid to religion to sustain and confirm
his wonderful word, past and present. Its
value should not be underestimated, for to
its researches are we indebted for great
and wonderful improvements in almost
of our civiliz:"tion-inte1lectand
In
her proper
spect and
the
reveals and
U'i
But
wonderful works of the Creator.
vvhen her devotees attempt to rench
and
of the realm of revealed
truth
the Creator, their folly
will be
manifest ~1.nd their steos will,
in time, be alwavs retraceri, llow~ver reluctantly; and this by the irresistible force
and power of truth. Tbis is also true
ofmanythe<>logians. "Every plantwhicb
my heavenly Father bath not planted
shall be rooted up,," is a statement of deep
and broad signification, and one that is inconsiderately read and but imperfectly
comprehended. It also has local as well
as general significmce.
In conclusion we may app;opriate!y, we
think, mention the apt reply of an English
Journalist to some mem hers of the Royal
Society of Great Brit?in, who in the presentation of a treRtise or thesis on some
occult, scientific subject cl<1imed that man
had existed upon the earth from the ages
of very remote antiquity, expressing the
probability of some hundreds of thousands of years as approximating nearer the
truth th?.n the time mentioned in holy
writ. The substance of the journalist\
criticism was, in efft'ct: It "is passing
strange that if such an industrious and
restless creature as man ba~ had a residence upon our earth for upwards of half
a million or so of years, that it is only in
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the past few thousand years that he has
given any account of himself, or left reliable traces of his doings.
We have heard of such a thing as "hitting the nail on the head." The phrase
is a homely one, but is terse and significant, and is applicable in the instance just
mentioned.

"THE FAMOUS BREECHES BIBLE.
"A COPY OF THE RARE OLD VOLUME
OWNED IN HARTFORD,
"A well preserved volume of the genuine old
•Breeches Bible,' so called, is in the possession of
Mr. Horace Johnson of Hartford. It was printed
in London in 1602 in the old •black letter' textenough to spoil the sight of any but the most
persistent reader-but it was a kind of print with
which Shakespeare and Lord Bacon were familiar. This edition-probably copied from ihe
•Bishops' Bible' of 1568-derives its irreverent
name from its version of the story of Adam and
Eve in the garden. In chapter 3:7, after telling
of the transgression, it reads:
"'7· Then the eyes of them both were opened,
and they knew that they were naked; and they
sewed fig tree leaves together, and made themselves breeches.'
"That picturesque attire is changed in King
James' version, which appeared nine years later,
to 'aprons'-the present accepted version. King
James' fifty-four translators only made alterations of the Tyndale and Coverdale text, and of
the •Bishops' Bible,' when it was found to be
'necessary.' The new revised version, however,
makes a good many changes. It cost poor Tyndale his life-he was burned at the stake, near
Brussels, in I 536-for daring to make a translation into English.
This quaint old Bible includes those Old Testament books that have since been relegated to
the nebulous limbo of 'the Apocrypha,' and includes them without any mark of separation
from those that are now accepted. There are
the books of Baruch, of Susannah, of Je,us the
son of Sirach, the book of Maccabees, Esdras,
Tubit, Bel and the Dragon, etc., all figuring as a
part of the divinely inspired word. If we can
believe the various holy 'councils' on those subjects, more or less of these apocryphal books are
not so inspired.
"Mr. Johnson's old Bible contains also the
quaint psalmody of Sternhold and Hopkins-the
p,a]ms of David 'done into' English verse.
«The quaint character of the mechanical work
alone of this old Bible makes it an interesting
study to any one especially who knows much
about printing. Unfortunately, the quaint old
title page is missing, its place being supplied by
a pen and ink copy."--Hartjord Times.

the best Translations in divers
With most profitable Annotations upon
all the hard places, and other thing'; of
great importance. Imprinted at London
by Robert Barker Printer to the
most Excdlent Majestie. 1610."
Apropos of the above, how would some
of the criticisms on the "poor
sr:y le
of the Book of Mormon" be received by
religious people generally if directed
against the "breeches" and other early
editions of the Bible? Won't the rule
work both ways? We have heard it remarked that it is a poor rule that won't.
How about the claim of some
that every word contained in the
tures was specially indited in the
and also to those who translated it? The
truth is those learned bodies of men who
have revised and rE'translated the Bib1e
have left the stamp of their learning upon
much that was originally written by inspired men in the vernacular of their own
tong-ues or the "familiar speech of their
day." Yet with all this labor bestowed
upon it, the American Bible Society
bave been told) declares it has found thousands of grammatical, typographical and
other errors in King James' translation of
the Bible. There are points for the elders
in what this article suggests, and in this
connection we commend (to those who
have the HERALD volume for
a rereading of Bro. Blair's able article entitled,
"Braden on Punctuation, etc.," which will
be found on page 672 of the volume referred to,

CHURCH AND STATE. A QUESTION.
IT appears to us that a portion of the citizens of Independence, Missouri, are unnecessarily agitated over the appointment
of Mr. Thomas JamEs to the postmastership
of that city.
Had this appointment been
made by reason of any dfort of the church
to which Mr. James belongs; or were the
church officers known at Washington and
in political circles to be active politicians
seeking any sort of control in
either county, state, or nation, there
be some shadow of rea~on for think1ng
that the appointment of Mr. James might
be a dangerous precedent-from their
stand of argument.
Political quarrels on political grounds,
and for partisan politics' sake are bad
enough; but when to the bitterness of
ty strife is added the prejudice born
religious differences and intolerance, it i~
pitiable.
We know nothing of Col. A.
W. Jones, other than that he has been engaged in local politics. What influence
he may have at Washington, or in the
~
"Fortunately," the Herald Office library
Republican party, or how that influence
contains a copy of the "famous Breeches
has been obtained we know nothing .of;
Bible" with the title page preserved in
nor does it seem that Mr. James' preferfull, which,-with the exception that the
ment is on anything else than political
old style letters are used in some places as f
reasons of which Col. Jones and others
have been the judges.
for s, v for u and vice versa, and i for i-,
words of the title page, surrounded by a
The following is from the Deseret
homely border containing the English
News, of September 2oth, 1889, for which
coat of arms, are as follows: "The holy
we thank that journal; and while doing
Scriptures contained in the Old and New , so call its attention to the fact that Utah
Testament. Translated according to the
LMter Day Saints are not the
suffering persecution and nr,n~t'ri,ntinn
Ebrew and Greeke, and conferred with

and that the "] osephites," or Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints has its share.
A "CHURCH AND STATE" QUESTION.
We learned from the press dispatches, several
days ago, that President Harrison had appointed
Mr. Thomas James as postmaster at Independence, Jackson county, Missouri. There is nothing very remarkable in the mere appointment
of a postmaster nor in the name of the appointee. But it appears that he is a member of
the sect commonly called "foseohites,'' or, as
they claim to be, Latter Day Saints. This has
raised a rumpus in Independence, and the noise
thereof has gone forth, reaching New York City
and the papers published there, with reverberations in Washington and rumblings in the White
House.
A dispatch to the New York World gives particulars of the fray. From this it appears that
the "Josephites" have 320 voting members in Independence, of whom 3I2 are Republicans.
With this influence. backed by Col. A. W. Jones,
now a prominent Republican, but formerly a
Confederate Soldier, Mr. James succeeded in
obtaining the place over the other applicant. Mr.
T. C. Bullene, son of the former incumbent.
This has aroused the old prejudice against the
"Mormons,'' and !he Independence Sentinel, the
only daily in the town, has come out openly in
opposition. It says that "whether the people
should permit themselves to be so prejudiced is
not the question at issue. They are prejudiced
and always will be, and under the circumstances
Mr. James should never have been appointed."
The disgruntled Republicans of Independence
have appealed to !he Democrats to help them, a
remonstrance has been circulated for signature,
and a special protest has been prepared for the
ladies to slgn, as follows:
"We resident ladies of Independence, Missouri,
feeling a deep interest in the Post-office, and believing we ought to be heard, do most earnestly
protest against the appointment of Thomas
James as Postmaster."
This, it is expected, will work well at Washington, as the ladles are supposed to be particularly
interested when the "Mormon" question is agitated. But as the body to which Mr. James belongs
has always repudiated the polygamous features
of the "Mormon" faith, we fail to see the l'elevance of this particular movement. It is admitted
that, "Not one word has been heard against his
character, honesty or busin~ss integrity during
the whole fight, the only objection being to his
church membership.''
That this should not figure in an appointment
of this kind, must be clear to every fair-minded
American citizen. No religious test for office
should be permitted in this free Republic. The
Constitution forbids it, and the very genius of
our institutions is opposed to it. The World dispatch says:
"The old residents of Independence are beginning to recount their experience with the old
Mormons under Joseph Smith, whom they drove
out of Independence years and years ago. They
are beginning to discuss the propositon as to
whether the Mormons really do intend to retum
to Independence, as they declared when forced
to leave it and establish their temple."
"The old residents of Independence" ought to
understand, for it has been dinned into their ea;r• s
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by the "Josephites" often enough, that there is
no connection between that body and the church
which now has its headquarter> in Utah. Also
that the sect which has gathered a number of its
members to Independence, has no right or title
in, or possession of, the grounds which originally
belonged to the church and were dedicated for
the sHe of a Temple. The residence of a few
hundreds of the sect, then, in the city of Independence, has no special significance in relation
to there-occupation of those grounds and the rebuilding of the Temple by the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints.
It will be interesting to see what course President Harrison will pursue in regard to this appointment. If he removes Mr. James, it will be
solely on religious grounds, for the "Mormon"
question, as it has been agitated in Congress and
before the country, is totally disconnected with
this issue, except that the body to which Mr.
Jarnes belmogs as~um~s the ti:.le of "Latter
Day Saints," and its members are commonly
known as "Josephite Mormons." It is a clear
case of religious prejudice. We shall see how
much, in national politics and the Federal administration the church succeeds in controlling
the state.
PRES. JOSEPH SMITH thus writes of his
labors in the salt land:
RICHMOND, Utah, Sept. 28th, r889.
Bro. TV. W. Blait:-We have been to Logan,
but there is not much to tell. \Ve were permitted the use of the meeting room in the basement
of the Tabernacle, quite a large and comfortable
room. The upper room, or main room, the auditorium, was in ·a transition state. The method of
lighting it was being changed, or improved; and
they were putting in electric lights, as I understand. Some part of the apparatus had not yet
been received, so there was no lights for it. The
use of the room was cheerf;~lly granted us, so far
as we could judge. We were told that Apostle
Moses Thatcher said, when asked about letting
us have the room, '-Yes, by all means." Mr.
Martineau, chairman of tne Tabernacle commit·
tee. very cheerfully gave his consent, and I think
helped us to its use.
The audiences were large, quite as large as the
room would hold, many standing, the first and
second evening. On the third, a lecture in the
Fourth Ward, on the Book of Mormon, by Elder
Edward Stephenson, previously announced, perhaps took some; but the house was comfortably
full, and excellent attention was paid. In fact,
the attention was good throughout; and we were
courteou,ly treated. Elder Stewart, a member
of the High Council, as I was told, and several
others took seats on the stand th<> first evening,
including Eider Steves, of the M. E. Church,
Bishops :::>mith, Lewis and others. Mr. Stewart
stood by us each evening, courteously and kindly. On the second evening I discussed the
marriage question, affirming our position respecting its institution, and giving reasons for not accepting plurality. I tried to avoid the use of any
!angnage that could justly be taken as abusive;
or calculated to stir up anger--! think no offense
was taken.
Apostle Moses Thatcher, at my general request for some of the brethren to fill the seats on
the stand came and sat with us. I was pleased
to meet him and make his acquaintance. He
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spoke of the room above not being lighted, regretting it, as he feared all might not get in who
wished. Towards the close of my discourse he
interrupted me several times, by remarks;
but thinking better of it, when I told him I had
no objection, he apologized and let me finish.
He told me, however, in correction of my statement that the revelation on plural marriage had
never received the vote of the people sustaining,
or accepting it as a tenet of the faith, that he was
himbelf present when some nine thousand ass~m
bled at General Conference, had accepted it by
vote. I asked him when it was. He did notremember exactly, but admitted, when I asked him,
that it was some time after 1876. He also stated,
in an interruption, when I was reading the notice
of April, r844, about Hiram Brown, that they
"did not believe in polygamy, and never did."
Of course I accepted both statements, especially
the first, and thanked him for it. The second I
held to be but a change of name for the same
thing, the having more than one wife at the same
time; which was the thing under discussion,
whatever name it might be called by. I was
sorry that he interrupted me, as it was unexpected by me from him. I thought that a man of
his standing and of his known ability would.
hardly do that; especially as he knew that the
house, the people, and all the opportunity to reply, or to disprove anything I had stated were
his at any time. However, I found no fault then
and do not now. All passed pleasantly, so far as
I know. At the opening of the service a note
was handed me from a Mr. Cox, wishing me to
ansvver several questions. I did not read the
note, supposing an answer in writing would
do. At the close he arose and asked me to ans·
wer the questions, which of course I declined,
and promising to answer him personally, I sent
him a reply by mail next morning.
\Ve distributed a number of tracts, "One Wife
or Many," and dismissed the people. There
seemed to be a good spirit present.
Yours in bonds,
JoSEPH SMITH.

LEADING Chicago clergymen are bw.ily
engaged in discussing the subjects of the
personality :1nd non-personality of the
devil; some arguing that he is a personal
entit-y, while others atiirm that the terms
''Satim" and "devil" simply comprehend an
existent principle of evil, which as an impersonal influence actuates men in wrongdoing. How much benefit their various
congregations are deriving from such disquisitions is not stated, but it is interesting
to nott> the intricate methods of Scripture
interpretation peculiar to the age. We
may well appreciate the simplicity of the
truth restored. Modern theology is badly
mixed. Degrees of light are appearing in
many directions among the various r<>ligious bodies, however, and we are thankful that the days of severe religious
persecution and intolerance are appar·
ently numbered or passed away. With
them must also depart all that is false
and in the merest infinitesimal degree
erroneous or foreign to the truth. Only
that which can not be shaken will stand.
It is the destiny of every principle and
every person, in this peculiar age, not
founded upon, grounded in and actuated
by the truth to he removed; and "the remaining- of [only] those things which can
not be shaken."

EDITORIAL ITEMS

vV.

WE hereby thank Bro. J.
Wight for
three issues of the \\·' allsend and Plattsburg, New South Wales, Sun of August
17th, 21st ancl 24th, two of which contain
lengthy and interesting communications
from Bro. Wight on subjects of general
interest in connection with the latter day
work, such as "eternal punishment," etc.
The editor of the Sun publishes a number
of lengthy summaries of Bro. Wight's discourses, in the leading columns of that
paper. Bro. Wight has been defenrling
the work from attacks made by a Rev.
Mr. Higgs of the Congregationalist
Church, and has done nobly, winnir,g
ELDER JAMES WHITEHEAD, (formerly
from his audiences rounds of applause.
private secretary to Joseph Smith the marSuch opportunities will re>-ult in great
tyr), accompanied by his three grandgood to the cause in new fields and we are
daughters, has lately removed from Alton,
glad they are being afforded to our brethIllinois, to Lamoni, where he intends
ren in Australia.
Opposition and opporto perrnanently reside in future.
We
tunities of this kind awaken general intergladly welcome Bro. Whitehead and
est and inquiry concerning the word, and
family in our midst. They are evidently
the appearance of either or both are
given up reluctantly by the citizens of Alalmost alwavs indications of a favorable
ton, if we may judge from the following
character. The prophetic declaration of
clipping from the Alton Sentinel-Demothe angel to Joseph Smith was that the
crat of the 2d inst:
work would ''increase the more opposed."
"Mr. James Whitehead, of Union street, leaves
So may it be in Australia.
this evening upon a trip to Lamoni, Decatur
Bro. F. A. Atkinson of Bank Postcounty, Iowa. He will be absent about a vear.
otiice, Mary land, wrote under date of
and is accompanied by his grand-daughters,
September 29th, in good and earnest
Misses Jennie, Mamie and Annie Allen. Mr.
spirit, of his appreciation of the great
Whitehead has been a resident of Alton fortywork of the Lord.
He is situated alone
two years and has the best wishes of a host of
in faith and far from any of the branches
friends for a pleasant trip."
of the chur<'h, and woul<! like some of the
Bro. Whitehead has for many years
elders to labor there. Bro.
A. Stewart
held positions of trust among his fellowof Philadelphia, preacheq about seventeen
citizens, among them being those of Jusmiles from Bank Post-otiice at times. He
tice of the P<>ace, Alderman, and City
concludes: "When we are parted and !'catAuditor.
They seemingly prefer to retered abroad, let us pray for each other and
gard his 1 em oval as a ''trip," and evidently
trust in the Lord."
regret his departure.
We thank Bro. H. C. Smith for a San

J.
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Bernardino, California, paper; also Bro.
]. D. Howeils for newspapers published
in England, all duly marked. Some others
have been sent us- but by whom we now
forget. We appreciate all, however. It
would assist us in economizing our time if
all sending us publications would plainly
mark the articles which they desire us to
notice.
Bro. D. I. Jones of Sheridan, Nevada,
writes that Bro. Thomas Daley has lately
recommenced his labors in Nevada. He
hopes for the same success that followed
the previous labors of Bro. Daley.
THE CONFESSION OF FAITH AND
THE PRAYER-BOOK.

WE clip the following from the Newark,
New Jersey, News of October zd and 5th,
sent us by Bro. A. W. Brown, presumably of that city. The first is part of the
reported proceedings of theN ewark Presbytery on the consideration of the overture of the Nassau Presbytery. The second is from a telegraphic account of the
Episcopal Convention held in New York
City.
publish both without comment.

·we

"THE CONFESSION OF FAITH.

"Then the much-debated Nassau overture relative to the confession of faith came up for consideration from a new source. The general assembly at its last meeting in New York decided
to send it to each Presbytery in the Union for
consideration. Dr. Hollifield, the champion of
the confession of faith as it is, said that while he
was opposed to any change which would interfere
with the established doctrine he would consent to
a modification to meet a reasonable objection. He
said further that he was in favor of submitting the
matter to a committee appointed by the general
assembly, and he made a motion to the latter
effect.
"Rev. Mr. Henderson offered a substitute motion that a committee of four ministers and four
laymen be appointed a committee to revise the
whole confession, the committee to report to the
meeting of the Presbytery next February. Other
substitutes were offered and at times the discussion was very warm.
"REFERRED TO A COMMITTEE.

"lt was finally determined to submit the matter of devising a way to dispose of the overture
to a committee, the latter to report later on.
That concluded the discussion for the time
being/'
"At eleven o'clock the dissension of the
twelfth change in the prayer-book was taken up
where it was stopped on Thursday last. Rev. J.
J. Vance of Arkansas, said in regard to the
Nicene Creed: •It is not the creed of the church;
it was first forced upon the church by civic power. It is the Roman Creed, and it is obligatory
on us just as much as the creed of the infallibility
of the Pope.' •Not only is it true that it is not
the Catholic Creed, but the Church of England
and the Church of America do not call it the
Nicene Creed.'
"'No such yoke as this should be put on any
church in this free country. Is the reformation
complete? Are we to follow the Church of
England? Are we in this land of religious liberty to follow the mother church? We stand

where no church has stood since the time of
Constantine. We must draw the chur·:h into
close union, and I appeal to you as freedmen, as
liberty-loving Saxons. No other chbrch ever
had the opportunities we have, and we mm.t do
nothing which may detract from success.'"
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Tne following from Bro. W. W. Blair
is the latest from the Reunion at Missouri
Valley, Iowa. It is dated
October ·8th:
"About one thousand are now
grounds, and more coming daily.
cool, but bright; meetings large, interesting and
spirituaL Ten baptisms yesterday. The Omaha
and Council Bluffs Chautauqua Assemb;y Company have offered us their Amphitheater, seating
near ten thousand, and their grounds-one hundred and forty-four acres-two miles east of
Council Bluffs, free for r89o, any time

Bro. Robert Fuller, of Cleveland, Ohio,
recently wrote us as follows:
"I had the privilege of attending the late conference at Kirtland and was greatly encouraged
thereby. I rejoice in the progress of the work
and pray that it may go on to a glorious consummation."

·Bro. ]. J. Cornish recently wrote from
Reed City, Michigan, as follows:
"Six more baptized lately near Sherman City.
The work is onward."

Bro. W m. Newton wrote in a late letter
from Kansas City, Kansas:
"I have received good news from Bro . .Edward
Tucker from the Broadclist branch, Devonshire,
England, stating that he has baptized six since
the branch has been organized, and he thinks
there are many more that will soon come and
that a good work can be done there."

Bro. M. H. Bond wrote from
Massachusetts, the
inst., as follows:
"Bro. Kelley has gone to Maine. Things are
moving fairly welL God's hand is moving--behind the clouds and vail, betimes-but moving
just the same. Severely tried but hopeful we
stand for the best and permanent interests of our
great work."

THE Chariton, Iowa, Herald, of October
3d, has this to say of Pres. Joseph Smith's
masterly and unanswerable article entitled
"Ways that are Doubtful," which we recently published; a copy of which was
sent to many leading journals throughout
the country that they might
prebend the main features
situation in Utah:
"In a lengthy article in the Saints' Herald, published at Lamon!, Iowa, Joseph Smith, Jr., completely refutes the claims of the Salt Lake polygamists, as set forth by Franklin D. Richards
in •What the World Believes,' by Geo. J. Hagar,
that Joseph Smith, Sen., was the author or founder of polygamy or the so-called Celestial l\hrriage covenant.''
Bishop F. D. Huntingdon, of Syracuse, New
York, lives according to the common sense requirement of plain living and high thinking.
He does not occupy the town residence provided
for him by his diocese, preferring an unpretentious house in the suburbs, where he is in close
contact with .nature and suffers none of the distractions of city residence.
With tastes that
have been :formed by a life of this sort, he writes
in the October Forum an analysis of the frivoHty
of fashionable society, and makes an argument
to show that the force and time spent by social
requirements might greatly advance the work of
the world.

~ The date accompanying your name on the small
colored label on each paper shows the time to which your
subscription has been paid. When payments are made
the date is changed., which answers for a receipt.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."
HOur sweet Illusions only die

Fulfilling love's sure prophecy;
And every wish for better things
An undreamed beauty nearer brings.~,

LITERATURE FOR THE BOYS
AND GIRLS.
THE Ckristian at Work calls attention to this
subject by saying:
A lady was asked recently to what benevolence
she would <ievote $_so,ooo, if it was at her disposal. Her reply was: "I would use It in an
effort to develop a taste .for the better class of lit·
erature among our boys and girls."
We believe her answer struck at one of the
main roots of the immorality of the day. The
minds of boys and girls are becoming poisoned
beyond belief. They become so familiar, through
reading, with every form of fol!J'and vice, and
so feed their imagination upon what is low and
vile, that their moral sensibilities become blunted, and they are no longer shocked when they
come in contact with the reality.
Pope wrote of vice:
with her face,
then pity, then embrace."

~'Familiar

We first

endure~

But the "endurance" and the "p\ty" are now
too often experienced through the medium of
the dime novel and the sensational stories, within the precincts of the home, and the young
reader is ready to "embrace" at first meetlng.
The question comes, how are we to meet thls
evil? We believe that the solution of the problem lies with the Christil!n workers of our land,
and they will solve it only when they make as
great an effort to put that which elevates into
the hands of the youth, as is now being made by
the emissaries of evil to circulate that which degrades.
Parents must awaken to the fact that it is no
less a duty to supply their children with pure
and happy literature than to furnish shoes for
their feet and bread for their mouths. They
must learn that unless their boys find plenty of
attractive reading on the parlor table, he will be
likely to exchange his dime for a thrilling story
of the Jesse James type, which he reads on the
sly and then slyly exchanges with a neighbor
boy for an equally pernicious tale.
The indifference of the masses in regard to
this evil is truly alarming. A great cry is raised
over drinking and gambling, while comparatively little is said of the influence exerted by vile
literature, which, it may be no exaggeration to
say, bears somewhat the same relation to the
saloons and gambling dens that the preparatory
school does to the college. Well meaning parents in Christian homes, while careful to ask
where their children go and what they do, quite
forget to ask what they read; and we hear twenty
ministers denounce from the pulpit the liquor
traffic, where one raises his voice against this
more subtle and therefore more dangerous evil.
Anthony Comstock is doing a noble work in
tJ·ying to put down vile literature; perhaps no
man in the land is more unselfish in his labors.
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But we ask, what is being done to put something ' latter day work. After the sermon three more
of worth in the place of that which he throws
oflered themselves for baptism; the one a marout? Unless something wholesome and attractried man and the son of the old gentleman who
ive is substituted, his work will have little of
was going to cain Elder Roth when he was here
permanent value.
before, the next a lady who has been a faithful
It is not simply by attacking the impure, but by
member of the Methodist Church for a number
setting forth the worth and beauty of the pure as
of years and well respected by all who know her,
well, that moral reforms are to be effected.
the other a young gentleman whose character is
Surely, if. vile literature is one of the strongest
worthy of emulation.
forces of evil, pure literature may be made one
The Spirit of the Lord was truly with us at the
of the most potent for good.
water and at confirmation, so no wonder that Satan rages and the people imagine vain things.
PRAYER UNION.
Elder Roth "bearded the lion in his den" a few
days ago, and visited the Rev. Said, in order to
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYERS.
make arrangements for the proposed debate. The
Sr. Sarah A. Neal, Michigan Bar, Sacramento
county, California, requests your prayers, that
following are the propositions which Elder Roth
her husband may soon be led to obey the truth.
proposed to affirm in an eighteen nights' discusSr. Nisewanger of Holden, Missouri, requests
sion of two hours each:
your prayers that her eyes may be healed if it is
I. That Joseph Smith was a prophet of God.
God's will.
Sister Atwell, of Cabool, Missouri, asks your
2. That the Book of Mormon is a true record,
faith and prayers in behalf of her son, Harry, who
and of divine origin.
is very sick.
3· That the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Bro. Jos. Simmons, Canton, Illinois, requests
Christ is the Church of God,, and agrees with the
your faith and prayers in his behalf; he is aged,
infirm, and a great sufferer.
teaching in the New Testament in doctrine and
A sister in California writes: "I am very much
organization.
afflicted with shaking palsy and rheumatism, and
The would. be "Mormon eater" retreated with
desire the prayers of the •Union,' that if it is
very little ceremony and declared in the presence
God's will my health may be restored.
of twenty-five or thirty men that he would have
MEMORY TEXTS FOR NoVEMBER.
nothing to do with it, so of course Elder Roth
First Thursday, Proverbs 3: 9, w; Matthew
could
do no more than leave him to the amuse9' 1 4·
ment and indignation of many who stood by.
Second Thursday, Hebrews 3: 13, q.
Third Thursday, Psalms 43: 4·
Some remarked that the Rev. had met the wrong
Fourth. Thursday, Doctrine and Covenants,
man this time. The work is onward in the Eastro6: 2.
ern Iowa district, and still more are investigating
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.
in this vicinity. We are sorry that Elder Roth
can not remain with us continually, but other
Oct. 3, Amount received to date ...... $2,01 I 17
parts of the field. require his labor, and therefore
Sr. S. Waltenbaugh, Iowa I oo
Sr. M. E. Williamson, Mo. 25
he leaves here to-morrow in company with Bro.
Sr. J. M. Leland, Ill. .. ···3 oo
J. Heide for Massillon. May God bless him
Sr. Jennie Leland, Ill .... I oo
wherever he goes in convincing~ souls of the
Sr. R. Kilgore, Ill ..•.... I oo
truth and leading them to obey this glorious gosA Sister, Iowa.... . . .. ..
Sr. Clara Craig, Kan ..... I oo
pel. My prayer is ever for the welfare of Zion.
Sr.J. Harris, Mont ....... ! oo
OLLIE SuTTON.

so

$8 75

Oct. ro, Amount to date •.•.....•.. ~~2 019__ 2:
~Send
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FuLTON, Iowa, Sept. 2oth.
Sirter Frances:-.:.As I have not s~en a letter
from the Fulton branch for some time, I thought
I would write again. I have wondered whether
Saints in every part are persecuted as we are in
the Fulton branch.
About six weeks since one Rev. J. Said of the
Advent faith came into our midst for the purpose
of annihilating Mormonism, as he called it, and
if ever there was a cess-pool of corruption, vituperation and false statements emptied, it was
done that day. He called the Saints many hard
names and affirmed that Joseph Smith was a po·
lygamist, an impostor and false prophet, and defied any man to meet him in debate upon the
subject. Some of the Saints asked for just five
minutes to speak, but he would not suffer one to
say a word, but his talk only confirmed the Saints
and made them stronger in the faith.
The brethren wrote immediately for Elder
Roth to come and meet him. Brother Roth
came as soon as possible and has been with us a
week talking, visiting, admonishing and encouraging the Saints, and on Sunday at 2: 30 he delivered one of those soul-stirring sermons from
Matt. 20: 23, on the authority, which made us all
.rejoice that we had ever enlisted. in this glorious

NoRTH FORSTER, A us., July 14th.
Dear Sister Frances:-My heart is overwhelmed with joy when I read in your valuable columns
of the blessings of God to the Saints, for they
contain spiritual food for our souls. I feel through
the Spirit, that I am, as it were, conversing with
the sisters.
I would not nor can not do without those dear
Heralds. I do not know how any of the Saints
can go on without taking them. I would feel
lost If I ever was witho'Ut the means to get them.
It is three years next month since my husband
and myself took upon us the name of Christ by
covenanting with him in the waters of baptism,
and I thank our Heavenly Father we have never
once had cause to regret it, and I pray God for
strength that we may ever be faithful to the end.
We have just parted with brother and sister
Wight; they left us for Newcastle, and we feel
sad, for they are both God-fearing a~d desirous to
do the will of God. If we are sad at parting
with those we love, how rejoiced we are when
we meet them. Then why do we not live lives
of true Saints that we may so perfect ourselves
while here in the flesh that 'we may all meet in
our Father's kingdom where there shall be no
more parting.
Oh, dear Saints, may we pray to our Father
who seeth in secret that in our daily walk and
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conversation he will aid us in all our endeavors
to keep his laws and commandments, and may
we do all we can to assist those who go to proclaim the true gospel of Christ. As we were
brought out from utter darkness into the true
light of God, may our thoughts be of other poor
souls that know not God, !.hat they may be able
to hear and obey the commands as we have done
we ought to be as, it were, perfect Saints from
all the good teachings and examples shewn us
from all the elders we have had here. Besides
brother and sister Burton's good teachings we
have had also much explained to us of God's
word from brother and sister Smith, who have
left us on their mission of love for the Islands.
We 'pray for them, and may our prayers ascend
to our Father in heaven that he may still assist
them by the power of his Holy Spirit to be pa-,
tient in all the trials they may have to contend
with. Bro. Smith does explain the Scriptures in
a way that shows he has the Spirit abiding in
him. We were often made to rejoice in his most
eloquent discourses and in preaching the descending of Christ the Spi}'it was resting upon him in
mighty power we can indeed say the Spirit was
blessing us. I can testify that the faith he was
blessed with when administering to sister Wright
and sister Taylor's little girls, and his prayers in
their behalf, together with that of our prayermeeting has, with the blessings of God, restored
them.
Does it not show us the work of God? And
as there was prophesying in days of old, so is it
the same now. It makes me feel sad when we
see the worldly ways of our fellow creatures,
that they will not heed the true word. of God. It
calls to mind those words, "0h, ye of little faith,
turn from your former evil ways, repent and be
baptized for the remission of your sins and obey
God's commands to be saved in the kingdom of
heaven.
The sister's prayer meetings are a grand thing
and the means of doing much good. If memory
serves me right the sisters here were the first to
commence them, and we do feel to rejoice that
we are being so led~by the Spirit to continue it.
We feel a longing for the time for us to meet.
Our day is Monday afternoon. w·e feel God is
with us, and as long as we meet with that purpose of heart to serve God he will not fail to
help us in his great work. Before I received so
much knowledge of' the gospel of Christ I have
often murmured at God's doing that I was not
spared one of my dear little babes; but now I
can fully realize and see it tn the meaning that I
should do. Our Father has taken them out of
this wicked world; Sthey were too;precious to be
left here to be contaminated, and that as I did
love them while here that I should obey him in
his commands and prepare;:myself to be found
worthy of being received in his heavenly mansion and meet my dear ones again never to part.
There may be other sisters placed as I am, and
can know a mother's feelings on this matter.
We often think we should have no sufferings of
any kind, (the second of Timothy, second chaptes and twelfth verre). If we suffer we shall also
reign with him. Our Savior did not suffer for
us that we might never suffer. He did not die
for us that we might never die. Those whom he
loves have often to walk in a path of very great
sufferings and know that those sufferings must
terminate i'n death, and yet in Christ suffering
becomes a blessing, and to die is gain. Not
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those whose lives are most free from pain are the
happiest in God's sight, but those who suffer
with him that they may be glorified together
with him. Glorified not only in a future state
of bliss, but even now in their perfect acceptance
of God's will. Let patience have her work; it
can not be wrought without the endurance of
pain nor tested without suffering. The apostle
says to the Philippian disciples that something
had been given to them besides the grace to believe on Christ. They had received a privilege,
an honor in the behalf of Christ. God had called them to a duty. Alas! it was one from which
nature might be ready to recoil, it was given to
them to sufrer for his sake. Most of us think we
wo11ld gladly work for Christ. Let us ask ourselves would we suffer for him? suffer not only
as the early Christians did when men persecuted
them and cast out their names as evil, but suffer
for Christ and with Christ in any way in which
he may appoint, suffer with patience, taking up
and accepting whatever trials he sends, looking
on them not as evils to be got rid of by any
means, but as his own appointed path for us to
walk in, a path in which we may find Christ
walking with us, and enriching us with precious
communion with himself. Suffering thus accepted becomes an invaluable discipline to the
soul, and the sight of one enduring it in such a
spirit becomes to other men a most striking witness of the power of God's grace to give
strength and comfort in the time of trial?
If the waters of the Sea of Galilee had not
been raised by the storm the disciples would
never have known the Master's power to still
them, nor would they have learned his tender
care for their safety, had they not been exceedingly tossed by the tempest while with him in
the ship. May God bless and be with all who
will try to investigate and love the truth, is my
prayer.
Your sister in Christ,
EMMA CoLVIN.
SAN BERNARDINO, Cal., Sept. 9th.
Dr·ar Sisters oj tke Home Colmmz:-I have been
thir:king for a long time that I must do something to show my appreciatbn of all you have
done for me. I have been helped and comforted
very much by your advice and testimonies; be·
sides this I know that I must make the best use
of the little ability I have, or I will be in danger
of loosing that little. l want to give you some
of my experience, and if it should assist even one,
I will be very thankful.
I had just commenced to raise my family when
I heard the gospel and accepted it. I did it with
full purpose of heart and with a firm determination to serve God the rest of my days. I was
greatly blessed, and have been through all these
years. I have ever found our kind Father ready
to answer and bless in every time of need. I
have had many testimonies of my acceptance
with him, and joy and consolation at all times, if
humble and faithful. After all of this I was not
satisfied. I thought I ought to receive some
wonderful demonstration of God's love and power to give me a knowledge whether the work was
of God or not, and because I did not get it I
grkved and prayed long and anxiom.Jy, and by
this means allowed myself to be robbed of much
joy and peace. Nearly twenty years went by in
this way, till a few months ago I :was reading one
of our splendid Autumn Leaves and came to a
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little piece of poetry written by Bro. Charles
Derry, entitled, "He Leadeth Me." \Vhih~ r<"ading it my soul cried out almost in anguish, ,,.Why
can't I know he leadeth mt:?'' The question was
no sooner asked than it was answered JY the
Spirit and just as plainly, "You do know, but the
adversary hinders you from confessing it:· In1·
mediately all fear and doubt vani;hed and Irejoiced exceedingly, and have rejoiced ever since;
and I feel to thank God to-day for his manifold
blessings in the past and present. I hope and
pray that they may continue, not only with me,
but with you all, until all trials, fears and doubts
will be changed into perfect day.
Your sister in the one hope,
M. A. MATTHEWS.
TEMPLE, Mo., Sept. 3oth.
Dear Sister Frauces:--I have just been neading
Sister Emma's letter, and my heart was fillPd
with overflowing love toward God, while the
tears were made to flow, and I felt to thank God
for his goodness to us, his children. Wben she
mentioned Bro. Wight, now of Australia, it called to mind the many times of rejo'cing we had
together, especially when he led my dear children
into the waters- of baptism. Marri2ge has separated me from one of the three, but 1 fee1 every
day to thank God that she is trying to live the
life of a Saint. We have had some good meeting~ in this part, held by Bro. E. Curlis, which
the Holy Spirit attended all through and many
have gone to investigating. Bro. Curtis is the
right man in the right place. How much easier
we can perform our household duties when sustained by the Spirit. I can not exptess my feelings only by praising his holy name. Many times
I have to lay aside my work aud goon my bended knees and pour out my soul in thanks to God.
What a comfort it is to read the sisters' letters in
the Home Column. They always give merenewed courage. In regard to our children I do
not feel capable of giving advice, but
know
yours has been of great benefit to me. I had not
the comfort of the Home Column while raising
most of my family. I have erred many times
and can only make amends by doing better in
the future with those I have left, but it causes
me much remorse. I will close.
Your sister in bonds of love,
NANCY joRDAN.

CABOoL, Mo., Sept. 29th.
Dear Sisters of ike Home Column :-It ls with
great interest that I read the letters in the Home
Column, and I often wonder if 1 could wr\te anything that would interest the sisters. V.fe are another family ofr to one side where we have no
preaching only through the Herald. My prayer
is that the Lord will bless the many good sermons that are read therein. We feel that the
time is near at hand here for the organization of
a branch. Bro. Sparling and family, from Kansas City, have settled twelve miles south of us, in
Douglas county, near sister Tucker's, and on the
same day another family of Saints, Bro. Barrett's,
came from Colorado. Four of the family belong
to the church and they have <ettled in the same
neighorhood wilh Bro. Sparling. The first is a
teacher and the latter a priest. My husband is an
elder, and therefore I think we have a good prospect. They will have a rough place to work, yet
I think by perseverance a i.:w of the rough stones
can be polished.

\Ve have lived here seven years, and some
have been made to see the gospel truth, and while
we all hung together we had good meetings and
great blessings. Some have moved away, some
have gone to that rest that has no end, while we
are left, and I often study and wonder if we are
doing the Lord's will in sitting idle? And yet
we are not altogether idle, but are we working
with wisdom? I have lent the Voice of Warning to several, distributed and sold altogether
twenty-four. Probably the day will come that
we will begin to see the fruits.
Remember the few Saints in this land in your
prayers that we may receive God's blessing.
Your sister,
M. A. ATWELL.

STEELVILLE, Missouri.
Bro. TV. W. Blair :--Since I wrote to you I
engaged in a discussion with Prof. Ashley, subj~ct, ''The state and condition of departed
spirits.'' The Savior made proclamation to
"preach the gospel to every creature."-1\fa, k
r6: 15. "Chrht also pr<eached unto the spirits in
prison, which were sometimes disobedient, when
once the long-suffering of God waited, in the
days of Noah, while the ark was preparing."--!
Peter 3: r9 20.
"For, for this cause was the
gospel preached also to them that are dead, that
they might be judged according to mecn in the
fle&h."--2 Peter 4:6.
Isaiah 42: 7 says: "To open the blind eyes; to
bring out the prisoners from the prlson, and
them thai: sit in darkness out of the prison
house." Also $I: 14: "The captive exile hasteneth that he may be loosed and that he should not
die in the pit, nor that his bread should fail;"
and 24: 2I, 22: "And it shall come to pass in that
day, that the Lord sha!l punish the host of the high
ones that are on high and the kings of the earth
upon the earth. And they shall be gathered together, as prisoners are gathered in the pit, and
shall be shut up in prison, and after many days
shall they be visited."
If these quotations be true we can see why
David in his Psalms (46: ro) says: "For thou
will not leave my soul in hell."
David knew that he was a murdere:·, that he
would have to endure the pangs of the pit until
justice was meted out, or in other words, answered and accounted for the murder which he had
committed. David also says that Christ was
there at one time, that God did place his soul
there.
From this one can readily see why the
Savior said in John 5:25, 28: "Verily, verily, I
say unto yon, the hour is coming and now is,
when the dead shall hear the voice of the
Son of God, and they that hear shail live.
Marvel not at this, for the hour is coming, in
which all that are in their graves shall hear the
voice of God."
Both the words of the Savior and consistency
say that if in Noah's day and in Isaiah's time
they were put in the pit until they answered for
the deeds done in the body and were redeemed,
that it will be the case with this generation."
I Corinthians I 5:29: "Else what shall they do
which are baptized for the dead if the dead rise
not at all?'
\Vhy baptize for the dead?
And
stand in jeopardy every hour? No one, I -suppose,
will deny the fact that Christ is the adversary
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referred to in Matthew 5:25, z6: "Agree with
thine adversary quickly while thou art in the
way with him, lest at any time the adversary
[Christ] deliver thee to the judge, and the judge deliver thee to the officer, and thcu be cast into the
prison; verily, I say unto thee, thou shalt not
come out thence till thou hast paid the uttermost
farthing." "For if God spared not the angels
that sinned, but cast them down. to hell, and delivered them in chains of darkness to be reserved
unto judgment; if, as some say, those angels are
already judged, wry then a judgment? And if
jt•dgment is rendered when the breath leaves the
body, why another judgment?
It seems plain to me. Revelations 20:5, 6:
"But the rest of the dead lived not again until
the thousand years were finished. This is the
first resurrection.
Blessed and holy is he that
ha~h part in the first resurrection, for on such the
second death hath no power; but they shall be
priests of God and of Christ and shall reign with
him a thousand years." This causes a flaw in
the doctrine, that when the breath leaves the body
that it goes to the Father who gave it. I can
only give you my quotations from the Scripture
without comment. The debate was conducted
in a Christian and gentlemanly way. We had a
C. P. Preacher for moderator, and a Missionary
Baptist for assistant. Would say that several
saw that the Scriptures were on our side,
among them the C. P. preacher who also freely
gave his views. There were two Baptist preachers who let loose with shot and shell at the C. P.
preacher. He told them that the truth was the
greatest aim of his life, and that he believed my
position would hold water.
A Baptist preacher
by the name of Atchison has challenged me to
debate the same subject, which I accepted.
I am alone here excepting the presence of
God's Spirit. I feel more determined to live for
the Master. Pray for me, that I may be instrumental in doing good.
Your, brother in the love of Jesus,
w. G. MAXEY.
LEOPOLD BRANCH, Victoria, Australia,
August 31st.
Dear Herald:-It is over two years since I was
baptized by Bra: J. F. Burton, and I rejoice that
I was led to obey the truth. I pray that the
Lord may give me His Spirit day by day, and
help me to live humble and faithful before him
at all times. We are very thankful that we are
living in the last days, and that the gospel is
preached now the same as it was in the days of
Christ and his apostles. I know this is the true
church, because the signs do follow them that believe. I have heard persons speaking in prophecy and unknown tongues, and the prophecies
have been fulfilled.
It always makes my heart rejoice when I read
Herald, Hope and Autumn Lea·ves, to see.the letters from all parts of the world. It strengthens
us in the faith, and gives us a stronger desire to
press forward and win the crown of everlasting
life which is prepared for all those who obey the
gospel. What a glorious time it will be when
all the Saints shall gather home to Zion, to live
and reign with Christ a thousand years upon the
earth! My earnest desire and prayer is that 1
may prove faithful unto the end; that I may be
enabled by God's help to do something to help on
this glrious work in these the latter days. Fot

we know the harvest truly is great and the labor- ' offense at this; let us all learn what our duty is
ers, are few.
and do it to the best of our ability, with an eye
Although we are only young in the work, and
single to the glory of God and a due consideramany times feel our weakness in trying to speak
tion for the rights of others.
for the Master, but if we only do our best the
Yours with love,
Lord will bless us and give us sufficient strength
A. J. HEADLEE.
to do what we desire. The more we do for Christ
in this iife, greater will our reward be in the life
CANEY, Kans., Oct. 3d.
to come. We have trials and temptations to pass
Dear Herald:-I thank God that I have emthrough while we are upon this earth, but when
braced the privilege offered. After arguing with
Christ shall come there will be no more trials,
Brn. Johnson and Clark, I was convinced that
but peace and joy with the Saints of God.
l was wrong, hence was baptized and confirmed
Elder C. A. Butterworth is staying with us at
by Bro. Clark, our elder. I feel a great desire to
present; he is a splendid preacher. He has bapgo on in the good work of God and the upbuildtized three whilst staying here. Others are conidg of his church upon earth. Have already
vinced of the truih of the work, and we hope they
bien the means whereby another man, now a
will soon come into the church. Elder J. W.
brother, has given his heart to God. There are
'Wight will be in Victoria for the September connine of us who have put on Christ after the order
ference. He has been up in New South Wales
of Latter Day Saints.
A. SMITH.
for about six months; we will all be glad to see
him back again. Our branch is still increasing.
IRONTON, Ohio, Oct. zd.
We have twenty-seven members, one elder, one
Bretltren:-Just a line to say the work is pro·
priest and one teacher. I pray that we may all
gressing slowly but surely here. We now numstand firm unto the end and be in the celestial
ber six Saints, and continue to have preaching
kingdom.
Your sister,
services on Sundays. I have been called upon
EMMA CRAIG.
to administer to one man sick of a fever, who has
since recovered; also to a dear sister who was
SuBLETTE, Ills, October sth.
sick and who has since been baptized into the one
Brotlter Blatr:- Can not yourself or some
faith on the zzdof September, which was Sunday,
other elder come this way and preach a little for
and was witnessed by several h~ndreds ofpeople.
us this fall or winter? The gospel in its true
I took the opportunity to address them and with
light is a strange theory in this part of the coungood liberty. Others will soon obey and we hope
try and I have to go all the way to Plano to hear
for a branch to be established in the near future.
a sermon, a distance of forty miles.
I have been called upon to bless two children,
Elder F. M. Cooper was here and stayed one
also a woman who has been a cripple from birth
week with us two years ago last fall, and made
and has never walked in her life. Patience and
our home very pleasant for us while here. I got
a better walk will win. May it please the Mas·
a school· house for him to preach in two nights,
ter to help us redeem the time.
but both the weather and the prejudice were so
Your brother,
bad that he had but very small congregations.
ELDER W. A WIBBERLY.
I went to Plano last fall where I was happy to
meet with Elder Foss when he held his two
LANSING, Mich., Oct rst.
weeks' meeting there, and was well instructed in
Bro. W. W. Blair:--The Grove Meeting at
the truth. It is quite a pleasure for me to go
Dimondale was well attended; very good interest
down to Plano, for I do know that their treatment
manifested; preaching most excellent by Ern. C.
of me has been that of Christian people, and my
Scott and T. Horton; exhorting by Hiram Rath·
prayer to him t]:lat holdeth all of our destinies in
bun; two were baptized. We hear of the work
His hands is that he may guide both them and
in the district under the labors of Brn. Columbus
us with all of his people in the way of life.
and Leonard Scott as prospering. We are prayI must close, for I am so blind that f can
ing, hoping and trusting in Him who doeth all
scarcely see to write my name.
things well.
Your brother,
Yours in Christian bonds,
HIRAM RATHBUN.
SAMUEL BROWN.
WEBB CITY, Mo., October 3d.
Bro. Blair :-Permit me to speak a few words
through the Herald to the Saints upon the very
important practice of preaching a great long sermon when they attend prayer meeting. If I understand the intent or purpose of prayer and testimony meetings it is to pray, sing and speak
one to another, confessing our faults; and if we
have the blessing of God's Spirit, to speak in
tongues or prophesy, that is in order; but for
two or three persons to take up the time in making long speeches needlessly deprives the rest of
their just rights, and is a breach of courtesy.
Each' one is entitled to a share of the time, and
let each be brief, making short prayers and praying for just what is needed, and saying just what
Is necessary In as few words as possible; then all
can have. the priyilege of praying or giving a tes·
tlmony if they wish. I hope no one wlll take

SoNORA, Iowa, Oct. ISt.
Editors Herald :-I have just returned from
eastern Iowa, and I am glad that the work is in
good condition there. I baptized three more noble souls in the Fulton branch, and now there
are thirty-six members there, and the beauty of
it is that there is not a drone among them, but
every one is at his post and ready to do his part.
It makes me rejoice when I look back so short a
time when Bro. Maitland preached the first Lat·
ter Day Saint sermon there, and when there was
only one Saint there; and now so noble a band of
Saints, but her life was worthy of emulating,
and had much to do in getting a start there.
May all the Saints so live as not to pull down,
but rather build up the work.
There are other good openings which I hope
will soon yield an ingathering of souls. I intend to start to the Reunion in a few days a~d
afterwards will visit the Davenport and Clinton,.
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branches, also the Buffalo Saints. I would say
to all the Saints who have written me to come,
have patience; I will be around as soon as I pos·
sibly can. My whole desire is for the furtherIn bonds,
ance of God's cause.
J. S. RoTH.
DIXFIELD CENTRE, Maine, Oct. 4th.
B1·o. Dancer:-With Bro. F. M. Sheehy I am

in this place and have been speaking for some
days; interest is good. Last night he began
a debate with a Free Baptist, subject, "the laying
on of hands is essential to be observed by all believers in Christ." Two weeks later they discuss
the question, "The Free Baptist cnurch is i~}lar
rnony with the New Testament. in organizhtion
and doctrines," affirmed by the Rev. Mr. Roys
of the Free Baptist church. Then Bro. Sheehy is to
affirm the same of our church. God is blessing
us by His Spirit and its manifestations to us are
encouraging as to results. I have b3ptized two
since the Reunion and learn of others who are
ready when an elder can reach them. Praise
God for the restoration of his truth. May it ever
roll on till the honest in heart in every land shall
rejoice in its power. So may it be!
Yours,
U. W. GREENE.
l\;eb, Sept. 3o'h.
Bro. D. Dancer :---I am young in the cause,
(only three years old), hut the Herald gives me
great joy. I love to see Zion build up.
I am in favor of the College building at Lamoni- I think it is the right place. I think Sr.
·walker shows the right spirit in regard to the
College. It looks to me as if it would be of great
benefit to the children of Zion and the world
also.
will give some to help it along, but not
very much, because we have some tithing to pay
next January. I would say to all, be strong in
the good cause of Zion.
It fiJis rny soul with joy when I hear of the
building of Jerusalem. I find that we Saintg
must keep the celestial law if we expect to inherit the celestial kingdom. I am trying to keep
the law which all Saints must if they expect to
receive the kingdom. I am glad of the truth
which is springing out of the earth, which testifies of lhe Book of Mormon.
CHELSEA,

RlVER FALLS, Wis., October 6th.
Dear He1-a/d:-I will drop a few line& to you
this plt'asant Sabbath evening. I often think
what a grand thing it must be to go to church
every Sabbath and hear the gospd preached in
its fulness. YVe are all alone here and never see
an elder nor hear a sermon preached, yet I pray
without ceasing to the Lord for strength, and I
receivf! a reasonable blessing, I suppose.
I have just finished reading the Voice of
Warning, and then I wonder how people can be
so ignorant and so blind. Yet when I offer it to
them they will not 1·ead it. I think the people
here are the most stubborn and bitter against the
cause of Christ. I am trying to contend earnestly for that faith that was once delivered to the
Saints.
Pray for me, dear brethren and sisters, that
I may prove faithful in the l;;tter day faith.
In gospel bonds,

E. H.

RANDALL.

CHICAGO, Ill., Oct. 1st.
Bro. Blair :-Bro. E. C. Briggs has beer here.
He got here on the 2oth and was going to leave
the next day, but I wanted him to stay oveo· Sunday and preach, and he consented. I went with
him to see some of my friends, and ·when he ·,old
them of the doctrine they were very m'..lch
pleased. He preached in the hall on Sunday,
and on Tuesday evening I took him to the
Union Mission. They call themselves F~ee
Will Baptists, and I asked the pastor, Dr. W llker, if he would let Bro. Briggs speak a few wnrds
on the doctrine of Christ, and he consented. He
spoke three·quarters of an hour, but he goc in
words and doctrine enough for double the tlme.
He left the next day, and that night I ·went to
the Mission to hear them talk, and they testified
that they had heard a man of God and tha: he
spake by the Spirit of God. One lady said she
would never get tired of hearing such a man talk,
for he spoke by the Spirit. The pastor told me
he endorsed every word Bro. Briggs said.
Why can we not have such a man in Chlcago
to preach?
Your brother,

also in the likeness of his resurrec:ion."-Rom. 6:
VI/ e
not be buried
unless
therefore st<hmit the
nens of some of the

in
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BAPTISM IS IMMERSION.-No. r.
BY ELDER R. C. EVANS.

who believe the Bible to be recmd
of divine authenticity, agree that water
baptism is a sacrament-an ordinance of
divine appointment. John
"He that
sent me to baptize with water.
33· It is written concerning
was a man sent from God whose nan:1e
was John."-J ohn I : 6. From the a hove
we learn that God sent Tohn to
with water.
•
It is evident that God sent Chri~t to
baptize, for he said, when
to
apostles, "As my Father
even so send I you."-John zo: 2L
did Christ send them? Read
com mission to them: "Go
and teach all nations,
the name of the Father, and
the
and of the Holy Ghost."--Matt zS:
And when praying to his Father he
"As thou hast sent me into the
even so have I sent them into the world.
-John 17: IS. Thus we discover that
Jobn, Jesus, and the apostles, were sent to
baptize with water.
In verification of my assertion that
Christian mode of baptism i~
submit the following, trusting that those
who read may come to a proper understanding- with reference to the mode of
baptism-the "one
Taim tbe forerunner
those who believed the
er Jordan."-Ma rk I: 5where there was "much watt'L
23. He would not require "much
unless be baptized hv immersion.
Tbe baptism of Jesus
formed by immersion: "And
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filce was
comments upon Colossians
"The ancient
mersion is as
as the other
of water m He-

Mr.
dein Romans and
the

Clark in his com--

6:
burie. d ," etc.

tie here alludes to
ing

is

"\Ve are
that the a poE·
mode of administerof

which seemed to say the man is
as dead; and a:; he- carne up out of the
he seemed to have a resurrectic1 n to
risen
he is alive;
to throw
he threw
and to assume a new

off

put on a new or
garment. I say it fs probable that
alludes to this rnode of immer-
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in the likeness of his death; and Noah's
ark, floating upon the water and sprinkled
by the rain from heaven, is a figure, (1 Peter 3: 20, 21 ), Lut none of these give us
the same idea of the outward fcrm as
burying."
•
On Colossians 2:12 he says: "'Buried,'
etc., alluding to the immersion in the case
ot adults, when the person appeared to be
buried under the water, as Christ was
buried in the heart of the earth, his rising
again the third day, and then emerging
from the water, was an emblem of the
resurrection of the body,. and then a total
change of lite."
Mark it well, that Mr. Clark declares
that adults, that is all adults, of course
were immersed in the days of Paul. The
Scriptures nowhere intimate that any but
believing adults were baptized; and therefore, we must conclude, that none but
adults were baptized, and consequently,
on Mr. Clark's hypothesis, that all who
were baptized in those days were immersed.
·
Mr. Benson in his comments on Romans 6: 4 says: '"We are buried,' etc,
alluding to the ancient manner of baptizing by immersion."
His comment on Colossians 2: 12 is,
'"Buried in. baptism,' etc. The ancient
manner of baptizing by immersion is as
manifestly alluded to here, as the other
manner of baptizing by sprinkling and
pouring of water in Hebrews w: 22."
How strikingly similar to Mr. Wesley's
comment on the same passage! That was
a rare idea to drag in sprinkling and pouring because they were forced to confess,
without equivocation, that the passages
manifestly alluded to immersion as the absolute baptism. The reader can easily
satisfy himself that Hebrews w: 22 refers
to the ceremonial washings, which were
immersions. See Leviticus I 5: 5, 8, w,
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for sprinkling and pouring being taught
in Hebrews ro: 22.
JVlr. Burkett's comment on Romans 6:
4· He says: "We are buried, etc. The
apostle alludes, no doubt, to the ancient
manner of baptizing persons in those hot
countries, which was by immers10n, or
putting them under water for a time, and
then raising them up again out of the water; which rite had also a mystical signification, representing the burial of our old
man, sin, in us, and our resurrection to
newness of life. The metaphors, burying
and rismg again, do simply intimate this
much, Burial implies a continuing unto
death, this is mortification, a continued act,
a daily dying unto sin, and rising again
supposes the person nevermore to be under the power of death."
Lange's commentary on Romans 6: 4
(Schaff's edition) says: "To be buried is a
stronger expression than to die, for the
burial confirms the death and raises it beyond doubt; it withdraw;; from our sight
-annihilates it, as it were." He adds,
''Buried in death; an oxymoron, according
to which burial precedes and death follows,
as is illustrated in the bath of baptism."
In a note Schaff says, "all commentators
of note (except Stuart and Hodge) expressly admit, or take it for granted, that in this
verse, especially in sunetajheemen and
eegerthee, the ancient prevailing mode of
baptism by immersion and emmersion is
implied as giving additional force to the
idea of the going down of the old and rising up of the new man."
Dr. Schaff then quotes Bloomfield:
''There is a plain allusion to the ancient
mode of baptism by immersion." Barnes:
"It is altogether probable that the apostle
had allusion to the custom of baptizing by
immersion."
Conybeare and Howson: "This passage
can not be understood unless it be borne
u, x6, 17, 21, 22, 27; 16: 26-28; 17: 15, in mind that the primative baptism was by
immersion."
r6.
During the vVilkes-Ditz1er debate at
Webster and Wilkinson: "Doubtless
Louisville, Kentucky, the following ques- there is an allusion to immersion as the
tion was put to Dr. Kieeberge, the Jewish usual mode of baptism introduced to show
Rabbi of that city: "Were the Jewish that baptism symbolized our spiritual
ablutions immersions?" He replied: "Be- resurrection.''
fore eating and prayer, and after rising in
Turretine says: "For as in baptism,
the morning, they washed; when they when performed in the primitive manner,
become unclean they must immerse."- by immersionand emmersion, descending
Louisville Debate, p. 652.
into the water, and again going out of it,
Rabbi Maimonides, perhaps the most of which descent and ascent we have an
distinguished Jewish teacher who has exarnple in the eunuch-Acts 8: 38, 39lived since the apostolic age, states: yea, and what is more, as by this rite, when
"Whenever in the law of Moses, washing persons are immersed in water they are
the flesh or clothes is mentioned, it means overwhelmed, and, as it were, buried, and
nothing else than the dipping of the whole in a manner buried with Christ; and again
body in the bath, for if any one dip him- they emerge, seem to be raised out of the
self all over except the tip of his finger, he grave, and are said to be risen again vvith
is still in his uncleanness."-Maimonides, Christ."-Frey on Bap. p. 126.
Helcb, Mikva I c., sect. 2.
Whitby savs: "It being so expressly deDipping among the Jews was a national clared here (Rom. 6:4 and Col. 2: 12) that
custom.-Lightfoot's work, vol. r, p. 585. we are buried with Christ in baptism by
In the days of R. Joshua Ben-Levi, the being buried under water; and the arguJewish Rabbi, some endeavored to abolish ment to oblige us to a conformity to his
this dipping for the sake of the women of death being taken hence, and this immerGalilee, because by reason of the cold, etc. sion oeing religiously observed . by all
R. Joshua Ben- Levi said unto them, "Do Christians for thirteen centuries, and ap.
you go about to take away that which proved by our Church, and the change of
hedges in Israel from transgression?"- it into sprinkling, even without any allowHeiros Beracoth, :vol •.6, p. 3· So much ance from the author of this institution, or
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any license from any council of the church,
being that which the Romanist still urges
to justify his refusal of the cup to the laity;
it were to be wished that this custom might
be again of general use, and aspersion
only permitted as of old, in cases of the
clinici, or in present danger of death."Com. on New Test., Rom. 6: 4•
Doddridge in his Family Expositor, on
Rom. 6:4, says: "Buried with him in baptism. It seems to me the part of candor
to confess that here is an allusion to the
manner of baptizing by immersion."
V ossius says: "That the apostles im-.
mersed when they baptized there is no
doubt, and that the ancient church followed their example is very clearly evinced
by innumenble testimonies of the Fathers."
-Pengilly, p. 75·
Beza,J ohn Calvin's friend and associate,
says: "Christ commanded us to be qaptized, by which word it is certain immersion
is signified."-Pengilly, p. 72.
Bishop Smith, of the Protestant Episcopal Church of Kentucky, says: "\Ve have
only to go back six or eight hundred years,
and immersion was the only mode, except
in case of the few baptized on their beds
when death was near; and with regard to
such cases. it disqualified its recelpient for
holv orders in case he recovered. Immersioti was not only universal six or eight
hundred years ago, but it was primitive
and apostolic, no case of baptism standing
on record by any other mode for the first
.three hundred years, except the few cases
ot those baptized clinically, that is, lying
in bed; if any one practice of the early
church is clearly established, it is immersion.-Bliss' Letters on Baptism, p. 24.
McKnight, a distinguished moderator of
the Presbyterian General Assembly of
Scotland, says: "In baptism, the. baptized
person is buried under water, as one put
to death with Christ, and on account of sin,
in order that they m1.y be strongly impressed with a sense of the malignity of
sin, and excited to hate it as the g-reatest
of evils/' Commenting on Rom. 6:4, he
says: "Christ submitted to be baptized,
that is to be buried under water by John,
imd to be raised out of it again, as an emblem of his further death and resurrection;
in like manner the baptism of believers is
emblematical of their own death, burial,
and resurrection."
George Whitfield says: "It is certain
that in the words of our text (Rom. 6: 4)
there is an allusion to the manner of baptizing, which was by immersion."
Archbishop Tillotson; of the Church of
England, says: "Anciently those who
were baptized were immersed and buried
in the water, to represent their death to
sin, and then raised up out of the water to
signify their entrance upon a new life;
and to these customs the apostle alludes
in Romans 6: 4·"
The Edinburg Review says: "We have
rarely met, for example, a more weak and
fanciful piece ,of reasoning than that by
which Mr. Ewing would persuade us ~hat
there is no allusion to the mode by immersion in the expression, 'buried wi~h him
in baptism;' this point ought to be
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frankly admitted, and, indeed, can not be
denied with any show of reason."
Turtullian, who lived and wrote A. D.
zoo; that is about one hundred years after
the Apostle John is thought to have been
called to try the realities of another world,
says, quoting Romans 6: 3: "Know ye
not that so many of us as were immersed
into Christ Jesus, were immersed into his
death."-Tertullian on the resurrection of
the body, Ch. 47· A few lines further on
he adds: "For by an image we die in
baptism, but we truly rise in the flesh, as
d1d also Christ." Again he says, speaking
of the Savior's command: "Ana last of
all, commanding that they should immerse into the Father, and the Son,
and the Holy Ghost."-Tertullian against
Prllxeas, Ch. z6.
Referring to trine immersion, he says:
"Then we are three times immersed,
answering somewhat more than the Lord
prescribed in the gospel."-Tertullian on
the Soldier's Crown, Ch. 3·
In telling what Christian baptism is,
he says: "As of baptism itself, there is a
bodily act, that we are immersed in water;
a spiritual effect, that we are freed from
sin."-Tertullian on Baptism, Cb. 7·
Reader, please remember that this man
was born about the middle of the second
century, (A. D. 150), and that he wrote
within one hundred years after the apostles. Even "clinical baptism/' by affusion,
had not begun then, hence he says nothing
about it.
Ambrose, Bishop of Milan, born about
A. D. 346, says: "Thou wast asked, dost
thou believe in God, the Father Almighty?
Thou saidst, •I believe,' and thou didst
sink down, that is, wast buried."-Ambrose on Sacrament, Book z, Ch. 7·
The s~me writer, Book 3, Cb. I, Sec. I,
says: "Yesterday we discoursed respecting the font, whose appearance is, as it
were, a form of sepulcher, into which, believing- in the Father, and the Son, and
the Holy Spirit, we are received and submerged, and rise, that is, are restored to
life."
Eug-ene Stock, in his lessons on the Acts
of the Apostles, (Church of England Sunday School institutes), says: "There clln
be- no doubt that the ideal and perfect
mode of bapti~m is by immersion, the
going down into and under the water, and
the coming forth to a new life; and this is
the mode not only allowed but enjoined
in the Rubric."
"Trine immersion continued to be practiced in the west as well as in the east, till
the end of the sixth century, when it was
decreed by the fourth council of Toledo,
that the primitive baptism by a single immersion should be restored."--Fuller on
Baptism, p. 97, from Tertullian about
200, A. D.

William Smith, in his Dictionary of the
Bible, says: "Baptism properly and literallv means immersion."-P. 73·
Vitringa says: "The act of baptizing is
the immersion of a belie~er in water; this
expresses the force of the word.
Thus
also it was performed bv Christ and the
apostles."~-Aphor, Theof. Sanet, Aphoris.,
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Salmasius: "Baptism is
and
was administered in former times, accord ..
ing- to the force and meaning of the word."
-De Cesarie Virorum, P. 669.
Bretschneider: "An entire
belongs to the nature of
the meaning of the word.
Lei psi.::, 18 30, Vol. z, P. 68 r.
H. A. W. Meyer, said to be the gr.~at
est of all New Testament commentators,
on Romans 6:4: "The
has Paul figuratively
process-is conscious, (a)
the
generally; now am I entering into
ship with the death of Christ;
immersion in particular; now
coming buried with Christ
in the emergence; now I
life with Christ."
Dear Reader, as others have canvassed
the ground as to Christ's and
tism being one and the same, we will
attempt to ask your future
upon this part of the
moment.
John Calvin says: "The
John was precisely the same as that
was afterwards committed to the
for their baptism was not
though it was administered
hands; but the sameness of
shows their baptism to have
same.
Both baptized unto
both to remission of sins, both
the name of Christ, from whom
tance and remission of sins
John said of Christ, "behold
·that taketh away the sin of the
thus llCknowledging and
be the sacrifice, acceptable to the
,
the procurer of righteousness, and the
author of salvation.
·what could the
apostles add to this confession
Where-·
fore let no one be disturbed
attempts of the ancient writers to
guish and separate one baptism from the
other."-Calvin's Institutes, I r, Lib. 4-,
Cap. 15.
To the above the Rev. Charks A. enkim; in his celebrated work entitled
tist Doctrine," says: "We
in the opinion of Calvin about
tism,"-p. 81.
Calvin: "From the words"
23) "it may be inferred that
administered by John and Christ
ing the whole body under water.
Exam., vol. I, p. 194·
From the above statements
some of the most learned
the centuries of the past and
ought to admit that John, Jesus
apostles taught and practiced
immersion.
But some may yet claim that the word
"baptize" does not mean immersion. If so,
let me again request them to go with me
to the proper authorities, and search the
lexicons, in order to find the
of
the word which our Savior used in his
great commission to the apostles:
therefore, and teach all nations,
them in the name of
Father
Son, and of the
GhosL"--Matt, z8:
19·
Now from this commission
minister

claims the
to baptize by sprinkling
the water on the candidate; another pours
the water upon him; a third immerses the
in water, and the
naturalarises, 'iVbich is correct for Paul when
writing to the Saints at
says that
there is but "one Lord, one
one baptism.
4:
We are
informed that there
not to be divisions among us, that
we should all
the same thing. We
all should be one, that we should follow
Christ, that we should do all things according to the pattern, that we should
seek
the old
and walk
and that we
not foliow the traditions of men, who make the commandof none effect As men
the ordinance, and not
and turn away
from the truth. Let us,
arise to a sense of our
danger and see
we have been deceived
with relerence to the mode of
('l:'o be continued.)
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TRACT DISTRIBUTION, PRAYER
MEETI:NGS, CHOIRS, ETC.

to hasten on the great
work, though attended with
sacrifice of time and
should
be left undone but the
to do
all
order should
never
the
printed word is
so far as it can be
work; but if
this
hibited not according to knowledge, it
must militate
instead of helping
the cause.
A duly
branch is a
porate, or invested with power to
its own affairs; and the officials
responsible for the
the branches over which
they preside. Therefore if members of a
branch assume the responsibility of distributing tracts, and their procedure in the
work is such as to bring reproach on the
cause, the officer~ should move as the law
directs, kindly yet firmly, to
or
stop the evil for consistency or equity
can not be
in allowing one member to do that which is g;ratifying to him
or her self which may annoy the body, especially when that engaged in is at variance with the genius and spirit of the
and bringing a reproach on the cause.
Paul advised "diligence in business, fervency in spirit, serving the Lord," which
means a gospel modesty, a non.intrusiveness, a godly zeal, a heavenly discretion,
etc., and a moments reflection would serve
to show that a zeal leading to an intrusion-for instance, on a business man in business
hours--to leave tracts, or in an abrupt
demand the return of a tract left while
is in a whirl about or with his
business, and his attention be thereby illegitimately demanded, would be a zeal
not according to knowledge, therefore
producing evil, giving cause to
reproachfully of the church. And
and sisters
with such indiscretion
. should be
remonstrated
:md
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if persisting after due patience and labor,
bring a charge for disorderly conduct.
Unless invited, Latter Day Saints
should refrain from advocating their religion in business houses. Tracts should be
left at private residences with permission
respeclful!y sought; and if, under the auspices ot branches, a system of tract distribution could be inaugurated, it would be
laurlable and productive of good.
The right to exercise one's self in prayer or social meetings does not warrant the
violation of the rules of order and propriety. Every member may or should pray
or speak and sing, thus contributing to the
interest of the meeting; but none should
think of making lengthy, inflammatory
speeches, arraigning or herating any
ligious sect or individual because of their
belief, or in an unbecoming way talk of
sectarians or sectarianism, or essay to startle strangers hy some strange narration of
Joseph Smith, etc. R~ther strive to show
confidence in God and Christ, with a godly sorrow for human folly, evincing desire to becorl)e more Christ-like in words
and deeds, never thinking of reproving or
correcting any one, for that belongs to the
presiding officer. And lovers of order, SO··
briety, etc., should sustain the presiding·
officer in his endeavor to frown down ,Jl
that leads to a violation of good 0rder, or
that interferes with the solemnty of prayer
meetings.
Wherever practicable, singing choirs
should be formed; and those having tJlent
or ability to sing with good time and in
harmo.ny should be in their pla_ce in the
house of worship as punctually as those
who are expected to preach,· to do that
which they can do. Nothing is more inspiring in worship than good singing and
music when available. Those having proficiency or ability for singinP", yet not so
extensive as desired, should readily and
cheerfully use what talent thev have and
legitimately strive to improve. That which
a brother or sister can do, that he or she
should do, cheerfully and willingly, lest
they be condemned for hiding their talent;
and if results are not as gratifying as hoped for, still press on in duty's path. It is
the only course to pursue to insure justification.
It is too often the case where a number
of Saints are found in a branch having but
a partial knowledg-e of the rudiments of
music, that more indifference is evinced in
striving to have fair singing than in places
where a profound ignorance of music exists. This ought not to be, and need not be.
Every member of a branch should feel
as if the success of the branch depended
on him or her, by diligently doing that
for which they are best adapted, never failing to evince a gospel rectitude. Branches that have .members with undeveloped
musical talent that could not pay for tuition
might devise measures to aid them. Members that can should be willing to help
tnemselves in this direction and cheerfully
give the branch the benefit of their labors.
Music teachers who can should give their
labors gratuitously. Those who have to
depend on such labor for a livelihood
should be as moderate in their charges as
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possible, thus co-operating in the great
work. Exorbitant charges because of superiority of talent or because it can be
had is evincive of what might be called
business tact or shrewdness, if not covetousness.
In bonds,
}AMES CAFFALL.

THE UNRIGHTEOUS MAMMON.

I HAVE thought a good deal about the
law of tithing. I do not know as I have
had any bminess to think or study on that
question, since it is not my "charge to
keep" any farther than to learn enough of
that law to enabie me to do my duty concerning it; hut thoughts sometimes choose
·eir own channel and refuse to be diverted therefrom until they have followed it
to its broad outlet-like the little rivelet
which runs clear and distinct till it reaches
the ocean and then becomes lost in the
great tumult of waters, so when our
thoughts lead us to view in a limited degree, the deep things of God and the vastness of tbe plan of salvation and redemption, the finite mind is lost in wonder, and
out hearts are filled with admiration of
Him who wrought out that plan so broad,
so generous, and so i ust!
The thought ha~ not been whether I
shall pay my tithing and how much I
must pay, hut what the law embraces, its
orig:n and it<> purpose.
In the silent hours of the night this subject has been opened to my view in a very
clear and comprehensive manner, embracing certain portions of scripture-parables
spoken by the Lord-which hitherto had
been obscure and mysterious, but when
viewed in this connection seem very clear.
It is called the temporal law, and yet we
find it in connection with, and a part of the
gospel; then it is Christ's law, and all of
of Christ's laws, though temporal with us,
pertain to spiritual things.
So with the law of tithing, though ternpond, X believe it will govern largely in
the spiritual life hereafter; and since it is
a part of the great "whole and perfect
law" whereby mankind is to be saved and
exalted, it is not strange that Jesus should
teach it to his disciples in parables, as well
as the spiritual part of the law or gospel.
The parable of the unjust steward in the
sixteenth of Luke, seems to me to bear
directly on this subject, as I shall show
further on.
It is written "the earth is the Lord's and
the fullness thereof." Man has nothing
of his own in this world, we are simply
renters on C brist's property; stewards
over what they receive in this life and are
notified that they must give an account
of their stewardship after the lease has expired. Strict accounts are kept and all
must meet them.
Our Lord is lenient,
kind, and forbearing; but he is a business
man as well, and all would do well to
learn to keep their books well balanced!
But to return: Though we posses>; nothing of our own in this present world, there
is a time cotuing when some at least-those
who are faithful over their Lord's goodswill have something of their owrr, even an
everlasting inheritance, habitation or pos-

session. And how shall they obtain it?
By keeping the gospel law including tithing!
Obedience to the gospel makes people
"Saints, 1' and tithing is the law by which
the "Saints" obtain their inheritance according to revelation given through
Joseph the Seer at Kirtland, November
27th, 1832, wherein he says in substance
that "it is contrary to the will and command of the Lord that those who do not
receive their inheritance by consecration,
should have their names enrolled with the
people of God-in the book of the law of
God." And further on he says: "And all
they who are not found written in the
book of remembrance, shall find none inheritance in that day."
I understand by this that none will receive inheritance unless their names are
found in the book of the law of God, and
none will be found there, except hy consecration and tithing. I suppose if one sets
aside a tithe of their property they consecrate it to the Lord.
Yet we are led to believe that many
will be saved who will not have an inheritance, from the fact that the church has
stated that "all those who believe in the
first principles of the gospel, repent of
their sins, are baptized for the remission
of their sin~, have hands laid on them for
the reception of the Holy Ghost, and Jive
just, upright and consistent lives, will be
saved in the kingdom of God, notwithstanding their belief or non- belief in other
questions." But as such do not receive
the gospel in its fullness in this life, they
will certainly fail to receive salvation in
its fullness hereafter, and "have no inheritance in that day."
Now with this view of the subject, I
will take the parable of Luke sixteenth
home to myself. If I am just with my
Lord in paying him the portion that belol'lgs to him of what he entrusts to my
care, (and he has said that portion is onetenth of all we possess) and through my
faithfulness I have obtained an inheritance
on the purified earth, it will be my own,
never to be taken from me. But if my
brother should not pay the Lord the money
he owed him, (his tithing), whether from
non-belief or carelessness, he would be an
unjust stewat;d and would fail to receive
an. inheritance, seeing he merited none,
for, "if ye have not been faithful in that
which is another man's, who shall give
unto you that which is your own?"-Luke
x6: 12.
But tho_ugh my brother had not kept
the law by which he might have received
a:n inheritance, he had kept the other part
of the law and was saved; he also had
given liberally to me and to others, and
therein he was unjust to his Lord, for the
money was not his to give until he had
paid his Lord what he owed him. Still
his Lord commended his generosity. Per·
haps through that very generosity I was
. enabled to p11y my Lord what I owed him,
and would I not regard this brother as being a friend to me? Yes, he had made
friends with me and my household; and.
In the great hereafter when the ev¢;rla~t·
ing habitatiqn (..;....place wherein tolive....::.i
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was mine, would I not have the right to
receive such an one into my habitation if
I desired to do so? If the Lord commended the spirit of generosity while in
this world, be would not disallow the
same principle in the world to come. I
may not have the right, or the desire to
give any portion of my habitation, yet
might receive a friend to dwell with me.
God and Christ only have habitations
to give, but the parable does not convey
the thought that any habitation shall be
given to those who make to themselves
friends with the mammon of unrighteousness, but that such might be received into
another's habitation. When the steward
says he is "resolved what to do," his
words do not indicate that he was thinking of the "rich man" whom he calls his
lord, but of more than one-"that they
may receive me into their houses," evidently those whom he called to him and
made friends with by giving them of his
lord's money.
It appears that this steward understood
the law by which the habitation was obtained. If not in his life he did when the
Lord sent for him-when he was stricken
down with sickness and knew that ere
long he must appear before his Lord and
give an account of his stewardship. It
was too late then to keep the law of tithing, but while he is yet steward over what
he has, he endeavors to redeem the past as
far as he can, or prepare for the future as
best he can with what time he has left.
So he wills portions to one and another
whom he feels sure will have houses into
which they may receive him when his
probation of stewardship is ended, and he
has failed to obtain what be might have
obtained, had he been faithful and just to
his Lord.
SISTER EMMA.

EPHESIANS r: ro.

THE Apostle Paul says in Ephesians I ;
10: "Having made known unto us the
mystery of his will, according to the good
pleasure which he hath purposed in himself; that in the dispensation ofthe fulness
of times he might gather together in one
all things in Christ, both which are in
heaven, and which are on earth; even in
him."
He says again in Colossians I : 25 that a
dispensation of God was committed to
him. Verse twenty-three says, "which was
preached to every creature which is under
heaven; whereof I, Paul, am m3de a minister." We find in Mark 16: rc;-r8, that
Jesus told his apostles to go into all the
world and preach the gospel to every
creature. Again in Romans ro: r8, Paul
says their sound went into all the earth,
and their words unto the end of the world.
Seeing that a dispensation of God was
established by Jesus and his apostles, which
some suppose was to gather together in one
all things in Christ, both which are in
heaven and on earth, even in him, which I
believe is a very erroneous idea. This we
find by reading Luke 21: 24; Matt. 24th
chapter; Mark r3th chapter; Luke 13:
35; _Matt. 23: 38, 39; Romans II: 25-27;

12; Matt. zr: 43; Acts I : 6-8
So it is
that it vvas a dispensation of
that the Jews, their house
to
them desolate, and they have been wandering among the nations ever
until
recently they are beginning to return t:J
the holy land and build the ruined
and plant that which was
fulfillment of Ezekiel 36: 36-38,
the
Lord said would take place soon after He
set his standard in the earth; that he would
gather them from the four corners of the
earth, even as Paul says, in the fulness of
times.
The angel was to bring the
gospel. (Rev. 14: 6, 7). \Ve find in
miah r6: 14, <6, that God was to call
fishers and hunters to hunt and fish thern
from every mountain and hill.
\V e learn that those fishers and hunters
were to be dispised, hated, looked upon as
the filth of the world and the ortscc•urm
of all things unto this
(I Cor. I: 25,
2 9i 4: 1 3)y et they are the men who are called
and are going forth preaching the
in fulfillment of Revelations 14: 6, 7
24: 14, which was to be preached
the
hour of God's judgments, just before th~
downfall of Spiritual Baby Ion;
th,~
people to flee the wrath to come,
then the kingdom of heaven is set up on
the earth never more to be thrown dovvn
and as Joseph Smith says the weak
simple will carry the fullness of the
unto the end of the world, and
kings and rulers. And the
again, "vVherever the sound
will cause the ears of men to
wherever it is proclaimed the pure
will rejoice while those who draw near to
him with their mouth will seek its overthrow and the destruction of those
whose hands it is carried; yet their message is divine, they being called of God to
preach the gospel as no man has a
to preach without being called
4); teaching those g·rand
heaven as found in Hebrews
Timothy 4: 14; Acts 8:
r-6; 13: 1-3; Mark r6:
Titus 3: 5; Matt. 28: 19, zo;
The same kind of
existed in primitive times: I
101 I I, I4i I: 22-29, 40;
: 22,
23; z: r8-z2; 4: II-14.
the
same promise that Jesus did, "If any man
will do his will he shall know of :the doctrine," etc.-John 7:
; 8: 31,
Telling the world that
has sent
angel with the everlasting gospel and that
the hour of his judgment has come; to
worship Him, etc., and that he used
Smith as an instrument in His hands
organize His church and
in ful ..
fillment of Zechariah 2: I - I 3; I sa. I I : 4--·
9i 40: I-IOj 29: 9-24; 2: I-I5j 28: 2I,
zz; Dan. z: 44· Telling them the time
has come for us to begin to
together in one; that God has sent his an.
gel wi.th the gospel.
Telling them the time is near for the
Jews to g-ather back to . build
that their land will shortly be
a fruitful field, which indeed it ha;;
Matt.

I I:

3: 19-21; zo: 29, 30.

j into and tbe
are building their
and their
as the former day
latter
prophets said
would
just prior to the second coming of Christ,
who will come in flaming fire, taking vengeance on them that know not God and
obey not the gospel of our Lord Jesus
I Christ, Thess. I: 6-ro), when he will
I sweep wickedness from the
and
when the wolf will dwell with the lamb;
I when everything is peace and
will hurt nor deE,troy in
holy moun1 tain~ for the earth shall be
of the knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover the
sea."
I That is when all things are gathered toj gether in our Lord; when Satan will be
bound a thousand years, when nothing is
to molest the Saints of God, but all will be
, peace and joy when they shall beat their
swords into
and their spears
into prooning hooks; when they shall sit
1 every man under his vine and under his
tree,
: I-i:l), and Jesus Christ
sit as a
and a refiner, that he
, may refine
earth, and his Saints serve
I him
and
in
Thus as
God
"gather toall
in Christ, both
which are in heaven and which are on
earth; even in him." "Fear God and give
to him for the power of his judgment is come."
F. s.

I'
I

I

l

I
I
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MEDITATION.

SHALL we sin that grace may abound?
God forbid.
What is sin?
Sin is the
transgression of the law?
but what
law? The decalogue. Which of the law
has been
or disannulled?
"Where
abounded there did
much more abound." Shall we sin
God forbid.
He that breaks one commandment is
of all; that is he can
not be saved
law because he has
broken the law. If he is saved at all it
must be by grace
faith.
Is it not now a sin to break one of the
least of the ten as well as one of the
greatest? And which is the least?
It is not the fourth if we may judge
the penalty.
And yet for all that
popular voice of the religious world has
made a new law against the law of God,
making void the law of God, at least so
far as the Sabbath is concerned. If we
should still live by every word that cometh
out of the word of the
as Christ
said that man should so live, then the
seventh day is not the first day nor the
second. And nowhere in God's law is a
commandment to be found that man
should hallow the first
in place of
God's holy
which he set apart for a
day of rest
named it Sabbath, a weekly Sabbath, numbered the seventh day; and
said "Remember the Sabbath day."
He said not a Sabbath day but "the
Sabbath
"
But if we are no
under the law
of the decalogue or ten commandments,
as some seem to teach, then how do we
now know what sin is?
Paul "had not known sin but by the
law.'' How else §ball we know what is
sin?
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RALD,
Therefore we do not make void the law
of God through faith;
we establish
the law."
What is it to establish?
Is it not to
or to fix in full force? Therefore
we are not at liberty to break any one
command in the decalogue. If any one of
them is now in full force, so is each and
every one. If one is done away, so is
everyone; and whoso violates one of them
sins against God.
The first commandment in the gospel
is to repent, believe, and be baptized in
water for the remission of sins, that the
heavenly gift of the Holy Ghost may be
given through the laying on of the hands
of the God-sent men who only can
preach the word of God, tor faith cometh
not by reading but by bearing the word of
God proclaimed by a God-sent preacher.
And the law still remains for a schoolmaster to all who as yet have not come to
Christ for salvation.
So I understand it, and so I believe.
Therefore if I am saved it will be by
grace through faith, and not the deeds of
the law.
J. S. CoMSTOCK.
7

THE RACES OF MANKIND.

M. DE QuA TREF AGES, the leading French
ethnologist, in presenting the second part
of his "Introduction to the Study of the
Human Races" to the Academy of Human
Sciences, has given, says the London
Times, an interesting summary of his general conclusions wit!:, regard to the origin
and distribution of mankind.
Neglecting the minor differences he estimates that there are no fewer than
seventy-two distinct races in the human
species. All these descend or branch off
from three fundamental types-the black,
the yellow, and the white-which had
their origin at the great central mass of
northern Asia, which is thus the cradle of
mankind. Representatives of these different types and the races which sprang from
them are still to be found there.
The whites, according toM. de Quatrefages, appear to have originated on the
west of the central mass, the yellows on
the north, and the blacks on the south.
The whites extended westward and northward, giving birth to three secondary
types-the Finnish, the Semitic, and the
Aryan-if we except the Allophyles,
which form a separate group. Their area
of distribution is contin'(lous, as is that of
the yellows, because of the extensive land
surface of the Eurasian continent. The
yellows spread eastward and crossed into
America. The whites and yellows checked or blended with each other, produCing
many varieties of man.
The black or
negro type, which originated on the south
of the central mass, was forced by the
nature of the continent, and probably by
the attacks of the whites and yellows to go
south into Africa and east into the Indian
archipelago, or Melanesia. The protoSemites arrested their distribution in the
north of Africa, and the mixture of the

two races gave rise to the negroid populations. In the center and south of Africa
the blacks continued in their ethnic purity
until the infiltration of other races from
and the north of Africa in modern
times. Those who remained in their original home became blended with the whites
and the yellows, giving rise to the Dravidian populations which pass by shades
into the three fundamental types.
As for the A!lophyles, represented by
the race of Cro-Mag-non, they occupied
parts of Europe and north Africa, from
which they extended to the Canaries. The
three fundamental types also found themselves in Oceanica-the Allophy I ian whites
occupying Polynesia, the blacks Melanethe yellows Malaysia.
The latter
were, according to M. de Quatrefages, the
latest to come into the maritime world.
The peopling of America dates from the
quarternary period and is due to migrations of different types-Allophylic white
and yellow blending with the local quaternary races, which also belonged to the
yellow type.
Europe since the tertiary
ages, has received only Allophylian
whites, Finns, and Aryans. The number
of races now existing in a pure state is exceedingly restricted, if indeed there is a
single one that can be accepted as such.
Perhaps some little groups protected by
their isolation, such as the Mincopies, may
show an identity of characteristics attesting
their ethnic homogeneity.
"CASA GRANDE."

SEcRETARY NoBLE has transmitted to
the Director of the Geological Survey a
report by Special Ag-ent Morrison on the
condition of the Casa Grande (Great
House) ruins in Pinal county, Arizona,
with instructions that the necessary steps
he immediately taken to repair and protect
the ruins, under the authority granted in
the act of March zd, r889, appropriating
$z ooo for that purpose. Special Agent
Morrison says: The front of the main
building measures sixty feet and the width
forty-three feet. The height of the first
story is thirteen feet, second, nine feet, and
the third and fourth, eight feet. The
greater part of the upper story has disappeared. The walls are between four and
five feet thick, and the material of which
they are constructed is an almost indestructible concrete, made of fine gravel,
sand and cement, closely resembling granolithe now used in Washington.
The
walls, both inside and outside, are plastered
with cement, which yet clings to them
with wonderful tenacity, that on the inside
being as smooth and glossy as the best
hard- finished interiors of the present day.
The lower story is nearly filled up with
crumbling· debris and tl:e drifiting sand of
the plain. The holes in which the ceiling
timbers were placed are plainly visible,
but every particle of wood has been carried away by relic hunters, and the disintegration of the walls has been so rapid of
late years that if measures are not immediately taken to strengthed them the entire
mass will soon fall into a shapeless ruin.
The report further says: For miles aronnd

the mysterious Casa Grande many great
mounds, now hardly distinguishable from
the desert sands, bear indisputable evidence
of having been at some far remote period
the abode of busv industries. Mr. Morrison says he is convinced Casa Grande was
not used either for religious or warlike
purposes. The superiority of the architecture, it having outlived all other structures by which it was surrounded, the numerous small apartments into which it was
divided and the elegance of the interior
finish, all point to the conclusion that it was
the palace of a King or Chief who governed the primitive Americans who inhabited these vast domains ages before
Aztec or Toltec. The most ancient of
traditions of the Pimas and Papagos, who
yet live here where their fathers have
lived for centuries, allude to them as "The
Ruins." The. earliest historic record we
have of Casa Grande was given by the
famous Spanish cavalier and explorer,
Cabeza de Baca, who discovered it during
his journey across the continent about
I537· A few years later the famous explorer Don Francisco de Coronado, Govc
ernor of New Galicia, who led an expedition into New Mexico, states that the Pima
Indians then (350 years ago) had no knowledge of the origin or history of the town
which they believed had existed. It had
always been '·The Ruins" to them and
their ancestors. Father Kino and Monge,
who vtsited there in r694 also gave an ac~
count of other "Ruins" in that vicinity;
Father Pedro Faut, in 1777, found them
in much the same condition. He describes
the main building as an oblong square,
facing the cardinal points of the compass.
The exterior W:i!lls extended from north
to south 420 feet and from east to west z6o
feet.
"We thus see," says Morrison,
"what hevoc the storms of rIO years have
made and the necessity for immediate action to save this remnant from complete
destruction.
The ruins are regarded as
one of the most interesting remains of a
prehistoric age to be found- on this conti-

nent."-San Diego, Cal., Union, Sept;
24, I889.

SOUTHERN INDIANA.
Conference of the above district convened at
the Union branch, September 7th, M. R. Scott
in the chair. On motion J. W. Gillen acted as
president, V. D. Baggerly assistant secretary, C. '
S. Barmore chorister. Branch reports :-Hope
branch 28, 2 received, I teacher and .one deacon.
Olive Branch I5· New Trenton 23,. 2 baptized.
Union 27, 2 baptized. Byrnvtlle I2. West Fork
29, I died. Reports: Elders M. R. Scott, baptized 2, V. D. Ba\!gerly, baptized 7, L. F. Daniel
baptized r, J. W. Gillen, J. Chapplelow, G. Jen!
kins. Priests: S. C. Gruve, J. H. Burton.
Teachers: W. Marshal, J. Porter, E. Flint. Deacons: J. H. Fewel, P.Joliey. Reportof Elders'
courts: We your court of elders called by last
conference t~ adjust matters of difference in the
Olive branch report that we visited there and
found no charges, and that· the party had not
been labored with acco\•ding to law. V. D. Bag.
gerly and L. F. Daniel, court. The report was
read, accepted, and the court released. We your
court of elders called by last conference to adjust
matters of difference In the By~nville branch re•
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port that we went and found no changes prefer·
red and the party had not been labored with according to Jaw. J. M. Scott, D. Scott, court..
Report read and accepted and court released. A
vote tendering thanks to M. R. Scott for his services as president was rendered. The general
authorities were sustained. A vote tendering
thanks to the Union branch for their kindness to
the Saints and friends was taken. V. D. Baggerly
and G. Jenkins were sustained as president and
secretary. Adjourned to the Hope branch, near
Derby, Perry county, December 7th, at ro a.m.
The following repl•rts came in after adjournment:
Eden
Elders: J. M. Scott, J. G. Scott.
Bishop's Agent: On hand last report $2 07. Received from G. A. Blakeslee since last report
$7o oo. Received since last report as district
tithing $2.2$. By freewill offering $7 62. Total
receipts $79 87. Expenditures $52.62.
Due
church $29 32.

zs.

NORTH-WEST KANSAS.
Conference convened with the Twin Creek
branch, September 13th, President G. W. Shute
in the chair, C. R. Duncan secr!ltary pro. tern.
Elder's reported: G. W. Shute, G. W. Beebe, A.
Kent, M. Smith. Priest: C. R Duncan, J. Jenni·
son. Teacher, S. C Andes. Branches: Goshen
sr, 12 baptized, 3 removed. Blue Rapids 6o, 7
baptized, 3 received, 9 removed.
Elmira 29
Star Creek 17, I baptized. Twin Creek 29, 4
baptized, I died. Bishop's agent, G. W. Shute,
reported on hand last report $7 04. Received
$92,00, total $99 04, paid out $~9 04.
Audited
and found correct. G. W. Shute was sustained
president, H. P. Curtis, secretary. Conference
adjourned to Goshen branch, December 14th.
POTTA W A TTAMIE.
Conference convened at Council Bluffs, June
29'h, H. N. Hansen presiding, F. Peterson, sec'y.
pro. tem. 'Elder's reported: R. M. McKinzie, J.
Carlile, F. Peterson, C. A. Beebe, A. Hall, S.
Butler, J. F. Drebis, H. Palmer, H. N. Hansen,
(baptized r). H. 0. Smith, J. P. Carlile, D. K.
Dodson. Priests: J. Evans (baptized 2) T.
Scott, and C. Casstesen, teacher. Bishop's
Agent's report:
Received since last report
$138 12, paid out $97· balance $41 12. Preach·
ing by H. 0 Smith and J. P Carlile. Adjourned
to Wheeler's Grove branch, Saturday, October
26th.
NORTH-EAST MISSOURI.
Convened at Bevier, Missouri. August 31st.,
Elder J. Tavlor president, J. T. Williams clerk.
Branches; Salt River 19; 9 scattered. Renick
34; 3 baplized, 2 received, 2 removed, I died.
Hannibal 22; 9 scattered. Bevier, report reject·
ed on account of no signature of president nor
clerk. Elder's reports: \V. Vincent, J. Taylor, C.
Perry, J T. Williams, E. Rowland, R. R. Jone>,
M. M. Turpen. Priests: M. Surridge, F. Mussell, N M. Ridings.
Bishop's agent, J. T.
Richards', report was read and approved without
examination. At the request of Bro. Richards
the president postponed auditing the report until
next conference. Bro. P.crry was authorized to
continue h1s mission at Salt River branch. A
good time was spent Sunday, the Spirit of God
being present in much power. This was one of
the best conferences held at Bevier. President
J. Taylor was sustained; also vice-president R.
R. Jones, district cl"'rk, J. T. Williams, and
Bishop's agent J. T. Richards. Adjourned to
Bevier, December the 7th. Preaching by J.
Taylor and M. M. Turpen.
SPRING RIVER.
The above conference convened at Webb Ctiy,
Missouri, August 9th Reports of branches:
Columbus 49, Angola 52, Webb City 59 Pleasant View report sent back f'>r correction. El·
ders' reports: J. Richards, \V. E. Westervelt, J.
M. Richards, W. France, R. Davis, E. E. Brad·
ley, C. Severene, W. S. Taylor, E W. Depew,
- Cheeney, A. Hart. S Maloney (baptiz~d 2),
E. A. Davis, 0. P. Sutherland (baptized 2), W.
F. Clark, A. H. Herke, D. S. Crawley. Priest~:

THE SAINTS' HE
W. F. Johnston, - Havey, L. F. Devore, C.
Randall (baptized 4), William Bath, J. M. Puck·
ett. Teachers: J. McKnight, - Llew<'llyn,Martin, - Smith, - Davis and G. W. Hobart.
Deacons: C. Bird, H. Smart, - Davis, D. J.
Bradford. Motion to sustain brethren J. Smith,
Blair and Blakeslee, carried. Motion that we
sustain D. S. Crawley as conference appointee
and president of district, carried. By vote of
Webb City branch G. W. Hobart was recommended to conference for ordination to the office
of an elder. By vote of conference G. W. Hobart was ordained to the office of an elder. A
plea~ant and profitable time was had.
Motion,
that we sustain G. W. Hobart as district clerk,
carried. Adjourned to Pleasant View branch,
November 8th, r889
NORTHERN NEBRASKA.
Conference was held in Waterloo, Nebraska,
June 28th. Committee on credentials was ap·
pointed. The rules were suspended and Bro.
Stubbert was given voice and vote in the seesion.
Statistical reports of Omaha, Union, Platte Vailey
and Columbus branches read and approved El·
ders reporting were J. Caffall, W. Rumel, G. W.
Galley and W. Rumel, and Vv Ballanger. Bish·
op's agent's report: On hand allast report $29 58,
total receipts $305 71, total amount $335 29, total
expense $ rr9 50, on hand at date $2 r <; 79 Petition from Union branch presented and read.
Committee on credentials· reported, report accepted. E. Boulsen reported spiritual condition of
Valley branch as fair. Upon motion the district
president, secretary and Bishop's agent were sustained. Bro. J. Huff reported spiritual condition
of Union branch fair; I. Sylvester reported
Omaha branch improving. It was resolved that
the next conference convene ot Fremont t\le last
Friday in Octo bet·. Em. J. Cafl:"all was requsted
to preach Sabbath morning and evening Upon
motion a petition from the Union branch was
read. Upon motion the petitioners prayer was
granted and the district secretary aulbodzcd to
send a copy of the petition to the president of each
branch in the district and they he requested to
take collections for the same. Pr~aching by V\!.
Rumel; Sunday preaching by J. Caffall. Collection for the benefit of the ministry $8 95
Four were baptized by Bro. J. Caffall on Sabbath
afternoon. Conference adjourned.

MARRIED.
FuLKS-SKINNER.-On September 29'h, 1889
bv Elder Stephen Maloney, and at his r~sidence,
Mr. James A. Fulks and Sr. Lilly F. Skinner, of
Vintla, Indian Territory. May love and peace
attend them.
DIED.
HuTCHINGs.-At the residence of his family,
in San Miguel canyon, Monkrey county. California, September 21st, r889, Bro. Lyman Smith
Hutchings. He was born at Orange, Cuyahoga
county, Ohio, July yd, 1828, was baptized and
confirmed by Elder H. H. Morgan, October IS'h,
r864, at Watsonville, Santa Cruz county, California, and ordained an Elder April w'h, 1865,
by Eld~r George Adams. His disease was cancer of the stomach. from which after lingering
some six weeks he died, leaving a wife and eleven
children to mourn his death. The wife and part
of the family belong to the church His remains
were interred in the Odd Fellows' cemetery, near
Watsonville, California. A large concourse of
friends came to pay their last tribute of
to the departed. Funeral services by Elder
Range.
KELLEY.-At Indian River, Maine, March 9th,
r88r, of consumption, Samuel P. Kelley, aged 75
years, S months and If days. Bro. Kelley was
baptized bv Mr. G. J. Adams and with his wife
went to Jaffa and the Holy Land. On their
turn home they listened to the claims of the
organization and were convinced of its truth.
His son Aaron had been baptized by Elder C.
Foss. He was one day alone in the timber

he bowed and asked God to reveal to him if he
would, as to whether he was in the straight and
narrow way that led to the tree of life. Before
he raised to his feet he spoke in four different
languages and was commanded to go and warn
his father and he would be the means of saving
him. He did as he was commanded and Jed the
old gentleman into the water before he passed
away from earth to paradise. Funeral sermon
by Elder S. 0. Foss.
KELLEY.-At Indian River, Maine, June 27th,
1889 Belinda N. Kelley, aged 79 years, 3 months
and I2 days. She was once a member of G. J.
Adams' church and followed him to the Holy
Land. She was baptized by Elder J. C. Foss
October 6th, 188r. Prayer by A. W. Kelley.
BENNER.--At Indian River Maine, September
6th, r889, Mattie B Benner, aj!ed I I months.
Funeral sermon by Elder Aaron W. Kelley.
THoMAS.-On September 2I~t, r889, of congestive chill,;, at Pleasant View branch of the
Spring River district, Letty Perlie, dau~:;hter of
John and Emma'fhomas, aged 9 years,6 months
anci 9 days. Brother, sister, weep not for Pcrlie
hut weep for yourselves and those around you,
for no one can get where Perlie is unless they
become as pure as she was.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
A conference of the Pottawattamie district
will convene at Wheeler's Grove, Iowa, on Saturday, October 26th, at 10:30, a.m.
H. N. HANSEN, Dist. Pres.
The Texas Central district conference will
meet at the Texas Central branch on Friday
evening, November rst. 'We request every
branch to send their reports by delegates or
otherwise, also every officer in the district please
make your reports to conference. Everybody
come that can.
E. W. NuNLEY, Dist. Pres.
We are going to have our distrkt conference
of Nevada at Carwn City, October 261h and
271h, at two p.m. It is hoped that the district
will be repreeented and that the branches will all
bring a report. I would like to see all the Saints
come and bring the Spirit with them.
D I. JoNES, Dist. Pres.
PROGRESS OF INVENTIONS
SINCE 1845·
.
In the ye~r 1845 the present owners of the
Scientific Amer>can newspaper commenced its
publication, and soon after established a bureau
for the procuring of patents for .inventions at
home and in foreign countries. During the year
1845 there were only 502 natents issued from the
United States Patent Office, and the total issue
from the establishment of the Patent Office up
to the end of that year numbered only 4 347·
Up to the first of Julv this year there have
been granted 4o6 413 Showing that &ince the
comm~ncement of the publication of the Setentific American there have been iscued from the
United States Patent Offic<' 402,166 patents, and
about one third more applications.have been made
than have be granted, showing the ingenuity of
our people to be phenomenal, and much greater
than even the enormous number of patents issued
indicates. Probably a good many of our readers
have had business transacted through the office
of the SciP1zlijic Amaican. in New Ynrk or Washington, and are familiar with Munn & Company's
mode of doing business, but .those who have not
will be interested in knowing something about
this, the oldest patent soliciting firm in this
country, probahlv in the world.
Persons visiting the office of the Scientific
American, 36r Broadway, New York, for the first
time, will he surprised on entering the main office, to find such an extensive and elegantly
equipped establishment, with its walnut counters,
desks, and chairs to correspond, and its enormous
safes, and such a large number of draughtsmen,
specification writers, and clerks, all busv as bees,
reminding one of a large banking or insurance
office, with its hundred employees.
In conversation with one of the firm, who had
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commenced the business of soliciting patents in
connection with the publication of the Scientific.
Amarica.n, more than forty years ago, I learned
that his firm had made application for patents for
upward of one hundred thousand inventors in
the United States, and several thousands in diffen~nt foreign countries, and had filled as many
cases in the Patent Office in a single month as
there were patents issued during the entire first
year of their business r.areer. This gentleman
had· seen the Patent Office grow from a sapling
to a sturdy oak, and he modestly hinted that
many thought the Scientific American, with its
large circulation, had performed no mean share
in stimulating inventions and advancing the interests of the Patent Office. But it is not alone
the patent soliciting that occupies the attention
of the one hundred persons employed by Munn
& Company, but a large number are engaged on
the four publications i"ued weeklv and monthly
from thdr office, 361 Broadway, New York, viz:
The Scient-fie American, the Scientific American
Supplement, the Export Edition of the ,\cienf,(ic
American, and the Architects and Builders' Edition of the Scientjic Ametican.
The first two
publications are issued every week, and the latter
two the first of every month.
FASHIONABLE SOCIETY.
Bishop F. D. Huntington, in the October Fo1-um, describes fashionable society "as a something too formal for an institution, too irregular
for an organization, too vital for a machine, too
heartless for a fraternity, too lawless for a school,
too decent for a lllasquerade, V\ith too much lying
for a bureau, and too
for a pageant. 'There are the
1natches~ risks,
calculations of a perilous game,
interchanges
of an imponderable, immaterial commerce, musical voices from inharmonious breasts, spiteful
courtesies, magnificent meanness. There are
songs of peace, flying arrows of maliee and revenge, bonds and fragments of friendships, charming· veils over hidden horrors,
rippling
over dark depths of silent
has only
to refleet a moment how
a section of
the lives of many men and more women these
activities occupy; what capacities they include,
what forces they engage, the interplay between
life and life, the issues and destiny of character,
the august responsibility, to comprehend that
'society,' even in this limited sense, is a study
for the wisest minds."
A WAR OF THE FUTUREWHEN war comes in Europe, as it must come
some time. it will be seen that a new era has bein the' art of destruction.
The Belgian hisEmiiB de Laveleye, sums up in an article
ln the
for October the terdble factors of
the next conflict. The civil war in the United
States wa.s but child's play in comparison. With
Russia and France on one side and Germany,
A us tria, and Italy on the other, seven million of
men can be instantly put in the fi'Old, with ten
miilions in reserve. The facilities for concentration and the improved arms are such that more
men may eat-ily be killed in one day than have
ever before been killed in a whole war. The
continuous preparations for war, even when
there is no thought of its immediate occurrence
are far
and more expem.h·e than ever before.
has surrounded her frontiers and
her capital with a continuous line of forts and
entrenchments. Germany has made lVIetz, Strasburg, Mayence, and Cologne g1gantic fortresses,
which seem absolutely impregnable.
Italy has
fortified her Alpine passes, her sea-ports, and
even the Eternal City itself. Belgium is spending forty millions of francs in the construction of
redoubts with cupolas of steel, to close the passage by the Maas valley. The war budgets are
everywhere increasing in enormous proportions.
"And it ls under this continual menace of the
most frightful shock of armies that our planet
will ever have looked upon," writes M. de Laveleye, "that we live. And the most extraordinary
thing is, that we get used to it. We go about our
business, our pleasures; we rush in crowds from
all parts to the Paris exposition, while each one
says: •It may be for to-morrowf"'

HERALDo

ANCIENT EGYPTIAN FLORA.
THE National Museum of Egyptian Antiquities
at BuJak contains a very interesting collection of
plants whkh have been found in the catacombs
and sepulchral monuments of the country, says
the Rerme Scienbfique. Dr. Schweinfurth was the
first to studv this ancient flora, which contains
no example
a plant that does not grow to-day
in the Nile valley. Nor does the most minute
examination show the least difference between
the vegetation which flourished fifty centuries
ago and that of the present time. In some cases
the color of the flowers can be clearly distinguished, as for instance, the purple larkspur, the
red
the reddish-brown safrron, and the
blue
The leaves of the watermelon contain grains of chlorophyll perfectly visible in the
microscope. All these were found in great numbers in the burial places of the fifteenth dynasty,
years n c., and in one tomb of the same
some ears of barley. In later monuments
were discovered mustard, flax, cucumbers, lentils, pine cones, juniper berries, dates, hollyhocks,
chrysanthemums, figs, olives, onions, and grapes.
Arnund the necks and upon the breasts of the
mummies of 1100 B c, were garlands of celeryleaves and blue lotus-flowers. In regard to the
various specimens of grain discovered, it may be
added that no attempt to make them grow has
ever succeeded, the plants having been subjected
to
heat at the time of the embalming and
·which, while it preserved them, destroyed
their germinating power. The cases in which
is said to have been raised are due
simply
the fraudulent mixture of modern with
the ancient grains.-Sel.

of

AERIAL NAVIGATION-Aerial navigation has
reached this surprising stage of progress: At the
late Parisian "congress" on the use of balloons
and carrier pigeons in time of war it was re
solved that "aeronauts in time of war should be
treated as belligerents if they were soldiers, but
as spies if they were really spies." M. Janssens
of the Academy of Sciences expressed his belief
that in the next century the problem of aerial
navigation would be solved.
An English lady declares that :l mustard·plas,
ter on the elbow will cure neuralgia in the face,
and that one on the bacK of the neck will cure
neuralgia in the head; and the reason given for
this is that the mustard is said to touch the nerves
directly it begins to bite; while, if put on a part
where no nerve exists, it is of no use. The
writer states that she has cured hundreds by this
simple remedy.
The Pope's income amounts to £480,000
yearly, exclusive of special gifts like those of his
jubilee year. Peters pence provides two-thirds
of the amount, the remainder being the interest
of v'rious investments. As the papal expenses
rarely exceed £320 ooo his holiness retains a
good annual surplus.
An address has been issued by a body of ministers and tlders of the Scottish Free church, representing its conservative element, setting forth
in strong terms the dangers which threaten the
Free church in the line of departure from the
faith as it is contained in the confession of faith.

"The Jews in and out of
Palestine."

EDUCATION IN ANCIENT EGYPT.

BoYs intended fe-r the government service entered the school at a very early ag-e. The course
of instruction was very simple. The first care of
the teacher was to initiate the young scribe into
the mysteries of the art of writing. After he had
mastered the first difficulJ,ies he was given older
texts to copy. These texts were moral treatises,
older poems. fairy tales, religious and mythical
and letters. It is to this fact that we
preservation of the greater part of the
literary remains of ancient Eg) pt. When one
of these school- boys died the copies he had written, that could be of no earthly use to any one
were buried with him.
From these old
that he copied he learned to form his own
style he learned the grammar and syntax of his
language; he became acquainted with
its vast stock of moral precepts, religious and
mvtnical traditions, and with the t,nnumbered
··
and tales that undoubtedly abounded, and
which the merest fragments have come down
to us. Two classes of writings were preferred
for this
moral precepts and letters. It
a high lind difficult art, and the
needed VPry ~pecial preparation in i t -

Science Monthly.
WORTH REMEMBERING.
That the tongue is not steel, yet it cuts. That
cheerfulness is the weather of the heart. That
is the best stimulent, a nervine ,;ale for all
to
That !t is better to be able to >ay "no"
than to be able to read Latin. That cold air is
not necessarily impure. That a cheerful face is
nearly as good for an invalid as healthy weather.
Tha'- advice is like castor oil, easy enough to give
but hard enoug to take. That it is not enough to
keep the poor in mind; give them something to
keep you in mind. That life's real heroes and
heroines are those who bear their own burdens
bravely, and give a helping hand to those around
them. That hasty words often rankle in the
the wound which~ injury gives, and that soft
it; forgiving cures, and forgetting

hurt.-Sclcctcd.
A royal order has been issued by the German
govern'-nent sanctioning the creation in Jeiusalem of an evangelical establishment with corpora'e rights. The object of the new body is to
existing evangelical institutions and to
to the number.

Snch has been the d('mnnd for this article 1 that we now
offer it in PAMPHLErr FOH1\f, hound in colored covers.
It it3 a cornpn·henl"ive and c~nefnlly prepared llit-tor1cal
rrreati!:3e CODCI:'l"Dir;g the Jews ill nil DUL1011fl., lDC)Uding
Palefltine; a~ \Veil us a clear avowal (If their hopes and
expectations concerning the Holy Land, by Rev. F. de
Lola Mendezl a leading American Hebrew of New York
C1ty, Per !":inglecopy Gels in money or stamps~ 6 copies
25 c; l'J copies 40 c. Send in your order~<' nt once.
Address, LAMBERT BIWTHEW:l,
LAlllONI, DECATUR Co., IowA.

Farm for Sale, 235 Acres,

T

HIRTEEN miles ea•t of Lamoni and one half mile
north of PJea1:1anton. One hundn~d acreB in timber,
Prl.E~ture Pet in blue graB~. balauce in meAdow and plow
land. New 1 room Cottage with 3 porcher:., 2 pantries
and fine rock cellar Small <-•rchard_ out honr:es, granary,

and I urge barn 4:Zx 6~ with bat"ement the entire Jen~tb of

Jt,. and •hingled ehcd& on the eaet eide and •outh end.
Two cemented cit:< tern e., 4 well~ and 3 pondFl, \VIth ahuudance of water for stod<. LIBERAL TE lUIS. Address

r7a11g

WILLIAM ANDERSON,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

rrHE young LaC.ie" of the Independence branch
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints have organized as the Hawthorn Society,
in order to secure a fund for the purchase of a

PIPE ORGAN FOR THE NEW CHURCH
Edifice when completed.

They will hold a

BAZAR
Some time this fall, and solicit aid from the Saints
at large, in money, material, or useful, ornamental and fancy articles of every variety, to be sent
before October sth, I88y.
Will the President of each Branch consider
this as addressed personally to himself, and read
the notice before the branch as often as necessary to keep the matter before the people.
Address: MRs. JENNIE H. NEWTON,
Box 578, Independence, Mo.

AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the

Youth

of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

Price per year

$1.50.

M:. Walker, EdUor and Publisher.
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--)BY THE(--

Board of Publication of the Re01ganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library bindin~. sprinkled edges ..•••. l 50
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••...•••.•••• 2 00
Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 2 50
New Testament, Inspired.................... ~5
BOOK OF MOR~ION.
Roan, sprinkled edges ....................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•..•••..••.••• 1 50
DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS.
Sprinkled Rheep, or Library ................. 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••...•.••• , ••• l 50
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••• , ••••• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ...••••••••••••• 1 60
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides ......•.• .- .... 2 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 642 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITOR:'\.
(By Lucy Smith.)
Muslin binding, 312 pages • • • • . • • • • • • .. • • • . . • 70
Leather binding .•••..••..••••••••••••••.••. 1 00
HESPERIS.
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges ..•.••••••• 1 50
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
In paper covers, 10 cts. each, per dozen ........ l 00
Limp muslin covers......................... 25
JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and :Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages..................... 35
Muslin binding. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • • . . • . 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the ministry of
the church· and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both 'in the church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before presented in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
SA.BBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .......................... l
·Muslin boards . • • .. • • • . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • .
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen . . . • . . . . 2
Question Books for Primary Classes.
Limp muslin, Hi cts. each, per dozen ..•.....•• 1

00
75
50
25

SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School Engineer and Record Book . . . . . . . . . . • . 50
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for 15c., 1,000 for .. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets. . . . . . ..... Same price.
J<'ancy Cards, package of 50, 5 kinds, large .. • . . 75
Fancy Cards, smaller, 1 0 kinds, per l 00. • • • • • • • 60
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages ..•.•.• ,............. 25
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the corning of
Christ to Judge the world is now past." M. H. Forscutt affirms "The Bible teaches the Literal Resurrec·
tion of th111 body from the grave."

BRl.DEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Muslin boards, ::i96 pages ............. , , ••••• 1 'lli
Propositions:-(!) Is the Book of Mormoll of Divine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
and belief of all Christian people? (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and identical in faith, organization, ordina'l.·
ces, worship and practice, with the Church o~ Christ,
as it was left perfected by the Apostles of ChriSt. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
with Him?

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
~We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge..................
50
Tt:rkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge •••• , ••.. 3 75
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ............ ,, ..... 3 75
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge •••••••.• 4 00

"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 26cts , ten or more, each . • • • • • • • • . • 20
In paper 15cts., ten or more, each • • • • • • • .. • • • 13
This is th~ notorious "Manuscript Found," writtet
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so mu~h has
been said in connection with the theory that 1t furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chic3f
><round work and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon.

VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER,
And discoveries of Ancient American Records and
:Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages...................... 10

COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen......... '15
Without covers 5cts. each; per dozen . • . • . • . . . 50
Contains valuable matter in relation to the
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation
the Book of Morm n, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covers . . . •
Old edition . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . •

Hl
6

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper coverslOcts.; per dozen .............. 1 00
Tit ACTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts., 100 ..... l f•O
3. Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 5c, 100 • 40
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church

and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5c, 100. . ~:5
250 for 60cts, 500 for $1, 1,000 ........ l 75
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Prerequisites and Design-and Who Shall Administer; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 . . • .. • . • . • •
'15
7. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 5c., 100.... ~lO
B. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 25c. 1 l 00 ~ ~ 1 rJ5
9. Spiritualism Viewed fr~rn a Scriptural Stand·
point; dozen 30 cts., l Oil .................. 2
10. The Narrow Way; dozen Hi cts .. 100 ...... 1
11. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2 ~5
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., l 00. l G5
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts 100 ... 1 '15
15 Bri!!:harnite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts.,
. . . .. •W
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 ................ 1 40
17. The Successor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; dozen 25 cts 100.1 'f5
20. The "One Body:'' or the Church of
under the Apostleship and under the Aposta·
sy; dozen 20 cts., 100 •...•....••••......•. 1 40
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen
100 .. .
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts,
.... l to
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 .•..•••.••• 1
100.... 40
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts.,
40
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz.
•10
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen ~5
110
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from
Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100....... 40
30. Origin of the Book of :Mormon; dozen. . . . . . !5
per hundred .....•....................... l iO
31. What is Truth 1 and True
? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts.,
25
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for .......•. 1 75
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . . . . JO
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
per hundred ........................... l 25
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts., 250 50

WELSH HYMN BOOK.
Full leather, marbled edges •••••••••••••• , • • • 60
This was published by the church in Wales, and
contains 393 hymns in Welsh and 33 in English.

REPLY T.O LITTLEF. ·"LD.
In paper lOcts.; per dozen................... '!I)
This is the "Reply of President Joseph Smith to
L. 0. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine of Plural
Marriage."
BRANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs and corners. muslin sides; printed
·headings, and ruled for Record of Names, Blessing of Children, and for Marriages •••••• , •••. 2 00
DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Records; •
LICENCES, NOTICES, &c.
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Licences,
each per dozen . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • •
Baptism ai1d Confirmation Certificate ~ooks •.•• o
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred .•

o......

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Hnm'l.n Life Here and Hereafter
by A. Wilford Hall, 544 pages, muslin .... ·: .1
Universalism Against Itself, 336 pages, muslm
by A. Wilford Hall ...•.......•..••....... l
Josephus. complete, library leather ..••....... 3
Gibbon's Decline and :!<'all of the Roman Empire,
muslin boards, 5 volumes .........••.•.••.. 4
Mosheim's Church History, 2 volumes ..•• , •••. 4
Baldwin's Ancient America (illmtrated) ..•...... l
Rollm's Ancient History, two volumes in one ... 4
The Koran, library leather ....... ~ ............. 2
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. 1 till
1854, muslin board8, 5 volumes ............ 10
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COMPLETE SET OF TRACTS.
:Bo1md in Limp Muslin, turned in . • . . . . . . . . . • •

.35

40

50
00
50

00
00
80
00
2t~

The Ecclesiastical History ot Eusebius Pamphi·
Jus, Bishop of Cresarea and Palestin_e •.•..•.. 2 00
Cruden's Complete Concordance of Btble ...... l ~5
Bible Text Book .............••............ 1 00
Apocryphal New Testament ..••.. , ••••.••.. l
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Luff .............. _... 3()
Emerson's Ready Binder, Herald and Hope s1ze. 8(\
ROBERT

WINNING, Pres't.

D. F. NICHOLsoN, Cashier·

Ample Responsibility.
Loans money on a proved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

LUFF & BRACKENBURY,

RE L ES

E

E

West Lexington Street,
INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI.

Next to Warnky's Gallery,

A CHRONOLOGJHJAL CATECHISM:

50
15

12
25

CERTIFICATl£S AND REPOR'rS.
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen. . • • • . • • • • 40
Annual Statistical Reports, two for. . . . • . . • . • . •
5
Certificates of Baptism and Membership, per doz. 12
Certificates of Removal, per dozen .••••• ; • . . • . 1:!
Marriage Certificates, per dozen .••.••••••••• , 25

500 for $1, 1,000 for ......•............... 1 '7 5
42 Rejection of the Chureh; dozen 15
100.1 lO
43 One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 cts,
.... l '15

Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of Jesus Christ; 6 cts. each, per dozen...........
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100 . . • • . • • • • •
An assortment of Tracts. ~ ~ ... ~ .. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

00

O:r,

to the Chronology of the Bible.

BY A. J. MAPES.
Limp Cloth, 103 pages, price S!'ii eta. For sale by
7,()

Bro. E:. R. MILLS, Independence Mo.
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"HEARKEN TO THE Woxm OF T!IE I,oxm: FOR 1'HERE SnALL No•r ANY J\IAN Am:oNG YOU HAVE SAVI! J:T :1111 ONE Will'E: AI!D CoNCUJIINEB
HE SnALL HAVE NoNE."--Pago 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, pur. 6.
"WE BELIEVE •rnAT ONE MAN sJiour.n HAVE ONE WrrE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: ExcEPT m CASE o:ll' DEATH, WHEN EITHER

IS AT LIBEHTY To MARRY
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"TALK NOT OF JUDGMENT."

may be said of men and their
or action, it must be
motive and reason for
say or do.
Christ said:
word that men shall speak,
account in the day of judg-who would give such a rule
would in no
violate such rule.
·we hear of some
Day Saints
who
predicting punishment
some of the land,;
and whence they
were once driven. The Lord said to the
thus driven away from their homes:
not
neither boast of
works." He who
commandment knew
the land was and
TEVER

and
to do it themselves in any sense,
it is very foolish indeed.
what the condiunder
the dispersion
from Missouri and lilinois
gave the Saints excellent adand
as
now as it has ever
betm Let the
of the past rest with

God. Good sense and common judgment
can not hold the people now occupying
the regions whence the Saints were driven
responsible for the acts of their predecessors, and for the S;lints to be constantly
recurring to those awful things in a spirit
of bitterness llnd denunciation, is not calculated to commend them or their faith to
those among whom they live. It is calculated, however, to irritate, annoy and sow
ill feeling, and to bring grave di,credit both
on the faith and the people. It is better
far to take the command as meaning
what the Lord intended to say, and live in
accordance with it.
We hear that some few ill-advised of
the flock have stated that they have had
certain manifestations in which devastation
upon Independence and Kansas City has
been depicted.
If such persons have
had any such manifestations they have
been intended and given for the production of mischief to the Saints; and it would
be much better for those claiming to nave
bad them to have consulted the officers of
the church who are presiding in those regions, and who are the responsible men to
the pubiic for the well meaning and good
behavior of the Saints under their charge.
These presiding officers are doing a!! they
can to make the people whom they represent to be and appear to be tbe peaceable
exponents of a faithful christian principle,
''Peace on earth good will to men" and
will be compell~cf to deny the corr~ctness
of such denunciatory
rnanifestations.
Many such have been foolishly uttered in
the past, and bave signally hiled.
The
spirit by w bich they were uttered has
been shown to have been a wicked and
mi;;chievous one, and why should any
Saint allow himself to be tool.cd by it
now.
We heard a good brother once prophesy in the name of the Lord that "Nauvoo
and vicinity would be visited and the fair
;:;cene be utter! v wasted and
m
four years." "We sugge~ted to
to
make his prophecy in that w~1y, that if it
failed his faith in God would not fail also.
He said: "My faith in God is not going to
fail, neither is my prophecy." Five times
four years have passed since that prophecy
was uttered; Nauvoo stands yet be,wtiful
for situation, and the brothel~ sleeps with
the dead. In our opinion, these "mctnifestations" are of the s<une character as the
brother's prophecy in regard to Nauvoo;
similar in import to Elder S. Rigdon's
inflammatory Fourth of July speech, many
years ago, that made trouble for the Saints;
and we disapprove of them and their utterance first, last and all the time; they
can do no good and they will do harm.
The "wisdom that is from above is first

www.LatterDayTruth.org

THE S
pure, then peaceable and easy to be entreated."
If the Saints want to live in the land in
peace and happiness iet them make themselves to be good citizens, neighbors and
friends to the people among whom they
dwell, showing their faith in redeeming
grace by their works, not words only.
But if they want to invite persecution and
trouble for themselves and their brethren,
let them talk of judgment, hoast of their
faith and goodness and mighty works, utter vindictive wrath and devastation on
the people and the land, and they will
soon have trouble enough.
We advise
that the Saints be good and do good, and
let the Lord attend to his affairs in his own
way, and in his own time. He has told us
what to do, now let us do it.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

THE Senior Editor has had the opportunity to see and examine the Saints' Harmony, and is much pleased with it. The
music is good and the arrangement excellent. Its size is an objection to many, but
how could we have what we want and
have a book any smaller. The same complaint was made against the Harp, but we
had to make the hook large or leave out
many hymns that Saints wanted in; and
as it was, some complaint has been made
that some excellent pieces were omitted.
To have music suitable must necessarily
make the Harmony large.
Vll e are not
disappointed in its size, if its quality is up
to standard, as we think it is. We are
pleased with it.
The Avant Courier~o£ Bozeman, Montana, of the 3d inst., contains quite a full
account of the "] osephite" conference,
held at Reese Creek the previous Saturday
and Sunday. It is a good, lengthy account, and in it our people are correctly
represented, for which we thank the Cour"
ier. It also publishes local notice of the
meetings held by Br.J. C. Clapp of whom it
says, "He is a big man and a b1g preacher."
Bro. Clapp wrote us the 7th inst. from
Willow Creek, Montana: "I preached
three tim.,?S yesterday to full houses and
am to continue on through the week at
nights."
Bro. William A. Doty wrote October 6th,
from T1ff City, Missouri, giving an account of the late discussion between Bro.
D. S. Crawlev and Elder Lee of the
Christian churc"h. As a full account of the
matter has already been published we omit
this one. Bro. Doty thinks our cause was
victorious.
The North Attleboro, Mass., Chronicle,
of October 3d reaches us, containing good
notices of services held by Bro. John
Smith of New Bedford.
We are indebted to Hon. A. R. Anderson, M. C. from the etghth Iowa district,
for public documents: "Department of
Agriculture Report 1887 and '88 ;" also
"l\1essage and Documents 1887, '88."
The Church Librarian acknowledges
the receipt of a copy of the third European edition of the Doctrine and Covenants,
published by S. 'vV, Richards, r852. It is
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presented by Sr. M. J. Borland of
Nebraska.
Ern. W. W. Blair and G. A. Blake~:lee
arrived from the Reunion camp
the former on the 15th, the latter on :he
I6th, both looking hale and
and in
good spirits. Bro. Blair elsewhere
ves
an account of the very succe;;sfui
~ncouraging sessions held and the immediate
results which attended and followed.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. E. E. Wheeler wrote from Breed's
Station, Illinois, October 9th
"Have been holding forth here since last I"riday night, and will stay over another
Prospects are good. The Baptists have
me the use of their chapel one mile north of here
and I have accepted it. Canton Saints are great·
ly encouraged. Opportunities for work are
ing up and we hope good will be done.
been blessed with a great degree of the Spirit in
presenting the word."
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
one is persuaded by friends to be
baptized, without giving the matter a thought ·md
not realizing the responsibility of the act,
afterwards gives his name to another church
membership, and then in after years should be
dained to the office of an elder, and the
of being baptized again still hangs around him,
also of being a sinner and a backslider from the
faith, should such a one be rebaptized and
office be restored to him?
Ans.- We think that any one in the condition
named above should certainly be rebaptized if
convinced of the truth and desirous to obey it.
No one should remain in such condition of uncertainty when good cause exists for believing
that rebaptism is necessary, for ·'whatsoever is
not of faith is sin," and we do not believe
man can act freely as a member, ranch less ns a
minister, while in that condition. The church
has ruled that in cases like the above the act of
rebaptism places the one so baptized among the
laity.
Such an one should not be reordained
without authentic evidence of his calling to the
ministry. The thought of possible loss of office
should deter no one from being rebaptized, if
convinced of the necessity of it. If the Lord
wants men to act in the priesthood He will see to
it in proper time, otherwise no one should desire
to accept responsibility; nor should over-anxiety
exist in that regard.
It would be well if these
things were more perfectly apprehended.
should be willing to act in the line of duty when
properly made manifest, clearly and plainly; but
no one should accept and act in the absence of
such evidence. Responsibilities of this kind are
too sacred to be trifled with; thoughtful and prudent men will not lightly assume them. We
would discourage no one; but simply indicate
the line of duty as lying in the golden mean between over anxiety and undue hesitation. "Be
sure you are right and then go ahead," is applicable in all such instances.
~ues.-H

"LONGING TO GO BACK.. "

BRo. RALPH G. SMITH, of
Pennsylvania, sends us the
Wednesday, October
that city, from which we extract
lowing article and the editor's comments
which follow it.
The artide is self.

an.d with the editorial is as
LONGL\fG TO

GO BACK,

The question has often been raised in the past
and will be raised again tn the future whether
the Hebrews are ever to be recognized as a distinct people or merely as a religious sect. The
fact is they are prouder of their nationality than
they are of their rdigion. A strong movement
has been in progress in Europe since 1!:>7o looking to the re-establishment of the Hebrew na·
tion in Palestiiie and the restoration of old
salem as the proud capital of a representative
a year ago the society was introduced
in New York, and within the past two months a
branch has been started in Pittsburg under the
general name of "Lovers of Zion."
The object
of the society is
colonization of Palestine by
American Hebre·ws. The Pittsburg branch was
organized by Rabbi Brachia Meyerovitz, of the
Wylie Avenue Synagogue, and already two or
three Hebrews have been sent back to the Holy
Land from this section through its influence.
About one thousand eight hundred colonists
have gone from
at large.
THE

OBJECT.

In the constitution of the association the objects a:re stated to he these: 'To irnprove the con~
ditions of the
in Palestine; to assist the
Paiestine; to establish new
; to instruct the people
in agriculture and other industries; to propagate
the idea of a settlt~nu~:nt of Hebrews
the .Land
of Israel, and to diffuse the knowl'edge of the
Hebrew language. 'While there is an element of
charity in the objects as stated, the ultirnat<: idea
is to restore the nation,
The President of the local association is R.
Raphael, and H. Malachowsky is the Secretary.
In an interview yesterday J. G. Schein man, one
of the members,
: "The branch in Pittsburg
numbers between four hundred and five hundred
mernbers.
Some of the members of the
firm and many other promlnent Hebrews belong
to it. The
however, consists largely of the middle and
classes, and at present the society aims to induce the poorer and oppressed Hebrews to return tp the Holy Land,
where they are settled on land which the association owns.
A SMALL SUM CHARGED.

"They are charged the small sum of twentyfive cents per month on account until the land is
paid for. We reason that as much money can
be. made in Palestine in agricultural pursuits as
in peddling in America, for example, and in addition, the poor Hebrew escapes that scorn and
intolerance which we are sadly forced to admit
is so prevalent even in this enlightened age.
There are about 300 Hebraic families in Pitts·
burg, and we hope to see the day when they will
be back in Palestine living happily as part of a
powerful nation, as did our ancestors once in the
past.
"Even the richer class of Hebrews are anxious
to return, and many of them are wiliing to forego wealth lo aid in re-establishing the government. We are working by personal solicitation
and slowly educating our people up to the idea.
Rabbi Mcyerovitz has his whole heart and soul
in the work, and by his
he has
done tnuch good.
PROPHECY IGNORED.

"In Bpite of prophecy, we believe the Hebrew
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nation will be res~ored. The land is purchased
from the Turkish government at nominal figures.
"It is still rich in fertility and pa,ily cultivated.
It yields Eastern products in abundance, which
are exported into Europe "
For years the prominent and wealthy Hebrews
o! Europe, the Rothschilds, the Hirschs, the
Montagues and even Moses l\~ontefiore, have directed their attention to the colonization of Palestine. Baron Hirsch not long since con 1ributed
6o.ooo ooo francs for this purpose. These men
believe the time will come when the Hebrews will once more occupy their Ghettoes and
synagogues, not as captives, but a free and independent people.
BEAUTIFUL PREDICTION,

The members of the society hope to live to see
the day when the words of the prophet shall be
fulfilled:
Behold, days are coming, saith the Eternal,
when the plowman shall come close up to the
harvester, and the one treading grapes 1o him
that sca.ttereth the seed, when mountains shall
drop sweet new wine, and all the hills shall melt
away therewith. And I will return with the cap·
tivity of my people Israel and they shall buiid
the wasted cities and dwell therein, and they
shall plant vineyards and drink tl,eir wine; and
they shall lay out gardens and eat their fruit.
And I will plant them upon their own soil, and
they should not be uprooted any more out of the
soil I have given them, hath said the Eternal thy
God.
During the recent Hebrew festivals Rabbi
referred to the movement now in
force among American Hebrews. He made a
strenuous appeal to the modern community to
assist in maintaining the principles that consti·
tute the Israelitish nationality. He spoke of the
movement to colonize poor Hebrews in Palestine
as by no means the least of the levers to be
used.
Rabbi H. Scheinman ably cfficiated in the service and acted as cantor during the festival, and
also delivered sermons severai times.

OF the foregoing the Dispatclz says:
THE HEBREW IDfiAL.

The intelligence is given in our local columns
that a branch of the Hebrew Society for colonization of Palestine has been organized in Pit•>burg.
This shows that even the modern and Americanized Hebrews are stlll fai1hful to the traditional
dream of their race for the restoration of the an·
cient kbgdom, and its rehabilitation, with all the
glories of modern invention anJ commerce added to it.
There can hardly be any doubt that the wealth
and influence of the merchants and financiers of
Hebrew blood, scattered throughout the world,
would crown a united effort for the restoration
of Jerusalem with a brilliant success. The race
whose members check European wars or permit
them to go on, by tightening or loosening the
purse strings, would find it easy to furnish the
funds and command the protection of the powers
for a project so full of romance and combining
so much of the traditions of antiquity with the
triumphs of the Nineteenth century commerce.
There is an irresistible attraction in the thought
of reversing the work of ancient conquerors and
restoring the distinction [desolation? En.] of Titus by the power of modern wealth and trade,
that would enlist the sympathies of civilization
without regard to creed or race.

·we do not think it likely that Jerusalem would
ever ofl:'a such attractions even to its restorers,
as to take the majority back there for permanent
re,idence. It might be made a religious capital,
like Rome for the Catholics, or Mecca for the
Moslems. But the marts of Europe and America
o:IId too great attrections for the trading instincts
of the successful Htbrews, cultivated through
nineteen centuries of expatriation, for them to accept the monotonous, if honorable and romantic,
retirement of life in their ancient land.
Still the object is an ideal one, and places the
Hebraic hopes and purposes in their finest light.
Tbe prosecution of the work to a successful issue
will command universal sympathy and admiration."

If we rightly discern the signs of the
times it certainly seems apparent that the
children of A braham are being wrought
an influence which has clearly
their manifest destiny. To the
and expectant students of prophsuch items of news, read and cart:fully
in connection with the prophecies
of the three books, are both confirming
and
Such have abundant
their heads and rejoice,
walking in the footsteps
faith inherit the promises.
the
of the rush and crash of the
and swaying masses of modern
God's purposes are being ac.:ombut steadily and surely;
what was declared anciently has a
application, namely: "The light
in darkness; and the darkness
it not."
Two forces are
for the mastery: light and truth;
and
evil and worldliness.
The
mission of the one is to deliver from sin,
and imperfo:ction, and to govern
and preserve by bringing into subjection
to the laws of divinity; that of tl1e other
to veil and blind the senses, that men may
become "lovers of nleasure more than lovers
of God," and ser've the world, the fte,h
and the devil.
On the one hand the inestimable possibiiitks of moral and temooral salvation,
exaltation and eternal bliss are
offered to tt1e beings whom God has created in Fiis own image,-all these to be
on condition of obedience; on the
ether, loss, shame and degradation, the
inevitable results which will follow a
fc;ilure to appreciate, accept and live by
the wonderful and applicable truths which
tlw
offers to the worid in H.s
in
is the gospel, the glad tidof salvation from evil, from ignorance
from the imperfect conditiom, stands and faulty conceptions of humanity.
Two inevitable destinies confront the
entire
and in one or the other we
must individually have part. One is partin the following description of
fall of Babvlon-the world and its
i m pe;fections and iniquities:

rn

"And after these things I saw another angel
come do\vn from heaven, having great power;
and the earth was lightened with his glory. And
he cried mightily with a strong voice, saying;
Baby lou the great is fallen, is fallen, and is becOr.:1e the habitation of devils, and the hold of
every foul spirit, and a cage of every unclean

and hateful bird. For all nations have drunk of
the wine of the wrath of her fornication, and the
kings of the e3.rth have committed fornication
with her, and the merchants of the earth are
waxed rich through the abundance of hez delicacies,
How much she has glorified
herself, and lived deliciously, so much torment
ar.d sorrow give her: for she saith in her heart, I
sit a queen, and am no widow, and shall see no
sorrow. Therefore shall her plagues come In
one day, death, and mourning, and famine; and
she shall be utterly burned with fire: for strong
is the Lord God who judgeth her. And the kings
of the earth, who have committed fornication
and lived deliciously with her, shall bewail her,
and lament for her, when they shall see the
smoke of her burning, standing afar off for the
fear of her torment, saying, Alas, alas, that great
city Babylon, that mighty city! for in one hour
is thy judgment come. And the merchants of
the earth shall mourn over her; for no man buyeth their merchandise any more: The mere han·
dise of goid, and silver, and precious stones, and
of pearls, and fine linen, and purple, and silk,
and scarlet, and all thyine wqod, and all manner
vessels of ivory, and all manner vessels of most
precious wood, and of brass, and iron, and mar·
ble, and cinnamon, and odors, and ointments, and frankincense, and wine, and oil, and
fine flour, and wheat, and beasts, and sheep, and
horses, and chariots, and slaves, and souls of
men. And the fruits that thy soul lusted after
are departed from thee, and all things which
were dainty and goodly are departed from thee,
and thou shalt find them no more at all.
And a mighty angel took up a stone like a great
millstone, and cast it into the sea, saying, Thus
with violence shall that great city Baby Ion be
thrown down, and shall be found no more at all.
And in her was found the blood of prophets,
and of saints, and of all that were slain upon
the earth."--Rev. 18: 1-3. 7-14, 21, 24.

The other is representt:d, partially, in
the following:
"And after these things I heard a great voice
of much people in heaven, saying, Alleluia; salvation, and glory, and honor, and power, unto
the Lord our God: For true and righteous are
his judgments; for he hath judged the great
whore. which did corrupt the earl h with her for·
nication, and hath avenged the blood of his servants at her hand. And again they said Alleluia. Aud her sm:>ke ro;e up for ever and ever.
And the four and twenty elders and the four
beasts fell down and worshipped God that
sat on the throne, saying, Amen; Alleluia. And
a voice came out of the throne, saying, PraisE',
our God, all ye his servants, and ye that fear
him, both small and great. And I heard as it
were the voice of a great multitude, and as the
voice of many waters, and as the voice of
mighty thunderings, saying, Alleluia: for the
Lord God omnipotent reigneth. Let us be glad
and rejoice, and give honor to him: for the
marriage of the Lamb is come, and his wife hath
made herself ready. And to her was grantt'd
that she should be arrayed in fine linen, clean
and. white: for the fine linen is the righteousness
of saints. And he said unto me, \Vrite, Blessed
are they which are called unto the marriage supper of the Lamb. And he saith unto me, These
are the true sayings of God."-Rev. 19: r-9.

Our course as a people is clearly out-
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lined in the statement and command, "And
I heard another voice from heaven, saying, Come out of her, my people, that ye
be not partakers of her sins, and that ye
receive not of her plagues;" and we will
do well to study the full import and signification of this verse. If we have at any
time of late been impressed to present
anything to the Saints, it has been in the
line of calling attention to the necessity of
a strict examination of personal conduct
and habits of life. The voice of the Spirit to us is to come up to a higher standard.
'VVe must do it to escape disaster and to
save ourselves from bitter disappointment.
Now is the day of sacrifice ~.nd of opportunity. "It is written," "To him that overcometh will I give to eat of the tree of
life, which is in the midst of the paradise
of God," and only by overcoming will a
"people be prepared" for the Lord, and
only such will He own.
Let us carefullv continue the good and
indispensable work of self-examination and
study the commands contained in God's
written standards given to regulate our
thoughts and words and deeds, otherwise
our hope will prove vain and we deceive ourselves.
The prospects are inspiring and encouraging, and blessed and
wonderful experiences await those who
walk in the light and who come up high
enough to receive. Only to such is the
pmmise, "I also will keep thee from the
hour of temptation, which shall come upon
all the world, to try them that dwell upon
the earth."
"Watch ye therefore . . . lest coming
suddenly he find you sleeping." "Blessed is that servant, whom his lord when
he cometh shall find so doing."
BEWARE.

WE are requested by reputable parties
at Shenandoah, Iowa, to warn the HER·
ALD readers against a Miss Clauda !kerman, who is said to be a deceptive, untrustworthy person.
She is suppoaed to
be about 24 years old; has dark hair, cut
close; dark eyes, and weighs about 150
pounds; is heavy set, and near sighted.
By letter received from Bro. G. S. Lincoln, president of the San Francisco branch,
we learn that they have sent out circular
letters to the different branches asking aid
for the building of a chapel in that city, at
some future time.
In Italy no clergyman can be an inspector or
director of a state school, a law having been recently passed to the effect that the local control
of schools shall be in the hands of heads of fami·
lies. The ohjcct is to cut the schools loose from
clerical influence.
ADDRESSES
Hiram 'Hath hun, 500 Loaan f'ltreet, LnnPing, Michigan.
G. A.

Bltll\:r-R!ef~.

prefl-idinq BiB.hop. f+nliE"n, Michigan.

Mrfl. T J. AnrlrewR, 231

ca~tro

e.t., San F,ranciE!CO. Cal.

J. H. PPt.<ere, Colmnan. Mi<llttnd Co., Michigan.
W. H. Kelley. KirtJ,tnd, La.ke Co .. Ohio.
Mark H. I''or"scntt, No.1221, North Twelfth St., St. Joseph,
Mo.
Isaac N. RobertA, Springdale, Arkansa.A.

E. C. Brand, No. ~·12, (-l ~t .. Atehison. Kansas.
John T. Davis, 42 Lal<<"field Road, Llanelly, Carmarthen
shire V1al~>Fi, Great BritHin.
J. H. !.eke. Kirt.land, Lake co .• Ohio.
E. C. Br1ggs, Shenandoah, Iowa.

HOME 00LIJMN 1\l.l.ISSIONARY FUND.

EDITED BY SIS'rER "FRANCES."

=========-=-------=====
'"What sings the brook? What oracle
Is in the pine trees organ swell 1
What may the wind's low burden be?
The meaning of the moaning sea?
The hieroglyphics of the stars?
Or clouded sunset's crimson bars?
I vainly ask, for mocks my skill
The trick or nature's cipher still."

THE CHILDREN'S BOOKS.
A very grave matter, indeed, has become the
quality of the reading furnished to our young
people.
In families where newspapers enter
freely, even the casual reader who takes them up
and glances them over carelessly can not faii to
get a knowledge of the world that if it does no
harm does no good either. There are hmiHes,
indeed, where the children are allowed certain
columns of a single paper only, but such prchi·
bition is often as dangerous as its opposite. A
notion prevails in many minds that the young
must have reading furnished to them where the
subject has been written down to their com pre·
hension, forgetting that all our growth comes
from struggle upward, and that it is really great
deal better, after the taste for reading has b;~en
once formed, to have the book or subject just one
degree advanced beyond the momet's taste or
fancy.
Much of the formation of taste in this
matter devolves upon the mother, the aunt, the
elder sister; and if they see to it that modele of
purity and wholesomeness are presented and ob·
served, rather than those which are
to the mental fiber, and thus noxious, a habit will
be formed that in time will instinctively reject
all that is not distinctly ennobling, and does not
feed the better portion of the mind and nature~.
Puerilities are much in vogue to-day; but
their influence is vicious because it is weakening,
and in so much degrading.
Children can be
trained to care as much for one of Parkma.n's
histories, with all Its tale of daring and doing, as
for any paper-covered story of a
ad·
ventures, as much for the ••Midsummer Night's
Dream," with its wit and poetry and pathos <end
music, as for any tawdry story in which boy and
and girl love has part, as much for the sounding
sentences of the Old Testament and of Ossian as
for any senseless jingle; and while they will de. rive now as much pleasure from one as from the
other, and eventually more, the better kind will
give pleasure on a loftier plane, and will cause
the mind to reach up instead of down.
It is high time that the heads of families look·
ed into this subject in some measure, especially
since the eager mind of childhood must be fed,
and will devour watever comes in its way if
nothing is furnished it with design. Such oversight is not so easy a task that it can be despised
as too trival to be undertaken, for in the myriad
of publications for children and those just escap·
ing childhood, it is a serious effort to keep au
coura1lt;" and so doubtful is the character of many
of them, if not as to intention, yet as to injurious
quality without intention, that in the supervision
one has to become acquainted with a mass of
rubbish in order to eliminate it, and finds it a
work of time and thought not always pleasurable.
-Sel.

Oct. ro, Amount received to date ..... $2,019
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Neb ...... $I oo
Sr. Louisa Orton, Iowa. t oo
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Iowa., .......... I 50
Reed, Iowa.. . . 75
Iowa ...... I oo
Ia. oo
Iowa ... I oo
44
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A Sister, Lamoni, Iowa .. I

oo

Dear Saints:--A. short time ago the little Ho.f>e
came to us, and in addition lo the change In appearance noted the remarks of Sr. Frances regarding the enlarging of it. I have long thought
it should be enlarged and would be glad to see
the change; for if there is anything I really enjoy it is good attractive reading matter for children.
The Hope, in its present form, is small. If It
were twice the size it is, there would then be
space to fill with good matter both original and
selected such as ·would make lts weekly appear·
ance a pleasure to young and old. It is good
now, but there is not enough of it.
Sr. vValker says we cut off one end of the garment to sow on the other end. The· books that
have been recently published can do a work that
the Hope could no::, but the Hope can and will fill
its own place and do good in another way.
When all over this land and in lands too beyond the great waters in the homes of Latter
Day Saints, the children gather in the long
winter evenings, how shall they spend their
hours? Can parents put forth any nobler effort
than to implant in the hearts of their children
pure thoughts and noble aspirations? Can Lat·
ter Day Saints do a better thing than to teach
their children diligently concerning the great
things the Lord has done for us, is now doing
and the greater things that must soon come?
Autzmm Leaves is published for the youth of
the church and is a necessary publication, and
yet it is quite as necessary that we sustain Zion's
Hope for another class of readers, those who as
yet are not capable of understsnding such read·
ing matter as they find in the Autumn ],ea-ves;
for we can neither enjoy nor be benefitted by
what we can not understand.
Let us consider the needs of the children of the
chmch, let us make of Ziotz's !-lope a useful instrument, a "thing of beauty, a joy forever" for
the fruits it shall yield.
The older Saints enjoy the Herald, the young
people , Autzmm Leaves, and the children, the lit·
tle Hopes should have their paper, too. As it is,
how often do I find the space occupied by letters,
reports and other matter, good, of importance I
admit, but intended for maturer minds. I am
not complaining of the contents of the Hope. Be
that far from me. I am lamenting the limited
space which prevents our giving to the children
each week a little paper, bright, interesting, ln·
structive, one that shall be suggestive to parents
and teachers in their efforts to guide the little
feet "that still must run such weary length."
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Can not each one who has been a subscriber
for the Hope again contribute his mite, if, by so
doing, we may improve the paper?
And after it comes to your homes, mothers and
fathers, do you ever notice its appearance, do
you ever talk with your children of its content'S
as you do with your brethren of the contents of
the other publications?
A paper may come into a home, be read, its
articles talked over and the thoughts gleaned
from its printed pages may teach a soul !o see
the beauty, the grandeur of iife, lived well. But
the same paper may come into a horne, be tossed
about, hurriedly scanned, thrown aside, and acnothing.
yonr children read the Hope after you take
lt for them?
Do you encourage them to read it?
BESSIE BRIGHT.
DEFIANCE, Iowa, OcL rsL
Dem· Sisters oj the Home Column:-As my life
is still precious in the sight of the Load I
thonght I would write a few lines. I am still
living in the midst of my children, grandchildren and great grandchildren, patiently,waiting
the change.
When my husband and I first
embraced this latter day work we dedicated ourselves, our children and all that we had to the
Lord; and I humbly claim to-day that we are the
Lord's. I have outlived
husband over
thirty years. Since that time our posterity has
grown into a Httle multitude. I can not say that
we are all doing right though we all belong to
the church. I can look around and see scores of
our posterity engaged in thls latter day work
helping to build up the kingdom of God on the
earth. This is a great satisfaction to me and I
often think while sitting in my lonely room, we
"ought not to live by bread alone, but by every
word that proceeds out of the mouth of God!'
When I think how good the Lord has been to us
as a family I am lost in wonder. I am ready to
say, "Thank the Lord, Oh my soul, and ali that
is within me!'
I thank the Lord that has
watched over me almost ninety years.
He sought me when a stranger,
Wandering from tho fold of God.

Beloved sister, our cause is good and the king ..
dom is ours and the hour of redemption !s near.
I hope that
for me.

September x6th.
Dear Sister .Frances and Sisters of tlw Prayer
Uniou, one and all:- I have long thought of
writing but have not, thinking that others were
better able to write. But l have a testimony to
bear as well as the resL It is now about sixteen
years since I came into the Church of Latter
Day Saints and
have ever since been happy
that I am numbered with the people of God, but
am one of the lonely ones and am persecuted be ..
cause of my religion. I desire the prayers of the
sisters and of the church generally, that I may
be delivered from this thralldom in which I feel
bound, and over which at present I have no controL I am old and a widow and lonely. A sister
also desires that I should ask your prayers for
her husband who is very wicked and is persecuting her for her religion, almost beyond endurance. He says she must join pnpular church
which she steadfastly refuses
do.
Your sister in
one faith,
CX,ARA CJ<tA.JG.

GROVETON, Tex., Oct. nth.
Dear I-ferald:--I have often thought of writing to the "Column" but have not before made
the attempt. I like to read the Herald very much.
It is so much help to me. My husband and 1 are
both members of the Saints' Church and we feel
very lonely here, as we are all there are in this
town. We pray for the day when we can live in
a branch of the church I Jove the good works of
these latter days, and love to hear and know of
its going on in other parts of the country. I am
the mother of four children and am just recovering from a long spell of sickness. I was sick
about ten months and no one but those who have
sufl'ered as I have knows what I have been
through.
I feel to praise God for his mercy to me, and
thank him that he heard the prayers offered up
in my behalf. I beaged the Lord all through
my sickness to spare me to raise my little children. My husband and I try to live so that
others may see our good works and glorify our
in heaven. Some times it seems iike we
will starve for spiritual food. Oh, if I could live
where I could talk with some of the members of
the church, I would be so happy!
But, dear
brothers and sisters, I hope to live so
that after death we will meet and sing God's
pra'ses through all eternity, where parting
will be no more. I would be glad to know where
Bro. L N. Roberts is. It was under his voice my
husband was converted. I pray that God may
bleEs him and his family wherever they may
be. I hope the Saints will pray for us.
May the Lord help us all to arouse, and do our
work like faithful followers of the meek and
lowly Savior~ is my earnest prayer.
Your sister in Christ,
S. B. TEAGARDEN.
WARREN, Ohio, Sept. 22d.
.Dear Sistsr Fra11ces:-Again I take up my pen
to write a few thoughts for the Column, which is
just as interesting and instructive to us as ever.
Bow swiftly time flies. I have been a member of the chnrch since May 19th, I889, and it
does nC!t seem nearly so long. You will doubtless think five months a short time, and it is, bnt
I was convinced of the truth of the work a year
ago, circumstances preventing my obeying. My
are enlisted in behalf of thse "scattered ones" who so seldom have the privilege of
enjoying a gospel sermon. You are not forgotten
dear ones, though far removed from us! still may
you ever be present in memory. Those whom
we have met, and those we have not seen we will
hope
meet by and by.
Truth grows dearer to me every day if possible, and as I have been given the light of the
gospel to be the guiding star of my earthly pilgrimage, I trust that,
"When death comes with his sickles keen,
To reap the bearded grain at a breath
And the flowers that grow between,"

will guide me to the farther shore of the beautHul river, the place prepared, where many manslcms be, and where the dear ones that have gone
before wiH be waiting and watching at the beaugate, also where the loved ones of our lifetime will be "watching," or
"VVaiting till !.he •hadows are a little longer grown,"
'·'We do not know,
We can not tell,
But Jesus deeth
All thing0 well."

Our number has increased to nine, and our
prayer services are more interesting than ever.
So much depends upon our being faithful and
willing to do our duty. I have been thinking
about the sweet briar. It grew under our greatgrandmother's window, and sent its delicate odor
through all the rooms of that old fashioned house.
How we love the sweet, spicy fragrance! "The
little four leaved rose," as one of the poets called
it, seems rather insignificant beside the Prairie
Queen, and others, but in its perfume it excels
them all. There have been those-! trust there
are many still-whose characters are like the
sweet briar, as it stands all unnoticed in its dark
restful green, yet fiiling all the air about it wth
sweetness. Many there are who remind us of the
roses; delicate pink, deep carmine, and pure
white roses, all have their counterparts in actual
life. There are the deep red roses of rare mental
powers robed in bright personal attractions; these
shine in society, and are followed with admiration
everywhere, but after they have pas~ed there is no
fragrance, for the fragrance comes only from the
souL There are the deiicate flesh roses of sensitive natures, sweet, too, perhaps, as they are lovely, in whom the spirit-life is rare and beautiful
as the outward petals which cover it. But more
enduring than all hot-house growth is the hardy
sweet briar. Braving the winter storms, it stands
amid the snows, leatless it may be, but the roots
are still aglow, and from the ice-bound stem will
come again buds and fresh leaves sweet as before.
We have known characters like this, hardy and
brave amid misfortunes and comir.g through the
winters of sorrow with a sweetness beyond expression. Our minds may not all be rich with
brilliant endowments, but our characters may be
strong, pure and sweet. Every Saint may be a
sweet briar, quiet and unassuming, yet sending
out around them the fragrance of a lovely life.
The face may be plain or rugged, the outward
adornings all unattractive, but if the sweetness
be in the soul, it will find its way out in words
and deeds, till all around shall breathe the fragrance and be blessed.
Fearing I may have trespassed upon your val·
uable space I will close. Your sister in Zion's
canse,
ALICE M. PINKERTON.
GARDEN GRovE, Iowa, OcL 8th.
Dear Herald:-It is with pleasure I read your
pages and often find in them much consolation
and comfort. Arid now having had another
other evidence of God's love to us in healing the
afflicted, I thought I would relate it for the
strengthening of my brothers and sisters. Our
little daughter of ten years was affi.icted with sore
eyes for several weeks so that we had to keep
them darkened. I was impressed if she was
baptized they would soon get well, and she
thought the same. We had lately moved here
and are the only Saints in this place, and thought
it best to go to Lamont I took her there September the 14-th, and the 15th she was baptized by
brother J. R. Lambert, together with his own little daughter, Maud. There were present brethren
Cochran and Moore, sister Lambert and myself.
I never felt more peaceful and happy. It did not
seem to me we were on the earth. I do not
know how the others felt, but that heavenly feeling remained with me all day and I enjoyed myself at the meetings. More than this, God did
answer our prayers, for my little daughter's eyes
are well and look brighter than ever, and she !s
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5 Yes. It is possible that my brother David
is the man to lead.
God might employ ~his
means after all other eftorts to recall Israel had
failed. H he did no man was more ready to say
amen to it than I.
E. RAY.
6. I had not said that God never· changes.
had said that the elders used to teach that God
We remember seeing the little girl at meeting
was unchangeable. But on this point I gave the
with her eyes closely bandaged. Sr. Lambert
following texts: MaL 3:6; Num 23: 19; Jam.
told LIS she had been baptized that morning and
I: 17; D. and C., Sec. 2, p. I; Sec. 34-, p. I; B. of
as we took her little hand in ours we felt sorry
M. 2 Nephi; in which it is stated that
G·od
because of her affliction. How and why is it
changes, he ceases to be God. The ldl!ing; of
that so few return to give glory to God ?--ED.
the MiJianites, Amorites, Amalekites, is all explained in the history itself, which states why it
was done, which I referred them to.
7· I did not propose to prove that father bad
OGDEN, Utah, Oct. 7th.
no rrore than one wife. It devolved on those
Bro. fV. W. Blair:-We occupied the Taberwho said that he had to prove their statement.
nacle at Richmond Friday and Saturday evenThat I did not know whether he had or ·1ot.
ings, September 27th and zSth; and Monday
That I did not believe that he had, from the evievening, 3oth. On Saturday evening a list of
dence I had so far seen. That if he had and it
questions was handed to me for answers. I read
could w be proved, it would but prove him tnm>them to the audience and told the people that I
gressor against the laws of the Lord acknowlwould try and 'answer them on the Monday
edged by the church during his lifetime and
night, and any which I could not answer satisfacat his death, as also a transgrt>~sor of the !a" s
torily to myself at least I would tell them I could
of the state where he lived and died. The q uesnot. As these questions are staple ones, I herein
tion with me was not whether he had or not, but
repeat them, with a digest of the answers, so far
was, "Was it, and is it according to God's will
as it is practicable for me to remember them.
and word?" And I had shown and would
r. Do you believe in a priesthood?
show that it was not.
2. To what extent?
8. We were not building a temple, as we knew
3 Have you got it?
of no commandment requiring it of us. That
4· Where and how did you get it?
when God should command it we were ready.
5· May it not be possible that your brother Baptism for the dead was a permissive ordina,Jce,
David is the man to lead the church?
and ceased as a privilege when the church failed
6. You say God never changes.
He gives a
to build the temple at Nauvoo in time;
found
commandment, ''Thou shalt not kill."
After
in the Revelation of r8q.1.
this God commands hfs people to kill whole
9· That the church remained with the sca'ternations. Please explain.
ed me~bership in its organized branches where
7· Can you prove that your father had no more organization had remained unbroken; but did
than one wife?
not attach to the quorums in their organizations.
To these questions there were added at the
I did the best I could under the circumstances;
opening of the Monday night meeting two
but how far the answers were satisfactory to the
others:
assembly, I do not know. The audiences were
"Inasmuch as you profess to be practicing all
large each night, but the last evening the house
the principles of your father, what are you doing
was crowded. We were not made acquainted
in the way of buiiding temples and redeeming
with any of the officers. The Bishop was lying
the dead? Your father taught that the church
abed, confined by a broken leg; and none others
was established by him in 1830, never more to be
were presented to us.
An old schoolmate,
thrown down or given to another people. Please
Charles Stoddard, was on the stand the first
tell us where it was from the time of his martyrevening, but no others. On the last evening
dom till you assumed the leadership sixteen
two young men, Mr. Lowe and Mr. Tooleson,
years after?"
came up and sat near us, the seats below
To these several questions we replied substantifull.
ally thus:
We were verv courteously treated.
The
Deacon in reply to Bro. Anthony's question:
1. Yes.
2. To the extent that Jesus Christ conferred
How much are we indebted for use of house and
the priesthood on his apostles in his imlights? said: "Not anything, gentlemen.
All
mediate day, and as the same was re-conferred
we ask is that if any of our people come your
way, treat them as well as we have you.
We
upon Jm•eph Smith, Oliver Cowdery and others,
at the restoralion of the gospel and for the purassured him that we would use our influence to
poses of fulfilling the prophecy in Math 24; and
do so. The name of our questioner was Jno. E.
the accomplbhment of the angel's message of
Rouche (pronounced Rooshe).
Revelations 14; and as the same is set forth in
From Richmond we drove to Hyrum, near the
the section on Priesthoori in Doctrine and Covsouth end of Cache Valley, on Tuesday. At
enants, the Mdchisedec a:::1d Aaronic.
Hyrum we found an appointment in the Taber3 Yes.
nacle, where at 7: 30 we met Bishop Molen and
4· First by birthright; second by blessing; third
other officers of the Ward, the choir, and house
by call and ordination to the Melchisedec by lay-- full of people. The choir sang and Bro. Aning on of hands of those who held this priestthony led in prayer, when another hymn was
hood in my father's time, and whose right to act
sung. Bishop Molen introduced me to the conin it had never been taken from them; after my
gregation, and I told them some of the reasons
baptism by father and confirmation during his
why the Reorganization and myself had taken
lifetime and under his authority.
the stand in regard to the question of plural mar-

stronger in body. Thanks be to His holy name.
We ought to take Him at His word, and when we
ask, expect to receive.
My prayer is that we may pray without ceasing.
Your sister in bonds,

riage that we had. The attention was good; and
we were at the dose of services introduced to
several of the men of the place, the wife and
daughter of Bishop Molen, Mr. James Unsworth and his wife, Mr. 0. Shaw, Patriarch Lill~quist, and others.
Mr. Unsworth is brother to Bro. Mark H.
Forscutt's wife. 11\fe were the guests of Mr. Lilinquist Jun., and Mrs. Elmira Benson, his mother-in-law, by whom we were well cared for.
We left Hyrum impressed with the kindness
and manly treatment of Bishop Molen and his
people. Of the treatment accorded to us in
Cache Valley we make no complaint; but that
at Hyrum was the kindliest, and, to our thinking,
the manliest.
At Logan we were cared for principally by
Bro. Peter Anderson; but Brn. Wikland, Nilsson, Johansen and others of the brethren stood
by us like Saints •hould by each other. At
Richmond Bro. Jons Nilsson gave us welcome,
and with his wife and girl took good care of the
missionaries. May blessings be and abide with
t11em all. Brn. Nilsson, Erickson and Eckersley
are pretty much alone in Richmond, but hold
manful! y to the faith.
Bro. Peter Anderson has succeeded in gathering in a few good souls at Logan and Richmor.d,
and is standing well with the people in his work.
In bonds,
JOSEPH SMITH.

CoLEMAN, Mich., Oct. 8th.
Bro. Blair:-So many say and write, "\Vhy
don't you write to the Herald? We don't hear
from you of late," etc.
Well, it is not because I am idle. I have been
very busy and scarcely had time, and there are
lots of better writers, and more written than
printed. I am am doing all the good
can
opening up new places, and assisting my breth·
ren all I can; and we are being blessed of the
Master, and encouraged amid our joy and persecutions.
A few weeks ago we commenced preaching in
Reed C1ty for the first time, and the first ever
done here save a few sermons delivered a few
years ago by Bro. W. H. Kelley. \Ve had a good
congregation, good order, and good attention;
and I had fair liberty in presenting the gospel to
the people. I put in two sermons that Sunday
and Bro. Wm. Carns commenced to hold regular
services every second week; but the second time
he was shut out. Since then they have had a
special meeting, but I have not learned the results. I think a maj xity are in our favor.
In my travels many have asked, "What about
that debate In Tawas?" They say they have
been looking through the Herald, but have
failed to find it. Well, I received a letter from
Elder Wear that he had been sick, and it would
be some time yet before he would be able to do
any talking in public; and if I believed what l
was preaching I was to go on, and he would do
the same, and we won't have any debate. I was
also informed that he was forbidden to hold a
discussion with the Saints. A sister- writing from
that place said that Elder Wear was very sick,
nigh unto death, and she supposed that if I had
come there and he received word of it, it would
likdy have killed him.
The middle of last month we had a
meeting In Farwell. A
time was had and
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five more were baptized. Farwell has about
twenty-three members, Brinton eighteen, and
Coleman about twenty, not yet organized.
The Lord is blessing us too, with healings, and
the Saints are being encouraged. One brother
was baptized here in Coleman who was a cripple;
was taken to the water by team and baptized and
he came out of the water a whole man. He
threw away his stick and walked all the way
home, a distance of about three miles, and has
never used a crutch or cane since.
One day when I was talking with him about
the gospel in his own house I was speaking of
miracies and the power of God, etc., and he said:
"I believe that Joseph Smith was a prophet of
God just as much as Moses or any other man
that we read of in the Bible." I told him I
thought he was not far from the kingdom, and I
could see no reason why God would not heal him
as well as others who exerdsed faith in Him;
and that evening he was baptized and the Lord
healed him of his aflliction.
Some would perhaps think that the whole
country around would obey if they saw that, but
they did not. In fact, one of the ministers said
he was healed, but the devil dtd it. Good members are generally made by receiving faithfully
the gospel, plainly and earnestly presented to
them.
The work is moving on fairly, yet not without
much labor and trouble. I hz.ve baptized about
fifty since the last Gener"l Conference.
Your brother,
J. J. CORNISH.
DETROIT, Mkhigan, Oct. 7th.
Editors Herald:- The conference which closed
to-day, of the Kent and Elgin district, Canada, at
Chatham, was quite an encouraging one to the
Saints and certainly sho·wed J.Tluch irr1provement
and growth over that vvhich
\vas pe:rtaitted to
attend in the same district seven years ago.
There has not only been a goodly growth in
membership, but decided ad1·H.ncement ln understanding and manner and method of work. The
tnissionary force have been dc}ubtless active and
earnest watchers and worker·s. Bro. John H.
Lake presided over the conference assisted bv
Bro. Samuel Brown.
R.ichard Evans and
were present,
and Bro. Wentworth
of Plano, Illinois,
Richard Coburn the Bishop's Ae-ent, the af'ed
Bro. Brown from St. Marys, together vdth m:ny
active, local workers whose countenances showed
a keen interest in the succesH of the faith "once
delivered to the Saints." Seven years ago there
was hardly a place in Chatham at which a Latter
Day Saint minister could hope to get a welcome
shelter, hut now their branch numbers sixty-five
members and the people at·e >.tripped of much of
their former p•·ejudlce and intoleranee Bro.
Blakeslee and I had comfortable quarters with
young Napoleon Liddy, and you would never
discover from the name that
genial host and
warm-hearted Latter Day Salnt was manufactured from the raw material
a 'Nild Irishman.
In the meetings there was
to commend,
encourage and comfort.
The first ordination of a mernber of the colored
race, to the
in the church, took place
during the conference 1 under a propeY .call and
direction. Bro. Eaton of Puce River, Canada,
the one
ordained, f noticed
that

some of the brethren introduced a resolution instructing their delegate to General Conference
to seem e, if possible, the attendance of President
Smith at their June conference. That indicates
a long ride during the next few months and but
little rest in the meantime; only think-from
Idaho to Canada-interspersed with a full bill of
fare made up of rattling good sermons, all along
the
; and yet the world tells us there are
no prophets now!
Duties calling me westward prevented my
stay in the Dominion. After looking after business for a few days in Kirtland, I go to Mills
County, Iowa, stopping first at Council Bluffs.
The work
and about Kirtland is hopeful, and
Satan's hoots are shaking all around. They have
not got so badly scared yet, however, as to prevent them from lying about the work of the
Latter Day Saints there-the latest is through
ihe Cleveland Penny Press, and it shows how
low and mean some sectarian bigots can be at the
same time they are professing a belief in the doc
trine "Whatsoever ye would that men should do
to
do ye even so to them." Surely their
professions condemn them, and will before
the Judge of all. God is upon our side however
and we shall press on unmoved.
In bonds,
and
yours,
E. L. KELLEY,
GROVE HILL, Iowa, Oct. 7th.
Bro. Blai1' :--.. I left my home in Lamoni, August
2gt:1, went to Lucas, held a series of meetings,
the result of which has been stated by Bro. Morgar;
the Herald of. September 28th, after which
I met Bro.
H. Jones at Chariton while enroute for Oelwein, Fayette county, where we
arrived September 17th, then went six miles west
to my brother Benjamin's, where Bro. Jones
pn:;ached twice in the Center school-house, and I
once. Since then Bro. Jones baptized my niece,
Ka:.e Spear, at which time we had a glorious confirmation meeting in her house near the water.
Th,, Spirit's presence was sensibly felt, and we
ble::sed two of her children. My brother, Charles
S. Shippy, took us in his buggy to Mr. Fay's, who
married Bro.
sister, where we held two
me;~tings with large and attentive congregations,
and left several believing the gospel. Bro. Jones
preached once near Grove Hill, then left here for
home September 3oth to attend the district conference.. I am at present holding a series of
meetings in a school-house one mile from my
brother Charles'.
The interest !n gospel research is increasing, as
we::!
our numbers in attendance Last night
the house was filled to overflow and attention
goc,d. My brother Charles and wife are believing. So are many others. I look for an ingathering in tht" near future. Yours in hope of victory over the evil.
JoHN SHIPPY.
BIRn's EvE, Indiana, Oct. rrth.
Brethren ':fosejh and William:-I left home on
the 5th fmc Byrnville. Held meeting on the
nigh
the fifth, and on the sixth I was assisted
by brother D. Scott of New Albany, and brother
W. H.
of Lee Summitt.
On the nights of the eighth and ninth I spoke at
Ricevlle, Cra,,;vford county, and to-night I am to
at BlnPs Eye, Dubois county. The interest
·is not as good as we would like to see, but I am
to lblnk that we make our own <:Ondi-

tion and the fault must be ours. I hope for the
better. Bro. Gillen did a good work in our district. May his light never grow less.
Yours,
M. R. ScoTT.

Qtnmmunhrafinns.
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are respon1;ible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

ANNUAL REUNION MINUTES.

THE Annual Reunion of the church for
r889 convened at Garner's Grove, Iowa,
Saturday, October 5th.
Upon motion
Brn. W. W. Blair, C. Derry and M. H.
Forscutt were chosen presidents, H. A
Stebbins and J. F. McDowell were chosen
secretaries. M. H. Forscutt was selected
as chorister with privelege of securing an
organist.
A police force was asked for, to be chosen by the committee on grounds, and
names reported at afternoon meeting for
confirmation.
Bro. John Benson was
chosen as janitor; Bro. B. Benson and W.
Smith as ushers. The matter of appointing ministers was left in the hands of the
presidency.
Elder Blair made some timely remarks
touching upon punctuality and good order;
such devolving upon each one seeking to
promote spirituality and good fellowship.
Elder J. R. Lambert spoke relative to
the possibility of prosperity and adversity
being attendant upon the church, and as to
our living in harmony with the Celestial
law. "How many are striving to keep the
commandments fully that shall bring unto
us those blessings for which we are
hoping?" "We trust all will strive to do
right that we may be right."
Bishop Blakeslee spoke of the favor being shown us by men of business and
agents of the various railway companies
showing us courtesies, and more willingly
than before. The Saints should be wiiling
to live nearer to God, and make stronger
efforts in that direction.
At two p. m. the Saints assembled for
preaching service. A hymn was sung,
prayer by Elder Lambert, followed by
another hymn. Elder C. Derry was announced
speak i I Cor. 19: 20 was his
text.
These instructions given were to the
saints and therefore applicable unto us.
The body being a tabernacle for God, it
should be kept under subjection. Purity
of thought suggests purity of action; we
should keep our spirits pure, thus keeping
our lives pure in the line of our conduct, it
being an education of much time. Continual vigilance is necessary for successful
subjection of fleshly passions, in order to
the retention of the Spirit of God. Our
covenant was solemn and profound; for
we placed ourselves in the hands of God's
servants for admission into the church,
promising to keep God's covenant inviolate
until death. We thus manifest our unreserved devotion toward God, being buried
with Christ, rising to newness of life;
otherwise it was a mockery before God.
We arose to Jive a life of purity and ex-

to
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cellence, and to do that that would ennoble
and enrich our lives. The le~son of the
gospel is to be found in our lives. Lessons of holiness, purity, goodness are to be
learned. If we yield to temptation anJ
are overcome, we lose the great object
which we started out to obtain. The Holy
Spirit comes into us to expect to find a
habitation cf rest and peace; and thus the
obeclient oerson has the Great Gmde to
be with th'em. vVhen God's peace i-; with
us vve may know we are striving to keep
His word.
We shtmld ever remember
that we are not our ov,rn, for we have been
bought with a price, that price being the
precious blood of Christ. It seems to me
at times that the purchase act was greater
than the creattve act. Anything contr11ry
to God's nature defiles Otlr bodies. w·e
should glorify God in our body and spirit,
for they belong- unto God. \Ve are to use
all our powers of mind and body unto God's
glory; otherwise we prostitute their intended obje-ct, for which they were created.
If the ministry be endangered by neglect of dutv, what shall be said of those
who have ;neans to give to aid the minbtry in declaring the word and who withhold
that money so as to prevent the work of
propagation? Hvmn 615, tune 3So was
announced by J. R. Lambert; benediction
by W. W. Blair.
At seven p. m. the following names
were presented ns policemen: W. Steward, marshail;
M. Smith, B. Denson,
J. Dickey. After singing, and prayer by
Bishop Blakeslee, another hymn was sung
and Bro. Leonard Scott was introduced as
speaker of the evening. His text was
J obn 17: 20, 2 r. :i'v1odern relig-ionists present, instead of a unity, a diversified relig
ion of one thouscmd and thirty-six institutions. Religion is opposed to Christianity
as modernly interpreted. That presented
by Cnrist was pure; religion of our time is
diametrically opposed to Christianity. Religion persecuted Jererniah, Paul, Peter,
etc., but there was no Christianity in it.
Paul in the Baptist pulpit contr<~dicts Paul
in the Methodist pulpit.
A revelation
from God to the Bapti•.t contradicts God
in a revelation to the Methodist church.
There is but one God, faith, hope, baptism.---a leg-itimate outgrowth of the
Christian system.
Mi:.1isters called to-day are called by a
m~jority vote, causing the rule to be (i]emocratic and not a king·dom. Tbe rule on
the part of one asce~ds; the other, in the
kingdom, by descent.
Christ said his
kingdom was not of this world, but of
yonder world; then why not Itt the other
worlci rule in that kingdom? Is it in existence now? Revelation, as a governmenbd princ;ple, should always obtain in
the true church. It i~ the means by which
God regulates the affJirs of His church.
Christianity a! ways maintained that principle, while religion has oft been divested
thereof. True Christianity enhances the
spiritu:d interests of mankind and seeks for
promotion of their eter;;al good, while rebgion has oft been found a narrow, self.
assuming tyrant; not seeking the general
or special good of any. A hymn was
sung, benediction by Elder Blair,

vV.

SUNDAY, 6TH.

Saints assembled for social
which were in charge of Ern" \V. Cha
bers and J. Mcintosh. After
prayer the meeting was
and many faithful
and
prayers offered.
At ro: 30 a.m. Elder Blair
of the services. After the usual
services Elder J. R. Lambtrt
from
1 John 3: 1-3, and He b. I 3: 8, as follovrs:
The object of preaching the
is the
salvation ol the people, As
should so simplify as to
reach of all people. Man
in a lost and
fallen condition, a peculiar one, for whech
there is no human aid. Man abused his
agency, bringing himself into a state of
bondage. The kind of ddivcrance must
be an infinite and eternal one. There is
no redemption outside of Christ
but His by which we can be
is first necessary.
The standard is God; we are
to believe in Him. It was not
sary that Jesus should be born
world, but to have One who could
us near to God. Tnere was
perfect in the character of God ere
came, but the mediatorship existed in H:m.
Christ's subjection to trial, etc., was vobntary, and we are to trust Him for
all-He did was for the betterment
condition.
He came as a teacher sent
from God, teaching the
and authoritative manner
do. God will
it
all people who
not Chri~t
his teachings. He spake as God
utterance, and the righteous
God's ministers should be
are sent of Christ, as Christ had
of God. The truth of God should
dared, and a
of this
men free. God has
himself
right and good,
are co-laborers with Him;
us so long as we so act.
We call your attention to the
1 of the doctrine of Christ.
a great adaptation in them unto all
We are required to believe in
Christ.
It ·enables us to bv bold on the
hope of life, and it causes tis to be
in the Lord.
is essential
pentence is necessary.
the reward while in
from sin. vV e are
for remission of
there must
be a complete separation from sin
entering God's church. God has
that we should have the
infallible in its character, and
follow its guidings will do
lifted up and made
and
leads us to better know God.
gi!t thereof is cC~lculated to
harmony with God. And this
hC!d.
The resurrection of the dead God 'Nil!
accomplish for all mankind. The
ment occurs then, when ail shall
warded or punished as their works
have been. It is necessary that
should
live well here that we may live well

was sung: benediction

Elder

consciousness after
Luke 20. All live unto God.
He is not the God of the dead but of the
Tbis proves the consciousness of
after death to the

1s an
Here we
out her dead."
dead
men shall live,
20: 2 r: This refers
to the resurrection 0£ Jesus, giving an unmistakable evidence of the truthfulness of
the doctrine; 2lso Luke 24:21; i'c1att. zz:
Character ot 11ngels; appearing unto
and drinking.
Jesus
sHys in the resurrection we shali be as the
of
being tangible in
and form and general make up.
have wings, then the Sodomhave Known the
but
ate wilh Lot al~o: Ps.
zo; Heb. 13:2. We are not to b,e
to entertain strangers, for angels
as men. The primal elements of
form at death return to their re~npr·t"'"' elements-none are lost
Ezekiel
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tion is called into requisition upon this
rnatter. Vv hile we rna y not be surroundmaterial
we are by a power
that can be served to our hurt, and the
hurt of
of self is a system
happiness, etc.
enernv desires
we should serve
"
worship of God in our
We are requirsincerity, spirit, truth,
MONDAY,
from the heart; otherwise we
service at 9 a. m. in charge of
of
In our warPitt and C. Butterworth.
Many
must have communion
strong- and
testimonies were
is this true of the
and the
was shed
may be acceptGod. Christ held much commuch power was given him~
of Bro. W. W. Blair,
The decisive choice of Joshua was, "As
R. Lambert,
I me
my
we will serve the
from Acts 16:30, "What I
Let us be wise to do as he did,
saved?" This
is of that we rnav be
After a
as much
now as then.
and benediction confirmation servibe a task to answer the
What
1 ces were held.
it to be saved? All
we
or
At 7:
Elder Blair in charge,
should be in perfect accord with
F.ervice, prayer by Elder
commands, thus to work out a line of con-~
F. McDoweil spoke from
duct that shall meet with God's ~nn,.A"·fj
of the estimate the world
and that sh<1ll thus secure unto us
upon the ministry of God and
salvation.
We must have His
then and now. Benediction
to be with us to teach and
that we
be able to
vVithout
we could not
will or receive His wisdom.
we talk of
from what source did
we receive the light upon it? All compliin charge, prayer by
ance with His principles
a life of
Blair was speaker
The
fills
He said: "Unity means
us with love and
His will.
weakness; diso
VIe love nature and nature's products.
and dis~ppointment.
His law discovers unto all the condition in
claim that the work which we reprewhich
stand. b
the gospPl
been
ancient prophwe become sons of Godo
we speak
western contiof sons of
; to speak of
is of a marvelous
sons of
another-it imthat Joseph Smith
which is
connection with others was chosen to

tells us of the rssurrection, very plainly inas shown to him in vision,
The
reorganization is perfect in all its parts.
to Paul, Christ was the first
fruits of
that sleot, thus assuring the
resurrection. of all mankind the destrucof
eternal

I
I

I
I

I
I

be a practical
under God's
and benediction
Blair.

was
I5:
whom ye
serve,"
out of bondage
power. He made himself manifest to
and
th12m in
to know His
God's
Israel was enabled to possess the
land in comparative peace.
enabled to
Israel in a pothey
God
acceptably; and now, ere he
desires to learn of the intent of their
as to their willingness
abide in the
of life. The lang-uage of our text is
unto those out of
also unto those in
Our voli-

this
and he received
wisdom from God to estabof religious work. The
lies at the very foundaand was and is one of
its bringing about. It
that the ministry should be
with it more thoroughly than
For while we have to appear
before the
we have to also appear before shrewd and learned men, a~d
we need evidence rather than mere theory.
The book teaches us that the object of its
forth was for the purpose of preto us
things, to reveal
of
the divinity of Jesus
and claims to show the matter more
the Bible does, There are those
who claim that Jesus was God, others that
be
only God, still others that he
and others that he was
man. The Jewish people
was a man, good, possibly, but
vain ambition. The Book of
not claim to be a setter forth
of church government at all,
fulness of the gospel, that is, such
essential for mankind to obey that
be theirs. In many reThere are many
to a developing and grow-

701
ing church not found in it. It teaches the
resurrection and doctrine of judgment; it
teaches of those essential doctrines for man
to obey in this life. It is an excellent and
very i1:nportant work." A hymn was ~ung;
benediction by C. Derry.
2: 30 p.m. Service in charge of Elder
]. C. Crabb. Hymn 697 was sung, prayer
by Bro. Joseph Seddon. Elder John A.
Mcintosh was introduced as speaker. He
stated that he would not take up any particular subject, but that his sermon would
be of the nature of a testimony and exhortation.
He had been a member of the
church for about fifty years, and although
he had passed through a great many trials,
he had always found that God bad been
faithful in fulfilling his promises. He told
a few incidents of his early life, and his
first religious impressions and how those
impressions had been with him through
his life. Some things connected with his
embracing the gospel of the latter days,
also of his preaching to his relatives and
of their conversion, as they were all opposed to the work, but came in soon after
under his administration of the word. He
also told some of his experiences in the
dark days of the church and of his uniting
with the Reorg-anization, and his testimony
to the utility ""of the "word of wisdom."''
He bore strong testimony of God's goodness and care for those who go without
purse or scrip to preach the gospeL This
was all told in "Uncle Johnny's" pecuiiar
way; at times bringing the tears, and at
other times the smiles of the congregation.
Benediction by J. C. Crabb.
7:30p.m. Services in charge of Bro.
W. W. Blair, prayer by C. Butterworth.
Bro. J. C. Crabb addre<>sed the congregation from 2 Cor. 5: 17, claiming that man
ought to worship God for the reason that
man is by nature a worshipful being and
ought to endeavor to a~certain who or
what being is worthy, or entitled to our
worship. As far as the speaker was concerned he would not worship a being that
had neither body, parts or passions, as is
represented by some bodies of Christians.
He then showed who and what God is
from a scriptural standpoint, denoting that
He is a Being with, not only body and
parts, but c2pable of loving and exercising
others of the passions, and therefore worthy of our love and worship; all of these
attributes being in His possession in conjunction with all power, etc.
Benediction by J. S. Roth.
(To be continued.)

THE "SEALED BOOK."-No. XIX.
BY ELDER R. M. ELVIN.
TIME WHEN ABORIGINAL CIVILIZATION
OF AMERICA WAS MADE KNOWN TO
THE WORLD BY SCIENTIFIC
INVESTIGATIONS.

of the Book of Mormon have
persistently asserted that the civilization
said bv that book to have once existed
upon t"his land had been made known to
the world prior to the publication of that
work, though none of them 1 so far as the
writer knows 1 has ever attempted to prov~;
OPPONENTS
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that assertion by the introduction of competent evidence. This assertion in ibelf
is not very imp)rtant; but it becomes of
rnanifold importance when it is seen that
it practically makes some very important
admi:,sions which are as follows:
r. The Book of Mormon accurately
describes aboriginal civilization as sairl
civilization has been made known to the
world by scientific explorations.
z. The fact that the Book of Mormon
accurately describes this civilization, is unquestionaole evidence of its divimty, unless
it appears that this civilization was known
to the world prior to the publication of
that book.
The question which I shall first attempt
to settle is whether the numerous cities,
dense population and high order of civilization said by the Book of Mormon to
have once existed in Central America,
were known by the. world to have so existed, prior to the publication of that book.
The two works of Stephens and Catherwood in respect tv the civilizJ.tion of Central America, were first published in 1841
and 1843, respectively.
Their travels in
that country were begun in 1839· (See
American Encyclopedia, Article Stephenb). The preface of the above works
contain the following:
"They describe, as the author has reason to believe, the most extensive journey
ever made by a stranger in that peninsula,
and contain the account of visits to fortyfour ruined cities, or places in which remains or vestiges of ancient population
were found. Tne existence of most of these
ruins was entirely unknown to the residents of the capital; but few had ever been
vis1ted by white inhab1tants; they were
desolate :md overgrown with trees."
"Stephen's account was noticed by quotations by nearly all the reviews at the
time of its appearance, and has been the
chief source from wnich all subsequent
writers, inciuding myself, have drawn
their inforrnation.n--Native Races, vol. 4,
P· 146.
Tnis is most excellent proof in bebillf
of our proposition.
Bancrott says again: "Since 1830 the
veil has been lifrtd from the pnncipal
ruins of ancient Maya works by the researches of Zavala, W a! deck, Stephens,
Catherwood, Norman, Friedericksthal,
and Charney. A general account of the
antiquarian writings and explorations of
these gE·ntlemen is given in the appended
note :-It will be noticed that all the anthon; mentioned who write from actual
observat10n, have confined their observations from one to four of the principal
ruins, whose existence was known previous to their visits, excepting Messers
Stephens and Catherwood. These gentlemen boldly left the beaten track, and
brought to the knowledge of the world
about forty ruined cities, whose very existence had been previously unknown even
to the reside11ts of the larger cities of the
very state in whose territory they he.
"The visits of these explorers was the
first, and has thus far proved in most
cases the last."-Ibid,
144-146.
Bancroft i§ a good
that the ex-

1 44·

de
tist, visited U xmal
tour in the
the result of his
Mr.
L,

antiquarian
America,
results of their
lished in Stephens'
York, 184.1.
The other explorers of
tioned by Banc;oft ll.re of much later
and need not be mentioned here, It
be noticed that he
veil has been lifted
ization, by the researches of
Then he ~ffirms that Zavala
modern explorer of these
ed Uxmal several
before
fixing tne first
ruins of
ican Antiquarian
r83o and 1834·
Mayer says: "I
scribe to you the
still exist farther south in
Mexico, and in other
public.
the links
still farther south,
Catherwood have given an account of forty cities visited by them in
second
tour; and they described the ruins of others, and their monuments, still more
southerly in their former volumes!'--·
Mayer's" Mexico, p.
pub"!ished in 1848;at
sy 1vania.)
Of the explorations of the ruin~ of Central America, Bald win says:
who described
in
erly be called the first
Am. p. roz.
This
published
not till I 86o
Races, vol.
dopedia,
Baldwin

vvith the eldest works
man
side of the flood."
In the Book of Nlormon is
the
or
Mr.
Bancroft
on the
Isthmian
are not numerous.
Mr. Berthol
claims to have been
the first to discover stone
David in
them before the
Lonr:lon in

p. r6,
Of Cosra
"Drs.

relics Bancroft says:
who trav-
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visited that country at a time when, by the 1
policy of the government it was
almost as much closed against strangers as
China is now. No man could have better
deserved such fortune. At that time the
moriuments of the
were not a
object of research;
Humboldt
from various sources information
awl drawings,
of .l'vlitla, or the
Vale of the dead;
a mountain
hewed down and terraced
called the
Hill of Flowers; and the
pyramid
or Temple of Cholula be
himself,
all of which his own eloquent account is
within reach of the reader. Unfortunately, of the great cities
the Vale of
Mexico, buried in
'
and without a name,
never
heard, or, at least, he never vioited them."
-Incidents of travel, vol. I, p. 98.
"The studv of the
architectural
works of th~ ancient
and Peruvians led Humboldt to investigations of
their language", records,
culture and
migrations."--American Encyclopedia, vol.
g, P· 45·
Some, who are
uninformed upon
the subject, affirm
Kingsborough
wrote
Central American civiliz1tion
before
of the Book of
1\:lormon.
answer to this it is
necessary to state, that the earliest
for the publication of Kingsborough's work, is 183o; the American Encyclopedia
it as
r. See Prescott's Conquest of
vol
p. 12:8;
and American Encyclopedia,
Kings·

I

I

tutions."--Native Races, vol. z, p. I 14.
Of the civilized nations generally Bancroft savs: "ln these relics of architecture
and
·
of mythology and tradition,
there are clear indications of an older and
higher type of culture than that brought
to the knowledge of the inof a type that had temporarily deperhaps through the influence
continued and bloody conflicts, by
the more warlike, rather than the
cultured nations had been
prominence and power. But
this anterior and superior civilization,
as it does on vague tradiand preserved to our knowledge in
allusions rather than in detail,
rnay, like the native conditions since the
be utiiized to the best advantage
of the later and better
somewhat inferior civilization
century, described by the
the missionary and the Span"-Ibid, p. 84.
to the publication of a Maya
by King~borough, whose
·work was published from 1830-8, known
as the Dresden Codex, Bancroft says: "At
the time of its publication, however, the
existence of
but Aztec l Mexicanl
was unknown."

I
I

I

also said that the
Central America
by the early
these reports
Spanish historians, and
known to the world. To

Spanish explorers, Banmen were soldiers,
;
did not travel leisurehad no time to examine the archof
dwellings; they risked
lives for other purposes.",says: "The silence of the conhistorians in regard to the
of Yucatan and Guatemala,
against their having been
The two best writers, Cortez
and Bernal Diaz, were soldiers, not antiThey came for conquest not
And it is greatly to be regretthat a history of Guatemala, known
existed a few years ago in that
in the original manmcript of
which was once in the possesMr. Whitehead of M, x:co) has
lost in the turmoils and confusion of that country."-Mayer's Mexico,

p. 162.
and conseterm-; of
wonders was
sufficient
conquerors, who were a class of
men not
to make minute observaor
respecting what
seemed to them
details.
As
to the
their
was clearly to
destroy rather than
investigate
these institutions of the devil. And in the
the
the associ.
between the nations and the conwas made less intimate than in
These nations
until
annihilated, or after defeat retired
in
fragments to the inaccessible
fastnesses of the
retaining for
several generations,. some
them permanently, their independence, and affording
the Spaniards little
of becomwith
insti-

"The Spaniards who flrst visited America and who had opportunity of beholding
its various tribes while entire and unsubdued and before any change had been
made in their ideas or manners by intercourse with a race of men much advanctd
them in improvement, were far
the qualities requisite for
the striking spectacle presented
Neither the age in which
nor the nation to which they
made such progress in true
enlarged or liberal
conquerors of the new
mostly illiterate adventurers,
destitute
all the ideas which should
have directed them in contemplating
different from those
which
were acquainted. Surcontinually with danger, or
with hardships, they had little

leisure and less capac1ty for speculat:ve
inquiry."-Robertson's History of America, p. 151.
Tl1e same author says again: "The
persons who penetrated at subsequent periods into the interior provinces, to which
the knowledge and devastation of the
first conquerors did not reach were generally of a similar character; brave and
enterprising in a high degree, but so uninformed as to be little qualified either for
observing or describing what they beheld.
Not only the incapacity but the prejudice
of the Spaniards render their accounts of
the people of America extremely defective."-Ibid, p. 152.
Bald win says: "One of the most learned
writers on American antiquities, a Frenchman, speaking of discoveries in Peru,
exclaims, 'America is to be again discovered!
We must remove the veil in which
Spanish politics has sought to bury its
ancient civilization.' In this case quite as
much is due to the ignorRnce, indifference,
unscrupulous greed and religious fanaticism of the Spaniards as to Spanish politics. The gold hunting marauders who
subjugated Mexico and Peru could be
robbers and destroyers, but they were not
qualified in any respect to become intelligent students of American antiquity.''An. Am., p. 13.
The Spanish explorers did not then,
study, report, or in any way make known
the aboriginal civilization of which the
Book of Mormon speaks.
They had
neither the dispositions nor qualifications to
do th1s; and therefore dtd not do it. They
devoted their entire attention to sixteenth
century civilization, and therefore I now
turn my attention to this and say:
z. Early Spanish explorers, and therefore early Spanish historians devoted their
attention to the sixteenth century civilization; and then reports upon that were
imperfect, "unsatisfactory," and of "but
little value.''
In introducing the chapter on the history
of the Maya (Central American) nations,
Bancroft says: "Concerning the Aztecs
and kindred peoples about the lakes of the
Mexican valley, as we have seen, a large
amount of information has been preserved;
I have consequently been able, in treating
of the northern nations, to take these nations of the valiey as a nucleus, adding in
their proper places such fragments of
knowledge as are extant respectmg tribes
outside the limits of Anahuac [Mexico].
In the south, fragmentary information is
all we have have.''-Native Races, vol. 2,

P· 631.

The same author again says: "Our
knowledge of Maya LCentral American]
arts and manufactures, so far as it depends
on the statements of the early Spanish
writers is very slight, and may be expressed in few words; especially as most of
these arts seem to have been very nearly
identical with those of the Nahuas [Mexicans], although many of them at the time
of the conquest at least, were not carried
to so high a grade of perfection as in the
north.
'
"Some branches of mechanical art have
indeed left material relics which, examined
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in modern times, have extended our
knowledge on the subject very far beyond
what may be gleaned from sixteenth century observations."-lbid, p. 748.
Bancroft notes the poverty of Spanish
writers when he says: "The Spanish
authors say little or nothing of the sculpture of either idols or arcbituctural decorations, except that it was elaborate and
often demon-like; but their observations
on the subject would have had but little
value, even had they been more extended,
and fortunately architectural remains are
sufficiently numerous and complete, at
least in Yucatan, Honduras, and Chiapas,
to supply information, that if not entirely
satisfactory, is far more so than what we
possess respecting other branches of Maya
art.
Brasseur de Bourborg speaks of
vases exquil;itely worked from alabaster
and agate in Yucatan. There is some authority for th1s in modern discoveries, but
little or none, so f:n- as I know, in the
writings of the conquerors."-Ib!d, p. 75L
From the old writings Bancroft concludes: "A full resume of the principles
of Mava architecture, gathered from observati"ons of ruins mad,e by modern travwill be given in another part of this
I shall therefore, without regard
to the inevitable scantiness and unsatisfactory nature of such information, confine
myself in this chapter to the descriptions
furnished by the old writers. The accounts given of the dwellings of the
l\1ayas are very meager. The early voyagers on the coast of Yucatan, such as
Grijalva and C0rdova, saw well built houses of stone and lime, with sloping roofs
thatched with straw and reeds; or in
some instances with slates of stone; but
this is all they tell us, and indeed they had
little opportunity of close examination."Ibid, p. '785.
Of the intrinsic value of the material
relics Bancroft says: "Besides constituting- the only tangible supports of the more
ancient triumphs of American civilization,
they are the best illustrations of comparatively modern stages of art whose products
have disappeared, and by no means superfluous of Spanish chroniclers in later times,
very many, or perhaps most of whose
statements respecting the wonderful phenomena of the. New \Nord cui tu re, as I
have remarked in a previous volume,
without this incontrovertible proof, would
find few believers among the sceptical
students of the present -day."- Native
Races, vol. 4, p. 9·

derstood, we must a little deviate from.
received sense of them."
The English Pirie
quired words and
certained and
are the vehicles
ideas, and the
hence the more
meaning- of a word the
will
understand the doctrine which that
is employed to express.
Dr. Benson says: "What can be mor.~
absurd than to imagine that the doctrines
or rules of practice, which relate to men'~
everlasting
should be delivered
in such ambiguous terms as to be
of many
"
Now all
will admit that the Greek

he was

rro be continued.

BAPTISM IS IMMERSION.-No.

2.

BY ELDER R. C. EVANS.

I WILL introduce my argument by a few
readings with respect to the laws governing the interpretation of words: Mr.
William Blackstone says, "Tbe words of
a law are generally to be understood in
their usual and most known signification,
not so much regarding the propriety of
grammar as their general and popular use;
but when words bear either none, or a
very absurd signification, if literally un-

was per.

for immersion.
benei1t
some who wish to
know just when sprinkling and
were first practiced instead of
we submit the
: Dr. Wall says,
in speaking of the first case of affusion:
"The most ancient of which is that of Nowho
D. 25!] while lying in bed
from sickness received what they called
clinic
This is the most ancient
case on record."
Eusebius, "The
tonans," relates how
water upon the
as
the case of
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about A. D. 263. He says of him: "Who
aided by the exorcists, when attacked with
ran obstinate disease and
at
the
of

says:
to the
church is split
brethren have been
and blasphemy, and most
trine has been introduced re1;oe~cnn
and our most gracious
and
has been calumniated as devoid
compassion: which
beside all
sets aside the
and overturns
the faith and
that
Euseb. Eccles.
From the above we
tute sprinkling in place of the true
immersion, we "set aside
tism."
Bingham in his
tism was administered
no mention of any
middle of the third
Bishop Smith, of the Protestant
Church of Kentucky
: "We
to go back six or eight
was the
in the case ot the few
beds when death was near; and with regard to such case,;, it disqualified its recipient for holy orders in case he recovered.
Immersion was not only universal six or
hundred years ago, but was primitive
apostolic, no case of baptism standing
on record by any other mode for the first
three hundred years, except the few cases
of those baptized clinically, that is, lying
in bed. If any one practice of the early
church is clearly established, it is immer:
sion."-Bliss' Letters on Bap., p. 24.
Venema: "It is without controversy,
that baptism in the primitive church, was
administered by immersion into water, and
not by sprinkling. The essential act of
baptism in the second century consisted,
not in sprinkling-, but in immersion in
water, in the name of each person in the
trinity. Concerning immersion the words
and phrases that are used
testify; and that it was performed
a
nver, a pool, or a fountain. To the essential rite of baptism in the third century pertained immersion, and not aspersion,
except in case of necessity; and it was accbunted a half perfect baptism. Immerl!don, in the fourth century, was one of those
acts that were considered as e&sential to
baptism; nevertheless, aspersion was used
in the last moments of life, on such as were
called clinics-and also, where there was
not a sufficient quantity of water."--Hist.
Eccles. Sec. r,
138, etc;
The monks
Cressy, A. D.
inquired :-"Is it lawful in case of necessity,
occasioned by sickness, to baptize an infant by pouring water on its head, from a

Add to this one of the nighest Roman
Catholic authorities in the world, that of
Mons.
Bishop of Meauec, who
to one of the kings of
says: "In fine, we read
that baptism was
; and w-e are able
by the acts of councils,
rituals, that for I hirteen
years baptism was thus (by imadministered throughout the
whole
as far as pos,ible."-Stinnet's answer to Russen, p. r86.
Now hear what the best encyclopedias
on the matter:
"Baptism was originally adrninistered bv immersion."
American~: "Baptism, that is dipping,
ie1
from the Greek word, baptizn.''
Kitto's: "The whole person was lmrnersed in water."
Edinburg: "Baptism; in the times of
the
the act was very simple, the
pt:rson was dipped in water."
Zell'~ Encyclopedia is very plain on the
matter. It says: "In the time of the
the form d baptism was very
The person to be baptized was
in river or vessel, with the words
Christ had ordered, and to express
his change of character, genera new name. The Greek
church retained the custom, but the Western cnurch adopted, in the thirteenth centthe mode of baptism by sprinkling,
has been continued by the Protestbapti~ts only excepted.
The
of this mode of baptism was
ovving to the great inconvenience which
arose from the immersion of the whole
in the northern climate of Europe.
The custom of sprinkling thrice in the admini.stration of the rite spread with the
diffusion of the doctrine of the Trinity."
The Sch<rff Herzog Encyclopedia says:
"ln the
church baptism was by
in the case of the sick,

(clinic baptism), who were baptized by
pouring or sprinkling. These lalter were
often regarded as not properly baptized,
either because they had not completed
their catechumenate, or the symbolism of
the rite was not fully observed, or because
of the small amount of water necessarily
used . . . . The council of Ravenna (I311)
was the first to allow a choice between
sprinkling and immersion."
Enclyclopedia Britannica: "The usual
mode of performing the ceremony was by
immersion. In the case of sick persons
· [ clinici] the minister was ali owed to baptize by pouring water upon the bead, or
by sprinkling. In the early church clinical baptism, as it was called, was only
permitted in case of necessity; but the
practice of baptism by sprinkling gradnail y came in in spite of the opposition of
councils and hostile decrees.
The Coun-·
cil of Ravenna, in I 3 I I, was the first council of the church which legalized baptism
by spr1nkling, by leaving it to the choice
of the officiating minister."
Now read what two of England's greatest men have to say with reference to this
subject. Mr. Leigh says: "The native and
proper signification of Baptizo is to dip
into water, or to plunge under water."
Bishop Home, in his "Introduction to
the Sacred Scriptures," says of Mr. Leigh:
"He was one of the most learned men of
his time, :mel most succeeding lexicographers of the Old and New Testaments
have been greatly indebted to his •Critica
Sacria.'"
Of modem church historians the late
Dean Stanley stands in the front rank. At
one time he was Chaplain to Queen Victoria. He visited Russia and the east, and
his history of the Eastern church is now
the standard authority on that phase of the
church question. He says: "There can
be no question that the original form of
baptism, and the very meaning of the
word, was complete immersion in the deep
baptismal waters, and that for at least six
centuries any other form was little known
or regarded, unless in the case of dangerous illness, an exceptional and almost
monstrous case. To this form the Eastern
church still rigidly adheres; and the most
illustrious and venerable portion of it, that
of the Byzantine Empire, absolutely repudiates and ignores any other mode of
administration as essentially invalid."-·
History of Eastern Church, p. 117.
Reader, you see by the above that the
Greek Church, the church which uses
the language in which the New Testament wa<s written, immerses to this very
day; nor has it ever practiced anything
else for baptism.
This ought to be of
great weight on this matter. We have, so
far as time and opportunity and our ability
will permit, searched the lexicons on this
question, and all agree that baptizo means
to dip. The Encyclopedias all testify to
the same effect; the first and best ancient
and modern church historians all agree that
immersion was the only mode practiced
by John, Christ, and the apostles and their
immediate successors. Some of them have
told us the very first case of sprinkling or
affusion did not take place till two and a
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THE S
half centuries of the Christian era had
passed away, and that immersion was the
almost universal practice for the first 1300
years. Do you wish to follow Bim who
is known to the world as the "Lily of the
Valley," "The One altogether lovely,"
"the Chief among ten thousand," "the
bright and morning Star,""] esus Christ?"
If you do, go down into the watery
grave with him. Do not permit unauthorized men to sprinkle water upon you and
call it Christian baotism, but like the true
follower of God go to where there is
"much water." Do like those of other
days, "Have your body washed with pure
water," and not your forehead only. Like
the Eunuch, get a true servant of God to
go "down into the water" (Acts 8: 35) and
have him do like John the Baptist did
with those he baptized-- baptize you in
the river. (Matt. 3: 16). Remember, the
great God spake from the heavens, not
only to send John to baptize (John I: 6,
33) but to say that He was "well pleased" at the baptism of Jesus. (Matt. 3:
16, 17). 0, may all who read these pages
see the light as God has revealed it, is
the silent prayer of the writer.
(To be continued.)

And the secrt>ts and plans of my will I'll mveaJ
The sanctified pleasures when earth
What the eye hath not seen, nor the ear hath yet;
heard,
Nor the ho:,art of the natural man ever hath view' d.
1

I, Joseph, the prophet, in Spirit beheld,
And the eyes of the inner man trul.v did see,
Eternity sketeh'd in a vision from God,
Of what was, and now is, and yet is to be.

I will go, I will go, to the home of the Saints,
Where virtue is the value, and life the reward;
But before I return to my former estate
I must fulfill t,he mission I had from the Lord.
Wherefore, hear, 0, ye heavens; and give ear, O, ye
earth;
And rejoice ye inhabitants truly again;
For the Lord be is God, and his life never ends,
And besides him, there ne'er was a Savior of men.
His ways are a wonder; his wisdom is great;
'l'he extent of lois doings, there's none can unveil;
His purpoof'S fail not; for from a!(e unto age
He still is the same, aud hi~ years never fail.
HiR throne is the heavens, his life-time is all
or eteruity now, and eternity then;
His union is power, and none stays his hand,The Alpha, the Omega, forever: Amen.
For thus saith the Lord, in the "pirit of truth,
I am mercifu!, gracious, and good unto those
That fear rue, and live for the life t!Jat's to come;
My delight is to honor the 8aints witb. repose;
That serve me in righteousness true to the end;
EtPrual's their glory, and ~r('at tlwir reward;
I'll "urely reveal all my myst'ries to them,Tlw great hidden myst'ries in my kingdom stor'd-

They're vessels of wrath, and dishonor to
Doom'd to suffe1· !Jis wruth, in the regions
Through the terrific

With the devil aud
OF whom it is said,

Those things which the Father ordained of' old,
Before the world was, or a system had run,Through Jesus the Maker and Savior of all;
The only begotten, (.Messiah) his son,
Of whom I bear record, as all
And the record I bear is the
The truth of the gospel of J 0sus-the
With "!Vhom I convers'd in the vision or'
For while in the act of translating his word,
Which the Lord in his grace had appointed to me,
I came to the gospel recorded by ,J olm,
Chapter fifth and the twenty-ninth verse, whit;h
you'll see
Which was given as follows:
'·Speaking of the resurrection of the dead,"Concerning those who shall hear the voice of the
Son of Man" And shall come forth:"They who have done good in the resurrection of the
just
"And they who have done evil in the resurrection of
the unjust."
I marvel'd at these resurrections, indeed!
For it came unto me by the Spirit direct:And while I did meditate what it all meant,
The Lord touched the eyes of my own intellect:

WE publish, by request, the following poem
which will be of interest to those who are inquiring into the sentiments and work of Joseph the
Seer:
A VISION

Defying my power, and denyin)r tho truth;--·
They are they-- of the world, or of men, most forlorn,
1'he Sons of Perdition, of whom, ah I
'Twere better fiJr tbem bad they never
born!

Hosanna forever I they open 'd anon,
And the glory of God shone around where I was;
And there was the Son, at the Fatller's right hand,
In a fuluess of glory, and holy applause.·
l beheld round the throne, holy angels and
And sanctified beings from worlds tha.t have
In holiness worshipping God and tbe Lamb,
Forever and ever, amen and amen I
And now after all of the proofs made of him,
By witnesses truly, by whom he was
This is mine, last ot' all, that he lives; yea he
And sit~ at the right band of God, on his throne.
And I heard a great voice, bearing record from heav''n,
He's the ~a vi or, and ouly begotten of GodBy him, of him, and through hun, the worlds were all
made,
Even all that career in the heavens so broad,
Whose inhabitants, too, from the first to the last
Are sav'd by tile very ~arne "avior onrs; '
And, of course, are begotten God's daughters and sons,
By the very same truths. and tile very same pow'rs,
And I saw and b<'ar record of warfare in heav'n;
For an angel of light, in authorit.y great,
Rebell'd against Jesus. and sougl.t for his
But wa3 thrust down to woe frorn his
state.
And the heavens all wept, and the tears drop\l like
dew,
That Lucifer, son of the morning, lmd fell!
Yea, is t'nllen I is fall'n, and btcome, Oil, alasi
1'he Son of Perdition; the devil ol hell 1

From the council in Kolob, to time on the earth.
And for ages to come unto them I will show
My pleasure and will, what my kmgdom wiil do:
Eternity's wonders they truly shall know_

And while I was yet in the Spirit of truth,
The cnmmandment was: Write ye the vision all
out;
For Satan, old serpent, the devil's for
And yet will encompass the Saints
about.

Grt>at things of the future I'll show unto them,
Yea, thi .. gs of the vast genera:ious to rise;
For their wisdom and glory shall be very great,
And their pure understanding extend to the skies:

And I saw too, the snff'ring and mis'ry of
(Overcome by the devil, in warfare and
In l!ell-tire, and vengeance, the doom ot the damn'd;
For the Lord said, The vision is further: so write.

And before them the wisdom of wise-men shall cease,
And the nice understanding of prudent ones fail!
For the light of my Spirit shall light mine elect,
And the truth is so mighty 'twill ever prevail.

For thus saith the Lord, now concerning all those
Who know ol my power and partake ~of the same;
And suffer themselves, that they be overcome
By ilia power or Satan; desp1sing my name:~

woe,

of eternity's round,

of his angels below:

forgiveness is giv'n,
In this world, alas! nor tile world that's to come;
For
have deuied the good
of God,
After
receiv\.i it: and
their doom.
llO

And denying the
To crucify him to
the flesh,
And opeuly put him to slJan1e
By gospel they can not repentance renew.
They are they, who must go to the great lake of fire,
·which burneth with brimstone. yet never 1Jo11sumes,
And dwell with the
and angels of his,
"While eternity goes
eternity comes
great
And are not redeemed in the time of the
Wl>ile all the rest are., through the triumph of
l'llade partakers of grace, by the power of his
The myst'ry of Godliness truly is
Tile past, and the
and w!Jat to be;
And this is the
ttdings to all,
Which the
the heavens bore record to
me,
That he came to the world in the middle of time,
To lay down his lile for his friends and his foes,
And bear
sin as a mission of love;
And
earth fbr a blessed repose.
"fis decreed, that he'll save all the works of his hands,
Aucl. sanctily them
his own procions blood;
And purity earth lor
Sabbath of
By the agent of fire, as it was by the
1'he Savior will save all his Father did give,
Even all that !Je e:ave in the regions abroad,
Save the Sons of Perdition: They're lost; ever lost,
And can never reLUrn to the presence of God_
They are they, who must reign with the devil in hell,
In eternity now, and eterLity then,
Where the worm dioth not, and the fire is not
quench'd;And the puuislunent still, is eternal. Amen_
And which is the torment apostates receive,
But the end, or the place w !Jere tile torment began,
Save to them who are made to partake of the same,
Was never, nor wi.ll be, revealed unto man.
Yet Gvd shows by vision a glimpse of their fate,
And straightway he closes the scene that was
slwwn:
So the width, or tl:e depth, or the misery thereof;
Save to those tuat partake, is torever unkuown.
And while I was ponderinr;, the vision was
And the voieP. said to me, Write the vision: lor
'Tis the er;d of tl1e seene of U1e sufferings of those,
Who remaiu filthy still in their anguish and woe.
And again I bear record of heavenly things,
\V!Jere virtue's t1H3 value, above aU thut's pric'dOf the truth of the gospel concernmg tlw just,
That rise in the first resurrection of Christ,
Who receiv'd and beiicv'd, and repented likewise,
And then were
as a man always was,
Who ask 'd and
a remission of sin,
And honored the kingdom by keeping its laws.
Being buried in
And keeping the
Tlwy received the
By the ordinance

as Jesus had been,
of his holy commands,
of tile Spirit of truth,
of laying on hands.

For these overcome, by their faith and their works,
Bemg tried in tlleir llfe . time, as puritied gold,
And seal'd by the Spirit of promise, to lile,
By men called of God, as was Aaron of old_
They are they, of the Church of the First Born of
God,And unto whose hands he committeth all things;
For they hold the keys of the kingdom of
And reign with the Savior, as priests, and as
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ALD.
They're priesls of the order of Melchisedek,
Like Jesus. (from whom is this higheslo reward,)
Receiving a fulness of glory and light;
As written: They're Gods; even sons of the Lord.

And thus beheld, in the vision of heav'n,
The telestial !'lory, dominion and bliss,
the great undemtanding of men,save reveal'd, in a world vain as this.

So all things are theirs; yea, of life, or of d?ath;
Yea, whether things now, or to come. all are theirs,
And they are the Savior's, and he is the Lord's,
·
Havin.g overcome all, as etemity's heirs.

beheld the terrestrial, too,
excels the telestial in glory and light,
In splendor. 21nd knowledge, and wisdom, and Joy,
blessings, and graces, dominion and might.

'Tis wisdom that man never
But give God the glory for
he hath;
B'or the righteous will walk in the presence of
While the wicked are trod under foot in his

I beheld tho celestial, in glory sublime;
Wllich is tile most excellent kingdom that is,\Vhere God, e'en the Father, in harmony reigns;
A.Imighty, supreme, and eternal, in bliss.

the righteous shall dwell in the presence of God,
of Jesus, lorever, from earth's second birthFor when he comes down in the splendor of
All these he'll bring with him, to reign on the

Where the Church or the First Born in union reside,
And
see as they're seen, and they know as
known:
in power: dominion and might,
fulness of glory and grace, round his throne.

These are they that arise in their bodies of flesh,
When the trump of the t1rst resurrection shall
sound;
'J:hese are they that come up to Mount Zwn, in life,
Where the blessings and gifts of the Spirit abound.

celestial is one like the sun;
terrestr'al is one like the moon:
Celestial is one like the stars,
·
harmonize like the parts of a tune.

These are they that have come to tho heaven-ly place;
To the numberless courses of angels above:
To the city of God; e'en the holiest of
And the home of the blessed, the
of love:

As the stars are all different in lustre and size,
So the telestial region, is mingled in bliss;
From least unto greatest, and greatest to least,
Tlle reward is exactly as promis'd in this

To the Church of old Eno~.h, and of the First Born:
And !):Cn'ral assembly of aneient renown'd,
Whose names are all kept in the archives of heav'n,
As chosen and f<J.ithf"ul, and lit to be crown\J.

These are they that came out for Apollos and Paul;
:I<' or
and Jesus, in all kinds of hope;
For
and Moses, and Peter, and John;
For Luther and Calvin, and even the Pope.

These are they that are perfect through Jesns' own
blood,
Whose bodies celestial are mention'd
Where the sun is the typical
And God, and his Christ, are
of all.

never received the gospel of Christ,
:For
Nor
prophetic spirit that came from the Lord;
Nor the covenant neither. which J·acob once had;
They went their own way, and t,hey have their reward.

I beheld the terrestrial world.
order and glory or J csus. go 'on;
'Twas not as the Church of t!te First Born of God,
But shone in its place, as the moon to the sun.

the order of God, last of all, these are they,
will not be ~atller'd with Saints here below,
up to Jesus. and meet in the cloud:they worshipp'd; to darkness they go.

Behnld. these are they that have died without law;
The heathen of ages that never had
And those ot the region and shadow of
The spirits in prison, that light has brought np.

~.'bese are
that are sinful, the wicked at large,
That
their passion by meanness or worth;
All liars, adulterers, sorc'rers, and proud;
And suffer, as promis'd, God's wrath on the earth.

To spirits in prison the Savior once preach 'd,
And taught them the g<~~pel. with powers afresh;
And then were the living- baptiz"d for their dead,
Thai they might be judg'd as if men in the flesh.

~'hese

These are they that are !Jon 'rable men of the earth;
Vvho were blinded and dup'd by tl1e cunning of
men;

They

r~ceiv'd

not the truth of the Savior at first;

BuL did, when they heard it in prison, again.

Not valiant fm· truth, they obtain'd not the crown,
But ~re of that glory that's typ'd by the moon:
They are they, that come into the prese11ce of Christ,
Bnt not to the fulness of God, on his throne.
Arrain I beheld the telestial, as thin':,
The ksser, or starry world, next in its place,
For the leaven must leaven three measures of meal,
And every knee bow that is subject to grace.
These are they that received not the gospel of Christ,
Or evidence, either. that he ever was;
As the stars are all diff'rent in glory and light,
So differs the glory of these by the laws.
'rhese are they that deny not the Spirit of God,
But are thrust down to hell, with the devil, for sins,
As hypocrites, liars, whoremongers and thieves,
And stay 'till the last resurrection begins.

are they that must suffer the vengeance of hell,
'Till C!Jrist shall have trodden all enemies down,
And
his work. iu the fulness of times;
is crown'd on his throne with his glorious
crown.

J'he vast mn1titude of the telestial worldAs the stars of the skies. or the s><nds orthe sea;nlG voice of Jebov,;h echo'd far and wide,
tongue shall confess, and they all bow the
man shall be judg'd by the works of his life,
receive a reward in the mansions prepar'd;
For his judgments are just, and his works never end,
As his prophets and servants have always declar'd "
things of God. which he show'd unto me,
to utter, I dare not declare;
surpass all the wisdom and greatness of men,
only are seen, as has Paul, where they are
I will go, I will go, while the ~ecret of life,
Is bloom in;.; in heaven, and blasting in hell;
Is leaving on earth, and a budding in space:I wi.l! go, will go with you brother, farewell.
JOSEPH SMITH.

Nauvoo, ]'eb. 1843.

'Till the Lamb shall have finish'd the work he begun;
Shall have trodden the wine press. in fury alone,
And overcome all by the pow'r of his might:
He conquers to conquer, and save all his own,
These are they that receive not a fulness of light
From Christ, in et.ernity's world, where they are,
'rhe terrestrial sends them the Comforter, though;
Aud minist'ring angels, to happify there.
And so the telestial is minister'd to,
By ministers from the terrestrial one,
As terrestrial is, from the celestial throne;
And the great, greater, greatest, seems stars, moon,
and sun.

ST LOUIS.
Con.ference convened in the Saints Chapel, St.
Louis, Missouri, October 5th, at 7: 3o p. m., Elder J. W. Gillen presiding, J. G. Smith clerk.
Branch reports! St. Louis 187. I removed. Boon
members scattered and branch d!sorgan·
ized.
: R. Etzenhouser, J. G. Smith, J. E.
I. M. Smith and W. H. Jemmett, baptized
that the Alma branch be notified

of its dismlution under the law of limitation, it
having been inactive for many months, and made
no report to the district conference for over two
years. Be it further resolved that the missionary
in charge provide for its reconstruction. Bish·
op's agent's report; N N. Cook agent: J u'le 3oth
balance $7 So, received from Biohop Blakeslee
$105 oo, rectiv~d from dislrict $123 30, total
paid out $213 30, Sept 3oth balance $22 So. Audited, found correct and adopted. Preaching by
Elders J. W. Gillen and I. M. Smith. Adjc>nrned to meet al St. Louis, Saturday evening, March
291h, r89o.
WESTERN MAINE.
Conference convened with the Brooksville
branch, September zSth, president of di,trict in
chair, R. Cnusins clerk, pro. !em.
Officials
reported: Elder W. G. Pert.
Priests: J. B.
Knowlton, F. C. Gray, D. Eaton.
Teacher: G.
M. Carter.
Deacon: J. H. Eaton.
Branch reports: Green's Landing 40; 6 baptized. Brooksville 53; 3 added by baptism. Bray's Mountain
and Deer Isle not reported. Bishop's agent's
report: On hand last report $ £5·45• received
since $91.25, paid out :],61 S7, on hand $44 S3.
Preaching by W. G. Pert. Adjourned to Green's
Landing, February, 1S9o; the day left with dis··
trict president to appoint.

SOUTH-EAST OI-ITO AND WEST
VIRGINIA REUNION.
Pursuant to previous announcement the Saints
of the South Eastern Ohio and West Virginia
district organized themselves into a reunion at
the close of the district conference, October 1st,
at Vale's Mills. Vinion countv, Ohio. On motion Bro. G. T. Griffiths was ca.lled to preside and
Bro. L. R. Devore was appointed secretary.
The order of the meetings was announced by
the chair. A social meeting was ht-ld at ro a m.
and continued until noon, G. T. Griffiths and T.
W. Williams in charge. Two prayers were of.
fered and twenty·st-ven \estionies were borne.
The Spirit was manifested in a marked degree
and all were edified and strengthened. Preaching f;ervice at 2 p m. bv G. T Griffir.hs, assisted
by Bro. T. J. Beatty. Text, "Thou art weighed
in the balance and found wanting." The speaker was greatly blessed in pointing out the du•ies
of the members to God and man, and the effort
was highly appreciated by the Saints. Evening
oervices: Bro. T. W. Williams was called to occnpy the stand. assisted by Bro. A. B. Kirkendall,
subject, Divinity of Chrbt. The subject was
ably handled and ths speaker was abundantly
blessed with the Spirit.
October 2d: The Saints met at 9 a m., «en·ice
in charge of Brn. J. Mokr and T. Matthews.
Quite a number of prayers were offered and several testimonies were! horne. Altogether a time
of refreshing was had. At ro: 45 Bro. Griffirhs
spoke £1om the text Isaiah 55: 2, 3 He was assistt'd by Bro. D. L. Shinn. The speakers remarks were directed to I he officials present and
were both edihing and instrnctive. Preaching
at 7 p. m. by D. L. Shinn assisted by T. Smith;
subject, F'lith, text from He b. 11: 28--30. The
subj ct was ably presented and the ,;peaker was
greatly favored with the Spirit's presence.
October 3<l: Met at 9 a.m. for Saints' meeting
in charge of Bro. G. T. Griffiths. The hour
proved profitable to the Saints. Preaching at I I
a. m. bv Bro. T. Matthews assisted bv Bro. T.
'vV. Williams; text Eph. 4: L The s"peaker related many stirring experiences and also counselled the Saints to faithfulness. Evening services
in charge of Bro. Chas. Cooper, preaching by
Bro. G. T, Griffiths, text John 17:17. Excellent
liberty was enjoyed by the speaker, and the effort was well received by all.
Oct. 4th: Prayer and testimony meeting in
charge of Brn. G. T. Griffiths and T. W. Williams; all pre~ent participated. At 7 p. m. Bro·
T. W. vVilliams discoursed from the text Mark
r6: I~J. "And these signs shall follow them that
believe," being assisted by Bro. T. Matthews;
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and at 3 p. m. an informal meeting was held.
Oct. 5th: Bro. J. Moler delivered a plain and interesting discourse from the text "Who then can
be sav~d ?"
Oct. 6th: Saints met at 9: 30 for sacramental
services, with Brn. G. T. Griffiths and S. J. Jeffers in charg-e.
Preaching at ro: 30 by
Bro. G. T. Griffiths assisted by L. R. Devore.
The speaker took his text from Prov. 14:
12.
At 2: 30 preaching by T. W. Williams
assisted by J. Moler. The speaker took his
text from Psalms q.: r, "The fool hath said
in his heart there is no God." Preaching in the
evening by Bro. D. L. Shinn assisted by T.
Matthews. The speakers throughout the day enjoyed excellent liberty, the discourses were timely and appropriate, and they were greeted with
crowded houses on each occasion.
The reunion was a success in every respect,
and we were favored with good weather. There
was a large representation of the Saints present.
Good attention and the best of order prevailed
throughout the entire series of services. It was
estimated that the first Sunday there were about
one thousand persons on the grounds. The ordinance of baptism was administered by Bro.
Thomas Matthews on Sunday afternoon. The
meetings proved equal to the expectations of all,
thus reaching many who otherwise would never
have attended.
TWO DAYS' MEETING.
A two days' meeting will be held in Chicago,
Saturday and Sunday, November the 2nd and
3rd; and at Plano, Illinois, Saturday and
Sunday November 9th and IOth.
Bro. A. H.
Smith is expected to be with us, also others of the
ministry.
F. M. CooPER,
Dist. Pres.
FIFTH QUORUM ELDERS.
Bretkrett :-But few of vou have sent addresses
as requested in a late iierald. Please send at
once, each of you who have not, as it should ap·
pear in New Circular Letter. Drop card with
your address to
R. ETZENHOUSER 1
3129 Caroline Street, St. Louis, Mo.

manv other relatives mourn this sudd,,n
ure. · He is now awaiting the judgmcont of
merciful. all-wise God.
BROWN.-At his home in
Nebraska, October
188q.
Bro. James .Brown.
February 24th, 1820, and was baptized in
ington county, Nebraska, in 1871 by Elder
Hatt. He was one of God's noble
and his
life was a living witness for the latter
work
from the time of his
until
t.!.e
was highly regpected
where he has lived for abo>_;t
where he many times bore his
truth.
He passed
surrounded
large family consisting
a
three
si-c daughters, with their
Th.:
words he was heard to
were, "Don't fret; it is all
He
the faith, and his rest, therefore, is glorious.
Funeral servicer; from the
conducted by
Elder W. M. Rumel before a
assembly.
The feeling among them was
a good mnn
had gone.
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West l,exington Street,

INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI.

Next to Warnky's Gallery,

A CHRONOL06ICAL CA.TECHISltl:
the (;hrm:mlogy of tllle Bible.
BY A. J. MAPES.
L1mp Cloth, 103 pages, price ~5 cts. For sale by
Bro. !L R. MILLS, Independence

And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

------·-------·----HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
W' We have a limited quantity these on hand.
'furkey Superior, g·llt
........... , ...... 3 50
Tukey
with
gilt edge .•••• ,..
75
Roxburg
gilt
.•· ................ 3 75
Roxburg Turkey, with
gilt edge .•••.•• , .4 00

Such has
offer it in
It is a
Treatise
Palestine; as
expectations
Lola Mendez, a
City, Per single
25c; 12copies40c.
Address,

WELSH HYMN BOOK.
Full leather, marbied edges .. o • • • • • • • • • • • • o ., • 60
the church in Wales, and
and 33 in English.

Fa:rm fo:r
HIRTEEN miles east of Lamoni and one half m 'lo
north of Pleasanton. One hundred acres in t.lmht~r,
P~sture set in blue grass, bnla!'JCB in me.nduw nnrl -p1nw
land. New 7 room Cottage with 3 porehet< 1 2 pnD-t:ries
and fine rock cel1ar Smull orchard. out h0u~es. }?;rnnary,
and !urge barn 42x62 with ba"ement the entire lene;tb of
It. and shingled eheda 0n the enr•t P:id(~ and ~ont11 m;rL
Two cemented cisterne, 4 '\vells nnd 3 ponflr\ \vtth Hhtn•dance of water for stoc.k. LIBERAL TEIUIS. Adc!t·es8

T

WILLIAM

VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEEU,
And discoveries of Ancient American Records and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages...................... Hl
REPLY
LITTLEF .LD.
In paper lOcts.; per dozen ................... , '! 5
of President .Joseph Smith to
This is the
L. 0. Littlefield in
of the doctrine of Plural
Marriage."
BRANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs and corners. mu~!in sides; printed
headin2·s. and ruled for Itecord of Names, Blessing of Children, and for Marriages .••• ,
2 00

DIED.
SEVILLE.- Sister Elizabeth Seville, born in
North Wales, A. D. r8rz, aged '77 years, died of
paralysis, September 3d, 1889 interred at Stafford cemetery, England. Sr. Seville's loss will be
felt among the Saints, and her family have lost a
mother and an exemplar,
BRowN.--Harriet H. Brown, of Glad win, Michigan. died September zd, 1889, of typhoid fever.
Sr. Brown was born June 9th, 1842. and was bap·
tized by J. J. Cornish April zd, 1888. She lived
up to the faith of the gospel until death,
and urged her husband (who was also bap·
tized when she was) to live faithful to the cause;
for she knew it was true and he must never depart from it; if he did there was nothing else to
take its place. She also urged upon her husband to bring up their sons in this true faith. She
heard beautiful music and singing before her
death. "Death was sweet unto her." Funeral
sermon by Elder J. J. Cornish.
ELVIN.-At Kearney, Nebraska, September
2oth, 1889. at 8: 30 p. m., of intermittent fever,
Augustus Walter, youngest son of Dr. R. C. and
Sr. Martha Elvin. The dec<>ased was born in
Nebraska City, Nebraska, April gth, r864, and
was baptized at the same place November rst,
r875, by Elder Mark H Forscutt. Sh3rtly after
uniting with the church he had a most wonderful vision and testimony by the Holy Spirit.
During the last few years he had devoted his
time and energy to business to the neglect of
church duties. His sojourn in mortality was 24
years, 5 months and I I days. On fanuary 31st,
r88g, he was married to Miss Mary Harris, of
Laramie, Wyoming. The funeral service was
conducted at the Brunswick Hotel, Kearney, Nebraska, September 22d, by Bishop Oliver, of the
Episcopal church, from Job 19: 26.
A wife,
father, mother, two brothers and two sisters, with

LUFF &

o •••••

DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Records ... 3 00

Edifice when completed.
BAZAR
Some time this fall, and solicit aid from the Saints
at large, in money, material, or usdul, ornamental and fancy articles of every variety, to be sent
before October 5th, r88y.
Will the President of each Branch consider
this as addressed personaiiy
himself, and read
the notice before the branch as often as necessary to keep the matter before the
Address: MRs. JENNIE
Box 578, Independence, Mo.
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Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

RoBERT WINNING, Pres't.

FARMERS'
Ample

RespeJrn§~JMlHy.

Loans money on a proved security. Six 'f_J(-n' cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
_________b_o_u_ght and._so_J_d_._ _ ·------··--·-·-· _.

COMPLETE Sl<JT OF TRACTS.
F.l(}und in Limp Muslin, turned in ..... .

LfOENCES, NOTICES, &c.
Elders, PriestR. Teachers, and Deacons Licences,
each per dozen ..................•....•.•
Baptism aud Confirmation Certificate books •.. ,.
Bla.uk Preaching Notices, per hundred. ~ ~ ~ ®.,"
o

CERTIFICATl<:S AND REPOR'rS.
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen .. , •.... , .
Annual Statistical Reports, two for ........... .
Certificates of Baptism and Membership, per doz.
Cenific11tes of Remon1l, per dozen ........... .
Marriage Certificates, per dozen .• , .• , . . • • • . • •
:!.HSCELIJANEOUS.
The Problem of Hnm'J,n Life Here and Hereafter
by A. Wilford Hall, 544 pages, muslin ....... 1
Universali•m Against Itself, 386 pages, muslin
by A. Wilford Hall .......... o • • • • • • • • • • • • 1
Josephus. complete,
leatlwr ........... 3
Gibbon's Decline and
the Roman Empire,
muslin boards, (i volumes ... , ...... , ...... .4
:!.1osheim's Church
2 volumes .•••..... 4
Baldwin's Ancient
....... 1
Rollm's Ancient
two volumes
one .. .4
The Koran.
. . ~ ........ ~ . ~ .... 2
Gieseler's
History, from A.D. 1 till
1854, muslin boards, 5 volumes, . . . . . . .... 10
The Ecclesiastical History ot Eusebius
Jus, Bishop of Cresarea and Palestine ......•. 2
Cruden's Complete Concordance of Bible,, •... l
Bible Text Book . . . .... , .....•.....•.•.... 1
New Testament ................ 1

Luff ••••.••••••••• ,.
Herald and Rope size.
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"HEARKEN TO THE W01m oF THE L01m: FoR 'rHERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG You HAVE SAVl!' .1.'l' JIB ONE WIFE· AND CoNCUliiNEB
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

Lamoni, Iowa, November

2,

1889"

plied that in their judgment the law
ought to remain.
Offici.U Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Mr. Johnson Brigham, in an article in
Latter Day Saints
the Century for October, 1889, quotes
PUBLISHED .AT LAMONI, DEC.A~'UR COUNTY, IOWA.
from the pamphlet in which these replies
Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents,
of these judges are published, as follows:
and the Bishop's Agents. are requested to solicit new sub"Judge Traverse, BloomfielJ: 'My exscribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
department.
perience is that, whenever saloons are
Business Letters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
closed, crime is diminished.'"
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
Entered as second class matter at Lamoni Post Office.
"Judge Harvey, Leon: 'lt bas reduced
crime, at least one-half, and the criminal
expenses in like ratio.'"
Judge Harvey is our own good judge
in Decatur county; and his statement
JOSEPH SMITH
EDr.rOR.
agrees with the answer made by Judge
W. W. BLAIR
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.
Henry, of Mt. Ayr, Ringgold county, to
our inquiry as to what effect the law was
Lamoni, Iowa, Nov. 2, 1889.
having on the work of the courts on account of criminal prosecutions. He said:
"I should think fully one half. Indeed,
lOW A'S EXPERn-IENT.
I may say that all, or very nearly all that
DoEs prohibition prohibit? How is it in class of crimes arising from the sale and
Iowa? In 1882, the same year that the use of liquors has about ceased."
people voted on the liquor traffic, to be de"Judge Lewis, Sioux City: 'The law is
feated by a technical error and a j OJdge on as well enforced as any other, and has dethe bench, the counties of Iowa expended creased criminal expenses at least two~
for criminal prosecutions $40I.{3I,I~. In thirds.'"
r883 this expense ran down to $36I,173,"Judge Deemer, Red 0:1k: 'In many of
78. In r884 there was an increase. ln the counties the jail is getting to be almost
r885 and r886 when the saloons defied the an unnecessary building, and in the last
law there was also an increase, amounting three counties I visited there was not an
in the last year to $421,024-31. But in occupant.'"
1887, the year after the enforcement law
"] uJge Carson, Council Bluffs: •When
was passed, these expenses were reduced in the Senate I favored local option, but I
to $282,877.66, and in ten months of r888 am now satisfied the statute should stand.'"
were $300424.06.
''Judge Thornell, Sidey: 'I should reIn 1882 there were 188 convictions for gard its repeal as a calamity.'"
assault, 18 for breaking and entering, 78
"Judge Bank, Keokuk: 'This •Nas the
for burglary, 30 for forgery, 14 for gam- first and only term in my recollection that
bling, 41 for keeping a gambling-house, there was no criminal business transacted
215 for larceny, 14 for murder, I for in court.'"
manslaughter, 658 for keeping a nuisance,
"Judge Wilson, Creston: 'l was not in
25 for unlawfully selling intoxicants; a favor of the law, thinking that high license
total of 1282. In 1888 there were 94 would work better. I have carefully
convictions for assault, 13 for breaking watched its workings and am convinced
andentering, 47 for burglary, 13 for for- .:hat I was wrong.'"
gery, 13 for gambling, 42 for keeping a
"Judge Wakefield, Sioux City: •As
gambling-house, 148 for larceny, 9 for the saloons were driven out, other business
murder, 6 for manslaughter, 190 for keep- came into occupy the vacant places.'"
ing a nuisance, 59 'for selling intoxicating
"Judge Wilkmson, Winterset: •Crime
liquors; a total of 634, less than half the
and criminal expenses have been lesnumber of convictions occurring in r882.
The monthly average of prisoners in sened.'"
"Judge Johnson, Oskaloosa: 'The effect
the two prisons, Fort Madison and Anamosa, was in 1886, 696; in 1887, 667, aml ofthe prohibitory law has been to reduce
in 1888, 6o7. At the end of the fiscal very materially crime and criminal exyear, September goth, 1888, there were in penses in this district.' "
"Judge Kavanaugh, Des Moines: •It
both prisons ,535 prisoners. Iowa has
thus the smallest percentage of convicts has decrea~ed crime over fifty per cent.
of any other state, except Vermont. and added largely to individual happiForty-one Judges of District and Superior ness.'"
"Judge'Granger, Waukon, (now of the
Courts in Iowa, were interrogated by
Governor Larrabee as to the ,expediency , Supreme Bench): 'The closing of the
of repealing the prohibitory law. Four front door of the saloon, whereby it is de·
of these, favored repeal, nine declined to strayed as a place of resort, has canceled
commit themselves, but twenty-eight re- nine-tenths of the drunkenness •..• Our
HE
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grand juries have comparatively nothing
to do . . . . Our criminal expenses since
the closing of the saloons have been comparatively nominal.'"
Of the ability of the state to live without the business of the saloon, and as a reply to the statement that "prohibition has
killed Iowa," Mr. Brigham says:
"The census of r88o gave our state a
population of r,6z4,6I5. The state census
of r885 put the population at r,753•98oan increase of I 29,365. The fact that there
has been a decided increase in population
since the last censu& (in r885) is shown by
comparison of the vote of r884 withthat
of 1888. The total vote of Iowa in r884
was 377,153• while that of 1888 was 404,I3o; an increase of 26,977-an estimated
increase of 134,885 in four years.''
"Iowa years ago won, and has never
since lost, the honor of having less illiteracy in proportion to population than any
other state in the Union. But note the
educational progress she has made during
these six years of prohibition. In r883,
there were r 1,789 school-houses in Iowa;
in r884-, II,975; Ih r885, 12,285~ in r886,
12444· Tht: value of these school-houses
was, in r883, $I0473,147i in r886, $II,360472. State Superinttndent Sabin's report to the last Iowa Legislature begins
thus: '~t is gratifying to be able to report a most satisfactory and pro~perous
condition of education throughout the
state. The past two years have been
years of increased interest, activity and
growth . . . . The number of school-houses has been increased by about 500,
and their aggregate value by more than
$55o,ooo. The number of teachers is incrtased by about 500, while our school
population is ro,ooo greater than the same
as reported two years ago.'"
"Another index of Iowa's increasing
prosperity, is the showing made by our
savings banks. The reports made to. our
Auditor of State show that the 'total assets
and liabilities' ,of Iowa's Savings-Banks
were, in 1883, $84I9,739 83; in 1885,
$9,6 18,866.97; in 1887, $12,666,347 .72.
Auditor Lyons informs rile that on .June
30, r888, the total assets, etc., of the Savmgs-Banks had increased to $14,62 5,024.84. These figures sho"': that since. the
adoption of prohibition the, resources of
these depositories of the. poor man's ·surplus earnings have increased over six millions dollars, or over 73 per cent.''
,
We have gathered the above items concerning the experiment of prohibition in
Iowa. from. Mr. Brigham's article, in .the
October Century; and from the showing
it would seem as if the good State of Iowa
could stand some more killirg ofthe same
sort. The statement of one judge that on
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his last judicial visit the jails of three counties had not an occupant, is an argument
noUo be set aside. The statement of another that the closing of the saloon as a
place of resort "cancelled nine-tenths of
the drunkenness" in his district; agrees
with the statement of Sir Garnet W olesley, commandant British Arms, that"ninety per cent. of the crime in the British army was traceable directly or indirectly to
the use of intoxicants," and speaks loudly
in favor of continuing the experiment in
Iowa.
Judge Banks' statement that his last
term of court was the first and only term
in his experience when the court had not
had criminal business to transact, is another argument pertinent to the issue.
Somehow it does seem that prohibition
does prohibit some things in Iowa.
THE Semi-Weekly Chicago Inter Ocean
of October 10th makes lengthv editorial
comments on Pres. Smith's article, "yv ays
that are doubtful;" which, as previously
stated, was sent to many leading newspapers for the information of the public.
It is scarcely necessary to state that the
article and the comments made upon it
will doubtless accomplish great good.
Here is the article:
ANTI-POLYGAMOUS MORMONS.

In an elaborate, argumentative article Joseph
Smith discusses the chapter on plural marriage
furnished by Franklin D. Richards to a
work entitled "What the World Believes, the
False and the True." It is hardly necessary to
state that the son of the prophet brushes away
the downy bloom that makes the theory of polygamy attractive, and introduces the very broad
insinuation that the alleged revelation made to
the prophet was devised to suit the purposes of
the church after the tragic death of the :Nauvoo
father of Mormonism. The work referred to
sets forth in rosy colors, but in strangely contradictory terms the benefits and beauties of the
system. According to the present professions of
the Mormon Church, God revealed to Joseph
Smith, July I2th, 1843, "the principle and doc-.
trine of men of God having more wives than
one, imposing it upon the church and commanding its observance." Nevertheless, "in consequence of the prevailing prejudice and opposition to this doctrine, it was not considered pruder,t to make it public at the time," and so the
heavenly mandate was disregarded and not promulgated by the church until Auguet rzth,
r8sz, when Joseph Smith had been dead eight
years.
The son points out the singular inconsistency
between the prudence of the church in concealing and the indiscretion of the Lord in making
the revelation in a time when it was inadvisabie
to put the doctrine into practice. Mr. Richards
states, however, that a special few of the elec:t did
take unto themselves more wives than one,
though the matter was conducted with great secrecy, the fact not becoming generally known
until the flight from Nauvoo made "everybody
acquainted with his neighbor's affairs." Concealment of polygamous practices being no
longer possible, it became necessary for the
church to give sanction to the conduct of its representatives, and accordingly "the revelation was
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made public both to the Saints and the world."
Mr. Smith intimates the opinion that this was
a clever bit of charlatanism conceived artd put in
force by the church with no higher authority
than its own peculiar will. The matter was presented to a conference, it is true, but there is no
evidence to substantiate Mr. Richards' statement
that the doctrine was accepted by vote, or that
the "revelation" was ever submitted to the conference for consideration and acceptance. The
only man who spoke to the subject was Elder
Orson Pratt, who preached a set sermon in its
support. That the whole thing was a palpable
fraud perpetrated by Brigham Young and those
privily in complicity with him is an inference no
one can escape who looks at the situation with
unprejudiced vision. But aside from the origin
of the institution the vital consideration is as to
the character and worthiness ot the institution as
it exists. Though the majority of Mormons do
not practice polygamy, the minority is in coritrol,
and is, whether willingly or under religious pressure, aided and abetted by the majority. Moreover the church assumes that the conditions
would not be altered were Utah made a State,
because the giving of State powers to the major·
ity would not alter the religious sentiment of
that body, which ls friendly to the doctrine of
plural marriages. They could defeat the provisions of the constitution by neglecting to pass
statutory enactments by which those provisions
could be euforced." This is the assumed attitude
of the church. It will defend ito institution by
force, fraud or persuasion as long as there is one
defensible position left to it, notwithstanding the
fact that the testimony is overwhelming that "he
who takes polygamy into his household takes
hell in with it."
It is interesting to find stated in brief :.Mr.
Smith's view of the system. It sums up the
facts and morals conclusively and repulsively
enough. He says:
••The document alleged to be a revelation from
God announces philosophy which is totally
at variance with the facts of creation, the spiritual precepts and teachings of Christ and the
New Testament Scriptures, the American idea
and institution of the home and family relation,
the positive declZl!ration of God in the Book of
Mormon, and the direct commandment of God
to the church itself, which commandment was in
force at the establishment of the church in r83o
and unrepealed at the death of Joseph Smith and
since. Plural marriage was a doctrine "brought
in privily," in "secret." Men of minds congenial
to its tendencies found it convenient; they accepted it readily, or by its blandishments broke
down and discarded the teaching already obtaining as the rule of faith and practice, and blundered headlong and blindly into it. When once
enmeshed in its practice, policy dictated to them
that others must be entrapped also. So, like a
cancer on the social syst<"m, it spread wherever
its roots found congenial soil, until. the secrecy
of its introduction could no longer be kept; then
with a flourish of prophecy on President B.
Young's part, and an elaborate eulogy upon the
philosophy delivered by Elder Orson Pratt, the
"social revolution" was completed so far as Utah
Mormons were concerned. What the harvest
of such sowing shall be, remains to time and
time's events to determine."
The Sandwich,

the

I zth contains the following editorial note,
followed by the above from the Inter-

Ocean:
"We had intended to make copious extracts
from the article of President Joseph Smith, but
an article in the Inter-Ocean so fully covers the
matter that we copy it entire."
We thank these manly editors for their
good words; also all others who are interested in publishing to the world the
simple and unvarnished truth concerning
all matters of public interest. Journalists of
the class who do so are wisely and properly filling their spheres as educators of the
people.
EXPOSITION OF 1892.
FROM presc:nt indications the enterprise,
grit, superior advantages and abundant
contributions of Chicago and her innumerable friends and helpers are sure to locate
"The World's Exposition of 1892" in or
near that marvelous city.
Chicago has the territory, climate, water,
railway facilities, hotel accommodations,
progressive spirit and unyielding business
audacity essential to the full success of
such a "great and important undertaking.
And besides all that &he tosses the "almighty dollar" into sight with such rea<liness and prodigality as to insure
from the verv start.
Chicago, more than any other city of
either hemisphere, exhibits the wonderful
possibilities of well-founded faith followed
by corresponding works, and would constitute in her marvelous proi?ress in a commercial and industrial way one of the
best and most striking features of the entire Exposition.
It will be well in every material view
that both the Old World and the Newthe eastern and the western-be brought
into immediate and constant contact with
the best phases of our nation's masterful
ambitions, and the latest and highest evidences of her unparalleled and widening
progress; and for these and other reasons
apparent to all, the Exposition of 1892
should be held in Chicago,

V AlN AND FOOLISH BOASTING.

A MEMBER lately sent us an account of a
discussion held at a certain place between
a representative of our faith and one of
another religious society, in which he exultingly recites a boasting, slangy prediction which he made to a certain number of
the people concerning the result.
If there is one thing that should be
avoided as entirely foreign to the
and dignity of the work, it is a word or an
act of that character. We are pained every time we hear of it, and always feel sad
at the loss of prestige and the unfavorable
impressions which result from such foolish and vain boasts. No one need think
that he is properly representing the cause
who indulges in such unwise doings, and
such will learn, final! y, at least, that he has
only done harm to instead of assisting in
establishing the church and its righteousness, which latter all should do.
that which is of a meek and quiet
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can accomplish or assist in accomplishing
the Lord's work. It would be infinitely
better to not attempt anything in behalf
of the truth than to use carnal or mere human methods in our efforts. The Lord
does not use such means, and He will not
accept the use of any that are not in harmony with Him. Be careful, Saints, in
all these things; be wise servants and
harmless as doves.
OuR. readers will be both amused and instructed with the following article, especially with its caption. If no one has authority and power to revive and teach ''the
Apostolic theology," has any one authority
to teach any other "theology" professed! y
from God? Paul the Apostle said,
"Though we or an angel from heaven,
preach .any other gospel unto you than
that wh1ch we have preached unto you, let
him be accursed;" and John the Apostle
said, "He that abideth in the doctrine of
Christ, he hath both the Father and the
Son. If there come any among you, and
bring not this doctrine, receive him not
into your house, [as a representative of
Christ's doctrine.-Eo.], ne1ther bid him
God speed. For he that biddeth him
God speed is partaker of his evil deeds."
These things being true, the "Apostolic
Theology" is the only safe and authorized
kind to be "revived" and taught.
CAN THE APOSTOLIC THEOLOGY BE
REVIVED?

Dr. George MacDonald, in the new series of
his "Unspoken Sermons," breaks out passionately against the notions of vicarious punishment
and imputed righteousnes.s. He uses freely such
terms as "horrid phantasm," "merest, poorest,
most shameful fiction," "low invention," "spiritual charlatanry," "grotesquely deformed absurdity," "tirade of vulgar Roman legality," "a miserable, puritanical martinet of a God." We have
always thought that Dr. MacDonald had not a
particle of logical power: we had a! ways believ·
ed him an humble worshiper of Jesus Christ, in
Whom is no shibboleth. He imagines the doctrines so described by him to lie at the root of
much the greater part of Christianity in the
country: others, however, hold them to be completely .dead. Some time ago the writer listened
to a conversation, in which one of the speakers
described the ministry under which he had b.een
brought up. "He was always preaching to us
about justification, the Jaw, imputed righteousness, the covenants; and things you never
hear about now." As we heard him, and watched him smile at the thought of the better day
which had come, we were strangely reminded of
a story of good Bishop Berkeley~s tar-water. In
his last days the philosopher discovered that
tar·water was a soverign cure for every ill. He
wrote a book ('•Siris") explaining how it was to
be made, with a long list of cures, which came
speedily to a second edition, and made a mighty
sensation. "A man came into an apothecary's
shop the other day," says Horace Walpole in
1774· '"Do you sell tar-water ?' •Tar-water!'
replied the apothecary. •Why I sell nothing,
else.'" Great Britain and Ireland for a time did
little but swallow the hateful draught. Its vog:
ue, however, soon ended; (and here is owr story)
an olc:llady was living and enjoying life a dozen
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ago who could tell from experience the
miseries of a houseful of Irish children who
were condemned to begin life daily with .a cupful of tar-watert In such fashion did our com·
panion taik of his early pangs in having administered to him in childhood copious provisions of
nauseous old doctrine, now thought good
enough for no one.
On reflection it seemed as if there were reason
in what he said; for, when we think of it, we
very seldom hear apostolic theology preached in
these days. From those who have got past the
Apostles it were unreasonable to expect it. But
even those who do homage to their authority
rarely grapple with their centre thoughts. They
prefer to preach on the Gospels, and we have ser·
mons in which fragments of Scripture text are
made to swim in an ocean of nutritious comment.
The easier parts of the Epistle8, like the eleventh
chapter of the Hebrews, are nibbled at like little
bits of green herbage on smitten and barren
crags, and discussions on what were once con·
sidered the grand characteristic doctrines of
Christianity are looked on as archaic.
But if Christianity be what our Lord delivered
to the Apostles. and the Apostles delivered to the
Church, this can not be right. We shall look to
the Epistles rather than to the Gospels for the
last word of Revelation. And we shall find that
claim urged by the writers. They take the death
of Christ as told in the Gospels, and left without
full explanation, and make it their theme. They
connect it with God and man, and the world of
unknown evil powers. They do not profess to
make things simple, for life is strange and complex, and an easy religion is self-condemned.
But they go deep: they evade no difficulty; they
grapple with the awful problem of reconciliation,
and show how it is solved in the solemn Cross.
Up to comparatively recent years the burden of
pulpit teaching was the thought of Atonemen.t
fashioned by them, as they believed, under the
teaching of the Holy Spirit. Tne profoundest
natures, rejecting slighter healing, found rest in
theirs. "I do prefer this book" (Luther on the
Galatians), said John Bunyan, "to any, for a
wounded conscience." vVhence, then, the
change that seems to have come over Christian
minds?
Is it that the phrases are dead because they
have been used as strictures for the mind, as
clamps for creeds and confessions, because those
who have preached them have been too indolent
to find the fresh interpretation and setting every
new generation demands? We believe there is
much in this.
Has the real thought of the apostles been tnt·
ly given by orthodox theologians? The question is a fair one, and we were never in a better
position to discuss it than now, when exegesis
bas been so far pursued, and its results have been
digested in systems of Biblkitl theology.
Is it because the apostles make too much of
the Old Testament-that their writings resemble
it in being too dim with the smoke of sacrifice?
Let it be remembered that Christianity is for all
nations and tribes and for all ages. Its great
victories have yet to be won. It is not yet two
thousand years old. Ere the end Wisdom will
be justified of her children.
Is their theology false? Better understand it
before saying so. If it does run contrary to
shallow streams of thought, it may be in har·
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mony with the deep eternal currents. What was
the truth of truths to St. Paul can hardly sttike
at the root of moral life in man. It may be the
very word needed for the Jerusalem that now is,
and is in bondage with her children; the very
message to make her more of a life· giving, ~uper
natural force among men. Dr. MacDonald may
find it easy to sneer at theologians, but >omehow
it is not easy to talk down to St. Paul. Thougi:i
he did write the Epistle to lhe Romans, it is hard
to deny that he had the mind of Christ. As we
think of him from the hour when at Christ's call
he rose and stood on his feet, to that other hour
when, an old man, he was led along the Ostian
Way to die, the heart swells. It is worth while 1
even in the midst of modern enlightenment, to
understand this man's thought of Christ and t.is
cross.
We shall endeavor from time to time to explain
in the language of to·day what we conceive to
be the apostolic meaning in such phrases as are
quoted above. We shall ask whether the true
thoughts and discoveries of men in our dayeven of those who reject Christianity-do not
confirm them. Expressions alter, systems of
thought change, but the heart of God and the
heart of man remain, and with them the essence
of theology.-Britisk Weekly.
CRISP! ON THE POPE'S TEMPORAL POWER.
Rome, October 15/k.-A banquet was given to
Prime Minister Crispi at Palermo last night.
Forty-nin~ senat~rs and one hundred and forty
members of the chamber of deputies were pres·
ent.
Sig. Crispi delivered an address. He
touched upon the reforms necessary in the educational system and promised measure$ for the
relief of the poor. He declared that it was necessary to combat all persons, high or low, who were
seeking to undermine the political edifice of Italy.
The temporal power of the pope, although it has
existed for centuries, has been only a transition
period. Rome existed before it and would continue to exist without it.

The a.bove concerning the views of the
Italian Prime Minister regarding the
Papacy indicat.es that the Italian Government does not intend to change its attitude
toward the Roman Catholic Church. The
fact that clerical connection with the public schools of Italy is forbidden shows
clearly that the government has virtually
said to the Catholic Church, "Hands off
all civil affairs."
·
HOW TO SEND MONEY.

CoMPLAINTS have reached us of late from
several parties whophave failed to receive
acknowledgments from this ofiice for
money sent without registering their letters or securing post-office orders.
We again remind our readers that money
sent otherwise than by post·office order,
draft or registered letter is forwarded at
the risk of the sender. The Herald Office
does not hold itself responsible for money
sent in an ordinary letter. Several parties
have of late lost their remittances by neg-lecting the necessary precaution of registering their letters or securing government money-orders or drafts when remit-.
ting.
··."··
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AUTUMN LEAVES FOR NOVEMBER.

THE November number of Autumn
Leaves reaches us and is in our opinion
one of the best numbers of that growing
and interesting magazine which has yet
been published. It is noticeable that most
of the contributions are original and their
merit of a high order. This clearly indicates that there is an abundance of talent
possessed by Zion's children; also that
once awakened and kept at work their
contributions will be to the young, the
middle aged and the old (for all who are
progressive and who can obtain it will
have Autumn Leaves) "meat in due season."
We can not enumerate the table of contents, but we pronounce "Liberty and her
handmaid;" "0[hers with the church in
an early day;" "Do noble things, not
dream;" "With the church in an early
day," and "The Gospel of Jesus Christ,"
as compo&itions of a class that will be appreciated by all who read them. They
possess and reflect light and truth, and the
true disciple everywhere receives and absorbs such, for they are in harmony with
the perfect intelligence and infinite charac
ter of God, and confirm and strengthen
those who in trying to become like Him
assimilate such spiritual fqod.
Let those who have the facts of the past
relate them, and those who have true conceptions of the present and future write
them for Autumn Leaves.
Thus the
young will be spiritually fed, and grow in
faith and intellectuality as they mature in
physical stature and growth.
We should profit by the things of the
past, live by every word of the present,
and thus become fitted for the wonderful
developments and glory of the future.
EARLY AMERICAN CIVILIZATIONS.

IN an address before the General Convention of the Episcopal Church by the
Rt. Rev. Bishop Whipple of Minnesota,
the following st~tement was made: "It
was a singular providence that this continent laden with the bounty of God, was
unoccupied by civilization for thousands
of years."
It is passing strange that with all that
has been published concerning the aboriginal civilizations of America that so little
is known, even by many learned clergymen, ofthe early civilizations of America,
the ruins and traces of which are so abundant, and of which so much has been written of late years. There is a time to come,
and that time is not very far distant, when
the knowledge of those things will be declared to all, together with the history of
those civilizations which is written to the
world in the Book of Mormon.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. H. R. Evans of Malad City, Idaho,
wrote as follows, October 6th:
"Bro. Joseph is casting bread upon the waters.
He is being heard, and what he says is having a
thorough consideration. A large number of the
people here are hanging on the trees like apples
that are getting ripe very fast.

THE SAIN
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
a sister the right to prophesy in a
Sisters' Prayer Union when the Spirit moves
upon her, or must she quench the Spirit'
Ans.-If the meeting is not confined exclusively to prayer, but is free for testimony, then :1 person may exercise the gifts if the Spirit of God
moves him or her. Wisdom and order should
govern, and all confusion be avoided.
~ues.-Has

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

THE Independence, Missouri, Gazette
comes to us now enlarged and remodelled
and its forty columns closely
with
advertisements, editorials, news
miscellany, etc., etc. It bids fair to keep
pace with the progress of the
and
we most heartily wish its
& Co., good success in
In the letter department will be
a
note from Sr. Kate Turner and a song of
Zion which she sang in the
of
and then interpreted at our
Our readers will be interested in its perusal.
Sr. Sadie McKenna, of New York City
New York, writes
tracts and
Voice of \Varning to distribute
her
friends that they may learn the
of
heaven.
Bro. J. Avondet, of Oma;'1a,
writes renewing for the HERALD. It is a
favorable indication when members of the
church endeavor to keep fuily
concerning the work and its pl'ogress. "To
him. that hath not shall be taken away
that which he seemeth to have." The
necessity for growth m t11e truth is here
emphasized.
Bro. T. A.
of
Iowa, desires us to state that the
"vindicative" should appear instead
"vindictive" in the South-Western Iowa
camp meeting minutes.
Bro. I. N. White wrote from
Missouri, October 15th: "l am now in a
series of meetings ne<~r Knob Noster."
While the encouraging news of mem·
hers being baptized at different
is being received, Lamoni desires to aho
give a good account of herself. Eleven
have been baptized at this
the last twenty days, and
being blessed with the
encouraged by its voice.
The Constitution of the state of Minnesota provides that it is illegal to pay
money to a teacher who occupies
the time of the school in
and the creeds of any particular
sect,-all of which is sound,
thoroughly American.
Sr. Rachael Griffith, of
Iowa, in a late letter says: "I have taken
the Herald for many years and can not do
without it. It is meat and drink
the
Saints who live away from the church."
Lamoni and the
rejoices in abundant crops,
and beautiful weather. And
"the regions round about" have
cause for their joy, for the Lord is
them richly, spiritually and
We have received the Los
California, Times of
October

16th, which contains a
notice of the
branch at Los Angeles,
its religious belief and its
of worship.
MONEY WANTED.

THE Board of Publication has found it
necessary to procure a new and much
larger boiler for the Herald Office, and
this with other expenses which must be
met without delay demand that all who
are in arrears for HERALD,
books
and other publications, should remit at
once therefor; also that all-especially the
ministry-should seek actively to procure
new subscribers for the church papers and
purchasers for church books and miscellaneous publications, There should be no
delay and no half-heartedness in these
matters. A little time
devoted by
all who can take it will be
great worth
to the Board, enabling the office to pay its
dues on maturity and aiding it in purchasing material at cheapest rates and
the benefit of all discounts.
It should not be forgotten that the Publishing House and all its fixtures belong to
the church, and that whatever success or
failure there is connected therewith must
and will affect the entire church. Those
placed in charge are bound, for the general good, to make appeals when
for needed aid, and thev do so now and
urge all to help as best they can, and help
immediately.
SenJ all moneys to D. Dancer, box I
and send by Post-office Order, draft on
Chicago,
Order, or registered letter; but
Postal Note, for such are
but little if any better than bank bills or
coin in an unregistered letter. Care in
these matters will prevent loss and trouble.
And those sending money from foreign
countries should send United States currency instead of foreign, or send Postoflice Orders or bank drafts.

HTo seek is better than to gain~
'rhe fond hope dies as we attain;
Life's fairest things are those which seem.~
The best ls thnt of which we dream."

WHY WE SHOULD NOT WORRY.
If you want a good appetite, don't worry.
If
you want a healthy body, don't worry. If you
want things to go right in your homes or your
business, don't worry. Women find a sea of
trouble in their housekeeping. Some one says
they often put as much worry and anxiety into a
loaf of bread, a pie or cake, a weekly washing
and ironing, as should suffice for much weightier
matters. This accounts largely for the angularity of American women. Nervousness, according to the American Artisan, is the bane of the
American race. It is not confined to the women
by any means, but extends to the men as well.
Even business men are sometimes afflicted, so
we have heard, and so our advice not to yield to
this habit will be most kindly received by all
classes of readers. What good does fretting do?
It only increases with indulgence, like anger,
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or appetite, or love, or any other human impulse.
It deranges one's temper, excites unpleasant
feelings toward everybody, and confuses the
mind. It affects the whole person, unfits one
for the proper completion of the work whose
trifling interruption or disturbance started the
fretful fit. Suppose these things go wrong today, the to-morrows are coming, in which to try
again, and the thing is not worth clouding your
own spirit and those around you, injuring yourself and them physically-for the mind affects
the body--and for such a trifle. Strive to cultivate a spirit of patience, both for your own good
and the good of those about you. You never
will regret the step, for it will not only add to
your own happiness, but the example of your
conduct will affect those with whom you associate, and in whom you are interested. Suppose
somebody makes a mistake, suppose you are
·crossed, or a trifling accident occurs; to fly into
a fretful mood will not mend, but help to hinder
the attainment of what you wish. Then, when
a thing is beyond repair, waste no useless regrets
over it, and do no idle fretting. Strive for that
serenity of spirit that will enable you to make
the best of all things. That means contentment
in its best sense; and contentment is the only
true happiness of life. A pleasant disposition
and good work will make the whole surroundings ring with cheerfulness.

That we who read the Home Column may be
able fully to appreciate the importance of the
advice given above, and the sweet peace and
comfort which. in after years will result from following it, we append below a pen picture which
may cause some weary, tired mother who reads
it to stop and ask herself, "Could I bear thus to
have my toil and drudgery lifted from me?"
Dear, weary sisters, frail and overburdened ones
to whose tired feet so hard to climb and filled
with thorns which pierce at every turn: let us
beseech you to carry your burdens no longer.
They are too heavy for you; your strength is not
sufficient for them. Tl:J.ere is One who forsook
the courts of heaven, purposely to find out just
how heavy they were. It was not known even
to the angels, the full weight of the burdens
which mortals carry; but when there was laid
upon Him the heaviest of these, when the sharp;
est thorns had pierced His feet, then he said to
us: "Come unto me all ye that labor and are
heavy laden, and I will give you rest. Take
my yoke upon you, and learn of me; for I am
meek and lowly in heart: and ye shall find rest
unto your souls. For my yoke is easy and my
burden is light."
There is a key in these words to the whole
matter, and if we will patiently, carefully and
prayerfully examine this brief sentence, "I am
meek and lowly in heart," we will discover it.
No true child of God, who has learned of Christ,
but knows the sweet peace and comfort of submission to the Father's will. The portion may
be bitter, but the hand holding the cup to our
lips is the hand of a loving Father who will
neverfail in his infinite wisdom to measure out
just the portion we need. Ah! believe me there
are none of us, no matter how severe may seem
the present ordeal, how hot may be the blast
from the fiery· furnace, who can afford to murmur at or shrink from the faithful discharge of
the present duty. It io now we need the

patienc(! held in the hand of meekness that we
lay not up for ourselves memories which in years
to come shall gnaw at our heart-strings like the
worm which dieth not.
SO TIRED.
"So tired, so tired!" she bitterly sighed,
As broom and brush she wearily plied;
Tired to death of work and worry,
'!'ired of all this rush and flurry;
Longing for even an hour to read,
Longing for time earth '.e: beauty to heed,
Longing to paint that service for tea,
Or better still yon thrush on the tree;
J...~onging for muslc, rest a.nd fame,
Longing to teach the world my name,
Longing to rise to a higher sphere
'l'han simply toilmg and drudging here.
''So tired, so tired!" she bitterly sighed,
Yet now now broom nor brnsh she plied,
Not tired now of work and rush,
Plenty of time for painting thrush;
Time all written lore to read,
Time all nature's wealth to heed,
rritne for music. rest and fame,
Time to teach the world her name;
Time to rise to any sphere,
No need for toil or drudging here;
A row of mounds on the hillside bare
Had removed forever the need of care.-&!.

KINDNESS THAT CAME TOO LATE.
AT last the tired hands were at rest, folded
peacefully over the heart that had ceased to
throb with joy or pain. It seemed strange that
Rachel Mathews should be a guest in the darkened parlor, where her weary feet had never
been wont to linger. It was not like her to lie
there so still and quiet, while the cows lowed uneasily at the barn-yard gate, and the harvest
hands waited for the sound of the breakfast-bell
that for the first time failed to ring out its welcome summons promptly to the minute. In the
kitchen everything showed the touch of her
magic fingers. The table was spread ready for
the morning meal, while the fuel in the stove
needed but the application of a match to send
flame roaring up the chimney. "Everything is
now ready for the morning's work," she said,
wearily, the night before,as she left the kitchen,
where so much of her dreary life had been spent.
Yes, everything was ready but other hands than
hers '''Ou!d take up the work where she had laid
it down, for in the silent watches of the night the
angel of death paused at her threshold, and with
his icy fingers stilled the beating of her heart.
The morning sun arose as on other days, but in
the old farm-house on the hill, its bright, effulgent rays seemed mockery, for they shone in upon a family, stricken, smitten of God and afflicted.
Those were bitter tears that John Matthews let
fall upon the face of his dead wife that summer
moming. Ah! but it was too late to smooth out
the tangles in the barren life that had opened
in to the full fruition of eternal day.
Twenty-five years before when Rachel Wentworth left her father's house to make a home for
fohn Matthews, she carried with her a warm,
lovlng heart, in which he ruled king.
'What an Eden she hoped to make for this mari,
who, before God, had promised to love, cherish
and protect her, but even before the honeymoon
began to, wane. the scales fell from her eyes, and
to her dismay she discovered the utter selfishness
of the man by whose side she was to finish her
earthly pilgrimage. When her soul cried out for
the sweet ministries that had come naturally durtheir courtship, he cooly inform~q her that as

a married woman she must give up all such nonsense and settle down into a thrifty housewife.
So, one after another of the joys she had anticipated were put aside, until her life, that promised so
much in the outstart, was stripped of all she held
most dear. At times her w\•ole being rebelled
against this dwarfing of her soul, but she was too
true a woman to herald her wrongs before the
world, so she took up her heavy eros& and, without a complaint, slipped hopelessly into the
dreary, tread-milllife, into which she had walked
blindfolded.
When her children came she lavished upon
them the love which her husband had cast from
him. In her anxiety to shield them from hardships, she took upon herself the burdens their
young shoulders should have borne, thus, in her
mistaken devotion, laying the foundation for the
selfishness that characterized their after lives.
Though they dearly loved their patient, plodding
mother, they did not hesitate to take from her
tired hands the comforts and pleasures of life
which they should have bestowed upon her, and
unnatural as it may seem, there were times when
they were actually ashamed of her faded dress
and old-fashioned ways. They forgot that it was
in their service that her hands had grown hard
and her face wrinkled, neither did they call to
remembrance that it was to her patient toiling
and self-denial, that they owed all the advantages they had gained.
How many heart-aches
she might have been spared had they rewarded
her according to the sacrifices she had made on
their behalf; but she was at rest now, and ft mattered not how weary and foot-sore she had been
during the journey just completed, it was over
and she was at home, safe in her Father's house.
In mercy, her worn-out body had not been racked with torturing pain, and the dreaded agony
of a bitter parting from loved ones had been
spared l}er. Yes, she was at rest. The tired expression on her face had given place to one of
peaceful quiet, while the poor, drawn features
seemed rounded out into youthful freshness and
beauty. After years of unrest and disquietude,
she had fallen into a sleep which awaited no rude
waking in the morning. The sun would rise on
the morrow, as it had done thousands of times
before, but the thought of the monotonous
rounds that must be gone before it should set
disturbed not the sleeper, for with her it was
everlasting morning, and all her cares and trials
were ended.
The remorseful tears of her husband, and the
bitter self-upbraidings of her children, fell unheeded upon her closed ear. If she could only
have heard the tender, appreciative words that
dropped from their lips, or felt the warm tears
that were showered so plentifully upon her cold
face, how they would have warmed and cheered
her frozen heart; but, alas! they came too late;
she had gone out of life without receiving any of
its sweet, tender ministries from those who now
wept bitterly over her shrouded form.
For the first time her heart did not respond to
the cries of her children, nor her hand return
their pressure. She was at rest, sleeping the unbroken sleep that knows no waking, but who
could bring balm to the broken-hearted children
who gathered so disconsolately around her bier?
How all her love and sacrifice rose up before
them now! How could they have given pain to
qne who liyeg and. died in their service? And
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who will say that the tears shed by the husband,
who had snatched all the flowers from the path
over which her weary feet were forced to walk,
were not genuine? In his own way he had
loved her, but until this hour he had never realized how much of life's sweetness he had shut
away from her, and all the flowers he could heap
upon her coffin were utterly powerless to atone
for the kindness he had refused while she traveled beneath his shadows. He may extol her
virtues in fitting eulogies, and chisel her good
deeds in imperishable marble, but no after-love
can bring back the shattered life whose best affections he has slighted, or redeem the vows so
heartlessly broken.
God pity the husband and children who, in addition to their crushing sorrow, are compelled to
bear about with them the consciousness of having planted thorns in the pathway of the stilled
heart that never throbb~d but in love for them.
Oh! who is able to endure the pangs of separation, with all the heavy weight of unforgiven
unkindness still pressing upon the bleeding
heart !-Sel.
ONE DAY AT A TIME.
One day at a time ! that's all it can bP-;
No faster tim~ that is the harde~t tate;
And day~ have their limits, however we
Begin them too early and stretch them too late.
One day at a time!
It's a wholesome rhyme!
A g-ood ,me to live by,
A d;ty at a time!
One day at a time l Every heart that aches,
Knowing only too well how long- they can seem;
But its's never to day which the spirit breaksh's the darkened future, without a gleam.
One day at a time I Wilen joy is at its heightSuch joy as the heart can never forgetAnd pulses are throbbing with wild delight,
How l:ard to remember that suns must set!
One day at a time! Bnt a single day,
·whatever its load. whatever its leng-th;
And tl>ere's a bit or precious Scripture to say,
That, according to each, shall be our strength.
One day at a timP! 'Ti8 tbe whole of life;
All sorrow, all j<1y, are measured therein;
Ttl\' bound of onr pmpnse, our noblest strife,
Tile one only countersign sure to win!
One day at a time I
It's a '~holesome rhyme!
A g-ood one to li~e by,
A day at a time!

-!Jelen Hunt Jackson
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRA YEHS.

BEELER, Kansas, October 12th.
Dear Sister Frances:-I request the sisters of
the Prayer Union to pray for my recovery from
sickness. I have been sick for five months and
there has been no elders near.
Your sister in Christ,
AliH~RICA THOMPSON.

Sister A. Gardoer, of Eliis, Nebraska, also
asks an interest in your prayers that if it is God's
will she may be restored to health, and if not that
her sufferings may be relieved.
The prayers of the Union are requested for
Bro James Calkings, of Riverton, Iowa He was
hurt by a runaway team and there is no hope for
him but in the intervention of God.
ELEANOlil..

HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Oct. 17, Amount rPceived to date ..... $2,036 74
Sister<' of Keokuk, Iowa. $8 oo
Sr. J. Albert us, Iowa..... 50
Sr. Carrie Dickinson, Kan. 25
Sr. M. B. Nichols, Iowa .. I oo
Sr. Lucy Barrows, Utah .. I oo
Sr. Melissa E. Bass, Mo .. I oo
Sr. Marv E Benedict, Ia. 1 oo
Sr. M. E Kearney & son,
Iowa,,............... oo
Sr. S M. Nightingale,
California. . . . . . . . . . . . . oo
Sr. Lucinda Fulks, Mo... 75
Oct. 24, Amount to date ..... , .. , .....
W"Send all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamo111,

MANTKNo, Iowa, Oct. q.th.
Dear Sister :-AI though I have not w:·itten
you for so long I !,ave not become less interested
but have been waiting hoping to have something
of interest to write you.
But things remain
about the same (or seemingly so). There is not
the interest that I would like to see, but hope
there will soon be an awaking to the dutie:; and
responsibilities resting on us as children of Zion,
especially mothers on whom so much care and
anxiety rests. It seems to me there are many
who do not appreciate the Prayer Union ar' they
should, or they would not pass it unheed< d but
would secure the blessings. The Aid Sodety is
progressing though the burden falls on the few,
yet we enjoy ourselves in trying to do good, realizing the prize lies at the end of the race, ~c we'll
work and wait till Jesus comes. Vle have recently been told by the Spirit "that the gospel would
soon go to the Jews and soon after it would go
to the house of. Jacob," with an exhortation to
faithfulness and diligence in searching the
Scriptures and preparing ourselves for the future,
by doing the things required of us.
I am so thankful for the church publications.
I would much rather do without some of my
daily comforts than do without them. Autumn
Leaves is splendid, supplying a long fdt want.
I pray it may long continue to cheer and
bless. My health is quite good at present, for
which I am thankful..
Your sister in the covenant of peace,
M.A. JENKINS.
ALLENDALE, Mo, 17th.
Dear Stster Frances:-I have nothing new to
write about, but must tell you that my interest in
this work grows stronger from day to day as I
grow older in the cause and my thoughts and
longings are ever !:or the welfare of Zion, and
may God help us all to keep in its straight and
narrow path.
I will say concerning our Prayer Union, some
of our sisters are very faithful and prompt in attending our little meetings whilst others seem to
have lost all interest or suffer other things to interfere with this duty. It is sad to tell, but
nevertheless true. It grieves me to think they
will become w indifl:~rent in so short a time. If
they could only realize how much we owe to our
Heavenly .Father and how little we are doing to
cancel that debt, and how short our time God
only knows. Sisters, I wlll gay to you, If you
will only come out and serve God at the appointed time or devote one hour in worship at home,
you will be more than amply repaid for the time
you spend. I know from experience, for have
not missed but one meeting in six months a.nd

God has blessed me, for I can truly say I have
not missed the time nor do I regret the hours
spent, and I never have got along better with my
work and had it all so well done when fall come
as it now is. I have also attended our sewing society every week. There are five in my family.
Three boys, my husband, and myself, and I do
my own work. I know this is God's work and
all who serve him with an eye single to his glory
will get this reward.
Your sister in Christ,
HELEN AcKLEY.
MEDINA, Texas, Oct. 6th.
Dear Herald:---As I feel lonely to-day, yet not
alone, l will write to you, as it is the only way I
can speak to you all as I desire. I have been
looking at myself to see if when I am persecuted
it is for righteousness sake. Dear Saints, Jet us
try to live so that lf persecuted it may be because
of righteousness. \Vhen I heard of Bro. L N.
Roberts' illness it was at prayer meeting, and a
prayer went up in his behalf that he might be
healed. He has done a good work here and we
would like to hear from him. May God bless
all of the ministers and protect them and also
their families. 'We have prayer meeting every
Wednesday night and meet with twelve or fourteen Saints. Our church is not quite finished
yet. Yours in the one faith,
A. E. SHEPPARD.
NEWARK, Dak. Oct. 6th.
Dem• Sisters:--·I rejoice in the work of the
Lord in which I am engaged. I have been blessed with the Spirit of God many times.
I was
baptized eleven years ago and I can say that I
have never reg-retted the step that I took, although I never have seen such troubles and persecutions in any branch as I fintl here in this
branch, but I will try and press my way onward
and fear God and not man. When I read the
letter of Sister Head of Missouri in the Hewld
some time ago, I remembered that I have often
met with those dear sisters in the German Stewartsville branch, and the Pleasant Grove branch.
Oh, I often think if I only could step in for one
hour in your prayer meetings to mingle my
songs and prayers with you! I have not used
tea or coffee for two years. Let us have our
lamps trimmed and burning, that when Christ
comes we may be prepared to meet him with
Your sister in Christ,
MARY c. ODE.
October wth.
Sister Walker:-To-day while praying with the
sisters of the Prayer Union I thought I would
write to you and ask you to make a request of
them which I very much desire they should
grant me. It is that I may again be aroused to
greater diligence in this work. My whole heart,
I believe, was once in this work and I knew no
joy but that which the Spirit of God Jed me into;
but I can not say so now, for I no not seem to
have as clear discernment between good and
evil, neither as firm a desire and determination to
do what is right. My trials seem to be heavier
and ofttimes my way seems hedged about, but I
know that if my whole heart and diligence were in
the work, that these things would be a help to
me and a lasting joy to know that in time of trial
I could overcome, and in time of trouble trust it
all to God. I know by the word of the.Spirit in
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times that are past, that I shall yet serve him
We left Kirtland on the 13th ultimo for Conwith my whole heart and be clothed with the
neautville, Pennsylvania, and delivered nine sermons in a new opening, we think with good reSpirit of God, but I now ask the prayers of my
sisters of the Union for one of their number that
sults. Bro. L. W. Powell arrived there on the
God will deign to bless me with wisdom, patience,
eve of our departure and will remain as long as
humility and faith and that he may arouse me to . the interest will demand his efforts.
greater diligence that I may serve him faithfully.
On the 23d Bro. T. W. Williams and the writer
I only have been to blame, but I desire to return
left for Vales' Mills, Ohio, to attend the conference and reunion. Conference lasted three days
with full purpose of heart, and to have an eye
and the reunion six. A time of rejoicing was
single to God's glory that my whole body may
had throughout the entire meetings. The busibe full of light. I "have been blessed in observing
ness was dispatched with alacrity and ease, and
the prayer service of the Union.
the dispensers of the word were made to realize
Your sister,
M--.
the promise of the Savior as ample assistance
was rendered them on each occasion. People
from all the neighboring counties flocked to hear
the gospel preached. It was estimated that there
was upwards of one thousand persons on the
SHERIDAN, Ill., Oct. zrst.
grounds on· the conference Sunday. We are
Bro. W. W. Blair:-The good work goes on.
confident that good was accomplished. The
I have been laboring in the old Mission branch
Saints were cheered and comforted and went
since the conference on the 4th instant. Their
home better qualified and more determined torehouse is too small for the congregations. Men
sist the trials and temptations of life which we
and neighbors who have never been in their
are all subject to. Yours,
meeting·house have been constantly attending.
GoMER T. GRIFFITHS.
A week ago yesterday three were baptized, and
on yesterday I held forth here in the UniversalLA.KE PORT, Mich., Oct. I6th.
Ist Church; only a few came out in the morning,
Bro. Blair :-Our conference is over. It was
but when the shades of night came down, Nicone among the grandest we have ever had. And
odemus like, they turned out to hear. I. hold
as we are growing in membership, naturally our
meeting again on Tuesday night. This is a hard
gatherings of this kind are larger. The brethren
place to get an opening. You are remembered
in Juniata have built them a neat little church,
in loying kindness by the Saints in the Mission
all plastered and painted and finished off nicely.
branch. They would be pleased to have you
It is the only church in that place, and is nearly
visit them again. I go to Chicago the first Satall paid for. The brethren have done nobly. We
urday in November to hold a two days' meeting;
had with us Brn. E. C. Briggs, C. Scott and W.
and on the second Saturday we hold a two days'
J. Smith. Nearly all of the officers in the dist,
meeting at Plano; the week following at Sandrict were present.
wich. Bro. F; M. Cooper, president of Northern
Much of the Spirit was enjoyed. Bro. E. C.
Ill!nois district, assisting. And so the good
Briggs gave us much wise and timely counsel,
work goes bravely on.
and the ministry were edified. Ern. Briggs and
Bro. M. T. Short has gone to his field. He
A. Barr (Bishop's agent) presented more fully the
was here and gave us a noble sermon during the
law of tithing. Several paid tithing, and othweek after our conference. I never heard him
ers manifested a desire to comply with the law.
do better. We are moving all along the line,
The district is in a fair condition. Several are
and prospects were never better, spiritual! y. With
coming into the church, and as a district v.e feel
regards to all the Saints: May God bless all who
like trying to do our part towards spreading the
labor for. Zion's .welfare.
gospel to the dark corners of the earth.
Your co-laborer,
Brethren, pray for us.
ALEX. HALE SMITH.
J. J. CoRNISH.
PLEASANTON, Ohio, Oct. 8th.

Bro. R. S. Salyards:-The district conference
wl)ich convened on the 7th ultimo, at Kirtland,
Ohio, was one of the best ever held in the district. The business session passed off without a
jar and the preaching was excellent, being seasoned with the Holy Spirit. The Saints' meetings were grand and greatly enjoyed by them.
There were about sixty visitors from abroad in
attendance, and it was surprising to note the
large gathering of outsiders which assembled at
every session. It reminded us of General Conference. Three were baptized.
There have been ten planted in the waters of
Kirtland since April, and about twenty more in
the district. Thus you see we are gaining slowly. Brn. L. W. Powell and T. W. Williams have
done good work since coming to the mission.
Bro. M. B. Williams of Kirtland has spent three
or four weeks .of his time .in the district with
good effect. We trust ample means will be forthcoming to continue him in the fielp t/lis fall and

. winter,

r5 Broad St., DowLAIS, Wales,
October roth.

Dear Herald:-Please inform your many readers that take interest in us and the work of God
in Wales that I am still alive and do endeavor
with my dear brethren in the ministry, to advocate the good cause. It is very little that I am
able to do, but when among my_ brethren I am
very happy and pleased to do that little. On the
r4th ult., accompanied by my dear wife, we went
ol1 a visit to the Cardiff branch and were received
with open hearts. Next day, Sunday, at 2 p. m.,
met with the Saints in a sacrament meeting
when I had the privilege of teaching the Saints,
and of confirming a respeCtable young man who
was baptized that morning by Elder T. Gold.
We had a very good meeting. At 6: 30 met
again for preaching at Bro. Cope's large room,
and had 'a good audience. I was called to lead
In preaching; was followed by Elder Gold with
a good gospel sermon. Tuesday and Thursday
evenings following met in prayer.meetin~s, 3,!1\'1
were

Sunday 22d, met in a Saints' meeting. A sister who had been a member for several years
said, after the meeting, that she always did believe it was the work of God, but never could
say that she knew. it but that now she can testify
she knows it .
At 6; 30 preaching. I was called to lead, but
again my sermon was a very short one. I was
followed by Elder G. Cope with a good able sermon. These brethren-Elders Gold and Copeare good men, able preachers, of pure character,
very faithful, as the streets of Cardiff can testify,
for they often preach on them.
We left them Monday with grateful feelings
for the kind manner in which we were received
by all the Saints, especially by sisters Cope,
Gold and Light. We were pleased with our visit in every way except my own sermons. I had
much more strength and liberty at Llanelly and
Morriston some weeks before. I hope to be better next time.
The two missionaries sent here by April conference of r888 have returned to America. Two
able speakers, and strong reasoners. Elder E.
A. Davies was released by last April conference
and returned home early in the summer. Elder
John T. Davies was forced to return by the ill
health of his dear wife and financial circumstances. Bro. John was not only an able preacher, but greatly beloved as one in charge of the
mission. If that is so, how is it that the work
did not prosper here? That question is much
easier to ask than to answer. Some could answer it if they were here only a day. It is an
important question, and we will try to answer
without prejudice or deceit. Were the missionaries at fault? To say yes would be condemning
myself, and also Elder John D. Jones who was a
most faithful missionary and would travel over
mountains and valleys to seek the stray ones.
His name is mentioned with pleasure in all the
branches, especially in Cardiff. What then is
the cause? The principality is very religious;
the people are bound up in the chains of sectarianism, and the others not within the chains are
very irreligious-hardened in sin and iniquity.
This, and the evil effects of the Brighamite doctrine, are the chief causes; and to all human appearance the pure gospel of Christ has but little
prospect of prospering rapidly here. What then
shall we do? Shall we yield? No! no!,! We
can not-will not yield, What then shall we do?
Believe truly that what is impossible with men
is possible with God. An Almighty power can
break the chains; an almighty power can change
the stony heart to a tender one.
Ye Latter Day Saints in Wales, shall we humble ourselves before God, asking him to take our
cause! Shall we pray without ceasing for him
to manifest his Almighty power among us!
Ye Saints in America, will you join in fervent
prayers that God will prosper his work in Wales!
We have good local elders here, but we want
one to travel through the branches. Will the
First Presidency think of it? Yours,
THOMAS E. JENKINS.
LoNE Roc.K, Mo., Oct. zzd.

Bro. Blair :-I am still happy in this glorious
gospel of our dear Lord. My" desire is to abide
in the doctrine and keep all the commandments
that I may be worthy to enter into his kingdom.
I hi!.ve been masle .tv n;alize of late that there i€
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a great responsibility resting upon me as a member of his church-how I condt1ct myself-that I
may not bring reproach upon it. Sinct my.ordination to the office of a priest I realize that my
service toward God is of a two-fold nature; I
have done no labor since my ordination, but in
the coming year I propose to do something for
our Master's cause if health and circumstances
permit. l desire to see the good work roll on,
that the sound ot the gospel may fill the whole
earth as the water does the great deep; and I
know I have a part and lot-or station-to fill
that his cause may be advanced, for it has to go
to all nations, kindred, tongues and people.
Never will I forget the good instruction Bro.
Stebbins gave me, exhorting me to be faithful,
for there would be a great demand made upon
the young of this church to carry forth this gospel. And of late I have realized that his instructions were filled with the Spirit. That I may be
useful in God's cause is my daily prayer.
I had the pleasure of leadingone precious soul
into the waters of baptism on the r8th ult., Albert Johnson, in fulfillment of a dream I had,
and if faithful to his covenant it will be well with
EDWARD E. MARSHALL.
him.
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind., October 2oth.
Editors Herald:-Please give space to the following: My wife belongs to your church and I
also did at one time though now I have no use
for a God, Christ, or any part of that called religion, yet desire to see fair play and free speech.
Nearly every denomination is represented in this
city except your church, my wife, as far as I can
find out, being the only member in this city.
Some time ago M. R. Scott of Galena, Indiana,
wrote my wife as to the prospects of getting a
place to preach in. I went to work and found a
hall in which he could preach, but they charge
$2
for all day Sunday, and two dollars weekday nights, and wrote him to that effect. Now I
am an invalid and the support of both rests mainly upon my wife, so that it is impossible for her
to pay hall rent; yet a preacher can come and
stay with us as long as he wishes without costing
him a cent for board. I have had inserted in the
daily paper here the following notice:
"Latter Day Saints living in Indianapolis send
address or call on Susan Everett, Room 2, Ryan
block. Very important."
Hoping to find some of your members in the
city anct thus be able to raise enough amongst all
to pay hall rent. And I write this to ask any of
your members Jiving in this city to or near vicinity to correspond wit.h Susan Evereltas above,
with the view of devising ways and means for a
preacher of your faith to open up in this city.
One who desires free thought and speech,
ARTHUR C. EVERETT.

so

WooDBINE, Iowa, Oct. 17th.
Dear Herald:-How often we see in your columns letters from the lone and scattered ones,
and it makes us sad to think of the hundreds of
Saints who are cut off from the privilege
of hearing the gospel preached. To such
I would say, Be steadfast in the faith;
grieve not that you are isolated, but r~joice that
you have heard and accepted the glorious work.
I was for a long time a wanrlerer in a strange
land-being for eleven years deprived of all
companionship with the Saints except as I would

take long rides to meet them-and during all
this time I heard but three sermons by the
elders, although a great deal of preaching by
ministers of other denominations, which to a
Latter Day Saint fails to fill the measure of their
wants.
We know what the gospel is, and anything short of this fails to satisfy.
For twelve years I was alone in the work,, so
far as my relatives were coneerned, but Goc has
at last given me my wife, as well as a brother
and his wife and daughter, for companiors in
the fold and family of God. We little know
what will be the result of faithfulness and of
prayer. How true is the hymn:
~'Pray

in faith and pray uncea8ing
To the God we love and trngt;
For our prayers are much availing
If we walk upright and just."

There has lately been added to the Woodbine
branch (where I now belong) by baptism, as follows: On August 15th 12, on the r8th 5, and on
September rsth 4· making 2 I by baptism and
some by letter. So the good work goes on in
spite of all opposition.
May the gospel work roll on until aH obstacles are met and overcome, and all who bear the
name of Saint remain steadfast and be accounted
worthy to meet the Son of God when he comes
to reign over and with us in that glad and glorious "thousand years," is the prayer of an unworthy brother in Christ.
IN. F. DoNALDSON.
GuiLFORD, Mo., Oct. r2c.h.
Bro. Blair :-It has been a long time since I
last wrote to the Herald. I read Its columns with
pleasure and trust in its future progress. The
Sweet Home and Platte branches are in hopes of
building churches to worship in. I believe this
is a proper step and will prove a great blessing
to both branches. The saints in the Platt branch
are rejoicing in spirit and I have never felt the
spirit of love more than I have of late with them.
We have felt to say, "Praise the Lord, 0 my
soul," and all say, Amen.
Some have united with us this year, and many
are afraid we are right, I believe the work bas
been injured in this district by some who are
wise in their own conceit, and threaten ail others
that honorably oppose them, and who when
proven q uiity by the voice of the district conferenc, without hesitancy sit upon their own case
and do their work over again. I believe it is
time that elders learn to attend to their own business, and if we can not do this, the sooner the
church calls for our licenses the better. It
strikes me, that rule is still good.
Yours in bonds,
AMos J MooRE.
DELOIT, Iowa, Oct. 17th.
Dear Saints:- Having arrived home
and finding all well and happy, I feel impressed
to write you. We were greatly blessed while at
the late Reunion. I can truly say that never
have I had such spiritual enjoyment.
God
was with his people by the power of his
Holy Spirit, and we felt that the very portals of
heaven were opened unto us. We were made
glad, and our hearts went out to Him in gratitude and praise that we are permitted to live in
these latter days when the gospel of the Son of
God is restored to earth and its gifts and blessings
are enjoyed by his people. Vve felt that, indeed

God had given us a foretaste of eternal joys to
come.
But a feeling of sadness came over us when
we had to part with ihe dear Saints, and we mentally breathed a prayer to God that he would
keep his people fwm the evils and vanities of the
world, and that we might be able to meet again.
Many requested me to write the lines sung by
inspiration and I therefore send them to the
Herald that all may have them.
Your sister in Christ,
KATE TURNER.
Rejoice, ye Sn1ntsl Lift up your heads~
For God is very near;
And by his n1ighty, sovereign power,
He rules h1s people here.
He'll bear you up in his strong arms,
Alon~ life s ragged road,
If you will put your trust in Him,
And lean upon your God.
1

He'llllear your prayers and answer them
In accents s"ft and m1ld;
And by !lis still, small voice of love
Will own you for His child.
Be not ashamed to own the name
Of Jesus Onrist, your King,
Who shed I-Ls precious blood for you,
To free oalvation bring.

Ye chosen servants of your God~
Gud ou your armor bright;
Go tell to all the world abroad,
Of tr!l.th 's free, saving llght.
The perfect law of liberty
Wlll joy and peace afford,
To all who will obedience yield
To Jesus Christ, your Lord.
Yc Saints of God, let love abound,
Whatever may bet1de;
Let umty and peace be found,
And in your hearts abide.
Oll! watch and pray; beware of pride
Lest some may go astray~
For Jesus says 'twill not abide
In realms of endless day.
Your garments muEt be neat and plain,
]'ur thH:l is God,s decree,This is a day of sacrifice
Unto His Saints, yon see;
For the glad news of Jesus' name
Muet fill the earth abroad,
Till all may know him, and rejoice,
The true and living God.
rrhe way is glorious~ bright and fair,
rro everlasting bliss;
And ,Jesus bids you enter there,
Where all is joy and peace.
He bids you walk the narrow way
To everlasting life,
And sllun the evils of the world,
The vamties and strife.
He bids you rise and higher come,
And ehun the evil way,
That God may glorify his name
In this the latter day.

BucHANAN, Mich., October 2rst.
Dear Herald:--I have not written anything to
you for several years. I have not been as diligent in the work on account of temporal circumstances, as I otherwise would been glad to have
been. I have labored some, however, and others
have added to my labors; and so some have been
brought into the fold.
At Pomery, Kansas, I went and preached a
few sermons while stopping at Wyandotte, a few
years since, and have since learned that some of
the brethren there Wtlnt up and labored further
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and baptized some. I went out at that time
"without purse or scrip not know where I should
go, and had excellent liberty, when at last I
traveled around to Pomeroy and began preaching. Thus I trust it may have been proven that
one planteth while another watereth, and God
hath given the increase.
Afterward, while at home in Michigan, my
mother's mind was turned toward the faith, and
about the time that she afterward told me all her
objections had passed away, I saw her in a dream
standing in the front yard. There was an oval
spot of light extending from left to right in the
western sky about midway in the heavens, from
the horizon to the zenith. From this spot of
light rays shot out for the distance of about a
yard, then suddenly back. Again they would
proceed and suddenly fall back and so continue
to fl.ash out and draw back. Upon the centre of
this spot of light appeared two words in Hebrew.
The right hand word was afterwards translated
into English when I looked up again the second
time, From this light in the clouds descended a
globe or ball of a translucent substance, like fire.
It came along on the ground to where my mother
was standing, and, springing up, enveloped her
whole person from about the knees upward; extending three or four feet above her head, waving backward and forward as it gradually spent
the force of its motion; and clung to her with a
sort of suction.
"Aunt Esther" as we all call her, was there,
an aged lady who first heard the faith in New
York by some of the early elders. I thought she
came forward, went up tov,,ard mother and soon
became drawn in with the absorbing power of
the bodyof light which had come upon them.
Truly, as salth the scripture, "the ~viud bloweth
where it listeth ... ye can not tell whence it
cometh or whither it goeth . . . . so is everyone
that is born of the Spirit." I awoke.
My mother, Aunt Esther, and finally my father,
are all in the church; the latter is where the wicked cease fmm troubling, and the weary are at rest.
The remaining letters in the heavens remained
in the foreign language as they were, and I hope,
if the Lord will, to see them in a day appointed.
remember that Sr. McCallum-Bro. Joseph
Smith's eldest daughter-at a Geneaal Conference of the c,hurch at Plano, Illinois, a few years
ago gave a testimony with the energy and power
of the Spirit. She spoke among other things of
existing pride, which Sr. Low, oi .Plano, had but
just testified to having seen in vision by the appearance of a woman before the audience holding a mirror in her hand. Bro. John H. Lake of
the twelve, also a few moments later spoke in
tongues the most powerfully of any I had ever
heard, in which he also mentioned the same
thing, when the tongue was interpreted. Bro,
Joseph also, in an address to the conference, stated
that he had no fears for his part of the unchaste
features of Utah ever cropping out again in the
church; but that he saw an element of pride, and
the setting of the elders one against another.
Pride is one of the strong strongholds of the
enemy. If I could recall some lines on humility
which was aided to write at one time I would
include them. Can you give a verse:
"'Be humble, mortal, that is best;
Full many a wroug has been redressed
In sweet humiliLy 1 B waiting hour,
And proven well her conquering power."

I saw also In a dream, two or three yean ago,

a woman standing with one of the quorums,
while in session in the basement of a large building fronting on four sides, having apartments one
above another, from lower to higher. She held
a lily-white pad or duster in her hand, with
which she kept dabbing her face, quite after the
feminine fashion, peering anxiously, meanVIhile,
into the mirror at the other end of the room.
V\/hen I awoke I was passing up the stairway inthe next apartment above. I had a sash around
the waist passing from either side up around the
opposite shoulder, crossing in front and on the
baek, and hanging off in two ends at my left side
nearly to the feet.
This spring- sometime in May- at Three
Oaks, Michigan, I dreamed of seeing the followlug letters in the sky: "A reward for diligence,"
and then a garden drill; which I interpreted as
gospel drill to sow the seed of the kingdom.
I have been at Buchanan, Michigan, a part of
the summer and have enjoyed good liberty in
speaking several times at this place.
God speed the work and "hao.ten it in its time,"
the praper of
G. F. WESTON.
RIVERTON,

Iowa, Oct.

23d.

Bro. Dancer :-Bro. Henry Kemp baptized

three more at Hamburg. Others almost persuaded. Bro. James W. Calkins got badly hurt
by
runaway team; but we trust he will get
v1ell.
J. C. DoNALDSON.

LRTIOLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

ANNUAL REUNION MINUTES.
Concluded.
WEDNESDAY, 9TH,
PRAYER service in charge of J. M. Putney
2nd \V. Chambers. A good season was
I I a. m. preaching service in charge
Leonard Scott. Elder T. R. Lambert
Texts, 2 Cor. 4: 1-12;
"Be ye therefore perfect, even
in heaven is perfect."
Saints wiil admit that holiness and
of life are strongly taught in the
The ministry are instructed
to so
We should walk in full obedience to the laws of God.
I read from
as to Abraham walking and
before God. The record inbecause Jesus "loved rightand
iniquity, therefore God
him above his fellows." For he
obedience before his
expects that we shall do so.
that we shall be like him.z8 every man to be presentGod in Christ Jesus.
:aow can we enjoy that we anticipate save
·,Ne shall become God-like!
We are said
lo be heirs of God, and joint-heirs with
i.:=hrist; therefore the strict obedience reo£ him is required of us! The norm3l condition of man is such that he decondition.
As we resustenance so we require
sustenance, that the spirit may be
cared for. To claim holiness of

life while denying the means by which
such is or can only be attained, is against
well known law.-See Heb. 7: r9; 9: 9,
Io. James I st. We read of a perfect law
of liberty, which, if we look into and continue in we shall be blessed in our deeds,
being made free from the law of sin and
death, as named in Romans 8: I z.
Let
us measure ourselves by God's standard of
law.
There is relativ~ and absolute perfection.
The latter may not be attained
here; the former can be, and it will lead
us to the other. So let us live.
During the interim nine were baptized
by Elder C. Derry.
2: 30, p. m.
Service in charge of C.
Derry, prayer by Bro. Bullard. Elder J.
S. Roth, speaker.
He said: "My subject is from Matt. 6:
33· 'But seek ye first the kingdom of God,
and its righteousness.'"
Some state that
God never orgapized a church or kingdom.
If this be true, why did Christ command
men to seek for it?
The word kingdom
implies territory, law, citizens, officers.
We read, "He that is least in the kingdom
of heaven;" "the kingdom of heaven shall
be taken from you."
Gal. r: 6-8. Paul
received the gospel from Christ, and see
the twelfth verse- "translated us into his
kingdom." Then there was an organized
kingdom. Some argue that the kingdom
is in our hearts. Jesus cursed the pharisees, calling them hypocrites; the kingdom
would not be in their hearts. See Matt.
13:31, 32: The kingdom is like a grain
of mustard seed. Here is a parable of it.
Men can find lodgment in it. It grows
imperceptibly to the world.
Paul taught "one body," one church,
one faith, Lord, baptism, Spirit and hope;
see I Cor. I z: 28 as to organic structure.
I Cor. 13th tells of the duration, also Ephesians 4th. How can there be a kingdom
triumphant without the kingdom militant
to go on to triumph?
7:30p.m. In charge of Bro. W. W.
Blair, prayer by Bro. E. C. Brand. Elder
Leonard Scott was the soeaker. He said:
Isaiah 29th portrays the 'bringing forth of
the latter day work.
It is denominated
"The Zion of God." There has been a
marked departure from christianity. The
marked divisions, irreconcilable in many
respects, denote this as a fact. The church
was represented as a woman with twelve
stars upon her head. She goes into the
wilderness, and after a time is seen riding
in scarlet upon a beast, showing that she
severed her relationship with heaven and
identified herself with the political state,
and thereby became a politico-ecclesiasticism. This was predicted by Isaiah in the
24th chapter. The people came into such
a condition that darkness and superstition
besotted the nations, and people knew not
God, but drew near Him with their lips,
and their fear toward Him was taught by
the precepts of men. People admit this
from the statement of their creeds; fear
exercised not from principle but from
dread of a burning for ever and ever. If "forever" means eternity, then "ever" would
imply another and this would necessitate
an absurdity of two eternities! This state
of affairs was to be in e~istence prior to
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Christ's coming, and the decision of the I
During· the interim fourteen persons
prophetic conferences of New York and
were baptized by
F. McDowell.
Chicago was 5 to 2 that Christ's second
2:30p.m.,
in
Vv. V\\
advent was imminent, thus admitting this Blair. After singing and
statement. of matters to be reallv existent. ing was
by
But God was to establish a work in the and place
holding next
latter days by revelation. This is now atThe financial
of committee on
tested by phenomena in nature and divine grounds was
inspiration a power in the church.
ferred to an
Chatburn, G. A.
THURSDAY, lOTH.
A resolution "'""'"''""'"
9 a. m. Prayer service in charge of Reunion meetings was
Ern. J. C. Crabb and J. Turner at which adopted as follows:
nine persons were confirmed by Ern. nual Reunion
Crabb, McDoweil, Turner and Seddon. ed Church of
J I a. m.
Preaching services in charge Saints was
of Bro. J. C. Crabb; sermon by Bro. H. pose of the
0. Smith; text 2 Cor. 13th chapter. word and
Theme, Charity as involved in the gospel Holy Spirit,
of Christ in its application to all men and that thereby we
in all conditions. During the interim three divine
and
were baptized by J. F. McDowell.
God.
2: 30 p. m.
Service in
of vV. Annual Reunion
'vV. Blair. Elder E. C. Brand was speaker, text 2 Thess. I: 7·
Central thought:
"Obedience to the gospel of Christ."
Mark r6: 15, the universal commission.
The main question to your speaker's mind
is that we should be baptized. The hu-.
man family h, so divided as to what we
should believe.
Credulitv is not faith.
puposes; and
Paul wrote, "Faith is th~ assurance of committees of location and arr8.ngements
things not seen." The word of God must to imperatively exclude all the
be authoritatively declared ere true faith tioned things, means or
can be exercised. The ministry are to this resolution shall
"preach tlze gospel/' it is the gospel that long as these reunion
is to be believed, which was to be uni- held and wherever
versally taught. One must believe in the
principles of the gospel as portrayed by
Paul in Hebrews 6: r, 2. Any one not
baptized of water and ofthe Spirit both is named
not truly baptized. "Belief in Jesus" alone
won't do, for the devils believe, and that
would make sheep of them. lt requires a
true faith accepting what God has told us
to do. We must enter through the door.
7: 30 p. m., service in charge of \V. W.
Blair. Elder M. H. Forscutt was speaker, text Zechariah 9: I I, 12. You find here
mention made of Jesus. The theme was unanimous
acclamation.
"probation after death." The possibility
7: 30 p. m. Service in
and probability of pardon of sin in the Forscutt. Elder C.
spirit world, or the universal prevalence of text, Amos 3: 7, 8,
Christ's redemptory plan.
against the Saints as a
tothem. "Wecaim
FRIDAY, liTH.
9 a. m., prayer service in charge of J. ed Himself again to his
W. Chatburn and David Chambers. At servants are illy spoken
this service the three baptized yesterday the past. Yet God's
and His methods
were confirmed. An enjoyable season folunto us. The
lowed in prayer, testimony and the gifts.
of God's
1 I a. m., service in charge of Elder C.
Derry. Elder
S. Roth spoke from Ex- own servants, in
odus 23: z r, 22, subject, visiting of angels. charges preferred
Gen. r8tb, angels appearing to Abraham; are founded upon
also 19th chapter, appearing to Lot. Cen- not be maintained upon
tral thought, What is the object of angels
visits? Gen. 31: I; Ex. g: I; see also
9 >t.
Luke 7: I I. Angels visit mankind to warn, Crabb
instruct, reprove, enlighten, etc, Angels spiritual
are intelligent beings, appearing as men,
I I a.
in varied manner, but always in light and
Blc;.ir.
divine povver. They appear in dream~, duced as
visions, and openly. They always attended called
God's people in all
to maintain God's
work. They
to prophets,
seers,
apostles and the

not on earth; for where the
will the heart be also,
unto us through the Seer
matter.--See D. & C. 64: 5·
it is a
of sacrifice and tithsaid through Malanation had robbed Him

new committee on
tween the two. J
chairman, The new committee was elected by
vote and is as follows: J.
. Coff"W, Davison,
new committee was authorized
with cornmitthe
prove unwere empowered to conanother place. When the
and incoming committees on Remake final settlement the old one is
A vote of thanks was
A vote of

J.

of
SUNDAY, 13TH.

service in charge of C.
faithful testimonies were
Spirit's presence
people.
service in charge of M. H,.
Leonard Scott was
rzth
of Luke.
of
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of God.' 1" We shoulrl accept the
at whatever cost, and not because
some popular institutions endorses it as a
for errors have been popularized and
canor.ized! All good has been op·
and all progress sought to be imThe church
and instead of
the kingdom of
became the
of Satan.
the interim thirteen persom were
J. F. McDowelL
service in
Elder M.
Foncutt
'l p.m. Elder W.
eel the audience,
and ministry upon
of
and disciplinary
Thus closed one of the
and spiritualiy ble~.sed
held in the west. The audience was large
and orderly
~
ed in good humor and all
The weather was
·
that could be desired.
There were
over two hundred tents on the
The baptisms numbered
being adults. The
them and also
children were
sick benefitted
administrations. The preaching was attended
the
Spirit's pres<>nce ;md power.
J. F. McDowELL. Secretary.
THE CHIEF THINGS OF THE GOSPEL.

under the anbeloved Son, in
"
4 1 His tri-

5,

vvhich he witness-

facts of the
are these five: I, The offering
Christ made of himself for tbe sin
of the world.
2, His resurrection from
the
be
life and immortality to li~ht.
3,
heaven whereby "he led
and gave gilts unto men."
4,
mtercessions in heaven for the errurs of his peo5, The promise left in the
and made sure, that he is to return to the
earth to reign one thousand years personally, with those of the first resurrection.
What are the chief ordinances of the
?
are these five: I Bapti,:m
of sins.
z,
imposition of hands for the gift of the Holy
Ghost.
3, The communion of the body
and blood of Christ,
the bread
and wine. 4, The invocation of blessing&
upon persons and things.,
The keeping
of the Lord's holy dRy,
to him.
What are the chief laws of the gospel?
are these five: I, Its missionary law.
z,
law of naturalization. 3• Its
or doctrinal law.
4, Its law of disfranchisement.
Its
or tithing law.
W bat are
signs of the gospel? ~They
are five, and consist in the power which
its ministers may have
faith:

HERALD.

demons in the name of Christ.
the power of the Holy
3, To receive no harm from pois4• To receive no hurt
poison. 5, To lay hands
unto their recovery.
the
of the gospel? Those
are given to the minmembers of the church for the
all are these five: I, The gift to
the word of wisdom. 2, The gift to
teach
word of knowledge.
3, The
to
the word of faith.
4, The
of future events. 5, The
to
unknown tcngues. Also
miraculous
which are given to
me•nbers of the church
of all are these five: I, The
or the gift to see and reveal
present and future. 2,
to work manifold miracles.
3,
to heal in general.
4, The gift
5, The gift to interpret
tongues.
A.
MAPES.
BAPTISM IS lMMERSlON.-No. 3·
IlY ELDER R. C. EVANS,
NAAMAN WAS BAPTIZED BY IMMERSION,

been said by some that "N a a man
of the host of the king of
who was sorely afflicted with that
leprosy, was Fprinkled at
time he was healed. Let us look at
and then learn the meaning
o5:
used by the prophet, also
the word used by the writer that described
his action at the time of his cleansing:
''And Elisha sent a messenger unto him,
Go and wash in Jordan seven
and
flesh shall come again to
shalt be clean. . . . Then
and dipped himself seven
accordin!! to the saying of
his flesh came again
like unto the
a little child, and he
VIas clean."-2 Kings 5: 10, q. You are
kind
that this man could
stood on the shore and had water
or poured upon him without his
in the river; but if he was to imhe had to "go down into the river"
the divine record says he did dohe washed himself seven times, or dipped
himself seven times ''down in the river."
It is said that language is a sign to convey ideas. Now how could you frame
words to
the idea of this man's immersion better
the above?
But let us hear what some of the most
celebrated scholars have to say about the
words used in the text. Hear the Jewish
author Nfaimonides: "Whenever in the
law of Moses washing the flesh or clothes
is
it means nothing else than the
of the whole body in the bath,
one dip himself all over except
the
bis little finger, he is still in his
uudeanness.''-He!ch Mikva, I c. sic. 2.
he
: "Every person hapwhether he was washed
or baptized unto proselythis whole body at one diper<~"o'""f~r in the law W!'l!;hin~

of the body or garments is mentioned it
means nothing else."-Mikva, c. 3·
"Although the baptism practiced by
John and the apostles did not, in all circumstances, resemble those Jewish washings to which I have now adverted, yet it
was precisely like them in that main particular of immersion in water."·-]. J.
Gurney Obs. Religious Peculiarities Society of Friends, p. 61.
"The word rendered 'dipped' in the
common version, is taval in the Hebrew,
and baptizo in the Greek; that is, King
James translators testify that the Hebrew
taval, the equivalent of the Greek baptizo
signifies to dip.
Taval occurs fifteen
times in the Old Testament; in the common version, it is rendered dip fourteen
times, plunge once. This is the Hebrew
word for baptism."-Hardy and Wilkinson debate, p. 107.
"It is an axiom in logic as well as in
mathematics, that things which are equal
to the same thing are equal to one another." Tbe Hebrew word taval is rendered
in the Greek by the word baptizo. When
the Jews translated their scriptures into
the Greek, whenever they came to this
word they rendered it baptizo y' and when
our translators came to this same word,
they rendered it by the English word
dip. It follows therefore, since dip in
English and baptizo in Greek, are equal
to taval in Hebrew, they must be equal to
each other. Instances, Lev. 4: 6; 14: 6;.,.
Num. 19: 18; Ruth 2: 14; 1 Sam. 14: 27;
2 Kings 8: 15; Josh. 3: 15; Job 9: 31; 2
Kings 5: 14.
Robinson's Gesenius Heb. Lex., p. 364,
defines" Taval: To dip, to dip in, to immerse, to dip or immerse one's self. Example, 2 Kings 5: 14-'He went down
and dipped himself seven times in Jordan."
Parkhurst, p. 255: "7 aval, to dip, immerse, plunge. 2. To tinge or dye with
a certain color, which is usually performed
by dipping."
Robinson's He b. Diet., p. I I r, "Taval:
I. He dipped.
2. He was dipped."
Stokius' Vet. Test. vol. r, p. 421: "Taval, dip, dip in, immerse, submerge."
Davidson's Heb. Lex.: "Taval, x, to
dip, to immerse; 2, to stain."
The learned Jewish Rabbi, Dr. L.
Kleehurg, says: "Taval, means to immerse, to dip; it never means to sprinkle
or pour."-Louisville debate, p. 652.
From the above statements we think all
will believe that Naaman was immersed.
And now, dear reader, after having read
the above statements made by some of the
greatest theologians and scholars of other
days and of the present, not forgetting the
positive testimony of John Wesley and
other Methodis~ ministers of the past,
what think you of the following? At the
General Conference of the Methodist
Church, held in the city of Toronto, Ontario, in 1886, a special committee was appointed to revise the "Discipline" of the
church. The following is noticeable:
"The committee also recommend that the
passages from Romans 6: 3, 4 and Colos·
sians 2: 12 be eliminated from the baptismal service 1 ar,; they do not refer to water
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baptism, and are, the~efore, misleading in
the connection in which they >~re now
used." "Carried."
Please notice in the beginning of this
article John Wesley's notes on the New
Testament, where he says with reference
to these very passages, that they refer to
the ancient manner of baptizing by immersion. Here is worse and more of it:
In the "Discipline" as published with the
above change made they say in section 1,
"The doctrines of the Methodist Church
are declared those contained in the twentyfive articles of religion; and those taught
by the Rev. John Wesiey, M.A., in his
notes on the New Testament, and in the
first fifty-two sermons of the first series
discourses, published during his lifetime."
The Rev. W. A. McKay, B. A., Pastor of Chalmer's Church, Woodstock,
Ontario, in his work entitled "Immersion
but a Romish invention," from the fortyfourth to the forty-ninth pages, labors
hard to prove that the word "into,"
"down into," "out of," etc., is no proof
that immersion is taught, and that when
the word into is used in these cases, it does
not mean into, but to, and from, etc. As Now I have shown that the "divers washthis article is already lengthy permit me to ings" under the law refer to various bathshow
give you a few quotations from the book ings. The authorities I have
in Heof all books, the Bible. See if you can that to bathe or to wash is
make them convey the idea of just being brew, Baptizo in Greek, and means immer"close by," "near to," "at" or "by," or sion. But were we to admit that there 'Were
that that
"from:" Psalms 9:I'j; 2 Kings 2:r; diverse baptisms under the
Isaiah I;+: 13i Mark r6: l9i Luke 2: rs; they baptized by
Eph.4:9; Matt. 15: r7; 4: r; 4: r2; Dan. and pouring, that is no
3:6, II, ZI i 6: 16, 24i Jonah I: I5i 2: 3; tian baptism is sprinkling or
In verification of this assertion
Acts 8: g8; Mark I : 4·
John g: 5i
read the following: "For the
Rev. 22: 14, rc;.
I am aware that this article is lengthy, being changed there is made
but I wish to ask you to indulge me a change also of the law."--Heb. 'l: rz
while I try and answer another argument also Rom. w: 4· "For Christ is the
in favor of sprinkling. The pet passage of the law to everv one that believeth."
In a word "the Ia,; of Moses made nothof those who teach that sprinkling is
Christian baptism is not found (strange to ing perfect."-Hebrews ·7: 19. "It cov.ld
say) in the -New Testament, but in the not make them
"-Heb. 9:9. ''·It
Old Testament ;-see Ezekiel 36: 24, 2 5: was only a shRdow."--Heb. xo: I. "God
had no pleasure in it."-,-Heb. w: 6,
It
"For I ·will take you from among the
was to be taken away when the
heathen and gather you out of all coun·
tries, and will bring you into your own came.-Heb, 10: 9· "Ye could not
land. Then will I sprinkle clean water justified by the law of Moses."-Acts I
upon you, and ye shall be clean from all
39· Rom. 3: 28-go: "No flesh can
your filthiness, and from all your idols · saved by the deeds of the law."
will I cleanse you." I fail to see that this
It was a "law of sin and death" and "was
gives any man the right to baptize the folweak."-Rom. 8: z, 3·
lowers of Christ by sprinkling.
The did not come by the law of .cu.v;,•o~.--.n.
plain reading of the text and context 2: 2 I. It was only "a school master."-Gal.
show that God through his prophet told
3: 24- "Christ redeemed us from the
how Israel should be restored to their curse of the law."-GaL 3:13. It was, as
and
native land, and how he would cleanse the above show, a curse,
it; it was
them according to the ceremonial law weak. God had no
from their filthiness and idolatry. If the to be taken away a severe school master.
Christ was the
of it, and he came and
reader will carefully read the law he will
discover that there are twenty sprinklings redeemed us from the curse of it. "For
under the law. There are eight sprink- it was added because of
"
lings of blood, of blood and oil three; of Gal. 3: 19. "Added to what
blood and water two; of oil three; mixed
We reply: to the gospel, the
the means that God devised to save earth's
water and oil four. In those sprinklings
there are six only in which there is v,rater, children by.
and the water is never unmixed; it is also
That the gospel was
the law is evident from the
mixed with blood and the ashes of a red
beiter. (See Num. r9: II-22.) We fail to scriptures: He b. 4: 2; Gal.
find where God ever commanded unmixed
z:r); Ex. rs:z6; I6:z8;
II:23,
water to be sprinkled on anybody. Again:
Ex.r4:gr; rCor.ro:z; Acts22:3;
The sprinkling referred to in this passage
19: 7-II
I: 25; Rom. ro: r6.
was not to be performed until s<;attered
From
above passages
reader

s;

will discover that the gospel was preached
to Abraham, preached and loved by Moses,
and counted by the sweet singer of Israel
as the means through which God converts
the souls.
Surely the weak, imperfect
law of sin and death was not the one that
he referred to when he said, "The law of
the Lord is
converting the souL"
That lavv to
was "sweeter than bonmore to be desired than fine gold."I9: 7-ro. God through Moses plead
with Israel to keep the gospel, His commandments and Jaws; but, as these passages
rebelled and then God added
as a curse upon them because of
; yet, after
some
drag latter day Israel back
bondage and death.
Now as the law was changed, Christ
nailed the ordinances of the law to the
cross.-Col. 2: I4·
vVere we to admit
that God in the law of Moses commanded
pure water to be sprinkled on the people
a
our friends who advocate
or pouring would gain nothing,
the law was changed from "the divers
" or baptisms, to the gospel law
one faith, one baptism."4: 5·
one baptism we think
we have proven to be immersion,
Another objection to immersion being
the
mode of baptizing is the fact
of
thousand being baptized on the
of Pentecost by the twelve apostles,
I st. We are not sure that three thousand
were baptized thRt day. The scriptural
statement is:
that gladly received
his word were
" This does not
say three
"And the same day
there were added unto them," (that gladly
received the word) "about three thousand
souls." Probably the church that day was
or at least the branch at Jernthe scattered members that
the twelve apostles and two
quorums
had baptized, came to
Jerusalem and all united with that branch.
znd. The twelve were not alone, but
referring to Acts : 13-15 we are told there
were one hundred and twenty assembed in
the uptJer ro,)m at the time.
Who will
affirm 'that the remaining one hundred and
eight were not members of the quorums of
seventy who had authority to baptize?
But let us
that three thousand
were baptized,
the apostles were the
only ones that officiated at the baptism, we
see no difficult in the way for the twelve
to have baptized the three thousand. Our
modern ministers have beaten the record
of the apostles. As proof of this assertion
I cite you to the case of baptism that took
place in July, 1878, in India, at Velumpilly, two miles north ofOongo!e, where two
thousand two hundred and twenty-two
persons were immersed in one day by six
administrators, only two baptizing at a
time. They took six hours to do it; three
hours in tho morning and three in the
afternoon. The above was published in
r883, and in
Baptizing at that
would have
one third of them
or all of them working
at that rate would have bap ..
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tized 13.332. For the twelve apostles to
baptize the three thousand they would only
have had to baptized two hundred and
fifty each to accomplish their work. The
Rev. Dr. R. R. Williams, president of
Ramapatam Seminary, baptized seven hundred persons in one day without leaving
the water. Who now will say it was impossible for the twelve apostles to baptize
three thousand in one day?
There has been much quibbling about
the river Jordan not being deep enough to
baptize in, and that in other localities, such
as Gaza and elsewhere there was not
enough water to immerse, etc., all of
which is mere nonsense; for be it remembered that since the dispersion of the Jews,
A. D. 70, "the former and latter" rains
(spring and fall) have been withheld as
part of the curse against Palestine; so that
modern travelers judge of things as they
see them now, and not as they were nineteen hundred years ago. But about the
river ] ordan read the following. Matt.
3: 6; Mark I: 5; Psa. 104: 3i 2 Kings 5:
I0-I4i jer. U: 5i Joshua 3: I5i 4: r8; 2
Kings 2: 6-14. Elijah and Elisha could
not wade it; it was too deep; so they both
had to smite so as to divide the river in
order to get over.
Besides there were
many pools, conduits etc., for bathing, etc.
SeeEccl.2:6; Isa.7:3;8:6; 22:9-u;
Neb. 2: l3-I5i 3: rs; John 9= 7i s: 2-7;
r8: I; 2 Kings 20: 2o; 2 Chron. 33: 30-34;
John 3: 23; 2 Sam. 2: 13; 4: 12. Above
is mentioned the old pool, the new pool,
the upper pool, the king's' pool, etc. To
show that those pools were for bathing see
John 5: 2-·7 many sick multitudes lay in
the porches, waiting to step in after the
angel troubled the water, etc. See J. A.
Mcintosh on Baptism, p. 16.
That the above objection is made, I refer you to Dr. McKay on Baptism, pps.
33· 34·
The writer when holding a discussion
in Vanessa, Ontario, in 1887, with a Rev.
gentleman by the name of Sims was told
by him that Spirit baptism was a true
representation of water baptism, and that
Spirit was "poured out" on the people;
therefore water baptism was by pouring
and not "immersion." Let us look at this
for a moment. Turn to John 3: 5: "Jesus
answered, Verily, verily, I say :mto thee,
except a man be born of water and of
the Spirit, he can not enter into the kingdom of God." I think here is positive
proof that Spirit baptism is immersion.
We have, we trust, proven to your entire
satisfaction that to be "b.orn of water" is
immersion; then, if so, to "be born of the
Spirit" is immersion. Notice, we die, are
"buried with Christ in baptism," (Rom.
6: 4), we are dead and buried. Going
from the element of air into the element
of water, is here called a burial. ''Thou fool,
that which thou so west lor plant or bury]
is not quickened, except it die."-r Cor.
15: g6. To rise again we must have life,
"be quickened;" so coming from the element of water into the element of air is
called by "He who spake as never man
spake" a birth. By a parity of reasoning, then, as "born of water" 1s immersion in water, it follows that to be 14 born of
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is immersion in the Spirit.
men have been immersed in the
Spirit is seen by the following: The
Bible
the body as being a house
in
. the Spirit lives. (See Job 10:
I I); "Thou hast clothed me with skin and
flesh, and hast fenced me with bones and
sinews." Job 4:9: "How much less in
them that dwell in houses of clay." Job
32: 8--18: "There is a spirit in man," etc.
Zech. 12: : "God formeth the spirit of
man within him." For further proof see
Romans 7:22; 2 Cor. 4:7-r6; 5: r-4;
Romans 8: 22-24; .Eph. 3:9, etc. Now
as man is dwelling in the body, "this tabernacle," if it is filled with the Holy
Spirit, he is in the Spirit, or in other
words, immersed in the Holy Spirit. For
further proof that man may be immersed in
the Spirit, read the following: "If we live
in the Spirit, let us also walk in the
Spirit."-Gal. 5:25. "I was in the Spirit
on the Lord's day."-Rev. I: IO. "And
immediately I was in the Spirit."
-Rev. 4:2.
Please read Acts I: 5,
] esus
"For John truly baptized with
water,
ye shall be baptized with the
Holy Ghost not many days hence." Observe the same words are used in both water
and Spirit baptism.
We have proved that the word baptize
was rendered baptizo in Greek, taval in
Hebrew, and that the most celebrated
scholars have told us baptize, baptizo, and
taval means to immerse; that John's baptism was immersion, from Acts r: 5· Then
we have proof that the promised baptism
of the Spirit would be immersion in Spirit
as John's baotism was immersion in water.
Read Luke '24: 49: "And, behold, I send
the promise·of my Father upon you but
tarry ye in the city of Jerusalem until you
be endued with power from on high."
The word endued is taken from the Greek
word endunb, and means to immerse, But
let us look at the passage where the account of the baptism of the Spirit was enjoyed by the apostles on the day of Pentecost.
Acts 2: r-4: "And when the day of
Pentecost was fully come, they were all
with one accord in one place; and suddenly there was a sound from heaven as of a
rushing mighty wind and it filled all the
house where they were sitting . . . . And
they were all filled with the Holy Ghost."
Casaubon speaking upon this very passage
says: "To baptize is to immerse; and in
this sense the apostles are truly said to be
baptized, for the house in which this was
done 'was filled with the Holy Ghost,' so
that the apostles seemed to be. plunged
into it as into a fish pool."-R. Fuller, p.
72.
Archbishop Tillotson on this passage
says: "It [the sound from heaven] filled
all the house. This is that which our
Savior calls, baptizing with the Holy
Ghost. So that they who.sat in the house
were, as it were, immersed in the Holy
Ghost, as, those who are buried with water,
which is the proper notion of Laptism."Harding- Wilkinson debate, p. 122,
Neander, perhaps. the greatest church
historian says: "Baptism was performed
by immersion as a sign of entire baptism
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into the Holy Spirit-of being entirely
penetrated by the same."-History o'f
Christian Religion, vol. r, p. 310.
Curtlerus in his Institute Theo. says:
"Baptism in the Holy Spirit is immersion
into the pure waters of the Holy Spirit,
for he on whom the Holy Spirit is poured
out is, as it were, immersed into Him."R. Fuller, p. r9.
To conclude this part of the subject,
permit me to draw your attention to the
statement of a learned Bishop who lived
about three centuries after this baptism
took place. He presided over the church in
the very city where this baptism occurred,
this Bishop Cyril says: "As he who
is plunged in the water and baptized is encompassed by the water on every side, so
they that are baptized by the Holy Spirit
are also wholly covered."-Pengilly, p.
75·
I now call your attention to a summary of the proofs I have adduced that
Christian Baptism is immersion, and that
the objections urged against it are not
founded in facts:
rst, God sent John and Christ to baptize
by immersion.
2d, Christ commissioned the apostles to
baptize by immersion.
3d, That the only mode practiced for
hundreds of years after the apostles had
passed away was immersion.
4th, That the first case of [Clinic] baptism by sprinkling was A. D. 25r.
5th, That all the learned lexicographers
define the Greek word baptizo, (the word
that occurs in the commission) "Immersion."
6th, That the greatest encyclopedias
affirm that for hundreds of years the
Christian Church baptized by immersion
only.
7th, That Church historians and celebrated ministers of both Roman and Protestant churches affirm that the primitive
mode of baptism was immer~>ion.
8th, That N aaman the leper was baptized by immersion.
9th, That wherever in the law dip or
wash is given it means immersion.
roth, That all the sprinklings of the law
were never with pure water, but always
the water had blood or ashes mixed with
it.
r I th, That the sprinkling referred to in
Ezekiel 36th has nothing to do with
Christian baptism, but has been fulfilled.
r2th, That the Methodist Church of
Canada has forsaken not only the way of
the Lord, in stating that the baptism referred to in Romans 6: 3; 4, and Colossians 2: 12 "had no reference to water
baptism," but also the plain teaching of
John Wesley, the man whom they profess to revere so much.
13th, That Dr. McKay's work on baptism is wrong where it says the word
"into" does not mean ''into," but "to,''
"from," "by,'' etc.
14th, That even if there were divers
washings under the law they have l"'othing
to do with Christian baptism, or "the one
baptism."
·
15th, That the statement that the apos-
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des could not baptize three thousand ttl
one day is false.
16th, That the statement made concerning there not being enough water to baptize the three thousand in at Jerusalem is
unfounded.
17th, That Spirit baptism is immersion.
This is the first article I have ever written for the press on any Biblical subject.
I have endeavored as much as possible to
be .silent myself, and let others who are
wiser and more competent present this
great subject to you. Be assured, dear
reader, that it is far from me to desire
controversv, but like one of old the ambition of my "heart is to be about my Father's
business. My only object in presenting
this article for your consideration is that
you may "learn the way of the Lord more
perfectly," so that when you meet the
Master the smiles of his approbation may
rest upon you because of your having
"kept the word of God . " It has been the
work of years for the writer to collect the
matter that is herein presented for your
consideration, thinking that if it was all
compiled together it would not only convince some who are still out of the "Fold"
but also be useful to my brethren of the
ministry.
It is becau~e I believe with my whole
heart that "water baptism is immersion"
that I went forth in cold weather and was
baptized, and since then have so often
been found breaking the ice and going
down into the watery grave to baptize my
fellow men. And now may our Father bless
this article to the convincing of many that
baptism is immersion, is the prayer of
your friend and brother.
LONDON,

Ontario, August 1st, 1889.

THE ULTIMATUM.

BRo. W. W. BLAIR :-I still believe that
exchange of thought and reasoning with
each other honorable and necessary among
Saints for mental and spiritual development. But when a departure from that
honorable procedure is evinced dominancy
and spec1al effort to justify self and condemn others ensues, I think it time to halt.
So after reading your criticism in Herald
for August the 5th [ IOth? En.], without
resorting to efforts to censure you or justify myself, I have decided to come to the
halt. I know timorous yet well intended
mortals will startle at the expression of adverse thoughts. But they need not, and
though I would regret to know that my
proceedure had added sadness to such
souls, I have no apology to offer for the
advocacy of that I believe to be a part of
God's divine economy.
The church organ is supposed to reflect
its doctrine, and if it exhibits what I can't
defend I think myself at liberty to thus state
it. This I essayed to do with no ill intent.
My works and ways are my own.
If
faulty or wrong, none others will have to
suffer. So I believe, and so teach. Latter
Day Saints must learn if need he by what
they suffer, that they should follow none,
only as they follow Christ.
I don't expect to plead for special favors.
God's
guaranteed rights and His law-imposed

prerogatives,
wish to be efficient in
applause or ward off just censure. .\r.d
here I leave the matter for all to decice
they please. In gospel bonds,

eats of the

or herb of
memories are thus
and the soul is "tranced
its taste

jAMES CAFFALL,

AMoNG vague terms
world are the follows:
after," the other world,"
great somewhere else," "the
"the farther shore," "the
"the unseen universe,"
great beyond." It is unnecessary to
form you that "the sweet
is
an American term. A famous Frenchman, when dying, said he was about to go
into the "great perhaps." Similar terms
are "the dim unknown," and "the un-known dark." In poetry the future
is "the happy land, far, far away,"
"land o' the leal," "the world
stars," "daybreak," "the
light," "] erusalem the
COST OF SOLOMON'S TEMPLE.
ter land," "the realms
" AccoRnr:c-;rG to the calculations of Villal"the happy isles,"
the talents of
and
sea," "the fair ·home
ln
of endless day," "the
omon's
harbor of rest," "the
500. The
are
limitable ground."
Camoens terme; it
exceeded
sum, but for the sake of an
"the somber shades avernaL"
estimate let their vaiue be set down at the
Saxon poem~ refer to "the
same amount. The vessels of
of paradise." Mrs.
crated to the use of the
brighter clime." Goethe
oned by Josephus at 140,000
ing "the ghostly nation.
according to
reduction, are
terms it "the undiscovered
' to $545,z96,zo3.
whose bourn no traveler returns."
The vessels of silver are computed at
Allan Poe calls it "the distant
I ·34o,ooo
or £-t89·344,000. The
"the Plutonian shore," and "the
vestments of the priests cost !O,ooo; the
peace of the skies."' To the
of the
$z,ooo,ooo
The
the southern states of America
trumpets
to £zoo,ooo other
world is, both in conversation and
musical instruments to £40 ooo.
these
"de oder side ob
" "de
must be added those of other
strand," "de golden city, "de land ob
the timber and
and of the
Canaan," ''Eden's blissful
upon
the la"Canaan's happy shore."
To
: There were Io.ooo
heaven is "the celestial city" and "Sion
at Lebanon
timber
golden."
To Col.
the other
there were 7o,ooo bearers
world is a "shoreless sea." The Scotch
zo,ooo hewers of stone, and 3,300 overcall it the "eternal Sabbath." To the
seers, all of whom were empldved for
red Indian of North America the future i.s
seven years, and upon whom besides their
"the happy hunting grounds!' Bover
· and
Solomon hestowed
says: "We journey across the
silver to the value of £6
now to the continent of then."
the dailv food of each man be
at
The general term
by the ancieni:s
6cl. (English
the sum total will
to the future dwelling-place of
W<iS
£93,877,o8K The costly ;;tone and the
"the under world," and this term has been
timber in the
mav be set down as at
much employed in medieval and modern
least
to one-third- the gold, or about
poetry.
A similar term is "the nether
£2,545 296,ooo.
The food used
the
world." According to the ancient
workers, the
of the same,
the
sians all spirits returned to
brass,
silver used during the
vital principle of life and motion,
seven years of construction, according to
Karin" of Hurmah called heaven "the
the above estimates, could not have
city." Buddhism teaches that the future
amounted to less than the enormous sum
life will be blissful quiescence in
of £r7-442,443,Z68 English money, or
The Mussulman's "Al Araf" is the
about
$77,221.965 636 in current money of
between Paradise and
where
who are neither good nor bad remain, the United Statts!
When engaged in battle the Slavoni>ms
ADDRESSES
shout "Hu-ray !" ("to Paradise
The Hiram Hath hun, 500 Lozan f-1-treet, LanPing. :Michigan.
G. A. Blakestee, preRidin<z Bishop, Gtt!ien~ 1\'l:ichigan.
spirit of the good Japanese when he dies Mrs. T. J. Andrews, 231 Castro at., San Francisco, C11l.
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Conference convened with the San Benito
branch, Mulberry, San Benito county, October
president J. B. Carmichael in the chair, J. A.
secretary. Elders reported: J. B. Carmichael, D. Brown, (baptized r),
F. Burton, J.
F. Kingsbury, J. C. Holmes, J.
Lawn, (baptized 7), J. Root, J. E. Holt and J. M. Range.
Priests: T.J. Lawn, W. N. Dawson. Teachers:
L. Alexander, A. Stuart, M. Clark. Deacons:
J. Smith and A. Page. Branch reports: J efferson 21; Long Valley 36, r baptized, 6 received;
San Benito 3, r baptism, r ordination, r marriage;
Lone 19, r baptized; Deer Creek
1 baptized;
Watsonville 44, 6 baptized, r
ed, 3 died. Bishop's Agent's report:
since last report, $2m.65; paid
ance, $52.87. J. B. Carmichael
were re-elected president and assistant
respectively, and J. A. Lawn was
secretary of the district. By action of the conference a Sunday School union was organized
for the district and the
resolution
adopted: Resolved that Bro. I.
Kingsbury
be appointed superintendent of the Sunday
School union which shall consist of all Sunday
School officers of the different branches in this
district, and he shall also visit the different
schools at his convenience and instruct them in
the best methods of conducting schools, etc., and
other schools wher.
; he to report
progress of the work at
next conference.
Sr. J. Smith was chosen assistant
and Sr. Ava Smith secretary
said union.
Resolutions were adopted sustaining the First
Presidency of the church, also the quorums of
the Twelve, High Priests, Seventies and Elders.
Bro. H. C. Smith sustained as missionary in
charge. Two-days' meetings were appointed to
be held at San Benito, October r9th and 2oth,
and at Wats'onville, November zd and
; also a
reunion to be held at Tulare City.
the entire session the greatest
At
prayer and testimony
it of
was present, at times in a very
degree. The gifts of the gospel were enjoyed,
and the Saints rejoiced in the
of the
gospel and in the goodness of God.
were
baptized during conference
F. Burton.
Preaching by J. F. Burton and
Lawn. Adjourned to Long Valley_, April uth at 10 a. m.
CENTRAL NEBRASKA.
Conference met with the Deer Creek branch
at Meadow Grove, September
and 15th, L.
Gammett in the chair.
reports: Deer
Creek 3I, with 18 scattered and r death. Clear
Water 64.
Elders reports:
Caffall, L. Gemmet; Priest: C. N. Hutchins. M.oved that Bro.
Levi Gammet be sustained as
of dis·
trict and J. H. Jackson clerk.
with the Clear Water branch
and Sunday in February.

Department of the
\V ASHINGTON, D. c.,
To tke Editor of the Saints' Herald:
Dear Sir :-Having determined to include
Church Statistics in the special inquiries to be
made for the Eleventh Census,
wish to announce to you and through
to your readers,
my desire and purpose to
the ful!e,,t and
most accurate results possible ln this special department. I need not er,large upon the value of
such results to any who are in any wise interested in Church work and progress, and wish to
know the numerical strength- o:E the various religious denominations of the 'United States.
The inquiry will be broad
in scope to
-embrace every religious body,
name
or creed, however few or
its churches
and members, and it will be
with the
utmost fairness and impartiality. The informa-

be arranged under five heads:
or societies; (2) Church edifices;
Value of church propThis is as much, in
as it will be wise to undertake in
the eleventh Census.
order to prosecute this plan successfully
and to make the results so thorough and accurate
that. they cannot be impeached, 1he government
will have to count largely on the prompt and
generous co-operation of those in each denomination who are in
to furnish the Information desired.
information can not be
by ibe enumerators. Tbey are already
burdened; and the appropriations available
Census will not admit of the appointment
of special enumerators for this work. It is neetherefore, to make Church Statistics a
and
must be gathered chiefplaced
the hands of some comin each of the minor ecclesiastical
of the various churches.
conduct of this special inquiry has been
com.mitted to a
whose qualifications
I am sure, be instantly recogLL. D., editor of "The Inhas con sen ted to asDr. Carroll is
plans for such a dieach denomination as
easy for those to
be addressed to giv 3 a
and
response. I ask for him,
and am sure you will heartily second me, such
cheerful and
assistance as he may reof the denomination you
respectfully,
P. PORTER,
Superintendent of Census.
NOTICES.
wish to remind the Saints of Colorado that I
am agc~nt for the
of the church in this
the coffers or
store-house of the
is quite
not anything to feed those
that are hungry
thirsting for the bread of
life.
is
time for all to ~end in their
titlv~s and
so that there may be meat in
the Lord's house, and
prove the Lord and
see
l-:Ie will not pour
a blessing upon you,
according to His promise in the third chapter of
Malachi, and also as the wise man said in Proverbs
"Honor the Lord with thy substance
and
first fruits of all thine increase: so
shaH
barns be filled with
and thy
burst with new
'\Vhat a
promise this is to encourage all to give
ti1e Lord f
remittances be sent to me at Hutchinletter or post office money
at Morrison, Jefierson county,
JAMES KEMP,
Hutchinson, Colorado.
To FVJ}mn it

\Mhereas the
California District conference
on October 2o'h, r888, refer the Laguna
to the missionary in charge; and
whereas at a subs<-·quent conference, viz, on October
r889. said district in conference assem·
blec
refu,e to sustain ali officers in said
branch except a secretary; I therefore hereby
Elder A. W. Thompson in charge of said
December 26th. r889, at
time there will be an
of
poirted by said E,der A. W. Thompson, and
pub,icly announced by him at least thirty days
prior to said election.
HEMAN c. SMITH,
lutssiouary in Charge.
P'AOIFIO SLOPE JV.h:ssxoN, San Bernardluo, CaL~ Oct. 8th.

MARRIED.
SHORT.·- BAILEY.- At the res!denc of the
brid'"'s father--Elder Samuel V. Bailey-at LaOctober r6th,
Missouri, and
;
Asl!- S. Cochhappy couple departed for

their home at Springfield, Missouri, the following Friday, attended by the best wishes of their
many friends for their future success and happiness.
GEORGE.-HULMEs.-Bro. William C. George
and Sr. Miss Mary E. Hulmes, both of Pittsturg,
Pa., were united in matrimony September sth,
r889, by Elder G. T. Griffiths at the residence of
Bro. Ralph G. Smith, by reason of sickness in
the house of the bride's brother, G. II. Hulmes.
The latter, and several of the relatives, provided
a rich and bounteous repast which was appreciated by all.
A large concourse of relatives and
friends assembled in commemoration of the happy event, and presented the bride and groom with
many costly and valuable presents. Tbus two
noble souls have forsaken the woes of celibacy
and embarked upon the matrimonial barque.
May their voyage be one of pleasure and happiness, and, as upon the auspicious eve when they
became one, may union and love forever grace
and adorn the sanctum called home.
DIED.
ScHMIDT.-Near Stewartsville, Missouri, September zoth, 1889, Jennie L. Schmidt, aged 3
months and r clay. Funeral sermon by Elder
\V. Summerfield.
BRUSH.-At Marshalltown, Iowa, October
yth, r889, of old age, Sr. Mary P. Brush, after an
illness of only two days. She died as she had
lived for the last fifty years, a devout believer in
the doctrine taught by the Latter Day Saints.
She was born in Kentucky, March 22d, r8r6.
KIRKENDALL.- At Creola, Vinton county,
Ohio, October rst, r889, Donna G. Kirkendall,
infant daughter of Bro. Asa and Sr. Blanche
Kirkendall, aged r year, 7 months and 22 days.
Funeral services by Elder L. R. Devore, October 3d. Text: "If a man die, shall he live
again?"-Job.
.
LEWIS.- At Aberaman, Wales, September
23d, 1889, Mary, daughter of Evan and Mary
"Lewis, aged 3 years and 6 months.
She was a
bright and cheerful little bird, cut down to bud
and blossom in another sphere. Funeral services by Elder Dan Davies.
SANDAGE.-At Lone R~ck, Missouri, October
14th, r889, a son of Bro. J. P. and Sr. Harriet
Sandage; born October 3rst, r888. Funeral sermon by Elder C. H. Jones, Friday, Octoher 15th,
r889. "Suffer little children to come unto me,
and forbid them not, for of such is the kingdom
of heaven."
LKATHER.-In New Bedford, Massachusetts,
October r4th, r889, David Leather, husband of
Sr. Mary Leather, aged 59 years, 3 months and
17 days. He was formerly a member of the old
organization; a kind :tat her and husband and
conscientious in all his dealings with his fellow
men.
Funeral October 17th, conducted by
Elder John Smith.
SLINGE:R.-At Graves, Missouri, October 8th,
r889, of old age, Bro. Joseph Slinger, aged 70
years.
He was born January 31st, r8r9.
He
was baptized into the Reorganized Church August 15th, 1864. He leaves a wife, three sons and
two daughters to mourn their loss. Services by
Elders J. W. Gil!en and Noah N. Cooke.
IS IT A BIBLE?
The delicate duty of deciding whether or not
the Mormon Bible is authentic has devolved
upon the customs department. If really a Bible,
the duty to be levied upon it is but five per cent,
but i£ not a Bible, it is a mere book, taxable at
the rate of fifteen per cent. The department
has levied the higher dutyJ thus practically determining that the work is no revelation, but the
production of human intellect. Here is a ruling
that will not be questioned in this community.Toro1lto Mail.
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER,
.And d;scoveries of .Ancient .American Records and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages ......• ,.............. 10
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===== ··------PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
---)BY T H E ( - Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,

at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., lOW A,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges ...... l
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•..•....•..... 2
Morocco. gilt edges ..........•..........•••. 2
New Testament, -Inspired....................

50
00
50
~5

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ...............•.•••••. l 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ...
o • • • • • • • • • 1 50
0

••

DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library ..........•••.•.. 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .........•••.••. 1 50
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges •••••• , • , .. 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ...•..•..•..•••• 1 60
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides ......•....... 2 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGI~NI1'0R~.
(By Lucy Smith.)
Muslin bindin~. 312 pages................... 70
Leather binding .........................•.. 1 00
HESPERIS.
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges ......•.••. 1 50
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
rn paper covers, l 0 cts. each, per dozen .••..•.. l 00
Limp muslin covers......................... 25

JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages. . . . • . . . • . . • . • • • . . • • . 35
Muslin binding....... .. .. .. . .. . . ... .... .. 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the ministry of
the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before presented in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of :Mormon.
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .......................... 1 00
Muslin boards . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . ~5
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen . . . . . . . . 2 50
Question Books for Primary Classes.
Limp muslin, 15 cts. each, per dozen ........•. 1 25
SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School Engineer and Record Book . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
Good Behavior Tickets, lQO for 15c., 1,000 for .. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets ........... Same price.
Fancy Cards, package of 50, 5 kinds, large . . . . . 75
Fancy .Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100. • . . • . . . 50
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . • 25
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judge the world is now past." M. H. Forscutt affirms "The Bible teaches the Literal Resurrec.
tion of the body from the grave."

BRJ.l}!<:N-KELLEY DEBATE.
Muslin boards, il96 pages ............. u . c.••
Propositions:-( 1) Is the Book of :M:ormon
vine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the
and belief of all Christian people? (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and identical in faith, orgauizaticn, ordinan·
ces, worship and practice, with the Church of
as it was left perfected by the Apostles of Christ.
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
with Him?
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 25cts , ten or more, each •••.••..••.
In paper l5cts., ten or more, each . • • • . . • • . . • • 13
This is th~ notorious
Found," writtet
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about
so much has
been said in connection with the
that it fur·
nished Joseph Smith and Sidney
the chief
~round work and material from
to write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen .••. o • • • • 75
Without covers 5cts. each; per dozen •••
50
Contains valuable matter in relation to the
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation
the Book of Morm n, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.

0.....

CONCORDANCE TO DOCTH.INE AND
COVENANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covers .•.
Old editiora ..•...........

•

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers l 0 cts.; per dozen .•.•
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•
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•
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TRACTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts., 100 •.••. l 50
3. Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 5c

l 00 .

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of· the
and the Kirtland Temple
dozen 5c, 10(). .
250 for 50 cts, 500 for

40

25
'15

6. The "One Baptism;" its
requisites and Design-and
ister; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 . . . . . . . . . . .
'15
7. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 5c., 100.... 40
8. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen ll5c., !00 .. l 75
9 Spiritualism Viewed fr..:m a Scriptural Stand·
point; dozen 30 cts., 10{) ..•.•.•.... , ...•.• 2 25
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts.c 100 ...... l JO
11. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2 25
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 65
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts 100 ... 1 75
15 Brighamite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts.,
40
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 ................ 1 40
17. The Successor in the
Office and
PresideucyoftheChurch;
25cts 100. '15
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of
under the Apostleship and under the Apostasy; dozen 20 cts., 100 ...........••........ l 40
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen
100... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts,
... l 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 .... , . . . . .
25
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5
100.... 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5
40
26. Mountain of the Lord's House;
40
2'7. The Sabbath Question; dozen ~5 cts.,
40
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100 .... ,.. 40
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen...... 15
per hundred ............................. l 10
3l. What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy 'I and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts., 100. . . 25
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, J ,000 for........
'!5
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . . . . 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
per hundred ........................... 1 25
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., l 00 for 25 eta_, 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... 1 '15
42 Rejection ofthe Chureh; dozen 15
100. J !0
43 One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 cts
'15
Trial of the Witnesses to the
of Jesus Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen........... 50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100 . . • • . . . . . • 15
Au assortment of Tracts .......... ,.......... 35

HESPERIS.
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges ..•.•.••••• 1 50
FORSOU'fT-SHTNN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages ........... Cc......... 25
.T. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judge the world is now past." !vi H. Fors·
cutt affirms •·The Bible teaches the Literal Resurrec·
tion o! the body from the grave."

Such has been the dem1-tHd for this article~ that we now
<lifer it in PAMPHLET FORM, hound in colored covers.
It is~ comprehe~flive and carefu.Jly prepared Hn·torical
Treat1~e conct>rnmg the Jews in all natiOTJB~ includir1g
PaleBtin?; as \Vell as .a clear avowal. of their hope:::- and
expectatiOns concerning the Holy Land, by Rev. F. de
L?la Mende,z, a leading American Hebrew of New York
City, Per single copy G cts in money or stamps; 6 copies
25 c; 1~ copies 40 c. Send ln your orrleno; at once.
Address, LAMBER'r BROTHERS,
LAn-IoNI, DEc.A.'ruu Co., IowA.

Acres,
HIRTEEN miles east of Lamoni and one half mile
north of Pleasanton. One hundred acres in tcimber
Pasture !3-et in blue grass, balance in meadow and plo'\r~
land. New 7 room Cottnge with 3 porehee, 2 pantries
and fine rock cellar Smail urchardc out houses. granary,
and large barn 42x62 with baBement tbe entire length of
1t, and shingled sheds on the east side and sonth end.
Two cemented cisterns, 4 wells and 3 ponds, w1th ahundance of water for stonk. LIBERAL TERMS. Address

T

r7aug

WILLIAM ANDERSON,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

young Ladies o:i the Independence branch
of the Church of
Christ of Latter
~aints have
as the Hawthorn Society,
m order to secure a fund for the purchase of a

.PIPE ORGAN FOR THE NEW CHURCH
Edifice when completed.

They will hold a

HAZ.AR

Some time this fall, and solicit aid from the Saints
at large, in money, material, or useful, ornamental and fancy articles of every variety, to be sent
before October
Will the
each Branch consider
this as addressed personally to himself, and read
the notice before the branch as often as necessary to keep the matter before the people.
Address: MRs. JENNIE H. NEWTON,
Box 578, Independence, Mo.

E S,
Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.
HOBERT WINNING, Pres't"

D. F.

NICHOLSON,

Cashier

Ample Re!!!ponsibHiity.
Loans money on a proved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate

bought and sold.

LUFF &

RE L ES

E

E

West Lexington Street,
INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI.

Next to Warnky's Gallery,

.& CHRONOLOGICAl.. CA1'ECHISM:

to the

of tile Bible.

BY A. J. MAPES.

COMPLETE SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp :Mnslin, turned in . , ........ , • •

Limp Cloth, 103 pages, price 35 cts.
~!i

For sale by

Bro. H. R. l\ULI,S, Independence Mo
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRn OF THE LoRD: 1IOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AlliONG YOU HAVE SAVE !T BE ONE Wil!'B- .urn CoNCUBINES
liE SHAr"L HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book ofl\Iormon, chap. 2,~ar. 6.
·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIPE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER

rs

AT LIBE:U.TY TO IYIARRY AGAIN.,'-~Page

330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

No.
behold I come q ukkly; and ye shall see that my
law is kept."

That there was no change in this
ciple of observance of ]a w is discovenlble
from a revelation given August, r833, section 93 (86, 98), tbe second paragraph of
which reads:

Lamoni, Iowa,
SHOULD LATTER DAY SAINTS OBEY
THE LAWS OF "fF!E LAND?
THERE is no religious
ed States who are
tion to live within the
laws of the country than
Saints.
n the word of the
18z8, it !s stated:

"The works, and the designs, and the purposes
of God cannot be frustrated, neither can they
come to nought, for God doth not walk in crooked paths; neither doth he turn to the right hand,
nor to the !eft; neither doth he vary from that
which he hath said; therefore his paths are
straight and his course is one eternal round."

God chose the land of America to he
the land upon which he
<:stablish his
which was to
To

commandments o£
as its :;tated in the account of the
rise of the church in section 1 Plano and
Lamoni
2
:zo of other
editions.
In
is the
statement of section zo
and
The
Lord in this revelation
"For you can not enter
at the straight gate
by the law of Moses, neither by your dead works;
for it is because of your dead works, that I have
caused this last covenant, and this church, to be
built up unto me; even as
days of old."

This establishment of the church
covenant w::1s
of
God m ag1'eernent 'U.Jz't.·'z
the
where God
"I have CiHlsHP'
done. For
reason he who
trace the history of the church sub·
sequent to its organization, and read of

as they are faithful and exerdse
hith in me, I will pour out my Spirit upon them
the day that they assemble themselves togethAnd it shall come to pass that they shall go
the regions round about, and preach
n~pcD.tance unto the peopie; and rnany shall be
converted, insomuch that ye shall obtain power
to organize yourselves according to the laws of
man, that your enemies may not have any powe:"
you, that you may be preserved in all
tlllnt~s, that yuu may be enabled to keep my laws,
that every band may be broken wherewith the
enemy seeketh to destroy my people."

to be attained by the
a5 stated in this quotation,
of the people in such
would be enabled to keep
; and the way to secure
"according to
man,"-the laws of the states
sllould be converted.
in a reve]a,
directed to
of my
i·he foliowing:
" the Lord

One

t:on

laws of the land, for he
no man break
keepel.h the laws of God hath no need to
brc!~k. the
of the land; vvherefore be subject
to the powers that be, until He reigns whose
r"ghl it is to reign, and subdues all enemies under
his
Behold. the laws which ye have receive::! fmm my hand 'tre the laws of the church, and
in
light shall ye hold them forth. Behold,

"And now verily I say unto you, concerning
the laws of the land, it if, my will that my people
should observe to do ali these things whatsoever I command them, and that law of the land,
which is constitutional, supporting the principle
of freedom, in maintaining rights and privileges,
belongs \o all mankind and is jm;tifiable before
me; therefore I, the Lord, justifieth you, and
your brethren ot my church, in befriending that
law v;hich is the constitutional law of the land;
and as pertaining to the law of man, whatsoever
is more or less than these cometh of evil. I, the
Lord God, maketh you free; therefore ye are
free indeed; and the !a w also maketh you free;
nevertheless, when the wicked rule the people
mourn; wherefore honest men and wise men
should be sought for, diligently, and good and
wise men, ye should observe to uphold; otherwise whatsoever is less than these, cometh of
evil."

In this commandment there is nothing
which, in the remotest degree, teaches
that the right to determine what is, or
what is not constitutional law rests with
the church as a
or with its members
;,s individuals.
church is justified in
keeping that law that is the "constitutional law" of the land. The right to determine the character of the
whether it
j, in keeping with the constitution, under
which the rights of the American citizen
are held, rests with those in whom the
constitution itself rests that right; and it
would be a strange and striking impeachment of the wisdom of Him who gave the
rule and said, "Behold, here is wisdom,"
for any of those to W£lom this revelation
of his will came to ~ay that He did not
know what th8t revelation was, and what
its provisions for determining what was
in accordance with itself.
The pm:sibility tl1at there would be a
timf: when the church, or some in it, might
rise up and assume to decide for thernsel ves
whc:tbcr any given law was constitutional
or othenvike, seems to have been forshadowed in the same reveiation which
enjoins it upon the church to keep the
laws, for it b there stated:

of the church acthe country, would
the rule he gave, and
n')t
as he
had not giv"Let no man thiuk he is ruler, but let God rule
command to the church to observe
him that judgeth, according to the counsel of his
the church or its own will; or, in other words, him that counseleth
the law of the land; or sitteth upon the judgment seat."
this rule. He vvould himself not disre- .
This was given in direct connection
unti.l He came whose right it is to 1 with the commandment and rule concernOf this coming the Lord had 11 ing inheritances in Zion, and of it the
.
them in February, 1831, section 41
Lord had said: "My law shall be kept on
(6I):
I this land."
"And will be your ruler when I come; and
That God, who directed the minds of
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those men whom he raised up unto the
purpose of framing the constitution of the
United States, upon principles which
should conserve the purposes he had in
view to accomplish in establishing the
church including the legislative, the judiciary and the executive departments of the
government provided for in that document,
should have been so oblivious to :my rule
or law contemplated by him as necessary
to the institution and perpetuation of that
church to be given to it direct, by which
the church should be required to come into conflict with such principle& and provisions for governmental purposes, is not
admissable for a single moment. Hence
we conclude that the tribunal before which
"the constitutional law" of the land is to
be determined is not the church, neither
as a body in its general assembly, nor in
any of its councils; much less does such
prerogative attach to any portion of the
church that may have elected to adopt
some dogma, or tenet, not based in the
law of the Lord but contran- thereunto;
but is that body of judges provided for in
the constitution, which should be to all
Latter Day Saints God's constitution of
the United States.
In this light it is evident that the men
who composed the church in 1835 held
their obligation to observe the law of the
land, for their opinion then was:
"We believe that rulers, states and governments have a right, and are bound to enad laws
for the protection of all citizens in the free exercise of their religious belief; but we do not believe that they have a right in justice, to deprive
citizens of this privilege or proscribe them in
their opinions, so long as a regard and reverence
are shown to the laws, and such religious opinions do not justify sedition nor conspiracy."

So long then, as the church exists in the
United States, it must show "a regard and
reverence" for the laws of that political
government; and whenever the church, or
any portion, or fraction of it shall show
disregard for, or fail in reverence to the
laws, then, by confession of the church itself, government has a right to punish
such infraction by enactments providing
penalties adequate to enforce observance
of the laws. If Latter Dav Saints observe
the laws of the United States to keep them,
then they can have just claim for protection under those laws and have confidence
to ask for justice at the hands of the administrators of the law in the courts provided for in the constitution.
They can
then also have confidence to trust in God
to so provide by his unseen agencies that
just men shall be chosen as such adminis-trators, to the end that innocent men may
not suffer unjust penalties, nor His great
work be hindered, nor His purposes prostrated. If Latter Day Saints keep within
the pale of the law, then shall they be
justified and preserved by the law. But if
they put themselves outside the pale of the
law, then shall they be found to be transgressors, subject to condemnation under
the law, and not entitled to justification,
nor protection, nor preservation by the

Jaw.
We believe that the law of the Lord,

given for the government of the
and the laws of the United States
relative in the hands oi God,
complishment of H1~ divine
give political freedom, and
liberty to all men, according to the f,;atement that "that law of the land, which is
constitutional, supporting that p;inciple of
freedom in maintaining rights and
leges belongs to all mankind."
Therefore, brethren, let us be
Citizens, observant of the laws of our country,
under and by virtue of which we have our
citizenship, and be thankful that no lnw
given of God to the church
us to
violate those laws.
CHURCH DEDICATION, ETC.

ON Sunday the 27th ult., by request of
Bro. William Leeka, president of the Plum
Creek branch, near McPaul,
assisted in the dedication of the
new chapel, one and a half miles east of
Thurman and near the residence of fatber
John Leeka. The chapel is a frame structure, 36x48 feet on the ground, and
20 feet from floor to ceiling.
The
ing and papering are in good ta~te
are used in seating; the pulpit is
and well furnished; two large
cent lamps light nicely the body
room, and two ample stand
placed on pulpit and organ. As a
the chapel rtftects great credit on the
branch and their friends, and we confidently hope it will richly bless them and their
neighbors for all time to come.
As early as half an hour before service
time- I r a. m.-the house was well
ed with an intelligent and most
congregation. The choir, under the
rection of Bro. George Kemp, sang two
well selected voluntaries, and then the
regular services began by the singing of
hymn 768, from Saints' Harp, followed by
prayer by Elder Henry Kemp, tben
767 was sung. Psalms, chapters 8
also John 4: r-26, was read and
commented on, after which J\rlatt.
and Rev. 14:6-8 were given as
tor
the oc-casion, and then followed the sermon
by the writer, setting forth the
purposes, and general objects of the
committed of God to the
also the
means and methods ordained of
which that work must be carried
to present and final success. This Wlls
followed by a concise relation of the history of the church from its
in
1830, including the falling away and scattering, also the rise and progress of the
Reorganization, its prophetic
inspirational guidance and
also its prospects for future progress,
ter this came the collection and song 1063,
then the dedication prayer
the
followed by hymn I3 and the ber1ediict10n
The services were rather prolonged
none seemed wearied, the best of
and attention was paid throughout, all
seemed interested, and some were very
joyful.
At 2: 30 p. m. the writer addressed the
large congregation again-this time on the
marvelous, glorious provisions the Lord
' has prepared those who love and serve

him-from I Cor. 2: 9·
God attended t:1e word
most
assurances
and amen.
. H. Forscutt
from Neabout 3: 30 p. m., he was
announced
the evemng
and at
7: I 5 p. m. he delivered a most acceptable
ro: 1-29 to a large and
a very
happy and
·
what is
Hollow branch.
the district conferdespatch and exof its business in a
to all. At ·7: 30 p. m.
a gospel sermon in
to an attentive congregation and was richly blessed with the
Spirit's aid ilnd comfort.
It was
that Bro. Forscutt
should continue services Tuesday and
and that afterwards
Lambert would hold services
the writer
on TuesNebraska

"WHAT'S IN A NAME.
THE ROSE BY
ANY OTHER NAME WOULD
SMELL AS

the latter was
in the Tabernacle in Logan,
Utah,
25th, r8S9, upon
marriage
as established
Creator, and as shown in the Bible,
of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants:
"'Ne don't believe in polyg·amy and never
did."
Franklin D. Richards in a
bim to George
entitled "What
the False and the True,"
that work, says: The
translation-has been
implements in the estabMormon Polygamy. On
page 6o6 of those who marry more than
one wife: "These are the clllss, as a rule,
that enter into polygamy." On page 6o7
in reference to the conditions and arguments
marriage he says:
"All this must he taken into account in an
endeavor to understand the workings of
Mormon
" On the same page
he says:
course there are cases of
unhappiness and discord in polygamous
relations." "Both men and women, in
polygamy as in monogamy, sometimes act
foolishly, or wickedly, or both." "The
very
that polygamy affords,"
etc.
teachers
report that as
a rule there is far less family trouble in
the polygamous than in the monogamous
households." "VVhen all its aspects are
viewed
there will be more
general
men will assume the
multiplied responsibilities of Mormon polygamy, than that women can assume their
position in the system." On page 6o8 in
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reference to the election franchise in Utah j
he says: "The polygamists are all disfranchised. No one can vnte or hold office who is a polygamist." "The polygamists have no voice in the matter for they
have no votes."
The dictionaries give the following definitions: "Polygamy is the state of having
several wives at the ~ame time." "Polygamist, n, one who practices polygamy."
Moses Thatcher, apostle, and Franklin
D. Richards, also an apostle of the Utah
church, believe in the plurality of wives,
"several (two or more) wives at the same
time;" and it is currently believed that the
first named has been in the practice of
such belief.
If the definitions of such
words polygamy and polygamist are correct then is not Apostle Moses Thatcher
polygamist?
Wbo speaks for the Mormon Church;
and associate historian, Franklin
Richard,;, or Apostle Moses Thatcher?
vV e are anxious to know.
THEOLOGICAL STRAWS.
HERE is a religious medley w bich will
furnish some straws to indicate the direction ot the theological wind of doctrine.
The various questions which
themselves on reading some of the
ing, especially the first three, are too numerous to be discussed here. Suffice it to
say that we present them that the ministry
and membership may obtain some idea of
the general condition and trend of modern
religious bodies.
It is comforting to know that the gosof Jesus Christ needs no modification,
amendment or revision. Every revelation
harmonizes with what has preceded it, and
thus the things of the past,
and fu.
ture are before us; each in
place serving its great purpose.
Other men have
labored and we have entered into tbeir labors; and in the completed building, "that
glorious church without
or wrinkle
or any such thing," we
have eternal
residence if clothed upon with the wedding garment. Let us then, appreciating
and living by the truth, "be up and doing,"
"stilt achieving, still pursuing,"
and be heroes "in the strife."
The following are the items:

Dr. McCosh is a strong advocate of a revision
of the \Vestminister confession.
In hi> sermon before the Protestant Episcopal
General convention last week the venerable
Bishop Whipple expressed the opinion that we
are now living in the eventlde of th~e world, and
suggested that there were weightier matters for
an apostolic church to busy itself with than any
projects of name-changing or canon-tinkering.
Many will be surpris<"d, says a religious paper,
to learn that Mr. Spurgeon, the famous Baptist
preacher of London, was never ordained. He is
quoted as saying: "I never have been ordained
and never intend to be. When a church chooses
a man to be its pastor, that man is ordained, if
God has called him and filled him with the Holy
Spirit and power."
The tobacco question in lts various ramifications is now worrying the brains of the clergymen ot the United Presbyterian body throughout
the country. Last year's general assembly hand-

ed down two overtures for the consideration of
p:"esbyterles. The first proposition is to so amend
the "book of government of the church" that any
theological student who uses tobacco shall be
refused license to preach, and the second that no
church member who uses tobacco shall be eligible to the office of elder. The Philadelphia pres·
bytery will act on the matter in January.
In one of the London churches women who
have received the benefit of choir rehearsals are
seated in twos and threes throughout the congregation to guide the singing, which is joined in
much more readily for the presence of these assured leaders.
Evangelical churchmen in England are terribly
alarmed at the prospect of a revival of the monastic system in the Anglican church. The subject will be discussed at the next session of convocation.
A doctor of divinity In the New York Observer
regrets the number of people who go to church
and come away from its services unable toremember the text.
The Moravians, though small in number and
wealth, have sent out during the last f:entury
2'),ooo missionaries and expended $3oo,ooo yearly. They have nine mission ships.
The American board's missionaries in Japan
send on an urgent appeal for re-enforcements.
Thirty-five 8.dditional men and women are needed at once, they say.
Cardidal Gibbons claims a Catholic population
for the United States of about 9ooo,ooo.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

ing under date of October zrst says: "I
would be glad if some of our ministers
would give me a call when passing
through this part of the country, for there
are a great many souls here who are perishing for the bread of life. I think this
city would be a good place to accomplish
a great work. I hope the Lord will send
some brother to preach here."
A vVashington, D. C., telegram, of the
2 rst has this to say of a portion of the report of Governor G. L. Shoup, of Idaho:
·'He states, that he has reason to believe that a
division of sentiment is springing up in the
[Mormon] church on the subject of the practice
of polygamy."

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Sr. K. E. Richardson of vVilliamsburg,
Nebraska, wrote October zzd:
"The li"erald is the only means I have of learning what is going on in Zion. I am a lone sheep,
starving to be fed at my Master's table and would
be content if I could have the privilege of meeting with the Saints once a month. I do wish a
branch could be started somewhere near here. I
am so tired of false doctrine. My faith is confirmed in the gospel, and I wish I was near a
branch. I might be of some use. As it is I am
a useless member."

Bro. Joseph Dewsnup, Sen., wrote lately from Manchester, England, as follows:
"We held our quarterly reunion meeting at
Leeds, on the 6th instant. Had a good gathering and pleasant time. One name was given-in
for baptism at the close of service. Last Sunday,
in company with Elder Wm. R. Armstrong, we
occupied the "Valley Mission Room," Atherton,
near Chowbent. Had much liberty and a sympathizing audience. We held two services, and
now await further developments. The "Harmony" is well spoken of here."

credits for rem1ttances received since
October
will not appear on the HERALD list
two weeks yet, owing to the
absence of the superintendent of the mechemical department, who makes all such
on the printed mail lists.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Bro. M, R. Scott lately wrote from Ga~ues- Whose prerogative is it to appoint
concerning the brightening
for the work in southern Indi- branch meetings; both business and religious?
ana. Like the dropping of the water up- also to change appointments in regard to time,
on the rock the steady and well directed the branc:h or the presiding officer?
..dns.-Branch meetings should be appointed by
efforts made in presenting the faith were
their dfect and some are obeying the presiding officers of the branch with the conand the plans of opposers are sent of the members when practicable. Changes
The branch at Byrn- , in appointments either in rebpect to time or
ville
organized with six members place should be made in the same way. Cases
now numbers sixteen. Bro. Scott strong- or exigences may arise in respect to such matl~r €:'ndorses a iate editorial entitled, "Talk
ters, making it impracticable if not impossible
not
" etc.
for the officers to consult the membership. BusiLeonard Scott of Michigan paid ness meetings usualiy are had at stated times on
a brief visit to Lamoni while on his way
regular appointments. The Rules of Order
home from the Reunion.
should be consulted in regard to these matters.
Bro. \V. W. Blair left home on Friday
~.--Should a teacher in striving with the
the zsth ult. to attend a church dedication members in regard to their duties speak to them
and bold services at Thurmcm, Iowa.
and get them to abstain from the use of tobacco?
The St Joseph, Missouri, Herald of
A -Yes; and from every other evil and error.
October r6th, reaches us, con-~.-Are members excusable in not partaking
a colunm devoted to a description
of the emblems because the one officiating
of some of the leading clergymen of that
in which we find a good and com- handles tobacco previous to breaking the bread?
A.-No; unless the emblems are defiled by unnotice of Elder Mark H Forscleanness on the part of the administrator in the
labors.
Bro S. P. Sherrill wrote October zoth act of handling the emblems. All should be
from Groesbeck, Limestone county, Texas, careful to nol "strain at a gnat.''
·Is not the law of tithing just as binding and as
tYJat he was battling against great odds
there in his endeavors to acquaint the ~~ necessary to salvation as the command to be bapwith the truth. He had prepared tized?
A.-No. The duty of baptism applies to many
way
distributing the printed word
v.ho are are under no duty to pay tithing. Those
among them.
Bro. Isaac True, of Canton, Ohio, writ- who can aid by tithing and donations to help the
ALL
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poor and needy and forward the work of gospel
ministration should do so promptly and cheerfully, and are under condemnation when failing
to do so, either wilfuliy or negligently. Financial
aid must be rendered to the church, and all those
in a condition to do so are under covenant obligation to give it. But there are some who can
only say, "If I had I would give;" and others
there are whose business complications hinder
more or less. All should aid as they can.

EDITJ<JD BY SIS'l'J<TR

"FRANCES."

of goodness, something true
From sun and epiriL shining through
All faiths, all worlds, as through the dark
Of ocean ehines the li.ghthouse spark,
Attest the presence everywhere
Of love and providential care."

'~Somewhat

REPLYING to a question from a sister in reference to the Prayer Union, we say, No, we do not
think it wrong, for it was a voluntary matter upon your part, entirely optional with you, and if
circumstances prevent your complying, there is
no wrong done by withdrawing; but we do say
that if it is possible for you to give the hour, that
it will be greatly to your loss to withdraw. Our
own experience is this: It is not possible for us
to grow in grace and in the knowledge of our
Lord Jesus Christ, without the food of secret
prayer. We need it in order to grow spiritually,
just as much as the body needs food to sustain
the natural life. Organization is not necessary
and in the beginning was not contemplated. It
was to be an individual matter, a consecration by
the individual and meeting with Him only who
has said, "There will I be and that to bless." Its
good, its power and its blessing was to result from
the united faith and prayer. The agreement as
touching one thing for which they should ask
the Father in the name of the Son. Many, however, preferred organizations and so founded
them. Public prayer, the lifting of the heart in
prayer to God when no words are spoken, are
necesssry and have their place, each and all;
but they can not take the place of secret prayer,
and without this as we have before said, the
Christian can not grow. If you can not give the
whole hour, give a part and if it is not always the
same hour let it be an hour or the portion of an
hour of the same day; but if it is not possible to
give either, God never requires impossibilities.
SR. MARY WRIGHT, of Merlin, Kent county,
Ontario, wishes Sr. Ellen Young to please write
to her as she has lost your address.
INSTRUCTION GIVEN BY THE SPIRIT
THROUGH SR. A. FRANCE.
AT THE SAINTS TESTIMONY MEETING IN
LAMONI, OCTOBER 20TH, r8S9.
Hear, 0 ye my people, saith the Lord, for I
say unto you that inasmuch as you come near
unto me, I will draw near unto you and bless
you with the Comforter, and you shall know that
I the Lord liveth. But have you cherished in
your hearts all the promises that I have communicated unto you in my word? I say unto
you Nay.
Behold, I say unto you that inasmuch as you

will treasure them, I will bless you.
I will bless you with wisdom and will strengthen you and give you evidences of my truth,
I say unto you, be faithful, 0 ye my people.
You know that it is written in my Sniptmes
that I will write my law in your hearts, and I
will be your God and you shall be my people.
I have blessings for you, and they shall be
poured out upon you, yea, the messengers of
heaven shall minister unto you, and you s:1ali
rejoice and know that God liveth; and m.my
shall rejoice in me in receiving that assurance
that the prayer of faith of the hunible contrHe
heart has been heard, and answered. I say unto
you put away those things that offend, put
those things that produce discord and conlcnt'ion,
and remember that I the Lord have forbiden
0, my people, I warn you you that the time 'Nil!
come when there shall be a division of tl•ose
who serve me, and those who do not; and f'1ey
that serve me shail know that I am with thern,
to confirm, to strengthen, and to bless,
when
my Saints from a distance ask your prayers in
their behalf, your prayers shall be heard and answered.
Is it not written !n my word, "Behold, stand
ac the door and knock,if you hearken unto my
voice, and open the door, I VFil1 corne in unto you,
and sup with you."
0, be ye humble and faithful, and
you
come together for my worship, see that your
hearts are prepared bEfore me, and I wlll be
you, saith the Spirit of the Lm-d.
Amen.
Through the kindness of Bro. Edwin Stcdfmd,
who took it down in shorthand, we are enabled
to present the Home Column readers with the
above instruction of the Spirit, it being one
among many given to the Saints in the Lamoni
branch at recent meetings.
Many thoughts have occurred to us lately in
regard to those manifestations of the Splrii:, in
connection with the tender mercy and long forbearance of God toward us.
James speaks of men beholding their natural
face in the glass and going away and forget1ing
immediately what manner of man
are; and to
us it seems that fron1 time to tirne
n1eet together, earnestly desiring for the Spirit of God to
meet with us and impart instruction to us, and
then even more quickly than we forget the likeness of our natural faces, as 'VVe have seen thern
reflected in the mirror. we go avvay and
to
honor God by obeying the admonitions given by
the Holy Spirit.
Hear the pleading of the Father through the
Comforter: "Have you cherished in yonr hearts
all the promises that I have communicated unto
you in my word? I say unto you, Nay."
Here the Spirit sits in judgment upon us,
are weighed in the balance and found
We have not cherished the pmrnises of God as
it is pleasing in his sight that we should have
done and yet from Sabbath to Sabbath we ask
for more.
Dear Saints, let us beseech you to stop andreflect, how great, how precious are the promifes
which this one communication of God to us contains\ It is to all who are scattered-to all in any
branch of the church, yes, to each one called to
be a Saint, no matter where, no maHer bow humble, how weak or how little known to their
brethren or sisters, such an one is known to God
and this communication with its gentle admoni-

!ions as well as its glorious promises Is for them
as well as for us. Let us read it again carefully
and separate the reproof from the blessings promised and note also the conditions upon which
those blessings wm be given.
Firet then, the charges brought against us as a
people:
We have not in our hearts cherished the promises of God.
Y.ie have not put away those things which produce discord and contention, and have not remembered that God bas forbidden them.
Second, the promises given:
Promise: I will draw near unto you and bless
you with the Comforter, and you shall know
that live.
near unto me.
Condition:
Promise: I wi.ll bless ·you with wisdom, will
strengthtn you and give you evidences of my
truth.
Condition: Inasmuch as you wlll treasure my
promises contained in· my vvord.
Pro!nise:
have blessings for you and they
shall be poured out upon you, yea, the r.nessen~
gers of heaven shall minister unto you and you
shall rejoice in m'' and know that God liveth,
and rnan},_ shall rtjJicc i'n rne through receiving
the assurance
the prayer of faith of the humble, contrite heart }:.as been heard and answered.
Condition: Be faithful 0, ye my peopie! Put
a.way those
wh!ch offend. Put away
those things 'vhich produce discord. I the Lord
have forbidden them.
Promise:
will come in to you and sup with
you.
Condition: I sts.nd at the door aqd knock, if
you hearken unto my voice and open the door.
Could
of God possibly ask for greater
blessings than are here promised? H not, then
what should hinder our having them?
Can
for moment suppose that in any age
or dispensation of
world the people of God
obtained or inhel'ited more than they lived for?
Some of us wm attain unto every blessing here
promised and some of us will fail to attain unto
any, for) beside the gentle adrnonitions and the
gloriDus prorrd8es contcdned in this voice of the
Spirit to us, there is also a solemn warning of
that which the Sph·it foresees is to be, namely:
Oh, my people, warn you that the time will
come when
shall be a division of those who
serve me, and those who do not and they that
serve me shaLl
that I am --with thern to con~
firr:n; to strengthen, to bless, and vvhen_ n1y Saints
fron1 a distance shall ask your prayers in their
behalf, your prayers shali be heard and answered."
How many of us have stumbled over the shortcomings of our neighbors and being pierced by
the tongue
the· backbiter, wounded by the
scorpion sting of the retailer of scadal, have forgotten that there h a tlme commg when the Lord
will separate the just from the unjust and have
:l:elt in our souls that it was vain to serve God, for
even to his very altars we have been pursued
and our testimonies before him have been derided. Let us remember that the time of separation wili surely come, and until then let us only
be carefu1, oh, so careful that we walk humbly
and uprightly before om God. Has selfishnesss
or want of friendly feeling hurt us, have we in
any way suff:c'n·d at the hands of others, Jet us
forgive and forget, for the Lord will arise in judgment and will plead the cause of his Saints and
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he will separate those who serve. him from those
who do not. Let us pity them, therefore, and
strive to win them to a better life, for H we indeed have the spirit of the Mas:er, our souls will
yearn over those ·who are laying up for themselves
unavailing regret when the time of separation
shall come.
ARE PARENTS RESPONSIBLE?
The responsibility of parents in training chi!·
dren to make successfuf men and women is not
realized by many parents as it should be; but not
upon them alone does this accountability devolve, it is shared by all who are brought in contact with these little gatherers of knowledge.
There are circumstances son1etin1es beyond the
control of parents that modify and counteract the
teaching of their children and make or mar their
successful manhood or womanhood.
A child's brain may be aptly compared to the
sensitive plate of the photographer. It needs
but a moment's exposure to good or bad influences, either of deportment or speech, to imprint
upon its surface the lines that make a good or
bad impression. We are not as parents sufficiently alive to the fact, that this highly sensitive organ is being continually exposed and is continually recording both the good and bad alike, as it
is subjected to these influences; and too, l.ike the
sensitive plate, it gives the clearest impression of
those things to which it is exposed the longest,
and parents are being daily shamed or edified,
often the former, by the impressions imprinted
on those little brains coming to light.
Among the circumstances spoken of is an atmosphere laden with the sayings, doings and
wearings of others; need I say, matter not calculated either to enrich or ennoble speaker or hearer; the more frequently dealing with the faults
and follies of others, no! to be mentioned outside
the circle in which they are committed and then
with bated breath. Of the authors of such Addison says: "A third kind of female orator may
be comprehended under the vvord gossip. Mrs.
Fiddle Faddle is perfectly accomplished in this
sort of eloquence; she launches out into dissertations upon the edging of a petticoat; runs divisions upon a head dress; knows every dish of
meat that is served in her neighborhood; and
entertains her company a whole afternoon with
the wit of her little boy before he is able to
speak."
It is very hal:'d in a mixed household to keep
the watchful eye and ear from seeing and hearing much that is harmful and especially where
there is a Mrs. Fiddle Faddle.
That the continuous hearing of this sort of
"eloquence" is pernicious to the young is to put
it mildly. !t soon bears fruit, the little one, if
she be a girl-and girls are more impre:>sed by
this kind of talk-begins to say of a visitor,
"Mrs. M. had on a blue overskirt;" "Mrs. T. had
her hair banged;" "Florence has the measles;"
and telling, as they are remembered, conversations ad nauseam, fit only to be heard by grown
geople, and they the Fiddle Faddles. The little
mind thus continually exposed, the faculty
grows, these things become second nature, and
if radical measures are not taken to counteract
these tendencies, in coming years another is
added to the Fiddle Faddle
Another error made by parents, and leading
to the same result, is laughing and tacitly en-

couraging the children when such smart (?) observations-in the very nature of the above-are
made, instead of admonishing or passing them
over in silence.
It can not be too strongly insisted upon, that
as the twig is bent so will the tree be inclined,
if a child breathes an atmosphere laden with
dis·oertations on the edging of petticoats, what
Mrs. Smith or Mrs. fanes said, what they had for
dinner, and perhaps tinctured with malice-or at
least uncharitableness-in coming years it will
develop a fondness for this sort of edification and
these sort of people to the exclusion of th::Jse nobler thoughis and feelings that go to make the
perfect man or woman.-Sel.
COLUMN l\1-rssi:ONARY FUND.

Oci:. 24, Amount received to date ...... $2,052 24
Sr. Alice Shepherd, Iowa$r oo
Sr. R. M. Starrh, Idaho .. I oo
Sr. Mary E. Kelley, Me .. I oo
Sr.
Couser, Mich... 50
Sr.
Carlile, Iowa .... r oo
Sr.
A. Cochran, Mo .. r
Sr. A. vVeldon, Cal......
Sr. M. Houk, Iowa....... 7S
Sr. E. A. Burnham, Mo .. r oo
Sr. Laura L. Church, I a.. 26
Bro. A. Nickerson, Mass. 25
Sr. R. Compton, Mass ... r oo
Sr. H. Oehrlng, Dak.....
Sr. C. Ode, Dak.... . . . . .
$ro 76
Oct. 3r, Amount to date ............ ·_-_:__~?_•063 oo
In Herald of November zd read M. B. Nicholson instead of M. B. Nichols.
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so
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so
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all.moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

PRAYER UNION.

and loving word, as they were taken from us
when he was quite young. He has left all that
is near and dear to him for the gospel's sake.
There are many trials and temptations for him
to pass through, but there is an all-wise unseen
Father who will guide and care for him ar,d us
if we are faithful.
I desire an interest in your prayers that when
Christ comes I may be one that 'NiH enter in to
the marriage supper of the Lamb.
Your sister in the one faith,
JENNIE BAKER.
STOCKTON, California, Oct. r8th.
Dear Sister Francis:- \Vhen I read your earnest calls for help it makes me feel that I am not
doing all I might do, but rhen when I read in the
Home Column the letters from the sisters oh I
wish I could write like' them-write something
that stirs us up, makes us wish we could do better,
could do more for the work we love so well. I
wish to tell the sisters of the Home Column how
much good their letters do me and for them not
to be weary in well doing, for the '•Lord knoweth
the path that we take," so says his servant Job,
and we know the Lord does bless us when we
do right. I wish to bear a testimony to this work
for I know it is of God. My prayers have been
answered many times and sometimes miraculously in healings and other special blessings. What
a comfort to the Saints to know the Lord hears
and answers us when we ask in faith believing.
And I would say to those Saints who are sick to
exercise faith, and God will send them answers
of peace through the prayers of the "Union."
AUNT SARAH.

SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYERS.

Sr. Sheppard; of Medina, Texas, requests your
faith and prayers in behalf of her little daughter,
Lenora, that God will restore her to perfect
health.

MALTA, Idaho, Oct. 17th.
Dear Sister ~Valker :-The sisters of the Malta
branch met at Sr. Leonard Condit's the zrst of
last March, and organized a Prayer Union,
choosing Sr. Frances Condit .president, and Sr.
MEMORY TEXTS FOR DECEMBER.
Secor secretary secretary; and afterwards Sr.
Addie Condit was chosen treasurer. There are
First Thursday, Isaiah 32: r5-r8.
seven names on the roll; but as three have movSecond Thursday, Co.!. 3: r-6; D. and C. 6r: 6.
ed away, only four are left to meet regularly.
Third Thursday, I sa. 32: 20.
We have since organized a Mite Society in conFourth Thursday, I Nephi 3: 4r.
nection with the Prayer Union.
ELEANOR.
We meet at 2:30p.m, on Thursday, spend an
Dow CITY, Iowa, Oct. r8th.
hour in reading the Scripture, singing, prayer
Dear Sister Fra?zces:-It has been some time
and testimony, after which we work another
since
reported the progress of our Prayer
hour at piecing quilts, and doing fancy work.
Union. We meet as usual every Thursday afterWe hope before long to make a sale and thus be
noon at three o'clock, at the church. Nearly all
able to bring in a little for the Sabbath School.
of the sisters of the branch take part in the meetThe members pay fifteen cents dues per month,
logs, and even those who have been so backward
and donate as much as we feel disposed.
are taking right hold and doing their duty. Yes,
We have been greatly blessed since we began
we have all been blessed and strengthened and
this work, and although we have not had the
been made to rejoice.
gifts, God's Spirit has been with us and we have
"The Lord hath truly blessed us,
been made to rejoice many times.
In this the latter day;
We have had a number of cases of healing in
In Spirit he doth answer us,
our branch also, which makes us feel that God
When we do humbly pray."
is still merciful to us. The writer can truly tesOnly yesterday the Lord heard and answered
tify to the goodness of God in this respect. She
our prayers in behalf of our aged sister who was
was very near death's door a few weeks ago, her
sick ln our midst. Dear sisters of the Prayer
husband, brothers and sisters working over her
Union, do not forget us in your prayers and also
will you remember the ministry? I have two
with frightened faces and trembling hands. But
brothers who are preaching tr"e gospel. The
when Bro. John Condit administered to ~er.
God harkened to the prayers in her behalf, and
youngest; is in that far away" country, Australia.
Do not forget him in your prayers. Did you see
thanks be to Him, she again enjoys her usual
health; and has a greater desire than ever to do
the piece in the September number of the Auall in her power for the good of his cause ere she
tumn Leaves "Look after your boys?" Sisters,
he is young in years and ·young in the church
is called to her final home.
Our sister, Addie Cop.clit1 who ha& been a con•
and has neither father or n~other to opeak a kind
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stant sufferer since last March, desires the prayers of the Union, that she may be restored to
health. She has had the promise of health; but
for some reason the promise has not been verified as yet; although she has received much
benefit from every administration. Her faith is
strong, and she bears her suffering with great
patience and Christian fortitude. Oh, how much
we have to be thanful for, in this grand and glo·
rious work! And when sick or in trouble, what
a bless;)d thought, that we can call upon the
greatest of all Physicians "·ith the assurance
that we will receive due consideration, no matter
if we be rich or poor; for he is no respector of
persons.
The Herald is a welcome visitor here, and
although my husband is not a member of the
church, he does not think of doing without the
Herald. And I sincerely hope it may be the
means of helping to convince him of the truth of
this work. For if it be the will of the Master I
do not wish to be called hence till I have seen
him led into the waters of baptism. Pray for us,
dear sisters, that we may remain faithful, and
be the means of doing good here.
Yours in the true faith,
SARAH

M.

SECOR.

KNoXVILLE, Ark., Oct. r6:h.
Dear Home Colmmz:-It is through my sad bereavement that I am promnted to write. I am
not a member of the Latter Day Saint Church,
but my mother and aunt, Miss A. A. Vitty, is,
and I read the Herald a good deal; consequently
"I am a friend to the cause. I am the mother of
five children, three of which are living.
My
sweet little babe, who was fifteen months and
nineteen days old, was taken away the r4th of
this month.
Her name was Zelma Lee, and a
sweeter flower than she has never bloomed. It
is hard, oh, so hard to give her up. But there is
one consolatiJn, she is removed from a worid of
tmubles, trials, sickness and death.
I want the
Saints to pray for me, that I may have strength
to bear my trouble, and that I may live to raise
my children, to love God and keep his commandments. You mothers who have lost little
ones know how hard it is to give them up.
A friend,
D. L. CHOATE.
SEWI:NG ON BUTTONS.
"When I get a bright idea I always want to
pass it along," said a lady as she sat watching a
young girl sew.
"Ever, they are always doing it. They are
ironed off, washed off and puiled off until I despair. I seem to sew buttons at every step."
"Make use of these two hints when you are
sewing them on, and see if they make any dif·
ference. When you begin, before you lay the
button on the cloth, put the thread through, so
that the knot will be on the right side. That
leaves i.t under the button and prevents it from
being ironed or washed away, and thus begin the
loosening process.
"Then, before you begin sewing, lay a large
pin across the button, so that all of threads will
go over the pin. After you have finished filling
the holes with thread, draw out your pin and
wind your thread round and round beneath the
button. That makes a compact stem to sustain
>he possible pulling and wear of the buttonholes.

"lt is exaggeration to say that my buttons
never come off, and I'm sure yours wonl
you
use my method of sewing."--Youtlz's ColnpaniOtz.

LoNDoN, Ontario, Oct. 2+H·.
Dear Herald:- Will you please to freigh; a
little budget of news to your readers, and to
those concerned, from the pen of one of the laborers in the great harvest-field of the Lord.
Although l have been there for a number of
years and have not found a resting place, I do
not feel to weary in the great conflict for v1ct('ry,
but trust in the promise that the rest will be obtained at the end of the race. Reports from my
associated laborers are quite good, showing bat
they have been blessed by the Master. A goodly
number have been added to the church by baptism and difficulties in some of the brunches
have been properly adjusted, and the Saints have
been strengthened and encouraged.
The Kent and Elgin district conference held at
Chatham on the 5th and 6th instants, was a success in every way. The business was done in a
peaceful and pleasant manner. The preaching
was presented in clearness of thought and with
power, and the prayer services were excellent
and blessed of the Lord by his Spirit, imparting
such instruction as was needed at the time to direct in righteousness and beget love, joy, long·
suffering and kindness; "against such there ts no
law." May it ever abide with the Saints of God.
The London district held at St. Thomas on the
rgth and 2oth im,tants, was a pleasant confererce;
the preaching was good and with power in the
Spirit of the Master. The business sessions were
peaceful; the prayer services were not so comforting as hoped for. I would say that in both
conferences the sacrament was presented to the
Saints, and the most of them partook; and I
trust discerning the Lord's body. I hope it may
prove a blessing to their souls.
In conferring with some of my fellow-laborers
I have decided for Elder James A. Mcintosh to
labor in that part of the mission lying east, commencing at the Alliston branch, opening up the
work in Toronto, and to labor and care for the
Camtron, Irondale and Monmouth branches,
and open up in new places as wisdom. and the
Spirit may direct. And further, that Elder John
Shields labor in and care for Garafaxa, Masonville, Proton, Egremont, River View, and Amaranth branches, and in the regions round about;
and to open up as many new places as the Spirit
anrl wisdom may direct. And Elder R. C. Evans
to labor in and care for McKillop, Osborne, St.
Marys, Corinth, Vanessa and 'Waterford branches, and in the vicinity of the branches, and open
up all new places possible, as wisdom may clirect.
Ahd further that Elder Samuel Brown labor in
the western part of the miscion, caring for the
branches in the Kent and Elgin district
open
up as many new places for preaching as opporlu·
nity and Wisdom may direct. Hoping all local
elders and priests will do all they can to help the
great work committed to our trust along, so that
when the Master comes we may be worthy of a
righteous reward.
The above appointments will remain in fmce
untll the setting of the London district conference in June r8go. If the above elders wish to

exchange labors they can do so by conferring
with each other, and it will be expected that they
will report to the missiona1y in charge, from
time to time as wisdom may direct.
Hoping the Spirit of the Lord may be with all
to assist in the discharge of all duties, is the
prayer and desire of your brother and fellowlaborer,
JoHN H. LAKE,
President of Canada. M.ission.
ORo GRAND, Cal., Oct. zrst.
Dear Herald:-For reasons known to but few,
but which in no sense affect my faith in the latter
work, I have not written much for your
columns, for the last two years, choosing rather
to do my work as quietly as possible. But of late
I have received letters from some in my former
fields atiking, · vV hat is the matter that we never
hear from you?
Are you losing faith in the
cause you once advocated?"
tlo allow me to say here that after several
years of active work and close investigation, during which time I have seen the dark and the
bright ,ide of the picture, lived in peace and met
the fury of angry mobs,.I am profoundly convinced that we t,ave not labored or ho_[Jed in vain.
I am not as sanguine as some, do not always see
as much m manifestations as do some others, yet
I have seen enough and felt enough to enable me
to say, calmly and deliberately, and without hesitation, that God is in this work and l know it.
I will not say that I have done all that l could.
I may have left opportunities pass V>hich could
have been used to better advantage, but l have
desired to devote all my life and energy to this
work. 1 have no designs for the future only to
labor in the interest of God's work until 1 laythe
armor down in death or witne:ss the coming of
the lVIaster in majesty and power.
Financial depression has prevented me from
visiting other parts of my fitld during the summer, but 1 have labored as the way opened in
San Diego, Orange, San Bernaroino, Los Angeles and Kern counties-the most of the tirm: accompanied ,by our young Australian brother, S.
G. Wright. I have not time or space to write in
detail of our labors, but can say the Lord has
wondrously blessed us; especially have
felt
the power of God in a remarkable manner in
speaking to the Saints of late.
I am now trying to make an opening here on
the borders of the desert. Have spoken twice to
fair audiences, and am billed for to-night. The
elements, however, ~o far are against me. The
winds have been blowing a gale ever since I have
been here, and as they sweep down from the snowcapped mountains they chill one to the bone.
Brethren Mills and Lander report favorably of
the interest in Los Angeles where they have
been laboring of late. Bro. Burton is in Central
California, Bro. Daley in Nevada and Bro. Haws
in Oregon; Bro. vV m. Gibson is laboring in San
Diego county, where he has done a good work
during the summer.
In bonds,
HEMAN C. SMITH.

ST. Lours, Mo . , Oct., 22d .
Bro. Blair :-I am happy to say that the >piritual condition of our district is improving. Our
late confererence and the anniversary of the opening of our chapel, were times long to bt: remembered. Elder J. W. Gillen preached in the morn-
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ing on the duties of the Saints, The sermon was
timely and goon, full of instruction and good advice. The sacrament meeting will long be remembered by those present, that calm, sweet,
abiding Spirit like fire in our bones made our
hearts glad and eyes bathed in tears, letting us
know that om Heavenly Father was with us in
Spirit to give up hope of life eternal.
In the evening Bro. r. M. Smith, in his usual
style, fed the Saints upon manna from above.
The floral decoration by Bro. J. Dawson, was
grand and added much tp the celebration of the
first anniversary of our new chapel; and thus
ends the first year and commences the second in
the hou.se set apart to worship God, and our hope
is soon to have the house clear of debt, and then
dedicate it as a sacred spot for the worship of
God for all time.
Be it known to the brethren traveling this way,
You are invited to give us a call.
Let our brethren and sisters who have lived
in St. Louis remember the promises of the Lord
to us and hope soon to realize them. lVfay peace
and the blessings of God be upon his work for
the salvation of the children of men.
For this cause I shall ever watch and pray.
Yours in hope,
NOAH NEPHI COOKE.
PARRISH, Ill., Oct. 25th.
Editors lferald:--The discession between Rev.
Throgmorton of the Baptist Church and Bro. I.
M. Smith closed to-day at four p. m. Bro. Smith
affirmed the divinity of the Book of Mormon, on
which question three days were spent, of two
sessi.ons each, and of two hours to the session.
Bro. Smith made the best aHinr:ative argument on Biblical evidence
have known of.
He also presented other and profuse evidences, as well as taking due care of the matters
furnished on the other side.
Rev. Throgmorton is an able man. His work
readily shows that he has seen much of debate,
besides his controversial experiences as editor ot
the Baptist Banner. He is
honest as Braden,
(much of whose matter he used), quite gentlemanly in many ways, and wore smiles to the
last, which sometimes seemed to vary in kind.
For two days he made of prejudice splendid
vehicle, but the load outgrew the cart, and a notable change took place, increasing to the last in
favor of God's truth on both questions.
The second proposition, and which Rev.
Throgmorton afi1rmed, was, "The canon of
Scripture full and complete as contained in the
Standard version of the Scriptures.'' As this
dld not admit of culling and
the
B.ook of Mormon and Doctdne and Covenants
he was not at home on it and made rather a weak
effort, as compared with some others. His
attack on doctrine during the progress of the debate and other matters, as also the
for years from different locailties by Bapti~t people with this gentleman gave rise to Bro. Smith
in holy boldness asking that Rev. Throgmorton
or :any other meet him, and each affirm their
church to be in fact the Church of God. This
not being accepted at the close, as Bro. Hilliard
had been the one threatened &o long, and made a
special target of through the entire last day. He
took occasion to say in valiant manner that if the
the Reverned was afraid of Bro. Smith he would
accornrrtodate hhnJ "b~ushin~: the hay geed off
hls coa.t and debate a
To
thie

the Rcverned replied that when the Baptist
brethren required it, where harm was likely to
be done, he would. The second question occupied but one day, the affirmative asking the cut
from two to one at the beginning of the debate.
It is just to mention that Rev. Throgmorton
made an attempt to answer the Biblical matters
on Book of Mormon, thus: "The utmost bounds
of the everlasting hills," were those of Canaan;
the land beyond the rivers of Ethiopia, AbysSlma. The truth of Psalms 85, Christ's resurrection; and Isaiah 29 was all fulfilled in Christ's
time; the book was that of Esaias, from which
Christ quoted, and by him the deaf were made
to hear and blind to see, etc. I suppose that is
sample enough.
Fifteen or more Saints from Wayne county,
Springerton and Tunnel Hill were present, who
together with all here, had their faith strengthened and hope revived of the ultimate triumph of
truth.
The attenuance was large, the interest intense,
and for the cause we love can frankly say as to
trw discussion, All is well. For Bro. Smith as a
debater we bespeak a bright future.
Bro. Hilliard and Elder Danbury of the Baptists, of Du Quoin, Illinois were moderators.
Bro. Hilliard will remain and speak a few times.
Yours in bonds,
R. ETZENHOUSER.
BozEMAN, Montana, Oct. 23d.
Elder W. W. Blair:-Not having any particular weakness for appearing in print I have neglected writing to you so long that I fear some of
the Saints may think that I am either spiritually
or temporall:r dead; but I am happy to say that
I am neitheL For the last two months I have
been preaching in Gallatin county, mostly at
Wlilow Creek. I also preached, or tried, at Reese
Creek, but did not have the freedom that I could
wish for. Ou the r7th through the kindness of
Bro. Dan Harris furnishing a horse and Bro.
John Prichard furnishing a norse and wagon and
acting Jehu, we crossed the range eastward on to
tht: headwaters of Shield's river where Ern. Keland Hamilton and their families live, and
had the honor of doing the first preaching that
was ever done in their school house or neighborhood. On Sunday night I spoke with much
freedom on 1he promises of God to His obedient
children and held the people for a little over two
hours. I suppose I should ask pardon for this.
The audience was good and very attentive, and I
felt that some seed was sown on good ground.
I very much regret that we had arranged for so
short a stay with those Saints whom we found
so loving and true, especially as we were the
fint that ever visited them in their mountain
horne. May the Lord bless them for their kindne:;s and aid, is our prayer. We left them on
Monday morning and drove to Bozeman, where
we were welcomed by Bro. Tom Reese who had
secured the use of the Bozeman Academy for
pr~.:aching, and on Monday evening, although
tired
hoarse, I tried to preach, and have continued, and will continue on through the week of
or as long as an interest is manifested.
Bm. Reese has been to considerable trouble and
expense to get the truth before this people and I
pn.y :hat he may be rewarded by seeing the name
of God glorified by the salvation of souls ln this
city.
'When I go from this place I go again tQ wn;
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low Creek, thence to Upper Willow Creek,
thence to Jefferson Island. Amid many afflictions I am still rejoicing in the work of the Lord.
J. C. CLAPP.

---------------NEW YoRK, N. Y., Oct. 2Ist.

Herald Ojjice:-I received the Voice of Warnings and showed them around to my friends. I
went over to the monastry on Sunday, and my
two Catholic friends could scarcely believe their
own eyes, for Catholics have such a terror of the
priests. I talked to Father Sabastian and told
him I had been a Roman once, but had changed
my creeed and only came to see him because I
had been dared into coming. He then asked me
when I made my last confession, and I told him
not since I was fifteen. He then began to tell
me all the sins I ever committed in my life, and
he seemed to know them better than I did; but
I politely told him that it took a sinner to make
a saint, that the law of love was to redeem from
sin, and that it was for sinners Christ died. He
then wanted me to go to confession. I told him
I did not believe in confession only to Christ;
He was the only mediator between God and man.
I quoted the verse of Peter, "Repent and be baptized for the remission of your sins,'" and that
commandment I had obeyed,
Then another
priest made his appearance, and said to me, "Do
you believe in the doctrine of Luther, the expriest?" and I said, No sir, I believe in the doctrine of Christ. I am a Mormon and I told him
if he could get me anything better I would accept it. He then asked me my name and I told
him, and he said, "Your name is French.'' I
said No sir, my name is Irish; good people are
among all nations. But when I see him again I
"must tell him my mother's maiden name which
was McGuire, so that he will know in the future
that I am not French.
I spoke to Father Sabastian and said that a
church without a prophet was no church, and
that Christ did not build the church on Peter but
on revelation. But he did not hear me or heed
me. He then told me I was to humble myself
and asked my friend to pray for me. I then said,
could there be anything more humbling than to
be a Mormon, the most despised on earth?
"They deserve to be," he replied. I am going to
hear him speak next Sunday and l will know
from his sermon whether he read the Voice of
Warning or put it in the fire.
Still remaining a Latter Day Saint, true to my
conscience. Respectfully,
SADIE McKENNA.
WEsT BuRLINGTON, Iowa, Oct. 23d.

Bro. Blair:- You undoubtedly remember Bro.
Albert P. Brown from New London of this state,
whom you met at conference at Rock Creek;
also Charles Willey who was with him and who
is now a brother also. By request of Bro. Brown
I went to New London after his return from conference and held some meetings in the school
house in that neighborhood. I found the people
very much interested, never having heard our
doctrine preached before. They were somewhat
surprised in hearing the true side of Mormonism
(so called). The second Sunday I was there Bro.
Charles Willey was baptized, and last Sunday 1
baptized six more earnes~ souls, all related to Bro.
Brown.
A Methodist and Can1pbellite minister have
l)oth attended our IXleet!ngs there, and while they
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have not expressed themselves in meeting, I
think their opinion outside is rather to discourage
people in going lo hear us. Just now I believe a
good elder could do much good in that neighbor·
hood if he could labor there steadily for about
two weeks.
I believe enough would obey the
gospel so that a branch might be organized, as
there seerns to be some now who are almost per·
suaded. I can not be there more than every
other Sunday at most, which is not enough to
keep up the interest which now seems to be good.
There is, I believe, a long stretch of country
along through this state where the gospel has
never been preached and where it would be well
if some brother could be sent to sow the seed and
give honest seekers an opportunity to come out
and cast their lot with us.
Your brother in Christ,
FRED JouNsoN.
NORTH FREEDOM, 'V'!is., Oct. 22d.
Editors Herald:-In the latter part of Septem·
ber Elder E. E Wheeler, missionary to tile Kewanee district, and your humble servant held a
series of meetings in the M. E Church at
Henderson, Knox county, Illinois. The attendance, though not large the most of the time,
was fair, and some considerable interest was
manifested, .i udging from inq ulries after our services closed.
We rt\gretted that our last ap~
pointmcnt was storm,~d out, and that the services
came thus abruptly to an end.
We would have
renewt:d onr work were it not that our time
there was limited. I returned to hold forth over
Sunday at home, and more to baptize three precious souls that were to come over from Aledo,
the county seat, seven miles away. Rain and
mud made traveling d;fficult, and hence the candidates came not.
The next day being fair we went over and administered the rites of the gospel to Sr. Catharine Bear, who is the 2ged, honorable mother of
Sr. J. T. Kinnaman. She, with her cousin, Martin, who deceased a few ) ears since, had been
connected with the movement of one George M.
Hinkle, of historic note. She is four score and
more, and is getting qnite feeble and infirm. She
is a great reader, very candid, quite humble, firm

and devout.
l\nothcr lady accotnpanied "Aunt
Katy,'' named Mary llenHmt.~n. She joined in
with what she was led to believe was the gospel
in 1852t
Eng'land, and earn(~ as far as Ket)kuk,
Iowa, en route for Utah. Priestly domination,
systematic, cruel robbery by high church leaders,
and the licentious revelry of the theory disgusted
the family. They judiciously left that odious,
avaricious, polluted land, and thus "the house of
God'' is slowly but surely being put in order.
Bro. Greenberry Cramblet, the other party, had
a job of work that he could not, ir1 justice and
honor, J.ea ve that day; so he cone] uded to come
over to our house two dap lakr and be baptized.
'The brother, using his own expression} had been
in the "Baptist frying pan," but when he jumped
out he did not get burnt because he passed
through the waters oi regeneration and received
a renewal of the Holy Ghost.
On the 5~h and 6th instants I met with Bm.
A. H. Smith, Cooper, Rogers, Good, et al in conference in the Mission branch in La Salle cou:1ty,
Illinois. The whole session passed off without a
jar, and the crowd was simply immense. The
missionary in charge was to continue his work
th~e a,t least a week, and I inadvertantly learn

THE S
district supt:rintendent v-isiting then1, instructing
them in t!Pc: best methods of teaching, forming
classes, etc.; he is to also organize new schools
when practicable and is to report to each conference the progress and standing of the Sunday
Schools of the district under his charge, etc. The
Union is to meet at tLe time and place of district
conference, hold its meetings separaie from the
conferenc•.:: rneetings, choose its officers (which
choke is
be ratifiEd by conference) and con··
suU together for information, etc. It is hoped
that when enough unions and associations are
organized delegates from then1 n1ay rneet at the
time and place of (~eneral Conference and thus
organize a General U rlionl and appoint a General
superintendent over all these unions, which shall
be sanctioned and ratlfied by the General Confer·
ence. These superintendents having the overe
sight of dl pub 1 icatirms for the schools, and also
to search for information among other nati;,ns (if practicable) and peoples in regard to the
b%t ways, means and methods of conducting
Sund;<y Schools, etc., so that our Sunday Schools
shaH stand higher in :;:;fficiency than they have in
th,•cS past.
The children of
Saints have been neglect·
and our present Sunday School S) stem is deficient in this, that the children of Saints do not
have well. defined knowledge of the faith and
doctrines of the chnrch. Some children from
nine to twelve years of age at this last confer:::nce
vvishf:d to
baptizE'd 1 but v.rt~re 1efused because
it was judged that they vvere not sufficiently -well
infonned
the fahh, \Vbat
hard thing to
SAN Bs2"fiTO, CaL, Oct. I7•:.h.
say! A cbild of a Saint at. nine or twelve years
Pres. W. W. Blatr:--Om· Central
os ag'.~ ignorant of -what baptis1n is or is for} and
district conference-presided over by
of ·what the r.;acrarneHt of the Lord's supper
or
Carmichael--was a very pleasant
means!
hannony throughout, not a single note
And I am nOt suce but what a catechism for
was heard during the session, ard all
children, especially prepared to instruct them
very happy.
conceming the points of faith and doctrine neces~;;ary for thern to kno·w prior to baptism, would
it, 'vhich is so pleasant and int;tructive.
be a good thing; so that our children might
times the gift of tongues was
properly instructed and willing to enter the kingedification of those present) and, v<ihat
' dom at eight years of age. The question book
ple~<sing to me, Elder John Holmes
for primary classes is good, but a shorter cate··
our own tongue) by inspiration of the Hoiv
chism plain and s!rnple upon the duties of chil··
it; so cahn, so conviucing; the ]anguage
dren desiring to be baptized would help difi'erent
the argument so unansvrerable, the adoralion '10
fathers and mothers to instruct their children.
humble, without the least semblance
«Come up higher," 0 Church, upon these matters,
ing fear, and withal so full of love
and let the !ambo be fed \vith milk pure and
and yet justice, the justice of God--was not hid·
sweet from the !\'I other Church!
den-and then the testimony in favor
The work in this district is in good order, no
great work of these tirnes,-it ytlas beautiful it
trouble existing, but not many workmen in the
was grandj and although only a short speech in a
field. I am getting stronger in body and still.
testiruony meeting !twas a long sermon in
love the Latter Day work more than all else on
My heart rej{liced, and I felt very grateful to God
earth, and hope to be accounted worthy to help
for thus blessing us, and partook of the
in the redemption of man on to the end.
ed feeling of the saints--a renewed
In Christ,
to strive on, more faithfully, to the
JosEPH F. BURTON.
close of the conference four persons
tized.
BEVIER, Mo., Oct. zsth.
Elder H. A. Stebbins:--I see one mistake in
the minutes of our last conferenct< in Herald of
the 19th.
Instead of "at the request of Bro. J.
T Richards to postpone the auditing of Bishop's
district superintendent, and he select,
agent's report until next conference," it should
Smith assistant superlntenden•,
read, ".at the request of Pres. J. Taylor." Please
Smith secretary and treasurer,
make correction.
The Bevier branch is still
ratified his selection. The officers
nll the Sunworking and moving onward; but there is place
day Schools of the church in the district consii··
for improvement. Bro. Turpen's labors in the
tutes the Union-that is, superintendents, teach··
dlsirict are appreciated.
May God bless him in
ers, secretaries, treasun.>rs and libradans, All
doing good,
gospel bonds,
the schools in the district are to be
the
J. T. WILLrAMS,

from Bro. Cooper, the dlstr!ct president, that
the eflort is being crowned with success.
in the commodious chapel Tnesday
the
6th instant.
The house
fairly full and the
choir acquitted themselves well, using thG new
Saints' Harmony.
From there I called at Morris,
held on
over Sunday. the last: two efforts being ln the
large opera house.
My subjects wc:re: rst.,
true church identified, or ·vvhat must I do to be
saved? 2d, New and continued revelation, cr
the prophetic calling of Joseph Smith and the
Book of Mormon.
I made a flying cail on the Saints at
Lyons, Springfield, East Delavan and Janesvilk,
Wisconsin, and hastened on here to at~ent1 coLference in the vVestern Vvlsconsin district, Octo·
ber 19th and 2oth. The Saints are
h1·
betv,-een in these parts, but the few that came
brought a good influence with them, and v1e had
a time of refreshing to reward hard toil.
Bro. W. S. Pender has gone up to Valle/
Junction, sixty miles north-west.
Bro. A. L.
Whitacer has relurned home to get up fuel and
round up fall work preparatory to the ,,,d.ncer·s
can1paian.
Elder Frank I-Iacket) the district
president, 1.hinks to be able to devote about onz>
half of his time for awhile. I am 'peakh;g
to rather good houses, and thus you see
min·
isterial force and have a bird':3 eye
of H.e
work in Vvisconsin. The Lord revive us
and
prosper the good work begun.
M.
SnoRT.

1

----·---
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No one
such a
under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible fot
their own views. Contributions solicited.
AHTICLES

DISCUSSION.

ON account of many
among religionists
of discussing the
the religious bodies they repre.
sent, I thought it not out of place to present some thoug·hts in reference to this
subject, and the reasons
I believe that
those representing the
religious
bodies should feel free to meet and in the
of the Master which each
to
serve and
views held
by each other
of that which is
written in the
and thus seek to
establish that one
as was
Christ and his Apostles, and upon
were united.
It is a very serious
that as the
n:<me given under
heaven by which a soul can be saved is
Christ, that those profes~ing to represent
him represent him as such a different person. "Is Christ di vicled ?" No. "I and
Father are one," says Christ.
men
with Christ they
also agree with
and hence much
good can come by a candid and earnest
comparison of all views with each other,
and that which all ag·ree upon as standard
evidence in reference to what Christ
as the one faith. Comparison is
the
method of convincing a seeker for
truth upon any
and no
religionist will
almost innumerable
what is desired.
There has ever
and ever will be
so long as error exists, a conflict, whether
apparent or not, between truth and error.
Every man to a greater or less extent, and
especially one who professes to represent
a religious body, is interested in this conflict, and we learn from the Master, Christ,
during his ministerial experience, the manner in which this conflict between truth
and error should be conducted. He met
his opposers with truth for their errors,
and never avoided them on any occasion,
whenever their object was to question him
or converse with him in respect to his
views; and when they· questioned his
views critically he always met them in a
similar manner. But
find it often said,
"they durst not ask him any more questions."
They were the ones to shun a
critical examination but he, never.
"!if e notice in the history of the apostles
and early representatives how harmoniously they acted in this matter, and how
sought opportunities to exchange
views in regard to the
of salvation,
and never do we find them making excuse
that it was not best to contend for their
peculiar views as against the views held by
their opposers.
All religionists claim to be representing
a plan that is devised for the salvation of
those- who adopt it, and most if not all
claim to be representing the work of Christ
as the messenger of the covenant of life,

we

~hould

be denied the right to make
and an unbounded privilege
reasons for m:1king- such
and as all claims of this character
hence no one ohould
to make a critical exclaims, 'N hen l1l<,de fur
the sole
to estsblish the truth, and
when the examination is made in the light
what is written; for it is said that that
which is written is profitable for doctrine,
etc.
All may not have equal authority for
their
but this must be proven, and
proven the party or parties
claims wili be but honest
with
and content in continuing
w advocate their respective claims; and by
so
may be the means of deceiving
souls. This leads us to mnclude
who
critical examination, exsanction know that
and necessary to be
creature in the whole
upon those in error to
and in private for the
them in an examination of their views in the light of
and giving them unbounded
of producing their cause and
forth their strong reasons. This
·was
invitation to people who were
in error in the days of the prophet Isaiah,
--See Isaiah 41: 2 r. As God is the same
and does not change, (Mal. 3: 6; He b. 13:
He
His servants is still making
should make that invitation to all.
vVhen professed disciple or a body of
disciples of Christ as~ume that
are so far c.bove others making equal
YYr;r;t?·~~1"
that they will not meet them
grounds, it is evidence of their
some were in the days of Christ
·whom he called "hypocrite's."
They
thanked God that they were not like others,
and boasted themselves of greLt things
had done; or else they were fearful
result of an honest examination of
views. 'Tis true the disciples have ever
suffered severe persecution at times for
these
contentions, but God has aldelivered them either in life or death
satisfaction of his disciples.
See
of Stephen, Acts 7: 54-6o, and
of
and of all those who were persecuted for earnestly contending for the doctrine of Christ.
The true church has grown in numbers
and in
power when earnestly
the triumph of the right, so
long as they based all their evidence upon
the divine doctrines, and by the Spirit of
the Christ deported themselves in their
\Ve have not the right to merely assert
that zmother's claim of being right is not
as
as ours, or else why has God given us such an abundance of evidence to
? If this evidence is not to be 1 's ~d
convince one in error of his error, what
is it for? Only by reason and the stronger evidence can we say to this man or that,
"You have not as good claim of being
as we."
persecution, false assertions, attacks upon personal character and thl'l like

are proof of no better evidence to be produced to sustain their cause; but such evidence-if indeed it can be called evidence
-can never establish a truth, and it takes
the same class of evidence to prove an error as it does to establish a truth. Wherever truth is presented in conlrast to error,
the one representing the error will soon
show it by the class of evidence he uses,
for he will try to sustain his claim by abuse,
persecutions, or by referring to some weakness, real or assumed, of some representative of the truth, or else just simply acknowledge that his claims are not sufficiently sustained by seriptural evidence
to bear a critical examination, by their
actions, and that is by their desiring to
close the investigation, or, coward-like,
withdrawing themselves.
According to the scripture we are to
"contend earnestly for that faith once delivered. to the saints."-See Jude 3· T0
contend, according to Webster, means, "to
strive; to 'dispute; to vie with." Either
of these explained meanings sig::1ifies an
opposing influence to be met and overcome by remaining actively engaged in
defending the right, or that believed to be
right.
The truth is attacked, its representatives must defend it.
Evil makes
his attacks in any way to take advantage
of or to overpower; Truth must ever stand
out honestly making her defense with "all
'long suffering and doctrine."-2 Tim. 4:2.
When God appoints one to represent the
truth He empowers him with a duty and
responsibility to defenci it in the manner
above reft:orred to, using doctrine. as his
evidence. And should a representative
fail in this he fails to stand the test of true
patriotism to God's king·dom.
When a person is seeking to incite your
loved ones to hate you and thus destroy
your peace, you would think of doing
nothing less than seeking to approach that
person and correct his erroneous and injurious position in the spirit of long suffering, and a proper representation of facts;
and should that person simply say when
you sought to meet him thus, "l don't
want to talk about this matter," and seek
to evade you, declaring by so doing that
he desired peace, you would at once con·
elude that so long as he continued as he
had been and yet gave you no chance to
defend yourself, that peace never could exist between you and him.
The decision Christ expre8sed in reference to this matter was, "He that doeth
truth cometh to the light that his deeds
may be manifest that they are wrought in
God."-John 3: 20. "For every one that
doeth evil hateth the light, neither cometh
to the light lest his deeds should be reproved [discovered]," see margin. Contrasting things side by side where the same
degree of light reflects upon them, and the
same circumstances surround them is the
best means to discover differences if any
exist. It is so with principles claiming to
be true. "Ye are the light of the world,"
says Jesus to his representatives.
Now
when two, both claiming to be his representatives meet and present their theories
in the light they each represent, and in
the light of holy writ 1 it gives hon~st in~
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vestigation the best privilege to decide
which is in harmony with the scriptures.
Deception is practiced by false representatives of Christ as it was practiced by·
Satan when tempting Christ, by using
only such portions of the written word as
will suit their purposes, and who refuse to
accept of"every word that proceedeth from
the mouth of God." And many are deceived thereby because having no better
light; but should one who is truly a light
to the world meet one of these false representatives, there is not such a privilege
for deception, for Christ says they shall
not be confounded, and hence will be able
to reflect light npon the false theories presented, by the eternal truths of heaven,
accompanied by the light which God has
sent to enlighten "every man that cometh
into the world."
None who have the whole truth need
be afraid of a comparison of the same with
error, and they are not nor ever I) ave been;
and to find one afraid of a comparison, in
the light of scripture, it will be one evidence against their having the truth, or
else they are not established in the same.
Neither need a representative of the truth
be fearful of the possessors of truth, be
they but members, losing faith in the same
by listening to such comparison, but, instead, they will be strengthened.
However angry did those in error become at Christ and his apostles in their
day, because the truth prevailed and they
could not overthrow the truth with their
theories, vet we never once hear of their
concluding that to rneet and question and
be questioned was in itself wrong, but to
the contrary. They presented the principles of truth, and their evidences of truth
everywhere, in private or in the synagogues of their opposers, disputing with them
face to face, and whether opposers called
tl:.em evil names, persecuted or beat them,
it mattered not, they still contended for
truth and did not stoop to attacking personal character to prove theories true or
untrue.
"Peace on earth" the angels sang; but
this can not exist only where all are of one
heart and one mind. No peace can exist
between to persons or parties where each
believes himself right; for that is conclusive evidence that he or they believe the'
other to be wrong, and if wrong in a religious sense, subject to condemnation or
loss. Each will be anxious to try to save
the other from these sad results, and hence
will be brought together for that purpose.
It does not matter when they meet or under what circumstances, just so each meet
that specific object in view-of saving a
soul from the error of his way. 'Tis very
true one must manifest, ofttimes, a great
deal of forbearance with an opposer, for
where error is there will be erroneous actions, and a man of God is ofttimes met
and used in an unchristianlike manner in
many ways; but it only takes the same
trust to be sustained in this labor as in any
other kind of ministerial labor; and that is,
full trust in Christ, the Author and Finishsr of the one faith.
We must educate ourselves as true representatives to be able to meet all o_pposi-

CHORDS FROM MEMORY'S HARP.
DEAR BRo. BLAIR :-My

studies are broken by distant
and
echo
less silence has succeeder!
monies, the energizing discourses,
doxologies, pleasant associations
converse of Saint~ at the late Reunion in
Iowa's rustic fields.
That
all its magnificent environments,
main inseparably linked with
est dream. Leaving
Chicago with its busy hum of
richer notes of worship, and its
melody of literature, Bro. Blakeslee and I
sought the broad freedom and peace
mind which the western sweeps, with
their rich, florid complexion, only can supply. On the right and left were entrancing scenes. The rolling prairie
yields its superabundance. The
cent Father, who controls the
work of redemption, adapts the means
adequate to the accomplishment oi the required ends.
The proclamation of the
people" is immediately
an
abundance, in every line of active
Simple. truths seem
discoveries.
Yonder, a lone
perched on its
crag !us for m~ny a day seemed tenantless
to the way-farer passing by. Generations
ago, and by men of another
its keep and battlements breached
walls rent asunder from base to
Its steel-clad inhabitants are gone.
are in the dust of the field. The baron
and his lady; the fiery
the low-voiced
woman; the knight and
stalwart men-at- arms; the
the jester, were all laid to their
bers in the tongueless dust centuries
The hand of the spoiler fell
their moated fortalice. From the crumbling turrett down to the shattered foundation, you may trace the
of man,
in overthrowing what the
of man
had originally reared. This
and
ruined and battered and defaced
but another monument, and
numberless remains on this
along with Egypt, Babylon,
Cartha,-e and Rome on the
that proclah'r! as with a voice of thunder
that man's strength is his
wisdom is
his
that splendid
have been raised to
of arms, and nr,r>otrQ!c<>rl
chance the
of such ideas.
has lavished

but over on the left-garb of
was no other than
The
bloom of
moss was
his own device.
lichen and stone-crop were his
many a day of
ere he saw them
Those
of
wild bramble,
and honey-suckle
he trained with his own hand. Could the
daughter of Eve have wound
round the
with more exquisite
in more winning
Here and there, further on,
the drooping lusmore,
bells you can imagine
continualiy and
pinnacle the
the air rich
Thus venerable old
himself all along
the line, hiding
he could thedesolaadorning it in all places where concealment was impossible; like the gentle
teacher, our Savior, who sought to hide
and render doubly sweet the ruins and
crags and desolations and clouds and thorns
of life,
clothing the beautiful flora of
the field with the
mantle. And
this is my apology
so writing: "Consider the lilies of the field."-Jesus.
'Tis
and reflects the bright
~ide of life.
We could continue, but prudence suggests condensation.
Rapidly sailing up the frost-seared valley of the Missouri to Mondamin-within
five miles of
grounds-and boarding
a hack we were soon ushered in to the
pleasant
But one especially was
interesting to us now. A city had grown
up as if by magic-a whole city of cotton
houses-and in one or two nights it was
peopled too. Ah! it was a congregation
of worshipers-a reunion of Saints--and
I trust of
and feeling too, The inof
and the congregation
increased to the last when an estimate of
over five thousand was placed on the surging and well
multitude. I had no
idea that the
work and a won" had assumed such vast proportions,
or amassed such strength, and yet only a
few districts represented. But, the ebb
and flow of the great systems of life in one
stand confessed before its successor.
was true, is confirmed and
and vvhat was
veil Of nrPH,ni'P.~
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ERALD.
abbess with her starry nuns, like a queen
to her bridal, and the glittering· stars witl1
amorous glances pale. After evening service, Ern. Chambers' and Seddon's bonfire calls almost one hundred and
persons around it, who manifest their joy
by singing the hymns of Zion,
Methought that, if ever the time was to be,
when the sweet zephyrs blend with the
psalms of men, it is now. And now the
chiming of the bell suggested rest, and
until morning, when the rosy streaks of
dawn awoke the chatter of children, the
sound of a hundred axes, and conversation
about "good sermons," "lively music,"
"confirmatory testimonies," and including
the "empty lemon" of Bro. McDowell,
and the vacated "egg-shell" of Sr. Coffman.
We will not omit the pleasant visit,
though brief, we enjoyed at Council Bluffs
and Omaha with Bro. and Sr. Rumel and
Bro. and Sr. Beebe. Athough hoarse, I
enjoyed the visit had by Bro. ·Blakeslee,
especialiy the part relating to finances.
By the way, he bas a happy faculty of
talking in that line.
Uncle Mark's sermon on Monday eve,
was at Saints Church, and well received.
His voice rang out like a continental
clergyman's, and his presentation of evidence on ''signs of the times" made us
feel that the latter day work was indeed a
revolution, and for the race, and for all time.
VII anted to tarry longer, but resuming our
journey down the Missouri Valley to St.
Joseph, broad fields of corn met the eye.
The views were scenic, far-away and
grand. Variegated foliage groves of maple
dad in tender gold, perpendicular cliff>
among the bluffs piercing the purple air,
with the limpid waters of the river winding like a silver serpent and stealing silently, and sometimes violently to mingle in
the murky waters of the "Father of
vVaters"-(how much a momento of life)
-were im1eed picturesque and suggestive.
Arriving at "St. Joe," we sought the
"creamery" (Latter Day Saint like) of
Bro. Lewis. After a short jog on the
Motor we entered, desired, and sat down
and refreshed ourselves with a glass of
cool, sweet milk. Bro. L. has three blue
ribbons hanging conspicuously--trophies
of victories from the New Era Exposition
competitive grounds for the cream, butter
and cheese contest. Sharing the hospitality of his family till morning, we boarded
cars for Lamoni. Our stay at this place
was very entertaining, though brief; oc·
cupied the time with cousins, some of
whom I had not seen for near a dozen
years, and some I had never seen before.
We sang, chatted and visited as only Scott
cousins can. I shall not soon forget the
short (?) figure of Bro. Dancer, either. I
sincerely believe the generation of fifty
years hence in scanning his record will
look back to him and exclaim, "There
were giants in tnose days."
May his
memory be perpetuated. After a day and
a half with friends, we parted, and I realized more and more that it is the "parting
that gives us pain"-and then I thought
at the close of the Reunion, How many of
us will meet at the expiration of another

twelve months-and who will rehearse
and sadness, sorrow and gladnessanniversaries-as they statedly return
some of them v1ritten in characters of joy,
others
by sculptor's art on marble
return-with smiles of divine
and angels lingering near, the
Spirit stealing into the heart with
a tenderness that dissolves it away in tears,
or a rest unbroken by dreams and unracked
suffering, leaves faded, plucked and
and the hearts that bitterly weep
a leaf of laurel on the crown of
stilled beneath the simple mound!
Beloved Saints, rejoice in the hope of
immortal glory.
Raise this latter day
j,~ue to purer realms and better basis
than personal attacks. If slander is busy
with your name, heed not the rumors,will detect themselves in due time.
.
Lear them patiently and give them
the contradiction of your life, not of your
lips. Be assured also that they can not
harm you, if the arrow has not
truth to unfasten it. If it have
that means of holding, see that you do not
;,uffer such to continue. When it lacks
the point, the blunt shaft will rebound in
your accuser's face, and the hidden things
of darkness will be brought to light. Let
us remember that the "silver cord" will be
loosed; the golden bowl, broken; the
pitcher be shattered at the fountain; and
the wheel at the cistern-for by one touch
of the finger the whole structure lays in
ruins; then the dust resturns to the earth
as it was, and the spirit returns to God
who gave it. Beauty will vanish, and the
strong men bow themselves. Those who
look out of the windows will be darkened
and all the daughters of music brought
low. Time has this mission to perform
and is executing his office speedily. He
snaps the cords that bind man to this
sphere, and by an unmarked transition
lifts him away.
Then he tells him of
another country whither the angel Azrael
is to be his conductor, and he shows him
the necessity of his going and creates at
the same time the desire that so it should
be, and who would desire to appear in the
of the great God against whom
we have all done worse things than anybody has against us-carrying grudges?
"Let not the sun go down on your wrath,"
covers the ground.
In hopes of attending another Reunion,
I remain your brother in faith,
LEONARD SCOTT.

THE GOVERNMENT OF GOD.

I

"AND hast redeemed us to God by thy
blood out of every kindred, and tongue,
and people, and nation; and hast made us
unto and God kings and priests; and we
shall
on the earth."-Rev. 5: 9, 10.
"Brethren, I count not myself to have apprehended, but this one thing I do: forgetting those things which are behind and
reaching forth unto those things which
are before, I press toward the mark for
the prize of the high calling of God in
ChristJesus."-Phil. 3:13, 14.
whole universe must rationaly be
the mediate or immediate rule of

735
the unfathomable and Infinite Mind and
WilL Orders and grades of government
fitting to the capacity and need of the
almost numberless grades of intelligence
known and unknown exist, everywhere
and always. Evidently it is impossible to
go beyond the domain of God.
This
means, then, government. The highest
of all these is called, in revelation, the
government of God or the kingdom of
God, or the immediate or highest form or
expression of God's government. Where
this exists in force there, rationally, must
dwell the highest intelligence, and we
may believe, without laborious argument,
as a natural conseqnence, the highest and
most exalted orders of life and happiness.
A government designed without this as a
final end in view could not be practicable
because unattractive, and would never be
entertained by rational beings.
''·All kingdoms have a law given: and
there are many kingdoms; for there is no
space in the which there is no kingdom;
. . . and unto every kingdom is given a
law. . . . All beings who abide not in
_these conditions are not justified, for intelligence cleaveth unto intelligence; wisdom
rece1veth wisdom; truth ernbraceth truth;
virtue loveth virtue; light cleaveth unto
light; mercy hath compassion on merey,
and claimeth her own; justice continueth
her course, and claimeth its own; judgment goeth before the face of him who
sitteth upon the throne, and governeth
and executeth all things: . . . he hath
given a law unto all things by which they
move in their times and their seasons; and
their courses are fixed; even the courses
of the heavens and the earth; which comprehend the earth and all the planets..••
The earth rolls upon her wings; and the
sun giveth her light by day, ami the moon
giveth her light by night; and the stars
also giveth their light, as they roll upon
their wings, in their glory, in the midst of
the power of God. Unto what shall I
liken these kingdoms, that ye may understand? Behold, all these are kingdoms;
and any man who hath seen anv or the
least of these, hath seen God moving in
his majesty and power. . . . Nevertheless,
he who carne unto his own was not comprehended."-D. 8r C., 65:9-1 3·
Magnificent revelation! Who can comprehend its beauty and spirit and truth?
Certainly not those who deny its inspiration. "All kingdoms have a law given."
. . . And thev who are not sanctified
through the law which I have given unto
you, even tbe law of Christ, must inherit
another kingdom. For he who is not able
to abide the law of a celestial kingdom
can not abide a celestial glory . . • . The
earth abideth the law of the celestial kingdom, for it filleth the measure of its creation, and transgresseth not the law;
wherefore it shall be sanctified, yea, notwithstanding it shall die, it shall be quickened again, and the righteous shall inherit
it; for notwithstanding they die, they shall.
also rise again a spiritual body; they who
He of a celestial spirit shall receive the
same body, which was a natural body."-

D. & C. Ss: 9i 5: 6.
"That which is governed by law is 11lso
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and perfected and sanethe sa.mee''-Pare 8.
20 and 21 the Lord savs
of the church, "Behold I
will hasten my work in its time;" and
commandment was given to prepare for
their
by organization, purification,
prayer,
teaching one another diligent! y the doctrines of the church, and of
the accumulaticm
wisdom generally,
and the law of the gospel, and in all
things that
unto the kingdom of
God: "Therefore tarry ye, and labor dilgently that you may be perfected in your
ministry, to go forth among the Gentiles
for the last time, as many as the mouth of
the Lord shall n:J.me; to bind up the lavv
and seal
the testimony, and to prepare
the Saints
the hour of judgment which
is to come,"-Par. 23.
"And l saw another angel
in the
midst of heaven; having the everiar;ting
gospel
unto them that dwell on
the earth, and to every nation and kindred
and
an people; saying with a
loud
Fear God and give glory to
for
hour of his judgment is
come." "And heard a voice from heaven saying unto me,
Blessed are the
dead that die in the Lord, from henceforth; yea saith the Spirit, that they may
rest from their labors, and ti1dr works do
follow them."-Rev. 14: 6; 7:13.
Eighteen hundred years ago Paul an
apostle and called servant of God said:
'·'I have
a good fight; I have finistkd my course; henceforth there is laid
up for me a crown of righteousness which
the Lord the righteous judge shall give."
The latter day dispensation and work, inaugurated by the angel message, has enl:nged itself to my mind since I came forth
from the wate1·s of baptism; but more es·
pecially since my call, or rather I would
say, c-ince my fixed determination to apply
with an eye single to the glory of
to the ministry of his gospel to
the world. "This gospel of the kingdom
shall be
in all the world for a
witness unto all nations and then shall the
end come." Is it absolutelv true that I
am thus
so near to th'e Son of God
as to become his servant indeed? When
I raise mv hand and
"Being commissioned •
do I understand
and
and know that
with a message
whose truth shall be manifest before the
seat of God and which shall
"wrath and indign;;J"
confirmation
of
shall cause groaning·s
and men shall fall
shall not be able to
it intlced and of a truth the
? To be a com,
is to know by pracof God which
declare the
eousness au1ong the children of men
volves the
of understanding government. To become an 6fficer of any
government a man must first be called.
those
by law
i;, to so
"And in

II

I

the days of these kings shall the God of
heaven set up a kingdom which shall never be destroyed; and the
shall
not be left to other
it shaH
break in pieces
consume <lll these
kingdoms and it shall stand forever."--Dan. 2: 44·
As by observation and
made to see that wisdom,
knowledge of law, courage
administer that law are absolute necessities
and prereqiusites to successful
election, retention, approval and success
officers in the governments of this
and the establishment and success of the
government itself; so have I been forced
to conclude that less can not be said of the
highest and be~t of all governments and
kingdoms-the kingdom of God.
If less wit,
fulness, courage,
cation, general
ence to the law which is to

I aresenting,

I

than is necessary to the
lishment of earthly and man·made
ernments, I should like to have it
stood that I do not so believe.
The law that makes for
vindicated alone in its
ment, and results.
ard as Latter Day
thing to learn and to do.
If this church is called to rp;nn·~,..,n
government which Daniel
"stand
" it must
because of a superiority of its
faithfulness and obedience and
to that law. "A kingdom, divided
itself, can not stand," but must
and
"come to naught," according to the words
of Christ himself.
Unity of
harmony of understanding and,,,,..,,.,,,.~
are made necessities to success.
To belittle past effort, toil and sacrifice
should not be our aim; but that there is a
call through the Spirit and manifest needs
of the church to "come up
" is
parent to
interested,
member of the
To give impetus to the
with a zeal and courage to go
the labor, toil and sacrifice
establishment and permanency
latter
WOJk, confidence has become an absonecessity. That this has been abused
in the history of the past needs
to
be stated, but I apprehend that so far as
the present is concerned one of the most
serious obstacles in the way of advancement (and the cause, in many
of a
real or apparent loss of interest
fluence) is t.hat of
understanding- or
which should

hers.
call attention to the revelation in

Sec. 83: 7, 8 D. & C: "And now I give
unto you a commandment to beware conto give diligent heed
to the words of eternal life; for you shall
live
every word that proceedeth forth
from
mouth of God."
"And
your minds in times
have been darkened because of
and because
have treated
the things
which
and
brought the whole church under condemnation.
And this condemnation resteth
the children
even all; and
shall remain under this condemnation until
repent and remember the
new covenant, even the Book of Morrnon
and the former commandments which I
not
to say, but to
do
written."
Lord said unto
church: "But verily,
that none else shall
power,
another in his stead; and
law unto you, that
receive not the teachings of any that
as
revelation~ or commandments;
I
give unto you, that
not be deceived, that yon
are not of
For
that he

er commanilments" that
these most sacred and

govern in
matters,
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Many whose walk before the world unfits them for membership, others whose
testimony and speech, as well as actions,
constant! y and always betray to the intelligent mind their unfitness many
honest but ignorant of the
and order
of God's g·overnment, failing to see the
kingdom of God and that which makes
for its permanency and growth, may be
led to oppose, through
but unprincipled leadership, the very men and
measures that the God of heaven Himself
bas instituted "for the perfection of his
saints" and the successful "work of the
ministry."
Candidacy for ordination to any officemore especially that of the eldership-should manifest, Ist, A capacity for growth and ability to apprehend, naturally and
spiritually, the
his ordination
places him upon; and to strive to live
every word that
from the
mouth of God, an
is, "Wherefore now
man learn
his
and to act in the
in which
he is appointed, in all diligence. He that
is slothful shall not be counted worthy to
stand, and he that learns not his duty -and
shows himself not
shall not be
counted worthy to
his office J.D. & C. w4: 44·
It will be observed that not only is action
required, but intelligent action, conformity
to the law; to learn his duty before ever
attempting to act; and that slothfulness is
not imputed alone to him who refuses to
the gospel before he has learned
what is, or to nm his neck off in a zeal
which is without knowledge, and under
the impulse of a revelation and commission
or an- ordination not warranted in the
counsels of God--to build a kingdom of
which he may know but little else than its
title. Who then is to blarne, and what
JS our
? I am not disposed to
blame
mind that
all at
Lave been
The
ready
"former
word that has
mouth of God
ed servants. We
elation
to the church in
Sec. 92: 1-3: "Veri!
unto you, whom I
I also chasten, that
sins may be forgiven, for with the chastisement I prepare
for their
in all things,
temptation; and I have loved you.
ye must needs he
and 5tand rebuked before
have sinned a very grevious
have not cono.idered the
ment in all things, that
given
concerning the building of mine house,
the preparation wherewith I
mine
for the last
I give unto you a
you should build an house, in the which
house I design to endow those whom
have chosen with power from on
and let the higher part of the
ner court be dedicated unto me for the
school of mine
" etc.

The

revelation given in December,
(Sec. 85) and from which we
quoted, is a marvelous and wondrous
communication, and preparation necessary
to the final establishment of the greatest
of all kingdoms is again testified to, and
the means to be employed clearly indicated
in the following paragraphs: "Behold, I
the Lord will hasten my work in its time.
I
unto you who are the first laborers
in this last kingdom a commandment that
you assemble yourselves together, and orand prepare yourselves."-Par. 20.
"And I give unto you a commandment that you shall teach one another the doctrine
the kingdom, that you
be more perfectly instructed in theoin doctrine, in the law of
all things that pertain unto
of God that is expedient for
understand.
Of things both in
and in earth, and under the earth;
which have been; things which are;
which are to come to pass." . . .
and labor diligently,
may be
in your ministry
among the gentiles for the last
[and no more] as the mouth
shall name, to build up the
law and seal up the testimony." etc.
"This
of the kingdom shall be
the world, as a witness unnations." In order to make it a sufficient witness to justify God in his condemnation of those to whom it is preached, it
must be an
argument and pre··
and must stand the test of the
cross-examination.
Otherwise I
its binding and sealing force is
or lost.
"Who then is that faithful and wise serwhom his Lord [not men, neither
hath made ruler [by common consent
law J over his household [the
church of the living God,-Tim. 3: rsJ, to
them
[something upon which
may grow spirituallv strong] in due
season, [not promiscuously and out of seaBlessed is that servant whom his
when he cometh, shall find so do.
Failure to possess courage or into meet this issue, as laid down
Savior may, and probably will,
us to the "cutting asunder" process
affirmed in Matthew 24:50, 51.
"And again the order of the house
for the presidency of the
school of the prophets established for
their instruction in all things that are exfor them, even for all the officers
of the church, or in other words those who
called to the ministry in the church,
at the high priests even down
deacons," etc.--D. & C. 85: 39· For
of the ministry and perfecting of
God commanded rooms to be
for the instruction of the presi·
the lesser priesthood and their
presidents of stakes, etc.-107:

of

man was warranted in starting
the preparation suggested, or
rather commanded, Hyrum Smith might
have been. "Whoso desireth to reap let
him thrust in his sickle," etc. . . . "Keep
my commandments and assist to bring
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forth my work according to my commandments and you shall be blessed."
"Behold I command you that you need
not suppose that you are called to preach
until you are called. Wait a little longer,
until you have my word, my
my
church, my gospel, that you may know of
a surety my doctrine. Seek not to declare
my word, but first seek to obtain my word,
and then shall your tongue be loosed." etc.
"Behold I speak unto all who
have good desires and have thrust in their
sickles to reap."-Sec. ro: 4, 8, IO.
"All are called according to the gifts of
God unto them; and to the intent that all
may labor together, let him that laboreth
in the ministry, and him that toiieth in the
affairs of the men of business and of
labor together with God for the accomplishment of the work r;ntrustcd to all."-·
Sec.rr9:8.
Indi~criminate calling· and ordination by
anybody-largely by laymen and sister~ in
the church, and a local ministry, has
wrought confusion and its results we still
have to confront.
evils have been seen
in a measure, and ordination any how and
by any body has be;::n largely restricted by
conference resolution; but the calling goes
on in some quarters, and consequent uno
easiness, if not open hostility, is engendered against those whom the la vv has de ..
signed to regulate or counsel in these mat··
ters. To "try the spirits" that trouble us
in these matters would not be so hard
ta';k, nor the clifficulty so hard to solve if
faith in what God has already
through his chosen mouthpiece, and has
become law by common consent of the
whole wisdom of the church, were had.
But faith comes, not by
reading,
or instruction, but
signs
63: 2, 3·
D. & C.) with many.
In the design of God,
to my
mind, a prepared ministry, by schooling
<md studv of the law of God, as well as
wisdom {rom all quart11rs and sources, and
preparation by spiritual
a
ly life, etc., was and is
in the
revelations given to the church at first.
Failure to heed thi.& counsel
to my
mind, brought "the whole
under
condemnation," and in many cases disgrace
or just reproach. We must have a spirit.·
ually intelligent and unified
or
continued discouragement if not disaster,
will be our fate. As a means or remedy
God commenced to speak prornptiy in tl1e
beginning of this Reorganization. See
Sec. I 14: "In order to place the church
in a position to carry on the
of the gospel, and as a means or
tbe law, the Twelve will take meac•nres
connection with the Bishop, to execute"let us study that word--"the la\V of tithing;" with a charge of faithfu 1n·cE's, etc.
Many years ago the church was informed
that it was "a day of tithing of my people."
It is a just law and the
one that
makes injustice impossible, and by which
every member in the church may become
a worker together with God, and spread
the last warning message abroad to the
earth's inhabitants and to assist in establishing Zion.
I look with great favor upon schools of ed-
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THE SAINTS'
ucation in our church for children and youth.
I want to o;;ee a "school of the prophets" for
the preparation of a ministry that shall challenge respect and justify God in condemn~
ing those who reject their testimony. The
time has come when we shall have to
"come up higher." If there is not a growth
in grace and in a knowledge of the truth
as it is in Christ, and in his words in the
church as well as for individuals, then need
we not to learn by the things that we have
suffered? Large branches can be no longer raised up or maintained against the influx of light and criticism of our day, nor
withstand the assaults of the subtile spiritual enemies of the church and kingdom
of God that intrench themselves behind
and within human forms and faces, by t.he
novice, the inexperienced or the aspirant
for an office, the responsibilities and burdens of which he has little or no conception of.
While at Independence, Jackson county,
Missouri, last spring, that notable place in
the eyes of God, upon which with prophetic vision through the haze of centuries
unborn, prophets, patriarchs and apostles
gazed, and through which by the pen of
inspiration and signs of the times in which
we live the heavenly country and city
draws near, I was led into reflection
suggested by my brief stay and opportunities for observation. One thing, germain
to our subject, however, I noticed the presence of one of the Twelve; that it was a
necessity of the time that he or some one
else that represented the best wisdom of
the church, that should be possessed of an
experience with men and devils-for if
they are not there, and to come, then is it
not Zion-should be upon the ground to
preserve· the peace of God'~ saints; to see
that wi~dom, judgment and justice was not
driven from her place; and the design of
God in the gathering and salvation of his
saints defeated. Without talk, comment
or suggestion I came away, with the memory of my own rxperiences upon me, I
said to myself, God save Bro. Luff and
give him aids that can climb up high
enough in the tower to see the enemy, and
with wisdom and courage hold up his
hands and aid in courageous defense or offensive warfare against the everlasting
foes of God's kingdom upon earth!
Honesty and intelligence combined are
Satan's deadliest foes.
Separated, they
rr.ay be used as his most powerful allies.
"Let us go on unto perfection." The
six first principles do not com prebend all
there is to the gospel of complete salvation.
"And how shall they preach except they
be sent; as it is written, How beautiful
are the feet of them that preach the gospel of peace and bring glad tidings of good
things."
\Vhat good things?
"That
saith unto Zion, Thy God reigeneth."
This to my mind is the enlarged view of
the gospel of the Son of God.
When, oh when, shall our hindrances
and our incompleteness be removed?
When shall Zion-our hope-"the perfection of beauty" appear?
"And now behold if Zion do these
these things she shall prosper and spread
hen;elf, and become very glorious, very

great and very terrible; and the nations of
the earth shall know her." etc.
"Behold I say unto you
school in Zion: I the Lord am weH
ed that there should be a ,;chool in
·"Verily I say unto you, that it is
my will that an house should be built unto
me in tbe land of Zion; yea let it be built
speedily by the tithing of my people, Behold this is the tithing and the sacrifice
which I the Lord require at their hands;
that there may be an house built unto me
FOR THE SALVATION OF ZION j for a
of thanksgiving for all
and
a
place of instruction for aH those who are
called to the work of the
in all
their several callings and offices
they
may be perfected in the undersanding of
their ministry: in theory, in principle, in
doctrine, in all things pertaining to the
kingdom of God upon the earth." ,
"Zion shall escape if she observe to do all
things whatsoever I have commanded
but if she observe not to do whatsoever
things I have cmnmanded her, I will visit
her according to all her works, with sore
affliction," etc., etc.-D. & C,
: z, 3, 5·
Unity and intelligent and
eration is needed. l'v1eans
the direction of the infinite
must produce glorious results. The Twelve and
Bishopric in execution of the law of
will also look after these
ters in the future, and
justice will be met by just
May God hasten the time
exaltation
and deliverance for his chosen
w
my prayer.
M. H. Bmw
BROCKTON,

Mass., October 4tb, 1889.

~~
--~~-----·-·-

WHO OWNS THE UNITED STATES?

IN spite of the rapid increase in the num··
ber of millionaires in the United States in
recent years, the popular notion
wealth is yet very much more
tributed in this country than in
Mr. Thos. G. Shearman, the
New York statistican, has been
for some time in collecting facts
as precisely as possible the
the wealth of the country
rich men and families; and he
greater concentration of wealth here than
in any other country. The results of his
investigation will appear in The Forum
for November, from advance sheets
which the following facts are taken. ML
Shearman makes the
ation of owners of more than
each:

$I so,OOO,OOO:
Church.
$roo,ooo,ooo: C.
Vanderbilt, Jay Gould, Leland
]. D. Rockefeller.
$7o,ooo,ooo: Estate of A. Packer.
$6o,ooo,ooo: John I. Blair, Estate
Charles Crocker.
$5o,ooo,ooo: Wm. Astor, \V. 'vV. As·
tor, Russell Sage, E. A.
Estate
of Moses Taylor, Estate of Brown &
Ives.
$4o,ooo,ooo: P. D,
F. L.
Ames, Wm. Rockfeller, H. M.
Powers and Weightman, Estate
Goelet.

$35,ooo,ooo: C. P. Huntington, D. 0.
Mills, Estates of T. A. Scott, J.
Garrett.
$3o,ooo,ooo: G. B, Roberts, Charles
Pratt, Ross Winans, E. B. Coxe, Claus
Spreckels, A. Belmont, R. J. Livingston,
Fred Weyerhauser, Mrs. Mark Hopkins,
Mrs. Hettv Green. Estates of S. V. Harkness, R. W. Cole~an, I. M. Singer.
$zz,ooo,ooo: A.], Drexel, J. S. Morgan,]. P. Morgan,, Marshall Field, David
Dows, J, G. Fair, E. T. Gerry, Estates of
Gov. Fairbanks, A. T. Stewart, A. Scher;.nerhorn.
$zs,soo,ooo: 0. H. Payne, Estates of
F. A. Drexel, I. V. Williamson, \V. F.
Weld,
$zo,ooo,ooo: F. W. Vanderbilt T heo.
Havemeyer, H. 0. Havemeyer, W. G.
Warden, vV. P. Thompson, Mrs. Schenley, J. B. Hag-gin, H. A. Hutchins, Estates of W. Sloane, E. S. Higgins, C.
Tower, Wm. Thaw, Dr.,Hostetter, Wm.
Sharon, Peter Donohue.
These 70 names represent an aggregate
wealth of $z,7oo,ooo,ooo, an average of
more than $37,soo,ooo each. Although
Mr. Shearman, in making this estimate,
did not look for less than twenty millionaires, he discovered incidentally fifty others worth more than $ro,ooo,ooo each;
and he
that a list of ten persons can
be made
wealth averages $wo,ooo,ooo each, and another list of one hundred
persons whose wealth averages $zs,ooo,ooo. No such lists can be made up many
other countrv. "The richest dukes of
England," he
"fall below the average wealth of a
American citizens;
while the greatest bankers, merchants,
and railway magnates of England cannot
compare in wealth with many Americans."
The average annual income of the richest hundred Englishmen is about $450,ooo, but the
annual income of the
richest hundred
cannot be less
than $r ,zoo,ooo, and probably exceeds
$r,soo,ooo. The richest of the Rothschilds, and the world-renowned banker,
Baron Overstone, each left about $1
ooo,ooo. Earl Dudley, the owner of
richest iron mines, left $zo,ooo,ooo. The
Duke of Buccleuch (and the Duke of Buccleuch carnes half of Scotland in his nocket) left about $3oooo"ooo. The M~rquis
of Bute was worth, in 1872, about $z::J,,.
ooo.ooo in land and he mav now · be
wo;th $4o,ooo,ooo in all. The Duke of
Norfolk may be worth $4o,ooo,ooo, and
the Dn ke of vV est minster per haps $so,ooo,ooo.
Mr. Shearman's conclusion is that zs,ooo persons own one-half the wealth of
the United States; and that the whole
wealth of the country is practically owned
by zso,ooo persons, or one in sixty of the
adult male population; and he predicts,
from the rapid recent concentration of
wealth, that under present conditions so,000 persons will practically own all the
wealth of the country in thirty years-or
less than one in soo of the aduit male population.

w·.

Mrs. Jane CouPer, 260 Le1b St .• Detro1t,
W. H. Kelley, Kirtland, Lake Co., Ohio.
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ALABAMA.
Conference convened at Pleasant Hill, Butler
county, Alabrtma, October 5th, M. K. Harp president, L. G. Parker secretarv. Met at ro a.m.
and devoted one hour to prayer. At 2 p. m. minutes of last conference were read and approved.
Branch reports: Butler, Pleasant, Lone Star,
Flat Rock 2~, 2 expelled, I marriage. The following elders reported: W. J. Booker, W. S. Me
Pherson, J. G. Vickerv and M. K. Harp. G. R.
Scogin had preached in five counties. Bishop's
agent, J. G. Vickery, reported: On hand $54 oo.
Motion that this conference petition the General
Conference to appoint an elder to preside over
the South-eastern mission. On motion M. K.
Harp was sustained as president of the district
and L. G. Parker as secretary.
Bishop's agent
was also sustained, and the general authorities of
the church. Preaching
Vv. J. Booker, G. R.
Scogin and M. K. Harp.
basket dinner was
served on the grounds. Adjourned to meet with
the Lone Star branch in Monroe county, Alabama, Saturday before the second Sunday in
January.
KEWANEE.
Conference met with the Buffalo Prairie saints,
Saturday, September 7th, Vv. W. Blair chosen to
preside, J.D. Jones secretary. Branch reports:
Henderson Grove 45, Millersburg 43 and Sabbath
School in a prosperous condition, Kewanee 67, I
died, Buffalo Prairie 62, 3 received and Sunday
School prospering. J. Chisnell, Bishop's agent,
reported: Old balance $124 sr, collected oince
$24. oo, paid out $I40 oo, balance on hand $8 51.
The following reported labors: A H. Smith, J.
\V. Terry, E. E. Wheeler, M. T. Short, D. S.
Holmes, J- L. Adams, J. B. Larue, H. Holmes, J.
D. Jones, S. N. Adams. Priests: F. G. Dun gee,
W. P. ·Terry, F. Weedham. Teachers: E. Epperly and W. Allen. Resolved that D. S. Holmes be kindly requested to labor as much as he
possibly can in the, district the coming three
months. Resolved that this conference uphold
and sustain in righteousness all the spiritual and
temporal authorities of the church. That when
this conference adjourns it does so to meet at
Kewanee the first Saturday in December at lOa.
m. J. W. Terry president, J.D. Jones secretary.
Six were baptized bv D. S. Holmes and confirmed by M. T. Short, ·E. E.
D. S. Holmes
and J. D Jones.
A time of
from
the Lord which all present seemed to enjoy.
There were a great number uf outsiders present
to hear the preaching. .A.djourned.
MASSACHUSETTS.
Conference of the Massachusetts district convened at Providence, Rhode Island, Septemlwr
zrst, W. H. Kelley chosen chairman, M. H. Bond
as assistant, G. H. Gates and R. Bullard clerks.
Branch reports were received from Fall River,
Plainville, Brocton, Boston, North Plymouth,
Little Compton, Cranston, Providence, New
Bedford. Elders reporting: C. E.
T.
\Vhiling, A. Nickerson,
Pierce, M. H.
Smith, C. Coombs, G.
Yerrington and
Priests: T.
T. H. Moore, E.
Vickers,
Vickers, S.
I. Ames, G.
Fisher, T. Andrews. Teachers:
Bullard, D.
Shaw, R. Searle, T. McKee and H. Arnold.
Deacons: A. B. Pie'rce and M. Gondolf. Elders
E. N. Nickerson and E. N. Webster reported
letter.
Voted that when this conference
joums it do so to meet at Dennis port, Massachusetts, the third Saturday in January. Voted to sustain M. H. Bond as president, G. H. Gates clerk,
J. Smith as Bishop's agent, W. H. Kelley as
president of mission, T. VVhiling as missionary
in district; also A. H. Parsons as missionary in
district with request for his return. A communication was read from President W. H.
case of Sr. Amy A. Chase, recommending
she be restored to church fellowship and priv ..
ileges. It was moved that the confession of Sr.
Amy A. Chase be received and that she be re-

;;tored to church privileges. This motion was
and a motion to defer until the case now
against her be finally setlled by the
comt prevailed. Preaching by M. H.
Bond and Vv. H. Keliey. It was voted that the
elf the mission be requested to attend
next Reunion of the New England districts,
and that he also use his influence to secure the
attendance of the president of the church.
SOUTHERN NEBRASKA.
Met at Bennett, Nebraska, October 7th, J. W.
Waldsmith, president, C. H. Porter, secretary.
Branch reports: Nebraska City 137; Blue River I38; Palmyra 63,3 baptized; Platte River 25,
3 baptized, r received. Elders' reports: J. ArmW. Waldsmith, R. M. Elvin, (baptized
r), C.
Porter, (baptized 5) Priests: W. M.
Seif, F. L. Tucker, J. Everett. Teacher, S. Carter. Deacon, H. Fidds, Jr. Bishop's Agent's
report: Received from all sources during the
quarter, including $252 66 due church July rst,
$303 66; paid out during quarter $r38 so; balance $165.I8. Committee on auditing reported
the same correct. The Palmyra branch presented a request that Bro. vV. IVL Self be ordained an
elder, and Bro Isaac Sedduth a deacon. The ordination of V\T M. Self vvas ordered, and the further consideration of the ordination of Isaac
Sedduth was deferred until next conference.
Joshua Armstrong was requested to labor as circumstances may permit anywhere in the district.
The
district officers were sustained. A
conference was held. The preaching was
by
Armstrong and C. H. Porter. The
Spirit
the Master was with us and we were
made to rejoice. \Ve had a glorious testimony
on Sunday afternoon. Adjourned to
meet
the Nebraska City branch at I I a. m,
the second Sunday in January.
PITTSBURG AND KIRTLAND.
Conference convened at the Temple, Kirtland,
Ohio, Sal'.'rday, September 7th, at I: 30 p. m.,
G. T. Griffiths presiding, Elder W. H.
being associated with him, T. W. Williams secretary protem. Branch reports: Beaver
Falls 7, baptized, I received; Conneaut Twp.
2o; Kirtland 27.6 baptized, 4 received, 2 expelled;
Mansfield 17 Pittsburg 146, 5 baptized, I receivS
I expelied; Washingtonville zr,
I received; Wheeling City 4I, r re; Church Hill 38, 7 baptized. Eland J. Reese reported by letter; ElH. Garrett, E. L. Kelley, T. W. WillI I, L. W. Powell baptized 6, M.S.
I, and D. M. Strachan baptized
z,
person; also G. T. Griffiths. Report of Frank Criley, Bishop's agent, was read
and referred to an auditing committee. Report
was as follows: Balance last report $898 97, received since $981 22, total receipts $r,880.19, ex$8oo,S7, balance on hand $r,o79 62.
following resolntions were adopted: (I) That
Bro.
Squires and all visiting members b,e inparticipate in the deliberations of the
conference. (2) That the Lamsfield [Lampsville
or Mansfidd? En.] and Belmont branches be declared disorganized and the members be requested to unite with the branch nearest them. (3)
That Eider J. Brown be requested to issue a
license to Bro. J. Carlisle. (4) That the conference coincide with the recommendation
in charge that Bro. L. W.
to the office of an Elder.
Elder WI. H. Garrett was sustained as president
of the district, W. C. H. Noble as secretary and
Bro. Frank Criley as Bishop's Agent. Brethren
G. T. Grifii.ths and E. C. Briggs were sustained
a;; missionaries in charge, and brethren Brown,
Powell and Williams in the district. Auditing
committee on Bishop's Agent's report reand report was adopted. Preaching eerwere as follows: Saturday evening by W.
H. Garrett, and J. H. Lake.
Prayer services
morning in charge of G. T. Griffiths and
W. H.
Preaching Sunday morning by
T. W. \Vil!iams, assisted by E. L. Kelley. Sunday afternoon by John H. Lake and G. T. Griffi"chs assisting. Sunday evening by E. L. Kelly
and T. W. 'Williams. During the afternoon two
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were baptized by G. T. Griffiths, and in the evening were confirmed by J. H. Lake and G. T.
Griffiths.
Announcements were made for
preaching Monday evening by T. W. Williams
and during the following week. The conference
then adjourned to meet at Wheeling, West
Virginia, the first Saturday and Sunday in March.

NOTICES.
I wish to know if there is a painter by trade
among the brethren of the Reorganized Church.
If there is a first class painter among the brethren, he will oblige me very much by sending me
his address.
It will be to his interest to do so.
Address, ElderS. P. Sherrill, Groesbeck, Limestone county, Texas.
Be it known that that J. L. Pride was expelled
from the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints by the Marshali bran~h, in
South Dakota, on the 5th day of October, r889,
for unchristianlike conduct.
RoBT. 0EHRING,
Elder in charg·c o/ Dakota.
The Sunday School Union of the Massachusetts district wfll assemble December 7th at six p.
m., in Boston, in the Saints' Chapel, Howard
Avenue, near Dudley Street.
We want to see
as full a representation as possible.
\Vake up,
all along the line, and come, young and old.
G. W. RoBLEY, Supt. of Dist.
DIED.
BINNEY.-Sr. Rosa Binney, formerly a resident of Springfield, IllinoiP, died October 7th,
r889, at Rock Sprir,gs, Wyoming Territory.
She was born at Warwickshire, England, June
28th, r842, and was aged 44 years, 2 months and
9 days.
BDear mother, thou hast gone to rest,
And this shall be onr prayer:
That when we reach our journey's end,
Thy glory we shall share."

TERRY.-David Terry departed this life Sunday, September ISth, r889: a little past four
o'clock p. m. Dropsy was the direct cause of
his death. He had been a hardy son of toil for
lo these many years. He was economical, providential, just to a penny, kind almost to a fault;
and as honest as the day was long. While he
was rather modest, and retiring in his disposition,
he was ever kind and clever, ·frank and corteous,
l umane and cheerful to all that came within the
warmth and light of his radius and sphere.
While he never made an open profession of any
faith he was infinitely better than n1any that profess and do not possess. In his suffering he was
a monument of patience and fortitude, and died
as he had lived, in great peace with ali mankind.
Father Terry, of blessed memorv, was born August I7th, r8r3, near West Chester, Chester
county, Pennsylvania. He was united in wedlock to Hannah Lear in the above named county
and state June zznd, 1838. From these parents
were born ten children, six being sons. Sr. Terry and five sons and three daughters survive
him. Elder J. M. Terry, sometime pastor of the
St. Joseph Missouri branch, and J. L Terry, the
Miliersburg. Illinois postmaster, and other children, belong to the church. Funeral at the home
just adjacent to Millersburg, Illinois, at and near
where he had lived since 1848, the following
Tuesday, to a large, sympathetic and weeping
throng, in charge of Elder M. T. Short.
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Pasture set in blue grass~ balance in meadow and plow
land. New 7 room Cottage with 3 porches, 2 pantries
and fine rock cellar Small orChard, out houseB 1 granary,
and large barn 42 x 62 with baeement the entire length of
1t, v..nd shingled sheds on the east fl. ide m1d south end.
Two cemented cisterns, 4 wells and3 ponds, With ahund"
ance of water for stor.k. LIBERAL 'l'~JRMS. Address
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WILLIAM ANDERSON,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

HE young Ladies of the Independence branch
T
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints have organized as the Hawthorn Society,
in order to secure a fund for the purchase of a

PIPE,:ORGAN FOR THE NEW CHURCH
Edifice when completed.

They will hold a

BAZAR
Some time this fall, aud solicit aid from the Saints
at large, in money, material, or useful, ornamental and fancy articles of every variety, to be sent
before October 5th,
Will the President
each Branch consider
this as addressed personally to himself, and read
the uotice before the branch as often as necessary to keep the matter before the
Address: MRs. JENNIE
Box 578, Independence, Mo.

E S,
Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

M. Walker. Editor and Publisher .
RoBERT WINNING,

Pres't.

D. F.

NicrroLEON~

Cashier

Ample Re:iljH!lmtS:i.lbH.H.y.

Loans money on a proved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Re>'l Estate
bought and sold.
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ol' the Bible.

BY A. J. MAPES.
L1mp Cloth, 103 pages, price 3!'> cts. For sale by

Bro. H. R.

MILLS,

Independence Mo,
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD oF THE LonD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE sAVE 1.'11 l!E ONE WIFll, AND CoNCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN sHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoruN BUT ONE HtrsBAND: EXCEPT IN CAsE O::i' DEATH, WHEN EITHER
rs AT LrnERTY To MARRY AGAIN."-Pag•) 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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'.rhe Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents,
and the Bishop's Agents. are requested to solicit new sub~
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Business Letters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, m· Express.
Entored as second class matter at Lamoni Post Ofllce.

JosEPH SMITH

W. W. BLAIR

Lamoni, Iowa, Nov.
INDIAN VOTERS.

Oct. r4th.-The Indian as a
political factor is a feature in politics which is
likely in the near future to attract public attention. By recent acts of Congress every Indian
over twenty-one years of age who receives an
allotment of iand in severalty becomes a voter,
clothed with< every attribute that attaches to citIzenship. The successful termination of the negotiations with the Sioux Indians by which they
surrender a large part of their reservation in
Dakota will, it is estimated, by next year throw
into the politics of the state of South Dakota the
uncertain quantity of four thousand, nine hundred and thirty.seven voters. This vote, thrown
solldly as it will be in both state and national
elections, Is likely to become an important factor
in that state. Negotiations now in progress with
other Indian tribes will soon make many thousands more Indian voters. At the interior
department it is thought that upwards of
twenty thousand Indians will be entitled to vote
in the next presidential election.
man' will conduct himself as a part and parcel
of the nation, and not as its ward, will be watched with interest by all who are interested in the
solution of the Indian problem."
"WASHINGTON,

We
the above to
not because of its bearing
ical situation, but because
what it
our Indian brethren
There is an eternal fitness, a
and congruence in all the
great purposes of God, and also in the set
times for their accomplishment.
are correlative; for while the ancient
lical
concerning the restoration
of
to their God-given
-Palestine and Canaan-and to
and
favor with the God of
ham,
and Jacob are
and
·their turn approaching
Jacob's descendants in America are
the beneficent effects of those forces
the
ha~; silently and

I

6,

I

889.
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in motion to lift him up forward and emphatically demonstrated to
and redeem him from the condition of be the great gathering dispensation of the
ignorance and depravity into fulness of times, in which God's people
which sin and transgression and the white are to be pushed together from every
man's thirst for conquest and gold have quarter of the globe.
The truths contained in the latter day
him.
Tne Book of Mormon, published in work and which include tbo&e revealed
declared to the world that the A mer- through the Seer in this dispensation are
were a branch of the house being so forcibly emphasized and his prethat its record was an abridge- dictions so completely fulfilied by the conhistory, a synaptical account current facts of our own times, that a mass
and vicissitudes. It con· of evidence is represented which is simply
predictions that, though overwhelming to the opponents of
and driven as a nation, yet they truth, and its position is impregnable and
should be remembered in the covenants of its truths invulnerable.
We are not extravagant nor egotistical
the Lord and their seed should be preservand be blessed again with in these assertions, for firmer than the everlasting hills is truth, and of it we may apttemporal light, knowledge
ly insert the statement of a great mind;
and favor with God.
other revelations Joseph Smith "What was written by Esdras near the
willow-fringed rivers of Babylon, more
the inspiration of the Holy
: "But before the great than twenty-three centuries ago, still holds
good: •As for truth it endureth and is
Lord shall come, Jacob shall
always strong; it liveth and eonquereth
flourish in the wilderness; and the Lamanites
shall blossom as the for evermore.'"
"The world will yet have to •face the
rose."
I 83 r when this prediction was
made there was little or no prospect of music' of •he that abideth in the doctrine
such a future for the "poor Indian." He of Christ hath both the Father and the
Son.'" Our work is to present that docwas then being pushed westward; and extermination seemed a more probable fate trine, clearly and in simplicity; being careful that our presentation of it be in the
for him than any other.
His ranks thinned
the irresistible and determined spirit of meekness, kindness, and in the
white man, he was finally subjugated, and love of God. For harsh and dogmatic
aftenvards swindled and starved by the methods do not represent and are not expost trader and goveniment hibitions of the love of God. We must reuntil his condition became member that "faith, hope, charity and love,
misery and despair.
But with an eye single to the glory of God,
of all these cruelties phi- qualifies him [us] for the work.''-D. & C.
influential Americans 3= 2.
Let us hope that the natural sobriety
nrcu'"'""''" against such inhumanand stoicism peculiar to the Red Man will
government and others havpower to do so adopted such measures assist him in escaping the meshes and chibeneficial to our aboriginal
canery of politics, and that aided and
blessed of God to reach the destiny of
to day thousands of them
and successful agriculturalists favor and exaltation decreed for him, he
will, in turn, use his vote and influence
and are comfortably and subsettled in communities, and sepa- for good, and conscientiously and wisely
having their own cast them on the side of all that is caland institutions; and their chil- culated to disenthrall and deliver our
nation from the degrading control of mamany instances, are becoming edand cultured, while many of their chine politics, and all that is inconsistent
and inharmonious with the grandeur of the
men have been and are able and
spirit and genius of its charters of liberty
types of mankind.
and great institutions.
things--mere suggestions leadmore thoughtful and exten,led
of this subject and the many
THE LAW OF PRESERVATION.
additional facts bearing upon it, and which
rust the reader will reflect upon more "THAT which is governed by law, is also
our limited time and space perpreserved by law, and perfected and sanctiof here-are strongly
fied by the same."
only of the harmony, corThe above is from a revelation given to
completeness an unan- the church December 27, 1832, and is a
purposes of God in the part of a dissertation delivered through
and gathering of His peo- the Seer, on the redemption and the law
also clearly show that the of Christ, of which law the Lord speaks
work irs brought prominently thus: "And they who are not sanctified
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through the law vvhich I have given unto
you, even the law of Christ, must inherit
another kingdom, even that of a terrestrial
kingdom, or a telestial kingdom."
The church was organized in 183o, by
command of God, agreeably to, or in accordance with the laws of the country. It
was undoubtedly with reference to the
subsequent history of the church, of which
his foreknowledge enabled him to take
cognizance, that be gave these commands
directing such organization subject to the
law.
Subsequently to the organization, in
harmony with the principle that what is
established and governed by law is preserved by law, the same divine, and divinely wise being, who directed the establishment of the church gave commandment
unto Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon,
concerning those who were to be sent out
to preach repentance unto the people, that
they should be able to so labor that "many"
should "be converted, insomuch that" they
should "obtain power to organize" "according to the laws of man, that" their
"enemies" might "not have power over"
them. This was for the purpose that the
church, organized in this way might be
"preserved in all things;" that they might
"be enabled to keep" God's "laws, that
every band" might "be broken wherewith
the enemy seeketh to destroy" God's "people."-D. & C. Sec. 44, (44), Feb., 1831.
In what way God may have designed to
preserve the church by the laws of the
United States in accordance to which laws
it was governed in its organization we
may comprehend; but the faithful Saint,
whose faith accepts the wisdom, good will
and power of God to be equal to all his
divine designs, ought not to stop in the
performance of his duty under God's command because he does not comprehend all
that may be in the divine min'd. Hence,
we ought to be satisfied that by commanding these men to organize in accord with
the laws by virtue of which they held
state and national citizenship, he would in
his own wise discretion preserve by law
what he had commanded to be governed
by law.
To observe the law then is our duty as
we may value preservation. If, however,
we conclude to set aside the laws of our
citizenship, while the governmental conditions remain as they are and have been
since the church was organized, the result
is stated by the same Lord from whom we
have quoted at the start: "That which
breaketh a law, and abideth not by law,
but seeketh to become a law unto itself, and
willeth to abide in sin, can not be sanctified
by law, neither by mercy, justice, or judgment; therefore, they must remain filthy
still."
This is easily made applicable to the
conditions under which the church is existing. If we choose to remain in relation
to the laws of the country as was the
church at its organization, we shall conduct ourselves "agreably to those laws;"
but if we choose to set those !a ws at defiance, and conduct ourselves contrary to the
provisions thereof, we can not look for
preservation to those laws, nor hope for

THE SAINTS,
sanctification, (holiness and
mercy for our transgression, but
when tried for such transgression
judgment of both the law of
law of man is against us.
AN EVERLASTING COVENANT.

THE word "everlasting" is defined
lexicographer, Noah Webster, to
"continuing without end; eternal."
In whatever other places in
the word everlasting may be
conditions and circumstances to
than a never ceasing
found in Revelations 14:6 can
claimed as thus limited.
In this passage it is stated that the
was seen to "fly in the midst of
having the everl:>.sting
unto them that dwell on
earth."
which the angel had, existed and
character to be preached,
ed and administered unto men
were
dwelling on the earth. It was called ever ..
lasting to determine its
nature
and to enforce upon men the unlimited
power for the purpose for which
be preached.
Jesus said a.s stated in Matthew
that "this gospel of the
identical system of salvation then
taught by- him, and confided
him to
his ~pestles to be taught-was
be
"preached in all the world for a witness
unto all nations;" and it is not hard
believe that the system to which he referred
was the same as spoken of in JYiatthew
4:23: "And Jesus went about ali
teaching in their
and
ing the gospel
again spoken of in connection with
preaching of Jesus in Mark
after that Tohn was out in
came into Galilee, pre'acbing
the kingdom of God." It is
tified by Christ in his answer to the request of the people to tarry with them at
Capernaum,-"I must preach the
dom of God to other cities also; for therefore am I sent.
And he
in the
synagogues of Galilee.
As enduring as was and is the
of God, so is that which is identified as the
gor-pel of that kingdom.
Zacharias, the father of
tist, speaking in regard to
work, refers to a promise
a covenant
made by the Lord God of Israel with the
fathers of himself and his
after
this fashion: "And thou,
be
called the prophet of the
thou shalt go before the face
to prepare his ways; to give
of salvation unto his people
sion of their sins-"-Luke I:
Simeon who waited for the
of Israel," under the visitation of the
Ghost identified Jesus Christ as the one
whom this promise and covenant were to
be kept, and of whom the
was
to be the forerunner, when
the
Temole he saw the child
took
him into his arms and
lettest thou thv servant
according to thy word
eyes

evidences known
direct
of
fact that
favor of the work
Sai11ts as the church and latter
day work established
command of
in
is
fact
in the Book
~Iormon the revealment and establishrnent
of the church in Christ's
this
of
book,
and

c
seen and
followfrom the Doctrine and Cov-enants, the direct and
evidences
us as a people, and
to be in
with both the Old and New Testament
evidences heretofore
in this article,
In the outset of the
after
some of the
which were to follow
the continued disobedience of man,
revelation states: "And all this that it
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be fulfilled which was written by
the prophets; the weak
of the world
shall come forth and break down the
and strong ones, (a} that man should
not coun:;;el his fellowneither trust
in the arm of flesh, but
every man
speak in the name of God the Lord,
even the Savior of the world; (b) that faith
also might increase in the earth; that mine
everlasting covenant might be established;
that the fulness of my gospel might be
proclaimed by the weak and the simple,
unto the ends of the world, and before
and rulers."-D. & C. I: 4·
blending of identities the covenant
and the fulness of the gospel, making them
to be one, is easily gathered from the foregoing.
In section 20,
identification
is made more emphatic, as
"Behold, I say unto you, that all old covenants
have I caused to be done away in this
thing and this is a new and everlasting
covenant; ,even that which was from the
no need to mistake what is here
meant, for it is stated in reference to the covenants of men made by them in the various
baptisms administered
the several
churches existing at the
April 1830,
and upon which some
admission
into the church.
the same section it is
called "this last covenant."
In section 45, Doctrine and Covenants,
2, the Lord stated to the elders
of the church: "I came unto
my own and my own received me not;
but unto as many as received me gave I
power to do miracles and to become the
sons of God, and even unto them that believed on my name gave I power to obtain
eternal life. Even so I have sent my evercovenant into the
to be a
to the world, and to be a standard
people and the Gentiles to seek to
to be a messeng-er before my face
the way before me." Tl.is was
183r.
In September, 1832, in
on priesthood, (delegated
power from God), the Lord said: "And
one that hearkeneth to the voice of
cometh unto
even the
and the Father
him of
the covenent which he bas renewed and
confirmed upon you, which is confirmed
upon you for your sakes, and not for your
sakes
but for the sake of the whole
83, (84): 7·
The Book of Mormon is called the new
covenant in one place in the revelations;
but the identy of the
as it has been
restored with the
gospel of the
in
14:6, and
gospel with "the
covenant," "the
covenant," are
made complete
the
To these how.::ver may be added
statement of Ezekiel: "Moreover I will make
a covenant of peace with them; it shall be
an everlasting covenant with them and I
vvill place them? and
and
will set my sactuary in the
forevermore.
tabernacle
be with them; yea, I will be
See 1 Cor. 1: 27-2!1.
Jer. 3!:34; Heb. 8:11.
Heb.8:11; Rev.2l:ll.

shall be my people."-Ezek. 37:
promise here m:1de in Ezekiel is
essentially the same made in J eremiab,
3 r, respecting "the covenant" God
make with Israel and Judah: "I
wi!I put
law in their inward parts;
and write it
their hearts, and I will be
their God and they shall be my people."
Let us, brethren, "take heart of grace,"
and be encouraged, that as we live in the
last days, in the midst of God's wrath he
has remembered mercy, and has revived
his
not in the midst of the years onbut in the fulness of time as well, and
that unto m as unto Israel God has
a "horn of sal vat ion," a "light to
Gentiles and the glory" of hi-.
Israel; that by the restoration of
gospel God has remembered his promise to our fathers and established his
covenant with us as children
of the covenant.
The gospel is called the "gospel of God,"
Cor. II
the "gospel of Christ," (2
ro: 14; 8: 13; Rom. I : r6, and
other places). These, God the Father, and
Christ the Son, and the Holy Ghost,
which constitute the Godhead, are eternal,
; therefore the gospel in which
is set
the promises of God to man,
based upon man's obedience to the requirements and obligations contained in it, is
God's
covenant, and continueth
forever. Amen.
A UTAH DIVORCE.

IN the case of William B. Bennett, tried
on :2
of unlawful registration in the
Third District Court of Utah before Judge
C. S.
it appeared in evidence that
said Vvilliam B. Bennett registered as a
voter in the 'vVest Jordan precinct before
H.
Deputy Registrar, May
1889; that said Bennett had married
to r8Sz Hannah Dowden, and that
the time of such marriage he had another wife
; that he lived with both
until
4th, 1888, when there
from Hannah Dowden,
by agreement in a "church
bdow this "Church Divorce,"
the published minutes of the
that the readers of the HERALD may
see what sort of thing it takes to disannul
a "o'lestial marriage"-ceremony performed
"for time and all eternity," when a pi ural
wife finds herself in "relations which she
desi:-ed to sever," and which she is under
"no rule or obligation to remain in" acto apostle and associate historian
D. Richards, as shown by quotaticns from his pen in a late issue of the
"THE CHURCH DIVORCE.

"'The witness here identified the agreement of
separ·ation, known as a 'church divorce,' and the
offered the document in evidence.
"TRIPLICATE.

"Know all men by these presents, that we, the
undersigned, 'William B. Bennett and Hannah
N. Bennett his wife, before her marriage to him
Hannah Nash, do hereby mutually covenant,
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promise and agree to dissolve all the relations
which have hitherto existed between us as husband and wife, and to keep ourselves separate
and apart from this time forth.
"In witness whereof we have hereunto set our
hands at West Jordan, Utah this: 4th day of June,
A. D., 1888.
W. B. BENNETT,
HANNAH NASH BENNETT,

Signed in presence of

Jos. J.

'

WILLIAMS,
MAR\ R. MILLS.

If this is one of the "strict and righteous regulation," under which Mr. Richards affirms the command to the church
sanctioning plural marriage was to be enforced and carried out, it is a much easier
and quicker method of dissolving marital
relations than any that we know of existing i.n Gentile iands under monogamy,
especially as the woman herself testified
in the court as follows:
"To Mr. Rawlins the witness testified:
"'I did not state as a ground for the divorce
that the defendant did not visit me as a wife, but
that he failed to support me as such; he came to
see me as often as I wanted him to.'
"To Judge Powers--'We had no divorce other
than this church divorce.'"

In this case there is no complaint of unfaithfulness; but simply the statement of
the woman that her husband in the "celestial" relation had failed to support her as
his wife, as, in her opinion, he should have
done. This was not done in a court having jurisdiction and making a public record
of its acts, but possibly and presumedly in
private, with only the two signing witnesses present; and these witnesses affix no
statem<mt of their official character by
which. t_hey may be identified as proper
authonttes before whom such separation
could be properly consummated. If the
marriage ceremony of these two took
"hold upon the world to come," "for time
and all eternity," does this divorce also enter in upon the world to come and annul
the "eternity" clause, as it appears it was
intended to do the time conditions of the
contract? One seeking to dir,cover, if he
may, the beauties and unities of the plural
institution of Utah, "viewing all its aspects impartially," as expressed by Mr.
Richards, meets with discouragement in
such things as this case reveals, taken with
the statement of Pres. John Taylor, sworn
to in open court, that he did not know
whether there was kept a record of marriages in the Endowment House, where
marriages were solemnized, or not, and
comparing them with the claims to strictness, sanctity, righteousness and divinity,
made for the institution by Mr. Richards,
G. Q. Cannon and others.
DEDICATION AT CRESCENT.

WE are requested to announce that the
dedication of the Saints' new church in
Crescent City, Iowa, will take place the
24th inst., (probably at I I a. m.,-Ed.), also that Elder W. W. Blair is expected to
take charge of the services, and that Pres.
Joseph Smith is invited to attend and take
part in the exercises if he returns from
Utah by or before that time. A general
invitation is extended to the Saints and
friends to attend on that occasion.
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THE RESURRECTION.

A BROTHER wrote us that he heard a
Methodist preach~r say in his sermon lately that, "if all the dead were now resurrected there would be four persons to the
square foot of the earth's surface," and the
brother asks for information on the matter. In view of this we present the subject of the resurrection in a general way,
and will reach the point of information he
desires in due time.
:No subject within the scriptures is
fraught with greater interest to the race
than that of the resurrection.
"If a man die shall he live again ?"-Job 14: 14.

What a profound ques:ion! Who can
answer it? Shall human wisdom? Can
the philosophy of the learned? Ah! no;
we may search in vain for the wisdom of
men in any age to solve it. Man may
found empires, may subjugate nations,
may bind the lightnings, make the elements his servants, and hold converse
with the starry hosts that are nightly marshaled upon the:J.plains of infinitude, but
the secrets of the hereafter, the future of
the dead-they belong alone to the Maker
Almighty.
In vain has the wisdom of man sought
to know the future, and to disclose the
mysteries that are hidden with God.
Sages and philosophers, toiling and wearying, have ever left this subject where they
found it-unsolved and unknown.
Shall the untold myriads who have lived,
and loved, and suffered, and died,-shall
they find that "death is an eternal sleep"?
Shall man, who is "fearfully and wonderfully made"-m~n, the best, the noblest
work of God-shall he sleep'J forever in
the silent dust? That body so grand in
design, so lovely in form, so majestic in
bearing, so complex in structure, so perfect in all its parts,-has it answered all
and the only end of its creation by enduring but for "three score years and
ten"? The scriptures answer, No! and
enhghtened reason answers, No!
Ages succeeding ages have witnessed
the terrible conquests of death. One generation after another has risen, fallen, and
passed away. The infant; the youth;
those in the strength of life; and old age
with decrepit, tottering step-all have
bowed, have fallen at his hand. The
statesman and the warrior; the poet and
the sage; the king and his subject; the
rich and the poor; the servant and the
master; aye, the parent and the child; the
loved and loving companion more precious
than life itself,-all have felt the heartstrings breaking, all have stepped down
into the cold, turbid waters of death. The
chambers of silence, the voiceless grave is
their resting place. Wealth and honor;
beauty and ambition-"hither shalt thou
come;" here, here is thy final goal!
The tears of our suffering race for its
dead for the past 6ooo years, shall they
prove unavailing? Is there no balm in
Gilead for the wounded, broken heart?
Is there no comfort for the mourner? No
hope for them that have gone to "the land
of the enemy"? Let perishing mortals
look upward! "Look unto Jesus"! See
him yonder meated upon the throne of his

Father! He holds the
sal power. Listen! "All
Js
both in the heavens and in
earth.
am he that was dead, and am alive fowvermore, and have the keys of death and of
hell. I am the Almighty." "Come hundie me and see, for a spirit hath not /iesh
and bones as ye see me have." "I am the
resurrection and the life, no man cometh
unto the Father but by me," "and this is
the will of him that sent
that every
one which seeth the Son, and
on
him, may have everlasting life and will
raise him up in the
of the
just."
0, man; the mystery 1s
the
question is answered; the dead
Eve
again! "Thus saith the Lord
thy voice from weeping, and
eves
from tears; for thy work shall be revnl:tded, saith the Lord; and thev shall come
again from the land of the "enemy.
"I
will ransom them from the
of the
grave/ I will redeem them
death; 0
death, I will be thy plagues 0
I
will be thy destruction."
sllall live, together with my
shall they arise. Awake and
dwell in" dust; for thy dew is as
dew
of herbs, and the earth shall cast out
the dead." "Thus saith the Lord God:
behold, 0! my people, I will open you;
graves and cause you to come up out of
your graves."
Precious promise! Delightful prosue;:t!
Inspiring hope !-hope, "like an anch~r to
the soul, both sure and
"
though I walk through
shadow of death, I will fear no evil; :cor
thou art with me;
rod and
they comfort me."
words unto my taste!
honey to my mouth."
som ;" he is the "Redeemer
Savior of all men, especially
them who
believe." ] esus has bound "the
man armed," and will "spoil his
He is "the captain of our salvation;" and
the promise to us is, "If we have been
planted together [with
in the lileeness of his death, we shall
also in the
likeness if his resurrection.

; Christ the first:fruits."-·I Cor.
"That he should be the
that
the dead.
Acts
is the
and the pledge of
the resurrection,.
Before he conquered
death and "led
captive," the question of tbe resurrection was
a matter of faith-it remained
But when he broke the bands of

our
after he took it ;trom the
itual--"It is sown a natural
raised a
?ody; there is a
body,
1s a
"--I
Cor. rs: 44·
that the child
the child the
be raised the man,
and in his
illillennial
422, he tells us of a certain
came to
and unrl~r"""'r to teach him in
to the resthe fathers are
human generathe resurrection.
of the fath-

OF WHAT DOES THE RESUR!Ui:CTION
CONSIST?

The resurrection consists in the
man taking another, a second
by natural birth or fleshly
being born again of woman, as some vainly teach, but taking, so far as
size, and general form is
same body that was lost in death, this
to be made and
by the
God (which is H1s creative
be composed of flesh and bones
be incorruptible, immortal, and indestructibl.e,
Jesus was the first resurrected
upon this planet. Others had been
from the dead," but that was to natural
life only, for they were afterwards
-subject to death. ] esus was "the
begotten of the dead."-Rev. 1: 5·
beginning of the [new] creation of God."
-3: 14. "The first- born [in the new
creation] of every creature."-CoL r:
"The first-born from the dead; that in
thing-s he might have the nr."'-"'""''

] oseph that the
doctrine is
the fact that Christ
was the first that should be
and that- the resurrection consists in rais-

"And the graves were opened; and the bodies
of the Saints •-vhlch slept, arose, who were many
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and came out of their graves. And after his resurrection, went into the hol.y city and appeared
unto many."-Matt. 28: 56, s·7·
"There is no resurrection, or, I would say in
other words, that thir, mortai.ity does not put on
immortality; this corruption does not put on incorruption, until after the [first] coming of
Christ. Behold, he bringeth to pass the resurrection of the dead."--Alma r9: 5·
"And behold, again it hath been spoken, that
there is a first resurrection; n resurrection of all
those who have been, or who are, or who shall
be, down to the resurrection of Christ from the
dead . . . it meaneth the re-uniting of the soul
with the body of those from the days of Adam,
down to the resurrection of Christ."--paragraphs
6 and 7·
"And many graves shall be opened, and shall
yield up many of their dead, and many saints
shall appear unto many.''---Helaman 5: 7·
"And the saints arose and were crowned at the
right hand of the Son of Man with crowns of
glory; and as many of the spirits as were in prison came forth and stood on the right hand of
God; and the remainder were reserved in chains
of darkness."- D. &C. 36: IL

the

we learn that the resdoes not consist in
bodies
from the womb, but from
grave.
bodies are not born
of the flesh,
but raised up in the same
form
and size as they were laid
are raised
"
"immortal."
"I say unto you that this mortal body is raised
to an immortal body; i:hat
from death; even
from the first death unto life, that they am die no
more, their spirits uniting with their bodies, never
to be divided; thus the whole becoming spiritual
and immortal, that they can see no more corrup-

tion."-Alma 8:

II.

"'Now there is a death which is called a temporal death; and the death of Christ shall loose
the bands of this temporal death, that. all shall be
raised from this temporal death; th~ spirit and
the body shall be re·united again in its .Perfect
form; both limb and joint shall be restored to its
proper frame, even as we now are at this time;
and we shall be brought to stand before God,
knowing even as we know now, and have a
bright recollection of all our guilt. Now this
restoration shall come to all, both old and young,
both bond and free, both male and female, both
the wicked and the righteous; and even there
shall not so much as a hair of their heads be lost;
but all things shall be restored to its pe1ject
frame as it ls now, or in the body, and shall be
brought and be arraigned before the bar of Christ
the Son, and God the Father, and the Holy
Spirit, which is one eternal God, to be judged
according to their works, whether they be good,
or whether they be evil."-par. ro.
"Notwithstanding they [the saints] die, they
also shall rise again a spi1-itual body; they who
are of a celestial spirit shall received the same
body ~vhic!t was a natural body; even ye shall receive your bodies, and your
shall be that
glory by which your bodies
quickened [made
alive, or resurrected]."---D. & C. 85: 6.

The resurrection
of God in every
much so as the
Adam and Eve.

as

of

made,-made by the power of
so, no doubt, will the
all in the resurrection be miraccreated and made.
·~r~ 0000 of the resurre;:,tion is clearin Ezekiel 37: 7-14:
''And the bones came together, bone to his
bone. And when I beheld, lo the sinews and
the flesh came up upon them, and the skin covered them above; but there was no breath in
them. Then said he unto mt, Prophesy unto
the wind, prophesy, son of man, and say to the
winrl, Thus saith the Lord God; Come from the
four winds, 0 breath, and breathe upon these
slain, that they may live. So I prophesied as he
commanded me, and the breath came into them,
and they lived, and stood up upon their feet, an
exeeeding great army. Then he said unto me,
Son of man, these bones are the whole house of
Israel; behold, they say, Our bones are dried,
and our hope is lost; we are cut off for our parts.
Therefore prophesy and say unto them, Thus
saith the Lord God; Behold, 0 my people, I will
open your graves, and cause you to come up out
of your graDes, and bring you into the land of
Israel. And ye shall know that I am the Lord,
when I have opened your graves, 0 my people,
and brought you up out of your graves, and
shall put my Spirit in yon, and ye shall live."

For a further evidence that in the resurrection God will raise up the bodies miraculously we may quote:
"But if the Spirit of him that raised up Jesus
from the dead dwell in you, he that ra~ up

Christ from the dead, shall also quicken your
mortal bodies by his Spirit that dwelletk in you."
-Rom. 8: rr.
"And as the words have gone forth out of my
mouth, even so shall they be fulfilled; that the
first shall be last, and that the last shall be
firr;t in all things, whatsoever I have created by
the word of my power, which is the power of my
Spirit; for by the power of my Spirit created I
thc:m; yea, all things, both spiritual and temporal; firstly spiritual, secondly temporal, which is
the beginning of my work; and again, firstly
temporal, and secondly spiritual, which is the
last of my work."-D. & C. 28: 8.

The creation of man, in the beginning,
was a miracle; the resurrection of Jesus
t<nd his saints one thousand eight hundred
years ago, was a miracle; and the resur·
rections yet in the future are to be equally
as great miracles. Oh, how the child of
God longs for this redemption! How the
soul leaps forward at the thought of being
clothed upon with a "glorious body"-a
body "immortal," "incorruptible," a body
"raised in power," "raised in glory""For we that are in this tabernacle do groan,
being burdened; not for that we would be unclothed, but clothed upon, that mortality might
be swallowed up of life. Now he that hath
wrought [created] us for the selfsame thing is
God, who also hath given unto us the earnest of
the Spirit."-2 Cor. 5: 4, 5·

Man lives; and herein is proof that he
may li've again. The same power that
causes him now to live, can certainly cause
him to live again.
(To he continue>il.)

For him "Who does every thing in its proper
time 1 one
is worth three..
-·
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EQUAL SUFFRAGE.

following series of resolutions, unanimously adopted at ''The Iowa Woman
Suffrage Association," held of late in Oskaloosa, we clip from the Daily Herald
of that city, and cheerfully give them
place in our columns that our readers may
consider the matters therein advocated
and be prepared to act wisely with reference to them when occasion offers:
THE

Resol11ed, I. That the Iowa Woman Suffrage
Association, in its Eighteenth Annual Convention, pursuant to its constitution, re-affirm
woman's right to the ballot, and demands protection in that right as an act of justice imperatively needed in the interest of good government
and a progressive civilization.
2. That this association is non-partisan, and it
appeals to men of all parties to yield the ballot
to women.
3· That the spirit of the age has enlarged woman's sphere, broadened her vision, developed
her intellectual powers, and compelled recognition of her citizenship, and she should have a
voice in the enactment of laws by which all are
governed, and a voice in the expenditure of
money raised by taxation, hence we claim the
enfranchisement of woman.
4· That a government of the people, for the
people, by the people, must be a government of
men and women; that the equal co-operation of
the sexes is essential alone to a happy home, a
refined society, and a representative government.
5· That in view of the unqualified success of
full woman suffrage in Wyoming since 1869, and
of municipal woman silffrage in Kansas since
r887, and of school suffrage in sev·enteen states,
therefore, we will labor with our next legislature
to extend municipal and school suffrage to the
women of Iowa.
6. That the partial recognition of woman suffrage by the four new states is a happy augury of
its speedy establishment in our nation, and we
look to Iowa, Kansas, "'·yoming, Nebraska,
North Dakota and South Dakota to be the pioneers in our great work of universal co-education, emancipatiot1 and enfranchisement.
7· That we heartily co-operate with each movement to establish purity in politics, in morals,
and in individual life; holding, as we do, man
and woman subject to the same rule of criticism.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
a member presents a letter of removal to the president of a branch, is it legal to record the name without the vote of the branch?
Ans.-The branch vote should be taken. The
expression of the people is the execution of the
law of "common consent."
Q.--If a member has been legally cut off from
the church, can he remove into some other place
and be again received into the church without
making restitution to the branch where he was
cutoff?
A.-No; not if it is in his power to make restitution.
Q.- Would an officer of the church be doing
right to baptize such a one, being acquainted with
all the facts in the case?
A.-No. "By this ye may know that a man
repenteth of his sins, behold he will confess them
. and forsake them.'' He $hould wake restiti!tion
if in l].i~ power.
~ues.-If
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''Dear 1ne~ it is c. small matter,n we hear some
one say, "and does not call for any great amount
of sympathyt Has not one of the apostler, said,
EDITED BY SISTER "FR.ANCES.''
'+laving food and raiment let us be therewith
content, for we brought nothing into the world
HNo perfect whole can our nature make;
with us and we will take nothing out"?
Here or there the circle will break;
The orb of life as it takes the light
We grant you, it is a small matter to you, my
On one side, leaves the other in night.,~
sister, who have enough and to spare: truly a
small matter.
But will you for a brief space of
Dear Sister Walker :-Since I wrote you betime put yourself in her place-the place of this
fore I have improved iu health so that I am now
mother, we mean. Years ago, when she was
able to do my housework, with my chil.dren's
young and strong, you thought it a small matter
help, and my husband is in the field agaln, for
that she should relinquish the companionship of
all of which I am thankful to our heavE·nly
her husband and give up every aspiration of
Father. I am desirous to become a Saint lndeed,
having a home of her own. As one by one God
and in truth. I feel that my life has come so far
sent her chiidren, you still thought it a small
short of being what the life of a Saint should be,
matter that she should struggle on weighed
that I am almost discouraged, but still I fed to
down bv pov~rty and sickness, for this was a day
strive to the best of my ability asking God to
of sacrifice. This great and glorious gospel must
help me to overcome the weaknesses by which I
be preached and woe unto him who is called to
am characterized. I have many times been
preach it and does not heed the call! Moreover
blessed by the sisters' letters in the Herold and
it will go ill with the wife who detains him from
feel that they are doing much good. Sr. Walk!L Her lonely fireside, her uncounted struggles
er, I feel to come to you for a word of advice.
and sacrifices were a small matter to you as you
How shall I teach my little daughter (who has
sat with husband and children all about you,
obeyed the gospel) to be satisfied with the cheap
surrounding your cheerful fireside, while she sat
and often partly outgrown clothing she is obliged
down by hers, toil-worn, lonely and faint-faint
to wear, on account of her father's being in the
because of the strong arms which could in no
ministry. Do not think I am complaining of the
wise shield her, and the burdens there were none
amount the church pays its ministers. I am not.
to help her bear. It is no matter of astonishI desire to be satisfied, for
know there are so
ment therefore that this latter trial seems to you
many chances for presenting the gospel now,
a small matter,
is so easy to bury other peothat it seems a great pity that we can keep so
ple's dead."
few men in the field. But just how to present the
There are among us many who are striving to
idea that this is a day of sacrifice, and that what
serve God with full purpose of heart-who are
we give up or deny ourselves is done for Chdst's. willing to do the will of the Master, and it is to
sake, is what troubles me. If you think this is a
them we now address ourself. First to the young
question that is asked by other elder's
in
Saints who know well that to a young girl this is
mind if not in word, you may answer it thro'lgh
no small matter, and because you know it, we
"The Column." I· desire the prayers of the
say to you that if you would fulfill the perfect
sisters, that I may have strength of body and
law here is the opportunity. ••Bear ye one anmind to fill the responsible position of mother in
other's burdens." Set a noble and worthy exa manner that will be acceptable to God. If there
ample by heeding the voice of the Holy Spirit,
is anything in this letter that you think wm he
"Yom garment• must be neat and plain,
of benefit in the Column you are at liberty to
For this is God~s decree~publish it.
This is a day of sacrifice

.,Z.-Can a member be dropped from the church
upon their own request, and confession of guilt,
without the formality of an elder's court?
A.-In answer we present the following, adopted by General Conference: "Resolved that in
the opinion of this council Lthe quorum of the
Twelve], no persons name should be stricken
from the Church Records until specific charges
have been preferred against them, and lawful action had in the case, and that the cause or
causes of action and expulsion should be stated
upon the Church Record."-Herald, vol. 31, p.
299, (May wth, r884).
_z.-Is.dancing a test of fellowship; and if so
when was the resolution passed?
A.-No; but General Conference has strongly
discouraged it.
EDITORS HERALD:- Myself and the SeventhDay Adventists have got into a controversy and
I need some of our publications bearing on the
"Sabbath," "soul-sleeping," and the place where
the Saints and Christ will be during the millennium. Can you send me the Heralds that contain the arguments of Bro. Crawley on the Sabbath?
Bro. D. S. Crawley's tract on the Sabbath or Sunday being the first day of the
week is now in the bands of the HERALD
editors, and will be submitted to the next
meeting of the Board of Publicution. We
anticipate its early publication if the Board
passes favorably upon it.
"] oseph the Seer" and the "Compendium" contain scriptural and some general
evidences on the subject of soul-sleeping
and the millenium.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

WE acknowledge the receipt of some
verses from Orchard, Nebraska, signed
"Little Sister."
A letter from a young sister, Harriet
Lester, reaches us, but no address is given.
She expresses joy which she bas realized
in finding the truth and obeying it. May
all our young people receive the bles~ings
promised those who do likewise.
Sr. Sarepta Pratt of Millfield, Athens
county, Onio, wrote from that place under
date of the 31st ultimo, expressing in
grateful terms the good she receives from
reading the various letters in the HERALD.
She mentions the successful Jistrict conference which she lately attended in the vicinity of Vales Mills, and is gratified by
the growth of the work there and elsewhere. She asks the pravers of all in behalf of an aged Sr. Marton, who lately
lost a husbana and who previously lost a
son by death. Limited space prevents the
insertion of the entire letter.
Bro.
F. Burton writing from San
Benito, Cal., said three were baptized
there last Sunday, and that he was going
thence to W atsonv!lle to attend a two
days' meeting. We are greatly pleased to
know that Bro. Burton is regaining h1s
former good health, and we pray heaven
to fully heal and freely bless him so that
he may spend a long and useful and happy life in the dear Master's service. The
church and the world need his labor in
ministering "the wonderful words of life."

Unt.o Hls t?-aints, you

J.

1

Dear Sister:-It is because we feel that your
letter is timely and will do good, that we insert
it just as you wrote it. It is indeed a day of sacrifice, but unfortunately for Zion's weal there is
one class of Saints(?) who are
willing
that another class should make all the sacrifices.
Perfectly willing !hat they should be made, so
they are not called upon to make them.
Shall the faithful few be discouraged by this?
Nay, verily, for it is in itself a valid reason for
them to gird up their loins and be strong for the
right, since there remains not only the world
who have never professed Christ, to be converted, but those who have forgotten the horrible pit
out of which they were taken, to be led to repentance and the doing of their first works over.
Is there a mother who will read this letter to
whose heart an appeal will not be made? One
who will not know just what this means
His
so natural for the mothers to lay costly sacrifices
upon the altar of love, every day, every hou.c of
her life, that she does not feel it; but when her
own sacrifice is not enough, but she must take
her child-her daughter who is as dear to her as
the apple of her eye-and bind her there, then,.
human nature shrinks and the heart instinctlve·
ly turns to another for
and

see.~~

If all saints dressed in this way not only would
they be happier themselves, but the supply would
be like the manna: enough for all and nothing
over. Mark you we do not deem this any sacrifice. It is a duty and one which you can not
neglect without suffering loss. There is another
duty: "Bear ye one ~mothers burdens." See to
it that you divide of the good things which are
only loaned to you-over which God bas made
you a steward-with those from whom in his
wisdom he has withheld such. Make it possible
by your own plain dressing, for the children of
the poor, the children of those whose fathers are
in the ministry, to sit by you in the house of God,
without having to blush for the plainness of their
garments or the thoughts of murmuring-yes
perhaps of envy which have found a place in
their hearts. Let your eyes be open to the needs,
the sensitive feelings of others, and pray, yes
pray earnestly, for that adorning which is above
price and which having, you will become a worthy example of Him who said, "Learn of me, for
I am meek and lowly in mind."
To each tried, tempted, toil-worn and weary
mother, we say, let your faith reach forward to
the time of his coming. He has not promised us
ln this
from any m to which
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mankind is heir. He will not withhold the fiery
trial when he sees that the dross must be consumed. The gold must be purified, for into the beau·
Hful city nothing unclean can enter.
Through
the thi1zgs which he suffered he learned obedience.
Shall we fear to follow him? Nay, for if we do
not follow hir:n, where shall we go!
There is a beautiful parable which contains the
lesson you wish lo teach your child. There was
a certain rich man, clothed in pur-ple and fine
linen, who fared sumptuously every day. The
palace In which he lived he called his own, and
the food which weighed down his table was purchased with his own rnoney. At the gate of the
rich man a poor beggar is lying, ragged, sick and
covered vdth sores. How many, think you, as
they entered the gate by which the poor beggar
realized that he was rich and the man whose
crumbs he was begging, to keep life in his miserable body, was poor--was indeed worse than a
beggar?
But change the scene--the place. These men
pass from this earth. Take just one step beyond
and the rich man of this earth becomes the beggar in the beyond, while in torments he lifts up
his eyes and sees Lazarus soothed, comforted and
at rest. Then from his parched lips the pleading
comes, "Have mercy on me and send Lazarus
that he may dip the tip of his finger in water and
cool my tongue; for I am tormented in this
flame." But back across the intervening chasm
comes the answer, "Son, remember that thou in
thy lifetime receivedst thy good things, and Lazarus e\'il things; but now he is comforted and
~:hou art tormented."
·which shall we choose--cheap clothing and
scanty fare for the few days we may sojouxn here
and the robe of righteousness, the palm of victory
and a crown of everlasting life in the great hereafter; or the good things of this world for the
few days of time and then the torment of thirsting for that we can not obtain, in the world to
come? Which?
Let no one for a moment suppose that by this
parable Christ intended to teach that it was a sin
to be rich. The rich man was not condemned
because of his riches. How many and how grievious were the faults of this man, we know not.
One thing however we do know, our God ls just,
and having loaned to this man an abundance of
this world's goods, it was not pleasing in his sight
that one of his children should lie uncared for, at
his gate,

weakness but am encouraged when I remember
that others, 'out of weakness were made strong.'
My desire is to serve God and gain a crown
which fadeth not away. I long most earnestly
to meet with the Saints once more as in the days
tl::ml: are past. In those days, though we were
few in number, God met with us and we enjoyed
the gifts of the gospel, in tongues and prophecy.
Thank the Lord for the everlasting gospel, delivered to the saints of God. I hope an elder will
come here soon. Bro. Jacobs is here now, but as
the Norwegian is his native tongue, he 'VOuld
like to have the help of some one who can use
the Engllsh language better than he can. Bro.
J. Roth promised, some two years ago, that he
would come, but he has not as yet done so.
There are some here who would like to hear the
doctrine.n
ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF TIME.
Are we
our time in the wav that we should?
our life to do others good?
Are we
Is each hour
useful labor given,
In view of the record kept in heaven?
Do we
our homes with our presence within?
Do we
and pray all through life's din?
That each day and hour will be so spent
As with those who know they are only lent?
Do we know our time is a fleeting breath?
'l'hat our lives will soon be closed in death I
Do we know each hour that passes away ·
Is bringing us nearer the judgment day?
Have we given our means to those in need?
Have we patiently striven to sow the seell?
Have we laid on the altar our worldly caree?
Given those who hate ns our secret prayers?
Are we
all through the journey of strife
1'o keep
pure law of an etJdless life?
Are we trying RS weary this race we run
To say, Thy will, not mine, be done?
B.
HOMlll COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Oct. 31, amount received to date., .. , .. $z,o63 oo
Sr. E. J. Hayer, Iowa, .. $! oo
Sr. Minnie Lemburg, I a .. I oo
Sr, Sarah S. Granthan,
Michigan . , ....... , . . .
A Sister, Ohio ... , ....... r oo
Sr. Sally E. Church, Iowa. 79
Sr. RachelS. Coates, Neb. 50
A Sister, Iowa .•..... ,. ·3 50
Sr. Maggie Teadsdale, Ia. 50
Sr. Louisa Trout, Mich.,

so

so

Nov. 7, amount to date ... , ........... $2.072 29
~Send

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sr. Jane Couser of z6o Lei.b street, Detroit,
Mlchig'ln, wishes to say to the saints who were
so much interested in her when she was in
trouble in regard to her boy, that he has returned home, as the Lord promised her he should.
He came home on the fourth of September. She
i.s very thankful for the interest manifested in
her behalf, and but for very heavy family cares
would have written to many before this. Like
many other of the scattered ones she is hungering for the bread of life and hopes that any elder
passing through Canada will call if it is possible
for them to do so. She desires to hold out faithful and praises G.:>d for the prlviiege of being a
Saint in latter
Sr. M. Houck, of Radcliff Iowa, wrltes:-"1
have received much strength and er.couragement
from the !ett~;:n; l.n the "Coh)mn." l feel my

all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYERS.

Sr. Addie E. Hull, of Willow Brook, Mlch·
igan, requests your prayers in her behalf that
her eyes may be healed and her body strengthened.
DICKENS, Nov. 3d.
Dear Sister Frances:- We are in trouble and
come to you for help. Our son Frank, eighteen
years old, has been very sick and he is losing his
reason, We ask the prayers of the Prayer Union
in his beh'alf, that he may be restored to health
and reason. We expect Bro. Caffal here to see
us soon. If God does not rebuke the disease we
will hav<[' to send him to the asylum. Oh, pray
for us!.
From your brother and sister,
E. W. and MARY ANWAY .

747
TIFF CITY, Missouri.
Dear Sisters o/ t!ze Home Column:-I have concluded to write a few thoughts which will do
me good, if no one else, that others may know of
my whereabouts, love and anxiety for tl.is work
that is developing into such magnitude that it
causes us to rejoice. I know enough to say that
I rejoice In the work of the Lord and know I am
in the narrow way, so I ask you to pray for me,
I will soon be seventy-three years old. I was
born in ·wayne county, Ohio, seven miles east of
Wooster, on Little Killbuck, and married William Fulks in Medina county, Ohio, and since
then have roamed in the west. In 1874 my companion and I, with two children, were baptized
into Christ in Labette county, Kansas. Since then
I have had much comfort as well as trouble. It
was not long after this that our oldest son, Phin·
eas, died, then \Villiam, my companion since
then I have battled alone, living the most of the
time with my children, my youngest son, Bor.
William J., who lives in Spencer, Medina county,
Ohio. He is a blacksmith and would take good
care of any of the brethren passing who would
call on him or any of our connections; as we have
many there who are quite well off. Some are
much confused and others make no profession of
religion at all. I have been stopping with another son, Elder C. M. Fulks, who is living in the
Cherokee Nation and is doing some good there.
We hear Bro. S. Maloney has baptized two there
of late. They are living with Charles and his
family. They are from Kansas and their name
is Elder. I am now with my daughter, Sr. Mary
M. Goodwin; her husband is an unbeliever and
their children are growing up never having been
blessed, and some are old enough to be baptized.
0, I hope all my dear sisters will pray for us. I
have been working out and been quite feeble, but
I am now better. May the Lord bless us all.
From your sister,
MARY C. FULKS.

Dear Sisters:-Though I have not appeared
among you of late, yet I assure you that I have
lost none of my interest in the ·•Home Column,"
but I reason thus: The Column is firmly established; it will last as long as the Herald does,
But Autumu Leaves, the child of the Home
Column, although a vigorous infant, requires
careful nursing to make it grow and thrive; and
I have been very solicitous for its life, realizing
its importance as an auxilliary to the Column.
When the latter was first instituted anxious
mothers were asking, "What can we do to best
promote in our children a love for the pure and
the good? How best preserve them from evil
contaminations?"
The answers given were,
Home example, Sunday Schools, and pure
literature.
The latter we have especially urged on your
consideration because we believed its Importance
was not as fully appreciated as the two former,
the home and school, and yet it holds a place of
as great importance, and in connection with
them its value can not be estimated. And knowing that the recommend would be of little help
to you if the right kind of literature was not at
hand it has been by energy, persistent hard work,
and through much discouragement at last furnished in· the Hope and Autumn Leaves. Not
that I mean to say there !s nothing pure outside
gf t~e p};lur.ch _J?.JJ!:>lications, f<>r there is rrnwh 1bjlt
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it is a hard matter to cull it from the evil with
which it is plentifully mixed, and the VIOrk of
culling should never be left to the children.
Their judgment is formed or developed by their
mental food, and a knowledge of this fact will
lead to the presentation of only that which will
instruct, elevate and refine, and such as will
stimulate thought. In the Hope and Autumn
Leat1es yon have all these to your hand, the payment of their price is far Jess than the trouble of
doing without them if the mothers really feel the
importance of the q1,1estions propounded by them
to the Column.
Especially is this true when so many are freely
giving their time, labor, and anxious thought to
supply this reading, there ought to be no question at all about the duty of sustaining either of
them. 'When I read "Liberty and her handmaidens."
In the last issue of the Leaves, it
seemed to me that one article was worth the
whole year's subscription to the magazine and
the church could not afford to deprive herself of
the talent which produced it.
The Home Column has done nobly in scattering a vast amount of good seed, some of which
we have seen bear fruit in a closer attention to
the written law of the church as found in the
three books, and a more general effort to conform
to them in letter and in spirit. In all this evidence of success I rejoice, and mourn for all failures including my own.
A few words in regard to the Prayer Union.
We, in Lamoni, have not yet succeeded in effecting an organization although some of those
who have enrolled their names have earnestly
desired it. The trouble in the way has been,
chiefly, that some of its members belong to the
Sisters' Aid Society which holds its meetings
Thursday afternoon, and the sisters think they
can not attend two meetings the same day, nor
do they wish to neglect either. Some attempt
was made to unite the two, but it did not work
satisfactorily to either, I believe. No doubt but
that the exercise of a little more will power could
make a way, but at present this, together with
household matters and business affairs compel
us to observe the time at home, if at all.
As regards myself, personally, I have been
greatly blessed when observing the time, and always feel a loss when through any cause I have
failed to do so, as has occured a few times.
Dear Sisters, if the devotion of a part of the
time to gaining instruction in the divine life is
the better part that shall not be taken away, as
was said to Mary, and the entire absorption of
time in the cares of this life is the unwise choice
as with Martha, what is our position in the
matter? "lJ nto every one that hath shall be
given, and he shall have more abundantly, and
unto him that hath not shall be taken away even
that which he hath."
I believe that the talents referred to in the
quotation mean spiritual gifts, and there certainly can be no more efl:"ectual way to bury them than
und'"r the cares of modern dress, fancy work,
house-keeping and social life. All these are the
things that shall be taken away. Spiritual knowledge and acquirements are the only things that
shall remain. If we have not these, what follows
when that which we have is taken away?
I am not advocating the neglect of any earthly
duty. I believe in this case as in that of tithing,
these we ought to do and not leave the others

undone. Right here is where the choice comes
in. When the cares of life are so engrossing as
to leave no time for the things of the kingdom,
between them which should we choose?
And just now I feel like having word \vith
those brethren who seem to be trr:>Ubled by the
Prayer Union and other woman's work. I may
not speak, being a woman, but there is no pohibition against asking questions, and believing the
ground of opposition is selfishness I wlll appeal
to their selfishness by asking if, since the woman
is the glory of the man in the same sense i:hat
the church is the glory of Christ, that is,
and
through spiritual, mental and moral gifts and
graces, is he not then robbing himself of glory if
through his teaching, exaction or oppression, woman is compelled to bury her talents, (spiritual
gifts), and is he not thereby depriving hitDse:.f of
a corresponding reward, the same as though he
neglected or refused to employ his own? 'This is
the light in which I see it. Her deprivatio:l of
these privileges and blessings must detract from
his, as by the deprivation of the same the church
would lessen ~he glory of Christ
her, wou!.d it
not?
For the truth,
ELEANOR,

MILLERSBURG, 1l!inois, Oct. 30th.
Dear Bro. Blair:- We have had beautiful fall
weather here with only a few disagreeabl<: days
so far Weather has been very favorable for
preaching all the fall. I have been preaching at
Breed's Station and at the Baptist chapel, one
mile north of Breed's. I spoke twenty times in
succession, missing only one night and one Sunday forenoon. The people gave me a good hearing and the interest was excellent. A number
are convinced and are very near the kingdom,
while many are very favorable and are investigating. The Spirit of God is not only working
with us but is also working with the people and
softening their hearts and leading them to search
after the truth. I do not know when the good
seed sown at Breed's Station will spring up and
grow and bear good fruit, but think it will he at
no distant day.
The Saints there and at Canton and vidnity
are in good condition considering the manner in
which they have been neglected for many years.
They have been actually famishing for the bread
of life. We had four social meetings and a good
spirit was present. Nearly all are desirous of
doing more for the good cause. I think the principal cause of all the difficulty in the district is
from a lack of labor; not enough effort put forth
to save what we already have. 'The best wEy to
get the Saints back in line of duty I think is to
preach them back, and hold up the light in the
Spirit of Christ. Then a!! but the wilfully perverse and the most hardened will fall into line.
Many that had become indifferent and cold have
renewed their covenants and are determined to
make another stand.
I was kindly cared for by Bro. William Riley
of Breed's, Bro. and Sr. Emanuel, living between
Breed's and Canton, and Bro. Ephraim Grim of
Canton. Bro. Riley has taken a renewed interest and has great faith that the work there will
improve. If he keeps faithful he will do great
good and be the means of bringing his children
into the church. Bro. and Sr. Emanuel
full

of faith and good works proving by their works
that they have learned of Christ. There is a better time com1ng for the Kewanee district and
that in the near future. God is moving and, if
tLe saints are determined to stand in the way of
the progress of the work they will be moved out
of the way and God will carry on the work right
over their heads.
The articles in 1-Ia·ald on self-examination and
personal righteousness are right in line; are
timely and exactly what we need. We are all
making loud enough professions, but we all need
to live nearer to God and purify ourse! ves in
heart and ears so that a greater degree of the
Spirit may be poured out upon us.
Bro. Short preached three powerful sermons
at Henderson and baptized three into the Millersburg branch before going to Wisconsin. One
more has given her name for baptism and will be
received Sunday if the weather is favorable.
There is great demand for labor and many opportunities, and if we could only take advantage
of them good would follow.
Would say to those Jiving in other parts of the
district to not be disappointed if I should not get
around to them as soon· as they thiak I should.
I intend to spend the month of November at
Canton and vicinity. Wa.nt to keep up my efforts there as long as interest is good. They
need labor and I feel to hold on.
Your brother,
E. E. ·wHEELER.
ELLENSBURG, vVashington.
Dear Herald:--I have just been· reading the
Herald. It gives me great joy to see the good
work go on. I am young in the cause and I find,
as Bro. Weston says, that we must keep the celestial law if we expect to inherit that kingdom.
I am trying to live and do right, and I ask the
prayers of all the brothers and sisters that may
in the end prove faithful.
Your sister in love,
ANNIE M. DAWSON.
MoNMOUTH, Ont., Oct. 2.5th.
Dear Herald:-Bro.J. H. Lake came hereon the
25th of July and left here on the 4th of August
to return west. He preached some excellent serm'ons which both comforted and cheered the
Saints. The meetings were well attended, but
none were baptized, as it seems very hard to get
the people to believe this great latter day work.
Bro. Lake is well liked here by all the Saints
and we consider him to be an excellent preacher.
We feel that God has blessed us in sending him
here, as it was a season of refreshmnt to the
Saints.
The branch here is in a favorable condition,
and I am trying to do what I can to help this
grand work along.
Since Bro. Lake left us l !,ave held meetings
at C. Billings' house in Glamorgan every other
Sunday; and in our own School-house the Sundays intervening. The meetings were well attended.
It was the first time that I ever spoke
away from our School-house, and I was rather
timid, but the Lord strengthened me lj.nd gave
me grace to carry me through.
As I am young in the work I ask the prayers
of the co-laborers, that I may prove faithful and
do that which is well pleasing in the sight of
God.
Yours in gospel bonds,
.ANSON W. BuwroN,
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I ful, I thought.

NEw CANAAN, Conn., Oct. 25th.
Bretllren in Herald Ojftceo'-I feel well in the
gospel. I went to Brooklyn on the 6th and par- I
took of the sacrament with the Saints, and we all j
rejoiced in the meeting, for the good Spirit was
with us and all rejoiced I opoke in the evening 1
,, Potts, an d h e f o1 .
. eorge
b y t h e request of B ro. G

May God bless the aged ones.
I was called here yesterday to preach a funeral
sermon and shall return to Crawley's Isle this
week, if the Lord will. At the close of last Sunday night's meeting a young man and his bride
stood up in the presence of my congregation and
"
' I'1ves prove
tuey
went l1ome as one. M ay t h e1r
1
lowed in speaking, and we had good meetings,
a blessing.
thank the Lord. I received a letter last week
We had Ern. W. H. Kelley and A. H. Parsons
from Bro. Potts stating that he had baptized five
with us a while, but they proyed to us like time,
precious souls into the church. May (Jod bless
come and go; but I am pleased to say they did
·them and give them power to stand firm in the
us great good, and both of them left a good retruth.
STEPHEN STONe, JR.
port behind them. May God bless his anointed
servants. Come again, my brethren. Our conference held while they were here proved a
BAY CIT", Mich., October 27th.
grand success. I am glad to know of the gosBro. W. W. Blair :-Our late conference, held
pei's good news being spread in the land, and
at Juniata, was largely represented and was very
hope it may fall on good ground.
successful. We were pleased to have Bro. E. C.
Yours truly,
Brigg~ and C. Scott with us, and to hear them
J. C. Foss.
preach the word. We hope to have many such
conferences.
SANTA CLARA, S.D., Nov. rst.
Since the conference Bro. W. J. Smith and
Bro. Dancer :-Please send me a cloth bound
myself came to Bay City, and have been holding
volume of Bro. W. W. :Blair's, "Joseph the Seer,"
meetings. On Sunday I had the privilege of
new edition.
baptizing three, and on last Friday evening we
Dear Herald, you have not heatd from me in
met to organize a Sabbath School, and were
so long a time I guess you must tnink I have
blessed in this as well as all other duties pertainapostatized or am dead. I am still in my aping to the kingdom of God. Should we not try
pointed field. Bro. R. A. Oehring and myself
to bring our children up in the fear and admoni·
intend to start in a short time for a trip through
tion of the Lord? Yes; and I am confident that
South Dakota, and I hope we may return laden
a good live Sabbath School is the best method of
with many sheaves. The brethren south are
schooling and training our children.
quite anxious we should meet with them as soon
To-night I am to preach in the Indian church,
as possible. I hope we can make a good report
and shall try to instruct them more perfectly. I
at next conference, and if the winter is not too
hope we will all be willing to live by every word
severe I think we can. I would like to attend
that proceedeth out of the mouth of God, May
next April conference, but do not know whether
heaven's choicest blessing rest upon the church
I can yet or not. If 1 am continued in the field
and people of God everywhere.
another year I hope to find a more congenial field.
Yours in bonds,
Yours for the truth,
E. DELONG.
E. DAY BENNETT.
[Bro. De Long's statement that they were
blessed in organizing a Sunday School similarly
as in other ministerial work is indicative that the
blessing of the Lord will follow every proper effort to care for and instruct the young.-En.]
JoNESPORT, Me., Oct. 26th.
Brn. ':Joseplt and Wtlliam:-I am very much
pleased to report to the readers of the Herald
that our cause in the east is onward. Since I
arrived here I have baptized eighteen. Others
are near the kingdom, and I have more calls to
go and preach where once houses were closed
against me, than I can respond to.
I am talking with people of other churches
who tell me they are dissatisfied where they are.
They say, "I have never received anything from
the Lord," as the word informs them they can,
and I tell them it is because they are not connected with the living vine, and only can they be
by making covenant with God and be baptized,
in water by one of God's authorized ministers,
have hands laid upon them and be sealed up unto
God by prayer, then they can say, like all Latter
Day Saints, We speak that we do know, and if
faithful to him that calls us unto holiness, shali
enter the rest with all God's dear children. One
old Adventist lady at the close of my meeting
Sunday evening said: '·You must come right
back, for I see we have got to take the water
again; and, bless the Lord, we older ones must
§!:It the e;!f:amp)e for the ;young." Quite thou¥ht·

ELMIRA, Kans., Oct. 29th.
Dear Herald:-I am preaching about seven
times every week since the first of September to
good congregations. Some have obeyed, more
believing and many are made friends to the
cause, and in all respects the church is being
placed in better repnte than ever before in these
parts. I have opened several new places lately
that must yield an increase before long in numbers. Onward and upward is our motto. Let us
only be one and the victory is ours.
In bonds,
G. w. SHUTE.
CooK's POINT, Texas, Oct. 28th.
Ern. Snzitlz and Blair :-I am still trying to
make 1TIY peace, calling and election sure, and to
do something for the advancement of the cause
of the Master. I have made a trip from home to
Grimes county, this state, to see a family of
Saints that forme.ly lived in Florida. I found
them getting along very well spiritually, specially for Saints who had not met with a membei'
of the church for about three years.
The work in central Texas is !llOving along
slowly, but I hope surely. There are but few
of the S<lints in one place in Texas, for this reason it seems that they are not so strong as those
in sections where 'there are large branches. We
have many things to contend against there that
are unknown in some places, I suppose; but it
Is r;ommon for us to think we have the grandest
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time and place, but God will bring us all out victorious in the end, if faithful.
I have not been doing as much preaching for
the last two months as before on account of home
affairs, but have not been ldle. I have been distributing tracts and writing letters to friends and
acquaintances in different states with good effect.
A number seem quite ready for baptism in Tennessee and also in Alabama. I aim to do more
preaching from now till General Conference.
Yours in bonds,
E. W. NUNLEY.
GROVE HILL, Iowa, Oct. 28th.
Bro. Blair :-I am still keeping the latter day
work moving onward in this locality. Bro.
Charles Jones preached three times, baptized
one, then left for home. Since then I have
preached most every night and twice on Sundays.
The light of the restored gospel begins to shine
more brilliant than at first. Yesterday I baptized five. My brother, Charles S. Shippy, and
wife, were among the number. Our meetings
are well attended. Last evening the house was
filled to overflowing, as also the Sunday before.
We met for baptism at two p.m., "on the water's
brink" the largest audience I have seen for some
time at a baptism. Many more are near the
kingdom, and I think will soon obey. I look for
a large ingathering in this region of country if
this mission is properly conducted by a wise
ministry.
Yours in the one faith,
foHN SHIPPY.
ELLENSBURG, Washington.
Dear Saints:-As I was looking over the Herald this morning it reminded me that I must
write a few Jines if not much, to let the brethren
and sisters know' that I am pressing onward and
trying to reach that celestial kingdom. Pray for
me that I may be faithful. May God bless and·
be with you all that love the truth.
Your sister in Christ,
MYRTA DAWSON.
BYRNVILLE, Ind., Oct. 25th.
Bro. W. W. Blair :-I am happy to inform the
Saints through the Herald that the work is still
progressing in this part of the Lord's vineyard.
Four have been baptized at this branch this ~eek
and are rejoicing in the latter day work. One of
them is about sixty years old and has, been a
member of the United Brethren Church for a
number of years.
I am glad to see the work roll on and the true
and honest in heart gathered out. Our branch
which was organized here a little over a year ago
numbers sixteen members and prospects are fair
for others yet uniting with the church. Although there has been great efforts made by other churches to hinder the work it is all in vain;
every effort they make against the work the
worse it is for them.
I am laboring as much as I can owing to circumstances. I will speak at Eden ne'l:t Sunday.
I will devote most of my time this winter in the
work if it is the Lord's will.
1 feel like pressing on in the work of the Lord.
I have great joy and comfort in the service of
the Lord. A few weeks ago I had a dream in
which I saw a pair of balances coming from the
east through the air. They passed over me and
went on west and when it got past ll'le l saw a
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platform under each end of it and a small space
between them, and I saw men passing from the
north side to the south side of it. I then turned
to my brother and said to him, ••Did 1 not tell
you the truth?" I was on a platform and he was
standing on the ground by the side of it, and
when I said the above words he dropped his head
down and smiled. I then walked to the edge of
the platform on which I was standing and stooped dovm and embraced him. I then looked to
the east and saw a light in the sky about as large
as the sun, but it shone out lengthwise in the
place of being round like the cun, and I said,
pointing towards it that it was the Savior of the
world. I ask the prayers of the Saints.
G. JENKINS.
NEw HoPE, Virginia, Oct. 23d.
Bro. W. W. Blair:-On the rgth I went to
Milton, Cabel county, West Virginia, Saturday
night and preached in a school·house close by
Milton; and on Sunday preached the funeral of
Bro. Edward Thompson in the North Methodist
Church. I had a good hearing with reasonable
liberty.
Yesterday I arrived at Staunton where I was
met by Bro. Coffman, who conveyed me to his
home where the weary can rest and be refreshed.
The people here in the valley are anxiously looking forward to the dedication of the Saints' new
chapel, which is to take place November 3d, also
to the discussion between W. C. Thurman of the
Reformed Advent faith, and Elder D. L. Shinn
of the Latter Day Saints, which is to begin Wednesday, November 6th. It has been noticed in
two papers in the valley, and if the weather is
fair the discussion will be largely attended.
Therefore I ask the Saints, all that see this notice to pray that the truth may be nobly defended and maintained by our wortfiy brother Shinn,
for the truth has much opposition here.
I am here to stay most of the winter by the direction of Apostle Griffiths, and I feel hopeful
of ouccess. Remember us here in this mission.
Still contending for the establishment, and
confident of the success of this great work, I am
your brother i.n the new covenant,
}AMES MOLER.
SAGINAW CITY, Mich., Nov. zd.
Dear Herald:-I have taken the field and am
going to labor in the vineyard of the Lord. I
have spoken three times in Bay City, and while
there an appointment was given out for a Seventh-day Adventist and we told him he could
have our hall to speak in, but when the evening
came for him to be there the news reached us
that he had hurt himself while helping to lay a
carpet, and could not come, and so the lot fell
upon me to speak. There was a full house and
I had good liberty and felt a good portion of the
Spirit.
I expect to speak Sunday in Saginaw. City. I
Jove this latter day work. My heart is in it, and
love to see it go to all nations of the earth, and it
ran not be accomplished any other way than by
the saints paying their tithing and offerings into
the Lord's store-house that there may be meat in
his house to feed the families of the elders while
they are away. Jesus says if we love him we
will keep his commandments. Let us pay our
tithing, brethren, and God will bless us, for he
has said so, and his word can not fail. "Prove
me," he says, "and see if I will not open thl;"l

windows of heaven and pour you out a blessing
that there wiil not be room enough to receive
I tried him and proved him and found him
to his word; and my prayer to God is that others
may soon see the necessity
proving the Lord
by paying their tithing, that God's work ru:ty
roll on and his kingdom fill the whole earth.
Your brother in gospel bond,
F, c. SMITH.
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RALD.
his promises to mankind; that he is
them may have the least knowledge that
unchangeable.
there is any one taking notice of their acts.
is love; but who can tell of that
And not only this, but man by the aid of
vVho shall explain it to our undersuch a thing as a piece of glass enables his
eye to see the mountains of the moon, the
? Not poor, frail humanity; and
spots and hollows in the sun, the rings of never can they tell unless they have obeythe different planets, the clouds and seas ed that great command, "Love one anoththereon and their moons. This and much er even as I have loved you." "God is
" sing the waters of the streamlets as
more has man been able to see and learn.
rush onward to the river; "God is
Astronomy tells us that the dwellingplace where God dwells is the great cen- love," sing the summer breezes as tlJ.ey
ter of all heavenly bodies, and that all the rustle through the trees. The birds as
numerous suns with their planets :ue held they carol forth their morning song sing,
by the power of attraction, and that all "God is love," and all nature joins in the
the many suns and planets gravitate in singing. Man also says God is love, but
their places, and all revolve round this in what way does he understand? Does
grand center in their time and season, as he love the drunkard in his cups? the libit has pleased God to so ordain each and ertine in his wickedness? and all those
all in the order he has placed them. Now who follow after their own foolishness?
men have by the aid of observatories been It is true, it is written, that "he causes his
able to view the heavenly bodies at pleas- sun to shine on the just and on the unjust,"
ure. Now what should we say if the and "rain to fall on the good and evil;"
we also learn that it is only after men
Great Eternal had an observatory in his
forsaken the wickedness of their
dwelling-place that would enable him not
and accepted of the conditions of
only to view the many planets but to see
that they can know and feel that
each and all of the beings thereon, whenever it should please him so to look; for God is love. And it is only then they
if that little atom of life called man can by know the gifts of his love in the mercy of
the aid of feeble means do so much, what his forgiveness, of all their past deeds and
can we say of H1m who is perfection in foolish wickedness, for his love and merall things? It is reasonable to believe that cy go together to all his children whoreall we have here in this world is typical turn from error and obey his commands.
God is mercy; yea,
is known as the
of heavenly things, ~tnd from this way of
reasoning we may easily conceive in our Father of mercies, and the God of all comforts; and his overruling hand of proviminds how God can be all-seeing.
God is a personage of spirit like unto dence is seen in all the affairs of men and
the person of man; as it is written: "God nations. True, would-be wise men tell us
made man in his own image; male and that all things are governed by law, and
female made he them." But men have that these laws are so fixed that they can
much confounded this, as their idea is that not be changed; but this is only blind
there can be nothing have form unless it foolishness, for if it really was so, then
is or does consist of material substance, there is no hope; for law has no love, no
forgetting or not knowing that the spirit- pity, no mercy, no patience; law has
ual is the real, clothed in m:~terial sub- nothing in it to touch our sympathies, or
ea!l out our affection13. If law is fixed and
stance, through which it acts.
can not be altered, then it has left us to
Thus, then, we can understand that God our fate, as there can be no forgiveness;
is a real, substantial being, having a body yet all down through the pages of history
just like man; and.that he possesses all his there is God in his mercy and love; w hethfaculties in the hig-hest state of perfection
er it be in the story of Joseph and his
and is the embodiment of love, mercy' brethren, or Moses and the children of
justice and truth,
' IsraeL
\Vith each and all is seen the
Everything we know of oh this earth is guidance of His hand, so that many from
mixed up with g~oss, material sabstance, the depth of their sorrow, misery and
so much so that 1t ha.s to be refined and trouble have felt to cry, "God is love, God
purified with fire, such _as the iron, silver, is mercy; he comforts and forgives me."
and other metals. So 1s man: hence the
God is just; but shall we say Hisjustice
reason he can not understand the things of is in accord with men's notions or opinions
the Spirit, as we learn that when men of justice? If it were so, there are many
have seen God, it has always been with wrongs that would never be righted, and
their spiritual eyes in the form of a vision; crimes committed that would go unpunas we learn that no flesh can stand before ished.
God is just in that his justice
his presence and live, as their gross, mate- wrongs none. He is alike to all, black
rial bodies would wither and decay in the and white, bond and free, male and female,
glory of His presence if men should see in that he is no respector of persons; but
God as they see natural things.
in every nation those that love and serve
God is a God of truth, and can not lie. Him are accepted with Him; and none
It has beed said by some that it is no cred- need fear who feel the need of His aid and
it to God that he can not lie. But they desire to accept of His blessings.
have never fairly considered the subject·
Scientists and men of learning in the
for if they did they would even learn of wisdom of this world have accounted the
men and women who have so loved the things of God as the veriest of foolishness;
truth thatthey would rather die than lie
for although they do admit of a great First
and it is good 'to learn that the great.Eter~ Cause, yet their idea seems to be that he
nal is the embodiment of truth; and that a cn~ated this world and the things thereon,
~'n~·a.,,,. after left them to take care of
firm tr1.lst and confidence can be placed in
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themselves as they could; and that men
could do just as they pleased, and that was
all there would be about it. They claim
to see God in everything, but not to know
Him to be anvwhere.
we find ourselves on this world in our
youthful days under the care of our earth! y father. vV e know we need his care and
protection, and are indebted to him for
what we really are; and when we come
to the years of manhood, and at last have
to set out for ourselves and begin to le:1rn
the trials, troubles and uncertainty of life,
'tis then we learn how little we really are;
how helpless in all our attempts, and how
oft we need a helping· hand to aid us on
the journey of life.
In the God of the
scientists we can take but little aid or comfort, but when we can learn from relison
and revelation that we have a heavenly
Father, who is able and more willing to
hear us than our earthly father, then, poor
mortals begin to see what life really is.
Although this is but a feeble attempt to
tell a little of God and his attributes, vet
it is enough for a human mind to conceive
how much there is to be gained in giving
heed to what has been written of God and
His goodness; for such a God is worthy
of our love, our adoration and greatest
song of praise; of our prayer, of devotions
ever, and our thank offerings for his ever
great blessings, that we may ever remember his kindness and never forget his great
and tender mercies to all mankind. For,
be it known unto all mankind, that all that
God asks in retur'n is that we should ever
love and obey His commandments.
WILLIAM PENMAN.

THE "SEALED BOOK."-No. XX.
BY ELDER R. M, ELVIN.
DWELLINGS,

IN Nicaragua, the dwellings were mostly
made of cane, and thatched with straw.
Of the dwellings in Guatemala still less is
said. The front of each house was ooen,
but the back and sides were closed wtth a
strong stockade. The house, or rather
shed, near the gulf of Dulcs, in wnich
Cortez stayed, had no walls, the roof resting upon posts. In other parts of Guatemala, he saw large houses with thatched
roofs. Gage does not give a glowing account of their dwellings. •Their houses,'
he writes, 'are but poor thatched .cottages,
without any upper rooms, but commonly
one or two only rooms below, in the one
they dress their meat in the middle of it,
making a compass for fire, with two or
three stones, without any other chimney
to convey the smoke away, which spreading itself about the room, filleth the thatch
and the rafters so with soot that all the
room seemeth to be a chimney, The next
unto it, is not free from smoke and blackness, where sometimes are four or five
beds according to the family~ The poorer
sort have but one room, where they eat,
dress their meat, :J.nd sleep.' Little is said
about the interior appointment and decoration of dwellings. Landa mentions that in
Yucatan they used bedsteads made ofcane.
And the !>ame ill !)aid of Nicarag11a

by '.
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Oviedo, who adds that they used a small
four legged bench of fine wood for a pillow."-Native Races, vol. 2, pp. 785, 786.
He further informs us: '·' ;t is my purpose to relate in this chapter all that i~
known of the scattered tribes of Central
America, exclusive of the Quiche-cakchiquels. The historical information that has
been preserved respecting these tribes is,
however, so meager and of tmch a vague
and unsatisfactory character that the reader
must expect nothing more than a very disconnected and incomplete account of
them."-N ative Races, vol. 5, p. 6o3.
The civilization of Central America
was not comprehensively treated of until
long after the pubiication of the Book of
Mormon.
Bancroft says: "The only author who
has attempted to treat of the subject of
Central American civilization and antiquity comprehensively as a whole is the
Abbe Brasseur de Bourbourg."-N ative
Races, vol. 2, p. 116.
Brasseur de Bourbourg's work on the
civilization of. Central America was first
published in 1857-9· See American Encyclopedia, vol. 3, p. 2 I4The richest mythological legacy of the
aborigines of America, was not given to
the world until 1857, according to Bancroft: "Of all American peoples, the
Quiches of Guatemala have left us the
richest mythological legacy. Their description of the creation, as given in the
Popol Vuh, which may be called the
national book of <he Quiches, is, in its rude
strange eloquence and poetic originality,
one of the rarest relics of aboriginal
thought. In Vienna, in r857, the book
now best knovi'n as the Popol Vuh was
first brought to the notice of European
scbolars."-N ative Races, vol. 3, p. 42.
Just twenty-seven yean; before the
scholars of Europe were permitted to
read the wonderful and captivating description in the Popol Vuh, the Book of
Mormon, a much more truthful and comprehensive book was published at Palmyra, New York.
It is asserted that Copan, Uxmal and
Palenque were explored, and the result of
such explorations published to the world,
long- prior to the publication of the Book
of Mormon. This is not sustained by the
facts.
Stephens says: "I shall make one remark in regard to the work of Mr. W aldeck, which was published in folio at
Paris in r845, and except my own hurried
notice, is the only account that has ever
been published ot the ruins of Uxmal."Incidents of Travel, vol. I, p. 297.
This is good evidence in favor of the
Book of Mormon from the nioneer explorer in Yucatan and Central'America.
Now of the ruins of Copan the American Encyclopedia says: They were described with g-reat accuracy in I 576 by the
licentiate Palacios.
A full account of
them is given in Stephen's Central
America."-See Article Copan.
By some Mr. Bancroft is styled the
father of American antiquity. Hear him
in relation to Copan: "For what is known
of Copan the world is ind~bted almost en-
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rather than the expectation,
wonders."-Ibid, p. 98.
in speakingc"of the
times
conquest, and the ruins of
Yucatan, says: "Since these early times
the ruins, shrouded by a dense tropical
vegetation, have lain untenanted and unknown, save
peaceful inhabitants of
the northern
more thick! y settled por-·
tions of the state, who have from time to
time become aware of their existence accidentally while in search of water or a favorable locality for a
or cornfield.
a few of the forty-four ruined towns
Mr. Stephens were known to
by
people of Merida, the state
capital."-Native Races, vol. 4, p. 144·
Prescott tells us
"A few of the
Mexican manuscripts
found their
way from time to time to E
·
in the
They are
the magnificent work of
but not 'me is there from
of Mexico, vol.
The same author says:
de
boldt remarked many years ago, 'lt were
to be wished that some government would
at its own expense the remains of
ancient American civilization; for it is
the comparison of several monu"Vve

c~~n

succeed in

r~"'A~.nn.¥,

u""'"'"'l': of these

to create
wonders. The
this country, is
with its positive
statements, was
advance of all great
scientific revelation of the age, and each
new discovery is but another witness conits truthfulness.
now to show that a series of
and some of them vrorld renowned writers whose works were
from I
to I 839 did not
scribe
the civilization of
America or any single
of the cities
thus entirely
the vague

ou.oL!oneu in I
as a historian
American
says:
"His histories vie with
of his conHume and Gibbon in diction

us: "But in the new world the state of
ana the aspect of
Throughout
all its vast regions there were on! y two
monarchies remarkable for extent of terriby any progress in
The rest of this continent
small independent tribes,
arts and industry, and neither
to correct the defects, nor desirous
to meliorate the condition of that part of
the earth allotted to them for their habitation.
Countries occupied by such people
were almost in the same state as if they
had been without inhabitants."-Robertof America, p. 137.
the same author says: "We may
down as a certain principle in this
that America was not peopled by
of the ancient continent, which
made considerable progress in civilization. The inhabitants of the New World
were in a state of society so extremely
rude as to be unacquainted with those acts
which are the first essays of human ingein"its advance towards improvement.
Even the most cultivated nations of
America were strangers to many of those
inventions which were almost cowith society in other parts of the
and were known in the earliest
of civil life with which we have
From this it is manthe tribes which originally mito America came off from nations
vvhich must have been not less barbawus
their posterity at the time when they
vvere first discovered
the Europeans.
For
the
and refined arts
decline or
amidst the violent
shocks of those revolutions and disasters to
which nations are exposed, the necessary
aTts of
vvhen once they hrcve been introduced among any
are never
lost"
None of the
in human
affairs affect
and they continue to be
the race exists.
If
had been known to
of
or to their progenitor':;
ever they bad employed a plough,
a loom or a
the utility ot those inpreserved them, and
~-'"~~'v'"' that thev should have been
or forgotte!1. We may conthat the Americans sprung
who were themselves in
such an
unimproved state of soas to be unacquainted with all those
necessary arts which continued to be
known among their posterity when first
the Spaniards."-Ibid, pps. 143,

rnore let us hear from Mr. Rob" As the conq uebt of the two great
of Mexico and Peru forms the
of the history, . .
with other parts of the
Mexico and Peru may be
states.' The people
in America, like
them, were totally
the useful metals."recent discoveries the
It will be noticed
territory inc! ud®d in

Central America, Robertson does not
mention one single city of the original inhabitants. See his history. He ·further
says: "Superstition among the Mexicans,
was formed into such a regular and complete system, that its institutions naturally
took hold of the mind; and while the rude
tribes in other parts of America were easily induced to relinquish a few notions and
rites, so loose and arbitrary as hardly to
merit the name of a public religion, the
Mexicans adhered tenacious! y to their
mode of worship."-Ibid, p. 255.
What a wonderful change has been
wrought during the past century, and
should the next century be as rich in development, the divinity of the Book of
Mormon will be no more liable to be
called in question, than the Holy Scriptures. Robertson, then, the equal ofHume
and Gibbon in some respects, and then
superior in others, from a complete and
scholarly survey of the whole field of
American history, as it was made known
to the world by the early Spanish historians and explorers, gained no knowledge
of any advanced civilization of the aborigines of America in any part of the
land; and not the remotest hint of any
civilization ever having existed in Central
America. What chance was there then,
for such men as Joseph Smith, Sidney
Rig-don, or Solomon Spaulding to gain
sufficient knowledge of the civilization of
the Aborigines of Central America, to enable them to write a book, which subsequent explorations have verified? Humboldt, whose great work was published in
r8o9, makes no attempt to describe any of
the ruins of Central America, ] osiah
Priest, in a work published after 1832, entitled "American Antiquities," though
treating of the civilization of Mexico on
one side, and of Peru upon the other side,
makes no mention of the cities and civilization of Central America. In Goodrich's
Universal Geography, a work of 975
pages, published at Boston, r838, I find
quite an extended account of the antiquities of Mexico; but although his account
of Guatemala immediately follows that of
Mexico, there is not a word in it about antiquities. Guatemala then included the
whole of Central America, as the boundaries given by Goodrich show: "Guatemala is bounded north by Mexico and the
Bay of Honduras; east by the Caribbean
sea; south-east by the Isthmus of Darien,
through which it is connected with South
America; and south-west by the Pacific
Ocean."-See pag-e 405.
In the work of John Delafield, published
at New York, etc., in 1839, and treating
of the whole of American antiquities, and
pointing out the antiquities of Mexico on
one side of Central America, and those of
Peru on the other side, is yet silent as to
the antiquities of Central America"
I now approach the question, when the
civilization of the Mound Builders was
scientifically made known to the world.
Bancroft says: "This section, including
chiefly the State of 0 hio, but also parts of
Kentucky, Indiana, Tennessee, Illinois,
and Missouri, was the ground embraced
in the explorations of Squire and D11vis,
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by far the best authorities on eastern antiquities. In the northern region, on the
great lakes, on which Lapham and Pidgeon are the prominent authorities."~
Native Races, vol. 4• p. 749·
Squire's survey of the rnounds of the
Mi5&issippi Valley was made in 1845, and
publi~hed in 1848. See American Encyclopedia, Article Squier.
Lapham's work on the antiquities of
Wisconsin was first published in 18.55·
See American Encyclopedia, Article Lapham.
Pidgeon's work on the antiquities of
vVisconsin and adjoining states, was riot
published until r832. See the work itself.
Of the works ol the Mound Builders,
McLean says: "The first general survey of
the works was made by Caleb Atwater,
of Circleville, 0 hio, in r 8 I 9, under the
auspices and at the expense of the archaeological society at VI/ orcester, Massachusetts. In r848 the Smithsonian institution
published, under the title, •Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley,' the surveys made by E. G. Squier and Dr. E. H.
Davis, together with the plans and notes
furnished by others who had taken an interest in the matter.
This publication
constituted the first systematic work with
descriptions and figures of the numerous
remains of the Mound Builders."-Mound
Builders, p. 4, published at Cmcinnati, in
I879•
Baldwin says: "Among those who
have examined and described remains of
the Mound Builders, Messers Squier and
Davis rank first in importance, because
they have done most to give a particular
and comprehensive account ofthem. Their
great work, published by the Smithsonian
institution, must be regarded as the highest
authority."-Ancient America, p. 31.
Of the remains of the Mound Builders
McLean says: "These remains have carefully examined, and after long and patient
investigations the archaeologist has arrived
at certain definite conclusions."-Mound
Builders, p. 13.
The scienttfic knowledge manifested by
the construction of their earth-works, could
not be known until a "systematic," "particular" and "corn prehensi ve" survey of
those works was made. This was first
done by Squier and Davis, whose work
was first pnblished in 1848. Two very
important evidences of their civilization,
each of which is distinctly mentioned in
the Book of Mormon, namely mining and
weaving, were not made known to the
world until 1849 and rS68. On the art of
weaving Baldwin says: "There appears to
be evidence that the Mound Builders had
the art of spinning and weaving, for cloth
has been found among their remains. At
the meeting of the international Congress
of Pre-Historic Archaeology held at Norwich, England, in r868, one of the speakers stated this fact as follows: •Fragments
of charred cloth made of spun fibres have
been found in the Mounds. A specimen
of such cloth, taken from a mound in Butler county, Ohio, is in Blackmore Museum,
Salisbury.
In the same collection are
several lumps of burnt clay which formed
part of the altar, so-called, in a mound in
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Ibid, p. 43·
Mr. P. B. Eastman in a letter
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scribing the discovery of t
mines and
the evidence that they had been
and the tools used, but as to the ti•ne and
people he wr:tes: "vVhen this was done
it is irn possible to
but conclu·
sive evidence exists of its being
very remote period. Trees of
hundred years' growth are found
ing their roots on the surface of the earth
and soil that has
late over some
their
As yet no trace has been found
authors; nothing to throw
light on their origin.
long to a race and age
before the inhabitants
of the existence of a western
In the Book of Mormon, years before the
copper mines were discovered and
ed, the statement was made that that the
ancient N ephites
abundance of
copper, and the
of the miner
scientist confirms the claim. In
this I may cite the "Mound
McLean, and the "Native Races
Pacific States"
Bancroft.
'robe continued.

years.
tention eastward and takes
the birth and development
as a matter that is ""'-'"'~""
to any fair understanding
ation. of the Salt Lake
strange sect. One is
think that the historian
to the subject than his
writing the history of
quires. It scarcely seems
so rninutelyinto details in
and the tribulations of these
York, Ohio, Missouri,

that preceded their.
one can
Mr.
two pages more than
in· consideration of
way
Not a.
but

of

is a little
of this state,
that he was conentirely new, and
is
he did not solve
at once what the united wisdom of the nahas been
to solve for
as ever.
JYir.
of "Let them alone" was
time and with his other
possible it . is the
that will have to be adopted at last,
marriag·e-the thing antias a bug-a-boo-when it
finds itself
but soc1all y
ostracized, will
away of itself.
l'v.h. Bancroft touches the heart of the
matter when he says that it is not polyga, but the absolute fealty to a
makes it
for Mormons
American public to live toIt is a monopoly, in a
of voters, which is a
and Mormonism has
to relinquish
or go to the wall. Our
form of civilization may not be the best
possible, but such as it is it must develop
along its own lines. Mr. Bancroft is just
a little inclined to be sentimental about the
the
the "under dog"
but a historian of pronounced
courage and admirable impartiality also.
In the course of his volurne he
succe.:;sivel y the
for
against
and
it is easy to see
with monogamic
polygamist
or falsely
stating the other side.
blunof JYir. Buchanan in the "war," soagainst the Mormons is detailed and
criticized, and the recent attempts of
to break up polygamy are deto impress one that the
does
think them
wiSe.
the volume is a bold
conto write a
of hisand in it to handle
men have made delicate
sense and firmness. As in
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all his other volumes there is a well-made
index besides the table of contents by
bibliography, and
with the text
views other than those
has thought proper to embody
text. It is probably the first time
writer has honestly and conscitried to tell both sides of this
strange controversy between civilization
und what looks like a
into barbarism
without
either. That so
to do is
of the historian nobody
will deny, and probably not many will refube Mr. Bancroft credit for
this du-

Times.

ONTARIO.
NORTHERN MICHIGAN.

able) C.
Hartnell, D.
Grant,
Crouch. A committee of 3
the Bishop's
books
them correct.
The Genesee
was declared disorganized
on account of the members moving away; the
president and clerk of the district to grant letters
to the Genesee Saints. Moved to hold the next
Pol't the first
and
to sustain Eiders
C.
T. Grifliths as presidents of the misComish president and E. DeLong clerk
and ail the general conference a pin
district, and the Bishop's agent.
2:30 Sunday the
for the dedication
of the church was opened
J. Cornish, sermon by Elder C. Scott,
prayer by E.
C. Briggs. A vote of thanks was tendered the
Saints for supporting the conference. Five were
appointed delegates to gener2.l conference: J. J.
Cornlsh, J. A. Carpenter, A. Barr, L. Phelps, E.
Dc'Long. Resolved that in the event of
not
attending the general conference that
J.
Smith act as delegate. Moved that ail the oftic·
ers labc·r as circumstances
Preaching by
A. Barr,
Cornish, C.
and E. C. Briggs.

NORTHERN ILLINOIS.
Conference convened with the Mission branch
October 5th at ro: 30 a. m., Bro F. M. Cooper
presidiug, M. T. Short
tem. Prayer was oJtcred by Bro. L L.
Bishop's
agent, T. Hougas, reported, but s~cretary failed
to note items so they do not appear. Branches:
Braid wood 40; 2 baptized, I received, I removed,
I ordination, r marriage.
East Delavan 45; .'l
received. Mission ro2. Plano 204;
2 marriages.
Courtland 25; 2 baptized;
r<>.cPiv,orl
First Chicago z6; I baptized, I received. Elders reporting were A. H. Smith, F.
M.
(baptized 4), I. L.
M. T.
3), C. G. Lanphear,
T.

Conference was held at St. Thomas City, OnOctober 19-2Ist, Elder J. H. Lake, preoident
was chosen to preside, Elder R. C.
Evans, president of district, vice-president of
conference, Elder
Shields secretary, Sr. E.
Mortimer
T. E. Phillips chorister,
wh.h Brn.
and C. Insell as ushers,
Bro. E. K.
. A. Hardy and W. Strange
were choeen press correspondents.
A committee on credentials was
Auditing
committe on
books found them
correct. The
: Balance last rereceived since $134 62, paid out
on hand $146 03. Branches:
Corinth 37; r received.
Gara£3;
removed.
Proton
14
I death. WaterI marriage.
London 128.
Egremont, Ellice,
Monmouth, NicKillop,
Usborne and Windham
letter: J. McClean, W.
E. Mortimer, J. Shields
Verbal reports: R.
H. Lake (baptized 5),
C. Pearson, W. ]enPriests: J. H. Taylor, G.
E. K. Evans.
Report of
rc:ceived and committee disReport
committee on railroad refares received and committee discharged.
District
is hereby at this conference
imtructed to
to all the railroad oflicials on
and all district clerks hold this right
that Brn. J. H Lake and
to General Conference
1890 That the above delto
Conference, rst, the
of December, 1832.; zd, the one toW.
Phelps; 3d, the revelation of r882.
That
tiwse be broug-ht before General Conference to
to the 'Quorums to decide upon and have
printed in their propet place in the Doctrine and Covenants, and that if we are to pre·
sent and defend them they be incorporated in
the same
as all others; 4th, that General
Conference
changed from April to June to
with !he first held by the church, and to
the advantage of water navigation which
we are prevented from in April; .')ch, that GenerB! Conference of r891 be at Kirtland; 6th,
when the matter of re-baptism (on appeal) comes
betore General Conference, that our delegates be
rec;uested to bring the re-baptism question before
thi
for enquiry and find settlement, as
for future action; 7th, that our dPle·
invite Pres. Joseph Smith to visit the Can·
mission. A question concerning all officers
license and not acting being called up
referring back to June, r8So, and
r881, with the following resolution:
licensed officers who refuse or neglect
in the calling they are appointed to, on
resulting in satisfactory evidence
president, that he demand the
Jic<•nse of any such officer, thereby silencing
h!r:n nnt!l the next following conference where
said officer so silenced may appear and call for a

hearing, and that he remain s\lenced till he does
appear before such conference and have his .;ase
settled. On motion the following district oflicers
were sustained: President R. C. Evans, secretary J. Shields, Bishop's agent E. K. Evans.
Resolved that we sustain the general church
authorities. Motion to consider ~hether:wc have
two conferences during the year, or one and a
two days' meeting, resulted in 9.Yz for and 39'Yz
against resolution. Resolved that the president
of conference at next conference be requested to
appoint a special committee to administer to
sic!> so as not to interfere with prayer and testimony meetings. Resolved that we adjourn to
meet in June, r89o, at Vanessa, according to ap·
pointment. of pre,ident of the mh,sion. Preaching by Brn. E. K. Evans, J. A. Mcintosh, J. H.
Lake.
One was baptized. The preaching
throughout the entire session was good and the
prayer services were attended by the Spirit of
tLe Master, producing love, joy and peace, and
that charity which thinketh no evil was manifest
on the part of the Saints, with a desire to assist
in spreading the everlasting gospel.
EASTERN MAINE.
Conference was held with the brethren of
West Jonesport, October s:h and 6•h, Apostle
\V. H. Kelley president, ElderS. 0 FoF.s assisting, J. S. Walker secretary, J. N. Ames chorister,
Miss Mable Church organist.
Invitation extended to all visiting brethren to take part.
Elder A. H. Parsons and J. N. Ames chosen
com mit tee to examine branch reports. Reports:
Mason's Bay 45; 2 baptized. Mav 28; 2 baptized,
6 removed, ro died.
Pleasant River 25; 4 received, 3 baptized, 7 died. Olive 63; r8 baptized,
3 died. Elders reports: S. 0 Foss, J. C. Foss,
Seventy, (baptized 5), J.D. Steel<", A. W. Kelley,
N. W. Crow lev, A. H. Parsons, Seven tv. Priest:
S. Walker. ~Teacher: S.M. Kelley. 'beacons:
A. Ackley, C. H. Hinkley.
Apostle: W. H.
Kelley,
reports an increase in faith and
strength in the Lord's work and that the cause is
hopeful all along the line. Committee on reports found Mason's Bay and Olive branches re·
ports correct; May and Pleasant River branch
reports corrected and accepted. Voted that E.
C. Foss have a rehearing- and that Elders A. H.
Parsons, J. C. Foss and W. H Kelley compose
the court for that purpose. Bishop's agent's report: Balance due church March rst $2030: received $85 85; paid <mi $53 6c>; on hand $52 55·
Report accepted. Voted to sustain S. 0. Foss
president. J. S. Walker secretary and Bishop's
agent, J. C. Fo>S as missionary in the district, vV.
H Kel!ev missionary in charge, and the general
authorities of the church in their work, and A.
H. Parsons in the Eastern mission.
Preaching
by Elders A. H. Parsons and vV. H. Kelley.
Adjourned to call of district president.

CONTENTS OF THE NOVEMBER
FORUM.
American Rights in Behring Sea, by President
J. B. Angell, of the University of Michigan,
which is an historical explanation of the jurisdiction over these waters, and a correction of the
erroneous popular supposition concerning it.
Public Opinion and the Civil Service, by E.
L. Godkin, editor of the New York Eveui11g
Post, who describes the puzzling stage in tbe agitation for reform, both political parties preaching it and ndther heartily practicing it. He declares an advance to complete reform or the fatal
degradation of the government inevitable, and
points out the deep meaning of the agitation.
Modern Claims upon the Pulpit, by the Very
Rev. F. W. Farrar, Archdeacon of Westminster,
who declares that the two worst pitfalls of the
pulpit are theological dogma and speculative discussion. He takes very radical ground against
dogmatic theology.
The Owners of the United States, by Thomas
G. Shearman, the New York statistican. This article tells the wealth of each of the seventy richest Americans-the Astors, the Vanderbilts, the
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Rockefellers, Leland Stanford, Jay Gould, and
others, and a calculation showing that the United
States are practically owned by less than than one
In every sixty-~£ its adult male population, and
that there is greater concentration of riches here
than in any other country.
Industrial Co-operation in England, by Prof.
F. G. Peabody, of Harvard. A study made in England, of the practical workings of the system, its
success, statistics of its growth and its moral significance. He explains why co-operation has not
yet succeeded in the United States.
Municipal Control of Gas \Vorks, by Bronson
C. Keeler, of St. Louis-A comparison of municipal and private control in the principal cities,
American and European, and the cost of gas and
its price to the consumer in each of these cities.
The Cost of Universities, by President David
J. Hill, of the University of Rochester, who sets
down the wealth, the income, and the expenses
(including salaries to professors) of the chief German and American schools, and explains their
financial conduct.
Wendell Phillips, as an Orator, by Rev. Carlos
Martyn, of New York.-A critical study.
Requir,ements of National Defense, by Adj.
Gen. J. C. Kelton, of the United States Army,
who shows the inadequacy of the militia of the
states, and explains what would constitute a suf·
ficient trained force in case of sudden war.
A
military study of our defenseles8 condition, and
the duty of the National Government.
The Domain of Romance, by MauriceThompson.-A critical article to show that this is the
most romantic era of modern times, and that
Darwin is the master mind of the epoch.
Types of American Women.
Prof. H. H.
Boysen, of Columbia College.
NOTICE.
To Kent and Elgin district. Dear brethren
and sisters: Our treasury is empty, and we have
not the means to supply the families of those
who are laboring in the vineyard of the Lord.
We hope all who see this notice will make an effort to help by sending in their tithes and offer
ings, and by so doing relieve the wants of those
who are in need, and also obtain the blessings
God has promised to those who observe his law.
RICHARD CoBURN, Bislwj's Agent.
BLENHEIM, O!!tario, Nov. 5th, 1889.

BI~l.DEN-KELLEY

Such has been the demand for this article,) that v1e now

offer it in PAMPHLET FORM, bound in colored covers.
It is a comprehensive and carefully prepared F{istorlcal
Treatise concerning the Jews in all nations, inclndiug
Palestine; as well as a clear avowal of their bopee; a11d
expectations concerning the Holy Land, by Hev. Fo (le
Lola Mendez, a leading American Hebrew of New Yo;:k
City, Per single copy G cts in n1oney or stamps; 6 copi<~B
25 c; 1~ copies 40 c. Send in your orders at .once"

Address, LAMBEHT BRO'l'HEHS,

LAMONI:~ DEcATUlt Co.~

IowA.

'THE young Ladies of the

branch
. of the Church_ of Jesus
of Latter D~. y
~amts have orgamzed as the Hawthorn Society,
m order to secure a fund for the purchase
a

PIPE:ORGA.N FOR THE NEW
Edifice when completed.

They will hold a

BAZAR
Some time this fall, and solicit aid from the Saints
at large, in money, material, or useful, ornamental and fancy articles of every variety, to be sent
before October 5th, r889.
Will the President of each Branch consider
this as addressed personally to himself, and read
the notice before the branch as often as necessary to keep the matter before the
Address: MRs. JENNIE
N,
Box 578, Independence, Mo.
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Published monthly for the
Youth of the Reorganized Church of jesns
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

HTwo minds linked in love, one can not be
Delighted but the other rejoiceth."

DIED.
DrNsDALE.-At his home, in Woodland, Yolo
county, California, July 12th, r889, Elder Owen
Dinsdale, aged 74 years and six months.
He
was born November zrst, r8r4, in the town of
Gale, York county, England; was baptized in
1841, in the town of Bradford, York county, England, by Elder H. Cuerden; was ordained an elder in England, but we have no date of his ordination, nor by whom. He died full of faith in
this latter day work, and in full hope of a glorious resurrection with the just, and bore a faithful testimony until he departed to meet his Savior and receive the reward of the righteous.
JENKINS.--At Jonesport, Maine, October zzd,
r889, Samuel J- Jenkins, aged 53 years, 5 months
and 3 days. He was a great sufl:"erer, having kept
his bed for nearly a year. He told the many
who called to see him that he would like to get
well so he could obey the gospel, and hoped others would not put it off as he had doue. He
leaves a wife and several children to mourn his
death. Funeral sermon by Elder J- C. Foss.
CALOR.-At Jonesport, Maine, October 23d,
1889, Elbertie A., daughter of Paris and Adaline
Calor, aged 2 years, 6 months and 2 days, of diphtheria. A dear little bud gone to live with the
angel8. Prayer at the grave by Elder J. C. Foss.
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A CHRONOLOGIC!.L tJA'l'ECHISllh

MARRIED.
HAWLEY.-WHITE.--At the Saints' chapel,
Lamoni, Iowa, Sunday evening, November sd,
r889, by Elder Asa S. Cochran, assisted by Elder
W. W. Blair, Bro. Eber P. Hawley, of Sheridan,
Mo., and Sr. Lenora E. White, daughter of Bro.
Valentine White of Lamoni, Iowa.
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Times is
there were prior to r86o
it
possible that the United States
have
civil war over any question, and.,
how indistinct, imperfect and limited
were the
and prediccions of that few.
In contrast with the
clipping, we place the prophecy of Joseph
Sm1th which he gave to the church December zsth, i832, which was often talked
of by the Saints uo to r8~! when it was
pubiished in the P~arl
Great
m
Liverpool, England,
in the Compendium, page 103, by F. D.
Liverpool, England, in 1857, ~md in many
other publications since. The latter, it will
be observed, is a "thus saith the Lord,"
thus giving to God, rather than to human
forecast and sagacity the' honor and power
of making known to man the coming of
that terrible calamity.
Here is the clipping:
LINCOLN'S PREJ\IO='/ITION.

Every now and then some good story bobs up
about honest old "Abe." All of them are not of
a strongly marked religious character, out occa·
sionally something is said or written which serves
to show the more serious and even deeply religi·
ous side of Lincoln's personal dispo8ition.
At a recent "harvest. home" celebration near
Lewiston, Illinois, the Rev. Richard Haney is
said to have told a singular story about Abraham
Lincoln not elsewhere published. Some years
before the war Dr. Peter Akers, who had the
reputation of preaching very long but very able
sermons, had an appointment to preach at a place
not far from Springfield, Illinois, in which latter
place lived Mr Lincoln. A carriage-load of law·
yers, including Mr Lincoln, went out to hear the
learned Akers, whose fame was then well known.
The story, as told by "UnclE: Dick" Haney, runs
thus:
Akers' theme was "The Sin of Slavery." He
portrayed its horror in vivid color. He prophesi·
ed that God would wash away the crime of

crimes in blood. He predicted the war and with
prophetic accuracy described its terrors. But he
put of! its date some years. It was a startling
and thrilling sermon. Few hearers sympathized
with the preacher's views. They regarded the
sermon as the idle frothings of a harmless old
abolitionist. As the lawyers drove home they
chatted gaily about the absurd fears of the
preacher. They expected to see a railway built
to the moon before any civii war would happen
in this country. But Lincoln was silent and
thoughtfuL At last they rallied him.
"What do you think about it, Abe?" they
asked.
"Well," he replied, "l confess that I have
never before been so deeply impressed by human
utterance. have never thought we should have
w~r over slavery or any other question, but those
utterances to-day seemed to come from far beyond the preacher. They came to me as a real
and awful prophecy. More astonishing than all
-and you may laugh if you will-I seemed to
be thrill<~d in my very soul with the conviction
that I am ln some way to have tremendous responsibility in that coming and awful war.
ML Lincoln's solemn manner impressed his
hearers, as usuaily he was the happiest in any
company. It was only a few years until "Father"
Akers' prophecy and Mr. Lincoln's remarkable
impression were fully verified.
Lincoln, himself a prophet, readily recognized
th voice of a brother prophet, and readers of the
little story may judge of the value of the impressive words of Dr. Akers, as well as their relation
to the tben future of Abraham Lincoln.
And b~::re is the revelation of the Lord
through
the "Choice Seer":
"Verily thus saith the Lord concerning the
wars that will shortly come to pass, beginning at
the rebellion of South Carolina, which will eventually terminate in the death and misery of many
souls. The days will come that war will be
poured out upon all nations, beginning at that
place; for behold, the Southern States shall be
divided against the Northern States, and the
Southern States will call upon other nations, even
the nation of Great Britain, as it is c:alled, and
they shall also call upon other nations, in order
to defend themselves against other nations; and
thus war shall be puured out upon all nations.
And it shall come to pass, after many days,
slaves shall rise up against their masters, who
shall be marshaled and disciplined for war. And
it shall come to pass also that the remnants who
are left of the land will marshal themselves, and
shall become exceeding angry, and shall vex the
Gentiles with a sore vexation; and thus, with
the sword, and by bloodshed, the inhabitants of
the earth sh~ll mourn; and with famine, and
plague, and earthquakes, and the thunder of
heaven. and the fierce and vivid lightning also,
shall the Inhabitants of the earth be made to feel
the wrath :and indignation, and ehastening hand
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of an almighty God, until the consumption de
creed, hath ma,de a full end of all nations; that
the cry of the Saints and the blood of the Saints
shall cease to come up into the ears of the Lord
of Sabaoth, from the earth, to be avenged of their
enemies. Wherefore, stand ye in holy placfis,
and be not moved until the day of the Lord come;
for behold it cometh quickly, saith the Lord.
Amen."
A MAN'S SALVATION DEPENDS
UPON HIMSELF.
NoT long since we read a dream related
by a man in a public meeting, in which
dream be saw the Savior and his earlv dis·
ciples who were to accompany him to his
abode. The one who was dreaming de·
sired greatly to go with the Savior, and
asked permission to do so, even pleading
earnestly for such privilege, which was
denied upon the ground that his work was
not yet done.
The dreamer then asked
the Savior to promise him that wlwn his
work was done he might then come to
the Savior. The answer of the Savior to
him was:
"That will depend entirely
upon yourself."
This direct statement to an earnest plea
to go from the scenes of earth to the pres·
ence and company of the Savior, the great
lawgiver of the Church, is very striking
though it was made in a dream-the "airy,
unsubstantial fabric of a dream."
It is,
however, in keeping with the words of
the same divine being when teaching in
the temple he said: "If any man will do
his will, he shall know of the doctrine,
whether it be of God, or whether I speak
of myself."
It is not for him to know who only saith,
"This is the work of God," but it i; to him
who docth, the will ot Him who sent Jesus
to make that will known. He it is who is
to know.
This idea of a man being permitted to
go and be with Christ depending on himself entirely is also consonant with the
statement of the s::tme Savior when he
said: "If .any man hear my word, and
believeth not, I jqdve him not: for I came
not to judge the world but to save the
world. He that rejecteth me, and receiveth not my word, hath one that judgeth
him: the word that I have spoken, the
same shall judge him in the last day."
In this case the judgment in that last
day is to be predicated in the word Jesus
had then spoken.
The same loving Savior said also: "If
ye love me keep my commandments."
"He that hath my commandments, and
keepeth them, he it is that loveth me."
"If a man love me, he will keep my words:
and my Father will love him, and we will
come unto him and make our abode wi h
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him." "If ye keep my commandments,
ye shall abide in my love."
Again, this same Jesus Christ said:
"Behold, here is the agency of man, and
here is the condemnation of man, because
that which was from the beginning is
plainly manifest unto them, and they receive not the light."
"The beginning of the gospel of Jesus
Christ, the Son of God," is the preface
with which Mark openes his account of
the birth, work and mission of the Savior.
Another writer upon this sacred theme of
salvation dependent upon the obedience of
man to the word of God, wrote as follows:
"And this is love, that we walk after his
commandments. · This is the commandment, That, as ye have heard from the
beginning, ye should walk in it."
That which was from the beginning is
made plainly manifest to this latter day
church. The Seer of Palmyra, the translator of the Book of Mormon, in which is
the fullness of the gospel, gives the testimony of John, the beloved Disciple, whose
words are quoted above: "In the beginning was the gospel preached through the
Son. And the gospel was the word, and
the word was with the Son, and the S0n
was with God, and the Son was of God."
-John I : I, Inspired Translation.
To this agrees the word of this same
Son of God given to the church in 1830,
in which word he sH vs: .•• "and this is
a new and an everla.sting covenant, even
that which was from the beginning." To
them then who desire to go to the Savior
and be with Him, the way is open and
should be plain; and it is equally plain
that it does depend entirely upon themselves, whether they will "walk after his
commandments" as they were given at the
beginning, or attempt to climb up some
other way. Let us be diligent in the study
of the word of God, that we may not defeat our own desire to be with Christ, by
failing to discern and receive his word.
The Savior's answer in the dream is worthy of our consider<Jtion, for it redly does
"depend entirely upon" ourselves.
THE RESURRECTION.-No.

reward every man according to his works."'Matt 16:27.
"And be commanded us to preach unto the
people, and to testify that it is he w'hich was ordained of God to be the judge of qukk and dead!'
-Acts ro: 42.
"For we [the Saints] shall all stand before the
judgment seat of Christ. For it is written, As I
live saith the Lord, every knee shall bow to me,
and every tongne shall confess to God. Sothen
every one of us shall give account of himself to
God."-·Rom. 14: 10-12.
"For we must all apptear before the judgment
seat of Christ; that every one may receive a re·
ward of the deeds done in the body; things according to what he hath done, whether good or
bad."-2 Cor. 5: ro.
"I charge those therefore before God and the
Lord Jesus Christ, who shall judge the quick and
the dead at his appearing, and in his kingdom!'
- 2 Tim. 4'!.
"The kingdoms of this worl<l are become the
kingdoms of our Lord, and of his Christ; and he
shall reign for ever and ever. And the nations
were angry, and thy wrath is come, and the time
of the dead, that they should be judged, and that
thou shouldest give reward unto thy servants the
prophets, and to the Saints, and them that fear
thy name, small and great, and shouldest ·lestroy
them which destroy the earth.''--Rev. II' 15, 18.

Ali this takes place after the second advent, and at the end of the thousand years
they who remain wicked are to be punished fiuall v after the
"And I saw the dead, small and great, stand
before God; and the books we're opened; and another book was opened, which is the book of
life; and the dead were judged out of those things
which were written in the books, according to
their works.
And the sea gave up the dead
which were in it; and death [the grave] and he:!
[the prison] delivered up the dead which were in
them; and they were judged every man according to their works. And death hnd he;) were
cast into the lake of fire.
This is the second
death. And whosoever was not found written
in the book of life was cast into the lake of fire."
-Rev. 20: 12-1 5·

That all the dead ,,ball
raised is further manifest from the following:
2.

WILL ALL WHO HAVE DIED BE
RESURHECTED?

SoME teach that the wicked and the infant
children of the wicked, will not be resurrected; some that all but the wilfully and
finally impenitent will be; and others that
none but those who attain. to righteousness
in this life be. The Scriptures teach us
that alJ.-positivel y all-will be resurrected. The final judgment does not take
place with either S11int or sinner until after
their resurrection. Christ does not fully
reward His Saints until after His second
and glorious appearing, and not finally and
fully until after the one thousand years
reign and the "little season," which is
after the resurrection.
"And behold I come quickly; and my reward
Is with me, to give every man according as his
works shall be.''-Rev. 22: 12.
"For the Son of Man shall come in the glory
of his Father with his angels; and then he shall

"Marvel not at this; for the hour is coming, in
the which all that are in the graves shal: hear his
voice, and shall come forth; they who have done
good, in the resurrection of the just; and they
who have done evil, in the resurrection of. c:he unjust, and shall all be judged of the Son of Man."
-John 5: 28-3o.

Paul said he had "hope toward
which they l Pharisees] themsel ve1; also
ali ow, that there shall be a resurrection oi
the dead, both of tf1e just and
"Acts 24: 15.
"For since by man came death, by man came
also the resurrection of the dead. For as in
Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be made
alive."-I Cor. 15: 21, 22.
"And I saw the dead, small and great, stand
before God."-Rev. 20: !2.
"0 how great the goodness of our God, who
prepareth a way for our escape from the grasp of
this awful monster; yea, that monster, death and
hell, which I call the death of the body, and also
the death of the spirit. And because of the way

of deliverance of our God, the Holy One of Israel, this death of which I have spoken, which is
the temporal, shall deliver up its dead; which is
the grave. And this death of which I have spoken, which is the spiritual death, shall deliver up
its dead; which spiritual death is hell; wherefore,
death and hell must deliver up their dead, and
hell must deliver up its captive spirits, and the
grave must del.iver up its captive bodies, and the
bodies and the spirits of men will be restored,
one to the other; and it is by the power of the
resurrection of the Holy One of IsraeL
"0 how great the plan of our God For on the
other hand, the paradise of God must deliver up
the spirits of the righteous; and the grave deliver
up the body of the righteous; and the spirit and
tile body is restored to itself again, and all men.
b~come incorruptible and immortal, and they are
living souls, having a perfect knowledge like unto us in the flesh; save it be that our knowledge
shall be perfect; wherefore, we shall have a per·
fect knowledge of our guilt, and our uncleanness, and our nakedness; and the righteous
shall have a perfect knowledge of their enjoyment and their righteousness, being clothed with
purity, yea, even with the robe of righteousness.
"And it shall come· to pass that when all men
shall have passed from this first death unto life,
insomuch as they have become immortal, they
must appear before the judgment seat of the
Holy One of Israel; and then cometh the judg·
ment; and the•1 must they be judged according
to the holy judgment of God. And assuredly,
as the Lord liveth, for the Lord God hath spoken
it, and it is his eternal word, which can not pacs
away, and they who are righteous shall be righteous still, and they who are filthy shall be filthy
still; wherefore, they who are filthy, are the devil
and his angels; and they shall go away into everlasting fire, prepared for them; and their torment
is as a lake of fire and brimstcme, whose flames
ascendeth up f,H ever and ever; and has no end!'
·--2 Nephi 6: 4--6.
"Therefore the wicked remain as though there
had been no redemption made, except it be the
loosing of the bands of death; for behold the day
cometh that all shall rise from the dead and
stand before God, and be judged according to
their vvorks. Now there io a death which is call.
ed a temporal death; and the death of Christ
shall loose the bands of this temporal death, that
ail shall be raised from this temporal death; the
spirit and the body shall be re-united again, in its
perfect form; both limb and joint shall be restored
to its proper frame, even as we now are at this
time; and we shall be brought to stand before
God, knowing even as we know now, and have
a bright recollection of all our guilt. Now this
restoration shall come to ali, both old and young,
both bond and free, both male and fen:ale, both
the wicked and the righteous; and even there
shall not so much as a hair of their heads be lost;
but ali things shall be restored to its perfect frame
as it is now, or in the body, and shall be brought
and be arraigned before tr'e bar of Christ the
Son, and God U1e Father, and the Holy S1Jirit,
which is one eternal God, to be judged according to their works, whether they be good or
whPther they be eviL
'·Now, behold l have spoken unto )OU con·
cerning the death of the mortal body, and also
concerning the resurrection of the mortal body.
I say unto you that tim mortal body is 1·aised tJ
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an immortal body; that is from death; even
from the first death unto life, that they can die
no more; their spirits uniting with their bodies,
never to be divided; thus the whole becoming
spiritual and immortal, that they can no more
see corruption."-A!ma 8: ro, 11.
"Behold there is a time appointed that all shall
come forth from the dead. Now, when this time
cometh, no one knows; .but God knoweth the
time which is a!Jpointed. Now whether there
shall be one time, or a second time, or a third
time, that men shall come forth from the dead,
it matterelh not; for God knoweth all these
things; and it sufficeth me to know that this is
the case, that there is a time appointed that all
shall rise from the dead. Now there must needs
be a space betwixt the time of death and the time
of the resurrection. And now concerning this
space of time. What becometh of the souls of
men, is the thing which I have inquired diligently of the Lord to know; and this is the thing of
which I do know. And when the time cometh
when all shall rise, then ;,hall 1hey know that
God knoweth all the ~imes which are appointed
unto man. Now concerning the state of the soul
between death and the resurrection. Behold, it
has been made known unto me by an angel, that
the spirits of all men, as soon as they are departed from thi,; mortal body; yea, the spirits of all
men, whether they be good or evil, are taken
home to that God who gave them life. And
then shall it come to pass the spirits of those
who are righteoue, are received into a state of
happiness, which is called paradi'e; a state of
rest; a state of peace, where they shall rest from
all their troubles, and from all care, and sorrow,
&c. And then shall it come to pass, that the
spirits of the wicked, yea, who are evil; fur be·
hold, they have no part nor portion of the Spirit
of the Lord; for behold they choose evil works,
rather than good; cherefore the spirit of the devil
did enter into them, and take possession of their
house; and these shall be cast into outer dark·
ness; there shall be weeping and wailing and
gnashinG of teeth; and this because of their own
iniquity; being led captive by the will of the
devil. Now this is the state of the souls of the
wicked; yea, in darkness, and a state of awful,
fearful, looking for, of the fiery indignation of
the wrath of God upon them; thus they remain
in this state, as well as the righteous in paradise,
until the time of their resurrection. Now there
are some that have understood that this state of
happiness, and this state of r:nisery of the soul,
before the resurrection, was a first reRurreclion.
Yea, I admit it may be termed a resurrection;
the raising of the spirit or the soul, and their consignation to happiness or misery, accon1ing to
the words which have been spoken. And behold, again it hath been spoken, that there is a
first resurrection; a resurrection of all those who
have been, or who are, or who shall be, down to
the resurrection of Christ from the dead. Now
We do not suppose that this first resurrection
which is spoken of in this manner, can be the
resurrection of the souls, and their consignation
to happiness or misery.
Ye .-: not suppose
that this is what it meaneth. Behold, I say unto
you, nay; but it meaneth the reuniting of the
soul with the body of those from the days of

once, the wicked as well as the righteous, I do
not say; let it <mffice, that I say that they ALL
come forth; or in other words, their resurrection
cometh to pass before the resurrection of those
who die after the resurrection of Christ. Now
my o;on, I do not say that their resurrection cometh at the resurrection of Christ; but behold, I
give it as my opinion, that the souls and the
bodies are re-united, of the righteous, at the res·
urrection of Christ, and his ascemdon into heav·
en. But whether it be at his resurrection, or
after, I do not say; but this much I say, that
there is a space between death and the resurrec·
lion of the body, and a state of the soul in happiness or mi&ery, until the time which is appointed
of God that the dead shall eome forth, and be
re-united, both soul and body, and be brought to
stand before God, and be judged according to
their works; yea, this bringeth about the lies toration of those things of which have been spoken
by the mouths of the prophets. The soul shall
be restored to the body, and the body to the soul;
yea, and every limb and j·Jint shall be restored to
its body; yea, even a hair of the head shall not
be lost, but all things shall be restored to their
proper and perfect frame. And now my son,
this i.s the restoration of which has been 'poken
by the mouths of the prophets. And then shall
the righteous shine forth in the kingdom of God.
But behold, an awful death cometh upon the
wicked; for they die as to things pertaining to
righteousness; for they are unclean, and no un·
clean thing can inherit the kingdom of God; but
they are cast out, and consigned to partake of the
fruits of their labors or their works, which ha\'e
been evil; and they drink the dregs of a bitter
cup."-Alma 19: 4-7.
"Yea, and it behooveth him, and becometh expedhont that he dieth, to bring to pass the resur·
rection of the dead, that thereby men may be
brought into the presence of the Lord; yea, be·
hold this death bringeth to pass the resurrection,
and redeemeth sll mankind from the first death;
that spiritual death for all mankind, by the fall
of Adam, being cut off from the presence of the
Lort<, or considered as dead, both as to the things
temporal and to things spiritual. But behold,
the resurrection of Christ redeemetb mankind,
yea, even all mankind, and bringeth them back
into the presence of the Lord; yea, and it bring·
eth to pass the condition of repentance, that whosoever repenteth, the same is not hewn down and
cast into the fire; but whosoever repenteth not,
is hewn down and cast into the fire, and there
cometh upon them again the spiritual death, yea,
a second death, for they are cut off again as to
things pertaining to righteousness; therefore re!'ent ye, repent ye, lest by knowing th.ese things
and :10t doing them, ye shall suffer yourselves to
come under condemnation, and ye are brought
dow'1 unto the second death."-Helaman 5: 6':

Adam, down to the resurrection of Christ. Now
whether the souls and the bodies of those of

"And he [Jesus] did expound all things, even
frorr· the beginning until the time that he should
com'~ in his glory: yea, even all things which
shodd come upon the face of the earth, even until t'le elements should melt with fervent heat,
and th'.o earth should be wrapt together as a
scroll, and the heavens and the earth should jass
awaj'/ an'd even unto that great and last day,
when ALL people, and ALL kindreds, and ALL nations and toHgues shall stand before God, to be
judged of their works, whether they be good or

whom have been spoken, shall aU be re-united at

whether they be evil,· if they be good, to the res-
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urrection of everla&ting life; and if they be evil,
to the resurrection of damnation, being on a par·
allel, tbe one on the one hand, and the other on
the other hand, according to the mercy, and the
justice, and the holiness which is in Christ, who
was before the world began."-Nephi r I: 7·
"But, behold, verily I say unto you, before the
earth shall jass a<vay, Michael, mine arch angel,
shali sound his trump, and then shall all the
dead awake, for their graves shall be opened, and
they shall come forth; yea, even ALL; and the
righteous shall be gathered on my right hand
unto eternal life; ltnd the wicked on my left hand
will I be ashamed to own before the Father;
wherefore I will say unto them, depart from me
ye cursed into everlasting fire, prepared for the
devil and his angels."-D. & C 28: 7·
"And Enoch beheld the Son of Man as-::end up
unto the Father, and he called unto the Lord,
saying, Will you not come again upon the earth,
for inasmuch as you are God, and I know you,
and you have sworn unto me, and commanded
me that I shouid a,k in the name of your Only
Begotten, you have made me, and given unto me
a right to your throne, .and not of myself, but
through your own grace; wherefore I a;,k you
if you will not come again upon the earth? And
the Lord said unto Enoch, as I Jive, even so "'ill
I come in the last days-in the days of "ickedness and vengeance, to fulfill the oath which I
made unto you, concerning the children of
Noah: and the day shall come that the earth
shall rest, but before that day, f-hall the heavens
be darkened, and a vail of darkness shall cover
the earth; and great tribulations shall be among
the children of men, but my people will I preserve; and righl.eousness will I send down out of
heaven; and truth will I send forth out of the
earth, to bear testimony of my Only Begotten;
hi,; resurrection from the dead; yea, and also the
resurrection of ALL men: and righteousness and
truth will I eause to sweep the earth as with a
flood, to gather out my own elect from the four
quarters of the earth unto a place which I shall
prepare; a holy city, that my people may gird up
their loins, and be looking forth for the time of
my coming; for .there shall be my tabernacle,
and it shall be called Zion, a new Jerusalem."D & c. 36: I2.

We have been thus profuse in our evidences, that all may see w bat a great
amount there is to prove that all the deal
are to be resurrected.
(To he continued.)

JOHN, THE APOSTLE, NOT DEAD.
"ALL THE GRAVES OF THE APOSTLES
BUT THAT OF ST. JOHN THE EVANGELIST ARE DEFINITELY
LOCATED.

"ALL that now remains of the apostles of Christ
are in the following pla"es: Seven are in Rome
-namely: Peter, Phillip, James the Lesser, Jude,
Bartholomew, Matthias and Simon. Three are
in the kingdom of N aplcs: Matthew at Salerno,
Andrew at Amalfi, and Tnomas at Orlona. One
is in Spain, James the Greater, whose remains
are at St. Jago de Composteila. 0! the body of
St. John the evangdist, the remaining one of the
twelvt>, there is no lmowlcdge. The evangelists
Mark and Luke are also buried in Italy-the former at Venice and the latter at Padua.
·'St. Paul's remains are also believed to be in
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Italy. Peter is, of course, buried in the church
at Rome which bears his name, as are also Simon
and Jude.
"]ames the Lesser's remains are in the Church
of the Holy Apostles; Bartholomew's in the
church on the island in the Tiber which bears
his name.
"Matthias' remains are said to be under the
great altar of the renowned Basilica. Littb
faith, however, is placed in the legend."-Chicago

Times.

THE above is nresented to our readers as
one of the many similar "accounts or legends of the resting places of the apostles
of Christ. What has been stated in other
accounts together with what is stated in
the above may or may not be true; but it
is noticable, if not significent, that almost
all of the purported records or traditions
of the deaths and resting places of the
other apostles fail to give any positive information concerning the death, and loca-tion of the remams of the Apostle John.
The above account says: ''Of the body
of St. John the evangelist, the remaining
one of the twelve, there is no knowledge.''
It will be noticed that he is here mentioned
as "the remaining one of the twelve;" and
that while history or tradition locates the
resting places of all the others of the original and of some or all of the later twelve
apostles-of the burial place of St.John,
it simply states "thccre is no knowledge."
Before presenting other matter relating
to our subject we call attention to the
statements of holy writ concerning the beloved disciple. In John zr: r8, 19, I. T.,
is a prediction concerning the death of the
Apostle Peter, after wi1ich the following
is written:
"Peter seeing him saith to Jesus, Lord, and
what shall this man do? Jesus saith unto him,
If r will that he tarry till I come, what is that to
thee? follow thou me. Then went this saying
abroad among the brethren, that that disciple
should not die; yet Jesus said not unto him, He
shall not die; but, If I will that he tarry till I
come, what is that to thee? This ib the disciple
which testifieth of these things, and wrote thtse
things; and we know that his testimony Is true."
-John 21: zr-24.

Some may conclude that because it is
stated "yet Jesus said not unto him, He
shall not die;" that the question of his living was left in doubt; that there was no
certain prediction made by the Savior that
John should not die before His second
coming. We think differently, however;
and conclude that when Jesm said to
Peter, "If I will that he tarry till I come,
what is that to thee?" He plainly and
clearly implied that John would live
and continue to minister while he tarried
until He should come again; but that Peter should soon "put off this tabernacle,
even as our Lord Jesus Christ had showed" him.-2 Peter I: rs.
"Then went forth this saying among
the apostles that John should not die."
Jesus would hardly allow an impression
of an erroneous character concerning his
statements to obtain among his apostles
and not correct it. As an example that
he would not permit them to retain a false
conception of the meaning of his state-

ments, see
that instance he did not
which was not for them to tben
derstand, he evident! y indicnted
that their understanding of
erroneous. That
~ should
minister until
r;econd
more wonderful than the
Elijah and Enoch, and the
from the dead.
In Revelation ro: 8-1
the following

count of three of the tvvelve
were ordained
this
wb1ch account
as follows:

5nd

"And the voice which I heard from heLven
spake unto me again, and said, Go and t~k'" the
little book which is open in the
of the
angel which standeth upon the sea and upon
the earth.
And I went unto
angel, and
said unto him, Give me the little book. And
he sajd unto me, Take it, and eat it up;
shall make thy belly bitter, but it shall be in thy
mouth sweet as honey.
And I took the :ittle
book out of the angel's hand, and ate it
it was in my mouth sweet as honey; and as
as I had eaten it, my belly
said unto me, Thou must prophe:;y again before
many peoples, and nations, and
kings."

We can best
the following
it, written by

of

''i\nd -when he had spoken unto them he turn··
himself unto
three, and said unto them,
'iVhat wHl ye thai: I should do unto you, when
am gone unto the Father? And they sorrowed
in their hearb:;) for they durst not speak unto hirn
the thing which they desired. And he said unto
them,
l
your thoughts, and ye have
desired. the thing ,.vh.ich John 1 my beloved, ·who
was with me
ministry, before that I was
desired of me; therefore
more blessed arc ye, for ye shall never taste of
death, but ye shall live to behold the doings of the
Father, unto the children of men, even until all
things shall be fulfilled, according to the will of
the ]'~ather, when 1 shall come in my glory, with
the powers of heaven; and ye shall never endure
the pains of death; but when I shall come in my
glory, .Y" shall be changed in the twinkling of an
eye, from mortality to immortallty; and then
shall ye be blessed in the kingdom of my Father.
And again, ye shail not have pain while ye shall
dwell in t.he flesh, neither sorrow, save it be for
the
of the
; and all this will I do because of thing which ye have desired of me, for
ye have desired
ye rnight bring the souls of
men unto me, while the world shall stand.''l'Tephi, 13: 3·
1-\.nd no·w beh0ld~ as I spake concerning those
the L.ord had chosen, yea, even three
who ·were
up in.to the heavens, that
knew not wh<olher they were cleansed from mortality to immorta!Hy. But behold, since I wrote,
I have inquired
the Lord, and he hath made
it rnanifest nr~to rne 1 that there rnust needs be a
cb.ange vvrought upon their bodies, or else
needs be that they must taste of death; therefore
that
mlg_ht not taste of death, there was a
change vrraugh:: upon their bodies, that they
might not suffer pain nor sorrow~ save it were
for the sins of the •;vorld. Now this change was
not equal to that which should take place at the
last day;
there
a change wrought upon
them., insomuch
satan could have no power
over them,
h'; could not tempt them, and
they were sanctifi.cd in the tL;sh, that they were
holy, and that
powers ef the earth could not
hold them;
in this state they were to remain
until the judgment day of Christ; and at that day
they were
receive a greater change, and to be
received into the kingdom of the Father to go no
more out, but to dwell with God eternaily in the
heavens.''--Nephi, 13: 6.
H

·which "was eaten by John, as rrH~nt~oned in
tenth chapter of Revelations ?n
"We are to understand that it was
and an ordinance, for him to gather the tribes of
Israel; behold, this is Elias; who, as it is
must come and restore all things.n

'vV e also insert the
"Revelation given to Joseph Smith,
and
Oliver Cowdery, in l-IaxToony 1 Pennsy1vania 1
April, r829, when they desired to know whdher
John, the beloved disciple, tarried
Translated from parchrr1ent, 'Written and
by himself:
"And the Lord said unto me, John,
beloved,
what desires! thou? For if ye shall
what
you will, it shall be granted unto you. And I
said unto him, Lord, give unto me ~'ower over
death, that I may live and bring souls
thee.
And the Lord said unto me, Verily;
say
unto thee, because thou desirest
thou shalt
tarry until I come in my glory, and shall prophesy before nations, kindreds, tongues and people.
"And for this cause the ·Lord said unto Peter,
H I will that he tarry till I come, what is that to
thee? For he desiredst of me that he might
bring souls unto me; but thou desiredst that thou
might speedily come unto me in
kingdom. I
say unto thee, Peter, this was a good dec;ire, but
my beloved has desired that he might do r~ore,
or a greater work yet among men,
he
has before done; yea, he has undertaken a greater work; therefore I will make him
flaming
fire and a ministering angel; he
rninister
for those who shall be he; irs of sal vntion
dwell on the earth; and will m2.ke
to minister for him and thy brother Ja:rles;
unto
you three I will give this power and the keys of
this ministry until I come.
''Verily l say unto you, ye shall both have according to your desires, for ye both joy in that
which ye have desired."--D. C., sectlon 6.

In the Book of Mormon we have an

~whon1

from a Eennon
and ministeras it has a connection with our
"He explained a dltierence between an angel
and a mlnisterin.g spirit; the one a resurrected or
translated body, v'!ith its spirit, ministering to embodied spirits- the other a disembodied spirit,
visiting and rnioistering to disembodied spirits~
a 1n·lnistering spirit~ \vhHe
his body
the sepulchre, to the spirits in
prison, to fulfil a:1 important part of his mission,
without which he could not have perfected his
work or entered into his rest. After his resurrection, he appeared. as an angel to his disciples,
etc, Translated bodies can not enter into rest
until they have undergone a chat1g equivalent to
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death. Translated bodies are designed Ior future
missions. The angel that appeared to John on
the Isi.e of Patmos was a translated or resurrected
body, Jesus Christ went in body, after his resurrection, to minister to translated
resurrected
bodies."-Ttnzes and Seasons, ~,roL 2, p. 5'77·

In conclusion
tion from
ten by
the Apostle
William Smith's

422:
"In the persecution under Domitian he is taken
to Rome, and there, by his
though not
by death, gains the crown of martyrdom.
boHing oil into ·which he is thnrvvn has not pov.rer
to hurt him. He is then Eent to labor in the
mines, and Patmos is the place of his exile.
accession of Nerva frees him from danger, and
he returns to Eph<Csus.
There he settles the
canon of the gospel
by formally attesUn,:.:
the truth of the first three Gospels, and writing
his own to supply what they
wanting. . . .
At Ephesus, he appears as one v\··ho was a true
priest of the Lord, bearing on his
the piate
of gold, with the sacred name engraved on it.
The very time of his death iles within the region
of conjecture rather than of history, and the dates
that have been assigned for it
89 to A. D. r 20. The result of
tion of apocryphal materials
of view, disappointing enough.
ter and rnore satisfying to turn again, for all ot~r
conceptions of the apostle's mind and character,
to the scanty records of the N. T., and the writings which he himself has left."

Our
.
which

formed from "the writhimself has left" and from
that he did not
until Christ

comes.
--------"""""""'·~==~--·
-------------------

EDITORIAL

Bv Jetter

and says many
claims of the church.
letter dated the
of
been

member of the ch
She

can not be evaded. And, as a matter of fact, the
issue of the life. long battle is ordinarily settled
in childhood.
A child who is trained to self-control-as a
child may be-is already a true man in his fitness
for manly seif- mastery.
A man who was not
trained,
in
chHdhood,
to
self-control,
is hopelessly
EXTRJ'>.CTS FROM LETTERS.
a child in his combat with himself; and he can
never regain the vantage ground which his childhood gave to him, in the battle which then open·
life in lts fullest
ed before him, and in the thick of which he stiii
and economizing,
circumstances."
finds himself. It is in a child's earlier struggles
with himself that help can easiest be given to him,
and that it is of greatest value for his own developing of character. Yet at that time a child
has no such sense of his need in this direction as
is sure to be his in maturer years: hence it is
that it rests with the parent to decide, while the
child is still a child, whether the child shall be a
slave to himself, or a master of himself; whether
his life, so far, shall be worthy or unworthy of
his high possibilities of manhood.
A child's first struggle with himself ought to
wrote the
insL,
be in the direction of controling his impulse to
California:
give full play to his lungs and muscles at the
prompting of his nerves. As soon as the nerves
make themselves felt they prompt a child to cry,
to thrash his arms, to kick, and to twist his body
on every side, at the slightest provocation-or at
none.
Unless this prompting be checked, the
child will exhaust itself in aimless exertion, and
will increase his own discomfort by the very
means of its exhibit.
A control of himself at
this point is possible to a child, at an age while
he is yet unable to speak, or to understahd what
is spoken to him.
If a parent realizes that the
child must be induced to control itself, and seeks
in loving firmness to cause the child to realize
that same truth, the child will jeel the parent's
wrote from conviction, and will yield to it, even though he
inst. as fol- can not comprehend the meaning of his parent's
words as words. To leave a child to himself in
these earliest struggles with himself, is to put
him at a sad disadvantage in all the future combats of his life's warfare; while to give him wise
help in these earliest struggles, is to give him
help for all the following struggles.
As soon as a child is able to understand what
is said to him, he ought to be taught and trained
to control his impulse to cry and writhe under
the pressure of physical pain. When a child has
fallen and hurt himself, or has cut his finger, or
has burnt his hand, or has been hit by an illdirected missile, it is natural for him to shriek
4
"llhe \Vise and bnld
with pain ar.d fright, and it is natural for his
All the powers of N amro hold
tender-hearted mothE'r to shrink from blaming
Suhjc.ct to their kingly will;
From the wandering crowds nt:hore,
him just then for indulging in this display of
'rH;adlng Jlfe~s wild waters o~e1\
grief. But even at such a time as this, a mother
AB npon a marble floor,
has an unmistakable duty of helping her child to
_i_\[ovcs the strong man .still.''
gain a measure of control over him"elf, so as to
repress his cries and to moderate his exhibit of
fiVe com mend the following article to the caredisturbed feeling. A child can exercise self-conthoughdul consld·er:tion of all parents '
trol under such circumstances. His mother can
en~,ble him tc, do so.
It is better for both child
NG
CHILD TO SELFand mother that he should have her help accordCONTROL.
ingly.
Because of the lack of help just here,
man v a child is a sufferer through life in his inthat go to rnake hi.s indiabili.ty l:o control himself under physical pain.
chHd at his very birth,
And because of this inability many a person has
Hte in
flesh con tin~
actuaHv lost his life, at a time when calmness of
mind -,~as essential to that e,ndmance of physical
suffering which was the only hope of prolonged
existence.
Coaxing and rewarding a child into quiet 'It
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such a t.i me is not what is needed; hut it is the
encouraging a child into an intelligent control of
himself that is to be aimed at by the wise parent.
It is only a choice between evils that substitutes
a candy paid silence for a noisy indulgence of
feeling on a child's part. A good illustration of
the unwise way of inducing children to seem to
have control of themselves. is given in the familiar story of the little fellow throwing himself on
the floor and kicking and yelling, and then crying out,' Grandma, grandma, I want to be pacified. Where are your sugar-plums?" Dr. Bushnell, protesting against this method of coaxing a
child out of a .-tate of irritation, in a fit of ill·
nature, by "dainties that please the taste," says
forcefully, "It must be a very dull child that will
not cry and fret a great deal, when it is so pleasantly rewarded. Trained, in this manner, to play
ill-nature for sensation's sake, it will go on rapidly, in the course of double attainment, and will
be very soon perfected in the double character of
an ill-natured, morbid sensualist, and a feigning
cheat bebides." By what methods, or means. can
the grkat themes of God and religion get hold of
a soul that has learned to be governed only by
rewards of sensation, paid to aff:ctions of grief
and deliberate actions of ill-nature?
That control of himself which is secured by a
child in his intellh;ent repres•ion of an impulse
to cry and writhe in physical pain, is of ad vantage
to the child in all his life-long struggle with
himself; and he should be trained in the habit of
making his self control available to him in this
struggle.
"l buffet my body [or contml it]
and bring it into bondage: lest by any means,
after that I ha,-e preached to others, I myself
shoulct be rejected," says the Apostie Paul; as if
in recognition of the fact that a man's battle with
his body is a vital conflict, all his l!fe through.
Every child needs the help of his parents in
keeping control over his body, instead r,f allow
ing his body to gain the control of him.
The
appetites and pa,sions and impel lings of the outer man are continually stridng for the mastery
over t'le i ncr man; and unle<s one is trained to
master these instead of being mastered by them,
he is sure to fail in his life-struggle.
A parent ought to help his child to refrain from
laughing when he ought not to laugh; from crying when he ought not to cry; from speaking
when he ought not to speak; from eating that
which he ought not to eat, even though the food
be immediately before him; from running about
when lt is better for him to remain quiet; and to
be ready to say and do just that which it is best
for him to say and do, at the time when it needs
to be said and done.
Self control in all these
things is possible to a child- Wise training on
the parent's part can secure it. And-by means of
this self.control the child is made happier, and is
fitted for his duties in active life, as otherwise he
could not be. Many a man's life-course is satJdened through his hopeless lack of that self-control to which he could easily have been helped in
childhood, if only his parents had understood hb
needs and been faithful according,ly.-Sel.

PRAYER UNION.
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Sr. Mary Dawson, ol Ellensburg, Washington,
rFquests your faith and prayers in behalf of her
hu~band who is sick.
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,
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all monevs to D Dancer, Lumuu1, luw:1.

Dear Si.<te1·.< oj the Home Columu:-In the last
Herald is an article, •·Literature for the boys and
girls," which I liked very much, and as it is
subject that has often occnpied my thoughts, and
the subject has been opened I would like to write
a few lines on it.
It is said that it would require a hundred years
fot· one to read just the titles of all the books in
the world's libraries, and of al! these books fully
one- half are not worth reading. Some are immoral, and impure, and hurtful to the r~ader.
Another class, though not tainted with impurity,
are frivolous and empty, and not only is our
time trrown away in read~ng them, but they destroy our taste for more solid and better literature.
In these busy days the most of us have but a
few hours each day, at best, to devote to reading,
and those who have most leisure could not read
one book in every thousand published. \Vhen
we consider this, should we not choose the very
best, most useful, and most elevating reading
matter to devote our leisure moments to?
Youth seems to be a period much given to J eading because they have most leisure, and being a
period when they are little competent to judge of
the meJ;its of a book, par en ls ~.hould not only
choose their children's reading, but, if they are
given to trashy reading, should try to encourage
them to read good books, and the books of the
best masters. If, in our spare moments we
would read aloud to them from some good book,
I think they would soon acquire a taste for that
kind of reading and read only good books, for
people who like good solid reading seldom care
for that which is light and trashy; but reading
can be light and good. In your selections do not
choose anything too dry or hard at first, to read
aloud, but something interesting, light and good.
I think parents are often careless in this matter, and do not consjder enough the deep impressions, and influences left on our inner lives, by
what we read, patticularl_v lhat of children. VIle
shonld also keep our children supplied with good
reading, even at the sacrifice of something else
less important. Good literature is as cheap as
bad literature, if we only use a little caution and
judgment in our selecting. I have seen many
parents and adults use poor judgment in their
choice of literature. Wiil some one give us a
little advice as to choosing reading matter? Are
all standard authors reliable? I will ciose now
Jest I occupy too much of your valuable space.
SISTER PoLLY,

WEBB CITY, Mo., Nov. rst.

Sister Fra11ces,·-I thought I would write you
a few lines, if i!: was just to tell you that the
Mother's Column i8 both read and appreciated in
our home.
It has been over two years since I first heard
anct accepted the gospel. I have never had any
cause to regret !t. On the other hand I feel tru ..
ly thankful to my Father in heaven for the many
blessings which I have received. I have always
found my Heavenly Father ready to answer and
bless in every time of need, if I was humble and
faithful. I have three little ones, and my desires
are to bring them up in the way they should go;
with an eye single to the glory of God. I for
one believe and realize that it is better to lead
our little ones by kbses instead of scolding. Kisses are stronger lhan blows, and they leave no
stings like bitter "ords. They are blessed memories in our crown of thorns, when the sweet
babes Wio kissed have gone from us into that
higher life in that city whose builder and maker
is God.
My children are not large enough for the literature of the day to nave much tfi~ct on. And I
think wirh the good advice given in the Home
Column there would be but little excu>e for me,
if they were ever to go wrong in that respect.
Ever praying for the weltare of Zton; I remain,
Your sister in Christ,
HANNAH PucKETT.
WILLOW BROOK, Mo., Nov. 4th
Dear Sisters r:/ the Home Column :-'-I will write
and thank you for writing to me, as I could not

very well answer all by letter.
Your letters
have helped me more than I can tell, and I am
trying to live so that I can stanu on the right
hand of my Heavenly Father when he gathers
tne wheat from the tares. If it is possible l pray
that an elder may be sent to this part of the
country, so that
can see my sister and her
children and husband unite with the church.
I know that this is the only true church and I
thank God I am one of you. I believe that I
will be healed. Pray for me that I may not waver.
ADDIE E. HULLMEDINA CITY, Tex, Oct. 15th.

Motlzers

'!f

the Home Colmn11:--The thne has
not been long since I have had the pleasure of being placed upon the list of mothers; for my first
born, (aged a little over two months) lies in the
cradle before me, a bright, blue-eyed boy, and if
I can only be permitted to raise him so that he
will respect and love the work of God as
I do, I will feel that I have not disgraced
the sacred nanvo of mother. If every mother
would strive to raise her children aright bow
much different the rising generation would be.
But ah! it does not all rest upon the mother, if
so where is the father's duty?
I think they
should equal!~· share the raising of their children.
One reason I have calied upon you for a portion of the preciouR space in the Herald to .. day is
to add one more to the many testimonies, that it
is not folly to obey the fifth chapter of James.
When my baby was three weeks old he was seized with a cough that the neighbors all called the
whooping cough. When I had seen other children with it I had said if my baby takes it I have
no hopes for it. But after he had coughed about
as long as it se~med t):lat he could, and all that
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saVI him thought that he '-''Ould not live until
morning, no one except a mother knows my
feelings as I sat by the side of the cradle watch·
ing the precious form wasting away. I went
out for secret prayer but I was so full of grief
that I could not utter words. But God knew my
heart and put it in my mind to send for the
Saints, My father (being the presiding elder) was
away and we did not look for him until the next
day, but when the news got to the Saints, four
miles away; he was there unloading his lumber
for the church. He came as soon as he could
and administered to my child. The fever left
him, he opened his eyes and aroused from the
stupor he had been in all day except when his
cough aroused him, and we immediately had
hopes of his recovery. From that time on his
cough grew better and he recovered. Thanks be
to the God we love. His affliction is not yet removed. Please pray for him, sisters of the
Prayer Union. May God bless his people. Pray
for your unworthy sister,
HATTIE MINEAR.
LITTLE Sroux, Iowa., Oct. 26th.
Dear Sisters oj the Column aud Uuioll:-It is
needful that we strive ctiligenW:y to heed the admonition, "Come up higher." That we may be
as a city set upon a hill that can not be hid, if we
are not, in a degree, responsible for our
neighbor's and friend's faith iu the gospel, why
does the Savior admonish usto live a righteous life, as the gospel teaches that, "others
seeing our good works" may be constrained to obey this blessed gospel and have the
same spirit to help them to lead a life that is
pleasing in the sight of ths Lord. "Faith without works is dead, being alone.'' Tbis the Saints
have learned Jon!.! ago, but it reaches beyond the
obedience to the first principles, as recorded in
Hebrews 6: 12. Everything we do should be
with an eye single to the glory of God, and these
advanced principles, brotherly kindness, godliness, charity, patience, diligence, etc., will bring
us up to that higher standard where our works
can not be hidden from the world, and our children will then truly call us blessed. When a
Saint observes these things those outside of the
church who hear them speak in social m.eetings,
or in the pulpit, will have confidence in what
they say, and can not fail to profit hy it, because,
others seeing your good works will glorify God.
We may not see and know on whom it takes
such an effect, but the Savior's words are none
the Je~s true. As Bro. McDowell stated in a
sermon last spring, there may be a "hidden
faith" within them-planted within their hearts
at such times when seeing our "good works"
that will in time bring forth fruit. Unless we
observe these, our words are as a tinkling cymbal" if! the ears of the hearers and they will not
believe our testimonies even should we speak
with the tongue of men or of angels. Thus we
become a stumbling·block to those around us,
henc;e the "necessity of a strict examination of
personal conduct and habits of life" as mentioned in the editor's comment upon "Longing to go
back" in the last number of Herald.
Sisters, and brothers too, if we offend a brother, sister, friend, or neighbor in any way, let us
not fail to correct the offense if known to us. If
it has been done unintentionally, we surely ought
not to be backward in asking their forgiveness.
Jt is qot h~.!i sp hare;! a t;3,s)s as so.me suppose.

TS' HERALD.

"Think upon these things," let us not be afraid to
humble ourselves, it is just what we need to do;
and if you give offense in a fit of anger, and
afterwards see you have done wrong, acknowledge to the one offended that you have Clone
wrong and wish to make amends for it: profit by
that lesson and ;;trive not to commit the same
error again.
Autumn Leaves is indispensible in my home. I
have volume one bound and my husband said he
would have the next volume bound when I get
the next two numbers. I think he is very kind.
I take the Herald too, and he is willing I should,
although he professes unbelief in the latter day
work. I have the three Sunday School books
also. The Compendium is a little gem. I want
Sr. Walker to sending me the Autu1mt Leaves.
The Herald is always a welcome visitor, it
always tells me how the work is progressing and
how the Saints are living in such a quiet ind
modest way that it inspires me with new zeal in
the Master's cause, which I love more, if possi·
ble, each day.
The sisters of this branch have organized a
Sewing Circle with twenty-two members and
the following named sisters as officers: Annie
Butts president, Hattie Beecham treasurer and
Ella Miller secretary. We have had four meetings and have sewed enough rags for one carpet
and sent it to the weaver's. Sr. Annie Crabb
donated six pounds,which was quite a help.
Speaking of the publications I forgot the
''Harmony" which I prize very highly- He said
in the last revelation of his will to the church
that a hymn sung from the heart in the spirit of
prayer was accepted by him as such. The Harmony "·bears acquaintance.'' The selection of
tunes m·e from the authors and every S.aint who
loves music should study and become acquainted
with it.
I have been alone in the Prayer Union with
the exception of a few times, as the sisters were
not united upon organizing one here, and unless
unity prevails there is not much use to attempt.
I will enclose two names of sisters who have rewlved to keep the hour at home as much as lies
in their power and perhaps ere long organize.
Yours if! gospellovt>,
ELLA MILLER.
WALNUT CREEK, Cal., Oct. r6th.
Dear Sister }?rances:-I have often thought
to add my mite to the Home Column, but was
afraid it might not be as interesting as I would like
to make it, but to-day I have so much work on
hand and so many necessary things to do, I felt
and was tempted again not ,to write, but I went
and knelt down and asked the Lord for the help
I needed. And did you ever know him to fail
you in the time of,need? Oh, no, not if we are
humble. I received an immediate witness of
the Spirit, and my cares too& flight and the joy
of the hereafter presented itself. Sisters, why
should we bend like broken reeds beneath our
many trials. Why grieve over what we can not
help, when there are so many around us with so
much greater burdens than ours? When we try
to lift the burden from another's shoulders, we
are. lightening another's load; and let us not be
careless in these lesser things. How many times
we might step into our neighbor's home and sew
a !Htie while for this one who has so inany little
ones to care for, or take that sick one some little
~xtra di~l:lCut ()VI;!f thqs~ ~tQckings sm~H

enough for some poor ·Child or take this little
dress or that piece of cloth that is just enough
for some poor little one a dress. You don't neea
it and what right have we to let the moths eat
those things that are laid away doing no one any
good while our sister or ntigh bor shivers with cold
how dare I offer my petitions to such a loving
Father and look on the suffering of my own sisterhood. Yes, brother, sister, all I have in this
life of sunshine or of tears, they are all, all His.
He gives to each a portion of sunshine and of
shadow that we may better enjoy the future when
that glorious day of our redemption shall be
ushered in, and then, dear suffering sisters, who
have endured to the end, what joy to meet your
loved and faithful, in that bright home of the
blest.
I have quite a family, six children. Four have
obeyed this gospel and the fifth desires baptism
and the partner of my life's joys and sorrows is
also with me.
We have been very poor like
many other Saints but for the past two years the
Lord has blessed us with plenty to eat and
enough tb wear, but all that I have my Heavenly
Father gave me. He has heard and answered
my prayers and He will also hear yours. Please
pray for me, dear sister£, that I may prove faithful.
In bonds,
SISTER WELDON.

SANTA ANA, Cal., Oct. 3oth.
Dear Herald:-! inclose a report of our Sunday School Association meeting held at San
Bernardino. We did not have a large attendance
but we had a peaceable one, no jarring, but a
happy good time. I trust it will do a great deal
of good. I can see that we have to be patient
and wait for the growth of this.. movement. I
believe that in the end it is going to be a power
in the church for doing good, When the parents
in the church see the need of their children being
instructed in the principles of the gospel of
Christ, then they will come to the front, and ask
for a power for good to be thrown around them;
but now so many are reclining at ease, trusting
that God will bring all safely through without
any particular effort on their part,
I look back upon my life, and not far back
either, and see myself a bitter opponent of the
Sunday School; but today I find there has been
a change, and I find myself a strong advocate of
the system of Sunday School work. I ask myself, how came the change? and I find it answered by sayi<1g that I sought the Lord daily, and
weekly, and monthly to kn()w what he had for
me to do that I might not be idle, and my astonishment was, and is today, that he led met() take
hold of something that I abhorred.
I do not
know how the mind was changed, but I do know
that there came a change of mind, and also of
conduct; and in the language of Paul I can say,
"That which I once hated I now love;" and I
have never felt such peace of mind as I have
since I have been working for the Master, in this
cause, and I expect to so continue.
When the rules were drawn up for an associa·
tion I knew that they were prayed over day after
day, and therefore I was a strong ad,vocate of
them. Although opposed and still continue to be ,
-r pposed, yet I can see the good they liave done,
the gQQQ the! are Mfn~, ;<nd f!':el that they will
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be the means of doing rnuch good in the future.
The s®ed is sowon and now it only needs a little
care and it will grow until a mighty harvest will
be the result. The young minds need food; yes,
the very be't of food; and who is more capable
of furnishing it than true, faithful and honest
Latter Day Saints t
I answer, none.
Then I
am going to work patiently and wait for the time
when there will be a greater effort put forth to
build up Sunday Schools than ever before and
when some who are now opposed will, like myself, shake off the lethargy that binds them and
go to work for the Master.

I heard a parent say, not long since, that the
great desire of the heart was that their sons
would take the field and be ministers of the word,
and help to build up Zion. What a good desire,
I thought. But then, there arose another thought
like this: Do you when the shades of evening
have gathered around and rhe family are seated
in their respective places as Abraham of old
command your children?
If not, I thought,
there was much to be done by way of preparation
before the desire could be realized. How many
today are wishing that their, children would be
good and religiously inclined, but seldom if ever
do as the Lord said of his servant A braham: "I
know him that he will command his children
after him, and they shall keep the way of the
Lord to do justice and judgment." And when
time had rolled on and his posterity had become
numerous we hear of a commandment being given by the prophet Moses to the people as the
Lord commanded him: "And thou shalt teach
them diligently unto thy children, and shalt talk
of them when thou siltest in thine house, and
when thou walkest by the way, and when thou
liest down, and when thou risest up."
If the
Lord is unchangable as all Saints believe, then
he surely would require as much of parents today
as then; and when I take up the Book of Covenants and read the commandment of the Lord in
these last davs, "That inasmuch as parents have
children in Zion or of any of her stakes that
teach them not to understand the doctrine of re·pentance, faith in the Son of God, and of baptism
and the gift of the Holy Ghost by the laying on
of hands when eight years old, the sin be upon
the head of the parents." And further on I read
where certain of the leading men of the church
neglected to teach their children according to
the commandment abovco and the Lord was dis·
pleased with them, and commanded them to set
their own house in order: "And now a commandment I give unto you, if you will be delivered you shall set in order your own house; for
th~re are many things which are not right in
your house."
And further: It was once said that the whole
church was under condemnation, and that it
would remain under condemnation until they
repented and remembered the new covenant,
even the Book nf Mormon and the former commandments, which had been given them, not
only to say b\1t to do according to the things
written. Now if the Lord was so particular to
warn the people of their transgressions and admonish them to return and remember, the Saints
should be particular to keep them-the commandments.
We find that when the church was rejected, it

w IS not individually but as an organization; and
as they were to remain under that condemnation

INTS~

until I hey returned and remembered the fo,·mer
commandments, not only to say butJo do; I conclude that all who do not, as is written 1n the
former commandments and Book of M.orrc.on,
are stiil rejected or are under condemnation just
as much as those in the early days of the ehurch;
for God is no respecter of persom;. Now if each
one who have a name in the Church of Christ
would examine themselves and see whdr·er they
be in the faith or not, many no doubt woald find
t rat they were in the transgression spoktn of or
are rejected as much so as those were who were
declared rejected in r84r.
The Lord sJ.id in
r83r: "Who am I that made made man, saith
the Lord, that will hold him guiltless that will
not obey my commandments?" No wonder he
spoke to them in this way, because if they would
have continued to neglect the instruction which
He gave them, the church would have d'dndled
away in unbelief and to-day it would have been
hard to have found faith upon the earth. The
Psalmist David has told u~ in beautiful language
how thei.r fathers had instructed them. He says:
"I will open my mouth in a parable, I w:llutter
dark sayings of old, which we have heard and
known, and our fathers have told us. 'N e will
not hide them from their children. Showing to
the generation~to come the praises of the Lord,
and his strength, and his wonderful worko; which
he hath done. For he established a testimony in
Jacob, and appointed a law in Israel which he
commanded our fathers that they should make
them known to their children."
}tnd why?
Because they might set their hope in God, and
not forget the works of God, but "keep his commandments." The need of such instruction is
felt to-day as much as any other time in this
dispensation. I hope we will all see the need of
a clo~er walk with God so that when be shall
come we will with our works be saved a:~d with
those whom we have taught ln the Sunday
School enter into the marriage supper of the
Lamb
Yours in the covenant of Christ,
DANIEL GAF.NER.

\VEST FoRK, lnd., Oct. 9rh.
Dear Herald:- The last time I wwte for your
pages I was at Midletown, Ohio, trying to do my
duty toward building up tl;i~ great lattt:r day

work. We labored there three week;;, baptizing
three.
Bro. Gillen came to the rescue and baptized two more at that place; while I went on to
New Trenton branch with him and bapti:zc:d two
more at that place. Vve were greatly blessed in
our sacrament meeting with the Spirit
God,
and some grand instruclions by the Spirit were
given, and we were•made to njoice in thi.s great
V\Ork.
Since leaving there I learn that the
branch had greatly revived through Bro. Gillen's lahars. \Ve came on to·Ripley county and
stayed there some twelve days. We met Bro.
Daniel there and held meetings every night,
Bro. Gillen doing most of the spe~'king.
What
a nice time we have when he have a good
preacher with us.
On Sunday, at the sacrament meeting, we
were blessed with the Spirit and good instructions were given to the Saints to be faithful to
their covenants and to press forward, that God
would bless them. May all heed the warning
given at the meeting.
We then came on to the district conference,
which was goe>d, Here we separated from the
company of Bro. Gillen, I coming home to see

what could be done for the work Jn this vicinity,
laboring a few times at the Wright School-house
and the vicinity of Birdsye, meeting Bro. Gillen
again at Boston Station. Then we came to
West Fork, my home, where he preached four
discourses) among them the funeral of Sr. Eliz~
abeth Bowrml'l, to quite a crowded house, but
not ,.,.-ith Mr. Bowman's consent, for he forbade
us preaching it.
But he could not keep the
crowd a way. How n'arrovv some rnen are, but
God will reward every man as his work shall be.
Uncle Harbert had but just left this place
when Bro. Gillen got here. The Christians bad
sent for him to do their preaching through their
big meeting, but they did not have very much
confidence in him.
Bro. Gillen knocked the
bottom out, as some say here. He did good and
we rejc>ic,:d
thank our Heavenly ~Father for
such talent.
A good many here say they want
Bro. Gillen to come back and stay longer- He
made a great many friends for the work.
After he left for St. Louis we went to Plainville, Davis county, Inoiana, the home of Brn.
Dank! and D. 0. Stites. Labored there for two
weeks and baptized Bro. Daniel's wife.
He has
done a good work there in spite of all obstacles,
and has made friends for the work.
May he
continue to Hght the fight
faith and stand as a
witness for Je&us. Several here are near the kingdom. Parience and a continual work, with faith
and prayer, will gain the day. We will long retrlember our "~rlsit to that place. With all our
ups and downs we have some good times, especially, if God is with us. We are· at home nearly
sick with a cold on the lungs. Pray for us,
Saints; we want to do our dutv.

V. D.

BAGGERLY.

Editors Herald:--By the diligence of the few
members in Denver a suitable public hall was
secured, in which services were held for four successive Sabbaths. Said services were published
in three different newspapers which circulate
among one hundred and fi.fty thousand people,
the present population of the city as claimed;
but so numerous and fascinating were other attractions, (or so it would seem) that we were
never honored with more than four or five strangers.
Denver City is making rapid strides indeed, in
the most approved and modern style. Of wealth
there seems no Jack, while modern attractions
can not fail to meet the expectation of the most
sanguine. Coscly church bLdlding' abound, and
Sunday exercises therdn, as advertised\ forcibly
reminds one
the vivid description presented by
the apostles of old in reference to the great apostacy. And while it is dear that the social gotherings, fairs, bazaars, etc., are bringing to bvt.h
Catholics and Protestants popularity and prestige
which appear quite essential for their perpetuity,
it is just a6 clear that from the primitive doctrines, practices, etc., they are drifting farther
and farther, and !he glare of modern Babylon's
creeds~ and dogrnas are so dazzling and bewitch~
ing as to make any and every primitive doctrine
distasteful to most of the cultured and refined of
this age of progress. Yet it seems that many of
these professed modern christians are not so contented as the exterior grandeur and seeming progress of their respective societies would indicate,
h ·nee the frequent hints and corresponding ef·
forts tn reforrn 1 ~odify and revise their vriJ'ious
creeds.
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An Editor recent! y referring to the proposed
change in the Westminster Confession of faith
said: "A change should be made to comport
with pulpit preaching" So while some of the
editors are in sympathy with whatever may tend
to make popular religion more popular, they
have but little to say in favor of the Latter Day
Saints, who are striving against the popular tide
to represent, defend and practice the primitive
religion or gospel in its entirety. Yet despite
this, present and anticipated events greatly tend
to furnish proof in favor of Joseph Smith's mis·
sion. And as coming events cast their shadows,
the divided and con'xadictory positions of that
known as the christian world, is bringing them
to the very edge of the yawning precipice of rationalism, into which without a radical change
they will be precipitated; thus bringing rationalism face to face with the veri.ty of Christ's mission, the un.:haogeableness of his promises, etc.,
thus making the distinction between the Latter
Day Saints and so-called Orthodoxy more visible, and the battle more fierce.
The early snow storms and cold snaps-almost
unprecedented in Colorado-making out-door
work uncertain, and the little int~rest manifested,
induced the brethren (most of whom have to depend upon out-door labor, and being illy prepared
for a protracted winter), to let one month's rent
of an expensive hall suffice for the present. They
nevertheless were anxious for branch organization, which was effected on Sunday, November
roth; twelve members being present. A greater
unanimity of feeling I seldom have seen on such
occasions. That suggested seemed to have been
anticipated, hence received and agreed upon.
Nothing is so effectual in producing unity and
evincive of a oneness of purpose as God's saving
method. And modern revelations through the
Palmyra Seer setting forth God's government
have rendered the duties, prerogatives, etc., of
the various o.fficials that God deems requisite to
consummate his purposes, so plain that when be·
lleved and acted upon a unity ensues that is inspiring indeed. But the reverse of this show
should the sacred precincts of that government
be invaded.
For the present the Denver branch will worship at Bro. 0. A. vVestland's private residence,
No. 1123 Evans street. Known representatives
of the church or scattered members in or adjacent
to Denver will be recognized anJ received when
making themselves known to the little band so
far as church fellowship and the extension of
hospitality within the reach of the sons of toils
are concerned. But none need expect special or
extended privileges. House rent is high in Denver, so that the laborer and mechanic are necessitated to do with small house or limited room.
Whatever the future may develop, at the present time this little band of Saints are peaceful,
zealous and united. God keep them! Their
ready CO·Opemtion with and kindness to me, will
often loom from memory's chamber as green
spots to the weary traveler over the sandy desert.
I go to-morrow to Kit Carson, a hundred and
fifty miles east in response to an urgent request;
on new and unbroken ground.
We would be glad for all scattered members in
Colorado to report themselves to Bro. James
Kemp, Hutchinson, Colorado.
In bonds,

SALT LAKE CITY, Nov. roth.
Bro. Blair :-As Joseph has kept you advised
of our movements and the work in general I
have not written. We expect to start out on a
tom this week to different points.
joseph is billed to speak twice here to day.
There are two or three places we want to reach
if possible, and we are under promise to go to
Plain City. Politics is the chief therne here at
present. In Salt Lake Ci:y now a person might
think it was a ·recruiting station instead of a
peaceful city. It is almost impossible to get out
of hearing of the clatter of drums and the sound
of horns. H the war spirit does not prevail here
lt is one very near it.
Yours in Cr,rist,
R. J. ANTHONY.
FLORILLA, Mo., Nov. sth.
Bro.,.Blair:-1 promised to write to many, but
have neither time nor money to spare to do it,
so I will say to all that this country is good for
man with small capital. The land is rich; good
market for all you raise at Willow Springs; five
years time to pay for land, and prices from two
lo three dollars per acre. Will correspond with
all who wish in course of two or three weekstoo busy just now. I have spoken twice at Bro.
Barrett's, twice at Sister Tuckers, twenty-seven
being present the first time, and the number increasing. Mr. Tucker drove us over to Willow
Springs last Saturday. Mr. Lay and grandma
tried to get me the Methodist Church to speak in;
they got consent of three of the trustees and the
minister, the other two refused. Not wishing to
press the matter we stuck posters for preaching
at Sister Lay's house at I I a.m., when the writer
spoke to a goodly number.
Bro. Atwell gave
notice he would speak in the evening.
A great
many seem interested from the efforts made by
Srs. Lay and grandma in loaning the Voice of
·warning and Tracts.
Bro. Atwell left an appointment for the first Sunday in every month.
There is now in this vicinity something over
twenty Saints, members of no branch, and some
of them have not even certificates of baptism.
There are from ten to fifteen down at West
Plains in the same state. Two branches could
be organized here if we only knew who is missionary in charge of this district, or whether it is
in a district at all or not. Hoping to hear from
some one in charge, I remain, in bonds of love,
HENRY SPARLING.

a

PLAINVILLE, Ind.
I came here from Terre Haute, the 12th of
Janury last, found Brother and Sister Stites the
only Saints in this county. Commenced preaching as opportunity offered. Many are investigating now, and some have promised to be baptized.
I sent for Bro. V. D. Baggerly and he
came. We held meetings in Epsom several
evenings. The M. E. preacher found his craft
was in "danger and got some help am! kept some
J:rom being baptized for the present, but they say
they are yet determined to be. A sister 'Nilson
of the U. B. sect, one of the most worthy members apd the best read of the place is the one they
hinde~ed. Mr. Wilson says she don't need to go
back to her chur.ch any more since their preacher
gave her such abuse publicly, last Sabbath. Satan is mad and is trying his utmost to stop the
good work, but I don't think he will effect it.
Half of the M. E. church are investigating, and

the other half are trying to keep them from it.
think we will be able to organize a branch before
long.
Bro. V. D. Baggerly baptized my wife last
Sabbath, preached in the evening and left for
home Monday the 4th.
Am looking for wme
other elder to come this winter.
Bro. M. R.
Scott talks of coming through this county this
fall.
Elder V. D. Baggerly rendered good service for the church here. May God ble;,s him in
preaching everywhere as he did while here. Bro.
and Sister Stites and my wife and myself are all
the Saints here at present.
We are working
hard. Pray for ns that we may withstand the
persecution and keep the faith.
ELDER L. F. DANIEL.
CoLEMAN, Mich, Nov. 4th.
Dear Herald:-We have about twenty members and they are trying to Jive to the covenant
made at the water's edge. Our prayer-meetings
are attended with much of the Holy Spirit, and
our teachers take great interest in showing us the
right light and keeping us in the straight and
narrow way.
Your sister,
MARY E. SMITH.
DELOIT, Iowa, Nov. uth.
Bro. Blair :-One of the most successful quarterly conferences of the Galland's Grove district
closed here last night. The attendance was good;
the business portion passed off pleasantly. The
Sunday School association occupied a part of
Saturday afternoon with a good interest manifest. The preaching of the word was seasoned
with the Spirit of the the Master and the prayer
and testimony meetings were active, spiritual
and the gifts of the gospel were manifested.
Yours for truth,
C.J. HUNT.
ST. CLAIR CouNTY, Mo., Nov. uth.
Dear Herald:-I am now holding meetings
three miles south of Osceola ln St. Clair county.
My greatest desire is to do the Master's wilL I
wish you to say to the missionary in charge of
New Mexico that Sr. Medie Story lives near
Victoria, Donnaanna county, New Mexico. She
thinks her husband is ready to be baptized and
wants some of the elders to come there and
preach. Sr. Story was baptized here in St. Clair
county by Bro. E. Curtis and would be glad to
see some of the elders.
D. E. TucKER.
LLANSAMLET, South \Vales, Oct. 19th.
Bro. Blair :-It is almost a strange thing to see
a letter from Wales appearing in the Herald.·
There are some here that can write well if they
only try. This writer belongs to the Morriston
branch, and has the care of said branc:h at present. There is a good little branch here numbering about twenty.five members, but only about
fifteen are attending reg.ularly. \Ve have had a
very good time here some years ago, the gifts
were in our midst in abundance. There has
been some changes; some have departed through
death, others have emigrated to America; therefore the branch has been affected very much
through such circumstances. I am sorry to state
that the church is a rather low estate in Wales at
present. We regret that Bro. J. T. Davies was
obliged to l~ave us so suddenly, owing to the ill
health o~ his dear wife. He could have done 11
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Jot of good if he 'could have stopped here a little
longer. He is a very good man, and a very good
preacher in English and Welsh. Some of the
brethren in America wrote to Bro. J. T. Davies
when he was here, stating that they should like
to help the Welsh mission in some shape or form;
and in regard to that I beg to inform them that
Bro. B. D Davies, Frederick Place, Llansamlet,
Wales, has published a little tune-book, in the
tonic~solfa notation, entitled, •The Songs of Zion,' for the use of church and family. If any of
the brethren feel to send for some copies of same,
we shall be very thankful.
Yours in the gospel of peace,
D. LEWIS (DEWI CHWEFROR).
FLORENC», Mich., Oct. 22d.
Dear Herald:-I was baptized June 12th, 1889,
by brother Willard J. Smith, and now the Spirit
urges me to write my testimony and send it to
the Herald. The Holy Spirit of promise, the
Comforter, that was promised to the true seeker
after truth; and I can say with all my heart that
I have found that Comforter in the restored gospel that the Reorganized Church of Christ
teaches. It is the glorious gospel of the kingdom of God.
I know it is true, for God has
shown it to me by His matchless power. I feel
my weakness and nothingness in the sight of
God; also to have my poorly written letter go to
the Herald to be published; but this is precious
truth to me, and I give it to the Herald as truth.
Spots of brigl.t gold ar.d sparkling stars have appeared before my eyes on paper when I have
been reading the Holy Scriptures, the He•ald, the
Doctrine and Covenants, and the Book of Mormon. The Lord has shown me a marvelous
light in three different shapes over and above it,
and it lighted the room as light as a lamp.
Hopefully, a sister in Christ,
MARY A. LAWRENCE.
CENAVILLE, Texas, Nov. 8th.
Mr. David Dancer:-- Please send the 1-ln·ald
to Columbia Holcumb, Albany, Shackleford
county, Texas. She says she has read the Voice
of Warning and a book of tracts sent her by Bro.
J. A. Robinson, and hea~·d him preach three sermons while he was in Texas. She is persuaded
the truth is with the Saints. I want to send her
the Herald for one year that she may be more
thoroughly convinced. I have sent my Herald
to H. C. White, Pensacola, Florida, for four years,
also the Book of Mormon, and the good news
comes to me that all of his household are ready
for baptism. He says he knows that the Saints
p<)Ssess the kingdom. I also sent the Herald to
Mrs. Sarah Atkinson, Science Hill, Pulaski,
· county, Kentucky, and the answer comes back
from that country, "I read the Herald with great
interest." And she rejoiced because of the conversion of her husband. May the Lord bless the
Herald as it goes laden with good.
Your8,
C. C. HoLCOMB.
LAMAR, Mo., Nov. 3d.
Dem' Herald:-I would like to say a few
words through your columns, although I feel
that I will not be able to write anything interesting to your readers. Though not a member of
your church, I would like to express my love for
the c.ause.
My people came to this place three years ago
from Wi~consin. We like the country very well

and have a pleasant
had some Saints to meet with
much to our enjoyment. Besides my fa/her and
mother there :are none here. We are ln ::1opes
that ere long some of the elders will com" this
way and preach for us. We are much interested
in the labors of Elder D. S. Crawley and others
at Webb City, and surrounding country, as we
think the Webb City branch is the nearest une
to us.
I am thankful for such good reading matter as
the Autunm Leaves, Herald and Hope contain.
Should any of the elders or Saints pass through
Lamar, they will be very welcome guests at our
home. We live one mile west and half a mile
north of Lamar, Barton county, Missouri. Enquire for ·william Souders.
With love to the cause,
ZADA SOUDERS.
CooKSPOINT, Texas, Nov. 7th.
Brn. Smitlt and Blair:- Our district conference is over and we had a fine time, though the
congregation was not as large as common at our
meetings in the past. Four were added to the
church, two by baptism and two by letter; the
two by letter being scattered members who had
not attended a meeting of the Saints in about
three years, and had not seen a member of the
church for nearly three years un:il I went abc-ut
fifty miles to where they lived from any branch.
They are now happy in a branch and thdr
daughter was also baptized.
The good work moves on in this section-more
calls for preaching than I can fill.
I am still yours for the ll'Uth,
E. W. NUNLEY.
BLENHEIM, Ont., Nov. roth.
Bro. W. W. Blair :-Please publish the enclosed minutes in the Herald and oblige. We had
an excellent conference, the spirit of the Master
being present to bless and edifying the Saints.
This is a grand work and I hope to continue
faithful in it. 'fhe prospects seem brightening
and the time drawing nearer when, if faithful,
the Saints Saints will be blessed more than ever
they have been.
The religious world seem to be very uneasy, in
fact it is hard to distinguish those who helong to
the churches from those who do not. The
Methodists of to~day are far different from the
Methodists of twenty-five years ago.
of
them own fast horses and attend horse races and
do things that would not be tolerated then at &.ll.
I believe the Saints will have to be careful lest
they drift into the same worldly and indifferent
groove. May God bless and prosper his people.
In gospel bonds,
RICHARD CoBURN.
CovE SPRINGs, Kan., Nov. gth.
Brn. 'Joseph and William:- I have had the
pleasnre ot baptizing Grandma Nave, a
who
has been a believer for sixteen years. She has
been suffering with cancer for three and one-half
years, but was cured by using Bro. Levi
Cheney's receipt for cancer, lately publi8hed in
the Herald, and which I would recommend to
any who may be suffering from cancer.
Yours in bonds,
0. B.MiJV}GARTEL.

ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the E:ditor: writers are responsible fllF
their own views. Contributions solicited.

THE "SEALED BOOK."--No. XXI.
BY ELDER R. M. ELVIN,
D\VELLINGS.

Book of l'viormon was not written
with a view to what was known of the
aborigines of America
to its publication, because it
emphatically and
squarely contradicted what were regarded
as scientific and historical facts, but which
have sine<-: been shown to have been historical inaccuracies and scientific fallacies.
1. The Book of .Mormon afHrmed that the
were from
view enterits publicawas that
had been from nortlz to
soutlz, a~ the following evidences show:
"It is believed both tJy
and
Humboldt, that all these tribes
the Taltees, Acolhuans, Chichemecas ana Nahuatlacks, spoke the same language, and
.
in all probability, emigrated
from about the samt degree or northern
latitude.
Mexico, p. 261.
"Second, this fact is
opposed to the once
of a civilized people, coming
gradually moving southwith
halts, constantly inpower and culture, until the
of civilization was reached
Honduras and Yucatan. or as
many
in South America."---Native
Races, voL5, p. 167.
Delafield on
18 of his work, distinctly asserts
theory of a
from the north into Mexico and
southern
and speaking
inhabitants of
he says:
"The
civdized inhabitants came originally from
the north.
102.
On page l03 the
same theory is asserted.
Caleb Atwater, and Josiah Priest maintained the
of a northern
of
the Mexican
i. e., that there had
from north to south.
Antiquities, p.
THE

a geographer and diwh~se :•Universal Geography" was

m tne latter part ot the eighteenth
in the
of which sevscholars of the United
mamtains the theory of a
the north of the people of
6r8,
2. The
of Mormon affirms in
Ether 4:3, that the
bad horses, and
that there were
and cureloms
nnd cumoms. This was a pointed contradiction of the then scientific
Robertson :;;avs: "America
to
no
creature of
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and ferocity."-Robertson's History
America, p. 138.
The scientific writers of the present day
are not making the same mistakes Robertson did. In their book published at P hiladelphia, in 1857, one of the conclusions
arnved at by Nott and Gliddon in regard
to the aborigines of America is the follow
ing: •·That they posse~sed none of the
domestic animals."-Types of Mankind,
P· 296.
OJ: course these theories are now known
to be false; but they were maintained as
true, both before and after the publication
of the Book of Mormon, and were regarded by the wiseacres of scient1fic lore as
induhitable evidence against that book.
3· Aboriginal civiliz~tion, as understood
by the world prior, and for some time subs~quent to the publication of the Book of
Mormon, was located principally in Mexico and Peru; whereas that book locates
that civilization principally in Central
America, and the centri>ll portions of North
America.-- See Lamoni edition of the Book
of Mormon, pages 43 63. 136-7-S, 155-6,
248-9, 267-S, 2j9, 512,518 and 520.
SUl\1:\IARY,

From the foregoing I conclude: I, The
early Spanish explorers were not capacitated to discover, did not discover, and
therefore did not report, or in any way
make known to the world the aboriginal
civilization of Central America.
z. That these explorers made some attempt to describe sixteenth century civilization; but that their reports of this were
''unsatisfactory," "imperfect," "vague,"
and of'• but little value, even had they been
more extended." •
3· That what knowledge the sixteenth
century explorers made known to the
world, was between the sixteenth and the
nineteenth centuries practically obliterated;
so that the ruins lay "untenanted and unknown," to the world, until after "183o."
4· That "since 1830 the veil has been
lifted" from Central American civili7.ation,
first by Zavala, but principally by Stephens and Catherwood, whose works were
published in New York in 1841 and 1843
respectively.
5· That the first modern visit to any of
the ruins of Central America was made
by Zavala, between the years 1830 and
1834·
6. That the first account of the ruins of
U xmal was published in 1835·
7· That the first exploratiOn of Copan
was by Palacio<; in 1576, whose work was
not published in any language until 1S43,
and not in English till r86o; and that
therefore the first account of Copan was
published to the world by Catherwood and
Stephens.
8. That the first account of the ruins of
Pale:1que was publi~hed in English at
London, England, in 1822, that it received
so little attention that the Literary Gazette,
a paper of wide circulation, announced it
in 1831 as a discovery of Galindo; that
Prof. Rafinesque, in America, regarded it
a,l; unsatisfactory, unless confirmea by otb.
er reports, which other reports he was disappointed in not receiving prior to 1832;

that it deduced an Eg-yptian origin for the
people of Central America, whereas the
Book of Mormon asserts a Jewish origin.
9· That the first Isthmian antiquities
were discovered hv Berthold Seeman,
near David, in 1848; that Costa Rican antiquit.ies were first diRcovered by Drs.
Wagner and Scherzer, in 1853-4; that the
chief antiquities of Nicaragua have been
by two men, Squier and Bovle, the former
in 1849-50 the latter in rS65-6; that the
most l!TI portant antiquities in Guatemala
were first visited in 1840, by Mr. Catherwood.
10. That the civilization of Central
America was not comprehensively treated
upon until 1857-9, and then by Brasseur
de Bourbourg.
1 r. That "the richest mythological leg·11cv" of the aborigines of America, the
"Popol Vuh," was not given to the world
until 18.)7·
12. T11at Robertson, the "equal of
Hume and Gibhon in style and diction,
and their superior in impartiality," in 1777;
Humboldt, one of the most thorough, systematic and comprehensive scientists ot
his day, in 1809; Priest llfter 183:!; Goodrich, af.sisted by pther able men, in 1836;
and Delafield, whose able work was published in the three leading cities of the
civilized world, New York, Paris and
London, in 1839, though describing the
civilization of Mexico ·on one side, and
Peru on the other, yet do not attempt to
describe the civilizCJtion of Central America, Central American civilization was
not, therefore, known when these authors
wrote.
·
I 3· That the first "systematic," "perfect"
and comprehensive survey and exploration
of the works of the Mound Builders of
North America, and therefore the first
survey which could reveal the scientific
skill employed by those Mound Builders
in the construction of their earthworks,
were made by Squier and Davis, and first
puhlished by the Smithsonian Institute in
1848.
q. That two of the most important elements of the civilization of the Mound
Builders, namely, mining and weaving-,
were not made known to the world until
1849 and 1868, respectively.
15. That the publication of the Book of
Mormon antagonized the world upon the
foil owing points: the location, character,
and derivation of aboriginal civilization,
and the kinds of animals whic,P in aboriginal times had inhabited this continent,
16. That, therefore, at the time of the
publication of the Book of Mormon, no
man or set of men, had sufficient data from
which to write that bonk.
17. That the testimony of the hundreds
who have read the book is'-notwithstanding its lack ot elegance, and want of literary perfection-that no man could write.
su(~h a book without the divine aid of inspiration ..
18. That without any particular attraction in diction, and without the aid or influence of a great n11me or wealth to push
it, it is marvelous how· it attracts th~ Jove
and hatred of the world,

GLASS.

I do not call to mind a positive assertion
in the Book of Mormon that either the
J aredite or N epbite civilization pos~essed
the article, glass. But on account of the
fo:lowing,-"And he did moulten out of
a rock sixteen small stones; and they were
white and clear, even as transparent glass,"
(Ether 1: 7),-such men as Lamb and Braden assault the book. It will be seen by
the reading, that it mentions sixteen stones,
not glass; and they were 7.1.'hite and clear
AS GLASS.
Glass is from the word ice;
(See Chambers Encyclopedia, vol. 4• p.
773, article Glass); and I would as soon or
rather believe that the ancient people of
this continent had a knowledge of the
same.
But let it be understood that the
original account cf those sixteen transparent stones was translated into the N ephite
language and subsequently, in 1829, into
the English.
The art of manufacturing glass was
understood in Eg-ypt more than two
thousand years before Christ, or more than
three hundred years before the Israelites
made their four hundred years sojourn in
that land.
The Israelites thus gaining
that knowledge from the Egyptians, it
would be nothing strange that they retained the word and the knowledge of how to
produce the article after their settlement
on thi~ continent. Josiah Priest however
claims that glass has been found; "He
discovered in one mound, an article of
glass, in form resembling the bottom of a
tumbler, weighing five ounces; it was
concave on both of its sides.''....:.American
Antiquities, p. 2So,
This discovery was made after the publication of the Book of Mormon, and is
therefore another proof of the advanced
civilization of the Nephites, With the increase of clear evidence on this topic, some
one like Job of old will exclaim in honor
of God: "Which doeth great things past
finding out; yea, and wonders without
number."-Job 9: IO,
ABORIGINAL RELIGION,

We establish the fact that a form of religion existed among the aborigines of
America that came down by tradition from
the ancient inhabitants, and it is the very
stt:ongest evidence of the truthful chadcter
of the Book of Mormon. I will therefore
first direct attention to the
SACRED RECORDS,

Ellen Russell Emerson says: "The
Ojibway lndians, relates Mr. Copway, had
three depositories for sacred records near
the waters of Lake Superior. Ten of the
wisest and most venerable men of the nation dwelt near these, and were appointed
guardians over them, Fifteen years intervened between the opening of these
records. If any vacancies had been caused
by death, others were cl:!osen in the spring
of the year; and in the .month of August
these were called to witness the ceremony.
As they were opened all the information
respecting them was given. After. this,
the plates were closely examined; and if
any had begun to decay, they wer,e taken
out,,an ex~ct copy was tl)ade and placed
in its &tead, The old one wa~ divided
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equally among the wise men.
L was
very highly valued for being deposited;
every fiber was sacred, and was considered capable of endowing the possessor with
wisdom. These records were written on
slate rock, copper, lead, and the bark of
birch trees. It is claimed that they contain the transcript of what the Great Spir··
it gave the Indian after the flood, which
has been transmitted by the hands of wise
men to other parts of tbe country ever
since.
There is a code of moral laws,
which they call a path made by the Great
Spirit.
They believe a long life will result from obedience thereto. In them are
represented how man lived before death
entered the world; and the path be then
followed marked out an example.for those
of the present time.''-Indian J\!Iyths, p.

225-6.
This book was published in Boston, in
See also Copway's "History of the
Ojibways."
A truth in tradition, held b.y some Indians is, that they at one time had a book
the equivalent to our Bible. On this Boudinot says: "It is said among their principal or beloved men, that they have it
handed down from their ancestors that
such a book as the white people have, was
once theirs; that while they had it they
prospered exceedingly;· they also say that
their fathers were possessed of an extraordinary divine Spirit, by which they foretold future events, and controlled the common course of nature; and this they trans~
mitted to their cffspring on condition of
their obeying the sacred laws; that they
did by this means bring down showers of
blessings upon their beloved people; but
that this power for a long time passed,
[past] had entirely ceased."
He also says: "There is a tradition related by an aged Indian ot the Stockbridge
Tribe, that their fathers were once in
posses1;ion of a sacred book, which was
handed clown from generation to generation, <111d at last hid in the earth, since which
time they had been under the feet of their
enemies. But these oracles were to be restored to them again, and then they would
triumph over their enemies, and regain
their ancient country, together with their
rights and privileges."
Mr. Boudinot after recording many traditions similar to the above, at length remarks: "Can any man read this short
account of Indian traditions, drawn from
the tribes of various nations, from the west
to the east, and from the south to the north,
wholly separated from each other, written
by different authors of the best characters
both for knowledge and integrity, possessing the best means of information, at various and distant times, without any possible
communic>,tion with each other, and yet
suppose that all this is the effect of chance,
accident or design, from a love of the marvelou", or premeditated intention of deceiving, and thereby ruining their well
established reputation?"
Mr. Boudinot was the first
of
the American Bible Society..
above
quotations will be found in a work entitled
"Star o~ .the West, or an effort to

the lost tribes of
American
Encyclopedia. article Boudinot.
ONE SUPREME BEING,

the power of
Mexicans and the

· Paul wrote to the
thert is
"One God;" and there seems to be sufricient evidence to show that the <m.ci<:nt
people of America were monotheistic in
in their belief
God: "The

were aware of tbe existence of a
God,
Almost in the openMormon is this statement:
God
upon his
officer of the army,
field, p. gz .
Jones says
the sun was

1884.

and governor of
and taker awav of the
Hence, to this c~lestial
pay
minister
of life.

p. zo.
Bancroft savs: "The Califi:::.rnian
taken as a \vhole, are
the mam features of
liefs.
without
have had a
above, the One above.
vol. 3, p. r 58.
"The n:Hives of Nevada
specting the great kind
as well as a
. . The
power of
master of all
Again he
called the
believed
of All
and certain
of a Supreme
Kind reader, if vou
furnish the true
upon
rests these
tl'aditions relative to
the Supreme
That wonderful
Book of Nl$.>rmon,
sacred record of tbe
N ephites,
on this wise:
unto
Tacob, and Israel
for I am
~I am the first and
the last.
hand. hath also
foundation of th·,~
my
hath
the heavens."-r N
The same
there is a
things, both
and all

and to him
prayers and return their
every occasion.

tbe exercise of
or God of
pour
"'~'"U~~, to

man
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for a man to &tand in; part
wall was covered with prints
hand.
seemed so -fresh,
and the seams and creases were so
that I made several
with the
machete to get one
off
but the
was so hard
every effort
-Ibid, p. 41 I.
Speaking of the ruins of
Stephens says: "On the walls of this desolate edifice were
of the 'mano colorado," or red
Often as I saw this
print, it never failed to interest me. It was
the
of the
hand."-Incidents
of
vol. z, p.
speaking of
of Nicarag·ua says: "Of the
figures
shown in the cut in the following page,
the red hand is of frequent occurrence here,
and we
meet it
farther north,
especially in Yucatan.
vol. 4, P· 37·
"Mr. Boyle .found the cliff paintings to
have suffered much since J'llir. Squier's
visit thirteen years before so much so
none could be made out
the winged
snake and the red hand.
p. 38.
In speaking of U xmal Bancroft says:
"And take leave of the Casa del Gobernador with a mention of the red
whose imprint is found on stones in
parts of the building,"--Ibid,
x64; and
of Kahah he says: "One
the apartments has the red hand im
in bright
colors in many
w:llls."Ibid, p. 209. He gives this additional notice of Sabacche: "Three other
ed, and one of them
wood, but thev
except that the'
hand common here as
elsewhere, is larger than usual."-Ibid, p.

Schoolcraft's definition of its import be
of the Supreme
as the Great
was universal throughout those
the American Indians, the
says: "They rec-

"

(To be continued.)

ROMANISM AND OUR PUBLIC
SCHOOLS.

THE Rev. Dr. A. P. Foster of Boston
last evening at the First Congrecburch on '·Romanism and Our
Schools " He said the publicof this country had been
a
blow
the pope of
lt was a peculiarity of the Amerthat they were anxious to treat
with
toleration. This
generosity was commend.able and
but in consequence of this peculiarthere was
from any attack that
be made at the vital principles of
in the guise of religion.
not wish to speak of Roman ism as
hut as a political power. There
were
8,ooo,ooo Roman Catholics
in tois country. It was the Romish theory that the
was king of kings. It
to command obedience of all
even if his commands conthe principles of the government under which the subjects lived. The
Roman Catholics of this country in estabschools were not extheir own will, but that of the
which they felt compelled to obey.
212.
council at Baltimore was not
Writing concerning the red hand at
body, but it expressed the
Labphak he says: "The lower ones prethe pope and the people had only
sent numerous imprints of the ever
There was no. vote taken by the
red hand."-Ibid, p. 25r.-He
says
Of the 7,zooo,ooo baptized memthat at Tuloom, "The imprint of the red
of the Catholic church in this country
hand appears on the interior walls."--Ibid there were none that had any voice of
their own. The pope at Rome was the
P· 2 57·
Now for the explanation of the red hand, autocrat of ~be Catholic population in.tlus
found so frequent among the ancient tem- country. The clergy must obey the pope
ples. Schoolcraft says: "The figure of and the people must obey the clergy.
the red hand is used by the North Amei- W ben the pope said the public schools of
can Indians to denote supplication to the America must not be used by Catholics
deity or Great Spirit; and it stands in the his subjects must obey.
system of picture writing as the symbol
At a convention of representative Irishfor strength, power, or mastery, thus deriv- men in Chicago in April, 1885, protest was
ed. In a great number of instances which made against the pope's denunciation of
I have met with of its being employed, the
of campaign in Ireland. They
both in the ceremonial observation of their were nearly all Catholics, but they dedances, and in their pictorial records, I do clared that they would resist to the bitter
not recollect a single one in which this end any encroachment of the Roman
sacred character is not assigned to it. . . . court on their political rights. If these
This use of the hand is not contlned to a people would show the same devotion to
single tribe or people. I have noticed it America, the country they live in, as they
among the Dacotahs, the \/Vinnebagoes, did to Ireland, if they displayed the same
and other western tribes, as among the
in standing up for American institunumerous branches of the red race still loas they did in defense of those of Irecated east of the Mississippi river, about
this country would be saved from a
the latitude of forty· twa degrees, who
danger. Such Catholics ought to
speak dialects of the Algonquin-language."
on our side in this school question, and
-Incidents of Travel, voL z, p. 476-7.
they would be if it were properly laid heThe prevalence of the red hand through- fore them.
out Central America as well as among the
Catholics were urged to make them,North American Indiansj indicates, if !Helve~S active political elemtmts wherever

they lived. They were taught to obey
the laws of this country only when they
did not conflict with those of the pope. A
foreign and despotic government caU';ed
them to violate their oaths of allegiance
to this country.
The growth of the
Roman power in America was checked
for awhile by the public schools, for they
made patriots of the children. T ne pope
discovered this and attacked the schools.
The public schools taught American instead of Catholic principles. No wonder
a power like Rome, desiring to rule in
America, hated this public-school system.
Without the public schools this republic
would be a failure. The Catholics began
to establish parochial schools, of which
there was about three thousand, with an
an attendance in r888 of over five hundred and eleven thousand. Public schools
were denounced as "nurseries of vice,"
yet in order to gain control they put their
own people in them as teachers. It was
said that in Chicago the majority of the
board of education were Catholics, while
eighty per cent. of the teachers were of
the ;;arne faith. Now that the Roman
clergy were making the public-school
system of this country the point of attack
Protestants and Americans must rally to
its support.- C lzicago Times.
VERY GOOD DODGING.

the work of its general convention, which closed last week in New
York, the observer can not fail to be impressed with the extreme conservatism of
the Episcopal church. There is. scarcely
a great deliberative body in this or any
other land which so successfully and withal
gracefully succeeds in dodging awkward
questions and persistent people as does the
Episcopal church.
The convention has adjourned, yet little
or no action to speak of has been taken on
the vexed questions, such as revision of
the prayer-book, change of name, alterations in creed, and the precise settlement
of the color line south, which are so persistently dragged into its councils. Verily,
t.he general convention of the Episcopal
church represet).ts a learned, scholary body
of gentlemen who for tact, suavity, and
adroitness. in the art of how not to do a
thing can scarcely be equaled and certamly not surpassed in the world.
The council did take some action on the
divorce question, however, and has recommended that the' marriage service be so
amended as to read "live together in holy
love until our lives end." This new departure provokes an expression fr.om a
Roman Catholic direction which is to say
the least severe! y critical:
''This canon prescribes some very commendable provisions, which, however, are
by no means new. They have been from
time immemorial enjoined by the Catholic church. They include the forbidding
of marriage within certain degrees of con.
sanguinity and affinity, the forbidding of
clandestine marriages, and the requiring
of registry of names, residence, and other
particulars.
"On the question of divorce the canon
makes marriage indisi!oluble except for
REVIEWING
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adultery, with the proviso that the guilty
party in such case is not permitted to marry again during the lifetime of the other
party.
It also enjoins that 'persons divorced are forbidden to marry each other
again if meanwhile the woman shall have
married again.' This, it seems to us, is a
strange provision. A person who would
do what it forbids would be guilty, under
the laws of the land, of bigamy. From
the point of view of Episcopal church law
or the secular law the canon might as well
have specified bigamy as one of the things
prohibited.
"It is a pity that the Episcopalians can
not see their way to settling this important
question once for all by adopting the marriage law of the ancient and universal
church. It is the law which upholds and
defends the d1gnity of woman, which
guards the rights and interests of children,
and maintains and sanctifies the family relations. The divorce court is a blot upon
our civilization, an incentive to immorality, a scandal to Christianity. It ought not
to have the sanction of any organization
having at heart the temporal and spiritual
welfare of man."-Clzicago Times, Sunday, Oct. 27th

THE SAINTS.'

D.

on God, a slander on the Christ.
The
Presbyterian church believes nothing of
the kind, and it is to escape the suspicion
of such a horrid possibility we want the
word changed. The canonization of :Herod is something for which our church is
not yet prepared. No one who has ever
looked into the face of his own sweet infant dead, and then thought of the
Christ and his tender, chiJd.Jike
can
entertain the remotest thought that such
are lost. This mav be sentiment. Be it
so; with the heart m~m believes unto
teousness, and sentiment
be the outburst of the purest faith."-Tilnes.
PLEA FOR COMPULSORY EDUCA·TJON.

ed.
The public mind has only to be
aroused to the dangers of neglect in this
matter, and to the blessings that will fol-·
low an intelligent and thorough enforcement of wibe measures upnn this question,
to not only approve, but insist.

NEVADA.
Conference met at Faicview, NeYada, October
26th, D. I. Jones president. Thomas Daley,
president of mission being present was invited to
preside. Elders reported: T. Daley, D. L Jones,
T. R. Hawkins, D. and R. Jones. Branches: Di·
amond Valley 32, Motts ville 30. Elko, Carson and
Franktown branches not reported.
Bbhop's
Agent, A. B. Johns, reported that a short time
back he had maJe remtttances to the B>shop and
obtained receipts, and now he had on hand twenty·
two dollars. On motion Bro. T R. Ha"kms
was elected president of the district, also to act
as clerk for the ensuing term. Reso! ution to up·
hold the presidency of the church, alw Brp.
Thomas Daley as president of N~vada miH.ion
was adopted. Preaching by T. R. Hawkins,
evening by T. Daiey. Adjourned to Gtnoa, the
second Saturrlay and Sunday in February.

WE are a firm believer in a
law
for compulsory education.
ment, which upon this subject has been
appallingly dormant, seems lately to be
aroused, and it is to be hop<:d that this
interest .will bear fruit, both in insistence
upon the strict execution of the law in
such states as have one, and a formulation
in such states where. such measur•e is
wanting. A philosopher has
said
WELSH MISSION.
that the state should either educate or kill
The conference of the Welsh mission convened
CONFESSiON OF FAlTH.
its children.
Behind the gba~tly wit of June 9th, 11:i89, at the Sainto' chapel, Llanelly;
JusT what in:elligt.!nt, wide-awake, mod- the statement is the great fact that society president, ]. T. Davies, D. Lewis, clerk, harern men and women of the Presbyterian has no more paramount duty than insisting moniumist, B. D. D~vies. At ro a. m. a hvrr.n
church really do btlteve about that grim that the youth of the land shall be educated. was sung and prR ver was ofl'~red Prenching by
A. Davies in English, and by J E. Hughes in
old Westmtnster confession of faith is a Education is a certain road to success, and E.
Welsh. At 2 p. m. a t1ymn "a' sung and a praypretty hard thmg to find out. The per- it behooves the commonwe(llth to see that er was offered. Preaching by J. T~ Davies and
plexing question, "Revision or non-revis- the young are directed therein. The peo- J. R. Gibbs. At 6 p. m. a hymn was .-ung, and
ion?" is just now making the Presbyterian ple of ancient Greece under:;;tood tnese a prayer was ofl'ered. Preaching by T E. Jenkins in Welsh, and by E. A. Davies in Ene;iish,
pulpit critically d,ffi~ult and the pew de- things better than we do.
\Nilh them
and by D. Lewis (Dewi Chwdror) in Weloh.
cidedly uneasy.
child training was considered a matter June 1oth: At 10 a.m. a hymn was sung and a
The logic of their theological system is worthy puhlic supervision.
It may be prayer was o±l'ertd, and an address by the presinot palatable to modern Presbyterians. argued that if children grow up to illiteracy, dent. The minutes of last conference were read
Thev want more comfortable and more it is through their own
or the and approved. The eastern district was reported:
Branches 6, seventies I, elders 17, priests 7,
popiilar teaching-s, even if logic must go carelessness of parents and
teachers I, deacons 2. Baptized r, died I, memby the board. If they do manage to get This is to a certain extent true,
bers 56, total 84; William Morris, president.
rid of "election" as a sort of sugar-coated hind all this a law lor compulsory educaWestern district was reported:
Branches 2,
compromise, to be consistent they will have tion were rigidly enforced, such a condi- elders 11, priests f, deacons+- members sr, total
70; D. Lewis, president. The books' account
to throw over board the entire doctrine of tion COlJld not exist
reported: In hand when last reported £8,
hell. It is a doctrine which, with the idea
A state is what its citizens make it. The 8""as
s. 2Yz d; received since£z, 17 s. I I d.; paid out
of a personal devil, is already in much dis- children of today are the citizens of to- £5 4Yz d; in hand £6 5 s. 9 d.; D Lewis, secremorrow, and the necessity for the proper tary. Bishop's Agent's account was reponed:
repute among the more liberal· minded and
better educated of their congregations as it
training and preparation of these young In hand when last reported, 1 I s.; received fdnce
is getting to be among the more enlight- people is apparent. At no time in the £7 19 s.; paid out £8 10 s.; T. E. Jenkins, Bi,hop's Agent. Proposed and passed that we apspan of human life is the mind more imened Christian people generally.
prove the labor of Bro. B. D. Davies, in bringing
The most trenchant utterance recently pressible than in the years of youth.. If in out some tunes in the tonic sol fa notation, for
the use of the church in Wales. The authorities
upon this much vexed subject of revision is these plastic years the child is
of the church were sustained in our faith and
from the pen of the Rev. Dr. Q. L. Scott to grow up in ignorance, it is
prayers: Joseph Smith as president, and all the
in the Presbyterian Journal:
grow up in evil.
What would life
quorums of the church in America, J. T. Davies
edu"The term 'elect infants' is at best un- worth without at least an
in charge of Welsh miso;ion, T. E. Jenkins to lafortunate; it means something or nothing. cation. Who would wish to live in intelbor in Wales, J. E. Hughes for North vVales,
If nothing, then let it be expunged.
If lectual darkness? Ignorance on the part 'vVilliam Morris president of Eastem district, D.
Lewis (Dew! Ch wefror) president of Western
something, then what? Does it mean that of the public of the value of such a law
and all the household of faith. At 6
all infants dying in infancy are elected? has allowed thousands of children to grow district,
p. m. a hymn was sung, and a prayer was offered.
Very well; then say so.
One thing is to majority uneducated, unfitted for the PreacHng
T. E. Jenkins in Welsh and by E.
certain, the single word 'elect' does not duties of life. Some weak-beaded sentiA. Davies
English. A pleasant tirne was
mentalists object to a law of this nature on spent. The preaching was excellent throughout,
convey that meaning. Does it mean that
by election all infants dying in infancy are the ground that it is an infringement of and the attention wa' good. Adjourned to meet
at Aberaman, next vVhit·Sunday and Monday.
Such objection is exsaved?
Then so express it.
The sense personal liberty.
tremely trivial.
Every child who runs
will then be one of method, and not !ImitPHILADELPHIA.
or
ation, which many now cb:im. I submit away from school at every
stern
again that 'elect' is not the word to express who is kept there
The above district conference convened in the
Saints' hall, Brooklyn. New York. Saturcay ev·
that idea. Or, further, does it mean that mand is educated on the compulsory
there is a possibility of one little soul be- No one-not even the sentimentalist--ob- ening, August 2+th; Bro. W. H Kelley presiding, J. Squire associate, H. H Bacon secretary.
ing passed by in the exercises of Qod's jects to that kind of compulsory education, Branch reports: Brooklyn 62, 2 baptized, 2 re·
That the general and strict enforcernent cdved by letter and 2 on certificate of baptism;
sovereignty and left to the pangs of eteral torture? We declare that to be a libel of such laws will come is not to be doubt- Philadelphia, no change. Bishop's Agent, A,
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RALDo
C c~meron, reported: Balance last report $8r 63,
r,ceived since $26.95, total $108 38; credited W.
H. Kelley $54 50, balance $53 88.
Audited,
found correct and adopted.
Resolved that
whereas, Bro. Cameron, being in poor health de·
sires to be released from acting as Bishop's
Agent for the present, that we recommend to the
Bishop that he be released according to his request, and that Bro. Joseph Squire be appointed
to take his place as Bishop's Agent for this district. Tne report of committee on reunion was
received and committee continued. Joseph Squire
was sustained as president, H. H. Bacon secretary, also the authorities of the church. PreachIng Sunday morning and evening by W. H. Kel·
ley. Adjourned to meet in Brooklyn, the fourth
Saturday in February.
SOUTH-EAST ILLINOIS.
Conference convened September 7th at Pleas·
ll.nt Kidge school·house in Dry Fork branch, G.
H. Hilliard in the chair, I. A" Morris chosen secpro. tem., the secretary being absent.
reports: Brush Creek, S4, 3 baptized, I
died, I removed; Springerton s6; Parrish 32;
Dry Fork 31,2 expelled, 2 received; North Fork
Il; Tunnel Htll and Alma not reported. Elders
seports: J. F. Thomas, T. P. Green, H. Walker,
(baptized 1), R. E>zenhouser, (baptized 5). I. A.
Morris, (baptized 6), G. H. Hilliard, (baptized 7),
J. M. Tousley. Joseph Kurtz, priest reported.
Conference missioned the elders for the next
quarter. J W. Gillen, missionary in charge, and
his associates were sustained. The authorities of
the church were also sustained. Preaching during the conference by I. A" Morris, R. Etzen.
houser, and G. H. Hilliard. Adjourned to meet
at the call of the president,
KENT AND ELGIN.
Conference met with the Chatham branch, October 5th; J. H. Lake chosen president, Samuel
Brown assistant; R. Coburn and R. C. Evans
secretaries. Under the representation system of
the district the credentials of the branch dele·
gates were examined by a committee and the
number of votes to which branch delegations
were entitled determined.
Branch reports:
Chatham 75, II baptized, 2 received, I removed;
Petrolia 41, 6 baptized; Puce River 12, 4 baptized; Lindsley 34, r removed; Tilbury 3o; Zone
47· R. Coburn, Bishop's
repoi·ted: Balance last report $26 21,
since :}r52 51,
paid out $r77 90, balance Sz cents. Audited,
found correct and and
Ern" E. L. Kelley, R. C. Evans and vV.
were appointed
a committee to inquire hto a certain ordination.
Ministry report~. Elders: W. J. Smith (baptized 9), E. Carlton
5), S. Bcown (baptized 3), G. W.
Vickery, G. Green. R.
Coburn. Priests:
Eaton
3), G. F.
Green, J. H. Tyrrell. Teacher,
Hampshire.
The committee appointed at last conference to
see about securing a house of worship in Chatham reported that they met in Chathom and
looked at a church for sale there, but thought it
was too high priced, so they recommended not to
purchase it, but buy a lot and build. Report received, and committee dibcharged. An account
was presented from the district secretary of 85
cents. A collection was taken up to defray the
above expense, amounting to $2 23, the balance
over being given for future expense. Resolved
that the resolution on the district record pertaining to ordinations be referred to the committee
on ordinations. On motion . H. Lake was cho·
sen delegate to General
S. Brown
was sustained as president, N. L. Blakely vice
pre;;idt>nt, and R. Coburn secretary and Bishop's
Agent. Resolved that Bro_ Lake be requested
to use his influence to have Bro. Joseph Smith
attend our conference next Tune. Bro. Lake was
sustained as president of the Canada mission.
The committee on ordinations reported as foJ .
lows: Your committee would respectfully show
that they ha,·e ex, mined into t'·e matter referred
to them of the ordination to the office of an elder
of Bro. Edward Carlton bv Bro. A. Leverton,
and find there was no irregularity which would
tend to vitiate said ordination, or that the district

under its adopted rules could refuse to recognize
it. The committee further report that they
would advise the substitution of the rules adopted
the General Conference for the governof districts in matters of ordinations in
place of the resolution upon the district record,
which conflicts with the general rule of the
church. E. L. Kelley, W. Vickery and R. C.
Evans, committee. The above report was receh·ed, and tr.e committee discharged. The resolution on the district book was rescinded. The
committee to whom was referred the question of
election of officers in the Chatham branch would
respectfully report: That on or about the 29th of
1889, there was certain action taken at the
of a Sunday School business meeting,
but neither members who were present nor those
who were absent had due notice that an election
of officers in the branch was to take place prior
to such meeting. Under the rule of the church
due effort should be made, to give fuil and sufficient notice of business meetings for such important matters as the choosing of officers, that all
may be permitted to take part. The committee
are therefore of the opinion that a new business
should be held of the aforesaid branch
under
supervision of Bro. J. H. Lake, the
missionary in charge, and the branch be permitted to select its officers as the members mav deem
best. R. C. Evans, W, Vickery, E. L. Kelley,
committee. The report was received, adopted,
and the committee discharged. The Chatl•am
Saints were tendered a vote of thanks for their
hospitality. Resolved that hereafter delegates
from branches to the district conference have
certificates to present to the conference signed
by the president or clerk of the branches or both,
to whlch they belong. Bro. Eaton was then
called to the office of an elder and ordained by
Ern. Lake, Kelley, Leverton and Evans, and a
llcense given the above named brother by the
conference. A vote of thanks was tendered Brn.
Kelley and Vickery for their services. Preaching
Brn. Kelley, Lake and Evans. One was hapAdjourned to Blenheim, the second Saturday inJun~.

the states, he should individually be in favor of
the government paying a fair indemnity for the
loss tc the owners." The disposition to remunerate slave-owners, Mr. Lincoln stated, was extensive in the north. "I know," he said, "of
persons in favor of an appropriation as high as
$4oo,ooo,ooo for this purpose."
CHURCH RECORDER'S NOTICE.
Although many branch reports have beeen received throughout the year, yet several diotrict
clerks have not forwarded the reports that published minutes show have come into their hands
at district conferences. Therefore this is to ask
all clerks and presidents, who have possession of
branch reports, that they will please forward
them to me at an early day. Do not try to send
them with a one cent stamp (as some have done),
for written matter should pay letter postage. lf
you are not supplied by the district with postage,
and can not afford the stamps, then, rather than
the reports be lost, I will send stamps to prepay;
or if you put on a t"o cent stamp it will come,
and if more is needed it can be paid here. If
only a one cent stamp is put on the package it is
likely to be cas• aside because of being insuffi.,
ciently paid, and thus be lost altogether. Some
pieces so stamped get through but others are
lost. This causes additional expense for corre·
spondence with each branch in search of items
and corrections. If mission and district presi,
dents wilr also take an interest in this matter (as
some have already done), it will thereby greatly
aid in the work that the Lord requires to be done
by us, and for such aid I "ill he thankful.
HENRY A. STEBBINS,
General CliMclt Recorder.
A CARD.
The young ladies Hawthorn Society would
say that the bazar given by it on the 17th and
rSth of last month proved quite a success, and it is
anxious to express its heartiest thanks to all who
donated articles, money, or help of any description.
EMMA MILLS, Sec'y. ·
INDEPENDENCE,

LINCOLN AND EMANCIP AriON.
The last installment of the Lincoln biography
in the Ce11tury for October presents Mr. Lin·
C')!n's views on emancipation. The subject is
p-resented by Messrs. Nicolay and Hay in connection \vith the famous "peace conference,"
F'ebruary yl, r865, at Fort Monroe, between Mr.
Lincoln and the commissioners appointed by
Mr. Davis. \"!hen he told the confederate commisioners "that peac~ could be restored by the southem states laying down their arms and returning
to their places in the Union, the latter cited his
emancipation proclamation, the division of Virginia, etc., as obstacles to the restoration of the
s<al11s quo ante. Thereupon Mr. Lincoln replied
s'Jbstantially that In his opinion the proclamation,
having been a war measure, would be inoperative after peace was made. It would apply only
to such slaves as had come under its operation
during the war and would not free others. "lt
VI'" as not his intention," he added, "in the beginn 'ng to interfere with slavery in the states; he
would never have done it if he had not been
c 1mpelled by necessity to do it to maintain the
l'ni.on; he had always himself been in favor of
e<nancipai.ion, but not immediate emancipation,
e o'en by the states." He said further, according
to 1\Ies,srs" Nicolay and Hay, that "he would be
willing to be taxed to remunerate the southern
for their slaves.
He believed the people
the north as responsible for slavery as the peop:e of the south and if the war should then
cease, with the voluntary abolition of slavery by

1\'Io,, Nov.

5th.

DIED.
WILDS.-· At Council Bluffs, Iowa, August IIth
r889, from the infirmities of old age, Sister Ellen
Wilds, aged 79 years. She was born September
rzth, 1810, at Albright, Cheshire, England; baptized January 7'b, r86r, at Boomer, Pottawattamie county, Iowa, by Elder Henry Blakeslee, and
confirmed by Elder W. W. Blair in the Reorganized Church of L. D. S. She was a member
of the church in early days also at her native
home, and passed through the dark and trying
seasons of the past, ever retaining faith of brighter
days for the church, and has been spared to see
the same before life's day has ended. Services
were conducted by Elder D. K. Dobson at the
place of burial, in Boomer township cemetery.
uNo seas again shall sever
No desert intervene;
No deep, 1-'lari ilo\'dug river
Shull roll its t.ide between;
Love and unsevcred union
OF sonl with those we love;
and ~lnd commuuion
Sh~:~ll be our jny8 above.
HNo chead of wasting sickness,
N~·arneB~-<

No thought of ache or patn,
No fr·ettllH! hottrN of wt~al;;.ness
Shall mar our pefice aguin.
No deflth OiJr homes o'er shading
Shall e~er onr htup~ unstring;
For all is life unfad>ng
In the presence of our King."

MAsoN.-At Washington, Iowa, November
7th r889, Mr. W.jV. Mason, beloved husband of
::;bter Elvira Ma,on, aged 64 years, and was buried at Dixon, Illinois.
He was a gentleman of
much more than ordinary ability and worth, and
ranked well in society and among business men.
For some time past his health had been failing,
and he passed away to "the beyond" with the
full consciousness that his change was at hand.
His death will be mourned by many besides his
immediate relatives.
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SMITH.-At JoneBport, Maine, Octobbr 26th,
I8g9, Betsey s. Smith, aged 42 years, 8 months
and 19 days. She was highly respected by all
who knew her, for she was a noble woman. Funeral sermon by Elder J. C. Foss.
·
NELSON.--Near Lander, Fremont county, Wyoming Territory, August 14th, 1889, of liver
complaint, Sr. Anna, beloved wife of Bro.
Anders Nelson, aged 75 years. Deceased was a
native of Denmark, emigrated to Utah, and from
·there moved to Idaho about the year 1868, and
joined the Reorganized church while on a visit
to her sister in Missouri. Since her identification with the church sh·e has been a zealous and
consistent member, and though a great sufferer
for months previous to her death, she bore her
afflictions with christian fortitude~and resigna·
tion.
MARRIOTT.-Brother Henry Marriott passed
away on the 6th of November, r889, at Sandy,
Utah, aged 76 years last August. He united
with the Reorganized Church, March sth, r876,
at Union Fort, Utah, and went to England on a
mission, after which he returned to his home in
Utah, where he resided up to the time of his
death. Brother Marriott was a good man and a
faithful member of the church. He leaves an invalid companion, and a number of children and
grand children to mour their loss. The funeral
was largely attended. Services by Elder R. J
Anthony.

"The Jews in and out of
Palestine."
Snell has been t.lle demand for this article, that we now
offer it in PAMPHLET FORM, bound in colored covers.
1t is a comprehensive and carefully prepared Historical
Treatise concerning the Jews in all nations, including
Palestine; as well as a clear avowal of their hopes and

expectations concerning the Holy Land, by Rev. F. de

Lola Mendez, a leading American Hebrew of New York
City~
Per single copy G cts in money or stamps; 6 copies
25c; 12 copies 40c. Send in your ordcn~ At once.

Address, LAMBERT BROTHERS,
LAl'lfONI, DECA'l'UR

Co., IowA.

'fHE young Ladies of the Independence branch
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints have organized as the Hawthorn Society,
in order to secure a fund for the purchase of a

PIPE ORGAN FOR THE NEW CHURCH
Edifice when completed.

They will hold a

BAZAR
Some time this fall, and solicit aid from the Saints
at large, in money, material, or useful, ornamental and fancy articles of every variety, to be sent
before October sth, r88y.
Will the President of each Branch consider
this as addressed personally to himself, and read
the notice before the branch as often as necessary to keep the matter before the people.
Address: MRs. JENNIE H. NEWTON,
Box 578, Independence, Mo.

AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the
Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Priee per year
M.

Walker. Editor and Pnbli•ber.

ROBERT WINNING, Pres't.

D. F. NICHor.soN, Cashier

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMONI.
Ample Responsibility.
Loans money on a proved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

A. CHRONOLOGICAL CATECHISM:

Or, Key to the Chronology of the Bible.
BY A. J. MAPES.
Ltmp Cloth, 103 pages, price 3li eta. For sale by
Bro. TI. R. MILLS, Independence Mo

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED

BL1."'· LlEN-K.ELLEY D.EBATE.
'!5
:Muslin boards, 096 pages .•...••
Propositions:-(l) ls the Book of :Mormon of Di·

LAMONI, DECATUR

and belief of all Ohrist;•.n
(2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and identical in
organization, ordinan.
ces, worship and
the Church of
as it was left
by the Apostles of Cbrist.
Is the Reorganized Chmch of Jesus Christ of
Day Saints in fact, th<J Church of God, and accepted
with Him?

o....••• o...

--)BY T H E ( - Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

vine origin 1 and are its

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges ..••.. l
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•....•..•.••.. 2 00
Morocco, gilt edges ..........••.•.•..••.•••. 2 f',O
New Testament, Inspired.................... ~5
BOOK OF MORJ\WN.
Roan, sprinkled edges. . . . . . • . . . . .. • • .. • • .. .
Imitation :Morocco, gilt edges . . . • . . • • . . • . . . •

~;15

!Hl

DOCTRINE AND COV.BJN ANTS.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library ................. 1
Imitation :Morocco, gilt edges ...•....••...••• 1
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges •••••.•.•.
Imitation :Morocco, gilt edges ..•..••..•..•.•
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides .............. 2
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music,
about 7~!0
tunes, and full instructions on choir
music.
J03EPH SMITH THE PROPHBJT AND
HIS PROG!DNITORS.
(By Lucy Smit.h.)
Muslin binding, 312 pages .................. .
Leather binding ......••...............
l
o •••

entitled to the respect

"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 25cts ten
more, each . • • • • . • • • • • 20
In paper l5cts.,
or more, each • • • • . . • • . . • • l3
This is tht. notorions ":Manuscript Found," writtez.
by Rev. Solomon
about wbich so much has
been said in connection
the
that it fur.
nished
Smith and Sidney
the chief
\("round
and material from
to write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDBJ\U LETTERS.
eo·17ers dets. each; per dozen......... ~5
covers 5cts. each; per dozen . . . . . . . . . 50
Contains valuable matter in relation to the
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation
the Book of .Morm n, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCORDANCBJ TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
An enlarged edition,
pages·, paper cover!!....
Old edition . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . • . . . . • • . . • . • • . •

10
5

SONG-S OF ZION.
Paper coYem Hl cts.; per dozen ..••••• , •••• ,.

QO

TRACTS.
dozen 20ctB., 100 . . • • .
shoni•opn dozen 5c 100.
of the
dozen 5e, 100..
• ....... l
Pre-

,

HESPERIS.
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy :Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges .......... , l
VOICE OF W ARNINC+.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
In paper covers, 10 cts. each, per dozen ...... .
Limp. muslin covers ........................ ,

25
75

40

'lti

10

JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic :Mission
Divine Origin of the Book of
Defended and Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages. . . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . . 35
Muslin binding. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder Wiiliam Sheldon of the Seeond Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the
of
the church; and it is a most excellent one to be
lated both in the church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before
in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .••.....•••••• , •.......... l
:Muslin boards . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . . • .. .
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen . . . . . . . . 2
Question Books for Primary Classes.
Limp mu~lin, 15 cts. each, per dozen .......... 1

50
40

00
'l5
50

25

SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School Engineer and Record Book . • . . . . . . . . . . 50
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for 15c., 1,000 for .. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets ....•...... Same price.
Fancy Cards, package of 50, 5 kinds, large . . . . . 75
Fancy Cards, smaller, 1 0 kinds, per 1 00. . • • • • • • i'l()
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages ......• ,.... . . • . . • • • • 25
J. Shinn affirms "The :Bible teaches the
Christ to Judge the world is now
M. H.
cutt affirms "The Bible teaches
Literal Resurrection of the body from the graw."

25

40

cts.~

.. ~ ~ .. ~ . ~

$

e • • • • • • • • •

Three Witnesses: dozen
100...
Repentance; dozen 15 cts,
... l
23.
dozen 20 cts., 100 .•..••..•.• 1
24. The
of God; dozen 5 cts., 100....
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts., 100.....
26..Mountain of the Lord's
doz. 5c .• 100
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen
cts., 100...
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doetrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., HJO.......
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen......
hundred............................
What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy ? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts., 100. . .
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for ......... I
32. Which is the Chnrch; dozen 5 cts, 100 , . • .
36. The Spauiding Story Re-Examined; dozen..
hundred ........................... l
The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts., 250
500 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... 1
42 Rejection of the Ohureh; dozen 15 cts., 100.1
43 One
or
dozen 25 cts, 100 .... 1
Trial of the
the Resurrection of J e·
sus Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen...........
Pn~nller,:v on the Rebellion; per 100..........
a"''orl,m<mt of Tracts.....................
COMPLE'fE SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp Mn!!lin, turned in . • . • . . . . . . . .
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD OF THE LoRn: l!'OH THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVl!' rr lUI OliTE WIFE· Al'!D CoNCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag@ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE Wn•E, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: ExoBPT IN CASE OJ!' DEATH, wnBN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AoAIN."--Page 380, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

Iowa, November 30,
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EDITOR.

AssociATE EDrron.

Lamoni, Iowa, Nov. 30, r889.
THE REORGANIZED qiURCH IN
CONGRESS.

A MISTAKE of understanding has occurred
among some of the elders in the field concerning the part taken by the Reorganized
Church in affecting the various enactmentn;ents of Congress .respecting the repression of plural marnage, or polygamy in
Utah,
The presidency of the ch).lrch, at a very
early day, took the subject of what effect
the legislation of Congress with reference
to Utah Mormonism mignt have upon the
corporate and individual rights of the Reorganized Church into consideration vnd
decided that the peculiar circumstanc~s by
which the reorganization was made a necessity, and the conditions under which it
took place, required· that those entrusted
with the watchcare of the body should in
all laudable ways see to it that the lawmaking powers of the nation and the
states and territories should be informed
of the fact~ and true faith of the Reorganized Churc~, pending all legislation by
wh1ch the nghts of members, as citizens
of the;:Republic, and the church as a corp~orate b?dy, might_ be injuriously affected,
e1ther d1rectly or m. any remote degree.
In pursuance of this decision of duty,
upon the occasion of pending legislation in
Congress, the church by its representatives
~as laid be~ore thos~ likely to be engaged
m such leg1slahon, m clear terms and concise form the facts of the founding of the
church in 1830, its faith then and subsequently prior to and until the death of Toseph and Hyrum Smith, the loyalty of the
members of the church and the commands of God requiring such loyalty, the
defection from the faith caused by and
resul~ing from the introduction of plural
marnage as a tenet, and the utter untenability of such dogma when measured and
determined by organic and existing rules
and laws; and all this that these persons
might fully consider the attitude of the

I
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Church and that church be
wrong and distress by unjust legis-

In 1866, pending legislation following
the enactment of 1862, the senior editor of
the HERALD,] osepb Smith, was summoned to Washington, at the instance of ConA~hley of Ohio, then chairman
the Territorial Committee, to answer
touching the matter, and to make
such suggestions as he might deem necessary. At that examination the position of
the church was stated; and the suggestion
was made that existing laws be enforced,
and no further legislation was suggested.
In the spring of 1870, pending the action of CongTess on the Cullom Bill, the
A.pril session of conference appointed J oseph Smith, Alexander H. Smitb, Mark
H. Forscutt, William W. Blair and Josiah
from among its leading men, a committee to draft a Memorial to Congress,
forth the faith and loyalty to the
government of the church, and a statement
of facts. This duty these men discharged,
and on April I 1 th that memorial to the
PRESIDENT and VICE PRESIDENT and the
SENATE and HousE oF REPRESENTA
TIVES was presented, read and adopted by
conference, and ordered to be laid before
those to whom it was directed. This was
done. Copies of this memorial were sent to
each member of the Senate and House of
Representatives, and to the governors of the
several states, that so far as it was practicable to do so the information contained in
it might be widely spread in the places
where the church might have an existence,
and desire to do missionary labor.
In x88z, while the Edmunds Bill was
pending, the Reorganized Church sent
Elders Zenas H. Gurley and Edmund L.
Kelley to Washington; as representatives
to do whatever might be done by them to
protect the interestsof the church, and set
such facts before those engaged in shaping
the legislation as they would be permitted
to do. This these brethren did, being permitted to appear before the committee of
which Hon. Reed, of Maine, was chairman.
It was also decided that a statement
should be made to Secretary of State, Hon.
Frederick Freling·huysen, in respect to the
action of his preJecessor, Hon. Wm. M.
Evarts, by which the rulers of foreign
lands had been asked to take measures to
prevent the emigration of persons from
their respective countries whose faith was
supposed to be inimical to the institutions
of America, and who were called Latterday Saints, commonly called Mormons.
This was thought advisable, in ord?r to
avoid any subsequent confounding o'f the
Reorganized Church and the Utah Mormon Church, to the prejudice of the former,
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should any foreign missions be undertaken
by it, and to secure if possible a recognition as loyal citizeos of the United States.
This duty was performed by Elders Zenas
H. Gurley and Joseph Smith, who secured
a presentation to Secretary Frelinghuysen,
through the kindness of Senator William
B. Allison, of Iowa, and Congressman W.
P. Hepburn, of the eighth congressional
district of Iowa, and J. C. Burrows of
Michigan; each of whom gave a pleasant
and personal recognition of the object
contemplated in the effort of these committees.
Subsequently to these efforts, and while
the bills contemplating the dissolution of
the church corporation in Utah and the
confiscation of the Emigration fund and
other property of the church in Utah, were
under consideration, the presidency addressed Congre~sman W. P. Hepburn,
setting forth the injury likely to result
from such extreme measures, and protesting against what would inevitably be construed into acts of persecution; and which
would be unproductive of the results intended,
In all these several presentations to
Congress the Reorganized Church has
had but one object in view, and that has
been to protect the rig-hts of the believers
in the true faith from being confounded
with tho&e who, we believe, have been following a perversion of the faith, and thus
prevent so far as ir was possible, the lawmakers of the nation from doing violence
to the constitutional right of conscience.
In all of these efforts, we have set before
these men the laws of the Lord as given
to the church in the Bible, Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants, as the
last named was left to the church at the
death of Joseph and Hyrum Smith.
How far these several efforts at self
protection upon the part of the Reorganized Church m:.1y have aff-~cted congressional legislation we are not prepared to
say, for we have no means of knowing.
We therefore think it a grave mistake for
any of the elders to assnme privately, or
in their public letters and lectures that the
Reorganized Church "framed," or "was
instrumental in having enacted" the various bills adopted by Congress respecting
polygamy, for all such assumption ismade
without other evidence than the fact that
the efforts were made as herein stated, and
speculation ~u pposes that those efforts
assisted congessmen to their conclusiom.
We have neither the right to inculpate
congressmen in favoritism to us, and hostility to Utah Mormoni~m on our account,
nor to take credit to ourselves'when it does
not properly so belong, nor to flatter ourselves with having influence and power in
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circles where
no thought of us
was ever
It is as wrong to claim the honors of the
referred
if honors there are
attaching to
as it is
the Utah Mormon church to charge us with the bitterest enmity and malicious and hateful intent
in the defensive measures we felt called
upon to take in
of the rights
we knew ourselves to be entitled to as
mem hers of the body which we believe to
be the Church of f esus Christ.
Th<lt the legislation"· in Congress has
been unfavorable to the church in Utah,
in the claim made by that church for immunity 'from interference by law with
their plural
institution is a fact.
Whatever blame mny jnstly attach to the
Reorg;anized Church for the part taken
by it and its representatives in the acts recited
we are willing to bear; hut
commend:1t!on nor blame,
where neither is due. The truth, principle,
and
will be all that
shall finally
stand or
us therefore be
vVe are not remisunderstand-

may possibly be
direction to "search the
frequently
wordy
last

connected with the work at

comtrue.
Editor returns from
will set these
the HERALD

SPECULATIVE

IT is a fine

THEOLOGY.

to be able to wmvJer amid
into the
of the
in search of the secrets of nature,
a finer thing to seek to exof
infinite to surthe divine intents of the Creator, if
and thus enthrall and
our fellow men. It seems to us, however,
that the elders of the church, ministers of
the Gospel of
are not called to air
their
or to iead their hearers into
the
of speculative philosophy
m
of new and dazzling conclusions.
Vve believe that the injunction, "preach
but
to this generation,"
to guard the eldership from
those vain and idle rese:1rches which,
while they may possibly be
indulged
in by the strong and
reasoner who
come b<1ck from
loftiest and
flight to the real 1md solid unbewilder and finally
overturn the weaker and leave him
doubtful, irresolute and finally despairing.
This injunction is
in harmony
in the spirit of it with the statement of
the Christ,--"ancl repentance and remission Of sins ~haJl be PfPached in aJl the
world, beg-innin!Y at T,;rusalem."
"Preach
gospel," was the tenor of
the last commandment of the Savior ere
he took his
course after the resurrection; and, "Preach the g-ospel" is still
the command.
Speculative and controversial research
into abstruse scriptural themes, while they

tion of all men;
included; the
death and the resurrection
date of the
the
and all
that he may say and do after he
whether the Jews will he
lief or unbelief; the nationalities
who shall
the
shall
fight against
and whence
of who are the
and the
admixture of the scattered and
among the
lightful studies to
researcher, belief or
will neither fit nor unfit a man :for
this world and salvation and
the next.
the Lord has
so far as his
"But of that
no man, no, not
·qvhich are in
heaven, ne~herthe
Fath<:r."
Of the final condition
the wicked it is
revealed
"no man knows; neither
was it
neither
neither will
revealed unto
are made
though shown in
Rtraig-htway shut
the width, the
misery
" are not
any b"nt those who are to endure that condemnation.
In writing- as we
to be understood as
privilege
strive after
for
we have neither
nor
to
do that; but we do wish to he understood
that the elders are cn!Ied to
the
gospel of the Lord
grace of God,
are not called to
and nicely ~pun

ONLY."

the

"And
c2me
pass that I saw among the
nations of the Gentiles the foundation of a great
chnrch. And the angel said unto me, Behold
the foundation of a church, >vhich is most abominable above all other churr:hes, vvhich slayeth
the saints of God, yea, and torture them and
bindeth them down, and yoketh them with a
yoke of iron, and bringeth them down into captivity. And it came to pass that I beheld this
great and abominable church; and I saw the
devll that he w2s the foundation of it. And I
also saw ,!?;Old, and fill ver, and silks, and scarlets,
and fin:: twined linen, and all manner of precious
clothing; and I saw many harlots.
And the
angel spake unto me, saying, Behold the gold,
and the silver, and the silko, and the scarlets, and
the Bne twined linen, and the precious clothing,
and the harlots, are the desires of this great and
abominable church; and also for the praise of
the world, do they d<3stroy the saints of God, and
bring them down into
. . . And lt
came to pass that when the angel had spoken
these words, he said unto me, Remember thou
the covenants of the Father unto the house of
Israel? I said unto him, Yea. And it came to
pass that he said unto me, Look and behold that
great and abominable church, which is the
mother of abominations, whose foundation is
the deviL
And he said unto me, Behold, there
are, save two churches only: the one is the
church of the Lamb of God, and the other is the
church of the devil; wherefore, whoso belongeth
not to the church of the Lamb of God, belongeth
to that great church, which is the mother of
abominations; and she is the whore of all the
earth. And it ca·me to pass that I looked and
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I
be!1eld the '" hore of all the carth, and she sat
upon many w·aters; and she bad don1inion over
all the .earth 1 a~nong nll nation ...;, k1ndreds~ tongues and people, And ir c11me to
that I beheld the church of the Lamh of God, nne! its
nttrr!bers ·were few\ because of th<'.~ v-,dckednegs
and abon1inations of the \Vhore 'vvho sat upon
many ,waters; nevertheless,
beheld that the
church of the Lamb, who were the saints of
God, were also upon all the face of the earth;
and their dominions upon the face of the earth
\vere small, because of the vdckedness of the
great whore whom I saw,
And i.t came to pass
that I beheld that the great mother of abominations did gather together m ,,,ltitudes upon the
faee of all the earth, among all the nations of the
Gentiles, to fight against the Lamb of God.
And it came to pass that I, Ncphl, beheld the
power of the Lamb of God, that it descended
upon the saints ef the church of
Lamb, and
upon the COYPn~nt people
the Ln:rd, vvho
were scattert>d upon all the face of tile earth;
and they v1erc atned \Vith dghtt·'ousness and
with the power of God in great glory.
And it
came to pass that I beheld thpJ: the wrath of God
was poured out upon the great and abominable
church, insomuch that there were wars and
rumors of wars among all the nations and kind reds
of the earth, and as there began to be wars and
rumors of wars among all the nations which belonged to the mother of abominations, the angel
spake unto me saying, Behold, the wrath of God
is upon the mother of harlots; and behold, thou
seest all these things; and when the day cometh
that the wrath of God is poured out upon the
mother of harlots, which is the great~and abominable church" of all the earth, whose foundation
is the devil, then at that day, the work of the
Father shall commence, in preparing the way for
the fulfilling of his covenants, which he hath
made to his people, who are of the honse of I sraei."-I Nephi 3:33,34,46, 47, 48, 49, so, sr.

We think the
doers of evil in
to sin in anv
found among Latter
or anywhere
and has no special reference to
church forms and organizations
and therefore is not applicable nor restricted to any one separate, distinct church
organization as such. The "church of the
devil" is composed of those who serve
him. Paul said to the Rom;;;n Saints,"His servants ye are to whom ye ohey ;"
and Jesus said to the sinful Jews, "Ye are
of your father the deviL" John says:
"He that committeth sin is of the devil."-

:8.
agree the
of the
Book of ril:ormon, for Alma says: "And
now if ye are not the
of the good
Shepherd, of what fold are ye?
Behold,
I
unto you, that the devil is your
and ye are of his fold; and
now who can deny this?
I say
unto you, whosoever denieth
is a
liar and t .child of the devil; for
say
unto you, that whatsoever is good' cometlz
from God, and whatsoever 1s evil cometlz
from tlze devil/ therefore, ira man bringeth
forth good worl:s, he hearkeneth unto the
voice of the good Shepherd, and doth follow him; but whosoever bringeth forth
e1n"l1JJorks, the same becometh a child qj

A

D.

5

the "covenants of the Lord," including "the
the
he hearkeneth unto his voice,
and doth follow hirn."--Alma 3: 6. Mo- gospel of the Lamb," His Spirit would
roni
confirmc; the foregoing in these move "uoon the man" who would discovall things wlzich are er Amet~lca and "the seed" of Lehi, also
His Spnit would move "upon the Gen~nd that '!vlziclz is
tiles" who thereupon go to Amerfor the devil is ~n
fighteth against ica, also that "the Spirit of the Lord" .. ;
inviteth and enticeth woulcl be "noon the Gentiles," and tfJat
that which is evil contin- they would "prosper, and obtain the l:md
that which is of God for their inherit:cmce," and th;'t "the power
to do good contin- of the Lord" would be with them, and
Herything which invit,
that "by the power of God" they would
to do good, ard to love be delivered "out of the hands of all nations;" also that then would exi&t the
and to serve him, is inspired qj" God.
herefore tnke
my beloved breth- "great and ahominab!e church" and "other
this is applicable to Latter Day churches," and yet that, at that time, there
that ye do not judge that would be "~ave two churches onlv; the
be of God, or that which is one is the church nf the Lamb of God,
to be of the devil. For and the other is the church of the devil;"
and that then, "w ho;;o belongeth not to
it is given unto you
the church of the Lamb of God, belongeth
ye mav know good from
- to judge is as plain, thRt to that great church, which is the mother
a perfect knowledge, of :bominations," etc., all of which shows
from the dark night. that God would then have a people whom
of Christ is given He would bless with His "Spirit" and
may know good ''power" and guidance, though the organwherefore shew unto you the ized, specific Church of Christ was not
for everything· which invit- yet established nor the gospel restored in
and to persuade to believe its fulness; and it shows also that both
sent forth hy the power and "the church of the Lamb of God" and "the
; wherefore ye may know church of the devil" may exist, at time~,
knowledge it is of God; hut outside of and unlimited by orpmic church
whatsoever thing persuadeth men to do forms and church lines.
At that time "the church of the Lamb
and believe not in Christ, and deny
and serve not God, then ve mav of God" would manifestly be with and be
know with a perfect knowledge" it is of composed of those who -feared God and
the
for after this manner doth the worked righteousness to the best of their
for he persuadeth no m 111 to ability and understanding; for "the Lord
looketh on the heart" (1 Sam. 16: 7), and
no, not one, neither doth his ando they who subject them- "granteth unto men according to their deselves unto him. . . . And all things sire" and "their wills" (Alma rs: II), and
vvhich are good cometh of Christ."-Mo- "in every nation he that feareth him, and
roni
worketh righteousness, is accepted with
of character set forth in him."-Acts 10: 35· Certainly, manv of
these texts enables us to judge as to who the reforme"rs filled these requirements in an
to "the church of the devil," and eminent degree, as also did 'not a. few in the
h,,-Q,fA,·a what we are to do when we
Romi8h, Greek, Abyssinian, Armenian,
that "church" as men- and other organized churches-persons
, who, like Cornelius the centurion, lived
tioned in
C. r6: 4·
'We think that r Nephi 3:33-51, when hithfully to the best light they had, and
of"the great abominable church," were reckoned of God to be members of
a special way to apostate Chris- "the church of the Lc,mb of God;" for all
in all its divisions and sub-divisions, who did not belong "to that great church,
and is not limited to the Roman Church
which is the mother of abominations," bealone as <;ome hold, and that in a general
longed to the other-these two churches
it refers to all manner of wickedne<'s embracing all the people then living in
of Satan. And yet it is manifest the land. And this proves that these "two
that Rom~mism is the -head and chief, churches," as such, were known to God bv
when reference is had to an organizRtion.
their "desires" and their "works," and
For is she not H:e chief member and fil!were designated and blessed accordingly.
ure in "MYSTERY, BABYLON THE
In this hroad, but just view of the matter,
GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARwe go back through all time and find men
LOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF
and women who ever sought for, sustained
nnd forwarded the good and the true, as
THE EARTH," mentioned by St. John
in Revelation 17:5? And yet it should he"t they could, and we find those whom
not be overlooked that God has a people He who ''is no respecter of persons" loves,
within her, for John says: "And I heard blesses, honors, and identifie~ as His by
another voice from heaven, saying, Come the. enlightening, comforting "power" of
out of her, my people, that ye he not parHis Spirit, and who, when His "great and
takers of her sins, and that ye receive not marvelous work" began hy the restoration
of her ,plagues."-Rev. rS: 4· This last of the gospel and the authority to adminisquot>1tion will enable us to understand
ter therein; called by "a voice from heaven"
both the text from I Nephi, chap. 3 and that to His "people" to "come out of" "Mysof D. C. 16:4, for in the first we are told tery, B~hylon the great," etc., as is set
in the latter days, bifore the Lord forth in Doctrine and Covenants I: I, 3-8;
began his "marvelous work" and restored 34: 3; 108: 2, 4, etc., etc. The call of the
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Lord in paragraphs two to four is very
notable:
••Wherefore, prepare ye, prepare ye, 0 my people; sanctify yourselves; gather ye together, 0
ye people of my church, upon the land of Zion,
all yon that have not been commanded to tarry.
Go ye out from Babylon. Be ye clean "that bear
the vessels of the Lord. Call your solemn assemblies, and speak often one to another. And
let every man cal! upon the name of the Lord;
yea, verily I say unto you again, the time has
come when the voice of the Lord is unto you, go
ye out of. Babylon; gather ye out from am or• g
the nations, from lhe four winus, from one end
of heaven to the oth<"r."
"Send forth the elders of my church unto the
nations which are afar off; unto the islands of
the sea; send forth unto foreign lands; call upon
all nations; firstly, upon the Gentiles, and then
upon the Jews. And behold and lo, this shall be
their cry, and the voic<> of the Lord unto all r;;eo·
ple: Go ye forth unto tne land of Zion, that the
borders of mv people may be enlarged, and that
her stakes may be strengthened, and that Zion
may go forth unto the regions round about; yea,
let the cry go forth among all people; awake and
arise and go forth to meet the Brid~grcom. Behold~ and lo, the Bridegroom corneth, go ye out
to meet him. Prepare yourselves for the great
day of the Lord. Watch, therefore, for ye know
neither the day nor !:h.e hour. Let them, therefore) who are among
G·ent1leFi 1 flee unto Zion.
And let them who be of] udah, flee unto Jerusalem,
unto the mountains of the Lord's house. Go ye
out from among the nations, even from Babylon,
from the midst of wickedness \vhkh is spiritual
Babylon. But verily thus saith the Lord, let not
your flight be in haste, but let all things be prepared before you; and he that goeth, let him not
look back, lest sudden destrucdon shaH come
upon him."

The
such as compose
for
serve him,
very valuable,
tents."

he could
to pre2.ch, or could
ago, and I
could no·\N, in town) and I should be
1hen1 at our hon1e/'

'William
-vvro.'")tc

of

"I am doing a lii.tle
the cause--as much as
will permit. Have done
to defenfi the faith when attacked. The
are to
our defense
the
their n1inister refused tne a
drcumst~nc<;s

cup, in

vr,rhof\{~

even
· sitteth to
behold
etb the tares: wherefore the tares
the wheat an'd drive the
;vilderrH;;ss*"
'I"'!hese texts teach
church 'vvns
r.'into the

1

that which

v!r:~ly
VlSlDle

"

Elder H, A, Stebbins in
to labor in the

He vvill be well rewill find him
tions.
The Saints should ever remnnber that
"vvick:edness"
~·is
and that wherever wickedness
is "spiritual
" and that it is "the
church of the
wherever its members are found, and in whatever a:ge of the
world. also that it is the
"church"
they ;r;;; authorized to "contend against."
Jesus revealed to John that in Smyrna
some who claimed to be
but were "the synagogue of
of :<the church in Philadelphia"
"Behold, I will make them of
synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews,
and are not, but do lie; behold, I will
make them to come and worship before
0

•

e

fellow men.
V-lnnts it
the
FOOD NEEDED TO SUSTAIN LJI<'E.
It is a curious fact, brought
York co1nt11issioners of labor sfatistics 1 that
prison estimates of the amount of food
sustain life are more liberal than estimates
persons dependent on public charities.

Ja.tion
funer:J.L
In
late mir;ntes of the
and
Kirtland district the branch mentioned as
was the
izerl.
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EDITED BY Sif''fEE
''HENCEFORTH be m1ne a life of net ion u.nd reality! I
will work in my own sphere, nor wish it other thau it is.
rrhis alone is health and happiness. rl'hls alone is life. 11

OssiPEE, N.H., Nov. 6th.
Dear Sister Frances:-To·morrow will be my
birthday, and I hasten to send my mite on its
errand of duty, and I hope it may do more good
that all the words I am able to write. I earned
it in my canvassing business, having set apart
a day of fasting and prayer for the Home Col··
umn Fund, in compan.r. with dear sister who is
actively engaged in this latter day work. I wish
we could tell each dear sister the blessings of
that day to us, that it might be the means of inspiring some more to diligence and to duty, for
we fully realize if we have the will to do good,
the Lord always opens up the way for us either
sooner or later. When Sr.
first propos·
ed the Birthday Fund I read it with much interest, and with the power of the Spirit manifesting
to me it would be a power for good. Shall "Ve
not try to make it a still greater power by saving
up our pennies for something that will count in
the great eternity.
ORILLA SHEEHY.
Accompanying this letter was a Money Order
for eight dollars and we tell you that our soul rejoiced within us as we read its history and felt
how. weighted down with earnest prayers and
cheerful labor this offering was. It is not enough
for Sr. Sheehy that she resigns her husband
to preach the gospel, if lhere is more which
it is possible for human effort to achieve she
stands ready to do it. Let no one despair of any
just cause which has defenders like this, but let
every heart be lifted up to God in earnest prayer
and supplication to speedily endow .his rninistry
with power from on high, that they may go
forth to prune the vineyard for the last time, for
the end is surely drawing near.-ED.
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYERS,

Sr. Ella Post, of Leon, Iowa, asks your faith
atid prayers in behalf of Sr. Elizabeth Darrow,
who is afflicted with paralysis.
Sr. S. A., Crain, Pomona, California, requests
your faith and prayers in her behalf, having been
siek for a long time.
Sr. Yocom, of Bellaire, Ohio, desires your
special prayers in behalf of herself and family,
that God will arrest them in their wild career.
:Sr . .Jennie Tolls, of the same place, also wishes
you to prayer for her, that she may overcome
her hard trials and have her husband with her in
the faith.
Sr. Lottie A. Dunn, Central City, Iowa, requests your faith and prayers in her behalf, also
that her husband may be brought to a knowledge
of. the truth.
Two sisters of Virginia earnestly request
your prayers in behalf of their husbands, that
they may be brought to a ki:wwledge of the truth.
Let none omit to pray earnestly for those
whose unappy relationship compels them to
withhold their names. "Every heart knows its
own bitterness,'' and it may be these more than
;t!l Otl')ers n.eed ,YOUr prayers.--Ep,

Sr. Hannah E. Cairns, of Scranton, Kansas,
desires the prayers of the ''Union," that God may
restore her to health, if it is his righteous 'WilL
Bro.
Sr, Jamison, Ford, Iowa, earnestly
desire your prayers in behalf of Sr. Ellen Clark,
:reason is affected.
She was a dear lover
work, but ill health has affected her lnind
is now in the asylum at Mt. Pleasant,
Iovva.
Co:LUMN MmsroiUEY

Nov.

Lj.,

Amount received to date ....... $2,096 67
Sr. Betsy P.
Ill. $z So
~r, G:a~e

z.s
25

Sro L1zz;e
Sr, Ida

SL

Sr. Eila
Sr.
Sr.
Nev .. ·5
Sr. Alta N, Joice. Mich..
Sr. M. H. Rannie, Neb . .
Sr. M Burnett, la ...... ·3
Sr. Caroline Thomas, M().
Sr. M.
Ia ...... r

Sr.

Ia....

:tvlo~her

and daughter, Mo. I

so
75
so
so
oo

35
30
oo

50
oo
ro
oo
r6 So

Nov. 21,Amount to date .......... ·~_Il_11
~-send

»ll monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

ALLENDALE, Mo., Nov. nth.
Dear Sairtts:-My husband and myself are
members of the Latter Day Saint Church. I
wail se~enteen years old vvhen I first heard the
gospel preached, but had not the privilege of
obeying it until I was eighteen. Then I left my
home and kindred to follow Christ, and I am
thankful for the step I have taken. My parents
belonged to thy Christian Church and I also was
a member of that church for two years. I went
to work for a Latter Day Saint and I then had a
chance to go to meeting and be with the Saints,
and I soon found they were right and I obeyed
the
I was married a few months after
and we have a little home now and though a very
humble one I am very thankful for it. It pleased
God to take away our dear little babe. She was
our only child and our hom·e is a sad 0ne without
her.
ask the sisters of the "Prayer Union" to
pray for me, that I may be a more faithful worker.
am· a member of the Prayer' Union and I
love the work very mtich, and I long to do more
than I ever have done. I have not had the
chance to meet with the sisters at the church,
but I try to keep the hour athome ..
NELLIE M. PINKERTON.
CoALVILLE, Iowa, Oct.·z7th.
Sr. Frances :-I like to read the Herald and
Autumn Leaves. They are so interesting. I
thought. I would like to write a few Jines to the
"Home Column." If I could express my
thoughts in writing I would write o!ten .and give
a little encouragement to others. I have been
in the church for over nine years and I have
never regretted the step I took. I can testify
that this is the work of God, and I pray to God
for strength that I may be faithful to th~ end,
and that he may keep me in the straight and
narrow path that leads to life eternal, that I may
gain the crown which is laid up for the faithful
I am overcome many times, and I have my.
trials to bear. It encourages me to :read the letters in the Home Colpmn. How tha\)\<;f\11 I am

to God for his kindness to me when I think of
the many bleBsings he has bestowed upon me. I
love the gospel and I will strive earnestly to
keep the commandments of God. How often
our hearts have been made glad through the administrations of God's servants to the sick in our
family. I do not remember the time when the
elders laid their hands upon; us that we did not
receive the blessing and were not raised from
our beds of sickness instantly. To God· be all
the glory. We have just said good-bye to Elder
D. M. R11dd.
He was here with us for a week
and a halt He preached eight times and I think
good will result. He is a splendid preacher and
we feel lonesome since he leH. He baptized
three children belonging to the Saints and blessed two. He gave the Saints some good instruction while he was here. I hope the Lord will
bless him in all his efforts to bring souls unto
Christ.
Your sister in the gospel covenant.
MAGGIE TEASDALE.
GREENBUSH, Mich., Oct. 31st.
Dear Sisters:--We are where there \s no
preaching. We had Elder W. J. Smith with us.
He preached three good sermons that cheered
our hearts. There are no Saints here oniy our
daughter and her husband, and one other family.
I was born in Guysboro, Nova Scotia. I often
see letters from Nova Scotia but none from that
part. I was brought up in the Methodist Church
and at the age of sixteen I joined that church.
Almost four years ago I heard Elder J. J. Bailey,
Elder Davis, and Elder J. J. Cornish preach, and
I saw I had not obeyed the first CO!Ilmandment.
I had never been baptized and did not see any
need of it; but I am thankful the Lord ever
spared me to obey his word. I was baptized by
Elder J. J. Cornish, and I have never been sorry.
I have my own share of trouble. Eight year~
ago I fell and broke my leg and I hav~ not
stepped on it since and can not go without
crutches, yet I feel I have a great deal to be
thankful for. I have my hands that I can work
with, and I have a good husband and childr.en
who will do anything for me; and the Herald is
such a great comfort. We look for it as we
would look for a friend. I love to read the letters, and I see there are others who have to bear
trouble, but let us put our trust in the Savior.
He bore sorrow and death for us, and if we a.re
faithful we wiU reign with him when he comes.
Your sister in the one faith,
.
SARAH S. GRANTHAM.
GROVETON, Tex., Nov. 4th.
Dear Herald:-1 have been quite sick.since I
wrote before, but thanks be to God, I am once
more improving. I was sick for two months
and had no relatives to look to my interest, but
was a stranger and too poor to hire any one to
care for me. Yet I had a ·'Friend that sticke.th
closer than· a brother," and he gave me many
kind friends.
I must tell you of one circumstance that occurred while I lay on my bed of affliction: My husband called. in a young doctor to see me. I had
a v.ery high fever, and he came several times out.
I grew worse each day, until all c.ould see I
would not live mnch longer unless a change for
the better should take place soon. This kind
dpctor brou,~l:it his buggy a!'d carried me to hi$,
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house and soon broke my fever. His kind lady
and himself nursed and cared for me like a brother and sbter. I can truly call him a good Samaritan. When I think of that kind act my heart
is filled with gratitude to them.
I want the
Saints to pray for him and his wife. They have
never heard the gospel preached in its fulness,
and I believe they are the pure in heart. I hope
some day we can get an elder here so that those
who would obey the gospel can have a chance to
do so. My heart's desire is to be in a branch of
the chuch where we can meet with the Saints
and enjoy the ble~sin,e;s.of chureh privileges. It
seems to be God's will for us to stay here. We
have tried so hard to get away from here, but it
seems impossible, so I think it is all for the best.
I want God's will to be done with us on earth as
in heaven. Pray for us, brothers and sisters.
Pray that when Christ comes to make up his
jewels we will be ready. Your prayers strengthen us so much. 1 know I do not do my duty at
all times as I should, but I can but cry, "Lord
forgive." Oh, I hope the blessed hour is coming when we can be together and praise God
more perfectly.
My health is very delicate and has been for
some time, and 1 feel like I need your prayers.
I pray God to spare me to raise my little children, but if it is not his will, I hope to be ready to
go when my Heavenly Father calls me.
Your sister in Christ,
S. B. TEAGARDEN.

WHITEMORE, Mich., Nov. 13th.
Denr St:<ters of tlw Home Column:-Beingmuch
cheered and strengthened from reading your
lette1·s from time to tinw, I feel it my duty to say
a few words in order to cheer some one else. I
too am still tq ing to do my Master's will. Since
I last wrote to the Column, I have had many
reasons to be thankfui to my heavenly Father.
I feel that I can not be faithful enough to repay
him for the great blessings I have received from
him. When I last wrote to the Home Column
our baby was very sick and not expected to live.
I wrote and requested the sisters of the Prayer
Union to pray for him and for myself also, for I
was sick too at the time, and sisters He has both
heard and answered your prayers in my behalf,
and through the administration of the elders and
the praver of faith, our baby was restored to us
again. He is now three years and three months
old and is a strong healthv boy. In times of sickness and trials I always find comfort and consolation in secret prayer before my heavenly Father.
I feel comforted while reading and meditating
on his word. 0, what precious promises in that
word to us! And we know that God is not slack
concerning his promises. H we will onlv humble ourselves before him and live faithful we
shall receive those promised blessings.
There are only a few Saints in this place, all
trying to let their light shine. We have prayer
and testimony meeting every Sabbath afternoon
and we are always blest in meeting together.
Vi'e do not have preaching here very often, but
we trust that God will remember this part of his
vineyard also.
The Lord requires of us humility, and if we
wish him to bless us we must certainly put away
all vain things, for they only bPlong to the world
and not to Saints of God. 'Vben r see a sister
arrayed in worldly style, I find myRe!f wondering,

will she array herself in this fa,>hlon when she
goes out to meet the Savior at
coming? 'We
feel by his Spirit that the time is not
di;tant
when the Lord will come to number his jeNels.
Let us therefore have our lamps trimmed and
brightly burning, that we may be ready co meet
him with joy. We have no Prayer Union meeting here, there are so fevl sisters that it difJkult
to get together. However if some of them would
only take hold and lead, I think we could h:tve a
meeting where two or three could gE>t togcother
and we know the promise is to t•vc or three as
well as to a larger number. \Ve bope ti'u:t we
may have an elder here soon, and that nlore rnay
be added to our number. I lend the Herald and
other publications of our church, and alway; !eel
glad when an opportunity is afforded me to bear
my testimony to the truth of this gospel.
f<·el
blest in keeping the hour of the Prayer Union,
but am sorry to say I have forgotten it ;ome
times.
Pray for me sisters, that I may prove
faithful.
Yovr sister in Christ,
.AGNES

COLEMAN~ Mich., Nov_ IOth.
Dear Sisters f!f tlze !:lome Coltam1 :---I am young
in this work, but not for one moment would I
think of retracing the steps 1 took when I believed the gospel and went forth and was baptized
for the remission of my sins.
Shortly after
(about three months) J received the Combrter,
which testified to me that Jesus was the Christ.
Our membership in this branch nnmb<'rs :1bout
twenty-three. None have been "dded since last
June but many are investigating. Bro. M:utindale gives ns timely instruction each Sundav and
some times Wednesday evenings.
This latter day work is indeed a "marvelous
work and a wonder" and I thank God that I have
ever been brought to a knowledge of the !ruth,
My desire is to live by every word that proceedelh out of the mouth of God and to let my light
shine, that when our Savior shall come to namber his jewels I may be among the redef'med and
sanctified of the earth. Ever praying for the
welfare of Zion and the advancement of the
c.tuse I so dearly love, I remain in bonds.

Your sisterj
BERTHA

McCuLLOCH.

SToCKToN, Cal, Oct. 3oth.

Sister Walker :-I want to do all the good I
can while my life is spared to me.
r was
one years of age on the r9'h of last month and I
still de>ire to live it it is my
Father's
will. I never get reconciled to the thought of
dying, but want to live until Zion is redeemed.
But I realize that only the faithful few wlll be
found worthy to stand in the great day of the
Lord.
The November number of Autum" Lem:en
came this morning and I was glad to get it, for
it is full of good reading. Dear brother Green,
was a dear friend, and I heard him rt'lai.e that
incident of his life. I wish you had a better picture of him; I could have sent a better one---the
last one he had taken. My husband and self
were with him at the time he sat for il:; it was in

he

r873,

How my love and sympathy follows brother
Glaud Rodger and his wife in all thei? trials.
They too are d•:ar friend•. W c
all ln L!ver-

pool together, and the last time I saw them was
at the October eonferer;ce of 1873
It was at
that conforence that brethren Rodger and \Vandell were appointed to the Australian mission.
I will inclose this letter to brother Dancer, and
when I feel better I will send you one nr two incident3 that you can publish you should think
them worthy. I pray God to bless you in your
work.
AUNT SARAH.

BosToN, JI/Iass., November wlh.
Bro.
S. .")alyards:--The month of October
I spent mostly
the state of lviaine. Two nights
ride uut frorr1 Boston, on Hold ocean 1 " found me
at Jonesport. Brother and sister Norton met me
at the v.:harf and gave me a cordial welcome.
vvt-:re in expectatJ.on of the arrival of broth~
er
t'ister Parsons fron1 Nova Scotia} but they
failed to appear. l became the fortunate guest--just my luc:k!
Nothlng like being born
in due time.
spent a number of days pleasant1y ''.rith the Jonehport Saints, making n1y home
mainly with brother arid sister 'Walker, whoretain the essential qmtllties of Saints.
At evening a business rr:eeting v.ras held, and
on the J'ollowing one a preaching service. The
presence of the Saints manifested their abiding
trust and faii.h
the work.
On the 5~"h, tht; district conference convened at
Jonesport which was well attended. Brethren J.
C. Foss and
H. Parsons of. the general
m.iniEtry ·were present.
~rhe day was pleasant
and favor~1.l.11e
the gathedeg,
convenient
place hnd het'n selected in the \vest end of the
town in \fl.thich to ho1d it, and ample preparations
were made to entertain all who might attend.
The rnorning hour ·was spent
organization
and preparation, nnd in the afternoon the business
of the conference was transacted. Unity of senth:nent and kindly spirit w?.s rnanifest through
the en tire session. I noted that there bad been
a revival of interest in the d1stdct, especially in
parts of it, which was attributed larg~ly to the
energetic efforts of Bro. J. C. Foss who had been
actively engaged since his an·ival in ihe district.
The reports were spirited and good; indicating
an abiding zen! a.nd earnestness in the cause. The
report of Bro. J. C. Foss was of special interest
and confirming.
Brethren Aaron Kelley, S, 0.
Foss, Ackerly, Wm. H. Kell ;y, of Jonesport, J.
Walker, C. Sa•.vyer, and some others also reported in person, each expre;;olng an ahiding confidence in the faith. Father Steel, though feeble
in health, bore a strong testimony in favor of the
work.
In the evening Bro. A. H. Parsons preached
with good liberty to a large audience, with signal good effect.
Sunday was devoted to prayer and three preach·
ing services, all of which were well attended, the
room being packed at the preaching services. The
conference was a decided success and told ln the
interest of the faith. Tbe Saints were cheered
and comforted, and felt much stronger and happier in the faJt1o by having been in attt ndance,
Meetings were continued each evening until
Wednesday, when brethren Foss, Parsons and
the writer went to M1eson's Bay and held meeting in the evening, an attentive audience helng
p·tesent. Brethren Parsons and For;.:s continued
l:he
here, awl
thirteen
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tized, making qu!te an addi!lon to the branch of
that place. We were nicely cared for at the
home of Bro. S. 0. Foss who is a main stay
there.
The day following, we went to Little Kennebec to attend to some business assigrled us by the
district conference) bnt on account of the ndn ihe
preaching service was not held. Vle '"-'ere pleasantly entertained at the house
Slster Foss'
sister.
On Friday v>e returned to Mason's, Bay tarrying at Jonesborough a fevv hours on the way at
the house of young broth('r Gay where
were
kindly received by his w;ry pleasant wife and·
sister, who had prepared
we were
for abont that time of day) a good noon meal,
\vh1ch was eaten 'vith a n:Hshr as Vile had been
riding in the cool morning
We are indebted to Bro. Foss
our ride ou.t
to Kenni"bec, he having provided himself with a
horse and buggy for use in the district-a very
necessary outfit for that part of the country, gave
us the benefit of them.
In early life Bro. John Foss was identified with
the Methodist fraternity, and we observed whlle
on this trip that the old
habits are
apt to show themselves in after life'' is true one,
for when we returned to Jonesport, there was a
big cabbage head under the bu!?'gy seat, the fruit
of the exercise of that peculiar suavity that invariably secures the prize; and which, as we take
it, is a rare attainment after some rigid training.
Thanks tn the donor, with the polite remark that
he would call and get the other on his return, relieved us entirely from further conceno regHding the w~ll being of our extreme eastern co-laborer; quite convinced that under favorable circumstances· our comrade might be self-supporting if put to it. All of this and more of the same
kind, presumably, that the Scriptures might be
fulfilled: "He that will not provide for his own
house has alres.dy denied the failh and is worse
than an infidel." John got that other cabbage.
On the twelfth I attended the Sabbath School
in the morning at Jonesport, taught the Bible
class, and in the afternoon and evening preached
to fair audiences with just fair liberty.
The time having expired for my stay at this
place, on the morning of the I3lh, I took the
boat (the Richmond) for Rockland, arriving there
in the evening. Stayed over night at Sr. Murry's
and enjoyed a pleasant vlsit with her and her
son, the latter having just come home from sea,
The next morning I met the elder brother down
at the lime kiln, where I spent an hour to see
how they do it. The burning of lime is hot work.
The two young men are
to the faith. ln
the afternoon I went on to Lisbon Falls to find
that Brn. Sheehy and Greene were avvay filling
an appointment out of town. Bro. U. W. Greene
had just moved to Lisbon Falls and was setting
up house keeping for the first t!me. The writer
chanced to be their first guest in the new enterprise-just his luck- Codfish and potatoes to
match for supper. Thanks. Sister Sheehy beIng away, Bro. Frank vvas making himself right
handy about the kitchen. Every thing in applepie-order. I suspect that Rutbie was a main factor in keeping things looking bright, however.
While here we attended the dedication of the
new Methodist Church of that place. Dr. HamIlton, of Boston; the noted and successful money
getter on such occasions, being present to preach
the ~ermon. He gave ps i\ new c\-le to spc 0 e~~-

of raising church funds. Tiley raised
one thousand doliars almost in a twinkling. The
money jusc seemed to come. No trick at all
when you know how! He built the large PeeChurch in Boston by getting people to subsedbc one brick each for its erection) the point
to not only erect ~ church, but to have
person possibie to poosess a real interest in
of drawing them to that service.
thoug·ht.
On
18th, in company vvith Bw. Sheehy, I
went to Dixfield C<"nter being met at the North
Station by Mr. Eugene Holmon, who took us
private conveyance to his house, a distance of
ten
where we met with a cordial reception
nU t-he hous:ehold~ -who were
earnestly
enquiring regarding the faith. Brn. Sheehy has
been the pioneer in carrying the gosp,"l into that
place, and
been successful in making a large
nu1nbf:_;r of :J:riends to the cause.
~;unday following we preached at East Dixfield,
the afternoon and evening to attentive
audiences. Was entertained at Dr. Bootlett's,
he and his very kincllady made it very pleasant for us whlle there. Strong points with the
Doctor are toleration, freedom of speech, fair
play and worship, and equal rights. A long way
ah<.,ad of some sectarian bigots whom we meet
quite frequently. \Ve were also very pleasantly
and cheerfully entertained at Mr. Blanchard's,
the family all being in search of light, and if I
mistake not will have the courage to follow it
wh'on once thorou_ghly convinced as to where it
is. They seemed like Saints already.
Vve continued meetings at Dixfield Center until the 25th, when becoming confirmed in the
that the brethren could meet all demands
for the presen~, I returned to the Massachusetts district to aid further in the work there.
The next morning after arriving at Boston, Bro.
Parsons came in, having had to cease holding
meetings at Jonesport, Maine, for the present, on
acwunt of the breaking out of diptheria in that

J went into 'Western Maine lo help •upport the
work
the solicitation of Bro. F. M. Sheehy,
who had engaged in discussion with a Buptist
minister for two evenings and at the instance of
the Baptist the debate was postponed one week.
At the appointed time Bro. Sheehy was present,
but the Baptist Reverend was absent. A card
was received from him by Bro. Sheehy, however,
stating that if he was not there for him to go on.
This was encouraging and showed the current of
the fnture. The debate being off, the writer was
put in to occupy the time--being non partisanand we continued preaching services until Friday, a large attendance being had each night.
This commrmlly has been investigating for .some·
thkg like a year, being anxious to see the claims
of the Saints fairly presented along with others,
which has been done and there has been a favorable verdict for the position of the Saints by a
large number. The true and manlv spirit of
tolera1ion, free investigation, and fairness pre·
vails hugely, and misrepresentation, slander, etc.,
are readily discovered and denounc(,d as weaknes;; and . not
necessary factor In determining
the truth or falsity<;>£ anything.
I am under obligation personally to a number
of the citizens there for extended kindness, and
not least to the Ladles
Circle, none of
wit!! the
wh,o contributed to

defraying my expenses there, all of w·hich is duly
appreciated. But it makes m<O feel better still to
know that so many have stood so valiantly behind brethren Sheehy and Greene and supported
them in their defense of the tru\h.
May the
Lord bless the people and the laborers, .and the
good work go on.
When last heard from, the Baptist opponf'nt
had a call to a larger and a more inviting field,
away from the bother of Latter Day Saint
preachers.
We enjoyed this trip up in the mountains of
Maine. The we·ather was fine, the atmosphere
cool and healthful and the scenery beaul.iful and
grand; the people hospitable and kind, and untroubled with sectarian bigotry and pr,ojudice;
that is, the larger numb< r (Jf them. May they be
attracted to the gospel, which is the royal road
to progress, peace and safety.
Since beginning this letter, I have learned that
six were baptized recently by the brethren at
Dixfield Center, and more are to follow.
As eve:r,
\VM.

H.

KELLgY.

TILBURY CENTER, Ont., Nov. IIth.
Bro. W. W. Blair:-I desire to ask the brethren in the ministry in England to go to a place
where there are two branches of the Utah church
within a distance of six miles. I have a sister
there and other friends in the Utah church, and
I have been trying for three years to learn B.ro.
Taylor's address, but can not do so. I wrote to
Bro. J. T. Davis in Wales nine days ago, but I
see by last Herald he had left on account of his
wife's sickness.
My sisters and friends have asked me many
times to send one of our elders to them, as they
can not accept polygamy. But, poor souls, they
know nothing nor have they ever heard anything
about the Reorganized church, only what I have
·written them.
My sister will find a home for
any elder that will go and preach the gospel in
its purity to them. Will some of the brethren
please see to this and write to me, and also to
my sister, whose address is Mrs. Sarah Caffnll,
Mordiford, Herefordshire. The address on this
letter will find me. I hope some\hing will be
done as soon as possible.
Your sister in bonds,

M. M.
IRVINGTON,

BROOKS.

Cal., Nov. 6th.

Bro. Blair :-I feel as though I nad strayed
from the fold, because I thought the actions of
.people were not in accordance with the gospel of
Christ, and to me these things were stumbling
blocks and I, not 1-javing enough faith to withstand the trials, cast my lot with other people
than the Latter Day Saints. But for several
years (although I have tried to f<"el at ease) something seemed calling me back to the only true
church.
It was not that I disbelieved the doctrine of
the Saints; but could not bear my trials with
faith and patience as I should have done. Therefore, brother Blair, I being acquainted with you
personally, feel like making a confession and
starting from where I left off, wishing to be numbered with God's people.
I have played every tune in the Saints Harmony, and can truly say it is rightly n')med. A
few sc?,t~yre<J solll_s gather together in ol,lr village
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every fourth Sunday at the call of brethren Par·
kin and Lincoln who are doing what they can
for the Lord, and their labors were not in vain
because two of our children were baptized, for
which we are thankful; and Miss Rachel Stone
who lives four or five miles from here, not having any other wav to come, walked. So we hope
they will not be discouraged. The Lord will
bless us if we are but few.
Your sister in gospel bonds,
MRS. HIRAM DAVIS,
(Formerly Mrs. Canavan).
RoMAN, Virginia, Nov. 12th.
Dear Herald:-On the 3rd of this month the
Saints' chapel here was dedicated, but the weather
was unfavorable and there was not a very large
cong-regation present.
On Wednesday the 6th,
at nine o'clock a di,;cussion beg-an between Bm.
D. L. Shinn and W. C. Thurman, the latter affirming that the Doctrine he taught was the doctrine of Christ in fact, as taught by Christ and
the apostles.
Four sessions of two hours each
were given to this proposition. He tried hard to
sustain his position, rejecting water baptism for
remission of sins, claiming that a person had to
be baptized with wine, that the wine was the
blood of Christ which is the blood of the new
covenant; but he signally failed, to the minds of
most of the hearers. Bro Shinn completly routed him, showing that Christ had his blood in his
body when he said "this [ winel is my blood."
But the people were more anxious to hear the
other question discussed, viz.: Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
the Church of Christ in organization and doctrine? To this proposition were held eight sessions of two hours each.
The question did not
include the calling of Joseph the martyr, but his
claims were closely examined; Bro. Shinn being
very willing to bring in that point, which natur·
ally brought the Book of Mormon into the investigation. I think there was much good done.
The people were all pleased with Bro. Shinn's
deportment during the debate. They said he was
the mildest man they had seen in discussion unless it was his opponent. The tru-th did not tt'Uffer by being brought to light. J consider that
the doctrine of the church was well sustained
notwithstanding Mr. Thurman made a hard fight
--I believe the hardest one I have yet heard. I
believe the Saints are all strengthened by hearing the truth tried to be overi hrown. Some of
the Saints were followers of Mr. Thurman at one
time. These especially testify that they were
strengthened.
Mr. Thurman cleared us of the
charge of polygamy and said he wished the Bible
was as clear of polygamy as the Book of Mormon
is. The congregations were generally large and
very orderly. There were six or seven preachers
there most of the time. Mr. Thurman is still in the
vicinity. Yesterday he met with us in Sunday
School and Saints' meeting and took part in both
and was at preaching at night.
We are trying·to get into some new places, but
the way is considerably hedged up, though I
think v;e will get in Mount Sidney, three or four
miles from here.
We will likely begin there
to. morrow night. The Lord willing we will try
to spread the work here this winter We have a
call south east of Richmond, which we will
answer in the near future, if the Lord will.
I feel encouraged in the work and hope to con.

THE SAIN
tinue to the end. I again ask the prayers of the
Saints for the success of this Virginia mis,'on,
for it is a hard one; and I ask the
U nlon
to make the success of this mission subj,,ct for
prayer, for I have great confidence in them.
May the Saints keep the whoie law and walk
wisely, then God will bless them and ha:;ten his
work. I am still in the conflict with hope of
eternal life.
JAMES MoLER.

wise; But I do not feel like boasting, but meekly
follow the Master and improve upon the opportunities offered. After conference Bro.
left for Boston and left Bro. J. C. Foss and myself to continue a series of meetings which
seemed to start out in fair shape but soon came
to a sudden stop" Diphtheria broke out, and I
was called to administer to the child three times.
When this was learned my presence was not in
such great demand as heretofore, so I bid adieu
to Jonesport reluctantly, for I felt a good work
FALL RIVER, Mass., Nov, r6th.
hal been defeated. And the problem has been
Editors Herald:-Since my last communicaringing in my ears. is this the day referred to in
tion to your columns I have visited Nova Scotia
the won] of wisdom, "Angels shall have charge
and Maine. In the first named place I spent the
concerning you as they did the children of Isratime principally at South Rawdon where I bapel in Eg-ypt?" I am, fen- one, trying to educate
tized ten prior to my leaving· last May.
was
myseif "supplemented by the aid of the Holy
quite encouraging to see young brethren and sis- .
Spirit" to belleve God meant just what he said.
t·enrgs. take part in the prayer and testimony meet- 'I Saints (so cal:ed) and sinners may lauc;h and ridi1
It showed an appreciation of our labors
cule the idea of trm;ting God under such and all
there in our feeble effort to teach them theh· ducircumstances~ "exercising wisdom ;n but for my~
ties as saints a. nd the necessity of contlnu.ing to.~ seH I do not understand that we have attained to
be saints hy a prac•ical effort as indi vldua!s, ,,.
that degree of faith that is attainable untll we
, which effort I discovered was not altogethe.l· in., can thus confide not only our spiritual life but
vain. It is encouraging to me to see that my ef.
our physical life to God and to his care in every
forts and those of my co-laborers are hav~ng a 1 sense of the term, To tl).is end I desire to strive.
good effect.
preached over three Saboaths
The demand in Maine for preaching is great.
there, baptized one young man, and others sheuld
It is the best field for an audience I have found
have been, if they had '~onsldered their· own
in the east. The market for hearing gospel dissouls' interest as they should; but they are the
coursing is not so good in Magsachnsetts, so far
losers.
as I have hecn made acquainted with it, but we
I called at Lockharlville, preached once to the
want to feel hopeful. Those who are better acfive Saints there and one lady not a member of
quainted think the prospects are much better for
any church. Prejudice is very hard against our
the work here than one year ago. God knows
faith. But the Saints have the f11l1 confidence of
there is a grand opportunity for still· greater imtheir neighbors so long as doctrine is not the
provement in son1e places at least; yet it seetns
subject of conversation. Such lives will tell in
as hard for some of us Latter Day Saints to learn
God's own time. I am quite confident an open·
the golden rule and live it as it is to get some
ing will be made in that neighborhood. Delpeople to discern the difference between us and
haven was our next stop. I think if Christ had
the Brighamites. 'We will commence a series of
been there instead of at Jerusalem his sayings
meetings in Boston next Tuesday night, Bro.
would not have been changed when he cried out
Kelley in charge. They wiil be continued as the
"Ye generation of vipers and hypocrites."
I
interest demands. Those writing me will please
do not think I ever met as hard a class of people
remember my address for the winter will be No.
as some who dwell there. There are some good
40 Dennis Street, Boston Highlands, Massachuones. I preached twice in a hired hall at Cansetts. I desire to continue in the faith and see
ning to a few.
the end of a Christian race.
October zd we bid the Saints farewell and took
In bonds I am yourss,
passage on the Hiawatha for St Johns, New
A. H. PARSONS.
Brunswick, encountering a storm in the midf,t of
the Bay of Fundy which forced us for the l'lrst
time to bow to Neptune and pay tribute. After
CLEVELAND, Iowa, Nov. r8th.
two days and one night traveling "without stopBro. W. ~V. Blair:-By request of Bro. ]. R.
ping" we arrived at Bro. Samuel Foss's at MaEvans I acknowledge receipt of letter from you
son's Bay, where, in company with .Bro. J. C.
yesterday regarding his departure for the field
Foss I preached a number of discourses and he
again. I had assisted him in getting a half-fare
baptized ten or twelve.
permit, and all arrangements being made he left
Conference at Jones port was quite good, preLucas this noon for the Rocky Mountain missided over by Brn. Kelley and Foss. There
sion.
He had a pass on the Denver & Rio
seemed to be an interest awakened in some to
Grande so tba t it will cost him on! v fifteen dolhear more or a repetition of the gospel story, for
lars to get through to Salt Lake City.
there has been a considerable amount of preachHe feels cheerful and full of hope, and has reing there and yet there is some who have not
peated! y expressed his anxiety to get off to the
formed an acquaintar:ee with the truth. I am
work again. He is confident that the time is
told that Bro. Briggs foretold some things that
now and at hand when the Lord by his servants
have taken place since. "The downfall of the
would perforn good things for the deliverance of
conspiracy" against the Saints, and especially of
the honest lovers of the original faith of the
the parties that cried "Mormonism." Jesus truly
Church o! Christ, and when he would turn them
said, "What measure ye mete it shall be metfd to
back to the old paths, those who will hearken to
you." Sometimes it seems to be meted out to
his servant Joseph and to his helpers in calling
man here, no waiting for the future. It is sad to
them to rE"turn. He says that during the past
look upon such results, but when men dig pits
year he has witnessed a marked change in the
for others to fall in and fall into them themfeelings and actions of many towards the represelves, I can not pity them so much as other·
sent<\t.ives of the Reorganization, and that he

i
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knows that in the breasts of many there are difness
tLe everlasting gospel has not been
preached here? Yes, it is possible; but if the
ferent sentiments prevailing from what ever have
Lorn vdilo,
at Wright's Hall and tobefore.
morrow nlght at the Seventh Day Adventist
In this [Lucas J branch the cause of truih prospers quite well, although the depressicn in the
Church, some two and a half miles distant in
a!cother part of the city, I shall fur the first
coal-mining work has made many of the Saints,
time set before this people some things which
as well as others, seek elsewhere for employmost surely believe and the reasons why we
ment.
Bro. John Watkins still presides with
believe them.
Through the ~indness of Sr.
honor to himself and the cause. The Saints are
Everett'o husband our meetings are advertised
blessed in many ways, and I believe that the
in four of the city papers.
most of them realize it, and th9.t they are striving
Yours in the conflict,
to be faithful. From time to tlme some are
M. R. ScoTT.
baptized, and others are being awakened and
moved upon to investigate. Last week I had the
pleasure of baptizing Mrs. Hannah Hopkins,
RoMAN, Virginia, Nov. rzth.
Mrs. Hattie Griffiths and Mrs. Ma.ry J. Hendra,
LJear Saints :-Our dh;cussion with Mr. '1"hur~
who have been long believing, or on the way,
' nnn is over and ;,re are pleased to inform you
and at last made ready.
truth came out of the fire-brighter than ever.
Various brethren are preach log in surrounding
'IV e found Thurman to be one of the most potent
towns and School- houses, nEmely, Elders E. B.
of all the ·warriors of the opposition that we have
Morgan, J. J- Watkins, Frank Izatt, and priests
yet had to contend with-a man of mental vigor
Parley Batten and Isaac PhHiips, and they exand
oratorical power extraordinary, but, like all
pect to continue the work.
I trust that they
our opposers, unfah· in his tnode of reasoning~§
will do so and use all diligence to magnify their
asHurning first the pretnise that our system was
calling.
in the start fraud, planting himself upon this
I was out yesterday with Bro. \Vatkins and
hypothesis without ever attempting to prove a
preached at two School-houses to assist their
basis.
The Holy Spirit dwelt with us
efforts.
It was east of shaft number three.
thr-oughout and the blessed charity which "enThere was a good attendance and close attention
dureth all things, and hopeth ali things" nevt"r
paid. Bro. James Richardson, though not in the
fftlleci us. The organization and doctrine of the
ministry, aids in getting openings and in pubchurch q·cre affirmed by us as being identical
lishing the appointments.
the church of Jesus Christ as seen in the
The general health is better than usual,
N(·:w ...-.restatnent.
though Bro. Henry Jones has lung disease, and
Thurman in first proposition affirmed that the
some others are more or less afflicted. However
biood of the grapes, and not the blood of the cross,
in nearly all cases the ordinance of the Lord's
Wl's the blood of Christ; that the blood of the
house has, given relief, as I have experienced
new covemmt is not the blood of the flesh of
while I have been here.
Cbrist--not the blood of flesh, but the true blood
Your brother in l:he truth,
of Cbrist is the wine of the cup: "This is my
H. A. STEBBINS.
blood,," etc. This Christ said at the last supper
he was crucified while his blood was yet
GROVE HILL, Iowa, Nov. r6th.
in his veins. He dkl not argue for transubstanBro. Blair .'-c·When I last wrote after I had
tiation, but founded his belief upon the saying
baptized five I said, "Many more are near the
oi Jesus, "This
is my blood," etc.
No
kingdom, and I think will soon obey.'' That
covenant here is necessary; we are to believe it
thought has been realized, fm· on the 9th ultimo
be·~ause Christ said it.
I led two more precious souls into the water, and
The reply was, that if this was the blood of the
on the 13th I baptized five more, making twelve
covenant~ Jesus need not have died; because he
in all that I have baptized dnce I came here;
gave the blood of the covenant while yet living,
and still there are more near the kingdom.
and s£dd, "This is my blood which is shed for you
There are now eighteen merr,bers of the church
for the remission of sins." His blood was shed
in this vicinity and the outlook for a good work
for remission of sins before he died, hence his
being done here is fair.
I have ,,nany calls for
dcRth on the cross was non-essential but really in
preaching in new placeR where I intend to make
va'n. I write this to present the peculiar ideas
openings !f I am continued b this mission.
So
of anoth0r reiigious nabonlination ;n that is to say,
you see that God's "marvelous work and a wonthE opinion is abominable. The man himself is
der" is onward here as well as elsewhere.
I
ho.1est and respectable; I would not speak evil
have good liberty in dispensing the word of God.
of i1in'1, but the opinion leads to a virtual "denial
Thanks be to his holy name.
of the Lord that bought" him by the shedding of
Yours in hope of eternal life,
h!s·blood upon the cross.
JoHN SHIPPY.
He denied that there was one drop of blood
shE.d on the eros' until three hours after Jesus
wa., dead.
The answer was that the life is the
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind., Nov. 14th.
Brn. :Joseph and William:-I came to this city
blood, or "llte blood is the life" of the body; and
on the rzth instant, and am stopping with Sr.
it
aJmitted that the life was taken. The•·efore
Everett, who has moved to this city of late and is
life wns the blood of the cross.
The new church edifice was dedicated on the
the only Saint in this city so far as we know. I
imt., ,Bro. Moler preaching and your humble
hope she may be one of the means in the hands
servant assisting.
He preaches an excellent
of God of introducing the work here. From
Bermon on the one body.
where I am sitting I can look over this massive
The opposition now blame their man for failcity for miles around and see its towering walis
ing to demolish us. They sa.y he did not accomand belfrys that reach heavenward, and then
plish what
of him. Many people
the question comes, Is it possible thai: the ful-

---------

in this neighborhood are changed from enemies
to friends, and we have many social calls and
invitations.
Before the discussion I dreamed I was on the
river fishing and I saw a great serpent lift up his
head out of the water. I immediately began an
attack on him with my hnok and line and pole,
using them as a whip, the heavy hook on the end
of the line inflicting summary vengeance upon
his head. He swam away from me down stream
and I saw him no more.
Your prayers for
D. L. SHINN,
VASSAR, Mich., Nov. rsth.
Bro. T¥. W. Blair:-Our meetings in the Indian Church are largely attended. Last Sunday
I had excellent liberty in presenting the word and
am confident good will result.
After meeting I
baptized two, and others are near.
I have
preached three times in their church and am to
hold meetings again next Sunday.
Just before I went there my wife dreamed the
following: She saw me breaking bread and
pouring oil upon it. There seemed to be a large
gathering of outsiders present and they came
rushing to partake of it, etc.
This work is growing brighter and brighter
to me every day. When I first entered this
church I thought the Bible was all I needed, but
I find by reading the Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants that I see how clearly they
reveal the origin of the American Indians together with other great and grand truths; I am
led to exclaim, What a marvelous work!
A
short time ago I earn a little money, of which I
gave the Lord one tenth, and that same spirit
seemed to rule in the minds of the Saints in this
district, and I know this work will roll on.
E. DELONG.
TAKE A DAY IN BED.

is no better preventive of nervous
exhaustion than regular, unhurried muscular exercise. If we could moderate our
hurry, lessen our worry, and increase our
open air exercise, a large proportion of
nervous disease would be abolished. For
those who can not get a sufficient holiday
the best substitute is an occasional dav in
bed.
Many whose nerves ;~re consta-ntly
strained in their daily avocation have discovered this for themselves.
A Spanish
merchant in Barcelona told his medical
man that he always went to bed for two
or three days when ever he could be spared
from his business, and he laughed at those
who spent their holidays on toilsome
mountains.
One of the hardest worked
women in England, who bas for many
years conducted a large wholesale business,
retains excellent nerves at an advanced
age, owing, it is believed, to her habit of
taking one day a week in bed.-Boston
Tra'1Jeler
THERE

A contribution to the literature of the controversy about Romanism, just when the recent
Catholic Congress at Baltimore has revived the
subject, will be made by Bishop McQuaid, of
Rochester, N. Y, in the December Forum. He
undertakes to show that the common-school
system is paternalistic and socialistic in its tendencies, and that a gross wrong is done to Catholic parents by taxing them to maintain the public
schools.
·
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SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON
MIRACLES.

A LECTURE with the above title was delivered in the Assem biv-hall, Collins
street, on the 6th instant, by Mr. Andrew
Harper, M. A., B. D., in connection
with the U niversitv Christian Alliance.
The lecturer said: "
PREJUDICE AGAINST ARGUMENT.

My purpese in addressing you to·
will not be to state the whole case for a
belief in miracle. Th<~t, it would be
impossible for me to do in the time at our
disposal. I have consequently chosen the
narrower, but more modest task of setting
before you r.ome considerations in regard
to the belief in tTIJracle which have arisen
in my mind in reply to the various forms
in which the argument against miracle is
being put just now. For though I believe
in the occurence of miracle, I do not pretend to live always at the height of my
own conviction, nor do I come before you
as one whom the arguments on the other
side do not touch and shake at all. Such
a position is not
attained
any one
in these days, le:<st
all by any one of
critical turn of mind. Everywhere about
us, in newspapers and
the denial of mir.,cles is being
tists who, if not
most eminent in their several departments,
are at any rate sufficiently so to give ihdr
words weight, are fighting bitterly for the
hostile view, tlghting too, with a kind of
fury which, with all my endeavors, I can
not quite explain to
Partly as a
result of this and
as a cause of it,
the spirit of the time, or to give it its more
awe-inspiring name of the "zeitgeist," is
distinctly against the view that miracles
have ever happened, or, indeed, can happen. No one, therefore, escHpes the contacrion of such a state of thine:s, and I freely"' confess that I have be~1 startled at
times to find with what repug-nance my
mind is brought face to face with some of
the less important miracles of the Old and
New Testaments. But I have not found
any reason to regard this feeling as an
inspiration which I ought to follow. On
the contrary, when 1 haye probed the
feeling· to its roots, ,mel made it give an account of itself, I have found it rather a
prejudice which I am bound to resist. For
if, as our opponents say, we are bound, in
examining the evidence for mirachs, to remember the bias of the times in w-hich
the chief miracles we are concerned to
maintain 'i'lere wrought, and to make allowance for men's manifest readiness to believe in the occurence of such
it
is only fair that in dealing with
in an age when the current runs so strongly in an opposite direction, we should
mRke a similar allowance. \Ve must remember the bias. and scrutinize with
tending in the

and then
towards His
which alone
man, that he
THE GUARANTEE OF Rl£VEI,ATION-·-BUT REVELATION.

reveal Him-
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tions
know
that they
see
n1oral attributes of
miracles are His
of His

the seconil or third rank; but where H uxyields, we need not trouble ourselves
the :;;maller fry of sceptics. And he
does yield in this matter most thoroughly.
He admits that the laws of nature are
merely generalized experience, 3nd have
no virtue in them to forhid the happening
of miracles. The tendency to think that
nature has been uniform
the past is, he
admits, a petitio principii, since part of
the record we have about nature in the
past is the assertion that it has sometimes
not been uniform. Fnrther, he admits
that even if the cour~e of nature had been
ab'iolutely ·uniform in the past, that fact
would Pive us no ri>tht to say tbat it will
be uniform. in the f~ture. 'In short, he
admits that the uniformity of nature is an
assumption necessary, and justifiP.d up to a
certain point, but beyond that it is incapable of proof, and its acceptance is due only
to natural tendendencies of the human
mind. Our opponents then being judges,
we may vvith a good conscience join Rothe,
one of the greatest and most spiritual
thinkers in Germany for the past fifty
years, "We are not afraid of the laws of
nature. People are always holding these
words up to us nowadays as if they were a
Medusa's head, but we will look them
steadily in the face and not join in the
~uperstitious worship which thoughtlessness so willingly and with such an imposing air offers up to them." Or, we may
sum up with Huxley-"The definition of
a miracle as a suspension or a contravention of the order
n<lture is self-contradictorv, because Rll we know of the order
of nature is derived from our observation
of the course of events, of which the socalled miracle is a part.
On the other
hand, no event is so extraordinary as to be
impossible, and therefore, if hv the term
miracle we mean only extremely wonderful events, there can be no just ground for
denying the possibility of their occurrence." Furfher, it seems to me, that the
whole difficulty in this regard would not
have aris<'n if the DPistic conception of
God bad not thoroughly taken hold of the
scientific mind.
Apparently, it finds it
easier to conceive of the relation of God to
the world as that of an earthlv machinist
to his milchine.
God, according to it,
compleses his machine, and then sends it
forth to do its work without any further
touch of his hand, :md if it needs that touch
it is branded therebv as defective. But a
much more reasonable conception of the
relation is that which denies the world any
stability of its own, which conceives of it
as owing all its persiRtence to the ever
present action of the Divine power, and
which thinks of God as the all-pervading
spirit which moves the whole, as weftnd
our will working so mysteriously in the
movementR of OUr bodies.
If ~'OU Will
think of it, it is a most mysteriou~,
even an inexplicable thing, that the will
~hould ?.ct with such power upon matter
that we can move ali parts of our body at
discretion. No explanation will ever make
that a thing easily. conceived, and so far as
miracles are or may be the result of the
action of the Divine will in the world,
which i~ to it a~ the body is to our wilh, I
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can not see that there should be more difficulty in the one case than in the other.
Ceriainl y the one conception involves no
more interference with the regular course of
of nature than the other.
THE EVIDENCE FOR MIRACLES.

But the real strength of the deniers of
miracle lies in the other contention.
It
lies in their assertwn that even if miracles
did occur they could never be proved.
This, of course, is the strength of Hume's
argument, and that argument remains
much where it was when it left his hands.
Huxley !ihortly puts his contention thus:«The more a statement conflicts with
previous experience, the more complete
must betheev\dence which is to justify us in
believing it," and with that sta!-ement no
one can have any wish to quarrel. It is in
what follows that ground for objection
will be found, for all our opponents g:o on
to speak as if the only possible evidence
which can support such facts is the hare
word of those who saw the miraculous
sign. Bt!t this position is defective in two
respects. In the first place, it ignore~ altogether the fact thf't, in addition to this
testimony, we must take into account any
preceding likelihood which lies in the circumstances under which the thing is testified to, occurred. In the second, it ignores
the fact that we, who have not seen the
wonders we believe, but have to trust to
the reports of others concerning them,
have a compensation in this-that we can
trace the effects of the miracle if it be of
radical importance, and by that means gain
almost as much as we lose by not being the
first percipients of it. Now, as we have seen,
the case for the miraculous in history does
not rest upon individual miracles, "every
separate one standing upon its own separate basis, and depending- for its witness
only upon the evidence of those who saw
it. Indeed, I distinctly refuse to argue the
question on the basis of single miracles, as
Hume does. What he reallv has to deal
with is, first of all, a God ~xisting, and
presumably desirous of making His exi~t
ence known to His creatures, so as to exhibit to them, and inspire them with,
His highest qualities. But the course of
nature, either through original unfitness
for that purpose, or through- the deterioration of man's perception, has become unsuitable for it. If, therefore, God is to do
this, He must do it by miracle, and it is in
the highest degree like! y that He will do
it by entering- into a course of action in
human history which will bring- Him nearer to man thRn his action in nature does.
Now these considerations surely ought to
have been weighed by our opponents.
TlftY have no right to count up, with
scr'upulous exactitude, all the unlikelihoods
which make for their side, and to ignore
the previous likelihoorls on the other.
Surely, as against the likelihood of an occurence which our want of previous experience of anything similar raises, we
have almost or altogether a counteracting
equivalent in the likelihood, or even the
necessity, involved in the hypothesis with
which we start-that if the highest good
of men is to be secured 1 something super.
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But, as a matter of
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THE RATIONALITY OF JVURACLE,

In addition, we
historic evidence of
even of
best
kind, and partly upon evidence which is
actually before us now. For we can now
look back over the whole
We can trace its course. we can
its claims by the history of its
we can see how, in the
! he great outli~1es of
claims advanced
the
nation :;mpposed to
ed have been
trace the
natunll events
ials, in
which
and we see that on the
it ail has been for the
mankind. W c see that, taken
the results flovving from this
said to be supC"rnatural, have
the main stream of moral and
have had
the belief

ments," could convince him about the
centaur, so here he can not believe with!'mt the same
looks even ridiculous.
For
he can
tell
what
convince him about
the centaur, I think I can tell. He would
not need the
and the measurecentaur did not
unattached.. If it had
link in the chain
of Darwinwe
be sure a very little evidence
would have satisfied him.
Did he not
himself invent
cherish
cause it fell in with the
his
and did not Rachel
of various forms
no man has ever seen or
because his view of the anteceseemed to demand
must have existed if
view of the universe were
Now that is not ridiculous at all on
if their scheme of
be the
and if
are
in their
of the antecedents and conseIf these conditions have been
I do not see that the absence of
of such forms should hinder men
that
once
however~
from what experience
how much less is it
that events
to the theare true when
but have
wJrn<oss,es, who are
have atout.
Haecke!
should say, I
those forms you
existed unless I
and would
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natural that vvhen
whole movement has come to
in Christ it
should not be
All that then remained to be done could be left to ordinary means to the
of life.
of God could be
world.
To refuse to

1s

dine and f<1ll of the Roman
all its v."onders and aJl its
it did not occur in our
or
can not he rehearsed for our benefit now.
The fact is, any such demand means practhat unless a modern man can
event

are still trac·~:~~ ble in their
consequences, and because
fit in with
the
framework of our
THE

RESURRECTION.

To insist that we shall believe nothing
that Reems strange to
we have
had the actual holding·
the inquest, so to
is
a mere surrender to
such a prebecome is seen in Profe~sor
to believe in the resurrecIn one respect, indeed,
seems to have made an
He
thinks not
to his
and denies
the resurrection bec.1use he does not think
dead. To establish the fact
he
he would require
from a duly
even in that
what kind of
had.
He
and so he decuriously enough,
is
the
one case in history in which we have clear
evidence that an inquest was
for it is
stated that when the '"xecutioners came to
the crucified the coup de
· ;rrace they found
dead.
Now, these
whatever they
did not know, knew a
man when
saw one. They had seen too many
to knovv that; and
were
much better acquainted with the symptoms of death from crudt1xion than Professor Huxley himself.
they
stabbed the victim in the side to mak-e
sure of him, and further we must remember that they wished not
to ascertain
but to make sure that he was dead, for

us a
taken
a man now were said to have
after his
even though an
the best modern form had been
fed sure
would be more
holes in the evidence than he
this case. Yet he rejects all that
wave of his hand,
In doing
seems to me to reduce the matter to
That unless he can hold the inquest
himself he will not believe in such a case
and as he can not hold
that he will
or :my
his preI have said,
refer to the famon the history of
invented
the author of "RobBut as I have met people
by the imagination,
I may say that
whole conception
seems to me an incoherency. The idea is,
that men at
of their career
on the earth were
incapable of relatoccurreJ; thHt they have
of it since,
now the
can do so with
accuracy. Consequently, any event that
is borne witness to
men in this century
and the last may be
accepted; but
before that can not be accepted,
because of the inability of men to see accuor to speak accurately.
The
book was to prove this, and he
read the Vedas and early Arabic literand so on, to ascertain what the
of the human mind to facts was in
the remote ages when these writing·s came
into existence.
But in order to test an
attitude to
you have to know the
facts from some other source than the
siatements of those whose attitude you
That
you are
without in the case supposed, and
estimate the attitude
of the human
to facts in thoS'e ages
a priori belief that miracles do
and your huge and portenthereby becomes merely a

petitio principii,
THE QUESTION OF HISTORICAL
CREDIBILITY,

But there still remains one other aspect
of the case, which I should like to deal
vFifh before concluding, because is it one
which
forth a century or more
the greatest of modern
has been re-stated by
Green in his sermon on faith.
may be put in various
probably the form in which it
the modern mind is something
thi8. This debate about miraculous
fads in the past is a question of history,
and like all questions of that kind where
there are
interests at work to ac-

credit or discredit them, the debate seems
interminable, and at any rate the thing in
question can never he demonstrated.
Now, can we not judge the ideas which
have grown out of these real or supposed
facts? Can we not accept them on their
mere self-evidencing power, and live in the
light of them without troubling ourselves
as to whether miracle is possible or not?
:May we not go further, and say that there
is something incongruous in linking together as necessary parts of one whole "a
certain intellectual assent of a kind which,
if the propositions assented to concerned
any other events than those purporting to
convey a Divine revelation, we should say
could make no difference to the heart or spirit or character," and a certain "attitude or
disposition which belongs distinctively to
the inner man, and gives us our worth as
moral or spiritual beings." Now, I think
we must deny that these things, congruous,
or incongruous, can be separated, for practically the proposition amounts to this: can
not vve believe that a Being is a loving and
holy Being equctlly well, whether we believe that He ever showed Himself to be
such or not? Trans! ated into a human
analogy, tl1e question is this: suppose you
take a child b,)rn after a father's death of
departure to a distant country.
Could
such a child continue to believe in its father's love anr! goodness through hearing
the elder members of the family f;peak of
the many loving ~cts he had done, and of
his uniform goodness in their daily intercourse with him, if he said to himself, "I
can not be sure about this evidence. I
have noticed that there are a good many
differences as to the times when and the
circumstances under which these good
deeds were performed. I have heard
eager disputes as to whether some of them
were done by my father or some one else,
and I really do not see how I can ever be
sure when they occurred, or even that they
did occur. But it is a beautiful idea that
they have suggesterl. The relation between a tat her and his children so conceived
is a very noble one, and I will honor and
cherish my father's memorv on that account, not
account of anytlling so incongruous :md external as mere historical facts."
Now I would simply ask whether you
think this a very hopeful state of mind for
a child who wished to have a warm and
loving regard for his father to be in. Certainly not, you would say, for you feel at
once that the faith and love a child under
such circumstances possessed would be
like a flower cut of!: from the soil. It
would bloom under favorable circumstances for a little while, and then must
inevitably wither away.
However incongruous it may appear to philosophy,
therefore, it is true that human nature
is reached by what it regards as facts,
as it is reached by nothing else, and that
not individuals only but nations have
been brought to a far higher state as regards the inner man, by belief in the truth
of the history in which God is said to have
revealed Himself as supreme love. Professor Green himself seems to me to acknowledge implicitly the very thing he
explicitly denies. For he admits that the
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fupposed facts have determined the form
and the fate of Christianity hitherto, but
he thinks that now they can well be done
without, and must be done without, because they are not true. But putting aside
the tremenduous paradox involved in supposing that the right ideas could only
have come into the world by belief in facts
which are no facts, does it not seern clear
that while it may be possible for people
denying the facts to keep up the glow
which they caused, so long as they live
among a multitude of people who are still
kept warm by their belief in
it
would be quite impossible to
it up
when the fire has once been
withdrawn from everyone. In
we
ask, as Dr. A. B. Bruce in his admirable
book on the "Chief End of Revelation,"
asks, "Does the kernel remain after the
so-called shell is cast away. It may, on
the eighteenth century idea of what the
kernel consisted in---ab~tract ideas of reason about God, duty, and immortality-or
on the notion of Christianity current in
in our own day, as consisting simply in an
ethical spirit. But if, as we have contended all through, it be God manifesting himself in grace, then we can not part with
the shell without at the same time parting
with the kernel. Self-revealing grace is
history, or it is nothing at all."
THE A PRIORI PROBABILITY OF
MIRACLE.

On all grounds, therefore, however the
prevailing dislike of min1cle may affect
me unconscious! y, I rn ust confess, with
Rothe, "that up to this hour I have never
been able to make clear to myself where
my thinking could come into conflict wtth
the conception of miracle." As I have
said, miracle seems not only a priori likely to me, hut necessary if there be a God,
and He wishes to be known by man; and
I can not see anything in the hindrances
which are supposed to stop the way. The
dogmatic statement that miracles can not
happen is given up by those who are most
accredited on the opposite side, and the
objections to miracles on the ground of
evidence are already largely met by the
likelihood and neces~ity of revelation.
Taking that into account, I can not see
that the difficulty in believing the facts of
the historic supernatural is greater than
the difficulty in other cases of accepting
historical testimony. Indeed, it seems to
me that, unless we are going to reduce
our beliefs to the narrow limits of what
we see, and touch, and handle, and experiment upon ourselves, these facts, both
from their antecedents and their results,
are among the most satisfactory attested
in history. It is true, of course, that miraculous stories, which we do not believe,
occur in every country, and that with every popular upheaval, and every spasm of
popular emotion, stories of ;; supernatural
kind do arise. But that doe~ not invalidate all narratives which include the supernaturaL It only justifies us in exercising
extreme caution in accepting them. When
the miracles recounted are trifling or unworthy in their character, when they
>~tand isolated and have no consequences,
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offered to his holiness be~ause the free Italians have erected a monument to commemorate Bruno's sacrifke in the cause of liberty.
The pope sees in the freedom of
reason the fruitful mother of heresy and
that which unsettles all true religion and
morality.
All the world rejoices in the
liberty of Italy and in the amazing prog-ress of man in the last 400 years: but the
pope sees only evil, and justifies the burnt
ing of Bruno, and we must suppose that
he thinks the tenth and fifteenth centuries
better than th.e nineteenth, and that the
persecutions waged by the holy church, of
which be is the august head, were nowrong-that the massacre of St. Bm·tho:omew was a ble~sing to mankind.
"Bruno believed in the new astronomy.
He was an Italian philosopher, and his
views of God were quite similar to those
of Spinoza.
Not an atheist, not in the
lowest sense a p•1ntheist, he believed that
laws resulted from wisdom, and that all
wise laws were for the good of the world.
Morally he was far better than many of
the popes of his own and earlier times, but
he would not consent to let the church do
his
and, rather than give up his
reason and
liberty, he gave up his life.
Compare the results of liberty in England
and Germany with any country ruled by
the papacy. And in the United States the
people hav~ elected presidents all the way
from Washington to HArrison of far more
intelligence and moral worth than were
the popes in any hundred years of the dark
ages. The freedom of thought in this land
sends IO,ooo,ooo children to school; there
are z,ooo,ooo women marching· under the
banner of non-sectarianism in religion, no sex in politics, but all for home,
and country, .and God.
To see the good
it must be studied in the broad relations of
the harmony of man's three-fold life.
Honest toil is goodness in action. All the
struggles and attritions of thought are
working out the final harmony of truth.
There are thousand:; of good priests and
good preachers nnd people in all the
churches, and the good is outside of all and
in pag.~n lands, but it takes a large charity
to see n.

Hebrew

has won the
brethren at the bar and the
odore W.
controller of the
New

tion.
and 'Was consul to
the admini;;trations
Garfield and Arthur.
of
the most valur,ble of
kind
tional archives. The Hdm:ows
of Simon 'N.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Nauvoo and String Prairie district conference will convene at Keokuk, Iowa, November 3oth, at ro: 30 a.m. It Is hoped that a number of the traveling ministry will be present.
G. P. LAMBERT, Dist. Clerk.

The North-East Mis,ouri district conference
will convene at Bevier, December 7th, r~89. A
general attendance is earnestlv d•,sired. Business
sesslon to convene at three o'clock p. m.
JoHN TAYLOR, Dist. P1·es.

of
internal
New York; Solomon
of the supreme court of

in
aristocwas burned for
ago. The present
that an insult has been

The Kewanee district conference will convene
at the Saints' Chapel, Kewanee, Illinois, December 7th. All are cordially invited to attend.
Branche" will please send their reports to John
D. Jones, Kewanee, Illinois. It is hoped that all
branches will report their statistical standing.
]. W. TERRY, Dist. Pres.
The quarterly conterence of the North-East
Kansas district meets in the Scranton church, at
ten a.m., Saturday, December 7th.
E. C. B.
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-----·----OMISSIONS.
Bro. R. J. Anthony, Bishop's agent for Salt
Lake district omitted the name of Sr. Ann
Smith for $zo tithing, June 24th, r888. Also in
elders' report of B1·o. R. C. E<·ans, of Ontario:
Total amount received for years r888, r889.$214 zr
Exp. by postage ........ II 70
Hair cut and shave ...... 4 85
Books ................. '4 85
Photos ................. 5 oo
Clothing .............. 52 35
Father's funeral ........ r6 oo
Donations by friends .... 22 26
Traveling expenses ..... 54 oo

Such has
offer it in
It is a """'''"ch"'""
Trentise
Palestine; as
expectations ~o.< '~"'':U :uJ
Lola 1\iendez, tt
City, Per single
25c; 12 copies 40c.
Address,

AUT

$r7r or

Balance on hand ....... .
.. _!±3 2~
Yours for the truth,
G. A. BLAKESLEE.

20
Hl

PubHshed rnonthlj, for

Youth of the
Christ

CORRECTION.
In the annual report of the Decatur district i.t
should read February 27th, r889, Matthew Tay·
lor, $ro, instead of Martha Taylor.
G. A. BLAKESLEE, Bishop.
MARRIED.
BIRCHELL- CooK.-- At Cleveland, Lucas
county, Iowa, on the evening of November 14th,
r889, Mr. John Birchell and Miss Elizaber,h ].
Cook were united in marriage by Elder H. A Steb·
bins. As a worthy young couple they start to·
gether in life. May they so continue, and also
come into the bond of the Lord's covenant. that
they may obtain the fulness of his bl~ssing' now
and hereafter.
DIED.
ANGELL.-At Belleville, Illinois, October 26th,
He wa's born April
r889. Bro. Thomas Angell.
6th, r8r8, in Staffordshire, England, and was
aged at death 7r years, 6 months and 20 days.
He leaves a wife and ten grown children.
He
united with the Reorganized Church, March 26th,
1876.
He bore a strong and faithful testimony
to the truth of the latter day work. Funeral services conducted by Elder Wm. Jacques.
'Twas sad to part with father dear,
Although gray hairs adorned hls brow;
God called him'from thls world of care,
Hi~ work on earth is over now.
Many years he toiled with patience,
For to do his Master's will;
And though we've said farewell, dear father
Thou art in our memory still.
May you sleep a peaceful slumber...
Till our Savior cnmes to reign,
'rhen with all of those departed,
We hope to meet with thee again,
F. n.

McKNIGHT.-At Omaha, Nebraska, Novem·
ber 7th, r889, Sr. Nellie McKnight. She was
born January rst, 1832, in Steward county Ten·
nessee, and was baptized by Bro. John Bearman
at Omaha, Nebraska. The funeral services were
conducted at Omaha, by 0. H. Brown.
ANDERSON.--At Lebeck, Cedar county, Mis·
souri, November the uth, r889, of membraneous
croup, Vida Maud, only child of Bro. Mvron
and Sr. Olive Anderson. She wa>s born in Inde·
pendence, Missouri, November 12th, r888.
Little Vidia sweetly sleeps
In the Savior,s loving tnms,
And we know he safely keeps
Our loet loved one from harm.
Sad the parting was to ue.
When she crossed the silent shore,
When they wok her from our arms
And they said "She it::~ no more.,
We would fain have kept her here,
But the Lord who knoweth best
Called her to a happier sphereTo the mansions of the blest.
When our labors here are o,er,
And our earthly race is run,
May we to thoee 'mansions fly
Where our lovelv babe has flown.
Mav the Savior g1iide our feet,
Ever t'ward the radient shore,
'rill our loved one we shall meetMeet in heaven, to part no more.
J\o1ark H. ]'orscutt, No. 1221, North Twelfth St., St. Joseph
Mo.
Isaac N. Roberts, Springdale, Arkansas.
E. C. Brand, No. 712, Q, st., Atchison, Kansas.
John T. Davis, 42 Lakefield Hoad, Llanelly, Carmarthen
shire V\Tales, Great Britain.
J. H. Lake, Kirtland, Lake co., Ohio.
E. C. Briggs, Shenandoah, Iowa.
Willard J. Smith, Box 153, Buchanan, Mich.

Q(}WDBRY LJ~TTI<:RS.
coYers 8cts. c;ach; per dozen.,....... ~5
covers 5cts. on.ch; per dozen - . . • . . . . . 50
Contains valuable matter in relation to the
of
the Seer, the Discovery and Translation
of 1-Iorm n, and the .Angelic bestowal of the
the
Priesthood.

Loans money on a proved eccnrity. Six per cent
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

PUBLICATIONS
-·--)BY "'HE (-·---

Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church)
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR

OONOOlWANCB1 TO DOCTRINE AND
OOVffiNAN'l'S.
An enlarged edition,
pages, paper eovars....
Old edition ..•......... _ .•..... , • • • . • • • . • . •

SONG-S OF ZION.
Paper covers lOct.lil.; per dozen,............

10
5

00

TRACTS.
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by .Joseph
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges ...• ,
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••........•••.
Morocco, gilt edges ..... , ...•••..•••...••••.
New Testament, -Inspired ................... .

1>0
40

BOOK Oll' lwfORiviON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ........ , .............. 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ......•.•.. , , .••

75
40

25
'15

75

DOCTmNE AND COVl~N 1iNTS.
Snrinkled Sheep, or IJibrary ..... , .•..•.•••.
Im\t.ation Morocco, ~Silt edi(es ..........•.., ••• i.

25
10
65
75
40

'fHE SA IN'rS' HARP'.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled E•dges •••
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .. , ••••
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
Turkey Superior~ gilt
~ ~ ~ ~ ...... " ~ ~ .. ~ ~ ~. 3 5:0
Turkey Superior, with
gilt edge ..•.•... ,3 75
Roxburg Turkey, gilt
............ , •.•• ,3 '15
Roxbnrg Turkey, with
gilt edge ..• , ..•
00
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and MuRlin Pi des ... , ..
The Harmony contains all the hymns lu the Sain!s'
Harp; aJso 542 pages of
ahout
tunes, and ful! in8tn:ctions on
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to ~.ll
on the Dnctrine
History of
L<ttter Day
fn paper covers, JO ets. each, per dozen .... ., .• ,1
Limp muslin covers ....... - ... ,. ...•.• ., .. .

m=

o

Q

0

0.

,

o •• ,

SABBATH SCHOOl, BOOKS
Compendium of Faith,
the Higher Cla8ses.
~pri;,kled !,~ather ..........•........ , . . . . ,
J.Y.f usnn boarns ... ~ .. " ~ . ~ ... ~ ~ . ~ .... ., ~ ~ .. ~ ~ ,
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. ea.ch, per dozen . . . . . . . 2
Question Books for Primary Classes.
L\mp mu8lin, 15 cts. each, per dozen .. , , , .....
HESPERIS.
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Muslin, 202 pa.ges, gilt edges ....•• , •• , .1

40
15

10

20
25
511
"(5

10
7f>
50

15
35
OOMPLETr~

SET OF TRACTS.
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD oF THE Lorm: FOB THERE SHALL No•r ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE BAVJI' J:t 1!:11 ONE WIFE: AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pago 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAYE ONE ~WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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j, I

is charged with havan undue love
"filthy lucre," and
the faith which a minister
and is afraid to trust the
this criticism keenly, and
sensitive he is hurt, sometimes to
that he not only leaves the
as an active
but qmte ceases
interest even in local effort. If,
he decides to
in the active
bv the fact
not plentifully
and those
on him bv
but whom the church ha~
to look after are but hCantily
It may be true
and at labor to

"Why, Massa, who would hoe my
garden, then?"
"0, just trust to Providence."
At this the Negro indulged in a hearty
laugh and said:
"Ah, now, Massa, you'se out, for Providence is the laziest nigga on this planta·
tion."
It would appear that there was a field
hand on the farm that wae cal!ed Providence, and that he was very lazy. Prov·
idencies should be timely; and those who
are among the aids to her good offices
should not be lazy in the sense of being
dilatory in their helps. And while praying for the success of the elders in the
field, remember that the "effectual prayer
of the righteous availeth much."
If the faithful man of God preaches the
gospel and teaches that the diligent and
willing and obedient shall obtain the
blessings and the Good Spirit bears witness to his ministry by testifying of Christ
and giving the pec1ce of the life to come;
it would seem as if he had preached all
that was needful to cause disciples to be
anxiously engaged in a good work and
render it unnecessary to say anything
about tithing. For the Saint to impart of
his substance for the spread of the go~pel,
tbe sustaining of the minigtry and the poor
of the church ought not to be an irksome
task; nor should it be needful tor them to be
constantly reminded of this duty by persistent preaching from the stand, to tne exclusion of other and spiritual "meat in due
season." To pay the tithe of rue and
mint and cummin was easy for the Jew,
who neglected the weightier things of the
law.
No; we said not a word about tithing.

"HE SAID NOTHING ABOUT

word.

know; but certain
about
It is not
the
There has been so much
tinued abuse of
elder in the

their unfortunate burdens.
satisfaction
be, it would
that he
those he loved
weal or their woe.
There is
another
attaching to the life of a
mir;.ister in the field. He has consecrated
service of the Master to
His thoughts, his time,
his inquiries are all
in which he
prosecute his mission
This unfits him
and though he may
he is a "poor financier,"
so his brethren say.
This may be true,
where is the remedy?
Trust in Providence is an excellent
but Providence works her benefacmeans more or less natural and
human. And it sometimes happens that
made faint and doubting by betray·
the
of the human instruments
should have
to confer her care and blessings.
rudely pictured in a
this: A circuit rider in
to his appointment one
negro at work in
patch:
l-"rn~~c"'! what are you doing
my garden sauce."
it on a week day,
have to work for Massa
do it morning and
have to go to work for
as ifs light, and too tired to
when I gets b11ck."
"'"''"'''" you ought not to work

anyway."

No. 49·

THE RESURRECTION.--No. 3·

1

SoME oppose the idea of all being resurrected, because they think there would not
be enough room. This is one of the great
Infidel objections. Let us see what it is
worth.
The probable number of the
human family from Adam to the close of
this century, (by or before which it is
probable Christ will come and the first
resurrection take place), is about 7o,ooo,ooo,ooo, in round numbers. We arrive at
this conclusion by allowing that there are
now upon the earth over I,ooo,ooo,ooo
of souls, and that the mean average for
e;1ch generation from the time of Adam
till now is about soo,ooo,ooo, and that for
the first 1656 years there were sixteen generations; (the average age of man then,
judging by the patriarchs, was about 840
) ears,) and since the flood to A. M. 6ooo,
there will be about I 24 generations, making 140 in a!J-140 X 500,000,000=70,000,000,000.
Allowing ten square feet of
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ground for the burial of each person,
(which would be quite enough, averaging
small and great,) we would have a total of
7oo ooo,ooo,ooo square feet, or about
z,s68,8o7,340 square rods, or about r6,os5,o46 >quare acres, or about zs,o86
square miles as a burying ground, an area
less by one sixth than the state of South
Carolina, or ab0ut 1,993 and r-7 times less
than the total land area, or about 7,97'0
times less than the area of the globe.
It
should be borne in mind that at the end of
the thousand years reign, and by the time
the unjust are •resurrected, there will be
"no more sea;" and furthermore, it is
highly probable that then, at the great
and last change, this planet will be greatly
enlarged, and who knows but that it then
will become a sun to some system?
And of the capacity of the New J erusalem, the capital city of •he "new earth"
after the thousand years reign and the
"little season" mentioned in the Revelation to John, chapters 20 and zr, we present the following calculation, based or.
chapter 21: r6, which is both curious and
interesting·, It is copied from the Charlottesville Jcjfersonian:
"And he measured the city (New Jerusalem)
with the reed, 12,000 furlongs. The length and
breadth and the height are equal.
<•Twelve thousand furlongs-7,920,000 feet,
which being cubed is 943 o88 ooo,o~o,ooo,ooo oroooo,ooo cubic feet, and half of which we will reservefor the throne of God and the court of heaven, half of the balance streets, and the remainder
divided by 4 096, the cubical feet in a room 16
feet square and r6 feet high, will be 30,843 7 so,ooo,ooo rooms.
"We will now suppose the world always did
and always will contain 900 ooo ooo of inhabitants and that a generation will last 3o 7:3' years
-2,700 ooo,ooo ooo persons. Then suppose there
were I 1,23osuch worlds, equal to this in number of
Inhabitants and duralion of years-then there
would be a room rG feet long, r6 feet wide and
r6 feet high for each person, and room to spare,"
Those who have time and inclination
and are well versed in mathematics can
readily test the solution here given.
Of this all may rest fully as,-;ured, there
will be no lack of room on this planet in
its celestialized state for all who are born
upon it, when resurrected.
When men jump to conclusions they
are like! y to go wrong; but when they
reach them in the direct line of well established facts and figures and logical deductions, they then are found to be true and
sound and thoroughly reliable.
The figures we have giv~n are not far from the
exact truth.
When this planet reaches a state of positive, absolute perfection-when it is fullv
celestialized-it probably will no longer
need the light of the sun, the moon, or the
stars, but similar to a degree with the
"holy city:"
"And the city had no need of the sun, nor of
the moon, to shine in it; for the glory of God
did lighten it, and the Lamb is the light thereof.
And the nations of them which are saved shall
walk in the light of it; and the kings of the earth
do bring their glory and honor into it. And the
gates of it shail not be shut at all by day; for

THE SAIN
there shall be no 11ig!d there,"-Rev. 21' 23-25.
"And the light which now shineth, wbkh giv,
eth you light, is through him who enlighteneth
your eyes, which quickeneth your underslandings; which light proceedeth forth from the
presence of Goo, to fill the immensity of space.
The light which is in all things; which giveth
life to all things; which is the law by whicn all
things are governed; even the power God who
sitteth upon his throne, who is in the bosom of
eternity, who is in the midst of all things.
"Now, verily I say unto you, that through the
redemption which is made for you is brought to
pass the resurrection from the dead. And the
spirit and the body is the soul of man. And the
resurrection from the dead is the redemption of
the soul; and the redemption of the soul is
through him who quickeneth all things, in
whose bosom it is decreed that the poor an:i the
meek of the earth shall inherit it. Therefore it
must needs be sanctified from all unrlghkousness, that it may be prepared for the celestial
glory; fo.yo after it hath filled the measure of its
creation, it shall be crowned with glory, even
with the presence of God the Father; that bodies
who are of the celestial kingdom may possers it forever and ever; for, for this intent was it made
and created; and for this intent are they s3nctified.
"And they who are not sanctified through the
law which I have given unto you, even the law of
Christ, must inherit another kingdom, even that
of a terrestial kingdom, or that of a telestial
kingdom. For he that is not able to abide the
law of a celestial kingdom, can not abide a celestial glory; and he who can not ,;bide the hw of
a terrestrial kingdom, can not abide a terrestrial
glory; he who can not abide the law of a telestial kingdom, can not abide a telestial glory:
therefore he is not meet for a kingdom of glory.
Therefore he must abide a kingdom which is
not a kingdom of glory.
"And again, verily I say unto you, tbe earth
abideth the law of a celestial kingdom, for it filleth the measure of its creation, and transgrc:sseth
not the law. Wherefore it shall be sanctified;
:yea, notwithstanding it shall die, it shdl be
quickened agoin, and shall abide the po"',er by
which it is quickened, and the righteous shall inherit it: for, notwithstanding they die, they also
shall rise again a spirituai bodv: they who are of
a celestial spirit shall receive the same body
which was a natural boby: even ye shall receive
your bodies, and your glory shall be that glory
by which your bodies are quickened, Ye who
are quickened by a portion of the celestial glory;
shall then receive of the same even a fuiness;
and they who are quickened by a portion of the
terrestrial glory, shall then receive of the same
even a fulness: and also they who are quickened
by a portion of the telestial glory, shall then receive of the same even a fulness: and they v;ho
remain shall also be quickened; nevertheless,
they shall return again to their own place to enjoy that which they are willing to receive, because they were not willing to enjoy that which
they might have received,"-D. C. 85:3-6.
Tbe glory that made the face of Moses
to shine so that Israel could not look upon
it; the glory that made the face of
to "shine as the sun;" and that
his
raiment "white as the lig-ht;" the
that appeared to Saul of Tarsu§, "at
day," "above the brightness of the sun"-

when this shall be given to this planet in
its fulness-then shall it
indeed, a
the idea! how sublime
worthy is such a work
from chaos to abso ..
a julncss of the glory
Here is Almighty power; here
is infinite wisdom here is boundless love.
"0 the
the riches, both of the
wisdom and
ot God! how un,.
searchable are his judgments, and his
out!" The faith of
at seeming impossibilities,
and rests secure in His promises
that he that h;:th promised is

tul fill.
Another
that is urged against
the literal resurrection of the body, is, that
the particles of which the body is composed at
will, at the resurrection, be
found in other bodies. Paul tells us that
"thou sowest not tbat body that sball be~
but
it
be of wheat, or some
Gcd
it a
as it hath
to every
his own
"--J
15: 37, 38; The wheat
that is produced, is the sa me in form and
elements as that which was sown so is
the
It is not aecessarily composed
of the same identical particles.
HOW ARE THE DEAD RAISED UP?

the

of God, for,

"If the Spirit of him that raised up Jesus from

the dead, rhvell in you, he that raised up Christ
from the dead shall also quicken your mortal
bodies by his Spirit that dwelleth in ·you."- Rom.
8: IL
Christ took his body from the grave by
the power of the Spirit. He says:
"Therefore doth my Father love me, because I
lay down my life, that I might take if again. No
man taketh it from me, but I lay it down of myselL I have power to lay it down, and I have
power to take it again, This commandment
have I received of my Father.>'-John 10: 17, r8.
Paul
I-hb. 9: Lj-, that Christ
''through
eternal Spirit offered himself
without
to God.''
The "eternal
Spirit" was the "power"
which Christ
offered his
tot he icy em brace of
and it WilS the "power" under the command of his Father, by which He took it
up again.
"AND WITH WHAT BODY DO THEY

COiviE."

We have already seen that the bodies'
of the resurrected come forth from the
"dust," "the g-rave," "the sea," and that
"the earth shall cast out the dead."
We
have also seen that those "brought up out
of their g-raves," have bodies composed of
"bones,
" flesh," and that "the
skin covered them above." We have also
seen that they are "restored to their _perfect frame"-tbeir perfect form-that thev
-are spiritual bodies," "immortal," "incorruptible," and "can die no more;" and that
the spirits and bodies of the resurrected
can never be divided, and we have already
seen that
was the pattern, as also the
pledge
resurrection.
Christ took
the ssme body 'he laid down-a corporeal
body. His disciples at first did not believe
it, however, for when the women who,
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saw him testified that they had seen him,
"their words seemed to them as idle tales."
24: 10). Bnt our S.1vior soon dispelled their doubts on th:tt
for he
soon after
unto the eleven, and
some others, as they were ass em bled at
Jerusalem, and were conversing about
the matter,

He ascends from the Mount of Olives to
His
throne, and not long after
Hie;
Stephen, who was then being stoned to death by the persecuting
"koked up steadfastiy into heaven
saw the glory of God, and Je~us
on the right hand of God."-Acts

"And as they thus spake, Jesus himself stood
In the midst of them, and said unto thern, Peace
be unto you. But they -were terrified and affrighted, and supposed that they had seen a spirit.
And he said unto them, 'Why are you troubled,
and why do thoughts arise in your hearls? Behold my hands, and my feet, that it is I, myself.
Handle me, and see; for a spirit hath not jiesh
and bones, as ye see me have. When he had
thus spoken, he shewed them his hands and feet."
-Luke 24: 35-39·

Paul testifies that "when he had
himself purged our sins, sat down on
band of the Majesty on high."
For the Lord had said unto
on my right hand until I make
thine enemies thy footstool."-verse 13.
0 His
appearance after He
ascended to his Father we have but a limited account. Probablv we would not be
:1hle to comprehend it"if it were fully described to us. John says he saw him in
His
when on the Isle of Patmos,
was about sixty-three years after
His ascension. He describes His appearance thus

Doubtless the amazed and wondering
disciples ex;;mined, with
sorrow
and, delight, the traces of the crud
with which his hands and ft·et vvere
and as they "handle"
make
inquiry for the spear thrust
What a scene! The
ing, the terrors of the cro3s,
and the pall of darkness, the
Roman guard at the tomb, the three
of mourning and
and thrillingly must
review to the minds
the
they feasted their gaze upon
risen
Redeemer! Death had been vanquished;
the grave invaded, and its lawful
delivered;
had been secured
victim and
led
can you,
see the
feet,
the side,
crucified and risen Savior?
And do you realize that ali this
this suffering, was endured by Him for
you? that here, at these cruel, gaping
wounds, poured forth that
blood
by which our guilt is
are saved?
Jesus often appeared to his disciples, "to
whom also he showed himself alive after
his sufferings by many infalliable proofs,
being seen of them forty
and speakof the things pertaining to the kingdom of God."--Acts I: 3·
Paul says:
"For I delivered unto you first of all that
which I also received, how that Christ died for
our sins according to the Scriptures; and that
he was buried, and that he rose aguin the third
day according to the Scriptures; and that he was
seen of Cephas, then of the twelve; after that,
he was seen of above five hundred brethren at
once; of whom the greater part remain unto this
but some are fallen asleep. After that,
he was seen of James; then of all the apostles.
And last of all he was seen of me also, as of one
born out of due time."-r Cor. 15: 3-8.
Peter says:
"Him God raised up the third day, and shewed
him openly; not to all the people but unto witnesses chosen before of God, even unto us, who
did eat and drink with him after he rose from the
dead."-Acts ro: 40, 41.

Here then is a literal body of flesh and
bones, in the person of Jesus, raised from
the dead by the power of i:he Spirit. But
Jesus had not yet appeared in his glory.

"I was ln the Spirit on the Lord's day, and
heard behind me a great voice as of a trumpet,
sayir.g, I am Alpha and Omega, the first and the
last; and, what thou seest write in a book, and
send it unto the seven churches which are in
Asia: unto Ephesus, and unto Smyrna, and
unto Pergamos, and unto Thyatira, and unto
Sardis, and unto Philadelphia, and unto Laodicea. And I turned to see from whence the voice
came that spake to me; and being turned, I saw
seven golden candlesticks; and in the midst of
the seven candlesticks one like unto the Son of
Man, clothed with a garment down to the foot,
and girt about the paps with a golden girdle. His
head and hairs were white like wool, and white
as snow, and his eyes were as a flame of fire; and
his feet like unto fine brass, as if they burned in
a furnace; and his voice is the sound of many
waters, . . . and his countenance was as the sun
shining in his strength."-Rev. I: IO-r6

Ia this la§t quotation we have a most
vivid
of our Savior's personal
far beyond human concepand after it has been given us, the
mind of man fails to appreciate it in
all its
for the Spirit alone Cf'.n ento comprehend it,
Pause
and consider it well; and then know, if
are saved in celestial glory, you will
such a body, with the same glory.
Paul says:
conversation is in heaven; from whence
also we look for the Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ;
who shall change our vile body, that it may be
fashioned like unto his most glorious body."Phil. 3: zo, 2r.

he says:
''vv'hen Christ, who is our life, shall appear,
then shall ye also appear with him in glory."Col 3: 4·

John says:
"Beloved, now are we the sons of God, and it
dot 1.1 not yet appear what we shall be; but we
kne-w that when he shall appellr, we shall be lzke
!lim/ for we shall see him as he is."- I John 3:2.

This is an engaging, encouraging and
a
hope.
As the very same elements of which the unattractive charcoal is
composed is made glorious in the beautiful,
brilliant diamond, so the elements of which
ou:r weak, vile, corruptible bodies are com-
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posed, are made indescribably glorious in
the celestial resurrection.
J olm says:
''Every m~n that hath this hope in him
purifieth himself, even as be [Christ] is
pure."
WHERE ARE THE SPIRITS OF THE DEAD
BETWEEN DEATH AND THE
RESURRECTION?

The Spirits of the righteous are in paradise, or "Abraham's bosom," which is in
the presence of Christ, and is a stnte of
peace, "comfort," and joy; while on the
other hand, the spirits of the wicked are
"turned into hell".,-the "prison"-a place
and state of punishment, of "torment,"
from whence they can not come until the
time of their restirrection. Hell is Rl ways
represented as being "beneath," and is
pr-obably in the central part of our earth.
Some have represented that hell and
paradsse are one and the same place; but
this is neither reasonable nor Scriptural.
When the wicked rich man "died and was
buried," he went to hell. "And in hell
he lifted up his eyes being in torments, and
saw Ahrilham ajar r1f, and Lazarus in his
hosom."-Luke 16: z8.
"And Abraham said, son, remember that thou
in thy lifetime receivedst thy good things, and
likewise Lazarus, evil things; but now he is
comforted, and thou art tormented.
And besides
all this, between us and you, there is a great gulf
fixed; so that they who would pass from hence
to you, can not; neither can they pass to us that
would come from thence."-16: 30, 3L

By this we learn that one was fully conscious of his comfort, and the other of his
torment; and further, that they did not
mingle one with the other, but were positively deb:.rred from going to and from
each other. And in verses 32 and 33, we
learn that however much the wicked desired to communicate with the living, they
could not do so, neither would the rig-hteDus do so for them. It was contrnrv to
God's order.
In connection wiih ·the
above, the following passages cited show
tbe place and state of the spirits of the
wicked: Isa. 24: 21, 22; Ps. 9: 17; Ezel<.
32: 18-32; Luke 12: 4; and the following
F.how the place and state of the righteous:
Rev. 2: 7; 2 Cor. 12: 4; Luke 23: 44; 2
Cor. 5: 6-8; Phil. I: 23; Ps. I r6: 15. The
Book of Mormon fully corroborates the
above teachings, and renders them quite
plain:
"0 how great the goodness of our God, who
prepareth the way for our escape from the grasp
of this awful monster; yea, that monster, death
and hell, which I call the death of the body, and
also the death of the spirit. And because of the
way of deliverance of our God, the Holy One of
Israel, this death, of which I have spoken, is the
temporal, shall deliver up its dead: which death
is the grave. And this death of which I have
spoken, which is the spiritual death, shall deliver
up its dead; which spiritual death is hell; wherefore, death and hell must deliver up their dead,
and hell must deliver up its captive spirits, and
the grave must deliver up its captive bodies, and
the bodies and the spirits of men will be restored,
one -to the. other; and it is by the power of the
resurrection of the Holy One of Israci.
"0 how great the plan of our God! For on
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.the other hand, the paradisedf God must deliver
up the spirits of the righteous, and the. grave deliver up the body of the righteous; and the spirit
and. the body is restored to itself again, and all
men become incorruptible, and immortal, and
they are living souls, having a perfect knowledge
like unto us in the flesh; save it be that our
knowledge shall .be perfect; wherefore we shall
have a perfect knowledge of all our guilt, and
our: ·uncleanness, and our nakedness; and the
riglfteous shall have a perfect knowledge of their
enjoyment, and their righteousness, being clothed with purity, yea, even with the robe of righteousness."_;2 Nephi 6:4, 5·
"Now concerning the state of the soul between
death and the resurrection. Behold, it has been
mac;le known unto me, by an angel, that the
spirits of all men, as soon as they are departed
from this mortal body; yea the spirits of all men,
wh~ther they be good or evil, are taken hometo
that God who gave them life. And then shall it
come to pass the spirits of those who are righ·
teo us, are received into a state of happiness, which
is called paradise; a state of rest ;a 'state 0 £ peace,.
where they shall rest from all their troubles, and
from all care, and sorrow, &c. And then shall it
come to pass, that the spirits of the wicked, yea,
who are evil; for behold, they have no part nor
portion of the Spirit of the Lord; for behold, they
choose evil works, rather than good; therefore
the. spirit of the devil did enter into them, and
take possession of their house; and these shall be
cast into outer darkness; there shall be weeping
and wailing and gnashing of teeth; and this because of their own iniquity; being led. captive
by the will of the devil. Now this is the state
of the souls of the wicked; yea in, darkness, and
a state of awful, fearful, looking for, of the fiery
indignation of the wrath of God upon the~;
thus they remain in this state, as well as the
righteous in paradise, until the time of their resurrection;"-Alma 19.

We are often asked, if in the intermediate state, and in the resurrection, we will
retain a recollection of friends and former friendships, etc. It would be folly to
think we will not. Both Lazarus and the
rich man were fully conscious of the scenes
they had witnessed on earth; Mary at
once recognized the voice of Jesus, after
his resurrection; and his affection was no
less for her than when in natural life. In
the resurrection we shall know as we are
known, and see as we are" seen. (1 Cor,
13:9, 12.)
We have every reason to believe, that
those who have passed into paradise have
as ardent love for their dear friends, and
for their race, and for Christ and God, as
when on earth; aye, and far greater; and
that they have a yearning anxiety for our
welfare here, and hereafter; and that as
many as are commanded or permitted of
God, minister for us at times, though we
may not be conscious of it.
Joseph the Martyr taught that many of
our forefathers who are saved, are now
angels, ministering for the salvation of
man, and that "their bowels yearn over
us," and that "at times they are pained
with our actions." But mark, these are
the righteous. The spirits of the wicked
are in "hell," (Ps. 9: 17,)or ''the prison,"
(Ps. 3: 19, zo,) and are therefore prevent-
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ed from returning to communicate with all-glorious sun-burst, is Hooding .a1l.kingthe living. The souls that
under the dotns and nations abroad with the blessed
altar were fully conscious of
scenes .on light of human freedom and tbe inherent,
earth through which they had passed, inalien~ble rights of man, so that aJl may
and of the fact that they had been per- hope tl;tat soon, not only in Europe 1'but
secuted and martyred for Jesus, "and they in all the earth abroad, mankind Wl.ll have
cried with a loud voice, saying, How long, · no king save "the king of heaven." . Pres0 Lord, holy and true, doest thou not ent conditions indicate that the prophecy
judge and avenge our .blood on them that we quote from Jacob is in process of
dwell on the earth?"-Rev. 6: w.
speedy fulfilment.
No doubt the mental-spiritual--powers
NO KINGS IN ALL AMERICA,
of .the righteous are greatly augmented
When Dom Pedro,. long emperor of B,razil,
after death; and that their capabilities, and
enjoyments, are vastly beyond what they sailed. from Rio Janeiro to Lisbon, the hot;ne of
1
could be. in this life.
his. fathers, fhe last throne on.the western; hem(To be continued.)

THE following . item we take from a late
Chicago Times. It will be read with interest by the Saints.
In the Book of Mormon, (:2: Nephi 7: z),
is a prediction in respect to affairs in
America at the time of, and after the coming forth of the Book of Mormon, in
which occurs the Jollowing-:
"But behold, this land, saith God, shall be a
land of thine [the "brethren" of Jacob. Ed.] inheritance, and the Gentiles shall be blessed upon
the land. And this land shall be a land qf liberty
unto the Gentiles, and there shall be no kings
upon the land who shall raise up unto the Gentiles; and I will fortify this land against all other
nations, and he that fighteth against Zion shall
perish, saith God; for he that raiseth up a king
against me shaiJ perish; for I, the Lord, the
king of heaven, will be 'their king, and I will be
a light unto them forever that hear my words."

Brazil, since r8z4, has been a hereditary
and constitutional monarchy, an empire
having four powers in the 8tate,-the legislative, executive, judicial, and the "moderating" power, or royal prerogative.
The senators and representa,tives were
chosen every four years by the whole of
the free population except minors, monks
and servants. The executive
sided in the emperor, assisted
isters and a council of state.
will be seen that Brazil differed
from a republic, except in name. But by
the decree of heaven, even that vestige of
monarchial government must cease, for
God wills that America "shall be a land
of liberty unto the Gentiles," and that
"there shall be no king-s
the
who shall raise up unto the
"
In this connection we
readers of the speedy, tragic
of
the empire sought to be established in
Mexico by the kings of France and Austria in 1864-66.
Disaster and defeat
marked the course of that movement from
the time Maximilian departed,
14th,
1864 for Mexico at the instance
Napoleon III, ti!l he was publicly executed at
Queretaro, June 19th, 1867, by the authority of the Republic of Mexico under the
intrepid Juarez, its native Mexican Pres .
dent.
All America has caught the inspiration
of the divine idea, expressed in the immortal Declaration of Independence, where it
says that governments among men derive "their just powers from the consent
of the governed;" and that
like an

isphere tottered to its fall.
Certain portions of this most favored division
of the gl0be, .the land opened by the l_l'enlus of
Columbus to the knowledge of Europe aqd all
civilization, acknowledge the sway of a personal
monarchy. The most important of these are
Canada and Cuba, but neither is hampered by
its allegiance to old world kingdoms, and Canada particularly, though it is subjected to the humiliation of a. viceroy at its capital, is emancipated from the paym~nt of tribute to the older
land. Indeed, it is almost as free as if it were
a republic. When the time shall come for Canada's shaking off England, as come it wifl, the
revolution will be as bloodless as that which in
the largest, most prosperous, and stable of the
South American countries deposed Dom Pedro
and set up a republican form of government.
Only a little more than a century ago there
wasn't in all the new world an independent civilized government. This mighty hemisphere
and the peoples that had gathered here from the
days of Co!umlJus were subject to Spalri, and
France, and England. Everywhere regal authority. Everywhere a demand for tribute.in the
klng's name. Almost .all of Central and South
America was in the grasp of Spain, once the
most powerful nation of the globe, more aggressive, more enterprising, more grasping than even
the England of to-day. The entering wedge of
disintegration was the American revolution.
The Jit.tle leaven of republicanism has at length
leavened the whole Jump. From the confines of
Canada-which is a republic in everything but
name and could cast off Engiand to-morrow if
she would--to the farthermost point of Terra del
Fuego there is not in this hemisphere a crown, a
throne, or a vestige of the divine right of kings.
All have been swept by the board. The great
result h~s not been reached without tremendous
upheavals, through awful trials'and much bloodshed. Dictators have taken the place of viceroys. Regal power has been exercised by patriots who denounced kings. In ·Mexico .emperors
have arisen, and reigned, and fallen. None of
the republics south of us has been so firmly established and so habituated to .order that repeated revolutions have not been easy of accomplishment, but year by year the people have
grown stronger in their capacity for self-government. The example of the great republic of
North America has been of vast importance in
shaping the destiny of the other countries of the
hemisphere .• If it had not survived and flourished Brazil would hardly have ventured the experiment of 'dethroning a popular monarch who
had succeeded in maintaining a stable government.
Run through the following list of countries
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RALD.
forming the chief political divisions of the
Americas and note the vastness of the empire.
Compared with it Europe shrivels into insignificance. And every one of these states, Canada
e:s:cepted, is a republic:
Area.

Population.

Canada ................. 3 470,257
S,ooo.ooo
Venezuela .............. 632,695
z,rzr4>8
Uruguay................ 72,r5o
632,ooo
United States......... . 3,50!.404
65 ooo,ooo
Argentine Republic ..... r,rz.~ o86
3,894 995
Bolivia................. 772 548
u8z 279
Brazil .................. 3,ooo,ooo
ro,ooo,ooo
Chili . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 293 970
z soo.ooo
Colombia .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . 504 773
3,878 ooo
Costa Rica.............. 33 ooo
r83,ooo
Ecuador................ 248.370
r,roo ooo
Guatemala . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46,8oo
r,4oo,ooo
Ha1:ti .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . IO 204
575,ooo
Honduras............... 46,400
330.000
Mexico .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. 742 q8
ro.soo.ooo
Nicaragua . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49-500
276 ooo
Paraguay............... 91.970
1,4oo,ooo
Peru . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 503,ooo
2,7oo.ooo
Salvador................
7,225
652 ooo
San Domingo........... r8,045
6ro,ooo
In all America there is no king. Within little more than a century he has been banished,
obliterated root and branch. Within another
century there will probably not be a king !n all
Europe. Whether the human race shall be better for this emancipation will depend upon itself.

SPECIAL REQUEST.
IT is
that those who have occasion to write
HERALD Office should
address all matter of a business nature. to
David
the business manager. All
matter designed for publication in the
HERALD such as communications, letters
and selections should be addressed to the
HERALD editors. The business and editorial
are entire! y separate,
and
have the time to attend to the
work of the other. Please remember this
when
that precious time be not
wasted, and
order be had.
.
All items designed for publication in the
Home Column, Autumn Leave.s and Hope
should be addressed to their editor-Sr ..M.
Walker. But all remittances, changes of
address and other purely business matters
concerning them should be addressed to
D. Dancer.
\V riters are requested to be reasonably
brief and to prepare their writings as correctly as possible. This done, we will do
our hest with their manuscript. "What is
worth doing at all is worth doing welL"

EDITORIAL ITEMS.
I:N this issue will be found. important exDEDICATION AT CRESCENT.
tracts from the official report of the GovWE have never. witnessed a better feeling ernor of Utah, Arthur L. Thomas, to the
.by the Saints and their friends and neigh- Secretary of the Interior. The Governor
bors than was exhibited and enjoyed on has long been a resident of Utah, was for
the 24th instant. at Crescent City, Iowa, years secretary of that territory, has been
;on the occasion of the dedication of the a
of the .Utah Commission, and
neat, new church at that
The was appointed to his present position by
serviqes at I I a~ m. and 2: go p. m. were President Benj. Harrison.
He is a first
.blessed by a .large degree of the Holy class citizen, an honor:tble and efficient
Spirit and all seemed cheered and joyful. officer, and an upright Christian gentleA goodly number of the ministry were man. With those well acquainted with
presept, and _we called to our aid elders him his report :will carry great weight;
Hansen, Peak, Davis, Carlisle and Smith. and while itis quite possible that his views
Brn. Peak and Davis, by our advice, will on .some points may not be found thorprob'<}bly spend a few days holding servic- oughly correct, it is probable, nevertheless,
es in .the.new chapel ere they go on to that in the main they are quite reliable.
their field in Minnesota. Prospects for Many of our re&ders will be deeply inter•
the ~uture welfare of the church in and ested in the facts and .views and recomabout Crescent are good.
· mendations which the Governor presents.
Both there and in Council Bluffs and
In HERALD editorial . in the issue for
Omaha the opportunities to preach the November r6th, page 74-z, in fifth line o~
word of life are unsurpassed, and those in third paragraph, the word "no.t" was
charge should .see at orice that they are omitted. It should n;ad, "In what way
>well .. ~nd wisely occup~ed.
We held God may have designed to preserve the
servic~ Sunday 11ight (the 24th inst.) in
church .by the laws· of the United States
Coqrlcil Bluffs, also the two evenings fol- in accordance to which laws it was gov'lowi*g, and W\'l wen; requested earnestly erned in its organization we may not combythebranchofficers to see that a,capable preherJd."
,mh1i~ter is sent .to labor actively there in .
We acknowledge the . receipt of tpe
gosp~l work,
Brooklyn edition of theN ew York World
• . '\Y;l:lstern Iowa never offered better in~ of the r8th inst. which contains. an account
' ducejllents t:IJ.an now to the worthy work- of the World's. expediti?n. to the. ancient
• er toj.preach the go~pel
Christ.
May .American city of Palenque.
we disthe !;lord of the harvest send forth efficient, covef.no new items of particular import
'spiri~uallaborers into that field at an early we omit publication.
•tih:le,~< .These are stirring times, and all
The attention of delinquent subscribers
arouj)i:l are signs full .of excellent promise. to Autumn.Leaves is· called to the notice of
for t:I'Je Church of God.
Bro. John Scotti the fo;reman of. the mechanical and mailing department~ It will
be found in our miscellane'ous column.
' EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
acknowledge th~ receipt of .the
F~orh Manchester, England, November
Colorado, Times of November
IIth;fBro.Joseph Dewsnup, Sen., writes: ~5th;
Boston, Mal'!~>.: ,H_er;ctfd ofthe
"We ~eld our quarterly reunion meeting at
Iotb, and the Vallg; Vzrgzn-zJt1t, of tlre
Leed~, .on the sixth of last rnonth. Had a very
2Ist, p11blished at Stau1.1ton, Virginia.
succe~!;fuJ time from a.spiritual .point of view,
l:lf'rql(l co.nt~ins quite a fair ansi
~ and' I belieye m]lch good 4as \>een <;l9ne t4ereb,r .''
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lengthy account of the faith of the Saints
in Boston. The Virginian denounces in
strong terms the meanness of some persons
who "egged" some of the residents for
attending the meetings of Brn. Shinn and
Moler at Mt. Sidney, Virginia.
WHAT is the significance of the clipping
below? What has called these chief dignitaries of the Utah Church to make a
lengthyjourney in the beginning of winter, to that cold, desolate and far away
country, Winnipeg? Time, the revealer
of secrets, may explain by-and-bye.
MORMON VISITORS IN WINNIPEG.

Winnipeg, Man. Nov I8tk.- A number of

leading Mormons from Salt Lake City are at
present yisiting the Mormon colony near McLeod. The party of visitors include President
Woodruff of the Mormon Church, and Mrs.
Woodruff, George Q. Cannon, late territorial
representative for Utah in the American congress,
anei' Mrs. Cannon, Brigham Young, Jr., and a Mr.
Smith, [probably Joseph F.], a nephew of the
Mormon:prophet, Joseph Smith.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
a person who acts as bartender in
a saloon ~e regarded as a member of the church
in good ~tanding?
Ans.-We think not; for a person to be free
from censure must not only do no evil, but do
nothing which tends to evil.
.
~ues.--;-Can

. EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."
I' He

flndeth not who seeks his own;·
The soul is lost that's saved alone."

LOOk UPON THIS PICTURE AND
THEN UPON TI:IAT.
THE letter from the wife of an elder, from
which we gave an extract . lately, has, as
we anticipated, struck a chord and produced
vibrations in many a heart. Yesterday's ~ail
brought u~ a letter from a friend whom we have
known ..ever sin~;e we. came into the chuich.
Now her soft brown hair is interlaced with silver
threads and time .has ploughed deep fur:rou~hs
on· cheek and brow, where then the rose and the
lily vied for .each other. She was then tl)e
mother of children who are now married and
have hqmes and .families of their own. In te~
gard to l)er daughters' marrying elders .she s~ys:
"l wish, Sr. W:alker; t~at I could feel as yoQ do
about !ti but r can not. I do not want my girls
to suffer as I have. Everything in the way of
poverty; hard work and loneliness, the portion
of an elder's wife. Add to this the care Qf a
faii1·i1y, the fault finding upon ever_y hand anp so
milch expected of her and her chtldren. . .. . . ·
I have just been reading the sisters letters in; the
Herald. How I pity her and the little girls, ;~oo.
Poor little one, I know just how she feels about
it. TeH her to be good artd .learn to wqrk ,r.eal
well and she can soon earn her~el£ a new dr~ss.
1, •.• I do not .think it is rigl)tto in al:ly way sp~a~,
of a child's hatol{ clotl:les a~ being c~eap. ';l:hts
w!ls sa.id to one ~fmy children not long si~fe:. I
J}qovy- thl7 h&P§ cb:'eap, but I ;;tm tryingt.o p.a;y off
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old debts and it is slow work, but I am gaining
on them, and so we must dress cheaply until it
is done. But this is not interesting to you, so
forgive me for troubling you with the cares and
vexations of my life."
It is well at all times to view things from
every available standpoint and in every possible
light which can be reflected upon them, but especially is this the case when the matter under
consideration involves eternal consequences. As
Saints of God we talk of celPstial glory and expect to inherit it, but it is, or should be, a solemn
thought to each one that those who do inher!t a
celestial glory must abide a celestial law. We
are followers of Christ (if indeed we are not deceived or deceiving ourselves). How then is it
that we overlook the first requirement made of
those who would follow him; namely: "Let !tim
de1zy kimselj, and take up kis cross daily." Following
the Savior, as his life is recorded by the evangelist,
we find that it was one life-long sacrifice, crci~n
ed ·with a cruel death, and let us, when we have
fully taken in and comprehended this fact, remember the declaration: "He that climbeth up
any other way \s a thief and a robber." Thieves
and robbers will not dwell with Christ, therefore
it follows tnat if Christ dwells in a celestial
glory, those who dwell with him will have done
celestial works even as he did: "daily."
Faith, repentance, baptism and laying on of
hands are but the gate opening upon the narrow
path leading to everlasting life. 'C'pon this path
we must walk from day to day, and each morning we are to take up our cross and follow him.
Let us do this in perfect, in loving submission
to his will, for if we do we will find his words
verified-"My voke is easy and my burden light.''
We have proven God true to Us word many and
many a time, and if we can not truot him in this,
how can we trust him with our soul's sal vat ion?
Has he not done enough for us to win our love
and confidence? Surely we treat no earthly
friend so ill as to doubt him without cause when
we have proved them true a thousand times.
Let me give you a simple illustration: "When
my girls were going to school there would
always be a heavy day's work to be done on Saturday. I would frequently say to them: "Now,
girls, there is a big day's work to be done today, but if you will just let mamma plan and
you do just as she tells you, ,,_.e will get along
splendidly and be through before night." And
when they conceded to this arrangeme~t we
never failed to have a pleasant time and always
finished the work in good season; but when for
some cause either one of them felt disinclined to
do this and wanted to do their own planning and
work in their own way, the result was always
delay and many times failure with no end of
needless worry and vexation, for, to constrain
obedience where it ought to be lovingly rendered is always an unpleasant task.
If we want peace and success to crown our
efforts, let there be but o11e will--God's willand we be found working in harmony with that ..
It is loving and infallible and will lead to perfect results, and when our confidence, our love
is abundant, we will do it cheerfully, willingly,
gladly, and, what is yet more difficult, we will
suffer it to be done in the same manner.
Sisters, it is because the plane upon which we
are living is too low, that we do not enter into
the sanctuary of peace. We are out of the way

-the narrow way- which leads to him, and
many of us instead of denying self have wrapped
up a large share of it carefui!y and bonml it to
the cross we take up from day to day. This is
why the burden we carry is so heavy and the
yoke galling. Ld us love God supremely and
then, no service done for him is grievous, but in
that service be found our joy and delight. Re ..
sign fully and unhesitatingly the things of this
world. God's service demands this, bec>cuse if
we do not resign these we can not obta·in •.oternal
life. The heart will be where the treasure is.
We will love whom we serve. Oh for th1t love
which will enable us to say, "As for me and
mine, we will serve God!"'
Is it because God is to receive honor and glory,
that we must pass through the fires? Nay, verily!
If the dross is not consumed, how can the gold
be purified?
We recall the words of a song by which ln the
midst of care perplexity and sore trials, we were
many times cheered and comforted.. One couplet is like this:
"'For as gold is tried by fire,
So a heart must be tried by pain."

You have, we doubt not, in the course of your
life each one of you seen the child of lnx11ry,
ease and folly take a Eeat of idleness and dishonor; and you have seen the child of poverty, privation and toil, bidden to come up higher. \Vhy
then should we murmur or rebel, when we know
that it is in this eternal fitness of things that it
should be so. God leads us in that vmy because
it is the way to eternal life and tl1ere is no otker
way. Do we wan! eternal life--a home where
God and the Savior are, then let us be wi.lling to
pay the price, to obtain it upon God's terms, for
we will never get it upon any other.
This is a probation and God is trying us to
know whether we are worthy. We read that
when Christ reigns, some are to reign with him
as priests and kings. Thne is a valid reason
why Christ is to be anointed above all others
even as there was for his being found worthy to
tak? the book and open the seals, and dear sisters,
if ever we inherit eternal lifP. there will also be a
valid reason for it. The kings and priests who
reign with him, will reign because they are like
kim, and we will inherit because we have followed k111z, and followed, bearing our cross. There
will be no favorites, no exceptions, for the God
we serve is a j·11st God, therefore if he requires
one to pass through the furnaee, he will require
it of all, just in proportion as we need h. It is
folly in us to measure the justice of God in a
balance made by the hands of man. To love
him, because he first loved us; to serve and obey
him, because we shall by so doing work out the
greatest good for ourself; to trust him implicHly,
because he can not make mistakes, is our duty
and should be our chief joy.
Is the way hard? Let us say to you, sister,
the service of self is far harder. We have tried
it and affirm only what we know. Looking· back
novv over our past life, how many years vve count
as lost-utterly lost! None do we contemplate
with any sense of pleasure, oniy those given to
the service of God. Let us keep our eyes fixed
steadily upon the goal we desire to gain and let
our desire to reach it be so earnest that v;e would
prefer to be just what Lazarus was and gain it,
rather than live as the deb man lived, and fail to
reach it.

HAVE THOU THY WAY.

HHave 1'hou Thy way with

me~

0 God!

Although I beg my own;
Heed not the body's noisy cry,
But the soul's undertone.

Have 'Thou Thy way with me~ 0 God!
This is my spirit's choice.
Thongh stubborn greed of present good
Dro\vns 1111 with deafening volce.
Have Thou Thy way with me, 0 God I
Nor let me Uread the proof
Thine ungue:ssed way may put me to
ll,or some divine behoof.
H"ve Thou Thy way with me, 0 God I
Until my life attest
'l,hatjust the will to do Thy will
Is, of all gifts, the best.
nave Thou Thy way with me, 0 God I
A nd 0 n1y Eoul, tnke care
'l'o have tby daily attitude
In keeping with thy prayer !~'·-Sel.
1

Faith is more than reason, but faith is not un·
reasonable. 'It is the most reasonable thing in
the .world,' says Mark Hopkins, 'to believe that
God, being what he is, will do as he promised to
do', and Jeremy Taylor suggests, that 'it is impossible for that man to despair, who remembers
that his Helper is omnipotent.' An unshaken
confidence in God is, to the Christian bellever, a
reasonable hope."
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYERS.

Sr. Polly A. Morris, Sweet Home, Oregon, requests your prayers in her behalf that God may
be pleased to restore her to health.
Sr. Mary C. Hannah, of Los Angeles, California. r"q uests your faith and prayers for her mother, Emily Brown, and also her little babe which
is suffering with the dropsy.
Sr. Rebecca Humphrey, of Massachusetts, requests your faith and prayers, that if it is his
righteous will God may restore her to health.
OAKDALE, Neb., Nov. 17th.
Dear Sister Frances:- \Vhile reading the letter
in the Home Colnmn in Herald of November I6'h
written to you by "a sister," and what you had to
say in connection with it, the very depths of my
sympathy was stirred, and my mind went back
over some similar experiences of my own such
as the sister mentions in regard to her little
daughter's dress. Yes indeed it is thought by
the majority (it would seem) that this is a small
matter; but let me ask all who have scarcely
ever known a 'Nant of the comforts of life to
mentally picture such sad and lonely scenes as
the sister mentions, putting themselves in her
place, is it a small thing, the faithful, helpful
husband and father gone to perform his labor of
love as a minister for Christ, leaving behind him
the dearest objects of life in the hands of God
and humanity. But alas for the human help.
'We are able to bear this testimony of the faithful
watchcare of God: when all earthly help seemed so deficient and our hands were limp with
fatigue, our heart aching with the sadness of
our surroundings, and future prospects so far as
the comforts of this world are concerned, God's
blessings .have ever been ours to enjoy. The
sweet whisperings ot His Holy Spirit reviving
our desponding hopes and enabling us to realize
that we were not making our sacrifice in vain.
Oh, sisters, you whose companions are in the
ministry, take courage. Read and reread the
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parable of Lazarus and the rich man. It is but
human to feel the sacrifice and trial it naturally
is of being an L. D. S. eider's wife, but we believe and testify that God is the author of this
work. If this is a fact then your reward is sure.
But I must say it has seemed that the majority
of the laity of the church poorly realized how to
sympathize with the elders' families. How keenlywe remember of going into an assembly of the
Saints and meeting the happy faces of unbroken
families; groups where the husbands were tenderly helping the wives with their little ones, of
their taking seats in church with the affectionate
husband and father who responded to the needs
of his little flock, while our helper, our companion and protector, where was he? Oh, he
had only gone for a year or fifteen months on a
mission, that was all!
How was it about your's and the little one's
comforts? We answer, so far as God could help
us we were abundantly supplied, but if you mean
in regard to our wardrobe, we must confess we
sometimes felt the blush come to our cheek when
coming in contact with Saints so amply supplied
while our own supply seemed so scant.
I often think if the law of tithing was lived up
to by all of the church, there would be no such
sad feelings as these on the part of elders' families, I mean in regard to temporal things, and
the church members would be far more prosperO)ls in all their business pursuits, 1 can not believe God ever called men to the ministry because he wanted to make paupers of their families.. I believe God delights in the knowledge of
the ministers' families being made comfortable,
and it gives cheer and renewed energy to the
elder whq can take the parting hand of his wife
and know· she and their little ones are going to
be ;;tmply supplied. Is the church afraid to take
God at his word and prove him and see if he will
riot keep his word to her? It sometimes looks to
ine as though she \vas. But thanks to the Giver
of the temporal law, tl;lere is once in a while one
able to rise up and testify he has proven God and
~ound him true to his word. .In what way, somebody ask.s? Why I have observed the law of
tithing and I am blessed in basket and instore.
Yours in the interest of Zion's cause,
SR. c. H. D.
EAST DELAVAN, Wis, Nov. rsth.

Dear Herald:- While looking over your columns to-day, after returning from church, I felt
jny indebtedness to you for the many consoling
thoughts you have brought to my mind. It
.causes my heart to rejoice to read over the letters from my sisters. Although we may never
jneet in the flesh, yet we have the promise,. if we
~re faithful, of. meeting in a better world than
~his. When I hear of the many trials some of
you have had to endure, and who, like myself,
have been led to become submissive and say,
"God's will be done and not mine," it makes. me
rejoice. I too have had much to endure .apd
great cause to mourn. I once had a family of
'six: .little· children, all bright and promising, as
youth could ~xpect 1 to live long upon earth ..
.But oh, how sad when'I tell you .. how the angel
of 9eath ClOI,me tq oqr door, and took them one
by one until he had taken. all. You can but im:
..iglne my feelings when the last one was taken
fro111 my once h!i'ppy home. I could not hear
thP$~ littlepatterln~ feet ot} the t}oor1 nqQne ~ 0

,

1

795
~

The printed name on the colored label on your paper. gives the date to which your subscriptiOn has been
;>aid. If it shows you are in arrears, ·please renew.

kneel by mamma's side and say their little prayers, or, say "Good nigl•t, mamma." All were
still and cold in death. Oh, where could I go to
find peace or a balm for my poor broken heart!
Dear readers, I could not find it anywhere, only
in and through that loving One who suffered this
great chastisement to come upon me. It was in
him I found peace and rest to my soul. Why?
Because I have had many precious promises that
if I was faithful I should meet them all again
wr,ere parting is no more; and I want to say I
know this work is true and it will stand while all
else must fail. Pray for me when it is well with
you. From your sister in the on<' faith,
:MRs. L. E. SouTHWICK.

SILVER HILL, Ark.,.'Nov. rsth.

Bro. Blair :-My health is still poor but I am
doing the best I can under the circumstances. I
have had twenty-one chills since the first of July.
I would have left the mission some time ago, but
with the continual pleading to hear the gospel,
coming from every quarter, I could not leave.
Trusting that I might regain my health I have
continued on, and though weak in body the good
Lord has blessed me with his Spirit in declaring
the gospel to the people. I have held a series of
meetings ot Coal Hill, Benton and Stuttgart and
have baptized some at all three of the above
named places. I am now engaged here.
The church here is in a poor condition spiritually, but bids fair for a revival, of that divine:
influence that gladens the heart and enlarges the
understanding of the honest in heart everywhere.
I think the prospects are good for the Saints
her~ to revive and a work be done that will be
lasting. They are a good, generous hearted people as far as I am able to judge I am taking
great pains to teach each one their duty, and can
truly say that all seem to appreciate my feeble
efforts. The troubles that have existed here so
long are of a trivial nature and I think. can be
easily settled.
As far as I have been over this state it bids fair
for an ingathering of souls. Brother J. I). Ervin
has; opened up some places of interest where it
bids fair fora harvest in the. future. The weather
is c.ool and considerable rain has fallen which is
very much against our holding meetings in this
country. It is also hard on me, the condition
my health is in. I shall do what I can to get
things in order then work my way to the north
and. work there If able to do so.
May the good Lord bless all his people, is my
prayer. Saints, pray for me.
In bonds,
I. N. ROBERTS.

BEATTIE, Kans., Nov. zd.

Dear Sisters:-I have long thought of writing,
for I have a testimony of this work, and I know
for myself. I feel to praise God for his mercy
to me and that he has spared me to live to embra.ce this gospel. It is now about sixteen years
since I came into the church, and if I could
have lived near the Saints I would have been
happy. I ask the prayers of the sbters, and of
all Saints that I may be healed. I have catarrh
of the head and throat. Ever praying for the
welfare of Zion, I remain your sister,
E. HIGHTOWER.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sr. Strang sends this to the Home Column.
"A cure for dropsy. Put two heaping .tablespoon-fuls of cream of tartar into a bowl, pour\\
pint of boiling water on it, then stir it; and let it
settle until it is cold. Drink all the water when
going to bed, but leave the sediment in. the bottom, and pour more hot water on it to drink the
next night. Take a dose of jalap in the morning. It will carry all the water of from the body.
Repeat the dose of jalap the second morning. I
have never seen this fail."

Ho·.~.~:E CoLUMN 1\(JISSIONARY FuND.

Nov. 21, Amount received ·to date ...•.. $z,II3 47
Sr. Ella J. Green, Iowa . . 55
Sr. C. Hanson, Iowa.... . so
Br. Leonard Covert, Nev.6 25
Sr. Susan Tyler, Pa ...... 1 oo
Sr. K. Cunningham, Kan. 3 oo
Sr· A. E Gill,. Neb ..... ,
Sr. Pearl Gill, Neb. . . • . . ro
Br. Arthur Gill. Neb...... ro
Br. Amos Gill, Neb...... ro
Sr. M.A. A. Ashford,Eng."r So
Sr. J. Thornton, Mo...... 75
Sr. Eliza Mantle, Mo .. ,..
Sr. Priscilla Mantle, Mo.. 50
Sr. ~uclnda Mantle, Mo... so
Br. Chas. Mantle, Mo. . . . .~o
Br. Joel J. Mantle, Mo. . . 25
Sr. Ollie Ame.s, Cal..... . 2o
A friend,A.B.Rutland,Il!. r oo
Sr. A. Nelson, Wyo ..... ;r 25
19 35
Nov. z8,Amounttodate ............. :$2132 82

so

so

~Send all morievs to 1}. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

NOT FREE FROM TEMPTATION.
"No place, no company., no age, no per.son is
tempt~tign free.
Let no ,man boast.that he .was
never tempted, let him not .be high minded, but
fear, for he may be .sm;prised in that very ine;tant
wherein he boasteth that h<i; .V\'"I!,f{ nQt terorte~ !\~
<f!l,"-l:l~rrert

Sjencer..

ST. Lours, Mo., Nov. 17th.

Bro. R. S. Salyards:-At the request of Bro.
George H. Hilliard I went from tl;le scene ofthe
Smith-Throgmorton debate to Tunnel Hill, and
began '\'Vork:· October 29th. , The situa,tion was
not very cheering, but the command to labor in
faith and hope with energy was rem~mbered.
The crowds on several occasions over-ran aisles
and other available space, rostrum )ncluded.
The interest grew, reached and was held. at what
might be properly termed, intense. Brq~ Hilliard
joined me after the first week. We l).len held
day as well as evening services, all being well
and some very largely attended; and t~ough we
had a number of rainy times not an,hour was
missed.
Baptism was deferred thre!'\ days becau%e of.bad weather and additional candidates
1 when on ~ovember 9th eight .were baptized a

I

I! 1margree· npruemsebnetr.being present, and on the roth another was buried with Christ in baptis~, and still
0

'j

· If ·any difference,. the.day services under Bro.
~ Hi\ll,ard's ministratio11s on duties of 1 Sai11ts in•.
\ eluding the temporal law were fraugllt with thl'l
1
;: most spiritue,Lpower.. We do not remem~
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ever facing the unseen though clearly felt powers of darkness so continuously and long as
during two weeks there. Among the outward
demonstrations of it were the throwing of a large
stone through one of the doors after service one
night, the nwving and hiding of Mr. A. Kelley's
team another, while it was on constant duty in
other senses all the while. We recognized some
of the agencies at sight before a single demonstration had been made.
When needed most Bro. Hilliard was under
an old and peculiar affliction that yielded only
at the last point; and to add to all else, as he took
the stand at I I a. m. on the roth tidings came of
a son severely ill. In the opening prayer we felt
that all would be well and w assured him, and
since returning home he has so written us.
The first candidate for baptism was Sr. Martha
E. Kelley, cousin to Brn. E. Land W. H. Kelley,
who is as promising in woman's sphere as they
in man's, if spared. Sr. Martha had long felt
the necessity of obeying the gospel, but peculiar
hindrances had envlroned her and now that the
dread disease, consumption, had almost completed its task her position was peculiar indeed, as
obedience might be interpreted as an act done
when all possibility of deferring it was over.
Strength was given her in answer to prayer each
day so that for three weeks she attended all but
three services, being hindered then by rain. On
the night before her baptism she saw herself in
dream on an old. house crumbling and almost
down, where she sat, and possibly one other spot
firm. From this she went with the writer down
a slope where, in the minds of most surrounding,
disaster awRited her. She felt calm and that all
was well. Though naturally frail and now but
a shadow as compared with the other candidates,
her calmness over all the others in baptism was
apparent to all, none of whom faltered or made
an unseemly move. This plain and striking
dream she saw in its true light. We made a
special case in fasting and prayer of Sr. Martha's
condition, and when the hour for administration
came were much blessed, and received the witness of the Spirit that if her faith fail not she
should be restored to health. We therefore ask
the ministry, Prayer Union, and other Saints to
remember her.
On November 13th a Sunday School was or··
ganized with Bro. Wm. A. Kelley in charge,
which will be watehed with deep interest. That
cast of intellect found where seven out of nine
of one family are the most successful school
teachers of a locality can not fail in the Sunday
School; it is simply a matter of the motto we
saw in a school room there: "Never say fail;
try, try again." The seven school teachers referred to are Sr. Martha, her brothers, and a sister. The realization ot the late work were mentioned as surpassing any other occasion for many
years, and since Brn. W. H. Kelley and J. W.
Gillen had lately ministered there, Bro. Hilliard
and myself felt complimented as well as highly
favored of God.
Bro. Robert Ouldcott of
Metropolis, Illinois, was with us and lent good
cheer and courage all around.
He said that in
thirty years his cup of joy had not been quite so
full. He with others repaired the church building somewhat inside and out, underpinning
among the rest. It was both pleasant and profitable to labor with Bro. Hilliard.
En route to this city a leading Baptist who at-

tended the late discussion volunteered the statement that Elder Throgmorton failed to 'mstain
his canon of Scripture, but that he took the fort
on the Book of Mormon; to which we rejoined
that in the first a just estimate was made, and as
for the second Bro. Smith's argumet1ts were unscathed. I wr.s then asked if Hiiiiard and Etcle:r
Throgmorton would ever debate, to which I replied that it was not likely, as a splendid op)ortunity to so arrange was passed by at the close
of the debate referred to, ·where the (to us) come
off, "That where the Baptist brethren would demand it, it would be seen to where harm was
likely to be done by the L. D. S." was used.
"Wit the mother of invention" has
counterpart in "necessity the mother of such expedients." It is sometimes hard to be patient,
but it is more apparent all the while that those
who have the truth can do so, for it will
n1.ll.
Brethren of the Fifth Quorum of Elders will
each be mailed circular letters this week. The
late work away from any publishing centres has
delayed it.
Please excuse us
once being
tardy.
In bonds,
R. ETZENHOUSER.
LAMONI, Iowa, Nov. 26th.
Editors of the Herald:-I shall not umlertake
last wrote for
to report all my labors since
publication, not because I have done so much,
but because (r) it has been quite a long t1me;
and (2), it is not necessary.
I have gone where I thought I was most needed, and have at least made an effort to do what I
could for the advancement of the good c<cnse.
Have been blest and tried, comforted and afl1icted. These things are common to us all; but we
feel our portion more keenly, and hence are apt
to think that our trials are greater that thm;e of
others. One thing is quite clear; it is our privilege and duty to learn as we move along; and
although the lessons learned bring grief as well
as joy, yel the ultimate will be the enjoyment
of solid peace in God, if we love him and abide
in his truth.
On October 29th, according to previous agreement with Bro. W. W. Blair, I left home; for
Thurman, (Plum Hollow,) Iowa, to continue a
series of meetings which were to be in trod LJced
by him in the new church, and of which you
have already heard. I arrived on the grounds
on Thursday morning in time to say "good· bve"
to Bro. M. H. Forscutt, who had bef:n calkcl to
assist Bro. Blair. Bro. Henry Kemp, in charge
of Fremont district, as a "field," also president of
the district, was on the grounds too, ready for
duty, as usual.
On account of rain and snow, we were not permitted to commence our work tll! Saturday
evening. We continued for nine conNecntive
evenings, including two Sunday'2. The we:,.ther
was beautiful; the attendance all that wuld be
expected under the circumstances, interest fair,
and both continued to increase till the close.
The measles had broken out in the immediate
neighborhood, and, as we learned, kept many
away. However, the meetings were a success.
All seemed to be satisfied, and we felt assured
that our work was accepted by our
Father. Bro. Kemp did part of the preaching
and rendered valuable assistance in other ways.
In this series of meetings were represented
four of the leading quorums of the church, viz;

First Presidency, Twelve, Seventy and High
Priests. So that if success depends upon the
amount of priesthood authority brought into
requisition, there can be no question about the
result of these rneetings. But right here I will
risk the expression of a conviction which has
been with me for years. I do so with ill feeling
to none, and a desire for the general good.
When the respective duties of different church
officers are better understood, and there is a corresponding willingness to act in harmony with
the law and order of God as laid down in the
books, there wHl be a great saving ot time and
money to the church, neither of which have we
any to spare. To this end may God move upon
his people with the Spirit of wisdom and revelation!
Tuesday, November I2th, :lound us in Macedonia, ready to respond as best we could to a
Macedonian cry, "Come over and help us."
Through the intervention of Bro. James M.
Kelley of this place, and the kindness of theM.
E. Church, we were permitted to occupy their
chapel for five evenings, and once on Sunday.
The attendance was fair, and with the interest
manifested in the expression of our faith, continued to increase till the close. At our last
meeting one you11g man presented himself as a
candidate for baptism, and the next day, before
leaving for home, another man told me he had
made up his mind to obey the gospel.
referred them to Bro. Kemp who was laboring near
by, and whose meetings they expected to attend.
Physically, I had a hard
while at
Macedonia; but spiritually it was a feast. To
God be all the glory, for we know He is worthy,
and we are safe only when we give it to Him,
It was, I beiieve, a mutual pleasure to meet
two young men who were students at the Fort
Madison, Iowa, Academy, at the same time that
my brother D. F. and I were attending school at
tha~ place.
Messrs. Dye and Stempel are their
names, and they are both business men of Mace-.
donia. I visited with them, and, from the pulpit,
preached to them God's saving truth. I
be glad indeed to le2m that they have not heard
in vain. May God bless the kind friends who
cared for us at M~cedonia and Thurman.
The work we so much love is moving, it is
true; but not so fasfas it would move were we a
wiser and better people. "·Zion might have been
redeemed even now," etc. But why was she not
redeemed? Let him that readeth understand.
We have made progress, but are not yet out of
danger, nor will INC be till the compor;ition of the
church, the human, becomes more like her Author, the Divine Being, and He whose right it
is to reign shaH come and take the reins of government into his own hands. My ideas of the
work are well expressed in a communication
lately received from one of God's noble workers
in the field. It reads as fo!:ows: ''We are having good attendance here, and much interest,
but it seems hard to convince them of the necessity of persor.al obedience. One obstacle in
, the way is the lax living of some of our members, who seem to be converted to the theory of
the ardinances of the gospel, but fail to comprehend the necessity of Christ-like living; converted on the spiritual side of character, but not on
the moral side. When we can get the Saints to
put into practice the righteousness of the gospel,
we can then go to the world with a far greater
degree of assurance and power. The existence
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of this condition of things only shows more
plainly the urgency of the ministry being instant
in season and out of season." So we shall strive
to continue to "rebuke, reprove and exhort, with
all long suffering and doctrine;" and we hope
and pray for the speedy success and triumph of
the tmth.
In gospel bonds,
JosEPH R. LAMBERT.
CoLDWATER, Mich., Nov. r8th.
.Editors Saints' Herald:-Our courage is renewerl for the great spiritual conflid as the evidences of progress in the good work of the Lord
appear all along the line. From ali quarters
where the field is occupied come joyful tidingssalvation to the obedient-the cause of Zion is
onward. And we, too, here "on the sides of the
north" are made to rejoice because of the kindly
remembrance
our Heavenly Father and his
favor to us.
I had the pleasure of attending the conference
of the Northern Michigan district on the r2th
and 13th ult., with Bro. E. C. Briggs, and noted
a marked advancement in the numbers and spiritual growth of the Saints in attendance. The
g!"ace of God. in spiritual endowment rested on
the Saints during the session, and the testimonies
were strong and edifying. The preaching was
spiritual, stirring, and seasonable.
.Elder Briggs gave much timely, spiritual, and
encouraging instruction relating to the work.
One of the encouraging features of the work
to me, is, 'luite a .number of young preachers
were present, who, if studious in the word of the
Lord, humble, prayerful and diligent, trustful in
God, will yet be hosts in the army of the Lord,
a11d we shall expect good results from their faith:
fullabors.
The Saints of the Juniata branch, having built
a peat little house of worship, and desirjng it to
be ,dedicated at conference, we by invitation arranged, and attended, delivering the sermon,
Bro .. Briggs offering the dedicatory prayer. The
Saints of the branch met my expenses, on the
tour, and l hereby acknowledge and tender obligations.
·
1 had intended to remain longer in the district,
but citcumstan.ces ordered otherwise, a.nd I came
on to my field of labor.
On the 2d and 3d insts. the conference of the
Southern Mi<:higan and Northern Indiana distdct convened here, and was held in the New
S~:~ints' chapel just finished, a neat, <;onvenient
house, but hardly large enough for conference
occasions; and, by the way, I rejoice that the
njambers of the Saints are so increasing that our
hquses of worship are too.small to hold them.
Brn. Bri~gs and Rathbun presided at conferedce, and 1 the session was spiritual and refreshil:lg.. On Sunday, the 3d, the dmrch Wlls dedi~~~ed, brethren' W.J. Smith, H. Rathbun, E. C.
Bil-iggs, L. Scott and myself participating in the
~4:ercises as arranged by committee. The Lord
wlas present by the Holy Spirit to own, bless and
a~cept. MaPked prayers ,were offered by Brrt.
Rathbun and Briggs. Two yqung persons were
baptized during conference. A committee was
aPpointed, consisting of Bishop G. A. Blakeslee,
'Villi!lm Lockerby, and ELla Houseman, to consi<leJ; the propriety and feasibility, conjointly
w'ith o.ther commltteeswho may yet be appointed, .of holding a Re-union meeting in thls mission $0 me Ume in x.890, asking the co-operation

of

of Saints of Eastern Illinois, Wisconsin, Ohio,
Indiana, Pennsylvania, Canada West, and all
other Saints desiring to join in the enterprise.
Ern. Smith, L. Scott and Rathbub did the
preaching for the conference, Bro. Briggs chromatizing in interludes as wisdom seemed to direct.

The church is a brick building twenty-eight by
forty, sixteen feet ceiling, with a neat basement,
being warmed with the lately invented Boyington heater and registers. The building is a very
easy one to speak and sing in, and does credit to
the Saints and friends who built it. Most all the
children of the Saints have given one dollar each
toward the building, and the sisters Mite Society
here have devoted two hundred and eighty dollars to it. Truly we may ask, What may not
the Saints accomplish in righteousness, where
they labor unitedly?
A number of meetings have been held in the
new church since conference, and yesterday two
more young persons were baptized and confirmed; and so the good work moves on hitherward.
The reception that Bro. Joseph is meeting
among those astray from the fold, away on the
mountains--the opening of their doors to himreminds me of an open testimony given me some
four or five years since when he was there before
and was received so coldly. I was riding alon·g
alone, in a buggy, thinking of that cold reception. I saw Joseph standing in the presence of
vast congregations of those people, and their
hearts were so cold that their faces presented a
rigid, stony appearance; but as Joseph stood
pleading with them, I saw the power of God in
or through him touch their flinty countenance8,
and they were softened. May the Lord open
the hearts of the honest wherever the truth is
sent, to its reception, is the prayer of
Your co-laborer in the kingdom,
C. SCOTT.
GRAND.BLANc, Mich., Nov. 17th.
Editors qj the Herald:-I wish to inform the
traveling ministry that we are situated near the
F. P. M. depot, in the village of Grand Blanc,
and would be pleased to have them call on us
and make an opening here. We are reacly to
asr;ist in getting them a hol,lse and we will give
them a horne as long as they will stay.
Yours in faith,
A. B. ANAJ:lLE.
FREMONT, Neb., Nov, r9th.
Bro . .Dance1•:-Perhaps some of the Saints had
wondered what had become of me, as I have not
appeared in the Herald for some time. Well, I
still. have confidence in the work, but was compell¢d to leave the field. in July because of
financial difficulty; as .the amount allowed me
to meet demands.' It was quite a trial to
me in having to change my plans through the
oversight or carelessness of others. I ·feared
that it would shake my <;onfidence, but it has not,
thank God; as I have passed through it. al}d am
again in the field, and I desire to do whati can
for the c.ause of Christ.
Four were baptized !It our late conference at
this place and a good tillle was had. I would be
glad to hear from any living in the. field assigned
me where It is thought good could bedone in presenting the word. Address, Box 477, Fremont,
Nebraska.
In gospel bonds;

w.M. Ru~W:EJ:..
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ELLIOT, Mo., Nov. 19th.
Editors Herald:- There was a little interest
created here through the mission and preaching
of Bro. M. Turpen of Lamoni, Iowa, some time
ago. He was well liked by both Saint and sinner
in the way he divided the words of the gospel.
The Saints are looking for his return in a short
time. One was baptized while he was here; He
also ordained Bro. Thomas D. Williams to the
office
a priest and he has baptized two more
since Bro. Turpen returned home. A number of
others haye united with the Renick branch
whose hearts are in the work of God. There are
also a goodly number of Saints at Higbee, Missouri, six miles from Elliott. They are waiting
for Bro. Turpen's return, that he might set them
in order.
0, that, the Saints might so live that others
would see their good works and follow in the
good old path, the gospel of Christ.
Yours in the faith,
THOMAS LILLY.

of

SALTCOATS, near Glasgow, Scotland.
Dear Bro . .Dancer:-The Herald and Autumtt
Leaves reach me regularly here and are. my close
companions wherever I go. I have not yet come
into any town or district where any of the member-s of our church hold meetings. Bro. Dewsnup kindly supplied me with addresses of some
of the elders, most of whom are in the counties
of Lancashire and Yorkshire.
I am glad to say my health has improved very
much of late, for which I am very thankful, and
I hope God w.ill continue to bless the little work
I am trying to do for. His church as I trav,el from
place to place. The people in this part of Scot.land are very devoted Christians, and I think an
elder of our church could do good work among
them.
At this house at which I am at present stop.
ping are seven young men belonging to the
Evangelical Union, preparing themselves for
missionary work in Morocco, for which country
they intend starting about the end of the year.
They are ail total abstainers and non-shlokers,
and'.seem very earnest in their work; they take
neither pu,rse nor scrip to provide for themselves
whilst preaching what they know of the gospel
to the inhabitants of Morocco. I enclose their
names as I wish you to send them some.of our
papers and books before leaving for the seat of
their labors;
On the enclosed slip I give you the names of
sev~ral others to whom I wish you to send. some
of our publications; I also send my list of subscriberi; to the Herald an·d Autumtt Leaves for
hext year. I may have one or two. more before
the end of the year, when please forward, me my
account altogether for payment. I arp going
from here to my mother's in Westmoreland, and
ask you to' still continue your prayer~ in; t;~Y behalf, for I oftel} feel lonely, a.nd get discouraged
at times. I hope that Bro. Joseph is jn good
health and that his time spent among the Utah
church be followed by good results. What I try
to do with regard to the latter day work ill which
I rejoice Is this:. !try to impress upon the minds
of all those I think are honest hearted and are
searching for truth that there is a Church of
JesusChrist of Latter Day Saints that n~ver was
taught polygamy as one of its doctrine~·, and that
c;l9e§ not pel!ev~ in .on~ man having mqre than
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one w1fe, and that the Book of Mormon does not
teach polygamy but speaks in the slrongest·language against it. This fact seems to be known
to but very few here, and whenever this stumb:ing-block is removed they are anxious after to
hear some of our teachings, which I make known
to them as well as I can; and should an elder of
our church come amongst them in the near
future they will not be able to give polygamy as
an excuse for turning a deaf ear to him.
GILBERT j. WALLER.
SAGINAW, Mich., Nov. 21st.
Brn. :Josejlt and Blair :-Since coming to Sa!l;inaw I have been blessed in preaching the word
to fair sized congregations. Un Sunday, the
17th, seven were baptized for the remissi0n of
their sins, and I suppose when E. Day Bennett
learns that his two brothers and his sister were
three of the number he will feel to rejoice
and thank the Giver of all good for His Spirit to
draw them into the fold of Christ.
On Monday, the r8th, Bro. E. Delong carne
down and preached in the evening and confirmed them members of the church. There are
others believing, and if care is taken will before
long come into the church.
In gospel bonds,
F. c. SMITH.
TESTIMOMY OF ELDER JOHN
LANDERS.
GIVEN SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 3D, r889, AT THE
SAINTS' CHAPEL, LAMONI.
After speaking a few words Bro. Landers said:
••I know that when the Lord said to me, 'If you
will go to New Brunswick and preach my word
I will give you many sheaves,' I performed my
mission. I never felt that I did anything so
poorly; but God did reward me with many
sheaves.
"It pleased the Lord when I first carne into
tlds c;wse to endow upon me a special gift of
healing. I have been called upon to ad mintster
to a great many, and there may be some one
under the sound of my voice lo-day that knows
that when Father Landers laid his hands upon
them they felt the power of God to heal. I want
to say to you that God i_s in this work, and I
know that when physicians have failed and announced that people would die, the Lord has
heard me when I laid my hands upon them. I
have known five or six whom when the doctors
pronounced them incurable, and said they must
die, the Lord has raised them up by the prayers
of faith under my administration.
"I could talk to you for two hours and tell you
what the Lord has done with this poor instrument. There are those in this church that know
that the power of God attends the ministrations
of his work, and ordinances, and is manifested in
they various gifts of the gospel; the gift of tongues and interpretation, of prophecy, of vision,
that God has bestowed upon his Saints. And I
pronounce it in your hearing that all the Saints
of God that will live godly in Christ Jesus will
receive greater blessings than God ever bestowed
in ~my age of the world upon any of his people,
and wiil multiply bles8ings upon the heads of
those who serve Him.
"I beseech you to mend your ways and live
nearer to God, that you may receive of that
Spirit which is the power of God unto s0ivation

to every one that is saved in the kingdom of
God; of the glorious Redeemer when hP- co,nes
to select ~is jewels; and it is that Spirit that .vii!
testify against every man that does not serve
God faithfully.
"May God bless you all and bring yoc to
enjoy eternal life is my prayer
the name of
Jesus Christ. Amen."

tG

would cease.
.MANGANESE--This occurs in several
plr.c<"~.
In Central Utah there is a
bed that will doubtless become very
in
man[Yanese iron.
MERCURY-· Cinn:1bar occurs near
and at M
where it has been

LAMONI, Iovva, Nov. 27t"1.
Editors Herald :-Please perm H we
req ·1es t
brethren John W. 'Night and C. A . .Butterwcrth,
one or both, to call upon my aunt, Mrs. SErah
Patterson, No. r66 Princes Street, Sydney, New
South Wales. I have sent some of our tracts.
In bonds,
R. M. ELVC'f.

l
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REPORT OF THE GOVERNOR OF
UTAH.-EXTRACTS.
TERRITORY OF UTAH,
SALT LAKE CITY, Oct. 20, 1889.

Sm :-In compliance with the
made in your letter of Juiy 19,
spectfully submit the following
affairs in Utah Territory.
There has been no census of the inhabitants of the Territory since the National census of r8So. It ·is now estimated
tbat the total population of the
is 23o,ooo.
LIST OF UTAH MINERALS.
An adequiltc idea
be brmed of the
generous manner in
nature
lavished her treasures
Utah from the
following· statement
minerals found in
the Territory:
GoLD-Occurs in placers in
and in lead, copper and silver mines in
various parts of the
SrLVER--Native wire
silver
glance, hrittle, born and
silver occur
in the different mines, mixed with
iron and cooper ores.
ANTIMONY-Has been mined at
vale, and occurs in lead-silver ores in
form of sulphuret.
ARSENIC-This occurs as
in
lead-sii ver ores.
CoPPEn-N ative copper occurs at Tintic and many other places. Various forms
are found, such as
malachite. Silicate and
:'lre found in the mines at
Utah, in the Wasatch
on
the western border.
IRON-This is very abundant
out.
In Iron county there are several
million tons of hematite,
and
limonite running- over 6o.
iron, occurring in one
there is a large
some ilmenite.
In various
Territory there are large
oxides of iron of all shades, valuable for
paints.
Nearly all the forms of iron occur in our
lead-silver and
ores.
LEAD-Is the most abund9.nt
the mines. It is most
galena, though

become
in the

I
I
I
I

I

I

ores.
ZINC BLENDE-Occurs in many ores
and is often a trou b!tsome element.
CoAL-Exists in v':§t
the east side of the coal range and on
§ides of the
from the northern
limit to Arizona. It
to the creta-ceous ag-e.
Some of the
nre 40 feet
thick. Some veins m3ke a fair c;uality of
coke, and are
utilized now.
BurLDING STONE--Of every
the finest
stone
sandstones of every
are
abunrlant and accessible.
SALT-Occurs both as rock salt and as
of the Great Salt Lake. Unlimited
a
can
SuLPHUR-Occurs at Ceo Creek and
mountains in
inexhausti-

I
i

I

I

found in many localities.
AsBESTOs-Also occurs.
AsPHALTUM--Also occurs in many
in vast
or bkes. Ozoceroccurs ?.t
in small seams. Uintahite
JS
m a four foot
vein near the Uintah
and now
the world with
vnrnish.
a
is also
found in a
re!'ervation.
Petroleum occurs at Green River and
gives indication of
valuahle.
CEMENT- There are severr1l places
where tbere is a nntural Portland cement.
FmE CLAY-h found in many
such as topaz, garnet,
etc.
m
in endless quantities:
alr:o aln baster and silenite.
KAOLIN-Is found of very pure
and would make verv fine ware.
LITHOGRAPH STo~E--Occurs in several
phces.
MrcA-Is
and in a fe~,,
va1uqbJe~

OBSIDIAN-Occurs abundantly in the
volcanic
SALTPETER--Is found in two
SrLICA-Of a
to make
lS

SLATE-Good for mantels is found at
Utflh Lake.
TRIPOLI--Of fine
Salt Lake
on the
PUBLIC AND DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOLS.
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to Congress, and to give in his report
detailed information respecting 1·he schools.
I shall therefore only refer to the subject
in a general way. The importance of free
public schools and an efficient public school
system in which the youth may be edu
cated, is universally recognized.
While
Utah has a very fair ·system of public
schools, they fall far short. of what they
should be. The ta:x collected for the support of the schools does n:ot pay one-half
the expenses of maintaining the schools,
consequently the pupils must pay tuition
fees or the schools be closed. In many of
the poorer districts the children are denied
school privileges for many months of the
year.
There is but little prospect, in fact there
is no prospect, that this will be changed.
I am led to this conclusion by the fact that
the Mormon people with almost entire
unanimity are quietly preparing· for denominational schools, in which their children may be taught Mormon theology in
addition to the ordinary branches of education.
·•
Stake or county academies have been
established UJ;Jder- church auspices, and in
some of the school districts the Mormon
children have been withdrawn from the
public schools and placed in church
schools.
The following extract from a letter
written by Wilford Woodruff, the President of the Mormon Church, shows very
clearly.the object and purpose of est:tblishing these church schools:
«We feel that the time has arrived when the
proper education of our children should be taken
in hand by us as a people. Religious training is
practically excluded from t~e public schools.
The perusal of' books we value as divine records
is forbidden. Our children, H left to the training
they receive in,tliese schools, will grow. up entirely ignorant of those principles of s!llvation
for which the ':(..atter~Day .Saint's have ma<:le so
many sacrifice,;. ,To permit this condition of
things to exist,among us would .be criminal. T.he
desire is universally expressed by all thinking
J)Cople in the church that we sh.ould have ~chools
where the B.ible, .the Book cif 'Mormon, and. th<l
Book o~ Doptt;ine and Covenants can be used as
text-books, and :where the principles of our re,
ligion may form part of the teaching •of the
schools."
IUs yery plain that the church has decided to take its place as ,an enemy of thE(
public scho0l system and the principles
which are at itsfoundaticm. The remedy
for . st1ch aq evil is obvious. . Cqngress
should,
o:nce place. the control of the:
public schools in thehands of those who
are dispo13ed to be friendly to the .. public
school syst~rn. H the Mormon church
leaders. are determined to oppose these
schools by; establishing denominational
schools, their power and,infl.uence ,should
be destroyef] .so far as the administration
of school afb~rs is copcerned, and this car1
only be done by taking the. management
and control of these schools out ,of the
its
The free public
been regarded i:lS one
which stlpport our
and it is a stra~ge perversi-

at

the dominant power in
age of enlightenment and proin
gress, to attempt to break it down.
The different denominations had in Utah
June 3oth, 1889, the
---Denomination.

I
'I

Baptis~..............

1889.
~~~

31

Some Federal agency should be authorized to appoint the following county
officers: Selectmen, Clerks, Recorders,
Superintendents of District Schools and
Assessors.
THE SITUATION.

I

1888.
!50 . 21 301 140

Catho!tc ...•........
l:i 50
900
~~5011,000
Congregational,.; ....... 24 48! 2.490 ;2 ~8 1,883
Methodtst .......... ·[ 21 35, 1,3&6 -0[ 61[1,649
Presbyterian .......... 1 32
33, 61 1,9.25
Protestant Episcopal .. 'j 6\1 27 800\ 5[
8110
Swedi~_Lntheran ..... , 2
5
75, 1 1 3.
45
Total ..•...••.. ·[ 93[230[7,961[[ 90[265[7,442

6212,150\.

799

221

Or the 2490 scholars enrolled in the
Congregational schools, 1,035 were the
children of Mormon parents; of the 1,396
scholars enrolled in the Methodist schools,
291 -vvere the children of Mormon parents.
Bishop Abiel Leonard of the. Episcopal
church in his report says: "lam persuaded,
that
religious schools planted in this
have done very much to bring
about
change in public sentiment· as to
the bounden duty which rests upon every
true man to uphold the government of the
U nitcd States, and to compel respect to
the
enact.ed by the highest legislative
authority. The work of our schools is not
yet completed, but I believe the day is not
distant, especially in the larger towns,
when we may feel that our mission in
sustaining free schools has pas~ed."
It. is but a small tribute to the unselfish
work of the vario11s denominations.to say
that they have performed a greatwork in
prompting Hw <;mancipation .qf the people
of Utah, and that they have supplied a
need that could have been met in no other
way; an.d yet, I cannot but feet that the
presence of the denominational school is
not .consistent with the principle upon
which our government rests. I believe
the non~ Mormons i~ Utah will welcome
the d<1y when they will give way before
the rise of a free public school system.
CERTAIN OFFICERS TO BE APPOINTED.

There is an imperative neces~ity for some
action that will help to build up a population in sympathy with the GovernmenUn
those parts of Utah where a Gentile is as
much a. stranger as. he would be 'were he
in a. foreign land. A great many people
have apostatized from the Mormon
Church; by so doing they have deprived
themselves. of all association with their
Mormon neighbors, and experience has
shown that when: a. man becomes an apostate, as a rule, .he leaves the Territory.
Thousands have a:postati;>;ed who wouid
now, had they remained, have .been a
power in the .Territory~ Ar116ng the reasons w b1ch they give for leaving the Territory arethe~e:. Theysay they yveresocially ostracized; that they wen; made to
pay taxes on a larger proportionate assess1nent than their pe~ghbors; that they were
dep:dved of the mearis of obtaining a
livelihood, etc., ~tc.
It is of vit:.tl importance l:hat something
should qe done to. H;eep them in .the Territory, and if tl)ey.can be )Ill,lde.to.feel that
the officials will . deal with them iairly they··
will.probably do so,

Recent events of a political and business nature which have transpired in the
Territory during the past year, hi1ve led
manv people to believe, especially outside
of Utah, that a marvelous ch;mge has
taken place, and the downfall of Mormon
domination practically assured.
·
If this were true, the need of Federal
supervision over the political affairs of the
Territory would no longer exist. I am
forced to express the opinion that it is not
true, and feel that I will be performing a
grateful duty, if I can give the facts concerning the Utah of to-day, in such shape
and form as to enable Congress and the
country to form clear opinions concerning
them. It must seem strange to many that
public officers in official political reports,
constantly intermingle political and church
affairs, and in considering the importance
and effect of political action, refer to contemporaneous ?:ction of church officials as
interpreters cf the acts, when in Jhis coun~ry church and state are separated by law,
and in political discussions religious beliefs are almost a prohibited subject.
If the change referred to has taken
place, it means:
·
r. That the non-Morm0ns are. now in
the majority and control in poHtical and
business rna tters; or,.
2. That the Mormon Church,has ceased
to sanction violationsof law, an(I the people have abandoned their hostility to the
Government and its laws.
THE GENTILES STRENGTH.

. The facts are, that. at the last municipal
election the Gentiles carried the city of
Ogden by four hundred and thirty-three
majority. Si:x months later an election
was held throughout the Te~ritory for
, members of the Legislative Assembly.
The Gentiles elected two of twelve mein·
bers of the Council and. six of twenty-four
members of the House. At this election
the Gentiles again cat~ried Ogden and also
carried Salt Lake City by forty-one ma~
jority. These notable victories awakened
the wilde5>t enthusiasm, and were hailed
with delight by the people of the country,
and many expressed the opinion that the
Mormon power was at an end in Utah.
I reg: ret to say that they were in error.
The time may come when the Gerytiles
will be in a majority, but it will be many
y~ars hence. The facts are, tpat outside
of Salt. Lake City and Ogden the Gentile
pppulation is found in the mit1ihg cainps
and in the small railroad. cities 'and towns.
They .are principally settled a~d engaged
in mercantile . and·· professional. business.
In ~alt Lake City and Ggcl,eq they OWh
m.ore than one~half o~ the re~l property.
As a rule, they do. not pwn , or oq:upy
any of the agricultural lands and are not
e11gaged in agriculture; .. .· . . .
The ~trict Mormo.ns regard the in.vasion
of Uta,h soil by (}entH~s sor!Je.what 3,$ th!'l
Crusaders re~ardesl the occupa~cl of the·
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Holy Land by the Saracens, and are advist:d by their leaders not to sell their lands
to Gentiles.
In 23 of the 24 counties, and in 253 of
the 278 election precincts, the Gentiles
were in the minority at the last election.
The great bulk of the population of Utah
is and will always be in the valleys. The
agricultural lands lie in the valleys and
comprise a very small part of the whole.
The total land and water area of Utah is
54,g8o,ooo acres. From reports made to
me by tbe county courts, it seems that not
more than 5oo,ooo acres were under cultivation during the present year. Probably 500,ooo acres more could be brought into cultivation if some way were provided to store
the surplus water during the wet season.
Nearly all the land under cultivation, and
all the water that can be used to irrigate it
without great expense, is owned and
appropriated by the Mormons, and as they
hold and own the land and water, they
hold and own Utah.
That this is ~o is shown by the fact that
they have been sending out colonies into
the States and Territories adjoihing· Utah.
This is an overflow, and in this they do
not go singly, as settlers usually do, but
the neighborhood where they intend to
settle is explored, a few families sent to be
followed by others and a colony established, and exclusive occupation taken, so far
as they go, and so far as such occupation
is possible. In this way they have colonized Utah, and with the aid of assisted
immigration have acquired the agricultural land,:, and appropriated the waters
which can be easily reached to irrigate
them.
While it can not be denied that progress
is being made, and more rapidly, too, than
at any previous time in the history of the
Territory, it will be seen that those who
are of the opinion that Utah has passed
from under the Mormon power are mistaken.
THE PRESENT ATTITUDE OF THE
MORMON PEOPLE.

In passing to the consideration of the
question whether the Mormons have ceased to enforce the doctrine of plural marriage and have abandoned their wellknown hostility to such Federal laws as
are in conflict with what they claim to be
religious belief, let us look
the character of the Mormon people and their leaders.
The early Mormons were mainly native
Americans and religious enthusiasts.
Under a vigorous system of proselyting
by missionaries, they have been largely
recruited from all parts of the world.
Either by chance ~r from policy their
missionaries have mostly been to the parts
of the country where the average rate of
intelli,-ence i~
lcwest, and they have
made"' many converts from people of
American birth or from those of for.
eign birth who had first settled elsewhere in the United States.
For a long
time the bulk of their converts have come
from the lower classes of England and
Scandivavian countries, and they are yearly brought over by ship loads.
Their
missionaries say nothing of plural ma,r-

riage and some converts hear of it for the
first time when they reach Utah.
are picked up by a process of
selection; the doctrine as
the missionary fits the mental condition
the convert.
He is told of the new and
wondrous revelation, the intercourse with
and guidance of spirits and
the
power to work miracles, heal the
and
cure the deformed. That God
only taken his chosen
care, but has given them a
where everyone can have fertlie
association of a Brotherhood of
and separation from the wickedness
oppression of the world. The doctrine
thus put forth by shrewd leaders is
ed by the illogical, and those who
credence to the marvelous, to
portents of dreams and those in whom the
imagination is not controlled
strict
methods of reasoning.
The hope of a better worldly condition
and the offer of aid to reach it are not
without effect. Thev are
telligence sufficient to
experience in practical
;
dustrious in a slow, plodding
and easily governed. A firm
enthusiasm is their leading characteristic.
As a rule, they are law-abiding,
as far as the law is confirmed
Priesthood, but they accept the
of plural marriage in all
radical and necessary part of
ion, and any civil law punishing
my and kindred offenses as crimes
sidered wrong.
They have accepted the doctrine of
lygamy and will probably adhere to
long as they live, and it is but a very
tribute to their honesty to say
abandoned it. The women are as devotional as the men, probably more so. An
intelligent woman probably expressed the
sentiment of her sex in .regard to
my by saying: "It is a cross,
pose it is true, and we must bear it,''

but its own to be ildestiand

I

and it may use
selfish ends but this can be done
force
of the
and as well if it be sincere
as if
for human nature is
not changed
kind of chnrch it enters.
A fair

MORMON SINCERITY.

at

c:an not
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tion because polygamous marriages have judge the rights of conscience would prove us
ceased, entangles many who can only give recreant to every duty we owe to God and man.
the question a passing thought, and they Among the principles of our religion is that of
are apt to think there are really two sides immediate revelations from God; one of the docto the question.
trines so revealed is celestial or plural marriage,
No Territory has ever applied for State-· for which ostensibly we are stigmatized and
hood or release hom any measure of fedhated. This is a vital part of our religion, the
eral control with t.he great body of its decisions of the courts to the contrary notwithpeople devoted to social crimes, and firm- standing."
ly believing such crimes are either comThis candid admission of their position
manded or permitted by revelation; and
is
as
true to-day as when it was first made,
no Christian church has ever taught any
such doctrine, so that Congress has never and expresses the situation at this time.
Some young Mormons, probably one hunhad occasion to enter upon any such indred and fifty, at the late election broke
quiry.
away frem the ancient discipline and voted
LOCAL POLITICS.
as they pleased. I hope the number will
In regard to the political affairs of Utah, be increased on the next election. In that
one side claims. the inquiry as to the loyalthe church is losing a few adherents
ty of the people to the laws of their coun- at
outer side, but there is no change in
try is a proper political inquiry. The the position of the leaders and the sincere
other side claims that this is bringing in a Mormons will never renounce polygamy
religious discussion and you have no busi- until they are convinced that God has comness with a religious belief. There is manded it; and they will, whenever they
such a wide difference in the use of terms have the power, enforce and practice pothat a harmonious conclusion is impossi- lygamy, and every other interest of the
ble.
church, whether it conflicts with law or
One example will illustrate the distinc- not, and will believe that in doing so, they
tion, and show the agitation of the ques- are serving the divine will, and will gladtion is not, as has been asserted, the work ly accept any punishment which may
of jealous priests or rapacious laymen. come to them because of this, in the s.pirit
The J osephite Mormons are understood to of martyrs.
This fact stands out very
accept all the doctrines of Mormonism, clearly. There has been no change in the
except the revelation concerning polyga- doctrines of the church or its teaching and
my, which they have claimed is a forgery, it will not do to claim they have assumed
and they have intermingled with other re- a loyal attitude because they refuse to
ligious denominations in the States and sanction violations of law.
They must
Territories, undisturbed, and enjoying all teach their people that the law is supreme
the immunities and privileges of law-abid- and cease to honor those who violate it.
ing citi:zens. They have not withdrawn
CHURCH AND STATE.
by themselves, organized crime, sanctified
The
claim
is made that the church Joes
it to the people by revelation and called
it religion.; hence there is no political dis- not now interfere in political matters, but,
like all other religious organizations, leaves
cussion concerning their belief.
its members free to act for themselves.
(At one time it was thought the JosephThe Gentiles claim that the past and
ite doctrine might be an important factor
in Utah, but its influence has been crippled the present history of the church does not
by the later proof, that at Nauvoo in the support this claim;· that the church is a
lifetime of Joseph Smith, polygamy was political organization with aims that are
practiced by the leaders, and that men political, and that it manifests greater zeal
could and did. marry two women by one in preserving and perpetuating its politiceremony, until the proof was made; and cal power than in promoting the religious
perhaps it was permitted to come out to purposes for which it was ostensibly ormeet tlte growing itiflttence of the j'o- ganized.
They call attention to. the fact that the
sephites, and their assertion that the revelation was a forgery concocted in Utah; money which it coUects from its people, as
the Mormons had persistently denied tithing, under the plea of religious duty, is
they were guilty of any .violation qf law, mainly used in promoting political ends in
and were driven out without excuse, at the and out of the territory, and notably at
instigation of priests and for plunder, W ashingtoh City, the Capital of the nathough there are stillliv1ng in Utah those tiun.
The Mormon people are constantly adwho practiced polygamy at Nauvoo. The
incident shows that mendacity and deceit vised to be united in their temporal and
are not new characteristics of orthodox spiritual matters. This advice does not
come from the laymen; but is given from
Mormo~isrn.)
the pulpit. A union of temporal and
ADHERENCE TO POLYGAMY.
spiritual affairs means that the people
The last official expression of the Mor- must be "obedient to cot'lnsel," and the
mon people in regard to polygamy, other "counsel" always emanates from the high
than the proposed State Constitution, was priesthood.
made May zd, 1885, and is as follows.:
The non-1\formons are amazed that the
"As to our religious faith, It is based upon
fact of the church interfering in political
evidence which to our minds is conclusive; conmatt!'rs should be denied •. Every apostate
victions not to be destroyed by Legislative enMormon in the territory bears willing tesactments or the judicial decisions. Force may
timony to the fact, and the acts of the
Mormon leaders confirm it. At the last
slave the body, but it can not convince the mind.
legislative election there was a contest in
To yield to the demand of the Legislature or
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the Ninth Council District, between two
Mormons, one the candidate of the Mormon party and one who ran as an independent candidate, and whose candidacy was
a protest against the political methods of
the Mormon Church. In a letter received
from a prominent citizen of the district
occurs the following statement:
"Apostle John Henry Smith made his appearance in our county on Friday, the zd instant.
The people at Huntington were drummed together on said evening, and Smith called their
attention to the fact that he was an apostle of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints;
that they had chosen and sustained him in that
position, and had covenanted to sustain him as
their counselor and advisor, and he now wished
them to thoroughly know and understand that
he was there to see, to counsel and advise, and to
persuade all to sustain the People's (Mormon)
ticket."

In Davis county at the same election
there was a contest between two Mormons for the office of selectman. One
nominated by the people's party, the other
as an independent candidate. A prominent citizen of the county, and an official,
in a letter makes the following statement:.
-;,I had the pleasure of listening to him (Geo.
0. Cannon) the last day of the meeting. He
dwelt wholly upon politics, and among other
things said, •:Now brethren you will shortly have
an election here (referring to the county election)
and how will you act, after the order of the world
to stir up strife and contention, or will you do it
after the order of God, and elect the men whom
God wants?' That sermon, with a visit from
Penrose, editor of the Deseret News, settled the
election. If you ~ill turn to the returns from
Davis county, you will see David Stoker was run
for selectman by the Liberals. The priesthood
prevented his electio~.P

Another well known citizen o{ tDavis
county makes substantially the same statement, with the further statement that it
occurred at a "priesthood meeting," and
that "on election day teachers were delegated to see that every one of the People's
party voted the straight ticket."
A CHURCH MATTER,

I submit these stateme:1ts for consideration in connection with the assertion that
the church does not interfere in political
matters, but leaves its members free to act
for themselves, and will only state that Mr.
Cannon is not a mli!mber of anv committee
of the People's. party, and h;d no other
relation to the people of Davis county
than that given. by his official position as
an apostle in the church.
If a member of the church acts indepently of the People's party, he· is made
to understand in a very pronounced way
that he has displeased the church; that he
has taken a step which is wrong, and is
frequently declared "an enemy of his people." The result has been that few men
have had the courage to avail themselves
of the opportunity to be independent under
ouch circumstances. While there are manv
Mormons who would gladly welcome
some action on the part of the church .abandoning polygamy and remanding' the
church to its appropriate sphere as religious
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organization, the greater number still adhere .to the old/faith .with all its teachings
and prac.tices. The church and people stand
to:day where they stood when the first
colony ~as planted in Salt Lake valley. In
conversation with a Mormon member of
the Legislative Assembly on this subject,
he said, ~·Well, this is God's work. If it
is right, ,it will g() ahead; if it is wrong, it
will not.. It is in His hands, and he will
take car~ of it." This'urobably expresses
the opinion of the orthodox Mormon.
It will now be seen why political officers in 'political reports, refer. to church
doctrine$ and. practices. It is because they
involve the body of the people and are
disloyal and hostile to the laws, and hence
the subject becomes in the strictest sense
politicaL In fact, the church doctrines
and their practices are so intimately interwoven. with the political affairs ;of Utah
thatthey can riot be considered separately.
RECOMMENDATIONS,

Elsewhere in this report I have recommended that the public schools be placed
under the control and authority of some
Federal agency; that certain county officers be made appointable by some Fede~al
authority; that a new Legislative appor. tionment be made after the taking of the
next census, and that prisoners confined
in the Penitentiary be placed at work.
I believe it is the intention of the American people to extirpate polygamy and its
kindred: evils from their land; and that
Congress is determined to give force and ·
effect to this intention by appropriate legislation.
The teports made by previous Governors of the territory, and by the Utah
Commission, recommend special measures
for consideration by Congress, all of which,
so far .as they are now essential, have 111Y
hearty . endorsement and support. Encouraging Gentile immigration has be:en
suggested. The walls are up againsUt,
unless a great increase in mining, the establishme:nt of manufacturing on a large
scale, or the founding and enl~rgment •of
industrial pursuits, other than agriculture,
take place. The founding, example and
teaching of Christian churches has been
recommended.
Several denominations
have established churches, but the converts from Mormonism are none too numerous. There is a self-sufficient complacency in the Mormon, which entirely
satisfies him with his religion. Establish
schools throughout the territory, others
say. This has been done to some extent by
various religious denominations, but the
progress is slow in producing any marked
result. It has been suggested that the
courts should be increased and offenses
vigorously prosecuted. The Government
has been for years well represented by able
and efficient officers, and the result has
been important but not decisive. This
course has not changed opinion, but has
caused greater care in concealing offenses.
OFFICIAL DIFFICULTIES.

Officers have great difilculty in making
arrests in the agricultural districts, and are
forced to find out the residence of the person wanted, approach and surmund his

house .in the· night, .or come upon it at
some unexpected hour of the day; and at
times,. after getting in sight of the man, ·
ability as a hurdle racerfs more serviceable
in making the arrest than their warrant or
official character. If they run down their
man, and return to his house, the witnesses
wanted have disappeared and . inquiries·
made.of men, women or children, are met
with a universal "don't know." If the
witness is placed on the stand, and" ques··
tioned :as to facts of r<;cent occurrence, his
mind is a blank. Mothers have frequent··
ly testified that they did not know. their
daughters were married, and when asked
if the fact .of their daughter having children did not at least excite some interest
as to the .f~ct of marriage, the
would be, "It was none of. my business,
or "My daughter. is old enough to take
care of herself." Meir1bers. of the Priesthood .have denied facts while on the stand
which were notoriously known to be true.
A REMEDIAL MEASURE,

Others suggest the taking of all politicQl
power from the Church; and call attention
to the fact that this power.is used
the
church. to strengthen the position
its
leaders socially, politically and financially.
They point with emphasis to the fact that
the most lucrative county offices in the
Territory are continued in certain families,
descending like the priesthood, by
ance from father to son, to the exclusion
of the "common people," and also say that
a high position in the priesthood is generally accompanied by an equally high
position in the politicaL and business workl,
secured by church influence, until religion,
politics and business are so intermingled
that it is difficult to draw the line where
the one begins and the other ends, and this
Will continue to be ~o until the strong
hand of the Federal Government is interposed tO force an effectual divorce
Church and State.
The sugge>tion to strip the church of
political power is met by the objection that
it is an attempt to punish the Mormon
people for their religious views, and because of this is unconstitutional.
In a discussion· of this character we
must be careful that both sides understand
and employ terms in the same sense, otherwise the discussion will run on line" so far
apart that no definite result or understanding can be reached. It is well here to see
what is meant by religious belief and unconstitutional inquiry about religious belief and church affairs and rloctrines. In
this country, under constitutional guarantees, it is impossible for the law to encroach upon the domain of religion while
the latter keeps within its true boundaries,
but if a religious sect can adopt and practice something prohibited by law and
claim immunity on account of religious
belief, it may, or other sects may, extend
religious belief and practices to cover the
whole domain of criminal law, and crimes
and religion would become synonymous
terms. The Mormons believe in and
practice polygamy and claim it is ju:-.tified
by revelation, and, therefore, a part of
their religion. The United States punish-

es the .offense and calls it a crfme, and
what the Government calls crime, the
Mormon Church calls relig·ion~claims
immunity for it tis a religious belief, and·
to that extent swallows up the domain of
the law.
A CHANGE NEEDED,

I believe .the great majority of the peo~
ple will welcome any change that will end
the long strug!!le, which has only brought·
sorrow and suffering to them~ while their
leaders have enjoyed plenty, and apparept,
imrilunity ffom punishment. With them.
it is not a question of political powe~.
They c;:re nothing for the ofilces, but they
do want peace, and if they were left alone.
would have peace.
·
I recogniz~>, however, how serious the.
situation is, how much is involved in the
dvty of changing the attitude of a perfectly
disciplined host.. I do not care to intPrpose any suggestions beyond.echoing- the
voice of the loyal people ·here, which insists that which is unlawful in the Mor-.
mon system nltlst beextii·pated; that there
must be no relaxation;· ·on the contrary
should the present laws prove inadequate,
and the .Mormon people continue in their
present attitude, then. the Government
should not fail to provide some form of
government for the Territory which will.
be patriotic and wise enough to do what is
right.
In my opinion, expressing to the Gov.
ernment my best judgment, which it is
entitled to, and should have, I do not hesitate to say that any temporizing- policy
which leaves the church in a position to
control the political policy of the Terri~
tory, is only delaying- the final settlement,
and that future legislation should be aimed
at the political power of the church, whicli
has been the main pillar of its strength in
Utah.
In the meantime, it will be seen the
Utah problem is wholly new in America,
and not so easily solved as those unac~
quainted with all the facts might suppose,
and its laterals reach to the mooted questions of unrestricted immigration, cheap
citizenship, and whether in this country
personal rights have not been hedged so
closely that at times public danger may
ensue.
CONCLUSION.

In conclusion, I tlesire to say that so far
as I have been able to learn, the Federal
officers in Utah are performing their
duties faithfully and efficiently. The
courts and District Attorneys are enforcing
the laws with vigor. The election laws
have been ably enforced by the Utah
Commission. I take this opportunity to
say that the presence of the Commission
and its work have been of material aid to
the Government.
I am, sir, very respectfully,
ARTHUR

L.

THOMAS,

Governor.
HoN. JoHN W. NoBLE, Secretary of the Interior,
Washington, D. C.
It is an error of the unlearned to suppose that
the knowledge of books is of no account, and
an error of scholars to think there is no olher
knowledge worth having.
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SOUTHERN MICHIGAN AND NORTHERN INDIANA.
Conference convened at the Saints' Chapel,
Quincy, Michigan, November zd, E. C. Briggs
president, H. Rathbun
D. B. Teeters
secretary, L. Fay assistant.
reports:
Coldwater 88.
Clear Lake 68.
Galien ro8.
:Maumee zr. Marcellus IS.
Dimondale and
Knox not
Elders: E. C. Briggs, H.
Rathbun, C.
W. J. Smith, L. Scott, T.
Horton, B. Corless, W. Reynolds. Priests: G.
F. ·weston, J. Emrick, G. Corless, J. Shook, j.
Erter. Teachers: D. B. Tt>eters, W. Lockerby.
Bishop's agent: Received
Expended
$zs.so Balance 132
A. Blakeslee,
W. Lockerby and Sr.
Houseman were apa committee to take into consideration
propriety and
of holding a reunion
meeting in this miBsion
r89o, with the cooperation of eastern Saints in \Visconsin, Indiana
and Western Canada. Resolved that all branch
treasurers of the district forward all moneys or
receipts therefor intended for general church
purposes to the Bl>hop's
G. A. Bl;,keslee, H. Rathbun, C. Scott,
Smith and L.
Scott were chosen
to
next General
Conference. On
H Rathbun was sustai.nE'd '" district
E. C. ~ri-ggs ~nd <_;.
T. Gritliths were
as mrsswnanes m
charge.
On Sunday at IO: 30 a.m., the Saints'
Chapel was dedicated. Prayer was offered
H. Rathbun, dedicatory sermon was preached
C. Scott to a crowded house of attentive listeners, dedicatory prayer was offered by E. C.
Briggs. Preaching by W. J.
C. Scott, L.
Scott and H. Rathbun. Two were
and
an excellent time was
at the conference.
It was well attended.
number of visitS:>inis were present.
seemed to be firm
in
faith and lwoe of the
Adjourned
to meet at Clear Lake,
at call of the
president.
SOUTH-EASTERN OHIO AND WEST
VlRGlNTA.
ConfeTence met at Vales' Mills, Ohio, September
G. T. Griffith" in chair, T. J. Beatty
associate.
invitation was f'xtended to visiting brethren to participate.
Aj!ent's
report
found con-ect
adopted.
Branches:
I9, net gain
Syracuse
42, net loss 2; Union
33, net gain r; Vi nton 63, net loss I; Milton 19, net gain I; Mt.
Zion r8, net gain 4; Fairview 28, net gain 8;
Hocking Vailey 43· net gain 22; \Va,hington no
change; Highland 45, net
Branches reporting show a net gain of
from
Cabin Run, Morgan, Ne•N
branches·
O!Dcial report~.
T. J. Beatty, L. R. Devore, T. Mat ..
L. Shinn, S.]. J:c:ff"rs,
L. Goodrich,
D. ThonHtr'., A.
Ervin, L. W.
Torrence. A.
Kirkendall. Priests: C. Hunter, Vv', H. Rhoads, T. Smith, H. H. Ervin. G. D.
Hannah, C. Cooper, H. E. Moler, T. VV. Williams. It was reqJlved that Bro. J. C. Abbott be
ordained to the office of a deacon. Teacher's license of J G. Depue was returned to conference.
Moved that we send.two
Brn. G. T.
·Griffiths and T.
Beatty to next
Conference. Bro.
Devore was chosen as alternate. Delegates were instructed to vote for
General Conference of r891 to be held at Kirtland, Ohio. Branches are r~quested to furnish
their per capita for
expenses to General Conference.
Brn.
Matthews and
. Jeffers were appointed a
to consider
future Reunion. Local elders and priests were
ln viterl to labor as circumstances permit. First
Presidency and missionaries in charge sustained
by vote. Committee on Reunions reported to

have the next Reunion after next conference at
Springs. Ohio. Bro. J. C. Abbott was
to tr.e otlice of a deacon bv G. T. Griffiths and T. J Beatty. T. J. Beaty r~ported $z 85
co';Jected for defraying expenses of di,trict clerk.
T.
was re-elected district president, A.
B.
continued secretary, T. J. Beatty
sustained as Bishop' Agent. Priest's licenses
to Thomas Smith, T. K. Ferrell, D. J.
J. G. Depue and Lewis Walters; teacher's license to Lewis Smallwood. Adjourned to
meet at Sinking Springs, Highland county, Ohio,
the third Saturday in August. Preaching services as already published in Reunion minutes.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.
Conference convened at the Saints chapel, San
Bernnrdino, October 4th. Bro. H. C. Smith was
chosen to preside, with Bro. D S. Mills to assist.
Bm. D. E. Lander and S. G, Wright were chosen
clerks. Officers present reporting were, Elders,
H. C. Smith, D. S. Mills, W. Gibson, A. W.
Thompson, E. J. French, D. Garner and D. L.
Harris Priests, W. P. Pickering, S. G. Wright,
D" E.
A. E. Jones and J. Morris. Branches reported as follows: Laguna 36, IO baptized,
9 removed, I died; New Port (corrected report)
8 baptized, I died, present report I6I, 8 reI removed; Los Angeles 79, I baptized,
r
3 removed; San Bernardino 220, 2
b2.ptized, I removed, 5 expelled; Valley Center
14. Bishop's agent reported: Received since
last report $688.66, paid out $6r4 76, on hand
bills payable $r39 65, indebtedness, Oct.
Bro. H. C. Smith, church historian
California, was released and Bro.
appointed in his stead. Bro. D. S.
Mills was continued district president, Bro, H.
L. Holt chosen assistant, and Bro. A. A. Goft
elected secretary.
Bro. H. C. Smith was sustrined as Bishop's agent, and the missionary and
general officers of the church were sustained.
Brn.
F. Burton, H. C. Smith, D. S Mills and
Q. S.
were chosen as delegates to general
conference, and the conference was petitioned to
return Bro. H. C. Smith as president of the PaC:fic
mis>ion. It was decided by this conkrence
hold· one business session annually in
November and one reunion meeting in May.
The cnmmittee to examlne into the Laguna
branch matter reported the organization effected
on February znd, r889. regular and legal, and
r:xommended that said organization be considered a continuation of the former Laguna branch,
and that members of the former branch be considered members of the new. This report was
referred to a committee for final action, which
committee reported. After hearing arguments
the case, that the organization and
election
election on Feb. 2, r889, not being
harmony with branch rules adopted Dec. I8,
was null and void, and they therefore rei
the report of the former committee. A
notice that the case would be appealed to the
g·eneral conference was then read. During the
conference three were baptized, and Bro. D. E.
Lander vvas ordained to the office of elder. Brn.
H. C. Smith, D. S. Mill and Q S. Sparks preached during the conference; Brn. Smith and Mills
12iving an instructive talk to the priesthood on
!Sunday morning. The meetings throughout
were profitable, and the conference adjourned to
meet for reunion at Avusa in May and for busineso at Newport in November, r!::9o:

A PROPOSED REMEDY FOR
DIVORCE
The Hon. Edward ]. Phelps, ex·Minister to
EnrJ.land and Lecturer on Law at Yale, has
iunJPd his attention to the subject of Divorce in
the United States, with an effort to discovt>r a
practical means of lessening the evil.
How
that evil is may be seen at a glance from the
that during the last twenty years more than
soc ooo divorces have been granted, whereas,
during the preceding twenty years. only a few
more than 325,ooo were granted. This rapid in-

crease is the main fact which has directed the
attention both of social and legal reformers to
the subject. Mr. Phelps treats it from a practical, legal boint of view, and considers the
means whereby the law may be best used as a
preventive.
A uniform divorce law in all the States heregards as impossible ever to obtain, and his view
of the Federal Constitution is that it would be
illegal for the United States to enact a law on
this subject, this being a matter which falls within State jurisdiction.
He addresses himself,
therefore, to State laws; and, after a discussion
of the main features of all these !a ws, reaches
the conclusion that the remedy will be found in
a prohibition of marriage by either divorced party so lor.g as the other lives. He shows historically thai it is the liberty to marry again that
has caused such an increase in divorcess; and he
concludes that it is the desire for another marriage alliance that is the main cause of most separations between husbands and wives.
Mr.
Phelps contributes this study of the subject to
The Forum, and it appears in the December
number.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The quarterly conterence of the North-EB.st
Kansas district will convene in the church at
Scranton, Kansas, Saturday, December 7th, at
ten a.m. An attendance of all officials that can
come is earnestly desired; and brethren that can
nr.t come, be su.re and report.
E. C. BRAND.
The Alabama district conference will convene
at the Lone Star branch, January uth, r89o. I
suggest to the Saints of the Alabam district that
we fast and pray to God, the first Sundny in
January, that God will revive his work in this
part of the land.
M. K. HARP,

District President.
"AUTUMN LEA YES."
When through mailing the December number
of "Autumn Lea.-es" I found only seventeen
copies left on hand, and in order to meet future
contingencies a sufficient number of those who
were in arrears were held back and not mailed.
This will explain why some did not receive December "Leaves." On application, and payment
of subscription, they can be had as long as any
are on hand.
J2HN ScoTT, Supt.
BORN.
To Bro. E. T. and. Sr. M. E. Dawson of Ione,
California, a daughter, named Irvy Clifford, born
J ul v 24th, I88y; blessed October T 3th, by Elders
J. R. Cook, G. W. Harlow and J. H. Parr.
DIED.
MATTHEWs.- At LosAngeles, California, November roth, I889, George Leon, infant son of
Bro. George L. and sister Anna Matthews, aged
I month and 4 days. The mother passc;d away a
few davs before. It has found a welcome there.
Funeral services conductFd by Elder Heman C.
Smith, assisted by Elder E. L. Kelley.
SMITH.- At Three Oaks, Michigan, in the
thirteenth year of her age, Rosa Adella Smith,
youngest sister of Bro. G. F. Weston. She was
a member of the Disciple or Christian Church.
Sistel', my love. how down thine ear,
My rhythmic tribute fully hear;
Nor from thy heart lPt wrath erase
ltf.l silvered cadence from itf< place.
WherP heart joins heart in liviug coA.l,
Though broken be ~'the golden howl·.~,
No common slab should mark the place
ThH.t covers o'er that F<acred face:-·
Sacred? All; well! The word allowed
To him who's of a sister proud;
ThBt face whose pressed together lip
Of sweets beyond expression sip;
That. face whose sight from earth now torn,
Looks upon scenes to us unborn;
Those hands so lily-like and fair,
And an t<O lowly resting there.
Why should my pen one soul annoy,
The legul ar~nment employ,
How justice clatms her right with Him
'iVho~e mercies running o'er the brim l
Let t.ime and fortune rule the way
For her to realms of endlesR day,
And so for all, Jet j nstic<; be,
My Father, swallowed up in Thee.
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THE SAIN
l)Avrs.-At Spring Hill, Montana, November
gth, r889, of brain fever, George, son of George
E. and Catharine Davis, aged 5 years, 6 months;
and 23 days. F11nerpJ services by Elder Gomer
Reese, assisted by J. E~ Reese.
Thou ~trt gone little bud, to the home of the living,
Prepared in the mansions of God;
Thou hast left us an here with our hearts sore and
bleeding,.
Tiil .Je~<ns returns from above.
Then you will return with the angels of love,
No more our presence to leave,
Where. death and sorrow and pain can ne'er come,
Life eternal then be our reward.

MARTIN,-At Stanley, Indian Territory, May
4th, r889, Sr. Rettie Martin, wife of Bro. Wj)liam
Martin, and daughter of Bro .. Curtis RandaJJ, of
Columbus, Kansas. She was born at Leroy,
Boone ~ounty, Illinois, May (7th, rSsS; and was
baptized and confirmed May 4th, r868, by Samuel
Powers. Funeral Serrrion by Elder D. S. Crawley au;::olumbus, Kansas. She died in full faith
of a glorious resurrection. A noble mother.and
a faithful wife!

"The Jews in and
Palestine."
Such has been the demanil for this article, that we now
offer it in PAMPHLE'r FORM, bound in colored eovers.
It is a comprehensive and carefully prepared Historical
Treatise concerning the Jews in all nations, including
Palestine; as well as a clear avowal of their hopes ann
expectations concerning the Holy Land, by Rev. F. de
Lola Mendez, a I
·
American Hebrew of New York
City, Per single cop
cts in money or stamps; 6 copies
25c; 12 copies 40 c.
nd in your orders at once.
Address, I,AMBERT BIWTHERS,
LAMONI, DECATUR

AUTUMN

We wish to announce to our friends and patrons
that with the beginning of Vol. III we purpose adding

AN ENTIRELY NEW DEP ARTThfENT
To o\tr magazine; and as this department will
be exclusively in the interest of the young, we
hope to awaken in them a more lively interest
in helping to sustain-both by contributions and
by helping to in~rease the circulation~the work
Inaugurated especially for their benefit.
This department will be under the charge of
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HOLY' SCRIPTURES.
PROF. J, A. GUNSOLLEY, B. s,,
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
And wHI be dev®ted to an interchange of thoughts
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges ••••.. 1 50
and ideas .upon aJJ. topics of interest pertaining
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••..•••..••••.. 2 00
to mental arid spiritual growth, the study of God
Morocco, gilt edges ................ , •••••••. 2 50
in nature as we!! as in the Bible.
New Testament, Inspired.................... ~5
The Latter Day Work is increasing wonderBOOK OF MORMON.
fully in magnitude, and it behooves him who
Roan, sprinkled edge8., ••...•• , .•.•••• , ••••• 1 25
desires to keep pace with its rapid strides to emImitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••..••..•••• , .1 50
brace every opportunity of informing himself
not only with reference to the standard works of .
DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS.
the church, but things transpiring in the world
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library ................. 1 :!15
at large, whsch l'tave a direct bearing upon the
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••.••.•••., ••• l 50
grand march of events, pointing to a culminaTHE SAINTS' HARP.
tion in the secong coming of Christ.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges •• , ••••• , •• 1 26
In addition to this there will also begin in the
[mits,tion Morocco, gilt edges .. , ••••• , ••••••• 1 50
February number a
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT,
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Which will be taken charge of by "MARTHA,"
~We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
and will be devoted strictly to such matter as
Turkey Superior, gilt edge .................. ,3 50
will aid the mother and housewife in her toilT~:rkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge .••••.... B 75
some labor of love, and help her to realize how
Rexburg Turkey, gilt edge ................... 3 75
·high and holy is her calling, and how much of
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge........
00
the abstract comfort and peace of the family is
THE
SAINTS'
HARMONY.
dependent upon her.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Brethren and Sisters, will you aid us, by helping to enlarge our subscription list? .If cash
Leather back and Muslin 8ides .•...••....... 2 50
commission suits you better than premiums,
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
write us for our terms. Less than a month now
Harp; also 542 pages of music,
about 720
remains before the January number will be ready
tunes, and full instructions on choir and
music
for sending out, but much can be done in a month,
VOICE OF WARNING.
by persistent and earnest ofJ:'ort. We could furInstruction to all people on the Doctrine and
nish y 0 u many testimonials of the work the
History of the Latter Day Work.
magazine is doing, especially outside of the
00
fn paper covers, 10 cts. each, per dozen.......
church; but we do not believe it necessary. We
Limp muslin covers......................... 25
look for a largely increased subscription list the
coming year, and hape we shall not be disap_SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
pointed.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Yours gratefully,
Sprinkled Leather....... . • • • • . • • • . . • • . . . . . . 00
M. WALKER.
Muslin boards . . . • . . • .. • . .. . . . .. . . .. • • . . . • . 75
N. B.-A request for renewal of subscription,
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
or to have the magazine sent on time will be all
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen . . . . • . . 2 50
that is necessary, if you are not prepared to pay
Question Books for Primary Classes.
now. We want to accommodate all, but can not
Limp muslin, Hi cts. each, per dozen . . . . • . . ...
25
afford to continue it to parties who do not request
HESPERIS.
it. Remember it will only cost you a postal card
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
to keep your name from being dropped, and inFancy Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges ••••• , , , , ,
50
ure you the magazine for r89o.

BRA DEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Muslin boards, 3.96 pages .... ,. .............. 1 '75
Propositions:-'-(1) Is the Book of.Mormon pf Di·
vine origin, and are its teachings entitle.d to the respect
and belief of all Christian people? (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Chnrch
of Christ, and identical in faith, organization, ordinan·
ces, worship and practice, with the Church of Christ,
as it was left perfected by the 1\,postles of Christ. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of J"esus . Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
with Him?
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 25cts, ten or more1 each ••••••••• , • 20
In paper l5cts., ten or more, each • • • • • • • • • • • • 13
This is th,, notorious "Manuscript Found," writtl)t
by Rov. Solomon Sp9.uldiug, about which so much h:!!s
been said in connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph .Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chi~f
~round work .and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen. . • .. • .. • ~ 5
Without covers 5cts. each; per dozen • • • • • . • . . 60
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of Morm n, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCORDANCE TO. DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covers.... 10
Old editi01a . • • . . . . • . . . • .•.•..••. , • • • • • • • • • •
li
SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers 10 cts.; per dozen .......... , ... 1 00
TRACTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts., 100 ..... 1 50
3. Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 5c., 100 . 40
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
and the Kirtland Temple Suit; dozen 5c, 100.. .25
250 for 50cts, 500 for $1, 1,ooo •••••••• 1 ~5
6. The "One
its Mode, Subjects, Prerequisites
Who Shall Administer; 25ctsper
perlOO ............ 1 ~5
7. WlwThen Can be Saved; dozen 5c., 100.... 40
8. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 25c., lOO .• 1 75
9. Spiritualism Viewed frJm a Scriptural Standpoint; dozen 30 cts., 10{) ......... , ........ 2 25
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts., 100 ...... l 10
11. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2 25
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 65
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 eta, 100 ... 1 '15
15 Brighamite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts., 100 . . • . • 40
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 .....•.....•.•.. l 4{)
17. 'I' he Successor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency ofthe Church; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 'l5
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the A.post.asy; dozen 20 cts., l 00 ..................... 1 40
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts, 100 ... l 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 .•......••• l 25
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 eta., 100.... 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 eta., 100..... 40
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5c., 100 40
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen ~5 eta., 100 •.. l 40
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doetrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100. . . . • . • 40
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen...... 15
per hundred ............................. 1 10
31. What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 eta., 100... 25
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for ..•••..•• l 75
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 eta, 100 . . . . 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
per hundred ........................... 1 25
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts., 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... 1 75
42 Rejection of the Chureh; dozen 15 eta., 100.1 10
43 One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 cts, 100 .... l 75
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of J asus Chril!lt; 5 eta. each, per dozen ....•.•. , . . 50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100.......... 15
A.n assortment of Tracts..................... 35
COMPLETE SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp Muslin, turned in -. . . . . . . . . • •
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"l.IEARKEN TO THE WoRD oF THE LoRn: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE B..I.Vl!' 1.T BE ONE WIFE- AND CoNCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Paga 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN sHoULD nAvE ONE WIFE, AND Om< WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: ExcEFT m CAsE oF DEATH, WHEN EITHEU
xs AT LIRER'J'Y TO MAU!\Y AoAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec.109, par. 4.

No. so.

37.-Whole No. 864.

oaths are there taken, or what obligations or
in all things, temporal as well as spiritual, to the
Priesthood,
and
to
avenge
the
death
of
the
covenants
are there entered into, or what penalOfficial Paper of the Reorganized Church of .Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints
ties are attached to their violation; and these
prophets Joseph and Hyrum Smith upon the
~PUBLISHED AT LAl\IONI DECA'I'UR CoUNTY, low.&-~
government and people of the United States.
witnesses when asked ~or their reason for declinEvery Saturd<:Y· Price $2.25 per year.
The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents,
ing to answer, stated that they did so "on a point
The taking of further testimony at this time is
emd ,the Bishop's ,Agents. are requested to solicit new sub-of honor," while several stated they had forgotfor the purpose of determining whether or not
•criberfl, and help build up the paper and the publication
department.
these
allegations
are
true.
ten what was said about avenging the blood of
Buai~ess Letters and Subscription_s must be aent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Express~
The third sub-division of section 2165 of the
the prophets. John H. Smith, one of the Twelve
Entered ao second class matter at Lamoni Post Office.
Revised Statutes of the United States provides
Apostles of the Church, testified that all that is
that in order to entitle an alien to be admitted as
said in tpe endowment ceremonies about avenga citizen of the United States, it shall be made to
ing the blood of the prophets is said in a lecture,
appear to the satisfaction of the .court admitting
in whkh the 9th and roth verses of the sixth
such alien that he has resided in the United
chapter of Revelations is recited, 'as follows:
EDITOR.
States
five
years
at
least,
and
within
the
state
or
"And when he had opened the fifth seal, I saw
w.w.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR..
territory where such court is at the time held,
under the altar the souls of them that were slain
Lamoni, Iowa, Dec. J4, r889.
one year at least, and that during that time he
for the word of God and for the testimony which
has behaved as a man of good moral character,
they held. And they cried with a loud voice
attached to the principles of the Constitution.of
saying, how long, 0 Lord, holy and true, dost
l)TAH MORMONISM COME TO
the United States, and well disposed to the good
thou not judge and avenge our .blood on them
JUDGMENT.
order and happiness of the same. Those objectthat dwell on the earth."
BELOW we present our readers with
ing to the right of these applicants to be admitOther witnesses for the applicants testified
essential portions of a recent decision of ted to citizenship, introduced eleven witness~s, that this is the only place in the ceremonies
Judge Anderson involving the ci.vil stand- who had been members of the Church of Jesus where avenging the blood of the prophets is
ing of the members of the Brighamite Christ of Latter Day Saints; commonly called mentioned.
"Mormon" church, and reserve our com- the Mormon Church. Several o.f these witnessJohn Clark, a witness for applicants, testified
ments thereon till our next issue:
es had held the position of Bishop in the church,
he took some obligations, made some promises,
In the District Conrt for the Third :Judical District
and all had gone through the Endowment House
entered into some covenants in the Endowment
of the Territory of Utah.
and participated' in its ceremonies. The testiHouse, and wore his endowment robes,. but did
In the matter of the application of John Moore,
mony of these witnesses i!l to the effect that
not know the significance of the slit over the
every mer:nber of the church is expected to go
heart. , E. L. T. Harrison, another of applicant's
Fred W. Miller, Henry J. Owen, John Berg,
Walter J. Edgar, Charles E. Clissold, Nils Anderthrough the Endowment House, and that nearly
witnesses, testified he had a clear recollection
son, Carl P. Larsen, Thomas M. Mumford, John
all do so; that marriages ar.e usually solemnized
that his right arm was washed, and something
Garbet and Arthur Townsend, to become citizens
there, and that those who are married elsewhere
said about it being made strong to avenge the
of the United States.
through tho Endowment ceremonies at as
death of the Prophets, and that the names of JoOPINION.
early a date thereafter as practicable, in order
seph and Hyrum Smith were not mentioned,
but were understood to be among the number
Anderson, J.
that the marital relation shaH contitue throughIn these applications the usual evidence on
whose biood was to be ave~ged; and E. G.
out eternity. That these ceremonies occupy the
Woolley, a witness for the applicants, testified
behalf of the applicants as to residence, moral
greater part of the day, and include the taking of
character, etc., was introduced at a former hearthey were to pray to the Lord to avenge the
an oa1 h, obligation or covenant, by all who reing,' and was deemed sufficient. Objection was
blood of the Prophets. Every other witness for
ceive their endowments, that they. wilL avenge
made, however, to the admission of Jol-.n Moore
the applicants who was asked the question stated
the blood of the Prophets, Joseph and Hyrum
and William J. Edgar upon the ground that they
Smith, upon the Government of the United
that Joseph and Hyrum Smith were understood
were members of the Mormon Cburch, and also
to be included among the prophets whose blood
States, and will enjoin this obligation upon their
bec3,use they had gone through the Endowment
was to be avenged.
children unto the third and fourth generation;
Ho~se of that Church, and there had taken an
The witnssses for the applicants, while refusthat they will obey the President in all things;
oath or obligation incompatible with the oath of
and will never reveal the secrets of the Endowing to disclose the oath, promises and covenants
citizen,ship they would be required to take if adment House under the pen;dty of having their
of the e.ndowment ceremonies, and the penaltif's
attached thereto, testified ·general! y that there
adm;itted. The admission of the other applicants
throats cut from ear to ear, their bowels torn out,
Wl\S,objected to solely on the grour1dthat by their
was nothing in the .ceremonies inconsistent with
and their hearts cut out of their bodies. The
own statements they .were members of the Marloyalty to the government of the United States,
right arm is anointed that it may be strong to
mo~,· Church, although they had not gone
and that the government was not mentioned.
avenge the blood of the prophets. An under
thrdugh the, Endowment House, and had not
One of the object• of this investigation is to asgarment, a sort of combination of shirt .. and
taken the oath usually administered there, nor in
certain whether the oaths and. obligations of the
drawers, called the endowme,nt robe, is then ,put
fact'any oath incompatible with citizenship.
Endowment House are incompatible with good
on, and is .to be worn ever after. On this robe,
Th,e claim is made bY those who object to the
citizenship. and it is not for applicants' witnesses
near the throat, and over the heart, and in the
admission to citizenship of these persons, that the
to determine this questio'n. The refusal of apregion of the abdomen, are certain marks or deMormon Church is and always has been a treaplicants' witnesses to state specifically what
signs intended to remind the wearer of the pensonable organization in its teachings and in its
alties that will be inflicted in case of a violation
oaths; obligations or cov1,0nants are taken or enpractices, hostile to the government of the United
of the oatJ;l, obligation or covenant he or she has
tered into in these ceremonies, renders th.eir tesStates, disobedient to Its !a ws, and seeking its
timony of bu.t little v;tlue, and tends to confirm
taken or made.
overthrow, and that the oath administered to its
"On behalf of the applicants. fourteen wit,
rather than contradict the evidence on this point
offer.ed by the objectors: ,The evid,en<;e estab:
members in the Endowment Ho.use bind,s them, .. nesses testified concerning the endowment cere.under the penalty of death, to implicit obedience
monies, but all of them declined to ·stll,te what· lisl}es·beyond any reasonable doubt, that .the. en.-
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dowment ceremonies are inconsistent with the
oath an applicant for citizenship is required to
take; and that the oaths, obligations or· covenants there made or entered into are incompatible with the obligations and duties of citizens of
the United States. Th~ applications of John
Moore and Walter J. Edgar, both of whom were
shown on the former examination to be members
of the Mormon Church, and to have gone through
the Endowment House, are therefore denied.
As to the objection made to the admission of
of the other applicants upon the ground solely
of their being members of the Mormon Church,
a large amount of evidence, mostly documentary,
has been introduced, only a small portion of
which can be noticed in this opinion without extending it to too great a length. The evidence
consists mostly of the sermons and writings of
the Mormon rulers and leaders, published under
the direction of the church.

Then follows much of the evidence in
the case upon which the Judge bases his
opinion, which we omit; and the following is the closing part of the document:
As further showing how the Mormon Church
honors those who violate the laws of the United
States, it is only necessary to look at the cases of
some of its leaders. John Taylor, lately one of
the presidents of the Church, was indicted for
unlawful cohabitation, and died while in hiding
to avoid arrest, still retaining his position as
president.
George Q. Cannon who is now one of the
presidents of the Church, was indicted for the
same offence, and was convicted and served a
term in the penitentiary. Apostle John Henry
Smith, a witness in this case, testified that he is a
polygamist, and that he married his plural wife
since the law of 1862 was pa•sed prohibiting polygamy. Chas. W. Penrme, who was a witness
in this case, and who was indicted for unlawful
' cohabitation, and was pardoned by the president
of the United States, is today the Editor of the
newspaper organ of the Church. Joseph F.
Smith, who is also one of the presidents of the
Church, is and has been for several years, under
indictment for unlawful cohabitation, and has
~
been hiding from the officers in order to avoid
arrest.
It is claimed by counsel for applicants, and
some evidence was introduced tending to show
that in the Doctrine and Covenants and other
church publications, obedience to the laws of
the land is taught, and also that the Constitution
of the United States is an inspired instrument;
but the evidence discloses that the reason the
Constitution of the United States is considered
an inspired instrument is that it is construed by
Mormons to prohibit the passing of any law
against polygamy, and all such laws are considered by them as in violation of the Constitution. As to their teaching obedience to the laws
of the land, it is only taught in general terms.
During the ten days this investiga:ion lasted, not
a word of evidence was introduced or offered
showing that any preacher or teacher of the
church ever, in a single instance, advised obedience to the laws against polygamy. On the
contrary, the evidence in this case, and the
whole Mormon Church in Utah show that it has
persistently refused obedience to at least a portion of the laws of the Government, has insulted
and driven United States officers from the Terri-
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tory, has denied the authority of the United
States to pass laws prohibiting polygamy as unwarranted interference with their religion, and
generally has antagonized and denounced the
Government in almost every possible waj. Undoubtedly there are many members of this
church who. feel friendly to the Government,
and would gladly break the shackles that bind
them to the Mormon priesthood if they felt that
they dared do so; but with an organization the
most thorough that can be imagined, which can
be wielded against them, they remain in the
church rather than take the risk of financial. ruin
and social ostracism.
The Mormon Church teaches: First: That it
is the actual and ,·eritable kingdom of God on
earth, not in its fulness, because Christ has not
yet come to rule in ptrson, but for the present he
rules through the priesthood of the church, who
are his vice-gerents on earth.
Second: That this kingdom is both a tern poral
and a spiritual kingdom, and should rightfully
control and is entitled to the highest allegiance
of men in all their affairs.
Third: That this kingdom will overthrow the
United States and all other governments, after
which Christ will reign in person.
Fourth: That the doctrine of ''blood atonement" is of God, and that under it certain sins
which the blood of Christ can not atone for, may
be remitted by shedding the blood of the transgressor.
,Fifth: That polygamy is a command of God
which if a member obeys he will be exalted in
the future life above those who do not.
Sixth: That the Congress of the United States
has no right under the Constitution to pass any
law in any manner interfering with the practices
of the Mormon religion, and that the acts of Congress against polygamy, and disfranchising those
who practice it. are unwarranted interference
with their religion.
Can men be made true and loyal citizens by
such teachings, or are they likely to remain so
surrounded by such influences? Will men become attached to the principles of the Constitution of the United States when they hear the
government constantly denounced as tyrannical
and oppressive? It would be as unreasonable to
expect such a result as it would be to expect to
gather grapes from thorns or figs from thistles.
It has always been and still is the polky of
this government to encourage aliens who in good
faith come to reside in this country, to beeome
citizens; but when a man of foreign birth comes
here and joins an organization, although pro·
fessedly religious, which requires of him an allegiance paramount to his allegiance to the government, and organization that impiously and
blasphemously claims to be the kingdom of God,
to control its members under his immediate direction, and yet teaches and practices a system
of morals shocking to Christian people everywhere, and under which the marriage of a man
to two or more sisters, or to a mother and daughter is sanctioned, an organization that sanctions"
blood atonement as a means of grace, and murder as a penalty for revealing the secrets of its
ceremonies, and which for nearly half a century
has refused to acknowledge the supremacy of
the United States or render obedience to its laws,
it is time for the courts to pause and inquire
whether such an applicant spould be admitted to
citizenship.

The evidence in this case establishes unquestionably that the teachings, practices and aims of
the Mormon Church are antagonistic to the government of the United States, utterly subversive
of good morals and the well being of society, and
that its ·members are animated by a feeling of
hostility towards the government and its laws,
and therefore an alien who is a member of said
church is not a fit person to be made a citizen of
the United States.
The applications of Fred W. Miller, Henry J.
Owen, John Berg, Charles E. Clissold, Nils Anderson, Carl P. Larsen, Thomas M. Mumford,
Jehn Garbett and Arthut· Townsend, to become
citizens are therefore denied.
(Signed.)
THOMAS J. ANDERSON,
Associate Justice Supreme Court, and Acting
Judge Third Jud\cal District.

THE RESURRECTION.-No. 4·
ONLY ONE EARTHLY PROBATION.

THis life is a probation-a trial state-in
which we are to be fitted for the joys,
powers, and dominions of the eternal
world. It is appointed unto all men to
have but the one earthly probation. Of
Christ, who "was mnde like unto his
brethren in all things," Paul says:
"But now ·once, in the meridian of time hath
he appeared to put away sin by the sacrifice of
himself. And as it is appointed unto men mzce
to die, and after this [one deathl the judgment;
so Christ "was once offered to bear the sins of
many."-Heb. 9:26-28.

Alma says that this life is man's only
earthly probation.
"And we see that death comes upon mankind,
yea, the death which has been spoken of by
Amulek. which is the temporal death; nevertheless there was a space grat1ted unto man in
which he might repent; therefore this life became a probationary stale; a time to prepare to
meet God; a time to prepare for that endless
state which has been spoken of by us, which is
after the resurrection of the dead. . . . But it
was appointed unto man that they must die; and
ajler death, they must come to judgment, even
that same judgment of which we have spoken,
which is the end."-Alma 9: 4· 5·
"For behold, this lrfe is the time for men to
prepare to meet God: yea, behold the day of this
life is the day for men to perform their labors."
-Alma 16:30

We saw in a former q uotntion from 2
Nephi 6: 4• 5, that, nfter death, the spirits
of the righteous go to pnradise, and the
spirits of the wicked go to hell, where
remain "until" their resurrection.
This orecludes, then, forever, the idea of
more. than one earthly probation. God
determined the probation of man before the
world wns; for Christ wa§ as a Lamb slain
from before the foundation of the world.
Then the whole scheme of the creation,
the fall, the redemption, and the eternal
glory were all foreknown and provided
for.
(r Pel·. I: 19, zo; Rom. x6:
2
Tim. 1:9; Tit. r:z.
Of this probation the Book of Abraham
says:
"And they who keep their first estate, [in the
spirit, before they receive earthly bodies,] shall
be added upon i and they who keep not their
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first estate, shall not have glory in the same kingdom with those who keep their first estate; and
they who keep their second PstatP, [earthly probation,] shall have glory added upon their heads
forever and ever. And the LCJrd said, Who
shall I send? And one answered like unto the
Son of Man, Here am I, send me. And another
answered and said, here am I, send me. And
the Lord said, I will send the first. And the
second [Satan J was angry, and kept not his first
estate, and, at that day many, [spirits-spirits of
devils,] followed after him."

All these passages go to show plainly,
that man has but one earthly probation.
WHEN SHALL THE DEAD BE RAISED?

Alma said long before the resurrection
of Christ:
"Behold there is a time appointed that all men
shall come forth from the dead. Now when this
time cometh, no one knows; but God knoweth the
time which is appointed. Now whether there
shall be one lime, or a second time, or a third
time, that men shall come forth from the dead,
it mattereth not; for God knoweth all these
thlngs."-Alma 19:4.

Rince the days of Alma much additional
light has been given upon this subject.
We have seen that all the righteous
dead, before Christ, were with Christ £n
His resurrection (D. C. 108: w), and
that they received their crowns of glory.
(Gen. 7: 63.) Paul says concerning the
future resurrection of the saints:
uBut I would not have you to be ignorant,
brethren, concerning them which are asleep,
that ye sorrow not, even as 0thers which have no
hope. For if we believe that Jesus died and rose
again, even· so them also which sleep in Jesus
will God bring with him. For this we say unto
you by the word of the Lord, that we which are
alive and remain until the coming of the Lord
shall not prevent them which are asleep. For
the Lord himself shall descend from· heaven
with a shout, with the voice of the archangel,
and with the trump of God: and the dead in
Christ shall rise first: then we which are alive
and remain shall be caught up together with
them in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air:
and so shall we ever be with the Lord. Wherefore, comfort one another with these words."

Again:
<>Now this I say, brethren, that flesh and blood
can not inherit the kingdom of God: neither
doth corruption inherit incorruption. Behold, I
shew you a mystery: .We shall not all sleep, but
we shall all be changed, in a moment, in the
twinkling of an: eye, at the last trump: for the
trumpet shall sound, and the dead shall be raised
incorruptible, and we shall be chang~;d. For
this corruptible must put on incorruption, and
thi.s mortal must put on immortality. So when
thi.s corruptible shall have put on incorruption,
and this mortal shall have put on immortality,
then shall be brought to pass the saying that is
written, Death is swallowed up in victory."-I
Cqr. rs: 50-54

Again:
"For as in Adam all die, even so ln Christ
sha.ll all be made alive. Bnt every man in his
own order: Christ the fir<t. fruits; afterward
they that are Christ's at his coming."-Vs. 22, 23.
"For our conver~ation is in heaven; from
whence also we look for the Savior, the Lord
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and his glory shall be upon them, and he will be
Jesus Christ; who shall change our vile body,
that it may be fashioned like unto his glorious
their King and their lawgiver."-D. & C.
body, accordmg to the working whereby he is
45: 7-IO.
"And the graves o£ his saints shall be opened,
able even to subdue all things unto himself."and they shall come forth and stand on the right
Phil. 3: 20, 2L
hand of the Lamb, when he shall stand upon
"And I say thrones, and they sat upon them,
Mount Zion, and upon the holy city, the New
and judgment was given unto them: and I saw
the souls of them that were beheaded for the Jerusalem, and they shall sing the song of the
Lamb, day and night forever and ever."--D. &
witness of Jesus, and for the word of God, and
C. ro8: 10.
whlch had not worshiped the beast, neither his
••And again, we bear record for we saw and
image, neither had received his mark upon their
heard, and thls is the testimony of the gospel of
foreheads, or in in their hands; and they lived and
Christ, concerning them who come forth in the
reigned with Christ a thousand years. But the
rest of the dead lived not again until the thous- . resurrection of the just: They are they whoreceived the testimony of Jesus, and believed on
and years were finished. This is the first rusurhis name, and were baptized after the manner of
rection. Blessed and holy is he that hath part
his burial, being buried in the water in his name,
in the first resurrection: on such the second
and this according to the commandment which
death hath no power, but they shall be priests of
he has given, that, by keeping the commandGod and of Christ, and shall reign with him a
ments, they might be washed and cleansed from
thousand years."-Rev. 20:4-6.
all
their sins, and receive the Holy Spirit by the
From the Doctrine and Covenants we
laying on of the hands of him who is ordained and
learn that:
sealed unto this power; and who overcome by
"The great day of the Lord is nigh at hand.
faith, and are sealed by the Holy Spirit of promFor the day cometh that the Lord shall utter his
ise, which the Father sheds forth upon all those
voice out of heaven; the heavens shall shake
who are just and true; they are they who are the
and the earth shall tremble, and the trump of God
church of the first-born; they are they into whose
shall sound both long and loud, and shall say to
hands the Father has given all things: they are
the sleeping nations; ye saints arise and live; Ye
they who are priests and kings, who have received
sinners stay and sleep until I shall call again."of his fulness and of his glory, and are priests ofthe
Sec. 43: 5·
Most High after the order of Melchisedec, which
Again,
was a.fter the order of Enoch, which was after
"But before the arm of the Lord shall fall, an
the order of the only begotten Son; wherefore
angel shall sound his trump, and the salnts that
as it is written, they are gods, even the sons of
have slept, shall come forth to meet me in the
God; wherefore all things are theirs, whethcloud . . . . Then shall the arm of the Lord fall
er life or death, or things .present, ·or things
upon all nations, and then shall the Lord set his
to come, all are theirs, and they are Christ's
foot npon this mount, [Olives], and it shall
and Christ is God's; and they sha11 over- 1
cleave in twain, and the earth shall tremble and
come all things; wherefore let no man glory
reerto and fro; and the heavens also shall sh~ke,
in man, but rather let him glory in God, who
and the Lord shall utter his voice and all the
shall subdue all enemies under his feet; these
ends of the earth shall hear it, and the nations
shall dwell in the presence of God and his Christ
of the earth shall mourn, and they that have
forever and ever: these are they whom he shall
laughed shall see their folly, and calamity shall
bring with him, when he comes in. the clouds of
cover the mocker, and the scorner shall be conheaven, to reign on the earth over his people;
sumed, and the.y that watch for iniquity shall be
these are tney who shall have part in the first
hewn down and cast into the fire. And then
resurrection; these are they who shall come
shall the Jews look upon me and say, What are
forth in tbe resurrection ~f the just; these are
these wounds in thy hands, and in thy feet?
they who are come unto mount Zion, and unto
Then shall they know that I am the Lord; for I
the city of the living 'God, the heavenly place,
will say unto them, these wounds are the
ths holiest of all; thes.e are they who have come
wounds with which I was wounded in the house
to an innumerable company of angels; to the genof my friends. I am he who was lifted up. I
eral assembly and the church of Enoch, and of the
am Jesus t.hat was crucified. I am the Son of
first-born; these r.re they whose names are writGod. And then shall they weep because of
ten in heaven, where God and Christ are the
their iniquities; then shall they lament because
judge of all; these are they who are just men
they persecuted their King.
made perfect through Jesus the Mediator of the
"An.d ~hen shall the heathen nations be renew covenant, who wrought out this perfect
deemed, and they that knew no law shall have
atonement through the ·shedding of his own
part in the first resurrection; and it shall be tolblood; these are they whose bodies are celestial,
erable for them; and Satan shall be .bound that
whose glory is that of the sun, tven the glory of
he shall have no place in the hearts of the chil- <'trod the highest of all; whose glory the sun of
dr.en .. of men. And at tha,t day when I shall
the firmament is written of as being typical.''come in my glory, shall the parable bl) fulfilled
D C. 76: 5·
which I spake concerning the ten virgins; for
"And there shall. be silence in heaven .for the
they that are wise and have received the truth,
spa~re of half an hour, and immediately after
and have taken the Holy Spirit for their guide,
shall the curtain of heaven be unfolded, as a
scroll is unfolded when it is rolled up, and the
and have not been· deceived; verily I say unto
you, they shaJI not be hewn down and cast into
face of the. Lord be unveiled; ·and the saints that
are upon· the earth, who are alive, shall be quickthe fire,'and shall abide the day, and the earth
shall be given unto them for an inheritance; and
ened, and be caught up to meet him. And they
they shall multiply and wax strong, and their
who have slept in their graves, shall com~ forth;
their children shall grow up without sin unto
for their graves shall be opened, and ·they also
salvation, for the Lord shall be in their midst,
shall be caught up to meet him In the midst of
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the pillar of heaven: they are Christ's, the first
fruits: they who shall descend with him first,
and they who are on the earth and in their
graves, who are first caught up to meet him;
and all this by the sounding of the trump of the
angel of God.''-D. C. 85: 27.
By the foregoing . quotations. we learn
that the saints will be resurrected just before the thousand years' reign, just before
Christ's glorious appearing on earth, and
that they will be caught up into the cloud
to meet him in the air, and will stand at
his right hand, enrobed like himself, and
be crowned with .his glory.
We also
learned by the quotation from section 45:
w, that at the time of Christ's coming, the
"heathen nations" shall "be redeemed,
and they that knew no law shall have part
in the first resurrection." This would
embrace little children, for thev "know no

law;"

.

"Sin is not imputed when there is no law."Rom. s: 13.
"For where no law is, there is no transgression."-Rom· 4: rs.
Abinadi says, those who have part in
the first resurrection are those "that have
died before Christ came, in their ignorance, not having salvation declared unto
them. And thus the Lord bringeth about
the restoration of these; and they have a
part in the first resurrection, or hav~; eternal life, being redeemed by the Lord."
(Mosiah 8: 6.)
After this comes the redemption of
those W"ho have received the gospel in the
prison:
"And after this another angel shall sound,
which is the second trump; and then cometh
the redemption of those who are Christ's at his
coming; who have received their part in that
prison which is prepared for them, that they
migtt receive the gospel and be judged according to men in the flesh."-D. C. 85: 28.
The unju'st, or wicked, they who negligently, or wilfully persist in sinning
against light and truth, are not resurrected
until the end of the thousand years, or the
end of the millenifim:
"But the rest of the dead lived not again until
· the thousand years were finished. This is the
first resurrection . . . . And I saw a great white
thone, and him that sat on it, from whose face
the earth and the heaven fled away; and there
was no place found for them. And I saw the
dead, small and great, stand before God; and the
books were opened; and another book was opened, which is the book of life; and the dead were
judged out of those things which are written in
the book, according to their works. And the
sea ga.ve up the dead .which were. in it; and
death a.nd hell delivered up the dead which were
in them ; and they were judged every man according to their works. And death and hell
were cast into the lake of fire. This is the second death. And whosoever was not found written in: the book of life was cast into the lake of
fire."-Rev. 20: 5, ;rr-rs.
"And again, we saw the glory of the telestial,
which glory is of the lesser, even as the glory
of the stars differs from that of the moon in the
firmament; these are they who received not the
gospel of Christ, neither the testimony of Jesus;
these are they who deny not the Holy Spirit;

works, and his own dominion in the mansions
these are they who are thrust down to hell;
which are prepared, and they shall be servants
these are they who shall not be redeemed from
of the Most High, but where God and Christ
the devil, until the last resurrection, 'until the
dwell they can not come, worlds without end.
Lord,· even Christ the Lamb, shall have finh;hed
This is the end of the vision which we siiw, Which
his work; these are they who receive not of his
we were commanded to write while we were yet
fulness· in the eternal world, but of the Holy
in the Spirit."--"D. C. 76: 7·
Spirit through the ministration of the terrestrial;
"And again, another trump shall sound, which
and the terrestrial through the ministration of
is the third trump; and then cometh the spirits
the celestial; and alsp the telestial receive it of
of men who are to.be judged, and are found \ln·
the administering of angels, who are appointed
der condemnation; and these are the rest of the
to minister for them, or who are appointed f:o be
dead, and they live not again until the thousand
ministering spirits for them, for they shall be
years are ended, neither again, until the.end of
heirs of salvation. And thus we saw in the
the earth.
heavenly vision the glory of the telestial which
"And another trump shall sound, which is the
surpasses all understanding; and no man knows
fourth trump, saying, These are found among
it except him to whom God has revealed it. And
those who are to remain until the last day, even
thus we saw the glory of the terrestrial, which
the end, who .shall remain filthy stil."-D. C.
excels in all things the glory of the telestial,
ss:
29, 30.
even in glory, and in power, and in might, and
And again, of those who will not repent
in dominion. And thus we saw the glory of the
it is said:
celestial, which excels in al! things; where God,
"I, the Lord, have said that the fearful, and
even the Father, reigns upon his throne foreve~
the unbelieving, and all liars, and whosoever
and ever, before whose throne all things bow in
loveth and maketh a lie, and the whoremonger,
humble reverence and give him glory for ever
and the sorcerer, shall have their part in tha~ lake
and ever. They who dwell in his presence are
which burneth witll fire ·and brimstone, which .is
the church of the first born; and they see as they
the second death. Verily I say, that they shall
are seen, and know as they are known having renot have part in the first resurrection."_:__D .. C.
ceived o£ his fulness and of his grace; and he
63: 5·
makes them equal in power, and in might, and in
How terrible must be the condition of
dominion. And the glory of the celestial is one,
those who are denied resurrection until
even as the glory of the sun is one, and the glory
the end of. the thousand years reign! How
of the terrestrial l~ one, even as the glory of the
great their shame and contempt, who, by
moon is one. And the glory of the telestial is
their rebellion against God, have forever
one, even as the glory of the stars is one, for as
deprived themselves of the Father and the
one star differs from another star in glory, even
Son, and the society of the just! And how
so differs one from another in glory in the telesunspeakably ,awful the fate of those who
tial world; for these are they who are of Paul
"remain filthy still"! Their fate is sealed
and of Apollos and of Cephas; these are they
-misery is their doom. They perish forwh.o say they are some of one and some oi' anever, self-reproached, self-condemned and
other, some of Christ, and some of John, and
self-destroyed. But "the righteous shall
some of Moses, and some of Elias; and some of
shine forth in the kingdom of their FathEsaias, and some of Isaiah, and some of Enoch,
er,'' forever and forever.
but received not the gospel, neither the testi(To be continued.)
mony of Jesus, neither the prophets; neither the
everlasting covenant; last of all, these all are
TI-m following, which we take from the
they who will not be gathered with the Saints, to
Salt Lnke Evenz'ng Tz'mes of the 27th
be caught up unto the church of the first born,
ult., will interest our readers, especially
and received into the cloud; these are they who
those who see the need of hnving the lines
are liars, and sorcerers and adulterers, and whoremnde plain whi~h so sharply and widely
mongers, and whosoever loves and makes a lie;
mark the differences between the genuine
these are they who suffer the wrath of God on
doctrine of the Saints and the Brighamite
the earth; these are they who suffer the vengeapostasy. Pres. Joseph Smith is setting
ance of eternal fire; these are they who al'e cast
forth the truelight in respect to what was,
down to hell and suffer the wrath of Almighty
now is, and ever must be, the authorized,
God until the fulness of times, when Christ shall
genuine faith of those worthy to be called
have subdued all enemies under his feet, and
Latter Day Saints, and this serves to reveal,
shall have perfected his work, when h,~ shall deby contrast, the errors, evils, and blindness
liver up the kingdom and pr<'sent it unto the
of Brighamism, or, in other words, the
Father, spotless, saying: I have overcome and
latter dny apostasy, of which Brighamism
have trodden the wine-press alone, even the
is 1he chiefest and most prominent
wine~press of the fierceness of the wrath of AlThe Times editor, it will be seen,
mighth God; then shall he be crowned with the
duces the article of Pres. Smith in such a
crown of his glory, to sit on the throne of his
just and proper manner as gives marked
power to reign forever and ever. But, behold,
emphasis to it. Here is what he says:
and lo, we saw the glory and the inhabitants of
"So much has been preached in Utah upholdthe telestial world, that they were as innumer·
ing the doctrine of polygamy in direct violation
able as the stars in the firmament of heaven, or
of all laws of civilized government, and said
as the sand upon the sea shore, and heard the
preaching has been done under the name of
voice of the Lord saying: These all shall bow
Mormonism, that THE TIMES again sought Jothe knee, and every tongue shall confess to him
seph Smith, president of the Reorganized Church,
who sits upon the throne forever and ever; for
for his teachings on the subject of obeying all
they shall be judged according to their works;
laws of the land.
and every man shall receive according to his own
"There is another strong point to show that
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the earlier teachings of Mormon doctrine were
loyal to the government in the fact that a broth:
er of Joseph Smith, the prophet, over fifty years
of age, carried a musket through the entire war
of the rebellion, and scores of other relatives
done the same. From the Utah branch of Mormonism not a solitary oath· bound member served
in either the Union or the Confederate army, but
earnestly prayed for the destruction of both.
Mr. Smith shows strongly the teachings of the
church in its early days and the teachings yet of
the many thousands of the Reorganized Church
who live at peace with all people in many parts
of the world as follows, under the head of, Is
conservative Mormonism disloyal?"

And here is the article referred to:
IS CONSERVATIVE MORMONISM
DISLOYAL?
Both contending political parties in Utah
claim to be loya( to the United States government, but each charges the other with being at
enmity with the Constitution. The Peoples'
party claims that in the church in Utah the real
friends of the American idea of constitutional
and guaranteed liberty are found, and that in
some way not yet defined, there is to be found in
the church the saviors of the Constitution when
that instrument and freeman liberties under it
shall be in extreme danger. The Liberal party
claims that wh.ile the church in Utah has been
professing great reverence for the Constitution
and for the government, there has been and is
now a persistent disregard of the law and contempt for its executors, and an active efiort to
evade its provisions.
The conservative element in Mormonism will
claim that while other sects are held to allegiance·
to the government and the law by reason of citizenship and the implied teachings of the New
Testament Scriptures, the Church of Jesus
Christ, organized in r83o, is held by these; and
also by them to other and .qually strong obligations; these are, that God has chosen America
to be the !arid upon whic.h the experiment of a
government by the people is to be demonstrated and carried to a grand and successful
issue; and is also the land upon which the "new
evangel" is to be revealed and taught, and
to finally reach all men unto a d.ue preparation . for the righteous reign upon earth of
a :rishn and glqrified Christ, unto whose rule
all nations shall be subjected, That to ac-.
complish this, the same Divine R•1ler inspired
men to embody in the Constitution, the foundatk>n principles of a human government that
wquld permit the preaching of the new evangel,
an¢ preserve the liberties of those who should be
called to do such preaching. To enh;~nce the
$!!(?redness of an observance of those principles
and secure obedience to the laws that should be
enao;:,ted under them, the church was commanded
to keep the laws of the land.
The church was organized "agreeably to the
la\V$ of the country" in accordance with commands accepted as coming from God through
revel!ttion, in. keeping with a cardinal feature
thal Gqd c.ould, had, would and did reveal his
will• directly to men upon the earth for the J?,Uf·
polje of carrying o.ut his designs, touching the
re.demptloti of ·man from the consequences of
sit); Of this organization the history of the
chur<:l'l . states that it "was regularly organb;ed li!!lQ estaQlished ;~t~reeabl;r to the !<~w~

ERALD.

of our country, by the will and commandments
in the valleys of Utah, ang its rightful succession
of God in the fourth month and on the sixth day
in the title of the church of Jesus Christ of Latter
of the month which is called ApriL" The church
Day Saints, can make no claim not in keeping
being organized by the command of God in
with the plain expression, "He that keepeth
recognition of the law, no member of that church
the laws of God hath no need to break the laws
is at liberty to suppose under any circumstances
of the land." This rule was given to American
that he may do what God did not do, that is, to
subjects, citizens of the Republic, dwellers upon
violate the laws of that country,-their country,
the land on which they believe the laws of God
whether by birth or adoption.
were to be kept. There was not then and has
The law was still further recognized, when in
not been since any reason to suppose that God
1831 the elders of the church were to be gathered
would change or has changed the purpose or
together to receive charges concerning their
design; and none to suppose that he would be,
work. The command to them then was: "They
or has been so unmindful ot the rule given by
shall go forth into the regions round about, and
himself as to give that people a command that
preach repentance unto the people; and many
would require them to break the Jaws under
shall be converted, insomuch that ye shall obtain
which he commanded them to organize and live,
power to organize yourselves, according to the
and which he said they had no need to break,
laws of man.''
while they kept his laws. One of the principles
That there might be no dubiety in the minds . held by the church, said to have been given by
of those to whom this came, it was told them
revelation unto them, old as the world and good
why they should so enter into association as reas all principles of light and truth are, states:
ligionists by law. It is as follows: "That your
"That which is governed by law is preserved by
enemies may not have power over you, that you
law, and perfected and sanctified by the same."
may be preserved in all things, that you may be
The troubles and persecutions which have fallenabled to keep my laws, that every band may be
en upon Latter Day Saints have not been the
result of their obedience to the statutory laws of
broken wherewith the enemy seeketh to destroy
my people;"
the states where they lived. The charges made
Whether there was or was not an organized
against them upon which they ware harassed
effort to destroy the church at the time this inand tormented, were for violations of law.. If
struction was given, tbere was considerable bit- . they were guilty punishment ought to have followed. If they were innocent the laws of the
terness exhibited against some of the leading
land enforced no penalty. The really just cause
members, and some lawless prosecution. Some
of those most bitter and relentless in urging this
of complaint the Saints have had against the
prosecution, would have been pleased to have
government of the United States, or any one of
them, is that the executors of the laws failed to
had just cause against those leading men upon
extend to them the protection from lawless opwhich to have arrangned them in the courts, for
pression that was their due as citizens; the laws
violation of statutory enactments, the penalty
were; not the channels through which their perfor which woul"d have been fine and imprisonsecutions came; these persecutions were urged
ment. As a precautionary measure to be obupon them contrary to and in disregard of law.
served by the elders of the church, and as a proThat this article may not fall pointless for
tection to the membership, respect for the law
was counselled. Further than that, and of
want of application in the controversy between
the parties named atthe beginning of it, the folreally better significance are the conditions
named, preservation in all things, and the keeplowing is offered as an illustration directly in
point:
ing of God's laws, both to result from such obIn the Jaw given to the church in I83I are the
servance ofjthe laws o{ man. This principle is
following rules of goverr!lfuent: "Thou shalt
equally positively enjoined by a charge given
not kill." "Thou shalt not steal." "Thou shalt
the church"in August, r83r, which;is as follows:
not lie." "Thou shalt not commit adultery."
"Let no man break the laws of the land, for he
that. keepeth the laws of God, hath . n,o need to , "Thou shalt not speak evil of thy neighbor, nor
do him any harm." "Thou shalt love thy wife
break the laws of the land; wherefore, be subject
with all thy heart, and shall cleave .unto her and
to the powers that be, until He reigns whose
none else." "Thou knowest my laws concerning
right it is to reign, and subdues all enemies
these
things are given in iny scriptures; he that
under his feet. Behold, the laws which ye have
sinneth and repenteth not shall be cast out."
received from my hands are the laws of the
Again: "Whoso forbiddeth to marry; is not
church, and in this light ye shall hold them
ordained of God, for marriage is ordained of God
forth."
~nto man; wherefore it is lawful that he should
The language and the import of the foregoing
have one wife and they twain shall be one.flesh,
command are clear; and.thecommand must first
and
all this that, the earth might answer t):Je end
be repealed, or its import be utterly broken and
of its creation; and that it might be-fil!e.d with
rendered nugatory by a change in the purpose
the measure of man, according to his creation
and design of God in establishing the church by
before the world was made.'~
revealing his. will concerning it, before any memThis was the law under which the rite of mat·
ber of the church is abso\ved from obli.gation to
rimony was to be celebrated, and the martial rekeep within the pale of the law by which his
lations entered into and observed in the church
personal liberty is preserved. The length of
according to .the revelations understoo.d and
time during which this command was to continue
acknowledged to be of God, From thern a decin force is stated; hence no otherconcl usion can
laration upon the subject was pi•omulgated and
be drawn from the words but that it was for all
\published in !835· which declaration runs thus:
time.
Whatever may have been claimed by any one
''All legal contracts of marriage mide before a
since !83I respecting its being the duty of man
person is baptized)nto this church, 'should ·be
to
God rather than the Jaws of man, the
held sa~:red and fulfilled."
·
members of th:J,t church which preceded the one
l'!nasm11ch as this Church of Christ has been
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reproached with the crime of fornication and
polygamy, we declare that we believe that one
man should have one wife, and one woman
but one husband, except in case of death, when
either is at liberty to marry again.''
Polygamy, plural marriage, the practice of
men having more than one wife with whom they
live in the marriage relation at the same time, is
one of the principal differences existing between
the two parties in Utah as causes of political
quarrel. The People's party claims sanction
for this practice under a command of God authorizing it, and that for this reason neither the
Liberal party nor the law should interfere with
men who practice it. The Liberal party claims
that the government of the United States is a
human government "of the people, by the people,
and for the people," and as such holds paramount
claims upon the allegiance of all people who
dwell in the regions of the earth over which that
government extends; and that no citizen has
right or privilege, either upon the motions of his
own will, or upon a commrnd of God, to practice
what is forbidden by that government.
It is fortunate for conservative Mormons and
those who maintain it, that in the issue thus
joined between these two parties in Utah, there
is no necessity to argue whether men should obey
the command of God, or human laws; for it is
shown in this article by quotations from the laws
given of God to the church which the Utah
Mormon body claims to succeed and be identical with, that no such contingency could arise in
the le~;itimate prosecution of the mission of that
church. Obedience to the law Is enjoined in
every enactment of divine will touching the conduct of the members of that church as citizens
of the land of America. And in regard to the
domestic relation the rule is specific and clear;
hence, he who has accepted those laws given to
the church, has no need to ask himself whether
he will obey a command to marry more than one
wife, or observe the Jaw of the land which makes
such an act a crime; supposing the former to be
a command from God, and the latter to be human
only; for no such supposition can be raised. The
law of the Lord to the church, and the Jaws of the
land though they are human enactments, are in
unity; to keep the law of God on the subject is
to observe the laws of man; to break the laws of
the land is to disregard the law of God.
The space given to this article does not permit
a discussion of the origin and human author of
the dogma of plural marriage in Utah; the design
being only 'to answer the question: Is conservative Mormonism disloyal? No matter when, or
by whom such tenet originated, it has no warrant
in the law of t.he Lord, and no claim upon the
faithful and consistent believer in Mormonism.
The duty devolving upon true believers now,
i> to return at once to alle~iance to 1he laws of
God, and the Jaws of the land, in the willing obedience to which alone there is safety and conH 1ued and ultimate preservation. To persist in
disregarding the provisions of the civil code and
in breaking the laws of the land, is to continue
in rebellion to the long accepted rules which
should prevail in the church and with all true
believers. It is high time that the conservative
and saving element in Mormonism should awake
to the magnitude of the issue now upon the people. and as,erting itself put a stop to the painful
spedacle being presented to the world, believing
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and unbelieving, devotee and heretic, of apmtleo
and prophets, evangelists and teachers, Ugh
priests, seventies, priests and deacons being arraigned before the courts and condemned to
prison for crimes of which they are guilty. If
accused and condemned when they are iEnocent, imprisonment would be martyrdom; but
being guilty, it is shamefuL If they were Innocent they would have the sympathy of the
good everywhere; but guilty, the doors of pity
are closed against them, and sympathy has no
place for them; they suffer justly the penalty
of outraged law, and justice with stern coufllenance and unmelting heart must punish them as
evil doers.
JosEPH SMITH.
"THE Methodist mtsswnary convention which
met in Kansas City, recently appropriated over
$r,ooo,ooo to foreign missions. It must be discouraging to the advocates of missions to read
the following complaint of the decline of Methodism in New York and Brooklyn from the Rev.
Dr. Roche. "Try as we may," said he "and use
every endeavor, it is impossible to get a congregation. This state of affairs is not the fault of
the ministers engageq in the work, for
have
filled my pulpit with the most able preachers and
the body of the church has not been half filled.
There is no use trying-employ every device-you
can not secure a congregation.' "--l£mzsas City
:Journal, November 25th.
Does the Rev. Dr. Roche mean to
to Christianized ( ?) America,
count yourselves unworthy of
lo, we turn to the heathen"?
\Vill
come to this? If after many
g-rowth and education modern
dom rises up at~d rebels ag-ainst the
ing inconsistencies of creedology,
the heathen do likewise as his
are also quickened by education
flection?
How hardly shall they who are unwilling- to believe in present im-piration arr1ve
at the truth, the whole truth, and nothingbut the truth! Verily the modern relig-ious teacher trusts in his
nnd
scholastic perceptions rather than
Him
who declares himself to be "the Rame
terday, to"day and forever," and who
dares "the end from the beginning."
'Tis
true 'tis pity; 'tis pity indeed 'tis true."
"Man by his own wisdom can not find
out God!"

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

c"

THIS from Bro. E.
Kansas:
"Baptized a fine young man
week in Atchison: his wife
now preaching at Oak Mills."
Bro, John G. Holman of near Conneautville, Crawford county,
wrote, the zc:;th ultimo, as follows:
«Brn. Griffiths and Powell were here a short
time ago and preached for
baptlzing one and
leaving others investigating.
Thus the g-ospel wins its
cinity of Conneaut creek, the
residence of Solomon Sp~ulding.
The wisdom of Solomon the Hebrew is not
justified of his namesakes. "What's in a
·name!"
Bro. and Sr. Holman were
a

few years after the death of the
Remaining firm in the faith and
to follow the fickle furtunes of
tuted religious leaders,
rejoice in the
fruits of their steadfast labor and .... vJuMau
which now
in the organization
a branch in
neighborhood, with good
prospects of others being added to the
church there. A few members who are
steady and sensible in their religious course
furnish a better basis for the establishment
of a successful branch than
or a hundred who are either hot, cold or
in the faith. The light of truth includes
the
of common sense. That
move along
work together for
Let us cultivate that worthy virtue and
thus build with gold, silver and precious
stones.
Paul commended some of the
Saints in his
and we may
commend others
we do not descend
flattery-the garb of hypocrisy,
and that which is foreign to the spirit
sincerity and frankness.
Bro. '\Nm.
of Scranton, Kansas, wrote the
as follows:
"I believe if more of the Saints would do as I
have done more of the church publications could
be sold. Some of the brethren could not
all
at once, so I let them pay in in·staliment>.
The efforts of Bro. Chapman are crmmendable.
Such aid the HERALD office
and give others
knowledge of the work.
Elder
A. Currie
writes from San
Antonio,
the
ult.:
"Elder H L. Thompwn and the writer will
leave by train for Gonzales county tomorrow.
We expect to hold a series of meetings there.
God is certainly blessing our efiorts and the work
is moving onward.

SR.
vVrNSHIP of St. Maryg, Elk
county, Pennsylvania, wrote the 24th ultimo, asking- prayers for herself and hmily
who are by isolation debarred from the
full privileges of communion with the
church. She desires to correspond with
some Saints living in a branch where
there are coal mines, as she desires to rear
her children in the faith-we suppose by
removing- where she can better do so.
Sr. \Vinship also asks an explanation of
the mysterious references to Melchisedec
in King James version of the Bihle. In
reply we quote from the
Translation and Doctrine and Covenants:
"For this Melchisedec, king of Salem, prie!'t of
the most high God, who met Abraham returning
from the slaughter of the kings, and blessed him;
to whom .also Abraham gave a tenth part of all;
first being by interpretation king of righteousness, and after that also King of Salem, which is,
King of peace; for this Melchisedec was ordained
a priest after the order of the Son of God, which
order was without father, without mother, without descent, having neither beginning of days,
nor end of iife. And all those who are ordained
unto this priesthood are made like unto the Son
of God, abiding a priest continually."-Heb. :

I-3·,
"There are, in the church, two priesthoods,
namely: the Melchisedek, and the Aaronic, including the Levitical priesthood. \Vhy the first
is called the Melchisedek priesthood, is because
Melchisedek wa.s such a great high priest: before
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his day it was called tile lwZv prie>ilwod, after t!te
order of tne Son of God/ but out of respect or reverence to the name of the Supreme Being, to
avoid the too frequent repetition of his name,
they, the church, in ancient days, called that
priesthood after Melchisedek, or the Melchisedek
priesthood."-D. C. 104: r.

TO DISTRICT SECRETARIES.

THE HERALD editors find it necessary to
again call attention to the manner of preparing minutes of all district conferences.
It is strictly necessary in order to economize the r,pace in the HERALD, and which
the growing demands of the church require
should be carefully used, that these matters
receive close attention. In reports of districts, Sunday School associations, and all
business matters, it is not necessary to
publish reports of officers, or lengthy constitutions and by-laws.
Secretaries are
requested to hereafter omit every unnecessary item, such as the approval of minutes,
reports of officers, etc. It is only necessary to state who have reported, the number baptized and the statistical reports,
when refering to officials and branches.
Cut all items down as closely as possible
in order to make room for more important
matter.
The items omitted in the publication of minutes should be recorded on
the local records. They are only of interest to their respective districts or associations.
OF LATE we have received numerous
large order$ for papers, books, pam ph lets
and tracts. Some of the largest of these
came from brethren Brand, Forscutt,
Bond, Bohall, Cornish, 'Nailer, Roth,
Short, Caffall, Clapp, H. C. Smith, .Edward Rannie, etc., etc. These parties are
building up the work of God in this manner rapidly and effectively, and this, added
to their ministerial work in personal teaching from the pulpit and efsewere, makes
their ministrations particularI y prominent
and valuable in advocating and forwarding the interests of the church ofGod.
This is as it should be. .Everv one who
procures the distribution of o~r church
works are fellow· helpers in the Lord, and
such, whether ministers or members, male
or female, old or young, are worthy and
will receive the reward of the Lord's
workers according to their deeds.
'vV e
would be glad to see others, and all who
can, exhibit the same wisdom, zeal and industry in this direction as the aforementioned.
Our letter register for the ensuing year
shows a gain of more than fifteen per cent
over last year in the number of bu~iness
letters received, and indications show that
that ratio will be largely increased in the
near future.
The wheels of progress are increasing
their speed and momentum in the various
departments of the church, and the publishi.ng house is anxious and determined
keep full pace with the demands and opportunities of the times.
Those
this department help the church
work, for when one department
all are partakers of the benefit,

S' HERALD.

THE business manager, Bro. D. Dancer,
desires all who are in arrears on subscriptions
church publications to pay up
next ) anuary Ist, or as near
so as they can, and thus begin the year
I 890 free of any indebtedness to the printer for church publications. He is likewise desirous that all the saints, and their
and especially the ministry, inbranch officers, do the best they
early as they can, to get subthe church papers, and purchasers
our books, pamphlets and
tracts.
All business letters with the office
should be sent to D. Dancer, all letters for
the editorial department should he 'ent to
the
and all letters and documents
pertaininf.! to the First Presidency should
be directed to either Joseph Smith or W.
W, Blair, Please don't fail to observe
this
for by heeding it confusion, demisunderstanding and loss will be
and the work of the office will
be
These suggestions are offered in the interest of orderliness and systematic methods, and close observance of
them will benefit both the sende1·s and receivers.
them according to directiom,; and
they don't pay well no
will be made.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

BRo. M. H. BoND wrote "Thanksgi'ving
from Providence, Rhode Island, that
he would leave the day following for
New York or Brooklyn to hold a series
of
The .Empire state offers a
for some of our ministry.
it soon be occupied, and, so successthat from New York City to the
the honest in heari: therein
may rejoice and walk in the lig-ht.
The
Reorganization will yet reach all those localities where once the faith was preached
and in which many converts were
made.
Not westward alone does the rising star of Christ's spiritual empire wend
its wav: "All ve inhabitants of the world,
and dwellers o~ the earth, see ye, when he
lifteth up an ensign on the mountains;
and when be bloweth a trumpet, hear ye."
A brother wrote us from Utah the rst
in st., that the late decision ofT udge Anderson is in effect that, "No alien who is a
member of the Mormon Church [Brigis fit to be an American citizen,
and is not entitled to naturalization;" also
that "the .Endowment oath is incompatible with the duties of an American citizen." He further says: "This bas fallen
like a thunder clap from a clear sky and
has startled the community as nothing has
f >r years."
Bro. Thomas Taylor, of Birmingham,
England, wrote the r8th ult.: "The work
in this mission is moving on and prospects
are encouraging."
"Preaching nearly every night. Now
and then one comes into the church,"
writes Bro. A.J. Moore from Ross Grove,
Missouri, November z8ch.
Bro. J. L. Boyd, of Detroit, Minnesota,
writes:
, "The church papers give me much

8II
Bro. Lucien B. Richmond, of Wellsville, Kansas, wrote of late, expressing the
satisfaction he feels in and the blessmgs
he derives from being associated with the
latter day work.
He 'feels desirous of
coming up higher and also to aid the good
cause, as best he can.
A sister asks where it is written that the
nations will grow weaker and wiser in
the latter days. We know of no such
prediction.
Bro. Thomas Matthews, of Syracuse,
Ohio, wrote the 26th ult., that himself and
little daughter were very sick, and have
been for three weeks seriously so.
He
desires to inform the brethren and
Saints in his mission of his condition and
the cause of bis non-appearance among
them. Let Bro. Matthews and family be
remembered before the Lord in their
severe sickness.
Bro. A. P. Larson, of Nephi, Utah,
sends for HEitALD, Autumn Leaves, Inspired Translation of the Bible, and tracts.
He expresses profound gratitude for the
light and comfort he derives from our
church publicatiOilS and is anxious to disseminate the light so far as lies in his
power. This is well.
Sr. Mcintyre, of St. Joseph, Missouri,
renews for HERALD in good season. We
trus.t it may throw comforting ravs of
hea~enly light on the pathway of her
lonely widowhood.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"The summer warmth has left the sky,
The summer songs have died away;
And withered in the footpaths lie
The fallen JeaveA, but yesterday
With ruby and with topaz gay."
DEAR SISTERS:-! am now in the central
part of California, away up among the hills of
San Benito,. where we lived when the gospel
came to us.
When my husband and I abandoned the seafaring life, and came with our little family across
the continent to California, and wended our way
over and around the many hills until we entered
this, then unsettled valley, save by one farm
only, we felt that we were lost to both the pleasure-seeking and the religious world. But none
are so lost that the loving Father can not find
them. Nay, his watchcare is ever over them
though they know it not. And it often becomes
necessary for him to remove them from all dazzling aliurements of worldly life, that he may lead
them to something higher and better. "Come
away into the desert and I will speak. with thee."
And so it was with us; our being lost to the
world proved to be our finding in Christ,
Yes; it was here among these hills that He
sent his servants, saying in answer to their in.
quiring prayer, "Show us this night whether we
shall go onward, or return?"
"Go on yet farther, for there are some even
now praying for the gospel, and I will go before
you and prepare their hearts."
It was in the morning of the selfsame night
in which that answer to prayer was given, that I
wa~ shown in~;~ vision the "~hiningcity" and the
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road which led thereto; and also that I was not
in that road. That I must return and do my first
works over- repentance and baptism -

ere I

could enter.
It was here, too, that about three months later,
when wearied with my days' work, and being all
alone in the house, I took up the little Herald
(the first number we had eve!' seen) and read an
article on the gift and power of healing the
sick. All this was new and strange to me then
and I became lost in wonder concerning the
"great work in these last days." The elders had
told us of this power being in the church, but as
yet we had not seen it manifested.
I tried to read another article but my thoughts
wandered from it. Being in a reclining posture,
I laid the Herald o,·er my face and gave myself
up to thought concerning what I had been reading, and what a wonderful thing it was that the
diseased and s~fferlng ones could be healed in
these days just the same as in the days of the
apostles, when the words, "You shall have it,"
were loudly whispered in my ear, and I felt the
warm breath on my face as it came forth with
the words. I sprang up in astonishment, believing it to be my brother George, and wondered within myself how he could have entered
the house without my feeling his step on the
floor; but was still more surprised when I saw
no one in the room.
Then I thought he was
playfully trying to give me a bit of a scare, 'imd
had skipped into the other room; still wondering how he could have made his exit so quickly,
but never doubting that it was he-for my husband was thirty miles away and the children
were at school. I went in hasty persuit into the
front room. There was no one there. Well,
thought I, you are giving me a chase at "hide
and seek." And out I ran through the open
front door and made the circuit around the house
as fast as I could, but still did not sight him till
I carne around to the front of the house again
and stood for a moment wondering if he had entered the house by the back door. Just then I
looked over towards his piace and saw him at
work in his own yard, and there was not a living
soul on our place except myself. The silence
suddenly became oppressive, a strange feeling of
awe took possession of me as I entered the house
and only bad strength to cross the room when I
rank into a chair trembling like a leaf; for now I
knew that the voice and the breath was from
some being, not of earth.
But it was a voice
and it was . . breath that suffused my cheek, as
warm and natural, as if it came from a human
being.
But where shall I stop?
The foregoing is
only one link in the chain of events that makes
these dear old hills now looking so green and
beautiful, spotted over with majestic oaks-a
place of almost sacred memory.
But what I have written was not in my mind
to write when I first took up my pencil.
No, I
have digressed. My intention was to tell, for
the encouragement of some weary mothers who
have to stay at home nearly all the time, of what
a great and good work one sister, a mother who
lives a few miles from here, has done for the
church.
Her work did not consist in giving
financial aid, though I believe she did all that
was required of her in that line, for her means
were very limited. Nor was it in writing, for
she never wrote more than three or four letters

to the Herald, (but they were good ones), nor did
she ever go on a mission. Ob, no! Sh:o had 'o
many children she never went anywhert: scarcely, except to church or to attend a district con·
ference. Then she made it a point not ·:o let
any work keep her from taking as many nf the
children as was practicable and going. Perhaps
some mother who has a large family is wondering how she could havn done such a great work
for the church, seeing it takes about all their
time to see to thelr children.
'It/ell, thnt
just
what she did.
She saw to it that her children
were instructed in the principles of
gospel.
It never became an old story in that houst' :~s it
has in some. Yet it is a truth that the ·"ann
love and earnest desire that is first felt b the
work, is lost sight of after a time by many. They
allow the cares of the world to choke out much
of the good seed sown in the heart.
Bnt rtot so
with this family. The gospel, the latte\· day
work, has ever been first in their minds. All
else is made secondary, and they have so instilled it into the hearts of their children that it
has brought them not only into the church, but
forward in the work. Her young meG are a
credit to the class.
All the family w·ho are old
enough are members of the church, not silent
members, but active.
Two have been cal"ed to
the priesthood, one ordained.
One is district
secretary, but the voice of the Spirit to him is
full of promise for a noble and useful life in the
gospel work.
At horne these children are obedient and kind
to each other, and thoughtful toward their t'Qother. The young men do not think it be1eath
them to take up their little baby brother and
amuse him to rest their almost worn out mother.
This work looks more strikingly creditable because circumstances and surroundings 1
;1~any
ways, have been adverse to the proper training
of their children. Nor did they naturally inherit
religious principles from either
their parents.
I have hE'ard the father say "when the gospel
came to him he was a most unpromising e:uhject."
But the fruits of the gospel took deep root in
their hearts, and they both became, through grace,
what they were not by nature.
He is an elder
and has assisted much no doubt in the rearing of
the family, but as he is away from home often
that work devolves largely upon the mother,
She now looks weary and worn wi!h the years
of trial and privation that have filled up her life.
Whether she realizes the fact or not, others can
see that she has wrought a good work.
Few
mothers have accomplished so much.
And
though there may be but little rest for her head,
the rest and the reward will come on the other
side of the river. What joy to be able to say at
the great day of reckoning, "Father, here are my
children, all that thou has given me, I have kept
them and not one is lost." Truly "her children
will rise up and call her blessed,'' and her sons
will be her crown of rejoicing.
Oh, mothers! each one of you have a iittle
missionary field of your own in which a glorious
work can be done, and in that work is the light
of the gospel made to shine forth to the world.
SISTER EMMA.

SAN BENiTO, Cal., Nov. 22, 1889.

Blessed, aye thrice blessed, is the
into a home like this. 'Welcomed as
God and trained up to be an heir of
immortality. It is a '\Tery small

child born
a gift from
glory and
to say, ''I

would rather be that mother, than the Queen of
England," for the humblest saint of God has
no:hing to envy Queen Victoria for. I would as
soon be. that mother as Michael the archangel,·
for she has done her appointed work nobly and
well-the angel has done no more.
And just
here the thought occurs to us, had every father
and mother done this, could we number the
church of God today without going beyond the
tens of thousands? 0 my soul, what a mighty
host have been lost to her of those born in her
own fold! ~rhere cornes to us a waH o£ sadness
from young
into whose keeping God has
entrusted no little ones. rrheir hearts like Hannah's of old are bowed down and refuse to be
comfor':ed. Into our listening ear is poured the
dread, the snrrow of yet others who feel that the
cares of malernity laid upon them are greater
than they can
Oh, mothers in Zion shake
your garments from the sins of Babylon.
Put
your trust in the livlng t;od and accept as sacred
charges the children he sends you. Train them
up in b1s fear and in the morning ot the resurrection they will be gems in your crown of rejoicing
which will out!+>al the sun in his brightness.
Let it not enter the heart of any mother that this
work is small,
it is great and when we are
faithful to our trust great will be our reward.---En.
CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa, Oct. 3oth.
Sister Frances :--I arn still strong in the
faith and wy desire is to see God's people steadfast and humble before him. I h.ave many trials
and dark clouds pasr; over m(', but. the I.ord has
been good to me when I was humble and trusted
in hhn.
Dear sisters aml members of the Prayer Union,
I ask God to blec;s you all and !hat you may
prove faithful and continue in well doing and
God wiil ans·we:r your requests. Pray for me
that I may prove faithful and that God will remove the dark cloud from me, and send one of
his true servants to break the bread of life to us
again, for we do not hnve much preaching here.
Thi.s field ls not much cared for by the elders and
we do feel so fon;aken: in Cedar Rapids without
the church.
Your sister,
Dea1~

MINNIE LEMBURG.

NEw PARK, Pa., Nov. 3d.

Sister Frances:--I have felt many times to
write to the H e>me Column and tel: the sisters
and mothers in Zion how much strength I have
received through their instruction. I can
say this work is of God and the signs do follow
them that believe. I feel it my duty to bear my
testimony to the readers of the Home Columr..
My little boy who Ins b•c0en afflicted with a spinal disease for three years. and could not walk, .
is, through the kindn;,ss of God, almost as well
as he ever was, and is gaining strength every
day. He wanted me to wr!te to the sisters to
ask Jesus to make him well; and I wrote some
time in the sun1rr1er; I do not know vvhat time
now, but in two or three weeks after I had written he was by my side and said to me, "Mamma,
Jesus has made me well," and he got better from
that day. Oh howl thank my God for his k.lndness! I also thank him that he gives mean understanding of the gospel, for I know·this
is tme, and oh, how I love it! Our branch is
scattered so that but few can meet, but we meet
once a wee);, Vile have one priest and one
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teacher, but our teacher is some distance away
and can not meet with us very often. vV e
would be glad if Bro. W. H. Kelley would visit
us. He would nnd a home with us, and I think
much good could be done. My prayer is for
the welfare of Zion. I remain,
Your sister in the one faith,
MoLLIE S. MATTHEWS.
PRAYER UNION.
MEMORY TEXTS FOR JANUARY.
First Thursday, D. and C. 38: 9; Deut. 30:

II-14.
Second Thursday, Nephi Son of Nephi, 12:2.
Third Thursday, D. and C. w8 8; Ps. 66: 4..
Fourth Thursday, Eph. r: 9-II. Rev. 21: 7·
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYERS.

Sr. Kate Weed, of Cody, Nebraska, asks your
faith and prayers that she may be relieved of a
deafneBs from which she is suffering.
Sr. Trena M. Sorrencen, of Norman, Nebraska,
earnestly desires your prayers that if it be God's
holy will, he will restore her to health and grant
her the desire of her heart.
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY

Fmw.

Nov. z8, Amount received to date ...... $2,I32 82
Sr. Thirza Chapman, Ia.. 50
Sr. J. Duckworth, Kans.. 25
Sr. Aletta Randall, Kans .. I 25
Sr. M. Mahoney, Idaho. ·3 ro
Sr. Maria E. Eve, Cal.... 5S
Bro. F. W. St.John, Mich 65
.Sr. Phillips, Mass ........ 2 oo
Sr. Susan Brush, Cal.. ... 2 oo
Dec. 5, Amount to date.... . . . . . . . . =="-'=·=
~Send

all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

EUREKA, Kans., Nov. 28th.
Dear Fnends::.-It has been two years the
eleventh of this month since my husband and
mys03lf w~re baptiz~d into the Church of Christ
by Bro. Moses Turpen.
have never regretted
the step I have taken, but I thank my Heavenly
Father that I ever came to the knowledge of
this great latter day work, for I know it is a
marvel and a wonder and God prepares the
hearts of some even beforehand.
I will relate a dream I had two years before I
had any knowledge of this church: I dreamed
I went to the post-office and at the door on the
outside there were a great many men, women
and children. Some were weeping bitterly. I
was at a loss to know what this meant. I
thoughtthey had come out of the post-office. I
went on into the office and called for my mail,
and as I did so my voice sounded and echoed
back very solemnly and mournfully. I thought
the office had been moved from the north side of
,the house to the center. As I called for my
mail two men came from the north side. One
went to where the letters were and handed me
one with just my given name on the back; but
when I opened it there w~s nothing but a clean
sheefof paper in it. I did not .know what this
m.eant. I would like very much for some.one if
tney can interpret my dream to do so.
Your sister,
CYNT!iiA.: G~ TO.

CoLDWATER, Mich., Nov. 2oth.
Dear Herald:·--I want to say a word to encourage your readers to make special efforts to
supply themselves with the literature of the
church, and answer many of my correspondents
who
about the merit of the Autumu
Leaves. I was really surprised in visiting some
parts of my mission to find so many who had
never seen the magazine, and I wish to illustrate
its estimated value by one new subscriber for
this month. An energetic, deserving brother,
R. Hartnell, of Juniata, says: "The first num·
her of Autumn Leaves has come and is m:Jstly
read. I did not expect to find in it such valuable
and instructive reading. I would refuse ten
dollars for this number Jf it could not be re·
placed· I shall do all I can to procure subscribers, for it ought to be placed in every family of
the Saints, and also among the world as a
preacher.'j
And we may add, and is more than necessary
food for the intellectual child of God, to keep
pace with the stirring events of the church, and
yet keep out of the contentious battle fields that
bring so many harsh feelings into the ecclesiastical cor.fli.ct. It sharpens the. appetite and
rounds up the religious knowledge of those who
are thirsting after righteousness.
The Herald gives more details of current
events, elders' reports, and withal, deals with
the unpleasantness of the abominable latter day
apostasy and unsavory things connected therewith, while Autumn Leaves, in a word, helps the
student to keep in memory the wonderful maxim of the great apostle when he said: "Finally,
brethren, whatsoever thl·ngs are true, whatsoever thlngs are honest, whatsoever things are
just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever
things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good
report; if there be any :virtue, and if there be
any praise, think on !hese things."
And, dear Saints, it is almost indispensible for
real, living faith in God, that you have the brilliant magazine, so elegantly and ably edited by the
ph!lanthropic educator of Zion's children, sister
M. vVa!ker. She was horn in the church, reared
in its love, .saw its glor-ious and rapid strides
from conquering to conquer, with its tens, yea,
hundreds of thousands flocking to the standard
of Prince Emanuel until its fall in 1844 and
during that dark and dreadful day of despondency that followed, when most of the Saints hung
their harps on the weeping willow, to mourn,
she, true to her indomitable nature, entered
one of 'the great institutions of learning in our
glorious republic, as though by inspiration led,
for renewal of strength to write and prepare for
the reorganization of the Church of God, to
gather its forces to consummate the work in
robing the bride for the marriage supper of the
Lamb. And then 0, how quickly and with
what courage she again rallied to its side that
Zion's b.anner might be unfurled aloft to every
natio~, kingdom and people.
And there are hundreds and thousands of
young men and women in the church who
ought to have the benefit of her careful culture
and efforts, that their minds may be well
stored with the history of the church, and with
the real spiHt of the latter day work in all its
grandeur, unalloyed with stupidity of foolish
apostates, or se.::tarlan cant. Or if you wanted
to hand
to your frlt;mo;l tq read an(! el1,l-

cidate the beauties of the gospel of Christ, with·
out bringing anything before them to crimson
your own cheek with shame, the Aztfzmm Leaves
is just the thing to hand to them,brim full of the
choice literature of the church, interspersed
with doctrine good for the most faslidhus, and
fascinating to the young and growing mind.
The sage and would-be teacher of the popular
religious world is challenged with admiration in
reading its glittering pages, and we fear no attacks upon its real worth from our most bitter
enemies.
And now is the time for every family in the
chmch to quickly subscribe for it, so as to secure
the third volume without the Joss of a single
number. If you expect to make. any holiday
presents there are none so valuable for lasting
good as a volume of Autmmz Leaves.
I have often been informed of conversions to
Christ through its balmy' influences, and I
feel to exhort you all, for your own good, not to
neglect it. Let every one who is interested in
the salvation of souls resolve themselves into a
committee of one to work in the interest of the
church publications, not for any money there is
in it, but for the everlasting and eternal good
that will surely come to the perishing world; it
is the cheapest and best manner to introduce our
glorious hope in II silent yet effective way to the
most prejudiced against Christ's gospel.
Now is the time to strike for victory and glo·
ry, and thus help in ministering the word of life
and gain the reward of those who shall shine as
the stars for ever and ever.
With great esteem and love, I am, your fellow-laborer in this last kingdom,
E. C. BRIGGS.

SALT LAKE CITY, Utah,
Nov. zgth.
Bro. W. TY. Blair:- Yours from Council
Bluff> received. For its cheering news accept
my thanks; and for Globe and Bee.
A Mr. Mercer. a Liberal, and the owner of
"Agnostic Hall," Ogden, assured me week be·
fore last that he felt satisfied he could get the
Tabernacle in Ogden for me to speak in.
I
thought not, but consented to let 'him try. So
last week I. sent him word I would come up
Wednesday of this week, which I did. But his
applicatiqn met with no success. He reported a
failure; for those controlling the Tabernacle
said: "We are in considerable trouble just now,
and he [Joseph Smith) is hostile to us. We
prefer not to Jet him have it." This was a courteous but sufficient denial; so our trip to Ogden
failed.
Bro, Enoch King" made application for the
Ward House at Kay's Ward, but was refused.
However, we were offered a hall-private hallthere. Have notyet determined to occupy.
Bro. John Taylor succeeded in g~tting the
"Old School-house" at Plain City for .one night;
so on Monday, November r8U1, I spokeln that
place. The audience was not a very large one,
though the house was fairly filled. There was
some unrulv ones who disturbed those who
wished to hear, both inside and outside of the
house. Some eight or ten men and women got
up when I began to quote from the law o~ 1831,
Doctrine and ·Covenants, and went out. I
waited till all were out and then proeeeded with
my ar~ument, No o11e was pre&ept frqm who~<
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to secure the ·house for further services, so we.
McKINNEY, Wis., Nov. 22d.
conferences in the lVfcMett neighborhood, and
came away .. The weather was !lamp, snowy and
It rained here here .yesterday, snowed last
have had a score of elders, on one occasion, at the
rainy.
night, and is blustering to-day, The tall Noraforesaid meeting. Several families, and parts
We drove to Bro. Weaver's, at Layton, and
way Pine-straight as an Indian, and as elegant
of the household bands have gathered, and the
spoke there Thursday and Friday nights, NoremaiQder have the fever to go to the fat (?) valand symrpetrical as many fondly-cherished libvember zrst and 22d. Auoie~nces smal1, owing,
lies of Ephraim. A man named Doty took two
,erty poles, or the mast and yard of a well-equipprobably, to wet weather and dark nights. ·How-.
sisters to wife, propagated from both, !eft them
ped sail-ship-rocks to and fro, and echoes forth
ever, as at Plain Ci~y, there was some disturbon the grass, and absconded for parts unknown.
plaintive, doleful, lone·s.ome rhythm. The stateance by whispering· and laugbing among some
One of these women united with the "C"tah hie·
ly sentitiels of the hills and margins of the
. young- men, while I ·reproved; the first· time I
marsh, call to their white-wood ·evergreen genus
rarchy, and is now over in Michigan trying to
have had occasion for such a course on my entire
convert her sister. Her daughter married one
trip. Vile occupied a School-house ~on trolled' and species of the low-lands and bogs; while
the german ,cousins join ·the sad cadence. The
John Shelhammer, now of Viroqua. They had
by the Episcopalians, Rev. Young, pastor.
solemn sounds ,-emind one of the dirge of disa child, the mother in the meantime connected
From Bro. Weaver's we drove to the city Satsolving nature, or the requiem of a dyh!g world.
her fortune, or rather misfortune, with Utah
urday the 23d, where I spoke Sunday at two and
"The fir trees shall be terribly shaken," [see
Mormonism. She abandoned her husban'd, but
7: 30 in the afternoon, the audience in the evenNahum zd] for lo! the hand of man is upon the
he came to see his only ch_ild, when it was six
ing being quite goo9 and very attentive; only
forest; while wind and fire contribute to mummonths old, and when he got his hands on the
one, and he a young rnan, going out _during the
.
ate
the
woods,
and
mar
and
despoil
the
glory
of
prize
he beat lively retreat, and protested that
service.
"God's fir·st temples." Two mills within a few . he would slaughter some of the emissaries that
Monday, the ·zsth, drove to Bro. Weaver's, and
rods of my temporary studio, and less than half
thought to interfere. He thus stood them
Thursday to· Ogden; spent one day there and
a inile apart, are using up, on ari easy average, a
bay, for, troth, they saw vengeance and
drove back to this city yesterday.
log to the minute; and soon they are to nm
his eye. He holds the child, while the once hapThe weather the last two days is splendid ..
night and day.
py wife is in Salt Lake Clty. Her sister marI surmise no reasons for the refusal of houses
All modern "improve~ents are brought into ried a Mr. Ketcham of Presbyterian sympathies.
at Ogden and Kaysville. The authorities in·
ready use; and thus lumber, shingles, and laths
They have two small children, but the wayward
charge preferred not to let me occupy, for reaare manufactured with wonderful rapidity. The
young wife is at Grand Rapids, Michigan, with
sons good to them, dgubtless, and we complain
camp is generally irreligious, and the few that
her mother, trying to influence relatives and
not.
· Vve, all of us, regretted that ~e were disturbed
have a faith are damaged thereby; because a
friends to behold the beauties of polygamous
faise devotion is a positive inj~ry.
at Plain City and Layton, but think it likely
wedlock. She too will gather, it is believed; but
I do not think the gospel had ever been proher husband is not made that way.
that it was simply youthful exuberance and ill
manners. We venture to express the hope that
claimed in this county till the r4th instant,
The son of Su·ang parted from his wife, but
children of members of t!1e Reorganized Church
when my co-laborer and I appeared on the sandy
she heard the "celestial law of marriage," accepthave been taught better behavior, and have withscene. We opened up six miles south of thls
ed the philosophy, gathered, and wedded one of
in themselves more noble spirits than we saw
place in a rural district. This settlement was
the missionaries. And thus confusion and odium ·heap. disgrace, even on the fair fame and
exhibited at the two places named. Who the
originally occupied by the dispersed followers of
name of our church.
parties were, or .what their parentage, we do not
the polygamous apostate, James J. Strang. This
know; we do know, however, that they need
portentous fraud arose to public notoriety after
The hartm has withdrawn its missionaries
discipline of both brain and heart.
the death of the two martyred brothers had sealfrom Dakota, Minnesota, and this state, and say
The elders of the Reorganized Chm:ch traveled their testimony and mortal toils with their
for their membership to flee to the valleys, for,
ing in Utah, Idaho and Montana, as well as
blood. He began his arrogant career of usurp·
zounds! they are doomed, I am stopping with
everyv-·here else, most earnestly tr~st that no
ation in Voree, now a quiet suburb of
a family that belong to the Utah church. They
house controlled by the church which they repton, Racine county, Wisconsin.
are ever so kind, have ten children, poor in
resent will be refused to any properly accredited
He moved his heretical crew, en masse, to Bea-.vorldly goods, talk up plurality strong, have
minister of a believing body of worshipers, when
ver Island, situated in Lake Michigan. There he
two sons in Ephraim, Colorado, and think to go
it is possible' to grant such use, no matter how
arose to the zenith of his transitory power and
there soon. And thus you have a birds-eye
widely the faith of those ministers may be from
view of my uncanny surroundings.
despotic rule. A member of the politico-ecclesiour own. And when such use is granted, we
asticism, by the name of Thomas Bedford, beBro. \Villiam S. Pender left me all alone last
hope, and req U€St, that O;lr officers will see that
cause he divulged their thievings, was whipped
Monday, anri is now in Vernon county, where he
the services are not disturbed, either by hoodwith forty lashes save one, as per the
of
hoped to co-operate with and be joined by Elder
lumism, or gro~n-up indolence. Bro. R. J.
the pseudo king; for forsooth, the false prophet
A, L. Whiteacer. These two good men have
Anthony has been with me the entire trip; joinclaimed kingly prerogatives, and had been duly
worked together some hitherto, and have been
ing in its labors and its services.
greatly blessed.
crowned.
In bonds,
The Johnny Bull blood that coursed warm
Bro. Pender baptized five at the Valley JuncJoSEPH SMITH.
through the Briton's veins, grew hotter still untion recently. The church there is less than a
der such radical, unhallowed treatment. He seyear old, and numbers tl'lirty-six. The Saints
BAY VIEW, Washington, Nov. 7th.
cured the co-operation of two sympathizing
are all exremely poor there, and the land is sandy
Dear Herald:-I Jive out here away from all
friends. viz., Alex. Wentworth and Bro. McCuland light. When the blue and cranberry season
the branches of the church. There is but one
lough. An iron clad war-ship came to the island
is passing they betake themselves to the hills for
other family besides mine that belong to the
port. anchored in the harbor, and Strang was
the former, and to the swamps for the latter, and
Saints. I think if an elder would come here he
sent for, by, it is thought, the captain of the vesin this way help to earn a livelihood. They are
would reap n rich harvest. A great many never
generous for their ability, and kind and clever.
sel. Having been drawn into ambush the three
heard the gospel as we teach it. I often wish I
confederates opened a deadly volley, and several
They intend to erect a chapel for Sunday School,
had the strength to tell them of God. I am weak
shots took effect, in the head and chest, and
and to worship in. And by the way, I wish
and need the prayers of the Saints and I ask you
proved fatal; for he lingered and died in a few
those full handed, and humane would aid them
to pray for us that we may be faithful.
Pray
weeks, being brought, ere his demise, back to
in this laudable enterprise, by sending your
with me that God in his goodness will send a
Voree. The unfortunate colony was soon after
liberality to Elder Jonas W. Hancock, Valley
messenger here to tell us how to be saved. I have
broken up, their houses were burned, and their
Junction, Monroe county, Wisconsin.
not been to a Latter Day Saint meeting or heard
goods and chattels purloined, under the plea of
I also appeal, most earnestiy, to all the Saints
a sermon as our elders used to preach for over
confiscation.
throughout this Western Wisconsin district, to
five years. [ sometimes grow weak in faith, but
The Brighamites struck a rich harvest here
send your sysematic benevolence to the Bishop's
I ]<now this is the work of God.
among the dispirited, disappointed
Agent, at once and
time to time; so that
Your sister,
that held substantially to the same theory as
the financial custodian of the church, and your
ETTI)l; HILSINGER.
hvmble servant, can perfect arrangements, upon
' touch in~ marriage.
have convened several

a
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a cash basis, to have our esteemed Bro. A. L's
hands untied, so that be can go forth, and remain
in the active field service from henceforth. He
is ready, willing, ardent and devoted; and withal,
the most available man, to my knowledge,
throughout the state. He is both apt to teach,
and willing to learn, as also of a cheerful dispo·
sition, and of a hopeful heart. He stands first
class as a dtizen, and is noted for his integrity;
and if the church members do not raise the pittance, I will feel hurt, and as though I had bestowed toil, time, and means on you you all in
vain.. I know of several with experience and application who, with time, chance and opportunity
would speedily become able representive ministers. If .our people loved this work at all times,
as well as their testimonies would indicate by
times, there would be enough money raised to
defray all lawful expenses. How would it do to
first obey, second pay, and third pray. The
treasurer writes of lean coffers, but hopes for the
better. The poor ought to come to the rescue,
for the rich seldom will. Some rely upon what
they have done, but, forsooth! the "water that is
past never turns the mill." Others are "just
a going to Massa," forgetting that while "the
grass was growing the horse starved to death."
I would spurn any church, or people, that would
ask the head .of a family to leave home, arid
loved ones, and allow the wolf of poverty, and
distress, to show his white teeth, and howl
around "home sweet home." My spirit would
be broken, my tongue would cleave to the roof
of my mouth, and my oft weary feet would bend
homeward .at once and forever, d,ld I not know
that the loved hou~ehold band had ample.
The elder's families should practice decent
economy, while they ought, iri all good faith, to
ever thrust in their sickles and in. this way the
sacrifice and blessings would be mutual all
arou'nd.
The only loophole I can see out. of wholesale
rejection and a complete forfeiture of our claim
to b~ing the people of the Jiving and true God,
is that to the church, the bridf', the Lamb's wife
"wl\S granted that she should be arrayed in
fine linen, clean and white, for the fine linen is
the righteousness of Saints." Bye and. bye all
the faithful.will exclaim, "Let us be glad and rejoice and give honor to him, for the marriage of
the Lamb i.s come, and his wife hath made herself ready."
Should I fail of the "robe and crown," after all
the long years 'of anxiety, pain and missionary
labor, I would feel "perfe.;:tly awful," I trow. I
oftentimes tremble and f~irly reel beneath the
he~vy cross, but thus far, thanks be to God most
high, I have been upl)~ld.
~)ne additional day has brought clear skies
a~4 balmy 11ir for the season and this high
latitude. A .full fortnight since tWe called on
and spent several hours with the Winnebagoes.
Soine lived in houses, while many domiciled in
lJ1ij;erable wigwams or rude tents. They were
eki~'g out their aimless lives in ignorance, slotq,
61th, indolence, drunkenness, and bestiality. We
assf1yed to preach the gospel to these "noble
Reds(?) but, there was a destitution of books,
and they didnot appear -to have any reverence,
knowledge, .or concern for a SuprellJe Being.
They had buried. a fopr-year-old boy that m?rning; a,rid as u~ual,withoutsong, ,prayer ·or any
cerel:!loi,iy whp.teyer~ .· Tlie. 'children we~e almost
nud_e in .some insbinces, and. many of tbe adults

were highly ornamented, yet shabbily attired.
I once before undertook to break the bread of
life to a camp of Utah Indians, in Salt Lake City.
When they came up from the south they called
a halt on Provo River, secured a quantity of fish
and had them for use, which had become putrid.
When I asked the leading spirit if they had
come up to join the polygamous church he eva·
sively said: "Me don't know; maybe so," where·
upon I opened out by their campfires, about an
hour. They paid marked attention, but what
they thought or done with my pointed testimony
I can never, as yet, tell.
Excuse this lengthy epistle about this, that
and the other, and I will try and do better next
time.
M. T. SHORT.
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gospel.
I was praying earnestly to God if the
same gospel that Paul and Peter and Christ himself taught was or ever would be preached on
earth in my time that He would send it this way.
And thanks be to God he sent Bro. I. N. White
here to preach. The first sermon I ever heard I
believed it. The Holy Spirit bore witness with
my spirit that it was true, although I was slow
to obey.
[. 0, brothers and sisters, this is a grand and noble
work if rightly lived up to. We think the law of
tithing is as just and binding on God's people as
it ever was. We are poor, but we expect to pay
our tithing as soon as we can. Pray for us, that
we may be found among the faithful.
Yours truly,
MARY RITTENHOUSE.

DILLON, Colo., Nov 24th.
Brotlzer Dancer :-I am one of the scattered
Saints in Colorado. I have lived here nine years
and have never heard a sermon preached since I
came. If any of the ministers or Saints come
near here my home is theirs as long as they will
stop.
When I married my husband he was a class
leader in the M. E. Church. Thank God the
scal.es have been lifted from his eyes. He says
there is no church preaches the true gospel but
the Latter Day Saints. He has not obeyed yet,
but I ,think he will if a minister will come here.
I desire the prayers of all the Saints and
Prayer Union in behalf of my husband and two
boys, that they may be gathered into the fold of
God. My desire is to live faithful and "come up
higher.''
Your humble sister,
MRS. BETTIE }ET"r.

MINNEAPOLIS, Kan., Nov. 25th.
Dear Hera!d:-As I promised in the Herald o£
August 31st to write again and relate a portion
of my experience which might be a little amusing, .I will nc•w try to fulfill that promise.
Ever since becoming a member of a church I
always made it a point when going to a strange
place to remain a little while, to find a place of
worship where I would find a welcome and feel
at home, regardless of name; where I could go
to worship and keep the Sabbath. So on coming
to Kansas City I was inquiring and trying to fin.d
a place as above described, but before I had made
up my mind where to go a gentleman-whom I
shall refer to as.Frierid~with whom I was.working, said to me one day, "There is a Latter Day
Saint. church up Troost Avenue a litne way.
Suppose we go and hear them." As I had heard
considerable about the Saints or Mormons, and
BALM, Mo., Nov. 24th.
was at t.he time reading a book, a United States
Dear Herald:-I was baptiz,ed September rrth
Marshal's experience among the Mormons, I of
by, Bro. Curtis, and now the· 'spirit 11rg.es me to
course felt a curiosity to see and hear them; so I
write my testimony and send it to the Herald.
told my friend I would be glad to go whenever
The Hol.v Spirit of promise, the Comforter that
he wished.
was promised to the true seeker after truth, I
The next Sabbath evening we went to the
can say with all my heart, I have found that
little, unpretentious church and went in. A few
Comforter in the restored gospPl. It is the gloof the Saints had gathered when we got there.
rious gospel of the kingdom of God. I know
We took a survey of our surroundings and also
that It is true, for God has shown it to me by his
took notice of those that were still coming in.
great power.
As for myself, I kept watching for some one that
I feel my weakness and littleness in the. sight
I might pick out as the minister; but in this I
of God, although this is precious truth to me, for
was disappointed, as my idea of the minister did
the Lord has shown me a marvelous light and a
not come in; for w]len the time arrived. fm: the
wonder. I had been afflicted fer fifteen years . services to begin one of those sons of toil (as
with rheumatism aqd spinal trouble, but was
their appearance showed them to be) filled the
healed almost instatly through the obedience of
stand and preached the first Latter Day Saint
baptism. I was administered to by the elders
sermon that I had ever listened to. But before
two or three times about seven or eight monthS
services began my friend ga\'e me a nudge with
ag<;>. The disease attacked me »gain. while I was
his elbow,
I leaned over towards him t'o hear
praying for relief.
I, felt aboutthe weight of a
what he had to say. "Why," said he, "these are
man's hand on my shoulder. It remained about
an intelligent looking people; see what intellione moment, then I looked to see if any one was
gent heads they have!" I replied that: I saw
near. I could not see any one. The .pain ceased
nothing wrong with them, but I concluded from
and has never returned. I think that the good ·hfs remark that he expected to find an ignorant,
Lord sent one of his adm!pistering angels to. my
unintelligent class of people, probably b~cause
relief. There is no tongue can .express or pen
they were Mormons.
write the thankfulnessthat I feel to the Master
After services .while we were going horne my
for the blessings that he has bestowed upon us
friend remarked .that he did t)Ot see or hear. what
since we came into the church. My husband
he expected, but was favorably impressed with
and I and, four of our children are in the church;
the services and the people. As for myself I
We have two others out but hope to see come in ,hardiy kriew what to expect or ~hat to look for.
some time.
·
I expected, however, tq hear some .str;mge doc·
I belonged tq the Baptists twenty-one>y~ars;. trine, different from ~hat r had ever.h~ard. J
hut by reading the Scriptures I became dissatij- .was agt:eeably surpri&ed on heari!)g th¢ doctrine
about seven years before r heard tht; tr\le
as pre~?e!lte4 by the J;J11tter :Pay Saints1 which
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made such an impression on my mind that I continued going and took part with them until I
finally became one of them by being obedient.
Dear Saint,., I do not regret the step I have
taken, but feel to rejoice that I have been permitted to hear the gospel in its purity.
Let us all
be faithful to the charge committed to our care.
Although the world may speek di;;paragingly of
us it will be all right when the Master comes if
we are only faithful. Remember me in your
prayers, for I feel that I need them.
The Herald is the only preacher I have, and
am made glad by its arrival each week. I have
the promise of a school house and also the promise of one of our ministers to come and preach
for us; so that ere long I expect the go~ pel will
be preached in this parl of the country.
Yours in hope,
HENRY RESCH.
ANIWA, Wis., Nov. r4th.
Brother Blair:--- We are still striving to set the
gospel before the people. Bro. ViTaiteand myself
have preached here and at Elmhm·st most every
Sabbath since the first of August. There are
some that admit that it is the truth, but whether
they wHl obey time will only tell. This is a hard
country for true religion to thrive in. This is a
small village but we have four saloons to deal
out that which many think is necessary for them
to. have to enjoy life, as they term it. Bro. vVait
is at Elmhurst today; there is quite an interest
to hear the truth. Sister Pickel lives at Antigo,
ten miles from here. She is a live Saint, and
lets her light shine, but they reject it. She is
strong in the faith. May God bless her and all
the scattered Saints.
We have an appointment next Sunday two
miles in the country. Have held meetings there
and have some hopes for additions to the cause.
Our prayer is that the work may roll on till all
the honest in heart may be gathered into the fold
of Chrifct.
Your brethren in the covenant,
J. M. vVArT,
Vv. S. MONTGOMERY.
WILLIAMSBURG, Ill., Nov. 19th.
Bro, TV. W. Blair :-Bro. D. S. Holmes and
myself have been putting in every Saturday
night since last conference with good congregations, and there seemed to be a good interest.
Saints are all well in this part of the country.
Respectfully,
J. W. TERRY.
SAX BERNARDINO, CaL, Nov. 27th.
Bro. W. W, Blair:-I have just returned from
San Diego county, where I have been laboring
some time. l t is a good field. It was hard to
get some of the people to come out to hear-they
are the wholly sanctified, and Methodists. I labored with them and found some good people,
and the good will come out. I baptized six of
them, and seven in a1J, and hope more will come
to the light.
Some told me they would not
have anything further to do with the sects,
I have great faith that I will get some from
the wholly sanctified people. There are many
weak in that faith, and thcv came to my meetings and treated me well. I organized a branch
ant Valley Center with twelve members. Two
j:,B.ve been added since by Bro. H. c;;. Smith 1

and the little branch is rejoiceing in
gospel. I hope to return in a few weeks,
God
will, and that more will 'be added.
Yours
truth~
WM. M. GIBSON.

ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive th0
endorsement of the Editor~ writers are responsible for:
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TERMS OF COMMUNION.

As this is a
on which I have seen
but littie
I write a few
as they have heen
for the purpose
minds upon the SllOl<''f'L
to present what is necessary
prefer rather speaking on
writing upon it, as I can
myself more fully and
ever I make this effort for
those who may not have
consideration.
I fear that with many there is a very
mysterious, awful reverence; a
devotion
unintelligible
others connected
this
sacred ordinance, called the "Sacrament"
I mean that which is administered as bread
and wine in rememberance of the
and blood of Jesus Christ.
I John I : 7says:
"But if
the light, as he is in the
lowship one with
of Jesus Christ his Son c"""'"'"
all sin." I have
we and us to draw
that they refer
Church, as is
evident
tenor of the epistle, and more
from the fact that it is
have "fellowship" with one
the Church can not have with the
and claim that
"walk in the
Another consideration
the
by Jesus Carist when he
it to the apostles:
as they were eating,
blessed it, and break
disciples, and
body. And he took
thanks, and gave it to
ve all of it; for this is
new testament, which is
the remission of sins,''
Mark r4:
eat, Jesus took
brake it, and gave to
eat; this is my
cup, and when he had
gave it to them: and
And he said unto
of the new testament

church

the communion sacrament, but do not
teach the pre-requisites, or
than that
must be
Church. As remarked
"we" and "us," so also I
reader to notice the nronouns
"them" and
"and further notice
of the wine as in rememhe said of his
"which is shed J'or many," "which is
for
one of the three
was shed for
ufor
remission of sins;" but Paul
us in Heb. 9: 22, "Without shedding of
blood is no remission:' From what has
heen
it is evident then that as
of the church
subjects to
that by
an evidence
are walkingthe
light
Thev also evidence
their
of Christ's death.
also evidence that they desire fellowship one with
which
could
not
spirit.
So that
fur! her
evince
Christ the head
entire life and misgreater love hath no
he
down his life for
"-so they who eat that bread
in
of his broken body and
drink the wine in remembrance
his shed
blood evince
their
of
love..
That love on our part
born of
tbe fact that God first loved us and gave
his Son a ransom to redeem us--John 3:
r6;al~oi
3:r;4:
13:x;

15:9; H):
25· Then

I

:23,26

:2,

as none
members of the church are proper subjects
to
of the sacrament, how are they
to
members? On what terms?
Faith is
necessary to cause reand
is as necessary to
and
baptism we
visible
of Christ.
who knows no

sit down and commune
members of other churches and be
in the faith
No. Neither can members
of other churches sit down and commune
with members of the true church and
their own
to be
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can the members of Christ's Ghurch believe ing up into everlasting life to the thirsty
themselves to be right who permit others soul._:_John 4: 10-15; also John 7: 38, 39:
out of
to partake and have fellowship with them. "He that believeth on me
For if I sit down to the communion table his
shall flow rivers of living water.
spake he of the Spirit, which they
of another sect they, for instance believing But
in infant sprinkling, a God without body, that believe on him should receive," etc.
parts, and passions, that "faith only" is a Also Amos 8: I I : "Behold the days come,
saith the Lord God, that I will send a
good and wholesome doctrine, etc., do I
not verily evince by my fellowship with famine in the land; not a famine of bread,
them that I endorse their doctrines? If nor a thirst for water, but of hearing the
not I am not in unity of faith, hence not words of the Lord."
I conclude from the foregoing that the
in unity of spirit, with them, therefore l
do but act a lie when I say I have fel- word must be as diligently searched,
after and labored for in order to feed
lowship by communion with them whose
faith and doctrine I do not believe. Paul
soul, as we must labor for the
perishes; and just so in regard
says in I Cor. ro: 16, 17: "The cup of
blessing which we bless, is it not the com- to the waters of life-the Holy Spiritmunion of the blood of Christ? The bread we must work faithfully and diligently in
with the revealed word in order
which we break, is it not the communion
the indwelling of the Spirit
of the body of Christ? For VJe being to
many are one bread, and one body_; for we which will quench our th1rsty souls. Paul
are all partakers of that one bread."
in Rom. I: 20: "For the invisible
Paul here declares that they who hold
are clearly seen, being
communion together are one body. And understood by the things that are made."
if I sit down to commune with those who Also 2 Cor. 4: 18 to the same intent. Then
sprinkle infants, I am told that such in- I conclude that faith, repentance, baptism
fants are, and were made members of the are the first things necessary as terms of
body of Christ by baptism. So then I sit communion; next, a good conscience, or
down to partake in fellowship with the as Paul says, (I Cor. I r: 28), "But let a
unconverted, with infants, and with the man examine himself," etc., and not to
unregenerated; yet Paul asks in r Cor. partake unworthily (v. 27, 29) is also a
strict term.
ro: xg-21, "What say I then, that the idol
No one can justly claim the immunities
is anything, or that which is offered in
sacrifice to idols is anything?"
and privileges of any king-dom until they
What is a God without body, parts, and have either been born or adopted into that
passions but an idol? Yes, and that of the kingdom. And the law of adoption into
meanest and worst type of idolatry. Then the k:ngdom of God is, "Verily, verily, I
how can Saints sit and partake of that say unto you, except a man be born of
typical emblem of the broken body of water and of the Spirit he can not .enter
Jesus with a people who declare he has no into the kingdom of God."
body nor parts; for be it remembered they
The eucharist is an exclusive privilege
declare that Father, Son, and Holy Ghost of the children of the kingdom that any
are "one in substance;" so that such as the one who has not been adopted into the
Father, so is the Son, such is the Holy church by the law of adoption has no right
Ghost.
·
to partake of the children's meat. Jesus
Again: If infants are members by bap- said in Matt. 7: 6, "Give not that which is
tism, why are they not allowed to com- holy unto the dog-s," etc .. and the sacramune?
By not allowing them to do so ments are.that. which is holy, and the dogs
the lie is given to their being members by are they who are without the church.
baptism. Paul says, "Let every one ex- For proof see Matt. r.s: zr-26. A woman
amine himself and so let him eat." The not of the church is here called of the dogs;
infants are not capable of self-examination. see also Mark 7: 27. It may be said that
Again: "He that eateth and drinketh this woman did receive a blessing, howunworthily eateth and drinketh damnation ever. True, but not of the table; but.of
to himself," etc. The opposite of this the crumbs under the table. So she and
would be true in the other case, that who- all others would have to become an adopts,oever ate and drank worthily, would eat ed child before having the right to partake
a.nd drink blessings to themselves. Then of the benefits of the table.
Paul also
why deprive the infants of such blassings? warns the brethren to beware of dogs.
For except ye eat my body, and drink my Phil. 3: r, 2: "Beware of dogs, beware
blood ye have no life in you, is the senti- of evil workers, beware of the concision,"
ment of Christ. So that by keeping back (the concision are they who had been cut
infants from communion (if this last refer- off).
ence alludes to it) they are deprived of life,
Now to settle the question as to the
of what benefit can their baptism or their dogs being those out of the kingdom, turn
membership be to them?
to Rev. 22: 14, r5: "Blessed are they that
"The word was made flesh." So. we do do his commandments, that they may have
not eat the literal flesh under a transmuted a right to the tree of life, and may enter
mystery, but as Christ said, "Blessed are in through the gates into the city. For
they who hunger and thirst after right- without are dogs," etc.
Nephi, chapter
eousness, for they shall be filled." Then 8, page 456, Sec. 6, 7, informs us that they
by eating the bread, and drinking the were dnly the believers or disciples who
wine, we are put in remembrance of him partook, and by doing so they witnessed
who gave the word, which is manna to "unto the Father that ye are willing to do
the hungering soul, and the Holy Spirit that which I have commanded you." Par.
which is as a well of living water spring- 9: '' Y e shall not suffer any one knowing-

ly, Jo partake of my flesh and blood unworthily," for if any did, they but ate and
drank "damnation to his soul." "Therefore if ve know that a man is unworthy to
eat and drink of my flesh and blood, ye
shall forbid him." "Nevertheless ye shall
not cast him out from among you," etc.
Also D. & C. 46: 2; Nephi 9, page46r: 7;
I2,p.47o;r; p:48o:8; al~o.soo:7. Each
of the above are very defiuite in stating
that but disciples are proper subjects, and
that the "unworthy" whether in or out of
the church, are forbidden.
Ezra 2: 6r-63. Certain men on the return from the Babylonian captivity who
belonged to the priesthood: "They sought
their register
but they could not
be found, therefore were they, as polluted,
put from the priesthood. And the Tirshatha ·said unto them that they should not
eat of the most holy things," etc.
Ps. I: r, 5: "B:essed is the man that
walketh not in the counsel of the ungodly,
nor standeth in the way of sinners, nor
sitteth in the seat of the scornful. . . .
Therefore the ungodly shall not stand in
the judgment, nor sinners in the congregation of the righteous." Neh. 9:2: "And
the seed of Israel separated themselves
from all strangers," etc. See also N eh.
13: r, .23-3r, which shows an exclusive
communion.
I sa. 8: I 2: "Say ye not a conf.edera~y to
all them to vv hom this people shall say a
confederacy; neither fear ye their fear,
nor be afraid." Also 16th v.: "Bind up the
te~timony, seal the law among my disciples." See also Ezra 4: r -.5. Judah and
Benjamin refused to allow their adversaries to help them build the house of God,
although they professed to worship the
same God.
(Verse two.)
How much
Jess should latter day Israel refuse to
allow our adversaries to help us build the
true "bouse made ·without hands" seeing
that they do not even worship the same
God? (To b. 30: l j P~. 22: r6.)
Deut. 32: 15-r7: ''But Je~burun waxed
fat, and kicked; thou art waxen fat, thou
art grown thick, thou art covered with
fatness; then he forsook God . . . . They
provoked him to jealousy with strange
words, with abominations provoked they
him to anger. They sacrificed unto devils,
not to God; to gods whom they knew not,
to new gods that came newly up, whom
your fathers feared not."
This agrees
wonderfully with I Corinthians IO. The
new gods that "your f<~thers knew not"
are called devils (or idols) and the fathers
knew not of a God without body, parts, or
passions; therefore all ·who sacrifice to
him (if there be any such) sacrifice to
devils, and ye, brethren, can not. partake
of the tables of theLorcl and the table of
devils.
2 Chron. I I : 5: "And Rehoboam dwelt
in Jerusalem."
He built many cities and
fortresses, and cast off the Levites "from
executing the priests' office unto the
Lord." "And he ordained him priests for
the high places and for the devils, and fpr
the calves which he had .made." "And
after them [the Levites] out of all the
tribes of Israels, such as set their hearts to
seek the Lord God of Israe.l came to Jeru-
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salem to sacrifice unto the Lord God of
their fathers."
So ancient Israel who
only had the works of the law refused to
sacrifice with their king unto other gods,
or to commune in any other way than according- to the law, with another people.
How much more the true Israel after the
Spirit should refuse to commune with
others who sacrifice to other gods.
Paul has warned us m I Timothy 4: I
"That in the latter times some shall depart
from the faith, giving heed to seducing
spirits, and doctrines of devils," etc.
Therefore take heed that none of you be
found doing homage with them, in partaking of the table of devils, (or idols).
This idol wors!-:ip will go on till the very
end, or till the plagues are poured out.
See Rev. 9: zo: "And the re't of the men
which were not killed by these plagues,
yet repented not of the works of their
hands, that they should not worship
devils, and idols of gold, and silver, an.-!
brass, and stone, and wood; which neither
can see, nor hear, nor walk."
Neither
can the imag-inary God without body, nize it as one of those means
of God for
parts, or passions, see, hear, nor walk. in the
wav for the
The eternal fitness of things must adjust ing
and i>Tithemselves: for the people having eyes by the diffusion of
they see not, and ears they hear not; so buing men with a love
~d.
like the people, they must have a God It is no 11rgument
?;J o
that has no eyes, nor ears, nor any other errors have been
one questions the
mission of
part.
errors
The builcllng of God is progressive; it preaching the
means,
is upward and onward. As faith is neces- ' have been
called as his
sary to repentance, so repentance is to and by some whom God
baptism. So also is faith, repentance and ministers. It is the work of Satan to debaptism to communion in the eucharist; file the channels of truth it is oers to
so ar~ all these to the washing of feet on them pure and
very
the part of the priesthood-one round after he would
to know that
another till we reach the top of the ladder. truth; but we
obsernor
But to rever~e the order is rebellion; to powerless there. No
School
administer baptism before faith and repen- can doubt the power of the
tance is reversing the command, hence is for g'ood. Its history, the
no baptism, to say nothing about the church, and even the world,
and
mode, nor anything- else. Seeing these be ant proof of that
lawful terms of fellowship, "let us walk that'it has divine
in the light," then the blood of Jesus should we for a moment hesitate
Christ his Son will cleanse us, as it was this mighty lever by which we may prepare the young mind to see
shed for many, not for all in this sense.
bend the truth, and thus hasten the
J. A. MciNTOsH.
forth of the divine
?
Can the adult minds of the church find
"FEED MY LAMBS."-JoHN zr: 15.
any better, nobler work to eng,age in than
ONE deeply interested in the Sabbath
that of g-athering the
on
School has requested me to pen an article the Sabhath day, and
thtom
on the above subject.
the truths revealed from
The injunction at the head ofthis article them to understand the
was given by Jesus Christ to Peter, and he by the creative
of
had also g-iven to him the keys of the king-- fall of humanity
dom of heaven (M::1tt. r6: zo), and it un- in w:tich man was created-the cn1se
doubted! y bad reference to the care neces- nature of that fall-the infinite love
sary to be exercised in watching over and
God in pmviding for our
properly instructing the membership of the thralldom of sin and death
the church of Christ. In the spiritual fold, His Son Jesus Christ as a ransom
as in the literal fold, there are the lambs that "whosoever believeth in him
and the sheep; the "babes in Christ" as not perish, but have
well as those of mature experience. Both there be a holier work
of these classes need the superintending young the g-lorious
care of those whom God has made over- pel, obedience to
secures us an
seers in his church, and it is their duty to terPst in his blood, and a
see that both the lambs and sheep are pro- the childrPn of God?
perlv fed and nourished.
and the H0ly Ghost are
in this
The lambs need "the sincere milk of work! Archangels,
ali the
the work." They are not prepared to re- heavenly host rejoice to be co-workers
ceive strong food, dealt out in large quan- with them! Prophets and
of all

in these last days:
meet that I should command in
for he that is compelled in all things,
same is a slothful and not a wise servant;
wherefore he receiveth no reward,
say men should be anxiously
a good
and do many things
own free
and bring to pass much
; for the power is in them
they are agents unto themselves.
And inasmuch as men do
ohall
in no ·wise lose their
that
doeth not
until he is commanded,
and
a commandment with doubtful hear• and
it with slothfulness
IS
"-D,
: 6.
God has further
ents have children in
or in any
stakes w bich are
that teach them
not to understand
doctrine of repentance; faith in Christ the Son of the living
God: and of
and the
of the
'Ghost
laying on of
hands,
when
years old, the sin be
the>
head of
; for this shall
unto the
of
her stakes which are
68:
While this is a
ent
it will not
with
work of the Sabbath School, but will aid
in its advancement.
I think it will be
as a
that
can study and exercise to
in concert than alone.
there is
m

not
they are lead to
out its true meaning, their
are called into action, they
independently, and to exviews intelligently and weigh
own views
the expres~ion of those
of their fellow·s1udents, besides
the benefit of the more
of their
the
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HERALDo
become bright ornaments, yea, more, glorious pillars in the kingdom of God?
Shall we leave them to the blighting influences of the world, to be corrupted and
poisoned by the deadly sirocco of sin and
foil y?
God has forbidden it; and shall
we not carry out his
behest and thus
throw the mantle of love and light around
them and feed them with the bread of life
that they may grow
grace and every
excellence of the divine character fhat they
may become valiant soldiers for truth,
humility and God? If we will not care
for our own, the world,-the God-hating,
Christ-despising world will! If we will
not feed them with the bread of life, the
world will feed them with corruption! If
we will not seek to clothe their minds
with light, the world stands ready to enshroud them in worse than Egyptian darkness!
If we will not teach them
repentance, baptism for the remission of
sins, and the gift of the Holy Ghost,
together with all the
of godliness
and the gracious promises of God, the
world will eagerly instill into their minds
and hearts the poison of unbelief and rebellion against God! If we will not teach
them virtue, meekness,
holiness and
mercy, justice, purity, love and truth, the
world will see to it that their entire being
is cankered with
vanity and burning
lust that consume to
lowest hell; and
instead of being prep"red for companionship with God and Christ in glory, it will
fit them for companionship with demons,
and Satan will gather them into his dark
domains; and the terrible consciousness
that gnaws like a worm at the vitals of
his victim will gnaw at our hearts until
we are con~umed with the self-condemnation and the damning knowledge that we
have basely neglected our duties ani! must
be held responsible before the awful bar
of a JUSt Gocl.
Fathers, mothers, g-u:wdians, will you
awake to your re~pomihilities ani! the
sacred duties you owe to God and to vour
children, and to the race at large? Will
you take the tender plant and nourish it for
God? Will you ~hield the helpless lambs
from the yawning jaws of the wolf and
feed them with food convenient for them
that they may be gathered
into the
fold of God? If vou
then avail
selves of all the means that God has
his
all wise providence placed in your possession for their in~truction, spiritual growth
and eternal salvation; and be assured that
the Sabbath School is not the least of the
means in the economy of God whereby
we may carry out th.e injunction of th-e
Great Shepherd,-"FEED MY LAMBS."
C. DERRY.
ADDRESBES.
Thoma• Taylor, Chep•tone Villa, Albert Road, Handsworth. BirminnhRm, Englawi.
W. H. Kelley. Kirtl•nd, Lake Co., Ohio.
Mre. Jane Ccueer, 260 Le1h St.. Detrmt, Mich.
.T. n. PPtPTFI, Co]Pmfm. Mifl!Rnd Cn .• "Mif'higan.
Mad!:-1 P, Hfl.nf:.on~ box 512, Plvmouth, MasR.
J. W. Wight. Qneen~ferrv, Vim.orin. An!>ltraHa.
T. W. Smith, PapP-tee, Tahiti. vi11 San Fnmcisco.

J A. Cnrri~. Jr .. Bandera. Randern co .. Texas.
John.ThomaR. Buchanan. Henrv Co .. Tenn.
Joeeph F. Burton, Santa Ana., Calif0rnia.
J. W. Gillen. ~129 Caroline street, St. Loni•. Missouri.
M. H. Rond, 46, Waverly St., Pmvi<lrmce, R. I.
Isaac N. Rohert~. Springdale, Arkan?as.
A. J. Cl'!to, Nathan. Pike Co., Arkanaa.e.
Mark H. Forac11tt, No.1221, North Twelfth St., St. Joseph
Mo.

DECATUR.
A conference of the above district was
held in the Lone Rock branch, Harrison
Missouri, on October 5th and 6th,
A. Stebbins presiding, S. D. Shippy,
Branch reports: Lamoni, 9 baptized, 7
received, ordinations, I marriage; present number 662. Lucas, 9, baptized, 2. received, I marriage; present number 220.
Little River, I removed, I ordination; present number ro8. Greenville, I died; present number 37Centerville,
I received, I removed; present number zo. Lor.e
Rock,. I baptized, I ordination, 2 marriages; present number 62. Allendale, 3 baptized, 2 received;
present number 78.
Elders' reports: H. A.
Stebbins gave a review of the condition of the
branches and of the work done and being done in
district by himself and other brethren who were
not present to report for themselves. The individual ministry work of C. H. Jones and M. M.
Turpen of the Seventy, John Johnston, I. P.
Baggerly, Wm. Anderson, J- L. Richey, E KeeA. Himes, and J. W. Johnston of the Elders,
L.
and E. E. Marshall of the Priests was
them in person.
Reports by letter
were read
Elders John Shippy, R. M. Elvin,
John Watkins, E. B. Morgan, Thos. Wellington
and L. W. Wells.
The committee on Davis
City camp meeting made an itemized report,
showing total expenses $67 78, total receipts
leaving balance due committee $9 67.
of conference a collection was taken up.
thereof $8 68, thus paying it into 99
cents.
H. A. Stebbins was re-elected president
for coming year, and S.D. Shippy clerk. Preaching Saturday evening by J. S Snively. Prayermeeting an Sunday morning in charge of H. N.
Snively and Wm. Anderson.
Preaching on
Sunday morning by E. Keeler and H. A. Stebbins. Sacrament meeting in the afternoon. M.
M. Turpen preached in the evenining. Adjourped to meet at Lucas at ro o'clock on Saturday,
March r, r89o.
WESTERN TEXAS.
Conference opened November rst, J- A. Curpresident, H. L. Thompeon vice-pres0. D. Johnson secretary. Elders: J. A.
(haptized 6), A Kuykendall, L L. Wight,
W. H. Davenport. Priests: T. J- Sheppard. 0.
D. Johnson. Teachers: E. B. Bennett, A. Hay.
Branches: Bandera I 5·
O~kwood 39: 4 received. Medina City 39: 6 received.
Bishop's
al2(ent: Received since last report $24 30, on
hand $4 30, received from Bishop $5o oo, on
hand $rs oo
The e-eneral church authorities
were sustained; also those of the district. Adjourned to Oakwood branch, Friday night on or
before the full moon in February.
7
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MARRIED.
MAPEL-SHARP --At Cleveland, Iowa, on the
evening of SPntemher sth, r889, at the bride's
residence,
Elder John Watkins, Mr. David R.
Mapel and
Eliza Sharp. A happy life for
the
May they live long to keep their
DIED,
NELSEN.-Sr. Annie Nelsen, wife of Bro
Andres Nc"lsen, departed this life the r4th day of
r889
She was born March 14th, 1814,
at
Highland, Denmark, and was aged
years and 5 months. She emigrated from
to Utah in r863.
She was mauied in
1867- She rem~ined a member of the Utah
C'lurch until 1866, when she visited her sister in
Forest City, Harrison county, Missouri, where
she was baptized into the Reorganized Church
Peter Rasmusson. She had no faith in Brigfor years. She died full of faith that
she would meet her Redeemer.

819
CLARK-At Boonsboro, Iowa, Julv 26th, 1889,
Agnes Clark, daughter of James and Ma1 y Clark,
born March zd, r87o, aged 19 years, 4 months and
24 days. Funeral sermon by Elder W. C. Nirk,
at the M. E. Church.
CoRNISH.--At his home in Usborne, Ontario,
November 19th, ri:l89, Francis P. Cornish, aged
36 years, 4 months and 6 days. He was born
July 13th, 1853, in Usborne, Huron county, Ontario, and was baptized December 21st, r873, by
Elder A. Leverton, at Usborne.
He leaves a
wife and three children, and a father, three
brothers, three sisters and a host of friends to
mourn their loss.
He was a kind husband, a
· loving father and aft"ec 1 ionate brother.
Funeral
serron by Bro. G. H. Henley, of London, Ontario.
NOTICE OF APPEAL.
To the president and General Conference of
the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, and all whom it may concern:
Whereas, as the last October 8ession of the
district conference of the London, Ontario, district of the above named church an act of re-baptism performed by the appellant was decided to
be illegal; this, therefore, is notice of an appeal
against the finding of the said district conference,
made with the view of making re-baptism a test
case, and ot having the question on that practice
finally decided And this appeal is to the April
session of the General Conference to be held at
Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa, April 6th, r89o.
J- A. MciNTOSH, appellant.
EGREl\iONT,

Gray county, Out., Nov, 2Gth.

NOTICE.
Elder Forscutt desires all who subscribed to
him at the Reunion for "Facts for the Times,"
and "Dean Stanley on Bapthm," and paid in advance, to write him for what they subscribed and
give their addresses, as he can not find the book
in which he made the entries. The publishers
of "Facts for the Times'' have written him that
it is out of print, is '•being enlarged and revised,"
and they can not tell the price it will be. They
have returned his money, and he wishes to return it to subscribers.
AN APPEAL.
To t!te Saints o/ tlte Mission, G1·eeth1g:
l teel constrahed to appeal to your generosity for means to carry on this grand, glorious
work in which we are engaged. Being one of the
ministers upon whom God has placed the responsibility of teaching the temporal law, I beg of
you to investigate this matter and consider well
this appeal by reading and re reading it; also by
seeking the Lord in earnest, fervent praver, that
his Holy Spirit may direct vou and itrpress upon
your minds the responsibility resting upon each
and every one.
I have been informed bv tho>'e whom the Lord
has placed in charge of the finances of the church,
that the treasury is empty and un le<,; there are
means forthcoming some of our able and most
worthy ministers must return home. What a pity
and what a sad state of affairs in view of the fact
that there are now so manv urgent calls and so
manv v.ide and effectual doors open to us on every
haPd! Now, dear Saints. let'" remember that
as manv as have accepted and obeved the gospel
have placed themselves unde,- boncls to be governed by the law of the gospel; and one part of
that law is. that the ministers shall live of the
gMpel: "Even so hath God ordained that they
which preach the gospel should live of the gospel "-r Cor. 9: 9
Again it is written: "Muzzle not the ox that
treadeth out the corn - - - the laborer is worthy
of his reward..,-r Tim. 5: r8
Of course, it is only those who spend their entire time In the ministry who are to receive that
support which is needful for themselves and
families, also the poor and needy ar<" to bE' provided for out of said treasury. (1 Cor. r6: 12;
}ohnr2:4-6; 13:28,29: Rom.rs:z6,27; D.&
c .. page rso, par. 3; also 231, par. 3·
It is not mv duty to say how much you shall
give, for the Lord hath said that all shall pay a
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tenth of their increase. Novv, brethren, we are
very strict in the enforcement of the la'.v designed to make us citizens of God's kingdom and insist upon a full corr.pliance with every one of
them. When we have become citizens of that
kingdom there are laws therein for our government, and among these is the law of tithes and
ofrerings. Can we be good citizens of God's
kingdom and disregard this law any more than a
foreigner can be a good citizen of this country
and not obey its laws, though he may have become a citizen through obedience to \he laws of
naturalization?
This temporal law was well understood and
ob~erved by the ancient worthies.
Abraham
paid tithes of all he possessed to Melchesidec,
(Htb. 7: z-r r ); also the children of hrael observed it: "The tithe of the land shall be the Lord's."
-Lev. 27: 30; "The tenth of the herd and the
flock shall be holv."--Lev. 27: 32; "And the Levites paid a tenth of their tithes to the priests."Num. r8:z6-z8; "Thou shall surely tithe all the
increase of thy seed."-Dc".1t. 14:22, 23; "Is:·ael
brought tithes of all abundant!y."-2 Chron. 31:
6.
Christ recognized the law of tithing: "\Voe
unto you scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites; for
ye pay tithes of mint and anise and cum min, and
have omiti:ed the weightier matters of the law,
judgment, mercy and faith; these ought ye to
have done and not to leave the other undone."Matt. 23:23.
While we boast of judgment, mercy and faith,
have we paid our tithes? If so, we have kept the
whole law and star.d justified before God; H
we, like they, have ohserved but a
the law, and
condemned them
they had
keep all of the
which ir>cluded judgment, mercy, falth and
For
he says: "These ought ye to have done, and not
to lf·ave the other undone."
"Will a man rob God? Yet ye hi!ve robbed
me. But ye sav, Wherein have we robbed thee?
In tithes and offerings.
Ye are cursed with'a
curse, for ye have robbed
even this whole
nat1on.
Bring ye all the
into my :?tore~
house, that there mav be meat in mine house,
and prove me no1V herewith sa!th the Lord
of hosls H I \vill not or ,-'1 the '\Vindovtrs of heaven
and pour you out a ble~. Jng that there shall not be
room enough to receive it."-Mal. 3: 8-ro.
From the above we glean that God charges
this nation with robbing him in not paying their
tithes and offerings. If it be true that God is no
respecter of persons, and we fail to pay our titt.es
and offerings, are we not guilty of the same sin?
Some say, "I am not rich, therefore I can not
pay tithing."
It is not absolutely necessary to be rich to pay
tithing. For instance) H a rnan owns a house
and lot valued at $200, clear of all incumbrance,
he owes $20 to the Lord in tithes on that property. If you have a bank account of $wo as a
surplus, you owe $ro of that to the Lord in
tithes.
Again: ff you during the year earn $5oo, and
it requir~s $400 of that amount to support your
family, there would $roo of a surplus on which
you should pay tithing. But if you have no property, bank account nor surplus, you can not be
tithed. But remember that those who the law
of tithing doPs not reach come under the law of
"free-will offerings, ob1ations and sacrifice."
The nntion that robbed God in not paving their
tithes, rubbed him also in not bringing their offerings, so one is as binding on God's people as
the other.
Again it is written: ''God loveth a cheerful
giver;" also "that we should lay by in store as
God hath prospered us," And we often sing:
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"HEARKEN To THE WoRD oF THE LORD:

HE SHALL HAVE

NoNEo~ 1 -Pagg

FOR 'I'HERE SHALL NoT ,ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVlll SAVJ!l !T ;BE ON!Ii WIFE; AND CONCUBINES

115, Book of Mormon~ chap. 2,

"WE BEJ,IEVE THAT ONE MAli[ SHOULD HAVE Oe>rE WIFE, AND ONE

IS AT LrnERTY '£0 :i>i..nmY AGAIN."--Pnge

6.
BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE O:ll' DEATH, WHEN EITHER

330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

No. 51.

,JOSEPH SMI'fH
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A MrssoURI editor thus
would be
to have
'Prophecy of the
Smith, also
Mormon.
I am
but have never had the
It is
and
the

ex
"the law of
the
hath
convenient and
errors, follies, sins and sel fislmess
common to humanity.
Personally, the
longer we live the more
comes to
us the solemn conv1ction that we must be
continually
ination into the
individuals. The early
indeed the major portion
reach the requisite degree of
in obeying the written law.
"treated lightly" the express commands of
and were told that "this condemnation resteth upon the children of
even
all, and
shall remain under
condemnation until they
remember
the Book of Mormon
the former commandments, not only to
but to do according to that which is
"
When we do according to the above we

to abide in "the hol v hill of Zion." If thus
we do we shall ea"cb and all, "him that
laboreth in the ministry and him that
toileth in the affairs of the men of business
and of work" be laboring "together with
God for the accomplishment of the work
entrusted to all;" and the work will be
firmly established in the different branches
of the church, others be raised up, and the
gospel be preached unto all nations, and
we be able to abide the presence of Him
who shall then come to reward every man
according as his work shall be.
·
Let us "occupy" until He comes.
careless, modern
in opposition to
the people of
opposition and inthey must inevitalso
with us if we
assume and reFor the
or punish and
would receive its
to it; while he
must suffer, be correjected :md fail of j ustinot in the bounds and
hy

do

the early church· individual
fairhfulness
as it does it the preschurch; but its existence was too limto reach the desired end, for "Zion
not be redeemed except it be accordthe laws of the celestial kingdom,"
I can not receive her unto mythis applies to spiritual conditions as well as temporal regulations, and
the latter
never be put in operation
until the
of Zion are not only in
name hut in fact "THE PURE IN HEART."
Another feature: In the days of the
Seer certain revelations were
for the
and spiritual preparation of the
; the establishment of the people,
etc., all of which, so far as rev.ealed
to us, are contained in the
latt:r revelations of the Book of Covenants.
We must build according to that pattern
not
to deviate from -it; for
means
those instituted of heaven
and miserably fail in their intendus make the preparation necessary
peaceably together, and by becom.ing'united and obedient in our scattered condition,
we may be disciplined
and prepared while among the various
branches for the gathering time, when we
must possess the qualifications necessary

JUDGE ZANE ON MORMONISM.

BY recent Utah papers we have the iate
ruling of Judge Charles Zane, in which
he holds that a member of the Brighamite Church, "in good standing," is not fit
to be a citizen of the United States. This
is upon the theory that the spirit, genius,
and teaching of that church, for the past
near fifty
has been not only out of
harmony
democratic, American
principles and sentiments, but that it has
also been and is actively hostile to them.
And while he, like Judge Anderson, holds
B. Young, H. Kimball, J. M.
Geo.
A. Smith,
Taylor, G. Q. Cannon,
C. Penrose,
Woodruff, etc., to be the
chief sinners in the&e matters, he claims
that those who uphold these men in their
teaching, giving credence, aid and comfort
to them in their unlawful and anti-American conduct and conversation, are unfit
for and unworthy of citizenship, probably
on the ground that he who bids the evildoer Godspeed is thereby "made partaker
of his evil deeds,"-as the loving John
teaches us in holv writ. Here is what the
Judge says on the points involved,-we
italicize essential portions:
"An alien before the court for naturalization
has ri~.;hts that must be respected, and in order
that these examinations mav be conducted with
dignity and propriety, fairness and impartiality,
I will request the District Attorney or his assistant to appear at the times I have mentioned, and
aid in the examination of applicants and their
witnesses. This will prevent so many examiners.
There has been a decision of this court, Judge
Anderson sitting, in which it has been· held after
quite a protracted and thorough investigation,
consuming nearly two weeks, that a meinber of
the .il.formon Chin cit in good standing is not a fit
and suitable person to be natural, zed/ that the obligations of a member of that ovgamzation to the
Church are inconsistent with the obligations of
an American citizen.
The court found and adjudged that the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints is au unpa.
triotic organization, that to become a membf'r of
it and to retain that fellowship obligations must
be assumed and beliefs and profesiiions maqe,
and conduct required in co11jlid with and opposed
to that devotion and attachment and to those duties exacted of a citizen of the government of the
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United States. The government of the United
State,s will not divide i\s allegiance with any
otlier government or any other organization,
aqd unless the court is satisfied by the evitlence
offered that the applicant has resided the required
time in the United States, that he is a rran of
good moral character, attacl)ed to the principles
o,£ the Constitution of the United States, well
diSpmed to tke good order and happiness qf t!ze same,
it will not admit him, but on the other hand, if
the .court is satisfied that any applicant having
the other q nalifications, and residence, is of suf'
ficient intelligence to understand the principles
of the government, is well disposed towards it,
is of good moral character, attached to the principles of the Constitution, it will admit him.
But this Court having held that the Mormon
Chureh is an organization of such a character
that mrmber.<ltij and jellow.<lzij in tt disqttabfies an
alien, for citizenship, for the present, at leaot, the
Court will respect that opinion. The purposes
and character of the Church taint and characterize all of its members and disqualifies them for
citizenship, according to the judgment of the
Court; its members must be regarded as precluded for the present, by the trial in which it
was condemned. The· Church was not condemned by Judge Anderson on account of 'religious jaitlt, doctrine or worskij, but because of its
moral, social, and poli!tcal doctrines and the unlawtul practices and conduct that it enjoins. Therefore, it·can not be said that the eff,·ct of the decision is to interfere with religious beliefs or the
free exercise of religion."

BRUNO AND THE POPE.
The papal alloc'ution on the Giordano Bruno
statue in Rome was read at every mass, in all
the Catholic churches of the Chicago diocese.
Everybody has read some of the excerpts from
the document as it was originally printed in
Rome 1 and Cardinal Gibbons' fiery letter upon
the matter excited much attention some weeks
ago. In a nutshell, the allocution is the pope's
protest against the Italian government for permitting the erection of a statue to Bruno in
Rome.
The reading yesterday was preceded by the
following encyclical from Archbishop Feehan:
[We omit part.]
«Also a solemn triduum of prayer for the intention of the holv father will be held on the 8th,
gth, and 1oth of ·November, the exercise to consist of the litany of the b]e,sed virgin and benediction of the mo't holy sacrament.
"A plenary indulgence, on the usual conditions,
mav be gained on that occasion.
"On Sunday, Nov. 10, the annual collection
for the pope will be made in all the churches.
Please announce it beforehand and forward the
proceeds to the chancellor as soon as possible.
I remain, reverend and dear ,;jr, yours faithfully
in Christ,
P. A: FEEHAN,
"Archbishop of Chicago.''
The allocution is a very lengthy document.
It begins by declaring that sir)ce the Italian revolution and the usurpation of Rome the apostolic
see has been exposed to a long series of outrages.
It says:
"He whom they load with honors is a man
twice apostate, judicially convicted of heresy, and
a rebel to the church up to his last breath. Much
more it is for these very rea<ons that they have
wished to honor him, for it is evident that no real
merit is found in him.
"ft is painful to state-it is almost a prodigv-that in this holy city 1n which God has established the home of his vicar the eulogv of human
reason in rebellion against God should be heard,
and that where the entire "'orld has been taught
to seek for the pure precepts of the gospel and
counsels of salvation there today, iti consfquence
of a criminal subversion, culpable errors and
even heresy should be consecrated with impunity
by statues.
Events have led us to this point

that we see the abominatio11. qj desolation in tke koly
place.
".Seeing, then, the baseness of such deeds, inasmuch as the government of christendom has
been confirlect to us, together with the guardianship and defense of. religion, we declare that
Rome ha:s been outraged; that the sanctity of the
Christian faith has been odiously vioiated, and
with grief and indignation we denounce to the
entire Christian world the sacrilegious cr.ime.''
His holiness goes on at some length to describe
the renewed exigency that such an outrage raises
for the re-establishment of the temporal sovereignty, and declares that the Bruno statue
shows the futility and falseness of the promises
made .at the time of the Roman occupatior,·---the
law,pf the papal gun-antees.-Ckicago Times.

Like every question this one has another
side.
That other side has many
but we mention only a few ofthem, suggested by quotations from the
documents themselves, as follows:
whom they load with honors is a f\lan
twice apostate, judicially convicted ~of
heresy, and a rebel to the church up to.his
last breath." . . • "Events have led us to
this point that we see the abomination of
desolation in the holy place." . . . "Inasmuch as the government of christendom
has been presented to us,
the guardianship and defense
We merely make terse notes
what
these extracts suggest, and also quote part
of what a distinguished writer has written
of Bruno:
«On the demand of the •piritual authorities,
Bruno was removed from Venice to
and
confined in the prison of the Inquisition, accused
not only of being a heretic, but also a heref;iatch,
who had written things umeemly concerning re·
ligion; the special charge agains'c him being that
he had taught the plurality of words, a doctrine
repugnant to the wh0le tenor of Scripture and
inimical to revealed religion, especially as regards the plan of salvation. After an imprisonment of two years he was brought before his
judges, declared guilty of the acts alh:ged, excommunicated, and, on his nobly refusing to
recant, was delivered over to the secular authorities to be punished 'as mercifully as possible,
and without the shedding of his blood.' the horrible formula for burning a prisoner at the stake.
Knowing well that though his tormentors
might destroy his body, his thoughts would Rtill
live among men, he said to his judges, •Perhaps
it is with greater fear lhat you pass the sentence
upon me than I receive it.' The sentence was
carried into effect, and he was burnt at Rome,
February 16th, A. n. r6oo.
"No one can recall without sentiments of pity
the sufferings of those countless martyrs, who
first by one party, and then by another, had been
b1·ought for their religious opinions to the slake.
But each of these had in his supreme moment a
powerful and unfailing support. The passage
from this life to the next, though through a hard
trial, was the passage from a transient trouble to
eternal happiness, an escape from the cruelty of
earth to the charity of heaven.
On his way
through the dark valley the martyr belleved that
there was an invisible hand that would lead him,
a friend that would guide him all the more
gently and firmly because of...,the terrors of the
flames. For Bruno there was no such ;;upport.
The philosophical opinions, for the sake of
which he surrendered his life, could give him no

consolation. He must fight the last fight alone.
Is there not something very grand in the attitude
of this solitary man, something which human
nature can not help admiring, as he stands in the
gloomy hall before his inexorable jndges? No
accuser, no witness, no advocate is present, but
the familiars of the Holy Office, clad in bfack,
are stealthily moving about. The tormentors
and the rack are in the vaults below. He is
simply told that he has brought upon himself
strong suspicions of heresy, since he has }said
that there are other worlds than ours.
is
asked if he will recant and abjure his error. He
can not and will not deny what he knows
be
true, and perhaps-for he had often done s~ before-he tells his judges that they, too, in their
hearts are of the same belief.''

Be

to

this quotation, an account
apostasv Cbnsisted of~ of
what the Roman Catholic Church, past
and present,
a "judicial conviction of heresy,
and how it dealt with
"rebels."
"The abomination of desolation in the
this language the Pope
of Rome, the principal
The statement
recalls the original, as recorded
in the
of Daniel, in which reference
i~. made to J erusale111, the holy city; also
the words of
Paul to the
church at
some of which had
turned from the "law of liberty"--the
"new covenant" in Christ--back to the
"yoke" of the ~~1 osaic economy of Sinai:
«Which things are an ·allegory; for these are
the two covenants; the one from the mount
Sinal, ,which gendereth to bondage, which is
Agar. For this Agar is mount Sinai in Arabia,.
and answereth to Jerusalem which now is, and'
ir, in bondage with her children. But Jerusalem.
which. is above is free, which is the mother of us .
all.''-Gal. 4: 24-26.

Rome
bondage, spiritual and'
civil. "We have no means of judging the·
future but by the experiences of the past,"'
was the statement of Patrick Henry, one
of the most eloquent pleaders for liberty.
And under the ecclesiastical and civil
domination of Rome resulted the dark
ages and the semi.civilized conditions of
society which then prevailed. ''Looking
backward" we behold her in her true
light, past and present; and can now justly say, this
is Rome in Italy: obsolete, antique and unprogressive. Not on
the banks of the Tiber do we see the
forces that are moving the world upward
and onward into higher conditions, but
on the Thmnes, the Siene, the Hudson
and the Mississippi; where freedom and
tolerAtion are enjoyed and guaranteed by
the Divine overruling Providence which
is h1king away the dominion of ancient
Rome "to conr;ume it unto the end."
The wor'ld has had enough of Rome's
"government of christendom" and ''guardianship and defense of religion" which for
centuries so ruled the Christian ( ?) world
that its population decreased, commerce
dwindled, and public roads were, as a general thing; almost impassible, while the
masses existed in superstition and ignorance.
It has been truly said that "Catholicism,
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they, but ourselves [sainte] also, which have the
first fruits of the Spirit, even we ourselves groan
within ourselves, wai~ing for the adoption, towit, the redemption [ln the resurrection] of our
body."-Rom. 8: 18-23.

Here the "whole creation" is represented as
in pain, in view of putting
df its
ar;d participating in "the
redemption" of the body.
we are here told that "the creRture
it~.elf also [as well as the saints] shall be
delivered from the bondage of corruption
into the
liberty of the children of
God."
the saints are "delivered
from the bondage of corruption into the
liberty of the children of God,"
"adoption" is effected in its complete'·'the redemption," or resurrection
bodies--:-their bodies being renewthe
of God. So with "the
when the sons of God
by the resurrection,
will be delivered from ''·the
of corruption" also; and hence it
new creation-"a new heavens
earth wherein dwelleth right-

''We are not going
nor to Rome.
better by bitter
which
and

THE RESURRECTION.--No. 5·
THE DOMINION, GLORY, PO\VER, CAPACITY, AND HAPPINESS OF THE SAINTS
IN THE RESURllECTION.
THE dominion ot the saints wiii be the
earth in its renewed and eternal condition

according to his pron1ise,
"\Ve, [the
look f.or· a new hec"vens and a ne"\v earth ·\vherein
d welleth righteousness. '\Vherefore, beloved,
seeing that ye look for such things, be diligent,
that ye may be found of him in peace, without
spot and blameless."-2 Peter 3: I3, 14·
"And thou, Lord, in the beginning hast laid
the foundation of the earth; and the heavem; are
the work of thy hands~ They shall perish, but
thou remain est; an.d the,y all shall wax old as
doth a garment; and as a vesture shalt thou fold
them up, and they shall be chaug~d."-Heb.
1:

ro-!2.

"Behold, I create ne'"" heavens and a new
earth; and the forme1· shall not be remembered,
nor come into mind."-Isa 65: I7~
"For as the new heavens anJ the new earth,
which I will make, shall. remain before me, saith
the Lord, so shall your seed and your name remain."-Isa. 66: 22.

Here are some of the
will
the
~Gnevv' 5

saint~.

111

rn

for the
of this present
the new one,

says:
"For I reckon that the suffering~ of this present time [life] are not worthy to be named with
the glory which shall be revealed in us~ [Evidently at and after the
For the
earnest expectation of the creature waiteth for
the manifestation of the sons of God. [i. e. of
their reward, inheritance, power and glory.] . . .
Because the creature itself also shal! be delivered
from the bondage of co,-;·nption into the glorious liberty of the children of God. For we
know that the whole crealion groaneth and travaileth in pain together until now. And not only

saving-, "Blessed are the
shall inherit the earth."
hope of the saints, that
"inherit the earth," gladdenhearts not only while living, but
had ended their Christian warafter they had gained
heaved their last sigh,
after they
passed into the joys of
the
o·f God, thev still honed to
pos,ess the earth for an inheritance:'
"And thc~y sung a new song, saying, Thou art
worthy to take the book, and to open the seals
thereof; for lhon wast slain, and hast redeemed
us to God by thy bloc•d out of every kbdred, and
tongue, and people, and nc,tion; ""apd hast made
us unto our God kiugs and priests/ and we shall
reign on tile eartlz."-Rev. 5: 9, 10.

in Ezekiel 37: 1-r
we leam that,
God resurrects
house of hrael,
H·;; wi'tl
to them the land of their
fathers:
"And I shall place you in your own la11d/ then
sh2JI ye know that I the Lord have spoken it,
and performed it saith the Lord." verse 14.

The Lord promised unto Abraham,
and unto his seed after him, the land of
Canr,.an; and yet "he gave him none inheritaNce in it:
not so much as to set
promised that he
him for a possession and
when. as yet he had
7: 5·) God can not lie;
rovv is
promise to J>e fulfilled?
'vVe answer,
Abrahamm's resurrecand the restoration of the earth:
"And Abram said, Lord God, how wilt thou
give me this land for an everlasting inheritance?
And the Lord said, Though thou wast dead, yet
am I not able to give it thee? And ~if thou shalt
die, yet thou shalt possess it, for the Jay cometh
that the Son of Man shall live; but how can he
live i.f he be not dead? he must first be quickened" [resurrected].--Gen. IS: 9-11.

The Psalmist David says of this promIse:
"He hath remembered his covenant forever,
the word which he commanded to a tkousand

823
generations.
Which covenant he made vdth
Abraham, and his oath unto Isaac; and confirm(Od the same unt" Jacob for a law, and to Israel for an everlasting covenant; saying, Unto
thee will I give the land of Canaan, the lot of
your inheritance; when they were but a few
men in number; yea, very few, and strangers in
it.''-Ps. 105: 8-r2.

Paul said:
"For the promise, that he should be the heir of
the world, was not to Abraham, or to his seed,
through the law, but through the righteousness
of faith."-Rom. 4: 13.

We will now quote from Doctrine :md
Covenants 05:4,5, 6, 33:
"Now, verily I say unto you, that through the
redemption which is made for you, is brought to
pass the resurrection from the dead, And the
spirit and the body is the soul of man. And the
resurrection from the dead is the redemption of
the soul; and the redemption of the soul is
through him who quickeneth all things, in
whose bosom it is decreed, that the poor and the
meek of the earth shflll inherit it. Therefore lt
must needs be sanctified from all unrighteousness, that it may be prepared for the cdestial
glory; for after it hath filled the measure of its
creation, it shaH be crowned with glory, even
with the presence of God the Father; that bodies who are of the celestial kingdom may possess
it forever and ever; for, for this intent was it
made and created; and for this intent are they
sanctified.
"And they who are not sanctified through the
Jaw which I have given unto you, even the law
of Christ, must inherit another kingdom, even
that of. a ttrrestrial kingdom. or that of a telestial kingdom. For he who is not able to abide
the law of a ;;elestial kingdom, can not abide a
celestial glory; and he who c:<n not abide the
law of a terrestrial kingdom can not abide a terr~Htrial glory; he who can not abide the law of a
teiestial kingdom, can not abide a telestial glory;
therdore, he is not meet for a kingdom of glory.
Therefore, he must abide a kingdom which is not
a kingdom of glory.
"And again, verily I say unto you, the earth
abldeth the law of a celestial kingdom, for it filleth the measure of its creation, and transgresseih
not the law. "Wherefore, it shall be sanctified;
yea, notwithstanding it shall die, it shall be
quickened again, rmd shall r>bide the power by
which it is quickened, and the righteous shall inherit it; for notwithstanding they die, they also
shall ribe again a. spiritual body; they who are
of a celestial Epirit shall receive the same body
which was a natural body: even ye shall receive
your bodies, and your glory shall be that glory
by which your bodies are quickened. Ye who
are quickened by a portion of the celestial glory
shall then receive of the same, even a fulness;
and they who are quickened by a portion of the
terrestrial glory, shall then re:::eive of the same,
even a fulness; and also they who are quickened
by a portion of the telestia! glory, shall then receive of the same, even a fuilness; and they who
remain shall also be quick cned; nevertheless,
they shall return again io their own place, to enjoy that which th-ey are willing to receive, became they were not willing to enjoy that which
they might have received.
"And again, another angel shall sound his
trump, which is the seventh angel, saying: It's
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finished! It is finished! The Lamb of God hath
overcome, and trodden the wine- press alone;
even the wine-press of lhe fierceness of the wrath
of Almighty God; and then shall the angels he
crowned with the glory of his might, and the
saints shall be filled with his glory, and receive
their inheritance and be made equal with him."

And again:
"Behold it is my will, that all they who call on
my name, and worship me according to mine
everlasting gospel, should gather together and
stand in holy places, and prepare for the revelation which is to come when the vail of the covering of my temple, in my tabernacle, which hideth the earth, shall be taken off, and all flesh
shall see me together.
And every corruptible
thing, both of man or of the beasts of the field,
or of the fowls of the heavens, or of the fish of
the sea, that dwell upon the face of the earth,
shall be consumed; and also that of element
shall melt with fervent heat; and all things shall
become new, that my knowledge and glory may
dwell upon all the earth. And in that day the enmity of man and the enmity of beasts; yea, the
enmity. of all flesh shall cease from before my
face. And in that day whatsoever any man shall
ask it shall be given unto him. And in that day
Satan shall not have power to tempt any man.
And there shall be no sorrow because there is no
d<>ath. ln that day an infant shall not die until
he is old, and his life shall be as the age of a
tree, and when he dies he shall not sleep (that is
to say in the earth), but shall be changed in the
twinkling of an eye, and shall be caught up, and
his rest shall be glorious. Yea, verily I say unto
you, in that day when the Lord shall come he
shall reveal all things; things which have passed,
and hidden things which no man knew; things
of the earth by wUch it was made, and the purposes and the end thereof: things most precious;
things that are above, and things that are beneath; things that are in the earth, and upon the
earth, and in heaven. And all they who sufter
persecution for my name, and endure in faith,
though they are called to lay down their lives
for my sake, yet shail they partake of all this
glory. Wherefore, ft>ar not even unto death;
for in this world your joy is not full, but in me
your joy is full.
Therefore, care not for the
body, neither the life of the body; but care for
the soul, and for the life of the soul, and seek
the face of the Lord always, that in patience ye
may possess your souls, and ye shall have eternal life. When men are called unto mine everlasting gospel, and covenant with an everlasting
covenant, they are accounted as the salt of the
earth, and the savor of men. They are called to
be the savor of men. Therefore if that salt of
the earth lose its savor, behold it is thenceforth
good for nothing, only to be cast out and trodden
under the feet of men. Behold, here is wisdom
concerning the children of Zion; even many,
but not all; they were found transgressors, therefore they must needs be chastened. He that exalteth himself shall be abased, and he that ahaseth himself shall be exalted."-D. C. 98: 5·

Enoch saw the time when the heavens
and the earth would be renewed, and
when the saints would enter upon their
glorious inheritance:
·
"And the Lord said unto Enoch, then shall
you and all your city meet them them there, and
we will receive them into our bosom, and they

h~.tnds; and they lived and
CbTiBt a thousand years."-Rev.

shall see us, and we will fall upon
and they fall upon our necks, and
each other, and there shall be my
shall be Zion which shall come forth out
the creations which I have made: and
space of a thousand years shall the
And it came to pass that Enoch saw the
the coming of the Son of Man, in the last
to dwell on the earth in righteousness,
space of a thousand years. But before
he saw great tribulations among the \vicked;
he also saw the sea, that it was troubled,
men's hearts failing them, looking
fear for the judgments of the
which should come upon the wicked.
Lord showed Enoch all things, even
end of the world; and he saw the
righteous, the hour of their redemni.ion, and received a fullness of joy."-D. C. 36: 13, I+·

We have now shown that
will inherit the earth
and we are led to
will thev have
Everything else
Christ; for they are
with him (Rom. 8: 1
"He that overcom•cth ;;hall inherit all
and I will be his God, and he shall be my p,on."
-Rev. 21: 7·
"Therefore let no man glory in men; kr aU
things are yours; whether Paul, m Apolks,
Cephas, or the world, or life, or death, or
present, or things to come; all are yours;
are Christ's; and Christ is God's."·-I Cor. 3:
21-23.

"For unto the angels hath he not put
jection the world \o come, whereof
For one in a certain place testified,
is man, that thou art mindful of him?
of man. that thou visitest him?
him a little lower than the angels; thou
him with glory and honor, and didst
over the works of thy hands i thou hast
things in subj~ction under his feet. For in
he put all in subjection under him, he left
ing that is not put under him. But now
not yet all things put under him."-Heb 2: S--8.

enter
not seen, nor ear heard, neither
have entered
the heart of man, the things
which God hath prepared for them that love
him."-·-··I Cor. 2: 9·

Again:
"And unto him who loved us, be g!ory;
washed us from our slns in his o\vn blood,
hath marle us ldngs and priests nnto God, hls
Father. To him be glory and dominion, for
and ever. Arnen."-~Rev. I: 6

Also:
"And hath made us unto our God
and
priests; and we shall reign on the earth."--Rev,

5:

IO.

Ag-ain:
"And to hhn who overcometh, and keepeth
my commandments unto the end, will I g1ve

power over many kingdoms; an•J he shall rule
them with the word of God; and they
in his hands as the vesseio of clay in the hands
of the potter; and he shall govern them by
faith, with equity and justice, even as received
of my Father."-Rev. 2: 26, 27.

us is sufilcient for
God alone is able to
inheritance and the
'•For I reckon that the su1Terings of this present
time are not worthy to be named with the glory
that shall
revealed in us."-Rom. 8: 18. t'For
our light dfiictlon, which is but for a moment,
worketh for us a far more exceeding and eternal
~..veight <Yf glory."-2 Cor. 4: r7.

Then let us
of our

set

And this:
"And I saw thrones, and they sat upon
and judgment was given unto them; and I
the souls of them that were beheaded for
witness of Jesus, and for the word of G:)d, and
which had not worshiped the beast, neither his
image, neither had received his mark upon their

shall enter:
"For now we see through a glass darkly; but
tke1z face to face; now I [Paul] know in part; but
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thetz I shall know even as also I am known."-I

Cor. 13: rz.

Paul had attained to
in the
of

tion.
verily,
on me,
I do
also; and greater vvork2 than these shall
he do; because I go unto my Father."
(John 14:
had reference to all
he h'!d
in his
name. He bad
the sick, cleansed the
cast out
devils, raised the
water
into wine, increased
walked upon the water,
and the waves, and
other marvelous
things; and His
w-ere to do
"greater things" than
had done. And
why? Because He went
His Father.
And when should
do these
works?" Evidently
tality, but after
power." Jesus is
with "all
botb in heaven and in earth."
"we shall be like him."
saints "are complete
which is the head qj all
power." (Col. 2: w.)
that "the God of our Lord
the Father of
own right
above all principality, and
might, and dominion, and
i~ named, not only in this
in that which is to come; and
things under his feet."
The resurrected saints are to
Christ, hence they are
of his power, for
"are
him."
To be continued.

FURTHER ORGANIZATION·

was the nature of the
spoken of in section 44 1
C., given February, 18gr,
· promised tha.t when certain things were
accomplished the church should "obtain
power to organize themselves according
to the laws of man,"
that the church
~ad already been "organized and established agreeably to the laws of our country
by the will and commandment of God,"
April 6th, r83o, .as see section 17, pa.ragrapb 1, D. C.?
FLORY.
The commandment
44 was
directed toT o<;eph Smith,
and Sidney
Rigdon, who were then in
Ohio,
and related to the gathering· in
izing "the Elders," which took pl_ace the
6th and 7th of the next June, r 83 r, when
a> more extended organization of the prie~?tWHAT

including a more thorough
in respect to temporal matters
the bishopric.
The "church" beg-an to be organized
r83o, in Fayette, State of New
and this extended organization of
took place in Kirtland, Ohio,
in another town and state.
was essential that the ministry should
as to be recognized as
within the provisions of civil l:;!W in those
wherever the Saints had church orthat they might be free from
conflict or collision with said law, aJ:;;o that
have the recognition and pro-

BY letters received from Pres. Joseph
Smith under date of the 9th and roth
we learn that he has been laboring
of late; preached seven sermons
had good attention and
at some times packed and

At
Fork he had the Young
Men's Improvement Hall filled with peowho gave excellent attention to the
word. Some are eagerly investigating to
at essential facts touching the origin,
and work of the Reorganized
He
snowy, rainy, unhe is in good health
and spirits.
He writes that on the 8th inst. he attended by invitation of the family, the
funeral services "of our friend, and one
time brother, David Williams, formerly of
Canton and St. David, Illinois. Thus I
to take the family by the
to look on the face of Bro. Davy
VVilliams for the lasttime. He was wasted and worn as if his battle for life had
been
and hard. I had great respect
for bim.
He reports that Bro. J. R. Evans was
at
For!~ and that the people
seemed anxious to .hear in respect to the
church.
Prest. Smith has
invitations to private interviews
persons interested in the latter day
work,
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

J. R. Lambert,
contained in HERALD for December 7th,
the extract from an elder's letter,furnished
should end with the word "truth,"
of his communication, instead
of
word "doctrine,'' as published. The
Scripture quotations intervening should
be enclosed by single quotation marks.
"Preaching· every night to full houses,"
writes Bro. J. C. Foss from Maine-his
field of labor.
From Brooklyn, New York, Bro. M·.
Bond wrote the zd inst: "Meetings
every night. Good turn out yesterday.
Brooklyn picking up." The spirit of the
times to us is for progress and cheering
of peace and spiritual growth all
the line. We must have it or be
rear while the church moves
Let all step to the front in the
ranks of the workers, joining hands with
them; dropping old obstruction weights
IN the published letter of

825
and hindrances, and erasing all past causes
of disquietude from memory, except so
far as we remember them profitably.
Those who do not will inevitably fall to
the rear and suffer los~.
Elder Joseph F. Burton wrote from
San Benito, California, November 29th:
"I expect to start for San Luis Obispo and
Santa Barbara counties accompanied by
Elder Eugene Holt, who is about to take
the ministerial field for life, and is now
making arrangements to that end. He has
been much blessed of late."
Any one knowing the whereabouts of
George Teeples and Alvira Wheeler who
"joined the old church in Michigan and
started for Utah," will please inform their.
niece, Mrs. Sarah Jane Pulver-rtee Slattery, this office.
Bro. M. H. Bond sends us a copy of the
Brooklyn, New York, Eagle of the 6th
inst, It contains a lengthy account of an
interview with Bro. Bond, in which good
points are made for the truths for which
the Reorganization is contending earnestly. It draws the l.ine of division between
true Latter Day SRintism and Brighamism
in no uncertain way. Such articles are
timely and greatly aid the public in correctly estimating us.
Bro. E. C. Brand wrote the 9th inst.
from Scranton, Kansas: "We dedicated
Scranton church yesterday. Baptized two
and one to-day. Prospects here bright.
Shall return about the zzd."
T~IE

following is going the rounds of the
papers:
THE MORMONS IN BOSTON.
Boston has a genuine Mormon Church; not
Brighamite, but established and founded upon
the principles of the Book of Mormon as written
by the prophet, Joseph Smith. It is known as
"The Reorganized Church 'of Jesus Church of
Latter Day Saints," and its attendance has increased from its organization with six members
in. June, 1866, to a present roll of IOO in active
service, while the converts who have been baptized within its precincts during this interval,
have been counted by hundreds, and are now
scattered through every section of the country
for the conversion of still others to their faith.
This church dates its origin back to the time
of the first prophet, Joseph Smith, Sr., "who," so
say its records, "instituted the church because of
instruction he had received from a heav.enly visitant." He is its "first president;" and to him,
the whole body, including the branch at Boston,
looks for its primary .instruction. The church .in
Boston belongs to the eastern mission which embraces the New England States, New York,
Eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Nova Scotia
and New Brunswick, with adjacent islands. In
many of .its articles, the "Epitome of the Faith
and Doctrines" of the. Boston branch, as of the
others, is quite similar to the creeds and confessions of faith in the other churches, while in
sot:ne it differs widely, as follows: Confirmation,
following baptism, is administered by the elders.
There will be two resurrections; the first is for
"the just", who, with Christ, will inhabit and
control the earth for a thousand yea~s. The
second resurrection is the final judgment which
will condemn all those who have "knowingly"
done evil. The article relating to marriage
proveR quite conclusively that there is .a great
diffefe)1ce between the Brighamite. faith, as regarded polygamy, and their own beliefs. It reads:
"We believe that marriage is .ordained of God;
and that the l!!w of God provides for. but one
companion in wedlock, for either man or woman,
except in cases where the contract of marriage is
prokeu. bydeath or transgression." The church\
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is said to b,: reorganized becaase it believes that
all other religions are schisms from the original
bodv and that it done is founded on the Word·
of God.

"I AM WlTU YOU ALWAYS."
"Lo! amid the -press,
Tbe whirl and hum and prf\Sr'nre of my day,
I henr 'fhy garmenr.s sweep, rrhy scam ]8f:S dress,
Anrl cloe.e hesicte my \vork and weRrilw-rs
Diecern ~rhy gradnns form. not far away~
But very near, 0 I.ord, to help and ble8s.
'~The

busy fingers ily. the eyes mny see
Only the g:lancing needle which they hold,
Bnt all n1y JifA iB blossoming inwardly,
And every brentt i.s like a ltta:r.y~
While through each lnbor, like a thrend of gold,
Is woven the sweet con scioue11ess of Thee!"

THERE is at the sweet Christmas tide a song
of the heP.rt, welling up from its secret fountains,
giving voice to the llps r.nd as it echoes out upon
the world it falls upon the ear of the careless
passers by and they pause, as if held by a spell. to
listen to its notes of sweet glad ness and thanks·
gtvmg. "Glory tD God in the highest, on earth
peace, good will to men" is the measure of its
strain, the notes of its gh1dness.
The benediction of its presence falls upon the
earth as a mantle of vapor and when the sun·
shine sparkles upon it not the lofty branches of
the forest trees only, but the low-growing shrub,
the tender grass just springing from the earth,
even the tiny weeds by the way·side are covered,
crowned with diadems of pearl and in sparkling
drops send hack an answer of praise and gratitude to the Giver o! peace. As the crystal tear
springs to the eye when the heart is too full for
utterance and thus becomes the soul's medium
of speech, so the dew siientlv distilled in the hour
of darkness, becomes the voice of nature's gladness when the morning sun shines upon it, with
life and brlghtn?ss in every quivering ray.
But this song of peace, where was it chanted
first? Did it echo amid the vaulted chambers of
the richly decorated temple? Was it chanted by
the angels, to the robed priest in attendance at
the altar? Did it sound above the Levite as he
slew the bleeding sacrifices in the outer court of
the temple? Nay, not tlwre; but to the humble
shepherds in the lonely fields keeping watch over
their flocks by night! "The poor have the gospel preached unto them" was the message sent
bv him who spake as never man spake, to comf~rt the heart of his faithful prophet and forerunner iu the gloomy prison where priestly hatred
had cast him.
Tell it again to John, "The pnor have the gos·
pel preached unto them." Let the song ring out
from yom hearts today! Lift up your heads ye
who have found no mercy in the heart of man,
for your cry has come up into the ear of the Lord
and lo! I have sent Him --the Son of my boeom,
to declar~ the gospel unto you.
Listen!
Do you hear H?
Oh, wondrous
change, wondrous humility! "I am amo11g you
as lze that servetlt.
I am come as a light
that men who love light need not walk in darkness. One is your Master, all ye are brethren."
Again the angel messengers have brought to
earth the tidings chanted by the angel choir more
than eighteen hundred years ago; and soon upon

the world vdll ring out the volce of ChrUmas
chilnes waking the echo from the dver to tire
uttermost parts of the earth, "Glory to God
highest, on earth peace, good will to men!"
have gone forth commissioned to preach tHs
gospel to the poor. There car: be no chang,,
the gospel and if it requires meekness and hundity upon the part of the humblest member, it l't:quires more upon the part of the minister.
that will be greatest?" Let the answel· come
from the volume of his word, for the heavens
and the earth must pass away, but the word of
the Lord endureth forever.
To the poor among men, the outcast and the
humble the Lamb of God was sent. To those
burdened with sin; heart sick and weary of its
tyranny, he carne whh messages of gn1ce and
peace. His mission wa.s to serve to sirengthen to
upbuild and cheer. Could heart of man desire
more than this? Could mortal ask for nobkr
work. This ministry can be done only in humility for the Psalmist has truly wdtten, "A
wounded spirit who can bear?
Weary Saints; toilers toward the promised
rest, through a stranger country, open your
hearts at this Christmas-tide and let the peace of
God enter them and forever abide. Listen amid
your cares for the "sweep of his garrnents," for
he has promised to be with you and he will never
forget to fulfil that which he has promisednever.
There are some by whose firE'sides this Christmas· tide an empty chair is star.ding, and yet
some whose arms are empty though they still
feel the touch of those clinging little hands about
their neck anct the tender little head nestiing upon its ;oft pillow. Let us take heart and press on
for we shall find them when we reach the end
om journey.
There is a sweetly comforting
thought in the lines below to those who have
found it hard to part with their loved ones:
I.IFTED OVER.
G'AR tende-r raothers guiding lwby etepf' 3
When placer: r.orne at whkh the tiny feet
\Vou1d trip. lift nn the Jittie one8 in arms
Of love, alld :>:et them down heyond the hnrm
So did our Pat her watch the precionf't hoy,
I~ed o'er the stones by me, who stnrnblcd of
1\iysrJf, hnt Rtrr,ve to help my finding on~
Hf~ eaw the E:wret limJ,s faltering~ nnd saw

1

Rou.Q.'h \\rays bPfore UA~ Wh('re my arms wonlil fail;
So reuched from heaven, and lifting the dear child,
V\7ho smil0.d in leaving me~ he pnt him drnvn
BPyond all hurt, beyond my sif!ht, and hade
Him wait for me! Shnl! I not then be glad,
And, thanking God, press on to overtake ?~ 1

Yes; thanking God, \'ie will press on to over ..
take, whether the "Lifted over" was the babe
clinging to our breast, or the strong ann upon
which we leaned. There come places upon life's
journey where the feet whiCh have long stood
firmly trip, and who shall say to an alJ .. wlse God,
«\Vhat doest thou?" Alas, the selfishness which
shrinks from pain the purifier, and welcomes
joy which often leads ours eouls astray. The
sweet peace of the Christmas·tlde
on lis
wirgs the hope which enters vvithin the veiL
Let us, then, renew our dilligence and press on.
ST. Loms, Mo., October 30th.
Deal Sisters oj the Home Column:-A few of
the sisters of Cheltenham branch have formed a
Prayer Union and wish to have their names enrolled. The Union is for the strengthening and
enlightening of the sisters as well as the purpose
of praying for the slck and afflicted, and we ask

an interest in your prayers that we may be able
to do om- share of the work allotted to us, and
that we may ever have the Holy Spirit with us
ln ov.r daily vvalks.
There are so fe·w o{ us that we don't expect to
do a great deal just yet, but we hop<.: by pushing
onward and upwrtrd
may let our light so
shine that
rna)'
the attention of ton1e of
earth's vieary pilgdrr1s vvho are ·vvPo.tch1ng for a
gleam of light to lead them to the path of truth.
Dear Saints, what a blesslng it is for us to be
allowed to come together to worship and sing
praises to that gradou3 Lord wh,,
kind and
indulgent to h~s \veak and
children when
they sturnh1e or faJL
Let us pray that we may all be v;mtching and
praying lest
should incur h·is displeasure and
be left to fight our battles alone. vVe feel our inability to do anything of ourselves, for without
his SpidL vve can accornpHsh nothing.
We have a .few in our branch who are doing
allln their power to build up and elevate the
Saints in this pla.ce, and our prayer is that they
may reap the revmrd
the faithfuL
Your sister,
LoTTI.E CooK.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sr. Catharine A. vV., of Delaware, writes:-"I want to tell the sisters of the Home Column
how much good their letters have done me and
to exhort the1T1 not to grow weary in well doing,
for many times I have been cheered and strengthened through their Efforts to persevere. Irejoice in this work of God. Pray for
that I
may be prepared to erter into the marriage snpper of the Larnb."
Sr. Mary C. Hannah, Los Angles, CaL, writes:
-"I njoice in the good news of the numbers
who are being added to the church from time to
time, showing how the gospel is winning its way.
I am, as yet, aione ln. the work, as God has not
answered my prayers in behalf of my husband,
but n1y faith ls not shaken-in hb own due tirne
he will answer. The longer I am in this work
the more I love
and I desire earnestly to do
my whole dury and keep all His commandments."
Sr. E. A. Gill, of St. Edward, Neb., writes:"! tried for some time to observe the hour for
prayer each wi·~ek, but was so often interrupted
that l had to give it up. I have been sick all
summer and now have a cancer on my thumb.
I think the Home Colurnn Misf'ionary Fund was
better arranged with tt1e name of the town given,
as it helps the eider and oihers to find the scattered
Saints. It was in that way Bro. H, 0. Smith
found u;;, H" staid one week and preached for
us. I feel stron" in the faith and am determined
to press on until the victory is v1on.n
Sr. Peter Hansen, of Plymouth, Mass., writes:
"I send $r 50 to renew my subscription for Autuum Leaves. I am sorry I did not subscribe from
the first, fo;· I would not be without it for doub~e
lts cost. H is the best magazine I have ever
read. I can not und<;rstand how any true Latter
Day Saint can get along without it. but every
one knows his own business best. l hope for the
day to come when the Saints of latter days will
realize that they can not make progress without
studying all the publications of the church. Oh,
dear brothers and sisters, let us not forget this
great truth that when we help the church publications we are reaily helping ourselves.
I for
one know that the more I
this gloriou

me
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work, the more the Spirit of the Master influences my heart and enlightens my understanding, so that I can fully
lhe me>tning
of the words or Jesus ''Eye hath not seen, nor
ear heard, neither hath it entered into the heart
of man to conceive what God
in ;;tore for
them that love hili~ and keep his cornmandments."
May the £-Jerald and Azdumn Leaves
live long and accomplish much good.''
Sr. Hannah, of Riverside, Cal., writes: "'can
bem· a faithful testimony to the lovlng kindness
and goodness of God which has been with me
all the days of my life. I with my father, mother and brother were driven irom our home near
Nauvoo, but I thank the Lord we nev.~r went
to that wicked place where many honest· hearted
SaintB were led.
I am !.hanlduL for the church
papers, ±or they strengthen me to persevere and
I rejoice in the spread of the work.
Sr. Elizabeth Robinson, AnguH, Iowa, writes:
"We have prayer and testhnony meetin{~-s at our
house twice a month. The Holy Spirit meets
with us, and we have blessing;; long to be rembered. \Ve also have a Sunday School and Bro.
Thompson is our superintendent and is doing all
he can to teach the children. I ask the prayers
of the Saints that I may have patience to endure
to the end."
SAN BENITO, Cal., Nov. 29th.
As one gazes on the face and form of a dPparting friend they are wont to recount their virtues
and the deeds they have done
their life. So
with the year that has nearly run its course, ere
it passes away I turn my thoughts backward to
see if d nring its months there has been any
marked evidence of an onward and upward progress. "Come up higher" has been the message
borne by the heavenly agencies to the children
of the kingdom here below, till it became the
watchword for the year.
Which one of all the children who heard it or
read the message, did not feel a heart- thrill of
joy? For in the very invitation there seemed to
be a realization of getting nearer to God and
Christ, and to ail that was high, and noble, and
good. And with the inspiration of the moment,
the vision of the mind was able to grasp a little
of the brightness of a higher sphere- One gleam
only, but in that one gleam all the wealth of the
world sank into insignificance. But like Moses
of old, we may view the offered position without
ever entering therein.
Entrance is only secured by
noble
deeds, not dreaming them."
As children of the kingdom here below, we
are still of the earth, and to go upwards to a
higher plane, there must be a constant effort put
forth on the part of those who climb, and then. it
is slow work.
Probably many of the zealous,
energetic ones who not only are
as·
cending themselves, but putting forth untiring
efforts to raise others on a higher plane also,
may often have felt dissatisfied in not seeing at
once as great a degree of success as they would
wioh. But who shall say there has been one
effort P"'t fo!'th in vain through the fruits, may
not yet be fully .developed. (I speak only of
events within our own circle, as "helps," not
governments.) None can read the. Sunday
School reports in Hope of November 15th without feeling sensible that the efforts put forth in
that direction have been crowned with success.
Better methods have been
during the

past year than heretofore. Yes, the Sunday
School work ls"being placed on a higher plane and
becoming a prominent feature in the latter day
work. \Vith all my heart I say, God bless all
the Llithfnl laborers in that noble cause! Would
that was qualifies for such, and had the satisfaction
knowing that I had done something in
the past year towards bringing about the good resuits
Prayer Unions also have increased during the
past year, not only in number, but in spiritual
bene!1t. Those who can not meet with others,
but give the hour to humble, ·earnest prayer and
seJf,E·xanlination, realize that it strengthens and
invigorates the mind just as a good, wholemme
meal does"the hungry; and through this channel
we !ru'-t many have gained the strength that
has enabled them to cast from them much that
bound them do,Nn, and so have "come up higher."
over two years ago an excellent
article appeared in the Home Column, headed
"Steadily Forward." This caption seemed so
appropriate for the saints of that time, that it was
reiterated from time to time till it became the
watchword for the "army of the Lord." And
the s-:mnding forth of this watchword from time
to time nerved many a heart to a more firm and
permanent action, while many a brave "soldier
of the cross was cheered in his onward march.
But to press "steadily forward" evidently was
not all that was ,-equired by "our our great Commandel\n for, Io l there ca·me a voice from above
in words "sounding all along the line of march,"
"Conte up higher !11
The invitation is sounded to all. But if the
whole army is not obedient to the call, individuals may be. And what does such a message
purport? "Come up hither and I will show thee
things which must be hereafter," was themessage of the Lord Jesus to his servant John, when
he desired to show him things which must shortly come to pass.
True, only half the sentence was given in this
our tby, but may not the great unchangeable
God have a like purpose in view? Among other
important events John was told of an apostasy,
and a restored gospel.
Ere long we believe the
ange1_ will again be sent to communicate to the
servant of God, a like sad and joyful message,
sayi.ng: "The dispensation of the Gentiles is
fully come in, and the time has come to send the
gospel to the Jews."
Oh, sad indeed, when there shall be a "famine
for the word of the Lord!''
When religious
darkness shall overshadow the western world,
(save tl.ose who have the light within them),
when people shall meet in their churches as has
been their wont to do, but there is no spirit of
worship, when they shall pray, and there comes
no answer and the heavens are as brass above
their heads, when they shall make an effcrt to
win souls to their churches, and what they call
to Christ; but men's hearts are hardened and
they wm not hear. And, ere long their light
shall go entirely out. for they have no oil iu their
vessels to replenish their lamps, and all will
sleep in darkness. Yes, a sad time, indeed, for
the Gentiles who have not heeded the "gospel,
and despis'ed the name of "Saint''
But oh, the joyful news of those who have
been ihe outcast for. years though once so loved
of God, even his "chosen people;" they who indeed rejected the Messiah, but never forgot the
God of their fathers; they who for ages have

continued their pitiful cry, ''How long, oh Lord!
how long!" and ceased not to bewail their departed glory.
What joyful news, I say, for them when their
Father speaks again, telling them that though in
his anger he hid his face from them for a little
moment, he now returns to them with everlasting
kindness, and for all their sorrow they should
be rewarded double. Yes, his ear is tender to
the entreaty of his children, and he will not long
resist the cry of his first- born. For all of this we
should indeed "come up higher" and enter into
the full spirit of the day in which we live, a
day in which if the pen be allowed to trace unseen
events it would write: "Angels are ascending
and descending, moving rapidly hither and
thither; the heavenly hosts and the powers of
the air are marshaling their armies for a mighty
conflict; the Spirit of God is stirring in the
hearts of men and they too are marshaling their
forces and making ready, girding on the armor
of righteousness with which to resist the enemy
and fight for Christ.''
But what can we sisters do in so great a conflict?
We can "keep the lower lights burning."
We can bring refreshing draughts to the soldiers.
We cap often bind up their wounds. And
though we may not wield the sword or enter
into the conflict, we can minister to those who
do. Oh, yes; there is much for women to do on
the field of battle if we are only willing. But
what for those who remain at home?
A far greater and more important work. Rear
up your sons and prepare them to take the place
of the veterans who fall in the conflict, and so
fill the ranks, that the "royal banner" may never
suffer loss.
SISTER EMMA.
KENTON, Tenn., Oct. 26th.
Dear Mothers and Siste1'S o/ tke Home Column:
-It is a little over three years since I enlisted in
this glorious army, and I do greatly rejoice that
I have been brought out of darkness into this
great light. Tongue nor pen can describe the
joy and peace it brings. It is balm to the weary
soul.
I am the mother of a large family and am
striving to teach my children to do right. All
mothers know what trials mothers have and how
difficult it is to get children to act just the way
they would have them to. I will admit that I
did not realize .how to teach my first children,
and I rarely ever think of it without great remorse. I desire your prayers in behalf of my
children, that they may be converted and
brought out of darkness into the light ofthe gospel. I have four little ones gone to a better land,
and two daughters married. I often have felt
the need of the common comforts of life, and
my surrounding circumstances would render
me very unhappy if it was not for the comforting Spirit which so often tells me of a happy future. There are no saints here, except one
brother and sister, my husband and myself.
The people here are very much prejudiced. I
would like for an elder to come here and preach
to them. Brethren Griffin and Seaton were the
first of the saints I ever heard preach. Brethren
Griffin and Jolm Thomas wer!'! here last fall, and
brethren Grifjin and Gillen were here in the winter. I would be glad if they would remembe"r
us and come again. I do greatly desire to live
near some branch of the church, for I do love
the .saints better than all other people. I love
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the latter day work, for the Spirit beareth wit·
ness with my spirit that it is of God.
Sisters, how is it that we are so anxiouco for
that great day of lhe Lord, and so far from being udted? L'"t us not be carried away with
the fashions of the world, and let us not be covetous, as I fear some are. vVe can not serve
God and Mammon. Let us be neal: and plain as
becometh saints, and let us all E'xamine ourselves
and see if we hnve that charity spoken· of by
Paul? Ah, how greatly I desire thBt charity!
Let us strive to corae up highec. May GcH1 bless
every true Latter Day Saint.
Will some one please explain the IIth and •
rzth verses of the eighth chapter of Matthew?
Your sister in bonds of Jove,

upright beLne God
of our Lord and Master, h<o will
effort to do good. Dear
to remember us -~,ho
n1ountains in your prayers~
bless and strengthen and guide u•;

for me to state the nature of
•Nhich it
lt is already in print. But I
that such oaths of secresy
from the devil through Cain,
th:<t polygamy is of a like nahe broken up,
sea, throughare no part of
: and this being the case,
them· o.r·e in fn,ct
opposition to

here in the near future; r.herc
now ready and waiting to organize.
the Union, will
pleac,e nom<':rrH>eor
husband who is afflicted
is the Lord 1s will he
limb restored.
will bi.d

President Wil-

JANE WILLIS.

HOME 0(HsUMN MISSIONAfLY

Dear Sisters of t!te /-lome Column :--1 will try
and write a few lines, hoping to encourage some
lonely one like my;;elf. I have received so much
strength and courage from your letters that I
am than.kfui for the Home Column. Do not
get wenry, dear sisters, you are doing a great
work, encouraging the weary, strengthening
the weak, upholding the tempted and tried; not
until the JUdgment day will be revealed the magnitude of that work, thnefore I am constrained
to cast in 1ny mite~ weak though I &rrL I feel it a
pleasure as well as a duly, if I can but say one
word that wii1 encourage or help the weary scattered smnts who have not ihe privilege of meeting with their brothers and
to worship
God, and be strengthened by their faith
and prayers.
''vVe L:·:lieve \Vf:) are ren1emw
bered 1 but Oh, it is so ~;ood to know it? to see
and read your letters of love; they are precious
food! I speak from experience 8nd feel there
are others who can testify to the same.
Dear saints, pray for the scattered ones. Pray
for the afflicted ones, the poor and the needy,
and for the families of those who are away on
missions, also for us ',vhose husbar;d" are not on
missions and not even in thfo church. We need
your prayers and sympathy, also your encouraging >Nords to enable us to prove faitl ful and
have patience and grace sufficient for the day,
for verily we find it a day of trial and g·reat temptation, causing us to be al>'lays on the watch-tower, if we would gain the crown laid up for the
faithful; therefore I ask again your faith and
prayers for the scattered ones. I hope you will
all remember Autmmt Leaves and encourage
your friends and neighbors to subscribe for it the
coming year, for it is worthy of your support
and is doing much good both in the church and
out of the church.
May the Lord bless you all, is the prayer of
X""our sister~
AUNT

p AMELIA.

FLORILLA, Ivio., Nov. r4th.
Dear Sisters of the Prayer Union:--\Vill you
allow me to enter at this l<~te hour and tell you
what we are doing down here in this corner?
There have been three families of Saints moved
in here this fall, and all seem well pleased, and
today promptly at two o'clock, we met at Sister
Sparling's and organized a Prayer Union. Sister
Judkins president, Sr. Sparling treasurer, Sr.
Tucker secretary. The Spirit was with us and
we felt strengthened from this our first meeting.
We are few in number, but we know if we walk
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claim to be Mormons when they thus set aside
the very teachings of Mormon? The fact is, they
are the "apostate Mormons," which name Mr.
Woodruff misapplies to those who leave his
church.
Mormons, othet·wise Latter Day Saints, are
strict monogamists whose prB.ctice is "consistent"
with the law of our nation, and the "commandments to the church" by Jos€lph Smith during
his lifetime. And I would respectfully invite
President \Voodruff and his people to return to
the old paths, the pure doctdne of Christ, lest the
hand of God scatter them still more and they be
like sheep without a shepherd. I was a resident
of Utah for twenty years and a zealous Brlghamite most of that time. I went through the Endowment House twice, and am well acquainted
with the inside works done to bind honest, con-·
fiding people to serve and defend a peTverted
priesthood.. I am often led to ask myself why I
did not detect the cunning craftiness sooner.
The answer is, my zeal was greater than my
knowledge of the doctrine of. Christ, being blinded by the craftiness of men. But, thank the Lord,
now see the true light, which light shines
brighter all the time. The Reorganization has
done and is doing a wonderful work in and for
the redemption of Zion.
Yours in the one faith,
SIMON SMITH.
CoLDWATER, Mich., Nov. 29th.
Bro. D. Dancer :-Please send me some tracts
-,-all you can-for the sake of "the work in this
part of the vineyard. We are trying to open up
some new places just now and the would- be very
religious are trying to freeze us out in the town
of Quincy. Five have been baptized here recently. Four were children of some of the Saints;
baptized by Bro. C. Scott.
The articles written by Bro. Joseph reviewing
the abominable corruption out west are good.
The times are hard and it is going to be hard to
get subscribers for church works; but we will do
our best. All is well. Will write you something for the Herald soon, so you will see how
we are on the situation.
Very truly yours,
E. c. BRIGGS.
OscEOLA) Iowa, Nov. 29.
Bro. Blair :-1 came into this church iast
:IYiarch, and I can testify to its being the true
Cb.urch of Christ. Things I once hated I now
io.ve. It is a pleasure to me to read the testimo. nies of others, and of the good work that is go·
ing on. As I am the only one in the family that
belongs to the church I have a heav:y burden to
bear, but I .<tm thankful that I have the prayers
of the Saints and there is One above who is able
to lighten the burden. Althcn\gh I have not had
the opportunity ofbeipg with the saints much.in
the time past, yet it drew me closer to my Savior,• and now, while wi.th them, I know how to
~ppreciate them.
There are bufthree families of Saints here,
and we have our prayer meetings every Sunday
aftetnoon. We feel that the Lord is with us, if
there is but few of us ln.number.
Pray for me that 1 may gain more wisdom
and knowledge of the truth.
Your sister
Christ,
EvA..

in

CooK's PoiNT, Tex., Nov. 27th.
Br.tz. Smith and Blair:~ The good work still
moves on in thls section. I baptized another
Iadv and blessed
since my last report to the Herald.
have also had two wedli'ngs in Cook's Point branch, namely, J. W.
Sherrill to Sr. Frances Nunley, and Robert
Milam to Sr. Chloe M. Tarber, all members of
said branch.
Our members in Texas have taken a notion to
scatter this fall instead of gathering together.
Nearly every branch in Central Texas has lost
nearly one-third of the members, or in other
words, about one-third of the members have
moved off from the branches from one to two
hundred miles,
There is no one that knows how hard it is to
build up the church in Texas but those who have
tried it. It is hard to get openings, . and then
hard to build up branches; and then still harder
to hold them together, for most of the members
in Texas are transient people, and have no farms.
I will let you hea-r from this section again before
long.
I am yours in bonds,
. E. W. NUNLEY.
BEAVER, Ohio, Dec. 6th.
Bro. W. W. Blair:-Having hung my "harp
upon the willow" for the past few days, owing to
a phy~ical and mental depression produced by
over exertion, this morn my mind reverberates
back some seven months agone, when as spring
in its incipiency was putting forth its budding
tendrils, I donned the ministerial armor and
with bated breath and silent misgivings I bade
adieu to home and dear ones and ventured out
into the "great harvest field," since which time I
have been constantly at work. Immediately
after the terminus of the General Conference I
repaired to my home, made a satisfactory adjustment and disposal of temporal affairs and
mounted "Nahum's Chariot" enroutefor the east,
destined for the historical and once sacred stake
of' Zion, namely, Kir:tland. From here, in' company with Bro. Griffiths, we departed for the various branche<:; of the district, preaching as time
and opportunity afforded, also making several
new openings. In company with Bro. L. W.
Powell we succeeded in opening up the .work at
Sharon, Pennsylvania,. a City of about ten thous·
and inhabitants. The few Saints here donated
liberally, raising forty-five dollars to pay for hall
rent; held meetings nearlv five weeks, resulting
in the baptism of seven. Held protracted efforts
atDiamond, ·washingtonville and Warren,. Ohio,
securing several sheaves for reward, and seemingly meeting with divine and human favor,
when like a thunder-bolt came the news of David
Powell's 11ntimely death. This caused the de·
parture of my traveling. companion, leaving me
alone, since which time we have not labored together.
I attended the Kirtland district conference and
delivered four discourses while. there. Then the
missionary ln charge and the writer. visited
~he stamping ground of the. noted SoJomon
Spaulding and succeeded in making an opening in near proximity thereto. The.nce by
instruction of "the Spirit we came to the SouthOhio and West Virginia district, attend<;dthe annual conference and reunion, assisting
in dispensing the word as wisdom and prudence
direCted; afterwards visited the several branches
of the district until the departure of Bro. Griffiths

829
some five weeks ago, he returning home, and I
remained to labor as time and wisdom would
pennit. Learning from Bro. L. W. Torrence
that a new opening could be effected at Beaver I
immediately repaired to this place. First, I essayed to secure the use of the M. E. Church and
was met with the astounding rebuttal, "It is
against our discipline" (?) Our second and
more favorable attack was upon the United
Brethren faction of christendom, which resulted
in permission to use their house. The announcements were made for preaching. The news
spread like wildfire that a ravening wolf ( Mormon), had entered the sheepfold, and soon the
cry of "Mormonism," "Impostor," "Egg 'em,"
rang out on the still Pike county air, but DRme
Curiosity accomplished her purpose and I had a
good audience. Held eight services here with
excellent attention and growing interest, audiences ranging from twenty-five to two hundred,
as weather permitted. I was then invited to
step "down and out," as they did not wish to
have their church polluted by any more Mormonism. But God was at the helm, and the
Protestant Methodists (near town) threw their
doors open and said, "Come." Gratefully accepting the invitation we commenced services
there, and so far have preached eighteen discourses there, making twenty-six sermons in this
vicinity. Scarcely had I resumed my meetings
when the "Disciples" attacked us in the shape of
a local preacher and "one-come-for-the-purpose."
We held a confab of three nights' duration resulting in their withdrawal and leaving the field
again to ourselves; and notwithstanding I challenged them to continue the investigation and
debate the issues between the two churches, they
backed· down and out, leaving me in far better
condition than they found me, and the work'
held in higher estimation bj the people. The
mi,nister left with a, "I-can't-but-father-k!n-cry,"
saying they would get somebody that vyould bebate with me; but so far they have failed. I informed them as they had made the attack I
would remain on the defense. One has been
baptized and many are near the kingdom; but
the doCtrine being so new it will retard their immediate entrance. I have, however, accomplished our-purpose, namely, to remove prejudice
and bring the truth fairly before the people.
Persecution has at times reigned almost.
supreme; but by wise deportment, and desisting
from unnecessary attacks on others, we have wqn
the sympathy of the people, and upqn every
hand the cry is heard, "Come home with us,"
etc.;· and in the expression of an en'emy, "There
are men here who would like to cut that boy up
and throw him out of the window, butit is hard
to do; when he preaches and comports himself as
he does."
A Methodist friend said, "Yes, he'll preach
fine for awhile, until he gets you where he wants
you, and then he will lift the curtain a~d show
you the elephant!"
.
.•
I will visit Wellston, RadclifT and Hartford
City, all new openings, and put forth al'l effort.
Expect to return to North-Eastern Ohio, about
January 1st to remain until conference.·
The Lord has abundantly blessed m~ in my
labors, giving assistance wherever needtjd. The
Saints have been courteous and.kind wherever it
has bt)eri my lot among them, and .when depressed and worn out. :we have received n~w ·
vitality .and strength Oil receiving ldnd W;Ord~
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and cheering exhortations from them. Bro.
Torrence and family, also Bro. Allen and family, are noble examples of what Saints should be;
and it is a pleasure to represent the cause with
such living witnesses to attest its effect, and,
although isolated from any branch of the church,
are noble and faithful workers.
I will remain here another week and then
leave the work as it is for the present, trusting
that the ministry who reside at Limerick, when
on a furlough, will come over here and spend a
few days in recreation.
As time advances and I become more adapted
to the work of the ministry, I feel to labor more
strenuously and make it my life's work. And
while life is not a bed of roses, neither is everything whieh glitt~r8 gold, yet the gratification
realized in showing others the light and in representing a cause which becomes brighter the
more it is examined, thoroughly compensates
me for all labor and time expended.
Yours in Christ,
T. \V. WILLIAMS.
PoMONA, Cal., Dec. 6th.
· Bro. W. W. Blair and the Church in General:I have the sad intelligence to impart to you of
the death of my brother H. P. Brown. He died
at his hom,, No. 619, 19th Street, Oakland, California, on the morning of the fourth of the present month, being sixty-four years, three month.s
and eight days old, having preached the gospel of Jesus Christ forty-five years, and having
given all of his best davs to the cause he loved
the best of anything on this green earth, both by
voice of mouth and pen. His wife should receive
the sympathy of the whole church, not only in
their prayers, but in purchasing the many vol·
umes of the Expo,itor now left on hand, which
volumes in the hands of live Saints are worth
double the cost.-fifty cents per volume.
Sister Margaret is now nearly worn out in her
untiring care for him for the past year, since he
had the paralytic stroke by which he lost the use
of the limbs of his right side from his head to
his feet.
It should be remembered that he was one of
of the elders that helped huild up the Zarahemla
branch-the fin;t germ of the Reorganization.
In the E,~positor ·will be found Adventism reviewed, except the very cause of 'INm. Miller's
getting so interested in the second coming of
Christ. I being older than Bro. H. P. have a
better recollection of what took place in those
days. The first cause of Wm. Miller's advocating the second coming of Christ was his hearing
Jared Carter and another elder preach on the setting up of the Church of Christ and preparing
for His second coming. The teaching of Miller
was so glaring ln those days that many lost their
senses. My own sister at the discovery of the
falling of the stars in 1833 went into hysteric fits.
H. P. Brown was the first person I ever heard
preach the g-ospel as it is recorded in the Bible.
That was in 1845, lu his twentieth year. My sister was so afraid that he would make a balk that
she would not go into the building, but remained
outside and listened. After that she was not
afraid.
His ,,arthly work is now done, and his reward is
sure. He has worked faithfuily for an inheritar:ce,
and died with full faith of a call in the first resnrrection. I am the only one of rny father's family
that have stood by him in the faith of Christ.
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My mother also died in the faith, but was not
baptized. I promised her on her death be(! that
I would be baptized for her, not knowing at
that time but the ordinance was in the church .
And now at the present day I think I will live
to see the day that the Father through Christ,.
will restore that ordinance, that I may fulfill that
promise.
I am now the last one living of my father's
family, and January sth, I will be seventy years.
old, if I live to see it.
My love for the cause is undimmed, although
my ears are dull of hearing, which hinders my
preaching.
Please do not forget the widows in their afflictions; and my prayer is for the cause, and the
prosperity of the true church. With love to all
and hatred to none.
I am, as ever, in bonds,
E. c. BROWN.
GALENA, Ind., Nov. 2oth.
Ern. :Josepk and William:- My stay at India ..
napolis was short, owing to not having means
wherewith to pay hall rent; however, I think
good will result from our mission. Through the
kindness of sister Everett's husband my meetings were advertised in three of the leading
papers of the place. Mr. Everett also assisted
me in looking out a hall for future use, in which
our elders can hold meetings free of charge by
addressing Rev. G. R. Sturgeon, No. 133, Yandes street, Indianapolis, Indiana. He requested
that he be notified some time before coming as
he publishes a paper denominated, "The Gospel
Truth,'' in which he gives a notice of our meetings. He al~o said he would have notice given
of our meetings in the Times.
Sister Everett also authorized me to say that
any of the elders passing that could stop and
hold some meetings would find a home at her
home, which can be found in Ryan block, room
2, fourth floor. Si,ter Susan is heartily endorsed
by her husband, Mr. Arther C. Everett, if he is a
free-thinker. If there were more free-thinking
people there would be less of that intolerent
spirit which is so prevalent, especially in the
larger cities.
As there is now an opportunity to have the
work permanently introduced there, I hope the
church will look after its interests.
Yours in the conflict,
M. R. ScoTT.
This is a reply to our request for the use of the
Adventist Church:
JNDIANOPOLIS, Ind., Nov. 14th.
Arthur C. Eve1·dt, Esq., Dear Sir :-As per
agreement, I hereby reply to your request for the
use of the "Seventh-day Adventist" Church.
We appreciate your situation, knowing you
have much trouble in securing places wherein to
hold ineetings and worship. We can sympathize with you because of similar experiences.
\lile are a people disposed to liberality, and a kind
of liberality that becometh the foilowen1 of
Christ.
Knowing what you do of Seventh· day Adventists, you need not be told that our views are de ..
cidedly distinctive.
Our church property here Is not the property
of the Indianapolis church but is built by the
state at large and is under the control. of the
State conference 1 and matters of this kind neces-

sarily must come bdore the State Committee.
We are di8posed to move cautiously in this instance, because of the: stigma which attaches to
your name and people. And while you may not
have any connection with or be in harmony or
$ympathy in any way with the "Mormon
Church" you have credit for the same.
We sympathize with you in this from the fact
that we know what this "credit" work is. Seventh-Day Adventists get credit for all the fanaticism of the entire Advent world, and there are
sects, many. Individually I would not encourage you, althou,rrh I have very little right to
either encourage or discourage you. We are
compelled to work cautiously in this city (as
everywhere else for that matter) because of the
prejudice that exists ''gainst us. We have been
classed with Mormons, Atheists, and almost
every other evil combination that exists. All
without cause. And we feel it necessary to
avoid giving cause for any such things.
In conclusion I would say that the president
of the State Conference is expected in the city
to.day, and you might call on him to-morrow,
and .explain yourself, your faith, work and
methods, and if you can satisfy him that you
have no connection with the "Mormon Church"
and that your faith and methods are in harmony
with the word of God, you will no doubt get the
use of the church.
I leave the matter here and refer you to Elder
F. S. Starr, who you can see at No. 175, Ce,ltral
avenue, to-morrow, November 15th.
Very respectfully for the church,
L. M. DuNLAP, Dea.

VALVERDE, Colorado, Dec. rst.
Bro. Blair:-Our hearts have been made glad
by tl-J.e addition of one to our number by baptism,
a young man of sterling quality, who, if faithful, will, without doubt, make a number one
Latter Day Saint. The little branch here meet
together every Sabbath and the Spirit of the
Master is with us to comfort and cheer, for
which we are very thankful.
This is a hard place to get a hearing. People
do not seem to have time to seek the life hereafter; the mind is too much occupied with the
things of the present. Others are so narrowminded that they will not let the light of truth
shine into their hearts. Among this class are
our Methodist-(I was going to say friends)-but
they are anything else but true friends. I had
been associated with them as assistant superln·
tendent of the union Sabbath School for nearly
a year, and things moved along smoothly, with
the exception of a disagreement on doctrine
once in a while., until they got their new church
completed and the union Sabbath School was
turned over to them. They then had no use for
a Latter Day Saint superintendent. They could
come and ask us to subscribe to help build their
church, but when I asked for the church for
Bro. Caffall to preach in they would not let me
have it, and when I asked their reasons for refusing, one of the trustees said it was on account
of the doctrines we taught, among which was
polygamy, The minister, who was the main
one in deciding the question 1 has said in our
house that he had been in Utah and knew the
difference betw·een us and the L'tah church; but
in the trustees' meeting he carried the Idea that
we were all the same. One of the trustee~
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gave her consent and said she would use her influence with the other members of the board in
our behalf, but when the board met she slated
that she only gave her consent knowing that
there was enough of the others that would vote
against us to carry the' question. She said she
did not want us in the church any more than the
rest of them; and so it goes. But I do not think
they are making anything by the procedure, as
the matter has become noised around and created quite an indignation among thinking people.
One consolation, if. we are not making many
converts our Methodist brethren are not doing
any better, and for my part I would rather have
one of Bra Caffall's converts than all our opponents make in a year. When such things transpire it gives us a chance to state our position,
and when so stated to thinking minds the cause
loses nothing, and I am almost led at times to
think that those that are so bigoted and narrowminded would not be much account as Latter
Day Saints; but we know that when the light
shines into the heart it makes difrerent men and
women, and so we strive on, hope on, that some
may see the light. Your brother,

E. F.

SHUPE.

JVIEDINA CITY, Texas, Nov. 21st.
Dear Eierald:-Our conference convened on
the rst of this month, and continued for several
days, peace and harmony prevailing. Preaching
and testimony m<Cetings continued until the roth.
The Spirit ,was enjoyed, God's blessings were
poured out, and all_"returned home declaring
they were ten times paid for coming. Our new
chapel was very much appreciated by the saints.
Bro. H. L, Thompson of Bell county, seventyIour years old, was with us through the entire
meeting and bore his part in the preaching services with that energy
Spirit that would do
credit to a younger man. Our joy was full to
overflowing when, on the 8th, our beloved Bro.
0 .. P. Sutherland, of Missouri, arrived, for our
childhood days were almost like that of our family. After maturing into manhood our lot was
cast tog-ether in the arrriy of the late confederacy,
and now after a separation of about fifteen years
we meet and strike hands under the banner of
Christ our divine commander.
we leave
you, dear reader, to. imagine our joy and heart·
felt gratitude to God.
.Last Sunday, ihe 17th inst we attended meet.
ing below Bandera, and on our return we called
oii our aged sister, Helen Bell. She gave us her
testimony as follows: "I am nearly eighty·two
y<:;ars old; was baptized in 1840 in Scotland, and
emigrated to.Nauvoo, Jllinois, in r84r. I w,as in
N;wvoo when Brn. Jos.eph and Hyrum Smith's
rernains were brought to the city, and remember
well the night before, when the long roll-beat
called to arms and all nature seemed distressed.
Tfle saints hll.d received the sad news of the
death of their ])e!oved prophet and patriarch; the
great leaders of modern Israel. The entire city
was thrown into confudon and m::mrning; even
theanimal creation seemed distressed. Horses
simultaneously neighing, cattle lowing, sheep
bleating-in a word, everything was in an up:
roar. I saw them the last tinie in life that they
were. permitted to look upon the city and the
people they. loved. I joined the Reorganized
Church.in r866, and have received many blessings and bright assurances of the truth of this

if

gospel, ::n:d can bear my testimony to·day that I
know it to be of God."
H the above lines are published, many will
read them that can testify with us of the faithfulness of this agsd sister through all those long
years. At presen' she is quite feeble in body,
but her mind is qnite active for one of her age.
I shall make this letter short, thinking that,
perhaps, some brqther or sister will write more
fully the spiritual condition of this country. I
shall only say, the work moves onward. Two
were baptized, two childrdn blessed and the sick
administered to with good effect during conference; and one baptized since. Meetings are held
in saints' chapel the second and fourth Sundays
in eRch month, and prayer-meeting every Wednesday night. Tr<:veling elders wlll meet with
comfortable conveyance from Centre Point depot, if they wiil let us know in time of their com·
in g.
Yours for the truth,
L. L. WIGHT.
FuLTON, Iowa, Dec. 4th.
Dear Herald:-One chancing to come into the
midst of the little band or Saints resident in this
vicinity, knowing naught of the marked changes
which have taken place in the last eighteen
months, would per force exclaim in astonishment at the apparent improvement in order,
number, spiritual understanding, manifestations
of God's favor in and out of the branch. The
earnest, zealous devotion, punctuality in ,attendarJce, evident famiiiarity with text of the law
and usages r·f the kingdom, unity and peace
characterizing the lives and conduct of officers
and members alike, certainly entitling Fulton
branch to the palm as the Banner branch of the
Eastern Iowa district, whose conference session
has just closed. Its late session was unprecedentedly united, hearty, business-like, orderly
successful, spiritually and financially, the Saints
needing only the opportunity to make liberal deposits in the hands of worthy representatives of
the church finance department.
cheerfulness, heartiness and generousness
of the Saints' obedience to this most wise provision for the work's advancement bespeaks an
earnest faithfulness on the part of the officers in
teaching it, as well as a consistent readiness on
the part of Saints to obey all God's law as a
means of obtaining the maximum of blessing.
·The good Lord has wrought mightily. with
and for this noble flock; many bright soulenHghtening testimonies have been given; the
visible gifts have been copiously bestowed, and, we
should opine, wisely exercised and acted upon,
judging from the almost marvelous progress in
spiritual knowledge made by aiL The esteemed
president, Bro. J no. Heide, takes pardonable
pride in saying in commendation of his flock,
"We haven't a drone among us; they are all
workers."
An air of intelligence, culture and manifest
determination to obey the Spirit's invitation to
"corne up higher" pervades the whole household
here. To such a volume has the army of the
Lord swelled here that rio private house can seat,
conveniently, the branch and Its friends desirous
of attending its weekly praver·meetings. So
at the suggestion of Bro. ]. s·. Roth, missionary
to this district, the. branch this evening takes
under advisement the projectofbuilding a Saints',
Church. We heartily wish this plan succes and
hope the good work may not stay nor tarry till a

commodious, neat and comfortable edifice is a
their disposal.
My old traveling companion, J. S. Roth, still
throws the hot shot of heaven's artilery into t!w
enemy's strongholds to the demolition of his
ramparts, the comfort and edification, in3truction and admonition of God's elect, whose confidence in his sturdy integrity, dauntless courage,
and plain, impartial, uncompromising administration of the celestial law, remains unshaken
by the clamors and railing without and the
sneer, covert, inuendo and exparte complaint of
'a few grumblers within. God pity the spiritual
"dyspeptic."
The ordination of three zealous, faithful and
most promising youthful members to the Aaronic
priesthood has enlarged the official roster and
thereby very matuially increased the importance
of the branch by making it a considerable factor
in the missionary force of Eastern Iowa district.
While we hope good things of these our noble
brethren, we would point to the fact of good results depending upon the individual obedience,
diligence, faith and humility of each and all.
Mi,ly the best results accrue.
Such a season of spiritua I refreEhing as this
conference occasion affcrded is without equal in
the history of the Eastern Iowa distr:J:t. Some
whose spiritual sands were nearly run, whose altar .fires had nearly flickered out, were on this
bounteous occasion filled to the full, fanned into
vehement flame, and to the Father ~;bove be.the
praise. At His hands may we often be so bountifully fed.
vVM. T. MAITLAND.
LATAH, Washington, Dec. zd.
Editors Herald:-I have not addressed you for
sorne time for several reasons, the principle one
being that my travels, trials, experiences, failures
and successes, are common occurrences in the
life and travels of every missionary of the latter
day dispensation, and to enter into a det::<:iled account would only be a rehashing of an old, old
story and a sort of a self-advertisement, especially if I only write up the goody goody side of the
picture.
Therefore I will only give a brief account of myself.
I left California on the 21st day of July for
Oregon; found friends in waiting for me at the
landing who welcomed 'me back. I also found
that the seeds sown by myself and others had
not been rooted up, but were producing fruit;
prejudice had been allayed, a ild places were
opened for preaching that were closed when I
was there three years ago..
I stayed in Oregon a little over two months
when pressing calls came from Gilman, this state,
where I labored for two months in conjunction
with Bro. John Davis, lately from Lucas, Iowa,
and Bro. Alfred Tarling, of Streator, Illinois,
both of the lesser priesthood, and wit~ other
brethren and sisters of that place. Prejudice was
allayed and. three were added by baptism, Bro.
Davis offiiciating; five children were bles~ed, the
sick were made whole by the prayer of faith,
others renewed the covenant who had l:ieim on
the background for· years;
And on the:21st of
Jas.t month I left them for Portland, Oreg~m,
where on the. 24th five of us met to par~ake of
the sacrament, when a sister of mine, who had
been baptized by Joseph Smith ln 1843, arid who
had stood aloof from the church for over thirtyfive years, Clloll.1e forvvarq With te~rs and f¢1}eWeQ
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her covenant. This tvas in answer to prayer;
a:nd is a great encouragement to go on.
On the 25th I came to this place where I. found
one of the scattered sheep who had been driven
from the fold by the false shepherds of Utah,
Luke Storey, by name, waiting to welcome me
to his home. On the next day I was called upon
to administer to a son· in-law of Mr. Storey's who
was very bad with pneumonia, bleeding profusely from the lungs, with other evidence of near
dissolution. The Lord heard our prayers in his·
behalf, and he i;: now sitting up. Last 'night we
had a school house full of people to talk to, wlth
reasonable liberty, good attention, and with several invitations to call upon families. I have
another appointment out for tonight but the
wenther is bad- snovdng.
I expect to rerrtain
here for a couple of months, and would like to
hear from Bro. Newton F!eids and other Saints
in eastern OregC>n and Washingto;n.
My addrEss for the next two months will be
Latah, Spokane county, Washington.
health is about as usual; my faith and
knovvledg:e increases day by day~ and I am trying
to fight the good fight of faith.
Yours in gospel bonds,
A. HAWS.
GREENVILLE., R. L, Dec. zd.
Dear Herald:-·Bro. 0. A. Vickers and myself

have been holding meetings here for over a year.
We firs! held them in the School house, but as
prejudice was raging so we were refused the
privilege of meeting there. I made up my mind
not to give up but press on, so I opened my
house and have had go0d meetings, and the
Lord has blessed us with his Holy Spirit. vVe
have baptized five, or:e lady. being a member of
the Baptist Church.
Her husband has also
obeyed and others are bl:,lleving our report.
Last Saturday night my brother and myself
with our companions went to Cranston to Bro.
and Sr. Suds. \V t ~were very ldndly received,
and held meeting there in the evening. Quite a
number of neighbors and friends were present.
We also held a meeting next morning and had
good attendance with good liberty to speak. We
arrived at the usual place of meeting of Cranston braneh.
Bro. 0. A. preached with good
liberty.
Yours in gospel bonds,
EMORY F. VICKERS.
TABOR, Iowa, Dee. 4th.

Bro. Blair :--Since our camp· meeting held at
'Wheeler's Grove, I have labored continuously
until yesterday. I went from the camp-meeting
to the Rlchards' Settlement with Bro. Hougas
and we preached alternately in the Union
School-house to fair audiences.
I continued
there for one week, after ·which I preached one
week in ths Centra! School-house, three miles
east of the Richards' Settlement; had good congregations who listened very attentively and did
good work for me in song service. Jn both of
these places there are some who believe the doctrine t?.ught and are almost ready to obey.
I
was t.r _a ted well, and nearly all say, "Come
again." I visited the Saints in Hamburg and
held services over two Sundays; had good liberty
in preaching the wonl to both Saint. and sinner.
In administering to the sick the Lc)rd was with
us in power to heal. One man, not a member of
the church, was healed.
His arm had been
(lftllcted for six months. His wife testified in

our meeting that he was healed. She ls member of the South Methodist Church. Here I
baptized three who live east of this place ten
miles.
I visited Mlll Creek and Shenandoah and wr:s
blessed in both places. Preached every night io
lhe people, doing the best I could. The Saints
in all these piacf's are doing weli generally;
some are very acUve'i zealous ;,.vorkers. Elder·s
Mortimore and Calkins have been helping a!l
they could both in their own branches and in tLe
Richards' Settlement. Bro. Donelson and
ily hnvc attended these meetings.
The Shenandoah branch is doing well; Bro.
Cline presiding, vvith Brn. Wilcox~ I .. e.adingharr1,
Gaylord and others helping. They have paid
off the debt on their church. Bro. Jam,~s Calkir,s
met with a sad accident by a runaway team, b1.t
through the prayers of the Saints and
nance of God's house he is
gress.
Our church dedication at Plum
conducive of much good. AHer you and Bro.
Forscutt left Bro. Lamhert came
con tinned
the meetings with what help we gave him over
two Sundays. V./e had good audiences who paid
the best of attention. We are hopeful for the
work in that vicinity. God bless the fait'1fd
Saints of that branch for their never tiring zeal,
labors of love and sacrifice
time and mcar;s
for the work of the Master.
Tuesday, Noven[lber IIth, I accompanied Bro.
Lambert to Macedonia, where previous arrangements had been made by Bro. James
of
that place for preaching in the Methodir:t
Church. \tle commenced our services the same
night. The trwet"t ~ingers of Israel frcnn
er's Grove and Farm Creek put in an appeal'ance, and, to their credit, greatly assisted in
song service.
Our congregations steadily
creased dnring the week, and Sunday afternoon
we had a house nearly full of very earnest and
attentive listeners Some of the leading dtlzerc.s
of the place thanked Bro. Lambert for :otdng
and for the good word spoken ·and hoped he
would come again. Since he left some expregsed
themselves very sorry to think they missed the
opportunity of attending, others tellfng
of
the noble effort put forth.
One person was baptized the following Sunday
at Farm Creek by Bro. D. Hougas. A favorable impression was made and others
persuaded to be baptized.
I preached six sermons in the church rc.t
Wheeler's Grove and six in the Farm Creek
School-house. These Saints are alive
interests of the work.
Since you were in attendance at onr confer ..
ence held last June, eight or ten have been added
by baptism to the Farm Creek branch. That
branch is in good working condition and may
build a church next summer. May God help
them in this very much needed and laudable work.
From thence I went to Emerson and held two
meetings with the good Saints of that !owi1. In
this place they want you to come and preach
them, for there are those who made your
acquaintance in an early day.
With these you
can do more, I think, than any other minister
can at present. They are holding you
promisE' and say to you "Come."
I then went on to the Keye.tone branch,
preached Saturday night, the 30th, Hnd twice on
the Sabbath, assisted
Bro.
Kemp.

These Saints are a faithful little band of good
\vorkers spiritually, and have never fa Bed to do
their part temporally. They have done nobly in
paying their tithing.
w·e shalJ be with the
Saints here until after next
expecting to
preach in the church at Plum Hollow, and next
wc:ek go home on
short visit, as we have not
been home since April conference. Let me say
to the Saints, Let us be up and doing while the
day lasts, for the night is surely
when no
nHtt1 can work.
Let us Hlay up treasures
heaven, where neither moth nor rust can cor·

rupt."
Brethren and sisters,
me exhort you not to
forget "the Lord's storehoure." Pay in your
"tithes and offerings as God has prospered you,"
and you shall
no wise lose"' your revn1rcl in
time nor eternity.
Yours in bonds,
I-IENRY KEJ\.iP.
~-~~
---~-····
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.AJ;:rmLES under this head do
necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor~
m·e reeponsible for
their own views. Cmro:ib"ntious aolieited,
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tradition of
life work and crucifixion
this Lord

ican
of that God
born of Chimalman
without connection with man, and
breath
which may be
his word
announced to
word
mouth of the ct>lestial
which he
to inform
it

was both God and man,
to his incarnation
that h_e had crea-

adored
whose son Teotbilche w11s sent
mankind.
Tbis looks like another
myth,
when we read
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attendant angels who had wings and flew
about in heaven." -Native Races, vol. 3,
p. 492.--He further tells us: "The N ootks,
like so many American peoples, have a
tradition of a supernatural teacher and
benefactor, an old man that came to them
up the sound long ago. He landed and
instructed the men of that day in many
things; telling them that he came from the
sky, that theircountry should be eventually
destroyed, that they should all die, but
after death rise with him above."
Bancroft says of the tradition just related
above: "by which visit is not improbably
intended to be signified an avatar or incarnation of that chief deitv or Great
Spirit, worshipped by many" California
tribes, as the •Old Man Above.' "-Ibid p.

I

ears with his fingers.''-North Americans
of Antiquity, p. z68.
Whosoever professes love for and cnnfidence in the revealed word of God, will
find in the following not only substantial
evidence of the Book of Mormon, but likewise more than a shadow of a foundation
the traditions that have been discovered
the aborigines of North and Central
God "made of one blood
all nations of men for to dwell on all the
face of the earth." This most certainly
includes the inhabitants of America. "And
other sheep I have, which are not of this
fold," reveals the divine understanding,
and perfect knowledge that was possessed
by Christ. He was no stranger to the
words of the prophet, "The Lord God
which gathereth the outcasts of Israel
saith, Yet will I gather others to him,
beside those that are gathered unto him.''
-Isa. 56 8.
I have established by irrefragible evidence that the aboriginal inhabitants of
America were of Jewish origin, and they
are therefore outcasts of Israel, with the
promise of God vouchsafed unto them, be
it remembered, that neither let or hindrance standeth in God's path, but all his
are yea and amen. The Father
extends to the Son an invitation and says:
~'Ask of me, and I shall give thee the
heathen for thine inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth for thy possession.''
-Psa. 2: 8. These are not idle or empty
words and well might America be considered the "uttermost parts of the earth"
from the locality at which David was
when he wrote these words. He says
again: "All the ends of the world shall remember and turn unto the Lord: and all
the kindreds of the nations shall worship
before him. For the kingdom is the
Lord's; and he is the governor amonJ~· all
nations.''-Psa. 22: 27, 28.
How hard it seems for some who profess a belief in the Bible to accept the
truthfulness.of the above, and admit the
work of Christ among the ancientpeople
of America. Once more hear David:
"He shall have dominion also from sea to
sea, and from the river unto the ends of
the earth. They that dwell in the wilderness shall bow before him; and his enemit;:s
shall lick the du&t.''-Psa. 72: 8, 9· These
quotations, as also that statement of the
Book of Mormon, and the several traditions of the Indians, all unite to clothe
with greater beauty the universality of the
mission of Jesus Christ, whose work of
redemption was, is, and shall be unto all
nations, tribes, and people,
The Nahua tradition of the departure
of Quetzalcoatl, as given by Short, is as
follows: "He was skilled in many arts;
he invented (that is, imported) gem-cutting
and 'metal-casting; he originated letters,
and invented the Mexican calendar. He
finally returned to the land in the East
from which he came; leaving the American coast at Vera Cruz, he embarked in a
canoe made of serpent skins, and 'sailed
away into the East.' "---'North Americans
of Antiquity, p. 271.

I

Another strong witness in favor of the

I5I.

The visitation of Christ to the American continent seems to be indicated in the
following traditional legend. Wood, in
speaking of a spot held sacred by the Indians, between the Minnesota and Missouri
rivers, says: "On this sacred spot the
Great Spirit is said to have stood in the
ancient times, and to have called together
all the Indian nations.''--Uncivilized
Races, p. 1313.
Here is an important testimony in the
same line: "In very remote times, about
the era of the apostles according to the
padres, an old white man, with long hair
and beard, appeared suddenly at Huatulco,
coming from the south west by sea, and
preached to the natives in their own tongue,
but of things beyond their understanding.
He disappeared shortly after as mysteriously as he had come, but left as a memento
of his visit a cross."-Ibid, p. 454
Here is the affirmation of the Book
Mormon, as to the visitation of Christ
the ancient people of America: "Behold,
I am Jesus Christ, the Son of God. I
created the heavens and the earth, and all
things that in them are."-Nephi r: 8.
While on the monuments of Central
America there are found the representations of bearded white men, I might a~k,
how could. the beardless American Indian
have i'magined a bearded race? Simply
out of the question without the association
or visitatio.n of said white bearded man.
Quetzalcoatl was the chief character of the
Nahau family. Of him John T. Short
writes: . "From the distant East, from
the fabulous Hue Hue Tlapalan, this mysterious person came to Tula, and became
the pLtron god nnd high-priest of the ancestor:;; of the Toltecs. He is described as
having been a white man, with strong
· formation of body, broad forehead, large
.eyes, and flowing beard, He wore a mitre
on his head, and was dressed in a long
white rqbe reaching to his feet, and covered with red crosses. In his hand he held
a sickle. His habits were ascetic, he never
married, was most cl!aste arid pure in life,
arid is said to have e.ndured penance in a
neighboring mountain, not for its effects
upon himself, but as a. warning to others.
He condemned sacrific~s, :except of fruits
and flowers, and was known, as the god of
peace; for, when addressed on the subject
of war, he is reported to have stopped his

D.

THE CRQSS.

visitation of Jesus Christ to the American
continent and equally, a strong proof of
the divine character of the Book of Mormon, is the finding the cross as a relic of
the ancient civilization d America: Wood
said the cross was left as a memento by
the "old white man" who visited Huatulco,
Speaking of a skeleton taken from a
mound in Ohio, Priest says: "On the
breast of this person lay what had been a
piece of copper in the form of a cross.
The cross on the breast of this
person excites the most surprise, as the
cross is the emblem of the Christian Religion."-American Antiquities, p. rSo.
Cronise says: "Humboldt refers to the
Mexicans having some confused idea of
Christianity." The New York Herald,
in November, 1866, contains a communication from Mexico, concerning a discovery
made by a person named Lyon, about three
hundred miles to the northeast of Jalapa,
of ruins of Christian places of worship,
which had been abandoned before the
conquest of Mexico by the Spaniards.
Among these ruins were found the statuette of a man with the emblems of Christianity-the cross, lamb, etc.-carefully
carved. Grijalva, who was in Yucatan
rsr8, states that there were many great
stone crosses in the country at that time,
and that the people worshipped them.
The Spaniards under Cortez found many
su"ch crosses in Mexico.''-Wealth of California, pp. 30, 3 r.
Bancroft says: "One of the most remarkable emblems of Maya worship, in
the estimation of the conc;nerors, was the
cross, which has also been noticed in other
parts of Central An.erica and in Mexico,
although less prominently than here."N ative Races, vol. 3, p. 467.
Speaking of a table at Palenque, Stephens. says: "The principal subject of this
tablet is the cross.''-Incidents of Travel,
vol. z, p. 346.
Chamber's Encyclopedia says, of the
cross: "And the Spanish conquerors
were astonished to find it an object of religious veneration among the natives of
Central and South America."-See article
Cross. And the American Encyclopedia says: "The Spanish conquerors of
the New W orlil found crosses of stone and
of wood erected in Mexico and Central
and South America. The Muyscas and
Mayas reverenced it, and among the Toltecs it was called the 'tree of nutriment,' or
'tree of life.' In the ruins of Palenque
and in those of some of the Central American cities, of unknown antiquity, :it is often
met with on sculptured stones, with surroundings which prove its sacred characacter."-See Article Cross.
Baldwin says: "Casa No. 2 of Mr.
:;3tephens, is usually called La Cruz, because the most prominent object within
the building is a great bas relief, on which
are sculptured a cross and several human
figures.
The cross is supposed to
have been the central object of, interest.
The cross is. one of the most comtnon emblem present in all the ruins."Ancient America, p. 109.
··
.. .•
In speaking of the funeral rites of N a~.
~ua or Mexican nations, Bancroft says:
.
\
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"On the small flag was a cross worked in
red thread."-Native Races, vol. 2, p. 619.
And in speaking of a department of a
Nicaraguan Temple he says: "It was
surrounded bv an enclosure, in the middle
of which stc;od a cross nine feet high,
representing the god of rain."-Ibid p.
793· \Vithout rain we would soon be
without food and in a starving condition,
therefore rain, or water may be the true
emblem of life; and without Christ we
have no eternal life. The Nicaragua tradition is within the lines of sense and truth,
viewed from a logical standpoint.
Of a Mexican god Bancroft says: "His
symbols were the bird, the serpent, the
cross and the flint."-N ative R:<1ces, vol.
g, p. z68. He tells us that: "In a tablet
on the wall of a room at Palenque, is a
cross surmounted by a bird, and supported
by wh;<t appears to be the head of a serpent."-Ibid p. I 3)·
Of one of the l\1exican "culture heroes"
he says; "He always wore a long white
robe; which according to Gomara, was
decorated with cros,eR."-Ibid p. 274· Of
the Mexican God Tla1oc he savs:
"In
taking leave here of Tlaloc I may draw
attention to the prominence in his cult of
the num her four, the cross ~md the ~nake.''
-Ibid p. 348. In describing a Mexican
festival he says: "The Toci priest spread
out his arms and stood like a cross before
the im8ge of the war god; this he oid four
times."-Ibid p. 356.
All nations do homage to the female
character, and of a Mexican goddess Bancroft says: "In her right hand she held
as a sceptre, a vessel in the shape of a
cro,;s."-Tbid p. 369.
Of the god of fire be remarks: "On the
left arm was a shield, almost entirely
covered with a plate of gold, into which
were set in the shape of a cross five chalchiuites."-Ibid, p. 385.
Bancroft gives the explanation of the
cross in the Mexican lmH~·u,ige: "The
cross is to be found in 1\!fexic:m Manuscript, and appears in that ot Ft>jervary
with a bird, which, as an inhabitomt of the
air, may be said to accord with the character of the symbol. The Mexican name
of the cross, tonacaquahuitle, 'tree of one
life, or flesh,' certainly conveys the idea of
fertility."-Thicl, p. 469.
He tells of an ob,ervance at another
Mexican festival: "The princiual feature
of the feast was a tRll straight tree, which
was stripped of all its branches except
those close to the top and set up in the
court of the temple. Within a few feet
of its tr•p a cross-yard thirty feet long w0s
fastened; thus a perfect cross was formed."
-Ibid, p. 508.
In speaking of Palenque he says: "The
T shaped niches are of very frequent
occurrence throughout the ruins, and have
cau<;ed much specubtion by reason of their
resemblance of the Egyptian tau and the
crn,~."-Native Race~, vol. 4, p. grz.
Of an enclosure at the same place he
say's: "Fixed in the wall at the hack of
the enclo~ure, and covering nearly its
whole surface, was the tablet of the cross,
six feet four inches high, ten feet eight
inches wide, and formed of three stones.

The subject doubtless nro<Oif'·'·''e
signification, and the
may be considered a sacred
holy pbce of the ancient
dal priesthood.
p,
Surprise and
as we search among
ruins of the ancient
Mr. Bancroft tells of a
"U nderthe northern building
there is a subterranean
of a cros~."-Ibid, p. 407.
In life or death, at peace or
those ancient people seem to have
neglected the cross.
Bancroft says of the
Mitla: "One of these
form of a cross.
Speaking of ruins
says: "This
shown in Esteva's
of this side thm
in my cut, is arran::sed in the form
cross."-Tbid. p. 438.
It can
be
tion or
of
mere accident upon the
A::nericans.
Of the relics found in the ruins
Cruz Bancroft
"The
relics found were

1s the way and theTe is
nor nRme
under

exin
their
to the

I

pan, Mexico: "The room contains
mains of a kind of altar and
cro~s."-Ibifl, p.

545·

The Incas were the lords or
Peru. Of them Bancroft write~:
mention here that the Incas
cross of fine marble, or
polished and all of one
three fourths of an ell in
fingers in thickness, and
sacrefl ch8m her of the
great veneration.

more to
to
as a
of his
it is true that a man is
than his weakest
when
yet

p. 48.
Ellen Russell Emerson
Indian's crux capitata is 'ieen
line of two mounds here
next device which is that of rm
Mound the cross of the winds commnn
is given. The construction of the
cros:s. which is another form of an
Mou~d, seems to be the labor
an
of some training-, rather than that
savRge."-Indi~n l?v1yths,
zo,
The true value and
and religion of Christ, as understood
the Book of l\1ormon writers, are
in the following: "Now behold, my beloved

en them to
char<1cter as its
or to her:Jld an isolated
achievement
is to re·
of
and m8ke
How much harm
and
such unsound
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ERALDo
judgment?
To be fair, and to make legitimate deductions, one must judge a
character, a principle, a tendency, at its
normal best, not from the highly forced
singie success,-still less hom its poorest
illustrations.-S. S. Times.
THE INCREASE OF TRUTH.

"His truth endureth to all generations."
-Psalms, ch8pter 5·
The mental struggles in the world of
religious faith and doubt may find illustration in the experiences of four great minds.
Gibbon went from the Anglican to the
Roman church, then back to the Protestant
and then to at least a pflrtial infidelity. Cardinal Newman in defenrling
Protestantism reasoned himself into Romanism. Huxley from a scientific standpoint has landed in agnosticism, while
James Martinson, from the psychical, is a
profound theist.
Projected into the larger world these
debates take place in organized forms and
may be classified as the ultra ultra-conservatives, who believe that wisdom is a child
of the
and hence resist all innovations
of thoug-ht. In politics these are royalists,
and in England oppose home-rule in Ireland, and in France the Boulanger party
would restore the power of the pope and
the clergy. In religion such conservatives
as Dr. Hodge oppose the revision of the
confession of faith, and in the Episcopal
convention only one, Mr. Judd of Chicago,
voted against making the Nicene confession obligatory upon-- the clergy because
many did not believe it, but for that reason
the convention thought it wise to make
them repeat it.
The ultra radicals in politics are the anarchists who would destroy the past and
present to rebuild anew. In religion they
are the atheists who deny God and a future life. But between these extremes are
the determinists or eclectics, who would
discard the worn-out and save the good in
both church and state and go on to the
new and the better. These are the Gladstones, and Castellars, and Victor Imman.
uel~, and W ashingtons, and Lincolrls; the
Coleusoes, [Colensos? ED.] and Stanlevs,
and Farran•, and Charings, and Freemnn
Clarks, and Bushnells, and Beechers, who
would make religion a great reasonable
faith and a divine life and the church a
welcome home for all.
The great and decided changes of the
past have resulted in more light, as in the
new astronomy, and geology, and evolution, and in the reformation; and such
scholars as Drs. Schaff and McCosh favor
revision of the Presbvterian creed; and
the president of the B~ptist Theological
seminary in our city declares these old
dogm~s make God a monster; and a Baptist pastor has the courage to deny a personal devil, though Drs. Goodwin and
\Vithrow still hold on to the old belief.
The facts of life are hard enough to bear
without carrying along dark superstitions.
Once the swamps and all dark places were
filled with satyrs and fauns and the graveyards with ghosts. The red devil in the
swamp is reclaimed, and the cure is tiling

and draining and not in Latin prayers.
The devil of wars, and fightings, and op·
pressions is in the pride and love of power
of money; the devil of lust is in the carnal
desire; the devil of intemperence is in bad
whisky and not in some outside power,
and all these wrongs are the abuse of a
possibie good, and the remed'Y' is in better
thinking and living and seeking· in prayer
the saving love and power of God.
'liVe must get back of surface forms of
truth into the great sources. The bible did
not make truth or the church religion;
truth and religion made the bible and the
church. God is truth, and truth waits for
a clearer revelation in the hearts and
minds of our great century.-Selected.

sen, E. L. Page, E. Curtis, W. Newton (since his
return from England baptiz~d 9), C . .St. Clair, J.
W. Brackenburg (baptized I), J. Curtis, T. W.
Chatburn (baptized 3), Westwood, J. Anderson,
S. Crum, J- H. Wells, C. l\1. Schroeder, F. G.
Pitt, I. N. White, Priests: W. M. Crick, D. F.
Winn, J. C. Kaler, W. H. Keiley, A. Cox, R.
May. 1. N. White sustained as our district president, and A. White sustained as Bishop's agent.
Resolved, That it is the desire and expression of
the conference that none but ex offtcw members
and delegates shall have voice and vote in the
district conference. Sunday's services were as
usual; the sermon ln the evening by I. N.
White being of high excellence and spirituality.
A resolution to sustain the church authorities
prevailed. Adjourned to Independence, Saturday, J?ecember 14th.
ADDRESilES.
E. F. Shupe. Valverde, Arapahoe county, Colorado.
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Published monthly for the

NOTICES.
Notice is hereby giv<:n that at the session of
annual conference to meet at Lamoni, Iowa,
April 6;h, 1890, the following amendment will
be offered to the rules on representation, to wit:
That the members of the Aaronic priesthood
have the right to act as ex-qfficio members, to
be put before the conference on the third day
to be voted on by the body.
DANIEL DONEVAN,
GEORGE E. HARRINGTON,

R.

MAY.

CORRECTIONS.
Received April 9th, r888, of Bro. Michael J.
Eukes, tithing $30, instead of Daniel R. Harris.
The obituary of Rosa Adelia Smith, page 803,
in HERALD for the 7th instant, should read
''thirtieth," instead of "thirteenth."
MARRIED.
CARMICHAEL-APPLETON.-In San Benito,
San Benito county, California, on November
zrst, 1889, Bro. Nathaniel Carmichael and Miss
Nettie Appleton, by Elder J. F. Burton.

TEXAS CENTRAL.
Conference convened with the Texas Central
branch, Nov.:cmber zd. Texas Central, Elm wood
and Cook's Point branches reported.
Elkhart
returned for correction. Elders W. W. Squires,
S. R. Hay, E W. Nunley reported. Teacher T.
W, Sherril, Deacon C. A .. S..:husler reported.
Bishop's agent, no report. The president was
sustained until next conference, also Bishop's
agent and secretary. The president was authorized to appoint the time and place for next conference.
Resolved, That we do not pay the expeno;es of the delegate to the General Conference
as was resolved by the conference at Elmwood.
A new license was granted to Elder W. W.
Squires. as his old one was not strictly correct in
its wording. Adjourned.
INDEPENDENCE.
Conference convened in Saints' Chapel, Independence, Missouri. September 7th, president I.
N. White in the chair. Bro. E. L. Page was
elected clerk of the district. Committee on Credentials was appointed. Branches: Armstrong
121, a gain of 19 Lowry Citv 42, a gain of I- Eld,rado Springs, So a gain of 30. Independence
664, a' gain of 8. Rich Hill 67. gain 5· Clinton
26, gain 2. First Kansas City 36 loss 2. Holden
43· Report of ·Committee on Credentials read
and adopted. Elders: H. H. Robinson, B.
Myers (since died), J. H. Lee, J- A. Robinson
(baptized 4, organized I branch), J. G. Chresten-

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
1!1!1.1>0.
M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

~ The Leaves for January co;1tains eight
extra pages; the following is the table of contents :-A Christmas Vision (illustrated)-The
Legacy of Christ Kind chen-We are like the
Books. we Read-Christ's Sympathv-With the
Church in an Early Day-The Angels of Christmas Eve- Christmas Chimes- Patience with
Love-Leaves from Palestine-The Christmas
Chimes--Santa Clans on a Lark-The Story of
the Book of Mormon-Mother's Room-Child's
Struggle--Pattie, or Leaves from a Life-"One
of the Least."-Three Christmas Davs-Some
New Year Reveries-Department of Correspondence: Salutatory-The Progress of Knowledge
-Self-Improvement-God ·wants Them AllEditor's Corner: The Oneness of Truth-Round
Table.

"The Jews in and. out of
Palestine."
Such has been t.he demand for t,his article, that we now
offer it in PAMPHLET FOHM, hound in colored covers.
It is a comprehen•ive and carefully prepared Hi>toncal
'rreutise concerning the Jews in all nations, including
Palestine; as well as a clear avowul of their hopes UT:d
expectations concerning the Huly Land, by Rev. li'. de
Lola Mendez, a leading American Hebrew of New York
C1ty, P~r Hingle copy Gcts in money or stamps; 6 copies
25c; 1~ copies 40 c. Send in your orderl'i nt once.
Address, LAMBERl' BR01'HERS,
LAIIlONI, DECATUR Co., IowA.
RoBERT

WINNING, Pres't.

D. F. Nrcnor.soN, Cashier

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMONI.
Ample Responsibility.
Loans money on apro'ved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Prob!Pm of Hnm<>n Life Here and Hereafter
by A. Wilford Hall, 544 pages, muslin ...... . 1
Universalism Ag-,inst Itself, 336 pages, muslin
by A. Wilford Hall ...........•........... 1
Josephus. complete, library lpather .•••....... 3
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
muslin boards, 5 volumes ..............••.. 4
Mosheim's Church History, 2 volumes .•.•.••• .4
Baldwin's Aneient America (illu,trated) ........ 1
Rollm's Aneient History, two volumes in one ... 4
'!'he Koran. library leather ............. , ..... 2
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical Historv, from A.D. 1 till
1854, muslin boards, 5 volnrnes ............ 10
The Ecclesiastical History ot Eusebius Pamphi- Jus. Bishop of Cre.9area and Palestine .....•.. 2
Cruden's Comolete Concordance of Bible ...... 1
Bible Text Bo'ok .......~.....•.••....•••.••. 1
Apocryphal New Testament ................ 1
Elders' Diary, by JosRph Luff ... ; ...... -.....
Emerson's ~eady Binder, Herald and Hope size.
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We wish to announce to our friends and patrons
that with the beginning of Vol. III we purpose adding

Board of Publication of the Remga:nized Chnre·,l,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

AN ENTIRELY NEW DEPARTMENT
To our magazine; and as this department will
be exclusively in the interest of the young, we
hope to awaken in them a more iively interest
in helping to sustain-both by contributions and
by helping to increase the circulation-the work
ina ugurat.od especially for their benefit.
This department will be under the charge of
PROF. ), A. GUNSOLLEY, B.S.,

And will be devoted to an interchange of thoughts
and ideas upon all topics of interest pertaining
to ment8.l and spiritual growth, the study of God
in nature as well as in the Bible.
The Latter Day 'Nork is increasing wonderfully ln magnitude, and it behooves him who
desires to keep pace with its mpid strides to embrace every opportunity of informing himself
not only with reference to the standard works of
the church, but things transpiring in the world
at large, whsch have a direct bearing upon the
grand march of events, pointing to a culmination in the secong coming of Christ.
In addition to this there will also begin in the
February number a

DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT,
'Which will be taken charge of by "MARTHA,"
and will be devoted strictly to such matter as
will aid the mother and housewife in her toilsome labor of love, and help her to realize how
high and holy is her calling, and how much of
the abstract comfort and peace of the family is
dependent upon her.
Brethren and Sist<"rs,. will you aid us, by heJp ..
ing to enlarge our subscription list?
If cash
commission suits you better than premiums,
write us for our terms. Less than a month now
remains before the January number will be ready
for sending out, but much C;;!n be done in a month,
by persistent' and earnest o"fl:ort. We could furnish you many testimonials ot the work the
magazine is doing, especially outside of the
church; but we do not believe it necessary. '\Ve
look for a largely increased subscription list the
coming year, and hope we shall not be disap·
pointed.
Yours gratefully,
M. WALKER.
N. B.-A request for renewal of subscription,
or to have the magazine sent on time will be all
that is necessary, if you are not prepared to pay
now. We want to accommodate all. but can not
afl:"ord to continue it to parties who do not request
it. Remember it will only cost you a postal card
to keep your name from being dropped, and insure vou the magazine for r89o.
~ All magazines will be sent out as soon
as names are received. Premiums will be awarded the last of April or first of May. Keep your
lists open, as you may add other names before
that ti~e; bnt (lon't jail to keep a ltst of all names
you send. If you fail to do this, delay and trouble will surely result.
~ N. B.-·Parties sending in list of names
for Autumn L<eaves will be credited with all
names, but commissions can not be allowed until payment is made. To insure commission the
money must be collected and sent to the office.
z6apr
M. WALKER
JREVJI:§li:TED,

AND THE WORLD STORY RETOLD;
The Scientific Defense of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound in cloth, price $1..

S. F. vV ALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.

"'*HOLY SCRIPTURES.
Transla.tion hy ,Joseph
Sheep or Library
1
Imitation Morocco, gilt
Morocco, gilt
.........••••• , •••••• , •. 2
New Testament,
..........•.•.•....
(Jn~pired

20

BOOK OF i'tfORMON
n;,t..wimm

Roan, sprinkled edges ...................... .
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .....•••...••.• ,

"M". nn~m·int Found," writter
about which so much has
the
that
fur ..
8idney
the ehi·zf

DOCTRINE AND COVEN AN'rS.
Sprinkled Rheep, or Library ......• , . . • . .•..
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .............. .

from

THE SAINTS' HARP.

50
Imitation Morocco,
Imitation Morocco,
THill SAINTS' HAlULO.NY.
(Tune Book a.nd Hymn Book
Leather back s.nd Muslin sides
'rhe Harmony contains all the hymns in
Harp; also 542
of
tunes, and full im;kuol.iOJ~s

GONCOlWAN'fB TO DOCTRIN.!li AND
COYgNANTS.
pages 1 paper cov,erl§ ~ ~
¢

G

10
5

SONGS
per dozen. , ..••...• ., , .

JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPTmT
HIS PR0G]1;NITOlh
(By I,ucy Smith.)
Muslin binding, 312 pages . . . . . . , ...
Leather binuing ..•...••...•..••.•... , ....•.

00

40

HESPERIS.
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Muslin, 202
VOICE OF W AHNING.
Instruction to all
on the Dcdrine
History of
Day V{Grk
In paper covers., 10 cts. each, per dozen ....... .
Limp muslin covers ... , .. , ......... .

25
l()

JOSEPH 'l'Hl'i SEER..
His Prophetic Mission
Divine
of thG Book of
LJ'""'"'"'''·' and Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages....................... 35
Muslin binding .............................. 50
·This is a reply
Elder W.
Blair to
liam Sheldon of the
Ad vent Society,
important work to be in the hands of the
the ell urch; and it is a most excellent one to be
lated both in the church and. among thnAe
abounding in proots never
in d·3fOHse
of .Joseph Smith and the

65
76

40
75
40

15
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SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather.
.1
Muslin boards . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. eB.ch, per dozen . . . . . . .
Question Books for Primary ClaBseso
Limp muslin, 15 cts. each, per dozen ..
o • • • • • • o . . . . . . . . . . . . . o. o

o
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•

•
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•
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40
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50
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SABBATH SCHOOI, SUPPI,IES.
School Engineer and Record Book ........
50
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for l5c., 1,000 fer. . 00
Prompt Attendance 'J'ickets ... o. • • • • •
prico.
Fancy Cards, package of 50, 5
large . . . . . 75
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per
50
0

40

dozen..

•

FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages ......•............
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the
Christ to
the world is now
J\1
eutt affirms
Bible teaches
Literal l~E,surn:>CJ·
tion of the body from the grave."
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COMPLETE SET OF TRACTS.

Bo11nd in Limp Jl.I:Ulllm, tll'ned in . • . • . • • •. .. .
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H
"l'IEARKEN TO TRill Wm:m oF THE LoRn:

HE SHALT... HAVE

NoNE.n-Pag~

FOR THERE SHALL No·~ ANY MAN AMoNG You HAVE SAVE !T

BE

ONE Wrii'E: AlW CoNCUBINES

116, Book ofMormon 1 chap. 2, par. 6.

"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE 0Nro WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CasE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

December 28, 1889,

-'Nhol.e No. 866

of these efforts no one, Brignow or herenot seek to
erring ones out of their
in due season and
impending wrath and
when the Brighamites shut
the pleadings, warnings
efforts of the Reorganized
leaders and many of their
refusing· them, 1t remained
virtue there was in remeasures directed
of civil law and
the ministers of justice for our
leaders can blame
and last, for the shame
which has come and is coming

THAT

IN

HERALD for

~s too late for the present leaders to
back on the teachings of Brigham
and his follows an:! claim that such
and
"the opinions" of
doctrine and faith
and
to prove it by
Book of Mormon and

It

No. 52.

character, and people.
this:

Saint Paul said of

"Now the Spirit speaketh expressly, that 'n
the latter times some shall depart from the faith,
giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of
devils; speaking lies in hypocrisy; having their
conscience Eeared as with a hot iron; forbidding
to marry, and commanding to abstain from
meats, which God hath created to be recdved
with thanksgiving of them which believe and
know the truth."-r Tim. 4: r-3,

This prophecy teaches, r, that this important pn~diction was g·iven "expressly"
for the benefit of the Saints; and z, that
it would have its fulfilment "iri the latter
times;" and, 3, that only "some" (not all
the Saints), "shall depart from the faith;"
and, 4, that this departure would be effected because this "some" would give "heed
to seducing spirits," and to the craftiest,
most deceotive and abominable forms of
Satanic d~lusion, viz., "doctrines of devils,"
which are in fact and workingdirectly opposed to Christ and his redemptive work;
and, 5• that those thus deluded would be
marked by their "speaking lies in hypocrisy;" (that is "assuming a false appearance
c;f piety and virtue;" "concealment of
ones real character or motives;" feiu ning;
intentional deception, etc., etc.); and, 6, as
a consequence of their deludon and deceptiveness, "having their conscience [their
moral sense of right and wrong] seared as
with a hot iron;" and, 7, "forbidding to
marry" according to the legal, common,
proper customs as set forth in the accredited
"faith" and word of God]; and, 8, "commanding to abstain from meats."
Now, the Saints are the only ones
among whom this apostasy could ,occur in
these "latter times" for the very good
reason that they alone have accepted "the
faith" of the gooc.pel in its fulness, and therefore only they could "depart from the
faith." \,Y e repeat it, that only L·atter
Day Saints could fulfil this prophecy of
Saint P au!. And to this we add that those
called to be Saints in these "latter times"
have fulfilled it exeactly, for some of them,
in the different factions, have done precisely what is set forth in the prediction;
and it is manifest that spirit-power, of the
Satanic kind, has inspired, corrupted,
hlinded, hardened and misled the predicted
"some," so that Brigbamites and others
have made the "abominable" doctrine of
olual marriae:e a virtue and a means of
~alvation and' exaltation; made Adam or
some other creature to be the God and
"the only God" they should serve; made
their religious systems to combine both
civil and religious powers and prerogatives,
thereby causing ,conflicts hehveen themselves and the laws of the land; and one
(if not more), of the apostate factiom,

r

men of
long
to burst upon
to its ovc:rthrow and
to be instant in season
the ears End hearts of
and
them out of

good.

<~nd for the &alvation
humble Saints. He has
his servants, anciently
latter day aposwill patiently examine
the sacred hooks of the church will find
no difficulty in locating it both as to time,
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namely Baneemyism, commanded "to abstain from meats.''
None of the various sects of Christendom in these "latter times," nor all of
them combined, have fulfilled this notable
and very important
of Paul;
but "some" who have
from "the
faith" delivered to the
Latter Day
Saints, as contained in their sacred books
during the life-time of Joseph the Seer,
have fulfilled it. They could fulfil it;
but the sects could not. And all who
claim to be Saints should see if they are
in this apostacy or not. Is is a certain
fact, that a great division and numerous
subdivisions have occurred among Latter
Day Saints, and that, too, in respect toessential, fundamental doctrines; and herein
is conclusive evidence that Paul was correct when he prophesied that "some shall
depart from the faith," etc., etc. V\lho
are they w bo have departed from the
originaf, authorized "faith" as set forth in
the accepted, authentic books and records
of the church prior to the death of Joseph
the Seer and the division and scattering
of the Saints! Br~ honest. Be just.
Examine yourselves; see if you are in
"the faith" or not. Don't delav this selfexamination, for
very "much depends on where you are in this matter. It
is not at all surprising that God has foreshown both the fact and the character of
the g-reat latter dav
and it~ consequent divisions. But it would be very
surprising if he had not done so, and that,
too, in great plainness. Paul, in 2 Thessalonians 2: 1-12, foretells "ihe working of
Satan with all power, and signs, and lying
wonders, and with Hll deceivableness of
unrighteousness in them that perish," and
&ays it will affect a certain class "because
they received not the love of the truth"
["Thy word is truth"-Tesus in John 17:
17]. This event, as the contexts show,
relates to affairs just prior to "the coming
of our Lord Jesus Christ," (verse 1), and
applies primarily to a certain evil class
among the Saints, as well as to others,
who will resist and reject "the truth."
And of. these it is s::~d (in verse I I) that,
"because they received not the love of the
truth that they
be saved" by it,
"God shall send
strong delusion,
that they should believt, lie, that
all
might be damned who belived
the
truth, but had
in unrighteousness." -verse I 2.
Paul calls this "working of Satan"
("man of sin," "the son of perdition"),
"the mystery of iniquity." How perfectly this harmonizes with what we have already seen of Paul's prediction in r Timothy 4: 1-3? And Joseph the Seer tells
us "the man of sin" is Satan, and that
when the high priesthood, in its higher
offices was conferred, in Kirtland, June
6th, 1831, "the man of sin was revealed,
and the authority of the Melcbi~edec
priesthood
manifested."
Satan
here
sought and obtained great power over
some, as many have testified to the writer.
But the "choice seer" detected Satan's
wiles, exposed his "working," and, by
faith rebuked and cast him out in the
presence of many witnesses. In view of

to usurp the
invade
which thev, as
authority under
and causing
and manner,
dium) the
the author of
arrogance,
ful claims or methods; but Satan
that is one ,of the distinctive features
with
the
2 Tim. 3: r-9 he
very particular text:
••For of this sort are
into houses [as vias done
Nauvoo, and
who
tha.t women could not be saved and exalted
through plural
stances te2,ching wives
were not of the

to
quite evident
direct and
tha• the
which
unto all men,"
shall proceed no
'vVhile it
"folly" and
began to "be
gree prior !o
army entered

'
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S' HERALD.
Joseph Smith, which we clip from the
Salt Lake Evening Times of the
inst., is but one of a host of t :fforts made
in that direction in the pa;.,t, and is a striking and comforting proof that tLe prediction is having a most literal and notable
fulfillment. 'Read the article carefully and
profit by what it teaches:
LS POLYGAMY PRODUCTIVE OF GOOD

RESULTS?

One of the chief claims urged in defense
of the practice ofplural marriage in Utah
is that under a provision of the Constitution Congress is restricted from prescribing a form of religion and from proscribing any person for exercising the right of
conscience and the worship of God so long·
as i1e does not interfere with the rights of
others in the exercise of that right to worship.
In order that no inquirer may be
misled, as some claim that there is a distinctive difference between polygamy and
plural or celestial marriage, the identity
of what is compL<ined of in Utah is determined by tbe statement of Apostle and
Associate Historian Franklin D. Richards,
whd', in a chapter of history on Utah Mormonism, furn:shed last year for George J.
Hag-er's work " What the World Believes,
the .False and' the True," calls it" Mormon
polygamy," though insisting that they
prefer that it should be called celestial or
plural marriage.
Thos who have occasion to studv Mormonism from the outside, whether as a
neophyte seeking light and knowledge
with a view to unite with its fortunes and
faith, or to. measure it with the claims of
other .·faiths, is entitled to examine the
faith, doctrines and practices as the same
are presented )n the teachings, precepts
and examples:ot the chief disciples.
is
but natural to look to these as the proper
exponents of the system. And, though it
may be true that the bad acts of a man do
not necessarily <;lisprove the divinity of
religious precepts or his good. acts prove
the divine nature of his assumed mission,
there is a sort of justice in the adage "Actions speak lo1.1der than words."
The United States census shows that in
r85o the pop,ulation of Utah numbered
n,38o; in 186oit had increased to 40,273;
in 1870, 86,786, and in r88c to 143.963.
Of the nurnberg thus given the excess
of the males over the females i;; given in
r87o as wo. to 96.7,
in r88o roo to
~~~~
.
The numbers in r88o were as folfows:
Males 74,509; females, 69454; excess of
males, 5,055·
The consideration of these num hers. will
show that in Utah, where it is claimed
that the right of men exists by reason. of
religious belief to 'marry more than one
wife, the sexes are nearly equal in number,
the exc~ss bei:ng· in favor of the men .. If
the rig-ht to marry inures to man by virtue
of creati~n, the same right extends to woman for. the same reason. The equality
in numbers argues this.· It follows that if
one man i~ privileged to marry more tba~
on.e woman at the same time, ali other men
should be permitted the same privileg-e.
.

men of every one hundred in the "Only those considered worthy were permarry each two wives and all mitted to engage in it." So states Aposhundred wom.en marry, including tle Franklin D. Richards. ("What the
who are mated with the ten, World Believe~." p. 6o4).
The power to determine who was and
there are necessarilv ten of that one hundred men who are" wifeless, deprived of who was not worthy is vested in local
the
to marry by the ten .,.Yho have authorities, endorsed by the ;;eneral
Apostle Richards
more than their proportionate . number. church authorities.
Each man who marries more than one states: "•Celestial Marriage,' as the pluwoman commits a wrong; con~tructively, ral system is called, is only for persons of
against some other man, one or more. To elevated character, recommended by the
illustrate this: In a household of forty local and endorsed by the general church
persons there is placed. a basket containing autnorities."
This statement gives the inquirer to
a corresponding number of oranges, one
for each member of the familv; if each understand that the power to dictate who
member is contented to take frO'm the bas- was worthy, possessed of that elevation of
ket the one portion of fruit provided for character to entitle him to marry more
him, all wtll share equally, as the giver than his created half of mortality-to take
more wives than one-was vested in Utah
designed; should any one usurp the privilege to take from the basket more than in President B. Young during his lifethe one evidently his by design, he does so time; after his death in President John
to the injury, direct or constructive, of Taylor, and now in President Wilford
some other equally entitled to receive as W oodru:ff. That these men were the
ones who might reward worth, estimated
himself.
Some who defend plural marriage assert by themselves, with wife or wives accordthat there is a great excess of women folks ing to the merit of the receiver, and within the world and that the principle provid- hold fi-om others a similar n.eed of reward
ing for polygamy was intended to operate because of unworthiness. All that need
to the benefit of this excess-as for in- be said of such a power is, that it could not
stance, say they, in Massachusetts, Con- fail to work perniciously, and the history
necticut, Rhode Island and others of the of Utah will furnish ample proof of this.
mar,ufacturing States there are great num- That worthy men, as worth went, mav
bers of women who, under the monogamic have accepted authoritative clemency and
institutions of the . State, are deprived of enjoyed the peculiar reward may be adtheir God-given right of wifehood and mitted; but who will care to assert that
motherhood, and that plural marriage is no unworthy me.n received those marks o.f
designed to remedy this grave wrong. favor?
One of the results which grew out of
This statement .and the argument, if it
were not absurd, would be ridiculous for the equality of numbers betweenthe sexes
was an almost total diHegard of the rules
this reaso~: The excess of women is in
States where the. logic of Mormonism of the Mosaic law, which the teachers of
does not obtain. If disparity .of numbers plural marriage affirm made provision for
is good as an argument it should bold polygamy. The teaching of the wise
where plural marriage is claimed as a right. i:nan was to get "wisdom." "With all thy
Using the census of r88o as an illustr}]tion, getting get uni:lerstanding" was his counthe following is seen: Males, 25.r:;r8,8zo; sel to his son. This teaching was apparfemales, 24,636 963; total, so, I 55,783, with ently travestied in Utah by quite a differan excess of mr.les of 881,8)7· Ho.w these ent formula. "Get wives, brethren.
are divided in the several States and Ter- With all your .getting get mere wives."
In attempting to follow this counsel a
ritories does .not matter for the purpose
of this article unless the census of Utah species of panic to marry seized many,
should reverse the figures, which is not and mother and daughter or daughters,
the case.
aunt an.d niece or nieces, and two or more
There were in Utah in 188o, between sisters, 'Were taken to the altar and borne
the ages of I 5 and 29 years: M a lei', I 9.367; away triumphantly as wives. MiddJefern ales, I 1:>,315, showing a difference of aged and aged men divided the claims of
r,osz more men than women of these pos- vounger men and arrogilted to themselves
sible marriageable ages. The logic of the superior right to make wiye~ of marthese numbers .is incontrovertible. If the riageable young women because of a
excess of marriageable wornen in Massa, higher priesthood, and even immature
chu;;etts, Connecticut and Rhode Island is girlhood was immolated upon the altar of
an argument in favor of polygamy in the desires; ofthese hoary-headed men to
those States, then the excess of marriage- '~enlar.ie'' their earthly and eelesti2l kingable men in Utah, Idaho and Montana is dom. Nor were alh)f them ovt;':t;-careful
an equally strong argument in favor of in selecting wives, and wom.~n ofimpaired
polyandry; more wives than one for the and weakened bodiel' and br~in were
man in thos~ Stat(!$, more husban.ds than
added to the household number.! To me
one for the woman in the Territories the trite saying of a good si~te.r, Hthe
named. Will polygamistsacceptthis idea? elders seemed to be more anxious for
To avoid the inevitable conclusion quantity than for quality."
whiCh th.e consideration of the equal or .. Nor was this all. Womenwh'o. had benear]y equal nurpbers of the sexes .forces cot11e wi.ves a~d mothers in the days when
upon the enquirer, those who are the ad- no. such dogma as plural marriage was
ii.Ocates of plural marriage assume that it known tO them or taught in trye cl;JUrch
is a privilege.....;.a sort of re'Nard of merit which they joined, and in whose ritual of
whi<;h God grants to the most worthy;
things "lovely arid, of good report", virtue,
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and marital fidelity 1n wedlock meant one
husband and one wifeonly in the circle of
love and home and heavenl were taught, ·
and coaxed, and wheedled,'lmd threatened,
and tormented, and vexed, and finally co~rced int.o sacrificing their sense of personal purity and possessory right unto
consenting that husbands, to whom they
had been married in love and to whom
they had yielded life-long- devotion and
wifely duty; husbands who had sworn before God and in the presence of earthly
witnesses to cleave unto them and to them
alone, should take to their bosoms other
women to serve them as wives. And if
any wife unable to so make sacrifice of
herself refused consent, her husband, her
lord, her "savior," VI bose celestial ex~ltation
depended upon his marrying other than
herself, set her consent aside, crucified her
and put her to an open shame by marrying one or_ more, 11s his desire demanded
and opportunity offered; while she was
neglected and ignored, her successor and
rival was favored, petted and caressed, to
be in turn set aside if caprice and opportunity served. There are too many '.Vives
now living· in Utah and elsewhere whose
names are known, and whose testimonies
may be bad, whose lives have been blighted in the way n:1med above for it to be
successfully denied or its influence to be
ignored in the settlement of this vexing
question. In addition to this the wife,
though fulsomely styled "a queen," was
by legislative enactment deprived of her
right of dower, and the property, in the
accumul~tion of which she had borne her
share of toil and care, was left to the disposal of the husband, suhject to the same
influence that had already deprived the
wife of her sole right to husband and
home.
Such a moral condition of things could
not fail to produce heart burnings, bitterness of feeling and unhappiness.
The
wail of it was beard years ago, when a
leading elder stated publicly that "the
first wives would break the chain cable
of the church if they could." It was the
revolt of womanly conviction against the
prevailing treachery toward them, that
caused these wives to so speak and so
act that the then presiding officer stated
that he would given them "two weeks in
which to make up their minds to round up
their shoulders" to accept polyg:1.mic praccices, "first wives and all."
There are
now in Utah wives-not a few-who by
dint of persistent rebellion
the
dogma under which women
been
enslaved have been able to
their
husbands out of the meshes of plural
marriage, but it has been at the expense
of entreaty, tears, ang-ui~h of mino and
pain of heart, and in instances of fierce
and indignant remonstrance;
indeed,
there are some 'Wives who, after all had
failed to save themselves and children
from the dreaded degradation, have yielded m despair and never smiled more.
Here and there 0:1e has refused either to
yield or be crushed, and web have gone
out from, to them, dishonored homes unregarded ;md uncared
preferring to
bear the burden of life alone than to

share the common
ter and food with those
her of life's better
peace. Children of first
are found in whom
fathers is dead. Sharing
in her misery, these children
up feeling "the isolation
them. The result in numerous instancn;
has been such that, not
lost to the church, but
turned away from the
fathers--not merely .from
practice which caused the
their home, but from all of
that if it were false and bad in
ture it must be in its
Another result not
plored and which i;.:;
and evil, and which
easily
source in the doctrine and
which plural marriage is
ease with which
rel;:tions are broken and new ones contrscted.
"Utah divorces" have
realm of proverbs. An
in Utah assurrd the writrr
State in the United
indeed <my-·
where, were the women so free to
irksome relations as in Utah.
This is not left to
tory of Utah furnishes
it; the Historian
~tates: "As there is no
that compels a
lations which
and a proper
necessarv on the
order to -retain her
fections."--" What
-p. 609.
Of the ceremony of celestial
the same man states that "the c•p,;·pvnnnu
se:~ling in
wife or a
same, and
for time and
upon the world to come, it
viewed as a mark of
red privilege to be
with what was
of Patriarch~ I
the "blessings of
cob."
Putting this
readily seen
tions are easy
which binds
husband is as

or

which the latter is

others; and for these
receive the condemnation
and the decided
who believe that

a

the obligation, are
the first. wife as in the ca~e
wife. If there is no rule or
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pacities and p.owers of his soul be so enlarged, purified, and
that he can
read and
all the works
Maker-their
and their
David
saw the
Spirit,
all the
righteous soul would be
for he Sa.ys:
"As for me, I will behold thy face in righteousness; I shall be satisfied, when I awake in
thy likeness."-Ps. I7: 15.

And so,
it will be with all
who attain unto the resurrection of the
just-they will "be satisfied"
they "awake" in the "iikene:os"
Lord and Savior.
THE GLORY.

The glory of the
Saints will
ihe the glory of ChriQt--and his
'that of his Father. vVhen we now
·of the glory of the
lheavenly
ledge, splendor,
will distinguish their
presence, Ezekiel
God as follows:
"From the appearance of his loins ·even upward, and from the appearance of his loins even
down ward, I saw as it were the appearance. of
fire, and it had brighrriess round about, As the
ap.pearance of the bow that is in the cloud in the
day of rain, so was the appearance of the
brightness round about. This was the appearance of the likeness of the glory of God.''-Ezek.

27, zS.
John the Revelator says he saw the
throne in heaven, and him
sat on
and gives the following description of his
personal glory=.
I:

ance.
Lord

He wrestled in prayer before the
he says:

sav,r a plllar of light exactly over my head,
above the brightness of the sun, which descended
gradually until Jt fell upon me. . .. When the
light re"ted upon me I saw two personages,
whose brightness and glory defy all description,
standing above me in the air. One of them spake
unto me, calling me by name, and said, pointing
to the other, This is my beloved Son, hear him."

-.Mill. Star, 14: 2.

He also says
in the month of J anu1836, he, in vision, saw the Father
the Son, and the glory of the celestial
«The heavens were opened unto us, and I beheld the celestial kingdom of God, and the glory
thereof, whether in the body or out of the body
I can not tell. I saw the transcendent beauty
of the gate through which the heirs of that
kingdom will enter, which . was like unto circling flames of fire; also the blazing throne of·
God, whereon was seated the Father and the Son.
I saw the beautiful streets of that kingdom,
which had the appearance of being paved with
gold.'"--IJfill Star, I 5: 6zo.

In

following, both Joseph and
a vision of our Savior in the
in which is vividly portrayed his
personal appearance. Of this he

the afternoon I assisted the other presidents
in distributing the elements of the Lord's supper
to the church, receiving them from the Twelve,
whose privilege it was to officiate in. the sacred
this day.
"After having performed this service to my
brethren, I retired 'to the pulpit, the vails· being
dropped, and bowed myself with Oliver Cowdery,
ln solemn and silent prayer. After rising from
prayer, the following vision was opened to both
of us: The vail was taken from our minds, and
the
of our understanding opened ..We saw
the
standing upon the breastwork ot the
pulpit, before us, and under his feet was a paved
work of pure gold, ii1 color like amber. His eyes
were as a flame of fire, the hair of his head was
white like the pure snow, his countenance shone
above the brightness of the sun, and his voice
was lJ;S the sound of the rushing of great waters."-Ibid, p. 729.

In all the foregoing passages the
wonderful glory of God and of Christ is
to us in a striking manner.
at times, dothed
John the Revelator says:
"And I saw another mighty angel come down
from ):leaven, clothed with .a cloud, [probably of
and a rainbow was upon his.head, and his
~he sun, and his feet as

the resurrection from the dead, neither marry
nor are given in marriage, Neither can they die
any more: for they are equal unto the angels/ and
are the children of God, being the children of
the resurrection."-Luke 20:35, 36.

Joseph the Martyr says:
"And thus we saw the glory of the celestial,
which excels in all things; where God, even the
Father, reigns upon his throne, forever, and ever,
before whose throne all things bow in humble
reverence and give him glory forever and ever.
They who dwell in his presence are the church
of the first-born; and they see as they are seen,
and know as they are known, having received of
his fulness and of his grace; and he makes them
_equal in power, and in might, and in dominion."
-D. C. 76:7.
"And tlzen [after Christ comes] shall the angels
be crowned with the glory of his might, and the
13aints shall be filled with his glory, and receive
their inheritance and be made equal with him."-

D. C. 85:33.

Dear reader, have you a well founded
hope of attaining unto this, the glory of
angels, of Christ, and of the Father!
If vou have been "baotized into Christ"
and ire living in the Spirit and walking in
the Spirit, then you may have that hope,
and also the "earnest" of that blessed inherItance.
THE HAPPINESS OF THE SAINTS IN
THE RESURRECTION.

We may readily conclude that the joys
of the resurrected saints would be quite indescribable, for "eye hath not seen nor ear
heard, nor hath it entered into the heart
of man the things that God hath prepared
for them that love him." Wheh we consider the dominion, the power, the enlarged capacity of mind, and the. wondrous
glory the saints are to possess, we must
think that their joys will be ineffable,--their
happiness above measure. Their position
will demand that all their mental faculties,
including their senses, be infinitely enlarg-ed, intensified, refined, and exalted.
Some seem to think the saved will not
need. to use the senses in their future
state. Thev hold that such an idea lessens
and degrades the excellency of heavenly
joys; and yet they faH to bring one good
argument to sustain their objection. Their
objection is neither sensible nor scriptural.
What can m.en or angels know, or how
c;an they enjoy, except through the exercise of the senses in connection. with the
mind?
·
The senses are the 'avenues, the means
through .which joy or sorrow, pain or
pleasure, grief or gladness, is received by
the person~ The Scriptures giv'e account
of no other means,-:-our minds, can conceive of no other,-hence we are not justifi~d in loo}dng for any other, either here
or iu the world to come. The Holy
Spirit, "which isthe power of th13world to.
come," the first fruits of which,-a mere
foretaste of which
obtain in this life,strengthens, purifies, and capacitates the
senses, bpt it doe,s not supersede nor s(')t
them aside. It enlarges, e:lj:alts,. guides,
instructs, and qualifies the n;tind, but does
n.ot suspend its offke or prevent its actiop.

~·They• who ~hall be ~c?£>unted worthy t~,
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attain to that world, through resurrection
from the dead, .
are equal unto the
angels." Angc·ls eat, and angels drink.
Abraham entertained them at one t.ime on
"butter and milk, and the calf which he
had dressed," as also with the "cakes upon
the hearth," which Sarah did bake. (Gen.
18: r-7.) "Man did eat angels' food."-

Pe. 78:25.
"Be not forgetful to entertain strangers; for
some have thereby entertained angels unawares."--Heb. 13: 12.

To entertain strangers in

the sense
alluded to here, one would have, no doubt,
to gi,;e them both food and drink.
After Jesus was raised from the dead,
He both ate and drank. Peter says:
''U8, who did eat and drink with him after he
rose from the deacL"-Acts ro:41.

smelling, hearing, seeing and
will, in their purified, and exalted statc;,
exercised with substantial,
pleasures?
It is inevitable;
sense, t~1e common
of
well as the scriptures, go to show
must be so. God has createrl man
ultimately and entirely
must be obtained in that
dained of God; and m"ln
happiness only by his own
disobedience.

suffered the loss of all things, and do
I may win Christ,
and be found in hi:rr) not having mine o·wn
righteousness, which ls of the law, but that
which is through the faith of Christ, the righteousness which is of God by faith: that l may
know him, and the power of his resurrection,
and the f(:l10\vship of
sufterings~ being made
conformable unto his death; if by any means I
might attain unto the resurrection of the just."Phil. 3: 7-I I.

His

THE HOPE

was
If that

The hope of the resurrection has
been the chief hope of God's
cept when they hnve
wandered away into
ness. All to whom
and salvation

Immediately after his res'urrection He
appeared to his disciples, and
attain salthis he reasons
then
the folinrctruction and comfort:

"He showed them his hands and his feet. And
while they yet wondered and believed not for
joy, he said unto them, have ye here any meat?
And they gave him a piece of a broiled fish, and
a honey comb.
And he took it and did eat be~
fore them."-Luke 24: 39-4-2.

If Jesus after his resurrection did eat,
and angels did eat, ancl drink, and the
saints become ''like them," then they will
eat and (lrink also. This view of the matter is both rensonahle flnd Scl"intural, and
must he the hope of every e~lightened
child of God.
We read that angels and the ~anctified
in heaven sing:
"And they sung a new song. ss.ylng, Thou art
worthy to take the book and to open the seals
thereof: for thou wast slain, and hast redeemed
us to God by thy blood out of every kindred, and
tongue, and people, and nation."-Rev. 5: 9·
"And I looked, and lo! a Lamb stood on the
mount Sion, and with him an hundred forty and
four thousand. having his FathE'r's name written
in their foreheads. And I heard a voice from
heaven, as the voice of manv waters, and as the
voice of a great thunder: and I heard the voice
of harpers harping with their harps: and they
sung as it were a new song before the throne,
and before the four beasts, and the elders: a·nd
no man could learn that song but the hundred
and forty and four thous>tnd, which were redeemed from the earth."-Ibid, 14:1-3.
"And I saw as it were a sea of glass mingled
with fire: and them that had gotten the victory
over the beast, and over his image, and over his
mark, and over the number of his name, stand
on the sea of glass, having the harps of God.
And they sing the song of Moses the servant of
God, and the song of the Lamb, saying, Great
and marvelous are thy works, Lord God Almighty; just and true are thy ways. thou King
of saints. Who shall not fear thee, 0 Lend, and
glorify thy name? for thou only art holy: £or all
nations shall come and worc,hip before thcce, for
thy judgments are made manifest."--Ibid, rs:

you

"Moreover, brethren, I declare unto you
gospel ·which I preached unto you 1 •Nhich aiso ye
have received 1 and wherein ye stand; by Vlthkh
also ye are saved, if ye keep in memory what
preached unto yon, unless ye have believed in
vain, For I delivered unto you first of all, that
which I also received, how that Christ died for
our sins according to the scriptures; and that he
was burled, and that he rose again the third day
according to the scriptures.~' "And, the
not say unto the hand, I have no need
nor again the head to the feet, I have
of you."

not have
to be ig'1orant,
brethren, concerning them 'Nhich are asleep, that
ye sorro>,v not, even as others ·which have no
h.ope. For H we believe that Jesus died and rose
a_gainj even so them also verhich sleep in Jesus
will God bring with him. For this we say unto
you by the word of
Lord, that we which are
alive and ren1ain u-nto tlie corrdng
the I.~ord
shall not prevent them "hich are aslee.p. For
the Lord himself shaH descend from heaven
with a shout, with the voice of the archangel,
and with the trump of God: and the dead in
Christ shaH rise first: then we which are alive
and remain shall be
up together wlth
them in the clouds, to
the Lord in the air:
and so shall we ever be with the Lord. 'Wherefore, comfort one another with these words."-!
Thess. 4: 13-18.

The

He further says:
"I protest rdeclare] unto you the resurrection
of the dead; and this is mv rejoicing which I
have in Christ Jesus my Lord daily,
I
die. If after the manner of men I have fought
-vv~ith beasts at EpheBus, what advantageth
if the dead rise not? let us eat and drink
morrow we die."-r Cor. rs: 3I, 32.

Bv this we learn
was- his chief
the

2-+·
If the sPn<;e of taste is to be gratified
with food and drink, and the srnse of
hearing gratified and delighted with elfc!rifying- strains of heavenly music,-tnm~
p0rting, rapturous music, such as morhds
never hear,-may we not, nay, must we
no~ conclude, the1t all the senses,-tasting,

sus m
chBnge
vears'

cnme after the
Hence he says:

"But '!.vhat things were gain to n:1r~
counted loss for Christ. Yea doubtless, and
count all things hut loss for the excellency of the
knovdedge of Christ Jesus my .Lord
·whom

sam.e
receive the sar:ne rev<rards
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when the hand of time lifted the curtain and the
year which is now old and departing, came in its
young strength and unsullied beauty to greet
us?
As we say farewell to the old year and turn to
'Nelcome the new, what is it that moves us to
sadness or joy in the past, or expectation in the
HOME AGAIN.
future? Both are powers of the mind, but to us
PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH
home
one seems infinitely greater than
on
the 19th
vlell, the power
the
power
of
the
other. The one is hope, the
and in the enjoyment of
and
spirits. He left
over a year ago other memory.
There is always hope in the future, and inspir(December 6th, r888) for San
California, and remained-for some months ed by hope we labor for the attainment of that
laboring in southern California. Thence which we most earnestly desire. If that labor
he went to northern
where he has been for a righteous cause, i.f we have "folalso labored, but was considerably hinder- lowed right because it was right, in scorn of coned in both those localities
unusually stqucnce," then can we calmly, gladly bid the
departing year farewell, even though he has
stormy, forbidding
he proceeded to Utah where be wa'l assist- brought only apparent defeat and we live on
ed by Bro. R.
Anthony and others in "hope deferred;" for we have made of Memory a
his labors in that
also in Idaho. joy forever. Let the years hasten on with their
In Utah, as elsewhere,
record, whlle clouds obscure our horizon and the
was treated courteously
was
a v\>aves roll mou..ntain high. Let the bitter blasts
fair hearing. Some additions were made howl and darkness enshroud us as with a pall;
to the church, and
there are in- let every ray of sun-light be obscured and from
vestigating. What the
result of his , our hearts well up the bitter cry, "Why hast thou
efforts will be remains to be seen, but there forsaken us?" there dwells within the soul a
is no
but what
will be for light no night of darkness can dim; a joy no
rolling wave can quench, and an abiding faith
unshaken by the war and crash,-the seeming
wreck and ruin scattered far and near upon the
shore of time! Not I, not you, my fellow toiler
upon life's rugged way, shall be held responsible
for the result, but "He who spake and there was
! A y~:'ar oJ tim(~!
light"

your powers and faculties
enlarged, and exalted, so as to receive a ful-.
ness with the Father, and the Son? If
you
then humbly follow Christ; He
is "the resurrection and the life."

J.

pomp of rise und shut of day,
hiles wherewith our North err: cEme
Makes Autumn's dropping woodlands gay,
What. songs ofl;lrooks and birds, what fruits and fiowers,
Green woods and moonlit snows, have in its round
been ours."

THE NEW YEAR.
ONCE more the dial on the worn and
battered face of old Time, 'points to the meeting
of the old and the, new year. The new to abide,
the old to depart forever. Forever! what a
eolet~nrr feeling of reveren~e and awe comes over
us as we look upon his worn face
that we
shall see it nevermore-nevermore! Is not the
thought a mistaken one? Shall we never meet
these faded, vani<>hed years again? S.urely we
shall meet them'in the great eternity of God, and
before the throne of his power stand face to face
with the record we have made,

"Rtch gift of God l A year of time!
H~s it indeed been dch in. its garnered treasuresto£ faith, .hope, love, .joy and
its t~J4mphs over self, .ip its
tery;and its vi;;tbry too, even
ma,ins to chropicle that victory but
and ~efeat? . Dowe stand at its
wreck an.d ruin of •all the

"The man who knows his cause is just
Is armed with forces strong as steel.
No fear disturbs his perfect trust
Or cools the ardor of his zeal.
"His faith is fixed in living faws,
That move the centuries along,
And plant the triumph of a cause
Upon the right and not the strong.

PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYERS,

Sr. Rachel Evans, of Sullivan, Missouri,
ash your faith and prayers, that if it be God's
will he will restore her si,ter to her reason. She
is now in the asylum at Fulton.
Sr. L. E. Fuller,. Escanaba, Michigan, requests your prayers for Sr. Swinson, that If it is
God's will she may be healed. She is not in the
church, but is a suffering child of the Father and
has ·faith enough to ask you to pray for her.
May God inspire your souls with his owri pitying
love for all his suffering children.
Bro. Stephen Huntley,. of Newark, Dakota,
asks your prayers that God may be pleased to
restore him to health.
Sr. Kate .McGee, of Potter Valley, California,
requests the faith and prayers of the Union that
if it be God's will she may be restored to health.
"I wish the prayers of the Prayer Union in behaif of Bro. W. N. Joiner, of Bandera, Texas. He
is afflicted with a cancer on the face. That he
may be healed or find gl-ace to bear the affliction,
and also for his companion, that she may have
courage to obey the gospel, she being already
convinced.
Your brother in Christ,
"0. D. JOHNSON."
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Dec.

12,

Amount received to date ...... $z,r8s
Sr. Mary Clements, Mo.$r rs
Br. Chas. Curtis, Utah .. ·3 oo
Sr. Mary Birk, Dak ...... 5 oo
Sr. Martha Young, Iowa. r oo
Sr. Ruby M. Thompson,
Oregon .. - •..•.. , . - - ; . S oo
Sr. Mary C. Hart, Iowa .. r
Sr. Lydia Clark, Mich... 7S
Sr. Nellie ]. McCully,
Washington .•. -. . • . . . . ro
Sr. Julia A. Smith, Mich. I oo
Sr. Jennie E. Knight, Ia.. so
Sr. Catharine Lloyd, Mo.
Sr. Lucy A. Norton, Me. so
Sr. Millard, Nev ........ _I oo
Sr. Reidler, Nev......... r oo
Sr. E.C Hillman & family,
Nebraska .•..... _..... I 19
Oscoda Saints, Mich, ...• 2 24
Sr. N. M. Bickford, Ill... 25
Br. I. A. Roberts, Mo ... , S oo
Br. Lars Polsen, MO..... r oo
Sr .. E. Lourie, Cal. ... _•.. I oo
Sr. E. Burr, Mich .. , •... , 7S

12

os

so

"He may be jeered and mocked of men,
And all his words mav seem to wait;
The Truth be crucified again,
Between the forins of lust and hate.

"But iu his eye no tear appears;
He leans on One to whom: alway
A day is as a thonsatJd years,
A thousand years are as a day."

Before us is opening a new page of the great
volume of t.ime. Shall we. make of memory a
friehd'-a joy for the years to come? Let us
write upon her imperishable tablets only true and
worthy acts, acts which are the outgrowth .of
pure and worthy motives, a1ld . when we ha.ve
done this let. us like the captive Hebrews say,
i•We ar.e not careful tp answer this in the matter,
for the God whom we serve.is able to deliver us
,· but if not-,-" ah, the grandeur of this
Godrlike trust, this s1:1blin;re indifference to the
result of doing right--"bt:~t if not, be it known
thee, 0 king, that we will . not serve thy
Better thy fiery furnace seven times
than this i~noble betrayal of the trust our
God bas reposed in us;
Saints of God, is.this the goal of our ambitkm,
this the plane we are strivJng to r~ach.? Do we
·know that before .the brightness of his trulb all
e\TOr must fall, all dross be consumed a1:1d love
of self
as .dew before•the•morning sun?
then should we love;. hold .to
cherish
ari y of these, though they flourit>l1 like a green
bay tr<:e
)nen b9w down to them .asth.ey
pass[ .Vi'hy shOf!ld we?

or
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Dec. I9, Amount to date .. _, •. , .. , . _ , $2-:2!8IO
m"".Send all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

TILBURY CENTER, Ont., Nov. r6tb.
Dear Sisters in Ckrist:--,Feeling the C:alm,
sweet influence. of the Spirit of the Master{ and
having been asken by quite a number of Saints
lately why ·r do not write to the Herald.· any
mor:e, :I feel like telling a part of the old. old
story of]esus and his love. .I have great cause
to rejoice in .this latter day work, for truly .the
Lord does bless me. I can testify to the,part
given by the Spi.rit in last week!s Herald where
it said : ••T Will bless you with. wisdom: and
~trengthen you and give you evidences of .my
tru.t.h.'.' Oh, yes; I have had.many eviden~es of
the truth of this work! And again where it says
that the pr~tyer of faith .of the humble, contrite
heart. shall be heard and answered~ Yes; .praise
God; -~hen I have b\"en st:'\nding' alqne feelir;g I
had not an earthly friend to give me one. pi~yin:g
look .or o~e. kin~ word. th~ r,:.ord !)as hc;lar9 t~e
prayer of: hi$ )lnwgrthy chilfl ;tnd deliverecl:me.
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weight had to be put on 11gain.
Ern. Garrett, Griffiths and Stracnan were here,
and after the administration I experienc,cd the
same relief, then got up and walked from my
room into the next without any bad :f:eeling in
either limb, and thank God that is the 1 as:: day I
have had to stay in bed since. 1 have continued
to gain ever since and have been doing all my
own work for about two months and enjoying
better health now than I have for years J:S:ro.
L. W. Powell was with us about two we eke. and
we enjoyed some gospel feasts.
He i;; highly
esteemed here and made many friends. He inducted one more soul into the kingdom, which
makes us ten in number here. There are othen'
waiting for the return of Bro. Lennard Scott,
whose return we are expecting every day. How
Satan, the old arch·enemy of truth, doe:o rage,
and all the more when he sees there i'o good to be
done. It is wonderful what be vvill pnt in the
minds of those who will. lend themselves to his
use.
But with all his cunning we find he overreaches himself. There are liPore enquiring
about the preaching now than ever and saying
they want to come. f hope and pray that the
little band here may all live worthy of the name
Saint, and my daily prayer is that may have of
His Spirit to guide me into all truth, that I may
be deemed worthy to live and reign with Christ
a thousand years.
Your sister in Christ,
CARRIE M. SHAFER.

Dear Saints, you who are wounded by the sting
of the retailer of scandal and are tried almost
beyond endurance, never forget or lose sight of
that best of friend's, Jesus, for as the Lord liveth
and if you put your trust in him he will never
leave you nor forsake you, and remember it is
those who have gone through great tribulation
who will be in the temple of God.
Bro. Scott said in last Herald: "Let us be careful that the arrow of scandal, or what other
arrow it may be, has not the barb of truth, then
be assured it will rebound into the accuser's face
and all will come right in God's own time." Let
us hold to our faith in meekness, gentleness and
longsufferin g. While I am writing the still
small voice of the Spirit is saying, "Ye saints of
God rejoice and be exceeding glad for great is
your reward."
Then, brothers and sisters, let us buckle on the
whole armor of righteousness and fight the battle of salvation right through to the end. Then
shall we hear the plaudit, "Well done, thou good
and faithful servant," and be rewarded according
to our works. Let us all remember each other
in our prayers, that God may help us to live llves
worthy of the name we have taken upon w;, and
that we may be worthy to enter into the marriage supper of the Lamb, is the desire of your
sister in bonds,
M. M. BROOKS.
P" S.-We had Bro. Leverton with us the last
week preaching, and we had the pleasure of having five baptized in our branch.
Bro" Leve~ton
endeared himself to us so much that we hated to
part with him. He is one of the few who try to
do as he would be done by.
M. M. B.

WARREN, Ohio, Nov. 17th.
Dear Herald:--I feel prompted to·night (as I
have been a number of times before) to write a
few lines to the Home Column" As I have been
so many times encouraged and cheered by the
letters, I shall feel doubly paid if my weak effort
shall help some of the weak ones if ever so little.
I can truly say that I rejoice in the latter day
work and I feel to thank God daily that he has
brought me to see this "marvelous work and a
wonder" and am prepared for one to say that I
know this work is of God.
I have been healed
by His power in answer to prayer and the administration. \¥ill try and give you a statement of the
facts. The latter part of last March I was taken
with a very serious trouble in my right knee. It
came on very suddenly with the most excruciating pain. It seemed I could not endure it. The
doctor was then coming to our house to see a
sick friend and we consulted him about it. He
said it was not rheumatism but a disease called
cinavitis. He said I had better go to bed and
keep it perfectly quiet for a week or two, which
I did, and at the end of two weeks it was no better and two weeks more went by still no better.
Then the doctor came and attached a seven
pound weight to my foot and told me I must
stay the'e until the swelling had gone and the
pain ceased" There I lay for nine long weeks,
and at the end of the ninth week it was no better
than at first.
I felt impressed that if I was administered to that it would get better. Bro. Garrett came and held preaching services at our
house" He administered and I was relieved, but
(doubting"Thomas like) I did not get up,
wondering if it would last. This was on Sunday,
and I had no pain until Mondav, when the

Victoria, I.~.us,,
Oetober 28th.
Dear Sisters of tlze Home Colmmz:-Another
year is near its close, and we begin to thlnk of
the relatives :md friends in foreign land;;, that
the kindly word and wish may reach them by
the Christmas tide.
Tho' hitherto, at this seMon ol' the year our
minds have turned to distant England only, as
the home of those dear to us, we nove ''"ish" to
waft a greeting to the land with which is associated the happiest experiences of our ilfe, which
have come to us through obedience to I he gospel as restored in its purity and fulness upon
that land.
As each mail arrives and we receive so much
that is comforting, instructive and ht>lpfu!" from
the sisters of the "Column," our heart fi11s with
love and gratitude for the encouragemer,t and
press on towards the mark for
prize of the
high calling of God. It is with a thankfu' heart
that we offer all of the Column our <;varmes!, sincerest wishes for a joyful hapoy Christmas and
a glad New Year.
'While thinking of Christmas and its
the thought comes that of all people the Latter
Day Saints should look most gl2tdly forward to
that time, it being lhdr blessed pdvileg<O to be
in the enjoyment of the restoration of thn gospel, heralded by the angelic messenger"
the"
occasion 1,vhich vve celebrate "0:itb
proclarnation of "Peace on earth- good vdl! jo men."
And while this high privilege is ours, ought we
not to be very careful of the manner in vvhfch "Vve
commemorate the birth of our dear Savior, that
our pleasures may be pure and in keeping with
the event we desire to keep in memory.
It is with heartfelt pleasure that we read ln the
Column and Herald of the testimonies of the
Spirit's power that
is
among us.
QuEENSFERRY,

1
1

We are encouraged thereby to trust God for the
fu\fiilment of His word and promises, to take up
our trials with more patience and in fuller faith
abide his lime and will. Oh, that we might be
In ore faithful! that our B~eavenly Father rrlay
not stay his hand but send down the blessings he
has for us, hut can not give till we fit ourselves
to receive the1r1
'Fhe writer is but Oile of the younger ones and
is tnore des).rous of receiving instruction than es~
saying to lrnp>'rt it, yet she feels to have been
much blessed
the latter day work. and is in
sy!npathy v.rith aH who labor :for its advancement.
That we have received of the power of the same
Ho1y Spi:rit that has ever been aYnong God's people, when he bas ha"d a pure gospel upon the earth
assures our hE~?"1·~s and faith and rnakes us ever
prayerful, that we may be faithful and receive of
it 1n fuller rneasure, that "~rve may grovv in grace
and knowledge continually untll we attain unto
the measure
the stature of the fulness of
Christ May the Spirit of God ever be with us
to lead, comfort and
enabling us to over,
come all unrighteousness and to live unto his
name's honor and glory is my prayer.
SISTER LILLIE,
LoRIMER, Iowa, Nov. 17th.
Dear Sz"ster F:ra11ces:-Some time ago I sent a
request that the Prayer Union would pray for
our little glrl, and thinking perhaps that those of
the Union would like to hear from those whorequest their pravers I 'vvrite this. \Vhen sent in
my request she 'vas very low-, and feeling that no
earthly ald
near 1 sent in the request.
Patiently I vvaiti3d for the day when those of the
U nlon would send up their petition to Him above
in her behalf. Thanks be to Him, for I can
truly testify that from that time she has been improving daily, and to" day feel to thank Him that
He has heard and answered the pmyers of the
Union and I feel to bear testimony to the work,
for I can truly say that I kno1.v the work we axe
engaged
is the work of God and that His
Spirit is in connection with it, aDd my desires
are to so live that I may be worthy of the promises He has given.
Yours in bonds,
W. T. SHAKESPEARE.
-----~--~~---·---·~~-~---··------~~--~

CoLEMAN, Mich., Dec. xst.
Dear BrotkeFS and S£sters:-In many places
where we
have Sunday-schools we are
idle,
Christ ,;aid, "Feed my Lambs." What
are vve doing? Are we not letting pass g·:reat
opportunities for doing good for the cause by not
educating the 3roung?
Many parents are a.Uo.,ving their children to be
taughl: in vvays that are abominable in the sight
of the I.,on::1 1 Hnd v.;hy? I answeri because we
have not
schools of our o1;vn-~ and the,y
say they must have so1ne v;ay of spending their
Sundays. 'Then v1by not teach ther.n the reveal~
ed will of God and not the doctrines of men?
What shall vle say when our Master comes to
take account ol' our stewardship? Shall we say
we had nothing to do?
God forbid!
There is
plenty of woi-k for erceh to do, or why d1J our
Savior r)ay the hP~rvest is great and tl c laborers
are fev1? True, we are not ali ca!leu to the min-
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istry, but must the ministry do it all, while we
sit with folded hands? Nay, brethren and sisters, let us be up and doing, for the night cometh
when no man can work. Let us arouse to a
sense of our duty and be active in the Sundayschool work, that the lambs of the fold may not
siarve; then when Jesus comes our lamps will be
bright and burning and our Master's voice will
be heard saying, "Well done, good and faithful
servant, enter into the joy of the Lord."
Fearing that I may take up too much of your
valuable time I will close, hoping that a greater
interest in Sunday-school work may manifest
itself.
. In gospel bonds,
SISTER BERTHA.
Spital Hill, SHEFFIELD,
England, Nov. 29th.
Dear Herald :-I am plensed to hear of the
success of the worl> of God in every land, and
pray that it may continue to the end of time.
It is only a short time since I united with the
church and during that time I have received
many evidences of the truth of the latter day
work, and feel to praise our Heavenly Father for
the same.
I know that God blesses his children when
they approach him in humility; and it is this
state I want to attain to. I love to read the testimonies of my brethren and sisters which are
ed~ying and instructive to me; and I can say of
a truth that they are the children of God, because they are led by the Spirit of God.
The work in England is progressing steadily,
the Lord confirming his word by signs following;
giving peace to many who are low in this
world's. estimation. I desire to continue in the
work to the end, that I may be worthy to enter
the kingdom of God with the redeemed to sing
the praise of God forever more.
JOSEPH ARBER.
MAKLEEVILLE, Cal., Dec. I2th.

Bro. W. W. Blair:-I arrived at Dayton, Nevada, September 24th, and was kindly received by
Bro. T. R. Hawkins and daughters, Sisters Hart
and Walmsley. I found them alive in the work,
and by their dally walk and conversation they
bear a name worthy to be called Saints. Bro.
Hawkins being Justice of Peace for twelve years
and under the tongue of good report, he had but
little difficulty in procuring the court-house for
five nights, which only provided for two nights
for any one denomination at any one time."
Mr A. Walmsley then hired the Odd Fellows
Hall for seven 'nights more. I had good congregations, and Jeft some very near the kingdom.
Some said they .wanted to be baptized, but the
water was too cold. I concluded they did not
want to very bad.
I went to Mottsville, spoke several nights,
thence to Fairview and spoke ten times. Had
good congregations. I then went to Diamond
Valley where an the SaintS' were anxiously waiting to receive me. I divided up the time among
them so that none would
slighted. I spoke
seven times there and baptized five, three men
and two women.. r feel that more will obey
soon; I had large turnouts· almost every night.
The district attorney was present one evening
was well pleased.
had.· an: invitation from Markleeville, the
ty seat of Alpine ;;:ounty, California, by the

county Judge, district aftorney,and county clerk
to come and preach for them, and that I should
not ':,vant for anything. Bro. R. Trimmer carrk:d me here .with his team and wagon through
the snow sometimes up to the hub of the wagon.
He had to get out and get a stake and clear the
wheel that was blocked. We arrived about noon.
The Judge informed us that arrangements had
been made for me at the hotel, where I am quite
comfortable.
I have spoken two nights in the court-house,
and although the weather was stormy the house
was filled. I never had better liberty, and I feel
that God has a people here. This is a new opening, as no one of our faith has ever preached
hne.
Surely God is opening up the way before me.
I have found the Saints in general strong in the
faith, and having a desire to do their duty. Bro,
D. R. Jones has truly done well and performed
his duty to the best of his ability; also Bro. D. I.
Jones. My field-Oregon, Nevada and Northern California--is large. Bro, Haws (now in
Oregon) and myself are the only ones actively
engaged in this field. I have many calls, but
can not answer but few, for I want to work the
ground well as I go. There is no use traveling
over the country preaching once or twice in a
place. I believe when I get the people interested
I should speak eight or ten nights, anct then we
are able to determine whether God has any people there or not.
I pray that God will bless the labors of his
servants.
Yours in bonds,
THOMAS DALEY.
TABORVILLE, Mo., Nov. 26th.
Dear Herald:-I rejoice in this latter day work.
had been a member of the Christian Church
for a good many years and was honestly trying
to' serve God, but at times a vague )-nrest would
take possession of me, and it seemed that God
was so far away that he surely could not hear my
prayers; but, two years ago this. summer he
directed the footsteps of his servant, Bro. I. N.
White, to this place, and I soon saw I was not
him according to his will. I was baptized by Bro. White and confirmed by Brn.
'Whlte and Swenson, and I can truly say that
the time since has been the happiest part of my
life, and if I could see my dear husband come
into the fold my happines would be full.
The Lord has blessed me in restoring me to
health for I had been in: poor health for years,
but now am strong and well.
Pray for me, dear Saints, that I may live
faithfully and also see iny husband and children
in the fold.
Your sister,
FLORENCE MASTERSON.
DowCrTY, Iowa, Dec. 14th.

Bro .. T-V. W. Blair :--.,I have been reading the
"Utah Mormon Mormonism come to
judgment!' I thought twenty-five years ago that
it would have come to judgment more speedily
than it has, and in a more pronounced manner.
But it .now plainly manifests the wisdom and
mer~y and longsuffering of the good ];<'ather in
giving them space to repent; and also the. wisdom of the church in .the :;'trenuous efforts put
forth against their blind .and obstinate opposition
to those calling themseives back· to. the "old
I used tQ think, such efforts wen~ throw··

ing away "good ammunition/' that they were
"joined to their idols." But in a day to come the
church can say, in that caoe at least, we are
"clean from the blood of all men." The dark
cloud that hangs over the people in the vallies of
the mountains no doubt has a silver li.1ing, and
we hope and pray that out of the evil much good
may come.
Everything seems to be moving along with us
smoothly, so far as church matters are concerned; we are having good meetings and a peaceful,
quiet feeling seems to prevail everywhere as far
as I know.
Yours in goshel bonds,
JOHN }>ETT.
PITTSBURG, Pa., Dec. 9th.
Dear Herald:-After the district conference
and reunion held from the 28th of September to
October 6th which I was favored to attend (in
part). I returned home with my wife for a short
time, finding plenty to do in making arrangements for coming into the Pittsburg and Kirtland
district at the request of the missionary in charge,
Bro. G. T. Griffiths.
I bade adieu to loved ones on the 24th of October and arrived in Wheeling on the 26th. On
Sunday met with the Saints in their Sabbath
School and social service and at night made an
effort to speak to a very pleasant assembly; remained about two weeks holding nine preaching
services and visiting among the Saints, not alone
to share their hospitality so kindly offered, but.to
encourage them to attend the regular servic.es
and thereby let their light shine. I had anticipated opening up a number of places in that section, or rather' urging the brethren to do so, but
a card from Bro. 'l<riffths requested me to b'e in
Pittsburg November roth for forenoon services.
In order to "be subject to the powers that be" I
boarded a train at 5: 40Sunday morning, the roth
of November and arrived in time to take rest before taking the stand, and was met at the depot
by our worthy Bro., Ralph G. Smith. It has been
a. number of years since I visited this branch.
A number of those then present haye passed over
to the beyond and there were but few whose faces
were familiar at this meeting. I have held services, aided by the branch officers, Brn. G. H.
Hulmes and E. Thomas, twice each Sabbath
since my arrival, at ro: 30 and 7: 30. The branch
has not control of the hall during the week. I
have tried to aid the work in this place in every
way I could. The branch seems to be. in a very
good condition spiritually. I have very high
opinion of the ability of its officers; they are men
of God, careful in their counsel, wise bu-ildersand the results of their work is manifest.
I
would we had thousands of such men in the
active ministry.
There are qute a number of young men and
young women belonging to this branch who
have been holding what they call a "young folks'
prayer meeting." I have had the ple;lsure of attending all their meetings held since I came
among them. I have not words to~xpress the
pleasure it gave me to see the love they have to·.
ward each other and the zeal they exhibit in their
meetings. Why, It would even do the apostles
good to hear the prayers and testimonies, by the
Spirit, of . these young Saints. One fea,ture of'
their work is to spend fifteen minutes before the
close.in reading origiJ;\al essays, those t:~ading
having oeen previously appointed t<;> :IV;r!te; 'rh'ey"'
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write upon such subjects as Unity, Love of God,
Self-Culture and various other topics which are
necessary virtues of the people of God.
I will
predict that, if they but continue as they have
begun, they will render materiai aid to Sr. Frances in the line of contributions for Autumn Leaves.
May the young Saints of m2.ny other branches
follow and emulate the example of this organiza.
tion. We have been enabled to reach the ears of
some who heretofore have had but little knowledge of our claims, who have expressed themselves pleased with our views. We trust our
eff,rts will not be fruitless.
It was with much reluctance that I came to
this phice, for I have not been ignorant of the
fact that many of our able men have been here,
and some of them recently. \Vhal can I do there?
I am requested to go. I realize my weakness;
thought of the ability of my brethren which was
far above mine. But I came and have not regretted it.
One in charge of the mission wrote me, •·The
Lord will bless you." This has been realized
already. Am willing to learn and do what I can
by the help of Our Father.
During the pre~ent conference year have baptized but few; am not so anxious to baptize as I
used to be, but ready when candidates "believe
with all their hearts" and are drawn to obey. I
wiil close by wishing all a merry Christmas and
a happy New Year.
Yours in hope,
L. R. DEVORE.
'WESTON, Iowa, Dec. wth.
Editors Hemld:-ln r877 I was obedient to the
law<Of. liberty, because the God of heaven had
sent a true servant to proclaifu His word, and I
never regretted that step.
I feel !o say to the
editors of the Saints' Herald. Zion's Hope and .Au·
tmmz Leaves that I hope to continue in the same
faith and hope the editors will continue to send
me these papers. I can not see how any can
spend money for luxuries and not take these
papers. They are rich in matter to me and
worth more than the price.
To God be the
glory.
PETER ANDERSON.
DEEPWATER, Mo., Dec. roth.
Dear Herald:--I see so many cheering letters
in your columns. It do"s me so much good to
read them; they make tears of joy course down
my cheeks.
I have been a great sufferer for many years, but
the Lord is yet sparing my life. I have been
trying to serve the Lord tor many years as best
I knew how, but still I felt a lack of something
and I knew not what. I was a Free- Will Baptist, but for years l had felt a need of something
mor~ than I found with them.
Siill I was better
pleased with that church than any other I knew of.
I was baptized last Ju':-1e by Bro. LN. White.
I feel thankful to God that he has spared me
through all of my afflictions to embrace the gospel.
I have often thought before I knew much
about the Saints that lhr:o Lord was sparing me
for Gome good purpose, for I have pas·3ed through
so much skknc"s and afflictions, and I think if it
was for nothing dsc it was for the purpose of
my embracing the faith.
I had a very 8evere sickness last spring and
was given up
two doctors. We sent ~or ]3ro.

I. N. \Vhite, for I knew the Lord could cure me.
He came and administered to me, and was better in a few minutes. My a~hing left
my
fever cooled.
l3ut I took a backset and it W'lS
unhandy to get an elder at any time, so I had a
few prayers offered in my behalf and mended
along until by the merci.es of the Lord I was up
again to the surprise of many.
My afflictions prey upon me very heavily now,
and I feel that I can not be here very long unless
I have a change for the better instead of worse.
I earnestly ask the united prayers of all the
Saints, that I may be healed of consumption and
other diseases if it is the Lord's will, for I know
he is able to do it, also that I may be faithful. I
have been blessed many. times in answer to
prayer.
I would be glad to live to see my husband
come into the true church. Pray for him and
my brother-in-law, that they may see the errors
of their way and come into the fold and be saved,
Your sister,
AMANDA J. HUDDLESTON.

NoRTH HENDERSON, IlL, Dec. 6th.
Bro. W. W. Blair :-My heart was made glad
and I rejoiced while reading the testimony of
Father Landers.
I do thank my Heavenly
Father that He is mindful of that dear old soul,
giving him strength of mind that he can still
speak words of cheer to the Saints in his extreme
old age.
I truly can testify that the Lord has blessed
him with the gift of healing. I want to speak of
an inddent that occurred about t!Je year forty·
six. My sister "~Nas taken sick with fever and
grew worse daily.
My father went thirty miles
for Father Landers to administer to her. Father
Landers replied: "Bro. Black, we will kneel ln
prayer and ask the Lord to rebuke the disease."
They did so, and the next morning Father Landers
said: "Bro. Black, I have no need to go with
you; your child is better.
She got up that
morning and in a short time was restored lo
health. Truly God has blessed Father Landers
in his mission of love and mercy. May God
bless him.
Our little branch here is still trying to live and
holding on to the rod of iron, as best they can,
but we are getting very hungry for preaching.
ISABEL GLass.
WEBB CITY, Mo., Dec. rst.
Dear Herald:-My husband and I were bap··
tized into the Saints church July 25th by l3ro.
Hobert. Since then my oldest daughter was
sick with the spinal menengitis but through
prayer and faith in the Lord and by the power of
God she is well, She had strong faith herself;
she wanted nothing but consecrated oil. But the
sadderd: of all is I have a boy nine years old who
·was taker: sick before we carne in the church.
He has the sarne d.1sease and fo:r
weeks he has been sick and is now almost a skeleton. He don't have fever new unless
He wants to drink most all the time.

whlie he ~eem~d to get better, but
spells of some kind with his spine. I ask an
terest in all the Saints' prayers ln his
that
as much as in accordance wi1h God's will he
may be raised ~.nd have his
mind and the

right use of his limbs.
desires are to serve
the Lord, and raise
my children in the :lear of
the Lord.
Your sister,
MATTIE J O:NES.
Wn:EATVILLE, Vilis, Dec. 9th.
Dear 1-Jeratd:--I wish to inform your readers
o:E the prospecb in th.ls Vvestern Wisconsin district, I am happy to inform you it is onward. I
received letter from Bro. W. S. Pender at Valley Junction a few days ago stating the prospects
to be good. He had baptized five at that place
and others were near the kingdom.
I have been preaching what I could and the
Lord has wonderfully blessed me. On December the rst I baptized three at \Vhealville, and
on last Sunday .I was at Bell Center, this state,
when one more gave their name for baptism. A
number more will unlt:e between this and spring.
The calls for preaching are increasing. 1
opened up a new field last week. Some are believing there and
promised to return soono
Some are very hard against us there and prorn ..
lsed us some bad treatment, but if the Lord will
we shall go back again. The harvest is ripe in
this field. 0, may the Lord send the laborers
forth! I hope to be sustained in this field next
year so I c<>n spend
my time in the lahor of
the Lord. I have done what I conld this year
and hope to do more in the future.
In bonds,

A. L. \VHITEAKE~
BucHANAN, Mich., Nov.26th.
Kiud Reader:-Listen, oh, listen, whilf> I relate briefly some cf the miseries, heartaches and
crime entailed upon the children of God, at different periods through kissing:
Very recently, while reading from the Book of
Omni, and from the words of 1\!formon, the
Spirit of the Lord rested upon me, and showed
me that those two mighty races, once so highly
favored of the Lord, dwelling upon this continent at two distinct periods, fell by reason of
wicked abomination, and the first step to it was
kissing.
Oh Saints of latter days, have we observed any
indications of such a destructive power among
our fair sons and daughters? If we have, let us
at once try to stamp out the error before it gains
a foothold too strong for us. Lift a warning
voice ere we see our innocent ones led into cap-tivity and chains of darkness by its awful deceit·
ful power.
Oh, ds.ughters of Zior>, look earnestly to your
children, that they are not captivated by it. 'For
they are as costly jewels as diamonds set in gold;
their mission, their worth, the good that they wm
do, the future will unfold.
And forget not your husbands and sons, es·
pedally those who are in the field
for
truth; for there is a spirit hanging over them that
1s trying to cause thern to comtnit acts unpardon~
able, and thus destroy their mission ~md labor of

lov!.;.

Oh, let us not
whlle the enemy of souls
is .so zealously tryi r:g to overth:rov; the ct urch
and kingdom of God by those litt!P innovations,
but let us arise with heart and voice and denounce the evil practice of kissing.
Some
know havo: gracefully folded their
arms and said, "There is peace and safety for
ns." But does not the good book tell us that
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D.
CENTRAL POINT, Dec. rst.
when those words are spoken, then shall come
Dear Sainis:-This is the Lord's day and I
Gudden destruction?. I think it is a mistake to
suppose that we may glide along smoothly while had an appointment at our school house but was
others have waded through blood for the sake of hindered by the rain, so I thought I might encourage you by bearing my testimony to the latthe cause that we enjoy.
Examine, kind reader, the prophecies of Dan- ter day work. I know it is of God, for the signs
iel, twelfth chapter, and tell me, oh tell me, the do follow them that believe and obey. I hRve
meaning of those three dates or ends of some been healed and have seen others heRled by the
important events evidently referred to. If that power that is given the elders of the Church of
Christ, and I praise the Lord for the visions and
figurative language of time, times and a half,
dreams
he has shown me. I had a testimony
points to the termination of the great apostasy of
the primitive church in 1830, and the more re- of the Book of Mormon in answer to prayer,
cent date of 1290 days, has reference to the time May 27th, in reading the first book of Nephi.
of the Reorganization, or the end of the apostasy When I came to the twentieth verse of the
brought about by Brigham Young and those first chapter the letters were enlarged and changother like aspimnts, in r86o, pray what is the ed to the color of gold with a narrow border of
meaning of the last date pointing to 1905? There green around each letter, which caused 111e to
is a great blessing promised to those who shall , praise the good Lord. 1f any Saint should come
wait and come to that date, and Daniel is to rest this way, please call on a brother.
WM. PooLER.
and s.tand in his lot at the end of the days. Let
us hope also that it will not be the tnd of an
event similar to those of the past; and that those
who now stand may stand until the great clock
of time shall say it is done and our warfare is
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive tha
Your sister,
over.

EDITH EAGLESON.

RrcHMOND,

Mo., Dec. rzth.

Editors Herald:-.I am doing what I can to
spread the gospel in this district. I went into

the nor'th-east part of Carroll county to preach
the funeral sermon of Mr. Art. her White who departed this life August 28th. It was preached
in. the Baptist Church by the writer to a large
congregation for the country .. Mr. White was
not a member of any church, but professed a beliefin the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ.
His w.ife is a member and is still living in that
neighborhood.
While I was in that part I got th,e use of the
United Brethren church and returned in one
month and preached five nlghts to quite anum·
ber. I left an appointment to·commence December.zd. l have just closed a series of eight sermons at that place. H.nd very good sized con·
gregations and good liberty, but I was somewhat
hoarse. on account of cold. The neighborhood I.
was preaching in is where Bro. En1sley Curtis
lived. I have also been pre~u::hing five miles
east of Richm()nd in a school h.onse every third
Sqnday in the month, usually morning and
night; also. at two different places south of Rich·
mond, in the river bottom.
We held our district conference the last Saturqay in November. Only fQ'ur elders we:re presentand some priests and some. of the laity. We
haye only six members in this district. Mos.t.of
the member~ see!n a little
I hope
·
w~ll 'thoroughly awake before the Bridegroom
,,
comes.
i have not baptized any, but r am'satisfied that
prt?judice has been allayed
a more
understanding is had among the people
wil1 bring for,lh fruit after many days.
Saint~> would manifest more zeal by works in the
wayof love and unity, their light
re.flect
farther and hJgher .and others could see better.
haye several things to contend with down
here. There 11re fears within, but not with me
in regard to this work, for surefy t~ere is nothing
b:ette);., SoJ.shall battle along ~othe end, .God

We
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ANCIENT AMERICAN RUINS.
followinf! is taken from "Pitman's
l'\!Lmual of Pho~10graphy," edition of r889.
of the. fTTooster ~PJI
of certain highly interestdiscoveries. recently made by the Geoand Geological survey of the
by Dr. Hayden:
"'Prof.
has given South· western Colorado a· new interest, bv discoverand describing ancient rulns in that
in south-eastern Utah. The
Enamas was densely inhabitcultivated by an enlightened
centuries ago. The ruins
towns,. fortifications, ditchpottery-ware, drawings, etc.,
that many arts. were cultivated by
prehistoric people which are now
lost. Their houses were built of
kind of stone, from small
finest sandstone.
of these ruins, and the
are situated ab 0 ut thirtybelow Enamas City, in a large
longbyseven miles
side ofthe river. This
covered with buildings of
the two largest being three
hundred feet, and about
They.are built of . small
and in ad~be mortar,
four feet and thf'J
and a half to three
stories ate found
There are rooms
flpors for about fqur
are still standing.. About the
on the west side. there was
the lengih of the
signs .of a door. are visible
.wall.s, and the ingress must
top. . On the inside
passages ·from ro<?m to

THE

doors have been two by four feet.
The
arches over the doors and portholes are
made of small cedar poles two inches wide,
placed across, on which the masonry is
placed. The sleepers supporting the floors
are of cedars, about eight inches thick, :md
from twenty to fifty feet long, about three
feet apart. A layer of small round poles
was placeq acrobs the sleepers, then a layer of thinly split cedar sticks, then about
three inches of earth, then a layer of cedar
bark, then another layer of dirt, then a
carpet of some kind of coarse grass. The
rooms that have been protected from exposure are whitewashed, and the walls are
ornamented with drawings and writings.
In one of these rooms the imph:sion of a
hand dipped in whitewash, in the joist, is
as plain as if it had beed made only yesterday. In another room there was drawings of tarantulas, centipedes, horses and
men.
"'In some of the rooms have been
found human bones, bones of sheep, corn
cobs, gods, rawhides, and all colors and
varieties of pottery ware.
These two
large buildings are exactly the same in
every respect.
Portions of the building
plainly show that they were destroyed by
fire, the timbers being burnt off, and the
roofs caved in, leaving the lower rooms
entirely protected. The. rock that these
buildings were built of must have been
brought a long way, as nothing to compare with it can be found within a radius
of twenty miles. All the timber used is
cedar, and has been brought at least twenty-five miles. Old ditches and . roads are
to be seen in every direction. The .Navijo [Navajoe?J Indians say in regard to
these ruins that their forefathers came
there five old men's ages ago (five hrtQdred
yeaJ;s) and that these ruins were here and
the same then as now, and there is no
reco.rd whatever of their origin.'"
Here is proof of the divine origin of the
Book of Mormon which may assist to confirm: the faith of Pome of our members
. who lately have come into the church.
They will be able to see by this the c1ifference between an idle tale and a revelation
from God. This Waf'.. undoubtedly one of
the cities of the N ephites. Joseph Smith
the martyr was indeed a prophet of God.
NATHAN LINDSEY.

RoDNEY, Iowa,.

TRINE IMMERSION.
IN THE .Heraldof August 14th, Jasti find
an editorial on the subject of "Trine Immersion," and as this has revived so,r:peof
my former conflict, I feel disposed to write.
I think the brother mentioned as having
the argument with some ot that people is
mistaken when he states that "trine im.
mersion and feet w~o1shing .are their strongest holds." Having been identified with
them fpr ten or twelve years, ~nd having
been several years in their ministry, I have
reason to believe that .they hold non·r~sist
anc~, llO'n·SWf"at:ing,.non-conformity to the
world in dress, the .kiss of.charity, adjpsting
church difficulties accof(!ing to. Matthe.w
18th, and anointing with oil and' !!lying of.
small,.from ~eight
hands .as much a~.tJ:1e f?rmer p:rin\Ziples.
fourteen feet; ... the '
The .brother thinks them eas.ily cor.q.ered
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• on church organization and authority.
This I think to be correct, for bishops,
deacons and elders in first and second degree are all the officers among them that I
know anything about it; and as to authority, they claim nothing else-to my knowledge-but the written word of the Bible.
This brings to my mind the remark
which a certain Dunkard brother made,
namely: "The worse the people the more
authority they claim." The opposite of
thiB is, the less authority claimed the better the people, and consequently J·hose
who have no authority are the best of all;
yet we learn that Jesus Christ "taught as
one having authority and not as the
scdhes, and he commandeth even the wind
and the sea, and they obey, for with authority commandeth he even the unclean
spirits, and they obey him."-Mark r: 27.
"Then he called his twelve disciples together, and gave them power and authority over all devils and to cure diseases."Luke g: I.
Paul says: "For though I should boast
somewhat more of our authority, . . . (z
Cor. ro: 8; see also
line of I
Thess. I: 6). Pcml exhorts Titus to "rebuke with all authority."-Titus z: 15.
And now while I have ·great respect for
the Dunkard society and confidence in its
sincerity, I nevertheless con~idercq it my
privilege and duty to look at its origin and
authority. Truth can loose nothing by
investigation; error should be exposed,
and I pray the Lord that error may speedily be put down.
Supposing it 'Nas admitted that trine
immersion is correct: who shall administer it? This was an important
question in the origin of the Dunkard or
Brethren Church. I will herewith send vcu
a clipping from the Jlficrocosm, pubfished by Hall & Co,, measurably describing
its origin.
Please republish it.
The
writer says there were seven at its inception, but if my memory serves me right
there were five brethren and three sisters,
and these, according to history, were all
Pmdo Baptists, or those that were simply
sprinkled. Now by an examination of
Jlvlatthew z8: 19 they were convinced that
they were not bs1ptized, and did not know
of'' b;;,ptized society. Certainly, 2J_ccording to their own theory, there were none legitimately
them. Therefore they cast lots vv ho should baptize
first, or be the
and the one
upon whom the lot fell (whose name they
vowed to keeD a secret for fear any should
build their ·hopes on man) baptized
Alexander Mack, who then baptized all
the other
the administrator included.
that the first advvas himself unbapdirect or present
for
claim the
on the Isle of
that God is under
no special
such procedure, no m«.tter how sincere they are cr
how much they seek to
the commands of Christ.
I fea.r the sects of the
world have taken to them;;elves 11.uthority
which
Christ never g-ave
and
thu~
of keepin~ the com-

mands. And here no doubt lies the
reason
the
do not follow the
Dunkards and other sects. God is under
no obligation to confirm
signs followi11g,
It is needless to claim
sion," as you
person or a few are
a church, why are not all others thus,
privileged? Solve the
or can, but remember
author of confusion.
I should dearly love to hear or see ':wo
competent men measure swords upon the
doctrinal points of both
the German Baptist and the
Church of Jesus Christ. I
time the df~cus;;ion was ended somf: at
least would know whether I have been
bewitched or not.
We are stiil
tized and confirmed
Rudd's children.
We
of silent con-·
open opposition, but
rem em bcr all
tempt. May God
his children.
D. vv. SnrRK.
CRAWFORD,

the whole church. In the
Conferences into which the State"
and in the General

To the executive committee of the Annual
ordained elders are
ible.
church is entitled to two
resentatives at the District
each District
to the Annual
or

nor to
secret
their
the vanities

Neb., Oct. 13th.

COURCH OF THE BRETHREN-GERMAN
BAPTISTS.

TI-ns body of Christians arose in the
I 708, in Scbwartzenau.,
general lack of
lisbed or State
duced seven neighbors
for the purpose of
prayer and mutual
of attaining a
Not knovving the
ized Baptist church,
reading the Bible to
and, by a strict
mission (Matt. 28:
mersion.
Among them was a man of liberal education
the name of Alexander
whom
gam zed
the name
harmony with j\fatt. 23:8, "All
brethren." From their mode of
ing they were oft<.m called Tunkers
Dunkards, from the German word
to immnse.
Their number increased

sion.
(deipnon)
eaten in the
and fliffers from the
bread and wine of communion which were
distributed
the Lord "after
r Cor.

the name
is a
of which
avail themselves when

communicants can
until after the census
but then: are I 739
enELDER S.

z.

SHARP, A.M.,

tion maintains
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ALD.
THE SABBATH QUESTION.

IN writing on this question we shall not
undertake to do so with a view to settling
the question as to whether the first or the
seventh day of the week will ultimately
be the true Sabbath day-the day of rest
and of vvorship for the Saints of God to
observe.
"
It is a well known fact that there is a
difference of opinion among the Saints on
this subject, and I have no doubt but what
they differ honestly. There having been
a good deal of discussion on the Sabbath
question the Lord saw fit to speak to the
church on the matter as follows: "Inasmuch as there has been much discussion
in the past concerning the Sabbath of the
the church is admonished that until
revelation is received, or the quo"
rums of the church are assembled to decide concerning the law in the church articles ~nd covenants, the Saints are to observe the first day of the week, commonly called the Lord's day, as a day of rest,
as a day ot worship, as given in the coven:mts and commandments."-D. C. I 19; 7·
The Saints having been admonished in
relation to the matter it would be well to
see whether we understand the admonition correctly or not. To the mind of
the writer the revelation of April I Ith,
1887, does not settle the question so that
there may not hereafter be a change made
from the fir~t to the ~eve nth day; but it
simply teaches that for the time being, or
"until further revelation is rtlceived, 0r the
quorums of the church are assembled to
decide cor;~cerning the law in the church
articles and covenants, the Saints are to
observe the first day of the week," etc.
If we are to understand as some claim
that "the revelation does not teach nor
imply that at some future time it may be
found that Sunday is not the proper restday for the church," why should it be said
that they are to observe the first day until
certain specified events should take place,
if there was no possible chance for a
change to be made when those future
events shot:tld occur? Evidently. the Ian~
guage used limits the time of
being. in
force to the time when those specified
events take place. How are we to know
beforehand what the "further revelation"
on the subject may reveal or what the decision of the assembled quorums may be
ory that question? It seems to us to be a
mere presumption-claiming a point without proof-to say that there may not be a
change made by future revelation or the
further investigation of the matter in the
assembled quorums, when they may be
calltld upon to decide "concerning the
law in the church articles and covenants"
on.this question.
Should the writer (as a representative
of the church) be questioned by one not
acquainted with our faith and doctrine
how. the church stood on the Sabbath
·question, he would answer that there is a
difference of. opinion among the members
and the elders on that: question; but that
the doctrine of the church as given by
revelation is that "until further revelation
is received" or un.til ''the quorums of the
-church are assembled" and decideuponthe

its

question we are commanded to "observe
the first day of theweek . . . as a day of
re.c;t." After which the doctrine of the
church will be as the further revelation or
decision of the quorums may have determined. But whether it will be in favor
of the first or seventh day as the Sabbath
I have no means of knowing before- hand.
From the writer's standpoint of view it
to him that no one in representing
of the church on the Sabbath
question has any right to say that Sunday
will he for all future time the rest-day or
Sabbath for the church. Whether that
will present the matter
from the pulpit"or through the press-in
periodical, or tract form-he should be
careful in representing the matter and not
presume too much as to what the future
will or will not bring about. If one bas
the right to sav the future will not make
a
because he so believes, another
has just as much right to say that the future wiil make a change because he so believes. The writer believes that none
have the right to say what the future will
bring about on this question, but each one
has the right to his opinion on the matter,
and if he must express it let him say that
it is only his opinion, and not the doctrine
of the church. The revelation was evid(:)ntly given to stop the discussion in the
manner it had been previously conducted,
through the press, and to admonish the
Saints to observe the first day of the
week until the matter would be fi.nally
settled by further revelation, or by quorum decision; thus, to the mind of the
writer, leaving it an open question as to
what the final decision will be on that
question, This certainly seems to us to be
the simple, plain and unstrained meaning
of the language in which the revelation
has been given.
JosEPH FLORY.

ON THE JERICHO ROAD.

THE subject of the Rev. Dr. J. H. Barrows' sermon at the First Presbyterian
Church was "On the Jericho Road." The
parable of the good Samaritan was the
basis of the many practical lessons which
the discourse contained.
Dr. Barrows said it was not for him to
denv that the conditions of the modern
world are far from right, but were they
ten-fold worse so long as one brother was
in need and he could help him it would be
his duty to do so, even though other men
leave their obligations unfulfilled, This
parable was a terrible indictment of much
that we see in the modern world. With
all our growing humanities there is no
adequate provision yet made for human
need.
The bitter cry of outcast London
is a modern echo of the wounded man's
helpless cries in that ro.cky gorge of Judea.
No one can read the descriptions which
are given of the bo.undless luxii'ry, the
palatial adornments, for example, of the
great mansion.s of New York, and then
linger over the descriptions of the vast

tenement-houses where thousands in immediate proximity to this luxury are
living lives worse than brutal-men,
women, children eating, sleeping, dying
in narrow rooms and foul atmospheres
where every condition of wholesome liie is
absent, where virtue is almost impossible,
where life is robbed not only of interest
but of decency-no one can· linger over
these two pictures and believe for a
moment th~t the parable of the good
Samaritan bas taken full possession of the
modern mind and heart. ·Men have been
so busy bowing down to the laws of political economy, worshiping the Moloch of
competition, exalting the claims of the
rule of. supply and demand, that they have
too often forgotten that there are some
laws older than Adam Smith, Ricardo,
and other economists; that older than
political science is the law of mercy and
humanity. The world to-day needs most
of all, now that the wealth of. ours, the
richest nation, is more than half of it concentrated in the hands of less than 25,ooo
persons, to Christianize or Samaritan ize
the zs,ooo.
The uprising tide of social discontent
which appears in Europe and America
has back of it a sense of wrong and has in
it in some degree the Spirit of Jesus
Christ, and, no doubt, unless in a far
larger measure the wealth of the w.orld is
concentrate(! to the relief of humanity, its
bod1ly, mental, social, and spiritual relief,
we shall see that general adoption of perilous principles-principles involving- a 'radical change in the type of our civilization.
The vast inequalities which are sheltered
and defended under the present system
are the mightiest forces to-day in the
social evolution, or revolution, which »o
many deplore and so many hail with
thanksgiving.
There is no link binding the rich and
poor tog-ether so strong as kindness on the
part of the rich, but the kindness must be
personal, it must not be second-hand and
far removed, and take on the form of
charity. It must come close to people's
lives, it must have in it the spirit of selfdenial. The good Samaritan lodges today most frequently in the houses of the
poor.
The doctor said nothing had touched him
more deeply than the case of a poor
woman in this city. Her husban~ was.
killed on the railroad and she supports her
children by washing.
Last winter a
physician came to see her in her sickness
and asked her how she was able to get,
along now that she could not work, and
she told him that the ladies for whom she
worked did not know it, . but that her
children brought home the wa!';hing as
usual and then her poor neighbors, after
their day's washing was done, came to her
weary and worn in the evening and did
hers, so that her work went on as usuaL
Isn't there a neighborly kindness which
puts to shame all our bo11sted generosity?
Living in our rich and comfortable homes,
having no anxieties about bread, clothing,
and shelter;. toiling desperately, not for·a
living but to add a few more thousands
and millions, what are we, the \lest of us,
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T
but miserable hypocrites and pretenders
in the matter of neighborly helpfulness
compared with these humble women of
the wash-tub?
God may or may not be pleased that we
should double our fortunes, but who can
doubt that the eyes of Jesus look upon us
through the eyes of the good Samaritan
with divine rebuke?

faith, which is the Godward
the soul. In
all
differences
come one

FAITH IN OUR TIMES.

"CHRISTIANITY is no longer an exact
science, nor is faith a word with an exact
meaning." Prof. Swing thus began his
sermon on the unity of faith at the Central Church. ''Faith has been taken from
the exchanges. It has lost its commercial value. There was a time when pt:ople could buy articles with belief-when
the church stood in the market place, saying: ''If you believe my articles I will forgive your sins and give you heaven.'
"Not one church but a hundred denominations stood forth crying the same offer;
'Believe my group of docttines and all
will be well with you-believe any other
group and all will be ill with you-and
forever.' Sometimes the Romanists tortured men and women to make belief more
easy. Sometimes the Protestants did the
same. In Spain and Portugal was a day
set apart for the auto da fe, for the act of
faith. Those who had no faith were
burned alive to the delight and edification
of the multitude.
The first auto da fe was in 156o; the last
in 1761, on which occasion a pious old man
of seventy, who could express his belief in
all the doctrines of the church save two or
three, was burned alive in company with
fifty-four common persons,
Twenty
years later a thoughtful he;:etic girl was
burned-in 17Sr. The fires of the inquisition only died out when those of the
French revolution were lit. The reign of
terror taught that the power to kill was
no longer monopolized by the church.
Religion ceased to murder when the other
side learned the art.
"In those bloody times the faith of the
nations and creeds was nothing like what
Christ taught. It was a conformity merely. Faith was a password or sign of membership.
Measurably this is true even
now. The question is often not •Do you
love and serve God?' but 'Are you one of
our company?'
In our day the faith ha~ essentially escaped from this condition and stands for
religion. Credulity will no longer atone
for a single sin; faith believes not in books
or creeds, but in God. To religion it matters not w bet her the sun is at rest or in
motion; ignorance and science are one to
it; we Christians want the sun to shine, ~o
raise up the priests of the earth, to make
matin and vesper time, but our faith reposes on God's goodness.
"The holiest faith need not go beyond
Jesus, for more fortunate than the mind
that knows is the heart that trusts.
Christianity is one and 'the same, whether
Jesus Christ shall merge in God or stand
ever at his right hand. The questions
that men rai.se have nothing to do with

NOTICES.
that there will be a resnext General Con:Eerence
·
at Lathe
to
n:presentatlon so as to constitute all who l·okl the office of priest Ex-officio
General Conferl"nces.
CHARLES P. FAUL,
vv. H. KELLY.
Cr,ARKsn:, LE, l\Io., Dec. 10th, 1880.

of the First Quorum of Eldtheir Post-office address,
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ROBERT M. ELVIN, Pres.
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ruary, at 7:30 p. m.
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prayers (for her husband especially), but generally for all her relatives, that the veil might be
raised from their eyes and thus have them open·
ed to the light of the gospel. Her happy, smil·
ing countenance which lasted to the end of (and
even after; life, has passed from our view for the
present. While here amongst us however, it
seemed to have a charm that would inspire with
more zeal for the work in which we are engaged:
Thus passed away one of the most devoted of
our number. Funeral conducted by Elders R.
C. Evans and Wm. Strange, A telling sermon
the same evening by Elder Evans.
BRown.-At his residence No. 619 Nineteenth
street, Oakland, California, December 4th, r889,
after a protracted illness commencing with an
attack of paralysis, our well known brother,
Hiram P. Brown, attorney at law and editor of
the Expositor, succumbed to the great last enemy,
aged 64 years, 2 months. and 21 days.
Bro.
Brown was born at Queensbury, Warren county,
New York, and became identified with the church
by bapt.sm in 1842 in the seventeenth year of his
age. He was a man of more than ordinary ability and a prolound Biblical scholar, an earnest,
logical and eloquent speaker, and an able expounder of the faith and doctrine of the Saints.
He ever cherished in his heart a deep, warm
friendship for all true belienrs in the Book of
Mormon and adherents to the original Mormon
faith; but was an openly avowed ;md ever
aggressive and uncompromising enemy to polygamy and kindred abominations taught and practiced by the Utah Mormon Church.
He leaves
a kind, loving wife, affectionate children, and a
large circle of friends to mourn their loss. Peace
be to his ashes! and may his spirit mingle with
the spirits of the righteous and rest in the paradise of God until the resur.rection of the just.
Funeral services conducted by Elder J. B. Price,
of Oakland, assisted by Elder Charles Parkin, of
San Francisco.
AnAMs.-Sr. Hannah Adams, relict of the
late Elder James Marvin Adams, born July
12th, r8o8, at Augusta, Oneida county, New
York;. baptized December 4th, 1H36, at Andover,
Ashtabula county, Ohio, by Elder John Knapp;
·died December 6th, r889, at her home in.Woodbine, Harrison county, Iowa. Funeral sermon
preached by Elder Charles Derry in the Saints'
Church, Sunday, December 8th. Text, John
I I : 25; Rev. 14: 13.
Our aged and much beloved .sister was truly a mother In Israel. She
had been a member of the church fifty-three
years lac}l:ing two days; and all these years she
had been active in the Redeemer's cause, counselling and comforting the weak and cheering on
the strong. Full of hope in the coming of the
Lord Jesus Christ and with faith in his gospel

th.at wavered not in the darkest hour, she departed this llfe with a full assurance of a glorious
resurrection when her crucified and risen Re·
deemer returns again to reign in glory on the
earth. She was beloved by all who knew her,
and loved. the Lord. The only regret in leaving
was in the sad thought that her children, for
whom she had so long and fervently prayed, and
with whom she had so earnestly plead, were yet
outside of the kingdom of God. Yet there was
still a hope burning in her soul that her prayers
and tears would not be in vain.
ll,arewell, mother, thv rest is sweet~
For thee death had no venomed sting.
Through Cbri't tby triumph is complete,
And Jesus is thy Savior, King.

JONES.- Henry Tilman Jones departed this
life at Haley's Creek, Tennessee, November 14th,
xl:l89. He was born December 26th, 1830, in
Henderson county, Tennessee, where he has always :resided. He joined fhe Northern Methodists
a little after the close of the rebellion; and made
them a faithful member and a warm leader up to
about thirteen years ago. He was baptized August 5th, 1888, by Elder John Thomas and confirmed by Elder Seaton the same date, and was
faithful until death.
RANGE.-At Hollister, California, November
24th, r889. Naomi E., younges~ child of Bro.
John and Sr. Ella Range, aged 5 months and 22
days.
HU.MPHREY.-At Dennisport, Massachusetts,
November 29th, 1889, of dropsy, Sr. Rebecca A.
Humphrey, aged 39 years, I month afld 7 days.
Funeral service "'ith sermon by Elder John
Smith to a crowded congregation of sym·
pathizing friends. She had long· been a suf·
ferer from disease, but her troubles now are
ended and she has gone where the weary are at
rest.

C., B. & Q. R. R.
Holiday rates via the Burlington Route, C., B.
& Q. R. R. On December 24, 25, 3r, r889, and
January I, 1890, Excursion Tickets will be sold
at one and one-third fare for the round trip from
any Station on the C., B. & Q. R. R: to any Station within zoo'miles on the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy (including Omaha and Nebraska
City), the Chicago &. Iowa; the Chicago, Burlington & Northern; the Hannibal & St. Joseph;
the St. Louis, Keokuk & North- vVestern, and the
Kansas City, St. Joseph & Council Bluffs Railroads. Tickets good for going passage on date
of sale only. Gopd to return until January 3d,
inclusive. They can be obtained of any Ticket
Agent of the C., B & Q R. R.
P. S. EuSTI!j, Gen'1 Ticket Agt.
C. E, ELARTON, Agent.
·

A VALUABLE AND UNIQUE BUSINESS
CALENDAR.
The most convenient, valuable, and unique
business, table or desk calendar, for 1890, is the
Columbia Bicycle Calendar and stand, issued by
Pope Mfg. Co., of Boston, Mass. The Calendar proper Is in the form of a pad of 366leaves,
each sYs x 2U' in., one for each day of the year,
to be torn off daily, and one for the entire year.
A good portion of each leaf is blank for memoranda, and as the leaves are not pasted, but sewed
at the ends, an entire leaf can be exposed whenever desired. By an ingenious device, the leaves
tear ott independently, leaving no stub. The
portable stand, which holds the pad, contains pen
rack and pencil holder, and is made of solid
wood, brass mounted. Upon each slip appear
quotations pertaining to cycling from leading
publications and prominent writers, and although
this is the fifth year of the calendar, the quotations are fresh and new, mentioning the notable
facts in cycling, opinions of medical authorities,
clergymen, and other professional gentlemen,
tt.e rights of cyclers upon the road, advice upon
costumes, directions about road making, with
occasional mention of the bicycles and type·
writers made by the Pope Mfg. Co,, and the information· therein contained would, if placed in
book type, make a fair sized volume.

"The Jews in and out of
Palestine."
Sucb has been the demand for this article, that we now
offer it in PAMPHLET FORM, bound in colored.·covers.
It is a comprehen"ive and carefully prep~red Historical
Treatise concerning the Jews in all nations, including
Palestine; as well as a clear avowal of their hopes and
expectations concerning the Holy Land,· by Rev. F. de
Lola Mendez, a leading American Hebrew of New York
City, Per single copy 5 cts in money or stamps; 6 copies
25c; 12 copies 40 c. Send in your ordere at once.
Address, LAMBERT BHOTHERS,
LAMONI, lJECA'rUR Co., IowA.
RoBERT WrNNrNG, Pres't.

D. F. NICHOLSON, Cashier

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMONI.
A:m:ple Responsibility.
Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real.Estate
bought and sold.
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